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1. Introduction 

The Kusaal Dictionary In Electronic Form. 
Tony Naden [G.I.L.L.B.T.] 

 
This Dictionary database: 
Kusaal is spoken in the extreme northeastern corner of Ghana, in the Bawku districts of the Upper East 
Region. The eastern and western dialect areas, known as Agole('upper') and Toende ('forward') and 
centred on Bawku, capital of the Bawku East District, and Zebilla, capital of the Bawku West District 
respectively, have quite a number of significant differences. 
This dictionary basically represents the Agole dialect.  
Very little lexical material had been published before the Spratts' duplicated booklet 'A Short 
Kusaal-English Dictionary.' (n/d ? 1974 reprinted 2001).  
Primary responsibility for the accompanying material from that stage on has been ours. The main source 
of material is the Spratt dictionary, plus the Bible translations, and also the published proverb 
collections and other published works from the Kusaal Literacy Project. 
 This 2020 version incorporates the spellings of the new orthography developed in 2011-12 by a 
consultative body in Kusaug. Michael Awimbilla has acted as associate editor, particularly in correcting 
and verifying the application of the new orthography to the material in the dictionary, and generally 
checking and suggesting corrections and improvements to the entries.  
Legal status : Many people have contributed to this work so we do not 'own' it in the sense of a book 
which we have written. On the other hand an enormous amount of our own work has gone into putting 
the materials into usable form. Dictionaries of major languages always incorporate earlier 
lexicographical work but are copyrighted by their compilers or publishers. We therefore encourage you 
to use and share this material freely, and parts may be quoted for normal purposes of scholarly research 
and debate, with acknowledgement. No charge may be made for sharing this Dictionary or any 
publication which is based wholly or in part on this Dictionary without consulting us or the Dictionaries 
department at GILLBT: 
dictionaries_gillbt@gillbt.org 
michael_awimbilla@gillbt.org 
lostmarbles31@gmail.com 
 
 
Citation/Acknowledgement: GILLBT Kusaal Dictionary, work in progress: consulting editor Tony 
Naden: Tamale, N/R, Ghana : GILLBT 
 

 

 

2. Location of the Kusaas People 

[One speaker is a Kusaa (Kusadau/Kusapu'a) 
Many speakers are  Kusaas 

The language is Kusaal 
The home territory is Kusaʋg ] 
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Like most Ghanaian peoples, many Kusaas nowadays  
live outside the traditional area, in the cities. 
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3. The Kusaal Language 
Introduction  
The Kusaal  language (Agole and Toende are the Eastern and Western dialects respectively) is spoken 
in the eastern third of Ghana's Upper East Region centred on the towns of Bawku, Garu and Zebilla. 
The language belongs to the Ma-Bia (formerly known as Gur) family which is part of the great block of 
Niger-Congo languages which cover most of Africa south of the Sahara (Bendor-Samuel 1989). Within 
Gur it belongs to the Western Oti-Volta subgroup, and particularly its southeastern cluster of six to eight 
languages (Naden 1988, 1989). Closely-related and very similar languages spoken nearby are Nabit and 
Talni in the Upper East Region, and Mampruli, Dagbani,  Nanun1,  KaMara and Hanga, in the Northern 
Region. Not quite so closely-related are Farefare, Waali, Dagaari, Birifor and Safalaba in the Upper East 
and West Regions and southwest of the Northern Region and the adjacent Moore in Burkina Faso. 
Government policy has varied over the years as to whether the local Ghanaian language should be 
extensively used in early education or whether ultimate performance in the international language will 
be enhanced by concentrating on English. The comparative lack of quantity and variety of literature, and 
of teachers trained in using the Ghanaian language, means that even when mother-tongue primary 
education is in favour it is difficult to teach it, and in it, effectively. Dagbani is one of the official 
regional languages and is used in local broadcasting.  
Various agencies are involved in promoting adult literacy and related development issues, notably the 
Ghana Government's Division of Non-Formal Education, and the Kusaal Literacy Project of Kuldep, 
G.I.L.L.B.T. 
1 The Nanumba people have more or less ceased using their own language and now speak eastern Dagbani with a distinctive 
accent. 
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Notes for Users 

 

• This Dictionary is based on the full database and contains all the recorded lemmata and oblique forms on 
record. Spellings that are incorrect in accordance with the  currently-used orthography are 
distinguished by being printed in grey.   

• THIS COPY edited by Michael Awimbilla, and  revised by Tony Naden with Michael Awimbilla as 
consultant. Note: including checking 13,382 word-forms in the published Bible and 12,762 in other 
published texts. Note: Text references only contain text name. 

• Versions of the Dictionary for pedagogical use containing only corrected orthographical spellings are 
available from Kuldep or Dictionary Department at G.I.L.L.B.T.. (Kuldep GILLBT 
kuldep_gillbt@kastanet.org : Dictionaries GILLBT dictionaries_gillbt@gillbt.org ) 

 
 
 

o A Kusaal word may have several grammatical forms:  
� in nouns and adjectives these are Plural (where the head entry form is singular) and Stem, 

the short form used in compounds ( nua 'a fowl' has the form nɔ-  in nɔnya'aŋ 'a hen, 
female fowl' ) 

� verbs have many forms including imperfective or continuous ( mɛ' 'build' has the form 

mɛɛd 'is building' ), imperative or command ( mɛɛm! 'Build!' ), subjunctive or doubtful  

(mɛɛn as in ti ya'a na nya'aŋ nyɛɛn ligidi, ti naan mɛɛn yir. ), and gerund or 

verbal noun ( mɛɛb 'fact or way of building') 

� Forms may also have variant forms according to dialect or style ( tisid or tit ) or 

because of what follows, or at the end of a question or negative O da mǤr nya'adǤlib. 

He had disciples. Note: cf.  O ka' nya'andǤliba. He has no disciples. Note: –  all these 
variant forms are labelled as 'variant'. 

 
• Abbreviations :  sb. "somebody"  :  sth.  "something"  :   swh.  "somewhere"  :  usu.  "usually"  
                                     Lit.  "literally" – where the natural English translation doesn't line up closely with the                        
                                     Kusaal words 
                                     +   (with a number) "times" (as in '25x' = "twenty-five times") –  frequency of forms in  
                                      texts 
                                     [Gh.]  preceding word is distinctively Ghanaian English 
                                     [Am.]  preceding word is distinctively American (USA) English 
                                     [Br.]  preceding word is distinctively British English 
                                      SC  'Scripture', the published Bible  :  KL   "Kusaal"      :  MP  "Mampruli" 
 
• Numbers appearing after Kusaal words refer to different homonyms and senses: 

o   In every language there are pairs of different words that just happen to sound, or be written, the 

same (homonyms). In Kusaal there is no meaningful connection between  ka  'and'  and  ka  'to bail 
(water)'. For dictionary purposes we give these different numbers, the number being written 

lowered ('subscript') and in a dark grey colour : ka1  'and' , ka2  'bail'. 
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o  But what we feel to be one word can be recognised to have a number of slightly-different but 
obviously related meanings. It is very difficult to decide, even for a speaker of the language, when 
the difference of meaning is not longer slight but justifies recognising a different word. Where we 
think it is reasonable to note a number of senses of the same word, these are grouped in the 
dictionary entry under numbered sections: 

 

                           ka1   …    1 •   and  … 
                             2 •   but  … 
 

When we want to make a cross-reference to a particular sense of a give entry, the sense number is 
added raised ('superscript') and paler grey in colour, after the homonym number if there is one. So to 

refer specifically to ka  in the sense of  'but'  we write  ka1
2 

 

 

 

EXAMPLES  
 
This version of the Dictionary has a full range of examples from written material to show the forms and 
meanings of the words. The examples are drawn from the published Kusaal Bible, with a few also from 
the first published New Testament, its revised second edition, and drafts of the translation which were 
changed in the final published Bible, and also from publications archived by the Literacy Department of 
G.I.L.L.B.T., either already published or manuscripts in various stages of editing and of various dates.  
The Bible has been more thoroughly checked and edited but the literacy texts exhibit a wider range of 
topics, writers and styles. We have therefore tried to give both a Bible and a non-scriptural example for 
each form, meaning and usage of each word where possible. In a few cases co-compiler Awimbilla (as a 
speaker of Kusaal) has supplied a made-up example. 
For this series of dictionary versions we have tried to revise the spellings of the older and un-corrected 
texts to the recommended spellings in the current orthography.  
 

o Parts of the English of examples which are enclosed in single quotes ( ' ... ' ) are not translations 
of the Kusaal but represent the English text of which the Kusaal is a translation. Where the 
expression of the meaning in Kusaal does not follow the English original sufficiently closely, a 
more literal gloss of all or part of the example may be supplied. 

o The English translations of the majority of the non-translated examples, and some of the others, 
has been supplied by co-compiler Naden who is a native English speaker. The styles of English 
used attempt to balance the natural way of expressing the meaning in English against the desire 
to help the user to see how the meaning is expressed in the wording of the Kusaal.  

o Examples are for the most part extracted from longer texts. If the example does not begin with a 
capital letter it is not the beginning of a sentence in the original if it does not end with a full stop   

 
Books and Booklets from Kusaal Literacy Project 
 
 

Abbreviation Kusaal Title  

AIDS-Azuur Nid Pʋ Nyɛt Apilʋ Ka Apilʋ Dit O  

AIDS-I Ban'a Saaŋ La. 1  

AIDS-II Ban'a Saaŋ La. 2  

Akelsa Buribig Kunnɛ O Ba'a Yiri (2nd. ed.)  

Asaasim Karim Mam Gɔs  
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Bible-Intro Wina'am Gbauŋ Pin'ilʋg Pa'alʋg 

( Kʋsaal) 

 

Bible-Study  Gaana Presbiterian Karimdɔɔg. 

Wina'am Gbauŋ Zanmisʋg Dɔlisʋg. 

 

Billygoat Buribig Kunnɛ O Ba'a Yiri  

Breastfeeding Bin'isim Mʋ'asug Gullim  

Constitution Gaana Teŋgbauŋ Zi'ela Sieba Nwa 

Gima Gima Kʋsaallin 

Gbauŋ La Yɛlzut 

 

Electricity Na'asaabugum Paana  

Fire Bugum Kanɛ Ka Atiig Nyu'oe La.  

Glossary (in Bible) Yɛlkpana Gbin  

House+Farm Kusaas yir nɛ Kuob yɛla  

Immunisation Kunsib Sʋm Yɛla.  

Immunisation-II Kunsib Sʋm Yɛla. (2nd. version)  

Iodine Lɛʋŋ Ba'an la  

Jealousy  Da Mɔr Fufummɛ  

Kittens+Mice Anyɛ Kʋdim An Kpɛɛm  

Proverb Kʋsaas Siilima  

Shoeshine-Boy Bikanɛ Duusid Ta'ada Yɛla.  

Smoking Fʋ Bɔɔdi Taba Bɛɛ Laafi?  

Tax  Yɔɔmɛ Fu Lampɔ  

Three-Problems Yɛla Atan' Sɔb  

Trachoma Nif Ban'as Gu'ub Yɛla  

Trees Tiisi da Nya'ad Na'am  

Trouble Bʋla Nyɛ Biig.  

Wealth-Is-Power Ligidi An Paŋ  

Womens-Health Pu'a Laafi Yɛla  

Wonderwoman Asumbul Nɛ Pu'a Nyalʋŋ  

You-Do? Fʋ Tʋm Bɔ?  

You-Heard? Fʋ Wʋm Bɔ? Nɛ Sɔlima Sieba  

 
 
 
 
Kusaal Bible  ::  Old Testament Books 
 
 

Abbrev. Title in Kusaal Title in English 

1CH Yiiga Yɛlkʋda First Chronicles 

1KI Yiiga Na'anam First Kings 
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1SA Yiiga Samuel First Samuel 

2CH Ayi' Yɛlkʋda Second Chronicles 

2KI Ayi' Na'anam Second Kings 

2SA Ayi' Samuel Second Samuel 

AMO Amos Amos 

DAN Daniel Daniel 

DEU Zi'elʋg Tiɛnr Deuteronomy 

ECC Pa'ala Ecclesiastes 

EST Esta Esther 

EXO Yiib Exodus 

EZK Ezikil Ezekiel 

EZR Ezra Ezra 

GEN Pin'ilʋg Genesis 

HAB Habakuk Habakkuk 

HAG Hagai Haggai 

HOS Hosea Hosea 

ISA Azaya Isaiah 

JDG Israel Tuongatib Judges 

JER Jeremia Jeremiah 

JOB Job Job 

JOL Joel Joel 

JON Jona Jonah 

JOS Josua Joshua 

LAM Fabʋlʋg Lamentations 

LEV Levi dim Leviticus 

MAL Malakai Malachi 

MIC Maika Micah 

NAM Nahum Nahum 

NEH Nehemaya Nehemiah 

NUM Kaalʋg Numbers 

OBA Obadia Obadiah 

PSA Yʋʋma Psalms 

PRO Siilima Proverbs 

RUT Ruf Ruth 

SNG  Sɛnlʋŋ Yʋʋma Song of Songs 

ZEC Zakaria Zechariah 

ZEP Zefanaya Zephaniah 
Kusaal Bible ::  New Testament Books 
 

Abbrev. Title in Kusaal Title in English 
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1CO Yiiga Korint dim First Corinthians 

1JN Yiiga Joon First John 

1PE Yiiga Pita First Peter 

1TH Yiiga Tɛsalonika dim First Thessalonians 

1TI Yiiga Timoti First Timothy 

2CO Ayi' Korint dim Second Corinthians 

2JN Ayi' Joon Second John 

2PE Ayi' Pita Second Peter 

2TH Ayi' Tɛsalonika dim Second Thessalonians 

2TI Ayi' Timoti Second Timothy 

3JN Atan' Joon Third John 

ACT Tʋʋma Acts of the Apostles 

COL Kolosae dim Colossians 

EPH Efesus dim Ephesians 

GAL Galatia dim Galatians 

HEB Hibiru dim Hebrews 

JAS Jemes James 

JHN Joon Gospel of John 

JUD Jud Jude 

LUK Luk Gospel of Luke 

MAT Mateo Gospel of Matthew 

MRK Mak Gospel of Mark 

PHM Filimon Philemon 

PHP Filipi dim Philippians 

REV Nier Pa'alʋg Revelation 

ROM Room dim Romans 

TIT Titus Titus 

 
New Testament: 
 
1976.  Wina'am Gbouŋ Nonapaal : (New Testament) Kusaal.   USA : Bible Translators/World 

Home Bible League 

1996.  Wina'am Gbauŋ : Nonar Paal : (New Testament) Kusaal.  [2nd., revised, edn.] USA : 
The Bible League in cooperation with GILLBT 

Whole Bible: 

2015.    Wina’am Gbauŋ :  2015. Ghana Institute of Linguistics, Literacy and Bible Translation In 
cooperation with Wycliffe Bible Translators, Inc. 

 
Other Sources 
 
A few items are derived from other sources, usually acknowledged: 
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C  -  Cansdale : animal names from 
  

Cansdale, G.S. n/d A list of scientific and vernacular names of the fauna of Ghana.  Legon : IAS 
 
I  –  Irvine : tree names from  
 

Irvine, F.R. 1961. Woody plants of Ghana, with special reference to their uses. Oxford/London : 
OUP 

 
MA  –  data personally contributed by co-compiler Awimbilla 
Moses  –  data personally contributed by Moses Atiiga 
N  –  data personally collected by co-compiler Naden 
P  –   collections of Proverbs (Kʋsaas Siilima [above] in various versions since 1980) 
SD  –  Spratts' Dictionary (in bibliography above) 
 
W  –  Joseph Wumbillah : cultural items from MS on Kusaal society, seen in the 1970s 
 

Wumbillah, Joseph B. n/d (1970s) The Kusaas people of Northern Ghana. unpublished MS 
 
 
 
 

* Parts of Speech: 
 
These refer to the use of the word in Kusaal grammar, not the part of speech of its English translation. 
  
adj(ective) 
adv(erb) 
aux(iliary) 
cj [conjunction] 
demonstrative 
disc(ourse particle) 
excl(amation) 
id(eophone) 
indef(inite) 
int(errogative) [question] 
loc(ative) 

n(oun) 
n.phr(ase) 
n.pr [proper noun, names of 
people and places] 
n.st(em) 
num(eral) 
num.sx [numeral suffix] 
pl(ural) 
pn [pronoun] 
postpos(itio)n 
pred[icator]  
prep(osition) 

 ptc [particle]  
 px [prefix]  
 qnt [quantifier] 
 rel(ative) 
 sg [singular] 
 st(em) 
 sx [suffix] 
 tmp [temporal] 
 v(erb) 
 v.n [verbal noun] 

 
 
 

The only really difficult ones are the descriptive words which are mostly adjectives in English. In 
Kusaal it may be: 

• an adjective which joins on to the stem form of the noun dabisbɛ'og  “a bad day” (full form of 

“day” is dabisir). Adjectives are entered into the dictionary with a leading hyphen to 

indicate that they often do not appear at the beginning of a word, so : -bɛ'og2 

• or a verb (bi'e1  –  Li anɛ bʋn linɛ bi'e hali. “That is something which is.bad., very”), 
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• there may be a noun (bɛ'ɛd3 “badness”).  

• An adverb usually comes at the end and the sentence would be complete without it (Ka o ʋʋns 

baanlimm.  "And he/she groaned softly."). 
• The ‘ideophone’ class needs more study in Kusaal: these words combine unusual form, often 

reduplicated, with usage as adverb (especially to emphasise another descriptive  word), 
occasionally as adjective,  or as predicative adjective (as in “He is good.” as opposed to “A 
good man  is reliable.”) the meaning may be complex “long and flexible”, “round and big”. 
These words are uncommon and it is difficult to find all the uses exemplified with one word:  

 
bap-bap, gbɛʋʋ, ililili, kiap(p)i, limm ~ lim-lim  (unusual form)  

Amus la ye, "Miau miau!" "The cat said 'meoow, meoow!", M lɔb o tampiank pap. "I gave 
him/her a slap, whop!" [onomatopoeic] 

Sigib sigib kennɛ kidakida. "More haste, less speed." (lit. 'slowly goes quickly') [adverbial]                              

ma'ae siaa "be very cool"  [emphasise another descriptive word] 

Wɛbaa patinnyaabir zi'e zigigigi "An enormous  leopard stood there loomingly. "   [adjective] 

Winnig la ɛɛnti bɔɔd luub ka an wii  The sun was about to set and was very-red [predicative 
adjective] 

 
 
 
 

Etymologies: 
 
The basis of the etymologies in this database is a collation of Gabriel Manessy's findings towards the 
comparative-historical study of the Gur group of Niger/Congo languages. He made reconstructions of 
proto-forms for the Grusi group (1969), then the Oti/Volta group (1975), and a final study comparing 
these two segments with Kurumfe (1979). 
I hand-wrote out the collation 20+ years ago and have now keyboarded it as a TOOLBOX database. 
In addition to Manessy's reconstructions I have included the formulæ for 'Common Gur' from Swadesh 
et al. 1966, and some of my ad hoc summary forms representing the Western Oti-Volta languages which 
are my particular field of study. Some reconstructed forms from Mukarovsky's 'Western Nigritic' 
(Mukarovsky 1976) and Bantu studies by Guthrie ('Common Bantu' – CB) and the conspectus from the 
Royal Museum of Tervuren ('Proto Bantu' – PB)  
NOTE:  The etymological notes in the dictionary entries are not a statement that the etymology of this 
item in this language is presented by the reconstructions, but that this is what is known about forms for 
this referent in historical linguistics. 
 
 
Reconstructions: 
 
OV1/2 are Manessy's 1975 reconstructions for Oti/Volta. Variants of the same form are separated with a 
slash (usually vowel alternations). Optional consonantal extensors and vowel length are in parentheses 
(N) &c., (:). Ĭ , Ʋ represent Manessy's italic  I, O which represent [ɩ , ʋ] lowered/retracted or [-atr] high 
vowels. 
Comment (TN): Seeing the variations of vowel quality within and across dialects of the same language 
even, I seriously doubt whether these fine-grained contrasts can be safely reconstructed 
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OVN are my own schematic forms representing the Western Oti/Volta languages that I am specially 
studying in a similar style to Manessy's OV formulæ. These are not formal reconstructions but in less- 
core-vocabulary items are based on wider and deeper data than anything Manessy had. 
GS  are Manessy's 1969 Grusi forms.  He divided the languages into groups A, B and C :  GS1 indicates 
forms found in all three groups, GS2 in A and B only,  GS3 in B and C, and GS4 in A and C.  There are 
some other Grusi formulæ that I am not sure of the status of: I haven't got a copy of Manessy 1969 here, 
and will need to recheck all the Grusi entries.  The formulæ are very formulaic, slashes within a single 
string represent alternative vowels of consonants at that point.  Upper-case letters with superscript 
numbers (subscript in the original) represent phonetically-related proto-sounds whose precise phonetic 
form is not fully determinable.  Thus in the Grusi reconstructions  MA/E²/O²D/L would correspond to  
MAD/M ƐD/MƆD/MAL/M ƐL/MƆL in the OV system. 
 
vc   reconstructions are the 1979 Central Gur (Voltaïque Central) forms based on comparing Oti/Volta, 
Grusi and Kurumfe which Manessy considered (the only known member of) an independent branch of 
Central Gur at about the same level.  vc1 forms are represented in all three branches, vc2 in Grusi and 
Kurumfe only, vc3 in Oti/Volta and Kurumfe, and vc4 in Oti/Volta and Grusi.  Transcriptions in lower 
case are less formulaic than the GS forms and use some special characters which presumably were not 
readily-available to the earlier publications. 
CG are the Common Gur formulæ from Swadesh _et al._ 1966 
MWN are the 'Western Nigritic' forms of Mukarovsky (1977, 1976) 
 
 
Status of the Reconstructions: 
It is my opinion that Manessy's proto-forms (with a few exceptions mentioned in notes in the database) 
are the best we can do at the present time. No amount of clever manipulation of the extant data will 
produce much improvement.  This is why I am concentrating my main effort on lexicography and 
comparative lexicography in the living languages to provide more copious and reliable data for the next 
generation of comparative studies. 
 

 

Lexical Functions: 
 

Older dictionaries often give “Synonym” and “Antonym” of relevant entries, referring to words with ‘the same’ and 

‘opposite’ meaning. Modern linguistic researchers working on the meaning-structure of languages (“semantics”) have 

pointed out that there are hardly ever absolute synonyms, with the same meaning (including dialect1 and stylistic 

meanings)  –  which would be inefficient  –  and rarely absolute antonyms, which could always replace the entry word 

if the phrase or clause is made negative.  As an example of ‘synonyms’, take the English “pig” and “hog” which are 

normally interchangeable, but you don’t say * “going the whole pig”, or “hog iron”. As an example of ‘antonyms’, 

consider English ‘man/male’ and ‘woman/female’ –  even before modern flexibility on gender these are only 

‘opposites’ when applied to the restricted field of humans/biota, if something is “not a man/male” it isn’t automatically 

‘a woman/female’, e.g. “table”, “mistake”,  “justice”: or  gradable adjectives like ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ –  if something is 

“not hot” it need not be “cold”, it could be ‘warm’, ‘lukewarm’, ‘cool’ … . And there are now recognised a whole range 

of significant meaning-relations between words which need a much richer set of terms to describe.  These are usually 

referred to as “lexical functions”.  I have been working with two published sets of these labels, one of which is part of 

the Multi-Dictionary Formatter model used in TOOLBOX (Coward/Grimes 2000), and the other that developed by 

Meɫčuk et al. 1984. 1988, 1992.  I hope to have time eventually to make a user-friendly synthesis of this 

material, incorporating functions I have found significant in the W.O/V dictionaries I am compiling. For 

                                                 
1 “It is surely part of the meaning of an American to sound like one.” (J.R.Firth) 
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the moment I have tried to strike a balance between precision of focus and the endless proliferation of 

lexical-function labels each applicable only to a very small number of entries. The table below lists and 

explains those used in this dictionary. 

 
 

LABEL  READ AS: EXPLANATION 

Ant Antonym Same meaning as the entry word in a negative 
clause. 

Caus Causative Two cases: 
1. Verb which is causative of the entry-word –  

e.g. ‘fall’/’fell’, ‘sit’/’seat (sb.)’ 
2. Something which is the cause of a “Result” 

Colloc Collocation Two cases: 
1. Essential grammatical and lexical 

word-combinations. 
2. Idioms. 

Cpart Counterpart Used for several cases: 
1. Partial antonym e.g. ‘hot’ / ‘cold’. 
2. Antonym in a limited field, e.g. ‘man’ / 

‘woman’ 
3. Reverse/inverse e.g. ‘tie’/ ‘untie’, ‘go.away’ 

/ ‘stay’. 
4. Different viw of same item e.g. ‘buy’/‘sell’, 

‘go first’/‘come after’ 
Gen  Generic General category of which the entry-word is a 

“Specific” example –  ‘animal’/‘horse’ [see “Spec” 
and “Sim 2”] 

Inv Inverse combined with another lexical function, read as “is 
the - - - of” e.g. “farm” is the InvNact of “farmer” 

Magn Magnified Stronger, greater version –  ‘break’/‘smash’, 
‘frighten’/‘terrify’ 

Min Minimised Weaker, lesser version (reverse of “Magn” 
examples) 

Mult Multiple  multiple cases/examples – ‘massacre’ vis à vis 
‘kill’ : “Unit” is the inverse, “Gen” is unspecific as 
to number 

Nabstr Abstract noun ‘whiteness’ vis à vis ‘white’ and ‘be white’ 
Nact Noun of 

Actor/Agent 
‘farmer’ ‘farm’ [n.] or [v.]   

Ninst Instrument noun instrument used in a process ‘a whip’/‘to whip’ 
Phase Phase of activity ‘soak’, ‘rinse’, ‘wring out’, ‘put to dry’ vis à vis 

‘launder’ 
Res Result Something that results from a “Caus” 
Serial Serial Colloc. Common serial-verb constructions, maybe with 

idiomatic (unpredictable) meaning. 
Sim Similar  Used for several cases: 

1. Partial synonym, e.g. ‘be.white’, 
‘become.white’. 

2. Co-hyponym – both words come under the 
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same general term: ‘horse’ and ‘cow’ come 
under “animal”.  [see “Gen” and “Spec”] 

Source Source Source from which something is derived, e.g. tree in 
relation to its fruit, “quarry” in relation to “stone” 

Spec Specific Particular example of a generic category [see “Gen” 
and “Sim 2” 

Syn Synonym Word with identical range of meanings 
SynD Dialect Synonym Only differs by belonging to another dialect 
Unit  A single 

case/example 
Inverse of “Mult” above.  

 

Borrowed Words: 
Most languages whose communities have had any history of significant interaction with speakers of other languages 

adopt new concepts from the contact and often use the other language’s name for the concept, more- or less-adapted to 

the pronunciation and word-structure of the receptor language.  In this dictionary, if the  Mampruli word is known to be 

borrowed in this way, the field “From:  … ” gives the (possible) originating language. Often the more-immediate source 

is modified by mention of a more original source.  Thus words in Mampruli and other north-Ghanaian languages are 

often borrowed from Hausa, but many of these items originally came into Hausa from Arabic. Similarly English words 

may have come into  Mampruli via a southern Ghanaian language. This is indicated by the symbol  “ < ” to be read as 

‘originally/derived from”, thus under abada “forever” we have  “From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) ”, indicating that the word came 

into Mampruli from Hausa, but was oricinally an Arabic word. Where the word in the language from which it was 

borrowed is not exactly or substantially the same, further notes indicate the form in the original language/s, and, where 

those languages do not use the Roman alphabet Arabic, Hebrew and in one case Egyptian), the form in the original 

writing system with a note giving a transcription. Thus the  abada entry continues “Note: (har) abadan < أ��ا Note: 

'abda ” – ‘the Hausa form is abadan , usually in a collocation with har , and the Arabic أ��ا which in Roman 

transcription is  'abda .  The abbreviations used are: 

 
 
(Akan) An Akan language, maybe not Asante Twi 
(Ar.) Arabic 
(Berber)  
(Czech)  
(Dgb.) Dagbani 
(Dutch)  
(Egyptian) Ancient Egyptian 
(Eng.) English 
(Fante)  
(Fr.) French 
(GNG) General North Ghanaian, found in many NG languages, specific 

source not known 
(Gonja)  
(Grk.) Greek (usually Koiné) 
(Ha.) Hausa 
(Heb.) Biblical Hebrew 
(Indian) Some Indo-European language of the subcontinent 
(Latin)  
(Moore)  
(Port.) Portuguese 
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(Span.) Spanish 
(Twi) Asante Twi 
(Yoruba)  
(ultimately) Ultimate source, maybe through many intermediate stages 
< A < B  –  language A derived the word from language B 
>  
? there is doubt about the preceding word or phrase 
?? doubt about what follows, or the whole field 
W/OV Western-Oti/Volta 
or possible alternative 
via intermediate step in transmission 
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KUSAAL Dictionary  

 
(Agole, of Ghana) 

 
with English glosses, translated examples,  

Etymologies, Loan sources, Lexical Functions and  
Morphological cross-references 

 

A  -  a 

a   See main entry: an. be. 

A-1   px. Mr. –-. Note: makes a noun, an actual name or an epithet out of a noun or phrase:  many Kusaal personal names are formed 

from a noun or phrase prefixed by A- : Atiig, Anaaf, Awimbila Asa'ae yuug: Nwǫnǫ pu'a ya'a sa'ae paae dabisir 

pțsțk Prolonged labour: If a woman is in labour for half a day. [Womens-Health] da tǫn'ǫsid ye abțn anǫ m du'ad 
don't think that the thing (that matters) is (that the candidate is) my relative. [Trees] ba baŋ ye ala'asi sǤnsi baŋ 

si'el gat apian' n tis nidib. they realise that discussing something in a group to learn is better than a lecture. 

[Bible-Study] Lit: one person addressing people. Li da anǫ a-la'asi tțm dabisir. It was a communal work day. 

[Trouble] Fțn pțtǫn'ǫrinǫ, a-kǫ ka dunia la tiak la gbin an bǤ? In your opinion, what is the meaning of 'changing 
the world'? [Bible-Study] Amaa m kisug an a-bǫ-kpǫ'-ka-bǫ-kpǫ'. But I have a taboo against being in two places 
at once! [Asaasim] a-mi'-wțsa dim "know-alls". [JOB 12:1] Taaba pț'țsțg saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka a-bas-taaba pț'țsțg 

saŋa bǫ. There is a time for greeting each other, and also a time for avoiding greeting each other. [ECC 3:5] 
DinzugǤ da yǫl ye "BǤ ka Abțnkțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam pț mǤra?" So don't say "Why has Mr. Oldman got 
something that I haven't got?" [Asaasim] O bikpǫǫm la yț'țri an AbǤǤdkțțnr The name of his eldest child was 
Aboodkuunr. [Billygoat] Note: Mr.'like-hoe' Ankara anǫ tempțtita'ar ka lin yǫla kǫ ka m da kpǫn dǤl A-Kwaku 

gbin. Accra is a big city so I went on moving with Kwaku. [Shoeshine-Boy]  Note: often added to words for animals –  

See: AdanyǤb; dayuug1; alaaliŋ …  See: a-ba'as-yǤri; a-basi-m-mǫŋ; a-bas-taaba; AdanyǤb; 

A-pț-kpǫn'ǫ-baŋț; a-pț-niŋ-yadda; Apu'asabilig; Azi'iyǫ'og. 

-a2   Note: assimilated form of la1 q.v. sx.dem. that, this. Dinǫ ka o da pț baŋ anǫ saŋgbanaa da la'asid ya-tuona la, 

zin'ikanǫ an sisi'etitada nǫ sa-kțda zin'ig la. What he didn't know was that these clouds were gathering in the 
west, the place where big storms and heavy rains came from. [Trouble] Yǫlbǫ'tita'ar maal teŋgbauŋa ni. A very 
serious crime has been committed in this land. [Trouble] dasaŋa, bǤ ka fț mǤr zutǤǤgț kennǫ ti sa'an bǫoga na? 
young man, why do you bring this bad luck to us this morning? [AIDS-I] Gbǫǫmi kpǫla yț'țŋa 'Spend the night 
here'. [NUM 22:8] Daasi'erǫ li maannǫ teŋ sieba ka ka' teŋaa. Perhaps it happens in some places, but not in this 
town. [Trouble] Biig la ya'a mu'a siak, fț na nyǫ ka o mǫŋ bas ka bin'isira mǫ fak. When the baby has sucked 
enough, you will see that it releases (the nipple) of its own accord, and the breast/s is/are lightened. [Breastfeeding] 

aba'as-yǤri   n. destruction, perdition. Kpi'im teŋ nǫ aba'as-yǤri dignǫ ZugsǤb la tuon Death and Destruction lie open 

before the Lord. [PRO 15:11] See: A-; ba'as; yǤri. 

abangia   Variant: abanja; abaŋgia. n. lizard [sp.], agama. Abangia ye, Ba ǫǫnti su'a nǫ ka zug mu'oe. Mr. Agama says 

'They have to keep hiding until they get a red head (are mature).'. [Proverb 018] nǫ akǤn'Ǥs nǫ gbanzaug, nǫ 

abanja nǫ abaŋkțsǤl nǫ dindǫog 'the gecko, the monitor lizard, the wall lizard, the skink and the chameleon'. 

[LEV 11:30] Etym: OVN *BAN-GA/SI . See: abaŋkțsǤl. 
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abanja   See main entry: abangia. lizard [sp.] 

abaŋgia   See main entry: abangia. lizard [sp.] 

abaŋkțsǤl   Variant: abaŋkusoor. n. lizard [sp.], a skink. nǫ akǤn'Ǥs nǫ gbanzaug, nǫ abanja nǫ abaŋkțsǤl nǫ dindǫog 
'the gecko, the monitor lizard, the wall lizard, the skink and the chameleon'. [LEV 11:30] See: abangia. 

abaŋkusoor   See main entry: abaŋkțsǤl. skink. 

a-basi-m-mǫŋ   n. a lazy person, someone who 'lets himself go'. SǤ' wțsa nyidigim o mǫŋ, “Ka ‘A-basim mɛŋi bǫ, ka 

kpiibig kae.’ ”  (onǫ bas o mǫŋ ka pț bǤǤd tțțma na lieb faradaanǫ nwǫnǫ kpiibig nǫ). Everyone must get on 
with the job, “Because even if one chooses to be negligent, ‘Where there's laziness, you don't have to be an 

orphan.’ ” [MA]. [You-Heard?] See: A-; bas; m1; mǫŋ. 

a-bas-taaba   n. leaving off/refraining from (the X-ing of) each other. Taaba pț'țsțg saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka a-bas-taaba 

pț'țsțg saŋa bǫ 'the time for kissing and the time for not kissing'. [ECC 3:5] Note: punctuating the item is difficult:  

taaba pț'țsțg –  'greeting each other'  – is the closest link, as in the first part of the example; the refraining from this is then 

added by a- bas- See: A-; bas; taab. 

abaa   Variant: abǤ1. excl. 1 • for shame! Note: Implies that what someone has said or done is foolish or shameful O nyǤnnǫ ye 

"Oh, abaa, Adam nǫ Hawa kǫ ka mam bǫ fara nǫ namisțg pțțgin daar wțsa anwa! He was complaining "Oh, 

it's a shame Adam and Eve caused me to be in poverty and suffering every day like this!" [You-Heard?] Abaa! Lieŋ 

na nyaŋi țki li mǫŋi gaad onǫ țki li laa? 'Does the axe raise itself above the person who swings it'. [ISA 10:15] Ka 

Azțpuak yǫl ye "Gbaagba, m kț tun'e tțm tțțmkaŋa. Oi abǤ, yaalțgǤ?" And Azupuak said "Good gracious! 
I couldn't do that work. Oh, for shame!" [AIDS-Azuur] 
2 • alas! Note: Exclaiming at something that makes the speaker sad. AbǤ yǫla! AbǤ nimbaanliga! Oh dear, trouble! 

Poor me! [Shoeshine-Boy-] Lit: poor fellow. Note: but he is speaking of himself ‘Abaa, m bierǫ!  Abaa m tațn!’ Abaa , 

m Zugraana! Abaa, Na'aba!’ 'They will not mourn for him:   “Alas, my brother! Alas, my sister!” They will not 
mourn for him:  “Alas, my master! Alas, his splendour!”'.  [JER 22:18] From: (GNG). Note: ? from some southern 
language 

abaar   Form: abaarnama. n. bird [sp.], 'eagle'. linǫ paas anaasi la nwǫnǫ abaar nindaa 'the fourth the face of an eagle'. 

[EZK 10:14] ka mǤr kpțkpama ka li nwǫnǫ abaar kpțkpama nǫ 'and it had the wings of an eagle'. [DAN 7:4] 
Abaarnama ayi' nǫ tiwanna la yǫla 'Two Eagles and a Vine'. [EZK 17:1 (title)] 

abaarnama   See main entry: abaar. 'eagle'. 

abǫ   Form: abǫnam. n. oil-palm. Elaeis guineensis. Colloc: abǫ tiig. Tika la nǫ o sakurbil la zin'inǫ abǫ tipǤl gbinnin 
The teacher and his pupil were sitting under a young oil-palm. [Trouble] O da mǤr kpalim la bǫdegț ka sǫ kooko 

nǫ abǫ nǫ leemu tiis. He had plenty of land and planted cocoa, oil-palm and orange trees. [Trouble] Appiah da 

gban'e ye o keŋ o pǤǤginǫ kaae o abǫnam la. Appiah decided to go to his farm to check on his oil-palm trees. 

[Trouble] Syn: akube. 

abǫnam   See main entry: abǫ. oil palm. 

abǤ1   See main entry: abaa. for shame!, alas! 

abǤ2   See main entry: bǤ1. why?, why? 

abǤnam   See main entry: bǤ1. why?, why? 

abț la   See main entry: abțla. how many times? 

abțla   Variant: abț la. int. how many times? See: abțta'aŋa; abțyi; ala2. 

Abțnkțdțg   See main entry: Akțdțg. Oldman. 

abțnu   adv. five times. fț ligidi la nyǤǤd du'alnǫ abțnu 'Your money ... has increased fivefold'. [LUK 19:18] Lit: your 

money has brought forth fivefold. See: abțla; anu. 

abțta'aŋa   adv.num. three times, for a third time. Colloc: abțtan' tan' ‘three-at-a-time, in threes’. Ba da nǤk kugvǫnla pii 

nǫ ayi' sǫǫn tabili li, abțtan' tan', zin'is anaasi' 'Then they mounted four rows of precious stones on it. [EXO 39:10] 
See: atan'; abțla; abțyi. 

abțtan'   Variant: -butan'. num. thrice. Colloc: abțtan' tan' ‘three at a time’. Ba da nǤk kugvǫnla pii nǫ ayi' sǫǫn tabili li, 
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abțtan' tan', zin'is anaasi. They took twelve precious stones and sewed them onto it, in four rows of three. [EXO 

39:10] Colloc:  nǤǤrim bțtan' three times. 

abțyi'   adv.num. twice. yǤǤ o abțyi' wțț o tțțma an si'em 'pay her back double for what she has done'. [REV 18:6] 
See: abțla; abțta'aŋa; ayi'. 

abțyǤpǤi   adv. seven times. Amaa m ye hali nǤǤr pisyǤpǤi abțyǤpǤi. 'but (I say even) seventy times seven'. [MAT 18:22] 
See: abțla; ayǤpǤi; pisyǤpǤi. 

adagǤbțg  See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

adakɔn   See main entry: arakǤn'. once. 

adakon'   See main entry: arakǤn'. once. 

AdanyǤb   n. Mr. Leech. AdanyǤb mǤri bipumis ayi' 'The leech has two daughters'. [PRO 30:15] Sim: karțŋ2. Note: (PRO 

30:15 (draft))  See: A-. 

adayug [C]   See main entry: dayuug1 [N]. rat. 

adaalțŋ   n. bird [sp.], a heron. Ba da mǤr kpțkpama ka li nwǫnǫ adaalțŋ kpțkpama nǫ 'they had wings like those of a 

stork'. [ZEC 5:9] Hali adaalțŋ kanǫ ian'ad agǤla la mi' o ken saŋa 'Even storks know when it is time to return'. [JER 

8:7] 

a-daar-paaeya   n.tmp. the due/appointed time. Nimbama ya'a kpi a-daar-paaeya kum 'If these men die a natural 

death'. [NUM 16:29] See: daar; paae. 

adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ   See main entry: a-dț'țsi-m-mǫŋ. pride. 

a-dț'țsi-m-mǫŋ   Variant: adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ; dț'țsi-m-mǫŋ; du'osi-m-meŋ; dț'țsi-m-mǫŋa. n.  Note: v + n cpd. 
pride. Note: 'Mr. "exalt my self" ' Adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ ya'a gaad tuon, nyannǫ dǤl 'When pride comes in, in comes 
contempt'. [PRO 11:2] O dț'țsi-m-mǫŋ la na naae zaalim. 'her boasts accomplish nothing'. [JER 48:30] Nimbanǫ 

mǤr nǤŋilim, mǫ mǤr suguru, ka sțŋid nidib, ka pț mǤr fufum bǫǫ dț'țsi-m-mǫŋa. People who have love 
are 'patient and kind ... not jealous or conceited or proud'. [1CO 13:4] Cpart: a-sie-m-mǫŋ ‘humility’.  
Adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ ya'a gaad tuon, nyannǫ dǤl, amaa a-sie-m-mǫŋ mǤri ya'am kenna. 'When pride comes, 
then comes disgrace, but with humility comes wisdom.'. [PRO 11:2] See: A-; dț'țs; m1; mǫŋ. 

aǫn   See main entry: an. be. 

ae   See main entry: an. be. 

aenn   See main entry: an. be. 

aenn   See main entry: aaǫn1. tear. 

Afirika   n.pr. Africa. Li ane Gaana ma'aa mǤr yǫlbama ... ? Ayei! Teŋ sieba mǫ bǫ Afirika (ninsabilis) ... teŋin ... Is it 
only Ghana that has these problems ... ? No! Several countries of black Africa ... [Iodine] 

agat   n. agate. Note: used in the Bible for agate, a kind of jewel Ka atan' la an agat. (and) 'the third (was) agate'. [REV 21:19] 
banǫ paas atan' la an yasin nǫ agat nǫ ametis, 'in the third row a jacinth, an agate and an amethyst'. [EXO 28:19] 
From: (Eng.) 

agațng   See main entry: agaung. pied crow. 

agaug   See main entry: agaung. pied crow. 

Agaung   See main entry: agaung. pied crow. 

agaung   Note: 5x in Bible Variant: agațng; Agaung; gaung [N]; (a)gaug. Form: agaand. n. pied crow. Corvus albus. Ka 

Agaung yimbǫogțn zaŋ o kțțnr, o karintǫ (sț'țraug), nǫ o zǫnnir n keŋ niŋ vǤǤnd And Mr. Crow next 
morning took his hoe, his cutlass and his axe and went and made holes. [Asaasim] Agațng ye, ba makid takpa'ar 

ka o mǫ makid iankir. Mr.Crow says that they reach for a stone and he reaches for flight. [Prov. 19] ka tțm 

agaung ka o yina ian'adi giligid ka pț lǫb naa 'and sent out a raven. It did not come back, but kept flying 
around'. [GEN 8:7; 1KI 17:4] m na kǫ ka agaand mǤr diibi kenna tisidif anina 'I have ordered the ravens to feed you 
there'. [1KI 17:4] Lit: I will let .... Agaand la da mǤr bodobodo nǫ ni'imi ken bǫogțn-bǫogțn nǫ zaam-zaam 

tisid o 'ravens brought him bread and meat every morning and every evening'. [1KI 17:6] 
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agaand   See main entry: agaung. pied crow. 

agiŋț   n. oil. ba silig agiŋț kpaam abǫ biis banǫ ka ba tua la ni. they skim oil from the palm-nuts that they pounded. 

[Trouble] 
agis   Variant: agisi; hask; hagis. n. sweets, 'candy' [Am.] Note: 'Hacks' herbal boiled sweets Fț ya'am ya'a ti lǫbid sigaar 

nuubinǫǫ fțn da'am agis bǫǫ tǤǤfii mu'a. If you are going back to feeling like smoking, buy 'Hacks' or toffee to 
suck. [Smoking] da'am agis ban la buudi tis o. buy some of those sweets for him. [Trouble] Biig la sțnf da ma'ae 

nǫ hali ka o da' agisi tis mam. The boy was very happy and bought me some sweets. [Trouble] From: (Eng.) Note: 
brand name 

agisi   See main entry: agis. sweets. 

agǤbigi   See main entry: gǤbțg. left(-hand), lefthander. 

agǤbțg  See main entry: gǤbțg. left(-hand), lefthander. 

agǤl   Variant: agol; agǤla; gǤl2; gǤla2; agǤlaa; agǤlli; agǤllǫ; agǤlǫ; agole. adv. 1 • up, above, upwards. Ninsieba daa 

țki ba nu'us agǤl Some people put their hands up. [AIDS-I] Akudbil daa bu'os ye "M zua bǤǤ maalǫ?" ka țk 

biribiŋ la agǤl. Akudbil asked "My friend, what happened?" and lifted the boy up. [Electricity-] Pin'ilțgțn la 

Wina'am da maal agǤl nǫ teŋ. 'In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.'. [GEN 1:1] Ban yǫt ye ti 

gǤsim agǤla ka di'e faangir la They said we should look on high and receive salvation. [Shoeshine-Boy] niis banǫ 

ian'ada agǤla 'the birds of the air'. [GEN 1:26] Fț mi' lin niŋ si'em ka saŋgbana yul agǤlaa? 'Do you know how 
the clouds hang poised overhead?'. [JOB 37:16] O naan agǤlli su'uni gban'e m nu'ugț 'He reached down from on 

high and took hold of me'. [PSA 18:16] Adu pț gǤs agǤllǫ. Adu didn't look up. [Trouble] Da dț'țsidi ya mǫŋ agǤllǫ 
'do not vaunt yourself against heaven'. [PSA 75:5] Banǫ bǫǫ agǤlǫ, kǫlisimi ka m na pian' Listen, O heavens, and I 
will speak. [DEU 32:1] Di kisțg la anǫ ye fț pu'a la ya'a zi dabǤbir on da zi'en agǤlli tțkki li. Its taboo is that 
when your wife is carrying a bundle of firewood, she mustn't put it down while standing up. [You-Heard?] maal 

gțțdiŋ ka li duoe gǤla nwǫnǫ iila nǫ maan daka la kpikpǫmis anaasi la ni 'Make a horn at each of the four 
corners'. [EXO 27:2] Lit: make a corner that goes uphigh like horns on the four corners of the sacrifice box. Dț'țsimi 

tuuta la gǤla teŋin la! 'Lift up a banner in the land!'. [JER 51:27] Cpart: teŋir. Kǫl ka si'el bǫǫ an lammiri bǫŋ 

ku'okanǫ bǫǫ agǤl la nǫ ku'okanǫ bǫ teŋir la. 'Let there be a vault between the waters, to separate water from 
water.'. [GEN 1:6] 
2 • loudly. Colloc: (tans &c.) agǤl(a) (gǤla) ‘(shout) loudly’. 'BǤǤ maalǫ, Adu?' 'BǤ bțnnǫ?' 'Fț ki'edi kuŋ agǤla.' 
"What's the matter, Adu?" –  "Why?" –  "You shouted out loud." [Trouble] Ka kțkǤya dțt agǤla-gǤla ye 

'Akimedis' 'Akimedis'. Voices were raised saying "Archimedes, Archimedes!" [Shoeshine-Boy] tansim agǤla gǤla 

tis Jakob Wina'am la 'shout aloud to the God of Jacob'. [PSA 81:1] o maligim tansid agǤla gǤla 'he shouted even 

more loudly'. [LUK 18:39 (cf. 23:23,46)] on nǫ Israel dim wțsa mǤr ZugsǤb daka la kena ka tansid agǤl gǤla 'he 
and the entire house of Israel brought up the ark of the Lord with shouts'. [2SA 6:15] See: saagǤl; gǤl1. 

agǤla   See main entry: agǤl. upwards, loudly. 

agǤlaa   See main entry: agǤl. upwards, loudly. 

agǤlǫ   See main entry: agǤl. upwards, loudly. 

agǤllǫ   See main entry: agǤl. upwards, loudly. 

agǤlli   See main entry: agǤl. upwards, loudly. 

agol   See main entry: agǤl. upwards, loudly. 

agole   See main entry: agǤl. upwards, loudly. 

a-gu'u-mǫŋ   n. self-protection. Nwǫnǫ Gaana ban'as banǫ ka agu'umǫŋ pima tun'e ti'ebid. Like the Ghana diseases 

that preventative injections can treat. [Immunisation-II.] Fț biig paam a-gu'u-mǫŋ pima. Your child should have 

preventative injections. [Womens-Health] Nabstr: mǫŋgu'ub. See: A-; gu'; mǫŋ; mǫŋgu'ub. 

agban'ad   n. a grasper, person who grasps. Ya'am mǫǫd yir, ka agban'ad si'el gbin kǫt ka li zi'e 'By wisdom a house is 

built, and through understanding it is established'. [PRO 24:3] InvNact: gban'e1. See: A-; gban'e1. 

a-gban'a-m-mǫŋ   n. self-control. Ban pț mǤr a-gban'a-m-mǫŋ la zug ka ba kpiid. 'They die because they have no 

self-control'. [PRO 5:23] See: A-; gban'e1; mǫŋ. 
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agbanna   Form: agbannanam. n. a toad. Note: a particular type? Sigir ya’a paae ka saa ni, agbannanam ǫǫnti dțtnǫ 

ku’omin ka maan tțbkpiidțg. At the beginning of rainy season, toads brood in water and make noise. [MA] Adu 

wțm ka agbannanam yamma nǫ lal-lan wțț ba maannǫ ba nǫ siaa nǫ. Adu heard the toads and so on far and 
near as if they were mocking them. [Trouble] Sim: pǤnnir. 

agbannanam   See main entry: agbanna. toad. 

agbil [N]   See main entry: ngbin. fat mouse. 

agbwil [C]  See main entry: ngbin. fat mouse. 

ah   See main entry: ahaa. aha! 

ahaa   Variant: ah; ahaan. excl. aha! Nimo yǫl o tațn la ye, "Ah, ala Adu yǫlnǫ sida ... " Nimo said to his younger 

brother "Ah, so Adu was telling the truth ... ". [Trouble] Ka Mpuaka la' "Ahaa!" ka ye, "M mǤr sumalisim nǫ fțn 

yț'țn yǫt anwa la ... " Mpuaka said laughingly "Ah, I'm glad you said that! ... ". [Electricity] ahaan! m gban'af, m 

yț'țn baŋ onǫ ǫǫnti ditti m busa la. Aha! I've caught you! Now I know who has been stealing my yams! 
[Wonderwoman] 

ahaan   See main entry: ahaa. aha! 

akanam   See main entry: akațŋ. grasshopper. 

akațŋ   Form: akanam. n. grasshopper [sp]. Note: bigger one 

akǤn'Ǥs   Variant: akoons. n. lizard [sp.] a gecko. nǫ akǤn'Ǥs nǫ gbanzaug, nǫ abanja nǫ abaŋkțsǤl nǫ dindǫog 'the 

gecko, the monitor lizard, the wall lizard, the skink and the chameleon'. [LEV 11:30] fț na nyaŋi gban'e akǤn'Ǥs nǫ 

nu'ug 'a lizard can be caught with the hand'. [PRO 30:28] 
akoons   See main entry: akǤn'Ǥs. gecko. 

Akțdțg   Variant: Abțnkțdțg; Akudug. n. 'Mr. Oldman'. DizugǤ da yǫl ye "BǤ ka Akțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam pț mǤra?" 
So don't say "Why has Mr. Oldman got something that I haven't got?" [Asaasim] Sim: ayțma-zu'oya. See: A-; 

-kțdțg1. 

akube   n. oil palm. Elaeis guineensis. Syn: abǫ. From: (Twi). 

Akudug   See main entry: Akțdțg. Oldman. 

Akudug1  n. 'Mr. Shorts'. Li nwǫnǫ Awin; ka sieba ye, Akudug. It looks like Awin, but some say it's Akudug. [You-Hear?] 
See: A-; kurug. 

akpanbzan'   n. neutral (shoe-polish colour). Note: 'include-all' Li da anǫ zinzauk (brown) nǫ sabil (black) nǫ 

akpanbzan' (neutral). It (shoe-polish) was brown, black and neutral. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: A-; kpanb; zan'. 

ala1   Variant: alaa. adv. thus. Ala ma'ad Wina'am nǫ ti yaanam la sțțnr. That pleases God and our ancestors. [Asaasim] 
Li ya'a aan ala fțn kǫl ka ti buol o. If it's like that, let's call her. [You-Hear?] Naa, m ba', m na niŋ ala. Yes, father, 
'I will do as you say.'. [GEN 47:30] o la'ad o kpǫnda ni ka bu'os Asilinsi'ig ye, "BǤzug ka fț yǫli ala?" he smiled 

and asked Spider "Why did you say that?" [Asaasim] Lit: laughed in his cheeks. O da siak ala tisi ba ka kpansi ba 

dabisa piiga. So he agreed to this and tested them for ten days. [DAN 1:14] Colloc: ala1 mǫn ‘thus indeed’. Nwǫnnǫ 

sogianamǫ zabidi gu'ud teŋ la si'em la, ala mǫn ka niŋgbiŋ la zabid nǫ ban'akanǫ kpǫn' niŋgbina ni bǤǤdi 

san'ami li la. In the same way as soldiers defend a country, just so does the body fight against the diseases that 

enter it to damage it. Nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemi na faaǫn o kǤnbțg gbǫya ayi'... si'em la, ala mǫn ka m na faaǫn Israel 

dim... 'As a shepherd saves from the lion's mouth only two leg bones ... so will the Israelites be saved'. [AMO 3:12] 
Colloc: ya'a ka' ala(a) ‘otherwise’. o lǫbisim Dindǫog pu'a tis o, ka ya'a ka'a ala, ban nǫ ba bțnkǤnbid na kpi 

naae. he should return Chameleon's wife to him, otherwise they and their animals would all be dead. [Asaasim] 
Ya'a ka' ala, ba na pa'ali ya yǫlkisa banǫ ka ba niŋid 'Otherwise, they will teach you to follow all the detestable 
things they do'. [DEU 20:18] ZǤm paae zuorin la, ya'a ka' alaa fț na kpi! 'Flee to the hills or you will be destroyed.'. 

[GEN 19:7] Asǫǫ ka fț karim titu'aa ka ya'a ka' alaa fț kț gban'e ba gbinne. You will have to read carefully, 
otherwise you won't understand the meaning. [You-Hear?] Colloc: li ka' ala1 ‘it is not so’. M Ba'a, li ka' ala! '“Not 

so, my lord,” Hannah replied'. [1SA 1:15] Colloc: bǫǫ, (li) ka' ala? ‘or not?’. Abraham yǫl ye, ‘Sara anǫ m tațn’ ka 

Sara mǫ ye, ‘Abraham anǫ m tațn?’ Bǫǫ li ka' ala? Abraham said 'Sarah is my sister' and Sarah herself said 
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'Abraham is my brother'  Isn't that so? [GEN 20:5] Colloc: niŋ ala1 nǫ1 ala1 ‘carry on like this (until)’. Apțlis daa 

niŋǫ ala nǫ ala ka ti nyaŋi baŋ karțŋ nǫ sǤb. Apulis continued like this until he could manage to understand 
reading and writing. [You-Heard?] Sim: wala2, anwana. See: wala2. 

ala2   int. how many? Nwadisa ala nar ye biig mu'a bin'isim ma'aa nǫ? At least how many months should a baby be 

breastfed? [Breastfeeding] Dap ala da li'aada Akǫlsa? How many men were courting Akelsa? [Billygoat] Fț yțma 

aan ala? How old are you? [GEN 47:8] Colloc: nǤǤr1 ala2 ? ‘how many times?’. See: abțla. 

alabasta   n. alabaster. Note: used in the Bible for English "alabaster", a fine, smooth decorative stone pu'a sǤ' kǫǫn o san'an na 

mǤr alabasta kǤlibir dinǫ ligidi zu'oe 'a woman came to him with an alabaster jar'. [MAT 26:7] From: (Eng.) 

alakim   n. bird [sp.] Alakim bǤbnǫ ka gur bugum mǤnyǤ'Ǥs. Alakim-bird dresses up and looks out for bushfire-smoke. 
[Proverb 064] 

Alamisi [N]   See main entry: Alaamisi. Thursday, Alaamisi. 

Alasid   Variant: Alasiddaar; lasiddaar; lasidaarǫ. n.tmp. Sunday. Li da anǫ alasid daar zaam ka an sillimm. It was 

Sunday evening and very quiet. [Trouble] Alasid daar linǫ an bakuai la pin'ilțg daar la 'on Sunday' 'the first day 

of the week'. [LUK 24:1] Ka Alasid daar ka Mǫǫri Magdalen isigi keŋ yațgțn la 'on Sunday morning ... Mary 
Magdalene went to the tomb'. [JHN 20:1] Alasid daar wțsa, sǤ' wțsa yisim zemis on tțm nyǫ ligid si'a digil 
'Every Sunday each of you must put aside some money, in proportion to what you have earned'. [1CO 16:2] Di daa 

anǫ alasidaar ka on nǫ o zua sieba pț keŋ tțțma lasidaarǫ. It was Sunday, and he and his friends didn't go to 

work on Sundays. [Electricity] Nidib bi'ela tțm nimmua tțțma lasiddaar. Not many people work hard on 
Sunday. [Trouble] Colloc: Alasid(i) ‘Alasid, Sunday [person's name]’. Awin zua Alasidi daa du'a ka o keŋ ye o 

kaae o. Awin's friend Alasid had brought forth, and she went to visit her. [AIDS-Azuur] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: 

Lahadi < أ��� Note: al aħd (from 'the first' (day of week)) Note: 'first' (day) See: lasida. 

Alasiddaar   See main entry: Alasid. Sunday. 

alazug   Variant: alazugǤ; alazugǤǤ; alazugʋ. disc. therefore, because of this. nidib buudi kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥbi la'as, alazug li 

sțm ye, ba pa'al teŋkanǫ ka ba bǫ la nidib nǤǤryinnǫ sțm an si'em people of various ethnic groups gather, so 

it is good that they show the local people what unity is like. [Bible-Study] Alazug ka m tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka fț maal sțm 

ka kena la. And so I sent for you at once, and you have been good enough to come. [ACT 10:33] M na bǫ anina 

daba anu ka nyaan kul na, alazugǤ di'em dǤǤd la wțsa saafi-biisi nwa I will be there five days before I come 
home, so here are the keys of all the rooms. [You-Heard?] AlazugǤ mǤri ya'am wțț wiigi nǫ, ka an baanlimm wțț 

dawana nǫ. 'Therefore be as shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves.'. [MAT 10:16] AlazugǤǤ, gu'usimi ka da 

kǫ ka sǤ' ziim la'as nǫ fț ziim. So be careful that no one's blood mixes with yours. [AIDS-I] alazugǤǤ gaŋim 

na'abi tisi ti ka o luu ti tuon 'So then, appoint a king to rule over us'. [1SA 8:5] Alazug, ya ye ya niŋ wala bǫlis 

man nǫ ya antu'ayǫǫd nwa'? 'So how can you console me with your nonsense?'. [JOB 21:34] AlazugǤ m 

ba'abibanǫ ka m nǤŋ hali ka bǤǤd ye m nyǫǫ ya la 'Therefore, my brothers, you whom I love and long for'. [PHP 

4:1] Colloc: alazug kǫ ka [clause] ‘because of this [clause]’. Alazugț da kǫ ka Moab dim la siaki dǤl David ka 

yǤǤd lampǤ tisid o. 'So the Moabites became his subjects and paid taxes to him.'. [2SA 8:2] Cpart: bǤzugǤ 
‘because’. See: ala1; zug. 

alazugǤ  See main entry: alazug. therefore. 

alazugǤǤ   See main entry: alazug. therefore. 

alazugʋ   See main entry: alazug. therefore. 

alaa   See main entry: ala1. thus. 

alaafi   See main entry: laafi. health. 

alaal-   See main entry: alaaliŋ. dormouse. 

alaali [C]   See main entry: alaaliŋ. dormouse. 

alaalik   See main entry: alaaliŋ. dormouse. 

alaaliŋ   Variant: alaalik; lal2 [W, N]; alaali [C]. Form: laalis. Form: alaal-. n. dormouse. Graphiurus sp. Colloc: Alaalbil 
‘[proper name]’. 
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Alaamisi   Variant: Alamisi [N]. n. 1 • Thursday. Colloc: Alaamisi daar, Alaamiisidaar ‘Thursday’. From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) 

Note: Alhamis < ا�	
��  Note: al ɦaamis (from 'the fifth' (day of week)) 
2 • Alaamisi. name for a person born on a Thursday. Atiig ma yț'țri an Alaamisi ka o an kpikpinkpin. Atiig's 

mother was called Alaamisi and she was a trader. [Fire] Alaamisi, man keŋnǫ di pu'a sǤ' ka o an na'ayiig 
Alaamisi, I went and married a woman who is a thief. [Wonderwoman] 

Alaarib   Variant: Alaaribdaar. n. Wednesday. From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: Laraba < ا���ر  Note: al 'arbi’a' (from 'the fourth' 
(day of week)) 

Alaaribdaar   See main entry: Alaarib. Wednesday. 

albarika   See main entry: bareka. blessing, thanks. 

alifa   adv. early. Gideon duoe bǫkǫung alifa nǤk gungum la nwiak 'Gideon' 'rose early next day and wrung out the 
fleece'. [JDG 6:38] 

alinkonto   Note: GILLBT Literacy poster n. a snail [sp.] Sim: wigilțg, wilisțŋ. 

aloes   n. aloes. Note: used in the Bible for English "aloes", a perfumed spice Nikodemus ... mǫ dǤl Josef ka mǤr bțnnyubisa 

linǫ buon mir nǫ aloes ka ba gǫndig taaba 'Nicodemus ... went with Joseph, taking with him ... spices, a 
mixture of myrrh and aloes'. [JHN 19:39] From: (Eng.) 

am [N]   n. dawadawa dye, hardening-solution for floors and walls, burnish, glaze. red dye made by boiling dawadawa 
pods with the wood and  bark of certain trees. Etym: OVN * ŊAM . 

amaa   cj. but. Ba daa kpa'ae ku'om tud takoro la ni amaa bugum la daa pț kpiigǫ. They poured water through the 

window but the fire was not put out. [Fire] Amaa o kǤbir pț lut teŋin ka sǤ' pi'igida. But before his bones fell to 
earth someone collected them. [Billygoat] ZugsǤb sțnf malis nǫ Abǫl nǫ o maan la,  amaa o sțnf da pț malis nǫ 

Kain nǫ o maan laa 'The Lord looked with favour on Abel and his offering,  but on Cain and his offering he did 
not look with favour.'. [GEN 4:4-5] Amaa m ye hali nǤǤr pisyǤpǤi abțyǤpǤi. 'but (I say even) seventy times seven'. 

[MAT 18:22] Amaa digilimi ya areza'as arezana ni. 'but store up treasure in heaven'. [MAT 6:20] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) 
Note: amma < ّأ��  

a-maali-m-mǫŋ-nyain   Variant: amaalim-mɛŋ-nyain. n. purification, cleansing. Note: making-self-clean asǫǫ o pțn 

zuobid la daba ayǤpǤi la daar, linǫ aan amaalim-mǫŋ-nyain dabisir la 'he must shave his head on the day of 
his cleansing – the seventh day'. [NUM 6:9] See: A-; maal; mǫŋ; nyain. 

amaalim-mɛŋ-nyain   See main entry: a-maali-m-mǫŋ-nyain. purification. 

amǫŋa   Variant: ameŋa; amǫŋaa; ameŋaa. adv. genuine, truly. biigi na niŋ si'em ka mǤr niŋgbina bțn gu'uda amǫŋa 

anǫ on na paam bțnvțya tiima la lin nar si'em nǫ li san'sa wțsa. The only way the child can truly be protected 
(immune) is when he gets all the right vaccines at the right time. [Immunisation] Note: emended text and translation MA 
zina ka on na baŋ onǫ sid bǤǤd o amǫŋa today she will find out whether he really loves her. [Billygoat] Amǫŋa ka 

m yǫti ya 'I tell you the truth'. [LUK 4:24] Pita dǤl o yi yiŋ ka nam pț baŋ ye maliak la niŋid si'el la anǫ amǫŋaa 
'Peter followed him out of the prison ... but he had no idea that what the angel was doing was really happening'. 

[ACT 12:9] See: amǫŋir; -mǫŋir. 

amǫŋaa   See main entry: amǫŋa. genuine. 

amǫŋir   Variant: ameŋir. n. truth. Syn: yǫlmǫŋir, yǫlsida. See: yǫlmǫŋir. 

ameŋa   See main entry: amǫŋa. genuine. 

ameŋaa   See main entry: amǫŋa. genuine. 

ameŋir   See main entry: amǫŋir. truth. 

ametis   n. amethyst. Note: used in the Bible for amethyst, a kind of jewel banǫ paas atan' la an yasin nǫ agat nǫ ametis, 'in 
the third row a jacinth, an agate and an amethyst'. [EXO 28:19] From: (Eng.) 

ami   disc. Amen. "Wina'am, na pǫligi fț zug ka tisif fțn bǤǤd si'el wțsa." Ka kpaad la siak ye "Ami." "May God 

give you joy and give you everything you want." And the farmer answered "Amen." [You-Heard?] Ka nidib la wțsa 

na la'asi siak ye, “Ami!” 'And all the people will answer, ‘Amen!’'. [DEU 27:15] onǫ nar nǫ girima karindǤǤgin nǫ 

Kristo nidib san'an, saŋa linǫ ka' naarǫ. Ami. 'to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus ... for ever and 
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ever! Amen.'. [EPH 3:21] O na nyǫ zțn'or nǫ na'am, saŋa dinǫ ka' bǫnnǫ. Ami. 'to him be glory and power for 

ever and ever! Amen.'. [REV 1:6] From: (Eng.) or (Ha.) or (Ar.) < (Heb.) Note: amiŋ < �	أ� Note: 'amiin < אמן Note: 

'amen "truly" 

a-mi'-wțsa   n. a know-all, 'know-it-all' [Am.] Waii, bi'esțg kae, ya sid anǫ a-mi'-wțsa dim Golly! 'No doubt you are 

intelligent people'. [JOB 12:2] See: A-; mi'; wțsa. 

amis   Variant: amisi. Form: amisid. Variant: amisidi. v. to blink, wink, beckon. o ma la amis o nini bigis o ye o da 

lǫbnaa. her mother winked to show her that she shouldn't come back. [You-Heard?] Ka pu'a la tiel nu'ugu amis o 

ye kǫn o san'an na. The woman reached out her hand to beckon him to her. [Trouble] Ka ba amisi buoli ba taaba 

anrțŋ yinne la ni ye ba kena sțŋi ba. 'So they signalled their partners in the other boat to come and help them'. 

[LUK 5:7] Onǫ amisid o nifț pa'an yǫlsu'ada ziidi yǫla kenna 'A wink of the eye' to indicate secrets 'causes 

trouble'. [PRO 10:10] Ba amisidi ba nini, ka sǤǤndi ba nǤba 'a wink of the eye, a nudge with the foot'. [PRO 6:13] 
Sim: aŋ1. See: aŋ1. 

amisi   See main entry: amis. signal. 

amisid   See main entry: amis. signal. 

amisidi   See main entry: amis. signal. 

amus1   Form: amusnam. Variant: musnam; amusnamǫ. Form: amus-2. n. a cat. Felis silvestris catus. Amus ya'a dit 

sa'ab, li zabid baa sțțnr nǫ. When the cat eats t.z. it hurts the dog's heart. [Proverbs 006] Ba bǫllim la nwǫnǫ 

amus nǫ o biis nǫ. Their relationship is like a cat and its kittens. [You-Hear?] Daar yinne ka saa kțț an ilililil, ka 

Amusnam duoe niŋ labisțg One day stormclouds threatened and filled the sky, and the Cats got up and took a 
peek. [Kittens+Mice] Zi' ka Amusnamǫ tǫn'ǫs si'el la Akuus mǫ baŋi li. Not knowing that what the Cats think, the 

Mice also know. [Kittens+Mice] Kuus nǫ musnam la'am bǫnǫ n vɔttin? Can cats and mice live together? 

[Kittens+Mice] Ka amusbibis niŋ zua kpa'adi ba san'an And the kittens made a run towards them. [Kittens+Mice] 

amus-2   See main entry: amus1. cat. 

amusnam  See main entry: amus1. cat. 

amusnamǫ   See main entry: amus1. cat. 

an   Variant: a; aann; aa. Form: aǫn. Form: aaǫn2!. Variant: aenn; ae; aae; aan. Form: aannǫ. Variant: aane. Form: anǫ. 

Variant: ane. v. to be. SǤ' tituom an sǤ' puann tiim. 'One man's meat is another man's poison.'. [Proverb 075] 
Lit: Someone's poison is someone else's stomach medicine.. Ka atan' la an agat. (and) 'the third (was) agate'. [REV 

21:19] bǤǤ maal ka Ǥn nǫ Mmabun pț tțmmǫ gat taaba ka Ǥn kpǫlim aan o saannǫ how come he and Mmabun 
work equally (hard) but he remains the same (no improvement in his condition). [You-Hear?] Lit: don't work more 
than eachother. Note: revised text and translation MA Sida, ala ka dunia la aǫn pin'ilțgin sa ka ka' zinaa. Truly, 
that is how the world was in the beginning, but not now. [Billygoat] ala ka banǫ zi' Wina'am la bǫllim aǫn that's 

how those who don't know God's nature are. [JOB 18:21] AlazugǤ mǤri ya'am wțț wiigi nǫ, ka an baanlimm wțț 

dawana nǫ. 'Therefore be as shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves.'. [MAT 10:16] Li ya'a aan ala fțn kǫl ka ti 

buol o. If it's like that, let's call her. [You-Hear?] Ka dau la da pțd yț'țsi'a wțsa la da aan ba yțda. 'and whatever 
the man called each living creature, that was its name'. [GEN 2:19] ba ... yidigi ba piini tis o, li da anǫ sanlima nǫ 

frankinsens nǫ mir they ... presented gifts to him: gold, frankincense, and myrrh. [MAT 2:11] Aa tǤ, ti ya'a vțe bǫǫ 

ti ya'a kpinǫ, ti anǫ ZugsǤb la nidib. 'So whether we live or die, we belong to the Lord.'. [ROM 14:8] Fțn ya'a 

aannǫ Mensah Bonsu fț naan sa'alinǫ fț taaba ye bǤ? If you were Mensah Bonsu, what advice would you have 
given your mates? [Shoeshine-Boy] Fțn nam pț kuosin la, li aannǫ fț din. 'While it remained unsold, did it not 

remain yours?'. [ACT 5:4] Nǫ'ǫŋa ya'a aannǫ linǫ ka'an sțm bǫǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd si'a ka o maalin, m naan mǤdigin 

ka kǫlisi ya pian'ad la. 'If it had been a question of crime or grave misdemeanour, I should ... have given you ... a 
patient hearing'. [ACT 18:14] Aaǫn dap ... ! 'Be men ... ! [1SA 4:9] aaǫn banǫ zǤt nimbaanlig, ka sțŋidi nidib, ka 

siedi ya mǫŋ be those who are compassionate, and help people, and are humble. [COL 3:12] DinzugǤ da aaǫn 

zǤnnǫ, amaa baŋimi ZugsǤb la bǤǤdim an si'em. 'Don't be fools, then, but try to find out what the Lord wants 
you to do.'. [EPH 5:17] Colloc: li aannǫ [clause] ‘it should have been that’. li aannǫ m nǤk o tis m biig Sela ka o 

di, ka m pț tisǫ I should have given her my son Shelah to marry but I didn't. [GEN 38:26 (draft)] O bikpǫǫm la yț'țri 

aan AbǤǤdkuunr The name of his eldest child was Aboodkuunr. [Billygoat] Colloc: li an ye  [sentence]  ‘[sentence] 
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would have to be performed’. O da kena paae nǫ kǤlig ka li an ye o lǤ'Ǥŋ. He came and reached the river and 

would have to cross it. [Jealousy] Colloc: X anǫ (ye) [sentence] ‘X is someone who/responsible 
for/characteristically [sentence]’. Teŋgbauŋ zugdaan la anǫ o maal gbana mǤri keŋ teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ 

dimini pa'an ligidkanǫ ka GǤmma la ti'e ye li kpǫn' o nu'ugin nǫ on ye o di li si'em yțțm kanǫ kenna la. 
'The President shall cause to be prepared and laid before Parliament ... estimates of the. revenues and expenditure 

of the Government of Ghana for the following financial year.'. [Constitution] GǤmma la anǫ o paam nǤbasigi yit 

zi'ela zǤŋ dimin la yiiga zaŋi ken: 'The Government shall require the approval of parliament:'. [Constitution] 
Maanmaan la anǫ ye o nǤk na'aziinr dibir nǫ nyulinnyu'us nǫ pien zǫn'ugț lǤs bugum 'The priest must then 
take cedar-wood, marjoram, and scarlet thread, and throw them into ... the fire'. [NUM 19:6] li da anǫ ba guri li, ka 

mǤr saafibiis banǫ ka ba mǤri yǤ'Ǥgidi kpǫn'ǫd bǫkǫung wțsa la. 'they had to guard it; and they had charge of 

the key for opening it each morning.'. [1CH 9:27] Ant: ka'1
5 Man ka' nǤdi'esa. Man anǫ kpaad 'I am not a prophet. 

I am a farmer'. [ZEC 13:5] 

anaas   Variant: anaasi. Form: anaasinam. num. four. Ka yț'țŋ da sǤb ka bǫog nie daba anaasi daare la. 'Evening 

came, and morning came, the fourth day.'. [GEN 1:19] dǤǤd la lțga anaasi la makir an nǤba makir awai the four 
sides of each cell were six cubits'. [EZK 40:12] Na'anam anaasi da tț'țsi babanu nǫ tanp. 'four kings' went to war 
'against five'. [GEN 14:9] nǤǤra atan'a bǫǫ anaasi (3 or 4) du'amin lasida ayuobț three or four times in the six 

weeks after birth. [Immunisation] Colloc: anaas naas ‘four each, four-by-four’. Note: distributive, not a type of lorry! 
Distrik Asambili gaansțg na anǫ yțma anaas naas. District Assembly elections will be every four years. 
[Constitution] Li tun'e an nwadig nwadig bǫǫ dabpiinǫ anaas naasi It could be monthly or fortnightly. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Ba wțsa da mǤri nindaas anaas naas 'Each of them had four faces'. [EZK 10:21] soogianam pii 

nǫ ayuobț pțdig anaas naasi gur o sț'țŋa 'guarded by four groups of four soldiers each'. [ACT 12:4] Etym: OV1 
*NA: ; OV2 *NASI; vc1 *na ; vc4 *naasɪ ; MWN *- NÁN- ;  CB nà ; PB *nàì. See: naas. 

anaasi   See main entry: anaas. four. 

anaasinam   See main entry: anaas. four. 

anǫ   See main entry: an. be. 

ane   See main entry: an. be. 

ani   Variant: anii2. loc. 1 • there. Note: usually after the verb Wiefț wa'ae si'el la bțŋ mǫ paadi ani nǫ. Where a horse 

can go, a donkey can also reach. [Proverb 013] LǤr daa bǫ ani ka nidib nan kpǫn'ǫd There was a lorry there and 
people were already boarding it. [Electricity] m nu'ug na paae ba ani yisi ba na 'from there my hand will take 

them'. [AMO 9:2] Lit: my hand will reach them there and take them out. Fțn mǫ kț kpǫn' anii 'Neither will you 
yourself go in there'. [DEU 1:37] 
2 • there-and-then. Note: usually sentence-initial Ani ka yisǤb la bu'os dau la ye ka Mba'ami' an wala? Then the 

householder asked the man "So, how is Mba'ami'?" [Billygoat] Ani ka Pita yǫl ye ... 'Then Peter said ... '. [ACT 10:47] 
See: anina. 

ania   n. effort. Niŋimi ania ka zamis karțŋ la Make an effort to learn the verse. [Bible-Study] Colloc: maalim ania 
‘make an effort’. From: (Ha.) > (Ar.) Note: Ha. aniiya 'he exerted himself' < �	 ! Note: ’aniya 'point of time' 

anina   Variant: aninaa; aniŋa. loc. there. M na bǫ anina daba anu ka nyaan kul na, alazugǤ di'em dǤǤd la wțsa 

saafi-biisi nwa I will be there five days before I come home, so here are the keys of all the rooms. [You-Heard?] m 

na kǫ ka agaand mǤr diibi kenna tisidif anina 'I have ordered the ravens to feed you there'. [1KI 17:4] Lit: I will 
let .... Yesu nyǫǫ o ka baŋ ye o dig anina ka li yuug la 'Jesus saw him lying there, and knowing that he had been 

ill a long time'. [JHN 5:6] BǤzugǤ ya areza'asi bǫ si'el la, ya pțtǫnda mǫ bǫ nǫ anina. 'For where your treasure is, 
there your heart will be also.'. [MAT 6:21] Ba pu diti tigid ka lem waŋimi aniŋa. They don't eat their fill and then 
hang around there [until hungry again.] [Proverb 151] nidib kț lǫm bǫǫ aninaa 'may no one live in it'. [ACT 1:10] 
anina yim ‘at that very moment’. Ka anina yim ka o zilim lak, ka o ya'ae o nǤǤri pian'ad Wina'am yț'țr. 
'Immediately his mouth was opened and his tongue was loosed, and he began to speak, praising God.'. [LUK 1:64] 
Colloc: anina anina. Variant: aniŋa niŋa.  See: ani. 

aninaa   See main entry: anina. there. 

aniŋa   See main entry: anina. there. 
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aniŋa niŋa   See main entry: anina. there. 

anii1   Form: aniinam. num. eight. Suobama dǤlisțgin pțdigir anii (8) pa'an lin an si'em ka ti ken zu'omisin. These 

eight (8) successive stages show how we develop blindness. [Trachoma] nǤkimi na'arapǤla anii take eight young 
bulls. [NUM 29:29] Etym: OV1 *NAN ; OV2 *NI(N) ; vc4 *nan ; CB nàinài. Note: CB as reduplication of 'four', see 

anaas See: nii1. 

anii2   See main entry: ani. there, then. 

aniinam   See main entry: anii1. eight. 

ankita   Form: ankitanam. n. handkerchief. o tțm o kǤlțgțn la fuoe pinkțdțg na ka nǤk o ankita ǫǫns piim la. he felt 

in his bag and dug out an old needle, and wiped it with his handkerchief. [AIDS-I] nǫ gǤtis nǫ fubanǫ lusid zug, 

ankitanam and mirrors and headcoverings, handkerchieves ... [list]. [ISA 3:23] From: (Eng.) 

ankitanam   See main entry: ankita. handkerchief. 

anǤ'Ǥn   Variant: ano'on; anǤ'Ǥnǫ; ano'one; anǤ'Ǥnǫǫ. Form: anǤ'Ǥnam. Variant: ano'onam; anǤ'Ǥnamǫ; ano'oname; 

anǤ'Ǥnama; ano'onama. int. who? Akudbil n daa nyǫ dau la ka bu'os ye, anǤ'Ǥn zi'e m dala la nii? Akudbil 

saw the man and asked "Who is standing by my log-bench?" [Electricity] AnǤ'Ǥn tisi ya paŋ bǫǫ nǤǤr ye ya maalim 

nwa'a? 'By what power or what name did you do this?'. [ACT 4:7] Fț keŋ anǤ'Ǥn pǤǤgine wi'is zina? 'Where did 
you glean today?'. [RUT 2:19] Lit: whose field. Ya sabua la aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ? Who is your girlfriend? [Billygoat] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ 

gaŋif ye fț an sariakat tinam sțțginǫ? 'Who set you up as an official and judge over us?'. [EXO 2:14] Fț bǤǤd 

anǤ'Ǥnǫǫ? Who do you want? [Trouble] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ aan m ma, ka anǤ'Ǥnamǫ aan m pitiba? 'Who is my mother? 
Who are my brothers?'. [MRK 3:33] Wina'am da maali ti la, anǤ'Ǥnam yǫla ka o da maali ti? As God made us, who 

did he make us for? [Trees] Ka anǤ'Ǥnam ka Wina'am sțnf da pǫlig nǫ ba yțma pisnaasi la? 'With whom was 
God angry for forty years?'. [HEB 3:17] Dapa ayi' la da aan anǤ'Ǥnama ka nya'aŋi kǫ ka dunia la wțsa tiaki di'e 

Yesu Who were the two men who could bring the whole world to repent and accept Jesus? [Bible-Study] Ya aan 

anǤ'Ǥnama? Ya yi yaanǫ na? 'Who are you? Where do you come from?'. [JOS 9:8] 

anǤ'Ǥnam   See main entry: anǤ'Ǥn. who? 

anǤ'Ǥnama  See main entry: anǤ'Ǥn. who? 

anǤ'Ǥnamǫ   See main entry: anǤ'Ǥn. who? 

anǤ'Ǥnǫ   See main entry: anǤ'Ǥn. who? 

anǤ'Ǥnǫǫ   See main entry: anǤ'Ǥn. who? 

ano'on   See main entry: anǤ'Ǥn. who? 

ano'onam   See main entry: anǤ'Ǥn. who? 

ano'onama   See main entry: anǤ'Ǥn. who? 

ano'oname   See main entry: anǤ'Ǥn. who? 

ano'one   See main entry: anǤ'Ǥn. who? 

anrim-   See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

anrima  See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

anrin-   See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

anrțŋ1   Variant: anrțŋț; anruŋ; aaruŋ. Form: anrima. Variant: aaruma; aarima. Form: anrțŋ-2. Variant: anruŋ-; aaruŋ-. 

Form: anrin-. Variant: anrim-; aarim-. n. a boat, esp. traditional 'canoe'. anrțŋ la ye li aansi aans ku'om la zug 

la the ship will be torn to pieces on the water. [EZK 27:27] banǫ bi'ed anrțŋ la ka ku'om pț kpǫn'ǫda 'shipwrights 
to caulk your seams'. [EZK 27:9] Ka ba amisi buoli ba taaba anrțŋ yinne la ni ye ba kena sțŋi ba. 'So they 
signalled their partners in the other boat to come and help them'. [LUK 5:7] Sisi'em la da mǤri paŋ hali da'adi 

Atǫuk ku'om la ka anrțŋ la bǤǤd ye li kǤ'. 'a strong wind on the sea, and the storm was so violent that the ship 

was in danger of breaking up'. [JON 1:4] Anina ka ba kpǫn' anrțŋț lǫb Antiok teŋin na. 'from there they sailed 
back to Antioch'. [ACT 14:26] Ka ba mǤr anrima la dț'țs gțțr 'They pulled the boats up on the beach'. [LUK 5:11] 
ba ... sigis anrimbil la ku'omin kpǫ'ǫŋid ye ba yi anrțŋțn la 'they lowered the boat into the water and were 
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getting into it to get away from the ship. [ACT 27:30] Colloc: anrintita'ar ‘1) [literally] a big boat : 2) [in the Bible] 

(Noah's) ark’. Na'ab Hiram da tis o anrintitada King Hiram gave him some big ships. [1) 2CH 8:18] Dinzug 

nǤkim tikanǫ daugț kpi'emi maal anrintita'ar. 'So make yourself an ark of cypress wood'. [2) GEN 6:14] Lit: take 
a tree with strong wood and make a big boat. Colloc: anrțŋțn ‘in the boat’. ban dț gbǫog la ba yi anrțŋțn la na 
'When they stepped ashore'. [JHN 21:9] Etym: OVN * ŊAR(M)+KO/A . 

anrțŋ-2   See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

anrțŋț   See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

anruŋ   See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

anruŋ-   See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

ans   Form: ansid. Form: ansinnǫ. v. to tear, pluck (leaves). ka ba ans kekaŋ vaandi maali sǤǤn lusi ba nyan and 

they picked figtree leaves and made loincloths to cover their shame. [GEN 3:7] sieba keŋ pǤǤginǫ ans tiis vaandi 

yadig suorin la. 'others cut branches in the fields and spread them on the road'. [MRK 11:8] M ansinnǫ baŋki 

vaandi nwǫ'ǫŋe li m nu'usine nwiaki li niŋ zin'ikanǫ nwaae la. I tore up cassava leaves and rubbed them with 
my hands and wrung them out and put them on the place that was cut. [Trouble] 

ansarisi   Variant: ansaasi. n. offence, insults. From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: ashar < ي$% Note: shara(y) 'to scoff' 

ansaasi   See main entry: ansarisi. insults. 

ansib   Variant: ansiba. Form: ansnam. n. uncle (mother's brother). O ansib la da sț'oe teŋ la ka nǤk o mǫŋ yț'țr 

Yeboah la pțdi li. His mother's brother ruled the town and called it by his own name, Yeboah. [Trouble] o keŋ nǫ 

bilig kugir la yis bulig la nǤǤrin ka kǫ ka o ansib kǤnbid la nu 'he went over and rolled the stone away from the 

mouth of the well and watered his uncle's sheep'. [GEN 29:10] Mǫ Laban anǫ fț ansiba? Isn't Laban your mother's 
brother? [GEN 28:2] Abimelek ... da duoe keŋ o ansnam san'an 'Abimelech ... went to his mother's brothers'. [JDG 

9:1] Colloc: ansnamin ‘to maternal uncles’; Cpart: ansiŋ. 

ansiba   See main entry: ansib. uncle. 

ansid   See main entry: ans. pluck (leaves). 

ansig1   Variant: ansigi. Form: ansigir1. v. to break at an angle. Note: e.g. hoe O da tǫnbig kugir ka lǫm ba'aŋ ye o ansig 

vaung ya'as. He kicked a stone and reached up to tear off another leaf. [Trouble] 

ansig2   Form: ansigir2. v. speak frankly, or plainly. Ka dau la daa ti ansig yǫlkpan la mǫŋ And the man spoke plainly 

and explained the matter. [You-Hear?] ka dau la ansig o yǫlkpan la mǫŋi yǫl Apțlis ye on anǫ yț'țŋ sakur 

Na'asaara. and the man gave a full account of his mission, telling Apulis that he was the European in charge of 
literacy classes. [You-Heard?] M zuanama, kǫlli ka m ansigi tu'asi ya nyain ti yaab na'ab David yǫla. My friends, 
let me speak frankly about David. [ACT 2:29] 

ansigi   See main entry: ansig1. break at angle. 

ansigir1   See main entry: ansig1. break at angle. 

ansigir2   See main entry: ansig2. speak plainly. 

ansinnǫ   See main entry: ans. pluck (leaves). 

ansiŋ   Variant: ansiŋa [N]. n. nephew, sister's son. Mak onǫ an Barnabas ansiŋ la mǫ pț'țsidi ya. Mark who is 

Barnabas' sister's son is greeting you as well. [COL 4:10] Cpart: ansib. 

ansiŋa [N]   See main entry: ansiŋ. nephew. 

ansnam   See main entry: ansib. uncle. 

antua-2   See main entry: antu'a1. matter. 

antu'a1  Variant: antu'aa. Form: antua-2. n. a matter, palaver, courtcase. antu'a la ya'a naae tǤ'ǤtǤ li naan aan sțm. if 
the case were to be finished quickly, it would be good. [Trouble] Na'ab la daa yǫl ant'ua la dim ye ba yim kpǫŋi 

nwǫ' taaba saawara ka lǫb na ka o kț antu'a la. The chief told the contestants to go aside and consult one 
another and come back so he will settle the case. [MA] ninkanǫ ka ba gban'e kpar ka o bǫ dǤǤginǫ tțțg daba 

ayi' ka ba nam pț ta'as o kǤǤtț nii. Antua la ya'a pț sțm ye ba mǤr o dț kǤǤtțț, ba tisid o sǤb nǫ yǤlisim 
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ka daba ayi' la nam pț paae. 'A person charged with a criminal offence, shall be given a fair hearing within a 
reasonable time by a court'. [Constitution-] Lit: someone who is arrested and placed in custody more than a couple of 
days and has not yet been brought to court ... If the case is not ready to be brought to court, he should be released 

on bail before the end of the two days.. Tinamǫ daa tu'asidi ya antu'a si'a la pț yi dama'amin 'the appeal we 
make does not spring from error'. [1TH 2:3] O da maal antu'a zin'ig kpțkparig gbinnin ka ba buon ye, Debora 

Kpțkparig 'She held court under the Palm of Deborah'. [JDG 4:5] Li yǫtnǫ naar saŋa yǫla, ka ka' ziri antu'aa. 'it 
speaks of the end and will not prove false'. [HAB 2:3] Alazug, ya ye ya niŋ wala bǫlis man nǫ ya antu'ayǫǫd nwa'? 
'So how can you console me with your nonsense?'. [JOB 21:34] Colloc: antu'a tu'ad1 ‘lawyer, advocate, speaker’. 
ba da ... pțd Paul yț'țr Hemǫs, bǤzugǤ onǫ da aan ba antu'a tu'ad 'They gave ... Paul the name Hermes, 

because he was the chief speaker'. [ACT 14:2] Dinzug ya tun'e mǤr taaba paae antu'a tu'ad la tuon. 'there are 
assizes ... let the parties bring their charges and countercharges'. [ACT 19:38] Sim: yǫl2, tu'am. See: tu'am; tu'a1; 

tu'as. 

antu'aa   See main entry: antu'a1. matter. 

anu   Variant: anuu. Form: anunam. num. five. bǫǫ o bǫ teŋin la wțț yțma anu or has been in the country five years 

or so. [Constitution] NǤkim fuud anu sǫǫn tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba 'Join five of the curtains together'. [EXO 26:3] Lit: take ... and 

sew. daba anu daar ka ti paae banǫ bǫ Troas teŋin la 'five days later joined the others at Troas'. [ACT 20:6] onǫ 

di'e yǤn anu la, kena nǫ yǤn anuu paas 'The man who had been given the five bags (of gold) came and produced 
the five he had made'. [MAT 25:20] Etym: OV1 *NU ; GS1 *NU² ; vc2 *nom ; vc4 *nu ; PB *táànò. See: abțnu; 

nu2. 

anunam  See main entry: anu. five. 

anuu   See main entry: anu. five. 

anzurifa   Variant: anzurufa; anzurifaa. Form: anzurifanam. n. silver, a piece of silver. Sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ dinǫ bǫ 

teŋgbauŋțn la wțsa anǫ GǤmma bțn nidib la yǫla. gold, silver and everything in the ground is the business of 
the government officers. [Constitution] Abram da anǫ kpan'am sǤb ka mǤr pǫ'ǫs nǫ anzurifa nǫ sanlima. 'Abram 

had become very rich in cattle and in silver and gold.'. [GEN 13:2] Ba ba'a ka' nǫ anzurifaa 'They care nothing for 
silver'. [ISA 13:17] banǫ tǤlim anzurifanam la wțsa mǫ na kpi'ilim 'the dealers in silver are all wiped out'. [ZEP 1:11] 
Cpart: sanlim ‘gold’. From: (Ha.) > (Ar.) Note: azurfa > )*$+�ا Note: al arif "pure silver" 

anzurifanam   See main entry: anzurifa. piece of silver. 

anzurifaa   See main entry: anzurifa. piece of silver. 

anzurufa   See main entry: anzurifa. piece of silver. 

anwa   Variant: anwaa. dem. this, thus. Anwa ka ba yǫt la woo ... This is why they say …. [You-Hear?] Mǫ yǫlimi ba ye ba 

niŋim anwa And also tell them to do this. [GEN 45:19] Bțŋ la ya'a pț yukinǫ, anwaa m kțțnif ka basin bțŋ la. 
'If she (the donkey) had not turned away, I would certainly have killed you by now, but I would have spared her.'. 

[NUM 22:33] Asida ka yț'țŋ sakur na nyaŋi kǫ ka dau pțn'ǫ anwaa? Is it true that the literacy class with make a 
man become this 'filthy rich'? [You-Hear?] See: anwana. 

anwan   See main entry: anwana. thusly. 

anwana   Variant: anwan; anwanaa. adv. thus, in this way. anwana ka ba yǫt ye zi'ilim nwǫnǫ pitǤǤg la that's why they 

say ignorance is the same as wickedness. [AIDS-Azuur] Appiah mǤr suori na vǤlis on anwan? Is Appiah allowed to 
threaten him like that? [Trouble] Maalimi li anwana: Li wa'alim na an nǤbir makir kǤbisnaasi nǫ pisnu (450) ... 
'This is how you are to build it: The ark is to be 450 feet long'. [GEN 6:15] Li anǫ nyan nǫ yanamǫ kǫ ka li kpa' tilas 

ye m sǤb anwana la. It is to your shame that you make it necessary for me to write like this. [1CO 15:34] BǤ ka fț 

vanb teŋinǫ anwana? 'What are you doing down on your face?'. [JOS 7:10] Ya na niŋ anwana. This is how you 
will do. [MA].  Fț nam mi' zaansim anwanaa? Have you ever had a dream like that? [Trouble] Colloc: anwana 

win1 ‘at the corresponding time’. bǫog zaam ya'a ti paae anwana win m na duoe n keŋi ya yaanamǫ bǫ 

zin'isi'a when tomorrow afternoon at this time arrives I will get up and go to where your ancestors are. [You-Hear?] 
Man ti ye m lǫb yțțm anwana win na la, ka fț pu'a Sara mǤr biribiŋ. 'About this time next year I shall come 
back to you, and your wife Sarah will have a son'. [GEN 18:10] Sim: ala, wala2. See: anwa. 

anwanaa   See main entry: anwana. thusly. 
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anwaa   See main entry: anwa. this. 

aŋ1   Form: aŋir. v. to blink. Sim: amis. See: amis; aŋir. 

aŋ2   v. to reserve (some t.z.) "As part of the process of preparing t.z., part of the porridge ( sa'abǫǫnr ) is fetched with 
the sa'abia  and put aside to be used later in the process" [MA]. Mbun aŋ sa'abǫǫnri niŋ laan ye o zaŋi mǤn 

sa’ab la. Mbum fetched porridge and put in a bowl to later use for preparing the t.z.. [MA] 

aŋir   n.  Note: verbal noun of verb aŋ1 a blink. Colloc: nif aŋir ‘the blink of an eye, suddenly’. o nif aŋir ka li pțn gaad 

sa 'when he opens his eyes, all is gone'. [JOB 27:19] Ba tun'e kpi yț'țŋ tisțțs nif aŋir pțțgin 'They die in an 
instant, in the middle of the night'. [JOB 34:20] 

aŋir   See main entry: aŋ1. blink. 

aŋkǤba  n. handcuffs. O da zaŋ si'elnamǫ ga'ali m nu'us ka ba buonnǫ li ye "aŋkǤba" He took things they call 
'handcuffs' and fastened my hands. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: (Eng.) Note: via southern language ? 

a-pa'ali-m-mǫŋ   Variant: a-pa'alim-mɛŋ. n. a proud person, a show-off. a-pa'alim-mɛŋ dim zabid nǫ man 'many are 

attacking me in their pride'. [PSA 56:2] See: A-; pa'al2; m; mǫŋ. 
a-pa'alim-mɛŋ   See main entry: a-pa'ali-m-mǫŋ. proud. 

a-po-niŋ-yedda   See main entry: A-pț-niŋ-yadda. jealousy. 

A-pț-kpǫn'ǫ-baŋț   Variant: Apukpen'e-baŋo. n. 'Mr. Uncircumcised'. (ba) buonnǫ ya ye Apț-kpǫn'-baŋț dim they 

call you 'the uncircumcised'. [EPH 2:11] See: pț; kpǫn'; baŋț. 

apțl   n. an apple. Note: used in the Bible for English "apple": Apțl anǫ tiwal. (note on SNG 8:5) Nwǫnǫ apțl tiigi bǫ mǤǤgin 

tiis sțțgin si'em la 'Like an apple tree among the trees of the forest'. [SNG 2:3] From: (Eng.) 

A-pț-niŋ-yadda   Variant: a-po-niŋ-yedda. n.  Note: verb phrase as noun Mr. Have no Faith. Note: jealous of wife or 
husband 

a-pț-siakid   n. disagreeableness, refusal to cooperate. a-pț-siakid taaba pian'ad linǫ fǫndigid nidib ya'am ka pț 

mǤr yǫlsida 'constant friction between men of corrupt mind, who have been robbed of the truth'. [1TI 6:5] See: A-; 

pț; siak. 

apțtțlmusa   See main entry: apțtțlmusir. insects [sp.] 

apțtțlmusir   Form: apțtțlmusa. n. insects [sp.] Note: "type of flying insect that sometimes flies into fire"  [MA]  Ka 

apțtțlmusa nam ian'adi kittid taaba. And the various insects were flying and crossing each other. [Trouble] 

Apu'asabilig   n.pr. Pussy [epithet for cat]. Note: 'Mrs. Black-woman' On da kun la o da sia'al Apu'asabilig. As he was 

coming back he met Mrs. Pussy. [Jealousy] See: A-1; pu'a; -sabilig. 
Apukpen'e-baŋo   See main entry: A-pț-kpǫn'ǫ-baŋț. uncircumcised. 

arakǤn'   Variant: arakon'; adakon'; arakon'; adakɔn; arako'. num. one, once. Saa-saa-saa ka bas ka li lu kpiŋilim ka 

lǫn tiak arakǤn' la (it went) saa-saa-saa! and let it fall, clink! And changed another one. [You-Heard?] Bțnǫ arakǤn' 

ka nidib da kpansi ba There was one thing that people tested them on. [Bible-Study] Ka Asaan ye, o daa ye on 

digin nǫ pu'a la nǫ nǤǤr adakɔn ma'aa,  ka Awintțma yǫl ye adakǤn siak nǫ fțn na paam ban'a la. Asaan said 

that he only slept with the woman once, but Awintuma said that once is enough to contract the disease. [AIDS-II] Ba 

ye gǫlli arako' pț niŋid ku'a They say one egg doesn't fail to hatch. [Asaasim Proverb] See: kǤn'. 

arako'   See main entry: arakǤn'. once. 

arakon'   See main entry: arakǤn'. once. 

arakon'   See main entry: arakǤn'. once. 

araza'as   See main entry: arezak. wealth. 

araza'ase   See main entry: arezak. wealth. 

arazak   See main entry: arezak. wealth. 

Arazana   See main entry: arezana. heaven. 
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Arazana   See main entry: arezana. heaven. 

arazana   See main entry: arezana. heaven. 

Arazum   See main entry: Arezțm daar. Friday. 

Arazumdaar   See main entry: Arezțm daar. Friday. 

areza'as   See main entry: arezak. wealth. 

areza'asi   See main entry: arezak. wealth. 

arezak   Variant: arazak; arizak; arezaki; arezaka. Form: areza'as. Variant: araza'as; areza'asi; araza'ase. n. riches, 

wealth. DinzugǤ, laafi gat arezak. Therefore health is greater than wealth. [Billygoat] Linǫ na kǫ ka GǤmma 

tțțma kpǫǫmnam kț kǤ'Ǥŋ na'asi la,  ba pa'an nǫ ba arezak bǫn 'To ensure that this duty of Public Servants 
is respected, all persons holding responsible positions are required to declare their assets'. [Constitution] Gaana nid 

wțsa mǤr suor ka o mǤr arezak hali nǫ paalț ka sǤ' kț daam o li yǫllǫ 'Every Ghanaian citizen shall have the 
right to own property Including lands and that right may not be interfered with'. [Constitution] o kǤ'Ǥŋ pu'a, o 

arezak wțsa mǫ naae ya le was without a wife and all his money was finished. [Asaasim] O arizak yț'țn anǫ o 

niigi nǫ o kǤnbid la. His wealth was in his cattle and sheep and goats. [You-Heard?] li nya'aŋ ba na ti zaŋ arezak 

pamm yi teŋin la 'afterward they will come out with great possessions'. [GEN 15:14] on na mǤr arezaki gaad 

bama la wțsa 'who will be far richer than all the others'. [DAN 11:2] Ya kț nyǫ arezaka. 'You will not prosper.'. 
[2CH 24:20] Suor kae ka ba faaǫn sǤ' arezaki tis sǤ' 'No property of any description or interest in or right over any 
property shall be compulsorily taken possession of or acquired by the state'. [Constitution] Ba da kuosidi ba la'ad 

nǫ ba areza'as wțsa pțdigidi tisid taaba 'They would sell their property and possessions, and distribute the 
money among all'. [ACT 2:45] Amaa digilimi ya areza'as arezana ni. 'but store up treasure in heaven'. [MAT 6:20] 
BǤzugǤ ya areza'asi bǫ si'el la, ya pțtǫnda mǫ bǫ nǫ anina. 'For where your treasure is, there your heart will be 
also.'. [MAT 6:21] Colloc: arezak daan1, arezakdaan ‘a rich person’. arezak daan la wțm wala la when the rich 

man heard that. [Billygoat] Cpart: nǤŋdaan. nǤŋdaan kidigi zin'i tiig gbinnin,  li pț yuugǫ ka arezakdaan la mǫ 

paana the poor man came as appointed and sat under the tree; it was not long before the rich man also arrived. 

[Akelsa] From: (Ha.) > (Ar.) Note: azziki (also arziki) < ا�$زق Note: al rizq 

arezaka   See main entry: arezak. wealth. 

arezaki   See main entry: arezak. wealth. 

arezana   Variant: arazana; arizana; Arazana; Arazana. n. heaven. O da ... nyǫ dadțg ka li ti' dunia ni keŋ ba'al 

arezana ni 'he saw a ladder, which rested on the ground with its top reaching to heaven'. [GEN 28:12] ya saam 

Wina'am onǫ bǫ arezana ni la mǫ na kǫǫ ya tțțmbǫ'ǫdi bas 'your Father in heaven will forgive the wrongs you 
have done'. [MRK 11:25] ZugsǤb onǫ an Arezana Wina'am ka maal Atǫuk nǫ teŋgbauŋ la. 'the Lord, the God of 

heaven, who made land and sea'. [JON 1:9] Amaa digilimi ya areza'as arezana ni. 'but store up treasure in heaven'. 

[MAT 6:20] SǤ' nan zi' dț arezana nii, asǫǫ onǫ yi arezana nii sig na la 'no one has ever gone up to heaven except 

the Son of Man, who came down from heaven'. [JHN 3:13] Ya'a kpǫlimǫ arizana yǫllǫ, bǤ, ba wțsa wa'ae nǫ ani. 
As for the matter of heaven, search, they are all going there. [Trouble] Yesu da yǫl nya'andǤlib la ye bǤ ka nyaan 

dț arizana ni? What did Jesus say to his disciples before he went up to heaven? [Bible-Study] Cpart: dunia ‘earth’. 
m kǫ ka fț pǤ ZugsǤb onǫ an arezana nǫ dunia Wina'am la yț'țr zug 'I want you to swear by the Lord, the God 

of heaven and the God of earth'. [GEN 24:3] From: (Ha.) > (Ar.) > (Heb.) Note: aljanna 'Paradise' < � .�ّا  Note: al 

jannah <  גן־עדן Note: gan (’eden) "Garden (of Eden)" 

Arezțm daar   Variant: Arazumdaar; Arazum; Azuma [N]. n. Friday. Dabpiinǫ anaasi la da lunǫ arezumdaar ka tiis 

la wțsa yina. The fourteenth fell on a Friday, and all the trees came out. [Trees] Bakuai la ni, teŋinkpǫm la daa 

mǤǤl ye ba sakur la tțțma la na pin'il Arezum daar. [Trouble] na'ayikpǫm In the week, the town council 

announced that their school would begin work on Friday. From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: < ��
 Note: al•juma’ ah ا�.

"(day of) assembly" See: daar. 

arig   v. to crush sth. (lightly). O arig ki la nǫ ka nyaan bugis kariyaama la. She crushes the grain and grinds it into 

coarse flour. [House+Farm] asǫǫ ka ya kiimi li arig kayaama 'crushed heads of new grain roasted in the fire'. [LEV 

2:14] 
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arizak   See main entry: arezak. wealth. 

arizana   See main entry: arezana. heaven. 

asambile   Variant: asambili; asambțl; asambul2. Form: asambilinam. n. Assembly. Colloc: Distrik Asambile ‘District 

Assembly’. Nimbanǫ ka ba gaansi ba la kǤbiga pțțginǫ, pisyǤpǤi la banǫ na bǫ tembibisin ka ba buon ye 

Distrik asambile nam la. 'the election on a non partisan basis of 70% of the membership of the Assembly;'. 

[Constitution] Ana nyǫ ligidi maal tǫǫns nǫ azi'el Distrik Asambile nam nǫ anǤk ligidkanǫ ka GǤmma na pțdig 

zin'isa anuu nu kǤbiga pțțginǫ yi on GǤmma paam ligidsi'a wțsa tis Asambile nam. 'the financing of 
development including the establishment of District Assemblies Common Fund into which Central Government 

shall pay at least 5% of total national revenue.'. [Constitution] Suokanǫ bǫ tis nidib wțsa GǤmma ni dǤlis Distrik 

Asambilinam zi'enǫ kaŋ kaŋ teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni. 'The principle of participation by all the people in 

government through the District Assemblies is entrenched in the constitution.'. [Constitution] Fț zi' ye man tun'oe 

aan Asambțlman Don't you know I could be an Assemblyman? [Electricity] Ayțma onǫ aan asambulman la daa 

yǫl ye sogianam zabidnǫ. Ayuma who was an Assemblyman said that the soldiers were fighting. [AIDS-I] From: 
(Eng.) 

asambili   See main entry: asambile. Assembly. 

asambilinam   See main entry: asambile. Assembly. 

asambțl   See main entry: asambile. Assembly. 

Asambul1   See main entry: Asumbul. Spider. 

asambul2   See main entry: asambile. Assembly. 

Asambuli   See main entry: Asumbul. Spider. 

asau   See main entry: sau. net. 

Asaal   See main entry: saal. human being. 

Asaali   See main entry: saal. human being. 

asǫǫ   Variant: asee; sǫǫ1. ptc. 1 • 'unless' [Gh.], except, apart from. BǤǤ kǫ ka o pugudib pț gi'igid sǤ'ǤsǤ asǫǫ Mansa 

ma'aa nǫ? Why did his aunt fear nobody except Mansa? [Trouble] fț kț maali ti bǫ'ǫdǫ nwǫnǫ tinamǫ daa pț 

maalif bǫ'ǫd si'em la asǫǫ sț'țm ma'aa 'you will do us no harm, just as we did not molest you but always treated 
you well'. [GEN 26:29] faangid kae zin'isi'a asǫǫ mam ma'aa there is no saviour anywhere apart from me only. 

[HOS 13:4] Ti yaanam da pț mǤr si'el si'ela asǫǫ wina banǫ pț mǤr sidaa 'Our ancestors had nothing but false 
gods, nothing but useless idols.'. [JER 16:19] SǤ' nan zi' dț arezana nii, asǫǫ onǫ yi arezana nii sig na la 'no one 
has ever gone up to heaven except the Son of Man, who came down from heaven'. [JHN 3:13] M Ba', nwam kanǫ 

pa'an namisțg la ya'a kț gaad ka kǫǫ ma sǫǫ ka m nuu li, kǫl ka li niŋi fț ya'am bǤǤdim. 'My Father, if it is 

not possible for this cup to be taken away unless I drink it, may your will be done.'. [MAT 26:42] o ma si'a kae asǫǫ 

Birago ma'aa; o tațn kae sǫǫ Yaa ma'aa. he had no mother but Birago, he had no brother except Yaa. [Trouble] kǫ 

ka fț ya'am bǫ man ni ma'aa, da lǫm gban'e sǤ' nu'ugǤ sǫǫ mam ma'aa 'Close your heart to every love but 
mine; hold no one in your arms but me.'. [SNG 8:6] 
2 • it is necessary, must. Note: often expressing obligation 'have to' (from "unless you do it you'll fail/be in trouble"), and 

translatable as a straight command asǫǫ ka ba sigisif they will have to bring you down. [Asaasim] asǫǫ o pțn zuobid 

la daba ayǤpǤi la daar, linǫ aan amaalim-mǫŋ-nyain dabisir la 'he must shave his head on the day of his 
cleansing–the seventh day'. [NUM 6:9] Asǫǫ ka fț karim titu'aa ka ya'a ka' alaa fț kț gban'e ba gbinnǫ. You will 
have to read carefully, otherwise you won't understand the meaning. [You-Hear?] asǫǫ ba mǤri lii yi la'asțg zin'ig 

la kpikpǫŋ 'he must take outside the camp'. [LEV 4:12] O daa san'am o nindaa kun ka yǫl ye lin an si'em wțsa 

sǫǫ m kul. He looked sad, and said that if that was the case "I'll have to go home." [Fire] Ani ka o ye sǫǫ o di pu'a 

ka bas Alaamisi Then he thought he would have to marry another wife and divorce Alaamisi. [Wonderwoman] 
Amaa lin da sǤb Wina'am gbauŋțn si'em la, sǫǫ li niŋ amǫŋa. 'But the Scriptures must be fulfilled.'. [MRK 14:49] 
sǫǫ ka ya pț'țs bimbim kanǫ bǫ Jerusalem tuon la 'You must worship before this altar in Jerusalem'. [2KI 18:22] 
3 • until. M kț basi fǤǤ, asǫǫ m ti maal man pǤǤ zi'el si'em la wțsa. 'I shall not leave you until I have done what 
I have promised you.'. [GEN 28:15] ba yǤ' za'anǤya la ka kț lǫn yǤ'Ǥgǫ asǫǫ Vț'țsțm dabisir daar la ya'a ti gaad 
'the gates should be shut and not opened until after the sabbath'. [NEH 13:19] From: (Ha.) Note: sai 
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asee   See main entry: asǫǫ. unless, must, until. 

Asibid   Form: Asibidnam. Variant: Asibidnama. n. Saturday. Asibid daar yț'țŋ yinne ka ti la'as ye ti di ZugsǤb diib. 
'On Saturday evening we gathered together for the fellowship meal'. [ACT 20:7] Colloc: Asibiddaar, sibidaar. Li 

yimbǫog la daa anǫ Asibiddaar ka biis la daa ka' yin la. Next day was Saturday, and the boys weren't at home. 
[Fire] Li da anǫ Asibiddaar ka Adu sțnf man'ae nǫ sakuri kae la. It was Saturday and Adu was sad that there 
was no school. [Trouble] Li da anǫ sibidaar bǫogțn ka Adu bǫ suori wa'ae Tika Ofori yir. It was Tuesday 

morning that Adu was on his way to Teacher Ofori's house. [Trouble] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: Asibiri < 3��4�ا Note: 

al saabi’  ('the seventh' (day of week)) 

Asibidnam   See main entry: Asibid. Saturday. 

Asibidnama   See main entry: Asibid. Saturday. 

asida   n. truly. Asida ye fț sid da'a yaarim sțŋ. You must indeed buy the proper salt. [Iodine] Asida ka yț'țŋ sakur na 

nyaŋi kǫ ka dau pțn'ǫ anwaa? Is it true that the literacy class with make a man become this rotten? (MA). asida 

ti ya'a sid gban'e kuob nu'usa ayi', li kțdim kț yuugǫ ka ti lǫbig bțndaanam maa truly, if we take up farming 
with all our might, it won't be long before we get rich. [Asaasim] Asida ka m yǫti ya ye, manǫ an pǫ'ǫs la za'anǤǤr. 
'I tell you the truth, I am the gate for the sheep.'. [JHN 10:7] ba tisidi ya nǫ ti'ir linǫ ka' asida 'they are filling you 

with false hopes'. [JER 23:16] Yǫlbama anǫ asida. 'These words are true'. [REV 22:6] Colloc: asida sida ‘really truly’. 
Note: used in the Bible for an oath formula Asida sida ka m yǫti ya Truly, truly I say to you. [EZK 34:8] Syn: amǫŋa, 

sid2; Cpart: ma', ziri1 ‘tell a le, a lie’. Asida mǫnǫ, m pț ma'ada 'I speak the truth ... – I am not lying'. [ROM 9:1] 
See: sid2. 

a-sie-meŋ   See main entry: a-sie-m-mǫŋ. humility. 

a-sie-m-mǫŋ   Variant: a-sie-m-mǫŋi; a-sie-meŋ. n.  Note: verb phrase as noun humility. kem tuon nǫ nyaŋir, ka kǫ ka 

sida, nǫ a-sie-m-mǫŋ nǫ pțpielim zi'en 'ride forth victoriously in behalf of truth, humility and righteousness'. 

[PSA 45:4] a-sie-m-mǫŋi gat tuon ka na'asi nyaan dǤl 'humility comes before honour'. [PRO 15:33] 
Cpart: adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ. Adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ ya'a gaad tuon, nyannǫ dǤl, amaa a-sie-m-mǫŋ mǤri ya'am 

kenna. 'When pride comes, then comes disgrace, but with humility comes wisdom.'. [PRO 11:2] Nabstr: mǫŋsier. 
See: A-; sie; mǫŋ; mǫŋsier. 

a-sie-m-mǫŋi  See main entry: a-sie-m-mǫŋ. humility. 

asiri   n. readiness. Colloc: maal/niŋ1 asiri ‘get ready’. Josua nǫ o zabzabidib la niŋ asiri keŋ Ai ye ba zab nǫ ba. 
'Joshua got ready to go to Ai with all his soldiers.'. [JOS 8:3] Syn: siri. From: (Ha.) See: siri. 

a-sț'ț-m-mǫŋ   n. n.g.o. (non-governmental organisation). Note: lit. 'own-my-self' a-sț'ț-m-mǫŋ tțțma dim na sțŋi 

yis ligidi giligi pian' nǫǫs nidib nini taba nuub bǫ'ǫd yǫla. workers of the n.g.o.s will help to raise money to go 
round giving talks to enlighten people on the evils of smoking. [Smoking] See: A-; sț'oe; m1; mǫŋ; sț'țmmǫŋ. 

asuba   Variant: asubaa. n. morning, dawn. Bǫkǫung asuba karifa ayuobț ka m pțn ti'eb At six o'clock next morning I 

was already prepared. [Shoeshine-Boy] Bǫogț da nie la, Na'ab la da isig asuba zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ gbigima buugin la 
'At the first light of dawn, the king got up and hurried to the lions' den.'. [DAN 6:19] Colloc: asubani. Note: in the 

morning Colloc: bǫogțn/bǫkǫuŋ asuba ‘early next morning’. bǫkǫung asuba ka nidib wțsa la'asid o san'an 

Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la kǫlisid o pian'ad 'all the people came early in the morning to hear him at the temple'. 

[LUK 21:38] Ka bǫkǫung asubaa ka Yesu ken ku'om zugț wa'ae o nya'andǤlib la san'an. 'During the fourth 
watch of the night Jesus went out to them, walking on the lake.'. [MAT 14:25] Lit: early in the morning. Ban daa 

duoe bǫogțn asuba la, ka winnig tu'al ku'om la, Moab dim la da bǫ zin'isi'a la ba da nyǫti li ka li nwǫnǫ 

ziim nǫ. 'When they got up early in the morning, the sun was shining on the water. To the Moabites across the 

way, the water looked red – like blood.'. [2KI 3:22] From: (Ha.) > (Ar.) Note: < 56+�ا Note: al ubħ (? to KL  via 
Mampruli, Dagbani & Gonja?) 

asubaa   See main entry: asuba. morning. 

Asumbul   Variant: Asambul1; Asambuli. n. Mr. Spider. Note: trickster in folktales : traditionally in the north of Ghana the 

trickster was a hare ('(Bre'er) Rabbit'), but he is increasingly being identified with the southern spider ('Ananse'). As Asumbul 
is not the ordinary word for "spider" or "hare", it is not clear how any one narrator visualises him. The story with Silinsin'ig in 
"Trouble" turns on Spider-ish behaviour –  he doesn't sleep on the ground but lives in the trees and travels by 'ropes'. The 
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Asaasim folktale ends with Asilinsi'ig running off and flattening himself in a corner, which is typical spider behaviour. The 
text which is one whole folktale has nothing particularly spidery' or 'rabbitty' in the whole story, but the food in focus is yam 

and fufu, so the story seems to belong to the southern cultural area where Spider is the trickster. Asambʋl dakiig ane 

wabțg. Mr.Spider's brother-in-law is elephant. [Proverb 261] Asumbul nǫ o pu'a nǫ ba biis atan' yir da pț lal nǫ 

sian'arǫ. Mr.Spider and his wife and three children had a house on the edge of the bush. [Wonderwoman] Sansi'a mǫ 

bǫ ka o tua sa'akǤra ka dțg suma zǫǫnd, Asumbuli nǤŋ si'eli la. At other times she pounded fufu and cooked 
groundnut soup, which Spider loved. [Wonderwoman] Sim: (A)silinsin'ig ‘a spider, Mr. Spider’; su'oŋ ‘a hare, 
'rabbit'’. 

ata'aŋa   Variant: atan'ga. num. three. li pț yuugǫ ka o pa'annib yis o tǤlisi dǤǤd ata'aŋa it was not long before his 

teachers moved him to the third class. [Asaasim] Ayǫl-nyain, on nǫ o pu'a AsțmbǤ, mǤri biis ata'aŋa, biribis ayi' 

bipțŋ yinne. Ayelnyain, he and his wife Asumbo, have three children, two boys and one girl. [Asaasim] Sim: atan'. 
See: atan'; ayi'iŋa. 

atan'1   Form: atan'anam. num. three. Teŋ la kpǫǫmnam banǫ an sa'an-sa'annib la tțțma na anǫ zin'is atan': 'The 

Council of State shall perform three main functions:'. [Constitution] Ka yț'țŋ sǤb ka bǫog nie daba atan' daare la. 
'Evening passed and morning came — that was the third day.'. [GEN 1:13] banǫ paas atan' la an yasin nǫ agat nǫ 

ametis, 'in the third row a jacinth, an agate and an amethyst'. [EXO 28:19] PA'ALƒG ATAN' (3) KU'OM Pƒ PAASŰ 
Lesson Three (3)  Do Not Add Water. [Breastfeeding] nǤǤra atan'a bǫǫ anaasi (3 or 4) du'amin lasida ayuobț 
three or four times in the six weeks after birth. [Immunisation] Sim: ata'anga ‘third’; Colloc: tan'-tan' 
‘three-by-three, in three parts’. Di'emi nǫ' pțdigi atan'-tan'. Get this and divide it into three parts. [Electricity] Etym: 
OV1 *TA ; GS1 *TO¹/I/A ; vc3 *ta(n) ; PB * tátʋ̀. See: ata'anga; -tan'. 

-atan'2  num. three-. Colloc: dabatan' ‘three days’. Etym: OV1 *TA ; GS1 *TO¹/I/A ; vc3 *ta(n) ; PB * tátʋ̀. See: atan'1. 

atan'anam  See main entry: atan'1. three. 

atan'ga   See main entry: ata'aŋa. three. 

atǫuk   Variant: tǫuk; atǫukț; ateuku; atiuk. n. sea. M da yǫli m mǫŋ ye m pț kǫn Ankara na ye m gǤs nǫ atǫțk la. I 
said to myself that I hadn't come to Accra to look at the sea. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sisi'em la da mǤri paŋ hali da'adi 

Atǫuk ku'om la ka anrțŋ la bǤǤd ye li kǤ'. 'a strong wind on the sea, and the storm was so violent that the ship 
was in danger of breaking up'. [JON 1:4] Ka o yir kpi'e nǫ atǫuk. 'whose house is by the sea'. [ACT 10:6] banǫ da 

kpǫlim ka dǤl atǫukț yi Kafitor teŋin la who were left and came from Caphtor by sea. [JER 47:4] hali baa atǫuk 

la ya'a dammidi dț'țsid pumpuum 'even if the seas roar and ' 'foam'. [PSA 46:3] Li tuon la titǤndig da anǫ 

Joodan dinǫ bǫ Araba la, din yi Kinǫref paae Araba tǫuk la (Yaarim Tǫuk la) 'Its western border was the Jordan 
in the Arabah, from Kinnereth to the Sea of the Arabah (the Salt Sea)'. [DEU 3:17] Colloc: (a)tǫukțn(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘in/on/at 
the sea’. Zimi banǫ bǫǫ atǫukțn la na la'asi sia'ali baa? 'Would they have enough if all the fish in the sea were 
caught for them?'. [NUM 11:22] li bula la tansidi yit ka tiǫndi paad atǫukțn 'Their shoots spread out and went as 

far as the sea.'. [ISA 16:8] SǤ' na nwǫ' niigi vugusi atǫukțnǫǫ? 'Does anyone plough the sea with oxen?'. [AMO 6:12] 
Ya wila la yaadim paae atǫuk la; hali ba paae Jaza Tǫukțn la. 'Your branches spread as far as the sea; they 
reached as far as the sea of Jazer'. [JER 48:32] Colloc: Atǫțk Zǫn'ug(țn) ‘(at) the Red Sea’. Wina'am nǤki ba dǤl 

mǤǤgin ken Atǫuk Zǫn'ug la baba. 'God made them go round by way of the wilderness towards the Red Sea'. 

[EXO 13:18] Ba da naam Hor zuorin la dǤl suokanǫ ken Atǫuk Zǫn'ugțn la 'They travelled from Mount Hor 
along the route to the Red Sea'. [NUM 21:4] Sim: bǫuŋ1, mu'ar, kǤlțg2, kǤldaug, bulig. Yǫlim Aaron ka o nǤk 

dansaar la țki tiesi kpa' Egipt ku'obanǫ an mu'a nǫ kǤlis nǫ bǫǫnna nǫ kǤldaad nǫ bulis wțsa. 'Tell Aaron to 
take his stick and hold it out over all the rivers, canals, and pools in Egypt. [EXO 7:19] Cpart: teŋgbauŋ. ZugsǤb 

onǫ an Arezana Wina'am ka maal Atǫuk nǫ teŋgbauŋ la. 'the Lord, the God of heaven, who made land and sea'. 
[JON 1:9] Note: see ref. and link at kǤlțg2 

atǫukț   See main entry: atǫuk. sea. 

ateuku   See main entry: atǫuk. sea. 

atian   Form: atianam. n. tree [sp.], cashew. Anacardium occidentale. 

atianam   See main entry: atian. tree [sp.] 

Atilata   Variant: Atilatadaar. n. Tuesday. From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: < ا�;:�9ء Note: aθθalaata' ('the third' (day of week)) 
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Atilatadaar  See main entry: Atilata. Tuesday. 

Atinedaar   See main entry: Atini. Monday. 

Atini   Variant: Atinidaar; Atinedaar. n. Monday. Ya'a ka' atinidaar ka ba lǫn lǫbi ba sakur dǤǤd linǫ an sanrega la 

ni ... Apart from Monday when they went back to their classrooms which were a prison ... [Trouble] Ba paam 

yǤlisim ti paae Atinidaar. They were free until Monday. [Trouble] Atineidaar yinne bǫkǫung ka m ti'ebi yi m 

tțțmpaalin la. One Monday morning I prepared to go out to my new job. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: 

 Note: Arabic al•aθniin ('the second' (day of week)) ا�9 	� >

Atinidaar   See main entry: Atini. Monday. 

atiuk   See main entry: atǫuk. sea. 

Atiuŋ   See main entry: datiuŋ. righthand, north. 

atiwindaug   Form: atiwindaad. n. lizard [sp.], agama. Agama agama. tintǤǤndig bǫǫ dayuug nǫ kuug bǫǫ atiwindaug 
'Moles, rats, mice, and lizards'. [LEV 11:29] 

atiwindaad  See main entry: atiwindaug. agama. 

atɔ   See main entry: tǤ'1. O.K. 

avanba   adv. prostrate, lying on the front. Colloc: lu/li/dig1 avanba ‘fall prostrate’. dabiem gban'am ka m lu avanba 'I 
was terrified and fell prostrate'. [DAN 8:17] Nidib la wțsa nyǫ nwa' la, ka lii avanba 'When all the people saw this, 
they fell prostrate'. [1KI 18:39] Saul baŋ ye li anǫ Samuel, ka o digin avanba ka o nindaa kpa' teŋ. 'Saul knew 
it was Samuel, and he bowed down and prostrated himself with his face to the ground.'. [ISA 28:14] 
Cpart: azampǫ'ǫl. 

awa   Variant: hawa. Form: awanam. Variant: hawanam; hawanama. n. an hour (length of time). Ba ya'a gban'e sǤ' 

yǤǤ li pț sțm ka li paae dabis muma ayi' (awanam pisnaasi nǫ anii) 'A person charged with a criminal 
offence,' it is not right that they be detained for more than two full days (24 hours). [Constitution] Lit: if they arrest 
someone and imprison, it is not right that it reach two full days. Su'os yț'țŋǤ, o sa bǫnǫ nǫ Adu wțț hawa ayi' 

sǤsid Wina'am Yesterday night he was with Adu about a couple of hours, praying. [Trouble] SǤ' wțsa da tǫn'ǫsi li 

na gu'oe tǤ' amaa li da kpa'ae nǫ hali paae hawanama ayuobț. Everyone thought that it would be kept brief, 
but it dragged on for a full six hours. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: miti1 ‘minute/s’. From: (Eng.) 

awai   Form: awainam. num. nine. Ba wțsa nar ka ba da tțțg piinǫ awai, bǫǫ pț paae piigaa. 'Ministers of State 

whose number shall not exceed nineteen or be less than ten.'. [Constitution] Fț ya'a ye sǤ' kț nyǫǫ awai fț mǫ kț 

nyǫ piiga. If you say somebody won't get nine, you yourself won't get ten. [Asaasim  Proverb] Li da anǫ bǫogțn, 

kǫref awai saŋa, ka ba kpa' o. 'It was nine o'clock in the morning when they crucified him.'. [MRK 15:25] dǤǤd la 

lțga anaasi la makir an nǤba makir awai 'the alcoves were six cubits square'. [EZK 40:12] Lit: nine feet. ZugsǤb 

la tis nǤǤr ye ya nǤki tis dǤǤd awai nǫ pțsțk la 'the land that the Lord has assigned to the nine and a half tribes'. 
[NUM 34:13] nwadisa awai (9 months) [Immunisation] Etym: OV1 *WA ; OVN *WAY . Note: frequently has 
diphthong ai, ei which is not part of the language's normal patterns 

awainam   See main entry: awai. nine. 

awanam   See main entry: awa. hour. 

awǤǤ   See main entry: awoo. [response]. 

awoo   Variant: awǤǤ. excl. [response to greeting, statement]. Note: Gonja and other languages from further south Amaa tinam 

tuŋun la di anǫ zaalim.' 'Awoo.'' ... da kǫ ka o baŋ ye fț yǤǤdi lǫbisid o, ...' 'Awoo, M saamma.' ' ... but in our 
clan it is irrelevant.' 'Yes' ... ' ... don't let him know ..' 'No, father.'. [Trouble] Ka Atiig ye "AwǤǤ! m yț'țn gban'e li 

gbin! And Atiig said "O.K., I've got the message!" [Fire-] Sim: naa2, tǤ, wooi ~ weei. 

ayei   Variant: ayee; ayeei. excl. no. Ka o sabua la lǫbis ye ayei And his girlfriend answered "No." [Billygoat] Ayei, 

sț'țraug la na gbi'ilim. No, the cutlass will get blunt. [Trouble] Li anǫ Gaana ma'aa mǤr yǫlbama ... ? Ayei! Teŋ 

sieba mǫ bǫ Afirika (ninsabilis) ... teŋin ... Is it only Ghana that has these problems ... ? No! Several countries of 

black Africa ... [Iodine] Ka waaf la yǫl pu'a la ye, “Ayei! O ma'anǫ, ya kț kpii!” 'The snake replied, “That's not 
true; you will not die.”'. [GEN 3:4] Ayei, m biiga, ti wțsa kț la'asi keŋǫ. 'No, my son, we must not all come'. [2SA 
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13:35] Cpart: ǫǫn1 ‘yes’. Kuus zua anǫ Amus. Űǫn bǫǫ ayei? The mouse is a friend of the cat. Yes, or no? 

[Kittens+Mice-] Kǫl ka ya, ‘Űǫn an ǫǫn’ ka ya, ‘Ayei an ayei’ 'let your ‘Yes’ be ‘Yes,’ and your ‘No,’ ‘No’'. [MAT 

5:37] 

ayee   See main entry: ayei. no. 

ayeei   See main entry: ayei. no. 

ayi   See main entry: ayi'1. two. 

ayi'1   Variant: ayi; ayii. Form: ayinam. num. two. Sakur bibis ayi n da bǫ There were once two schoolboys. [Asaasim] Ka 

nya'andǤliba ayi' la wțm la, ka dǤl Yesu. 'The two disciples heard him say this and went with Jesus. '. [JHN 1:37] 
Ayǫl-nyain nǫ o pu'a AsțmbǤ, mǤr biis ata'anga, biribis ayi' bipțŋ yinne. Ayelnyain, he and his wife 

Asumbo, have three children, two boys and one girl. [Asaasim] Note: text emended by MA Abaarnama ayi' nǫ 

tiwanna la yǫla 'Two Eagles and a Vine'. [EZK 17:1 (title)] Ba da ... dǤl za'anǤǤr linǫ bǫ zaŋguoma ayi' sțțgin la 
'They left the city at night through the gate between the two walls'. [JER 52:7] baŋim ye li naan kpǫn an sțm ka fț 

mu'asid biig bin'isim n ti paae yțțma ayi you must realise that it is still good to breastfeed the baby for two 

years. [Breastfeeding] Burinya nya'aŋ nwadis ayuobț yțțm tusa ayi' (June 2000) the sixth month after Christmas 
in the year two thousand. [Trachoma] Colloc: Ayi' [name] ‘Second (Book of) [name]’. Note: in the Bible Ayi' 

Tǫsalonika dim '2 Thessalonians'. [2TH 1:0 [Book title]] Note: and so with other numbered books Cpart: yiiga. Yiiga 

Tǫsalonika dim '1 Thessalonians'. [1TH 1:0 [Book title]] Colloc: nu'us ayi' ‘1) [literally] with two/both hands : 2) 

[idiomatically] enthusiastically, with effort’. asida ti ya'a sid gban'e kuob nu'usa ayi', li kțdim kț yuugǫ ka ti 

lǫbig bțndaanam maa truly, if we take up farming with all our might, it won't be long before we get rich. [2) 

Asaasim] Colloc: ayi', yi1 ‘two at a time, in/by twos’. NǤkim ... bțnkǤnbid buudbanǫ pț maan malima la ayi', yi' 

bțndaad nǫ bțnnya'as Take...clean animals, males and females. [GEN 7:2] Lit: species of animals that are not 
sacrificed. Etym: OV1 *LE ; OVN *YI, LE ; GS1 *LE/A ; vc3 *yi ; vc4 * ɗe ; CG *lie, yii ; PB *bà̀dɩ́. 
See: -ayi'2. 

-ayi'2   num. two-. Colloc: dabayi' ‘two days’. Ka yț'țŋ da sǤb ka bǫog nie dabayi' daare la. 'And there was evening, 

and there was morning–the second day.'. [GEN 1:8] Ba pț kuosid niimis anu nǫ kǤbayi'? 'Aren't five sparrows sold 
for two pennies?'. [LUK 12:6] See: ayi'1; ayi'iŋa; babayi'. 

ayi'iŋa   num. two. nwǫnǫ wțț fțn na ya'as nǤba kǤbis ayi'iŋa nǫ like how you will 'make a distance of' two hundred feet. 

[JHN 21:8 [Original New Testament –  spelling modernised]] Note: Published Bible: li da nwǫnǫ nǤba yakir kǤbisyi'. 
See: ayi'1; -ayi'2; ata'anga. 

ayilinyiig   n. competitive. Note: "This word is used by children when they race to find out who is fastest." [MA] fț tțm sț'țŋa ka 

paamǫ fț da'adis. Li da anǫ ayilinyiig hali you work hard to get your customers. It's a terrible rat-race.. 
[Shoeshine-Boy-] 

ayinam   See main entry: ayi'1. two. 

ayinne   Variant: ayinni. num. (the other) one. biig la mu'a bin'isir yinne la naae ka fț nyaan tis o ayinne la. when the 

baby has finished sucking one breast you give it the other one. [Breastfeeding] Suobama yinne ... ka ayinne la mǫ 

anǫ ti pa'an nidib wțsa ka ba baŋi li yǫl. One of these ways ... and the other is to teach everyone to understand 

the matter. [Iodine] Ayinne ya'a lu, o tiraan na nyaŋi sțŋ o ka o duoe. 'If one falls down, his friend can help him 
up.'. [ECC 4:10] Ayinne na an tțțmbǫ'ǫd la maan ka ayinne mǫ an nyu'or maan. 'one for a sin offering and the 
other for a burnt offering'. [LEV 5:7] ayinne kpțkpauŋ si'isid dǤkpin yinne ka oŋa la kpțkpauŋ mǫ si'isid 

dǤkpin yinne 'a wing of one cherub touched the wall on one side and a wing of the other touched the wall on the 

other side'. [1KI 6:27] li yalțŋ an nǤbir makir ayinne nǫ pțsțk its breadth is one and a half feet. [GEN 6:16] Etym: 
OV1 *BE/BA ; OV2 *YEN ; OVN *Y ĬN ; GS1 *KPE/A; DU²/I²/A ; vc2 *do/du ; CG *yii-ni,  de-ka, kkaa, 
kpan. See: yinne; -yimmir. 

ayinni   See main entry: ayinne. one. 

ayii   See main entry: ayi'1. two. 

ayǤ'i   Variant: ayo'i. Form: ayǤ'inam. Variant: ayo'inam. n. flying ants. 

ayǤ'inam   See main entry: ayǤ'i. flying ants. 

ayǤn   n. an iron, flatiron (for pressing clothes). On ken la ka o sakur fuug kanǫ an bțlț ka o nǫǫm nǫ ayǤn ka li digin 
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la limisid o gbǫya. As she walked her freshly-pressed blue school uniform flapped against her thighs. [Trouble] 
From: (Eng.) 

ayǤpǤi   Variant: ayopoi. Form: ayǤpǤinam. Variant: ayopoinam. num. seven. Bikanǫ nam pț gaad yțma ayǤpǤi ka ba 

nyǫ o Gaana ka zi' o saam nǫ o ma an siebaa. 'A child of not more than seven years of age found in Ghana 
whose parents are not known.'. [Constitution] Saa da pin'ilnǫ niib kǫrefa ayǤpǤi zaam It began to rain at seven 

o'clock in the evening. [Shoeshine-Boy] asǫǫ o pțn zuobid la daba ayǤpǤi la daar, linǫ aan amaalim-mǫŋ-nyain 

dabisir la 'he must shave his head on the day of his cleansing – the seventh day'. [NUM 6:9] Ka Abraham yis 

pǫsa'as ayǤpǤi o pǫ'ǫs la ni zi'eli ba kǤn'. 'Abraham set apart seven ewe lambs from the flock'. [GEN 21:28] gǤsimi 

ya sțțgini gaŋ dapa ayǤpǤi banǫ an ya'am dim 'choose seven men from among you who are known to be full 

of ... wisdom'. [ACT 6:3] Yțțm sțma ayǤpǤi la saŋa zțțd da maal sț'țŋa. 'During the seven years of plenty the 
land produced abundant crops'. [GEN 41:47] Etym: OVN *YOP.WAY . Note: *-ay see note on awai - ? somehow from 

"9-2" (or "6 + 1") See: abțyǤpǤi; ayǤpǤi-pǤi; babayǤpǤi; pisyǤpǤi; yǤpǤi. 

ayǤpǤinam   See main entry: ayǤpǤi. seven. 

ayǤpǤi-pǤi   num. seven at a time, in/by sevens. Daar yinne ka ti gǫligir tika Mista Lamptey yǫli ti ye ti gǫligim pisinǫ 

ayǤpǤi-pǤi (27) zin'is x piinǫ yinne (11). One day our maths teacher Mr. Lamptey told us to calculate 
twenty-seven times eleven (27 x 11). [Shoeshine-Boy] NǤkim bțnkǤnbid banǫ an nyain ka ba mǤri maan malima 

la ayǤpǤi-pǤi 'Take with you seven pairs of each kind of ritually clean animal'. [GEN 7:2] Lit: clean and they use to 
sacrifice. Kaalimi vț'țsțm yțma la ayǤpǤi-pǤi zin'isa ayǤpǤi 'Count off seven sabbaths of years – seven times 
seven years'. [LEV 25:8] lǤ zan'antǤlis la wțsa kțnt nwiis ayǤpǤi-pǤi 'The top of each column was decorated with 
a design of interwoven chains, seven for each capital'. [1KI 7:17] See: ayǤpǤi; abțyǤpǤi; babayǤpǤi; pisyǤpǤi. 

ayo'i   See main entry: ayǤ'i. flying ants. 

ayo'inam   See main entry: ayǤ'i. flying ants. 

ayopoi   See main entry: ayǤpǤi. seven. 

ayopoinam   See main entry: ayǤpǤi. seven. 

ayțma-zu'oya   n. old age, 'Mr. Oldman'. Zuobpielim na pian'ad nǫ ya'am ka ayțma-zu'oya mǫ an baŋir. 'Let age 

speak, and length of years expound wisdom.'. [JOB 32:7] Sim: Akțdțg. See: A-; yțțm2; zu'oe. 
ayuabu   See main entry: ayuobț. six. 

ayugerit [C]   See main entry: yugudir. hedgehog. 

ayul   Variant: ayulli1; yul2. Form: ayulnam. n. weaverbird, village weaver. Ploceus  cucullatus. O ma yǫl o ye li anǫ 

ayul la ka o gǤmis zug. His mother told her it was a weaverbird, and he nodded his head. [Trouble] Ayulli na tun'e 

nak ala. Onǫ an niiŋ kanǫ vǫnl sian'arin ka o kǤnbid an pțpǤnra. O țgid o tǫognǫ sț'țŋa ka kpǫn'ǫsir la an 

wǤkkț ka zul teŋin. The weaverbird can be adorned like that. It is a beautiful bird of the bush with variegated 
feathers. It weaves its nest expertly and the entrance is long and turns downwards. [Trouble] O ma yǫl o ye li anǫ 

ayul la ka o gǤmis zug. His mother said it was a yul, and it nodded its head. [Trouble] Ayulli na tun'e nak ala. The 
yul bird can be adorned like that. [Trouble] 

ayulli1   See main entry: ayul. weaverbird. 

ayulnam   See main entry: ayul. weaverbird. 

ayuob   See main entry: ayuobț. six. 

ayuobț   Variant: ayuabu; ayuobțț; ayuobu. Form: ayuob. num. six. Bima' bin'isim mǤr bțn linǫ wțsa na sțŋ biig la n 

ti paae nwadis ayuobț. A baby's mother's milk has everything that will benefit the baby for the first six months. 

[Breastfeeding] Lit: to reach 6 months. o bǤǤm diib sț'țŋa bǫog bǫkikǫung kǫref ayuobț saŋa he should get 
some good food by six o'clock early tomorrow morning. [You-Hear?] nǤǤra atan' bǫǫ anaasi (3 or 4) du'amin 

lasida ayuobț three or four times in the six weeks after birth. [Immunisation] Biig ya'a pț gaad yțțm piinǫ 

ayuobțț ka Gaana nid maal gbana nǤk o ye o lieb o biig, o tun'e lieb Gaana nid. 'A child of not more than 
sixteen years of age adopted by a Ghanaian.' can become a Ghana citizen. [Constitution] Fita zi'esir la teŋsțk daug 

la na mǤr wila ayuobț. 'Six branches are to extend from the sides of the lampstand'. [EXO 25:32] Ka yadda 

niŋidiba ayuobț bama bielim ka ti keŋ kpǫn' dau la yin. 'These six brothers also went with me, and we entered 
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the man's house.'. [ACT 11:12] maliak onǫ paas ayuobț la kpa'ae o laa la niŋ Efiritis mu'atita'arin la the sixth 

angel poured out his bowl on the great river Euphrates'. [REV 16:12] O kpandaug la da wa'am nǫ hali, ka li 

kpanbiel la tǫbisim an kțnt gbila kǤbisyuobț. 'His spear shaft was like a weaver's rod, and its iron point 
weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 17:7] Lit: was very long. Sim: yuob. Etym: OVN *YOB ; GS1 *L/DO/E . 
See: yuob1. 

ayuobu   See main entry: ayuobț. six. 

ayuobțț   See main entry: ayuobț. six. 

aza'al [W]   Variant: aza'ala. n. Mr.So and So. Note: a specific person, but the speaker can't, or doesn't need to, mention the name 
aza'ala mǤr ban'as la bǫǫ o pț mǤra, fț kț nyaŋe kpǫn gǤs nǫ if so-and-so has a disease, or not, you can't just 
look and immediately tell. [AIDS-I] Ba ya'a vǤǤn aza'ala suma zinaa ba na lǫn niŋ nǤǤryinnee zii li wțsaa kuli 

o yin When they have pulled someone's groundnuts they cooperatively carry them all back to her house. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Read: Naden, Tony 2004. The Top of the Folk Taxonomy. in : Dakubu/Osam [eds.] 
Studies in the Languages of the Volta Basin 2. Lego n : University of Ghana Linguistics 

Department : 55-74 . 

aza'ala   See main entry: aza'al [W]. Mr.So and So. 

azampǫ'ǫl   Variant: azampe'el. adv. 1 • on the back. Azampǫ'ǫl nintǤǤnd, "VǤlimaa!" – li pț vǤnna, "Tț'țsima!" –  li pț 

tț'țsida. Mr.Lying-Flat's saliva - he can't swallow it or spit it out. [Proverb 062] Eli kpǫn bik nǫ kțk la li azampǫ'ǫl 

Siilo teŋ la za'anǤǤr la baba 'Eli fell backwards from his seat beside the gate'. [1SA 4:18] Cpart: avanba. 
2 • backwards. 

azampe'el   See main entry: azampǫ'ǫl. on back, backwards. 

azemzema   See main entry: azinzema1. equality. 

Azi'iyǫ'og   n.pr. a simpleton, 'Mr. Ignorant'. Kalinka'alim kțțd Azi'iyǫ'og dim 'the waywardness of the simple will kill 

them'. [PRO 1:32] See: A-; zi'; zi'i-mǫŋ; -yǫ'og. 

azin'i-sǤnsid   n. idleness. Note: 'sit-chatting' Tțțm kpi'euŋ wțsa mǤri nyǤǤdi kenna, amaa azin'i-sǤnsid ziidi nǤŋ na. 
'Work and you will earn a living; if you sit around talking you will be poor.'. [PRO 14:23] See: A-; sǤns1; zin'i. 

azinzɛma   See main entry: azinzema1. equality. 

azinzɛma   See main entry: zinzema. measured place. 

azinzɛnma   See main entry: azinzema1. equality. 

azinzema1   Variant: azemzema; azinzɛma; azinzɛnma; zenzenma; zɛnzɛnma. n. equality. Gaana nǫ tembanǫ an 

nǤǤryinne la na ie suobanǫ na tia teŋ la bǤǤdim kanǫ na kǫ ka sida nǫ azinzɛma bǫ 'Ghana should seek. in its 
international relations. to promote and protect the interest of the country. to establish a just and equitable 

international economic and social order.'. [Constitution] Si'el wțsa ba maannǫ azinzɛnma amaa Asampțos anǫ 

nǤŋdaan. 'They were doing everything in common but ... Asampuos was poor.'. [You-Heard?] Li anǫ m bǤǤdim ye 

m yǤǤf nǫ banǫ yuolim la azinzema. 'I choose to give the last man the same as you.'. [MAT 20:14] On nǫ ban na 

pțdigi ba pțțr la azinzema 'He is to share equally in their benefits'. [DEU 18:8] See: zem; zinzema. 

azinzema2   See main entry: zinzema. measured place. 

Azuma [N]   See main entry: Arezțm daar. Friday. 

AA  -  aa 

aa   excl. ah! Note: regretful /reproachful address or complaint Aa, ka bǤǤ lǫǫ bǫ dǤbilin la kimm ka dau nwa ye m da 

yǤ'Ǥgǫ? Ah! And what can possibly be in the kitchen that this man says I shouldn't open? [You-Heard?] Aa! Israel 

nidiba, bǤǤ kǫ ka ya ye ya kpi? 'Why do you Israelites want to die?'. [EZK 18:31] Colloc: aa tǤ ‘oh well! [expression 
of resignation]’. biig la zan'as fian'a la ka pu'a la gț'țŋi yǫl baa la ye aa tǤ, tțtțmis ma'adnǫ nǤba ka di pț 

ma'ad sțțnrǫ the child refused and the woman gave up and said to the leopard "Oh, well, 'a messenger cools the 

feet but doesn't cool the heart'". [You-Heard?] Aa tǤ, ti ya'a vțe bǫǫ ti ya'a kpinǫ, ti anǫ ZugsǤb la nidib. 'So 
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whether we live or die, we belong to the Lord.'. [ROM 14:8] Aa tǤ, m ya'a na kǤ'Ǥŋi m biis nwaa, m na kǤ'Ǥŋi banǫ. 
'As for me, if I must lose my children, I must lose them.'. [GEN 43:14] 

aaǫn1   Variant: aaenn; aenn. Form: aand. Variant: aandi. Form: aandin. Form: aam!. Form: aanr. v. to tear. m ka' fuugǤ, 

ka m ya'a nǤ ka li aaǫn, m lǫn nyǫt yaanǫ? I wouldn't have a cloth, and if I trod on it and it tore, where would I 
get another one? [Billygoat] fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋ gǤn Wina'am pț'țsim dǤǤgin la aaǫn buak zin'isa ayi' 'the curtain 
hanging in the Temple was torn in two'. [LUK 23:45] A-Zi-gban'ar nǫ A-Zi-Siib n kǫt ka gbauŋ aand. Mr. 
Ignorant-of-holding and Mr. Ignorant-of-Flaying cause the skin to tear. [Proverb 082] BǤ ka ya nan kpǫn zan'as ka 

aandi yita? 'Why do you persist in rebellion?'. [ISA 1:5] Lit: tearing and going out. on aam zin'ikanǫ guunlim la 

bas he is to tear away the place that is mouldy. [LEV 13:26] M ya'a tțm ala, m biaunk on aam li if I have done that 
'then let my arm fall from the shoulder'. [JOB 31:22] Mult: aans ‘tear many’. Note: but cf. Jakob da aaǫn o fuud 

sțnsa'aŋ zug 'Jacob tore his clothes in sorrow'. [GEN 37:34] o da aans o fuud sțnsa'aŋ zug 'he tore his clothes in 

sorrow'. [GEN 37:29] See: -aanlim; aans. 

aaǫn2!   See main entry: an. be. 

aae   See main entry: an. be. 

aaenn   See main entry: aaǫn1. tear. 

aam!   See main entry: aaǫn1. tear. 

aan   See main entry: an. be. 

aand   See main entry: aaǫn1. tear. 

aanda   See main entry: aandir. 'blackberry'. 

aandi   See main entry: aaǫn1. tear. 

aandin   See main entry: aaǫn1. tear. 

aandiŋ   Variant: aanriŋ; aariŋ [N]. Form: aandis. Variant: aanris; aaris. n. 'blackberry' tree. Vitex Cienkowskii. 
Res: aandir/aanda. Etym: OV1 *ŊA ; OVN * ŊAD.M-GA/SI . See: aandir. 

aandir   Variant: aanrʋŋ; aanruŋ; aanriŋ. Form: aanda. Variant: aanra. n. a 'blackberry' fruit of the ''blackberry'' tree 

(aandiŋ). Vitex Cienkowskii. Source: aandiŋ. Etym: O/V * ŊAR-KO/ ŊA. See: aandiŋ. 

aandis   See main entry: aandiŋ. 'blackberry' tree. 

aane   See main entry: an. be. 

-aanlim   Form: -aanlima. adj. torn. Note: in the Colloc: fu-aanlim(a). On mǫŋ nyǫ o zua sieba yǫǫd fu-aanlim sakurin 
He himself saw some of his friends wearing ragged clothing at school. [Trouble] (ba) yǫ fu-aanlima keŋ Hezekia 

san'an yǫl o Asiria na'ayikpǫǫm la yǫl si'em (they) 'went to Hezekiah, with their clothes torn, and told him what 

the (Assyrian) field commander had said'. [2KI 18:37] zaam maan saŋa paae la, ka m duoe man digin nǫ 

sțnsa'aŋ zin'isi'a nǫ m fu-aanlima la 'When the time came for the evening sacrifice, I got up from where I had 
been grieving, and still wearing my torn clothes'. [EZR 9:5] See: aaǫn1. 

-aanlima   See main entry: -aanlim. torn. 

aann   See main entry: an. be. 

aannǫ   See main entry: an. be. 

aanr   See main entry: aaǫn1. tear. 

aanra   See main entry: aandir. 'blackberry'. 

aanriŋ   See main entry: aandiŋ. 'blackberry' tree. 

aanriŋ   See main entry: aandir. 'blackberry'. 

aanris   See main entry: aandiŋ. 'blackberry' tree. 

aanrʋŋ   See main entry: aandir. 'blackberry'. 

aanruŋ   See main entry: aandir. 'blackberry'. 
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aans   [[ã:s]] Variant: aansi; aanse. Form: aansid. Variant: aansidi. Form: aansim. Variant: aansimi!. Form: aansig. v. 

to tear [many]. Ka ku'om yțdig o fuug kanǫ aans zin'is atan' la. His shirt, torn in three pieces, was soaked in 

water. [Trouble] anrțŋ la ye li aansi aans ku'om la zug la the ship will be torn to pieces on the water. [EZK 27:27] 
M na aans Israel nǫ Juda dim nwǫnǫ gbigimǫ gban'e si'eli aansidnǫ, m na gban'e ba mǤri ken ka aansid 'I 
will attack the people of Israel and Judah like a lion. I myself will tear them to pieces and then leave them.'. [HOS 

5:14] wǫbaa la aansidi ba zǤra zǤra. the leopard was tearing them to pieces. [Trouble] Da aansidi ya fuud ye ya 

pa'ali ya sțnsan'aŋa amaa pa'alimi ya sțnyaa sid san'am si'em. 'Let your broken heart show your sorrow; 
tearing your clothes is not enough'. [JOL 2:13] Aansimi ya fuud ka yǫ bǤto fuudi pa'ali ya sțnsa'aŋ 'Tear your 
clothes and put on sackcloth ... in mourning'. [2SA 3:31] 'ba ... gban'e zimi bǫdegț hali ka ba saunam la bǤǤd 

aansig' 'they ... caught such a large number of fish that the nets were about to break' tear X to pieces. [LUK 5:6] 
Colloc: aans X zǤra-zǤra, zǤrisi zǤris. Wina'am sțțnr pǫlig nǫ mam ka o aansidi m zǤra-zǤra. 'In anger God 
tears me limb from limb'. [JOB 16:9] ba na aansim zǤra-zǤra wțț gbigimi aansid si'el si'em la 'they will tear me 
like a lion and rip me to pieces'. [PSA 7:2] Unit: aaǫn1. See: aaǫn1. 

aanse   See main entry: aans. tear [pl.] 

aansi   See main entry: aans. tear [pl.] 

aansid   See main entry: aans. tear [pl.] 

aansidi   See main entry: aans. tear [pl.] 

aansig   See main entry: aans. tear [pl.] 

aansim   See main entry: aans. tear [pl.] 

aansimi!   See main entry: aans. tear [pl.] 

aarim-   See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

aarima   See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

aariŋ [N]   See main entry: aandiŋ. 'blackberry' tree. 

aaris   See main entry: aandiŋ. 'blackberry' tree. 

aaruma   See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

aaruŋ   See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

aaruŋ-   See main entry: anrțŋ1. boat. 

aatɔ   See main entry: tǤ'1. O.K. 

B  -  b 

ba bayi'   See main entry: babayi'. both. 

ba1   Variant: baa3. pn. they, them, their [third person pronoun, plural, neutral (unemphatic)]. Ba mǫ' dǤǤd la nǫ nǫ tan, 

ka taae ba nǫ bțmbǤn. They built the rooms with 'sand' and plastered them with plaster. [House+Farm] Ka ba 

amisi buoli ba taaba anrțŋ yinne la ni ye ba kena sțŋi ba. 'So they signalled their partners in the other boat to 

come and help them'. [LUK 5:7] nidib pian'adi ba yǫla sțm ka kaanbid nǤsțŋț tisidi ba. people spoke well of 
them and blessed them. [Billygoat] O da siak ala tisi ba ka kpansi ba dabisa piiga. So he agreed to this and tested 
them for ten days. [DAN 1:14] Ka dau la da pțd yț'țsi'a wțsa la da aan ba yțda. 'and whatever the man called 
each living creature, that was its name'. [GEN 2:19] Asǫǫ ka fț karim titu'aa ka ya'a ka' alaa fț kț gban'e ba 

gbinne. You will have to read carefully, otherwise you won't understand the meaning. [You-Hear?] M mǫ kț la'as 

nǫ baa 'I will not join in their secret talks'. [GEN 49:6] sǤ' kae na sțŋi baa 'they were ... helpless'. [MAT 9:36] Sim: o 
‘[sg.]’; li ‘[inanimate sg./pl.]’; ban2 ‘[emphatic]’; ban1 ‘when they, as they ...’. Ban pț mǤr a-gban'a-m-mǫŋ 

la zug ka ba kpiid. 'They die because they have no self-control'. [PRO 5:23] See: ban1; ban2. 

ba-3   See main entry: baa2. dog, leopard. 
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baba   See main entry: babir. area. 

baba yi'   See main entry: babayi'. both. 

babab   See main entry: bap-bap. urgently. 

babanu   pn.num. five of them. Na'anam anaasi da tț'țsi babanu nǫ tanp. 'four kings' went to war 'against five'. [GEN 14:9] 
See: anu; ba1; ba-2. 

babayi'   Variant: ba bayi'; baba yi'. pn.num. two of them, both. Babayi' la ma'aa da kpǫlim an ba saam gbin la Only the 

two of them were still under the authority of their father. [Trouble] BǤ ka li an ye li kpanbi babayi' la Ǥn? What 
could it be to affect both of them together? [Trouble] dau na bas o ba' nǫ o ma ka la'as nǫ o pu'a ka babayi' la na 

lieb niŋgbiŋ yinne 'a man leaves his father and mother and attaches himself to his wife, and the two become one'. 

[GEN 2:24] See: ayi'; ba1; ba-2; yi'. 

babayǤpǤi   Variant: babayopoi. num. seven of them. babayǤpǤi la wțsa di pu'a la yinne-yinne 'all seven brothers 

married the woman'. [MRK 12:22] See: ayǤpǤi; ba1; ba-2. 
babayopoi  See main entry: babayǤpǤi. seven of them. 

babaa   See main entry: babir. area. 

babes   See main entry: babis. grope. 

-babig   Variant: -babigi2. adj. numerous. PAALƒ KAN KA GƆMMA BŰŰ NIMBABIG BŰŰ NID YINNE Sƒ'ƒE 'PUBLIC, 

COMMUNAL AND PRIVATE LANDS'. [Constitution [heading]] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi gǤs nimbabig bama wțsa? 
'who is able to govern this great people ... ?'. [2CH 1:10] o vuud wțț nimbabigi na pian'ad ka ba kțkǤya vuud 

si'em la 'his voice sounded like the roar of a great crowd'. [DAN 10:6] See: babiga; nimbabig. 

babiga   Variant: babigi1. n. many, a large quantity. nid yinne bǫǫ babiga ya'a mǤ ye ba daam teŋ la wțsa if one person 

or many engage in struggle to trouble the whole country. [Constitution] Suoya babiga bǫ ka ban'a la dǤlisidi 

lǤmisid nidib. There are many ways in which the disease can infect people. [Trachoma] Wina'am nǤŋi yaa gat 

niimis la babiga God loves you more than many sparrows. [LUK 12:7] yǫl babigi na bǫ sǤ' sțnfțn ka li kǫ ka o 

zaansim si'em la 'The more you worry, the more likely you are to have bad dreams'. [ECC 5:3] See: -babig. 

babigi1   See main entry: babiga. many. 

-babigi2   See main entry: -babig. numerous. 

babil   Variant: babile. Form: babin. Form: babinnǫ. Form: babilimini. Form: babiligǤ. v. to touch, feel. Kǫl ka m zi'en 

zin'ikanǫ ka m na nyaŋi babil zan'antǤlbanǫ ti'e pț'țsim dǤǤg la 'Put me where I can feel the pillars that 
support the temple'. [JDG 16:26] Ya na babin nintaŋ tisțțs nwǫnǫ zțnzǤǤs nǫ. 'At midday you will grope about 

like a blind man in the dark.'. [DEU 28:29] Ba mǤr nu'us, ka pț tun'e babin na 'they have hands, but cannot feel'. 

[PSA 115:7] O da babinnǫ ied o pǤǤgțn fuud He was feeling about for his farm clothes. [Trouble] (ba) zu'om ka 

babinnǫ ieed za'anǤǤr la ka pț nyǫta (they were) blind and were feeling about looking for the door and couldn't 
find it. [GEN 19:11] pu'a nwa' pț basi m nǤba babiligǤ this woman has not stopped fondling my feet. [LUK 7:45] 
Sim: si'is. See: babis. 

babile   See main entry: babil. touch. 

babiligǤ  See main entry: babil. touch. 

babilimini   See main entry: babil. touch. 

babin   See main entry: babil. touch. 

babinnǫ   See main entry: babil. touch. 

babir   Note: usually plural Form: baba. Variant: babaa. n. an area, 'side' [Gh.] Asǫǫ ka ti bǤ babir. We would have to find 

a place. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nwaaŋ ye, 'Zug baba pț di'ema'. Monkey says "The head area isn't a joking matter." 

[Proverb 025] bǫǫ li yǤ du'asțŋ la yǤ'Ǥgir baba la nǫ. or it shuts the opening area of the birth canal. [Womens-Health] 
Wina'am nǤki ba dǤl mǤǤgin ken Atǫuk Zǫn'ug la baba. 'God made them go round by way of the wilderness 
towards the Red Sea'. [EXO 13:18] Eli kpǫn bik nǫ kțk la li azampǫ'ǫl Siilo teŋ la za'anǤǤr la baba 'Eli fell 
backwards from his seat beside the gate'. [1SA 4:18] GǤsima! Fț bieya la keŋ ye ba kem pǫ'ǫs la Sekǫm baba bǫǫ 
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bǤ? 'As you know, your brothers are grazing the flocks near Shechem.'. [GEN 37:13] Lit: Look! .... aren't they?. 
ZugsǤb la kǫ ka sisi'etita'ar da'ae yi atǫuk baba na 'the Lord sent a wind ... from the sea'. [NUM 11:31] Li baba ka 

bǫuŋbil bǫ 'there is a pool' there. [JHN 5:2] Da kǫ ka sigagiŋ bǫǫ taba bǫ fț babaa. Don't let a cigarette or tobacco 
be around you. [Smoking] o gǤsi gǤs ka pț nyǫ sǤ' anina babaa 'Glancing this way and that and seeing no one'. 

[EXO 2:12] Colloc: ya-datițŋ/ya-dagǤbțg/ya-nya'aŋ/ya-tuon baba ‘the north, south, east, west’. ZugsǤb 

Wina'am maal lǤmbǤn'Ǥg Eden teŋin la lǫbid ya-nya'aŋ baba 'The Lord God planted a garden in Eden away to 
the east'. [GEN 2:8] Sim: san'an, luaa2 

babis   Variant: babes. v. to seek, grope for. Barnabas da babis Saul Tarsus teŋin. 'Then Barnabas went to Tarsus to 

look for Saul.'. [ACT 11:25] See: babil. 

bada   See main entry: ba'ar. shrine. 

badaa   See main entry: ba'ar. shrine. 

badaalim   See main entry: bțraalim. manly. 

badig   Variant: badigi. Form: badignǫ. Form: badigid. Variant: badigidi; badigida. Form: badigidnǫ. v. to flood, swell, 

overflow. Ku'om la n da badig zin'ig la nya'aŋa, Mensah Bonsu yț'țn da bǫ yaanǫ? After the water flooded 
the place, where was Mensah Bonsu? [Shoeshine-Boy] li nwǫnǫ ku'om na pǫ'ǫl kǤligi badig nǫ 'like a flood of 
water'. [HOS 5:10] KǤldaug la da badigi kpǫm bțțl zin'ig la wțsa. The river overflowed and covered the whole 
place. [Shoeshine-Boy] saa ni ka ku'om pǫ'ǫl kǤlisi badigi dț na gǫǫl yir la it rained and 'the river was in flood, it 

burst upon that house'. [LUK 6:48] O na mak, ka din'is, ka dam-dam ka li pǫ'ǫli badigi yaam he will give you 
'good measure, pressed and shaken down and running over'. [LUK 6:38] Na'ab kǤǤtț dǤǤg la da pǫ'ǫli badignǫ The 
chief's courtroom was full to overflowing. [Trouble] linǫ na kǫ ka fț bțya pǫ'ǫli badigid 'then your barns will be 
filled to overflowing'. [PRO 3:10] diib pǫ'ǫli ba niigi tǫrekonam hali badigidi lut suoya ni 'your carts overflow 

with abundance'. [PSA 65:11] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ nwa' duod wțț Nail kǤldaugǤ, ka nwǫnǫ mu'ar ku'om pǫ'ǫli badigida? 
'Who is this that rises like the Nile, like rivers of surging waters?'. [JER 46:7] Sim: yaam1. 

badigi   See main entry: badig. swell. 

badigid   See main entry: badig. swell. 

badigida   See main entry: badig. swell. 

badigidi   See main entry: badig. swell. 

badigidnǫ   See main entry: badig. swell. 

badignǫ   See main entry: badig. swell. 

bagǫǫŋ   n. a mad dog, rabid dog. Yțțm wțsa li bǤǤd ye ti kǫ ka ba kțns baas bagǫǫŋ tiim. We should vaccinate our 
dogs with anti-rabies vaccine every year. [MA] 

ba'1   Variant: ba'a7. Form: ba'anam. Variant: ba'nam. Form: ba'a-6. n. father. Bțribig kunnǫ o ba' yir nǫ nǤb kǤ'Ǥg 

daar. Billygoat goes home to his father's house on the day he breaks his leg. [Proverb 166] Ka o duoe keŋ o ba' 

san'an. 'So he got up and went to his father.'. [LUK 15:20] o bas o ba' yir la ka keŋ tempțțginǫ di'e dǤǤgț bǫ 

anina he left his father's house and went to town and got lodgings there. [Billygoat] Naa, m ba', m na niŋ ala. Yes, 
father, 'I will do as you say.'. [GEN 47:30] Ti Ba' onǫ bǫ arezana ni 'Our Father in heaven'. [MAT 6:9] Wǫugnaaf ya'a 

da gban'e fț ba'a, fț ya'a nyǫ yǤǤrǫ fț bǫnǫ zuon. If a bushcow caught your father you see a termite-mound and 
are already running away. [Proverb 083] Kǫli ka ti siaki ti ba'anam nǫ ti manam nǤya. Let's obey our parents. 

[You-Heard?] Ba tun'e zan'as banǫ bǤǤdi ba lieb Gaana teŋimbiis ka ba ba'anam bǫǫ ba manam ka' Gaana 

nidiba. 'Those who are not born Ghanaians can be deprived of their citizenship.'. [Constitution] Ba'anam Ǥnb 

kekama, ka li nwǫlig biis sțnfǤ. 'The parents ate the sour grapes, But the children got the sour taste'. [JER 31:29] 
Ba'anam kț gi'e ye ba sțŋi ba biisǫ 'Parents will not turn back for their children'. [JER 47:3] Colloc: bǤǤd ba'1 nǫ 

ma2 ‘be undecided between 2 alternatives’. Amaa mam bǤǤd ba' nǫ ma la zug, m kț nyaŋi gban'e linǫ ka m 

na gaŋǫ. 'Yet what shall I choose? I do not know!'. [PHP 1:22] Fț bǤǤdnǫ ba' nǫ ma. You want father and mother. 

[Proverb 214] Syn: saam. Note: ba' 445x  in Bible, saam 773x Ka yǫl o ye o saam bǫǫ o ba' n kpi ka bas o nǫ si'eli 

nwa. And told him that this is what the dead father left for him. [Asaasim] Cpart: ma2 ‘mother’. dau na bas o ba' 

nǫ o ma ka la'as nǫ o pu'a ka babayi' la na lieb niŋgbiŋ yinne 'a man leaves his father and mother and attaches 
himself to his wife, and the two become one'. [GEN 2:24] On yǫl ala naae la ka bu'os Apțsiakid ye, ka fțm ba' nǫ 
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fț ma on bǫ yaanǫ When he had finished saying that he asked Apusiakid "Where are your father and mother ... ?" 

[Billygoat] Colloc: M Ba'(a) ‘Sir [respectful address to senior man]’. M Ba'a, li ka' ala! '“Not so, my lord,” Hannah 
replied'. [1SA 1:15] Etym: OV1 *TE ; OV2 *BA ; OVN *BA, *SO(N) ; GS4 *NYI² ; G Se *ja ; vc4 *ca; MWN 
*-BHÀBHÁ; CB/PB *bààbá. Note: no suffixes See: ba'abiig. 

ba'2   Variant: ba'a9. Form: ba'am. Form: ba'ab. v. to peg, fix into. ba'akanǫ ka ba ba' zi'el kiŋ-kiŋ la na vuoǫn 'the 

peg driven into the firm place will give way'. [ISA 22:25] Jael da zaŋ kpa'ar linǫ ka ba mǤri ba'ad Fuug Sțgțr la 
'Jael took a tent-peg'. [JDG 4:21] Jakob nǤk kugkanǫ ka o sa kțk la ba'a zi'el sappi nwǫnǫ zan'antǤlig nǫ 'Jacob 
took the stone he had placed under his head and set it up as a pillar'. [GEN 28:18] Lit: fixed it and stood it up straight 
like a middle-stick. Ba da lǫm maal zi'esa linǫ ba'a daad banǫ gu'ud fubanǫ gilig zak la 'the bases for the 
surrounding courtyard'. [EXO 38:31] Lit: the stands which secure the uprights ('sticks') which secure the cloths which 

.... Ba da ba'a o nǤba nǫ bana 'they thrust his feet into fetters'. [PSA 105:18] yanam ba'am kugbama Ebal zuorin 

la 'set up these stones on Mount Ebal'. [DEU 27:4] Colloc: ba'2 nya'a ‘put down roots’. Ban sǫǫ ba naae bǫǫ bțdi ba, 

ka ba bǤǤd nya'a ba'ab la 'No sooner are they planted, no sooner are they sown, no sooner do they take root in the 

ground'. [ISA 40:24] See: ba'a1; daba'adir. 

ba'a1   Form: ba'as2. Form: ba'a-4. n. a peg. Note: for things to hang on ba'akanǫ ka ba ba' zi'el kiŋ-kiŋ la na vuoǫn 'the 

peg driven into the firm place will give way'. [ISA 22:25] See: ba'2. 

ba'a2   n. concern, attention. Colloc: ba'atǤǤg ‘serious attention/concern’. ZǤlțg ma'aa na yǫl ye, "M mi' bǫǫ m zi'i, m 

ba'atǤǤgǤ?" Only a fool would say "Whether I have knowledge or am ignorant, what does it matter to me?" 

[You-Heard?] Fț ba'atǤǤg kae. You are not concerned. [MA] Colloc: X ba'a bǫ1/ka'1 (nǫ1 Y) ‘X has (no) interest in 

Y’.  Zan'asimi fț tǫn'ǫs sț'țŋa ka ti keŋ ya'ali fț mǫŋ ka mam ba'a kae. Do not fail to think through carefully 
otherwise you will get yourself in a mess, in which case I don't care! [MA]. [Akelsa] Mam ba'a kae, mam mi' ye m 

na kpi daar yinne. I don't care, I know I will die one day. [AIDS-II] O pț mǤr suzua kanǫ ba'a bǫ nǫ o. He didn't 
have any close relative who cared him. [Trouble] ZugsǤb la na niŋi ya zug bareka, ya ba'a bǫ nǫ mam la zug. 
'The Lord bless you for your concern for me. [1SA 23:21] Ba ba'a ka' nǫ anzurifaa 'They care nothing for silver'. 

[ISA 13:17] o daa yǫl ye sǤ' da pian' o yǫllǫ, dinzugǤ on ba'a ka' o san'anǫ he said that nobody should advise 
him, therefore he does care about what happens to him. [Billygoat] Josef n da gǤsid si'el wțsa la zug, o ba'a da 

lǫn kae o yir la yǫla nii 'with Joseph in charge, he did not concern himself with anything'. [GEN 39:6] ya na an 

mam nyǤǤrin kǤnbțg, ka m ba'a na bǫǫ ya ni 'you will be my treasured possession'. [EXO 19:5] M ba'a bǤǤ bǫ nǫ 

banǫ pț pț'țsid Wina'am la ni ka m kati ba saria. 'What business is it of mine to judge those outside the 
church?'. [1CO 5:12] See: ba'akae. 

ba'a3   v. to be careful, cautious. Fțn zanl sț'țg la si'em la fț ya'a pț ba'a fț nu'ubibis kae. The way you are holding 

the cutlass if you aren't careful you won't have any fingers. [Trouble] See: ba'a2. 

ba'a-4   See main entry: ba'a1. peg. 

ba'a5   See main entry: baa1. least bit. 

ba'a-6   See main entry: ba'1. father. 

ba'a7   See main entry: ba'1. father. 

ba'a-8   See main entry: ba'ar. shrine. 

ba'a9   See main entry: ba'2. fix into. 

ba'ab   See main entry: ba'2. fix into. 

ba'abi-   See main entry: ba'abiig. brother. 

ba'abiidțg   n. fraternity, brotherhood. Na'asimi nidib wțsa, ka mǤri ba'abiidțg nǤŋilim. 'Show proper respect to 

everyone: Love the brotherhood'. [1PE 2:17] M da lǫn ... san'am ba'abiidțg linǫ bǫ Juda nǫ Israel dim sțțgin la. 
'Then I broke ... the brotherhood between Judah and Israel'. [ZEC 11:14] Sim: mabiidțg; InvNabstr: ba'abiig. 
See: ba'abiig. 

ba'abiig   Variant: ba'abiiga; ba'abiigi. Form: ba'abiis. Variant: ba'abiisǫ; ba'abiisi. Form: ba'abi-. n. brother, sister, 
sibling (child of same father). Note: avoids specifying sex or relative age; also for 'brethren' in a Church or other 

community, not literally kin ka yǫl ye ti pț'țs Wina'am yiiga nǫ on faaǫn ti ba'abiig Ayaab biig la. and said to us 
that we should first thank God that he has saved the child of our brother Ayaab. [Electricity] SǤ' kț lǫm pa'al o 
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tiraan bǫǫ o ba'abiig ye, ‘Baŋim ZugsǤb la!’ 'No longer will a man teach his neighbour, or a man his brother, 

saying, ‘Know the Lord,’'. [JER 31:34] Űǫn, m ba'abiiga, m bǤǤd nyǤǤdi fț san'an 'Yes, brother, I am asking this 
favour of you as a fellow-Christian'. [PHM 1:20] Esau da ka'anǫ Jakob ba'abiigaa? 'Was not Esau Jacob's brother?'. 

[MAL 1:2] Yidaan la pu'ab nǫ o biis wțsa ti yț'țn sǤnsidnǫ nwǫnǫ ba'abiis nǫ taaba All the householder's wives 
and children chatted together like siblings. [Three-Problems] m ba'abiis pț bǤǤd ye ba li'eli ma 'my own brothers 

won't come near me'. [JOB 19:17] Ka o duoe la'as o ba'abiis ka ba kad Jakob bugiri keŋ daba ayǤpǤi 'Taking his 
relatives with him, he pursued Jacob for seven days '. [GEN 31:23] Ba ...  bǫnti ba mǫŋ ba'abiis 'Everyone hunts 
down his own people.'. [MIC 7:2] M Ba'biisǫ, gaŋimǫ nidib ayǤpǤi banǫ ka ya mi' ye ba pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siig la My 
brethren, select seven people who you know to be filled with the Spirit. [Bible-Study] Ti ba'abiisǫ, ti na niŋ wala? 
'Brothers, what shall we do?'. [ACT 2:37] Gaal ... da duoe nǫ o ba'abiisi keŋ Sekǫm 'Gaal ... came with his 
kinsmen to Shechem'. [JDG 9:26] Li ya'a anǫ ti ba'abiig Apollos yǫla, m kpǫmisid o saŋa wțsa ye on nǫ ti 

ba'abibama la kena kaae ya 'Now, about brother Apollos. I have often encouraged him to visit you with the 
other believers'. [1CO 16:12] AlazugǤ m ba'abibanǫ ka m nǤŋ hali ka bǤǤd ye m nyǫǫ ya la 'Therefore, my 

brothers, you whom I love and long for'. [PHP 4:1] DinzugǤ m ba'abinǤŋa, yanamǫ sadigim mi' ye bțn linǫ ka ya 

niŋid ZugsǤb yǫla ka' zaalim la ''Therefore, my dear brothers,' ... 'you know that your labour in the Lord is not in 
vain'. [1CO 15:58] Fț ya'a pa'ali fț ba'abitaaba la nǫ'ǫŋa fț na an Yesu Kristo tțmtțm sțŋ 'If you point these 
things out to the brothers, you will be a good minister of Christ Jesus'. [1TI 4:6] Colloc: ba'abiisin ‘to/amongst/from 

brothers’. Daasi'erǫ niŋkanǫ ka fț nyǫ ka mǤr o kǫn KarimdǤǤg na la na liebnǫ "Paul" o ba'abiis bǫǫ o 

mabiisin Perhaps the person that you see and bring to Church will become a 'Paul' to his brethren. [Bible-Study] 
Sim: mabiig; Nabstr: ba'abiidțg. 

ba'abiidțg    See: ba'; biig. 

ba'abiiga   See main entry: ba'abiig. brother. 

ba'abiigi  See main entry: ba'abiig. brother. 

ba'abiis   See main entry: ba'abiig. brother. 

ba'abiisǫ   See main entry: ba'abiig. brother. 

ba'abiisi   See main entry: ba'abiig. brother. 

ba'abțgțd   Variant: ba'abugud. Form: ba'abțgțdib. Variant: ba'abțgțdibi; ba'abugidib. n. a diviner, soothsayer. O daa 

sid keŋ n ti paae ba'abțgțd la sa'an n zaŋi o yǫla la wțsa tu'as o. So he actually went to the diviner and 
explained all his problems to him. [You-Hear?] Ieemi pu'a kanǫ an ba'abțgțd la tisim 'Find me a woman who is 

a medium'. [1SA 28:7] ba'abțgțdib nyǫt si'el la ka' sida 'diviners see false signs'. [ZEC 10:2] Manǫ kǫt ka 

ba'abțgțdibi yǫt si'el la lieb zaalim 'I frustrate false prophets and their omens'. [ISA 44:25] Colloc: ba'abțgțdibin 
‘to diviners’. O da la'an tțm tiim tțțma wțsa, ka ken sǤnpțttibin nǫ ba'abțgțdibin. 'He practised divination 
and magic and consulted fortune tellers and mediums.'. [2KI 21:6] Nabstr: ba'akǤlțg, ba'ad. Etym: OV1 *BO ; 
OVN *BAG-A/-BA . See: ba'ar; bțg1. 

ba'abțgțdib   See main entry: ba'abțgțd. diviner. 

ba'abțgțdibi   See main entry: ba'abțgțd. diviner. 

ba'abugidib   See main entry: ba'abțgțd. diviner. 

ba'abugud   See main entry: ba'abțgțd. diviner. 

ba'ad1   Variant: ba'adi. n. divination, soothsaying. kpǫǫmnam la da duoe ka nǤk ba'ad ligidi keŋ 'the elders ... left, 

taking with them the fee for divination'. [NUM 22:7] Colloc: bțg ba'ad ‘perform a divination’. Ki'isțg anǫ bǫ'ǫd 

wțț ba'ad bțgțb nǫ 'rebellion is like the sin of divination'. [1SA 15:23] Ka'a m ditnǫ tiim bǫǫ m bțgțdnǫ ba'adǫ 
It is not that I take medicine or practise divination. [You-Hear?] Bțgțm ba'adi tisim 'Consult a spirit for me'. [1SA 

28:8] Sim: ba'akǤlțg. Etym: OV1 *BO ; OVN *BAG-A/-BA . Note: "diviner" See: ba'ar. 

ba'ad2   See main entry: bauk1. stall. 

ba'adǫ   See main entry: ba'ar. shrine. 

ba'adi   See main entry: ba'ad1. divination. 
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ba'ag   n. veranda (of a thatched room). Nimo yi ba'agțn la kpǫn' dǤbilin la ya'as. Nimo came out of the veranda and 
went into the kitchen again. [Trouble] 

ba'akae   n.  Note: verb phrase functioning as a noun.   carelessness, insouciance. Sim: haya1. nimbanǫ maan tțkpiidțg ka 

aan m ba'akae dim la the noisy crowd of common people. [ISA 5:14] Note: haya dim was used in the draft translation 

of this verse See: ba'a2; ka'. 

ba'akǤl-   See main entry: ba'akǤlțg. sorcerer's bag. 

ba'akǤlțg   Variant: ba'akolug. Form: ba'akǤl-. Variant: ba'akol-. Form: ba'akǤn. Variant: ba'akon. n. divination 

[apparatus], sorcery, sorcerer's bag. O da bțgțd nǫ ba'akǤlțg ka li lidigid Samaria teŋ nidib. he 'had astounded 
the Samaritans with his magic'. [ACT 8:9] o ... yǫl o saam ye on pț gban'e li gbinnǫ ka mǫ pț siak nǫ yǫlnyalima 

banǫ ka tiima dim nǫ ba'akǤn tțm la. he told his father that he couldn't understand it, and also didn't believe in 

the wonders that medicine men and diviners performed. [Trouble] Note: reading siak, or is sițk a word? sieba naam 

ba'akǤn tiig la baba kenna la 'a company is coming from the direction of the soothsayers' tree'. [JDG 9:37] o da ... 

bugid ba'akǤn buudi wțsa 'He practised divination' of all sorts'. [2CH 33:6] Colloc: ba'akǤlțg daan1 ~ 

sǤb3/ba'akǤn dim ‘a diviner, soothsayer, sorcerer’. Ba'akǤlțg sǤb la daa yǫǫg yǫla bǫdegț ziil o The 

soothsayer got a lot of matters off his chest and laid them on her. [You-Heard?] Ayǫl-nyain anǫ ba'akǤlțg sǤb, ka 

buon kikiris ka on nǫ ban pian'ad. Ayel-nyain was a diviner and called bush-sprites and would talk with them. 
[Asaasim] Ba da ... nyǫ ba'akǤlțg daan ka o an Jew nid 'they met a Jewish sorcerer and false prophet'. [ACT 13:6] O 

da ki'is ZugsǤb la nǤǤr hali ka keŋ ba'akǤlțg sǤb san'an ye o bugi baŋ dinǫ na niŋ 'He disobeyed the Lord's 

commands; he tried to find guidance by consulting the spirits of the dead'. [1CH 10:13] Saul keŋ ba'akǤlțg sǤb ni 
'Saul Consults a Medium'. [1SA 28:3 [heading]] Ka Ba'akǤondim ye, "Ii anǫ zǫǫdug yǫla (naaf) ... " And the 
Soothsayers said " 'Ii' is a goring matter (cow) ... ". [Asaasim] Josia da kad ba'akǤn dim nǫ sǤnpțttib la wțsa 
'Josiah got rid of the mediums and spiritists'. [2KI 23:24] Sim: ba'ad; InvNabstr: ba'abțgțd. See: ba'ar; kǤlțg. 

ba'akǤn   See main entry: ba'akǤlțg. sorcerer's bag. 

ba'akol-   See main entry: ba'akǤlțg. sorcerer's bag. 

ba'akolug   See main entry: ba'akǤlțg. sorcerer's bag. 

ba'akon   See main entry: ba'akǤlțg. sorcerer's bag. 

ba'al   v. to reach up to. Note: e.g. top end of ladder O da ... nyǫ dadțg ka li ti' dunia ni keŋ ba'al arezana ni 'he saw a 
ladder, which rested on the ground with its top reaching to heaven'. [GEN 28:12] 

ba'am   See main entry: ba'2. fix into. 

ba'amada  See main entry: ba'amadir [N, P]. tick. 

ba'amadir [N, P]   Variant: bammadir [MA]. Form: ba'amada. n. a tick. Ba'amadir niŋid na'araug lan bǤ? Tick does 

what to a bull's testicle? [Proverb 159] Ba'amadir naan naaf lannin ka'ae li. A tick fell from the bull’s testicle. [MA] 
On nǫ o pu'ab nǫ o biis daa yț'țn ditti malisim gaad ba'amada. He and his wives and children were as happy 
as sandboys. [You-Heard?] Lit:  happier than ticks. 

ba'amaalțg   Variant: ba'amaalug. n. pagan priesthood. Note: the performance of customs for traditional shrines See: ba'ar; 

maal; ba'amaan. 
ba'amaalug   See main entry: ba'amaalțg. pagan priesthood. 

ba'amaan   Form: ba'amaannib. n. pagan priest. Onǫ mǤr fufum nwǫnǫ ba'amaan nǫ. 'for greed is a form of idolatry'. 

[EPH 5:5] Wina'am n zǫrig ba'amaannib la yǫla 'God Condemns Idolatry'. [EZK 14:1 [heading]] See: ba'ar; maal; 

ba'amaalțg. 

ba'amaannib   See main entry: ba'amaan. pagan priest. 

ba'an1   Form: ba'annǫ. n. stocks, fetters – apparatus for restraining criminals and mad people. Gban'am onǫ wțsa gǫǫm 

ka niŋid wțț o anǫ nǤdi'esi ba'a o nǫ kțnt ba'an. 'see that every madman who pretends to be a prophet is placed 

in chains'. [JER 29:26] o kǫ ka ba bț' Wina'am nǤdi'es Jeremia ka ba'a o nǫ ba'annǫ 'he had Jeremiah the prophet 
beaten and put in the stocks'. [JER 20:2] See: ba1. 

ba'an2 [W]   tree [sp.], bauhinia. Pilostigma reticulatum / thonningii ::  the bark is used to make cloth. 
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ba'anam   See main entry: ba'1. father. 

ba'anda   See main entry: ban'ad1. invalid. 

ba'annǫ   See main entry: ba'an1. stocks. 

ba'ans   See main entry: ban'ad1. invalid. 

ba'aŋ   Variant: ba'aŋi; ba'aŋidi. v. to reach up. O da tǫnbig kugir ka lǫm ba'aŋ ye o ansig vaung ya'as. He kicked a 

stone and reached up to tear off another leaf. [Trouble] ZugsǤb la na lǫm ba'aŋ o nu'ugț mǤr o nimbanǫ kpǫlim 
'the Lord will reach out his hand a second time to reclaim the remnant that is left of his people'. [ISA 11:11] O duoe 

zin'in ka ba'aŋi nǤk fitir kanǫ sie la dț'țs lațŋț la. She sat up and reached up and took the lamp that was turned 
down and raised the wick. [Trouble] nwǫnǫ nidi ba'aŋi yak niis tǫǫd 'As one reaches into a nest'. [ISA 10:14] O gi'e 

nyǫ ka bțnkǤnbbǫ'ug la ba'aŋidi dǤl o. He turned and saw that the predator was reaching out after him. [Trouble] 
See: ba'al. 

ba'aŋi   See main entry: ba'aŋ. reach up. 

ba'aŋidi   See main entry: ba'aŋ. reach up. 

ba'apit   Form: ba'apitib. n. uncle, father's younger brother, 'junior father' [Gh.] Colloc: ba'apit biig ‘cousin (father's 

younger brother's child)’. "Hanamel onǫ an Sallum biig ka aan fț ba'apit biig la na kǫǫn fț san'an ... " ... m 

ba'apit biig Hanamel sid kǫǫn m san'an na '"Hanamel son of Shallum your uncle is going to come to you" ... 
Then, just as the Lord had said, my cousin Hanamel came to me'. [JER 32:7-8] Syn: saampit. See: ba'1; pit. 

ba'apitib  See main entry: ba'apit. uncle. 

ba'ar   Variant: ba'arǫ; ba'adǫ; ba'ari. Form: bada. Variant: badaa. Form: ba'a-8. n. a shrine, ancestral spirit. Note: used in 

the Bible for 'idol', something made to look like an animal or a human being which is worshipped as a god Ka na'ab la due 

gban' nua tis o biig ye o mǤre ken tis dindǫog ka o die maal ba'ar And the chief caught a fowl to give his son 

to take to Chameleon to sacrifice to the shrine. [Asaasim] Na'ab ye m mǤr nua na tif ka fț die maal ba'arǫ the 
chief said that I should bring this fowl to you so you get it and offer to the shrine. [Asaasim] Sanlima na'apǤl ba'ar 

la yǫla 'The Golden Calf'-Idol. [EXO 32:1 [heading]] Ka' m ditnǫ tiim bǫǫ m bțgidnǫ ba'adǫ It's not that I take 
medicine or that I consult a shrine. [You-Heard?] Ya ye ya sțŋnǫ Baal ba'arǫ? Are you going to help pagan-god 

Ba'al? [JDG 6:31] Lin da gțl si'em ka bada pamm bǫ la kǫ ka o baŋ ye li anǫ na'ayir. The way it was decorated 
and the many shrines showed him that it was the chief's house. [Trouble] Ya mi' ye yanamǫ daa nan ka' yadda 

niŋidib la, ba'a kpiilima daa mǤri ya dǤl suobǫ'ǫdin. 'You know that while you were still heathen, you were led 
astray in many ways to the worship of lifeless idols.'. [1CO 12:2] O da maligim mǫ' ba'a maalțg zin'ibanǫ ka o 

saam Na'ab Hezekia da san'am bas la. 'He rebuilt the pagan places of worship that his father Hezekiah had 
destroyed.'. [2CH 33:3] ba da pț yis ba'abanǫ kț nyaŋi sțŋi ba laa 'they did not get rid of the vile images they had 
set their eyes on'. [EZK 20:8] Lit: shrines which could not help them. Ba'akanǫ san'anǫ dǫŋi yǫli ya nǫ'ǫnam yǫla? 
'Which of the idols has foretold these things?'. [ISA 48:14] Note: used in the Bible for 'idol', object of worship in Old 

Testament times: Ya da di ba'ar diibǤ 'eat no food that has been offered to idols'. [ACT 15:29] banǫ ... ma'ad ziri ka 

faand la'adi pǫ'ǫnnǫ ba bada dǤǤd la 'all ...  who steal and kill in order to fill their master's house with loot'. [ZEP 

1:9] Colloc: maal ba'ar ‘1) [literally] make a shrine/idol : 2) [idiomatically] make offerings to shrine’. Ba fǫndigi 

yi man zi'el nǤǤr si'em tisi ba la ni tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka maal ba'ari tisi ba mǫŋ. 'They have turned away quickly from 
what I commanded them and have made a cast idol for themselves.'. [1) DEU 9:12] Banǫ maan bada la wțsa na di 

nyan 'Those who make idols will all be ashamed'. [1) ISA 45:16] o maal ba'akanǫ na zi'en sț'țŋa ka kț lii 'to make 
an image that won't fall down'. [1) ISA 40:20] o di'e maal ba'ar ka kǫ ka saa ni he should receive it and offer to the 

shrine so that it would rain. [2) Asaasim] Na'ab ye m mǤr nua na tif ka fț die maal ba'ar the chief said that I 
should bring this fowl to you so you get it and offer to the shrine. [2) Asaasim] Colloc: ba'akpi'ema ‘strong shrines’; 
Sim: win1. Ka onǫ wțsa maal malțŋț tis ba'ar bǫǫ win ka ya'a ka'anǫ ZugsǤb ma'aanǫ, yanam san'am 

ninkan sǤb. 'Whoever sacrifices to any god other than the Lord must be destroyed.'. [EXO 22:20] See: ba'ad; 

ba'akǤlțg; ba'amaalțg; ba'amaan. 

ba'arǫ   See main entry: ba'ar. shrine. 

ba'ari   See main entry: ba'ar. shrine. 

ba'as1   Variant: ba'asi; ba'asnǫ. Form: ba'asid. Form: ba'asidnǫ. Form: ba'asțg. Variant: ba'asțgǤ; ba'asug; ba'asigǤǤ. 
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v. to finish. Di ba'as bǫ'ǫd anǫ o bier bǫǫ o tațn la na yǫl o ye o tțm si'el. What turned out badly was if one of 

his brothers should tell him to do something. [You-Heard?] kǫl ka fț dataas, nǫ banǫ mǤǤd ye ba san'amif la 

ba'as wțț Nabal nǫ 'may your enemies and all who intend to harm my master be like Nabal'. [1SA 25:26] Lit: end 
up like. Da kǫ ka o ba'as yațgțnǫǫ don't let him end up in the grave. [JOB 23:34] ba daa lidig nǫ hali pamm ka 

zi' yǫl la na ba'as si'em they 'were puzzled, wondering what would come of this'. [ACT 5:24] Li ... yi fukaŋa nii 

lǤ'Ǥŋ fukaŋa ni ti ba'asi lǤ'Ǥŋ fuug la sǤb. It ... passes from one garment to another and ends up infecting the 
owner of that garment. [Trachoma] O gban'e o suori lǫbi kuli diginǫ gbis sț'țŋa ka bǫog ti ba'asi nie. He set off 
back home and lay down to sleep peacefully, until day eventually dawned. [Billygoat] EES ban'a ba'asțg anǫ 

namisțg nǫ kum. The final result of the AIDS disease is suffering and death. [AIDS-Azuur] li ba'asțg wțsa anǫ 

yǤri, ka ti'ir kae 'they come to an end without hope'. [JOB 7:6] Ba'asțgǤ, m ba'abiisǫ, mǤǤm tțmi dinǫ an sțm 
'Finally, brothers, ... . Aim for perfection'. [2CO 13:11] Karim linǫ dǤl nwa ka baŋ fufum daan ba'asțgǤ an si'em. 
Read what follows, and realise what is the final state of a jealous person. [Jealousy] Ba'asigǤǤ o daa gț'țŋi bas 

sakur ken nǫ In the end he gave up going to school. [You-Heard?] Colloc: ba'asi [verb] ‘end up by [verb]’. Li ... yi 

fukaŋa nii lǤ'Ǥŋ fukaŋa ni ti ba'asi lǤ'Ǥŋ fuug la sǤb. It ... passes from one garment to another and ends up 
infecting the owner of that garment. [Trachoma] O gban'e o suori lǫbi kuli diginǫ gbis sț'țŋa ka bǫog ti ba'asi 

nie. He set off back home and lay down to sleep peacefully, until day eventually dawned. [Billygoat] Colloc: ba'as 

bǫ'ǫd/yǤri ‘come to a bad end’. ba wțsa na ba'as bǫ'ǫd 'all these will be cut down'. [ISA 29:21] fțn nǫ fț yidim 

wțsa ba'as yǤri you and all your family would perish. [GEN 45:11] M nidib la ba'asidnǫ yǤri ba zi'ilim la zug. 'my 
people are destroyed from lack of knowledge.'. [HOS 4:6] lin pa'al ye ba da ba'asnǫ yǤri bǫǫ? does this show that 
they fell 'beyond recovery'? [ROM 11:11] Sim: naae. Note: ba'as comes before the verb/noun which 'finishes', naae comes 

after Cpart: pin'il. See: aba'as-yǤri. 

ba'as2   See main entry: ba'a1. peg. 

ba'asi   See main entry: ba'as1. finish. 

ba'asid   See main entry: ba'as1. finish. 

ba'asidnǫ   See main entry: ba'as1. finish. 

ba'asigǤǤ   See main entry: ba'as1. finish. 

ba'asnǫ   See main entry: ba'as1. finish. 

ba'asțg   See main entry: ba'as1. finish. 

ba'asțgǤ   See main entry: ba'as1. finish. 

ba'asug   See main entry: ba'as1. finish. 

ba'nam   See main entry: ba'1. father. 

ba'udig   Form: ba'udis. n. tree [sp.], custard-apple, soursop. Annona senegalensis. 

ba'udis   See main entry: ba'udig. tree [sp.] 

bak1   Variant: baki; bakii; bakǫ; bakǫǫ; bakkǫ. Form: baknǫ. Form: bakid. Form: bakida. Variant: bakidaa. 

Form: bakidi. Variant: bakim!; bakimi!. Form: bakir. Variant: bakkir; bakirǫ. v. to go away, send away, separate. 
Zamiskaŋa nya'aŋa ti na tun'e bak banǫ ka Siig Kasi la mǤri ba tțm nǫ bane ka niŋgbiŋ la mǫ mǤri tțm 
After this lesson we can distinguish those who are used by the Spirit and those who are controlled by the flesh. 

[Bible-Study] Wina'am nyǫ ka nǫǫsim la an sțm ka o bak nǫǫsim la ka kǫ lik 'God saw that the light was good, 
and he separated the light from the darkness.'. [GEN 1:4] Anina ka ba bak taaba. 'That is how the two men parted.'. 

[GEN 13:11] Onǫ ka Wina'am Siig bǫǫ o ni na nyaŋi baŋ linǫ an sțm nǫ linǫ an bǫ'ǫdi bak. The one in whom is 
the Spirit can distinguish what is good from what is bad. [1CO 2:15] Li da anǫ sisǤbir amaa ba da pț kirid ye ba 

bakkǫ. It was dark, but they were not worried about getting separated. [Trouble] mam na lǫm baŋ dinǫ an sțm 

bǫǫ bǫ'ǫdi bakǫǫ? 'Can I tell the difference between what is good and what is not?'. [2SA 19:35] M da gban'e ye m 

baki m kǤn' ka paam ligidi bǫdegț. I decided to work independently and make a lot of money. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Lit: separate myself (from the others). bǤzugǤ li anǫ daakan ka m baki ya nǫ Egipt dim. 'because it was on this 

very day that I brought your divisions out of Egypt.'. [EXO 12:17] Lit: I separated you from the Egyptians. tikanǫ kǫt 

ka nid baŋid dinǫ an sțm nǫ bǫ'ǫdi bakid 'the tree of the knowledge of good and evil'. [GEN 2:9] o na baki ba 

bǫn-bǫn nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemi bakid o pǫ'ǫs nǫ o bțțs bǫn-bǫn si'em la 'he will separate the people one from 
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another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats'. [MAT 25:32] ya pț tun'e bakid pian'ad gbinnǫ you can't 

understand the meaning of (plain) speech. [ROM 6:19] SǤ' kae mi' li gbinni bakida 'there is no one who 
understands'. [ROM 3:11] Na'akanǫ mǤr ya'am bakidnǫ nimbǫ'ǫdnam la 'A wise king sifts out the wicked'. [PRO 

20:26] Ya gǤs ka m zi' sida nǫ ziri bakidaa? 'you think I can't tell right from wrong'. [JOB 6:30] Bakim banǫ nuud 

ku'om la wțț baa liasid si'em la ka kǫ banǫ igi nuud la. 'Separate everyone who laps up the water with his 

tongue like a dog, from everyone who gets down on his knees to drink.'. [JDG 7:5] Bakimi ya mǫŋ nǫ nimbanǫ 

giligi ya la wțsa 'Separate yourselves from the peoples around you'. [EZR 10:11] Bakimi ya mǫŋ ka kǫ nimbama 
'Stand back from these people'. [NUM 16:21] Karimbiis mǤr bakkir nǫ bane ka' karimbiisǫ Christians are 
distinguished from those who are not Christians. [Bible-Study] ti daa baknǫ nǫ niŋgbina ka ka'anǫ sțțnrin bakirǫ 
we were separated physically, it wasn't a separation of the heart. [1TH 2:17] GǤmma kǤmisin tțțma la na gǤs ka 

Gaana nidib banǫ mi' tțțma la tțm ka bakir kț bǫǫ. 'The Public Services Commission shall ensure that all 
Ghanaians who are qualified to work in the public service shall have equal access to it.'. [Constitution] Sim: baŋ1

5 
tikanǫ kǫt ka nid baŋid dinǫ an sțm nǫ bǫ'ǫdi bakid 'the tree of the knowledge of good and evil'. [GEN 2:9] 

bak2   v. to sort things/people/animals. O bak kǤnbid la ka bas bțțs la. He sorted the small-cattle and separated out the 
goats. [MA] Lit: "separated sheep and left the goats" [MA]. 

bak3   Variant: bakki3. v. to grind (wet). O yț'țn bak vanbanǫ ka o mǤr mǤǤgin na la sieba tabil fǫn'țg la. He ground 

some of the leaves that he brought from the bush and applied them to the wound. [Trouble] Nimo yis nya'akpi'emis 

ayi' o la'adin la, bakki li tabil kisa la ni. Nimo took out two dried roots from his equipment and ground them and 
applied them to the cuts. [Trouble] 

bak3   See main entry: bauk1. stall. 

bakǫ   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakǫǫ   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

baki   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakid   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakida   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakidaa   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakidi   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakim!   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakimi!   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakir   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakirǫ   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakii   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakkǫ   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakki3   See main entry: bak3. grind. 

bakkir   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

baknǫ   See main entry: bak1. separate. 

bakɔi   See main entry: bakuai. week. 

bakoi   See main entry: bakuai. week. 

bakuai   Variant: bakɔi; bakoi. Form: bakuainam. Variant: bakuainama. n. a week. Note: not much used in KL Bakuai 

nya'aŋ ka Nimo tțm gǫn By the end on the week, Nimo had worked until he was exhausted. [Trouble] Nannanna 

kǫlisimi bakuai kaŋa tțțma naari an si'em Now listen how this week's work ended up. [Trouble] Alasid daar 

linǫ an bakuai la pin'ilțg daar la 'on Sunday' 'the first day of the week'. [LUK 24:1] Saŋkan la man daa mǤri 

sțnsa'aŋ bakuai muma atan'. 'At that time, I was mourning for three weeks.'. [DAN 10:2] yanam kaalimi dabisa 

hali ti paae bakuainama ayǤpǤi 'you are to count off seven full weeks'. [LEV 23:15] Colloc: bakuai-bakuai ‘every 
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week, weekly’. o bakuai-bakuai Vț'țsțm Dabisa la her weekly Sabbaths. [HOS 2:11] Lit: Rest Days. 
Colloc: Bakuainam Malțŋ ‘Feast of Weeks (Jewish ~ in the Old Testament)’. ya yț'țn maal Bakuainam Malțŋț 

tisi ya ZugsǤb Wina'am la 'Then celebrate the Feast of Weeks to the Lord'. [DEU 16:10] Syn: lasida. From: (Ha.) 

bakuainam   See main entry: bakuai. week. 

bakuainama   See main entry: bakuai. week. 

-bal2   adj. calm, quiet. Kpan'auŋ bal anǫ kpan'awa'adir A calm guinea fowl is a rascally one. [Asaasim Proverb] 

bala1   n.pl. the gussets of a smock. O sǫn banaa la nǫ bala bǫdegț. He sewed the smock with many gussets. [MA]. 

bala-2   See main entry: balaar. club. 

balaŋir   n. a hat, helmet. kǫlli ka ti ... pid kțnt balaŋir linǫ an ti'ir linǫ an faangir la gu' ti zut 'We must wear ... our hope 
of salvation as a helmet'. [1TH 5:8] 

balaya   See main entry: balaar. club. 

balayaa   See main entry: balaar. club. 

balaar   Variant: balaari; balaarǫ. Form: balaya. Variant: balayaa. Form: bala-2. n. a stick, club. Balaar nwǫnǫ kikan'ari 

tis o. 'To him a club is a piece of straw'. [JOB 41:29] Bțŋ ye, be'og ya'a nie ka ba pț nwǫ' o balaarǫ, ban buolimi 

o ba' tampiinr. Donkey says if a day dawns when they don't hit him with a stick, they are to call his father a 
bastard. [Proverb 183] Ka ba zaŋ balaari nwǫ' o zug 'They beat him over the head with a stick'. [MRK 15:19] Fțn 

Babilon, anǫ m zaba balaarǫ 'Babylonia,' 'You are my war club'. [JER 51:20] Kpeenm ane tǫ'ǫg, o tigidnǫ balaya. 
The elder is a baobab, he has plenty of sticks thrown at him. [Proverb 243] Ya kena nǫ sț'țraad nǫ balaya ye ya 

gban'am wțț onǫ an na'ayiiga? 'Did you have to come with swords and clubs to capture me, as though I were an 

outlaw?'. [MRK 14:48] Ka ba kpǫn signa saǫn nǫ ba balayaa kat banǫ zin' suor nɔnya ni tțm la They suddenly 
got down in numbers with their truncheons chasing away those who were sitting at the side of the road to work. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] O da mǤri balatita'ar nǫ sț'țraug nǫ tiraug nǫ pima He had a big throwing-stick, a cutlass and a 
bow and arrows. [Shoeshine-Boy] (o da) zaŋ balakanǫ ka o zanl la tțm siindin la yisi niŋ o nǤǤrin ka o nini nie 
'he reached out with the stick he was carrying, dipped it in a honeycomb, and ate some honey. At once he felt 
much better.'. [1SA 14:27] Fț anǫ balapǤn'Ǥsiri tis Israel nidib. 'You have been a staff of reed for the house of 

Israel. '. [EZK 29:6] Lit: a rotten walkingstick. Sim: dansaar, duor1. ZugsǤb la kǤ'Ǥg bugusim sǤb la balaar, ka 

buak o na'am dansaar la 'The Lord has broken the rod of the wicked, the sceptre of the rulers'. [ISA 14:5] hali nǫ 

ban mǤr duoya nǫ balaya bț'țdi ya wțț Egipt dimi da niŋidi ya si'em la 'though they beat you with their rod 
and lift their staff against you as the Egyptians did'. [ISA 10:24] banǫ zanl na'am dansaya nǫ duoya la 'the nobles 
with sceptres and staffs'. [NUM 21:18] 

balaarǫ   See main entry: balaar. club. 

balaari   See main entry: balaar. club. 

balǫrig   Variant: balerig; balǫrțg; balǫrigț; balerigo. n. ugly person. Balǫrțg tǤn'Ǥnǫ o ma dǤǤg saame guod. The ugly 

man is [only] able to entertain his mother's guests. [Proverb 081] Balǫrigț zi' ye o an balǫrigț, ka tadim mi' ye o 

an tadim. An ugly person doesn't know he's ugly, but a lowly person knows he's lowly. [Proverb 180] See: lǫr. 

balǫrigț   See main entry: balǫrig. ugly person. 

balǫrțg   See main entry: balǫrig. ugly person. 

balerig   See main entry: balǫrig. ugly person. 

balerigo   See main entry: balǫrig. ugly person. 

balig [N]   Form: balis. n. dormouse. Note: "sleepy animal" see bal :: DB baliga ' ... of the weasel family' 

balis   See main entry: balig [N]. dormouse. 

bam   See main entry: ban1. they who, when they. 

-bama1   Note: very often written as a separate word Variant: bamaa1. Form: bamanam1. Variant: bamanamǫ1. dem. those, 

these. Yǫlbama anǫ asida. 'These words are true'. [REV 22:6] Ka o ma paae na la ka o ye, sida, biribimbama ayi' 

nwa bǤǤd man And his mother arrived and said that, truly, these two boys are interested in marrying me (or 
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courting me). [Billygoat] Lit: want me. Suobama yinne anǫ tinamǫ na mǤr Iodine la paasid nǫ yaarim ti daar 

wțsa diib pțțgin One of these ways is to add iodised  salt to our daily food. [Iodine] Pu'akanǫ du'a nǤǤra anaasi, 

pu'abama sa'ar yuugid nǫ ka ku'od mǫ yit bǫdegț du'am la nya'aŋ. The woman who has brought forth four 
times –  the labour of those women is lengthened and her flow of blood is considerable. [Womens-Health] Zi'elbama 

ka onǫ ka o niŋgbina san'auŋ ban'as bas na dǤlis 'These are the regulations for the diseased person'. [LEV 14:2] 
Pian'abama nwa' aan m pian'țk ka m daa pian' tisi ya mam daa nam bǫ nǫ ya la 'This is what I told you while 
I was still with you'. [LUK 24:44] Mam mǫ kț yǫli ya paŋ kan ka m mǤri tțm tțțm bamaa. 'Then I will not tell 
you either by what authority I act'. [MRK 11:33] Da ganlimi ya mǫŋ nǫ bțnvțr bamanam taabaa. 'Do not defile 
yourselves by any of these creatures.'. [LEV 11:43.a] Note: compare with the next sentence under bama2 tțțm 

bamanamǫ ma'ad Wina'am sțțnr 'these works please God'. [HEB 13:16] Colloc: bibama ‘these children’. Bibama 

ka Wina'am nǤki tisim, m bierǫ. It is these children that God has given me, (my senior) brother. [GEN 33:5] Baŋimi 

ka da pǤ'Ǥgi bibama yinnee. 'See that you do not look down on one of these little ones.'. [MAT 18:10] 
Colloc: nimbama ‘those people’. Nimbama ya'a bǤǤdi ba li'a na'am laa, ba basidi ba tțțma la nǫ. If those 

persons wish to seek a chieftaincy, they must resign from their office. [Constitution] DinzugǤ ya ya'a ieednǫ mam, 

kǫlli ka nimbama keŋ. 'If you are looking for me, then let these men go.'. [JHN 18:8] See: -ban3. 

bama2   Variant: ban4; bamaa2. Form: bamanam2.  Note: 'those groups of people', or emphasizing plurality 'all those ...' 
Variant: bamanamǫ2; banam1. pn. they, those, such, them folk, those stuff. Note: third person plural pronoun, 

emphatic Ba kț yis bama tțțma nii They 'shall not be removed from office'. [Constitution] Bama da an Isimael 

biis pii nǫ ayi' la 'These were the (12) sons of Ishmael'. [GEN 25:16] Bama da gaad tuonnǫ guri ti Troas teŋin. 
'These men went on ahead and waited for us at Troas.'. [ACT 20:5] Li ka'anǫ bama yǫla ma'aa ka m sǤsidi fǤ 'It is 

not for these alone that I pray'. [JHN 17:20] fț sid nǤŋ mam gat bamaa? 'do you truly love me more than these?'. 

[JHN 21:15] Da kǫ ka bamanam kǫ ka ya dian'a ya mǫŋa. 'Do not make yourselves unclean by means of them'. 

[LEV 11:43.b] Note: compare with the previous sentence under bama1 Wina'am sț'țlim anǫ bamanam taaba din. 'the 
kingdom of heaven belongs to such as these'. [MAT 19:14] Colloc: ba1 ... bama2 ‘they ... the others’. ba wțsa kal 

zem wțț bama la kiapi the whole number should be exactly the same as that of those others. [1KI 20:25] Syn: ban3. 
See: ba1. 

bama3   Variant: ban5; bamaa3. Form: bamanam3. Variant: bamanami; bamanama; banam2. adj. those. Ka yadda 

niŋidiba ayuobț bama bielim ka ti keŋ kpǫn' dau la yin. 'These six brothers also went with me, and we entered 
the man's house.'. [ACT 11:12] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi gǤs nimbabig bama wțsa? 'who is able to govern this great 
people ... ?'. [2CH 1:10] o da du'am ka m nyǫ yǫltǤǤd bamaa so that she shouldn't bring me forth to see these 
troubles. [JOB 3:10] Dabis bamanam buudi la ka ZugsǤb la da pian' tisif 'This is the day the Lord spoke of'. [1SA 

24:4] Ya tǫn'ǫs ka ya KarimdǤǤg la bǤǤd ittțmbamanama? Do you think the Church wants these types of 
misbehaviour? [Bible-Study] See: ba1. 

bamanam1  See main entry: -bama1. those. 

bamanam2  See main entry: bama2. those stuff. 

bamanam3  See main entry: bama3. those. 

bamanama   See main entry: bama3. those. 

bamanamǫ1   See main entry: -bama1. those. 

bamanamǫ2   See main entry: bama2. those stuff. 

bamanami   See main entry: bama3. those. 

bamaa1   See main entry: -bama1. those. 

bamaa2   See main entry: bama2. those stuff. 

bamaa3   See main entry: bama3. those. 

bamma   n. some, some of. Ayei, m kț tisif ni'im la bamma, lin ka m mǤr la gba kț tigima, kem ie diib. No, I won't 
give you some of the meat –  what I have isn't even enough for me. Go and find (your own) food. [Jealousy] 

bammadir [MA]  See main entry: ba'amadir [N, P]. tick. 

ban1   Variant: banǫ1; bam. pn. 1 • they who, as/when they ...  [third person plural relative/subordinate pronoun]. Note: 
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'they who'/'as they': impersonal 'they' as pseudopassive M du'adib la sțnf da ma'ae nǫ nǫ ban du'a man la My 

relatives were pleased when I was born. [Shoeshine-Boy] on tǫn'ǫsim o biis yǫla; ban na ti an si'em o ku'um 

nya'aŋ he should think of his children – what would be their situation after his death. [You-Hear?] niis banǫ ian'ada 

agǤla 'the birds of the air'. [GEN 1:26] banǫ paas atan' la an yasin nǫ agat nǫ ametis, 'in the third row a jacinth, 
an agate and an amethyst'. [EXO 28:19] Kǫl ka m zi'en zin'ikanǫ ka m na nyaŋi babil zan'antǤlbanǫ ti'e pț'țsim 

dǤǤg la 'Put me where I can feel the pillars that support the temple'. [JDG 16:26] Ka ba yǫl o ban yi si'el na ka yǫl 

o ba saam yț'țr And they told him where they came from and told him their father's name. [Billygoat] Farisii dim 

keŋ gban'ad ban na niŋ si'em bǫnd o 'the Pharisees went out and laid plans to trap him'. [MAT 22:14] Sim: lin1 
‘[non-person]’; on ‘[singular]’. 
2 • when they, as they. Note: third person plural pronoun in dependent clause Ban da pian'ad la ka Sara bǫ ba nya'aŋ 
As they were speaking, Sara was behind them. [GEN 18:10] ban dii tig la, ka o yǫl o nya'andǤlib la ye, “La'asimi 

bodobodo linǫ kpǫlim la ... ” 'When they had all had enough to eat, he said to his disciples, “Gather the pieces 
that are left over. ... ”'. [JHN 6:12] Ban pț mǤr a-gban'a-m-mǫŋ la zug ka ba kpiid. 'They die because they have 
no self-control'. [PRO 5:23] Ka ban paae mǤǤgin la ka Kain kpǫn nwǫ' o pitț Abǫl n kțț o. 'And while they were 
in the field, Cain attacked his brother Abel and killed him.'. [GEN 4:8] Note: preferred spelling before b, p, m is bam 

(MA)  ka o saam, bam pț'țs taaba naae la, ye, 'M zua Nimo ... ' and his father, when they had greeted each 
other, said "Friend Nimo ... ". [Trouble] 

ban2   Variant: banǫ2; bana2. Form: bandim.  Note: double plural for emphasis pn. they [3rd. person animate plural 

emphatic]. Note: emphatic version of animate plural pronoun they Aa tǤ, m ya'a na kǤ'Ǥŋi m biis nwaa, m na kǤ'Ǥŋi 

banǫ. 'As for me, if I must lose my children, I must lose them.'. [GEN 43:14] Ban wțsa da bǫnǫ Sinar teŋ sț'țlim. 
'all of them in the land of Shinar'. [GEN 10:10] Na'ab la ya'a da bǤǤd ya'am bǫǫ sa'alțg o bu'osidnǫ ban whenever 

the King wanted wisdom or counsel he asked them. [DAN 1:20] Banǫ ka Wina'am maali ba sțm la bandim yǫt ye 

bam mi'inǫ gati ba taab. Those that God blesses, they think they are wiser than others. [Billygoat] Colloc: ... nǫ1 

ban3 :: ban nǫ ... ‘... and they/them :: they/them and ...’. On nǫ ban na pțdigi ba pțțr la azinzema 'He is to 
share equally in their benefits'. [DEU 18:8] ka o lǫbis o ye on saam dǤǤgin bandaad paae kǤbisyǤpǤi ka on nǫ 

ban la'am gbǫǫnd. and he replied that there were seven hundred crocodiles in his father's room, and he lodged 
with them. [Asaasim] ya'a ka'a ala, ban nǫ ba bțnkǤnbid na kpi naae otherwise they and their animals would all 
die. [Asaasim] Colloc: ban3 [imperative] ‘they should ...’. Bțŋ ye, be'og ya'a nie ka ba pț nwǫ' o balaare, ban 

buolimi o ba' tampiinr. Donkey says if a day dawns when they don't hit him with a stick, they are to call his 

father a bastard. [Proverb 183] ye ba ya'a tț'țs Esau ban yǫl o ala mǫn that when they should meet Esau they 
should say to him the same thing. [GEN 32:19] Syn: bama2; Sim: on ‘[sing.]’; ba1 ‘[neutral]’. See: ba1. 

-ban3   Note: often written as a separate word Variant: -banǫ3. Form: -bannam.  Note: 'double plural' for emphasis dem. those. 
Note: [emphatic] num fțn bǤǤd si'el nannanna ka dabisban nyaan paana drink what you want now, before 
those days will eventually come. [Asaasim] SǤ' wțsa da baŋya ye m da mǤǤd ye m zu la'aban la. Everyone knew 
that I had tried to steal that stuff. [Shoeshine-Boy] o ti'ir da anǫ ye o saam na yǫl o ye sǤlimban anǫ ziri he hoped 
his father would tell him that those stories were not true. [Trouble] ZugsǤb la sǤb pian'abanǫ ka o da dǫŋi sǤb la 

nǤǤ kugban zugț tisim 'the Lord wrote on those tablets the same words that he had written the first time ...  gave 
me'. [DEU 10:4] Li da anǫ ba malțŋ ye na'abikanǫ nan zi' dau yǫǫd fuban la buudi. 'this was the kind of garment 
the virgin daughters of the king wore'. [2SA 13:18] Mid ka ya kǫ ka ya ya'amlǫog kpǫn' pu'a bannam buudii 'Do 
not let such a woman win your heart'. [PRO 7:25] Tțțm bannam pț sț'țm ye li tțmma 'Such things should not 

happen'. [EZK 16:16] Colloc: nimban(ǫ) ‘those people’. Li tǤi nǫ man na baŋ ye nimban la kǫlisid mam pian' si'el 

la bǫǫ ba pț kǫlisǫ. It was difficult for me to tell whether those people were listening to me or not. [Trouble] 
Nimban la nwǫnǫ nyǤ'Ǥsi na kpandi m nindaa 'Such people are smoke in my nostrils'. [ISA 65:5] Dabiem nǫ 

ya'am nwa'ar da kǫ ka Jakob pțdig nimbanǫ bǫǫ o san'an la zin'is ayi' 'In great fear and distress Jacob divided 

the people who were with him into two groups'. [GEN 32:7] Colloc: bțnkǤnbbanǫ ‘those animals’. BțnkǤnbbanǫ 

da kpǫn' anrțŋ la ni da anǫ bțndaug nǫ bțnnya'aŋ Those animals which came into the ark were male and 
female. [GEN 7:16] See: -bama1. 

ban4   See main entry: bama2. those stuff. 

ban5   See main entry: bama3. those. 

bana1   See main entry: baŋ4. fetters. 
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bana2   See main entry: ban2. 3Pemp. 

bana-3   See main entry: banaa. smock. 

banam1   See main entry: bama2. those stuff. 

banam2   See main entry: bama3. those. 

banaa   Form: banaas. Form: bana-3. n. shirt, smock. Note: with sleeves Ka sǤ' ya'a faaǫn fț banaa fțn kǫl ka o zaŋi fț 

dansiki paas. 'if someone takes your coat, let him have your shirt as well'. [LUK 6:29] DinzugǤ Kusaas baŋim ye 

banaas nǫ kurlana nǫ zupibis ... an dap yǫǫdis So let the Kusaas know that smocks, pantaloons and hats are 
men's clothing. [Asaasim] Bugur na'akem sǫǫdnǫ banaas ka ba pu'asada sǫǫnd pu'amfut. The young men of 
Bugri sew smocks whilst their young girls sew women clothes. [MA] m na tisi ya banaas pistan' nǫ fusieba 

pistan' 'I will give you thirty linen garments and thirty sets of clothes'. [JDG 14:10] Ya ya'a ken, yanam da nǤki 

kǤlțg bǫǫ banaas ayi' bǫǫ ta'ada bǫǫ dansaarǫ. 'take no bag for the journey, or extra tunic, or sandals or a staff'. 

[MAT 10:10] 

banaa2  See main entry: baŋ4. fetters. 

banaas   See main entry: banaa. smock. 

banda1   See main entry: bandaug [N]. crocodile. 

banda-2   See main entry: bandaug [N]. crocodile. 

bandaug [N]   Variant: bandaugǤ. Form: bandaad. Variant: banda1. Form: banda-2. n. a crocodile. Crocodylus 
niloticus. Linǫ kǫ ka bandaug n gba'and nidib la. That's why crocodiles catch people. [Asaasim] Ka Bandaug 

kilim ninsaal  n dț na Crocodile became a human being and came up. [Asaasim] Bandaug la na bǫlimif ye fț zǤǤ 

o nimbaanligaa? 'Will he ("Leviathan") keep begging you for mercy?'. [JOB 41:3] Ka o saam wțm ka due yina 

nyǫ bandaugǤ diginǫ gigik ... And his father heard and got up and came out  and saw a crocodile lying quietly. 

[Asaasim] Banda pan'ada pț kpǫn'ǫd vǤndțg yinne. Crocodiles may lie close, but don't enter one hole. [Proverb 

176] ka o lǫbis o ye on saam dǤǤgin bandaad paae kǤbisyǤpǤi ka on nǫ ban la'am gbǫǫnd. and he replied that 

there were seven hundred crocodiles in his father's room, and he lodged with them. [Asaasim] fțn kanǫ an 

bandatita'ari digi fț kǤlisin la 'you monster crocodile, lying in the river'. [EZK 29:3] Syn: baŋ3. Etym: OV1 *NYA ; 
OV2 *YA ; OVN *NYEB-GA/SI ; GS1 *NYU²/I² ; vc4 *nya /i/o. Note: both Toende and Agole Kusaal seem to have 

abandoned the ancestral name of the crocodile for this epithet 'male lizard' See: baŋ3; -daug2. 

bandaugǤ   See main entry: bandaug [N]. crocodile. 

bandaad   See main entry: bandaug [N]. crocodile. 

bandim   See main entry: ban2. 3Pemp. 

banǫ1   See main entry: ban1. they who, when they. 

banǫ2   See main entry: ban2. 3Pemp. 

-banǫ3   See main entry: -ban3. those. 

banǫka   See main entry: manǫka. corn mill. 

banǫkanam   See main entry: manǫka. corn mill. 

bangid-   See main entry: bangida. latrine. 

bangida  Variant: baŋgida; baŋgidaa. Form: bangidanam. Variant: baŋgidanam. Form: bangid-. n. a latrine. Note: place 

to defecate, defecation trip Daasi'erǫ o bǫnǫ bangida ni. 'He must be relieving himself in the closet'. [JDG 3:24] nidib 

nǤk zin'ig la maal bangida zin'ig hali ti paae zina 'people have used it for a latrine to this day'. [2KI 10:27] 
Aninaa, dț'țnku'or anǫ ligidi ka m pț lǫn yǫti baŋgidaa. There, a urinal costs money, to say nothing of a 

latrine. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sțțsa la nǫ baŋgidanam la mǫ da anǫ nyain ka papafunam kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb pǫ'ǫl. The 

sponges and toilets were also clean, and supplied with separate towels. [Jealousy] Ba saam da anǫ bangidvaad 

amaa ka kpǫn'ǫs o biis wțsa sakur ka ba keŋ tuonnǫ ti lieb karikinam. Their father was a night-soil collector 
but sent all his children to school and they progressed so well as to become office workers. [MA] From: (Ha.) Note: 

bayan gida 'behind the house' 
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bangidanam   See main entry: bangida. latrine. 

ban'   Variant: ban'a2; ban'e. Form: ban'ad3. Variant: ban'adi; ban'adnǫ. Form: ban'ab. v. to ride, mount (in order to 

ride). Abraham da ... ban' o buŋi gban'e suori ken zin'ikanǫ ka Wina'am yǫl o la 'Abraham ... mounted his 
donkey. [GEN 22:3] na'abiis la duoe ban'a ba widi zǤ 'all the king's sons immediately mounted their mules and 
fled'. [2SA 13:29] o bǤb o buŋi ban'a kul o mǫŋ teŋin 'he saddled his donkey and went back to his own city'. [2SA 

17:23] Tadim ban'ad o bțŋ ka o dignǫ teŋin. A lowly man mounts his donkey while it kneels. [Proverb 045] 
Ben-Hadad da ban' wiefț zǤ nǫ o nimbanǫ ban'ad widi la 'Benhadad escaped on horseback, accompanied by 
some of the cavalry'. [1KI 20:20] Kpikpinkpinnib banǫ ban'adi ba yțgțma ya'a kena If 'caravans' come. [JOB 6:18] 
Lit: traders that ride their camels. O da ban'adnǫ wief 'He was riding his mule'. [2SA 18:9] Li'emi widi la nǫ salibir, 

ban'ami widi la! 'Harness the horses, mount the steeds!'. [JER 46:4] Caus: ban'al; Nact: -ban'ad2. See: -ban'ad2; 

wiedban'ad. 

ban'a1   Form: ban'as. Variant: ban'asǫ; ban'asi. Form: ban'a-3. n. a disease. Suoya babiga bǫ ka ban'a la dǤlisidi 

lǤmisid nidib. There are many ways in which the disease can infect people. [Trachoma] Pu'a, fț ban'a la basif. 
'Woman, you are free from your illness!'. [LUK 13:12] o na tilig ban'a kaŋa nii? 'whether he will recover from his 
illness'. [2KI 8:9] bțndaar ka fț na paae nyǫ tiim ka li sțŋi ma'aǫ fț ban'a la? which day will you get there and 
get medicine to make your disease better? [Asaasim] Zi'elbama ka onǫ ka o niŋgbina san'auŋ ban'as bas na 

dǤlis 'These are the regulations for the diseased person'. [LEV 14:2] o bu'osi ba saŋkanǫ ka o biig la ban'as la 

pin'ili sǤn'oe 'He asked them what time it was when his son got better. [JHN 4:52] Oŋa daana niŋ wala tțm sǤ' 

man san'an na ye m ti'eb o kțkǤm ban'asǫ? 'Why does this fellow send someone to me to be cured of his 
leprosy?'. [2KI 5:7] kǫli ka m bigisi ya ti niŋgbina la zabid nǫ ban'as si'em let me show you how our bodies fight 

against infection. [AIDS-I] Ba pț kpǫn' nyǫt nid nǫ o ban'as ka yǫt ye, bǫog kț nie o. They don't go in and see a 
sick man and [immediately] say tomorrow will not dawn on him. [Proverb 038] li daa kilim ban'asi m kǤnba ni it 
became a sickness in my bones. [PSA 32:3] M na kǫ ka ban'abǫ'og luna gban'e ba ka ba kpi 'I will strike them 
down with a plague and destroy them'. [NUM 14:12] ZugsǤb na kǫ ka ban'abǫ'ǫd gban'e ya bțnkǤnbid 'the Lord 

will bring a terrible plague on your livestock'. [EXO 9:3] Teŋgban banǫ da kǫ ka ban'anyalima gban'e Egipt dim 

pipirigin la. 'They are the gods who struck the Egyptians with all kinds of plagues in the desert.'. [1SA 4:8] 
Colloc: agu'u ban'a kțnsib ‘immunisation, vaccination, 'jab', 'pin' [Gh.]’. agu'u ban'a kțnsib sțŋir an bǤ? what 
is the value of immunisation? [Immunisation] Sim: wiim, bǫn' ‘be ill’; Nact: ban'ad1. Etym: OV1 *BA/E/U ; OVN 
*BAD  ; "sick person" BAD-A/BA . See: ban'ad1; pu'aban'a. 

ban'a2   See main entry: ban'. ride. 

ban'a-3   See main entry: ban'a1. disease. 

ban'ab   See main entry: ban'. ride. 

ban'ad1   Variant: ba'ans; ban'ada; ba'anda. Form: ban'adnam. Variant: ban'adnamǫ. n. an invalid, patient, sick person. 
O ziim tun'e pǤ'Ǥg ka o lieb ban'ad bǫǫ kpi. She could suffer from anæmia and become sick or die. 
[Womens-Health] Lit: her blood become insufficient. ba daa gǤsid ye o na ti'eb ban'ad la Vț'țsțm Daar bǫǫ o kț 

ti'eb o 'they watched him closely to see whether he would heal the man on the Sabbath' or not. [MRK 3:2] fț ya'a 

la'an di bǫǫ nu nǫ EES ban'ada li kț lǤ'Ǥŋi fǤǤ? if you eat and drink with an AIDS patient, won't it infect you? 
[AIDS-Azuur] Tadimnam nǫ ban'adnam mǤr suor ka ba mǫ na paam ti'ebțg nǫ sțŋir linǫ nar nǫ ba. 'Disabled 
and sick persons shall have access to appropriate facilities, assistance and opportunities'. [Constitution] ba nǤkidnǫ 

ban'adnamǫ keŋ teŋ kan la da'an digili ba, ka bǫlim o ye o kǫ ka ban'adnam la kțdim si'is o fuug nǤǤr. 
'they placed the sick in the marketplaces. They begged him to let them touch even the edge of his cloak, and all 
who touched him were healed'. [MRK 6:6] Sim: bǫn' ‘to be sick’. Etym: "illness" OV1 *BA/E/U ; OVN *BAD  ; 
"sick person" BAD-A/BA . See: ban'a1. 

-ban'ad2   Form: -ban'adib. n. a -rider, rider of ... Bțmban'ad zi' ye teŋ tțlla. Donkey-rider does not know that the 

ground is hot. [Proverb 120] Note: in parallel in Bțŋ-ban'ad ... [You-Heard?] InvNact: ban'. See: ban'; wiedban'ad. 

ban'ad3   See main entry: ban'. ride. 

ban'ad4   See main entry: biaunk. shoulder, shoulder. 

ban'ada   See main entry: ban'ad1. invalid. 
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ban'adi   See main entry: ban'. ride. 

-ban'adib   See main entry: -ban'ad2. rider. 

ban'adnam   See main entry: ban'ad1. invalid. 

ban'adnamǫ   See main entry: ban'ad1. invalid. 

ban'adnǫ   See main entry: ban'. ride. 

ban'al   Variant: ban'ali. Form: ban'alțg. v. to make sb. ride. Ka Jakob duoe nǤk o pu'ab la nǫ o biis la ban'al yțgțma. 
'Then Jacob put his children and his wives on camels'. [GEN 31:17] Ka Moses nǤk o pu'a nǫ o biisi ban'al bțŋ zug, 

ka ba gban'e suori lǫbid Egipt 'So Moses took his wife and sons, put them on a donkey and started back to 
Egypt.'. [EXO 4:20] Samaritan nid daa ... zaŋ o ban'al o bțŋ zugț mǤr o keŋ saam yiri 'a Samaritan ... put the 

man on his own animal and took him to an inn'. [LUK 10:33-34] InvCaus: ban'. See: ban'. 

ban'ali   See main entry: ban'al. ride [caus.] 

ban'alțg   See main entry: ban'al. ride [caus.] 

ban'as   See main entry: ban'a1. disease. 

ban'asǫ   See main entry: ban'a1. disease. 

ban'asi   See main entry: ban'a1. disease. 

ban'e   See main entry: ban'. ride. 

ban'ug [W]   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥg. valley. 

banki   Variant: baŋk; baŋki3. n. bank [money]. Banki tita'ar kanǫ buon ye Gaana banki la ma'aa mǤr suor ka o na 

tun'e maal Gaana ligidi. 'The Bank of Ghana shall be the Central Bank of Ghana and shall be the only authority 
to issue the currency of Ghana.'. [Constitution] baŋk la dim na paasidi fț ligidi la nyǤǤd nwadis ayuobț wțsa ni. 
the bank people will be adding interest to your money every six months. [Wealth-Is-Power] Colloc: bankin(ǫ(ǫ)) ~ 

banki ni1 ‘in/to the bank’. Nimbabig ligidi su'adi bankin ka ka' yinnǫ. Most people's money is deposited in the 
bank, not hidden in the house. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ligidi ya'a digil baŋkinǫ sǤ' kț nyaŋi zuu ka bugum mǫ kț dii 

lii. If money is deposited in a bank nobody can steal it and it can't be burned up. [Wealth-Is-Power] O mǫ yǫl ye on 

kț zaŋ ligidi digil bankinǫǫ He said he wouldn't put money in the bank. [You-Hear?] li sț'țm ka fț daa zaŋ ligidi 

la digil banki ni 'you should have deposited my money in the bank'. [MAT 25:27] From: (Eng.) 
bankimpiiung   See main entry: biankimpiiung. shoulder. 

banl   Variant: banli. v. to be thin, 'lean [Gh.] Sim: waŋim, banlig. See: banlig. 

banla1   dem. those there. See: ban2; la1. 

-banla2  dem.adj. those there. See: ban2; la1. 

banli   See main entry: banl. thin [to be ~]. 

banlig   Variant: banligi. Form: banligid. v. to be thin. Goma ... tiǫn o nǤba ka Adu nyǫ lin banlig si'em. Goma ... 

stretched out her legs and Adu saw how thin they were. [Trouble] Ban yina la nya'aŋ ka kawǫnna ayǤpǤi mǫ yina 

banlig hali 'Springing up after them were seven other ears, blighted, thin'. [GEN 41:23] o banligi lieb kǤnba ka sǤ' 

wțsa pț bǤǤd ye o li'el o he or she becomes just skin and bones, and nobody wants to come near. [AIDS-Azuur] 
Lit: gets thin and becomes bones. Niŋkanǫ da nǤb ka mǤr paŋ hali la yț'țn da banlignǫ The person who was 

very fat and healthy then got thin and weak. [Trouble] Banligid bǫdegț bǫǫ nǤǤr pț bǤǤd diibǤ. Getting very lean 
or not being able to take food by mouth. [AIDS-Azuur] Sim: waŋim, banl. niigi ayǤpǤi yina waŋim pț vǫnla ka 

banlig hali 'seven other cows came up – scrawny and very ugly and lean'. [GEN 41:19] See: banl; -baanlig. 

banligi   See main entry: banlig. thin. 

banligid   See main entry: banlig. thin. 

-bannam   See main entry: -ban3. those. 

bantabig   Form: bantabis. n. 1 • cloth [type]. 
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2 • a turban. NǤkimi bantabig linǫ an nyain vilig o zug. 'Put a clean turban on his head.'. [ZEC 3:5] sǫnbidis lǤǤ ba 

sies, ka bantabis bǫǫ ba zutin 'with belts around their waists and flowing turbans on their heads'. [EZK 23:15] 
Sim: zupibig. nǤk gum dinǫ an bțlț lǤ li tabil maalmaan bantabig la tuon. [EXO 39:31[draft] – spelling modernised] 
nǤk gum dinǫ an bțlț lǤǤ li tabil maanmaan zupibig la tuon 'they fastened a blue cord to it to attach it to the 
turban'. [EXO 39:31] 

bantabis   See main entry: bantabig. cloth, turban. 

bantikara   See main entry: bantikarțg. bird [sp.] 

bantikarțg   Form: bantikara. n. bird [sp.], bustard. Eupodotis senegalensis ::  white-bellied bustard. Bantikarțg ye, "Ti 

zaa pț gbǫǫnd teŋ.", ka gbǫǫn teŋ. Bustard says 'We don't all sleep on the ground.' and then sleeps on the 
ground. [Proverb 169] 

baŋ1   Variant: baŋi1; baŋǫ; baŋe. Form: baŋnǫ. Variant: baŋne. Form: baŋid2. Variant: baŋidi. Form: baŋim!. 

Variant: baŋimi. Form: baŋin. Variant: baŋinǫ. Form: baŋir2.  Note: examples under separate entry baŋir1 
Variant: baŋiri1. Form: baŋya.  Note: also written baŋ1 ya4 v. 1 • to know, recognize, understand. Note: get to know 

(cf./ct. mi') :-  Saul baŋ ye li anǫ Samuel, ka o digin avanba ka o nindaa kpa' teŋ. 'Saul knew it was Samuel, 
and he bowed down and prostrated himself with his face to the ground.'. [1SA 28:14] Suobama yinne ... ka ayinne 

la mǫ ane ti pa'an nidib wțsa ka ba baŋ li yǫl. One of these ways ... and the other is to teach everyone to 
understand the matter. [Iodine] Jakob da nam pț baŋ ye Rakǫl zu wina la. 'Now Jacob did not know that Rachel 
had stolen the gods.'. [GEN 31:32] O da baŋ ye ba gǫnya, ka naan yǫlin ye ba duom vț'țs amaa o zǤt. He knew 
that they were tired, and would have said that they should get up and rest, but he was afraid. [Trouble] Ka o tțmtțm 

tiraan la yǫl ye o pț baŋǫ And his co-worker said that he didn't know. [Electricity] ba na ti bu'osidif ye ba baŋi fț 

lampǤ yǤǤb yǫla they might ask you if they have a record of your tax affairs. [Tax.b] Josef da nyǫǫ o bieya la ka 

baŋi ba 'When Joseph saw his brothers, he recognized them'. [GEN 42:7] Fț ya'a nyǫ ka wief zǤt nǫ ga'ar, baŋim 

ka o lubnǫ o daana. If you see a horse running with a saddle, you know it has thrown its owner. [Proverb 203] SǤ' 

kț lǫm pa'al o tiraan bǫǫ o ba'abiig ye, ‘Baŋim ZugsǤb la!’ 'No longer will a man teach his neighbour, or a man 
his brother, saying, ‘Know the Lord,’'. [JER 31:34] M zuanamaa, baŋimi ka Kusaas ye tuombi'ela pț ya'asid 

paarǫ My friends, you must know that the Kusaas say that a little while won't take long. [Asaasim] Pita dǤl o yi yiŋ 

ka nam pț baŋ ye maliak la niŋid si'el la anǫ amǫŋaa 'Peter followed him out of the prison ... but he had no idea 

that what the angel was doing was really happening'. [ACT 12:9] dinzug ka on ya'a da baŋin ye o anǫ 

nimpțnannaa on biig da kț kul o so if he had known that he was a disrespectful person his daughter wouldn't 
have married him. [Billygoat] Wada la ya'a da pț yǫlin ye, “Da mǤr fufummǫ,” m naan kț baŋin fufummi an 

si'ela. 'I should never have known what it was to covet, if the law had not said, ‘You shall not covet.’'. [ROM 7:7] 
Ya'a ka' ala, ba naan nyǫǫn nǫ ba nini, ka wțmin nǫ ba tțba, ka baŋin nǫ ba pțtǫnda 'Otherwise, their eyes 
would see, their ears would hear, their minds would understand'. [ACT 28:2] M YA'A DAA BAŊINŰ MǤdigiri malis. 
HAD I KNOWN –  Patience is enjoyable. [You-Heard? [Heading]] zamisțg la na ti'ebi ti ka pǫ'ǫsi ti baŋiri ti 

mi'ilimin nǫ ti bǫlimin baŋir. the study will prepare us and increase our understanding in our knowledge and our 
understanding in life. [Bible-Study] Etym: OVN *BA Ŋ. 
2 • to find out, get to know. Li gbǫlțŋ wțsa anǫ o sidi mǤǤd ye su'a yǫl la ka on da baŋ la. The whole problem 

was that her husband was trying hard to keep the matter secret and she had found it out. [Trouble] MǤǤm baŋ dasaŋ 

la an sǤ' biig. 'Find out whose son this young man is.'. [1SA 17:56] Ka on baŋ ye ligidi la naae ya la And when he 

realised that the money was finished. [Asaasim] Ani ka Noa yț'țn baŋ ye ku'om la kpiǫn naae. 'Noah knew then 
that the water had subsided from the earth's surface. '. [GEN 8:11] on kem yin na ka o ba' nǫ o ma baŋ o he should 
come to her house so that her parents should get to know him. [Billygoat] zina ka on na baŋ onǫ sid bǤǤd o amǫŋa 
today she will find out whether he really loves her. [Billygoat] si'el kae na ligil ka ba kț baŋǫ 'there is  ...  nothing 

concealed that will not be known'. [LUK 8:17] nwadpaalig bǫǫ Vț'țsțm Daar ka nidib bu'osid nǤdi'esidibi 

baŋidi ba yǫla the new moon or the Sabbath was when asked prophets to find out about their business. [2KI 4:23 

[footnote]] Fț ya'a aan ba yinne fțn baŋim ye li an sțm tisif If you are one of them you must realise that it is 
good for you. [Tax.a] Ya ya'a daa pț pan'asi nǫ m sabua laa, ya naan kț baŋinǫ li gbinnǫ. 'If you had not 

ploughed with my heifer, you would not have solved my riddle.'. [JDG 14:18] Lit: tricked my girlfriend. Ti ya'a 

tammin nǫ Wina'am la yț'țr ... Wina'am naan kț baŋinǫǫ? 'If we had forgotten the name of our God ... would 
not God have discovered it?'. [PSA 44:20-21] M yț'țn baŋya ye m biig Josef nan kpǫn vțe. 'I'm convinced! My 
son Joseph is still alive.'. [GEN 45:28] Mam sa tțm si'el la, nidib baŋ ya! 'What I did must have become known.'. 
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[EXO 2:14] Colloc: [action] ka1 fț/ya2 baŋ ‘[you will suffer something] in no negligible fashion, and you will 

deserve it’. Ya ya'a lǫn niŋ ala ya'as ya na baŋ! 'Do it again, and I shall take action against you.'. [NEH 13:21] o na 

namisi ya hali ka ya baŋ he will teach you a severe lesson. [PSA 120:3] Sim: mi', vțțg. 
3 • to be knowledgeable. BAŊIM ... fț baŋi li zanbina la wțsa. BE AWARE ... you are aware of all its symptoms. 

[Trachoma] Mam sa tțm si'el la, nidib baŋ ya! 'What I did must have become known.'. [EXO 2:14] Fț sid baŋ ya. 
'You are right'. [LUK 7:43] Ka mǫ pa'al banǫ zi' wada la ka ba baŋ. 'And you are to teach any who do not know 

them.'. [EZR 7:25] Wina'am na niŋ wala baŋǫ? 'How can God know?'. [PSA 73:11] Nact: baŋid. 
4 • to be skilful. ka nǤk on Wina'am Siig la tis o, nǫ ya'am, nǫ mi'ilim nǫ baŋir ye o tțm tțțma buudi wțsa 
'he has filled him with the Spirit of God, with skill, ability and knowledge in all kinds of crafts'. [EXO 35:31] 
5 • to discriminate, tell the difference, decide. Bumbǫ'ǫd baŋid nǫ kpǫǫm nǤǤrin. Badness is known at the elder's 

mouth [judgement]. [Proverb 070] Fț ya'a an baanlim fț na tǫn'ǫs sț'țŋa ka baŋ fțn na tțm si'el If you are 
careful you will think well and decide what you are going to do. [Electricity] ya'a lǫn ka' ala yanam mǫ yǫlim, ka m 

baŋ mam na niŋ si'em 'if not, say so, and I will decide what to do'. [GEN 24:49] Paati na'am li'ab la kǫt ka ti 

baŋid ban na tțm si'em Party leadership candidacy helps us to know how they will work ... [Constitution] 
Sim: bak1. tikanǫ kǫt ka nid baŋid dinǫ an sțm nǫ bǫ'ǫdi bakid 'the tree of the knowledge of good and evil'. [GEN 

2:9] mam na lǫm baŋ dinǫ an sțm bǫǫ bǫ'ǫdi bakǫǫ? 'Can I tell the difference between what is good and what is 
not?'. [2SA 19:35] 
6 • to be careful, beware of. Baŋim ye dikanǫ ka fț maal ye fț tis biig la na an' dikanǫ an bțgțsiga Be careful 

that the food you prepare to give your baby is soft. [Breastfeeding] Baŋim ye bugum la pț kpiisid maan daka la 

zugǤ. 'The fire must be kept burning on the altar continuously; it must not go out.'. [LEV 6:13] Baŋimi ka da pǤ'Ǥgi 

bibama yinnee. 'See that you do not look down on one of these little ones.'. [MAT 18:10] Baŋimi ka sǤ' da gț'țŋ 

Wina'am pțpielim piini la di'erǫ 'Take heed that there is no one among you who forfeits the grace of God'. [HEB 

12:15] Zu'om ya'a ye o na lǤbif, baŋim ka o nǤnǫ kugir. If a blindman says he's going to throw a stone at you, be 
sure he is standing on a stone. [Proverb 231] baŋimi ka Wina'am gbauŋ la nyǫt dama'am yǫl beware! God's book 

scrutinises lying words. [Asaasim] See: baŋid1; baŋir1. 

baŋ2   Variant: baŋi2. Form: baans. Variant: baansǫ; baanse; baansi. n. 1 • a trap. Ban sadigim bǫnd mam baans 

zaalim-zaalim 'Without any reason they laid a trap for me'. [PSA 35:7] Baans la sieba na gban' dayuus ka sieba 

gban' su'omis. Some of the traps catch rats and some catch hares. [House+Farm] Faanmǫ ba Sțntaana baŋin 

lǫbisi ba yǤlisim zin'igin. Save them from Satan's snare and bring them back to liberty. [Three-Problems] 
Sim: bǫndig. Bǫndig nǫ bțmbǤk nǫ baŋ digi gur yanam 'Terror and pit and snare await you'. [ISA 24:17] onǫ 

wțsa mǫ yi bțmbǤkin la na, baŋ na gban'e o 'whoever climbs out of the pit will be caught in a snare'. [ISA 24:18] 
Ba da bǫnd baansi gban'e ti Na'ab Our King 'was caught in their traps'. [LAM 4:20] 
2 • a chain, fetter. Biis la tita'am lțmmir kaŋa anǫ hamma kanǫ kǫnsigi ba daakan la baans. For most of the 

youngsters this bell is the hammer which breaks their fetters for that day. [Trouble] ba lǤǤ o nǫ kțntzǫn'ug baans 
'they ... chained him with bronze chains'. [JDG 15:21] ya ... kǫns baans linǫ lǤǤ ya la ka li yuug 'Long ago you ... 
tore off your bonds'. [JER 2:20] maliak ... mǤr ... baans linǫ tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba ka kpi'em hali o nu'ugin 'an angel ... 
having ... in his hand a great chain'. [REV 20:1] fț nǤba mǫ pț lǤ nǫ baansǫ 'your feet were not fettered'. [2SA 3:34] 
Sim: ban2. 
3 • a ring, bracelet. o yis sanlim baŋ kanǫ ga'an nyǤnya ni nǫ sanlim baans ayi' banǫ pid nu'usin tis o 'the 
man took an expensive gold ring and put it in her nose and put two large gold bracelets on her arms'. [GEN 24:22] 
Faaro pidig o nu'ubil baŋ dinǫ an o zanbin la pid Josef 'Pharaoh took his signet ring from his finger and put it 

on Joseph's finger'. [GEN 41:42] ba da ... nǤk o mǫŋ nu'ug baŋ la tiki li zug 'they ...  sealed (it) with his own ring'. 

[EST 3:12] m nǤk nyǤnya ni baŋi ga'al o nyǤnya 'I put the ring in her nose'. [GEN 24:47] Ban da an banǫ kuosid 

simiis nǫ baans la kǫ ka ba da gǤǤnd hali. The fact that they were sellers of beads and bangles meant they 
travelled around a lot. [Trouble] o maal sanlima baans anaasi ka lǤǤ ba yinne-yinne 'He made four carrying 

rings of gold for it and attached them'. [EXO 37:3] Ba na yǫǫsi fț fuud la ka yisi fț baans nǫ niŋgǤnkǤrsțma la ka 

basif biel. 'They will take away your clothes and jewels and leave you completely naked.'. [EZK 16:39] 
Colloc: baansin ‘in the rings’. Ba da nǤk sanlima nwiis ayi' la lǤ baansin 'They fastened the two gold cords to 
the two rings'. [EXO 39:17]  Sim: nu'upirig, nu'utțțg Etym: OV1 *BA(:)N ; OVN *BAN-GA/SI . See: baŋ4. 

baŋ3   n. a crocodile. Crocodylus niloticus. Ya'a pț lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤlțga fț pț tț'țd baŋ ye nǤwǤkǤ If you don't cross the river 

you won't insult the crocodile as 'long-mouth!'. [Asaasim Proverb] Syn: bandaug. See: bandaug. 
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baŋ4   Form: bana1. Variant: banaa2. n. fetter/s. Ba da ba'a o nǤba nǫ bana 'they thrust his feet into fetters'. [PSA 105:18] 
ba lǤǤm nǫ bana wțț tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤb nǫ 'I am ... fettered like a criminal'. [2TI 2:9] sǤ' kae na nyaŋi lǤǤ o nǫ 

banaa 'Nobody could keep him chained up any more'. [MRK 5:3] Sim: baŋ2
2 See: baŋ2

2 

baŋ5   n. a (railway) station, platform. Anane da sțŋi ba mǤri ba kǤn la keŋ baŋin la. Anane helped them bring their 

bags and go to the station. [Trouble] Adu nam ziriga la da bilimmi yit baŋin la The train of Adu and his friends 

rolled away from the platform. [Trouble] Ama nǫ Adu yi wa'ae ziriga baŋin linǫ an maila ayi' ken la Ama and 
Adu went off to the railway station which was a two mile walk. [Trouble] Sim: sitǫǫsin ‘bus/lorry station’. 

baŋǫ   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋe   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋgida   See main entry: bangida. latrine. 

baŋgidanam   See main entry: bangida. latrine. 

baŋgidaa   See main entry: bangida. latrine. 

baŋgbilig   Form: baŋgbilis. n. spiral, 'twisted ring'. Gbigima la nǫ na'araad la zugin nǫ li teŋin la, ba da zan'anǫ maal 

baŋgbilis. 'underneath the lions and bulls, there were spiral figures in relief'. [1KI 7:29] See: baŋ2
3 See: -gbilig. 

baŋgbilis   See main entry: baŋgbilig. spiral. 

baŋi1   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋi2   See main entry: baŋ2. trap, chain, ring. 

baŋid1   Form: baŋidib.  baŋidibi 
 n. 1 • one who knows, knowledgeable person, wise man. dap banǫ an baŋidib yi ya-nya'aŋi kǫn Jerusalem na 
men who were wise came from the east to Jerusalem. [MAT 2:1] Baŋidibi naan ya-nya'aŋi kena kaae Yesu la 
Wise Men from the East Visit Jesus. [MAT 2:1 [heading]] InvNact: baŋ1

3 See: baŋ1. 

baŋid2   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋidi   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋidib   See main entry: baŋid1. one who knows. 

baŋim!   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋimi  See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋin   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋinǫ   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋir1   Variant: baŋirǫ; baŋire; baŋirǫǫ; baŋiri2. n. knowledge. Zuobpielim na pian'ad nǫ ya'am ka ayțma-zu'oya mǫ 

an baŋir. 'Let age speak, and length of years expound wisdom.'. [JOB 32:7] Wina'am na paas baŋir God will 
increase understanding. [Asaasim] Paari an baŋirǫ? Getting there is knowledge? [Wealth-Is-Power] SǤ' wțsa anǫ 

zǤlțg ka mǫ pț mǤr baŋirǫ 'Everyone is senseless and without knowledge. [JER 10:14] Li ka'anǫ kțdigire an 

baŋirǫǫ? 'Is not wisdom found among the aged?'. [JOB 12:12] Ya'am dim kǫlisim ka paam baŋiri paas 'let the wise 
listen and add to their learning'. [PRO 1:5] Colloc: baŋirin ‘to knowledge’. Ba di'ed ya'an nǫ ba nyain ni nǫ dǫŋirin 

nǫ gbana baŋirin They receive the ability of enlightenment, and a start in education. [Trouble] ka mǫŋ gban'ar 

paasi ya baŋirin 'to your knowledge add self-control'. [2PE 1:6] Sim: ya'am. Amaa, m zuanǤŋa, faar kan ka ba 

kț nyaŋin faaǫn ka basif anǫ ya'am nǫ baŋir. But, my friend, the inheritance that can't be snatched away from 
you is sense and understanding. [Asaasim] Fț ya'am nǫ fț baŋir la bǤdisif nǫ. 'Your wisdom and knowledge led 
you astray'. [ISA 47:10] Sim: mi'ilim. ka nǤk on Wina'am Siig la tis o, nǫ ya'am, nǫ mi'ilim nǫ baŋir ye o tțm 

tțțma buudi wțsa 'he has filled him with the Spirit of God, with skill, ability and knowledge in all kinds of 

crafts'. [EXO 35:31] Nabstr: baŋ1. See: baŋ1. 

baŋir2   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋirǫ   See main entry: baŋir1. knowledge. 

baŋire   See main entry: baŋir1. knowledge. 
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baŋirǫǫ   See main entry: baŋir1. knowledge. 

baŋiri1   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋiri2   See main entry: baŋir1. knowledge. 

baŋk   See main entry: banki. bank [money ]. 

baŋkan   n. cocoyam. Colocasia esculenta. Din la kǫ ka Mahama bǫǫ Nimo mǫŋ pț gț'țŋidi ba tu baŋkan kțda la 

gbinnin Because of that, Mahama and Nimo didn't fail to dig under the old cocoyam. [Trouble] Diib nam nwǫnǫ 

busa nǫ baŋkan nǫ baŋki nǫ boodia da bǫ. There were foods like yams, cocoyam, cassava and plantain. [Jealousy] 
From: (Twi). 

baŋki1   n. cassava. manihot esculenta. O kuosidi busa nǫ boodia nǫ baŋki nǫ zǫnvaand da'an. She sold yam, plantain, 

cassava and vegetables in the market. [Fire] Diib nam nwǫnǫ busa nǫ baŋkan nǫ baŋki nǫ boodia da bǫ. There 

were foods like yams, cocoyam, cassava and plantain. [Jealousy] M ansinnǫ baŋki vaandi nwǫ'ǫŋe li m nu'usine 

nwiaki li niŋ zin'ikanǫ nwaae la. I tore up cassava leaves and rubbed them with my hands and wrung them out 
and put them on the place that was cut. [Trouble] 

baŋki3   See main entry: banki. bank [money ]. 

baŋkimpiind   See main entry: biankimpiiung. shoulder. 

baŋnǫ   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋne   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

baŋɔ   See main entry: baŋț. (circumcision )forest. 

baŋo   See main entry: baŋț. (circumcision )forest. 

baŋɔɔ   See main entry: baŋț. (circumcision )forest. 

baŋoo   See main entry: baŋț. (circumcision )forest. 

baŋț   Variant: baŋɔ; baŋo; boŋo; baŋțț; baŋɔɔ; baŋoo. n. (circumcision-) forest. Onǫ kpǫn' baŋț, ka Wina'am nyaan 

buol o, on da mǤǤd ye o yis baŋț la isiri basǫ. 'If a circumcised man has accepted God's call, he should not try 
to remove the marks of circumcision'. [1CO 7:18] Colloc: kpǫn' baŋț ‘to be circumcised’. Fț biribiŋ wțsa sțm ye 

o kpǫn' baŋț. 'Every male among you shall be circumcised.'. [GEN 17:10] Ba biribis la ka ZugsǤb da kǫ ka ba 

nǤbigi di'e ba zin'ig, amaa ba da nam pț kpǫn' baŋțț. ' their sons, whom the Lord had raised up in their place, 
... they were uncircumcised'. [JOS 5:7] nidib la wțsa da la'as nǫ kpǫm bǫ ban bǫ si'el la, hali ka banǫ kpǫn' baŋț 

la fǫn'ǫd bin'ei naae all the people together stayed where they were until the sores of the people who had been 
circumcised healed over. [JOS 5:8] Colloc: kpǫn'ǫs X baŋț ‘to circumcise X’. fț pț wțm ye dǤgtanam ye ti da kǫ 

ka wanzamnam lǫn kpǫn'ǫsi ti biis baŋțț? Haven't you heard that the doctors say we should no longer let the 
barber-surgeons circumcise our children? [AIDS-Azuur] Abraham da kpǫn'ǫs biig la baŋț daba anii daar 
Abraham circumcised the child on the eighth day. [GEN 21:4] Gaŋim ninsieba ka ba maal kuga baris, ka gaans 

banǫ pț kpǫn' baŋț la kpǫn'ǫsi ba. 'Make flint knives and circumcise the Israelites again.'. [JOS 5:2] Colloc: baŋț 

kpǫn'ǫb ‘circumcision’. Lit: entering the 'grove'. fț ya'a san'am wada la, fț baŋț kpǫn'ǫb la anǫ zaalim. 'if you 
break the law, you have become as though you had not been circumcised.'. [ROM 2:25] 

baŋțț   See main entry: baŋț. (circumcision )forest. 

baŋya   See main entry: baŋ1. know, find out, be knowledgeable, be skilful, discriminate, take care, careful. 

bap-bap   Variant: babab. id. urgently, in a rush. Colloc: va' bap-bap. On nam pian'ad la ka Adu pțn bas kuunr la ka 

va babab an pililili kpa'ad mui bǤn'Ǥgțn la. He was still speaking but Adu had already thrown down his hoe and 
rushed off hurriedly at full pelt to the rice farm. [Trouble] Ka o va' bap-bap kpǫn' igin Paul nǫ Silas tuon ka kirid 

nǫ dabiem. he 'rushed in, and fell trembling at the feet of Paul and Silas'. [ACT 16:29] Sim: gbirig, kpǫn2 ‘to hurry’. 
baragaŋ   See main entry: baregaŋ. favouritism. 

baragaŋa   See main entry: baregaŋ. favouritism. 

baragaŋaa   See main entry: baregaŋ. favouritism. 

baragaŋi   See main entry: baregaŋ. favouritism. 
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bar-bar   id. bone-dry, parched. teŋgbauŋ la liebidnǫ kpi'emisi kpǫ'ǫŋ bar-bar 'there is drought'. [JOB 12:15] Lit: the land 

becomes hard, compacted and very dry. Sim: kțdig1, kpiǫn, nwǫǫnlim, zǫndig, ziank1 ‘to dry up, be dry’. O kǫ 

ka ... ku'om daa ǫǫnti tansid zin'isi'a la kțdig bar-bar 'He turns rivers into desert, springs of water into 
parched ground'. [PSA 107:33] Lit: the place where water used to burst out. 

baregaŋ  Note: in Bible Variant: barigaŋ.  Note: in Constitution Variant: baragaŋ; baregaŋi; baragaŋi; baregaŋa; baragaŋa; 

baregaŋaa; baragaŋaa. n. favouritism, distinction. o na kad nidib la saria ka baregaŋ kae 'he will judge the 

peoples with equity'. [PSA 96:10] Tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤb la na di'e o tțțmbǫ'ǫd la yǤǤd bǤzugǤ Wina'am pț mǤr 

baregaŋa. 'Anyone who does wrong will be repaid for his wrong, and there is no 

favouritism.'KL-Constitution.067. [COL 3:25] fț pian'ad ka pa'an linǫ dǤl suor ka pț mǤr baregaŋaa 'you do not 
show partiality but teach the way of God in accordance with the truth'. [LUK 20:21] Ti bǤǤd ye ti mǤr yǤlisim, ka 

barigaŋ kae, ka mǤr nǤǤr yinne ka daauŋ kț bǫ ti teŋgbauŋțn nwaa. We wish that we have freedom and 
justice, and have unity without any disturbance in this nation. [Constitution] Ba na dǤlis suobanǫ an tutuaa ka li 

na kǫ ka barigaŋ kț bǫ dap nǫ pu'ab nǫ ba tțțma nii 'Appropriate measures shall be taken to achieve gender 
balance in the recruitment and appointment to public office'. [Constitution] o pț mǤr baregaŋ ka di'ed sǤ' si'el on 

na sțŋ o la zugǤ 'He does not show partiality, and he does not accept bribes.'. [DEU 10:17] Lit: accept sth. from sb. 
so that he will help him. 

baregaŋa   See main entry: baregaŋ. favouritism. 

baregaŋaa   See main entry: baregaŋ. favouritism. 

baregaŋi   See main entry: baregaŋ. favouritism. 

bareka  Variant: barekaa; barika; albarika. n. 1 • blessing. BǤzugǤ albarika nu'us lala ka ti mǤr nwǫ'ǫd taaba n kuud la, 

albarika nǤya la ka ti mǤri san'amid taaba yț'țr because we use those blessed hands to hit and kill each other, 

and blessed mouths to slander each other. [Asaasim] o niŋ Abram bareka yǫt ye, “Wina'am... niŋim Abram zug 

albareka.  Ka bareka mǫ bǫ nǫ Wina'am ... ” 'he blessed Abram, saying, “Blessed be Abram by God ... And 
blessed be God ... ” '. [GEN 14:19-20] ka mǫ niŋ mam bareka 'and bless me also!'. [EXO 12:32] ZugsǤb la na niŋi ya 

zug bareka, ya ba'a bǫ nǫ mam la zug. 'The Lord bless you for your concern for me. [1SA 23:21] Wina'am 

bareka na zin'inǫ fț zug. May God's blessing remain on you. [Iodine] Fț pț kǫ albareka baa bi'ela digil mam 

mǫnǫ? 'Haven't you reserved any blessing for me?'. [GEN 27:36] Sim: nǤsțŋ. 
2 • thanks. Colloc: pț'țs X bareka. Note: and related expressions –  see examples  M mǫ lǫm mǤr bareka pț'țsim n 

tisid Akara Presby nidib wțsa I also have to give thanks to all the people of Accra Presby. [You-Hear?] M bareka 

pț'țsim kennǫ banǫ wțsa karim gbauŋ kaŋa. My thanks also goes to all those who read this book. [Iodine] Saŋa 

wțsa fțn ya'a ǫǫnti nyǫ si'ela, fț pț pțdigida. Hali fț pț basidi fț win ku'om. Amaa fț mabiig la ya'a ǫǫnti 

nyǫ si'el mǫkama o ǫǫnti pțdignǫ piiga yis yinne pț'țs Wina'am bareka. Whenever you got anything, you 
didn't share. You didn't even pour libation. But when your brother got anything at all he would give a tithe to thank 

God. [You-Heard?-] Ti pț'țs ZugsǤb bareka, on faaǫn fțn nǫ nidib la yis Egipt dim nǫ Faaro nu'usin la. 'Praise 
be to the Lord, who rescued you from the hand of the Egyptians and of Pharaoh, and who rescued the people from 

the hand of the Egyptians.'. [EXO 18:10] Fț ya'a maannǫ piinkanǫ anǫ bareka pț'țsțg maan 'When you sacrifice 
a thank offering to the Lord'. [LEV 22:29] 
3 • a better deal (in bargaining). Note: Used alone in the appropriate context the word is used in bargaining to ask the other 
person to make a more favourable deal ("Please lower your price." or "Please raise your offer."). Note: the buyer wants a lower 

price or the seller a better offer From: (Ha.) > (Ar.) Note: albarka 'blessing, thanks' < Arabic �D$6�ا Note: al barakah 
'blessing, abundance' 

barekaa   See main entry: bareka. blessing, thanks. 

barig   Variant: barigi; bariga. Form: baris. n. a razor. ba tun'e kpǫn'ǫs EES sǤb ka mǫ lǫn nǤk sț'țg bǫǫ barig kanǫ 

lǫn kpǫn'ǫs sǤ'. they could circumcise someone with AIDS and then use the same knife or razor to circumcise 
someone else. [AIDS-Azuur] Barig nan zi' kpǫn' man zugț nǫ 'No razor has ever been used on my head'. [JDG 16:17] 
nǤkim sț'țkanǫ dit nwǫnǫ barigi pțni fț zuobid nǫ fț tieŋ 'take a sharp sword and use it as a barber's razor to 

shave your head and your beard'. [EZK 5:1] o zug kț pțn nǫ bariga 'No razor may be used on his head'. [JDG 13:5] 
SǤ' da nǤk o tiraan barigi pțnǫ Nobody should use somebody else's razor to shave. [AIDS-Azuur] Awintțma daa 

yǫl ye, piima nǫ bilǫǫti nǫ baris nǫ bțn linǫ na tun'e vțdig nid la anǫ duula. Awintuma had said that arrows 
and blades and razors and anything which can pierce a person are dangers. [AIDS-I] Gaŋim ninsieba ka ba maal 
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kuga baris, ka gaans banǫ pț kpǫn' baŋț la kpǫn'ǫsi ba. 'Make flint knives and circumcise the Israelites 
again.'. [JOS 5:2] 

bariga   See main entry: barig. razor. 

barigaŋ   See main entry: baregaŋ. favouritism. 

barigi   See main entry: barig. razor. 

barika   See main entry: bareka. blessing, thanks. 

barim   Form: barimidnǫ. v. 1 • to babble, burble, talk at length and pointlessly. Sim: bǫbil. 
2 • to gain time, play for time. Nwadig yinne nya'aŋ ma'aa ya' ayi' dim duoe nǫ ka nidib bu'osi ba duor la 

gbin ka ba gț'țŋi barim. After just one month two households left, and when people asked why, they carefully 
avoided the question. [Trouble] Man gǤs kii la ya kțdim barimidnǫ 'I am certain that you are trying to gain time'. 

[DAN 2:8] 

barimidnǫ   See main entry: barim. babble, procrastinate. 

baris   See main entry: barig. razor. 

barzțnzǤŋ   n. trachoma. Syn: nif nǤdir. 

bas   Variant: basǫ; base; basǫǫ; basi. Form: basnǫ. Variant: basne. Form: basid. Variant: basidi; basida. 

Form: basidnǫ. Form: basin. Variant: basini. Form: basim!. Variant: basimi!. Form: basimin!. Variant: basimini. 

Form: basib. Variant: basibǤ. Form: basțg. Form: basya.  Note: also written bas ya see examples v. 1 • to throw 
away, dispose of, to ... away. on aam zin'ikanǫ guunlim la bas he is to tear away the place that is mouldy. [LEV 

13:26] Ba na zian'am buudi malima la gǤs ka teŋkțdimin malimbanǫ ka' sț'țm la ka ba kadi li bas. They 
will scrutinise ethnic customs and detect traditional customs which are not good and eradicate them. [Constitution] 
ba ... la'as titaad ... kpa'ae bas anina they should ... collect the plaster ... and pour it away there. [LEV 14:41] Ba 

fanbi ba biliesi kțț bas suoya la ni yǤǤg-yǤǤg. 'Her infants were dashed to pieces at the head of every street.'. 
[NAM 3:10] bǫǫ o ya'a pț nyǫǫ o ka bas kugir linǫ na nyaŋi kțț o 'or, without seeing him, drops a stone on him 

that could kill him'. [NUM 35:23] SǤ' ya'a pț siak ye ba kad teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la basǫ ka mǤ ye o gu' lii o pț tțm 

bǫ'ǫdǫ. 'Any person who resists an attempt to overthrow the constitution shall not be guilty of an offence.'. 

[Constitution] Ba ya'a pțn kad nǫ teŋgbauŋ la zi'ela la basǫǫ li nar ye teŋimbiis lǫn zi'el zi'elpaala. 'All citizens 
as guardians of the constitution have the right and unimpeded access to the courts to challenge any acts of the 
President, Parliament or any other body, public or private, which are inconsistent with the provisions of the 

constitution.'. [Constitution] Lit: Even if they overthrow the constitution, citizens can enact new laws (MA). Ba pț 

bu'osid tampțțr ka basid sa'adǫ. They don't ask the rubbish dump's permission before dumping rubbish. 

[Proverb 248] Ku'om kaadi basidnǫ fț mǫŋ gǫǫgțn. When bailing water you throw it between your own legs. 

[Proverb 051] Basimini ya tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka siak labasțŋ la. 'Turn away from your sins and believe the Good News!'. 
[MRK 1:15] Colloc: lǤb bas ‘(actually) throw away’. Asa da kie dazi'edir la lǤbi bas Kidron bǤn'Ǥgin ka nyu'oe 

li nǫ bugum Asa cut the pole down and' threw it away and 'burned it in the Kidron Valley.'. [1KI 15:13] 
2 • to leave sth./sb. dau na bas o ba' nǫ o ma ka la'as nǫ o pu'a ka babayi' la na lieb niŋgbiŋ yinne 'a man 

leaves his father and mother and attaches himself to his wife, and the two become one'. [GEN 2:24] M kț basi fǤǤ, 

asǫǫ m ti maal man pǤǤ zi'el si'em la wțsa. 'I shall not leave you until I have done what I have promised you.'. 

[GEN 28:15] Azilim-zilim on da bas sakur la nǫ But Azilimzilim left school. [Asaasim] Ba pț mum kțm ka basid 

nǤbaa. They don't bury a corpse and forget the feet. [Proverb 143] Nimbama ya'a bǤǤdi ba li'a na'am laa, ba 

basidi ba tțțma la nǫ. those persons 'shall not be eligible to stand for parliamentary elections unless they resign.'. 

[Constitution] GǤsima, tinam basnǫ si'elnam wțsa ka dǤllif. 'Look, we have left everything and followed you.'. 

[MRK 10:28] Azilim-zilim da yǫl o sabua Atokum-tokum ye o basim sakur Azilimzilim told her friend 
Atokumtokum that he should leave school. [Asaasim] Yimi kpǫla; basimi Amalek dim la gțllim 'Go away and 
leave the Amalekites'. [1SA 15:6] Basimin o. Kǫlli ka o pǤǤe. 'Leave him alone; let him curse'. [2SA 16:11] Colloc: X 

bas X mǫŋ bas ‘X 'lets himself go', no longer makes an effort to do well’. SǤ' wțsa nyidigim o mǫŋ, “Ka 

‘A-basim mǫŋi bǫ, ka kpiibig kae.’ ”  (onǫ bas o mǫŋ ka pț bǤǤd tțțma na lieb faradaanǫ nwǫnǫ kpiibig nǫ). 
Everyone must get on with the job, “Because ‘Where there's laziness, you don't have to be an orphan.’ ” (anyone 

who lets himself go and doesn't want to work will become a poor person like an orphan). [You-Heard?] Colloc: faaǫn 

X bas ‘rescue X’. Fț faaǫn ti bas! 'You have saved our lives'. [GEN 47:25] Colloc: [action] ka1 bas X ‘to do [action] 
away from, to the exclusion of,  X’. fakaŋa wțsa fț sțzuop tun'e faaf ka basif ka fț yaal your siblings could 
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seize all this inheritance away from you and leave you destitute. [Asaasim] Fț ya'a mi' ye fț kț zǤ ka bas nida, 

zi'emi gur o. If you know you won't (be able to) run away from someone, stand and wait for him. [Proverb 213] li 
kilim waaf ka o zǤ ka bas waaf la 'it turned into a snake, and he ran away from it'. [EXO 4:3] Yimi ka basini m 

nidib 'Be off, and leave my people ... !'. [EXO 12:31] Bțŋ la ya'a pț yukinǫ, anwaa m kțțnif ka basin bțŋ la. 'If 
she (the donkey) had not turned away, I would certainly have killed you by now, but I would have spared her.'. 

[NUM 22:33] Colloc: kǫ/yis X taal/tțțmbǫ'ǫd bas ‘forgive X’.  Kǫlli m taali bas 'Forgive my sin'. [EXO 10:17] Amaa 

nannanna m bǫlimnǫ, kǫl nidib la tțțmbǫ'ǫd la bas 'But now, please forgive their sin'. [EXO 32:32] M dakǤǤnrǫ, 

kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț sțnf, ka m yisi fț tțțmbǫ'ǫd la bas. 'Courage, my son! Your sins are forgiven.'. [MAT 9:2] 
Colloc: (kǫǫs) sam(a) bas ‘cancel debt’. Yțma ayǤpǤi wțsa asǫǫ ka ya kǫǫs sama bas. 'At the end of every 
seven years you must cancel debts.'. [DEU 15:1] Na'ayiig ya'a zu ka li anǫ o pțțr yǫla, nidib na kǫǫs o bas 

linzugǤǤ? If a thief steals for the sake of his stomach, do people forgive him because of that? [PRO 6:30] o zugdaan 

la zǤǤ o nimbaanlig, ka bas sam la 'The servant's master took pity on him, cancelled the debt'. [MAT 18:27] 
Sim: kǫ. Note: kǫ tends to have favourable implications, bas negative ones 
3 • to dismiss, let go (free), release, give permission. Na'ab Faaro da bas nidib la ka ba keŋ la 'Pharaoh let the 

people go'. [EXO 13:17] Pu'a, fț ban'a la basif. 'Woman, you are free from your illness!'. [LUK 13:12] Colloc: X bas X 

dau ~ sid/pu'a ‘X divorces X's spouse’. O da di pțkǤǤnr, bǫǫ pu'a kanǫ bas o sid bǫǫ onǫ sidi bas o 'He must 

not marry a widow, a divorced woman'. [LEV 21:14] Pu'a basțg la yǫla 'Divorce'. [MRK 10:1 [heading]] Colloc: bas 

suor ‘give permission’. DinzugǤ teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la bas suor ka kǤmisin nam la na anǫ Gaana nidib gțllim 
Therefore the constitution only permits commissioners to be Ghana citizens. [Constitution] m na bas o suor ka o 

pin'il tțțma 'I will commission him'. [DEU 31:14] Lit: give him permission to start work. 
4 • to stop, leave off doing sth. Li da zu'oe nǫ galis ka o bas ka pț lǫn sǤbid 'it was so much that he stopped 

keeping records'. [GEN 41:49] Wina'am nidib la sǤsid Wina'am tisid o hali ka pț basida 'the church kept praying 
fervently to God for him'. [ACT 12:5] Kulim nǫ sumbțgțsțm, ka mǤr nimma'asim ka wiim la basya. 'Go in 
peace and be freed from your suffering.'. [MRK 5:34] li pa'al ye ban'a la bas ya 'the sore has healed'. [LEV 13:37] 
Colloc: bas [verbal noun ...] ‘stop [doing ...]’. Aram nimbanǫ da ken Israel titǤndigin faand la da bas faaung 

la. 'So the bands from Aram stopped raiding Israel's territory.'. [2KI 6:23] pu'a nwa' pț basi m nǤba babiligǤ this 
woman has not stopped fondling my feet. [LUK 7:45] 
5 • to miscarry. 
6 • to throw underhand, throw down, toss, cast a net. ka ba naan kǤdig nua la n zaŋe bas and another fowl was 

slaughtered and thrown down. [Asaasim] NǤkim bas teŋin! 'Throw it on the ground.'. [EXO 4:3] Saul fuoe o mǫŋ 

sț'țgț ba'a teŋin ka bas o mǫŋi lii li zugț kpi 'Saul took his own sword and' planted it in the ground and  'threw 
himself on it'. [1CH 10:4] Colloc: bas ku'om ‘pour libation’. Hali o daa ti gbin'enǫ ku'om basi o win ye o sțŋim 

o He even poured libation to his shrine so that it should help him. [You-Hear?] Colloc: bas nǤǤr1 ‘to command’. 
ZugsǤb Wina'am bas dau nǤǤr ye, “Fț tun'e di tiis wala banǫ bǫ lǤmbǤn'Ǥgin la wțsa ... ” 'the Lord God 
commanded the man, “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden ... ” '. [GEN 2:16] See: a-basi-m-mǫŋ; 

a-bas-taaba; nǤbasig. 

basǫ   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

base   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basǫǫ   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basi   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basib   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basibǤ   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basid   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basida   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basidi   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basidnǫ   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basim!   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basimi!   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 
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basimin!   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basimini   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basin   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basini   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basnǫ   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basne   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basțg   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

basya   See main entry: bas. away, leave, stop. 

batiri   n. an electric battery. Ti pț lǫn da'ad batiri kpǫn'ǫsid tepnamǫ nwǫ'ǫda. We no longer have to buy batteries to 
put in our music-players to play them. [Electricity] From: (Eng.) 

bauk1   Variant: bak3. Form: ba'ad2. n. a stall, cattle-enclosure. Apam bubig bǫnǫ zampakkin ka o bțțr bǫ yaŋir san'an. 

Apam na'abauk la bǫ bțțr nya'aŋ la. Apam's small granary is in the entrance-yard, and his main granary is by 
the gate. Apam's cattleyard is behind the granary. [House+Farm] Note: zampakkin – emended by MA from zǤŋŋin (zǤŋ2) 

"bubig cannot be built in a zǤŋ." Colloc: baukțn/ba'adin ‘in/to the stall/s’. Ka o lǫb ba'ukțn la ka Mahama n baŋ 

ye Birago nǫ Yaa pț kul na He went back to the cattleyard and Mahama realised that Birago and Yaa had not 
come home. [Trouble] Maan la ya'a anǫ nyu'or maan ka o yis naaf o bakțn ye o maal If the offering is a burnt 
offering from the herd. [LEV 1:3] Sim: gariki ‘kraal’; bțlțțg ‘goat-stable’. kǤnbidi ka' bțlțțginǫ, ka niigi mǫ ka' 

baukțn la 'there are no sheep in the pen and no cattle in the stalls'. [HAB 3:17] See: na'abauk.  

bauk2   See main entry: buk1. shoulder. 

baunk   See main entry: biaunk. shoulder, shoulder. 

bayaa [W]  Form: bayaas. n. a sexton, grave-digger, burial specialist. onǫ wțsa nyǫ ninsaal kǤnbir na sǫ si'eli maal 

zanbin ka bayaas la ti paae na nǤki mum 'one of them sees a human bone, he will set up a marker beside it until 
the gravediggers have buried it'. [EZK 39:15] 

bayaas   See main entry: bayaa [W]. sexton. 

bayǫ-   See main entry: bayǫțg. gossip. 

bayɛog   See main entry: bayǫțg. gossip. 

bayǫțg   Variant: bayɛog; bayǫțgǤ. Form: bayǫ-. n. a gossip, slanderer, scandalmonger. ba ... da bǤǤd bayɛog bǫǫ ba kǫ 

ka daam kuli baa 'They must not be slanderers or slaves to wine'. [TIT 2:3] Yǫlsțm bǫnǫ tțba banǫ pț wțmid 

bayǫțgǤ. Ba tțba kț kpidǫ. Blessed are those who don't listen to gossip. They will not become deaf. [Asaasim-] Ba 

mi' ban na niŋ si'em zțbis pian'ad, nǫ bayǫbibis, ka la' hali nwǫ'ǫdi ba kpǫya li ya'a an galimsțŋ They know 
how to gossip and tell little lies and laugh and slap their thighs especially if it is a good joke. [Trouble] 
Colloc: bayǫțg sǤb ‘a gossip, rumourmonger’. Ka o mǤǤd ye o tiǫn dinǫ ka o bu'osin pin'ilțgțn la; ye li nar ye 

fț a bayǫug sǤb la. He tried to remember what he asked first –  is it necessary to be a rumourmonger. [Trouble] 
Bayǫțg sǤb viigidnǫ nidib yǫlsu'ada 'A gossip betrays a confidence'. [PRO 11:13] 

bayǫțgǤ   See main entry: bayǫțg. gossip. 

baa1   Variant: ba'a5. adv. even, the least bit [usually following a negative]. baa o ya'a tu'ug, o kț lii 'though he stumble, 

he will not fall'. [PSA 37:24] baa yinne pț bǤdigida 'not one of them is missing'. [ISA 40:26] m kț di'e si'eli yii fț 

san'anǫ, baa li ya'a anǫ gum bǫǫ ta'adir nwiiga 'I will accept nothing belonging to you, not even a thread or the 
thong of a sandal'. [GEN 14:23] Ti ya'a ye ti mugusi ba keŋ baa daar yinne, bțnkǤnbid la na kpi wțsa. 'If they 

are driven hard just one day, all the animals will die.'. [GEN 33:13] Colloc: hali baa ‘even though, not even’. Suor 

kae ka ba na mǤŋ pțkǤǤnr o sid bǫǫ o pu'a faarǫ, hali baa o sǤb ya'a pț digil nǤǤr ka nyaan kpii. 'A spouse 
shall not be deprived of a reasonable provision out of the estate of a deceased spouse whether or not the spouse 

died having made a will'. [Constitution] hali baa ya nid yinne kț lǫm bǫǫn dunia nwa' nii not even one of you 
would still be in the world. [EXO 9:15] sǤ' lǫn kae na karim gbauŋǤ paae one, hali baa o pa'annib laa there was 
no one who was as good a student as he was, not even his teachers. [Asaasim] Hali baa fț ya'a maki li tusiri niŋi m 

nu'ugin, man kț țki m nu'ugț si'is na'abiig laa. 'Even if a thousand shekels were weighed out into my hands, 
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I would not lift my hand against the king's son.'. [2SA 18:12] Hali baa yțgțme țgțsid yaama bugusid ka o tafǫǫd 

pț buak ayi' la 'The camel, though it chews the cud, does not have a split hoof'. [LEV 11:4] Colloc: baa bi'ela ‘not 
one little bit’. Fț pț maal mam linǫ dǤl suor baa bi'elaa. 'You have done things to me that should not be done.'. 
[GEN 20:9] Fț pț kǫ albareka baa bi'ela digil mam mǫnǫ? 'Haven't you reserved any blessing for me?'. [GEN 27:36] 
Colloc: [neg.] baa1 yinne ‘[not] even one’. bǫǫ kțlim pț sǤbid gbauŋ baa yinne digin na or only failed to 

submit even one completed document. [Tax] vanma'asir baa yinne lǫn kae 'Not a green thing was left'. [EXO 10:15] 
Nabal nǫ o tțmtțm la baa yinne kț vțe bǫog bǫkǫunga nwa' winnǫ 'not one male belonging to Nabal would 
have been left alive by daybreak'. [1SA 25:34] Colloc: baa1 fiin ‘even a little’. O da pț ti'e baa fiin ye o lǫb yinnǫ 

la'an nǫ lin da an nintantisțțs la. He wasn't at all ready to go home although it was midday. [Trouble] Ba na an 

sț'țlim kanǫ kț mǤr kpi'euŋ baa fiin sț'țlimnam la wțsa nii 'It will become the most paltry of kingdoms. [EZK 

29:15] 

baa2   Form: baas. Variant: baasǫ; baasi. Form: ba-3. n. 1 • a dog. Kusaas ye baa pț dumi o biig n paad kǤnbirǫ. The 

Kusaas say that a dog doesn't bite its child to reach the bone. [Asaasim(= Proverb )] Baa la da lǫn zaŋ o ni'im la ga' 

o nǤǤrinǫ mǤri gaad. The dog gripped his meat in his teeth and went off with it. [Jealousy] Baas kae ka nwamis 

di'e pǤǤg. 'When the cat's away, the mice play.'. [Proverb 155] Lit: The dogs are absent and monkeys take over the 
farm.. baa daan ya'a dit ka dizǤra lut teŋin, baas la na pi'isi li wae. when the dog's owner eats and crumbs fall 
on the ground, the dogs will pick them up and go. [MAT 15:27] Onǫ bǤǤd bawațŋț maanǫ o bugum. The one who 
wants (to eat the meat of) a lean dog looks after the fire. [Proverb 238] Li pț sț'țm ye ba nǤk biis diibi tis baasǫ 'It 
isn't right to take the children's food and throw it to the dogs.'. [MRK 7:27] ba saamnam dǤlli m baasi gur kǤnbid 

la their fathers went with my dogs to herd the flocks. [JOB 30:1] ba wțsa anǫ bagigis 'they are all mute dogs'. [ISA 

56:10] Etym: OV1 *BA/O/U ; OVN *BA-GA/SI ; GS3 *B²A (= [va]) ; v c1 *ɓa ; CG *bbaa ; MWN *- BHÙA- ; 
CB *bùá; PB *bʋ́à. 
2 • leopard. Pu'a la daa n nyǫ baa la, o daa tans biis la ye ba ǫnrigim lǫb zin'ig yinne When the woman saw 

the leopard, she shouted to the boys to move back into one place. [You-Heard?] Note: baa for wǫbaa Syn: wǫbaa. 
See: wǫbaa. 

baa3   See main entry: ba1. they. 

baa4   Form: baanam. n. a bar, chop-bar. Baanamin la ba da kuosidi sa'atuodim nǫ boodia nǫ mui nǫ muigbila. In 
the bars they sold fufu, plantain, rice and rice-balls. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: (Eng.) 

Baaba   n.pr. 'Father' [respectfully addressing an older man]. Baaba Abțgțr zua yinne ka ba buon o ye Baaba Atu'asi la 

daa gat ka nyǫ bugum la dit. Father Abugur's friend called Father Atu'asi was passing and saw the fire burning. 

[Fire] Adu yǫl o ye, "M baaba, saanǫ kena." Ka o bu'os biig la ye, "Saana?" Adu said to him "Daddy, a visitor 
has come." And he asked the boy "A visitor?" [Trouble] Sim: ba1, saam1 ‘general words for a father’. From: (Ha.) 
Etym: OV1 *TE ; OV2 *BA ; OVN *BA, SO(N) ; GS4 *NYI² ; GS e *ja ; vc4 *ca; MWN *- BHÀBHÁ; CB 
*bàabá. 

baadi   n. hired work, paid labour. O pț nwǫnǫ ninkanǫ tțm baadi tțțmaa? 'Are not his days like those of a hired man?'. 

[JOB 7:1] bǫǫ nwǫnǫ onǫ kuod baadi or like someone who farms as a hired hand. [JOB 7:2] Onǫ buol zǤlțg bǫǫ 

ningǤǤndir ye o kena tțm baadi tțțma 'he who hires a fool or any passer-by'. [PRO 26:10] 

baae   v. to scoop, scrape. La'ammǫ on an wțț kțnt la, li ka' o baae nǫ ban'asin ma'aa As well as being like iron, it 

was not only that she was marked with diseases. [Trouble] Ka o tțm baae siind la ken ka dit. 'He scraped the 
honey out into his hands'. [JDG 14:9] Ya na di dikțdțg kanǫ ka ya da bțn yțțm la, hali ka ti baae li yis ka lǫdig 

dipaalig. 'You will still be eating last year's harvest when you will have to move it out to make room for the new.'. 

[LEV 26:10] Saŋkanǫ ka ...ba nyǫ ka ligidi la zu'oe, na'ayir gbansǤbid la nǫ maanmaan kpǫǫm la ǫǫn baae 

ligidi la nǫ Whenever ... they saw that there was a large amount of money, the royal secretary and the officer of 
the chief priest would come and empty the chest'. [2CH 24:11] 

baalim   See main entry: baanlim. quiet[ly]. 

-baalțg   adj. spiteful. on pț bǤǤdi o biig bǫ sǤ' san'an ka daar wțsa anǫ bț'țd nǫ pian'abaalțg la he didn't want his 
child to be with someone and every day it's beating and spiteful talk. [Billygoat] 

baam [N]   Form: baamid. Form: baamma. Form: baamțg. Variant: baamug. v. to praise-sing. Mam ... na baamid nǫ 

sumalisim zun'odi fț yț'țr. I will 'sing for joy' praising your name. [PSA 71:23] la'asimi banǫ mi' baamțg hali la 

na gather 'the most skilful ' of the singers. [JER 9:17] Ba yǤǤdi banǫ ka ba baamma. They pay them and they sing. 
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[Proverb 190] 

baamid   See main entry: baam [N]. praise sing. 

baamma   See main entry: baam [N]. praise sing. 

baamțg   See main entry: baam [N]. praise sing. 

baamug   See main entry: baam [N]. praise sing. 

baanam   See main entry: baa4. (chop) bar. 

baanilim   See main entry: baanlim. quiet[ly]. 

-baanlif [N]   See main entry: -baanlig. thin. 

-baanlifț   See main entry: -baanlig. thin. 

-baanlig   Variant: -baanlțg2; -baanlțgț; -baanlif [N]; -baanlifț. Form: -baanlis. adj. thin, fine, small. ZǤm la anǫ 

baanlig. The flour is fine-ground. [House+Farm] Biis gbin'e zǤm-baanlig la ye ba bu. The children get the fine 
flour to mix. [House+Farm] nǤk zǤmbaanlig dinǫ pț gǫndig dabinnǫ sǫn' bodobodo 'from fine wheat flour, 
without yeast, make bread'. [EXO 29:2] Ka bugum la nya'aŋ ka kțkǤbaanlig nyaan pian'. 'And after the fire came 
a gentle whisper.'. [1KI 19:12] ba nǤk na'arapǤl nǫ zțțd maan linǫ an zǤ'Ǥm baanligi gǫndig nǫ kpaam 'Have 

them take a young bull with its grain offering of fine flour mixed with oil'. [NUM 8:8] saŋkan la hali bibanǫ an 

bibaanlțg la wțsa daa lǫm mǤr zugț gat Apțsiakid by that time even all the small children had more sense 
than Apusiakid. [Billygoat] Ban nya'aŋ la ka kawǫnbaanlțg ayǤpǤi mǫ yina 'After them, seven other heads of 
grain sprouted – thin'. [GEN 41:6] Bțn-ian'ad-baanlțg banǫ wțsa mǤr nǤba ken la 'All flying insects that walk 

on all fours'. [LEV 11:20] Lit: small flying things. nannanna nwa' ba la'ad mam nǫ, hali na'akim baanlțg 'now 
they mock me, men younger than I'. [JOB 30:1] nidib na dii li nwǫnǫ na'azǤm baanlțgț fanrisid vaand si'em la 
'like a swarm of locusts men pounce on it'. [ISA 33:4] Daar yinne ka Asumbul ka' yinnǫ ka AnǤbbaanlis buol o 

pitib la One day Spider wasn't at home and Skinny-legs called his brothers. [Wonderwoman] M maa, m ma, ––-" 

AnǤbbaanlisi laa pin'ili pian'ad. "Mother, mother ..." Skinny-legs began to speak again. [Wonderwoman] O da 

kennǫ nǤbteŋ ka o kurug la sun'od ka o gban'e li zanl ye li da sțdigi paae o nǤbbaanlisin la. He was 
walking barefooted with his shorts were coming off and he clutched them so that they wouldn't slip down his 

skinny legs. [Trouble] Ka li nwǫnǫ li liebnǫ nid nǫ an baanlifț sțnri gǤsid o. And it was as if it turned into a small 
person stooping to look at him. [Trouble] Colloc: la'abaanlțg ‘1) [ lauk] small items : 2) [la'af] small change 

(money)’. Note: see 2CH 36:18 example, below o ... kpa'as nimbanǫ tia'asid ligidi la la'abaanlțgț widig 'he 
scattered the coins of the money changers'. [2) JHN 2:15] Dau la sțnf da pienǫ hali, ka on da tisim sidi ayi' la o da 

ye m nǤkim sidi yinne baanlțg la. The man was so happy that when he had given me two cedis he said I should 
keep the one cedi change. [2) Shoeshine-Boy] Note: This is a mistranslation from English where "change" (in money terms) 

is both 'small-change' (KL la'abaanlțg ) and what is called in Ghana English 'balance' (as in this case). [MA/TN] 
Cpart: -bǫdir1. O da vaae la'abanǫ bǫ Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la wțsa, li la'abǫda nǫ la'abaanlțg wțsa he 'took 
all the vessels of the house of God, great and small'. [2CH 36:18] Cpart: -tita'ar. na'azǤm banǫ an bțntitada la 

Ǥnb ka nya'al si'el la, lin ka na'azǤmnam banǫ an bțmbaanlțg la kena Ǥnb 'what the great locusts have left 
the young locusts have eaten'. [JOL 1:4] See: banlig; nimbaanlig. 

baanlim   Variant: baanlimm; baalim; baanilim. adv. quiet[ly], gently, carefully. Fț ya'a an baanlim fț na tǫn'ǫs sț'țŋa 

ka baŋ fțn na tum si'el If you are careful you will think well and decide what you are going to do. [Electricity] O 

daa yǫl nwa' nǫ baanlim ka banǫ zi'i kpi'e nǫ o la ma'aa wțm He said this so quietly that only those sitting near 
him heard it. [Electricity] Jerusalem yǫla m kț an baanlim nǫ 'for Jerusalem's sake I will not remain quiet'. [ISA 62:1] 
Ka Adu țțns baanlimm. And Adu groaned softly. [Trouble] AlazugǤ mǤri ya'am wțț wiigi nǫ, ka an baanlimm 

wțț dawana nǫ. 'Therefore be as shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves.'. [MAT 10:16] Ka teŋ la yț'țn digin 

baanlimm ka zaba kae. 'There was now peace in the land.'. [JOS 14:15] MǤdigir daan la daa su'a o maŋț kansa 

ka ba nan pț bi'ig sț'țŋa ka o mǤdigi diinn o kǤm la baanlim. The patient fellow had stored his unripe 

mangoes that weren't yet ready, and patiently suppressed his hunger. [You-Do?] biribis ayi' la zin' baanilim the two 

boys sat quietly. [Trouble] Colloc: baanlim(m)-baanlim(m) ‘very quiet’. 'M sțnfț duon,' Beckie pian' li nǫ 

baanlim baanlim. 'I'm angry,' said Beckie very softly. [Trouble] o da ... lǤ nǤǤr ka ken baanlimm-baanlimm, 

sțnsa'aŋ zug 'He refused food, ... and went about gloomy and depressed. [1KI 21:27] Colloc: fǤn1 baanlimm ‘be 
completely silent’. on na tun'e kǫ ka ba fǤn baanlim ka li gbin kae la he could insist on absolute silence for no 
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particular reason. [Trouble] Li na fǤn baanlimm ka dammir kae! It will be absolutely quiet, with no disturbance! 

[AMO 8:3] Sim: sin1 (nǤǤr1). Zion zugǤǤ m kț sinni m nǤǤrǫ; Jerusalem yǫla m kț an baanlim nǫ 'For Zion's 
sake I will not keep silent, for Jerusalem's sake I will not remain quiet'. [ISA 62:1] Sim: fǤn1, fǤn2, fǤǤn3, ki'1, 

sillimm, sin1, sinnim, sțllim, sțț1. 

baanlimm   See main entry: baanlim. quiet[ly]. 

-baanlis   See main entry: -baanlig. thin. 

baanlțg1   Variant: baanlug. adv. finely (-crushed), in bits, to pieces. Ba na bǫs bțnkǤnbțg la baanlțg-baanlțg 'He is to 

cut' the animal 'into pieces'. [LEV 1:12] See: -baanlig. 

-baanlțg2   See main entry: -baanlig. thin. 

-baanlțgț   See main entry: -baanlig. thin. 

baanlug   See main entry: baanlțg1. in bits. 

baans   See main entry: baŋ2. trap, chain, ring. 

baansǫ   See main entry: baŋ2. trap, chain, ring. 

baanse   See main entry: baŋ2. trap, chain, ring. 

baansi   See main entry: baŋ2. trap, chain, ring. 

baas   See main entry: baa2. dog, leopard. 

baasǫ   See main entry: baa2. dog, leopard. 

baasi   See main entry: baa2. dog, leopard. 

bǫ1   Variant: be; bǫǫ2; bee. Form: bǫǫn. Variant: been; bǫǫnǫ; beene; beine. Form: bǫi!. Variant: bǫǫi!; bei. Form: bǫnǫ. 

Variant: bene. v. to exist in, be there, be, be alive. ka fț baŋ ye ti ZugsǤb Wina'am la bǫ, ka sǤ' kae nwǫn oo. 
'and then you will know that there is no other god like the Lord, our God.'. [EXO 8:10] Lit: that our Lord God exists. 
M kț tun'e bǫ nǫ ya kpǫla ka ka'a fuugu yǫǫda I can't be here with you and not have a shirt to wear. [AIDS-Azuur] 
Li baba ka bǫuŋbil bǫ 'there is a pool' there. [JHN 5:2] Li anǫ Gaana ma'aa mǤr yǫlbama ... ? Ayei! Teŋ sieba mǫ 

bǫ Afirika (ninsabilis) ... teŋin ... Is it only Ghana that has these problems ... ? No! Several countries of black 
Africa ... [Iodine] Fț bǫ yaanǫ? 'Where are you?'. [GEN 3:9] Banǫ bǫǫ agǤlǫ, kǫlisimi ka m na pian' Listen, O 

heavens, and I will speak. [DEU 32:1] Lit: those who are above. Li wțsa ya'a aannǫ luoa yinne ma'aa, niŋgbiŋ 

naan kț bǫǫnǫ. 'If the whole were a single organ, there would not be a body at all'. [1CO 12:19] O da zǤt Goma nǫ, 

o ya'a bǫǫn lǤsi'a sǤn'Ǥn, amaa o ka' gaŋirǫ. He was afraid of Goma, and it would have been better to be 
somewhere else, but he had no choice. [Trouble] hali baa ya nid yinne kț lǫm bǫǫn dunia nwa' nii not even one 

of you would still be in the world. [EXO 9:15] Bǫi wțț nimbanǫ mǤr yǤlisim 'Live as free people'. [1PE 2:16] Bǫi nǫ 

man ka liebi m saam nǫ m maanmaan 'Stay with me and be a father and priest to me'. [JDG 17:10] bǫǫi kasi, 

bǤzugǤ, mam anǫ kasi 'be holy, because I am holy'. [LEV 11:45] Colloc: bǫ1 nǫ1 ‘be with’. man anǫ biig ka fț 

tǫn'ǫs ye m na kpǫm bǫ nǫ m saam nǫ m maa I am a child and you think I will still be with my father and my 

mother. [Billygoat] Wina'am ya'a bǫ nǫ m ka gurimi m ken nwa' pțțgin 'If God will be with me and will watch 
over me on this journey I am taking'. [GEN 28:20] Note: ct. bǫnǫ 'being' Tinam bǫnǫ taaba teŋkaŋa ka li ka' zina We 
have lived together in this town for a long, long time. [Electricity] Man, Nebukadnǫza daa bǫnǫ m mǫŋ yin 'I, 
Nebuchadnezzar, was at home in my palace'. [DAN 4:4] Ant: ka'1; Nabstr: bǫlim2. Etym: OVN *BE ; MWN *BA ; 
PB *bá. See: bǫllim2; bǫlisim. 

bǫ-2   See main entry: bǫog1. morrow, future. 

bǫbil   Form: bǫbin. Variant: bebin. to babble. Yaa lǫm bǫbil: 'Ba kenna ye ba gban'e ti.' Yaa babbled "They're coming 

to get us". [Trouble] Fț na lu teŋin, ka digi pian'adi bǫbin 'You will be brought low, you will speak out of the 
ground'. [ISA 29:4] Sim: barim2 

bǫbin   See main entry: bǫbil. babble. 

-bǫd-   See main entry: -bǫdir1. large. 

bǫda   See main entry: bǫdegț. much. 
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-bǫda   See main entry: -bǫdir1. large. 

-bǫda   See main entry: -bǫdțg. much. 

bǫdegț   Variant: bedego; bedigo; bǫdegțț; bedegoo. Form: bǫda. Variant: beda. adj. great, many, much. 'ba ... gban'e 

zimi bǫdegț hali ka ba saunam la bǤǤd aansig' 'they ... caught such a large number of fish that the nets were 

about to break'. [LUK 5:6] Pu'akanǫ du'a nǤǤra anaasi, pu'abama sa'ar yuugid nǫ ka ku'od mǫ yit bǫdegț 

du'am la nya'aŋ. The woman who has brought forth four times –  the labour of those women is lengthened and 
her flow of blood is considerable. [Womens-Health] ala ka fț na nyǫ bin'isim la bǫdegț in that way you will have 
plenty of milk. [Breastfeeding] Zin'ig sieba bǫ ka ba tan'am la mǤr teŋin ti'ebug tiim biela ka li yini saa ya nii 

bedegț There are some places which have a little iodine, but it leaches out when there is a lot of heavy rain. [Iodine] 
O da di pu'ab bǫdegț ka ba fǫndig o ya'am; ka mǫ da la'as anzurifa nǫ sanlima bǫdegțț. 'He must not take 
many wives, or his heart will be led astray. He must not accumulate large amounts of silver and gold.'. [DEU 17:17] 
Sim: tigir1. See: bǫdim1; bǫdim2; -bǫdir1; bǫdir2; -bǫdțg. 

bǫdegțț   See main entry: bǫdegț. much. 

bǫderi   id. big, fat. Nimo biig Adu bǫ ani nǫ Tanko onǫ an bǫderi ka o ma daa tu' o o nifin daakaŋa la. Nimo's son 
Adu was there, and Tanko who was fat and his mother insulted him to his face that day. [Trouble] Note: reading nifin 

for nifil Li ba' kae ye fț anǫ fiin bǫǫ bǫderi It doesn't matter that you are small and fat. [Trouble] See: -bǫdțg. 

bǫdig   Variant: bedig. Form: bǫdigid. Form: bǫdigir. Variant: bedigir. v. to rot, be overripe. Ala ka ninsaal bǫdigid 

nwǫnǫ bțmpǤn'Ǥsir nǫ 'So man wastes away like something rotten'. [JOB 13:28] 

bǫdigid   See main entry: bǫdig. overripe. 

bǫdigir   See main entry: bǫdig. overripe. 

bǫdim1  Variant: bedim. v. to be big. GǤsim anrintitada an si'em, hali la'an nǫ bam bǫdim ka pǫbisim da'adi ba ken la 
'Or think of a ship: big as it is and driven by such strong winds'. [JAS 3:4] o ... nyǫ kawǫnna ayǤpǤi ka ba bǫdim ka 

vǫnl sț'țŋa 'he saw seven ears of grain, full and ripe'. [GEN 41:5] Akunvțe n daa nan pț bǫn'ǫd la o daa 

bǫdimmǫ ka wa'am Before Akunvue was sick he was broad and tall. [AIDS-II] Cpart: pǤǤd ‘be small’. lin yi 

gțțdiŋ kanǫ pǤǤd la ni paae linǫ bǫdim la ni 'from the smaller ledge up to the larger ledge'. [EZK 43:14] 
See: bǫdim2; -bǫdir1; bǫdir2; -bǫdțg; bǫdegț. 

bǫdim2  n. size, bigness, being large. Bua wțsa wa'alim da anǫ nǤbir makir pisi nǫ ayǤpǤi ka li bǫdim an nǤbir makir 

pii nǫ anii 'Each of the pillars was eighteen cubits high and twelve cubits in circumference'. [JER 52:21] Kerubnam 

ayi' la wa'alim nǫ ba bǫdim da zem nǫ taaba 'the two cherubim were identical in size and shape'. [1KI 6:25] 
See: bǫdim1; -bǫdir1; bǫdir2; -bǫdțg; bǫdegț. 

-bǫdir1   Variant: bedir; -bǫdire1; bedire; -bǫdiri. Form: -bǫda.  Note: equally plural of -bǫdțg Variant: beda. Form: -bǫd-. 

adj. large, plenty. Ka o yț'țn pigisidi wa'ae bu'ata bǫdir linǫ zi'e zak la kțkpǫŋ la. And he crept over to the big 
bucket that stood at the side of the yard. [Trouble] Pu'a bǫdir la da maan o siaa The stout woman mocked him. 

[Trouble] Li kțlin anǫ on da an bǫdiri ka o bin'isa lit la. It was just that she was a big girl and her breasts were 
developing. [Trouble] Nimo biig Adu bǫǫ ani nǫ Tanko onǫ an bǫderi Nimo's son Adu was there with Tanko who 

was big. [Trouble] Gaana anǫ tembǫda anu la ni yinne Ghana is one of the five nations. [Trachoma] Ba da anǫ 

nimbǫda banǫ mǤr paŋ They were great men, who were strong. [GEN 6:4] Li na nwǫnǫ teŋ kanǫ bǫ kǤldabǫda nǫ 

mu'a ni 'It will be like a place of broad rivers and streams.'. [ISA 33:21] ti ... da'a dabǫda banǫ ka ti sǫǫd la nǫ 

bugum nwiwǤ'Ǥma we ... buy big poles which we plant in the ground for the electricity wires. [Electricity] M da 

pin'il ye:- "Na'anama, Saambǫda, Girima dim banǫ bǫ tuonnǫ ... " I began by saying "Chiefs, distinguished 
guests, honourable leaders ... ". [Shoeshine-Boy] Fț nyǫ dǤbǫdbama? 'Do you see all these great buildings?'. [MRK 

13:2] Colloc: bǫda-bǫda ‘very big’. O nyina la da anǫ bǫda-bǫda ka an kțnt 'It had large iron teeth'. [DAN 7:7] 
Sim: -tita'ar, -mugur2; Cpart: -baanlțg1. O da vaae la'abanǫ bǫ Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la wțsa, li la'abǫda nǫ 

la'abaanlțg wțsa he 'took all the vessels of the house of God, great and small'. [2CH 36:18] Cpart: -bil. 
zabzabidib banǫ zu'oe ka yǫ zaba fuud ka mǤr gbanti'edis linǫ an bțmbǫda nǫ bțmbibis la 'your horsemen 
fully armed, and a great horde with large and small shields'. [EZK 38:4] Etym: OV1 *KPE ; OVN *tiTA-DI/A (I 
assume *tita- is a reduplication see "fig-tree"), BED, KPEN ; CG *kpego, tiittaa, jina. See: bǫdim1; bǫdim2; 

bǫdir2; -bǫdțg; bǫdegț. 
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bǫdir2   Variant: bedir; bǫdire2; bedire. adv. plentifully. See: bǫdim1; bǫdim2; bǫdir1; -bǫdțg; bǫdegț. 

-bǫdire1   See main entry: -bǫdir1. large. 

bǫdire2   See main entry: bǫdir2. plentifully. 

-bǫdiri   See main entry: -bǫdir1. large. 

-bǫdțg   Variant: -bedug. Form: -bǫda.  Note: equally plural of -bǫdir1 adj. much. Lin yi daakan la yț'țsǫ, o yț'țn da basi 

o bǤǤd bǫdțg la. From that day on, she never again allowed herself to desire too much. [Jealousy] 
Colloc: pian'abǫdțg ‘much speaking’. Fț pian'abǫdțg la bǫ yaanǫ nannanna ... ? 'Where is all your big talk 
now?'. [JDG 9:38] Zaansima bǫdegț nǫ pian'abǫdțg anǫ zaalim. 'Much dreaming and many words are 
meaningless. [ECC 5:7] See: bǫdim1; bǫdim2; bǫdir1; bǫdir2; bǫdegț. 

bǫ'ǫd1   Variant: be'ed1; bǫ'ǫdǫ1. adv. badly. Bțŋț kpi bǫ'ǫd ka ba sii o bǫ'ǫd. A donkey dies a bad death and they skin it 

badly. [Proverb 164] Cpart: sț'țm4. fț kț maali ti bǫ'ǫdǫ nwǫnǫ tinamǫ daa pț maalif bǫ'ǫd si'em la asǫǫ sț'țm 

ma'aa 'you will do us no harm, just as we did not molest you but always treated you well'. [GEN 26:29] Note: in the 

very common Colloc: tțm (X) bǫ'ǫd. Note: it is not clear whether it is bǫ'ǫd1  Note: or bǫ'ǫd3  Note: the alternative, with the 

noun-+-adjective tțțmbǫ'ǫd suggests the latter ba kț nyaŋi tțmif bǫ'ǫd 'they can cause you no harm'. [JER 10:5] Ayei, 

m zuanama! Da tțmi tțțmbǫ'ǫd kaŋaa! 'No, my friends. Don't do this wicked thing.'. [GEN 19:7] Ya ya'a tțm 

bǫ'ǫd yanam zǤm o 'if you do wrong, be afraid'. [ROM 13:4] Colloc: ba'as bǫ'ǫd ‘come to a bad end’. ba wțsa na 

ba'as bǫ'ǫd 'all these will be cut down'. [ISA 29:21] Colloc: kțțs X bǫ'ǫd ‘condemn X’. SǤ' ya'a kțț o tiraan, m na 

kțțs o sǤba bǫ'ǫd 'If anyone takes human life, he will be punished.'. [GEN 9:5] Cpart: sț'țŋa, sțm2; Sim: bǫ'ǫd3, 

-bǫ'og ‘[noun], [verb]’. See: bǫ'ǫd3; bǫ'og2; bi'e1. 

-bǫ'ǫd2   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

bǫ'ǫd3   Variant: be'ed3. n. evil, badness, bad things. bǫ'ǫd kț naae fț yir pțțginǫ 'you will never get evil out of your 

house'. [PRO 17:13] Ki'isțg anǫ bǫ'ǫd wțț ba'ad bțgțb nǫ 'rebellion is like the sin of divination'. [1SA 15:23] La'an 

nǫ mam pian'ad o yǫla bǫ'ǫd la 'Though I often speak against him'. [JER 31:20] Lit: evil things about him. Ka Josef 

ya'a nan kpǫn kisi ti ka bǤ suoya ye o lǫbisi ti bǫ'ǫd wțț tinamǫ da maal o si'em la? 'What if Joseph holds a 
grudge against us and pays us back for all the wrongs we did to him?'. [GEN 50:15] la'am nǫ ban pț niŋ bǫ'ǫd la 
even though they have not done harm. [Asaasim] O nǤǤr pian'ad anǫ bǫ'ǫd nǫ ziri 'Everything he says is 
mischievous and false'. [PSA 36:3] m pțn mi' ye ya gban'anǫ bǫ'ǫd 'Clearly you are bent on evil.'. [EXO 10:10] Ieemi 

linǫ an sțm, da bǤǤd bǫ'ǫdǫ 'Seek good, and not evil'. [AMO 5:14] Ya ya'a mǤr bțnkǤnbid banǫ zu'om kena 

maan maana, lin ka'anǫ bǫ'ǫdǫǫ? 'When you bring blind animals for sacrifice, is that not wrong?'. [MAL 1:8] 
fufum anǫ bǫ'ǫdi nwǫnǫ ba'ar maalțg nǫ 'greed which is nothing less than idolatry'. [COL 3:5] Colloc: bǫ'ǫdin 
‘in/from/to evil’. Fǫndigim yi bǫ'ǫdin ka tțm linǫ an sțm 'Turn away from evil and do good'. [PSA 37:27] Note: in 

the very common Colloc: tțm (X) bǫ'ǫd. Note: it is not clear whether it is bǫ'ǫd1  Note: or bǫ'ǫd3  Ya ya'a tțm bǫ'ǫd 

yanam zǤm o 'if you do wrong, be afraid'. [ROM 13:4] ba kț nyaŋi tțmif bǫ'ǫd 'they can cause you no harm'. [JER 

10:5] Note: the alternative, with the noun-+-adjective tțțmbǫ'ǫd suggests the latter Ayei, m zuanama! Da tțmi 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd kaŋaa! 'No, my friends. Don't do this wicked thing.'. [GEN 19:7] Cpart: sțm4, sț'țm. Banǫ ka m maali 

ba sțm la lǫbisidimnǫ bǫ'ǫd 'Those who pay back evil for good'. [PSA 38:20] Lit: those that I do them good, they 
are returning me evil. TǤǤg na paae banǫ buon bǫ'ǫd ye sț'țm, ka mǫ buon sț'țm ye bǫ'ǫd la 'Woe to those 
who call evil good and good evil'. [ISA 5:20] Sim: bǫ'ǫd3, -bǫ'og ‘[noun], [verb]’. See: bǫ'ǫd1; bǫ'og2; bi'e1. 

bǫ'ǫdǫ1   See main entry: bǫ'ǫd1. badly. 

-bǫ'ǫdǫ2  See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

-bǫ'ǫdǫǫ   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

-bǫ'ǫdi  See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

-bǫ'ǫdnam   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

-bǫ'ǫgț   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

-bǫ'og2   Variant: be'ug; -bǫ'ogț; -bǫ'ǫgț; be'ugo. Form: -bǫ'ǫd2. Variant: be'ed2; -bǫ'ǫdǫ2; be'ede; -bǫ'ǫdi; be'edi; 

-bǫ'ǫdǫǫ; be'edee; -bǫ'ǫdnam.  Note: 'double-plural' of emphasis Variant: be'ednam. adj. bad. Tțmtțm bǫ'og nwa', 

fț nǤǤr pian'ad la gban'af. 'He said to him, ‘You bad servant! I will use your own words to condemn you!'. [LUK 
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19:22] Ba dabisbǫ'og daar pț lalla. 'their day of disaster is near'. [DEU 32:35] BțnkǤnbbǫ'ogț gban'e o 'Some 

wild animal has killed him.'. [GEN 37:33] Bțmbǫ'og ya'a bǤdigǫ, bțmbǫ'ogț ieed o. If something bad is lost, 
something bad looks for it. [Proverb 163] Goma da yǫl ye Nimo zan'as o saam siis ... yǫla la anǫ zanbin bǫ'ǫgț 

ba zakin la. Goma said that the fact that Nimo had denied his father's spirits' ... was a bad omen for their clan. 

[Trouble] Yǫlbǫ'ǫd lǫbidnǫ o daana zugin. Wickedness returns to the head of the doer. [Proverb 114] M na kǫ ka 

zaba nǫ kǤ'Ǥm nǫ ban'abǫ'ǫd lii ba zugin, ka kǫ ka ba nwǫnǫ kekambǫ'ǫdnam 'I am bringing sword, famine, 
and pestilence on them, making them like rotten figs'. [JER 29:127] Eli biis la da anǫ bibǫ'ǫdnam. 'Eli's sons were 
wicked men'. [1SA 2:12] Colloc: tțțmbǫ'ǫd ‘sin, bad behaviour’. Ayei, m zuanama! Da tțmi tțțmbǫ'ǫd kaŋaa! 
'No, my friends. Don't do this wicked thing.'. [GEN 19:7] Cpart: -sțm1, -sțŋ. Lin an si'em tis ninsțŋ la, ala mǫn 

ka li na aaǫn tis nimbǫ'og. 'As it is with the good man, so with the sinner'. [ECC 9:2] ti na ti tiak ti tțțm bǫ'ǫd la 

maal tțțmsțma we will change our bad deeds and do good deeds. [Asaasim] Yǫlsțm kǫn nǫ on bǤǤd lǤsi'a, ka 

yǫlbǫ'ǫd mǫ maan nǫ ala. Good goes where it wants, and evil does the same. [You-Hear?] Etym: OV1 *BE: ; OVN 
*BE; MWN *- BÍ;- ; PB *bɩ́ɩ̀. See: bǫ'ǫd1; bǫ'ǫd3; bi'e1; tambǫ'ǫd. 

-bǫ'ogț   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

bǫi!   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

bɛkɛnkɛung   See main entry: bǫkikǫung. dawn. 

bǫkǫnkǫungo   See main entry: bǫkikǫung. dawn. 

bǫkǫung   Variant: bekeeung; bekeung; bǫkǫungț; bekeeungo; bǫkǫunga. Form: bǫkǫǫns. Variant: bekeens. n. dawn. 
Bǫkǫung asuba karifa ayuobț ka m pțn ti'eb At six o'clock next morning I was already prepared. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Gideon duoe bǫkǫung alifa nǤk gungum la nwiak 'Gideon' 'rose early next day and wrung out the fleece'. [JDG 

6:38] Fț dǫŋid duor bǫkǫung asuba 'you rise early'. [PSA 127:2] Duom bǫkǫungț sia'al Na'ab Faaro 'Get up early 

in the morning, confront Pharaoh'. [EXO 9:13] Gafarya, nǫ ti bǫkǫungț. Excuse me, folk, good morning! 

[Three-Problems] Nabal nǫ o tțmtțm la baa yinne kț vțe bǫog bǫkǫunga nwa' winnǫ 'not one male belonging to 
Nabal would have been left alive by daybreak'. [1SA 25:34] Colloc: bǫkǫung asuba ‘early next morning’. bǫkǫung 

asuba ka nidib wțsa la'asid o san'an Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la kǫlisid o pian'ad 'all the people came early in 

the morning to hear him at the temple'. [LUK 21:38] Sim: bǫog1, bǫkikǫung. Bǫog bǫkǫung ka ya na nyǫ ZugsǤb 

girima la 'in the morning you will see the glory of the Lord'. [EXO 16:7] See: bǫog1. 

bǫkǫunga   See main entry: bǫkǫung. dawn. 

bǫkǫungț  See main entry: bǫkǫung. dawn. 

bǫkǫǫns   See main entry: bǫkǫung. dawn. 

bǫkikǫung  Variant: bɛkɛnkɛung; bekenkeung.  Note: used in drafts of the Bible, changed to bǫkǫung  throughout in the published 

Bible: this long form is correct but less common (MA) Variant: bǫkǫnkǫungo; bekenkeungu. n. dawn. 
Colloc: bǫkikǫungun ‘early in the morning’. ban wțsa bǤǤd ye ba keŋ o san'an la ba ǫǫnti deŋin isignǫ 

bǫkikǫungun everyone who wanted to go to see him had to get up very early. [Asaasim] Sim: bǫog1, bǫkǫung. o 

bǤǤm diib sț'țŋa bǫog bǫkikǫung kǫref ayuobu saŋa he should get some good food by six o'clock early 
tomorrow morning. [You-Hear?] See: bǫkǫung; bǫog1. 

bǫligi   Form: bǫligidnǫ. v. to trick, deceive. Nwadbibis pamm da nie na ye ba bǫlig nwadig la So many stars were 

shining, trying to trick the moon. [Trouble] Fț mǫŋ bier ... ya'a bǫligi fț yǫl ye, “Kǫl ka ti keŋ pț'țs winsieba,” 'If 
your brother ... should entice you secretly to go and serve other gods'. [DEU 13:6] Fț ya'a bǤbi fț mǫŋ nǫ fusțma, 

li bǫligidnǫ nidib 'Charm is deceptive'. [PRO 31:30] Lit: if you dress up in fine clothes, it deceives people. 

bǫligidnǫ   See main entry: bǫligi. deceive. 

bǫlikǤ   Variant: bǫrǫkǤ; bereko [N]. n. guineacorn, white-guineacorn. Sim: kizǫn'og, naga. 

bǫlim1   Variant: bǫllim3; belim; bǫlimi; bǫlimmi; belimi; bǫlimmǫ. Form: bǫlimid. Variant: bǫlimidi. Form: bǫlimnǫ. 
Form: bǫlțŋ. Variant: bǫliŋǤ; beluŋ. v. 1 • to beg, plead, ask sb. for/to. Ka o yin la kpǫǫmnam kena zi'e o san'an 

bǫlim o ye o duom teŋin la. 'His court officials went to him and tried to make him get up'. [2SA 12:17] Akudbil 

bǫlim ye, faanm, biig la bǫn'ǫdnǫ Akudbil begged them "Help! My child is sick. [Electricity] O diem dau onǫ an 

o pu'a saam la da bǫllim o ye o kpǫlimmi ba san'an 'His father-in-law, the girl's father, prevailed upon him to 
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stay'. [JDG 19:4] Paul bǫlimi ba wțsa ye ba dim diib 'Paul begged them all to eat some food'. [ACT 27:33] Bandaug 

la na bǫlimif ye fț zǤǤ o nimbaanligaa? 'Will he ("Leviathan") keep begging you for mercy?' earnestly/urgently. 

[JOB 41:3] O biribis nǫ bipumis wțsa da la'asi bǫlim o 'All his sons and daughters came to comfort him'. [GEN 

37:35] Amaa nannanna m bǫlimnǫ, kǫl nidib la tțțmbǫ'ǫd la bas 'But now, please forgive their sin'. [EXO 32:32] 
Colloc: m bǫlim ‘I beg you, 'please'’. Dim suguru Azumbilaa, m bǫlimnǫ gu'usim bi'ela ka zǫǫnd la bi'ig nǫ la 
Be patient, Azumbila, please wait a bit till the soup is done. [Wonderwoman] m bǫlimidi ya nǫ Kristo sumbțgțsțm 
'By the meekness and gentleness of Christ, I appeal to you'. [2CO 10:1] M bǫlimmǫ, Anane ma, dțgim nǫ'ǫŋa. 
Please, Anane's mother, cook this. [Trouble] M ba'abiisǫ, m bǫlimmi ya ye ya an wțț mam an si'em la 'I plead 
with you, brothers, become like me. [GAL 4:12] Li da anǫ yǫlpakir bǫlțŋ. This was a surprising request. [Trouble] 
Sim: fa'. Fa', Adu, bisțŋǤ, zǤm buol o na, m bǫlimnǫ. Please, Adu, be a good lad and run and call her, please. 
[Trouble] Sim: bǫlis2 Sim: sǤs ‘ask for things, be a beggar’. Yesu da bǫ dunia nwa' ni saŋa si'a la, o da sǤs ka 

bǫlim Wina'am 'In his life on earth Jesus made his prayers and requests ... to God'. [HEB 5:7] Sim: bu'os ‘ask a 
question’. 
2 • to comfort sb. Li anǫ Rakǫl n kaasid o biis la yǫla, ka pț siakid bǫliŋǤ 'it was Rachel weeping for her 

children, and refusing to be comforted'. [JER 13:15 = MAT 2:18] O biribis nǫ bipumis wțsa da la'asi bǫlim o 'All his 
sons and daughters came to comfort him'. [GEN 37:35] Sim: bǫlis1 
3 • to lull, entertain a child. Ba n yiti bǫlim biig nǫ ka nyi'ig nyuur. They always distract a child, in order to share 

his yam. [Proverb 138] See: bǫlis. 

bǫlim2   See main entry: bǫllim2. existence. 

bǫlimi   See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

bǫlimid   See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

bǫlimidi   See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

bǫlimmǫ   See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

bǫlimmi   See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

bǫlimnǫ   See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

bǫliŋǤ   See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

bǫlis   Variant: belis; bǫlisi; belisi. Form: bǫlisid. Variant: bǫlisidi. Form: bǫlisțg. Variant: belisug; bǫlisțgǤ; bǫlisigǤ. v. 

1 • to comfort sb. O daa pian' nǫ zua la ka mǤ ye o bǫlis o sțțnr. He talked with his friend and tried to comfort 
him. [AIDS-II] Alazug, ya ye ya niŋ wala bǫlis man nǫ ya antu'ayǫǫd nwa'? 'So how can you console me with 
your nonsense?'. [JOB 21:34] Wina'am albareka bǫ nǫ banǫ mǤr sțnsa'aŋ la, bǤzugǤ Wina'am na bǫlisi ba. 
'Blessed are those who mourn, for they will be comforted.'. [MAT 5:4] sǤ' kae na bǫlisim bǫǫ kpǫmisi ma 'No one 

can comfort me; no one can give me courage.'. [LAM 1:16] Jew dim banǫ bǫ yinnǫ bǫlisid Mǫǫri la 'The people who 
were in the house with Mary, comforting her'. [JHN 11:31] ya ma' ye ya bǫlisidim nǫ 'miserable comforters are you 
all'. [JOB 16:2] Goma bǫlisțg nǫ o nu'unwǫ'ǫr la wțsa kpa'as nǫ gbauŋ. All Goma's comfort and intercession 
was brushed aside. [Trouble] Ama nwǫ'ǫd o mǫŋi giligid, ka pț siakid bǫlisțgǤ. Ama was throwing herself about 

and refused comfort. [Trouble] m sțțnr wțsa pț lǫn siakid bǫlisigǤ 'my soul refused to be comforted'. [PSA 77:2] 
Syn: suos. Nwǫnǫ biig ma n suosid o biig si'em la, ala ka m mǫ na bǫlisi ya 'As a mother comforts her child, 
so will I comfort you'. [ISA 66:13] Sim: bǫlim1 
2 • to persuade, entice, deceive. Da siaki ka Hezekia bǫlisi ya ye ya niŋim ZugsǤb la yaddaa! 'Do not let 

Hezekiah persuade you to trust in the Lord'. [ISA 36:15 = 2KI 18:30] Zaba sǤb bǫlisid o kpi'a kpǫn'ǫsid o 

suobǫ'ǫdin. 'A violent man entices his neighbour and leads him down a path that is not good.'. [PRO 16:29] Suguru 

sǤb bǫlisidi tuongat 'Through patience a ruler can be persuaded'. [PRO 25:15] dunduug  ... hali tiim sǤb ya'a 

bǫlisidi ba si'em, ba pț wțm o kțkǤrǫ 'cobra ... will not listen to the sound of the charmer, however skilfully he 
may play'. [PSA 58:4-5] Sim: bǫlim2 See: bǫlim. 

bǫlisi   See main entry: bǫlis. comfort, persuade. 

bǫlisid   See main entry: bǫlis. comfort, persuade. 

bǫlisidi   See main entry: bǫlis. comfort, persuade. 
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bǫlisigǤ   See main entry: bǫlis. comfort, persuade. 

bǫlisim   n. existence, livelihood, lifestyle. onǫ da maal bǫlisim sțŋ o teŋin (Egypt) saŋa kanǫ ka o da bǫ la he had a 

good life in his country (Egypt) while he was there. [Bible-Study] tiak sțŋ kanǫ na yuugi ti bǫlisimin. repentance 
which will lengthen our life. [Bible-Study] nǫ' mǫ tun'e kǫ ka bǫlisim la mǤr yǤlisim this can also give them a life 
of freedom. [Bible-Study] Syn: bǫllim2. See: bǫ1. 

bǫlisțg   See main entry: bǫlis. comfort, persuade. 

bǫlisțgǤ   See main entry: bǫlis. comfort, persuade. 

bǫllim1  adv. loudly. La'an nǫ ban kpiidi m tțba nii bǫllim la, m kț wțm tisi baa. 'Loudly though they cry to me, I shall 
not listen'. [EZK 8:18] 

bǫllim2  Variant: beilim; bǫlim2. n. existence, livelihood, lifestyle. Ba bǫllim la nwǫnǫ amus ne o biis nǫ. Their 

relationship is like a cat and its kittens. [You-Hear?] Ya'a bǫllim ken dakǤǤnr kțțr. It's the one who has time who 
attends the bachelor's funeral. [Proverb 008] li gu'udnǫ dian'ad linǫ wțsa tisid biig la saan nǫ wisieba o bǫllim 

pțțgin it protects against all types of dirt that will give the child diarrhoea and sicknesses in its life. [Breastfeeding] 
Note: text and translation corrected by MA  [Asaasim] li ... kǫ ka bugum linǫ yit Sțntaana san'an na la la'aŋi ti, ti 

bǫllim pțțgin 'It sets on fire the entire course of our existence with the fire that comes to it from hell itself.'. [JAS 

3:6] tțțmsțma linǫ na kǫ ka ti vțm bǫllim malis nǫ taaba good deeds which will let our life together be 

pleasant. [Breastfeeding] lin sǤb si'em Wina'am gbauŋțn ... la na ba'asi niŋ asida mam bǫlimin. 'the scripture ... 
must come true about me'. [LUK 22:37] Zamiskaŋa ni, ti na gǤsnǫ dapa ayi' ban bǫlim da tiak dunia la n tis Yesu. 
In this study we will be looking at two men whose lives changed the world for Christ. [Bible-Study] li ... kǫ ka 

bugum linǫ yit Sțntaana san'an na la la'aŋi ti, ti bǫlim pțțgin 'It sets on fire the entire course of our existence 

with the fire that comes to it from hell itself.'. [JAS 3:6] Colloc: bǫllimin ‘in/to/from existence’. Dunia yǫltǤǤd nǫ li 

namisțg n zaŋi ken saal nyǤvțr bǫllimin. The problems and sufferings of the world affecting human life. 

[Asaasim] zamisțg la na ti'ebi ti ka pǫ'ǫsi ti baŋiri ti mi'ilimin nǫ ti bɛlimin baŋir. the study will prepare us and 

increase our understanding in our knowledge and our understanding in life. [Bible-Study] Syn: bǫlisim. See: bǫ1. 

bǫllim3  See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

bǫlțŋ   See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

bǫn   Variant: ben; bǫnnǫ; benne. Form: bǫna. n. end, boundary, limit. Tinami an Yesu kasǫtibi pin'in "Jerusalem, 

Judea, Samaria nǫ dunia bǫn wțsa la We are Jesus' witnesses beginning "at Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria and 

every boundary of the world. [Bible-Study] O sț'țlim la da anǫ Gilead teŋ la pțsțk... li bǫn dǤl kǤldaug la 

teŋsțk la 'His kingdom was half of Gilead ... its frontier followed the middle of the river. [JOS 12:2] Kpǫlim tisim 

bilia la bin'isim ma'aa n ti paae nwadis ayuobu bǫn o vțm pțțgin. Continue giving the baby only milk until 
the end of the sixth month of its life. [Breastfeeding] hali ti paae fț nyǤvțr bǫn 'all the days of your life'. [GEN 3:14,17] 
Li bǫn paae ya! Li bǫn paae tis teŋgbauŋ la lțga anaasi la wțsa. 'The end! The end has come upon the four 

corners of the land.'. [EZK 7:2] Linǫ na kǫ ka GǤmma tțțma kpǫǫmnam kț kǤ'Ǥŋ na'asi la,  ba pa'an nǫ ba 

arizak bǫn To ensure that these Public Servants are respected, all persons holding responsible positions are 
required to declare their assets. [Constitution] Gaansțg anǫ gaansțg tțțma dim tțțm gțllimm, banǫ na baŋ 

gaansțg la bǫn. 'All electoral functions shall be performed by the Electoral Commission. Such functions shall 

include the determination of electoral boundaries.'. [Constitution] Banǫ na li'a teŋgbauŋ bǫǫ zi'ela zǤŋ na'am la 

kț mǤr bǫnnǫ. 'There is no restriction on the number of political parties that can be formed'. [Constitution] Lit: those 
who seek rule in the national or regional parliament. Man da buug ku'omin la m siaa bǫnnǫ dț gțțr. I waded 
in the water up to my waist and reached the shore. [Shoeshine-Boy] Namisțg nwa' tțțgi m paŋ bǫn. 'My 

punishment is more than I can bear.'. [GEN 4:13] hali ba tis ka li gaadi ba paŋ bǫn 'they gave ... even beyond their 
ability'. [2CO 8:3] Dau kaŋa na namisi ti anwa paae wala bǫnnǫ? 'How long is this man going to give us trouble?'. 

[EXO 10:7] Colloc: nyǤvțr kanǫ ka' bǫnnǫ ‘eternal life’. Fțnǫ mǤr pian'akanǫ tisid nyǤvțr kanǫ ka' bǫn la. 'You 
have the words of eternal life.'. [JHN 6:68] Colloc: saŋa linǫ ka' bǫnnǫ ‘forever’. o nǤŋilim la bǫ nǫ saŋa linǫ ka' 

bǫnnǫ 'his love endures forever'. [1CH 16:34] Sim: naar1. See: bǫŋ. 

bǫna   See main entry: bǫn. boundary. 

bǫna-bǫna   See main entry: bǫn-bǫn. groups. 
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bǫn-bǫn   Variant: bǫna-bǫna. adv. in groups, separate parts. Ban na ti' ba fuud sțga la bǫn-bǫn si'em 'The 

Arrangement of the Tribal Camps'. [NUM 2:1 [heading]] o na baki ba bǫn-bǫn nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemi bakid o pǫ'ǫs nǫ 

o bțțs bǫn-bǫn si'em la 'he will separate the people one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the 
goats'. [MAT 25:32] O buoǫn atǫukțn la ka li mǤr bǫn-bǫn 'He marks out the horizon on the face of the waters for 
a boundary'. [JOB 26:10] ya'a ka' ala m na aansif bǫna-bǫna 'or I will tear you to pieces'. [PSA 50:22] 
Sim: bǫnnim(-bǫnnim), gbila-gbila2 

bǫnd   Variant: bend; bǫndi; bendi; bǫndǫǫ. Form: bǫnt. Variant: bent. v. to trap, bait or set a trap. Linlaaliŋ n pț dit ki la, 

fț ya'a bǫnd o nǫ zǤm, li kț gban' o. The swallow doesn't eat grain, so if you bait a trap for it with flour, you 
won't catch it. [Proverb 102] Ba na bǫnd baansi gba' kǤdis la. They will set traps to catch the partridges. 

[House+Farm] Farisii dim keŋ gban'ad ban na niŋ si'em bǫnd o 'the Pharisees went out and laid plans to trap him'. 
[MAT 22:14] yanam gu'usim ka da kǫ ka ba wina la an linǫ na bǫndi ya 'be careful not to be ensnared by ... their 
gods'. [DEU 12:30] Bǫndig na nyaŋi gban'e niiŋ teŋin zin'ikanǫ ka ba pț bǫndǫǫ? 'Does a bird fall into a trap on 
the ground if no bait is set for it?'. [AMO 3:5] Wina'am bǫnt ya'am dimnǫ gban'adi ba, ba mi'ilim pțțgin. 'God 

traps the wise in their cleverness'. [1CO 3:19] Ba ...  bǫnti ba mǫŋ ba'abiis 'Everyone hunts down his own people.'. 

[MIC 7:2] Colloc: bǫnd baŋ/baans, bǫndig ‘set trap/s’. Ban sadigim bǫnd mam baans zaalim-zaalim 'Without 
any reason they laid a trap for me'. [PSA 35:7] (ba) bǫnt banǫ tu'ad sida kǤǤtț ni la baans (they) 'lay traps for him 
who brings the wrongdoer into court'. [ISA 29:21] Ba su'a bǫnd bǫndig teŋin gur o 'On the ground a snare is 

hidden'. [JOB 18:10] See: bǫndig. 

bǫndǫǫ   See main entry: bǫnd. trap. 

bǫndi   See main entry: bǫnd. trap. 

bǫndig   Variant: bendig; bǫndigi; bǫndigț. Form: bǫndis. Variant: bǫndisi; bendis. n. a trap. Bǫndig na nyaŋi gban'e niiŋ 

teŋin zin'ikanǫ ka ba pț bǫndǫǫ? 'Does a bird fall into a trap on the ground if no bait is set for it?'. [AMO 3:5] 
Bugusim sǤb tțțmbǫ'ǫd anǫ bǫndigi lǫn tis o mǫŋ. 'The sins of the wicked are a trap' for him. [PRO 5:22] 
Wina'am na kǫ ka ba mǫŋ-mǫŋ diib lieb bǫndigț tisi ba God will cause their very own food to become a trap 
for them. [ROM 11:9] GǤn'Ǥs nǫ bǫndis dignǫ bugusnam suoya ni 'In the paths of the wicked lie thorns and snares'. 

[PRO 22:5] Asau gban'ad zimi si'em, bǫǫ bǫndisi gban'ad niis si'em la 'like fish caught in the destroying net, like 

a bird taken in a snare'. [ECC 9:12] Colloc: bǫndigin ‘in a trap’. o na di nyan ka lu Sțntaana bǫndigin 'he will ... 
be disgraced and fall into the Devil's trap'. [1TI 3:7] Colloc: bǫnd bǫndig ‘set a trap’. Ba su'a bǫnd bǫndig teŋin 

gur o 'On the ground a snare is hidden'. [JOB 18:10] Sim: baŋ2
1 Bǫndig nǫ bțmbǤk nǫ baŋ digi gur yanam 'Terror 

and pit and snare await you'. [ISA 24:17] Sim: sțlțg1. ZǤm yi bǫndig la pțțgin wțț walig bǫǫ niiŋe na nyǫ sțlțg 

ka ianki yi si'em la. 'Get out of the trap like a bird or a deer escaping from a hunter.'. [PRO 6:5] See: bǫnd. 

bǫndigi   See main entry: bǫndig. trap. 

bǫndigț   See main entry: bǫndig. trap. 

bǫndis   See main entry: bǫndig. trap. 

bǫndisi   See main entry: bǫndig. trap. 

bǫnǫ   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

bǫn'1   Variant: ben'1. Form: bǫn'ǫd. Variant: bǫn'ǫda; bǫn'ǫdi. Form: bǫn'ǫdnǫ. Variant: ben'edne; bǫn'ǫdnǫǫ; bǫn'ǫnǫ. v. 

to be sick. Onǫ bǤǤd pțkǤǤnr onǫ bu'osid o sidi bǫn' si'eli kpi. The one who wants a widow is the one who asks 
to know the sickness which caused her husband's death. [Proverb 123] m tțmtțm bǫ yinne bǫn' pǤn'Ǥlim, ka 

namisid hali 'my servant lies at home paralysed and in terrible suffering'. [MAT 8:6] Kem digin gadțg zug ka ma' 

ye fț bǫn'ǫd nǫ. 'Go to bed and pretend to be ill'. [2SA 13:5] linǫ san'am anǫ mam bǫn'ǫd la, n kț nyaŋ tțm tțțm 

kpi'euŋ nannanna the only problem is that I am not well, and can't do heavy work at the moment. [Asaasim] Ka kǫ 

kțțs sǤ' bǫ'ǫd: ye onǫ gban'e onǫ bǫn'ǫd la. And allow someone to be found guilty: on the charge of 'catching' 
someone who was ill. [Asaasim] Biig ya'a bǫn'ǫda, ligidkan la ni ka ti mǤr o ken sibiti. If a child is sick, with that 

money we can take him or her to hospital. [Wealth-Is-Power] BǤ ka fț nindaa pț lǤdigǫ ka fț mǫ pț bǫn'ǫda? 'Why 
are you looking so sad? You aren't ill'. [NEH 2:2] ya ya'a nǤk bțnkǤnbwabir bǫǫ bțnkǤnbkanǫ bǫn'ǫda, lin 

ka'anǫ bǫ'ǫdǫǫ? 'When you sacrifice crippled or diseased animals, is that not wrong?'. [MAL 1:8] Ama, fț bǫn'ǫdi 

bǫǫ? Ama, are you sick, or what? [Trouble] Ka o saam bǫn'ǫdi digi ka o niŋ tțl ka o saand. 'His father was sick 
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in bed, suffering from fever and dysentery.'. [ACT 28:8] Akudbil bǫlim ye, faanm, biig la bǫn'ǫdnǫ Akudbil 

begged them "Help! My child is sick". [Electricity] o ma bu'os o ye, bǤǤ maalifǤ? Fț bǫn'ǫdnǫǫ? his mother asked 
him "What's the matter with you? Are you sick?" [Fire-] Dabisban la Na'ab Hezekia da bǫn'ǫnǫ hali ti bǤǤd kum. 
'About this time King Hezekiah fell ill and almost died.'. [2CH 32:24] Colloc: bǫn'1 X fufum ‘be jealous of X’. Saul 

bǫn'ǫd David fufum 'Saul's Jealousy of David'. [1SA 18:1 [heading]] Jew dim la da bǫn'ǫd fufum ka buol bugusim 

dim sieba banǫ bǫ da'ani ka' tțțma la 'the Jews were jealous; so they rounded up some bad characters from the 
marketplace'. [ACT 17:5] Sim: ban'a, wiim ‘illness’. yanamǫ wțm o ban'as yǫla la. Sida, o daa bǫn'ǫdnǫ ka 

nwaas kum 'you heard he was ill. Indeed he was ill, and almost died'. [PHP 2:26-27] Mult: bǫn'ǫs; Nact: ban'ad1 
‘invalid’.  See: bǫn'ǫs. 

bǫn'2   Variant: ben'2. v. to pursue sb. Gehazi da zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ bǫn' Naaman 'Gehazi hurried after Naaman'. [2KI 5:21] 

bǫn'ǫd   See main entry: bǫn'1. sick [be]. 

bǫn'ǫda   See main entry: bǫn'1. sick [be]. 

bǫn'ǫdi   See main entry: bǫn'1. sick [be]. 

bǫn'ǫdnǫ   See main entry: bǫn'1. sick [be]. 

bǫn'ǫdnǫǫ   See main entry: bǫn'1. sick [be]. 

bǫn'ǫnǫ   See main entry: bǫn'1. sick [be]. 

bǫn'ǫs   Variant: ben'es. v. to be sick a lot. Unit: bǫn'1. See: bǫn'1. 

bǫnnǫ   See main entry: bǫn. boundary. 

bǫnnig   Variant: benig. n. a jock-strap, penis-sheath. 

bǫnnim   adv. into flinders, little bits. Ti pț'țsid ZugsǤb la bareka on pț kǫ ka ba aansi ti bǫnnim la. 'Let us thank the 

Lord, who has not let our enemies destroy us.'. [PSA 124:6] Colloc: bǫnnim-bǫnnim ‘into little pieces’. Ba na ...  

nǤki ba sț'țsi ki'e fț bǫnnim-bǫnnim 'they will cut you to pieces with their swords'. [EZK 16:40] onǫ pansigi lu 

kugkan zug na bǫnnim-bǫnnim 'Everyone who falls on that stone will be broken to pieces'. [LUK 20:18] 
Sim: bǫn-bǫn, gbila-gbila2 See: bǫn-bǫn. 

bǫnt   See main entry: bǫnd. trap. 

bǫŋ1   Variant: beŋ; bǫŋi; beŋi. Form: bǫŋid1. Variant: beŋid; bǫŋidi. Form: bǫŋir2. Variant: beŋir. v. to demarcate, divide. 
Note: mark out a boundary fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋ gǤn Wina'am pț'țsim dǤǤgin la aaǫn buak zin'isa ayi' 'the curtain 
hanging in the Temple was torn in two'. [LUK 23:45] Kǫl ka si'el bǫǫ an lammiri bǫŋ ku'okanǫ bǫǫ agǤl la nǫ 

ku'okanǫ bǫ teŋir la. 'Let there be a vault between the waters, to separate water from water.'. [GEN 1:6] ZugsǤb 

maliak la da tǤlisi zi'en lǤmbǤn'Ǥd ayi' banǫ ka ba mǫ' zaŋguoma ayi' bǫŋ 'Then the angel of the Lord stood 
in a narrow path ... with walls on both sides.'. [NUM 22:24] ala ka sț'țlim la na bǫŋi kpi'em ka zin'isi'a pț 

kpi'ema 'part of the empire will be strong and part of it weak'. [DAN 2:42] Zin'ikanǫ ka ya bǫŋi li ka li bǫǫ li kǤn' 

la na an ZugsǤb la din 'The reserve which you must set apart for the Lord'. [EZK 48:9] Maalim bǫŋi gilig zuor la 

ka nidib la da gaŋi kenaa. 'Mark a boundary round the mountain'. [EXO 19:12] Lit: demarcate again. Ka nǤk 

fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋid la ya'ali lus Fuug Sțgțr la za'anǤǤr. 'and put the curtain at the entrance to the tabernacle'. 

[EXO 40:5] li mǫ mǤr fupielsțma linǫ bǫŋidi li 'and it also is to 'have curtains'. [EXO 27:11] maal fupielsțma bǫŋi 

li 'make an enclosure out of fine linen curtains'. [EXO 27:9] bǫŋir la nan bǫ la there is still a partition. [HEB 9:8] maal 

fuud bǫŋir and make a cloth partition. [EXO 38:12] Sim: bia'1. See: bǫn. 

bǫŋ-2   See main entry: bǫŋir1. bean leaves. 

bǫŋa   See main entry: bǫŋir1. bean leaves. 

bǫŋi   See main entry: bǫŋ1. divide. 

bǫŋid1   See main entry: bǫŋ1. divide. 

bǫŋid2   See main entry: bǫŋir1. bean leaves. 

bǫŋidi   See main entry: bǫŋ1. divide. 

bǫŋir1   Variant: beŋir; bǫŋid2; beŋid. Form: bǫŋa. Form: bǫŋ-2. Variant: beŋ-. n. beans, beanleaves. Note: [a brown kind] 
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Awin, laam bǫŋid la ka tisim si'eba. Please Awin, pluck the bean leaves and give me some. [MA] Azaŋkua'ar ye, 

'Bǫŋa tigir bǫ nǫ kǤligin.' Mr.Hyæna says "To be satisfied with beans, you have to be at the waterhole." [Proverb 

100] Note: tuya is KLT Dim disțma wțț: Ni'im nǫ zimi nǫ bǫŋa nǫ tiwala nǫ zǫnvaand. Eat good foods like: 
meat and fish and beans and fruit and vegetables. [Womens-Health] DakǤǤnr ya'am bigidi o bǫŋa. The bachelor 
concentrates on his beans. [Asaasim] Ba da mǤr sǤna nǫ laas nǫ dțgid, ka mǫ mǤr ki nǫ mui la'an nǫ zǤ'Ǥm nǫ 

kawǫnsǫn'ǫda, hali nǫ bǫŋa nǫ saazi. (they) 'brought bedding and bowls and articles of pottery. They also 
brought wheat and barley, flour and roasted grain, beans and lentils'. [2SA 17:28] Filistia dim la da la'as zin'isi'a ye 

ba zab ka li an bǫŋa pǤǤg 'the Philistines banded together at a place where there was a field full of lentils'. [2SA 

22:11] Adu da diti boodia dțgida nǫ bǫŋa zǫǫnd Adu was eating cooked plantain and beanleaf soup. [Trouble] 
Syn:  ( ? SynD –  in Mampruli-influenced dialects) tuya. DakǤǤnr ya'am bi'igidi o bǫŋa. The bachelor uses his 
commonsense and cooks his beans thoroughly. [Asaasim] DakǤǤnr ya'am bi'ig[idi] o tuya. The bachelor's wisdom 
fully-cooks his beans. [Proverb 196] 

bǫŋir2   See main entry: bǫŋ1. divide. 

bǫog1   Variant: beog; bǫoga; bǫogi; beogi; bǫogǤǤ; bǫogț; beogu; beogo. Form: bǫ-2. n. 1 • the morrow, next day. na'ab 

yǫl ye ba gu'om sǤnsig la ka saa lǫb bǫog na the chief said that they should stop the discussion, and the rain 
would come back the next day. [AIDS-I] bǫog zaam ya'a ti paae anwana win, m na duoe n keŋi ya yaanamǫ bǫ 

zin'isi'a when tomorrow evening at this time arrives, I will get up and go to where your ancestors are. [You-Hear?] 
Ti'ebim ka bǫog ka fț dț Sinai Zuor la zug na 'Be ready in the morning, and then come up on Mount Sinai.'. 

[EXO 34:2] dasaŋa, bǤ ka fț mǤr zutǤǤgț kennǫ ti sa'an bǫoga na? young man, why have you brought 
misfortune on us today? [AIDS-I] Kem ka lǫb na; ka bǫogǤ m saa na tisif '‘Come back again; you can have it 
tomorrow’'. [PRO 3:28] BǫogǤǤ ya mit ka ya saa lǫb ani Mind you don't go back there tomorrow. [Kittens+Mice] M 

maal taal, Ama; m saa yǫlif bǫogǤǤ? m pǤnǫ. I've done wrong, Ama; shall I tell you tomorrow? I swear. [Trouble] 
Yǫlimi ba ye ba maalimi ba [JOS 7:13] Colloc: bǫogțn(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘in the morning’. Lin daa yi bǫogțn la ka Baaba 

Abțgțr gaad o tțțma Next morning Baaba Abugur went to work. [Fire] Li da anǫ bǫogțn, kǫref awai saŋa, ka 

ba kpa' o. 'It was nine o'clock in the morning when they crucified him.'. [MRK 15:25] Da yǤ'Ǥgidi Jerusalem 

za'anǤya la bǫogțnǫ 'not to have the gates of Jerusalem opened in the morning. [NEH 7:3] O ya'a na lǫbnǫ zaam 

bǫǫ yț'țŋ tisțțs bǫǫ nǤrakukuma win bǫǫ bǫogțnǫǫ, sǤ' zi'. Whether he will come in the evening or the middle 
of the night or at cock-crow or early morning, no one knows. [MRK 13:35] Bțdimi fț bțmbțțda bǫogțn, ka mǫ da 

bas zaam bțdiga 'In the morning sow your seed in good time, and do not let your hands slack off until evening'. 

[ECC 11:6] Colloc: bǫogțn asuba ‘early next morning’. Ban daa duoe bǫogțn asuba la, ka winnig tu'al ku'om 

la, Moab dim la da bǫ zin'isi'a la ba da nyǫti li ka li nwǫnǫ ziim nǫ. 'When they got up early in the morning, the 
sun was shining on the water. To the Moabites across the way, the water looked red – like blood.'. [2KI 3:22] 
Colloc: bǫogțn-bǫogțn ‘every morning’. Agaand la da mǤr bodobodo nǫ ni'imi ken bǫogțn-bǫogțn nǫ 

zaam-zaam tisid o 'ravens brought him bread and meat every morning and every evening'. [1KI 17:6] 
Colloc: bǫog1 nie1 ‘day dawns’. O gban'e o suori lǫbi kuli diginǫ gbis sț'țŋa ka bǫog ti ba'asi nie. He set off 
back home and lay down to sleep peacefully, until day eventually dawned. [Billygoat] Ka yț'țŋ da sǤb ka bǫog nie 

daba anaasi daare la. 'Evening came, and morning came, the fourth day.'. [GEN 1:19] Ba pț kpǫn' nyǫt nid nǫ o 

ban'as ka yǫt ye, bǫog kț nie o. They don't go in and see a sick man and [immediately] say tomorrow will not 
dawn on him. [Proverb 038] bǫogț da bǤǤd nier la ka maliaknam tans Lot 'As soon as it was dawn, the angels 
urged Lot'. [GEN 19:15] Colloc: nie1 bǫog1 ‘(until) next day’. Ku'om sțnfț ǫǫn mu'oe ka o zǤǤ nie bǫog. If the 
water is serious it will go on flowing till next day. [Proverb 271] Jakob da gbǫǫnn anina yu'uŋ kanla nie bǫog 
'After spending the night there Jacob ... '. [GEN 32:13] ban nǫ ba yaas nǤkid yț'țŋ kaŋa zin'inidi nied bǫog ka li 

an girima tisid ZugsǤb la. 'on this night all the Israelites are to keep vigil to honour the Lord for the generations 
to come.'. [EXO 12:42] Lit: Israelites and their descendants sit until the dawn. Sim: bǫkikǫung, bǫkǫung. o bǤǤm 

diib sț'țŋa beog bǫkikǫung kǫref ayuobu saŋa he should get some good food by six o'clock early tomorrow 

morning. [You-Hear?] Bǫog bǫkǫung ka ya na nyǫ ZugsǤb girima la 'in the morning you will see the glory of the 
Lord'. [EXO 16:7] Sim: su'os ‘yesterday’; zina ‘today’; daar ‘day after tomorrow/day before yesterday’. Etym: OV1 
*S¹I/U/A . Note: ?? this must come from the pre-verbal particle '2-days-removed' ("tomorrow" if with future) : WO/V always: 
Etym: OVN *BE-GU ; GS1 *CE/U². Note: 'morrow' , 'following day', 'day', 'tomorrow' 
2 • (in the) future. Wina'am ... mi' ye daasi'er bǫog ti na ti tiak ti tțțmbǫ'ǫd la God knows that maybe in the 

future we will change our evil deeds. [Asaasim] M pț bǤǤd ye fț ti yǫl bǫog daar ye fțnǫ kǫ ka mam Abram lieb 

bțmmǤra. 'Then you can never say, ‘I am the one who made Abram rich.’'. [GEN 14:23] AlazugǤ ninsaal kț nyaŋi 
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baŋ o bǫogǤ. 'Therefore, a man cannot discover anything about his future.'. [ECC 7:14] Note: often in the 
Colloc: bǫog sa1. bǫog sa fț ya'a ti kena ye fț vǫǫnsi gǤs m bțnkǤnbban ka fț tisim la, m na an sida sǤb 'my 
honesty will testify for me in the future, whenever you check on the wages you have paid me'. [GEN 30:33] bǫog sa 

ba ya'a bu'os tinam bǫǫ ti yaas, ti na lǫbisi ba ye, ‘GǤsima! 'If they ever say this to us, or to our descendants, we 
will answer: Look ... '. [JOS 22:28] Ka' fțnǫ an onǫ mi' dinǫ saa na maal bǫog saa? 'Aren't you a seer? [2SA 15:27] 
Lit: one who knows what will happen in the future?. See: bǫkǫung; bǫkikǫung; bǫǫga-bǫǫga. 

bǫoga   See main entry: bǫog1. morrow, future. 

bǫogi   See main entry: bǫog1. morrow, future. 

bǫogǤǤ   See main entry: bǫog1. morrow, future. 

bǫogț   See main entry: bǫog1. morrow, future. 

bǫrǫkǤ   See main entry: bǫlikǤ. guineacorn. 

bǫriga1   Variant: beriga; bǫrigi. Form: bǫrigis1. n. hemp/hibiscus/sorrel leaves. leaves of bǫriŋ  used for soup. Asibi paa 

laadin bǫrigi. Asibi was plucking hibiscus leaves. [MA] See: bǫriŋ. 

bǫriga2   See main entry: bǫriŋ. hemp. 

bǫrigi   See main entry: bǫriga1. hemp leaves. 

bǫrigis   See main entry: bǫriŋ. hemp. 

bǫrigis1  See main entry: bǫriga1. hemp leaves. 

bǫrigisi   See main entry: bǫriŋ. hemp. 

bǫril   n. beryl. Note: used in the Bible for beryl, a kind of jewel Ka anii an bǫril. (and) 'the eighth was beryl'. [REV 21:20] banǫ 

paas anaasi la an bǫril 'in the fourth row a beryl'. [EXO 28:20] From: (Eng.) 

bǫriŋ   Variant: beriŋ; bǫriga2; beriga. Form: bǫrigis. Variant: bǫrigisi; berigisi. n. hemp, hibiscus, sorrel; hemp-stalk. 
Note: plant used for fibre na'ab pu'abil la ... mǤn sa'ab ka dțg bǫrigis zǫǫndi tisi ba the chief's junior wife stirred 

t.z. and cooked hemp-leaf soup for them. [Trees] Asibi pa'a laadin bǫrigis. Asibi was plucking hibiscus leaves. [MA] 
Res: bi'2 ‘seeds (for soup)’. See: bǫriga; bǫriŋdaad. 

bǫriŋdaad   Variant: bǫriŋdaadi. n.pl. hemp stalks. Amaa o da mǤri ba nǫ dțț su'a o dǤǤg zug, zin'ikanǫ ka o nǤk 

bǫriŋdaadi dǫlig la. 'But she had taken them up to the roof and hidden them under the stalks of flax she had laid 
out on the roof.'. [JOS 2:6] See: bǫriŋ; daug1. 

bǫriŋdaadi   See main entry: bǫriŋdaad. hemp stalks. 

bǫs1   Variant: bǫsi2. v. to butcher, cut carcass into pieces. Ba na bǫs bțnkǤnbțg la baanlțg-baanlțg 'He is to cut' the 

animal 'into pieces'. [LEV 1:12] o maal daad la pa'al, ka kǤdig na'araug la bǫsi pa'al daad la zug 'Then he placed 
the wood on the altar, cut the bull in pieces, and laid it on the wood.'. [1KI 18:33] 

bǫs-2   See main entry: bǫsțg. jar. 

bǫsi1   Variant: besi; bǫsii; besii. n. alcohol, liquor, akpeteshie. See: daam. 

bǫsi2   See main entry: bǫs1. butcher. 

bǫsig   Variant: bensig. Form: bǫsigim!. Variant: bǫsigimi!. v. to serve soup. O lik sa'ab la niŋ nwama ni. Ka bǫsig 

zǫǫndi niŋ laasin. She scoops out the t.z. into calabashes and serves the soup into bowls. [House+Farm-] Bǫsigimi 

li tis nidib la ka ba di. 'Now pour out for the people to eat.'. [2KI 4:41] 

bǫsigim!   See main entry: bǫsig. serve soup. 

bǫsigimi!  See main entry: bǫsig. serve soup. 

bǫsii   See main entry: bǫsi1. akpeteshie. 

bǫsțg   Variant: besug. Form: bǫs-2. Variant: bes-. n. a jar, wide-mouthed pot. 

bǫuŋ1   Variant: beuŋ; bǫuŋi; beuŋi. Form: bǫǫnna. Variant: beena; bema. Form: bǫuŋ-2. n. a pond, pool, lake. Zin'ikanǫ 

ka nintaŋ tțțlțg kanbid titanbin'isi la na lieb bǫuŋ 'The burning sand will become a pool'. [ISA 35:7] on nyaŋi 
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tu bǫuŋ ka wǫdig ku'osuori kǫ ka ku'om nyaŋi kpǫn' tempțțgin la na si'em la 'how he made the pool and the 

tunnel by which he brought water into the city. [2KI 20:20] O da mǫǫ li lǫbisi keŋ paae David yațg baba mǤri 

paae bǫuŋ kanǫ ka ba gaae la he 'made repairs up to a point opposite the tombs of David, as far as the artificial 
pool'. [NEH 3:16] m na ... kǫ ka bǫǫnna la kțdig 'I will ...  dry up the pools'. [ISA 42:15] Li baba ka bǫuŋbil bǫ 'there 
is a pool' there. [JHN 5:2] Colloc: bǫuŋin ‘at lake’. zaamnǤǤr ka o nya'andǤlib la sig bǫuŋin na 'When evening 

came, Jesus' disciples went down to the lake'. [JHN 6:16] Joab ... nǫ David nidib da yii tț'țsi ba Gibeon bǫuŋin la 
'Joab ... and David's men went out and met them at the pool of Gibeon'. [2SA 2:13] Nidib bǫdegț la'as Galile 

bǫoŋțn Crowds Gather at the Lake of Galilee. [MRK 3:7 [heading]] Sim: mu'ar, kǤlțg2, kǤldaug, bulig, atǫuk. 
Yǫlim Aaron ka o nǤk dansaar la țki tiesi kpa' Egipt ku'obanǫ an mu'a nǫ kǤlis nǫ bǫǫnna nǫ kǤldaad nǫ 

bulis wțsa. 'Tell Aaron to take his stick and hold it out over all the rivers, canals, and pools in Egypt. [EXO 7:19] 

Note:  see ref. and link at kɔlʋg2 

bǫuŋ-2   See main entry: bǫuŋ1. lake. 

bǫuŋi   See main entry: bǫuŋ1. lake. 

be   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

bebin   See main entry: bǫbil. babble. 

beda   See main entry: bǫdegț. much. 

beda   See main entry: -bǫdir1. large. 

bedego   See main entry: bǫdegț. much. 

bedegoo   See main entry: bǫdegț. much. 

bedig   See main entry: bǫdig. overripe. 

bedigir   See main entry: bǫdig. overripe. 

bedigo   See main entry: bǫdegț. much. 

bedim   See main entry: bǫdim1. big. 

bedir   See main entry: -bǫdir1. large. 

bedir   See main entry: bǫdir2. plentifully. 

bedire   See main entry: -bǫdir1. large. 

bedire   See main entry: bǫdir2. plentifully. 

-bedug   See main entry: -bǫdțg. much. 

be'ed1   See main entry: bǫ'ǫd1. badly. 

be'ed2   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

be'ed3   See main entry: bǫ'ǫd3. evil. 

be'ede   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

be'edee   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

be'edi   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

be'ednam   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

be'ug   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

be'ugo   See main entry: -bǫ'og2. bad. 

bei   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

beilim   See main entry: bǫllim2. existence. 

beine   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

bekenkeung   See main entry: bǫkikǫung. dawn. 

bekenkeungu   See main entry: bǫkikǫung. dawn. 
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bekeung   See main entry: bǫkǫung. dawn. 

bekeens   See main entry: bǫkǫung. dawn. 

bekeeung  See main entry: bǫkǫung. dawn. 

bekeeungo   See main entry: bǫkǫung. dawn. 

belim   See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

belimi   See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

belis   See main entry: bǫlis. comfort, persuade. 

belisi   See main entry: bǫlis. comfort, persuade. 

belisug   See main entry: bǫlis. comfort, persuade. 

beluŋ   See main entry: bǫlim1. beg, comfort. 

bema   See main entry: bǫuŋ1. lake. 

ben   See main entry: bǫn. boundary. 

bend   See main entry: bǫnd. trap. 

bendi   See main entry: bǫnd. trap. 

bendig   See main entry: bǫndig. trap. 

bendis   See main entry: bǫndig. trap. 

bene   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

ben'1   See main entry: bǫn'1. sick [be]. 

ben'2   See main entry: bǫn'2. pursue. 

ben'edne   See main entry: bǫn'1. sick [be]. 

ben'es   See main entry: bǫn'ǫs. sick. 

benig   See main entry: bǫnnig. jock-strap. 

benne   See main entry: bǫn. boundary. 

benr [W]   See main entry: bǫǫnr. gruel. 

bensig   See main entry: bǫsig. serve soup. 

bent   See main entry: bǫnd. trap. 

beŋ   See main entry: bǫŋ1. divide. 

beŋ-   See main entry: bǫŋir1. bean leaves. 

beŋi   See main entry: bǫŋ1. divide. 

beŋid   See main entry: bǫŋ1. divide. 

beŋid   See main entry: bǫŋir1. bean leaves. 

beŋir   See main entry: bǫŋ1. divide. 

beŋir   See main entry: bǫŋir1. bean leaves. 

beog   See main entry: bǫog1. morrow, future. 

beogi   See main entry: bǫog1. morrow, future. 

beogo   See main entry: bǫog1. morrow, future. 

beogu   See main entry: bǫog1. morrow, future. 

bereko [N]   See main entry: bǫlikǤ. guineacorn. 

beriga   See main entry: bǫriga1. hemp leaves. 
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beriga   See main entry: bǫriŋ. hemp. 

berigisi   See main entry: bǫriŋ. hemp. 

beriŋ   See main entry: bǫriŋ. hemp. 

bes-   See main entry: bǫsțg. jar. 

besi   See main entry: bǫsi1. akpeteshie. 

besii   See main entry: bǫsi1. akpeteshie. 

besug   See main entry: bǫsțg. jar. 

beuŋ   See main entry: bǫuŋ1. lake. 

beuŋi   See main entry: bǫuŋ1. lake. 

bǫǫ1   Variant: bee. cj. or. Ba da ... mǫ mi' tiraug tǤǤnb hali bǫǫ tun'e vǫnligid luobig datiuŋ nǫ adagǤbțg wțsa they 

were ... able to shoot arrows or to sling stones right-handed or left-handed'. [1CH 12:2] da yǫl ye bǤ ka Akudug 

mǤr nwa' ka mam pț mǤra, bǫǫ bǤ ka Ndeog maal nwa' ka mam kț nyaŋi maalǫ? don't say "What has 

Akudug got that I haven't got?" or "What has Ndeog done that I can't do?" [Asaasim] Aa tǤ, ti ya'a vțe bǫǫ ti ya'a 

kpinǫ, ti anǫ ZugsǤb la nidib. 'So whether we live or die, we belong to the Lord.'. [ROM 14:8] Da lǫm paas siel ye 

biig la nu bǫǫ o di. Don't add anything else for the child to drink or eat. [Breastfeeding] Colloc: ... bǫǫ bǤ? ‘... or 
what? [rhetorical question tag]’. GǤsima! Fț bieya la keŋ ye ba kem pǫ'ǫs la Sekǫm baba bǫǫ bǤ? 'As you 

know, your brothers are grazing the flocks near Shechem.'. [GEN 37:13] Colloc: [sentence], bǫǫ? ‘'[sentence], or ... 
?' [Gh.] –  makes statement into a question’. Pu'a pțțs na nyaŋi di nasaar yaarim, bǫǫ? Can pregnant women 
take iodised salt? [Iodine] Ama, fț bǫn'ǫdi bǫǫ? Ama, are you sick, or what? [Trouble] Fț tǫn'ǫs ye m kț nyaŋi yǤǤf 

bǫǫ? 'Am I really not able to reward you?'. [NUM 22:37] Syn: koo. 

bǫǫ2   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

bǫǫga-bǫǫga   id. of yesterday, short-lived, young and inexperienced. BǤzugǤ tinam anǫ bǫǫga-bǫǫga biis ka zi' si'el 

si'ela 'we were born only yesterday and know nothing'. [JOB 8:9] See: bǫog1. 

bǫǫi!   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

bǫǫm   Variant: bǫǫmnǫ. v. to make sth. bad. nyǤ'Ǥs la bǫǫmnǫ bǫǫ li san'am pǫbisim dinǫ gilig onǫ nut taba la nǫ. the 
smoke pollutes or spoils the air around the person who is smoking. [Smoking] Etym: OV1 *BE: ; OVN *BE; MWN 
*-BÍ;- ; PB *bîɪ. 

bǫǫmnǫ   See main entry: bǫǫm. make bad. 

bǫǫn   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

bǫǫnǫ   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

bǫǫnna   See main entry: bǫuŋ1. lake. 

bǫǫnr   Variant: benr [W]; bǫǫnri. n. gruel, thin porridge of flour in water. M ba' kum daare ka zuund diim bǫǫnri 

Zuwalug-goooo On the day of my father's death the vultures must eat gruel at Zuwalug. [Asaasim] See: sa'abǫǫnr. 
Note: q.v. for fuller explanations 

bǫǫnri   See main entry: bǫǫnr. gruel. 

bǫǫns   Variant: beens. v. to finish sth. completely. nidib tǫn'ǫsidnǫ ye Adu kpǫlim nǫ yǫlkanǫ naam la na bǫǫns o 
people thought that all there was for Adu was that what had happened would do for him. [Trouble] M na ...  kǫ ka 

m zaba sț'țg la bǫǫns gbigimpǤla la wțsa 'the sword will devour your young lions'. [NAM 2:13] 

bǫǫs   Variant: bǫǫsi; bees. v. to divide sth. kpǫǫmnam banǫ tțmmi tisid Na'ab la zaŋi ken nwǫnǫ ban bǫǫs 

zabzabidib la si'em la 'officers, who served the king in all that concerned the army divisions'. [1CH 27:1] kǤldaad 

bǫǫsi ba teŋ la 'whose land is divided by rivers'. [ISA 18:2] 

bǫǫsi   See main entry: bǫǫs. divide. 

bee   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

bee   See main entry: bǫǫ1. or. 
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been   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

beena   See main entry: bǫuŋ1. lake. 

beene   See main entry: bǫ1. exist in. 

beens   See main entry: bǫǫns. finish. 

bees   See main entry: bǫǫs. divide. 

bi-   See main entry: biig. child, representative. 

bia'1   v. to limit, set a boundary. Saŋkan la m da bia' bi'ena ka li gu'e li 'When I fixed limits for it'. [JOB 38:10] Ba da 

la'as nǫ tempțțg la yiŋ ka bia' gilig teŋ la. 'they ... built siege works all around' the city. [JER 52:4] Sim: bǫŋ. 
biak   See main entry: biank2. grind. 

biakki   See main entry: biank2. grind. 

bian'a   See main entry: bian'an. tree [sp.] 

bian'al   v. to push sth./sb. aside. Ya tuodi m pǫ'ǫs la ka țțgi ba bian'al 'You pushed ... them away from the flock. [EZK 

34:21[draft]] 

bian'an   Form: bian'a. n. tree [sp.] Piliostigma moningii. Kem tuoǫn bian'an na ka ti lǤ daad la. Go and slice/split a 
piece from the bian'a shrub so we can tie the wood. [MA].  

bian'ar   Variant: bian'arǫ; bian'arǫǫ. n. mud. Ku'om zǤtnǫ bian'ar zug. Water flows on top of mud. [Proverb 224] Ba nǤba 

da anǫ bian'ar Their feet were muddy. [Trouble] M simnǫ bian'ar la pțțgin sa 'I am sinking in deep mud'. [PSA 

69:2] niigi la (kț lǫn) nǤki ba nǤba gudig ka li kilim bian'arǫ 'no longer to be ... muddied by the hoofs of cattle'. 
[EZK 32:13] Li nar ye m kǤnbid la ... ka nu ku'okanǫ gbǫndigi kilim bian'arǫǫ? 'Must my flock ... drink what you 
have muddied with your feet?'. [EZK 34:19] Colloc: bian'arin ‘in/to the mud’. fț nǤba fir bian'arin 'Your feet are 

sunk in the mud'. [JER 38:22] Sim: bu'ad. zin'ikanǫ an bian'ar ka bu'ad la a place which is 'mud and mire'. [PSA 40:2] 

bian'arǫ   See main entry: bian'ar. mud. 

bian'arǫǫ   See main entry: bian'ar. mud. 

bian'as   v. to be organised, tidy [many items]. O tisid o diib ka li gat yiigin la, ka mǫ gǤt ka yin la la'ad wțsa bian'as. 
She gave him more food than at first and took care that the household was very tidy. [Wonderwoman] Unit: biank. 
See: biank. 

biank1   Form: biankid. v. to be disciplined, strict. Tikakpǫǫm la da biankid o mǫŋ nǫ hali ka kpǫn kpa'asid dǫŋir yǫla 
The Head-teacher was very disciplined and was always stressing the need to be punctual. [Trouble] Mult: bian'as. 
See: bian'as. 

biank2   Variant: biak. Form: bianki. Variant: biakki. v. to grind sth. Fț tun'e dțg bǫŋa bǫǫ summǫŋa ka bianki li n tis 

biig la You can cook beans or groundnuts and grind them and give them to the baby. [Breastfeeding] Note: "mash is 
saam which is normally applied to wet things and biank to dry things; I don’t know why the writer uses biank here – the best 

term would be nɔn " [MA]  Sim: nǫǫm, saam. 

bianki   See main entry: biank2. grind. 

biankid   See main entry: biank1. disciplined. 

biankimpiind  See main entry: biankimpiiung. shoulder. 

biankimpiindi   See main entry: biankimpiiung. shoulder. 

biankimpiiung   Variant: bankimpiiung. Form: biankimpiind. Variant: biankimpiindi; baŋkimpiind. n. a shoulder. Note: 

"armpit" (MA) but see examples O lǤbnǫ kita fugǤbkanǫ yț'țm pǫlig ka ku'oli li nǤya la pa'al o datiuŋ 

biankimpiiung on an gǤbir la yǫla. He put on a kente covercloth which was faded to white and gathered its 

corners over his right shoulder bare because he was lefthanded. [Trouble] o zaŋ lieŋe nwaae tiis wila buki o 

biankimpiiung zug he took an axe and cut tree branches and carried them on top of his shoulder. [JDG 9:48] ya 

yinne-yinne nǤk kugir kǤldaugin la pa'ali ya biankimpiiung zug 'Each of you is to take up a stone on his 
shoulder, according'. [JOS 4:5] bǤzugǤ ba tțțm da anǫ ye ba bugid la'abanǫ an kasi la ba biankimpiind zug 
'because they were to carry on their shoulders the holy things, for which they were responsible'. [NUM 7:9] ba zi 
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la'ad hali ka ba zut kǤn ka ba biankimpiind wțsa pie ka kǫ kǤnba they carried loads until 'every head was 

rubbed bare and every shoulder made raw'. [EZK 29:18] fț kǤ'Ǥgi tuoǫn kțnsi ba biankimpiindi aans 'you 
splintered and you tore open their shoulders'. [EZK 29:7] Colloc: biankimpiiungțn ‘to/on/from the shoulder’. (o) 

niŋ nya'ar la kaaki kǤlțg kanǫ yul biig la biankimpiiungțn la. he put the root in the khaki bag hanging on the 
boy's shoulder. [Trouble] Sim: tidir. See: biaunk. 

biaŋ   See main entry: bien. shin. 

biaunk   Variant: baunk. Form: ban'ad4. n. 1 • shoulder, armpit. MǤr mǤda gilig o niŋgǤǤnr bǫǫ o biaunk bǫǫ o daulim 

bǫǫ o pu'alim. (He or she) has swellings around the neck, or armpits, or genitals. [AIDS-Azuur] M ya'a tțm ala, m 

biaunk on aam li if I have done that 'then let my arm fall from the shoulder'. [JOB 31:22] Ka yțda la na bǫ Aaron 

ban'ad zug ka tiǫnd o ba yǫla And the names will be on Aaron's shoulders to remind him of them. [EXO 28:12] 
Colloc: biațnkin ‘on shoulder’. Lina zug ka o mǤr vǤǤnr o biaunkun sigid o pțțrin. Because of this she had a 
hole in her armpit going down to her stomach. [Wonderwoman] Colloc: X nǤǤr1 lǫb2 biaunkin ‘X is humbled, 
brought low’. ZugsǤb la da kǫ ka Juda dim nǤǤr lǫb biaunkin 'The Lord had reduced Judah to submission'. [2CH 

8:19] ba zi' ban na lǫn lǫbisif si'ela; ba nǤǤr lǫbnǫ biaunkin they ' have no more to say; words have failed them'. 

[JOB 32:15] Colloc: biaunk lǫuŋ ‘armpit, under the arm’. o biaunk lǫuŋțn ka fț na nyǫ suak zin'ig 'under his 
wings you will find refuge'. [PSA 91:4] Sim: biankimpiiung, tidir. Etym: OV1 *BA(G) ; OV2 *KPAN ; GS1 
*F²A/O(M) ; GS3 *NI/E/O/A ; vc4 * ɓa(n); MWN *-BUAK- ("shoulder") *-BUAKA, *-BUEKA- ; PB 
*bègà ("shoulder") . Note: both *BA() and KPAN in many languages, arm/upperarm/shoulder :: upperarm/wing 
2 • a shoulder (joint of meat). Nǫ'ǫŋa an maanmaannib la pțțri yit nimbanǫ ... maal maan; li na anǫ biaunk 

nǫ yier nǫ pțțgin la'ad. 'This is the share due the priests from the people who sacrifice ... the shoulder, the cheek 
and the inner parts'. [DEU 18:3] Sim: gbǫr. Gaansim ni'im sțma banǫ an gbǫya nǫ ban'ad la wțsa 'Put in the best 
pieces of meat — the shoulders and the legs'. [EZK 24:4] Note: cf. maanmaan la na nǤk gbǫr linǫ dțg ... niŋ 

Naazir nid la nu'usin 'the priest is to place in his hands a boiled shoulder of the ram'. [NUM 6:19] 
See: biankimpiiung. 

bib1   Variant: bibi. Form: bibid. v. 1 • to hug, embrace sb. (many people). ba wțsa kaasi bibid Paul ka kǫǫs o 'They 

were all crying as they hugged him ... goodbye.'. [ACT 20:37] Unit: bibig. 
2 • to rape (many victims). ba na nyaŋ teŋ la ka kpǫn' yaanǫ vaae ya la'ad wțsa, ka bib pu'ab la 'The city will 
be taken, the houses looted, and the women raped'. [ZEC 14:2] Ba bibi ti pu'ab Zion zuorin 'Women were raped in 

Zion'. [LAM 5:11] Unit: bibig. See: bibig. 

bibi   See main entry: bib1. hug, rape. 

bibia   Variant: bibi'a; bibia'. Form: bibi'es. n. a cunning person. Pa'an la yǫl ye li ka'a sidaa ka bipuŋ la anǫ bibia. The 

teacher said it wasn't true and the girl was conniving. [AIDS-II] Ka ba yǫlim ye o anǫ bibia hali. 'They tell me he is 
very crafty.'. [1SA 23:22] Fțn pț nyǫ ye biig la anǫ bibi'a?' Can't you see that the boy is a crafty one? [Trouble] 
yaalis linǫ yit dama'anam nǫ bibi'es san'anǫ. 'deceitful people, who lead others into error by the tricks they 
invent'. [EPH 4:14] See: bibi'elim. 

bibia'   See main entry: bibia. cunning person. 

bibid   See main entry: bib1. hug, rape. 

bibig   Variant: bibigi. Form: bibigim!. Variant: bibigimi!. v. 1 • to hug, embrace sb. Adu yǫl ye, 'Ee, Boye saam!' Ka dau 

la buol ye, 'Adu!' Adu zǤǤ keŋ bibig Appiah. Adu said "Hey, Boye's father!" and the man called "Adu!" Adu ran 
to hug Appiah. [Trouble] Paul sig teŋin keŋ tǤ'ǤtǤ bibig o 'Paul went down ... and hugged him'. [ACT 20:10] li pak 

kpaadib la nǫ ka ba nǤk nu'usi bibigi ba zut 'the farmers are dismayed and cover their heads'. [JER 14:4] La'asimi 

fț nu'us ayi' bibig zug ka kimis nǤba ka ki'e kuŋ 'Wring your hands! Stamp your feet! Cry in sorrow'. [EZK 6:11] 
Colloc: X bibig X nyǤ'Ǥg ‘X beat's X's breast [Bible idiom] (in mourning)’. Lit: hug chest. bibigimi ya nyǤ'Ǥg 

dabiem zug 'Beat your breast in despair!'. [EZK 21:12] Ba pu'asada la wțsa bibigi ba nyǤ'Ǥg nǫ sțnsa'aŋ 'Its 
slave girls ... beat upon their breasts.'. [NAM 2:7] Colloc: X bibig teŋ1 ‘X has missed out’. Ka o saam yǫl o ye o 

bibignǫ teŋ And his father said to him that he has missed out. [You-Hear?] Mult: bib1. 
2 • to rape sb. Jakob wțm ye Sekǫm bibig o biig Daina la 'Jacob learnt that his daughter Dinah had been 
dishonoured'. [GEN 34:5] Ba bibigi m pu'abil la digin nǫ o hali ka o ti kpi. 'They raped my concubine, and she 

died.'. [JDG 20:5] Mult: bibig. See: bib1. 
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bibigi   See main entry: bibig. hug, rape. 

bibigim!   See main entry: bibig. hug, rape. 

bibigimi!   See main entry: bibig. hug, rape. 

bibi'a   See main entry: bibia. cunning person. 

bibi'elim   Form: bibi'elnam. n. deception. M baŋ ka o pț maal bibi'elim. I know he hasn't acted deceitfully. [Trouble] ala 

ka Sțntaana bibi'elim ya'am kț nyaŋi lugi yaa 'you will be able to stand up against the Devil's evil tricks'. [EPH 

6:11] Jonadab da anǫ dau kanǫ mǤr bibi'elim suoya. 'Jonadab was a very shrewd man.'. [2SA 13:3] See: bibia. 

bibi'elnam   See main entry: bibi'elim. deception. 

bibi'es   See main entry: bibia. cunning person. 

-bibis   See main entry: -bil. small, young ~. 

-bibisa   See main entry: -bil. small, young ~. 

-bibisi   See main entry: -bil. small, young ~. 

bid1   Variant: bidi. Form: bit1. Form: bidim. n. to turn one's back. ba sieba nya'aŋ bid Gerizim zuor, ka sieba mǫ bid 

Ebal zuor la 'Half the people stood with their backs to Mount Gerizim and the other half with their backs to 
Mount Ebal.'. [JOS 8:33] onǫ fǫndig o nindaa bidi ba (tadimnam) la, ba na pǤǤ o nǤǤr 'he who turns a blind eye 

(to the poor) gets nothing but curses'. [PRO 28:27] Colloc: bid ... kudug/kudig ‘turn one's back on’. biig nǫ o saam 

on bidi ba kudug nǫ yin suor. the boy and his father turned their backs on the road home. [Trouble] ZugsǤb ... la 

yǤ'Ǥgi m tțba ... M pț bid o kudigǤ. 'The ... Lord has opened my ears, and I have not been rebellious'. [ISA 50:5] 
Fțn sadigim tami m yǫla ka bidim kțdig la 'Since you have forgotten me and thrust me behind your back'. [EZK 

23:35] 

bid2   Form: bit2. Variant: bitta. Form: bitnǫ. v. to stammer. Anane gǤs Charlie nǫ sțnpǫǫn ka ya'am bid ye,' M-M-M 

baŋ ya. ... ' Anane looked at Charlie angrily and stammered "I kn-kn-know." [Trouble] Anane da pian'adi bit ye, 

'Ba mǫ wa-wa-wa'adnǫ anwana Su-Su-Su-Susa teŋinǫ? Anane stammered "Do they d-d-dance this at 
S-S-Susa, too?" [Trouble] Anane sțnf ya'a ǫǫnti pǫligǫ o pț maligim bitta. When Anane was angry he no longer 
stammered. [Trouble] Anane da bitnǫ bi'el-bi'el ka li kǫ ka o pț pian'ad tǤ'ǤtǤ Anane had a slight stammer, 

which prevented him speaking fast. [Trouble] Nact: bidțg1. See: bidțg1. 
bidi   See main entry: bid1. turn one's back. 

bidig   See main entry: birig. flatten. 

bidig   See main entry: bidțg1. stammerer. 

bidiku'an   See main entry: biriku'an1. dishonesty. 

bidim   See main entry: bid1. turn one's back. 

bidis   See main entry: bidțg1. stammerer. 

bidțg1   Variant: bidig; bidug. Form: bidis. n. a stammerer, person with a speech impediment. Sim: gik ‘dumb, unable to 

speak’. gik bǫǫ bidțg zilim na lak ka o pian'ad nyain-nyain 'the stammering tongue will be fluent'. [ISA 32:4] 
InvNact: bid2. See: bid2. 

bidțg2   Variant: bidug2. Form: bit3. n. rosella, hibiscus. hibiscus sabdariffa, leaves. Ba ǫǫnti gǤsnǫ saan nindaa ka dțg o 

bit. They look at the guest's face before making 'bit' [an inferior kind of soup] for him. [Proverb 139] Man an si'em 

la ba ya'a nǤk mam lǤs bit zǫǫndin, man ǫǫnti la' nǫ muaii. The way I am, if they dunk me in the rosella soup 
I laugh and gurgle. [Trees] Note: emended by MA ( bit zǫǫndin for bittinǫ ) Res: bi'2 ‘seeds (for soup)’. 

bidug   See main entry: bidțg1. stammerer. 

bidug2   See main entry: bidțg2. rosella. 

bidu'ad   Form: bidu'adib. n. a parent. Bidu'adib ne tikanam beǫ sakur pa'annib wțsa  pian'am Kusasțŋ All parents 

and teachers or school instructors must speak good Kusaal. [Asaasim] Ka bidu'adib yǫt ye; "M ba' n niŋif bǤ? ... " 
And the parents said "My father, what did I do to you? ... ". [Asaasim] See: biig; du'a1. 
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bidu'adib   See main entry: bidu'ad. parent. 

bidu'adig   Variant: bidu'adțg. n. own child. See: biig; du'a1. 

bidu'adțg   See main entry: bidu'adig. own child. 

biǫn   Variant: bien. v. to cut leather into strips. Maalim yu'asindaug ka biǫn gbana lǤǤ li kǤlli fț niŋgǤǤnrin. 'Make a 

yoke out of straps and crossbars and put it on your neck.'. [JER 27:2] 

bie   Variant: biee. Form: bienǫ. Form: bieya1. v. to deviate, turn aside, give way. Note: give way on the road DǤriba la da 

ye o gǤnlig nǫ vuguri ka lǤr la bie ka bas suor la The driver said he swerved suddenly and the lorry skidded and 
went off the road. [Trouble] yanam da gaadǫ ka bie m yin na nu ku'om! 'do not go past your servant without a 
visit'. [GEN 18:3] Lit: do not go past but turn aside into my house here drink water. niigi la pț bie lǫb suor la datiuŋ 

bǫǫ dagǤbțgǤ 'The cows ... kept to the road ... turning neither right nor left'. [1SA 6:12] Ba kț buŋidi kpa'ad 

zabzabidib ka bie ka bas suorǫ. ''They plunge through defences without breaking ranks'. [JOL 2:8] Lit: they won't 
go through in the face of warriors and turn aside out of the road. Levi nid kena nyǫǫ o ka bie gaad ka bas o 'a 
Levite, when he came to the place and saw him, passed by on the other side'. [LUK 10:32] M pț bie ka bas o 

nǤzi'ela la 'I do not neglect the commands he issues'. [JOB 23:9] On da gǤsid za'anǤǤrin la ka kțlțŋ fuug la biee 

ka Adu kpǫn'. As he was looking at the entrance, the door-curtain was moved aside and Adu came in. [Trouble] o 

bienǫ gaad ka bas o 'he passed by on the other side'. [LUK 10:31] Man ya'a sid bienǫ ka bas suosțŋ la 'If I have 
turned from the right path'. [JOB 31:7] O saam da bieya ka tis Appiah suor ka Adu mǫ niŋ ala. His father gave 

way and allowed Appiah permission for Adu to do the same. [Trouble] Sim: mie. da tami m pian'ad la bǫǫ fț mie 

ka basǫ 'do not forget my words or swerve from them'. [PRO 4:5 [draft]] Note: cf. published Bible ...bǫǫ fț bie ka basi 

lii 

biel1   Variant: biellǫ; bielǫ. Form: biela. Variant: biellǫ. adj. naked. Ba bayi' gba da gǫǫmmǫ yț'țn giligid tempțțgțn 

la biel. They both became mad and went round the town naked. [Shoeshine-Boy] Dau la nǫ o pu'a la da anǫ biel, ka 

mǫ pț zǤt nyannǫ. 'The man and his wife were both naked, and they felt no shame.'. [GEN 2:25] Ba du'ad nid nǫ 

biel. 'Naked a man comes from his mother's womb'. [ECC 5:15] o niŋ ala, ka ken biel nǫ nǤbteŋ. 'he did so, going 

around stripped and barefoot'. [ISA 20:2] Ba na yǫǫsi fț fuud la ka yisi fț baans nǫ niŋgǤnkǤrsțma la ka basif 

biel. 'They will take away your clothes and jewels and leave you completely naked.'. [EZK 16:39] AnǤ'Ǥn yǫlif ye fț 

anǫ biellǫ? 'Who told you that you were naked?'. [GEN 3:11] ti kț ken biellǫ 'we shall not find ourselves naked'. 

[2CO 5:3] Sim: zaalim. fț da nan kpǫn anǫ biel ka dig zaalim 'you were still quite naked and exposed'. [EZK 16:7] 

biel2   Variant: bieli. Form: bielim2!. Form: bielțg. Variant: bielug. v. to escort, accompany, 'lead' [Gh.] Apțsiakid yǫl o 

zua yinne ye o biel o ka o keŋ o sabua la yin. Apusiakid told one of his friends to accompany him to his 
girlfriend's house. [Billygoat] Nidib kǤbisyi' da naam Jerusalem biel Absalom. 'Two hundred men accompanied 

Absalom from Jerusalem'. [2SA 15:11] Ka ban nǫ ba pu'ab nǫ ba biis wțsa bieli ti yi teŋ la kpikpǫŋ. 'All the 
disciples and their wives and children accompanied us out of the city'. [ACT 21:5] Ka yadda niŋidiba ayuobț 

bama bielim ka ti keŋ kpǫn' dau la yin. 'These six brothers also went with me, and we entered the man's house.'. 

[ACT 11:12] Yaro ya'a da ǫǫnti ye ba bielim o Buanyo bǫǫ Dumasi When Yaro said to them that they should 

escort him to Buanyo or Dumasi. [Trouble] Sim: dǤl, pi'e1. Note: see ref. and link at ken3. 

biel-3   See main entry: bielif. seeds, item. 

biel-4   See main entry: bielim1. seed. 

biela   See main entry: biel1. naked. 

bielǫ   See main entry: biel1. naked. 

bieli   See main entry: biel2. accompany. 

bielif   Form: biili. Variant: biilii. Form: biel-3. Variant: biil-. n. 1 • seed/s, a single item from a mass. O daa yis 

mankǫǫns bielif yinne nwǫ' amaa ka li lǫǫ pț la'aŋǫ. He took out one match and struck it, but it didn't light. [Fire] 
Li nwǫnǫ kansiing bielif linǫ pǤǤd hali nǫ. 'It is like a mustard seed, which is the smallest seed'. [MRK 4:31] Fțn 

bțd si'el la kțdim anǫ bielif. Li tun'e an ki bielif bǫǫ biel sieba. 'what you sow is a bare seed, perhaps a grain 

of wheat or some other grain'. [1CO 15:37] Man daa tțmnǫ nwǫnǫ m bțtnǫ biili nǫ 'I sowed the seed'. [1CO 3:6] Li 

busidnǫ vaand yiiga, ka nyaan wal, ka biili bi'ig. 'first the blade, then the ear, then full grain in the ear'. [MRK 4:28] 
gǤn'Ǥs la nǤbigi sianki ba ka ba pț wal biilii 'thorns, which grew up and choked the plants, so that they did not 
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bear grain'. [MRK 4:7] fț na dit tiis wala nǫ mǤbiili. 'you will have to eat wild plants.'. [GEN 3:18] Mam biilkpi'emis 

nǫ m vankțda la ba mǤri li nǫ tuodi maan bțmbțțda tiim My dry seeds and leaves are used to pound to make 
plant medicine. [Trees] Colloc: nif1 bielif ‘eyeball’. Nif pidigir yǤǤgț tun'e kǫ ka nif bielif la lǫbig. Opening the 
eyelid can allow the eyeball to turn (to the correct position). [Trachoma] Onǫ wțsa si'isi ya si'isnǫ man nif bielif. 
'whoever touches you touches the apple of his eye'. [ZEC 2:8] Sim: bielim1. Bțmbțțdbanǫ du'ad bielim nǫ tiis 

buudi wțsa banǫ wan wala ka mǤr biili. 'plants that bear seed, and trees bearing fruit each with its own kind of 
seed'. [GEN 1:11] Etym: MWN *-BI- ( *-BII) ; PB bègʋ́. Note: ? related to biig , -bil 
2 • an item, one of a bunch, collection, aggregate. Colloc: mankǫǫns bielif ‘one single match’. O daa yis 

mankǫǫns bielif yinne nwǫ' amaa ka li lǫǫ pț la'aŋǫ. He took out one matchstick and struck it, but it didn't light. 
[Fire] See: bielim1. 

bielim1   Form: biel-4. n. a seed, seed (as a mass). Adu da mǤri mui nǫ labili zin' kpi'e o ma nǫ o tațn la gaasid bielim 

la niŋid lasi'a ni. Adu got a small bowl of rice and sat near his mother and his brother sorting out the grains and 
putting them in another bowl. [Trouble] nidib bǫ ani sțŋida Yeboah tțntțmnib la ka ba suud kooko bielim la 

bǤtonamin la. people were there helping Yeboah's workers to put the cocoa beans into the sacks. [Trouble] Amaa 

sieba lu kț'țlțm zin'ig, ka wal bielim. 'But some seeds fell in good soil, and the plants produced corn'. [MAT 13:8] 
Colloc: kibielim ‘millet-seed, -grains’. O zi'ilim la daa nwǫnǫ fțn na nǤk ki bielim n suud bǤto bǫǫ buorig 

kanǫ mǤr vǤnya nǫ. His ignorance was like putting millet seed in a sack or bag with holes in. [You-Hear?] O pu'a 

da nǤk bulig la liŋe pibil bulig la nǤǤr, ka yadig kibielim li zug 'His wife took a covering and spread it out over 
the opening of the well and scattered grain over it.'. [2SA 17:19] Colloc: muibielim ‘rice-grains’. Li da anǫ 

zaamnǤǤr ka on nǫ o pu'ayua niŋ muibielim latita'arine gaansid kuga. It was evening and  she and her 
daughter had put polished rice in a big bowl and were picking out the stones. [Trouble] Note: muibielim is polished, 

processed, hulled rice –  'rice-grains' (without the husk). Sim: bielif. Bțmbțțdbanǫ du'ad bielim nǫ tiis buudi wțsa 

banǫ wan wala ka mǤr biili. 'plants that bear seed, and trees bearing fruit each with its own kind of seed'. [GEN 1:11] 
Sim: bțmbțțdir. See: bielif; nimbielim. 

bielim2!   See main entry: biel2. accompany. 

biellǫ   See main entry: biel1. naked. 

biellǫ   See main entry: biel1. naked. 

bielțg   See main entry: biel2. accompany. 

bielug   See main entry: biel2. accompany. 

bien   Variant: bi'in [W]; biaŋ. Form: biena. Variant: bies2. n. shin. Kpaam ya'a kpa'ae li suǫndi biena. If oil is spilt it 

anoints your lower legs. [Proverb 252] Kpaam ya'a kpa'ae li sǤǤndnǫ bies If oil is spilt it anoints your lower legs. 

[Assasim.303] 
bien   See main entry: biǫn. cut up. 

biena   See main entry: bien. shin. 

bienǫ   See main entry: bie. deviate. 

bier   Variant: bierǫ; bieri. Form: bieya2. Variant: bieyanam.  Note: 'double-plural' form n. 'senior', elder brother/sister, 

senior sibling of the same sex. On kpǫn naae ka o yit la ka o bier la mǫ kpǫn'ǫdna. When he had finished and 
was coming out, his senior brother came in. [You-Heard?] Fț mǫŋ bier ... ya'a bǫligi fț yǫl ye, “Kǫl ka ti keŋ pț'țs 

winsieba,” 'If your brother ... should entice you secretly to go and serve other gods'. [DEU 13:6] Bibama ka 

Wina'am nǤki tisim, m bierǫ. It is these children that God has given me, (my senior) brother. [GEN 33:5] Fț bieri 

da an Samaria onǫ da zin' kpi'e nǫf ya-datiuŋ baba la 'Your older sister was Samaria, who lived to the north of 
you'. [EZK 16:46] GǤsima! Fț bieya la keŋ ye ba kem pǫ'ǫs la Sekǫm baba bǫǫ bǤ? 'As you know, your brothers 

are grazing the flocks near Shechem.'. [GEN 37:13] Josef nǫ o bieyanam la da kpi 'Joseph and all his brothers ... 
died'. [EXO 1:6] Cpart: pit ‘junior’.  Fț mǫŋ bier bǫǫ fț pitț bǫǫ fț dakǤǤnr bǫǫ fț pu'ayua bǫǫ fț pu'a kanǫ ka 

fț nǤŋ la, bǫǫ fț zua nǤŋir 'your brother or your son or your daughter or the wife you love or your closest friend'. 

[DEU 13:6] Cpart: tațn, pit ‘[opposite sex] ; [younger]’. fț ya'a bǤǤd fțn buolimi o sǤb yț'țr, bǫǫ (fț tun’e buol 

ye) 'm saam', bǫǫ 'm ma', 'm bier', 'm tațn', bǫǫ 'm pitț' bǫǫ 'm zua' if you want, call that person by name, or 
else 'my father', 'my mother, 'my senior sib', 'opposite-sex sib', 'my junior sib' or 'my friend'. [Asaasim] Note: text 

emended by MA for stylistic improvement Saŋkan la wțsa Atiig bier nǫ o tanp la wțsa daa bǫnǫ ba tțțma ni nǫ 
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nimmua. All this time Atiig's elder brother and his sisters were all busy at their work with seriousness. [Fire] Mid 

ka fț nǤki fț pu'a bier bǫǫ o pitț ka o lieb o nintaa ka fț mǤr o dig ka fț pu'a nam vțe. 'Do not take your 
wife's sister as one of your wives, as long as your wife is living.'. [LEV 18:18] banǫ wțsa basi ba ya' bǫǫ ba bieya 

bǫǫ ba pitib bǫǫ ba tanp 'everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters'. [MAT 19:29] Jakob du'a Juda, nǫ o 

bieyanam nǫ o pitib 'Jacob (was) the father of Judah and his brothers'. [MAT 1:2] O pț gǤsi nyǫǫ o bieya nǫ o 

pitiba 'He did not recognize his brothers'. [DEU 33:9] Gen: mabiig. Etym: OV1 *MA ; OVN *BE-DI/A . Note: OVN 

- some lgs. use "senior" (general sense) see kpǫǫm1   Note: See ref. and link at pit
1  
 

bierǫ   See main entry: bier. senior sib. 

bieri   See main entry: bier. senior sib. 

bies   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bies1   v. to joint [a carcase]. 

bies2   See main entry: bien. shin. 

bieya1   See main entry: bie. deviate. 

bieya2   See main entry: bier. senior sib. 

bieyanam   See main entry: bier. senior sib. 

biee   See main entry: bie. deviate. 

bigim   v. to ball sth., form into balls. Bintampigidțg ye a-nyǫ'ǫd-kțkǤ'Ǥg zi' ye bin bigim tǤiya. The dung-beetle says, 
one who runs diarrhœa does not know it is difficult to form it into a ball. [MA] Note: Kusaal proverb from MA 

bigis   Variant: bigisi; bigisǫ; bigise. Form: bigisid. Variant: bigisidi. Form: bigisidnǫ. Form: bigisțg. Variant: bigisig. v. 

to show, teach. Ka yis gbauŋ tita'ar o kǤlțgțne bigis nidib la. And he took a poster out of his bag and showed 

it to the people. [Electricity] Ala bigis ye ba zǤt saal nimbaanlig. This shows that they are sorry for people. [Asaasim] 
Wina'am da nie nǫ'ǫŋa ye o bigis o tțmtțmnib yǫlbanǫ na kena ka li kț yuugǫ. The revelation ..which God 
gave him to show his servants what must soon take place'. [REV 1:1] Ye ba ieemi onǫ di'e gbauŋ kanǫ bigis ye o 

mǤr suori na tțm nǫ na'asaabugum. They should find someone who has a certificate showing that he is 

authorised to do electrical work. [Electricity] BǤ ka fț na bigisǫ? What will you teach? [Bible-Study] kǫli ka m bigisi 

ya ti niŋgbina la zabid nǫ ban'as si'em let me show you how our bodies fight against infection. [AIDS-I] ba saam 

la da bigisi ba suosțŋ their father had taught them proper behaviour. [You-Hear?] Ba mǫ kț nyaŋi nie bigisi m 

linǫ ka ba yǫl ye m maal yaa. 'they cannot prove to you the charges they are now making against me.'. [ACT 24:13] 
O ye nwadig wțsa, ti na mǤr gbauŋkaŋa buudi na dinǫ bigisid fțn na yǤ si'em. He said that we will have 
these monthly statements which show what you have to pay. [Electricity] (ba) mǤr paŋi na zi'el zi'ela n bigisid 

na'am diisțg yǫla (they) have authority to make rules concerning 'matters affecting Chieftaincy'. [Constitution] 
Saria kadib zin'ig anǫ GǤmma zin'ikanǫ mǤr paŋi nied Gaana teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la bigisid 'The Judiciary is the 

branch of government given authority to interpret, ... the laws of Ghana.'. [Constitution] fțn kpi si'em nǫ fțn kpi 

zin'isi'a, lin nǫ m bigisidi li maalima. how and where you die – these are the customs I am explaining. [Asaasim] 
Tiig walaa bigisid lin an tisi'a. 'You can tell a tree by its fruit.'. [MAT 12:33] Paul tu'asidi bigisidi ba Wina'am 

na'am yǫla 'he explained and declared to them the kingdom of God'. [ACT 28:23] SǤlțŋ kaŋa bigisidif ya'am bǤ? 
What does this story teach you? [Fire] Wina'am nǤdi'es Jona gbauŋ la bigisidnǫ dinǫ da maal o The Book of the 
Prophet Jonah shows what happened to him. [JON 1:0 [introduction]] Ofori da mǤdigid ka yǫt Adu ye on tțm si'el 

la da nwǫnǫ mugusțg bǫǫ bigisțgǤ. Ofori patiently told Adu that what he was doing shouldn't be like 
compulsion or instruction. [Trouble] Biis ǫǫnti nut taba ka li yit nǫ bigisbǫ'ǫd dinǫ ka ba kpǫǫmnam nǫ 

pa'annib sieba nut taba la ni. Young people often smoke as a result of the bad example of their elders and 
teachers who smoke. [Smoking] Syn: pa'al2. See: big. 

bigisǫ   See main entry: bigis. teach. 

bigise   See main entry: bigis. teach. 

bigisi   See main entry: bigis. teach. 

bigisid   See main entry: bigis. teach. 
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bigisidi   See main entry: bigis. teach. 

bigisidnǫ  See main entry: bigis. teach. 

bigisig   See main entry: bigis. teach. 

bigisțg   See main entry: bigis. teach. 

bi'1   Variant: bii. Form: biid. Form: biidnǫ. Form: biisțg. Form: biya. v. 1 • to mature. Li na sțŋ ka biig la bi' sț'țŋa n 

mǤr paŋ ka laafi mǫ bǫ o. This will help the child to grow well and be strong and also healthy. [Breastfeeding] M 

daa nyǫ dasam bǫdegț banǫ ya'am pț bi' nannǫ I saw plenty of youths whose sense was not mature and 
grown-up. [PRO 7:7] o da nyǫ ka Sela bi', ka ba pț kǫ ka o kul o 'she saw that, though Shelah had now grown up, 

she had not been given to him as his wife'. [GEN 38:14] onǫ mǫkama mu'ad bin'isim anǫ biig ...  Ka banǫ bi' la dit 

digan'ala 'Anyone who lives on milk, being still an infant... But solid food is for the mature'. [HEB 5:13-14] O da 

anǫ tǤn'Ǥs onǫ bi' hali ZugsǤb la san'an 'He was a mighty hunter before the Lord'. [GEN 10:9] Haya, ka biig yț'țn 

biid ka ya'am mǫ paasid, o yț'țn ti bi' pu'asadir ka dap kennǫ lia'ad o. So then, as the child's age advanced 
and her sense also increased, she eventually matured into a marriageable girl and men came courting her. [Billygoat] 
niŋgbiŋ la wțsa nǤbigidnǫ sț'țŋa, ka li yinǫ nǤŋirin na ka li biid 'the whole body ... grows and builds itself up 
in love'. [EPH 4:16] li sțŋ banǫ kǫlisid la, ka ba bii ba bǫllim pțțgin 'it helps those who hear, and they do well in 

their life. [EPH 4:29] Nid ya'a mǤr o bipuŋ ka o bii tțțg sid kulig If a person has a daughter and she is old enough 

to get married. [1CO 7:36] Biis ya'a paamid bin'is-sțŋ kaŋa ba biidnǫ sțŋa ka mǫ pț lǫm ya'asid tigibo. If 
babies get this good milk they grow well and no longer take a long time to get sated. [Breastfeeding] man nǫ m pu'a 

Awin n bǤǤd si'em anǫ ye fț gǤs biribiŋ sțŋț kul ka fț biya. what I and my wife Awin want is that you should 

look for a good boy to marry when you grow up. [AIDS-Azuur] Sim: nǤbig. niŋgbiŋ la wțsa nǤbigidnǫ sț'țŋa, ka 

li yinǫ nǤŋirin na ka li biid 'the whole body grows and builds itself up through love'. [EPH 4:16] 
2 • to be hot, have a temperature. biig ya'a kțns daŋkǤŋ piim o niŋbiŋ la biidnǫ ka pț lǫm mǤr dankǤŋ deŋa. 
If a child is injected with measles he develops a temperature but no longer is in danger of measles. [Immunisation] Ka 

Ama ye, 'Fțnǫ dțg din la,' ka kpansid Adu nindaa ye o baŋ o biisțg la sida. Ama said 'It's that you've got a 
fever.' and checked Adu's forehead to find his actual temperature. [Trouble] Etym: OVN *BI ; vc1 *bi ; MWN 
*BÍL ; PB *pí. Note: "ripen, to (to get ripe)" : PB "be burnt; be hot; be cooked; be ripe; ferment (drink); be red" See: bi'ig. 

bi'2   n. soup seeds [type]. Source: bǫriŋ, bidțg2. 

bi'a [N]   Form: bi'es2. n. a calabash ladle. Ba pț mǤr bi'a ka lǫm tțm tțțlțgțnǫ. They don't have a ladle and then put 

[their hand] into hot [soup]. [Proverb136] See: sa'abi'a. 

bi'a2   See main entry: bi'e2. plug. 

bi'ɛsidnɛ   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'e1   v. to be bad. Li anǫ bțn linǫ bi'e hali. 'That is wickedness.'. [LEV 18:17] Etym: OV1 *BE: ; OVN *BE; MWN 

*-BÍ;- ; PB *bîɪ. See: bǫ'ǫd1; bǫ'ǫd3; bǫ'og2. 

bi'e2   Variant: bi'a2. Form: bi'ed. v. to block off, caulk, plug. banǫ bi'ed anrțŋ la ka ku'om pț kpǫn'ǫda 'shipwrights to 

caulk your seams'. [EZK 27:9] bia' li nǫ bi'en pțțgin nǫ nya'aŋ 'coat it with pitch inside and out'. [GEN 6:14] 
See: bi'en1. 

bi'ed   See main entry: bi'e2. plug. 

bi'el bi'el   See main entry: bi'el-bi'el. small small. 

-bi'el2   Variant: -bi'ela; -bi'ele; -bi'elaa3. adj. few. o baŋim ka tțțm-bi'ela pț ya'asid paarǫ he should realise that 

small tasks don't take long to achieve. [Asaasim] Colloc: bțmbi'ela ‘a few things’. See: bi'ela1; bi'ela2; bi'ela3; 

bi'el-bi'el; tuombi'el-tuombi'el. 

-bi'ela   See main entry: -bi'el2. few. 

bi'ela1   Variant: bi'elaa1. num. a little, 'small' [Gh.], few. ti ken ku'omin la bi'el-bi'el dabisa bi'ela paae Nidus teŋin na 
'We sailed slowly for several days and ... finally arrived off the town of Cnidus'. [ACT 27:7] li dțțb an wțț nǤba 

makir ayi' nǫ bi'ela 'a cubit and a half high'. [EXO 37:1] Lit: foot measure one and a.bit. Jerusalem pțțgin nidib 

bi'ela na kpǫlim 'out of Jerusalem will come a remnant'. [2KI 19:31] m duoe yț'țŋ nǫ dap bi'ela 'I set out during 
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the night with a few men'. [NEH 2:3] Sim: bi'ela2, bi'ela3 ‘[adverb], [noun]’. See: bi'ela2; bi'ela3; bi'el-bi'el. 

bi'ela2   Variant: bi'elaa2. adv. a little, 'small' [Gh.] La'an nǫ ala Adu ya'a dǤllin o keŋinǫ li naan sǤn'Ǥn bi'ela. In 

addition, if Adu were to go with him, that would be a little better. [Trouble] Nannanna, o bǫllim yț'țn liebnǫ 

bi'ela, wțț ba nwiak o nǫ kpǫn'ǫs kǤlibirin nǫ. Now his life was reduced, as if they had squeezed him into a 
bottle. [Trouble] Naaman n daa keŋ lalig bi'ela la 'Naaman had gone only a short distance'. [2KI 5:19] Ka o sabua 

la lǫbis ye ayei, ka zin'in bi'ela ka yǫl o ye ... And his girlfriend answered 'No.', and sat there a little while and 
then said ... [Billygoat] nannanna ti gban'e li gbin bi'ela, amaa ya ya'a na nyaŋi bu'oe ligidi la bi'ela li na ma'ae 

ti sțnf now we understand it a little, but if you could lower the price a bit it would please us. [Electricity] 
Colloc: [neg.] baa1 bi'ela1 ‘(not) at all’. Fț pț maal mam linǫ dǤl suor baa bi'elaa. 'No one should ever do what 
you have done to me.'. [GEN 20:9] Fț pț kǫ albareka baa bi'ela digil mam mǫnǫ? 'Haven't you reserved any 
blessing for me?'. [GEN 27:36] mam zi' yǫlbanǫ maan la yǫla baa bi'elaa 'I don't know anything about this matter!'. 

[1SA 22:15] Sim: bi'ela1, bi'ela3 ‘[numeral], [noun]’; bi'el-bi'el ‘[intensive]’. See: bi'ela1; bi'ela3; bi'el-bi'el. 

bi'ela3   n. a small amount. banǫ pǤǤd la yanam on tisi ba bi'ela mǫn 'to a smaller group (give) a smaller one'. [NUM 33:54] 
Fțn yǤǤd ligidsi'a la anǫ bi'ela dinǫ mǫ sțŋid Gaana. The money you pay is a small amount, and anyway it 

helps Ghana. [Tax] yisi li bi'ela nǤki lǤs bugumin ka li kanb 'take a few of these and throw them into the fire and 
burn them up'. [EZK 5:4] Colloc: li (da(a)) kpǫlim bi'ela ‘'left small' [Gh.], after a little while’. daakaŋa la li daa 

kpǫlim bi'ela ka m zua Ayaab biribiŋ kpi that day it was not long before my friend Ayaab's son died. [Electricity] 
li kpǫlim bi'ela ka m namis Israel Na'ab Jehu na'am tuŋ la 'it will not be long before I punish the king of Israel'. 
[HOS 1:4] Sim: bi'ela2, bi'ela1 ‘[adverb], [num]’. See: bi'ela1; bi'ela2; bi'el-bi'el. 

bi'elaa1   See main entry: bi'ela1. small. 

bi'elaa2   See main entry: bi'ela2. small. 

-bi'elaa3   See main entry: -bi'el2. few. 

bi'el-bi'el   Variant: bi'el bi'el; bi'el; bi'el; bi'el-bi'eli. adv. 'small-small' [Gh.], carefully, quietly, gently. Ku'om kpǫn'ǫnǫ 

bi'el-bi'el n pǫ'ǫn kǤlig. Water comes in small-small and the river fills up. [Asaasim Proverb] Ka ba vurisid 

bi'el-bi'el. And they moved slowly and carefully. [Trouble] ti ken ku'omin la bi'el-bi'el dabisa bi'ela paae 

Nidus teŋin na 'We sailed slowly for several days and ... finally arrived off the town of Cnidus'. [ACT 27:7] 
Gaadiminǫ m tuon ka kǫ ka ba lal taaba bi'el-bi'el ka paalț bǫǫ ba sțțgin. 'Go ahead of me, and keep some 
space between the herds.'. [GEN 32:16] Bi'el bi'el ka ba gban'ad nwaaŋ zțțr. 'Softly, softly catchee monkey.'. 

[Proverb 161] Lit: Small small and they catch the monkey's tail.. Nimbama zan'as Siiloa ku'okanǫ pțbid 

bi'el-bi'el la 'Because this people has rejected the gently flowing waters of Shiloah'. [ISA 8:6] Linǫ ka ba buon ye 

(Cervix) la ya'a pin'in yǤ'Ǥgirǫ, li yisidi ku'osaal-kpi'euŋ la bi'el-bi'el when the cervix begins to open it 
releases 'waters' slowly. [Womens-Health] Ba ya'a sǫn' naae ba na zaŋi mǤr na ka pțdigi li bi'el bi'eli tis ZugsǤb 

la When it is baked, they should bring it and divide it into small pieces. [LEV 6:21] ku'om la da pin'ili kpiǫnd bi'el, 

bi'eli ti paae dabisa kǤbiga nǫ pisnu daar 'the water gradually went down for 150 days'. [GEN 8:3] Bi'el-bi'el ka 

biig la na zamis n di dikanǫ ka fț tis o wțsa. The child will gradually learn to eat all the foods you give it. 
[Breastfeeding] fț gǫǫn kennǫ ku'usid bi'el-bi'el you go round stooping, very slowly and carefully. [ECC 12:5] 
See: bi'ela1; bi'ela2; bi'ela3. 

bi'el-bi'eli   See main entry: bi'el-bi'el. small small. 

-bi'ele   See main entry: -bi'el2. few. 

bi'el, bi'el   See main entry: bi'el-bi'el. small small. 

bi'em   Form: bi'emnam. Variant: bi'emnamǫ. n. an enemy. on ban'ad la pțn dǫŋi n yǫl o o bi'em an sǤ he, the patient, 

would have told him who his enemy was. [Asaasim] Ti win la zaŋ Samson onǫ aan ti bi'em la niŋi ti nu'usin! 
'Our god has delivered into our hands Samson our enemy.'. [JDG 16:23] ba na nyaŋi ba bi'emnam wțsa ka faaǫn 

ba tǫǫns they 'will take possession of the cities of their enemies'. [GEN 22:17] Colloc: diis X nyan ‘make X 
ashamed’. li kț sțŋ nǫ o kpi'ețŋ la, ka diis o bi'emnam nyan ma'aa nǫ it wouldn't help his strength, but only 
put his enemies to shame. [Trouble] GǤsimi m bi'emnamǫ yț'țn zu'oe si'em 'See how many enemies I have'. [PSA 

25:19] 

bi'emnam   See main entry: bi'em. enemy. 
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bi'emnamǫ   See main entry: bi'em. enemy. 

bi'en1   Form: bi'ena. n. a blockage, material forming a block, caulking, stopping. bia' li nǫ bi'en pțțgin nǫ nya'aŋ 'coat 

it with pitch inside and out'. [GEN 6:14] Saŋkan la m da bia' bi'ena ka li gu'e li 'When I fixed limits for it'. [JOB 38:10] 
wǫnnǫ bugum nyǫligid siind bi'en si'em la 'as wax melts in front of the fire'. [PSA 68:2 [draft]] Note: published Bible 

substitues singbana See: bi'e2. 

bi'ena   See main entry: bi'en1. blockage. 

bi'es1   Variant: bies; bi'esǫ; bi'ese. Form: bi'esid. Variant: bi'esida; bi'esidi. Form: bi'esidnǫ. Variant: bi'ɛsidnɛ. 

Form: bi'esțg. Variant: bi'esug; bi'esțgǤ; bi'esugo; bi'esțgț. v. to doubt, be uncertain. Mbun nan zi' bi'es ye 

ban'asaaŋ la kțțdnǫ Mbun had never doubted that the strange disease kills. [AIDS-II] ba igin o tuonnǫ na'as o, 

amaa ka sieba bi'es o 'they worshipped him, even though some of them doubted'. [MAT 28:17] M na tisi ba 

pțtǫn'ǫr yinne linǫ ka ba kț bi'es mam 'I will give them an undivided heart'. [EZK 11:19] Wina'am Siig Kasi la 

yǫlim ye m dǤlli ba keŋ ka da bi'esǫ 'The Spirit told me to go with them without hesitation.'. [ACT 11:12] Ba pu 

bi'esid kpin'ini ayi zǫǫndǫ. They don't doubt a two-guineafowl soup. [Proverb 132] Ayaab pu'a on daa kaasidnǫ 

ka bi'esid dinǫ na maal o buribiŋ kanǫ paasid ayi' la Ayaab's wife was crying, not knowing what would happen 
to her second son. [Electricity] Zina dabis pii nǫ anaasi nwa' ka ya bi'esid kum nǫ vțm ka pț di si'ela. 'For the 

last fourteen days ... you have lived in suspense ... you have eaten nothing.'. [ACT 27:33] Da bi'esida amaa niŋim 

yadda. 'Be unbelieving no longer, but believe.'. [JHN 20:27] da kǫ ka m bi'esidi m pțtǫn'ǫrinǫ 'give me an 
undivided heart'. [PSA 86:11] Lit: let me not have a doubt in my thought. sǤ' wțsa bi'ǫsidnǫ linǫ maan. everyone is 
in doubt as to what is happening. [Bible-Study] ba lǫbisțg la pa'al nyain ye bi'esțg lǫn kae ye o ma kpinǫ. their 

answer showed clearly that there was no longer any doubt that his mother was dead. [Trouble] BǤ ka li paki ya ka 

ya mǤri bi'esțg pțtǫnda ya sțnya ni? 'Why are you alarmed? Why are these doubts coming up in your minds?'. 
[LUK 24:38] bi'esțg lǫn kae ye Kristo nyǤvțr na faaǫn tii 'how much more will we be saved by Christ's life'. [ROM 

5:10] Mam mǫŋ pț mǤr bi'esțgǤ I myself have no doubt. [Trees] Asǫǫ o bǫ ti ni ka ti baŋ ka da lǫm mǤr 

bi'esțgț ti pțtǫnda ni o yǫlaa He must be in us and we know about him and have no more doubt in our minds. 

[Bible-Study] Nǫ' lǫn ka' bi'esțgǤ, Israel Na'ab la nwa'! Now there's no more doubt, this is the King of Israel! [2CH 

18:31] Colloc: bi'esțg kae ‘no doubt, without a doubt’. Waii, bi'esțg kae, ya sid anǫ a-mi'-wțsa dim Golly! 
'No doubt you are intelligent people'. [JOB 12:2] Sim: yutim1, ya'amis. 

bi'es2   See main entry: bi'a [N]. calabash ladle. 

bi'esǫ   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'ese   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'esid   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'esida   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'esidi   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'esidnǫ   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'esțg   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'esțgǤ   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'esțgț   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'esug   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'esugo   See main entry: bi'es1. doubt. 

bi'ig   Variant: bi'igǫ; bi'ige; bi'igi. Form: bi'igid. Variant: bi'igidi. Form: bi'igir. Form: bi'ig ya4. v. 1 • to be ripe, ready, 

pregnant. MǤdigir daan la daa su'a o maŋț kansa ka ba nan pț bi'ig sț'țŋa ka o mǤdigi diinn o kǤm la 

baanlim. The patient fellow had stored his unripe mangoes that weren't yet ready, and patiently suppressed his 
hunger. [You-Do?] m bǫlimnǫ gu'usim bi'ela ka zǫǫnd la bi'ig nǫ la, ka biis la mǫ tuo sa'akǤra la naae. please 

wait a little till the soup is ready and the youngsters have finished pounding the fufu. [Wonderwoman] Fț wala ǫǫnti 

bi'ig ka ba pǤn'Ǥd, ya pǤǤd bunib saŋa Your fruits ripen and they (enemies) pick them, at the time of the harvest 
of your farms. [ISA 16:9] Li busidnǫ vaand yiiga, ka nyaan wal, ka biili bi'ig. 'first the blade, then the ear, then full 
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grain in the ear'. [MRK 4:28] ba da nwǫnǫ kekaŋ dǫǫŋi na bi'ig nǫ they were like 'the early fruit on the fig tree'. [HOS 

9:10] Kǫl ka li wțsa bi'igi ti paae bunib saŋa 'Let both grow together until the harvest'. [MAT 13:30] Amaa ki sieba 

banǫ kpǫlim la on da pț san'am, bǤzugǤ ban da nam pț bi'igǫ. But some cereal crops were not spoilt, because 
they weren't yet ripe. [EXO 9:32] MǤdigir daan la daa su'a o mǤŋkansa ka ba nam pț bi'ig sțŋaa. The patient 
person hides his mangoes unripe, before they are fully ripened/ready. [You-Hear?] nwǫnǫ bugum tțligid 

bodobodo dǤǤgi bi'igidi li 'like the fire in an oven,'. [HOS 7:4] Sa'ab la bi'ig ya. [House+Farm] BǤzugǤ wala la bi'ig 

ya ka li pǤn'Ǥb saŋa paae. Because the fruits are ripe and the time to pick them has arrived. The t.z. is ready. [REV 

14:18] Dim suguru Azumbilaa, m bǫlimnǫ gu'usim bi'ela ka zǫǫnd la bi'ig nǫ la Be patient, Azumbila, please 
wait a bit till the soup is done. [Wonderwoman] Tțlig kǤ'Ǥgir sia'al kpaam bi'igir. The breaking of the pestle 

coincides with the maturing of the oil. [Proverb 274] Ya na bț'țd ki ti paae tiwala bi'igir saŋa 'you will still be 
harvesting corn when it is time to pick grapes'. [LEV 26:5] Lit: threshing. Etym: OVN *BI ; vc1 *bi ; MWN * BÍL ; 
PB *pí. Note: PB "be burnt; be hot; be cooked; be ripe; ferment (drink); be red" 
2 • to cook well, completely. DakǤǤnr ya'am bi'igidi o bǫŋa. The bachelor uses his commonsense and cooks his 

beans thoroughly. [Asaasim] DakǤǤnr ya'am bi'ig[idi] o tuya. The bachelor's wisdom fully-cooks his beans. 

[Proverb 196] See: bi'. 

bi'ig ya4   See main entry: bi'ig. ready, cook. 

bi'igǫ   See main entry: bi'ig. ready, cook. 

bi'ige   See main entry: bi'ig. ready, cook. 

bi'igi   See main entry: bi'ig. ready, cook. 

bi'igid   See main entry: bi'ig. ready, cook. 

bi'igidi   See main entry: bi'ig. ready, cook. 

bi'igir   See main entry: bi'ig. ready, cook. 

-bi'im   Variant: -bi'ime. Form: -bi'ima. adj. ripe. O da dǤnlignǫ o niŋgǤǤnri paae wal-bi'ime tǫǫgi li lǫb o suak la 

baba. He reached out his neck to reach a ripe fruit and pulled it into his hiding-place. [Trouble] biig la bas o taya 

kugur la tǤ'ǤtǤ amaa li da gban'e nǫ ti-walbi'ima la the boy fired off his catapult quickly, but it caught the ripe 
fruit. [Trouble] Li kț yuugǫ ka sanlim wala, kpaadib la buon kooko bi'ima si'em la, siak pǤn'Ǥb. It would not 
be long before the 'golden fruit' –  that's what the farmers called ripe coca-pods – would be ready to pick. [Trouble] 
ba ya'a mi'imi ba walbi'ima la na lut when they shake them the ripe fruits will fall. [NAM 3:12] Sim: wiiug; 
Cpart: -kansir1, -gț'țg, pilǫog ‘unripe’. See: bi'. 

-bi'ima   See main entry: -bi'im. ripe. 

-bi'ime   See main entry: -bi'im. ripe. 

bi'in [W]   See main entry: bien. shin. 

bi'isim   See main entry: bin'isim. milk. 

bik   Variant: biki; bikki. Form: bikid. Variant: bikida. to tip (sth.) over, tilt. Eli kpǫn bik nǫ kțk la li azampǫ'ǫl Siilo 

teŋ la za'anǤǤr la baba 'Eli fell backwards from his seat beside the gate'. [1SA 4:18] niigi la da tu'ug ka Daka la 

bik the oxen stumbled and the Ark tilted over. [1CH 13:9] banǫ wțsa mak ye ba bik o na pu'alimi ba mǫŋ. 'All 
who try to move it (heavy rock) will injure themselves.'. [ZEC 12:3] ba dabisa kț wa'am nwǫnǫ winnigi ǫǫnti bik 

ka fț siig wa'am laa 'their days will not lengthen like a shadow'. [ECC 8:13] Lit: like when the sun is going down 

and your shadow becomes long. Winnig la bikki lǫb ya-tuona la The sun was going down in the west. [Trouble] an 

na lǤǤf nǫ nwiis ka fț kț nyaŋi biki lǫb zin'isi'aa 'I will tie you up with ropes so that you cannot turn from one 
side to the other'. [EZK 4:8] m na kǫ ka Jerusalem kilim tampiing kanǫ pț bikida 'I will make Jerusalem an 
immovable rock '. [ZEC 12:3] 

biki   See main entry: bik. tip. 

bikid   See main entry: bik. tip. 

bikida   See main entry: bik. tip. 

bikki   See main entry: bik. tip. 
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-bil   Variant: -bila; -bili. Form: -bibis. Variant: -bibisa; -bibisi; -bis. adj. 1 • small. Gbambil kaŋa pa'annǫ ti 

teŋgbauŋ zi'ela linǫ sțm ye ti baŋ. 'This abridged version ... has been produced to provide a quick and easy 

access to the contents of the Constitution'. [Constitution] ba ... sigis anrimbil la ku'omin kpǫ'ǫŋid ye ba yi 

anrțŋțn la 'they lowered the boat into the water and were getting into it to get away from the ship. [ACT 27:30] Li 

baba ka bǫuŋbil bǫ 'there is a pool' there. [JHN 5:2] o nǤk bibili zi'eli ba sțțgin 'He took a little child and had him 
stand among them.'. [MRK 9:36] Tembibis banǫ ka nif nǤdir an yǫl la In small villages where trachoma is a 

problem. [Trachoma] KǤǤtț bibis la wțsa anǫ yinne 'The Courts and Public Tribunals form one structure'. 

[Constitution] zabzabidib banǫ zu'oe ka yǫ zaba fuud ka mǤr gbanti'edis linǫ an bțmbǫda nǫ bțmbibis la 
'horsemen fully armed, and a great horde with large and small shields'. [EZK 38:4] o da yis arezak la sieba tis o 

pu'abibis la biis 'he gave presents to the sons his other wives had borne him'. [GEN 25:6] Li anǫ bțnvț-bibisi bǫǫ 

an wiim It is disease-carrying micro-organisms. [Trachoma] Tempțțd pii nǫ awai nǫ ba tembibisi da bǫǫ ani. 
'There were nineteen towns and their villages.'. [JOS 19:38] Note: -bil may be written as a separate word, even when 

compounding with the noun stem could be used: yaname yǫt karinzi la, lin titnǫ bugum bil dǤǤg yinne ni you talk 
about kerosene, which gives a little light in one room. [Electricity] m nyaŋi sǤb m yiiga gbauŋ bil kaŋa la I have 
been able to write this first small book of mine. [You-Hear?] Note: cf. gbambil in Constitution example above Ka bipuŋ 

bil la kpǫn duoe ken. 'Immediately the girl stood up and walked around'. [MRK 5:42] BǤ ka fț nyǫ sauk bil kanǫ 

bǫǫ fț zua nifin ... ? 'Why do you look at the speck in your brother's eye ... ? [LUK 6:41] Bipuŋ bila, m yǫtif ye, 

duom. 'Little girl, I say to you, get up!'. [MRK 5:41] Ba da anǫ o saam pu'a bibis Biliha nǫ Zilipa biis. 'the sons of 
Bilhah and Zilpah, his father's concubines'. [GEN 37:2] Lit: junior wives. Note: cf. pu'abibis in GEN 25:6 example above 
Colloc: -bilin ‘to/at/from a small ...’. Biig la daa kena ka o ye o kem Adțgbalin sibiti bilin la buol dǤgta la 
The boy came, and he told him to go to the clinic at Adugbalin and call a doctor. [AIDS-I] Sim: -sia'asiŋ; 
Cpart: -tita'ar, bǫdir1 ‘big, large’. Ka mǫ' dǤbibis la tabil dǤtita'ar la giligi li wțsa. And built small rooms 
attached to the big room all round. [1KI 6:10] zabzabidib banǫ zu'oe ka yǫ zaba fuud ka mǤr gbanti'edis linǫ an 

bțmbǫda nǫ bțmbibis la 'your horsemen fully armed, and a great horde with large and small shields'. [EZK 38:4] 
Etym: OV1 *BIL ; OVN *BI(L)-A/SI ;  CG *pii (~b,bb), jjik a. Note: irregular declension, -LA may be a sg. suffix :: ? 

related to biig , bielif 
2 • young of [animal species]. Dǫbil pț la'ad o ma nyingaandǫ. The warthog piglet doesn't laugh at his mother's 

tusk. [Proverb 027] Hali o nǤbil ya'a yuaki nǤbig bi'ela Even a chick that had hatched and grown a little. [You-Hear?] 
bǤ ka ya ian'asid wțț pǫbibisǫ? 'why did you jump about like lambs?'. [PSA 114:6] See: bțbil; bțŋbil; dǫbil; 

gbigimbil; na'abil; na'adawanbil; na'asa'abil; nǤbbil; nu'ubil; nwadbil; pu'abil; sakurbil; saambil. 

-bila   See main entry: -bil. small, young ~. 

bilǫbțg   Variant: bilebug [W]. n. a reincarnation. See: biig; lǫb. 

bilǫt   Variant: bilɛɛt; bileet; bilǫtǫ; bilɛɛtɛ. Form: bilǫtinam. Variant: bilɛɛtinam. n. razor-blade, 'blade' [Gh.] Awintțma 

daa yǫl ye, piima nǫ bilɛɛti nǫ baris nǫ bțn linǫ na tun'e vțdig nid la anǫ duula. Awintuma had said that 

needles and blades and razors and anything which can pierce a person are dangers. [AIDS-I] Ba mǫ da kǫ ka sǤ' 

si'isi ba nǫ piim bǫǫ bilɛɛtɛ. They should also not let anyone touch them with a needle or blade. [AIDS-II] Ban daa 

saas o kǤlțg la ba daa nyǫ piima nǫ di buudi nǫ bilɛɛtinam nǫ tima nǫ kǤliba buudi bǫdegț. They opened his 

bag and found needles and suchlike, and blades and medicines and all sorts of bottles. [AIDS-I] From: (Eng.) 

bilǫtǫ   See main entry: bilǫt. blade. 

bilǫtinam   See main entry: bilǫt. blade. 

bilǫțg   See main entry: bilia. baby. 

bilebug [W]   See main entry: bilǫbțg. reincarnation. 

bilɛɛt   See main entry: bilǫt. blade. 

bilɛɛtɛ   See main entry: bilǫt. blade. 

bilɛɛtinam   See main entry: bilǫt. blade. 

bileet   See main entry: bilǫt. blade. 

-bili   See main entry: -bil. small, young ~. 
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bilia   Variant: bilǫțg. Form: bilies. n. baby. Bilia na di'emid dunduug vǤndțg nǤǤrin 'The infant will play near the 

hole of the cobra'. [ISA 11:8] li bǤǤd ye o niŋ bin'isir bilia la nǤǤrin ka li sțŋ bilia la nǫ o ma la ka ba nyǫ laafi 
it is necessary that she put the breast to the baby's mouth, and this will help the baby and the mother to be healthy. 
[Breastfeeding] Yǫlsțm bǫnǫ nini banǫ pț gbǫǫn pu'apțțs nǫ bilies ka ba kpiida. Good luck is with eyes that 

don't do not stare wickedly at pregnant women and babies so that they die. [Asaasim] Woo! Li na tǤi tis pu'a banǫ 

mǤr pțțs nǫ banǫ mǤr bilies saŋkan la. 'How terrible it will be in those days for women who are pregnant and 
for mothers with little babies!'. [LUK 21:23] Ba fanbi ba biliesi kțț bas suoya la ni yǤǤg-yǤǤg. 'Her infants were 
dashed to pieces at the head of every street.'. [NAM 3:10] Bilǫțg sa'ae yuug tun'e kǫ ka o du'asțŋ bǫǫ o 

dț'țnsuug bǫǫ o tuon san'am. If the labour with the baby is protracted, it can harm the birth canal, the bladder 
or the vulva. [Womens-Health] 

bilielim   n. infancy. Li faandi fț biis bilielim ban'asin. It saves your children from the diseases of infancy. 

[Immunisation-II.] M ma. Onǫ zin' gǤsidi m bilielim zug. My mother. She was there overseeing my infancy. 

[Shoeshine-Boy-] Colloc: bilialimin ‘in infancy’. Yǫlbama wusa ka ti kaal la zaŋ ken pu'a puugin bilialimin, 

biilimin nǫ bțnkțttimin. We calculate all these aspect with regard to pregnancy, infancy, childhood and 

adulthood. [Iodine] InvNabstr: bilia. See: bilia. 

bilies   See main entry: bilia. baby. 

bilig   Variant: biligi. Form: biligid. Form: biligidnǫ. Form: biligim!. Form: biligir. v. to roll sth. (away), roll (self). o keŋ 

nǫ bilig kugir la yis bulig la nǤǤrin ka kǫ ka o ansib kǤnbid la nu 'he went over and rolled the stone away from 
the mouth of the well and watered his uncle's sheep'. [GEN 29:10] Ba da bilig kugtita'ari kena diinl buug la nǤǤr 
'A stone was put over the mouth of the pit'. [DAN 6:17] Paŋ kanǫ na bilig masin ka li zǤt. This power will rotate a 

machine so that it runs. [Electricity] O bilig o fugǤbțgțn la ka ya'am. He rolled on his sheet and yawned. [Trouble] 
kugir linǫ ligil yațg la bilig 'the stone had been removed from the entrance'. [JHN 20:1] pu'a kaŋa sa gbisi biligi 

diinli o biig la ka o kpi 'she accidentally rolled over on her baby and smothered it'. [1KI 3:19] ba nyǫ ka kugir la 

biligi dig lǤsi'a sa ka bas yațg la 'They found that the stone had been rolled away from the tomb'. [LUK 24:2] 
BAN'A LA NIF BILIGIRIN. Isir kanǫ bǫ nif gbauŋ pțțgin la, nif la ya'a biligid wțsa isir la tǫǫd EVERSION of 
the EYE by the DISEASE. The scarring inside the eye, if the eye is totally everted the scarring tightens. [Trachoma] 
kǤnbkemnib la biligidnǫ kugir la yis bulig la nǤǤrin 'the shepherds would roll the stone away from the well's 

mouth'. [GEN 29:3] Biligim kugtita'ar tǤ'ǤtǤ digil kpǫla na. 'Roll a big stone over here to me.'. [1SA 14:33] Sim: bilim. 
Etym: OV1 *BIL ; OVN *BIL.M . See: bilim. 

biligi   See main entry: bilig. roll[sth.] 

biligid   See main entry: bilig. roll[sth.] 

biligidnǫ   See main entry: bilig. roll[sth.] 

biligim!   See main entry: bilig. roll[sth.] 

biligir   See main entry: bilig. roll[sth.] 

bilim   Variant: bilimmi1. Form: bilimmi2!. Form: bilțŋ. Variant: biluŋ. v. to roll (self), roll about (as, a horse). Ka o mǤ 

ye o duoe, amaa si'el wțsa da anǫ lik ka o lǫbi lu gadpțțr la zugț bilim. He struggled to get up, but 
everything was dark and he fell back onto the bed and rolled about. [Trouble] o bilim ka nintǤnpuud yit o nǤǤrin 
'He ... rolled around, foaming at the mouth.'. [MRK 9:20] Adu nam ziriga la da bilimmi yit baŋin la ka ninsieba 

țki ba nu'usi kǫǫsid Adu and Co.'s train rolled out of the station and some people waved farewell. [Trouble] Bet 

Ofira teŋ dima, bilimmi uusțg la ni. 'People of Beth Leaphrah, (show your despair by) rolling in the dust! [MIC 

1:10] yanam banǫ bǫ pǫ'ǫs la tuonnǫ, bilimmi titanin 'roll in the dust, you leaders of the flock'. [JER 25:34] 
Sim: bilig. Etym: OV1 *BIL ; OVN *BIL.M . See: bilig. 

bilimmi1   See main entry: bilim. roll about. 

bilimmi2!   See main entry: bilim. roll about. 

bilǤknam   Variant: biloknam; bilǤknama; biloknama. n.pl. blocks (for building). Note: checkers preferred tampiga (for 

building) From: (Eng.) 

bilǤknama   See main entry: bilǤknam. blocks. 
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biloknam   See main entry: bilǤknam. blocks. 

biloknama   See main entry: bilǤknam. blocks. 

bilțŋ   See main entry: bilim. roll about. 

biluŋ   See main entry: bilim. roll about. 

bilțțr   n. an only child. yțma ban wțsa ka o pǤn'Ǥn o on an bilțțr laa? all those years she had spoiled him, was it 

because he was her only child? [Trouble] See: biig. 

bima   Variant: bimaa. Form: bimanam. Variant: bimadim. n. nursing mother, the mother of a/the child. Bima bin'isim 

mǤr bțn linǫ zan'asa ka biig la bǤǤd. The baby's mother's milk contains everything that the child needs. 

[Breastfeeding] Ka ... ziim la mǫ gu'oe ka bima la nyǫ laafi. And the blood will be stopped and the mother gets 
better. [Breastfeeding] wțț bimaa mu'asid o biig si'em la 'As a mother nurses her child'. [ISA 60:16] Fț zaba sț'țgț 

sadigim daa kǫ ka bimanam kpǫlim zaalim la 'your sword has made many mothers childless'. [1SA 15:33] Ka 

dabisban la na anǫ tǤǤgț tis pu'apțțs nǫ bimanam. 'How dreadful it will be in those days for pregnant women 
and nursing mothers!'. [MRK 13:17] See: biig; ma2. 

bimadim   See main entry: bima. nursing mother. 

bimanam   See main entry: bima. nursing mother. 

bimaa   See main entry: bima. nursing mother. 

bimbim   Variant: bimbimi; bimbime. Form: bimbima. n. an earth platform, dais, 'altar'. Note: dais, mound or pillar of earth 
Na'am zin'isir bimbim la da mǤri dțțsa yakir ayuobț 'The throne had six steps. [2CH 9:18] Lit: the dais of the 
royal seat. Mam maal nǫ bimbima ayǤpǤi, ka kǤdig na'araug nǫ pǫraug bimbim wțsa zugin. 'I have prepared 

seven altars, and on each altar I have offered a bull and a ram.'. [NUM 23:4] O da nan zi' mǫǫ li buudii, o yiiga 

bimbimi la. 'this was the first altar to the Lord that he erected'. [1SA 14:35] o da mǫnǫ bimbima tis nwadbibis la 

wțsa 'he built altars for the worship of the stars'. [2KI 21:5] Colloc: maan/maluŋ bimbim(a) ‘(sacrificial) altar/s’. 
Note: in the Bible :: maan bimbim, strictly one built of stones see maan daka under maan•1 Abram mǫ maan bimbim 

n tis ZugsǤb 'Abram built an altar there to the Lord'. [GEN 12:7] Saul da mǫ' maan bimbimi tis ZugsǤb la anina. 
'Saul built an altar to the Lord'. [1SA 14:35] m na san'am Betel teŋ malțŋ bimbima la 'I will destroy the altars of 
Bethel'. [AMO 3:15] Colloc: bimbimin ‘in/on/to the altar/dais’. maliak onǫ sț'oe bugum la yi maan bimbimin la 

na 'Then another angel, who is in charge of the fire, came from the altar.'. [REV 14:18] o da ...  kțțd bțnkǤnbid 

bimbimin la 'he offered sacrifices on the altar'. [1KI 12:32] 

bimbima   See main entry: bimbim. 'altar'. 

bimbime   See main entry: bimbim. 'altar'. 

bimbimi   See main entry: bimbim. 'altar'. 

bimǫ'ǫf   n. a little child. Bimǫ'ǫf anwa gǫligid ye kpǫǫm faadnǫ. A little child like that reckoned that the elder was lying. 

[Trouble] See: biig. 

bin   Variant: binnǫ; binne. Form: bina. n. fæces, 'feces' [Am.] GbinvǤǤnr wa'alim a bin. Anus length is [the length of 

the] turd. [Proverb 220] Fț ya'a ye fț nǤk biig ka o ye bin bǫǫ o gbinin fț zi'en o nǫ. If you're going to pick up a 
child and he says he has shit on his bottom, you put him down. [Asaasim] Note: In Kusaal, Dagbani and Mampruli (at 
least) proverbs are more free with talk about sex and excretion than is normal in ordinary conversation, which is why English 

'rude' words are chosen for translation. The word itself is not considered obscene. Ba ye bin bǫ baa zugin ka o zi' ka 

nyuusid teŋ-teŋ. They say there is shit on the dog's head and he doesn't know and tries to find the smell all over 

the place. [Billygoat] BțnkǤnbid banǫ ka ti gț'țn yaan la pțmpǤǤs na bǫ bțnkǤnbid la bina The animals we 
keep at home – there are flies in the animals' droppings. [Trachoma] Du'unim nwa - ka binnǫ? This is piss, what 
about shit? [Proverb 194] m na kǫ ka fț nǤk na'ambinnǫ nyu'oe maal ka ka' ninsaal binnǫ 'I shall allow you to 
use cow dung instead of human dung to bake your bread'. [EZK 4:15] BțnkǤnbid banǫ ka ti gț'țn yaan la 

pțmpǤǤs na bǫ bțnkǤnbid la bina ni wțț na'ambin nǫ Our domestic animals –  flies are in the animals 
droppings, such as cow-dung. [Trachoma] Colloc: nyǫ' bin ‘pass fæces’. Zǫnma'asa nǫ tiwala diib bǫǫ ku'om 

nuub bǫdegț na kǫ ka bin nyǫ'ǫb kț tǤiya. Eating vegetables and fruit or drinking plenty of water will prevent 
difficulty in defecation. [Womens-Health] sǤ' ya'a bǤǤd ye o nyǫ' bin on keŋ anina nyǫ' when someone wants to 
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relieve themself, they should go there. [DEU 23:12] Pțțg mǤrim kǫti ka linǫ ta'asid bin nyǫ'ǫb pț tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, 

dinzugǤ, bin la digilimmǫ ka li yiib tǤi Pregnancy causes slowing of digestive processes, so the stool is hardened 
and difficult to pass. [Womens-Health] Cpart: dț'țnim ‘urine’. Ban nǫ yanam wțsa na dii ya mǫŋ bin ka nuu ya 

mǫŋ dț'țnim! they 'like you, will have to eat their own filth and drink their own urine'. [ISA 36:12] Note: in most 
related languages the basic form is the plural bina , the parallel pasage to ISA 36:12 in 2KI 18:27 is identical but with bina for 

bin Etym: OV1 *BIN ; GS1 *B¹E/A(N) ; vc4 *b ɪn ; MWN *- BÍN- ; PB bíì. See: danbin. 

bina   See main entry: bin. fæces. 

bin'e   See main entry: bin'ei. healed [be]. 

bin'ei   Variant: bin'e. v. be healed, heal over. nidib la wțsa da la'as nǫ kpǫm bǫ ban bǫ si'el la, hali ka banǫ kpǫn' 

baŋț la fǫn'ǫd bin'ei naae all the people together stayed where they were until the sores of the people who had 
been circumcised healed over. [JOS 5:8] Ka bțnkǤnbbǫ'og la zug yinne daa nwǫnǫ ba pu'alim o nǫ, amaa ka 

sapu'ad la bin'ei. 'One of the heads of the beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had been 
healed.'. [REV 13:3] 

bin'isa   See main entry: bin'isir. breast. 

bin'isgbisidim   Variant: bin'isgbitim. n. curds, 'set' milk. lakanǫ nar nǫ ninsțma la ka o zaŋi niŋ bin'isgbisidim tis o 
'in a bowl fit for nobles she brought him curdled milk'.  [JDG 5:25] o mǤr bin'ispielig nǫ bin'isgbisidim nǫ ni'im 

sǫn'ǫda la na pțdigi tis saam la ka ba dit 'He took some cream, some milk, and the meat, and set the food before 
the men.'. [GEN 18:8] See: bin'isim; gbis. 

bin'isgbitim   See main entry: bin'isgbisidim. curds. 

bin'isim   Variant: bi'isim. n. milk. Note: human milk or animal milk - Agole :: only human - Toende Bima bin'isim mǤr bțn linǫ 

zan'asa ka biig la bǤǤd. The child's mother' milk has everything that the child needs. [Breastfeeding] Nwadisa ala 

nar ye biig mu'a bin'isim ma'aa nǫ? At least how many months should a baby be breastfed? [Breastfeeding] Ba 

bin'isim na zu'oe hali ka o na mǤr bin'iskpaam dit. 'And because of the abundance of the milk they (cattle) 
give, he will have curds to eat.'. [ISA 7:22] onǫ mǫkama mu'ad bin'isim anǫ biig ...  Ka banǫ bi' la dit digan'ala 
'Anyone who lives on milk, being still an infant... But solid food is for the mature'. [HEB 5:13] ala ka fț na nyǫ 

bin'isim la bǫdegț in that way you will have plenty of milk. [Breastfeeding] Colloc: bin'isimin ‘in milk’.  Mid ka ya 

nǤk bțbil ni'imi dțg o ma bin'isimin. 'Do not cook a young goat in its mother's milk.'. [DEU 14:21] Colloc: teŋ1 

kanǫ ka bin'isim nǫ siind pțbid la. Note: and variants  o na mǤri ti kpǫn' teŋ kanǫ ka bin'isim nǫ siind pțbid 

la 'he will lead us into that land, a land flowing with milk and honey'. [NUM 14:8] teŋ kanǫ pțbid bin'isim nǫ siind 
'a land flowing with milk and honey'. [DEU 26:9] Colloc: bin'ispielig ‘'white-milk' [used in Bible for] cream’. o mǤr 

bin'ispielig nǫ bin'isgbisidim nǫ ni'im sǫn'ǫda la na pțdigi tis saam la ka ba dit 'He took some cream, some 
milk, and the meat, and set the food before the men.'. [GEN 18:8] See: bin'isir; bin'isgbisidim; bin'iskpaam. 

bin'isir   Variant: bin'isirǫ; bin'isire. Form: bin'isa. n. a breast. li bǤǤd ye o niŋ bin'isir bilia la nǤǤrin ka li sțŋ bilia la nǫ 

o ma la ka ba nyǫ laafi it is necessary that she put the breast to the baby's mouth, and this will help the baby and 
the mother to be healthy. [Breastfeeding] biig la mu'a bin'isir yinne la naae ka fț nyaan tis o ayinne la. when the 

baby has finished sucking one breast you give it the other one. [Breastfeeding] li anǫ banǫ ka ba tuki ba bin'isirǫ? 
is it 'those just taken from the breast?'. [ISA 28:9] wțț bikanǫ ka ba tuk o bin'isire dig o ma tuon si'em la 'like a 
weaned child clinging to its mother'. [PSA 131:2] Ka fț bin'isa fțțnsim ka nyǫligid. And your breasts become full 
and soft. [Womens-Health] Bin'isa la nwǫnǫ Wina'am bulig nǫ. Breasts are like God's spring. [Breastfeeding] 
Colloc: bin'isa lu ‘girl 'develops'’. Li kțlin anǫ on da an bǫdiri ka o bin'isa lit la. It was just that she was a big 
girl and her breasts were developing. [Trouble] fț nǤbignǫ hali vǫnl ka fț bin'isa lu ka fț zuobid nǤbig 'You 
grew strong and tall and became a young woman. Your breasts were well formed, and your hair had grown'. [EZK 

16:7] Etym: OV1 *BI:(S) ; OVN *BIS-DI/A ; GSe *y ɪl ; vc1 *ŋiɗ ; CG *bbici, yil ; MWN *- BÍL- ; PB * béèdè. 
Note: OV has *ŊIL derivatives as "animal's udder/milk" See: bin'isnǤǤr. 

bin'isirǫ   See main entry: bin'isir. breast. 

bin'isire   See main entry: bin'isir. breast. 

bin'iskpaam   n. butter. Ba bin'isim na zu'oe hali ka o na mǤr bin'iskpaam dit. Banǫ kpǫlim teŋin la wțsa na dit 

bin'iskpaam nǫ siind. 'And because of the abundance of the milk they (cattle) give, he will have curds to eat. All 
who remain in the land will eat curds and honey.'. [ISA 7:22] See: bin'isim; kpaam. 
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bin'isnǤya   See main entry: bin'isnǤǤr. nipple. 

bin'isnǤǤr   Form: bin'isnǤya. n. nipple (of the breast). Colloc: bin'isnǤǤr sabilim ‘areola, the dark area around the nipple’. 
Bin'isnǤǤr sabilim la wțsa nar ka li kpǫn' biig la nǤǤr pțțg. The whole areola should go into the baby's mouth. 

[Breastfeeding] See: bin'isir; nǤǤr1. 

binir   See main entry: binnir. drum [type]. 

binna   See main entry: binnir. drum [type]. 

binnǫ   See main entry: bin. fæces. 

binne   See main entry: bin. fæces. 

binnir   Variant: binir. Form: binna. n. a calabash-drum. KǤm ya'a li na ka fț pțțr zem wuu binnir, kǤm ya'a gaad fț 

sam zem wuu zuor. If famine comes and your stomach is like a drum, when the famine passes your debt is like 

a mountain. [Proverb 272] m kțdim nwǫnǫ lțmmir bǫǫ binnir linǫ vuudnǫ 'I am only a resounding gong or a 
clanging cymbal'. [1CO 13:1] Sim: lțŋ ‘hourglass drum’. Etym: OV1 *BEN/BIN ; OVN *BIN.D-DI/A . 

bintampigida   See main entry: bintampigidțg. dung beetle. 

bintampigidir   See main entry: bintampigidțg. dung beetle. 

bintampigidțg  Variant: bintampigidug; bintampigidir. Form: bintampigida. n. a dung-beetle. Bintampigidțg ye paŋ 

on bǫ ka nifț kae. Dung-beetle says he has strength but no eye. [Proverb 005] Bintampigidțg ye 

a-nyǫ'ǫd-kțkǤ'Ǥg zi' ye bin bigim tǤiya. The dung-beetle says, one who runs diarrhœa does not know it is 
difficult to form it into a ball. Note: Kusaal proverb from MA See: bin; tampigir; pig1. 

bintampigidug   See main entry: bintampigidțg. dung beetle. 

bip   id. crash! Note: sound of falling, hitting on ye o zǤ yi la ka o saam niŋ o bip nǫ paŋ. as he was going to run out, his 
father bumped into him, bonk! [Trouble] 

bipit   n. younger son. Cpart: bikpǫǫm ‘elder son’. Esau onǫ an bikpǫǫm la fusțŋ da bǫǫ o ma la dǤǤgin, ka o nǤki li 

na yǫǫl Jakob onǫ an o bipit la 'Rebekah took the best clothes of Esau her older son, which she had in the house, 
and put them on her younger son Jacob'. [GEN 27:15] See: pit. 

bipo'a   See main entry: bipu'a. daughter in law. 

bipo'ab   See main entry: bipu'a. daughter in law. 

bipu'a   Variant: bipo'a. Form: bipu'ab. Variant: bipo'ab. n. a daughter-in-law. On zin'ini naae la ka nyǫ o bipu'a la 

zuobidi zunnim la When she had sat down she noticed that her daughter-in-law's hair was messed up. [Trouble] 
Tera da nǤk o biig Abram ... nǫ o bipu'a Sarai onǫ an o biig Abram pu'a la 'Terah took his son Abram ... and 
his daughter-in-law Sarai, Abram's wife'. [GEN 11:31] Fț bipu'a Tamar kpǫn' nǫ dap bǤǤb ka ba'asi nǤk pțțg. 
'Your daughter-in-law Tamar has been acting like a whore, and now she is pregnant.'. [GEN 38:24] Cpart: dayaam 
‘mother-in-law’. ka bipu'ab mǫ zab nǫ ba dayaamnam 'daughters-in-law against their mothers-in-law'. [MAT 

10:35] See: biig; pu'a. 

bipu'ab   See main entry: bipu'a. daughter in law. 

bipum-   See main entry: bipuŋ1. daughter, girl. 

bipumis  See main entry: bipuŋ1. daughter, girl. 

bipumisǫ   See main entry: bipuŋ1. daughter, girl. 

bipumisi   See main entry: bipuŋ1. daughter, girl. 

bipuŋ1   Variant: bupuŋ; bipuŋi; bipuŋa. Form: bipumis. Variant: bipumisi; bipumisǫ. Form: bipuŋ-2. Variant: bipum-. 

n. 1 • daughter. PțkǤǤnri da bǫ mǤr o bipuŋ yinne. There was a widow who had one daughter. [Billygoat] Saul 

bipuŋ Mikal ya'am da kpǫn' nǫ David 'Saul's daughter Michal was in love with David'. [1SA 18:20] ka o ... niŋ o 

pțtǫn'ǫrin ye o na di bipțŋ la and he thought that he would marry the girl. [Asaasim] M nǤki m bipuŋi tis dau 

kaŋa, amaa ka o pț bǤǤd o. 'I gave my daughter in marriage to this man, but he dislikes her.'. [DEU 22:16] dap la 

gban'e o nu'ug nǫ o pu'a la nǫ o bipumis ayi' la mǤri ba yis teŋ la yiŋ sa 'the men took him, his wife, and his 
two daughters by the hand and led them out of the city'. [GEN 19:16] Cpart: biribiŋ ‘son’. Ya'a ka' on ma'aanǫ, o da 
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pț lǫm mǤr biribiŋ bǫǫ bipuŋa. 'Except for her he had neither son nor daughter. [JDG 11:34] O biribis nǫ bipumis 

wțsa da la'asi bǫlim o 'All his sons and daughters came to comfort him'. [GEN 37:35] Da nǤki ya bipumisi tisi ba 

biribis bǫǫ ya nǤki ba biribisi tisi ya bipumisǫ 'Do not give your daughters to their sons or take their daughters 
for your sons'. [DEU 7:3] 
2 • a girl. basimi bipuŋ kanǫ wțsa nan zi' dau wțsa 'save ... every girl who has never slept with a man'. [NUM 

31:18] banǫ mǤr fțrpiim yinne vțt bipumis bǫdegț tțba la, li ka'a sț'țm. when they use one needle to pierce 
the ears of a number of girls, it is not good. [AIDS-I] O da gaans bipumis ayǤpǤi yi na'ayin la ye ba gǤsid o yǫla 
'He assigned to her seven maids selected from the king's palace'. [EST 2:9] Colloc: bipuŋbil(a) ‘small daughter, 
small girl’. Fț ya'a tțm bǫ'ǫd nǫ bipuŋbil kaŋaa li pa'al ye fț anǫ pa'an bugus. If you have harmed this girl, it 

shows that you are a wicked teacher. [AIDS-II] Ka bipuŋ bil la kpǫn duoe ken. 'Immediately the girl stood up and 
walked around'. [MRK 5:42] Bipumbili da bǫ dǤbil la baba piisid sa'ad. The little girl was near the kitchen, 
sweeping up rubbish. [Trouble] Sim: pu'asadir, pu'a; Cpart: biribiŋ. Atokum-tokum da anǫ biribiŋ. Ka 

Azilim-zilim an bipuŋ. Atokum-tokum was a boy and Azilim-zilim was a girl. [Asaasim] Biis ayi' daa anǫ biribis 

ka yinne an bupuŋ. Two of the children were boys, and one was a girl. [You-Heard?] Ayǫl-nyain, on nǫ o pu'a 

AsțmbǤ, mǤri biis ata'anga, biribis ayi' bipțŋ yinne. Ayelnyain, he and his wife Asumbo, have three children, 
two boys and one girl. [Asaasim] Ba anǫ Apam biis, biribiŋ la yț'țri aan Abugur, ka bipuŋ la yț'țr buon 

AmǤryam. They are Apam's children, the boy's name is Abugur and the girl's name is Amoryam. [House+Farm-] 

bipuŋ-2   See main entry: bipuŋ1. daughter, girl. 

bipuŋa   See main entry: bipuŋ1. daughter, girl. 

bipuŋi   See main entry: bipuŋ1. daughter, girl. 

bir1   Form: birid1. v. shake, vibrate. Hali baa zuoya ya'a mi'im ka kțkțna birid 'Though the mountains be shaken and 
the hills be removed'. [ISA 54:10] 

bir2   v. to scatter, demolish, break sth. down. NyǤ'Ǥs la nyuug kpǫmis kpaadib la nǫ ka ba bir zin'ikanǫ ka Nimo 

pa'a pian'an bǫogțn la. The smell of smoke alerted the farmers and they scattered to the place where Nimo had 
been speaking that morning. [Trouble] 

bir-bir   id. dark. Colloc: sǤbig bir-bir ‘grow strongly 'dark' (black or dark shade of colour)’. saa na ni, bǤzugǤ 

saŋgbana la sǤbțg bir-bir la zug 'It is going to rain, because the sky is red and dark.'. [MAT 16:3] ba vaand sǤbig 

bir-bir their leaves are dark green. [PSA 92:14] Etym: OV1 *S¹OB ; OVN *SA/OB(L)- ; GS1 *B¹I¹/U ; vc1 *bid , 
bin ; CG *bbiri, sab-, kwata . Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug 

biribiN-   See main entry: biribiŋ. son, boy. 

biribiŋ   Variant: bțribiŋ; biribiŋi; biribiŋa; biribiŋaa. Form: biribis. Variant: buribis; biribise; biribisǫǫ. Form: biribiN-. 

n. 1 • son. daakaŋa la li daa kpǫlim bi'ela ka m zua Ayaab biribiŋ kpi that day it was not long before my friend 
Ayaab's son died. [Electricity] Man ti ye m lǫb yțțm anwana win na la, ka fț pu'a Sara mǤr biribiŋ. 'About this 
time next year I shall come back to you, and your wife Sarah will have a son'. [GEN 18:10] Ayaab pu'a on daa 

kaasidnǫ ka bi'esid dinǫ na maal o bțribiŋ kanǫ paasid ayi' la Ayaab's wife was crying, not knowing what 

would happen to her second son. [Electricity] Ba biribis la ka ZugsǤb da kǫ ka ba nǤbigi di'e ba zin'ig, amaa ba 

da nam pț kpǫn' baŋțț. 'their sons, whom the Lord had raised up in their place, ... they were uncircumcised'. [JOS 

5:7] Li nwǫnǫ nyalima nǫ ka biribis la ti lǫn sia'al taaba lǫbna ya'as incidentally, the boys came and met one 
another again. [Billygoat] SǤ' ya'a ti yǫl ye m maal bǫ'ǫdi tis o biribiŋa, m ma ǫǫnti maanim nǫ siaa. If someone 

should say I harmed their child, mother, they are insulting me! [Shoeshine-Boy] O ka' biribiŋa ka o sid mǫ kțdig. 
'she has no son and her husband is old'. [2KI 4:14] Li na malisif sǤ' na kțț fț mǫŋ biribiŋaa? Would you be happy 
for someone to kill your own son? [Trouble] Israel pț mǤr biribisǫǫ? 'Has Israel no sons?'. [JER 49:1] sida, 

biribimbama ayi' nwa bǤǤd man indeed, these two young men want me. [Billygoat] Cpart: bipuŋ1 ‘son’. Ya'a ka' 

on ma'aanǫ, o da pț lǫm mǤr biribiŋ bǫǫ bipuŋa. 'Except for her he had neither son nor daughter. [JDG 11:34] O 

biribis nǫ bipumis wțsa da la'asi bǫlim o 'All his sons and daughters came to comfort him'. [GEN 37:35] Da nǤki 

ya bipumisi tisi ba biribis bǫǫ ya nǤki ba biribisi tisi ya bipumisǫ 'Do not give your daughters to their sons or 
take their daughters for your sons'. [DEU 7:3] 
2 • a boy. O da ken ka dǤl biribiŋ bil 'He had a small boy with him'. [1SA 20:35]  And his mother arrived and she 

said that, truly, these two boys are interested in marrying me (or courting me). [Billygoat] Lit: want me. ka țk 
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biribiŋ la agǤl and picked the boy up. [Electricity] Daar yinne ka biribis ayi' la'as taaba kena. One day two boys 

walked together and came. [Billygoat] Li nwǫnǫ wțț nyalima nǫ ka buribis la ti lǫn si'al taaba lǫbna ya'as It was 

remarkable how the young men kept coming back again neck-and-neck. [Akelsa] Cpart: bipuŋ1, pu'asad. 
Atokum-tokum da anǫ biribiŋ. Ka Azilim-zilim an bipuŋ. Atokum-tokum was a boy and Azilim-zilim was a 

girl. [Asaasim] Ayǫl-nyain, on nǫ o pu'a AsțmbǤ, mǤri biis ata'anga, biribis ayi' bipțŋ yinne. Ayelnyain, he 
and his wife Asumbo, have three children, two boys and one girl. [Asaasim] Ba anǫ Apam biis, biribiŋ la yț'țri 

aan Abugur, ka bipuŋ la yț'țr buon AmǤryam. They are Apam's children, the boy's name is Abugur and the 
girl's name is Amoryam. [House+Farm-] O daa gǤsi kpa'anǫ ba nini ka sa'aliba keŋ biribis nǫ pu'asada yǫla ni. 
He looked them in the eyes and spoke seriously to them about sexual morality. [AIDS-I] 

biribiŋa   See main entry: biribiŋ. son, boy. 

biribiŋaa   See main entry: biribiŋ. son, boy. 

biribiŋi   See main entry: biribiŋ. son, boy. 

biribis   See main entry: biribiŋ. son, boy. 

biribise   See main entry: biribiŋ. son, boy. 

biribisǫǫ   See main entry: biribiŋ. son, boy. 

birid1   See main entry: bir1. shake. 

birid2   id. shake, vibrate. o ... tis Agbigim ka o di'e vǤl birid he gave it to Mr. Lion who gulped it down immediately. 

[You-Hear?] o lǫn gǫndigi tis Agbigim ka o niŋ birid he again mixed it and gave it to Mr. Lion who went 'gulp!'. 
[You-Hear?] 

biridi   adv. jet-black. La'an nǫ din da an nintaŋ la, tiisin la da anǫ biridi. Although it was daytime, amongst the trees 

it was very dark. [Trouble] Note: usually in the Colloc: lik biridi ‘jet-black’. Dabiem da kpǫn' Adu on da duoe ka li 

an lik biridi la nǫ. Adu got really scared when he got up and it was pitch dark. [Trouble] Li pț ye li anǫ lik biridi, 

ka nǫǫsim kae? 'it will be a day of gloom, without any brightness'. [AMO 5:20] ya nini ya'a ka' sț'țŋa, ya anǫ lik 

biridi 'but when your eyes are no good, your whole body will be in darkness'. [LUK 11:34] Li da anǫ wțț nintaŋ 

tisțțs ka teŋ la wțsa lieb lik biridi ti paae zaamnǤǤr kǫrefa atan' 'It was about twelve o'clock when the sun 
stopped shining and darkness covered the whole country until three o'clock'. [LUK 23:44] Etym: OV1 *S¹OB ; OVN 
*SA/OB(L)- ; GS1 *B¹I¹/U ; vc1 *bid, bin ; CG *bbir i, sab-, kwata. Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug 

birig   Variant: bidig; birigi. Form: birigid. Variant: birigidi. Form: birigim!. Variant: birigimi!. v. to flatten, knock down 

sth. M na gaadi fț tuon ka birig zuoya la 'I will go before you and will level the mountains'. [ISA 45:2] Ba daa pț 

bǫ lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la pțțga, amaa ba daa kpi'enǫ mǫǫsir la bǤǤdi birigi li. They weren't inside the garden, but they 
were near the wall and about to knock it down. [Trouble] hali baa piif ya'a ianki dțț li zug, ba kuga zaŋguom la 

na birigi yaam yǤri-yǤri! 'if even a fox climbed up on it, he would break down their wall'. [NEH 4:3] zuoya birigidi 

lit 'a mountain erodes and crumbles'. [JOB 14:18] Birigimi zuoya nǫ kțkțna wțsa ka li sig. 'every mountain and 
hill (shall be) made low'. [LUK 3:5 = ISA 40:4] Sim: biris. 

birigi   See main entry: birig. flatten. 

birigid   See main entry: birig. flatten. 

birigidi   See main entry: birig. flatten. 

birigim!   See main entry: birig. flatten. 

birigimi!   See main entry: birig. flatten. 

birikinam   Variant: birikinama. n.pl. brakes. LǤr la sieba mǫ ka' saliba bǫǫ birikinama Some vehicles have no steering 
or brakes. [Asaasim] Note: emended From: (Eng.) 

birikinama   See main entry: birikinam. brakes. 

birikiisi   n. brick/s, block/s. Note: singular or plural nǤkim birikiisi digili fț tuon 'get a brick, put it in front of you'. [EZK 4:1] 
Colloc: nwǫ' birikiisi ‘to mould bricks/blocks’. Kemi na ka ti nwǫ' birikiisi ka sǫn' ba ka ba kpi'em. 'Come on! 
Let's make bricks and bake them hard.'. [GEN 11:3] Sim: bilǤknam  From: (Eng.) 

biriku'an1  Variant: bidiku'an. n. hypocrisy, dishonesty. Zina ti baŋ ya ye ZugsǤb la sid bǫ nǫ ti, bǤzugǤ ya pț tțm 
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biriku'an tțțmaa 'Today we know that the Lord is with us, because you have not acted unfaithfully toward the 

Lord in this matter.'. [JOS 22:31] Colloc: biriku'an sǤb/dim1 ‘hypocrite/s’. biriku'an dima ayi' kena zin'inǫ o 

tuon 'two scoundrels came and sat opposite him'. [1KI 21:13] Biriku'an sǤb pian'ad nwǫnǫ sǤ' na ya'ab yțțr, ka 

nyǫlig kǤlibire bțligi li ka li vǫnl. 'Like a coating of glaze over earthenware are fervent lips with an evil heart.'. 

[PRO 26:23] InvNabstr: biriku'an2. See: biriku'an2. 

biriku'an2  Form: biriku'annam. Variant: birku'annim. n. a cheat, hypocrite. O da duoe ya ka zaŋ na'asaal vǫǫnsțg 

gbauŋț tis Kwadwo Boadu nǫ birku'annim ye o di'em ie "ittțŋ" la gǤs. He got up and took the English 
Dictionary and gave it to Kwadwo Boadu with evil intention, and told him to look up 'crime' and study (the entry). 
[Shoeshine-Boy] Nabstr: biriku'an1. See: biriku'an1. 

biriku'anim  See main entry: biriku'annim. dishonesty. 

biriku'annam   See main entry: biriku'an2. cheat. 

biriku'annim   Variant: biriku'anim. n. hypocrisy, dishonesty. ba biriku'anim la daa mǫ vǫ'ǫg Barnabas ka o yidigi dǤl 

ban niŋid si'el la 'by their hypocrisy even Barnabas was led astray'. [GAL 2:13] Atalia aans o fuud, ka tansi kaasi 

yǫl ye, “Biriku'annim ye! Biriku'annim ye! 'Athaliah tore her clothes and cried, ‘Treason! Treason!’'. [2CH 23:13] 

biris   v. be flattened, levelled. zuoya wțsa biris all the mountains vanished. [REV 16:20 [earlier New Testament –  spelling 

modernised]] Sim: birig. 
birku'annim   See main entry: biriku'an2. cheat. 

-bis   See main entry: -bil. small, young ~. 

bisi   n. 'lees', pito-waste. niigi nǫ bțmis banǫ ka ya mǤri ba tțm la na Ǥnb yamkpi'emis ka mu'a dțțsa nǫ bisi 'The 
oxen and donkeys that work the soil will eat fodder and mash'. [ISA 30:24] 

bit1   See main entry: bid1. turn one's back. 

bit2   See main entry: bid2. stammer. 

bit3   See main entry: bidțg2. rosella. 

bitiŋ [N]   See main entry: bțtiŋ. small calabash. 

bitiis[N]   See main entry: bțtiŋ. small calabash. 

bitnǫ   See main entry: bid2. stammer. 

bitta   See main entry: bid2. stammer. 

biya   See main entry: bi'1. mature [to], hot. 

biyuol   Variant: biyuole. Form: biyuolnam. n. a nurse, babysitter, childminder. Ala ka ba zi'el Rebǫka suor nǫ o biyuol 

nǫ Abraham sankpan'as la nǫ banǫ dǤl o keŋ la. 'So they sent ... Rebekah on her way, along with her nurse and 
Abraham's servant and his men.'. [GEN 24:59] BǤ ka fț ye m zanli baa m nu'ugin nwǫnǫ biyuole na zanl biigi ... ? 
'Why should you ask me to act like a nurse and carry them in my arms like babies ... ?'. [NUM 11:12] Biyuolnam ayi' 

biig pț lut teŋa. A child with two baby-sitters does not fall to the ground. [Proverb 015] O mǫ da pid ta'advǫnla ka 

mǤr biyuolnam bǫdegț ka ba tțmmi tit o. She also had fine shoes and a lot of servant-girls to work for her. 
[Jealousy] See: biig; yuol. 

biyuole   See main entry: biyuol. babysitter. 

biyuolnam   See main entry: biyuol. babysitter. 

bii   See main entry: bi'1. mature [to], hot. 

biid   See main entry: bi'1. mature [to], hot. 

biidnǫ   See main entry: bi'1. mature [to], hot. 

biig   Variant: biigi; biiga; biigaa. Form: biis. Variant: biisa; biisi; biisǫ; biisǫǫ. Form: bi-. n. 1 • a child as person of 

young age. Note: assumed to be a boy unless otherwise indicated Nwadisa ala nar ye biig mu'a bin'isim ma'aanǫ? At 
least how many months should a baby be only breastfed? [Breastfeeding] Ka Wina'am da bǫ nǫ biig la. 'God was 
with the child'. [GEN 21:20] Biig ka'a biiga ka ba ma'a ye sǤǤnbi gban'e. The child is not a [healthy] child and 
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they lie saying witches caught him. [Proverb 110] Fțn zi' sisi'em suori an si'em la, bǫǫ biigi kilimid o ma pțțgin 

si'em la 'As you do not know the path of the wind, or how the body is formed in a mother's womb'. [ECC 11:5] Kǫlli 

ka biis la kǫǫn m san'an na ka da kati baa 'Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them'. [MRK 10:14] 
Biis na duoe ziem ninkțda 'Young people will not respect their elders'. [ISA 3:5] Ayǫl-nyain on nǫ o pu'a 

AsțmbǤ mǤrǫ biisa ata'anga Ayelnyain, he and his wife Asumbo, have three children. [Asaasim] BǤ ka li nar ye 

ba kțns biisǫ? Why is it necessary to immunise children? [Immunisation] Appiah naan za'anǤǤrin la bu'os ye, 'Ya 

ti'eb yaa, biisǫǫ?' Appiah asked from the entrance "Are you ready, kids?" [Trouble] ban'a la anǫ bțnsaaŋ ka li 

nar ye ti pian'a li paalț la'am nǫ biisi bǫ la. the disease is something strange, and we have to speak about it, even 
in the presence of children. [AIDS-I] Bibama ka Wina'am nǤki tisim, m bierǫ. It is these children that God has 

given me, (my senior) brother. [GEN 33:5] Bikanǫ nam pț gaad yțma ayǤpǤi ka ba nyǫ o Gaana ka zi' o saam nǫ 

o ma an siebaa. 'A child of not more than seven years of age found in Ghana whose parents are not known.'. 

[Constitution] saŋkan la hali bibanǫ an bibaanlțg la wțsa daa lǫm mǤr zugț gat Apțsiakid by that time even 
all the small children had more sense than Apusiakid. [Billygoat] Etym: OV1 *BI ; OVN *BI-GA/SI ; GS1 
*BI¹/A¹/U¹; vc1 *bi ; MWN *- BÍ ; PB *bíad ("bear, give birth") . Note: ? related to -bil, bielif 
2 • child of, offspring (relationship term), sb.'s child. Note: assumed to be a son unless otherwise indicated Kusaas ye 

baa pț dumi o biig n paad kǤnbirǫ. The Kusaas say that a dog doesn't bite its child to reach the bone. [Asaasim(= 

Proverb )] Jakob wțm ye Sekǫm bibig o biig Daina la 'Jacob learnt that his daughter Dinah had been dishonoured'. 
[GEN 34:5] Baa pț dum o biigi paad kǤnbirǫ. The dog doesn't bite its child to reach the bone. [Proverb 028] Ba 

bǫllim la nwǫnǫ amus ne o biis nǫ. Their relationship is like a cat and its kittens. [You-Hear?] Ayei, m biiga, ti 

wțsa kț la'asi keŋǫ. 'No, my son, we must not all come'. [2SA 13:35] Fț sid anǫ Wina'am Biigaa? 'Are you, then, 
the Son of God?'. [LUK 22:70] Aa tǤ, m ya'a na kǤ'Ǥŋi m biis nwaa, m na kǤ'Ǥŋi banǫ. 'As for me, if I must lose my 
children, I must lose them.'. [GEN 43:14] Ba'anam Ǥnb kekama, ka li nwǫlig biis sțnfǤ. 'The parents ate the sour 

grapes, But the children got the sour taste'. [JER 31:29] li pa'al ye ya anǫ tampiinb ka ka' o mǫŋ biisǫ 'it means you 
are not real children, but bastards'. [HEB 12:8] Ti wțsa ka'anǫ ba' yinne biisǫǫ? Are we not all children of one 
father? [MAL 2:10] Colloc: (X) biisin ‘amongst the children (of X)’. o gaŋ mam m saam biisin la diis Israel wțsa 

na'ab 'from my father's sons he was pleased to make me king over all Israel'. [1CH 28:4] Colloc: teŋin biig ‘a 

native, local inhabitant, citizen’. Teŋ zțŋ nid ya'a bǫǫ ya san'an yanam maalim o wțț teŋin biig nǫ. 'When an 
alien lives with you in your land' treat him as a citizen. [LEV 19:34] 
3 • young, junior person (not an elder), inferior. Bu'osimi nǫ o, ka o ka' biiga. 'He is of age; ask him.'. [JHN 9:23] 
Lit: he is not a minor. fț ye fț niŋ wala nyaŋ man kpǫǫmnam la yinne; hali baa onǫ an biigi ba san'an la? 
'How then can you repulse one officer of the least of my master's officials ... ?'. [ISA 36:9] Colloc: m biiga 
‘youngster [address of senior to junior)’. M biiga, kǫlisim ka baŋ ya'am 'Listen, my son, and be wise'. [PRO 23:19] 
4 • a representative, deputy, ambassador. Kpǫǫmnam mǤri ba yǫlsim ye ba tțmmǫ bikanǫ ken ka lǫbid ka ka' 

bikanǫ kennǫ pa'ada. The elders have a saying that they send a representative who will go and come, not one 
who will go and stay. [Trees] Na'ab la da tțm biig ka o gaad tuon 'The king sent a messenger ahead'. [2KI 6:32] 
Bisțŋ titțmis ma'ad banǫ tțm o la sțțnr 'A reliable messenger is refreshing to the one who sends him'. [PRO 

25:13] See: bilǫbțg; bipuŋ1; da'abiig; karimbiig; mabiig; tuodbiig; bima; saalbiig. 

biiga   See main entry: biig. child, representative. 

biigaa   See main entry: biig. child, representative. 

biigi   See main entry: biig. child, representative. 

biil-   See main entry: bielif. seeds, item. 

biili   See main entry: bielif. seeds, item. 

biilim   Variant: biilimi. n. childhood, childishness. Ka man yț'țn nǤbig la ka bas biilim tțțma. 'When I became a man, 

I put childish ways behind me.'. [1CO 13:11] M biilim saŋa sa m nyǫ namisțg ka pț lal nǫ kum 'From my youth 
I have been afflicted and close to death'. [PSA 88:15] Colloc: biilimin (sa1) ‘in, from (ever since) childhood’. 
Tembibis banǫ ka nif nǤdir an yǫl la, li ǫǫnti pin'ili biilimin Local people who have a problem with trachoma, 
it usually starts in childhood. [Trachoma] M biilimin tțțma la kpǫn kennǫ m pțtǫn'ǫrin nǫ na wțț li sa maalnǫ 

su'os nǫ. What I did in my youth still comes to mind as if it happened yesterday. [Shoeshine-Boy] O da pǤn'Ǥlim nǫ 

o biilimin sa, ka nan zi' keŋǫ. he 'had been lame from birth and had never been able to walk'. [ACT 14:8] mam pțn 

dǤl nǤzi'ela la wțsa m biilimin sa 'ever since I was young, I have obeyed all these commandments'. [MRK 10:20] 
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Syn: zulig1. 

biilimi   See main entry: biilim. childhood. 

biilii   See main entry: bielif. seeds, item. 

biim   n. broth, bone-marrow. Note: fatty soup Kpiibig zugsțŋ ka biim pǫ'ǫl dțk. Orphan's good luck when the broth 

fills the pot. [Proverb 066] NǤkim ni'im la nǫ bodobodo la zi'el tampiing la zug, ka kpa'ae biim la pu'al! 'Take 

the meat and the unleavened bread, place them on this rock, and pour out the broth.'. [JDG 6:20] Colloc: kǤnba 

pțțgin biim ‘bone-marrow’. wțț sț'țgț kǫnsid niŋgbina sțn'țla nǫ kǤnba pțțgin biim si'em la like a 
'sword, it penetrates even to dividing ... joints and marrow'. [HEB 4:12] 

biinr   n. breast of bird. aaǫn biinr la vǫbil amaa ka lǫǫ kț yisi li nyainnǫ 'tear it open by the wings, not severing it 
completely'. [LEV 1:17] 

biis   See main entry: biig. child, representative. 

biisa   See main entry: biig. child, representative. 

biisǫ   See main entry: biig. child, representative. 

biisǫǫ   See main entry: biig. child, representative. 

biisi   See main entry: biig. child, representative. 

biisțg   See main entry: bi'1. mature [to], hot. 

bǤ1   Variant: bo; bǤǤ1; boo; abǤ2. Form: bǤnam. Variant: bǤnama; bǤnami; bonam; abǤnam. int. 1 • what? Bin'isim 

mu'asțg an bǤ? What is breastfeeding? [Breastfeeding] M ba' n niŋif bǤ? M ma n niŋif bǤ? What has my father 
done to you? What has my mother done to you? [Asaasim-] Fț maal bǤ? What have you done? [GEN 3:11] Ka bǤǤ la 

ka fț ziida? So what are you carrying. [You-Hear?] BǤǤ nwa' ka fț tțm? 'What have you done?'. [GEN 4:10] abǤ 

susan'aŋ labaarǫ? so what is the sad news? [AIDS-II] Yanam an bǤnam nidibi kțdim pț mǤr yadda ... ? 'What 
an unbelieving ... generation!'. [LUK 9:41] M zugdaana, nǫ'ǫnam an bǤnama? 'What are these, sir?'. [ZEC 1:9] 
YǫlbǤnami lǫm bǫǫ paas, zaŋ ken nidkan pț mor teŋ ti'ebțg tiim la o niŋbina ni? What else is there about the 

person who doesn't have natural minerals in his body? [Iodine] Colloc: bǫǫ bǤ ? ‘or what? [rhetorical question tag]’. 
GǤsima! Fț bieya la keŋ ye ba kem pǫ'ǫs la Sekǫm baba bǫǫ bǤ? 'As you know, your brothers are grazing the 
flocks near Shechem.'. [GEN 37:13] Kassa gbaagba! AbǤnam nidi nwa? Goodness gracious! What a couple of 
fellows these were! [You-Heard?-] 
2 • why? Aa! Israel nidiba, bǤǤ kǫ ka ya ye ya kpi? 'Why do you Israelites want to die?'. [EZK 18:31] DizugǤ da yǫl 

ye "BǤ ka Abțnkțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam pț mǤra?" So don't say "Why has Mr. Oldman got something that I 
haven't got?" [Asaasim] BǤ ka fț vanb teŋinǫ anwana? 'What are you doing down on your face?'. [JOS 7:10] BǤ ka li 

nar yee ba kțns biisǫ? Why is it necessary to immunise children? [Immunisation] bǤ ka ya ian'asid wțț pǫbibisǫ? 
'why did you jump about like lambs?'. [PSA 114:6] Colloc: bǤyǫl ‘for what reason?’. BǤyǫl ka o faadi tisid 

sakurbila? Why did he lie to the schoolchild? [Trouble] See: bǤzug; bțndaar. 

bǤ2   Variant: bo; bǤǤ2; boo. Form: bǤnǫ. Variant: bone. Form: bǤǤd1. Variant: bood; booda; boode; bǤǤdi; boodi. 

Form: bǤǤdnǫ. Variant: boodne. Form: bǤǤdin. Variant: boodin; bǤǤdina; bǤǤdinnǫ. Form: bǤǤm2. Variant: boom; 

boomi; boome. Form: bǤǤb. Variant: boob. v. 1 • to look for, seek (not necessarily deliberately). Note: basic form bǤ 

/ bǤǤ usually in this sense : imperfective bǤǤd mainly in sense 2 : other forms any sense On (GǤmna) na ye o bǤ ligidi yit 

nimbanǫ sț'oe ba mǫŋ bǫǫ sț'oe tțțm si'a ni. 'in the raising of a loan on behalf of (Government) itself 
(Government) or any other public institution or authority.'. [Constitution] Lit: as it aims to get money from 
independent people or those who are in charge of some activity. Li da anǫ yǫlbama ni yinne ka ti tika yinne onǫ 

yț'țri buon Mis Susana Ocran ka o pa'an pț'țsim nǫ bǫllim sțŋ yǫla la da bǤ yǫlli gǫǫl o mǫŋ. It was through 
one of these problems that one of our teachers called Miss Susannah Ocran who taught religion and ethics got 
herself into deep waters. [Shoeshine-Boy] fțn mǤǤm ka bǤ baŋiri paas 'Though it cost all you have, get 

understanding.'. [PRO 4:7] M keŋ bǤ Hibiru dim pu'ab la yinne na ka o ugus biig la tisi fǤǤ? 'Shall I go and get 
one of the Hebrew women to nurse the baby for you?'. [EXO 2:7] o ma bǤ pu'a Egipt teŋin na n tis o 'his mother 
got a wife for him from Egypt'. [GEN 21:21] Note: often in this sense of "have" or "give" when some preparatory laying of 

ones hand on the thing is required Ka o pu'a pț ki'isǫ ka bǤǤ tis o. And his wife didn't refuse, but got some for him. 

[You-Hear?] M yț'țn da ... gban'e ye m na bǤnǫ zin'ig ka nidib lǫǫ kennǫ m san'an na. I then decided to find a 
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place where people would rather be coming to me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ya bǤnǫ yǫli tisim. 'You have brought trouble 

on me'. [GEN 34:30] diib nǫ daam kuosțg zin'is bǤǤm zin'igi tis banǫ an tabnutib. food and liquor sellers should 
find a (separate) place for smokers. [Smoking] Elasia da yǫl o ye, “BǤǤm tiraug nǫ piema,” ka o sid bǤǤ ba. 
'Elisha said, “Get a bow and some arrows,” and he did so.'. [2KI 13:15] on bǤǤm daam yubțg yinne pǫ'ǫs ka li an 

bțnnuuda maan 'prepare a quarter of a hin of wine as a drink offering'. [NUM 15:5] o bǤǤm diib sț'țŋa bǫog 

bǫkikǫung kǫref ayuobu saŋa he should get some good food by six o'clock early tomorrow morning. [You-Hear?] 
Colloc: bǤ suor/suoya ye ... ‘try to find a way to ...’. Ka Josef ya'a nan kpǫn kisi ti ka bǤ suoya ye o lǫbisi ti 

bǫ'ǫd wțț tinamǫ da maal o si'em la? 'What if Joseph holds a grudge against us and pays us back for all the 
wrongs we did to him?'. [GEN 50:15] Colloc: bǤ X bǤǤb ‘seek to harm X’. teŋgban kpǫn'ǫdib bǤ bǤǤb dabisir nwa' 

zug sorcerers seek to harm that day. [JOB 3:8] BǤǤ kǫ ka fț kǫlisid nimbanǫ ma'adif ye David bǤǤdi fț bǤǤb la? 
Why do you listen to people who say that I am trying to harm you? [1SA 24:9] Sim: ie. Ieemi linǫ an sțm, da bǤǤd 

bǫ'ǫdǫ 'Seek good, and not evil'. [AMO 5:14] Correl: bǤ2 ... nyǫ ‘seek and find’. Etym: OVN *BO . 
2 • to want, need, like, love. Bima bin'isim mǤr bțn linǫ zan'asa ka biig la bǤǤd. The baby's mother's milk 

contains everything that the child needs. [Breastfeeding] Ka ti yǫl o ye ti bǤǤd ... o guri ti ka on na'ab lǫǫ sț'oe ti 

wțsa. And we told him that we want him to look after us and he, the chief, should be responsible for us all. [Trees] 
Ba tun'e zan'as banǫ bǤǤdi ba lieb Gaana teŋimbiis ka ba ba'nam bǫǫ ba manam ka' Gaana nidiba. 'Those 
who are not born Ghanaians can be deprived of their citizenship.'. [Constitution] Bǫog fțn saa lǫbi yǫl o ye ti bǤǤdi 

diib. Tomorrow you go back and tell him we need food. [Jealousy] sǤ' kae na nyaŋi sa'al o ka o da tțm on bǤǤd 

si'ela there was no one who could advise her not to do what she wanted. [Asaasim] BǤ kimm ka fț bǤǤda? 'what is 
your request?'. [EST 5:6] NǤlǤkaŋa taaba ka mam bǤǤdaa? 'Is this the kind of fast I have chosen ... ?'. [ISA 58:5] O 

daa yǫl ye on pț bǤǤd o kul sida bǤzugǤ o bǤǤdnǫ o mǫŋ yǤlisim. She said that she didn't want to marry 
because she wanted her independence. [AIDS-II] ti bǤǤdnǫ lin na nie nyain, amaa ti kennǫ likin 'We look ... for 

brightness, but we walk in deep shadows'. [ISA 59:9] Ofori da naan bǤǤdin ye li dǤlisin na'ab la san'an. Ofori 
would have liked it to be dealt with via the chief. [Trouble] Nintaŋ la tțl zina nǫ, dinzug ka m bǤǤdin ye ti keŋ 

nu daam The sun was hot today, so I would like us to go and drink some pito. [Electricity] M naan bǤǤdin ye ya sid 

aan na'anam 'I wish you really were kings'. [1CO 4:8] Kǫli ka ti mǫ bǤǤdina ala ti la'asțgnamin Let us also desire 

it to be so in out meetings. [Bible-Study] M bǤǤdinnǫ ye m gu'us ka o kulin na. I would like to wait until he comes 
home. [Trouble] Colloc: dap/pu'ab bǤǤb ‘love of man and woman, erotic love’. Li nwǫnǫ dau nǫ pu'a ǫǫnti bǤ 

taaba,  ka daulim ku'om nǫ pu'alim ku'om ǫǫnti yii la'as taaba la. As in sexual congress male and female body 
fluids are exchanged. [AIDS-I] Li daa ti wțm Azțpuak ka o kǤ'Ǥŋ ka kpǫn' dap bǤǤb. Azupuak was wearied 

through want, and started to be promiscuous. [AIDS-Azuur] Fț bipu'a Tamar kpǫn' nǫ dap bǤǤb ka ba'asi nǤk 

pțțg. 'Your daughter-in-law Tamar has been acting like a whore, and now she is pregnant.'. [GEN 38:24] Dap nǫ 

pu'ab taab bǤǤb linǫ kis 'Unlawful Sexual Relations'. [LEV 18:1 [heading]] banǫ pț nyaŋidi mǤdigid nǫ ba pu'a 

bǤǤr la, firim kǤndǤm those who can't control their sexual desires should use a condom. [AIDS-I] ban'a saaŋ la 

gban'ad nidib bǫdegț ka li yitnǫ pu'a bǫǫ dau bǤǤrin. many people are catching the new disease, and it comes 
from sexual promiscuity. [AIDS-I] Colloc: bǤǤd ba' nǫ ma ‘be undecided between 2 alternatives’. Amaa mam bǤǤd 

ba' nǫ ma la zug, m kț nyaŋi gban'e linǫ ka m na gaŋǫ. 'Yet what shall I choose? I do not know!'. [PHP 1:22] Fț 

bǤǤdnǫ ba' nǫ ma. You want father and mother. [Proverb 214] Sim: nǤŋ; Nact: -bǤǤd2. 
3 • to nearly ..., be on the verge/brink of ...ing. Gafara, m pu'a ka zǫǫlțŋ dum o ka o dig yinnǫ bǤǤd ku'um. 
Excuse me, my wife has been bitten by a snake and is at home lying at death's door. [Trouble] Ti da kpǫn tu busa 

la nǫ bǤǤd siakir We were still digging yams and nearly had enough. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sisi'em la da mǤri paŋ hali 

da'adi Atǫuk ku'om la ka anrțŋ la bǤǤd ye li kǤ'. 'a strong wind on the sea, and the storm was so violent that the 
ship was in danger of breaking up'. [JON 1:4] 'ba ... gban'e zimi bǫdegț hali ka ba saunam la bǤǤd aansig' 'they 
... caught such a large number of fish that the nets were about to break'. [LUK 5:6] Saŋkan ka Adonija nǫ saam 

banǫ bǫǫ o san'an la wțsa di ka di'em bǤǤd naar la 'As Adonijah and all his guests were finishing the feast'. [1KI 

1:41] Pa'annaa, pa'annaa, ku'om bǤǤdi dii ti. 'Master, Master, we're going to drown!'. [LUK 8:24] bǫogț da bǤǤd 

nier la ka maliaknam tans Lot 'As soon as it was dawn, the angels urged Lot'. [GEN 19:15] Bǫog bǤǤdnǫ nier. It 
was nearly dawn. [You-Hear?] See: bǤǤe; -bǤǤd2; -bǤǤdim1; bǤǤdim2; bǤǤr; dapbǤǤsim; pu'abǤǤsim. 

bǤb   Variant: bob; bǤbi; bobi. Form: bǤbid. Variant: bobid. Form: bǤbnǫ. Variant: bobne. Form: bǤbim. v. to tie round, 

tie round oneself, dress (up) in. O da bǤb o nǫ fupiel sțma 'He dressed him in robes of fine linen'. [GEN 41:42] Ba 

bǤb Wiefț gur zaba dabisir The horse is made ready for the day of battle. [PRO 21:31] o bǤb o buŋi ban'a kul o 

mǫŋ teŋin 'he saddled his donkey and went back to his own city'. [2SA 17:23] o pu'a zin'i kțkvǫnliŋ zugu bǤbi 
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nwǫnǫ magarzian' nǫ. his wife was sitting on a fine chair looking like a 'Chaperone'. [Jealousy] Fț ya'a bǤbi fț 

mǫŋ nǫ fusțma, li bǫligidnǫ nidib 'Charm is deceptive'. [PRO 31:30] Lit: if you dress up in fine clothes, it deceives 
people. O da bǤbnǫ fuvǫnliŋ ka gir bǤbig. She dressed up in a fine dress put on a head-tie. [Jealousy] Alakim 

bǤbnǫ ka gur bugum mǤnyǤ'Ǥs. Alakim-bird dresses up and looks out for bushfire-smoke. [Proverb 064] ba wțsa 

da bǤbnǫ nǫ zaba sț'țs 'all of them armed with swords'. [JDG 20:25] o ... bǤbim nǫ pțpielim fuug 'he has ... 

arrayed me in a robe of righteousness'. [ISA 61:10] ti bǤbid mui bǤn'Ǥgin 'We were binding sheaves of grain out in 
the field'. [GEN 37:7] nǫ la'abanǫ ka ba mǤri bǤbid la wțsa and all the things they dress themselves up in. [ISA 3:23] 
Etym: OV1 *BO(B) ; OV2 *LOD . See: bǤbig. 

bǤba   See main entry: bǤbir. bundle. 

bǤbi   See main entry: bǤb. tie round. 

bǤbid   See main entry: bǤb. tie round. 

bǤbig1   Variant: bobug; bobig1; bǤbigi; bobigi. Form: bǤbigid. Variant: bǤbigin. Form: bǤbigir. Variant: bobugir; bǤbigirǫ. 

v. to tie round, array, put on a headtie, wrap round. wțț pu'apaal sidi na bǤbig o zug wțț maanmaan nǫ 'as a 
bridegroom adorns his head like a priest'. [ISA 61:10] ba zaŋ Yesu niŋgbiŋ la bǤbig nǫ fuud nǫ bțnnyubisa la 
(they) 'took Jesus' body and wrapped it in linen with the spices'. [JHN 19:40] Ka ba la'as dabanǫ ka ba nwa' la 

bǤbigi ti'eb kulig. They collected up the firewood they had cut in a bundle and got ready to go home. [Trouble] m 

yǫli m bunib la ka ba vǤn' natis la yiigaa bǤbigi baa nyu'oe bugum 'I will tell the harvest workers to pull up the 
weeds first, tie them in bundles and burn them'. [MAT 13:30] Fț na nyaŋi la'as nwadbibis banǫ bǫ saŋgbana 

teŋsțk la bǤbigǫǫ ... ? 'Can you tie the Pleiades together  ... ? [JOB 38:31] Nu'uyimir pț bǤbigid tǫ'ǫga. A single 
hand cannot encircle a baobab. [Proverb 014] banǫ vaad la kț vaae ka li siak bǤbigirǫ those who are gathering up 

won't be able to gather it and it can be bundled. [PSA 129:7] Sim: gir2. See: bǤb. 

bǤbig2   Variant: bobig [N]. Form: bǤbis. Variant: bobis. n. a headtie, headscarf. O da bǤbnǫ fuvǫnliŋ ka gir bǤbig. She 

dressed up in a fine dress put on a head-tie. [Jealousy] yisimi fț bǤbig la 'take off your veil'. [ISA 47:2] Ka pu'ab mǫn 

yǫǫdis an piena fuud nǫ bǤbis. And the women's outfits were pieces of cloth and headties. [Asaasim] nǫ tțblǫma 

nǫ piena banǫ ka ba zanl nu'usin nǫ bǤbis 'the earrings and bracelets and veils'. [ISA 3:19] Fț gbǫ'og la nie 

bǤbigin la naa vǫnl 'Your temples behind your veil' are also beautiful. [SNG 4:3] Colloc: gir bǤbig ‘tie, put on a 
head-tie’. O da bǤbnǫ fuvǫnliŋ ka gir bǤbig. She dressed up in a fine dress and put on a head-tie. [Jealousy] 

bǤbigi   See main entry: bǤbig1. tie round. 

bǤbigid   See main entry: bǤbig1. tie round. 

bǤbigin   See main entry: bǤbig1. tie round. 

bǤbigir   See main entry: bǤbig1. tie round. 

bǤbigirǫ   See main entry: bǤbig1. tie round. 

bǤbil   v. to impose sth. upon sb. Ka ya bǤǤdi ye m yis na'abiig ka o guri ya bǫǫ ya bǤǤd ye m bǤbili ya yanam mǫŋi 

gaŋ sǤ' tisim ka o lǫbi gǤsidi ya? Do you want me to choose a prince to look after you, or do you want me to 
impose on you the one you yourselves chose to go back and be in charge of you? [Trees] 

bǤbim   See main entry: bǤb. tie round. 

bǤbir   Variant: bobir. Form: bǤba. Variant: boba. n. a sheaf, bundle. mam mui bǤbir la duoe zi'e sappi, ka yanam mui 

bǤba la la'asi giligi li ka igini li tuon 'my sheaf rose and stood upright, while your sheaves gathered around mine 

and bowed down to it'. [GEN 37:7] fuomi ki bǤba la nii digil ka o kena pi'isi paas ka da zǫrigi nǫ o 'pull out some 
stalks for her from the bundles and leave them for her to pick up, and don't rebuke her'. [RUT 2:16] Colloc: dabǤbir 
‘bundle of sticks’. Di kisțg la anǫ ye fț pu'a la ya'a zi dabǤbir on da zi'en agǤlli tțkki li. Its taboo is that when 
your wife is carrying a bundle of firewood, she mustn't put it down while standing up. [You-Heard?] Pu'a la sțnf 

pǫligya ka o yii keŋ da'anǫ da' dabǤbiri ziidi kun yin. The woman was happy, and went out to go to market and 
buy a bundle of sticks and carry it home. [You-Heard?] 

bǤbis   See main entry: bǤbig2. head tie. 

bǤbnǫ   See main entry: bǤb. tie round. 

bǤdiba   n. a towel. o țk nindaa nyǫ ka Ama mǤr buati nǫ ku'om nǫ bǤdiba. he lifted his face and saw that Ama had a 
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bucket of water and a towel. [Trouble] Ka Ama tțm bǤdiba la ku'okanǫ an ma'ae la ni duus dian'ad nǫ ziim la 

o niŋin la. And Ama put a towel in cool water and wiped the dirt and blood from his body. [Trouble] 

bǤdig1   Variant: bodig; bǤdigǫ1; bodige; bǤdigi; bodigi. Form: bǤdignǫ. Variant: bodigne. Form: bǤdigid1. 

Variant: bǤdigidi; bodigidi; bǤdigida. Form: bǤdigir. Variant: bodigir; bǤdigirǫ. v. 1 • to be lost, disappear. Si'el 

bǤdig na'ayinne gat ta'ada. Something got lost at the palace more important than sandals. [MA] ka gbir-gbir la 

kǫ ka nidib la'ad bǫdegț bǤdig and the confusion caused a lot of the people's goods to get lost. [Shoeshine-Boy] m 

nyǫǫm la'af kanǫ bǤdig la 'I have found my lost coin'. [LUK 15:9] Ti na kpi! Ti bǤdig nǫ, ti wțsa bǤdig nǫ! 'We 

will die! We are lost, we are all lost!'. [NUM 17:12] onǫ mǫkama mǤǤd ye o faaǫn o nyǤvțr, o na bǤdigi li 
'Whoever tries to keep his life will lose it'. [LUK 17:33] dau kanǫ mǤr paŋ ya'a ti'eb sț'țŋa nǫ o bțraalim la'adi 

gur o yir la'ad, si'el-si'el kț bǤdigǫ 'When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own house, his possessions are 
safe.'. [LUK 11:21] zaansțŋ kanǫ daamidif yț'țŋ ka bǫog nie ka li bǤdigi fț pțtǫn'ǫrin. a dream which troubles 

you in the night but in the morning it has vanished from your mind. [Trouble] On yǫl nǫ'ǫŋa naae la sakpanlțŋ la 

da kpǫm bǤdignǫ vuguri When he had said this, the bushbuck suddenly disappeared. [Jealousy] fț ya'a nyǫ fț 

kpi'a naaf bǫǫ o pǫ'og ka o bǤdigid 'If you see your brother's ox or sheep straying'. [DEU 22:1] amaa li ziankid nǫ 

ka li vǫnlim bǤdigid but it is withering and its beauty is fading away. [ISA 28:1] baa yinne pț bǤdigida 'not one of 

them is missing'. [ISA 40:26] On yǫl nǫ'ǫŋa naae la sakpanlțŋ la da kpǫm bǤdignǫ vuguri When he finished 
saying this, the bushbuck suddenly disappeared all at once. [Jealousy] Fț ya'a pi'ig gbigilig wa'an o ti lǫm bǤdignǫ 

wa'an. 'Easy come, easy go.'. [Proverb 208] Lit: If you find a ring at a dance, it will also be lost at a dance.. Li mǫ na 

pa'al ye banǫ an Kristo yadda niŋidib ka kpi la bǤdignǫ. 'It would also mean that the believers in Christ who 

have died are lost.'. [1CO 15:18] O daa bǤdignǫ, ka ti lǫn nyǫǫ o ya'as. 'he was lost and is found'. [LUK 15:24] O da 

digi gban'ad nǫ o bǤdigir la yǫla yț'țŋ la tita'am He lay planning his disappearance most of the night. [Trouble] 
banǫ bǫ Asiria bǤǤd bǤdigir la 'those who are lost in Assyria'. [ISA 27:13] Cpart: ie ‘seek’. Bțmbǫ'Ǥg ya'a bǤdigi, 

bțmbǫ'ǤgǤ ied. If something bad is lost, something bad looks for it. [Proverb 163] Ieeb saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka bǤdigir 

saŋa bǫ 'a time to seek and a time to lose'. [ECC 3:6] 
2 • to heal over. fǫn'țg la ya'a bǤdig ka pț lǤ'Ǥŋ o niŋgbiŋ la zin'isi'a 'if the sore has faded and has not spread'. 

[LEV 13:6] ZǤlțg fǫn'țg ya'a ma'aǫ o yǫtnǫ ye li bǤdignǫ. When a fool's sore does not hurt he says it has healed. 
[Prov. 122] fțn pu'alim si'em la ka' bǤdigirǫ 'your injuries cannot be healed'. [JER 30:12] 

bǤdig2   Variant: bodig; bǤdigǫ2. Form: bǤdigid2. Variant: bodigid.  Note: 1SA 14:26 draft rejected for yuod because of 

confusion with 'lose' v. to dissolve, flow thickly (when it should be thin, or thinly when it should be thick, e.g.  runny 

kenkey). Sim: yuo. 

bǤdigǫ1   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bǤdigǫ2   See main entry: bǤdig2. flow thickly. 

bǤdigi   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bǤdigid1   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bǤdigid2   See main entry: bǤdig2. flow thickly. 

bǤdigida   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bǤdigidi   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bǤdigir   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bǤdigirǫ   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bǤdignǫ   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bǤdis   Variant: bodis; bǤdisi; bodisi. v. to lead sb. astray. banǫ guri ya la na bǤdisi ya 'your guides lead you astray'. [ISA 

3:12] Fț ya'am nǫ fț baŋir la bǤdisif nǫ. 'Your wisdom and knowledge led you astray'. [ISA 47:10] 

bǤdisi   See main entry: bǤdis. mislead. 

bɔg   See main entry: bțțg2. attack. 

bɔgɔl   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bǤ'a-   See main entry: bǤk1. pothole. 
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bǤk1   Variant: bok. Form: bǤ'a-. Variant: bo'a-. n. a hole (in the ground), pothole. Zin'iban na lieb yaarim bǤk 'They 

will become a place of salt pits'. [ZEP 2:9] Kem na nǤ daam tiwala la, ka daam bǤk la pǫ'ǫl ya 'Come, trample the 

grapes, for the winepress is full'. [JOL 3:13] Colloc: bǤkin(ǫ) ‘in a hole’. Dayțțr zi'enidnǫ o tiraan bǤkin. One pot 
of pito represents/recalls ('stands in the hole of') its fellow. [Proverb 097] hali baa kțnya bǤkinǫ, m kț yǫl ye m ka' 

sida sǤba 'till I die, I will not deny my integrity'. [JOB 27:5] Daniel n bǫ gbigima bǤkin la yǫla 'Daniel in the Den 
of Lions'. [DAN 6:1 [heading]] Tam'bǫ'ǫd lǫbid nǫ tam bǤkin. Termites will return to the hole in the soil. [Asaasim] 
Sim: bțmbǤk1, vǤǤnr1, yǤk ‘in flat thing (wall, paper, cloth), tree/rock’. Etym: OVN *BOG-GU/TI ; GS1 *B¹O² ; 
vc1 bon. Note: or are these cognates of *VO- ? ( vǤǤnr ) See: bțmbǤk1. 

BǤk2   n.pr. Bawku. The chief town of Kusaug. BǤk da'adaar ma'aa ka ba vț'țsid. They only rest on Bawku market 

day. [Wealth-Is-Power] BǤk Na'ab ye, on katnǫ nwadkanǫ mǤr diib. Bawku Chief says he only wants the month 
that has food. [Proverb 181] Nidib pamm tisid o na'asi wțț BǤk na'ab nǫ. Many people respected him as much as 
the chief of Bawku. [You-Heard?] 

bǤl-bǤl   See main entry: bǤlimm-bǤlimm. smoothly. 

bǤlimm-bǤlimm   Variant: bolim; bǤl-bǤl. id. smoothly. li sigid nǫ bǤlimm-bǤlimm paad pțțgin sa 'they go down to 

a man's inmost parts'. [PRO 26:22] Dau la niŋgbina daa anǫ sț'țŋa hali saalim bǤl-bǤl-bǤl ka o lǫm mǤr 

pțn'pțn'. His body was very fine, really smooth, and he also had a motor-bike. [You-Do?] 

bǤlip   n. (electric light-)bulb. li anǫ bugum bǤlip sțma, banǫ pț vǫ'ǫgid bugum la paŋe nwǫnǫ bǤlip bama la. they 
were good electric lightbulbs, that would not use as much electricity as the other bulbs. [Electricity] From: (Eng.) 

bǤmp   n. a bomb, grenade. Ofori lǤb o bǤmp: 'Adu, li anǫ fț kǫ fț taali bas.' Ofori threw his 'grenade' "Adu, you have 
to forgive yourself." [Trouble] From: (Eng.) 

bǤnam   See main entry: bǤ1. why?, why? 

bǤnama   See main entry: bǤ1. why?, why? 

bǤnami  See main entry: bǤ1. why?, why? 

bǤnǫ   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bǤn'-   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥg. valley. 

bǤn'Ǥ-   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥg. valley. 

bǤn'Ǥd   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥg. valley. 

bǤn'Ǥfalig   Variant: bǤn'Ǥfaligi; bon'ofalig. Form: bǤn'Ǥfalis. Variant: bon'ofalis. n. 'ravine'. li yț'țn dǤlis ala sig kțkțn 

la teŋiri kpa'ad Ben Hinnom bǤn'Ǥfalig linǫ bǫ Refam bǤn'Ǥg ya-datiuŋ la 'It (boundary) then went down to 
the foot of the mountain that overlooks the Valley of Hinnom, at the north end of the Valley of Rephaim'. [JOS 18:16] 
Ya nwǫnǫ bǤn'Ǥfaligi yadigi yi paalț nǫ 'Like valleys they spread out'. [NUM 24:6] li wila la kǤǤ dig bǤn'Ǥfalis 

banǫ bǫ teŋin la 'its branches lay broken in all the ravines of the land'. [EZK 31:12] Zuoya nyǫligid o nǤba teŋir, ka 

bǤn'Ǥfalis buakid 'The mountains melt beneath him and the valleys split apart'. [MIC 1:4] Colloc: bǤn'Ǥfaligin ‘in 

ravine’. Yaa kpǫn da zi'el o la'ad sțgirin la ka ... paae bǤn'Ǥfaligin la kpǫn' kawǫnna la ni. Yaa quickly put 
his luggage down in the shelter ... and got to the valley and went into the maize. [Trouble] O daa zi'enǫ tutuud 

teŋsțk bǤn'Ǥfaligin. 'He was standing among the ... trees in a ravine.'. [ZEC 1:8] Ya mǤri ya biisi maan maana 

bǤn'Ǥfalisin nǫ tampinlǫma ni. 'you sacrifice your children in the ravines and under the overhanging crags'. [ISA 

57:5] See: bǤn'Ǥg. 

bǤn'Ǥfaligi   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥfalig. 'ravine'. 

bǤn'Ǥfalis   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥfalig. 'ravine'. 

bǤn'Ǥg   Variant: bon'og; ban'ug [W]; bǤn'Ǥgț. Form: bǤn'Ǥd. Variant: bon'od. Form: bǤn'-. Variant: bon'-; bǤn'Ǥ-; bon'o-. 

n. a valley. li yț'țn dǤlis ala sig kțkțn la teŋiri kpa'ad Ben Hinnom bǤn'Ǥfalig linǫ bǫ Refam bǤn'Ǥg 

ya-datiuŋ la 'It (boundary) then went down to the foot of the mountain that overlooks the Valley of Hinnom, at 
the north end of the Valley of Rephaim'. [JOS 18:16] O na siaki nwǫ' fț bǤn'Ǥgț tisi fǤǤ? 'Will he till the valleys 
behind you? '. [JOB 39:10] Wiedwațŋ pț kǫǫsid bǤn'Ǥgț. A skinny horse won't say farewell to the valley. [Proverb 

267] bǤn'Ǥd la mǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ zțțd 'the valleys are full of wheat'. [PSA 65:13] Onǫ da zabi nyaŋ Edom dim ka kțț ba 

nidib tusa piiga bǤn'Ǥkanǫ buon Yaarim BǤn'Ǥg la ni 'He was the one who defeated ten thousand Edomites in 
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the Valley of Salt'. [2KI 14:7] Colloc: bǤn'Ǥgin, bǤn'Ǥgțn ~ bǤn'Ǥŋ ‘in/to the valley’. Na'anya'aŋ kțdțg pț Ǥnbid 

buǤn yinne n tigida. An old cow won't be satisfied eating in one valley. [Asaasim  Proverb] Note: MA emendation from 

buǤn yinne   Asa da kie dazi'edir la lǤbi bas Kidron bǤn'Ǥgin ka nyu'oe li nǫ bugum Asa cut the pole down and' 
threw it away and 'burned it in the Kidron Valley.'. [1KI 15:13] O keŋin mui bǤn'Ǥgțn nintaŋin He went to the rice 
field in the daytime. [Trouble] ti bǤbid mui bǤn'Ǥgin 'We were binding sheaves of grain out in the field'. [GEN 37:7] 
Note: in Kusaug, rice is grown in the wet 'bottom-lands' daar zaam on kidig o bǤn'Ǥgțn la na in the evening the day 
after tomorrow he should come and meet him in the valley. [Billygoat] Colloc: bǤn'Ǥdin ‘in the valleys’. Befisemes 

dim da bǫnǫ ba bǤn'Ǥdin bțn ki 'the people of Beth Shemesh were harvesting their wheat in the valley'. [1SA 6:13] 
Colloc: zab bǤn'Ǥg ‘battlefield’. Benjamin nid yi zab bǤn'Ǥgin la na aans o fuud ka bug o zug nǫ titan 

sțnsa'aŋ zug 'a Benjamite ran from the battle line and went to Shiloh, his clothes torn and dust on his head' from 
sorrow. [1SA 4:12] Etym: OV1 *BO ; OVN *BO/A-GA/SI~GU/TI ; BOG-GU/TI~-DI/A ;  PB *bàndà. 
See: bǤn'Ǥfalig; zabbǤn'Ǥg. 

bǤn'Ǥgț  See main entry: bǤn'Ǥg. valley. 

bǤn'Ǥl   See main entry: bǤǤnr1. mark a line. 

bǤŋim   v. to beat wildly, pound, palpitate (as, the heart). Sim: lǫǫr(im). Nǫ'ǫŋa kǫnǫ ka m ya'am iank ka m pțțg wțsa 

bǤŋim. 'At this my heart pounds and leaps from its place.'. [JOB 31:1] Lit: "This made my heart pound (leap) and my 
stomach go loose.". 

bǤra-bǤra   See main entry: bǤr-bǤr. flowing. 

bǤr-bǤr   Variant: bɔrbɔr; bǤra-bǤra. id. flowing abundantly. Nimo zǤǤ kpǫn' yin la ka saa ku'om yuod bǤr-bǤr Nimo 

ran into the house, soaked in rainwater. [Trouble] M ninta'am litnǫ bǤr-bǤr Wina'am tuon 'my eyes pour out tears 

to God'. [JOB 16:20] o ninta'am yuod bǤr-bǤr 'tears run down her cheeks'. [LAM 1:2] Gehazi yi Elasia san'an lieb 

kțkǤmi yuod bǤr-bǤr Then Gehazi went from Elisha's presence and he was leprous, as white as snow. [2KI 5:27] 
Note: 'running sores' characteristic of the disease O da ǫǫn duoe zi'en ka Ǥnsir yuod bɔrbɔr. He stood up, running 

with sweat. [Trouble] Man ninta'am yuodnǫ bǤra-bǤra 'Streams of tears flow from my eyes'. [PSA 119:136] 
See: bǤrr. 

bɔrbɔr   See main entry: bǤr-bǤr. flowing. 

bǤrr   Variant: borr; bǤrrr. id. drippy. On kuod ka Ǥnsir an bǤrrr la niimis la tțkpiidțg la pț daam o. As he was 

hoeing and dripping with sweat the commotion of the birds didn't bother him. [Trouble] See: bǤr-bǤr. 

bǤrrr   See main entry: bǤrr. drippy. 

bǤt-   See main entry: bǤto. sack. 

bǤtnam   See main entry: bǤto. sack. 

bǤtnamǫ   See main entry: bǤto. sack. 

bǤto   Variant: boto; bɔtʋ. Form: bǤtnam. Variant: bǤtnamǫ. Form: bǤt-. Variant: bot-. n. sack. Da'abiis la ǫǫnti pǫ'ǫl 

bǤtnam la nǫ ka țki zia'asi zia'as ka lǫbi tua teŋ. The traders normally fill the sacks (cocoa sacks) and shake 

them and lift and bounce them on the ground. [MA] sǤ' ya'a bun zțțdi pǫ'ǫl bǤto anu, yinne anǫ Faaro din 'a fifth 
of the produce belongs to Pharaoh'. [GEN 47:26] Lit: if someone harvests crops and fills five bags, one is Pharaoh's. 
M da mak Anzurifa bǤto kǤbisyuobț nǫ pisnu nǫ anzurifa la'ad bǤto kǤbiga nǫ sanlima bǤto kǤbiga ... 'I 
weighed out to them 650 talents of silver, silver articles weighing 100 talents, 100 talents of gold'. [EZR 8:26] 
Aansimi ya fuud ka yǫ bǤto fuudi pa'ali ya sțnsa'aŋ 'Tear your clothes and put on sackcloth ... in mourning'. 
[2SA 3:31] Ka ba sǤnsțg pțțgin ka Mpuaka fabil ye on daa paammǫ sțmbǤto ayi' ma'aa In their conversation, 
Mpuaka complained that she had only received two bags of groundnuts. [Wealth-Is-Power] O zi'ilim la daa nwǫnǫ 

fțn na nǤk ki bielim n suud bɔtʋ bǫǫ buorig kanǫ mǤr vǤnya nǫ. His ignorance was like if you put millet seed 

in a sack or bag with holes in it. [You-Hear?] o țk o nini gǤs kawǫnna nǫ mui bǤtnam la he raised his eyes and 
looked at the sacks of maize and rice. [Trouble] O sam anǫ ki bǤtnam kǤbiga dǤllim. I owe him 100 bags of grain. 

[LUK 16:7] Lit: his debt is 100 grain bags follows me. Sǫǫungț paae la ka ba yis ligidi la ni da' sumbǤtnamǫ tis 

pu'a wțsa yinne yinne. When the rainy season came they took out the money and bought a sack of groundnuts 
for each of the women. [Wealth-Is-Power] zam sǤb onǫ mǤr laas nǫ bǤtbanǫ pț paae ma'ad la'adi kuosid a cheat 
who has bowls and sacks less than proper size to falsify things to sell. [MIC 6:11] Lit: don't reach. Ba da ... nǤk 
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bǤtkțda nǫ daam waas banǫ ka' sț'țm they got 'worn-out sacks and old wineskins'. [JOS 9:4] Colloc: bǤtnamin 
‘in sacks’. ba suud kooko bielim la bɔtonamin la. they put the cocoa beans into the sacks. [Trouble] ban ti 

kpa'asid diib bǤtnamin la 'As they were emptying their sacks'. [GEN 42:35] Colloc: bǤto fuud [and similar] 
‘'sackcloth' worn as sign of mourning [in the Bible]’.  yǫǫmi bǤto fuudi pa'ali ya sțnsa'aŋ, fabilimi ka kumi 'put 

on sackcloth, lament and wail'. [JER 4:8] Ba ... na yǫ bǤtkǫnda 'They ...  will put on sackcloth'. [EZK 27:31] 
Sim: buorig, kǤlțg1. From: GNG. Note: ? source 

bɔtʋ   See main entry: bǤto. sack. 

bǤzug   Variant: bozug; bǤzugț. int. why? BǤzug ka fț yǫli ala? Why do you say that? [Asaasim] O anǫ fț pu'a, ka bǤzug 

ka fț ye o anǫ fț tațn? 'So she is your wife! Why did you say she was your sister?'. [GEN 26:9] Colloc: bǤzugț kǫ 

ka1  [clause]? ‘why [clause]?’. BǤzugț kǫ ka li nar ye o kpi? 'Why should he be put to death?'. [1SA 20:32] 
See: bǤ1; zug. 

bǤzugǤ   Variant: bozugo. int. because. ba da ... pțd Paul yț'țr Hemǫs, bǤzugǤ onǫ da aan ba antu'a tu'ad 'They gave 

... Paul the name Hermes, because he was the chief speaker'. [ACT 14:2] Biis banǫ pț paae yțțma ayi' la kțnsim 

mukiya, bǤzugǤ: - banǫ namisid bǫdegț It is very important to immunise babies under two years, because:- 
they have many health problems. [Immunisation-] BǤzugǤ ya areza'asi bǫ si'el la, ya pțtǫnda mǫ bǫ nǫ anina. 
'For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also.'. [MAT 6:21] SǤ' mǫn da buoli o tiraan ye: 'hai' bǫǫ 'hǫi' 

nǫ bǤzugǤ ninsaal ka'a bțnkǤnbțgǤ Nobody should call to his neighbour 'Hi!' or 'Hey!', because a human being 
is not an animal. [Asaasim] Cpart: alazug ‘therefore’. See: bǤ1; zug. 

bǤzugț   See main entry: bǤzug. why? 

bo   See main entry: bǤ1. why?, why? 

bo   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bo-   See main entry: bțțg1. goat. 

bob   See main entry: bǤb. tie round. 

boba   See main entry: bǤbir. bundle. 

bobi   See main entry: bǤb. tie round. 

bobid   See main entry: bǤb. tie round. 

bobig[N]   See main entry: bǤbig2. head tie. 

bobig1   See main entry: bǤbig1. tie round. 

bobigi   See main entry: bǤbig1. tie round. 

bobir   See main entry: bǤbir. bundle. 

bobis   See main entry: bǤbig2. head tie. 

bobne   See main entry: bǤb. tie round. 

bobug   See main entry: bǤbig1. tie round. 

bobugir   See main entry: bǤbig1. tie round. 

bodig   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bodig   See main entry: bǤdig2. flow thickly. 

bodige   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bodigi   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bodigid   See main entry: bǤdig2. flow thickly. 

bodigidi   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bodigir   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bodigne   See main entry: bǤdig1. lost, healed [be]. 

bodis   See main entry: bǤdis. mislead. 
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bodisi   See main entry: bǤdis. mislead. 

bodobodo   Variant: budobudo. Form: bodobodonam. n. bread. Li yț'țn da liebnǫ "saam yiri" tis ta'adduusidib nǫ ... 

banǫ kuosid bodobodo It became a 'guest-house' for shoeshine boys, and ... people who sold bread. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] nǤk zǤmbaanlig dinǫ pț gǫndig dabinnǫ sǫn' bodobodo 'from fine wheat flour, without yeast, 
make bread'. [EXO 29:2] Agaand la da mǤr bodobodo nǫ ni'imi ken bǫogțn-bǫogțn nǫ zaam-zaam tisid o 
'ravens brought him bread and meat every morning and every evening'. [1KI 17:6] Ka ban dț gbǫog la ba yi 

anrțŋțn la na ka nyǫ ka bugumsaana dit, ka zimi pa'ae ka bodobodo mǫ bǫ. 'When they landed, they saw a 

fire of burning coals there with fish on it, and some bread.'. [JHN 21:9] See: pa'. Colloc: sǫn'/sǫn'ǫl ‘bake bread’. 
bam ... sǫn'ǫd bodobodo 'they will be baking bread. [1SA 8:13] ba sǫn'ǫl bodobodo bugumin 'there ... was a 
cake of bread baked over hot coals'. [1KI 19:6] Colloc: bodobodo dǤǤg ‘bread oven’. bugum tțligid bodobodo 

dǤǤgi bi'igidi li the fire heats the oven to the right temperature. [HOS 7:4] From: (Ha.) < (Eng.) Note: burodi < 'bread' 

bodobodonam  See main entry: bodobodo. bread. 

bo'a-   See main entry: bǤk1. pothole. 

bok   See main entry: bǤk1. pothole. 

bolim   See main entry: bǤlimm-bǤlimm. smoothly. 

bombon   See main entry: bțmbǤn. plaster. 

bombu'a   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bonam   See main entry: bǤ1. why?, why? 

bondaar[N]   See main entry: bțndaar. when? 

bondaare   See main entry: bțndaar. when? 

bone   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bon'-   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥg. valley. 

bon'o-   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥg. valley. 

bon'od   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥg. valley. 

bon'ofalig   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥfalig. 'ravine'. 

bon'ofalis   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥfalig. 'ravine'. 

bon'og   See main entry: bǤn'Ǥg. valley. 

bon'ol   See main entry: bǤǤnr1. mark a line. 

boŋo   See main entry: baŋț. (circumcision )forest. 

borr   See main entry: bǤrr. drippy. 

bot-   See main entry: bǤto. sack. 

boto   See main entry: bǤto. sack. 

bouga[W]   See main entry: bțgir1. shrine. 

bougir[W]   See main entry: bțgir1. shrine. 

bozug   See main entry: bǤzug. why? 

bozugo   See main entry: bǤzugǤ. because. 

bǤǤ1   See main entry: bǤ1. why?, why? 

bǤǤ2   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bǤǤb   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bǤǤd1   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

-bǤǤd2   Variant: -bǤǤda; -booda. Form: -bǤǤdib. Variant: -boodib. n. wanter of ..., someone who likes/wants/loves sth./sb. 
m siak nǫ fțn yǫl si'el la amaa ya dap anǫ yǫlbǤǤdib. I believe what you are saying but you men are 
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troublemakers. [AIDS-II] InvNact: bǤ2. See: bǤ2. 

-bǤǤda   See main entry: -bǤǤd2. wanter. 

bǤǤdi   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

-bǤǤdib   See main entry: -bǤǤd2. wanter. 

bǤǤdim1   Variant: boodim; bǤǤdimi; boodimi. n. 1 • ones desire, will. Mu'asidi pǫndigid paasid nǫ bima bin'isim ka mǫ 

lǫm tisid biig la bǤǤdim. Constant repetition of suckling increases the mother's milk and also increases the child's 
appetite. [Breastfeeding] Ala ka o da maal Wina'am bǤǤdim In this way he did God's will. [Bible-Intro] Ka linǫ an 

tinya'ar kpǫǫm linǫ maan ninsaal bǤǤdim wțsa. And that which is the oldest of all herbal medicines is that 

which fulfils all a person's desire. (MA). [Asaasim] Li anǫ m bǤǤdim ye m yǤǤf nǫ banǫ yuolim la azinzema. 'I 
choose to give the last man the same as you.'. [MAT 20:14] M Ba', li ya'a aan fț bǤǤdim, kǫl ka nwam linǫ pa'an 

namisțg la gaad ka basim. Amaa ka'anǫ mam bǤǤdim, kǫl ka fț bǤǤdim maal. 'My Father, if it is possible, 
may this cup be taken from me. Yet not as I will, but as you will.'. [MAT 26:39] Dap banǫ ken pu'ab yǫla nyǫti ba 

bǤǤdim, pu'a mǫ ala. Men who go (to consult diviner) on account of women palavers get what they want, and 
women likewise. [Asaasim] Colloc: bǤǤdimin ‘in desire’. Fț ya'a nǤki fț ya'am niŋ ninsaalib bǤǤdimin, li anǫ 

kum. 'To be controlled by human nature results in death'. [ROM 8:6] Syn: bǤǤsim. 
2 • need, necessity. yǫlimi ti sidib la ka ba lamisid bugum la hali sansa kanǫ ka li bǤǤdim kae. tell our 

husbands that they are switching on the lights even when they are not needed. [Electricity] See: bǤ2. 

-bǤǤdim2   Variant: -boodim. adj. 1 • desirable. Colloc: bțmbǤǤdim ‘something desired/desirable’. Kǫlli ka nǤŋilim aan 

ya bțmbǤǤdim gaad si'el wțsa 'It is love, then, that you should strive for'. [1CO 14:1] 
2 • desire (for sth.) O gban'anǫ ala nǫ o mǫŋ ya'ambǤǤdim He chooses in this way of his own volition. [EPH 1:5] 
dapbǤǤdim tun'e kǫ ka ba bas ban zaŋi ba mǫŋi pǫsig Kristo tțțma la ka kul sidib 'when their sensual 
desires overcome their dedication to Christ, they want to marry'. [1TI 5:11] Sim: bǤǤr. See: bǤ2. 

bǤǤdimi   See main entry: bǤǤdim1. will, need. 

bǤǤdin   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bǤǤdina   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bǤǤdinnǫ   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bǤǤdnǫ   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bǤǤe   v. to look for. Kem bǤǤe la'ad la zin'ikanǫ ka ya na nyǫ 'go and get it for yourselves wherever you can find it. 

[EXO 5:11] bǤǤe Siig Kasi piini la bǫdegț 'eagerly desire spiritual gifts'. [1CO 14:1] See: bǤ2; bǤǤr. 
bɔɔg   See main entry: bțțg2. attack. 

bǤǤl   n. a ball, (game of) football, 'ball' [Gh.] Colloc: nwǫ' bǤǤl ‘play football’. o zaŋ mankǫǫnsi la bas ka zǤǤ yii keŋ 

o zuanam san'an ye ba nwǫ' bǤǤl. he threw the matches away and ran out to go to his friends' house to play 
football. [Fire] o nyǫt o bǤǤl nwǫ'ǫb zin'igin la. he saw him at the football field. [Trouble] m ba'a, m pa'a nwǫ'ǫdin 

nǫ bǤǤl nǫ m zuanam pț'țsim dǤǤg la baba I was playing football with my friends, father, by the church. [Fire] 
BǤǤl nwǫ'ǫb nǫ niŋwisigir tțțma wțsa na keŋ tuon Gaana zin'ig wțsa ka li kǫ ka la'auŋ bǫ Gaana nǫ tǫǫns 

kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥb ka laafi nǫ gba'ammǫŋ nǫ zuod na bǫ. 'Sports should be promoted throughout Ghana as a means 
of fostering national integration. health and self-discipline as well as international friendship and understanding.'. 

[Constitution] Lit: football and physical activity. From: (Eng.) 

bǤǤm1   Variant: boom. n. an ownerless animal. sacrificed to the gods of the land. Colloc: teŋin bǤǤm ‘'scapegoat'’. zaŋi li 

bas ka li keŋ sian'arin ka an teŋin bǤǤm 'sending it into the desert as a scapegoat'. [LEV 16:10] 

bǤǤm2   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bǤǤnd   See main entry: bǤǤnr1. mark a line. 

bǤǤnlim   See main entry: bǤǤnsim. marked line. 

bǤǤnr1   Variant: bǤǤnri; boonr; bǤn'Ǥl; bon'ol; bǤǤnd. v. to mark a line. Nidib fiebim ka m nya'aŋ bǤǤnri bǤǤnr 'They cut 

deep wounds in my back'. [PSA 129:3] O da ... mǤr si'elnamǫ bǤǤnd za'anǤǤr dalamma la zug he would scribble 
on the city gates. [1SA 21:13] Sim: buoǫn. See: bǤǤnr2; buoǫn. 
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bǤǤnr2   Variant: buoǫnr. n. a line,  marked line. Fț mǫ tun'oe nyǫ zin'isieba ka ba nǤk pian'adi niŋ buoɛnr nam ayi' 

teŋsuk nwǫnǫ anwa (- –). You can see some places where a word is in parentheses, as (––). [Bible-Intro] Nidib 

fiebim ka m nya'aŋ bǤǤnri bǤǤnr 'They cut deep wounds in my back'. [PSA 129:3] Lit: until my back was cut with 
deep marks. Syn: bǤǤnsim. See: bǤǤnr1. 

bǤǤnri   See main entry: bǤǤnr1. mark a line. 

bǤǤnsim   Variant: boonrim; bǤǤnlim; boonlim. n. a marked line. Colloc: saa dindǫog, dindǫog bǤǤnsim ‘rainbow’. saa 

dindǫog buoǫn gilig na'am gbauŋ, ka la dindǫog la bǤǤnsim an dǫn'ǫm 'A rainbow, resembling an emerald, 
encircled the throne'. [REV 4:3] M na maal dindǫog bǤǤnlim niŋ saŋgbauŋin ... M ya'a ti kǫ ka saŋgbana yina 

ka dindǫog buoǫn 'I am putting my bow in the clouds. ... Whenever I cover the sky with clouds and the rainbow 
appears'. [GEN 9:13,14] Syn: bǤǤnr2. See: bǤǤnr1; bǤǤnr2. 

bǤǤr   n. lust, desire. da zaŋi zțmațŋ kaŋa ligid-bǤǤr n lǤ zug galis ka tțme linǫ pț nara. don't let this modern 

desire for money overcome you and do what is not right. [Asaasim] Note: mainly in the Colloc: dau/dap-bǤǤr, 

pu'a-bǤǤr. O daa bigis ye ban'a la dǤl suosi'a kimm gban'ad nidib anǫ pu'a-bǤǤr bǫǫ dap-bǤǤrin He 
showed that the precise way that people catch the disease is by sexual intercourse. [AIDS-I] m biisǫ kǫlisimi, 

luakimini ya mǫŋ nǫ pu'a-bǤǤr bǫǫ dau-bǤǤr listen, you young people, keep yourselves free from sexual 

activity. [AIDS-I] Lit: desire for women / desire or men. fț ya'a kaal nidib kǤbiga ban ka ban'a la gban'e la, ba 

pisyǤpǤi nǫ anu kǤbiga pțțgțn paam ban'a la nǫ yi pu'a-bǤǤr bǫǫ dau-bǤǤrin. If you count 100 people with 
the disease, 75% contracted the disease through sexual promiscuity. [AIDS-I] banǫ pț nyaŋidi mǤdigid nǫ ba pu'a 

bǤǤr la, firim kǤndǤm those who can't control their sexual desires should use a condom. [AIDS-I] ban'a saaŋ la 

gban'ad nidib bǫdegț ka li yitnǫ pu'a bǫǫ dau bǤǤrin. many people are catching the new disease, and it comes 
from sexual promiscuity. [AIDS-I] Note: also: Colloc: bțmbǤǤr ‘need, poverty’. Li da ka' on ma'aa naan Ghana 

zugin pipirisin la sig Ghana teŋir zin'ikanǫ an lțmm la bțmbǤǤr yǫla. He was not the only one to leave the dry 
areas of Upper Ghana for the prosperous Lower Ghana places, because of poverty. [Trouble] Sim: bǤǤb. Note: verbal 

noun of bǤ2 Sim: bǤǤdim1. See: bǤ2; bǤǤe. 

bǤǤsim1   n. desire. ... pitǤtțțma nǫ pu'ab bǫǫ dap bǤǤsim nǫ danuur ... ' ... indecency, lust, drunkenness ... '. [1PE 4:3] 
See: bǤ2. 

boo   See main entry: bǤ1. why?, why? 

boo   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

boob   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bood   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

bood   See main entry: bțțd. purity. 

booda   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

-booda   See main entry: -bǤǤd2. wanter. 

boode   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

boodi   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

boodia   n. plantain. Adu da diti boodia dțgida nǫ bǫŋa zǫǫnd Adu was eating cooked plantain and beanleaf soup. 

[Trouble] O kuosidi busa nǫ boodia nǫ baŋki nǫ zǫnvaand da'an. She sold yam and plantain and cassava and 
vegetables in the market. [Fire] From: (Twi) borɔdeɛ 

-boodib   See main entry: -bǤǤd2. wanter. 

boodim   See main entry: bǤǤdim1. will, need. 

-boodim   See main entry: -bǤǤdim2. desirable, desire. 

boodimi   See main entry: bǤǤdim1. will, need. 

boodin   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

boodne   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

boog   See main entry: bțțg1. goat. 
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boogi   See main entry: bțțg1. goat. 

bool   See main entry: bțțl2. do...suddenly. 

bool   See main entry: bțțl1. line. 

booli   See main entry: bțțl1. line. 

boom   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

boom   See main entry: bǤǤm1. ownerless animal. 

boome   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

boomi   See main entry: bǤ2. seek, want, nearly. 

boonlim   See main entry: bǤǤnsim. marked line. 

boonr   See main entry: bǤǤnr1. mark a line. 

boonrim   See main entry: bǤǤnsim. marked line. 

boor   See main entry: bțțl1. line. 

bț1   Variant: bțri2. v. to confuse sb. 'Fǫndigim gǤbig.' Li da bțri ba. 'Turn left!"  This confused them. [Trouble] 
See: bțr1; bțra. 

bț-2   px. times (so-many-~ ) (makes a numeral adverb). Colloc: abțtan', bțpiiya, bțyǤpǤi, abțyi'. Ba da nǤk kugvǫnla 

pii nǫ ayi' sǫǫn tabili li, abțtan' tan', zin'is anaasi. They sewed twelve precious stones on it, three-by-three in 
four rows. [EXO 39:10] alaa m na tǫki ya tțbir nǤǤrim bțyǤpǤi, ya tțțmbǫ'ǫd la yǫla. 'I will punish you for your 
sins seven times over.'. [LEV 26:18] o di'e namisțg abțyi' ZugsǤb la san'anǫ 'she has received from the Lord's 

hand double for all her sins.'. [ISA 40:2] Sim: nǤbpauŋ, nǤǤrim, nǤǤr1
8 

bț-3   See main entry: bțțg1. goat. 

bț-4   See main entry: bțțr. granary. 

bțbibis   See main entry: bțbil. kid. 

bțbil   Variant: bubil; bțbila; bubila. Form: bțbibis. n. a kid, young goat. Kpiibgǫdțg, kpiibig, kpiibig; bizǤlțgǤǤ, 

gǤm bțbil. Silly orphan, orphan, orphan! Stupid child! Look at the baby goat! [Trouble] Mid ka ya nǤk bțbil 

ni'imi dțg o ma bin'isimin. 'Do not cook a young goat in its mother's milk.'. [DEU 14:21] Ba ya'a nǤk bțnya'aŋ 

nwiigi lǤ bțbila, o kaasidnǫ bțnya'aŋ kaasig. When they tie a young goat with an old nannygoat's rope, it cries 
like an old one. [Proverb 129] Yinne na tǫǫd bțbibis atan' 'One of them will be leading three young goats'. [1SA 10:3] 
Gen: bțțg; Sim: bțraug, bțribig, bțnya'aŋ. See: bțțg1; -bil. 

bțbila   See main entry: bțbil. kid. 

bțbțțd-   See main entry: bțmbțțdir. plant. 

bțd   Variant: bud; bțdi; budi; bțdǫ; bude. Form: bțt. Variant: bțtti; bțta1. Form: bțtnǫ. Form: bțdim!. 

Variant: bțdimi!. Form: bțdib. Variant: budib; bțdig; bțdiga. v. to sow. Apam bǤǤdi ye o bțd saman la yiiga. 
Apam wants to sow the home-farm first. [House+Farm] Fțn bțd si'el la kțdim anǫ bielif. 'what you sow is a bare 
seed'. [1CO 15:37] O gǤsig la anǫ on na bug teŋ la bțd, ka dǤnn li saŋa kane nar, ka bas bugulum, ka sansi'a 

nar ye o dǤn'Ǥsi li. His concern is that he should level the land and sow, and weed it at the right time, and add 
fertiliser, and when the time is right do the second weeding. [Bible-Study] M ka' sumbțțdaa na bțdǫ I haven't got 
any seed-groundnuts to sow. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ya na bțd ka kț bunǫ 'you will sow, but not reap'. [MIC 6:15] Apam 

na bțd kawǫnna pǤǤgin la dțnna. Apam will sow maize in the field this year. [House+Farm] Ban sǫǫ ba naae bǫǫ 

bțdi ba, ka ba bǤǤd nya'a ba'ab la 'No sooner are they planted, no sooner are they sown, no sooner do they take 
root in the ground'. [ISA 40:24] Fț bunnǫ zin'ikanǫ ka fț pț bțdǫ 'you reap harvests where you did not sow'. [MAT 

25:24] Nwǫnǫ wțț kpaadibi ǫǫn bțt ka mǤdig si'em gur ka bunibin nyaan ti paae la Like how farmers sow, 
and then patiently wait for the arrival of harvest-time. [You-Hear?] zin'ikanǫ ka ba bțt ka kuod vain tiis pǤǤg 'a 

place for planting vineyards'. [MIC 1:6] Apam ǫǫnti bțtti za o pǤǤgin la, ka li ǫǫnti pț du'ad sț'țŋaa. Apam 
usually sows millet in his farm, but it doesn't usually do well. [House+Farm] ya na bțti ya bțmbțta kǤlis nǤǤrin 
you will be 'sowing your seed by every stream'. [ISA 32:20] Ba pț bțta, ka mǫ pț bunni la'asidi su'ad bțya nii. 
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'they do not sow seeds, gather a harvest and put it in barns. [MAT 6:26] Man daa tțmnǫ nwǫnǫ m bțtnǫ biili nǫ 'I 
sowed the seed'. [1CO 3:6] Amaa yțțm kanǫ paasida atan' la bțdim ka bțn. Bțdim tiis pǤǤd ka dii li wala. but 
the following year you will be able to sow your corn and harvest it, and plant vines and eat grapes'. [1KI 19:29] 
Bțdimi fț bțmbțțda bǫogțn, ka mǫ da bas zaam bțdiga 'In the morning sow your seed in good time, and do 

not let your hands slack off until evening'. [ECC 11:6] bțdib nǫ bunib saŋa, waad nǫ tțțlțg saŋa, sǫǫung nǫ țțn, 

nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ kț gu'oe 'seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night will never 
cease'. [GEN 8:22] Abugur kț nyaŋi sțŋi ba nǫ bțdig laa. Abugur won't be able to help them with the sowing. 

[House+Farm] Kpaad ya'a nwǫ' vugus ye o bțdǫ, o na bas bțdig ka kpǫn nwǫ'ǫdi kennaa? 'When a farmer 
ploughs for planting, does he plough continually? Does he' leave the sowing to 'keep on breaking up and 

harrowing the soil?'. [ISA 28:24] nidib bǫdegț nam bǫ suma bțdigin. many people were still busy with planting 
groundnuts. [Wealth-Is-Power] Etym: OV1 *BUD ; vc2 *di; MWN *BUT- ; PB *b ɩ́ad. See: bțmbțtir; -bțțdif. 

bʋdaalim  See main entry: bțraalim. manly. 

bțdǫ   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

bțdi   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

bțdib   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

bțdig   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

bțdiga   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

bțdim!   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

bțdimi!   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

bțg1   Variant: bug; bțgi; bugi.  Note: forms in SC with bug- for this word are older spellings mistakenly left uncorrected 
Form: bțgțd. Variant: bugid; bțgudi. Form: bțgid. Variant: bugid; bțgida; bugida. Form: bțgțdnǫ. 

Variant: bțgidnǫ. Form: bțgțm!. Form: bțgțb. v. to divine, soothsay. Dau sǤ' mǫ daa bǫ ya-nya'aŋi bțgid wțț 

nyaluŋ nǫ. There was also a man in the east who was an amazing soothsayer. [You-Heard?] O da bțgțd nǫ 

ba'akǤlțg ka li lidigid Samaria teŋ nidib. he 'had astounded the Samaritans with his magic'. [ACT 8:9] O da ki'is 

ZugsǤb la nǤǤr hali ka keŋ ba'akǤlțg sǤb san'an ye o bugi baŋ dinǫ na niŋ 'He disobeyed the Lord's 
commands; he tried to find guidance by consulting the spirits of the dead'. [1CH 10:13] o da ... bugid ba'akǤn 

buudi wțsa 'He practised divination' of all sorts'. [2CH 33:6] ya kț lǫn mǤri ya ba'akǤn la bugida 'I will  leave you 
without any fortune tellers'. [MIC 5:12] ya kț lǫn ... bțgțdi yǫt linǫ ka' sidaa 'you will no longer ... practice 
divination'. [EZK 13:23] Ka' m ditnǫ tiim bǫǫ m bțgidnǫ ba'adǫ It's not that I take medicine or consult shrines. 

[You-Heard?] ba bțgțdnǫ wțț Filistia dimi bțgțd si'em la 'they practice divination like the Philistines'. [ISA 2:6] O 

saam da muk o ye o zamisim bțgțb ka o zan'asi. His father pressured him to learn divination, but he refuses. 
[Trouble] Colloc: bțg ba'ad ‘perform a divination’. Ki'isțg anǫ bǫ'ǫd wțț ba'ad bțgțb nǫ 'rebellion is like the sin 
of divination'. [1SA 15:23] Bțgțm ba'adi tisim 'Consult a spirit for me'. [1SA 28:8] Ka'a m ditnǫ tiim bǫǫ m 

bțgțdnǫ ba'adǫ It is not that I take medicine or practise divination. [You-Hear?] See: bțk2. 

bțga   See main entry: bțgir1. shrine. 

bțgaa   See main entry: bțgir1. shrine. 

bțg-bțg   Variant: bug. id. to pieces. Sim: bur-bur. 

bțgi   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bțgid   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bțgida   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bțgidnǫ   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bʋgili   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bțgin   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bțgini   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bțgir1   Variant: bugir; bougir [W]. Form: bțga. Variant: buga; bouga[W]; bțgaa. n. a shrine. "charm containing 
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'medicine'" (W.) Ba' nǫ ma nǤǤr anǫ bțgir Father and mother's word is a shrine. [Asaasim] du'am bțga clan tirțk. 
Note: ancestral spirits of clan, worshipped at a tengban or ritual object [W] Note: the name of the village of 'Bugri' is spelled 

Bțgțr 

bțgis   v. to delay, put off doing sth. fțn da bțgis nǫ li yǤǤbǤ 'do not be slow to pay it'. [DEU 23:21] ZugsǤb la pț bțgis 

nǫ linǫ ka o kaanb 'The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise'. [2PE 3:9] 

bțgisiga   See main entry: bțgțsiga. softly. 

bțgisigaa   See main entry: bțgțsiga. softly. 

bțgțb   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bțgțd   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bțgțdnǫ  See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bțgțl   Variant: bugil; bɔgɔl; bțgțli; bʋgili; bugili. Form: bțgțlim!. Variant: bțgțlimi!. Form: bțgțn. Variant: bțgțnnǫ; 

bțgțnǫ; bțgțni; bțgin; bțgini. Form: bțgțlinǫ. to encourage, comfort, cheer sb. up. Ofori da dǤl o kpǫn' 

dǤǤgin kpǫ'ǫŋid ye o bțgțl o sțțnr. Ofori followed him into the room, trying to encourage him. [Trouble] O 

tțmim ye m bțgțl banǫ sțnya san'am la 'He has sent me to bind up the brokenhearted'. [ISA 61:1] ye fț bțgțli 

fț teŋ kanǫ kțdig la 'you ... restored your worn-out land'. [PSA 68:9] O na ... nwǫnǫ samilimmiugț niidi bțgțn 

teŋ la. He will be ... like showers watering the earth'. [PSA 72:6] Sțnsa'aŋ tadigidnǫ nid, amaa pian'asțŋ bțgțn 

o sțțnr. 'An anxious heart weighs a man down, but a kind word cheers him up.'. [PRO 12:25] O da ... gǤs o wțț 

pu'a gǤsid o biig si'em ka bțgin o sțnf si'em la. She ... looked after him as a woman looks after her child, and 
comforting his heart. [Trouble] Amaa si'eli bǫ pian'bama ni... ǫǫnti bțgțnǫ m sțnf nǫ saŋkanǫ wțsa ka m tiǫn 

li. But there was something in these words which cheered me up every time I remembered them. [Trouble] Ba zin' 

nǫ ba ka sǤsid Wina'am tisidi ba ka bțgini ba sțnya ka la'asid nǫ ba dit diib. They sit with them and pray for 
them, encourage them and eat meals with them. [AIDS-II] Colloc: bțgțl X sțnf/sțnya/sțțnr ‘encourage X’. Ba da 

bțgțl o sțnf 'They consoled ... him'. [JOB 41:11] M na gur o ka bțgțl o sțțnr 'I will guide him and restore 
comfort to him'. [ISA 57:18] Bțgțlimi m nidib la sțțnr 'Comfort ye my people'. [ISA 40:1] Ban niŋid si'em la 

bțgțnnǫ m sțțnr. 'they have proved a comfort to me'. [COL 4:11] M naan ... bțgțlinǫ ya sțțnr nǫ m nǤŋgban 

pian'ad 'I would speak words of encouragement'. [JOB 16:5] ZugsǤb la bțgțl o nidib sțnya the Lord has 
comforted his people'. [ISA 52:9] 

bțgțli   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bțgțlim!   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bțgțlimi!   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bțgțlinǫ   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bțgțlțm1   Variant: bugulim; bugulum. Form: bțgțlțmnǫ. v. to cast lots. Ka ba bțgțlțm ka li lu Mattias zugin 'Then 

they cast lots, and the lot fell to Matthias'. [ACT 1:26] Bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm dim bțgțlțm ye ba gban'e gban'ar 
Gamblers cast lots to make a decision. [PRO 16:33] Ti bțgțlțmmǫ gaŋ nǫ'. We had a ballot and chose this result. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Maanmaannib daa ǫǫnti bțgțlțmnǫ gaŋ onǫ na nyu'oe tudaari la. It was the custom of the 
priests to cast lots to choose who would burn the incense. [LUK 1:9] See: bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm1. 

bțgțlțm2   n. manure. m na kua li gbinnin ka bǤ bțgțlțm bas 'I will dig round it and put in some manure'. [LUK 13:8] 
Colloc: bțgțlimin ‘in/to/from manure’. wțț sa'ad ka ba nǤǤdi kpǫn'ǫsid bțgțlimin si'em la 'just as straw is 
trampled in manure'. [ISA 25:10] 

bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm1   Variant: bțgțlțŋ1. n. a lottery, lot-casting. Bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm dim bțgțlțm ye ba gban'e 

gban'ar Gamblers cast lots to make a decision. [PRO 16:33] Sakur kaŋa la da di bțgțlțŋ la ka na pian' yiiga. 
This school had drawn to speak first. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: maal bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm1 ‘cast lots’. Kǫlli ka ti maal 

bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm baŋ onǫ zug ka yǫltǤǤg kaŋa paadi ti! 'Let's draw lots and find out who is to blame for 
getting us into this danger.'. [JON 1:7] Maalimi bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm pțdigi teŋ la dǤlis tuŋ wțsa zem si'em. 
'Distribute the land by lot, according to your clans.'. [NUM 33:54] See: bțgțlțm1. 

bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm2   Variant: bțgțlțŋ2. n. a riddle/riddles. Ban da ye ba gaŋ man saam ka o an widaan la, kpǫm la 

da mi' ye man saam anǫ onǫ mi' siilima nǫ bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm gbin. When they said they chose my father to 
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be 'linguist', the eldership knew that he was someone who understood proverbs and riddles. [Shoeshine-Boy] o ... lǫn 

nyaŋidi pa'an zaansțŋ gbin, ka bțkid bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm he can also 'explain riddles'. [DAN 5:12] Yǫlimi ti fț 

bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm la ka ti wțm! 'Tell us your riddle, ... Let's hear it.'. [JDG 14:13 (7x in this passage)] m na nwǫ' 

kǤn ka yǫli m bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm la gbin 'with the harp I will expound my riddle'. [PSA 49:4] Amaa ka lǫǫ ied 

bțgțlțŋ la gandigir. But he was rather trying to find an answer to the riddle. [Trouble] Sim: siiliŋ ‘a proverb’. 
kpǫm la da mi' ye man saam anǫ onǫ mi' siilima nǫ bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm gbin. the eldership knew that my 
father was someone who knew the meaning of proverbs and riddles. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

bțgțlțmnǫ   See main entry: bțgțlțm1. cast lots. 

bțgțlțŋ1   See main entry: bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm1. lottery. 

bțgțlțŋ2   See main entry: bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm2. riddle. 

bțgțm!   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bțgțn   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bțgțnǫ  See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bțgțni  See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bțgțnnǫ   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bțgțs1  Variant: bugus; bțgțsi; bugusi. Form: bțgțsnǫ. Form: bțgțsțg. Variant: bțgțsțgț. v. be weak, soft. O da 

bțgțs dasaŋ onǫ an kpan'am sǤb ka sț'oe pǤǤd la sțțnr He was softened the heart of the young man who was 
rich and owned the farms. [Trouble] Note: sțțnr added by MA Pu'a kanǫ sțnfț bțgțs la nyǫt na'asi 'A kindhearted 

woman gains respect'. [PRO 11:16] Yaa da kpans, 'Kpa'akur bțgțsnǫ galis." Yaa gave his opinion 'The tortoise 
was pretty feeble!" [Trouble] Note: should be Yaa da kpans ya ka ye  [MA]  o pian'ad bțgțsnǫ nwǫnǫ kpaam nǫ his 
words were as soothing as oil. [PSA 55:21] Adu da zaŋ bu'ati keŋ bțgțsțgț ye o gbin'e ku'om ka o saam pigi 

baŋ. Adu took a bucket and went secretly to get some water and his father sneakily discovered it. [Trouble] 'M 

pugudiba!' o da lǫbisnǫ bțgțsțgț. "My aunt!" he answered softly. [Trouble] Sim: -bțgțsim, bțgțsțm, bțk1, 

gǫn1, -gǫǫnliŋ, nyǤs, siǫn1, tadig, zǫba, zǫnda. See: bțgțsiga; -bțgțsir; bțk1. 

-bțgțsa  See main entry: -bțgțsir. soft. 

bțgțsi   See main entry: bțgțs1. soft. 

bțgțsiga   Variant: bțgțsțga; bțgțsțgaa; bțgisiga; bțgisigaa. adv. softly. Baŋim ye dikanǫ ka fț maal ye fț tis biig 

la na an' dikanǫ an bțgțsiga Be careful that the food you prepare to give your baby is soft. [Breastfeeding] M ya'a 

ǫǫnti fuoǫn li sansi'a li tisidim nǫ sumalisim ka m sțnf an bțgisiga. When I inhaled it it gave me happiness 
and my heart was calm. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ya'am sǤb ya'a pian' bțgțsiga ka fț di'e 'A wise man speaking quietly is 
... to be heeded'. [ECC 9:17] ZugsǤb la pian' bțgțsțga nǫ pian'abanǫ mǤr sumalisim tis maliak ... la. 'the Lord 

spoke kind and comforting words to the angel'. [ZEC 1:13] Pian'am bțgțsiga tis Jerusalem 'Speak tenderly to 
Jerusalem'. [ISA 40:2] Ka Beckie ye, 'Űǫn.' O yǫli li nǫ bțgțsigaa, amaa Ofori wțmi li. Beckie said 'Yes.' She said 
it softly, but Ofori heard it. [Trouble] Goma yǫl bțgisigaa ye, 'Ama.' Ka bipuŋ la pț lǫbisǫ. Goma said softly 
"Ama!" But the girl didn't answer. [Trouble] See: bțgțs. 

-bțgțsim   adj. soft, weak, slow. Note: for non-countable nouns O ... Pian'am o nǫ kțkǤbțgțsim ka mǤr suguru nǫ o. He 

... should speak gently to her and have patience with her. [Womens-Health] Sim: -bțgțsir, bțgțs1, bțgțsțm, bțk1, 

gǫn1, -gǫǫnliŋ, nyǤs, siǫn1, tadig, zǫba, zǫnda. Note: for countable nouns See: bțgțs; -bțgțsir; bțgțsțm; 

kțkǤbțgțsim. 

-bțgțsir   Variant: -bugusir. Form: -bțgțsa. Variant: -bugusa. adj. soft, weak, slow. bțnnuud bțgțsa wțț:-  fanta, 

koknam hali nǫ leemun ku'om soft drinks like Fanta, Coke and so on, and even orange juice. [Breastfeeding] Ti 

daa zi' dinǫ faaen biig la, amaa ti wțm ye o daa pidnǫ rǤba ta'adbțgțsa la, din tun'oe daa faaen o. We 
didn't know what had saved the boy, but we heard that he had been wearing soft plastic shoes, and that may have 

saved him. [Electricity] Sim: bțgțs1, -bțgțsim, bțgțsțm, bțk1, gǫn1, -gǫǫnliŋ, nyǤs, siǫn1, tadig, zǫba, zǫnda. 
See: bțgțs; bțgțsțm. 

bțgțsnǫ   See main entry: bțgțs1. soft. 

bțgțsțg  See main entry: bțgțs1. soft. 
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bțgțsțga   See main entry: bțgțsiga. softly. 

bțgțsțgaa   See main entry: bțgțsiga. softly. 

bțgțsțgț   See main entry: bțgțs1. soft. 

bțgțsțm   Variant: bugusum. n. weakness. Sim: bțgțs1, -bțgțsim, bțk1, gǫn1, -gǫǫnliŋ, nyǤs, siǫn1, tadig, zǫba, 

zǫnda. See: bțgțs; -bțgțsir; sumbțgțsțm. 

bțgudi   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bț'   Variant: bu'; bț'ț; bu'u. Form: bț'țd. Form: bț'țb. Variant: bu'ub. v. to beat, thresh. Ba ya'a gban'e sǤ' yǤ ba kț 

bț' o bǫǫ namis o wțț o ka'anǫ ninsaala. If someone is arrested and imprisoned he shall not be beaten or 
subjected to inhuman punishment. [Constitution] m ya'a ti bț' o ka o yi, m kț lǫn nyǫ pu'a if I beat her and she 

leaves me, I will no longer have a wife. [Billygoat] o kǫ ka ba bț' Wina'am nǤdi'es Jeremia ka ba'a o nǫ ba'annǫ 
'he had Jeremiah the prophet beaten and put in the stocks'. [JER 20:2] ba zǤtnǫ kpǫn'ǫd zin'ikanǫ ka saa kț bț' baa 
they escape into a place where the rain won't beat them. [JOB 37:8] Fțn tu'as sida la zugǤ m kț bț'țfǤ Because 
you told the truth, I won't beat you. [Fire] Ba bț'țm amaa li pț zabidima! 'They beat me, but I don't feel it!'. [PRO 

23:35] Ti da ǫǫnti buon o nǫ ye "faangid" bǤzugǤ onǫ sțŋid bipǤla nǫ banǫ tadig la ka bisieba da bț'țdi ba. 
We called him 'saviour' because he used to help younger and weaker boys who were being bullied by the others. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Ba daa bț'țdi ti ka kpǫn'ǫsidi ti sanrega ni. 'We have been beaten, imprisoned'. [2CO 6:5] M 

basim nya'aŋi tis banǫ bț'țdim la 'I offered my back to those who beat me'. [ISA 50:6] ban nyǫ soogia kpǫǫm nǫ 

soogianam la ka bas Paul bț'țb When the crowd saw the commandant and his troops, they stopped beating 

Paul.'. [ACT 21:32] Colloc: bț' ki ‘thresh grain’. Zaam da ma'ae la, Ruf da la'as o mui la bț' 'until evening. Then 
she threshed the barley she had gathered'. [RUT 2:17] Ya na bț'țd ki ti paae tiwala bi'igir saŋa 'you will still be 
harvesting corn when it is time to pick grapes'. [LEV 26:5] Lit: threshing. on pț bǤǤdi o biig bǫ sǤ' san'an ka daar 

wțsa anǫ bț'țd nǫ pian'abaalțg la he didn't want his child to be with someone and every day it's beating and 
spiteful talk. [Billygoat] PU'AB Bƒ'ƒD KI. Asibi nǫ AmǤryam bț'țdi ki. WOMEN THRESHING MILLET.  Asibi 

and Amoryam are threshing millet. [House+Farm [heading and text]] o nǤŋ ki bț'țb tțțma 'it ...  loves to thresh grain'. 

[HOS 10:11] Za bț'țb tǤi gat ki bț'țb. Threshing late-millet is harder than threshing other grains. [House+Farm] 
Sim: nwǫ' ‘hit’.  Etym: OV1 *BU ; OV2 *PO ; GS1 *MA/O ; vc3 *po(m); MWN *BU L- ; PB *b ʋ̀̀m,*póm. 
See: -bț'țdir1; bț'țdir2. 

bț'ț   See main entry: bț'. beat, thresh. 

bț'țb   See main entry: bț'. beat, thresh. 

bț'țd   See main entry: bț'. beat, thresh. 

-bț'țdir1   adj. beatable, person/thing to be beaten. BǤ ka fț maalim bțmbț'țdir ka bț'țdim saŋa wțsa? 'Why have 

you made me your target?'. [JOB 7:20] See: bț'. 

bț'țdir2   n. a peg, stake. Note: "a piece of wood used to peg animals" (MA) Zaŋim bț'țdir la na ka m kpa kǤnbid la. Bring 

the peg so I can peg the animals. [MA] See: bț'. 

bț'țs   Variant: bț'țsi. Form: bț'țsid. v. to break sth. into pieces. Nwǫnǫ sǤ' na kuod ka bț'țsid tandia'ana si'em la 
'As one ploughs and breaks up the earth'. [PSA 141:7] O na kpǫn bugud ka bț'țsid tandia'ana laa? 'Does he keep 

on breaking up and harrowing the soil?'. [ISA 28:24] Sim: bug5. O ya'a ti bug o pǤǤg la ka maali bț'țsi naae 
'When he has' dug up his farm and 'levelled the surface'. [ISA 28:25] See: bug5. 

bț'țsi   See main entry: bț'țs. smash, harrow. 

bț'țsid   See main entry: bț'țs. smash, harrow. 

bțk1   Variant: buk; bțkǫ; buke; bțki; buki. Form: bțknǫ. v. to be weak, soft. La'an nǫ sisi'em la da bțk la, saa la da 

kidigid si'em la da nar ye ba bǫǫn yin. Although the storm had eased off, the rain was still coming so that they 
had to stay indoors. [Trouble] o duma kirid ka bțk wțț gungum nǫ 'every knee become as weak as water'. [EZK 

21:7] Lit: his knees tremble and become weak like cotton. Ka li kǫ ka o sțțnr bțk ka o pț lǫn tǫn'ǫsidi o ma 

Sara kum la yǫla nǫ sțnsa'aŋǤ. 'and Isaac was comforted after his mother's death.'. [GEN 24:67] Abraham yadda 

niŋir Wina'am ni da pț bțkǫ Abraham's 'his faith did not weaken'. [ROM 4:19] Zunzunbanǫ tadig la ka ba zaŋidi 

kunsid ka ba kțțdi ba taaba la bǫǫ ba bțki ba paŋ ka ba pț tțmma. The weakened infectious organisms that 
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they inject so that they can kill similar ones or reduce their power to be active. [Immunisation-II.] Pu'agǤǤndir nǤǤr 

tun'e malis wțț siind nǫ, bǫǫ bțki gat kpaam 'the lips of an adulteress drip honey, and her speech is smoother 
than oil'. [PRO 5:3] Gungum la bțknǫ nug-nug. The cotton is very soft. [MA] ba duma la bțknǫ, ba niŋgbina 

wțsa kiridnǫ their 'knees give way, bodies tremble'. [NAM 2:10] Ba ya'a kțns o ban'a gu'ub pima la ka li bțkidnǫ 

banǫ bǫǫ o niŋgbiŋin la paŋ bǫǫ ba kpi. If he is inoculated it weakens the power of (those that) are in his body, 

or kills them. [Immunisation-II.] Note: emended by MA Colloc: X sțnf bțk1 ‘X's anger subsides’; Sim: bțgțs1, 

-bțgțsim, bțgțsțm, bțk1, gǫn1, -gǫǫnliŋ, nyǤs, siǫn1, tadig, zǫba, zǫnda. See: bțgțs. 

bțk2   Variant: buk. Form: bțkkim!. Variant: bțkkime!. Form: bțkir. Variant: bukir. v. to guess. o ... lǫn nyaŋidi pa'an 

zaansțŋ gbin, ka bțkid bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm he can also 'explain riddles'. [DAN 5:12] ' ... Adu kǫǫn m san'an na, 

yǫt ye on sa nyǫnǫ na'ayiis ayi' yț'țŋ banǫ ka o tǫn'ǫs ye ba na anǫ yaadin na'ayiis la la.' 'Sidaa?' 'Űǫn, ka 

bțgim ye bǤ! Adu came up to me and said he saw two thieves last night that he thinks are the grave-robbers." :: 
"Really?"  ::  "Yes, find out about it!" [Trouble] Bțgime ban (niimis) da yț'țm si'el yǫla. Guess what they (birds) 

are singing about. [Trouble] See: bțg1. 

bțkǫ   See main entry: bțk1. weak [be]. 

bțki   See main entry: bțk1. weak [be]. 

bțkir   See main entry: bțk2. guess. 

bțkkim!   See main entry: bțk2. guess. 

bțkkime!   See main entry: bțk2. guess. 

bțkkinlam   n. gapped teeth, a gap between the top front teeth. On mǤr bțkkinlam la kǫnǫ ka o ya'a pian'ada, li nwǫn 

o mǤri sumalisim nǫ. He had gapped teeth which meant that when he spoke, he seemed to be happy. [Trouble] 

bțknǫ   See main entry: bțk1. weak [be]. 

bțl   Variant: bul; bțli. v. to get sb. into (unexpected) trouble. O nini la fțlisțg la pa'annǫ bikanǫ ka li bțl o His 

swollen eyes indicated a youngster who was in trouble. [Trouble] Ba yǫli ala ye ba kpans o gǤs, ka nyǫ yǫla bțl o. 
'They said this to trap Jesus, so that they could accuse him.'. [JHN 8:6 [draft]] Amaa, lin bțli ba galis la, ba pin'ili 

kaasid baanlim. But, as it troubled them so much, they started to cry quietly. [Trouble] 

bțla   n. trouble, misfortune. Colloc: bțla nyǫ X ‘X gets into trouble’. Bțla Nyǫ Biig The Boy Gets Troubles. [Trouble 

[book title]] Anasabțgțr suma la bi'ignǫ, amaa fț ya'a zi' ka vuoǫn sumkpin yinne ka o gban'af, bțla nyǫǫf. 
Anasabugri’s groundnuts are ready for harvesting, but if you dare pull just one groundnut plant and he catches 

you, you are in trouble. [MA] Colloc: Abțla-nyǫ-yibig ‘[personal name] 'the entrance-stile has seen trouble'’. 

bțli   See main entry: bțl. trouble [get sb. into]. 

bțlig   Variant: bulig.  Note: bulig 11x in the Bible, these are errors and will be corrected (MA) Variant: bțligi; buligi. 

Form: bțligid. Variant: bțligidi. Form: bțligim!. Variant: bțligimi!. v. to plaster, overlay. DǤbanǫ ka ba bțlig 

gǤǤrpiel la The rooms which they plastered with whitewash. [Trouble] Pal paal kanǫ ka ba bțlig nǫ kotaal ... la 

zug ka zuanama ayi' gban'e taab nu'usi dǤl. The two friends held each others hands and walked along the 
tarmac road ... [Trouble] Natiŋkpi'eŋ ya'a tǤn sǤ' o kpi'ed la tuo bțlig ka laafi kena. If someone has a boil, he 
takes shavings from the mortar and makes a poultice and it gets better. [Trees] Note: MA proposes o kpi'ednǫ kuk la 

tuo translating "he chips (I think the bark of the mahogany tree) and pounds it into a paste and applies" Daakanǫ ka Yesu 

bu tanni bțlig zu'om la nini ka o nyǫt la daa anǫ Jew dim Vț'țsțm Daar. 'The day that Jesus made the mud 

and cured him of his blindness was a Sabbath.'. [JHN 9:14] Lit: and spread it on the blindman's eyes. nǤk sanlima 

bțlig na'aziinr daad anu 'make five posts of acacia wood covered with gold'. [EXO 26:37] bțligi li nǫ bțmbǤn 
'coat them with plaster'. [DEU 7:4] o da nǤk nǫ pǫog, ka nǤk kotaali bțligi li 'she took a basket ... and covered it 
with tar'. [EXO 2:3] Biriku'an sǤb pian'ad nwǫnǫ sǤ' na ya'ab yțțr, ka nyǫlig kǤlibire bțligi li ka li vǫnl. 'Like a 

coating of glaze over earthenware are fervent lips with an evil heart.'. [PRO 26:23] ba zaŋidi man sț'țm la 

kanbigidi bțligid they take my sap and heat it and spread it on. [Trees] onǫ mǤr sanlima bțligid la 'the goldsmith'. 
[ISA 41:7] Lit: the one who overlays it with gold. ba nǤkid gǤǤrpielli bțligidi li. DinzugǤ, yǫlim banǫ bțligi li nǫ 

gǤǤrpiel la ye li na li. 'they cover it (wall) with whitewash, therefore tell those who cover it with whitewash that 

it is going to fall.'. [EZK 13:10-11] Bțligim dalamma la nǫ sanlima 'Overlay the frames with gold'. [EXO 26:29] 
Sim: taae. 
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bțligi   See main entry: bțlig. overlay. 

bțligid   See main entry: bțlig. overlay. 

bțligidi   See main entry: bțlig. overlay. 

bțligim!   See main entry: bțlig. overlay. 

bțligimi!   See main entry: bțlig. overlay. 

bțlnǤya  See main entry: bulnǤǤr. spring 'mouth'. 

bțlț   Variant: bulu; bțlțnǫ; bulune. adj. blue. o sakur fuug linǫ an bțlț sisǤbir ka pielim kuak niŋgǤǤnr la pț 

naalim her dark-blue and white school dress was tight at the neck and didn't fit. [Trouble] Bțlț ... dǫn'ǫm ... 

wiiug ... dǤnbțțlțm. Blue ... green ... red ... yellow. [Trouble] nǤk gum dinǫ an bțlț lǤǤ li tabil maanmaan 

zupibig la tuon 'they fastened a blue cord to it to attach it to the turban'. [EXO 39:31] Modekaya da yi Na'ab la 

san'an ka yǫ na'am fuug linǫ an bțlț nǫ bțmpielig Mordecai left the palace, wearing royal robes of blue and 
white. [EST 8:15] ba nǤk nǫ pien kanǫ an bțlț nǫ fuzǫn'ugț yǫǫli li 'they are dressed in violet and purple'. [JER 10:9] 
From: (Eng.) Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug 

bțlțnǫ   See main entry: bțlț. blue. 

bțlțțd   See main entry: bțlțțg. stable. 

bțlțțg   Form: bțlțțd. n. a stable for goats &c. Yir la mǤr nǤǤs dǤǤg nǫ bțlțțg. The house has a chickenhouse and an 

animal-room. [House+Farm] Luaa yinne lunǫ, ka ba nwǫdigi li ka li lieb nǤǤs bțlțțg tita'ar. One side had 

collapsed, and they had turned it into a big chicken-yard. [Trouble] Zaŋim kaanrțg la ki'el bțlțțg la za'anǤǤr. 
'Take the zana mat and lean it against the entrance to the animal room.'. [MA] M mǤr pǫsieba banǫ ka' bțlțțg 

nwa' nii. 'I have other sheep that are not of this sheep pen.'. [JHN 10:16] Colloc: bțlțțgin(ǫ)/bțlțțdin(ǫ) 
‘in/to/from the stable’. onǫ pț dǤl pǫ'ǫs za'anǤǤrin la kpǫn' bțlțțgin laa ... o sǤb anǫ faand bǫǫ na'ayiig 'the 

man who does not enter the sheepfold by the gate ... is a thief and a robber'. [JHN 10:1] M na la'asi ya wțț pǫ'ǫse bǫ 

bțlțțgin si'em la. 'I will bring you together like sheep returning to the fold.'. [MIC 2:12] Sim: gariki, (na'a) bauk 
‘cattle-kraal’. M pț bǤǤd na'araugț ya gariki ni bǫǫ bțțsi ya bțlțțdinǫ. 'I have no need of a bull from your 
stall or of goats from your pens'. [PSA 50:9] kǤnbidi ka' bțlțțginǫ, ka niigi mǫ ka' baukțn la 'there are no sheep 

in the pen and no cattle in the stalls'. [HAB 3:17] Sim: zǤŋ2. See: bțțg. 

bțm-1   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bțm-2   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

bțmbǤ-   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bțmbǤ'a  See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bțmbǤ'Ǥd   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bțmbǤk1   Variant: bumbɔk; bțmbǤki; bumboki; bțmbǤkț. Form: bțmbǤ-. Variant: bțmbǤk-1. Form: bțmbu'ad. 

Variant: bțmbu'adi; bumbo'adi; bțmbǤ'Ǥd; bunbo'od; bțmbǤ'a; bumbo'a; bombu'a. Form: bțmbu'a-. n. a 

cavity, hole (in the ground), chasm. Bǫndig nǫ bțmbǤk nǫ baŋ digi gur yanam 'Terror and pit and snare await 

you'. [ISA 24:17] ba nǤk Absalom lǤb bțmbǤk tita'ar pțțg sian'arin la, ka vaae kuga lǤbi bțțl o 'They took 
Absalom, threw him into a big pit in the forest and piled up a large heap of rocks over him'. [2SA 18:17] o da ... tu 

bțmbǤki giligi li 'He dug a trench round it'. [1KI 18:32] onǫ di'e tusir yinne la keŋ tu bțmbǤkț pin' o zugdaan 

ligidi la 'the servant who had received one thousand coins went off, dug a hole in the ground, and hid his master's 

money.'. [MAT 25:18] Pǫ'ǫlimi bțmbu'ad wțsa ka li dț. 'Fill every valley'. [ISA 40:4 = LUK 3:5] Tita'alnam la tuudi 

bțmbu'adi bǤǤd ye m li 'The arrogant dig pitfalls for me'. [PSA 119:85] Onǫ tu bțmbǤk o sǤb lutnǫ bțmbǤkanǫ 

ka o tu la pțțgin. 'He who digs a hole and scoops it out falls into the pit he has made. '. [PSA 7:15] lǤr la bie ka bas 

suor la, ka lidig nǤǤr babiga ka nyaan lu bțmbǤk zulțŋțn. the lorry swerved off the road, rolled over several 

times and finally fell in a deep pit. [Trouble] Tǫǫns la nidib pțn lu bțmbu'abanǫ ka ba tu la pțțgin he 'falls into 
the pit he has made'. [PSA 9:15] Colloc: bțmbǤkin(ǫ(ǫ)), bțmbǤkțn/bțmbu'adin ‘in a hole’. onǫ wțsa mǫ yi 

bțmbǤkin la na, baŋ na gban'e o 'whoever climbs out of the pit will be caught in a snare'. [ISA 24:18] ka tiesi 

pa'al kuusa kanǫ fir bugum nwiis bțmbǤkțn la. and pointed to the nail which was buried with the electrical 
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wires underground. (MA). [Electricity] ZțnzǤŋ na nyaŋi vǫ' o zțnzǤŋ tiraan ka ba wțsa kț lu bțmbǤkinǫǫ? 'Can 

a blind man lead a blind man? Will they not both fall into a pit? '. [LUK 6:39] Ba da ... gbǫǫnd bțmbu'adin nǫ 

tampinlǫma ni 'living in caves and holes in the ground'. [HEB 11:38] Sim: bǤk. Etym: OVN *BOG-GU/TI ; GS1 
*B¹O² ; vc1 bon. Note: or are these cognates of *VO- ? See: bǤk; kǤldabțmbǤk. 

bțmbǤk-1   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bțmbǤki  See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bțmbǤkț   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bțmbǤn   Variant: bombon; bțmbǤni. n. plaster (wall-plaster). Ba mǫ' dǤǤd la nǫ nǫ tan, ka taae ba nǫ bțmbǤn. The 

rooms are built of 'swish' and plastered with plaster. [House+Farm] bțligi li nǫ bțmbǤn 'coat them with plaster'. 

[DEU 7:4] ba mǤri gǫndigid bțmbǤni taad they used it to mix plaster for plastering. [AMO 2:1] 

bțmbǤni   See main entry: bțmbǤn. plaster. 

bțmbțta   See main entry: bțmbțtir. plant. 

bțmbțtir   Variant: bumbutir. Form: bțmbțta. Variant: bumbuta; bʋnbʋta. n. a plant, seed. Bțmbțtir mǫkama linǫ ka m 

Ba' onǫ bǫ arezana ni la pț bțd la, ba na vǤǤn li bas. 'Every plant that my heavenly Father has not planted will 
be pulled up by the roots.'. [MAT 15:13] ya na bțti ya bțmbțta kǤlis nǤǤrin you will be 'sowing your seed by every 

stream'. [ISA 32:20] Yțma piiga nya'aŋ ka bugum tita'ar la'aŋ Susa kpǫla san'am bʋnbʋta nǫ tiis. Ten years 

before a great fire had burned here in Susa and destroyed plants and trees. [Trouble] Sim: bțmbul, bțmbțțdir, 

bțmbțțdif. See: bțn1; -bțtir; bțmbțțdir. 

bțmbua   Variant: bumbua. Form: bțmbuos. Variant: bumbuos. n. a gatepost. Note: the conical fowl-house ones in a traditional 

house Nwǫ'ǫm bțmbuos la zug nǫ paŋ 'Strike the tops of the temple columns so hard'. [AMO 9:1] See: bua. 

bțmbu'a-   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bțmbu'ad   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bțmbu'adi   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bțmbu'ariŋ   Variant: bumbo'ariŋ. n. ant [sp.] Note: "the black ants that are found in houses and give a painful bite " (MA) Israel 

Na'ab la yi na ied bțmbǤ'ariŋ 'The king of Israel has come out to look for a flea'. [2SA 26:20 [draft]] Sim: silinsauk 
‘sugar-ant’. Note: used in 2SA 26:20 in the published Bible 

bțmbul   Form: bțmbula. n. a plant, seed. NǤǤs pǫǫnd bțmbula la sieba. Fowls scratch up some of the seedlings. 

[House+Farm] Niis mǫ gu'od bțmbula la sieba. Birds also damage some seedlings. [House+Farm] Sim: bțmbțtir, 

bțmbțțdir, bțmbțțdif. See: bul2. 

bțmbula   See main entry: bțmbul. plant. 

bțmbuos   See main entry: bțmbua. gatepost. 

bțmbțțd-   See main entry: bțmbțțdir. plant. 

bțmbțțda2   See main entry: bțmbțțdir. plant. 

bțmbțțda1   See main entry: bțmbțțdif. single seed. 

bțmbțțdif  Variant: bunbuudif. Form: bțmbțțda1.  Note: equally the plural of bțmbțțdir n. a single seed. Mam 

biilkpi'emis nǫ m vankțda la ba mǤri li nǫ tuodi maan bțmbțțda tiim, ka fț ya'a nǤki li gǫndigi fț 

bțmbțțda su'a, bțndita kț nyaŋi san'ami li. My dry seeds and leaves are used to pound to make plant 

medicine, and if you mix it with your stored seed, it won't be spoiled by pests. [Trees] Sim: bțmbul, bțmbțtir, 

bțmbțțdir. See: bțn1; bțd; -bțțdif. 

bțmbțțdir   Form: bțmbțțda2.  Note: equally the plural of bțmbțțdif Form: bțmbțțd-. Variant: bțbțțd-. n. a plant, 

seed. Mam biilkpi'emis nǫ m vankțda la ba mǤri li nǫ tuodi maan bțmbțțda tiim My dry seeds and leaves 
are used to pound to make plant medicine. [Trees] Ka kpǫn' yț'țŋț gbisi yimbǫogțn duoe ka bțmbțțda la bul 

ka nǤbig 'He sleeps at night, is up and about during the day, and all the while the seeds are sprouting and growing.'. 
[MRK 4:27] Bțdimi fț bțmbțțda bǫogțn, ka mǫ da bas zaam bțdiga 'In the morning sow your seed in good 

time, and do not let your hands slack off until evening'. [ECC 11:6] Dau da keŋ ye o waal o bțmbțțda. Ka on 
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waan la, bțmbțțdsieba lu suor zug. 'A farmer went out to sow his seed. As he was scattering the seed, some 

fell along the path'. [MAT 13:3-4] Paalț banǫ ka ba mǤri kuod taba la tun'e zaŋi kua bțbțțdsțmaa diis Gaana. 
The land that they use to grow tobacco could produce good food crops for Ghana. [Smoking] Sim: bielif, bielim1. 
Bțmbțțdbanǫ du'ad bielim nǫ tiis buudi wțsa banǫ wan wala ka mǤr biili. 'plants that bear seed, and trees 
bearing fruit each with its own kind of seed'. [GEN 1:11] Sim: bțmbul, bțmbțtir, bțmbțțdif. See: bțn1; bțmbul; 

bțmbțtir. 

bțmis   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

bțmisǫ   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

bțmisi   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

bțmmǤr   Variant: bummor; bʋnmɔr; bțmmǤra. Form: bțmmǤrnam. n. a rich, wealthy person. Atiig anǫ bțmmǤr; niigi 

bǫ nǫ kǤnbid nǫ pu'ab hali ka ligidi anǫ pǤn' mada. Atiig is a rich man: he has cattle and wives, and even 
money is in abundance. [You-Heard?] Note: amended by MA o da anǫ onǫ an bțmmǤr 'he was a very wealthy man'. 

[2SA 19:32] M pț bǤǤd ye fț ti yǫl bǫog daar ye fțnǫ kǫ ka mam Abram lieb bțmmǤra. 'Then you can never 
say, ‘I am the one who made Abram rich.’ '. [GEN 14:23] YǫltǤǤg bǫ yanam banǫ zu nidib la'adi kilim 

bțmmǤrnam la zug! 'Woe to him who piles up stolen goods and makes himself wealthy'. [HAB  2:6] La'amnǫ 

Mmabțn n an bțnmǤr la, zusțŋ si'a ya'a kenna, li sigidnǫ o san'an. Although Mmabun was a rich man, if any 

good fortune came it fell on him. [You-Heard?] See: bțn1; mǤr. 

bțmmǤra   See main entry: bțmmǤr. wealthy person. 

bțmmǤrnam   See main entry: bțmmǤr. wealthy person. 

bțmmǤta   See main entry: bțmmǤtir. boils. 

bțmmǤtir   Form: bțmmǤta. n. boils, swellings. BțmmǤta li Egipt teŋin la yǫla 'The Plague of Boils'. [EXO 9:8 [heading]] 
See: bțn1; mǤd. 

bțn1   Variant: bun1; bțnnǫ; bunni; bunne; buni; bune. Form: bțna. Variant: bțnam; bunama. Form: bțn-2. 

Variant: bun-; bțm-1; bum-; bțŋ-; buŋ-. n. a thing. o ... yǫl o pu'a ye bțn la paae si'em la o kem yǫl o zuanam 

la he said to his wife that as things stood she should go and tell her friends. [Billygoat] ti na yǫli li nya'aŋ bțn dinǫ 

maal ka bugum la kpiis la we will publish afterwards what happened that there was a power-cut. [Electricity] Bima 

bin'isim mǤr bțn linǫ zan'asa ka biig la bǤǤd. The baby's mother's milk contains everything that the child 

needs. [Breastfeeding] DinzugǤ m ba'abinǤŋa, yanamǫ sadigim mi' ye bțn linǫ ka ya niŋid ZugsǤb yǫla ka' 

zaalim la ''Therefore, my dear brothers,' ... 'you know that your labour in the Lord is not in vain'. [1CO 15:58] Ka ya 

ya'a pț an sida dim nǫ sǤ' mǤrim, anǤ'Ǥnǫ na nǤki ya mǫŋ bțnnǫ gu'uli ya? 'And if you have not been 
trustworthy with someone else's property, who will give you property of your own?'. [LUK 16:12] Fț diem ya'a mǤr 

bțnnǫǫ fț pț lǫm pian'ad gan'arǫǫ? If your father-in-law has something (deformed), does it mean you must not 
speak of a bottle-gourd? [Proverb 211] Ninsaal ya'a nyǫ dunia bțna wțsa ka kǤ'Ǥŋ o nyǤvțrǫ, li nyǤǤd an bǤ? 
'What good is it for a man to gain the whole world, and yet lose or forfeit his very self?'. [LUK 9:25] M mǫ da da' 

dinǫ na nǤki duus la (brush) bțnam atan' kpaam buudi wțsa nǫ li bțn. I also bought three of the things you 

use for shining (brushes), and all kinds of polish and accessories. [Shoeshine-Boy] bțnam atan' bǫǫ nan zi' tigǫ 
'three things that are never satisfied'. [PRO 30:15] Saazug bțnam mǤri ba mǫŋ niŋgbina, ka dunia bțnam mǫ 

mǤri ba mǫŋ niŋgbina. 'there are heavenly bodies and earthly bodies'. [1CO 15:40] Kpi'em kuglamma ayi' wțț 

yiiga bțnam la 'Cut two stone tablets like the first ones'. [DEU 10:1] Yadda nǫ ti'ir nǫ nǤŋilim, bțnama atan' nwa', 

na bǫ saŋa wțsa. 'There are three things that last for ever: faith, hope, and love'. [1CO 13:13] Colloc: X bțn1 ‘X's, 
sth. belonging to X’. Sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ dinǫ bǫ teŋgbauŋțn la wțsa anǫ GǤmma bțn nidib la yǫla. 'All 
minerals in their natural state are vested in the President on behalf of the people.'. [Constitution] Lit: gold and silver 

and what is in the ground. Li anǫ dunia nǫ Sțntaana bțn, ka li ka' Wina'am bțnnǫ. 'it belongs to the world, it is 
unspiritual and demonic.'. [JAS 3:15] PǤbanǫ ka m kuod la gba anǫ o sǤb bțn. Even the farms I work belong to 
that fellow. [Trouble] NǤrakaŋa anǫ tinam bțnnǫ? Which cock is ours? [Trouble] Yanamǫ nyǫ nwa', ba 

bțnkǤnbid nǫ ba la'ad wțsa kț lieb tinam bțnnǫǫ? 'Won't their livestock, their property and all their other 

animals become ours?'. [GEN 34:23] Sim: din1; Colloc: ya'am bțn1 ‘beloved, sb./sth. one is attached to’. Wina'am 

kanǫ aan m sumalisim nǫ m ya'am bțn la san'an to 'the God of my joy and delight'. [PSA 43:4] Kǫlisima! M 

ya'am bțnnǫ! 'Hark! My beloved!'. [SNG 2:8] Etym: OVN *BUN ; GS1 *K¹O/E/A ; vc4 *bun/won . Note: cf. many 
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compound words and expressions beginning with bțn- 

bțn-2   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bțn3   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bțn-4   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

bțn5   See main entry: bun2. harvest. 

bțna   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bțnam   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bʋnbʋta   See main entry: bțmbțtir. plant. 

bțndaug1   Form: bțndaad1. a male one. BțnkǤnbțg la sțm ye o paae yțțm yinne ka an bțndaug ka ka' dǫŋŋa 
'Your animal, taken either from the sheep or the goats, must be without blemish, a yearling male'. [EXO 12:5] MǤr 

linǫ an bțnvțr wțsa, li bțndaug nǫ li bțnnya'aŋ 'You are to bring ... all living creatures, male and female'. [GEN 

6:19] NǤkim ...  bțnkǤnbid buudbanǫ pț maan malima la ayi', yi' bțndaad nǫ bțnnya'as 'Take ...  one pair, a 
male and female, of all beasts that are not clean'. [GEN 7:2] See: bțn1; -daug2. 

bțndaug2   Variant: buŋdaug. Form: bțndaad2.  Note: 4x in SC Variant: bțŋdaad.  Note: 1x in SC n. a male donkey, jack. 
Buŋdaug pț kaasidi o tiraan teŋinǫ. A male donkey doesn't cry in his fellow's territory. [Proverb 160] bțnnya'as 

pisi nǫ bțndaad piiga 'twenty female donkeys and ten males'. [GEN 32:15] Abram paam pǫ'ǫs nǫ niigi nǫ 

bțŋdaad nǫ bțŋnya'as 'Abram acquired sheep and cattle, male and female donkeys'. [GEN 12:16] See: bțŋ; 

-daug2. 

bțndaad1   See main entry: bțndaug1. male one. 

bțndaad2   See main entry: bțndaug2. donkey. 

bțndaan   Variant: bțndaane. Form: bțndaannam. n. a rich person. bțndaan la di'e nyabir la su'a. the rich man took 

the loincloth and put it away. [You-Heard?] Bțndaan sǤ' daa bǫ 'There was once a rich man'. [LUK 16:1] asida ti ya'a 

sid gban'e kuob nu'usa ayi', li kulim kț yuugǫ ka ti lǫbig bțndaannam maa truly, if we take up farming with 
all our might, it won't be long before we get rich. [Asaasim] dunia na'anam kilim bțndaannam earth's 'Kings 
were made rich'. [EZK 27:33] Cpart: nǤŋdaan. Yinne anǫ bțndaan hali ka yinne la mǫ an nǤŋdaan tapiif. One 

was very rich and the other was utterly poor. [Billygoat] Bțndaane sț'oe nǤŋdaan 'The rich rule over the poor'. [PRO 

22:7] See: bțn1; daan1. 

bțndaane   See main entry: bțndaan. richman. 

bțndaannam   See main entry: bțndaan. richman. 

bțndaar   Variant: bondaar [N]; bondaare. int. when? (what day). bțndaar ka fț na paae nyǫ tiim ka li sțŋi ma'aǫ fț 

ban'a la? which day will you get there and get medicine to make your disease better? [Asaasim] Amaa bțndaar ka 

m na tțm si'eli tisim mǫŋ yidima? 'But now, when may I do something for my own household?'. [GEN 30:30] 
See: bǤ1; daar. 

bțndǫǫna   See main entry: bțndǫǫŋ. firstfruits. 

bțndǫǫnna   See main entry: bțndǫǫŋ. firstfruits. 

bțndǫǫŋ   Variant: bundeeŋ. Form: bțndǫǫnna. Variant: bțndǫǫna. n. firstfruits. Bțndǫǫŋ linǫ wțsa yi teŋgbauŋțn la ka 

ba mǤri kǫn ZugsǤb la san'an na, anǫ fț din. 'All the land's firstfruits that they bring to the Lord will be yours.'. 
[NUM 18:13] m na kǫ ka ya mǤri ya maana nǫ ya ya'amlǫog piini nǫ ya bțndǫǫnna piini la na 'I will require your 

offerings and your choice gifts'. [EZK 20:40] Maalimi Bțndǫǫnna Di'ema Malțŋ linǫ ka ya bțdi ya pǤǤdin la. 
'Celebrate the Feast of Harvest with the firstfruits of the crops you sow in your field.'. [EXO 23:16] Ti mǫ lǫm gban'e 

ye yțțm wțsa ti na mǤr zțțd linǫ an bțndǫǫna ... kǫn ZugsǤb Yin la na. 'We also assume responsibility for 
bringing to the house of the Lord each year the firstfruits of our crops'. [NEH 10:35] See: bțn1; dǫŋ1; dǫǫnliŋ. 

bțndibig   Form: bțndibis. n. a (young) male one. Ya bțŋ ya'a dǫŋin du'a bțndibig, yanam tiakimi nǫ pǫribigi tis 

ZugsǤb la. 'you must buy back from him every firstborn male donkey by offering a lamb in its place'. [EXO 13:13] 
Gaŋim niigi nǫ kǤnbid bikpǫǫm banǫ an bțndibis la ka li an ZugsǤb fț Wina'am la din. 'Set aside for the Lord 
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your God all the firstborn males of your cattle and sheep'. [DEU 15:19] See: bțn1; -dibig. 

bțndibis   See main entry: bțndibig. male. 

bțndigisig   Variant: bundigisig. n. a mattress. Sim: digisig. See: dig1; bțn1; digisig. 

bțndita1   Variant: bundita. n.pl. edible things. See: bțn1; di1. 

bțndita2   Variant: bundita. n.pl. pests that eat things. Mam biilkpi'emis nǫ m vankțda la ba mǤri li nǫ tuodi maan 

bțmbțțda tiim, ka fț ya'a nǤki li gǫndigi fț bțmbțțda su'a, bțndita kț nyaŋi san'ami li. My dry seeds and 
leaves are used to pound to make plant medicine, and if you mix it with your stored seed, it won't be spoiled by 

pests. [Trees] See: bțn1; di1. 

bțndu'ada   n.pl. crops. Note: "We normally use the term bțmbțțda not bțndu’ada " [MA]  Daar yinne ka o gǤs pǤǤg la kii 

ka pțtǫn'ǫr kena ye, bțndu'ada ya'a maal sț'țŋa yțțm kaŋa, yțțm kanǫ dǤl la, kǤm ǫǫnti li na. One day he 
looked at the farm carefully and the thought came to him that if the crops did well this year, there would be a 

famine the following year. [Wonderwoman] See: bțn1; du'a1. 

bțn-ianda   See main entry: bțn-ian'adir. flying thing. 

bțn-ian'ad-   See main entry: bțn-ian'adir. flying thing. 

bțn-ian'ada   See main entry: bțn-ian'adir. flying thing. 

bțn-ian'adir  Variant: bunian'adir. Form: bțn-ian'ada. Variant: bțn-ianda. Form: bțn-ian'ad-. Variant: bunian'ad-. n. 

a flying thing. Note: living thing that flies; bird, bat, insect bțn-ian'adir kanǫ bǫǫ ani na mǤǤli fț yǫla tis 'A bird 
might carry the message and tell them what you said.'. [ECC 10:20] bțn-ian'adir kanǫ vțe la 'the live bird'. [LEV 14:6] 
(Linǫ san'amid nif) ... bțn-ian'ada baanlțg wțț pibid nǫ. (what can damage the eye) ... small insects like 
gnats. [Trachoma] niis nǫ bțnian'ada wțsa maannǫ ba tǫǫd man zugin. birds and flying things all make their 
nests on me. [Trees] Nwǫnǫ bțn-ian'ada ǫǫnti yadig kpțkpama laan agǤl si'em la 'Like birds hovering 
overhead'. [ISA 31:5] bțn-ian'ada nǫ nǤbǫda 'fattened fowl'. [1KI 4:23] wǫlig bțn-ianda banǫ an nyain nǫ banǫ 

ka' nyain nǫ. Da ganlimi ya mǫŋ nǫ bțnkǤnbid bǫǫ bțn-ianda 'You must therefore make a distinction between 
clean and unclean animals and between unclean and clean birds. Do not defile yourselves by any animal or bird'. 

[LEV 20:25] Piya'ampiins nǤŋnǫ ku'om bǫ zin'isia, ani ka ba gban'ad sammǫda nǫ bțn-ian'ad-baanlțg. The 
ducks like to be where water is, there they can catch earthworms and small insects. [MA] Bțn-ian'ad-baanlțg 

banǫ wțsa mǤr nǤba ken la 'All flying insects that walk on all fours'. [LEV 11:20] Lit: small flying things. See: bțn1; 

iank. 

bțnkǤnb-   See main entry: bțnkǤnbțg. animal, sheep 'n' goats. 

bțnkǤnbid   See main entry: bțnkǤnbțg. animal, sheep 'n' goats. 

bțnkǤnbțg   Variant: bunkonbug; bunkobug; bțnkǤnbugǤ; bunkobugo; bțnkǤnbțgț. Form: bțnkǤnbid. 
Form: bțnkǤnb-. Variant: bunkonb-. n. 1 • an animal. O da gilig wțsa ka pț nyǫ bțnkǤnbțg baa yinnee. He 

went round everywhere and didn't get a single animal. [Jealousy] kpǫn' sian'arin kț bțnkǤnbțg na 'go out into the 
country, and kill an animal for me'. [GEN 27:3] hali baa kț wǫsi vǤlis saal bǫǫ bțnkǤnbțgǤ 'But not even a dog 
will bark at the Israelites or their animals'. [EXO 11:7] Jetro da nǤk bțnkǤnbțgț maal maan linǫ nyu'od bugum 

tis Wina'am 'Jethro brought an offering to be burnt whole ... to be offered to God'. [EXO 18:12] NǤkim bțnkǤnbid 

banǫ an nyain ka ba mǤri maan malima la ayǤpǤi-pǤi 'Take with you seven pairs of each kind of ritually clean 
animal'. [GEN 7:2] Lit: clean and they use to sacrifice. ya'a ka'a ala, ban nǫ ba bțnkǤnbid na kpi naae otherwise 
they and their animals would all die. [Asaasim] ZugsǤb na kǫ ka ban'abǫ'ǫd gban'e ya bțnkǤnbid 'the Lord will 
bring a terrible plague on your livestock'. [EXO 9:3] BțnkǤnbid banǫ ka ti gț'țn yaan la pțmpǤǤs na bǫ 

bțnkǤnbid la bina ni wțț na'ambin nǫ Our domestic animals –  flies are in the animals droppings, such as 

cow-dung. [Trachoma] SǤ' mǫn da buoli o tiraan ye: 'hai' bǫǫ 'hǫi' nǫ bǤzugǤ ninsaal ka'a bțnkǤnbțgǤ Nobody 
should call to his neighbour 'Hi!' or 'Hey!', because a human being is not an animal. [Asaasim] Mid ka ya zaŋ 

bțnkǤnbbama taaba niŋ maan daka la zug 'Do not offer any such animals on the altar'. [LEV 22:22] tampiins la 

sian'asim an bțnkǤnbbaanlțg suak zin'ig 'the crags are a refuge for the coneys'. [PSA 104:18] o gǫndig nǫ 

bțnkǤnbidi bǫ mǤǤgin 'let him live with the animals'. [DAN 4:15] Colloc: bțnkǤnbidin ‘in/to/from animals’. sǤ' 

ya'a ye o mǤr maan na tis man ZugsǤb ka li anǫ kǤnbțg bǫǫ naaf, on yisim o bțnkǤnbidin la yinne 'When 
anyone offers an animal sacrifice, it may be one of his cattle or one of his sheep or goats'. [LEV 1:2] ya ya'a nǤk 
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bțnkǤnbwabir bǫǫ bțnkǤnbkanǫ bǫn'ǫda 'When you bring a ... sick or lame animal'. [MAL 1:8] 
Colloc: wǫog/sian'arin bțnkǤnbțg ‘wild animal’. Wǫog bțnkǤnbidǫ, da zǤti dabiem 'Fear not, you beasts in 
the field'. [JOL 2:22] da nǤki ti tis sian'arin bțnkǤnbidǫ 'Do not hand (us) over ... to wild beasts'. [PSA 74:19] 
Colloc: bțnkǤnbbǫ'ug ‘a dangerous wild animal, predator’. O gi'e nyǫ ka bțnkǤnbbǫ'ug la ba'aŋidi dǤl o. He 
turned and saw that the predator was reaching out after him. [Trouble] Etym: OV2 *BUN.KOB-GU/TI ; 
*DUN-GA/SI . Note: first is "a furry" ('thing-hair'), SE languages 
2 • small cattle, sheep and goats. BțnkǤnbțg la sțm ye o paae yțțm yinne ka an bțndaug ka ka' dǫŋŋa 'Your 

animal, taken either from the sheep or the goats, must be without blemish, a yearling male'. [EXO 12:5] o nǤk 

pǫraug bǫǫ bțrakanǫ ka' dǫŋŋa.  O na kǤdig bțnkǤnbțg la maan daka la datiuŋ baba 'either the sheep or the 
goats, he is to offer a male without defect. He is to slaughter it at the north side of the altar before the Lord'. [LEV 

1:10-11] Colloc: gț'țl bunkǤnbid ‘practise animal husbandry’. Mesea onǫ an Moab Na'ab la da gț'țl pǫ'ǫs 
'Mesha king of Moab raised sheep. [2KI 3:4] Abțgțr anǫ kpaad. O kuodi mui nǫ suma nǫ ki nǫ kawǫnna ka lǫn 

gț'țn bțnkǤnbid. Abugur is a farmer. He grows rice, groundnuts, millet and maize, and also raises livestock. 

[You-Do?-] See: bțn1; kǤnbțg. 

bțnkǤnbțgț   See main entry: bțnkǤnbțg. animal, sheep 'n' goats. 

bțnkǤnbugǤ   See main entry: bțnkǤnbțg. animal, sheep 'n' goats. 

bțnkțd1   Variant: bțnkțt; bțnkțti. Form: bțnkțd-2. n.pl. old people. Bțnkțd la dǫŋi yi yiiga 'they went away, the 

eldest first'. [JHN 8:9] bțnkțt sieba nwa yi Bțgțr na some old people have come from Bugri. [Electricity] Ka o lǫbis 

ye o ya'a mi' ye o na di'e bțnkțt la nǤǤri gat on kanǫ an o sid la on yǫlim. And she replied that if he thought 

she would obey the elders rather than her husband, he should say so. [Billygoat] Kpǫǫnm la la'as teŋkpǫŋ la 

bțnkțti tu'as si'el wțsa tisi ba. The officer assembled all the senior people and explained everything to them. 

[Electricity] Daar yinne ka o keŋ bțnkțdsǤ' yin ye ba sǤns. One day he went to a certain old person's house for a 
chat. [Three-Problems] Cpart: dasaŋ. dap nǫ pu'ab, nǫ dasam nǫ bțnkțd wțsa 'men and women, young and old'. 

[JOS 6:21] Nabstr: bțnkțttim. See: bțn1; kțdig2; bțnkțttim. 

bțnkțd-2   See main entry: bțnkțd1. oldies. 

bțnkțt   See main entry: bțnkțd1. oldies. 

bțnkțti   See main entry: bțnkțd1. oldies. 

bțnkțttim   n. old age. Sara nǤk pțțgț du'a biribiŋi tis Abraham o bțnkțttim saŋa. 'Sarah became pregnant and bore 

a son to Abraham in his old age'. [GEN 21:2] Yǫlbama wusa ka ti kaal la zaŋ ken pu'a puugin bilialimin, biilimin 

nǫ bțnkțttimin. We calculate all these aspect with regard to pregnancy, infancy, childhood and adulthood. [Iodine] 
InvNabstr: bțnkțd1. See: bțnkțd1. 

bțnkpiilima   See main entry: bțnkpiilțŋ. corpse. 

bțnkpiilțŋ   Variant: bunkpiiluŋ; bțnkpiilțŋǤ; bțnkpiilțŋț. Form: bțnkpiilima. a corpse, carcass. Bțnkpiilțŋ ya'a bǫ 

zin'isi'a, zțțnd na la'as ani. 'Wherever there is a carcass, there the vultures will gather.'. [MAT 24:28] Ya da Ǥnbi 

ba ni'im bǫǫ si'isi ba bțnkpiilțŋǤ 'You must not eat them or even touch their dead bodies.'. [LEV 11:11] onǫ wțsa 

mǫ vaae li bțnkpiilțŋț mǤri keŋ 'Anyone who picks up their carcasses'. [LEV 11:28] ba bțnkpiilima ka' nyain 

tisi ya their dead bodies are unclean to you. [LEV 11:26] See: bțn1; kpi. 

bțnkpiilțŋǤ   See main entry: bțnkpiilțŋ. corpse. 

bțnkpiilțŋț   See main entry: bțnkpiilțŋ. corpse. 

bʋnmɔr   See main entry: bțmmǤr. wealthy person. 

bțnnǫ   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bțnnuud-   See main entry: bțnnuudir. drinkables. 

bțnnuuda   See main entry: bțnnuudir. drinkables. 

bțnnuudaa   See main entry: bțnnuudir. drinkables. 

bțnnuudir   Form: bțnnuuda. Variant: bunnuuda; bțnnuudaa. Form: bțnnuud-. n.pl. drink/s, drinkables. Ka m 

niŋgbiŋ anǫ diib amǫŋa ka m ziim an bțnnuudir amǫŋa. 'For my flesh is real food and my blood is real drink. 
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'. [JHN 6:55] Ba daa ...  nǤk bțmmi'isțgț gǫndigi m bțnnuuda ni They mixed vinegar with my drink. [PSA 69:21] 
Lit: something sour. daam nǫ bțnnuudkpi'ema an sțm pito and strong drinks are good. [MIC 2:11] Cpart: diib 
‘food’. Fț saam da pț mǤr diib nǫ bțnnuudaa? 'Did not your father have food and drink?'. [JER 22:15] See: bțn1; 

nu. 

bțnnwǫ'ǫda   See main entry: bțnnwǫ'ǫdir. musical instrument. 

bțnnwǫ'ǫdir   Variant: bunnwe'edir. Form: bțnnwǫ'ǫda. Variant: bunwe'eda; bun nwienda. n. a musical instrument. Note: 

'hittable thing' ba wțsa zi'enid nǫ bțnnwǫ'ǫda la ka ba pǤ pǤǤr n fțțs taaba they all stand with the drummers 
and swear oaths in competition with each other. [Asaasim] Ya yț'țm yțțm paala nwǫ'ǫd bțnnwǫ'ǫda 'You like to 
compose songs ... and play them on harps.'. [AMO 6:5] Na'ab la da ... maal kǤna nǫ bțnnwǫ'ǫda tis banǫ nwǫ'ǫd 

la The King made 'harps and lyres' for the musicians. [1KI 10:12] ya ya'a wțm ka na'atana, nǫ wiis, nǫ 

bțnnwǫ'ǫda la wțsa dam 'As soon as you hear the sound of the horn, flute ... and all kinds of music'. [DAN 3:5] 
See: bțn1; nwǫ'. 

bțnnya'aŋ1   Form: bțnnya'as1. n. a female one. MǤr linǫ an bțnvțr wțsa, li bțndaug nǫ li bțnnya'aŋ 'You are to 

bring ... all living creatures, male and female'. [GEN 6:19] NǤkim ... bțnkǤnbid buudbanǫ pț maan malima la 

ayi', yi' bțndaad nǫ bțnnya'as Take...clean animals, males and females. [GEN 7:2] Lit: species of animals that are 
not sacrificed. See: bțn1; -nya'aŋ1. 

bțnnya'aŋ2   Variant: bțŋnya'aŋ. Form: bțnnya'as2.  Note: 5x in SC Variant: bțŋnya'as.  Note: 2x in SC n. a female 

donkey, jenny. bțnnya'as pisi nǫ bțndaad piiga 'twenty female donkeys and ten males'. [GEN 32:15] Abram 

paam pǫ'ǫs nǫ niigi nǫ bțŋdaad nǫ bțŋnya'as 'Abram acquired sheep and cattle, male and female donkeys'. 
[GEN 12:16] See: bțŋ1; -nya'aŋ1. 

bțnnya'as1   See main entry: bțnnya'aŋ1. female. 

bțnnya'as2   See main entry: bțnnya'aŋ2. donkey. 

bțnnyalim-   See main entry: bțnnyalțŋ. wonder. 

bțnnyalima   See main entry: bțnnyalțŋ. wonder. 

bțnnyalțŋ   Variant: bunnyaluŋ. Form: bțnnyalima. Form: bțnnyalim-. Variant: bunyalim-. n. a wonder (wonderful 

thing or event). Ka m lǫn nyǫ bțnnyalțŋ tita'ar si'a linǫ an zanbinnǫ bǫ arezana ni. 'Then I saw in the sky 
another mysterious sight, great and amazing.'. [REV 15:1] BǤ ka zțmațŋ kaŋa nidib bǤǤd ye ba nyǫ bțnnyalima? 

Sida ka m yǫti ya ye, zțmațŋ kaŋa kț nyǫ bțnnyalimaa. 'Why does this generation ask for a miraculous sign? 
I tell you the truth, no sign will be given to it.'. [MRK 8:12] Ka maal bțnnyalimtitada nǫ zanbina 'And he 
performed great and miraculous signs'. [REV 13:13] Syn: nyalțŋ2. See: bțn1; -nyalțŋ1. 

bțnnyǫta   See main entry: bțnnyǫtir. visible thing. 

bțnnyǫtir   Variant: bunnyetir. Form: bțnnyǫta. Variant: bunnyeta. n. a visible thing. Wina'am maal si'el mǫkama; 

bțnnyǫta nǫ bțm banǫ ka ti pț nyǫtta. God made everything, the visible and invisible. [MA] See: bțn1; nyǫ. 

bțnnyubisa   See main entry: bțnnyubisir. perfumes, incense. 

bțnnyubisir   Form: bțnnyubisa.  Note: normally pl. n.pl. 1 • perfumes, spices. M la'asi m bțnnyubisa la. 'I am gathering 

my spices'. [SNG 5:1] Nikodemus ... mǫ dǤl Josef ka mǤr bțnnyubisa linǫ buon mir nǫ aloes ka ba gǫndig 

taaba 'Nicodemus ... went with Joseph, taking with him ... spices, a mixture of myrrh and aloes'. [JHN 19:39] 
Sim: tudaar1. NǤkim bțnnyubisa bama maal tudaari. 'Take the finest spices'. [EXO 30:23] 
2 • incense. Note: in the Bible Bimbim banǫ ka ya maan maana ka nyǤ'Ǥd bțnnyubisa la wțsa m na nwa'a ba 
'Your altars will be demolished and your incense altars will be smashed'. [EZK 6:4] See: bțn1. 

bțnsaamis   See main entry: bțnsaaŋ. strangeness. 

bțnsaaŋ   Variant: bunsaaŋ; bțnsaaŋi; bunsaaŋi. Form: bțnsaamis. something strange. ba niŋidnǫ wțț li anǫ 

bțnsaaŋi tisi ba 'they regarded them as something alien'. [HOS 8:12] Fț nini na nyǫt bțnsaamis 'Your eyes will 
see strange sights'. [PRO 23:33] See: bțn1; -saaŋ. 

bțnsaaŋi   See main entry: bțnsaaŋ. strangeness. 

bțnsǤǤndir   Variant: bunsoondir. n. anointing-stuff, oil, pomade. See: bțn1; suoǫn. 
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bʋntugida   See main entry: buntțgudir. fuel. 

bțntuguda  See main entry: buntțgudir. fuel. 

bțnvț-  See main entry: bțnvțr. living creature. 

bʋnvʋeya  See main entry: bțnvțr. living creature. 

bțnvțr   Variant: bunvor. Form: bțnvțya. Variant: bʋnvʋeya. Form: bțnvț-. Variant: bunvo-. n. a living creature. Da 

ganlimi ya mǫŋ nǫ bțnvțr bamanam taabaa. 'Do not defile yourselves by any of these creatures.'. [LEV 11:43.a] 
Kǫl ka bțnvțr wțsa zun'e ZugsǤb la. 'Praise the Lord, all living creatures!'. [PSA 150:6] li bukid bțnvțya la bǫǫ 

o niŋgbiŋin la paŋ bǫǫ ba kpi it weakens the strength of the organisms that are in his body, or kills them. 

[Immunisation] Nimbanǫ ka ban'a kaŋa mǤri ba la li nwǫnǫ tambi'isțg bǫǫ bțnvțya bǫǫ ba nini ni nǫ. For 
people who have this disease, it is as if there is grit or insects in their eyes. [Trachoma] bțnvțya banǫ pț mǤr kal 

bǫǫ ani, bțnvțbǫda nǫ bțnvțbaanlțg wțsa bǫǫ ani 'where countless creatures live, large and small alike'. [PSA 

104:25] Pțdigir 7 la ni, nidib tțțmbǫ'ǫd da maal bțnkǤnbid nǫ bʋnvʋeya bǤ? In verse 7, what did people's sins 

do to the animals and living creatures? [Bible-Study] Li anǫ bțnvț-bibisi bǫ an wiim It is disease-carrying 
micro-organisms. [Trachoma] Bama da an bțnvțbanǫ ka m da dǫŋin nyǫ Keba kǤldaug la dǫn'ǫr la. 'These were 

the living creatures I had seen by the Kebar River.'. [EZK 10:15] bunvǤbǫda big creatures, monsters. See: bțn1; vțe. 

bțnvțya   See main entry: bțnvțr. living creature. 

bțnvuud-  See main entry: bțnvuudir. creepy-crawly. 

bțnvuuda   See main entry: bțnvuudir. creepy-crawly. 

bțnvuudir   Form: bțnvuuda. Variant: bțnvuud-. n.pl. creepy-crawly, reptile. bțnkpiilțŋ kanǫ an yin bțnkǤnbțg bǫǫ 

sian'arin bțnkǤnbțg bǫǫ bțnvuudir 'the carcasses of unclean wild animals or of unclean livestock or of unclean 
creatures that move along the ground'. [LEV 5:2] Ka bțnkǤnbid buudi wțsa la'an nǫ bțnvuuda nǫ niis buudi 

wțsa bǫǫ li pțțgin. 'In it were all kinds of animals, reptiles, and wild birds.'. [ACT 10:12] See: bțn1; vțțg. 

bțnwanna   Variant: bțnwǫnna. n.pl. 1 • fruiting things, trees and vines that produce fruit. M na niŋi li (sțnpǫǫn) 

ninsaalib nǫ bțnkǤnbid nǫ tiis nǫ bțnwanna linǫ bǫ teŋin la 'I will pour it (anger) out on people and animals 
alike, and even on the trees and the crops.'. [JER 7:20] InvNact: wal2 ‘to fruit’.  ya bțnwanna la kț walǫ 'the harvest 
of fruit will not come'. [ISA 32:10] 
2 • fruit. hali saa ya'a pț nii, ya mǤr baŋki nǫ boodia nǫ bțnwanna. even if it doesn't rain, you still have 

cassava, plantain and fruit. [Trouble] Bțnwanna kae ka m na di There is no fruit for me to eat. [MIC 7:1] Bodobodo 

nǫ bțnwanna la anǫ na'ayidim diib 'the bread and the summer fruit are for his servants to eat'. [2SA 16:2] 
See: bțn1; wal2. 

bțnyua  Variant: bunyua; bțnyuaa. Form: bțnyuos. Variant: bunyuos; bunyuas(a). n. a wild animal. O anǫ ninsabilig ka 

wa'am, ka o nǤŋgbamgbǫǫnd la kǫ ka gǤsid wțț bțnyua nǫ. He was black complexioned and tall, and his 

whiskers made him look like an animal. [Trouble] li ya'a lǫn anǫ wǫog bțnyua gban'e bțnkǤnbțg la Ǥnb 'If it has 
been mauled by a wild beast'. [EXO 22:13] o ya'a bǫ tțma nii, o anǫ bțnyuaa. when he was at work he was an 
animal. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba nwǫnǫ mǤǤgin bțnyuos nǫ, ka an gbanya'anam nǫ dindiisnam they are like 'evil 
brutes, lazy gluttons'. [TIT 1:12] Sim: (wǫog)(sian'arin) bțnkǤnbțg. See: bțn1. 

bțnyuaa   See main entry: bțnyua. wild animal. 

bțnyuos   See main entry: bțnyua. wild animal. 

bțnzilinzi'id   See main entry: bțnzilinzi'ig. mystery. 

bțnzilinzi'ig   Variant: bunzilinzi'ig. Form: bțnzilinzi'id. Variant: bunzilinzi'is. n. a mystery, something not understood. 
Daar yinne ka o keŋ sian'ar sțțg bǤzugǤ, bțnzilinzi'id maan ani. One day he went right into the bush, 
because mysterious things were happening there. [Wonderwoman] See: bțn1; zi'. 

bțnwǫnna   See main entry: bțnwanna. fruiting, fruit. 

bțnya'aŋ   Form: bțnya'as. n. a nannygoat, adult female goat. Ba ya'a nǤk bțnya'aŋ nwiigi lǤ bțbila, o kaasidnǫ 

bțnya'aŋ kaasig. When they tie a kid with a grown nannygoat's rope, it cries like a nannygoat. [Proverb 129] MǤr 

na'asa'a, nǫ bțnya'aŋ, nǫ pǫrabanǫ an yțma atan', tan' nǫ sian'arin dawan nǫ na'adawan na. 'Bring me a 
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heifer, a goat and a ram, each three years old, along with a dove and a young pigeon'. [GEN 15:9] bțraad banǫ dțt 

bțnya'as la da anǫ bțmpțpǤnra nǫ lasa-lasa 'the male goats mating with the flock were streaked, speckled or 
spotted. [GEN 31:10] Gen: bțțg; Sim: bțraug, bțribiŋ, bțbila, bțsa'a ‘billygoat, young male goat, kid’. 
See: bțțg1; -nya'aŋ1. 

bțnya'as   See main entry: bțnya'aŋ. nannygoat. 

bțnyitta   Variant: bunyitta. n.pl. derivatives, things that come out from ... Lin be tiim zin'isi'a ane ku'omin, tankpaami 

nǫ bțnyitta banǫ yi teŋin na nwǫnǫ, tiis, ki nǫ si'elnam bǫdegț. Some sources of the chemical are in the water, 
in clayey soil and in things that come from the ground like trees and cereals and many other such things. [Iodine] 
See: yi1. 

bțŋ-   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bțŋ-   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

bțŋ1   Variant: buŋ2; bțŋǫ; buŋe; bțŋi; bțŋț; buŋɔ. Form: bțmis. Variant: bumis; bțmisi; bumisi; bțmisǫ. 

Form: bțn-4. Variant: bțŋ-; bțm-2; buŋ-3. a donkey. Wiefț wa'e si'el la bțŋ mǫ paadi ani nǫ. Where a horse 

can go, a donkey can also reach. [Proverb 013] Tadim bana'adi o buŋ ka o dig nǫ teŋin. A lowly man mounts his 

donkey while it kneels. [Proverb 045] Bțŋ ye, be'og ya'a nie ka ba pț nwǫ' o balaare, ban buolimi o ba' 

tampiinr. Donkey says if a day dawns when they don't hit him with a stick, they are to call him his father's 
bastard. [Proverb 183] Bțŋ la ya'a pț yukinǫ, anwaa m kțțnif ka basin bțŋ la. 'If she (the donkey) had not turned 
away, I would certainly have killed you by now, but I would have spared her.'. [NUM 22:33] Abraham da ... ban' o 

buŋi gban'e suori ken zin'ikanǫ ka Wina'am yǫl o la 'Abraham ... mounted his donkey. [GEN 22:3] Bțŋț kpi 

be'ed ka ba sii o be'ed. A donkey dies a bad death and they skin it badly. [Proverb 164] O na nǤk o bțŋț lǤ vain 

tiig 'He will tether his donkey to a vine'. [GEN 49:11] O yǫli ti ye ba nyǫ bțmis la 'He told us that the donkeys had 
been found'. [1SA 10:16] ya yinne-yinne pț idigidi ya lǤlis bǫǫ ya bțmisi ba dǤǤdin kennǫ nulisidi ba ku'om? 
'Is there a single one of you who does not loose his ox or his donkey from its stall and take it out to water'. [LUK 

13:15] ba da pț bas pǫ'ǫs bǫǫ niigi bǫǫ bțmisǫ 'They would take all the sheep, cattle, and donkeys'. [JDG 6:4] 
Bțmban'ad zi' ye teŋ tțlla. Donkey-rider does not know that the ground is hot. [Proverb 120] Note: in parallel in 
Bțŋ-ban'ad ... [You-Heard?] Note: under -ban'ad2 Colloc: buŋsia'asiŋ ‘young donkey’. Yesu da nyǫ bțŋsia'asiŋ 

ka ban' o 'Jesus found a young donkey and sat upon it'. [JHN 12:14] Spec: bțndaug, bțnnya'aŋ, bțŋbil. Etym: 
OV1 *BON ; OVN *BON-GA / -SI ; PB p ʋnda. Note: see ref. at nua See: bțŋbil; bțndaug; bțnnya'aŋ; 

teŋinbțŋ; wiedbțŋ. 

bțŋbil   Variant: bțŋbili. n. a young donkey. o na ... nǤk o bțŋbili lǤ tikanǫ willi wal pamm 'He ties his young donkey to 

a grapevine'. [GEN 49:11] See: bțŋ1; -bil. 

bțŋbili   See main entry: bțŋbil. young donkey. 

bțŋdaad   See main entry: bțndaug2. donkey. 

bțŋǫ   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

bțŋi   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

bțŋnya'aŋ   See main entry: bțnnya'aŋ2. donkey. 

bțŋnya'as   See main entry: bțnnya'aŋ2. donkey. 

bțŋț   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

bțpiiga   num. ten times. NǤǤrim bțpiiga nwa' ka ya pǤ'Ǥgim 'Ten times now you have reproached me'. [JOB 19:3] 
See: piig. 

bțr1   Variant: bțri1. Form: bțrid. v. to confuse sb./sth. O gǤs Goma gǤs si'a buudi dinǫ kpanbi bțr pu'a la ya'am ka 

lǫm pak o. He looked at Goma with a kind of look which both confused the woman and startled her. [Trouble] O da 

mǤǤd o tiǫnǫ si'el ka o pțtǫn'ǫr bțr. She tried to remember something but her mind was confused. [Trouble] 
anina ka ZugsǤb da kǫ ka ba pian'ad la bțr, ka tisi ba pian'ad kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb 'there the Lord confused the 
language of the whole world'. [GEN 11:9] 'M saama,' Adu buolțg la da bțri o saam pțtǫnda la "My father!" –  
Adu's call confused his father's mind. [Trouble] LǤrpalli da di'e ka tans ye ... 'Fǫndigim gǤbig.' Li da bțri ba. 
'Highway' took over and shouted ... "Turn left!" This confused them. [Trouble] Ba kțkǤya da la'asi siak, ka sieba 
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dțț galis ka sieba sie galis, wțț bam pțn ǫǫnti bțrid si'em la. Their voices responded together, but some 

were too high and some were too low, because they were so confused. [Trouble] See: bț1; bțra. 

bțr2   See main entry: bțra1. variously. 

bțra1   Variant: bura; bțr2; bțra-bțra. adv. variously, inconsistently, in a confused manner. Ka Kwadwo Boadu zi'e 

bțra. And Kwadwo Boadu stood there in confusion. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka Ama zi'e bțra gǤsid; o nindaa la pa'al ye 

o naan bǤǤdin ye o kpǫlimin bi'ela. Adu stood by looking confused; her face showed that he had hoped that 

there would be a little left. [Trouble] lin paki ba ka ba nan zi'e bțra la 'They stood there puzzled about this'. [LUK 

24:4] Bțn linǫ ka' nyǤvțr ya'a maan vuud nwǫnǫ wiigi piebid bțra-bțra ka li ka' gbinnǫ 'Take such lifeless 
musical instruments as the flute or the harp' – if they are played in a confused and meaningless manner. [1CO 14:7] 

bțra-2   See main entry: bțraug. billygoat. 

bțra-bțra   See main entry: bțra1. variously. 

bțraug   Variant: bțraugț. Form: bțraad. Form: bțra-2. n. a billygoat, male goat. nǤraug kanǫ ken nǫ nyǫǫsim, nǫ 

bțraug nǫ na'ab kanǫ ka o soogianam gilig o 'the strutting cock, the he-goat, and a king going forth at the head 
of his army'. [PRO 30:31] Ba pț nyǫt bțraug nǫ nwiig ka lǫm bu'osidi o yir gbǫǫm. They don't see a billygoat tied 

with rope and ask after the peace of its house [say "How are you?"]. [Proverb 147] nǤk bțraugț maal maan 
'sacrifice one male goat '. [LEV 23:19] bțraad banǫ dțt bțnya'as la da anǫ bțmpțpǤnra nǫ lasa-lasa 'the male 
goats mating with the flock were streaked, speckled or spotted. [GEN 31:10] li sțm ye o nǤk pǫraug bǫǫ bțrakanǫ 

ka' dǫŋŋa 'he is to offer a male without defect'. [LEV 1:10] Gen: bțțg; Sim: bțbil, bțribig, bțnya'aŋ. See: bțțg1; 

-daug2. 

bțraugț   See main entry: bțraug. billygoat. 

bțraa   Note: ?mostly Atoende Form: buraas. n. a man. Gban'ami fț mǫŋ nwǫnǫ bțraa nǫ 'Brace yourself like a man'. [JOB 

38:3] SynD: dau; Nact: bțraalim. See: bțraalim; dau; -daug2; bțraalim. 

bțraad   See main entry: bțraug. billygoat. 

bțraalim   Variant: bʋdaalim; budaalim; badaalim. n. warriorliness, courage, manliness. dau kanǫ mǤr paŋ ya'a ti'eb 

sț'țŋa nǫ o bțraalim la'adi gur o yir la'ad, si'el-si'el kț bǤdigǫ 'When a strong man, fully armed, guards his 
own house, his possessions are safe.'. [LUK 11:21] InvNact: bțraa. See: bțraa. 

bțri1   See main entry: bțr1. confuse. 

bțri2   See main entry: bț1. confuse. 

bțribig   Variant: bțribigi. Form: bțribis. n. a young billygoat. BƒRIBIG KUN O BA' YIR NŰ NƆBKƆƆG DAAR Billygoat 
Goes Home to His Father's House the Day he Breaks his Leg. [Billygoat [title]] Note: 093 is the same but with nǤbkǤǤlțŋ 
Bțribig kunnǫ o ba' yir nǫ nǤb kǤǤg daar. Billygoat goes home to his father's house on the day he breaks his leg. 

[Proverb 166] ya na nǤk bțribig kanǫ pț mǤr dǫŋi maal tțțmbǫ'ǫd maan 'you are to offer a male goat without 
defect for a sin offering'. [EZK 43:22] Ka paas bțribigi maal tțțmbǫ'ǫd maannǫ 'Also offer one male goat as a sin 
offering'. [NUM 29:16] (ba) da tis maanmaannib la malțŋ la piini ka li anǫ pǫribis nǫ bțribis tusa ayi' nǫ 

kǤbisyuobț nǫ na'araad kǤbistan' (they) 'gave the priests 2,600 lambs and young goats and 300 bulls for 

sacrifices during the festival'. [2CH 35:8] Gen: bțțg; Sim: bțbil, bțraug, bțnya'aŋ. See: bțțg1; -dibig. 

bțribigi   See main entry: bțribig. billygoat. 

bțribiŋ   See main entry: biribiŋ. son, boy. 

bțribis  See main entry: bțribig. billygoat. 

bțrid   See main entry: bțr1. confuse. 

bțrr   id. luscious. AkǤlțg sa nyǫnǫ pu'asadir ka o bi' ma'ae bțrr hali gaad Akara maŋțnam ka o siisi buol pu'a la. 
Yesterday Akolug saw a girl who was very ripe and more luscious than Accra mangoes, and he hissed to call her. 
[You-Heard?] 

bțsa'a   Form: bțsa'as. n. a young female goat (not having brought forth). o na mǤr bțsa'a onǫ an yțțm yinne na maal 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd maan 'he is to offer a one-year-old female goat as a sin offering'. [NUM 15:27] See: bțțg; -sa'a1. 

bțsa'as   See main entry: bțsa'a. goat. 
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bțsaa   Form: busaas. n. a young female goat. Note: not having produced young, see bțnya'aŋ Gen: bțțg; Sim: bțraug, 

bțribiŋ, bțbila, bțnya'aŋ. See: bțțg; sa'a. 

bțt   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

bțta1   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

-bțta2   See main entry: -bțtir. sowable. 

bțtiŋ   Variant: butiŋ; bitiŋ [N]. Form: bțtiis. Variant: butiis; butis; bitiis [N]; bțtiisi; butemis [W]. Form: bțtiŋ-. n. a 

small calabash cup. Fț na nuu fț bier bțtiŋ la pțțgin 'You will drink your sister's cup'. [EZK 23:32] DabǤgu'ud la 

ǫǫnti zaŋnǫ kțsiig nǫ bțtiŋ n tis dabǤǤg biig la The sexton usually gives a sickle and a calabash to the heir. 
[Asaasim] Lit: child of the grave. m na nǤk o bțtiŋi niŋi fț nu'ugin I will put her cup into your hand. [EZK 23:31] 
Pu'ab la mǤri bțtiis ka zanl kțsiis mǫn. The women have small calabashes and also hold hoes. [House+Farm] Ya 

piesidi ya laas nǫ bțtiis nya'aŋ ka ba an nyain 'You clean the outside of the cup and dish'. [MAT 23:25] Ka mǫ 

mak ku'om bțtiis ayi' nuud saŋa kan nǤǤ. 'You will also have a limited amount of water to drink, two cups a 
day.'. [EZK 4:11] m ... nǤk nwama nǫ bțtiisi zi'el Rekab yidim la tuon ka yǫli ba ye, “Numi daam nwa!” 'I set ... 
some cups before the men of the Recabite family and said to them, “Drink some wine.” '. [JER 35:5] Ka kizǫn'ug 

bțtiŋ bibis atan' mǫ an nid daar yinne tțțma yǤǤd. 'and three litres of barley for a day's wages'. [REV 6:6] 
Colloc: bțtiŋin ‘in the cup’. o kpa'ae nǫ sțnpǫǫnni niŋ o bțtiŋin la kǫ ka o nuu li 'which he has poured at full 
strength into the cup of his anger'. [REV 14:10] 

bțtiŋ-   See main entry: bțtiŋ. small calabash. 

-bțtir   Variant: -butir. Form: -bțta2. adj. sowable. Bțmbțtir mǫkama linǫ ka m Ba' onǫ bǫ arezana ni la pț bțd la, ba 

na vǤǤn li bas. 'Every plant that my heavenly Father has not planted will be pulled up by the roots.'. [MAT 15:13] ya 

na bțti ya bțmbțta kǤlis nǤǤrin you will be 'sowing your seed by every stream'. [ISA 32:20] 

bțtiis   See main entry: bțtiŋ. small calabash. 

bțtiisi   See main entry: bțtiŋ. small calabash. 

bțtnǫ   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

bțtti   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

bțya   See main entry: bțțr. granary. 

bțyaka1   Form: bțyakanam. n. tree [sp.], guava. Psidium guajava. Res: bțyakir. See: bțyakir. 

bțyaka2   See main entry: bțyakir. guava. 

bțyakanam   See main entry: bțyaka1. tree [sp.] 

bțyakir   Form: bțyaka2. n. a guava. Source: bțyaka. See: bțyaka. 

bțyǤpǤi   Variant: buyopoi. seven times. alaa m na tǫki ya tțbir nǤǤrim bțyǤpǤi, ya tțțmbǫ'ǫd la yǫla. 'I will punish you 

for your sins seven times over.'. [LEV 26:18] See: bț-; yǤpǤi. 

bu   Form: bunǫ3. Form: buub. v. to beat, mix. Note: mix flour etc. with water Biis gbin'e zǤm-baanlig la ye ba bu. The 

children get some fine flour to mix. [House+Farm] Daakanǫ ka Yesu bu tanni bțlig zu'om la nini ka o nyǫt la 

daa anǫ Jew dim Vț'țsțm Daar. 'The day that Jesus made the mud and cured him of his blindness was a 

Sabbath.'. [JHN 9:14] O bunǫ tanni bțligi m nini, ka m pie ka nyǫt. 'He put mud on my eyes,” the man replied, 
“and I washed, and now I see.'. [JHN 9:15] See: bț'. 

bu-   See main entry: bțțg1. goat. 

bu-   See main entry: bțțr. granary. 

bua   Form: buos1. n. 'pillar'. Bua wțsa wa'alim da anǫ nǤbir makir pisi nǫ ayǤpǤi ka li bǫdim an nǤbir makir pii nǫ 

anii 'Each of the pillars was eighteen cubits high and twelve cubits in circumference'. [JER 52:21] O da zi'el buos la 

nǫ Pț'țsim Yir la za'anǤǤr za'ambǫŋ la tuon. Bua kanǫ bǫ dagǤbțg la, o da pțd o li yț'țri ye, Jakin ka pțd 

onǫ bǫ datiuŋ la ye, Boaz. 'He erected the pillars at the portico of the temple. The pillar to the south he named 
Jakin and the one to the north Boaz. '. [1KI 7:21] See: bțmbua. 
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buak1   Variant: buaki. Form: buakim. Variant: buakimi. v. to split sth./self, separate self from ..., partition things. 
fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋ gǤn Wina'am pț'țsim dǤǤgin la aaǫn buak zin'isa ayi' 'the curtain hanging in the Temple 

was torn in two'. [LUK 23:45] nwǫnǫ balaari ǫǫn buak bǫǫ tuoǫn ka sǤ' ya'a zanl ka dǫlli li ka li kțns o nu'ugț 

pu'alim o 'like using a reed as a walking stick — it would break and jab your hand'. [2KI 18:21] Sisi'etita'ar da dam 

nwǫ' zuor la buak 'a great and powerful wind tore the mountains apart'. [1KI 19:11] ZugsǤb la kǤ'Ǥg bugusim sǤb 

la balaar, ka buak o na'am dansaar la 'The Lord has broken the rod of the wicked, the sceptre of the rulers'. [ISA 

14:5] Hali baa yțgțme țgțsid yaama bugusid ka o tafǫǫd pț buak ayi' la 'The camel, though it chews the cud, 
does not have a split hoof'. [LEV 11:4] Fțn sa nan gǤti li la ka tampiing buak ka li ka' ninsaali nǤk nu'ugț buaki 

lii. You were still watching last night, and a rock split but it wasn't a human hand that split it. [DAN 2:34] Abram 

mǤri li wțsa na ka kǤdigi ba buak pțsțk pțsțkț digili ba ka ba ya'ad taaba 'Abram brought the animals to 

God, cut them in half, and placed the halves opposite each other in two rows'. [GEN 15:10] Gad teŋ nidib sieba da 

buaki keŋ sian'arin David san'an 'Some Gadites defected to David at his stronghold in the desert.'. [1CH 12:8] 
Lit: broke away (from Saul) and went. Zuoya nyǫligid o nǤba teŋir, ka bǤn'Ǥfalis buakid 'The mountains melt 
beneath him and the valleys split apart'. [MIC 1:4] Buakimi bivțr la pțsțk 'Cut the living child in two'. [1KI 3:25] 
Colloc: nǤba buak ‘have a cloven hoof’. Kukur mǫ anǫ kisțg, la'an nǫ o nǤba buak la, o pț nyaŋidi țgțsid 

yaama bugusida. 'The pig is also unclean; although it has a split hoof, it does not chew the cud.'. [DEU 14:8] 

buak2   v. drink simultaneously from the same cup. as representatives of two clans to reconcile after adultery case [MA]. 
Note: Adultery paper 

buaki   See main entry: buak1. split. 

buakim   See main entry: buak1. split. 

buakimi  See main entry: buak1. split. 

buar1   See main entry: bu'ar1. partner. 

buar2   See main entry: bu'ar2. split. 

buas   Variant: bu'as. Form: buasid. v. to shatter sth. Babilon da nwǫnǫ hamma nǫ nwǫ'ǫd tǫǫns sț'țlim buasid 
Babylon was like a hammer, shattering the authority of the nations. [JER 50:23] Sim: buar2. See: buar2; buak2. 

buasid   See main entry: buas. shatter. 

buati   Variant: bu'ati. n. a bucket. Ku'om na pǫ'ǫli ba buati badig 'Water will flow from their buckets'. [NUM 24:7] Dunia 

la tǫǫns wțsa nwǫnǫ ku'om na tuaki li buati ni nǫ 'Surely the nations are like a drop in a bucket'. [ISA 40:15] o țk 

nindaa nyǫ ka Ama mǤr buati nǫ ku'om nǫ bǤdiba. he lifted his face and saw that Ama had a bucket of water 

and a towel. [Trouble] Ka o yț'țn pigisidi wa'ae bu'ati bǫdir linǫ zi'e zak la kʋkpɛŋ la. And he crept over to the 

big bucket that stood at the side of the yard. [Trouble] From: (Eng.) 

bubig   n. granary (small). Note: "a small granary built somewhwere at the entrance to a house where groundnuts or bambara beans 

are stored" [MA] Apam bubig bǫnǫ zampakkin ka o bțțr bǫ yaŋir san'an. Apam na'abauk la bǫ bțțr nya'aŋ 

la. Apam's small granary is in the entrance-yard, and his main granary is by the gate. Apam's cattleyard is behind 
the granary. [House+Farm] Note: zampakkin – emended by MA from zǤŋŋin (zǤŋ2) "bubig cannot be built in a zǤŋ." 

bubil   See main entry: bțbil. kid. 

bubila   See main entry: bțbil. kid. 

bud   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

budaalim  See main entry: bțraalim. manly. 

bud-bud   id. complainingly. Adu da vaae duoe zi'en, ka gǤs o pugudib la nifin, ka pian' bud-bud ye, 'M kisifnǫ!' 
Adu stood right up and looked his aunt in the eye, and grumbled, "I hate you!" [Trouble] Sim: nyǤnl ‘[verb]’.  

bude   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

budi   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

budib   See main entry: bțd. sow. 

budig   Variant: budigi. v. to disturb and scatter. On da wied mǤǤg la paad tiigin la ka o libigir la budig niis ka ba iank 

o zugin. When he had parted the grasses and was reaching the tree, his sudden arrival scared off the birds and 
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they flew over his head. [Trouble] Ku'om ya'a budig ka kǫ yțțr, li saa na lǫm wik. If the water spills and leaves 

the pot (unbroken), you can use it to fetch water another time. [Asaasim  Proverb] Ba na nwǫnǫ walis ka tǤn'Ǥsnam 

budigi ba 'scattering like deer escaping from hunters'. [ISA 13:14] Nwǫnǫ niis ka ba ǫǫnti budigi ba tǫǫgțn ka ba 

ian'ad si'em la 'like fluttering birds, like scattered nestlings'. [ISA 16:2] 

budigi   See main entry: budig. scatter. 

budim   Variant: budimi. Form: budiŋ. v. 1 • to fail to thrive, be stunted in growth. 
2 • to be confused. 
3 • to defile, be defiled. Israel nidib la kț lǫm bas mam, bǫǫ budimi ba mǫŋ nǫ ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd la wțsaa 'the 
people of Israel will no longer stray from me, nor will they defile themselves anymore with all their sins'. [EZK 14:11] 
See: ya'ambudimis. 

budimi   See main entry: budim. stunted [be], confused [be], defiled. 

budiŋ   See main entry: budim. stunted [be], confused [be], defiled. 

budobudo  See main entry: bodobodo. bread. 

bue   See main entry: bu'oe2. pour. 

bug   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bug   See main entry: bțg-bțg. to pieces. 

bug1   Variant: bugǫ. Form: bugid1. Form: bugnǫ. Form: bugub. Variant: bugubǤǤ. v. to be drunk, to intoxicate. Kǫl ka 

ti tis o daam ka o nuu bug 'Come on, let's make our father drunk'. [GEN 19:33] Ba na tț'țsid wțț banǫ bug 

daam nǫ They will stumble like those who are drunk with liquor. [NAM 1:10] ba na nu hali, ka lǫm maligin nuu 

ti bțg ka bǤdig nwǫnǫ ba nan zi' bǫ dunia kaŋa nwa' ni nǫ 'they will drink and drink and be as if they had never 
been'. [OBA 1:16] Note: error for bug Ka li tuongatib dit saŋa dinǫ nar ye ba nyǫ paŋ ka ka' ye ba nuu bugǫ. 
'whose princes eat at a proper time – for strength and not for drunkenness'. [ECC 10:17] Fț ye fț bugnǫ ka nyǫ 

sțnsa'aŋ bǫdegț. 'You will be filled with drunkenness and sorrow'. [EZK 23:33] zuanam ayi' nwa pț lǫn nu si'eli 

gaad damimala dinǫ pț bugid la the two friends no longer drank anything more than unfermented pito which 
doesn't make you drunk. [Electricity] BǤ ka fț bugi kena maan ala? Fț kț bas daam bugubǤǤ? 'Stop making a 

drunken show of yourself! Stop your drinking and sober up!'. [1SA 1:14] TǤǤg na paae banǫ yț'țri yi ka li anǫ ban 

nuud daam bugid hali la 'Woe to those who are heroes at drinking wine'. [ISA 5:22] Sim: kțțl. Etym: OVN *KUL , 
*BUG ; MWN *KWOL- . 

bug2   Variant: bugi1. Form: bugud. v. 1 • to powder ... onto sth., put powder on. Benjamin nid yi zab bǤn'Ǥgin la na 

aans o fuud ka bug o zug nǫ titan sțnsa'aŋ zug 'a Benjamite ran from the battle line and went to Shiloh, his 

clothes torn and dust on his head' from sorrow. [1SA 4:12] ba naan tiakin ka yǫ bǤto fuud ka bug tampǫligim linǫ 

pa'al ye ba tiakya they 'would long ago have put on sackcloth and sprinkled ashes on themselves, to show that 
they had turned from their sins'. [MAT 11:21] Ba wțsa bugi ba zut nǫ titan 'they have sprinkled dust on their heads'. 

[LAM 2:10] (ba da) bugu ba zut nǫ uusțg (they) 'sprinkled dust on their heads'. [JOS 7:6] 
2 • to crush sth. to powder. O na kpǫn bugud ka bț'țsid tandia'ana laa? 'Does he keep on breaking up and 

harrowing the soil?'. [ISA 28:24] Sim: bugus2, bț'țs. See: bugus2. 

bug3   Form: bugid. Variant: bugidi. v. to shoulder, carry sth. on the shoulder. bǤzugǤ ba tțțm da anǫ ye ba bugid 

la'abanǫ an kasi la ba biankimpiind zug 'because they were to carry on their shoulders the holy things, for 

which they were responsible'. [NUM 7:9] Pǫ'ǫkem bugid pǫ'og Shepherd carrying a sheep on his shoulder. [PSA 23:4 

[picture caption]] Li ka' ye ya bugidi li giligida. 'It is not to be carried about on your shoulders.'. [2CH 35:3] Sim: buk, 

bugul. See: bugul; buk. 

bug4   Form: bugume. Form: bugumi!. v. to level land for planting, dig/prepare a farm. O gǤsig la anǫ on na bug teŋ la 

bțd, ka dǤnn li saŋa kane nar, ka bas bugulum, ka sansi'a nar ye o dǤn'Ǥsi li. His concern is that he should 
level the land and sow, and weed it at the right time, and add fertiliser, and when the time is right do the second 

weeding. [Bible-Study] Bugumi ya paalț zin'ikanǫ ka ya nam pț nwǫ' vugus la 'Break up your unploughed 
ground'. [JER 4:3] Bugumi teŋ la zin'ikanǫ nam pț kua la 'break up your unploughed ground'. [HOS 10:12] 
Sim: bț'țs. O ya'a ti bug o pǤǤg la ka maali bț'țsi naae 'When he has levelled the surface'. [ISA 28:25] See: birig. 

buga   See main entry: bugir. footprint. 
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buga   See main entry: bțgir1. shrine. 

bugaa   See main entry: bugir. footprint. 

bugǫ   See main entry: bug1. drunk [be]. 

bugi   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bugi1   See main entry: bug2. powder on, crush. 

bugi2   See main entry: buk3. abound. 

bugid   See main entry: bug3. shoulder. 

bugid   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bugid   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bugid1   See main entry: bug1. drunk [be]. 

bugida   See main entry: bțg1. divine. 

bugidi   See main entry: bug3. shoulder. 

bugil   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bugil   See main entry: bugul2. maggot. 

bugila   See main entry: bugul2. maggot. 

bugili   See main entry: bțgțl. cheer up. 

bugimm   id. 'bugimm'. Note: meaningless 'oath' formula Ka li dig ya, ka ti buoǫn, lǫbi buoǫn, ka kul na, dinǫ pu'a, di nǫ 

biiga, ka pǤǤ siŋim, ka pǤǤ bugimm. And it is lying down, and we make a mark on the ground and made a mark 
again and came home and married a wife and a child and swore an oath ""Siŋim!"  and swore an oath "Bugimm!" 

[Asaasim] Note: Corrected text and translation by MA. The 'oaths' are meaningless ideophones. "It is a dirge that is always 
recited at a funeral of a grown up man with family." (MA)  

bugir   Variant: bugiri; bugirǫ; bugire; bugirǫǫ; bugiree. Form: buga. Variant: bugaa. n. footstep, footprint. Ani ka o yǫl 

ye, "Ba' nǫ ma nǤǤr ane bugir", ka daa yǫl on zabin. Then he said "The parents' teaching is a footpath", and said 
he should struggle. [Asaasim] Ba daa dǤlisi ba bugir hali ti paae Joodan mu'arin la. 'They (Israelite scouts) 
followed them (fleeing Arameans) as far as the Jordan'. [2KI 7:15] O da ye nwadis banǫ vǫnl nan zi' kǤ'Ǥŋ 

nwadbibis banǫ kati ba bțgaa. He said that good months never lack stars which follow them. [Trouble] 
Colloc: kad/dǤl X bugir ‘track X’. Ka o duoe la'as o ba'abiis ka ba kad Jakob bugiri keŋ daba ayǤpǤi 'Taking 
his relatives with him, he pursued Jacob for seven days '. [GEN 31:23] bǤ ka fț kati m bugirǫ? 'Why ... are you still 
pursuing me'. [1SA 26:18] M kadim banǫ kena faaǫn ti la bugirǫǫ? 'Shall I pursue this raiding party?'. [1SA 30:8] 
asǫǫ fț kadi m kǤnbid la buga 'follow the tracks of the sheep'. [SNG 1:8] ya na ... kati dǤlli ba buga teŋ teŋi 

namisidi ba 'others you will ... and pursue from town to town'. [MAT 23:34] See: suobugir. 
bugir   See main entry: bțgir1. shrine. 

bugirǫ   See main entry: bugir. footprint. 

bugire   See main entry: bugir. footprint. 

bugirǫǫ   See main entry: bugir. footprint. 

bugiree   See main entry: bugir. footprint. 

bugiri   See main entry: bugir. footprint. 

bugis1   See main entry: bugus1. wicked person. 

bugis2   See main entry: bugus2. regrind. 

bugisim   See main entry: bugusim. wickedness. 

bugisnam   See main entry: bugus1. wicked person. 

bugnǫ   See main entry: bug1. drunk [be]. 
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bugub   See main entry: bug1. drunk [be]. 

bugubǤǤ   See main entry: bug1. drunk [be]. 

bugud   See main entry: bug2. powder on, crush. 

bugul1   v. to shoulder, carry sth. on the shoulder. Dau si'a da ken Susa baba na ka bugul daam nǫ gan'ar o 

biankimpiiung zug. A fellow came to the Susa area carrying liquor in a calabash bottle hung on his shoulder. 

[Trouble] Sim: bug4, buk. See: bug4. 

bugul2   Variant: bugil. Form: bugula. Variant: bugila. n. maggot. Ba gǤsi nyǫ ka dumis bǫǫ bugila bǫǫ pibid nǫ 

bun-ian'ada kț nyaŋi lǤmis bǫǫ widig ban'a la. Research has shown that mosquitoes, maggots, gnats and 
insects can't infect with or spread the disease. [AIDS-I] Sim: zunzunya. Bugula zug ka fț digi ka zțnzțnya pilif. 
You lie on maggots and worms cover you. [ISA 14:11] 

bugula   See main entry: bugul2. maggot. 

bugulim   Variant: bugulum. n. manure, dung. Apam na niŋ o pǤǤg la kǤnbid bugulim. Apam will treat his farm with 

animal manure. [House+Farm] Man pț da'ad na'asaabugulum, man ǫǫnti vaae nǫ kǤnbid bugulum I don't buy 
chemical fertilizer, I collect animal dung. [You-Heard?] Colloc: bugulimin ‘in/into/from manure’. wțț sa'ad ka ba 

nǤǤdi kpǫn'ǫsid bugulimin si'em la 'as straw is trampled down in the manure'. [ISA 25:10] See: na'asaabugulim. 
bugulim   See main entry: bțgțlțm1. cast lots. 

bugulum   See main entry: bugulim. manure. 

bugulum   See main entry: bțgțlțm1. cast lots. 

bugum   n. 1 • fire, potter's kiln. ZțwǤk daan pț gaŋid bugum. Long-tail owner does not jump over the fire. [Proverb 054] 
bugum na zǫǫlim o ka o zǫndig wțț tiig vaand nǫ fire will scorch him so that he shrivels like tree-leaves. [JOB 

15:30] (Linǫ san'amid nif) Dțgibin bugum nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ uusțg ... (Things which damage the eye) Smoke from 
cooking-fires, dust ... bugum nǫ daadi nwa', amaa pǫ'og kanǫ na maal maan la bǫ ya? 'Here are the fire and 
the wood, but where is the sheep for a sacrifice?'. [GEN 22:7] in both Kusaas and Biblical cultures one may 'carry 
fire', a small burning ember to start a new fire elsewhere. Colloc: bugumin(i) ‘in/to/from the fire’. Paul la'asid 

daad ye o niŋ bugumin, ka waaf bǫǫ anina 'Paul gathered up a bundle of sticks and was putting them on the fire 
when a snake came out'. [ACT 28:3] Dau kaŋa nwǫnǫ dakanǫ bǫ bugumini dit ka ba yaae li yis na. 'This man is 
like a stick snatched from the fire.'. [ZEC 3:2] Ba na la'as wilbanǫ lǤb bugumin 'such branches are gathered up and 
thrown into the fire'. [JHN 15:6] Colloc: bugum di1 ‘fire burns, consumes X’. Bugum ya'a pț di sǤ' tțțma, o na 

dii li nyǤǤd. If the fire does not burn up someone's work, he will get the reward of it. [1CO 3:14] SǤ' ya'a nyu'oe 

bugum ka li faaǫn la'aŋ mǤǤgi di 'If someone starts a fire in his own field and it spreads through the weeds'. [EXO 

22:6] Colloc: bugum vțnlig X ‘fire inflicts a burn (injury) on X’. Ba da nyǫya ka bugum la pț vțnligi ba 

niŋgbiŋ 'They saw that the fire had not harmed their bodies'. [DAN 3:27] Colloc: la'aŋ bugum ‘catch fire, fire 

spreads’. zuoya gbina ni wțsa la'aŋ bugum 'it will  set afire the foundations of the mountains'. [DEU 32:22] li ... 
kǫ ka bugum linǫ yit Sțntaana san'an na la la'aŋi ti, ti bǫlim pțțgin 'It sets on fire the entire course of our 
existence with the fire that comes to it from hell itself.'. [JAS 3:6] sieba mǫ kae linǫ sțŋid lǤr ka bugum la'aŋid ka 

o duod la, sieba mǫ mǤr nǫ bugum nif yinne-yinne ken some have no starter for the motor vehicle, others 

drive with only one headlamp. [Asaasim] Lit: that which helps a lorry to 'spark' so that it gets going. Nwǫnǫ bugum 

ǫǫn la'aŋ daad si'em ka kǫ ka ku'om lǫ'ǫg la 'As when fire sets twigs ablaze and causes water to boil'. [ISA 64:2] 
Colloc: bugum kpiigid/kpiisid ‘fire is extinguished, quenched’. Kem kpǫn' bugum kanǫ pț kpiigid la ni Go 
into the fire which is not quenched. [MAT 25:41] ba kț kpii ka bugum la mǫ pț kpiisida. they will not die and the 

fire also is not extinguished. [MRK 9:46] Colloc: kpiis bugum ‘to put a fire out, extinguish fire’. m sțnf linǫ dit 

wțț bugum na lu teŋin la ka sǤ' kae na nyaŋi kpiisi lii! 'my anger will be poured out on this place and will not 
be quenched'. [2CH 34:25] Colloc: bugum kpiisțg tțțma ‘Fire Service, fire-brigade’. ... banǫ sț'oe bugum 

kpiisțg tțțma nǫ lampǤ di'esțg tțțma dim '... the Fire Service, and the Internal Revenue Service'  (in a list). 

[Constitution] Colloc: nyu'oe bugum ‘kindle, light a fire’. Ka saa pin'ili niid ka waad bǫ ka ba nyu'oe bugum tisi 

ti ka ti țțsid. 'They built a fire and welcomed us all because it was raining and cold.'. [ACT 28:2] Apu'abil na 

nyu'oe bugum tis biig la. Apu'abil will start a fire for the child. [House+Farm] Colloc: X nyu'oe Y (nǫ1) bugum ‘X 
burns, sets fire to Y’. Asa da kie dazi'edir la lǤbi bas Kidron bǤn'Ǥgin ka nyu'oe li nǫ bugum Asa cut the pole 

down and' threw it away and 'burned it in the Kidron Valley.'. [1KI 15:13] Colloc: maan linǫ nyu'od bugum ‘burnt 
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offering’. Note: in the Bible, the animals killed in the most serious sacrifices were completely burnt up as a 'whole offering' 

(holocaust) to God Ba da kpǫn' ye ba maal maana nǫ maan linǫ nyu'od bugum la. 'So they went in to make 

sacrifices and burnt offerings.'. [2KI 10:24] Colloc: bugum di1/kanb X ‘fire burns, consumes X’. Bugum ya'a pț di 

sǤ' tțțma, o na dii li nyǤǤd. If the fire does not burn up someone's work, he will get the reward of it. [1CO 3:14] 
bugum na kanbi ba teŋ la wțsa 'the city will be burnt to the ground'. [ZEC 9:4] Colloc: lǤs/lǤb (X)  bugumin ‘put 
X in the fire’. yisi li bi'ela nǤki lǤs bugumin ka li kanb 'take a few of these and throw them into the fire and burn 

them up'. [EZK 5:4] Colloc: X țțs bugum ‘X warms self at a fire’. Pita ...  zin' nǫ tțmtțmnib la țțsid bugum 
'Peter ... sat with the guards and warmed himself at the fire'. [MRK 14:54] Colloc: bugum pielim ‘flame/s’. Saŋkan 

yț'țsǫ bugumpielim daa la'aŋ ka lǫǫ vunlțg o nu'ug Then the fire flared up again and burned his hand. [Fire] Ba 

nwǫnǫ bugum pielim nǫ 'They look like flaming torches'. [NAM 2:4] Colloc: bugum teŋ1 ‘hell’.  Ka onǫ mǫ yǫl o 

ba'abiig ye, ‘Fț ka' vǤǤnri,’ on daana na nyǫ namisțg bugum teŋ. 'and whoever calls his brother a worthless 
fool will be in danger of going to the fire of hell.'. [MAT 5:22] Etym: OVN *BUG-M ; GS1 *MI²N ; CG *bukuma, 
digi. 
2 • a light, lamp, torch(-light), flashlight [Am.], headlight (of vehicle), electricity, 'light' [Gh.] karinzi la, lin titnǫ 

bugum bil dǤǤg yinne ni kerosene, it gives a little light in one room. [Electricity] Mpuaka yǫl o sid Akudbil ye o 

kpiisim bugum la. Mpuaka told her husband Akudbil that he should switch off the (electric) light. [Electricity] ti na 

la'aŋ bugum la nǫ yț'țŋ ka ka'a niŋtaŋa. we will switch the light on in the night, not in the daytime. [Electricity] 
ZugsǤb la bǫǫ ba tuon wțț saŋgbauŋ nintaŋ ka lǫn nwǫnǫ bugum yț'țŋț nie tisi ba. 'By day the Lord went 
ahead of them in a pillar of cloud to guide them on their way and by night in a pillar of fire to give them light'. [EXO 

13:21] Colloc: (na'asaa)bugum ‘electricity’. Note: '(whiteman's) light' Hali li tǤi nǫ fțn na lǫn bas bugum la ala. In 

fact it is a problem when you waste electricity like that. [Electricity] Na'asaabugum an sț'țŋa, tțmmi li nǫ ya'am. 
Electricity is useful, use it sensibly. [Electricity] Ye ba ieemi onǫ di'e gbauŋ kanǫ bigis ye o mǤr suori na tțm nǫ 

na'asaabugum. They should find someone who has a certificate showing that he is authorised to do electrical 
work. [Electricity] Colloc: bugum nwiig ‘electrical wire’. ka tiesi pa'al kuusa kanǫ fir bugum nwiis bțmbǤkțn 

la. and pointed to the nail which was buried with the electrical wires underground. (MA). [Electricity] Fț ya'a yǤǤ fț 

bugum ligidi tǤ'ǤtǤ, ba kț kǫnsigi fț bugum nwiig la. If you pay your electricity bill promptly your electricity 
supply will not be cut off. [Electricity] ti ... da'a dabǫda banǫ ka ti sǫǫd la nǫ bugum nwiwǤ'Ǥma we ... buy big 
poles which we plant in the ground for the electricity wires. [Electricity] Sim: nǫǫsim ‘light, brightness’. Ka kǫ ka 

bugum bǫ saŋgbauŋ la ni dinǫ na tis teŋgbauŋ la nǫǫsim. 'let them be lights in the expanse of the sky to give 
light on the earth'. [GEN 1:15] See: bugumsaan. 

bugume   See main entry: bug4. level. 

bugumi!   See main entry: bug4. level. 

bugumsaal   Form: bugumsaala. n. charcoal. Sim: bugumsaan ‘burning charcoal, a charcoal fire’. See: bugumsaan. 

bugumsaala   See main entry: bugumsaal. charcoal. 

bugumsaan   Variant: bugumsaanl; bugumsaana. n. burning charcoal, a charcoal fire. Serafnam la yinne nǤk 

ma'adiŋe mak bugumsaan kanǫ dit maan daka la zug, ka ianki kǫǫn m san'an na 'One of the seraphim flew 
to me, carrying in his hand a glowing coal which he had taken from the altar with a pair of tongs.'. [ISA 6:6] O na ...  

vțțnli ya nǫ bugumsaan tțțlțg he will burn you with hot burning charcoal. [PSA 120:4] Fa' tisim bugumsaanl 

ka m la'aŋi m tabdțg. Please give me an ember to light my tobacco-pipe. [MA] Ka ban dț gbǫog la ba yi 

anrțŋțn la na ka nyǫ ka bugumsaana dit, ka zimi pa'ae ka bodobodo mǫ bǫ. 'When they landed, they saw a 
fire of burning coals there with fish on it, and some bread.'. [JHN 21:9] Sim: bugumsaal ‘charcoal’. See: bugum; 

saana; bugumsaal. 

bugumsaana   See main entry: bugumsaan. burning charcoal. 

bugumsaanl   See main entry: bugumsaan. burning charcoal. 

bugus   See main entry: bțgțs1. soft. 

bugus1   Note: 29x in SC Variant: bugis1.  Note: 2x in SC Form: bugusnam. Variant: bugisnam.  Note: 5x in SC Note: bugus 

preferred for "wicked" MA GA 6 May 08 n. a wicked person. On da tțm si'el la da anǫ bugus tțțma ZugsǤb la 

tuon. 'What he did was wicked in the Lord's sight'. [GEN 38:10] Bugus bǤǤdi la'abanǫ ka bugusim dim faand la 
'The wicked desire the plunder of evil men'. [PRO 12:12] Dau bugus di'edi ziri yǤǤd 'The wicked man earns 
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deceptive wages'. [PRO 11:18] bugis mǫ vțe yuug nǫ o bugusim 'a wicked man living long in his wickedness. [ECC 

7:15] pțpiel nǫ bugis, ninsțŋ nǫ nimbǫ'og, 'the righteous and the wicked, ... the good and the bad'. [ECC 9:2] 
GǤn'Ǥs nǫ bǫndis dignǫ bugusnam suoya ni 'In the paths of the wicked lie thorns and snares'. [PRO 22:5] 
nimbanǫ an bugusnam la na nwǫnǫ udug people who are wicked will be like chaff. [ISA 29:5] Ninsțma di'esid 

bugisnam yǤǤd. Ka bugisnam mǫ di'esid ninsțma yǤǤd. 'righteous men who get what the wicked deserve, and 

wicked men who get what the righteous deserve'. [ECC 8:14] Cpart: pțpiel ‘righteous person’; Nabstr: bugusim. 
See: bugusim. 

bugus2   Note: 10x in SC Variant: bugis2; bugusi. Form: bugusid. Variant: bugusida. Form: bugusțg. v. to break 

completely, chew the cud, regrind. O arig ki la nǫ ka nyaan bugis kariyaama la. She crushes the grain and 
kibbles it into grits. [House+Farm] gbigima la pțn gban'e ba Ǥnb ka kǤǤ ba kǤnba bugusi bugus 'the lions 
overpowered them and crushed all their bones'. [DAN 6:24] M ma bugisid o nǫ galis ... My mother ground him 
down badly. [Trouble] Kțnt anǫ linǫ nwa'ad si'el wțsa bugusid iron is something which breaks everything and 

crushes it. [DAN 2:40] ZǤm bugusțg pț tǤi pamm saa. Crushing grain is not very difficult. [House+Farm] 
Colloc: țgțs (yaama) bugus ‘chew the cud’. Hali baa yțgțme țgțsid yaama bugusid ka o tafǫǫd pț buak 

ayi' la 'The camel, though it chews the cud, does not have a split hoof'. [LEV 11:4] Kukur mǫ anǫ kisțg, la'an nǫ o 

nǤba buak la, o pț nyaŋidi țgțsid yaama bugusida. 'The pig is also unclean; although it has a split hoof, it 

does not chew the cud.'. [DEU 14:8] Sim: bug2
2 

-bugusa   See main entry: -bțgțsir. soft. 

bugusi   See main entry: bugus2. regrind. 

bugusi   See main entry: bțgțs1. soft. 

bugusid   See main entry: bugus2. regrind. 

bugusida   See main entry: bugus2. regrind. 

bugusim   Variant: bugisim.  Note: 4x in SC Variant: bumbugusum. n. wickedness. bugis mǫ vțe yuug nǫ o bugusim 'a 

wicked man living long in his wickedness. [ECC 7:15] M na niŋ wala maal bugisim kaŋa buudi, tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫdi 

pǤ'Ǥgi m Wina'am? 'How then could I do such a wicked thing and sin against God?'. [GEN 39:9] Colloc: bugusim 

sǤb, daan1/dim ‘wicked person / people’. Bugusim sǤb tțțmbǫ'ǫd anǫ bǫndigi lǫn tis o mǫŋ. 'The sins of the 
wicked are a trap' for him. [PRO 5:22] Jew dim la da bǫn'ǫd fufum ka buol bugusim dim sieba banǫ bǫ da'ani 

ka' tțțma la 'the Jews were jealous; so they rounded up some bad characters from the marketplace'. [ACT 17:5] 
Colloc: bugusim tțțma ‘wicked deeds’. Ya kǫ ka teŋ la lieb dian'ad ... ya bugusim tțțma la zug 'You have 
defiled the land with your ... wickedness.'. [JER 3:2] InvNabstr: bugus1. See: bugus1. 

-bugusir   See main entry: -bțgțsir. soft. 

bugusnam   See main entry: bugus1. wicked person. 

bugusțg   See main entry: bugus2. regrind. 

bugusum   See main entry: bțgțsțm. weakness. 

bu'   See main entry: bț'. beat, thresh. 

bu'ad   Variant: bu'od2. n. soft mud, wet clayey ground. Sim: bian'ar. zin'ikanǫ an bian'ar ka bu'ad la a place which is 
'mud and mire'. [PSA 40:2] 

bu'al   v. to be parallel. linǫ bu'al nǫ zaŋguom kanǫ wa'ami yi yiŋ ya-nya'aŋ baba, zin'ikanǫ ka nidib dǤlli kpǫn'ǫd 

dǤǤdin la. which ran parallel to the long wall on the east side, where people passed through to get to the rooms. 

[EZK 42:12 [draft]] Sim: ya'ad2. linǫ ya'ad nǫ zaŋguom kanǫ wa'ami yi yiŋ ya-nya'aŋ baba, zin'ikanǫ ka nidib 

dǤlli kpǫn'ǫd dǤǤdin la [EZK 42:12 [published Bible]] Note: cf.preceding example 

bu'am   n. half. Ka yis leemu bu'am Adu nu'ugțnǫ nwiaki li ku'om And he took the half-orange from Adu's hand and 

squeezed out the juice. [Trouble] Sim: bu'ar1, pțsțk. See: bu'ar1; bu'ar2. 

bu'ar1   Variant: buar1; bu'arǫ. n. a match, partner, other one of a pair, corresponding item, half. Baa yinne kae pț mǤr o 

bu'arǫ 'Each has its twin'. [SNG 4:2] Yinne wțsa mǤr o buar 'Each has its twin'. [SNG 6:6] Sim: bu'am, pțsțk. 
See: bu'ar2; bu'am. 
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bu'ar2   Variant: buar2. Form: bu'arid. Variant: bu'aridi. v. to split sth. Man wila mǤri paŋ hali, dinǫ kǫ ka ba bu'aridi 

maan yu'ada pin dǤǤd la. My branches are very strong, which is why they split them to make rafters to roof 

rooms. [Trees] See: bu'ar1; bu'am. 

bu'arǫ   See main entry: bu'ar1. partner. 

bu'arid  See main entry: bu'ar2. split. 

bu'aridi   See main entry: bu'ar2. split. 

bu'as   See main entry: buas. shatter. 

bu'asa   See main entry: bu'osțg2. question. 

bu'ati   See main entry: buati. bucket. 

bu'e   See main entry: bu'oe2. pour. 

bu'od1   See main entry: bu'oe2. pour. 

bu'od2   See main entry: bu'ad. mud. 

bu'od3   See main entry: bu'oe1. reduce. 

bu'oda   See main entry: bu'oe1. reduce. 

bu'odi   See main entry: bu'oe2. pour. 

bu'odin  See main entry: bu'oe1. reduce. 

bu'oe1   Form: bu'od3. Variant: bu'oda. Form: bu'odin. v. to reduce sth. ya ya'a na nyaŋi bu'oe ligidi la bi'ela li na ma'ae 

ti sțnf of you could lower the price a bit it would please us. [Electricity] tțțma la pț ye li bu'oe baa bi'elaa 'your 
work will not be reduced at all'. [EXO 5:11] ba kǫtnǫ ka ba bu'oe ka' paŋa they cause them to reduce in strength. 

[Immunisation-II.] Alazug m tiǫn m nu'ug ye m tisif tǤǤg ka bu'oe fț titǤndis la. 'So I stretched out my hand 

against you and reduced your territory'. [EZK 16:27] Ya bugum la paŋ ya'a zu'oe galisǫ, ya kț nyaŋi bu'oe li paŋ 

la bi'ela tisi tii? Your electricity is of too high a power, can't you reduce it a little for us? [Electricity] Di sțŋidnǫ 

bu'od bugum la paŋ ka di pț gu'udi li nyainǫ. They help to reduce the force of the electricity but are not a 
complete protection. [Electricity] ban'a nwa paasidnǫ ka pț bu'oda. this disease is increasing and not reducing. 

[AIDS-Azuur] 
bu'oe2   Variant: bu'e; bue. Form: bu'omi!. Form: bu'od1. Variant: bu'odi. Form: bu'or. v. to pour, pour out some, pour into 

sth. Ayaab daa gu'ue pian'ad ka bu'oe daam paas Ayaab stopped talking and poured out a bit more pito. 
[Electricity] Ka o saam kunbil o dagǤbig nu'ug ka bu'oe tisabilim kǤlibirine niŋ ani. His father cupped his left 
hand and poured some black medicine from the bottle into it. [Trouble] fțn kabigim ku'om Nail mu'arin la bu'oe 

bas teŋ kpi'emisin 'take some water from the Nile and pour it on the ground'. [EXO 4:9] malțŋ kpaam linǫ ka ba 

bu'oe niŋ Aaron zugin, ka li buoǫndi sigid o tieŋin 'the precious anointing oil running down from Aaron's head 
and beard'. [PSA 133:2] Ka nǤk malțŋ kpaam kanǫ ka ba bu'odi niŋid nidib zug la bu'oe niŋ o zug. 'Then take 
the anointing oil, pour it on his head, and anoint him.'. [EXO 29:7] O lǫbis tigala banǫ ka o bu'odin la kǤlibirin la 

ka zin'in. She returned the tablets that she was pouring to the bottle and sat down. [Trouble] Bu'omi ya kpaam la 

tisi ti; ka ti fita kpiigidnǫ. 'Give us some of your oil; our lamps are going out.'. [MAT 25:8] Mult: bu'os2; 
Sim: kpa'ae ‘pour out (all)’. (o) bue ku'om niŋ si'uŋun (he) poured water into a bowl. [JHN 13:5 [draft]] (o) kpa'ae 

ku'om niŋ si'iuŋțn 'Then he poured some water into a basin'. [JHN 13:5 [published Bible]] 

bu'omi!  See main entry: bu'oe2. pour. 

bu'or   See main entry: bu'oe2. pour. 

bu'os1   Variant: bu'osi; bu'ose; bu'osee. Form: bu'osnǫ. Form: bu'osid1. Form: bu'osidnǫ. Form: bu'osidin. 
Form: bu'osțg3. Variant: bu'osug. v. to ask a question. Ka o bu'os ye si'eli bǫ bǫǫ? And he asked was there 

something? [Billygoat] On yǫl ala naae la ka bu'os Apțsiakid ye, ka fțn ba' nǫ fț ma on bǫ yaanǫ When he had 

finished saying that he asked Apusiakid "Where are your father and mother ... ?" [Billygoat] Adu da ye, 'Man zi' 

dinǫ kǫ ka ba bu'osidin ye bǤyǫla ka nidib namisida la,' o da pț kpa' bu'osǫ ka Yaro mǫ baŋ. Adu said "I 
don't know why they would be asking why people suffer." He didn't ask directly, and Yaro also knew. [Trouble] Ban 

nu ku'om la naae la, o bu'osi ba suor zug labaar When they had finished drinking water, he asked for news of 
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their journey. [Billygoat] o bu'osi ba saŋkanǫ ka o biig la ban'as la pin'ili sǤn'oe 'He asked them what time it was 

when his son got better. [JHN 4:52] 'Niiŋ kanǫ buudi an o?' Adu bu'osnǫ lin malis o la zug. "What kind of bird is 
it?" asked Adu, because he liked that. [Trouble] Amaa m lǫǫ ye m bu'osnǫ baŋ ye, anǤ'Ǥnamǫ na keŋǫ? But I 
want to ask 'exactly who will go?'. [EXO 10:8] Onǫ bǤǤd pțkǤǤnr onǫ bu'osid o sida bǫn' si'eli kpi. The one who 
wants a widow is the one who asks to know the sickness which caused her husband's death. [Proverb 123] 
nwadpaalig bǫǫ Vț'țsțm Daar ka nidib bu'osid nǤdi'esidibi baŋidi ba yǫla the new moon or the Sabbath was 
when asked prophets to find out about their business. [2KI 4:23 [footnote]] Ba pț nyǫt buraug ne nwiig ka lǫm 

bu'osidi o yir gbǫǫm. They don't see a billygoat tied with rope and ask "How are you?". [Proverb 147] Lit: ask after 

the peace ('sleep') of his house. Na'ab la ya'a da bǤǤd ya'am bǫǫ sa'alțg o bu'osidnǫ ban whenever the King 
wanted wisdom or counsel he asked them. [DAN 1:20] Amaa bu'osim mam onǫ kpǫn' sanrega on zan'as tțțma 

la zug. Ask me, who have been to jail for refusing the work. [Trouble] Bu'osim maanmaannib la ye wada la 

pțțgin yǫl ye bǤ? 'Ask the priests what the law says'. [HAG 2:11] Ti bu'osimi timǫŋ We must ask ourselves. 

[Asaasim] Bu'osimi nǫ o, ka o ka' biiga. 'He is of age; ask him.'. [JHN 9:23] Lit: he is not a minor. Colloc: bu'os X 

bu'osa ‘1) [literally] ask X questions : 2) [idiomatically] interrogate X (rebuke or punishment)’. O daa bas suor 

ye ba bu'os bu'osa He invited them to ask questions. [1) Electricity] ba bu'osim bu'osa ka bǤǤd ye ba basim 
'After questioning me, the Romans wanted to release me'. [2) ACT 28:18] O ya'a ti bu'osim bu'osa m na niŋ wala 

gandigǫ? 'What will I answer when called to account?'. [2) JOB 31:14] Note: cf. Ba sid buol o ka bu'os o ye on 

maal si'em la an sțm? They did indeed call him and ask him if what he had done was good. [Billygoat] Sim: sǤs 
‘ask for sth.’; bǫlim ‘ask for something earnestly, beg for’. Etym: OVN *BO.S, SOG ; GS1 *B²O²/I ; vc4 *bo(s). 

bu'os-1   See main entry: bu'osțg1. reduction. 

bu'os2   Form: bu'osid2. Variant: bu'osidi. Form: bu'osim. v. to pour into [many cases]. Bu'osim kpaam la niŋ dțgid la 

pțțgin 'Pour oil into all the jars'. [1KI 4:4] ba țgțs dțgid la tis o ka o bu'osidi niŋid. 'They brought the jars to 

her and she kept pouring.'. [1KI 4:5] Unit: bu'oe2. See: bu'oe. 

bu'os-4   See main entry: bu'osțg2. question. 

bu'osa   See main entry: bu'osțg2. question. 

bu'ose   See main entry: bu'os1. ask question. 

bu'osee   See main entry: bu'os1. ask question. 

bu'osi   See main entry: bu'os1. ask question. 

bu'osid1   See main entry: bu'os1. ask question. 

bu'osid2   See main entry: bu'os2. pour into many. 

bu'osidi  See main entry: bu'os2. pour into many. 

bu'osidin   See main entry: bu'os1. ask question. 

bu'osidnǫ   See main entry: bu'os1. ask question. 

bu'osim   See main entry: bu'os2. pour into many. 

bu'osnǫ   See main entry: bu'os1. ask question. 

bu'osțg1   Variant: bu'osug; bu'osțgǤ1; bu'osugo [W]. Form: bu'os-1. n. reduction. 

bu'osțg2   Variant: bu'osug; bu'osțgǤ2; bu'osugo. Form: bu'osa. Variant: bu'asa. Form: bu'os-4. Variant: buos-2. n. a 

question. Atțbțg daa la'anǫ ka nyaan gandig bu'osțg la Atubug laughed and then responded to the question. 

[Electricity] Ka lin yi saŋkan la sǤ' pț mǤr sțnkpi'euŋț na lǫm bu'os Yesu bu'osțgǤ. 'And from then on no one 
dared ask him any more questions.'. [MRK 12:34] Karim karimbama ka lǫbis bu'osa banǫ dǤlla. Read these 
readings and answer the following questions. [You-Hear?] O da ie o ka kǫ ka o pț gandisid bu'osa la. He looked 
for her and made sure that she wasn't answering the questions. [Trouble] Ka o ye, da bu'osim bu'ossi'aa And he 

said "Don't ask me any question". [AIDS-II] o da kena mak o nǫ bu'oskpi'ema 'she came to test him with hard 

questions'. [1KI 10:1] BU'ASA NWA Bin'isim mu'asug an' bo? QUESTIONS: What is breastfeeding? [Breastfeeding] 
O ya'an da bǤǤdi ti baŋ ye o paae na ka pin'ili bu'osid bu'osyǫǫd. Again, if he wanted us to know he had 
arrived, he started asking stupid questions. [Shoeshine-Boy] o da kena mak o nǫ bu'oskpi'ema. 'she came to test 
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him with hard questions.'. [1KI 10:1] Colloc: bu'os X bu'osa ‘1) [literally] ask X questions : 2) [idiomatically] 

interrogate X (rebuke or punishment)’. O daa bas suor ye ba bu'os bu'osa He invited them to ask questions. [1) 

Electricity] ba bu'osim bu'osa ka bǤǤd ye ba basim 'After questioning me, the Romans wanted to release me'. [2) 

ACT 28:18] O ya'a ti bu'osim bu'osa m na niŋ wala gandigǫ? 'What will I answer when called to account?'. [2) JOB 

31:14] 

bu'osțg3   See main entry: bu'os1. ask question. 

bu'osțgǤ1   See main entry: bu'osțg1. reduction. 

bu'osțgǤ2   See main entry: bu'osțg2. question. 

bu'osug   See main entry: bu'os1. ask question. 

bu'osug   See main entry: bu'osțg1. reduction. 

bu'osug   See main entry: bu'osțg2. question. 

bu'osugo   See main entry: bu'osțg2. question. 

bu'osugo[W]   See main entry: bu'osțg1. reduction. 

bu'u   See main entry: bț'. beat, thresh. 

bu'ub   See main entry: bț'. beat, thresh. 

buk   See main entry: bțk1. weak [be]. 

buk   See main entry: bțk2. guess. 

buk1   Variant: buke; buki2; bukki; bauk2. Form: bukidnǫ. Form: bukir. v. to shoulder sth., carry on shoulder. Akudbil 

pțn dǫŋi zǤti kpa'ad lǤr sitǫǫsin ka buk biig la o tida ni. Akudbil had already immediately run off towards the 
lorry station carrying the boy on his shoulders. [Electricity] o zaŋ lieŋe nwaae tiis wila buki o biankimpiiung zug 
he took an axe and cut tree branches and carried them on top of his shoulder. [JDG 9:48] O bukki kțțnr nǫ kțsǤk. 
He carries a hoe and a basket on his shoulder. [House+Farm] O buknǫ ... Note: dialect preferred by MA O da bukki 

daad daka bil o biankimpiugțn. He carried a small wooden box on his shoulder. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba bukidnǫ 

ba'ar la ba biankimpiiung zug 'They lift it (idol) to their shoulders and carry it'. [ISA 46:7] Sim: bug4, bugul. 
See: bug4; bugul. 

buk2   Form: bukid. v. to be weak, weaken sth. li bukid bțnvțya la bǫǫ o niŋgbiŋin la paŋ bǫǫ ba kpi it weakens the 

strength of the organisms that are in his body, or kills them. [Immunisation] Sim: bțgțs1, -bțgțsim, bțgțsțm, 

gǫn1, -gǫǫnliŋ, nyǤs, siǫn1, tadig, zǫba, zǫnda. Kpǫmisim banǫ nu'usi buk la, ka kpǫ'ǫŋ banǫ duma gǫn la. 
'Strengthen the feeble hands, steady the knees that give way;'. [ISA 35:3] 

buk3   Form: buki3. Variant: bugi2. v. to abound, be plenty. tiwala daam na buk wțț ku'om nǫ wine will be plenty like 
water. [GEN 49:11] 

-buk4   Variant: -bukț. adj. small, weak. Colloc: suobuk ‘a by-path, small track’. O da nwǫ' nǫ suobukț keŋ pǤǤgțn la. 
He took a shortcut to the farm. [Trouble] See: buk2. 

buke   See main entry: buk1. shoulder. 

buke   See main entry: bțk1. weak [be]. 

buki   See main entry: bțk1. weak [be]. 

buki1   v. sharply, bitterly (esp. cry, shout ~). ya na kaas buki nǫ tǤǤg you will weep abundantly from sorrow. [ISA 65:14] 
O nwǫ' kuŋ buki He/She cried out sharply. [MA]. 

buki2   See main entry: buk1. shoulder. 

buki3   See main entry: buk3. abound. 

bukid   See main entry: buk2. weaken. 

bukidnǫ   See main entry: buk1. shoulder. 

bukir   See main entry: buk1. shoulder. 

bukir   See main entry: bțk2. guess. 
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bukki   See main entry: buk1. shoulder. 

-bukț   See main entry: -buk4. small. 

bul   See main entry: bțl. trouble [get sb. into]. 

bul1   Variant: bulǫ; bule; buli; bulee. Form: bun1. Variant: bunna1; bunǫ1; bțn3; bunnǫ1; bunni1. Form: bunnin. 
Form: bulim. Variant: bulime. v. 1 • to ooze, spring, well up. li na buli tis o nyǤvțr kanǫ ka' naarǫ 'welling up 

and bringing eternal life'. [JHN 4:14] La'am nǫ o mi'ilim daa bun wțț kǤldaug la Although his knowledge flowed 
like a river. [You-Hear?] Ya na ... gu'oe ku'om bun zin'isi'a la wțsa 'you will ... stop all their springs'. [2KI 3:19] 
bulkanǫ bun ku'otǤǤg mǫ kț nyaŋi bul ku'osțŋǤ 'nor can a salty spring produce sweet water'. [JAS 3:12] Numi fț 

mǫŋ bulig ku'om, ku'okanǫ bunǫ fț mǫŋ buligin la. 'Drink water from your own cistern, running water from 

your own well.'. [PRO 5:15] Amaa ku'om da bunnǫ wț'țgid teŋ la 'but water would come up from beneath the 
surface and water the ground'. [GEN 2:6] ba ... tuu ba mǫŋ bulis, bulis banǫ li' ka ku'om pț bunna 'they ...  have 
dug their own cisterns, broken cisterns that cannot hold water'. [JER 2:13] Daakan la ku'om na yǤ'Ǥgi bunni tis 

David yaas nǫ Jerusalem teŋ nidib 'On that day a fountain will be opened to the house of David and the 

inhabitants of Jerusalem'. [ZEC 13:1] Buliga bulim! ... bulig kanǫ ka tuongatib tu 'Spring up, O well! ... the well 
dug by the princes'. [NUM 21:17-18] Oi, m zug ya'a bunnin ku'om 'Oh, that my head were a spring of water'. [JER 

9:1]  
2 • to sprout, germinate. Ka kpǫn' yț'țŋț gbisi yimbǫogțn duoe ka bțmbțțda la bul ka nǤbig, ka o zi' lin niŋ 

si'em-si'em ka li bulǫ. 'He sleeps at night, is up and about during the day, and all the while the seeds are 
sprouting and growing. Yet he does not know how it happens.'. [MRK 4:27] o nya'a la ni ka wil na buli wal wala 
'from his roots a Branch will bear fruit'. [ISA 11:1] o zi' lin niŋ si'em-si'em ka li bulǫ he does not know how it 
sprouts. [MRK 4:27] ka bul nwǫnǫ mǤǤd banǫ bǫ mǤǤgin la bțn si'em la 'let it thrive like the grass of the field'. 

[PSA 72:16] Note: bun error for bun ZugsǤb tțmtțm la nǤbig o san'an wțț tikanǫ nam bun paalim 'He grew up 
before him like a tender shoot'. [ISA 53:2] Colloc: nintaŋ/winnig bul ‘midday’. Ba ǫǫnti pț kpǫn dǤl dap la, sǫǫ 

winnig ti bul kippi. They weren't going to follow the men immediately, until full noontime. [Trouble] biig la 

zin'inǫ o nǤba zug hali ka nintaŋ ti bul, ka o kpǫn kpi 'the boy sat on her lap until noon, and then he died'. [2KI 

4:20] Bǫog, winnigi saa ye li bul saŋsi'a la, ka ya pțn yi mugusțg pțțgin. 'before noon tomorrow they will be 
rescued'. [1SA 11:9] Winnig da buli kena gbǫlig 'the middle of the afternoon'. [1KI 18:29] Lit: sun moved from 
mid-day downwards [MA]. Sim: bus. See: bul2; bulig1. 

bul2   Form: bula2. n. a shoot [of a plant]. li bula la tansidi yit ka tiǫndi paad atǫukțn 'Their shoots spread out and 

went as far as the sea.'. [ISA 16:8] Kpǫǫm pț zǤt kabula nǫ. The elder does not run on sprouting millet. [Asaasim  

Proverb] KǤnbid mǫ Ǥnbid ka-bula la sieba. And animals eat some of the young millet plants. [House+Farm] KǤdis 

mǫ nǤŋ sumbula pieb. Partridges also love to scratch up groundnut-seedlings. [House+Farm] See: bul1; bțmbul. 

bul-3   See main entry: bulig1. well. 

Bula1   n.pr. Bula [name of a dance]. Ba zamisidi bula wa'ab. They are learning to dance the Bula. [House+Farm] 
Sim: Gǫuŋ, Tțk3; Gen: wa'a1. 

bula2   See main entry: bul2. shoot. 

bulǫ   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bule   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bulee   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

buli   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bulig   See main entry: bțlig. overlay. 

bulig1   Variant: bulug; buligi. Form: bulis. Variant: bulisi. Form: bul-3. n. a well, spring. Bin'isa la nwǫnne Wina'am 

bulig nǫ. Breasts are like God's spring. [Breastfeeding] Buliga bulim! ... bulig kanǫ ka tuongatib tu 'Spring up, O 

well! ... the well dug by the princes'. [NUM 21:17-18] o keŋ nǫ bilig kugir la yis bulig la nǤǤrin ka kǫ ka o ansib 

kǤnbid la nu 'he went over and rolled the stone away from the mouth of the well and watered his uncle's sheep'. 

[GEN 29:10] Banǫ mǤr ya'am gban'ad si'el gbin tǤ'ǤtǤ la, li nwǫnǫ buligi bunnǫ tisidi ba nyǤvțr 'Understanding 
is a fountain of life to those who have it'. [PRO 16:22] Kaleb tis o bulis ayi' Caleb gave her two springs. [JOS 15:19] 
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Egipt dim la tu bulisi kpi'el nǫ kǤlis la paam ku'om nuud 'the Egyptians dug along the Nile to get drinking 

water'. [EXO 7:24] Ka wǫbaa la yț'țn duoe bulzuluŋțn la kpa'ad o san'an na. Then the leopard got up from the 
deep well and faced towards him. [Trouble] bulkanǫ bțn ku'otǤǤg mǫ kț nyaŋi bul ku'osțŋǤ 'nor can a salty 
spring produce sweet water'. [JAS 3:12] Kemi na ka ti kțț o lǤs bulbama yinne ni 'Come now, let's kill him and 
throw him into one of these cisterns'. [GEN 37:20] o nǤk dansaar la țki tiesi kpa' Egipt ku'obanǫ an mu'a nǫ kǤlis 

nǫ bǫǫnna nǫ kǤldaad nǫ bulis wțsa he should 'take his stick and hold it out over all the rivers, canals, and pools 
in Egypt'. [EXO 7:19] Colloc: buligin(ǫ), buligini ‘in a well’. ba keŋ buligin la ye ba wik ku'om tisi ba saam 

kǤnbid they 'came to (the well to) draw water ... for their father's sheep and goats'. [EXO 2:16] Numi fț mǫŋ bulig 

ku'om, ku'okanǫ bunǫ fț mǫŋ buligin la. 'Drink water from your own cistern, running water from your own 

well.'. [PRO 5:15] ba nǤki li kabig ku'om buliginǫ they use it 'to scoop water from a pool'. [ISA 30:14] Kem Siloam 

buligini pie fț nini. 'Go and wash your face in the Pool of Siloam.'. [JHN 5:7] Colloc: bulisin ‘to/at/from the wells’. 
ba keŋ bulisin la, ka pț paam ku'om 'they go to the cisterns but find no water'. [JER 14:3] Sim: mu'ar, kǤlțg2, 

bǫuŋ1, kǤldaug, atǫuk. Yǫlim Aaron ka o nǤk dansaar la țki tiesi kpa' Egipt ku'obanǫ an mu'a nǫ kǤlis nǫ 

bǫǫnna nǫ kǤldaad nǫ bulis wțsa. 'Tell Aaron to take his stick and hold it out over all the rivers, canals, and 
pools in Egypt. [EXO 7:19] Sim: kǤldabțmbǤk ‘waterhole’. Etym: OV1 *BU ; OVN *BUL-GA/SI ; GS1 *F²I¹/UL ; 

GS1 *B¹U² "rivière" ; GS3 *B¹U(L) "source"ynt . Note:  see ref. and link at kɔlʋg2  See: ku'obulig; bul; 

bulnǤǤr. 

buligi   See main entry: bulig1. well. 

buligi   See main entry: bțlig. overlay. 

bulim   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bulime   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bulis   See main entry: bulig1. well. 

bulisi   See main entry: bulig1. well. 

bulnoya   See main entry: bulnǤǤr. spring 'mouth'. 

bulnǤǤr   Variant: bulnoor. Form: bțlnǤya. Variant: bulnoya. n. the 'mouth' of a spring. Ku'osțŋ nǫ ku'otǤǤg na nyaŋi yi 

bulnǤǤr yinne ni naa? 'Can both fresh water and salt water flow from the same spring?'. [JAS 3:11] Nimbama 

nwǫnǫ bulnǤya banǫ pț bțn ku'om 'These men are springs without water'. [2PE 2:17] See: bulig; nǤǤr1. 
bulnoor   See main entry: bulnǤǤr. spring 'mouth'. 

bulu   See main entry: bțlț. blue. 

bulug   See main entry: bulig1. well. 

bulune   See main entry: bțlț. blue. 

bum-   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bumbɔk   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bumbo'a   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bumbo'adi   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bumbo'ariŋ   See main entry: bțmbu'ariŋ. ant [sp.] 

bumboki   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bumbua   See main entry: bțmbua. gatepost. 

bumbugusum   See main entry: bugusim. wickedness. 

bumbuos  See main entry: bțmbua. gatepost. 

bumbuta   See main entry: bțmbțtir. plant. 

bumbutir   See main entry: bțmbțtir. plant. 

bumis   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

bumisi   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 
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bummor   See main entry: bțmmǤr. wealthy person. 

bun-   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bun nwienda   See main entry: bțnnwǫ'ǫdir. musical instrument. 

bun1   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bun1   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bun2   Variant: bțn5; buni; bunni2; bunǫ2. Form: bunnǫ2. Form: bunna1. Form: bunib2. v. to harvest, cut heads off 

millet. Ba mǤri sț'țsi bun ki la. They use knives to harvest the millet. [House+Farm] Ya na di dikțdțg kanǫ ka ya 

da bțn yțțm la, hali ka ti baae li yis ka lǫdig dipaalig. 'You will still be eating last year's harvest when you will 
have to move it out to make room for the new.'. [LEV 26:10] NǤkim gǤn'Ǥg la bțn 'Take your sickle and reap'. [REV 

14:13] sǤ' ya'a bun zțțdi pǫ'ǫl bǤto anu, yinne anǫ Faaro din 'a fifth of the produce belongs to Pharaoh'. [GEN 

47:26] Lit: if someone harvests crops and fills five bags, one is Pharaoh's. Ya na bțd ka buni ya pǤǤd zțțd la 

yțma ayuobț. 'For six years you are to sow your fields and harvest the crops'. [EXO 23:10] Da kǫ ka ba lǫm bțd 

Babilon teŋin bǫǫ ba nǤk gǤn'Ǥgț bunǫ. Don't let them sow again in the land of Babylon, or take a sickle to reap. 

[JER 50:16] Pu'ab la bunnǫ Apam ki. The women are harvesting Apam's millet. [House+Farm] Ya ya'a ǫǫnti bunni 

ya pǤǤd zțțd, yanam da bunni paad titǤndigin 'When you reap the harvest of your land, do not reap to the very 
edges of your field'. [LEV 19:9] Ba pț bțta, ka mǫ pț bunni la'asidi su'ad bțya nii. 'they do not sow seeds, gather 
a harvest and put it in barns. [MAT 6:26] Fț wala ǫǫnti bi'ig ka ba pǤn'Ǥd, ya pǤǤd bunib saŋa Your fruits ripen 

and they (enemies) pick them, at the time of the harvest of your farms. [ISA 16:9] Befisemes dim da bǫnǫ ba 

bǤn'Ǥdin bțn ki 'the people of Beth Shemesh were harvesting their wheat in the valley'. [1SA 6:13] Ya na bțd ka 

kț bunǫ 'you will sow, but not reap'. [MIC 6:15] Tǫn'ǫsimi niimis yǫla; ba pț bțt bǫǫ bunna 'Look at the crows: 
they don't sow seeds or gather a harvest'. [LUK 12:24] Apam ki la mǫ yț'țn siak bunib. The Apam's millet was also 
ready for harvesting. [House+Farm] bțdib nǫ bunib saŋa, waad nǫ tțțlțg saŋa, sǫǫung nǫ țțn, nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ 

kț gu'oe 'seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night will never cease'. [GEN 8:22] 
See: bunib1; bunnib. 

bunama   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bunbo'od   See main entry: bțmbǤk1. chasm. 

bunbuudif   See main entry: bțmbțțdif. single seed. 

bundeeŋ   See main entry: bțndǫǫŋ. firstfruits. 

bundigisig   See main entry: bțndigisig. mattress. 

bundita   See main entry: bțndita1. edible. 

bundita   See main entry: bțndita2. pests. 

bunǫ1   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bunǫ2   See main entry: bun2. harvest. 

bunǫ3   See main entry: bu. beat. 

bune   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

buni   See main entry: bun2. harvest. 

buni   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bunian'ad-   See main entry: bțn-ian'adir. flying thing. 

bunian'adir   See main entry: bțn-ian'adir. flying thing. 

bunib1   Variant: bunub. n. harvesting, the harvest. Apam ki la mǫ yț'țn siak bunib. Apam's millet is also ready to 

harvest. [House+Farm] ki la ya'a bi'ig, kpaad la na zaŋ kțsiigi kie li, bǤzugǤ li bunib saŋa paaeya 'When the 
corn is ripe, the man starts cutting it with his sickle, because harvest time has come.'. [MRK 4:29] Kǫl ka li wțsa 

bi'igi ti paae bunib saŋa 'Let both grow together until the harvest'. [MAT 13:30] Colloc: bunibin ‘to/at/from the 
harvest’. sieba mǫ ya'a ti bǫ bunibin ka fțn bǫ gbǫǫmin, li anǫ nyan if some people are busy harvesting and 
you are busy sleeping, it is shameful. [PRO 10:5] Nwǫnǫ wțț kpaadibi ǫǫn bțt ka mǤdig si'em gur ka bunibin 
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nyaan ti paae la Like how farmers sow, and then patiently wait for the arrival of harvest-time. [You-Hear?] 
See: bțn1. 

bunib2   See main entry: bun2. harvest. 

bunib2   See main entry: bunnib. harvesters. 

bunkobug   See main entry: bțnkǤnbțg. animal, sheep 'n' goats. 

bunkobugo   See main entry: bțnkǤnbțg. animal, sheep 'n' goats. 

bunkonb-   See main entry: bțnkǤnbțg. animal, sheep 'n' goats. 

bunkonbug   See main entry: bțnkǤnbțg. animal, sheep 'n' goats. 

bunkpiiluŋ   See main entry: bțnkpiilțŋ. corpse. 

bunna1   See main entry: bun2. harvest. 

bunna1   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bunnǫ1   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bunnǫ2   See main entry: bun2. harvest. 

bunne   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bunni   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

bunni1   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bunni2   See main entry: bun2. harvest. 

bunnib   Variant: bunib2. n.pl. harvesters, reapers. o dǤl bunnib la nya'aŋi wi'isid 'she ... began to glean in the fields 

behind the harvesters'. [RUT 2:3] m yǫli m bunib la ka ba vǤn' natis la yiigaa bǤbigi baa nyu'oe bugum 'I will 
tell the harvest workers to pull up the weeds first, tie them in bundles and burn them'. [MAT 13:30] See: bun2. 

bunnin   See main entry: bul1. ooze, sprout. 

bunnuuda   See main entry: bțnnuudir. drinkables. 

bunnwe'edir   See main entry: bțnnwǫ'ǫdir. musical instrument. 

bunnyaluŋ   See main entry: bțnnyalțŋ. wonder. 

bunnyeta   See main entry: bțnnyǫtir. visible thing. 

bunnyetir   See main entry: bțnnyǫtir. visible thing. 

bunsaaŋ   See main entry: bțnsaaŋ. strangeness. 

bunsaaŋi   See main entry: bțnsaaŋ. strangeness. 

bunsoondir   See main entry: bțnsǤǤndir. anointing stuff. 

buntțgudir   Form: bțntuguda. Variant: bʋntugida. n. fuel, firewood. (ba) na vaae Gog nǫ o nidib la zaba la'ad la na 

ka li lieb bțntuguda they 'will go out and gather' Gog and his people's 'weapons for fuel'. [EZK 39:9] On bǫ ani dit 

la ka nyǫ pu'a nyalțŋ ka o bǫ ani bǤǤd bțntugida As he was there eating, he saw Wonder-woman who was 
there looking for firewood. [Wonderwoman] See: bțn1. 

bunub   See main entry: bunib1. harvest. 

bunvo-   See main entry: bțnvțr. living creature. 

bunvor   See main entry: bțnvțr. living creature. 

bunzilinzi'ig   See main entry: bțnzilinzi'ig. mystery. 

bunzilinzi'is   See main entry: bțnzilinzi'ig. mystery. 

bunwe'eda   See main entry: bțnnwǫ'ǫdir. musical instrument. 

bunyalim-   See main entry: bțnnyalțŋ. wonder. 

bunyitta   See main entry: bțnyitta. derivatives. 
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bunyua   See main entry: bțnyua. wild animal. 

bunyuas(a)   See main entry: bțnyua. wild animal. 

bunyuos   See main entry: bțnyua. wild animal. 

buŋ-   See main entry: bțn1. thing. 

buŋ1   Variant: buŋi; buŋǫ. Form: buŋid. Form: buŋidnǫ. Form: buŋir. v. to cross, pass through, take a shortcut. Ti kț 

buŋi ya vain tiis pǤǤdin 'We will not go through any ... vineyard'. [NUM 20:17] Ka Abțțg mǫ kpǫlim buŋi paae 

ba sa'an And Abuug quickly cut across and got to where they were. [You-Hear?] o buŋi kpǫn' mǤǤgi gaad 'she 
turned off the road into a field'. [NUM 22:23] Note: not 'his donkey' –  "donkey" is correctly spelled bțŋ twice in this verse. 
Dau la daa maal sțnkpi'euŋ buŋǫ keŋ n ti paae nyǫnǫ on digi kaasid ye o siaa zabid. The man bravely 
sneaked to get to where he could see her lying crying that her 'waist' was hurting. [You-Hear?] Ka biig la ... paae m 

buŋid nǤǤd dindǫog suma. And the lad ... came by a shortcut and trod chameleon's groundnuts. [Asaasim] Yesu 

buŋid ki pǤǤg ka o nya'andǤlib gisid ki la nwǫ'ǫmi Ǥnbid 'Jesus was going through the grainfields, and his 
disciples began to pick some heads of grain, rub them in their hands and eat the kernels'. [LUK 6:1] Ba kț buŋidi 

kpa'ad zabzabidib ka bie ka bas suorǫ. ''They plunge through defences without breaking ranks'. [JOL 2:8] 
Lit: they won't go through in the face of warriors and turn aside out of the road. Yesu da buŋidnǫ ki pǤǤdin 'Jesus 
was going through the cornfields'. [MAT 12:1] 

buŋ2   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

buŋ-3   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

buŋ-buŋ   id. strongly, insistently. ba kpǫn zan'as ka tansid buŋ-buŋ 'But they kept shouting'. [LUK 23:21] 

buŋdaug   See main entry: bțndaug2. donkey. 

buŋǫ   See main entry: buŋ1. pass through. 

buŋe   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

buŋi   See main entry: buŋ1. pass through. 

buŋid   See main entry: buŋ1. pass through. 

buŋidnǫ   See main entry: buŋ1. pass through. 

buŋir   See main entry: buŋ1. pass through. 

buŋɔ   See main entry: bțŋ1. donkey. 

buod   See main entry: buoe. dissolve. 

buod   See main entry: bțțd. purity. 

buode   See main entry: bțțd. purity. 

buodi   See main entry: buoe. dissolve. 

buoǫn   Form: buoǫnd. Variant: buoǫndi. to mark a line. Ka o buoǫn puug onǫ kae la yț'țrin. And he crossed out the 

name of the one who was absent. [Trouble] ya na nǤk nyulinnyu'usi tțm ziim la bǫ laan la buoǫn li giligi ya 

dǤǤd za'anǤya 'Take a bunch of hyssop, dip it into the blood in the basin and put some of the blood on the top and 

on both sides of the doorframe'. [EXO 12:22] nǤkim birikiisi digili fț tuon ka buoǫn li zugini pa'al Jerusalem 

tempțțgț an si'em 'get a brick, put it in front of you, and scratch lines on it to represent the city of Jerusalem'. 

[EZK 4:1] Ka li dig ya, ka ti buoǫn, lǫbi buoǫn, ka kul na, dinǫ pu’a, di nǫ biiga, ka pǤǤ siŋim, ka pǤǤ bugimm. 
And it is lying down, and we make a mark on the ground and made a mark again and came home and married a 
wife and a child and swore an oath ""Siŋim!"  and swore an oath "Bugimm!" [Asaasim] Note: Corrected text and 
translation by MA. The 'oaths' are meaningless ideophones. "It is a dirge that is always recited at a funeral of a grown up man 

with family." (MA) AtǤ, daar yinne yț'țŋ ka o duoe ye on na keŋ buoǫn gǤs ye bǤǤ na maalǫ OK, so one night 
he got up and said he will go and make a line and to see what will happen. [You-Heard?] Note: emended by MA from bǤ 

maal O buoǫn atǫukțn la ka li mǤr bǫn-bǫn 'He marks out the horizon on the face of the waters for a boundary'. 
[JOB 26:10] Ka Ǥnsir buoǫnd o ninkțgțrisin. And sweat ran in rivulets on his forehead. [Trouble] malțŋ kpaam 

linǫ ka ba bu'oe niŋ Aaron zugin, ka li buoǫndi sigid o tieŋin 'the precious anointing oil running down from 

Aaron's head and beard'. [PSA 133:2] Colloc: (saa2) dindǫog buoǫn ‘there is a rainbow’. saa dindǫog buoǫn gilig 
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na'am gbauŋ, ka la dindǫog la bǤǤnsim an dǫn'ǫm 'A rainbow, resembling an emerald, encircled the throne'. 

[REV 4:3] M na maal dindǫog bǤǤnlim niŋ saŋgbauŋin ... M ya'a ti kǫ ka saŋgbana yina ka dindǫog buoǫn 'I 
am putting my bow in the clouds. ... Whenever I cover the sky with clouds and the rainbow appears'. [GEN 9:13,14] 
Saŋa kan wțsa ka dindǫog buoǫn saŋgbana ni 'Whenever the rainbow appears in the clouds'. [GEN 9:16] 
Colloc: buoǫn kirț ‘apply mascara’; Sim: bǤǤnr1. See: bǤǤnr1. 

buoǫnd   See main entry: buoǫn. mark a line. 

buoǫndi   See main entry: buoǫn. mark a line. 

buoǫnr   See main entry: bǤǤnr2. line. 

buoe   Variant: buod; buodi. v. to dissolve, melt. Ku'om linǫ ga'aŋ wțț sakuga la na buoe Lebanon zuoya zugǤǤ? 
'Does the snow of Lebanon ever vanish from its rocky slopes?'. [JER 18:14] Lit: water which solidifies like hailstones. 
Fț mǫ ya'a tțbis nintǤǤndi mǫ' yirǫ mǫligim m buodi li ka saa nan pț paae na. If you spit saliva to build a 
house, the dew will dissolve it even before the rains start. [Asaasim] Sim: nyǫlig. See: buolim. 

buol   Variant: buolǫ; buole; buolǫǫ; buolee; buoli. Form: buolnǫ. Form: buon. Form: buonnǫ. Form: buolim!. 

Variant: buolimi!; buolimin!; buoliminǫ!; buolimini!. Form: buolțg. Variant: buolug; buolig. v. 1 • to call for, 

summon sb. Li ya'a aan ala fțn kǫl ka ti buol o. If it's like that, let's call her. [You-Hear?] ba buol o pu'a la pian'a 

tis o they should call his wife and talk to her. [Asaasim] Ka ba amisi buoli ba taaba anrțŋ yinne la ni ye ba kena 

sțŋi ba. 'So they signalled their partners in the other boat to come and help them'. [LUK 5:7] Onǫ buol zǤlțg bǫǫ 

ningǤǤndir ye o kena tțm baadi tțțma 'he who hires a fool or any passer-by'. [PRO 26:10] ba na kpǫlim ia niigi 

la ka buoli ba ka ba kena n di'e they would continue to look for the cattle, and send for them to come and get 
them. [Billygoat] Manǫ nwa', fțnǫ buolǫǫ?” Ka Eli lǫbis o ye, “Mam pț buolǫ; lǫm digin!” ' “Here I am; you called 
me.” But Eli said, “I did not call; go back and lie down.” '. [1SA 3:5] Ayǫl-nyain anǫ ba'akǤlǤg sǤb, ka buon 

kikiris ka on nǫ ban pian'ad. Ayel-nyain is a soothsayer and calls spirits and talks with them. [Asaasim] AnǤ'Ǥn 

ǫǫnti buonifǤǤ? Who is calling you? [Trouble] ba buonim nǫ ye, ‘Kem na faaǫn ti!’ they call to me "Come and 
save us!" [JER 2:27] Buolim Daniel na, ka o na yǫli ya sǤb la gbin. 'Call for Daniel, and he will tell you what the 
writing means.'. [DAN 5:12] Buolimi fț zabzabidib la wțsa ka ba yina! 'Call out your whole army'. [JDG 9:29] Si'el 

wțsa naae ya, amaa ti kț nyaŋi pian' kpǫla; buoliminim na'ayin. Everything is finished, but we can't talk here. 
Call me to the Palace. [Trouble] Ba yiiti siak nǫ na'ab buolig ka zan'asi o titțmis. They always come when the 
chief calls, but may refuse his errand. [Proverb 127] m buolțg la gbinnǫ an si'em la that was why I called you. 

[Billygoat] Etym: OV1 *YI/YU ; OVN *BOL ; GS3 *YA/I¹/E ; GSA *bon ; v c1 *yi ; vc4 (TN) *bo; MWN * BÍL ; 
PB *bɩ́d. 
2 • to call, name, call by name, regard as, refer to, pronounce (word). Nikodemus ... mǫ dǤl Josef ka mǤr 

bțnnyubisa linǫ buon mir nǫ aloes ka ba gǫndig taaba 'Nicodemus ... went with Joseph, taking with him ... 

spices, a mixture of myrrh and aloes'. [JHN 19:39] ti dǤllimtaas la yinne ye on gban'e nǫ ye ti buonnǫ li 

"tampiing" one of our gang said he had decided that we should call it "rock". [Shoeshine-Boy] BǤ ka fț buonim 

ninsțŋǤ? Why do you call me good? [MRK 10:18] SǤ' mǫn da buoli o tiraan ye: 'hai' bǫǫ 'hǫi' nǫ bǤzugǤ ninsaal 

ka'a bțunkǤnbțgǤ Nobody should call to his neighbour 'Hi!' or 'Hey!', because a human being is not an animal. 

[Asaasim] fț ya'a bǤǤd fțn buolimi o sǤb yț'țr, bǫǫ (fț tun’e buol ye) 'm saam', bǫǫ 'm ma', 'm bier', 'm tațn', 

bǫǫ 'm pitț' bǫǫ 'm zua' if you want, call that person by name, or else 'my father', 'my mother, 'my senior sib', 
'opposite-sex sib', 'my junior sib' or 'my friend'. [Asaasim] Note: text emended by MA for stylistic improvement Bțŋ ye, 

bǫ'og ya'a nie ka ba pț nwǫ' o balaarǫ, ban buolimi o ba' tampiinr. Donkey says if a day dawns when they 

don't hit him with a stick, they are to call him his father's bastard. [Proverb 183] Colloc: buol X (yț'țr) ye 'Y' ‘call X 
(the name, the term) 'Y'’. Ti mi' pu'anyaŋ yț'țr, ka buon o ye ti pugidib. We know the old woman's name, but 
call her 'Auntie'. [Proverb 103] ba zugdaan an saria kadib na'ab ka ba buon ye (chief justice) la 'headed by the 
Chief Justice'. [Constitution] TǤǤg na paae banǫ buon bǫ'ǫd ye sț'țm, ka mǫ buon sț'țm ye bǫ'ǫd la 'Woe to 

those who call evil good and good evil'. [ISA 5:20] O bikpǫǫm la yț'țri an AbǤǤdkțțnr ka onǫ paas ayi' la yț'țr 

mǫ buonnǫ Apțsiakid His eldest son was called Aboodkuunr, and the second was called Apusiakid. [Billygoat] ba 

na buonnǫ fț yț'țr ye Hefiziba 'you will be called Hephzibah'. [ISA 62:4] fțn kanǫ buoli fț mǫŋ ye Jew nid la 
'you who bear the name of Jew'. [ROM 2:17] Colloc: X yț'țr buon 'Y' ‘X is named 'Y'’. O bikpǫǫm la yț'țri an 

AbǤǤdkțțnr ka onǫ paas ayi' la yț'țr mǫ buonnǫ Apțsiakid His eldest son's name was Aboodkuunr and the 
second was called Apusiakid. [Billygoat] O yț'țr da buoni Sergius Paulus. He was called Sergius Paulus. [ACT 13:7] 
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Sim: pțd. Etym: OV1 *YI/YU ; OVN *BOL ; GS3 *YA/I¹/E ; GSA *bon ; v c1 *yi ; vc4 (TN) *bo; MWN 
*BÍL . 
3 • to call out, shout aloud, call to sb. yisǤb la siak ka pț'țsi ba ken-ken, ka buol zakin ye ba mǤr ku'om na 

tis saam. the houseowner agreed and welcomed them, and called into the courtyard that they should bring water 

for the strangers. [Billygoat] Ani ka o tansi buol ye, “Samson, Filistia dim la paae fț san'an na!” 'Then she 
shouted, “Samson! The Philistines are coming!”'. [JDG 16:20] M mugusțg pțțgin m daa buolnǫ ZugsǤb la 'In 
my distress I called to the Lord'. [PSA 18:6] buolimin o on nam bǫ yammin la 'call to him while he is close at hand'. 

[ISA 55:6] ya ya'a bǫ yǫla ni yanam on buoliminǫ ba! when you are in trouble, call to them! [JER 2:28] o kaas kuŋi 

buol soogianam la nǫ Abner onǫ an Nier biig la ye, “Abner! Fț kț siaki m buolțg laa?” Ka Abner lǫbis ye, 

“Fț aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ buon Na'aba?” 'He called out to the army and to Abner son of Ner, “Aren't you going to answer 
me, Abner?” Abner replied, “Who are you who calls to the king?” '. [1SA 26:14] 

buolǫ   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buole   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buolǫǫ   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buolee   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buoli   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buolig   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buolim1   v. to dissolve into nothing. Akunvțe kpǫndbǫda la wțsa buolimnǫ Both Akunvoe's fat cheeks had become 

smaller. [AIDS-II] See: buoe.  

buolim2!   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buolimi!   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buolimin!   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buoliminǫ!   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buolimini!   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buolnǫ   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buolțg   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buolug   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buon   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buonnǫ   See main entry: buol. call, call, call out. 

buor   See main entry: bțțr. granary. 

buorig   Form: buoris. Variant: buorisi. n. a bag. kǫl ka onǫ mǤr buorig zaŋi li 'whoever has a purse had better take it with 

him'. [LUK 22:36] ya tțmnǫ vaad yǤǤd ka li nwǫnǫ ya ligidi buoris la mǤri vǤnya ka li litnǫ 'You earn wages, only 
to put them in a purse with holes in it.'. [HAG 1:6] Da zaŋ sanlima ligidi bǫǫ anzurifa ligidi bǫǫ kțntzǫn'ug ligidii 

suu ya buorisi nǫ. 'Do not take along any gold or silver or copper in your belts. [MAT 10:9] Colloc: buorigin 
‘in/into/out of bag’. O da ...  pi'is kugsaliba anu su o kǤnbkem buorigin la 'He ... picked up five smooth stones 
... and put them in his bag'. [1SA 17:40] Sim: bǤto, kǤlțg1. O zi'ilim la daa nwǫnne fțn na nǤk ki bielim n suud 

bǤto bǫǫ buorig kanǫ mǤr vǤnya nǫ. His ignorance was like if you put millet seed in a sack or bag with holes in 

it. [You-Hear?] Mam tțmi ya ka ya pț mǤr buoris nǫ kǤn ka pț pid ta'ada la, si'el pǤ'Ǥgi yaa? 'When I sent you 
without purse, bag or sandals, did you lack anything?'. [LUK 22:35] 

buoris   See main entry: buorig. bag. 

buorisi   See main entry: buorig. bag. 

buos1   See main entry: bua. 'pillar'. 

buos-2  See main entry: bu'osțg2. question. 

buoya   See main entry: bțțr. granary. 
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bupuŋ   See main entry: bipuŋ1. daughter, girl. 

bura   See main entry: bțra1. variously. 

buraas   See main entry: bțraa. man. 

bur-bur  Sim: bțg-bțg. id. in pieces. ZugsǤb la kǤǤd na'aziinr tiis; hali Lebanon na'aziinr tiis la o kǤǤdi ba bur-bur. 
'the Lord breaks the cedars; the Lord breaks in pieces the cedars of Lebanon'. [PSA 29:5] tampiing la kǤ'Ǥg kțnt la, 

nǫ kțntzǫn'ug la nǫ ya'ad la nǫ anzurifa la nǫ sanlim la wțsa bur-bur 'a rock that broke the iron, the bronze, 
the clay, the silver and the gold to pieces'. [DAN 2:45] Colloc: kǤ bur-bur ‘break sth. in pieces’. ya ... kǤǤ ba kǤnba 

bur-bur 'you ... break their bones in pieces'. [MIC 3:3] 
buribis   See main entry: biribiŋ. son, boy. 

burikin   Form: burikinnam. Variant: burikinnamǫ. n. a noble person. Ba ya'a tiǫn burikin yǫla li mǤri bareka kenna 
'Good people will be remembered as a blessing'. [PRO 10:7] Fțn kanǫ an burikin la kǫya ka pțpielim dim suor an 

sț'țŋa. 'O upright One, you make the way of the righteous smooth.'. [ISA 26:7] Burikin kis ziri; The upright hates 
lies; aaǫn burikinnam ka mǤr sumbțgțsțm Wina'am ni 'be found ... blameless and at peace with him'. [2PE 3:14] 
ba da'ae burikinnamǫ bas kpikpǫŋ sa 'honesty is kept outside'. [ISA 59:14] Lit: they push honest people off to the 
side. Nabstr: burikinnim. burikin gban'ar anǫ burikinnim 'the noble man makes noble plans'. [ISA 32:8] 
See: burikinnim. 

burikinnam   See main entry: burikin. noble person. 

burikinnamǫ   See main entry: burikin. noble person. 

burikinnim   n. nobility. na'am yǫla keŋ tuon nǫ na'asi nǫ burikinnim chieftaincy matters should progress in respect 

and honesty. [Constitution] Onǫ an nǤŋdaan ka ken nǫ burikinnim 'a poor man whose walk is blameless'. [PRO 19:1] 
o nan kpǫn zi'enǫ o burikinnim la pțțgin 'he still holds fast to his integrity'. [JOB 2:3] Colloc: burikinnimin 
‘in/to/from nobility’. Li bǤǤd ye saal sț'oe o mǫŋ nǫ sida nǫ na'asi  zaŋi ken saal suor nǫ o yǤlisimin nǫ o 

burikinnimin. 'the realisation of freedom and justice, respect for fundamental human rights and freedoms and the 
dignity of the human person'. [Constitution] Fț nan kpǫn zi'enǫ fț burikinnimin laa? 'Are you still holding on to 

your integrity?'. [JOB 2:9] InvNabstr: burikin. burikin gban'ar anǫ burikinnim 'the noble man makes noble plans'. 

[ISA 32:8] 

burima   n. residue of sheanuts when oil has been extracted. Ba ya'a yis kpaam ka burima la kpǫlim ba zaŋidi li nǫ bas 
When they have extracted the oil and the sludge is left, they throw it out. [Trees] 

Burinya   n.pr.tmp. Christmas. Burinya nya'aŋ nwadis ayuobț yțțm tusa ayi' (June 2000) la ni Six months after 
Christmas, in the year two thousand (June 2000). [Trachoma] From: (Twi). 

bus1   Variant: busi. Form: busnǫ. Form: busid. Form: busidnǫ. v. to sprout, germinate. Aaron dansaar linǫ da bus 

vaand la 'Aaron's staff that had budded'. [HEB 9:4] O na nwǫnǫ wil kanǫ vǫnl ka bus tigbi'irin la na. He will be 
like a branch that springs up from a tree-stump. [JER 23:5] Kpǫlimmi Jeriko teŋin ka ya tiemis la bus 'Stay at 
Jericho till your beards have grown'. [2SA 10:5] iil yinne lǫm busi yi bama la teŋsțk na 'another horn ... came up 

among them'. [DAN 7:8] li na gaad wțț li busnǫ kpțkpama ianknǫ 'as if it had grown wings and flown away'. [PRO 

23:5] Ka bǤ kǫ ka ban daa kua si'el daba anaasi nwa ma'aa la ta'am busid mǤǤgǤ? How does it come about 
that what they weeded only four days ago have suddenly sprouted weeds? [Trouble] Ya ya'a ti nyǫ ka ba busid 

vanpǤla ya mi' ye sigir li'el ya. 'When you see their leaves beginning to appear, you know that summer is near.'. 

[LUK 21:30] ban da pțn o la nya'aŋ, o zuobid la da lǫm pin'ili busid the hair on his head began to grow again 
after it had been shaved. [JDG 16:22] Li busidnǫ vaand yiiga, ka nyaan wal, ka biili bi'ig. 'first the blade, then the 
ear, then full grain in the ear'. [MRK 4:28] Sim: bul. 

bus-2   See main entry: busir. yam, boiled yam. 

busa   See main entry: busir. yam, boiled yam. 

busaas   See main entry: bțsaa. goat. 

busdaug   Form: busdaad. n. a tuber of yam. manǫ m zuanam la na labisi keŋ pǤǤgțn la zu busdaad wțț anaasi bǫǫ 

atan'. I and my friends set out for the farm and stole three or four tubers of yam. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: busa; daug1. 

busdaad   See main entry: busdaug. yam. 
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busi   See main entry: bus1. sprout. 

busid   See main entry: bus1. sprout. 

busidnǫ   See main entry: bus1. sprout. 

busir   Form: busa. Form: bus-2. n.pl. 1 • yam. ahaan! m gban'af, m yț'țn baŋ onǫ ǫǫnti ditti m busa la. Aha! I've 

caught you! Now I know who's been eating my yams! [Wonderwoman] Ba nwǫ' vugus la nǫ ka sǫ daad banǫ ka 

busa la na dț They hoed up ridges and planted the sticks for the yam plants to climb. [Wonderwoman] fțnǫ zuud 

sakur busa la you are stealing the school yams. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka Abǫdțg lak o biaunk ka nu'asid bus-dțgida 

la yinne-yinne kpǫn'ǫsid o biaunkun Abedug opened her armpit and took up the cooked yams one by one and 
fed them into her armpit. [Wonderwoman] Ba kpans busyǫǫd zin'is ka o na tu ǤǤn? Did they check where there are 
self-sown yams that he will dig, eh? [Trouble] Syn: nyuur1. Etym: OV1 *NU/NO ; OVN *NYU-DI/A . 
2 • boiled/steamed yam-slices. Note: called 'slice' or the Akan name ampesi in Southern Ghanaian English Asumbul ... 

da yǫt Abǫdțg ye o dim diib la amaa o pț yǫl si'ela,  dinzugǤ, sǤ'ǤsǤ kț si'is o busa la. Spider had said to 
Abedug that he should eat the food, but he didn't say anything, so nobody would touch his yam slices. 

[Wonderwoman] See: busdaug. 

busnǫ   See main entry: bus1. sprout. 

-butan'   See main entry: abțtan'. thrice. 

butemis[W]   See main entry: bțtiŋ. small calabash. 

butiŋ   See main entry: bțtiŋ. small calabash. 

-butir   See main entry: -bțtir. sowable. 

butis   See main entry: bțtiŋ. small calabash. 

butiis   See main entry: bțtiŋ. small calabash. 

buyopoi   See main entry: bțyǤpǤi. seven times. 

bțțd   Variant: buud; buod; bood; bțțdi; bțțdǫ; buude; buode; bțțdǫǫ. n. innocence, purity, being in the right. Ba n 

yiti piisnǫ sa'ad ka tis naŋ bțțd. They always sweep up the rubbish and give the scorpion innocence. [Proverb 128] 
Akaama daa yǫl ye fț mǤr bțțd Akaama said that you are in the right. [Electricity] Pulis la da mǤr bțțd bǤzugǤ, 

nidib da pț tun'e kennǫ ba ya'aminǫ ka nian'asid. The police were in the right, because people couldn't go as 
they wanted but had to squeeze through. [Shoeshine-Boy] M ZugsǤba, kadimi m saria ka li ... dǤlli m bțțdi zem 

si'em 'Judge me, O Lord, ... according to my integrity'. [PSA 7:8] Kikirig ya'a mǤr bțțdǫ, fțn tis o ka o lǫbig o 

mǤǤgin. If a 'fairy' is in the right, agree so that he will go back to the bush where he belongs. [Proverb 223] ya ... gǤs 

ka bțțd sǤb an onǫ ka' bțțdǫ you consider the innocent person guilty. [AMO 6:12] Wina'am kț tis o nimbanǫ 

sǤsid o yț'țŋ nǫ nintaŋ la bțțdǫǫ? 'will not God bring about justice for his chosen ones, who cry out to him day 

and night?'. [LUK 18:7] Colloc: di1 bțțd ‘be found not guilty, win a law 'case'’. O ya'a mǤr bțțd bǫǫ o ka' bțțdǫ, 

li anǫ o mǫŋ ZugsǤbi na yǫl o ye o di bțțd bǫǫ o luya. 'To his own master he stands or falls.'. [ROM 14:4] 
Lit: Whether he is innocent or not, it is his own master who will say whether he is innocent or guilty.. sǤ' kae na di 

bțțd wada la dǤllim yǫla ma'aanǫ 'no one is put right with God by means of the Law'. [GAL 3:11] O ya'a di bțțd 
If he is found innocent. [JOS 20:6] Colloc: mǤr/ka' bțțd ‘to be/not be innocent’. ZugsǤb la na gaŋ onǫ mǤr bțțd 

mam nǫ fțn sțțgin! 'May the Lord judge which of us is right, you or me!'. [GEN 16:5] Amaa m yǫtif ye fț ka' 

bțțd nǫ'ǫŋa nwa' nii 'But I tell you, in this you are not right'. [JOB 33:12] Colloc: tis X bțțd ‘to recognise/adjudge 
that X is innocent’. Wina'am tisim bțțd 'God has given judgement for me'. [GEN 30:] 

-bțțda   See main entry: -bțțdif. seed. 

-bțțdaa   See main entry: -bțțdif. seed. 

bțțdǫ   See main entry: bțțd. purity. 

bțțdǫǫ   See main entry: bțțd. purity. 

bțțdi   See main entry: bțțd. purity. 

-bțțdif   Form: -bțțda. Variant: -bțțdaa. adj. seed-~ ( e.g.  seed-millet). AmǤryam yǫlig naadbțțda ye ba bțd. 
Amoryam winnows early-millet seed for sowing. [House+Farm] M ka' sumbțțdaa na bțdǫ I haven't got any 
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seed-groundnuts to sow. [Wealth-Is-Power] See: bțd. 

bțțg1   Variant: buug; boog; bțțgi1; buugi; boogi; bțțgț. Form: bțțs. Variant: buus. Form: bț-3. Variant: bu-; bo-. n. a 

goat. Fț bǤǤdne bțțg yu'umǫŋirǫǫ? Do you want the real name of a goat? [Proverb 205] Ka ba nǤk Josef fuug la, 

ka kț bțțgi nǤk fuug la mi'is ziimin la. 'Then they killed a goat and dipped Joseph's robe in its blood.'. [GEN 

37:30] Samson mǤr bțțgț keŋ ye o kaae o pu'a 'Samson took a young goat and went to visit his wife'. [JDG 15:1] 
Basim bțțs ka ti si pǫ'ǫs. Leave the goats and let's skin the sheep. [Proverb 178] o na baki ba bǫn-bǫn nwǫnǫ 

kǤnbkemi bakid o pǫ'ǫs nǫ o bțțs bǫn-bǫn si'em la 'he will separate the people one from another as a shepherd 

separates the sheep from the goats'. [MAT 25:32] Niigi nǫ bțțs la da mǤr bin'isim bǫdegț. 'Their cows and goats 
gave plenty of milk'. [DEU 32:14] ba da mǤri pǫbibis nǫ pǫraad nǫ bțțsi kuosid 'they did business with you in 
lambs, rams and goats'. [EZK 27:21] yinne la mǫ an bțkanǫ ka ba na piigi bas ka li an teŋin bǤǤm and the other 
is the goat which they choose out to be the 'scapegoat'. [LEV 16:8] Colloc: bțțsin ‘to/in/from goats’. li yi o niigi ni 

na bǫǫ o pǫ'ǫsin nǫ o bțțsin 'from the cattle, sheep, or goats'. [LEV 22:19] Colloc: tadimbțțg ‘tail-end-Charlie, 

least important one’; Spec: bțbil, bțraug, bțribig, bțnya'aŋ ‘kid, billygoat, young male, nannygoat’. Etym: OV1 
*BU: ; OV2 *BUD ; OVN *BU-GA/SI ; GS1 *BU²/I² ; vc1  *bu ; MWN *- BÚDI (-BUADI); CB/PB * búdì. 
Note: see ref. at nua 

bțțg2   Variant: bɔg; bɔɔg; bțțgi2. Form: bțțgțm. v. to attack suddenly. ZugsǤb la na ... bțțgi ba wțț on da bțțg o 

bi'emnam Gibeon BǤn'Ǥgin si'em la 'The Lord will ... rouse himself as in the Valley of Gibeon. [ISA 28:21] 
Lit: attack them as he attacked his enemies. Sim: buug1, fǤǤn1, gi, gțbig. 

bțțgi1   See main entry: bțțg1. goat. 

bțțgi2   See main entry: bțțg2. attack. 

bțțgț   See main entry: bțțg1. goat. 

bțțgțm   See main entry: bțțg2. attack. 

bțțl1   Variant: buul; bool; bțțli1; booli; boor. v. to cover closely, line, make lining. Note: first or inner covering, lining 
KǤldaug la da badigi kpǫm bțțl zin'ig la wțsa. The river overflowed and suddenly covered the whole place. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] ba nǤk Absalom lǤb bțmbǤk tita'ar pțțg sian'arin la, ka vaae kuga lǤbi bțțl o 'They took 
Absalom, threw him into a big pit in the forest and piled up a large heap of rocks over him'. [2SA 18:17] nǤbir makir 

ayinne nǫ pțsțk mǫ yul zin'ikaŋa la bțțli li wțsa 'The extra 50 centimetres on each side of the length is to hang 
over the sides of the Tent to cover it.'. [EXO 26:13] Colloc: pili bțțl ‘make inner covering’. NǤkim bțțs kǤnbidi 

maal fuud pii nǫ yinne linǫ ka ba na ti zaŋi pili bțțl Fuug Sțgțr la. 'Make a cover for the Tent out of eleven 
pieces of cloth made of goats' hair. '. [EXO 26:7] Sim: pili pǫ'ǫs ‘make next layer’; pili tak ‘put on final covering’. Ba 

na ziid fuud linǫ pili bțțl La'asțg Fuug Sțgțr la, nǫ La'asțg Fuug Sțgțr la mǫŋ, nǫ linǫ pili li pǫ'ǫs la, nǫ 

gbansțma linǫ pili li wțsa tak la 'They are to carry the curtains of the tabernacle, the Tent of Meeting, its 
covering and the outer covering'. [NUM 4:25] 

bțțl2   Variant: buul; bool; bțțli2. Form: bțțn2. v. to suddenly overtake/overshadow. Kaldea dimi la'as taab zin'is 

atan' kpǫm bțțl na kadi fț yțgțma la wțsa keŋ 'The Chaldaeans, three bands of them, have made a raid on the 
camels'. [JOB 1:17] sisi'etita'ar ... kpǫn gubil yir la ka li luu bțțli ba ka ba kpi 'suddenly a mighty wind swept in 

... and struck the four corners of the house. It collapsed on them and they are dead'. [JOB 1:19] Fț ya'a ti wțm ka li 

nwǫnǫ nidib nǤba nǤǤdi dammid tiis la zugin, fțn duom tǤ'ǤtǤ bțțli ba. 'When you hear the sound of 
marching in the treetops, then attack'. [2SA 5:24] li na nwǫnǫ sisi'epiliŋi da'adi bțțn pțkpǫnnim dim wțsa 

zugin it will be like 'a whirlwind swirling down on the heads of the wicked'. [JER 23:19] Sim: gbirig, iank3, kpǫlim, 

kpǫn2. 

bțțl3   Form: bțțn3. Form: bțțnna. Variant: bțțnnǫ. Form: bțțlțgǤ. v. to growl, roar, low (animal noises). Naaf la bǫ 

bǤn'Ǥgin bțțn la. That is the cow lowing in the valley. [MA] Pu'a la zug da gbǫbnǫ o nya'aŋ, ka o bțțn wțț 

pu'a na sa'ae nǫ. The woman's head was hanging on his back, and she was groaning like a woman in labour. 

[Trouble] Wțmmi niigi la bțțn si'em! 'How the cattle moan!'. [JOL 1:18] Ti wțsa bțțnnǫ wțț bțnyua nǫ 'All of us 
growl like bears'. [ISA 59:11] lǤlig na Ǥnbid yam ka lǫm bțțnna? 'Does ...  an ox bellow when it has fodder?'. [JOB 

6:5] sǤ' mǫ pț lǫn wțm niigi bțțlțgǤ 'and the lowing of cattle is not heard'. [JER 9:10] 

bțțli1   See main entry: bțțl1. line. 

bțțli2   See main entry: bțțl2. do...suddenly. 
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bțțlim   n. flesh, pulp. See: dǤnbțțlim. 

bțțlțg   n. finely-ground substance. Nǫǫmim zǤm la ka li an bțțlțg. Grind the flour into fine powder. (MA). 

bțțlțgǤ   See main entry: bțțl3. growl. 

bțțn2   See main entry: bțțl2. do...suddenly. 

bțțn3   See main entry: bțțl3. growl. 

bțțnna   See main entry: bțțl3. growl. 

bțțnnǫ  See main entry: bțțl3. growl. 

bțțr   Variant: buur; buor; bțțrǫ; bțțri; buuri. Form: bțya. Variant: buoya. Form: bț-4. Variant: bu-. n. a granary, grain 

store, yam-store. Apam bubig bǫnǫ zampakkin ka o bțțr bǫ yaŋir san'an. Apam na'abauk la bǫ bțțr nya'aŋ 

la. Apam's small granary is in the entrance-yard, and his main granary is by the gate. Apam's cattleyard is behind 

the granary. [House+Farm] Note: zampakkin – emended by MA from zǤŋŋin (zǤŋ2) " bubig cannot be built in a zǤŋ". Apam 

bǤǤd ye o su ki bțțrin. O ti'il bțțr la dadțg. Apam piis bțțr la ka yugus bțțr la pțțgin tampǫligim. Apam 
wants to store his grain in the granary. He puts up the ladder for the granary. Apam sweeps out the granary and 

sprinkles the inside of the granary with ashes. [House+Farm-] Ba pț pǫsigid kǤm daan bțțrǫ. They don't entrust a 
granary to a hungry man. [Proverb 041] linǫ na kǫ ka fț bțya pǫ'ǫli badigid 'then your barns will be filled to 
overflowing'. [PRO 3:10] Ba pț bțta, ka mǫ pț bunni la'asidi su'ad bțya nii. 'they do not sow seeds, gather a 

harvest and put it in barns. [MAT 6:26] M na nwa'ae m bțya la maligim mǫ' bțya banǫ yalimme sțț m ki nǫ m 

la'ad la wțsa 'I will tear down my barns and build bigger ones'. [LUK 12:18] Colloc: bțțrin(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘in the granary’. 
Busa la zu'oe nǫ ka ba pț nyaŋe suu ba wțsa bțțrin la. The yams were so many that they couldn't store them 
in the yam-store. [Wonderwoman] Salinsaas nǫ yala nǫ kuus lǫn ka' bțțrin laa. There is no more trouble with ants 

and mice in the granary. [House+Farm] o ... na vaae ki bielim la su bțțrin 'He will gather his wheat into his barn'. 

[MAT 3:12] Diib lǫm bǫ bțțrinǫǫ? 'Is there yet any seed left in the barn?'. [HAG 2:19] Etym: OV1 *BO ; vc3 *bo(n). 

bțțrǫ   See main entry: bțțr. granary. 

bțțri   See main entry: bțțr. granary. 

bțțs   See main entry: bțțg1. goat. 

buub   See main entry: bu. beat. 

buud   See main entry: bțțd. purity. 

buud1   Variant: buudi1; buudii. Form: buud-2. n. 1 • tribe. onǫ ka ba pian'ad o yǫla la buudi bǫǫ li kǤn', ka buud kan 

la nid nan zi' tțm maanmaan tțțma 'He of whom these things are said belonged to a different tribe, and no one 
from that tribe has ever served at the altar.'. [HEB 7:13] Jakob mǫ ya'a lǫn di pu'ab buud kaŋa ni, m ya'a kpi 

sǤn'oe! If Jacob also should go and marry women of that tribe, it would be better if I was dead! [GEN 27:46] Ka nǤǤr 

yinne kțdim bǫ yikan bǫǫ buud kani. And unity is hardly there in that house or that tribe. [Asaasim] Ba na 

zian'am buudi malima la gǤs ka teŋkțdimin malimbanǫ ka' sț'țm la ka ba kadi li bas. They should 
scrutinise ethnic customs and detect traditional customs which are not good and eradicate them. [Constitution] 
Buudi yǫla, buudi kiisid. Clan matter, clan listens. [Proverb 053] kena zin'in nǫ nimbanǫ ka' fț buudii came and 

lived with people who are not your tribe. [RUT 2:11] Li pț yuugǫ ka buudi ayi' zabid nǫ taaba.  Adțgbalin ka 

sogianam daa zabi gu' ka buudbama la pț nyaŋe faaen Adțgbalǫ. It was not long before the two groups were 
fighting each other. Adugbalin and the soldiers fought defensively, and the other group could not capture 

Adugbal. [AIDS-I] Buud-zțna zin'iginǫ, (zongo) pu'ab la da mǤri ki nǫ kawǫnna maan sa'abǫǫnri kuosid. The 
women of the foreign tribes area (zongo) make kokoo with milled and maize for sale. [Shoeshine-Boy] Buudbanǫ bǫ 

dunia ni wțsa sțțgin amongst 'all the nations on earth'. [AMO 3:2] 
2 • type of ... , kind of ... Mid ka ya kǫ ka ya ya'amlǫog kpǫn' pu'a bannam buudii 'Do not let such a woman win 

your heart'. [PRO 7:25] Na'asimi niŋkan buudi. 'You should honour people like him'. [PHP 2:29 (30 in published NT) – 

changed in published Bible] Ba wțsa da gbis nǫ bǤzugǤ ZugsǤb la da kǫ ka ba gbis gbǫnkan buudi. They were all 
sleeping, because the Lord had put them into a deep sleep. [1SA 26:12] niŋgbiŋi niŋid si'em zabid nǫ ban'as anǫ 

buura ayi nwa: - Wina'am maalțg:  sǤ niŋgbiŋ tun'e zab nǫ ban'a ka li yinǫ o ya'a bǫn'ǫ ban'a kana buudi 

kțdțm. How the body manages to fight off disease is of these two types:- good fortune ('God's doing') : 
someone's body can fight off disease when he has had that disease before. [Immunisation] o da ... bugid ba'akǤn 
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buudi wțsa 'He practised divination' of all sorts'. [2CH 33:6] O ye nwadig wțsa, ti na mǤr gbauŋkaŋa buudi na 

dinǫ bigisid fțn na yǤ si'em. He said that we will have these monthly statements which show what you have to 
pay. [Electricity] ka nǤk on Wina'am Siig la tis o, nǫ ya'am, nǫ mi'ilim nǫ baŋir ye o tțm tțțma buudi wțsa 'he 
has filled him with the Spirit of God, with skill, ability and knowledge in all kinds of crafts'. [EXO 35:31] O da nan 

zi' mǫǫ li buudii, o yiiga bimbimi la. 'this was the first altar to the Lord that he erected'. [1SA 14:35] Colloc: X nǫ li 

buudi wțsa ‘X and suchlike,  and all that sort of thing’. Ba daa keŋnǫ danyir kanǫ kpi'e nǫ da'a la ka daam 

kuosțg zin'ig la yǤ'Ǥg ka pu'a bǫǫ ani kuosid daam nǫ li buudi wțsa. They went to a drinking-bar which was 
near the market and the bar was open and the woman was there selling pito and all sorts of suchlike drinks. 
[Electricity] 

buud-2   See main entry: buud1. tribe, type. 

buude   See main entry: bțțd. purity. 

buudi1   See main entry: buud1. tribe, type. 

buudii   See main entry: buud1. tribe, type. 

buug   See main entry: bțțg1. goat. 

buug1   Variant: buugi. Form: buugid. v. 1 • to wade. Man da buug ku'omin la m siaa bǫnnǫ dț gțțr. I waded in the 

water up to my waist and reached the shore. [Shoeshine-Boy] O da na buug nǫ tempțțg la gaad, ka o niŋi li ka zi'. 
He had already glided past the town without knowing it. [Trouble] ba na sig bugusim dim ziimin buugi gaad 
'they will wade through the blood of the wicked'. [PSA 58:10] Man da buugid la ka tu'ug kugtita'ar ku'omin la. 
As I was wading I stumbled over a big rock in the water. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
2 • to invade. Babilon Na'ab Nebukadnǫza da buug teŋin la na nǫ paŋ 'Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon 

invaded the land'. [2KI 24:1] Sim: bțțg2, fǤǤn1, gi, gțbig. 

buug2   n. a nest, burrow (of snake), lair (of lion). Ba da bilig kugtita'ari kena diinl buug la nǤǤr 'A stone was put over 

the mouth of the (lions') den'. [DAN 6:17] Colloc: buugin(ǫ) ‘in/to/from lair’. bibil na nǤk o nu'ugț pa'al 

teŋkțdțgingbi'ug buugin 'the young child (will) put his hand into the viper's nest'. [ISA 11:8] Naa, mǫ fț zi'el 

wada ye ... onǫ zan'as ban on lǤb o bas gbigima buugi nǫ? '‘Your majesty, have you not issued an edict that 
any person who' disobeys 'is to be thrown into the lion-pit?'. [DAN 6:12] Gbigim yii o buugin na 'A lion has come 

out of his lair'. [JER 4:7] Gbigima ya'a su'a ba buuginǫ 'lions when they crouch in their dens'. [JOB 38:39] 
Sim: gbǫǫnsig. 

buugi   See main entry: buug1. wade, invade. 

buugi   See main entry: bțțg1. goat. 

buugid   See main entry: buug1. wade, invade. 

buul   See main entry: bțțl1. line. 

buul   See main entry: bțțl2. do...suddenly. 

buuns   Form: buunsid. v. to walk across. O yț'țn da kpa'adi tiig kanǫ bǫ kǤldaug la zugin la kpǫm buunsid gauŋ la 

dǤlis kǤldanǤǤr la. He headed for a tree that was over the river and went on walking across the tangled growth 
along the riverbank. [Trouble] 

buunsid   See main entry: buuns. walkover. 

buur   See main entry: bțțr. granary. 

buuri   See main entry: bțțr. granary. 

buus   See main entry: bțțg1. goat. 

buuta   n. a kettle (for Muslim ablutions), jar, pot. nǤk malțŋ kpaam nǫ buuta nwa' 'take this flask of oil with you'. [2KI 

9:1] 
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C  -  c 

Note: C is only used for foreign words. 

 

cedi   cedi, ¢ (Ghana currency). From: (Twi). Note: English spelling 
 

D  -  d 

da1   Variant: daa1. ptc. PS3 [remote past marker (over a year)]. Atokum-tokum da kpǫn' sakur dǤǤg yinne,  o da 

karim nǫ nyalim Atokum-tokum entered school in class one, and studied amazingly. [Asaasim] Kpǫǫmnam la da 

yǫli Mba'ami' ye o kǫl The elders told Maba'ami to stop it. [Billygoat] Ba da ... mǫ mi' tiraug tǤǤnb hali bǫǫ tun'e 

vǫnligid luobig datiuŋ nǫ adagǤbțg wțsa they were ... able to shoot arrows or to sling stones right-handed or 
left-handed'. [1CH 12:2] O da siak ala tisi ba ka kpansi ba dabisa piiga. So he agreed to this and tested them for 

ten days. [DAN 1:14] Niigi nǫ bțțs la da mǤr bin'isim bǫdegț. 'Their cows and goats gave plenty of milk'. [DEU 

32:14] Saŋa daa kena ka Apțsiakid diem la bǤǤd o niigi The time came that Apusiakid's father-in-law wanted 
his cows. [Billygoat] M mǫ kț lǫn san'am bțnvțya nwǫnǫ mam daa maal si'em laa. 'Never again will I destroy 
all living beings, as I have done this time.'. [GEN 8:1] 

da2   ptc. don't! [neg. imp.] DizugǤ da yǫl ye "BǤ ka Abțnkțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam pț mǤra?" So don't say "Why has 

Mr. Oldman got something that I haven't got?" [Asaasim] Da dț'țsidi ya mǫŋ agǤllǫ 'do not vaunt yourself against 

heaven'. [PSA 75:5] o daa yǫl ye sǤ' da pian' o yǫllǫ, dinzugǤ on ba'a ka' o san'anǫ he said that nobody should 
talk about him, so he was not interested in him. [Billygoat] Da kǫ ka o ba'as yațgțnǫǫ don't let him end up in the 
grave. [JOB 23:34] biig mu'am bin'isim ma'aa ka disi'a da paasǫ n ti paae nwadis ayuobț the baby should only 
suckle and no other food should be added for six months. [Breastfeeding] ZugsǤb la zanbil Kain ye sǤ' ya'a nyǫǫ o, 

on da kțț o 'the Lord put a mark on Cain so that no one who found him would kill him'. [GEN 4:15] Sim: mit. 

da3   ptc. might [conditional particle]. dinzug ka on ya'a da baŋin ye o anǫ nimpțnannaa on biig da kț kul o so if 

he had known that he was a disrespectful person his daughter wouldn't have married him. [Billygoat] Wǫțg naaf 

ya'a da gban'e fț ba', fț ya'a nyǫ yǤǤrǫ fț bǫnǫ zuaa ni. If a bushcow caught your father, you see a 
termite-mound and are already running away. [Proverb 083] Na'ab la ya'a da bǤǤd ya'am bǫǫ sa'alțg o bu'osidnǫ 

ban If the King should want wisdom or counsel, he would consult them. [DAN 1:10] di ya'a da an fțnǫ, fț tǫn'ǫs 

ka fț da na nyaŋi mǤdig ka pț ki'is Wina'am nǤǤrǫǫ? if it had been you, do you think you could have been 
self-controlled and not disobeyed God's command? [You-Heard?] 

da-4   See main entry: dau. man, husband, male. 

da-5   See main entry: daug1. stick, wood, handle. 

da-6   See main entry: daam2. liquor. 

da-7   See main entry: daar1. day. 

dab-2   See main entry: daba. days. 
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dab-2   See main entry: dabisir. day. 

daba   Form: dab-2. n.pl. days. Biig la daa kpǫlim sibiti la ni daba ayǤpǤi ka ba nyaan yis o. The child stayed in the 

hospital for seven days and then they discharged him. [Electricity] ninkanǫ ka ba gban'e kpar ka o bǫ dǤǤginǫ 

tțțg daba ayi' ka ba nam pț ta'as o kǤǤtț nii. Antua la ya'a pț sțm ye ba mǤr o dț kǤǤtțț, ba tisid o sǤb 

nǫ yǤlisim ka daba ayi' la nam pț paae. 'A person charged with a criminal offence, shall be given a fair hearing 
within a reasonable time by a court'. [Constitution-] Lit: someone who is arrested and placed in custody more than a 
couple of days and has not yet been brought to court ... If the case is not ready to be brought to court, he should be 

released on bail before the end of the two days.. Li da kpǫlimnǫ daba ayi' nǫ Kum Maliak Gaadțg malțŋ 

dabisir la 'the Passover and the Feast of Unleavened Bread were only two days away'. [MRK 14:1] Ba tita'am da 

tǫn'ǫs ye o na gu'us ka dabpisnaasi kukuma malțŋ la gaad Most of them thought he would wait until the 

fourteen-day mourning ceremony was past. [Trouble] lin yi dabpii nǫ anaasi zaam ti paae dabpisi nǫ yinne 

zaam 'from the evening of the fourteenth day until the evening of the twenty-first day'. [EXO 12:18] Colloc: daba 

[num.] daar ‘the [num.]th day’. Ka yț'țŋ sǤb ka bǫog nie daba atan' daare la. 'And there was evening, and 
there was morning – the third day.'. [GEN 1:13] gaansțg na lǫm bǫ dabpisi nǫ yinne daar the election will take 

place on the eleventh day. [Constitution] Colloc: daba[num.]. Note: more usually written daba [num.]  Ka yț'țŋ da sǤb 

ka bǫog nie dabayi' daare la. 'And there was evening, and there was morning – the second day.'. [GEN 1:8] linǫ 

kpǫlim la ya'a paae dabatan', ya na nyu'oe li 'anything left over until the third day must be burned up'. [LEV 19:6] 
Sim: dabisir/dabisa, daar1. See: daar1; dabisir. 

daba'ada   See main entry: daba'adir. pole. 

daba'adir   Form: daba'ada. n. pole, post (wood planted in the ground). yul Haman biis piiga la daba'ada la zug 'let 

Haman's ten sons be hanged on gallows'. [EST 9:13] See: daug1; ba'2. 
dabbir [W]   See main entry: da'abir. slave. 

dabbɔɔsim   See main entry: dapbǤǤsim. nymphomania. 

dabboosim   See main entry: dapbǤǤsim. nymphomania. 

dabie-   See main entry: dabiem. fear. 

dabiem   n. Variant: dabie-. fear. Dabiem nǫ ya'am nwa'ar da kǫ ka Jakob pțdig nimbanǫ bǫǫ o san'an la zin'is ayi' 'In 

great fear and distress Jacob divided the people who were with him into two groups'. [GEN 32:7] Ka o va' bap-bap 

kpǫn' igin Paul nǫ Silas tuon ka kirid nǫ dabiem. he 'rushed in, and fell trembling at the feet of Paul and Silas'. 
[ACT 16:29] bibigimi ya nyǤ'Ǥg dabiem zug 'Beat your breast in despair!'. [EZK 21:12] Amaa dinǫ an dabietita'ar 

anǫ lin na paaf ka fț bǫ pǤǤgțn nan. But the greatest fear was that it would overtake you while you were still at 
farm. [Trouble] dabietita'ar kpǫn' ba ka ba zǤ ka bas Israel dim la 'They fled in panic before the Israelites'. [1SA 

7:10] Colloc: mǤr dabiem ‘be frightful, frightening’. Wina'am onǫ tțm nyalim titada banǫ mǤr dabiem ''who 
has done for you these great and terrible things'. [DEU 10:21] Colloc: zǤ dabiem ‘to be afraid’. BǤǤ kǫ ka ya pț zǤ 

dabiem ... ? 'Why then were you not afraid ... ?'. [NUM 12:8] ba zǤ dabiem ye anrțŋ la na tț'țs tampiins 'They 
were afraid that the ship would go on the rocks'. [ACT 27:29] O daa wțm nidib la lǫbidi kun ka yǫt si'el wțsa, ka 

zǤt dabiem nǫ on na kul. He heard everything people were saying on their way back home, and was afraid to go 
home. [Fire] Colloc: dabiem gban'e1/kpǫn' X ‘X becomes afraid’. dabiem gban'am ka m lu avanba 'I was 

terrified and fell prostrate'. [DAN 8:17] M wțmi fț dammir ka dabiem kpǫn'ǫm bǤzugǤ m pa'a anǫ biel 'I heard 
you in the garden, and I was afraid because I was naked'. [GEN 3:10] Sim: pabig ‘be frightened’. Dabiem kǫ ka m 

pabig. 'I am overcome with terror'. [JOB 30:15] See: dabieug. 

dabiemis   See main entry: dabieug. coward. 

dabiemʋg   See main entry: dabieug. coward. 

dabieug  Variant: dabiug; dabiemʋg. Form: dabiemis. n. a coward. Ka o gț'țŋe bas o ka ye o anǫ dabieug. He gave up 

on him and said he was a coward. [Trouble] Adu nǫ o taab la buon Siaka ye dabiemțg la anǫ o zǤti zaba. he 

reason Adu and his mates called Siaka 'coward' was that he was afraid of fighting. [Trouble] Ba ye nimbanǫ an 

gǤba sțnf pț ya'asid pǫligirǫ ka ba lǫǫ an dabiemis. They say that left-handed people are not quick-tempered 
but are rather cowards. [Trouble] See: dabiem. 

dabil   n. a stick, small(-ish) piece of wood. anrintitada ... onǫ dǤribid la tun'e nwǫdigi ba nǫ dabil ka ba keŋ bam 
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bǤǤd zin'isi'a big ships – 'are steered by a very small rudder wherever the pilot wants to go'. [JAS 3:4] See: daug2; 

-bil. 
dabin   See main entry: danbin. yeast. 

dabina   See main entry: danbin. yeast. 

dabine   See main entry: danbin. yeast. 

dabinnǫ   See main entry: danbin. yeast. 

dabis-   See main entry: dabisir. day. 

dabisa   See main entry: dabisir. day. 

dabisaa   See main entry: dabisir. day. 

dabisim   n. a period of days. 

dabisir  Variant: dabisiri; dabisirǫ; dabisire. Form: dabisa.  Note: daba also functions as a plural of the word/s meaning 'day' 
Variant: dabisaa. Form: dabis-. Variant: dab-2. n. a day (date or period of time). Onǫ li'ad Gaana zugdaan 

na'am na gțlis o yț'țr gaŋir gbauŋțn la ... ka teŋ zugdaan gaŋir dabisir la nam pț paae 'the candidate must 
be nominated by a document signed by himself ... on or before the day appointed as nomination day for the 
Presidential elections.'. [Constitution] dabisir mǫkama ni every day. [Asaasim] Asa'ae yuug: Nwǫnǫ pu'a ya'a sa'ae 

paae dabisir pțsțk Prolonged labour: If a woman is in labour for half a day. [Womens-Health] Ku'od yiib: Pu'a 

ya'a du'a naae ka ku'od kpǫn yit ka li tțțg dabisir yinne Bleeding: If a woman brings forth and the bleeding 
continues more than one day. [Womens-Health] Li bǫnǫ dabisir dabisir, dabisi'a tun'e an sțm ka dabisi'a an 

bǫ'ǫd. It's day by day: one day can be good, and another bad. [Shoeshine-Boy] na'ab Herod daa zi'eli ba dabisir ye 

ba kǫǫn o san'an na. Ka dabsir la daa paae la King Herod appointed a day for them to come before him. When 
the day arrived. [ACT 12:21] man tamnǫ ye ya liebnǫ karimsaamnam dabisa nwa I was forgetting  that you had 
become teachers, these days. [Electricity] asǫǫ o pțn zuobid la daba ayǤpǤi la daar, linǫ aan 

amaalim-mǫŋ-nyain dabisir la 'he must shave his head on the day of his cleansing – the seventh day'. [NUM 6:9] 
ZugsǤb onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤb la zi'el dabisiri gur banǫ mǤr nyǫǫsim ka dț'țsidi ba mǫŋ la. 'The Lord 
Almighty has a day in store for all the proud and lofty, for all that is exalted'. [ISA 2:12] Dasaŋ la daa yǫl ye dumis 

bǫ dabis bama. The young man said that there are mosquitoes during those days. [AIDS-I] Ka kǫl dabiskaŋa an 

nimmua dabisirǫ. 'Let alone this day which is a special day. [1SA 21:5] O da mǤǤl vț'țsțm dabisire tis o sț'țlim 

nidib la wțsa 'He proclaimed a holiday for the whole empire'. [EST 2:18] O da siak ala tisi ba ka kpansi ba 

dabisa piiga. So he agreed to this and tested them for ten days. [DAN 1:14] Dabisa ala ka ti na bǫ dunia nwa' ni? 
How many days will we be in this world? [Billygoat] Fț dabisa gimnǫ nwǫnǫ ninvțsaal dabisaa? 'Are your days' 
short 'like those of a mortal'. [JOB 10:5] Sieba bǫ ka ku'om la yi nwǫnǫ dabismum ka o nyaan sa'ae. There are 

some whose waters come out about a whole day before they finally go into labour. [Womens-Health] Ba ya'a gban'e 

sǤ' yǤǤ li pț sțm ka li paae dabis muma ayi' (awanam pisnaasi nǫ anii) 'A person charged with a criminal 
offence,' it is not right that it extends to two full days (48 hours). [Constitution] nu fțn bood si'el nannanna ka 

dabis ban nyaan paana drink what you want now, before those days arrive. [Asaasim] Li na an dabisgiŋgaŋ 'It 
will be one continuous day'. [ZEC 14:7] Colloc: vț'țsțm dabisir ‘Sabbath Day [in the Bible]’. ba yǤ' za'anǤya la 

ka kț lǫn yǤ'Ǥgǫ asǫǫ Vț'țsțm dabisir daar la ya'a ti gaad 'the gates should be shut and not opened until after 
the sabbath'. [NEH 13:19] Colloc: dabis/daba [num.] daar ‘the [num.]th day’. lin ti paae nwadis ayǤpǤi dabis pii 

nǫ ayǤpǤi daar la 'on the seventeenth day of the seventh month'. [GEN 8:4] Sim: daar1, daba. Etym: OV1 *DA ; 
OVN *DA(B)(S)-DI/A . 

dabisirǫ   See main entry: dabisir. day. 

dabisire   See main entry: dabisir. day. 

dabisiri   See main entry: dabisir. day. 

dabiug   See main entry: dabieug. coward. 

dabǤ-   See main entry: dabǤǤg. ruin, funeral house. 

dabǤgu'ud   n. a sexton, funeral director. DabǤgu'ud la ǫǫnti zaŋnǫ kțsiig nǫ bțtiŋ n tis dabǤǤg biig la The sexton 

usually gives a sickle and a calabash to the heir. [Asaasim] Lit: child of the grave. See: dabǤǤg; gu'ud. 
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dabǤǤd   See main entry: dabǤǤg. ruin, funeral house. 

dabǤǤdǫ   See main entry: dabǤǤg. ruin, funeral house. 

dabǤǤdi   See main entry: dabǤǤg. ruin, funeral house. 

dabǤǤg   Variant: daboog; dabǤǤgǤ; daboogo. Form: dabǤǤd. Variant: dabood; dabǤǤdi; dabǤǤdǫ. Form: dabǤ-. n. 1 • a 

ruin. Teŋimbiigi mi' Simiig dabǤǤg. The local inhabitant knows where the Fulani used to live. [Proverb 080] Ba 

yț'țn keŋne ala ti paae zin'ikane lal nǫ dabǤǤg la. They then went on like that until they got to a place some 
distance from the grave. [You-Hear?] BǤ ka tempțkaŋa na lieb dabǤǤgǤ? 'Why should this city become a ruin?'. 

[JER 27:17] Teŋ kan na kpǫlim anǫ dabǤǤd The town 'is to remain a ruin'. [DEU 13:16] Li kpǫn anǫ dabǤǤdi ti paae 

zina. (he) 'left it the desolate ruined mound it remains to this day'. [JOS 8:28] Jerusalem dinǫ an dabǤǤdǫ, la'asim 

yț'țmmi nǫ sumalisim Burst into songs of joy together, you ruins of Jerusalem. [ISA 52:9] 
Colloc: dabǤǤgin/dabǤǤdin ‘in the ruin/s ~ grave/s’. ya nǤdi'esidib la nwǫnǫ wǫbaas banǫ bǫ dabǤǤdin nǫ 
'Your prophets ... are like jackals among ruins'. [EZK 3:14] Sim: (yǤ) danzuunr  ''become a ruin". 
2 • the funeral-house. deceased's house where the funeral takes place. DabǤǤg la kaar la yțțma kanǫ ka ba 

ǫǫnti n yțțm anǫ anwa' : ... The songs that they sing at the 'visiting' of the funeral house are these: ... [Asaasim] 
DabǤgu'ud la ǫǫnti zaŋnǫ kțsiig nǫ bțtiŋ n tis dabǤǤg biig la The sexton usually gives a sickle and a calabash 
to the heir. [Asaasim] Lit: child of the grave. M ye m nwaae li nǫ giŋa ka pian'a dabǤǤg kaar yǫla. I want to cut it 

short and talk about the rituals of walking around the funeral house. [Asaasim] o  kțțr maalțg daar bǫǫ kțțr la 

naar daar nya'aŋ la ...ba maal malima la ka kaae onǫ kpi la dabǤǤg nǤǤr ata'anga. On the day of his funeral, 
or the very last day of the funeral ... they perform the sacrifices and walk around the dead person’s house three 

times. [Asaasim] Colloc: dabǤǤgin/dabǤǤdin ‘in the ruin/s ~ grave/s’; Sit: kțțr ‘funeral’. Nidib na galis o 

dabǤǤgin, ba na dǤl taaba keŋi pț'țs o kțțr la 'When he is borne to the grave, all the world escorts him, before 
and behind'. [JOB 21:33] See: dabǤgu'ud. 

dabǤǤgǤ   See main entry: dabǤǤg. ruin, funeral house. 

dabood   See main entry: dabǤǤg. ruin, funeral house. 

daboog   See main entry: dabǤǤg. ruin, funeral house. 

daboogo   See main entry: dabǤǤg. ruin, funeral house. 

dabug   n. 'false-groundnut'. Suma ya'a pț nyǫ', li sǤn'oe dabug. Even if the groundnuts haven't produced fruit, they are 
better than false-groundnut. [Proverb 268] 

dabulum[N]   See main entry: dǤnbțțlim. dawadawa powder, yellow. 

dadțg   Form: datti. n. a ladder, steps, stairs. Apam bǤǤd ye o su ki bțțrin. O ti'il bțțr la dadțg. Apam wants to store 

his grain in the granary. He puts up the ladder for the granary. [House+Farm-] O da ... nyǫ dadțg ka li ti' dunia ni 

keŋ ba'al arezana ni 'he ... saw a ladder, which rested on the ground with its top reaching to heaven'. [GEN 28:12] 
Ba da giligi li, ka maal datti dț zaŋguoma la 'they raised up their siege towers' around its walls. [ISA 23:13] maal 

datti gilig Jerusalem zaŋguoma 'build siege ramps against Jerusalem'. [JER 6:6] 

dafaam   n. lying, telling lies. dafaam la da nie biis kpǫǫm la nindaan ka o yț'țn amisidi takid. the lie was clear in the 

face of the prefect and he blinked again. [Trouble] Sim: dama'am, ziri1. See: fa1. 

dagamis   n.pl. kindling-wood. Dagamis la da anǫ ma'asa ka Mahama namis hali ka bugum la nyaan la'aŋ. The 

kindling was wet and Mahama had a hard struggle before he got the fire alight. [Trouble] See: daug1. 

dagǤba   See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

dagǤbaa   See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

dagɔbig   See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

dagǤbis   See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

dagǤbțg   Variant: adagǤbțg; dagɔbig; dagobug; dagǤbțgț; dagǤbțga; dagǤbțgǤ; dagǤba; dagoba; dagǤbaa; 

dagobaa. Form: dagǤbis. Variant: dagobis. n. 1 • lefthand. Note: on the left Ka o saam kunbil o dagɔbig nu'ug ka 

bu'oe tisabilim kǤlibirine niŋ ani. His father cupped his left hand and poured some black medicine from the 

bottle into it. [Trouble] o na yǫl banǫ bǫǫ o dagǤbțg la ye, ‘Kemi sa ... ’ 'he will say to those on his left, ‘Away 
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from me ... ’ '. [MAT 25:41] Heman tțmtțm taaba banǫ da zi'e o dagǤbțgț sțŋid o la da anǫ Merari dim. 'On 

their left stood their colleagues of the line of Merari'. [1CH 6:44] Cpart: datiuŋ ‘righthand’. Nimo tǫǫgi li baanlim 

ka nwǫdigi li lǫbis dagǤbțg nǫ datiuŋ. Nimo straightened it gently and turned it left and right. [Trouble] Ba da ... 

mǫ mi' tiraug tǤǤnb hali bǫǫ tun'e vǫnligid luobig datiuŋ nǫ adagǤbțg wțsa they were ... able to shoot arrows 
or to sling stones right-handed or left-handed'. [1CH 12:2] niigi la pț bie lǫb suor la datiuŋ bǫǫ dagǤbțgǤ 'The 

cows ... kept to the road ... turning neither right nor left'. [1SA 6:12] sǤ' kț nyaŋi fǫndig datiuŋ bǫǫ dagǤbțga 
'there was no room to turn, either to the right or to the left'. [NUM 22:26] Ninive teŋ la mǤr nidib ka li gat tusa 

kǤbiga nǫ pisi banǫ zi' ba datiuŋ nǫ ba dagǤbțgǤ 'Nineveh has more than a hundred and twenty thousand 

people who cannot tell their right hand from their left'. [JON 4:11] Fǫndigimi datiuŋ ... fǫndigimi dagɔbig ... 

fǫndigim giligi ... Turn to the right ... turn to the left ... turn all around ... [Trouble] Etym: OV1 *GA ; OVN 
*GOB-GA/SI ; *ZA-GA/SI . 
2 • south. Maalim dalamma pisi kpǫn'ǫs Fuug Sțgțr la dagǤbțg baba 'Make twenty frames for the south side 

of the tabernacle'. [EXO 26:18] O da zi'el buos la nǫ Pț'țsim Yir la za'anǤǤr za'ambǫŋ la tuon. Bua kanǫ bǫ 

dagǤbțg la, o da pțd o li yț'țri ye, Jakin ka pțd onǫ bǫ datiuŋ la ye, Boaz. 'He erected the pillars at the 
portico of the temple. The pillar to the south he named Jakin and the one to the north Boaz. [1KI 7:21] 
Colloc: ya-dagǤbțg ‘south’. Kem dț Pisiga zuor zugț gǤs ya-tuona nǫ ya-datiuŋ, ka gǤs ya-dagǤbțg nǫ 

ya-nya'aŋ. 'Go to the peak of Mount Pisgah and look to the north and to the south, to the east and to the west.'. 

[DEU 3:27] See: ya-dagǤbțg. 

dagǤbțga  See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

dagǤbțgǤ   See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

dagǤbțgț   See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

dagoba   See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

dagobaa   See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

dagobis   See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

dagobug   See main entry: dagǤbțg. lefthand, south. 

dagoonda   See main entry: daugǤǤndir. male prostitute. 

dagoondir  See main entry: daugǤǤndir. male prostitute. 

da'   Variant: da'a2. Form: da'anǫ. Form: da'ad1. Variant: da'adi1; da'ada2. Form: da'adnǫ1. Form: da'am!. 

Variant: da'ami!. Form: da'an. Variant: da'ani. Form: da'ab. v. to buy. M ma! m keŋi da' yaarima na. Mother! I 

am going to buy some salt. [Iodine] Ka o lǫbis ye dinǫ kǫ la on mǤr ligidi na da' niigi la sțl And he replied that 
that is why he himself had money to buy the cows for the brideprice. [Billygoat] Yanam banǫ ka' ligidi la, kemi na 

da' diie! 'you who have no money, come, buy and eat!'. [ISA 55:1] Asida ye fț sid da'a yaarim suŋ. You must 
indeed buy the proper salt. [Iodine] ti ... da'a dabǫda banǫ ka ti sǫǫd la nǫ bugum nwiwǤ'Ǥma we ... buy big 

poles which we plant in the ground for the electricity wires. [Electricity] Ya ka ti na nyǫ diibi da'a tis nidib nwa', 

ka ba di? 'Where can we buy enough food to feed all these people?'. [JHN 6:5] Na'ab la pț kpǫn yis o nǫ o 

pugudib la nu'usin ma'aa nǫ amaa o la'an da'anǫ piini tis o The chief didn't only deliver him from the power 
of his aunt, but also bought a present to give him. [Trouble] M da'anǫ kariyauŋ ka sǤsid suor ye m keŋ gǤs lin an 

si'em 'I have just bought a field, and I must go and see it. Please excuse me.'. [LUK 14:18] Ba pț da'ad piif yǤkțnǫ. 
They don't buy a pig in a poke. [Proverb 131] Lit: they don't buy a genet [when it is still] in a hole. zin'ikanǫ ka m na 

nyǫ nasaar yaarim la saŋa wțsa da'ada everywhere I see iodised salt is always on sale. [Iodine] Ba daa nyǫ 

ninsțma banǫ da'ad kpaam la bǤzugǤ, ba dim pț da'ad sammǫ, ba da'adi vǫǫnlig. They had good people to 

buy the oil, because such people didn't buy on credit, but paid cash. [Wealth-Is-Power] SǤ' pț lǫn da'adi ba sanlima 

nǫ anzurifa nǫ kugvǫnla 'no one buys their gold, silver, precious stones'. [REV 18:12] ba ... basi ba mǫŋ ka ba 

da'adi ba ka ba pț lǫn tu'ad sidaa 'they accepted bribes and did not decide cases honestly'. [1SA 8:3] Ti da'adnǫ 

masi bǫda ka ti'ebidi li we buy big machines and lay the infrastructure. [Electricity] Lit: prepare it. Da'am nasaar 

yarim la. Buy iodised salt. [Iodine] Fțn ya'a na nyaŋ, fțn da'am If you can, you buy it. [RUT 4:6] Note: cf. Fț ya'a 

na nyaŋ, fțn da'ami li. [RUT 4:4] SǤ' wțsa da'amǫ o mǫŋ pima la'adi su'a Everyone should buy his own injection 
equipment and keep it safe. [AIDS-Azuur] Li naan nyaŋi da'ani fț sakur fuud It would be able to buy your school 
uniform. [Trouble] O pa'a pțn bǤǤdinnǫ da'ab ka lǫǫ yis bamme tis mam. He was just going to buy some, and 
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took out these and gave them to me. [Trouble] Man nǤk pǤǤg la da'ab gbauŋț tis Baruk 'I handed over the deed of 

purchase to Baruch'. [JER 32:16] Colloc: da' X ‘win X over with a bribe’. ba ...  pț tiennǫ ba nu'ugț di'ed ligidi 

linǫ ka sǤ' na da' ba. 'who keeps his hands clean from bribery'. [ISA 33:15] Lit: they don't hold out their hand to 
accept the money someone is trying to 'buy' them with. Mid ka fț kǫ ka sǤ' da'af nǫ ligidi 'Do not accept a bribe'. 

[EXO 23:8] ba da ... basi ba mǫŋ ka ba da'adi ba 'they accepted bribes'. [1SA 8:3] Cpart: kuos ‘sell’. Kemi banǫ 

kuosid kpaam san'anǫ da' na. 'go to those who sell oil and buy some for yourselves'. [MAT 25:9] Etym: OV1 *DA; 
MWN * DÀL . See: da'a1; da'ada; da'adig; ziiŋda'ad. 

da'a1   Variant: da'aa. Form: da'as. Form: da'a-3. Variant: da'ag-. n. 1 • market. Ba daa keŋnǫ danyir kanǫ kpi'e nǫ da'a 

la ka daam kuosțg zin'ig la yǤ'Ǥg ka pu'a bǫǫ ani kuosid daam nǫ li buudi wțsa. They went to a drinking-bar 
which was near the market and the bar was open and the woman was there selling pito and all sorts of suchlike 

drinks. [Electricity] Ya niŋ wala nǤki m Ba' yir la ka li liebi ya da'a! 'How dare you turn my Father's house into a 
market!'. [JHN 2:16] Colloc: da'an(ǫ), da'ani, da'agin/da'asin ‘at/in the market/s’. Banǫ lǤǤd nǤǤr wțsa ya'a keŋ 

da'an asǫǫ ba ie man zin'ig. When all the people who are fasting go to market, they have to find where I am. 

[Trees] Ba nwǫnǫ biisi di'em da'an They are like children playing in the market. [LUK 7:32] ba gban'e Paul nǫ Silas 

vǫ'ǫgi ba kpǫn' da'an banǫ sț'oe teŋ la tuon 'they seized Paul and Silas and dragged them to the city authorities 
in the main square'. [ACT 16:19] Pu'a la sțnf pǫligya ka o yii keŋ da'anǫ da' dabǤbiri ziidi kun yin. The woman 
was happy, and went out to go to market and buy a bundle of sticks and carry it home. [You-Heard?] mam tam ka 

pț da'a yaarim da'aginnǫ I forgot to buy salt at the market. [Iodine] Da nyǫ kpaam n du'a da'annǫ. Don't see the 
presence of oil and bring forth at the market. [Asaasim (Proverb )] Jew dim la da bǫn'ǫd fufum ka buol bugusim 

dim sieba banǫ bǫ da'ani ka' tțțma la 'the Jews were jealous; so they rounded up some bad characters from the 
marketplace'. [ACT 17:5] Saŋa kan wțsa silinsin'ig daa gǤǤndnǫ nuud o daam nǫ o taaba da'asin. All the time 

Spider was wandering around drinking with his friends in the market. [Trouble] ya ... bǤǤd na'asi pț'țsim da'asin 
'you love ...  to be greeted with respect in the market places'. [LUK 11:43] Colloc: di1 da'a1 ‘haggle, bargain’. Kǫl ka 

fțn nǫ m zugdaan Asiria Na'ab la di da'. 'make a bargain with my master, the king of Assyria'. [ISA 36:8] 
Ziiŋku'osidib na dii o da'aa? 'Will fishermen bargain over him?'. [JOB 41:6] Colloc: da'adaar ‘market-day’. BǤk 

da'adaar ma'aa ka ba vț'țsid. They only rest on Bawku market day. [Wealth-Is-Power] Etym: OVN *DA-GA/SI ; 
GS1 *YA ; vc4 *yab, yag. 
2 • sale, opportunity to sell, market for sth. manǫ Ama pian'adin toosi ligidi an si'em nannanna la.' ... 

'Nannanna toosi ka' da'a.' Ka Goma ye, 'Li nwǫnǫ Buama wțsa kuodi toosi nǫ.' I, Ama, was talking about 
how the price of tomatoes is at the moment." ... "Tomatoes aren't selling at the moment," And Goma said "It seems 

like everyone in Buama is growing tomatoes." [Trouble] See: da'; da'abiig. 

da'a2   See main entry: da'. buy. 

da'a-3   See main entry: da'a1. market, sale. 

da'ab   See main entry: da'. buy. 

da'aba   See main entry: da'abir. slave. 

da'abaa   See main entry: da'abir. slave. 

da'abir   Variant: dabbir [W]. Form: da'aba. Variant: da'abaa. n. a slave. Ya tǫnr da'aba la yǫlaa? Do you remember 

about the slaves? [Shoeshine-Boy] Ti dapsțma nǫ pu'asțma la wțsa ba da gban'e ba nǫ da'aba. All our best men 
and women were captured as slaves. [Shoeshine-Boy] SynD: yammțg. Note: this word used exclusively in the Bible Etym: 
OVN *DAB-RI/A . 

da'abiig   Form: da'abiis. n. a trader, merchant. Da'abiis la ǫǫnti pǫ'ǫl bǤtnam la nǫ ka țki zia'asi zia'as ka lǫbi tua teŋ. 
The traders normally fill the sacks (cocoa sacks) and shake them and lift and bounce them on the ground. [MA] 
Seeba nǫ Raama da'abiis da kpiisid nǫ ya 'The merchants of Sheba and Raamah traded with you'. [EZK 27:22] 
See: da'a1; biig. 

da'abiis   See main entry: da'abiig. trader. 

da'ad1   See main entry: da'. buy. 

da'ad2   See main entry: da'ae. push, blow. 

da'ada1   Form: da'adib. n. a customer, buyer. sansa kanǫ ka da'adib kpǫn'ǫd na la ka ba kpiisid na'asaabugum la at 
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the time when the customers were coming in, they put out the electricity. [Electricity] Syn: da'adig. See: da'; 

da'adig. 

da'ada2   See main entry: da'. buy. 

da'adi1   See main entry: da'. buy. 

da'adi2   See main entry: da'ae. push, blow. 

da'adib   See main entry: da'ada1. customer. 

da'adig   Form: da'adis. n. a customer. li anǫ ye fț tțm sț'țŋa ka paamǫ fț da'adis. you had to work well to get your 

customers. [Shoeshine-Boy] tǫǫns bǫdegț banǫ bǫǫ atǫuk nǤǤrin la nidib aan ya da'adis 'many coastlands were 
your customers'. [EZK 27:15] Syn: da'ada. See: da'; da'ada. 

da'adis   See main entry: da'adig. customer. 

da'adnǫ1   See main entry: da'. buy. 

da'adnǫ2   See main entry: da'ae. push, blow. 

da'ae   Form: da'ad2. Variant: da'adi2. Form: da'adnǫ2. v. 1 • to push. Ka o ki'e kuŋ ka da'ae kțlțŋ la yǤ. He uttered a 

cry and pushed the door shut. [Trouble] ba da'ae burikinnamǫ bas kpikpǫŋ sa 'honesty is kept outside'. [ISA 59:14] 
Lit: they push honest people off to the side. o da fuoe ba yisi ba teŋinǫ da'ae ba bas teŋ si'a ni he 'uprooted 

them from their land and thrust them into another land'. [DEU 29:28] Da'am anrțŋ la keŋ ku'ozuluŋin 'Put out into 
deep water'. [LUK 5:4] Da'ami li ka li keŋ bi'ela. 'push (it – the boat) off a little from the shore'. [LUK 5:3] 
Colloc: da'ae kțțr ‘burst out wailing suddenly’. Li nwǫnǫ yǫltita'asi'a maal yin la ka pu'ab da'ae kțțr It is like 
when an emergency occurs in the house and the women suddenly burst out wailing. [Electricity] Sim: tǫb, tǫbțg, tus; 

Cpart: tǫǫg ‘pull’.  
2 • to blow (wind does). pǫbisim da'ae bugum la ka li mǫ la'aŋ takoro tǫŋir. the wind blew the fire and it set 

fire to the bottom of the window-frame. [Fire] ZugsǤb la kǫ ka sisi'etita'ar da'ae yi atǫuk baba na 'the Lord sent 
a wind ... from the sea'. [NUM 11:31] Sisi'em la da mǤri paŋ hali da'adi Atǫuk ku'om la ka anrțŋ la bǤǤd ye li kǤ'. 
'a strong wind on the sea, and the storm was so violent that the ship was in danger of breaking up'. [JON 1:4] ya ya'a 

wțm ka pǫbisim da'ad vaand, ya na zǤ 'the sound of a leaf blowing in the wind will make you run'. [LEV 26:36] 
saŋgbauŋ la yț'țn pin'ili sǤbigid ka sisi'em da'ad na 'the sky grew black with clouds, the wind rose'. [1KI 18:45] 
Nwǫnǫ sisi'em da'ad nyǤ'Ǥsi ken si'em la 'As smoke is blown away by the wind'. [PSA 68:2] Pǫbisim da'adi 

kennǫ lin bǤǤd si'el 'The wind blows wherever it pleases.'. [JHN 3:8] Pǫbisim da'adnǫ ken lin bǤǤd zin'isia. The 

wind blows where it wants. [You-Heard?] Pǫbisțg la da'adnǫ ken ya-tuona 'The wind blows south'. [ECC 1:6] 
Sim: pǫbis1, lǤb. 

da'ag-   See main entry: da'a1. market, sale. 

da'am!   See main entry: da'. buy. 

da'ami!   See main entry: da'. buy. 

da'an   See main entry: da'. buy. 

da'anǫ   See main entry: da'. buy. 

da'ani   See main entry: da'. buy. 

da'aŋ   See main entry: dan'aŋ. fireplace. 

da'ar   Form: da'arid. v. to knock, bump into sth. O da wțm ka kuus kat taaba dǤǤgin la ka da'arid la'adi basid. He 
heard the mice chasing each other round the room and knocking things over. [Trouble] 

da'arid   See main entry: da'ar. knock. 

da'as   See main entry: da'a1. market, sale. 

da'aa   See main entry: da'a1. market, sale. 

dagbida  n.pl. sticks of burning firewood. Ba nwǫnǫ nyǤ'Ǥsi na yit bugum dagbida ayi' ni 'They are like ... 'the smoke 

from two smouldering sticks'. [ISA 7:4] See: daug1. 
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dak1   n. a salt-lick, "a clay area that cattle normally like to lick" [MA].  Naaf ya'a ye o paae dak, kǫl o ka o paae ka nyǫ. 
If a cow is going to reach a salt-lick, leave it to get there and see. [Asaasim Proverb] 

dak-2   See main entry: daka. box. 

daka   Form: dakanam. Form: dak-2. n. a box. O da bukki daad daka bil o biankimpiugțn. He carried a small 

wooden box on his shoulder. [Shoeshine-Boy] Na'araug mi' o daan, bțŋ mǫ mi' o yam daka zin'ig 'The ox knows 
his master, the donkey his owner's manger'. [ISA 1:3] NǤkim daadi maal daka. 'Also make a wooden chest.'. [DEU 

10:1] kpan'am dim la mǤri ba piini sțțd Pț'țsim Yir ligidi daka ni la 'rich people dropping their gifts in the 

temple treasury'. [LUK 21:1] Lit: money box. Colloc: (maan) daka ‘(portable) altar’. Note: strictly the portable altar 

(wood sheathed in bronze) used before Solomon's temple was built (with a fixed bronze altar) Ti'eliminǫ ba ziim misig 

maan daka la 'Sprinkle their blood on the altar'. [NUM 18:17] Baŋim ye bugum la pț kpiisid maan daka la zugǤ. 
'The fire must be kept burning on the altar continuously; it must not go out.'. [LEV 6:13] maanmaan la na la'asi li 

zug nǫ kpaam la wțsa pa'al bugum linǫ bǫ daka la zug la 'the priest shall arrange them, including the head and 
the fat, on the burning wood that is on the altar'. [LEV 1:12] Ban tțțma da anǫ ye ba gur NǤnaar Daka la, nǫ 

teebul, nǫ fita zi'esir, nǫ maan dakanam la 'They were responsible for the Covenant Box, the table, the 
lampstand, the altars'. [NUM 3:31] ka lǫm mǤr zțțd maan la na ka gbin'e zǤ'Ǥm la nu'ukukudugu nyu'oe daka 

la zugț 'He also brought the grain offering, took a handful of it and burned it on the altar'. [LEV 9:17] 
Colloc: (NǤnaar) Daka ‘the Ark (of the Covenant)’. Note: in the Bible.   niigi la da tu'ug ka Daka la bik the oxen 
stumbled and the Ark tilted over. [1CH 13:9] Colloc: kum2 daka ‘a coffin’. ba nǤk tiim niŋ o niŋgbiŋ la ka li pț 

san'am, ka nǤki li niŋ kum daka ni 'They embalmed his body and put it in a coffin.'. [GEN 50:26] From: (Twi) < 

(Port.) < (Latin). Note: Latin arca See: dakato. 

dakanam   See main entry: daka. box. 

dakanda   n. sugarcane. SynD: kikan'asiind. From: (MP). Note: ? 

dakatɔ   See main entry: dakato. box. 

dakato   Variant: dakatɔ. n. a cardboard ( &c. ) box. Ba mǫ daa mǤr rǤǤba dakato ka la'asieba bǫ li pțțgin. They had a 

plastic box with some equipment in. [AIDS-I] Hali o sț'țraug la lǫn ka' lǤdțg kanǫ ka o ǫǫnti digin la nii; o nyǫ 

ka li vǫǫsid dakato la vǤǤnrin na. Although his cutlass was not in the corner where he usually put it down, he saw 
that it was peeping out of a hole in the cardboard box. [Trouble] Gbana nǫ dakatǤ kțda da zi'e zakin la. There 
were papers and old boxes in the courtyard. [Trouble] See: daka. 

dakidau [N]   n. brother-in-law. Sim: sid-pit ‘husband's junior brother’; Cpart: dakipu'ak. See: dakiig; dau. 

dakidi'ema   n. joking behaviour between in-laws. Awin nǫ AkǤlțg da yǫl pu'asada la ye ba mǫ diginim ka ba diin ba 

mǫn ka ba maal dakidi'ema. Awin and Akolug said to the girls that they should lie down too and they would lie 

on them as well, and have in-law games. [You-Heard?] See: dakiig; di'em3. 

dakipu'ak [N]   n. a man's sister in law. Cpart: dakidau. See: dakiig; -pu'ak. 

dakiig   Variant: dakiigaa; dakiigi. n. brother/sister-in-law, wife's sibling. Asambul dakiig ane wabțg. Mr.Spider's 

brother-in-law is elephant. [Proverb 261] Heber ... da bas Ken dim sieba banǫ an Hobab onǫ da an Moses 

dakiig yaas la Heber ... had left the other Kenites, the descendants of Hobab, Moses' brother-in-law. [JDG 4:11] M 

dakiigaa, li kpǫlimmǫ yǫl yinne. My in-law, there is one further matter. [Wealth-Is-Power] Faaro sțnf da ma'ae nǫ 

Hadad hali, ka o nǤk o dakiigi tis o ka o dii o. O da anǫ o pu'a Tapenǫs pitț. 'Pharaoh was so pleased with 
Hadad that he gave him a sister of his own wife, Queen Tahpenes, in marriage.'. [1KI 11:19] Sim: diem. Diembil anǫ 

dakiig. Young father-in-law is [treated like] a brother-in-law. [Proverb 197] Sim: dayaam. Etym: OVN *DEM- , 
*DACI- , *DINYAN- ; MWN *- DÉM- ( *-DAM-, *-DIAM-) . See: dakidau; dakidi'ema; dakipu'ak. 

dakiigaa   See main entry: dakiig. in-law. 

dakiigi   See main entry: dakiig. in-law. 

dakǤn-   See main entry: dakǤǤnr1. son. 

dakǤnya   See main entry: dakǤǤnr1. son. 

dakon-   See main entry: dakǤǤnr1. son. 
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dakonya   See main entry: dakǤǤnr1. son. 

dakǤǤlima   See main entry: dakǤǤluŋ. kindling. 

dakǤǤluŋ   Form: dakǤǤlima. Variant: dakoolima. n.pl. broken sticks [MA]. banǫ kpǫlim la gban'e daad nǫ anrțŋ la 

dakǤǤlima lugi dț the rest held on to planks and pieces of the ship and swam to shore. [ACT 27:44] 'GǤsimi daug 

la,' Mahama tans ye, li kǤ'Ǥgnǫ!' Ka nidib la wțsa zi'en ki' ka gǤsid kǤldabil la yț'țn pǫ'ǫl nǫ ku'om si'em la, 

nǫ dakǤǤlțŋ la pin' li teŋir la. "Look at the log", shouted Mahama, "it's broken!" And all the people stopped and 

looked at the way the stream was full of water, and the broken log was drowned under it. [Trouble] See: daug1; 

kǤ'Ǥg. 

dakǤǤnr1   Variant: dakoonr; dakǤǤnrǫ; dakoonre; dakǤǤnrǫǫ; dakoonree; dakǤǤnri. Form: dakǤnya. Variant: dakonya. 

Form: dakǤn-. Variant: dakon-. n. son. Ka o lǫbis ye o anǫ Apțsiakid, ye o anǫ Mba'ami' dakǤǤnr. And he 

replied that he was Apusiakid, and was the son of Mba'ami. [Billygoat] dau na kis o dakǤǤnr, ka o dakǤǤnr mǫ na 

kis o saam a son will hate his father and the father will hate the son. [LUK 12:53] o ya'a ti kpi, Awinkudug onǫ aan 

onǫ dakǤnkpǫǫm la na dii o faar when he died, Awinkudug who was his senior son should be his heir. [You-Hear?] 
Colloc: M dakǤǤnrǫ ‘My son,’. Note: may be address to a junior, not actual son Nimo nǫ o dakǤǤnri da gban'e suori 

wa'ae ku'omi'isirin la ka winnig pțn dțnǫ. When Nimo and his son set off for the wetlands the sun was already 
setting. [Trouble] Fț anǫ vǫnliŋa, m dakǤǤnrǫ. You're good-looking, my son. [Trouble] M dakǤǤnrǫ, kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț 

sțnf, ka m yisi fț tțțmbǫ'ǫd la bas. 'Courage, my son! Your sins are forgiven.'. [MAT 9:2] Atan' daan la m 

dakǤǤnrǫǫ, anǫ ye fț vțm la an si'em la. The third thing, my son, is how you live. [Three-Problems] Syn: dapaala; 
Cpart: pu'ayua. Fț mǫŋ bier bǫǫ fț pitț bǫǫ fț dakǤǤnr bǫǫ fț pu'ayua bǫǫ fț pu'a kanǫ ka fț nǤŋ la, bǫǫ fț 

zua nǤŋir 'your brother or your son or your daughter or the wife you love or your closest friend'. [DEU 13:6] 

dakǤǤnr2   Variant: dakoonr. n. a bachelor, widower, single man. Ya'a bǫllim ken dakǤǤnr kțțr. It's the one who has time 

who attends the bachelor's funeral. [Proverb 008] fț ya'a an dakǤǤnr mǫn fțn da ieed ye fț di pu'a 'Are you 
unmarried? Do not look for a wife.'. [1CO 7:27] DakǤǤnr ya'am bigidi o bǫŋa. The bachelor concentrates on his 
beans. [Asaasim] Cpart: pțkǤǤnr. 

dakǤǤnrǫ   See main entry: dakǤǤnr1. son. 

dakǤǤnrǫǫ   See main entry: dakǤǤnr1. son. 

dakǤǤnri   See main entry: dakǤǤnr1. son. 

dakoolima   See main entry: dakǤǤluŋ. kindling. 

dakoonr   See main entry: dakǤǤnr1. son. 

dakoonr   See main entry: dakǤǤnr2. bachelor. 

dakoonre   See main entry: dakǤǤnr1. son. 

dakoonree   See main entry: dakǤǤnr1. son. 

dakunu  Variant: dikunu. n. kenkey. "Making kenkey involves letting the maize ferment before cooking. Therefore, 
preparation takes a few days in order to let the dough ferment. After fermentation, the kenkey is partially 
cooked, wrapped in banana leaves, corn husks, or foil, and steamed." (Wikipedia). Teŋindim la dikpǫŋ da anǫ 

dikunu The townspeople's staple food was kenkey. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: (Twi). 

dakpiaŋ [I]   n. tree [sp.] Combretum glutinosum. On kpǫn' pǤǤg sțțgțn la o ye o gǤs dakpiaŋ zug n nyǫnǫ o zua 

Agaug ya'ae agǤl n gǤsid o. When he entered the middle of the farm, he decided to look on top of the combretum 
shrub and saw his friend Crow perched up high and watching him. [Asaasim] 

dakpi'ed   Variant: dakpi'eda. n. carpenter. Syn: kampinta. See: daug1; kpi'ed. 

dakpi'eda   See main entry: dakpi'ed. carpenter. 

dala   n.pl. a log-bench, sitting-area in the front yard. Sțk bǫ yir la samanin ka dala bǫ sțk la pțțgin. There is a shelter 

on the front-yard of the house, and there is a log-bench in the shelter. [House+Farm] ... ba kpǫn'ǫs o bugum la mita 

yaane? Ka o yǫli ba ye ba kpǫn'ǫsimi li o dala la ni. …where should they install the meter? And he said they 
should install it in his frontyard sitting-area. [Electricity-] sǤ' zi'e kpi'e o dala dinǫ bǫ o yituon somebody was 
standing near his log bench that was in front of his house. [Electricity] 
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dalba   Form: dalbanam. n. tin, lead, white-metal. Sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ kțntzǫn'ug nǫ kțnt nǫ dalba nǫ kțnt buudi 

wțsa 'gold, silver, bronze, iron, tin' and every sort of metal. [NUM 31:22] ba sim wțț dalbanam nǫ ku'otita'ar la 

ni 'They sank like lead in the mighty waters.'. [EXO 15:10] 

dalbanam   See main entry: dalba. tin. 

dalilory [I]   n. tree [sp.] Kigelia Aethiopica. 

dam   Variant: dammi; dami. Form: damnǫ. Form: dammid. Variant: damid; dammidi. Form: dammidnǫ. 
Form: damm. Form: dammțg. Variant: damug. Form: damya. Variant: dam ya; dameya. v. to shake, be 

disturbed. Birago lǫn dam o pu'ayua la. 'Yaa, Yaa, gbinsim, gbinsim. Kǫl vuud ka gbins.' Birago was rocking 
her daughter "Yaa, Yaa! Sleep, sleep! Be quiet and sleep." [Trouble] ya ya'a wțm ka na'atana, nǫ wiis, nǫ 

bțnnwǫ'ǫda la wțsa dam 'As soon as you hear the sound of the horn, flute ... and all kinds of music'. [DAN 3:5] sǤ' 

pț nyaŋi dam o kpțkpauŋ 'not one flapped a wing'. [ISA 10:14] Sisi'etita'ar da dam nwǫ' zuor la buak 'a great 

and powerful wind tore the mountains apart'. [1KI 19:11] M na yi, nwǫnǫ man ǫǫnti yit si'em la, ka dammi m mǫŋ 

ka si'el kț gu' ma 'I'll go out as before and shake myself free.'. [JDG 16:20] Ba WinsǤsțg la nya'aŋa, ban da 

la'asid zin'isia la da damnǫ. After they had prayed, the place where they were meeting was shaken. [Bible-Study] 
Mankǫǫnsi la daa damid sigsig la The matches shook with a rattling noise. [Fire] Pǫbisyaal da lǫbidi ba san'an 

ka dammid tiis banǫ ka ba sǫ dǤlis pal la. The fierce wind was against them and tossed the trees that were 
planted along the road. [Trouble] Ti ya'a lǤb ligidii da' lummiri kǤlli ba ka ba ya'a ti kennaa li na dammid If we 
put down money and buy a bell and put it on their necks, when they are coming it will ring. [Kittens+Mice] zin'ig la 

pa'a dammidnǫ, amaa man zi' dinǫ maalǫ there was 'a great commotion, but I did not know what had happened'. 

[2SA 18:29] amaa biig la da pț damm but the child did not move. [2KI 4:31] Fț ya'a ti wțm ka li nwǫnǫ nidib nǤba 

nǤǤdi dammid tiis la zugin, fțn duom tǤ'ǤtǤ bțțli ba. 'When you hear the sound of marching in the treetops, 
then attack'. [2SA 5:24] M ǫǫnti gaŋenǫ pu'asadkansir bǫǫ dasaŋpǤlli kț ka pu'ab nǫ biis siakid kaasig nwaaa, 

ka dunia dammid mimim. Whenever I choose a virgin or a young boy to kill, the women and children together 

weep 'Nwaaa!' and the world reels 'kerchung!'. [Asaasim-] hali baa atǫuk la ya'a dammidi dț'țsid pumpuum 
'even if the seas roar and ' 'foam'. [PSA 46:3] O zug la dammug la da liebnǫ wțț nǤdir o susțnfțn. The shaking 
of his head became like a lump in his heart. [Trouble] m ka' sǤ' onǫ na zaŋimi sigis ku'omin la li dammțg saŋa 

la 'I have no one here to put me in the pool when the water is stirred up'. [JHN 5:7] Kulim yinne di ka nu, ka 

sakțdțg damya! 'Go back now, eat and drink, for I hear the sound of heavy rain'. [1KI 18:41] Kpi'im teŋ wțsa 

dam ya 'The grave below is all astir'. [ISA 14:9] Colloc: teŋ1 dam ‘1) there is an earthquake : 2) the town is 
disturbed, excited’. TǤ'ǤtǤ ka teŋ dam hali ka sanrega dǤǤg ǫǫnbir la mǫ dammid. 'Suddenly there was such a 
violent earthquake that the foundations of the prison were shaken.'. [1) ACT 16:26] Teŋ nan zi' damm ala hali lin yi 

ninsaal pin'ilțg saŋa sa. 'There has never been such an earthquake since the creation of the human race'. [1) REV 

16:18] teŋ la dam ka nidib wțsa zǤǤ la'as taaba 'Confusion spread through the whole city, and the people all ran 
together'. [2) ACT 21:30] Na'ayin la teŋ daa dam. The ground at the palace shook. [2) Asaasim] Teŋ la da damnǫ 

bǫ'ǫd bǫ'ǫdi. Ka teŋ dammțg la pțdig teŋ tita'ar la zin'isa atan'. 'there came ... a severe earthquake... so 

tremendous was the quake. The great city split into three parts'. [2) REV 16:18-19] Colloc: dam-dam ‘shake 
repeatedly’. O na mak, ka din'is, ka dam-dam ka li pǫ'ǫli badigi yaam he will give you 'good measure, pressed 
and shaken down and running over'. [LUK 6:38] Nabstr: dammir; Sim: mi'im. See: teŋdamțg. 

dam ya   See main entry: dam. shake. 

dama'a1   See main entry: dama'ar. untruth. 

dama'a2   Form: dama'anam2. n. a liar. See: dama'am; dama'ar. 

dama'a-3   See main entry: dama'ar. untruth. 

dama'am   Variant: dama'ami. Form: dama'anam2. n. lying, telling untruths. baŋime ka Winaam gbauŋ la nyǫt 

dama'am yǫl beware! God's book scrutinises lying words. [Asaasim] Ti ZugsǤb Yesu Kristo tțțma da nam pț 

naae la, o da mi' ye o nya'andǤlib la na lu dama'am kaŋa ni o ya'a ti lǫb o Ba' la san'an. Before our Lord 
Jesus' work was finished, he knew his disciples would fall into this error when he had gone back to his Father. 

[Bible-Study] O da pț tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫdǫ, ka dama'am mǫ pț yii o nǤǤrinǫ 'He committed no sin, and no deceit was 

found in his mouth.'. [1PE 2:22] ba ... pa'annǫ ti pa'al yaalis linǫ yit dama'anam nǫ bibi'es san'anǫ they ... teach 
us false teachings which come from lying and deception. [EPH 4:14] Colloc: dama'amin ‘in/from/by lying’. Tinamǫ 
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daa tu'asidi ya antu'a si'a la pț yi dama'amin 'the appeal we make does not spring from error'. [1TH 2:3] 
Colloc: ma' dama'am ‘tell lie(s)’. ba kț lǫm ma'ad dama'am they 'will ... tell no lies'. [ZEP 3:13] Colloc: dama'am 

sǤb ‘a liar’. na'ab si'a na kena, ka o sțnf kpi'em hali, ka sǤ' wțsa zǤt o, ka o an dama'am sǤb 'there will be 
a stubborn, vicious, and deceitful king'. [DAN 8:23] Cpart: sid, yǫlmǫŋir ‘truth’. basimi dama'am ka pian'adi sida 

tisidi ya kpi'es 'you must put off falsehood and speak truthfully to his neighbour'. [EPH 4:25] Ba bas Wina'am 

yǫlsida la ka lǫǫ dǤl dama'am 'They exchange the truth about God for a lie'. [ROM 1:25] Sim: ziri1, dama'ar. 
See: ma'; dama'a2; dama'ar. 

dama'ami   See main entry: dama'am. lying. 

dama'anam2   See main entry: dama'a2. liar. 

dama'anam2   See main entry: dama'am. lying. 

dama'ar   Variant: dama'are; dama'ari. Form: dama'a1. Form: dama'a-3. n. a lie, untruth. dama'a kaŋa nwa' yț'țn na 

gaad yiigin la 'This last lie would be even worse than the first one.'. [MAT 27:64] dama'asi'a some lie. 
Colloc: dama'a sǤb ‘a liar’. ti tǫnr ye dama'a sǤb la daa nan vțe la 'we remember that while that liar was still 
alive'. [MAT 27:63] See: dama'a; dama'am. 

dama'are   See main entry: dama'ar. untruth. 

dama'ari   See main entry: dama'ar. untruth. 

damakir   n. a measuring-stick. See: daug1; makir. 

dameya   See main entry: dam. shake. 

dami   See main entry: dam. shake. 

damid   See main entry: dam. shake. 

damimal   Form: damimala. n. soft drinks, minerals. Din yi sankan la, zuanam ayi' nwa pț lǫn nu si'eli gaad 

damimala dinǫ pu bugid la. From that time, these two friends no longer drank anything more than soft drinks 
which don't intoxicate. [Electricity] See: daam; -mimal. 

damimala   See main entry: damimal. minerals. 

damir   See main entry: dammir. disturbance. 

damm   See main entry: dam. shake. 

dammi   See main entry: dam. shake. 

dammid   See main entry: dam. shake. 

dammidi   See main entry: dam. shake. 

dammidnǫ   See main entry: dam. shake. 

dammir   Variant: damir; dammirǫ. disturbance, footfall, sound/news of sb. Li na fǤn baanlimm ka dammir kae! It will 

be absolutely quiet, with no disturbance! [AMO 8:3] Zaba widi la dammir ma'aa na kǫ ka zaŋguoma la mi'im. 
'Your walls will tremble at the noise of the war horses'. [EXO 26:10] Colloc: wțm1 X dammir ‘hear the noise of X (or 

'detect a trace of X')’. M da nwǫdigi kpǫn' zin'ibibisin la ka nwǫ'ǫdi m daka la nǫ paŋ ye nidib wțmi m 

dammir. I turned and entered small spaces and beat my box hard so that the people should hear me. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Kpaadib la da wțm ba paar la na damir. The farmers heard them coming. [Trouble] M wțmi fț dammir ka 

dabiem kpǫn'ǫm bǤzugǤ m pa'a anǫ biel 'I heard you in the garden, and I was afraid because I was naked'. [GEN 

3:10] ti pțm pț wțm sǤ' dammirǫ 'We ...  didn't ... hear anybody'. [2KI 7:10] InvNabstr: dam. See: dam. 

dammirǫ   See main entry: dammir. disturbance. 

dammțg  See main entry: dam. shake. 

damnǫ   See main entry: dam. shake. 

damug   See main entry: dam. shake. 

damya   See main entry: dam. shake. 
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dan-   See main entry: daam2. liquor. 

danbin   Variant: dabin; danbinnǫ; dabinnǫ; dabine; danbinni. Form: danbina. Variant: dabina. n. yeast. Fț ya'a nyǫ 

man zǫǫnd nǫ danbin ka maan galim, fț na yak sa'anwan. If you get my soup and leaven and start by 
despising them, you end up emptying the calabash of t.z.. [Trees] Li nwǫnǫ pu'a mak bodobodo zǤ'Ǥm taslabǫda 

atan' gǫndig danbin ka li uk si'em la. 'It is like this. A woman takes some yeast and mixes it with forty litres of 

flour until the whole batch of dough rises.'. [LUK 13:21] o maal disțma, ka sǫn' bodobodo dinǫ ka danbin pț 

gǫndigǫ, ka ba di 'He prepared a meal for them, baking bread without yeast, and they ate'. [GEN 19:3] Man 

yǫlsu'adir anǫ man malisi nǫ danbinnǫ gaad si'el wțsa. My secret is that (when I am prepared) with leaven, I 
am more delicious than anything. [Trees] nǤk zǤmbaanlig dinǫ pț gǫndig dabinnǫ sǫn' bodobodo 'from fine 

wheat flour, without yeast, make bread'. [EXO 29:2] Onǫ di danbinni li pin'ilțg daar la m paae daba ayǤpǤi la kț 

lǫn an Israel nida. 'whoever eats anything with yeast in it from the first day through the seventh must be cut off 
from Israel.'. [EXO 12:15] Colloc: Bodobodo Linǫ Kae Dabinnǫ (Malțŋ) ‘(Festival of) Unleavened Bread’. Israel 

dim banǫ da bǫ Jerusalem la wțsa da pț'țs Bodobodo Linǫ Ka' Danbin Malțŋ la 'The Israelites who were 

present in Jerusalem celebrated the Feast of Unleavened Bread'. [2CH 30:21] Bodobodo Linǫ Kae Danbin malțŋț 

paae la 'Then came the day of Unleavened Bread'. [LUK 22:7] See: daam; bin. 

danbina   See main entry: danbin. yeast. 

danbinnǫ   See main entry: danbin. yeast. 

danbinni   See main entry: danbin. yeast. 

dan'amis   See main entry: dan'aŋ. fireplace. 

dan'anviațnk   Variant: dan'anviațnkǤ. Form: dan'anvi'and. Variant: dan'avian'ad; dan'avian'adǫ. n. a hearth-stone, 

cooking hearth. Li ya'a anǫ siŋ bǫǫ dan'anvi'and, asǫǫ ba nwa'ae ba 'an oven or cooking pot must be broken up'. 

[LEV 11:35] O bǫǫ anina ba'ad dan'avian'ad. She is there preparing the hearths. [MA] O bǫǫ anina ba'ad 

dan'aviațnkǤ? / O bǫǫ anina ba'ad dan'avian'adǫ? Is she there preparing the hearth/s? [MA] See: dan'aŋ. 

dan'anviațnkǤ   See main entry: dan'anviațnk. hearth. 

dan'anvi'and   See main entry: dan'anviațnk. hearth. 

dan'aŋ   Variant: da'aŋ. Form: dan'amis. n. fireplace, kitchen. pu'ab piiga na tun'e maali ya diib dan'aŋ yinne ni 'ten 

women will need only one oven to bake all the bread they have'. [LEV 26:26] Asibi da'aŋ nǫ o laas bǫnǫ dǤbilin. 
Asibi's fireplace and her bowls are in the kitchen. [House+Farm] Ka ba nǤk kuga mǫǫ gilig za'as anaasi la ka 

dan'amis bǫǫ li pțțgin la kpi'e nǫ zaŋguom la. 'Each one had a stone wall round it, with fireplaces built against 
the wall.'. [EZK 46:23] Colloc: dan'aŋin ‘in/on/from the hearth’. O da gǤsidnǫ Yaa tugun daad dan'aŋin ye o 

nyu'oe bugum la. She watched Yaa kindling sticks in the fireplace to start a fire. [Trouble] Gbin'emi tampǫligim 

dan'aŋin 'Take handfuls of soot from a furnace'. [EXO 9:8] Sim: dǤbil ‘(roofed) rainy-season kitchen’. Adu da 

maligim maal dakțda atan' banǫ pțn bǫ dan'aŋin la. Adu repaired the three dry poles in the kitchen. [Trouble] 
Awin bǫ dan'aŋin. Awin is in the kitchen. [MA] See: dan'anviațnk. 

dan'avian'ad   See main entry: dan'anviațnk. hearth. 

dan'avian'adǫ   See main entry: dan'anviațnk. hearth. 

dankɔŋ   See main entry: daŋkǤŋ. measles. 

danma   See main entry: daam2. liquor. 

dansaya   See main entry: dansaar. walkingstick. 

dansaar   Variant: dansaarǫ; dansaari. Form: dansaya. n. a walkingstick, cane, sceptre. Yǫlim Aaron ka o nǤk dansaar 

la țki tiesi kpa' Egipt ku'obanǫ an mu'a nǫ kǤlis nǫ bǫǫnna nǫ kǤldaad nǫ bulis wțsa. 'Tell Aaron to take his 
stick and hold it out over all the rivers, canals, and pools in Egypt. [EXO 7:19] Na'ab la na țk o sanlima dansaar la 

tiel ka fț gban'e. 'the king extends to him the gold sceptre'. [EST 4:11] Lit: will extend. Ya ya'a ken, yanam da 

nǤki kǤlțg bǫǫ banaas ayi' bǫǫ ta'ada bǫǫ dansaarǫ. 'take no bag for the journey, or extra tunic, or sandals or a 

staff'. [MAT 10:10] sǤ' wțsa zanl o dansaari du'usid on kțdig la zug 'each leaning on a stick because of great age'. 

[ZEC 8:4] ya na lǤǤ ya siaa nǫ sǫnbidis, ka pid ta'ada, ka ya dansaya bǫǫ ya nu'usin 'have your belt fastened, 
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sandals on your feet, and your staff in your hand'. [EXO 12:11] Moses da ti'il dansaya la ZugsǤb la tuon NǤnaar 

Fuud Sțgțrin la. 'Moses placed the staffs before the Lord in the Tent of the Testimony.'. [NUM 17:7] Colloc: na'am1 

dansaar ‘chiefly walkingstick, sceptre’; Sim: balaar. ZugsǤb la kǤ'Ǥg bugusim sǤb la balaar, ka buak o na'am 

dansaar la 'The Lord has broken the rod of the wicked, the sceptre of the rulers'. [ISA 14:5] 

dansaarǫ   See main entry: dansaar. walkingstick. 

dansaari   See main entry: dansaar. walkingstick. 

dansigis   See main entry: dansik. smock. 

dansik   Variant: dansika. Form: dansikanam. Variant: dansigis. n. a smock, tunic, shirt. David da yǫnǫ dansik ma'aa 

wa'ad ZugsǤb la tuon nǫ o sțnf wțsa. 'David, wearing a linen ephod, danced before the Lord with all his might'. 
[2SA 6:14] Ka sǤ' ya'a faaǫn fț banaa fțn kǫl ka o zaŋi fț dansiki paas. 'if someone takes your coat, let him have 
your shirt as well'. [LUK 6:29] David mǫ da yǫ dansika paas. 'David also wore a linen ephod.'. [1CH 15:27] ka mǫ 

mǤr Aaron biribis la yina ka yǫǫli ba dansikanam 'Then he brought Aaron's sons forward, put tunics on them'. 

[LEV 8:13] Colloc: dansikin ‘in/to a smock’; (maanmaan) dansik ‘an ephod’. Note: a particular part of the uniform of 

the priest in the Bible Kugvǫnla banǫ ka ba na nǤki sǫǫn niŋ maanmaan dansikin la 'onyx stones and other gems 
to be mounted on the ephod'. [EXO 25:7] Ka maal sanlima baans ayi' ... ka li gban'e li teŋir nǤǤr la tabil dansik 

la. 'Make two gold rings to hold its lower edge and attach it to the ephod.'. [EXO 28:26] From: (Ha.) Note: ? ɗan ciki 

'son of belly' ?: 'yar ciki is "A small shirt worn next the skin." (Bargery) 

dansika   See main entry: dansik. smock. 

dansikanam   See main entry: dansik. smock. 

danuud   Variant: danuuda; danuudi. Form: danuudib. Variant: danuudiba. n. a drunkard. o anǫ danuud ka san'amid 

ligidi 'he wastes money and is a drunkard'. [DEU 21:20] Teŋgbauŋ gǫridnǫ nwǫnǫ danuud 'The earth reels like a 
drunkard'. [ISA 24:20] wțț danuudi gǫridi nǤǤd o mǫŋ tiindi satid nǫ 'as a drunkard staggers around in his vomit'. 

[ISA 19:14] o pin'ili ... dit ka nuud nǫ danuudib 'he will begin ... to eat and drink with drunkards'. [MAT 24:49] 
Danuudiba, duomi ka kaasi! 'Wake up, you drunkards, and weep!'. [JOL 1:5] See: daam2; nu1. 

danuuda   See main entry: danuud. drunkard. 

danuudi   See main entry: danuud. drunkard. 

danuudib   See main entry: danuud. drunkard. 

danuudiba   See main entry: danuud. drunkard. 

danuur   n. drunkenness. ya ya'am na pǫ'ǫl nǫ di'ema nǫ danuur nǫ si'elnam linǫ paki ya yǫla 'your hearts will be 

weighed down with dissipation, drunkenness and the anxieties of life'. [LUK 21:34] ... pitǤtțțma nǫ pu'ab bǫǫ dap 

bǤǤsim nǫ danuur ... ' ... indecency, lust, drunkenness ... '. [1PE 4:3] See: daam2; nu1. 

danyir   Form: danya. n. a (drinking-)bar, pub. Ba daa keŋnǫ danyir kanǫ kpi'e nǫ da'a la ka daam kuosțg zin'ig la 

yǤ'Ǥg ka pu'a bǫǫ ani kuosid daam nǫ li buudi wțsa. They went to a drinking-bar which was near the market 
and the bar was open and the woman was there selling pito and all sorts of suchlike drinks. [Electricity] See: daam2; 

yir. 

danyțțr   Variant: dayoor[N]. Form: danyțya. n. a pito pot. Danyțțr zi'enidnǫ o tiraan bǤkin. One pot of pito 

represents/recalls ('stands in the hole of') its fellow. [Proverb 097] ba na nwiak daam pǫ'ǫl danyțțr yinne ma'aa 
they will squeeze (the fruit into) wine and fill only one wine-jar. [ISA 5:10] See: daam2; yțțr. 

danzțnya   See main entry: danzțțnr. fruit tree[sp.] 

danzunya   See main entry: danzțțnr. fruit tree[sp.] 

danzțțnr   Variant: danzuunr; dazunga [I]. Form: danzțnya. Variant: danzunya. n. fruit tree [sp.] Note: in the bush : 

symbolic of ruination Gardenia aqualia (I) or Gardinia ternifolia (I) (< erubescens). Li anǫ na'ana nǫ man na 

nwǫlig danzuunr ka ku'om yi ka m da' tiela tisif sankan la? Is it easier for me to squeeze water out of  a 

danzuunr tree that to buy you a sewing-machine at the moment? [Trouble] Colloc: yǤ1 danzțțnr ‘become a ruin’. 
Kǫl ka ba yir na yǤ danzuunr 'Let their settlements be desolate'. [PSA 69:25] Sim: dabǤǤg; Colloc: nwaae 

danzțțnri vi' ‘make ... desolate’. m na nwaae danzuunri vi' Israel dim teŋ 'I will cut off Israel from the land'. 
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[1KI 9:7] Sim: suguriŋ. Gardenia lenifolia. Res: sugurgbi'el. 

danzuunr   See main entry: danzțțnr. fruit tree[sp.] 

danwana   See main entry: dawan. dove. 

danya   See main entry: danyir. pub. 

da-nya'a [N]   n.pl. herbal medicine. SynD: ti-nya'a. See: daug1; nya'ar. 

danyaam   See main entry: dayaam. mother in law. 

danyțya  See main entry: danyțțr. pito pot. 

daŋkal   Note: GILLBT Literacy poster n. sweet potatoes, 'yam' [Am.] Ipomoea batatas. From: (Ha.) 

daŋkǤŋ   Variant: dankɔŋ. n. measles. – DaŋkǤŋ nǫ Alia, pǤn'Ǥlțŋ ban'a la. – Measles and polio, the paralysis disease. 

[Immunisation-II.] Note: in list of diseases to vaccinate against: biig ya'a kțns dankɔŋ piim o niŋbiŋ la biidnǫ ka pț 

lǫm mǤr dankǤŋ deŋa. If a child is injected with measles he develops a temperature but no longer is in danger of 
measles. [Immunisation] Nwǫnǫ nyǤ'Ǥg bǫǫ kǤnsțŋ lǫ'ǫlǫ bǫǫ saann bǫǫ dǫŋ ban'a nǫ daŋkǤŋ. (Diseases) like 
tuberculosis or whooping cough or diarrhœa or dengue fever or measles. [Immunisation-II.] 

dap1   See main entry: dau. man, husband, male. 

dap-2   See main entry: dau. man, husband, male. 

dapa   See main entry: dau. man, husband, male. 

dapa'ad   See main entry: dapauk. bark. 

dapauk   Form: dapa'ad. n. tree-bark. wțț dapauk ka ku'om zii li gaadnǫ like a chip of wood on water. [HOS 10:7] 
See: daug1; pauk. 

dapaala   n. son. M dapaala, m yisi fț tțțmbǫ'ǫd la bas. 'My son, your sins are forgiven.'. [MRK 2:5] Syn: dakǤǤnr1. 

dapbǤǤdim   Variant: dapboodim. n. nymphomania, desire for men. dapbǤǤdim tun'e kǫ ka ba bas ban zaŋi ba mǫŋi 

pǫsig Kristo tțțma la ka kul sidib 'when their sensual desires overcome their dedication to Christ, they want to 

marry'. [1TI 5:11] Syn: dapbǤǤsim, dau-bǤǤr. See: dau; bǤǤdim. 

dapbǤǤsim   Variant: dabbɔɔsim; dabboosim. n. nymphomania, desire for men. o kțkǤma'asim nǫ o dapbǤǤsim tțțma 

la da san'am o gaad o bier la 'in her lust and prostitution she was more depraved than her sister'. [EZK 23:11] 
Syn: dapbǤǤdim, dau-bǤǤr. See: dau; bǤ2. 

dapboodim   See main entry: dapbǤǤdim. desire for men. 

dapgǤǤnda  See main entry: daugǤǤndir. male prostitute. 

dapi   See main entry: dau. man, husband, male. 

dapinga [I]   n. tree [sp.] Combretum molle. 

dapirida  n.pl. bars to fasten gates. Note: 'wedging-sticks' Kǫlli ka ti mǫ' tǫǫns la, ka mǫ' zaŋguoma giligi li, nǫ dǤwa'ama, 

nǫ za'anǤya nǫ dapirida. 'Let us build up these towns, ... and put walls around them, with towers, gates and bars.'. 

[2CH 14:7] See: daug1; pir. 

dapisi   n. day 20. Colloc: dapisi daar ‘on the 20th. day’. See: daar; pisi. 

dapiiga   day ten. Colloc: dapiiga daar ‘on the tenth day’; SynD: dapii ‘Toende’. See: daa; pia. 

dapuuda   See main entry: dapuudir. cross stick[s], Cross. 

dapuudaa   See main entry: dapuudir. cross stick[s], Cross. 

dapuudir   Variant: dapuudiri. Form: dapuuda. Variant: dapuudaa. n. 1 • cross- stick[s]. Maalim na'aziinr dapuuda anu 
'make crossbars of acacia wood: five ... '. [EXO 26:26] 
2 • the Cross [of Christ]. M pa'ali ya Kristo kum dapuudir la zug yǫla sț'țŋa I showed you clearly the 

information about Christ's death on the cross. [GAL 3:1] Li anǫ ala mǫnǫ tis on mǫkama pț nǤk o dapuudiri zii 

dǤlli ma. it is the same for 'anyone who does not take his cross and follow me'. [MAT 10:31] Colloc: kpa'  X tabil 

dapuudir zug ‘to crucify X’. Lit: nail and attach to a crossed stick. ba kpa' o tabil dapuudir zug. Ka mǫ kpa' 
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nidib ayi' tabil dapuuda zug 'they crucified him; and they also crucified two other men'. [JHN 19:18] See: pu2. 

dapuudiri   See main entry: dapuudir. cross stick[s], Cross. 

darig [N]   v. to pull. SynD: tǫǫg; Colloc: darig X tțbir ‘punish X’. ba darig pa'an la tțbir ka yis o tǤǤm teŋ. they 

punished the teacher and made him leave the village. [AIDS-II] See: tțbdarigir. 
dasa'aŋ   See main entry: dasaŋ. youngman. 

dasam   See main entry: dasaŋ. youngman. 

dasamma   See main entry: dasaŋ. youngman. 

dasammaa   See main entry: dasaŋ. youngman. 

dasanem   See main entry: dasannim. youth. 

dasannim   Variant: dasanem. n. ones youth, prime. dasannim nǫ li paŋ wțsa ka' gbinnǫ 'youth and the prime of life are 

mere futility'. [ECC 11:10] Tiǫnm Wina'am onǫ maalif la fț dasannim saŋa 'Remember your Creator in the days 
of your youth'. [ECC 12:1] Colloc: dasannimin ‘in/from youth’. Man ka' nǤdi'esa. Man anǫ kpaad; kuob ka man 

ti'e ka vțe m dasannimin sa. 'I am not a prophet. I am a farmer; the land has been my livelihood since my youth.'. 

[ZEC 13:5] See: dasaŋ. 

dasaŋ   Variant: dasa'aŋ; dasaŋa; dasaŋi. Form: dasam. Variant: dasamma; dasammaa. n. a youth, young man, 

'youngman' [Gh.] O da bțgțs dasaŋ onǫ an kpan'am sǤb ka sț'oe pǤǤd la sțțnr He softened the heart of a 
young man who was rich and owned the farms. [Trouble] Note: sțțnr added by MA Dasaŋ la daa lidignǫ on daa 

wțm ka pu'a la pian'ad si'em la The young man was astonished when he heard the woman speaking like that. 

[AIDS-I] Dasaŋ la nǤŋ guan hali. The young man likes roaming too much. [MA] MǤǤm baŋ dasaŋ la an sǤ' biig. 
'Find out whose son this young man is.'. [1SA 17:56] Zina zamisțg la gǤsidnǫ dasa'aŋ kanǫ an Joseph Today's 

lesson looks at the young man who was Joseph. [Bible-Study] Wțț dasaŋi dit pu'asadir si'em la 'As a young man 
marries a maiden'. [ISA 62:5] M ǫǫnti gaŋenǫ pu'asadkansir bǫǫ dasaŋpǤlli kț ka pu'ab nǫ biis siakid kaasig 

nwaaa, ka dunia dammid mimim. Whenever I choose a virgin or a young boy to kill, the women and children 

together weep 'Nwaaa!' and the world reels 'kerchung!'. [Asaasim-] Ka dasam nǫ pu'asada ian'adi kpiid gal-gal 

ka pț paadi ba daarǫ. And the young men and women suddenly died one after the other and didn't reach their 
natural span of life. [Asaasim] M daa nyǫ dasam bǫdegț banǫ ya'am pț bi' nannǫ I saw plenty of youths whose 
sense was not mature and grown-up. [PRO 7:7] Amaa dasam la da tǫn'ǫs ye o di'emidnǫ. 'But his sons-in-law 

thought he was joking.'. [GEN 19:14] Lit: young men. Dasamma, m sǤbid nǫ'ǫŋa tisidi ya 'I am writing to you, 
young people'. [1JN 2:13] Dasammaa, m sǤbid nǫ'ǫŋa tisidi ya 'I am writing to you, young people'. [1JN 2:14] o 

sțŋid dasambaanlțg ka ba maan teebul vǫnla he was helping young fellows to make fine tables. [Fire] 
Dasambila, m yǫtif ye, duom. 'Young man! Get up, I tell you!'. [LUK 7:14] Cpart: bțnkțd1. dap nǫ pu'ab, nǫ 

dasam nǫ bțnkțd wțsa 'men and women, young and old'. [JOS 6:21] See: dasannim. 

dasaŋa   See main entry: dasaŋ. youngman. 

dasaŋi   See main entry: dasaŋ. youngman. 

dasțŋ   Note: 3x in SC Variant: dasuŋ.  Note: 1x in SC n. desire, greed. Wina'am Siig kanǫ ka o niŋi ti ni la guri ti nǫ 

dasțŋ la anǫ zaalim? 'The spirit that God placed in us is filled with fierce desires.'. [JAS 4:5] Dasuŋ daan zi' ye 

kabir kabir tigiyaa. The selfish person is unaware that his guest has had enough. [Proverb 198] Da kaand zǫǫndǫ 

ka ti di sa'ab lieb dasuŋ daan. [When I say] you should not take too much of the soup so we can eat (it with) t.z. 
, it doesn’t mean I am [accused of being] a greedy person. [Proverb 201] Da di dasuŋ sǤb diibǤ 'Do not eat the food 
of a stingy man'. [PRO 23:6] Wina'am na paas baŋir ka ti nyǫ tiakir dasțŋ tțțma pțțgin ka da dit ka mǤŋid 

taaba. God will increase understanding so that we change our miserly ways and won't refuse to share our food. 

[Asaasim] Lit: eat and refuse each other.. 

dasuŋ   See main entry: dasțŋ. desire. 

data-   See main entry: dataa. enemy. 

data'ad [W]   n. enmity, rivalry. Syn: dataadțg. See: dataa; dataadțg. 

dataa   Form: dataas. Variant: dataasǫ; dataasi. Form: data-. n. enemy. On kis o dataa la si'em la kpǫn fudigidnǫ. His 
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hatred for his enemy boiled up suddenly. [Trouble] O na kadi fț dataa la yisi fț tuon 'He will drive out your 

enemy before you'. [DEU 33:27] ba dataas da di kasǫti ba yǫla ye, "dap bama banǫ kǫ ka dunia dim tiaki di'e 

Yesu la kǫn kpǫ' na. their enemies gave evidence against them saying "These people who have made the people 
of the world change and accept Jesus have come here." [Bible-Study] kǫl ka fț dataas, nǫ banǫ mǤǤd ye ba 

san'amif la ba'as wțț Nabal nǫ 'may your enemies and all who intend to harm my master be like Nabal'. [1SA 

25:26] Ya nimbanǫ wțsa kpǫlim bǫǫ ya dataas teŋin la, m na kǫ ka dabiem kpǫn' ya hali. 'I shall make those 
of you who are left in the land of your enemies ... fearful'. [LEV 26:36] Ti ka' dataasǫ, Adu, bǫǫ ka' ala? We're not 
enemies, Adu, isn't it so? [Trouble] Ka bǤ ka m kț nyaŋi keŋ zab nǫ fțn onǫ aan m zugdaan la dataasǫ? 'Why 
can't I go and fight against the enemies of my lord the king?'. [1SA 29:8] bada maalțg nǫ sǤntțțma nǫ datatțțma 

nǫ zabtaasim 'idolatry and witchcraft; hatred, discord' (in list). [GAL 5:20] Colloc: dataasin ‘at/from enemies’. Ya 

piini nwa' la'abama yinǫ ZugsǤb dataasin la na. 'Here is a present for you from the plunder of the Lord's 
enemies.'. [1SA 30:26] See: data'ad; dataadțg. 

dataadim   n. enmity. Na'ab Herod nǫ Pailet da mǤri dataadim King Herod and Pilate had been enemies. [LUK 23:12] 
Syn: data'ad, dataadțg. See: dataa; data'ad; dataadțg. 

dataadțg   n. enmity. Goma keŋ tuonnǫ ye, 'Lin la ka nidib maan dataadțg nǫ taaba la.' Goma went on to say "That's 

how people develop enmity with each other." [Trouble] dataadțg na bǫ fțn nǫ pu'a la sțțgin 'I will put enmity 
between you and the woman'. [GEN 3:15] Syn: data'ad, dataadim. See: dataa; data'ad; dataadim. 

dataas   See main entry: dataa. enemy. 

dataasǫ   See main entry: dataa. enemy. 

dataasi   See main entry: dataa. enemy. 

datiuŋ   Variant: datiuŋț; datiuŋǤ; tiuŋ; Atiuŋ. Form: datiis. n. 1 • the right hand, righthand. ba daa gaad da'abil la ka 

kidig karindǤǤg la baba ka li bǫǫ ba datiuŋ ka nyaan paae na'ayin. they passed the small market and cut past 

the church on their right and got to the palace. [AIDS-I] On lǫbig sǤŋțn la, ka o datiuŋ nu'ug nwǫ' o tațn bil la 

nindaa. When he turned over on the mat his right hand hit his little brother's face. [Trouble] ZugsǤba! Fț datiuŋ 

nu'ug la mǤr paŋ. 'Your right hand, O Lord, was majestic in power.'. [EXO 15:6] Israel nǤk o datiuŋ nu'ugț pa'al 

Efiram zug 'Israel reached out his right hand and put it on Ephraim's head'. [GEN 48:14] NǤkimi fț datiuŋț pa'al o 

zug! 'put your right hand on his head'. [GEN 4:18] Fțn paae na la fț pț nwǫ' kțlțŋ la nǫ datiuŋǤ, fț pț yǫl ye 

gaafaraa When you arrive you don't knock on the door with your right hand, you don't say 'Excuse me.'. 

[Three-Problems] m dǤl o nǤba ka pț bie lǫb gǤbțg bǫǫ datiuŋǤ 'I have kept to his way without turning aside'. [JOB 

23:11] Cpart: (da)gǤbțg. Atiuŋț sțŋid AgǤbțg ka AgǤbțg sțŋid Atiuŋ. Mr. Right helps Mr.Lefthand, and Mr. 

Lefthand helps Mr.Righthand. [Proverb 086] Ba da ... mǫ mi' tiraug tǤǤnb hali bǫǫ tun'e vǫnligid luobig datiuŋ 

nǫ adagǤbțg wțsa they were ... able to shoot arrows or to sling stones right-handed or left-handed'. [1CH 12:2] 
niigi la pț bie lǫb suor la datiuŋ bǫǫ dagǤbțgǤ 'The cows ... kept to the road ... turning neither right nor left'. 
[1SA 6:12] m dǤl o nǤba ka pț bie lǫb gǤbțg bǫǫ datiuŋǤ 'I have kept to his way without turning aside'. [JOB 23:11] 
Ba na dit diib gǤbțg nǫ diiug wțsa 'On the right they will devour, ... on the left they will eat'. [ISA 9:20] 'Fǫndigim 

gǤbig.' Li da bțri ba. Bisieba lǫǫ fǫndignǫ datiuŋ, ka nyǫ ka ba taaba la kpa' gǤbig la 'Turn left!"  This 
confused them. Some children turned right, and then saw that their fellows were facing left. [Trouble] ka gi'e 

gǤbțg nǫ tiuŋ and turned left and right. [You-Heard?] Colloc: datiuŋin ‘on right hand’. 
2 • north. Colloc: (ya-)datițŋ (baba) ‘north’. li datiuŋ baba la wa'alim mǫ da an nǤba makir kǤbiga nǫ pisnu 
'The north side was also a hundred cubits long'. [EXO 38:11] Fț bieri da an Samaria onǫ da zin' kpi'e nǫf 

ya-datiuŋ baba la 'Your older sister was Samaria, who lived to the north of you'. [EZK 16:46] li yț'țn dǤlis ala sig 

kțkțn la teŋiri kpa'ad Ben Hinnom bǤn'Ǥfalig linǫ bǫ Refam bǤn'Ǥg ya-datiuŋ la 'It (boundary) then went 
down to the foot of the mountain that overlooks the Valley of Hinnom, at the north end of the Valley of Rephaim'. 

[JOS 18:16] Cpart: (ya-)dagǤbțg (baba) ‘south’. O da zi'el buos la nǫ Pț'țsim Yir la za'anǤǤr za'ambǫŋ la tuon. 

Bua kanǫ bǫ dagǤbțg la, o da pțd o li yț'țri ye, Jakin ka pțd onǫ bǫ datiuŋ la ye, Boaz. 'He erected the 
pillars at the portico of the temple. The pillar to the south he named Jakin and the one to the north Boaz. [1KI 7:21] 
See: diiug. 

datiuŋǤ   See main entry: datiuŋ. righthand, north. 

datiuŋț   See main entry: datiuŋ. righthand, north. 
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datiis   See main entry: datiuŋ. righthand, north. 

datti   See main entry: dadțg. stair. 

datțțda   See main entry: datțțdir. pole. 

datțțdir   Form: datțțda. n. a pole (to insert in a housing). Li sțm ye dabanǫ zi'e sappi gilig zak la wțsa mǤr anzurifa 

baans nǫ anzurifa datțțda 'All the posts round the enclosure are to be connected with silver rods, and their 
hooks are to be made of silver'. [EXO 27:17] See: daug1; tț. 

dau   Form: da-4. Form: dap1. Variant: dapa; dapi. Form: dap-2. n. 1 • a man. Dau sǤ' mǫ daa isigi wa'ae ye o dǤn'Ǥs 

o gabț Someone else got up and said he was going to weed his onions. [You-Heard?] Ka yadda niŋidiba ayuobț 

bama bielim ka ti keŋ kpǫn' dau la yin. 'These six brothers also went with me, and we entered the man's house.'. 

[ACT 11:12] Asida ka yț'țŋ sakur na nyaŋi kǫ ka dau pțn'ǫ anwaa? Is it true that the literacy class with make a 

man become this 'filthy rich'? [You-Hear?] ZugsǤb Wina'am bas dau nǤǤr ye, “Fț tun'e di tiis wala banǫ bǫ 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥgin la wțsa ... ” 'the Lord God commanded the man, “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden ... 
” '. [GEN 2:16] Haya, ka biig yț'țm biid ka ya'am mǫ paasid, o yț'țn ti bi' pu'asadir ka dap kennǫ lia'ad o. So 
then, as the child's age advances and her sense also increases, she will eventually mature into a marriageable girl 

and men will come courting her. [Billygoat] Li anǫ dap tțțm ye ba gǤs ka tia pu'ab nǫ biis 'Women and children 
shall be accorded special care and protection'. [Constitution] m duoe yț'țŋ nǫ dap bi'ela 'I set out during the night 

with a few men'. [NEH 2:3] o daa nyǫ dap ayi' banǫ kpǫn' na nǫ biig kanǫ ka bugum paŋ nwǫ' la he saw two men 
who had come in with a child who had suffered an electric shock. [Electricity] Saul da ... kpǫn'ǫd yir wțsa gban'ad 

pu'ab nǫ dapi kpǫn'ǫsid sanrega ni 'Saul ... Going from house to house, he dragged off men and women and put 
them in prison'. [ACT 8:3] Zamis kaŋa ni, ti na gǤsinǫ dapa ayi' In this lesson we will look at two men. [Bible-Study] 
Dapa ayi' daa keŋ Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin ye ba sǤs Wina'am 'Two men went up to the temple to pray'. [LUK 18:10] 
Colloc: dapin ‘in/to/from men’. ba yi dapin la kpǫn' kukurnamin la 'So they came out' of the men 'and went into 
the pigs'. [MAT 8:32] Colloc: dauu! ‘Man!’; Cpart: pu'a1  Dap banǫ ken pu'ab yǫla nyǫti ba bǤǤdim, pu'a mǫ ala. 
Men who go (to consult diviner) on account of women palavers get what they want, and women likewise. [Asaasim] 
Li ka' suor ye sǤ' maal o tiraan barigaŋ on an pu'a la bǫǫ dau 'All persons shall be equal before the law'. 

[Constitution] dap nǫ pu'ab da san'am taaba they should 'keep themselves from sexual immorality'. [ACT 15:20] Ti 

dapsțma nǫ pu'asțma la wțsa ba da gban'e ba nǫ da'aba. All our best men and women were captured as 
slaves. [Shoeshine-Boy] Etym: OVN *DAB-A/BA ; GS1 *BAL/D ; vc2 *bad ; CG *bbaa, d ua. 
2 • husband. Adu n da an o dau. Adu was her husband. [Trouble] Colloc: X bas X dau ~ sida/pu'a ‘X divorces X's 

spouse’; Cpart: pu'a2  
3 • male. Nwiig wțț nwibanǫ bǫ sian'arin wțsa anǫ dap. Every rope like those that are in the bush is male. 

[Trouble] Cpart: -pu'ak. Ka dau ya'a bț' o yamdau bǫǫ o yampu'ak nǫ balaar ka o kpi, ban tǫǫgim dau la tțbir. 
'If a man beats his male or female slave with a rod and the slave dies as a direct result, he must be punished'. [EXO 

21:20] Sim: -daug2. SǤ' ya'a nwǫ' o yamdaug bǫǫ o yampu'ak nif ka li san'am, o na bas o yammțg la ka o 

keŋ zaalim, o nif la zug. 'If a man hits a manservant or maidservant in the eye and destroys it, he must let the 
servant go free to compensate for the eye'. [EXO 21:26] Etym: OV1 *DA ; OVN *DO-GU/TI ; CG *dua ("man") . 
Note: (CG) "man" also has the root  *da- , the rounding in some languages in the singular is due to the suffix *-o (*-O~A) Note: 

see -daug2 See: dakidau; dapbǤǤdim; dapbǤǤsim; dau-bǤǤr. 

daubǤ-   See main entry: daubǤǤr. desire for men. 

daubǤǤr   Form: daubǤ-. n. nymphomania, desire for men. Cpart: pu'a-bǤǤr ‘lust, desire for women’. EESsi dǤl si'em 

gban'ad nid anǫ pu'abǤǤr bǫǫ daubǤǤr yǤǤg-yǤǤg. The way that AIDS infects a person is through promiscuous 

sexual activity. [AIDS-Azuur] Adțgbalin dim pț pian'ad pu'abǤǤr bǫǫ daubǤǤr yiŋa. the people of Adugbalin 
didn't speak of sexual promiscuity openly. [AIDS-I] li nar ka ti zǤǤ yi pu'abǤyǤǤd bǫǫ daubǤyǤǤdin. we must 
avoid promiscuous sexual activity. [AIDS-Azuur] Syn: dapbǤǤdim, dapbǤǤsim. See: dau; bǤ2. 

daug1   Variant: daugț; daugu; daugi. Form: daad1. Variant: daadǫ; daadi1. Form: da-5. n. 1 • a stick, wood, piece of 

wood (pl. firewood). Ya da nwǫnǫ daug kanǫ ka bugum dit You were like a stick being burned in the fire. [AMO 

4:11] Li nwǫnǫ daug ka ba nǤki sǫ ka ya'al fuug ye li kad niis pǤǤgin. Such idols are like scarecrows in a field. 

[JER 10:5] Lit: a stick which they take and plant and hang a shirt so that it chases birds. maanmaan la na kǫ ka ba 

zaŋ bțn-ian'ada ayi' banǫ vțe ka an nyain, nǫ na'aziinr daug nǫ pien zǫn'ug nǫ nyulinnyu'usi 'the priest 
shall order two ritually clean birds to be brought, together with a piece of cedar wood, a red cord, and a sprig of 
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hyssop'. [LEV 14:4] Elasia kǤ'Ǥg daugț lǤb ani, ka kǫ ka lieŋ la puk na 'Elisha cut off a stick, threw it in the water, 

and made the axe head float'. [2KI 6:6] Nwǫnǫ bugum ǫǫn la'aŋ daad si'em ka kǫ ka ku'om lǫ'ǫg la, 'As when fire 
sets twigs ablaze and causes water to boil'. [ISA 64:2] sǤ' kena pian'a tisi ba daad yǫla someone came and 
informed them about firewood. [Electricity] Tinamǫ ti kidig paltita'ar kanǫ wa'ae Jemes tempțțgin pțlis 

sitǫǫsin baba la ka m nyǫ daad lǤr anina As we were passing by the main road to Jamestown police station, I 

saw a firewood-lorry there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Kpan'alim dțk la gbin nǫ daad Set the base of the pot on firewood. 

[EZK 24:5] Ba kț keŋ pi'is daad bǫǫ ba keŋ sian'arin nwa' daadǫ 'They will not need to gather wood from the 
fields or cut it from the forests'. [EZK 39:10] NǤkim daadi maal daka. 'Also make a wooden chest.'. [DEU 10:1] Sț'țg 

la nǫ'ǫsid daban wțsa nǫ. 'The sword despises every such stick.'. [EZK 21:10] Pien sțŋ ka ba da' yi Egipt na sǫǫn 

li ya'al anrțŋ dawǤk la zug 'Fine embroidered linen from Egypt was your sail'. [EZK 27:7] Lit: hung on the ships 
tall stick (mast). ti ... da'a dabǫda banǫ ka ti sǫǫd la nǫ bugum nwiwǤ'Ǥma we ... buy big poles which we plant 
in the ground for the electricity wires. [Electricity] Colloc: daugțn ‘on/to/from the stick’. Ka Nimo ba'aŋi dț 

daugțn la ya'as. And Nimo reached up and got onto the log again. [Trouble] 'Adu,' o tans ye, 'yim daugțn la.' 
"Adu," he shouted "get off the log." [Trouble] Colloc: dabil ‘a small stick’; dabǤbir ‘bundle of sticks’. Di kisțg la 

anǫ ye fț pu'a la ya'a zi dabǤbir on da zi'en agǤlli tțkki li. Its taboo is that when your wife is carrying a bundle 
of firewood, she mustn't put it down while standing up. [You-Heard?] Pu'a la sțnf pǫligya ka o yii keŋ da'anǫ da' 

dabǤbiri ziidi kun yin. The woman was happy, and went out to go to market and buy a bundle of sticks and carry 

it home. [You-Heard?] Colloc: dagbi'ir ‘tree-stump’. Birago da zin' nǫ dagbi'ir zug Birago was sitting on a 
treestump. [Trouble] Colloc: daadin ‘in/to/from sticks’. ba yț'țn nwaae li yis sțlțg daadin la they then cut it 
from the loom. [ISA 38:12] Sim: dibir. Etym: OV1 DA/DO ; OVN *DA-GU/TI ; GS1 *DA ; vc1 *da . 
2 • wood (substance), timber, lumber. Dinzug nǤkim tikanǫ daugț kpi'emi maal anrintita'ar. 'So make yourself 

an ark of cypress wood'. [GEN 6:14] Lit: take a tree with strong wood and make a big boat. ba da wǤ'Ǥgidi ba bada 

banǫ ka ba kud nǫ sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ kțntzǫn'ug nǫ kțnt nǫ daad nǫ kuga la 'they praised the gods of 
gold and silver, of bronze, iron, wood and stone'. [DAN 5:4] Yitita'ar pț mǤr sanlima bǫǫ anzurifa la'ad ma'aanǫ, 

amaa daad nǫ ya'ad la'ad mǫ bǫ 'In a large house there are articles not only of gold and silver, but also of wood 
and clay'. [2TI 2:20] 
3 • the handle, shaft, wooden part of a tool/weapon. Fț ya'a bǤǤd tampiing siinde, fț pț lǫm zǤt lieŋ daug 

nyǤǤgǤ. If you want honey from a rock, you don't spare the axe-handle. [Proverb 068] Ku'om ya'a dit daug nǫ 

ninsaal ka fț nyǫ, fțn yaaem daug la ka bas ninsaal la If you see a log and a person sinking in the water, fish 
out the log and leave the person. [You-Heard?] O kpandaug la da wa'am nǫ hali, ka li kpanbiel la tǫbisim an 

kțnt gbila kǤbisyuobț. 'His spear shaft was like a weaver's rod, and its iron point weighed six hundred shekels.'. 

[1SA 17:7] Lit: was very long. Fita zi'esir la teŋsțk daug la na mǤr wila ayuobț. 'Six branches are to extend from 
the sides of the lampstand'. [EXO 25:32] Lit: the central 'stick' of the lampstand. Colloc: yu'asin ~ yǤksin daad 
‘wooden part of a yoke’. La'abanǫ ka ti mǤri bț'țd ki la, nǫ yu'asin daadi nwa', ka fț na zaŋi nyu'oe bugum. 
'here are threshing sledges and ox yokes for the wood'. [2SA 24:22] See: busdaug; dagamis; dagbida; yaae; 

damakir; da-nya'a; dapauk; datțțdir; kpandaug. 

-daug2   Variant: -raug; -raugț. Form: -daad2. Variant: -daadi2; -raad; -raada; -raadi. adj. 1 • male. Bțŋdaug pț 

kaasid o tiraan teŋinǫ. A male donkey doesn't cry in his fellow's territory. [Proverb 160] Bțŋ daug kanǫ ieed o 

saŋa kan la da gǫǫnd o mǫŋa 'No male that wants her has to trouble himself'. [JER 2:24] Gbigimdaug la daa 

gban'ad ni'im buudi wțsa The male lion caught very kind of prey. [NAM 2:12] Ba pț nyǫt bțraug nǫ nwiig ka 

lǫm bu'Ǥsidi o yir gbǫǫm. They don't see a billygoat tied with rope and say "How are you?". [Proverb 147] Lit: ask 
after the peace of its house. Ba pțu gban'ad na'araada ayi zuyaa. They don't catch two bulls by the tail. [Proverb 

145] Zuoyaa, bǤ ka ya ian'asid wțț pǫraadǫ ... ? 'Why was it ... you mountains, that you skipped like rams'. [PSA 

114:(5-)6] Ba mǤr na'araadi maan maana Gilgal teŋinǫǫ? 'Do they sacrifice bulls in Gilgal?'. [HOS 12:11] 
Colloc: bțndaug ‘a male’; Cpart: -nya'aŋ1, -pu'ak. Note: -puak mostly used for humans, cf./ct. -nya'aŋ1 mostly for 

non-humans Amus daug la yț'țn gț'țŋ ka ye, "Miau miau!" ka bțnnya'aŋ la mǫ ye "Miau, miau!" Mr. Puss 
then rebuked them and said "Meeow, meeow!" and the female one also said "Meeow, meeow!" [Kittens+Mice] 
BțnkǤnbbanǫ da kpǫn' anrțŋ la ni da anǫ bțndaug nǫ bțnnya'aŋ Those animals which came into the ark were 
male and female. [GEN 7:16] Li anǫ sǤ' wțsa bas o yammțg onǫ an Hibiru nid, ka an yamdaug bǫǫ yampu'ak 

wțsa 'Everyone was to free his Hebrew slaves, both male and female'. [JER 34:9] NǤkim ... bțnkǤnbid buudbanǫ 

pț maan malima la ayi', yi' bțndaad nǫ bțnnya'as 'Take ... one pair, a male and female, of all beasts that are 
not clean'. [GEN 7:2] Note: cf./ct. Abram paam pǫ'ǫs nǫ niigi nǫ bțŋdaad nǫ bțŋnya'as 'Abram acquired sheep 
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and cattle, male and female donkeys'. [GEN 12:16] Sim: -dau3. SǤ' ya'a nwǫ' o yamdaug bǫǫ o yampu'ak nif ka li 

san'am, o na bas o yammțg la ka o keŋ zaalim, o nif la zug. 'If a man hits a manservant or maidservant in the 
eye and destroys it, he must let the servant go free to compensate for the eye'. [EXO 21:26] Ka dau ya'a bț' o 

yamdau bǫǫ o yampu'ak nǫ balaar ka o kpi, ban tǫǫgim dau la tțbir. 'If a man beats his male or female slave 
with a rod and the slave dies as a direct result, he must be punished'. [EXO 21:20] Etym: OV1 *DA ; OVN 
*DO-GU/TI ; CG *dua ("man") . Note: the *D may go to l/r when postvocalic (suffixed to an open-syllable stem) Note: 
(CG) "man" also has the root  *da- , the rounding in some languages in the singular is due to the suffix *-o (*-O~A) 
2 • big. Apraku da sǤnǫ giins kurdaug nǫ li fuug Apraku wore jeans and matching shirt. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: jeans 

big 'shorts'. man nǫ m zuanam la na labisi keŋ pǤǤgțn la zu busdaad I and my friends would go back to the 
farm and steal big yams. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: kǤldaug, sț'țraug, nu'uraug, nǤbraug, suoraug ‘big river, 
cutlass ('big knife'), thumb ('big one of the hand'), big toe ('big one of the foot'), street/highway ('big path')’. M 

la'ad wțsa da dǤlig nǫ kǤldaug la gaad. All my belongings were swept away by the river. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nimo 

ziank o sț'țraug la agǤl ka nǤk o nu'uraugț si'isi li nǤǤr la ye o gǤs. Nimo raised his cutlass and touched the 
edge with his thumb to check it. [Trouble] Ka kǤldaad wțsa pțbidi sigid Atǫukțn, amaa Atǫuk la pț pǫ'ǫnna. 
'Every river flows into the sea, but the sea is not yet full.'. [ECC 1:7] Nidib na bǫ suoraad la wțsa ni kaasid 'There 

will be wailing in all the streets'. [AMO 5:16] Fț nǤk kǤldaadi buak teŋgbauŋ la. You split the earth with rivers'. 

[HAB 3:9] See: bandaug; gandaug; kǤldaug; nǤbraug; nu'uraug; suoraug; sț'țraug. 

daugi   See main entry: daug1. stick, wood, handle. 

daugɔɔnda   See main entry: daugǤǤndir. male prostitute. 

daugǤǤndir   Variant: dagoondir. Form: dapgǤǤnda. Variant: daugɔɔnda; dagoonda. n. male prostitute. dap mǫ da 

tțmnǫ dapgǤǤnda tțțma ba teŋgbana ni 'There were even male shrine prostitutes in the land'. [1KI 14:24] 
Cpart: pu'agǤǤndir ‘female prostitute’. Da mǤri pu'agǤǤnda nǫ dapgǤǤnda la yț'țn paam la'asieba la kpǫn' 

ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la san'an yǤ pț'țlțm zi'el sammǫ 'You must not bring the earnings of a female 
prostitute or of a male prostitute into the house of the Lord your God to pay any vow'. [DEU 23:18] See: dau; 

-gǤǤndir. 

daugț   See main entry: daug1. stick, wood, handle. 

daugu   See main entry: daug1. stick, wood, handle. 

daulim  Variant: daalim. n. masculinity, male genitals, semen. da mǤri fț daulim ken banǫ san'amid na'anam la 

san'anǫ 'do not spend ... your vigour on those who ruin kings'. [PRO 31:3] Li sț'țm ye dau tțm o daulim tțțma 

tis o pu'a 'A man should fulfil his duty as a husband'. [1CO 7:3] Ba du'a dap sieba ka ba daulim kae. 'some are 
incapable of marriage because they were born so'. [MAT 19:12] Dau onǫ wțsa ka ba zan' bǫǫ nwaae o daulim yis 
'No man who has been castrated or whose penis has been cut off'. [DEU 23:1] Dapa ayi' ya'a zabid ka yinne pu'a 

kena ye o sțŋ o sid ka gban'e o sidi zabid nǫ sǤ' la daulim 'If two men are having a fight and the wife of one 

tries to help her husband by grabbing hold of the other man's genitals'. [DEU 25:11] ba yisim onǫ wțsa bǫ 

la'asțgțn la ka mǤr niŋgbina san'auŋ ban'as, ... bǫǫ dau onǫ daulim yuod mǫt bǫǫ li yitnǫ o niŋgbina ni 
'expel from the camp everyone with a dreaded skin disease or a bodily discharge'. [NUM 5:2] Colloc: daulim (ku'om) 
‘semen’. Li nwǫnǫ dau nǫ pu'a ǫǫnti bǤ taaba, ka daulim ku'om nǫ pu'alim ku'om ǫǫnti yii la'as taaba la. As 

in sexual congress male and female body fluids are exchanged. [AIDS-I] SǤ' mǫ ya'a si'is bțn linǫ kpi wțsa, bǫǫ o 

daulim ku'om ya'a yit 'if he touches something defiled by a corpse or by anyone who has an emission of semen'. 

[LEV 22:4] o ǫǫnti digin nǫ pu'a la ka kpa'ae o daulim bas teŋ 'whenever he lay with' the woman 'he spilled his 

semen on the ground'. [GEN 38:9] Nidib pț'țsid o nǫ nǫ on tțm daalim ka nyaŋ ka na'ab kpan'am la lǫbna la 
The people all greeted him as a successful hero, who had recovered the chief's treasure. [Trouble] Cpart: pu'alim. 
MǤr mǤda gilig o niŋgǤǤnr bǫǫ o biaunk bǫǫ o daulim bǫǫ o pu'alim. (He or she) has swellings around the 
neck, or armpits, or genitals. [AIDS-Azuur] Sim: yu'oku'om; Colloc: X daulim iank ‘X ejaculates’. onǫ daulim iank 

ka yuoku'om yina 'who has an emission of semen'. [LEV 15:32] See: dau. 
daunn[N]   See main entry: duan. dawadawa tree. 

dauŋ   Variant: dauŋǤ; dauŋț. n. a problem, damage. ba ya'a mǤr yǫl bǫǫ dauŋ nǫ ba bugum la if they have a problem 

or a fault with their electricity. [Electricity] Teŋgbauŋ zugdaan mǤr paŋ ka o na gu' teŋimbiis suor nǫ ba 

yǤlisim dauŋ ya'a bǫ teŋgbauŋțn la. 'Fundamental rights and Freedoms of the individual may be restricted 
when the President under special powers bestowed on him. declares that a state of emergency exists in Ghana.'. 
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[Constitution] Yț'țŋ kan la o da gbinsi nǫ dauŋ. That night he had a troubled sleep. [Trouble] 'Amaa, Yaro, man 

tǫn'ǫs ye ba ǫǫnti tisidi ti nǫ dauŋǤ?' – 'Ba bu'osa la ka' dauŋǤ, Adu.' "But, Yaro, I thought they were harming 
us?" – "Their questions are not harm, Adu." [Trouble] Nǫ'ǫnam wțsa na mǤri dauŋț kena. All these things can 
bring damage. [Wealth-Is-Power] See: dam. 

dauŋǤ   See main entry: dauŋ. damage. 

dauŋț   See main entry: dauŋ. damage. 

dausan'auŋ   n. sexual immorality (of women), adultery, fornication. M tis Israel onǫ ka' sida sǤb la pu'abasib kasǫta 

gbauŋ ka kad o yis o dausan'auŋ la zug. I gave faithless Israel her certificate of divorce and sent her away 
because of all her adulteries. [JER 3:8] Cpart: pu'asan'auŋ ‘(of women)’. mid ka ya kǫ ka pu'asan'auŋ nǫ 

dausan'auŋ nǫ dian'ad buudi wțsa nǫ ya'amlǫog bǫǫ ya ni. 'among you there must not be even a hint of sexual 
immorality'. [EPH 5:3] See: dau; san'am. 

dawalig [N]   See main entry: dǤnwalig. harvesttime. 

dawaliga   See main entry: dǤnwalig. harvesttime. 

dawan   Form: dawana. Variant: danwana. n. dove. Ka m yǫl ye, “M ya'a mǤrin dawan kpțkpama! ... ” 'I said, “Oh, that 

I had the wings of a dove!'. [PSA 55:6] Baa li ya'a anǫ ti kț nǤǤs nǫ danwana, m na kț. Even of we have to kill 

fowls and doves, I will kill them. [You-Heard?] AlazugǤ mǤri ya'am wțț wiigi nǫ, ka an baanlimm wțț dawana 

nǫ. 'Therefore be as shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves.'. [MAT 10:16] Dawana zabid taaba udnǫǫr yǫla 
Doves are fighting over an empty husk. [Proverb 230] Ka Noa da lǫn tțm dawan ye o gǤs ye ku'om la kpiǫn yaa? 
'Then Noah sent out a dove to see whether the water on the earth had subsided.'. [GEN 8:8] Colloc: sian'arin dawan 
‘bush-dove’; Sim: na'adawan, lțțr ‘pigeon’. MǤr na'asa'a, nǫ bțnya'aŋ, nǫ pǫrabanǫ an yțma atan', tan' nǫ 

sian'arin dawan nǫ na'adawan na. 'Bring me a heifer, a goat and a ram, each three years old, along with a dove 
and a young pigeon'. [GEN 15:9] See: na'adawan. 

dawana   See main entry: dawan. dove. 

dayaam   Variant: danyaam. Form: dayaamnam. n. a mother-in-law. husband's mother. Colloc: dayaam dau ~ 

dayaandau ‘father in law’. Fț dayaam dau la bǫ suori wa'ae Timna ye o kies o pǫ'ǫs kǤnbid la. 'Your 
father-in-law is on his way to Timnah to shear his sheep'. [GEN 38:13] Sim: dayaam-pu'a. O da gban'e ye o bǫ nǫ 

o dayaam-pu'a Naomi She decided to stay with her mother-in-law Naomi. [RUT 1:0 [Book introduction]] 
Sim: diempu'a ‘wife's mother’; Cpart: bipu'a ‘daughter-in-law’. Ka bipu'a na kis o dayaam, ka o dayaam mǫ 

na kis o bipu'a la. 'mothers-in-law will be against their daughters-in-law, and daughters-in-law against their 
mothers-in-law'. [LUK 12:53] ka bipu'ab mǫ zab nǫ ba dayaamnam 'daughters-in-law against their 
mothers-in-law'. [MAT 10:35] Sim: dakiig ‘brother/sister-in-law, wife's sibling’. Etym: OVN *DEM- , *DACI- , 
*DINYAN- ; MWN *- DÉM- ( *-DAM-, *-DIAM-) . See: dayaandau. 

dayaam-dau   See main entry: dayaandau. father in law. 

dayaamnam   See main entry: dayaam. mother in law. 

dayaam dau   See main entry: dayaandau. father in law. 

dayaandau   Variant: dayaam-dau; dayaam dau. n. father-in-law. husband's father. on wțm labaar la ye ... o sid nǫ o 

dayaandau mǫ kpi la 'When she heard that ... her father-in-law and her husband were dead'. [1SA 4:19] Fț dayaam 

dau la bǫ suori wa'ae Timna ye o kies o pǫ'ǫs kǤnbid la. 'Your father-in-law is on his way to Timnah to shear 
his sheep'. [GEN 38:13] Sim: diem. See: dayaam; dau. 

dayoor[N]   See main entry: danyțțr. pito pot. 

dayu-   See main entry: dayuug1 [N]. rat. 

dayuud   See main entry: dayuug1 [N]. rat. 

dayuug1 [N]   Variant: adayug [C]. Form: dayuus. Variant: dayuud. Form: dayu-. n. a rat. Note: giant or pouched rat 
Cricetomys gambianus. 'Daasi'erǫ li anǫ dayuug,' kțkǤr kanǫ ka o miilim la yǫl ala. "Perhaps it was a rat." said 

a familiar voice. [Trouble] dayuug la yii zǤǤ kpǫn' tampiisin la the rat got out and ran away into the rocks. 

[You-Heard?] tintǤǤndig bǫǫ dayuug nǫ kuug bǫǫ atiwindaug 'Moles, rats, mice, and lizards'. [LEV 11:29] Baans la 
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sieba na gban' dayuus ka sieba gban' su'omis. Some of the traps catch rats and some catch hares. [House+Farm] 
maal dayuus anu nwǫnǫ Filistia teŋ sț'țdib la kalli an si'em la make 'five (gold) rats, according to the number 
of the Philistine rulers'. [1SA 6:4] Ba dǤlli taaba kpǫn'ǫdi ba lǤmbǤn'Ǥdin la Ǥnbid kukur nǫ dayuus ni'im nǫ ba 

kisbțn wțsa. they 'go in procession to sacred gardens, and ... eat pork and mice and other disgusting foods'. [ISA 

66:17] nidib na nǤki ba anzurifa bada ... lǤbi tis dayuud nǫ zinzana la 'men will throw away to the rodents and 

bats their idols of silver'. [ISA 2:20] Note: traditionally "moles and bats" Bțndaan la daa duoe daar yinne n keŋ 

mǤǤginǫ gban'e dayu-vțtti mǤr o kul yinnǫ niŋ o dǤbilin 'The rich man, went to the bush and caught a rat 
which was still alive, came and confined it in the kitchen in his house'. [You-Heard?] Etym: OV1 *YU/O ; OVN 
*DA.YU-GA/SI ; GS1 *YU/I ; vc4 *yu . 

dayuus   See main entry: dayuug1 [N]. rat. 

dazi'eda   See main entry: dazi'edir. post. 

dazi'edir   Form: dazi'eda. Variant: dazi'edis. n.pl. a pole, post, frame. Na'ab la da duoe zi'enǫ o zin'ig linǫ kpi'e 

dazi'edir la ka tǫndig nǤnaar la ZugsǤb tuon. 'The king stood by the pillar and renewed the covenant in the 
presence of the Lord'. [2KI 23:3] o da sǫ teŋgban Asera dazi'edir la pț'țsid she had planted a pole of the goddess 

Asherah and worshipped it. [1KI 15:13] NǤnaar Daka la nǫ li dazi'eda la wțsa 'the ark with its poles'. [EXO 35:12] 
DǤkanǫ bǫ pțțgin la za'anǤǤr la, o da nǤk nǫ olif davǫnla maal ka li dazi'eda la mǤr duta anu. 'For the 
entrance of the inner sanctuary he made doors of olive wood with five-sided jambs.'. [1KI 6:31] Ba da zan'as 

ZugsǤb onǫ aan ba Wina'am zi'ela la wțsa ka ya'abi ba mǫŋ bada ayi' wțț na'apǤla ka mǫ maal Asera 

dazi'eda. 'They forsook all the commands of the Lord their God and made for themselves two idols cast in the 
shape of calves, and an Asherah pole.'. [2KI 17:16] Note: The key cult-object for the goddess Asherah was a wooden pole. 
Zin'ikanǫ an Kasi la yiŋ za'anǤǤr la kțlțŋ la dazi'eda da anǫ mauk 'The outer sanctuary had a rectangular 

doorframe'. [EZK 41:21] ba nǤki maal dazi'edis banǫ bǫ za'anǤǤrin la 'They used it to make the bases for the 
entrance'. [EXO 38:30] See: daug1; zi'e. 

dazi'edis   See main entry: dazi'edir. post. 

dazumis   See main entry: dazun. tree [sp.] 

dazun   Form: dazumis. n. tree [sp.] Res: sisiribid. 

dazunga [I]   See main entry: danzțțnr. fruit tree[sp.] 

daa1   See main entry: da1. [past]. 

daa-2   See main entry: daar1. day. 

daab   See main entry: daae. push. 

daad1   See main entry: daug1. stick, wood, handle. 

daad2   See main entry: daae. push. 

-daad2   See main entry: -daug2. male, big. 

daadǫ   See main entry: daug1. stick, wood, handle. 

daadi1   See main entry: daug1. stick, wood, handle. 

-daadi2   See main entry: -daug2. male, big. 

daae   Form: daad2. Form: daab. v. to push sth. aside. Note: e.g. grasses M nwǫnǫ mǤǤd linǫ kțdigi daae dig teŋin la 'I 
am beaten down like dry grass'. [PSA 102:4] Colloc: sisi'em, pǫbisim daae ‘wind blows’. Ya daa keŋ ye ya gǤs 

mǤkanǫ ka sisi'em daad la bǫǫ? 'did you expect to see ... A blade of grass bending in the wind?'. [MAT 11:7] 
sisi'etita'ar kanǫ da'ad pǤǤgțn la kǫ ka tiis la nǫ mǤǤd la nǫ tutuud la wțsa kpǫn bǫnǫ daabin. the stormy 
wind that was blowing at the farm made all the trees, grass and bushes bend. [Trouble] Colloc: daae kțțr ‘wail, 
lament’. Li nwǫnǫ yǫltita'asi'a maal yin la ka pu'ab daae kțțr ka tansid ka kum nintǤ'Ǥm It was as if 
something terrible had happened at the house, and the women started lamenting and shouting and weeping. 
[Electricity] See: da'ae. 

daalim   See main entry: daulim. masculinity. 

daalțŋ  n. bird [sp.] daalțŋ nǫ ziiŋ yaadiŋ buudi wțsa nǫ zinzauŋǤ 'the stork, any kind of heron, the hoopoe and the bat'. 
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[DEU 14:18] 

daam1   Variant: daamm; daamǫ; daami; daame1. Form: daamid. Variant: daamidi. Form: daamnǫ. Form: daamțg. 

Variant: daamțgǤ; daamțgț. v. to disturb, trouble sb./sth. Gaana nid wțsa mǤr suor ka o mǤr arezak hali nǫ 

paalț ka sǤ' kț daam o li yǫllǫ 'Every Ghanaian citizen shall have the right to own property Including lands and 
that right may not be interfered with'. [Constitution] Li tun'e daam biig kanǫ naan bǫ pțțgin la It can affect the 
developed fœtus. [Iodine] Lit: the child who is in the womb. Ba da zabid amaa si'el yǫl pț lǫn daamm o They 

were quarrelling, but he wasn't bothered by anything. [Trouble] m zua Asaana, bǤǤ daamǫ fǤ? my friend Asaan, 
what's bothering you? [AIDS-I] Na'asaabugum paŋ pț tǤn'Ǥn dǤl rǤbaa, dinǫ kǫ ka li na nyaŋe gu' ka bugum la 

paŋ kț daami fǤ. Rubber/plastic does not conduct electricity, so they (rubber/plastic footwear) can prevent the 
current from harming you. [Electricity] m niŋgbina mǫ mǤr laafi ka si'el kț daami lii my body also will have 

health and nothing will trouble it. [ACT 2:26] pa'alimi alaafi tuntum linǫ mǤt la bǫǫ linǫ daami fǤ indicate to the 
medical worker what is swollen or what is disturbing you. [Immunisation] Nǫ'ǫŋa yǫla da kǫ ka o daamid biis la nǫ 

bu'osa. That was why he kept bothering the kids with questions. [Shoeshine-Boy] BǤ ka ya daamid pu'a la? 'Why 
are you bothering this woman?'. [MAT 26:10] Fț ya'a vț'țs taba nyǤ'Ǥsi kpǫn'ǫsi fț pțțginǫǫ li daamidi fț laafi 

nǫ. If you inhale tobacco smoke it damages your health. [Smoking] Lit: breathe .. put into your inside. Ka banǫ ka 

kikiris daamidi ba daa nyǫ laafi. 'Those who were troubled by evil spirits also came and were healed.'. [LUK 6:18] 
Linǫ na ta'as gu'ub la anǫ daamțg si'a ya'a lu teŋin la na  bǫǫ nid yinne bǫǫ babiga ya'a mǤ ye ba daam teŋ 

la wțsa 'A state of emergency may be declared in circumstances including natural disaster. A situation in which 

an action by a person or persons threatens the country or part of the country'. [Constitution] daamțg nǫ tțkpiidțg 

ma'aa pǫ'ǫl ani 'full of turmoil'. [EZK 22:5] Lit: trouble and confusion fill there. Bțndaar ka ya na basi m 

daamțgǤ? 'How long will you torment me'. [JOB 19:2] Daamțgț duoe Gideon kum nya'aŋ la yǫla The trouble 
that arose after Gideon's death. [JDG 8:33 [heading]] See: daauŋ. 

daam2   Form: danma. Form: da-6. Variant: dan-. n. pito, liquor. Note: corn beer, alcoholic beverage Ka naan lǫb na zi'en 

samani ka ba nuu daam And come back again and sit on the front-yard to drink pito. [Asaasim] Nintaŋ la tțl zina 

nǫ, dinzug ka m bǤǤdin ye ti keŋ nu daam The sun was hot today, so I would like us to go and drink some pito. 

[Electricity] ba ... da bǤǤd bayǫog bǫǫ ba kǫ ka daam kuli baa 'They must not be slanderers or slaves to wine'. [TIT 

2:3] Jese da nǤknǫ bțŋ ka lǤ diib, nǫ daam nǫ gan'ar, ka gban'e bțpǤlli mǤri ba nǫ o biig David n keŋ Saul 

san'an. 'So Jesse took a donkey loaded with bread, a skin of wine and a young goat and sent them with his son 
David to Saul.'. [1SA 16:20] li anǫ ban gǫndigid danma kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥbi nuud la yǫla it is because they are mixing 

different liquors and drinking them. [ISA 5:22] fț gan'a na pǫ'ǫl nǫ danpaalig your vats will brim over with new 
wine'. [PRO 3:10] SǤ' wțsa tisidnǫ damalisiŋ di'ema pin'ilțgțn, ka ba ya'a ti nuu tig la ka ba yț'țn tisid 

danbǫ'ǫd. Amaa fțn kpiank nǫ damalisiŋ la, hali ti paae nannanna. 'Everyone else serves the best wine first, 
and the poorer only when the guests have drunk freely; but you have kept the best wine till now.'. [JHN 2:10] Ka 

nwam zi'e nǫ danmi'isțg. Ka ba zaŋ sțțsț lǤs danmi'isțgțn la lǤ kikan'arini niŋ o nǤǤrin. 'A jar of wine 
vinegar was there, so they soaked a sponge in it, put the sponge on a stalk of the hyssop plant, and lifted it to Jesus' 

lips.'. [JHN 19:29] Colloc: daamin ‘at/in/from the liquor’. banǫ ǫǫnti zin'in daamin ka yț'țŋ ti sǤbi sțdig 'who sit 
late into the night inflamed with wine'. [ISA 5:11] Colloc: dazen'ug ‘pito (specifically)’. Dazǫn'țg da ma' kțkǤm 

ka o yi tanp. Pito deceived the leper and he went to war. [Proverb 195] Colloc: dankpi'ema ‘strong drink’. Da nuud 

dankpi'ema bǫǫ taba lǫmisțg bǫ li nuubǤ Don't drink strong drink or use tobacco as snuff or to smoke. 

[Womens-Health] Colloc: kțan' daam2. (ya na)  kțan' daam ka lǫǫ kț nuu 'you will crush grapes but not drink the 
wine'. [MIC 6:15] Lit: brew pito and not drink. Ba mǫ ya'a maan kțțrǫ, ba nwaadi man willi sǫǫd yituon 

pu'atanpi kuan'ad ba daam zin'isi'a la. When they have a funeral, they cut my branches and plant them in front 
of the house in the place where the junior women brew their pito. [Trees] Colloc: daam tiig, tiwala ‘grapevine, 

grapes (in the Bible)’. Kem na nǤ daam tiwala la, ka daam bǤk la pǫ'ǫl ya 'Come, trample the grapes, for the 
winepress is full'. [JOL 3:13] Colloc: tiwala daam ‘wine (in the Bible)’. tiwala daam na buk wțț ku'om nǫ wine 
will be plenty like water. [GEN 49:11] Colloc: daam2 kul X ‘X is an alcoholic, addicted to liquor’. ba ... da bǤǤd 

bayǫog bǫǫ ba kǫ ka daam kuli baa 'They must not be slanderers or slaves to wine'. [TIT 2:3] Res: bug ‘be drunk’. 
Kǫl ka ti tis o daam ka o nuu bug 'Come on, let's make our father drunk'. [GEN 19:33] Ba na tț'țsid wțț banǫ 

bug daam nǫ They will stumble like those who are drunk with liquor. [NAM 1:10] Sit: danyir ‘drinking-bar’. Etym: 
OV1 *DA:M ; GS ? *SIN (TN) . Note: OV1 better *DA-M [TN] See: danbin; danuud; danuur; danyir. 

daamǫ   See main entry: daam1. trouble. 
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daame1  See main entry: daam1. trouble. 

daami   See main entry: daam1. trouble. 

daamid   See main entry: daam1. trouble. 

daamidi   See main entry: daam1. trouble. 

daamm   See main entry: daam1. trouble. 

daamnǫ   See main entry: daam1. trouble. 

daamțg   See main entry: daam1. trouble. 

daamțgǤ   See main entry: daam1. trouble. 

daamțgț   See main entry: daam1. trouble. 

daan1   Variant: daana; daanǫ; daani. Form: dim2. Variant: daanam. Form: -daan2. Variant: -raan. n. owner, person with 

... Note: person characterised by, owner of, responsible for ... Distrik Asambili kțk daan na anǫ onǫ ka Asambili dim 

la pțdigir ayi' gaŋ o atan' pțțgin. 'The Principal Legislative officer of the District Assembly ... shall be elected 

from the membership of the District Assembly by a two-thirds majority'. [Constitution] Na'araug mi' o daan, bțŋ 

mǫ mi' o yam daka zin'ig 'The ox knows his master, the donkey his owner's manger'. [ISA 1:3] Wina'am bǫnt 

ya'am dimnǫ gban'adi ba, ba mi'ilim pțțgin. 'God traps the wise in their cleverness'. [1CO 3:19] Ba ya'a gban'e 

sǤ' yǤ ka nam pț kad o saria ka o siak ye o luyaa, ba nan kț tțm o wțț tțțmbǫ'ǫd daana. If someone is held 
in custody and his trial has not yet been held and he pleads guilty, he must not be treated as a criminal. [Constitution] 
Yǫlbǫ'ǫd lǫbidnǫ o daana zugin. Wickedness returns to the head of the doer. [Proverb 114] Arezak daani daa bǫ 

yǫǫd fuvǫnla banǫ ligidi zu'oe 'There was once a rich man who dressed in the most expensive clothes'. [LUK 16:19] 
ban na tțm nǫ D.C nam nǫ Distrik Asambili kțk daanam o sț'țlimin la they shall work with the D.C.s and 
District Assembly P.L.O.s in his region. [Constitution] Colloc: arezak daan1 ‘a rich person’. arezak daan la wțm 

wala la when the rich man heard that. [Billygoat] Colloc: ba'akǤlțg daan1 ~ sǤb/ba'akǤn dim ‘a diviner, 
soothsayer, sorcerer’. Ba da ... nyǫ ba'akǤlțg daan ka o an Jew nid 'they met a Jewish sorcerer and false 
prophet'. [ACT 13:6] Saul keŋ ba'akǤlțg sǤb ni 'Saul Consults a Medium'. [1SA 28:3 [heading]] Josia da kad ba'akǤn 

dim nǫ sǤnpțttib la wțsa 'Josiah got rid of the mediums and spiritists'. [2KI 23:24] Colloc: [number] daan1 ‘the 
[number]th’. Manǫ da an atan' daanǫ na pian' ti sakur la yǫla. I was the third one to speak for our school. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Ka ayǤpǤi daan la an kirisolat. 'the seventh chrysolite'. [REV 21:20] Colloc: on daan1, ninkan daan1 
‘that person [just mentioned]’. on daan ka m na dǤlli kul that's the person I will follow home. [Billygoat] Niŋkan 

daana da mǤr pțtǫn'ǫr ye o na di'e si'el ZugsǤb la san'anǫǫ. 'That man should not think he will receive 
anything from the Lord'. [JAS 1:7] Colloc: oŋa daan1 ‘that fellow [pejorative]’. Oŋa daana niŋ wala tțm sǤ' man 

san'an na ye m ti'eb o kțkǤm ban'asǫ? 'Why does this fellow send someone to me to be cured of his leprosy?'. 

[2KI 5:7] SynD: sǤb1. M biiga, fț anǫ ya'am daan (sǤb). My son, you are a sensible person. [Iodine] Etym: OV1 *TI ; 
OVN *DANA/LANA ; SO(B) ( see "own, to") ; GS1 *TI²/U ; vc4 *t ɪ. Note: OVN isoglosses of *DANA and *SOB 

would be interesting, overlap in Kusaal (at least) See: bțndaan; gbandaan; kpanaraan; ligidaan; saraan; teŋindaan; 

teŋgbandaan; yidaan. 

-daan2   See main entry: daan1. owner. 

daana   See main entry: daan1. owner. 

daanam   See main entry: daan1. owner. 

daanǫ   See main entry: daan1. owner. 

daani   See main entry: daan1. owner. 

daaŋ   See main entry: daauŋ. disturbance. 

daar1   Variant: daara; daare1; daarǫǫ; daaree.  Note:  cf.  dabisir, daba Form: daa-2. Variant: daar-3; da-7. n. day. Daar 

yinne ka o sabua kǫn o san'an na One day his girlfriend came to him. [Billygoat] gaansțg na lǫm bǫ dabpisi nǫ 

yinne daar 'a run-off shall be held within 21 days of the previous election.'. [Constitution] Suobama yinne ane 

tinamǫ na mǤr Iodine la paasid nǫ yaarim ti daar wțsa diib pțțgin One of these ways is to add iodised  salt to 
our daily food. [Iodine] ligidkanǫ ka o ka o su'a gu' yǫlpakir daar yǫla la moneys which have been deposited 
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against contingencies. [Constitution] Ka Alasid daar ka Mǫǫri Magdalen isigi keŋ yațgțn la 'on Sunday morning 

... Mary Magdalene went to the tomb'. [JHN 20:1] asǫǫ o pțn zuobid la daba ayǤpǤi la daar, linǫ aan 

amaalim-mǫŋ-nyain dabisir la 'he must shave his head on the day of his cleansing – the seventh day'. [NUM 6:9] 
Jew dim banǫ bǫ Susa teŋin la da la'as Ada nwadig la dabis pii nǫ anaasi daare kț dap kǤbistan' 'The Jews 
in Susa came together on the fourteenth day of the month of Adar, and they put to death in Susa three hundred 

men'. [EST 9:15] yaname kiibi kǫǫn m Ǥfisin na tinamǫ mǤr bugum kǫǫn ya teŋin la na daari you came to my 

office promptly on the day we brought electricity to your village. [Electricity] Yǫlbanǫ ka o ye Alamisi pț maal la 

ka' bǫnnǫ, hali daasieba bǫ ka o lǤ'Ǥŋ biis la. There was no end of the things he said Alamisi hadn't done, there 
were even some days when she accused the children. [Wonderwoman] yiiga di nǤkidi lin yi dapii nǫ anaasi (bakǤi 

ayi') ti paae nwadig bǫǫ nwadis ayi' ka li nyaan bigisi li mǫŋ. at first it takes from fourteen days (two weeks) to 

a month or two before it shows itself. [AIDS-I] Colloc: daarin ‘in/on the day’. asǫǫ li daarin la mǫn Agaung mǫŋ 

daa kena ye o kǤ' kawǫnna not knowing on that very day Crow himself came to harvest the corn. [Asaasim] Note: 

kǤ emended to kǤ' by MA Colloc: dabis/daba [num.] daar ‘the [num.]th day’. lin ti paae nwadis ayǤpǤi dabis pii 

nǫ ayǤpǤi daar la 'on the seventeenth day of the seventh month'. [GEN 8:4] Ka yț'țŋ sǤb ka bǫog nie daba atan' 

daare la. 'And there was evening, and there was morning – the third day.'. [GEN 1:13] Colloc: da'adaar 
‘market-day’. BǤk da'adaar ma'aa ka ba vț'țsid. They only rest on Bawku market day. [Wealth-Is-Power] Colloc: X 

paae X daar ‘X reaches X's natural term of life’. Ka dasam nǫ pu'asada ian'adi kpiid gal-gal ka pț paadi ba 

daarǫ. And the young men and women suddenly died one after the other and didn't reach their natural span of life. 

[Asaasim] Sim: dabisir, daba. fț na nyaŋi duoe li zi'el dabisa atan' daarǫǫ? 'you are going to raise it in three 
days?'. [JHN 2:20] See: a-daar-paaeya; bțndaar. 

daar2 [N]   Variant: daare2; daari. n. the day after tomorrow/day before yesterday. daar zaam on kidig o bǤn'Ǥgțn la na 
in the evening the day after tomorrow she would come and meet him in the valley. [Billygoat] On da kena la daari, 

ba sǤnsnǫ bi'ela. When he came the day before yesterday they had a little chat. [Trouble] Sim: zina ‘today’; su'os 
‘yesterday’. 

daar-3   See main entry: daar1. day. 

daara   See main entry: daar1. day. 

daara-daara   id. recently. O daa naae nǫ J.S.S daara-daara ka gur o gbana yiib na. He finished J.S.S. recently and 
was waiting for his graduation. [Fire] 

daare1   See main entry: daar1. day. 

daare2   See main entry: daar2 [N]. day before yesterday. 

daarǫǫ   See main entry: daar1. day. 

daaree   See main entry: daar1. day. 

daari   See main entry: daar2 [N]. day before yesterday. 

daasi'er   Variant: daasi'erǫ; daasi'ere; daasi'erǫǫ. disc. perhaps. Wina'am ... mi' ye daasi'er bǫog ti na ti tiak ti 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd la God knows that maybe in the future we will change our evil deeds. [Asaasim] daasi'er o ya'a ti niŋ 

si'ela perhaps she may do something. [Billygoat] Daasi'erǫ ba gu'usidi ye saa la niee. Perhaps they are waiting for 
it to rain. [Trouble] Daasi'erǫ o bǫnǫ bangida ni. 'He must be relieving himself in the closet'. [JDG 3:24] Daasi'erǫ, 

o sa gǫnǫ bǤzugǤ waadi kpǫn'ǫd o. Maybe he got tired yesterday because he felt cold. [AIDS-I] daasi'erǫ ti kț lǫn 

nǤk bugum la tțm nǫ la'ad bǫdegțț we may not want to use electricity to work with many appliances. [Electricity] 
Alamisi tǫn'ǫs ye daasi'erǫǫ o sid bǤǤdi ye o maal si'el linǫ kǫ ka o pian'ad ala la. Alamisi thought that 
perhaps her husband wanted her to do something wrong so that he could talk like that. [Wonderwoman] O tțm 

nǫ'ǫŋa ye ba iee o zin'ig, ka daasi'erǫǫ ba na nyǫǫ o. 'He did this so that they would look for him, and perhaps 
find him'. [ACT 17:27] 

daasi'erǫ   See main entry: daasi'er. perhaps. 

daasi'ere   See main entry: daasi'er. perhaps. 

daasi'erǫǫ   See main entry: daasi'er. perhaps. 

daațŋǤ   See main entry: daauŋ. disturbance. 
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daauŋ   Variant: daațŋǤ; daaŋ. n. disturbance. M ka' vț'țsțm, li anǫ daauŋ ma'aa. 'I have no rest, but only turmoil'. [JOB 

3:26] Bǫogț nie la ka daauŋ tita'ar naan soogianam la sțțgin 'In the morning, there was no small commotion 

among the soldiers'. [ACT 12:18] Ti bǤǤd ye ti mǤr yǤlisim, ka barigaŋ kae, ka mǤr nǤǤr yinne ka daauŋ kț bǫ 

ti teŋgbauŋțn nwaa. We wish that we have freedom and justice, and have unity without any disturbance in this 
nation. [Constitution] Ka Akudbil yǫl ye ti lǫm mǤri daauŋ yinne. And Akudbil said that we still have one problem. 

[Electricity] nǫ' mǫ tun'e kǫ ka bǫlisim la mǤr yǤlisim, suguru ka daaŋ kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb kț bǫǫ. and this can 

ensure that life is free and peaceful, and various sorts of trouble are absent. [Bible-Study] GǤs ka labaya tțțma kț 

nyǫ daauŋǤ the promotion and defence of the freedom ... of the media; [Constitution] See: daam1. 

dǫ-   See main entry: dǫǫg1. warthog. 

dǫ1   Form: dǫǫd. Form: dǫǫdnǫ. Form: dǫǫdin. v. galloping. Ba soogianam la ban'adnǫ widii dǫǫd hali 'Their cavalry 

gallops headlong'. [HAB 1:8] Widi la kena dǫǫd nǫ paŋ 'Then the horses came galloping on'. [JDG 5:22] O dǫǫdnǫ 

hali ka li mǤr dabiem 'He paws fiercely'. [JOB 39:21] 

dǫba   See main entry: dǫbir. pallet. 

dǫbibis   See main entry: dǫbil. warthog piglet. 

dǫbil   Variant: debil [N]. Form: dǫbibis. Variant: debibis. n. a warthog piglet. Dǫbil pț la'ad o ma nyingaandǫ. The 

warthog piglet doesn't laugh at his mother's tusk. [Proverb 027] See: dǫǫg1; -bil2 

dǫbir   Variant: debir; dǫbire; debire; dǫbiri; debiri. Form: dǫba. Variant: deba.   [ACT 5:15] 

 n. 1 • a mat, pallet. SynD: sǤŋ. nidib mor ban'adnam na n digili ba sueya ni ne deba [ACT 5:15 (original New 

Testament)] Note: published Bible: nidib mǤr ban'adnam na digili ba suoya ni nǫ sǤna 'people brought the sick 
into the streets and laid them on beds and mats'. 

dǫbire   See main entry: dǫbir. pallet. 

dǫbiri   See main entry: dǫbir. pallet. 

dǫ'ǫŋ1   Variant: de'eŋ1. v. to straighten sth. Mult: dǫmis. See: dǫmis1. 

dǫ'ǫŋ2   Variant: de'eŋ2. Form: dǫmis2. Variant: demis. n. danger, injury, problem. m na kǫ ka fț nyǫ laafi ya'as ka ti'ebi 

fț dǫmis la 'I will restore you to health and heal your wounds'. [JER 30:17] M paam dǫmis la nǫ m zuanam yin. 
'The wounds I was given at the house of my friends.'. [ZEC 13:6] 

dǫk   Variant: dǫki. Form: dǫknam. n. a 'deck', music-player. O yǫli ba ye ba da la'asid la'ad bǫdegț nwǫnǫ, tep nǫ 

T.V. nǫ dǫki fir bugum nwiig yinne nii. He told them not to attach a number of appliances, like tape-recorder and 

TV and music player, all on one wire. [Electricity-] Hali na'asaagǫna (dǫknam) sa pǫ'ǫlnǫ ka ba wa' hali The 
record-players (decks) were full and they danced a lot. [You-Do?] Sim: tep. From: (Eng.) 

dǫki   See main entry: dǫk. deck. 

dǫknam   See main entry: dǫk. deck. 

dǫl   Variant: del; dǫlli; deli; dǫlla; dǫlli. Form: dǫlnǫ. Form: dǫllin. v. 1 • be standing, support self on. Goma da dǫl nǫ 

o kțkdǫllțŋ zugț zǤǤnsim Goma was lying back dozing in his 'lazy-chair'. [Trouble] Ti Wina'am onǫ an 

pțpielim sǤb la paŋ bǫ nǫ onǫ wțsa nǤk o mǫŋi dǫl o 'The gracious hand of our God is on everyone who looks 
to him'. [EZR 8:22] Da kǫ ka teŋgban kanǫ ka fț dǫl la ma'af 'Do not let the god you depend on deceive you'. [ISA 

37:10] Ya daa keŋ ye ya nyǫ mǤǤg kanǫ ka pǫbisțg da'ad ka li dǫl bǫǫ? Did you go to see 'a reed swayed by the 

wind?'. [LUK 7:24] Egipt kț lǫn an teŋ kanǫ ka Israel nidib na nǤki ba mǫŋi dǫlla 'Egypt will no longer be a 
source of confidence for the people of Israel'. [EZK 29:16] Saul mǫ bǫǫ anina ka nǤk o kpan nǫ ti'il ka dǫlli li 'there 
was Saul, leaning on his spear'. [2SA 1:6] O dǫlnǫ o silinsi'ipaanlțŋ la ka li kǫnsig 'He leans on his web, but it 
gives way'. [JOB 8:15] O pa'a dǫllin zaŋguom la. He was leaning against the wall. [MA] Colloc: dǫl X ‘lean on X’. 
Dǫllim ka ya'a ka' alaa fț na li. Lean on me otherwise you will fall. [MA] Banǫ dǫl Wina'am anǫ wțț Zion Zuor 

la Those who rely on God are like Mount Zion. [PSA 125:1 [heading]] O dǫlnǫ o silinsi'ipaanlțŋ la ka li kǫnsig 'He 
leans on his web, but it gives way'. [JOB 8:15] Sim: dǫllim. nwǫnǫ balaari ǫǫn buak bǫǫ tuoǫn ka sǤ' ya'a zanl ka 

dǫlli li ka li kțns o nu'ugț pu'alim o 'like using a reed as a walking stick – it would break and jab your hand'. [2KI 

18:21] Note: see ISA 36 parallel under dǫllim 
2 • lean, slant. Ya daa keŋ ye ya nyǫ mǤǤg kanǫ ka pǫbisțg da'ad ka li dǫl bǫǫ? Did you go to see 'a reed 
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swayed by the wind?'. [LUK 7:24] wțț zaŋguom kanǫ dǫlli bǤǤd liig 'as if he were a leaning wall'. [PSA 62:3] 
Lit: leaning wanting to fall. See: dǫllim; kțkdǫllțŋ. 

dǫlig   Variant: delig [N]; dǫligǫ; delige. Form: dǫligid. v. spread things to dry. Ba dǫlig ki sieba nǫ zakin. They spread 

some of the millet to dry in the courtyard. [House+Farm] Ba tțmnǫ tțțmbibis wțț pǫǫd bǫǫ sǤna țgțb ... bǫǫ 

tțm lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la tțțma bǫǫ pǤn' nanzț'țsi dǫlig They do casual labour like weaving baskets and mats ... or 
they do gardening or pick peppers and spread them to dry. [Trouble] Amaa o da mǤri ba nǫ dțț su'a o dǤǤg zug, 

zin'ikanǫ ka o nǤk bǫriŋdaadi dǫlig la. 'But she had taken them up to the roof and hidden them under the stalks 

of flax she had laid out on the roof.'. [JOS 2:6] M na dǫlig Israel nidib la niŋgbina ba bada la tuon 'I will lay the 
dead bodies of the Israelites in front of their idols'. [EZK 6:5] Atǫuk la pțțgin o na an zin'ikanǫ ka ba na dǫligid 

zulis 'Out in the sea she will become a place to spread fishnets'. [EZK 26:5] kpi'e zin'ikanǫ ka ba maan fuudi 

dǫligid la near the place where they make clothes and spread them to dry. [2KI 18:17] nidib la tțțm da anǫ kǤndis 

la gban'ab ... Ba da dǫlig kǤndis la giligi ba la'asțg zin'ig la wțsa. 'the people worked catching quails ... They 
spread them out to dry all round the camp.'. [NUM 11:32] 

dǫligǫ   See main entry: dǫlig. spread to dry. 

dǫligid   See main entry: dǫlig. spread to dry. 

dǫlla   See main entry: dǫl. support self on, lean. 

dǫlli   See main entry: dǫl. support self on, lean. 

dǫlli   See main entry: dǫl. support self on, lean. 

dǫllim   Variant: delim; dǫllimi; delime. v. rest one's weight on sth. Jakob daa ...  zaŋ o mǫŋi dǫllim o dansaar ka wǤ'Ǥg 

Wina'am 'He leaned on the top of his walking stick and worshipped God.'. [HEB 11:21] Ala ka Egipt Na'ab Faaro 

aan tis onǫ wțsa dǫllim o. 'That is what the king of Egypt is like when anyone relies on him.'. [2KI 18:21.b] banǫ 

nǤki ba mǫŋi dǫllim o la kț nyǫ kțțsbǫ'ǫdǫ 'no one will be condemned who takes refuge in him'. [PSA 34:22] 
Sim: dǫl. sǤ' ya'a zanl ka dǫllimi li ka li kțns o nu'ugț pu'alim if someone holds it and leans on it it will pierce 
his hand and wound him. [ISA 36:6] Note: see 2KI 18 parallel under dǫl See: dǫl; kțkdǫllțŋ. 

dǫllimi   See main entry: dǫllim. rest weight on. 

dǫllin   See main entry: dǫl. support self on, lean. 

dǫlnǫ   See main entry: dǫl. support self on, lean. 

dǫmis1   Variant: demis; dǫn'ǫmis. v. to straighten many. sǤ' kae na tun'e tiak bǫǫ dǫmisi lii nobody can change or revise 

them. [Constitution] Gen: dǫ'ǫŋ1. See: dǫ'ǫŋ1; dǫn'ǫmis. 

dǫmis2   See main entry: dǫ'ǫŋ2. problem. 

dǫmis3   See main entry: dǫŋ2. wound. 

dǫn'   Variant: den'; dǫn'ǫ; den'e. Form: dǫn'ǫn1. Variant: dǫn'ǫni. Form: dǫn'ǫd. Variant: den'ed; dǫn'ǫdi; den'edi. 

Form: dǫn'ǫnid. Variant: dǫn'ǫnidi. Form: dǫn'ǫdnǫ. Form: dǫn'ǫr. Variant: den'er. v. to run alongside, border on, 

follow along. Ka ti kennǫ dǫn'ǫd atǫuk gbǫog Krete teŋin. 'they sailed along the coast of Crete hugging the 
land'. [ACT 27:13] David nǫ ... dǤl suor la ken, ka Simie mǫ dǫn'ǫd kțkțn la baba dǤl o ka lǤbid o nǫ kuga 
'David ... continued along the road while Shimei was going along the hillside opposite him ... and throwing stones 

at him'. [2SA 16:13] Filistia teŋ sț'țdibi da dǤl taaba ... David nǫ o nidib la da dǤlnǫ Akis n dǫn'ǫd nya'aŋ 'The 
five Philistine kings marched out ... David and his men marched in the rear with King Achish. [1SA 29:2] pǫbisțgț 

tț'țsidi ti la zug ka ti dǫn'ǫd Saipuros teŋ la 'because the winds were blowing against us, we sailed on the 
sheltered side of the island of Cyprus'. [ACT 27:4] ka luaki dǫn'ǫn Salmone teŋ kanǫ bǫ Krete sț'țlimin la 'we 
began to sail under the lee of Crete'. [ACT 27:7] Ya-dagǤbțg la baba li na mǤri ala ... dǫn'ǫn Egipt titǤndiginǫ 

keŋ Atǫuk Tita'arin la. 'On the south side it will run ... along the Egyptian border to the Mediterranean Sea'. [EZK 

47:19] BǤn'Ǥg la wțsa, ... nǫ linǫ dǫn'ǫni keŋ Kidron bǤn'Ǥg nya'aŋ la ... na anǫ kasi tis ZugsǤb la. 'The whole 
valley ... and all the terraces out to the Kidron Valley ... will be holy to the Lord.'. [JER 31:40] O daa dǫn'ǫdnǫ yir la 

gat 'He was passing near her house'. [PRO 7:8] banǫ gǤsid na'abiig la dǤl o dǫn'ǫnid mu'ar la nǤǤr 'her attendants 
were walking along the river bank'. [EXO 2:5] Bțnvțya la ya'a ti ye ba keŋ, fiilnam la da dǫn'ǫnidi ba nǫ 'When 

the living creatures moved, the wheels moved beside them'. [EZK 1:19] Caus: dǫn'ǫl. See: dǫn'ǫl. 
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dǫn'ǫ   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

dǫn'ǫd   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

dǫn'ǫdi   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

dǫn'ǫdnǫ   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

dǫn'ǫl   Variant: dǫn'ǫli. Form: dǫn'ǫn2. v. to make sth. follow, run alongside. DǤbanǫ ka ba bțlig gǤǤr piel la da dǫn'ǫn 

nǫ pal kanǫ nwǫnǫ li pțdig teŋ la nǫ zin'is ayi' la. The whitewashed rooms were all along the side of the road 

which ran through the very middle of the town. [Trouble] kpa'ae maana la ziim dǫn'ǫli ya ZugsǤb Wina'am maan 

daka la 'The blood of your sacrifices must be poured beside the altar of the Lord your God'. [DEU 12:27] 
InvCaus: dǫn'. See: dǫn'. 

dǫn'ǫli   See main entry: dǫn'ǫl. follow. 

dǫn'ǫm   Variant: den'em; de'em; den'en. n. 1 • scum, green algæ, 'moss'. m nyǫ si'el ka li nwǫnǫ dǫn'ǫm nǫ kpǫn'ǫm m 

yir la 'I have seen something that looks like mildew in my house'. [LEV 14:35] 
2 • green. Bțlț ... dǫn'ǫm ... wiiug ... dǤnbțțlțm. Blue ... green ... red ... yellow. [Trouble] Ba da lǤ pien piela nǫ 

pien dǫn'ǫm bǫŋi ba diib zin'ig 'The courtyard there was decorated with blue and white cotton curtains'. [EST 1:6] 
dindǫog la bǤǤnsim an dǫn'ǫm a rainbow the colour of an emerald'. [REV 4:3] Sim: pǫdțk. Note: see refs. and links 
at -zǫn'ug 
3 • phlegm. Anane da pin'ili kǤnsim hali ti tin dǫn'ǫm. Anane began to cough until he brought up phlegm. 

[Trouble] 

dǫn'ǫmis   See main entry: dǫmis1. straighten many. 

dǫn'ǫn1   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

dǫn'ǫn2   See main entry: dǫn'ǫl. follow. 

dǫn'ǫni   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

dǫn'ǫnid   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

dǫn'ǫnidi   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

dǫn'ǫr   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

dǫn'ǫr1   adv. at first, earlier. Bama da an bțnvțbanǫ ka m da dǫŋin nyǫ Keba kǤldaug la dǫn'ǫr la. 'These were the 

living creatures I had seen by the Kebar River.'. [EZK 10:15] Na'ab Josia da gǤsi giligi nyǫ yaad banǫ da gilig 

kțkțna dǫn'ǫr la 'Then Josiah looked round and saw some tombs there on the hill'. [2KI 23:16] See: dǫŋ1. 

dǫŋ1   Variant: deŋ; dǫŋi1; deŋi; dǫŋǫ; deŋe. Form: dǫŋid. Variant: deŋid; dǫŋidi; deŋidi. Form: dǫŋidnǫ. Form: dǫŋim2!. 

Variant: deŋim!; dǫŋimi!; deŋimi!; dǫŋin1; deŋin. Form: dǫŋir. Variant: deŋir. v. 1 • to anticipate, do sth. first or 

before, precede. Dǫŋ sin'iŋiri an Adǫŋ nyǫǫb. 'The early bird catches the worm.'. [Proverb 191] Lit: Early start is 
early gain.. Ba'akanǫ san'anǫ dǫŋi yǫli ya nǫ'ǫnam yǫla? 'Which of the idols has foretold these things?'. [ISA 48:14] 
ZugsǤb la sǤb pian'abanǫ ka o da dǫŋi sǤb la nǤǤ kugban zugț tisim 'the Lord wrote on those tablets the same 
words that he had written the first time ...  gave' me. [DEU 10:4] Akudbil pțn dǫŋi zǤti kpa'ad lǤr sitǫǫsin Akudbil 

had already run off in the direction of the lorry station. [Electricity] Ma banǫ mi' nyǫ dǫŋi ba du'am pțțgin kțdim. 
Women who have already had a problem giving birth previously. [Womens-Health] Di pț dǤl suor nǫ fțn na tǤ'Ǥŋ 

na'asaabugum keŋi fț yin  ka pț dǫŋi yǫl na'asaabugum tțțma zin'igin la. It is illegal to connect your house 
to the electric supply without first notifying the electricity department. [Electricity] Pțtǫn'ǫr sǤb dǫŋidnǫ nyǫt 

yǫltǤǤg ka luakid 'A prudent man sees danger and takes refuge'. [PRO 22:3] Dǫŋim maali fț yǫla Deal with your 
problems ahead of time. [LUK 12:57 [heading]] Pu'asadir ya'a na kpǫn' Na'ab Zeesis san'an, asǫǫ ka ba dǫŋin nǤk 

nwadis pii nǫ ayi' maal o ka o vǫnl 'Before a girl's turn came to go in to King Xerxes, she had to complete twelve 
months of beauty treatments'. [EST 2:12] on dǫŋin tțm nu'ug ka ba nan lal hali la bǤ sumbțgțsțm suor 'he will 

send a delegation while the other is still a long way off and will ask for terms of peace'. [LUK 14:32] Ya bțŋ ya'a 

dǫŋin du'a bțndibig Every firstborn male donkey. [EXO 13:13] Lit: If your donkey should first bring forth a male 
foal. Colloc: dǫŋ tuon, dǫŋ yiiga ‘come first’. Manǫ dǫŋ yiiga yǫl Zion ye, ‘GǤsima, banǫ nwana!’ 'I was the 
first to tell Zion, ‘Look, here they are!’'. [ISA 41:27] Colloc: dǫŋ X tuon ‘do/come/go before X’. ti kpǫn' anrțŋț 
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dǫŋ Paul tuonnǫ keŋ Assos teŋin 'We went on ahead' of Paul 'to the ship and sailed for Assos'. [ACT 20:13] Banǫ 

wțsa dǫŋi m tuon na la anǫ banǫ faand bǫǫ na'ayiis 'All others who came before me are thieves and robbers'. 
[JHN 10:8] Sim: dǫŋ, kiib1, pǤns3; Cpart: yuug, yuolim ‘be last’. Pin'ilim yǤ banǫ yuolim kena la ti paae banǫ 

dǫŋ na la. pay them their wages, beginning with the last ones hired and going on to the first. [MAT 20:30] 
2 • to do sth. early. nwǫnǫ wala banǫ dǫŋ bi'igir 'like those' fruits 'that ripen early'. [JER 24:2] Ba da dǫŋ isigir ka 

bǫog bǤǤd nier 'They rose about daybreak'. [1SA 9:26] Li sțm ka fț dǫŋi bǤ tiim kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥbi gu' ka zu'omis 

da paae fǤ. You should find a different medicine as soon as possible to ensure that blindness doesn't overtake 
you. [Trachoma] Fț dǫŋid duor bǫkǫung asuba 'you rise early'. [PSA 127:2] Di anǫ zanbin, ... la'an nǫ on niŋ let 

la o la'am mukkidnǫ ye o pa'al dǫŋir nimmua. It is a sign ... that although she was late she tried hard to show 
that she was anxious to be early. [Trouble] Ba di'ed ya'an nǫ ba nyain ni nǫ dǫŋirin They are praised for being 

clean and punctual. [Trouble] Cpart: yuolim ‘be last’. Pin'ilim yǤ banǫ yuolim kena la ti paae banǫ dǫŋ na la. pay 
them their wages, beginning with the last ones hired and going on to the first. [MAT 20:30] 
3 • to be early (not late). Sim: kiib, pin'il ‘begin’; yiiga ‘first (adv.)’. See: dǫǫnliŋ; bțndǫǫŋ. 

dǫŋ2   Variant: deŋ; dǫŋi2; dǫŋa; deŋa; dǫŋŋa. Form: dǫmis3. Variant: demis; deens. n. a wound. Kțnsim gu' dǫŋ wțț 

(Tetanus). Immunisation can protect against a disease like Tetanus. [Womens-Health] DŰŊ ZANBINA SA'AR SAŊA 
SIGNS of INFECTION at the TIME of LABOUR. [Womens-Health [heading]] Da zaŋi bțnkǤnbkanǫ ka ba zan' o 

bǫǫ li mǤr dǫŋ bǫǫ fǫn'ǫdi maal maannǫ tis ZugsǤb la. Don't use an animal that has been castrated or has any 

wound or defect to make a sacrifice to the Lord. [LEV 22:24] Ma banǫ mi' nyǫ dǫŋi ba du'am pțțgin kțdim. 
Women who have already had a problem giving birth previously. [Womens-Health] Nidib ayi' na nyaŋi la'asi ken, 

ka pț dǫŋi siak ye ba na dǤl taabaa? 'Do two walk together unless they have agreed to do so?'. [AMO 3:3] 
BțnkǤnbțg la sțm ye o paae yțțm yinne ka an bțndaug ka ka' dǫŋŋa 'Your animal, taken either from the 

sheep or the goats, must be without blemish, a yearling male'. [EXO 12:5] Nid baa yinne kț paam dǫŋŋa. 'all the 
people will be unharmed'. [2SA 17:3] da niŋ dinǫ na tisi fț dum dǫŋa don't do anything that will injure your knee. 

[Womens-Health] Sim: sapu'ad, fǫn'țg, pu'alim ‘to wound sb.’. Dau sǤ' da pu'alimim ka m kțț o, o da tisim dǫŋ 

ka m kțț o. ' I have killed a man for wounding me, a young man for injuring me.'. [GEN 4:23] 

dǫŋ3   n. 1 • a wound. 
2 • dengue. Note: in the Colloc: dǫŋ3 ban'a ‘dengue fever’. Nwǫnǫ nyǤ'Ǥg bǫǫ kǤnsțŋ lǫ'ǫlǫ bǫǫ saann bǫǫ dǫŋ 

ban'a nǫ daŋkǤŋ. (Diseases) like tuberculosis or whooping cough or diarrhœa or dengue fever or measles. 

[Immunisation-II.] Note: ? from dǫŋ3
1 and From: (Eng.) Note: from Spanish and West Indian Spanish, based on a KiSwahili 

word 

dǫŋa   See main entry: dǫŋ2. wound. 

dǫŋdǫǫŋ   adv. first(ly). Bulig wikidnǫ dǫŋdǫǫŋ. A waterhole is drawn (on a ) first(-come, first served basis). [Proverb 179] 
See: dǫŋ1. 

dǫŋǫ   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

dǫŋi1   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

dǫŋi2   See main entry: dǫŋ2. wound. 

dǫŋid   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

dǫŋidi   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

dǫŋidnǫ   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

dǫŋim1   Variant: dǫŋin2. v. to anticipate, do sth. first or before, precede. bana paana ka nidib pțn dǫŋim bǫ nǫ ka tțn 

fǤǤli by the time they arrived  people were already there and had formed a queue. [Asaasim] O pțn dǫŋim bǫ ka 

si'el-si'el nan kae 'He exists before all things'. [COL 1:17] Na'ab la da pțn dǫŋim pidig o nu'ug tikir baŋ la yis 

Haman san'an The king had previously taken his signet-ring off Haman. [EST 8:2] onǫ dǫŋim pian'ad la na bas 

pian'ad 'the first speaker should stop'. [1CO 14:30] M pțn dǫŋin yǫli ya ka ya pț bǤǤd ye ya kǫlisǫ 'I have told you 
already and you did not listen.'. [JHN 9:27] Bama da an bțnvțbanǫ ka m da dǫŋin nyǫ Keba kǤldaug la dǫn'ǫr la. 
'These were the living creatures I had seen by the Kebar River.'. [EZK 10:15] ban wțsa bǤǤd ye ba keŋ o san'an la 

ba ǫǫnti deŋin isignǫ bǫkikǫungun everyone who wanted to go to see him had to get up very early. [Asaasim] 
Sim: dǫŋ, dǫŋim, kiib1, pǤns3. See: dǫŋ1. 
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dǫŋim2!   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

dǫŋimi!   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

dǫŋin1   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

dǫŋin2   See main entry: dǫŋim1. do first, be before. 

dǫŋir   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

dǫŋŋa   See main entry: dǫŋ2. wound. 

deba   See main entry: dǫbir. pallet. 

debibis   See main entry: dǫbil. warthog piglet. 

debil[N]   See main entry: dǫbil. warthog piglet. 

debir   See main entry: dǫbir. pallet. 

debire   See main entry: dǫbir. pallet. 

debiri   See main entry: dǫbir. pallet. 

dede   adv. exactly. Asǫǫ ka fț maali li ka li nwǫnǫ mam pa'alif si'em zuor zug la dede. 'Take care to make them 

according to the plan that I showed you on the mountain.'. [EXO 25:40] Syn: yim, kiapi1 

de'em   See main entry: dǫn'ǫm. green algæ, green, phlegm. 

de'eŋ1   See main entry: dǫ'ǫŋ1. straighten. 

de'eŋ2   See main entry: dǫ'ǫŋ2. problem. 

del   See main entry: dǫl. support self on, lean. 

deli   See main entry: dǫl. support self on, lean. 

delig[N]   See main entry: dǫlig. spread to dry. 

delige   See main entry: dǫlig. spread to dry. 

delim   See main entry: dǫllim. rest weight on. 

delime   See main entry: dǫllim. rest weight on. 

demis   See main entry: dǫ'ǫŋ2. problem. 

demis   See main entry: dǫmis1. straighten many. 

demis   See main entry: dǫŋ2. wound. 

den'   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

den'e   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

den'ed   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

den'edi   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

den'em   See main entry: dǫn'ǫm. green algæ, green, phlegm. 

den'en   See main entry: dǫn'ǫm. green algæ, green, phlegm. 

den'er   See main entry: dǫn'. follow along. 

den'in   v. to put A beside B. 

deŋ   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

deŋ   See main entry: dǫŋ2. wound. 

deŋa   See main entry: dǫŋ2. wound. 

deŋe   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

deŋi   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 
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deŋid   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

deŋidi   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

deŋim!   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

deŋimi!   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

deŋin   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

deŋir   See main entry: dǫŋ1. do first, be before, be early. 

dǫǫ   See main entry: dǫǫg1. warthog. 

dǫǫd   See main entry: dǫ1. galloping. 

dǫǫdin   See main entry: dǫ1. galloping. 

dǫǫdnǫ   See main entry: dǫ1. galloping. 

dǫǫg1   Variant: deeg; dǫǫ; dee [C] ["KLT" TN]. Form: dǫǫs2. Variant: dees. Form: dǫ-. n. a warthog. Phacochoerus 

africanus. Dǫǫg ye bǫogțn pț sțțda ka nuuda. warthog says that you don't bathe in the morning but you do 

drink. [Trees] La'an nǫ dǫǫg tafǫǫdi buak ayi', ka o pț țgțsid yaama bugusid la 'And the pig, though it has a 
split hoof completely divided, does not chew the cud'. [LEV 11:7] MǤǤgin dǫǫs la nǤǤdi li 'wild pigs trample it 
down'. [PSA 80:13] Etym: OV1 *DO ; OVN *DE-GA/SI~GU/TI (the -GU moves DE into DO); GS1 *TO/E ; vc2 
*to . See: dǫbil. 

dǫǫg2   See main entry: diiug. right hand. 

-dǫǫna   See main entry: -dǫǫŋ. early. 

-dǫǫnaa   See main entry: -dǫǫŋ. early. 

dǫǫnliŋ  Variant: deenliŋ. Form: dǫǫnna1. n. firstfruits. Maalimi Bakuainam Malțŋ saŋa kanǫ ka ya buni ya ki dǫǫnna la. 
'Celebrate the Feast of Weeks with the firstfruits of the wheat harvest. [EXO 34:22] Ya ya'a mǤr ki dǫǫnna na ye ya 

maal zțțd maannǫ tis ZugsǤb la, asǫǫ ka ya kiimi li arig kayaama. 'When you bring to the Lord an offering of 
the first corn harvested, offer roasted grain or ground meal.'. [LEV 2:14] Colloc: dǫǫnliŋ biis ‘firstfruits offering’. 
See: dǫŋ1; bțndǫǫŋ. 

dǫǫnna1   See main entry: dǫǫnliŋ. firstfruits. 

-dǫǫnna2  See main entry: -dǫǫŋ. early. 

-dǫǫŋ   Variant: -deeŋ; -dǫǫŋi. Form: -dǫǫnna2. Variant: -deena; -dǫǫna; -dǫǫnaa; -deenaa. adj. first; early. Bin'isdǫǫŋ 

la an dǤnbțțlim la sțŋid bilia pțțri m maan bilia bin. Colostrum is the yellowish substance that helps the 

baby's stomach to form its stools. [Breastfeeding] Nwadis banǫ gaadi pț yuugǫ ka yǫlbǫ'ǫd dǫǫŋ la daa naam la 
Not many months later the first disaster happened. [Trouble] Dinzug ka m kǫ ka saa pț lǫn niida, ka sadǫǫŋ mǫ 

lǫn kae. 'That is why the rains were held back, and the spring showers did not come.'. [JER 3:3] ba da nwǫnǫ kekaŋ 

dǫǫŋi na bi'ig nǫ they were like 'the early fruit on the fig tree'. [HOS 9:10] Kekama tiis pin'ili wan waldǫǫnna 'The 

fig tree forms its early fruit'. [SNG 2:13] yțțm wțsa ti na mǤr zțțd linǫ an bțndǫǫna nǫ tiis wala wțsa kǫn 

ZugsǤb Yin la na 'We will take to the Temple each year an offering of the first corn we harvest and of the first 
fruit that ripens on our trees.'. [NEH 10:35] Saan pț bțt kawǫndǫǫnaa. A stranger does not plant early maize. 

[Proverb 244] Sim: yiiga ‘first’.  BIN'ISDŰŰŊ (YIIGA BIN'ISIM) Colostrum (first milk). [Breastfeeding [heading]] 
Cpart: -yǤǤŋ ‘later’. O tisi ya ku'om bǫdegț; sadǫǫŋ nǫ sayǤǤŋ wțț on ǫǫnti niŋid si'em la. 'He sends you 
abundant showers, both autumn and spring rains, as before.'. [JOL 2:23] See: naaddǫǫna. 

-dǫǫŋi   See main entry: -dǫǫŋ. early. 

dǫǫs1   Form: dǫǫsid. v. to compete. Yǫlsțm kanǫ ka mam mǤr la zug ka saalib nǫ bțnkǤnbid dǫǫsid taaba man yin. 
Because of the blessing that I have, human beings and animals compete in coming to my house. [Trees] 

dǫǫs2   See main entry: dǫǫg1. warthog. 

dǫǫsid   See main entry: dǫǫs1. compete. 

dee   ptc. as for ... [singling out a mentioned participant]. Note: [contrastive particle] 'X for his part', 'On the other hand...' – 
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usually follows the subject of the clause Ka Akudbil nyǤnnǫ yit ka ye pu'ab on dee, man zi' dinǫ kǫ ka ban 

pțtǫn'ǫr bee li kǤn nǫ tinam sansa wțsa! And Akudbil was upset and said that as for women, I don't know why 
they always think differently from us. [Electricity] Sim: mǫn. 

dee[C],["KLT" TN]   See main entry: dǫǫg1. warthog. 

deeg   See main entry: dǫǫg1. warthog. 

-deena   See main entry: -dǫǫŋ. early. 

-deenaa   See main entry: -dǫǫŋ. early. 

deenliŋ   See main entry: dǫǫnliŋ. firstfruits. 

deens   See main entry: dǫŋ2. wound. 

-deeŋ   See main entry: -dǫǫŋ. early. 

dees   See main entry: dǫǫg1. warthog. 

di-   See main entry: diib1. food. 

di1   Variant: dii. Form: diie. Form: dit. Variant: ditta; dittaa; dita; dite; ditti; diti. Form: ditnǫ. Variant: ditne. 

Form: ditin. Variant: dittin. Form: dim3!. Variant: dimi2!; dimmi!. Form: dimini!. Form: diin4. Form: diib2.  Note: 

eating; food (see diib1); marriage Form: diir.  Note: marriage only Form: diya. Variant: diyaa. v. 1 • to consume, eat 

(general), 'chop' [Gh.] Fț ya'a di man wala galisǫ fț na kțțl ka gț'țŋ tțțma. If you eat my fruits too much, you 
will be intoxicated and unable to work. Da lǫm paas si'el ye biig la nu bǫǫ o di. Don't give the baby anything 
else to drink or eat. [Breastfeeding] M ba biiga, m mabiiga maalim fțn bǤǤd si'el, ka di fțn m bǤǤd si'el My 
brothers, do what you like and eat what you like. [Asaasim] Asibid daar yț'țŋ yinne ka ti la'as ye ti di ZugsǤb 

diib. 'On Saturday evening we gathered together for the fellowship meal'. [ACT 20:7] Zina dabis pii nǫ anaasi 

nwa' ka ya bi'esid kum nǫ vțm ka pț di si'ela. 'For the last fourteen days ... you have lived in suspense ... you 
have eaten nothing.'. [ACT 27:33] Na'ab la da zin' ye o di. 'the king sat down to eat'. [1SA 20:24] Fț kǤ'Ǥm ya'a zabid 

ka fț paam ganya dii fț tam kǤ'Ǥm yǫla. If you are hungry and get some gaa-fruit to eat, you will forget your 

hunger. baas banǫ bǫǫ ba zugdaan tuon la ditnǫ biis dizǤra dinǫ lit la 'even the dogs under the table eat the 
children's crumbs'. [MRK 7:28] Lit: before their master. Yanam banǫ ka' ligidi la, kemi na da' diie! 'you who have 
no money, come, buy and eat!'. [ISA 55:1] Li sțm ye saŋa wțsa kam dit nǫ na'asaar yarim It is good always to eat 
iodised salt. [Iodine] Ba ... mǤr nǤǤr yinne ka la'asidi dit diib nǫ taaba (they were) 'taking part in the fellowship, 

and sharing in the fellowship meals'. [ACT 2:42] O ya'a ditta, o tun'e gu'us bi'ela ka gi'e gǤs o pu'a. When he was 
eating he could wait a little and turn and look at his wife. [Wonderwoman] Teŋ zțŋ nid pț ditta. 'No foreigner is to 
eat of it.'. [EXO 12:43] SǤ' wțsa ya'a dittaa on tǫn'ǫsim o biis yǫla Whenever anyone is eating, they should 
consider the needs of their children. [You-Heard?] Tabbǫ'ǫd la nuub la kǫnǫ ka m diti gat din nar si'em. Smoking 

drugs made me eat more than I should. [Shoeshine-Boy] Diti m kon' kpiidi m kon'. Lone eater, lone death. [Proverb 

200] Lit: eating by myself, dying by myself. Ka'a m ditnǫ tiim bǫǫ m bțgțdne ba'adǫ It is not that I take 
medicine or practise divination. [You-Hear?] Paul bǫlimi ba wțsa ye ba dim diib 'Paul begged them all to eat some 
food'. [ACT 27:33] Daar wțsa dim nasaar yarim Every day eat iodised salt. [Iodine] Dimi diib ka gu'usi paae 

nintaŋ! Eat something, please. Wait until later in the day. [JDG 19:8] Ninsaal biiga, dimmi fț diib la nǫ dabiem 
'Son of man, tremble as you eat your food'. [EZK 12:18] Dimini li zina bǤzugǤ zina anǫ ZugsǤb dabisir. 'Eat this 
today, because today is the Sabbath'. [EXO 16:25] nidib la ya'a diin dibanǫ ka ba dataas zǤ ka bas la, li naan aan 

wala? 'if the army had eaten today whatever they took from their enemies by way of spoil' how would it have 

been? [1SA 14:30] Nǫ'ǫŋa da niŋnǫ bodobodo linǫ ka' danbin la diib saŋa. 'This happened during the time of the 
Festival of Unleavened Bread.'. [ACT 12:3] Lit: the time of the eating of bread which has no yeast. Dau la da diya 

ka paŋ yț'țn kena 'After he had eaten, his strength returned'. [1SA 30:12] Goma bu'os ye, pu'ab la diya? Goma 
asked "Have the women eaten?" [Trouble] Note: Not used for meat and other foods that are hard or chewy, for which the 

verb is Ǥnb, unless the eater is a bird or animal whose mouth is not considered to work in a 'chewing' manner: zțțnd da sig 

na ye ba di ni'im la 'Vultures came down on the bodies'. [GEN 15:11] Lit: to eat the meat. Ka zțnzțnya dii o ka o 

kpi. 'He was eaten by worms and died.'. [ACT 12:23] Cpart: nu ‘drink’.  Isaak nyaan maal diib nǫ bțnnuuda tisi 

ba ka ba di ka nu 'Isaac then made a feast for them, and they ate and drank.'. [GEN 26:30] Caus:  Note: in all senses 
diis1. Etym: OV1 *DĬ ; GS1 *DI ; vc1 *di ; CG *dii ; MWN *DI-; CB dí ; PB *dɩ́. Note: (OVN) some forms imply 
an alternative stem with a final consonant – *DID 
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2 • to eat (staple foods). Ba di sa'ab la pamm. They eat a lot of t.z.. [House+Farm] Amus ya'a dit sa'ab, li zabid 

baa sțțnr ne. When the cat eats t.z. it hurts the dog's heart. [Proverb 006] ahaan! m gban'af, m yț'țn baŋ onǫ 

ǫǫnti ditti m busa la. Aha! I've caught you! Now I know who's been eating my yam-slices! [Wonderwoman] 
Sim: Ǥnb, mu'a1 ‘chew/eat tougher foods ; eat (creatures without visible teeth)’. 
3 • to be consumed, burn, drown. Ku'ozuluŋ la dii ba ka ba sim wțț kugir nǫ. 'The deep waters have covered 

them; they sank to the depths like a stone.'. [EXO 15:5] NID Pƒ NYŰT APILƒ KA APILƒ DIT O. Trouble doesn't 

overwhelm someone who can see it. [AIDS-Azuur] Baaba Abțgțr zua yinne ... daa gat ka nyǫ bugum la dit. One 
of Baaba Abugur's friends went over and saw the fire burning. [Fire] bugum diti li lǫuŋțn la yit na fire was 
burning under it and coming out. [DAN 7:9] li niŋ o nǫ yǫlnyalima on wțm ye bugum ditti ba yin la. she was 
astonished when she heard that it was their house that was on fire. [Fire] M kena ye m zaŋ nǫ bugum lǤb dunia 

nwa' zugin, hali ka bǤǤdin ye li pțn ditin sa. 'I have come to bring fire on the earth, and how I wish it were 
already kindled! '. [LUK 12:49] li ya'a ka'annǫ onǫ, yir la wțsa naan diin bugum. if it hadn't been for him, the 
whole house would have burned down. [Fire] Colloc: bugum di1 X ~ X di1 bugum ‘fire burns, consumes X’. Li 

tun'e di pǤǤd nǫ fuud nǫ ligidi nǫ la'asțma bǫdegț. It can burn up farms, and clothes, and money and many 

valuable things. [Fire] Bugum ya'a pț di sǤ' tțțma, o na dii li nyǤǤd. If the fire does not burn up someone's work, 
he will get the reward of it. [1CO 3:14] SǤ' ya'a nyu'oe bugum ka li faaǫn la'aŋ mǤǤgi di 'If someone starts a fire 
in his own field and it spreads through the weeds'. [EXO 22:6] Ligidi ya'a digil baŋkinǫ sǤ' kț nyaŋi zuu ka 

bugum mǫ kț dii lii. If money is deposited in a bank nobody can steal it and it can't be burned up. [Wealth-Is-Power] 
Yanamǫ da wțm o kțkǤr likin saŋkanǫ ka zuor la da dit bugum la 'When you heard the voice out of the 
darkness, while the mountain was ablaze with fire'. [DEU 5:23] li ya'a ka'annǫ onǫ, yir la wțsa naan diin bugum 
if it hadn't been for him, the whole house would have burned up. [Fire] Colloc: ku'om [&c.] di X ‘X drowns’. Li 

sigiri la ya'as ka ku'om da di o saam la. That early-rains season again his father drowned. [Trouble] Ku'om ditnǫ 

ku'omi'id. It's the experienced swimmer that gets drowned. [Asaasim Proverb] Note: emended from ku'omi'ind [TN] 
Pa'annaa, pa'annaa, ku'om bǤǤdi dii ti. 'Master, Master, we're going to drown!'. [LUK 8:24] Noa da anǫ yțma 

kǤbisyuobț (600) ka ku'om la di dunia la 'Noah was 600 years old when the flood came on the earth.'. [GEN 7:6] 
ku'om la lǫb na di tǫrekonam la nǫ wiedban'adib la 'The water flowed back and covered the chariots and 
horsemen'. [EXO 14:28] 
4 • to be sharp (as of tools), cut (well). nǤkim sț'țkanǫ dit nwǫnǫ barigi pțni fț zuobid nǫ fț tieŋ 'take a sharp 

sword and use it as a barber's razor to shave your head and your beard'. [EZK 5:1] ba sț'țbanǫ dit ka ian'ad 

pidț-pidț la 'the gleam of swords'. [NAM 3:3] Lit: swords that are sharp/cut and jump flash-flash. o na nyǫ 

Mahama sț'țraug kanǫ dit la nwaae daug kanǫ bǫ kpǫ' laa? will he see Mahama's sharp cutlass cut the log that 

was there? [Trouble] M ya'a saasi m sț'țraug kanǫ diti nyǫǫn pil-pil la 'when I sharpen my flashing sword'. [DEU 

32:41] 
5 • to win, score (in game), beat (opponent). Ya mi' ye zǤǤgin, zǤtzǤtib wțsa zǤtnǫ, amaa ba yinne ma'aa dit 

ka di'ed piini. 'you know that many runners take part in a race, but only one of them wins the prize'. [1CO 9:24] 
Colloc: di1 ya'an1 ‘obtain victory’. sǤ' ya'a bǤǤd ye o di ya'an di'ema zin'igin 'if anyone competes as an athlete'. 

[2TI 2:5] Lit: wants to win at the games. M ya'a da zamisidinǫ, m da naan diin ya'an. If I had only learned, I 
would have won. [Shoeshine-Boy] AnǤ'Ǥn nam mi' mak o mǫŋ nǫ Wina'am ka di ya'annǫ? 'Who has resisted him 
and come out unscathed?'. [JOB 9:4] 
6 • to enjoy sth., celebrate (festival). o na tun'e di Malțŋ kanǫ an ZugsǤb Kum Maliak Gaadțg la. 'they may 

still celebrate the Lord's Passover'. [NUM 9:10] m mǫ la'am di bareka nǫ banǫ ka fț gaŋ la 'that I may enjoy the 
prosperity of your chosen ones'. [PSA 106:5] SǤ' wțsa ya'a dittaa on tǫn'ǫsim o biis yǫla When everyone has 
enjoyed (life) he should think of his children. [You-Do?] Dimi di'ema malțŋ kaŋa tis ZugsǤb la daba yǤpǤi. 
'Celebrate a festival to the Lord for seven days.'. [NUM 29:12] Colloc: di1 ligidi ‘1) to earn money : 2) to use, spend 
money : 3) to embezzle money’. Teŋgbauŋ zugdaan la anǫ o maal gbana mǤri keŋ teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ 

dimini pa'an ligidkanǫ ka GǤmma la ti'e ye li kpǫn' o nu'ugin nǫ on ye o di li si'em yțțm kanǫ kenna la. 
'The President shall cause to be prepared and laid before Parliament ... estimates of the revenues and expenditure 

of the Government of Ghana for the following financial year.'. [2) Constitution] Ti dii ti ligidi la wțsa naae. We 
have spent all our money. [2) GEN 47:15] Tabbǫ'ǫd la nuub la kǫnǫ ka m diti gat din nar si'em. Smoking bad 

tobacco made me spend more than I should. [2) Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: di1 nyǤǤd1 ‘gain profit’. Ti ya'a kțț ti pitț 

nwa' su'a di nyǤǤd an bǤ tisi ti? 'What do we gain by killing our brother and concealing his death?'. [GEN 37:26] 
Bugum ya'a pț di sǤ' tțțma, o na dii li nyǤǤd. If the fire does not burn up someone's work, he will get the 
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reward of it. [1CO 3:14] SǤ' mǫ sǫ vain tiis pǤǤg ka nam pț dii li nyǤǤdǫǫ? 'Has anyone planted a vineyard and not 

begun to enjoy it?'. [DEU 20:6] Colloc: di1 faar ‘inherit’. o ya'a ti kpi, Awinkudug onǫ aan onǫ dakǤnkpǫǫm la na 

dii o faar when he died, Awinkudug who was his senior son should be his heir. [You-Hear?] SǤ' wțsa mǫ mi' ye 

bikpǫǫm dit faar. Everyone knows that the eldest child inherits. [You-Heard?] Amaa ka banǫ nar ye ba naan diin 

Wina'am sț'țlim faar la, ba na kadi ba kpǫn'ǫs likin. 'But those who should be in the Kingdom will be thrown 

out into the darkness'. [MAT 8:12] Colloc: di1 malisiŋ ‘enjoy’. Mam na tisi ya zin'isțŋ kpǫla ka ya di malisim 

teŋin la. 'you will enjoy the fat of the land'. [GEN 45:18] ala ka ya teŋgbauŋ la na di malisim li vț'țsțm dabisa 

ni 'the land will enjoy the years of complete rest'. [LEV 26:34] Wina'am pț kǫ ka o dii li malisim, ka saan lǫǫ kena 

di li malisim 'God does not enable him to enjoy them, and a stranger enjoys them instead'. [ECC 6:2] 
7 • to experience (usu. sth. bad). O dii o dabisa wțsa dunia nwa' ni nǫ namisțg nǫ sțnsa'aŋ He passes all his 

days in this world in suffering and heartbreak. [ECC 5:17] Colloc: di1 namisțg. fț da ... di namiskan ka m saam 

da namis la 'you ...  shared all my father's hardships'. [1KI 2:26] Colloc: X di1 nyan, nyan di1 X ‘X is (a)shamed’. 
Da kǫ ka onǫ pț tțm bǫ'ǫd la di nyannǫ, kǫl ka o di bțțd. Don't let the one who has not done wrong be shamed, 
let him be declared innocent. [1KI 8:32] ala ka ya kț lǫn dit nyan 'so that you will no longer suffer disgrace'. [EZK 

36:30] nyan di tinam banǫ an Juda dim nǫ Jerusalem nidib nǫ Israel nidib wțsa banǫ bǫ yamma bǫǫ lalli 'we 
are covered with shame – the men of Judah and people of Jerusalem and all Israel, both near and far'. [DAN 9:7] 
Colloc: di1 fara ‘experience poverty, suffering’. fț mǫ ya'a ka' ya'am, fțn nǤǤ na di fara 'if you are a mocker, 

you alone will suffer'. [PRO 9:12] Ala, on mǫ ye nǤŋdaan la ditnǫ fara So she said that a poor person suffers. 

[Akelsa] 
8 • to marry (man ~s woman). Wțț dasaŋi dit pu'asadir si'em la 'As a young man marries a maiden'. [ISA 62:5] ka 

o ... niŋ o pțtǫn'ǫrin ye o na di bipuŋ la and he thought that he would marry the girl. [Asaasim] Abram nǫ Nahor 

da di pu'ab. 'Abram and Nahor married wives'. [GEN 11:29] Li pț nar ye sǤ' dii o saam pu'a 'A man is not to 
marry his father's wife'. [DEU 22:30] Dau nǫ o pu'a yǫla ya'a aan ala, li pț sțm ka dap dittin pu'aba. 'If this is the 
situation between a husband and wife, it is better not to marry.'. [MAT 19:10] Dimi fț bier pu'a la 'Lie with your 
brother's wife'. [GEN 38:8] Dimi pu'ab ka kul sidibi du'a biribis nǫ bipumis 'Marry and have sons and daughters'. 

[JER 29:6] Ba da zaŋ o pu'a la tis onǫ da aan o zua o pu'a diir malțŋțn la. 'his wife was given to the man that 
had been his best man at the wedding'. [JDG 14:20] Colloc: pu'a diir ‘marriage’. Ba da zaŋ o pu'a la tis onǫ da aan 

o zua o pu'a diir malțŋțn la. 'his wife was given to the man that had been his best man at the wedding'. [JDG 14:20] 
Lit: his friend at the marriage celebration. SynD: ǫl; Cpart: kul2  Yanam nǫ ban da di taaba bǫǫ kul taaba 'You 
must not intermarry with them'. [1KI 11:2] 
9 • to be/become chief. Onǫ di teŋ zugdaan na'am la na mǤr na'am la yțma anaasi 'A person elected as 

President shall hold office for a term of four years'. [Constitution] Tempțkanǫ ka o da dǫŋi di na'am yiiga da anǫ 

Babilon The first city that he ruled was Babylon. [GEN 10:10] Ninkanǫ nam mi' tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫtita'ar wțț o da 

mǤnǫ ye o kad GǤmma  bǫǫ zammug kț tun'e di teŋinna'am. 'A person who has been convicted of serious 
crimes such as treason or offences involving dishonesty or moral turpitude shall not qualify to become a Chief.'. 

[Constitution] Li anǫ sida, ti mi' ba amaa ti zi' ban na di na'am la ka tțm si'eli tisi tii. It is true that we know 
them, but we don't know what they will do to/for us when they receive office. Din ka on nǫ o yaas na di na'am 

la yuug Israel teŋin. 'Then he and his descendants will reign a long time over his kingdom in Israel.'. [DEU 17:10] 
Alazug ka Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir tțțma Jerusalem teŋin la da pț lǫn keŋ tuonnǫ ti paae Pesia na'ab Darius 

n da dii o na'am la yțma ayi' saŋa la. 'Work on the Temple had been stopped and had remained at a standstill 
until the second year of the reign of Darius, emperor of Persia.'. [EZR 4:24] keŋ paae Pesia na'ab Darius na'am 

diib saŋa 'and down to the reign of Darius king of Persia'. [EZR 4:5]  
Note: Predicating element in a number of fixed collocations:- Colloc: di1 suguru ‘have patience’. M zugdaana, m mǤri 

ba na ye m tisif ka fț di suguru. I brought them 'to find favour in your eyes, my lord'. [GEN 33:8] Naa, fț 

sankpan'as Ben-Hadad ye fț di suguru ka da kțț o. O King, your servant Ben Hadad asks you to be tolerant 

and not kill him. [1KI 20:32] Fț na lǫn dii ti suguru ''You will again have compassion on us'. [MIC 7:19] Colloc: di1 

da' ‘haggle, bargain’. Kǫl ka fțn nǫ m zugdaan Asiria Na'ab la di da'. 'make a bargain with my master, the king 
of Assyria'. [ISA 36:8] Ziiŋku'osidib na dii o da'aa? 'Will fishermen bargain over him?'. [JOB 41:6] Colloc: di1 sam 
‘to become, be indebted’. Banǫ di sam ka gț'țŋ yǤǤb bǫǫ o ya'a an gǫǫŋ. 'those who have been declared 

bankrupt or to be of unsound mind;'. [Constitution] Colloc: di1 kasǫt ‘give evidence, witness’. Mid ka ya di ziri 

kasǫti tisi ya tiraan. 'Do not give false evidence against your neighbour.'. [EXO 20:16] SǤ' ya'a zan'as ye o kț di 

kasǫt linǫ ka o nyǫ bǫǫ mi' li yǫlaa 'If someone ... does not give information about something he has seen or 
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heard'. [LEV 5:1] m da buol Uria ... nǫ Jeberekaya biig Zakaria ... ye ba dii m kasǫt 'I had it witnessed for me by 

Uriah ... and Zechariah ... as reliable witnesses'. [ISA 8:2] Gbauŋ la diti m kasǫt 'These are the Scriptures that 
testify about me'. [JHN 5:39] Kasǫt diib yǫla Giving Evidence. [DEU 19:14 [heading]] Colloc: di1 bțțd ‘be found 
innocent, not guilty’. O ya'a di bțțd If he is found innocent. [JOS 20:6] sǤ' kae na di bțțd wada la dǤllim yǫla 

ma'aanǫ 'no one is put right with God by means of the Law'. [GAL 3:11] Colloc: di1 ya'an ‘obtain victory’. AnǤ'Ǥn 

nam mi' mak o mǫŋ nǫ Wina'am ka di ya'annǫ? 'Who has resisted him and come out unscathed?'. [JOB 9:4] 
Colloc: di1 nyǫlțg ‘show zeal’. o di nyǫlțg o vțm dabisa la pțțgin nwǫnǫ onǫ tțm lǫbir nǫ 'till he has put in 
his time like a hired man'. [JOB 14:6] See: bțndita1; -ditiŋ; diid; diib; diiug; diib; diiug; samdit. 

di2   See main entry: li1. it. 

dia'   See main entry: dian'. dirty. 

dia'ad   See main entry: dian'ad1. dirt. 

-dia'ad   See main entry: -dian'ad2. dirty. 

-dia'adǫ   See main entry: -dian'ad2. dirty. 

dian'   Variant: dia'. Form: dian'a. Form: dian'anǫ. Variant: dian'anǫǫ. v. to be/get dirty. Note: mostly used in the Bible for 

moral/ritual impurity Kpikpinkpinnib la tțțma la da kǫnǫ ka tempțțg la dian' hali. The traders' activities make 
the city very dirty. [Shoeshine-Boy] Da kǫ ka bamanam kǫ ka ya dian'a ya mǫŋa. 'Do not make yourselves unclean 

by means of them'. [LEV 11:43.b] Amaa ya nidib bi'ela bǫ Sardis ka pț dian'a ba fuudǫ. 'But a few of you there in 
Sardis have kept your clothes clean.'. [REV 3:4] Onǫ wțsa si'is kum ka pț pie o mǫŋa, o sǤb dian'anǫ Fuug 

Sțgțr la. 'Whoever touches the dead body of anyone and fails to purify himself defiles the Lord's tabernacle.'. 

[NUM 19:13] li pa'al ye la'ad la mǫ dian'anǫǫ? 'will that make them defiled too?'. [HAG 2:13] Onǫ wțsa si'is kum ka 

pț pie o mǫŋa, o sǤb dian'anǫ Fuug Sțgțr la. 'Whoever touches the dead body of anyone and fails to purify 
himself defiles the Lord's tabernacle.' '. [NUM 19:13] See: dian'ad1; -dian'ad2. 

dian'a   See main entry: dian'. dirty. 

dian'ad1  Variant: dia'ad; dian'ada; dian'adǫ; dian'ade; dian'adi. n. dirt. Note: usually moral/ritual uncleanness in the Bible li 
gu'udnǫ dian'ad linǫ wțsa tisid biig la saan nǫ wisieba o bǫllim pțțgin it protects against all types of dirt that 
will give the child diarrhoea and sicknesses in its life. [Breastfeeding] Note: text and translation corrected by MA Ya kǫ 

ka teŋ la lieb dian'ad ... ya bugusim tțțma la zug 'You have defiled the land with your ... wickedness.'. [JER 3:2] 
Zin'ikanǫ ka ku'osțŋ kae ka ba mǫ pț luakidi ba mǫŋ nǫ dian'adǫ A place where there is no clean water, and 
they don't avoid getting themselves dirty. [Trachoma] Note: reading ku'osțŋ for ku'osțg [TN] m nan zi' di linǫ kis ka 

an dian'adǫ 'I have never eaten anything impure or unclean.'. [ACT 10:14] Ala kț kǫ ka teŋ la mǤr dian'adǫǫ? 
'Would not the land be completely defiled?'. [JER 3:1] Ba anǫ dian'adi tisi ya. 'They are unclean for you.'. [LEV 11:28] 
Colloc: dian'adin ‘in/to/from the dirt’. Fț ...  vǫn'ǫlim o na'am zupibig la dian'adin 'You have ... defiled his 
crown in the dust'. [PSA 89:39] Cpart: nyain ‘clean’. AnǤ'Ǥn na nyaŋi yis bțn dinǫ an nyain dian'ad pțțginǫ? 
'Who can bring what is pure from the impure?'. [JOB 14:4] See: dian'; -dian'ad2. 

-dian'ad2   Variant: -dia'ad; -dia'adǫ. Form: -dian'adnam. adj. dirty. Kǫl ka fț yir wțsa an nyain, ka ku'odian'ad da 

bǫǫ Make sure your house is clean, and don't let there be any dirty water there. [Trachoma] (ba) nyǫ ka o 

nya'andǤlib la sieba dit nǫ nu'udian'ad 'They noticed that some of his disciples were eating their food with 

hands that were ritually unclean'. [MRK 7:2] Colloc: bțndian'ad/bundian'adnam ‘dirty thing/s’. See: dian'; 

dian'ad1. 

dian'ada   See main entry: dian'ad1. dirt. 

dian'adǫ   See main entry: dian'ad1. dirt. 

dian'ade   See main entry: dian'ad1. dirt. 

dian'adi   See main entry: dian'ad1. dirt. 

-dian'adnam   See main entry: -dian'ad2. dirty. 

dian'anǫ   See main entry: dian'. dirty. 

dian'anǫǫ  See main entry: dian'. dirty. 
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dib-1   See main entry: dibir. twig. 

-dib-2   See main entry: -dibig. male. 

diba   See main entry: dibir. twig. 

dibaa   See main entry: dibir. twig. 

-dibig   Variant: -ribig; -ribigi. Form: -dibis. Variant: -ribis. Form: -dib-2. adj. young male. Bțribig kunnǫ o ba' yir nǫ 

nǤb-kǤǤg daar. Billygoat goes home to his father's house on the day he breaks his leg. [Proverb 166] Da nǤki fț 

na'adibig kpǫǫm kpǫn'ǫs kuobǤ 'Do not put the firstborn of your oxen to work'. [DEU 15:19] Gaŋim niigi nǫ 

kǤnbid bikpǫǫm banǫ an bțndibis la ka li an ZugsǤb fț Wina'am la din. 'Set aside for the Lord your God all 
the firstborn males of your cattle and sheep'. [DEU 15:19] Colloc: bțndibig ‘a male (-one)’. ya bțŋ ya'a kiibi du'a, 

o ya'a anǫ bțndibig, ya na tiak nǫ pǫribigi tis ZugsǤb la. 'you are to buy back every firstborn donkey by 

offering a lamb in its place.'. [EXO 34:20] Gaŋim niigi nǫ kǤnbid bikpǫǫm banǫ an bțndibis la 'Set apart ... every 
firstborn male of your herds and flocks.'. [DEU 15:19] See: bțndibig; na'adibig. 

dibir   Variant: dibiri. Form: diba. Variant: dibaa. Form: dib-1. n. a stick, twig. M bǫlimnǫ, tisim dibir ka m liki m yin. 
Please give me a toothpick so I can remove something from my teeth. [MA] Ka sǤ' tisim makir dibir I was given a 
measuring-stick. [REV 11:1] Maanmaan la anǫ ye o nǤk na'aziinr dibir nǫ nyulinnyu'us nǫ pien zǫn'ugț lǤs 

bugum 'The priest must then take cedar-wood, marjoram, and scarlet thread, and throw them into ... the fire'. [NUM 

19:6] Tinamǫ pin'il ken la ka o mǤr dibiri nwǫ'ǫd o daka la. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba mǤr kțsiisi tuud kikan'agbita la 

ka mǤr dibaa la'asid sa'ad la. They use small hoes to dig up the stubble and bunches of sticks to collect up the 
rubbish. [House+Farm] Colloc: sigaar dibir/diba ‘'stick/s' of cigarette (the classifier for counting cigarettes)’. Yiiga 

sigaar dibir kanǫ ka fț nu la na kǫ ka fț nu babiga The first cigarette you smoke leads you on to smoking many. 
[Smoking] Sigaar dibkan wțsa ka fț nuu, li siedi fț yțma nǫ. Every single cigarette that you smoke shortens 

your life. [Smoking] Sim: daug1
1 

dibiri   See main entry: dibir. twig. 

-dibis   See main entry: -dibig. male. 

die   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

dieimnam [W]   See main entry: diem. father-in-law, son-in-law, in laws. 

dieim [W]   See main entry: diem. father-in-law, son-in-law, in laws. 

diem   Variant: diema; diemma; diemaa; diemi; di'ema[N]; dieim[N]. Form: diemnam. Variant: dieimnam [W]; 

diemnama; diemnamaa. n. 1 • father-in-law. wife's father ; plural can refer to any group of wife's family. Saŋa 

daa kena ka Apțsiakid diem la bǤǤd o niigi The time came that Apusiakid's father-in-law wanted his cows. 
[Billygoat] li yuug ya ka m pu keŋ kaae m diem it's a long time since I went to visit my father-in-law. [You-Hear?] 
Jetro onǫ ... an Moses diem la da wțm Wina'am maal si'em tis Moses 'Moses' father-in-law Jethro ... heard 
about everything that God had done for Moses'. [EXO 18:1] Diem ya'a ye fț wa'am gurugoo, fț wa'adnǫ. If 
father-in-law says you should dance the 'Gurugoo', then you dance it. [Proverb 199] li yuugya ka m pț keŋ kaae m 

diemma it is a long time since I visited my father-in-law. [You-Do?] bǤzugǤ o diemi da an Arah biig Siekania 
'since he was son-in-law to Shecaniah son of Arah'. [NEH 6:18] kpi'es nǫ diemnam nǫ sunzǤp ǫǫnti la'asnǫ 

dabǤǤgin neighbours, in laws and siblings gather at the funeral house. [Asaasim] M diemnamaa, nǫ ya tțțma 

tțțma Good work, ladies! [Wealth-Is-Power] Note: my 'in-laws' + greeting for people who are working, have worked (for 

you) Colloc: diem dau ‘[specifically] father -in-law’. O diem dau onǫ an o pu'a saam la da bǫllim o ye o 

kpǫlimmi ba san'an 'His father-in-law, the girl's father, prevailed upon him to stay'. [JDG 19:4] Colloc: M diema 
‘'Sir' [respectful greeting to older man]’. M diemaa, li ya'a anǫ fțnǫ zaŋ o niŋgbiŋ la 'Sir, if you have carried 

him away'. [JHN 20:15] Colloc: diembil ‘junior in-law, father-in-law's younger brother’. Diembil anǫ dakiig. 
'Familiarity breeds contempt.'. [Proverb 197] Lit: Young father-in-law is [treated like] a brother-in-law.. 
Sim: dayaandau ~ dayaam dau ‘husband's father’; dakiig ‘brother/sister-in-law’. Diembil ane dakiig. Young 
father-in-law is [treated like] a brother-in-law. [Proverb 197] Etym: OVN *DEM- , *DACI- , *DINYAN- ; MWN 
*-DÉM- ( *-DAM-, *-DIAM-) . 
2 • son-in-law. daughter's husband. Nannanna suor yinne lǫn yǤ'Ǥg ya'asi tisif ka fț na nyaŋi liebi m diem. 
'Now you have a second opportunity to become my son-in-law.'. [1SA 18:21] M yidim nǫ m saam dǤǤg nidib la 
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wțsa mǫ aan anǤ'Ǥnam ka man ti nar ye m an na'ab diema? 'Who am I, and what is my family or my father's 

clan in Israel, that I should become the king's son-in-law?'. [1SA 18:18] Fț mǤr nidib teŋ nwa' pțțgin banǫ aan fț 

diemnam bǫǫ fț biribis bǫǫ fț bipumis bǫǫ fțn kpin sieba? 'Have you anyone here, sons-in-law, sons, or 
daughters, or anyone else belonging to you in the city?'. [GEN 19:12] 
3 • parents in law. Note: [respect term] See: diempu'a; dieuŋ; dienteŋ. 

diem pu'a   See main entry: diempu'a. mother in law. 

diem4-   See main entry: di'em3. celebration. 

diema   See main entry: diem. father-in-law, son-in-law, in laws. 

diemaa   See main entry: diem. father-in-law, son-in-law, in laws. 

diemi   See main entry: diem. father-in-law, son-in-law, in laws. 

diemma   See main entry: diem. father-in-law, son-in-law, in laws. 

diemnam   See main entry: diem. father-in-law, son-in-law, in laws. 

diemnama   See main entry: diem. father-in-law, son-in-law, in laws. 

diemnamaa   See main entry: diem. father-in-law, son-in-law, in laws. 

diempo'a [N]   See main entry: diempu'a. mother in law. 

diempu'a   Variant: diempo'a [N]; diem pu'a. Form: diempu'ab. n. mother-in-law. wife's mother. NǤpǤǤr bǫ nǫ onǫ 

digin nǫ o diempu'a. 'Cursed is the man who sleeps with his mother-in-law.'. [DEU 27:23] Ka Simon diempu'a 

bǫn'ǫd ka o niŋgbina tțl. 'Now Simon's mother-in-law was suffering from a high fever'. [LUK 4:38] nwǫ'ǫdțg mǤr 

Simon diem pu'a o ka digi 'Simon's mother-in-law was in bed with a fever'. [MRK 1:30] Sim: diem, dakiig, 

dayaam ‘husband's mother’. 

diempu'ab   See main entry: diempu'a. mother in law. 

dienteŋ   n. ones in-laws' town, village from where a man's wife came. See: diem; teŋ1. 

dieuŋ   Variant: dieuŋǤǤ. n. funeral for an in-law. Fț ya'a keŋ ye fț maal dieuŋǤǤ, asǫǫ ka fț tiak la'abaanlțg. If you 

are going to perform your in-law’s funeral, you will need to get coins or small denominations. [MA] See: diem. 

dieuŋǤǤ   See main entry: dieuŋ. funeral. 

dig ya4   See main entry: dig1. lie down. 

dig1   Variant: digi. Form: dignǫ. Form: digiya. Variant: dig ya4. Form: dig-2. v. to lie down, sleep. Note: 'sleep' with focus 

on lying down to sleep, not actually falling asleep Gafara, m pu'a ka zǫǫlțŋ dum o ka o dig yinnǫ bǤǤd ku'um. 
Excuse me, my wife has been bitten by a snake and is at home lying at death's door. [Trouble] wțț bikanǫ ka ba 

tuk o bin'isire dig o ma tuon si'em la 'like a weaned child clinging to its mother'. [PSA 131:2] Ayaab biribiŋ onǫ 

pǫ'ǫs ayi' la daa dig zak teŋsțk Ayaab's second son was lying down in the middle of the courtyard. [Electricity] 
Waaf pț dig ka ba makid kikan'arǫ. A snake doesn't lie still so you can measure it with a stalk. [Proverb 263] ba 

nyǫ ka kugir la biligi dig lǤsi'a sa ka bas yațg la 'They found that the stone had been rolled away from the tomb'. 
[LUK 24:2] Lit: roll and lie someplace. li wila la kǤǤ dig bǤn'Ǥfalis banǫ bǫ teŋin la 'its branches lay broken in all 
the ravines of the land'. [EZK 31:12] Nwǫnǫ biis ya'a la'asi digi muk taaba Like if children sleep close together. 

[Trachoma] nwǫ'ǫdțg mǤr Simon diem pu'a o ka digi 'Simon's mother-in-law was in bed with a fever'. [MRK 1:30] 
fțn kanǫ an bandatita'ari digi fț kǤlisin la 'you monster crocodile, lying in the river'. [EZK 29:3] Bǫndig nǫ 

bțmbǤk nǫ baŋ digi gur yanam 'Terror and pit and snare await you'. [ISA 24:17] Tarim bana'adi o bțŋ ka o 

dignǫ teŋin. A lowly man mounts his donkey while it kneels. [Proverb 045] o daa pțn dignǫ o saam Ayaab 

nu'usini nwǫn o pțn kpinǫ sa he was already lying in the arms of his father Ayaab as if he was dead. [Electricity] 
Daniel da dignǫ o gadțg zug ka zaansim 'Daniel had a dream ... as he was lying on his bed'. [DAN 7:1] Da Ǥnbi 

bțnkanǫ ka ya nyǫ ka li kpii digiya. 'Do not eat anything you find already dead'. [DEU 14:21] Ka li dig ya, ka ti 

buoǫn, lǫbi buoǫn, ka kul na, dinǫ pu'a, di nǫ biiga, ka pǤǤ siŋim, ka pǤǤ bugimm. And it is lying down, and 
we make a mark on the ground and made a mark again and came home and married a wife and a child and swore 
an oath ""Siŋim!"  and swore an oath "Bugimm!" [Asaasim] Note: Corrected text and translation by MA. The 'oaths' are 

meaningless ideophones. "It is a dirge that is always recited at a funeral of a grown up man with family." (MA)  Colloc: X  dig1 
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digsi'a ‘1) [literally] the way X is lying down : 2) [idiomatically] the situation X is in, "present condition" (MA)’.  
Fțn dig digsi'a la, fț kț duoe. 'You will not leave the bed you are lying on.'. [1) 2KI 1:14] Lit: the lying that you are 
lying. Colloc: dig1 avanba ‘fall prostrate’. Ti yț'țn bǫ nǫ teŋin; ka ti niŋgbina dig avanba. 'For we sink down 
to the dust and lie prone on the ground.'. [PSA 44:25] Colloc: dig1/digin nǫ X ‘lie with X [euphemism for sexual 
relations]’. ba dap la da pin'ili dig nǫ Moab buudi pu'ab la 'the men began to have intercourse with Moabite 

women'. [NUM 25:1] Colloc: X ya'am dig1 ‘X has peace of mind’. Kpakuri wțm niiŋ kaasig la ka kțrid ka o 

ya'am pț digiya. When the Tortoise heard the bird's cries, he became anxious and had no peace of mind. [Trouble] 
Sim: digin; Caus: digil ‘lay sth./sb. down’. Etym: OV1 *DO(:)(N) ; OVN *DO . ( Note: *DO-N and *DO-L are 
derivatives: DO 'be in recumbent posture', DO-N 'lie down/se coucher', DO-L 'lay sb./sth. down' ) GS1 *B²EN ; CG *doo 
(S.60 'sleep') : dua, ppia, gga'a. See: digil; digin; digisig. 

dig-2   See main entry: dig1. lie down. 

digan'ala   See main entry: digan'alțg. stodge. 

digan'alțg   Variant: digan'alug. Form: digan'ala. n. solid food, staple, 'stodge'. nwǫnǫ biisi bǤǤd bin'isim ka ka' 

digan'alțg si'em la like babies who want milk and not solid food. [HEB 5:12,14] Ka banǫ bi' la dit digan'ala, 

bǤzugǤ ba zamisnǫ mi' linǫ an sțm nǫ bǫ'ǫd. 'But solid food is for the mature, who by constant use have trained 

themselves to distinguish good from evil.'. See: diib; gan'. 
digan'alug   See main entry: digan'alțg. stodge. 

digi   See main entry: dig1. lie down. 

digil   Variant: digilǫ; digile; digilǫǫ; digili. Form: digilinǫ. Form: diginǫ1. Form: digin2. Form: digilim2!. 

Variant: digilimi2!. Form: digilimini!. Form: digilin. Form: digilțg. Variant: digilug. v. to put sth. down. nwǫ'ǫdțg 

digil nidib nǫ ka li yinǫ dumisin la people are laid low by a fever, and it comes from mosquitoes. [Trouble] Kpǫǫm 

la ye ba gǤs tutua ka wada banǫ ka gǤmma digil zaŋi n ken ba tțțma la zin'ig la The official said that they 

should carefully observe the laws that the government laid down concerning their work. [Asaasim] Ka zaŋ la'abanǫ 

ka o mǤr na la digil And he brought all his property and put it down. [Billygoat] Note: la'abanǫ could be 'money which' 

but la'ad is mentioned in the previous sentence (not ligidi) Biligim kugtita'ar tǤ'ǤtǤ digil kpǫla na. 'Roll a big stone 
over here to me.'. [1SA 14:33] fuomi ki bǤba la nii digil ka o kena pi'isi paas ka da zǫrigi nǫ o 'pull out some 

stalks for her from the bundles and leave them for her to pick up, and don't rebuke her'. [RUT 2:16] Alasid daar 

wțsa, sǤ' wțsa yisim zemis on tțm nyǫ ligid si'a digil 'Every Sunday each of you must put aside some money, 
in proportion to what you have earned'. [1CO 16:2] Yaanǫ ka ti na keŋ ti'ebi li digilǫ? 'Where do you want us to 
prepare for it?'. [LUK 22:9] kiem mǤma'asa la digili ti tisi fț bțnkǤnbid cut fresh grass and put it down for your 

livestock. [You-Do?] m kț yǤ'Ǥg arezana za'anǤya la ka bareka bǫdegț sig na ka ya kț nyǫ dǤǤdi digilǫǫ? will 
I not open the gates of heaven and great blessing come down so that you won't have rooms to store it all in? [MAL 

3:10] Ɔm ka fț zug ka ba yisi lii digili li kǤn' 'Eat it: it has been reserved for you'. [1SA 9:24] m na duoe n keŋi ya 

yaaname bǫ zin'isi'a la ka mǫ maal zin'ig suŋa digili ya I will go off to the place where your ancestors are and 
prepare the place well for you. [You-Hear?] M bǤǤd ye fț ti'eb saam dǤǤgț digilim 'Prepare a guest room for me'. 

[PHM 1:22] Note: this is digili + -m (1st. person object suffix) Pu'ab la kpa'asid ki la digin nǫ dțțr. The women pour 
out the millet and put it down in a heap. [House+Farm] Amaa digilimi ya areza'as arezana ni. 'but store up treasure 

in heaven'. [MAT 6:20] bǫǫ kțlim pț sǤbid gbauŋ baa yinne digin na or only failed to submit even one completed 
document. [Tax] ba nǤk gbambanǫ ka ba sǤbid yǫla digin ka ba buon Na'anam Tiǫnr Gbana la, ye ba mǤr na 

karim ka o wțm they get the books where they write events down, which they called Chronicles of the Kings, 
and bring them and read them, for him to hear. [EST 6:1] Ba ki'ed ki la diginnǫ fal fal. They are reaping millet and 

laying it down in rows. [House+Farm] m tǫn'ǫs ka ti kț nyǫǫn dǤǤd dunia nwa' ni digilinǫ lii 'I suppose that even 
the whole world would not have room for the books that would be written'. [JHN 21:25] Digilim sț'țg la, ka da si'is 

biig la. Put down the knife and don't touch the boy. [GEN 22:12] Fț ya'a pț bǤǤd ye fț yǤǤ fț lampǤ ligidi gaad 

ban na vǫǫns ka yǫlif si'em la,  fțn sǤm gbana digilim. If you don't want to pay more tax than you are assessed 

at, you must fill in a form and submit it. [Tax] Lit: they examine and tell you ... write papers and put down. Du'ata 

la yǫl ye "Digilim o kpǫla, gadțg la zug.", ka Akudbil țk o niŋ gadbil kanǫ bǫ du'ata dǤǤgțn la. The doctor 
said "Lay him down here on the bed." and Akudbil lifted him and put him on the small bed in the doctor's room. 

[Electricity] Amaa digilimi ya areza'as arezana ni. 'But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven'. [MAT 6:20] 
Digilimini ba dțya ayi' teŋ la za'anǤǤrin 'Put them in two piles at the entrance of the city gate'. [2KI 10:8] Adu da 
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diti boodia dțgida nǫ bǫŋa zǫǫnd – nintaŋin diib kanǫ ka ba pa'a digilin o. Adu was eating boiled plantain 

and beanleaf soup – the food that had just been put out for him. [Trouble] 'Ka ba ya'a ye ba sǤbini li wțsa gbana 

ni, m tǫn'ǫs ka ti kț nyǫǫn dǤǤd dunia nwa' ni digilinǫ lii. If every one of them were written down, I suppose 
that even the whole world would not have room for the books that would be written.'. [JHN 21:25] tempțbanǫ an 

Pittom nǫ Rameses ka li an na'ab la la'ad digilțg zin'is ka Egipt dim nǤkidi ba la'adi niŋid ani 'Pithom and 

Rameses' which were 'store cities for Pharaoh'. [EXO 1:11] Edom aan m ta'ada digilțg zin'ig 'on Edom I fling my 
sandals'. [PSA 60:8 = 108:9] Colloc: digil ligidi ‘deposit money’. O mǫ yǫl ye on kț zaŋ ligidi digil bankinǫǫ He 
said he wouldn't put money in the bank. [You-Hear?] li sț'țm ka fț daa zaŋ ligidi la digil banki ni 'you should 
have deposited my money in the bank'. [MAT 25:27] Ligidi ya'a digil baŋkinǫ sǤ' kț nyaŋi zuu ka bugum mǫ kț 

dii lii. If money is deposited in a bank nobody can steal it and it can't be burned up. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ba daa keŋ 

nyǫ koperetif kpǫǫm la ka o maal ligidi digilțg gbauŋț tisi ba They went to see the manager of the 
cooperative, and he/she made out a deposit slip and gave it to them. [Wealth-Is-Power] Colloc: digil nǤǤr1 ‘make a 
deposition, record ones intentions’. Saria kadib zin'ikpi'euŋ la dim mǤr ya'a ka ba na digil nǤǤr ka mǤǤli li ka 

sǤ' wțsa siaki li. 'The Supreme Court shall have the final authority to say what the law is'. [Constitution] Lit: The 
Supreme Court has authority to lay down a judgement and proclaim it so that everyone obeys it. Suor kae ka ba 

na mǤŋ pțkǤǤnr o sid bǫǫ o pu'a faarǫ, hali baa o sǤb ya'a pț digil nǤǤr ka nyaam kpii. 'A spouse shall not 
be deprived of a reasonable provision out of the estate of a deceased spouse whether or not the spouse died having 

made a will'. [Constitution] asǫǫ fț digil nǤǤr ye fț kț lǫm maal alaa. you will have to promise that you will never 

do that again. [Wonderwoman] Colloc: digil tțbir ‘listen carefully’. digilimi fț tțbir ka kǫlis sț'țŋa 'Listen ... 
consider and give ear'. [PSA 45:10, 95:8] Colloc: digil  [patient - hospital context] ‘admit [patient - hospital 
context]’. o zuanam ... keŋ nǤk o mǤri keŋ sibiti ni ka du'ata la di'e o digil his friends went and took him to 
hospital where the doctor admitted him. [Billygoat] Ka dǤgta la yǫli ba ye asǫǫ ti digil o sibiti ni kpǫla And the 

doctor said that they should admit him to the hospital there. [Electricity] InvCaus: dig1, digin ‘lie down’. DǤgta la 

yǫl ye digilim o kpǫla gadțg la zug The doctor said they should lay him down there on a bed. [Electricity] See: dig1; 

digin. 

digilǫ   See main entry: digil. put down. 

digile   See main entry: digil. put down. 

digilǫǫ   See main entry: digil. put down. 

digili   See main entry: digil. put down. 

digilim1   Variant: digilimi1; digilime. Form: digilimnǫ. Variant: digilimmɛ; digilimne. v. to be hardened. Pțțg mǤrim kǫti 

ka linǫ ta'asid bin nyǫ'ǫb pț tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, dinzugǤ, bin la digilimmɛ ka li yiib tǤi Pregnancy causes slowing of 

digestive processes, so the stool is hardened and difficult to pass. [Womens-Health] Colloc: X sțnf digilim ~ Y 

digilim X sțnf ‘X is stubborn, Y makes X stubborn’. Na'ab Faaro sțnf digilimnǫ ka o zan'as ye nidib la kț yii. 
'Pharaoh's heart is unyielding; he refuses to let the people go.'. [EXO 7:14] Amaa ka ti ninsaal sțnf n digilim n 

gaad kugir But our human heart is harder than stone. [Asaasim] O zu'omi ba nini ka digilimi ba sțnya 'He has 
blinded their eyes and dulled their minds'. [JHN 12:40] 

digilim2!   See main entry: digil. put down. 

digilime   See main entry: digilim1. harden. 

digilimi1   See main entry: digilim1. harden. 

digilimi2!   See main entry: digil. put down. 

digilimini!   See main entry: digil. put down. 

digilimmɛ   See main entry: digilim1. harden. 

digilimnǫ   See main entry: digilim1. harden. 

digilimne   See main entry: digilim1. harden. 

digilin   See main entry: digil. put down. 

digilinǫ   See main entry: digil. put down. 

digilțg   See main entry: digil. put down. 
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digilug   See main entry: digil. put down. 

digin1   Variant: diginǫ2. Form: diginnǫ. Form: diginidnǫ. Form: diginim!. Form: diginin. Variant: digințg; diginug. v. to 

lie down, sleep. Note: 'sleep' with focus on lying down to sleep, not actually falling asleep Kem digin gadțg zug ka ma' 

ye fț bǫn'ǫd nǫ. 'Go to bed and pretend to be ill'. [2SA 13:5] Ka teŋ la yț'țn digin baanlimm ka zaba kae. 'There 
was now peace in the land.'. [JOS 14:15] Kpi'im teŋ nǫ aba'as-yǤri diginǫ ZugsǤb la tuon Death and Destruction 
lie open before the Lord. [PRO 15:11] O gban'e o suori lǫbi kuli diginǫ gbis sț'țŋa ka bǫog ti ba'asi nie. He set 
off back home and lay down to sleep peacefully, until day eventually dawned. [Billygoat] Awin nǫ AkǤlțg mǫ ti yel 

pu'asada la ye ba mǫ diginim Awin and Akolug said to the girls that they too should lie down. [You-Hear?] 
Diginim ka bǫog nie. 'lie down till morning'. [RUT 3:13] Man digini gbis; ka lǫn duoe 'I lie down and sleep; I 
wake again'. [PSA 3:5] Amaa da digini suorin laa. 'Only don't spend the night in the square.'. [JDG 19:20] Samson 

da diginnǫ ti paae yț'țŋ tisțțs 'Samson stayed in bed only until midnight'. [JDG 16:3] Yț'țŋ kan la, on da bǤǤd 

digințg la o pugidib la daa gbirigi kpǫn' o san'an na. That night when he wanted to sleep, his aunt suddenly 
came in where he was. [Trouble] Fț mi' m yiib saŋa nǫ digințg saŋa 'You discern my going out and my lying 
down'. [PSA 139:3] Colloc: ya'am12 digin ‘mind is settled, relaxed’. sǤ' ya'a fuoǫn li ka vǤl nyǤ'Ǥs la li kǫt ka o 

ya'am diginidnǫ if anyone released it and swallowed the smoke it would calm his mind. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Colloc: dig1/digin nǫ1 X ‘lie with X [euphemism for sexual relations]’. dau bǫǫ pu'a kanǫ mǤr EES ya'a digin nǫ 

sǤ' ka o na paam EES mǫn. if a man or woman who has AIDS sleeps with someone, that person also contracts 
AIDS. [AIDS-Azuur] Ba bibigi m pu'abil la digin nǫ o hali ka o ti kpi. 'They raped my concubine, and she died.'. 

[JDG 20:5] NǤpǤǤr bǫ nǫ onǫ digin nǫ o diempu'a. 'Cursed is the man who sleeps with his mother-in-law.'. [DEU 

27:23] Ayaab tun'e daa luakin bana's la o ya'a daa firin kǤndǤm ka nyaan diginin nǫ o sabua kțdțg laa? 
Might Ayaab have avoided the disease if he had used a condom when he slept with his former mistress? [AIDS-II] 
Colloc: digin avanba ‘fall prostrate’. Saul baŋ ye li anǫ Samuel, ka o digin avanba ka o nindaa kpa' teŋ. 'Saul 
knew it was Samuel, and he bowed down and prostrated himself with his face to the ground.'. [1SA 28:14] Sim: dig1; 

Caus: digil. See: dig1; digil. 

digin2   See main entry: digil. put down. 

diginǫ1   See main entry: digil. put down. 

diginǫ2   See main entry: digin1. lie down. 

diginidnǫ   See main entry: digin1. lie down. 

diginim!   See main entry: digin1. lie down. 

diginin   See main entry: digin1. lie down. 

diginnǫ   See main entry: digin1. lie down. 

digințg   See main entry: digin1. lie down. 

diginug   See main entry: digin1. lie down. 

digir   Variant: digiri. n. a dwarf. onǫ kǤ' sakpanlțŋ bǫǫ digir 'who is hunchbacked or dwarfed'. [LEV 21:20] Pu'akanǫ an 

digiri galis. A woman who is seriously dwarfed. [Womens-Health] 

digiri   See main entry: digir. dwarf. 

digisa   See main entry: digisig. lair. 

digisig   Form: digisa. n. bed; lair, bed, sleeping-place. Duom ka maali fț digisig la digil. 'Get up and make your bed.'. 

[ACT 9:34] Rizipa ... da nǤk nǫ bǤto maal digisig tampiing zugț gbǫǫnd 'Rizpah ... took sackcloth and spread it 

out as a bed for herself on the rock'. [2SA 21:10] Ya maali ya digisa zuotitada zug 'On a high mountaintop you 
have made your bed'. [ISA 57:7] Colloc: biig digisig ‘placenta, afterbirth’. Li anǫ ye biig la digisig la nwǫdig nǫ li 

kǤn' The baby's placenta should be set off by itself. [Womens-Health] biig la digisig la daa giŋi li ka li kpǫlim 

du'asțŋțn la the baby's placenta hindered it and it was retained in the birth-canal. [Womens-Health] 
Colloc: digisigin ‘in/on/from bed’. Ba (lǤmis) na kpǫn' na'ayin la, kpǫn' fț dǤǤgin, nǫ fț digisigin. 'They 
(frogs) will come up into your palace and your bedroom and onto your bed'. [EXO 8:3] Sim: bțndigisig, gadțg. 

digiya   See main entry: dig1. lie down. 
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dignǫ   See main entry: dig1. lie down. 

di'ama   See main entry: di'em3. celebration. 

di'e   Variant: die; di'ee; di'enǫ. Form: di'ed. Variant: di'edi. Form: di'edin. Form: di'ednǫ. Form: di'en. Variant: di'eni. 

Form: di'em2!. Variant: di'emi!. Form: di'emin!. Form: di'er. Variant: di'erǫ; di'ere; di'eri. v. 1 • to receive, accept, 

'get' [Gh.], 'collect' [Gh.], take (an object) [single case]. o daa ... di'e gaad-taaba piini he got the top prize. 

[Asaasim] onǫ di'e yǤn anu la, kena nǫ yǤn anuu paas 'The man who had been given the five bags (of gold) came 

and produced the five he had made'. [MAT 25:20] o bas o ba' yir la ka keŋ tempțțginǫ di'e dǤǤgț bǫ anina he left 
his father's house and went to town and got lodgings there. [Billygoat] o di'e maal ba'ar ka kǫ ka saa ni he should 
receive it and offer to the shrine so that it would rain. [Asaasim] Niŋkan daana da mǤr pțtǫn'ǫr ye o na di'e si'el 

ZugsǤb la san'anǫǫ. 'That man should not think he will receive anything from the Lord'. [JAS 1:7] Da zaŋ bțn linǫ 

wțsa mǤr dǫŋi maal maannǫ, ka li kț di'e. 'Do not bring anything with a defect, because it will not be accepted'. 

[LEV 22:20] Maanmaannib la ma'aa paalț ka Faaro da pț di'ee. 'It was only the land of the priests that did not 
become Pharaoh's.'. [GEN 47:26] Fț mǫ ya'a di'enǫ laa, fț ti lǫbisidi laas ayi'. And if you collect a bowl, you will 
return two. [Wealth-Is-Power] Sieba daa kua. Amaa yanam di'enǫ tțțma la nyǤǤd. 'Others have done the hard 

work, and you have reaped the benefits of their labour.'. [JHN 4:38] Lit: hoed, farmed. Onǫ di'ed na'am la ya'a na 

tțm wțț pian'ad la malis si'em la li na an sțm bǫdegț. If the one who receives the chiefship works as it is best 
described, it will be a great benefit. [Trees] o pț mǤr baregaŋ ka di'ed sǤ' si'el on na sțŋ o la zugǤ 'He does not 
show partiality, and he does not accept bribes.'. [DEU 10:17] Lit: accept sth. from sb. so that he will help him. Ya 

di'edi boto ayi' ka na ti lǫbis boto anaasi. You collect two sacks and return four. [Wealth-Is-Power] Dau bugus 

di'edi ziri yǤǤd 'The wicked man earns deceptive wages'. [PRO 11:18] li ya'a aan banǫ dǤl wada la di'edin 

Wina'am yǫlsțm la 'if those who live by law are heirs' of God's goodness. [ROM 4:14] ZugsǤb la ya'a gban'an ye 

o kțț ti, o naan kț di'en piinkanǫ ka ti maal maannǫ tis o la 'If the Lord had wanted to kill us, he would not 

have accepted our offerings'. [JDG 13:23] Ka m ya'a ti lǫb la, m naan di'eni m ligidi la nǫ nyǤǤd. 'so that when I 
returned I would have received it back with interest.'. [MAT 25:27] Di'em gbauŋ lampǤ kariki san'an zina zina. 
Get a form from the tax officer as soon as possible. [Tax] Lit: today today. Onǫ mǫkama tis nǫ o sțțnr wțsa fțn 

di'em o piini la. 'You are to receive the offering for me from each man whose heart prompts him to give.'. [EXO 

25:2] ZugsǤb Yesu, di'emi m siig! 'Lord Jesus, receive my spirit.'. [ACT 7:59] Di'emi nǫ' pțdigi atan'-tan'. Get 
this and divide it into three parts. [Electricity] Di'emin o la'af yinne la tis onǫ mǤr ligidi piiga la. 'Take the ... coin 
away from him and give it to the servant who has ten coins.'. [LUK 19:24] Ka fț ya'a sid anǫ m dǤllim taa, fțn 

di'em o wțț fțn naan di'enim si'em la. 'So if you consider me a partner, welcome him as you would welcome 

me.'. [PHM 1:17] On daa pț tun'e mǤdigǫ ka zaŋ o kpǫuŋ la tis ka di'e maŋț la kǫ ka o gț'țŋ nǤsțŋ la di'er 
The fact that he couldn't be patient and gave his seniority in exchange for a mango led to him missing out on 

getting the blessing. [You-Heard?] Teŋ la di'er wțsa da naae si'em The Final Taking-over of the Land. [JOS 21:43 

[heading]] Baŋimi ka sǤ' da gț'țŋ Wina'am pțpielim piini la di'erǫ 'Take heed that there is no one among you 
who forfeits the grace of God'. [HEB 12:15] Colloc: (tțm2 nu'ug) di'e nu'ug ‘(send a message) receive a message’. 
Pu'a la sid daa duoe kpǫ'ǫŋ o mǫŋi tțm nu'ugț o saam la san'an ... O saam la daa di'e nu'ug la The woman's 

husband made sure to send a message to his father ... His father received the message. [Billygoat-] Mult: di'es. 
2 • accept a fact, message or procedure. nimbanǫ ka' Jew dim buudi mǫ di'e Wina'am pian'ad 'Gentiles too had 

accepted the word of God'. [ACT 11:1] Ala ka ti lǤ nǤǤr ka sǤsi ti Wina'am la li yǫla ka o di'e ti sǤsțg. 'So we 
fasted and petitioned our God about this, and he answered our prayer.'. [EZR 8:23] bțnkțdțg onǫ an na'ab ka an 

zǤlțg ka mǫ pț lǫn di'ed nimmua sa'alțgǤ 'an old and foolish king who will listen no longer to advice'. [ECC 4:13] 
Amaa sieba pț di'e Moses n yǫl si'el la 'However, some of them paid no attention to Moses'. [EXO 16:20] 
Nannanna m gban'a di gbin dinǫ kǫ ka ba sieba di'ed Now I understand it, which will enable some of them to 
accept it. [Electricity] Ninkaŋa sǤb di'ednǫ pian'asțŋ Wina'am san'an ka ka' ninsaalibi nǫ. 'Such a person 
receives praise from God, not from human beings.'. [ROM 2:29] Colloc: di'e X nǤǤr1 ‘believe, obey, accept authority 

of X’.  Ka o lǫbis ye o ya'a mi' ye o na di'e bțnkțt la nǤǤri gat on kanǫ an o sid la on yǫlim. And she replied 
that if he thought she would obey the elders rather than him who was her husband, he should say so. [Billygoat] on 

wțsa pț di'e Wina'am nǤdi'es kan nǤǤrǫ 'Anyone who does not obey that prophet'. [ACT 3:23] fț ...  kǫ ka li 

wțmim nǫ fțn pț di'edi m nǤǤr la zug you have made me weary with your disobedience. [ISA 43:24] 
3 • to succeed, replace sb. ., 'spell' sb. [Am.] Beckie da mǤǤli naae la, LǤrpalli da di'e ka tans ye ... 'Fǫndigim 

gǤbig.' Li da bțri ba. When Beckie finished calling (the moves) 'Highway' took over and shouted ... "Turn left!" 
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This confused them. [Trouble] A-Di'e-m-Biig di'e m tțțm. Mr. Take charge-of-my-Child takes over my work. 

[Proverb 059] Baas kae' ka nwamis di'e poog. 'When the cat's away, the mice play.'  Lit.: The dogs are absent and 
monkeys take over the farm. [Proverb 155] Colloc: di'e X (zi'esim/zin'ig) ‘to replace, take over from  X’. o biig 

Eleazar di'e o zin'igi an maanmaan 'Eleazar his son succeeded him as priest'. [DEU 10:6] man di'e biig la zi'esim 

kpǫlim kpǫla tțmmi tisidif 'I will stay here as your slave in place of the boy'. [GEN 44:33] Ba biribis la ka ZugsǤb 

da kǫ ka ba nǤbigi di'e ba zin'ig, amaa ba da nam pț kpǫn' baŋțț. ' their sons, whom the Lord had raised up 
in their place, ... they were uncircumcised'. [JOS 5:7] On daa pț tun'e mǤdigǫ ka zaŋ o kpǫuŋ la tis ka di'e maŋț 

la kǫ ka o gț'țŋ nǤsțŋ la di'er It was because he couldn't control himself and sold his seniority to get mangoes 
that he failed to get the blessing. [You-Heard?] Mattias di'e Judas zin'ig 'Matthias Chosen to Replace Judas'. [ACT 

1:12 [heading]] 
4 • to save, rescue. 
5 • to escape, find a safe place. Ti gǤs ye o di'ed ya. We will see where he will escape to. 
6 • to give hospitality. Ka Pita di'e ba ka ba gbǫǫn o san'an. 'Then Peter invited the men into the house to be his 

guests.'. [ACT 10:23] on mǫkama di'e pțpielim sǤb, on an pțpielim sǤb la zug, o na di'e nyǤǤd nwǫnǫ 

pțpielim sǤb la nǫ 'whoever welcomes a good man because he is good, will share in his reward'. [MAT 10:41] o 

zuanam ... keŋ nǤk o mǤri keŋ sibiti ni ka du'ata la di'e o digil his friends went and took him to hospital where 
the doctor admitted him. [Billygoat] Onǫ wțsa di'e bikaŋa m yț'țr zug di'enǫ man 'Whoever welcomes this child 

in my name, welcomes me'. [LUK 9:48] Ka onǫ di'ed man la di'ednǫ onǫ tțm mam na la. 'and whoever receives 
me receives him who sent me'. [JHN 13:20] yanam di'em o nwǫnǫ lin nar ye Wina'am nidib di'ed taaba si'em ti 

ZugsǤb yț'țr zug 'Receive her in the Lord's name, as God's people should'. [ROM 16:2] Di'emin o nǫ sumalisim 
'Receive him, then, with joy'. [PHP 2:29] o lǫn zan'asi ti taaba di'er 'he will not receive our fellow-Christians when 

they come'. [3JN 1:10] See: di'es. 

di'ed   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'edi   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'edin   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'ednǫ   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'em1   Variant: di'emǫ; di'ema2; di'emmi. Form: di'emid. Variant: di'emidi. Form: di'emidiya. Form: di'emidnǫ. v. to 

play, celebrate, keep a festival. Haya, Akubibis mǫ paae yǫli ba ma ye tinam nǫ Amusbibisi di'em zina. So the 
little mice went up to their mother and said "We played with the kittens today." [Kittens+Mice] Man yǫli ba ye ba da 

di'em nǫ na'asaabugum la I told them that they shouldn't play with electricity. [Electricity] Fțu ya'a di'em nǫ biig, 

fț ma kțm daar ka u zaŋid o ma sǤŋkǫnda na ye ya di'em. If you play with a child, on the day of your mother's 
funeral he will bring his mother's old mat for you to play with. [Proverb 089] Ba nwǫnǫ biisi di'em da'an They are 

like children playing in the market. [LUK 7:32] Bipuŋ tǫn'ǫsnǫ ye ba di'em nǫ The girl thought they were joking. 

[You-Hear?] Israel nidib la ... da di'em di'ema bǫdegț 'the people of Israel ... celebrated ... with joy'. [EZR 6:16] 
Kǫlli ka ti di'em nǫ sumalisim, bǤzugǤ m nyǫ m pǫ'og kanǫ bǤdig la. 'Rejoice with me; I have found my lost 
sheep.'. [LUK 15:6] Biig la pa'a di'emǫ nǫ na'asaabugum la. The child had just been playing with the electricity. 

[Electricity] Nwaaŋ ye, 'Zug baba pț di'ema'. Monkey says "The head area isn't a joking matter." [Proverb 025] Vain 

tiig anǫ tikanǫ ka Jew dim pț di'emmi li yǫla. The grapevine is of great importance to the Jews. [Bible Glossary 

[under Vain Tiig ]] saŋkanǫ ka ya basid taaba sama la, ka mǫ di'emid Sțga Gbǫǫnb Malțŋ la the time when you 
remit eachother's debts and are celebrating the Festival of Booths. [DEU 31:10] Bilia na di'emid dunduug vǤndțg 

nǤǤrin 'The infant will play near the hole of the cobra'. [ISA 11:8] Na'ab Abimelek ... gǤs nǫ takoro ni ka nyǫ ka 

Isaak di'emid nǫ Rebǫka 'Abimelech ... looked down from a window and saw Isaac caressing his wife Rebekah'. 

[GEN 26:8] Kpaad yibiis di'emid The farmer's children are playing. [House+Farm [picture caption]] Biis la di'emidi 

duan gbinnin. The children are playing under a dawadawa tree. [House+Farm] DinzugǤ tiakimini ya suoya nǫ 

nimmua ka da di'emidiya. 'Be wholehearted therefore in your repentance.'. [REV 3:19] Amaa dasam la da tǫn'ǫs 

ye o di'emidnǫ. 'But his sons-in-law thought he was joking.'. [GEN 19:14] Lit: young men. 

di'em2!  See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'em3   Form: di'ema1. Variant: di'ama. Form: diem4-. n. game, celebration. Saŋkan ka Adonija nǫ saam banǫ bǫǫ o 

san'an la wțsa di ka di'em bǤǤd naar la 'As Adonijah and all his guests were finishing the feast'. [1KI 1:41] Baa ye, 

yinne ǫǫnti lu ka yinne mǫ lu ka di'ema nǤbig. Dog says, "When one falls and also another falls the game will 
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increase." [Proverb 157] fțn gǤsim la m nwǫnǫ di'ema sǤbaa? Do you look on me as a joker? [Wonderwoman] SǤ' 

wțsa tisidnǫ damalisiŋ di'ema pin'ilțgțn 'Everyone else serves the best wine first'. [JHN 2:10] Jew dim la wțsa 

da mǤr nǫ sumalisim ka ba maan diib nǫ di'ema 'the Jews held a joyful holiday with feasting and happiness'. 
[EST 8:17] sǤ' ya'a bǤǤd ye o di ya'an di'ema zin'igin 'if anyone competes as an athlete'. [2TI 2:5] Lit: wants to win 

at the games. Li anǫ ninwisigir di'ama la yǫla It is because of athletic sports. [Trouble] Fț ya'a diisid biig la, li 

bǤǤd ye fț yț'țm yțțma, maan di'ema ... When you are feeding the baby, you need to sing songs, play ... 
[Breastfeeding] Vaala anǫ di'ema biis san'an ka ba vaannǫ fțțsid taaba. Farm-clearing is a game for the 
youngsters and they compete against each other in doing the clearing work. [House+Farm] ya ya'am na pǫ'ǫl nǫ 

di'ema nǫ danuur nǫ si'elnam linǫ paki ya yǫla 'your hearts will be weighed down with dissipation, drunkenness 
and the anxieties of life'. [LUK 21:34] Maalimi Bțndǫǫnna Di'ema Malțŋ linǫ ka ya bțdi ya pǤǤdin la. 'Celebrate 
the Feast of Harvest with the firstfruits of the crops you sow in your field.'. [EXO 23:16] M pț bǤǤdi ya di'ema 

malima la baa bi'elaa. 'I hate your religious festivals'. [AMO 5:21] Israel nidib la ... da di'em di'ema bǫdegț 'the 

people of Israel ... celebrated ... with joy'. [EZR 6:16] Ka ba sa wa' sțŋa hali gaad ban ǫǫnn wa'adi ba buudi 

di'ema si'em la. They danced wonderfully –  better than how they dance at their own people's celebrations. 

[You-Hear?] Baa ye, "Yinni yiti li ka yinni mǫ lu ka di'ema nǤbig." Dog says, "When one falls and also another 
falls the game will increase." [Proverb 157] Li sțm ye fț tǫnr malțŋ di'em kaŋa yțțm woo 'Celebrate this festival 

... each year.'. [EXO 13:10] Kemi na la'as Wina'am di'emtita'arin la di 'Come and gather together for God's great 
feast! [REV 19:17] See: dakidi'ema. 

di'ema1   See main entry: di'em3. celebration. 

di'ema2   See main entry: di'em1. keep festival. 

di'ema [N]   See main entry: diem. father-in-law, son-in-law, in laws. 

di'emǫ   See main entry: di'em1. keep festival. 

di'emi!   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'emid   See main entry: di'em1. keep festival. 

di'emidi   See main entry: di'em1. keep festival. 

di'emidiya   See main entry: di'em1. keep festival. 

di'emidnǫ   See main entry: di'em1. keep festival. 

di'emin!   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'emmi   See main entry: di'em1. keep festival. 

di'en   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'enǫ   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'eni   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'er   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'erǫ   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'ere   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'eri   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'es   Variant: di'esi. Form: di'esid. Variant: di'esidi. Form: di'esidnǫ. Form: di'esim!. Form: di'esțg. Variant: di'esug; 

di'esțgǤ; di'esugo. v. 1 • to receive, get [many]. Suobanǫ ka ba lǫm paamid ligidi anǫ GǤmma ya'a tisi ba nǫ 

suor ban na di'es lampǤ nam. 'Other financial resources shall come from government grants and also monies 
raised by District Assemblies in exercise of their limited taxation and licensing powers.'. [Constitution] Ba da kțdin 

kaadi tempțbibis ... ye ba di'esi ba ligidi ba samdittibin. They just went round the small towns ... to get their 
money from their debtors. [Trouble] Ya na nyaŋi di'esi ya sama banǫ bǫ saam la san'an 'You may collect what a 
foreigner owes you'. [DEU 15:3] Mam di'esi ya pǫraad nǫ bțnkǤnbid banǫ nǤb ka ya mǤri maan nyu'or maana 

la tig. 'I have more than enough of burnt offerings, of rams and the fat of fattened animals'. [ISA 1:11] Ninsțma 

di'esid bugisnam yǤǤd. Ka bugisnam mǫ di'esid ninsțma yǤǤd. 'righteous men who get what the wicked 
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deserve, and wicked men who get what the righteous deserve'. [ECC 8:14] Ya'asǫ, ye on wțm ye sieba kuosidi ba 

biis nǫ di'esid ligidi Again, that he had heard that some people were selling their children to get money. [Billygoat] 
Ba nǤkid pțpielim dimi kuosidi di'esid anzurifa 'They sell the righteous for silver'. [AMO 2:6] GǤmma lțgir 

kaŋa di'esid lampǤ la This government department receives taxes. [Tax] Ninsțma di'esid bugisnam yǤǤd. Ka 

bugisnam mǫ di'esid ninsțma yǤǤd. 'righteous men who get what the wicked deserve, and wicked men who get 

what the righteous deserve'. [ECC 8:14] Ligid-banǫ ka fț di'esidi yiti fț kuos bibisin The monies that you receive 
from your petty trading. [Tax] AnǤ'Ǥn san'an ka dunia nwa' na'anam di'esidi ba lampǤ? 'From whom do the 
kings of the earth collect duty and taxes'. [MAT 17:25] Teŋ la tuongatib di'esidnǫ si'elnam nidibin ka kad saria 
'The city's rulers govern for bribes'. [MIC 3:11] Ba di'esim diib la yțțm sțma banǫ kenna la wțsa 'They should 

collect all the food of these good years that are coming'. [GEN 41:35] ... banǫ sț'țe bugum kpiisțg tțțma nǫ 

lampǤ di'esțg tțțma dim '... the Fire Service, and the Internal Revenue Service'  (in a list). [Constitution] Yesu yi 

ka nyǫ lampǤdi'es ka o yț'țr buon Levi ka o zin' lampǤ di'esțg dǤǤgin 'Jesus went out and saw a tax collector 
named Levi, sitting in his office.'. [LUK 5:27] Unit: di'e. 
2 • accept a fact, message or procedure. ya ... muk nǤdi'esidib la ye ba da di'es ZugsǤb pian'ad ya'asǫ 'you ...  

commanded the prophets not to prophesy'. [AMO 2:12] Bikanǫ mǤr ya'am di'esid o ba' sa'alțg 'A wise son pays 
attention when his father corrects him'. [PRO 13:1] onǫ di'esid Wina'am nǤǤri pian'adi tisid nidib sțŋidnǫ 

Wina'am nidib 'he who prophesies edifies the church'. [1CO 14:4] m na kǫ ka fț di'esidi m pian'ad 'you will be 
my spokesman'. [JER 15:19] Nact: nǤdi'es1 ‘prophet [in the Bible]’. 
3 • to succeed, replace sb. ., 'spell' sb. [Am.] Banǫ gu'ud la da di'esid nǫ taaba. 'Guard duty was divided into 
assigned periods, one after another.'. [1CH 26:16] 
4 • to give hospitality. Paul ... di'esid ban wțsa kennǫ o san'an na 'Paul ... welcomed all who came to see him'. 

[ACT 28:30] Da basi saam di'esțgǤ 'Do not neglect to show hospitality'. [HEB 13:2] See: lampǤdi'es; nǤdi'es1. 

di'esi   See main entry: di'es. receive [many], accept, succeed, accommodate. 

di'esid   See main entry: di'es. receive [many], accept, succeed, accommodate. 

di'esidi   See main entry: di'es. receive [many], accept, succeed, accommodate. 

di'esidnǫ   See main entry: di'es. receive [many], accept, succeed, accommodate. 

di'esim!   See main entry: di'es. receive [many], accept, succeed, accommodate. 

di'esțg   See main entry: di'es. receive [many], accept, succeed, accommodate. 

di'esțgǤ   See main entry: di'es. receive [many], accept, succeed, accommodate. 

di'esug   See main entry: di'es. receive [many], accept, succeed, accommodate. 

di'esugo   See main entry: di'es. receive [many], accept, succeed, accommodate. 

di'ee   See main entry: di'e. receive, accept, succeed, save, escape, accommodate. 

di'ig   Variant: di'igi. Form: di'igir2. v. to come upon/encounter sb. suddenly, meet/find (unexpectedly). AkǤra kpǫlim 

maligim la'anǫ hali n zǤǤ keŋi di'ig Agbigim tiig gbinnin Akora was still laughing more and more until he 
suddenly ran into Agbigim under a tree. [You-Hear?] Absalom da keŋ di'ig David nidib la. 'Absalom happened to 
meet David's men'. [2SA 18:9] Nǫ'ǫŋa zug tǤǤg na di'igi ba 'Therefore disaster will overtake him in an instant'. [PRO 

6:15] See: -di'igir. 

di'igi   See main entry: di'ig. come upon. 

-di'igir1   adj. unexpected. Yǫldi'igir la da naan la sa, Yaro nǫ o zua Adu da la'am bǫ nǫ. That was an unexpected thing, 

Yaro and his friend Adu were together. [Trouble] ba mi' ye yǫl di'igir ya'a paae sǤ' ka o bǫ yǫllinǫǫ, yiiga bțn anǫ 

fț gban'e fț mǫŋ baanlim they knew that if something unexpected occurs and someone is in trouble, the first 
thing is to keep quiet. [Electricity] ba nid yinne ti lieb o sabua la da ka' di'igirǫ. it was not unexpected that one of 

their people should become her boyfriend. [Trouble] See: di'ig. 

di'igir2   See main entry: di'ig. come upon. 

di'im [W]   'medicine'[type]. soaked herbs as 'medicine' in case of stillbirth (W.) 

dikǫuu   Variant: dikeun. n. last meal, forbidden food. Note: "That ("last meal") is the sense but it can also be used in a threatening 
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context where one eats food that he is not permitted to" [MA]  man nǫ m biribiŋ la dii ti dikǫuu ka kpi 'That will be our 
last meal, and then we will starve to death.'. [1KI 17:12] 

dikeun   See main entry: dikǫuu. last meal. 

dikunu   See main entry: dakunu. kenkey. 

dikpǫŋ   n. staple, main food. Teŋindim la dikpǫŋ da anǫ dikunu The townspeople's staple food was kenkey. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Adu bu'os ye 'Ya dikpǫŋ an bǤ TUDU?' Adu asked "What is your main food at TUDU?" [Trouble] 
Mui da ka' ba dikpǫŋa, amaa sǤ wțsa nǤŋe li gat sa'atuodim Rice wasn't their staple food, but everybody 
loved it more than fufu. [Trouble] See: diib; -kpǫŋ1. 

dim1   Variant: dima; dimaa; dimi1; dime. Form: dimnǫ. n. people (of ...) Zaam da libignǫ ma'ae ka Buama dim zi'. 
Evening fell unexpectedly and the Buama people were unaware. [Trouble] yin la dim bǤǤdi fț pian'ad the people 
of the house like your proposal. [Billygoat] Saria kadib zin'ikpi'euŋ la dim mǤr ya'a ka ba na digil nǤǤr ka mǤǤli 

li ka sǤ' wțsa siaki li. 'The Supreme Court shall have the final authority to say what the law is'. [Constitution] 
Lit: The Supreme Court has authority to lay down a judgement and proclaim it so that everyone obeys it. Alazugț 

da kǫ ka Moab dim la siaki dǤl David ka yǤǤd lampǤ tisid o. 'So the Moabites became his subjects and paid 
taxes to him.'. [2SA 8:2] ... banǫ sț'țe bugum kpiisțg tțțma nǫ lampǤ di'esțg tțțma dim '... the Fire Service, 
and the Internal Revenue Service' (in a list). [Constitution] Waii, bi'esțg kae, ya sid anǫ a-mi'-wțsa dim Golly! 

'No doubt you are intelligent people'. [JOB 12:2] gǤsimi ya sțțgini gaŋ dapa ayǤpǤi banǫ an ya'am dim 'choose 
seven men from among you who are known to be full of ... wisdom'. [ACT 6:3] bǤ yǫla ka Wina'am da faaen Israel 

dima? why did God save the people of Israel? [Bible-Study] Yanam Israel dima, kǫlisimi 'Listen, people of Israel!'. 

[DEU 9:1] Bet Ofira teŋ dima, bilimmi uusțg la ni. 'People of Beth Leaphrah, (show your despair by) rolling in 

the dust! [MIC 1:10] teŋ si'a dim ya'a tțm bǫ'ǫdi san'ami m sțnf ka li anǫ ye ba ka'anǫ sida dima 'if a country 
sins and is unfaithful to me'. [EZK 14:13] Fț nǫ'ǫs Zion dimaa? 'Do you despise Zion?'. [JER 14:19] Gaansțg tțțma 

dimi na sț'țe gaansțg la yǫla gțllim. 'All electoral functions shall be performed by the Electoral Commission.'. 

[Constitution] Kaldea dimi la'as taab zin'is atan' kpǫm bțțl na kadi fț yțgțma la wțsa keŋ 'The Chaldaeans, 

three bands of them, have made a raid on the camels'. [JOB 1:17] Ba nǤkid pțpielim dimi kuosidi di'esid anzurifa 
'They sell the righteous for silver'. [AMO 2:6] O bǫnd ya'am dimnǫ gban'adi ba nǫ ba mi'ilim pțțgin 'He catches 
the wise in their craftiness'. [JOB 5:13] Colloc: X dimin(ǫ) ‘to/among/from the people of X’. GǤmma la anǫ o paam 

nǤbasigi yit zi'ela zǤŋ dimin la yiiga zaŋi ken: 'The Government shall require the approval of parliament:'. 

[Constitution] Asǫǫ ya yis bǫ'ǫd la Israel dimin. 'You must purge the evil from Israel.'. [DEU 22:22] Ya'a kpǫlim nǫ 

saan, onǫ pț pǫ'ǫsi fț nidib Israel diminǫ 'As for the foreigner who does not belong to your people Israel'. [2CH 

6:32] Sim: nid1, ninvǤ-. See: kțyidim; yidim. 

dim2   See main entry: daan1. owner. 

dim3!   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

dima   See main entry: dim1. people. 

dimaa   See main entry: dim1. people. 

dime   See main entry: dim1. people. 

dimi1   See main entry: dim1. people. 

dimi2!   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

dimini!   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

dimmi!   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

dimnǫ   See main entry: dim1. people. 

din1   Variant: dinnǫ; dinne; dine1. Form: dina1. n. sb.'s own thing [always possessed]. sǤ' ya'a bun zțțdi pǫ'ǫl bǤto 

anu, yinne anǫ Faaro din 'a fifth of the produce belongs to Pharaoh'. [GEN 47:26] Lit: if someone harvests crops 
and fills five bags, one is Pharaoh's. M kpǫn'ǫdi fț da'a nǫ ligidi ka fț kpǫn'ǫdi m din nǫ kuga. I enter your 

market (bargain for your merchandise) with money, and you enter mine with stones. [Proverb 095] Bțndǫǫŋ linǫ 

wțsa yi teŋgbauŋțn la ka ba mǤri kǫn ZugsǤb la san'an na, anǫ fț din. 'All the land's firstfruits that they bring 
to the Lord will be yours.'. [NUM 18:13] ZugsǤb la gaŋ Jakob ka o an o mǫŋ din, Israel dimi an o nyǤǤrin 
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kǤnbțg. 'For the Lord has chosen Jacob to be his own, Israel to be his treasured possession.'. [PSA 135:4] Wina'am 

sț'țlim anǫ bamanam taaba din. 'the kingdom of heaven belongs to such as these'. [MAT 19:14] zaba la ka' ya 

dinnǫ, amaa ZugsǤb la din 'the battle is not yours, but God's'. [2CH 20:15] M pa'ala ka' m mǫŋ dinnǫ 'My 
teaching is not my own.'. [JHN 17:16] Colloc: X din1 ‘X's comment, idea, suggestion (in a debate)’. Fț din an sida, 

ti kț nyaŋi zi'eni siak ka bi'esțg kae ye vǤndțg kanǫ ka ti nyǫ la la'ad la bǫ ani. Your suggestion is true, we 

can't stand here and be sure that the hole we saw undoubtedly had the loot in it. [Trouble] Sim: tu'or, bțn1. 

din2   Variant: dinǫ; dine. Form: dina3. pn. 1 • that/those which ...those which. din pa'al ye yin la dim bǤǤdi fț pian'ad 
which shows that the people of the house like your proposal. [Billygoat] nwǫnǫ din nar ye sǤ' mǫkama di'e si'em 
'according to what each one needed' drunk. [ACT 2:45] O niŋ nǫ'ǫŋa ye on da pǤ nǤǤrǫ zi'eli ya yaanam la niŋ 

amǫŋa wțț din an si'em zina la. 'he ...  confirms his covenant, which he swore to your forefathers, as it is today'. 

[DEU 8:18] Onǫ gǤsid ka Asambili ni zi'ela tțm wțț din sțm si'em 'He shall co-ordinate and ensure the smooth 
implementation of the Assembly's Legislative programme'. [Constitution] Fțn yǤǤd ligidsi'a la anǫ bi'ela dinǫ mǫ 

sțŋid Gaana. The money you pay is a small amount, and anyway it helps Ghana. [Tax] pu'a sǤ' kǫǫn o san'an na 

mǤr alabasta kǤlibir dinǫ ligidi zu'oe 'a woman came to him with an alabaster jar'. [MAT 26:7] Paul da ... tu'asidi 

ba dinǫ bǫ Wina'am gbauŋțn la Paul ... reasoned with them from the Scriptures'. [ACT 17:2] Dinǫ na niŋ ninsaal 

la, dinǫ mǫ na niŋ bțnkǤnbid. 'the same fate awaits human beings and animals alike'. [ECC 3:19] Lit: that which ... 

that also .... Dinǫ lǫm paas anǫ o pț bǤǤdi o ti nyǫ o biig la What was more, he wanted to see his child. [Billygoat] 
Dinǫ paas ayi' la ... Secondly ... [Billygoat] Dinǫ gu' ka ti'e saal suor o mǤrim nǫ o yǤlisim teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni 

anǫ kaŋ kaŋ. 'The protection and preservation of Fundamental Human Rights and Freedoms are entrenched in the 
constitution.'. [Constitution] Colloc: din ( la1 ) ( ka1 ) ‘so, then ...’. Din la ka m mǤr o na bǫllimi fț nya'andǤlib la 

ye ba kad kikirig la bas so 'I asked your disciples to drive the spirit out'. [MRK 9:18] Note: many more examples in the 

earlier translation were removed in the published Bible ye din la ka o kena bǫǫ? (saying) that wasn't that why he 
came? [Billygoat] din ka m sa pț nyaŋi lǫbna la that's why I couldn't come back yesterday. [Billygoat] din ka 

ZugsǤb la na kad buudbama wțsa yisi ya tuon. 'then the Lord will drive out all these nations before you'. [DEU 

11:23] Colloc: din2 yi1  [time expression] ‘since [time]’. Din yi sankan la, zuanam ayi' nwa pț lǫn nu si'eli 

gaad damimala dinǫ pu bugid la. From that time the two friends no longer drank anything more than 
unfermented pito which doesn't make you. [Electricity] Din yi daakanǫ ka m yǫl Na'ab Faaro labaar la, hali ti 

paae zina 'Ever since I went to the king to speak for you'. [EXO 5:23] 
2 • as it, when it ['it' in a dependent clause]. Din pțn aan ba yiiga ken la As it was their first time to come. 

[Billygoat] Din daa yuug hali la When it had been a long time. [Billygoat] See: li1; lin; lin2. 

din3   Variant: dina2; dinǫ2. pn. it, that [3rd. person inanimate emphatic pronoun]. din ka on bu'os that's what he asked. 

[Billygoat] Tǫnri dina, yanam banǫ an ki'isțg dim nwa' 'Remember this ... you rebels'. [ISA 46:8] Ka Apțsiak ye 

din ka' sidaa And Apusiak said that it wasn't true. [Billygoat] Din nya'aŋ la, ti fǫndignǫ dǤl suori keŋ kpa'ad 

Basan 'Next we turned and went up along the road toward Bashan'. [DEU 3:1] Din wțsa pț mǤr dǫŋ sa'ar pțțginǫ 
All these don't bring harm in labour. [Womens-Health] Dina zug ka m buol na'asaabugum tțmtțm kpǫǫm yinne 
Because of this I called a senior officer of the Electricity Board. [Electricity] Ka dina nya'aŋ ka Jakob yǫl o biis la 

ye ... 'Then Jacob commanded his sons'. [GEN 49:29] Dina wțsa na niŋ ka di anǫ Abraham siak m nǤǤr all this 
will happen 'because Abraham obeyed me'. [GEN 26:5] Dinǫ kǫ ka li nar ye fț nǫ sǤ' wțsa yǤǤm lampǤ la. This is 
why it is necessary that you and everyone pay the tax. [Tax] Dinǫ na niŋ ninsaal la, dinǫ mǫ na niŋ bțnkǤnbid. 
'the same fate awaits human beings and animals alike'. [ECC 3:19] Lit: that which ... that also .... Syn: lin2; Sim: li1, 

di2 ‘[neutral]’; man ‘[1st. person]’; fțn ‘[2nd. person]’; on ‘[animate]’; ban ‘[plural]’.  See: li1; lin1; lin2. 

din4   Variant: diin3. Form: diim!. Variant: diimme!. Form: diinb. Variant: din-5. v. to press, massage. O din biig la tabi 

teŋin ‘He pressed the child to the ground’. [MA] O tǫn'ǫs ye, dakțdir kae na din o mi'is wțț o saam la, amaa 

ku'om la zulimmi na nyaŋi vǤl o. He thought that there was no old log to push him down into the water like his 
father, but the deep water could drown him. [Trouble] Ka AkǤlțg nǫ o zua Awin yț'țn zin'in teŋin ka yǫl 

pu'asada la ye ba diimme ba. ... Awin nǫ AkǤlțg da yǫl pu'asada la ye ba mǫ diginim ka ba diin ba mǫn ka 

ba maal dakidi'ema.  Awin nǫ AkǤlțg diinb la daa bǫnǫ li kǤn'. And Akolug and his friend Awin sat down and 
said to the young women that they should massage them. ... Awin and Akolug told the girls that they for their part 
would lie down and they should massage them so like brothers- and sisters- in-law. The massaging of Awin and 

Akolug was different. [You-Do?-,] Hali pu'asada la daa ki'a kuŋ bi'ela bǤzugǤ ba nan zi' nyǫ dinkaŋa buudii. 
Even, the girls cried out a bit because they had never seen such 'massaging'. [You-Heard?] See: diinl. 
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din-5   See main entry: din4. press. 

din6   See main entry: lin1. that which, so that. 

dina1   See main entry: din1. own thing. 

dina2   See main entry: din3. that. 

dina3   See main entry: din2. those which, as it. 

dindak   n. hard, dry ground. Ku'om na bun zin'ikanǫ an dindak la yitna. Water will spring out from a place that is 
dry-ground. [ISA 41:18] 

dindǫgǫǫns   Variant: dindǫgǫǫnsi. n.pl. plant [sp.], 'rushes'. kǤlkǫǫna nǫ dindǫgǫǫns na kțdigi kpi reeds and rushes will 

wither away. [ISA 19:6] Tinamǫ daa maali ti saam kțțri maali naae la, ti daa pțdig o pǤǤg la ka sǤ' mǫkama 

sǫ dindǫgǫǫnsi o pǤǤg titǤndigin. When we performed our father’s funeral, we shared his farm and each person 
planted straw grass along his farm boundary. [MA] 

dindǫgǫǫnsi   See main entry: dindǫgǫǫns. rushes. 

dindǫog   Variant: dindeog. Form: dindǫǫd. Variant: dindeed. n. 1 • a chameleon. Ka biig la ... paae m buŋid nǤǤd 

dindǫog suma. And the lad ... came by a shortcut and trod on chameleon's groundnuts. [Asaasim] Dindǫog ye 

mǤǤr nam bǫ teŋin. Chameleon says that the contest is not yet decided. [Proverb 253] o lǫbisim Dindǫog pu'a tis 

o, ka ya'a ka'a ala, ban nǫ ba bțnkǤnbid na kpi naae. he should return Chameleon's wife to him, otherwise 

they and their animals would all be dead. [Asaasim] nǫ akǤn'Ǥs nǫ gbanzaug, nǫ abanja nǫ abaŋkțsǤl nǫ 

dindǫog 'the gecko, the monitor lizard, the wall lizard, the skink and the chameleon'. [LEV 11:30] 
2 • a rainbow. Colloc: saa dindǫog, dindǫog bǤǤnsim, dindǫog bǤǤnlim or buoǫn ‘rainbow’. M na maal 

dindǫog bǤǤnlim niŋ saŋgbauŋin ... M ya'a ti kǫ ka saŋgbana yina ka dindǫog buoǫn 'I am putting my bow 
in the clouds. ... Whenever I cover the sky with clouds and the rainbow appears'. [GEN 9:13,14] Saŋa kan wțsa ka 

dindǫog buoǫn saŋgbana ni 'Whenever the rainbow appears in the clouds'. [GEN 9:16] saa dindǫog buoǫn gilig 

na'am gbauŋ, ka la dindǫog la bǤǤnsim an dǫn'ǫm 'A rainbow, resembling an emerald, encircled the throne'. 
[REV 4:3] 

dindeog   See main entry: dindǫog. chameleon, rainbow. 

dindǫǫd   See main entry: dindǫog. chameleon, rainbow. 

dindeed   See main entry: dindǫog. chameleon, rainbow. 

dindiis   Form: dindiisnam. n. a greedy person, greedy-guts. O anǫ dindiis nǫ danuud 'He is a glutton and a drinker'. [MAT 

11:19] O anǫ dindiis nwǫnǫ yațgț an si'em la 'he is as greedy as the grave'. [HAB 2:5] ba nwǫnǫ mǤǤgin bțnyuos 

nǫ, ka an gbanya'anam nǫ dindiisnam they are like wild beasts, 'lazy gluttons'. [TIT 1:12] Nabstr: dindiisim; 
Syn: diis2. See: diis2; dindiisim. 

dindiisim   n. greed. sțnpǫǫn nǫ dindiisim nǫ nǤŋgbannwa'ar anger and greed and quarrelling. [GAL 5:20] 
InvNabstr: dindiis. See: dindiis. 

dindiisnam   See main entry: dindiis. greedy person. 

dinǫ   See main entry: din2. those which, as it. 

dinǫ2   See main entry: din3. that. 

dine   See main entry: din2. those which, as it. 

dine1   See main entry: din1. own thing. 

din'   v. to push, press on sth. See: din'is; diinl. 

din'is   Variant: din'isi. Form: din'isid. Variant: din'isidi. v. to push down. O na mak, ka din'is, ka dam-dam ka li pǫ'ǫli 

badigi yaam he will give you 'good measure, pressed and shaken down and running over'. [LUK 6:38] Daakan la o 

da din'is o sțnpǫǫn la nǫ. That day he suppressed his anger. [Trouble] Bipumis la sieba nyǫ li ka din'si ba su'a 

la' la. Some girls saw it and had a struggle to hide their laughter. [Trouble] Din ma'aa ka o sțnf bǤǤdin ye li bas 

ninta'am kanǫ ka o din'isidi lǫbisidin la ka li yina. The only thing he really wanted was to let out the tears which 
he was struggling to keep in. [Trouble] See: din'; diinl. 
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din'isi   See main entry: din'is. push down. 

din'isid   See main entry: din'is. push down. 

din'isidi   See main entry: din'is. push down. 

dinnǫ   See main entry: din1. own thing. 

dinne   See main entry: din1. own thing. 

dinyǫla   disc. therefore. Ka dinyǫla ǫǫnti kǫ ka ba tam ye Wina'am tisidi ba paŋ And that's why they forget that God 

gives them strength. [Bible-Study] Sim: dinzug. See: din1; yǫl2. 

dinzorug [N]   See main entry: dizǤrțg. food scrap. 

dinzug  Variant: linzug.  Note: linzug 99 x in SC but not in texts Variant: dinzugǤ; dizugǤ; dinzugo; dinzugǤǤ; dinzugoo; 

linzugǤǤ; dinzugț; dinzugu; linzugț. disc. therefore. Dinzug, zina sǤnsig la ye li tis nǫ KarimdǤǤg la saŋa ka 

ba la'asi tǫn'ǫs So today's discussion aims to give the Church time to think together. [Bible-Study] o saam gǫǫl o nǫ 

tțțma pamm ka nyaan keŋ o daam ki'eb dinzugǤ, o kț nyaŋi bǫnǫ ba his father had inundated him with work 
and the went to do his palm-tapping so he could not be with them. [Trouble] O anǫ pțpiel, dinzug, nidib bǫdegț 

nǤŋ o nǫ. He was very virtuous so many people loved him. [Fire] Biig la nǤbiri zabid, dinzug, o kț keŋ sakur 

zina. 'The child’s leg is paining him, therefore he cannot go to school today.'. [[MA]] Dinzug ya tun'e mǤr taaba 

paae antu'a tu'ad la tuon. 'there are assizes ... let the parties bring their charges and countercharges'. [ACT 19:38] 
manǫ kǫǫn ka bugum la la'aŋ dinzug ka m pa'a zǤt dabiem I caused the fire to spread, so I am frightened. [Fire] 
Nintaŋ la tțl zina nǫ, dinzug ka m bǤǤdin ye ti keŋ nu daam The sun is hot today, so I would like us to go and 
drink pito. [Electricity] Ba sǤ'ǤsǤ daa pț keŋe ba saam dǤǤgțnǫ, dinzugǤ ba daa zi' linǫ maanna. None of them 
had gone to their father's room, so they didn't know what was happening. [Fire] Ya'am gat si'el wțsa; dinzugǤ 

ieem ya'am. 'Wisdom is supreme; therefore get wisdom.'. [PRO 4:7] DinzugǤǤ m bǤǤd ye fț bǤ diib sțŋa kǫǫsim 
So I want you to get good food to say farewell to me. [You-Hear?] Asumbul ... da yǫt Abǫdțg ye o dim diib la 

amaa o pț yǫl si'ela,  dinzugǤ, sǤ'ǤsǤ kț si'is o busa la. Spider had said to Abedug that he should eat the food, 
but he didn't say anything, so nobody would touch his yam slices. [Wonderwoman] DinzugǤǤ, Kristo sadigim 

namis niŋgbiŋin la 'Therefore, since Christ suffered in his body'. [1PE 4:1] O da dinǫ Ahab pu'ayua ka dinzugț 

kǫ ka o da dǤlis wțț Israel na'anamǫ da dǤlisid si'em la 'His wife was Ahab's daughter, and like the family of 
Ahab he followed the ... ways of the kings of Israel.'. [2KI 8:18] Li anǫ Wina'am mǫŋ bǤǤdim ye O kǫ ka O 

karindǤǤg la nǤbig dinzugu kǫ ka O pǫ'ǫl nidib nǫ o Siig Kasi la It is God's own will that He makes His Church 
grow, so He fills people with his Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] o daa wțmi fț sǤsțg, linzug ka m kena 'he heard your 

prayer, and therefore I have come'. [DAN 10:12] Na'ayiig ya'a zu ka li anǫ o pțțr yǫla, nidib na kǫǫs o bas 

linzugǤǤ? If a thief steals for the sake of his stomach, do people forgive him because of that? [PRO 6:30] Sț'țlim 

wțsa nuu o daam la linzugț kǫ ka ba gǫǫm. 'The nations drank her wine; therefore they have now gone mad.'. 
[JER 51:7] Sim: dinyǫla. See: din1; zug. 

dinzugǤ   See main entry: dinzug. therefore. 

dinzugo   See main entry: dinzug. therefore. 

dinzugǤǤ   See main entry: dinzug. therefore. 

dinzugoo   See main entry: dinzug. therefore. 

dinzugț   See main entry: dinzug. therefore. 

dinzugu   See main entry: dinzug. therefore. 

Distrik   n. District (administrative unit ). Colloc: Distrik Asambile ‘District Assembly’. Nimbanǫ ka ba gaansi ba la 

kǤbiga pțțginǫ, pisyǤpǤi la banǫ na bǫ tembibisin ka ba buon ye Distrik asambile nam la. 'the election on 
a non partisan basis of 70% of the membership of the Assembly;'. [Constitution] From: (Eng.) 

dit   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

dita   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

dite   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

diti   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 
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ditin   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

-ditiŋ   Variant: -dituŋ. adj. sharp. Ka o gǤsi gilig ka nǤk o sț'țraditiŋ la ki'ig nwiigi la'as kpa'akur nǫ niiŋe lǤ. He 

looked round and cut a piece of rope with his sharp knife and tied the tortoise and the bird together. [Trouble] Ka 

sț'țditiŋ yii o nǤǤrin na, ka o na zaŋi li zabi nyaŋ buudi wțsa ka sț'țgi ba nǫ paŋ 'Out of his mouth came a 
sharp sword, with which he will defeat the nations. He will rule over them'. [REV 19:15] See: di1

4 

ditnǫ   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

ditne   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

ditta   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

dittaa   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

ditti   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

dittin   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

-dituŋ   See main entry: -ditiŋ. sharp. 

diya   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

diyaa   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

dizǤra   See main entry: dizǤrțg. food scrap. 

dizǤrig   See main entry: dizǤrțg. food scrap. 

dizǤris   See main entry: dizǤrțg. food scrap. 

dizǤrțg  Variant: dizǤrig; dizorug; dinzorug [N]. Form: dizǤra. Variant: dizora; dizǤris; dizoris. n. food-scrap/s. baa 

daan ya'a dit ka dizǤra lut teŋin, baas la na pi'isi li wae. when the dog's owner eats and crumbs fall on the 

ground, the dogs will pick them up and go. [MAT 15:27] Li da anǫ "zusțŋț" tisim nǫ man nyǫt "dizǤra" sțŋidi m 

mǫŋ la. It was "lucky" for me to find "scraps" and be able to help myself. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka ba vaae dizǤris la 

wțsa ka li pǫ'ǫl pǫǫd pii nǫ ayi'. 'they gathered them and filled twelve baskets with the pieces'. [JHN 6:13] See: diib; 

zǤrig. 
dizora   See main entry: dizǤrțg. food scrap. 

dizoris   See main entry: dizǤrțg. food scrap. 

dizorug   See main entry: dizǤrțg. food scrap. 

dizugǤ   See main entry: dinzug. therefore. 

dii   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

diib1   Variant: diid; diibi; diibǤ; diibo; diibǤǤ. Form: di-. n. food. ba da mǤr diib bǫdegț na di ka kǫǫ kuos. they had 

plenty of food to eat, and some was left over to sell.  [Wonderwoman] o bǤǤm diib sț'țŋa bǫog bǫkikǫung kǫref 

ayuobu saŋa he should get some good food by six o'clock early tomorrow morning. [You-Hear?] Ba da buon 

nǫ'ǫŋa nǫ ye diib pǤǤd, din bǫ li kǤn' nǫ kooko pǤǤd linǫ ka ba kuod gțțr la. They called these the 'food 
farms', in distinction to the 'cocoa farms' where they grew the kola. [Trouble] Asibid daar yț'țŋ yinne ka ti la'as 

ye ti di ZugsǤb diib. 'On Saturday evening we gathered together for the fellowship meal'. [ACT 20:7] Suobama 

yinne ane tinamǫ na mǤr Iodine la paasid nǫ yaarim ti daar wțsa diib pțțgin One of these ways is to add 

iodised  salt to our daily food. [Iodine] Jese da nǤknǫ bțŋ ka lǤ diib, nǫ daam nǫ gan'ar, ka gban'e bțpǤlli mǤri 

ba nǫ o biig David n keŋ Saul san'an. 'So Jesse took a donkey loaded with bread, a skin of wine and a young 
goat and sent them with his son David to Saul.'. [1SA 16:20] Bin'isa la wțsa bin'isim la mǤri ku'om nǫ diid wțsa 

n tisid biig la. All breast-milk has all the water and nourishment for the baby. [Breastfeeding] Fțn na niŋ si'el lǫǫ 

anǫ ye fț nǤk kǤp, bǫǫ laa, bǫǫ nwam n niŋ diid la. All you need to do is get a cup, bowl or calabash and put the 
food in. [Breastfeeding] Dau la bǤǤdi diid ka kț nyaŋi kpǫn kpa' yǫl vikkii The man wants food but is unable to say 
it directly. [Billygoat] Fț zi' ye ba nyǫt diid ka zan'asida? Don't you know people (they) can refuse to eat food that 
is at their disposal? [Akelsa] Nid na paam teŋin ti'ebțg tiim la yinǫ diid banǫ ka o dit la ni ku'omin diib nwǫnǫ 

zimi A person will get mineral salts necessary for health from the nourishment that he eats and food from aquatic 
sources such as fish. [Iodine] m na kǫ ka agaand mǤr diibi kenna tisidif anina 'I have ordered the ravens to feed 
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you there'. [1KI 17:4] Lit: I will let .... Pu'ab na ti mǤr diibi kǫna The women will bring food. [Trouble] Ya ka ti na 

nyǫ diibi da'a tis nidib nwa', ka ba di? 'Where can we buy enough food to feed all these people?'. [JHN 6:5] diib 

pǫ'ǫli ba niigi tǫrekonam hali badigidi lut suoya ni 'your carts overflow with abundance'. [PSA 65:11] Ya da di 

ba'ar diibǤ 'eat no food that has been offered to idols'. [ACT 15:29] Banligid bǫdegț bǫǫ nǤǤr pț bǤǤd diibǤ. 
Getting very lean or not being able to take food by mouth. [AIDS-Azuur] NyǤvțr pț gat diibǤǤ? 'Is not life more 

important than food ... ? [MAT 6:25] Di-zțna da galis nǫ. There were plenty of foreign foods. [Shoeshine-Boy] Dim 

disțma wțț: Ni'im nǫ zimi nǫ bǫŋa nǫ tiwala nǫ zǫnvaand. Eat good foods like: meat, fish, beans, and fruit and 
vegetables. [Womens-Health] Ya na di dikțdțg kanǫ ka ya da bțn yțțm la, hali ka ti baae li yis ka lǫdig 

dipaalig. 'You will still be eating last year's harvest when you will have to move it out to make room for the new.'. 

[LEV 26:10] Colloc: diibin(e) ‘in/into/from food’. o duoe diibin la yǫǫg o fuug 'he got up from the meal, took off 
his outer clothing'. [JHN 13:4] Adțgbal ninsieba yǫt ye Mbun nǤknǫ tiim niŋ diibine tis Asaan Some of 
Adugbal's people said that Mbun had put a drug in some food and given it to Asaan. [AIDS-I] 
Colloc: digan'alțg/digan'ala ‘solid food’. onǫ mǫkama mu'ad bin'isim anǫ biig ...  Ka banǫ bi' la dit 

digan'ala 'Anyone who lives on milk, being still an infant... But solid food is for the mature'. [HEB 5:13] 
Cpart: bțnnuudir ‘drink’.  Fț saam da pț mǤr diib nǫ bțnnuudaa? 'Did not your father have food and drink?'. 

[JER 22:15] See: di1; dikpǫŋ; dizǤrțg. 

diib2   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

diibi   See main entry: diib1. food. 

diibǤ   See main entry: diib1. food. 

diibo   See main entry: diib1. food. 

diibǤǤ   See main entry: diib1. food. 

diid   See main entry: diib1. food. 

diie   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

diim!   See main entry: din4. press. 

diimme!   See main entry: din4. press. 

diin1   id. efficiently. Simeon nǫ Levi ... nǤki ba sț'țsi keŋi niŋ dap la kțțb diin, kțț ba wțsa 'Simeon and Levi 

...took their swords, went into the city without arousing suspicion, and killed all the men'. [GEN 34:25] Israel nǫ 

Juda dim da mǫ niŋi ba kadib diin ka kaasid kuŋț dǤlli ba 'Then the men of Israel and Judah surged forward 
with a shout and pursued' them. [1SA 17:52] 

diin3   See main entry: din4. press. 

diin3   See main entry: diinl. pile on top of. 

diin4   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

diinb   See main entry: din4. press. 

diinl   Variant: diinli; diin3. Form: diinn. v. to press down, squash, pile something on top of something. daar yinne ka 

saa daa niid ka tiig luu diinl bugum nwiis la teŋa one day it was raining and a tree fell and brought the electric 
wires down to the ground. [Electricity] Ti yidigir nǫ ti tțțmbǫ'ǫd la diinli ti nǫ, ka ti kpiidi li yǫla. 'Our offences 
and sins weigh us down, and we are wasting away because of them.'. [EZK 33:10] Ba da bilig kugtita'ari kena diinl 

buug la nǤǤr 'A stone was put over the mouth of the pit'. [DAN 6:17] Ban ti ye ba baŋ la ka wil la li diinl pu'a nǫ 

o pu'ayua. When they tried to investigate, the branch had knocked down a woman and her daughter. [Trouble] ba 

yț'țn yǫl o ye tiigi li diinl o ma nǫ o tațn la wțsa ka ba kpi they told him that a tree had crushed his mother and 
sister and they had died. [Trouble] pu'a kaŋa sa gbisi biligi diinli o biig la ka o kpi 'she accidentally rolled over 

on her baby and smothered it'. [1KI 3:19] Dakudir kae na diin o mi'is wțț o saam la there was no old log to push 
him down into the water like his father. [Trouble] MǤdigir daan la daa su'a o maŋț kansa ka ba nan pț bi'ig 

sț'țŋa ka o mǤdigi diinn o kǤm la baanlim. The patient fellow had stored his unripe mangoes that weren't yet 
ready, and patiently suppressed his hunger. [You-Do?] Lim diinlimi ti! 'Fall on us!'. [HOS 10:8 = LUK 23:30] See: din4; 

din'; din'is. 

diinli   See main entry: diinl. pile on top of. 
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diinn   See main entry: diinl. pile on top of. 

diir   See main entry: di1. consume, eat, burn, drown, sharp, win, enjoy, experience, marry, reign. 

diis1   Variant: diisi2. Form: diisnǫ. Variant: diisinǫ; diisne. Form: diisid. Variant: diisida; diisidaa. Form: diisidnǫ. 
Form: diisim!. Form: diisțg. Variant: diisig. v. feed. Paalț banǫ ka ba mǤri kuod taba la tun'e zaŋi kua 

bțbțțdsțmaa diis Gaana. The land that they use to grow tobacco could produce good food crops to feed Ghana. 

[Smoking] Fț ya'a diisid biig la, li bǤǤd ye fț yț'țm yțțma, maan di'ema ... When you are feeding the baby, you 
need to sing songs, play. [Breastfeeding] M na diis banǫ vibid kǤ'Ǥm la ka ba tig 'I ... will satisfy with food 
everyone who is weak from hunger'. [JER 31:25] ninsieba kț ba mǫŋ ban kț nyǫ diibi diisi ba yidim yǫla some 

people committed suicide because they couldn't get food to feed their families. [Trouble] Man da diisi ba la ba da 

tig ya 'When I fed them, they were satisfied'. [HOS 13:6] Biig la bǤǤd ye ba diisid o n ti paae yuuma ayi saŋa The 
baby needs to be fed until he is two years old. [Breastfeeding] Ka yanamǫ da dit ka nuud la, li ka'anǫ ya mǫŋ ka ya 

da diisidaa? 'And when you were eating and drinking, were you not just feasting for yourselves?'. [DAN 7:6] 
Colloc: diisigin(ǫ(ǫ)). Da mugusid o diisiginǫǫ. Dont force him to feed. [Breastfeeding] Colloc: diis na'ab/na'am1 
‘install a chief/sb. to a chieftaincy’. Ata'aŋ nǫ Akțkparig kem saalib na'ayinnǫ yǫl o tinamǫ gban'e si'em ka 

bǤǤd ye o diis na'abi tisi ti Shea and Borassus should go to the house of the human beings' chief and tell him 
what we have decided and that we want him to install a chief for us. O na kpi Babilon na'akanǫ diis o na'am la 

teŋin 'he shall die in Babylon, in the land of the king who put him on the throne'. [EZK 17:16] Ka Atǫ'ǫg bu'os ye, 

anǤ'Ǥnǫ na diisi ti na'am la? And Baobab asked "Who will install someone to chieftaincy for us? onǫ diisid 

nidib na'am ka lǫn yisidi ba na'amin 'he sets up kings and deposes them'. [DAN 2:21] o diisidnǫ o mǫŋ nyan he 
disgraces himself. [1CO 11:14] Naa na'aba, diisim tinami gaŋ sǤ' la Lord Chief, install the one we have chosen. 
(ba) mǤr paŋi na zi'el zi'ela n bigisid na'am diisțg yǫla (they) have authority to make rules concerning 'matters 
affecting Chieftaincy'. [Constitution] O da gǤsi nyǫ Na'ab la zi'e kpi'e zan'antǤlig la nwǫnǫ ba na'am diisțg 

malțŋț an si'em la. 'she saw the new king standing by the column ... as was the custom' of their royal 
installations. [2KI 11:14] Colloc: diis X nyan ‘make X ashamed’. li kț sțŋ nǫ o kpi'ețŋ la, ka diis o bi'emnam 

nyan ma'aa nǫ it wouldn't help his strength, but only put his enemies to shame. [Trouble] Jew dim ... bǤǤd ye ba 

diis Paul nǫ Barnabas nyan the Jews wanted to put Paul and Barnabas to shame. [ACT 14:5] ban naan diisinǫ ba 

nyan la as they put them to same for a long time. [ISA 61:7] ya diisnǫ ya mǫŋ nyannǫ la you disgrace yourselves. 

[1CO 6:7] zǤn diisidi ba manam nyan 'foolish ones bring their mothers grief'. [PRO 10:1] InvCaus:  Note: in all senses 
di1. 

diis2   Form: diisnam. n. a glutton. Syn: dindiis; Sim: diis2. See: dindiis. 

diisi1   Form: diisinam. n. D.C., District Commissioner. Note: colonial and early independence local government official: also 

used for the more recent D.C.E. District Chief Executive From: (Eng.) Diisinam la da mǤr sǤ' wțsa nǫ o nwadig ka o 

ziid diibi kenna tisid Na'ab Solomon 'The district officers, each in his month, supplied provisions for King 
Solomon'. [1KI 4:27] 

diisi2   See main entry: diis1. feed. 

diisid   See main entry: diis1. feed. 

diisida   See main entry: diis1. feed. 

diisidaa   See main entry: diis1. feed. 

diisidnǫ   See main entry: diis1. feed. 

diisig   See main entry: diis1. feed. 

diisim!   See main entry: diis1. feed. 

diisinam   See main entry: diisi1. D.C. 

diisinǫ   See main entry: diis1. feed. 

diisir   n. feeding. Colloc: diisirin. Sieba da kpǫn ya'annǫ tiisin la ti'eb ye ba lǫn lǫbi ba diisirin la. Some were still 

perching on the trees ready to return to their feeding. [Trouble] See: diis. 

diisnam   See main entry: diis2. glutton. 
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diisnǫ   See main entry: diis1. feed. 

diisne   See main entry: diis1. feed. 

diisțg   See main entry: diis1. feed. 

diisțŋ   Variant: diisuŋ; diisțŋe; diisʋŋe. n. a spoon. biig nǤk kunt diisțŋe si'isid bugum la nwiisi keŋ kpǫn' yǤk si'a ni 

la a child took a metal spoon and touched the electric socket. [Electricity] Lit: the hole where the electric wires go. 
Syn: kaato. See: diis. 

diisțŋe   See main entry: diisțŋ. spoon. 

diisʋŋe   See main entry: diisțŋ. spoon. 

diisuŋ   See main entry: diisțŋ. spoon. 

diiug   Variant: dǫǫg2. the right hand. Cpart: gǤbțg ‘left’.  Ba na dit diib gǤbțg nǫ diiug wțsa 'On the right they will 

devour, ... on the left they will eat'. [ISA 9:20] Fț na gǤs gǤbțg nǫ diiug wțsa You will look to the right and to the 
left. [JOB 11:18] See: datiuŋ; di1. 

dǤ-1   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

dǤ-2   See main entry: duan. dawadawa tree. 

dǤbibis   See main entry: dǤbil. wet season kitchen. 

dǤbil   Variant: dubil [N]. Form: dǤbibis. Variant: dubibis. n. a wet-season kitchen. "Alaamisi! Alaamisi!" Asumbuli la 

buon. " Weei!" – ka Alaamisi zi'en dǤbilini yina. "Alaamisi, Alaamisi!" called Mr. Spider. "Hey!" and Alaamisi 

was sitting in the kitchen and came out. [Wonderwoman-] Goma gǤs dǤbil la baba Goma looked in the kitchen area. 

[Trouble] Li da mǤri dǤgbǫǫnda atan' nǫ dǤbil nǫ diib suak dǤǤg It had three sleeping-rooms, a wet-season 
kitchen and a larder. [Jealousy] Colloc: dǤbilin(ǫ) ‘in/to/from the kitchen’. Li pț yuugǫ ka Abǫdțg naan mu'arin la 

lǫbnǫ ka nyu'oe bugum dǤbilin la It was not long before Abedug came back from the lake and made a fire in the 

kitchen. [Wonderwoman] Ya'am si'a da kǫǫn o san'an na, ka on naan kpǫn'ǫn dǤbilin la ka o lǫn yi yiiŋ. A 

sensible idea came to him, and rather than enter the kitchen he went outside again. [Trouble] DǤbilin la da mǤr 

kabǤt ka laas nǫ kapnam nǫ sț'țs pǫ'ǫl. The kitchen had a cupboard full of bowls, cups and knives. [Jealousy] 
Boye ma da nam bǫnǫ dǤbilinǫ maan bǫogțn diib Boye's mother was still in the kitchen preparing the next 
day's food. [Trouble] Alamisi zi'en dǤbilini yina. Alamisi was standing in the kitchen, and came out. [Wonderwoman] 
Sim: dan'aŋ ‘(open-air) dry-season cooking area’. Adu da maligim maal dakțda atan' banǫ pțn bǫ dan'aŋin 

la. Adu repaired the three dry poles in the kitchen. [Trouble] See: dǤǤg; -bil. 
dɔgta   See main entry: du'ata. doctor. 

dɔgtanam   See main entry: du'ata. doctor. 

dɔgtanamɛ   See main entry: du'ata. doctor. 

dɔgtaa   See main entry: du'ata. doctor. 

dǤgbǫǫnda   See main entry: dǤgbǫǫndig. bedroom. 

dǤgbǫǫndig   Variant: dogbeedig. Form: dǤgbǫǫnda. n. bedroom. Colloc: dǤgbǫǫndigin ‘in bedroom’. O da kpǫn' o 

dǤgbǫǫndigin kaasid anina. 'He went into his private room and wept there.'. [GEN 43:30] Li da mǤri dǤgbǫǫnda 

atan' nǫ dǤbil nǫ diib suak dǤǤg It had three sleeping-rooms, a wet-season kitchen and a larder. [Jealousy] 
Lit: food-storage room. See: dǤǤg; gbǫǫn. 

dǤi   Variant: doi. v. to preen oneself, stretch the neck proudly. da pian'adi ka duoe ya niŋgǤnya dǤi nǫ 'speak not 

with a stiff neck' (AV). [PSA 75:5] Sim: dǤnlig. 

dǤkpin   Variant: dokpin; dǤkpinni. Form: dǤkpina. Variant: dokpina. n. the wall of a room. O da gǤs o dǤǤg la lǤdțgțn 

nyǫ ka o sț'țraug la labi dǤkpin la. He looked in the corner of his room and saw his cutlass was against the wall. 

[Trouble] 'Vurigim, vurigim!' mǫn paad dǤkpin 'Move up, move up!' reaches the wall. [Asaasim] Ikim dǤkpin la 

duoe. Rest against the wall and get up. [MA] ayinne kpțkpauŋ si'isid dǤkpin yinne ka oŋa la kpțkpauŋ mǫ 

si'isid dǤkpin yinne 'a wing of one cherub touched the wall on one side and a wing of the other touched the wall 

on the other side'. [1KI 6:27] o kpǫn' nǫ o yinnǫ nǤk o nu'ugț tik dǤkpin ka waaf dum o ' he enters his house and 
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leans with his hand on the wall, only to be bitten by a snake'. [AMO 5:19] Hezekia da fǫndig o nindaa kpa' 

dǤkpinni 'Hezekiah turned his face to the wall'. [2KI 20:2] DǤkpina la kuga na kaasid 'the stones of the walls cry 
out'. [HAB 2:11] Colloc: dǤkpinnin ‘in/on/from the wall’. Saul nwǫ' kpan la ka li keŋ kpǫn' dǤkpinnin 'Saul drove 
the spear into the wall'. [1SA 19:10] Sim: zaŋguom1, mǫǫsir ‘free-standing wall’. See: dǤǤg. 

dǤkpina   See main entry: dǤkpin. wall of room. 

dǤkpinni  See main entry: dǤkpin. wall of room. 

dǤl   Variant: dol; dǤle; dole; dǤlli; dɔli; doli; dǤlnǫ. Form: dǤlim. Variant: dolim; dǤllim; dollim. Form: dǤllini!. 
Form: dǤllin. v. 1 • to accompany, follow (= be a follower of), 'move with' [Gh.] Note: in Kusaal the senior or focal 
person usually dǤl his/her entourage, thus 'be accompanied by, take along with one' is often a more accurate definition.  This is 
in contrast to the related languages where the follower/s dǤl the principal, for which in KL you have to specify dǤl ... nya'aŋ 
biis banǫ sǤnsid bǫǫ dǤl banǫ nut taba la kpǫn'ǫsidi ba mǫŋǫ yǫllin kids who chat or hang out with the ones 
who smoke tobacco get themselves into trouble. [Smoking] O daa dǤl o tțțma dim la kul He went home with his 

workers. [Fire] Ankara anǫ tempțtita'ar ka lin yǫla kǫ ka m da kpǫn dǤl A-Kwaku gbin. Accra is a big city so 
I went on moving with Kwaku. [Shoeshine-Boy] Adu duoe dǤl Yaa nǫ Ama ka ba keŋ gban'e Yeboah nu'ugț 

pț'țs o. Adu went with Yaa and Ama and took Yeboah's hand and greeted him. [Trouble] Alazugț da kǫ ka Moab 

dim la siaki dǤl David ka yǤǤd lampǤ tisid o. 'So the Moabites became his subjects and paid taxes to him.'. [2SA 

8:2] Nikodemus ... mǫ dǤl Josef ka mǤr bțnnyubisa linǫ buon mir nǫ aloes ka ba gǫndig taaba 'Nicodemus 
... went with Joseph, taking with him ... spices, a mixture of myrrh and aloes'. [JHN 19:39] O da ken ka dǤl biribiŋ 

bil 'He had a small boy with him'. [1SA 20:35] Fț na dǤllimi kul, bǫǫ fț kț dǤlla? Will you come home with me, or 
won't you? [Trouble] Hanna da pț dǤlla Hannah did not go with them. [1SA 1:22] on daan ka m na dǤlli kul that 

person I will go home with. [Billygoat] Fț na dǤlli mi kulǫǫ? Will you come home with me? [Trouble] m bǤǤd ye m 

dǤlli fț kuli m yin ka ti la'am bǫ, ka sțŋif ka fț yi nǤŋin la. I want you to come home with me and we can stay 
together, and help you get out of poverty. [You-Heard?] Wina'am Siig Kasi la yǫlim ye m dǤlli ba keŋ ka da bi'esǫ 
'The Spirit told me to go with them without hesitation.'. [ACT 11:12] Li nar ye yadda niŋidib wțsa mǤǤd ye Siig 

Kasi la pǫ'ǫli ba wțț tinamǫ dɔli ti ZugsǤb Yesu Kristo la. All believers should strive for the filling of the Holy 

Spirit, as we follow our Lord Jesus Christ. [Bible-Study] La'an nǫ ala Adu ya'a dǤllin o keŋinǫ li naan sǤn'Ǥn 

bi'ela. In addition, if Adu were to go with him, that would be a little better. [Trouble] DǤllini ya pitț la keŋi tǤ'ǤtǤ. 
'Take your brother and return at once.'. [GEN 43:13] O da dǤlnǫ suobugir kanǫ kpa'ad ziriga zin'igin la. He was 

following the alley that led to the train-station. [Trouble] Yǫlbama nwa' dǤlnǫ Wina'am nǤdi'esidibi sǤb si'em la 
'This agrees with the words of the prophets'. [ACT 15:15] Yǫlbama ni, Ofori naan gaŋin nǫ wada la dǤllim gat on 

maal si'el la. In this situation, Ofori would have chosen obeying the rules rather than what he (Adu) had done. 

[Trouble] Colloc: dǤl taab2 ‘accompany each other’. Nidib ayi' na nyaŋi la'asi ken, ka pț dǫŋi siak ye ba na dǤl 

taabaa? 'Do two walk together unless they have agreed to do so?'. [AMO 3:3] Colloc: dǤl X gbin ‘follow X closely’. 
Ankara anǫ tempțtita'ar ka lin yǫla kǫ ka m da kpǫn dǤlla Kwaku gbin. Accra is a big city, so I always 
followed Kwaku closely. [Shoeshine-Boy] Yǫlbǫ'ǫd dǤlli tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤb gbin 'Trouble follows sinners everywhere'. 

[PRO 13:21] Colloc: dǤl pu'a(b) ‘pursue women (sexually)’. Fț ya'a mi' ye fț sid dǤl pu'ab bǫdegț If you know 

your husband is unfaithful. [AIDS-Azuur] gu'usimi fț mǫŋ ka da dǤl pu'ab yǤri-yǤrii control yourself and don't be 
promiscuous. [AIDS-Azuur] Colloc: kikirig dǤl X ‘X is possessed by an evil spirit [in the Bible]’. Kikirig pț dǤlli ma, 

amaa m dț'țsidnǫ m Ba' yț'țr sț'țŋa 'I am not possessed by a demon, ... but I honour my Father'. [JHN 8:49] 
Colloc: X dǤl Y Z yǫla ‘X pesters Y on the subject of Z’. Amaa ba da dǤl o li yǫla, hali ka nyan ti gban'e o ka o 

gț'țŋ zan'asțg. 'But they persisted until he was too ashamed to refuse.'. [2KI 2:17] Sim: dǤlis. Etym: OVN *DOL, 

TU  vc1 *dab. Note: *DOL is South-eastern, *TU North-western.  Note: see ref. and link at ken3, 
2 • to follow, come behind, come after. Nimo da zaŋnǫ suobuk kanǫ wa'ae sian'arin la, ka Mahama dǤl. Nimo 

took the track which goes to the bush, and Mahama followed him. [Trouble] Ba da kǫnǫ ka ba zin'in kpǫmmir 

Josef tuon. Kpǫǫm la da zin'in yiiga ka onǫ pa'a o zug la dǤl, ka ba tțțn ala hali ti paae onǫ an kpaanr la. 
'The men had been seated before him in the order of their ages, from the firstborn to the youngest'. [GEN 43:33] 
HIV-Ees ban'a la bǫnǫ ziimin ka na nyaŋi yi sǤ' san'anǫ lǤ'Ǥŋ sǤ' ka li dǤlnǫ ziimin The HIV-AIDS disease is 
in the blood and can pass from one person to infect another through the blood. [AIDS-I] Cpart: gaad tuon ‘lead, go 
ahead’. sieba gaadi ba tuon ka sieba dǤl some went ahead of them and some came behind. [Trouble] Gaadim 

tuon, Anane, ka m na dǤl nannanna na You go ahead of me, Anane, and I will come straight after you. [Trouble] 
Adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ ya'a gaad tuon, nyannǫ dǤl, amaa a-sie-m-mǫŋ mǤri ya'am kenna. 'When pride comes, 
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then comes disgrace, but with humility comes wisdom.'. [PRO 11:2] a-sie-m-mǫŋi gat tuon ka na'asi nyaan dǤl 
'humility comes before honour'. [PRO 15:33] Colloc: dǤl X nya'aŋ3 ‘follow after, come along behind X’. ka yi yiŋ 

tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka o pu'a Mpuaka dǤl o nya'aŋ. and he went outside immediately, and his wife Mpuaka followed him. 
[Electricity] o dǤl bunnib la nya'aŋi wi'isid 'she ... began to glean in the fields behind the harvesters'. [RUT 2:3] Onǫ 

daa dǤl zugdaan la nya'aŋi ba na'am li'ab la saŋa la na an teŋ la zugdaan la nya'andǤl. 'The Vice-President 

shall be the running-mate of the elected President.'. [Constitution] ka m dǤli fț nya'aŋ na and I will come behind 
you. [Trouble] Colloc: dǤl taa1 ‘follow each other’; Sim: pi'e1, biel2. 
3 • to pass, go via a place/route. O sț'țlim la da anǫ Gilead teŋ la pțsțk... li bǫn dǤl kǤldaug la teŋsțk la 'His 

kingdom was half of Gilead ... its frontier followed the middle of the river. [JOS 12:2] Nimo lǫn fǫndigi dǤl 

kțlțŋțn Nimo veered off along the river. [Trouble] Suoya anaasi nwa ka ti na dǤl. We will follow the following 

four ways: [Trachoma] banǫ da kpǫlim ka dǤl atǫukț yi Kafitor teŋin la who were left and came from Caphtor by 
sea. [JER 47:4] Na'asaabugum paŋ pț tǤn'Ǥn dǤl rǤbaa Plastic does not conduct electricity. [Electricity] Lit: can't 
pass via plastic. Wina'am nǤki ba dǤl mǤǤgin ken Atǫuk Zǫn'ug la baba. 'God made them go round by way of 
the wilderness towards the Red Sea'. [EXO 13:18] sǤ' kae na di bțțd wada la dǤllim yǫla ma'aanǫ 'no one is put 

right with God by means of the Law'. [GAL 3:11] Colloc: dǤl suor ‘1) [literally] to go via, follow a path : 2) 
[metaphorical] follow a method, course of action : 3) [idiomatic] be appropriate behaviour’. o daa zǤǤ dǤl suori 

keŋ Bef-Hagan 'he fled up the road to Beth Haggan'. [1) 2KI 9:27] Li bǤǤd ye ti dǤl suobanǫ nar ka na kǫ ka 

teŋgbauŋ kpan'am nǤbig sț'țŋa 'All necessary steps should be taken to establish a sound and healthy economy'. 

[2) Constitution] Fț pț maal mam linǫ dǤl suor baa bi'elaa. 'You have done things to me that should not be done.'. 
[3) GEN 20:9] Ayei! Li naan kț dǤllin suorǫ! No! It would not be right. [3) JOB 31:20] 
4 • to affect, be applied to sb. M biiga kǫl ka kaanb bǫ'ǫd la dǤl mam. 'My son, let the curse fall on me.'. [GEN 

27:13] O da kțț ba nǫ ... amaa ka li da ka' zaba saŋaa. Linzug tuk dǤl o. He killed them in peacetime. 
Therefore bloodguilt follows him. [1KI 2:5] Colloc: (X) sam dǤl Y ‘Y is in debt (to X)’. O sam anǫ ki bǤtnam 

kǤbiga dǤllim. I owe him 100 bags of grain. [LUK 16:7] Lit: his debt is 100 grain bags follows me. 
5 • to match, be consistent with. O nyǫ o zuapǤl la ka o yǫ fupaal nǫ kurpaal nǫ ta'ada banǫ dǤlli li He saw his 

young friend and he was wearing a new shirt and trousers, and shoes to match. [Trouble] See: dǤlig; dǤlis; dǤllimtaa; 

nya'andǤl1. 

dǤle   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

dɔli   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

dǤlig   v. to go with sb./sth. M la'ad wțsa da dǤlig nǫ kǤldaug la gaad. All my belongings were swept away by the 

river. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: dǤl; dǤlis. 

dǤlim   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

dǤlis   Variant: dolis; dǤlisi; dolisi; dǤlisǫ. Form: dǤlisnǫ. Form: dǤlisid. Variant: dolisid; dǤlisidi; dolisidi. 

Form: dǤlisidnǫ. Variant: dolisidne. Form: dǤlisim. Variant: dolisim; dǤlisime; dolisime; dǤlisiminǫ!; dɔllisiminɛ; 

dolisimene. Form: dǤlisin. Form: dǤlisțg2. Variant: dolisug2; dɔlisig. v. to follow through. Bugum kanǫ ka o da 

nyu'oe la nyǤ'Ǥs da zuondi dǤlis tiis la ka o gǤsid ka li malis o. The smoke of fire he had kindled swirled 
among the trees and he was pleased to see it. [Trouble] Wina'am da dǤlis Moses sa'anǫ nǤk o nǤzi'ela nǫ o pa'ala 

la tis o nidib la God gave his commandments and teachings to his people through Moses. [Bible-Intro] Amaa 

Wina'am da dǤlis o Siig Suŋun la sțŋ nimban la ka ba sǤbi li But God worked through his Holy Spirit to help 
those people to write it. [Bible-Intro] Pǫbisyaaal da lǫbidi ba san'an ka dammid tiis banǫ ka ba sǫ dǤlis pal la. 
The fierce wind was against them and tossed the trees that were planted along the road. [Trouble] Zi'elbama ka onǫ 

ka o niŋgbina san'auŋ ban'as bas na dǤlis 'These are the regulations for the diseased person'. [LEV 14:2] Maalimi 

bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm pțdigi teŋ la dǤlis tuŋ wțsa zem si'em. 'Distribute the land by lot, according to your 
clans.'. [NUM 33:54] li yț'țn dǤlis ala sig kțkțn la teŋiri kpa'ad Ben Hinnom bǤn'Ǥfalig linǫ bǫ Refam bǤn'Ǥg 

ya-datiuŋ la 'It (boundary) then went down to the foot of the mountain that overlooks the Valley of Hinnom, at 

the north end of the Valley of Rephaim'. [JOS 18:16] O da dinǫ Ahab pu'ayua ka dinzugț kǫ ka o da dǤlis wțț 

Israel na'anamǫ da dǤlisid si'em la 'His wife was Ahab's daughter, and like the family of Ahab he followed the 
... ways of the kings of Israel.'. [2KI 8:18] M yǫli ba ye ba dǤlli m wada la, amaa ka ba zan'as ka pț dǤlisǫ. 'I had 
commanded them to keep the covenant, but they refused.'. [JER 11:8] Ba na gǤs ka labaya tisidib la na dǤlisi li 

suor tutuaa 'the establishment and maintenance of the highest journalistic standards'. [Constitution] Ba daa dǤlisi 
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ba bugir hali ti paae Joodan mu'arin la. 'They (Israelite scouts) followed them (fleeing Arameans) as far as the 

Jordan'. [2KI 7:15] Yǫlțg kaŋa da dǤlisnǫ ba tuŋ la ala paae na. This rumour passed through their clan and so 
reached here. [Trouble] m daa dǤlisnǫ suoya kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb ye m baŋ yǫla wțsa gbin I followed through various 
different ways to understand the meaning of everything. [ECC 7:27] Ka ku'om la yǫŋim bu'ati la nii kpa'asidi 

sǫǫnridi dǤlisid o zuobid la kpǫn'ǫd o nini ni And the water slopped in the bucket and splashed on her, running 

down his hair and getting into her eyes. [Trouble] KarimdǤkanǫ wțsa tțmmǫ dǤlisid Siig Kasi la nar ka o nyǫ 

tiakiri o Karimbiisin la. Every church that works according to the Holy Spirit should see change in its members. 

[Bible-Study] Suoya babiga bǫ ka ban'a la dǤlisidi lǤmisid nidib. There are many ways in which the disease can 
infect people. [Trachoma] dadțg ... ka Wina'am maliaknam dǤlisidi lii dțt ka sigid 'a stairway ... and the angels 

of God were ascending and descending on it'. [GEN 28:12] SǤmmi li wțsa tisi ba ka ba na dǤlisidi li sț'țŋa zaŋi 

kennǫ li zi'esim nǫ li zi'ela la. 'Write these down before them so that they may be faithful to its design and follow 
all its regulations.'. [EZK 43:11] Man dǤlisidnǫ nwiis nǫ wila man pț bǤǤd suor ye m keŋe m pǤǤgțnǫ (the spider 
said) As I follow threads and twigs I don't need a road to go to my farm. [Trouble] o dǤlisidnǫ pipirigini ieed zin'ig 

ye o bǫ 'it travels over dry country looking for a place to rest'. [LUK 11:24] DǤlisim o tiis pǤǤd la ni san'ami ba 'Go 
through her vineyards and ravage them'. [JER 5:10] DǤlisimi pu'adiir suor sț'țŋa 'Marriage should be honoured by 
all'. [HEB 13:4] DǤlisiminǫ li ka lin ka ya na yuug teŋ kanǫ ka ya lǤ'Ǥŋid Joodan kǤldaug ye ya sț'țg la. 'Obey 
them and you will live long in that land across the Jordan that you are about to occupy.'. [DEU 32:47] DǤllisiminǫ m 

Vț'țsțm Dabisa la ka na'asidi m pț'țsim zin'ig la. 'Observe my Sabbaths and have reverence for my 
sanctuary.'. [LEV 19:30] Ofori da naan bǤǤdin ye li dǤlisin na'ab la san'an. Ofori rather wanted it to go through 
the Chief. [Trouble] ka' diib malima dǤlisțg linǫ pț tisid banǫ dit la nyǤǤdǫ 'not from rules about food, which 
have never benefited those who observed them'. [HEB 13:9] ba gǤsid Wina'am ka KarimdǤǤg la na di'e Siig Kasi 

la dɔlisig they look to God that the Church should receive the follow-through of the Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] 
Colloc: (nasaa)bugum dǤlis X ‘X conducts electricity’. Li anǫ yǫl nǫ fțn na nǤk kțnti si'isid bugum nwiis 

bǤzugǤ, li tun'e dǤlis kțntin la paae fț ni It is a problem if you touch electric wires with metal, because it can 
flow through the metal and get to you. [Electricity] Sim: dǤl. See: dǤl; dǤlig; dǤllimtaa. 

dǤlisa1   See main entry: dǤlisțg1. method. 

dǤlisǫ   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dǤlisi   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dǤlisid   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dǤlisidi   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dǤlisidnǫ   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dɔlisig   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dǤlisim   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dǤlisime   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dǤlisiminǫ!   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dǤlisin   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dǤlisnǫ   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dǤlisțg1   Form: dǤlisa1. n. a route, method. WINA'AM GBAUŊ ZANMISƒG DƆLISƒG. A Course of Bible Study. [Bible-Study 

[Title]] DƆLISA BANŰ NA SƒŊ WINA'AM GBAUŊ LA ZANMISƒG TUONGAT. Procedures which will Help the 
Leader of a Bible Study. [Bible-Study [heading]] Ti'ir bǫ ye nimmua dǤlisțg ya'a bǫǫ ta'akid Wina'am Gbauŋ 

Zamisțg pa'alțg la ni ka li an WinsǤsțg ka nǤk dǤlisa ye KarimdǤǤg nidib tțm linǫ ka ti zamis la There is 
a hope that if there is serious following the teaching of Bible Study which is prayer, and adopt the methods by 

which churchpeople may do what we have taught. [Bible-Study] Ya ya'a dǤli m dǤlisa ni 'If you follow my decrees'. 

[LEV 26:3 [early draft]] Colloc: dǤlisțgin ‘in following through’. Suobama dǤlisțgin pțdigir anii (8) n pa'an lin an' 

si'em ka ti ken zuomisin. These eight (8) successive stages show how we develop blindness. [Trachoma] 
See: dǤlis. 

dǤlisțg2   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 
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dǤlli   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

dǤllim   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

dǤllimtaa  Variant: dolintaa; dǤllintaa. Form: dǤllimtaas.  Note: more usually written as two words (7x, to once as a single word) 
n. a fellow-disciple, follower, following. Note: the singular may mean one person or be collective for a group, see 

examples SIDIB BŰŰ DƆLLIMTAA NA SƒŊID PU'APƒƒS SI'EM How Husbands or Buddies can Help Pregnant 
Women. [Womens-Health [heading]] DǤllimtaa bǫ'ǫd san'amid ninvțsțŋ. Bad company corrupts good character. 

[1CO 15:33] Yeboah nǫ o dǤlimtaas la da zi'enǫ Yeboah and his gang stopped. [Trouble] ti dǤllimtaas la yinne ye 

on gban'e nǫ ye ti buonnǫ li "tampiing" one of our gang said he had decided that we should call it "rock". 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Ba dǤllimtaas da anǫ daba atan' nwadig la nǫ nwadbibis bi'ela banǫ dǫŋi bǫ saŋgbauŋțn la 

ma'aa. Their only companions were a three-day-old moon and a few stars that were the first in the sky. [Trouble] 
Bugusim dim ma'aa aan o sǤnsidim taas ka o dǤllim taas an tțțmbǫ'ǫdim gțllim. 'He keeps company with 
evildoers; he associates with wicked men.'. [JOB 34:8] See: dǤl; taa1. 

dǤllimtaas   See main entry: dǤllimtaa. following. 

dǤllin   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

dǤllini!   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

dǤllintaa   See main entry: dǤllimtaa. following. 

dɔllisiminɛ   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dǤlnǫ   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

dǤma   See main entry: dǤmir. antelope [sp.] 

dǤmir   Variant: domir[N]. Form: dǤma. Variant: doma. n. antelope [sp.] 

dǤnbțțlim   Variant: doboolim; dǤnbțțlțm; dobulum [N]; dabulum [N]. n. 1 • dawadawa powder. 

2 • yellow. Bin'isdǫǫŋ la an dǤnbțțlim la sțŋid bilia pțțri m maan bilia bin. Colostrum is the yellowish 

substance that helps the baby's stomach to form its stools. [Breastfeeding] O nyǫ ka niiŋ dǤnbțțlim dǤnlig o 

niŋgǤǤnr ye o gǤs saan la. He saw that a yellow bird was stretching its neck to look at the stranger. [Trouble] O pț 

bǤǤdi o nyǫsig tiita dǤǤg niimis banǫ an dǤnbțțlim la țgidi ba tǫǫd tiisin la He didn't want to miss the 
canaries making their nests in the trees. [Trouble] Lit: bird-cage birds which are yellow. Banǫ ban'ad widi la daa 

yǫnǫ zaba gbanti'edis linǫ mu'oe nwǫnǫ bugum ka an sabilig nǫ dǤnbțțlim. 'their riders ... they wore 

breastplates, fiery red, turquoise, and sulphur-yellow'. [REV 9:17] Niimis banǫ an dǤnbțțlțm la da pț bǤǤdi ba 

basi ba diib la The yellow birds didn't want to leave their food. [Trouble] Bțlț ... dǫn'ǫm ... wiiug ... dǤnbțțlțm. 
Blue ... green ... red ... yellow. [Trouble] Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: dǤǤnd; bțțlim. 

dǤnbțțlțm   See main entry: dǤnbțțlim. dawadawa powder, yellow. 

dǤn'   Variant: dɔnn. Form: dǤn'Ǥd. v. to irrigate ( e.g. eye), apply eye-drops. (Linǫ san'amid nif) ... tinya'a ku'om ka ba 

na mǤri dǤn'Ǥd nini (what can damage the eye) ... liquid herbal medicine used to irrigate the eyes. [KL Trachoma - 

2.083] Sim: dǤn'Ǥs2. See: dǤn'Ǥs2. 

dǤn'Ǥd   See main entry: dǤn'. irrigate. 

dǤn'Ǥs1   Variant: don'ons; don'os. Form: dǤn'Ǥsțg1. Variant: don'osug. v. to weed, perform the second weeding. Sim: dǤǤn1 
‘do first weeding’. O gǤsig la anǫ on na bug teŋ la bțd, ka dǤnn li saŋa kane nar, ka bas bugulum, ka 

sansi'a nar ye o dǤn'Ǥsi li. His concern is that he should level the land and sow, and weed it at the right time, and 
add fertiliser, and when the time is right do the second weeding. [Bible-Study] 

dǤn'Ǥs2   Variant: don'ons; don'os; dǤn'Ǥsi. Form: dǤn'Ǥsid. Variant: dǤn'Ǥsidi. Form: dǤn'Ǥsțg2. Variant: don'osug. v. to 

irrigate, water. Dau sǤ' mǫ daa isigi wa'ae ye o dǤn'Ǥs o gabț Someone else got up and said he was going to 

water his onions. [You-Heard?] li na dǤn'Ǥs GǤn'Ǥs bǤn'Ǥg la ka li ma'ae siaa 'it will water the Valley of Acacia'. 

[JOL 3:18] on kanǫ buon atǫuk ku'om la la'asid ka nǤkidi li dǤn'Ǥsid teŋgbauŋ la 'He calls for the waters of the 
sea and pours them out on the earth.'. [AMO 9:6] Man daa tțmnǫ nwǫnǫ m bțtnǫ biili nǫ, ka Apollos dǤn'Ǥsidi li 
'I planted the seed, and Apollos watered it'. [1CO 3:6] m ... ga mu'a mǤri dǤn'Ǥsidi m tiis la. 'I made reservoirs to 

water groves of flourishing trees.'. [ECC 2:6] ZugsǤb tiis la nyǫt dǤn'Ǥsțg sț'țŋa 'The trees of the Lord are well 
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watered'. [PSA 104:16] Sim: dǤn'. See: dǤn'. 

dǤn'Ǥsi   See main entry: dǤn'Ǥs2. irrigate. 

dǤn'Ǥsid   See main entry: dǤn'Ǥs2. irrigate. 

dǤn'Ǥsidi   See main entry: dǤn'Ǥs2. irrigate. 

dǤn'Ǥsțg1   See main entry: dǤn'Ǥs1. weed. 

dǤn'Ǥsțg2   See main entry: dǤn'Ǥs2. irrigate. 

dǤnl   Form: dǤǤnni1. v. to stretch [self]. sieba zi'e yiiŋ, ka dǤǤnni ba niŋgǤnya ye ba nyǫ sakur Tika Afram some 

stood outside, craning their necks to see schoolteacher Afram. [Trouble] Sim: dǤi, dǤnlig. See: dǤnlig. 

dǤnlig   Variant: donlig; dɔnlʋg. Form: dǤnligid. Form: dǤnlignǫ. Form: dǤǤn2. Variant: dǤǤnni2. Form: dǤnligir. 

Variant: donligir. v. to stretch [self]. O nyǫ ka niiŋ dǤnbțțlim dǤnlig o niŋgǤǤnr ye o gǤs saan la. He saw that 

a yellow bird was stretching its neck to look at the stranger. [Trouble] O dǤnlig o niŋgǤǤnr ye o gǤs He stretched 
his neck to look. [Trouble] O kțkǤr la dǤnlig nǫ ti naae nǫ kikirțg. His throat stretched till it was vibrating. 

[Trouble] Yaa da dǤnligid o mǫŋ nǫ o nǤba likin la. Yaa was stretching herself with her feet in the dark. [Trouble] 
O da dǤnlignǫ o niŋgǤǤnri paae walbi'imi tǫǫgi li lǫb o suak la baba. He reached out his neck to reach a ripe 
fruit and pulled it into his hiding-place. [Trouble] Sim: dǤi, dǤnl. See: dǤnl. 

dǤnligid   See main entry: dǤnlig. stretch[self]. 

dǤnligir   See main entry: dǤnlig. stretch[self]. 

dǤnlignǫ   See main entry: dǤnlig. stretch[self]. 

dɔnlʋg   See main entry: dǤnlig. stretch[self]. 

dǤnn   See main entry: dǤǤn1. weed. 

dɔnn   See main entry: dǤn'. irrigate. 

dǤnwalig   Variant: dawalig [N].  Note: "hot season" [TN] Variant: dawaliga. n. harvest-time. Nwǫnǫ saa pț nar ye li niid 

bunib saŋabǫǫ sakuga lit dǤnwalig saŋa si'em la 'like snow in summer or rain at harvest time' is not right. [PRO 

26:1] ba su'adi ba diibi paad dǤnwalig 'they store up their food in the summer'. [PRO 30:25] Sim: țțn ‘dry season’; 

sǫǫung ‘wet season’; sigir1 ‘early rains’. 

dǤrib   Variant: dorib. Form: dǤribid. Variant: doribid; dǤribidi; doribidi; dǤribidnǫ. v. to drive (vehicle). Kemi nǫ 

sțnpǫǫn, yanam banǫ dǤribid zaba tǫrekonam la! 'Drive furiously, O charioteers!'. [JER 46:9] Na'ab la da yǫl 

onǫ dǤribidi o zaba tǫreko la ye, “Fǫndigim tǫreko la ... ” 'The king said to his driver, ‘Turn about ... ’ '. [1KI 

22:34] onǫ dǤribid zaba tǫreko la nwǫnǫ Nimsi biig Jehu nǫ, bǤzugǤ o dǤribidnǫ nwǫnǫ gǫǫŋ! 'The driving is 
like the driving of Jehu son of Nimshi, for he drives furiously.'. [2KI 9:20] anrintitada ... onǫ dǤribid la tun'e 

nwǫdigi ba nǫ dabil ka ba keŋ bam bǤǤd zin'isi'a big ships – 'are steered by a very small rudder wherever the 
pilot wants to go'. [JAS 3:4] Sidon nǫ Arivad tǫǫns dap la an banǫ dǤribidi fț anrțŋ la. 'Men of Sidon and Arvad 

were your oarsmen'. [EZK 27:8] From: (Eng.) See: dǤriba. 

dǤriba   Variant: doriba. Form: dǤribanam. a driver (of a vehicle), chauffeur. DǤriba la daa pț bǤǤd Akudbili mukid o 

si'em la The driver didn't like the way Akudbil was pressurising him. [Electricity] DǤriba la da ye o gǤnlig nǫ 

vuguri ka lǤr la bie ka bas suor la The driver said he swerved suddenly and the lorry skidded and went off the 
road. [Trouble] Li ya'a lǫm san'am nǫ dǤriba la kț tǤǤm (Time) might also be wasted if the driver won't set off. 
[Asaasim] Daar wțsa m saam lǤr dǤribanam la yinnee ǫǫnti mǤrimǫ keŋ sakurin Every day one of my father's 
lorry-drivers would take me to school. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba wțsa da nwǫnǫ Babilon zaba tǫreko dǤribanam nǫ 'all 

of them looked like Babylonian chariot officers'. [EZK 23:15] From: (Eng.) See: dǤrib. 

dǤribanam   See main entry: dǤriba. driver. 

dǤribid   See main entry: dǤrib. drive. 

dǤribidi   See main entry: dǤrib. drive. 

dǤribidnǫ   See main entry: dǤrib. drive. 
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doboolim   See main entry: dǤnbțțlim. dawadawa powder, yellow. 

dobulum [N]   See main entry: dǤnbțțlim. dawadawa powder, yellow. 

dogbeedig   See main entry: dǤgbǫǫndig. bedroom. 

doi   See main entry: dǤi. preen. 

dokpin   See main entry: dǤkpin. wall of room. 

dokpina   See main entry: dǤkpin. wall of room. 

dol   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

dole   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

doli   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

dolim   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

dolintaa   See main entry: dǤllimtaa. following. 

dolis   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dolisi   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dolisid   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dolisidi   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dolisidne   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dolisim   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dolisime   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dolisimene   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dolisug2   See main entry: dǤlis. follow through. 

dollim   See main entry: dǤl. follow, follow, pass, affect, match. 

doma   See main entry: dǤmir. antelope [sp.] 

domir [N]   See main entry: dǤmir. antelope [sp.] 

don'ons   See main entry: dǤn'Ǥs1. weed. 

don'ons   See main entry: dǤn'Ǥs2. irrigate. 

don'os   See main entry: dǤn'Ǥs1. weed. 

don'os   See main entry: dǤn'Ǥs2. irrigate. 

don'osug   See main entry: dǤn'Ǥs1. weed. 

don'osug   See main entry: dǤn'Ǥs2. irrigate. 

donlig   See main entry: dǤnlig. stretch[self]. 

donligir   See main entry: dǤnlig. stretch[self]. 

dorib   See main entry: dǤrib. drive. 

doriba   See main entry: dǤriba. driver. 

doribid   See main entry: dǤrib. drive. 

doribidi   See main entry: dǤrib. drive. 

dǤǤd   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

dǤǤda   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

dǤǤdi   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

dǤǤg   Variant: doog; dǤǤgi; doogi; dǤǤgț; dɔɔgu; dǤǤgǤ; doogo. Form: dǤǤd. Variant: dood; dǤǤda; dǤǤdi. Form: dǤ-1. 
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n. 1 • a room, hut, self-standing building. Yidaan dǤǤg la mǤri za'ambǫŋ. The householder's room has a veranda. 

[House+Farm] Amaa o da mǤri ba nǫ dțț su'a o dǤǤg zug, zin'ikanǫ ka o nǤk bǫriŋdaadi dǫlig la. 'But she had 
taken them up to the roof and hidden them under the stalks of flax she had laid out on the roof.'. [JOS 2:6] Ya'a pǫsig 

kambțŋ zǤŋǤ o faandnǫ dǤǤg. 'Give him an inch and he takes a mile.'. [Proverb 042] Lit: If you let a 
mercenary-warrior have a stable, he seizes a room.. O da mǫ' dǤǤgi niŋ o anzurifa nǫ sanlima ... 'He had 

storerooms built for his gold, silver ... '. [2CH 32:37] Birago da lak o nini la ka sǤǤnrim pțn niaki kpǫn' o dǤǤgț 

na. Birago opened his eyes and the sunlight had already filtered into his room. [Trouble] M bǤǤd ye fț ti'eb saam 

dǤǤgț digilim 'Prepare a guest room for me'. [PHM 1:22] kuug vǤndțg bǫǫ dǤǤgǤ? a mouse-hole or a room? 

[Three-Problems] Kțkțn kanǫ bǫ Jerusalem ya-nya'aŋ la Solomon da mǫ' teŋgban dǤǤgǤ li zugț tis Kemos 
'On the mountain east of Jerusalem he built a place to worship Chemosh'. [1KI 11:7] Ba mǫ' dǤǤd la nǫ nǫ tan, ka 

taae ba nǫ bțmbǤn. They built the rooms with 'sand' and plastered them with plaster. [House+Farm] dǤǤd la lțga 

anaasi la makir an nǤba makir awai 'the alcoves were six cubits square'. [EZK 40:12] Man wila mǤri paŋ hali, 

dinǫ kǫ ka ba bu'aridi maan yu'ada pin dǤǤd la. My branches are very strong, which is why they split them to 

make rafters to roof rooms. [Trees] ya na nǤk nyulinnyu'usi tțm ziim la bǫ laan la buoǫn li giligi ya dǤǤd 

za'anǤya 'Take a bunch of hyssop, dip it into the blood in the basin and put some of the blood on the top and on 
both sides of the doorframe'. [EXO 12:22] Biis nǫ saam dǤǤdi la bǫ teŋsțk la. The rooms for children and guests 
are in the middle. [House+Farm] O mǫ da mǫ' dǤǤdi su'a o bunib la'ad In addition, he had storehouses built'. [2CH 

32:28] Ka mǫ' dǤbibis la tabil dǤtita'ar la giligi li wțsa. And built small rooms attached to the big room all round. 
[1KI 6:10] DǤbanǫ ka ba bțlig gǤǤrpiel la The rooms which they plastered with whitewash. [Trouble] Man da pț an 

wțț banǫ duusid ta'ada ka pț mǤr gbǫǫnsir la,  man da gbǫǫndi dǤsțŋțn ka li la'ad wțsa bǫ. I wasn't like 
the homeless shoeshine boys; I stayed in a good furnished room. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: X dǤǤg ‘building for X’. 
TǤ'ǤtǤ ka teŋ dam hali ka sanrega dǤǤg ǫǫnbir la mǫ dammid. 'Suddenly there was such a violent earthquake 
that the foundations of the prison were shaken.'. [ACT 16:26] La'akuos dǤǤg la mǤr la'abanǫ ka nidib bǤǤd ye ba 

da' wțsa. The general store has everything people want to buy. [Fire] Yir la mǤr nǤǤs dǤǤg nǫ bțlțțg. The house 
has fowl-houses and a goat-pen. [House+Farm] Colloc: bodobodo dǤǤg ‘bread oven’. nwǫnǫ bugum tțligid 

bodobodo dǤǤgi bi'igidi li 'like the fire in an oven,'. [HOS 7:4] Colloc: (Wina'am/ZugsǤb) Pț'țsim DǤǤg ‘the 
Temple –  central building (in the Bible)’. Ka maan daka la zi'e Pț'țsim DǤǤg la tuon. 'And the altar was in 
front of the temple.'. [EZK 40:47] Na'ab la da tis nǤǤr ka ba maal daka zi'el yiŋ ZugsǤb Pț'țsim DǤǤg la 

za'anǤǤrin. 'At the king's command, a chest was made and placed outside, at the gate of the temple of the Lord.'. 

[2CH 24:8] fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋ gǤn Wina'am pț'țsim dǤǤgin la aaǫn buak zin'isa ayi' 'the curtain hanging in the 
Temple was torn in two'. [LUK 23:45] Colloc: dǤǤgin(i/ǫ(ǫ)) ~ dǤǤgțn(ǫ) ‘in/to the room’. ka o lǫbis o ye on saam 

dǤǤgin bandaad paae kǤbisyǤpǤi ka on nǫ ban la'am gbǫǫnd. and he replied that there were seven hundred 
crocodiles in his father's room, and he lodged with them. [Asaasim] O daa da'a ba nǫ Baaba Apul la'ad kuosig 

dǤǤgin. He had bought them at Baaba Apul's store. [Fire] Nimo yț'țn da kpǫn' o mǫŋ dǤǤginǫ zin' tǫn'ǫsid. 
Nimo then went into his room and sat thinking. [Trouble] Ka Jew dim Vț'țsțm Daar ka ba keŋ la'asțg dǤǤgini 

zin'in. 'on the Sabbath they went into the synagogue and sat down'. [ACT 13:14] Da ... zǫrig arezak sǤbi fț 

dǤǤginǫ 'don't criticize the rich, even in the privacy of your bedroom'. [ECC 10:20] Fț nan mi' kpǫn' sakuga 

dǤǤginǫǫ? Have you entered the storehouses of the ... hail?'. [JOB 38:22] Ba nǤŋǫ ba tțma Atiig Baaba Apul 

la'akuos dǤǤgțn la They liked their work at Atiig Baaba Apul's store. [Fire] Hali baa man vankpi'emis pț 

kǤ'Ǥŋid pu'ab dǤǤgțnǫ. Not to mention that my dry leaves are not missing from women's rooms. [Trees] 
Colloc: dǤǤdin ‘in rooms’. Ba da tis kpǫǫmnam la nǫ kpi'euŋ ye ba gǤs ka biis la piisid dǤǤdin la nǫ yiiŋ 

paalț la wțsa. They gave the seniors authority to see that the boys swept the rooms and all the area outside. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] linǫ bu'al nǫ zaŋguom kanǫ wa'ami yi yiŋ ya-nya'aŋ baba, zin'ikanǫ ka nidib dǤlli kpǫn'ǫd 

dǤǤdin la. which ran parallel to the long wall on the east side, where people passed through to get to the rooms. 

[EZK 42:12 [draft]] Colloc: dǤwa'ama ‘'towers' [in the Bible]’. Lit: tall rooms. Kǫlli ka ti mǫ' tǫǫns la, ka mǫ' 

zaŋguoma giligi li, nǫ dǤwa'ama, nǫ za'anǤya nǫ dapirida. 'Let us build up these towns, ... and put walls 
around them, with towers, gates and bars.'. [2CH 14:7] Etym: OV1 *DE/I/O ; OVN *DE-GU/TI  GS1 *DI²/E/A ; 
vc2 *dan ; vc4 *dɪ. Note: OVN often duu but this is probably from the effect of the *-GU sx. 
2 • a tribe [of Israel], clan. Ka fț bier Aaron, onǫ an Levi DǤǤg nid la? 'What about your brother Aaron, the 

Levite?'. [EXO 4:14] Reuben dǤǤdi la, ka ba kal da an .... 43,730 'These were the clans of Reuben; those 

numbered were 43,730'. [NUM 26:7] ZugsǤb la tis nǤǤr ye ya nǤki tis dǤǤd awai nǫ pțsțk la 'the land that the 
Lord has assigned to the nine and a half tribes'. [NUM 34:13] M yidim nǫ m saam dǤǤg nidib la wțsa mǫ aan 
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anǤ'Ǥnam ka man ti nar ye m an na'ab diema? 'Who am I, and what is my family or my father's clan in Israel, 

that I should become the king's son-in-law?'. [1SA 18:18] Sim: tuŋ2  Nǫ'ǫŋa pa'an Noa biis la dǤǤdi da dǤlis 

tuŋ-tuŋ si'em 'These are the clans of Noah's sons, according to their lines of descent'. [GEN 10:32] 
3 • a class, form (in school). li pț yuugǫ ka o pa'annib yis o tǤlisi dǤǤda atan'ga it was not long before his 

teachers moved him to the third class. [Asaasim] Atampțțr bǫnǫ J.S.S. dǤǤd ayi' ka Azuma on nam bǫ pramiri 

dǤǤd ayuobț. Atampuur is in J.S.S. form two and Azuma is still in Primary class six. [Fire-] See: dǤkpin; 

dǤgbǫǫndig; karindǤǤg; na'adǤǤg; wǫddǤǤg; windǤǤg. 

dǤǤgi   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

dǤǤgǤ   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

dǤǤgț   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

dɔɔgu   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

dǤǤn1   Variant: dǤnn. Form: dǤǤnd2. Variant: dǤǤndi. Form: dǤǤnb. v. to weed, perform first weeding of crop. Li pț 

yuugǫ ka ba dǤǤn ba wțsa sțmaa naae. It didn't take long to finish weeding everyone's groundnuts. 
[Wealth-Is-Power] Oŋa sțuma dǤǤndi zina ka oŋa din mǫ dǤǤnd bǫog One's groundnuts are being weeded today 
and someone else's weeded tomorrow. [Wealth-Is-Power] NAAD-DƆƆND NŰ MƆTUL SAŊA Early-Millet First 

Weeding and General Weeding. [House+Farm [heading]] Sim: dǤn'Ǥs1 ‘do second weeding’. O gǤsig la anǫ on na 

bug teŋ la bțd, ka dǤnn li saŋa kane nar, ka bas bugulum, ka sansi'a nar ye o dǤn'Ǥsi li. His concern is that 
he should level the land and sow, and weed it at the right time, and add fertiliser, and when the time is right do the 

second weeding. [Bible-Study] Din ti paae suma dǤǤnb saŋa When it got to be time to weed the groundnuts. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] See: dǤn'Ǥs1. 

dǤǤn2   See main entry: dǤnlig. stretch[self]. 

dǤǤnb   See main entry: dǤǤn1. weed. 

dǤǤnd1   Variant: doond; dǤǤndǫ; doonde. n.pl [N]. dawadawa pods. Parkia biglobosa or clappertonia. nidib banǫ an o 

du'adib la yǫl o ye o pin'im bin ka di dǤǤnd his relatives said he should bury fæces and eat dawadawa. [Billygoat] 
Note: emended from pi'im Biig kanǫ nu'usi vǫnl, onǫ saam dǤǤnd ka kpǫǫm dit. A child whose hands are clean is 

the one who can mash dawadawa fruits for an elder to eat. [Asaasim Proverb] Na'aziinr kț tun'e wal dǤǤndǫ. An 
acacia can't produce dawadawa pods. [MAT 7:16] Source: duan. See: duan. 

dǤǤnd2   See main entry: dǤǤn1. weed. 

dǤǤndǫ   See main entry: dǤǤnd1. dawadawas. 

dǤǤndi   See main entry: dǤǤn1. weed. 

dǤǤnni1   See main entry: dǤnl. stretch[self]. 

dǤǤnni2   See main entry: dǤnlig. stretch[self]. 

dǤǤns   See main entry: duan. dawadawa tree. 

dood   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

doog   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

doogi   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

doogo   See main entry: dǤǤg. room, tribe [of Israel], class. 

doond   See main entry: dǤǤnd1. dawadawas. 

doonde   See main entry: dǤǤnd1. dawadawas. 

doons   See main entry: duan. dawadawa tree. 

dț   Variant: du; dțț; due; du'e. Form: dțnǫ. Form: dțt.  Note: these shortened continuous forms gat, kat, gǤt, tut, tit  &c. 
are west-Agole forms which are rejected by even Agole-speakers from the eastern parts. Acceptance is variable according to 

item: the list above is in order of general acceptability,  gat is normal, tit for tisid is generally queried Variant: dțti. 

Form: dțtnǫ. Form: dțm!. Variant: dum; dțmmi!. Form: dțțb2. v. 1 • to go up, ascend, climb, mount. ka 
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dindǫog ... dț ya'ae tǫ'ǫg zug lalli, lalli sa and chameleon ... climbed up and hung far, far away on top of a 

baobab tree. [Asaasim] Ka na'ab la ... ke ka dindǫog naan dț win yiri sǤs saa ka li naan ni And the chief ... made 
chameleon climb up to God's house to ask that the rain should fall. [Asaasim] SǤ' nan zi' dț arezana nii, asǫǫ onǫ 

yi arezana nii sig na la 'no one has ever gone up to heaven except the Son of Man, who came down from heaven'. 

[JHN 3:13] Ti'ebim ka bǫog ka fț dț Sinai Zuor la zug na 'Be ready in the morning, and then come up on Mount 

Sinai.'. [EXO 34:2] ban dț gbǫog la ba yi anrțŋțn la na 'When they stepped ashore'. [JHN 21:9] banǫ kpǫlim la 

gban'e daad nǫ anrțŋ la dakǤǤlima lugi dț the rest held on to planks and pieces of the ship and swam to shore. 

[ACT 27:44] BǤ ka fț na'asaabugum la yǤǤd dț wala? Why does your electricity bill get so high? [Electricity] saa ni 

ka ku'om pǫ'ǫl kǤlisi badigi dț na gǫǫl yir la it rained and 'the river was in flood, it burst upon that house'. [LUK 

6:48] Pǫ'ǫlimi bțmbu'ad wțsa ka li dț. 'Fill every valley'. [ISA 40:4 = LUK 3:5] sieba dțț galis ka sieba sie galis 
some went up very high and some went down very low. [Trouble] hali baa piif ya'a ianki dțț li zug, ba kuga 

zaŋguom la na birigi yaam yǤri-yǤri! 'if even a fox climbed up on it, he would break down their wall'. [NEH 4:3] 
Amaa o da mǤri ba nǫ dțț su'a o dǤǤg zug, zin'ikanǫ ka o nǤk bǫriŋdaadi dǫlig la. 'But she had taken them 

up to the roof and hidden them under the stalks of flax she had laid out on the roof.'. [JOS 2:6] O dțnǫ dǤbil la mǤpil 

zugu wiee mǤǤd la yǤ'Ǥg vǤǤnr He climbed the roof of the kitchen and parted the thatch to open a hole. 

[Wonderwoman] Nimo, on nǫ Mahama, da paae pǤǤgțn ka winnig pțn dțnǫ. Nimo and Mahama got to the farm, 
and the sun had already risen. [Trouble] Basan zuoya la dțnǫ hali. 'rugged are the mountains of Bashan'. [PSA 68:15] 
NyǤ'Ǥs la da zǤǤndi ni'ad mui nǫ kawǫnna la ni ka pǫbisim la mǤri li giilim ka li ti kpǫn dțt agǤl. The smoke 
was curling up and filtering through the rice and corn, and the wind carried it in various directions and it was still 

going upwards. [Trouble] Zuokanǫ ka fț dțt la zug ka fț na maal ka'alim 'There on the mountain that you have 
climbed you will die'. [DEU 32:50] Ku'om bas mu'ar ka dțt zuor. The water has left the lake and climbed the 
mountain. [Asaasim   Proverb] Ba dțti tiis wțț lannisnǫ They climb trees like squirrels. [Trouble] fț ya'a dțt tiig ka 

sǤ' pț tǫbigi fǤ, li dțțb tǤe nǫ hali if you climb a tree and have no one to support you, it's very hard to climb it. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] O yț'țr dțti gat pu'ab banǫ bǫ sțga ni la wțsa. 'the most fortunate of women who live in tents'. 

[JDG 5:24] m dțtnǫ onǫ aan m Ba' nǫ ya Ba' ka aan m Wina'am nǫ ya Wina'am la san'an 'I am ascending to my 
Father and your Father, to my God and your God'. [JHN 20:17] Dțm zuor la zugț m san'an na. 'Come up the 
mountain to me'. [EXO 24:1] dțmmi zuokanǫ wa'am hali la zug 'go up on a high mountain. [ISA 40:9] Cpart: sig, sie. 
Wina'am maliaknam dǤlisidi lii dțt ka sigid 'the angels of God were ascending and descending on it'. [GEN 28:12] 
Ba kțkǤya da la'asi siak, ka sieba dțț galis ka sieba sie galis, wțț bam pțn ǫǫnti bțrid si'em la. Their 
voices responded together, but some were too high and some were too low, because they were so confused. 

[Trouble] Caus: dț'țs; Nabstr: dțțb1. Etym: OV1 *DU ; OV2 *Z²O . 
2 • to mount (4-footed animals mating). Bțndaug dț o tiraan. Donkey wants to mate with another male. [Proverb 

185] bțraad banǫ dțt bțnya'as la da anǫ bțmpțpǤnra nǫ lasa-lasa 'the male goats mating with the flock were 
streaked, speckled or spotted. [GEN 31:10] Saŋkanǫ wțsa ka kǤnbnya'aŋ sțma ti siak dțțb, Jakob da ǫǫn nǤk nǫ 

dapțpǤnra la sǫ, ka ba gǤsidi li ka dțt. 'When the healthy animals were mating, Jacob put the branches in front 
of them at the drinking troughs, so that they would breed' looking at 'the branches.'. [GEN 30:41] 

3 • to (cross river/lake and) come to shore, land. Li da kpǫlim bi'ela ka Nimo dț gțțr A little later Nimo came ashore. 

[Trouble] banǫ kpǫlim la gban'e daad nǫ anrțŋ la dakǤǤlima lugi dț the rest held on to planks and pieces of the 

ship and swam to shore. [ACT 27:44] See: dț'țs; dțțb1; dțțr; dțțsa. Note: see ref. and link at ken3 

 

dțg-   See main entry: dțk1. pot. 

dțg1   Variant: dug; dțgi; dugi. Form: dțgid1. Variant: dțgidi. Form: dțgim!. Form: dțgib. Variant: dugib; dțgibi; 

dțgțb. v. to cook. Note: specificlly 'boil, stew, cook in water' but also as a general word Li tun'e anǫ dikanǫ ka fț maal 

ka li an yin la wțsa diib ka fț dțg. It can be the food that you prepare for the meal for the whole house that you 

cook (for the baby). [Breastfeeding] Pu'a ya'a dțg zǫnbǫ'ǫdǫ o tțba bǫnǫ yiiŋ. When a woman prepares bad soup 

her ears are outside [she listens attentively for gossip]. [Proverb 111 (= Asaasim 299 #59)] maanmaan la na nǤk gbǫr 

linǫ dțg ... niŋ Naazir nid la nu'usin 'the priest is to place in his hands a boiled shoulder of the ram'. [NUM 6:19] 
Mid ka ya nǤk bțbil ni'imi dțg o ma bin'isimin. 'Do not cook a young goat in its mother's milk.'. [DEU 14:21] Biig 

mǫ ya'a saandaa ba nǤkidi mam pa'adi dțgi lie o ka li bas. And if a child has diarrhœa they take my bark and 
boil it and use it as an enema and it gets better. [Trees] li nwǫnǫ o dțgi ti nǫ Ǥnb it's as if he has cooked us and 
eaten us. [JER 51:34] bǤǤ kǫ ka nidib mǤr bugum dțgid ... ? why do people use fire for cooking ... ? [Fire] 
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Tempțkaŋa anǫ dțk kanǫ ka ba mǤri dțgid 'This city is a cooking pot'. [EZK 11:3] Ti zak dim wțsa mǤri nasaar 

yarim la n dțgid saŋa wțsa. The people of our yard always use iodised salt when cooking. [Iodine] Ti da mǤri ti 

mǫŋ "yir" mǤǤgțn la, ani ka ti dțgidi ti diibi dit. Ti da zunǫ dțgib la'adi ti yaan na, din ka dțgib la da an 

na'ana tisi ti. We had our own 'house' in the bush, where we cooked and ate our food. We had stolen cooking 
utensils from home so that cooking was easy for us. [Shoeshine-Boy-] M bǫlimmǫ, Anane ma, dțgim nǫ'ǫŋa. 
Please, Anane's mother, cook this. [Trouble] Dțgim ni'im la sț'țŋa 'Cook the meat well'. [EZK 24:10] Ti tiǫn zimi 

banǫ ka ti daa Ǥnbid Egipt teŋin zaalim nǫ gǤla banǫ ka ti daa dțgidi Ǥnbid nǫ wǤtamǫlǤn nǫ gabț buudi 

wțsa la. 'We remember the fish we ate in Egypt at no cost – also the cucumbers, melons, leeks, onions and garlic.'. 
[NUM 11:5] dțgțb la'abanǫ bǫ ZugsǤb Yin la na an kasi 'The cooking pots in the Temple will be ... sacred'. [ZEC 

14:20] Man (vuoŋ) ... anǫ zǫnkpǫŋ amaa man dțgibi lǫǫ tǤi I am a strong soup(-ingredient) but to cook me is 
hard. [Trees] Colloc: dțgibin ‘in/to/from cooking’. Yaa lǫb o dțgibin. Yaa went back to his cooking. [Trouble] 
(Linǫ san'amid nif) Dțgibin bugum nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ uusțg ... (Things which damage the eye) Smoke from 
cooking-fires, dust ... [Trachoma] Caus: dțgțl. Etym: OVN * DUG . See: dțk1; -dțgidir. 

dțgi   See main entry: dțg1. cook. 

dțgib   See main entry: dțg1. cook. 

dțgibi   See main entry: dțg1. cook. 

dțgid1   See main entry: dțg1. cook. 

dțgid2   See main entry: dțk1. pot. 

-dțgida  See main entry: -dțgidir. cooked. 

-dțgidaa   See main entry: -dțgidir. cooked. 

dțgidi   See main entry: dțg1. cook. 

-dțgidir   Form: -dțgida. Variant: -dțgidaa. adj. cooked. Adu da diti boodia dțgida nǫ bǫŋa zǫǫnd Adu was eating 

cooked plantain and beanleaf soup. [Trouble] Ka Abǫdțg lak o biaunk ka nu'asid bus-dțgida la yinne-yinne 

kpǫn'ǫsid o biaunkun Abedug opened her armpit and took up the cooked yams one by one and fed them into her 
armpit. [Wonderwoman] ba zaŋ ziiŋdțgida tis o 'They gave him a piece of cooked fish'. [LUK 24:42] Note: new spelling 

rules require this to be written ziiŋ dțgida Cpart: -kansir. o kț siaki di'e ni'im dțgidaa fț san'anǫ asǫǫ ni'im 

kansa 'he won't accept boiled meat from you, but only raw'. [1SA 2:15] See: dțg. 

dțgim!   See main entry: dțg1. cook. 

dțgțb   See main entry: dțg1. cook. 

dțgțl   v. to cook sth., put on the fire to cook. Abǫdțg ... yis busa ayuobț, o pǫǫnsi ba nǫ ka lǫǫ pț nwaa ba ka nǤki 

ba dțgțl. Abedug ... selected six yams, she peeled them but didn't cut them up, and put them on to cook. 

[Wonderwoman] nyǤ'Ǥs yiti o nyǤnya ni us-us wțț dțk ka ba dțgțl bugumin ka li kǤt ka walim yitnǫ smoke 
comes out of his nostrils whoosh, whoosh! like when they put a pot on the fire and it boils and steam comes out. 

[JOB 41:20] InvCaus: dțg. See: dțg. 

dț'țn   Variant: du'un; dț'țni. Form: dț'țnțg. Variant: du'unug. v. to urinate. Daasi'erǫǫ o nan ka'anǫ ya'a bǫǫ o nan 

tǫn'ǫsid nǫ, ya'a ka' ala o keŋi ye o dț'țn bǫǫ o nwienǫ 'Maybe he is daydreaming or relieving himself, or 

perhaps he's gone on a journey!'. [1KI 18:27] Zinzauŋ ya'a ye o dț'țni sien Wina'am, o siendnǫ o mǫŋ. If the bat 
says he will piss and soil God, he only soils himself.  [Proverb 040] Note: In Kusaal, Dagbani and Mampruli (at least) 
proverbs are more free with talk about sex and excretion than is normal in ordinary conversation, which is why English 'rude' 

words are chosen for translation. The word itself is not considered obscene. Colloc: [go to] dț'țn ‘[go to] relieve self’. 
Note: may include defecation : "Sometimes dț'țnim is used in place of nyǫ'ǫb " (MA) as a euphemism M kennǫ ye m 

dț'țn. 'I am going to defecate.'. [MA] See: dț'țnim. 

dț'țni   See main entry: dț'țn. urinate. 

dț'țnim   Variant: du'unim. n. urine. Dț'țnim nwa' – ka binnǫ? This is piss, what about shit? [Proverb 194] Ban nǫ yanam 

wțsa na dii ya mǫŋ bin ka nuu ya mǫŋ dț'țnim! they 'like you, will have to eat their own filth and drink their 

own urine'. [ISA 36:12] Colloc: keŋ dț'țnim ‘to go to the toilet’. Note: may include defecation : "Sometimes dț'țnim is 

used in place of nyǫ'ǫb " (MA) as a euphemism M kennǫ dț'țni. I am going to the toilet. [MA] Colloc: dț'țnimin 
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‘in/with/from urine’. Li pț dǤlisid ku'omin bǫǫ nintǤǤndin bǫǫ dț'țnimin bǫǫ si'el nii It is not passed by 
something that has water or saliva or urine in. [AIDS-I] Etym: OVN *DUN/L-M ; GS1 *F¹E/O ; vc3 *nyem ; 
MWN * THÚND- ; PB *cʋ̀. See: dț'țn; dț'țnku'or; dț'țnsuug; wieddț'țnim. 

dț'țnku'or   n. a urinal. Aninaa, dț'țnku'or anǫ ligidi ka m pț lǫn yǫti baŋgidaa. There, a urinal costs money, to say 

nothing of a latrine. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: dț'țnim. 

dț'țnsuug   n. bladder. Bilǫțg sa'ae yuug tun'e kǫ ka o du'asțŋ bǫǫ o dț'țnsuug bǫǫ o tuon san'am. If the labour 

with the baby is protracted, it can harm the birth canal, the bladder or the vulva. [Womens-Health] See: dț'țnim; su. 

dț'țnțg   See main entry: dț'țn. urinate. 

dț'țs   Variant: du'os; dț'țsi. Form: dț'țsid. Variant: dț'țsidi. Form: dț'țsidnǫ. Form: dț'țsim!. Variant: dț'țsimi!; 

du'osim. Form: dț'țsțg. Variant: dț'țsțgț. v. to raise, lift up, honour. LǤrpal yǫl ala ka tuuns o gǤtis la dț'țs 
'Highway' said that, and pushed his glasses up. [Trouble] Ka ba mǤr anrima la dț'țs gțțr 'They pulled the boats 

up on the beach'. [LUK 5:11] O duoe zin'in ka ba'aŋi nǤk fitir kanǫ sie la dț'țs lațŋț la. She sat up and reached 
up and took the lamp that was turned down and raised the wick. [Trouble] o kǫl ka o dț'țs o ka o anǫ o zuabiig he 
should let him praise him for he is his friend’s child. [Asaasim] Ka ba la'as kuga dț'țs dțțr. 'they took stones and 
piled them in a heap'. [GEN 31:46] Ba na dț'țsi ba kțkǤya agǤla 'They will raise their voice'. [EZK 27:30] Banǫ gǤsid 

ka tțțma la ken tuon, ka nǤ'Ǥsid tțmtțmnib,  ka dț'țsid tțmtțmnib banǫ nar, ka banǫ pț tțm tituaa la ka 

ba tǫǫgi ba tțba. 'It shall see to the regulation and supervision of recruitment, promotions and discipline of public 
officers.'. [Constitution] ba yț'țmmi dț'țsid Wina'am yț'țsțŋ they were singing and praising God's holy name. 

[LUK 2:13] hali baa atǫuk la ya'a dammidi dț'țsid pumpuum 'even if the seas roar and ' 'foam'. [PSA 46:3] ba ken 

ka dț'țsidi ba ningǤnya 'They walk along' 'with heads held haughtily'. [ISA 3:16] Kikirig pț dǤlli ma, amaa m 

dț'țsidnǫ m Ba' yț'țr sț'țŋa 'I am not possessed by a demon, ... but I honour my Father'. [JHN 8:49] mǤǤlim ye ba 

dț'țsim o yț'țr 'proclaim that his name is exalted'. [ISA 12:3] Dț'țsimi tuuta la gǤla teŋin la! 'Lift up a banner in 
the land!'. [JER 51:27] Ti pț'țsim zin'ig anǫ na'am zin'ig kanǫ vǫnl ka nyǫt dț'țsțg ka bǫ pin'ilțgțn sa. 'Our 

Temple is like a glorious throne,' 'exalted from the beginning'. [JER 17:12] ZugsǤb la nyǫt dț'țsțgț gat tǫǫns 

wțsa 'The Lord is exalted over all the nations'. [PSA 113:4] Colloc: X dț'țs  mǫŋ ‘X is proud, exalts X's self’. 
ZugsǤb onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤb la zi'el dabisiri gur banǫ mǤr nyǫǫsim ka dț'țsidi ba mǫŋ la. 'The Lord 
Almighty has a day in store for all the proud and lofty, for all that is exalted'. [ISA 2:12] Da dț'țsidi ya mǫŋ agǤllǫ 
'do not vaunt yourself against heaven'. [PSA 75:5] InvCaus: dț; Cpart: sie. M na ... sie banǫ dț'țsidi ba mǫŋ ka 

ziemi ba taaba la. 'I shall ... bring down ruthless arrogance.'. [ISA 13:11] See: adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ. 

dț'țsi   See main entry: dț'țs. honour. 

dț'țsid   See main entry: dț'țs. honour. 

dț'țsidi   See main entry: dț'țs. honour. 

dț'țsidnǫ   See main entry: dț'țs. honour. 

dț'țsim!   See main entry: dț'țs. honour. 

dț'țsimi!   See main entry: dț'țs. honour. 

dț'țsi-m-mǫŋ   See main entry: a-dț'țsi-m-mǫŋ. pride. 

dț'țsi-m-mǫŋa   See main entry: a-dț'țsi-m-mǫŋ. pride. 

dț'țsțg   See main entry: dț'țs. honour. 

dț'țsțgț   See main entry: dț'țs. honour. 

dțk1   Variant: duk; dțki; duki; dțkț. Form: dțgid2. Variant: dugud. Form: dțg-. Variant: dug-; dțk-2. n. a pot. Note: 

cooking pot Kpiibig zugsțŋ ka biim pǫ'ǫl dțk. Orphan's good luck when the broth fills the pot. [Proverb 066] 
Kpan'alim dțk la gbin nǫ daad Set the base of the pot on firewood. [EZK 24:5] Ka ya ya'a nǤk tan dțkț dțg ni'im 

la naae yanam nwa'am dțg la. 'The clay pot the meat is cooked in must be broken'. [LEV 6:28] Ba da mǤr sǤna nǫ 

laas nǫ dțgid, ka mǫ mǤr ki nǫ mui la'an nǫ zǤ'Ǥm nǫ kawǫnsǫn'ǫda, hali nǫ bǫŋa nǫ saazi. (they) 'brought 
bedding and bowls and articles of pottery. They also brought wheat and barley, flour and roasted grain, beans and 

lentils'. [2SA 17:28] NǤkim dțgtita'ari dțg zǫǫndi tisi ba! 'Put on the large pot and cook some stew for these men'. 
[2KI 4:38] Dțkzaal lǫn kae. There is not another empty pot. [2KI 4:6] Colloc: dțk1(k)in(ǫ) ~ dțkțn(ǫ)/dțgidin 
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‘in/to/from pot/s’. Note: dțkin should be adopted throughout when the Bible is revised (MA) Bu'osim kpaam la niŋ 

dțgid la pțțgin 'Pour oil into all the jars'. [2KI 4:4] Yabidi bǫ dțkin la yǫla Poison in the Pot. [2KI 4:38 [heading]] 
Wina'am tțmtțmma, yabid bǫ dțkțn la! 'Man of God, there is death in the pot'. [2KI 4:40] Lit: poison. niŋim 

ku'om dțkkun la zuol bugumin la put water in a pot and put it on the fire. [Trouble] Gideon ... kpa'ae biim la 

niŋ dțkțnǫ mǤri kena tis ZugsǤb maliak la Gideon ... poured the broth into a pot, and brought it out to the angel. 

[JDG 6:19] See: dțg; tabdțk; tandțk; zǫnrțk. 

dțk-2   See main entry: dțk1. pot. 

dțki   See main entry: dțk1. pot. 

dțkț   See main entry: dțk1. pot. 

dțm!   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

dțmmi!   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

dțndțțd   See main entry: dunduug. cobra. 

dțnǫ   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

dțn'oe   v. to mark, stain. ba da dțn'oe nǫ kirț n sigi ti. they stained (us) with ink and put us down. [Shoeshine-Boy] Pu'aba 

la dțn'oe ba nini nǫ kirț ka li vǫnl hali. The women adorned their eye lashes with kohl and it is so beautiful. [MA] 

dțnna   Variant: dunna[N]. n. this year, nowadays. Apam na bțd kawǫnna pǤǤgin la dțnna. Apam will sow maize in 

the field this year. [House+Farm] Dțnna nidibi bǤǤd faaung si'ema, fț gǤs ka ti na ti paas ala? The way people 
like to cheat nowadays, how much do you think we add? [Wealth-Is-Power] dțnna biisi kpǫn dǤlli ba manam 

gbina tǫǫdi ba fuud la today's youngsters are tied to their mothers' apron-strings. [Trouble] Lit: just follow their 

mothers tugging on their clothes. labaar yinne na bǫ dțnna ka yinne mǫ bǫ yțțm kanǫ kenna la 'one rumour 
comes this year, another the next'. [JER 51:46] BǤzug ka ya dțnna bipaalis la pț gi'igid kpǫǫmnama? Why is it 
that you youth of these days do not respect the elderly? [MA] 

dțr   Variant: dur. Form: dțrǫ. Variant: dure. v. to be many. Kpin'ini dțr Gagbir da'an. There are lots of guinea fowls at 

the Gagbir market. [MA] 

dțrǫ   See main entry: dțr. abound. 

dțt   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

dțti   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

dțtnǫ   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

dțya   See main entry: dțțr. heap. 

du   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

duan   Variant: daunn [N]. Form: dǤǤns. Variant: doons. Form: dǤ-2. n. dawadawa tree. Parkia sp. [ranges of P. biglobosa 

and P. clappertoniana overlap in northern Ghana]. Na'aziinr ya'a tu'as duan o kț wal zțn'țnii. Just because 

an acacia tree is like a dawadawa, it won't produce dawadawa seeds. [Proverb 036] Biis la di'emidi duan gbinnin. 
The children are playing under a dawadawa tree. [House+Farm] Duan maanne a na ye 'bǫog zug'. The dawadawa 
makes them 'for the future'. [Asaasim Proverb] DUAN DǤǤns DǤǤnd Dawadawa Tree: dawadawa trees ; dawadawa 

fruits. [Trees [Heading]] Res: dǤǤnd. Etym: OV1 *DU ; OVN *DO-GA/SI ; GS1 *S¹U/I¹/E ; vc3 *do. See: dǤǤnd. 
dubibis   See main entry: dǤbil. wet season kitchen. 

dubil[N]   See main entry: dǤbil. wet season kitchen. 

due   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

due   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duer   See main entry: duor1. sceptre. 

dueya   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

dug   See main entry: dțg1. cook. 
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dug-   See main entry: dțk1. pot. 

dugi   See main entry: dțg1. cook. 

dugib   See main entry: dțg1. cook. 

dugud   See main entry: dțk1. pot. 

du'a1   Variant: du'aa. Form: du'anǫ. Form: du'ad2. Variant: du'ada; du'adi. Form: du'adnǫ. Variant: du'ami!. 

Form: du'an. Form: du'ab. v. 1 • to give birth, 'bring forth' [Gh.], beget, be born. Wina'am nǤŋ ninsaalib nǫ hali 

ka tțm o biig Yesu dunia ni na, ka ba du'a o ka o an ninsaal. God loved human beings so much that he sent 
his son Jesus into the world to be born as a human being. [Bible-Intro] Sara nǤk pțțgț du'a biribiŋi tis Abraham 

o bțnkțttim saŋa. 'Sarah became pregnant and bore a son to Abraham in his old age'. [GEN 21:2] KțkǤm du'a 

liiba. The leper gave birth to twins. [Proverb 275] Sankan la ka Mba'bood mǫ du'a, ka o sid-pit la pțd biig la ye 

Araboog. At that time Mba'abood also had a baby, and her brother-in-law called the child Araboog. [Akelsa] M na 

kǫ ka ya sa'ae ka lǫǫ kț kǫ ka ya du'aa? 'Do I bring to the moment of birth and not give delivery?'. [ISA 6:9] Ba ma 

da du'anǫ ba nidib ayi' la ma'aa. Their mother brought forth just the two of them. [Trouble] Abraham da du'anǫ 

biis ayi' 'Abraham had two sons'. [GAL 4:22] Ba du'ad nid nǫ biel. 'Naked a man comes from his mother's womb'. 

[ECC 5:15] nidib na basi ba pțtǫn'ǫr ye dau la pț du'ada people will abandon their idea that the man can't father 

a child. [Trouble] Nidibi da du'adi pǫ'ǫn dunia la, ba da du'ad bipumis 'When the human race had spread all over 
the world, ... daughters were being born'. [GEN 6:1] Onǫ wțsa gban'e tțțmbǫ'ǫd nǫ yǫla ma'aa pțțg, du'adnǫ 

dama'am. 'He is in labour with iniquity; he has conceived mischief and given birth to lies.'. [PSA 7:14] Du'ami biis 

ka nǤbigi bǫdegț. 'be fruitful and increase in number'. [GEN 35:11] Dinzug ba ya'a pț du'an dau kaŋaa li aan 

sțm. It would be better for that man if he had never been born.'. [MRK 14:21] Ba ya'a pț du'anim, bǫǫ m ya'a daa 

kpiinǫ m du'am saŋa ka ba muminim gba li naan sǤn'Ǥn. 'If only I had never come into being, or had been 
carried straight from the womb to the grave!'. [JOB 10:19] nwǫnǫ pu'a na sa'ae bǤǤd du'ab ka li zabid ka o nwǫǫn 

ka kaasid si'em la As a woman with child cries out in her pains when her time is near'. [ISA 26:17] Etym: OVN 
*DOG ; GS1 *LU²/E(L) . 
2 • to produce a crop 'do' (agric.) Li kț lǫn zi kum na bǫǫ kǫ ka teŋ la zțțd kț du'aa. 'Never again will it cause 
death or make the land unproductive.'. [2KI 2:21] Apam ǫǫnti bțtti za o pǤǤgin la, ka li ǫǫnti pț du'ad sț'țŋaa. 
Apam usually sows millet in his farm, but it doesn't usually do well. [House+Farm] O zțțd ǫǫnti du'anǫ gaad nidib 

pamm bțn His crops produced more than those of many people. [You-Heard?] See: bțndu'ada; du'ad1; du'adig; 

du'adir; du'am1; du'asir. 

du'a-2   See main entry: du'am1. birth, kin. 

du'ab   See main entry: du'a1. be born, produce. 

du'ad1   Form: du'adib. Variant: du'adiba; du'adibi. n. a relative, parent. Note: 'parent' particularly in the plural, 'parents' 
gaŋimi onǫ na nyaŋi tțm yanamǫ bǤǤd si'el la ka da tǫn'ǫsid ye abțn anǫ m du'ad bǫǫ m zua choose the one 
who will be able to do what you want, and don't just think of my relative or my friend. [Trees] Mid ka ya sǤ' digin 

nǫ o du'ad. Manǫ an ZugsǤb la. 'No one is to approach any close relative to have sexual relations.'. [LEV 18:6] On 

an Tika yțma piiga la sa, o nan zi' nyǫ du'ad wțț Goma taaba. He had been a teacher for ten years, and had 
never seen a parent like Goma. [Trouble] (Ba) ... anǫ banǫ mǤr suguru ka na'asidi ba du'adib (They) were people 
who were peaceable and respected their relatives. [Billygoat] M da pț yǫl sǤ'ǤsǤ, hali m du'adib da zi'. I didn't tell 
anyone, even my parents didn't know. [Shoeshine-Boy] Biisǫ, siakimini ya du'adib nǤya 'Children, obey your 

parents'. [EPH 6:1] Ama pț mǤr du'adiba. On mǫ anǫ kpiibig wțț Adu Ama didn't have any parents, she was an 
orphan like Adu. [Trouble] Du'adiba, da nyiidi ya biisǫ, ka ba na sin'ig. 'Parents, do not irritate your children, or 
they will become discouraged.'. [COL 3:21] Atiig du'adibi daa bu'os o ye o keŋ yaanǫ la, Atiig daa lǫbisi li gbin 

wala-wala? When Atiig's parents asked him where he had gone, how did Atiig answer? [Fire] Ka biis mǫ na gbi'i 

ba du'adibi kǫ ka ba kțț ba. 'children will turn against their parents and have them put to death'. [MAT 10:21] 
Colloc: du'adibin ‘to relatives’. Yțma piinǫ yinne ka o lǫm sț'țm kanǫ yi nidiba ayi' banǫ yț'țn lieb o 

du'adibin Eleven years he tasted favour which came from two people who turned out to be his parents. [Trouble] fț 

na keŋi m mǫŋ teŋin nǫ m mǫŋ du'adibin bǤ pu'a na tisim biig Isaak. 'You must go to my own country and to 

my own kindred to find a wife for my son Isaac.'. [GEN 24:4] Sim: sizua. See: du'a1. 

du'ad2   See main entry: du'a1. be born, produce. 
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du'ada   See main entry: du'a1. be born, produce. 

du'adi   See main entry: du'a1. be born, produce. 

du'adib   See main entry: du'ad1. relative. 

du'adiba   See main entry: du'ad1. relative. 

du'adibi   See main entry: du'ad1. relative. 

du'adig   Variant: du'adiŋ; du'adiŋi. adj. birth-. o saam nǫ o ma du'adig na yǫl o 'his father and mother, to whom he was 

born'. [ZEC 13:3] Josef mǫ yi Nazaret ... keŋ Na'ab David teŋ du'adig linǫ an Betilehem ... la 'Joseph went from 
the town of Nazareth ... to the town of Bethlehem ..., the birthplace of King David. [LUK 2:4] fț mǫŋ biribiŋ 

du'adiŋi na dii fț faar 'your own son will be your heir'. [GEN 15:4] Colloc: du'adigin ‘in/to/from birth-’. Si'el wțsa 

da naae la Adu da lǫb Susa, o teŋ du'adigin la. When everything was finished Adu went back to Susa, his 
birthplace. [Trouble] Note: emended by MA See: du'a1. 

du'adiŋ   See main entry: du'adig. birth-. 

du'adiŋi   See main entry: du'adig. birth-. 

du'adir  n. progenitor. Du'adir ane sigidir. Like father like son. [Proverb 254] See: du'a1. 

du'adnǫ   See main entry: du'a1. be born, produce. 

du'al   Form: du'alnǫ. v. to yield (profit). fț ligidi la nyǤǤd du'alnǫ abțnu 'Your money ... has increased fivefold'. [LUK 

19:18] Lit: your money has brought forth fivefold. 

du'alnǫ   See main entry: du'al. yield (profit). 

du'am1   Form: du'am-2. Variant: du'a-2. n. 1 • birth. Gbauŋ kaŋa ye li sțŋif nǫ ka fț gǤsi fț mǫŋi zaŋi kennǫ fț pțțg 

tțkir nǫ fț sa'ar nǫ fț du'amin nǫ fț du'am la nya'aŋ. This book is to help you care for yourself with regard to 

conception, labour, giving birth and afterwards. [Womens-Health] Fț tun'e an Gaana nid ka li yinǫ du'am pțțgin 
You can be a Ghanaian citizen by birth. [Constitution] Su'os ka Akpǫlimya du'am sansa sa paae Yesterday 
Akpelimnya's time to give birth arrived. [AIDS-II] Arfaksad du'am nya'aŋ la Sem da lǫn du'a biribis nǫ bipumis 

sieba 'after he became the father of Arphaxad, Shem ... had other sons and daughters'. [GEN 11:11] Wina'am Onǫ 

Galis la na niŋi fț zug bareka ka kǫ ka fț du'am nǤbig May Almighty God bless your marriage and give you 
many children. [GEN 28:3] Du'anyǫǫr, kpiim kǫǫr? Birth getting, death leaving. [Proverb 192] Colloc: du'amin 
‘in/at/from birth’. Gbauŋ kaŋa ye li sțŋif nǫ ka fț gǤsi fț mǫŋi zaŋi kennǫ fț pțțg tțkir nǫ fț sa'ar nǫ fț 

du'amin nǫ fț du'am la nya'aŋ. This book is to help you care for yourself with regard to conception, labour, 

giving birth and afterwards. [Womens-Health] nǤǤra atan'a bee anaasi (3 or 4) du'amin lasida ayuobț three or 
four times in the six weeks after birth. [Immunisation] Colloc: du'am1 tiǫnr daar/dabisir ‘birthday’. Note: in the 

Bible: celebrating a birthday is not traditional in Kusaug Herod du'am tiǫnr daar paae 'On Herod's birthday'. [MAT 14:6] 
Colloc: du'am1 buga ‘clan tiruk(q.v.) [W]’; du'am-paal(ig) ‘new birth’. O faaǫn ti nǫ o Siig Kasi linǫ pie ti ka 

li an du'am-paal nǫ nyǤvțpaal la. 'he saved us, through the Holy Spirit, who gives us new birth and new life by 
washing us'. [TIT 3:5] nimbaanlzǤǤr linǫ zu'oe la zugț kǫ ka ti paam du'am-paalig 'In his great mercy he has 
given us new birth'. [1PE 1:3] Cpart: kum ‘death’. fț kum daar sǤn'oe fț du'am daar 'the day of death is better 
than the day of birth'. [ECC 7:1] 
2 • kin, akin, 'of one birth'. Tinam nǫ fț anǫ du'am 'We are your own flesh and blood.'. [1CH 11:1] Lit: we and you 

are kin. Mǫ da digin nǫ o biribiŋ bǫǫ o bipuŋ pu'ayua, bǤzugǤ ba du'am pț laligǫ. 'Do not have sexual 
relations with either her son's daughter or her daughter's daughter; they are her close relatives.'. [LEV 18:17] Ba tuŋ 

la nǫ ba du'am da dǤl si'em nwa': 'Their relatives, by families, were:'. [1CH 5:13] See: du'a1. 

du'am-2   See main entry: du'am1. birth, kin. 

du'ami!   See main entry: du'a1. be born, produce. 

du'an   See main entry: du'a1. be born, produce. 

du'anǫ   See main entry: du'a1. be born, produce. 

du'as   Variant: du'asi. Form: du'asid. v. to act as birth attendant (midwife, TBA). BǤzug ka pu'adu'as la da du'asi m 

ma ... ? Why did the midwife help my mother to bring forth ... ? [JOB 3:12] Ya ya'a du'asid Hibiru pu'ab la ka nyǫ 
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ka biig la an biribiŋ, yanam kțțm o 'When you help the Hebrew women in childbirth ... if it is a boy, kill him'. 

[EXO 1:16] See: du'a; pu'adu'as. 

du'asi   See main entry: du'as. birth attend [to]. 

du'asid   See main entry: du'as. birth attend [to]. 

du'asiŋ   See main entry: du'asțŋ. birth canal. 

du'asir [MA]   Note: (MA) on Womens Health.057 n. cervix. See: du'a1. 

du'asțŋ   Variant: du'asiŋ. n. birth-canal. Wina'am mǫ tǫn'ǫs Rakǫl yǫla ka wțm tis o ka yǤ'Ǥgi o du'asiŋ 'Then God 

remembered Rachel; he listened to her and opened her womb.'. [GEN 30:22] bǫǫ li yǤ du'asțŋ la yǤ'Ǥgir baba la nǫ. 
or it shuts the opening area of the birth canal. [Womens-Health] biig la ka' ya'am na dǤl du'asțŋ la nii yi naa 'he is 

a child without wisdom ... he does not come to the opening of the womb'. [HOS 13:13] Colloc: du'asțŋțn 
‘in/to/from the birth-canal’. Du'asțŋțn ban'as zanbin sieba anǫ: Wieddț'țnim nǫ waad. Signs of infections of 
the birth-canal are jaundice and fever. [Womens-Health] See: du'a1. 

du'ata   Variant: du'ataa; dɔgta; dɔgtaa. Form: du'atanam. Variant: dɔgtanam; du'atanamǫ; dɔgtanamɛ. n. a doctor. o 

zuanam wțm ka keŋ nǤk o mǤri keŋ sibiti ni ka du'ata la di'e o digil his friends heard and took him to the 
hospital where the doctor admitted him. [Billygoat] o gǤs o gbana ni sț'țŋa ka ti lieb du'ata he concentrated on 
his studies and managed to become a doctor. [Trouble] Luk onǫ an du'ata kanǫ ka ti nǤŋ la nǫ Demas pț'țsidi ya. 
'Luke, our dear doctor, and Demas send you their greetings.'. [COL 4:14] Banǫ mǤr laafi la pț bǤǤd du'ataa, amaa 

banǫ bǫn'ǫdi bǤǤd du'ata. 'It is not the healthy who need a doctor, but the sick.'. [MAT 9:12] Tinamǫ ǫǫnti bǫn'ǫd 

ka keŋ sibiti ka dǤgta tisi ti tisieba la How we have been being sick and going to the hospital and the doctor 
gives us some medicines. [AIDS-I] Ba daa paae ka nidib bǫdegț pțn bǫ sibiti la ni gur ye ba nyǫ dǤgta. They 

got there and there were already a lot of people at the hospital waiting to see the doctor. [Electricity] Mbun daa 

bu'os o ye, fț anǫ dɔgtaa? Mbun asked him "Are you a doctor?" [AIDS-I] Du'atanam la da yǫl o ye o yțma la an 

si'em la, li nar ye o ken sibiti tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el The doctors said that given his age he should go to hospital 
regularly. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nini du'atanam nǫ nini tțmtțmnib banǫ sț'oe nini gǤsig yǫla. Eye doctors and 

ophthalmologists. [Trachoma] Lit: eye staff who are responsible for examining eyes. fț pț wțm ye dɔgtanam ye ti 

da kǫ ka wanzamnam lǫn kpǫn'ǫsi ti biis baŋțț? Haven't you heard that the doctors say we should no longer let 
the barber-surgeons circumcise our children? [AIDS-Azuur] Luakim banǫ ma' ye ba anǫ du'atanam ka ginnǫ 

kțnsid nidib la. Beware of those who falsely claim to be doctors and go round injecting people. [AIDS-I] Fțn pț 

wțm ye du'atanam zabidi nwa' yǫla? Haven't you heard that the medical authorities are opposed to that? 

[AIDS-Azuur] la'annǫ du'atanamǫ na tisif tiim ye li sțŋi zab nǫ ban na kǫn fț niŋgbina ni na la, li kț nyaŋi kț 

HIV-Ees ban'a la Although the doctors will give you medicine to help fight against infections that invade your 
body, it can' kill the HIV-AIDS disease. [AIDS-I] Colloc: du'atanamin ‘to/from doctors’. La'an nǫ o ban'a la da 

mugus o hali la o da pț bǤ sțŋir ZugsǤb la nii, ka lǫǫ ieed du'atanamin. 'even in his illness he did not seek 
help from the Lord, but only from the physicians'. [2CH 16:12] From: (Eng.) 

du'atanam   See main entry: du'ata. doctor. 

du'atanamǫ  See main entry: du'ata. doctor. 

du'ataa   See main entry: du'ata. doctor. 

du'aa   See main entry: du'a1. be born, produce. 

du'e   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

du'os   See main entry: dț'țs. honour. 

du'osim   See main entry: dț'țs. honour. 

du'osi-m-meŋ   See main entry: a-dț'țsi-m-mǫŋ. pride. 

du'un   See main entry: dț'țn. urinate. 

du'unim   See main entry: dț'țnim. urine. 

du'unug   See main entry: dț'țn. urinate. 

du'us   Form: du'usid. v. to rest, support oneself on sth. sǤ' wțsa zanl o dansaari du'usid on kțdig la zug 'each leaning 
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on a stick because of great age'. [ZEC 8:4] 

du'usid   See main entry: du'us. rest on. 

duk   See main entry: dțk1. pot. 

duki   See main entry: dțk1. pot. 

dul-   See main entry: dulug. bird [sp.] 

dulug   Form: dul-. n. bird [sp.] ground-hornbill ; Bucorvus abyssinicus. Dulwauŋ kț zuon mǤǤg zugǤ. Even a thin 
ground-hornbill bird can't perch on a grass-stem. [Proverb 23] 

dum   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

dum1   Variant: dumi; dummi. Form: dumid. Form: dumin. v. to bite. duŋ ya'a dum onǫ mǤr ban'a la ka lǫn keŋ dum 

onǫ pț mǤr ban'as la, li kț lǤ'Ǥŋ o sǤbaa? if the mosquito bites someone who has the disease and then goes and 

bites someone who hasn't, won't it pass to that person? [AIDS-I] zin'ikanǫ ka waaf la dum ka ba kis la ziim da 

yuod ani hali blood flowed freely from the place where the snake bit and they had cut (to remove the poison). 

[Trouble] o kpǫn' nǫ o yinnǫ nǤk o nu'ugț tik dǤkpin ka waaf dum o 'he enters his house and leans with his hand 
on the wall, only to be bitten by a snake'. [AMO 5:19] Waafț dum o ka o bǤǤd kum. A snake bit her and she's going 

to die. [Trouble] Bțțg ya'a dum saana o kpǫn'ǫs baa nyan. If the goat bites a stranger he puts the dog to shame. 
[Proverb 162] Fț anǫ kuug, yiiti dum ka pǫbisǫǫ? Are you a mouse that bites [and at the same time comforts by] 
blowing? [Proverb 207] Kusaas ye baa pț dumi o biig n paad kǤnbirǫ. The Kusaas say that a dog doesn't bite its 
child to reach the bone. [Asaasim] O da kǫ ka dumis yina dumi ba 'He sent swarms of flies that devoured them'. 

[PSA 78:45] Man da bǫǫ ani dummi m nu'u-ǫǫns I was there biting my fingernails. [Shoeshine-Boy] nidib dummi 

ba zilima ba niŋgbina saaǫn tǤǤg la zug 'people bit their tongues because of their pain'. [REV 16:10] Etym: OV1 
*DUM ; OV2 *NYE/I ; GS1 *DU²/I²(M) ; vc4 *d ʋm ; CG *duma ; MWN * DÚM- ;  PB dʋ́m. See: duŋ. 

dum2   Form: duma. n. knee. o sțn'țli li o dum zug she lowered it onto his knee. [Trouble] O igin o duma zugu bǫlim 

Asumbul nǫ o nu'us. She knelt and begged Mr. Spider with her hands. [Wonderwoman] Kpǫmisim banǫ nu'usi 

buk la, ka kpǫ'ǫŋ banǫ duma gǫn la. 'Strengthen the feeble hands, steady the knees that give way;'. [ISA 35:3] 
ku'om paae ti duma the water reached our knees. [Shoeshine-Boy] o duma kirid ka bțk wțț gungum nǫ every 
knee become as weak as water. [EZK 21:7] Etym: OV1 *DUN ; OVN *DUM/N-DI/A ; GS1 *DU²N ; vc1 *dum/n  ; 
PB *dúɩ́. 

duma   See main entry: dum2. knee. 

dumi   See main entry: dum1. bite. 

dumid   See main entry: dum1. bite. 

dumin   See main entry: dum1. bite. 

dumis   See main entry: duŋ. mosquito. 

dummi   See main entry: dum1. bite. 

dunduug   Form: dțndțțd. n. snake [sp.], cobra. Ba daam nwǫnǫ waaf yabid bǫǫ yabid linǫ bǫ dunduug nǤǤrin. 'Their 

wine is the venom of serpents, the deadly poison of cobras.'. [DEU 32:33] dunduug yabid bǫǫ ba nǤŋgbana ni 'the 
poison of vipers is on their lips'. [PSA 140:3] Bilia na di'emid dunduug vǤndțg nǤǤrin 'The infant will play near 
the hole of the cobra'. [ISA 11:8] dunduug  ... hali tiim sǤb ya'a bǫlisidi ba si'em, ba pț wțm o kțkǤrǫ 'cobra ... 
will not listen to the sound of the charmer, however skilfully he may play'. [PSA 58:4-5] 

dunia   n. world, universe. o pț siak ye siis tțm dunia kaŋa ni he didn't believe that spirits are at work in this world. 

[Trouble] O da ... nyǫ dadțg ka li ti' dunia ni keŋ ba'al arezana ni 'he saw a ladder, which rested on the ground 

with its top reaching to heaven'. [GEN 28:12] Zamiskaŋa ni, ti na gǤsnǫ dapa ayi' ban bǫlim da tiak dunia la n tis 

Yesu. In this study we will be looking at two men whose lives changed the world for Christ. [Bible-Study] Ti mǫ 

bǤǤd ye ti mǤr kpinnim nǫ zuod nǫ sumalisim nǫ nidib nǫ tǫǫns wțsa dunia nwa ni. We also wish to 
maintain relations and friendship and peace with all peoples and nations in the world. [Constitution] Dunia yǫltǤǤd 

nǫ li namisțg n zaŋi ken saal nyǤvțr bǫllimin. The problems and sufferings of the world affecting human life. 
[Asaasim] dunia na'anam kilim bțndaannam earth's 'Kings were made rich'. [EZK 27:33] Colloc: dunia nwa' ‘the 
world, this world’. hali baa ya nid yinne kț lǫm bǫǫn dunia nwa' nii not even one of you would still be in the 
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world. [EXO 9:15] Dabisa ala ka ti na bǫ dunia nwa' ni? How many days will we be in this world? [Billygoat] 
Cpart: saazug, arezana. Saazug bțnam mǤri ba mǫŋ niŋgbina, ka dunia bțnam mǫ mǤri ba mǫŋ niŋgbina. 
'there are heavenly bodies and earthly bodies'. [1CO 15:40] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: duuniiya < �	Xد Note: dunyaa 

dunna[N]   See main entry: dțnna. this year. 

duŋ   Form: dumis. n. a mosquito. duŋ ya'a dum onǫ mǤr ban'a la ka lǫn keŋ dum onǫ pț mǤr ban'as la, li kț lǤ'Ǥŋ 

o sǤbaa? if the mosquito bites someone who has the disease and then goes and bites someone who hasn't, won't it 
pass to that person? [AIDS-I] Awin zua la daa maligim bu'os o ye m zua, ka dumis kț tun'e kpǫn'ǫs sǤ' EES 

ban'a laa? Awin's friend again asked him "My friend, so can't mosquitoes infect somebody with AIDS? 

[AIDS-Azuur] M pa'ad la  mǤr bugum pamm ka mǫ mǤr nyǤ'Ǥsi nyaŋidi kat dumis. My bark makes plenty of fire 

and the smoke can repel mosquitoes. [Trees] O da pian' ya ka pțmpǤǤs nǫ dumis wiaki pǫ'ǫl teŋ la wțsa. 'He 
spoke, and there came swarms of flies, and' mosquitoes 'throughout their country'. [PSA 105:31] Colloc: dumisin 
‘in/to/from mosquitoes’. nwǫ'ǫdțg digil nidib nǫ ka li yinǫ dumisin la people are laid low by a fever, and it 
comes from mosquitoes. [Trouble] Etym: OV1 *DUM ; OVN *DUM-GA/SI ; GS1 *B¹O/AD/M ; vc2 *bo n. Note: 

see dum1 "bite" See: dum1. 

duo1   Form: duomini1!. v. to raise sb./sth., put sth. up, get/help sb. up. Mbunnǫ, Afuug linǫ, kem duo o! Mbun, Afuug  

has fallen, go and help him up. [MA] o dam Yaa ka duo o zin'il gadțl la zug he shook Yaa and got him up and sat 
him on the bed. [Trouble] Ba da'ae o bas o mǫŋ teŋin ka sǤ' kae na duo oo 'She lies abandoned on the ground, 
And no one helps her up.'. [AMO 5:2] Ka Yesu gban'e o nu'ugț duo o ka o zi'en. 'But Jesus took him by the hand 
and lifted him to his feet, and he stood up.'. [MRK 9:27] Apțl walsțma tiig la gbinnin ka m duof 'Under the apple 

tree I roused you'. [SNG 8:5] Nu'ug daa si'isim ka duomi igini m nu'us nǫ m duma zug 'Then a hand took hold 
of me and raised me to my hands and knees'. [DAN 10:10] Duomini ya zut, yanam za'anǤya 'Lift up your heads, O 
you gates'. [PSA 24:7] InvCaus: duoe. See: duoe. 

duo-2   See main entry: duor1. sceptre. 

duod   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duoda   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duodaa   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duodi   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duodnǫ   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duoe   Variant: due. Form: duonǫ. Variant: duoenǫ. Form: duon. Form: duod. Variant: duodi; duoda; duodaa; duodnǫ. 

Form: duom!. Variant: duomi!. Form: duomini2!. Form: duor3. Form: duori1. Form: duoya1. Variant: dueya. v. to 

get up, set out, begin an action (esp. movement). Gideon duoe bǫkǫung alifa nǤk gungum la nwiak 'Gideon' 

'rose early next day and wrung out the fleece'. [JDG 6:38] Winna'ab duoe ka ye, "Kpǫn'ǫm na!" Winna'ab got up 
and said "Come in!" [Three-Problems] Ba nied biig gbǫǫmin ka o due zǤǤ gaad onǫ nie o la. They wake a child 
up and he gets up and runs faster than the one who woke him. [Proverb 142] kpǫǫmnam la da duoe ka nǤk ba'ad 

ligidi keŋ 'the elders ... left, taking with them the fee for divination'. [NUM 22:7] faanm, biig la bǫn'ǫdnǫ, fț na 

nyaŋi duoe nannanna ka ti mǤr o keŋ sibiti nii? help me, the child is sick, can you set off right away and we 
will take him to the hospital? [Electricity] Abimelek ... da duoe keŋ o ansnam san'an 'Abimelech ... went to his 
mother's brothers'. [JDG 9:1] Ban daa duoe bǫogțn asuba la, ka winnig tu'al ku'om la, Moab dim la da bǫ 

zin'isi'a la ba da nyǫti li ka li nwǫnǫ ziim nǫ. 'When they got up early in the morning, the sun was shining on the 

water. To the Moabites across the way, the water looked red – like blood.'. [2KI 3:22] Ayinne ya'a lu, o tiraan na 

nyaŋi sțŋ o ka o duoe. 'If one falls down, his friend can help him up.'. [ECC 4:10] Ka o saam wum ka due yina 
His father heard it and got up and came out. [Asaasim] o kpǫn duoenǫ mǤr tiim la kul he immediately set off home 
with the medicine. [You-Heard?] Job ... da ǫǫn duonǫ bǫkǫungț maal maan linǫ nyu'od bugum o biis la 

yinne-yinne zug 'Job would get up early and offer sacrifices for each of his children'. [JOB 1:5] Ya ya'a daa siakini 

m nǤǤr ka pț duon Krete teŋinǫ, ti naan yiin yǫlbama nwa' wțsa ni. 'you should have listened to me and not 
have sailed from Crete; then we would have avoided all this'. [ACT 27:21] sieba mǫ kae linǫ sțŋid lǤr ka bugum 

laŋid ka o duod la some didn't have a starting-motor. [Asaasim] Lit: anything to help the lorry to 'spark' and get 

moving. AnǤ'Ǥnǫ nwa' duod wțț Nail kǤldaugǤ, ka nwǫnǫ mu'ar ku'om pǫ'ǫli badigida? 'Who is this that rises 
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like the Nile, like rivers of surging waters?'. [JER 46:7] M sțnf ma'ae yanami mǤ si'em la, m zuanama,' Widaan 

la yǫla ala ka duod agǤl. "I am pleased with the effort you have made, friends," said the linguist, whilst standing 
up. [Trouble] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ nwa' yi pipirigini kenna nwǫnǫ nyǤ'Ǥsi duoda? 'Who is this coming up from the desert like 
a column of smoke'. [SNG 3:6] Nidib ya'a li, ba pț lǫn duodaa? 'When men fall down, do they not get up?'. [JER 8:4] 
Man ...  pț lǫn nyaŋidi duodi m zugǤ I can no longer raise my head. [PSA 44:15] Fț zua nǫ fț Tika la duodnǫ. 
Your friend and your Teacher have risen. [Trouble] Saŋgbauŋ la ya'a da ǫǫnti naam Fuug Sțgțr la zugț dțț 

agǤl, Israel dim la duodnǫ gban'e suori ken. 'Whenever the cloud lifted from above the Tent, the Israelites set 
out'. [NUM 9:17] O da baŋ ye ba gǫnya, ka naan yǫlin ye ba duom vț'țs amaa o zǤt. He knew that they were 
tired, and would have said that they should get up and rest, but he was afraid. [Trouble] Duom bǫkǫungț sia'al 

Na'ab Faaro 'Get up early in the morning, confront Pharaoh'. [EXO 9:13] duom gadțg la zug ka kǫ fțn niŋid wțț 

biig la get up off the bed and do what the other child did. [AIDS-I] Fț ya'a ti wțm ka li nwǫnǫ nidib nǤba nǤǤdi 

dammid tiis la zugin, fțn duom tǤ'ǤtǤ bțțli ba. 'When you hear the sound of marching in the treetops, then 
attack'. [2SA 5:24] Duoma, m ya'am bțnnǫ, 'Arise, my darling'. [SNG 2:10] Duomi ka ti yi kpǫla keŋ. 'Come, let us 

go from this place.'. [JHN 14:31] Duomini agǤl ka tu'a ya antu'a ka zuoya la wțm. 'Stand up, plead your case 
before the mountains'. [MIC 6:1] Da kem paae ani, Yeboah. Endkțdir la da bǫnǫ ani bǤǤd duor ya'as Don't go 
there, Yeboah. The old resentment was there and it is likely to arise again. [Trouble] Fț dǫŋid duor bǫkǫung asuba 
'you rise early'. [PSA 127:2] on da gaadi ya tuonnǫ ya suor duor la pțțgin 'who went ahead of you on your 

journey'. [DEU 1:33] ba mak duori gț'țŋ 'they fell beneath my feet'. [PSA 18:38] Lit: they tried to rise but failed. O da 

pț baŋ ye ziriga la pin'il duorǫ. He didn't know that the train had started to move. [Trouble] Tu'ombi'ela Nimo 

dueya ka lǫbi zin'in nǤǤr atan'. In a very short time, Nimo got up and sat down again three times. [Trouble] 
Colloc: duoe  [action] -n3 ‘to finish [action]’. Daar wțsa o ya'a duoe kuobinǫ, o saasid o sț'țraug nǫ Every 

day when he finished farming, he sharpened his cutlass. [Trouble] Lit: rise up from .... Colloc: fț/ya1 duoe wala ? 
‘how did you get up? (morning greeting)’. O da pț'țs o saam ye o duoe wala? He greeted his father saying 
"How did you get up?" [Trouble] Sim: fț/ya gbis sț'țŋaa?; Colloc: X sțnf (&c.) duoe ‘X becomes angry’. 
Akunvțe sțnf daa duoenǫ Akunvue became angry. [AIDS-II] Dasaŋ la sțnf mǫ daa pin'ili duod The young man 

began to get angry. [AIDS-I] 'M sțnfț duon,' Beckie pian' li nǫ baanlimm-baanlimm. 'I was angry,' said Beckie 
very softly. [Trouble] Moses sțnf da duoya 'Moses was angry'. [NUM 16:15] Sim: isig; Caus: duo. Etym: OV1 
*ŊIS-G ; vc1 *ŋi. See: duo; duos; sțnduor. 

duoenǫ   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duom!   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duomi!   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duomini1!  See main entry: duo1. raise. 

duomini2!  See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duon   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duonǫ   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duor1   Variant: duori2; duore; duorǫǫ; duer. Form: duoya2. Form: duo-2. n. a stick, club, sceptre. Nid pț kpin nǫ 

nwaaŋ ka o duor ya'anid tiiga. A person is not related to a monkey and his stick stays in a tree. [Proverb 052] Dau 

țkid duor ka duor pț țkid dau! 'A club doesn't lift up a man; a man lifts up a club.'. [ISA 10:15] Fțn pț nyǫ biiga 

ka nwaad duorǫǫ? You haven't seen [the sex of] your child, and you are cutting [a hunter's] throwing-stick [for 
him]? [Proverb 216] Ka Jakob zaŋ o duori tik ka su'uni o zugț pian' Wina'am. And Jacob 'worshipped as he 

leaned on the top of his staff'. [GEN 47:31] MǤr duobanǫ ka fț sǤbi niŋi ba zug la na Bring 'the sticks you have 
written on'. [EZK 37:20] Sim: balaar. hali nǫ ban mǤr duoya nǫ balaya bț'țdi ya wțț Egipt dimi da niŋidi ya 

si'em la 'though they beat you with their rod and lift their staff against you as the Egyptians did'. [ISA 10:24] banǫ 

zanl na'am dansaya nǫ duoya la 'the nobles with sceptres and staffs'. [NUM 21:18] 

duor2   v. to adorn. Manǫ duorif nǫ baans nǫ niŋgǤnkǤris 'I adorned you with jewellery: I put bracelets on your arms and 

a necklace around your neck'. [EZK 16:11] See: duorim. 

duor3   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duore   See main entry: duor1. sceptre. 
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duorǫǫ   See main entry: duor1. sceptre. 

duori1   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duori2   See main entry: duor1. sceptre. 

duorim  n. a festival, celebration. Man da mǤri fuud atan', tțțma fuug yinne, zaam fuug yinne nǫ duorim fuug yinne. 
I had three shirts: one work shirt, one evening shirt, and one for special occasions. [Shoeshine-Boy] Pu'asadir na 

tam o niŋgǤnkǤris yǫlaa, bǫǫ pu'apaal tam o duorim la'ad yǫla? 'Does a maiden forget her jewellery, a bride 
her wedding ornaments?'. [JER 2:32] See: duor2. 

duos   Form: duosid. Variant: duosidi. v. to inflate, multiply, increase. Note: stronger form of duoe in all its senses teŋ la na 

duos banǫ kpii bǫǫ o ni la wțsa 'the earth will give birth to her dead'. [ISA 26:19] bam sunya san'amidnǫ ka bam 

sunya duosid those whose hearts are broken and those whose anger is aroused. [AIDS-II] Ningbina zabir tun'e 

pin'il o sa'aŋin yiiga ka o pțțg duosid wțț miti piiga bǫǫ pisi wțsa, hali li tun'e tțțg ala. Body pains can 
begin at the time of first contractions and her belly distends about 10 or 20 minutes, or it can be more than that. 

[Womens-Health] Sa'ar saŋa ka pțțg duosid amǫŋa, li yuugid nǫ ka lǫm mǤr paŋ. At the time of labour the belly 
contracts itself, it lasts some time and is fierce. [Womens-Health] Ti nyǫ ka karimdǤsaanmis yț'țn duosid, ti na 

niŋ wala baŋ karimdǤbanǫ ka Siig la pǫ'ǫlǫ? We see that strange churches are multiplying, how will we 
recognise which churches are filled with the Spirit? [Bible-Study] Teŋ la mǫŋ na duosid wțț Nail kǤldaug ku'om 

nǫ 'The whole land will rise like the Nile'. [AMO 8:8] Manǫ aan ya ZugsǤb Wina'am onǫ gudigid atǫuk ka li 

ku'opila duosid agǤla. 'I am the Lord your God; I stir up the sea and make its waves roar.'. [ISA 51:15] ZugsǤb la 

duosid banǫ li teŋin la 'the Lord lifts up those who are bowed down'. [PSA 146:8] m na kǫ ka sț'țlim bǫdegț 

la'asi kena giligif wțț atǫukț duosidi li ku'opila si'em la 'I will bring many nations against you, like the sea 

casting up its waves'. [EZK 26:3] Colloc: duos suor ‘set out on a journey’. banǫ an anrima kpǫǫmnam nǫ 

nimbanǫ kpǫn'ǫd anrima duosid suor 'Every sea captain, and all who travel by ship'. [REV 18:17] Colloc: (pu'a) 

pțțg duos ‘(woman giving birth) has a contraction’. Ningbina zabir tun'e pin'il o sa'aŋin yiiga ka o pțțg 

duosid wțț miti piiga bǫǫ pisi wțsa, hali li tun'e tțțga ala. At the beginning of her first labour she can have 

contractions about every ten minutes or more. [Womens-Health] See: duoe. 

duosid   See main entry: duos. grow. 

duosidi   See main entry: duos. grow. 

duoya1   See main entry: duoe. get up. 

duoya2   See main entry: duor1. sceptre. 

dur   See main entry: dțr. abound. 

dure   See main entry: dțr. abound. 

duta   See main entry: dutir. joint. 

dutir   Form: duta. n. joint, angle. Dutir na bǫ zin'ikanǫ ka wila ayi' wǫligid. There will be a node at the place where 

two branches separate. [EXO 25:35] niŋgbiŋ la giinla nǫ duta tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba gumm 'whole body is ... held together by 
its joints and ligaments'. [COL 2:19] o lǫn nǤk olif davǫnla maal kțlis dazi'eda ka li mǤr duta anaasi 'a 

rectangular door-frame of olive wood was made'. [1KI 6:33] Note: cf v. 31 li dazi'eda la mǤr duta anu 'the 
doorposts were pentagonal'. 

duya   See main entry: dțțr. heap. 

dțț   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

dțțb1   Note: verbal noun as noun n. height. li dțțb an wțț nǤba makir ayi' nǫ bi'ela 'a cubit and a half high'. [EXO 37:1] 
Lit: foot measure one and a.bit. Ka dǤbil wțsa dțțb an nǤbir makir ayǤpǤi nǫ pțsțk. 'side rooms ... The height 
of each was five cubits'. [1KI 6:10] InvNabstr: dț. See: dț. 

dțțb2   See main entry: dț. mount, go up, mount, cross. 

dțțr   Variant: duur. Form: dțya. Variant: duya. n. heap. Pu'ab la kpa'asid ki la digin nǫ dțțr. The women pour out the 

millet and put it down in a heap. [House+Farm] Ka ba la'as kuga dț'țs dțțr. 'they took stones and piled them in a 
heap'. [GEN 31:46] Digilimini ba dțya ayi' teŋ la za'anǤǤrin 'Put them in two piles at the entrance of the city gate'. 
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[2KI 10:8] Colloc: titanbin'isdțțr ‘sandbank’. Ka anrțŋ la tț'țs titanbin'isdțțr. 'But the ship hit a sandbank'. 

[ACT 27:41] Colloc: dțțr-dțțr ‘in heaps’. (o na) la'as banǫ kpi la digil dțțr-dțțr 'heaping up the dead'. [PSA 

110:6] Lit: (he will) gather those who have died and put them down in heaps. Sim: gțmm, kuda-kuda, kțk32. Etym: 
OVN *DU-DI/A ; vc4 *pu ɗ. See: dț. 

dțțr-dțțr   id. in heaps. o na ... la'as banǫ kpi la digil dțțr-dțțr 'heaping up the dead'. [PSA 110:6] Sim: gțmm, 

kuda-kuda, kțk32. Ba da mǤri li na digil dțțr-dțțr. ... Hezekia da bu'os maanmaannib nǫ Levi dim la 

la'abanǫ dig kuda-kuda la yǫla 'they stacked the produce in heaps. ... Hezekiah consulted the priests and the 
Levites about these heaps,'. [2CH 31:6 ... 9] 

dțțsa1   See main entry: dțțsir. steps. 

dțțsa2   n.pl. fodder [type]. Hali niigi nǫ bțmis banǫ ka ya mǤri ba tțm la na Ǥnb yamkpi'emis ka mu'a dțțsa nǫ bisi. 
'The oxen and donkeys that work the soil will eat fodder and mash'. [ISA 30:24] 

dțțsir   Form: dțțsa1. n.pl. steps. Gbigima pii nǫ ayi' da zi'e dțțsa ayuobț la ni, ka yinne bǫ dțțsir wțsa naarin. 
'Twelve lions stood on the six steps, one at either end of each step.'. [2CH 9:19] Da maali dțțsa dțț paae maan 

bimbim la zugǤ 'Do not build an altar for me with steps leading up to it'. [EXO 20:26] Na'am zin'isir bimbim la da 

mǤri dțțsa yakir ayuobț 'The throne had six steps'. [2CH 9:18] Colloc: (zaba) dțțsa2 ‘[used in the Bible for] 
siege ramps’. Note: man-made hills of earth and stones put up against city walls so that attackers can climb up to the top 
Mǫǫm dțțsa gilig tempțțg la Build siege-ramps around the city. [EZK 4:2] See: dț. 

duu   id. whoosh! (sound of grinding). Duu, duu, o nǫǫm naae. Whoosh, whoosh! she finishes grinding. [House+Farm] 

duul   Form: duula. n. sth. dangerous "(including words or deeds)" [MA]. Awintțma daa yǫl ye, piima nǫ bileti nǫ 

baris nǫ bțn linǫ na tun'e vțdig nid la anǫ duula. Awintuma had said that needles and blades and razors and 
anything which can pierce a person are dangers. [AIDS-I] 

duula   See main entry: duul. dangers. 

duundiŋ   Form: duundis. n. musical instrument [type]. Note: "The one made with horse ‘tail’." [MA] on li'el yin na la o wțm 

ka duundis nwǫ'ǫd 'when he came close to the house, he heard the music'. [LUK 15:25] Duomi, yanam banǫ 

nwǫ'ǫd kǤna nǫ duundis la! 'Awake, harp and lyre'. [PSA 108:2] Sim: kǤn1. Note: "Some use the names 

interchangeably." [MA] Sim: googi. 

duundis   See main entry: duundiŋ. instrument. 

duur   See main entry: dțțr. heap. 

duus   Variant: duusi. Form: duusid. Form: duusim!. Form: duusțg. Variant: duusug. v. to wipe. Ka Ama tțm bǤdiba la 

ku'okanǫ an ma'ae la ni duus dian'ad nǫ ziim la o niŋin la. And Ama put a towel in cool water and wiped the 

dirt and blood from his body. [Trouble] ZugsǤb onǫ an Paŋ SǤb la na duus ninta'am sǤ' wțsa nindaan 'The 
Sovereign Lord will wipe away the tears from all faces'. [ISA 25:8] O da bǤǤdi m duusi ba. He wanted me to polish 
them. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba saasi li (sț'țg) nǫ ka maali duusi li 'It (sword) is sharpened and polished'. [EZK 21:11] M 

anǫ ta'adduus, m duusid nǫ ka zappid ta'adkțgis nǫ ta'adgǫǫdis. I'm a shoeshine-boy, I polish and repair 

shoes and 'cross-sandals'. [Shoeshine-Boy] Fț ya'a mǤri fț fuug bǫǫ nu'usi duusid nimpuud bǫǫ mǫmǫǫdǫǫ li 

mǤri ban'as la lǤmisid nidib. If you use your shirt or your hand to wipe matter or mucus from the eye, it will have 
the disease (on it) and infect people. [Trachoma] o ... pin'ili piesid o nya'andǤlib la nǤba, ka duusidi ba nǫ pien 

kanǫ ka o lǤ o siaa la 'he ... began to wash the disciples' feet and dry them with the towel round his waist'. [JHN 13:5] 
SǤ' na yǫl ye m duusim o ta'ada n tis o Someone will say that I should shine his shoes for him. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Ta'ada duusțg la da kǫya ka m keŋ nǤba n kaae Ankara pala la wțsa. Shining shoes made me walk around all 
the streets of Accra. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: duus ta'ada ‘shine shoes’. Man da pț an wțț banǫ duusid ta'ada ka 

pț mǤr gbǫǫnsir la,  man da gbǫǫndi dǤsțŋțn ka li la'ad wțsa bǫ. I wasn't like the homeless shoeshine boys; 

I stayed in a good furnished room. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: ǫǫns1. See: ta'adduus. 

duusi   See main entry: duus. wipe. 

duusid   See main entry: duus. wipe. 

duusim!   See main entry: duus. wipe. 

duusțg   See main entry: duus. wipe. 
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duusug   See main entry: duus. wipe. 

Ű  -  ǫ 

ɛhɛɛn   See main entry: ǫnhǫǫn. ah! 

ɛka   See main entry: eka. acre. 

ɛkka   See main entry: eka. acre. 

ǫl   Form: ǫlim!. v. to marry. Daar yinne ka o sabua kǫn o san'an na ka o yǫl o ye on bǤǤdi o kena ǫl o ka ba la'am 

bǫ. One day his girlfriend came to him and said that she wanted to come and marry him so that they could be 
together. [Billygoat] O ya'a ǫl on, o ma pțțg na piee. If she married him, her mother would be happy. [Akelsa] 
Azilim-zilim da yǫl o sabua Atokum-tokum ye o basim sakur la ka o ǫl o ka ba maal pu'adiir malțŋ ka 

zi'in nǫ taaba. Azilim-zilim said to his girlfriend Atokum-tokum that she should leave school and get married to 

him so they would perform the marriage rites and live together. [Asaasim] O ma da yǫl o ye o ǫlim anǤ'Ǥnǫ? Who 
did her mother say she should get engaged to? [Billygoat] M bu'osinif ye fț na ǫlim I'd like to propose to you. 

[Trouble] Lit: ask you to marry me. SynD: kul2, di18. See: pu'a-ǫliŋ. 

ǫlim!   See main entry: ǫl. marry. 

ǫnbig   Variant: enbig. Form: ǫnbigir. v. to scratch, sign to sb. with the finger. Ka ban da yis Daniel na la, si'el-si'el da 

pț ǫnbig oo bǤzugǤ o da niŋ o Wina'am yadda. 'And when Daniel was lifted from the den, no wound was 

found on him, because he had trusted in his God.'. [DAN 6:23] Lit: nothing at all had scratched him. Ka Simon Pita 

ǫnbig nya'andǤl la ka yǫl o ye, “Bu'osim o onǫ yǫla ka o pian'ad la.” 'Simon Peter motioned to this disciple and 
said, “Ask him which one he means.”  '. [JHN 13:34] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ dǫŋi ǫnbig sǤlțŋ la? Who was the first one to ask for 
a story? [Trouble] Mult: ǫnbis ‘scratch’; Sim: pie3, pǫǫn ‘to scratch (as fowls do)’; kǤnrig ‘to scratch sb. (injury)’. 

ǫnbigir   See main entry: ǫnbig. scratch. 

ǫnbis   Variant: enbis; ǫnbisi. Form: ǫnbisid. Form: ǫnbisțg. Variant: enbusug. v. to scratch. fțn nǤkim sǫwiesi ǫnbisi fț 

mǫŋ you have to take potsherds and scratch yourself. [You-Heard?] Job nǤk sǫwia ǫnbisid o mǫŋ 'Job took a piece 
of a broken pot to scratch himself'. [JOB 2:8] ZugsǤb la na ... kǫ ka ya niŋgbina wțsa an fǫn'ǫd ka ya ǫnbisid ka 

kț nyǫ li tiim 'The Lord will afflict you with ... festering sores and the itch, from which you cannot be cured'. [DEU 

28:27] Unit: ǫnbig ‘sign, signal’; Sim: pǫǫn ‘to scratch (as fowls do)’; kǤnrig ‘to scratch sb. (injury)’. 

ǫnbisi   See main entry: ǫnbis. scratch. 

ǫnbisid   See main entry: ǫnbis. scratch. 

ǫnbisțg   See main entry: ǫnbis. scratch. 

ǫnd1   Variant: end; ǫndi. Form: ǫnt. Variant: ǫnti. Form: ǫndib. Variant: endib. v. to block [a hole], stop one's ears, cover 

sth. Na'ab Solomon da ... lǫm mǫǫ o saam David tempțțg la zaŋguoma la zin'ibanǫ da nam pț mǫǫ ǫnd la 
'Solomon ... had filled in the gap in the wall of the city of David his father'. [1KI 11:] Pian'abanǫ ka m yǫt la anǫ m 

mǫŋ pian'ad, m pugudiba, sǤ'ǤsǤ pț nǤki ba ǫndi m nǤǤrinǫ...' The words I am speaking are my own, auntie, 

nobody has put them into my mouth. [Trouble] ba ǫndi ba tțba ka tans nǫ kțkǤtitada 'they gave a great shout, 
and stopped their ears'. [ACT 7:57] Pian' banǫ ka m yǫt la anǫ m mǫŋ pian'ad, m pugudiba, SǤ'ǤsǤ pț nǤki ba 

ǫndi m nǤǤrinǫ The words I spoke were my own words, auntie, nobody stuffed my mouth with them. [Trouble] 
Kuug onǫ ka' daan nyaadnǫ ka ǫnti o tu'or. The mouse with no master tunnels and fills the hole up himself. 

[Proverb 234] Cpart: ǫndig ‘unblock’. 

ǫnd-2   See main entry: ǫndțg. anger. 

ǫndi   See main entry: ǫnd1. block [hole]. 

ǫndib   See main entry: ǫnd1. block [hole]. 

ǫndig   Variant: endig. Form: ǫndigir. Variant: endigir. v. to unplug. Note: take out a plug Cpart: ǫnd1 ‘to plug sth. up’. 

ǫndigir   See main entry: ǫndig. unplug. 
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ǫndțg   Variant: endug; ǫndțgǤ; endugo; ǫndțgǤǤ. Form: ǫnd-2. n. anger, resentment. ŰNDƒG SAMYI'ER. Paying Back a 

Grudge. [You-Heard? [heading]] Azin'inim sakur dǤǤgțn gba yț'țn da mǤri ǫndțg Sitting in the classroom was 

boring. [Shoeshine-Boy] Jonatan da duoe kțk la zug nǫ ǫndțg 'Jonathan got up from the table in a rage'. [1SA 20:34] 
Piem pțțgț tis o ka da tisid nǫ ǫndțgǤ. / Tisimi nǫ ya sțțnr wțsa ka da tisidi nǫ ǫndțgǤ 'Give generously 
to him and do so without a grudging heart'. [DEU 15:10 [draft]/[published Bible]] O vțm da pț pǫ'ǫli nǫ fara nǫ 

ǫndțgǤǤ? Was his life not filled with suffering and anger? [Trouble] M na tiǫn m nu'ug kpi'euŋ nǫ nu'ug kanǫ 

mǤr paŋ hali la, nǫ ǫndțgț zanli ya. 'I will rule over you with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm and with 
outpoured wrath. '. [EZK 20:33] Da kem paae ani, Yeboah. Űndkțdir la da bǫnǫ ani bǤǤd duor ya'as Don't go 
there, Yeboah. The old resentment was there and it is likely to arise again. [Trouble] Sim: sțnpǫǫn. Amaa 

nannanna, basimi sțnpǫǫn nǫ ǫndțg nǫ pțtǫn'ǫbǫ'ǫd 'But now you must get rid of all these things: anger, 
passion, and hateful feelings.'. [COL 3:8] 

ǫndțgǤ   See main entry: ǫndțg. anger. 

ǫndțgǤǤ   See main entry: ǫndțg. anger. 

ǫnhǫǫn  Variant: ehɛɛn; eheenn; eheenn; ɛnhee; ɛhɛɛn.  Note: ǫnhǫǫn is the preferred spelling, the others should be corrected [MA] 
ah! Ow ǫnhǫǫn! O da zin'inǫ o gadpțțr zug ka yț'țn kpǫn nyǫti li nyain. Aha! –  He sat up on his bed and 

suddenly saw it clearly. [Trouble] Ehɛɛn, nannanna fț yț'țn pian'ad nǫ nyain-nyain Ah! 'Now you are speaking 

clearly'. [JHN 16:29] Ehɛɛn! Ti san'ami ba! Aha! We have destroyed them! [LAM 2:16] Ɛnhee, kǤnbkaŋa anǫ mam 

kǤnbir ka niŋgbiŋ la mǫ an mam niŋgbiŋ. Aha! 'This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh'. [GEN 2:23] 
Ɛhɛɛn, sida yț'țn yina bǫǫ? Ah! The truth has finally come out, has it? [Fire] Pu'a kanǫ kuosid daam la daa kaas 

kuŋ ye, "Ɛhɛɛn, mam pț bǤǤd si'eli nwa!" The woman who was selling pito said "Oh dear! That's just what I 

didn't want!" [Electricity] 
ɛnhee   See main entry: ǫnhǫǫn. ah! 

ǫnrig   Variant: enrig; ǫnrigi. Form: ǫnrigim!. Form: ǫnrigir. Variant: enrigir. v. to move, make room. Luusi da dǤllimǫ 

ǫnrig bi'ela ka fǫndigi lǫb. Luusi moved with me a little, then turned back. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nebukadnǫza da 

ǫnrigi li'el bugum la 'Nebuchadnezzar went up to the door of the blazing furnace'. [DAN 3:26] Pu'a la daa n nyǫ 

baa la, o daa tans biis la ye ba ǫnrigim lǫb zin'ig yinne When the woman saw the leopard, she shouted to the 
boys to move back into one place. [You-Heard?] Note: baa for wǫbaa Mult: ǫnris. 

ǫnrigi   See main entry: ǫnrig. make room. 

ǫnrigim!   See main entry: ǫnrig. make room. 

ǫnrigir   See main entry: ǫnrig. make room. 

ǫnris   Variant: enris1. v. to move [many]. Unit: ǫnrig. 

ǫnris2   Variant: enris. Form: ǫnrisțg. Variant: enrusug. v. to clear the throat. 

ǫnrisțg   See main entry: ǫnris2. clear the throat. 

ɛnsig   See main entry: nyǫsig. miss. 

ǫnt   See main entry: ǫnd1. block [hole]. 

ǫnti   See main entry: ǫnd1. block [hole]. 

E  -  e 

EES   Variant: EEs; EESsǫ. n. AIDS, HIV-AIDS disease. Ti sǤb gbauŋ nwa ye li sțŋi ti Kțsaas ka ti baŋ EEs ban'as la 

yǫla. We are writing this book to help us, the Kusaas, to understand about the AIDS disease. [AIDS-Azuur] sǤ' ya'a 

mǤr yǫlbama wțsa o ni, on da kpǫn kțțs ye o mǤri EESsǫ. If someone has all these indications, then he will be 
judged as having AIDS. [AIDS-I] From: (Eng.) 

EEs   See main entry: EES. AIDS. 
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EESsǫ   See main entry: EES. AIDS. 

ehɛɛn   See main entry: ǫnhǫǫn. ah! 

eheenn   See main entry: ǫnhǫǫn. ah! 

eheenn   See main entry: ǫnhǫǫn. ah! 

eka   Variant: ɛka; ɛkka. n. an acre. (ba) da tț'țsi baa kț dap pisi, paalț kanǫ yalțŋț zem wțț eka pțsțk nǫ (they) 

'killed some twenty men in an area of about half an acre'. [1SA 14:14] li da na anǫ wțț ɛka pțsțk nǫ it was about 

half an acre. [Trouble] Ya'a ka' kawǫna pǤǤg ɛkka yinne la ma'aa ka mǤǤg bǫ la, pǤǤg la wțsa da anǫ nyain. 
Apart from one acre of the maize field where there were weeds, the whole farm was weeded. [Trouble] From: (Eng.) 

emeral   n. emerald. Note: used in the Bible for emerald, a kind of jewel Ka anaasi an emeral. (and) 'the fourth was emerald'. 

[REV 21:19] From: (Eng.) 
enbig   See main entry: ǫnbig. scratch. 

enbis   See main entry: ǫnbis. scratch. 

enbusug   See main entry: ǫnbis. scratch. 

end   See main entry: ǫnd1. block [hole]. 

endib   See main entry: ǫnd1. block [hole]. 

endig   See main entry: ǫndig. unplug. 

endigir   See main entry: ǫndig. unplug. 

endug   See main entry: ǫndțg. anger. 

endugo   See main entry: ǫndțg. anger. 

enrig   See main entry: ǫnrig. make room. 

enrigir   See main entry: ǫnrig. make room. 

enris   See main entry: ǫnris2. clear the throat. 

enris1   See main entry: ǫnris. move. 

enrusug   See main entry: ǫnris2. clear the throat. 

ensig   See main entry: nyǫsig. miss. 

enti   See main entry: ǫǫn2. continually [do sth. ~]. 

ŰŰ  -  ǫǫ 

ǫǫn1   Variant: eenn1. excl. yes. ǫǫn li anǫ sida yes it's true. [Three-Problems] Űǫn, ti siak ya, ti gban'e nǫ kpaam tțțma. 
Yes, we agree, we vote for the oil business. [Wealth-Is-Power] "M wțm ka fț pian'ad na'asaabugum la yǫla" ka o 

lǫbis o ye, "Űǫn, ǫǫn." "I hear that you are talking about electricity" and he answered "Yes, yes!" [Electricity] Űǫn, 

Na'aba, ala yim. 'Yes, certainly, your majesty.'. [DAN 3:24] “M keŋ bǤ Hibiru dim pu'ab la yinne na ... ?” ... “Űǫn, 

kem!” ' “Shall I go and get one of the Hebrew women ... ?”  ... “Yes, go,” '. [EXO 2:7-8] Cpart: ayei. Kuus zua anǫ 

Amus. The mouse is a friend of the cat. [Kittens+Mice] Űǫn bǫǫ ayei? Yes, or no? [Kittens+Mice] Kǫl ka ya, ‘Űǫn an 

ǫǫn’ ka ya, ‘Ayei an ayei’ 'let your ‘Yes’ be ‘Yes,’ and your ‘No,’ ‘No’'. [MAT 5:37] Űǫn, m ba'abiiga, m bǤǤd 

nyǤǤdi fț san'an 'Yes, brother, I am asking this favour of you as a fellow-Christian'. [PHM 1:20] 

ǫǫn2   Variant: eenn. Form: ǫǫnt. Variant: eent; ǫǫnti; enti; eenti. v. to continually/customarily do sth. Ku'om sțnfț ǫǫn 

mu'oe ka o zǤǤ nie bǫog. If the water is serious it will go on flowing till next day. [Proverb 271] m bǤǤdnǫ ye fț 

wǫlisi bigisim fțn ǫǫn niŋ si'em I wanted you to analyse and show me how you normally do it. [You-Do?] 
Saŋkanǫ ka ...ba nyǫ ka ligidi la zu'oe, na'ayir gbansǤbid la nǫ maanmaan kpǫǫm la ǫǫn baae ligidi la nǫ 
Whenever ... they saw that there was a large amount of money, the royal secretary and the officer of the chief 

priest would come and empty the chest'. [2CH 24:11] Nwǫnǫ bugum ǫǫn la'aŋ daad si'em ka kǫ ka ku'om lǫ'ǫg la 
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'As when fire sets twigs ablaze and causes water to boil'. [ISA 64:2] Daar wțsa m saam lǤr dǤribanam la yinnee 

ǫǫnti mǤrimǫ keŋ sakurin Every day one of my father's lorry-drivers would take me to school. [Shoeshine-Boy] O 

kǫ ka ... ku'om daa ǫǫnti tansid zin'isi'a la kțdig bar-bar 'He turns rivers into desert, springs of water into 
parched ground'. [PSA 107:33] Lit: the place where water used to burst out. Tembibis banǫ ka nif nǤdir an yǫl la, li 

ǫǫnti pin'ili biilimin Local people who have a problem with trachoma, it usually starts in childhood. [Trachoma] 
ahaan! m gban'af, m yț'țn baŋ onǫ ǫǫnti ditti m busa la. Aha! I've caught you! Now I know who's been eating 
my yam-slices! [Wonderwoman] Ba ǫǫnti fuonǫ gbinin gun'a ka nyaan fuoe nǤbirin gun'a. They usually pull out 
the thorn in the bottom and then the one in the foot. [Proverb 152] Sim: yiiti ‘usually [adv.]’. 

ǫǫnb-   See main entry: ǫǫnbir1. foundation. 

ǫǫnb1   Variant: eenb; eenbe; ǫǫnbi. Form: ǫǫnbim!. Variant: ǫǫnbimi!. Form: ǫǫnbir. Variant: eenbir. v. to found, lay 

foundations. Tanmǫǫdib la da ǫǫnb ǫǫnbiri naae la 'When the builders had laid the foundation'. [EZR 3:10] 
Tǫn'ǫsimi nǫ'ǫŋa yǫla sț'țŋa lin yi zinaa ken, lin daa an si'em tisi ya ka ya nyaan pin'ili ǫǫnb ZugsǤb 

Pț'țsim Yir la. 'Now give careful thought to this from this day on– consider how things were before one stone was 
laid on another in the Lord's temple'. [HAG 2:15] Wina'am da zaŋ Yesu Kristo ka o an ǫǫnbir la. Űǫnbir si'a lǫn 

kae ka sǤ' na nyaŋi ǫǫnbǫ. 'God has already placed Jesus Christ as the one and only foundation, and no other 
foundation can be laid.'. [1CO 3:11] m na ...  nǤk kugvǫnla ǫǫnbi fț ǫǫnbir 'I will rebuild your foundations with 
precious stones'. [ISA 54:11] Űǫnbimi ǫǫnbir la 'let its foundations be laid'. [EZR 6:3] Cpart: kuoe ‘top-off, complete a 
building’. Zerubabǫl nu'usi ǫǫnb Pț'țsim Yikaŋa; o nu'usi na lǫn kuoe li. 'Zerubbabel has laid the foundation 
of the Temple, and he will finish the building'. [ZEC 4:9] See: ǫǫnbir1. 

ǫǫnbi   See main entry: ǫǫnb1. lay foundation. 

ǫǫnbim!   See main entry: ǫǫnb1. lay foundation. 

ǫǫnbimi!   See main entry: ǫǫnb1. lay foundation. 

ǫǫnbir   See main entry: ǫǫnb1. lay foundation. 

ǫǫnbir1   Variant: eenbir; ǫǫnbiri; ǫǫnbirǫ; eenbire. Form: ǫǫnb-. Variant: eenb-. n. a foundation. First course in traditional 
wall-building with 'swish' applied direct without being dried into bricks. (second/middle courses are called 

sțn'țlțg yinne , ayi'  &c. ), top course is kuor [TN]. TǤ'ǤtǤ ka teŋ dam hali ka sanrega dǤǤg ǫǫnbir la mǫ 

dammid. 'Suddenly there was such a violent earthquake that the foundations of the prison were shaken.'. [ACT 

16:26] Wina'am da zaŋ Yesu Kristo ka o an ǫǫnbir la. Űǫnbir si'a lǫn kae ka sǤ' na nyaŋi ǫǫnbǫ. 'God has 
already placed Jesus Christ as the one and only foundation, and no other foundation can be laid.'. [1CO 3:11] Ba kț 

nǤk tampinsi'a fț san'anǫ maal lǤdigin kugir, bǫǫ nǤki fț kugsi'a digil ǫǫnbirǫ 'No rock will be taken from 
you for a cornerstone, nor any stone for a foundation'. [JER 51:26] Tanmǫǫdib la da ǫǫnb ǫǫnbiri naae la 'When the 

builders had laid the foundation'. [EZR 3:10] Wina'am ǫǫnbkpi'euŋ la zi'enǫ kiŋ-kiŋ 'God has laid a 
foundation-stone, and it stands firm'. [2TI 2:19] Colloc: eenbirin ‘in/on/from foundation’. Na'ab Solomon n da 

gban'e ye o tțm si'el la wțsa, ba da tțmi li, lin pin'il ZugsǤb Yir la ǫǫnbirin, keŋ paae li bǫn. 'All Solomon's 
work was carried out, from the day the foundation of the temple of the Lord was laid until its completion.'. [2CH 

8:16] Cpart: kuor ‘eaves’. din naan ǫǫnbirin la paae kuor la bǫn la 'from the foundations to the eaves'. [1KI 7:9] 
See: ǫǫnb1. 

ǫǫnbirǫ   See main entry: ǫǫnbir1. foundation. 

ǫǫnbiri   See main entry: ǫǫnbir1. foundation. 

ǫǫns1   Variant: eens; ǫǫnsi. Form: ǫǫnsid. Variant: ǫǫnsidi. Form: ǫǫnsțg. Variant: eensug. v. to wipe. Baaba Apul daa 

ǫǫns o fitanam la nǫ ka niŋ karinzi Baaba Apul cleaned his lamps and put kerosene in them. [Fire] Ama fian'as 

ka ǫǫns o nyǤnya wțț bibil nǫ. Ama sniffed and wiped her nose like a little kid. [Trouble] O ǫǫnti ... nǤk nu'ugu 

ǫǫns ku'oyuosa la li gbinnin She always uses her hand to wipe the drips of its bottom. [Trouble] o tțm o kǤlțgțn 

la fuoe pinkțdțg na ka nǤk o ankita ǫǫns piim la. he felt in his bag and dug out an old needle, and wiped it with 
his handkerchief. [AIDS-I] Ka Wina'am na ǫǫns ninta'am wțsa ba nini ni. 'And God will wipe away every tear 
from their eyes.'. [REV 7:17] Mǫǫri onǫ daa kpa'ae kpasǤǤndim walig Yesu nǤba ka zaŋ o zuobidi ǫǫnsi ba la 

tațn an Lazarus onǫ ka' laafi la. 'This Mary was the one who poured the perfume on the Lord's feet and wiped 

them with her hair; it was her brother Lazarus who was ill.'. [JHN 11:2] Nimo ǫǫnsid ku'okanǫ yuod o nindaan la. 
Nimo was wiping the water that ran down her face. [Trouble] Bipumis la sieba da kuosidi bodobodo nǫ bisket 
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nǫ dinǫ ka ba mǤri ǫǫnsid gbin la Some girls were selling bread and biscuits and toilet paper. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Lit: what they use to wipe bottom. O pugudib da ǫǫnsidi ninta'am o nini ni. His aunt wiped the tears from his 
face. [Trouble] Unit: iǫn; Sim: duus. 

-ǫǫns2   See main entry: -ian. claw. 

ǫǫnsi   See main entry: ǫǫns1. wipe. 

ǫǫnsid   See main entry: ǫǫns1. wipe. 

ǫǫnsidi   See main entry: ǫǫns1. wipe. 

ǫǫnsțg   See main entry: ǫǫns1. wipe. 

ǫǫnt   See main entry: ǫǫn2. continually [do sth. ~]. 

ǫǫnti   See main entry: ǫǫn2. continually [do sth. ~]. 

EE  -  ee 

eed [N] See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

eenb   See main entry: ǫǫnb1. lay foundation. 

eenb-   See main entry: ǫǫnbir1. foundation. 

eenbe   See main entry: ǫǫnb1. lay foundation. 

eenbir   See main entry: ǫǫnb1. lay foundation. 

eenbir   See main entry: ǫǫnbir1. foundation. 

eenbire   See main entry: ǫǫnbir1. foundation. 

eenn   See main entry: ǫǫn2. continually [do sth. ~]. 

eenn1   See main entry: ǫǫn1. yes. 

eens   See main entry: ǫǫns1. wipe. 

-eens   See main entry: -ian. claw. 

eensug   See main entry: ǫǫns1. wipe. 

eent   See main entry: ǫǫn2. continually [do sth. ~]. 

eenti   See main entry: ǫǫn2. continually [do sth. ~]. 

F  -  f 

-f   pn.sx. thee [object suffix]. ahaan! m gban'af, m yț'țn baŋ onǫ ǫǫnti ditti m busa la. Aha! I've caught you! Now 

I know who's been eating my yams! [Wonderwoman] m na kǫ ka agaand mǤr diibi kenna tisidif anina 'I have 
ordered the ravens to feed you there'. [1KI 17:4] Lit: I will let .... Gbauŋ kaŋa yisnǫ yǫlkpana teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni 

ka fț ya'a karim, li na sțŋif. This booklet sets out the main points of the constitution, and if you read it it will 
help you. [Constitution] Na'aba, m mǤr yǫlsu'adir ye m yǫlif. 'I have a secret message for you, O king.'. [JDG 3:19] Li 

anǫ m bǤǤdim ye m yǤǤf nǫ banǫ yuolim la azinzema. 'I choose to give the last man the same as you.'. [MAT 

20:14] Ba kț ti duoe dammțf hali ka vaae fț la'adi gaadǫǫ? Will they not arise and make you tremble and take 
your possessions away? [HAB 2:7] Sim: -m2 ‘[1st. person]’. See: fț, fǤ. 

fa1   Variant: faa2; fanǫ. Form: faad2. Variant: faadi1. Form: faadnǫ. Form: faab. v. to lie, tell a lie. fț ya'a tu'asi fț 

sidaa li mǤr nyǤǤdi gat fțn na fa if you speak your truth it is more profitable than if you should lie. [Fire] m ku fa 

David 'I will not lie to David'. [PSA 89:35] ba anǫ m bibanǫ kț faa ma 'they are ... children who will not play me 
false'. [ISA 63:8] Fț fanǫ! Ti ZugsǤb Wina'am la pț yǫlif ye, ‘Da keŋi Egipt teŋinǫ zin'in ani.’ 'You are lying! The 
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Lord our God has not sent you to say, ‘You must not go to Egypt to settle there.’ '. [JER 43:2] Banǫ faad la fț 

san'amidi ba nǫ 'You destroy those who tell lies'. [PSA 5:6] BǤyǫl ka o faadi tisid sakurbila? Why did he lie to the 
schoolchild? [Trouble] ZugsǤb ... la yǫt si'eli nwa, ... Ahab nǫ ... Zedekaya yǫla ye, ban banǫ mǤri m yț'țri 

faadi ya la The Lord ... has spoken about Ahab  and Zedekiah, who are telling you lies in his name.'. [JER 29:21] 
kpǫǫm faadnǫ the elder is lying. [Trouble] Res: faad1 ‘a lie’. Ba gțdi ba zilima wțț tiraug nǫ, bǤǤd ye ba fa faad. 
'They make ready their tongue like a bow, to shoot lies'. [JER 9:3] See: faad1; dafaam. 

fa-2   See main entry: faar. inheritance. 

fabil-   See main entry: fabilțg1. complaint. 

fabil1   Variant: fabili; fabul. Form: fabilnǫ. Form: fabin. Form: fabinnǫ. Form: fabilim!. Variant: fabilimi!. 

Form: fabțlțg. Variant: fabilțg2; fabulug; fabțlțgǤ; fabulugo; fabțlțgț. v. to complain, worry. Note: recite ones 

problems, to oneself or aloud, in the hope that somebody will help Ka ba sǤnsțg pțțgin ka Mpuaka fabil ye on daa 

paammǫ sțmbǤto ayi' ma'aa In their conversation, Mpuaka complained that she had only received two bags of 
groundnuts. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ka dunia kpikpinkpinnib mǫ kaas ka fabil o zug, sǤ' kae na lǫn da' ba la'ad la 

zug. The merchants of the earth also cry and mourn for her, because no one buys their goods any longer. [REV 18:11] 
On fabili naae la, ka dau la la' When she had finished complaining, the man laughed. [You-Heard?] Ka o ya'a kaas 

ka fabili tisim, mam na wțm, bǤzugǤ m anǫ nimbaanlzǤt. 'When he cries out to me, I will hear, for I am 
compassionate.'. [EXO 22:27] m fabilnǫ hali ka m paŋ ti naae I worried so much that my strength failed. [PSA 77:3] 
o nyǫ ka nidib bǫdegț la'asi vuud ka kaasid, ka fabin hali 'he found a great commotion, with loud crying and 
wailing'. [MRK 5:38] On nam bǫǫ ani fabin sansi'a la ka bugum kpǫn niŋ pillim dii kpǫn kanb o dǤǤg 

mus-mus-mus When he was still there lamenting his lot fire suddenly broke out and burnt his room whoosh! 

[You-Heard?] daba ayi' nwa, Luusi fabinnǫ ye o pțțgț daam o a couple of days ago Luusi was complaining that 

her stomach was troubling her. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nidib la fabinnǫ ieed ban na paam si'eli di 'Her people groan as 
they look for something to eat'. [LAM 1:11] Fabilim baanlimm; da kum onǫ kpi la yǫllǫ. 'Groan quietly; do not 
mourn for the dead.'. [EZK 24:17] yǫǫmi bǤto fuudi pa'ali ya sțnsa'aŋ, fabilimi ka kumi 'put on sackcloth, lament 
and wail'. [JER 4:8] Fabțlțg Lamentations. [LAM 1:1 [Book Title]] BǤǤ kǫ ka ... fț lal nǫ hali, ka pț wțmi m fabțlțgǤ? 
'Why are you ... so far from heeding my groans?'. [PSA 22:1] ZugsǤb onǫ an Israel Wina'am ka ya daa tțmim ye 

m mǤri ya fabțlțgț keŋ o san'an la 'Lord, the God of Israel, to whom you sent me to present your petition'. [JER 

44:9] Sim: nyǤnl ‘complain directly to or about somebody, demanding a solution’. See: fabilțg1. 

fabili   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fabilim!   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fabilimi!   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fabilnǫ   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fabilțg1   Form: fabțla. Form: fabil-. n. a complaint, worry. M da tu'as o lin daa niŋ si'em ka li bǤdig, amaa m fabilțg 

la wțsaa o da li' o tțba nǫ. I explained to him how it came to get lost, but my sad story made no impression on 
him. [Shoeshine-Boy] Wina'am pț kǫlisidi ba fabilyǫǫd la 'God does not listen to their empty plea'. [JOB 35:13] 
FABƒLA LAMENTATIONS. [LAM 1:1 [Book Title]] See: fabil1. 

fabilțg2   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fabin   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fabinnǫ   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fabțla   See main entry: fabilțg1. complaint. 

fabțlțg   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fabțlțgǤ   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fabțlțgț   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fabul   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fabulug   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 
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fabulugo   See main entry: fabil1. complain. 

fadir   n. a fool, scruffy person. Amaa pu'a ya'a pț tun'e maali o zak titu'aa nǫ on anǫ fadir ka ka'a yalim. But a 
woman who can't manage to keep her yard tidy is messy, not a fool. [Asaasim] 

fadit   Variant: fadita. Form: faditib. Variant: fadittib; faditibaa. n. an heir. m anǫ onǫ na nyaŋi dii ya faar, amaa onǫ 

an fadit bǫǫ gaad man I am one who could inherit, but there is someone who is a closer heir than me. [RUT 3:12] 
Siig Kasi tabilțg zanbin la kǫ ka ti la'am an fadittib nǫ Kristo. the sign of the presence of the Holy Spirit makes 
us fellow-heirs with Christ. [Bible-Study] Israel pț mǤr biribisǫǫ? O pț mǤr faditibaa? 'Has Israel no sons? Has 
she no heirs?'. [JER 49:1] See: faar; di1. 

fadita   See main entry: fadit. heir. 

faditib   See main entry: fadit. heir. 

faditibaa   See main entry: fadit. heir. 

fadittib   See main entry: fadit. heir. 

fa'   excl. oh please! Nannanna, m mǤri bțn yinne bǤǤd ye m sǤsif; fa' da zan'asǫ! 'And now I have one request to 

make; please do not refuse me.'. [1KI 2:16] Ka na'ab la ye, "Fa'! Fț naae yǫla, zaŋi la." The chief said "Please, you 
have finished the business, that's all!" [Kittens+Mice] Ka o yǫl nwiig ye, "Fa', nwiiga, yǫlim niiŋ la bǫ agǤl la ye o 

basim yțțma la." He said to the rope, "Please, rope, tell the bird up there to stop singing!" [Trouble] Note: correcting 

agǫl  to agǤl [TN] Fa' kenken. Please, welcome! [Three-Problems] Mbun, fa' nǤkim nwanzak na ka m vaae 

bugulim keŋ pǤǤgin. Mbun, please bring me an old calabash so I can collect manure and go to the farm. [MA] 
Sim: bǫlim. Fa', Adu, bisțŋǤ, zǤm buol o na, m bǫlimnǫ. Please, Adu, be a good lad and run and call her, please. 
[Trouble] 

fa'ar[W]   See main entry: faar. inheritance. 

fa'as   Variant: fa'asi. Form: fa'asa. Form: fa'asnǫ. Form: fa'asțg2. v. to be light (weight). Dunia la tǫǫns wțsa ... fa'as 

nǫ nwǫnǫ uusțg nǫ 'the nations ... are as light as dust'. [ISA 40:15] Sim: fak; Cpart: tǫbis ‘be heavy’. Da mǤri dinǫ 

makid la'ad tǫbisim la zin'is ayi' ya kǤlțgin ka yinne tǫbis ka yinne fa'asa 'Do not have two differing weights 
in your bag – one heavy, one light.'. [DEU 25:13] Note: corrected from fa'as [MA]  See: fak; -fa'asțg; zufa'as; 

zufa'asim. 

fa'asa   See main entry: fa'as. light weight. 

fa'asa   See main entry: -fa'asțg1. light(-weight). 

fa'asi   See main entry: fa'as. light weight. 

fa'asnǫ  See main entry: fa'as. light weight. 

-fa'asțg1   Variant: fa'asug [N]; fasug. Form: fa'asa. adj. light(-weight). See: fa'as. 

fa'asțg2   See main entry: fa'as. light weight. 

fa'asug[N]   See main entry: -fa'asțg1. light(-weight). 

fak   Variant: faki. Form: faknǫ. Variant: fakne. Form: fakid. Variant: fakidi. v. 1 • to be light, lighten (weight). Biig la 

ya'a mu'a siak, fț na nyǫ ka o mǫŋ bas ka bin'isira mǫ fak. When the baby has sucked enough, you will see 
that it releases (the nipple) of its own accord, and the breast/s is/are lightened. [Breastfeeding] fț ya'a nyǫ ka o țk o 

nwadis piiga biig la, li nwǫnǫ o faknǫ wțț vațng nǫ. if you see that she picks up her ten-month-old baby, its is 
as if it was as light as a leaf. [Trouble] Ban dii siak la ka nǤk linǫ kpǫlim la lǤb ku'omin, ye anrțŋ la fak. 'When 
they had eaten as much as they wanted, they lightened the ship by throwing the grain into the sea.'. [ACT 27:38] Ka 

ba vaae anrțŋ la la'adi lǤbi bas Atǫuk la pțțgin ye li faki tisi ba. 'And they threw the cargo into the sea to 

lighten the ship.'. [JOB 1:5] Cpart: tǫbis ‘be heavy’. M yǤksin daug la faknǫ ka m ziid la pț tǫbisa. 'For my yoke 
is easy and my burden is light.'. [MAT 11:30] Sim: fa'as, -fa'asțg. 
2 • to disgrace, be disgraced. la'amnǫ ban fakid o si'em la, Yaro nan kpǫn ken Buanyo nǫ however much they 

abused him, Yaro still went to Buanyo. [Trouble] Note: usu. in the Colloc: fak zug. Ba'abțgțdib la na di nyan, ka 

banǫ nyǫt la zug fak. 'The seers will be ashamed and the diviners disgraced.'. [MIC 3:7] Ba na faki ya zut 'you will 

be disgraced'. [ISA 1:29] Ba kǫǫnd, ka fakidi ba taaba zut 'They are gossips, slanderers'. [ROM 1:29-30] 
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faki   See main entry: fak. lighten [weight], disgraced. 

fakid   See main entry: fak. lighten [weight], disgraced. 

fakidi   See main entry: fak. lighten [weight], disgraced. 

faknǫ   See main entry: fak. lighten [weight], disgraced. 

fakne   See main entry: fak. lighten [weight], disgraced. 

fal1   Form: fala. Form: fal-2. n. a space. Ka o du'a o biribiŋ kpǫŋ, ka vil biig la nǫ fuugț digil o kǤnbid yam daka 

pțțgin, bǤzugǤ fal daa kae saam yin la ka ba na gbǫǫn. and she gave birth to her firstborn, a son. She wrapped 

him in cloths and placed him in a manger, because there was no room for them in the inn.'. [LUK 2:7] o tǫn'ǫsțg 

wțsa pțțgin, fal kae tis Wina'am. 'in all his thoughts there is no room for God'. [PSA 10:4] Ba ki'ed ki la diginnǫ 

fal fal. They are reaping millet and laying it down in rows. [House+Farm] LǤrnamǫ ǫǫnti vi' ka pț ken tǤ'ǤtǤ la ni 

ka ban kpǫm paam falli kuosidi ba la'ad la ani. As the lorries were held up and didn't set off quickly, the people 

who had found a space were selling their goods there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ban gaad la, ka li nwǫnǫ Mansa pa'a 

gurinnǫ falkan la, o ye, 'Sida, m kenǫ na nǫ yǫla.' When they had gone, it seemed like Mansa was staying in that 
place; he said 'In fact, I came here on business." [Trouble] Sim: paalț. 

fal-2   See main entry: fal1. space. 

fala   See main entry: fal1. space. 

falaambuda   excl. wow! He, hee, falaambuda hmm, A-zin'-teŋinǫ mi' mǤǤr. Hey, hey, wow! humm, Mr. 

Sit-on-the-Ground knows how to strive! [You-Heard?] Ka na'ab tans ye, Falaambuda! Ya nyǫ yaa? And the chief 
shouted "Wow! Do you see? [Kittens+Mice-] 

fan   See main entry: fan'. seize, save. 

fanb   Variant: fanbi. v. to smash sb./sth. down. Note: human or animal to hurt or kill Ba fanbi ba biliesi kțț bas suoya la 

ni yǤǤg-yǤǤg. 'Her infants were dashed to pieces at the head of every street.'. [NAM 3:10] Ba na fanb yanam nǫ ya 

biis banǫ ka zaŋguom giligi ya la teŋin 'They will dash you to the ground, you and the children within your 

walls. '. [LUK 19:44] Ba na fanbi ba bilies teŋin kțț ba 'their babes will be battered to death'. [ISA 16:16] 
Unit: fanbig. See: fanbig. 

fanbi   See main entry: fanb. smash down. 

fanbig   v. smash sth. down. Note: human or animal to hurt or kill Fț na ... kțț ba dasam la wțsa nǫ sț'țg, ka nǤki ba 

bilies la fanbig teŋ 'you will  ... kill their young men with the sword, dash their little children to the ground'. [2KI 

8:12] Gen: fanb. See: fanb. 

fanǫ   See main entry: fa1. lie. 

fan'   Variant: fan. Form: fannǫ. Form: faand3. v. 1 • seize, 'confiscate' [Gh.], rob. Banǫ nam mi' tțm taal teŋgbauŋ la 

lub yǫla bǫǫ fan' bǫǫ zam 'those who have been convicted for an offence involving the security of the State, 
fraud, dishonesty'. [Constitution] Ninsaal na nyaŋi fan' Wina'am? La'am nǫ wala ya faandim 'Will a man rob 
God? Yet you rob me.'. [MAL 3:8] Ka bǤǤd ye ba bǫnd o, ka o nǤǤr ti faan pian' pian'abǫ'ǫd ka ba gban'e o. 
'trying to lay traps for him and catch him saying something wrong'. [LUK 11:54] Sim: faaǫn, zǫ; Colloc: fan' nu'ug 
‘presume, usurp, take too much upon yourself’. Buama teŋinǫ, bayǫog fannǫ nu'ug. In the land of Buama, a 
gossip is (considered) presumptuous. [Trouble] Li yț'țn da kena fannǫ nu'ug ka man na niŋ si'em kae It got to 
be considered so presumptuous that there was nothing I could do. [Shoeshine-Boy] Yanam Levi dǤǤg dim la fannǫ 

nu'ug. 'You take too much on yourselves, you Levites.'. [NUM 16:7] ba ma pțțgin ka ba fan' nu'ug 'Even from 
birth (they) go astray'. [PSA 58:3 [draft]] 
2 • to save, rescue. Nimo da fan nidib pamm nyǤvțya yțma banǫ gaad la. Nimo had saved many people's lives 

in earlier years. [Trouble] Sim: faaǫn. See: faaǫn. 

fannǫ   See main entry: fan'. seize, save. 

fanr   Variant: fanri. Form: fanrid. Variant: farid. v. to strip sth. off. Tinamǫ daa an biis la, ti daa yiiti keŋnǫ fanr 

tanama pin' ka li bi'ig ka ti di ka kuos sieba. When we were children, we shook down sheafruits and buried 

them to ripen and then we ate some and sold some. [MA] Ba kț vuoǫn ka fanr o wala la ka o kțdigǫǫ? 'Will it not 
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be uprooted and stripped of its fruit so that it withers?'. [EZK 17:9] Li na nwǫnǫ bunib saŋa ka ba fanr olif tiig 

wala 'as when an olive tree is ... stripped at the end of the vintage'. [ISA 24:13] Ya-nya'aŋ sisi'em da kǫ ka li kțdigi 

gǤbilim ka fanri li wala la 'The east wind made it shrivel, it was stripped of its fruit'. [EZK 19:12] nwadbibis la yi 

saŋgbauŋin lit teŋin na nwǫnǫ kekama ka sisi'em ǫǫnti da'adi fanrid kekankansa ka li sțțgidi lit teŋin 

si'em la 'the stars in the sky fell to earth, as late figs drop from a fig tree when shaken by a strong wind'. [REV 6:13] 
Ba pț fanrid tan'aŋ m pin'id o gbinin nǫ. They don't strip a sheatree and hide (the fruit) underneath it. [Assasim 

302 Proverb 119] Mult: fanris; Sim: si1, fulig ‘strip off, flay’. See: fanris. 

fanri   See main entry: fanr. strip. 

fanrid   See main entry: fanr. strip. 

fanrig   Variant: fanrigi. v. to push past/through. Ka o nyǫ ka si'el fanrig o baba gaad. And he saw that something had 

rushed and passed by him and gone off. [Trouble] Appiah da bǫ yin Nimo nǫ Mahama da fanrigi kpǫn' la. Appiah 
was at home and Nimo and Mahama forced their way in. [Trouble] 

fanrigi   See main entry: fanrig. push. 

Fanriŋ   n. French, France, a Francophone country. na'ayiis kena kad o na'abauk la wțsa gaadi dț Fanriŋ ka li fir. 
thieves came and drove off all his cattle and went off to a Francophone country and that ended it. [You-Heard?] From: 
(Fr.) 

fanris   Variant: fanrisi. Form: fanrisid. Form: fanrisimi!. v. to strip off (leaves, &c. from plant). Ani ka niigi Ǥnbid ka 

digi; ka fanrisi li vaand la wțsa. there the calves graze, there they lie down; they strip its branches bare. [ISA 27:10] 
nidib na dii li nwǫnǫ na'azǤm baanlțgț fanrisid vaand si'em la 'like a swarm of locusts men pounce on it'. [ISA 

33:4] Nwaam tiig la ka pǫsi li wila la; fanrisimi li vaand la ka widigi li wala la. 'Cut the tree down and chop off 
its branches; strip off its leaves and scatter its fruit.'. [DAN 4:14] Gen: fanr; Sim: si1, fulig ‘strip off, flay’. See: fanr. 

fanrisi   See main entry: fanris. strip. 

fanrisid   See main entry: fanris. strip. 

fanrisimi!   See main entry: fanris. strip. 

fansig   Variant: fansigi. v. to pass on/by, leave sb. behind. Man fansigi gaad la nǤǤ 'As soon as I left them'. [SNG 3:4] 

fansigi   See main entry: fansig. leave. 

fanta   n. Fanta, a fruit-flavoured commercial 'mineral' drink. Note: bottled by Coca Cola co. bțnnuud bțgțsa wțț:-  

fanta, koknam hali nǫ leemunam ku'om light drinks such as Fanta, Coke and so on, and juice of oranges. 

[Breastfeeding] From: (Eng.) < (Germ.) Note: German Fantasie 'imagination' 

fara   n. poverty, suffering, torment. O vțm da pț pǫ'ǫli nǫ fara nǫ ǫndțgǤǤ? Was his life not filled with suffering and 

anger? [Trouble] M da tu'as o kǤm nǫ fara n wțmim si'em. I told him how hunger and poverty were afflicting me. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Ti ya'a nyaŋi bǫ bǫllim kaŋaa, nyan nǫ fara na lalli ti If we were able to live this sort of life, 
shame and poverty would be far from us! [You-Heard?] Colloc: di1 fara ‘experience poverty, suffering’. nǤŋdaan la 

ditnǫ fara the poor fellow experiences poverty. [Akelsa] fț mǫ ya'a ka' ya'am, fțn nǤǤ na di fara 'if you are a 
mocker, you alone will suffer'. [PRO 9:12] Colloc: fara sǤb3 ~ daan1(ǫ)/dim(i/a) ‘poor person/people’. Dunia la 

pǫ'ǫli nǫ fara dim. Fara anǫ dinǫ sid bǫ. The world is full of poor people. Poverty is something which really 
exists. [Trouble] Da faaǫn nǤŋdaan si'el on an tadim la zugǤ ka mǫ da mǤŋ fara sǤb bțțd kǤǤtț nii, 'Do not 
exploit the poor because they are poor and do not crush the needy in court'. [PRO 22:22] banǫ an fara dim kpǫn'ǫdi 

fț ma'asimin la 'You have been ... for the needy in his distress'. [ISA 25:4] Kǫlisimi nǫ', yanam banǫ nǤǤd fara 

dimi namisidi ba Hear this, you who trample the needy'. [AMO 8:4] O sțŋidi nǤŋ dim ka mǫ pț mǤŋid fara dima. 
She is open-handed to the wretched and extends help to the poor.'. [PRO 31:20] Lit: does not refuse. onǫ bas o mǫŋ 

ka pț bǤǤd tțțma na lieb faradaanǫ nwǫnǫ kpiibig nǫ anyone who lets himself go and doesn't want to work 
will become a poor person like an orphan. [You-Heard?] Sim: nǤŋ2; Magn: tapiif. 

Farfar   Form: Farfarnam. n.pr. a Farefare person. 

Farfarnam   See main entry: Farfar. Farefare. 

farid   See main entry: fanr. strip. 
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farr   Variant: farr-farr. id. white, very, bright white. Colloc: pǫlig farr, pielig farr ‘be bright white’. fț zuobid pǫlig 

farr wțț gum nǫ 'Your hair will turn white'. [ECC 12:5] Miriam kpǫn lieb kțkǤmi zi'e pǫlig farr wțț sakugir nǫ. 
Miriam suddenly became a leper and stood 'white as snow'. [NUM 12:10] Ka o fuud nyǫǫn pil-pil ka an pielig farr. 
'His clothes became dazzling white'. [MRK 9:3] Sim: -piel1 ~ -pielig ~ -pielim, pǫlig ‘[adjectives]; [verb]’. Note: 

see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug 

farr-farr   See main entry: farr. white. 

fas   Variant: fassi. id. 1 • straight. Ti ye ti dǤl nǫ Na'ab Suoraug la tituaa ka kț buŋi lǫb datiuŋ bǫǫ dagǤbțga hali 

nǫ tinamǫ na ti yii fț teŋ la ni fas 'We shall keep to the king's highway, not turning off to right or left until we 
have crossed your territory.’'. [NUM 20:17] Fț na tam man yǫla fassinǫ? 'Will you forget me forever?'. [PSA 13:1] 
Sim: sappi ‘upright’. 
2 • before. Colloc: fassi ... asǫǫ. Sule daa gǤs o zua la ka sa'al o ye, fassi ka sǤ' keŋ ye ba kpans o ziim 

HIV-EES ban'as la yǫla asǫǫ Sule looked at his friend and advised him that before that someone should come to 
test his blood for the HIV-AIDS disease ... [AIDS-I] fassi ka m yǫli ya nidibi niŋid si'em paamidi li la asǫǫ ... 
before I tell you how people manage to contract it (the disease) ... [AIDS-I] Sim:  

fassi   See main entry: fas. straight, before. 

fasug   See main entry: -fa'asțg1. light(-weight). 

fattim   n. a mistake, slip, careless action. banǫ mǤr bugum tțm ǫǫnti gț'țsidnǫ ba mǫŋ. Ba ya'a maal fattim bi'ela, 

yǫl kena. those who use fire are very careful. If they make a little mistake, it becomes a problem. [Fire-] o pugudib 

daa nyǤnl o fattim fuud mǤrimin ka nyaan lig o kurug gbin nǫ o fuug nu'usin la. his aunt had nagged him for 
looking after his clothes carelessly, and had patched the seat of his trousers and the sleeves of his shirt. [Trouble] 

-faug   Form: -faad3. adj. waste, spoiled, leftover. Hali ya la'am kuosidnǫ kifaad 'selling the refuse of the wheat'. [AMO 

8:6] 

faa1   excl. ho! (challenging exclamation). Faa, yanami bǤǤd si'em la m na maal ala tisi ya. All right, if that's how you 

want it, I will do the same to you. [Trees] Faa, zin'idibaa, ya pț wțmmǫ bǫǫ? So, you that are sitting here, don't 

you hear? [Trees] na'ab la ye "Faa! Ya wțsa pian'ad la malis hali ... " the chief said "Wow! Your speeches are all 
very nice ... ". [Trees-] 

faa2   See main entry: fa1. lie. 

faab   See main entry: fa1. lie. 

faad1   Variant: faadǫ; faade; faadi. n. a lie, untruth. Kpǫǫm faad nǫ yammțg faad anǫ yinne. An elder's lies and a 

slave's lies are one. [Proverb 262] Akǫlsa ma da mǤr sid. Sida bǫǫ faadǫ? Akelsa's mother had a husband: true or 
false? [Billygoat-] fț ...  pț gban'adi fț zilim nǫ faadǫ 'you never hesitate to tell lies'. [PSA 50:19] Ba nǤknǫ faadi 

lusi ba mǫŋ 'They cling to deceit'. [JER 8:5] Source: fa. Ba gțdi ba zilima wțț tiraug nǫ, bǤǤd ye ba fa faad. 
'They make ready their tongue like a bow, to shoot lies'. [JER 9:3] Sim: ziri1, dafaam. Kǫl ka faad nǫ dama'am lal 

nǫ m 'Keep falsehood and lies far from me'. [PRO 30:8] Ziri nǫ faad sǤb ya'a kena 'If a liar and deceiver comes'. 

[MIC 2:11] See: fa1; dafaam. 

faad2   See main entry: fa1. lie. 

-faad3   See main entry: -faug. waste. 

faadǫ   See main entry: faad1. lie, untruth. 

faade   See main entry: faad1. lie, untruth. 

faadi   See main entry: faad1. lie, untruth. 

faadi1   See main entry: fa1. lie. 

faadnǫ   See main entry: fa1. lie. 

faaǫn   Variant: faaenn. Form: faan1. Form: faaǫnnǫ. Variant: faaene. Form: faand2. Variant: faandi; faanda1; faandaa; 

faanmi!; faaenmi. Form: faanmini!. Form: faanb. Form: faanr2. Form: faangir. Variant: faangirǫ; faangirǫǫ; 

faangiri. Form: faaǫn ya4. v. 1 • to rob, 'confiscate' [Gh.], take by force. Ka sǤ' ya'a faaǫn fț banaa fțn kǫl ka o 

zaŋi fț dansiki paas. 'if someone takes your coat, let him have your shirt as well'. [LUK 6:29] M kadim banǫ kena 
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faaǫn ti la bugirǫǫ? 'Shall I pursue this raiding party?'. [1SA 30:8] Amaa, n zuanǤŋa, faar kan ka ba kț nyaŋin 

faaǫn ka basif anǫ ya'am nǫ baŋir. But, my friend, the inheritance that can't be snatched away from you is sense 
and understanding. [Asaasim] ba na nyaŋi ba bi'emnam wțsa ka faaǫn ba tǫǫns they 'will take possession of the 
cities of their enemies'. [GEN 22:17]  Ba pț nwǫ'ǫd tadim ka faand o gbauŋǤ. They don't beat up a poor man to 
steal his skin. [Proverb 035] banǫ ... ma'ad ziri ka faand la'adi pǫ'ǫnnǫ ba bada dǤǤd la 'all ...  who steal and kill 

in order to fill their master's house with loot'. [ZEP 1:9] Bugus bǤǤdi la'abanǫ ka bugusim dim faand la 'The 
wicked desire the plunder of evil men'. [PRO 12:12] Banǫ wțsa dǫŋi m tuon na la anǫ banǫ faand bǫǫ na'ayiis 'All 
others who came before me are thieves and robbers'. [JHN 10:8] Midian dim ... da kpǫn'ǫdnǫ teŋ la nii faandi ba 

zțțd la nǫ paŋ. the Midianites ... came into the land and forcibly stole their crops. [JDG 6:3] Faanmi onǫ ka ba 

faand o la 'Protect the person who is being cheated'. [ISA 22:3] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ ... kǫ ka Israel an onǫ ka ba faanda? 
'Who gave Israel up to the looters?'. [ISA 42:24] Ya kena nǫ sț'țraad nǫ balaya ye ya gban'e m nwǫnǫ m anǫ onǫ 

faandaa? 'Do you take me for a bandit, that you have come out with swords and cudgels to arrest me?'. [MAT 26:55] 
Ya'a pǫsig kambțŋ zǤŋǤ o faandnǫ dǤǤg. 'Give him an inch and he takes a mile.'. [Proverb 042] Lit: If you let a 

mercenary-warrior have a stable, he seizes a room.. Teŋgbi'idim sǤb la gbi'i ya, ka faaung sǤb la faaǫn ya. 'The 
traitor betrays, the looter takes loot.'. [ISA 21:2] SǤ' ya'a nyu'oe bugum ka li faaǫn la'aŋ mǤǤgi di 'If someone 
starts a fire in his own field and it spreads through the weeds of its own accord'. [EXO 22:6] Colloc: faanbin 
‘in/at/from robbing’. saŋa wțsa ba kțdim bǫ nǫ faanbin all the time they are constantly at plundering. [NAM 3:1] 
Colloc: faaǫn yakka. Note: yak4  O pu'a kaŋa ya'a da pț kena na faaǫn yakka, Yeboah kț lǫn nyǫtin girima o 

tțmtțmnidibin la. If this wife of his hadn't come and intervened, Yeboah wouldn't have received the respect of 
his workers. [Trouble] Sim: zǫ, fan'; Nact: faanda; Nabstr: faaung. 
2 • to draw out, save. Ti daa zi' dinǫ faaǫn biig la, amaa ti wțm ye o daa pidnǫ rǤba ta'adbțgțsa la, din tun'e 

daa faaǫn o. We don't know what saved the boy, but we hear that he was wearing soft rubber sandals, which 

might have been what saved him. [Electricity] Akudbil bǫlim ye, faanm, biig la bǫn'ǫdnǫ Akudbil begged them 
"Help! My child is sick. [Electricity] ku'onuud kțțdim ka m ye m gǤs ye fț mǤr ku'om ka faam, bǫǫ? I'm dying 
of thirst, and I thought I would see if you have any water to help me, or? [You-Heard?] m ki'e kuŋ ye ba faaǫmǫ bas 

ka kpi'es la zǤna sțŋim. I cried for help, and the neighbours ran up to help me. [Shoeshine-Boy]  Nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemi 

na faaǫn o kǤnbțg gbǫya ayi'... si'em la, ala mǫn ka m na faaǫn Israel dim... 'As a shepherd saves from the 
lion's mouth only two leg bones ... so will the Israelites be saved'. [AMO 3:12] ka yǫl ye ti pț'țs Wina'am yiiga nǫ 

on faaǫn ti ba'abiig Ayaab biig la. and said to us that we should first thank God that he saved the child of our 
brother Ayaab. [Electricity] Ti pț'țs ZugsǤb bareka, on faaǫn fțn nǫ nidib la yis Egipt dim nǫ Faaro nu'usin la. 
'Praise be to the Lord, who rescued you from the hand of the Egyptians and of Pharaoh, and who rescued the 
people from the hand of the Egyptians.'. [EXO 18:10] bi'esțg lǫn kae ye Kristo nyǤvțr na faaǫn tii 'how much 

more will we be saved by Christ's life'. [ROM 5:10] Ba na faaǫnnǫ ba mǫŋ ma'aa ba pțpielim la zug. 'They would 
save only themselves by their righteousness'. [EZK 14:20] Fț kena ye fț zu ka faan? 'Is it for plunder that you have 
come?'. [EZK 38:13] Man wala malisnǫ galis. KǤ'Ǥm ya'a luna manǫ faand saalbiis yak. My fruit are very sweet, 
if famine comes I totally save human beings. [Trees] ZugsǤb Onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤba, fțnǫ ... faandim ka lusidi 

m zug zabbǤn'Ǥgin. 'Lord God, ... you shield my head on the day of battle'. [PSA 140:7] Li faandi fț biis bilielim 

ban'asin. It saves your children from the diseases of infancy. [Immunisation-II.] ba faanm o ka o ban'as la lǫbna 
they should save her, because the disease was returning. [You-Heard?] m ki'e kuŋ ye ba faanmǫ bas I screamed out 
that they should save me. [Shoeshine-Boy] M nam mi' sǤsi ya ye, ‘Tisiminim piini, ... bǫǫ faanminimǫ yisi m 

dataas nu'usin... ? 'Have I asked you to give me a gift ... or to save me from some enemy  ... ? [JOB 6:22-23] 
Faanmi ba Sțntaana baŋin lǫbisi ba yǤlisim zin'igin. Save them from Satan's snare and bring them back to 
liberty. [Three-Problems] Faanmi onǫ ka ba faand o la ' Protect the person who is being cheated'. [ISA 22:3] 
KarindǤkennib bǫdegț zi' faangir la yǫla an si'em Many churchgoers don't know about salvation. [Bible-Study] 
Ban yǫt ye ti gǤsim agǤla ka di'e faangir la They said that we should look up and get salvation. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
FAANGIR SAFE. [Trachoma] Note: used to translate the English 'SAFE' which is used in the English as an acronym for 

aspects of the treatment onǫ na tu'as o labaar kanǫ na tis o faangir on nǫ o yidim wțsa 'He will speak words that 
will bring salvation to you and all your household.'. [ACT 11:14] kǫlli ka ti ... pid kțnt balaŋir linǫ an ti'ir linǫ an 

faangir la gu' ti zut 'We must wear ... our hope of salvation as a helmet'. [1TH 5:8] Ti na niŋ wala nyǫ faangirǫ? 
'How then can we be saved?'. [ISA 64:5] Ka fțn tǫn'ǫs ka fț na paam faangirǫǫ? 'Do you think that you can 
escape?'. [2KI 19:11] Wina'am maal faangiri tisi ti God secures salvation for us. [ISA 26:1] Colloc: faangirin 
‘in/by/from salvation’. Lǫbisim sumalisim linǫ yiti fț faangirin la na tisim 'Restore to me the joy of your 
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salvation'. [PSA 51:12] Colloc: faaǫn X bas ‘rescue X’. Fț faaǫn ti bas! 'You have saved our lives'. [GEN 47:25] 
Sim: tilig. SǤ' lǫn kae mǤr faangirǫ. Ka yț'țsi'a lǫn kae dunia nwa' zugț na kǫ ka nidib nyǫ tiligirǫ. 'Salvation 
is found in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven given to men by which we must be saved. [ACT 4:12] 
Nact: faangid. See: fan'; faand1; faangid; faangir. 

faaǫn ya4   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faaǫnnǫ   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faae   Form: faar2. v. to grow thin, 'lean' [Gh.] Sim: -wațŋ ‘[adj.]’.  

faaene   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faaenmi   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faaenn   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faan1   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faan2   Variant: faann. n. everything. Kpa'akur mǤnǫ faann ka nwiig zan'as ka pian'ad. The tortoise tried everything 

but the rope refused and kept on speaking. [Trouble] Bțn faann pin'ilțgi tǤi ka li naar anǫ siind nǫ sikir. 'The 

beginning of everything is very hard, but the results is always very good.'. [You-Heard?] Lit: hard/bitter .... honey and 
sugar. Sim: wțsa, saaǫn, zan'1, gil2. Note: zan' is the general W.O/V form; faan is characteristic of Moore; wțsa seems to 
be distinctively a Kusaal innovation From: (Moore). Note: ? 

faanb   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faand1   Variant: faanda2. Form: faandib. Variant: faandibi. n. robber. faandib gi' o ka yǫǫs o fuud 'robbers attacked him, 

(and) stripped him'. [LUK 10:30] nwǫnǫ faandibi su'a dig mǤǤgin gur nidib si'em la 'Like marauders lying in wait'. 

[HOS 6:9] Sim: na'ayiig. onǫ pț dǤl pǫ'ǫs za'anǤǤrin la kpǫn' bțlțțgin laa ... o sǤb anǫ faand bǫǫ na'ayiig 'the 

man who does not enter the sheepfold by the gate ... is a thief and a robber'. [JHN 10:1] Sim: faagid ‘saviour’. 
See: faaǫn1 

faand2   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faand3   See main entry: fan'. seize, save. 

faanda1   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faanda2   See main entry: faand1. robber. 

faandaa   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faandi   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faandib   See main entry: faand1. robber. 

faandibi   See main entry: faand1. robber. 

faan-faan   id. puff! [sound of panting]. Colloc: vț'țs faan-faan. Ka o yț'țn vț'țsid faan-faan ka gi'esid wțț o iednǫ 

si'el nǫ. He was panting puff, puff! and turning this way and that as if he was looking for something. [Trouble] 
faang   See main entry: faaung. robbery. 

faangid   Variant: faangida; faangidaa; faangidi. n. a saviour, the Saviour. Ti da ǫǫnti buon o nǫ ye "faangid" bǤzugǤ 

onǫ sțŋid bipǤla nǫ banǫ tadig la We used to call him 'the saviour' because he helped young boys and ones who 
were poor. [Shoeshine-Boy] faangid kae zin'isi'a asǫǫ mam ma'aa there is no saviour anywhere apart from me 
only. [HOS 13:4] Wina'am da tțm o biig Yesu na ye o an ninsaalib faangid la. God sent his son Jesus to be the 
saviour of all people. [Bible-Intro] O tisidi ti o Siig Kasi la bǫdegț ka li yi Yesu Kristo onǫ aan ti faangid la ni 
'God poured out the Holy Spirit abundantly on us through Jesus Christ our Saviour'. [TIT 3:6] O Wina'am onǫ an ti 

Faangida. 'O God our Saviour'. [PSA 65:5] Sțŋimi ti, O ti Wina'am onǫ an ti Faangidaa, 'Help us, O God our 
Saviour,'. [PSA 79:9] o an tuongat nǫ faangidi tis Israel dim he is a leader and saviour for the people of Israel. 
[ACT 5:31] Sim: faand ‘robber’. See: faaǫn2 

faangida   See main entry: faangid. saviour. 

faangidaa   See main entry: faangid. saviour. 
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faangidi   See main entry: faangid. saviour. 

faangir   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faangirǫ   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faangirǫǫ   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faangiri   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faanmi!  See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faanmini!   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faann   See main entry: faan2. everything. 

faanr1   Variant: faanrǫ. n. danger. Tțțm banǫ ka ba yisi ba faanr yǫla. Actions which keep them out of danger. 

[Trachoma] See: faaǫn1 

faanr2   See main entry: faaǫn. rob, save. 

faanrǫ   See main entry: faanr1. danger. 

faar   Variant: faarǫ; faare; fa'ar [W]. Form: fa-2. n. inheritance. Amaa, n zuanǤŋa, faar kan ka ba kț nyaŋin faaǫn 

ka basif ane ya'am nǫ baŋir. But, my friend, the inheritance that can't be snatched away from you is sense and 
understanding. [Asaasim] O da san'am buudi ayǤpǤi Keenan sț'țlimin la ka tisi ba teŋ la ka ba sț'oe ka li aan 

ba faar. 'he overthrew seven nations in Canaan and gave their land to his people as their inheritance.'. [ACT 13:19] 
Suor kae ka ba na mǤŋ pțkǤǤnr o sid bǫǫ o pu'a faarǫ, hali baa o sǤb ya'a pț digil nǤǤr ka nyaam kpii. 'A 
spouse shall not be deprived of a reasonable provision out of the estate of a deceased spouse whether or not the 

spouse died having made a will'. [Constitution] o ya'a ti bǤǤd ye o pțdigi o faari digil o biis 'When the man 
decides how he is going to divide his property among his children'. [DEU 21:16] fakaŋa wțsa fț sțzuop tun'e 

faaǫn ka basif ka fț yaal your siblings/relatives could seize all this inheritance and leave you destitute. [Asaasim] 
Note: adapted by MA DǤǤg wțsa na di'e fasi'a la na dǤl wțț ba dǤǤg la kalli zem si'em. 'What each group 

inherits will be according to the names for its ancestral tribe.'. [NUM 26:55] Colloc: faarin ‘in/to/from inheritance’. 
ba nǤki ba mǤrim la yii ti yaanam faarin la 'their property will be taken from the tribal inheritance of our 
forefathers'. [NUM 36:4] Colloc: di (X) faar ‘inherit (from X)’. o ya'a ti kpi, Awinkudug onǫ aan onǫ dakǤnkpǫǫm 

la na dii o faar when he died, Awinkudug who was his senior son should be his heir. [You-Hear?] SǤ' wțsa mǫ mi' 

ye bikpǫǫm dit faar. Everyone knows that the eldest child inherits. [You-Heard?] SǤ' ya'a yǫli zi'el onǫ na ti dii o 

faar 'In the case of a will'. [HEB 9:16] Lit: when someone expressly lays down who will inherit from him. Ayei, dau 

kaŋa kț dii fț faarǫ, amaa fț mǫŋ biribiŋ du'adiŋi na di No, 'This man will not be your heir'. [GEN 15:4] fadit 
heir. Sim: sigir3. See: fadit. 

faar2   See main entry: faae. grow thin. 

faarǫ   See main entry: faar. inheritance. 

faare   See main entry: faar. inheritance. 

faas   Form: faasid. v. to commend sb. Nidib la da faas banǫ wțsa siak ye ba na lǫbi zin'in Jerusalem la. The people 

commended all the men who volunteered to live in Jerusalem. [NEH 11:2] Banǫ pț dǤl wada la faasid bugusnam 
'Those who forsake the law praise the wicked'. [PRO 28:4] 

faasid   See main entry: faas. commend. 

faaung   Variant: faang. n. robbery. Dțnna nidibi bǤǤd faaung si'ema, fț gǤs ka ti na ti paas ala? The way people like 

to cheat nowadays, how much do you think we add? [Wealth-Is-Power] NyǤnyǤlțg, bǫǫ zam nǫ filim-filim, nǫ 

faang nǫ bakir yǫla bǫǫ ti teŋgbauŋ la zug. There is grumbling, or cheating and dishonesty, and robbery and 

divisiveness in our land. [Bible-Study] InvNabstr: faaǫn1 Teŋgbi'idim sǤb la gbi'i ya, ka faaung sǤb la faaǫn ya. 
'The traitor betrays, the looter takes loot.'. [ISA 21:2] See: faaǫn1 

fǫn   Variant: fen. v. to crawl. 'creep' [Am.] Note: on all fours Ndewin biig la nyț'țn fǫn. Ndewin's child is now 

crawling. [MA] 

fǫnd   Form: fǫntid. Variant: fǫntidi. Form: fǫntidnǫ. v. to turn, turn round, alter course. Amaa ninsieba bǫ fǫntidi ya 
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pțtǫnda ye ba tiak Kristo labasțŋ la. 'only there are some who unsettle your minds by trying to distort the 

gospel of Christ'. [GAL 1:7] Hali la'am nǫ LǤrpalli bas yǫlțg la ba nam kpǫn fǫntidnǫ. Although 'Highway' 
stopped speaking, they were still turning. [Trouble] See: fǫndig. 

fǫndig   Variant: fendig; fǫndigi; fendigi. Form: fǫndigid. Variant: fǫndigidi. Form: fǫndigin. Form: fǫndignǫ. 

Variant: fendigne. Form: fǫndigim!. v. to turn, turn round, alter course. onǫ fǫndig o nindaa bidi ba (tadimnam) 

la, ba na pǤǤ o nǤǤr 'he who turns a blind eye (to the poor) gets nothing but curses'. [PRO 28:27] O da fǫndig ya ye 

o lǫb, amaa ka lǫn tiǫn si'el yǫla. He turned to go back, but then remembered something else. [Trouble] Hezekia 

da fǫndig o nindaa kpa' dǤkpinni 'Hezekiah turned his face to the wall'. [2KI 20:2] Awintțma n daa yǫl nwa' la, 

pu'a sieba daa fǫndigi ba nindaas nǫ gǤt zin'isi'a sa When Awintuma said that, some women turned their faces 
to look at somewhere over there. [AIDS-I] Goma nǫ Mansa da gț'țŋi ba nyaŋțn la ken ka fǫndigi keŋ Salaga 
Goma and Mansa were unsuccessful in their trip to the south, so they turned back to Salaga. [Trouble] M na laki ba 

pțtǫnda, ka fǫndigi ba yis likinǫ lǫbisi ba nǫǫsimin I will 'open their eyes and turn them from darkness to light'. 
[ACT 26:18] Ba fǫndigi yi man zi'el nǤǤr si'em tisi ba la ni tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka maal ba'ari tisi ba mǫŋ. 'They have turned 
away quickly from what I commanded them and have made a cast idol for themselves.'. [DEU 9:12] Din nya'aŋ la, 

ti fǫndignǫ dǤl suori keŋ kpa'ad Basan 'Next we turned and went up along the road toward Bashan'. [DEU 3:1] m 

naan fǫndigin nǫ m paŋi zab nǫ ba bi'emnam la 'I would quickly' turn my power and 'defeat their enemies'. [PSA 

81:14] Man fǫndigid ye m gaad la m wțm ye, "Hei biiga, zi'enim anina." As I was turning to go on my way, I 
heard "Hey, kid, stay there". [Shoeshine-Boy] a-pț-siakidi taaba pian'ad linǫ fǫndigid nidib ya'am ka pț mǤr 

yǫlsida 'constant friction between men of corrupt mind, who have been robbed of the truth'. [1TI 6:5] bǤzugǤ sǤ' 

wțsa fǫndigidi on bǤǤd zin'isi'a everyone was turning any way he wanted. [Trouble] Ti wțmya ye ninsieba yii ti 

san'an na daamidi ya nǫ pian'abanǫ fǫndigidi ya ya'am, amaa tinam pț tisi ba nǤǤrǫ. 'We have heard that 
some went out from us without our authorization and disturbed you, troubling your minds by what they said.'. [ACT 

15:24] Din nya'aŋ la, ti fǫndignǫ dǤl suori keŋ kpa'ad Basan 'Next we turned and went up along the road toward 

Bashan'. [DEU 3:1] SǤ' wțsa fǫndignǫ, ba wțsa yț'țn kilimnǫ zam dim 'All have turned aside, they have together 
become corrupt'. [PSA 14:3] O da bǤǤd o fǫndignǫ lǫb o dǤǤgin He was about to turn and go back to his room. 

[Trouble] Fǫndigim yi bǫ'ǫdin ka tțm linǫ an sțm 'Turn away from evil and do good'. [PSA 37:27] Fǫndigimi 

datiuŋ ... fǫndigimi dagǤbig ... fǫndigim giligi ... Turn to the right ... turn to the left ... turn all around ... [Trouble] 
Alaa fțn fǫndigim nwǫ' maanmaannib la kț. 'You turn and strike down the priests'. [1SA 22:18] Colloc: nini 

fǫndig ‘be confused’. m na ... kǫ ka ba nini fǫndig ka ba zi' ban na maal si'ela 'I will bring confusion among' 
them. [EXO 23:27] Colloc: fǫndig X ya'am ‘to lead X astray’. O da di pu'ab bǫdegț ka ba fǫndig o ya'am; ka mǫ 

da la'as anzurifa nǫ sanlima bǫdegțț. 'He must not take many wives, or his heart will be led astray. He must not 

accumulate large amounts of silver and gold.'. [DEU 17:17] Ti wțmya ye ninsieba yii ti san'an na daamidi ya nǫ 

pian'abanǫ fǫndigidi ya ya'am, amaa tinam pț tisi ba nǤǤrǫ. 'We have heard that some went out from us 
without our authorization and disturbed you, troubling your minds by what they said.'. [ACT 15:24] Ba ya'am 

fǫndigir saŋa paae ya Now is the time of their confusion. [MIC 7:4] Sim: fǫnd, gi'e. See: fǫnd. 

fǫndigi   See main entry: fǫndig. turn. 

fǫndigid   See main entry: fǫndig. turn. 

fǫndigidi   See main entry: fǫndig. turn. 

fǫndigim!   See main entry: fǫndig. turn. 

fǫndigin   See main entry: fǫndig. turn. 

fǫndignǫ   See main entry: fǫndig. turn. 

fǫn'   Variant: fen'. Form: fǫn'ǫd2. Variant: fen'ed. v. to throw earth/sand, water at sb. Pu'a la vaae titanbin'isi fǫn' biis la. 
The woman collected sand and threw it at the children. [MA] Akasum sa fǫn'ǫd Awin nǫ ku'om. Akasum threw 
water at Awin. [MA] 

fǫn'ǫ-   See main entry: fǫn'țg. skin wound. 

fǫn'ǫd1   See main entry: fǫn'țg. skin wound. 

fǫn'ǫd2   See main entry: fǫn'. throw. 

fǫn'ǫdǫ   See main entry: fǫn'țg. skin wound. 
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fǫn'ǫdi   See main entry: fǫn'țg. skin wound. 

fɛn'ɛg   See main entry: fǫn'țg. skin wound. 

-fǫn'ǫs-   See main entry: -fǫn'ǫsțg. filthy. 

-fǫn'ǫsa  See main entry: -fǫn'ǫsțg. filthy. 

-fǫn'ǫsțg   Variant: -fen'esug. Form: -fǫn'ǫsa. Form: -fǫn'ǫs-. Variant: fen'es-. adj. filthy. li anǫ tțțmfǫn'ǫsțg that is 

detestable. [LEV 18:22] O tțțmfǫn'ǫsa la da nienǫ paalț nyain 'Her uncleanness was easily seen'. [LAM 1:9] Mam, 

tadimbțkaŋa, na niŋ wala tțm tțțmfǫn'ǫskaŋa? 'How could I ever be that powerful? ... I'm a nobody!'. [2KI 8:13] 
Note: the 'power' in question is to brutally attack other nations 

fǫn'țg   Variant: fen'ug; fɛn'ɛg. Form: fǫn'ǫd1. Variant: fen'ed; fǫn'ǫdǫ; fǫn'ǫdi. Form: fǫn'ǫ-. Variant: fen'e-. n. a sore, 

skin-wound. ZǤlțg fǫn'țg ya'a ma'ae o yǫtnǫ  ye li bǤdignǫ. When a fool's sore does not hurt he says it has 
healed. [Prov. 122] Li ya'a bǤǤd ye li wțm baa, fǫn'țg bǫnǫ o zugpaasțțg. When it wants to make things hard for 

a dog, he gets a sore on the top of his head. [Proverb 225] fț fǫn'țg la ka' tiim 'There can be no remedy for your sore'. 

[JER 30:13] O yț'țn bak vanbanǫ ka o mǤr mǤǤgin na la sieba tabil fɛn'ɛg la. He ground some of the leaves that 

he brought from the bush and applied them to the wound. [Trouble] NǤŋgbana na mǤr fǫn'ǫd. There can be sores 
on the lips. [AIDS-Azuur] Lina nam kǫti ka nif la mu'oe maal fǫn'ǫd These things cause the eyes to go red  and 

develop infected places. [Trachoma] nidib la wțsa da la'as nǫ kpǫm bǫ ban bǫ si'el la, hali ka banǫ kpǫn' baŋț 

la fǫn'ǫd bin'ei naae all the people together stayed where they were until the sores of the people who had been 
circumcised healed over. [JOS 5:8] Da zaŋi bțnkǤnbkanǫ ka ba zan' o bǫǫ li mǤr dǫŋ bǫǫ fǫn'ǫdi maal maannǫ 

tis ZugsǤb la. Don't use an animal that has been castrated or has any wound or defect to make a sacrifice to the 

Lord. [LEV 22:24] Ya ba'a ka' nǫ banǫ tadig la bǫǫ ya ti'eb banǫ bǫn'ǫd la bǫǫ pies banǫ pu'alim la fǫn'ǫdǫ. 'You 
have not taken care of the weak ones, healed those that are sick, bandaged those that are hurt'. [EZK 34:4] Ba pa'alțg 

la nwǫnǫ fǫn'ǫkțdțgț Ǥnbid niŋgbiŋi yaligid si'em la. 'Such teaching is like an open sore that eats away the 
flesh.'. [2TI 2:17] Lin anǫ sț'țm nǫ fǫn'ǫpaala ka ka' fǫn'ǫkțda - tǫnr din. It is good for fresh sores, not for old 

sores –  remember that. [Trouble] fǫn'ǫbanǫ an zǫn'ǫm-zǫn'ǫm bǫǫ piela-piela ya'a bǫǫ o gbǫ'og bǫǫ o zug 

zin'ikanǫ pie la 'if he has a reddish-white sore on his bald head or forehead'. [LEV 13:42] Colloc: fǫn'țgin 
‘in/on/from a sore’. li anǫ niŋgbina san'auŋ ban'as la yi fǫn'țgin la na 'it is an infectious disease that has broken 
out in the burn'. [LEV 13:25] Sim: sapu'ad, dǫŋ2, pu'alim ‘to wound sb.’. 

fǫntid   See main entry: fǫnd. turn. 

fǫntidi   See main entry: fǫnd. turn. 

fǫntidnǫ   See main entry: fǫnd. turn. 

felim   See main entry: filim. cheat. 

fen   See main entry: fǫn. crawl. 

fendig   See main entry: fǫndig. turn. 

fendigi   See main entry: fǫndig. turn. 

fendigne   See main entry: fǫndig. turn. 

fen'   See main entry: fǫn'. throw. 

fen'e-   See main entry: fǫn'țg. skin wound. 

fen'ed   See main entry: fǫn'. throw. 

fen'ed   See main entry: fǫn'țg. skin wound. 

fen'es-   See main entry: -fǫn'ǫsțg. filthy. 

-fen'esug   See main entry: -fǫn'ǫsțg. filthy. 

fen'ug   See main entry: fǫn'țg. skin wound. 

fǫǫg   Variant: feeg. Form: fǫǫgir. Variant: feegir. Form: fǫǫg ya4. v. 1 • to get cool. Note: [of food] Kǫl ka sa'ab la fǫǫg ka 

ti di. Let the t.z. cool down and we eat. [MA] 
2 • to approach old age. Akatamog lǫn ka' biigi, o fǫǫg ya. Akatamog is no longer a child, he has grown old. [MA] 
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fǫǫg ya4   See main entry: fǫǫg. cool get, approach old age. 

fǫǫgir   See main entry: fǫǫg. cool get, approach old age. 

fǫǫn   Variant: fɛɛnn. adv. deeply (to breathe ~). Ofori da duoe zi'en ka biis la vț'țs fǫǫnn. Ofori sat up and the boys 

breathed deeply. [Trouble] Wina'am ya'a vț'țs fǫǫn, ba san'amidnǫ 'At the breath of God they are destroyed'. [JOB 

4:9] See: fǫǫns. 
fɛɛnn   See main entry: fǫǫn. deeply. 

fǫǫns   Variant: feens; fǫǫnsi. Form: fǫǫnsțg. Variant: feensug. v. to blow the nose. M ya'a fǫǫnsi fț yis, m na pil 

saŋgbana la When I blow you from my nose, I will cover the sky. [EZK 32:7] See: fǫǫn. 

fǫǫnsi   See main entry: fǫǫns. blow the nose. 

fǫǫnsțg   See main entry: fǫǫns. blow the nose. 

feeg   See main entry: fǫǫg. cool get, approach old age. 

feegir   See main entry: fǫǫg. cool get, approach old age. 

feens   See main entry: fǫǫns. blow the nose. 

feensug   See main entry: fǫǫns. blow the nose. 

fian-fian   See main entry: fiațn-fiațn. whizz! 

fian'a   adv. utterly, flatly, absolutely. Note: in the Colloc: zan'as fian'a. PțkǤǤnr la zan'as fian'a la ka dap la mǫ gǫn' ka 

bid o yǫla n bas. The widow flatly refused and the men got fed up and turned their backs on her. [Billygoat] On da 

zan'as fian'a la ka o gban'e o mǤǤd ye vǫ'ǫg o nǫ paŋ. When he completely refused, then she held him, trying 

to pull him by force. [Trouble] biig la zan'as fian'a la ka pu'a la gț'țŋi yǫl wǫbaa la ye "AatǤ, tțtțmis ma'adnǫ 

nǤba ka di pț ma'ad sțțnrǫ." the child flatly refused, and the woman gave up and said to the leopard "Oh, well, 
'a messenger cools the feet but doesn't cool the heart'". [You-Heard?] 

fian'as   Form: fian'asid. Form: fian'asțg. v. to sniff. LǤrpal da fian'as ya nǫ tțkpiidțg, ka tuuns o gǤtis o nyǤnya banǫ 

zu'oe la ni 'Highway' sniffed aggressively and fiddled with his glasses on his big nose. [Trouble] Ama fian'as ka 

ǫǫns o nyǤnya wțț bibil nǫ. Ama sniffed and wiped her nose like a little child. [Trouble] O niŋi li nǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ ka 

fian'as hali He did it quickly, and sniffed strongly. [Trouble] TǤ'ǤtǤ yim ka o niŋgbina wțsa dammid on 

fian'asid la yǫla Immediately his whole body was shaken because he was sniffling. [Trouble] Ba mǤǤdi ba gu'oe 

ba fian'asțg la amaa li kǫnǫ ka ba maligin kaasid. They tried to stop their sniffing but it made them weep all 
the more. [Trouble] Colloc: fian'as taba ‘inhale snuff’. MǤr taba la na ka m fina'as. Bring me the tobacco(-snuff) 

so that I can inhale some. [MA] See: fiank. 

fian'asid   See main entry: fian'as. sniff. 

fian'asțg   See main entry: fian'as. sniff. 

fiank   v. to inhale. ba kem GǤmma sibiti la ni, o tisidi ba nǫ nya'a - ka ba Ǥnb bǫǫ dțgi nu bǫǫ fiank they should go 
to the Government hospital, and it would give them medicines – to chew, or boil and drink, or inhale. [Trouble] 
Ndewin nyǤya daa zabid ka o keŋ sibiti ka ba tis o tiim ye o fiank yinne bǫogțn, yinne nintaŋ nǫ yinne 

zaam. Ndewin’s nose was paining him and he went to the hospital and they gave him medicine to inhale once in 
the morning, once in the afternoon and once in the evening’. [MA] See: fian'as. 

fiațn   See main entry: fiațn-fiațn. whizz! 

fiațn-fiațn   Variant: fian-fian; fiațn. id. whizz! Note: sound of rapid movement fț kț ...  zǤ piema banǫ ian'ad nintaŋ 

fiațn-fiațn la 'You will not fear ... the arrow that flies by day' - whizz! [PSA 91:5] kpana ian'ad fiațn-fiațn 
spears are flashing –  whizz! [JOB 39:23] Li pț yuugǫ ka m wțm ka piim vu fiațn gaadi m tțbirin It was not long 
before I heard the noise of an arrow – whizz! –  past my ear. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

fiațnk   Variant: fiaug. n. a one-eyed person. Zu'omis teŋin fiațnk anǫ Na'ab. In the land of the blind, the one-eyed 

person is chief. [Asaasim : Proverb] ZǤǤs teŋin ka fiațnk an na'abiig zug kǫ ka ba mǤr ti m mugusid. It is because 
in the land of the blind, the one eyed man is the chief; that is why they are putting pressure on us. [Asaasim] 

fiaug   See main entry: fiațnk. one eyed. 
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fieb   Variant: fi'eb; fiebi. Form: fiebid. Variant: fiebidi. Form: fiebim!. Form: fiebțg. v. to whip, give a glancing blow, 

graze. TǤ, biribis banǫ zi'e tuon la, pin'ilim sǤ' ni fieb sisanbis anaasi ba gbina ni. OK, you boys who are 

standing at the front, begin with someone and give four strokes of the whip on their bottoms. [Trouble] Ka banǫ 

pa'a ye ba fieb o la lǫb nya'aŋ 'Those who were about to' flog 'him withdrew immediately.'. [ACT 22:29] Kemsa ka 

m na duoe fiebi ya ka ya lalig. Go away or else I will get up and whip you so that you run far away. [Kittens+Mice] 
Kǫlisimi ban fiebid widi ka li dammid si'em Hear the noise of them whipping the horses. [NAM 3:2] m saam daa 

mǤri sisanbisi fiebidi ya, amaa man na fiebi ya nǫ namis! 'My father scourged you with whips; I will scourge 
you with scorpions.'. [1KI 12:11] 'Ababio, di'em sisanbig la,' Tika la da yǫl bibil la ye, 'fiebim o lǫbis mǫn.' 
'Ababio, take the whip,' said the teacher to the small boy, 'and whip him in return.'. [Trouble] nidib na nyǫ o 

nǤŋgban la fțlisțg la nǫ o nu'us fiebțg la people will see his swollen lip and his grazed knuckles. [Trouble] 
Fiebim biig la nǫ sisanbig beat a child with a cane. [PRO 24:14] onǫ tu'asid antu'a la pidig Paul nǫ Silas fuud nǫ 

paŋ ka bas nǤǤr ye ba fiebimi ba 'the officials tore the clothes off Paul and Silas and ordered them to be 
whipped'. [ACT 16:22] 

fiebi   See main entry: fieb. whip. 

fiebid   See main entry: fieb. whip. 

fiebidi   See main entry: fieb. whip. 

fiebim!   See main entry: fieb. whip. 

fiebțg   See main entry: fieb. whip. 

fi'   Form: fi'id. Variant: fi'idi. v. to cut something up, chop into pieces. fțn nǤk zuobid la pțdigir yinne nyu'oe 

tempțțg la pțțgin, ka nǤk yinne fuoe sț'țgț fi'idi li giligid teŋ la. 'Burn a third of it in the city when the siege 
is over. Take another third and chop it up with your sword as you move about outside the city'. [EZK 5:2] Mult: fi'is; 
Unit: fi'ig. See: fi'ig; fi'is. 

fi'eb   See main entry: fieb. whip. 

fi'id   See main entry: fi'. cut up. 

fi'idi   See main entry: fi'. cut up. 

fi'ig   Variant: fi'igi. Form: fi'igim!. Variant: fi'igimi!. Form: fi'igir. v. to cut off, amputate. zaŋim sț'țraug la kpǫn zǤ 

kaae fț pugudib la nya'aŋi fi'ig o zug take the cutlass and suddenly run up behind your aunt and cut off her head. 

[Trouble] Ka yinne kie maanmaan kpǫǫm yammțg datiuŋ tțbiri fi'ig. 'And one of them struck the High Priest's 
slave and cut off his right ear.'. [LUK 22:50] Ba da fi'igi o zug 'They cut off his head'. [1SA 31:9] yanam fi'igim o 

nu'ug 'you must cut off her hand'. [DEU 25:12] Fț nu'ug bǫǫ fț nǤbir ya'a kǫ ka fț tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd, fțn fi'igimi li 

bas. 'If your hand or your foot causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it away.'. [MAT 18:8] Gen: fi'; Mult: fi'is. See: fi'; 

fi'is. 

fi'igi   See main entry: fi'ig. cut off. 

fi'igim!   See main entry: fi'ig. cut off. 

fi'igimi!  See main entry: fi'ig. cut off. 

fi'igir   See main entry: fi'ig. cut off. 

fi'is   Variant: fi'isi. v. to cut off, amputate (many). dap nwa sid da kǤti kǤt na'abiis pisyǤpǤi la fi'isi ba zut la 'these 

men took the princes and slaughtered all seventy of them', and cut off their heads. [2KI 10:7] Gen: fi'; Unit: fi'ig. 
See: fi'; fi'ig. 

fi'isi   See main entry: fi'is. amputate many. 

fi'u   See main entry: fiuu. whump! 

filim   Variant: felim; filimi. Form: filimnǫ. Form: filțŋ. Variant: filiŋț. v. to cheat. YǤǤmi fț lampǤ ka sa'ali fț zuanam 

ka ba yǤǤ ba lampǤ ka sǤ' da filim o tiraana. Pay your taxes and advise your friends to pay their taxes and 
nobody should cheat his fellow-friend. [Tax] Bțnbǫ'si'a na maali tis onǫ filim la, ka sida la yina. Something bad 
will happen to the one who cheats, then the truth comes out. [Trouble] asǫǫ ka o nǤk bțnkanǫ ka o zu, bǫǫ filim ... 

lǫbisi tisi li sǤb he must restore what he has stolen or gained by extortion' to its owner. [LEV 6:4-5] Ba filim yidaan 
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ka faaǫn o yir 'They defraud a man of his home'. [MIC 2:2] Hali ba ya'a pǤ'Ǥgi ya bǫǫ filimi ya li pț sǤn'e yaa? 
'Why not rather be wronged? Why not rather be cheated?'. [1CO 6:7] Teŋ la nidib filimnǫ ka faand 'The people of 
the land practice extortion and commit robbery'. [EZK 22:29] ba pțțgin la pǫ'ǫl nǫ filțŋ nǫ fufum tțțma 'inside 
they are full of greed and self-indulgence'. [MAT 23:25] Filiŋț kǫt ka ya'am sǤb liebid zǤlțg 'Extortion turns a wise 
man into a fool'. [ECC 7:7] Colloc: filțŋin ‘in/by/from cheating’. o dǤǤd banǫ ka o mǫǫ sțn'țl agǤl la yinǫ filțŋin 

na 'his upper rooms' come from 'injustice'. [JER 22:13] See: filim-filim. 

filim-filim   id. dishonest. ti sț'țlim la pǫ'ǫlǫ nǫ filim-filim nǫ dian'ad tțțma our nation is filled with dishonesty and 

filthy behaviour. [Bible-Study] Nid ya'a dǤlis filim-filim suori paam kpan'am li na naae tǤ'ǤtǤ The riches you get 
by dishonesty soon disappear. [PRO 21:6] filim-filim dim nǫ haya dim nǫ tita'alnam ... 'treacherous, rash, 
conceited' ... [in list]. [2TI 3:4] sǤ' ya'a mǤdig namisțgin nǫ filim-filim on mǤr pțtǫn'ǫr nǫ Wina'am la 'if a man 
bears up under the pain of unjust suffering because he is conscious of God.'. [1PE 2:19 [original New Testament version]] 
See: filim. 

filimi   See main entry: filim. cheat. 

filimnǫ   See main entry: filim. cheat. 

filiŋț   See main entry: filim. cheat. 

filțŋ   See main entry: filim. cheat. 

fin'e   v. to spread, splash, spray sand or water with the hand. Ba kǫnǫ ka biis gur naada la ka niimis ya'a kena ye ba 

di, ba gbin'ednǫ titannǫ fin'edi ba ka ba iank zigigigi. They have made children to watch over the early millet 
farm so that when birds come to eat it, they fetch sand and fling it at them and they fly away in clouds. [MA] O 

gbin'e ku'om fin'e ziins la ka ba ianki keŋ sa. He fetched water and splashed it over the bees and the flew away. 
[MA] 

fiŋ1   Variant: fiŋi1. Form: fiŋim1!. Variant: fiŋimi1!. v. to transfer sth. Ya bǤǤd bǫǫ ya pț bǤǤda kǫli ka nǫ' gaad ka 

yinne mǫ kena;  M fiŋe tabil Adu! Do you or don't you want to let this one go and another come instead? I hand 
over to Adu! [Trouble] 

fiŋ2   Variant: fiŋi2. Form: fiŋim2!. Variant: fiŋimi2!. v. to pinch sth./sb. O fiŋ ni'im la bi'ela tis biig. He pinched a little 

of the meat and gave to the child. [MA] BǤ ka fț fiŋim wala? ‘Why did you pinch me like that? [MA] Fiŋimi fț ni'im 

la bi'ela tisim ka m Ǥnb. Pinch off a little of your meat for me to eat. [MA] 

fiŋi1   See main entry: fiŋ1. transfer. 

fiŋi2   See main entry: fiŋ2. pinch. 

fiŋim1!   See main entry: fiŋ1. transfer. 

fiŋim2!   See main entry: fiŋ2. pinch. 

fiŋimi1!   See main entry: fiŋ1. transfer. 

fiŋimi2!   See main entry: fiŋ2. pinch. 

fir   Variant: firǫ; firi. Form: firid. Variant: firidaa. Form: firin. Form: firim!. v. to sink in, bog down. fț nǤba fir 

bian'arin 'Your feet are sunk in the mud'. [JER 38:22] ka tiesi pa'al kuusa kanǫ fir bugum nwiis bțmbǤkțn la. 
and pointed to the nail which was buried with the electrical wires underground. (MA). [Electricity] Ka anrțŋ la tț'țs 

titanbin'isdțțr. Ka li tuon firi gț'țŋ ken. But the ship hit a sandbank and went aground; the front part of the ship 
got stuck and could not move'. [ACT 27:41] Bțŋ ya'a firidaa ba nwaadnǫ zțțr. If a donkey sinks into the ground 
they cut off its tail. [Proverb 171] Colloc: fir kǤndǤm ‘use, wear a condom’. sansa wțsa li pț daam o dap la ya'a 

fir kǤndǤm bǫǫ ba pț firǫ she was never bothered whether the man wore a condom or not. [AIDS-II] banǫ mǤr 

kǤndǤm firid those who have a condom an use it. [AIDS-I] banǫ pț nyaŋidi gban'adi ba mǫŋ la firim 

kǤndǤmnam those who can't control themselves should wear condoms. [AIDS-II] Asaan bu'os ye, Ayaab tun'e 

daa luakin ban'as la o ya'a daa firin kǤndǤm Asaan asked if Ayaab could have avoided the disease if he had 

used a condom. [AIDS-II] Colloc: li1 fir ‘that was the end of the matter, nothing more was heard of it’. na'ayiis kena 

kad o na'abauk la wțsa gaadi dț Fanriŋ ka li fir. thieves came and drove off all his cattle and went off to a 
Francophone country and that ended it. [You-Heard?] Sim: vǤnr; Cpart: vǤn'. 

firǫ   See main entry: fir. sink in, bog down. 
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firi   See main entry: fir. sink in, bog down. 

firid   See main entry: fir. sink in, bog down. 

firidaa   See main entry: fir. sink in, bog down. 

firim!   See main entry: fir. sink in, bog down. 

firin   See main entry: fir. sink in, bog down. 

fita   See main entry: fitir. lamp. 

fitanam   See main entry: fitir. lamp. 

fitir   Variant: fittir; fitla; fitirǫ; fitiri; fittiri. Form: fita. Variant: fitta; fitanam; fitlanam. n. a lamp. O duoe zin'in ka 

ba'aŋi nǤk fitir kanǫ sie la dț'țs lațŋț la. She sat up and reached up and took the lamp that was turned down 
and raised the wick. [Trouble] SǤ' kț nyu'oe fitir ka zaŋi su'a 'No one lights a lamp and then hides it'. [LUK 11:33] ba 

kț lǫn wțm ka sǤ' nǫ'ǫm zǤ'Ǥm bǫǫ ba nyu'oe fitirǫ they will no longer hear someone grinding flour, or light a 
lamp. [JER 25:10] Atiig saam zaŋ mankǫǫnsi nyu'oe bugum fitiri naae Atiig's father had finished lighting the 
lamp with matches. [Fire] BǤzugǤ fț anǫ fitiri tis Israel dim ka fț ya'a kpi fitir la na kpiig. Because you are the 
lamp of the people of Israel and if you die the lamp will go out. [2SA 21:17] Baaba Apul daa ǫǫns o fitanam la nǫ 

ka niŋ karinzi Baaba Apul cleaned his lamps and put kerosene in them. [Fire] Li pț yuugǫ ka fita la niee dǤǤgțn 

la nyain It was not long before the lamps lit up the room brightly. [Fire] Ka fita bǫdegț da bǫ girimbisa dǤkanǫ 

ka ti la'as la ni. 'There were many lamps in the upstairs room where we were meeting.'. [ACT 20:8] O daa tien 

daakanǫ ka o saam daa kiibi mǤr fitta la kul na ka nyu'oe ba la. He remembered the day when his father first 
brought the lamps home and lit them. [Fire] Colloc: fita zi'esir ‘(in the Bible) lampstand, menorah’. Fita zi'esir la 

teŋsțk daug la na mǤr wila ayuobț. 'Six branches are to extend from the sides of the lampstand'. [EXO 25:32] 
From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: fitila < �Z	[\ Note: fatiila "wick" 

fitirǫ   See main entry: fitir. lamp. 

fitiri   See main entry: fitir. lamp. 

fitla   See main entry: fitir. lamp. 

fitlanam   See main entry: fitir. lamp. 

fitta   See main entry: fitir. lamp. 

fittir   See main entry: fitir. lamp. 

fittiri   See main entry: fitir. lamp. 

fiuu   Variant: fi'u. id. noise made by forcefully opening door. NǤŋdaan la daa nǤk o nu'us ayi wțsa tǫbig kțlțŋ la 

yǤ'Ǥg fiuu The poor man used both hands and flung open the door. [You-Heard?] 
fii   See main entry: fiin. small. 

fiie   Form: fiied. v. to accuse, find fault with sb. Fțn kanǫ fiied Wina'am la, gandigim! 'Let him who accuses God 
answer him!'. [JOB 40:1] Lit: you who. 

fiied   See main entry: fiie. argue. 

fiii   id. all askew. Colloc: gbǫl fiii. M nǤǤri yǫla ka ku'om paae ti duma ka sțgir la yț'țn gbǫl fiii, Before you could 
say 'Jack Robinson' the (flood)water reached our knees, and the hut was all tilted over. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

fiil1   Form: fiilnam. Variant: fiilnama. Form: fiil-2. n. 1 • a wheel. Note: as an isolated item: the wheels of a vehicle are 

usually its 'legs' dau la da keŋ zi'enǫ kpi'en nǫ fiil yinne 'the man went in and stood by one of the wheels'. [EZK 10:6] 
Bțnvțya la ya'a ti ye ba keŋ, fiilnam la da dǫn'ǫnidi ba nǫ 'When the living creatures moved, the wheels moved 
beside them'. [EZK 1:19] m da nyǫ fiilnama anaasi 'I saw four wheels'. [EZK 1:15] Kem kpǫn' fiil banǫ bǫ 

Kerubnam la lǫuŋțn la teŋsțk 'Go in among the wheels beneath the cherubim.'. [EZK 10:2] Colloc: fiilnamin 
‘in/to/from wheels’. bțnvțya la siig bǫnǫ fiilnamin la 'the spirit of the living creatures was in the wheels'. [EZK 

1:21] From: (Eng.) 
2 • the rim of a bicycle wheel, used as a hoop for play. Li nǤtinnam nǫ li fiilnam nǫ li sapugusnam nǫ kțnt linǫ 

tț vǤnya ni la wțsa da anǫ kțntzǫn'ug. 'their axles, rims, spokes, and hubs were all of bronze'. [1KI 7:33] Note: the 
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"wheels" of which these are parts are called NǤba linǫ kțrisid in this verse. 

fiil-2   See main entry: fiil1. wheel, rim. 

fiilnam   See main entry: fiil1. wheel, rim. 

fiilnama   See main entry: fiil1. wheel, rim. 

fiin   Variant: fii; fiinn; fiinf. Form: fiins. id. small, little. Pu'apțțg ya'a nut taba li kǫti ka biig la pț mǤr tǫbisimm ka 

an fiin ka lǫn ka' paŋa. If a pregnant woman smokes, it means the child will not weigh enough and will be small 
and weak. [Smoking] biig la tun'e an fiin ka an giŋa, li tun'e lǫm kǫ ka o pț tun'e ken sțŋa the child can be 

smallish and short, and it can also make him unable to walk properly. [Iodine] 'M pugudiba!' o da lǫbisnǫ 

bțgțsțgț. 'Fiin fiin! Fț pț nyǫ bǫogț nie?" "Auntie!", he answered quietly, "Small-small! Don't you know it's 
morning?" [Trouble] Foto la pa'an nǫ ... David onǫ an fiin la vǫnligid luobig The picture showed ... David who 
was small, swinging a sling. [Trouble] Ya na bțd bǫdegț ka bțn fiin 'You will sow much seed ... but you will 

harvest little'. [DEU 28:38] dǫŋim maal bodobodo fiinf na tisim 'first make a small loaf' for me. [1KI 17:13] 
Colloc: nǫ fiin mǫnǫ ‘not at all, not in the least’. Winna'ab : Ka fț tțțma ni, fț nyǫt laafi bǫǫ? ::  Abțgțr : Ayeei, 

nǫ fiin mǫnǫ. W: And in your work, is everything OK? ::  A: No, not in the least. [Three-Problems-] kțdim da siak 

ka sǤ nǤk ku'osțțdim tisi fț biig nǫ fiin mǫnǫ. just don't let anyone give your baby bathwater, not even a tiny 

drop. [Breastfeeding] Colloc: baa1 fiin ‘even a little’. O da pț ti'e baa fiin ye o lǫb yinnǫ la'an nǫ lin da an 

nintantisțțs la. He wasn't at all ready to go home although it was midday. [Trouble] Ba na an sț'țlim kanǫ kț 

mǤr kpi'euŋ baa fiin sț'țlimnam la wțsa nii 'It will become the most paltry of kingdoms. [EZK 29:15] 
Colloc: fiins-fiins ‘'small-small' [Gh.]’. O nini la anǫ fiins-fiins. His eyes were very small. [Trouble] Sim: karț. 

fiinf   See main entry: fiin. small. 

fiinn   See main entry: fiin. small. 

fiins   See main entry: fiin. small. 

fiiva   n. fever. Dasaŋ la daa yǫl ye; m tǫn'ǫs ka fiiva mǤrif The young man said "I think you have fever." [AIDS-I] man 

kțdim zi' fiiva kaŋa yi si'el naa I just didn't know where this fever came from. [AIDS-I] From: (Eng.) Note: better to 
use Kusaal niŋtțțlțg, nwǫ'ǫdțg, niŋgbiŋ/niŋgbina tțl, waad2 

flawa   Form: flawanam. n. flower/s. Note: as grown for decoration 'Zaŋim nǫ'ǫŋa,' Ofori yǫl sakurbil ka tisid o flawa 
'Take this.' Ofori said to a pupil, and gave him a flower. [Trouble] o ya'a lǫm pț baŋǫ ka ianki gaŋ sakur (flawa) 

zaŋguom la ka Tikanam kisigi ba laa he inadvertently jumped over the school flower border which the teachers 

had forbidden them to do. [Trouble] Colloc: flawanamin ‘in/to/from flowers’. O da kaae sakur la nya'aŋi zaŋ 

sț'țraug FLAWAnamin (mǤpuum) He went behind the school and took a cutlass from the flowers. [Trouble] 
Sim: puum, mǤpuum ‘the inflorescence of a wild or farmed plant’. 

flawanam   See main entry: flawa. flower. 

fǤ   Variant: fo; fǤǤ; foo; -f; -uf; -ufo; -ufu; -if. pn. thee [second person singular object pronoun unemphatic]. li na 

nyaŋi gu' ka bugum la paŋ kț daami fǤ it can protect you from being harmed by the electric power. [Electricity] 
Fț bǤǤd ye m niŋ bǤǤ tisi fǤ? 'What do you want me to do for you?'. [LUK 18:41] fț ya'a la'an di bǫǫ nu nǫ EES 

ban'ada li kț lǤ'Ǥŋi fǤǤ? if you eat and drink with an AIDS patient, will it infect you? [AIDS-Azuur] M kț basi fǤǤ, 

asǫǫ m ti maal man pǤǤ zi'el si'em la wțsa. 'I shall not leave you until I have done what I have promised you.'. 

[GEN 28:15] Nasaar yarim an' sț'țŋa tisif iodised salt is good for you. [Iodine] Anina ka m na si'anif. 'That is the 
place where I will meet you.'. [EXO 30:6] Faaro na yisif kpǫla ka fi'igi fț zug, ka yuluf tiig zug, ka niis dii fț 

niŋgbina la. 'the king will release you – and have your head cut off! Then he will hang your body on a pole, and 
the birds will eat your flesh.'. [GEN 40:19] Sim: fț ‘[subject/possessive]’. fț ya'a zaansim ka bțnkǤbțg kati fǤ li 

anǫ zutǤǤg if you dream an animal is chasing you, it is bad luck. [Trouble] Sim: -f ‘[object suffix]’; ma1 ‘[1st. 
person]’; ya ‘[plural]’.  See: fț; -f; fțn. 

fǤn1   Variant: fǤn'; fo'; fon'; fon; fɔnn. Form: fǤnnǫ. Form: fǤǤn3. Form: fǤǤnmǫ!. Variant: fǤnǫ. Form: fǤnya. v. to be 

quiet. Mahama da lǫbis ye, 'Kpankpan'  Ka Nimo fǤn bi'ela ka tak Mahama pian'țk la, 'Kpankpan.' Mahama 
answered 'At all!" And Nimo was quiet for a bit and echoed Mahama's words, 'At all!'. [Trouble] ba wțsa  zi'en ka 

bțnnwǫ'ǫda n fǤn vuud they all stop and the musical instruments stop playing. [Asaasim] Yǫl la nyaŋi ba nǫ ka ba 

lǫbi fǤn baanlimm. The problem has overwhelmed them and they have become very quiet. [MA] ' ... Ka' dap wțsa 
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na niŋ ala.' Li fǤnnǫ. ' ... Not every man would do that.' There was silence. [Trouble] O da fǤnǫ. He remained 

silent. [Trouble] O da kțdim yǫl nǫ'ǫŋa nǫ ye ban fǤǤn la bas. He just said this so that they would keep quiet. 

[Trouble] amaa ka nimbǫ'ǫdnam on fǤǤn ba nǤǤr baanlimm 'but all the wicked are put to silence'. [PSA 107:42] 
FǤǤnmǫ ka kǫlisi sǤliŋ la. Be quiet and listen to the story. [MA] Colloc: fǤn baanlimm/ki' ‘be completely silent’. 
on na tun'e kǫ ka ba fǤn baanlim ka li gbin kae la he could insist on absolute silence for no particular reason. 

[Trouble] Li na fǤn baanlimm ka dammir kae! It will be absolutely quiet, with no disturbance! [AMO 8:3] Ban wțm 

ye ba tuongat la kpinǫ la, ba kpǫn fǤnnǫ baanlimm. When they heard that their leader was dead, they became 
very quiet. [MA] FǤǤnmǫ baanlimm ka kǫ ka m pian' 'Keep silent and let me speak'. [JOB 13:13] Nimo da ... fǤn ki' 

ka Adu bu'os o dinǫ maal. Nimo ... was absolutely silent and Adu asked what was the matter. [Trouble] Goma 

fǤnya ki' Goma shut up. [Trouble] googi kanǫ maan sumalisim la fǤnnǫ ki' 'the joyful harp is silent.'. [ISA 24:8] 
Sim: sin1. O Wina'am, da sinna; da fǤn ki' nǫ O God, do not keep silent; be not quiet. [PSA 83:1] Sim: baanlim, 

fǤn2, fǤǤn, ki'1, sillimm, sin1, sinnim, sțllim, sțț1; Caus: fǤǤns. Etym: OV1 *SIN  OVN *SIN, *FO . See: fǤǤn3. 

fǤn2   Variant: fǤǤn2. adv. quiet. o yǫl sisi'em la nǫ ku'opila la ye, “Niŋimi fǤǤn.” Ka li kpǫn lǫbi fǤn baanlimm. he 

said to the storm and the waves "Be still!" 'the storm subsided, and all was calm.'. [LUK 8:24] Niŋimi fǤǤn ka wțm 

dinǫ bǫ dau la nǤǤrin. Be quiet and hear what the man has to say. [MA] Colloc: lǫbi fǤn ‘fall silent, become quiet’. 
Na'ab la daa tansi bu'os ye, ‘AnǤ'Ǥnǫ kț pǫ'og la?’ Ka zin'ig la lǫbi fǤn baanlimm. The chief shouted and 

asked, 'Who killed the sheep?' And the place became quiet. [MA] Kwadwo Boadu da kpa'anǫ tinam dǤǤgțn la na 

ka tinamǫ nyǫ o la ka li lǫbi fǤn. Kwadwo Boadu headed for our room, and when we saw him it fell silent. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Fț kǫya ka saam banǫ maan tțkpiidțg la lǫbi fǤn. 'You silence the uproar of foreigners'. [ISA 25:5] 
ZugsǤb, kǫl ka nǤŋgban malisiŋ wțsa lǫbi fǤn' 'Silence those flattering tongues, O Lord!'. [PSA 12:3] Note: this is 

an error for fǤn.   Ba da wiisid ye Asuma'asim nǫ o tațn AwinisǤ' na mǤr bugum la lǫbna, ba nyǫnǫ fǤǤn! They 
waited for Asuma'asim and his junior brother Awiniso' to come back with fire, they observed silence. [You-Heard?] 
Sim: baanlim, fǤn1, fǤǤn3, ki'1, sillimm, sin1, sinnim, sțllim, sțț1. 

fǤn3   v. to crash against sth. O ban'anǫ kǫǫkǫ ken fǤn tiig la. He rode a bicycle and crashed against the tree. [MA] O 

nunǫ daam kțțl ka ban'a kǫǫkǫ keŋi fǤn pu'ab la ka ba tus o tud sa ka o li bțmbǤkin. He got drunk from pito 
and rode his bicycle into the women and they pushed him and he fell into a ditch. [MA] See: fǤǤn1. 

fǤnǫ   See main entry: fǤn1. quiet. 

fǤn'   See main entry: fǤn1. quiet. 

fɔnn   See main entry: fǤn1. quiet. 

fǤnnǫ   See main entry: fǤn1. quiet. 

fǤnrig   Variant: fonrig. Form: fǤnrigid. Variant: fonrigid; fǤnrigidi; fonrigidi. v. 1 • to retreat. Babilon dim banǫ gilig 

Jerusalem la ... fǤnrigi lǫb ka bas Jerusalem 'Babylonians who were besieging Jerusalem ... withdrew from 
Jerusalem'. [JER 37:5] Babilon soogianam la da fǤnrigi lǫb nya'aŋ Faaro soogianam la zug 'The Babylonian 
army retreated from Jerusalem because the Egyptian army was approaching.'. [JER 37:11] 
2 • to slide, pivot. like mini-bus side-door. 

fǤnrigid   See main entry: fǤnrig. retreat, slide. 

fǤnrigidi   See main entry: fǤnrig. retreat, slide. 

fǤnya   See main entry: fǤn1. quiet. 

fo   See main entry: fǤ. thee. 

fo'   See main entry: fǤn1. quiet. 

folis   See main entry: fțlis. swollen be. 

folisug   See main entry: fțlis. swollen be. 

fon   See main entry: fǤn1. quiet. 

fon'   See main entry: fǤn1. quiet. 

fonrig   See main entry: fǤnrig. retreat, slide. 

fonrigid   See main entry: fǤnrig. retreat, slide. 
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fonrigidi   See main entry: fǤnrig. retreat, slide. 

foto   See main entry: footo. picture. 

fotonam   See main entry: footo. picture. 

fǤǤ   See main entry: fǤ. thee. 

fǤǤli   n. a line, queue. Israel dim la nǫ Filistia dim la da tuunl fǤǤli ka zi'enǫ kpa' taaba. 'Israel and the Philistines 

were drawing up their lines facing each other.'. [1SA 17:21] ban da paana ka nidib pțn dǫŋim bǫ nǫ ka tțn fǤǤli 
by the time they arrived people were already there and had formed a queue. From: (Eng.) via (Ha). Note: 'Fall in!' - 
military command 

fǤǤn1   Variant: foonn; fuun; fuunn. Form: fǤǤnd. Variant: foond; fǤǤndǫ; fǤǤndi; foonde. v. to rush at, storm (militarily). 
' ... Fț sakur fuug la na kpǫn ya'ae fț niŋin ala wțț gum-gaarisnǫ.' Ka fuun yi. " ... Your school uniform is 

hanging on you like a bunch of loose threads." And she stormed out. [Trouble] 'Asǫǫ fț pǫ'ǫl siŋ la ka nyaan yi yira 

zina.' Ka fuun yi dǤǤgin la. "You have to fill the vat before you go out of the house today." And she rushed out of 

the room. [Trouble] 'M bț' ya biig ka m ya'a lǫn nyǫ o m lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la baba m na lǫn bț' o.' Ka fɔɔnn yi. "I beat 

your child and if I see him around my garden again I will beat him again." And rushed out. [Trouble] Ka Abimelek 

keŋ paae fǤǤndi kpǫn'ǫd girimbisa la ni. 'Abimelech came up to the tower and attacked it'. [JDG 9:52] Sim: bțțg2, 

gi, gțbig. See: fǤn3. 

fǤǤn2   See main entry: fǤn2. quiet. 

fǤǤn3   See main entry: fǤn1. quiet. 

fǤǤn4   adv. quiet. Zin'ig la kpǫn anǫ fǤǤn. The place is very quiet. [MA] Sim: baanlim, fǤn1, fǤn2, ki'1, sillimm, sin1, 

sinnim, sțllim, sțț1, yirr. See: fǤn1; fǤn2. 

fǤǤnd   See main entry: fǤǤn1. rush. 

fǤǤndǫ   See main entry: fǤǤn1. rush. 

fǤǤndi   See main entry: fǤǤn1. rush. 

fǤǤnmǫ!   See main entry: fǤn1. quiet. 

fǤǤns1   Variant: fǤǤnsi. v. to lessen, reduce, quieten sth. Teŋ zțŋ dim fǤǤnsi ba paŋ la wțsa 'Foreigners sap his strength'. 

[HOS 7:9] InvCaus: fǤn1. See: fǤn1. 

fǤǤns2   v. to extract, suck out. Daakan la o na kaalim pu'ab la baba ka mǤr ti'ir ye o na paam kǤnbiri fǤǤns biim. That 
day he hung around the women's quarters in the hope that he would get a bone and suck out some marrow. [Trouble] 

fǤǤnsi   See main entry: fǤǤns1. reduce. 

fǤǤsțg   See main entry: fțțs1. compete. 

foo   See main entry: fǤ. thee. 

foond   See main entry: fǤǤn1. rush. 

foonde   See main entry: fǤǤn1. rush. 

foonn   See main entry: fǤǤn1. rush. 

foos   See main entry: fțțs1. compete. 

foos   See main entry: fțțs2. blow. 

foosid   See main entry: fțțs2. blow. 

foosug   See main entry: fțțs1. compete. 

footo   Variant: foto. Form: footonam. Variant: fotonam. n. a picture, photo. O daa yǫli ba ye, gǤsimi footo kaŋa He 

said to them "Look at this picture ... ". [Electricity] AnǤ'Ǥn footo nǫ anǤ'Ǥn yț'țri sǤbi tabil li ni? 'Whose portrait is 
this? And whose inscription?'. [MRK 12:16 = MAT 22:20, LUK 20:24] O da gțlisnǫ gbigima nǫ na'araad nǫ Kerubnam 

footo niŋ kțnt lamma la zug. 'On the panels between the uprights were lions, bulls and cherubim'. [1KI 7:29] 
Lit: he inscribed ... pictures on the metal panels. o yis o footonam gbauŋ teebul lǫuŋțn na he got out his 
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photo-album from under the table. [Trouble] Colloc: gțl/gțlis footo ‘to draw, carve a picture’. O da gțl 

pomanganǫt footonam zin'is ayi' gilig buos la zugin ka li vǫnl. 'He made pomegranates in two rows all round 
on top of ... the one pillar'. [1KI 7:18] O da gțlisnǫ gbigima nǫ na'araad nǫ Kerubnam footo niŋ kțnt lamma la 

zug. 'on these panels were portrayed lions, oxen, and cherubim'. [1KI 7:29] Colloc: kia footo ‘take a photograph’. 
sǫǫ ya kia footo gima la atan' tan'. you have to have 3 passport photos taken. [Wealth-Is-Power] Lit: short photos. 
From: (Eng.) 

footonam   See main entry: footo. picture. 

frankinsens   n. frankincense. Note: used in the Bible for English "frankincense", a gum which is burned to make perfumed smoke 
ba ... yidigi ba piini tis o, li da anǫ sanlima nǫ frankinsens nǫ mir they ... presented gifts to him: gold, 
frankincense, and myrrh. [MAT 2:11] From: (Eng.) 

fț   Variant: fu; fțț; fuu. pn.  Note: unemph. [see fțn] you/your [sg.], 'thou, thy' [second person singular 

subject/possessive pronoun, unemphatic]. Fț ya'a bǤǤd kuru-kuru fț ken ka ziidnǫ sțmpielig. If you like 
noise, you walk around carrying bambarra-beans. [Asaasim Proverb] Ka fț ǫǫnti zabid nǫ o pu'ab la bǫ yin laa? 
And you used to fight with his wives who were in the house? [Three-Problems] Fț ya'a ye fț kț kǫ ka ba yii, m saa 

na mǤr na'azǤmnam bǫog na 'If you refuse to let them go, I will bring locusts into your country tomorrow.'. [EXO 

10:4] fț ligidi la nyǤǤd du'alnǫ abțnu 'Your money ... has increased fivefold'. [LUK 19:18] Lit: your money has 
brought forth fivefold. ka'a fțț ǫǫnti zuud man ligidi laa? aren't you the one who keeps stealing my money? 

[Wonderwoman] Kțdimin sa, sǤ' pț wțm Wina'am si'a yǫla ka li ya'a ka' fțț. 'Since ancient times no one has 

heard, no ear has perceived, ... any God besides you. [ISA 64:4] Sim: fǤ ~ -f ‘[object]’; fțn ‘[emphatic]’; ya 
‘[plural]’; m1 ‘[1st. person]’; o ‘[3rd. person]’. See: fǤ; fțn; țf1. 

fțdig   Variant: fțdigi. v. to wear sth. out, rub bare. ba zi la'ad hali ka ba zug fțdig [EZK 29:18 [draft]] Note: 'they carry loads 

so much that 'everyone's head was rubbed bare' m ...  zǤǤ gaad ka m ta'adir yinne fțdigi kpǫlim. I ran off but one of 
my sandals slipped off and stayed there. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

fțdigi   See main entry: fțdig. wear out. 

fțgțs   Form: fțgțsid. Variant: fțgțsidi. v. to tear sth. off. o na gaans pǫbanǫ nǤbi mǤr kpaam la Ǥnbid ka fțgțsidi 

ba tafǫǫd. he 'will eat the meat of the choice sheep, tearing off their hoofs.'. [ZEC 11:16] "Normally, when one kills 
an animal that has hoofs, one heats up the hoofs and pulls them off and that is to fțk  and the plural is fțgis" 
(MA). Unit: fțk. See: fțk. 

fțgțsid   See main entry: fțgțs. tear off. 

fțgțsidi  See main entry: fțgțs. tear off. 

fțk   v. to slip off/out (of socket, holder). "Normally, when one kills an animal that has hoofs, one heats up the hoofs 
and pull them off and that is to fțk and the plural is fțgis" (MA). ba nid yinne da nwaad tiig ye o lug la, ka 

lieŋ la fțki lu ku'om la pțțg. 'as one of them was felling a trunk, the head of his axe flew off into the water'. [2KI 

6:5] zǫnnir la fțki ianki nwǫ' o tiraan la kț 'the head of the axe comes off the handle and kills the other'. [DEU 19:5] 
See: fțgțs. 

fțlis   Variant: folis; fțlisi. Form: fțlisnǫ. Form: fțlisid. Form: fțlisțg. Variant: folisug. v. to be swollen. Nini la fțlis nǫ 

ka zabid. They eyes swell and are painful. [Trachoma] Amaa isir la ya'a kpǫm bǫ ka pț lǤ'Ǥŋ o niŋgbina la wțsa, 

ka mu'oe bi'ela, li anǫ isir la fțlis 'If, however, the spot is unchanged and has not spread in the skin but has 
faded, it is a swelling from the burn'. [LEV 13:28] Li mǫ tun'e kǫ ka nif gbauŋ la fțlisi fțlis. It can cause the eyelid 
to swell and swell. [Trachoma] fǫn'țg kanǫ bǫǫ o gbǫ'ogțn bǫǫ o zugin la ya'a fțlisi mu'oe pǫlig 'if the swollen 

sore on his head or forehead is reddish-white'. [LEV 13:43] m nini la fțlisi fțlisnǫ 'my eyes are swollen'. [JOB 16:16] 
li ǫǫnti pin'ili biilimin ka niŋgbina la fțlisid it usually begins in infancy, and the body swells. [Trachoma] Lin 

wțm sǤ'. Nini isir fțlisțg. Symptoms: Swollen scarring of the eyes, ... [Trachoma] O nyǫ o nǤŋgban la fțlisțg la. 
She saw his swelling lip. [Trouble] 

fțlisi   See main entry: fțlis. swollen be. 

fțlisid   See main entry: fțlis. swollen be. 

fțlisnǫ   See main entry: fțlis. swollen be. 

fțlisțg   See main entry: fțlis. swollen be. 
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fțm   See main entry: fțn2.  thou . 

fțn1   Variant: fun; fțnǫ1; fune. pn. thou who, as/when thou ...  [second person sing. relative/subordinate pronoun]thou 

who, as/when thou ... Fțn tu'as sida la zugǤ m kț bț'țfǤ Because you told the truth, I won't beat you. [Fire] fțn 

kanǫ an bandatita'ari digi fț kǤlisin la 'you monster crocodile, lying in the river'. [EZK 29:3] num fțn bǤǤd si'el 

nannanna ka dabis ban nyaan paana drink what you want now, and those days will eventually come. [Asaasim] 
Fț ya'a an baanlimm fț na tǫn'ǫs sț'țŋa ka baŋ fțn na tțm si'el If you are careful you will think well and 
decide what you are going to do. [Electricity] Fțn yǤǤd ligidsi'a la anǫ bi'ela dinǫ mǫ sțŋid Gaana. The money 
you pay is a small amount, and anyway it helps Ghana. [Tax] Di ka' fțnǫ daa nyǤnl Adam nǫ o pu'a Hawa ye bǤǤ 

kǫ ka ba daa pț nyaŋi mǤdigǫ ka di tiig laa? Was it not you who criticised Adam and Eve saying 'Why couldn't 

they control themselves and not eat of the tree?'. [You-Heard?] Sim: fț, fǤ ~ -f ‘[neutral]’; fțn2 
‘[emphatic/contrastive]’; mam1 ‘[1st. person]’; yanam ‘[plural]’.  See: fț; -f; fțn2. 

fțn2   Variant: fun; fțm; fțnǫ2; fune; fțnǫǫ; funi. pn. you/'thou' [2nd. person singular emphatic/contrastive pronoun]. 
Fțn mǫ kț kpǫn' anii 'Neither will you yourself go in there'. [DEU 1:37] Fțn mǫ nar ye fț paam nǤzi'elkaŋa 

nyǤǤd laa? Do you deserve to receive the reward of this promise? [Bible-Study] On yǫl ala naae la ka bu'os 

Apțsiakid ye, ka fțm ba' nǫ fț ma on bǫ yaanǫ When he had finished saying that he asked Apusiakid "Where 
are your father and mother ... ?" [Billygoat] M pț bǤǤd ye fț ti yǫl bǫog daar ye fțnǫ kǫ ka mam Abram lieb 

bțmmǤra. 'Then you can never say, ‘I am the one who made Abram rich.’ '. [GEN 14:23] Manǫ nwa', fțnǫ buolǫǫ?” 
'Here I am; you called me.'. [1SA 3:5] fțnǫ zuud sakur busa la it is you who are stealing the school yams. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] di ya'a da an fțnǫ, fț tǫn'ǫs ka fț da na nyaŋi mǤdig ka pț ki'is Wina'am nǤǤrǫǫ? if it had been 
you, do you think you could have been self-controlled and not disobeyed God's command? [You-Heard?] Li anǫ fțnǫ 

na mǫ' yiri tis mam ka m kpǫn'ǫ? 'Are you the one to build me a house to dwell in?'. [2SA 7:5] Fțnǫ aan o 

nya'andǤl, ka tinam anǫ Moses nya'andǤlib. 'You are this fellow's disciple! We are disciples of Moses!'. [JHN 

9:28] Li sid anǫ fțnǫǫ, m zugdaan Elaja? 'Is it really you, my lord Elijah?'. [1KI 18:7] Colloc: fțn2 [imperative] 
‘you should ...’. Note: when a command is not at the beginning of a sentence the emphatic pronoun comes before the 

imperative verb or da2 Fț ya'a aan ba yinne fțn baŋim ye li an sțm tisif If you are one of them you must realise 
that it is good for you. [Tax.a] fțn nǤkim sǫwiesi ǫnbisi fț mǫŋ you have to take potsherds and scratch yourself. 

[You-Heard?] Fț ya'a ti wțm ka li nwǫnǫ nidib nǤba nǤǤdi dammid tiis la zugin, fțn duom tǤ'ǤtǤ bțțli ba. 
'When you hear the sound of marching in the treetops, then attack'. [2SA 5:24] Colloc: fțn2 [noun phrase]! ‘o you 
[noun phrase]!’. fțn na'ab pu'ayua biiga! 'O prince's daughter!'. [SNG 7:1] Sim: fț, fǤ ~ -f ‘[non-emphatic]’; fțn1 
‘[dependent/relative]’; man2 ‘[1st. person]’; yanam ‘[plural]’.  See: fț; -f; fțn1. 

fțnǫ1   See main entry: fțn1. thou who. 

fțnǫ2   See main entry: fțn2.  thou . 

fțnǫǫ   See main entry: fțn2.  thou . 

fțoǫn   See main entry: fuoǫn. suck. 

fʋripiim   See main entry: furipiim. needle. 

fu-   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fu   See main entry: fț. thou. 

fua   See main entry: fuoe. extract, castrate. 

fudig   Form: fudignǫ. Form: fudigidnǫ. Form: fudigir. v. to burst. Ka o kǫ ka o pțtǫn'ǫr kpa' o pugudib la ka o sțnf 

maligin fudig. He let his thoughts focus on his aunt and his heart boiled up even more. [Trouble] SǤnsțg la da 

fudig Yeboah sțnf nǫ. The conversation burst Yeboah's heart. [Trouble] Adu sțnf da fudignǫ. Adu's heart burst. 

[Trouble] On kis o dataa la si'em la kpǫn fudigidnǫ. Her hatred for her enemy was suddenly bursting out. [Trouble] 
M sțțnr pǫ'ǫli nǫ pian'ad nwǫnǫ daam na pǫ'ǫl yțțr hali bǤǤd fudigir si'em la 'If I don't get a chance to speak, 
I will burst like a wineskin full of new wine.'. [JOB 32:19] Lit: My heart is filled with the desire to speak out. 

fudigidnǫ   See main entry: fudig. burst. 

fudigir   See main entry: fudig. burst. 

fudignǫ  See main entry: fudig. burst. 
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fue   See main entry: fuoe. extract, castrate. 

fufum   Variant: fufummǫ; fufume; fufumǫǫ; fufumee; fufummi; fufumi. n. jealousy, covetousness. Fufum ka'a nyǤǤdǫ 
Jealousy is unprofitable. [Jealousy] Onǫ mǤr fufum nwǫnǫ ba'amaan nǫ. 'for greed is a form of idolatry'. [EPH 5:5] 
fufum anǫ bǫ'ǫdi nwǫnǫ ba'ar maalțg nǫ 'greed which is nothing less than idolatry'. [COL 3:5] ba pțțgin la pǫ'ǫl 

nǫ filțŋ nǫ fufum tțțma 'inside they are full of greed and self-indulgence'. [MAT 23:25] Nimbanǫ mǤr nǤŋilim, 

mǫ mǤr suguru, ka sțŋid nidib, ka pț mǤr fufum bǫǫ dț'țsi-m-mǫŋa. People who have love are 'patient and 
kind ... not jealous or conceited or proud'. [1CO 13:4] DA MƆR FUFUMMŰ Don't Be Jealous. [Jealousy [book title]] M 

mǤr fufummi ya yǫla wțț Wina'am mǤr fufummi ya yǫla si'em la 'I am jealous for you, just as God is'. [2CO 11:2] 
Wada la ya'a da pț yǫlin ye, “Da mǤr fufummǫ,” m naan kț baŋin fufummi an si'ela. 'I should never have 
known what it was to covet, if the law had not said, ‘You shall not covet.’'. [ROM 7:7] Colloc: fufum sǤb3 ~ daan1 
‘a jealous person’. SǤ' ya'a paam ka li si'al o ka o nan kpǫn tǫn'ǫd ye o paam paasǫǫ, ninkan daan anǫ fufum 

sǤb. If someone gets what is enough for him and still thinks he should get more, that fellow is greedy. [Jealousy] 
Karim linǫ dǤl nwa ka baŋ fufum daan ba'asigț an si'em. Read what follows, and realise what is the final state 
of a jealous person. [Jealousy] Colloc: bǫn'1 X fufum ‘be jealous of X’. O da nǫ'ǫsi ba tț'țd la nǫ ka Ǥnbig o kuob, 

nannanna, nidib bǫn'ǫd o nǫ fufum. He despised their abuse and kept on with his farming, and now people are 

jealous of him. [Trouble] Saul bǫn'ǫd David fufum 'Saul's Jealousy of David'. [1SA 18:1 [heading]] Jew dim la da 

bǫn'ǫd fufum ka buol bugusim dim sieba banǫ bǫ da'ani ka' tțțma la 'the Jews were jealous; so they rounded 
up some bad characters from the marketplace'. [ACT 17:5] Sim: nǫn. Note: in ACT 5:17 7:9 MAT 20:15 the verb nǫn in 
the draft was replaced by the expression mǤr fufum in the published Bible 

fufume   See main entry: fufum. jealousy. 

fufumǫǫ   See main entry: fufum. jealousy. 

fufumee   See main entry: fufum. jealousy. 

fufumi   See main entry: fufum. jealousy. 

fufummǫ   See main entry: fufum. jealousy. 

fufummi   See main entry: fufum. jealousy. 

fugǤb-   See main entry: fugǤbțg. curtain. 

fugǤbțg   Variant: fugobug; fugǤbțgț. Form: fugǤb-. n. a covercloth, curtain. LǤǤmi fț fugǤbțg la ka dǤllim. 'Wrap 

your cloak around you and follow me'. [ACT 12:8] fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋ gǤn Wina'am pț'țsim dǤǤgin la aaǫn buak 

zin'isa ayi' 'the curtain hanging in the Temple was torn in two'. [LUK 23:45] fț ya'a di'e fț kpi'a fugǤbțgț o pǫ'ǫm 

yǫla, fțn lǫbisim tis o ka winnig nyaan lu 'If you take your neighbour's cloak as a pledge, return it to him by 
sunset'. [EXO 22:26] O lǤbnǫ kita fugǤbkanǫ yț'țm pǫlig He put on a kente covercloth which was faded to white. 
[Trouble] Colloc: fugǤbțgțn ‘in/on/from cloth’. O bilig o fugǤbțgțn la ka ya'am. He rolled on his sheet and 

yawned. [Trouble] See: fuug. 

fugǤbțgț   See main entry: fugǤbțg. curtain. 

fugobug   See main entry: fugǤbțg. curtain. 

fuir [W]   See main entry: fuoe. extract, castrate. 

fuk   Form: fukid. v. to froth up. Onǫ dț'țsid o mǫŋ ye o na tis sǤ' piini ka pț tis o nwǫnǫ saa na kțț fuk ka pț nii. 
'Like clouds and wind without rain is a man who boasts of gifts he does not give.'. [PRO 25:14] Lit: rain threatens and 
rolls away and doesn't fall. O ya'a lugid, pumpuum fukid nǫ 'Behind him he leaves a glistening wake'. [JOB 41:32] 
Lit: when he swims, the foam boils up. 

fukid   See main entry: fuk. froth. 

fulig   Variant: fuligi. v. to strip, tear off. Tǫǫgim gbauŋ la fulig. Pull the skin and peel it off! [MA] AnǤ'Ǥn lǫǫ na tun'e 

tǫǫgi fulig o gbauŋǤ? 'Who can strip off his outer coat?'. [JOB 41:13] ya fuligi ba niŋgbiŋ 'You strip off their skin'. 

[MIC 3:3] Sim: si1 ‘to skin, flay’; fanr, fanrig, fanris ‘strip sth. off’. See: fulis. 

fuligi   See main entry: fulig. strip. 

fulis   Form: fulisug. v. to strip, tear off. O nyǫ o nǤŋgban la fulisțg la. He saw his skinned lip. [Trouble] O maal o 
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pțtǫn'ǫr ye, o ya'a ye o zin'in nǫ yiiŋa, nidib na nyǫ o nǤŋgban la fulisțg la nǫ o nu'us fiebțg la. He thought 

that if he sat outside, people would see his skinned lip and grazed arms. [Trouble] See: fulig. 

fulisug   See main entry: fulis. strip. 

fun   See main entry: fțn1. thou who. 

fun   See main entry: fțn2.  thou . 

fune   See main entry: fțn1. thou who. 

fune   See main entry: fțn2.  thou . 

funi   See main entry: fțn2.  thou . 

fuo   See main entry: fuoe. extract, castrate. 

fuodnǫ   See main entry: fuoe. extract, castrate. 

fuoǫn   Variant: fuoen; fțoǫn. Form: fuond. v. to suck in, inhale. Dumis yǫla, ba ǫǫnti dum sǤ' fuoǫn ziim zii li kena lǫn 

dumi ti, duŋ ya'a dum onǫ mǤr ban'a la ka lǫn keŋ dum onǫ pț mǤr ban'as la, li kț lǤ'Ǥŋ o sǤbaa? Because 
of mosquitoes, when they bite someone and take blood and carry it can come and bite us, if the mosquito bites 

someone who has the disease and then goes and bites someone who hasn't, won't it pass to that person? [AIDS-I] M 

ya'a ǫǫnti fțoǫn li sansi'a li tisidimnǫ sumalisim ka m sțnf an bțgisiga. When I smoked it ('wee') it made me 
happy and light-hearted. [Shoeshine-Boy] teŋ la tans mugulim fuoǫn ku'om kanǫ yi bțnyua la nǤǤrin na la the 
earth ... opened its mouth and drank up the river which the dragon spewed from his mouth'. [REV 12:16] sǤ' ya'a 

fuoǫn li ka vǤl nyǤ'Ǥs la li kǫt ka o ya'am diginidnǫ if anyone pulls on it and swallows the smoke it would calm 
his mind. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li da kǫnǫ ka li nwǫnǫ onǫ sǤ' la'am bǫ nǫ ka o fuond nyǤ'Ǥs la This made it look as if 
he was there with someone and was inhaling the smoke. [Trouble] 

fuoe   Variant: fue; fua; fuo; fuonǫ. Form: fuodnǫ. Form: fuom!. Variant: fuomi!; fuomǫ; fuome. Form: fuor. 

Variant: fuir [W]. v. 1 • to extract sth., draw from a sheath/scabbard. o tțm o kǤlțgțn la fuoe pinkțdțg na ka 

nǤk o ankita ǫǫns piim la. he felt in his bag and dug out an old arrow, and wiped it with his handkerchief. [AIDS-I] 
Ka o lǫn fuoe yinne nwǫ'ǫ paas, ya'asǫǫ bugum pț la'aŋǫ. He got out another (match) and struck it, and again 
the fire didn't catch. [Fire] o da fuoe ba yisi ba teŋinǫ da'ae ba bas teŋ si'a ni he 'uprooted them from their land 
and thrust them into another land'. [DEU 29:28] Ba ǫǫnti fuonǫ gbinin gun'a ka nyaan fuoe nǤbirin gun'a. They 
usually pull out the thorn in the bottom and then the one in the foot. [Proverb 152] Adu nini da fuonǫ ka o kaaki 

kurug la sțdig ka bas o siaa. Adu's eyes were popping and his khaki shorts were drooping from his 'waist'. 

[Trouble] Fț ya'a li'ad zǤlțg, fț fuodnǫ yu'or m bigisid o. If you are courting a fool, you have to take your penis 
out and show her. [Asaasim  Proverb] Fuomi fț sț'țg la kțțm 'Draw your sword and kill me'. [JDG 9:54] fuomi ki 

bǤba la nii digil ka o kena pi'isi paas ka da zǫrigi nǫ o 'pull out some stalks for her from the bundles and leave 

them for her to pick up, and don't rebuke her'. [RUT 2:16] Piim ya'a pț kpǫn' li fuor pț tǤiya. If the arrow hasn't 
gone in (far), pulling it out is not difficult. [Asaasim  Proverb] Colloc: fuoe sț'țg ‘draw sword’. M na fuoe m sț'țg 

la li tǫǫnginǫ 'I will draw my sword from its scabbard'. [EZK 21:3] Ba ǫǫnti fuonǫ gbinin gun'a ka nyaan fuoe 

nǤbirin gun'a. They usually pull out the thorn in the bottom and then the one in the foot. [Proverb 152] fuomi ki 

bǤba la nii digil ka o kena pi'isi paas ka da zǫrigi nǫ o 'pull out some stalks for her from the bundles and leave 
them for her to pick up, and don't rebuke her'. [RUT 2:16] Cpart: su ‘sheathe’; Mult: fuos. 
2 • to castrate. Note: by excision Ba du'a dap sieba ka ba daulim kae. Ka nidib mǫ fua dap sieba. 'some are 

eunuchs because they were born that way; others were made that way by men'. [MAT 19:12] Naa, ... fț tțmtțm onǫ 

ka ba fuo o ka o yț'țr buon Hegai ka o gur pu'ab la 'Hegai, the king's eunuch who has charge of the women'. 

[EST 2:3] See: fuos. 
fuoen   See main entry: fuoǫn. suck. 

fuom!   See main entry: fuoe. extract, castrate. 

fuomǫ   See main entry: fuoe. extract, castrate. 

fuome   See main entry: fuoe. extract, castrate. 

fuomi!   See main entry: fuoe. extract, castrate. 
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fuond   See main entry: fuoǫn. suck. 

fuonǫ   See main entry: fuoe. extract, castrate. 

fuor   See main entry: fuoe. extract, castrate. 

fuor-fuor   id. successively, in 'Indian file'. BțnkǤnbid la wțsa ... da yi anrțŋțn la fuor-fuor. 'All the animals ... came 

out of the ark, one kind after another.'. [GEN 8:19] Sim: gal-gal. 

fuos   v. to extract [many things]. Na'ab Asa yț'țn tis nǤǤr ye Juda dim wțsa kem fuos kuga nǫ daad banǫ bǫ Rama 
'Then King Asa brought all the men of Judah, and they carried away from Ramah the stones and timber'. [2CH 16:6] 
nidib kena fuos tǫreko la daad la people came and pulled out the planks of the cart. [1SA 6:14] Unit: fuoe. 
See: fuoe. 

furipiim   Variant: furpiim; fʋripiim. n. a needle. Furipiim naŋnaŋ ka li ka'anǫ kțnti pǤ'Ǥg o. Needle is small by nature, 

not for lack of steel. [Proverb 077] banǫ mǤr fțripiim yinne vțt bipumis bǫdegț tțba la, li ka'a sț'țm. when 
they use one needle to pierce the ears of a number of girls, it is not good. [AIDS-I] La'abanǫ kpǫlim la da anǫ 

fțripiim nǫ gum nǫ kuusa nǫ hamma. The remaining items were a needle and thread, and nails and a hammer. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: furipiim vǤǤnr ‘the eye of a needle’. Li anǫ na'ana nǫ yțgțme na kpǫn' furipiim vǤǤnrin, 

gaad arezak daani na kpǫn' Wina'am sț'țlimin. It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for 
a rich man to enter the kingdom of God. [MRK 10:25] See: piim. 

furpiim   See main entry: furipiim. needle. 

fut   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

futusa   n.pl. shirt-fringes. ba ... maali ba futusa ka li wa'am 'They make ... the tassels on their garments long'. [MAT 23:5] 
Fț da' la ni ba mǤr fusțma ... nǫ fuud linǫ ka ba țg sț'țŋa kuoǫn li nǤǤr la nǫ futusa linǫ pǤnri vǫnl la kenna 

kuosid. 'In your marketplace they traded with you beautiful garments ... and multicoloured rugs with cords 
twisted and tightly knotted.'. [EZK 27:24] See: fuug. 

fțț   See main entry: fț. thou. 

fțțd   Variant: fțțdnǫ. v. to boast, 'bluff' [Gh.], brag [Am.] NǤdi'esidib la fțțdnǫ nǤǤr 'The prophets are but wind'. [JER 

5:13] 

fțțdnǫ   See main entry: fțțd. boast. 

fʋʋg   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fțțnsim   Variant: fuusim; fʋʋsim. Form: fțțnsimnǫ. Variant: fʋʋsimmɛ. v. to be inflated, swollen, puffed up. Note: not 

swollen from disease see mǤd fț pț dit diib bǫǫ nuud ku'om ka nǤbi fțțnsim you don't eat or drink but you grow 
bigger and bigger. [Wonderwoman] Ka fț bin'isa fțțnsim ka nyǫligid. And your breasts become swollen and shiny. 

[Womens-Health] Ka o nu'us nǫ o nǤba fuusim ka o zug nwa'ad ka o nindaa sǤbid. Her hands and feet swell and 

her head pounds and her face goes dark. [Womens-Health] Pu'apțțg la nǤba fțțnsimnǫ A pregnant woman's feet 
are swollen. [Womens-Health] 

fțțnsimnǫ   See main entry: fțțnsim. swell. 

fțțs1   Variant: foos. Form: fțțsid1. Variant: fțțsidi; fțțsim1!. Form: fțțsțg1. Variant: fǤǤsțg; foosug. v. to compete, 

threaten. ba wțsa zi'enid nǫ bțnnwǫ'ǫda la ka ba pǤ pǤǤr n fțțs taaba they all stand with the drummers and 
proclaim clan-dirges in competition with each other. [Asaasim] ba pǤ nǫ daulim, n fțțs taaba banǫ wțsa paasi n 

giligid dabǤǤg la they swear on their manhood and compete in how they all do the most as they go round the 
funeral house. [Asaasim] Tțk wa'adib la wa'adnǫ fțțsid taaba. The Tʋk dancers are dancing in competition. [MA] 
Vaala anǫ di'ema biis san'an ka ba vaannǫ fțțsid taaba. Farm-clearing is a game for the youngsters and they 
compete against each other in doing the clearing work. [House+Farm] M da tun'e tț'țsid onǫ fțțsidim wțsa. I 
could confront everyone who threatened me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: fțțsțg daan1 ‘a boastful, competitive person’; 
Sim: pan'as. 

fțțs2   Variant: foos. Form: fțțsid2. Variant: foosid. Form: fțțsidnǫ. v. to blow (fire). Egipt na vț'țsidi nwǫnǫ waafț 

zǤt ka fțțsid nǫ 'Egypt will hiss like a fleeing serpent'. [JER 46:22] Zugub laas la fțțsidnǫ ka bugum la'aŋid hali 
'The bellows blow fiercely'. [JER 6:29] 
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fțțsid1   See main entry: fțțs1. compete. 

fțțsid2   See main entry: fțțs2. blow. 

fțțsidi   See main entry: fțțs1. compete. 

fțțsidnǫ  See main entry: fțțs2. blow. 

fʋʋsim   See main entry: fțțnsim. swell. 

fțțsim1!   See main entry: fțțs1. compete. 

fʋʋsimmɛ   See main entry: fțțnsim. swell. 

fțțsțg1   See main entry: fțțs1. compete. 

fuu   See main entry: fț. thou. 

fuud   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fuuda   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fuudǫ   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fuudǫǫ   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fuudi   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fuug   Variant: fʋʋg; fuugi; fuugǤ; fuugo; fuugǤǤ; fuugț; fuugu. Form: fuud. Variant: fuudi; fuuda; fuudǫ; fuudǫǫ; fut. 

Form: fu-. n. a shirt, cloth, garment. Man da mǤri fuud atan', tțțma fuug yinne, zaam fuug yinne nǫ duorim 

fuug yinne. I had three shirts: one work shirt, one evening shirt, and one for special occasions. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
NǤŋdaan fuug tigidnǫ gum ka li pț tigid ki'ibț. The poor man's shirt has plenty of darns but not too much soap. 

[Proverb 232] Bugum la daa la'aŋ takoro la mǫŋ nǫ li fuug la The window(-frame) and the curtain caught fire. [Fire] 
maanmaan la na yǫ fuug ka sǤǤn o kurigiŋ 'The priest, having donned his linen robe and put on linen shorts'. 
[LEV 6:10] Ka ba nǤk Josef fuug la, ka kț bțțgi nǤk fuug la mi'is ziimin la. 'Then they killed a goat and dipped 

Joseph's robe in its blood.'. [GEN 37:30] o ... bǤbim nǫ pțpielim fuug 'he has ... arrayed me in a robe of 

righteousness'. [ISA 61:10] Fț ya'a mǤri fț fʋʋg bǫǫ nu'usi duusid nimpuud bǫǫ mǫmǫǫdǫǫ li mǤri ban'as la 

lǤmisid nidib. If you use your shirt or your hand to wipe matter or mucus from the eye, it will have the disease (on 
it) and infect people. [Trachoma] O pțn ka' fuugǤ. He no longer had a single garment. [Akelsa] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ si'isi m 

fuugǤ? 'Who touched my clothes?'. [MRK 5:30] Ti pi'ig nǫ'ǫŋa nǫ, di'em gǤs ye li anǫ fț biig la fuugǤǤ? 'We 
found this. Examine it to see whether it is your son's robe.'. [GEN 37:32] M kț tun'e bǫ nǫ ya kpǫla ka ka'a fuugț 

yǫǫda I can't be here with you and not have a shirt to wear. [AIDS-Azuur] ba sid da nǤk na'am fuugț yǫǫl Daniel 
they did in fact clothe Daniel in a royal robe. [DAN 5:29] Li tun'e di pǤǤd nǫ fuud nǫ ligidi nǫ la'asțma bǫdegț. 
It can burn up farms, and clothes, and money and many valuable things. [Fire] Ba daa sǫn nǤǤryinne fuud ka 

la'asțg ya'a bǫ tempțțgin ka ba yǫǫ keŋǫǫ They had Cooperative shirts made, when there was a meeting in 
town, they put them on and went. [Wealth-Is-Power] NǤkim fuud anu sǫǫn tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba 'Join five of the curtains 
together'. [EXO 26:3] Jakob da aaǫn o fuud sțnsa'aŋ zug 'Jacob tore his clothes in sorrow'. [GEN 37:34] Fț gǤs ka 

m nyǫt ki'ibț yaanǫ tisidif ka fț piesidi fț fuudǫ? Where do you think I get soap to give you to wash your 
clothes? [Trouble] saŋkan ka fț an biel, ka ti tisif fuudǫ? when were you naked and we gave you clothing? [MAT 

25:38] Ye Adu tǫn'ǫs ye ba maal on tiela la nǫ ye li ligid zǤn wțț on la fuudǫǫ? Did Adu think that they 
manufactured that sewing-machine just to be patching the clothes of fools like him? [Trouble] NyǤvțr pț gat 

diibǤǤ? Ka ya niŋgbina pț gat fuudǫǫ? 'isn't life worth more than food? And isn't the body worth more than 
clothes?'. [MAT 6:25] Ka kasǫtib zaŋi ba fuudi gu'ul dasaŋ ka o yț'țr buon Saul. 'the witnesses laid their clothes 
at the feet of a young man named Saul.'. [ACT 7:58] fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋ gǤn Wina'am pț'țsim dǤǤgin la aaǫn buak 

zin'isa ayi' 'the curtain hanging in the Temple was torn in two'. [LUK 23:45] Ba da lǫm maal zi'esa linǫ ba'a daad 

banǫ gu'ud fubanǫ gilig zak la 'the bases for the surrounding courtyard'. [EXO 38:31] Lit: the stands which secure 
the uprights ('sticks') which secure the cloths which .... Fț ya'a bǤbi fț mǫŋ nǫ fusțma, li bǫligidnǫ nidib 
'Charm is deceptive'. [PRO 31:30] Lit: if you dress up in fine clothes, it deceives people. Li ... yi fukaŋa nii lǤ'Ǥŋ 

fukaŋa ni ti ba'asi lǤ'Ǥŋ fuug la sǤb. It ... passes from one garment to another and ends up infecting the owner of 

that garment. [Trachoma] Yțma ayi' banǫ gaad la, fubama naan aannǫ o pǤǤgțn bǫǫ o gǤǤndim la'ad By the 
time two years had passed those clothes were work clothes or clothes for travelling in. [Trouble] maal fuud bǫŋir 
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and make a cloth partition. [EXO 38:12] Colloc: fuugin/fuudin ‘in/on/for/from shirt/clothes’. yț'țr sǤb o fuugin a 

name was written on his robe. [REV 19:16] Zak la milignǫ silinsi'ipaanlis bǫ fuudin la The yard was a mess, there 
were webs on the clothes. [Wonderwoman] Tadimnam ziim bǫǫ ya fuudin la 'Your clothes are stained with the 
blood of the poor'. [JER 2:34] Li mǫ lǫn yiti ba fuudinǫ lǤmisid, yi fukaŋa nii lǤ'Ǥŋ fukaŋa ni The again it passes 
over from their clothes, going from one garment and crossing to another. [Trachoma] Colloc: zaba fuug ‘war-gown, 

armour’. zabzabidib banǫ zu'oe ka yǫ zaba fuud ka mǤr gbanti'edis linǫ an bțmbǫda nǫ bțmbibis la 'your 
horsemen fully armed, and a great horde with large and small shields'. [EZK 38:4] Colloc: La'asțg (Fuug) Sțgțr 
‘Tent of Meeting, Tabernacle (in the Bible)’. ZugsǤb la yǫl Moses nǫ Aaron nǫ Miriam ye babatan' la yim keŋ 

La'asțg Fuug Sțgțrin la 'the Lord said to Moses, Aaron and Miriam, “Come out to the Tent of Meeting, all three 
of you.'. [LEV 12:4] Note: Bible term 

fuugi   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fuugǤ   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fuugo   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fuugǤǤ   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fuugț   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fuugu   See main entry: fuug. garment. 

fuun   See main entry: fǤǤn1. rush. 

fuunn   See main entry: fǤǤn1. rush. 

fuusim   See main entry: fțțnsim. swell. 

G  -  g 

ga   Form: gaam2!. Variant: gaami!. Form: gaab. v. 1 • to dig out, excavate. Ka li nwǫn o tiǫnǫ yǫlkpǫŋ yinne ka ye, 

'G-G-Gaami fț mǫŋ an-an-anrțŋ.' As if he remembered something important he said "P-p-paddle your own 
canoe.'. [Trouble] m ...  ga mu'a mǤri dǤn'Ǥsidi m tiis la 'I made reservoirs to water groves of flourishing trees'. 
[ECC 2:6] 
2 • to paddle (a boat). Banǫ mi' anrțŋ gaab la da nǤki fț keŋ atǫuk teŋsțk. 'Your oarsmen take you out to the 

high seas.'. [EZK 27:26] See: gaae. 

gabț   n. 1 • (dried) onion-leaves. 
2 • onions. Dau sǤ' mǫ daa isigi wa'ae ye o dǤn'Ǥs o gabț Someone else got up and said he was going to water 

his onions. [You-Heard?] Ti tiǫn zimi banǫ ka ti daa Ǥnbid Egipt teŋin zaalim nǫ gǤla banǫ ka ti daa dțgidi 

Ǥnbid nǫ wǤtamǫlǤn nǫ gabț buudi wțsa la. 'We remember the fish we ate in Egypt at no cost – also the 
cucumbers, melons, leeks, onions and garlic.'. [NUM 11:5] 

gad-   See main entry: gadțg. bed. 

gada   See main entry: gadir. hamstring. 

gadir   Form: gada. n. the hamstring. Note: tendon at back of knee Colloc: kǫns ... gada ‘to hamstring’. ba ... kǫns lǤlis 

gada ka li ka' gbinnǫ 'wantonly they hamstrung oxen'. [GEN 49:6] O da kǫnsi ba widi la wțsa gada ka nyu'oe ba 

widi tǫrekonam la. 'He hamstrung their horses and burned their chariots.'. [JOS 11:9] 
gadog   See main entry: gadțg. bed. 

gadpțțr   n. a mattress. Sțgirin la gadpțțr da kae, ka m pț lǫn yǫti gadțgǤ. In the shack there wasn't even a mattress, 

let alone a bed. [Shoeshine-Boy] o da mak ye zin'in o gadpțțr zug he tried to sit on his mattress. [Trouble] Adu da 

kpǫ'ǫsi lǫb o dǤǤgin zin'in o gadpțțr zug. Adu limped back to his room and sat on his mattress. [Trouble] 
See: gadțg. 

gadț   See main entry: gadțg. bed. 

gadțg   Variant: gadog; gadț; gadu; gadțgǤ; gadțgț. Form: gad-. n. a bed. M da da' gunnir nǫ zukțgir ka li an m 
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gadțg. I bought a sheet and a pillow and that was my bed. [Shoeshine-Boy] Kpi'imnam ayi' dig gadțg zug ka 

gunna pili ba. Two corpses were lying on a bed, and were covered with sheets. [Trouble] Kem digin gadțg zug 

ka ma' ye fț bǫn'ǫd nǫ. 'Go to bed and pretend to be ill'. [2SA 13:5] Daniel da dignǫ o gadțg zug ka zaansim 
'Daniel had a dream ... as he was lying on his bed'. [DAN 7:1] Tama keŋ o tațn Amnon yinnǫ paae ka o dig gadț 

zug 'Tamar went to the house of her brother Amnon, who was lying down.'. [2SA 13:8] M da'anǫ gadț pien sțma 

Egipt teŋin nǤki ligili m gadțg la. 'I have covered my bed with coloured linens from Egypt.'. [PRO 7:16] Note: ? 

better gadțpien "bedcover" [TN] o dam Yaa ka duo o zin'il gadț la zug he shook Yaa and got him up and sat him 
on the bed. [Trouble] Du'ata la yǫl ye "Digilim o kpǫla, gadțg la zug.", ka Akudbil țk o niŋ gadbil kanǫ bǫ 

du'ata dǤǤgțn la. The doctor said "Lay him down here on the bed." and Akudbil lifted him and put him on the 

small bed in the doctor's room. [Electricity] Mam gbisidnǫ m gadbil la zug. I was sleeping on my small bed. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Sțgirin la gadpțțr da kae ka m pț lǫn yǫti gadțgǤ. In the shack there wasn't even a sleeping 
area, let alone a bed. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba maalnǫ gadțgț digil o ka li bǫ nimbanǫ kpi la teŋsțk 'A bed is made for 
her among the slain'. [EZK 32:25] Ya dig gadbanǫ ka ba maal nǫ wabțg nyina ... la zug. 'You lie on beds inlaid 

with ivory.'. [AMO 6:4] Colloc: gadțgțn ‘to/on/from bed’. On dig o gadțgțn la He lay on his bed. [Trouble] 
Syn: duor2; Sim: digisig, gadpțțr. See: gadpțțr. 

gadțgǤ  See main entry: gadțg. bed. 

gadțgț   See main entry: gadțg. bed. 

gadu   See main entry: gadțg. bed. 

gafar ya   See main entry: gaafara. pardon. 

gafara   See main entry: gaafara. pardon. 

ga'   Variant: ga'a. Form: ga'an1. Form: ga'ad. Variant: ga'adi. Form: ga'ab. v. to hook into, clench [teeth], button sth. 
Baa la da lǫn zaŋ o ni'im la ga' o nǤǤrinǫ mǤri gaad. The dog gripped his meat in his teeth and went off with it. 
[Jealousy] waaf .... yina ga' o nu'ug 'a snake came out ... and fastened itself to his hand'. [ACT 28:3] M da nyǫ 

bțnkǤnbkanǫ paas ayi' la ka o ... ga' sapiris atan' o nyina ni 'Then I saw another, a second beast ... and it had 
three ribs in its mouth between its teeth'. [DAN 7:5] m na nǤki m gu'a la ga' fț nyǤnya 'I will put my hook in your 

nose'. [1KI 19:28] ba ... da nǤk nwiis nǫ anzurifa baansi lǤǤ ga' zan'antǤlis 'fastened with cords ... to silver rings 
on marble pillars'. [EST 1:6] M na vǫ'ǫgi fț yis kǤlțgin la na, la'an nǫ zimbanǫ ga'af la wțsa. 'I will pull you out 
from among your streams, with all the fish sticking to your scales.'. [EZK 29:4] Li da anǫ Midian dim buudi la 

malțŋ ye ba ga'ad sanlima tțblǫma 'It was the custom of the Ishmaelites to wear gold earrings.'. [JDG 8:24] 
kikirig la ya'a ǫǫnti duo, li lugud o nǫ, ka nintǤnpuud yit, ka o ga'ad nyina, ka tiǫn o mǫŋi an gammire 
'Whenever the spirit attacks him, it throws him to the ground, and he foams at the mouth, grits his teeth, and 

becomes stiff all over.'. [MRK 9:18] o yis sanlim baŋ kanǫ ga'an nyǤnya ni nǫ sanlim baans ayi' banǫ pid 

nu'usin tis o 'the man took an expensive gold ring and put it in her nose and put two large gold bracelets on her 
arms'. [GEN 24:22] Ban wțm nǫ'ǫŋa la, ba sțnya pǫlig nǫ, ka ba ga'adi ba nyina o yǫla. 'When they heard this, 
they were furious and gnashed their teeth at him.'. [ACT 7:54] Colloc: ianki ga' ‘cling to’; Sim: ga'al; Cpart: ga'ai 
‘unbutton’; ga'as; Ninst: ga'adiŋ. See: ga'ai; ga'al; ga'adiŋ; ga'as. 

ga'a   See main entry: ga'. hook into. 

ga'ab   See main entry: ga'. hook into. 

ga'ad   See main entry: ga'. hook into. 

ga'adi   See main entry: ga'. hook into. 

ga'adiŋ1  Form: ga'adis. Form: ga'adiŋ-2. n. a button. (o) ga'as o kaaki la ga'adis ye pǫbisim lǤb o and buttoned up his 

overcoat saying that the wind was blowing on him. [Trouble] Ka mǫ maal na'aziinr daad anaasi ka bțligi ba nǫ 

sanlima, ka ba ga'adis la an sanlima 'They made four posts of acacia wood for it and overlaid them with gold. 
They made gold hooks for them'. [EXO 36:36] Maalim sanlima ga'adiŋgǤnlima pisnu 'Make 50 gold hooks'. [EXO 

26:6] Correl: ga'adiŋvǤǤnr ‘buttonhole’; InvNinst: ga'. See: ga'. 

ga'adiŋ-2   See main entry: ga'adiŋ1. button. 

ga'adiŋvǤnya   See main entry: ga'adiŋvǤǤnr. buttonhole. 
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ga'adiŋvǤǤnr   Form: ga'adiŋvǤnya. n. a buttonhole. Ba daa yț'țn nǤk pienni sǫǫn maal ga'adiŋvǤnya pisnu niŋi li 

fuud ayi' la nǤya ni. Then they made fifty loops along the edge of the end curtain in one set and also along the 

edge of the end curtain in the other set.'. [EXO 36:17] Correl: ga'adiŋ ‘button’. See: ga'adiŋ; vǤǤnr. 

ga'adis   See main entry: ga'adiŋ1. button. 

ga'ag [N]   See main entry: ga'ai. unbutton. 

ga'ai   Variant: ga'ag [N]. v. to unbutton, unhook, unclench. Cpart: ga'; Mult: ga'as. See: ga'; ga'as. 

ga'al   Variant: ga'ali. Form: ga'an2. Form: ga'alim. Variant: ga'alimi. v. to button up, tie together, fasten into. m nǤk 

nyǤnya ni baŋi ga'al o nyǤnya 'I put the ring in her nose'. [GEN 24:47] O da zaŋ si'elnamǫ ga'ali m nu'us ka ba 

buonnǫ li ye "aŋkǤba" He took things they call 'handcuffs' and fastened my hands. [Shoeshine-Boy] Manǫ ...  nǤk 

baŋi ga'ali fț nyǤǤr 'I put a ring on your nose'. [EZK 16:12] o yis sanlim baŋ kanǫ ga'an nyǤnya ni nǫ sanlim 

baans ayi' banǫ pid nu'usin tis o 'the man took an expensive gold ring and put it in her nose and put two large 
gold bracelets on her arms'. [GEN 24:22] Sim: ga'; Cpart: ga'ai. 

ga'ali   See main entry: ga'al. fasten into. 

ga'alim   See main entry: ga'al. fasten into. 

ga'alimi   See main entry: ga'al. fasten into. 

ga'an1   See main entry: ga'. hook into. 

ga'an2   See main entry: ga'al. fasten into. 

ga'aŋ   Variant: ga'aŋi; ga'aŋe. Form: ga'aŋir. v. 1 • to faint. Note: be like a dead person Adu da gi'e tǤ'ǤtǤ ka ga'aŋ. Adu 

quickly turned and fainted. [Trouble] ba kirid ka ga'aŋi nwǫnǫ ba kpinǫ 'they trembled and became like dead men'. 

[MAT 28:4] Yǫltita'ari paanǫ ti lin ka m kiri ga'aŋin. A big problem has reached us, that's why I trembled and 
became frozen/stiff'. [Trouble] Note: revision and translation MA, published text gaadin 
2 • to solidify, set, freeze. sa-ian'asțg nǫ sakuga, ku'om linǫ ga'aŋ nǫ saŋgbana lightning and hail, snow and 

clouds. [PSA 148:8] Ku'om linǫ ga'aŋ wțț sakuga la na buoe Lebanon zuoya zugǤǤ? 'Does the snow of Lebanon 
ever vanish from its rocky slopes?'. [JER 18:14] Lit: water which solidifies like hailstones. Eleazar da zi'en ka kț 

Filistia dim la hali ka o nu'ug ti kena gǫn ka ga'aŋi tabinǫ o sț'țg la Eleazar 'stood his ground and struck 
down the Philistines till his hand grew tired and froze to the sword'. [2SA 23:10] 

ga'aŋe   See main entry: ga'aŋ. faint, solidify. 

ga'aŋi   See main entry: ga'aŋ. faint, solidify. 

ga'aŋir   See main entry: ga'aŋ. faint, solidify. 

ga'ar [N]   n. a saddle, 'tack'. Fț ya'a nyǫ ka wief zǤt nǫ ga'ar, baŋim ka o lubnǫ o daana. If you see a horse running with 

a saddle, you know it has thrown its owner. [Proverb 203] Yanam banǫ ban'ad bțmpielis, ka zin' ga'ar dinǫ ka ba 

maal nǫ fusțma zug la 'You who ride on white donkeys, sitting on your saddle blankets'. [JDG 5:10] 
Colloc: ga'arin ‘in/to/on/from a saddle’. Li saŋa ka Rakǫl pțn nǤk wina la niŋ o yțgțm ga'arin ka zin' li zug 
'Now Rachel had taken the household gods and put them inside her camel's saddle and was sitting on them.'. [GEN 

31:34] 
ga'as   Form: ga'asțg. Variant: ga'asug. v. to unbutton. (o) ga'as o kaaki la ga'adis ye pǫbisim lǤb o and unbuttoned up 

his overcoat so that the wind should blow on him. [Trouble] Cpart: ga'; Unit: ga'ai. See: ga'; ga'ai. 

ga'asțg   See main entry: ga'as. unbutton. 

ga'asug   See main entry: ga'as. unbutton. 

galam1  Form: galamnam. Variant: galamnama. n. a gallon (measurement), a 'gallon' [Gh.], gallon-container. Makim mir 

ku'om galam ayi' Measure two gallons of liquid myrrh. [EXO 30:23] ba na mak kpaam galam anu paas taslaa 

wțsa zugin 'Three litres of olive oil are to be offered with each such grain offering.'. [EZK 46:11] siŋ wțsa mǤr 

galamnam pisi bǫǫ pistan' every pot held twenty or thirty gallons. [JHN 2:6] tu bțmbǤki giligi li ka li yalim ka 

ku'om galamnama anaasi na nyaŋi niŋ anina 'He dug a trench round it, large enough to hold almost 14 litres of 
water.'. [1KI 18:32] From: (Eng.) 

galam2  See main entry: galaŋ. finger-bell. 
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galamnam   See main entry: galam1. gallon. 

galamnama   See main entry: galam1. gallon. 

galana   See main entry: galaŋ. finger-bell. 

galaŋ   Variant: galam2. Form: galana. n. a finger-bell. Levi dim ... la da mǤri ba galana duoe zi'enǫ ba zi'esa ni ye ba 

zun'e ZugsǤb la 'the Levites ... with cymbals, took their places to praise the Lord'. [EZR 3:10] Colloc: nwǫ' galaŋ 
‘play the finger-bell’. ba nwǫ'ǫd kǤna nǫ siyaaris nǫ galana they were playing 'lyres, harps and cymbals'. [1CH 

15:16] galana nǫ piris nwǫ'ǫd ka daam zi'e. 'tambourines and flutes and wine'. [ISA 5:12] 

gal-gal   id. one by one, one after the other. Ka dasam nǫ pu'asada ian'adi kpiid gal-gal ka pț paadi ba daarǫ. And the 
young men and women suddenly died one after another and didn't reach their natural span of life. [Asaasim] 
Sim: fuor-fuor. 

galim1   Form: galima. Variant: galimaa. Form: galim-2. n. joking. Yaa bu'os si'el la ka' galima, li anǫ o tǫn'ǫsi li yǫla. 
What Yaa asked wasn't a joke, he needs to think about it. [Trouble] Ba mi' ban na niŋ si'em zțbis pian'ad, nǫ 

bayǫbibis, ka la' hali nwǫ'ǫdi ba kpǫya li ya'a an galimsțŋ They know how to gossip and tell little lies and 
laugh and slap their thighs especially if it is a good joke. [Trouble] Note: usu. in the Colloc: maal galima ‘make fun 
of, joke with’. Sule, o nǫ Asaan, daa di'emidi nǫ taaba, ba maannǫ galima nǫ taaba ka lǫǫ an zuasțma. As 
for Sule, he and Asaan were playmates, they joked together and were good friends. [AIDS-I] Note: more natural would 

be Sule nǫ Asaan daa... "Sule and Asaan ..." (MA) Birago ya'a ti dțgid mui, biis sțnf ǫǫnti ma'anǫ, ka ba maan 

galim yǫǫd. If Birago cooks rice, the children are happy and lark about. [Trouble] Lit: 'make foolish jokes' [MA]. Ka 

Ama maal galima ye, 'Alaa fț wa'ae nǫ, Adu?' And Ama said teasingly "So, are you going, Adu?" [Trouble] Fț 

mǤrim nǫ maan galim! 'You have made a fool of me!'. [NUM 22:29] Fț ya'a nyǫ man zǫǫnd nǫ danbin ka maan 

galim, fț na yak sa'anwan. If you get my soup and leaven and start by despising them, you end up emptying the 
calabash of t.z.. [Trees] On da paae ani la o da gban'e nǫ ye o maal galima. When he got there, he decided to 
play a joke. [Trouble] Mam maannǫ galima 'I was only joking!'. [PRO 26:19] Fț ya'a zaansim ka bțnkǤnbțg kati 

fǤ, fțn da maali li galimaa. If you dream that an animal is chasing you, don't take it lightly. [Trouble] Ama da 

gǤsida Adu nini nǫ o nǤǤrin ye o vǫǫns galim kanǫ ka o nan wțm la anǫ sida. Ama was watching Adu's eyes 
and mouth to figure out the truth of the joke she had heard. [Trouble] Note: better style would be vǫǫnsi gǤs ye (MA) 

galim-2   See main entry: galim1. joking. 

galima   See main entry: galim1. joking. 

galimaa   See main entry: galim1. joking. 

galis1   Variant: galisǫ; galise; galisǫǫ. Form: galisnǫ. Variant: galisne. Form: galisid. Form: galisțg. Variant: galisțgǤ. 

Form: galisya. v. to be great, excessive. Note: be more than enough Pu'akanǫ an digiri galis. A woman who is 

seriously dwarfed. [Womens-Health] Ba kțkǤya da la'asi siak, ka sieba dțț galis ka sieba sie galis, wțț bam 

pțn ǫǫnti bțrid si'em la. Their voices responded together, but some were too high and some were too low, 
because they were so confused. [Trouble] Tutuud galis pǤǤgin la nǫ. There are a lot of bushes on the farm. 

[House+Farm] ya kț lǫn li'eli ani ya'asǫ bǤzugǤ ya na zǤt dabiem tutuud nǫ gǤn'Ǥsi galis la zug 'you will no 

longer go there for fear of the briers and thorns'. [ISA 7:25] Di-zțna da galis nǫ. There were plenty of foreign 
foods. [Shoeshine-Boy] zǫǫnd la mǫnǫ, yaarim ya'a pț galisǫ nanzț'țs on kae as for the soup, either there was too 
much salt or there was no pepper. [Wonderwoman] Da an sțm galisǫ, bǫǫ mǤr ya'am galisǫ 'don't be too good or 
too wise'. [ECC 7:16] li tțbir tǫǫgir ligidi zu'oe nǫ galisǫǫ the fine for it is enormous. [Trouble] Amaa bǫog da pț 

nied tǤ'ǤtǤ - li yuugidi galisi tis Adu. But morning didn't come soon – it took a long time for Adu. [Trouble] Li 

malisim fțn ye sțntaana galisnǫ la. It's a good job you admit that the devil is great. [Three-Problems] Wina'am 

anǫ onǫ tisid nidib wțsa ka li galisid ka pț nyǫt sǤ' taalǫ 'God gives generously and graciously to all'. [JAS 1:5] 
O pț pǫmisid ligidi nyǤǤd yǫlaa bǫǫ pa'an nyǤǤdi li zugini galisida. 'He does not lend at usury or take 

excessive interest.'. [EZK 18:8] Fț zamis galisțg la kǫnǫ ka fț gǫǫm. 'Your great learning is driving you insane.'. 

[ACT 26:24] PƒMPƆƆS GALISƒG. Too Many Flies. [Trachoma [heading]] Ziim galisțg tun'e ta'as: Zug zabir. High 
blood-pressure can cause: Headache. [Womens-Health] Saamnama, da kǫ ka ya biis sțnya pǫlig nǫ sa'al galisțgǤ 
'Fathers, do not exasperate your children'. [EPH 6:4] O mi' mǤ daar yinne ye o lǫb ka o tțțma galisya He tried 

again one day to go back, and he had a lot of work. [Trouble] Colloc: [verb] galis ‘do [verb] greatly ( or too much)’. 
Man wala malisnǫ galis. KǤ'Ǥm ya'a luna manǫ faand saalbiis yak. My fruit are very sweet, if famine comes I 
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totally save human beings. [Trees] o sțnf ma'ae galis ka o pț yǤ'Ǥg yaŋir laa, ka zǤǤ kpǫn' yǫl ye, “Pita zi'e 

yaŋirin la.” 'she was so overjoyed she ran back without opening it and exclaimed, “Peter is at the door!”'. [ACT 

12:14] Bipuŋ la da vǫnlnǫ galis The girl was exceptionally beautiful. [Shoeshine-Boy] Israel dim la nǤbigidnǫ 

galisi gaadi ti 'the Israelites have become much too numerous for us'. [EXO 1:9] Sim: zu'oe. Li da zu'oe nǫ galis ka 

o bas ka pț lǫn sǤbid 'it was so much that he stopped keeping records'. [GEN 41:49] ligidi la zu'oe nǫ galis the 

cost was excessively high. [Electricity] Sim: sanb. See: nugalisțg. 

galis2 [N]   v. to send sb. in front. Ba pț galisid biig tuon ka lǫn ziem o kennǫ. They don't make a child lead and then 
despise his pace. [Proverb 135] 

galisǫ   See main entry: galis1. excessive. 

galise   See main entry: galis1. excessive. 

galisǫǫ   See main entry: galis1. excessive. 

galisid   See main entry: galis1. excessive. 

galisnǫ   See main entry: galis1. excessive. 

galisne   See main entry: galis1. excessive. 

galisțg   See main entry: galis1. excessive. 

galisțgǤ  See main entry: galis1. excessive. 

galisya   See main entry: galis1. excessive. 

galli   id. slumped, in a heap. o luu o zaba tǫreko la pțțgin galli! 'he slumped down in his chariot'. [2KI 9:24] 

galoro   See main entry: galțțrț. dye. 

galțțrț   Variant: galoro. n. a dye, dyestuff. o ... taae li nǫ galțțrț wiiug 'he ... paints it red'. [JER 22:14] O zamis nǫ mi' ... 

kuga nǫ daad, nǫ galțțrț mǤ'Ǥsțg nǫ pien sțma tțțma wțsa 'He is trained to work in ... stone and wood, and 
with purple and blue and crimson yarn and fine linen.'. [2CH 2:14] 

gam1   Variant: gammǫ; gammi. Form: gama. n. a gate. "normally made up of sticks put together and used to close the 
entrance to the house" (MA). o yǤ'Ǥg gam la ka pț nyǫ suorǫ kpǫn' he opened the gate but couldn't see a way to 

go in. [Asaasim] Gam la yǤ'Ǥg ya The gate is open. [Asaasim] Pita kpǫn nwǫ'ǫd gam la. 'Meanwhile Peter kept on 
knocking.'. [ACT 12:16] Sț'țlim kanǫ pț mǤr za'anǤya bǫǫ gammǫ 'a nation that has neither gates nor bars'. [JER 

49:31] Ka nǤk kțnt gammi zi'el nwǫnǫ zaŋguom nǫ 'Take an iron pan and set it up like a wall'. [EZK 4:3] m na kǤ' 

kțnt gama nǫ li kțnt daad la 'I will break down gates of bronze and cut through bars of iron'. [ISA 45:2] 
Colloc: gam tabidiŋ ‘a bolt, latch’. Fț gam tabidis la na anǫ kțnt 'The bolts of your gates will be iron'. [DEU 

33:25] 

gam2   v. to bestride, straddle, sit across the top of sth. Adu gaŋ kodoroko la ka ianki gam zaŋguom la. Adu stepped 

over the bridge and jumped astride the wall. [Trouble] Ka o gǤs ku'om la teŋiri nyǫnǫ Nimo mǤǤd ye o gam daug 

la. And he looked under the water and saw Nimo trying to get onto the log. [Trouble] Mansa nyǫ yǫl la mu'oe 

si'em la ka ianki gam Goma vǫ'ǫgid Mansa saw that it was an emergency, and straddled Goma and dragged him 
along. [Trouble] 

gama   See main entry: gam1. gate. 

gamire   See main entry: gammire. rigidly. 

gammǫ   See main entry: gam1. gate. 

gammi   See main entry: gam1. gate. 

gammire   Variant: gamire. id. rigidly. kikirig la ya'a ǫǫnti duo, li lugud o nǫ, ka nintǤnpuud yit, ka o ga'ad nyina, ka 

tiǫn o mǫŋi an gammire 'Whenever the spirit attacks him, it throws him to the ground, and he foams at the 

mouth, grits his teeth, and becomes stiff all over.'. [MRK 9:18] titan la'asi an gammire 'the clods of earth stick 
together'. [JOB 38:38] 

gan-   See main entry: ganr. gaa fruits. 

gand   Form: gantid. Variant: gantidi. v. to reply. O Ǥnbidi kǤ'Ǥm Ǥnbir ka gantidi ba bu'osa la He was eating like 
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someone starving and replying to their questions. [Trouble] Mult: gandis; Unit: gandig. See: gandig; gandis. 

ganda-   See main entry: gandaug. giant. 

gandaug   Form: gandaad. Form: ganda-. n. a warrior, champion, giant. Man an gandaug la zug m nyaŋi ba wțsa. 
'like a mighty one I subdued' them all. [ISA 10:13] Goliyaf onǫ an Filistia dim gandaug la ya'an yina 'Goliath, the 
Philistine champion ..., stepped out'. [1SA 17:23] Na'ab Og onǫ an Basan na'ab la da anǫ Refa dim gandaug Og, 
king of Basan, was a Rephidim giant. [DEU 3:11] banǫ an gandaad nǫ zabzabidib la 'the hero and warrior'. [ISA 3:2] 
ba da du'a bibanǫ da lieb gandaad they brought forth children who became giants/'heroes'. [GEN 6:4] 
See: -daug2; gandaalim. 

gandaad   See main entry: gandaug. giant. 

gandaalim   n. nature of being a champion, hero, warrior, giant. banǫ pa'annǫ ba gandaalim an si'em ka li anǫ ban 

gǫndigid danma kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥbi nuud la yǫla they show their heroic abilities in the way they mix different 
liquors and drink them. [ISA 5:22] pa'alimi fț na'am pipilim nǫ fț gandaalim 'clothe yourself in honour and 

majesty'. [JOB 40:10] See: gandaug. 

gandig   Variant: gandigǫ; gandigi. Form: gandigid. Variant: gandigida. Form: gandigim!. Form: gandigimini. 
Form: gandigir. Variant: gandigirǫ; gandigiri. v. 1 • to select, choose, pick out. Gandigimini ya mǫŋ. 'Judge for 

yourselves.'. [ACT 4:19] Sim: gaŋ1. 
2 • to respond. Atțbțg daa la'anǫ ka nyaan gandig bu'osțg la Atubug laughed and then responded to the 

question. [Electricity] Li da ka'anǫ ye man gandig si'em la an sida la ma'anǫ It wasn't only that my answer was 
true. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka m saa na gandig fțn bu'osid man bǤǤd si'el la yǫla. 'tomorrow ... I will answer the 
king's question' about what I am wanting. [EST 5:8] Solomon da gandig o bu'osa la wțsa 'Solomon answered all 
her questions'. [1KI 10:3] Ama da pț gandigǫ [Trouble] Man bu'osi ba la, sǤ' pț nyaŋi gandigǫ. Ama did not 

answer. 'not one could answer the questions I asked'. [ISA 41:28] M da gandigi m mǫŋ bu'osțg I answered my own 
question. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka ZugsǤb gandigi o sǤsțg 'The Lord answered his prayer'. [GEN 25:21] BǤ kimm ka fț 

nyǤn ye o pț gandigid ninsaal bu'osa wțsa? 'Why do you accuse God of never answering our complaints?'. [JOB 

33:13] Saalib ya'a kaasidi bǤǤd sțŋir, o pț gandigida 'He does not answer when men cry out'. [JOB 35:12] Ban da 

ye m gandigim la When they said I should answer. [Shoeshine-Boy] Gandigim tisim nyain! 'Give me the right 
answer.'. [1SA 14:41] Gandigimini ma. You (pl.) – 'Answer me!'. [MRK 11:30] Mit ka fț yǫl ye sǤ' gandigir bǫǫ o 

pțtǫn'ǫr pian'ad la pț dǤl suorǫ Be careful not to tell anyone that their answer or explanation of their idea is 
wrong. [Bible-Study] Nannanna tǫn'ǫsim ka tisim gandigir Now think and give me an answer. [1CH 21:12] O daa 

pț mǤr gandigirǫ. He had no answer. [Trouble] ZǤlțg ya'a bu'osif zǤlim bu'osțg, fțn da gandig o zǤlim 

gandigirǫ If a fool asks you a foolish question, don't give a foolish answer. [PRO 26:4] Ba ya'a pț bu'os bu'osa, ba 

kț nyǫ li gandigiri tǫn'ǫsidi li yǫla. If they don't ask questions, they won't get answers to them and think about the 
topics. [Trouble] Mult: gandis. See: gandis. 

gandigǫ  See main entry: gandig. select, respond. 

gandigi  See main entry: gandig. select, respond. 

gandigid   See main entry: gandig. select, respond. 

gandigida   See main entry: gandig. select, respond. 

gandigim!   See main entry: gandig. select, respond. 

gandigimini   See main entry: gandig. select, respond. 

gandigir   See main entry: gandig. select, respond. 

gandigirǫ   See main entry: gandig. select, respond. 

gandigiri   See main entry: gandig. select, respond. 

gandis   Variant: gandisi. Form: gandisid. Variant: gandisidi. v. to respond [multiple]. ti'ebim sț'țŋa, ka ti gandis taaba 
'marshal your arguments and confront me'. [JOB 33:5] Madam Awintțma nǫ o tțmtțm taaba la gandisi ba 

bu'osa la. Madam Awintuma and her co-workers answered their questions. [AIDS-I] O da ie o ka kǫ ka o pț 

gandisid bu'osa la. He sought her out and made sure she didn't answer the questions. [Trouble] Man aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ 

na tun'e gandisidi fǤ? Who am I to be arguing with you? [JOB 40:4] Unit: gandig. See: gandig; gandisțg. 
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gandisa   See main entry: gandisțg. answer. 

gandisi   See main entry: gandis. respond. 

gandisid   See main entry: gandis. respond. 

gandisidi   See main entry: gandis. respond. 

gandisțg  Note: verbal noun of gandis used as a noun Form: gandisa. n. an answer. O daa bu'os bu'osa ka guri ba gandisa. 
He asked them questions and waited for their replies. [AIDS-I] See: gandis. 

gan'   Form: gan'ab. v. to eat (t.z.) without soup, 'eat dry'. Zǫǫnd naae nǫ ka gț'țŋ ka gan' sa'ab la. The soup is 

finished and he had no choice but eat the t.z. without. [MA] See: sa'agan'ar. 

gan'a   See main entry: gan'ar. calabash bottle. 

gan'ab   See main entry: gan'. eat without soup. 

gan'al   v. to destine, be destined, fated. Wina'am gan'al ye ba na namis hali la 'God ... hems them in on every side'. [JOB 

3:23] Saal wțsa gan'al si'em la linǫ diti ba. 'The same destiny overtakes all.'. [ECC 9:3] 

-gan'ala   See main entry: -gan'alțg. thick. 

gan'alim   v. to become thick (liquid), solid. Li naarin la bin'isim la gan'alim nǫ ka tǫbis. Finally the milk becomes thick 

and heavy. [Breastfeeding] Sim: digilim1. Pțțg mǤrim kǫti ka linǫ ta'asid bin nyǫ'ǫb pț tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, dinzugǤ, bin 

la gan'alimnǫ ka li yiib tǤi Pregnancy causes slowing of digestive processes, so the stool is hardened and difficult 
to pass. [Womens-Health [MA emendation]] Note: original digilimnǫ See: -gan'alțg. 

-gan'alțg   Variant: -gan'alug. Form: -gan'ala. adj. thick (opposite of watery), solid. Note: esp. of t.z. Zikanǫ da yina la da 

sǤbignǫ ka an gan'alțg. The blood that came out was dark and thick. [Trouble] Pu'a la mǤnnǫ sa'agan'alțg. The 
woman has prepared thick t.z.. [MA] Colloc: digan'alțg/digan'ala ‘solid food’. onǫ mǫkama mu'ad bin'isim anǫ 

biig ...  Ka banǫ bi' la dit digan'ala 'Anyone who lives on milk, being still an infant... But solid food is for the 
mature'. [HEB 5:13] See: gan'alim. 

-gan'alug   See main entry: -gan'alțg. thick. 

gan'ar   Variant: gan'arǫ; gan'arǫǫ; gan'aree; gan'ari; gan'are. Form: gan'a. n. a calabash bottle. O mǤr ku'om nǫ gan'ar 

ye o ti nuud. He has a gourd bottle of water to drink. [House+Farm] Jese da nǤknǫ bțŋ ka lǤ diib, nǫ daam nǫ 

gan'ar, ka gban'e bțpǤlli mǤri ba nǫ o biig David n keŋ Saul san'an. 'So Jesse took a donkey loaded with 

bread, a skin of wine and a young goat and sent them with his son David to Saul.'. [1SA 16:20] Fț diem ya'a mǤr 

bțnnǫǫ, fț pț lǫm pian'ad gan'arǫǫ? If your father-in-law has something deformed, does it mean you must not 
speak of a bottle-gourd? [Proverb 211] On yǫl ala la ka kpaad la duoe nǤk ku'om nǫ gan'ari tis o ka o nu When 
he said that, the farmer got up and gave him a gourd of water to drink. [You-Heard?] Colloc: gan'arin(e) ‘in/to/from 

gourd’. Nimo yǫl o tțmtțm kanǫ mǤr saa-ku'om lied gan'arin Nimo spoke to his worker who pours rainwater 
into a gourd. [Trouble] ba na kpa'ae li yis gan'arin la na; ba na kpa'as gan'a la daam wțsa ka nwa'ae gan'a la 
'They will empty its wine jars and break them in pieces'. [JER 48:12] Abraham isigi maal diib, ka nǤk ku'om su 

gan'arine tis Haga Abraham got up and prepared food and put water in a bottle-gourd and gave it to Hagar. [GEN 

21:14] 

gan'arǫ   See main entry: gan'ar. calabash bottle. 

gan'are   See main entry: gan'ar. calabash bottle. 

gan'arǫǫ   See main entry: gan'ar. calabash bottle. 

gan'aree   See main entry: gan'ar. calabash bottle. 

gan'ari   See main entry: gan'ar. calabash bottle. 

gangya   n. 'wee' [Gh.], cannabis, hemp, marijuana. Note: slang name for cannabis Yțda la sieba anǫ, "wee" bǫǫ "Sutaana 

nu'utțțg" bǫǫ "tampe" bǫǫ "kaya" bǫǫ "gangya" pozo" Some other names are 'wee', or 'Satan's finger-ring', or  

'tampe', or 'kaya' or 'ganja'. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: (Indian)  Hindi ganjha. 

ganlim  Variant: ganlimi. v. to defile. Da ganlimi ya mǫŋ nǫ bțnvțr bamanam taabaa. 'Do not defile yourselves by any 
of these creatures.'. [LEV 11:43.a] 
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ganlimi   See main entry: ganlim. defile. 

ganma   n.pl. ribs. Adu mi' kǫ ka o yidim la' hali ka ba ganma mi'ig Adu used to make his housepeople laugh until their 
ribs ached. [Trouble] 

ganr   Form: ganya. Variant: ganyaa. Form: gan-. n. 'gaa' fruits, yellow-berries. fruit of Diospyros mespiliformis. Fț 

kǤ'Ǥm ya'a zabid ka fț paam ganya dii fț na tam kǤ'Ǥm yǫla. If you are hungry and get some gaa-fruit to eat, 
you will forget your hunger. GǤn'Ǥs kț wal kekamaa, ka zaaŋ mǫ kț wal ganyaa. 'you do not pick figs from 
thorn bushes or gather grapes from bramble bushes'. [LUK 6:44] Ganwiigț bǫ si'el la, kum wiiug mǫ bǫnǫ aniŋa. 
The place of the ripe diospyros fruit is the place of death. [Proverb 219] GAAN Gaans Ganya DIOSPYROS TREE, 
Diospyros trees, Diospyros fruits. [Trees [heading]] Source: gaan. See: gaan. 

ganrim   v. to break a taboo/command (unknowingly). O da kǤnsim ya hali ti ganrim ka tțn'țs ziim bas zakin la. He 

coughed so much that he offended by coughing up blood in the courtyard. [Trouble] Syn: nyǤsig. Note: where the 

draft of the Old Testament Bible read sǤ' ya'a nyǤsigi tțm ganrim ZugsǤb la zi'elțg 'When anyone sins 
unintentionally and does what is forbidden in any of the Lord's commands'. [LEV 4:1 [draft]]  the published Bible had 
sǤ' ya'a tțm nyǤsig ZugsǤb zi'elțg ka li ka' o mǫŋ bǤǤdim [LEV 4:1 [published Bible]] Note: MA comments "NyǤsig 
and ganrim have the same meaning and to bring both in the verse is redundant " 

gantid   See main entry: gand. reply. 

gantidi   See main entry: gand. reply. 

ganya   See main entry: ganr. gaa fruits. 

ganyaa   See main entry: ganr. gaa fruits. 

gaŋ1   Variant: gaŋǫ; gaŋe; gaŋi. Form: gaŋnǫ. Variant: gaŋne; gaŋene. Form: gaŋid. Variant: gaŋidi. Form: gaŋidnǫ. 
Form: gaŋim!. Variant: gaŋimi!. Form: gaŋir1. Variant: gaŋirǫ; gaŋire. v. to choose. Atțbțg kpǫmisi ba ye ba 

kǫmi ba san'an na, saŋa kanǫ ka ba mǫŋ gaŋ Atubug advised them that they should come to see them at a time 
of their own choosing. [Electricity] Maanmaannib daa ǫǫnti bțgțlțmnǫ gaŋ onǫ na nyu'oe tudaari la. It was the 

custom of the priests to cast lots to choose who would burn the incense. [LUK 1:9] Yim keŋ kǤnbidin la gaŋ 

bțpaalis ayi' mǤr na 'Go out to the flock and bring me two choice young goats'. [GEN 27:9] Naa na'aba, diisim 

tinami gaŋ sǤ' la Lord Chief, install the one we have chosen. Tinam sakur la gaŋǫ ye na'asaanam ken la na 

anǫ zutǤǤg. Our school chose (the view) that the coming of the Europeans was a misfortune. [Shoeshine-Boy] m kț 

nyaŋi gban'e linǫ ka m na gaŋǫ. 'I am not sure which I should choose'. [PHP 1:22] m ye ti kǫn kpǫla na ka m gaŋi 

m sid I'll have to come so that I can choose my husband. [Billygoat] ZugsǤb la nǤŋi ya ka gaŋi ya The Lord loved 
you and chose you. [DEU 7:7] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ gaŋif ye fț an sariakat tinam sțțginǫ? 'Who set you up as an official and 
judge over us?'. [EXO 2:14] M ǫǫnti gaŋnǫ pu'asadkansir bǫǫ dasaŋpǤlli kț ka pu'ab nǫ biis siakid kaasig 

nwaaa, ka dunia dammid mimim. Whenever I choose a virgin or a young boy to kill, the women and children 
together weep 'Nwaaa!' and the world reels 'kerchung!'. [Asaasim-] Absalom da gaŋnǫ Amasa o zabzabidib la ni 

ye o di'e Joab zin'ig. 'Absalom had put Amasa in command of the army in the place of Joab.'. [2SA 17:25] Fț ya'a 

mǤr ligidi lin ka fț gaŋid fțm bǤǤd disi'a. If you had the money you could choose what food you wanted. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Ba gaŋid maanmaan kpǫǫm wțsa nǫ nidib sțțgin 'Every high priest is chosen from his 
fellow-men'. [HEB 5:1] Dau kanǫ an nǤŋdaan ... gaŋidi daug kanǫ ka sibig kț nyaŋǫ dii A man who is poor ... 
'selects wood that will not rot'. [ISA 40:20] Saŋa kanǫ wțsa ka nidib la buol Wina'am bǤǤd sțŋir, o gaŋidnǫ 

tuongat ka o yisi ba yǫla la ni Every time the people called to God needing help, he would choose a leader who 

got them out of the trouble. [JDG [Introduction]] Yǫlbama ni, Ofori naan gaŋin nǫ wada la dǤllim gat on maal si'el 

la. In this situation, Ofori would have chosen obeying the rules rather than what he (Adu) had done. [Trouble] 
Gaŋim zin'ikanǫ ka ba na zin' ba ya'amin Choose a place where they can sit as they like. [Bible-Study] Gaŋim 

ninsieba ka ba maal kuga baris, ka gaans banǫ pț kpǫn' baŋț la kpǫn'ǫsi ba. 'Make flint knives and 

circumcise the Israelites again.'. [JOS 5:2] gaŋimi onǫ ka ya bǤǤd ye o di na'am la ka tis o choose the one you 
want to receive the chieftaincy, and give it to him. [Trees] Gaŋimi vțm ka yanam nǫ ya biis na vțe yuug 'Choose 
life and you and your descendants will live' long. [DEU 30:19] Yǫl bama ni, Ofori naan gaŋin nǫ wada la dǤllim 

gat on maal si'el la. In these matters, Ofori would have preferred to follow the rules, rather than what he had 

done. [Trouble] Onǫ li'ad Gaana zugdaan na'am na gțlis o yț'țr gaŋir gbauŋțn la ... ka teŋ zugdaan gaŋir 

dabisir la nam pț paae 'the candidate must be nominated by a document signed by himself ... on or before the 
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day appointed as nomination day for the Presidential elections.'. [Constitution] Gaŋir kae Jew dim nǫ banǫ ka' Jew 

dim la nii. 'there is no distinction between Jew and Greek'. [ROM 10:12] O da zǤt Goma nǫ, o ya'a bǫǫn lǤsi'a 

sǤn'Ǥn, amaa o ka' gaŋirǫ. He was afraid of Goma, and it would have been better to be somewhere else, but he 
had no choice. [Trouble] Colloc: gaŋirin ‘in/from selecting’. Ya ya'a ziem Siig Kasi la KarimdǤǤg tuongatib 

gaŋirin, ... fț KarimdǤǤg la na kpi. If you don't respect the Holy Spirit in the choice of church leaders, your 

church will die. [Bible-Study] Sim: gaans1. li ya'a ti an gaansțgǤ, ba ka' suori na gaŋǫ if it comes to a vote, they 
are not allowed to vote. [Constitution] Sim: gandig1 See: gaans1. 

gaŋ2   Form: gaŋir2. v. to step over, cross over sth. ZuwǤk daan pț gaŋid bugum. Long-tail owner does not jump over 

the fire. [Proverb 054] o ya'a lǫm pț baŋǫ ka ianki gaŋ sakur (flawa) zaŋguom la ka Tikanam kisigi ba laa he 
inadvertently jumped over the school flower border which the teachers had forbidden them to do. [Trouble] Adu 

gaŋ kodorko la ka ianki gam zaŋguom la. Adu stepped over the bridge and jumped the wall. [Trouble] da kǫ ka 

maanmaannib la bǫǫ nidib la sǤ' gaŋ bǫn la ye ba dț kpǫla naa 'the people must not cross the boundary to 

come up'. [EXO 19:24] Wina'am paŋ zug, m na ianki gaŋ zaŋguom tita'ar. by my God's aid I leap over a wall'. 

[PSA 18:29] Niimbabig da ianki gaŋi ba zugțn. A flock of birds flew up and passed over their heads. [Trouble] 
Maalim bǫŋi gilig zuor la ka nidib la da gaŋi kenaa. 'Mark a boundary round the mountain that the people must 
not cross'. [EXO 19:12] 

gaŋǫ   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋe   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋene   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋi   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋid   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋidi   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋidnǫ  See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋim!   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋimi!  See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋir1   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋir2   See main entry: gaŋ2. cross over. 

gaŋirǫ   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋire   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋnǫ   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

gaŋne   See main entry: gaŋ1. choose. 

garig   n. a bit (for horse). Su'oŋ nǤǤr pǤǤdnǫ garig. Rabbit's mouth is too small for a bit. [Proverb 048] 

gariki   Form: garikinam. Variant: garikinamǫ. n. a corral, kraal, 'cattle-garage'. Li gbin anǫ ‘Garikinam’ It's meaning is 

'kraals'. [GEN 33:17 [footnote]] Ti na bǤǤd ye ti dǫŋin mǫ' garikinamǫ niŋi ti bțnkǤnbid la 'We would like to build 
pens here for our livestock'. [NUM 32:16] Sim: bauk ‘cattle-stall’; bțlțțg, (na'a) bauk ‘stable for goats &c.’. M pț 

bǤǤd na'araugț ya gariki ni bǫǫ bțțsi ya bțlțțdinǫ. 'I have no need of a bull from your stall or of goats from 
your pens'. [PSA 50:9] Colloc: garikini ‘in/to/from kraal’. lǤǤ ba ta'al nǫ tǫreko la ka nǤki ba na'abibis la kpǫn'ǫs 

garikini lǤ. 'Hitch the cows to the cart, but take their calves away and pen them up.'. [1SA 6:7] 

garikinam   See main entry: gariki. corral. 

garikinamǫ   See main entry: gariki. corral. 

gariwa-   See main entry: gariwaa. can/s. 

gariwaa   Variant: garuwaa. Form: gariwa-. n. can/s. Note: 5-gallon containers especially used for carying water from the 

water-source O sam anǫ olif kpaam gariwatitada kǤbiga dǤllim. I owe him 'One hundred barrels of olive oil'. 

[LUK 16:6] 
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garțŋ   Variant: garuŋ. n. a pito-sieve. Note: used for 'winepress' in the Bible O da maal garuŋ ye ba ǫǫnti tu'al tikanǫ ka ba 

buon ye vain la wala yisi li ku'om la. He made the 'press' for them to squeeze the fruits of the tree that they call 
'vine' to extract their juice. [MRK 12:1] 

garuŋ   See main entry: garțŋ. pito sieve. 

garuwaa   See main entry: gariwaa. can/s. 

gat   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gata   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gati   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gatnǫ   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gatta   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gatti   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaug   See main entry: agaung. pied crow. 

gaung [N]   See main entry: agaung. pied crow. 

gauŋ   n. a thicket, place in bush difficult to pass. O yț'țn da kpa'adi tiig kanǫ bǫ kǤldaug la zugin la kpǫm buunsid 

gauŋ la dǤlis kǤldanǤǤr la. He headed for a tree that was over the river and went on beating down the tangled 
growth along the edge of the river. [Trouble] bugusim ditnǫ nwǫnǫ bugum nǫ, ka dit gǫnda nǫ gauŋ wțsa 
'wickedness burns like a fire; it consumes briers and thorns'. [ISA 9:18] Sim: (guan)/gǤn'Ǥs ‘thorn(tree)s’. m nidib 

la bǫ zin'isi'a la liebnǫ gauŋ nǫ gǤn'Ǥs the place where my people are has become thicket and thorns. [ISA 32:13] 
Sim: gǫndir/gǫnda. 

gaab   See main entry: ga. excavate, paddle. 

gaad   Variant: gaadǫ; gaade; gaadǫǫ; gaadee; gaadi. Form: gaadnǫ. Form: gat. Variant: gatti; gati; gatta; gata. 

Form: gatnǫ.  Note: these shortened continuous forms gat, kat, gǤt, tut, tit  &c. are west-Agole forms which are rejected by 
even Agole-speakers from the eastern parts. Acceptance is variable according to item: the list above is in order of general 

acceptability,  gat is normal, tit for tisid is generally queried Form: gaadim!. Variant: gaadimi!. Form: gaadiminǫ!. 
Form: gaadin. Form: gaadțg. Variant: gaadug; gaadțgǤ; gaadugo. Form: gaadya. Variant: gaadeya; gaadyaa; 

gaadeyaa. v. 1 • to pass by, pass away. KǤm ya'a li na ka fț pțțr zem wuu binnir, kǤm ya'a gaad fț sam zem 

wuu zuor. If famine comes and your stomach is like a drum, when the famine passes your debt is like a mountain. 

[Proverb 272] Baŋ ka li gaad. Know and it is past. [Proverb 076] o nif aŋir ka li pțn gaad sa 'when he opens his eyes, 

all is gone'. [JOB 27:19] yanam da gaadǫ ka bie m yin na nu ku'om! 'do not go past your servant without a visit'. 

[GEN 18:3] Lit: do not go past but turn aside into my house here drink water. o nya'andǤlib la gaadnǫ tempțțgin 

ye ba da' diib na 'His disciples had gone into the town to buy food.'. [JHN 4:8] Birago – on nǫ o pu'ayua – on pțn 

gaadin nǫ. Birago – he and his daughter –  had already gone. [Trouble] Baaba Abțgțr zua yinne ka ba buon o ye 

Baaba Atu'asi la daa gat ka nyǫ bugum la dit. Father Abugur's friend called Father Atu'asi was passing and saw 
the fire burning. [Fire] Ka nǤŋdaan la zi'e kii ka ye li pț gatta And the poor man stood firmly and said that it was 
not passing. [Billygoat] Note: cf. Ka nǤŋdaan la zi'en kii ka ye li pț gatta [Akelsa] O da mǤri tii dǤlis ... teŋ kanǫ 

ka sǤ' pț dǤlli gatta He led us through ... a land that nobody travelled through. [JER 2:6] Nwadis ayuobț banǫ ka 

Adu da bǫ Buama la da gatti bțgțsțgț nǫ sțnsa'aŋ. Those six months that Adu was at Buama passed slowly 
and sorrowfully. [Trouble] m dabisa gatnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ wțț nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ 'my days vanish like smoke'. [PSA 102:3] Amaa li 

ya'a anǫ mam, ... li kpǫlimin fiin ka m ti'ir wțsa gaadin. 'But as for me, ... I had nearly lost my foothold.'. [PSA 

73:2] Lit: all my hope had passed away. Anane gbǫǫnl Ama ka pin'il o gaadțg. Anane glanced at Ama and 

started to move off. [Trouble] Arezana nǫ dunia gaadțg pț tǤi yaa The disappearance of heaven and earth is not 
difficult.  [LUK 16:17] Saa kan' gaadya nǫ o waad. The rain has passed, along with its coldness. [Asaasim  : Proverb] 
da dǤl kțdimin sa yǫlaa ka saŋkan gaadya nǫ li waad! 'do not dwell on the past'. [ISA 43:18] SǤ' da pț baŋ ye 

Jonatan gaadyaa. 'No one was aware that Jonathan had left.'. [1SA 14:3] Colloc: gaad (X) tuon ‘go ahead, go in 

front (of X)’. Ka Ata'aŋ gaad tuonnǫ yǫli ba ye on nǫ Akțkparig daa sid paae ka na'ab la di'e ba. Mr. 
Sheatree went first and told them that he and Mr. Palmtree actually got there and the chief received them. [Trees] 
Bama da gaad tuonnǫ guri ti Troas teŋin. 'These men went on ahead and waited for us at Troas.'. [ACT 20:5] Hali 

tuongatib nǫ kpǫǫmnam la da gaad tuonnǫ kǫ ka ba kpǫn' mǤǤg. 'And the leaders and officials have led the 
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way in this unfaithfulness.'. [EZR 9:2] Gaadiminǫ m tuon ka kǫ ka ba lal taaba bi'el-bi'el ka paalț bǫǫ ba 

sțțgin. 'Go ahead of me, and keep some space between the herds.'. [GEN 32:16] M naan gaadini fț tuon ka dǤlli 

fț kuli m ma yin. 'I would lead you and bring you to my mother's house'. [SNG 8:2] Colloc: Kum Maliak Gaadțg 
‘Passover [in the Bible]’. Li da kpǫlimnǫ daba ayi' nǫ Kum Maliak Gaadțg malțŋ dabisir la 'the Passover and 
the Feast of Unleavened Bread were only two days away'. [MRK 14:1] Cpart: dǤl (nya'aŋ3). Adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ ya'a 

gaad tuon, nyannǫ dǤl, amaa a-sie-m-mǫŋ mǤri ya'am kenna. 'When pride comes, then comes disgrace, but 
with humility comes wisdom.'. [PRO 11:2] a-sie-m-mǫŋi gat tuon ka na'asi nyaan dǤl 'humility comes before 
honour'. [PRO 15:33] Sim: gaas. 
2 • to move on, carry on. Baa la da lǫn zaŋ o ni'im la ga' o nǤǤrinǫ mǤri gaad. The dog gripped his meat in his 

teeth and went off with it. [Jealousy] LabamǤǤn la da gaad zin'isieba ka nidib la lǫbi ba yaan. The town-crier 

moved on to other places, and the people went home. [Trouble] Bțnbǫ'ǫd la kǫǫn Ayaab yin la na pț gaadǫ. The 
evil that came to Ayaab's house has not yet gone away. [AIDS-II] Ka sisi'em la dammid tiisin la dǤl o san'ane gat. 
And the storm-wind was disturbing the trees and moving on towards him. [Trouble] ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am 

onǫ gati ya tuon la na zabi tisi ya 'The Lord your God, who is going before you, will fight for you'. [DEU 1:30] o ... 

tiesi pa'al yir la yaŋir ka yǫl o ye, "Gaadim yi!" he pointed to the gateway of the house and said "Go on out!" 
[Wonderwoman] Gaadim dǤllim nya'aŋ! 'Fall in behind me.'. [2KI 9:19] gaadimi biel nǫ nyan 'Pass on in nakedness 
and shame'. [MIC 1:11] 
3 • to overtake, 'overpass' [Gh.] Adu da zǤǤ gaad o zuanam la tuon. Adu ran and overtook his friends. [Trouble] 
4 • surpass, excel, 'pass' [Gh.], be more ... than, be too much for ... Ba nied biig gbǫǫmin ka o due zǤǤ gaad onǫ 

nie o la. They wake a child up and he gets up and runs faster than the one who woke him. [Proverb 142] Kǫlli ka 

nǤŋilim aan ya bțmbǤǤdim gaad si'el wțsa 'It is love, then, that you should strive for' more than anything. [1CO 

14:1] on na mǤr arezaki gaad bama la wțsa 'who will be far richer than all the others'. [DAN 11:2] Amaa ka ti 

ninsaal sțnf n digilim n gaad kugir But our human heart is harder than stone. [Asaasim] Bikanǫ nam pț gaad 

yțma ayǤpǤi ka ba nyǫ o Gaana ka zi' o saam nǫ o ma an siebaa. 'A child of not more than seven years of age 

found in Ghana whose parents are not known.'. [Constitution] A-Wțm-Tțba gaadi A-Nyǫ-Nini. Mr. Hearing-Ears 
passes Mr. Seeing-Eyes. [Proverb 056] hali ba tis ka li gaadi ba paŋ bǫn 'they gave ... even beyond their ability'. 

[2CO 8:3] Ba naan nyaŋi kuosini li, ka li ligidi gaadin tțmtțm yțțm mum yǤǤd 'It could have been sold for 
more than a year's wages'. [MRK 14:5] ƒgid gat du'ad. Raising [a child] is more than giving birth. [Proverb 031] 
Wina'am nǤŋi yaa gat niimis la babiga God loves you more than many sparrows. [LUK 12:7] Ya'am gat si'el 

wțsa; dinzugǤ ieem ya'am. 'Wisdom is supreme; therefore get wisdom.'. [PRO 4:7] Ka kpǫǫm yinne ye kǫli, ka 

biis la mi' gati ti. And one elder said "Leave it! The young know more than we do." [Kittens+Mice] See: gaas; 

karimgaad; tuongat1. Note: see ref. and link at ken3. 

gaad2   See main entry: gaae. excavate. 

gaadǫ   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaade   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadeya   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadeyaa   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadǫǫ  See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadee   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadi   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadim!  See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadimi!   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadiminǫ!   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadin   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadnǫ   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadțg   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 
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gaadțgǤ   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadug   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadugo   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadya   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaadyaa   See main entry: gaad. pass by, move on, overtake. 

gaae   Form: gaad2. v. to dig out (e.g. a pond). Isaak gaae bulbanǫ ka ba da tu o saam Abraham saŋa 'Isaac reopened 

the wells that had been dug in the time of his father Abraham'. [GEN 26:18] O da mǫǫ li lǫbisi keŋ paae David yațg 

baba mǤri paae bǫuŋ kanǫ ka ba gaae la he 'made repairs up to a point opposite the tombs of David, as far as the 
artificial pool'. [NEH 3:16] See: ga. 

gaafara   Variant: gafara; gaafaraa. Form: gaafarya. Variant: gafar ya. excl. (I beg your) pardon, excuse me. 'Gaafara' anǫ 

Kusaal, bǤzugǤ ti Kusaal kum maalima ni ... onǫ ǫǫnti gaad tuon mǤr la'ad la ǫǫnti n kabir nǫ ye "Gaafara ... 

" 'Gaafara' is Kusaal, because in our Kusaal funeral customs the one who goes first with the things calls "Excuse ... 

". [Asaasim] ka kubil yinne ye, gaafara ka m bu'os si'el. one little mouse said "Excuse me, may I ask something?" 
[Kittens+Mice] m pț baŋ ye fț buonǫ manǫ, gaafara. I didn't know that it was me you were calling, sorry! 

[Shoeshine-Boy] ya gaafara, ka mam sa lǫbnǫ ka m ma ningbiŋ sa pț malisa lin kǫ ka m sa pț nyaŋi kena la. 
I'm sorry, I went back yesterday and my mother wasn't well, which is why I couldn't come yesterday. [Akelsa] 
Gaafara, m kț tun'e yǫlif nannanna, Boye, amaa nya'aŋa fț na baŋ. I'm sorry, Boye, I can't tell you now, but 
later you will find out. [Trouble] Gaafara, m zugdaana Excuse me, sir. [1SA 1:26] Gaafara, m pu'a ka zǫǫlțŋ dum 

o ka o dig yinnǫ bǤǤd ku'um. Excuse me, my wife has been bitten by a snake and is at home lying at death's 

door. [Trouble] Ya gaafara, ka mam sa lǫbnǫ ka m ma ningbiŋ sa pț malisa lin ka m sa pț nyaŋi kena la. I'm 
sorry, folks, I went back yesterday and my mother was not well so I couldn't come. [Akelsa] Fțn paae na la fț pț 

nwǫ' kțlțŋ la nǫ datiuŋǤ, fț pț yǫl ye gaafaraa When you arrive you don't knock on the door with your right 

hand, you don't say 'Excuse me.'. [Three-Problems] Gafar ya, nǫ ti bǫkǫungǤ. Excuse me, folk, good morning! 

[Three-Problems] Note: "Better Kusaal would be: Ya gaafaraya, nǫ ti bǫkǫungǤ."  (MA).   From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: < 
$]^ Note: ‘afara "to forgive" 

gaafaraa   See main entry: gaafara. pardon. 

gaafarya   See main entry: gaafara. pardon. 

gaam1   Variant: gaan3. n. foolishness. Fț tțmnǫ gaan tțțma 'You have done a foolish thing'. [2CH 16:9] 

gaam2!   See main entry: ga. excavate, paddle. 

gaami!   See main entry: ga. excavate, paddle. 

gaamis1   Variant: geenmis. n. foolishness. Asumbuli yț'țn baŋ o gaamis la ka tiak o pțtǫn'ǫr Mr. Spider then realised 

he had been stupid, and changed his ideas. [Wonderwoman] Kpǫǫm nyan anǫ gaamis. When a senior is put to 

shame, he becomes mad. [Proverb 227] Akelsa ye dunia nwa la'ad la anǫ zaalim li kț nyaŋi sțŋif si'ela lin anǫ 

gaamis Akelsa said that this world's goods are useless, they can't help you at all, they are folly. [Akelsa] 
Sim: gaam1 ~ gaan2; InvNabstr: gaauŋ. See: gaam1; gaauŋ. 

gaamis2   See main entry: gaauŋ [MA]. fool. 

gaan1   Form: gaans2. n. a swamp ebony, 'gaa' tree. Diospyros mespiliformis. Bǫǫ gaan tiig na nyaŋi wal kekama? or 

'can ... a grapevine bear figs?'. [JAS 3:12] GAAN Gaans Ganya DIOSPYROS TREE, Diospyros trees, Diospyros 

fruits. [Trees [heading]] Man anǫ Agaan, man tțțma an si'em nwa. I am Mr.Diospyros, this is how my work is:-. 

[Trees.b] Res: ganr/ganya. Etym: OV1 *GA ; OVN *GA-GA/SI . See: ganr. 

gaan2   adv. protruding. Adu nyǫnya ka o nyina yina gaan, ka o kalim o zilim on yǫla. Adu saw that her teeth stuck far 
out, and she clicked her tongue about him. [Trouble] 

gaan3   See main entry: gaam1. foolishness. 

gaan4   See main entry: gaand-gaandi. long. 

Gaana   Variant: Ghana.  Note: Gaana is the spoken Kusaal form, writers may use the 'official' spelling Ghana n.pr. Ghana. Li anǫ 
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Gaana ma'aa mǤr yǫlbama ... ? Ayei! Teŋ sieba mǫ bǫ Afirika (ninsabilis) ... teŋin ... Is it only Ghana that has 

these problems ... ? No! Several countries of black Africa ... [Iodine] Gaana anǫ tembǫda anu la ni yinne ka 

dunia laafi tțmtțmnib siaki tis ka ... ba gǤs Ghana is one of the five nations that the World Health 
Organisation have agreed ... to supervise. [Trachoma] Ti bǤǤd ye Gaana nid wțsa onǫ paae yțțm piinǫ anii paas 

GǤmma gaŋirin. 'All citizens of Ghana of eighteen years and above ... are entitled to register as voters and have 

the right to vote.'. [Constitution] Bikanǫ nam pț gaad yțma ayǤpǤi ka ba nyǫ o Gaana ka zi' o saam nǫ o ma an 

siebaa. 'A child of not more than seven years of age found in Ghana whose parents are not known.'. [Constitution] 
Fțn yǤǤd ligidsi'a la anǫ bi'ela dinǫ mǫ sțŋid Gaana. The money you pay is a small amount, and anyway it 
helps Ghana. [Tax] Ti ya'a kpans yǫlkaŋa kii nǫǫ, li pa'annǫ Ghana dim itțŋ If we consider this matter carefully, 
it shows the misbehaviour of Ghanaians. [Trouble] 

gaand-gaandi   Variant: gaan4. id. long. Note: of teeth Dau la nyina anǫ gaand-gaandi. The man's teeth are very long. 

[MA] Adu nyǫnya ka o nyina yina gaan, ka o kalim o zilim on yǫla. Adu saw that her teeth stuck far out, and she 
clicked her tongue about him. [Trouble] Asuguru la'aya ka o nyina yina an gaan. Asuguru laughed and his long 
teeth were exposed. [MA] See: nyingaand. 

gaans1   Variant: gaansi. Form: gaansnǫ. Variant: gaansinɛ. Form: gaansid. Variant: gaasid. Form: gaansim!. 
Form: gaansțg. Variant: gaansug; gaansțgǤ. v. 1 • to choose many, separate things out. Ba daa ... gaans pu'ab 

anaasi ye ba da' nyuuni la. They chose four women to buy the sheanuts. [Wealth-Is-Power] Soogia bama nwa' 

wțsa sțțgin ninsieba da bǫǫ anina ka ba gaansi ba ka ba an gǤbțs 'Among all these soldiers there were ... 
chosen men who were left-handed'. [JDG 20:16] O da gaans bipumis ayǤpǤi yi na'ayin la ye ba gǤsid o yǫla 'He 
assigned to her seven maids selected from the king's palace'. [EST 2:9] Gaŋim ninsieba ka ba maal kuga baris, ka 

gaans banǫ pț kpǫn' baŋț la kpǫn'ǫsi ba. 'Make flint knives and circumcise the Israelites again.'. [JOS 5:2] 
teŋgbauŋ zugdaan la na gaansi ba the President shall select them. [Constitution] ba na gaansi ba tuongatibi 

tisi ba 'they shall appoint commanders' for them. [DEU 20:9] O da gaansnǫ zabzabidib tusa pistan' banǫ mi' 

zaba sț'țŋa 'He chose thirty thousand of his best fighting men'. [JOS 8:3] Li da anǫ zaamnǤǤr ka on nǫ o pu'ayua 

niŋ muibielim latita'arine gaansid kuga. It was evening and she and her daughter put polished rice in a big bowl 

and were picking out the stones. [Trouble] Adu da mǤri mui nǫ labili zin' kpi'e o ma nǫ o tațn la gaasid bielim 

la niŋid lasi'a ni. Adu got a small bowl of rice and sat near his mother and his brother sorting out the grains and 
putting them in another bowl. [Trouble] Ya gaansid pǫ'ǫs nǫ na'abanǫ mǤr kpaam la you choose 'choice lambs 
and fattened calves'. [AMO 6:4] ya'am kanǫ yi Wina'am san'an na la ... pț gaansida ka an pțțg yinne 'the 

wisdom that comes from heaven ... is free from prejudice and hypocrisy'. [JAS 3:17] Gaansim ni'im sțma banǫ an 

gbǫya nǫ ban'ad la wțsa 'Put in the best pieces of meat – the shoulders and the legs'. [EZK 24:4] o gaansim banǫ 

yi na'adǤǤgin nǫ girima dim la mǤr na. 'to bring in some of the Israelites from the royal family and the nobility'. 
[DAN 1:3] 
2 • to hold an election. Nidib la na gaans zin'is pisyǤpǤi kǤbiga wțsa pțțgin 'Participation of the people shall 

be through their election of 70% of the membership'. [Constitution] Nannanna kǫli ka ti gaansinǫ ti tuongatib ka 

ba gǤsi ti tțțma la yǫla. Now let us elect our leaders and they will be in charge of our work. [Wealth-Is-Power] Note: 

esp. verbal noun gaansțg  = "election" Gaansțg anǫ gaansțg tțțma dim tțm gțllimm, banǫ na baŋ gaansțg la 

bǫn. 'All electoral functions shall be performed by the Electoral Commission. Such functions shall include the 
determination of electoral boundaries.'. [Constitution] li ya'a ti an gaansțgǤ, ba ka' suori na gaŋǫ if it comes to a 
vote, they are not allowed to vote. [Constitution] Sim: gaŋ1; Colloc: gaansțgin(ǫ) ‘in the selection/election’. Mukir 

kț bǫ paatinam tuongatib gaansțginǫ 'The Internal organisation of a political party shall be on democratic 

lines'. [Constitution] Lit: there shall not be any compulsion in the election of party leaders. See: gaŋ1. 

gaans2   See main entry: gaan1. gaa tree. 

gaansi   See main entry: gaans1. separate, elect. 

gaansid   See main entry: gaans1. separate, elect. 

gaansim!   See main entry: gaans1. separate, elect. 

gaansinɛ   See main entry: gaans1. separate, elect. 

gaansnǫ   See main entry: gaans1. separate, elect. 

gaansțg   See main entry: gaans1. separate, elect. 
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gaansțgǤ   See main entry: gaans1. separate, elect. 

gaansug   See main entry: gaans1. separate, elect. 

gaari   n. gari, garri. Note: processed cassava (manioc) flakes bipuŋ la ye pa'anne ye m keŋ da' gaari na tis o the girl said 
the teacher told me to go and buy garri and bring it to him. [AIDS-II] From: (Ha.) Note: 'flour' 

gaarig   Variant: gaarigi. n. thread. Colloc: gum-gaarig ‘cotton-thread’. Amaa ka o kǫns nwiis la o nu'usin nwǫnǫ gum 

gaarig nǫ. 'But he snapped the ropes off his arms like thread.'. [JDG 16:12] o kǫns nwiis la nwǫnǫ gum gaarigi na 

li'el bugum nǫ 'he snapped the bowstrings just as thread breaks when fire touches it'. [JDG 16:9] Fț sakur fuug la 

na kpǫn ya'ae fț niŋin ala wțț gum-gaarisnǫ. Your school shirt hangs on your body like a lot of loose threads. 

[Trouble] 

gaarigi   See main entry: gaarig. thread. 

gaas   Form: gaasid. Form: gaasțg. Variant: gaasug. v. to pass, pass on. Paul gaas Troas teŋin Paul moves on to Troas. 

[ACT 20:7 [heading]] M ba'abiisǫ, linǫ gaas li wțsa-wțsa anǫ, da pǤ baa bi'elaa. 'Above all things, my friends, do 

not use oaths'. [JAS 5:12 [old New Testament]] Note: spelling modernised:  cf. published Bible M ba'abiisǫ, linǫ gaadi li 

wțsa-wțsa anǫ ye, da pǤ baa bi'elaa. Sim: gaad. See: gaad. 

gaasid   See main entry: gaas. pass on. 

gaasid   See main entry: gaans1. separate, elect. 

gaasig   n. entrance. Colloc: gaasigin ‘on the threshold’. 

gaasțg   See main entry: gaas. pass on. 

gaasug   See main entry: gaas. pass on. 

gaauŋ [MA]   Form: gaamis2. n. a fool. Biig la anǫ gaauŋ. The child is a fool. [MA] Nabstr: gaamis1. See: gaamis. 

gǫbțg   Variant: gebug [W]. n. a ritual calabash. 

gǫda   See main entry: gǫdțg. fool. 

gɛdigɔ   See main entry: gǫdțg. fool. 

gǫdțg   Variant: gedug; gǫdțgǤ; gɛdigɔ; gǫdțgț. Form: gǫda. n. a fool. On nwǫnǫ gǫdțg si'em! How like a fool he is! 

[Trouble] O yț'țr la gbin anǫ ‘Gǫdțg’, ka o sid tțm wțț gǫdțg nǫ. 'He is exactly what his name means – a fool!'. 

[1SA 25:25] Pian'a gǫda bane ka Kusa-pian'andib maan la sieba nwa; These are some foolish ways of speaking 

that some Kusaal speakers use: [Asaasim] Asumbul yț'țn yǫl o mǫŋ ye, man ka' gɛdigɔ, man kț tțm ka sieba 

ditta. Mr. Spider then thought to himself "I'm not stupid, I won't work while others are eating." [Wonderwoman] Fț 

anǫ gǫdțgț paam boto ayi' ma'aa ka bǤǤdi fț zaŋi li wțsa keŋ yǤ sammǫǫ? You're a fool, just getting two 
sacks (of groundnuts) and do you want to use it all to go and pay the debt? [Wealth-Is-Power] Sim: zǤlțg. li mǫ tun'e 

kǫ ka biig la an gǫdțg bǫǫ zǤlțg it can also happen that the child is a moron or an idiot. [Iodine] Nabstr: gǫtim. 
See: gǫtim. 

gǫdțgǤ   See main entry: gǫdțg. fool. 

gǫdțgț   See main entry: gǫdțg. fool. 

gǫfa   Variant: gefa. Form: gǫfanam. Variant: gefanam. n. a pocket, 'packet' [Gh.] Jack Moro onǫ an ti tuongat la yis 

si'eli o gǫfa ni na Jack Moro who was our leader brought something out of his pocket. [Shoeshine-Boy] Man gǫfa la 

mǤrinnǫ vǤǤnr. My pocket had a hole in it. [Trouble] (o) nǤk ban buon si'el ye Urim nǫ Tummim la suu li gǫfa 

ni he put what they call 'Urim' and 'Thummim' in the pocket of (the breastpiece). [LEV 8:8] NǤkimi fț nu'ugț su 

gǫfa ni! Put your hand in your pocket! [EXO 4:6] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: aljifu < _	.�ا Note: 'al jayb ? or �].�ا 
Note: 'al jifan "sheath" (?) 

gǫfanam   See main entry: gǫfa. pocket. 

gǫ'ǫŋ   Variant: ge'eŋ. Form: gǫ'ǫŋir. Variant: ge'eŋir. v. to catch, snatch sth. O nǤǤr nam pț lu teŋa ka sǤ' pțn gǫ'ǫŋ 

vaand la o nu'ugini zǤǤ keŋ yikanǫ kpi'e la ni. No sooner had he spoken than somebody grabbed the leaves 

from his hand and ran to a nearby house. [Trouble] 'Kǫl ka m naae,'  Goma gǫ'ǫŋ pian'ad la ye, 'kǫl ka m naae. ... 

' 'Let me finish.' Goma picked up on this remark and said 'Let me finish. ... [Trouble] Ka nwǫnǫ silțgț zamisid o 
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biis ian'ab nǫ ka yadig kpțkpama laannǫ bǤǤd ye o gǫ'ǫŋi ba. Like an eagle teaching its young to fly, catching 
them safely on its spreading wings'. [DEU 32:11] 

gǫ'ǫŋir   See main entry: gǫ'ǫŋ. catch. 

gǫl1   Variant: gel. Form: gǫla. Variant: gela; gǫlaa. Form: gǫl-2. n. an egg. KǤdiŋ ye "NyǤǤri an gǫl." Partridge says 

"Life is eggs." [Asaasim  Proverb] Note: "It's when you have life that you can lay an egg." (MA)  o ya'a sǤs gǫl, ka o na zaŋ 

naŋi tis o? 'if he asks for an egg, will (he) give him a scorpion?'. [LUK 11:12] Fț biig la nyǫ laafi la fț dțg gǫla tis 

o? When your child is well, do you cook eggs for him? [Trouble] Colloc: nyǫ'2 gǫl1(a) ‘lay egg(s)’. O nyǫ'ǫd o gǫla 

digin teŋin 'She lays her eggs on the ground'. [JOB 39:14] Colloc: um gǫl1(a) ‘brood, sit on egg(s)’. Fț ya'a keŋ nyǫ 

niiŋ tǫog ... ka niiŋ la um biis bǫǫ gǫla 'If you come across a bird's nest ... and the mother is sitting on the young 
or on the eggs'. [DEU 22:6] Colloc: wiak gǫl1(a) ‘hatch egg(s)’. o nwǫnǫ kǤdiŋ kanǫ pț nyǫ' gǫlaa ka lǫǫ zu o 

tiraan gǫla um ka li wiak 'Like a partridge that hatches eggs it did not lay'. [JER 17:11] Colloc: gǫlpielim ‘white of 
egg’. ya nam mi' nyǫ ka gǫlpielim mǤr mimilim? 'What flavour is there in the white of an egg?'. [JOB 6:6] Etym: 
OV1 *JE ; OVN *JEL-DI/A ; GS1 *K³AL/D ; GSn * ʔa ; vc4 *çe ; CG *gia-li ; MWN *-GÍLA ;  PB *g ɩ́ , 
*gɩdɩ́. 

gǫl-2   See main entry: gǫl1. egg. 

gǫla   See main entry: gǫl1. egg. 

gǫlaa   See main entry: gǫl1. egg. 

gǫlig   Variant: gelig; gǫligi; geligi. Form: gǫligim. Variant: geligim!. Form: gǫligid. Variant: geligid; gǫligidi. 

Form: gǫligir. Variant: geligir. v. 1 • to adjudge, settle accounts, calculate, be sure. ' ... mam kpǫm o nǫ yțțm 

yinne.' Ka Appiah gǫlig o zugin. ' ... I am one year older.' Appiah did some mental arithmetic. [Trouble] Ka ba 

gǫlig gbana la ligidi ka li an anzurifa ligidi tusa pisnu. 'They added up the price of the books, and the total 
came to 50,000 silver coins.'. [ACT 19:19] arezana sț'țlim nwǫnǫ na'ab sǤ' onǫ bǤǤd ye o gǫlig o sama nǫ o 

tțmtțmnib 'the kingdom of heaven is like a king who wanted to settle accounts with his servants'. [MAT 18:23] O 

daa anǫ ti tțmtțm tiraan ka Wina'am gǫlig o la'as nǫ ti. 'he was one of our number and shared in this ministry' 

He was our fellow-worker and God accounted him along with us'. [ACT 1:17] ba pț gǫlig banǫ yaanamǫ ka' Israel 

dim la paas Israel dim la nii those whose grandfathers were not Israelites were not counted among the Israelites. 

[NEH 13:3] Onǫ kuosi o mǫŋ la nǫ onǫ da' o la na zin'inǫ gǫlig on kuosi o mǫŋ saŋsi'a tis o la paae yțțm 

pisnu kanǫ an malțŋ di'ema la. 'He must consult the one who bought him, and they must count the years from 

the time he sold himself until the next Year of Restoration'. [LEV 25:50] Wina'am gǫlig o yadda niŋir ka yǫl ye o 

anǫ pțpielim sǤb o tuon 'faith was counted to him as righteousness'. [JAS 2:23] Ba anǫ nimbǫda ka zu'oe ka sǤ' 

kț nyaŋi kaal bǫǫ gǫligi baa. They are 'a great people, too numerous to count or number'. [1KI 3:8] M da nyǫ ka 

banǫ gǫligid la gǤmisidi ba zut. I saw that the judges nodded their heads. [Shoeshine-Boy] M bitaaba la da nam 

pin'inǫ gǫligid. My fellow-students had already started maths. [Shoeshine-Boy] O da nan gǫligidi dabisban yǫla 

ka Boye nyǫ o yiiŋ la. He was still working out those days when Boye saw him outside. [Trouble] Bimǫ'ǫf anwa 

gǫligid ye kpǫǫm faadnǫ. A little child like that reckoned that the elder was lying. [Trouble] wada ya'a kae, 

Wina'am pț gǫligid tțțmbǫ'ǫdǫ 'where there is no law, no account is kept of sins'. [ROM 5:13] Wina'am da mǤr 

sumbțgțsțm nǫ ninsaalib, ka pț gǫligidi ba tțțmbǫ'ǫdǫ God had 'forbearance' with people, and did not take 
strict account of their sins. [ROM 3:25] ti gǫligim gǤsi ti mǫŋ ye, ti mǤr kasǫt sțŋ zin'ig kan ka ti bǫ la? we 
should examine ourselves carefully to see if we have a good witness in the place where we live. [Bible-Study] 
Gǫligim pa'alim fțn niŋ si'em nǫ m la'ad la. 'Hand in a complete account of your handling of my property'. [LUK 

16:2] Ya'a ka' bǫog saa, ba kț lǫm bǫ zamisțgțn wțț gǫligir tǤǤg If not for the future, they will no longer be 
learning as a hard calculation. [Trouble] M da karimmǫ yǫlkțda gbana ni ka baŋ ye Akimedis da anǫ onǫ mi' 

gǫligir hali I read in the history books that Archimedes was a brilliant mathematician. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ya ligidi 

gǫligir mǫkama wțsa na dǤl Fuug Sțgțr ligidi 'Every value is to be set according to the sanctuary shekel'. [LEV 

27:25] Gǫligiri da an pa'alțg kanǫ kpǫn' mam kpakin. Mathematics was the subject that most deeply interested 
me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: kaal, gi'el. 
2 • to multiply (in arithmetic). Daar yinne ka ti gǫligir tika Mista Lamptey yǫli ti ye ti gǫligim pisinǫ 

ayǤpǤi-pǤi (27) zin'is x piinǫ yinne (11). One day our mathematics teacher Mr. Lamptey said we should 
multiply twentyseven by eleven (27 x 11). [Shoeshine-Boy] fț ya'a bǤǤdi fț zaŋ namba si'a wțsa gǫlig nǫ zin'is 

piinǫ yinne If you want to take any number and multiply by eleven. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
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gǫligi   See main entry: gǫlig. sure [be], multiply. 

gǫligid   See main entry: gǫlig. sure [be], multiply. 

gǫligidi   See main entry: gǫlig. sure [be], multiply. 

gǫligim   See main entry: gǫlig. sure [be], multiply. 

gǫligir   See main entry: gǫlig. sure [be], multiply. 

gǫn1   Variant: gen; gɛnn; gɛɛnn; geenn; gǫǫn1; gǫnnǫ; gǫnǫ; geenne. Form: gǫǫnd. Variant: geend; gǫǫndi; gǫǫnda; 

geenda. Form: gǫǫnb. Variant: gǫǫnbǤ. Form: gǫnya. v. 1 • to tire, be/get tired. Ka o gț'țŋ ka yǫl o pu'a ye on 

pțn dig la on gǫn o mǫŋǫ He couldn't, and said to his wife that he was lying now, he was fed up. [Billygoat] Fț ya'a 

yinǫ tțțma ni kul yin ka gǫn When you go back home from work and you are tired. [You-Heard?] 'Nimo,' Dau 

kanǫ zǤǤ gǫn la yǫt ye, 'o bǫnǫ daug la teŋir!' "It's Nimo," said the man who was exhausted from running, "he 
is under the log!" [Trouble] Fț ya'a bǤǤdi fț wa'a gǫn, fț kennǫ ka mǤri fț ta'adkǫndis. When you want to dance 
to exhaustion you take your worn-out sandals with you. [Proverb 209] Moses nu'us gǫn ka pț lǫn nyaŋidi țkid 

dansaar la 'Moses' arms grew tired' and were no longer able to hold up the staff. [EXO 17:12] ba da nya namisțg,  

amaa nidib la da pț gǫǫn basǫ they experienced suffering, but he people did not weary. [Bible-Study] Nintaŋi daa 

mu'oe la, nidib la daa gǫnnǫ By sunset the people were tired. [AIDS-I] M gǫnnǫ ka kț nyaŋi mǤri li. 'I am weary 
of holding it in; indeed, I cannot.'. [JER 20:9] Di daa pț yuugǫ ka Azan'asi yǫl ye, "M ma, man gǫnǫ ... " It was not 

long before Azan'asi said "Mum, I'm tired ... ". [You-Heard?] M yț'țn da gǫnǫ nǫ nǤba ken daar wțsa wțț mǫǫl 

piinǫ ayuobț la I got tired with going on foot sixteen miles every day. [Shoeshine-Boy] Daasi'erǫ, o sa gǫnǫ 

bǤzugǤ waadi kpǫn'ǫd o. Maybe he got tired yesterday because he felt cold. [AIDS-I] M yț'țn gǫǫn ba nyǤnyǤlțg 

la nǫ! 'I have heard enough of these complaints!'. [NUM 14:27] Ya kǫya ka ZugsǤb la gǫǫn ya pian'ad. 'You have 
tired the Lord out with your talk.'. [MAL 2:17] Bțŋ daug kanǫ ieed o saŋa kan la da gǫǫnd o mǫŋa 'No male that 

wants her has to trouble himself'. [JER 2:24] fț na nyǫ ka fț gǫǫnd sansa wțsa you will find that you feel tired all 
the time. [AIDS-I] O da pa'ali ti ye ti sǤsim Siig Kasi la yǫla ka da gǫǫnda He taught us that we should pray for the 
Holy Spirit and not become weary. [Bible-Study] fț na tțm ka pț gǫǫnda you will work and not get tired. [GEN 49:14] 
bǤ ka m lǫn gǫǫndi m mǫŋ zaalim-zaalim? 'why should I struggle in vain?'. [JOB 9:29] Tabnut ya'a zǤnǫ bǫǫ o 

tțmmǫ tțțm kpi'eŋǤǤ, o pț ya'asid gǫǫnbǤ. If a smoker is running or working hard, he will get tired quickly. 

[Smoking] Note: more normal form tabnuud (MA) O da baŋ ye ba gǫnya, ka naan yǫlin ye ba duom vț'țs amaa o 

zǤt. He knew that they were tired, and would have said that they should get up and rest, but he was afraid. [Trouble] 
ya'a kad ka pț gban'e fț pț yǫt ye fț gǫnya If you chase but haven't caught, you don't say you are tired. [Asaasim  

Proverb] Colloc: [verb] gǫn1 ‘[verb] until tired, tire of [verb]-ing’. Bakuai nya'aŋ ka Nimo tțm gɛnn By the end on 

the week, Nimo had worked until he was exhausted. [Trouble] Biig la daa keŋ ka pț lǫb tǤ'ǤtǤ na ka ba wi'is hali 

ti gǫn. The child went but did not come back soon, and they waited until they were tired of waiting. [MA] Moab 

dimi yii keŋi ba zuoya zug winsǤsțgin, ba sǤsidnǫ gǫǫnd zaalim 'The people of Moab wear themselves out 
going to their mountain shrines and to their temples to pray'. [ISA 16:12] Sim: bțgțs1, -bțgțsim, bțgțsțm, bțk1, 

-gǫǫnliŋ, nyǤs, siǫn1, tadig, zǫba, zǫnda; Caus: gǫǫns. 
2 • to be weak. Sim: buk2. Kpǫmisim banǫ nu'usi buk la, ka kpǫ'ǫŋ banǫ duma gǫn la. 'Strengthen the feeble 

hands, steady the knees that give way;'. [ISA 35:3] See: gǫǫnlis. 

gǫn2   Variant: gen2. Form: gǫntid2. to mix, mingle. banǫ nwǫ'ǫdi ba mǫŋi gǫntid nidib tțțma ni zugǤ they are 

'meddling in other people's business'. [1PE 4:15] ba yǫǫsid ka nwǫ'ǫdi ba mǫŋi gǫntid nidib yǫla ni they also 
become 'gossips and busybodies'. [1TI 5:13] Sim: gǫndig. See: -gǫnda; gǫndig. 

gǫnd   Variant: geenl; geenli. Form: gǫntid1. Form: gǫntidnǫ. Form: gǫntin. to block, trip sb., "to stop someone from 

walking or running by crossing your leg in theirs" (MA). Ba gǫntid o nǫ ka o pț tun'e zǤtta. They blocked him 
with their legs so that he couldn't run away. [Trouble] Sim: gǫndig2, gǫǫl. See: gǫndig2. 

-gǫnda1   adj.pl. mixed. Pian'agǫnda banǫ ka Kusa pian'adib maani la sieba nwa: These are some of the mixed words 

that Kusaal-speakers produce: [Asaasim] See: gǫn2. 

gǫnda2   See main entry: gǫndir. thicket. 

gǫndig1   Variant: gendig; gǫndigǫ; gendigi. Form: gǫndignǫ. Form: gǫndigid. Form: gǫndigir. Variant: gendigir. v. to mix, 

mix up. Ka sisi'em la vǫ'ǫdi ba kuŋ la gǫndig nǫ sisi'em la vuur la The storm tore away their cries and mingled 
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them with the sound of the storm. [Trouble] KǤ'Ǥm saŋa man anǫ disțŋ hali, ba ǫǫnti nǤk man gǫndig nǫ zǤm 

maal walisa. During a famine I am a very good source of food, mixed with flour to make a gruel. [Trees] o gǫndig 

nǫ bțnkǤnbidi bǫ mǤǤgin 'let him live with the animals'. [DAN 4:15] Nikodemus ... mǫ dǤl Josef ka mǤr 

bțnnyubisa linǫ buon mir nǫ aloes ka ba gǫndig taaba 'Nicodemus ... went with Joseph, taking with him ... 
spices, a mixture of myrrh and aloes'. [JHN 19:39] Li nwǫnǫ pu'a mak bodobodo zǤ'Ǥm taslabǫda atan' gǫndig 

danbin ka li uk si'em la. 'It is like this. A woman takes some yeast and mixes it with forty litres of flour until the 
whole batch of dough rises.'. [LUK 13:21] nǤk zǤmbaanlig dinǫ pț gǫndig dabinnǫ sǫn' bodobodo 'from fine 
wheat flour, without yeast, make bread'. [EXO 29:2] Ka yis leemu bu'am Adu nu'uginǫ nwiaki li ku'om kanǫ an 

maa la niŋ tizǤ'Ǥmin la ka gǫndigi li. And he took the half orange from Adu's hand and squeezed its juice which 

was lukewarm, and put it into the powdered medicine and mixed it up. [Trouble] banǫ pa'annǫ ba gandaalim an 

si'em ka li anǫ ban gǫndigid danma kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥbi nuud la yǫla they show their heroic abilities in the way 
they mix different liquors and drink them. [ISA 5:22] Ba daa ...  nǤk bțmmi'isțgț gǫndigi m bțnnuuda ni They 
mixed vinegar with my drink. [PSA 69:21] Lit: something sour. Daakan la yț'țŋ ka ya ye ya sǫn' ni'im la Ǥnb nǫ 

vantǤǤd, nǫ bodobodo kanǫ ka danbin pț gǫndigǫ. 'That night the meat is to be roasted, and eaten with bitter 
herbs and with bread made without yeast.'. [EXO 12:8] Ka nidib bǫdegț dǤl o, ka pu'ab la'am gǫndigi kaasid ka 

kum o yǫla. 'A large number of people followed him, including women who mourned and wailed for him.'. [LUK 

23:27] o tisidi ba nǫ nya'a – ka ba Ǥnb bǫǫ dțgi nu bǫǫ fiank bǫǫ sț bǫǫ bakki gǫndignǫ ku'om he was giving 

them herbal medicines to chew or boil and drink, or inhale, or bathe with, or grind mixed with water. [Trouble] Ba 

zuobid gǫndignǫ nǫ zuobpielim Their 'hair is sprinkled with grey'. [HOS 7:9] li yisidi ku'osaal-kpi'euŋ la bi'el 

bi'el ka li gǫndigid nǫ ziim. it gradually emits thick slippery fluid mixed with blood. [Womens-Health] ba mǤri 

gǫndigid bțmbǤni taad they used it to mix plaster for plastering. [AMO 2:1] Sim: gǫn2. See: gǫn2. 

gǫndig2   v. to block, trip sb., "to stop someone from walking or running by crossing your leg in theirs" (MA). Ba gǫndig o 

ka o li. They tripped him and he fell. [MA] Sim: gǫnd. See: gǫnd. 

gǫndigǫ   See main entry: gǫndig1. mix. 

gǫndigid   See main entry: gǫndig1. mix. 

gǫndigir   See main entry: gǫndig1. mix. 

gǫndignǫ  See main entry: gǫndig1. mix. 

gǫndir   Variant: gendir. Form: gǫnda2. Variant: genda. n. liana, thicket. Gǫndir da viilim tiig la A liana wound round the 

tree. [Trouble] Ka Abraham gǤs mǤǤgin la nyǫ pǫraug ka gǫnda vil o iila zi'el. 'Abraham looked up and there in 
a thicket he saw a ram caught by its horns.'. [GEN 22:13] Israel nidib la kț lǫm mǤr kpi'es banǫ an nimbǫ'ǫdnam 

banǫ tǤi wțț gǫnda banǫ mǤr gǤn'Ǥs, nǫ gǤn'Ǥs banǫ pțlim hali ka kțnsid la 'No longer will the people of 
Israel have malicious neighbours who are painful briers and sharp thorns.'. [EZK 28:24] Sim: gauŋ. 

gǫndzǫn'ǫs   See main entry: gǫndzin'a. tree [sp.] 

gǫndzin'a   Form: gǫndzǫn'ǫs. n. tree [sp.] See: -zin'a. 

gǫnǫ   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

gǫn'   Variant: gen'. Form: gǫn'ǫd. Form: gǫn'ǫb. Variant: geenb. v. to be angry. PțkǤǤnr la zan'as fian'a la ka dap la mǫ 

gǫn' ka bid o yǫla n bas. The widow refused utterly and the man got annoyed and turned his back on her. [Billygoat] 
o zuanam la ti gǫn' bas ka pț lǫn ken ya'asǫ ka kǫnǫ pu'a la ma'aa his friends got fed up and stopped coming, 

and that left only his wife. [Billygoat] Ka o pu'a ye o ya'a gǫn'ǫd nǫ ba saamnam la o na ti kǫ ka ba pian'ad 

pian'abǫ'ǫdi tisidi ba. And his wife said that if he got annoyed with their parents he would cause them to speak 
badly of them. [Billygoat] SǤ' ya'a maalif bǫ'ǫd fțn da lǫbis o bǫ'ǫd bǫǫ gǫn'ǫd nǫ o sǤba. 'Do not seek revenge or 
bear a grudge against one of your people'. [LEV 19:18] Samson pu'a bibig o ka kum, ka gǫn'ǫdi yǫt ye, “Fț kis 

mam nǫ! ... ” 'Samson's wife went to him in tears and said, “You don't love me! ... ”. [JDG 14:16] Lit: hugged him 
and wept and said angrily. Sim: sțnf pǫlig. See: gǫn'ǫs. 

gǫn'ǫb   See main entry: gǫn'. angry. 

gǫn'ǫd   See main entry: gǫn'. angry. 

gǫn'ǫs   v. to be belligerent, easily made angry. O gǫn'ǫs nindaa la paas nǫ o sǤbig galisțg la kǫnǫ ka o an bțnzǤtir. 
He had an angry face which in addition to his very dark complexion made him something frightening. [Trouble] 
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Abupuak nǤŋnǫ gǫn'ǫs. Abupuak easily gets angry. [MA] See: gǫn'1. 
gɛnn   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

gǫnnǫ   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

gǫnnim   v. to stagger. o ... kǫ ka ba gǫnnim wțț danuudib nǫ 'he makes them stagger like drunkards'. [JOB 12:25] fț daa 

nu daam la wțsa hali bugi gǫnnim you drank all the liquor till you were drunk and staggering. [ISA 51:17] 
Sim: gǫrid. 

gǫntid1   See main entry: gǫnd. trip. 

gǫntid2   See main entry: gǫn2. mix. 

gǫntidnǫ   See main entry: gǫnd. trip. 

gǫntin   See main entry: gǫnd. trip. 

gǫnya   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

gǫr   Note: base-form assumed by TN Form: gǫrid. Variant: gǫridi. Form: gǫridnǫ. v. to stagger. ba da ... zab nǫ ya kț 

banǫ tadig ka kpǫlim nya'aŋi kennǫ gǫrid la 'they attacked you from the rear when you were tired and 

exhausted, and killed all who were straggling behind'. [DEU 25:18] Ka o wa'ae dau kanǫ gǫrid nwa san'an liǫn 

pa'an ye o bǤǤdin ye o sțŋț. And he went to this man who was staggering and tried to show that he might want 
to help him. [Trouble] wțț danuudi gǫridi nǤǤd o mǫŋ tiindi satid nǫ 'as a drunkard staggers around in his vomit'. 

[ISA 19:14] Teŋgbauŋ gǫridnǫ nwǫnǫ danuud 'The earth reels like a drunkard'. [ISA 24:20] Sim: gǫnnim. 

gǫr-gǫr   id. very thin. m niŋgbina naae ka m an gǫr-gǫr 'my body is thin and gaunt'. [PSA 109:24] Sim: -wațŋ, faae 
‘[adj.], [verb]’. 

gǫrid   See main entry: gǫr. stagger. 

gǫridi   See main entry: gǫr. stagger. 

gǫridnǫ   See main entry: gǫr. stagger. 

gǫsig   Variant: gesig; gǫsigi. Form: gǫsignǫ. v. to offend unintentionally. David da tțm dinǫ an sțm ZugsǤb la tuon, 

ka pț gǫsig ZugsǤb la da zi'el o nǤǤr si'em la baa yinne o nyǤvțr bǫllim pțțginǫ 'David had done what was 
right in the eyes of the Lord and had not failed to keep any of the Lord's commands all the days of his life'. [1KI 15:5] 
M mǫ nan zi' tțm si'eli gǫsigi fǤ, naa Na'aba. 'Nor have I ever done any wrong before you, O king'. [DAN 6:22] sǤ' 

ya'a kț bǫǫ pu'alim sǤ' ka li anǫ pǤn'Ǥsim bǫǫ o gǫsignǫ if somebody kills or injures someone whether it is 
deliberately or accidentally. [DEU 17:8] 

gǫsigi   See main entry: gǫsig. offend. 

gǫsignǫ   See main entry: gǫsig. offend. 

gǫtim   Variant: getim. n. folly. on niŋid si'em la kǫtnǫ ka ba baŋ o gǫtim la yǫla 'he reveals to everyone how foolish he 

is'. [ECC 10:3] Onǫ lǫbis pian'ad ka pț kǫlisǫ, li anǫ gǫtim nǫ nyannǫ tis o. 'He who answers before listening – 

that is his folly and his shame. '. [PRO 18:13] InvNabstr: gǫdțg. See: gǫdțg. 

Gǫuŋ   n.pr. Geung, a type of dance. Note: "normally at funerals" (MA) Ba ya'a la'asǫǫ ba tun'e sǤlim ka yț'țm yțțma ka 

wa' gǫuŋ. If they get together, they can tell stories and sing, and dance the Geung. [Wealth-Is-Power] Sim: Bula2, 

Tțk3; Gen: wa'a1. 
gebug [W]   See main entry: gǫbțg. calabash [ritual ~]. 

gedug   See main entry: gǫdțg. fool. 

gefa   See main entry: gǫfa. pocket. 

gefanam   See main entry: gǫfa. pocket. 

ge'eŋ   See main entry: gǫ'ǫŋ. catch. 

ge'eŋir   See main entry: gǫ'ǫŋ. catch. 

gel   See main entry: gǫl1. egg. 
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gela   See main entry: gǫl1. egg. 

gelig   See main entry: gǫlig. sure [be], multiply. 

geligi   See main entry: gǫlig. sure [be], multiply. 

geligid   See main entry: gǫlig. sure [be], multiply. 

geligim!   See main entry: gǫlig. sure [be], multiply. 

geligir   See main entry: gǫlig. sure [be], multiply. 

gen   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

gen2   See main entry: gǫn2. mix. 

genda   See main entry: gǫndir. thicket. 

gendig   See main entry: gǫndig1. mix. 

gendigi   See main entry: gǫndig1. mix. 

gendigir   See main entry: gǫndig1. mix. 

gendir   See main entry: gǫndir. thicket. 

gen'   See main entry: gǫn'. angry. 

geŋ   Variant: geŋe; geŋi. Form: geŋid. Variant: giŋ2; giŋi; giŋid.  Note: these forms erroneously v. to hinder, stand in the 

way, fence in. m iank pțlli n gaŋ dabanǫ ka ba sǫǫ geŋ pǤǤg la I jumped speedily over the fence of the farm. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: sticks that they planted to fence in. ZugsǤb la ya'a gban'e ye o faaǫn o nidib la, si'el kae na 

geŋ o 'Nothing can hinder the Lord from saving'. [1SA 14:6] yanam mǫŋ pț kpǫn'ǫda, ka mǫ giŋ nimbanǫ mǤǤd 

ye ba kpǫn' la 'you yourselves will not go in, and you stop those who are trying to go in!'. [LUK 11:52] li da tǤi nǫ 

ban na giŋ nidib la ka ba da maal maana tisi baa 'they had difficulty keeping the crowd from sacrificing to 

them'. [ACT 14:18] Moses nǤk fuud la ya'ali geŋ zak la gilig Fuug Sțgțr nǫ maan daka la 'Moses set up the 

enclosure round the Tent and the altar'. [EXO 40:33] ZugsǤb maliak kidigi zi'en suor la zug ye o geŋ o 'the angel 
of the Lord stood in the road to bar his way'. [NUM 22:22] m pa'a pț baŋ ye fț zi'enǫ suorin la ye fț geŋi ma 'I did 

not realize you were standing in the road to oppose me.'. [NUM 22:34] biig la digisig la daa giŋi li ka li kpǫlim 

du'asțŋțn la the baby's placenta hindered it and it was retained in the birth-canal. [Womens-Health] o kț ...  nyaŋi 

mǫ' gu'ub zaŋguommi giŋi li 'He will not ... build a siege ramp against it.'. [ISA 37:33] Paul ...  pian'ad nǫ 

sțnkpi'euŋ ka sǤ' pț giŋid oo 'Paul ... taught the facts about the Lord Jesus Christ quite openly and without 

hindrance'. [ACT 28:31] Sim: gidig. 

geŋe   See main entry: geŋ. hinder. 

geŋi   See main entry: geŋ. hinder. 

geŋid   See main entry: geŋ. hinder. 

gerima   See main entry: girima. glory. 

gesig   See main entry: gǫsig. offend. 

getim   See main entry: gǫtim. folly. 

gǫǫ   ptc. at all [emphasising a negative]. Gbaagba, man zi' mam gǫǫ maal Wina'am si'el kimm ka Wina'am kpǫŋ 

yaalimǫ basǫ Goodness! I don't know at all just what I could have done to God that he should keep mocking me. 

[You-Heard?] 
gǫǫg   Variant: geeg; geeug. n. 'crotch', space between the legs, lap. Colloc: gǫǫgțn(i) ‘in crotch, between legs’; ka2 

ku'om bas gǫǫgțn(ǫ) ‘1) [literally] scoop water between ones legs : 2) [proverbially] feather ones own nest, 
secure profits for oneself’. Note: when emptying a pond, especially as a method of fishing Ku'om kaadi basidnǫ fț 

mǫŋ gǫǫgțn. When bailing water you throw it between your own legs. [1) Proverb 51] Tțmtțmnib kț kaad ku'om 

basidi ba gǫǫgțnǫ. Public servants shall not use their position for private gain. [2) Constitution] Colloc: kpǫn'ǫs 

nu'us gǫǫgțn ‘fold the hands in the lap (doing nothing)’. Kǫl ka m gbis bi'ela, ka zǤǤnsim bi'ela ka kpǫn'ǫsi m 

nu'us gǫǫgțni vț'țs la. let me have 'A little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the hands to rest'. [PRO 24:33] 
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gǫǫl   Variant: geel; gǫǫli; geeli. Form: gǫǫlini. Form: gǫǫn2. Variant: geen. v. to put sth. on/all-over sb. O kpa'ae ku'om 

gǫǫl o. S/he has poured water on him/her. Li da anǫ yǫlbama ni yinne ka ti tika yinne onǫ yț'țri buon Mis 

Susana Ocran ka o pa'an pț'țsim nǫ bǫllim sțŋ yǫla la da bǤ yǫlli gǫǫl o mǫŋ. It was through one of these 
problems that one of our teachers called Miss Susannah Ocran who taught religion and ethics got herself into deep 

water. [Shoeshine-Boy] saa ni ka ku'om pǫ'ǫl kǤlisi badigi dț na gǫǫl yir la it rained and 'the river was in flood, it 
burst upon that house'. [LUK 6:48] tudaar la nyǤ'Ǥs duoe gǫǫl suguru sǤsțg liŋ kanǫ bǫ NǤnaar Daka la zugin la 
'the smoke of the incense' will go up and flow around 'the atonement cover above the Testimony'. [LEV 16:134] Elaja 

da keŋ paae o san'an ka nǤk o fuugț lǤbi gǫǫl o 'Elijah went up to him and threw his cloak around him.'. [1KI 

19:19] Baans la sțm ye li gǫǫl daad la, ka ba na mǤr dabanǫ ziid maan daka la. The rings should be able to fit 
on the poles so that they can be used to carry the altar. [EXO 30:5] manǫ da ... kǤ' yǤksin dabanǫ gǫǫli ya niŋgǤnya 

la ka tisi ya yǤlisim 'I broke the bars of the yoke' which were round your necks, and gave you freedom. [LEV 26:13] 
o saam gǫǫl o nǫ tțțma pamm his father had flooded him with plenty of work. [Trouble] ti tika yinne ... da bǤ 

yǫlli gǫǫl o mǫŋ one of our teachers ... just asked for trouble. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: sought a problem to envelop 
herself. kǫl ka ba mǫŋ nǤǤr pian'ad zi yǫla na gǫǫli ba 'may their conspiracies engulf them'. [PSA 140:9] sian'anr 

bțnkǤnbid na nǤbigi gǫǫli ya 'the wild animals will multiply around you'. [DEU 7:22] li pțbidi gǫǫn o nwǫnǫ 

kǤldaug nǫ it 'will flow to you' 'like a flooding stream'. [ISA 66:12] fț gǫǫn kennǫ ku'usid bi'el-bi'el you go round 

stooping, very slowly and carefully. [ECC 12:5] LǤmmi pǫbisim gǫǫlini m lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la 'Blow on my garden'. [SNG 

4:16] Sim: gilig. Li giligi ba nǫ wțț ku'om badigi gǫǫn nidib si'em la 'Their sins engulf them'. [HOS 7:2] Lit: they 
(sins) surround them as water floods and engulfs people. Sim: gǫnd, yǫǫl. 

gǫǫli   See main entry: gǫǫl. put round. 

gǫǫlini   See main entry: gǫǫl. put round. 

gǫǫm   Form: gǫǫmnǫ. Variant: gǫǫmnǫǫ. v. 1 • to be mad, insane. bǤǤ da maal ka Mensah Bonsu zuanama ayi' la gǫǫm 

la? what made Mensah Bonsu's two friends go crazy? [Shoeshine-Boy] Gban'am onǫ wțsa gǫǫm ka niŋid wțț o 

anǫ nǤdi'esi ba'a o nǫ kțnt ba'an. 'see that every madman who pretends to be a prophet is placed in chains'. [JER 

29:26] Sț'țlim wțsa nuu o daam la linzugț kǫ ka ba gǫǫm. 'The nations drank her wine; therefore they have 

now gone mad.'. [JER 51:7] Fț zamis galisțg la kǫnǫ ka fț gǫǫm. 'Your great learning is driving you insane.'. [ACT 

26:24] Sisi'em la gǫǫm zina nǫ. The wind is crazy today. [Trouble] Dabiem kpǫn' Adu ka o zǤt wțț o gǫǫmmǫ nǫ 

lǫbid teŋin la, buon ka ki'ed kuŋ agǤla. Adu was filled with fear and ran like one possessed to get back to the 
village, calling and crying out loudly. [Trouble] nidib yǫl ye, “O gǫǫmnǫ,” 'they said, “He is out of his mind.”'. [MRK 

3:21] ba kț yǫl ye ya gǫǫmnǫǫ? 'will they not say that you are out of your mind?'. [1CO 14:23] 
2 • to get 'high' on drugs. Ba bayi' gba da gǫǫmmǫ yț'țn giligid tempțțgțn la biel. They both got 'high' and 

went round the town naked. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: gǫǫŋ; gǫǫmis. 

gǫǫmis1   Variant: geenmis. n. madness. Kpǫǫm nyan anǫ gǫǫmis. When a senior is put to shame, he becomes mad. [Proverb 

227] ZugsǤb la na kǫ ka gǫǫmis mǤri ya 'The Lord will afflict you with madness'. [DEU 28:28] Sim: zǤn, zǤlimis. 
Ka m yț'țn pin'ili tǫn'ǫsid, ya'am nǫ gǫǫmis nǫ zǤlimis yǫla. 'Then I turned my thoughts to consider wisdom, 
and also madness and folly.'. [ECC 2:12] Note: cf. ECC 1:17 below (m) yț'țn nǤki m mǫŋi mak nǫ ya'am nǫ baŋir, 

ka lǫn vǫǫnsi mak gǫǫmis nǫ zǤn yǫla 'Then I applied myself to the understanding of wisdom, and also of 

madness and folly'. [ECC 1:17] Ka m yț'țn pin'ili tǫn'ǫsid, ya'am nǫ gǫǫmis nǫ zǤlimis yǫla. 'Then I turned my 
thoughts to consider wisdom, and also madness and folly.'. [ECC 2:12] See: gǫǫm; gǫǫŋ. 

gǫǫmis2   See main entry: gǫǫŋ1. madman. 

gǫǫmisǫ   See main entry: gǫǫŋ1. madman. 

gǫǫmnǫ   See main entry: gǫǫm. mad, got 'high'. 

gǫǫmnǫǫ  See main entry: gǫǫm. mad, got 'high'. 

gǫǫn1   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

gǫǫn2   See main entry: gǫǫl. put round. 

gǫǫnb   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

gǫǫnbǤ   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 
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gǫǫnd   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

gǫǫnda   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

gǫǫndi   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

-gǫǫnliŋ   Variant: -geenluŋ. Form: -gǫǫnlis2. Variant: -geenlis. adj. weak. Note: weak Colloc: ningǫǫnliŋ/-gǫǫnlis ‘weak 

person/s’; Sim: bțgțs1, -bțgțsim, bțgțsțm, bțk1, gǫn1, nyǤs, siǫn1, tadig, zǫba, zǫnda [N]. 

gǫǫnlis1   Variant: geenlis; gǫǫnlisǫ; gǫǫnlisi; gǫǫntilis. n. tiredness. M na lǫbisi m ma o gǫǫnlis sam. I will repay he debt 

of my mother's efforts (for me). [Shoeshine-Boy] O ya'am nǫ niŋgbina nǫ o pțtǫn'ǫr gǫǫnlis la kǫ ka gbǫn'um 

zǫǫg o ka o gbis. His weariness of spirit, body and mind caused weariness to overcome him and he slept. [Trouble] 
David da dǤl o nidib la keŋ ye ba zab, ka gǫǫnlis gban'e o. 'David went down with his men to fight against the 
Philistines, and he became exhausted.'. [2KI 21:15] Si'el wțsa mǤri gǫǫnlis 'All things are wearisome'. [ECC 1:8] 
Gbana bǫdegț sǤbir ka' bǫnnǫ, ka zamistǤǤg mǫ an gǫǫnlis. 'There is no end to the writing of books, and too 
much study will wear you out.'. [ECC 12:12] Li anǫ gǫǫnlisi tis bțnkǤnbid banǫ ziidi ba they are 'a burden for the 
weary creatures'. [ISA 46:1] maalim paŋi paam gbauŋ nwa karim ka fț gǫǫntilis la bǫǫ fț sunsa'aŋ la na gaad 
'try to get this book to read, and all your tiredness and sorrow will pass away'. [You-Heard?] See: gǫn1. 

-gǫǫnlis2   See main entry: -gǫǫnliŋ. weak. 

gǫǫnlisǫ   See main entry: gǫǫnlis1. tiredness. 

gǫǫnlisi   See main entry: gǫǫnlis1. tiredness. 

gɛɛnn   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

gǫǫns1   Variant: geens; gǫǫnsi1. Form: gǫǫnsid1. Variant: geensid. v. to make sb. tired. Sa'al banǫ ka ba tisif la wțsa 

gǫǫnsif nǫ! 'All the counsel you have received has only worn you out!'. [ISA 47:13] ZǤlțg tțțma gǫǫnsid o nǫ 'A 
fool's work wearies him'. [ECC 10:15] InvCaus: gǫn1. See: gǫn1. 

gǫǫns2   Variant: geens; gǫǫnsi2. Form: gǫǫnsid2. Variant: geensid. v. to testify against, accuse, condemn sb. Colloc: kasǫt 

gǫǫns X ‘evidence condemns X’. Israel dim tita'alim la mǫ pțn anǫ kasǫta gǫǫnsi ba 'Israel's arrogance 
testifies against him'. [HOS 7:10] ZugsǤb onǫ an sida sǤb la na di kasǫti gǫǫnsi ti 'May the Lord be a true and 
faithful witness against us'. [JER 42:5] 

gǫǫnsi1   See main entry: gǫǫns1. make tired. 

gǫǫnsi2   See main entry: gǫǫns2. accuse. 

gǫǫnsid1   See main entry: gǫǫns1. make tired. 

gǫǫnsid2   See main entry: gǫǫns2. accuse. 

gǫǫntilis   See main entry: gǫǫnlis1. tiredness. 

gǫǫntțțma   Variant: geenmtuuma. n.pl. craziness, mad/insane activities. Li ya'a nwǫnǫ o mǤri bikanǫ tțm gǫǫntțțma 
'Suppose he has a violent son'. [EZK 18:10] yanamǫ pț lǫn la'asid nǫ ba tțmmi ba gǫǫntțțma la 'you do not join 
them in the same wild and reckless living'. [1PE 4:4] See: gǫǫm; gǫǫŋ1. 

gǫǫŋ1   Variant: geeŋ. Form: gǫǫmis2. Variant: geenmis; gǫǫmisǫ. n. a mad person. Banǫ di sam ka gț'țŋ yǤǤb bǫǫ o ya'a 

an gǫǫŋ. 'those who have been declared (i) bankrupt or (ii) to be of unsound mind;'. [Constitution] o anǫ gǫǫŋ ka 

kikirig dǤl o He is demon-possessed and raving mad.'. [JHN 10:20] Banǫ di sam ka gț'țŋ yǤǤb bǫǫ o ya'a an gǫǫŋ. 
'those who have been declared bankrupt or to be of unsound mind;'. [Constitution] Man kǤ'Ǥŋ nǫ gǫǫmis ka ya ziid 

oŋa ken kpǫla na 'Am I so short of madmen that you have to bring this fellow here'. [1SA 21:15] Ti sid anǫ 

gǫǫmisǫ? 'Are we really insane?'. [2CO 5:13] 

-gǫǫŋ2   adj. mad, rabid. Bagǫǫŋ ya'a dumif, asǫǫ fț keŋ duata ka ba kțnsif bagǫǫŋ tiim. If a dog with rabies bites you, 

you will have to visit the hospital to be treated with antirabies vaccine. [MA] Sim: gil3. See: bagǫǫŋ; gǫǫŋ1; gǫǫm; 

gǫǫmis. 
geeg   See main entry: gǫǫg. space between legs. 

geel   See main entry: gǫǫl. put round. 

geeli   See main entry: gǫǫl. put round. 
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geen   See main entry: gǫǫl. put round. 

geenb   See main entry: gǫn'. angry. 

geend   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

geenda   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

geenl   See main entry: gǫnd. trip. 

geenli   See main entry: gǫnd. trip. 

geenlis   See main entry: gǫǫnlis1. tiredness. 

-geenlis   See main entry: -gǫǫnliŋ. weak. 

-geenluŋ   See main entry: -gǫǫnliŋ. weak. 

geenmis   See main entry: gaamis1. foolishness. 

geenmis   See main entry: gǫǫmis1. madness. 

geenmis   See main entry: gǫǫŋ1. madman. 

geenmtuuma   See main entry: gǫǫntțțma. craziness. 

geenn   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

geenne   See main entry: gǫn1. tire, weak. 

geens   See main entry: gǫǫns1. make tired. 

geens   See main entry: gǫǫns2. accuse. 

geensid   See main entry: gǫǫns1. make tired. 

geensid   See main entry: gǫǫns2. accuse. 

geeŋ   See main entry: gǫǫŋ1. madman. 

geeug   See main entry: gǫǫg. space between legs. 

Ghana   See main entry: Gaana. Ghana. 

gidig   Variant: gidigi. v. to hinder. Da kǫ ka si'el gidigif ka fț pț kena 'Do not let anything keep you from coming to 

me'. [NUM 22:16] Sim: geŋ. 

gidigi   See main entry: gidig. hinder. 

giesidi   See main entry: gi'es. turn. 

gigilim   Variant: gigilimi; gigilimmǫ. v. to be speechless, dumb. Li daa gigilim Adu nǫ o pugidibi gbirigi kpǫn kun 

si'em la nǫ. Adu was struck speechless that his aunt had suddenly come home. [Trouble] Ka o gigilim ka pa'annǫ 

ba nǫ nu'us. 'he kept making signs to them but remained unable to speak'. [LUK 1:22] dabiem na kǫ ka ba 

na'anam gigilimi fț yǫla fear will make their kings fall silent because of you. [EZK 32:10] SǤ' wțsa da gigilimmǫ. 
Everyone fell silent. [Trouble] Banǫ bǫǫ atǫuk nǤǤrin la wțsa gigilimnǫ gǤsidif. 'All who live in the coastlands 
are appalled at you'. [EZK 27:35] See: gik. 

gigilimi  See main entry: gigilim. dumb. 

gigilimmǫ   See main entry: gigilim. dumb. 

gigis1   v. to be chubby, well-fleshed. Fț ya'a pțn nyǫ biban ba anǫ sțŋa ka ba niŋgǤnya gigis. If you see babies like 
this they are good and their necks are chubby. [Breastfeeding] 

gigis2   See main entry: gik1. dumb person. 

-gigis3   See main entry: -gik2. dumb. 

gi'   v. to attack sb. Ka faandib gi' o ka yǫǫs o fuud, ka bț' o kțțsir, ka bas o ka keŋ. 'robbers attacked him, 

stripped him, and beat him up, leaving him half dead'. [LUK 10:30] Fț sǤbnǫ yǫltǤǤdi gi' mam 'You bring bitter 
charges against me'. [JOB 13:26] 
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gi'a-gi'a   Variant: gi'a-gi'aa. id. unconcernedly. Colloc: maal gi'a-gi'a ‘take something lightly’. Amaa o da ye biis piinǫ 

yinne zan' ya'a niŋ let nintaŋ yinne ka' linǫ ka o na maal gi'a-gi'aa. But he said if all the eleven children were 
late one morning he was not going to take it lightly. [Trouble] 

gi'a-gi'aa   See main entry: gi'a-gi'a. unconcernedly. 

gi'e   Form: gi'ed. v. to turn, turn towards. O gi'e nyǫ ka bțnkǤnbbǫ'ug la ba'aŋidi dǤl o. He turned and saw that the 

predator was reaching out after him. [Trouble] Asaan daa gi'e bu'os o pu'a la ... ye bǤ ban'a saaŋa? Asaan turned 
and asked his wife ... what strange disease? [AIDS-I] ZǤm tiligi fț mǫŋ ka da gi'e nya'aŋ bǫǫ zi'en bǤn'Ǥgin laa. 
'Flee for your lives! Don't look back, and don't stop anywhere in the plain'. [GEN 19:17] O ya'a ditta, o tun'e gu'us 

bi'ela ka gi'e gǤs o pu'a. When he was eating, he could wait a little and turn and look at his wife. [Wonderwoman] 
Ba'anam kț gi'e ye ba sțŋi ba biisǫ 'Parents will not turn back for their children'. [JER 47:3] Teŋ la kpǫǫm da 

sa'an ye nidib da kpiisid suor kțkpǫmisǫ ka ti pț gi'e ba ka li yț'țn libigi ti. The town elder 'advised' that 
people should not trade on the edges of the road, but we weren't getting in people's way, so this surprised us. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] Ka dau la gi'e gǤs o ka la' ka kpǫn' yikanǫ tǤlis la. The man looked at him and laughed, and went 

on to the next house. [Electricity] O da kad Abner hali ka pț gi'ed datiuŋ bǫǫ dagǤbțga. 'He chased Abner, 
turning neither to the right nor to the left'. [2SA 2:19] Sim: fǫnd, fǫndig; Mult: gi'es. See: gi'es. 

gi'ed   See main entry: gi'e. turn. 

gi'el   Variant: gi'eli. Form: gi'en. Form: gi'ennǫ. Form: gi'elim!. Variant: gi'elimi!. v. to count, account. O kț gi'el man 

tțm si'el la yǫllǫ. 'He won't call me to account'. [PSA 10:13] Da gi'en o niŋgbiŋ nǫ o wa'alim laa, ka mam zan'as 

o nǫ. 'Do not consider his appearance or his height, for I have rejected him.'. [1SA 16:7] Ba da pț kǫt ka nidib la 

gi'ennǫ pa'an ban di'e li ka yǤǤd tțmtțmnib la si'em-si'em 'They did not require an accounting from those to 
whom they gave the money to pay the workers'. [2KI 12:15] “Gi'elim gǤsi ye anǤ'Ǥnǫ kae kpǫla.” Ba da gi'eli nyǫ 

ka Jonatan nǫ onǫ ziid o zaba la'ad la kae. '“Count the soldiers and find out who is missing.” They did so and 
found that Jonathan and the young man who carried his weapons were missing.'. [1SA 14:7] fțn gi'elimi li, ka li aan 

m sam 'charge it to my account'. [PHM 1:18] Sim: kaal, gǫlig. AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi kaal Jakob yaasǫ? ... Bǫǫ anǤ'Ǥn 

na gi'el Israel nidiba 'Who can count the host of Jacob or number the myriads of Israel?'. [NUM 23:10] 

gi'eli   See main entry: gi'el. count. 

gi'elim!   See main entry: gi'el. count. 

gi'elimi!   See main entry: gi'el. count. 

gi'en   See main entry: gi'el. count. 

gi'ennǫ   See main entry: gi'el. count. 

gi'es   Form: gi'esid. Variant: giesidi; gi'esida. Form: gi'esidnǫ. to turn [many], turn this way and that. Ka o yț'țn 

vț'țsid faann-faann ka gi'esid wțț o iednǫ si'el nǫ. He was panting puff, puff! and turning this way and that as 

if he was looking for something. [Trouble] Fț ya'a zǤt fțn da gi'esida ka fț na tugi li. If you are running you 
should not be turning to look back otherwise you would trip and fall. [MA] Ninsieba daa țki ba nu'us agǤl ka 

ninsieba kțlin gi'esidi gǤt. Some people held their hands up and some were just looking about. [AIDS-I] zǤlțg 

gi'esidnǫ yǤri-yǤri 'a fool starts off in many directions'. [PRO 17:24] Beckie Annan vǫnlim kpǫn'ǫnǫ nidib 

ya'amin ka o ya'a gat wțsa ba gi'esidnǫ. Beckie Annan's beauty attracted many people, and when she passed, 
they turned to look. [Trouble] Unit: gi'e. See: gi'e. 

gi'esid   See main entry: gi'es. turn. 

gi'esida   See main entry: gi'es. turn. 

gi'esidnǫ   See main entry: gi'es. turn. 

gi'ig   Variant: gi'igi; gi'igǫ. Form: gi'igid. Variant: gi'igidi. Form: gi'igir. v. 1 • to fear, respect. Note: "to do or not to do 

something out of respect or fear of a superior" (MA) Ka bǤǤd ye ba gban'e o ka gi'ig nidib la 'They wanted to arrest 
him, but were afraid of the crowds'. [MAT 21:46] O da pț gi'igǫ ka yǫli ba nyain ye Israel n niŋid si'em la ka' li 

kǤn' nǫ teŋ banǫ gilig o la He was not afraid to tell them clearly that what Israel was doing was not different from 
the surrounding countries. [AMO [Introduction]] Man gi'igif la zug ka m kena. I came out of respect for you. [MA] ka 

m gi'igi ya ka pț lǫbisi m nǤǤrǫ 'so I was afraid to tell you what I think.'. [JOB 32:6] BǤǤ kǫ ka o pugudib pț 
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gi'igid sǤ'ǤsǤ asǫǫ Mansa ma'aa nǫ? Why did his aunt fear nobody except Mansa? [Trouble] BǤzug ka ya dțnna 

bipaalis la pț gi'igid kpǫǫmnama? Why is it that you youth of these days do not respect the elderly? [MA] fț 

pa'an Wina'am suor sț'țŋa, ka pț gi'igid nidiba 'You teach the truth about God's will for people, without 
worrying about what others think'. [MAT 22:16] Jew dim sieba banǫ ka fț tisi ba kpi'euŋ ka ba gǤsid yǫlsieba 

Babilon teŋ kaŋa ni la pț gi'igidi fǤ. the 'Jews whom you put in charge of the province of Babylon' do not fear 

you. [DAN 3:12] Sim: zǤ, dabiem ‘[noun]’. 
2 • to cow sb., overawe. Note: restrain anger by fear 

gi'igǫ   See main entry: gi'ig. fear, cow sb. 

gi'igi   See main entry: gi'ig. fear, cow sb. 

gi'igid   See main entry: gi'ig. fear, cow sb. 

gi'igidi   See main entry: gi'ig. fear, cow sb. 

gi'igir   See main entry: gi'ig. fear, cow sb. 

gik1   Variant: gika; giki. Form: gigis2. n. a dumb person (can't speak), mute. Li tun'e kǫ ka biig la an gik bǫǫ tțbkpida. 
It could cause a child to be dumb or deaf. [Iodine] Li kǫne ka ti paŋsob wina'am lǫbig gik This made our almighty 
god speechless. [Asaasim] fț na lieb gik, ka kț tun'e pian'ada 'you will lose all power of speech and remain silent'. 
[LUK 1:20] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ tis ninsaal nǤǤrǫ? Ka anǤ'Ǥnǫ kǫt ka o an tțbkpida bǫǫ gika? 'Who gave man his mouth? 
Who makes him deaf or mute?'. [EXO 4:11] Sim: bidțg1 ‘stammerer’. gik bǫǫ bidțg zilim na lak ka o pian'ad 

nyain-nyain the dumb or 'the stammering tongue will be fluent'. [ISA 32:4] gigis tansid agǤla gǤla nǫ sumalisim 
'those who cannot speak will shout for joy'. [ISA 35:6] ninsieba da mǤr dau kan ka kikirig dǤl o ka o an giki kǫn 

Yesu san'an na 'some people brought to Jesus a man who could not talk because he had a demon'. [MAT 9:32] Ka li 

lidig nidib la, ban nyǫ ka gigis pian'ad, ka pǤnda paam laafi, ka waba ken, ka zțnzǤǤs nyǫt la. 'The people 
were amazed as they saw the dumb speaking, the crippled made whole, the lame walking, and the blind seeing'. 
[MAT 15:31] See: gigilim; -gik2. 

-gik2   Form: -gigis3. adj. dumb, mute. ba wțsa anǫ bagigis 'they are all mute dogs'. [ISA 56:10] See: gik1. 

gika   See main entry: gik1. dumb person. 

giki   See main entry: gik1. dumb person. 

gil1   Form: gin. Form: ginnǫ. v. to go around, roam around. o paam ligidi bǫdegț yț'țn da' fupaala gǤǤndi gin he 

got a lot of money and then bought fine clothes to walk around in. [Wonderwoman] Mid ka ya mǤri ziri antu'a 

mǤǤnnǫ gin. 'Do not spread false reports.'. [EXO 23:1] Luakim banǫ ma' ye ba anǫ dǤgtanam ka ginnǫ kțnsid 

nidib la. Beware of those who falsely claim to be doctors and go round injecting people. [AIDS-I] Ba da kțdim 

yiridnǫ gin wțț ba pț nar ye ba bǫ dunia nwa' nii. Ba da ginnǫ mǤǤgin nǫ zuoya ni 'The world was not good 

enough for them! They wandered like refugees in the deserts and hills'. [HEB 11:38] Sim: gilig. See: gilig. 

gil2 [N]  Form: gilli. qnt. all. On kena la, o kpǫn da'anǫ kikan' la gilli. When he came, he bought all the millet stalks. [MA] 
Sim: wțsa, zan'1, saaǫn, faan2. 

gil3   id. foolish ("a sarcastic way to say sb. is a fool" [MA]). Kǫl Awin ka o anǫ gil. Leave Awin alone for he is unstable 

in his mind. [MA] Sim: gǫǫŋ2. 

gilaas   n. glass [the material], a glass (container). li nyǫǫn wțț gilaas nǫ it shone like glass. [Trouble] On țk daam la nǫ 

gilaas kǤp la tu'ae o nǤǤrin When he had raised the beer glass towards his mouth. [Electricity] Lit: glass cup. From: 

(Eng.) Syn: kǤlibir2 Note: better to use this more-assimilated word than the new borrowing gilaas 

gilig   Variant: giliŋ; giligi; giligǫ. Form: giligid. Variant: giligida2. Form: giligidnǫ. Form: giligim!. Variant: giligimi!. 

Form: giligir. Variant: giligirǫ. v. to go around, be around. Bǫkǫung asuba karifa ayuobț ka m pțn ti'eb ka guri 

m 'masta' la ye o kena mǤrimǫ gilig. Next morning at six o'clock I was already prepared and waiting for my 

'master' to come and show me around. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li da anǫ yivǫnliŋ ka ba mǫ' zaŋguommǫ gilig. It was a 
lovely house with a wall built around it. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba' ya'a yț'țmi ala wțsa n gilig yir la When they have 
sung all these songs and gone round the house. [Asaasim] nyǤ'Ǥs la bǫǫmmǫ bǫǫ li san'am pǫbisim dinǫ gilig onǫ 

nut taba la nǫ. the smoke pollutes or spoils the air around the person who is smoking. [Smoking] Ba da lǫm maal 

zi'esa linǫ ba'a daad banǫ gu'ud fubanǫ gilig zak la 'the bases for the surrounding courtyard'. [EXO 38:31] Lit: the 
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stands which secure the uprights ('sticks') which secure the cloths which .... Ba da la'as nǫ tempțțg la yiŋ ka bia' 

gilig teŋ la. 'they ... built siege works all around' the city. [JER 52:4] nǤraug kanǫ ken nǫ nyǫǫsim, nǫ bțraug nǫ 

na'ab kanǫ ka o soogianam gilig o 'the strutting cock, the he-goat, and a king going forth at the head of his army'. 

[PRO 30:31] Ba ya'a yț'țum ala wțsa n giliŋ yir la n lǫb saman tuon na .. When they have sung this whole thing 
and gone round the house and got back to the front yard ... [Asaasim] TǤn'Ǥs la da giligi gǤs dǤǤd la The hunter 

went round looking at the rooms. [Jealousy] O daa gǤs tǤ'ǤtǤ giligi gilig ka pț nyǫ Atiiga He quickly looked all 
around and didn't see Atiig. [Fire] Bakimi ya mǫŋ nǫ nimbanǫ giligi ya la wțsa 'Separate yourselves from the 
peoples around you'. [EZR 10:11] ya na nǤk nyulinnyu'usi tțm ziim la bǫ laan la buoǫn li giligi ya dǤǤd za'anǤya 
'Take a bunch of hyssop, dip it into the blood in the basin and put some of the blood on the top and on both sides of 

the doorframe'. [EXO 12:22] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ da an wțț Taya, onǫ ka atǫuk ku'om giligǫ? 'Who was like Tyre, set in the 

midst of the sea?'. [EZK 27:32] Dabiem gilignǫ zin'ig wțsa! 'Terror on every side!'. [JER 20:10] Ba bayi' gba da 

gǫǫmmǫ yț'țn giligid tempțțgțn la biel. They both got 'high' and went round the town naked. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Amaa banǫ giligid teŋkpǫmisine kuosid tima la ban tun'e kțns sǤ' ka lǫn nǤk pikanǫ lǫn kțns sǤ ya'as. But 
those who go round the villages selling medicines may inject someone and re-use the needle to inject someone 

else. [AIDS-Azuur] ka tțm agaung ka o yina ian'adi giligid ka pț lǫb naa 'and sent out a raven. It did not come 
back, but kept flying around'. [GEN 8:7] banǫ ... giligidi bǤǤd dap bǫǫ pu'ab kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥb sexually promiscuous 

persons. [AIDS-I] Lit: those who go round looking for different men or women. dap sieba mǫ giligidi pi'isid banǫ 

kpii wǫǫl la mum 'men will ... travel through the land in order to find and bury those bodies remaining on the 
ground'. [EZK 39:14] Li ka' ye ya bugidi li giligida. 'It is not to be carried about on your shoulders.'. [2CH 35:3] fț zi' 

ye fț giligidnǫ lǤmisid nidib nǫ ban'a saaŋ laa? don't you know that you are going round infecting people with 

the strange disease? [AIDS-I] M giligidnǫ wțț m saamnamǫ da giligid si'em la. I have been wandering as my 
ancestors did. [GEN 47:9] Ba ya'a zan'as sumbțgțsțm ka di'e ya nǫ zaba, yanam giligim tempțțg kan la. 'But 
if the people of that city will not surrender, but choose to fight, surround it with your army.'. [DEU 20:12] Kemi Zion 

Zuorin la, giligimi li 'Walk about Zion, go around her'. [PSA 48:12] Bțndaar ka fț na bas giligirǫ 'How long will 

you wander ... ?'. [JER 31:22] Lit: when will you give up wandering. Sim: gǫǫl, gil1, badig. Li giligi ba nǫ wțț 

ku'om badigi gǫǫn nidib si'em la 'Their sins engulf them'. [HOS 7:2] Lit: they (sins) surround them as water floods 

and engulfs people. See: gil1; giligida1. Note: see ref. and link at ken3 

giligǫ   See main entry: gilig. go around. 

giligi   See main entry: gilig. go around. 

giligid   See main entry: gilig. go around. 

giligida2   See main entry: gilig. go around. 

giligidnǫ   See main entry: gilig. go around. 

giligim!   See main entry: gilig. go around. 

giligimi!   See main entry: gilig. go around. 

giligir   See main entry: gilig. go around. 

giligirǫ   See main entry: gilig. go around. 

gilim   See main entry: giilim. wander. 

giliŋ   See main entry: gilig. go around. 

gilli   See main entry: gil2 [N]. all. 

gim   Variant: gimme. Form: gimnǫ. v. to be short. ZugsǤb la nu'ug pț gimme galis nǫ on na faaǫn ya 'the arm of the 

Lord is not too short to save'. [ISA 59:1] Fț dabisa gimnǫ nwǫnǫ ninvțsaal dabisaa? 'Are your days' short 'like 
those of a mortal'. [JOB 10:5] Syn: giŋ1; Cpart: wa'am. man onǫ an ZugsǤb la kǫt ka tikanǫ wa'am liebid giŋa ka 

tikanǫ gim liebid tiwǤk 'I the Lord bring down the tall tree and make the low tree grow tall'. [EZK 17:24] See: -giŋ1; 

gima-gima. 

-gima2   See main entry: -giŋ1. short. 

gima-gima   id. short, shortly. li kțlis nǫ kțntnam wțsa kǤ' gima-gima its gates and their 'bars' are all broken into 

small pieces. [LAM 2:9] See: -giŋ1. 
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-gimis   See main entry: -giŋ1. short. 

gimme   See main entry: gim. short. 

gimnǫ   See main entry: gim. short. 

gin   See main entry: gil1. go around. 

gine'mi!   See main entry: gin'e. trim. 

gin'e   Form: gin'ed. Form: gin'em!. Variant: gine'mi!. v. to trim. Note: in a fancy way Ya da gin'e ya zug, bǫǫ ya tieŋa. 
'Do not cut the hair at the sides of your head or clip off the edges of your beard.'. [LEV 19:27] 

gin'ed   See main entry: gin'e. trim. 

gin'em!   See main entry: gin'e. trim. 

ginnǫ   See main entry: gil1. go around. 

-giŋ1   Form: -gima2. Variant: -gimis. adj. short. O da bǤǤd ye o baŋ Yesu an sǤ', amaa ka kț nyaŋǫ, bǤzugǤ nidib la 

da galis nǫ, ka o mǫ an niŋgiŋ. 'He wanted to see who Jesus was, but being a short man he could not, because of 
the crowd.'. [LUK 19:3] m sǤsidif ye fț di suguru ka kǫlisi ti antu'a giŋ nwa' 'I beg you to be kind and listen to our 
brief account'. [ACT 24:4] sǫǫ ya ki'a footo gima la atan' tan'. you have to have 3 passport photos taken. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Lit: short photos. Ba ye niŋgimis mǤri sțnpǫǫn ka mǫ pț siakida They say short people are 

bad-tempered and disobedient. [Trouble] See: gim; kurigiŋ. 
giŋ2   See main entry: geŋ. hinder. 

giŋa1   adv. short(ly). Ka' m ditnǫ tiim bǫǫ m bțgidnǫ ba'adǫ; li anǫ anwa giŋa. It's not that I take 'medicine' or consult 

shrines; that's it briefly. [You-Heard?] Li giŋa anǫ ye asǫǫ m zu. In short, I would have to steal. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Wina'am nie yǫlsu'adir kaŋa pa'al mam wțț man pțn sǤbi li giŋa si'em la. 'God revealed his secret plan and 
made it known to me. (I have written briefly about this ...)'. [EPH 3:3] man onǫ an ZugsǤb la kǫt ka tikanǫ wa'am 

liebid giŋa ka tikanǫ gim liebid tiwǤk 'I the Lord bring down the tall tree and make the low tree grow tall'. [EZK 

17:24] O da anǫ giŋa wțț o saam nǫ He was short, like his father. [Trouble] bǤzugǤ ti vțm kpǫla anǫ giŋa. 
because our life here is short. [Trouble] Iodine Deficiency Disorders – IDD an li giŋa Iodine Deficiency Disorders 

– IDD is the abbreviation. [Iodine] Biilimin sa biig la tun'e an fiin ka an giŋa From infancy a child can be thin and 
short. [Iodine] Tu'asim sǤnsțg la gbin giŋa yǫl yinne bǫǫ ayi' bane niee nyain Give a brief report of the 
discussion mentioning one or two points that came out clearly. [Bible-Study] Colloc: nwaae ... giŋa ‘cut ... short’. M 

ye m nwaae li nǫ giŋa ka pian'a dabǤǤg kaar yǫla. I want to cut it short and talk about the rituals of walking 

around the funeral house. [Asaasim] Syn: gim. See: gim; -giŋ1. 

giŋgaN-   See main entry: giŋgaŋ1. drum. 

giŋgan [N]   See main entry: giŋgaŋ1. drum. 

giŋgana   See main entry: giŋgaŋ1. drum. 

giŋgaŋ1   Variant: giŋgan [N]. Form: giŋgana. Form: giŋgaN-. n. drum; cylinder-drum. Kpi'imnam kae, ka bǤǤ nwǫ'ǫd 

giŋgana la? If there are no Elders [dead ancestors], then what is beating the drums? [Proverb 065] SǤ' da nwǫ'ǫd 

giŋgampian'adir la, giŋgaŋ kanǫ yǫt nidib labaya la. Someone was beating the talking drum, the drum which 
gives people news. [Trouble] Sim: binnir ‘calabash-drum’; lțŋ ‘hourglass-drum’. Etym: OV1 *GANGAN ; OVN 
*GAM (reduplicated) ; GS1 *K²O/A(M/N), K²A/E/U²(N) . 

giŋgaŋ2   Note: MA considers this an Atoende form adj. continuous. Li na an dabisgiŋgaŋ 'It will be one continuous day'. [ZEC 

14:7] 
giŋi   See main entry: geŋ. hinder. 

giŋid   See main entry: geŋ. hinder. 

gir1   Variant: giri. Form: girid. Variant: giridi. Form: girib2. v. to shake (the head). Colloc: gir zug ‘shake the head’. ka 

biig la gir o zug. and the boy shook his head. [AIDS-I] Ka Adu gir zug. Adu shook his head. [Trouble] Ba tita'am da 

giri ba zut. The majority of them shook their heads. [Trouble] Nidib la da pin'ili gǤmisid ka giridi ba zut. The 
people began to nod and shake their heads. [AIDS-I] banǫ gat wțsa tț'țd o ka giridi ba zut 'People passing by 
shook their heads and hurled insults'. [MRK 15:29] 
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gir2   v. to put on a head-tie. Colloc: gir bǤbig ‘put on a head-tie’. O da bǤbnǫ fuvǫnliŋ ka gir bǤbig. She dressed up in 

a fine dress put on a head-tie. [Jealousy] O nyǫ on kpǫn yiti anina na, ka gir bǤbig. He saw where he had come 

from and put a bandana on his head. [Trouble] Sim: bǤbig1. 

gir-gir   Variant: gbir-gbir. id. confusion. ka gir-gir la kǫ ka nidib la'ad bǫdegț bǤdig and the confusion caused a lot of 

the people's goods to get lost. [Shoeshine-Boy] Zaba kǤ da'an la ka ka zin'ig la wțsa an gir-gir ka la'ad pamm 

bǤdig. Fighting broke out in the market and there was confusion which made many people to lose their wares. [MA] 

giri   See main entry: gir1. shake. 

girib1   Form: giribnǫ. v. to marshal, adopt with an effort ( e.g. ones courage). Adu girbnǫ o sțnkpi'euŋ wțsa nǫǫl nǫ', 

ka yț'țn zi'e bțra. Adu screwed up all his courage to reveal this, and then stood all confused. [Trouble] 

girib2   See main entry: gir1. shake. 

giribnǫ   See main entry: girib1. marshal. 

girid   See main entry: gir1. shake. 

giridi   See main entry: gir1. shake. 

girim-   See main entry: girima. glory. 

girima   Variant: gerima; girimaa. Form: girim-. n. glory, honour, respect. M da pin'il ye:- "Na'anama, Saambǫda, 

Girima dim banǫ bǫ tuonnǫ ... " I began by saying "Chiefs, distinguished guests, honourable leaders ... ". 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Na'ab la di'e ti nǫ nǫ girima The chief received us with honour. [Trees] Fț mi' ye manǫ an yidaan, 

li nar ka fț tisim girima kanǫ nar. You know that I am the household-head, it is right that you give me suitable 
respect. Bǫog bǫkǫung ka ya na nyǫ ZugsǤb girima la 'in the morning you will see the glory of the Lord'. [EXO 

16:7] Girima anǫ ZugsǤb la din! 'Glory to God!'. [PSA 29:9] Tisimi fț saam nǫ fț ma girima Respect your father 

and your mother'. [DEU 5:16] fț pț tisi ba girimaa you don't give them respect. [Three-Problems] Fț ni ka nidib bǫ 

ka pț tisidi ba saamnam nǫ ba manam girimaa 'You people in the city do not honour your parents.'. [EZK 22:7] 
Lit: in you (addressing the city) live  people who. Modekaya da niŋ anwana la, yǤǤd bǫǫ girimbǤ ka ba tis o? 
'How have we honoured and rewarded Mordecai for this?'. [EST 6:3] Jew dim la san'an li da anǫ sumalisim nǫ 

sumpielim nǫ zusțŋ nǫ girimtita'ari tisi ba. 'For the Jews it was a time of happiness and joy, gladness and 
honour.'. [EST 8:16] ba pț tis o girimkanǫ nar ye o di'e laa 'they do not give him the honour that belongs to him'. 
[ROM 1:21] Sim: na'asi. Man wțm ye fț da bǫ na'asaatțțma ni ka nyǫt girima, la'am nǫ fțn kul yin la na, fț 

kpǫn nyǫt girima nǫ na'asi. I hear that you were working for expatriates an were respected, and also when you 
came home you were still respected and honoured. [Three-Problems] From: (Ha.) Note: "(b) Honour, prestige" (Bargery) 

girimaa   See main entry: girima. glory. 

girimbisa   Form: girimbisanam. n. a 'storey-building' [Gh.], building with more than one floor. Onǫ ya'ae Jezireel 

girimbisa zugț gur teŋ la nyǫ Jehu nǫ o nidib la 'A guard on duty in the watchtower at Jezreel saw Jehu and his 
men'. [2KI 9:17] Ka Ehud yi za'ambǫŋin na ka yǤ' za'anǤya banǫ dțt girimbisa la zug la ka kpari ba. 'Then 

Ehud went out to the porch; he shut the doors of the upper room behind him and locked them.'. [JDG 3:23] Ka fita 

bǫdegț da bǫ girimbisa dǤkanǫ ka ti la'as la ni. 'There were many lamps in the upstairs room where we were 
meeting.'. [ACT 20:8] DǤbanǫ bǫ kpikpǫmis la da anǫ girimbisanam ka sțn'e zin'isa atan' 'The side rooms were 
on three levels, one above another'. [EZK 41:6] From: (Ha). Note: gida - 'house' + bisa "on" 

girimbisanam   See main entry: girimbisa. storey building. 

gis   Form: gisid. v. to pick, pluck. Yesu buŋid ki pǤǤg ka o nya'andǤlib gisid ki la nwǫ'ǫmi Ǥnbid 'Jesus was going 
through the grainfields, and his disciples began to pick some heads of grain, rub them in their hands and eat the 

kernels'. [LUK 6:1] Sim: la4. 

gisid   See main entry: gis. pick. 

giilim   Variant: gilim; giilimmi; giilimi. v. to wander. NyǤ'Ǥs la da zǤǤndi ni'ed mui nǫ kawǫnna la ni ka pǫbisim la 

mǤri li giilim ka li ti kpǫn dut agǤl. The smoke was curling up and filtering through the rice and corn, and the 
wind carried it in various directions and it was still going upwards. [Trouble] Tampilia'as da pț lǫn giilim agǤllǫ; 

niimisi da (bǫ) tiisini kaasid. Gnats were no longer circling overhead; the birds were singing in the trees. [Trouble] 
Labaya bǫdegț daa giilim Adțgbalin Many rumours were going around in Adugbal. [AIDS-I] o da nyǫ ka dǤǤg 
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la giilim nǫ it looked to him that the room was going round. [Trouble] O daa gilim nǫ ala nǤǤrayi, linǫ nti paas 

ata'aŋa la. He went round like this twice; this would be the third time. [Asaasim] Ya giilim kțkțna teŋ nwa', ka li 

yuugi galis 'You have made your way around this hill country long enough'. [DEU 2:3] o zǤtnǫ giilim 

zaalim-zaalim 'he bustles about, but only in vain'. [PSA 39:6] Ka zaŋguom kanǫ giilimmin la yț'țn zi'en. And 
that wall that was going round stood still. [Trouble] dau sǤ' da nyǫǫ o ka o giilimmi giligid karinyana la ni 'a man 

met him wandering in the open country'. [GEN 37:15] Elasia da duoe giilim-giilim dǤǤgin la 'Elisha got up, (and) 

walked about the room'. [2KI 4:35] Sim: gǤn1. Note: see ref. and link at ken3 

giilima   adv. intermittently, continually coming and going. Ban'a la ya'a kennǫ giilima li pț ya'asid nǫ zu'omisǫ. If the 
disease come goes and comes it won't be long before it results in blindness. [Trachoma] 

giilimi   See main entry: giilim. wander. 

giilimmi   See main entry: giilim. wander. 

giinl1   Form: giinla. Variant: giinlaa. Form: giinl-2. n. tendon, muscle, strength. Note: usually translated "tendon", a key 

example is the corded structures seen on the wrist of a clenched fist, some of which are veins (see ziim giinla in example from 

'Trachoma' below) giinl kpi'ema bǫǫ o pțțrin 'what power in the muscles of his belly'. [JOB 40:16] Biig la tǫbisim 

kǫti ka pu'apțțg la giinla sien'id. The weight of the baby makes the pregnant woman depressed. [Womens-Health] 
li yț'țn mugus ka tǤi nǫ fțn na nyǫ ziim giinla la it causes pressure and is hard and you can see the 
blood-vessels. [Trachoma] M na kǫ ka ya giinla lǫb na 'I will attach tendons to you'. [EZK 7:6] Li anǫ Kristo paŋ la 

kǫt ka niŋgbiŋ la giinla nǫ duta tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba gumm 'Under Christ's control the whole body is nourished and held 

together by its joints and ligaments'. [COL 2:19] Colloc: kț X giinla ‘make X despair’. Da kǫ ka yǫla la kțț fț 

giinlaa 'Don't despair'. [1SA 4:20] Colloc: giinla pu'asi ‘be discouraged’. AlazugǤ, ti giinla pț pu'asida. 'For this 
reason we never become discouraged'. [2CO 4:16] On yǫt si'el la pu'asidnǫ soogianam banǫ kpǫlim tempțțgin 

la nǫ nidib la wțsa giinla. 'He is discouraging the soldiers who are left in this city, as well as all the people'. [JER 

38:4] Colloc: giinla kǫns ‘be exhausted, dispirited’. Keenan dim giinla na kǫns ka ba mǫlim 'the people of 
Canaan lose their courage'. [EXO 15:15] Colloc: kǫns X giinla ‘discourage X’. BǤ ka ya kǫnsid Israel nidib la giinla 

nǫ ban na keŋ kpǫn' teŋ kanǫ ka ZugsǤb tisi ba la? 'Why do you discourage the Israelites from going over into 
the land the Lord has given them? '. [NUM 37:2] Colloc: tǤ'Ǥŋ giinla ‘restore strength’. daam la mǫ an banǫ keŋ 

sian'arin gǫn la din ye ba nǤki nuu tǤ'Ǥŋi ba giinla 'the wine is to refresh those who become exhausted in the 
desert'. [2SA 16:2] Colloc: giinla siǫn ‘be discouraged’. o mi' on na niŋ si'em siǫn ba giinla she knew what to do 
to calm them down. [Trouble] Biig la tǫbisim kǫti ka pu'apțțg la giinla siǫnd. The weight of the baby makes the 
pregnant woman depressed. [Womens-Health] Da zǤti dabiem, mǫ da kǫ ka ya giinla siǫn. 'Do not be afraid; do not 

be discouraged.'. [DEU 1:21] Colloc: giinla kǤ ‘break down (emotionally)’. Sankan la ka pa'an la giinla kǤ ka o 

pin'ili kaasid ka bǫlim ye ba kǫl o taali pǫ'ǫŋ o Then the teacher broke down and started to cry and beg them to 
forgive him. [AIDS-II] Etym: OV1 *GI: ; OV2 *JE/I ; OVN *JIL -DI/A ; GS3 *B³E/O( L) "tendon" . 
See: gbǫgiinl. 

giinl-2   See main entry: giinl1. tendon. 

giinla   See main entry: giinl1. tendon. 

giinlaa   See main entry: giinl1. tendon. 

giins   n. jeans. Apraku da sǤnǫ giins kurdaug nǫ li fuug Apraku wore jeans and matching shirt. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: 
(Eng.) Note: ultimately from Genoa, Italian town manufacturing the cloth 

giis   Variant: giisi. v. to lie around. bǫǫnna nǫ zin'ibanǫ ka ku'om giisi digi dig la kț an ku'osțŋǤ 'Its swamps and 
pools will not have their waters made fresh'. [EZK 47:11] 

giisi   See main entry: giis. lie. 

gǤba   See main entry: gǤbir. lefthander. 

gǤbig   See main entry: gǤbțg. left(-hand), lefthander. 

gǤbiga   See main entry: gǤbțg. left(-hand), lefthander. 

gǤbilim   Variant: gobilim. v. to shrivel. ti wțsa gǤbilim nǫ nwǫnǫ vankpi'emis 'we all shrivel up like a leaf'. [ISA 64:6] 
Ya-nya'aŋ sisi'em da kǫ ka li kțdigi gǤbilim 'The east wind made it shrivel'. [EZK 19:12] 
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gǤbir   Variant: gobir. Form: gǤba. n. left-handed person. O lǤbnǫ kita fugǤbkanǫ yț'țm pǫlig ka ku'oli li nǤya la pa'al 

o datiuŋ biankimpiiung on an gǤbir la yǫla. He put on a kente covercloth which was faded to white and 

gathered its corners over his right shoulder bare because he was lefthanded. [Trouble] Onǫ da an Ehud onǫ an dau 

gǤbir, ka an Gera biig 'This was Ehud, a left-handed man, who was the son of Gera'. [JDG 3:15] nimbanǫ an gǤba 

sțnf pț ya'asid pǫligirǫ left-handed people get angry quickly. [Trouble] Etym: OV1 *GA ; OVN *GOB-GA/SI ; 
*ZA-GA/SI . Note: *ZA is eastern W-O/V : the *GOB root is 'wrong-handed' or 'inside-out' for these lgs. See: gǤbțg. 

gǤbis   See main entry: gǤbțg. left(-hand), lefthander. 

gǤbțg   Variant: gobig [N]; gobug; agǤbțg; gǤbig; gobig [N]; agǤbigi; gǤbiga. Form: gǤbis. Variant: gǤbțs; gobus. n. 

1 • left(-hand). Nu'usi sanb ka ba yiis yinni maal gǤbțg. There are many hands so they choose one to be the left. 
[Proverb 257] Atiuŋț sțŋid AgǤbțg ka AgǤbțg sțŋid Atiuŋ. Mr. Right helps Mr.Lefthand, and Mr. Lefthand 
helps Mr.Righthand. [Proverb 086] Tiraan biig niednǫ gǤbig. One wakes a neighbour's child up with the left hand. 
[Asaasim  Proverb] Ma yir pț tiesid gǤbiga. The mother's house is not pointed to with the left hand. [Proverb 026] fț 

nǤk nǫ agǤbigi tisim you gave it to me with the left hand. [Three-Problems] Cpart: datiuŋ, diiug ‘right’.  ka gi'e 

gǤbțg nǫ tiuŋ and turned left and right. [You-Heard?] m dǤl o nǤba ka pț bie lǫb gǤbțg bǫǫ datiuŋǤ 'I have kept 
to his way without turning aside'. [JOB 23:11] Ba na dit diib gǤbțg nǫ diiug wțsa 'On the right they will devour, ... 
on the left they will eat'. [ISA 9:20] 'Fǫndigim gǤbig.' Li da bțri ba. Bisieba lǫǫ fǫndignǫ datiuŋ, ka nyǫ ka ba 

taaba la kpa' gǤbig la 'Turn left!"  This confused them. Some children turned right, and then saw that their 
fellows were facing left. [Trouble] 
2 • a lefthanded person. Soogia bama nwa' wțsa sțțgin ninsieba da bǫǫ anina ka ba gaansi ba ka ba an 

gǤbțs 'Among all these soldiers there were ... chosen men who were left-handed'. [JDG 20:16] Etym: OV1 *GA ; 
OVN *GOB-GA/SI ; *ZA-GA/SI . Note: *ZA is eastern W-O/V : the *GOB root is 'wrong-handed' or 'inside-out' for 

these lgs. See: dagǤbțg. 

gǤbțs   See main entry: gǤbțg. left(-hand), lefthander. 

gǤdig   Variant: godig; gǤdigi; godigi; gorigi. Form: gǤdigim!. Variant: gǤdigimi!. v. to look up, raise [ones face]. O da 

gǤdig o zugnǫ ka o nini kpa' niiŋ He raised his head and his eye alighted on a bird. [Trouble] Biis la gǤdig ye ba 

gǤs nansaasilțg la. The children looked up to see the aeroplane. [MA] Yesu gǤdig o zug, ka nyǫ nidib bǫdegț 

banǫ kennǫ o san'an la na 'Jesus looked up and saw a great crowd coming toward him'. [JHN 6:5] Goma gǤdig 

zug ka gǤmis. Goma looked up and nodded. [Trouble] o gǤdigi gǤs ka nyǫ kpan'am dim la mǤri ba piini sțțd 

Pț'țsim Yir ligidi daka ni la 'As he looked up, Jesus saw the rich putting their gifts into the temple treasury'. [LUK 

21:1] M pț bǤǤdi sǤ' ti pian'am ka kț tun'e gǤdigi m zug agǤllǫ. I don't want anyone to speak to me and I can't 
hold my head up. [Wealth-Is-Power] GǤsimi, m yǫti ya ye, gǤdigimi ya nindaasi gǤs pǤǤd la. Look, I am telling 
you, lift up your faces and look at the fields. [JHN 4:35] Sim: gǤ'Ǥn; Cpart: su'un. GǤdigim gǤs agǤla ka su'uni gǤs 

teŋin. 'Lift up your eyes to the heavens, look at the earth beneath'. [ISA 51:6] 

gǤdigi   See main entry: gǤdig. look up. 

gǤdigim!   See main entry: gǤdig. look up. 

gǤdigimi!   See main entry: gǤdig. look up. 

gǤ'Ǥn1   Variant: go'on. Form: gǤ'Ǥnim!. Form: gǤ'Ǥnțg. Variant: go'onug. v. to look up. On gǤ'Ǥn ye o vǤl tiim la, ka sauk 

kpǫn lii o nifin. When he raised his head to swallow the medicine and speck fell in his eye. [MA] ba sțțnr na 

duoe hali ka ba gǤ'Ǥni gǤs agǤla 'they will become enraged and, looking upward ...'. [ISA 8:21] GǤ'Ǥnim gǤs ye 

bǤǤ ianda agǤl la. Look up and see what is flying above. [MA] GǤ'Ǥnim gǤs saŋgbana la 'Lift your eyes and look 

to the heavens'. [ISA 40:26] Sim: gǤdig. 

gǤ'Ǥnim!   See main entry: gǤ'Ǥn1. look up. 

gǤ'Ǥnțg   See main entry: gǤ'Ǥn1. look up. 

gǤl1   Variant: gol. Form: gǤla1. Variant: gola. n. gourd [sp.] Note: used in soup Ti tiǫn zimi banǫ ka ti daa Ǥnbid Egipt 

teŋin zaalim nǫ gǤla banǫ ka ti daa dțgidi Ǥnbid nǫ wǤtamǫlǤn nǫ gabț buudi wțsa la. 'We remember the 
fish we ate in Egypt at no cost – also the cucumbers, melons, leeks, onions and garlic.'. [NUM 11:5] 

gǤl2   See main entry: agǤl. upwards, loudly. 
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gǤla1   See main entry: gǤl1. gourd. 

gǤla2   See main entry: agǤl. upwards, loudly. 

gǤm!   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤma!   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤmena   Variant: gomena. Form: gǤmenanam. Variant: gomenanam. n. governor. Ba da lǤǤ o mǤri keŋ Pailet onǫ an 

GǤmena la san'an. 'They bound him, led him away ... to Pilate, the governor.'. [MAT 27:2] Josef n da an teŋ la 

gǤmena 'Now Joseph was the governor of the land'. [GEN 42:6] Ka gǤmenanam na'akim la yi tempțțgin la na, 

ka soogianam la bǫǫ ba nya'aŋ. 'The young officers of the provincial commanders marched out of the city with 
the army behind them'. [1KI 20:19] Man yǫla, ya na zi'en gǤmenanam nǫ na'anam tuon, ka tu'asi m labasțŋ la. 
'you will stand before rulers and kings for my sake to tell them the Good News.'. [MRK 13:9] From: (Eng.) 

gǤmenanam   See main entry: gǤmena. governor. 

gǤmis   Variant: gomis. Form: gǤmisnǫ. Form: gǤmisid. Variant: gomisid; gǤmisidi. Form: gǤmisțg. Variant: gomisug. v. 

to nod. Goma gǤdig zug ka gǤmis. Goma looked up and nodded. [Trouble] Ka wǫbaa la lak o nini gǤs pu'a la ka 

gǤmis zug. The leopard opened its eyes and looked at the woman and nodded its head. [You-Heard?] "M yț'țn 

baŋya, tu'asim sida, ka'a fțț ǫǫnti zuud man ligidi laa?" Ka Abǫdțg gǤmis zug. Then I knew, tell the truth, 

that wasn't it you who was stealing my money?" And Abedug nodded his head. [Wonderwoman-] On yǫl baa la ka o 

gǤmis zug When he had told them and nodded his head. [You-Heard?] Akunvțe daa wțm la o kpǫn gǤmisnǫ o 

zug. When Akunvue heard, he quickly nodded his head. [AIDS-II] Nidib la da pin'ili gǤmisid ka giridi ba zut. 
The people began to nod and shake their heads. [AIDS-I] M da nyǫ ka banǫ gǫligid la gǤmisidi ba zut. I saw that 
the judges nodded their heads. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

gǤmisid   See main entry: gǤmis. nod. 

gǤmisidi   See main entry: gǤmis. nod. 

gǤmisnǫ   See main entry: gǤmis. nod. 

gǤmisțg   See main entry: gǤmis. nod. 

gǤmma   Form: gǤmmanam. n. the government. PAALƒ KAN KA GƆMMA BŰŰ NIMBABIG BŰŰ NID YINNE Sƒ'ƒE 
'PUBLIC, COMMUNAL AND PRIVATE LANDS'. [Constitution] Sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ dinǫ bǫ teŋgbauŋțn 

la wțsa anǫ GǤmma bțn nidib la yǫla. 'All minerals in their natural state are vested in the President on behalf of 
the people.'. [Constitution] Lit: gold and silver and what is in the ground. Kpǫǫm la ye ba gǤs tituaa, ka wada banǫ 

ka gǤmma digil zaŋi n ken ba tțțma la zin'in la n tțm nwǫnǫ lin bǤǤd si'em The official said they should be 

very careful to keep all the laws that the government laid down concerning their profession. [Asaasim] Ba nidib ayi 

la bǫnǫ Bugur teŋkanǫ ka gǤmma mǤr bugum keŋ nannanna la. The two of them lived at Buguri, the village 
the government were bringing power to at the time. [Electricity] Teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ti'e PNDC nǫ banǫ wțsa ka ba 

daa gaans ka ba tțm nǫ ba la, hali nǫ banǫ wțsa da ti'as GǤmmanam ayi' Nkurima GǤmma tiakirin nǫ Busia 

GǤmma tiakirin nǫ akufu GǤmma tiakirin nǫ Liman GǤmma tiakirin la 'The Provisions indemnify Members of 
the P.N.D.C. and its appointees, and extend the indemnity to those responsible for the changes in government on 
24th February, 1966; 13th January, 1972, June 4, 1979 and 31st December, 1981.'. [Constitution] Lit: the 
constitution protects the PNDC and all those that they elected to work with them even though they changed two 

Governments ... Nkrumah ... Busia, ... Akuffo ... and Liman. GǤmma sibiti la lallim anǫ mǫǫl pisyuobț paadi 

ba teŋin la. The government hospital was 60 miles from their village. [Trouble] Colloc: GǤmma kǤmisin ‘Public 

Services Commission’. GǤmma kǤmisin tțțma la na gǤs ka Gaana nidib banǫ mi' tțțma la tțm ka bakir kț 

bǫǫ. 'The Public Services Commission shall ensure that all Ghanaians who are qualified to work in the public 
service shall have equal access to it.'. [Constitution] From: (Eng.) 

gǤmmanam   See main entry: gǤmma. government. 

gǤn1   Variant: guan1; gǤǤn1; goon. Form: gǤǤnd. Variant: goond; gǤǤndi; goondi. Form: gǤǤndnǫ. Form: gǤǤnb. 

Variant: goonb. Form: gǤǤn-2. Variant: goon-. v. to travel, wander, roam, 'roam and come'. Dinǫ yǫl ka m pa'a ye 

ti yim gǤn la anǫ man na nyǫ suori yǫlif ye fț kul mam The reason I suggested we should go for a walk was so 
that I could get a chance to ask you to marry me. [Trouble] M gǤn ka lǫb na. I will travel and come back. [MA] tisim 

nwadis ayi' ka man nǫ m zuanam gǤn kțkțna ni nǫ kukuma man kț kul sid la zug 'Give me two months to 
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roam the hills and weep with my friends, because I will never marry.'. [JDG 11:37] Abram da gǤǤn paae Sekǫm 

teŋin Abram travelled through the land as far as ... Shechem. [GEN 12:6] Daar yinne ka ti da gǤǤnd tempțțg la 

kțkpǫŋ zaalim-zaalim One day when we were wandering aimlessly round the town. [Shoeshine-Boy] Gu'usiminǫ 

ya mǫŋ nǫ gbauŋmi'idib banǫ bǤǤd ye ba gǤǤnd nǫ fubǫda di'ed nidib pț'țsim da'an la. 'Watch out for the 
teachers of the law. They like to walk around in flowing robes and be greeted in the marketplaces'. [MRK 12:38] 
Silinsin'ig on da kțdin gǤǤndi giligid ka pț tțm si'ela. The spider was just wandering about and didn't do any 
work. [Trouble] Ba da gǤǤndi giligid teŋ-teŋ 'they wandered from nation to nation'. [1CH 16:20] Saŋa kan wțsa 

silinsin'ig daa gǤǤndnǫ nuud o daam nǫ o taaba da'asin. All the time Spider was wandering around drinking 

with his friends in the market. [Trouble] Mam bu'os dau la ye o bǤǤd bǤ, ka o ye o gǤǤndnǫ. I asked the man 
what he wants and he says he is just roaming. [MA] ba gǤǤndnǫ bǤǤd pu'agǤǤnda they go about looking for 
prostitutes. [HOS 4:18] Sim: nwiǫn, giilim. Etym: OVN *GON ; PB gènd. See: gǤnyaalis; gǤǤndim; -gǤǤndir; 

pu'agǤǤndir. Note: see ref. and link at ken3 

gǤn2   n. a corner. Colloc: gǤnnin ‘in/to/from corner’. Fț ya'a gbǫǫnd gǤnnin li sǤn'oe fțn na gbǫǫnd nǫ pu'a kanǫ 

nǤŋ zaba. 'Better to live on a corner of the roof than share a house with a quarrelsome wife. '. [PRO 21:9] See: gǤnlig; 

gǤnlțŋ1. 

gǤn3   Variant: gonn. Form: gǤna2. Variant: gona. n. an entrance-well. Note: hollow just inside the door of a room to keep 

rainwater from spreading fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋ gǤn Wina'am pț'țsim dǤǤgin la aaǫn buak zin'isa ayi' 'the curtain 
hanging in the Temple was torn in two'. [LUK 23:45] 

gǤna1   Variant: gona. n.pl. 1 • baskets, bags. zimi ... pǫ'ǫl sau la. Ka ba tǫǫgi li dț'țs gțțr ka gaans ziiŋ sțma la su ba 

gǤna ni fish filled the net 'the fishermen pulled it up on the shore. Then they sat down and collected the good fish 
in baskets'. [MAT 13:47-48] 
2 • pegs, hooks. ba kpa' kțnt gǤna tabil dǤkpin la gilig 'hooks ... were attached to the wall all around'. [EZK 40:43] 

gǤna2   See main entry: gǤn3. entrance well. 

gǤnd   Variant: god; gǤndi; godi. v. to stretch sth., string a bow. ba zǤnǫ sț'țg kanǫ ka ba fuoe la yǫla, nǫ tiraug kanǫ 

ka ba gǤnd la yǫla 'They flee from the sword, from the drawn sword, from the bent bow'. [ISA 21:15] Sim: gțd. 

gǤndi   See main entry: gǤnd. stretch. 

gǤn'Ǥ-   See main entry: gǤn'Ǥg. sickle. 

gǤn'Ǥd   See main entry: gǤn'Ǥg. sickle. 

gǤn'Ǥg   Variant: gon'og; gǤn'Ǥgț. Form: gǤn'Ǥd. Form: gǤn'Ǥ-. Variant: gon'o-. n. a sickle. NǤkim gǤn'Ǥg la bțn 'Take 

your sickle and reap'. [REV 14:13] Da kǫ ka ba lǫm bțd Babilon teŋin bǫǫ ba nǤk gǤn'Ǥgț bunǫ. Don't let them 

sow again in the land of Babylon, or take a sickle to reap. [JER 50:16] Ba na zan' ba zaba sț'țsi maal kțnya, ka 

nǤki ba kpana la maal gǤn'Ǥd. 'They will beat their swords into ploughshares and their spears into pruning 
hooks.'. [ISA 2:4] gǤn'Ǥditțŋ sharp sickle. 

gǤn'Ǥgț   See main entry: gǤn'Ǥg. sickle. 

gǤn'Ǥlim   Variant: gon'olim. n. crookedness. Syn: gǤnlțŋ2. See: gǤnlțŋ. 

gǤn'Ǥs   See main entry: gun'a. thorn. 

gǤn'Ǥsi   See main entry: gun'a. thorn. 

gǤnli   See main entry: gǤnlțŋ1. crooked [be]. 

gǤnlig   Variant: gonlig. Form: gǤnligid. Variant: gonligid; gǤnligida; gonligida. Form: gǤnligir. Variant: gonligir. v. to 

curve, bend. DǤriba la da ye o gǤnlig nǫ vuguri ka lǤr la bie ka bas suor la The driver said he swerved 

suddenly and the lorry skidded and went off the road. [Trouble] Ba nwǫnǫ tiraug kanǫ gǤnlig ka kț nyaŋi maalǫ. 
They are like a twisted bow that can't be used. [HOS 7:16] ani ka titǤndig la gǤnligi yi tuonnǫ ken Hannaton 
'There the boundary went around on the north to Hannathon'. [JOS 19:14] Jehoas da ... nwa'ae zaŋguoma la, lin 

naam Efiram yaŋirin la ti paae GǤnligir Zin'ig Za'anǤǤr la. 'he broke down the city wall from the Ephraim Gate 

to the Corner Gate'. [2KI 14:13] BǤn'Ǥg la wțsa ... keŋ paae Widi Za'anǤǤr gǤnligirin la, na anǫ kasi tis ZugsǤb 

la. The whole valley ... as far as the corner of the Horse Gate, will be holy to the Lord. '. [JER 31:40] Sim: gǤŋ. 
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gǤnligid   See main entry: gǤnlig. curve. 

gǤnligida   See main entry: gǤnlig. curve. 

gǤnligir   See main entry: gǤnlig. curve. 

-gǤnlima   See main entry: -gǤnlțŋ3. crooked. 

gǤnlțŋ1   Variant: gonl; gol [N]; gǤnli; gonli. v. to be crooked. 

gǤnlțŋ2   Variant: gonluŋo. n. crookedness. Syn: gǤn'Ǥlim1. 

-gǤnlțŋ3   Variant: -gǤnlțŋț; -gǤnlțŋǤ. Form: -gǤnlima. adj. curved, bent, crooked. AkǤra ye, suogǤnlțŋ sțŋ pț 

kǤ'Ǥgid nǤbirǫ. Hyaena says 'A good crooked road does not break legs. [Proverb 012] o zaŋ o pțtǫnda lǤ nǫ 

suogǤnlima 'he plots evil'. [PSA 36:4] maal suogǤnlima nǫ zin'ibanǫ ka' sțm la ka li an sț'țŋa make good the 
twisting paths and places that are not good. [ISA 40:4] Maalim sanlima ga'adiŋgǤnlima pisnu 'Make 50 gold 
hooks'. [EXO 26:6] Colloc: ya'am gǤnlțŋ ‘shrewdness, ingenuity’. YA'AM GƆNLƒŊ PIAN'AD Ingenious Speech. 

[You-Heard? [heading]] ZǤlțg: anǫ onǫ n tțm tțțm ka ya'am gǤnlțŋ pansig li pțțginnǫ Fool: is someone who 

does an action which has no sense in it. [Asaasim] Ya'am gǤnlțŋ bǤ ka fț mǤr ka tinam pț mǤra? 'What insights 
do you have that we do not have?'. [JOB 15:9] ZǤlțg: anǫ onǫ n tțm tțțma ka ya'am gǤnlțŋ pansig li pțțgin 
Fool: someone who does things which have no common sense in them. [Asaasim] dunia kaŋa nwa' dim mǤr ya'am 

gǤnlțŋț tțmmi gat banǫ dǤl Wina'am la 'the people of this world are much more shrewd in handling their 

affairs than the people who belong to the light'. [LUK 16:8] M yǫli ya nwa' nǫ ka sǤ' da ma'aa ya nǫ ya'am gǤnlțŋǤ. 
'I tell you this so that no one may deceive you by fine-sounding arguments.'. [COL 2:4] See: gǤnlțŋ1; gǤnlțŋ2. 

-gǤnlțŋǤ   See main entry: -gǤnlțŋ3. crooked. 

-gǤnlțŋț   See main entry: -gǤnlțŋ3. crooked. 

gǤnyaalis   n. promiscuity. GƆN-YAALIS Promiscuity. [You-Heard? [heading]] Sa'alimi fț bipțmis nǫ fț biribis ka ba bas 

gǤnyaalis Advise your teenagers to leave their promiscuous ways. [You-Heard?] See: gǤn1; -yaalțg. 

gǤŋ   v. to bend, be crooked. bǫǫ dau onǫ nǤbiri wabilim, bǫǫ o nu'ugț gǤŋ, 'no man with a crippled foot or hand,'. 

[LEV 21:19] Sim: gǤnlig. Note: [in list] Etym: OV1 *GO ; OVN *GON.G ; vc4 *go, goɗ ; MWN *GWOB- ; PB 
*kóny. See: gǤnlig. 

gǤrim-gǤrim   Variant: gǤringǤrim. n. a headpan, big water-bowl. Li da anǫ Boye ma kena, ka zǫlisid gǤrim-gǤrim o 

zugun. It was Boye's mother coming in, and carrying a pan on her head without holding. [Trouble] O ku'om 

gǤrim-gǤrim la da gat on nǫ banǫ la'an wiid ku'om la wțsa Her water-pan was bigger than the one they 

together had drawn out all the water. [Trouble] On bǫ yiiŋ la o pțn nǤkin nǫ gǤringǤrim bǫda ti'el ku'om mǤpila 

la ni. When she was outside she had taken big pans and caught the water from the roofs. [Trouble] 

gǤringǤrim   See main entry: gǤrim-gǤrim. pan. 

Gɔris   See main entry: Gțrțŋ. Kasena. 

Gɔrʋŋ   See main entry: Gțrțŋ. Kasena. 

gǤs1   Variant: gos; gǤsǫ; gose; gǤsi; gosi. Form: gǤsnǫ. Form: gǤsid.  Note: gǤsid and variants about 160 x in texts, 330 x in 

Bible Variant: gosid; gǤsidi; gosidi. Form: gǤt.  Note: these shortened continuous forms gat, kat, gǤt, tut, tit  &c. are 
west-Agole forms which are rejected by even Agole-speakers from the eastern parts. Acceptance is variable according to item: 
the list above is in order of general acceptability,  gat is normal, tit for tisid is generally queried ::  these forms of gǤs appear 

10 x in the texts and 59 x in the Bible Variant: got; gǤti; goti. Form: gǤsidnǫ. Variant: gosidne. Form: gǤsin. 

Variant: gǤsini. Form: gǤsim. Variant: gosim; gǤsima!; gosima; gǤsimi!; gǤsimǫ!; gɔsime!. Form: gǤsimini!. 

Variant: gǤsiminya!; gǤsimiya!; gǤm!; gǤma!. Form: gǤsig2. Variant: gosig; gǤsigo; gosigo. v. 1 • to look at, look, 

look after, supervise. O saam la daa ... zi'enǫ gǤs o ka o ti paam laafi Her father ... stood and looked at her, to 
see whether she was recovered. [Billygoat] mankǫǫsi la nwǫ'ǫbi malis Atiig si'em la o na bǤǤd ye o nwǫ' gǤs. 
striking matches fascinated Atiig so much that he wanted to strike (one) and see (what it was like). [Fire] Abțțzțțr 

yț'țn daa ti niŋ vǤn', amaa biis la daa nyaŋi gǤsi ba mǫŋ Then Abuuzuur passed away, but the children were 

able to look after themselves. [You-Heard?] O pț gǤs ka tinam anǫ saammaa? 'Does he not regard us as 
foreigners?'. [GEN 31:15] o gǤsi gǤs ka pț nyǫ sǤ' anina babaa 'Glancing this way and that and seeing no one'. [EXO 
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2:12] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi gǤs nimbabig bama wțsa? 'who is able to govern this great people ... ?'. [2CH 1:10] Ya gǤs 

ka m zi' sida nǫ ziri bakidaa? 'you think I can't tell right from wrong'. [JOB 6:30] Nannanna kǫli ka ti gaansinǫ ti 

tuongatib ka ba gǤsi ti tțțma la yǫla. Now let us elect our leaders and they will be in charge of our work. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] sǤ' kț nyaŋe yǫl ye fț mǤr ban'abǫ'ǫd la ka li ya'a ka' ye dǤgta kpansi fț ziim nǫ tisi'a gǤsǫ. 
no one can say that you have the bad disease unless a doctor tests your blood with a certain chemical to see. [AIDS-I] 
BǤ ka ya daa keŋ mǤǤgin ye ya gǤsǫ? 'What did you go out into the desert to see?'. [MAT 11:7] Zamiskaŋa ni, ti na 

gǤsnǫ dapa ayi' ban bǫlim da tiak dunia la n tis Yesu. In this study we will be looking at two men whose lives 
changed the world for Christ. [Bible-Study] Ba ǫǫn gǤsnǫ nidibi kae zin'isi'a la They look upon 'places forgotten by 

the foot of man'. [JOB 28:4] Bugum kanǫ ka o da nyu'oe la nyǤ'Ǥs da zuondi dǤlis tiis la ka o gǤsid ka li malis 

o. The smoke of fire he had kindled swirled among the trees and he was pleased to see it. [Trouble] Josef n da gǤsid 

si'el wțsa la zug Joseph was in charge of everything. [GEN 39:6] li ya'a anǫ ... o tațn onǫ ka' sida ka o gǤsid o 
'except for ... an unmarried sister who is dependent on him'. [LEV 21:2-3] Yanam biis bǤǤdi ba gǤsidi ya saŋa 

wțsa. You youngsters need someone to look after you all the time! [Trouble] M ye fț yǫlim dinǫ ka fț maal - ka 

da gǤsidim ala. I said 'tell me what you have done' –  and don't look at me like that! [Trouble] Li pț dǤl suor nǫ fțn 

na ya'ae sțlțg nǤǤr ka niis wțsa gǤsida! 'How useless to spread a net in full view of all the birds!'. [PRO 1:17] li 
kț lǫn dig zaalim ka nidib dǤlli ani gat ka gǤsidaa it will no longer lie 'desolate in the sight of all who pass 

through it'. [EZK 36:34] Ka ZugsǤb Wina'am nǤk dau la niŋ Eden lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la ni ye o tțm ka gǤsidi li. The Lord 
God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it.'. [GEN 2:15] Ninsieba daa țki ba 

nu'us agǤl ka ninsieba kțlin gi'esidi gǤt. Some people held their hands up and some were just looking about. 
[AIDS-I] BǤ ka fț kǫ ka m gǤt linǫ ka' sida? 'Why do you make me look at injustice?'. [HAB 1:3] Fțn sa nan gǤti li 

la ka tampiing buak ka li ka' ninsaali nǤk nu'ugț buaki lii. You were still watching last night, and a rock split 
but it wasn't a human hand that split it. [DAN 2:34] O da gǤsidnǫ diib dǤǤg takoro la yǤ'Ǥg la He noticed that the 
window of the dining room was open. [Trouble] Ti zi' tinamǫ ye ti niŋ si'em, amaa ti kpǫn gǤsidnǫ fț. 'We do not 
know what to do, but our eyes are upon you.'. [2CH 20:12] M pugidiba, ti gǤsidin nǫ wa'ab na'ayin. We've been 

watching the dancing at the palace, Auntie. [Trouble] m ya'a gǤsin winnigi ian'ad pil-pil la 'if I have regarded the 
sun in its radiance'. [JOB 31:26] li ya'a ka' man tisid Juda Na'ab la na'asi zugǤ m kț gi'e gǤsini ya baa bi'elaa 'if 
I did not have respect for the ... king of Judah, I would not look at you or even notice you'. [2KI 3:14] gǤsim dau la 

kena sǤb ye ti yǤ si'ela look, the man it coming to write down what we have to pay. [Electricity] GǤsim ZugsǤb 

gbauŋțn la ka karim gǤs lin yǫl si'el 'Consult the book of the Lord and read it' and see what it says. [ISA 34:16] 
GǤsima! Fț bieya la keŋ ye ba kem pǫ'ǫs la Sekǫm baba bǫǫ bǤ? 'As you know, your brothers are grazing the 
flocks near Shechem.'. [GEN 37:13] GǤsima, tinam banǫ wțsa paae lampǤ yǤǤb ya'a yǤǤdaa li anǫ ligidi pamm. 
Look, if all of us who should pay tax actually pay, it is a lot of money. [Tax] Man kțlim bǤǤdinnǫ fț san'an kennǫ 

la na - gǤma, fțnǫ nwa kpǫla I've just been looking for you on the way here, and look! – here you are. [Trouble] 
Ya ya'a pț gban'e li gbin nyain nǫ, gǤsimǫ karțŋ kane nwǫne li ni If you don't understand the meaning clearly, 
look at a similar verse. [Bible-Study] GǤsime fț zuobid la an si'em, li paae yțma si'em nwa fț pț pțnǫ. Look at 
your hair, how many years is it since you had it cut? [Three-Problems] Ka m yǫli ba ye, "gǤsimi kpǫla na" And I 

said to them "Look here". [Shoeshine-Boy] GǤsimi m bi'emnamǫ yț'țn zu'oe si'em 'See how many enemies I have'. 

[PSA 25:19] gǤsimi ya sțțgini gaŋ dapa ayǤpǤi banǫ an ya'am dim 'choose seven men from among you who are 
known to be full of ... wisdom'. [ACT 6:3] Niimis la iank la ka Nimo ye  "Kțlin gǤsiminya ... " The birds flew 
away, and Nimo said "Just look ... !" [Trouble] Ka tǤn'Ǥs ki'e kuŋ ye, "Heee, gǤsimiya," And the hunter shouted 

out "Hey, look!" [Trouble] GǤsimiya, m nǤk albareka nǫ nǤpǤǤri zi'eli ya tuon zina. 'See, I am setting before you 
today a blessing and a curse'. [DEU 11:26] Hey, Anane, gǤm on an si'em Hey, Anane, see what's up! [Trouble] 
Kpiibgǫdțg, kpiibig, kpiibig; bizǤlțgǤǤ, gǤm bțbil. Stupid orphan, orphan, orphan, foolish boy, look to the 
goat-kid! [Trouble] GǤma, m kțnǫ niimis anaasi. Look, I've killed four birds! [Trouble] gǤmi fț zuanam la tțm nǫ 

nimmua si'em see how hard your friends are working. [Trouble] Ka bam ye o pi'ig o nǫ bilies gǤsig zin'ikanǫ ka 

ba bas la ni. And they said he had picked him up from the baby-examination place where they had left him. 

[Trouble] Nini du'atanam nǫ nini tțmtțmnib banǫ sț'oe nini gǤsig yǫla. Eye doctors and ophthalmic nurses. 

[Trachoma] Lit: eye workers who are responsible for looking after the eyes.. (kpaad) O gǤsig la anǫ on na bug teŋ 

la bțd (farmer) His responsibility is to prepare the land and sow. [Bible-Study] ba gǤsig pa'an ye ba anǫ 

pu'agǤǤnda 'flirting with their eyes'. [ISA 3:16] Lit: their looks show that they are harlots. O nwǫnǫ Wina'am 

maliak nǫ, ka o gǤsig la mǤr dabiem. 'He looked like an angel of God, very awesome.'. [JDG 13:6] Sielomif nǫ o 

du'adib da sț'oe la'ad la wțsa gǤsig 'Shelomoth and his kinsmen were in charge of all the stores'. [1CH 26:26] 
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Tadimnam pț nyǫt gǤsigi ti sț'țlim nwa ni zina wțț kțdimin la. The poor are not cared for in this country of 

ours, today as they were in the past. [Bible-Study] On bǫ o gǤsigin la ka bipuŋ la lǫn zǫǫg gbǫǫm. While she was 
under his eye, the girl was still fast asleep. [Trouble] Colloc: kpans ... gǤs ‘test in order to see the result’. sǤ' kț 

nyaŋe yǫl ye fț mǤr ban'abǫ'ǫd la ka li ya'a ka' ye dǤgta kpansi fț ziim nǫ tisi'a gǤsǫ. no one can say that you 
have the bad disease unless a doctor tests your blood with a certain chemical to see. [AIDS-I] Anina ka ZugsǤb zi'el 

zi'elțg nǫ kisa tisi ba ye o kpansi ba gǤs 'There the Lord made a decree and a law for them, and there he tested 
them.'. [EXO 15:25] Colloc: gǤs kii ‘look intently’. Dau la gǤs kii. The man looked intently. Man gǤs kii la ya 

kțdim barimidnǫ 'I am certain that you are trying to gain time'. [DAN 2:8] Gbauŋ kaŋa ye li sțŋif nǫ ka fț gǤsi fț 

mǫŋi zaŋi kennǫ fț pțțg tțkir nǫ fț sa'ar nǫ fț du'amin nǫ fț du'am la nya'aŋ. This book is to help you care 

for yourself with regard to conception, labour, giving birth and afterwards. [Womens-Health] Colloc: vǫǫnsi gǤs 
‘examine’. bǫog sa fț ya'a ti kena ye fț vǫǫnsi gǤs m bțnkǤnbban ka fț tisim la, m na an sida sǤb 'my 
honesty will testify for me in the future, whenever you check on the wages you have paid me'. [GEN 30:33] 
Colloc: gǤs X yǫla ‘look after X’. O da gaans bipumis ayǤpǤi yi na'ayin la ye ba gǤsid o yǫla 'He assigned to 
her seven maids selected from the king's palace'. [EST 2:9] Colloc: gǤs ye ... ? ‘to see whether ...’. Ka Noa da lǫn 

tțm dawan ye o gǤs ye ku'om la kpiǫn yaa? 'Then Noah sent out a dove to see whether the water on the earth 
had subsided.'. [GEN 8:8] Sim: nyǫ ‘see’. Bțn lin ka saalib gǤs ka li an bțnsțŋ hali la, li anǫ bțnyaalis Wina'am 

san'an. 'For the things that are considered of great value by human beings are worth nothing in God's sight.'. [LUK 

16:15] Sim: gbǫǫn2; Nabstr: gǤsig; Ninst: gǤtiŋ1. 
2 • to think, consider, have an opinion. Fț gǤs ka m nyǫt ki'ibț yaanǫ tisidif ka fț piesidi fț fuudǫ? Where do 

you think I get soap to give you to wash your clothes? [Trouble] Tǫn'ǫsimini li! GǤsimini li! Yǫlimi ti tinamǫ na 

niŋ si'em. 'Think about it! Consider it! Tell us what to do!'. [JDG 19:30] Sim: tǫn'ǫs1. See: gǤsig1; gǤtiŋ1; ningǤtiŋ. 

gǤs-2   See main entry: gǤsig1. look, care. 

gǤsǫ   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsi   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsid   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsidi   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsidnǫ   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsig1   Note: verbal noun used as noun Variant: gǤsigi. Form: gǤs-2. n. 1 • a look, looks, sight, view. On lǫb Susa la na li 

sțŋir kanǫ bǫ ma'aa anǫ on yi gǤsbǫ'ǫd kanǫ ka o daa di'ed o pugudib la nu'usin la. When he went back to 
Susa the only benefit was that he got away from the black looks he got from his aunt. [Trouble] GǤs-yimmir la ka 

Adu baŋ ye o Tika la mǫ ti'ebidi ye o yi Buama teŋin. At a single glance Adu realised that his teacher was 
preparing to leave Buama. [Trouble] InvNabstr: gǤs. 
2 • care, looking-after. Tadimnam pț nyǫt gǤsigi ti sț'țlim nwa ni zina wțț kțdimin la. The poor are never 

taken care of in our country these days as was done in the past. [Bible-Study] On lǫb Susa la na li sțŋir kanǫ bǫ 

ma'aa anǫ on yi gǤsbǫ'ǫd kanǫ ka o daa di'ed o pugudib la nu'usin la. When he came back to Susa the only 

improvement was that he escaped the poor care which he received from his aunt. [Trouble] See: gǤs. 

gǤsig2   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsigi   See main entry: gǤsig1. look, care. 

gǤsigo   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsim   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsima!   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsimǫ!   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gɔsime!   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsimi!   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsimini!   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsiminya!   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 
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gǤsimiya!   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsin   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsini   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤsnǫ   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤt   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤti   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gǤtiŋ1   Variant: gotiŋ; gǤtiŋi; gotiŋi; gǤtiŋǤǤ. Form: gǤtis. Variant: gotis; gɔttis. Form: gǤtiŋ-2. n. 1 • mirror, glass [the 

substance]. Si'eli da yadig lammiri bǫǫ ba zutin n nyǫǫn hali nwǫnǫ gǤtiŋ nǫ 'Above the heads of the creatures 

there was something that looked like a dome made of dazzling crystal.'. [EZK 1:22] Ka si'el nwǫnǫ mu'ari dig 

na'am gbauŋ la tuonnǫ nwǫnǫ gǤtiŋi nie nyain. 'Also before the throne there was what looked like a sea of 
glass.'. [REV 4:6] ka kǫ ka li kpi'em ka ian'ad nwǫnǫ gǤtiŋǤǤ? and make it hard and shiny like a mirror? [JOB 37:18] 
nǫ gǤtis nǫ fubanǫ lusid zug, ankitanam and mirrors and headcoverings, handkerchieves ... [list]. [ISA 3:23] o 

di'e gǤtis pu'a banǫ tțm pț'țsim Fuug Sțgțr za'anǤǤrin la he collected 'the mirrors of the women who served 
at the entrance to the Tent of Meeting'. [EXO 38:8] Fț kț nyaŋi zaŋ sanlima bǫǫ gǤtiŋvǫnla mak nǫ lii 'Neither 
gold nor crystal can compare with it'. [JOB 28:17] Colloc: gǤtiŋin ‘in a mirror’. nwǫnǫ ninsaali na gǤs gǤtiŋin nyǫǫ 

o mǫŋi an si'em 'like a man who looks at his face in a mirror'. [JAS 1:23] InvNinst: gǤs. 
2 • glasses, spectacles [in pl.] LǤrpal yǫl ala ka tuuns o gǤtis la dț'țs ka mie ka Beckie gaad tuonnǫ 'Highway' 

said that, and pushed his glasses up and moved out of the way so that Beckie could  go in front. [Trouble] LǤrpal da 

fian'as ya nǫ tțkpiidțg, ka tuuns o gɔttis o nyǤnya banǫ zu'oe la ni 'Highway' sniffed aggressively and fiddled 

with his glasses on his big nose. [Trouble] See: gǤs. 

gǤtiŋ-2   See main entry: gǤtiŋ1. glass, glasses. 

gǤtiŋi   See main entry: gǤtiŋ1. glass, glasses. 

gǤtiŋǤǤ   See main entry: gǤtiŋ1. glass, glasses. 

gǤtis   See main entry: gǤtiŋ1. glass, glasses. 

gɔttis   See main entry: gǤtiŋ1. glass, glasses. 

gobig[N]   See main entry: gǤbțg. left(-hand), lefthander. 

gobig[N]   See main entry: gǤbțg. left(-hand), lefthander. 

gobilim   See main entry: gǤbilim. shrivel. 

gobir   See main entry: gǤbir. lefthander. 

gobug   See main entry: gǤbțg. left(-hand), lefthander. 

gobus   See main entry: gǤbțg. left(-hand), lefthander. 

god   See main entry: gǤnd. stretch. 

godi   See main entry: gǤnd. stretch. 

godig   See main entry: gǤdig. look up. 

godigi   See main entry: gǤdig. look up. 

go'on   See main entry: gǤ'Ǥn1. look up. 

go'onug   See main entry: gǤ'Ǥn1. look up. 

go'us   See main entry: -gț'țg. unripe. 

gol   See main entry: gǤl1. gourd. 

gol   See main entry: gțl. draw. 

gol[N]   See main entry: gǤnlțŋ1. crooked [be]. 

gola   See main entry: gǤl1. gourd. 
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gomena   See main entry: gǤmena. governor. 

gomenanam   See main entry: gǤmena. governor. 

gomis   See main entry: gǤmis. nod. 

gomisid   See main entry: gǤmis. nod. 

gomisug   See main entry: gǤmis. nod. 

gona   See main entry: gǤn3. entrance well. 

gona   See main entry: gǤna1. baskets, hooks. 

gondim   See main entry: gǤǤndim. roaming. 

gon'a   See main entry: gun'a. thorn. 

gon'o-   See main entry: gǤn'Ǥg. sickle. 

gon'og   See main entry: gǤn'Ǥg. sickle. 

gon'olim   See main entry: gǤn'Ǥlim. crookedness. 

gon'os   See main entry: gun'a. thorn. 

gonl   See main entry: gǤnlțŋ1. crooked [be]. 

gonli   See main entry: gǤnlțŋ1. crooked [be]. 

gonlig   See main entry: gǤnlig. curve. 

gonligid   See main entry: gǤnlig. curve. 

gonligida   See main entry: gǤnlig. curve. 

gonligir   See main entry: gǤnlig. curve. 

gonluŋo   See main entry: gǤnlțŋ2. crookedness. 

gonn   See main entry: gǤn3. entrance well. 

gorigi   See main entry: gǤdig. look up. 

gorug   See main entry: gțrțg. upper back. 

gos   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gose   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gosi   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gosid   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gosidi   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gosidne   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gosig   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gosigo   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gosim   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gosima   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

got   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

goti   See main entry: gǤs1. look, think. 

gotiŋ   See main entry: gǤtiŋ1. glass, glasses. 

gotiŋi   See main entry: gǤtiŋ1. glass, glasses. 

gotis   See main entry: gǤtiŋ1. glass, glasses. 

goya   See main entry: gțțr2. kola. 
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go(n)nya'am   See main entry: gbanya'am. laziness. 

gǤǤdiŋ   n. a thicket. Siilțŋ bǫǫ n yǫt ye; yir kanǫ lal sǫnnǫ kipi wțț gǤǤdiŋnǫ, amaa fț ya'a miri li tiig wțsa zi'inǫ o 

gțnnǫ. There is a proverb which says: the house which is far is like a thicket, but if you come near, its every tree 
is separate. [Bible-Study] 

gǤǤn1   See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 

gǤǤn-2   See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 

gǤǤnb   See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 

gǤǤnd   See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 

-gǤǤnda   See main entry: -gǤǤndir. wandering. 

gǤǤndi   See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 

gǤǤndim   Variant: goondim; gondim; guan. n. roaming. Daar yinne ka o yi ken o gondim ka saa ni hale One day he 

went for a walk and there was a very heavy rainfall. [Asaasim] M daa nyǫ yǫltǤǤd m gǤǤndim pțțgin. 'In my many 
travels I have been in danger'. [2CO 11:26] Gaana n aan a-sț'țmmǫŋ teŋ la, ti na mǤr yǤlisim ti pian'adin nǫ 

gǤmma gaŋirin nǫ ti gǤǤndimin nǫ yǫla bǫdegț ni. Ghana shall be a democratic state, dedicated to the 
realisation of freedom and justice. [Constitution] Lit: we will have freedom in our speech and election of 

governments and our travel and many matters. yisǤb la bu'os o suor labaar ka o ye labaar kae ka on zua mǤr 

o gǤǤndim kpǫla ka tțm on na the houseowner asked how was his journey?, and he said there was nothing 
special to report –  his friend had a girlfriend there and had brought him. [Billygoat] Yțma ayi' banǫ gaad la, 

fubama naan aannǫ o pǤǤgțn bǫǫ o gǤǤndim la'ad By the time two years had passed those clothes were work 
clothes or clothes for travelling in. [Trouble] Dasaŋ la nǤŋ guan hali. The young man likes roaming too much. [MA] 
See: gǤn1. 

-gǤǤndir  Form: -gǤǤnda. adj. wandering, 'roaming' [Gh.] BigǤǤndir kpǫm o ba'. The well-travelled son is senior to his 

father. [Asaasim   Proverb] Colloc: ningǤǤndir ‘a traveller, passer-by’. Onǫ buol zǤlțg bǫǫ ningǤǤndir ye o kena 

tțm baadi tțțma 'he who hires a fool or any passer-by'. [PRO 26:10] Colloc: pu'agǤǤndir ‘an adulterous woman’. 
See: gǤn1. 

gǤǤndnǫ  See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 

gǤǤrpiel   Form: gǤǤrpielli. n. whitewash. ba nǤkid gǤǤrpielli bțligidi li. DinzugǤ, yǫlim banǫ bțligi li nǫ gǤǤrpiel la ye 

li na li. 'they cover it (wall) with whitewash, therefore tell those who cover it with whitewash that it is going to 
fall.'. [EZK 13:10-11] DǤbanǫ ka ba bțlig gǤǤrpiel la The rooms which they plastered with whitewash. [Trouble] 
Sim: ziŋzak. See: -piel1. 

gǤǤrpielli   See main entry: gǤǤrpiel. whitewash. 

googi   Form: googinam. Variant: googinamǫ. n. 1 • a fiddle. Yțțmyț'țmnib tuongat la din. Ba yț'țmmi li nǫ googi. 
'For the director of music. On my stringed instruments.'. [HAB 3:19] googi kanǫ maan sumalisim la fǤnnǫ ki' 'the 

joyful harp is silent.'. [ISA 24:8] Colloc: nwǫ' googi ‘play the fiddle’. Ba da yț'țmnǫ ka piebid wiis ka nwǫ'ǫd 

googinam nǫ siyada. they 'were ... singing ... They were playing harps, lyres, drums, rattles, and cymbals.'. [2SA 

6:5] nwǫ'ǫmi kǤna nǫ googinamǫ zun'e o 'Praise him with harps and lyres.'. [PSA 150:3] Sim: kǤn1, duundiŋ. From: 

(Ha.) Note: goge "A large fiddle played with a bow." (Bargery) 
2 • a musician, fiddler. Yesu paae kpǫn' kpǫǫm la yin, ka nyǫ googinam nǫ nidib la wțsa maan tțkpiidțg 
'Jesus went into the official's house. When he saw the musicians for the funeral and the people all stirred up'. [MAT 

9:23] 

googinam   See main entry: googi. fiddle, fiddler. 

googinamǫ   See main entry: googi. fiddle, fiddler. 

googo   Note: GILLBT Literacy poster n. a clock, (wrist-)watch. O saam da' googo tis o ka o pid. His father bought a 
watch for him and he wore it. [MA] From: (Ha.) 

goon   See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 

goon-   See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 
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goonb   See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 

goond   See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 

goondi   See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 

goondig   See main entry: gțțdiŋ. edging. 

goondim   See main entry: gǤǤndim. roaming. 

goondis   See main entry: gțțdiŋ. edging. 

gooŋ   See main entry: gțțŋ. 'willow'. 

goor   See main entry: gțțr1. shore, land. 

goor   See main entry: gțțr2. kola. 

gțbig   Form: gțbigi. v. to expropriate, embezzle, take sth. one has no right to. (m) kpǫn niŋ ya'ab-ya'abi keŋ gțbigi m 

yǤn tusa ayi' nǫ kǤbiswai su varidi 'I walked quickly and took hold of my Gh¢580,000 and put in my pocket 
quickly '. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba la'as nǫ m datiuŋ baba gțbigim 'On my right flank they attack in a mob'. [JOB 30:12] 
Sim: bțțg2, fǤǤn1, gi. 

gțbigi   See main entry: gțbig. attack. 

gțd   Variant: gțdi. Form: gțdnǫ. Form: gțdim!. Form: gțdin. v. to draw, bend (a bow for shooting). O gțd tiraugț 

tǫk ye o tǤn 'He drew his bow'. [LAM 3:12] Bugusim dim la fuoe sț'țg ka gțd tiraug 'The wicked draw the sword 
and bend the bow'. [PSA 37:14] ba tiraad la gțdi gur tǤǤnb 'their bows are ready to shoot'. [ISA 5:28] Ba gțdi ba 

zilima wțț tiraug nǫ 'They make ready their tongue like a bow'. [JER 9:3] Sim: gǤnd. 

gțdi   See main entry: gțd. draw. 

gțdim!   See main entry: gțd. draw. 

gțdin   See main entry: gțd. draw. 

gțdnǫ   See main entry: gțd. draw. 

-gț'țg   Form: -gț'țs. Variant: go'us. adj. unripe, not quite ripe. Sim: pilǫog, -kansir1. 

gț'țl   Variant: gu'ul; gț'țli; gu'uli. Form: gț'țn. Variant: gu'un; gț'țnnǫ; gu'une; gț'țna; gu'una. Form: gț'țlțg. v. to 

raise, rear animals. Ba mǫ sǤnsid kuob nǫ gț'țl yǫla They were talking about farming and animal husbandry. 
[Wealth-Is-Power] Mesea onǫ an Moab Na'ab la da gț'țl pǫ'ǫs 'Mesha king of Moab raised sheep. [2KI 3:4] O 

(gbigimnya'aŋ) da gț'țl o biig yinne 'She (lioness) brought up one of her cubs'. [EZK 19:3] ya gț'țli ba sț'țŋa 

gur nwadig la dabpiiga nǫ anaasi daar 'Take care of them (lambs) until the fourteenth day of the month'. [EXO 

12:6] Abțgțr anǫ kpaad. O kuodi mui nǫ suma nǫ ki nǫ kawǫnna ka lǫn gț'țn bțnkǤnbid. Abugur is a 
farmer. He grows rice, groundnuts, millet and maize, and also raises livestock. [You-Do?-] BțnkǤnbid banǫ ka ti 

gț'țn yaan la pțmpǤǤs na bǫ bțnkǤnbid la bina ni The animals we keep at home – there are flies in the 

animals' droppings. [Trachoma] Jabal nǫ o nya'aŋ dim da an banǫ bǫ mǤǤgin sțga nii gț'țn bțnkǤnbid 'Jabal, 
who was the ancestor of those who raise livestock and live in tents'. [GEN 4:20] Egipt nidib da kis onǫ gț'țn wțsa 
'all shepherds are detestable to the Egyptians'. [GEN 46:44] na'arazǤla piiga banǫ ka ba gț'țnnǫ ba gariki ni 'ten 
stall-fed cattle, twenty pasture-fed cattle'. [1KI 4:23] tembanǫ ka ZugsǤb la faaǫn ye o tis Israel dim la, nar nǫ 

gț'țlțg zin'ig 'the region which the Lord has subdued before the advance of the Israelite community, is grazing 
country'. [NUM 32:4] Etym: OV1 *CEM/CIM . 

gț'țli   See main entry: gț'țl. look after. 

gț'țlțg   See main entry: gț'țl. look after. 

gț'țn   See main entry: gț'țl. look after. 

gț'țna   See main entry: gț'țl. look after. 

gț'țnnǫ   See main entry: gț'țl. look after. 

gț'țŋ   Variant: gu'uŋ; gț'țŋǫ; gu'uŋe; gu'uŋi; gu'u [N]. Form: gț'țŋnǫ. Variant: gu'uŋne. Form: gț'țŋid. Variant: gț'țŋidi. 

Form: gț'țŋidnǫ. Form: gț'țŋir. v. to fail, lose [fight], could not but, to cause sb. to fail, put them in the wrong. o 
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yț'țn lǫbidi kțn o yin m paae kǤlaan la m mak ye o lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤlig la gu'uŋ then he was going back home and got 

to the river; he tried to cross the river but couldn't. [Asaasim] Banǫ di sam ka gț'țŋ yǤǤb bǫǫ o ya'a an gǫǫŋ. 'those 
who have been declared (i) bankrupt or (ii) to be of unsound mind;'. [Constitution] M daa kpǫm bǤǤdi kǫǫnnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ 

na ka mǤǤ gț'țŋ. I wanted to come quickly but I tried hard and failed. [Trouble] Amus daug la yț'țn gț'țŋ ka ye, 

"Miau miau!" ka bțnnya'aŋ la mǫ ye "Miau, miau!" Mr. Puss then rebuked them and said "Meeow, meeow!" and 

the female one also said "Meeow, meeow!" [Kittens+Mice] Ka ban ye ba zam o ka gban'e o nidibin la, ba maki 

gț'țŋ nǫ. And they wanted to trick him and catch him out in public, but they tried and failed. [LUK 20:26] Ka o 

gț'țŋǫ bas o ka ye o anǫ dabieug. He gave up on him and said he was a coward. [Trouble] Ka o gț'țŋǫ bas. And 
he couldn't, and gave up. [Trouble] m pțpielim la kț gț'țŋǫ 'my righteousness will never fail'. [ISA 51:6] Ba'asigǤǤ 

o daa gț'țŋi bas sakur ken nǫ In the end he gave up going to school. [You-Heard?] Goma nǫ Mansa da gț'țŋi ba 

nyaŋțn la ken ka fǫndigi keŋ Salaga Goma and Mansa were unsuccessful in their trip to the south, so they 
turned back to Salaga. [Trouble] dawan da pț paam zin'ikanǫ ka o na zuonǫ, ka gț'țŋi lǫb Noa san'an the dove 
couldn't get a place to settle, and gave up and came back to Noah. [GEN 8:9] Jakob muk hale, ka Esau ti gț'țŋǫ 

siak ka di'e la'ad la. Jacob urged him strongly and Esau could not but agree to accept the stuff. [GEN 33:11] Adu da 

bǤǤd o yǫl ye: 'M saamma, o tț'țfnǫ!' Amaa o da gț'țŋnǫ sin. Adu wanted to say "Father, he is insulting you." 
But he couldn't manage it, and kept quiet. [Trouble] o pț gț'țŋid walibǤ 'it does not fail to bear fruit'. [LUK 19:48] 
Hali yțma anaasi nǫ anu naarin wțsa, o gț'țŋnǫ. Even after four or five years he still failed. [Three-Problems] 
saŋa tita'am ka ba gu'uŋid many times they are unsuccessful. [Bible-Study] o pț gț'țŋid walibǤ 'it does not fail 
to bear fruit'. [JER 17:8] Din la kǫ ka Mahama bǫǫ Nimo mǫŋ pț gț'țŋidi ba tu baŋkan kțda la gbinnin Because 
of that, Mahama and Nimo didn't fail to dig under the old cocoyam. [Trouble] Ti ǫǫnti kțdin gț'țŋidnǫ bǤzugǤ ti 

pț mǤr vțmpaal la paŋe ti nii. We usually just fail, because we don't have the power of new life in us. [Bible-Study] 
ba yisid bǫǫ paasid ban tisid sakur bibis la si'el ka li yitnǫ ba mǤǤb bǫǫ ba gț'țŋirin. they subtracted from or 
added to what they gave the schoolchildren according to their success or failure. [Trouble] Colloc: gț'țŋ  [noun] ‘to 
fail to obtain [noun]’. Banǫ di sam ka gț'țŋ yǤǤb bǫǫ o ya'a an gǫǫŋ. 'those who have been declared bankrupt or 
to be of unsound mind;'. [Constitution] Fț ya'a di man wala galisǫ fț na kțțl ka gț'țŋ tțțma. If you eat my fruits 

too much, you will be intoxicated and unable to work. On daa pț tun'e mǤdigǫ ka zaŋ o kpǫuŋ la tis ka di'e 

maŋț la kǫ ka o gț'țŋ nǤsțŋ la di'er It was because he couldn't control himself and sold his seniority to get 
mangoes that he failed to get the blessing. [You-Heard?] Colloc: [verb] gț'țŋ ‘to do [verb] and fail/in vain’. M wiisi 

fț kaanbțg la gț'țŋ I wait for your promise in vain. [PSA 119:82] ba mak duori gț'țŋ 'they fell beneath my feet'. 

[PSA 18:38] Lit: they tried to rise but failed. Herod iee Pita gț'țŋ 'Herod made careful search, but failed to find him'. 
[ACT 12:19] Colloc: gț'țŋ lakir ‘couldn't unstick’. 

gț'țŋǫ   See main entry: gț'țŋ. fail. 

gț'țŋid   See main entry: gț'țŋ. fail. 

gț'țŋidi   See main entry: gț'țŋ. fail. 

gț'țŋidnǫ   See main entry: gț'țŋ. fail. 

gț'țŋir   See main entry: gț'țŋ. fail. 

gț'țŋnǫ   See main entry: gț'țŋ. fail. 

-gț'țs   See main entry: -gț'țg. unripe. 

gțl   Variant: gul [N, OT]; gol; gțlib. v. to sketch, draw, dye. Lin da gțl si'em ka bada pamm bǫ la kǫ ka o baŋ ye 

li anǫ na'ayir. The way it was decorated and the many shrines showed him that it was the chief's house. [Trouble] 
Oholiyab ... an onǫ kpi'ed daad nǫ kuga, ka mi' la'ad la na gțl si'em 'Oholiab ... a craftsman and designer'. 

[EXO 28:23] Ya da ... kisi ya niŋgbina gțl si'elnama. 'Do not cut your bodies ... or put tattoo marks on yourselves.'. 
[LEV 19:28] Nidib anaasi daa bǫ nidib bǫdegț la tuon, ka mǤr gbanlabisa ka li gțli-gțl. Four people were 
before a lot of people and had posters. [AIDS-I] Note: big papers that had pictures on O da nyǫ dap ka ba gțli baa tabil 

dǤkpin 'She saw men portrayed on a wall. [EZK 24:13] Kǫl ka o anǫ onǫ mi' sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ kțntzǫn'ug 

nǫ kțnt, nǫ fuud gțlib tțțma Let him be someone who knows how to design gold, silver, bronze and iron, and 
fabrics. [2CH 2:7] Colloc: gțl footo ‘to draw, carve a picture’. O da gțl pomanganǫt footonam zin'is ayi' gilig 

buos la zugin ka li vǫnl. 'He made pomegranates in two rows all round on top of ... the one pillar'. [1KI 7:18] 
Sim: gțlis ‘write’.  See: gțlțg; gțlis. 
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gțlib   See main entry: gțl. draw. 

gțlimmǫ   See main entry: gțllim. aloneness. 

gțlis   Variant: gulis; gulus; gțlisi. Form: gțlisnǫ. Form: gțlisțg. v. to write. Onǫ li'ad Gaana zugdaan na'am na gțlis 

o yț'țr gaŋir gbauŋțn la ... ka teŋ zugdaan gaŋir dabisir la nam pț paae 'the candidate must be nominated 
by a document signed by himself ... on or before the day appointed as nomination day for the Presidential 
elections.'. [Constitution] Gbauŋ karțŋ wțsa mǤri li saafi ka fț ya'a m paami li fț na nyaŋi n karim tituaa ka 

gțlis sț'țŋa. Every reading book has its key, and if you grasp it you will be able to read and write it well. [Asaasim 

[end]] Note: reading saafi for saafua [TN] Ba nǤknǫ kțnt kanǫ pțlțmmi gțlis 'is written with an iron pen'. [JER 17:1] 
nidiba ayi' banǫ mǤr gaŋir gbana mǫn ka an kpǫǫmnam mǫ na gțlisi ba yțda '(signed by himself) and by at 

least two persons'. [Constitution] O da gțlisnǫ gbigima nǫ na'araad nǫ Kerubnam footo niŋ kțnt lamma la zug. 
'On the panels between the uprights were lions, bulls and cherubim'. [1KI 7:29] Lit: he inscribed ... pictures on the 
metal panels. Karțŋ nǫ gțlisțg pțțgin ka ya'am bǫ. It is in reading and writing that wisdom is to be found. 
[Asaasim] ba karim namba la bǫǫ gțlisțg dinǫ bǫ mita la pțțgin they read the number or writing which is in the 

meter. [Electricity] Colloc: gțlis footo ‘to draw, carve a picture’. O da gțlisnǫ gbigima nǫ na'araad nǫ Kerubnam 

footo niŋ kțnt lamma la zug. 'on these panels were portrayed lions, oxen, and cherubim'. [1KI 7:29] 
Colloc: gțlisțgțn ‘in/to/from writing’. Lin mǫn yitnǫ karțŋ nǫ gțlisțgțn na. And this comes from reading and 
writing. [Asaasim] Syn: sǤb2; Sim: gțl ‘draw’; Cpart: karim ‘read’. Karțŋ nǫ gțlisțg pțțgin ka ya'am bǫ. It is in 
reading and writing that wisdom is to be found. [Asaasim] 

gțlisi   See main entry: gțlis. write. 

gțlisnǫ   See main entry: gțlis. write. 

gțlisțg   See main entry: gțlis. write. 

gțllim   Variant: gullim; gullum; gțllimm; gțlimmǫ. n. aloneness. Biis banǫ ka ba mu'as bin'isim gțllim n ti paae 

nwadis ayuobț la, biban mǤr laafi sțŋ Children who are only suckled on milk for the first six months, those 

children have good health. [Breastfeeding] Man yǫlsțmmǫ zu'oe si'em la, ziri pț ma'ada, man gțllim nar. My 
goodness is so great, no lie is being told, I alone am correct. [Trees] AlazugǤ, ti pț bǫ ti gțllim ti yadda niŋirin la. 
So we are not alone in our faith. [Bible-Study] Yimi kpǫla; basimi Amalek dim la gțllim 'Go away and leave the 
Amalekites'. [1SA 15:6] ba wțsa zǤǤ widigi keŋ Juda nǫ Samaria sț'țlim ni, ka tțmtțmnib la gțllim kpǫlim 'all 

except the apostles were scattered over the country districts of Judaea and Samaria'. [ACT 8:1] Gaansțg anǫ 

gaansțg tuuma dim tțțm gțllimm, banǫ na baŋ gaansțg la bǫn. 'All electoral functions shall be performed 
by the Electoral Commission. Such functions shall include the determination of electoral boundaries.'. [Constitution] 
Colloc: gțllimnǫ(ǫ) ‘only, alone’. Di si'al ya, Adu, fț ka' fț gțllimnǫ. It's OK, Adu, you are not alone. [Trouble] 
piemim nu'us nǫ m zug, ka ka' m nǤba gțllimnǫǫ 'do not wash only my feet, then! Wash my hands and head, 
too!'. [JHN 13:9] Sim: kǤn', -yimmir. 

gțllimm   See main entry: gțllim. aloneness. 

gțlțg   Variant: gulug. Form: gțn1. Variant: gun. n. drawing, design. See: gțl. 

gțmm   Variant: gumm. id. in heaps. Ba la'as sțmkpin la digil gțmm. They gathered the groundnut leaves in a heap. [MA] 
Sim: kuda-kuda, dțțr, kțk32. 

gțmpțzǫnya   See main entry: gumpțzǫnr. duck. 

gțn1   See main entry: gțlțg. design. 

gțn2   See main entry: gțn-gțn. different. 

gțnbid   n. sprouting, "growth on malt" (MA). Gțnbid yi kpǫya la ni The growth has come on the pito malt. [MA] 

gțnbil   Variant: gunbil. v. to blow (wind does). Sisi'em țgnǫ uusțg na gțnbil nidib la. The storm carried dust and 

surrounded the people. [MA] 

gțn-gțn   Variant: gțn2; gun; gțnni; gunni; gțnnǫ. id. different, separate, apart. li anǫ ti gțn-gțn la'as tțțm ye ti la'as 

nǤǤr yinne tțm it is that all we different people should work together to act in a Cooperative. [Bible-Study] fț ziim 

la faaǫn ninsaal buudi wțsa nǫ pian'ad gțn-gțn nǫ buudi gțn-gțn la'an nǫ sț'țlim gțn-gțn 'with your 
blood you purchased men for God from every tribe and language and people and nation'. [REV 5:9] Yin la da pț 
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mǤri fț gțn suak zin'iga. The house didn't have your own private place. [Shoeshine-Boy] Gaŋim Barnabas nǫ Saul 

ka ba bǫǫ ba gțnni 'Choose Barnabas and Saul to be set apart. [ACT 13:2] yir kanǫ lal sǫnnǫ kipi wțț gțțdiŋ nǫ, 

amaa fț ya'a miri li tiig wțsa zi'inǫ o gțnnǫ a house which is far is like a thicket, but if you come near, its every 
tree is separate. [Bible-Study] Ka nwadbibis vǫnlim mǫ bǫǫ li gțnni. Hali nwadbibis la sțțgin ba vǫnlim bǫ 

gțn-gțn. 'the stars (have) a different beauty; and even among stars there are different kinds of beauty'. [1CO 15:41] 

gțn'   Variant: gun'. v. to mature, be ready. Note: [e.g. tubers] 

gțnnǫ   See main entry: gțn-gțn. different. 

gțnni   See main entry: gțn-gțn. different. 

gțnya   See main entry: gțțnr. black ant hill. 

gțog   Variant: guug. Form: gțțd2. Variant: guud. n. ant [sp.] 

Gțris   See main entry: Gțrțŋ. Kasena. 

gțrț   n. a stop. Ka Nimo kpǫn niŋ gțrț, ka fǫndigi zǤtti lǫbidi ba yaan la. And Nimo suddenly stopped, and turned 
and ran back to their houses. [Trouble] 

gțrțg   Variant: gorug; gțrțgț; gțrțgǤǤ. n. the upper back. Ka saa tu'asi mad o nu'us nǫ o gțrțg. And the raindrops 

made his legs and upper back wet. [Trouble] nintaŋ nam pț tțlig teŋ la ka fț gțrțg mǫ nam pț si'iŋ zabirǫ the 

sun hasn't yet warmed the earth and your back hasn't started to ache yet. [Trouble] Jehu da tǫk o tiraugț tǤn ka li 

gban'e Joram gțrțgț gaadi kțns o susțnya 'Then Jehu drew his bow and shot Joram between the shoulders. 
The arrow pierced his heart'. [2KI 9:24] Diem ya'a ye fț wa'am gțrțgǤǤ, fț wa'adnǫ. If father-in-law says you 
should dance the with a hunchback, then you dance. [Proverb 199] Sim: siaa ‘'waist' [Gh.],  lower back, lumbar 

region’. Yaro n da kuod o kooko pǤǤgțn nǫ sț'țraug la, o siaa nǫ o gțrțg da zabidnǫ As Yaro was tending 
his cocoa farm with a cutlass, his 'waist' and back were paining. [Trouble] 

gțrțgǤǤ   See main entry: gțrțg. upper back. 

gțrțgț   See main entry: gțrțg. upper back. 

Gțrțŋ   Variant: Gɔrʋŋ. Form: Gțris. Variant: Gɔris. n.pr. a Kasena person. Dagbam, Goris nǫ banǫ bǫ wțsa. Dagombas, 

Kasena and anyone else. [Asaasim] 

gțya   See main entry: gțțr2. kola. 

gua   Form: guod. Form: guodnǫ. Form: guob. v. to date, have a romantic relationship with sb. Note: 'flirt' in the General 

English, not Ghanaian sense Fț ya'a ye fț gua Na'ab pu'a ka o za'as o yisif nǫ yǫllin. If you say you want to date 

the Chief's wife and she refuses, she is getting you out of trouble. [Asaasim  Proverb  =  :] Fț ya'a gua Na'ab Pț'a fțn 

on tțgțlim o pțțg. 'You might as well be hung for a sheep as a lamb.'. [Asaasim  Proverb  revised by MA] Lit: If you 
say you're going to romance the Chief's wife, you just go ahead and impregnate her.. Atiig nǤŋ puab guob. Atiig 
like dating women. [MA] Balǫrțg tǤn'Ǥnǫ o ma dǤǤg saame guod. The ugly man is [only] able to flirt with his 

mother's guests. [Proverb 081] Na'akimbil la guodnǫ bipuŋ la ye o mǤr o kul. The young lad is dating the girl 
intending to bring her to his home. [MA] 

guan   See main entry: gǤǤndim. roaming. 

guan1   See main entry: gǤn1. travel. 

guan2   See main entry: gun'a. thorn. 

gubil1   Variant: gubili1. v. to hit, strike upon sth. Pu'ab la daa bǫǫ ani bț'țd ki la, sisi'epiliŋ daa kpǫn kǤna gubili ba 

zin'ig wțsa. When the women were there threshing, suddenly a whirlwind broke out and engulfed them all. [MA] 
sisi'etita'ar ... kpǫn gubil yir la ka li luu bțțli ba ka ba kpi 'suddenly a mighty wind swept in ... and struck the 
four corners of the house. It collapsed on them and they are dead'. [JOB 1:19] 

gubil2   Variant: gubul; gubili2; gubuli. v. to overgrow, choke (by growing over). GǤn'Ǥs nǫ mǤǤd na yii gubili ba 

bimbima la. 'Thorns and weeds will grow up over their altars.'. [HOS 10:8] 

gubili1   See main entry: gubil1. hit. 

gubili2   See main entry: gubil2. overgrow. 
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gubul   See main entry: gubil2. overgrow. 

gubuli   See main entry: gubil2. overgrow. 

gudib   See main entry: gur1. guard, wait for. 

gudig   Variant: gudiga; gudigi; gudigimmǫ. Form: gudigid. Form: gudigidnǫ. Form: gudigimini. v. 1 • to stir sth. up 

(as water), be stirred up. niigi la (kț lǫn) nǤki ba nǤba gudig ka li kilim bian'arǫ 'no longer to be ... muddied by 
the hoofs of cattle'. [EZK 32:13] O da pian' ya ka atǫuk ku'om gudig ka țkid ku'opila agǤla. 'For he spoke and 
stirred up a tempest that lifted high the waves.'. [PSA 107:25] li na gudigi dțț agǤla ka lǫn lǫb teŋin 'it will be 

stirred up and then sink'. [AMO 8:8] Dau la sțm la da gudigim nǫ ka m maligin tțm hali. The man's kindness 
stirred me up and I worked all the harder. [Shoeshine-Boy] Manǫ aan ya ZugsǤb Wina'am onǫ gudigid atǫuk ka li 

ku'opila duosid agǤla. 'I am the Lord your God; I stir up the sea and make its waves roar.'. [ISA 51:15] O ya'a tans, 

ku'om linǫ bǫǫ agǤl la gudigidnǫ 'When he speaks in the thunder the waters in the heavens are in tumult'. [JER 

10:13] Ban sǤnsid Ama yǫl la gudiga Adu nǫ ka o bǤǤd ye o kaae o zua la. The fact that they were conversing 
about Ama stirred Adu and he wanted to visit his friend. [Trouble] Note: this author adds an -a to the end of a word 

preceding any word beginning with  a- , not just numerals Filistia dima gțdigimini ya mǫŋ! 'Be strong, Philistines!'. 

[1SA 4:9] sǫǫ nyǤ'Ǥs zǤǤnd tiisin la, li anǫ gțdigir nǫ paŋ zanbin. the smoke had to swirl round the trees, which 
was a sign of its effectiveness and power. [Trouble] Sim: gbǫndig. 
2 • to incite antagonism, stir up strife. 

gudiga   See main entry: gudig. stir up, incite. 

gudigi   See main entry: gudig. stir up, incite. 

gudigid   See main entry: gudig. stir up, incite. 

gudigidnǫ   See main entry: gudig. stir up, incite. 

gudigimini   See main entry: gudig. stir up, incite. 

gudigimmǫ   See main entry: gudig. stir up, incite. 

gue   See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'   Variant: gu'u. Form: gu'nǫ. Form: gu'ud2. Variant: gu'udi. Form: gu'udnǫ. Form: gu'um!. Variant: gu'umi!. 

Form: gu'ub. Variant: gu'ubi. v. to hold onto, guard, wait. 'Nwadbil wțsa kanǫ bǫ saŋgbauŋțn la bǤǤdi ...' O 

gu'. Every star in the sky wants ...' –  he stopped. [Trouble] Ba ǫǫnti wiknǫ kuom n gu' ku'o-nuud. They draw 
water in advance of thirst. [Asaasim  Proverb] SǤ' ya'a pț siak ye ba kad teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la basǫ ka mǤ ye o gu' 

lii o pț tțm bǫ'ǫdǫ. 'Citizens may exercise popular participation In the administration of justice'. [Constitution] 
Lit: if someone opposes overthrow of the constitution and struggles to resist it, he is not doing wring. M na yi, 

nwǫnǫ man ǫǫnti yit si'em la, ka dammi m mǫŋ ka si'el kț gu' ma 'I'll go out as before and shake myself free.'. 

[JDG 16:20] Lit: shake myself and nothing will impede me. ligidkanǫ ka o ka o su'a gu' yǫlpakir daar yǫla la 
moneys which have been deposited against contingencies. [Constitution] rǤba ta'ada ye di niŋ wala gu' ka bugum 

da paafǤ? how do rubber or plastic shoes protect you from the electricity? [Electricity] kǫlli ka ti ... pid kțnt 

balaŋir linǫ an ti'ir linǫ an faangir la gu' ti zut 'We must wear ... our hope of salvation as a helmet'. [1TH 5:8] O 

na ye mǤǤg nǫ Atǫuk la gu' ba nǫ. he will say they 'are closed in by the desert'. [EXO 14:3] Li anǫ ti tțțm ye ti gu' 

pu'asada nǫ na'akimmi yit suobanǫ dǤl la ni. It is our responsibility to discourage young women and men from 
these behaviours. [Smoking] (ba) da la'as taaba lǤ'Ǥŋ Joodan kǤldaug la gu' Jezireel bǤn'Ǥgin la (they) 
'encamped in the valley of Jezreel'. [JDG 6:33] Gbauŋ nwa ni pa'an ...nidi na gu'u o mǫŋ nǫ EES ban'as la si'em. 
This book teaches ... how a person can protect themselves from the AIDS disease. [AIDS-Azuur] kțnsib sțm yǫla 

aan: kțnsi gu'u ban'as an bǤ? the reasons immunisation is good are: what are the diseases that an injection 
prevents? [Immunisation] Boye ma n da nyǫ o zua la ka kpǫn'ǫd na ye o pț'țs o nǫ si'ir la da gu'nǫ, ka gț'țŋi 

zi'e. Boye's mother who saw her friend and was coming in expecting to greet her stopped, and didn't come in but 
just stood still. [Trouble] ba gu'unǫ suoraad banǫ ken Sekǫm la kțțd nidib they watch the roads that lead to 
Shechem and kill people. [HOS 6:9] ti ZugsǤb Wina'am la gu'uf ka fț pț yis ziim ka mǫ pț yǤ bǫ'ǫdi lǫbis nǫ fț 

mǫŋ nu'usǫ 'the Lord has kept you ... from bloodshed and from avenging yourself with your own hands'. [1SA 25:26] 
dinǫ ka o gu'ud la yi yiŋ what he was concealing was coming out into the open. [Trouble] Lina ni ka biig la na 

paam bin'iskanǫ tigid o ka mǤr tǫbisim, li ya'a ti wa'ae naarin la da gu'od o. In that way the baby will get 
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enough milk to satisfy it and gains weight: if it is going on to the end, don't prevent it. [Breastfeeding] Ba da lǫm 

maal zi'esa linǫ ba'a daad banǫ gu'ud fubanǫ gilig zak la 'the bases for the surrounding courtyard'. [EXO 38:31] 
Lit: the stands which secure the uprights ('sticks') which secure the cloths which .... Banǫ gu'ud la da di'esid nǫ 

taaba. 'Guard duty was divided into assigned periods, one after another.'. [1CH 26:16] O da nǤk soogiakpǫǫmnam 

banǫ sț'oe nidib kǤbig-kǤbig nǫ Kar dim nǫ banǫ gu'ud 'He took with him the commanders of hundreds, the 

Carites, (and) the guards'. [2KI 11:19] Di sțŋidnǫ bu'od bugum la paŋ ka di pț gu'udi li nyainǫ. They help to 
reduce the force of the electricity but are not a complete protection. [Electricity] Siig Kasi la gu'udi ti sțntaana 

gban'abǫ'ǫdin la. The Holy Spirit protects us from Satan's evil plans. [Bible-Study] Mǫ fț zaŋi gu'udi gu' on nǫ o 

yidim nǫ on mǤr si'el wțsa? 'You have always protected him and his family and everything he owns.'. [JOB 1:10] li 
gu'udnǫ dian'ad linǫ wțsa tisid biig la saan nǫ wisieba o bǫllim pțțgin it protects against all types of dirt that 
will give the child diarrhoea and sicknesses in its life. [Breastfeeding] Note: text and translation corrected by MA 
Wina'am gu'um nyǤvțkaŋa, gu'um bikaŋa nǫ yǫlbǫ'ǫd kanǫ na paae o. God protect this life, protect this child 

from any evil that may threaten him. [Trouble] Gu'umi ya teŋ la zaŋguoma la! Guard the walls of your town! [NAM 

2:1] Ban'as gu'ub kțnsib la kțțdnǫ bunvțbanǫ ta'asid ban'as niŋgbiŋin la Vaccination kills the organisms 
that bring diseases into the body. [Immunisation-II.] Lit: injection for protection against diseases. Linǫ na ta'as gu'ub 

la anǫ daamțg si'a ya'a lu teŋin la na 'A state of emergency may be declared in circumstances including natural 

disaster.'. [Constitution] Ban'a la gu'ubi an si'em. How the disease is prevented. [Trachoma] Colloc: gu'ub 

zaŋguom1 ‘siege-works [in the Bible]’. o kț ...  nyaŋi mǫ' gu'ub zaŋguommi giŋi li 'He will not ... build a 
siege ramp against it.'. [ISA 37:33] Caus: gu'ul; Mult: gu'us. Etym: OVN *GU ; vc2 *da. See: a-gu'u-mǫŋ; gu'ud; 

gu'ur; gu'us; mǫŋgu'ub. 

gu'a   Form: gu'os2. Form: gu'osi. n. a hook, fishhook. m na nǤki m gu'a la ga' fț nyǤnya 'I will put my hook in your 

nose'. [1KI 19:28] Ba da nǤk gu'osi gban'e o tǫǫg o mǤri keŋ Egipt teŋin 'they dragged him off with hooks to 
Egypt'. [EZK 19:4] Colloc: lǤs gu'a ‘cast a hook (for fish)’. kem lǤs gu'a bǫuŋin la ka fțn gban'e ziiŋ si'a yiiga la, 

fțn ya'am o nǤǤr ka fț na nyǫ anzurifa la'af 'go and cast a line in the lake; take the first fish you catch, open its 
mouth, and you will find a silver coin'. [MAT 17:27] tțțmbǫ'ǫd dim la yț'țn tǫǫdi ba dț'țsid nǫ gu'os 'The 
wicked haul them up with hooks'. [HAB 1:15] Ziiŋgban'adib na kaasid ka nyǤn, banǫ lǤsid gu'os nǫ banǫ mǤr 

zulis nǫ asau gban'ad zimi 'The fishermen will groan and lament, all who cast hooks ... those who throw nets on 
the water'. [ISA 19:8] 

gu'ad   See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'e   See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'e   See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'em   See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'nǫ   See main entry: gu'. wait. 

gu'nǫ2   See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'od   See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'oda   See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'odiŋ  n. a sieve. O mǤr gu'odiŋ linǫ an san'auŋ la gu'osid tǫǫns wțsa 'He shakes the nations in the sieve of 

destruction'. [ISA 30:28] InvNinst: gu'os. See: gu'os. 

gu'odnǫ  See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'oe   Variant: gu'e; gu'e; gue. Form: gu'nǫ2. Form: gu'od. Variant: gu'ad; gu'oda. Form: gu'odnǫ. Form: gu'om!. 

Variant: gu'omi!; gu'em. Form: gu'oya. v. to restrain. Ayaab daa gu'oe pian'ad ka bu'oe daam paas Ayaab 

didn't speak, and poured more pito. [Electricity] Ba ǫǫnti wiknǫ ku'om n gu'oe ku'onuud. They draw water to 
quench thirst. [Asaasim  Proverb] SǤ' wțsa da tǫn'ǫsi li na gu'oe tǤ' amaa li da kpa'ae nǫ hali paae hawanama 

ayuobț. Everyone thought that it would be kept brief, but it dragged on for a full six hours. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ya na ... 

gu'oe ku'om bun zin'isi'a la wțsa 'you will ... stop all their springs'. [2KI 3:19] Ka ku'od bǫǫ ziim la mǫ gu'oe ka 

bima la nyǫ laafi. And the bleeding or blood will be stopped and the mother gets better. [Breastfeeding] Note: original 

guae Ayaab daa gu'oe pian'ad ka bu'oe daam paas Ayaab stopped talking and poured out a bit more pito. 

[Electricity] M na gu'oe nyǫǫsim dim nǫ ba nyǤ'Ǥg nwǫ'ǫb la 'I will put an end to the arrogance of the haughty'. [ISA 
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13:11] ku'okanǫ naan agǤlli zǤt na la da gu'onǫ ka duoe nwǫnǫ zaŋguom nǫ lallisa 'the water from upstream 

stopped flowing. It piled up in a heap a great distance away'. [JOS 3:16] Niis mǫ gu'od bțmbula la sieba. Birds 
also damage some seedlings. [House+Farm] o nini kpa' niiŋ kanǫ nǤǤri wa'am ka o bǫǫ ani gu'od tiig wal la his 
eyes fell on a bird with a long beak who was there guarding the fruit. [Trouble] li ya'a ti wa'ae naarin la da gu'od 

ǤǤ. if it is coming to the end, don't restrain him. [Breastfeeding] Note: original gu'adu o daa saandnǫ ka li pț gu'oda 
he had diarrhœa and it wouldn't stop. [AIDS-Azuur] m nini yit ninta'am ka pț gu'oda! (oh that) my eyes were 'a 
fountain of tears'. [JER 9:1] Mǫ baŋim ye li gu'odnǫ ziim la wțț man daa yǫlif si'em And understand that it 
prevents the (flow of) blood, as I told you. [Trouble] na'ab yǫl ye ba gu'om sǤnsig la ka saa lǫb bǫog na the chief 

said that they should stop the discussion, and the rain would come back the next day. [AIDS-I] o ... yǫl ku'opila la 

ye, “Gu'om, ka an baanlimm.” 'he ... said to the waves, “Quiet! Be still!”'. [MRK 4:39] M zugdaana, m bǫlimnǫ, 

gu'omi ba! 'my lord, stop them!'. [NUM 11:28] Aaron da lǫb Moses san'an La'asțg Fuug Sțgțr za'anǤǤrin, 

bǤzugǤ tǤǤg la da gu'oya. 'Then Aaron returned to Moses at the entrance to the Tent of Meeting, for the plague 

had stopped.'. [NUM 16:50] Saŋkan la m da bia' bi'ena ka li gu'e li 'When I fixed limits for it'. [JOB 38:10] 

gu'om!   See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'omi!  See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'os1   Form: gu'osid. Form: gu'osțg. Variant: gu'osug. v. to sift, sieve. O mǤr gu'odiŋ linǫ an san'auŋ la gu'osid tǫǫns 

wțsa 'He shakes the nations in the sieve of destruction'. [ISA 30:28] Ninst: gu'odiŋ. See: gu'odiŋ. 

gu'os2   See main entry: gu'a. hook. 

gu'osi   See main entry: gu'a. hook. 

gu'osid   See main entry: gu'os1. sift. 

gu'osțg   See main entry: gu'os1. sift. 

gu'osug   See main entry: gu'os1. sift. 

gu'oya   See main entry: gu'oe. restrain. 

gu'u   See main entry: gu'. wait. 

gu'u[N]   See main entry: gț'țŋ. fail. 

gu'ub   See main entry: gu'. wait. 

gu'ubi   See main entry: gu'. wait. 

gu'ud1   Variant: gu'udǫ. Form: gu'udib. n. a guard. Bilia, zaŋi ken nwadis ayuobț nyaan pț mǤr niŋgbiŋ gu'udǫ A 

baby up to the age of six months doesn't yet have bodily defences. [Immunisation-II.] Wina'am kanǫ pț mǤr naar la 

aan fț gu'ud 'God has always been your defence'. [DEU 33:27] KǤldaug la aan o gu'ud 'The river was her defence'. 

[NAM 3:8] (o da) dǤl za'anǤkanǫ ka gu'udib bǫ la ni 'he ... went ... through the Gate of the Guards'. [2KI 11:19] 
DabǤguud la ǫǫnti zaŋnǫ kțsiig nǫ butiŋ n tis dabǤǤg biig la. The 'Grave-guardian' used to give a sickle and a 
calabash-cup to the 'child of the grave'. [Asaasim] Syn: gur2. See: gu'; dabǤgu'ud; gur2; gur1; pǤgu'ud; 

za'anǤgu'ud. 

gu'ud2   See main entry: gu'. wait. 

gu'udǫ   See main entry: gu'ud1. guard. 

gu'udi   See main entry: gu'. wait. 

gu'udib   See main entry: gu'ud1. guard. 

gu'udnǫ   See main entry: gu'. wait. 

gu'ul   Variant: gu'uli. Form: guunǫ. v. to entrust sth. to sb., give to sb. to guard/care for. Ka kasǫtib zaŋi ba fuudi gu'ul 

dasaŋ ka o yț'țr buon Saul. 'the witnesses laid their clothes at the feet of a young man named Saul.'. [ACT 7:58] 
David dǫŋi isigi gu'ul kǤnbid la nǫ kǤnbkem yinne 'Early in the morning David left the flock with a shepherd'. 
[1SA 17:20] anǤ'Ǥnǫ na gu'uli ya nǫ kpan'am linǫ an sțm amǫŋa la? 'who will trust you with true riches?'. [LUK 

16:11] Ba zaŋid bțțg n gu'un nǫ nayiig. They entrust the goat to a thief. [Asaasim  Proverb] InvCaus: gu'. See: gu'. 
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gu'ul   See main entry: gț'țl. look after. 

gu'uli   See main entry: gu'ul. entrust. 

gu'uli   See main entry: gț'țl. look after. 

gu'um!   See main entry: gu'. wait. 

gu'umǫŋ   See main entry: mǫŋgu'ub. selfprotection. 

gu'umi!  See main entry: gu'. wait. 

gu'un   See main entry: gț'țl. look after. 

gu'una   See main entry: gț'țl. look after. 

gu'une   See main entry: gț'țl. look after. 

gu'uŋ   See main entry: gț'țŋ. fail. 

gu'uŋe   See main entry: gț'țŋ. fail. 

gu'uŋi   See main entry: gț'țŋ. fail. 

gu'uŋne   See main entry: gț'țŋ. fail. 

gu'ur   n. a barrier, restraining force. li anǫ gu'ur linǫ bǫ saŋa wțsa ka li kț lǤ'Ǥŋǫ it is 'a permanent boundary that it 

cannot cross'. [JER 5:22] See: gu'. 

gu'us   Variant: gu'usi; gu'usǫ. Form: gu'usnǫ. Form: gu'usid. Variant: gu'usidi; gu'usidin; gu'usida. Form: gu'usim!. 

Variant: gu'usimi!. Form: gu'usiminǫ!. Form: gu'usig. Variant: gu'usțg; gu'usug; gu'usigǤ. Form: gu'usya. v. 

1 • to wait. Albareka bǫ nǫ onǫ nyaŋi gu'us ka paae dabisa tusir nǫ kǤbistan' nǫ pistan' nǫ anu bǫn la 

(1,335). 'Blessed is the one who waits for and reaches the end of the 1,335 days.'. [DAN 12:12] M da gu'usi bi'ela 

ye m ti baŋ ye sǤ' lǫn kae. I waited a little to be sure no one was still there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Dimi diib ka gu'usi 

paae nintaŋ! Eat something, please. Wait until later in the day. [JDG 19:8] Dasaŋ la da pț gu'usǫ ka kpǫn' baŋț 

tǤ'ǤtǤ 'the young man lost no time in' getting circumcised. [GEN 34:19] Adu da gu'usnǫ ka ba bugum la mǫlim ka 

o nyaan sig. Adu was waiting till their light was out of sight before he came down. [Trouble] Ban daa gu'usid la 

ka Mpuaka yǫl Ayaab pu'a ye ba sǤsim Wina'am. While they were waiting, Mpuaka said to Ayaab's wife that 
they should pray to God. [Electricity] Daasi'erǫ ba gu'usidi ye saa la niee. Perhaps they are waiting for it to stop 
raining. [Trouble] m gu'usid nǫ suguru ka bǫog ti nie 'I waited patiently till dawn'. [ISA 38:13] ZugsǤba, m 

gu'usidi fț faangir la 'I wait for your salvation, O Lord'. [PSA 119:166] Tikakpǫǫm onǫ gu'usidin ye o wțm din 

an si'el la the Head Teacher who was waiting to hear what it was. [Trouble] Dim suguru Azumbilaa, m bǫlimnǫ 

gu'usim bi'ela ka zǫǫnd la bi'ig nǫ la Be patient, Azumbila, please wait a bit till the soup is done. [Wonderwoman] 
Ti gu'usim ka gǤs ye Elaja na kena sțŋ o, bǫǫ? 'Wait, let us see if Elijah is coming to save him!'. [MAT 27:49] 
Gu'usimi kpǫla ka ti keŋ ka lǫb na. 'Wait here for us until we come back to you.'. [EXO 24:14] li nya'aŋ la o 

gu'usțg la nwǫnǫ li ka' bǫn nǫ after that, his waiting seemed to have no end. [Trouble] O gu'usya ye o gǤs on 

nwǫdig pian'ad la tțțma. He had waited till he saw how he would give guidance on how to make the address. 

[Trouble] Colloc: Wina'am gu'usțg nǤǤr1 lǤǤb nǫ WinsǤsțg ‘fasting and prayer (Christian)’. Wina'am gu'usțg 

nǤǤr lǤǤb nǫ WinsǤsțg saŋa ti nǫ li'en o ka ti dǤl o ka bǫ nǫ o. When the time for fasting and prayer comes 
near, we follow God and are with him. [Bible-Study] 
2 • to take care. Di Nar Ye SǤ' Wțsa Gu'us O Mǫŋ Nǫ EES Ban'a La. Everyone Should Beware of AIDS. 

[AIDS-Azuur [heading]] Vț'țsțm dabisir la anǫ kasi ka li an sțm ye ya gu'us 'Observe the Sabbath, because it is 
holy to you.'. [EXO 31:14] M ya'a nyǫ mankǫǫnsi laa m na nyu'oe bugum ka gu'usi m mǫŋ tituaa ka kț paam 

yǫllǫ If I get the matches I will light a fire and be very careful and come to no harm. [Fire] Ka mǫ gu'usi ya mǫŋ ka 

ya pa'ati nyǫ makir. 'But watch yourself, or you also may be tempted.'. [GAL 6:1] ba ... mǫ pț zǤt Wina'am ka na 

gu'usǫ 'nor have they learnt reverence for God'. [ROM 3:18] Ofori da gu'usnǫ ka Adu gaad o tuon ka o nyaan dǤl. 
Ofori was careful that Adu should go in front of him and he should come along afterwards. [Trouble] Amasa da pț 

gu'usid nǫ sț'țg la bǫ Joab nu'ugin la, ka Joab kțns o pțțr ka o nyǤǤd wțsa yii 'Amasa was not on guard 
against the sword that Joab was holding in his other hand, and Joab stabbed him in the belly, and his entrails spilt 

out'. [2SA 20:10] Ba daa gu'usidi ba mǫŋ nǫ na'asaabugum la. They were careful of the electricity. [Electricity] Ti 

gu'usidi ti mǫŋ ye sǤ' da pian' bǫ'ǫd nǫ piintita'ar kanǫ ka ti tțm la yǫlaa 'We are taking care not to stir up any 
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complaints about the way we handle this generous gift.'. [2CO 8:20] Tita'alnam la tț'țdim nǫ ka pț gu'usida 'The 

arrogant mock me without restraint'. [PSA 119:51] mam pa'a pțn mamis ye fț lamis bugum la  amaa m pa'a 

gu'usidnǫ ye m baŋ sida la I already suspected that you started the fire, but I was waiting to know definitely. [Fire] 
M ZugsǤba, mam gu'usidnǫ bǤǤdi fț faangir la. 'I wait for your deliverance, Lord.'. [GEN 49:18] yanam gu'usim 

ka da kǫ ka ba wina la an linǫ na bǫndi ya 'be careful not to be ensnared by ... their gods'. [DEU 12:30] Gu'usim nǫ 

fțn mǤr bțnsi'a vțt tțba bǫǫ niŋgbiŋ lǤsi'a Be careful with certain objects you use to pierce the ears or some 
part of the body. [AIDS-I] gu'usimi fț mǫŋ ka da dǤl pu'ab yǤri-yǤrii control yourself and don't be promiscuous. 

[AIDS-Azuur] Gu'usimi fț mǫŋ sț'țŋa ka mǫ gu'us fțn pa'an si'el la sț'țŋa. 'Watch your life and doctrine 
closely.'. [1TI 4:16] Gu'usiminǫ ya mǫŋ nǫ gbauŋmi'idib banǫ bǤǤd ye ba gǤǤnd nǫ fubǫda di'ed nidib pț'țsim 

da'an la. 'Watch out for the teachers of the law. They like to walk around in flowing robes and be greeted in the 
marketplaces'. [MRK 12:38] Mǫŋ gu'usig la yǫla 'The Need to Watch'. [LUK 21:34 [heading]] banǫ zi' gu'usigǤ ka 

bugum ǫǫnti an yǫlli tisi ba it's people who don't know how to be careful that have a problem with fire. [Fire] 
3 • to guard [many]. Unit: gu'. See: gu'. 

gu'usǫ   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usi   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usid   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usida   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usidi  See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usidin   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usig   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usigǤ   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usim!   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usimi!   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usiminǫ!   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usnǫ   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usțg   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usug   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gu'usya   See main entry: gu'us. wait, take care. 

gul [N, OT]   See main entry: gțl. draw. 

gulis   See main entry: gțlis. write. 

gullim   See main entry: gțllim. aloneness. 

gullum   See main entry: gțllim. aloneness. 

gulug   See main entry: gțlțg. design. 

gulungun'ud   See main entry: gulungun'ung. mallet. 

gulungun'udi   See main entry: gulungun'ung. mallet. 

gulungun'ung   Variant: gunlingun'ug. Form: gulungun'ud. Variant: gulungun'udi. n. a heavy mallet (technical English 

name 'beetle'). Mǫǫm dțțsa gilig tempțțg la ka nǤk gulungun'udi digili gilignok gulungun'udi digili gilig ' 
Erect siege works against it' ... 'and put battering rams around it'. [EZK 4:2] o na ... la'as gulungun'ud he will 'set 
battering rams'. [EZK 21:22] 

gulus   See main entry: gțlis. write. 

gum1   Variant: gummǫ; gumme. Form: gum-2. n. 1 • a cord, yarn, wool. La'abanǫ kpǫlim la da anǫ fțrpiim nǫ gum nǫ 

kuusa nǫ hamma. The remaining items were a needle and thread, and nails and a hammer. [Shoeshine-Boy] NǤŋ 

daan fuug tigidnǫ gum ka li pț tigid ki'ibțț. The poor man's shirt has plenty of darns but not too much soap. 
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[Proverb 232] nǤk gum dinǫ an bțlț lǤǤ li tabil maanmaan zupibig la tuon 'they fastened a blue cord to it to 

attach it to the turban'. [EXO 39:31] m kț di'e si'eli yii fț san'anǫ, baa li ya'a anǫ gum bǫǫ ta'adir nwiiga 'I will 
accept nothing belonging to you, not even a thread or the thong of a sandal'. [GEN 14:23] Banǫ tțm gum tțțma 

wțsa la'an nǫ banǫ țgțd gum la ti'ir naae ya. 'Those who work with ... flax will despair, the weavers of fine 
linen will lose hope.'. [ISA 19:9] Delila gban'e o zuobid la pan'ami li ayǤpǤi nǤki naal gumme țg nǫ pien 
'Delilah took the seven braids of his head, wove them into the fabric'. [JDG 16:13] Ba pț tțm bǫǫ nwiid gummǫ. 
'they do not work, they do not spin'. [MAT 6:28] nǤk gumme kpamisi giligi li, dinǫ na kǫ ka li kț aaǫn 'There shall 
be a woven edge ... around (this opening), so that it will not tear'. [EXO 20:32] nǫ gum dinǫ an bțlț nǫ gum sțma 

dinǫ mu'oe zim-zim, nǫ gumzǫn'ǫs 'blue, purple and scarlet yarn' [in list]. [EXO 25:4] 
2 • [specifically] cotton. Note: also (by extension) kapok, flax Da yǫ fukanǫ ka ba țg gum nǫ bțnkǤnbid kǤnbidi 

gǫndig taaba la. 'Do not wear clothes of wool and linen woven together.'. [DEU 22:11] Colloc: gum-gaarig 
‘cotton-thread’. Amaa ka o kǫns nwiis la o nu'usin nwǫnǫ gum gaarig nǫ. 'But he snapped the ropes off his 
arms like thread.'. [JDG 16:12] o kǫns nwiis la nwǫnǫ gum gaarigi na li'el bugum nǫ 'he snapped the bowstrings 
just as thread breaks when fire touches it'. [JDG 16:9] Fț sakur fuug la na kpǫn ya'ae fț niŋin ala wțț 

gum-gaarisnǫ. Your school shirt hangs on your body like a lot of loose threads. [Trouble] Sim: gungum ‘kapok’. 
See: gungum. 

gum-2   See main entry: gum1. cord, cotton. 

gum-gum   See main entry: gumm-gumm. arranged. 

gumis   See main entry: guŋ [N]. kapok tree. 

gumm   id. together. Alazug kpǫǫm bama da la'as taaba gumm keŋ Na'ab la san'an 'So the administrators and the 

satraps went as a group to the king'. [DAN 6:6] Li anǫ Kristo paŋ la kǫt ka niŋgbiŋ la giinla nǫ duta tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba 

gumm 'Under Christ's control the whole body is nourished and held together by its joints and ligaments'. [COL 2:19] 
Ba kț la'asi ba kǤnba la gumm bǫǫ mumi ba their bones 'will not be gathered up or buried'. [JER 8:2] 

gumm   See main entry: gțmm. heaped. 

gummǫ   See main entry: gum1. cord, cotton. 

gumme   See main entry: gum1. cord, cotton. 

gumm-gumm   Variant: gum-gum. id. arranged in groups. Anina ka o nyǫ ka bulig bǫ mǤǤgin ka pǫ'ǫs dig 

gum-gum kpi'e bulig la zin'is atan'. 'There he saw a well in the field, with three flocks of sheep lying near it'. 

[GEN 29:2] ba yi Egipt teŋin gumm-gumm nwǫnǫ zabzabidib si'em la nwa' 'they came out of Egypt by 
divisions'. [NUM 33:1] 

gumpțzǫnr   Variant: gunzeer [N]. Form: gțmpțzǫnya. Variant: gunzeya [N]. n. a duck. Akatamog gț'țnnǫ 

gumpțzǫnya kǤbiga. Akatmog rears one hundred ducks  [N]. [MA] 
gun   See main entry: gțlțg. design. 

gun   See main entry: gțn-gțn. different. 

gunbil   See main entry: gțnbil. blow. 

gungum   Variant: guŋgum.  Note: gungum is preferred spelling Variant: gungumi; gungumne. n. kapok. Gideon duoe 

bǫkǫung alifa nǤk gungum la nwiak 'Gideon' 'rose early next day and wrung out the fleece'. [JDG 6:38] o duma 

kirid ka bțk wțț gungum nǫ every knee become as weak as water. [EZK 21:7] Lit: as cotton. Gungum la bțknǫ 

nug-nug. The cotton is very soft. [MA] o zug zuobid pǫlig wțț gungum 'the hair of his head was white like 
wool'. [DAN 7:9] Niiŋkan ma'aa tǫog ka o tǫ'ǫgi li pțțgțn nǫ gungum. This is the only bird that lines its nest 
with kapok. [Trouble] m na nǤk gungumi digil zieŋin 'I will place a wool fleece on the threshing floor'. [JDG 6:37] 
See: guŋ. 

gungumi   See main entry: gungum. kapok. 

gungumne   See main entry: gungum. kapok. 

gun'   See main entry: gțn'. mature. 

gun'a   Variant: guan2; gon'a. Form: gǤn'Ǥs. Variant: gon'os; gǤn'Ǥsi. n. a thorn, thorn tree. Acacia spp. Ba ǫǫnti fuonǫ 
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gbinin gun'a ka nyaan fuoe nǤbirin gun'a. They usually pull out the thorn in the bottom and then the one in the 

foot. [Proverb 152] pu'a la lieb gun'a o niŋgbiŋin la. the woman became a thorn in his flesh. [Trouble] Ala ka m nǤk 

gun'a tiig daadi maal daka 'So I made a box of acacia wood'. [DEU 10:3] ZǤlțg ya'a siilim siiliŋ, li nwǫnǫ 

danuudi na yǫl ye o yis gun'a o nu'ugin nǫ. 'A fool quoting a wise saying reminds you of a drunk trying to pick 
a thorn out of his hand.'. [PRO 26:9] LǤr la mǫ yulig bilia lǤbi bas gǤn'Ǥs sțțgin The lorry spilled the baby out and 
threw it into some thorns. [Trouble] Note: "I am surprised at the use of this word in this context – yulig refers to when one 

holds the bilia ’s hand or leg and spins it (the bilia) around. The right word will be just lǤb without yulig." GǤn'Ǥs kț wal 

kekamaa, ka zaaŋ mǫ kț wal ganyaa. 'you do not pick figs from thorn bushes or gather grapes from bramble 
bushes'. [LUK 6:44] gǤn'Ǥsi kțnsidi ya nini 'thorns in your eyes'. [JOS 23:13] GǤn'Ǥs nǫ bǫndis dignǫ bugusnam 

suoya ni 'In the paths of the wicked lie thorns and snares'. [PRO 22:5] Colloc: gǤn'Ǥsin ‘in(to)/from thorns’. Sieba 

kpǫn' nǫ gǤn'Ǥsin 'Some go into the thickets'. [JER 4:29] See: zapgun'a. 
gunlingun'ug  See main entry: gulungun'ung. mallet. 

gunmis   See main entry: guŋ [N]. kapok tree. 

gunna   See main entry: gunnir. sheet. 

gunni   See main entry: gțn-gțn. different. 

gunnir   Form: gunna. n. a sheet, bedsheet. M da da' gunnir nǫ zukțgir ka li an m gadțg. I bought a sheet and a pillow 

and that was my bed. [Shoeshine-Boy] Kpi'imnam ayi' dig gadțg zug ka gunna pili ba. Two corpses were lying 
on a bed, and were covered with sheets. [Trouble] 

gunzeya [N]   See main entry: gumpțzǫnr. duck. 

gunzeer [N]  See main entry: gumpțzǫnr. duck. 

guŋ [N]   Form: gunmis. Variant: gumis; guuns. n. a kapok tree. Ceiba pentandra. Note: "a tropical tree of the order Malvales 

and the family Malvaceae (previously separated in the family Bombacaceae), native to Mexico, Central America and the 
Caribbean, northern South America, and (as the variety C. pentandra var. guineensis) to tropical west Africa. Kapok is the 

most used common name for the tree" [Wikipedia] Kțgis nǫ gunmis la duoe nǫ hali lus saŋgbana la Mahoganies 

and kapoks go up so high as to cover the sky. [Trouble] Sim: vuoŋ ‘false-kapok (Bombax)’. Etym: OV1 GUM ; 
OVN GUM-GA/SI ; vc4 gu/om. See: gungum. 

guŋgum   See main entry: gungum. kapok. 

guob   See main entry: gua. date. 

guod   See main entry: gua. date. 

guodnǫ   See main entry: gua. date. 

guom   Variant: guomi. Form: guoma. n. a wall. Onǫ nwa'ae guomi kpǫn' na, waaf na dum o. 'whoever breaks through 

a wall may be bitten by a snake'. [ECC 10:8] ba bi'ela ma'aa nyaŋi zǤǤ paae ba tempțbanǫ ka ba mǫ' guoma 

gilig la pǤns 'some managed to find safety inside their city walls and were not killed'. [JOS 10:20] o mǫǫd kuga 

guoma gu'udim 'He has barred my way with blocks of stone'. [LAM 3:9] Note: by-form of Syn: zaŋguom1. 
See: zaŋguom1. 

guoma   See main entry: guom. wall. 

guomi   See main entry: guom. wall. 

guomis   See main entry: guoŋ. tree [sp.] 

guoŋ   Form: guomis. n. tree [sp.] 

gur1   Variant: guri; gura1; gurnǫ. Form: gurini. Variant: gurinnǫ. Form: gudib. v. 1 • to watch, keep watch over, watch 

out for, guard. Alakim bǤbnǫ ka gur bugum mǤnyǤ'Ǥs. Alakim-bird dresses up and looks out for 

bushfire-smoke. [Proverb 064] Tikakpǫǫm la da ... nǤk wasmaan ka o gur pǤǤg la. The Head Teacher got a 
watchman to guard the farm. [Shoeshine-Boy] soogianam pii nǫ ayuobț pțdig anaas naasi gur o sț'țŋa 'guarded 
by four groups of four soldiers each'. [ACT 12:4] ba saamnam dǤlli m baasi gur kǤnbid la their fathers went with 
my dogs to herd the flocks. [JOB 30:1] Ka ti yǫl o ye ti bǤǤd ... o guri ti ka on na'ab lǫǫ sț'oe ti wțsa. And we told 
him that we want him to look after us and he, the chief, should be responsible for us all. [Trees] Wina'am ya'a bǫ nǫ 
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m ka gurimi m ken nwa' pțțgin 'If God will be with me and will watch over me on this journey I am taking'. 

[GEN 28:20] m na keŋ gǤsi fț kǤnbid la ka guri ba ya'as 'I will go on tending your flocks and watching over them'. 
[GEN 30:31] ya kena ye ya labisi gǤs teŋ la zin'ikanǫ ka ti pț gura 'You have come to see where our land is 
unprotected.'. [GEN 42:12] Ama duoe o ma la san'an keŋ zin'ini o san'an wțț o pa'a gurinnǫ lin nǫ. Ama got up 
from beside her mother and came to sit with him, as if she had been expecting this. [Trouble] Sim: kem. Mam mǫŋ 

na kemi m kǤnbid la ka guri ba ka ba dig baanlimm. 'I myself will tend my sheep and have them lie down'. [EZK 

34:15] 
2 • wait for. Fț ya'a mi' ye fț kț zǤ ka bas nida, zi'emi gur o. If you know you won't run away from  someone, 

stand and wait for him. [Proverb 213] Ba daa paae ka nidib bǫdegț pțn bǫ sibiti la ni gur ye ba nyǫ dǤgta. They 
got there and there were already a lot of people at the hospital waiting to see the doctor. [Electricity] Nwǫnnǫ wțț 

kpaadibi ǫǫn bțt ka mǤdig si'em gur ka bunib nyaan ti paae la Like how farmers sow, and then patiently wait 
for the arrival of harvest-time. [You-Hear?] Bǫndig nǫ bțmbǤk nǫ baŋ digi gur yanam 'Terror and pit and snare 

await you'. [ISA 24:17] Ba su'a bǫnd bǫndig teŋin gur o 'On the ground a snare is hidden'. [JOB 18:10] Kpaadib 

pamm naae vaala ka guri sigir. Many farmers have finished farm-clearance and are waiting for the first rains. 

[House+Farm] guri piinkanǫ ka m Ba' da yǫli zi'el ka m yǫli ya la 'wait for the gift I told you about, the gift my 
Father promised'. [ACT 1:4] Bțnsțŋ bǤǤ bǫ tuon ka m na maal suguru gura? 'Why go on living when I have no 

hope?'. [JOB 6:11] Lit: what good thing is ahead of me that I should be patient and wait?. Li na nwǫnǫ li yuugidnǫ, 

amaa gurini li 'It may seem slow in coming, but wait for it'. [HAB 2:3] o da ... gurnǫ Wina'am na'am la 'he was 
waiting for the kingdom of God'. [LUK 23:51] Nact: gur2, gu'ud. See: gur2; gu'ud. 

gur2   Variant: gura2; guraa. Form: gurib. n. a watchman, guard, guardian. Fțn teŋ gura, yț'țŋ la na gaad saŋkanǫ? 

Teŋ guraa, yț'țŋ la na gaad saŋkanǫ? 'Watchman, what is left of the night? Watchman, what is left of the 
night?'. [ISA 21:11] Colloc: sanrega gur2 ‘prison officer’. Nidib banǫ pț nar ye ba kpǫn' bǫǫ ba zi'enǫ li'a 

teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ na'am la anǫ:- Teŋinna'anam nǫ pțlis nǫ sanriga gurib 'Other persons who are not 
eligible for Parliamentary elections are Chiefs and members of the following public services: the Police Service, 
the Prisons Service.'. [Constitution] InvNact: gur; Syn: gu'ud, wasmaan, yigur. See: gur1; yigur. 

gura1   See main entry: gur1. guard, wait for. 

gura2   See main entry: gur2. guardian. 

guraa   See main entry: gur2. guardian. 

guri   See main entry: gur1. guard, wait for. 

gurib   See main entry: gur2. guardian. 

gurini   See main entry: gur1. guard, wait for. 

gurinnǫ   See main entry: gur1. guard, wait for. 

gurnǫ   See main entry: gur1. guard, wait for. 

guya   See main entry: gțțr2. kola. 

gțțd1   Variant: gțțdi. v. to strut, walk proudly. Yaro da tțmmǫ hali ka Appiah onǫ nǤk o la yț'țn gțțd ka yǫt ye on 

ienǫ namis ka nyaan nyǫ o. Yaro worked so hard that Appiah who had taken him on was walking proudly whilst 

saying that he searched hard before could find him. [Trouble] o paam ligidi bǫdegț yț'țn da' fupaala gțțdi gin 
He got plenty of money and now bought new clothes and walking around proudly. [Wonderwoman] Ba da ye m 

gțțdnǫ ka an nimpțnan. They said I am walking proudly around and am disrespectful. [Trouble] 

gțțd2   See main entry: gțog. ant [sp.] 

gțțdi   See main entry: gțțd1. strut. 

gʋʋdig   See main entry: gțțdiŋ. edging. 

gțțdiŋ  Variant: gțțdiŋi; gʋʋdig; goondig. Form: gțțdis. Variant: goondis. n. a raised parapet, ridge, border, corner. lin yi 

gțțdiŋ kanǫ pǤǤd la ni paae linǫ bǫdim la ni 'from the smaller ledge up to the larger ledge'. [EZK 43:14] maal 

gțțdiŋ ka li duoe gǤla nwǫnǫ iila nǫ maan daka la kpikpǫmis anaasi la ni 'Make a horn at each of the four 
corners'. [EXO 27:2] Lit: make a corner that goes up high like horns on the four corners of the sacrifice box. Fț ya'a 

mǫ' yir, fțn maalim gțțdiŋi gilig yir la zug ka sǤ' kț lii anina kpi ka taal bǫ yin la. 'When you build a new 
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house, make a parapet around your roof so that you may not bring the guilt of bloodshed on your house if someone 

falls from the roof.'. [DEU 22:8] li gțțdis duoe agǤla nwǫnǫ iila nǫ 'Its projections at the four corners formed one 
piece with it.'. [EXO 27:35] Note: 'horns' [other versions] 

gțțdiŋi   See main entry: gțțdiŋ. edging. 

gțțdis   See main entry: gțțdiŋ. edging. 

gțțgidnǫ   See main entry: gțțng. lift.  

gțțma   See main entry: gțțŋ. 'willow'. 

gțțng   Variant: gțțngi; guungi. Form: gțțngid. Form: gțțgidnǫ. Form: gțțngim!. v. to lift sth. O ǫǫnti gțțngi li teŋin 

la ka li pț tǤiya,  ka o sțn'țli li o dum zug yiiga She would lift it up from the ground with ease, and first balance 
it on her knee. [Trouble] 

gțțngi   See main entry: gțțng. lift.  

gțțngid   See main entry: gțțng. lift.  

gțțngim!   See main entry: gțțng. lift.  

gțțnlțŋ   See main entry: guunlim. mould. 

gțțnlțŋț   See main entry: guunlim. mould. 

gțțnr   Variant: guur [W]. Form: gțnya. n. a black-ant, black-ant hill. "black ant with a slightly big head" [MA]. Zaŋim 

tinya'a niŋ gțțnrin la. Take the herbs and put them on the black-ant hill. [MA] 

gțțŋ   Variant: gooŋ. Form: gțțma. n. a shrub of valleys and wetlands, lily. Sarcocephalus latifolius. O da sǫǫ li wțț 

gțțŋ nǫ kpi'el zin'ikanǫ ka ku'om zu'oe He planted it like a willow by abundant water'. [EZK 17:5] 
Sim: kǤlgțțmir. See: kǤlgțțmir. 

gțțr1   Variant: goor; guur; gțțri. n. 1 • shore. Man da buug ku'omin la m siaa bǫnnǫ dț gțțr. I waded in the water up 

to my waist and reached the shore. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li da kpǫlim bi'ela ka Nimo dț gțțr I little later Nimo came 

ashore. [Trouble] Ka ba mǤr anrima la dț'țs gțțr 'They pulled the boats up on the beach'. [LUK 5:11] zimi ... pǫ'ǫl 

sau la. Ka ba tǫǫgi li dț'țs gțțr ka gaans ziiŋ sțma la su ba gǤna ni fish filled the net 'the fishermen pulled 
it up on the shore. Then they sat down and collected the good fish in baskets'. [MAT 13:47-48] Piing bǫnǫ ku'om 

saŋa pamm ka lǫǫ dțt gțțri Ǥnbid yam. A hippopotamus is mostly in the water but sometimes come out to 

graze/eat grass. [MA] Sim: gbǫog. 
2 • land. Note: [not sea] sǤ' ya'a yi ani kpǫn' anrțŋ bǫǫ dǤlnǫ gțțri wa'ae Room teŋin li lalnǫ hali galis if 
someone came from there by ship or went on land to get to the city of Rome, it was a very long way. [Bible Glossary 

[under 'Room']] 
gțțr2   Variant: guur [N]; goor. Form: gțya. Variant: guya; goya. n. a kola-nut, kola. Nidib yǫt ye gțțr bǤtț ligidi gat 

kooko nǫ wțț nǤǤr atan' gba. People said that the price of a bag of kola is three times that of cocoa. [Trouble] Ba 

zǤnǫ sig Ghana teŋir (nyaŋțn) ka li ka'anǫ ba nyǫ ligidi kooko ni ma'anǫ,  amaa ba la'an pi'isidnǫ gțțr. 
They escaped down to lower (south) Ghana, not just to get money from cocoa(-farming), but also picking cola. 

[Trouble] Note: original spelling gțr – is my correction right? (TN) Ba da buon nǫ'ǫŋa nǫ ye diib pǤǤd, din bǫ li kǤn' 

nǫ kooko pǤǤd linǫ ka ba kuod gțțr la. They called these the 'food farms', in distinction to the 'cocoa farms' 
where they grew the kola. [Trouble] Etym: OVN *GU-DI/A ; GS1 *K²O ; vc1 *gu/go . 

gțțri   See main entry: gțțr1. shore, land. 

guud   See main entry: gțog. ant [sp.] 

guug   See main entry: gțog. ant [sp.] 

guunǫ   See main entry: gu'ul. entrust. 

guungi   See main entry: gțțng. lift.  

guunlim   Variant: gțțnlțŋ; gțțnlțŋț. n. mould, mildew. Amaa ba ya'a pie fuug la ka guunluŋ la lǫn nie ya'as, ban 

nyu'omi li. 'Then, if the mildew reappears, it is spreading again, and the owner shall burn the object.'. [LEV 13:57] 
Bama an zi'ela zaŋi ken guunluŋț na bǫ fuudin. 'This, then, is the law about mildew on clothing'. [LEV 13:59] 
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guuns   See main entry: guŋ [N]. kapok tree. 

guur   See main entry: gțțr1. shore, land. 

guur [N]   See main entry: gțțr2. kola. 

guur [N]   See main entry: gțțnr. black ant hill. 

GB  -  gb 

gba   Variant: gba'; gbaa. ptc. even, also. lin ka m mǤr la gba kț tigi ma, kem ie diib even what I have does not satisfy 

me, go and find some food. [Jealousy] PǤbanǫ ka m kuod la gba anǫ o sǤb bțn. Even the farms I work belong to 
that fellow. [Trouble] SǤ' da pț pian'ad nǫ ma, hali m ya'a pț'țsi ba gba, ba pț siakida. Nobody would speak 
to me, and even if I greeted them they wouldn't respond. [Shoeshine-Boy] Hali tiig gba mǤr ti'ir 'At least there is 

hope for a tree. [JOB 14:7] Ka nimbaanlig gban'a o Goma yǫla, hali nǫ o sid gba. She felt sorry for Goma, and 
also her husband. [Trouble] Ka li malis nidib la wțsa, nǫ Saul mǫŋ kpǫǫmnam la gba. 'This pleased all the 
people, and Saul's officers as well.'. [1SA 18:5] Ama mǫŋ zi' bǫllim la na an si'em tis o gbaa. Ama herself didn't 
know what life would be like for her. [Trouble] Sim: mǫ. 

gbada   See main entry: gba'ar1. defilement. 

gbadaa  See main entry: gba'ar1. defilement. 

gba'   See main entry: gba. even. 

gba'   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gba'a-   See main entry: gba'ar1. defilement. 

gba'ar1   Variant: gba'arǫ; gba'are; gba'arǫǫ; gba'aree. Form: gbada. Form: gbadaa. Form: gba'ar-2. Variant: gba'a-. n. 

defilement. Gaana nid kanǫ ka' gba'ar ka li gu' o na mǤr suor ka o zi'eni li'a zi'ela zǤŋ na'am. 'All citizens of 
Ghana of eighteen years and above and of sound mind are entitled to be registered as voters and have the right to 

vote.'. [Constitution] o ...  na zi'eli ya ka ya an kasi Wina'am tuon ka ya kț lǫm mǤr gba'ar bǫǫ taalǫ 'he may 
bring you into his own presence, holy and without blame or blemish'. [COL 1:22] Maan linǫ mǤr gba'ar yǫla 
'Blemished Sacrifices'. [MAL 1:6 [heading]] Da kǫ ka sǤ' nyǫǫ fț gba'arǫ. Don't let anyone find fault with you. 

[Trouble] kǫl ka banǫ pț mǤr gba'are ba sțnya ni la zun'e o 'let all the upright in heart praise him!'. [PSA 64:10] Da 

kǫ ka sǤ' zǫrig o tiraan bǫǫ nyǫǫ o gba'arǫ 'Let no one accuse the people or reprimand them'. [HOS 4:4] Suor kae 

ka ba faaǫn sǤ' arezaki tis sǤ' ka li ya'a ka'anǫ gba'ari bǫǫ. 'No property of any description or interest in or right 
over any property shall be compulsorily taken possession of or acquired by the state without reasonable 

justification;'. [Constitution] Da mǤri gba'ari ya ZugsǤb Wina'am la tuonnǫ. 'You must be blameless before the 
Lord your God.'. [DEU 18:13] Wina'am n da nyǫ ka nidib la mǤr gbada la zug, ka o yǫl ... 'God found fault with 
the people and said ... '. [HEB 8:8] Nimbama anǫ banǫ mǤr gbada 'These men are blemishes'. [JUD 1:12] o ya'am 

bǤǤd banǫ pț mǤr gbadaa 'he delights in those whose ways are blameless'. [PRO 11:20] gba'arkan defilement 
which. M pț nyǫ gba'asi'a dau nwa' nii. 'I find no basis for a charge against this man.'. [LUK 23:4] 

gba'ar-2   See main entry: gba'ar1. defilement. 

gba'arǫ   See main entry: gba'ar1. defilement. 

gba'are   See main entry: gba'ar1. defilement. 

gba'arǫǫ   See main entry: gba'ar1. defilement. 

gba'aree   See main entry: gba'ar1. defilement. 

gba-gba   Variant: gba-gba-gba. id. (shiver) violently. Note: in the Colloc: kirid gba-gba(-gba) ‘shiver violently’. 
Saŋkan la fț nu'ubanǫ daa mǤr paŋ la na kirid gba-gba 'Then your arms, that have protected you, will tremble'. 
[ECC 12:3] Ka Isaak kirid gba-gba-gba 'Isaac trembled violently'. [GEN 27:33] 

gba-gba-gba   See main entry: gba-gba. violently. 

gbal   Form: gbala. v. a zana mat. Ba țgid gbala mǤri pin ya'. They weave zana mats and use them to roof houses. [MA] 
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Saŋa kanǫ gaad la, kpaadib ya'a da bun ki ba mǤri gbala ligin amaa nannanna, ba mǤri tapooli ligin. In the 
past when farmers harvested millet, they covered it with zanamats but now they use tarpaulin. [MA] 

gbala   See main entry: gbal. zana mat. 

gbampun'ug  Form: gbampun'us. n. shrub [sp.] 

gbampun'us   See main entry: gbampun'ug. shrub [sp.] 

gbaN-   See main entry: gbauŋ. skin, book, 'skins', studies. 

gbana   See main entry: gbauŋ. skin, book, 'skins', studies. 

gbanaa   See main entry: gbauŋ. skin, book, 'skins', studies. 

gbandaa   adv. in a row. Banǫ ka ba kțț ba la da dig nǫ gbandaa Siaaram suorin la ti paae Gaf nǫ Ekron. 'Their dead 
were strewn along the Shaaraim road to Gath and Ekron. [1SA 17:52] 

gbandaan   Variant: gbandaani. Form: gbandim. n. 1 • regent. In Kusaug the 'regent', usually the senior son of the 
deceased, fulfils the functions of a deceased chief until the final funeral is performed and a new chief 
appointed. Na'ab la biig Jotam da di gbandaan n bǫ na'ayin la ka gǤt nimbanǫ bǫ teŋin la. The King's son 

Jotham became regent and was in the palace 'and governed the people of the land.'. [2CH 26:21] Note: cf. Na'ab la 

biig Jotam da lieb gbandaani bǫ na'ayin la ka gǤt nimbanǫ bǫ teŋin la. [2KI 15:5] 
2 • [in plural] royals, those of chiefly lineage. Li ya'a nwǫnǫ gbandim, nid yinne n na gaad tuon pǤ ye: "Sie sie 

wooo!" If it is a matter of the royals, one person will go in front and swear "Go down, go down, ooh!" [Asaasim] 
See: gbauŋ; daan1. 

gbandaani   See main entry: gbandaan. regent, royals. 

gbandim   See main entry: gbandaan. regent, royals. 

gban'a1   See main entry: gban'ar1. decision. 

gban'a-2   See main entry: gban'ar1. decision. 

gban'a3   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'ab   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'ad   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'adi   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'adnǫ   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'am!   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'amɛ   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'ami!   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'amin   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'amini   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'a-m-mǫŋ   n. self-control. ka li kǫ ka la'auŋ bǫ Gaana nǫ tǫǫns kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb ka laafi nǫ gba'ammǫŋ nǫ zuod 

na bǫ 'as a means of fostering national integration. health and self-discipline as well as international friendship 
and understanding.'. [Constitution] See: gban'e1; m1; mǫŋ. 

gban'an   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'anǫ   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'ar1   Variant: gban'arǫ1; gban'are; gban'ari. Form: gban'a1. Form: gban'a-2. Variant: gban'e-2. v.n. a decision, plan. 
Ka yiiga gban'ar la kpǫn nie tǤ'ǤtǤ And the first plan suddenly appeared: [Trouble] Bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm dim 

bțgțlțm ye ba gban'e gban'ar Gamblers cast lots to make a decision. [PRO 16:33] Ninsaal sțnfț gban'ad 

gban'ar 'To man belong the plans of the heart'. [PRO 16:1] wala ka ya lǫm bǤǤd ye ya lǫbi dǤl linǫ ka' paŋ bǫǫ mǤr 

gban'arǫ? why do you want to go back again and follow what has no strength or power of thought? [GAL 4:9] 
Pa'alimi ba Yir la gban'ari an si'em 'explain the plan of the Temple to them'. [EZK 43:11] Ama da yi o dǤǤgin la 
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ka gban'a pamm kǫn o pțtǫn'ǫrin na. Ama came out of his room and many plans came into his mind. [Trouble] 
Siig Kasi la gu'udi ti sțntaana gban'abǫ'ǫdin la. The Holy Spirit protects us from Satan's evil plans. [Bible-Study] 
baŋimi sț'țŋa ye ya na siak wada nǫ gban'abanǫ ka m zi'eli ya tuon zina la 'be sure that you obey all the 
decrees and laws I am setting before you today'. [DEU 11:32] Gban'ami gban'e paala 'Make your plans!'. [ISA 8:10] 

gban'ar2   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'arǫ   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'arǫ1   See main entry: gban'ar1. decision. 

gban'are   See main entry: gban'ar1. decision. 

gban'ari   See main entry: gban'ar1. decision. 

gban'asa   See main entry: gban'asir. handle. 

gban'asir   Form: gban'asa. n. a handle, holder, holding-place. O da bǫǫ ani ye o gban'e kțlțŋ la gban'asir la nwǫligi 

yǤ'Ǥg He was there to get hold of the handle of the door and turn it to open the door. [Trouble] Tǫreko wțsa da mǤr 

gban'asa anaasi 'The four handles were at the four corners of each trolley'. [1KI 7:34] See: gban'e1. 

gban'aya   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'ǫ   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'ɛd   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'ǫnǫ   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'e1   Variant: gba'; gban'a3; gban'ǫ. Form: gban'anǫ. Form: gban'ad. Variant: gban'adi; gban'ɛd; gban'ed; gban'edi. 

Form: gban'adnǫ. Form: gban'am!. Variant: gban'ami!; gban'amɛ. Form: gban'amin. Variant: gban'amini; 

gban'imini. Form: gban'ǫnǫ. Variant: gban'ene. Form: gban'an. Variant: gban'in; gban'ini. Form: gban'ab. 

Variant: gban'ar2; gban'arǫ. Form: gban'aya. v. 1 • to catch sth. Fț ya'a kat si'el ka pț gban'e fț pț gǫǫn. If you 
are chasing something and haven't [yet] caught it, don't [say that you are] tired. [Proverb 215] ka bam ye sǤǤnbi 

gban'e and they said "Witches 'caught' (them)." [Asaasim] M na aans Israel nǫ Juda dim nwǫnǫ gbigimǫ gban'e 

si'eli aansidnǫ, m na gban'e ba mǤri ken ka aansid 'I will attack the people of Israel and Judah like a lion. I 
myself will tear them to pieces and then leave them.'. [HOS 5:14] O naan agǤlli su'uni gban'e m nu'ugț 'He 
reached down from on high and took hold of me'. [PSA 18:16] onǫ wțsa mǫ yi bțmbǤkin la na, baŋ na gban'e o 
'whoever climbs out of the pit will be caught in a snare'. [ISA 24:18] Ba na bǫnd baansi gba' kǤdis la. Baans la 

sieba na gba' dayuus ka sieba gba' su'omis. They will set traps to catch partridges. Some traps will catch rats 
and others 'rabbits'. [House+Farm-] Ya kena nǫ sț'țraad nǫ balaya ye ya gban'am wțț onǫ an na'ayiiga? 'Did 
you have to come with swords and clubs to capture me, as though I were an outlaw?'. [MRK 14:48] Ba pț gban'ad 

siingi kpǫn'ǫsid yǤkin ye ba siind malisa. They don't grab a bee and put it in a hole so that it's honey will be 

sweet. [Proverb 90] Linǫ kǫ ka bandațg n gban'ad nidib la. That's why crocodiles catch people. [Asaasim] ban'as 

banǫ gban'ad nidib banǫ pț mǤr teŋin ti'ebțg tiim la bǫdegț those diseases attack people who don't have 
plenty of natural healthy chemicals. [Iodine] nimbǫ'ǫdnam na kǫǫn ya san'an na gban'e ya wțț zaŋku'ari 

gban'ad kǤnbid si'em la bad people will come to you who will catch you as a 'wolf' catches sheep and goats. [ACT 

20:29] Nidib la zi' ban na dǤlis suosi'a ka ban'a la kț gban'adi ba saŋa wțsa The people didn't know what to 

do so that the disease wouldn't keep infecting them. [Trachoma] Fțn pț bǤǤd si'el la fț baa gban'adnǫ lin. What 
you don't like is what your dog catches. [Proverb 218] Gban'am onǫ wțsa gǫǫm ka niŋid wțț o anǫ nǤdi'esi ba'a 

o nǫ kțnt ba'an. 'see that every madman who pretends to be a prophet is placed in chains'. [JER 29:26] Gban'ami nǫ 

o! 'Seize him!'. [1KI 13:4] Ba ya'a yina nǫ sumbțgțsțm, yanam gban'ami ba vțt na, ba ya'a lǫn yinǫ na nǫ 

zaba yanam gban'aminǫ ba vțt na! 'If they have come out for peace, take them alive; if they have come out for 
war, take them alive.'. [1KI 20:18] O ya'a ka'an nǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤba, ti naan kț gban'an o naa. 'If he were not a 
criminal ... we would not have brought him before you.'. [JHN 18:30] A-Zi-gban'ar nǫ A-Zi-Siib n kǫt ka gbauŋ 

aand. Mr. Ignorant-of-holding and Mr. Ignorant-of-Flaying cause the skin to tear. [Proverb 082] Niŋgbiŋ na kțdig 

ka zug wiim pț ya'asidif gban'arǫ. The body will grow old, and headache will not delay in attacking you. 
[Smoking] nidib la tțțm da anǫ kǤndis la gban'ab 'the people worked catching quails'. [NUM 11:32] 
Colloc: gban'e1 suor ‘set out (on a journey)’. O gban'e o suori lǫbi kuli diginǫ gbis sț'țŋa ka bǫog ti ba'asi 
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nie. He set off back home and lay down to sleep peacefully, until day eventually dawned. [Billygoat] 
Colloc: gban'e1 nu'us ayi' ‘1) [literally] hold with two/both hands : 2) [idiomatically] take up enthusiastically, 
with effort’. asida ti ya'a sid gban'e kuob nu'usa ayi', li kțdim kț yuugǫ ka ti lǫbig bțndaanam maa truly, 
if we take up farming with all our might, it won't be long before we get rich. [Asaasim] ti gban'am kpaam la tuob 

nu'us ayi' ka li na sțŋi ti we should go all out for oil extraction and it will help us. [Wealth-Is-Power] 
Colloc: gban'e1 X gbin ‘grasp the meaning of X’. Note: X is speaker or utterance/text Asǫǫ ka fț karim titu'aa ka 

ya'a ka' alaa fț kț gban'e ba gbinnǫ. You will have to read carefully, otherwise you won't understand the 
meaning. [You-Hear?] o daa pia'anǫ baanlim ka nidib la gban'e li gbin he was speaking carefully and people 
understood. [AIDS-I] ya pț gban'ad si'el gbin tǤ'ǤtǤǤ 'you are so slow to understand'. [HEB 5:11] gban'am man yǫt 

si'el la gbin understand what I say. [Trouble] man nidib la pț mǤr gbin gban'arǫ 'my people do not understand'. 

[ISA 1:3] Colloc: X gban'e1 X mǫŋ ‘X exercises self-control’. Akaama daa ye o la'anǫ ka lǫn gban'a o mǫŋ. 
Akaama was going to laugh but then controlled himself.  [Electricity] Gban'ami fț mǫŋ sț'țŋa ka biig la mu'a 

bin'isir yinne la naae ka fț nyaan tis o ayinne la. Be careful to let the baby finish sucking on one breast before 

you offer it the other. [Breastfeeding] ba gban'amǫ ba mǫŋ ka on kuli kan'as o la'ad wțsa na they should control 
themselves and he should go home and fetch all his possessions here. [Billygoat] Yțma banǫ gaad la, nidib la da 

gban'adi ba mǫŋ In the past, people controlled themselves. [AIDS-I] ka mǫŋ gban'ar paasi ya baŋirin, ka 

mǤdigir paasi ya mǫŋ gban'arin 'to your knowledge add self-control; and to self-control, perseverance'. [2PE 1:6] 
Colloc: nǤpǤǤr gban'e1 ‘curse is fulfilled, 'catches' the person cursed’. Amaa pu'a la ya'a pț tțm dian'adǫ ka o 

pțțg an nyain, nǤpǤǤr la kț gban'e 'If, however, the woman has not defiled herself and is free from impurity, 
she will be cleared of guilt' the curse will not be fulfilled. [NUM 5:28] Colloc: sǤǫn' gban'e1 ‘witch 'catches' a 
victim’. Ka kǫ kțțs sǤ' bǫ'ǫd: ye onǫ gban'e onǫ bǫn'ǫd la. And allow someone to be found guilty: on the 

charge of 'catching' someone who was ill. [Asaasim] Nact: agban'ad. Etym: OV1 *MO ; OV2 *KU ; OVN 
*GBA(G) ; NYO(G) . 
2 • to decide to, start doing ... Bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm dim bțgțlțm ye ba gban'e gban'ar Gamblers cast lots to 

make a decision. [PRO 16:33] fț saam baŋǫ ye nidib gban'ad ye ba kțțfǤ your father knows that people are 
planning to kill you. [Trouble] Ninsaal sțnfț gban'ad gban'ar 'To man belong the plans of the heart'. [PRO 16:1] 
Ya'am sǤb sțnf gban'adi bțnsțŋ. Amaa zǤlțg sțnf gban'adi bǫ'ǫd. 'It is natural for the wise to do the right 
thing and for fools to do the wrong thing.'. [ECC 10:2] Nimbǫ'og gban'adnǫ gban'abǫ'ǫd 'A scoundrel plots evil'. 

[PRO 16:27] Gban'ami gban'e paala 'Make your plans!'. [ISA 8:10] Amaa Apțsiakid on ba'a kae, bǤzugǤ,  o 

gban'anǫ ye ninsaal anǫ ninsaal But as for Apusiakid he doesn't care, because he reckoned that 'a human is a 
human'. [Billygoat] m pțn mi' ye ya gban'anǫ bǫ'ǫd 'Clearly you are bent on evil.'. [EXO 10:10] o gban'anǫ o 

sțțnrin ye, ‘M kț kǫ ka Jonatan baŋ nǫ' ...’ 'he has said to himself, ‘Jonathan must not know this ...’'. [1SA 20:3] 
Ka biis ayi' la duoe yimmț ka nǤki ba nu'usi wabigi ba nindaas wțț ba dǫŋi gban'an nǫ The two boys got up 
at once and rubbed wiped their faces with their hands as if they had previously planned it. [Trouble] ZugsǤb la ya'a 

gban'an ye o kțț ti, o naan kț di'en piinkanǫ ka ti maal maannǫ tis o la '“If the Lord had wanted to kill us, he 
would not have accepted our offerings'. [JDG 13:23] Sitivin gban'ar la yǫla 'Stephen Seized'. [ACT 6:8 [heading]] Jew 

dim gban'aya ye bǫog ba na sǤsif ye fț mǤr Paul n kǫǫn ba kpǫǫmnam la'asțgțn la na. 'The Jews have 
agreed on a plan: they will request you to bring Paul down to the Council tomorrow'. [ACT 23:20] Colloc: gban'e1 X 

yǫla bǫ'ǫd ‘plot against’. ba lǫǫ gban'ad mam yǫla bǫ'ǫd 'they plot evil against me'. [HOS 7:15] ba ... gban'adi m 

yǫla bǫ'ǫd 'they are always plotting to harm me'. [PSA 56:5] See: agban'ad; gban'a-m-mǫŋ; gban'ar1; gban'asir. 

gban'e-2   See main entry: gban'ar1. decision. 

gban'ed   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'edi   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'ene   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'imini   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'in   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gban'ini   See main entry: gban'e1. catch, decide. 

gbanmi'id (&c.)   See main entry: gbauŋmi'id. 'scribe'. 

gbansǤbid   Form: gbansǤbidib. n. a secretary, scribe, writer. GbansǤbid la tțțma anǫ ye o sǤb sǤnskanǫ ka ya 
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gban'e ya nǤǤryinne la'asțgin la. The secretary's job is to write down the discussion that you have in your 

committee. [Wealth-Is-Power] O da naae gbana sǤb zamisțg ..., ka yț'țn tțmmi ba teŋin la laafi lțgirin la an 

ba gbansǤbid. She finished secretarial training ... and then worked in the health centre of their town as a 
secretary. [Trouble] Saŋkanǫ ka ...ba nyǫ ka ligidi la zu'oe, na'ayir gbansǤbid la nǫ maanmaan kpǫǫm la ǫǫn 

baae ligidi la nǫ Whenever ... they saw that there was a large amount of money, the royal secretary and the officer 

of the chief priest would come and empty the chest'. [2CH 24:11] Ba da la'as na'ayir gbansǤbidib la tǤ'ǤtǤ 'At once 
the royal secretaries were summoned'. [EST 8:9] See: gbauŋ; sǤbid. 

gbansǤbidib   See main entry: gbansǤbid. secretary. 

gbanti'e-   See main entry: gbanti'edțg. shield. 

gbanti'eda   See main entry: gbanti'edțg. shield. 

gbanti'edis   See main entry: gbanti'edțg. shield. 

gbanti'edisi   See main entry: gbanti'edțg. shield. 

gbanti'edțg   Variant: gbanti'edug; gbanti'edțgǤ; gbanti'edțgț. Form: gbanti'edis. Variant: gbanti'edisi; gbanti'eda. 

Form: gbanti'e-. n. a shield. NǤkimi fț zaba la'ad nǫ fț gbanti'edțg 'Take your shield and armour'. [PSA 35:2] ba 

nid baa yinne da pț mǤr kpan bǫǫ gbanti'edțgǤ not one of them had a spear or shield. [JDG 5:8] bǤbig pțpielim 

wțț gbanti'edțgț lusi ya nyǤ'Ǥg 'with righteousness as your breastplate'. [EPH 6:14] Li da anǫ gbanti'edis ka ba 

nǤk sanlima m bulig. It was shields that were overlaid with gold. [2SA 8:7] Kir dim mǫ ti'eb ya nǫ zaba 

gbanti'edis. 'Soldiers from the land of Kir had their shields ready.'. [ISA 22:6] Na'ab Rehoboam da maal 

kțntzǫn'ug gbanti'edisi lǫbis 'King Rehoboam made bronze shields to replace them'. [1KI 14:27] O mǫ da maal 

gbanti'eda bțmbibis kǤbistan' 'He also made three hundred small shields'. [2CH 9:16] zabzabidib banǫ zu'oe ka 

yǫ zaba fuud ka mǤr gbanti'edis linǫ an bțmbǫda nǫ bțmbibis la 'your horsemen fully armed, and a great 
horde with large and small shields'. [EZK 38:4] Asa da mǤri soogianam tusa kǤbistan' (300,000) banǫ yi Juda 

teŋin na, banǫ mǤr gbanti'ebǫda la nǫ kpana, ka tusa kǤbisyi' nǫ pisnii (280,000) yi Benjamin dǤǤg la ni 

banǫ mǤr gbanti'edbibis nǫ tiraad. 'Asa had an army of three hundred thousand men from Judah, equipped with 
large shields and with spears, and two hundred and eighty thousand from Benjamin, armed with small shields and 

with bows.'. [2CH 14:8] See: gbauŋ; ti'edțg. 

gbanti'edțgǤ   See main entry: gbanti'edțg. shield. 

gbanti'edțgț   See main entry: gbanti'edțg. shield. 

gbanti'edug   See main entry: gbanti'edțg. shield. 

gbanya'a   Variant: gbanya'. Form: gbanya'anam. Variant: gbanya'anama. n. a lazy person. O nǤŋ la ka'anǫ ye o anǫ 

gbanya'a His poverty was not because he was lazy. [You-Do?] Tțmtțm bǫ'ǫd nwa'. Fț anǫ gbanya'a. 'You 
wicked, lazy servant!'. [MAT 25:26] tțțma pț kțțd nida. Amaa gbanya' kpiidi nǫ nǤŋ hard work never killed 
anyone. But a lazy person dies in poverty. [Trouble] ba nwǫnǫ mǤǤgin bțnyuos nǫ, ka an gbanya'anam nǫ 

dindiisnam they are like wild beasts, 'lazy gluttons'. [TIT 1:12] Susa nidib la anǫ gbanya'anam! Susa people are 

lazy! [Trouble] ba anǫ gbanya'anam ka giligid yaan 'they get into the habit of being idle and going about from 
house to house'. [1TI 5:13] Tempțțg la da anǫ ... banǫ tun'e tțțma bțn ka ka' gbanya'anama. The city 
belonged to those who could work, not to the lazy. [Shoeshine-Boy] Tinamǫ daa bǫ nǫ ya la, ti daa ka' 

gbanya'anama 'We were not lazy when we were with you.'. [2TH 3:7] 

gbanya'am   Variant: go(n)nya'am. n. laziness. Zin'ig la da ma'ae si'em la tun'e kpǫn'ǫs kpaad mǫŋir amǫŋa 

gbanya'am. The place was so cold that it could have made even a true farmer really shy away from work. [Trouble] 
gbanya'am na kǫ ka fț lieb yammțg 'being lazy will make you a slave'. [PRO 12:24] Colloc: zǤ3 gbanya'am ‘be 

lazy’. Buolna'ateŋ pu'ab pț zǤt gbanya'am, ba bǤǤd tțțma hali. Buolnateng women are not lazy, they really 
like working. [Wealth-Is-Power] tțm bǫdegț tis Wina'am ka da zǤti gbanya'am 'Work hard and do not be lazy.'. 

[ROM 12:11] Etym: OVN *GBIN+NYA, *ZIN+NYA . Note: there are other examples of GY~NY~Z  – ziim , nyǤ'Ǥs 

gbanzab   Form: gbanzabnam. n. a leatherworker, shoemaker. O da bǫ nǫ Simon onǫ an gbanzab la yin. he 'stayed ... 

with a tanner named Simon'. [ACT 9:43] Ban an gbanzabnam wțț Paul la zug ka o kpǫlim anina, ka ba la'an 

tțm. 'because he was a tentmaker as they were, he stayed and worked with them'. [ACT 18:3] See: gbauŋ1 See: zab3 

gbanzabnam   See main entry: gbanzab. leatherworker. 
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gbanzaug   Form: gbanzaad. n. a Nile monitor lizard. Varanus niloticus. stays in wet areas, unlike Bosc's monitor. 
Gbanzaug ye nif kanǫ nyǫ la mǤr o yǫl. Monitor-lizard says that the eye that sees takes the consequences. 

[Proverb 046] nǫ akǤn'Ǥs nǫ gbanzaug, nǫ abanja nǫ abaŋkțsǤl nǫ dindǫog 'the gecko, the monitor lizard, the 
wall lizard, the skink and the chameleon'. [LEV 11:30] Syn: kazațg; Sim: țțg ‘Bosc's’. See: kazațg. 

gbanzaad   See main entry: gbanzaug. monitor. 

gbanwaam   n. feeling of guilt. Amaa gbanwaam da kpǫn' tita'ammǫ. but they were filled with great feelings of guilt. 

[Trouble] Li da kpǫn'ǫs Ama gbanwaam. It made Ama feel guilty. [Trouble] 

gbanya'   See main entry: gbanya'a. lazy person. 

gbanya'anam   See main entry: gbanya'a. lazy person. 

gbanya'anama   See main entry: gbanya'a. lazy person. 

gbar   Variant: gbari. v. to fix sth. in position. O gbarim nǫ bana 'He fastens my feet in shackles'. [JOB 13:27] fț ya'a 

kpǫn' ken paae sig ka fț duma gbar, ka fț mak kenne n gț'țŋ if you go in, get there and go down on bended 
knees, and you try to walk but fail. [Asaasim] 

gbari   See main entry: gbar. fix. 

gbasi   id. in a heavy bunch. ba da nwaae nǫ tiwala kanǫ ka ba mǤri maannǫ ba daam la wil yinne linǫ wala an gbasi 
'they cut off a branch which had one bunch of grapes on it' [NUM 13:23] 

gbațŋmi'ida   See main entry: gbauŋmi'id. 'scribe'. 

gbauŋ   Variant: gbauŋǤ; gbauŋo; gbauŋț. Form: gbana. Variant: gbanaa. Form: gbaN-. n. 1 • a skin, hide, leather. 
A-Zi-gban'ar nǫ A-Zi-Siib n kǫt ka gbauŋ aand. Mr. Ignorant-of-holding and Mr. Ignorant-of-Flaying cause 
the skin to tear. [Proverb 082] Amaa na'araug la gbauŋ ... asǫǫ ba mǤri lii yi la'asțg zin'ig la kpikpǫŋ 'But the 
hide of the bull ... carry it all outside the camp'. [LEV 4:11-12] M na ... kǫ ka niŋgbina la gbauŋ lǫb na. 'I will ...  
cover you with skin.'. [EZK 37:6] baa ba ya'a zaŋ nǫ daadi maali li bǫǫ pien bǫǫ gbauŋ bǫǫ bǤto fuug, asǫǫ ka 

ba zaŋi li niŋ ku'omin 'This applies to any article of wood, cloth, leather, or sacking ... It shall be dipped in water'. 

[LEV 11:32] M nǤk pien fuvǫnliŋi yǫǫlif, ka nǤk gbauŋ ta'ada pidif 'I clothed you with an embroidered dress and 
put leather sandals on you.'. [EZK 16:10] Ba pț nwǫ'ǫd tadim ka faand o gbauŋǤ. They don't beat up a poor man to 
steal his skin. [Proverb 035] AnǤ'Ǥn lǫǫ na tun'e tǫǫgi fulig o gbauŋǤ? Who will be able to strip off his skin? [JOB 

41:13] Tikpiilima nya'a nǫ kǤnbkpiilima gbana They use the roots of dead trees and the skins of dead animals. 

[Three-Problems] Ka nǤk pǫraad gbana dinǫ ka ba mǤ'Ǥnsi li ka di mu'oe la sǫǫn tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba pili paas. 'Make 
for the tent a covering of ram skins dyed red'. [EXO 26:14] Etym: OV1 *GBAN ; OVN *GBAN-GU/TI ; GS1 
*TO²/E/AN ; vc2 *ton ; CG *gbaani . 
2 • a letter, book, paper. Gbauŋ kaŋa ye li sțŋif nǫ ka fț gǤsi fț mǫŋi zaŋi kennǫ fț pțțg tțkir nǫ fț sa'ar nǫ 

fț du'amin nǫ fț du'am la nya'aŋ. This book is to help you care for yourself with regard to conception, labour, 

giving birth and afterwards. [Womens-Health] o yis o footonam gbauŋ teebul lǫuŋțn na he got out his 
photo-album from under the table. [Trouble] Ye ba ieemi onǫ di'e gbauŋ kanǫ bigis ye o mǤr suori na tțm nǫ 

na'asaabugum. They should find someone who has a certificate showing that he is authorised to do electrical 
work. [Electricity] ka li dǤl wțț Moses Gbauŋț sǤb si'em la 'according to what is written in the Book of Moses'. 

[EZR 6:18] Biig ya'a pț gaad yțțm piinǫ ayuobțț ka Gaana nid maal gbana nǤk o ye o lieb o biig tun'e lieb 

Gaana nid. 'A child of not more than sixteen years of age adopted by a Ghanaian.' can become a Ghana citizen. 

[Constitution] Juda tuongatib da sǤbid gbana bǫdegț tisid Tobaya 'the nobles of Judah were sending many 
letters to Tobiah'. [NEH 6:17] Ka sǤ' lakid gbana, ka mǫ lǫn lak gbauŋ si'a linǫ an gbauŋ kanǫ ka ba sǤb banǫ 

mǤr nyǤvțpaal la yțda niŋ la. 'Books were opened, and then another book was opened, the book of the living.'. 

[REV 20:12] Tensi'a nid ya'a di bǫǫ kul Gaana nida o sǤb tun'e maal gbanaa lieb Gaana nid. 'A foreigner 
married to a Ghanaian may apply for registration as a Ghanaian'. [Constitution] M bareka pț'țsim kennǫ banǫ 

wțsa karim gbauŋ kaŋa . My thanks also goes to all those who read this book. [Iodine] O da duoe ya ka zaŋ 

Na'asaal vǫǫnsțg gbauŋț tis Kwadwo Boadu He got up and took the English exam paper and gave it to 
Kwadwo Boadu. [Shoeshine-Boy] Tinamǫ daa ka' sakurin la o da nyaŋi nwǫdisi kpǫn' sakur ofisin la zu gbana 

nǫ pǫǫnnam". When we weren't at school he would break into the school office and steal paper and pens. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] O ye nwadig wțsa, ti na mǤr gbauŋkaŋa buudi na dinǫ bigisid fțn na yǤ si'em. He said that we 

will have these monthly statements which show what you have to pay. [Electricity] Fț ya'a gǤs gbambama ni fț na 
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nyǫ ka tempțțg kaŋa nidib anǫ banǫ zan'asid na'anam nǤǤr 'In these records you will find that this city is a 

rebellious city'. [EZR 4:15] Colloc: gbauŋțn ‘in book’. nǫ ban sțŋi karim ka tiak gbǫlima dinǫ bǫ gbauŋțn la. 
and those who helped to read an correct errors in the book. [You-Heard?] ba sǤbi li niŋ Solomon Tțțma Gbauŋțn 

la they 'are all recorded in The History of Solomon'. [1KI 11:41] Colloc: gbampiel ‘paper (as opposed to skin, 
leather)’. Li da anǫ vaand ka ba pǤnbili li gbampiellin wțț sigaar nǫ. It was leaves wrapped in paper like a 

cigarette. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: gbambil/gbambibis ‘1) [literally] a small paper/book : 2) [specifically] ticket/s, 
form/s, certificate/s’. Gbambil kaŋa pa'annǫ ti teŋgbauŋ zi'ela linǫ sțm ye ti baŋ. 'This abridged version ... 
has been produced to provide a quick and easy access to the contents of the Constitution'. [1) Constitution] m nyaŋi 

sǤb m yiiga gbauŋ bil kaŋa la I have been able to write this first small book of mine. [1) You-Hear?] O daa zanl 

gbambil yinne o nu'ugțn ka gǤsidi sǤbid dinǫ bǫ mita la ni. He held one form in his hand and was looking and 
writing down what was on the meter. [2) Electricity] Dau la daa pianknǫ kǤlbil o tida ni ka mǤr gbambibis 

bǫdegț The man carried a small bag on his shoulders and had a lot of forms. [2) Electricity] Colloc: (Win'am) gbauŋ 
‘the Bible’. baŋime ka Winaam gbauŋ la nyǫt dama'am yǫl beware! God's book scrutinises lying words. 

[Asaasim] lin sǤb si'em Wina'am gbauŋțn ... la na ba'asi niŋ asida mam bǫlimin. 'the scripture ... must come 
true about me'. [LUK 22:37] Gbauŋ la diti m kasǫt 'These are the Scriptures that testify about me'. [JHN 5:39] 
3 • 'skins' represents a chieftaincy. Colloc: na'am1 gbauŋ ‘'throne', the animal-hide ceremonial sitting-place of 

Kusaas chiefs’. saa dindǫog buoǫn gilig na'am gbauŋ la, ka dindǫog la bǤǤnsim an dǫn'ǫm 'A rainbow, 
resembling an emerald, encircled the throne'. [REV 4:3] Fțnǫ siak ye fț ya'a ti kae, o na zin'ini fț na'am gbauŋ 

la zugǤǤ? 'have you announced that Adonijah would succeed you as king?'. [1KI 1:24] Ba na'anam na .. zin'ini ba 

na'am gbana la zug za'anǤya ni 'Their kings will come and set up their thrones in the entrance of the gates'. [JER 

1:15] 
4 • studies, education. o gǤs o gbana ni sț'țŋa ka ti lieb du'ata he concentrated on his studies and managed to 

become a doctor. [Trouble] O daa naae nǫ J.S.S daara-daara ka gur o gbana yiib na. He finished J.S.S. recently 
and was waiting for his graduation. [Fire] Colloc: X mi' gbauŋ ‘X is educated, literate’. See: gbandaan; gbansǤbid; 

singbana; yu'ogbauŋ. 

gbauŋǤ   See main entry: gbauŋ. skin, book, 'skins', studies. 

gbauŋo   See main entry: gbauŋ. skin, book, 'skins', studies. 

gbauŋț   See main entry: gbauŋ. skin, book, 'skins', studies. 

gbauŋmi'id   Variant: gbațŋmi'ida; gbauŋmi'ida; gbanmi'id (&c.). Form: gbauŋmi'idib. Variant: gbauŋmi'idibi. n. a 

'scribe', literate person. Note: one who can read and write Ban da ken la Ezra onǫ an gbauŋmi'id la da aan ba 

tuongat 'Ezra the scribe led the procession.'. [NEH 12:36] Gu'usiminǫ ya mǫŋ nǫ gbauŋmi'idib banǫ bǤǤd ye ba 

gǤǤnd nǫ fubǫda di'ed nidib pț'țsim da'an la. 'Watch out for the teachers of the law. They like to walk around 

in flowing robes and be greeted in the marketplaces'. [MRK 12:38] O da pa'an nidib la nǫ kpi'euŋ, ka li ka' wțț 

gbauŋmi'idibi pa'an si'em laa. ' he taught them as one who had authority, not as the teachers of the law'. [MRK 

1:22] See: gbauŋ; mi'. 
gbauŋmi'ida   See main entry: gbauŋmi'id. 'scribe'. 

gbauŋmi'idib   See main entry: gbauŋmi'id. 'scribe'. 

gbauŋmi'idibi  See main entry: gbauŋmi'id. 'scribe'. 

gbaagba   excl. wow! [exclamation of – often unwelcome – surprise]. Gbaagba, man zi' mam gǫǫ maal Wina'am si'el 

kimm Oh dear! I don't know just what I have ever done to God. [You-Heard?] Ka Azțpuak yǫl ye "Gbaagba, m kț 

tun'e tțm tțțmkaŋa. Oi abǤ, yaalțgǤ?" And Azupuak said "Good gracious! I couldn't do that work. Oh, for 
shame!" [AIDS-Azuur] Gbaagba man zǤt si'el la, linǫ paam! Oh dear! 'What I feared has come upon me'. [JOB 3:25] 
Sim: kassa. Kassa gbaagba! AbǤnam nidi nwa? Goodness gracious! What a couple of fellows these were! 
[You-Heard?-] 

gbǫb   Form: gbǫbnǫ. v. to hang, be in a hanging position. Niŋgbiŋ la da yțdigi nǫ Ǥnsir. Pu'a la zug da gbǫbnǫ o 

nya'aŋ His body was running with sweat. The woman's head was hanging on his back. [Trouble] Sim: yul1, ya'ae1, 

ya'al. 

gbǫbnǫ   See main entry: gbǫb. hang. 
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gbǫgiinl   Form: gbǫgiinla. n. muscle, sinew of the upper leg. o gbǫgiinla kpǫn' kiŋ-kiŋ 'the sinews of his thighs are 

close-knit'. [JOB 40:17] See: gbǫr; giinl1. 

gbǫgiinla   See main entry: gbǫgiinl. leg muscles. 

gbǫ'ǫ- [N]  See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gbǫ'ǫd   See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gbǫ'ǫdǫ  See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gbǫ'ǫkuk   n. temple (bone). Note: "This is normally used as an insult – 'conical forehead'. " [MA] Sim: gbǫ'ǫtțk. See: gbǫ'og. 

gbǫ'ǫlaa   Variant: gbe'elaa. Form: gbǫ'ǫlaas. n. temple (bone), forehead. o nǤk kpa'ar la kpa' o gbǫ'ǫlaa tǤlig teŋin, ka o 

kpi 'She drove the peg through his temple into the ground, and he died.'. [JDG 4:21] zanbil banǫ wțsa sid kum ka 

fabin tțțmkisa banǫ wțsa tțm teŋ la pțțgin la gbǫ'ǫlaas 'put a mark on the forehead of everyone who is 
distressed and troubled because of all the disgusting things being done in the city'. [EZK 9:4] Sim: gbǫ'og, gbǫ'ǫkuk. 
See: gbǫ'og; laa1. 

gbǫ'ǫlaas   See main entry: gbǫ'ǫlaa. temple bone. 

gbǫ'ǫŋ   Variant: gbe'eŋ. Form: gbǫ'ǫŋir. Variant: gbe'eŋir. v. to push (someone's head). 

gbǫ'ǫŋir   See main entry: gbǫ'ǫŋ. push. 

gbǫ'ǫtțk   n. protruding forehead. Note: "This is normally used as an insult – 'conical forehead'. " [MA] O da nan pțnnǫ paalim 

ka  o gbǫ'ǫtțk linǫ ka Susa biis la ye o pian'ad la wțsa bǫnǫ ani la nyǫǫn pal-pal. He had already shaved (his 
head) completely, and his protruding forehead that the Susa kids always mentioned when they referred to him was 

there shining clearly. [Trouble] Sim: gbǫ'og, gbǫ'ǫkuk. See: gbǫ'og. 

gbǫ'og   Variant: gbe'og; gbe'ug; gbeug. Form: gbǫ'ǫd. Variant: gbe'ed; gbǫ'ǫdǫ; gbe'edi; gben'ed; gbeed; gbeedi. 

Form: gbǫ'ǫ- [N]. n. forehead. Ka o gbǫ'og wțsa pusnǫ Ǥnsir. And his whole forehead was sweating. [Trouble] Ka 

o ... si'is o gbǫ'og sapu'ad la And he ... touched the wound on his forehead. [Trouble] Fț gbǫ'og la nie bǤbigin la 

naa vǫnl 'Your temples behind your veil' are also beautiful. [SNG 4:3] Da nwaadi ya niŋgbiŋ bǫǫ pțni ya gbǫ'ǫd 

baba onǫ kpi la yǫlaa. 'Do not cut yourselves or shave the front of your heads for the dead'. [DEU 14:1] o zugpieuŋ 

bǫǫ o gbǫ'ǫpieuŋ la ya'a mǤre fǫn'ǫpaala, ka li pin'ili an zǫn'ǫm-zǫn'ǫm 'if he has a reddish-white sore on his 

bald head or forehead'. [LEV 13:42] Colloc: gbǫ'ogțn/gbǫ'ǫdin. Variant: gbeedin.  Ka o iǫn Ǥnsir o gbǫ'ogțn ka 

gi'e gǤs ban kua paae zin'isi'a la. And he wiped the sweat from his forehead and looked round to see how far 
they had got with their hoeing. [Trouble] O da lǫbig o nu'ugț pa'al o gbǫ'ogțn. Li da tțlnǫ. He put the back of his 

hand on his forehead. It was hot. [Trouble] Lina mǫ na an zanbinnǫ bǫǫ ya nu'usin nǫ ya gbǫ'ǫdin. It will be a 
sign on your arms and your foreheads. [EXO 13:16] Etym: OV1 *TIN/TUN ; OV2 *TI²/U²(D/L) ; OVN 
*GBE-GU/TI (-DI/A) ; vc4 *ti, tu . Note: *GBE- appears to be a W.O/V innovation See: gbǫ'ǫkuk; gbǫ'ǫtțk. 

gbǫl1   Variant: gbel [N]; gbǫlli. v. 1 • to tilt, be tilted. M nǤǤri yǫla ka ku'om paae ti duma ka sțgir la yț'țn gbǫl fiii, 
Before I could say 'Jack Robinson' the (flood)water reached our knees, and the hut was all tilted over. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Yaŋir kanǫ ka ba dǤlli kpǫn'ǫd sț'țlimnamin la kǤ' ya, ka li kțlis gbǫlli kpa' mam. 'The gate to 
the nations is broken, and its doors have swung open to me'. [EZK 26:2] Sim: gbǫlig1, gbǫlis. 
2 • to lay sth. on its side. See: gbǫlig1; gbǫlis. 

gbǫl2   v. to go wrong, be at fault/mistaken. Amaa o yǫl la gbǫl si'em la nar ye ba yǫl o ka kpǫmis o ka o zaŋ 

gban'abanǫ na sțŋ o bǫllim bǫog sa. But his situation was so wrong that they ought to speak to him and advise 
him to take the decisions which would help his life in the future. [Trouble] Sim: gbǫlig2. See: gbǫlig2. 

gbǫlig ya4   See main entry: gbǫlig2. go wrong. 

gbǫlig1   Variant: gbelig; gbǫligi1. Form: gbǫligir. Variant: gbeligir. v. to lean, decline, fall (sun does). BǤ ka o na nyaŋi 

maal ka linǫ gbǫlig la da kpa'ae? What could she do so that what was tipping over should not spill completely? 

[Trouble] Winnig da buli kena gbǫlig 'the middle of the afternoon'. [1KI 18:29] Lit: sun moved from mid-day 
downwards [MA]. On ǫǫnti gbǫlig dagǤbig bǫǫ datiuŋ la ... As he was leaning to left and right ... [Trouble] M nyǫ 

dțk ka li lǫ'ǫd ka gbǫligi lǫbid ya-datiuŋ baba la bǤǤd kpa'ar. 'I see a pot boiling in the north, and it is about to 
tip over this way.'. [JER 1:13] zin'ig wțsa lieb zibisțg, hali ti paae nintaŋ gbǫligir 'a darkness fell over the whole 

land, which lasted till three in the afternoon'. [MRK 15:33] Sim: gbǫl1, gbǫlis. See: gbǫl1; gbǫlis. 
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gbǫlig2   Variant: gbelig2; gbǫligǫ; gbǫligi2. Form: gbǫlig ya4. v. to go wrong, be at fault/mistaken. ka na nyaŋi pa'al banǫ 

ki'isid la ban gbǫlig zin'isi'a also to show the error of those who are opposed to it. [TIT 1:9] 'BǤǤ gbǫligǫ? What's 

the matter? [Trouble] Li gbǫligǫ yaanǫ? Where has it gone wrong? [Bible-Study] BǤǤ gbǫligi an bǫ'ǫdǫ? What has 
gone wrong and is a problem? [Trouble] Fț gbǫlignǫ. You have gone wrong. [MA] Ama kțlin kpǫn' la Goma baŋ 

ye si'el gbǫlig ya. As soon as Ama came in Goma knew something was wrong. [Trouble] Sim: gbǫl2. See: gbǫl2; 

gbǫlțŋ. 

gbǫligǫ   See main entry: gbǫlig2. go wrong. 

gbǫligi1   See main entry: gbǫlig1. sun falling. 

gbǫligi2   See main entry: gbǫlig2. go wrong. 

gbǫligir  See main entry: gbǫlig1. sun falling. 

gbǫlima   See main entry: gbǫlțŋ1. fault. 

-gbǫlima2   See main entry: -gbǫlțŋ2. mistaken. 

gbǫliŋǤ   See main entry: gbǫlțŋ1. fault. 

gbǫlis   Form: gbǫlisid. Variant: gbǫlisidi. v. to stoop, bend down. Teŋgbauŋ ... gbǫlisid wțț laŋir ka sisi'em da'ad nǫ. 
'The earth itself will ... sway like a hut in a storm.'. [ISA 24:20] Onǫ zi'e ti yampțn la. O gbǫlisidi gǤsid takoro la 

ni na, 'There he stands outside our wall, peering in at the windows,'. [SNG 2:9] See: gbǫl1; gbǫlig1. 

gbǫlisid   See main entry: gbǫlis. stoop. 

gbǫlisidi   See main entry: gbǫlis. stoop. 

gbǫlli   See main entry: gbǫl1. tilt, lay on side. 

gbǫlțŋ1   Variant: gbeluŋ; gbǫliŋǤ; gbǫlțŋǤ; gbǫlțŋț. Form: gbǫlima. Variant: gbelima. n. a fault. M kpǫǫm la daa ti'e ye 

m tțm si'el la daa anǫ gbǫlțŋ My elder was expecting me to do was wrong. [Trouble] O ya'a pțn tțm dinǫ dǤl 

suor bǫǫ o pț tțm, o pugudib na nyǫ o gbǫlțŋ. Whether he did what was right or not, his aunt always regarded  
him as in the wrong. [Trouble] Li gbǫlțŋ wțsa anǫ o sidi mǤǤd ye su'a yǫl la ka on da baŋ la. The whole problem 
was that her husband was trying hard to keep the matter secret so that she should not find it out. [Trouble] Gbǫlțŋ bǤ 

ka o maalǫ? What crime has he committed? [Trouble] Noa da anǫ pțpiel ka pț mǤr gbǫliŋǤ 'Noah was a 

righteous man, blameless'. [GEN 6:9] Man da mi' li hali la, m ya'a ti sǤb ka yinne an gbǫlțŋǤ, m sțnf ǫǫnti 

san'ammǫ. Because I was so knowledgeable, if I took the exam and made one mistake, I would be heartbroken. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Hali m ya'a ka' gbǫlțŋǤ, m kț nyaŋi țki m zug agǤlaa 'Even if I am innocent, I cannot lift my 
head'. [JOB 10:15] O sțțnr mǫ da pǫlig nǫ Job zuanama atan' la bǤzugǤ ban da pț nyaŋi pa'al o gbǫlțŋț an 

si'ela 'He was also angry with the three friends, because they had found no way to refute Job'. [JOB 32:3] nǫ ban 

sțŋi karim ka tiak gbǫlima dinǫ bǫ gbauŋțn la. and those who helped to read an correct errors in the book. 
[You-Heard?] Daar woo fț nyǫti m gbǫlima Every day you find fault with me. [JOB 10:17] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi baŋ o 

gbǫlima? 'Who can discern his errors? [PSA 19:12] See: gbǫlțŋ2; gbǫlig2. 

-gbǫlțŋ2   Form: -gbǫlima2. adj. mistaken, erroneous. Ya ya'a sǤnsid nǫ bu'osa lǫbigir yǫla, yanam baŋim yǫlgbǫlima 

atan' anwa When you are discussing and answering questions, you should beware of these three mistakes :-. 

[Bible-Study] See: gbǫlțŋ1. 

gbǫlțŋǤ   See main entry: gbǫlțŋ1. fault. 

gbǫlțŋț   See main entry: gbǫlțŋ1. fault. 

gbǫn1   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbǫn-2   See main entry: gbǫn'um. sleep. 

gbǫnbaanla   Variant: gbenbala [W]. n. sleeping-sickness. Gbǫnbaanla mǤr pu'a la. The woman has sleeping-sickness. 

[MA] See: gbǫǫn2. 

gbǫndig   Variant: gbǫndigi. v. to stir sth. up (as water), be stirred up. Ku'om ǫǫnti gbǫndig nǫ ka tisig. Water will 

normally be stirred up and then settle. [Asaasim Proverb] Li nar ye m kǤnbid la ... ka nu ku'okanǫ gbǫndigi kilim 

bian'arǫǫ? 'Must my flock ... drink what you have muddied with your feet?'. [EZK 34:19] Sim: gudig. 
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gbǫndigi   See main entry: gbǫndig. stir up. 

gbǫnǫ   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbǫn'ǫs1   Variant: gben'es; gbǫn'ǫsi1; gben'esi. Form: gbǫn'ǫsid. Form: gbǫn'ǫsțg1. Variant: gben'esug. v. to break, shatter 

sth. Note: break in pieces Ka bodobodo kanǫ ka ti gbǫn'ǫsid la, ti ya'a Ǥnb bodobodo kaŋa, ti pț naalimnǫ nǫ 

Kristo niŋgbiŋ bǫǫ? 'And is not the bread that we break a participation in the body of Christ?'. [1CO 10:16] 

gbǫn'ǫs2   Variant: gben'es; gbǫn'ǫsi2; gben'esi. Form: gbǫn'ǫsțg2. Variant: gben'esug. v. to fetch sth. Ka ba tansid ka mǤri 

ba fuudi yuulim agǤla ka gbǫn'ǫsid titani yaaridi agǤla. 'They were screaming, waving their clothes, and 
throwing dust up in the air.'. [ACT 22:23] 

gbǫn'ǫsi1   See main entry: gbǫn'ǫs1. shatter. 

gbǫn'ǫsi2   See main entry: gbǫn'ǫs2. fech. 

gbǫn'ǫsid   See main entry: gbǫn'ǫs1. shatter. 

gbǫn'ǫsțg1   See main entry: gbǫn'ǫs1. shatter. 

gbǫn'ǫsțg2   See main entry: gbǫn'ǫs2. fech. 

gbǫn'-gbǫn'   id. dark green and leafy. Note: of rice Sim: val-val ‘(of maize)’. Kawǫna la da anǫ val-val ka mui la sǤbig 

gbǫn'-gbǫn'. The maize was green and leafy and the rice was dark and flourishing. [Trouble] 

gbǫn'um   Variant: gbe'um; gben'um. Form: gbǫn-2. n. sleep [n.] O yǫlin o, amaa gbǫn'um ya'a mǤra Yaa o pț tis sida 

ye o wțm yǫlțg gba ka kǫti tțmma. He would tell him, but when Yaa was sleepy he didn't believe he had even 
heard a word, let alone done anything. [Trouble] Sim: gbǫǫm. M nini kț maligim zǫǫg gbǫǫm, bǫǫ gbǫn'um nyaŋi 

m nini ka li umm 'I will allow no sleep to my eyes, no slumber to my eyelids'. [PSA 132:4] Sim: gbis ‘[verb]’.  o 

pțtǫn'ǫr gǫǫnlis la kǫ ka gbǫn'um zǫǫg o ka o gbis. His weariness of mind caused sleepiness to overcome him 
and he slept. [Trouble] gbǫn'um gban'e o, ka o gbisi naam dǤkanǫ bǫǫ agǤl la zugț li teŋin na. he became 
drowsy and fell asleep' ' and fell from the third storey to the ground.'. [ACT 20:9] o nya'andǤlib la gbis, bǤzugǤ 

gbǫn'um da mǤri ba hali his disciples were asleep, because 'their eyes were heavy'. [MRK 14:40] Lit: sleep had 
them plenty. Ba wțsa da gbis nǫ bǤzugǤ ZugsǤb la da kǫ ka ba gbis gbǫnkan buudi. They were all sleeping, 
because the Lord had put them into a deep sleep. [1SA 26:12] Lit: that sort of sleep. See: gbǫǫm; gbǫǫn1. 

gbǫnnǫ   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbǫog1   Variant: gbeug; gbeog; gbǫogǤ; gbeugo; gbǫogț. Form: gbǫǫd1. Variant: gbeed. Form: gbǫ-1. Variant: gbe-. n. 

shore. ban dț gbǫog la ba yi anrțŋțn la na 'When they stepped ashore'. [JHN 21:9] Ka ti kennǫ dǫn'ǫd atǫuk 

gbǫog Krete teŋin. 'they sailed along the coast of Crete hugging the land'. [ACT 27:13] Anrțŋ la da pț lal nǫ bǫuŋ 

la gbǫogǤ The boat was not far from the shore of the lake. [JHN 21:8] o na na'as Galile linǫ an teŋ zțŋ dim 

sț'țlim din zaŋ Atǫuk Suoraug la baba nǫ Joodan gbǫogț mǤri ken la 'he will honour Galilee of the Gentiles, 
by the way of the sea, along the Jordan'. [ISA 9:1] Colloc: gbǫǤgțn ‘on/to/from the shore’. o daa kǫǫn fț san'an 

Joodan mu'ar gbǫogțn la na he came to you on the banks of the river Jordan. [JHN 3:26] Sim: gțțr1. 

gbǫog2   Variant: gbeug. Form: gbǫǫd2. Variant: gbeed. n. antelope [sp.] 

gbǫogǤ   See main entry: gbǫog1. shore. 

gbǫogț   See main entry: gbǫog1. shore. 

gbǫr   Variant: gber; gbǫri. Form: gbǫya. Variant: gbeya. Form: gbǫ-2. Variant: gbe-. n. upper-leg, thigh, back leg of 

four-footed animals. Yu'or ya'a zem ne gbǫr, o mǤdnǫ. If the penis is as big as the thigh, it is swollen. [Asaasim   

Proverb  = Proverb] maanmaan la na nǤk gbǫr linǫ dțg ... niŋ Naazir nid la nu'usin 'the priest is to place in (the 
Nazirite's) hands a boiled shoulder of the ram'. [NUM 6:19] ya na yisi ya taaba la'asțg maana la datiuŋ gbǫri tis 

maanmaan la 'You are to give the right thigh of your fellowship offerings to the priest'. [LEV 7:32] On ken la ka o 

sakur fuug kanǫ an bțlț ... la limisid o gbǫya. As she walked he school dress which was blue ... flapped against 
her thighs. [Trouble] Nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemi na faaǫn o kǤnbțg gbǫya ayi'... si'em la, ala mǫn ka m na faaǫn Israel 

dim... 'As a shepherd saves from the lion's mouth only two leg bones ... so will the Israelites be saved'. [AMO 3:12] 
Ka o nǤk gbǫmum la mǤr na digil Saul tuon. he 'took up the whole haunch and leg and put it before Saul'. [1SA 

9:24] Colloc: gbǫrin ‘to/on/from the thigh’. On da an yțțm piinǫ anu la o da sadigi lu bugumin ka li isa nan 
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bǫ o gbǫrin. When he was fifteen he slipped and fell into a fire, and still had the scars on his leg. [Trouble] Ehud da 

zaŋi o dagǤbțgț fuoe sț'țg la bǫǫ o datiuŋ gbǫrin la kțns na'ab la pțțr. 'Ehud reached with his left hand, 
drew the sword from his right thigh and plunged it into the king's belly.'. [JDG 3:21] Syn: kpǫr. Etym: OV1 *TA ; 
OVN *GBE-DI/A ; CG *gbana . See: gbǫgiinl. 

gbǫri   See main entry: gbǫr. upper leg. 

gbǫsa'ab   n. the muscular part of the thigh. o gbǫ-sa'ab an bǫdabǫda her thighs were enormous. [Trouble] See: gbǫr; 

sa'ab. 

gbǫta   See main entry: gbǫtțg. bushbaby. 

gbǫtțg   Variant: gbetug [N]. Form: gbǫta. Variant: gbeta. n. a galago, bushbaby. Galago senegalensis. 

gbǫțț   Variant: gbeuu. id. overhanging (cliff, mountains about to fall). Zuoya la na tțlig, ka zuobanǫ an gbǫțț la kǤǤ li 

na 'The mountains will be overturned, the cliffs will crumble'. [EZK 38:20] 

gbǫya   See main entry: gbǫr. upper leg. 

gbe-   See main entry: gbǫog1. shore. 

gbe-   See main entry: gbǫr. upper leg. 

gbe'ed   See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gbe'edi   See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gbe'elaa   See main entry: gbǫ'ǫlaa. temple bone. 

gbe'eŋ   See main entry: gbǫ'ǫŋ. push. 

gbe'eŋir   See main entry: gbǫ'ǫŋ. push. 

gbe'og   See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gbe'ug   See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gbe'um   See main entry: gbǫn'um. sleep. 

gbel [N]   See main entry: gbǫl1. tilt, lay on side. 

gbelig   See main entry: gbǫlig1. sun falling. 

gbelig2   See main entry: gbǫlig2. go wrong. 

gbeligir   See main entry: gbǫlig1. sun falling. 

gbelima   See main entry: gbǫlțŋ1. fault. 

gbeluŋ   See main entry: gbǫlțŋ1. fault. 

gbenbala [W]   See main entry: gbǫnbaanla. sleeping sickness. 

gben'ed   See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gben'es   See main entry: gbǫn'ǫs1. shatter. 

gben'es   See main entry: gbǫn'ǫs2. fech. 

gben'esi   See main entry: gbǫn'ǫs1. shatter. 

gben'esi   See main entry: gbǫn'ǫs2. fech. 

gben'esug   See main entry: gbǫn'ǫs1. shatter. 

gben'esug   See main entry: gbǫn'ǫs2. fech. 

gben'um   See main entry: gbǫn'um. sleep. 

gbenn   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbenne   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbensig   See main entry: gbǫǫnsig. lair. 
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gbeog   See main entry: gbǫog1. shore. 

gber   See main entry: gbǫr. upper leg. 

gbeta   See main entry: gbǫtțg. bushbaby. 

gbetug [N]   See main entry: gbǫtțg. bushbaby. 

gbeug   See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gbeug   See main entry: gbǫog1. shore. 

gbeug   See main entry: gbǫog2. antelope [sp.] 

gbeugo   See main entry: gbǫog1. shore. 

gbeuu   See main entry: gbǫțț. overhang. 

gbeya   See main entry: gbǫr. upper leg. 

gbǫǫd1   See main entry: gbǫog1. shore. 

gbǫǫd2   See main entry: gbǫog2. antelope [sp.] 

gbǫǫm1  Variant: gbeenm. Form: gbǫǫn3. Variant: gbeen-. n. sleep [n.] On bǫ o gǤsigin la ka bipuŋ la lǫn zǫǫg gbǫǫm. 
While she was under his eye, the girl was still fast asleep. [Trouble] Gbǫǫm daan zi' ye o ma kpiyaa. The dozy 
person doesn't know that his mother has died. [Proverb 033] gbǫǫm zǫǫgim ka m vanbini gbisid ka m nindaa kpa' 

teŋin 'I fell into a deep sleep, my face to the ground'. [DAN 10:9] M dignǫ, amaa gbǫǫm kae I lie down, but have no 
sleep. [PSA 102:7] Colloc: gbǫǫmin(ǫ/i) ‘in/to/from sleep’. sieba mǫ ya'a ti bǫ bunibin ka fțn bǫ gbǫǫmin, li anǫ 

nyan if some people are busy harvesting and you are busy sleeping, it is shameful. [PRO 10:5] Ba nied biig 

gbǫǫmin ka o duoe zǤǤ gaad onǫ nie o la. They wake a child up and he gets up and runs faster than the one who 

woke him. [Proverb 142] Adu duoe gbǫǫminǫ zin'in o gadțg zug Adu woke up and sat on his bed. [Trouble] SǤ' da 

pț nyǫ bǫǫ baŋi li yǫla bǫǫ nie gbǫǫminǫ. 'No one saw or knew about it, nor did anyone wake up.'. [1SA 26:12] 
Josef nie gbǫǫmini niŋ wțț ZugsǤb maliak la yǫl o si'em la 'When Joseph woke up, he did what the angel of the 
Lord had commanded him'. [MAT 1:24] Colloc: Fț/ya1 yir gbǫǫm ? ‘How's the family? [greeting asking after the 

peace of the household symbolised by being able to sleep]’. Ba pț nyǫt bțraug nǫ nwiig ka lǫm bu'Ǥsidi o yir 

gbǫǫm. They don't see a billygoat tied with rope and say "How are you?". [Proverb 147] Lit: ask after the peace of its 
house. Sim: gbǫn'um. M nini kț maligim zǫǫg gbǫǫm, bǫǫ gbǫn'um nyaŋi m nini ka li umm 'I will allow no 
sleep to my eyes, no slumber to my eyelids'. [PSA 132:4] See: gbǫn'um. 

gbǫǫm2!   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbǫǫmi!   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbǫǫn1   Variant: gbǫn1; gbenn. Form: gbǫnǫ. Variant: gbǫnnǫ; gbenne. Form: gbǫǫnd. Variant: gbǫǫnda; gbǫǫndi. 

Form: gbǫǫm2!. Variant: gbeem2!; gbǫǫmi!. Form: gbǫǫnb. Variant: gbǫǫnbǤ. v. 1 • to inhabit, lodge, stay. Yǫlkanǫ 

yț'țn da mukim anǫ man na gbǫn zin'isi'a. The thing that bothered me was where I could stay. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Fț pț wțm ye Boye saam da nǤk pu'a tud ye on nǫ Yaro gbǫnn dǤǤg yinne ... ? Didn't you hear that Boye's 
father got a woman and gave her so that she and Yaro should sleep in one room ... ? [Trouble] ka o lǫbis o ye on 

saam dǤǤgin bandaad paae kǤbisyǤpǤi ka on nǫ ban la'am gbǫǫnd. and he replied that there were seven 

hundred crocodiles in his father's room, and he lodged with them. [Asaasim] Jakob da gbǫǫn anina yț'țŋ kan la 

nie bǫog 'After spending the night there Jacob ... '. [GEN 32:13] ka' diib ma'aa ka ti bǤǤda, lǫm yǫl o ye ti bǤǤdi 

yisțŋ ye ti gbǫǫn it's not only food that we need, also tell him that we need a good house to live in. [Jealousy] m 

sǤsidi ya nǫ ye ya paae m yin na wabisi ya nǤba ka gbǫn ka bǫog nie ka ya gaad 'You can wash your feet and 
spend the night and then go on your way early in the morning.'. [GEN 19:2] ZakeyǤs, sigim tǤ'ǤtǤ na, bǤzugǤ m ye 

gbǫnnǫ fț yin zina. 'Hurry down, Zacchaeus, because I must stay in your house today.'. [LUK 19:5] Zakan la ba da 

gbǫnǫ kǤm ka ba wțsa kǤm yț'țn zabid That evening they lay down hungry, and hunger troubled them all. 
[You-Heard?] Bantikarțg ye, "Ti zaa pț gbǫǫnd teŋ.", ka gbǫǫn teŋ. Bustard says 'We don't all sleep on the 
ground.' and then sleeps on the ground. [Proverb 169] Banǫ pț nut tabaa ka la'am gbǫǫnd nǫ banǫ nut taba mǫ 

vț'țsid nyǤ'Ǥs la Those who don't smoke, but live with people who do, also breathe the smoke. [Smoking] Rizipa ... 

da nǤk nǫ bǤto maal digisig tampiing zugț gbǫǫnd 'Rizpah ... took sackcloth and spread it out as a bed for 
herself on the rock'. [2SA 21:10] Ti wțsa da gbǫǫndi dǤǤg la teŋ. We all slept on the floor of the room. 
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[Shoeshine-Boy] viid na gbǫǫndi li pțțgin 'there the owl will dwell'. [JER 50:39] da lǤmisidi yaa gbǫǫnda 'Do not 

move around from house to house.'. [LUK 10:7] Lit: ... to lodge.. Gbǫǫm kpǫla ka winnig bǤǤdi liigi la. Gbǫǫm ka 

maal sumalisim. 'Spend the night here; the day is nearly over. Stay and enjoy yourself'. [JDG 19:9] Gbǫǫmi kpǫla 

yț'țŋa 'Spend the night here'. [NUM 22:8] Li pț nar ye ya ... tis nǤŋ dim banǫ ka' gbǫǫnsa la gbǫǫnb zin'igaa? 
Is it not right that ... you should give the homeless poor a place to lodge? [ISA 58:7] Ya ayi baa pț ya'asid kǤm 

gbǫǫnbǤ. A dog of two houses doesn't lie down hungry for long. [Proverb 30] Colloc: Sțga Gbǫǫnb Malțŋ ‘Festival 
of Booths/Shelters/Tabernacles [in the Bible]’. Jew dim di'em kanǫ an Sțga Gbǫǫnb Malțŋ la da li'el la 'The 
time for the Festival of Shelters was near'. [JHN 7:2] 
2 • to lie down, spend the night, lie with (sexually). kǫl ka m bu'osif ye fț mǫ mi'i gbǫnnǫ fț sabuos yiŋaa? let 

me ask you whether you also ever slept with your girlfriends outside? [AIDS-II] O da tisidi ba diib amaa ka pț 

gbǫǫnd nǫ ba. 'He provided for their needs, but did not have intercourse with them.'. [2SA 20:3] See: gbǫǫm1; 

gbǫn'um; gbiean. 

gbǫǫn2   Variant: gbeenn1; gbǫǫnnǫ; gbeenne. v. to eye sb., to aim. Charlie da gbǫǫn kpǫǫm la nǫ sțnpǫǫn. Charlie eyed 

the elder angrily. [Trouble] Yǫlsțm bǫnǫ nini banǫ pț gbǫǫn pu'apțțs nǫ bilies ka ba kpiida. Good luck is with 
eyes that don't do not stare wickedly at pregnant women and babies so that they die. [Asaasim] Anane gbǫǫn la 

Ama ka pin'il o gaadțg. Anane glanced at Ama and started to move off. [Trouble] Note: MA suggests that this is a 

misprint for gbǫǫnl "frowned" Sim: ǤǤn1. Ba saasi ba zilima nǫ wțț sț'țs nǫ ka gbǫǫnnǫ ba pian'ad wțț piim 

yabid 'They sharpen their tongues like swords and aim cruel words like arrows.'. [PSA 64:3 [draft]] Note: cf. wording in 

the published Bible : Ba ... pian'adim pian'abǫ'ǫd wțț piema ka ba ǤǤnni tǤǤndim. Sim: gǤs, nyǫ. 

gbǫǫn3   See main entry: gbǫǫm1. sleep. 

gbǫǫnb   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbǫǫnbǤ   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbǫǫnd   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbǫǫnda   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbǫǫndi   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbǫǫnl   Variant: gbeenl; gbǫǫnla. Form: gbǫǫnlim!. Form: gbǫǫnlțg. Variant: gbeenlug. v. to stare, frown. BțnkǤnbțg la 

da gbǫǫnl o ka o nini mu'oe The animal was staring at him with red eyes. [Trouble] Anane gbǫǫnla Ama ka pin'il 

o gaadțg. Anane frowned at Ama and began to go off. [Trouble] Gbǫǫnlim banǫ dț'țsidi ba mǫŋ la 'look at every 
proud man'. [JOB 40:12] Note: see also Trouble example under gbǫǫn 

gbǫǫnla   See main entry: gbǫǫnl. stare. 

gbǫǫnlim!   See main entry: gbǫǫnl. stare. 

gbǫǫnlțg   See main entry: gbǫǫnl. stare. 

gbǫǫnnǫ   See main entry: gbǫǫn2. aim. 

gbǫǫns   Variant: gbeens [N]; gbǫǫnsi; gbeensi. v. to sleep, pass the night. Fț ya'a mi' ye fț pț gbǫǫnsi fț kǤn'Ǥ, fț 

kennǫ ka mǤri fț pu'abil. If you know that you don't sleep alone, you take your junior wife with you when you 
go. [Proverb 210] SynD: gbins. See: gbǫǫnsig; gbǫǫnsir. 

gbǫǫnsa   See main entry: gbǫǫnsir. lodging. 

gbǫǫnsi  See main entry: gbǫǫns. pass the night. 

gbǫǫnsig   Variant: gbensig. n. a lodging, lair. Colloc: gbǫǫnsigin ‘in/to/from lair’. Juda, fț anǫ gbigimbil onǫ kțțdi o 

ni'im ka lǫbid o gbǫǫnsigin. 'Judah is like a lion, killing his victim and returning to his den'. [GEN 49:9] 
Sim: gbǫǫnsir, buug2. See: gbǫǫns; gbǫǫnsir. 

gbǫǫnsir   Variant: gbeensir; gbǫǫnsirǫ. Form: gbǫǫnsa. Variant: gbeensa. n. habitation, lodging. Man da pț an wțț banǫ 

duusid ta'ada ka pț mǤr gbǫǫnsir la,  man da gbǫǫndi dǤsțŋțn ka li la'ad wțsa bǫ. I wasn't like the homeless 

shoeshine boys; I stayed in a good furnished room. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka m ken ka pț nyǫ diib bǫǫ gbǫǫnsir bǫǫ 

fuudi na pil waadǫ. 'I have often been without enough food, shelter, or clothing'. [2CO 11:27] Li yț'țn da liebnǫ 

"saam yiri" tis ta'adduusidib ... nǫ bipǤla banǫ yi tenkpǫmisi kena ka ka' gbǫǫnsirǫ. It then became a 'guest 
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house' for the shoeshine boys ... and young boys who came in from the villages and had nowhere to stay. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] sǤ' lǫn kae na ti' m Fuug Sțgțr la tisi ma, bǫǫ maali m gbǫǫnsirǫ 'no one is left now to pitch my 

tent or to set up my shelter'. [JER 10:20] Li tun'e kǫ ka nidib kǤ'Ǥŋ gbǫǫnsa It can make people homeless. [Fire] Saa 

da pin'ilnǫ niib karifa ayǤpǤi zaam ka ti kpǫn kpǫn' ti gbǫǫnsa ni. It began to rain at seven in the evening and 
we quickly went into our lodgings. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba na zii ba gbǫǫnsa la mǤri keŋ 'their shelters will be carried 
off '. [JER 49:29] Hali lțya paam gbǫǫnsa 'Even the sparrow has found a home'. [PSA 84:3] Li pț nar ye ya ... tis nǤŋ 

dim banǫ ka' gbǫǫnsa la gbǫǫnb zin'igaa? Is it not right that ... you should give the homeless poor a place to 
lodge? [ISA 58:7] Colloc: gbǫǫnsirin ‘in/to/from lodging-place’. Gbigimdaug la daa gban'ad ni'im buudi wțsa 

ka li tigid o yidim ka kpǫlimid o gbǫǫnsirin la. 'The lion killed his prey and tore it to pieces for his mate and her 
cubs; he filled his den with torn flesh.'. [NAM 2:12] Sim: gbǫǫnsig. See: gbǫǫns; gbǫǫnsig. 

gbǫǫnsirǫ   See main entry: gbǫǫnsir. lodging. 

gbeed   See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gbeed   See main entry: gbǫog1. shore. 

gbeed   See main entry: gbǫog2. antelope [sp.] 

gbeedi   See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gbeedin   See main entry: gbǫ'og. forehead. 

gbeem2!   See main entry: gbǫǫn1. stay, lie with. 

gbeen-   See main entry: gbǫǫm1. sleep. 

gbeenl   See main entry: gbǫǫnl. stare. 

gbeenlug   See main entry: gbǫǫnl. stare. 

gbeenm   See main entry: gbǫǫm1. sleep. 

gbeenn1   See main entry: gbǫǫn2. aim. 

gbeenne   See main entry: gbǫǫn2. aim. 

gbeens [N]   See main entry: gbǫǫns. pass the night. 

gbeensa   See main entry: gbǫǫnsir. lodging. 

gbeensi   See main entry: gbǫǫns. pass the night. 

gbeensir   See main entry: gbǫǫnsir. lodging. 

gbia'   Form: gbia'ad. v. to lounge, sprawl. yanamǫ dit ka nuudi gbia'ad si'em la, li bǫn paae ya 'your feasting and 
lounging will end'. [AMO 6:7] 

gbia'ad   See main entry: gbia'. lounge. 

gbia'anu   See main entry: gbian'anț. war gown. 

gbiak   Form: gbiakid. v. to mock, make light of. Onǫ ka ba san'an o ka o gbiakid la na nyǫǫ li bǫ'ǫd 'If you refuse good 

advice, you are asking for trouble'. [PRO 13:13] Sim: kalinka'og; Cpart: nimmua ‘'serious' [Gh.]’. 

gbiakid   See main entry: gbiak. mock. 

gbian'anț   Variant: gbia'anu. n. a war-gown. Saul da yǫǫgi o mǫŋ zaba fuugț yǫǫl David ka nǤk gbian'anț yǫǫl o 'Saul 

dressed David in his own tunic. He put a coat of armour on him'. [1SA 17:28] From: (MP) ?? Note: gba'anu "with 
amulets sewn all over it" 

gbiean   Note: ? mis-spelling or by-form of gbǫǫn1 v. to go to bed hungry, not have an evening meal. Note: always in the 
Colloc: kǤ'Ǥm gbiean. Kpi'a biig ya'a dțt tǫǫg za'amnǤǤr fțn on kadim o ka li anǫ ya wțsa kǤ'Ǥm gbiean. If 
a neighbour's child is climbing a baobab tree in the evening, chase him away otherwise you will all go to bed 
hungry. [Asaasim  Proverb] 

gbigil1 [N]   Form: gbigila1. n. a ring, finger-bell. "the 2 metal pieces worn on the thumb and forefinger when singing 
and dancing jauk or Gǫuŋ " [MA]. Fț ya'a pi'ig gbigil wa'an o ti lǫm bǤdigidnǫ wa'an. 'Easy come, easy go.'. 

[Proverb 208 [one version]] Lit: If you find a ring at a dance, it will also be lost at a dance.. Note: kin'ala in another version, 

and see gbigilig below. Fț ya'a pi'ig gbigilig wa'an o ti lǫm bǤdignǫ wa'an. 'Easy come, easy go.'. [Proverb 208 
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[another version]] Lit: If you find a ring at a dance, it will also be lost at a dance.. 

-gbigil2   Form: -gbigila2. adj. strong, brawny. Kukpangbigila pț mǤǤdnǫ kpi'imma. Even someone with strong arms 

can't wrestle with the dead. [Asaasim Proverb] O mǫ mǤri kțkpangbigila. She also had brawny arms. [Trouble] 

gbigila1   See main entry: gbigil1 [N]. ring. 

-gbigila2   See main entry: -gbigil2. strong. 

gbigilig   n. 'jingles', rattles, sistra. Note: on tambourine, or leg-rattles for dancing Fț ya'a pi'ig gbigilig wa'an o ti lǫm 

bǤdignǫ wa'an. 'Easy come, easy go.'. [Proverb 208] Lit: If you find a ring at a dance, it will also be lost at a dance.. 
Note: see note on gbigil1 

gbigim nya'aŋ   See main entry: gbigimnya'aŋ. lioness. 

gbigim1   Variant: gbigimǫ; gbigime [C]. Form: gbigima. Form: gbigim-2. n. a lion. Panthera leo. Gbigim wațŋ pț Ǥnbid 

mǤǤdǫ. [Even] a thin lion doesn't eat grass. [Proverb 022] bavțt sǤn'oe gbigim kpiiluŋ 'a live dog is better off than 
a dead lion'. [ECC 9:4] ba na aansim zǤra-zǤra wțț gbigimi aansid si'el si'em la 'they will tear me like a lion and 

rip me to pieces'. [PSA 7:2] M na aans Israel nǫ Juda dim nwǫnǫ gbigimǫ gban'e si'eli aansidnǫ, m na gban'e ba 

mǤri ken ka aansid 'I will attack the people of Israel and Judah like a lion. I myself will tear them to pieces and 
then leave them.'. [HOS 5:14] Gbigima la nǫ na'araad la zugin nǫ li teŋin la, ba da zan'anǫ maal baŋgbilis. 
'underneath the lions and bulls, there were spiral figures in relief'. [1KI 7:29] Daniel n bǫ gbigima bǤkin la yǫla 
'Daniel in the Den of Lions'. [DAN 6:1 [heading]] la'am nǫ zaŋku'a nǫ gbigima nǫ wǫbaas banǫ gǤǤnd teŋin la in 
addition to hyænas, lions and leopards that roamed in the land. [Trouble] O nidib la wțsa nwa'am wțț 

gbigimpaalis 'Her people all roar like young lions'. [JER 51:38] Spec: gbigimbil, gbigimdaug, gbigimnya'aŋ. ba 

nyina nwǫnǫ gbigim nyina nǫ, ba pțlimmi nwǫnǫ gbigimnya'aŋ nyina ' it has the teeth of a lion, the fangs of 

a lioness'. [JOL 1:6] Zin'ikanǫ ka ba da diisidi ba gbigimbibis ka gbigim nya'aŋ nǫ gbigimdaug nǫ ba biis 

gǤǤnd ka dabiem kae 'the place where young lions were fed, where the lion and the lioness would go and their 
cubs would be safe'. [NAM 2:11] Etym: OVN *GBIG-M-DI/A ; vc4 *gb ɪn. See: gbigimbil; gbigimdaug; 

gbigimnya'aŋ. 

gbigim-2   See main entry: gbigim1. lion. 

gbigima   See main entry: gbigim1. lion. 

gbigimbibis   See main entry: gbigimbil. lioncub. 

gbigimbil   Variant: gbigimbili. Form: gbigimbibis. n. a lion cub. Juda, fț anǫ gbigimbil 'You are a lion's cub, O Judah'. 

[GEN 49:9] nwǫnǫ gbigimi na bǫ mǤǤgin bțnkǤnbid sțțgin si'em la, bǫǫ gbigimbili na bǫ pǫ'ǫsini 'like a lion 
among the beasts of the forest, like a young lion among flocks of sheep'. [MIC 5:8] Na'abil nǫ gbigimbibis na la'asi 

Ǥnbid yaama 'Calves and lion cubs will feed together'. [ISA 11:6] See: gbigim1; -bil. 

gbigimbili   See main entry: gbigimbil. lioncub. 

gbigimdaug   Form: gbigimdaad. n. a male lion. Gbigimdaug la daa gban'ad ni'im buudi wțsa 'The lion killed his 

prey'. [NAM 2:12] See: gbigim1; -daug2. 

gbigimdaad   See main entry: gbigimdaug. lion. 

gbigimǫ   See main entry: gbigim1. lion. 

gbigime [C]   See main entry: gbigim1. lion. 

gbigimnya'aŋ   Variant: gbigim nya'aŋ. Form: gbigimnya'as. n. a lioness. ba nyina nwǫnǫ gbigim nyina nǫ, ba 

pțlimmi nwǫnǫ gbigimnya'aŋ nyina ' it has the teeth of a lion, the fangs of a lioness'. [JOL 1:6] Nidib la duonǫ 

wțț gbigimnya'as nǫ 'The people rise like a lioness'. [NUM 23:24] See: gbigim1; -nya'aŋ1. 

gbigimnya'as   See main entry: gbigimnya'aŋ. lioness. 

gbi'1   Variant: gbi'i. Form: gbi'id1. Variant: gbi'idi. Form: gbi'ib. Form: gbi'i ya4. v. to betray, accuse. ka o yț'țn si'iŋe 

gbi'idnǫ ba he then began arguing with them. [Asaasim] ya ya'a kena ye ya gbi' mam tisim dataas ... ti yaanam 

Wina'am la na kadi ya saria 'if you have come to betray me to my enemies ... may the God of our fathers ... judge 
you'. [1CH 12:17] Ka biis mǫ na gbi'i ba du'adibi kǫ ka ba kțț ba. 'children will turn against their parents and 
have them put to death'. [MAT 10:21] Teŋgbi'idim sǤb la gbi'i ya, ka faaung sǤb la faaǫn ya. 'The traitor betrays, 
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the looter takes loot.'. [ISA 21:2] Fț nyuunnǫ ka gbi'id You are jealous and blaming. [You-Heard?] Ziri sǤb la 

gbi'idim teŋgbi'idim ka teŋgbi'idim sǤb la gbi'id! 'The treacherous betray! With treachery the treacherous 
betray!'. [ISA 24:16] Lit: the liar betrays me. O kpi'es la wțsa gbi'id o nǫ ka yit o nya'aŋ ka lieb o dataas. All her 
friends have betrayed her; they have become her enemies.'. [LAM 1:2] ba nǤk onǫ gbi'idi ti ba'abiis Wina'am tuon 

nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ la lǤbi yis arezana ni 'the one who stood before our God and accused our brothers and sisters 

day and night has been thrown out of heaven'. [REV 12:10] Nabstr: teŋgbi'idim; Nact: teŋgbi'id. 

gbi'2   Form: gbi'id2. Variant: gbi'ida. v. to be set on edge. Ba'anam Ǥnb li'ema, ka biis nyina gbi'ida? 'The fathers eat 
sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge'. [EZK 18:2] 

gbi'e1   Form: gbi'ir2. v. to decline, go down. Su'os nintaŋ ka winigi gbi'e bi'ela, ka o niŋtțțlțg la bas o. 'The fever left 

him yesterday at the seventh hour.'. [JHN 4:52 [original published New Testament]] Sim: nwǫ'ǫdțg, waad2 

gbi'i   See main entry: gbi'1. accuse. 

gbi'i ya4   See main entry: gbi'1. accuse. 

gbi'ib   See main entry: gbi'1. accuse. 

gbi'id1   See main entry: gbi'1. accuse. 

gbi'id2   See main entry: gbi'2. set on edge. 

gbi'ida   See main entry: gbi'2. set on edge. 

gbi'idi   See main entry: gbi'1. accuse. 

gbi'i-gbi'   id. [sound of shivering]. Ka waad kpǫn' Birago ka o niŋ dam gbi'i-gbi'. Birago felt very cold and her body 
quivered shiveringly. [Trouble] 

gbi'ilim   v. become blunt. Ayei, sț'țraug la na gbi'ilim. No, the cutlass will get blunt. [Trouble] ba ya'a tǫǫg tiraug, fțn 

kǫl ka ba piema la gbi'ilim 'when they draw the bow, let their arrows be blunted.'. [PSA 58:7] 

gbi'ir1   Variant: gbi'ug. n. a stump. Amaa nwǫnǫ tiig ka ba ǫǫnti nwaae ka li gbi'ir kpǫlim si'em la, ala mǫn ka bielim 

banǫ an kasi la na kpǫlim teŋin wțț gbi'ir nǫ. 'But as the terebinth and oak leave stumps when they are cut 
down, so the holy seed will be the stump in the land.'. [ISA 6:13] amaa basimi gbi'ir linǫ vilig nǫ kțnt nǫ 

kțntzǫn'ug la 'but leave the stump in the ground. Wrap a band of iron and bronze round it'. [DAN 4:23] Nimo da 

gban'e tutu-gbi'ug nǫ o dagǤbig ka ki'e li nǫ o kuunr. Nimo got hold of the stump of the bush in her right hand 

and hacked it with her hoe. [Trouble] Colloc: dagbi'ir ‘tree-stump’. Birago da zin' nǫ dagbi'ir zug Birago was 
sitting on a tree-stump. [Trouble] Sim: tigbi'ir, til. See: tigbi'ir. 

gbi'ir2   See main entry: gbi'e1. decline. 

gbi'ug   See main entry: gbi'ir1. stump. 

gbil   Variant: gbilli. Form: gbila. n. a round, loaf, a round of ... Li anǫ danbin bi'ela kǫt ka bodobodo gbil ukid la. 'A 

little yeast works through the whole batch of dough.'. [GAL 5:9] Onǫ ya'abid la mǤr suor ka o na nǤk ya'agbilli 

ya'ab on bǤǤd si'el A potter is free to take a ball of clay and make whatever she wants. [ROM 9:21] Na'am zin'isir 

bimbim la da mǤri dțțsa ayuobț, ka li nya'aŋ la maali an gbilli ka wa'ami dț zugin. The throne-dais had six 
steps, and its back was made tall and rounded at the top. [1KI 10:19] O kpandaug la da wa'am nǫ hali, ka li 

kpanbiel la tǫbisim an kțnt gbila kǤbisyuobț. 'His spear shaft was like a weaver's rod, and its iron point 
weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 17:7] Lit: was very long. Ba la'asid vaala la nǫ gbila gbila. They collect the 
farm-residues in round piles. [House+Farm] Baanamin la ba da kuosidi sa'atuodim nǫ boodia nǫ mui nǫ 

muigbila. In the bars they sold fufu, plantain, rice and rice-balls. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: sanlimgbil/a ‘'gold disk' 

–  used for "shekel", a unit of weight or coin, in the Bible’. Sanlima tțblǫma ... la tǫbisim da anǫ sanlimgbila 

tusir nǫ kǤbisyǤpǤi 'The weight of the gold rings ... came to seventeen hundred shekels'. [JDG 8:26] See: ya'agbil; 

tabgbil. 

gbila   See main entry: gbil. loaf. 

gbila-gbila   id. 1 • round. Na'am zin'isir bimbim la da mǤri dțțsa yakir ayuobț, ka li nya'aŋ la maal gbila-gbila ka 

wa'ammi dț zugin. The throne-dais had six steps and its back was tall and rounded at the top. [2CH 9:18] Na'am 

zin'isir bimbim la da mǤri dțțsa yakir ayuobț, ka li nya'aŋ la maal gbila-gbila ka wa'ammi dț zugin. The 
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throne-dais had six steps and its back was tall and rounded at the top. [2CH 9:18] 
2 • in groups, clusters. Ka Yesu yț'țn yǫl o nya'andǤlib la ye ba kǫl ka nidib la zin'in mǤma'asa la zug 

gbila-gbila 'Jesus directed them to have all the people sit down in groups on the green grass.'. [MRK 6:39] 
Sim: bǫn-bǫn, bǫnnim. See: gbil; -gbiliga; gbilis1. 

gbilga   See main entry: gbiliga. round. 

-gbilig   Form: -gbilis2. Variant: -gbilisǫ. adj. round, circular. o nǤk sanlimmǫŋiri maal bțngbilig wțț tipuum nǫ he 

took genuine gold and made a round thing like the flowering of a tree. [EXO 39:30] ba da zan'anǫ maal baŋgbilis 
they made 'fillets of hammered work of spiral design'. [1KI 7:29] Manna la da anǫ bțngbilis wțț ma'anbiili ka an 

pipǫl-zǫn'ug. The manna was round things like okra seed and was 'whitish-yellow in colour'. [NUM 11:7] 
Tǫrekonam bțnlamma la da anǫ bțmma'ad, ka ka' bțngbilisǫ. 'The panels of the trolleys were square, not 
round.'. [1KI 7:31] Sim: gbilis1 ‘[verb]’.  Etym: OVN *GBIL, KPIL ; vc4 *g/ki/u ɗ ; CG *kpali, kuli (gb-, g-) . 
See: baŋgbilig; gbil; gbila-gbila; gbiliga. 

gbiliga   Variant: gbilga. id. round, around. MǤǤg la da duoe nǫ gbilga gilig tiig la. The grass was piled up all around the 

tree. [Trouble] Fț nyu'ug la nwǫnǫ daam nwam kanǫ an gbiliga nǫ 'Your navel is a rounded goblet'. [SNG 7:2] 
Tǫreko wțsa zug ba da maalnǫ ka li an gbiliga 'At the top of the stand there was a circular band'. [1KI 7:35] 
Lit: they made it round. Gaŋim zin'ikanǫ ka ba na zin' ba ya'amin, wțț, kțgțs la ya'a zi'el gbiliga. Choose a 

place where they can sit as they like, for instance chairs placed in a circle. [Bible-Study] See: gbil; gbila-gbila; 

-gbilig. 

gbilim   Variant: gbilimi; gbilimmǫ. v. to roll sth. up, make rolls of sth. (o) mǤr bțmis ayi' ka ba ziid ... tiis wala ka ba 

gbilim ban kǤbiga 'He had a string of donkeys ... loaded with ... a hundred cakes of raisins'. [2SA 16:1] Lit: tree 
fruits that they rolled.into.balls –  a hundred of them. Ziim nǫ bugum na bǫ ka nyǤ'Ǥs gbilim wțț saŋgbana nǫ. 
'blood and fire and billows of smoke'. [ACT 2:19] Ku'opila la na gbilim kena The waves may come rolling in. [JER 

5:22] O na gbilimif wțț piennǫ lǤbigi bas He will roll you up like a strip of cloth and throw you away. [ISA 22:18] 
nyǤ'Ǥs la gbilimme dțt agǤla 'it rolls upward in a column of smoke'. [ISA 9:18] 

gbilimi   See main entry: gbilim. make rolls. 

gbilimmǫ   See main entry: gbilim. make rolls. 

gbilis2   Variant: gbilisi. v. to be/become round. Fț gbǫ'og la nie bǤbigin la naa vǫnl ka gbilisi nwǫnǫ taba kiig. 'Your 

temples behind your veil are like the halves of a pomegranate.'. [SNG 4:3] Lit: round like a cake of tobacco. See: gbil; 

gbila-gbila; gbiliga; -gbilig. 

-gbilis2   See main entry: -gbilig. round. 

-gbilisǫ   See main entry: -gbilig. round. 

gbilisi   See main entry: gbilis2. round. 

gbilli   See main entry: gbil. loaf. 

gbin1   Variant: gbinni; gbini; gbine; gbinnǫ; gbinne; gbinee; gbinnǫǫ; gbinnee; gbinnin. Form: gbina. n. 1 • bottom 

[anatomical]. Bipumis la sieba da kuosidi bodobodo nǫ bisket nǫ dinǫ ka ba mǤri ǫǫnsid gbin Some of the 
girls sold bread and biscuits and toilet paper. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nid ya'a pț zemis o gbinnǫ o pț vǤn kțkparǫ. If a 
man does not measure his anus he doesn't swallow a borassus fruit. [Proverb 047] Note: [alternative version] Ba n yiti 

maknǫ gbin ka vǤl kțkpar. They measure the anus and then swallow a borassus fruit. Banǫ da na'asid o la wțsa 

yț'țn gǤsid o nǫ yǤri, bǤzugǤ ba nyǫǫ o gbin. 'All who honoured her despise her, for they have seen her 
nakedness'. [NAM 1:8] Fț ya'a ye fț nǤk biig ka o ye bin bǫǫ o gbine fț zi'en o nǫ. If you are going to pick up a 
child and he says he has a dirty bottom, you put him down. [Asaasim Proverb] Ba ǫǫnti fuonǫ gbinin gun'a ka nyaan 

fuoe nǤbirin gun'a. They usually pull out the thorn in the bottom and then the one in the foot. [Proverb 152] 
pin'ilim sǤ' ni fieb sisanbis anaasi ba gbina ni begin with one and cane four strokes on their bottoms. [Trouble] 
Hanun gban'e David nidib la pțni ba tiemis la pțsțk-pțsțk ka maki ba gbina zinzema nwaasi ba fuud la 
'Hanun seized David's men, shaved off half of each man's beard, (and) cut off their garments in the middle at the 

buttocks'. [2SA 10:4] Colloc: yis/viig X gbin ‘uncover  X's guilt’. Amaa ka lǫn tǫn'ǫs ye li na yis o zua la gbin But 
on second thoughts that would show that his friend was in the wrong. [Trouble] Amǫŋa, oŋa anǫ Yesu nid yinne, 

bǤzugǤ o pian'ad viig o gbin. 'Surely you are one of them, for your accent gives you away.'. [MAT 26:73] da viigi 
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fț kpi'a la gbin ka kǫ ka li yi yiŋa 'do not betray another man's confidence'. [PRO 25:9] Colloc: lus X gbin ‘protect 

X’.  Ala ka ba mǤr biisǫ, ba ye ba nwǫdig o ka fț lusid o gbinnǫ? They have children like that, they want to 
correct him and you protect him? [Trouble] Etym: OV1 *MO(?) ; OV2 *NI ; OVN *GBIN-NI/A . 
2 • under, at the bottom of sth. Babayi' la ma'aa da kpǫlim an ba saam gbin la Only the two of them were still 

under the authority of their father. [Trouble] Ya'a ka' onǫ, Goma da an ba gbin la nid ma'aa kpǫlim. If it wasn't 

for her, Goma would be the last one of them left behind. [Trouble] O da bǫnǫ siankpǫŋin titita'ar gbin ma'asim. 
He was in the shade under a big tree in the old forest. [Trouble] Colloc: gbinnin(ǫ)/gbina ni ‘under, at the bottom 
of’. Biis la di'emidi duan gbinnin. The children are playing under a dawadawa tree. [House+Farm] Ka Adu gǤsi 

gilig ye kpa'akur pa'ati dig tiig la gbinnin. Adu looked around and saw that there was a tortoise lying at the 

bottom of the tree. [Trouble] O da maal antu'a zin'ig kpțkparig gbinnin ka ba buon ye, Debora Kpțkparig 
'She held court under the Palm of Deborah'. [JDG 4:5] Nwadigi da lǫb gbinnin la da mǤya ka o nǫǫsim la sțŋ 

bibanǫ da di'emid yiiŋ The moon was getting low and its light helped the youngsters who were playing outside. 

[Trouble] BțnkǤnbid mǫ pț nwied mam gbinninǫ. And the animals don't go away from below me. [Trees] Ka o 

gǤs mǤǤg la ka o kua ka li ziankid tiis la gbina ni la ka li malis o. And he looked at the grass that he hoed up 
and it was drying under the trees, and this pleased him. [Trouble] ya bǫ nǫ zuotitada zug nǫ tititada wțsa gbina 

nii pț'țsid winsieba 'On every high hill and under every green tree you worshipped fertility gods.'. [JER 2:20] 
Colloc: dǤl/tabil X gbin ‘follow X closely’. Ankara anǫ tempțtita'ar ka lin yǫla kǫ ka m da kpǫn dǤlla Kwaku 

gbin. Accra is a big city, so I always followed Kwaku closely. [Shoeshine-Boy] Yǫlbǫ'ǫd dǤlli tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤb gbin 
'Trouble follows sinners everywhere'. [PRO 13:21] Israel dim dap la da yi Misipa teŋin tabinǫ ba gbin tǤ'ǤtǤ 'The 
men of Israel rushed out of Mizpah and pursued' them. [1SA 7:11] dțnna biisi kpǫn dǤlli ba manam gbina tǫǫdi 

ba fuud la today's youngsters are tied to their mothers' apron-strings. [Trouble] 
3 • the bottom, base, lower part of sth. Kpan'alim dțk la gbin nǫ daad Set the base of the pot on firewood. [EZK 

24:5] o pugudib daa nyǤnl o fattim fuud mǤrimin ka nyaan lig o kurug gbin his aunt had complained about 

how careless he was with his clothes before she patched the seat of his shorts. [Trouble] zuoya gbina ni wțsa la'aŋ 

bugum 'it will set afire the foundations of the mountains'. [DEU 32:22] 
4 • meaning, reason. on na tun'e kǫ ka ba fǤn baanlim ka li gbin kae la he could insist on absolute silence for 

no particular reason. [Trouble] Adu sǤlțŋ la da mǤr gbin. Adu's story had a point. [Trouble] ya pț tun'e bakid 

pian'ad gbinnǫ you can't understand the meaning of (plain) speech. [ROM 6:19] dasannim nǫ li paŋ wțsa ka' 

gbinnǫ 'youth and the prime of life are mere futility'. [ECC 11:10] sǤ' wțsa zaansțŋ mǤri li gbine li kǤn' 'each 
dream had a meaning of its own'. [GEN 40:5] Li ka' gbinnǫ! Li ka' gbinnǫ Asida si'el wțsa ka' gbinnǫ! 
'Meaningless! Meaningless! ... Utterly meaningless! Everything is meaningless.'. [ECC 1:2] Colloc: gban'e1 gbin 
‘understand’. Na'ab la daa yț'țn pț'țs na'asaabugum tțma ni dau la nǫ on kena tu'as nyain ka ba gban'e 

li gbin la. Then the Chief thanked the man from the electricity company for coming and speaking clearly so that 
they could understand. [Electricity] Ka tțmtțmnib nǫ yadda niŋidib kpǫǫmnam la la'as ye ba gban'e yǫl kaŋa 

nwa' gbin. 'The apostles and elders met to look into this matter'. [ACT 15:6] Ya'am mǫǫd yir, ka agban'ad si'el 

gbin kǫt ka li zi'e 'By wisdom a house is built, and through understanding it is established'. [PRO 24:3] Asǫǫ fț 

karim tituaa ka ya'a ka'a alaa fț kț gban'e li gbinnǫ. You have to read accurately otherwise you won't 
understand the meaning. [You-Do?] Fț gban'e li gbinnǫǫ? Do you understand? [Fire] Fț sid na nyaŋi yǫlim man 

zaansim nyǫ si'el la nǫ li gbinnǫǫ? 'Can you tell me what I dreamt and what it means?'. [DAN 2:26] Gbauŋ kanǫ ka 

ya sǤb la, ba karimi li ka tu'asi li gbinni m tuon. 'The letter you sent us has been read and translated in my 

presence. '. [EZR 4:18] Sim: vǤǤnr2. See: gbiŋ. 

gbin2   n. posterity, descendants, clan. ZugsǤb la na gaŋ o mǫŋ na'ab Israel sț'țlimin, ka o na li' Jeroboam gbin la 
'The Lord is going to place a king over Israel who will put an end to Jeroboam's dynasty.'. [1KI 14:14] kǤ'Ǥm na kțț 

fț gbin la 'your offspring I shall do to death by famine'. [ISA 14:30] Colloc: o gbin li ‘his line fails’. 

gbin3   Variant: gbini. id. to be knotted. ban naan lǤǤdin pien sțma la, ba na lǤǤd nwiis banǫ gbinigbin 'instead of fine 
belts, they will wear coarse ropes'. [ISA 3:24] 

gbina   See main entry: gbin1. bottom, under, base, meaning. 

gbine   See main entry: gbin1. bottom, under, base, meaning. 

gbinee   See main entry: gbin1. bottom, under, base, meaning. 

gbinfuma   adv. bare-bottomed. O na kǫ ka ba ken gbinfuma, ka li an nyannǫ tis Egipt dim la. He will make them go 
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'with buttocks bared – to Egypt's shame.'. [ISA 20:4] See: gbin1. 

gbin'e   Form: gbin'enǫ. Form: gbin'ed. Form: gbin'ednǫ. Form: gbin'emi!. Form: gbin'er. v. to draw, scoop out (part 

from a liquid or mass). Biis gbin'e zǤm-baanlig la ye ba bu. The children get the fine flour to mix. [House+Farm] 
Azuma gbin'e ku'om nǫ sǫr na. Azuma scoops up some water in a shard. [House+Farm] Adu da zaŋ bu'ata keŋ 

bțgțsțgț ye o gbin'e ku'om ka o saam pigi baŋ. Adu took a bucket and went softly to fetch some water but his 
father could snooped on him and knew about it. [Trouble] Ya ya'a ... di teŋ la diib, yanam on gbin'e sieba ka li 

an maannǫ tis man onǫ an ZugsǤb la. 'When any food produced there is eaten, some of it is to be set aside as a 

special contribution to the Lord. '. [NUM 15:18-19] Hali o daa ti gbin'enǫ ku'om basi o win ye o sțŋim o He even 
poured libation to his shrine so that it should help him. [You-Hear?] Ba kǫnǫ ka biis gur naada la ka niimis ya'a 

kena ye ba di, ba gbin'ednǫ titannǫ fin'edi ba ka ba iank zigigigi. They have made children to watch over the 
early millet farm so that when birds come to eat it, they fetch sand and fling it at them and they fly away. [MA] 
Gbin'emi tampǫligim dan'aŋin 'Take handfuls of soot from a furnace'. [EXO 9:8] Kpiibig sa'ab gbin'er saŋa la an 

saa iankir saŋa. The time the orphan is getting his t.z. is the time of the lightning. [Proverb 237] Colloc: gbin'e 

paalț ‘reserve a piece of land for’. BǤǤ kǫ ka fț gaŋ zin'ig yinne ma'aa gbin'e paalț tisi ti ye li aan ti pțțrǫ? 
'Why have you given us only one part of the land to possess as our own?'. [JOS 17:14] Sim: gbin'es, wik. 

gbin'ed   See main entry: gbin'e. draw. 

gbin'ednǫ   See main entry: gbin'e. draw. 

gbin'emi!   See main entry: gbin'e. draw. 

gbin'enǫ   See main entry: gbin'e. draw. 

gbin'er  See main entry: gbin'e. draw. 

gbin'es   Variant: gbin'esi. v. to draw, scoop out (part from a liquid or mass). Paul daa lǫbi dțț gbin'es bodobodo Ǥnb 

ka sǤns nǫ ba yuug. 'Then he went back upstairs, broke bread, and ate.'. [ACT 20:11] Ban da gbin'es diib Josef 

diib zin'igin la pțdigi tisi ba la, Benjamin diib da zu'oe gaad sǤ' wțsa din zin'is anu. 'When portions were 
served to them from Joseph's table, Benjamin's portion was five times as much as anyone else's. [GEN 43:34] Ka 

gbin'esi li zǤra-zǤra ka niŋ kpaam bǤzugǤ li anǫ zțțd maan. 'Crumble it and pour oil on it; it is a grain 
offering.'. [LEV 2:6] Sim: gbin'e, wik. See: gbin'e. 

gbin'esi   See main entry: gbin'es. draw. 

gbini   See main entry: gbin3. knotted. 

gbini   See main entry: gbin1. bottom, under, base, meaning. 

gbinnǫ   See main entry: gbin1. bottom, under, base, meaning. 

gbinne   See main entry: gbin1. bottom, under, base, meaning. 

gbinnǫǫ   See main entry: gbin1. bottom, under, base, meaning. 

gbinnee   See main entry: gbin1. bottom, under, base, meaning. 

gbinni   See main entry: gbin1. bottom, under, base, meaning. 

gbinnin   See main entry: gbin1. bottom, under, base, meaning. 

gbinniri   id. muscular, very big and strong. Nimo da anǫ sabilig ka an gbinniri. Nimo was black and muscular. [Trouble] 

gbins   See main entry: gbis. Note: in texts gbis 21x, gbins 15x (4 different authors) but not in Bible: spelling gbis is preferred 
Variant: gbinsǫ; gbinsi. Form: gbinsnǫ. Form: gbinsid. Variant: gbinsidi. Form: gbinsim!. v. to sleep. O gban'e 

o suori lǫbi kuli diginǫ gbins sț'țŋa ka bǫog ti ba'asi nie. He set off and went home and lay down, and slept 

well until the next morning. [Billygoat] SǤ' da kț lǫn tun'e gbins yț'țnkanǫ. No one could sleep again that night. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Tǫn'ǫsimi di yǫla ka da gbinsǫ. Think about it and don't sleep. Yț'țŋ kan la o da gbinsi nǫ dauŋ. 
That night he had a troubled sleep. [Trouble] O ya'a da gbinsnǫ tțțg, ka o nan zi' gbins ka nǤǤs yi o yiigaa. If 
she had overslept, she had never slept so that the fowls came out before (she woke up). [Trouble] Birago da ka' onǫ 

gbinsid pamm nǫ. Birago wasn't someone who slept a lot. [Trouble] Mam gbinsidi m gadbil la zug. I was 
sleeping in my cot. [Shoeshine-Boy] Birago lǫn dam o pu'ayua la. 'Yaa, Yaa, gbinsim, gbinsim. Kǫl vuud ka 

gbins.' Birago was rocking her daughter "Yaa, yaa! Sleep, sleep! Be quiet and sleep." [Trouble] Colloc: fț gbins 
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wala ?/sț'țm ? ‘how did you sleep/did you sleep well [morning greetings]’. O da pț'țs o saam ye o duoe wala? 

Ka o saam siak ye, fț sa gbins sț'țŋa? ... Ka Adu ye o sa gbins sț'țm. He greeted his father asking how he 
felt this morning. And his father responded "Did you sleep well?" ... Adu said he had slept well. [Trouble,] 

gbins   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

gbinsǫ   See main entry: gbins. sleep. 

gbinsi   See main entry: gbins. sleep. 

gbinsid   See main entry: gbins. sleep. 

gbinsidi   See main entry: gbins. sleep. 

gbinsim!   See main entry: gbins. sleep. 

gbinsnǫ   See main entry: gbins. sleep. 

gbinvǤ-nyǤǤg   Variant: gbinvo-nyoog. n. bowel, colon. Note: 'anus (bottom-hole)-gut' Fț mǫŋ ye fț bǫn'ǫnǫ ban'abǫ'og, 

ban'akanǫ pț basid na gban'e fț gbinvǤ-nyǤǤg 'You yourself will be very ill with a lingering disease of the 
bowels'. [2CH 21:15] See: gbinvǤǤnr; nyǤǤg. 

gbinvo-nyoog  See main entry: gbinvǤ-nyǤǤg. bowel. 

gbinvǤǤnr   Variant: gbinvoonr; gbinvoor. n. anus. Pu'apțțg la gbinvǤǤr na mǤd ka mun ka pisid bǫǫ yit ziim. The 

pregnant woman's anus swells or stings or bleeds. [Womens-Health] GbinvǤǤnr wa'alim an bin. Anus length is [the 
length of the] fæces. [Proverb 220] Wina'am ǫǫnsid baa gbinvǤǤnr. 'God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb.'. 

[Asaasim Proverb] Lit: God wipes the dog's bottom.. Note: ǫǫnsid emended from en'eand [TN] See: gbinvǤ-nyǤǤg. 

gbinvoonr   See main entry: gbinvǤǤnr. anus. 

gbinvoor   See main entry: gbinvǤǤnr. anus. 

gbiŋ   Note: by-form of gbin1 Variant: gbiŋǫ. n. bottom, meaning. Li tțțg Ghana nidib la kal pțsțkț ye ba anǫ 

Karimbiis,  amaa ti Karimbiidțg bǫllim ti sț'țlim la ni pț mǤr gbiŋǫ. More than half the population of Ghana 

are church members, but our church life in our country has no value. [Bible-Study] See: gbin1. 

gbiŋǫ   See main entry: gbiŋ. bottom. 

gbir-gbir   See main entry: gir-gir. confusion. 

gbir-gbir1   id. a rush, hurried onset. Buribig ye "Gbir-gbir ka nwiig kǫnsigid." Billygoat says "Yank, yank! and the rope 

breaks." [Proverb 168] Gbir-gbir kanǫ naam bi'ela la nidib wțmi li yǫl nǫ The small bustle that occurred –  people 

heard about it. [Trouble] Adu da kpǫn' o zamisțg dǤǤgin la ka gbir-gbir bǫ ka o lidig. Adu went into his 
classroom and there was a commotion and he was surprised. [Trouble] Colloc: maal gbir-gbir1 ‘make a rush’. 

gbirib   Form: gbiribnǫ. v. to be toughened, hardened. O nu'utital la da gbiribnǫ His palm was hardened. [Trouble] 
See: -gbiriba. 

-gbiriba1   adj.pl. festering, infected. Colloc: saŋkpangbiriba ‘festering pocks’. (o) kǫ ka sankpangbiriba gban'e Job 

niŋgbina hali yii o nǤba ni paae o zupaasțțg (he) 'afflicted Job with painful sores from the soles of his feet to 
the top of his head.'. [JOB 2:7] 

-gbiriba2   See main entry: -gbiribir. thick. 

-gbiribir   Form: -gbiriba2. adj. thick. O niŋkan'ad nǫ nǤŋgbamgbiribir la kpǫn'ǫs Adu nǫ waad. His hooded eyes and 
thick lips chilled Adu. [Trouble] 

gbiribnǫ   See main entry: gbirib. toughened. 

gbiridi   adv. violently. Yaa da zi'en ya ka Birago tuo o gbiridi. Yaa stopped and Birago bumped into him violently. 

[Trouble] 

gbirig   Variant: gbirigi. Form: gbirignǫ. Form: gbirigim!. Form: gbirigir. v. to do sth. suddenly, hurry, hasten. ba ǫǫnti 

gbirig nǫ tǤǤnd ka dabiem kae 'they shoot ... suddenly, without fear'. [PSA 64:4] Li daa gigilim Adu nǫ o 

pugidibi gbirigi kpǫn kun si'em la nǫ. Adu was struck speechless that his aunt had suddenly decided to go 
home. [Trouble] Sansi'a, li ǫǫn anǫ ... bǫǫ si'eli gbirigi san'am tțțma zin'igin. Sometimes it can be an 
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unexpected fault at the power-station. [Electricity] Ka sisi'etita'ar gbirigi kǫn bǫuŋin la na. 'Suddenly a fierce 

storm hit the lake'. [MAT 8:24] O ya'a ǫǫnti kǫn sansi'a na ka Yeboah kena o ǫǫn gbirignǫ lǫb. Whenever she 
came and Yeboah turned up, she immediately went back. [Trouble] O ya'a ǫǫnti kǫn sansi'a na ka Yeboah kena o 

ǫǫn gbirignǫ lǫb. Whenever she came and Yeboah turned up, she immediately went back again. [Trouble] O 

gbirigim tțm o tțțma ka ti nini nyǫ! 'let him hasten his work so we may see it'. [ISA 5:19] Na'ab la titțmis la anǫ 

gbirigir 'the king's business was urgent'. [1SA 21:8] Sim: bțțl2, iank3, kpǫlim, kpǫn2, bap-bap ‘hurriedly’; tǤ'ǤtǤ 
‘quickly’.  

gbirigi   See main entry: gbirig. hasten. 

gbirigim!   See main entry: gbirig. hasten. 

gbirigir   See main entry: gbirig. hasten. 

gbirignǫ   See main entry: gbirig. hasten. 

gbis   Variant: gbins.  Note: in texts gbis 21x, gbins 15x (4 different authors) but not in Bible:, spelling gbis is preferred 
Variant: gbisǫ; gbise; gbisi. Form: gbisid. Variant: gbisidi; gbisida. Form: gbisidnǫ. Variant: gbisidne; gbisidnǫǫ. 

Form: gbisim!. Form: gbisidin. Variant: gbisya. v. to sleep. O gban'e o suori lǫbi kuli diginǫ gbis sț'țŋa ka 

bǫog ti ba'asi nie. He set off back home and lay down to sleep peacefully, until day eventually dawned. [Billygoat] 
O ye kandir bugum tun'e lieb yǫl, li kas-kas anǫ nidibi na gbis ka tam pț kpiisǫ. He said that a lighted 
candle could become a problem, particularly if people went to sleep and forgot to put it out. [Fire] o tǫn'ǫs Ayaabi 

yǫl o si'el la ka pț nyaŋe gbisǫ he thought about what Ayaab had said and could not sleep. [AIDS-II] Adu yț'țn da 

gbisi lǫbig, ka kǤnsim, ka lǤb o nu'us. Then Adu went to sleep, and turned, and coughed, and flung his arms 
about. [Trouble] pu'a kaŋa sa gbisi biligi diinli o biig la ka o kpi 'she accidentally rolled over on her baby and 
smothered it'. [1KI 3:19] Ka kpǫn' yț'țŋț gbisi yimbǫogțn duoe ka bțmbțțda la bul ka nǤbig 'He sleeps at 

night, is up and about during the day, and all the while the seeds are sprouting and growing.'. [MRK 4:27] O gbisnǫ 

ka winig tans ka o nyaan duoe. He slept until sunrise and then got up. [Trouble] Yaa ǫǫnti pț gbisid ka pian'ad, 

o tun'e Ǥnbid o nyina ka ǫǫn bǫǫ kǤnr. Yaa never talked in her sleep, but she could grind her teeth and often 
snored. [Trouble] Biis la yț'țn da kpǫn' nǫ ba manam san'anǫ gbisidi kǤnrid. Then the children went into their 

mothers' rooms and slept and snored. [Trouble] Yaa sa gbisid ka pian'ad la. Yaa was talking in his sleep. [Trouble] 
O ya'a digin sǤŋțnǫ o liebidnǫ ka o tațn la pț tun'e gbisida. When he was lying on the mat, he was tossing 
and turning, and his brother couldn't sleep. [Trouble] BǤ ka ya gbisida? Why are you sleeping? [LUK 22:46] Ya kpǫn 

vț'țsid ka gbisidaa? 'Are you still sleeping and resting?'. [MRK 14:41] Gbanya'a gbisidi tigid The lazy person 

sleeps his fill. [PRO 19:15] Bipuŋ la pț kpii, o gbisidnǫ. 'The girl is not dead: she is asleep'. [MAT 9:24] Simon, fț 

gbisidnǫǫ? 'Simon, are you asleep?'. [MRK 14:37] Birago yǫl o ye 'Gbisim, gbisim yei!' Birago said "Go to sleep, 
oh do go to sleep!" [Trouble] Anwaa m digin nǫ baanlimm nǫ sumbțgțsțm. 'For now I would be lying down in 
peace'. [JOB 3:13] Ba gbisya ka kț lǫn duoe They sleep and will not rise again. [PSA 76:5] Colloc: fț/ya gbis 

sț'țŋaa? ‘Did you sleep well? [morning greeting]’; Sim: fț/ya duoe wala ? ‘How do you get up?’. O da pț'țs o 

saam ye o duoe wala? Ka o saam siak ye, "Fț sa gbis sț'țŋa?" Ka Adu ye o sa gbis sț'țm. He and his father 
exchanged morning greetings. [Trouble] Sim: zǤǤnsim ‘snooze’. sǤ' pț zǤǤnsim bǫǫ gbisǫ 'not one slumbers or 
sleeps'. [ISA 5:27] Sim: gbǫn'um ‘[noun]’. o nya'andǤlib la gbis, bǤzugǤ gbǫn'um da mǤri ba hali his disciples 

were asleep, because 'their eyes were heavy'. [MRK 14:40] Lit: sleep had them plenty. Sim: zǫǫg ‘be drowsy’; 
Cpart: nǫi. Albareka bǫ nǫ onǫ nǫi ka pț gbisǫ 'Blessed is he who stays awake'. [REV 16:15] Etym: OV1 *GO ; 
OVN *GBIS ; GS1 *DO/E ; vc1 *do/de ; CG *gbii, doo ; PB *gòn, *dó. Note: *GO is noun "sleep", *DO is 'lie 
down' 

gbisǫ   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

gbise   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

gbisi   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

gbisid   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

gbisida   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

gbisidi   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

gbisidin   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 
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gbisidnǫ   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

gbisidne   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

gbisidnǫǫ   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

gbisim!   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

gbisya   See main entry: gbis. sleep. 

H  -  h 

ha   Form: hanǫ. Form: haad. Form: haab. v. to hire sth./sb. Goma la'ad la da zu'oe nǫ ka o ha teŋin la biis banǫ bǫ 

ziriga baŋin la ka ba zii ta'as o yin. Goma had a lot of luggage and she hired some local lads at the railway 
station to carry it to her house. [Trouble] M da pț mǤr ligidi ka li siak man na ha dǤǤgǤ. I didn't have enough 
money to rent a room. [Shoeshine-Boy] O ya'a hanǫ bțnkǤnbțg la, lin nwǫnǫ sam kan yǤnǫ la. 'If the animal was 

hired, the money paid for the hire covers the loss.'. [EXO 22:15] ba haad banǫ mǫǫd nǫ kampintanam 'They hired 
masons and carpenters'. [2CH 24:12] Ligid-banǫ ka fț di'esidi yiti fț kuosbibisin bǫǫ ya' haabin Your income 
comes from your petty-trading or renting out of houses. [Tax] From: (Eng.) 

hagis   See main entry: agis. sweets. 

haka   See main entry: hakir. handsbreadth. 

hakir   Form: haka. n. a handsbreadth. li an makț, ka li wa'alim an hakir ka li yalțŋ mǫ an hakir 'It is to be square – a 

span long and a span wide'. [EXO 28:16] li makir an wțț hakir-hakir nǫ 'It was ... a span long and a span wide'. [EXO 

39:9] 

halaali   n. honesty. From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: halaaliiya " very own, lawful" < ? 

hale   See main entry: hali. greatly, until. 

halee   See main entry: hali. greatly, until. 

hali   Variant: hale; halii; halee. ptc. 1 • very much, greatly. Note: the sense 1 meanings come at the end of their clause: *advice 

to writers – punctuate with a ,  ;  or :  immediately afterwards* Din daa yuug hali la ka o zuanam la ti gǫn' bas The 

man took a very long time, and his friend got completely fed up. [Billygoat] Zamisțg la da tǤi hali amaa o da mǤǤ 

zamisi baŋ The learning was very hard, but he strove to learn and understand. [Electricity] Dabiem da kpǫn' o nǫ 

hali ka o pț nyaŋe yǫl on bǤǤd si'ela. He became very frightened, and he couldn't say what he wanted. [Jealousy] 
Note: or 'so frightened that' –  comma is needed before or after the hali Li da malis o hali ka mǫ malis o pu'a la ... ka 

o dțg zǫnmalisiŋ hali ka o nǫ o sid la di He was very pleased, and his wife was also pleased ... and she cooked 
a very tasty soup and she and her husband ate it. [Jealousy] niigi ayǤpǤi yina waŋim pț vǫnla ka banlig hali 'seven 
other cows came up – scrawny and very ugly and lean'. [GEN 41:19] m tțmtțm bǫ yinne bǫn' pǤn'Ǥlim, ka 

namisid hali 'my servant lies at home paralysed and in terrible suffering'. [MAT 8:6] Ba da ... mǫ mi' tiraug tǤǤnb 

hali bǫǫ tun'e vǫnligid luobig datiuŋ nǫ adagǤbțg wțsa they were ... able to shoot arrows or to sling stones 
right-handed or left-handed'. [1CH 12:2] Sisi'em la da mǤri paŋ hali da'adi Atǫuk ku'om la ka anrțŋ la bǤǤd ye 

li kǤ'. 'a strong wind on the sea, and the storm was so violent that the ship was in danger of breaking up'. [JON 1:4] 
O kpandaug la da wa'am nǫ hali, ka li kpanbiel la tǫbisim an kțnt gbila kǤbisyuobț. 'His spear shaft was 

like a weaver's rod, and its iron point weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 17:7] Lit: was very long. Da ma' fț mǫŋ 

ka tǫn'ǫs ye fț mǤr ya'am halii Don't deceive yourself and think you are very wise. [PRO 3:7] Sim: pamm. ba daa 

lidig nǫ hali pamm ka zi' yǫl la na ba'as si'em they 'were puzzled, wondering what would come of this'. [ACT 

5:24] 
2 • until, as far as, to the extent that, even. Note: the sense 2 meanings come at or near the beginning of their clause:  

*advice to writers – they should follow some punctuation mark.* Ba bǫnǫ wala hali ti paae tisțțs They were there like 
that until midday. [Billygoat] bțnlinǫ wțsa ka bilia bǤǤd, hali nti paae o yiig nwadis ayuobu la everything a 
baby needs for his first six months. [Breastfeeding] M da pț yǫl sǤ'ǤsǤ, hali m du'adib da zi'. I didn't tell anyone, 
even my parents didn't know. [Shoeshine-Boy] Azțpuak sțnf daa pț ba'a san'am, hali nǫ on da ka'a laafi la. 
Azupuak was not so sad, even though she was not well. [AIDS-Azuur] SǤ' da pț pian'ad nǫ ma, hali m ya'a pț'țsi 
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ba gba, ba pț siakida. Nobody would speak to me, and even if I greeted them they wouldn't respond. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Wina'am sțŋ o ka o mǤr ligidi n gati ba yidim la wțsa, hali la'an nǫ o saam God helped him 
and he had more money than all their family, even more that his father. [Billygoat] hali ka o niŋgbiŋ kǤnbilțg ti yii 

nwǫnǫ bțnyua kǤnbid nǫ 'until his hair grew like the feathers of an eagle'. [DAN 4:33] Hali tuongatib nǫ 

kpǫǫmnam la da gaad tuonnǫ kǫ ka ba kpǫn' mǤǤg. 'And the leaders and officials have led the way in this 

unfaithfulness.'. [EZR 9:2] Amaa m ye hali nǤǤr pisyǤpǤi abțyǤpǤi. 'but (I say even) seventy times seven'. [MAT 

18:22] Ya na di dikțdțg kanǫ ka ya da bțn yțțm la, hali ka ti baae li yis ka lǫdig dipaalig. 'You will still be 
eating last year's harvest when you will have to move it out to make room for the new.'. [LEV 26:10] Colloc: hali baa 
‘even though, not even’. Suor kae ka ba na mǤŋ pțkǤǤnr o sid bǫǫ o pu'a faarǫ, hali baa o sǤb ya'a pț digil 

nǤǤr ka nyaan kpii. 'A spouse shall not be deprived of a reasonable provision out of the estate of a deceased 
spouse whether or not the spouse died having made a will'.  [Constitution] hali baa ya nid yinne kț lǫm bǫǫn dunia 

nwa' nii not even one of you would still be in the world. [EXO 9:15] sǤ' lǫn kae na karim gbauŋǤ paae one, hali 

baa o pa'annib laa there was no one who was as good a student as he was, not even his teachers. [Asaasim] Hali 

baa yțgțme țgțsid yaama bugusid ka o tafǫǫd pț buak ayi' la 'The camel, though it chews the cud, does not 
have a split hoof'. [LEV 11:4] 'ba ... gban'e zimi bǫdegț hali ka ba saunam la bǤǤd aansig' 'they ... caught such 
a large number of fish that the nets were about to break'. [LUK 5:6] Note: understanding bǫdegț,  hali ka... "... many, to 

the extent that ..." rather than  bǫdegț hali,  ka ... "very many, and ..." : the same applies to: diib pǫ'ǫli ba niigi tǫrekonam 

hali badigidi lut suoya ni 'your carts overflow with abundance'. [PSA 65:11] 

halii   See main entry: hali. greatly, until. 

hamma   n. a hammer. La'abanǫ kpǫlim la da anǫ fțrpiim nǫ gum nǫ kuusa nǫ hamma. The remaining items were a 

needle and thread, and nails and a hammer. [Shoeshine-Boy] Biis la tita'am lțmmir kaŋa anǫ hamma kanǫ kǫnsigi 

ba daakan la baans. For most of the youngsters this bell is the hammer which breaks their fetters for that day. 

[Trouble] Ka lǫn nwǫnǫ zan'ar bǫǫ hamma nwǫ'ǫd tampiinsi buaridaa? 'and like a hammer that breaks a rock in 

pieces'. [JER 23:29] Sim: zan'ar. From: (Eng.) 

hanǫ   See main entry: ha. hire. 

han'   excl. take it!, 'here you are!'. Note: words accompanying the offer of something 

hask   See main entry: agis. sweets. 

hawa   See main entry: awa. hour. 

hawanam   See main entry: awa. hour. 

hawanama   See main entry: awa. hour. 

haya1   n. reckless(ness), 'don't care' attitude. banǫ kis linǫ an sțm nǫ filim-filim dim nǫ haya dim nǫ tita'alnam 'not 

lovers of the good, treacherous, rash, conceited'. [2TI 3:2-3] Nidib bǫdegț banǫ an haya dim da la'asi gilig o 

maan tțkpiidțg 'The noise of a carefree crowd was around her'. [EZK 23:42] Sim: ba'akae. nimbanǫ maan 

tțkpiidțg ka aan m ba'akae dim la the noisy crowd of common people. [ISA 5:14] Note: haya dim was used in the 
draft translation of this verse 

haya2   disc. so then. Note: moving the story/argument on to a new stage, based on the previous one, with an element of liveliness 
Haya, ka biig yț'țm biid ka ya'am mǫ paasid, o yț'țn ti bi' pu'asadir ka dap kennǫ lia'ad o. So then, as the 
child's grows and her sense also increases, she will eventually mature into a marriageable girl and men will come 

courting her. [Billygoat] Haya, Akubibis mǫ paae yǫli ba ma ye tinam nǫ Amusbibisi di'em zina. So the little 
mice went up to their mother and said "We played with the kittens today." [Kittens+Mice] 

ha haa  excl. ahaa! [exclamation of derision, triumph]. Dataa la yǫli ya yǫla ye, ‘Ha haa! Kțkțn kțda la yț'țn anǫ ti bțn. 
'The enemy said of you, “Aha! The ancient heights have become our possession.”'. [EZK 36:2] 

haa   Variant: haaa. id. many [years]. o kțlin kǫǫsim dunia la ka kpǫn bǤdig yțma haa he would just say farewell to 

the world and disappear for many years. [Trouble] o tǫn'ǫs ye o arizak la na kpǫm bǫ yțma haaa. he thought that 
he would still have his riches for a looong time. [You-Do?] 

haaa   See main entry: haa. many. 

haab   See main entry: ha. hire. 

haad   See main entry: ha. hire. 
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hǫi   See main entry: hei. hey! 

he   See main entry: hei. hey! 

hei   Variant: hǫi; he; hee; heee. excl. hey! [drawing hearer's attention]. Hei biiga, zi'enim anina. Hey, kid, stop right 

there! [Shoeshine-Boy] Hei, sinni! Gu'usimi ka da kǫ ka ti pțdig ZugsǤb la yț'țrǫ. 'Hush! We must not mention 

the name of the Lord.'. [AMO 6:10] Hei, sinni! Gu'usimi ka da kǫ ka ti pțdig ZugsǤb la yț'țrǫ. 'Hush! We must 
not mention the name of the Lord.'. [AMO 6:10] Hǫi Aduǫ, gǤsim kpǫla. Hey, Adu, look here! [Trouble] Ka tǤn'Ǥs 

ki'e kuŋ ye, "Heee, gǤsimeya," And the hunter yelled out "Hey, look, everybody!" [Trouble] See: hǫǫs. 

hǫǫs   Variant: hees. Form: hǫǫsțg. Variant: heesug. v. to yell to sb., call "Hey!" to someone far off. See: hei. 

hǫǫsțg   See main entry: hǫǫs. yell to. 

hee   See main entry: hei. hey! 

heee   See main entry: hei. hey! 

hees   See main entry: hǫǫs. yell to. 

heesug   See main entry: hǫǫs. yell to. 

hhmm   See main entry: hm. hmm! 

hm   Variant: hhmm; hm-hm. excl. hmm! [group of spellings representing the sound of someone thinking or 

expressing doubt or hesitation]. 'Hm-hm' mǫn kțțdnǫ kpǫǫm, ka 'm ba'a na baŋ' kțțd biis. "Hmm!" kills the 

elder and "My father will know" kills the children. [Asaasim (=  Proverb )] Gbaagba, man zi' mam gǫǫ maal 

Wina'am si'el kimm ka Wina'am kpǫŋ yaalimǫ bas ka mam maan fara nǫ nimbaanl-kaŋa. Hhmm." Oh dear! 
I don't know just what I have ever done to God for God to keep making fun of me and I experience this poverty 
and misery. Huh! [You-Heard?] 

hm-hm   See main entry: hm. hmm! 

I  -  i 

ia   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

-ian   Form: -ǫǫns2. Variant: -eens. n. nail, claw. Colloc: nǤb-ian/nǤb-ǫǫns ‘toenail/s, claw/s’; -ǫǫnsin ‘with claws’. 
Etym: OVN * ŊƐ-GA/SI. Note: usually compounded with 'hand', and also meaning 'fingernail' (with 'foot' for 'toenail') 
See: nǤb-ian; nu'u-ian. 

ianda   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

ian'a   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

ian'ab   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

ian'ad   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

ian'ada   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

ian'adaa   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

ian'adi   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

ian'adnǫ   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

ian'as   Form: ian'asid. Form: ian'asțg. v. 1 • to jump around. O da ... gban'e o nǤbir la ian'asid ka țțnsid. He grabbed 

its leg, jumping and bellowing. [Trouble] bǤ ka ya ian'asid wțț pǫbibisǫ? 'why did you jump about like lambs?'. 

[PSA 114:6] Sim: iank. 
2 • to flash. O niŋgbiŋ daa nyǫǫnnǫ wțț gǤtiŋ nǫ, ka o nindaa ian'ad wțț saa ian'asʋg nǫ His body shone like 

a jewel. His face was as bright as a flash of lightning'. [DAN 10:6] Note: should be spelled sa-ian'asțg q.v.   Sim: iank. 
Etym: OVN *NYAG-(S) ; vc4 *nya/ig. Note: basically verb, '(rain/sky) flashes' See: iank, sa-ian'asțg. 

ian'asid   See main entry: ian'as. jump around, flash. 
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ian'asțg   See main entry: ian'as. jump around, flash. 

iank   Variant: ianki; iankǫ. Form: ianknǫ. Form: ian'ad. Variant: ian'adi; ian'ada; ian'adaa; ianda. Form: ian'adnǫ. 
Form: iankim!. Form: ian'a. Form: iankir. Form: ian'ab. v. 1 • to jump, fly. Note: jump repeatedly, jump up and down 
Saa iank saraan nifin. Lightning flashed before the rainmaker's eye. [Asaasim  Proverb] m iank pțl n gaŋ dabanǫ 

ka ba sǫǫ giŋ pǤǤg la I jumped over the fence. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: sticks which they had planted around the farm. 
niimis banǫ pț lal ani la kpǫn ianki laannǫ ba zuttin. the birds that were near there suddenly flew up and 
swooped at their heads. [Trouble] hali baa piif ya'a ianki dțț li zug, ba kuga zaŋguom la na birigi yaam 

yǤri-yǤri! 'if even a fox climbed up on it, he would break down their wall'. [NEH 4:3] ba ya'a ti yadigi ba 

kpțkpama la ye ba iank teŋin dțț agǤla, fiilnam la mǫ dǤlnǫ 'Whenever they spread their wings to fly, the 

wheels still went with them.'. [EZK 10:16] o ya'a lǫm pț baŋǫ ka ianki gaŋ sakur (flawa) zaŋguom la ka 

Tikanam kisigi ba laa he inadvertently jumped over the school flower border which the teachers had forbidden 
them to do. [Trouble] zǫnnir la fțki ianki nwǫ' o tiraan la kț 'the head of the axe comes off the handle and kills the 
other'. [DEU 19:5] Niis banǫ ian'ad agǤla la ianki lalig The birds that fly above have flown far away. [JER 9:10] li na 

gaad wțț li busnǫ kpțkpama ianknǫ 'as if it had grown wings and flown away'. [PRO 23:5] Nwǫnǫ niis ka ba 

ǫǫnti budigi ba tǫǫgțn ka ba ian'ad si'em la 'like fluttering birds, like scattered nestlings'. [ISA 16:2] ka tțm 

agaung ka o yina ian'adi giligid ka pț lǫb naa 'and sent out a raven. It did not come back, but kept flying 
around'. [GEN 8:7] Ka dasam nǫ pu'asada ian'adi kpiid gal-gal ka pț paadi ba daarǫ. And the young men and 

women suddenly died one after another and didn't reach their natural span of life. [Asaasim] niis banǫ ian'ada 

agǤla 'the birds of the air'. [GEN 1:26] Silțgț ianda agǤla 'Eagle flying over nest'. [OBA 1:3 [picture title]] banǫ mi' 

lugub la iankim yi anrțŋțn la yiiga lugi dț gbǫog 'those who could swim should jump overboard first and get 
to land'. [ACT 27:43] Ba ian'adnǫ nwǫnǫ zuundi ieed ni'im nǫ. 'They fly like a vulture swooping to devour'. [HAB 

1:8] O da kǫ ka ba ian'a kpǫn' o nidib la'asțg zin'igin na He made them fly into the camp of his people. [PSA 

78:28] Agaung ye, ba makid takpa'ar ka o mǫ makid iankir. Mr.Crow says that they reach for a stone and he 
reaches for flight. [Proverb 019] nwǫnǫ silțgț zamisid o biis ian'ab nǫ 'Like an eagle teaching its young to fly'. 

[DEU 32:11] Colloc: iank pțl ‘jump quickly’. m iank pțlli n gaŋ dabanǫ ka ba sǫǫ geŋ pǤǤg la I jumped speedily 

over the fence of the farm. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: sticks that they planted to fence in. dayuug iank pțl, yii zǤǤ kpǫn' 

mǤǤginǫ bǤdig the rat quickly jumped out and ran off and was lost in the bush. [You-Heard?] Colloc: X ya'am iank 
‘be astonished, alarmed’. Apraku da maanimmǫ wțț o pitț nǫ ka m ya'am pț ian'ada. Apraku treated me like 
his younger brother, and I wasn't disturbed. [Shoeshine-Boy] SǤ' zǤt dabiem bǫǫ o ya'am ian'adaa? 'Is any man 

afraid or fainthearted?'. [DEU 20:8] Da kǫ ka ya ya'am iankǫ, da zǤǤnǫ ba dabiem. 'Do not be terrified; do not be 
afraid of them.'. [DEU 1:29] Pu'a la nǫ o biis la ya'am daa ianknǫ The woman and her children were terrified. 

[You-Heard?] Colloc: X iank Y ya'am ‘X alarms Y’. Nǫ' da iank David ya'am this 'made a deep impression on 
David'. [1SA 21:12] Lin gbirigi dam la iank Adu ya'am nǫ ka o nyǤsig. This sudden disturbance startled Adu and 

he went wrong. [Trouble] Colloc: yu'or/daulim iank ‘penis erects, ejaculates’. Nǫ'ǫŋa an nǤzi'ela tis dau kanǫ ka 

mǫt yuodi o daulimin bǫǫ onǫ daulim iank ka yuoku'om yina. 'These are the regulations for a man with a 
discharge, for anyone made unclean by an emission of semen'. [LEV 15:32] Colloc: ianki ga' ‘cling to’. Etym: OVN 
*ŊĬG(.G) ; vc4 *yug ; MWN *GHI ( *-GHWYI?) ; CB -g ɩ̀. Note: Ŋ because of initial ʔ/Ø in relevant lgs., of which 
Kusaal here is an example 
2 • to flash. m ya'a gǤsin winnigi ian'ad pil-pil la 'if I have regarded the sun in its radiance'. [JOB 31:26] maliak la 

lǫm pa'alim kǤldaug kanǫ ku'om tisid nyǤvțr la, ka li ian'ad wțț gǤtiŋ nǫ 'The angel also showed me the river 
of the water of life, sparkling like crystal'. [REV 22:1] O niŋgbiŋ daa nyǫǫnnǫ wțț gǤtiŋ nǫ, ka o nindaa ian'ad 

wțț saa ian'asțg nǫ His body shone like a jewel. His face was as bright as a flash of lightning'. [DAN 10:6] O 

na'am gbauŋ la da ian'adnǫ pil-pil wțț bugum 'His throne was flaming with fire'. [DAN 7:9] Colloc: saa2 iank 
‘lightning flashes’. M nyǫ ka Sțntaana naan arezana nii lu nwǫnǫ saa ǫǫnti iank si'em la. 'I saw Satan fall like 
lightning from heaven. '. [LUK 10:18] Sakțdțg da niya ka ian'ad ka tansid panr-panr. A heavy rain fell, with 

lightning and thunder boom, boom! [Jealousy] Kpiibig sa'ab gbin'er saŋa la an saa iankir saŋa. The time the 
orphan is getting his t.z. is the time of the lightning. [Proverb 237] Etym: OVN *NYAG-(S) ; vc4 *nya/ig. Note: 
basically verb, '(rain/sky) flashes' 
3 • to do sth. suddenly. Ka dasam nǫ pu'asada ian'adi kpiid gal-gal ka pț paadi ba daarǫ. And the young men 

and women suddenly died one by one and didn't reach their natural span of life. [Asaasim] Ka o duoe pidig o fuugț 

bas, ka iank tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ Yesu san'an. 'Throwing his cloak aside, he jumped to his feet and came to Jesus.'. [MRK 

10:50] Sim: bțțl2, gbirig, kpǫlim, kpǫn2. See: ian'as. 
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iankǫ   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

ianki   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

iankim!   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

iankir   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

ianknǫ   See main entry: iank. jump, flash, suddenly. 

idig   Variant: idigi. Form: idigidi. Form: idigim!. Variant: idigimi!. v. to release, untie sth. On yǫl ala naae la ka idig 

saafi la o sienǫ tis bipuŋ la As he said that, he untied the key from his waist and gave it to the girl. [You-Heard?] Fț 

na nyaŋi ... idig nwadbibis banǫ yț'țri buon NǤnya'aŋ-nǫ-o-biis la basǫ? 'Can you loose the cords of Orion?'. 

[JOB 38:31] ya yinne-yinne pț idigidi ya lǤlis bǫǫ ya bțmisi ba dǤǤdin kennǫ nulisidi ba ku'om? 'Is there a 

single one of you who does not loose his ox or his donkey from its stall and take it out to water'. [LUK 13:15] ba lǤ 

buŋi zi'el nǫ o biig. Idigimi ba mǤr na. 'a donkey tied there, with her colt by her. Untie them and bring them to 
me.'. [MAT 21:2] Syn: yidig2; Sim: lǤdig; Cpart: kpilim, lǤ. gbauŋ kpilim bǫ nu'ug la pțțg. Ka o idigi li m tuon a 
rolled-up scroll was in his hand. And he opened it in my presence. [EZK 2:9-10] See: yidig2. 

idigi   See main entry: idig. release. 

idigidi   See main entry: idig. release. 

idigim!   See main entry: idig. release. 

idigimi!   See main entry: idig. release. 

iǫn   Variant: ienn. Form: iǫǫn. v. to wipe (sweat &c.) Appiah da iǫn ninta'am o nini ni. Appiah wiped tears from his 

eyes. [Trouble] Adu da pǤnsig o mǫŋ ka iǫn o nyǤnya. Adu pulled himself away and wiped his nose. [Trouble] 
Asampțos yț'țn ǫǫnti gț'țŋǫ ya'ae nǤǤri guri, amaa li na pțbi iǫn o gaadi Mmabțn kǤlțgin la. Asampuos 
was standing there with her mouth open, but it flowed off her and went on to Mbabun's waterhole. [You-Heard?] 
Colloc: iǫn Ǥnsir ‘wipe sweat’. Ka o iǫn Ǥnsir o gbǫ'ǫgun ka gi'e gǤs ban kua paae zin'isi'a la. And he wiped 

the sweat from his forehead and looked round to see how far they had got with their hoeing. [Trouble] zțțd linǫ ka 

ti saamnam tțm iǫn Ǥnsir la 'everything that our ancestors have worked for'. [JER 3:24] Ka fțn ieen Ǥnsiri paam 

si'el la na lieb sǤ' din. and what you have worked for will belong to someone else. [PRO 5:10] Note: will be changed 

to iǫǫn in later editions Mult: ǫǫns1. 

ie   Variant: ia; iea. Form: iee. Variant: ienǫ; ieenǫ. Form: ieed2. Variant: ied; eed [N]; ieeda; ieda; ieedi; iedi; 

ieednǫ; iednɛ. Form: ieem!. Variant: ieemi!. Form: ieminǫ. Form: ieeb. Variant: ieb. v. to search, seek, hunt 

(game). Atiig kpǫn' o saam dǤǤgțn ye o ie mankǫǫnsi la Atiig went into his father's room to look for the 

matches. [Fire] O da ie o ka kǫ ka o pț gandisid bu'osa la. He looked for her and made sure that she wasn't 
answering the questions. [Trouble] linǫ ka Andrew da niŋ yiiga anǫ, o keŋnǫ ie Pita 'The first thing Andrew did 
was to find' Peter. [JHN 1:41] ZugsǤb NǤnaar Daka la ka ba da zii bǫ tuon daba atan' ken la pțțgin ye li ie 

zin'ikanǫ ka ba na la'as anii vț'țs. 'The ark of the covenant of the Lord went before them during those three days 

to find them a place to rest.'. [NUM 10:33] ba na kpǫlim ia niigi la ka buoli ba ka ba kena n di'e they would 
continue to look for the cattle, and send for them to come and get them. [Billygoat] Kǫl ka ti ia pu'a kanǫ an Mansa 

la. Let's look for this woman Mansa. [Trouble] Ba mǫ na kǫ ka o baŋ ye o mǤr suor ka o na iea lǤya kanǫ wțsa 

ka o bǤǤd. And they shall inform him that he has a right to get any lawyer that he wishes. [Constitution] dayuug la 

yii zǤǤ kpǫn' tampiisin la ka man iee o kǤ'Ǥŋ the rat ran off amongst the rocks and I searched for it but couldn't 
find it. [You-Heard?] Herod iee Pita gț'țŋ 'Herod made careful search, but failed to find him'. [ACT 12:19] Asumbul 

ienǫ teŋ la wțsa ka pț nyǫ o Spider searched the whole town but didn't find her. [Wonderwoman] Ya bǤǤd ye ya 

ienǫ yǫla tisim! 'Are you going to give me trouble?'. [2KI 19:22] Kem ieenǫ ba tǤ'ǤtǤ ka daasi'erǫ ya na paae ba 

gban'e. 'Go after them quickly. You may catch up with them.'. [JOS 2:5] Sțŋim biig nwa nǫ o taaba banǫ ieed 

sțŋir ka pț nyǫta. Help this child and his mates who are looking for help and not getting any. [Three-Problems] 
Manǫ la ka ya ieed la. 'I'm the one you're looking for.'. [ACT 10:21] (ba) zu'om ka babinnǫ ieed za'anǤǤr la ka pț 

nyǫta (they were) blind and were feeling about looking for the door and couldn't find it. [GEN 19:11] Adu nini da 

ieeda Ama ti nyǫ ka o saam zanl o nu'us. Adu's eyes searched for Ama, and saw that her father was holding her 
hands. [Trouble] AnǤ'Ǥn ka ya ieeda? 'Who is it you are looking for?'. [JHN 18:4] Onǫ mǫ mǫ' dǤǤd wțsa ieedi man 
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zin'ig ye o nwa' yu'ada pil. Everyone who builds a house looks for me to cut rafters to roof it. [Trees] O ieedi 

pțpielim nǫ sumalisim 'he looked for justice, ... for righteousness'. [ISA 5:7] Ka o yț'țn vț'țsid faann-faann ka 

gi'esid wțț o ieednǫ si'el nǫ. He was panting puff, puff! and turning this way and that as if he was looking for 
something. [Trouble] DinzugǤ ya ya'a ieednǫ mam, kǫlli ka nimbama keŋ. 'If you are looking for me, then let 
these men go.'. [JHN 18:8] Ya'am gat si'el wțsa; dinzugǤ ieem ya'am. 'Wisdom is supreme; therefore get 

wisdom.'. [PRO 4:7] Ye ba ieemi onǫ di'e gbauŋ kanǫ bigis ye o mǤr suori na tțm nǫ na'asaabugum. They 
should find someone who has a certificate showing that he is authorised to do electrical work. [Electricity] Ieemi 

pu'a kanǫ an ba'abțgțd la tisim 'Find me a woman who is a medium'. [1SA 28:7] Ieemi ZugsǤb la, kemin o 

san'an na ka ya na vțe 'Seek the Lord and live'. [AMO 5:6] Linǫ gaad wțsa, ieminǫ Wina'am na'am sț'țlim la 
What is most important is, seek God's kingdom. [LUK 12:31] M naan zǤǤ laligi ieen su'asig zin'ig 'I would hurry to 
my place of shelter, far'. [PSA 55:8] o yii keŋ pu'a kanǫ pț mǤr nǤǤr la ieeb he set out in search of a woman who 
had no mouth. [Wonderwoman] Cpart: bǤdig ‘lose’. Bțnbǫ'ug ya'a bǤdigǫ, bțnbǫ'ugț ieed o. If something bad is 
lost, something bad looks for it. [Proverb 163] Ieeb saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka bǤdigir saŋa bǫ 'a time to seek and a time to 

lose'. [ECC 3:6] Sim: bǤ2. Ieemi linǫ an sțm, da bǤǤd bǫ'ǫdǫ 'Seek good, and not evil'. [AMO 5:14] Correl: ie ... nyǫ 
‘seek and find’. Sțŋim biig nwa nǫ o taaba banǫ ied sțŋir ka pț nyǫta. Help this child and those like him who 
look for help and don't find it. [Three-Problems] Nact: ieed1. See: ieed1. 

iea   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ieb   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ied   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ieda   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

iedi   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

iedib   See main entry: ieed1. searcher. 

iednɛ   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ieminǫ   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ienǫ   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ienn   See main entry: iǫn. wipe. 

iǫǫn   See main entry: iǫn. wipe. 

iee   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ieeb   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ieed1   Form: ieedib. Variant: iedib. n. a searcher, seeker. Ieedib banǫ da kpǫlim la da yi sian'akanǫ kpi'e ani la zǤt na 
The rest of the people who were searching ran out of the nearby bush area. [Trouble] InvNact: ie. See: ie. 

ieed2   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ieeda   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ieedi   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ieedib   See main entry: ieed1. searcher. 

ieednǫ   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ieem!   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ieemi!   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

ieenǫ   See main entry: ie. hunt game. 

-if   See main entry: fǤ. thee. 

ig   Variant: igi; ik2. Form: iginǫ. Variant: ikknɛ. Form: igib. v. 1 • to fly. Fț ya'a tț'țs si'el ka li pț tisif suorǫ, li bțn 

ya'a pț mǤr zuaa paŋa, li mǤr igib paŋ. If you meet something that refuses to give way to you, it either hasn't 

got the strength to run away or it has the power of flight. [Proverb 204] Syn: iank1 Etym: OVN * ŊĬG(.G) ; vc4 *yug ; 
MWN *GHI ( *-GHWYI?) ; CB -g ɩ̀. 
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2 • to kneel, support oneself on knees and/or elbows. Ofori yǫl ala la ka kpǫn' dǤǤgin la ik Tika teebul kanǫ ka 

Beckie zin' la. Ofori said that and went into the room and leaned on the teacher's desk that Beckie was sitting at. 

[Trouble] O da ikknǫ zaŋguommi zi'en bi'ela. He leaned on the wall and stood a little. [Trouble] Bakim banǫ nuud 

ku'om la wțț baa liasid si'em la ka kǫ banǫ igi nuud la. 'Separate everyone who laps up the water with his 
tongue like a dog, from everyone who gets down on his knees to drink.'. [JDG 7:5] Note: ? mistake for Syn: igin. 

igi   See main entry: ig. fly, kneel. 

igib   See main entry: ig. fly, kneel. 

igin   Variant: iginnǫ; iginɛ; igini. Form: iginid. Variant: iginidi. Form: iginidnǫ. Variant: iginidne. Form: iginim!. 

Variant: iginimi!. Form: iginǫmǫ. Variant: igineme. Form: igințg. Variant: iginug. v. to kneel, cause sb. to kneel. O 

igin o duma zugu bǫlim Asumbul nǫ o nu'us. She fell on her knees and begged Spider with gestures. 
[Wonderwoman] O kǫl ka sǤ' tțk o bǫǫ on igin o duma zug ka tțkki li. She should have somebody take her load 
down, or kneel down and put it down. [You-Heard?] Ka o va' bap-bap kpǫn' igin Paul nǫ Silas tuon ka kirid nǫ 

dabiem. he 'rushed in, and fell trembling at the feet of Paul and Silas'. [ACT 16:29] ba igin o tuonnǫ na'as o, amaa 

ka sieba bi'es o 'they worshipped him, even though some of them doubted'. [MAT 28:17] ya ya'a wțm ka pț iginǫ, 

m na gban'e ya lǤs bugumin if you hear and don't kneel (in worship), I will seize you and throw you into the fire. 

[DAN 3:15] o iginnǫ ka o nindaa kpa' teŋ ye o tis o na'asi 'she fell with her face to the ground to pay him honour'. 
[2SA 14:4] ya naan kț ... igini zun'e win saaŋa 'you shall not bow down to an alien god'. [PSA 81:9] Nu'ug daa 

si'isim ka duomi igini m nu'us nǫ m duma zug 'Then a hand took hold of me and raised me to my hands and 
knees'. [DAN 10:10] sieba sǫǫd mam ba wina ni ka iginid man tuon ka kțțd nǤǤs man san'an some people 
plant me for their 'gods' and kneel before me and kill fowls by me. [Trees] O da iginid nwadbibis tuonnǫ wǤ'Ǥgidi 

ba. 'He bowed down to all the starry hosts and worshipped them.'. [2KI 21:3] Teŋ zțŋ dim kenna iginidi m tuon 
'foreigners come cringing to me'. [2SA 22:45] kpǫǫmnam pisi nǫ anaasi la iginidnǫ onǫ zin' na'am gbauŋ zug la 

tuon 'the twenty-four elders fall down before the one who sits on the throne'. [REV 4:10] Iginim ka siak Babilon 

na'ab yu'asindaug la 'Bow your neck under the yoke of the king of Babylon'. [JER 27:12] Iginimi teŋin! Kneel 
down! [GEN 41:43] 

iginǫ   See main entry: ig. fly, kneel. 

iginɛ   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

iginǫmǫ   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

igineme   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

igini   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

iginid   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

iginidi   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

iginidnǫ   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

iginidne   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

iginim!   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

iginimi!   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

iginnǫ   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

igințg   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

iginug   See main entry: igin. kneel. 

ik1   Form: ikknǫ. Form: ikim!. Form: ikir. v. to support self on sth. Note: take one's weight on one's arms, 'do a push-up' 
Ofori ... kpǫn' dǤǤgin la ik Tika teebul kanǫ ka Beckie zin' la. Ofori ... went into the room and leaned on the 

teacher's desk that Beckie was sitting at. [Trouble] O da ikknǫ zaŋguommi zi'en bi'ela. He leaned on the wall and 
stood a little. [Trouble] Ikim dǤkpin la duoe. Rest against the wall and get up. [MA] 

ik2   See main entry: ig. fly, kneel. 

ikim!   See main entry: ik1. support. 
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ikir   See main entry: ik1. support. 

ikknǫ   See main entry: ik1. support. 

ikknɛ   See main entry: ig. fly, kneel. 

ililili   Variant: ilililil. id. floating (in the air). anǤ'Ǥnamǫ nwa' ukid ililili wțț saŋgbana 'Who are these that fly along 

like clouds'. [ISA 60:8] Daar yinne ka saa kțț an ilililil One day stormclouds threatened and filled the sky. 

[Kittens+Mice] 

ilililil   See main entry: ililili. floating. 

-in1   See main entry: -n3. in. 

-in2   See main entry: ni1. in. 

-inǫ1   See main entry: -n3. in. 

inǫ2   See main entry: it. doing. 

is   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

isa   See main entry: isir. mark. 

isig1   Variant: isigi1; isige. Form: isignǫ. Variant: isikne. Form: isigim!. Variant: isigimi!. Form: isigimini!. Form: isigir. 

v. to get up, get up early. Din laa m saa na isig na ka ti keŋ pǫ'ǫŋ suma la. In that case I'm going to get up early 
tomorrow and we'll go and borrow the groundnuts. [Wealth-Is-Power] Bǫogț da nie la Abraham da isig nǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ 

keŋ zin'ikan ka o sa zi'en ZugsǤb tuon la Early the next morning Abraham got up and returned to the place 

where he had stood before the Lord.'. [GEN 19:27] Dau sǤ' mǫ daa isigi wa'ae ye o dǤn'Ǥs o gabț Someone else 
got up and said he was going to water his onions. [You-Heard?] Ka o gi'e gǤs on isige kena nyaŋi tțm paae si'em 

bǫn. And he turned to look at how much he had managed to work, having got up so early to come. [Trouble] Ka 

Alasid daar ka Mǫǫri Magdalen isigi keŋ yațgțn la 'on Sunday morning ... Mary Magdalene went to the tomb'. 

[JHN 20:1] ban wțsa bǤǤd ye ba keŋ o san'an la ba ǫǫnti deŋin isignǫ bǫkikǫungțn everyone who wanted to go 
to see him had to get up very early. [Asaasim] Ai na'ab la n da nyǫ Josua nidib la, on nǫ o zabzabidib la da kpǫn 

isignǫ bǫkǫungț ti'ebi ken ye ba zab 'When the king of Ai saw them, he and the citizens set off hurriedly and 
marched out to do battle'. [JOS 8:14] Lit: got up early in the morning and prepared. NǤdi'esaa, isigim lǫb Juda teŋin 

sa! 'That's enough, prophet! Go on back to Judah'. [AMO 7:12] Isigim sa, isigim! GǤsim tuksǤb! Fț anǫ nimbǫ'og! 
'Get out, get out, you man of blood, you scoundrel!'. [2SA 16:7] Isigimi nǫ tțkpiidțg linǫ ka ya maan ka ye 

yțțma la! 'Away with the noise of your songs!'. [AMO 5:23] Tțțmbǫ'ǫd dim nwa', isigimini m san'an 'Away 
from me, all you who do evil'. [PSA 6:8] Ba da dǫŋ isigir ka bǫog bǤǤd nier 'They rose about daybreak'. [1SA 9:26] 
Sim: duoe. Etym: OV1 *ŊIS-G ; vc1 *ŋi. 

isig2   Form: isis. n. antelope [type]. 

isige   See main entry: isig1. get up early. 

isigi1   See main entry: isig1. get up early. 

isigim!   See main entry: isig1. get up early. 

isigimi!  See main entry: isig1. get up early. 

isigimini!  See main entry: isig1. get up early. 

isigir   See main entry: isig1. get up early. 

isignǫ   See main entry: isig1. get up early. 

isikne   See main entry: isig1. get up early. 

isim   n. grass [sp.] 

isir   Variant: isirǫ; isire; isiri. Form: isa. n. a wound, scar, mark. Note: pl. = stigmata Lin wțm sǤ'. Nini isir fțlisțg. 
Symptoms: Swollen scarring of the eyes, ... [Trachoma] onǫ an onǫ na namis kisidim isir kanǫ bǫ o saam nǫ o 

pțgidib sțțgin la he was the one who would suffer because of the scar of hatred which existed between his father 

and his aunt. [Trouble] BAN'A LA NIF BILIGIRIN. Isir kanǫ bǫ nif gbauŋ pțțgin la, nif la ya'a biligid wțsa isir la 
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tǫǫd EVERSION of the EYE by the DISEASE. The scarring inside the eyelid, if the eye is totally everted the 

scarring tightens. [Trachoma] Amaa isir la ya'a kpǫm bǫ ka pț lǤ'Ǥŋ o niŋgbina la wțsa, ka mu'oe bi'ela, li anǫ 

isir la fțlis 'If, however, the spot is unchanged and has not spread in the skin but has faded, it is a swelling from 
the burn'. [LEV 13:28] Onǫ kpǫn' baŋț, ka Wina'am nyaan buol o, on da mǤǤd ye o yis baŋț la isiri basǫ. 'If a 
circumcised man has accepted God's call, he should not try to remove the marks of circumcision'. [1CO 7:18] On da 

an yțțm piinǫ anu la o da sadigi lu bugumin ka li isa nan bǫ o gbǫrin. When he was fifteen he slipped and 
fell into a fire, and still had the scars on his leg. [Trouble] Da zaŋ linǫ ... pu'alim bǫǫ mǤr fǫn'țg bǫǫ isa maal 

maannǫ tis ZugsǤb laa. 'Do not offer to the Lord any animal that is ... mutilated, or that has a running sore or a 
skin eruption or scabs.'. [LEV 22:22] M ya'a pț nyǫ ban kpa' o nu'ug la isa ... , mam kț siakǫ. 'Unless I see the 
scars of the nails in his hands ... , I will not believe.'. [JHN 20:25] 

isirǫ   See main entry: isir. mark. 

isire   See main entry: isir. mark. 

isiri   See main entry: isir. mark. 

isis   See main entry: isig2. antelope. 

Ista   n.pr. Easter. Ista malima la da gaad la m ti'ebya ye m keŋ Ankara. The Easter festival passed, and I prepared to 
go to Accra. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: (Eng.) 

it   Note: (imperfective of) western (Toende) dialect verb "to do" (iŋ by-form of niŋ) Form: itnǫ. Form: inǫ2. Form: itțŋ2. v. 

doing. wțț o sțzuop la sieba it si'em la. as some of his relatives did. [Trouble] Sansi'a bǫnǫ ka Birago it wțț 

biig nǫ There was a time when Birago behaved like a child. [Trouble] yadda niŋidib sieba itnǫ wțț ba mǫŋ paŋe 

kǫt ka ba nyaŋidi tțm Wina'am tțțma la sț'țŋa nǫ some believers behaved as if their own strength made them 
able to do God's work well. [Bible-Study] Nwiig da inǫ ki' bi'ela The rope kept quiet for a while. [Trouble]  Kemma 

gǤs yir la, li anǫ wǫn ka fț iŋ wțț fț pț kǫligǫ. Come and look at the house, it is in ruins but you act as if you 

don't care. [Trouble] Note: ?? iŋ (TN emendation) or  i  (original).     Etym: OV1 *ŊA ; vc4 *ŋa. See: itțŋ. 

itnǫ   See main entry: it. doing. 

ittima   See main entry: itțŋ1. (mis)behaviour. 

ittțm-   See main entry: itțŋ1. (mis)behaviour. 

ittʋŋ   See main entry: itțŋ1. (mis)behaviour. 

ittʋŋʋ   See main entry: itțŋ1. (mis)behaviour. 

itțŋ1   Variant: ituŋ.  Note: 14x in SC, not in texts Note: ? verbal noun of it q.v. Variant: ittʋŋ.  Note: 25 x in texts, not in SC 
Variant: itțŋț; ittʋŋʋ. Form: ittima. Form: ittțm-. n. behaviour, misbehaviour. Itțŋ kanǫ na kpǫmisi fț 

ningbina fț pțțg nǫ fț du'am saŋa This bad behaviour will make your body, your pregnancy, and your 
bringing forth harder. [Womens-Health] Ti ya'a kpans yǫlkaŋa kii nǫǫ, li pa'annǫ Ghana dim itțŋ If we consider 

this matter carefully, it shows the misbehaviour of Ghanaians. [Trouble] Li an sida ye fț ittuŋ ayi' daanǫ la bǫǫ li 

ka' sida? It is true that you (are) a person of two different behaviours, or is that not true? [Three-Problems] La'an nǫ 

o ittʋŋʋ da an si'em la, Nimo da kǫt o taali basid In spite of how he had behaved, Nimo forgave him. [Trouble] 
Man ZugsǤb ... yǤǤd ninsaal wțsa nǫ o itțŋț an si'em 'I the Lord ... reward a man according to his conduct'. [JER 

17:10] Yaro da kpansi nyǫ ka Adu ittima nwǫnǫ o saam Nimo nǫ Yaro made a comparison and saw that Adu's 
behaviour was like his father Nimo. [Trouble] Note: MA would emend bǫllim for ittima [dialect change] Fț na siak ye 

KarimdǤǤg la pț pa'an KarimdǤǤg kanǫ sid pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siig la ittima? Would you agree that the Church does not 
show the actions of a Church which is truly filled with the Spirit? [Bible-Study] Ya tǫn'ǫs ka ya KarimdǤǤg la bǤǤd 

ittțmbamanama? Do you think the Church wants these types of misbehaviour? [Bible-Study] See: it. 

itțŋ2   See main entry: it. doing. 

itțŋț   See main entry: itțŋ1. (mis)behaviour. 

ituŋ   See main entry: itțŋ1. (mis)behaviour. 

II  -  ii 
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iil   Variant: iili. Form: iila. n. horn. Note: of an animal iil yinne lǫm busi yi bama la teŋsțk na 'another horn ... came 

up among them'. [DAN 7:8] Samuel da nǤk malțŋ kpaam nǫ iili bu'oe niŋ Saul zugin Samuel took ritual oil in a 
horn and poured it on Saul's head. [1SA 10:1] Bțŋ pǤtǫn'ǫbǫ'ǫd ka o kǤ'Ǥŋ iila. It's because of the donkey's bad 

mind that he has no horns. [Proverb 182] M na tisi ya paŋ ka ya nwǫnǫ na'araug kanǫ iila an kțnt 'I will make you 
as strong as a bull with iron horns'. [MIC 4:13] Sim: na'atan1 ‘horn (musical instrument)’. Etym: OV1 *ŊI(N) ; 
OVN * ŊIL-DI/A ; GS4 *NYI/U² ; GSe *yi(l) ; vc1 * ŋɪɗ ; CG *yil-li . Note: Manessy's 'wonderful *Ŋ' : reflexes  
n/ny/ŋ, y  and  ʔ/Ø (as in Kusaal here) 

iila   See main entry: iil. horn. 

iili   See main entry: iil. horn. 

iisim   See main entry: yiisim1. escape. 

 

J  -  j 

Note: J is only used for foreign words 

 

jasin   n. jacinth. Note: used in the Bible for jacinth a kind of jewel Ka pii nǫ yinne an jasin. (and) 'the eighth was jacinth'. 

[REV 21:20] From: (Eng.) 

jaspa   n. jasper. Note: used in the Bible for jasper, a kind of jewel Ka ba nǤk kugvǫnla linǫ yț'țri buon Jaspa la mǫ' 

zaŋguoma la. 'The wall was built of jasper'. [REV 21:18] Kugbanǫ ka ba da ǫǫnb yiiga la da anǫ jaspa. 'The first 

foundation stone was jasper'. [REV 21:19] o nindaa nyǫǫnnǫ nwǫnǫ kugvǫnla linǫ yț'țri buon jaspa nǫ kanelian 

la 'His face gleamed like such precious stones as jasper and carnelian'. [REV 4:3] From: (Eng.) 
 

K  -  k 

 

ka1   cj. 1 • and. Mba'ami' anǫ ninsțŋ ka mǤr o mǫŋ yiri zin',  on nǫ o pu'a nǫ o biis. Mba'ami is a good man and has 

his own house where he lives with his wife and his children. [Billygoat] Ka Alasid daar ka Mǫǫri Magdalen isigi 

keŋ yațgțn la 'on Sunday morning ... Mary Magdalene went to the tomb'. [JHN 20:1] m na kǫ ka agaand mǤr 

diibi kenna tisidif anina 'I have ordered the ravens to feed you there'. [1KI 17:4] Lit: I will let .... Banǫ bǫǫ agǤlǫ, 

kǫlisimi ka m na pian' Listen, O heavens, and I will speak. [DEU 32:1] Alazug ka m tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka fț maal sțm 

ka kena la. And so I sent for you at once, and you have been good enough to come. [ACT 10:33] 
2 • but. bǤǤ maal ka on nǫ Mmabun pț tțmmǫ gat taaba ka Ǥn kpǫlim aan o saannǫǫ ... ? how come that he 
and Mmabun did the same work but he was still dependent on him ... ? [You-Hear?] yanam da gaadǫ ka bie m yin 

na nu ku'om! 'do not go past your servant without a visit'. [GEN 18:3] Lit: do not go past but turn aside into my 
house here drink water. Ka o kǫns nu'us bana la ka kǫnsi kǫns nǤba bana la bas. 'but every time he broke the 
chains and smashed the irons on his feet'. [MRK 5:4] Ka Yesu gban'e o nu'ugț duo o ka o zi'en. 'But Jesus took 
him by the hand and lifted him to his feet, and he stood up.'. [MRK 9:27] Ka Mǫǫri zi'e yațg la yiŋi kum 'but Mary 
stood outside the tomb crying.'. [JHN 20:11] 
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3 • that. Note: resumes main clause after something front-shifted for emphasis ('cleft') bțndaar ka fț na paae nyǫ tiim 

ka li suŋi ma'aǫ fț ban'a la? which day will you get there and get medicine to make your disease better? [Asaasim] 
DizugǤ da yǫl ye "BǤ ka Abțnkțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam pț mǤra?" So don't say "Why has Mr. Oldman got 
something that I haven't got?" [Asaasim] Ndewin nyǤnya daa zabid ka o keŋ sibiti ni ka ba tis o tiim ka o 

fin'asid yimmț bǫțgțn, yimmț nintaŋ nǫ yimmț zaam. 'Ndewin’s nose was paining him and he went to the 
hospital and they gave him medicine to inhale once in the morning, once in the afternoon and once in the evening. 

[MA] 
4 • as, because, what if ... ?, what about ... ? Baŋim ka diib la bǤǤdnǫ kanbir! 'Be careful for the food is about to 

get burnt'. [MA] Ka fț bier Aaron, onǫ an Levi DǤǤg nid la? 'What about your brother Aaron, the Levite?'. [EXO 4:14] 
Ka Josef ya'a nan kpǫn kisi ti ka bǤ suoya ye o lǫbisi ti bǫ'ǫd wțț tinamǫ da maal o si'em la? 'What if Joseph 

holds a grudge against us and pays us back for all the wrongs we did to him?'. [GEN 50:15] Bu'osimi nǫ o, ka o ka' 

biiga. 'He is of age; ask him.'. [JHN 9:23] Lit: he is not a minor. Kțțminǫ o ka o pț nar ye o bǫ dunia nii. 'Kill 
him! He's not fit to live! [ACT 22:22] Di'em Ǥnbi, ka m niŋgbiŋț la. 'Take and eat; this is my body.'. [MAT 26:26] Ka 

bǤ ka m kț nyaŋi keŋ zab nǫ fțn onǫ aan m zugdaan la dataasǫ? 'Why can't I go and fight against the enemies 

of my lord the king?'. [1SA 29:8] Kemisa ka m na duoe fiebi ya ka ya lalig. Go away or else I will get up and whip 
you so that you go far away. [Kittens+Mice] Ka Laban lǫbis ye, “Ka yǫlimi ti!” '“Then tell us,” Laban said.'. [GEN 

24:33] 

ka2   Form: kaad2. Variant: kaadi1. v. to bail out (water). water, in fishing shallow pond. Banǫ kaad pț nyǫǫ, ka kǫt 

banǫ nwǫbin? Those who are [really] bailing don't catch [fish], then what of those who just grope? [Proverb 175] 
Ku'om kaadi lǫbisnǫ m gǫǫgțn. When bailing water I throw it between my own legs. [Proverb 051.b] Colloc: ka2 

ku'om bas gǫǫgțn(ǫ) ‘1) [literally] scoop water between ones legs : 2) [proverbially] feather ones own nest, 
secure profits for oneself’. Note: when emptying a pond, especially as a method of fishing Ku'om kaadi basidnǫ fț 

mǫŋ gǫǫgțn. When bailing water you throw it between your own legs. [1) Proverb 51] Tțmtțmnib kț kaad ku'om 

basidi ba gǫǫgțnǫ. Public servants shall not use their position for private gain. [2) Constitution] Sim: kabig. 
See: kadig. 

ka-3   See main entry: kief. grain. 

kabig   Variant: kabug; kabigi. Form: kabigim!. Form: kabigimi!. Variant: kabigumi!. v. to draw [liquid], dip out. li anǫ 

yǫl nǫ ban na kabig ku'om la bǫdegțț țțng biig nindaa sț'țŋa it is a problem to draw a lot of the water to 
wash the baby's face properly. [Trachoma] ba nǤki li kabig ku'om buliginǫ they use it 'to scoop water from a pool'. 

[ISA 30:14] Ka ba kabigi tis o. And they dipped some out and gave it to him. [JHN 2:8] fțn kabigim ku'om Nail 

mu'arin la bu'oe bas teŋ kpi'emisin 'take some water from the Nile and pour it on the ground'. [EXO 4:9] Sim: ka2. 
See: kabis. 

kabigi   See main entry: kabig. draw. 

kabigim!   See main entry: kabig. draw. 

kabigimi!   See main entry: kabig. draw. 

kabigumi!   See main entry: kabig. draw. 

kabir   Form: kabirid. Variant: kabiridi. Form: kabirțg. Variant: kabirug; kaburug. Form: kabirimi!. v. to call for 

admission. Note: 'knock' onǫ ǫǫnti gaad tuon mǤr la'ad la ǫǫnti n kabirnǫ ye "Gaafara ... " the one who goes first 

with the things calls "Excuse ... ". [Asaasim] o paae yaŋirini kabir 'He knocked at the outer door'. [ACT 12:13] Kabirǫ! 

Kabirǫ!! Knocking! Knocking!! [Trees-] Note: The call for admission (in Ghana English) is "Knocking!" M zi'enǫ 

za'anǤǤrini kabirid. I stand at the door and knock.'. [REV 2:20] ya na kena zi'e yiŋi kabiridi yǫt ye, ‘ZugsǤba, 

yǤ'Ǥgim ka ti kpǫn'! 'you will stand outside knocking and pleading, ‘Sir, open the door for us.’'. [LUK 13:25] 
Kabirimi, ka ba na siak ka yǤ'Ǥgi tisi ya. 'knock and the door will be opened to you'. [MAT 7:7] Kabirțg kanǫ 

naan yaŋirin na la widig o pțtǫn'ǫr nǫ. The constant call for admission from the gateway scattered his thoughts. 

[Trouble] Kabir, kabir paadnǫ sa'ab ka ka' ni'imǫ. The (casual) caller gets t.z., but not meat. [Asaasim Proverb] 
Colloc: kabir kabir ‘a casual caller, unexpected visitor’. Dasuŋ daan zi' ye kabir kabir tig yaa. The selfish 
person is unaware that his caller has had enough. [Proverb 198] 

kabirid   See main entry: kabir. call for admission. 

kabiridi   See main entry: kabir. call for admission. 
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kabirimi!   See main entry: kabir. call for admission. 

kabirțg   See main entry: kabir. call for admission. 

kabirug   See main entry: kabir. call for admission. 

kabis   Form: kabisid. Form: kabisidnǫ. v. to "fetch (water or liquid)" [MA]. Nidib kǤbistan' banǫ kabisid ku'om la 

nuud la 'the three hundred men who lapped the water'. [JDG 7:7] Nidib kǤbistan' daa kabisidnǫ nuud, ka banǫ 

kpǫlim la wțsa igi nuud. 'There were 300 men who scooped up water in their hands and lapped it; all the others 
got down on their knees to drink.'. [JDG 7:6] Sim: wik. See: kabig. 

kabisid   See main entry: kabis. fetch. 

kabisidnǫ   See main entry: kabis. fetch. 

kabǤt   n. a cupboard. ba maan teebul vǫnla nǫ kuzǫr vǫnla nǫ kabǤt vǫnla they made fine tables, chairs and cupboards. 

[Fire] DǤbilin la da mǤr kabǤt ka laas nǫ kapnam nǫ sț'țs pǫ'ǫl. The kitchen had a cupboard full of bowls, cups 
and knives. [Jealousy] Atiig daa kpǫn sǤnsțg dǤǤgțn la nyǫ ka mankǫǫnsi la pa'ae kabǤt la zug Atiig went into 
the parlour and saw that the matches were on top of the cupboard. [Fire] From: (Eng.) 

kabug   See main entry: kabig. draw. 

kaburug   See main entry: kabir. call for admission. 

kad2   Variant: kadi; kaadi3. Form: kadim!. Variant: kadimi!; kadimǫ!; kadime. Form: kadiminǫ!. Form: kat. 

Variant: kata; kati.  Note: these shortened continuous forms gat, kat, gǤt, tut, tit  &c. are west-Agole forms which are 
rejected by even Agole-speakers from the eastern parts. Acceptance is variable according to item: the list above is in order of 

general acceptability,  gat is normal, tit for tisid is generally queried Form: kadnǫ. Variant: kadne; katnǫ. Form: kadin. 

Variant: katinǫ. Form: kadib2. Variant: kadibi; kadibǤ; kadibo. v. 1 • to chase, chase away, 'sack'. GǤmma tțțma 

nǫ asț'țmmǫŋ tțțma dim na sțŋi kad taba nuub Government workers and NGOs will help to get rid of 
smoking. [Smoking] Josia da kad ba'akǤn dim nǫ sǤnpțttib la wțsa 'Josiah got rid of the mediums and spiritists'. 

[2KI 23:24] Anwana ka Amusbibis ti kadi ba kǤ'Ǥŋ ka kuli yǫli ba ma nǫ ba saam. So the kittens chased them 

(baby mice) but couldn't catch them, and went home to tell their parents. [Kittens+Mice] Kaldea dimi la'as taab 

zin'is atan' kpǫm bțțl na kadi fț yțgțma la wțsa keŋ 'The Chaldaeans, three bands of them, have made a raid 
on the camels'. [JOB 1:17] Ba na zian'am buudi malima la gǤs ka teŋkțdimin malimbanǫ ka' sț'țm la ka ba 

kadi li bas. They should scrutinise ethnic customs and detect traditional customs which are not good and 

eradicate them. [Constitution] SǤ' ya'a pț siak ye ba kad teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la basǫ ka mǤ ye o gu' lii o pț tțm 

bǫ'ǫdǫ. Citizens may exercise popular participation in the administration of justice. [Constitution] fț ya'a mi' ye fțn 

ye fț yǫl si'el la ka' sț'țm tis biis la, fțn yǫlim ka ti kadi ba yis la'asțgțn nwa. if you know that the 
youngsters don't like what you are saying, just say and we will eject them from this meeting. [AIDS-I] M pa'ad la 

mǤr bugum pamm ka mǫ mǤr nyǤ'Ǥsi nyaŋidi kat dumis. My bark makes plenty of fire and the smoke can 

repel mosquitoes. [Trees] Note: sheatree ( ta'aŋ ) is speaking Li kat o ku'onuud ka mǫ lǫm ma'ad biig la kǤ'Ǥm. It 
quenches the baby's thirst and also eases his hunger. [Breastfeeding] Note: written kato Man ya'a kad kikiris nǫ 

Beelzebul paŋa, anǤ'Ǥn paŋ ka yanam nya'andǤlib la mǤri kata? 'if I drive out demons by Beelzebub, by whom 

do your people drive them out?'. [MAT 12:27] M na kadi ba ka ba kț lǫn kemi m kǤnbid laa 'I will remove them 
from tending the flock'. [EZK 34:10] fț ya'a zaansim ka bțnkǤbțg kati fǤ li anǫ zutǤǤg if you dream an animal is 
chasing you, it is bad luck. [Trouble] M na kati ya dataas la yisid bi'el-bi'el 'I will drive' your enemies 'out little by 
little'. [EXO 23:30] Kǫlli ka biis la kǫǫn m san'an na ka da kati baa 'Let the little children come to me, and do not 

hinder them'. [MRK 10:14] BǤk Na'ab ye, on katnǫ nwad-kanǫ mǤr diib. Bawku Chief says he only wants the 
month that has food. [Proverb 181] man nan katnǫ Zeba nǫ Zalmunna banǫ an Midian na'anam la. 'I am still 
pursuing Zebah and Zalmunna, the kings of Midian.'. [JDG 8:5] Kǫlli ka biis la kǫǫn m san'an na ka da katinǫ baa 
'Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them'. [LUK 18:16] Wina'am ma'aa mi' dinǫ naan niŋin fț 

ya'a pț pian'anǫ, nidib la naan kpǫn katinǫ ba ba'abiis la hali ka bǫog ti nie. God alone knows what would 
have happened ' if you had not spoken, my men would have kept on chasing you until tomorrow morning'. [2SA 

2:27] Kadim pu'a kanǫ an yammțg la nǫ o biig la Drive out this slave-girl and her son. [GEN 21:10 = GAL 4:30] 
Kadimi ba yisi fț san'an Drive them away from your presence. [JER 18:23] Kadiminǫ ba kțț ba ka san'ami ba 

nyain! 'Pursue, kill and completely destroy them'. [JER 50:21] bi'esțg kae ye fț naan kadin mam ka m keŋ nǫ 

nu'uzaalisǫ 'you would surely have sent me away empty-handed'. [GEN 31:42] Li ya'a ka'an ala, bǤ ka ba katin o? 
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If it wasn't so, why were they chasing him? [Trouble] Israel nǫ Juda dim da mǫ niŋi ba kadib diin ka kaasid 

kuŋț dǤlli ba 'Then the men of Israel and Judah surged forward with a shout and pursued' them. [1SA 17:52] Saul 

bas David kadib Saul stopped pursuing David. [1SA 23:28] Na'ab la saria kadibi la ka dinǫ mǫ aan li kpi'ilțŋ. 
That was the Chief's judgement, and that was the end of the affair. [Trouble] Amaa da gu'oe ya dataas la kadibǤ 
'But don't stop! Pursue your enemies'. [JOS 10:19] 
2 • to judge. Note: some sense of rebuke Note: in the: Colloc: kad saria1 ‘judge’. M ZugsǤba, kadimi m saria ka li ... 

dǤlli m bțțdi zem si'em 'Judge me, O Lord, ... according to my integrity'. [PSA 7:8] Taaba saria kadib la yǫla 
'Judging Others'. [LUK 6:37 [heading]] m pț kena ye m kadnǫ dunia dim saria amaa ye m faaǫn ba 'I did not come 
to judge the world, but to save it'. [JHN 12:47] nidib ayi' ya'a mǤr yǫl, o kati li saria nǫ sida 'he ...  judges fairly 

between man and man'. [EZK 18:8] Wina'am ya'a ka'annǫ sida sǤba, o naan kț nyaŋi kadin dunia nidib saria. 'If 
God is not just, how can he judge the world?'. [ROM 3:6] See: -kat. 

kadi   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadib1   See main entry: kat1. judge. 

kadib2   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadibi   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadibǤ   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadibo   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadig1   Form: kadigid. Form: kadigim1!. v. to sweep sth. away. O zaŋ saugț kadig ku'om la bas. She took a broom and 

swept away the water. [MA] Sim: piig2, piis. See: ka2. 

kadig2   v. "to coil ones legs around sb." [MA]. Nimo ye, 'gban'am o,' Ka biig la saam zin'in o nya'aŋ ka zaŋ o nǤba 

kadig o ka o kț nyaŋi tǫnbǫ. Nimo said "Get hold of him." And the child's father sat behind him and imprisoned 
him with his legs so that he couldn't do anything. [Trouble] 

kadigid   See main entry: kadig1. sweep. 

kadigim1!   See main entry: kadig1. sweep. 

kadim!   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadimǫ!   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadime   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadimi!   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadiminǫ!   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadin   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadnǫ   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kadne   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kae1   See main entry: ka'1. not exist, absent, dead, not be. 

kae2   See main entry: ka'2. not have. 

kae'   See main entry: ka'1. not exist, absent, dead, not be. 

kae'   See main entry: ka'2. not have. 

ka'1   Variant: kae1; kae'; ka'a1. Form: ka'an. Variant: ka'ana; ka'anǫ; ka'ane; ka'anǫǫ; ka'anee. Form: ka'alim1. v. 1 • to 

be non-existent, not exist, not be available. Ninsieba yǫt ye EES kae Some people say AIDS doesn't exist. 

[AIDS-Azuur] O daa yǫl ye sǤ' da pian' o yǫllǫ, dinzugǤ on ba'a ka' o san'anǫ. He said that nobody should talk 
about him, so he didn't care about him. [Billygoat] Si'el kae na gu' labaya tisib Gaana nwaa. 'Editors and 
publishers and other officials of the mass media. shall not be controlled.'. [Constitution] Lit: there is nothing that may 

obstruct the giving of news. Da tam ye ti vțm malisim yiti tiisin naa, tiis ya'a kae, vțm kae. Don't forget that 
our pleasant life depends on trees: if there are no trees, there is no life. [Trees] A-daa-bǫ lǫm kae. 'Times have 
changed.'. [Proverb 057] Lit: Mr.-past-Existed is no more.. diib mǫ kae teŋkpǫmis la nii and there was no food in 
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the villages. [AMO 4:6] sǤ' kae na sțŋi baa 'they were ... helpless'. [MAT 9:36] Bakir daa kae tinam nǫ ban sțțgin 

nǫ. 'He made no distinction between us and them'. [ACT 15:9] Lit: there was no distinction. faangid kae zin'isi'a 

asǫǫ mam ma'aa there is no saviour anywhere apart from me only. [HOS 13:4] Nǫ'ǫŋa ya'a aannǫ linǫ ka'an sțm 

bǫǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd si'a ka o maalin, m naan mǤdigin ka kǫlisi ya pian'ad la. 'If it had been a question of crime or 
grave misdemeanour, I should ... have given you ... a patient hearing'. [ACT 18:14] Bțn linǫ ta'asid ka nif nǤdir 

ban'a la mǤr paŋi ǫǫnti yi kpǫ' kpǫn' kpǫ' la ba sieba anǫ: KU'OM KA'ALIM. Some of the factors that lead to 
trachoma being able to pass from place to place are : Water Shortage. [Trachoma] Colloc: bi'esțg kae ‘no doubt, 
without a doubt’. Waii, bi'esțg kae, ya sid anǫ a-mi'-wțsa dim Golly! 'No doubt you are intelligent people'. 

[JOB 12:2] Colloc: X ba'a ka'1 nǫ1 Y ‘X has no interest in Y’. Ba ba'a ka' nǫ anzurifaa 'They care nothing for silver'. 

[ISA 13:17] Ant: bǫ1. ya ... mi' saa bǫllim nǫ li ka'alim saŋa you know the time there will be rain or there will be no 
rain. [LUK 12:56] Etym: OVN *KA . 
2 • to be absent. Li yimbǫog la daa anǫ asibiddaar ka biis la daa ka' yin la. Next day was Saturday, and the boys 

weren't at home. [Fire] Tinamǫ daa ka' sakurin la o da nyaŋi nwǫdisi kpǫn' sakur ofisin la zu gbana nǫ 

pǫǫnnam". When we weren't at school he would break into the school office and steal paper and pens. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] O da mi' ye o na nyǫ o pu'a nǫ o pu'ayua la ani, amaa ba da kae. He thought he would see his 
wife and daughter there, but they weren't there. [Trouble] Biig la kae, nannanna m lǫbid yaanǫ? 'The boy isn't 
there! Where can I turn now?'. [GEN 37:30] Ama ka'alim la yǫla na pakim hali Ama's absence will bother me a lot. 

[Trouble] la'an nǫ man ka' anina la, baŋim ye Wina'am anǫ kasǫt man nǫ fț sțțgin even if I am not there 
'remember that God is a witness between you and me'. [GEN 31:50] Aaron nǫ Hur na bǫ nǫ ya, ka yǫlkanǫ bǫ wțsa 

ba na nyaŋi maal, tinamǫ kae la zug. 'Aaron and Hur are with you, and anyone involved in a dispute' in our 
absence 'can go to them.'. [EXO 24:13-124] nid baa yinne daa kae 'no one was there'. [2KI 7:5] Ama ka'alim la yǫla 

na pakim hali I'm very concerned about Ama's absence. [Trouble] Ant: bǫ1; Syn: [neg.] bǫ1. Note: is possible: 
Sankanla Atiig daa pț bǫ yinnǫ At that time Atiig was not at home. [Fire] 
3 • to be dead, die (euphemism). Bi'esțg kae, m ya'a ti kae, fț biig Solomon na ti dii m na'am la Surely, when 

I am no more, your son Solomon will succeed to my kingship. [1KI 1:13] Sim: maal ka'alim ‘pass away 
[euphemism for 'die']’. Zuokanǫ ka fț dțt la zug ka fț na maal ka'alim 'There on the mountain that you have 
climbed you will die'. [DEU 32:50] 
4 • not to be. Ki yǫligir lǫǫ ka' na'anaa. Spreading the millet is also not easy. [House+Farm] Mui da ka' ba dikpǫŋa, 

amaa sǤ wțsa nǤŋe li gat sa'atuodim Rice wasn't their staple food, but everybody loved it more than fufu. 
[Trouble] Li yǫtnǫ naar saŋa yǫla, ka ka' ziri antu'aa. 'it speaks of the end and will not prove false'. [HAB 2:3] ba 

tisidi ya nǫ ti'ir linǫ ka' asida 'they are filling you with false hopes'. [JER 23:16] DinzugǤ m ba'abinǤŋa, yanamǫ 

sadigim mi' ye bțn linǫ ka ya niŋid ZugsǤb yǫla ka' zaalim la ''Therefore, my dear brothers,' ... 'you know that 
your labour in the Lord is not in vain'. [1CO 15:58] na'asaabugum la titnǫ paŋ ka li ka'a bugum ma'anǫ 
electricity provides power, and not only light. [Electricity] "M yț'țn baŋya, tu'asim sida, ka'a fțț ǫǫnti zuud man 

ligidi laa?" Ka Abǫdțg gǤmis zug. Then I knew, tell the truth, that wasn't it you who was stealing my money?" 

And Abedug nodded his head. [Wonderwoman-] Ba ya'a gban'e sǤ' yǤ ba kț bț' o bǫǫ namis o wțț o ka'anǫ 

ninsaala. If someone is arrested he must not be beaten or subjected to inhuman punishments. [Constitution] O nǤŋ 

la ka'anǫ ye o anǫ gbanya'a His poverty was not that he was lazy. [You-Do?] Esau da ka'anǫ Jakob ba'abiigaa? 
'Was not Esau Jacob's brother?'. [MAL 1:2] Li ka'anǫ bama yǫla ma'aa ka m sǤsidi fǤ 'It is not for these alone that 

I pray'. [JHN 17:20] li ya'a ka'annǫ onǫ, yir la wțsa naan diin bugum if it hadn't been for him, the whole house 
would have burned up. [Fire] Wina'am ya'a ka'annǫ sida sǤba, o naan kț nyaŋi kadin dunia nidib saria. 'If God 
is not just, how can he judge the world?'. [ROM 3:6] Li ya'a ka'an ala, bǤ ka ba katin o? If it wasn't so, why were 
they chasing him? [Trouble] O ya'a ka'an nǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤba, ti naan kț gban'an o naa. If he were not a criminal 

... we would not have brought him'. [JHN 18:30] Colloc: ya'a ka' ala(a) ‘lest, for fear that, otherwise’. Ya'a ka' ala, 

ba na pa'ali ya yǫlkisa banǫ ka ba niŋid 'Otherwise, they will teach you to follow all the detestable things they 
do'. [DEU 20:18] ZǤm paae zuorin la, ya'a ka' alaa fț na kpi! 'Flee to the hills or you will be destroyed.'. [GEN 19:7] 
Maalim paŋ ka nwǫ' i biig la diib la li kǤn' ka nyaan niŋ nanzț'țs ya'a ka' ala nanzț'țs la na kǫ ka biig la kț 

nyaŋǫ n di. Do your best to portion out your baby's food separate before adding the pepper, otherwise the pepper 
will prevent the baby from being able to eat it. [Breastfeeding] Note: reading nwǫ' (7 ) for ŋbe' [TN] : MA suggests gbin'e 
Colloc: li ka' ala ‘it is not so’. Lǫbisțg la ya'a paae Goma ya'am, li ka' ala tis Ama. If this answer satisfied 
Goma, it was not so for Ama. [Trouble] M Ba'a, li ka' ala! '“Not so, my lord,” Hannah replied'. [1SA 1:15] Colloc: Ka'a 

[sentence] ‘It is not that [sentence]’. Ka'a m ditnǫ tiim bǫǫ m bțgțdne ba'adǫ It is not that I take medicine or 
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practise divination. [You-Hear?] Sim: ka'asigǫ; Ant: an. Man ka' nǤdi'esa. Man anǫ kpaad 'I am not a prophet. I am 

a farmer'. [ZEC 13:5] See: ka'asigǫ; ba'akae. 

ka'2   Variant: ka'a2; kae2; kae'. Form: ka'alțg. Variant: ka'alug; ka'alim2. v. to not have. Kuug onǫ ka' daan nyaadnǫ 

ka ǫnti o tu'or. The mouse with no master tunnels and fills the hole up himself. [Proverb 234] o saam la ka' la'af 

bǫǫ naafț na paasǫ his father had not a penny nor a single cow to add. [Billygoat] li ya'a anǫ ... o tațn onǫ ka' sida 

ka o gǤsid o 'except for ... an unmarried sister who is dependent on him'. [LEV 21:2-3] NǤnaar kaŋa na kpǫm bǫǫ 

tis dunia wțsa saŋa linǫ ka' naarǫ. This covenant will still exist with the whole world, time without end. [GEN 

9:12] M kț tun'e bǫ nǫ ya kpǫla ka ka'a fuugu yǫǫda I can't be here with you and not have a shirt to wear. 
[AIDS-Azuur] ZǤlțg ya'am ka'alțg ma'ad o mǫŋ sțnf 'Stupid people are happy with their foolishness'. [PRO 15:21] 
Baaba Abțgțr daa tțgis ye, ya'am ka'alim! Father Abugur added "Senselessness!" [Fire] dauŋ da lǫdig suguru 

ka'alim zin'ig worry took the place of impatience. [Trouble] Colloc: (saŋa) ka'2 naarǫ/bǫnnǫ ‘endless, everlasting, 
eternal, for ever’. o na kǫ ka fitir si'a kpǫm bǫǫ tis David nǫ o yaas, saŋa linǫ ka' naarǫ 'to give' David 'and his 

descendants a lamp for all time'. [2CH 21:7] li an faar saŋa linǫ ka' bǫnnǫ 'an inheritance ... forever'. [1CH 28:8] 
Sim: ka'asigǫ2; Ant: mǤr. See: ka'asigǫ2. 

ka'a1   See main entry: ka'1. not exist, absent, dead, not be. 

ka'a2   See main entry: ka'2. not have. 

ka'a3   See main entry: ka'ae1. subside. 

ka'ae1   Variant: ka'a3. Form: ka'ar. Form: ka'aya. v. to subside, lessen (pain does). Naŋ la zabir la ka'aya. The pain of the 

scorpion(-sting) has subsided. [MA] Zabir la yț'țn bǤǤd ka'ar. The pain is now getting less. [MA] 

ka'ae2   v. to drop from/off sth. Ba'amadir naan naaf lannin ka'ae li. A tick fell from the bull’s testicle. [MA] 

ka'alim1   See main entry: ka'1. not exist, absent, dead, not be. 

ka'alim2   See main entry: ka'2. not have. 

ka'alțg   See main entry: ka'2. not have. 

ka'alug   See main entry: ka'2. not have. 

ka'an   See main entry: ka'1. not exist, absent, dead, not be. 

ka'ana   See main entry: ka'1. not exist, absent, dead, not be. 

ka'anǫ   See main entry: ka'1. not exist, absent, dead, not be. 

ka'ane   See main entry: ka'1. not exist, absent, dead, not be. 

ka'anǫǫ   See main entry: ka'1. not exist, absent, dead, not be. 

ka'anee   See main entry: ka'1. not exist, absent, dead, not be. 

ka'ar   See main entry: ka'ae1. subside. 

ka'asigǫ1   Variant: ka'asige. v. to not be there, not exist. Man tum biig yin ye o gǤs ye o bǫǫ, ka o leb na ye o ka'asigǫ. 
I sent a child to the house to find out whether he was there and he came back and said he is not there. [MA] Ka mǫŋ 

pǫsigir ya'a ka'asigǫ, sǤ' kț nyǫ ZugsǤb laa. 'without holiness no one will see the Lord'. [HEB 12:14] Lit: if self 
dedication is absent. ye ya an nyain ka taal ka'asigǫ 'so that you may become blameless and pure'. [PHP 2:15] 
Colloc: bi'esțg ka'asigǫ ‘without a doubt’; Sim: ka'1. See: ka'1. 

ka'asigǫ2   v. to not have. M nidib la wțsa ka'asigǫ 'my people have nothing left'. [LAM 1:16] See: ka'2. 

ka'asige   See main entry: ka'asigǫ1. not be. 

ka'aya   See main entry: ka'ae1. subside. 

kak   Form: kaknǫ. v. to keep (hands) behind one's back. KǤdiŋ dit ka deelnǫ kak. The partridge eats with its 'hands' 

behind it. [Asaasim] Note: emended by TN, original kaik ZǤlțg kaknǫ o nu'us ka kț siaki tțmm 'The fool folds his 

hands' and won't agree to work. [ECC 4:5] 

kakaduru   n. ginger. nǫ kakaduru nǫ pulis nǫ tudaari nǫ mir nǫ frankinsens 'cinnamon, spice, incense, myrrh, and 
frankincense' (in list). [REV 18:13] From: (Twi). 
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kakinyala   Variant: yala. n.pl. 'moths'. Salinsa'as nǫ yala nǫ kuus lǫn ka' bțțrin laa. There are no more ants, 'moths' and 
mice in the granary. [House+Farm] 

kaknǫ   See main entry: kak. hide hands. 

kakpǫǫd   Variant: kakpeed. n.pl. waste grain. used as chicken feed. AmǤryam na kpǫǫs ka-kpǫǫd la. Amoryam will sort 

out the waste grain. [House+Farm] ba ti kuosid ... kakpǫǫd kțŋkǤŋ mǫ an anzurifa ligidi anu 'a quarter of a cab 
of seed pods (sold) for five shekels'. [2KI 6:25] See: kief. 

kakpeed   See main entry: kakpǫǫd. waste grain. 

kal   Variant: kallǫ; kalle; kalli. n. a number, count. Li tțțg Ghana nidib la kal pțsțkț ye ba anǫ Karimbiis,  amaa 

ti Karimbiidțg bǫllim ti sț'țlim la ni pț mǤr gbinnǫ. More than half the population of Ghana say they are 
Christians, but our Christian life in our nation is not significant. [Bible-Study] Nidib banǫ pț nar ye ba kpǫn' bǫǫ 

ba zi'enǫ li'a teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ na'am la anǫ:- ... banǫ nǤkid teŋ la si'el wțsa kal 'Other persons who are 
not eligible for Parliamentary elections are ... members of the following public services: ... the Statistical Service'. 
[Constitution] Reuben dǤǤdi la, ka ba kal da an .... 43,730 'These were the clans of Reuben; those numbered 

were 43,730'. [NUM 26:7] onǫ kaad kenǫ nintaŋa na ye gǤsi ya kallǫ the inspector came this afternoon to see how 
many of you there are. [Trouble] Lit: one who (goes round to) 'visit' (  kaae ). ba mǤr paŋ hali, ka zu'oe pț mǤr 

kallǫ 'they are powerful and too many to count'. [JOL 1:6] Ka ba (na'azǤmnam) di'e Egipt teŋ la wțsa hali ka ka' 

kallǫǫ. 'they (locusts) invaded all Egypt and settled down in every area of the country in great numbers.'. [EXO 10:14] 
maal dayuus anu nwǫnǫ Filistia teŋ sț'țdib la kalli an si'em la make 'five (gold) rats, according to the number 
of the Philistine rulers'. [1SA 6:4] Colloc: kalin, kallin, kallinǫ ‘in the number’. Mid ka fț kaal Levi dǤǤg la bǫǫ 

paasi ba Israel dim wțsa kallin 'You must not count the tribe of Levi or include them in the census of the other 
Israelites.'. [NUM 1:49] Ba yir la paas ya-sțma kallinǫ ba teŋin la. Their house was included among the fine 

houses of their village. [Fire] PțkǤǤnr ya'a pț gaad yțma pisyuobț ... ban da paas o pțkǤnya la kallinǫ. 'No 
widow may be put on the list of widows unless she is over sixty'. [1TI 5:9] See: kaal. 

kalig   Variant: kaligi. v. to complete, make up a number, complete cycle of performances. O biribis la da ǫǫnti maannǫ 

di'ema ba yaan la ti kaligi ba ya' la wțsa 'His sons used to take turns holding feasts in their homes'. [JOB 1:4] ba 

di pțkǤǤnr la yinne-yinne kaligi ba wțsa they all married the widow one after another. [LUK 20:31] See: kaal. 

kaligi   See main entry: kalig. complete. 

kalim   v. to gesture with the tongue. Note: "To turn the tongue in one’s mouth (normally akin to people with big tongues)" [MA] 
BǤ ka m pian'ad ka fț kalim zilim wala? 'Why I’m talking and you are turning your tongue like that'? [MA] Adu 

nyǫya ka o nyina yina gaann, ka o kalim o zilim on yǫla. Adu saw that her teeth protruded crookedly, and she 
clicked her tongue about him. [Trouble] 

kalinka'ad   See main entry: kalinka'og. care-for-nothing. 

kalinka'alim   n. care-for-nothing attitude, insouciance. Kalinka'alim kțțd Azi'iyǫ'og dim 'the waywardness of the 

simple will kill them'. [PRO 1:32] InvNabstr: kalinka'og. See: kalinka'og. 

kalinka'og   Form: kalinka'ad. n. a care-for-nothing, careless person. Banǫ an kalinka'ad siigin la yț'țn na gban'e li 

gbin 'Those who are wayward in spirit will gain understanding'. [ISA 29:24] Sim: gbiak; Cpart: nimmua; 
Nabstr: kalinka'alim. See: kalinka'alim. 

kallǫ   See main entry: kal. count. 

kalle   See main entry: kal. count. 

kalli   See main entry: kal. count. 

kam!   See main entry: kanb. singe. 

kam1   Note: largely excluded from published Bible, perhaps as it is felt to belong to a dialect too much influenced by Mampruli [TN] 
Variant: kama. qnt. every. li da anǫ ku'om madigi ba yț'țŋ kam because water kept them moist every night. 

[Trouble] Colloc: [often with] wțsa, zan'1. Li sț'țm ye saŋa wțsa kam dit nǫ nasaar yarim It is good to eat with 
iodised salt all the time. [Iodine] Ti baŋim ye nid mǫŋ kama wțsa mǤr o tiraan bǤǤdim We should realise that 
every single person loves his fellow. [Asaasim] Baŋim ye yǫla bǫnǫ zin'ig kam zan'. You must realise that there 

are troubles everywhere. [Trouble] Siig Kasi la baŋid si'el kam zan' hali nǫ Wina'am yǫlsu'ada. 'The Spirit 
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searches all things, even the deep things of God.'. [1CO 2:10] Colloc: sǤ' kam ‘everybody’. Ka sǤ' kam wțsa mǫ 

nwǫnǫ o niŋgbiŋ la luaa sieba. 'and each of you a limb or organ of' his body. [1CO 12:27] m sǤsid ye fț kpǫ'ǫŋidi 

fț meŋ ka kǫ laabar la paae sǤ' kam wțsa I ask that you do your best to let this information reach everybody. 

[Iodine] Wǫbaa la da li'en o la ka sǤ'kam zan' widig. The leopard was coming near him and everyone scattered. 
[Trouble] Sim: wțsa. 

kama   See main entry: kam1. every. 

kamana'anam   See main entry: kambǤna'ab. headman. 

kamantǤǤsi   Note: GILLBT Literacy poster Variant: toosi. n. tomatoes. Ba ya'a dțg zǫǫnd nǫ kamantǤǤsi li malisnǫ 

pamm. If they cook soup with tomatoes it is very tasty. [MA] manǫ Ama pian'adin toosi ligidi an si'em 

nannanna la.' ... 'Nannanna toosi ka' da'a.' Ka Goma ye, 'Li nwǫnǫ Buama wțsa kuodi toosi nǫ.' I, Ama, was 
talking about how the price of tomatoes is at the moment." ... "Tomatoes aren't selling at the moment," And Goma 

said "It seems like everyone in Buama is growing tomatoes." [Trouble] Alamisi kennǫ Garu da'a da'ad toosi 

kuosid Basyond da'an. Nidib pamm yț'țn kuod toosi ka li kǫ ka toosi pțn lǫn da'ad sț'țŋaa. Alamisi goes 
to Garu market to buy tomatoes to sell at the Basyonde market. Many people are now growing tomatoes and that 
has brought down the price. [MA] From: (Eng.) Note: for the '-n-' cf. mankǫǫns 

KambǤ-   See main entry: Kambțŋ. Ashanti, warrior. 

kambǤna'ab   Variant: kambona'ab; kammana'ab. Form: kamana'anam. n. a subchief, headman. officers of the 

'mercenary-warriors' (see Kambțŋ
2) became in some cases court officers or chiefs of their own small 

settlements. Bțgțr mǤri kamana'anam pisi nǫ ayi'. Bugri has twenty two subchiefs. [MA] See: Kambțŋ. 

kambona'ab   See main entry: kambǤna'ab. headman. 

Kamboos   See main entry: Kambțŋ. Ashanti, warrior. 

Kambțŋ   Form: Kamboos. Variant: Kambțțs. Form: KambǤ-. n.pr. 1 • Ashanti person. Nimo da anǫ Kambțŋ Nimo was 

an Ashanti. [Trouble] Ghana buudi banǫ pian'ad nǫ "gaafara" ka m mi ba la ane Kusaas, Gonja nam, 

Kamboos (Twi), Kunkpaam. The Ghanaian peoples that say " gaafara ", as far as I know, are Kusaas, Gonjas, 

Ashanti (Twi) and Konkombas. [Asaasim] Yțma banǫ da gaad la, nidib da tǫn'ǫs ye banǫ gǤsid Kambțțs 

kooko pǤǤd la In past years people thought that they looked after the Ashantis' cocoa farms. [Trouble] 
2 • a warrior, gun-man. Note: the Ashanti introduced the northern peoples to guns, and the class of warriors particularly 

associated with artillery are named after them Ya'a pǫsig kambțŋ zǤŋǤ o faandnǫ dǤǤg. 'Give him an inch and he 
takes a mile.'. [Proverb 042] Lit: If you let a mercenary-warrior have a stable, he seizes a room.. See: kambǤna'ab. 

Kambțțs   See main entry: Kambțŋ. Ashanti, warrior. 

kamisa   n.pl. beancakes. 

kammana'ab   See main entry: kambǤna'ab. headman. 

kampenta   See main entry: kampinta. carpenter. 

kampinta   Variant: kampenta. Form: kampintanam. n. a carpenter. O kampinta tțțma la kǫya ka nidib pamm mi' o 

teŋin la. His work as a carpenter made him well-known in the town. [Fire] O ka'anǫ kampinta biiga? 'Isn't he the 
carpenter's son?'. [MAT 13:55] Kampinta la ... kpi'edi li nǫ lieŋ 'The carpenter ... carves it out with his tools'. [ISA 

44:13] Taya Na'ab Hiram da tțm nidib Na'ab David san'an ka tis o na'aziinr daad nǫ kampintanam Hiram 
king of Tyre sent messengers to David, along with cedar logs and carpenters'. [2SA 5:11] Colloc: kampinta sț'țg ‘a 

saw’. Ba da ... nǤk kampinta sț'țgț buak sieba zin'is ayi' 'they were sawn in two'. [HEB 11:36-37] Syn: dakpi'ed. 
From: (Eng.) 

kampintanam   See main entry: kampinta. carpenter. 

kan1   Variant: kanǫ1; kane. pn. he who, she who, which, who ... [relative]. Amaa, n zuanǤŋa, faar kan ka ba kț 

nyaŋin faa'ǫn ka basif anǫ ya'am nǫ baŋir. But, my friends, the inheritance that can't be snatched away from 
you is sense and understanding. [Asaasim] Noa yǤ'Ǥg takoro kan ka o maal anrțŋțn la 'Noah opened the window 
he had made in the ark'. [GEN 8:6] ninsieba da mǤr dau kan ka kikirig dǤl o 'some people brought ... a man who 

... had a demon'. [MAT 9:32] Gbanzaug ye nif kanǫ nyǫ la mǤr o yǫl. Monitor-lizard says that the eye that sees 
takes the consequences. [Proverb 046] fțn kanǫ an bandatita'ari digi fț kǤlisin la 'you monster crocodile, lying in 
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the river'. [EZK 29:3] See: kan2; -kan3; -kan4; -kan5. 

-kan2   Variant: -kanǫ2. dem. that. Zakan ka kpǫǫm la tțm buol pa'an la o yin. That evening the elder invited the 

teacher to his house. [AIDS-II] Zaansțŋ kan ni li da kpǫlimmǫ bi'ela ka wǫbaa la gban'am. In that dream the 

leopard nearly caught me. [Trouble] Yț'țŋ kan la ba da kț Beliseaza 'That same night Belshazzar ... was killed'. 

[DAN 5:30] Colloc: kan2 la1. Note: also written kanla q.v. (preferred spelling)  O da lǫm bǤǤd ni'im kan la ye o paas. 
He wanted that meat as well. [Jealousy] Ala la fț tun'e paam EES ban'as la ka li yinǫ ban kțns EES ban'ad ka lǫn 

nǤk piim kan la kțnsif la. So you can contract AIDS as a result of someone suffering from aids having an 

injection, and then you are injected with the same needle. [AIDS-Azuur] tțțmbǫ'ǫd kan la buudi kț lǫn tțm ya 

sțțgin ya'asǫ 'never again will anything as wicked as this be done among you'. [DEU 19:20] Yesu kan la ka 

Wina'am vț'țg o kumin 'God has raised this Jesus to life'. [ACT 2:32] See: kan1; -kan3; -kan4; -kan5; kanla; 

kaŋa1; kaŋa2. 

-kan3   Variant: -kanǫ3; -kane. rel. which. YǫlbǤnami lǫm bǫ paas, zaŋ ken nidkan pț mor teŋ ti'ebțg tiim la o 

niŋbina ni? What other problems affect someone who does not have natural minerals in his body? [Iodine] da dǤl 

kțdimin sa yǫlaa ka saŋkan gaadya nǫ li waad! 'Stop dwelling on past events and brooding over days gone by. 

[ISA 43:18] Lit: the time which has gone by, with its coldness. Nwaaŋ ye, dikanǫ bǫǫ o nǤǤrin la aan o din. 
Monkey says that the food in his mouth belongs to him. [Proverb 024] Gaana nǫ tembanǫ an nǤǤryinne la na iea 

suobanǫ na tia teŋ la bǤǤdim kanǫ na kǫ ka sida nǫ azinzǫma bǫ teŋgbauŋ la'auŋ nǫ kpa'am nǫ saalib 

bǫllimin 'Ghana should seek, in its international relations, to promote and protect the interest of the country, to 
establish a just and equitable international economic and social order.'. [Constitution] Note: [spelling corrected by MA] 
Dinzug nǤkim tikanǫ daugț kpi'emi maal anrintita'ar. 'So make yourself an ark of cypress wood'. [GEN 6:14] 
Lit: take a tree with strong wood and make a big boat. on aam zin'ikanǫ guunlim la bas he is to tear away the 
place that is mouldy. [LEV 13:26] Colloc: saŋkan(ǫ), sansakan ‘time when; times when’. Wina'am da pț mugus 

ninsaalib saŋkan ka ba da zi' on an si'em la. 'God has overlooked the times when people did not know him'. 
[ACT 17:30] Mpuaka lǫbis o ye "Eǫn", ye "ti mǤri tțm saŋkanǫ ka ti bǤǤdi li" Mpuaka answered him "Yes, we use 
it to work when we want it". [Electricity] Fț mi' saŋkanǫ ka sian'arin bțțs du'adaa? 'Do you know when the 
mountain goats give birth?'. [JOB 39:1] See: kan1; kan2; -kan4; -kan5. 

-kan4   adj. this. Bu'oskan lidig Yaro nǫ. This question surprised Yaro. [Trouble] NǤbir kane zabid la, fț kpǫǫsid nǫ 

nǤbkan. 'The squeaky wheel get the oil.'. [Asaasim Proverb] Lit: The leg that hurts is the one you favour. SǤ' ya'a yǫl 

ye o mi' o, ka pț siak o nǤǤr yǫlțgǤ, ninkan anǫ dama'am sǤb 'The man who says, “I know him,” but does not 

do what he commands is a liar'. [1JN 2:4] Colloc: -kan4 la1. Note: may be found written -kanla or kan la, kanla is 

correct  Bin'iskan la ane nyain ka mǫ an sț'țŋa n tis bilia la zu'ar This milk is pure and is also good for the 
baby's growth. [Breastfeeding] Saŋkan la Na'ab Herod da namisid Wina'am nidib la sieba 'About this time King 

Herod began to persecute some members of the church.'. [ACT 12:1] Da lǫn lǫbi suokan la ni ya'asǫ. 'You are not 

to go back that way again.'. [DEU 17:16] Saŋkanla Atiig daa pț bǫ yinnǫ At that time Atiig was not at home. [Fire] 
Jakob da gbǫǫn anina yʋ'ʋŋ kanla nie bǫog 'He spent the night there'. [GEN 32:13 [draft]] Note: published Bible yț'țŋ 

kan la Colloc: ninkan daan1/sǤb3 ‘that particular person’. ninkan daan anǫ fufum sǤb that person is a jealous 

person. [Jealousy] Niŋkan daana da mǤr pțtǫn'ǫr ye o na di'e si'el ZugsǤb la san'anǫǫ. 'A man like that should 
not think he will receive anything from the Lord.'. [JAS 1:7] See: kan1; kan2; -kan3; -kan5. 

-kan5   Variant: -kanǫ5. int. which? Buudkan bǫ yaanǫ an buudtita'ar ka ba wina bǫ nǫ ba yammin 'What great nation 

has a god close at hand ... ?'. [DEU 4:7] Ninkan bǫ ya ka o ya'am sia'al ka o na gban'e nǫ' gbinnǫ? 'What man is 
wise enough to understand this?'. [JER 9:12] Mbun lidignǫ on wțm nwa' la, ka bu'os ye Akunvțe kanǫ? Akunvțe 

kanǫ bǫ teŋa laa? Mbun was surprised when she heard this, and asked "Which Akunvue? The Akunvue who lives 
in this village?" [AIDS-II-] Ba'akanǫ san'anǫ dǫŋi yǫli ya nǫ'ǫnam yǫla? 'Which of the idols has foretold these 

things?'. [ISA 48:14] Colloc: saŋkanǫ? ‘when?’. 'Man wțmin ban pian'ad la.' –  'Saŋkanǫ?' "I heard them 
speaking." –  "When?" [Trouble] o bu'osi ba saŋkanǫ ka o biig la ban'as la pin'ili sǤn'oe 'He asked them what 
time it was when his son got better. [JHN 4:52] See: kan1; kan2; -kan3; -kan4. 

kan6   Form: kaand. v. to take too much. Da kaand zǫǫndǫ ka ti di sa'ab lieb dasuŋ daan. [When I say] you should not 
take too much of the soup so we can eat (it with) t.z. , it doesn’t mean I am [accused of being] a greedy person. 

[Proverb 201] Syn: u. Da uud zǫǫnd ka ti di sa'ab ka sa'ada sțŋțn. "Don't take too much soup so that we can eat 
t.z." is not being selfish. [Asaasim Proverb] 
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kanb   Variant: kanbi. Form: kanbid. Variant: kanbida; kanbidi. Form: kam!. Form: kanbir. v. to burn, scorch, singe sth. 
On nam bǫǫ ani fabin sansi'a la ka bugum kpǫn niŋ pillim dii kpǫn kanb o dǤǤg mus-mus-mus When he 

was still there lamenting his lot, fire suddenly broke out and burnt his room phwoosh! [You-Heard?] yisi li bi'ela 

nǤki lǤs bugumin ka li kanb 'take a few of these and throw them into the fire and burn them up'. [EZK 5:4] o 

sțsțnya kanbid her heart is hot. [Womens-Health] M na keŋ gǤs nyalim kanǫ kǫ ka bugum bǫ tituugin dit ka li 

pț kanbid la. 'I will go over and see this strange sight – why the bush does not burn up'. [EXO 3:3] Zin'ikanǫ ka 

nintaŋ tțțlțg kanbid titanbin'isi la na lieb bǫuŋ 'The burning sand will become a pool'. [ISA 35:7] Moses nyǫ ka 

bugum la bǫ tituugin la dit ka li pț kanbida. 'Moses saw that the bush was on fire but that it was not burning 
up.'. [EXO 3:2] Kam tinya'a la. burn/heat the herbal roots (to ashes). [MA] Baŋim ka diib la bǤǤdnǫ kanbir! 'Be 
careful for the food is about to get burnt'. [MA] Colloc: bugum kanb X ‘fire burns, consumes X’. bugum na kanbi 

ba teŋ la wțsa 'the city will be burnt to the ground'. [ZEC 9:4] Unit: kanbig; Mult: kanbis. See: kanbig; kanbis. 
kanb [W]   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kanbi   See main entry: kanb. singe. 

kanbid   See main entry: kanb. singe. 

kanbida   See main entry: kanb. singe. 

kanbidi   See main entry: kanb. singe. 

kanbig   Form: kanbigid. Variant: kanbigidi. v. to heat sth. ba zaŋidi man sț'țm la kanbigidi bțligid they take my sap 

and heat it and spread it on. [Trees] Gen: kanb; Mult: kanbis. See: kanb; kanbis. 

kanbigid   See main entry: kanbig. heat. 

kanbigidi   See main entry: kanbig. heat. 

kanbir   See main entry: kanb. singe. 

kanbis   Variant: kanbisi. v. to burn (many). yanam nǤkim na'asa'abil kanǫ ka ya kanbis ka li an pier maan la 

tampǫligim la 'take some of the ash from the' calf 'of the purification-offering'. [NUM 19:17] li (mǤǤd) bǫ zina 

ma'aa ka bǫog ka ba kanbisi li bugum 'grass ... which is here today, and tomorrow is thrown into the fire'. [LUK 

12:28] Gen: kanb; Unit: kanbig. 

kanbisi   See main entry: kanbis. burn [all]. 

-kanda1   adj.pl. hard, heavy, demanding (-labour). m na ... kad o ka o tțm tțțm kanda 'I decided to ... harness her for 

harder work'. [HOS 10:11] O na pa'al o tțțm kanda ka li gat bama ka li na lidigi ya. 'He will show him even 
greater things to do than this, and you will all be amazed'. [JHN 5:20] 

kanda2   See main entry: kandir. candle. 

kandig [N]   v. to over-ripen. Teŋi lal ka ma'ana kandig. The land is far, so the okro is past its best. [Proverb 007] 

kandir   Form: kanda2. Variant: kandirnam. n. candle. O ye kandir bugum tun'e lieb yǫl, li kas-kas anǫ nidibi na gbis 

ka tam pț kpiisǫ. He said that a lighted candle could become a problem, particularly if people went to sleep and 
forgot to put it out. [Fire] Wina'am da maal nǫ bugum kanda ayi'. 'God made two great lights'. [GEN 1:16] Atiig 

nam teŋin la pț mǤr na'asaabugum, yț'țŋ ya'a sǤbǫǫ nidib ǫǫnti nyu'oe nǫ kțnkǤna bugum ka sieba 

nyǤ'Ǥd kandirnam. Atiig's village didn't have electricity: when it got dark at night some people lit lights in tin 
cans and some lit candles. [Fire] Pțtǫn'ǫr bǤ ka fț mǤri tit kandirnam yǫla? What is your opinion on the matter of 
candles? [Fire] From: (Eng.) 

kandirnam   See main entry: kandir. candle. 

kanǫ1   See main entry: kan1. who. 

-kanǫ2   See main entry: -kan2. that. 

-kanǫ3   See main entry: -kan3. which. 

-kanǫ5   See main entry: -kan5. which? 

kane   See main entry: kan1. who. 
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-kane   See main entry: -kan3. which. 

kanelian   n. carnelian. Note: used in the Bible for carnelian, a kind of jewel o nindaa nyǫǫnnǫ nwǫnǫ kugvǫnla linǫ yț'țri 

buon jaspa nǫ kanelian la 'His face gleamed like such precious stones as jasper and carnelian'. [REV 4:3] Ka anu 

an onik. Ka ayuobț an kanelian. 'the fifth onyx, the sixth carnelian'. [REV 21:20] From: (Eng.) 

kanfinnig  Variant: tanfinig; tanfinigi. Form: kanfinnis. n. a local palm-leaf fan. Ba mǤr kpțkpargbana maan kanfinnis. 
They use the palm branches to make fans. [MA] M nǤki m tanfinigi bas ka fț pț nǤki tisi ma I dropped my fan 

and you didn't pick it up for me. [Three-Problems] 

kanfinnis   See main entry: kanfinnig. fan. 

kan'   Variant: kan'a. v. to invoke. Colloc: kan' ... ziil ‘curse’. Ka Filistia dau la kan'a ba teŋgbana ziil David. And the 
Philistine cursed David by his gods. [1SA 17:43] Lit: invoke their earth-shrines put.upon. 

kan'a   See main entry: kan'. invoke. 

kan'as   Variant: kan'asi. Form: kan'asid. v. to (gather and) fetch, bring. ba ya'a ti duoe ka m kpǫn' kan'as "dizǤra" la 

la'asi sțŋi m mǫŋ then they have finished I will go in and get the 'leftovers' and help myself. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Colloc: kan'as la'ad ‘fetch one's belongings’. ba gban'amǫ ba mǫŋ ka on kuli kan'as o la'ad wțsa na they 
should control themselves and he should go home and fetch all his possessions here. [Billygoat] ba ma'aemǫ ba 

mǫŋ ka on kuli kan'as o la'ad wțsa na they should be patient and she would go home and fetch all her 

belongings. [Akelsa] o niŋǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ kpǫn' o dǤǤgin ye o kan'as o la'ad banǫ an bi'ela la he immediately entered his 
room to collect his few belongings. [Trouble] Sieba mǫ da bǫǫ ani nǫ ye ba gǤs ka o pa'ati kan'as ka si'el kpǫlim. 
Some were there to see if maybe he had collected (the stuff) but there might be some left. [Trouble] yț'țŋ yinne ka 

m kan'asi m la'adi yi yin la in one night I collected up my belongings and left the house. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nimo 

kpǫn' o tațn la dǤǤgin ye o pț'țs o, o nyǫ ka o bǫǫ ani kan'asid o la'ad Nimo went into his junior's room to 
greet him, and saw that he was there gathering up his stuff. [Trouble] 

kan'asi   See main entry: kan'as. fetch. 

kan'asid   See main entry: kan'as. fetch. 

kanlig   Variant: kanligi. v. to blow sth. away, about. On yǤ'Ǥg kțlțŋ la ka pǫbisma'asir nwǫ o nindaa,  ka kanlig o 

fuug ka tus kțlțŋ la yǤ'Ǥg nǫ paŋ. When he opened the door a cool breeze hit his face and whipped his shirt and 
tried to force the door open. [Trouble] Ka sisi'em kena kanligi li gaad ka fț kț nyaŋi baŋ lin kpǫn' si'ela. The 
wind carried it all away, leaving not a trace.'. [DAN 2:35] pǫbisțg kanligi lii keŋ ka li kț lǫm bǫǫ they 'will blow 
away and be no more'. [ISA 19:7] 

kanligi   See main entry: kanlig. blow. 

-kansa   See main entry: -kansir1. unripe, raw. 

kansi'is   See main entry: kansǤǤng. tree [sp.] 

kansiŋ   Variant: kasiŋ. n. a shroud. o na san'am linǫ an sțnsa'aŋ ka nwǫnǫ kansiŋ kanǫ lusid nidib wțsa la 'he will 

destroy the' sorrow which is like a 'shroud that enfolds all peoples'. [ISA 25:7] Dau nwa' ... nǤk o niŋgbiŋ la sigis 

naa bǤbigi li nǫ kasiŋ n su'a o yațg 'he took the body down, wrapped it in a linen sheet, and placed it in a tomb'. 

[LUK 23:52-53] 

-kansir1   Form: -kansa. adj. 1 • immature, unripe. M ǫǫnti gaŋenǫ pu'asadkansir bǫǫ dasaŋpǤlli kț ka pu'ab nǫ biis 

siakid kaasig nwaaa, ka dunia dammid mimim. Whenever I choose a virgin or a young boy to kill, the women 
and children together weep 'Nwaaa!' and the world reels 'kerchung!'. [Asaasim-] MǤdigir daan la daa su'a o maŋț 

kansa ka ba nan pț bi'ig sț'țŋa ka o mǤdigi diin o kǤm la baanlim. The patient fellow had stored his unripe 

mangoes that weren't yet ready, and patiently suppressed his hunger. [You-Do?] nwǫnǫ kekama ka sisi'em ǫǫnti 

da'adi fanrid kekaŋ kansa ka li sțțgidi lit teŋin si'em la 'like unripe figs falling from the tree when a strong 
wind shakes it'. [REV 6:13] Sim: pilǫog, -gț'țg; Cpart: -bi'im ‘ripe’. 
2 • raw, uncooked. Cpart: -dțgidir. o kț siaki di'e ni'im dțgidaa fț san'anǫ asǫǫ ni'im kansa 'he won't accept 

boiled meat from you, but only raw'. [1SA 2:15] Da Ǥnbi ni'im la kansa, bǫǫ ya dțg nǫ ku'om, amaa sǫn'ǫmi 

bugumin 'Do not eat the meat raw or cooked in water, but roast it over the fire'. [EXO 12:9] See: kansir2. 

kansir2   adv. immature, unripe. onǫ kpi wțț yțma kǤbiga ba na yǫl ye o kpinǫ kansir bǫǫ o anǫ na'akin 'he who dies 
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at a hundred will be thought' to die before his time or be 'a mere youth'. [ISA 65:20] Da Ǥnbi ni'im la kansa 'Do not 

eat the meat raw'. [EXO 12:9] See: -kansir1. 

kansiing   n. plant [sp.] Note: used for 'mustard' in the New Terstament Li nwǫnǫ kansiing bielif linǫ pǤǤd hali nǫ. 'It is like a 
mustard seed, which is the smallest'. [MRK 4:31] 

kansǤǤng   Form: kansi'is. n. tree [sp.] 

kantiig   n. forearm. Note: 'cubit' Ka li wa'alim la daa anǫ ninsaal kantiig kǤbuga nǫ pisnaasi nǫ anaasi. Maliak kantiig 

mǫ anǫ ala. 'Its wall was one hundred and forty-four cubits high, by human measurements, which the angel used.'. 

[REV 21:17 [draft]] Note: published Bible changed measurements to 'feet' 

kaŋ kaŋ   See main entry: kaŋ-kaŋ. firm. 

kaŋa1   Variant: kaŋaa. dem. this very one. M bareka pț'țsim kenne banǫ wțsa karim gbauŋ kaŋa. My thanks also 

goes to all those who read this book. [Iodine] o na tilig ban'a kaŋa nii? 'whether he will recover from his illness'. 

[2KI 8:9] Ti ya'a nyaŋi bǫ bǫllim kaŋaa, nyan nǫ fara na lalli ti If we were able to live this sort of life, shame and 
poverty would be far from us! [You-Heard?] Ayei, m zuanama! Da tțmi tțțmbǫ'ǫd kaŋaa! 'No, my friends. Don't 

do this wicked thing.'. [GEN 19:7] Colloc: saŋkaŋa ‘at this/that time’. Amaa saŋkaŋa m zug da pț malisa. But at 
the time I was not happy. [Shoeshine-Boy] Saŋkaŋa ku'om da kae ka nidib la na nuu 'Now there was no water for 
the community. [NUM 20:2] See: kan2; kanla; -kaŋa2. 

-kaŋa2   dem.adj. this. Li mǫ lǫn yiti ba fuudinǫ lǤmisid, yi fukaŋa nii lǤ'Ǥŋ fukaŋa ni The again it passes over from their 

clothes, going from one garment and crossing to another. [Trachoma] O ye nwadig wțsa, ti na mǤr gbauŋkaŋa 

buudi na dinǫ bigisid fțn na yǤ si'em. He said that every month they had this sort of bill. [Electricity] Lit: paper 
which shows how much you will pay. Ayei, li anǫ nǫ'ǫŋa yǫla ka m kena paae saŋkaŋa nwa'. 'No, it was for this 

that I came to this hour.'. [JHN 12:27] Basimi suokaŋa, tǤǤmi suokan ni 'Leave this way, get off this path'. [ISA 

30:11] 

kaŋaa   See main entry: kaŋa1. this. 

kaŋ-kaŋ   Variant: kaŋ kaŋ.  Note: 12 x in Constitution id. firm. Teŋ ka kpǫ'ǫŋnǫ kaŋ-kaŋ. The ground is very hard. [MA] 
Dinǫ gu' ka ti'e saal suor o mǤrim nǫ o yǤlisim teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni anǫ kaŋ kaŋ. 'The protection and 
preservation of Fundamental Human Rights and Freedoms are entrenched in the constitution.'. [Constitution] Ka 

ku'om la kpǫ'ǫŋ kaŋ-kaŋ Atǫuk la teŋsțk. 'the deepest part of the sea became solid.'. [EXO 15:8] Sim: kiŋ-kiŋ. 
See: kiŋ-kiŋ. 

kap   See main entry: kǤp. cup. 

kapnam   See main entry: kǤp. cup. 

kar   Variant: kari. v. to be scarce, rare. Taba ya'a to kar, tabgbil ayinne ligidi na paae yǤlțg tusa ayi. Whenever 

tobacco is scarce, one cake of tobacco can cost up to GH¢400. [MA] (nidib) kar hali gaad sanlim vǫnla, hali ba 

na kari gaad Ofir sanlima (people will be) 'scarcer than pure gold, more rare than the gold of Ophir.'. [ISA 13:12] 
diib nǫ ku'om na kar 'their food and their water will run short'. [EZK 4:17] 

karem   See main entry: karim. read, study. 

karemi   See main entry: karim. read, study. 

kari   See main entry: kar. scarce. 

karif   See main entry: kǫref. o'clock. 

karifa   See main entry: kǫref. o'clock. 

karig   Variant: karigi. v. to rush, hurry. Yaa kpǫn da zi'el o la'ad sțgirin la ka ta'an karigi paae bǤn'Ǥfaligin la Yaa 
quickly put his loads down in the hut and rushed to the valley. [Trouble] 

karigi   See main entry: karig. rush. 

karigimbaan   Variant: karigimbaanǫ; karigimbaane. n. pride. ZugsǤb la pǤ Jakob yaas karigimbaanǫ nǫ ba nyǫǫsim 

la yǫla 'The Lord has sworn by the arrogance of Jacob'. [AMO 8:7] From: (Ha.) Note: karambaani "meddlesomeness" 

karigimbaanǫ   See main entry: karigimbaan. pride. 
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karigimbaane   See main entry: karigimbaan. pride. 

karigis   See main entry: kariŋ. nits. 

karigisi   See main entry: kariŋ. nits. 

kariki   Variant: karikii. n. an educated person, 'clerk'. Yț'țŋ sakur kariki la daa sid anǫ pa'an. The literacy instructor 

was a real teacher. [You-Do?] Fț tis lampǤ karikii fț lampǤ yǤǤb gbauŋ yțțm kanǫ gaad laa? Did you submit 
your tax returns last year? [Tax] From: (Eng.) Note: 'clerk', obsolete meaning 

karikii   See main entry: kariki. clerk. 

karim   Variant: karem; karimi; karemi; karimmi; karimmǫ; karimɛ. Form: karimin. Form: karțŋ2. Variant: karuŋ; 

karțŋǤ. v. 1 • to read. M bareka pț'țsim kennǫ banǫ wțsa karim gbauŋ kaŋa. My thanks also goes to all those 
who read this book. [Iodine] sǤ' lǫn kae na karim gbauŋǤ paae onǫ, hali baa o pa'annib laa there was no one 

who was as good a student as he was, not even his teachers. [Asaasim] Asǫǫ ka fț karim tituaa ka ya'a ka' alaa fț 

kț gban'e ba gbinnǫ. You will have to read carefully, otherwise you won't understand the meaning. [You-Hear?] 
ba nǤk gbambanǫ ka ba sǤbid yǫla digin ka ba buon Na'anam Tiǫnr Gbana la, ye ba mǤr na karim ka o 

wțm they get the books where they write events down, which they called Chronicles of the Kings, and bring them 

and read them, for him to hear. [EST 6:1] M da karimɛ li nǫ nǤǤr ayi' I read it twice. [Shoeshine-Boy] M da karimnǫ 

yǫlkțda gbana ni ka baŋ ye Akimedis da anǫ onǫ mi' gǫligir hali I read in the history books that Archimedes 
was a brilliant mathematician. [Shoeshine-Boy] ka dau la lǫbis ye "Ayei, man karimnǫ mita la." and the man 
answered "No, I'm reading the meter." [Electricity] nimbanǫ ka ya tțm ye ba karimi ti mitanam la an ninsțmaa? 
are the people that you send to read our meters good people? [Electricity] Ya ya'a karim gbauŋ kaŋa naae, yanam 

kǫlli ka ba karimi lii tis Wina'am nimbanǫ bǫ Laodisea la mǫn. 'After you read this letter, make sure that it is 
read also in the church at Laodicea'. [COL 4:16] Nǫ' kpǫn anǫ sǤbkanǫ bǫ yǫlbanǫ gaad gbauŋțn ka on nǫ o 

sakur bibis karimmi li tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el. This was what was written in the history book and he and his 

pupils read it often. [Trouble] Fț ya'a nyǫ, li pa'al ye pian'aban la pț sǤbin fțn karimin si'el la. When you see 
(the underlining) it shows that those words weren't written in what you read. [Bible-Intro] Tinamǫ karimin zin'sia 

la pțdigir 5 nǫ 6 la Verse 5 and 6 of what we read. [Bible-Study] o pț gban'ad karțŋ la gbinnǫ he didn't 
understand reading. [You-Do?] Fț ya'a lǫn nǤk gbauŋ la tis onǫ zi' karțŋǤ, ka yǫl o ye, “Di'em karim,” o na lǫbis 

ye, “Ayei! Man zi' karțŋǤ.” 'Or if you give the scroll to someone who cannot read, and say, “Read this, please,” he 
will answer, “I don't know how to read.”'. [ISA 29:12] Cpart: gțlis. Karțŋ nǫ gțlisțg pțțgin ka ya'am bǫ. It is in 
reading and writing that wisdom is to be found. [Asaasim] Cpart: gțlis, sǤb1 ‘write’.  Etym: OVN *KAD(M) ; GS1 
*K¹AL/D . 
2 • to be a pupil, student, be in full-time education. Atokum-tokum da kpǫn' sakur dǤǤg yinne, o da karim nǫ 

nyalim Atokum-tokum entered school in class one, and studied amazingly. [Asaasim] See: karimbiig; karindǤǤg; 

karimgaad; karimsaam; karțŋ. 

karima   See main entry: karțŋ1. reading. 

karimbi-   See main entry: karimbiig. Christian. 

karimbiidțg   Variant: karimbiidțgǤ. n. discipleship. Tinamǫ ken karindǤǤgin la ma'a pț pa'anne ti karimbiidțgǤ 
That we just go to church doesn't prove that we are disciples. [Bible-Study] Li tțțg Ghana nidib la kal pțsțkț ye 

ba anǫ Karimbiis,  amaa ti Karimbiidțg bǫllim ti sț'țlim la ni pț mǤr gbinnǫ. More than half the population 
of Ghana say they are Christians, but our Christian life in our nation is not significant. [Bible-Study] 
Colloc: karimbiidțgin ‘in/to/from discipleship’. Karimbiig pțtǫn'ǫr wțsa anǫ ye o di ya'an o karimbiidțgin. 
The Christian's whole concern is to be victorious in his discipleship. [Bible-Study] InvNabstr: karimbiig. 
See: karimbiig. 

karimbiidțgǤ   See main entry: karimbiidțg. discipleship. 

karimbiig   Variant: karimbiiga. Form: karimbiis. Variant: karimbiisǫ; karimbiisi. Form: karimbi-. n. a disciple, a 

Christian. Karimbiig pțtǫn'ǫr wțsa anǫ ye o di ya'an o karimbiidțgin. The Christian's whole concern is to be 
victorious in his discipleship. [Bible-Study] Daasi'erǫ fț anǫ karimbiig din ka fț pian'ad ala amaa di ka'a sǤ' 

wțsa an karimbiiga. Maybe you are a Christian, from what you say, but not everybody is a Christian. [AIDS-II] 
Saul n da kilim karimbiig la, o da tiak o yț'țri pțd ye Paul. When Saul became a disciple he changed his name 
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and called himself Paul. [Bible Glossary [under ' Paul bǫǫ Saul ']] Li tțțg Ghana nidib la kal pțsțkț ye ba anǫ 

Karimbiis,  amaa ti Karimbiidțg bǫllim ti sț'țlim la ni pț mǤr gbiŋǫ. More than half the population of Ghana 
say they are Christians, but our Christian life in our nation is not significant. [Bible-Study] kǫlli ka ti ... nǤbigi ka 

basi tinamǫ da lieb karimbiis ka ba pa'ali ti si'el ka ti niŋ Wina'am yadda la let us grow up, and leave behind 
the things they taught us when we became disciples and put our faith in God. [HEB 6:1] Karimbiis mǤr bakkir nǫ 

bane ka' karimbiisǫ Christians are distinguished from those who are not Christians. [Bible-Study] Nǫ wala, tinam 

Karimbiisi zu'oe teŋgbauŋ la zug. Even so, we Christians are numerous in the country. [Bible-Study] Jemes mǫ 

pa'an karimbiisi na sǤsid Wina'am si'em-si'em And James shows various ways believers will pray. [JAS 

[Introdution (near end)]] Wina'am ku'om sțțb la anǫ malțŋ kanǫ an zanbin ka mǤr nidi la'asid o karimbitaaba 

ni baptism is a symbolic ceremony which brings a person together with his or her fellow Christians. [Bible-Study] 
Herod Agrippa da namis karimbipaalis la ka kǫ ka ba kț Yesu tțmtțm Jemes. Herod Agrippa persecuted the 
members of the new church and had James the apostle killed. [Bible Glossary [under 'Na'ab Herod']] Colloc: karimbiisin 
‘among/to/from Christians’. KarimdǤkanǫ wțsa tțmmǫ dǤlisid Siig Kasi la nar ka o nyǫ tiakiri o Karimbiisin 

la. Every church that works according to the Holy Spirit should see change in its members. [Bible-Study] 
Nabstr: karimbiidțg. See: karim; biig. 

karimbiiga   See main entry: karimbiig. Christian. 

karimbiis   See main entry: karimbiig. Christian. 

karimbiisǫ   See main entry: karimbiig. Christian. 

karimbiisi   See main entry: karimbiig. Christian. 

karimdɔ-   See main entry: karindǤǤg. classroom, church. 

karimɛ   See main entry: karim. read, study. 

karimgaad   n. examination. Note: in the Colloc: karimgaad taab(a). Ti naar karimgaad taab gbana la da yina la man 

da pț mǤr ya'an ye m keŋ gǤsǫ When our final graduation papers came out, I has no the enthusiasm to go and 
look. [Shoeshine-Boy] Karimgaad taab la saa na bǫ bǫog la the examination was the next day. [Shoeshine-Boy] li anǫ 

karimgaad taaba kanǫ ka ba dǤǤgin la zaŋ bakuai kaŋa la it's the examination that their class took this week. 

[Trouble] See: karim; gaad. 

karimi   See main entry: karim. read, study. 

karimin   See main entry: karim. read, study. 

karimmǫ  See main entry: karim. read, study. 

karimmi   See main entry: karim. read, study. 

karimsaam   Form: karimsaamnam. Variant: karimsaamnamǫ. n. pastor, church minister. Akudbil daa duoe 

daaryinne yǫl nimbanǫ bǫǫ ba teŋin la ye on yț'țn liebnǫ karimsaam. Akudbil got up one day and told the 

people in their town that he had become a pastor. [Electricity] man tamnǫ ye ya liebnǫ karimsaamnam dabisa 

nwa I was forgetting  that you had become pastors, these days. [Electricity] M daa pț siak m karimsaamnamǫ 

pa'an si'el la. 'I would not ... listen to my instructors.'. [PRO 5:13] Sim: tika ‘teacher [modern school]’; pa'an 
‘someone who teaches’. See: karim; saam2. 

karimsaamnam   See main entry: karimsaam. pastor. 

karimsaamnamǫ  See main entry: karimsaam. pastor. 

karindǤ-  See main entry: karindǤǤg. classroom, church. 

karindǤken   Form: karindǤkennib. n. a churchgoer. KarindǤkennib bǫdegț zi' faangir la yǫla an si'em Many 

churchgoers don't know about salvation. [Bible-Study] See: karindǤǤg; keŋ. 

karindǤkennib  See main entry: karindǤken. churchgoer. 

karindǤǤd   See main entry: karindǤǤg. classroom, church. 

karindɔɔd   See main entry: karindǤǤg. classroom, church. 

karindǤǤg   Variant: karindɔɔg. Form: karindǤǤd. Variant: karindɔɔd. Form: karindǤ-. Variant: karimdɔ-. n. 1 • a 
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classroom, informal school, reading-room. Mpuaka daa anǫ Bțgțr karindǤǤg pu'ab la'asțg la tuongat yinne. 
Mpuaka was one of the leaders of the Buguri women's literacy class. [Electricity] Paul basi ba ka dǤl nya'andǤlib la 

keŋ Tirannus karindǤǤgin 'Paul left them. He took the disciples with him and' went to 'the lecture hall of 
Tyrannus'. [ACT 19:9] 
2 • a church. Dinzug, zina sǤnsig la ye li tis nǫ KarindǤǤg la saŋa ka ba la'asi tǫn'ǫs So today's discussion aims 

to give the Church time to think together. [Bible-Study] Li anǫ Wina'am mǫŋ bǤǤdim ye O kǫ ka O karindǤǤg la 

nǤbig dinzugu kǫ ka O pǫ'ǫl nidib nǫ o Siig Kasi la It is God's own will that He makes His Church grow, so He 
fills people with his Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] Tuongatib banǫ mǫ sțŋid KarindǤǤg kpǫǫmnam nar ye ba an 

nimmua dim 'Deacons, likewise, are to be men worthy of respect'. [1TI 3:8] Lit: leaders who help elders of the 

Church. onǫ nar nǫ girima karindǤǤgin nǫ Kristo nidib san'an, saŋa linǫ ka' naarǫ. Ami. 'to him be glory in 
the church and in Christ Jesus ... for ever and ever! Amen.'. [EPH 3:21] asǫǫ ka ti baŋ ye ti KarindǤǤd la mǤǤdi Siig 

la pǫ'ǫlțg yǫla we should know that our churches are keen for filling with the Spirit. [Bible-Study] Ba da pțt 

sakurnam nǫ sibitinam nǫ karindǤǤd they mentioned schools, hospitals and churches. [Shoeshine-Boy] zaŋ 

gbauŋ la tǤlim tis karindǤǤd ayǤpǤi ... dim la send the letter to the people of the seven churches. [REV 1:11] 
KarindǤǤd la mǫ daa lǫn gaŋ o ye o giligid nǫ ti 'he was chosen by the churches to accompany us'. [2CO 8:19] Ti 

nyǫ ka karimdǤsaanmis yț'țn duosid, ti na niŋ wala baŋ karindǤbanǫ ka Siig la pǫ'ǫlǫ? We see that strange 
churches are multiplying, how will we recognise which churches are filled with the Spirit? [Bible-Study] 
Colloc: karindǤǤgin(ǫ(ǫ))/karindǤǤdin ‘in/to/from church/es’. Tinamǫ ken karindǤǤgin la ma'aa pț pa'anne ti 

karimbiidțgǤ That we just go to church doesn't prove that we are disciples. [Bible-Study] onǫ nar nǫ girima 

karindǤǤgin nǫ Kristo nidib san'an, saŋa linǫ ka' naarǫ. Ami. 'to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus 

for all time, for ever and ever!'. [EPH 3:21] Fț nyǫ ittțŋ ban buudi fț mǫŋ KarindǤǤginǫ? Do you see this sort of 
problem in your own church? [Bible-Study] Yaro, fț wa'ae nǫ karindǤǤginǫǫ? Yaro, are you going to church? 

[Trouble] Ti tita'am ken pț'țsim nǫ la'asțg ka tțm tțțmsieba karindǤǤdin Many of us go for prayer or 
meetings and other activities in churches. [Bible-Study] Ti na tun'e nǤki yțțm banǫ bǫǫ ani la yț'țm wǤ'Ǥg 

Wina'am yț'țri ti yaan bǫǫ ti karindǤǤdin. We can use the songs which are there to sing to praise God's name in 
our homes and churches. [Bible [Introduction under Wina'am gbauŋ karțŋ ]] Sim: windǤǤg. See: karim; dǤǤg; 

karindǤken. 
karindɔɔg   See main entry: karindǤǤg. classroom, church. 

karintǫ   n. a cutlass, 'machete' [Am.] Syn: sț'țraug. Ka Agaung yimbǫogțn zaŋ o kțțnr, o karintǫ (sț'țraug), nǫ o 

zǫnnir n keŋ niŋ vǤǤnr And Mr. Crow next morning took his hoe, his cutlass and his axe and went and made 
holes. [Asaasim] From: (Twi). Note: karantǫ ? 

karinzi   Variant: karinzinǫ. n. kerosene, 'paraffin' [Br.] karinzi la, lin titnǫ bugum bil dǤǤg yinne ni kerosene, it gives a 

little light in one room. [Electricity] Baaba Apul daa ǫǫns o fitanam la nǫ ka niŋ karinzi Baaba Apul cleaned his 
lamps and put kerosene in them. [Fire] Ba daa yǫli ti la'asțgțn la ye bugum nwǫnǫ karinzinǫ They told us at the 
meeting that electricity is like kerosene. [Electricity] From: (Eng.) 

karinzinǫ   See main entry: karinzi. kerosene. 

karinyana   See main entry: kariyauŋ. field. 

karinyaŋ   See main entry: kariyauŋ. field. 

karinyauŋ   See main entry: kariyauŋ. field. 

kariŋ   Form: karigis. Variant: karigisi. n. nits, head-lice. Note: used for "leech" in  [PRO 30:15 (draft)] Sim: AdanyǤb ‘(PRO 

30:15 (published version))’. Winna'ab:- Din laa fț saans zinaa?, fț ya'a pț mǤr karigisi fț zugțn la? :: 

Abțgțr:- Oh, ba bǫ bi'ela. Winna'ab:  So you'll comb it today? –  you might have nits on your head. ::  Abugur: 
Oh, there are a few there. [Three-Problems-] Biig la zug pǫ'ǫl nǫ karigis ka o ma ie gban'e kariŋ yinne. The 
child’s head is full of lice and his mother looked and caught one louse. [MA] 

kariyauŋ   Note: 3x in SC Variant: karinyauŋ.  Note: 1x in texts, 3x in SC Variant: karinyaŋ. Form: karinyana. n. field, sb.'s 

field. M da'anǫ kariyauŋ ka sǤsid suor ye m keŋ gǤs lin an si'em 'I have just bought a field, and I must go and 

see it. Please excuse me.'. [LUK 14:18] Yțțm yinne ka saa ni ka Asumbul nǫ o yidim siak ye ba kia karinyauŋ 

tita'ari paasi ba pǤǤg la. One year when the rain came Mr. Spider and his household agreed to break ground on 
a big field to add to their farm. [Wonderwoman] Tembibis banǫ kpi'e ba la nǫ kooko pǤǤd ... ni la nǫ karinyana 
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la wțsa The nearby villages with cocoa farms ... and all the fields. [Trouble] dau sǤ' da nyǫǫ o ka o giilimmi 

giligid karinyana la ni 'a man met him wandering in the open country'. [GEN 37:15] Colloc: karinyauŋin 
‘in/to/from field’. bugum ...  di tiis banǫ bǫ karinyauŋin la 'flames have burned up all the trees of the field'. [JOL 

1:19] 
kariyaama   See main entry: kayaama. grits. 

karț   id. very small. Ba ya'a wțm ka si'el dam karț, ka ba pțn bǫnǫ zǤǤgin. When they (cats) heard something 

making the slightest noise, they were already in flight. [Kittens+Mice] Sim: fiin. 

karțŋ1   Variant: karțŋa; karțŋț. Form: karima. n. a reading, lesson, chapter. MǤdigim karimi karțŋ la ka li dǤl nǫ 

yanamǫ pian'ad si'em la. Read the chapter carefully and in natural speech. [Bible-Intro] Li nwǫnǫ lin sǤb yțțma 

gbauŋțn karțŋ zuta ayi' la ni si'em la 'As it is written in the second Psalm'. [ACT 13:33] Wina'am gbauŋ karima 

la ni wțsa ... da anǫ Wina'am mǫŋ yǫlțg In all the Bible lessons ... it was God's own word. [Bible-Study] Karțŋa 

pțdigir ayi' (2) nǫ atan' (3) la Verses two and three of this chapter. [Bible-Study] M da tun'e yǫt sǫnlțŋ karțŋț m 

zugțn ka tikanam la mǤr sumalisim. I could repeat the poetry reading from memory, and the teachers were 

happy. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: karțŋin ~ karʋŋʋn ‘in/from the chapter/reading’. Karțŋin la karimbiis la ba da 

yel ye, ba aan anǤ'Ǥnama? In the reading, who did the disciples say they were? [Bible-Study] Nǫ'ǫŋanam tun'e 

nyaŋi sțŋif ka fț gban'e linǫ bǫ karʋŋun la gbin sț'țŋa. These can help you understand the meaning of what is 

in the reading properly. [Bible-Intro] AnǤ'Ǥnamǫ ka ZugsǤb la pian'an (tisid), karʋŋʋn la? Who was the Lord 

talking to in the reading? [Bible-Study] Cpart: sǤb4 ‘writing’.  See: karim. 

karțŋ2   See main entry: karim. read, study. 

karțŋa  See main entry: karțŋ1. reading. 

karțŋǤ   See main entry: karim. read, study. 

karțŋț  See main entry: karțŋ1. reading. 

karuŋ   See main entry: karim. read, study. 

-kasa   See main entry: -kasir. pure. 

kasana   n.pl. ears of grain. Dau sǤ' daa yi Baalsalisa teŋin na mǤr bodobodo ... mǤr na tis Wina'am tțmtțm la, la'an 

nǫ kasana 'a man came from Baal Shalishah, bringing Elisha bread ... and some freshly-cut ears of corn'. [2KI 4:42] 

kasǫt   Variant: kaset; kasǫta; kaseta; kasǫti. Form: kasǫtib. Variant: kasetib; kasǫtiba; kasǫtnam; kasetnam. n. 

1 • witness, evidence, testimony. Note: as in court ti gǫligim gǤsi ti mǫŋ ye, ti mǤr kasǫt sțŋ zin'ig kan ka ti bǫ 

la? we should examine ourselves carefully to see if we have a good witness in the place where we live. [Bible-Study] 
Kasǫt linǫ pa'alim yǫla la gat linǫ ka Joon di la. 'I have testimony weightier than that of John.'. [JHN 5:36] Reuben 

nǫ Gad dim da pțd bimbim la yț'țr ye, Li anǫ Kasǫta tinam nǫ yanam sțțgin ye ZugsǤb la anǫ Wina'am. 
'And the Reubenites and the Gadites gave the altar this name: A Witness Between Us that the Lord is God.'. [JOS 

22:34] Ka bǤ ka fț bǤǤd ye m tisif ka li an kasǫta? 'What shall I give you as a pledge?'. [GEN 38:18] Mid ka fț di 

ziri kasǫti tisi ya tiraan. 'You shall not give false testimony against your neighbour.'. [DEU 5:20] Colloc: di1 kasǫt 
‘give evidence, witness’. anina li yǫl ye ka ti di ziri kasǫt. here it says that we give false witness. [Asaasim] Mid ka 

ya di ziri kasǫti tisi ya tiraan. 'Do not give false evidence against your neighbour.'. [EXO 20:16] PentekǤs daar la 

di li kasǫt ka nidib buudi wțsa mǤr suokanǫ ka o na paam nǤzi'elkaŋa. The Day of Pentecost was proof that 
people of all tribes have a way to attain this promise. [Bible-Study] Colloc: kasǫt gbauŋ ‘a certificate’. Ba wțsa da 

yǫtim nǫ ye m mǤri m sakur kasǫta gbauŋ na They all said that I should bring my education certificate. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] di na tisif suor ka fț di'e kasǫta gbauŋ it will give you a right to receive a receipt. [Tax] Onǫ lǫbis 

o pu'a, tisim o kasǫta gbauŋ linǫ pa'an ye o lǫbis pu'a la. 'Anyone who divorces his wife must give her a 
certificate of divorce.'. [MAT 5:31] 
2 • a witness, person giving first-hand information. ZugsǤb la aan ti kasǫt 'The Lord is our witness'. [JDG 11:10] 
Nannanna banǫ an kasǫtib ka tu'asidi tisid nidib la ban nyǫǫ o si'em. 'They are now witnesses for him to the 
people of Israel.'. [ACT 13:31] kasǫtiba, kpansimi ka gǤs linǫ na niŋi ba 'observe, O witnesses, what will happen 
to them'. [JER 6:18] Tinamǫ an Yesu kasǫtibi pin'in "Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria nǫ dunia bǫn wțsa la" We are 
Jesus' witnesses beginning "at Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria and every boundary of the world". [Bible-Study] Kasǫtibi 

zi'enǫ pǤ'Ǥg Israel la yǫla 'Witnesses Summoned Against Israel'. [AMO 3:1 [Heading]] 
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kasǫta   See main entry: kasǫt. testimony, witness. 

kasǫti   See main entry: kasǫt. testimony, witness. 

kasǫtib   See main entry: kasǫt. testimony, witness. 

kasǫtiba   See main entry: kasǫt. testimony, witness. 

kasǫtnam   See main entry: kasǫt. testimony, witness. 

kaset   See main entry: kasǫt. testimony, witness. 

kaseta   See main entry: kasǫt. testimony, witness. 

kasetib   See main entry: kasǫt. testimony, witness. 

kasetnam   See main entry: kasǫt. testimony, witness. 

kasi   Note: not in original NT : used in EXO 40 as trial : 899 x in published Bible Note: there was controversy over whether this is 

naturalised as a Kusaal borrowing, or if it is a foreign Mampruli word which should not be used [TN] Variant: kasii. adv. 

purely, 'holy'. Wina'am gbauŋ la sid anǫ kasi. The Bible is truly holy. [Bible-Intro] O yț'țn da gu'usid nǫ ka pț 

vaad pian'ad banǫ bǫ o gbauŋ kanǫ an kasi la ni He was careful not to bring the discourse that was in his holy 

book. [Trouble] bǫǫi kasi, bǤzugǤ, mam anǫ kasi 'be holy, because I am holy'. [LEV 11:45] bǤzugǤ ba tțțm da anǫ 

ye ba bugid la'abanǫ an kasi la ba biankimpiind zug 'because they were to carry on their shoulders the holy 
things, for which they were responsible'. [NUM 7:9] Asǫǫ ka ya la'asțg zin'ig la an kasi 'Your camp must be holy'. 

[DEU 23:14] maal bimbim la ka li an kasi wțț na'araug la ka ba nǤki maali li kasi si'em la 'and the altar is to be 

purified as it was purified with the bull'. [EZK 43:22] Ba kț pu'alim bǫǫ san'am taaba m zuokanǫ aan m mǫŋ din 

kasi la nii. 'Neither hurt nor harm will be done in all my holy mountain'. [ISA 65:25] malțŋ ni'im la na kǫ ka diib 

la lieb kasii? 'will' the sacrificial meat 'make that food consecrated also?'. [HAG 2:12] Miligimi Pț'țsim DǤǤg la ka 

li da lǫn an kasii 'Defile the Temple.'. [EZK 9:7] Colloc: Siig Kasi ‘Holy Spirit’.  Li anǫ Wina'am mǫŋ bǤǤdim ye O 

kǫ ka O karindǤǤg la nǤbig dinzugu kǫ ka O pǫ'ǫl nidib nǫ o Siig Kasi la It is God's own will that He makes His 
Church grow, so He fills people with his Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] Wina'am Siig Kasi yinne ma'aa mǫ bǫ 'There is 
one ... one Spirit'. [EPH 4:4] Lit: God's Holy Spirit. From: (MP). See: -kasir. 

kasiŋ   See main entry: kansiŋ. shroud. 

kasiŋkanya   See main entry: kasiŋkaaŋ. trumpet. 

kasiŋkaans   See main entry: kasiŋkaaŋ. trumpet. 

kasiŋkaaŋ   Form: kasiŋkaans. Variant: kasiŋkanya. n. a trumpet, mouth-organ. Sim: na'atan1 ‘horn’. 

-kasir   Form: -kasa. adj. pure, holy. M ǫǫnti gaŋi pu'asadkasir bǫǫ dasaŋ pǤlli kț. I usually choose a virgin or a young 

lad to kill. [Asaasim] See: kasi. 

kasiya   n. cassia, a perfumed spice. Note: used to render "cassia" in the Bible ka nǤk kasiya mak ka li tǫbisim dǤl nǫ Fuug 

Sțgțr makir 'cassia (all weighed according to the official standard)'. [EXO 30:24] Lit: cloth shelter (Tabernacle) 
measure. From: (Eng.) 

kasii   See main entry: kasi. 'holy'. 

kas-kas   id. especially, particularly. Ba mǫ da tțmi ba yidim, li kas kas anǫ ba biis ye ba keŋ da' taba bǫǫ la'aŋi tisi 

baa. They sent their household-members, particularly their children, to go and buy tobacco or get a light. [Smoking] 
Li ka' bi'esțgǤ, man vaand la kǤnbid pț nyǫti li nifǤ, li kas kas anǫ niigi. Undoubtedly, my leaves  –  animals 
are unable to resist, especially cows. [Trees] yanam on kǫl ka ti tțm tțțm sțma tis sǤ' mǫkama, ka li kas-kas 

anǫ ti ba'abiis banǫ niŋ Kristo yadda la 'let us do good to all people, especially to those who belong to the family 
of believers'. [GAL 6:10] ZugsǤb la kis bugusnam la maana; ka li kas-kas anǫ on na maal nǫ pțtǫn'ǫbǫ'ǫd. 
'The sacrifice of the wicked is detestable– how much more so when brought with evil intent!'. [PRO 21:27] 

kassa   excl. wow! [exclamation of – often unwelcome – surprise]. Sim: gbaagba. Kassa gbaagba! AbǤnam nidi nwa? 
Goodness gracious! What a couple of fellows these were! [You-Heard?-] 

kat   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kat1   Variant: katta. Form: kadib1. n. a chaser of ..., judge. Dindǫog pț nyǫ o katta ka ye o zi' zuaa. Chameleon can't 
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see anyone chasing him and thinks he can't run. [Asaasim  Proverb] Colloc: sariakat/-kadib ‘judge/s’. Note: also 

written as two words (esp. in Constitution – 16 x ) Saria kadib zin'ikpǫŋi buon ye 'Suprim KǤt' la. The senior session 
of judges is called the 'Supreme Court'. [Constitution] Saria kadib zin'ig anǫ GǤmma zin'ikanǫ mǤr paŋi nied 

Gaana teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la bigisid 'The Judiciary is the branch of government given authority to interpret ... the 
laws of Ghana.'. [Constitution] ba zugdaan an saria kadib na'ab ka ba buon ye (chief justice) la 'headed by the 

Chief Justice'. [Constitution] See: kad. 

kata   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kateŋ   adv. distant, far away. Naa, na'aba ti na nu, ti yinǫ kateŋ na. Thank you, Chief, we will drink; we have come 

from far away. [Trees] ba wiedban'adib la mǫ yi kateŋ na 'Their horsemen come riding from distant lands'. [HAB 

1:8] Colloc: kateŋin ‘to/at/from a far place’. Kateŋin ma'ana pǤn'Ǥdnǫ nǫ nyț'țns. Okra from a far place is 
harvested with the stalk (still on). [Asaasim   Proverb] 

kati   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

katinǫ   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

katnǫ   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

katta   See main entry: kat1. judge. 

kawan-   See main entry: kawǫnir. corn. 

kawanir   See main entry: kawǫnir. corn. 

kawǫn-   See main entry: kawǫnir. corn. 

kawǫndaug   Form: kawǫndaad. n. a cornstalk. Note: of the growing plant o lǫbi gbis ya'as ka lǫn zaansim nyǫ kawǫnna 

ayǤpǤi ka ba bǫdim ka vǫnl sț'țŋa la'asi bǫ kawǫndaug yinne ni. 'He fell asleep again and had another dream. 
Seven ears of corn, full and ripe, were growing on one stalk.'. [GEN 41:5] Sim: kikan'ar ‘dry cornstalk of harvested 

plant’. See: kawǫn; -daug1. 

kawǫndaad   See main entry: kawǫndaug. cornstalk. 

kawǫnir   Variant: kawenir [N]; kawanir. Form: kawǫnna. Variant: kawɛnna. Form: kawǫn-. Variant: kawen-; kawan-. n. 

maize, 'corn' [Am.] Apam na bțdi kawǫnna pǤǤgin la dțnna. Apam will sow maize in the field this year. 

[House+Farm] Abțgțr anǫ kpaad. O kuodi mui nǫ suma nǫ ki nǫ kawǫnna ka lǫn gț'țn bțnkǤnbid. Abugur is 
a farmer. He grows rice, groundnuts, millet and maize, and also raises livestock. [You-Do?-] NyǤ'Ǥs la da zǤǤndi 

ni'ad mui nǫ kawǫnna la ni ka pǫbisim la mǤri li giilim ka li ti kpǫn dut agǤl. The smoke was curling up and 
filtering through the rice and corn, and the wind carried it in various directions and it was still going upwards. 

[Trouble] Pu'ab la bțd kawǫnna kawǫnliligin la. The women have planted corn on the corn farm. [MA] o ... nyǫ 

kawǫnna ayǤpǤi ka ba bǫdim ka vǫnl sț'țŋa 'he saw seven ears of grain, full and ripe'. [GEN 41:5] Ban nya'aŋ la 

ka kawǫnbaanlțg ayǤpǤi mǫ yina 'After them, seven other heads of grain sprouted – thin'. [GEN 41:6] Ba da mǤr 

sǤna nǫ laas nǫ dțgid, ka mǫ mǤr ki nǫ mui la'an nǫ zǤ'Ǥm nǫ kawǫnsǫn'ǫda, hali nǫ bǫŋa nǫ saazi. (they) 
'brought bedding and bowls and articles of pottery. They also brought wheat and barley, flour and roasted grain, 
beans and lentils'. [2SA 17:28] See: kawǫnlilig. 

kawǫnlilig   Variant: kawenlilig [W]. Form: kawǫnlilis. Variant: kawenlilis. n. a home-farm (for maize). Pu'ab la bțd 

kawǫnna kawǫnliligin la. The women have planted corn on the corn farm. [MA] See: kawǫnir. 

kawǫnlilis   See main entry: kawǫnlilig. home farm. 

kawǫnna  See main entry: kawǫnir. corn. 

kawɛnna   See main entry: kawǫnir. corn. 

kawǫr   n. a single type of cereal. Sieba na bțd kawǫri ba pǤǤdin. Some will sow only millet in their farms. [House+Farm] 
See: kief. 

kawen-   See main entry: kawǫnir. corn. 

kawenir [N]   See main entry: kawǫnir. corn. 

kawenlilig [W]   See main entry: kawǫnlilig. home farm. 
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kawenlilis   See main entry: kawǫnlilig. home farm. 

kaya   n. 'wee' [Gh.], cannabis, hemp, marijuana. Note: slang name for cannabis Yțda la sieba anǫ, "wee" bǫǫ "Sutaana 

nu'utțțg" bǫǫ "tampe" bǫǫ "kaya" bǫǫ "gangya" pozo" Some other names are 'wee', or 'Satan's finger-ring', or  
'tampe', or 'kaya' or 'ganja'. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: ?? 

kayaama   Variant: kariyaama. n.pl. grits, crushed grain. Note: coarsely-ground, kibbled grain Ba nǫǫm ki la nǫ kayaama. 
They ground the millet coarsely. [MA] asǫǫ ka ya kiimi li arig kayaama 'crushed heads of new grain roasted in the 

fire'. [LEV 2:14] O arig ki la nǫ ka nyaam bugis kariyaama la. She crushes the grain and kibbles it into grits. 

[House+Farm] See: kief; yam1. 

kazanl   Form: kazanla. n. a sheaf. Note: bundle of millet-heads 

kazanla   See main entry: kazanl. sheaf. 

kazațg   Variant: kazaug [N]. Form: kazaad. n. a Nile monitor lizard. Varanus niloticus. stays in wet areas, unlike 

Bosc's monitor. Syn: gbanzaug; Sim: uug ‘Bosc's’. See: gbanzaug. 

kazaug [N]  See main entry: kazațg. monitor lizard [Nile ~]. 

kazaad   See main entry: kazațg. monitor lizard [Nile ~]. 

kaa1   See main entry: kaae. visit. 

kaa-2   See main entry: kaae. visit. 

kaad1   Variant: kaadi2. v. to 'card' fibres. Onǫ kaad o mǫŋ gum, ka țgid o mǫŋ fuud. 'She spins her own thread and 
weaves her own cloth.'. [PRO 31:19] From: (Eng.) 

kaad2   See main entry: ka2. bail out. 

kaad3   See main entry: kaae. visit. 

kaadi1   See main entry: ka2. bail out. 

kaadi2   See main entry: kaad1. card. 

kaadi3   See main entry: kad2. chase, judge. 

kaadi4   See main entry: kaae. visit. 

kaaǫn   See main entry: kaae. visit. 

kaae   Form: kaa1. Form: kaaǫn. Form: kaad3. Variant: kaadi4. Form: kaam!. Variant: kaami!. Form: kaar. Form: kaa-2. 

v. to visit, go to a specific place for a purpose. li yuug ya ka m pț keŋ kaae m diemma it's a long time since I 
went to visit my father-in-law. [You-Hear?] Adu zaŋ o kǤlțgț kaae yir la yampțțnǫ kpǫm mǫlim. Adu took his 
bag and went round the back of the house and made himself scarce. [Trouble] Li ya'a anǫ ti ba'abiig Apollos yǫla, 

m kpǫmisid o saŋa wțsa ye on nǫ ti ba'abibama la kena kaae ya 'Now, about brother Apollos. I have often 
encouraged him to visit you with the other believers'. [1CO 16:12] Ta'ada duusțg la da kǫya ka m keŋ nǤba n 

kaae Ankara pala la wțsa. Shining shoes led to my walking around all the streets of Accra. [Shoeshine-Boy] o  

kțțr maalțg daar bǫǫ kțțr la naar daar nya'aŋ la ...ba maal malima la ka kaae onǫ kpi la dabǤǤg nǤǤr 

ata'aŋa. On the day of his funeral, or the very last day of the funeral ... they perform the sacrifices and walk 
around the dead person’s house three times. [Asaasim] zaŋim sț'țraug la kpǫn zǤǤ kaae fț pugudib la nya'aŋi 

fi'ig o zug take the cutlass and suddenly run up behind your aunt and cut off her head. [Trouble] Duom giligi kaae 

gǤs teŋ la wa'alim nǫ di labisim 'Go, walk through the length and breadth of the land'. [GEN 13:7] M ...  daa 

bǫn'ǫd, ka ya kaam 'I was sick and you looked after me'. [MAT 25:36] Banǫ zi'e gǤsid la sțnf ma'aenǫ nǫ ban 

kaaǫn ti si'em la. The people who were standing watching were pleased to see how they visited us. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
dap bǫdegț daa kaad o o yin many men visited him at his house. [AIDS-II] onǫ kaad kenǫ nintaŋa na ye gǤsi ya 

kallǫ the inspector came this afternoon to see how many of you there are. [Trouble] Lit: one who (goes round to) 

'visit' (  kaae ). o kaadi ba nǫ saŋa sieba gǤsid ka tțmtțmnib la tțm sț'țŋa he visited them from time to time 
to see that the workers were doing their jobs properly. [Trouble] Ya ZugsǤb Wina'am la kaadi ya nǫ ya la'asțg la 

zin'igin guri ya 'the Lord your God moves about in your camp to protect you'. [DEU 23:14] ti tun'e tǫn'ǫsid ka mǫ 

sǤsid ye ZugsǤb la kaami ti la'asțg we can think and pray that the Lord will come to our meetings. [Bible-Study] 
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M ye m nwaae li nǫ giŋa ka pian'a dabǤǤg kaar yǫla. I want to cut it short and talk about the rituals of walking 

around the funeral house. [Asaasim] DabǤǤg la kaar la yțțma kanǫ ka ba ǫǫnti n yțțm anǫ anwa' : ... The songs 

that they sing at the 'visiting' of the funeral house are these: ... [Asaasim] Note: ka'ar in original Bam pǫ'ǫs sț'țlim la 

zug, li nar ye ba paamid kaar ka nyǫt sțŋir kanǫ wțsa ka ba bǤǤd. Because they are added to the Kingdom, 

they should be visited and get every sort of help that they need. [Bible-Study] M daa gban'e m sțțnrin ye man ye 

m kena kaae ya kaasi'a la kț kǫ ka ya sțnf san'am. 'So I made up my mind that my next visit to you must not 
be another painful one.'. [2CO 2:1] 

kaaki   n. 1 • khaki (colour). Note: a light shade of yellow-brown often used for army uniform and equipment Adu nini da fuonǫ 

ka o kaaki kurug la sțdig ka bas o siaa. Adu's eyes were popping and his khaki shorts were drooping from his 
'waist'. [Trouble] (o) niŋ nya'ar la kaaki kǤlțg kanǫ yul biig la biankimpiiungțn la. he put the root in the khaki 
bag hanging on the boy's shoulder. [Trouble] From: (Eng.) < (Indian). Note: Hindi/Urdu from Iranian "soil(-coloured)" 
2 • an overcoat. (o) ga'as o kaaki la ga'adis ye pǫbisim lǤb o and buttoned up his overcoat saying that the wind 
was blowing on him. [Trouble] 

kaal   Variant: kaanl; kaalǫ; kaale. Form: kaan1. Variant: kaannǫ. Form: kaalim2!. Variant: kaalimi!. Form: kaalimini!. 
Form: kaalțg. v. to count, enrol, list. fț ya'a kaal nidib kǤbiga if you count a hundred people. [AIDS-I] sǤ' kț nyaŋi 

kaal nidib la wțsaa 'no one could count all the people'. [REV 7:9] Yǫlbama wțsa ka ti kaal la zaŋ ken pu'a 

pțțgin bilialimin, biilimin nǫ bțnkțtimin. All these problems we take into consideration with regard to 

pregnancy, babyhood, childhood and old age. [Iodine] li zu'onǫ galis ka m kț nyaŋi kaalǫ 'I could never speak of 
them all – their number is so great!'. [PSA 40:5] Man tțțma zu'oe ya ka m kț nyaŋi kaali naae. The things I do are 
many, and I can't enumerate all of them. [Trees] Yțțm yinne pǤǤgin, nwǫnǫ onǫ kpǫn' tțțma na kaan dabisa 

si'em la 'Within a year, as a hired labourer counts off years'. [ISA 21:6] ZugsǤb la pț kaan o tțțmbǫ'ǫd bǫǫ gǤsi 

li the Lord 'does not count his sin against him'. [ROM 4:8] Yțma atan' sțțgin, na an wțț sǤ' na kpǫn' tțțma ka 

kaannǫ o dabisa si'em la 'Within three years, as a servant bound by contract would count them'. [ISA 16:14] ani ka 

kǤnbid na lǫn gaad onǫ kaannǫ ba la nu'usin 'flocks will again pass under the hand of the one who counts them. 

[JER 33:13] Kaalim Levi nidib la dǤlis nǫ ba tuŋ nǫ ba za'asi an si'em. 'Count the Levites by their families and 

clans'. [NUM 3:15] Kaalimi vț'țsțm yțma la ayǤpǤi-pǤi zin'isa ayǤpǤi ''Count off seven sabbaths of years – seven 
times seven years'. [LEV 25:8] yanam kaalimi dabisa hali ti paae bakuainama ayǤpǤi 'you are to count off seven 
full weeks'. [LEV 23:15] kaalimini ba ka m baŋ ban zem si'em 'count the people. I want to know how many there 
are'. [2SA 24:2] Kaalug Numbers. [NUM 1:1 [Book title]] fț ya'a mi' Wina'am nǤnaar paal la sa, fțn karim yǫlbanǫ bǫ 

Pin'ilțg nǫ Yiib nǫ Kaalțg gbana la ni. if you are familiar with the New Testament, read the material which is in 
the books of Genesis, Exodus and Numbers. [Bible-Intro] da dǤl teŋkțdțgin sǤlima nǫ yaanam yțda kaalțg linǫ 

ta'asid nǤŋgbannwa'ar ka pț sțŋid [1TI 1:4] Sim: gi'el. AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi kaal Jakob yaasǫ? ... Bǫǫ anǤ'Ǥn na 

gi'el Israel nidiba 'Who can count the host of Jacob or number the myriads of Israel?'. [NUM 23:10] Sim: kal 
‘number, count [n.]’. Ya kaal Jerusalem dǤǤd nǫ ya' la wțsa baŋi li kal 'You counted the buildings in Jerusalem' 
to know the number. [ISA 22:10] Mene gbin anǫ ‘kal.’ Wina'am kaali fț na'am la dabisa ka zian'am ka li bǫn 

paae. "Mene" ' means: number, God has numbered the days of your kingdom and brought it to an end'. [DAN 5:6] 
See: kal; kalig. 

kaalǫ   See main entry: kaal. count. 

kaale   See main entry: kaal. count. 

kaalim1   v. to frequent, visit often. Daar wțsa Modekaya da kaalim pu'ab la bǫ zin'isi'a la gǤsid Esta an si'em 'Every 

day Mordecai would walk past the forecourt of the women's quarters to learn how Esther fared'. [EST 2:11] Daakan 

la o na kaalim pu'ab la baba ka mǤr ti'ir ye o na paam kǤnbiri fǤǤns biim. That day he hung around the 
women's quarters in the hope that he would get a bone and extract some marrow. [Trouble] 

kaalim2!   See main entry: kaal. count. 

kaalimi!   See main entry: kaal. count. 

kaalimini!  See main entry: kaal. count. 

kaalțg   See main entry: kaal. count. 

kaam!   See main entry: kaae. visit. 
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kaami!   See main entry: kaae. visit. 

kaan1   See main entry: kaal. count. 

kaan2   v. to be blown (by the wind). Hali kooko vankpi'emis la da kaan tiis la zugnǫ dǤl sisi'em la nǫ. Even the dry 
leaves of the cocoa trees streamed out in the wind on the tops of the trees. [Trouble] 

kaanb ya4   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaanb1   Variant: kanb [W]; kaanbi1. Form: kaanbnǫ. Form: kaanbid. Variant: kaanbidi. Form: kaanbidnǫ. 
Form: kaanbim!. Form: kaanbțg. Variant: kaanbug; kaanbțgț; kaanbir; kaanbire. Form: kaanb ya4. v. 1 • to 

offer, invite. Akudbil daa mi' ye o zua la pțn na siak on kaanb o ye ba kem nu daam la. Akudbil knew that 
his friend would agree if he invited him to come and drink pito. [Electricity] Pa'annib ... la daa kaanb Awintțma 

nǫ o taab la ye ba kena sǤns nǫ ba sakur bibis la. The teachers invited Awintuma and his team to come and talk 
with their pupils. [AIDS-I] onǫ ye o niŋ maan la zug bareka ka banǫ ka ba kaanb la nyaan di ' he must bless the 
sacrifice; afterward, those who are invited will eat'. [1SA 9:13] O kaanb na'abiis la wțsa nǫ zabzabidib 

tuongatib nǫ Abiata onǫ an maanmaan la. 'He has invited all the king's sons, the commanders of the army and 
Abiathar the priest.'. [1KI 1:25] 
2 • to swear, promise, bless, curse. Man daa diif la, m daa kaanb ye man na bǫ nǫ sida tis Wina'am nǫ fț When 

I married you, I promised to be true to God and to you. [AIDS-II] pu'a ya'a nam bǫ nǫ o sid ka kaanb bǫǫ gban'e 

ye o maal si'el ka li an pț'țlțŋ 'If a woman living with her husband makes a vow or obligates herself by a pledge 

under oath'. [NUM 30:10] ZugsǤb la pț bțgis nǫ linǫ ka o kaanb 'The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise'. [2PE 

3:9] M kaanb ya ye, ‘M na mǤri ya yi namiskanǫ ka ya nyǫt Egipt teŋin la 'I have promised to bring you up out 
of your misery in Egypt'. [EXO 3:17] ZugsǤb la pț bțgis nǫ linǫ ka o kaanb 'The Lord is not slow in keeping his 
promise'. [2PE 3:9] Israel dim la da kaanb, kaanb kaŋa tis ZugsǤb la 'Israel made this vow to the Lord'. [LEV 21:2] 
fț ya'a nam mi' kaanbnǫ ye fț di'e sǤ' samme yǤ if you have ever promised to accept responsibility for 
someone's debt. [PRO 6:1] M wiisi fț kaanbțg la gț'țŋ I wait for your promise in vain. [PSA 119:82] O da pț bas o 

yadda niŋir nǫ Wina'am, ka mǫ pț bi'esid o kaanbțgǤ. 'His faith did not leave him, and he did not doubt God's 
promise'. [ROM 4:20] sǤ' ya'a kaanb linǫ an nimmua kaanbțgț zi'el 'When anyone makes a special vow'. [LEV 27:2] 
Colloc: kaanb1 nǤnaar ‘make a covenant’. ZugsǤbi lǫn kaanb nǤnaar si'em The Lord Makes a Covenant Again. 

[EXO 34:10 [heading]] M nǤnaar kaanbir kaŋa ka m ye m tisi ya. 'I am making a covenant with you.'. [EXO 34:10] 
Colloc: kaanb1 kaanb2 sțŋ1 tis X ‘to bless X’. Ndǫraug maal diib tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ tis o saam la ka o di ka tis o 

nǤsțŋ, hali ka lǫn kaanb kaanb sțŋț tis o Nderaug quickly prepared food and went and gave it to his father and 

he blessed him and gave him a benediction. [You-Do?] Ka ba kaanb, kaanb sțŋț tis Rebǫka 'And they blessed 
Rebekah'. [GEN 24:60] o da ... bǫllim o ye o kaanbim kaanb sțŋț tis o he begged him to bless him. [HOS 12:4] Eli 

da kaanbidnǫ kaanb sțŋț tisid Elkana nǫ o pu'a la 'Eli would bless Elkanah and his wife'. [1SA 2:20] 
Colloc: kaanb1 nǤsțŋ/albareka/yǫlsțm ‘bless’. nidib pian'adi ba yǫla sțm ka kaanbid nǤsțŋț tisidi ba. 
people speak well of them and pronounce blessings on them. [Billygoat] Simeon kaanb nǤsțŋț niŋi ba zug 
'Simeon blessed them'. [LUK 2:34] Duom di, ka kaanb albareka niŋim zug. 'Please sit up and eat ... so that you 
may give me your blessing'. [GEN 27:19] Ka o kaanb yǫlsțmmi tis o. 'so he blessed him'. [GEN 27:23] Colloc: kaanb1 

kaanb2 bǫ'ǫd ‘to curse’. ba da da' Balaam ... ka o kaanb kaanbbǫ'ǫdǫ tisi ya 'they hired Balaam ... to curse you'. 

[DEU 23:4] banǫ kaanbid bǫ'ǫdi tisidif la, m mǫ na kaanb bǫ'ǫdi tisi ba 'those who curse you, I shall curse'. [GEN 

12:3] Colloc: kaanb1 tțțmbǫ'ǫd ‘confess’. o na ... kaanb Israel dim la wțsa tțțmbǫ'ǫd nǫ ba taal nǫ ba 

dian'ad yǫla 'he shall ... confess over it all the evils, sins, and rebellions of the people of Israel'. [LEV 16:21] 
3 • to sacrifice. ba ... kaanbidi tisidi ba saunam la they sacrifice to their nets. [HAB 1:16] 
Colloc: kaanbid...nwǫ'ǫb ‘celebrate first phase of final funeral rites [W]’. 

kaanb2   Variant: kaanbi2. n. an oath, blessing, curse. Israel dim la da kaanb, kaanb kaŋa tis ZugsǤb la 'Israel made this 

vow to the Lord'. [LEV 21:2] Colloc: kaanb2 sțŋ1 ‘a blessing’. Wina'am nǫ nidib kaanb sțŋ bǫǫ o zugin the 
favour of God and people was upon him. [LUK 2:52] Colloc: kaanb1 kaanb2 sțŋ1 tis X ‘to bless X’. Eli da 

kaanbidnǫ kaanb sțŋț tisid Elkana nǫ o pu'a la 'Eli would bless Elkanah and his wife'. [1SA 2:20] Ndǫraug maal 

diib tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ tis o saam la ka o di ka tis o nǤsțŋ, hali ka lǫn kaanb kaanb sțŋț tis o Nderaug quickly 
prepared food and went and gave it to his father and he blessed him and gave him a benediction. [You-Do?] Ka ba 

kaanb, kaanb sțŋț tis Rebǫka 'And they blessed Rebekah'. [GEN 24:60] Colloc: kaanb2 bǫ'ǫd ‘a curse’. M biiga 

kǫl ka kaanb bǫ'ǫd la dǤl mam. 'My son, let the curse fall on me.'. [GEN 27:13] Fțn maal nwa' la zug, kaanb 
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bǫ'ǫd na bǫǫ fț zug 'Because you have done this you are cursed'. [GEN 3:14] Sim: kaanbțg. 

kaanbi1  See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaanbi2  See main entry: kaanb2. oath. 

kaanbid   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaanbidi   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaanbidnǫ   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaanbim!   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaanbir   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaanbire   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaanbnǫ   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaanbțg   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaanbțgț   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaanbug   See main entry: kaanb1. offer, swear, sacrifice. 

kaand   See main entry: kan6. take too much. 

kaanl   See main entry: kaal. count. 

kaanlțg   Variant: kaanlțgǤ. n. singeing. Ba da nyǫya ka bugum la pț vțnligi ba niŋgbiŋ, bǫǫ ba zuobid nyuusid 

kaanlțgǤ 'They saw that the fire had not harmed their bodies, nor was a hair of their heads singed'. [DAN 3:2] 
Lit: smelling of singeing. 

kaanlțgǤ   See main entry: kaanlțg. singeing. 

kaannǫ   See main entry: kaal. count. 

kaanrțg   Variant: kaanrug. n. a straw door, door of matting. NǤǤr anǫ kaanrțg, o zi' ye nid mǤr zuobțgǤ. The mouth is 

a door, it doesn't know that a person needs respect. [Proverb 258] Zaŋim kaanrțg la ki'el bțlțțg la za'anǤǤr. 'Take 
the zana mat and lean against the entrance to the animal room.'. [MA] 

kaanrug   See main entry: kaanrțg. straw-door. 

kaans   Variant: kaansi. v. to clear the throat. Note: "( kaans being the sound made)" [MA] Si'el ya'a kpǫn' fț kțkǤrin, asǫǫ 

fț kaansi tțbisi li yis. When something enters your throat, you will have to clear you throat and spit it out. [MA] 

kaansi   See main entry: kaans. clear throat. 

kaar   See main entry: kaae. visit. 

kaas   Variant: kaasǫ; kaase; kaasi. Form: kaasnǫ. Variant: kaasimmǫ. Form: kaasid. Variant: kaasida; kaasidaa; 

kaasidi. Form: kaasidnǫ. Variant: kaasidin. Form: kaasim!. Variant: kaasima!; kaasimi!. Form: kaasig. 
Variant: kaasiga; kaasțg. v. to cry, weep, cry out. Uria pu'a la wțm ye o sid kpiya la, o kaas o yǫla. 'When 

Uriah's wife heard that her husband was dead, she mourned for him.'. [2SA 11:26] yț'țŋ kaŋa nwa', nǤraug kț 

kaasǫ ka fț na ki'is nǤǤra atan' ye fț zi' ma 'the cock will not crow tonight until you have said three times that 
you do not know me'. [LUK 22:34] O daa kaasi nwǫnǫ biig nǫ He cried like a child. [AIDS-II] ba wțsa kaasi bibid 

Paul ka kǫǫs o 'They were all crying as they hugged him ... goodbye.'. [ACT 20:37] Daakan la Ayaab pu'a 

Akpǫlimya daa kaasnǫ maligin kaas That day Ayaab's wife Akpelimya cried and cried again. [AIDS-II] O ya'a 

ǫǫnti tiǫn li yǫl sansi'a li nwǫn o kaasimmǫ. Any time he remembered it, it was as if he was crying. [Trouble] baas 

banǫ wǫsid la nǫ viid la kaasid la hali nǫ kpaantikpitis la dogs which were barking, and owls hooting, and even 
crickets. [Trouble] Li anǫ Rakǫl n kaasid o biis la yǫla, ka pț siakid bǫliŋǤ 'it was Rachel weeping for her 

children, and refusing to be comforted'. [JER 13:15 = MAT 2:18] Dau la daa maal sțkpi'em buŋǫ keŋ n ti paae 

nyǫnǫ on digi kaasid yee o sia zabid. The man bravely sneaked to get to where he could see her lying crying 
that her 'waist' was hurting. [You-Hear?] Dap pț maligin kaasida The men didn't cry again. [Trouble] Pu'aa, bǤ ka 

fț kaasida? 'Woman, why are you crying? [JHN 20:15] Biig ya'a pț kaasidaa ba pț suosid oo? 'When a child is 

not crying, do they not comfort it?'. [Proverb 184] MǤǤgin bțŋ ya'a nyǫ yaama Ǥnbida, o na kaasidaa 'Does a wild 
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donkey bray when it has grass ... ?'. [JOB 6:5] Saalib ya'a kaasidi bǤǤd sțŋir, o pț gandigida 'He does not answer 

when men cry out'. [JOB 35:12] Ayaab pu'a on daa kaasidnǫ ka bi'esid dinǫ na maal o buribiŋ kanǫ paasid ayi' 

la Ayaab's wife was crying, not knowing what would happen to her second son. [Electricity] Mahama bu'os ye, 

'AnǤ'Ǥn kaasidin la?' Mahama asked 'Who's crying?'. [Trouble] Kaasim agǤla gǤla ya teŋ za'anǤya ni 'Wail in the 
gate ... ! '. [ISA 14:31] M wțm ka sǤ' yǫlim ye, “Kaasima agǤla.” Ka m bu'os ye, “M kaasim yǫl ye bǤ?” 'A voice 

says, “Cry out.” And I said, “What shall I cry?” '. [ISA 40:6] Kaasimi ka fabil nǫ sțnsa'aŋ. 'Be sorrowful, cry, and 

weep'. [JAS 4:9] Winnig daa lu tiis la tuon ka kpaantikpittis banǫ su'a la pin'ili ba kaasig The sun set behind the 

trees and the hidden cicadas began their singing. [Trouble] M ǫǫnti gaŋenǫ pu'asadkansir bǫǫ dasaŋpǤlli kț ka 

pu'ab nǫ biis siakid kaasig nwaaa, ka dunia dammid mimim. Whenever I choose a virgin or a young boy to 
kill, the women and children together weep 'Nwaaa!' and the world reels 'kerchung!'. [Asaasim-] Ti wțm kaasig 

Zion teŋin, ye, ‘San'auŋ paae ti! 'Listen to the sound of crying in Zion, “We are ruined! ... ”  '. [JER 9:19] Nid ya'a 

li' o tțba pț bǤǤd ye o wțm nǤŋdaan kaasiga, on mǫ na ti kaasid ka sǤ' kț kǫlisǫ. 'If a man shuts his ears to 

the cry of the poor, he too will cry out and not be answered. '. [PRO 21:13] Colloc: kaas kuŋ ‘shout out loud’. Ka 

Atine la'a kaas kuŋ ye "Hee, Hee." And Atine laughed out loud "Ha, ha! [AIDS-Azuur] o kaas kuŋi buol 

soogianam la nǫ Abner onǫ an Nier biig la ye, “Abner! Fț kț siaki m buolțg laa?” Ka Abner lǫbis ye, “Fț 

aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ buon Na'aba?” 'He called out to the army and to Abner son of Ner, “Aren't you going to answer me, 

Abner?” Abner replied, “Who are you who calls to the king?” '. [1SA 26:14] Israel nǫ Juda dim da mǫ niŋi ba 

kadib diin ka kaasid kuŋț dǤlli ba 'Then the men of Israel and Judah surged forward with a shout and pursued' 
them. Sim: kum1 ‘to cry’; Colloc: kaas kuur ‘make a funeral lament’. Kaasim kțțr Israel tuongatib yǫla 'Take 
up a lament concerning the princes of Israel'. [EZK 19:1] ba na kaasid kțțr kaasțgț fț yǫla 'they will take up a 
lament concerning you'. [EZK 27:32] Nabstr: kikaasig. kikaasig la na maligim kaas buudi la wțsa sțțgin 'its cry 

will resound among the nations'. [JER 50:46] Sim: kukuma ‘cries’. ti da kaasi tis ZugsǤb la, ka o wțmi ti kukuma 

ka tțm o maliak ka o yisi ti Egipt teŋin na 'we cried to the Lord for help. He listened to us, sent an angel, and 
brought us out of Egypt.'. [NUM 20:16] YǫltǤǤd ya'a ti paae o ka o kaasida, Wina'am na wțm o kukumaa? 'When 
trouble comes, will God hear their cries?'. [JOB 27:9] Etym: OV1 *WE/WI ; OVN *KUM, *KA:S ; GS1 *WI¹ ; 
vc4 *wi. See: kikaasig; kțkaasid. 

kaasǫ   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaase   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasi   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasid   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasida   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasidaa   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasidi   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasidin   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasidnǫ   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasig   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasiga   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasim!   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasima!   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasimi!   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasimmǫ   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasnǫ   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaasțg   See main entry: kaas. cry. 

kaato   Note: GILLBT Literacy poster n. a spoon. Syn: diisuŋ. 

kǫ   Variant: ke; kǫǫ; kee; kei. Form: kǫnǫ1. Form: kǫǫn3. Form: kǫl!. Variant: kel; kǫla!; kǫlaa!; kǫlli!; keli. Form: kǫlnǫ. 
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Form: kǫt. Variant: ket; kǫti. Form: kǫtnǫ. Form: kǫtin. Variant: ketin. Form: kǫǫr. Form: kǫya. v. 1 • to leave (sth.) 

alone, behind, forgive. Fț tun'e keŋ ka kǫ o. You can go away and leave him. [Trouble] Ku'om ya'a budig ka kǫ 

yțțr, li saa na lǫm wik. If the water pours out and leaves the pot (unbroken), you can use it to fetch water another 
time. [Asaasim  Proverb] Mba'abǤǤd sid da kpinǫ ka kǫ o nǫ pțțg Mba'abood's husband died and left her pregnant. 

[Billygoat] Ka ba sid kǫ sieba gur bǫog wțț Moses n yǫl si'em la. 'So they put it aside till morning as Moses had 
commanded'. [EXO 16:24] ba da mǤr diib bǫdegț na di ka kǫǫ kuos. they had plenty of food to eat, and some was 
left over to sell. [Wonderwoman] daasi'er o ya'a ti niŋ si'ela o na ye kǫl ka m kǫ o if she does something she will 
say that I should leave her alone. [Billygoat] Man yisǤb la ye nwadig ya'a kpii, man yim ka kǫǫ o yir. My landlord 

says that at the end of the month I have to leave his house. [Three-Problems] o zuanam la ti gǫn' bas ka pț lǫn ken 

ya'asǫ ka kǫnǫ pu'a la ma'aa his friends got fed up and stopped coming, and that left only his wife. [Billygoat] 
nǤŋdaan zuanam widigidnǫ ka kǫt o 'a poor man's friend deserts him'. [PRO 19:4] Li anǫ pu'a la ka ba ye ba di 

ka o zan'as la ka ba ye ba kǫl o sa It was a woman they wanted to marry but she refused so they said they should 

leave her there. [Billygoat] Du'anyǫǫr, kpiim kǫǫr 'You can't take it with you when you go.'. [Proverb 192] Lit: Birth 
getting, death leaving.. O kampinta tțțma la kǫya ka nidib pamm mi' o teŋin la. His work as a carpenter made 
him well-known in the town. [Fire] ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la kǫya ka ya wiaki nwǫnǫ nwadbibis banǫ bǫ 

saŋgbauŋin la 'the Lord your God has made you as numerous as the stars in the sky'. [DEU 10:22] Colloc: kǫ X 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd/taal bas ‘forgive X's wrongdoings’. Ayaab daa bu'os ye Wina'am na kǫǫ m taali bas nǫ mam 

maal si'el laa? Ayaab asked "Will God forgive me for what I have done?" [AIDS-II] ya saam Wina'am onǫ bǫ 

arezana ni la mǫ na kǫǫ ya tțțmbǫ'ǫdi bas 'your Father in heaven will forgive the wrongs you have done'. [MRK 

11:25] M pugudiba, m kǫ bǫ'ǫd kanǫ ka fț tțm pǤ'Ǥgim la wțsa basǫ Auntie, I have forgiven all the evil by 
which that you have done to me. [Trouble] o na kǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd kanǫ ka o tțm la taali bas 'he will be forgiven for 

any of these things he did that made him guilty'. [LEV 6:7] kǫl nimbama taali bas, nwǫnǫ fțn ǫǫnti pțn kǫti ba 

taal si'em 'forgive the sin of these people, just as you have pardoned them'. [NUM 14:19] Mult: kǫǫs; Sim: bas. 
2 • to stop doing something, abstain from. m kț kǫǫ ba tțbtǫǫgir baa bi'elaa 'I will not fail to punish' them. [EXO 

34:7] Kaleb da yǫl nidib la ye ba kǫl vuud Moses tuon 'Caleb silenced the people before Moses'. [NUM 13:30] M 

da kț tun'e yii m dǤǤgțn la na yǫli ba ye ba kǫla I couldn't come out of my room to tell them to stop it. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Mikaya, ti kem zab nǫ Ramot teŋ dinǫ bǫ Gilead sț'țlimin la bǫǫ ti kǫla? 'Micaiah, shall we go 
to war against Ramoth Gilead, or shall I refrain?'. [1KI 22:15] (o) bu'os o mǫŋ ye "M yǤ'Ǥgimaa, m kǫlaa?" He 
asked himself "Should I open it? Should I leave it?"  [You-Heard?] Sim: bas. 
3 • to let, allow, cause (sb. do sth.) Note: nearly always in the Colloc: kǫ ka1. o keŋ nǫ bilig kugir la yis bulig la 

nǤǤrin ka kǫ ka o ansib kǤnbid la nu 'he went over and rolled the stone away from the mouth of the well and 

watered his uncle's sheep'. [GEN 29:10] ba ya'a kul ban kǫ ka kpǫǫm kena if they go home they will cause the elder 
to come. [Billygoat] m na kǫ ka agaand mǤr diibi kenna tisidif anina 'I have ordered the ravens to feed you there'. 

[1KI 17:4] Hali tuongatib nǫ kpǫǫmnam la da gaad tuonnǫ kǫ ka ba kpǫn' mǤǤg. 'And the leaders and officials 
have led the way in this unfaithfulness.'. [EZR 9:2] dinzug kǫnǫ ka o bǤǤd ye bugum la tțm saŋa wțsa that was 

the reason that he wanted the light to be on all the time. [Electricity] Fț zamis galisțg la kǫnǫ ka fț gǫǫm. 'Your 
great learning is driving you insane.'. [ACT 26:24] M naan tun'e kǫǫn ka ban'akpi'euŋ sigi ya teŋ nwa' ni na I 
could have caused a pestilence to come down on your land. [EXO 9:15] Dau kaŋa daa niŋ si'em nie zțnzǤŋ nini la 

kț nyaŋi kǫǫn ka dau kaŋa tiliginǫǫ? 'Could not this man, who opened the blind man's eyes, have done 

something to keep Lazarus from dying?'. [JHN 11:37] A-Zi-gban'ar nǫ A-Zi-Siib n kǫt ka gbauŋ aand. Mr. 
Ignorant-of-holding and Mr. Ignorant-of-Flaying cause the skin to tear. [Proverb 082] Bțndinǫ kǫt ka fț baŋid ye 

fț mǤr EES. Something which enables you to recognise that you have AIDS. [AIDS-Azuur] Manǫ kǫt ka 

ba'abțgțdibi yǫt si'el la lieb zaalim 'I frustrate false prophets and their omens'. [ISA 44:25] Ya'am mǫǫd yir, ka 

agban'ad si'el gbin kǫt ka li zi'e 'By wisdom a house is built, and through understanding it is established'. [PRO 

24:3] Lina nam kǫtinǫ ka nif la mu'oe maal fǫn'ǫd These things make the eye go red and produce sores. [Trachoma] 
ba kǫtnǫ ka ba bu'oe ka' paŋa they cause them to reduce in strength. [Immunisation-II.] Ti kǫl ka o tțm on bǤǤd 

si'em We should let him do what he wants. [Wonderwoman] Kǫl ka ya, ‘Űǫn an ǫǫn’ ka ya, ‘Ayei an ayei’ 'let your 
‘Yes’ be ‘Yes,’ and your ‘No,’ ‘No’'. [MAT 5:37] kǫli ka m bigisi ya ti niŋgbina la zabid nǫ ban'as si'em let me 

show you how our bodies fight against infection. [AIDS-I] M zuanama, kǫlli ka m ansigi tu'asi ya nyain ti yaab 

na'ab David yǫla. My friends, let me speak frankly about David. [ACT 2:29] Ka kǫlnǫ ye o mǫ' yiri tis mam? And 
made him say he would build me a house? [Akelsa] Kǫlli ka biis la kǫǫn m san'an na ka da kati baa 'Let the little 
children come to me, and do not hinder them'. [MRK 10:14] DinzugǤ ya ya'a ieednǫ mam, kǫlli ka nimbama keŋ. 
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'If you are looking for me, then let these men go.'. [JHN 18:8] Colloc: alazug kǫ ka1 [clause] ‘because of this 

[clause]’. Alazugț da kǫ ka Moab dim la siaki dǤl David ka yǤǤd lampǤ tisid o. 'So the Moabites became his 
subjects and paid taxes to him.'. [2SA 8:2] Colloc: kǫlli ka1 ti1 [sentence] ‘Let's [sentence] !’. Kǫlli ka ti di'em nǫ 

sumalisim, bǤzugǤ m nyǫ m pǫ'og kanǫ bǤdig la. 'Rejoice with me; I have found my lost sheep.'. [LUK 15:6] Kǫlli 

ka ti dǤl winsieba 'Let us follow other gods'. [DEU 13:2] daasi'er o ya'a ti niŋ si'ela o na ye kǫl ka m kǫ o if she 
does something she will say that I should leave her alone. [Billygoat] 
4 • to be separate, different, apart from, let alone, not to mention ... na'anam zabid man yǫla nǫ ka bǤǤd ye ba 

naan sț'țgin man ka kǫ talisi bas. chiefs are fighting to possess me (dawadawa tree) to the exclusion of 
commoners. [Trees] Ka Wina'am nyǫ ka nǫǫsim la an sțm ka o bak nǫǫsim la ka kǫ lik. 'God saw that the light 

was good, and he separated the light from the darkness.'. [GEN 1:4] ZugsǤb la ... gaŋ yanam banǫ aan ba yaas la, 

ka kǫ buudbanǫ kpǫlim la wțsa 'the Lord ... chose you, their descendants, above all the nations'. [DEU 10:15] 
ZugsǤb onǫ aan ti Wina'am la kǫ yǫlsu'ada la wțsa tis o mǫŋ 'The secret things belong to the Lord our God'. 

[DEU 29:29] ban pțnimi o zug ka kǫ fǫn'țg la zin'ig la 'he must be shaved except for the diseased area'. [LEV 13:33] 
Ya zi' ye tinamǫ na ti kad maliaknam saria, ka kǫti dunia kaŋa nwa' yǫlaa? 'Do you not know that we will 
judge angels? How much more the things of this life!'. [1CO 6:3] See: kǫǫs. 

kǫdig   Variant: kedig; kǫdigǫ; kedige. Form: kǫdignǫ. Variant: kedigne. v. to turn aside, be curved/twisted. Zaŋkuom la 

kǫdignǫ. The wall is curved. [MA] Ba ...  kț fǫndig bǫǫ ba kǫdigǫ. 'They ...  do not change direction'. [JOL 2:7] 

kǫdigǫ   See main entry: kǫdig. swerve. 

kǫdignǫ   See main entry: kǫdig. swerve. 

kǫl!   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫla!   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫlaa!   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫlig   Variant: kǫligǫ; kǫligi. Form: kǫligid. Variant: kǫligida. Form: kǫligidnǫ. v. to listen, pay attention. O daa kǫlig 

Ayaab nǫ nimbanǫ yi Bțgțr la mǤr kțkǤsi'a kena la. He paid attention to what Ayaab and the people who came 
from Buguri had to say. [Electricity] Kǫl ka ... fț tțba kǫlig linǫ an baŋir. 'Apply ... your ears to words of 
knowledge.'. [PRO 20:12] Appiah da pț kǫlig Adu bu'osțg la. Appiah paid no attention to Adu's question. [Trouble] 
Alaamisi ye o pian' pa'al amaa Asumbul pț kǫligǫ. Alaamisi said that she had explained it but Mr. Spider 
wasn't listening. [Wonderwoman] Edom na'ab la pț kǫligǫ. 'the king of Edom would not listen'. [JDG 11:17] mam pț 

tǫn'ǫs ye o na kǫligi m pian'adǫ 'I can't believe he would listen to me'. [JOB 9:16] Nyǫǫsim kǫ ka ba zan'as ka pț 

lǫn kǫligid ZugsǤb la nǤǤrǫ. Pride causes them to disobey and pay no attention to the Lord's word. [ZEP 3:2] ba 

aan m nidib ka ba yț'țr dț ka nyǫ na'asi. Amaa ba pț kǫligida. 'they would be my people and would bring 
praise and honour to my name; but they would not obey me'. [JER 13:11] o zua Asaan pț yǫl si'ela ka kpǫn 

kǫligidnǫ his friend Asaan said nothing, but continued to listen. [AIDS-II] Sim: kǫlis. See: kǫlis. 

kǫligǫ   See main entry: kǫlig. listen. 

kǫligi   See main entry: kǫlig. listen. 

kǫligid   See main entry: kǫlig. listen. 

kǫligida   See main entry: kǫlig. listen. 

kǫligidnǫ   See main entry: kǫlig. listen. 

kǫlis   Variant: kelis; kǫlisǫ; kelise; kǫlisi; kelisi. Form: kǫlisini. Form: kǫlisid. Variant: kǫlisida; kǫlisidi. Form: kǫlisidnǫ. 
Form: kǫlisidin. Form: kǫlisim!. Variant: kǫlisima!; kǫlisimi!. Form: kǫlisimini!. Form: kǫlisțg. Variant: kelisug. v. 

to listen. O daa bǤǤd ye o kǫlis labaya banǫ bǫ teŋin la. She wanted to hear the news in the village. [AIDS-I] 
digilimi fț tțbir ka kǫlis sț'țŋa 'Listen ... consider and give ear'. [PSA 45:10, 95:8] Li tǤi nǫ man na baŋ ye 

nimban la kǫlisid mam pian' si'el la bǫǫ ba pț kǫlisǫ. It is difficult for me to know if people are listening to 

what I am saying or not. [Trouble] M pțn dǫŋin yǫli ya ka ya pț bǤǤd ye ya kǫlisǫ 'I have told you already and you 
did not listen.'. [JHN 9:27] Ka Akțkparig ye, kǫli vuud ka kǫlisi. Palmtree said "Be quiet and listen!" [Trees] Fț ya'a 

kǫlisini m nǤzi'ela la, fț sumbțgțsțm na pțbid nwǫnǫ kǤldaug ku'om nǫ 'If only you had paid attention to 
my commands, your peace would have been like a rive'. [ISA 48:18] Nidib daa kǫlisid Awintțma daa pian'ad 
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ban'a saaŋ HIV-EES la yǫla la People were listening as Awintuma spoke about the strange disease HIV-AIDS. 

[AIDS-I] Man da yi si'em na la da vuoǫn banǫ kǫlisid la sțnf nǫ ka ba kǫlisid nǫ nimmua. When I came out like 
that it disturbed the emotions of the audience and they listened the more carefully. [Shoeshine-Boy] BǤǤ kǫ ka fț 

kǫlisid nimbanǫ ma'adif ye David bǤǤdi fț bǤǤb la? Why do you listen to people who say that I am trying to 
harm you? [1SA 24:9] bǫkǫung asuba ka nidib wțsa la'asid o san'an Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la kǫlisid o pian'ad 
'all the people came early in the morning to hear him at the temple'. [LUK 21:38] Fț pț kǫlisida, Ama; manǫ an fț 

saam. You're not listening, Ama; I am your father. [Trouble] Mansa da gǤsid saam la ka kǫlisidi ba labaar la. 
Mansa was looking at the strangers and listening to what they had to say. [Trouble] yanam Israel dima, ya ya'a 

kǫlisidinim 'if you would but listen to me, O Israel!'. [PSA 81:8] Adu da kǫlisidnǫ nǫ ya'amlǫog Adu was listening 

eagerly. [Trouble] Ya'am dim kǫlisim ka paam baŋiri paas 'let the wise listen and add to their learning'. [PRO 1:5] 
kțlin kǫlisim nǫ'ǫŋa ka baŋ ye ti bǫnǫ dunia saaŋin just listen to this and realise that we are in a strange world. 
[Trouble] Fț pț gban'e li gbinnǫ, Ama, kǫlisima... You don't understand, Ama, listen! [Trouble] Kǫlisima! M 

ya'am bțnnǫ! GǤsima, onǫ ka m nǤŋ la kenna 'Hark! My beloved! Here he comes'. [SNG 2:8] Banǫ bǫǫ agǤlǫ, 

kǫlisimi ka m na pian' Listen, O heavens, and I will speak. [DEU 32:1] m biisǫ kǫlisimi, luakimini ya mǫŋ nǫ 

pu'a-bǤǤr bǫǫ dau-bǤǤr listen, you young people, keep yourselves free from sexual activity. [AIDS-I] Lit: desire 
for women / desire or men. Yanam Israel dima, kǫlisimi 'Listen, people of Israel!'. [DEU 9:1] Kǫlisimini m pian'ad, 

ka di linǫ an sțm 'listen to me, and eat what is good'. [ISA 55:2] Kpa'akuri sa'alin nwiig ka o zan'as kǫlisțg la 
Tortoise was advising Rope, but he refused to listen. [Trouble] Syn: kiis, kǫlis; Sim: wțm ‘hear’. See: kǫlis. 

kǫlisǫ   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisi   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisid   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisida   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisidi  See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisidin   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisidnǫ   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisim!   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisima!   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisimi!   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisimini!   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisini   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlisțg   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kǫlli!   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫlnǫ   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kɛmi!   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kɛmi!   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

kǫmmǫ1!   See main entry: kem1. herd. 

kǫn   See main entry: ken3. come. 

-kǫnda1   See main entry: -kǫndig2. rag. 

-kǫnda2   See main entry: -kǫǫțng. ragged. 

kǫndig1  Variant: kendig; kǫndigǫ; kendigi. v. to wear out. Yțma pisnaasi banǫ ka m mǤri ya yi sian'arin la ya fuud bǫǫ 

ya ta'ada pț kǫndigǫ. 'For forty years the Lord led you through the desert, and your clothes and sandals never 

wore out.'. [DEU 29:5] See: -kǫndig2. 

-kǫndig2   Variant: -kendig [N]. Form: -kǫndis1. Variant: -kendis; -kǫnda1. adj. a rag, torn ..., worn out. Fțu ya'a di'em nǫ 

biig, fț ma kțm daar ka o zaŋid o ma sǤŋkǫnda na ye ya di'em. If you play with a child, on the day of your 
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mother's funeral he will bring his mother's old mat for you to play with. [Proverb 089] Fț ya'a bǤǤdi fț wa'a gǫn, fț 

kennǫ ka mǤri fț ta'adkǫndis. When you want to dance to exhaustion you take your worn-out sandals with you. 

[Proverb 209] Ofori mǫŋ da anǫ kǫnda gaansid la'abanǫ ka o na kan'as nǫ banǫ ka o bas nya'aŋ. Ofori himself 
was tired from separating the items that he was going to sort out from the ones he threw behind him. [Trouble] Nidib 

da kpǫn kǫǫnd nǫ ka sǤ' wțsa an kǫnda o tțțma ni. People were gossipping all the time and everybody was 

tired from his work. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba na pțni ba zuti fț yǫla ka na yǫ bǤtkǫnda. 'They shave their heads for you 
and dress themselves in sackcloth.'. [EZK 27:31] Li da anǫ bǫkǫțg ka ta'ada duusțg an kǫndaa It was morning, 
and the shoeshining work was exhausting. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: -kurig, -kǫǫțng. See: kǫndig1; -kǫǫțng. 

kǫndigǫ   See main entry: kǫndig1. wear out. 

-kǫndis1   See main entry: -kǫndig2. rag. 

-kǫndis2   See main entry: -kǫǫțng. ragged. 

kǫnǫ1   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫnǫ2   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kǫn'ǫs   Form: kǫn'ǫsid. Variant: kǫn'ǫsidi. Form: kǫn'ǫsinǫ. Form: kǫn'ǫsțg. Variant: kǫn'ǫsțgǤ. v. to warn sb. ZugsǤb la 

da kǫn'ǫs Na'ab Manase nǫ o nidib la 'the Lord warned Manasseh and his people'. [2CH 33:10] o ... kǫn'ǫsidi ba 

nǫ nimmua [JOB 33:16] Li narin ye o kǫn'ǫsinǫ ba? Is it necessary that he should warn them? [Trouble] O da wțm 

o ma kǫn'ǫsțg ye o mit ka o kǤ' kawǫnna la She listened to her mother's warning that she shouldn't crack the 
maize. [Trouble] Fț tțblamma nwa pț wțm kǫn'ǫsțgǤ. Your 'flat' ears won't listen to warning. [Trouble] 

kǫn'ǫsid   See main entry: kǫn'ǫs. warn. 

kǫn'ǫsidi   See main entry: kǫn'ǫs. warn. 

kǫn'ǫsinǫ   See main entry: kǫn'ǫs. warn. 

kǫn'ǫsțg   See main entry: kǫn'ǫs. warn. 

kǫn'ǫsțgǤ  See main entry: kǫn'ǫs. warn. 

kǫnmisi   n. a tin roof, 'zinc' sheet. ba pil ya' la tita'am nǫ kǫnmisi most of the houses are roofed with 'zinc'. [Fire] Saa 

ku'om da tu'asid kǫnmisi la zugț lut laasin. The rainwater dripped through the roof into the dishes. [Trouble] 
From: (GNG). 

kǫnnin   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kǫnrid-kǫnridi   id. wretched(ly). A-Ka'a-Daan yaug anǫ kǫnrid kǫnridi. The grave of Mr.Masterless is very wretched. 

[Proverb 87] 
kǫns   Variant: kens; kǫnsi; kensi. Form: kǫnsnǫ. Form: kǫnsid. Form: kǫnsim!. Variant: kensem; kǫnsimi!; kenseme. v. 

to break/cut apart. Note: sth. long and thin:  usu. plural things broken ya ... kǫns baans linǫ lǤǤ ya la ka li yuug 'Long 
ago you ... tore off your bonds'. [JER 2:20] Amaa ka o kǫns nwiis la o nu'usin nwǫnǫ gum gaarig nǫ. 'But he 

snapped the ropes off his arms like thread.'. [JDG 16:12] Ka o kǫns nu'us bana la ka kǫnsi kǫns nǤba bana la bas. 
'but every time he broke the chains and smashed the irons on his feet'. [MRK 5:4] 'Kemna, kǫl ka ti yǫl nidib,' on yǫt 

Mahama la ka o kțkǤya kǫnsid. 'Come, let's tell people,' as he spoke to Mahama his voice cracked. [Trouble] 
Colloc: kǫns gbǫgiinla/gada ‘1) [literal] to hamstring : 2) [metaphorical] to discourage sb.’. ba ... kǫns lǤlis 

gada ka li ka' gbinnǫ 'wantonly they hamstrung oxen'. [1) GEN 49:6] O da kǫnsi ba widi la wțsa gada ka nyu'oe 

ba widi tǫrekonam la. 'He hamstrung their horses and burned their chariots.'. [1) JOS 11:9] Kǫnsimi ba widi la 

wțsa gada ka nyu'oe ba tǫrekonam la nǫ bugum. 'You are to cripple their horses and burn their chariots.'. [1) 

JOS 11:6] BǤ ka ya kǫnsid Israel nidib la giinla 'Why do you discourage the Israelites ... ?'. [2) NUM 32:7] Colloc: X 

giinla kǫns ‘X is dispirited, despairing’. fț ya'a pțn nyǫǫ o nǫ nif, fț giinla kǫnsidnǫ 'the mere sight of him is 

overpowering'. [JOB 41:9] M giinla wțsa kǫnsnǫ. 'my whole being is deeply troubled'. [PSA 6:3] Unit: kǫnsig. 
See: kǫnsig. 

kǫnsi   See main entry: kǫns. cut apart. 

kǫnsid   See main entry: kǫns. cut apart. 

kǫnsig   Variant: kensig; kǫnsigǫ; kǫnsigi; kensigi. v. to break, sever (rope does). O dǫlnǫ o silinsi'ipaanlțŋ la ka li 
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kǫnsig 'He leans on his web, but it gives way'. [JOB 8:15] LǤǤmi naafi la kiŋ-kiŋ ka o da kǫnsigǫ. Tie the cow 

firmly so it does not break loose. [MA] Tiǫnmi Wina'am yǫla ka anzurifa zǤnt la nam pț kǫnsigǫ 'Remember 
your Creator before the silver cord is snapped'. [ECC 12:6] Abasimtaal daa keŋ Nagber da'an da' bțțgț vǫ'ǫdi 

kun ka o paae suori kǫnsigi zǤǤ kpǫn' mǤǤg. Abasimtaal went to Nagbere market and bought a goat and on the 
way the rope broke and the goat ran into the bush. [MA] Fț ya'a yǤǤ fț bugum ligidi tǤ'ǤtǤ, ba kț kǫnsigi fț 

bugum nwiig la. If you pay your electricity bill promptly your electricity supply will not be cut off. [Electricity] Biis 

la tita'am lțmmir kaŋa anǫ hamma kanǫ kǫnsigi ba daakan la baans. For most of the youngsters this bell is 
the hammer which breaks their fetters for that day. [Trouble] La'an nǫ ban mǤr sțŋidib ka ba an bǫdegț la, ba na 

kǫnsigi ba bǫn la ka li naae 'Although they have allies and are numerous, they will be cut off and pass away'. 

[NAM 1:12] Buribig ye "Gbir, gbir ka nwiig kǫnsigid." Billygoat says "Yank, yank! and the rope breaks." [Proverb 

168] nwiig kanǫ pan'am atan' pț kǫnsigid na'anaa 'A rope made of three cords is hard to break.'. [ECC 4:12] 
Sim: tǤnsig. O dǫlnǫ o silinsi'ipaanlțŋ la ka li kǫnsig ka o mak ye o gammi li ka li tǤnsig. 'He leans on his 
web, but it gives way; he clings to it, but it does not hold.'. [JOB 8:15] Mult: kǫns. See: kǫns. 

kǫnsigǫ   See main entry: kǫnsig. sever. 

kǫnsigi   See main entry: kǫnsig. sever. 

kǫnsim!   See main entry: kǫns. cut apart. 

kǫnsimi!   See main entry: kǫns. cut apart. 

kǫnsnǫ   See main entry: kǫns. cut apart. 

kǫref   Note: 1x in SC, 1x in texts Variant: karif; kǫrif.  Note: preferred by MA Variant: karifa.  Note: 5x in texts Variant: kǫrefa.  
Note: 3x in SC n. o'clock [with numeral]. Colloc: kǫref [num.] ‘[num.] o'clock’. o bǤǤm diib sț'țŋa bǫog 

bǫkikǫung kǫref ayuobu saŋa he should get some good food by six o'clock early tomorrow morning. [You-Hear?] 
winkǤ'Ǥr baba wțț kǫref anaasi la ka ba maal malima in the afternoon around four o’clock they perform the 

sacrifices. [Asaasim] Li da anǫ bǫogțn, kǫref awai saŋa, ka ba kpa' o. 'It was nine o'clock in the morning when 
they crucified him.'. [MRK 15:25] Li da anǫ wțț nintaŋ tisțțs ka teŋ la wțsa lieb lik biridi ti paae zaamnǤǤr 

kǫrefa atan' 'It was about twelve o'clock when the sun stopped shining and darkness covered the whole country 
until three'. [LUK 23:44] ka ba ti'eb yț'țŋ kaŋa kǫrefa awai keŋ Sizerea. and they should prepare to go to 

Caesarea tonight at nine o'clock. [ACT 23:23] Saa da pin'ilnǫ niib karifa ayǤpǤi zaam It started raining at seven 

o'clock in the evening o'clock'. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lin da nwǫ' karifa atan' la m da kaali nyǫnǫ yǤn tusa atan'. When 

it struck three, I counted and had got 600,000 cedis. [Shoeshine-Boy] Bǫkǫung asuba karifa ayuobț ka m pțn ti'eb 
At six o'clock next morning I was already prepared. [Shoeshine-Boy] o bǤǤm diib sț'țŋa bǫog bǫkǫung karifa 

ayuobț saŋa he should find some good food the next morning at six o'clock. [You-Do?] From: (Ha.) Note: ƙarfe 
metal, iron, o'clock (marked by striking a bell, iron object) 

kǫrefa   See main entry: kǫref. o'clock. 

kǫrib   Form: kerubnam. Variant: kǫrubnam; kǫrubnamǫ. n.pr. a cherub (pl. cherubs ~ cherubim). Ba buudi ayi' anǫ 

kǫrib nǫ sǫrib There are two types, cherub and seraph. [Glossary [under 'Maliaknam']] Kerubnam anǫ bțmbanǫ 

pa'an Wina'am girima nǫ o paŋi an si'em. Cherubs are things which show God's glory and his power. [EXO 25:18 

[footnote]] Ka linǫ an sanlim kǫrubnam banǫ yadigi ba kpțkpama ka li ma'asim ligil ZugsǤb nǤnaar Daka la 

maalțg. 'that is, the cherubim of gold that spread their wings and shelter the ark of the covenant of the Lord and in 
making the chariot for the winged creatures that spread their wings over the Lord's Covenant Box.'. [1CH 28:18] kǫ 

ka banǫ mi' țgțb sț'țŋa țg Kerubnamǫ niŋ anina 'with cherubim worked into it by a skilled craftsman'. [EXO 

26:31] o maal kǫrubnamǫ tabil dǤkpin la 'he carved cherubim on the walls'. [2CH 3:7] From: (Heb.) כרוב Note: 

kəruub 

kǫrif   See main entry: kǫref. o'clock. 

kǫrubnam   See main entry: kǫrib. cherub. 

kǫrubnamǫ   See main entry: kǫrib. cherub. 

kǫt   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫti   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 
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kǫtin   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫtnǫ   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫya   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

ke   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

ke   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kedig   See main entry: kǫdig. swerve. 

kedige   See main entry: kǫdig. swerve. 

kedigne   See main entry: kǫdig. swerve. 

kei   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kekam1   Form: kekama. Variant: kekamaa; kikama. Form: kekam-2. Variant: kekaŋ-2. n. fig/s, fruit of the kekaŋ1. Biigi 

n Ǥnb kekama ka li paki n nwǫlig kpǫǫm susțnf. The child ate figs and the elder suffers the sour taste instead. 

[Asaasim   Proverb] Biigi Ǥnb kekama ka li nwǫlig kpǫǫm sțțnr. 'The fathers have eaten sour grapes and the 
children's teeth are set on edge'. [Proverb 055] Lit: The children eat wild figs and it twists the elder's heart.. Ba'anam 

Ǥnb kekama, ka li nwǫlig biis sțnfǤ. 'The parents ate the sour grapes, But the children got the sour taste'. [JER 

31:29] Kekama tiis pin'ili wan waldǫǫnna 'The fig tree forms its early fruit'. [SNG 2:13] M na kǫ ka zaba nǫ kǤ'Ǥm 

nǫ ban'abǫ'ǫd lii ba zugin, ka kǫ ka ba nwǫnǫ kekambǫ'ǫdnam 'I am bringing sword, famine, and pestilence on 
them, making them like rotten figs'. [JER 29:127] ba da nwǫnǫ kekaŋ dǫǫŋi na bi'ig nǫ they were like 'the early 
fruit on the fig tree'. [HOS 9:10] Ba na zii li tǤ'ǤtǤ gaad nwǫnǫ kekandeenna na bi'ig ka ba pun'oe li tǤ'ǤtǤ di 

si'em la. They will take it away quickly like when early figs ripen and they rot and are eaten. [ISA 28:4] Etym: OVN 
*KAM-DI/A . Note: I suspect that the common *kikam- is reduplicated See: kekaŋ1. 

kekam-2   See main entry: kekam1. fig/s. 

kekama   See main entry: kekam1. fig/s. 

kekamaa   See main entry: kekam1. fig/s. 

kekamis   See main entry: kekaŋ1. figtree. 

kekamisi   See main entry: kekaŋ1. figtree. 

kekaŋ1   Variant: kikaŋ; kekaŋa; keŋkaŋ [N]. Form: kekamis. Variant: kikamis; kekamisi; keŋkaans. n. a (wild) fig-tree. 
Ficus gnaphalocarpa, Ficus thonningii. Hali baa kekaŋ la pț pu puum la 'Even though the fig trees have no 

fruit'. [HAB 3:17] o nyǫ kekaŋ ka li zi'e suor la kpikpǫŋ 'He saw a fig tree by the side of the road'. [MAT 21:19] ka ba 

ans kekaŋ vaandi maali sǤǤn lusi ba nyan and they picked figtree leaves and made loincloths to cover their 

shame. [GEN 3:7] Na'anya'adib la da anǫ Atǫ'ǫg nǫ Aduan nǫ Ata'aŋ nǫ Agaan nǫ Apunsig nǫ Akikaŋ ... The 
chiefly candidates were Baobab, Dawadawa, Shea, Diospyros, Tamarind, Fig ... [Trees] Res: kekam1. Etym: OV1 
*KANKAM ; OVN *KAM-GA/SI . Note: I suspect that the common *ki(N)kam- is reduplicated [TN] See: kekam1. 

kekaŋ-2   See main entry: kekam1. fig/s. 

kekaŋa  See main entry: kekaŋ1. figtree. 

kel   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

keli   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kelis   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kelise   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kelisi   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kelisug   See main entry: kǫlis. listen. 

kem1   Variant: kim; kemi1; kemmi; kime. Form: kemnǫ. Variant: kimnɛ. Form: kǫmmǫ1!. Form: kemmțg. 

Variant: kimug. v. to herd,  look after a flock. GǤsima! Fț bieya la keŋ ye ba kem pǫ'ǫs la Sekǫm baba bǫǫ bǤ? 
'As you know, your brothers are grazing the flocks near Shechem.'. [GEN 37:13] Moses da kemnǫ o diem Jetro 
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kǤnbid. ... O da kem kǤnbid la lalig hali keŋ paae Wina'am zuor 'Moses was tending the flock of Jethro his 

father-in-law ... and he led the flock to ... the mountain of God'. [EXO 3:1] M na kadi ba ka ba kț lǫn kemi m 

kǤnbid laa 'I will remove them from tending the flock'. [EZK 34:10] Yaama bǫ zin'isi'a ka kǤnbkemnib kemmi ba 

kǤnbid la kțdignǫ 'the pastures of the shepherds dry up'. [AMO 1:2] pțtǫn'ǫr biig kemnǫ niigi walig ye yaama bǫ 

mǤǤd kanǫ m bǫ on nǤǤrin la the clever child was herding the cattle said that oribi says that the fodder or grass 

that is in his mouth is that which is his ‘feeding fodder’. [Asaasim] Note: original kimne O ye o kemmǫ na'akuoda 

la. He (Apam) said that he (Abugur) should look after the plough-oxen. [House+Farm] Zebulun dǤǤg la ni ba da 

di'enǫ Jokneam nǫ Kata nǫ Rimono nǫ Tabo, la'an nǫ ba kǤnbid kemmțg zin'ig wțsa 'From the tribe of 
Zebulun they received Jokneam, Kartah, Rimmono and Tabor, together with their pasturelands'. [1CH 6:77] 
Sim: gur1 Mam mǫŋ na kemi m kǤnbid la ka guri ba ka ba dig baanlimm. 'I myself will tend my sheep and 
have them lie down'. [EZK 34:15] Nact: kǤnbkem. BǤ ka ya la'as nǫ banǫ kem kǤnbid ka ya tțba wțm 

kǤnbkemnib wiis piebțgǤ? 'Why did you stay among the campfires to hear the whistling for the flocks?'. [JDG 

5:16] Etym: OV1 *CEM/CIM . See: kǤnbkem; kǤnbkemsțg. 

kem2!   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kem3!   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

keme!   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kemi!   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kemi1   See main entry: kem1. herd. 

kemi2!   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

kemin!   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kemini!   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kemmi   See main entry: kem1. herd. 

kemmi2!   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kemmțg   See main entry: kem1. herd. 

kemnǫ   See main entry: kem1. herd. 

ken   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

ken2   See main entry: ken3. come. 

ken2   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

ken3   Variant: ke. Form: kǫn. Form: kena. Variant: kenaa. Form: kǫǫn4. Variant: keen; kǫǫnnǫ. Form: kǫnǫ2. 
Form: kenna. Variant: kennaa. Form: kennǫ1. Form: kennǫn. Form: kǫnnin. Form: kem2!. Variant: keme!; kemi!; 

kemmi2!; kɛmi!. Form: kemin!. Variant: kemini!. Form: ken2. v. to come. O kǫǫn m sa'an na. He came to me. 

[[next 5 examples: paradigm from MA]] O kennǫ m sa'an na. He is coming to me. O kena. He has come. O kenna. He 
is coming. Pu'ab la naan pǤǤgini kenna. The women are coming from farm. [MA] O na kenna. He will come. 
Daar yinne ka o sabua kǫǫn o san'an na ka o yǫl o ye on bǤǤdi o kena ǫl o ka ba la'am bǫ. One day his 
girlfriend came to him and said that she wanted to come and marry him so that they could be together. [Billygoat] 
Egipt dim wțsa da kǫn Josef san'an na the Egyptians all came to Joseph. [GEN 47:15] yim kǫǫn kpǫla na! 'come 
out! Come here!'. [DAN 3:26] Adu wțm nǤbkida la lǫbid wțț lin keen si'em la na. Adu heard the footsteps 

returning the way they had come before. [Trouble] o sǤb naan keen man san'an na ka m tu'as sida tis o. that 
fellow 'could come to me and I would see that he gets justice'. [2SA 15:4] M daa kpǫm bǤǤd ye mi kǫǫnnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ na 

ka mǤǤ gț'țŋ. I wanted to come quickly but I tried hard and failed. [Trouble] Note: text revised by MA O da kǫna 

paae nǫ kǤlig ka li an ye o lǤ'Ǥŋ. He came and reached the river and would have to cross it. [Jealousy] Ka ba amisi 

buoli ba taaba anrțŋ yinne la ni ye ba kena sțŋi ba. 'So they signalled their partners in the other boat to come 
and help them'. [LUK 5:7] Ka o zuanam la lǫbi yǫl o pu'a ye o saam ye on kț kenaa And his friends came and told 
his wife that his father said he was not going to come. [Billygoat] Ya pț siak ye dabisbǫ'og na kenaa 'You refuse 
to admit that a day of disaster is coming'. [AMO 6:3] Lin yi daakan la, sakurbiis yț'țn zǤtnǫ ken sakurin na From 

that day, the schoolchildren hurried to come to school. [Trouble] Teŋgbauŋ zugdaan la anǫ o maal gbana mǤri 
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keŋ teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ dimini pa'an ligidkanǫ ka GǤmma la ti'e ye li kpǫn' o nu'ugin nǫ on ye o dii li si'em 

yțțm kanǫ kenna la. 'The President shall cause to be prepared and laid before Parliament at least one month 
before the end of the financial year, estimates of the. revenues and expenditure of the Government of Ghana for 

the following financial year.'. [Constitution] Ka na'ab ye o lǫm yǫli ba ye o kenna. And the chief said he should go 
back and tell them that he was coming. [Trees] Dabisa kenna ka m na maal nǤnapaal nǫ Israel dim nǫ Juda dim 

la. 'The days are coming ... when I will draw up a new covenant with the people of Israel and with the people of 

Judah.'. [HEB 8:8] Onǫ amisid o nifț pa'an yǫlsu'ada ziidi yǫla kenna 'A wink of the eye' to indicate secrets 
'causes trouble'. [PRO 10:10] Ti ya'a lǤb ligidii da' lțmmiri kǤlli ba ka ba ya'a ti kennaa li na dammid If we put 
down money and buy a bell and fix it to them, when they are coming it will ring. [Kittens+Mice] sǤ' zi' dinǫ kennaa 
'no one knows what is coming'. [ECC 10:14] Akaama daa tǫn'ǫs ye Bțgțr dim la kenǫ na ye ba pț'țs on nǫ o 

tțmtțmtaaba la Akaama thought that the Buguri people were coming to thank him and his colleagues. [Electricity] 
Ya mǫ kenǫ Yesu onǫ an nǤnapaal la nu'unwǫ'ǫd san'an na 'You have come to Jesus, who arranged the new 
covenant'. [HEB 12:24] Ti kǫnǫ na ye ti lǤǤ fț zaŋi tis Filistia dim la. 'We've come to tie you up and hand you over 
to the Philistines. [JDG 15:12] pțtǫnda bǫdegț yț'țn kennǫ m zugun na many thoughts were coming into my 

head. [Shoeshine-Boy] Paul ...  di'esid ban wțsa kennǫ o san'an na Paul ...  welcomed all who came to see him. 

[ACT 28:30] ZugsǤb Yesu onǫ nie o mǫŋi pa'alif suorin saŋa kanǫ ka fț kennǫn na la 'the Lord – Jesus, who 
appeared to you on the road as you were coming here'. [ACT 9:17] Akudbil yǫl ye, gǤsima, m kpǫn kennin nǫ fț 

yinnǫ la na. Akudbil said "Look, I was just coming to your house." [Electricity] Kem Masedonia na sțŋi ti. 'Come 

over to Macedonia and help us!'. [ACT 16:9] Kemena pț'țsinim m pu'ayuosǫ Come and greet my daughters. 

[Trouble] Kemi na ka ti wțm labaar linǫ yi ZugsǤb la san'an na. 'Come and hear the message that has come from 
the Lord.'. [EZK 33:30] Atțbțg kpǫmisi ba ye ba kǫmi ba san'an na, saŋa kanǫ ka ba mǫŋ gaŋ Atubug advised 
them that they should come to see them at a time of their own choosing. [Electricity] Kemmi na ka ti nu daam tig! 
'Let's get some wine, ... and drink all we can hold!'. [ISA 56:12] Ieemi ZugsǤb la, kemin o san'an na ka ya na vțe 
'Seek the Lord and live'. [AMO 5:6] Kemini m san'an na, yanam banǫ zi zitǫbisa gǫn la wțsa 'Come to me, all of 

you who are tired from carrying heavy loads'. [MAT 11:28] Ya kɛn labaar an bǤ? 'What brings you here?'. [ACT 10:24] 
Note: MA prefers ken Tinam sakur la gaŋǫ ye na'asaanam ken la na anǫ zutǤǤg. Our school chose (the option) 

that the coming of the Europeans was a bad thing. [Shoeshine-Boy] Hali ba da kț sieba banǫ da mǤǤn onǫ an 

pțpielim sǤb la ken la na yǫla. 'They even killed those who predicted the coming of the Righteous One.'. [ACT 

7:52] Note: almost always in: Colloc: ken3 ... na1 ‘come (hither)’. Note: the na1 is sometimes written as a suffix of the 

preceding word pu'a sǤ' kǫǫn o san'an na mǤr alabasta kǤlibir dinǫ ligidi zu'oe 'a woman came to him with an 

alabaster jar'. [MAT 26:7] Alazug ka m tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka fț maal sțm ka kena la. And so I sent for you at once, and 
you have been good enough to come. [ACT 10:33] Lit: I will let .... Colloc: ( fț/ya1 ) kǫn kǫn. Note: various 

punctuations  ba pț'țsim Ata'aŋ nǫ Akțkparig ye ba ken ken they should welcome Mr. Shea and Mr. Borassus. 

[Trees] yisǤb la siak ka pț'țsi ba ken-ken, ka buol zakin ye ba mǤr ku'om na tis saam. the houseowner 
responded and welcomed them, and called into the courtyard that they should bring water for the strangers. 
[Billygoat] Ken-ken, ken-ken! Welcome, welcome! [Trouble] Fa' kenken. Please, welcome! [Three-Problems] 
Cpart: keŋ, wa'ae ‘go, be going’. Etym: OVN *WA, TA, KA ; GS1 *K¹O²A ; vc1 *ba ; CG *ppaa . Read: Naden, 
Tony 2015. Coming and Going. Gbeduuri : mimeo.  (la test updated version with unicode 
and vocabularies) [Western Oti/Volta Lexinotes : No .2]. Can be downloaded from:   
https://lostmarbles31.wixsite.com/aardvarks-lexico/lexinotes 

kena   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kenaa   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kendig   See main entry: kǫndig1. wear out. 

-kendig [N]   See main entry: -kǫndig2. rag. 

kendigi   See main entry: kǫndig1. wear out. 

-kendis   See main entry: -kǫndig2. rag. 

-kendis   See main entry: -kǫǫțng. ragged. 

kene   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

kenna   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kennaa   See main entry: ken3. come. 
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kennǫ1   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kennǫ2   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

kennǫn   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kens   See main entry: kǫns. cut apart. 

kensem   See main entry: kǫns. cut apart. 

kenseme   See main entry: kǫns. cut apart. 

kensi   See main entry: kǫns. cut apart. 

kensig   See main entry: kǫnsig. sever. 

kensigi   See main entry: kǫnsig. sever. 

keŋ   Variant: keŋi; keŋe; keŋǫ; keŋǫǫ. Form: ken2. Variant: kene. Form: kennǫ2. Form: kem3!. Variant: kemi2!; kɛmi!. 

Form: keŋin. Variant: keŋinǫ. Form: keŋnǫ. Form: ken. v. 1 • to go, move along. 'Li ka'an si'ela, m pu'ayua. Li 

ka'an si'ela.' Ka ba lǫbi fǤn ka keŋ bi'ela. 'It's nothing, my daughter, it's nothing.' And they fell silent again and 
went on a little. [Trouble] KǤlkanǫ keŋ nǫ ma'ana la lǫbidi nǫ kǤmma. The bag that went with okra returns with 

bitter-tomatoes. [Proverb 106] Azțpuak daa keŋ o zua Atine san'an ye o pț'țs o la, Azupuak went to her friend 
Atine to greet her. [AIDS-Azuur] Ka Alasid daar ka Mǫǫri Magdalen isigi keŋ yațgțn la 'on Sunday morning ... 
Mary Magdalene went to the tomb'. [JHN 20:1] GǤsima! Fț bieya la keŋ ye ba kem pǫ'ǫs la Sekǫm baba bǫǫ bǤ? 
'As you know, your brothers are grazing the flocks near Shechem.'. [GEN 37:13] sieba keŋ pǤǤginǫ ans tiis vaandi 

yadig suorin la. 'others cut branches in the fields and spread them on the road'. [MRK 11:8] Man dǤlisidnǫ nwiis nǫ 

wila man pț bǤǤd suor ye m keŋe m pǤǤgțnǫ (the spider said) As I follow threads and twigs I don't need a road 
to go to my farm. [Trouble] Saŋa wțsa o ya'a keŋe ba pu'ab la'asțg la, o kunnǫ na nǫ pțtǫn'ǫsaamis. Every 
time she went to their women's meeting, she came home with new ideas. [Electricity] yaanǫ ka ba na mǤri keŋǫ? 
where will they take it to? [Electricity] Ba daa sǫn nǤǤryinne fuud ka la'asțg ya'a bǫ tempțțgin ka ba yǫǫ keŋǫǫ 
They had Cooperative shirts made, when there was a meeting in town, they put them on and went. [Wealth-Is-Power] 
Ayei, m biiga, ti wțsa kț la'asi keŋǫ. 'No, my son, we must not all come'. [2SA 13:35] fț mi' ye man keŋi 

ya-tuona ye m di'e ligidi. you know that I went to the west to get money. [Wonderwoman] o ... nǤki tis banǫ 

ban'ad na'am widi banǫ ka ba zamisi ba ka mi' zǤǤb sț'țŋa la ye ba mǤr gbana la keŋi tǤd (he) 'sent them 
by mounted couriers, who rode fast horses especially bred for the king'. [EST 8:10] Ba yț'țn keŋnǫ ala ti paae 

zin'ikanǫ lal nǫ dabǤǤg la. They then went on like that until they got to a place some distance from the grave. 

[You-Hear?] Alaamisi, man keŋnǫ di pu'a sǤ' ka o an na'ayiig Alaamisi, I went and married a woman who is a 

thief. [Wonderwoman] linǫ ka Andrew da niŋ yiiga anǫ, o keŋnǫ ie Pita the first thing Andrew did was to go and 
find Peter. [JHN 1:412] O daa ken karindǤǤgin ka pț lǫn nuud dankpi'emaa He went to church and stopped 
drinking hard liquor. [Electricity] ban wțsa bǤǤd ye ba keŋ o san'an la ba ǫǫnti deŋin isignǫ bǫkikǫungț keŋ 
everyone who wanted to go to see him had to get up very early and go. [Asaasim] Wina'am da tis o Siig Kasi nǫ 

paŋ ka o ken zin'ig wțsa tțm tțțm sțma 'God poured out on him the Holy Spirit and power. He went 

everywhere, doing good'. [ACT 10:38] o ya'a lǫb tǤ'ǤtǤ na, on nǫ mam na la'an kene kaae ya if he comes back 

soon, he and I will go to visit you together. [HEB 13:23] Note: MA prefers kena "come" Da ieedi kennǫ Betel ye ya 

pț'țsi ba winaa Don't seek to go to Bethel to worship their gods. [AMO 5:5] Kem yǫl Egipt Na'ab Faaro ye o kǫ ka 

Israel dim la yii o teŋin la! 'Go and tell the king of Egypt that he must let the Israelites leave his land.'. [EXO 6:11] 
Kem sa ka m na duoe fiebi ya ka ya lalig. Go away or else I will get up and whip you and you will go far away. 
[Kittens+Mice] O keŋin mui bǤn'Ǥgțn nintaŋin He went to the rice field in the daytime. [Trouble] ti ya'a pț 

yuuginǫǫ, anwaa ti keŋin nǤǤra ayi' ka lǫbin na 'if we had not delayed, we could have gone and returned twice'. 

[GEN 43:10] La'an nǫ ala Adu ya'a dǤllin o keŋinǫ li naan sǤn'Ǥn bi'ela. However, if Adu were to go with her it 
would be a bit better. [Trouble] Bțnama atan' bǫ ka fț nanǫ ba ken 'There are four things that are impressive to 
watch as they walk'. [PRO 30:29] Colloc: keŋ paae ‘(all the time) until’. keŋ paae Pesia na'ab Darius na'am diib 

saŋa 'and down to the reign of Darius king of Persia'. [EZR 4:5] Colloc: keŋ tuon ‘make progress’. Banǫ gǤsid ka 

tțțma la ken tuon, ka nǤ'Ǥsid tțmtțmnib,  ka dț'țsid tțmtțmnib banǫ nar, ka banǫ pț tțm tutuaa la ka 

ba tǫǫgi ba tțba. 'It shall see to the regulation and supervision of recruitment, promotions and discipline of public 
officers.'. [Constitution] Colloc: zaŋ (n) keŋ ‘with regard to’. YǫlbǤnamǫ lǫn bǫǫ paasi, zaŋi ken nidkan pț mǤr 

teŋ ti'ebțg tiim la o niŋbina ni? What else is there about the person who doesn't have natural minerals in his 
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body? [Iodine] Kpǫǫm la ye ba gǤs tutua ka wada banǫ ka gǤmma digili zaŋi n ken ba tțțma la zin'ig la The 
official said that they should carefully observe the laws that the government laid down concerning their work. 

[Asaasim] banaas nǫ kurlana nǫ zupibis ... an dap yǫǫdis  zaŋi n kennǫ ti malima ni smocks and pantaloons 
and hats are ... men's dress with regard to our 'customs'. [Asaasim] na'ab David tu'asi zaŋi ken Judas n na ti gaad 

tuonnǫ dǤl nidib ka ba keŋ gban'e Yesu la King David spoke 'concerning Judas, who served as guide for those 
who arrested Jesus'. [ACT 1:16] SǤmmi li wțsa tisi ba ka ba na dǤlisidi li sț'țŋa zaŋi kennǫ li zi'esim nǫ li zi'ela 

la. 'Write these down before them so that they may be faithful to its design and follow all its regulations.'. [EZK 

43:11] Sim: wa'ae ‘be (on the) way going’; Cpart: kǫn ‘come’. Etym: OV1 *TO ; OV2 *CEN ; OVN *WA, TA, 
KA ; GS3 *K¹E/I/A ; GS4 *F²A/E/O ; vc4 *to, ta ; CG  *kkia, paa ; PB *j/ gènd, *gɩ̀. Note: see refs. and links at 

ken3 
2 • to walk. Ta'ada duusțg la da kǫya ka m keŋ nǤba n kaae Ankara pala la wțsa. Because of the shoeshine 

work I walked around all the streets of Accra. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka bǫkǫung asubaa ka Yesu ken ku'om zugț 

wa'ae o nya'andǤlib la san'an. 'During the fourth watch of the night Jesus went out to them, walking on the lake.'. 

[MAT 14:25] Lit: early in the morning. Bțn-ian'ad-baanlțg banǫ wțsa mǤr nǤba ken la 'All flying insects that 
walk on all fours'. [LEV 11:] Lit: small flying things. Daar yinne ka biribis ayi' la'as taaba kena. One day two boys 
were walking together. [Billygoat] Ba pț galisid biig tuon ka lǫn ziem o kennǫ. They don't make a child lead and 
then despise his pace. [Proverb 135] See: karindǤken. 

keŋǫ   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

keŋe   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

keŋǫǫ   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

keŋi   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

keŋin   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

keŋinǫ   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

keŋkaŋ [N]   See main entry: kekaŋ1. figtree. 

keŋkaans   See main entry: kekaŋ1. figtree. 

keŋnǫ   See main entry: keŋ. go, walk. 

kerubnam   See main entry: kǫrib. cherub. 

ket   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

ketin   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫǫ   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫǫn1   Form: kǫǫnd1. Variant: kǫǫndi1. v. to rush, hurry. Nimo zaŋ o sț'țraugț kǫǫndi kun yin. Nimo took his cutlass 

and hurried home. [Trouble] Ka kǤldaug la kǫǫndi ba teŋiri gat. And the river rushed past below them. [Trouble] 
Adu da mǤǤd ye o gu'oe li ka li kpǫn zan'as ka kǫǫndi yitna. Adu tried to restrain (the tears) but they suddenly 
overcame him and burst out. [Trouble] 

kǫǫn2   Variant: keenn2. Form: kǫǫnd2. Variant: keend; kǫǫndi2; keendi. v. to gossip. Ba kǫǫnd, ka fakidi ba taaba zut 
'They are gossips, slanderers'. [ROM 1:29-30] ba wțsa na kǫǫnd o, o sapu'ad la yǫla 'all ... will scoff because of all 
its wounds'. [JER 49:17] Fț ... kǫǫndi fț mǫŋ mabiis. 'You ... slander your own mother's son.'. [PSA 50:20] Ba 

kǫǫndim nǫ ka pț basida. 'They slandered me without ceasing.'. [PSA 35:15] Sim: mi'e. Nimo da li' o tțba nǫ 

nidibi kǫǫnd ka mi'ed o si'em la nǫ. Nimo ignored the way people criticised him and scowled at him. [Trouble] 
Nabstr: kikǫțng. See: kikǫțng. 

kǫǫn3   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫǫn4   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kǫǫnd1   See main entry: kǫǫn1. rush. 

kǫǫnd2   See main entry: kǫǫn2. gossip. 

-kǫǫnd3   See main entry: -kǫǫțng. ragged. 
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kǫǫndi1   See main entry: kǫǫn1. rush. 

kǫǫndi2   See main entry: kǫǫn2. gossip. 

kǫǫnnǫ   See main entry: ken3. come. 

kǫǫr   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

kǫǫs1   Variant: kees; kǫǫsi; keesi; kǫǫsid1. Form: kǫǫsidnǫ. Form: kǫǫsim1!. Variant: kǫǫsimi!. Form: kǫǫsțg1. 

Variant: keesug. v. to say farewell, 'goodbye' sb. [Gh.] Ka bipuŋ la pț lǫbis si'ela ka kǫǫs o ye on kunnǫ And the 

girl didn't answer, and said goodbye because she was going home. [Billygoat] ba wțsa kaasi bibid Paul ka kǫǫs o 
'They were all crying as they hugged him ... goodbye.'. [ACT 20:37] On bas nǤŋdaan la ka lǫb la ka ligiddaan la 

mǫ kǫǫsi ba ye ba kpǫlim sțm ka o lǫb sa When she had left the poor man and gone back, the rich man also said 
goodbye to them and said they should stay well and he would go back. [Akelsa] Note: 'stay well' is a farewell greeting 

from the person leaving to the person staying behind DinzugǤǤ m bǤǤd ye fț bǤ diib sțŋa kǫǫsim So I want you to 
get good food to say farewell to me. [You-Hear?] On kǫǫsi ba naae la, ka keŋ zuoya ni ye o sǤs Wina'am. 'After 
taking leave of them, he went up the hill to pray. [MRK 6:46] Ka o kǫǫsi ba ye ba kulim, ka yǫli ba ye ba da zab 

suorinǫ. 'He sent his brothers off and as they left, he said to them, “Don't quarrel on the way.” '. [GEN 45:24] 
Wiedwațŋ pț kǫǫsid bǤn'ǤgǤ. A skinny horse won't say farewell to the valley. [Proverb 267] Adu nam ziriga la da 

bilimmi yit baŋin la ka ninsieba țki ba nu'usi kǫǫsid Adu and Co.'s train rolled out of the platform and some 
people waved farewell. [Trouble] Lin wțsa anǫ ye ba kǫǫsidnǫ onǫ kpi la la. The meaning of all this is that they 

are saying goodbye to the deceased. [Asaasim] sakur la da maal nǫ kǫǫsțg la'asțgț tis Adu nǫ Ama the school 
had a goodbye meeting for Adu and Ama. [Trouble] Asaan, bǤ kǫǫsțg sǤnsigț nwa? Asaan, what is this farewell 
conversation? [AIDS-II] Josua kǫǫsțg pian'ad 'Joshua's Farewell' Speech. [JOS 23:1 [heading]] 

kǫǫs2   Variant: kees. Form: kǫǫsid2. Variant: kǫǫsidi. Form: kǫǫsim!. Variant: keesim1!; keesimi!. Form: kǫǫsțg2. v. 1 • to 

abandon sb./sth. (o da) kǫǫs o nyǤvțr ye o sțŋ mam 'risking his life' to help me. [PHP 2:30] o yț'țn kǫǫs o tisi ba 

ye ba kpa' o dapuudir zugț kț 'he handed Jesus over to be crucified'. [JHN 19:16] ba da pț yis ba'abanǫ kț 

nyaŋi sțŋi ba laa, bǫǫ kǫǫs Israel dim bada la basǫ. 'They did not throw away their disgusting idols or give up 

the Egyptian gods.'. [EZK 20:8] Ya kǫǫsimi bas ka m mǫ kǫǫsi ya basi tis Sisiak. 'You have abandoned me, so now 
I have abandoned you to Shishak.'. [2CH 12:5] Adu da fǫndigi gǤs teŋ kanǫ ka ba du'a o ka o nǤbig ani la nǫ 

nimbanǫ ka o kǫǫsidi ba zaŋ-zaŋ la. Adu turned to look at the town where he was born and grew up, and the 
people he was leaving behind. [Trouble] 
2 • to forgive many. onǫ wțsa pǫ'ǫŋ ligidi tis o tiraan onǫ an Israel nid o kǫǫsim bas. 'All who have lent money 

to a fellow-Israelite are to cancel the debt'. [DEU 15:2] Sama kǫǫsțg yțțm 'The Year for Cancelling Debts'. [DEU 

15:1 [heading]] Note: esp. in the Colloc: kǫǫs2 ... bas. Yțma ayǤpǤi wțsa asǫǫ ka ya kǫǫs sama bas. 'At the end of 
every seven years you must cancel debts.'. [DEU 15:1] Na'ayiig ya'a zu ka li anǫ o pțțr yǫla, nidib na kǫǫs o bas 

linzugǤǤ? If a thief steals for the sake of his stomach, do people forgive him because of that? [PRO 6:30] onǫ wțsa 

pǫ'ǫŋ ligidi tis o tiraan onǫ an Israel nid o kǫǫsim bas 'All who have lent money to a fellow-Israelite are to 
cancel the debt'. [DEU 15:2] kǫǫsimi m tțțmbǫ'ǫd la bas 'blot out my transgressions'. [PSA 51:1] Unit: kǫ. See: kǫ. 

kǫǫsi   See main entry: kǫǫs1. goodbye. 

kǫǫsid1   See main entry: kǫǫs1. goodbye. 

kǫǫsid2   See main entry: kǫǫs2. abandon, forgive many. 

kǫǫsidi   See main entry: kǫǫs2. abandon, forgive many. 

kǫǫsidnǫ   See main entry: kǫǫs1. goodbye. 

kǫǫsim!   See main entry: kǫǫs2. abandon, forgive many. 

kǫǫsim1!   See main entry: kǫǫs1. goodbye. 

kǫǫsimi!   See main entry: kǫǫs1. goodbye. 

kǫǫsțg1   See main entry: kǫǫs1. goodbye. 

kǫǫsțg2   See main entry: kǫǫs2. abandon, forgive many. 

-kǫǫțng   Variant: -keeung [N]. Form: -kǫndis2. Variant: -kendis; -kǫǫnd3; -keend; -kǫnda2. adj. a rag, torn ..., worn out. 
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Fț ya'a bǤǤdi fț wa'a gǫn, fț kennǫ ka mǤri fț ta'adkǫndis. When you want to dance to exhaustion you take 

your worn-out sandals with you. [Proverb 209] Ba ...  na yǫ bǤtkǫnda 'They ...  will put on sackcloth'. [EZK 27:31] 
Na'ab Hezekia da wțm la, o da aans o fuud ka yǫ bǤtkǫǫnd 'When King Hezekiah heard this, he tore his 
clothes and put on sackcloth'. [ISA 37:1] Colloc: kparikǫǫțng/kparikǫǫnd ‘rag/s of cloth’. Note: q.v. Sim: -kurig, 

-kǫndig2. See: -kǫndig2; kparikǫǫțng. 
kee   See main entry: kǫ. leave. 

keef [N]   See main entry: kief. grain. 

keen   See main entry: ken3. come. 

keend   See main entry: kǫǫn2. gossip. 

-keend   See main entry: -kǫǫțng. ragged. 

keendi   See main entry: kǫǫn2. gossip. 

keenn2   See main entry: kǫǫn2. gossip. 

kees   See main entry: kǫǫs1. goodbye. 

kees   See main entry: kǫǫs2. abandon, forgive many. 

keesi   See main entry: kǫǫs1. goodbye. 

keesim1!   See main entry: kǫǫs2. abandon, forgive many. 

keesimi!   See main entry: kǫǫs2. abandon, forgive many. 

keesug   See main entry: kǫǫs1. goodbye. 

-keeung [N]   See main entry: -kǫǫțng. ragged. 

ki1   See main entry: kief. grain. 

ki-2   See main entry: kief. grain. 

kia   See main entry: ki'e1. chop. 

kiapi   Variant: kiappi. id. completely, exactly. LǤrpal da fian'as ya nǫ paŋ ka tans ye,  'Zi'enimi yǤla!' Ka biis la 

widigi ba nǤba zi'e ka gǤsid o, gur nǤzi'elkanǫ dǤl la. 'Kiappi!' Ka ba niŋ ala. 'YǤla! ... 'Highway' sniffed hard 
and shouted "Stand at ease!" and the children spread their legs and watched him, waiting for the next command. 

"Attention!" and they did that. "At ease! ... ". [Trouble] O sakur fuug la da kpǫn si'al o nǫ kiappi. Her school 
dress fitted her exactly. [Trouble] Israel dim sid da tțmi li wțsa naae wțț ZugsǤb la yǫl Moses si'em la kiapi. 
'The Israelites had done all the work just as the Lord had commanded Moses. '. [EXO 39:42] ba wțsa kal zem wțț 

bama la kiapi the whole number should be exactly the same as that of those others. [1KI 20:25] ba wa'alim nǫ ba 

dțțb zugin nǫ ba yalțŋ da zem nǫ taaba kiapi 'they were all alike, having the same size and shape'. [1KI 7:37]  

kiappi   See main entry: kiapi. completely. 

kiaun   See main entry: kpiațn. redly. 

kib   id. crash! Note: (sound made by a bundle of sticks) O sid la bǫlim la, o zan'as nǫ ka kpǫn zi'en agǤlli tțk daad la 

kib Her husband begged her, but she rejected his appeal and stood up straight and put the firewood down with a 
crash. [You-Heard?] 

kibar   Variant: kibarǫ; kibari. Form: kibaya. n. 1 • news, message. fțn kanǫ an teŋimbiig tun'e kǫ ka kibar paae kǤǤtț 

tita'ar la you, the citizen, can lay information at the High Court. [Constitution] Ofori da tu'asidi ba ken la kibar la 
Ofori was speaking to them about their journey. [Trouble] Bțnkțdțg la daa buol o kpǫǫmtaaba la la'as ka zaŋ 

biis la ken kibari yǫli ba. The old fellow called his fellow elders together and told them the news of the coming 
of the youngsters. [Billygoat] A-vǫǫns yǫla ka maal yǫla zaŋi ken kibaya labaya ni. 'the investigation. mediation 

and settlement of complaints made against or by the Press'. [Constitution] Colloc: bǫkǫung/bǫogțn kibarǫ? ‘how's 
the morning?’. Note: in greetings Bǫkǫung kibarǫ? How's the morning? [Three-Problems] Bǫogțn kibarǫ? :: Li malis 
How's the morning? ::  Fine. [You-Heard?-] Syn: labaar. 
2 • value. Jew dim banǫ ka' kibar la maan bǤǤ la? 'What are those feeble Jews doing?'. [NEH 4:2] Ya'am na faaǫn 

fț yis nimbǫ'ǫdnam suoya ni, nǫ banǫ pian'adi ka' kibar la. 'Wisdom will save you from the ways of wicked 
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men, from men whose words are perverse'. [PRO 2:12] Ant: yǤǤgț, -yǤǤg1. 

kibarǫ   See main entry: kibar. message, value. 

kibari   See main entry: kibar. message, value. 

kibaya   See main entry: kibar. message, value. 

kibig   Variant: kibigi. Form: kibigim!. Form: kibigir. v. to chip out, excavate, hollow out. Note: esp. very hard stuff like 

stone Dau nwa' da ... su'a o yațg kanǫ ka ba kibig tampiingin 'he ... placed' him 'in a tomb which had been dug 
out of solid rock'. [LUK 23:52-53] Jehoyada onǫ an Maanmaan la da nǤk la'ad su'ab daka tita'ari kibigi li liŋ la. 
'Jehoiada the priest took a' money-storing 'chest and bored a hole in its lid.'. [2KI 12:9] kibigim vǤǤnr zaŋguomin 

la 'break a hole through the wall'. [EZK 12:5] Sim: kiib2. See: kiib2. 

kibigi   See main entry: kibig. chip out, excavate, hollow out. 

kibigim!   See main entry: kibig. chip out, excavate, hollow out. 

kibigir   See main entry: kibig. chip out, excavate, hollow out. 

kid   Form: kittid. v. to cross, go to and fro. Ka apțlmusa nam ian'adi kittid taaba. And the insects were flying and 

crossing each other. [Trouble] See: kidig1. 

kida-kida  id. quickly. Cpart: sigib-sigib ‘slowly’.  Sigib sigib kennǫ kidakida. 'More haste, less speed.'. [Asaasim Proverb] 
Lit: slowly goes quickly. 

kidibir   Variant: kidibiri. n. sulphur, 'sulfur' [Am.] Teŋ la wțsa na san'am lieb yaarim nǫ kidibir nǫ bugum 'The whole 

land will be a burning waste of salt and sulphur'. [DEU 29:23] Edom kǤldaad la na lieb kotaal, ba teŋ la na 

nyǫligid wțț kidibiri la'aŋ bugum 'Edom's streams will be turned into pitch, her dust into burning sulfur'. [ISA 

34:9] From: (Ha.) > (Ar.) Note: kibriti <  h*$6D  kibriit 

kidibiri   See main entry: kidibir. sulphur. 

kidig1   Form: kidigid1. Form: kidigir. v. to take a shortcut. Tinamǫ ti kidig paltita'ar kanǫ wa'ae Jemes tempțțgin 

pțlis sitǫǫsin baba la ka m nyǫ daad lǤr anina As we were passing by the main road to Jamestown police 
station, I saw a firewood-lorry there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Bțŋ ǫǫnti ti Ǥnbnǫ yǤǤg-yǤǤgț kidig o pțaan tiim. A 

donkey grazes at random to get to his stomach medicine. [You-Heard?] Duom kpa' nintaŋ dagǤbțgț keŋ kidig 

pipirig suokanǫ yit Jerusalem ken Gaza la. 'Get ready and go south to the road that goes from Jerusalem to 
Gaza.'. [ACT 8:26] Haya, daar zaam paae ya ka nǤŋdaan kidigi zin' tiig gbinnin Right! So the appointed 
evening arrived and the poor man turned up and sat under a tree. [Billygoat] See: kid. 

kidig2   Variant: kidigi. Form: kidigid2. v. to rendezvous, meet. Note: 'cross', put yourself in the way of sb. daar zaam on 

kidig o bǤn'Ǥgțn la na in the evening the day after tomorrow she would come and meet him in the valley. 

[Billygoat] fț ya'a mǫn tǤǤm kpǫn' lǤr ka sampua pansig ban kidigif si'em la asǫǫ ka ba sigisif. if you go off 
and board the lorry and you are even threepence short (of the fare), if they find you like that they will put you 
down. [Asaasim] AkǤra zǤǤ kidig o ka bu'os o ye, "M zua, fț ziid bǤ?" Akora ran to meet him and asked "My 

friend, what are you carrying?" [You-Do?] nǤŋdaan kidigi zin'i tiig gbinnin,  li pț yuugǫ ka arezakdaan la mǫ 

paana the poor man came as appointed and sat under the tree; it was not long before the rich man also arrived. 
[Akelsa] ZugsǤb maliak kidigi zi'en suor la zug ye o geŋ o 'the angel of the Lord stood in the road to bar his way'. 
[NUM 22:22] Ba pț kidigid biig tanin vǫn'ǫn o zǤ'Ǥm. They don't meet a (strange) child at the building and give 

him the last part of the flour. [Proverb 150] Babilon na'ab la na zi'en zanbin la baba, suoya ayi' la kidigid 

zin'isi'a la iee zanbin la 'the king of Babylon will stop at the fork in the road, at the junction of the two roads, to 
seek an omen'. [EZK 21:21] 

kidig3   Form: kidigid3. v. to pour (with rain), rain heavily. La'an nǫ sisi'em la da bțk la, saa la da kidigid si'em la da 

nar ye ba bǫǫn yin. Although the storm had eased off, the rain was still coming so that they had to stay indoors. 

[Trouble] 

kidigi   See main entry: kidig2. meet. 

kidigid1   See main entry: kidig1. shortcut. 

kidigid2   See main entry: kidig2. meet. 
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kidigid3   See main entry: kidig3. pour. 

kidigir   See main entry: kidig1. shortcut. 

kie   See main entry: ki'e1. chop. 

kieb   See main entry: kiib1. begin. 

kief   Variant: keef [N]. Form: ki1. Variant: kii2. Form: ki-2. Variant: ka-3. n. grain, cereal seed/crop, millet. Kief malim 

n taae kikan'ar The grain goes on to cover the stalk. [Asaasim Proverb] Asida ka m yǫti ya ye kief ya'a pin' teŋin 

ka pț kpii, li kpǫn anǫ yinne 'I am telling you the truth: a grain of wheat remains no more than a single grain 
unless it is dropped into the ground and dies.'. [JHN 12:24] Linlaaliŋ n pț dit ki la, fț ya'a bǫnd o ni zǤm, li kț 

gban' o. The swallow doesn't eat grain, so if you bait a trap with flour, you won't catch it. [Proverb 102] Abțgțr anǫ 

kpaad. O kuodi mui nǫ suma nǫ ki nǫ kawǫnna ka lǫn gț'țn bțnkǤnbid. Abugur is a farmer. He grows rice, 

groundnuts, millet and maize, and also raises livestock. [You-Do?-] Ba da mǤr sǤna nǫ laas nǫ dțgid, ka mǫ mǤr 

ki nǫ mui la'an nǫ zǤ'Ǥm nǫ kawǫnsǫn'ǫda, hali nǫ bǫŋa nǫ saazi. (they) 'brought bedding and bowls and 
articles of pottery. They also brought wheat and barley, flour and roasted grain, beans and lentils'. [2SA 17:28] 
Befisemes dim da bǫnǫ ba bǤn'Ǥdin bțn ki 'the people of Beth Shemesh were harvesting their wheat in the 
valley'. [1SA 6:13] Ka natis la mǫ nǤbig ka ba nyǫ ka li ka' kii. And the weeds also grew up and they saw that they 
weren't millet. [MAT 13:26] Colloc: kisuma ‘good grain’; kipǤǤg ‘grain-field, farm’; kiin ‘in the grain’. Ka yț'țŋ 

sǤb ka nidib bǫ gbǫǫmin ka dataa mǫ zaŋ natisi keŋ bțdi gǫndig kiin la. 'One night, when everyone was 

asleep, an enemy came and sowed weeds among the wheat and went away.'. [MAT 13:26] Colloc: bț' ki ‘thresh 
grain’. Ya na bț'țd ki ti paae tiwala bi'igir saŋa 'you will still be harvesting corn when it is time to pick grapes'. 

[LEV 26:5] Lit: threshing. on pț bǤǤdi o biig bǫ sǤ' san'an ka daar wțsa anǫ bț'țd nǫ pian'abaalțg la he didn't 
want his child to be with someone and every day it's beating and spiteful talk. [Billygoat] PU'AB Bƒ'ƒD KI. Asibi nǫ 

AmǤryam bț'țdi ki. WOMEN THRESHING MILLET.  Asibi and Amoryam are threshing millet. [House+Farm] o 

nǤŋ ki bț'țb tțțma 'it ...  loves to thresh grain'. [HOS 10:11] Colloc: kibielim ‘millet-seed’. O pu'a da nǤk bulig la 

liŋe pibil bulig la nǤǤr, ka yadig kibielim li zug 'His wife took a covering and spread it out over the opening of 
the well and scattered grain over it.'. [2SA 17:19] See: kizǫn'og; kikan'ar; kakpǫǫd; kawǫnir; kawǫr; kazanl; kǤlki. 

kies   Variant: kiesi. Form: kiesid. Variant: ki'esid. Form: kiesim!. Variant: kiesimi!. v. to shear. Fț dayaam dau la bǫ 

suori wa'ae Timna ye o kies o pǫ'ǫs kǤnbid la. 'Your father-in-law is on his way to Timnah to shear his sheep'. 

[GEN 38:13] Pu'a ya'a zan'as ka pț pil o zugǤ, on kiesim o zuobid. Ti mǫ mi' sțŋa ye pu'a ya'a pțn o zug bǫǫ 

kies o zuobid, li anǫ nyannǫ tis o 'If the woman does not cover her head, she might as well cut her hair. And 
since it is a shameful thing for a woman to shave her head or cut her hair'. [1CO 11:6] O zuobid la ya'a da ǫǫnti 

nǤbigi zu'oe ka yț'țn tǫbis la, o kiesidi li nǫ. O da kiesid o zuobid la yțțm wțsa nǤǤr yinne. 'His hair was 
very thick, and he had to cut it once a year, when it grew too long and heavy.'. [2SA 14:26] Kiesimi ya zuobid la 

lǤbi bas 'Cut off your hair and throw it away'. [JER 7:29] See: kie. 

kiesi   See main entry: kies. shear. 

kiesid   See main entry: kies. shear. 

kiesim!   See main entry: kies. shear. 

kiesimi!   See main entry: kies. shear. 

kig1   v. to strangle sb. Da kig o teŋin wțț fț bǤǤdi kț o nǫ. Don't strangle him on the ground as if you were going to 
kill him.  [Trouble] 

ki'1   id. 1 • quietly, in silence. Tikakpǫǫm la n da buolim ye m kena zi'en sakur la wțsa tuon la li da fǤnǫ ki'. The 

head teacher called me to come and stand in front of the whole school, and it went totally quiet. [Shoeshine-Boy] ' ... 
Kǫl vuur ka gbis.' Li da lǫbi niŋ ki' ya'as. "Shut up and go to sleep!" It went quiet again. [Trouble] M ya'a da ya'ae 

nǤǤr ye m sa'al nidib, ba anǫ ki' ka kǫlisid 'They listened to me expectantly and waited in silence for my 
counsel.'. [JOB 29:21] Daniel ... da anǫ ki' ka pț pian'aa 'Daniel ... was so alarmed that he could not say anything'. 
[DAN 4:19] Colloc: fǤn ki' ‘be completely silent’. Nimo da ... fǤn ki' ka Adu bu'os o dinǫ maal. Nimo ... was 

absolutely silent and Adu asked what was the matter. [Trouble] O Wina'am, da sinna; da fǤn ki' nǫ O God, do not 
keep silent; be not quiet. [PSA 83:1] Sim: baanlim, fǤn1, fǤn2, fǤǤn3, sillimm, sin1, sinnim, sțllim, sțț1. 
2 • still, unmoving. Winnig nǫ nwadig da zi'enǫ ki' agǤla ka pț lǫn kenna 'Sun and moon stood still in the 
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heavens'. [HAB 3:11] O da kǫ ka saŋgbauŋ zi'en ki' 'he fixed the canopy of clouds overhead'. [PRO 8:28] 

ki'2   Form: ki'id. v. to moisten, become wet (with tears –  eyes do). Ninta'am da ki' ba nini ni nǫ ka ba zan'as kaasig. 
Their eyes were wet with tears but they refused to cry. [Trouble] Yiiga ni la ka Ama nyǫ ka Goma ninta'am ki'id. 
At first Ama saw that Goma's eyes were moist with tears. [Trouble] 

ki'e1   Variant: kie.  Note: 16x in SC : will be corrected to ki'a in next edition of the Bible. Variant: kia. Form: ki'enǫ. Form: ki'ed. 

Variant: ki'eda; ki'edi. Form: ki'em!. Form: ki'en. Form: ki'eb. Variant: ki'ebǤ. Form: ki'e-2. v. cut, chop (cut with 
a chopping motion). saŋa kan ka Na'ab la ki'e o widi yamme naae 'just after the king's share of the hay had been 
cut'. [AMO 7:1] li nwǫnǫ fțn na ki'e fț nǤbir nǫ lieŋe bas, bǫǫ nu yabid. 'like cutting off one’s feet or drinking 

poison'. [PRO 26:6] Asa da kie dazi'edir la lǤbi bas Kidron bǤn'Ǥgin ka nyu'oe li nǫ bugum 'Asa cut the pole 

down and' threw it away and 'burned it in the Kidron Valley.'. [1KI 15:13] Ka' fțnǫ da kie Rahab n zǤri zǤr  ... ? 
'Was it not you who hacked Rahab in pieces ... ?'. [ISA 51:9] Yțțm yinne ka saa ni ka Asumbul nǫ o yidim siak 

ye ba kia karinyauŋ tita'ari paasi ba pǤǤg la. One year when the rain came Mr. Spider and his household agreed 
to break ground on a big field to add to their farm. [Wonderwoman] Nimo da gban'e tutu-gbi'ug nǫ o dagǤbig ka 

ki'e li nǫ o kțțnr. Nimo got hold of the stump of the bush in her right hand and hacked it with her hoe. [Trouble] ba 

na lǤbif nǫ kuga ka nǤki ba sț'țsi ki'e fț bǫnnim-bǫnnim 'they will stone you and hack you to pieces with their 
swords'. [EZK 16:40] sigsaa daa lu la, man daa ki'enǫ m vǤn'Ǥdi bțdi m suma. when the early rains came in I dug 
my holes and planted my groundnuts. [Trouble] niimis la ta'an pin'ili kied mui la nǫ, ya nyǫyaa? the birds have 

gone on to start harvesting the rice, do you see? [Trouble] o zǤtnǫ ki'ed teŋ la parigid-parigid ka uusțg duod 'In 
frenzied excitement he (warhorse) eats up the ground'. [JOB 39:24] kiem mǤma'asa la digili ti tisi fț bțnkǤnbid 
cut fresh grass and put it down for your livestock. [You-Do?] Sț'țgǤ, ki'em lǫb datiuŋ 'O sword, slash to the right'. 

[EZK 21:16] O gǤs nya'ar kanǫ puug suor la; ki'eb ayi' ma'aa ka o ki'igi li. He looked at the root which crossed 

the path, and with just two blows he severed it. [Trouble] Colloc: ki'e1  [crop] ‘harvest [crop which is cut with a 

knife]’. ki la ya'a bi'ig, kpaad la na zaŋ kțsiigi kie li, bǤzugǤ li bunib saŋa paaeya 'When the corn is ripe, the 

man starts cutting it with his sickle, because harvest time has come.'. [MRK 4:29] Li na nwǫnǫ ki na zi'e ka ba kie 

ka buni naae it 'will be like a field where the corn has been cut and harvested'. [ISA 17:5] Ba dǤlisidi nidib pǤǤdinǫ 

ki'ed kǤnbid yaama 'They gather fodder in' 'fields they don't own'. [JOB 24:6] da nǤk kțsiigi keŋ ki'eda 'you must 
not cut (any corn) with a sickle'. [DEU 23:25] KI KI'EB SAŊA The Millet Harvest. [House+Farm [heading]] ba ... ki'e ki 

ka diib lǫn kae ya'asǫ they have harvested the grain and there is nothing left to eat. [MIC 7:1] Ba ya'a nan nǤbigid 

ka pț siak ki'ebǤ 'While still growing' 'and not ready for cutting'. [JOB 2:12] Colloc: ki'e1 kuŋ ‘utter a scream/cry’. 
li zabid ka pu'a la kia kuŋ it was painful and the woman screamed. [Trouble] m kia' kuŋ ye ba faanmǫ bas I 
screamed out that they should save me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka m wțm nidibi ki'ed kuuns I heard people cheering. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Adu da nan kpǫn ki'edi kuŋ ka lak o nini. Adu had already uttered a sudden cry and opened his 

eyes. [Trouble] O da pieb na'atan ka kie kuŋ ye, “Tinam pț mǤr pțțr David san'anǫ ... !” 'He sounded the 

trumpet and shouted, “We have no share in David ... !” '.  [2SA 20:1] Mid ka ya ki'e tanp kuŋ bǫǫ pian' agǤla bǫǫ 

yǫl si'el 'Do not give a war cry, do not raise your voices, do not say a word'. [JOS 6:10] Ba na san'am Moab dim 

zabtita'arin, saŋkanǫ ka ba ki'ed zaba kuŋ ka piebid na'atana la. 'Moab will go down in great tumult amid 
war cries and the blast of the trumpet.'. [AMO 2:2] BǤǤ kǫ ka o ma ki'en kuŋ wala wțsa? Why was her mother 

screaming like that? [Trouble] O da ki'enǫ kuŋ on nyǫ si'el la zug. He cried out because of what he had seen. 

[Trouble] Colloc: ki'e1 footo ‘take a photograph’. sǫǫ ya kia footo gima la atan' tan'. you have to have 3 passport 
photos taken. [Wealth-Is-Power] Lit: short photos. Etym: OV1 *CE ; MWN *CET- ; CB * céc- ; PB *cáác-. 
See: kies; ki'ig; mǤki'ed. 

ki'e-2   See main entry: ki'e1. chop. 

ki'eb   See main entry: ki'e1. chop. 

ki'ebǤ   See main entry: ki'e1. chop. 

ki'ed   See main entry: ki'e1. chop. 

ki'eda   See main entry: ki'e1. chop. 

ki'edi   See main entry: ki'e1. chop. 

ki'el   v. to set (door) ajar, half-close (door). Ba da zi'enǫ Nimo dǤǤgin ka ki'el kțlțŋ la. They stood in Nimo's room 
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and held the door ajar. [Trouble] Zaŋim kaanrțg la ki'el bțlțțg la za'anǤǤr. 'Take the zana mat and lean it against 
the entrance to the animal room.'. [MA] 

ki'em!   See main entry: ki'e1. chop. 

ki'en   See main entry: ki'e1. chop. 

ki'enǫ   See main entry: ki'e1. chop. 

ki'es [MA]   Form: ki'esid. v. to cut (grass). Apam ǫǫnti bțtnǫ ka ki'esid mǤvǫba. 'Apam usually sows whilst cutting the 

grass that has not been covered (by the plough).'  [MA].  [House+Farm] Sim: ki'e1. See: ki'e1. 

ki'esid   See main entry: ki'es [MA]. cut. 

ki'esid   See main entry: kies. shear. 

ki'ibo   See main entry: ki'ibț. soap. 

ki'ibț   Variant: kiib [N]; kiibu; ki'ibo. n. soap. NǤŋdaan fuug tigidnǫ gum ka li pț tigid ki'ibț. The poor man's shirt 

has plenty of darns but not too much soap. [Proverb 232] Fț gǤs ka m nyǫt ki'ibț yaanǫ tisidif ka fț piesidi fț 

fuudǫ? Where do you think I can get soap to give you to wash your clothes? [Trouble] La'an nǫ fțn pie fț mǫŋ nǫ 

zǫǫm nǫ ki'ibț bǫdegț la 'Although you wash yourself with soda and use an abundance of soap'. [JER 2:22] NǤŋ 

daan fuug tigidnǫ gum ka li pț tigid ki'ibț. The poor man's shirt has plenty of darns but not too much soap. 

[Proverb 232] Li an sț'țm ka fț piegi fț mǫŋ nǫ biig la nu'us nǫ ki'ibț sț'țŋa. It is good that you wash your own 
and the child's hands well with soap. [Breastfeeding] From: (Port.) Note: sabun ? ::  or Gur etymology Etym: OV1 *CE. 

ki'id   See main entry: ki'2. moisten. 

ki'ig   Variant: ki'igi. v. to cut through. Ka o gǤsi gilig ka nǤk o sț'țraditiŋ la ki'ig nwiigi la'as kpa'akur nǫ niiŋe lǤ. 
He looked round and cut a piece of rope with his sharp knife and tied the tortoise and the bird together. [Trouble] O 

gǤs nya'ar kanǫ puug suor la; ki'eb ayi' ma'aa ka o ki'igi li. He looked at the root which crossed the path, and 
with just two blows he severed it. [Trouble] See: ki'e1. 

ki'igi   See main entry: ki'ig. cut. 

ki'iki   id. whoomp! (descriptive of billowing smoke). nyǤ'Ǥs kpand ki'iki the smoke billowed up, whoomp! [You-Do?] 

ki'is   Note: by-form kis q.v. Variant: ki'isi; ki'isǫ; ki'ise. Form: ki'isnǫ. Form: ki'isid. Variant: ki'isidi. Form: ki'isțg. 

Variant: ki'isug. Form: ki'isya. v. 1 • to deny, refuse, refute. Biig la nǤǤr da malisi hali ka sǤ' kae na tun'e ki'is on 

yǫl si'ela. The boy spoke so well that nobody could deny what he said. [Shoeshine-Boy] SǤ' kț nyaŋi ki'is yǫlbama. 
'Nobody can deny these things.'. [ACT 19:36] Nidib banǫ wțsa bǫ Jerusalem nwa' baŋi ba nyalima tțțm tita'ar 

la yǫla. Ti kț tun'e ki'isi lii. 'Everyone in Jerusalem knows that this extraordinary miracle has been performed by 
them, and we cannot deny it.'. [ACT 4:16] Pa'an la daa pin'ili ki'isnǫ The teacher began denying (the accusation). 

[AIDS-II] Ka o sabua la pț ki'isǫ His girlfriend didn't object. [Billygoat] Sakur la zugdaan la daa yǫl o ye, fțn 

sadigin ki'isid la m na keŋ mǤr pțlis na ka ba viis yǫl la. The Headteacher said "Since you are denying (guilt), 
I will go and bring the police to investigate the matter." [AIDS-II] ba pin'ili ki'isid Paul n tu'asid si'el la they began 
to dispute what Paul was saying. [ACT 13:45] Nidib bǫdegț bǫǫ an banǫ ki'isidi ti pa'alțg la There are many 

people who are those who dispute our teaching. [TIT 1:10] 'Fț mu'adi bin'isir.' 'M pț mu'ada,'  Adu ki'isya ka zǤ 

tǤǤm tǤ'ǤtǤ 'You are sucking the breast.'  –  'I am not suckling!' Adu said in denial, and left hastily. [Trouble] 
Colloc: ki'is ye1 [negative clause]. Dabiem da kpǫn' Sara ka o ki'is ye on pț la'aa 'Because she was frightened, 
Sarah ... denied that she had laughed'. [GEN 18:15] yț'țŋ kaŋa nwa', nǤraug kț kaasǫ ka fț na ki'is nǤǤra atan' ye 

fț zi' ma 'the cock will not crow tonight until you have denied three times over that you know me'. [LUK 22:34] 
Sim: kis. Etym: OV2 *CIS ; vc4 *kis. 
2 • to disobey, rebel. O ya'a ki'is ka zi'en agǤlli tțk, o sakpanlțŋ la na lǫbna. If she disobeys and stands up and 

puts (the firewood) down, her hump will return. [You-Heard?] Ban da ki'is Atalia la yǫla The Revolt Against Atalia. 

[2KI 11:4 [heading]] ZugsǤb la anǫ pțpielim sǤb amaa ka man lǫǫ ki'is o zi'elțg. 'The Lord is righteous, yet I 
rebelled against his command.'. [LAM 1:18] Li ya'a ka' fț sǤbidi gbana digin na fț kț tun'e ki'isǫ. If not, you file 

a return, you can't refuse. [Tax] Onǫ wțsa ki'isi ba nǤǤr la tțm taal Everyone who disobeys their decrees commits 
an offence. [Constitution] Tǫnri dina, yanam banǫ an ki'isțg dim nwa' 'Remember this ... you rebels'. [ISA 46:8] 
Colloc: ki'is X nǤǤr1 ‘disobey X’. Adam nǫ Hawa da pț nyaŋi mǤdigǫ, ka ki'is Wina'am nǤǤr Adam and Eve 
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couldn't be patient, and disobeyed God. [You-Heard?] di ya'a da an fțnǫ, fț tǫn'ǫs ka fț da na nyaŋi mǤdig ka pț 

ki'is Wina'am nǤǤrǫǫ? if it had been you, do you think you could have been self-controlled and not disobeyed 
God's command? [You-Heard?] O da ki'is ZugsǤb la nǤǤr hali ka keŋ ba'akǤlțg sǤb san'an ye o bugi baŋ dinǫ 

na niŋ 'He disobeyed the Lord's commands; he tried to find guidance by consulting the spirits of the dead'. [1CH 

10:13] 
3 • to dislike, hate. Ka Josef ya'a nan kpǫn kisi ti ka bǤ suoya ye o lǫbisi ti bǫ'ǫd wțț tinamǫ da maal o si'em 

la? 'What if Joseph holds a grudge against us and pays us back for all the wrongs we did to him?'. [GEN 50:15] 
Tǫn'ǫsimi tțțmbǫ'ǫd dimi daa ki'is o ka namis o ka o mǤdig si'em 'Think of what he went through; how he put 

up with so much hatred from sinners!'. [HEB 12:3] onǫ ki'isi ya, ki'isnǫ man. Ka onǫ ki'is man la ki'isnǫ onǫ tțm 

man la na. 'whoever rejects you rejects me; and whoever rejects me rejects the one who sent me'. [LUK 10:16] 
Sim: kis2, kisig1, yaae3; Cpart: nǤŋ. 
4 • to break a law, commandment. Ka onǫ ki'is zi'elkaŋa, ba na lǤb o bas gbigima bǤkin. 'Anyone who violates 

this order is to be thrown into a pit filled with lions.'. [DAN 6:7] Israel tțmnǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka ki'is man zi'el nǤsi'a 

ye ba dǤl la. 'Israel has sinned! They have broken the agreement with me that I ordered them to keep.'. [JOS 7:11] Ba 

wțsa ki'isid Room na'ab Siiza wada 'They are all breaking the laws of the Emperor'. [ACT 17:7] Ka wada la ya'a 

kae li ki'isțg mǫ kț bǫǫ. 'and where there is no law there can be no breach of law.'. [ROM 4:15] 

ki'isǫ   See main entry: ki'is. refuse, disobey, hate, disobey. 

ki'ise   See main entry: ki'is. refuse, disobey, hate, disobey. 

ki'isi   See main entry: ki'is. refuse, disobey, hate, disobey. 

ki'isid   See main entry: ki'is. refuse, disobey, hate, disobey. 

ki'isidi   See main entry: ki'is. refuse, disobey, hate, disobey. 

ki'isnǫ   See main entry: ki'is. refuse, disobey, hate, disobey. 

ki'isțg   See main entry: ki'is. refuse, disobey, hate, disobey. 

ki'isug   See main entry: ki'is. refuse, disobey, hate, disobey. 

ki'isya   See main entry: ki'is. refuse, disobey, hate, disobey. 

kik   v. to be responsible, mature. Note: "used for when a child is of age and can be said to know wrong from right" [MA] Pu'a 

kanǫ kik ka mi' o mǫŋ mǤrim 'the wife of noble character'. [PRO 31:10 [heading]] 
kikama   See main entry: kekam1. fig/s. 

kikambusig   Form: kikambusis. n. tree [sp.] Ficus sp. See: kekaŋ. 

kikambusis   See main entry: kikambusig. tree [sp.] 

kikamis   See main entry: kekaŋ1. figtree. 

kikan'a   See main entry: kikan'ar. millet stalk. 

kikan'agbita   n.pl. stubble. Ba mǤr kțsiisi tuud kikan'agbita la ka mǤr dibaa la'asid sa'ad la. They use small hoes to 

dig up the stubble and sticks to collect up the rubbish. [House+Farm] Ba na nyu'oe nǫ kikan'agbita la nǫ tutuud la 

ma'aa. They will just burn the cornstalks and bushes. [House+Farm] PǤkanǫ ka fț mǤr la nwǫnǫ udug nǫ, ka fțn 

na du'a si'el la nwǫnǫ kikan'agbita nǫ 'You conceive chaff, you give birth to straw'. [ISA 33:11] See: kikan'ar. 

kikan'ar   Variant: kikan'ari; kikan'arǫ. Form: kikan'a. n. a stalk, millet-stalk. Kikan'ar ka' li kǤn' nǫ kibielim? 'What 

good is straw compared with wheat?'. [JER 23:28] Lit: is straw not quite distinct from grain?. Dau yinne zǤǤ keŋ 

zaŋ sțțsț lǤs danmi'isțgțn niŋ kikan'ar zugț țki tis Yesu ye, o num 'One man ran, filled a sponge with wine 
vinegar, put it on a stick, and offered it to Jesus to drink.'. [MRK 15:36] Waaf pț dig ka ba makid kikan'arǫ. A 

snake doesn't lie still so you can measure it with a stalk. [Proverb 263] Balaar nwǫnǫ kikan'ari tis o. 'To him a club 
is a piece of straw'. [JOB 41:29] O da tuank kikan'a niŋ ka nwǫ' mankǫǫnsi la nyu'oe. Mankǫǫnsi bugum zilim 

la da la'aŋ kikan'a la He crushed the cornstalks and struck a match. The flame from the match caught the stalks. 

[Trouble] Sida ba nwǫnǫ kikan'a nǫ ka bugum dii ba. 'Surely they are like stubble; the fire will burn them up.'. [ISA 

47:14] Colloc: kikan'arin ‘to/on/from a stalk’. Ka ba zaŋ sțțsț lǤs danmi'isțgțn la lǤ kikan'arini niŋ o nǤǤrin. 
'so a sponge was soaked in the wine, put on a stalk ... and lifted up to his lips'. [JHN 19:29] Sim: kawǫndaug ‘stalk of 
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the growing maize plant’. Etym: OV1 *KAN ; OVN *KAG- . See: kief; kikan'agbita; kikan'asiind. 

kikan'arǫ   See main entry: kikan'ar. millet stalk. 

kikan'ari   See main entry: kikan'ar. millet stalk. 

kikan'asiind [MA]   Variant: kikan'asiindi. n. sugarcane. (ba) nǤkid kțnt nǫ kasiya nǫ kikan'asiindi tiakid nǫ ya la'ad 

la ' in exchange for your wares; wrought iron, cassia, and sweet cane were among your imports'. [EZK 27:19] 
SynD: dakanda. See: kikan'ar; siind. 

kikan'asiindi   See main entry: kikan'asiind [MA]. sugarcane. 

kikaŋ   See main entry: kekaŋ1. figtree. 

kikaasig   Variant: kikaasțg. n. a shout, cry. Winnigi ti kpǫn'ǫd la ka kikaasig taae soogianam la bǫ zin'isi'a la wțsa 
'As the sun was setting, a cry spread through the army'. [1KI 22:36] Sim: kțkpǫliŋ; InvNabstr: kaas. kikaasig la na 

maligim kaas buudi la wțsa sțțgin 'its cry will resound among the nations'. [JER 50:46] See: kaas. 

kikaasțg   See main entry: kikaasig. shout. 

kikǫțng   Variant: kikeug. n. gossip, insulting. Note: talking bad stuff about someone who is absent kikǫung mǤr sțnpǫǫnni 

kenna 'Gossip brings anger'. [PRO 25:23] basimi pțtǫn'ǫbǫ'ǫd wțsa, nǫ dama'am nǫ zam nǫ fufum, nǫ taaba 

kikǫung. rid yourselves of all malice and all deceit, hypocrisy, envy, and slander of every kind.'. [1PE 2:1] 
InvNabstr: kǫǫn. See: kǫǫn. 

kikeug   See main entry: kikǫțng. gossip. 

kikir-   See main entry: kikirig. demon. 

kikirig   Variant: kikiriga; kikirigi. Form: kikiris. Variant: kikirisǫ; kikirisi. Form: kikir-. n. 'fairy', spirit, demon. Kikirig 

ya'a mǤr bțțdǫ, fțn tis o ka o lǫbig o mǤǤgin. If a 'fairy' is in the right, agree so that he will go back to the bush 
where he belongs. [Proverb 223] Ani yim ka kikirig la yii o san'an. 'At that moment the spirit left her.'. [ACT 16:18] 
Yesu kad kikirigi yis biribiŋ ni 'The Healing of a Boy with an Evil Spirit'. [MRK 9:14 [heading]] Kikiriga yim dau 

kaŋa san'an na. Evil spirit, come out of this man!” [MRK 5:8] Ayǫl-nyain anǫ ba'akǤlǤg sǤb, ka buon kikiris ka 

on nǫ ban pian'ad. Ayel-nyain is a soothsayer and calls spirits and talks with them. [Asaasim] Da kǫ ka ...  o maan 

si'elnam dinǫ buon ka sǤnsid nǫ kikiris nǫ kpi'imnama. 'Let no one be found ... who casts spells or traffics with 

ghosts and spirits'. [DEU 18:10-11] Ka banǫ ka kikiris daamidi ba daa nyǫ laafi. 'Those who were troubled by evil 
spirits also came and were healed.'. M pț bǤǤd ye ya an yinne nǫ kikirisǫ. 'And I do not want you to be partners 
with demons'. [1CO 10:20] Ka na mǤr kpi'euŋț kad kikirisi yisid. 'and you will have authority to drive out 
demons'. [MRK 3:15] Ya'a ka' Wina'am sǤsțgǤ, si'el kae na nyaŋi kad kikirbama buudi yisǫ. 'This kind can come 

out only by prayer.'. [MRK 9:29] Colloc: kikirig dǤl X ‘X is possessed by an evil spirit [in the Bible]’. o anǫ gǫǫŋ ka 

kikirig dǤl o He is demon-possessed and raving mad.'. [JHN 10:20] Kikirig pț dǤlli ma, amaa m dț'țsidnǫ m Ba' 

yț'țr sț'țŋa 'I am not possessed by a demon, ... but I honour my Father'. [JHN 8:49] 

kikiriga   See main entry: kikirig. demon. 

kikirigi  See main entry: kikirig. demon. 

kikiris   See main entry: kikirig. demon. 

kikirisǫ   See main entry: kikirig. demon. 

kikirisi   See main entry: kikirig. demon. 

kikirțg   Variant: kikirug; kikirțgǤ; kikirțgț. n. shaking, trembling. O da gǤsidi nǫ kikirțg. He watched, shivering (with 

fear). [Trouble] O kțkǤr la dǤnlig nǫ ti naae nǫ kikirțg. His throat stretched till it was vibrating. [Trouble] tțmmi 

tțțma linǫ aan ya faangir yǫla la sț'țŋa nǫ kikirțg nǫ dabiem 'continue to work out your salvation with fear 
and trembling'. [PHP 2:12] ZugsǤb onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤb la mǤr dabisir, ka li an tțkpiidțg nǫ kikirțg nǫ 

dabiem 'The Lord, the Lord Almighty, has a day of tumult and' trembling 'and terror'. [ISA 22:5] Amaa li ka' 

kikirțgǤ. But it wasn't (a matter for) trembling. [Trouble] Pu'a la baŋ ye o kț nyaŋi su'a nǫ Yesu la ka o kena nǫ 

kikirțgț luu vanbin o tuon 'Then the woman, seeing that she could not go unnoticed, came trembling and fell at 
his feet.'. [LUK 8:47] See: kir. 

kikirțgǤ   See main entry: kikirțg. trembling. 
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kikirțgț   See main entry: kikirțg. trembling. 

kikirug   See main entry: kikirțg. trembling. 

kikua [W]   n. a calabash box with a lid. 

kilim   Variant: kilimi; kilimid. Form: kilimnǫ. v. to become, change into ... Ka Bandaug kilim ninsaal  n dț na 
Crocodile became a human being and came up. [Asaasim] Sa'ad la na ti pun'oe kilim kț'țlim. The rubbish will rot 

and become compost. [House+Farm] O mi' Susa tengbandaan pu'a kanǫ da kpii kilim silinsiiugț ... la yǫla. He 
knew about the wife of the earth-priest of Susa who died and became a ghost. [Trouble] li kilim waaf ka o zǤ ka 

bas waaf la 'it turned into a snake, and he ran away from it'. [EXO 4:3] li daa kilim ban'asi m kǤnba ni it became 
a sickness in my bones. [PSA 32:3] YǫltǤǤg bǫ yanam banǫ zu nidib la'adi kilim bțmmǤrnam la zug! 'Woe to 

him who piles up stolen goods and makes himself wealthy'. [HAB  2:6] niigi la (kț lǫn) nǤki ba nǤba gudig ka li 

kilim bian'arǫ 'no longer to be ... muddied by the hoofs of cattle'. [EZK 32:13] Dunia sț'țlim kilimi ti ZugsǤb nǫ o 

Kristo la din 'The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ'. [REV 11:15] SǤ' 

wțsa fǫndignǫ, ba wțsa yț'țn kilimnǫ zam dim 'All have turned aside, they have together become corrupt'. [PSA 

14:3] Fțn zi' sisi'em suori an si'em la, bǫǫ biigi kilimid o ma pțțgin si'em la 'As you do not know the path of 
the wind, or how the body is formed in a mother's womb'. [ECC 11:5] Sim: lieb. 

kilima1   See main entry: kilțŋ2. wonder. 

-kilima2   See main entry: -kilțŋ1. wonderful. 

kilimi   See main entry: kilim. change into. 

kilimid   See main entry: kilim. change into. 

kilimnǫ   See main entry: kilim. change into. 

kilis   Form: kilisid. v. to listen, overhear, eavesdrop. Ban da pian'ad la ka Sara bǫǫ ba nya'aŋ, Fuug Sțgțr la nǤǤrin, 

ka kilisid. 'Now Sarah was listening at the entrance to the tent, which was behind him.'. [GEN 18:10] 

kilisid   See main entry: kilis. overhear. 

kil-kil   id. shiny. Note: in the Colloc: nyǫǫn kil-kil ‘have a very shiny surface’. SǤ' pț lǫn da'adi ba ... fusțma nǫ 

fuzǫn'ǫs nǫ fubanǫ nyǫǫn kil-kil la 'no one buys their ... goods of linen, purple cloth, silk, and scarlet cloth'. [REV 

18:12] 

-kilțŋ1  Form: -kilima2. adj. wonderful, significant. Li da niŋ tǤn'Ǥs la nǫ yǫl-kilțŋ I was an amazing thing for the hunter. 

[Jealousy] TǤn'Ǥs la da tu'ae yir la li da niŋ o nǫ yǫl-kilima The hunter approached the house and it amazed him. 

[Jealousy] Syn: -nyalțŋ1; Sim: nyalțŋ2. See: kilțŋ2. 

kilțŋ2   Form: kilima1. n. a wonder, wonderful thing. Syn: nyalțŋ2. onǫ maan nyalima nǫ kilima arezana nǫ dunia 

wțsa ni 'he performs signs and wonders in the heavens and on the earth'. [DAN 6:27] Sim: -nyalțŋ1. sǤ' mǫ pț lǫn 

tțm tțțmnyalima nǫ kilima zanbina wțț ZugsǤb la da tțm o ka o tțm 'No other prophet has ever done 
miracles and wonders like those that the Lord sent Moses to perform'. [DEU 34:11] See: -kilțŋ1. 

kim   See main entry: kem1. herd. 

kime   See main entry: kem1. herd. 

kimis1   v. to stamp (the feet). Note: in the Colloc: kimis nǤba. Ka o kimis o nǤba ka mǫligim la yi o kurugțn la. He 

stamped his feet and the dew came out of his trousers. [Trouble] La'asimi fț nu'us ayi' bibig zug ka kimis nǤba 

ka ki'e kuŋ 'Wring your hands! Stamp your feet! Cry in sorrow'. [EZK 6:11] Yanamǫ nwǫ' nu'us ka kimis nǤba ka 

maan sumalisim 'you have clapped your hands and stamped your feet, rejoicing'. [EZK 25:6] 

kimis2   See main entry: kimsa. Kimsa. 

kimm   id. firmly, exactly. O daa bigis ye ban'a la dǤl suosi'a kimm gban'ad nidib anǫ pu'a-bǤǤr bǫǫ dap-bǤǤrin He 

showed that the precise way that people catch the disease is by sexual intercourse. [AIDS-I] bǤǤ lǫǫ bǫ dǤbilin la 

kimm ka dau nwa ye m da yǤ'Ǥgǫ? whatever exactly is in the kitchen so that this man says I shouldn't open it? 

[You-Heard?] BǤ kimm ka fț bǤǤda? 'what is your request?'. [EST 5:6] BǤ kimm ka m maalif ka li kǫ ka fț bț'țm 

nǤǤr atan' sa? 'What have I done to you? Why have you beaten me these three times?'. [NUM 22:28] M ya'a gban'e 

si'el m tțmnǫ ala kimm. 'I make plans and carry them out exactly.'. [PRO 8:14] On da sǤs Wina'am ka o di'e o 
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winsǤsțg si'em, la'an nǫ o tțțmbǫ'ǫd nǫ on da pț zi'e kimm nǫ Wina'am 'His prayer and how God was moved 

by his entreaty, as well as all his sins and unfaithfulness'. [2CH 33:19] See: kiŋ-kiŋ. 
kimnɛ   See main entry: kem1. herd. 

kimsa   Variant: kimis2. n. festival of Kimsa. Note: Muslim festival - 'Id al•Kabir 

kimug   See main entry: kem1. herd. 

kin'ala   n.pl. 'jingles', rattles, sistra. Note: on tambourine, or leg-rattles for dancing Fț ya'a pi'ig kin'ala wa'an di ti lǫm 

bǤdigidnǫ wa'an. 'Easy come, easy go.'. [Proverb 208 [one version]] Lit: If you find a ring at a dance, it will also be 
lost at a dance.. Note: see note on gbigil1 

kiŋ-kiŋ   Variant: kiŋkiŋ. id. firmly. O da nyǫ ka o ma lidigi gǤsid o ka Ǥnbig Yaa kiŋkiŋ wțț on mǫ na ti tu'as ala. He 
saw that his mother was looking at him in astonishment and was clutching Yaa tightly as if she was also about to 

say that. [Trouble] LǤǤmi naafi la kiŋ-kiŋ ka o da kǫnsigǫ. Tie the cow firmly so it does not break loose. [MA] 
ba'akanǫ ka ba ba' zi'el kiŋ-kiŋ la na vuoǫn 'the peg driven into the firm place will give way'. [ISA 22:25] 
Wina'am ǫǫnbkpi'euŋ la zi'enǫ kiŋ-kiŋ 'God has laid a foundation-stone, and it stands firm'. [2TI 2:19] Sim: kii1

2 
See: kimm. 

kiŋkiŋ   See main entry: kiŋ-kiŋ. firmly. 

kiǤk   n. chalk. O nǤki sisanbig teebulin la ka basi li ka lǫǫ nǤk kiǤk. He took the cane from the table and threw it 
down and picked up the chalk. [Trouble] From: (Eng.) 

kipǤǤg   Variant: kipoog. n. a grain field. See: kief; pǤǤg. 

kipoog   See main entry: kipǤǤg. grain field. 

kippi   id. stationary, upright. Ba ǫǫnti pț kpǫn dǤl dap la, sǫǫ winnig ti bul kippi. They weren't going to follow the 

men immediately, until full noontime. [Trouble] “Winniga, zi'enim Gibeon teŋ teŋsțk! ... ” Ka winnig la sid 

zi'en anina yim kippi ... Winnig la da zi'en kippi ka pț luu hali ti paae dabismum bǫn. 'O sun, stand still over 
Gibeon ... So the sun stood still ... The sun stood still in the middle of the sky and did not go down for a whole day.'. 

[JOS 10:12-13] Sian'akanǫ ka tiis da kpǫn' kippi la san'am ya! 'the dense forest has been cut down'. [ZEC 11:2] 

kir1   Form: kirid. Variant: kiridi; kirida. Form: kiridnǫ. Variant: kiridne. Form: kirim!. Variant: kirimi!. Form: kirib. v. 

1 • to shake, shiver. Yǫltita'ari paanǫ ti lin ka m kiri ga'aŋin. A big problem has reached us, that's why I trembled 
and became frozen/stiff'. [Trouble] Note: revision and translation MA, published text gaadin Atiig daa kaasidnǫ ka 

kirid Atiig was weeping and trembling. [Fire] Ka o va' bap-bap kpǫn' igin Paul nǫ Silas tuon ka kirid nǫ 

dabiem. he 'rushed in, and fell trembling at the feet of Paul and Silas'. [ACT 16:29] ba kirid ka ga'aŋi nwǫnǫ ba 

kpinǫ 'they trembled and became like dead men'. [MAT 28:4] o duma kirid ka bțk wțț gungum nǫ every knee 
become as weak as water. [EZK 21:7] Da kirida, mǫ da zǤt dabiem. 'Do not tremble, do not be afraid.'. [ISA 44:8] li 
dammțg la kǫ ka zuoya kirida 'the hills are shaken by the violence'. [PSA 46:3] Da kiridi ka dabiem kpǫn' ya. 
'Do not be afraid of your enemies ... or panic.'. [DEU 20:3] O daa mǤnǫ ka nyaŋi pian' bǤzugǤ o daa kiridnǫ ka o 

niŋgbina la mǫ zabid. He had a struggle to speak, because he was shivering and his body was aching. [AIDS-I] ba 

niŋgbina wțsa kiridnǫ all their 'bodies tremble'. [NAM 2:10] TeŋgbauŋǤ, kirim ZugsǤb la tuon. 'Tremble, O 
earth, at the presence of the Lord'. [PSA 114:7] Kirimi nǫ dabiem, yanam pu'a banǫ zin' ka li malisi ya la. 
'Tremble, you complacent women'. [ISA 32:11] Colloc: kirid gba-gba(-gba) ‘shiver violently’. Saŋkan la fț 

nu'ubanǫ daa mǤr paŋ la na kirid gba-gba 'Then your arms, that have protected you, will tremble'. [ECC 12:3] Ka 

Isaak kirid gba-gba-gba 'Isaac trembled violently'. [GEN 27:33] fț ya'a nuudi fț ku'om la fțn on kirim 

gba-gba-gba 'shudder in fear as you drink your water'. [EZK 12:18] 
2 • to hurry, be hasty. Li ka' sțm nǫ fțn na mǤr nyǫlțg ka baŋir kae bǫǫ kir tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ yidig suorǫ. 'It is not 

good to have zeal without knowledge, nor to be hasty and miss the way.'. [PRO 19:2] Yǫltita'ari paanǫ ti lin ka m 

kiri gaadin. We've got a big problem, that's why I am hurrying past. [Trouble] Da kirid bin'isim mu'asțg ni. Don't 
be impatient when breastfeeding. [Breastfeeding] onǫ kirid pț dit na'anya'aŋ ǤǤnr bin'isim anyone who is in a 
hurry doesn't eat the milk of a childless cow. [Billygoat (= Akelsa)] ba kiridi tǤ'ǤtǤ ye ba kaae dunia la wțsa 'they 
were impatient to go and inspect the earth'. [ZEC 6:7] See: kikirțg. 

kir2   v. to apply (mascara). Note: in the Colloc: kir kirț. Jezebǫl n da wțm la o da kir kirț, ka maali maal o zuobid 
'When Jezebel heard what had happened she painted her eyes and adorned her hair'. [2KI (:30] fț ... kir kirț ka nǤki 
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fț niŋgǤnkǤrisi kǤr 'you ...  painted your eyes and put on your jewellery'. [EZK 23:40] 

kirib   See main entry: kir1. shiver, hurry. 

kirid   See main entry: kir1. shiver, hurry. 

kirida   See main entry: kir1. shiver, hurry. 

kiridi   See main entry: kir1. shiver, hurry. 

kiridnǫ   See main entry: kir1. shiver, hurry. 

kiridne   See main entry: kir1. shiver, hurry. 

kirim!   See main entry: kir1. shiver, hurry. 

kirimi!   See main entry: kir1. shiver, hurry. 

kirisolat   n. chrysolite. Note: used in the Bible for chrysolite, a kind of jewel Ka ayǤpǤi daan la an kirisolat. (and) 'the seventh 

(was) chrysolite'. [REV 21:20] Atan' banǫ bǫǫ agǤl la anǫ kanelian nǫ kirisolat nǫ emeral 'the first row, sardin, 
chrysolite, and green feldspar'. [EXO 39:10] From: (Eng.) 

kirisopras   n. chrysoprase. Note: used in the Bible for chrysoprase, a kind of jewel Ka piiga an kirisopras. (and) 'the tenth 
(was) chrysoprase'. [REV 21:20] From: (Eng.) 

kirț   n. kohl, mascara, eye-liner. Colloc: buoǫn/dțn'oe/kir2 kirț ‘apply mascara’. ba da dțn'oe nǫ kirț n sigi ti. 
they stained (us) with ink. [Shoeshine-Boy] Pu'aba la dțn'oe ba nini nǫ kirț ka li vǫnl hali. The women adorned 
their eye lashes with kohl and it is so beautiful. [MA] Jezebǫl n da wțm la o da kir kirț, ka maali maal o zuobid 
'When Jezebel heard what had happened she painted her eyes and adorned her hair'. [2KI (:30] fț ... kir kirț ka nǤki 

fț niŋgǤnkǤrisi kǤr 'you ...  painted your eyes and put on your jewellery'. [EZK 23:40] 

kis1   Note: by-form ki'is q.v. Variant: kisa3; kisi. Form: kisțg3. v. 1 • to dislike, hate. Ya'a kis nid fț yǫtnǫ ye, "O nuud 

ku'om ka ta'am." If you hate somebody you say "He tries to savour the taste of water". [Proverb 096] m kisif nǫ m 

sțnf wțsa. I hate you with my whole heart. [Trouble] Saŋa sieba o ǫǫnti tǫn'ǫsid ye o biig la nǤŋ kuob yǫla 

si'em la anǫ on kis sakur ken la yǫla. Sometimes he thought that the reason his child liked farming so much was 
that he hated school. [Trouble] Ya kis onǫ kad saria nǫ sida kǤǤtț ni You hate anyone who gives just judgement 

in court. [AMO 5:10] nidib kisi ti ka ti mǫ kis taaba 'others hated us and we hated them'. [TIT 3:3] nimbanǫ bǤǤd 

kțțb ka an ziri dim la ZugsǤb la kisi ba nǫ 'bloodthirsty and deceitful men the Lord abhors'. [PSA 5:6] M kisif ka 

naan kțțnif. I hate you and would like to kill you. [Trouble] Mam kisnǫ ya nwadpaalig malima 'I hate your New 
Moon Festivals'. [ISA 1:14] Kisțg kanǫ ka o mǤr nǫ o pugudib la da pin'ili duod o san'an. The hatred that he had 

for his aunt began to be aroused in him. [Trouble] Nabstr: kisidim; Sim: ki'is3, kisig1, yaae3; Cpart: nǤŋ1. Fț nǤŋ nǫ 

banǫ kisif ka yaae banǫ nǤŋif. 'You love those who hate you and hate those who love you.'. [2SA 19:6] 
2 • to taboo, abstain from. Teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la kis GǤmma GǤmma kǤmisin tțmtțmmǫ na nǤk tțțma tțm o 

mǫŋ yǫla. The constitution prohibits the use of public office for private gain. [Constitution] Jew dim kis nǫ ban na 

la'as nǫ onǫ an buudzțŋ bǫǫ ba kpǫn' o yin 'a Jew is not allowed by his religion to visit or associate with 

Gentiles'. [ACT 10:28] Egipt nidib da kis onǫ gț'țn wțsa 'all shepherds are detestable to the Egyptians'. [GEN 46:44] 
BǤ ka ya tțm linǫ ka ti wada kis Vț'țsțm Daarǫ? 'Why are you doing what is forbidden on the sabbath?'. [LUK 6:2] 
Nidibi la'asi bǫ zin'isi'a wțsa mǫ kisi li. Every society forbids it. [AIDS-II] Malțŋ diib la kisțg The tabooing of 
sacrificial food. [LEV 10:12 [heading]] Etym: OV2 *CIS ; vc4 *kis. 
3 • to make a mark, especially tribal-marks. zin'ikanǫ ka waaf la dum ka ba kis la ziim da yuod ani hali blood 

flowed freely from the place where the snake bit and they had cut (to remove the poison). [Trouble] Ba kis biig la nǫ 

kisa atan', tan' o kpǫnda ni. They made three tribal marks each on the child’s cheeks. [MA] Ya da ... kisi ya 

niŋgbina gțl si'elnama. 'Do not cut your bodies ... or put tattoo marks on yourselves.'. [LEV 19:28] Sim: kisig2. 
4 • to be taboo, forbidden. m nan zi' di linǫ kis ka an dian'adǫ. 'I have never eaten anything impure or unclean.'. 

[ACT 10:14] Niŋkanǫ mak ye o kad teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la maal linǫ kisa, o tțbtǫǫgir anǫ kțm. 'A person who 
attempts to overthrow or suspend the Constitution commits the offence of high treason which Is punishable by 
death.'. [Constitution] Diib linǫ kis nǫ linǫ pț kisa Foods which are Forbidden or Permitted. [DEU 14:3 [heading]] 
Sim: kisțg. Da tțmmi yǫlkisa banǫ ka man kis la! 'Do not do this detestable thing that I hate!'. [JER 44:4] ba maan 

si'elnam dinǫ an yǫlkisa dinǫ ka ZugsǤb la kis. 'they do all kinds of detestable things the Lord hates.'. [DEU 12:31] 
Nabstr: kisir1. 
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5 • to offend sb., inspire dislike/loathing. 
6 • to contra-indicate (medicine), be contra-indicated. Tiim la pț kis si'ela. The medicine doesn't forbid anything. 

[You-Heard?] See: kisig2; kisțg; kisir1; -kisir2. 

kis-2   See main entry: kisțg1. taboo. 

kisa1   See main entry: kisțg1. taboo. 

kisa2   See main entry: kisir3. tribal mark. 

kisa3   See main entry: kis1. hate, mark, offend. 

kisbțn   n. tabooed item. Wǫbaa da anǫ ba zak la kisțg; li pț nar ye ya kisbțn lǫn mǤǤd ye o kțț fǤ. The leopard was 

their clan taboo-animal; it is not right that your taboo-animal tries to kill you. [Trouble] Ba dǤlli taaba kpǫn'ǫdi ba 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥdin la Ǥnbid kukur nǫ dayuus ni'im nǫ ba kisbțn wțsa. they 'go in procession to sacred gardens, and 

... eat pork and mice and other disgusting foods'. [ISA 66:17] See: kis3 

kisi   See main entry: kis1. hate, mark, offend. 

kisidim   n. hatred. onǫ an onǫ na namis kisidim isir kanǫ bǫ o saam nǫ o pțgidib sțțgin la he was the one who would 

suffer because of the scar of hatred which existed between his father and his aunt. [Trouble] O pțn kisig o nǫ o 

sțțnrin, kisidim kanǫ tǤ'Ǥŋ nǫ o saam. He already hated her in his heart, a hatred which carried on his father's. 

[Trouble] Ba pț nan nidiba, ka pian'ad nǫ kisidim They don't respect people 'and speak with malice'. [PSA 73:8] 
Cpart: nǤŋilim ‘love’. ba nǤŋilim nǫ ba kisidim nǫ ba ya'amlǫog gaad 'Their love, their hate and their jealousy 
have long since vanished'. [ECC 9:6] Nabstr: kis2 See: kis1 

kisig1   Variant: kisigi. Form: kisignǫ. Variant: kisigne. Form: kisigim!. Variant: kisigimi!. Form: kisigir. v. hate. o ya'a 

lǫm pț baŋǫ ka ianki gaŋ sakur (flawa) zaŋguom la ka Tikanam kisigi ba laa he inadvertently jumped over 
the school flower border which the teachers had forbidden them to do. [Trouble] O pțn kisig o nǫ o sțțnrin, 

kisidim kanǫ tǤ'Ǥŋ nǫ o saam. He already hated her in his heart, a hatred which carried on his father's. [Trouble] 
Biig la na gǤǤnd nwǫnǫ wǫog bțŋ nǫ ka kisig sǤ' wțsa 'your son will live like a wild donkey; he will be against 

everyone, and everyone will be against him'. [GEN 16:12] bțnkǤnbbǫ'og la na kisig pu'agǤǤndir la 'the beast ... 
will hate the prostitute'. [REV 17:16] Ba na kisigi ba mǫŋ tțțmbǫ'ǫd nǫ tțțmkisa banǫ ka ba tțm la yǫla. 'They 
will loathe themselves for the evil they have done and for all their detestable practices.'. [EZK 6:9] nǤŋilim saŋa bǫ 

nǫ, ka kisigir saŋa bǫ there is 'a time to love and a time to hate'. [ECC 3:8] Sim: kis, ki'is, yaae3
1 Cpart: nǤŋ1. 

Kisigimi bǫ'ǫd, ka nǤŋ linǫ an sțm. 'Hate evil, and love good'. [AMO 5:15] See: kis1 

kisig2   v. to cut (the body superficially). ZǤm tǤ'ǤtǤ lǫbi kisig zin'ikanǫ ka o dum la ka nwǫbig ka ziim la yi. Run 

quickly back and cut the place where he was bitten and squeeze so that the blood flows. [Trouble] Sim: kis3 O kis 

zin'ikanǫ ka o nyǫǫn zigala la ka nwǫbigi li He cut the place where he saw the marks (of the bite) and squeezed 
it. [Trouble] See: kis3 

kisigi   See main entry: kisig1. hate. 

kisigim!   See main entry: kisig1. hate. 

kisigimi!   See main entry: kisig1. hate. 

kisigir   See main entry: kisig1. hate. 

kisignǫ   See main entry: kisig1. hate. 

kisigne   See main entry: kisig1. hate. 

kisir1   n. a tabooed part, symbolic offering. maanmaan la na gbin'e zǤ'Ǥm la nu'ukukudug ka li an kisir the priest 

'shall take a handful of the flour' ... 'as a token'. [LEV 6:15] Sim: kisțg. See: kis4 

-kisir2   adj. tabooed, forbidden. Babayi' la tțm yǫlkisir Buama teŋin The two of them had committed an offence at 

Buama. [Trouble] Li da nwǫnǫ yǫlkisir nǫ tis o It was like something tabooed for him. [Trouble] Da tțmmi yǫlkisa 

banǫ ka man kis la! 'Do not do this detestable thing that I hate!'. [JER 44:4] Tțțm kisa bama buudi ka nimbanǫ 

da bǫ teŋin la da tțm Those are the 'detestable ways' that the people ho used to be in the land followed. [2CH 28:3] 
Ba na kisigi ba mǫŋ tțțmbǫ'ǫd nǫ tțțmkisa banǫ ka ba tțm la yǫla. 'They will loathe themselves for the evil 
they have done and for all their detestable practices.'. [EZK 6:9] See: kis4 
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kisir3   Form: kisa2. n. a tribal-mark, scarification. O da anǫ giŋa ka an sabilig ka mǤr kisa ayi' o yieya la ni. He was 

short and dark-complexioned and had two tribal-marks on his cheeks. [Trouble] Nimo yis nya'akpi'emis ayi' o 

la'adin la, bakki li tabil kisa la ni. Nimo took out two dried roots from her equipment and ground them and 
applied them to the cuts. [Trouble] Ba kis biig la nǫ kisa atan', tan' o kpǫnda ni. They made three tribal marks 
each on the child’s cheeks. [MA] Tiis yțda nǫ ba vaand ... hali la'an nǫ ba kisa an si'em nǫ ba fotonam The 
names of the trees, and their leaves ... and also the sketches and photographs of them. [Trees] See: kis3 

kisțg1   Variant: kisug; kisțgǤ; kisțgț. Form: kisa1. Form: kis-2. n. a taboo, something hated/contra-indicated. Wǫbaa da 

anǫ ba zak la kisțg; li pț nar ye ya kisbțn lǫn mǤǤd ye o kțț fǤ. The leopard was their clan taboo-animal; it 
is not right that your taboo-animal tries to kill you. [Trouble] Li ka'a sț'țm ye ya vțțn yț'țŋǤ, bǤzugǤ li anǫ 

kisțg. It is not good that you whistle in the night because it is a taboo. [MA] Di kisțg la anǫ ye fț pu'a la ya'a zi 

dabǤbir on da zi'en agǤlli tțkki li. Its taboo is that when your wife is carrying a bundle of firewood, she mustn't 
put it down while standing up. [You-Heard?] Kukur mǫ anǫ kisțg, la'an nǫ o nǤba buak la, o pț nyaŋidi țgțsid 

yaama bugusida. 'The pig is also unclean; although it has a split hoof, it does not chew the cud.'. [DEU 14:8] Anina 

ka ZugsǤb zi'el zi'elțg nǫ kisa tisi ba ye o kpansi ba gǤs 'There the Lord made a decree and a law for them, and 
there he tested them.'. [EXO 15:25] BǤ ka ya tțm bǫ'ǫdi san'amid Vț'țsțm Daar kisțgǤ? 'What is this wicked 
thing you are doing – desecrating the Sabbath day?'. [NEH 13:17] Ya da Ǥnbi ba ni'im bǫǫ si'isi ba bțnkpiilțŋǤ, ka 

ba wțsa anǫ kisțgț tisi ya. 'you must not eat their flesh, and their dead bodies you are to treat as prohibited. [LEV 

11:11] O kis-kpǫŋ anǫ titțmis. His greatest dislike was doing errands. [You-Heard?] Tiim la sǤb yǫl ye daakanǫ ka 

fț san'am tiim nwa kisțg la, man kanǫ di'e tiim la na, na kpi. The person who supplied the medicine said that 
the day you break the condition of this medicine, I who brought it will die. [You-Heard?] Sim.: kisir. See: kis5 

kisțg3   See main entry: kis1. hate, mark, offend. 

kisțgǤ   See main entry: kisțg1. taboo. 

kisțgț   See main entry: kisțg1. taboo. 

kisug   See main entry: kisțg1. taboo. 

kita   n. kente. Note: type of cloth woven by Asante and related peoples in the south of Ghana O lǤbnǫ kita fugǤbkanǫ yț'țm 

pǫlig ka ku'oli li nǤya la pa'al o datiuŋ biankimpiiung on an gǤbir la yǫla. He put on a kente covercloth which 
was faded to white and gathered its corners over his right shoulder bare because he was lefthanded. [Trouble] From: 
(Twi). 

kittid   See main entry: kid. cross. 

kizǫn'ug   Variant: kizen'og. n. guineacorn, sorghum. Sorghum bicolor : red guineacorn. Ka kizǫn'ug bțtiŋ bibis atan' 

mǫ an nid daar yinne tțțma yǤǤd. 'and three litres of barley for a day's wages'. [REV 6:6] Sim: bǫlikǤ, naga. 
See: kief; -zǫn'ug. 

kizen'og   See main entry: kizǫn'ug. guineacorn. 

kii1   Variant: kiinǫ. adv. 1 • steadily, intently (look ~). Ti ya'a kpans yǫlkaŋa kii nǫǫ, li pa'annǫ Ghana dim itțŋ If we 

consider this matter carefully, it shows the misbehaviour of Ghanaians. [Trouble] Note: usually in the Colloc: gǤs kii 
‘look intently’. M da gǤsi m ta'ada duusțg daka la ka gǤs Luusi kii I looked at my shoeshine box and fixed my 
eye on Lucy. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nimo da gǤs o tațn la kii, ka nyǫ ka o kțdigidnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ. Nimo looked at her little 

sister closely and saw that she was growing up quickly. [Trouble] Ka dau la gǤs kii 'the man looked intently'. [MRK 

8:25] O da kpa' gǤt o kii hali ka nyan ti gban'e Hazael. 'He stared at him with a fixed gaze until Hazael felt 
ashamed.'. [1KI 8:11] Man gǤs kii la ya kțdim barimidnǫ 'I am certain that you are trying to gain time'. [DAN 2:8] 
sankanǫ wțsa ka o nyǫ o ka gǤs o kiinǫ every time he saw her he looked at her intently. [Trouble] 
2 • firmly. Note: in the Colloc: zi'e/zi'en kii. Ka nǤŋdaan la zi'e kii And the poor man stood firm. [Billygoat] (o)  

duoe nǤk dǤbil la saafi keŋ paae dǤbil la za'anǤǤrinǫ zi'en kii he got up and took the key to the kitchen and 
went to the door of the room and stood there. [You-Heard?] On ti nyǫ o la li pak o nǫ ka o zi'en kii ye baŋ ye o nini 

la pț ma'ad o. When he did see him, he was amazed and stood still, wondering if his eyes deceived him. [Trouble] 
Sim: kiŋ-kiŋ. 

kii2   See main entry: kief. grain. 

kiib [N]   See main entry: ki'ibț. soap. 
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kiib1   Variant: kieb. Form: kiibi. Form: kiibime1. Form: kiibțg. Variant: kiibțgț. v. to begin, do sth. first/early/promptly. 
yaname kiibi kǫǫn m Ǥfisin na tinamǫ mǤr bugum kǫǫn ya teŋin la na daari you came to my office promptly 

on the day we brought electricity to your village. [Electricity] O daa tiǫn daakanǫ ka o saam daa kiibi mǤr fitta la 

kul na ka nyu'oe ba la. He remembered the day when his father first brought the lamps home and lit them. [Fire] 
Adam nǫ o pu'a Hawa, banǫ ka Wina'am da kiibi maal dunia ni nwa la Adam and his wife Eve that God first 
made on the earth. [You-Heard?] ka ya bțŋ ya'a kiibi du'a, o ya'a anǫ bțndibig, ya na tiak nǫ pǫribigi tis ZugsǤb 

la. 'but you are to buy back every firstborn donkey by offering a lamb in its place'. [EXO 34:20] M Ta'adduusțg 

Kiibțg Daar. The Day I Began Shoeshine Work. [Shoeshine-Boy [heading]] Di kiibțgț nwa ka sǤ yi na'asaabugum 

tțțma zin'igin la kǫǫn o yin na The beginning of it was when someone from the electricity department came to 
his house. [Electricity] Sim: pin'il, dǫŋ, dǫŋim, pǤns3, yiiga. 

kiib2   Form: kiibime2. v. 1 • to chip, chisel, break through. Note: a wall etc. Sim: kibig. 
2 • to erupt, break out (sore). Ka fǫn'ǫpǤn'Ǥsa banǫ zabid hali kiib banǫ mǤr bțnkǤnbbǫ'og la zanbin nǫ banǫ 

na'asid o win la niŋgbina. 'and ugly and painful sores broke out on the people who had the mark of the beast and 
worshipped his image.'. [REV 16:2] See: kibig. 

kiibi   See main entry: kiib1. begin. 

kiibime1   See main entry: kiib1. begin. 

kiibime2   See main entry: kiib2. chisel, erupt. 

kiibțg   See main entry: kiib1. begin. 

kiibțgț   See main entry: kiib1. begin. 

kiibu   See main entry: ki'ibț. soap. 

kiid   See main entry: kiig2. fruit [sp.] 

kiig1   Form: kiis2. n. tree [sp.] Strychnos spinosa. Kiig tiis bǫ Kugsabila pamm. There are many kiig trees at 

Kugsabila. [MA] Ba mǤri kiig tiis wala maan taba kiid. They use the fruits of the kiig trees to make containers for 
powdered tobacco. [MA] Res: kiig2. 

kiig2   Form: kiid. n. fruit [sp.] "the fruit of the kiig1 tree above. It is the size of a tennis ball'  'used to put small 
quantities of ground tobacco for use by those who snuff tobacco" [MA]. Colloc: taba kiig2 ‘snuffbox’. Ba mǤri 

kiig tiis wala maan taba kiid. They use the fruits of the kiig trees to make containers for powdered tobacco. [MA] 
Fț gbǫ'og la nie bǤbigin la naa vǫnl ka gbilisi nwǫnǫ taba kiig. 'Your temples behind your veil are like the 
halves of a pomegranate.'. [SNG 4:3, 6:7] Lit: round like a snuffbox. Source: kiig1. 

kiim   Form: kiimi. v. to fry, grill, broil, cook over heat dry or with oil. Sansi'a bǫ ka Alamiisi dțg busa la ka kiim 

zǫǫnd nǫ zǫnvaand. There came a time when Alamiisi cooked yam and fried soup ingredients and vegetables. 

[Wonderwoman] asǫǫ ka ya kiimi li arig kayaama 'crushed heads of new grain roasted in the fire'. [LEV 2:14] 
See: zǫnki'ima. 

kiimi   See main entry: kiim. fry. 

kiinǫ   See main entry: kii1. steadily, firmly. 

kiis1   Form: kiisid. v. to listen. Buudi yǫla, buudi kiisid. Clan matter, clan listens. [Proverb 53] Syn: kǫlis. 

kiis2   See main entry: kiig1. tree [sp.] 

kiisid   See main entry: kiis1. listen. 

kɔ1   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

kɔ2   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kǤb-   See main entry: kǤbir. penny, pesewa coin. 

kǤba   See main entry: kǤbir. penny, pesewa coin. 

kǤbig   Variant: kobig; kǤbiga; kobiga; kobuga. Form: kǤbis2. Variant: kobus; kobis. Form: kǤbis-2. Variant: kobus-. num. 

a hundred. Gideon nǫ o nidib kǤbig la da paae zaba la zin'igin 'Gideon and the hundred men with him reached 
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the edge of the camp'. [JDG 7:19] SǤǤnb ya'a la'as kǤbiga ba kț tun'e Ǥnb kugirǫ. Even a hundred witches 

together still can't eat a stone. [Proverb 109] tempțkanǫ mǫ yi nǫ soogianam kǤbiga keŋ nidib piiga ma'aa na 

lǫb na 'town that marches out a hundred strong will have only ten left'. [AMO 5:3] Ninive teŋ la mǤr nidib ka li gat 

tusa kǤbiga nǫ pisi banǫ zi' ba datiuŋ nǫ ba dagǤbțgǤ 'Nineveh has more than a hundred and twenty thousand 
people who cannot tell their right hand from their left'. [JON 4:11] nidib banǫ ka li nan pin'in ... la an tusa kǤbis 

naasi ti paae tusa kǤbis yuobț ti teŋgbauŋ nwa ni the people in whom it was just starting ... were 
400,000-600,000 in our country. [AIDS-Azuur] Maalimi li anwana: Li wa'alim na an nǤbir makir kǤbisnaasi nǫ 

pisnu (450) ... 'This is how you are to build it: The ark is to be 450 feet long'. [GEN 6:15] O kpandaug la da wa'am 

nǫ hali, ka li kpanbiel la tǫbisim an kțnt gbila kǤbisyuobț. 'His spear shaft was like a weaver's rod, and its iron 

point weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 17:7] Lit: was very long. ka o lǫbis o ye on saam dǤǤgin bandaad paae 

kǤbisyǤpǤi ka on nǫ ban la'am gbǫǫnd. and he replied that there were seven hundred crocodiles in his father's 
room, and he lodged with them. [Asaasim] Colloc: kǤbig-kǤbig ‘by hundreds, a hundred each, groups of 100’. Ka o 

duoe zi'e za'anǤǤr la baba ka nidib la yț'țn pțdigi yit, kǤbig-kǤbig nǫ tusir-tusir. 'Then he stood by the side 

of the gate as his men marched out in units of a thousand and of a hundred.'. [2SA 18:4] Colloc: zin'is N kǤbig 

pțțgin ‘N percent’. Nidib la na gaans zin'is pisyǤpǤi kǤbiga wțsa pțțgin 'Participation of the people shall be 
through their election of 70% of the membership of the District Assembly'. [Constitution] fț ya'a kaal nidib kǤbiga 

ban ka ban'a la gban'e la, ba pisyǤpǤi nǫ anu kǤbiga pțțgțn paam ban'a la nǫ yi pu'a-bǤǤr bǫǫ dau-bǤǤrin. 
If you count 100 people with the disease, 75% contracted the disease through sexual promiscuity. [AIDS-I] Etym: 
OV1 *KOB ; OVN *KOB-GA/SI . 

kǤbiga   See main entry: kǤbig. hundred. 

kǤbir   Variant: kobir; kǤbirǫ; kobire; kǤbirǫǫ; kobiree. Form: kǤba. Variant: koba. Form: kǤb-. n. a penny, a 

(one-)pesewa coin. Note: obsolete; derives from pre-independence denominations based on British 'sterling' Amaa o kǤbir 

pț lut teŋin ka sǤ' pi'igida. But he was a miser. [Billygoat] Lit: But his penny never fell to earth for someone to 

collect.. fț kț nyaŋi yi naa, asǫǫ ka fț yǤǤ fț sam la wțsa hali ka kǤbir kț kpǫlim 'you will not get out until 
you have paid the last penny' of your debt. [LUK 12:59] Ba pț kuosid niimis ayi' nǫ kǤbirǫǫ? 'Are not two sparrows 
sold for a penny?'. [MAT 10:29] Ba pț kuosid niimis anu nǫ kǤbayi'? 'Aren't five sparrows sold for two pennies?'. 

[LUK 12:6] From: (Ha.) < (Eng.) Note: kob < '(a) copper' 

kǤbirǫ   See main entry: kǤbir. penny, pesewa coin. 

kǤbirǫǫ   See main entry: kǤbir. penny, pesewa coin. 

kǤbis2   See main entry: kǤbig. hundred. 

kǤbis-2   See main entry: kǤbig. hundred. 

kǤd   Form: kǤt2. Variant: kǤti2. v. to boil. come to the boil. nyǤ'Ǥs yiti o nyǤnya ni us-us wțț dțk ka ba dțgțl 

bugumin ka li kǤt ka walim yitnǫ smoke comes out of his nostrils – whoosh, whoosh! like when they put a pot on 
the fire and it boils and steam comes. [JOB 41:20] 

kǤdaug   See main entry: kǤldaug. river (big). 

kǤdig   Variant: kodig; kodigi. Form: kǤdigid. Form: kǤdigim!. Variant: kodigim!; kǤdigimǫ; kodigime. Form: kǤdigir. v. 

to slaughter (one animal). ka ba naan kǤdig nua la n zaŋe bas and another fowl was slaughtered and thrown 
down. [Asaasim] Mam maal nǫ bimbima ayǤpǤi, ka kǤdig na'araug nǫ pǫraug bimbim wțsa zugin. 'I have 

prepared seven altars, and on each altar I have offered a bull and a ram.'. [NUM 23:4] Goma tans ya ye, 'bizǤlțga.' 

'Lǫn yǫl ala ka m na kǤdigif.' Goma shouted "Stupid boy! Say that again and I'll slaughter you!" [Trouble] Abram 

mǤri li wțsa na ka kǤdigi ba buak pțsțk pțsțkț digili ba ka ba ya'ad taaba 'Abram brought the animals to 
God, cut them in half, and placed the halves opposite each other in two rows'. [GEN 15:10] o na ...  pa'al o nu'ug 

bțțg la zugin ka kǤdigi li zin'ikanǫ ka ba kǤdigid nyu'or maannǫ tisid ZugsǤb la 'He is to lay his hand on the 
goat's head and slaughter it at the place where the burnt offering is slaughtered before the Lord.'. [LEV 4:24] 
KǤdigim pǫraug kaŋa zaam 'Sacrifice the second lamb in the evening'. [EXO 29:41] Ba daa mǤr o ken wțț 

pǫribig ka ba mǤri kennǫ o kǤdigir zin'igin si'em la 'he was led like a lamb to the slaughter'. [ISA 53:7] 

kǤdigid   See main entry: kǤdig. slaughter. 

kǤdigim!  See main entry: kǤdig. slaughter. 
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kǤdigimǫ   See main entry: kǤdig. slaughter. 

kǤdigir   See main entry: kǤdig. slaughter. 

kǤdiŋ   Variant: kondiŋ. Form: kǤdis.  Note: 4x in SC Variant: kǤndis.  Note: 2x in SC Variant: kondis; kǤdisi. n. a partridge, 

quail, francolin. KǤdiŋ pied sǫnbid ka o biig gǤsidnǫ. Partridge digs out from the seed-holes while its child sees. 

[Asaasim] KǤdiŋ ye "NyǤǤri an gǫl." Partridge says "Life is eggs." [Asaasim  Proverb] Note: "It's when you have life that 

you can lay an egg." (MA) o nwǫnǫ kǤdiŋ kanǫ pț nyǫ' gǫlaa ka lǫǫ zu o tiraan gǫla um ka li wiak 'Like a 
partridge that hatches eggs it did not lay'. [JER 17:11] KǤdis mǫ nǤŋ sumbula pieb. Ba na bǫnd baansi gba' kǤdis 

la. Partridges also love to scratch up groundnut-seedlings. They will set traps to catch the partridges. [House+Farm-] 
Ka zakan la ka kǤdis kena pǫ'ǫl ban gbǫǫnd zin'isi'a la. 'That evening a flock of quails flew in and settled over 
the whole camp'. [EXO 16:13] nidib la tțțm da anǫ kǤndis la gban'ab ... Ba da dǫlig kǤndis la giligi ba la'asțg 

zin'ig la wțsa. 'the people worked catching quails ... They spread them out to dry all round the camp.'. [NUM 11:32] 
ZugsǤb la kǫ ka sisi'etita'ar da'ae yi atǫuk baba na mǤr kǤdisi kǫǫn ba san'an na 'the Lord sent a wind that 
brought quails from the sea'. [NUM 11:31] Etym: OVN *KOD(N)-GA/SI ; *LA/U . 

kǤdis   See main entry: kǤdiŋ. partridge. 

kǤdisi   See main entry: kǤdiŋ. partridge. 

kǤ'   Variant: ko'; kɔ1; kɔ'ɔ; ko'o; kǤǤ. Form: kǤǤd. Variant: kood; kǤǤdi. Form: kǤǤm!. Variant: kǤǤmǫ!; ko'ome. 

Form: kǤǤg. Variant: kǤǤb. Form: kǤ' ya4. Variant: kǤya. v. 1 • to break sth., be broken. m na kǤ' kțnt gama nǫ li 

kțnt daad la 'I will break down gates of bronze and cut through bars of iron'. [ISA 45:2] Nwǫ'ǫm banǫ duoe zi'e o 

yǫla la siesi kǤ' 'Smite the loins of those who rise up against him'. [DEU 33:11] Babilon na gbirigi lii kǤ'. 'Babylon 
will suddenly fall and be broken.'. [JER 51:8] Apam nǫ o yidim kǤǤ ba kawǫnna naae. Apam and his family have 

finished harvesting their maize. [House+Farm] Ka ban kǫn Yesu san'an na nyǫ ka o kpi la, ba pț kǤǤ o nǤbaa. 
But when they came to Jesus, they saw that he was already dead, so they did not break his legs.'. [JHN 19:33] li wila 

la kǤǤ dig bǤn'Ǥfalis banǫ bǫ teŋin la 'its branches lay broken in all the ravines of the land'. [EZK 31:12] gbigima 

la pțn gban'e ba Ǥnb ka kǤǤ ba kǤnba bugusi bugus 'the lions overpowered them and crushed all their bones'. 

[DAN 6:24] ZugsǤb la kǤǤd na'aziinr tiis; hali Lebanon na'aziinr tiis la o kǤǤdi ba bur-bur. 'the Lord breaks the 
cedars; the Lord breaks in pieces the cedars of Lebanon'. [PSA 29:5] Saalib lǫn kǤǤdi man vaandi dțgidi sțțd 

nwǫnǫ sǤ' ya'a bǫn'ǫd wieddț'țnim. Again, people break off my leaves and boil them up and bathe in the water 
as when someone is sick with jaundice. [Trees] zuoya kǤǤdi lit atǫuk la pțțginǫ 'mountains fall into the ocean 

depths'. [PSA 46:2] KǤǤmi ba nyina la ba nǤya ni 'Break the teeth in their mouths'. [PSA 58:6] BƒRIBIG KUN O BA' 

YIR NŰ NƆBKƆƆG DAAR Billygoat Goes Home to His Father's House the Day he Breaks his Leg. [Billygoat[title] (= 

Proverb )] Note: 093 is the same but with nǤbkǤǤlțŋ Kawǫnna kǤǤb pț tǤiyaa. Harvesting maize is not difficult. 

[House+Farm] Yaŋir kanǫ ka ba dǤlli kpǫn'ǫd sț'țlimnamin la kǤ' ya 'The gate to the nations is broken'. [EZK 26:2] 
Moab iil linǫ pa'annǫ o paŋ la kǤya 'Moab's horn' which symbolises its strength 'is cut off'. [JER 48:25] Colloc: kǤ' 

kawǫnna ‘harvest maize (by breaking off the cobs)’. asǫǫ li daarin la mǫn Agaung mǫŋ daa kena ye o kǤ' 

kawǫnna not knowing on that very day Crow himself came to harvest the corn. [Asaasim] Note: kǤ emended to kǤ' by 

MA Colloc: kǤ' sakpanlțŋ ‘= be hunchbacked’. bǫǫ onǫ kǤ' sakpanlțŋ bǫǫ digir 'or who is hunchbacked or 

dwarfed' (in list). [LEV 21:20] Unit: kǤ'Ǥg; Mult: kǤ'Ǥs2. Etym: OVN *KO(G) ; vc4 *ko/ka ; PB * kócʋd. 
2 • to break out (as sweat does). Note: in the Colloc: Ǥnsir kǤ' X ‘sweat breaks out on X’. Nimo zǤǤ tț'țs bikanǫ ka 

Ǥnsir kǤǤd o la. Nimo ran to meet the lad who was sweating heavily. [Trouble] M ya'am da widig nǫ ka Ǥnsir 

kǤǤdim. My thoughts were scattered and sweat broke out on me. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
3 • to break out (war does). Ka zaba kǤ' on nǫ Israel dau sǤ' sțțgin. 'a fight broke out ... between him and an 

Israelite'. [LEV 24:10] Ka zaba kǤ arazana ni. 'Then war broke out in heaven.'. [REV 12:7] San'auŋ nǫ zaba kǤǤdi 

kennǫ m tuon na 'Destruction and violence are before me'. [HAB 1:3] Mult: kǤ'Ǥs2; Unit: kǤ'Ǥg. See: kǤ'Ǥg; kǤ'Ǥs2; 

kǤǤlțŋ; winkǤǤr. 
kɔ'ɔ   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

kǤ'Ǥg   Variant: ko'og; kǤ'Ǥgǫ; ko'oge; kǤ'Ǥgi; ko'ogi. Form: kǤ'Ǥgnǫ. Form: kǤ'Ǥgid. Form: kǤ'Ǥgim!. Form: kǤ'Ǥgir. 

Variant: ko'ogir. v. to break sth. (e.g. a stick). Sisi'em la da kǤ'Ǥg tiwǤk kanǫ zi'e suor kțkpǫŋ la wil. The storm 

had broken off the branch of a tall tree beside the road. [Trouble] On keŋ kpǫn' lǤr la ba daa pț laligǫ ka lǤr la lu 

ka o nǤbir kǤ'Ǥg He went and boarded the lorry but they hadn't got far when the lorry had an accident and his leg 
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was broken. [Billygoat] Sisi'em la da mǤri paŋ hali da'adi Atǫuk ku'om la ka anrțŋ la bǤǤd ye li kǤ'. 'a strong 

wind on the sea, and the storm was so violent that the ship was in danger of breaking up'. [JON 1:4] tampiing la 

kǤ'Ǥg kțnt la, nǫ kțntzǫn'ug la nǫ ya'ad la nǫ anzurifa la nǫ sanlim la wțsa bur-bur 'a rock that broke the 
iron, the bronze, the clay, the silver and the gold to pieces'. [DAN 2:45] ZugsǤb la kǤ'Ǥg bugusim sǤb la balaar, ka 

buak o na'am dansaar la 'The Lord has broken the rod of the wicked, the sceptre of the rulers'. [ISA 14:5] Elasia 

kǤ'Ǥg daugț lǤb ani, ka kǫ ka lieŋ la puk na 'Elisha cut off a stick, threw it in the water, and made the axe head 
float'. [2KI 6:6] hali o kǤnbir baa yinne kț kǤ'Ǥgǫ 'all his bones, not one of them will be broken'. [PSA 34:20] fț 

kǤ'Ǥgi tuoǫn kțnsi ba biankimpiindi aans 'you splintered and you tore open their shoulders'. [EZK 29:7] 'GǤsimi 

daug la,' Mahama tans ye, li kǤ'Ǥgnǫ!' 'Look at the stick!' shouted Mahama, 'It's broken!'. [Trouble] AkǤra ye, 

suogǤnlțŋ sțŋ pț kǤ'Ǥgid nǤbirǫ. Hyaena says 'A good crooked road does not break legs. [Proverb 012] Wil la da 

kǤ'Ǥgid tiigin la The branch was breaking off the tree. [Trouble] KǤ'Ǥgim bugusim sǤb nǫ nimbǫ'ǫd kpțkpauŋ 
'Break the arm of the wicked and evil man. [PSA 10:15] Kpaam bi'igir sia'alnǫ tțlig kǤ'Ǥgir. The breaking of the 
pestle matches the maturing of the oil. [Asaasim   Proverb] Tțlig kǤ'Ǥgir sia'al kpaam bi'igir. The breaking of the 

pestle matches the maturing of the oil. [Proverb 274] MǤkanǫ bǤǤd kǤ'Ǥgir la, o kț kǤ'Ǥgi li naae. 'A bruised reed 
he will not break'. [ISA 42:3] Sim: kț'țg; Mult: kǤ'Ǥs2; Gen: kǤ'. Etym: OVN *KO(G) ; vc4 *ko/ka . See: kǤ'; kǤ'Ǥs2; 

dakǤǤluŋ. 

kǤ'Ǥgǫ   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥg. break. 

kǤ'Ǥgi   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥg. break. 

kǤ'Ǥgid   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥg. break. 

kǤ'Ǥgim!   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥg. break. 

kǤ'Ǥgir   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥg. break. 

kǤ'Ǥgnǫ   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥg. break. 

kǤ'Ǥm1   Note: 203x in Bible ; 14x in texts Variant: ko'om; kɔm (28x in texts); kom. Form: kǤ'Ǥm-2. n. hunger, famine. Li kat 

o ku'onuud ka mǫ lǫm ma'ad biig la kǤ'Ǥm. It quenches the baby's thirst and also eases his hunger. [Breastfeeding] 
KǤ'Ǥm saŋa man anǫ disțŋ hali In time of famine, I am excellent food. [Trees] KǤ'Ǥm - m zua - kǤ'Ǥm 

mǫŋ-mǫŋ bǫnǫ ani.' Famine, my friend, there's real famine there. [Trouble] Ba pa'an ye kǤ'Ǥm na bǫ yțma 

ayǤpǤi. they (dreams) show that there will be famine for seven years. [GEN 41:27] ba na ti vib kǤ'Ǥm suorin they 
will faint from hunger on the way. [MRK 8:3] M na diis banǫ vibid kǤ'Ǥm la ka ba tig 'I ... will satisfy with food 

everyone who is weak from hunger'. [JER 31:25] M da tu'as o kɔm nǫ fara n wțmim si'em. I told him how hunger 

and poverty were afflicting me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba pț pǫsigid kɔm daan bțțrǫ. They don't entrust a granary to a 

hungry man. [Proverb 041] Colloc: kǤ'Ǥm lu/li ‘there is a famine’. Saŋkan la kǤ'Ǥmtita'ar da li teŋ la ni 'Now there 

was a famine in the land'. [GEN 12:10] Kɔm ya'a li na ka fț pțțr zem wțț binnir, kɔm ya'a gaad fț sam zem 

wțț zuor. If famine comes and your stomach is like a drum, when the famine passes your debt is like a mountain. 

[Proverb 272] Colloc: kǤ'Ǥm zabid X ~ X kǤ'Ǥm zabid ‘X is starving’. Fț kǤ'Ǥm ya'a zabid ka fț paam ganya dii 

fț tam kǤ'Ǥm yǫla. If you are hungry and get some gaa-fruit to eat, you will forget your hunger. [Trees] o lǫbid 

Jerusalem ka o kǤ'Ǥm zabid 'as he was on his way back to the city, he was hungry'. [MAT 21:18] Fț dataa kǤ'Ǥm 

ya'a zabid, fțn tisim o diib ka o di 'If your enemy is hungry, feed him'. [ROM 12:20] Etym: OV1 *KO ; OVN 
*KO-M . 

kǤ'Ǥm-2   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥm1. hunger. 

kǤ'Ǥŋ   Variant: ko'oŋ; kǤ'Ǥŋi; ko'oŋi; kǤ'Ǥŋǫ; ko'oŋe; kǤ'Ǥŋǫǫ. Form: kǤ'Ǥŋnǫ. Form: kǤ'Ǥŋid. v. to lack, be without, fail to 

have/get. KǤ'Ǥŋ ma mu'ad yaab. Lacking mother sucks on grandmother. [Proverb 029] Linǫ na kǫ ka GǤmma 

tțțma kpǫǫmnam kț kǤ'Ǥŋ na'asi la 'To ensure that this duty of Public Servants is respected,'. [Constitution] Bțŋ 

pǤtǫn'ǫbǫ'ǫd ka o kǤ'Ǥŋ iila. It's because of the donkey's bad mind that he has no horns. [Proverb 182] Ninsaal ya'a 

nyǫ dunia bțna wțsa ka kǤ'Ǥŋ o nyǤvțrǫ, li nyǤǤd an bǤ? 'What good is it for a man to gain the whole world, 

and yet lose or forfeit his very self?'. [LUK 9:25] Linǫ na kǫ ka GǤmma tțțma kpǫǫmnam kț kǤ'Ǥŋ na'asi la,  ba 

pa'an nǫ ba arizak bǫn 'To ensure that this duty of Public Servants is respected, all persons holding responsible 
positions are required to declare their assets'. [Constitution] Li tun'e kǫ ka nidib kǤ'Ǥŋ gbǫǫnsa It can make people 
homeless. [Fire] O ... pț mǤr gbanya'am ka na kǤ'Ǥŋ diibǤ She isn't idle nor does she lack food. [PRO 31:27] Mam 

mǫ pț mǤra, amaa ti ya'a keŋa Azaato san'anǫǫ ti kț kǤ'Ǥŋǫ. I haven't got any, but if we go to Azaato we won't 
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fail (to get some). [Wealth-Is-Power] Fț zi' ye sieba bǤǤd nu'us nǫ nǤba nǫ nini nǫ laafi nǫ ya'am ye ba tțmmǫ ba 

tțțma ka kǤ'Ǥŋǫǫ? Don't you realise that some people need hands or feet or eyes or health or intelligence to do 
their work, and haven't got them? [You-Heard?] Aa tǤ, m ya'a na kǤ'Ǥŋi m biis nwaa, m na kǤ'Ǥŋi banǫ. 'As for 
me, if I must lose my children, I must lose them.'. [GEN 43:14] Yeboah ni, o pu'a la an yiiga, ka on kǤ'Ǥŋ o la, o 

kǤ'Ǥŋnǫ si'el wțsa. For Yeboah, his wife came first, and if he was without her he had nothing. [Trouble] Hali baa 

man vankpi'emis pț kǤ'Ǥŋid pu'ab dǤǤgțnǫ. Indeed, there is no lack of my dry leaves in women's rooms. [Trees] 
linǫ an bțnsțŋ wțsa pț kǤ'Ǥŋid o san'anǫ he 'lacks nothing of value'. [PRO 31:11] Li anǫ ye Wina'am ... kǫ ka o 

pț kǤ'Ǥŋid o ya'am bǤǤdim. It is that God ensures that he doesn't lack everything he wants. [ECC 6:2] 
Colloc: [action] kǤ'Ǥŋ ‘try to do [action] but fail’. dayuug la yii zǤǤ kpǫn' tampiisin la ka man iee o kǤ'Ǥŋ the 

rat ran off amongst the rocks and I looked for it in vain. [You-Heard?] Sim: pansig1, pǤ'Ǥg1, yulig2. 

kǤ'Ǥŋǫ   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥŋ. lack. 

kǤ'Ǥŋǫǫ   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥŋ. lack. 

kǤ'Ǥŋi   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥŋ. lack. 

kǤ'Ǥŋid   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥŋ. lack. 

kǤ'Ǥŋnǫ   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥŋ. lack. 

kǤ'Ǥs1   Variant: ko'os; kǤ'Ǥsǫ; ko'ose. v. to waste time, delay. Li pț kǤ'Ǥsǫ ka pu'a, on nǫ o pu'ayua, kǤnridnǫ. Without 

delay the woman and her daughter were snoring. [Trouble] Sim: san'am saŋa, yuug. 

kǤ'Ǥs2   Variant: ko'os; kǤ'Ǥsi; ko'osi. v. to break things. Note: more than one, or with repeated action O da kǤ'Ǥsi kǤ'Ǥs 

kțntzǫn'ug waaf linǫ ka Moses da maal la 'He also broke in pieces the bronze snake that Moses had made'. [2KI 

18:4] soogianam la mǫ da ... mǤri ba dț zuor zugț lǤbi ba bas teŋin ka ba luu kǤ'Ǥsi kǤ'Ǥs The army of Judah 
also ... took them to the top of a cliff and threw them down so that all were dashed to pieces.'. [2CH 25:12] Gen: kǤ'; 

Unit: kǤ'Ǥg. See: kǤ'; kǤ'Ǥg. 

kǤ'Ǥsǫ   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥs1. waste time. 

kǤ'Ǥsi   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥs2. break. 

kǤ' ya4   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

kǤk   Variant: kǤki. v. to concentrate on sth. m kțdin kǤki linǫ mak nǫ niŋgbiŋ la zabid nǫ ban'as si'em I am just 
concentrating on a metaphor for how the body fights against disease. [AIDS-I] 

kǤki   See main entry: kǤk. concentrate. 

kǤl   Variant: kol; kǤǤli; kolli; kolo. Form: kǤllin. Variant: kollin. v. to put on the neck. m na yǫǫl o na'am fuug ka nǤk 

sanlima niŋgǤnkǤrigi kǤl o I will dress him in a royal robe and put a gold necklace on his neck. [DAN 5:7] O da 

bǤb o nǫ fupiel sțma ka nǤk sanlim zǤnti kǤl o niŋgǤǤnr. ' He put a fine linen robe on him, and placed a gold 
chain round his neck.'. [GEN 41:42] Li naan aan sț'țm nǫ ban na nǤk nǫtita'ari lǤǤ kǤl o niŋgǤǤnr ka lǤb o bas 

atǫuk zuluŋin 'It would be better for him if a large millstone were tied round his neck and he were thrown into the 
sea'. [LUK 17:2] Ti ya'a lǤb ligidii da' lummiri kǤlli ba ka ba ya'a ti kennaa li na dammid If we put down money 

and buy a bell and put it on their necks, when they are coming it will ring. [Kittens+Mice] lǤǤmi li kǤlli fț 

niŋgǤǤnrin wțț niŋgǤnkǤrig nǫ 'fasten them around your neck' like a necklace. [PRO 6:21] See: kǤr. 

kǤl-1   See main entry: kǤlțg1. bag. 

kǤl-2   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kɔlaa   See main entry: kǤllaa. river. 

kǤlda-   See main entry: kǤldaug. river (big). 

kǤldabțmbǤk   Variant: koldabumbɔk. Form: kǤldabțmbț'ad. Variant: koldabumbɔ'ad. n. 1 • a waterhole, place where 

one gets water. ba pț nyaŋidi nuudi ba kǤldabțmbu'ad la ku'om 'they could not drink from their streams'. [PSA 

78:44] Sim: kǤlțg2, bulig1. 
2 • a river-valley. ba kpilimi li wțsa zii lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤldabțmbǤk la gaad they wrap it all up and carry it across the 

river valley. [ISA 15:7] See: kǤlțg2; kǤldaug; bțmbǤk1. 
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kǤldabțmbț'ad   See main entry: kǤldabțmbǤk. waterhole, valley. 

kǤldanǤya   See main entry: kǤldanǤǤr. riverbank. 

kǤldanǤǤr   Form: kǤldanǤya. n. a riverbank. O yț'țn da kpa'adi tiig kanǫ bǫ kǤldaug la zugin la kpǫm buunsid gauŋ 

la dǤlis kǤldanǤǤr la. Then he headed for the tree which was over the river and was brushing aside the 

undergrowth alongside the river. [Trouble] See: kǤldaug; nǤǤr1; kǤlki; kǤllatig. 

kǤldaug  Variant: koldaug; kǤldaugǤ; kǤldaugǤǤ; kǤldaugț; kǤdaug; kodaug. Form: kǤldaad. Variant: koldaad; 

kǤldaadi. Form: kǤlda-. n. a big river. La'am nǫ o mi'ilim daa bun wțț kǤldaug la Although his knowledge 

flowed like a river. [You-Hear?] M la'ad wțsa da dǤlig nǫ kǤldaug la gaad. All my belongings were swept away 
by the river. [Shoeshine-Boy] O sț'țlim la da anǫ Gilead teŋ la pțsțk... li bǫn dǤl kǤldaug la teŋsțk la 'His 
kingdom was half of Gilead ... its frontier followed the middle of the river. [JOS 12:2] Ka Vț'țsțm Daar ka ti yi 

teŋin la keŋ kǤldaug baba 'On the Sabbath we went out of the city to the riverside'. [ACT 16:13] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ nwa' 

duod wțț Nail kǤldaugǤ, ka nwǫnǫ mu'ar ku'om pǫ'ǫli badigida? 'Who is this that rises like the Nile, like 
rivers of surging waters?'. [JER 46:7] Joodan kǤldaugǤǤ, bǤǤ niŋ ka fț lǫbid tutula? 'O Jordan, why did you stop 
flowing?'. [PSA 114:5] lin yi Efiritis kǤldaugț pțbidi yit zin'isi'a la ti paae kǤlbil linǫ bǫ Egipt teŋ titǤndigin la 
'from the flowing Euphrates to the Wadi of Egypt'. [ISA 27:12] Ka kǤldaad wțsa pțbidi sigid Atǫukțn 'Every river 

flows into the sea'. [ECC 1:7] Fț nǤk kǤldaadi buak teŋgbauŋ la. 'You split the earth with rivers'. [HAB 3:9] Li na 

nwǫnǫ teŋ kanǫ bǫ kǤldabǫda nǫ mu'a ni 'It will be like a place of broad rivers and streams.'. [ISA 33:21] La'an nǫ 

saa sa ni yț'țŋ la, kǤldabil kanǫ bǫ bǤn'Ǥg la nǤǤrin la da pț pǫ'ǫlǫ Although it had rained in the night, the 
small river on the edge of the valley had not filled up. [Trouble] Colloc: kǤldaugin(e)/kǤldaugțn ~ kǤldaadin 
‘in/at/to/from the river?s’. Ba da yi kǤldaugțn la na mǤri Nimo niŋgbiŋ la. They brought Nimo's body out of 
the river. [Trouble] li kț yuugǫ ka li vuoǫn lu kǤldaugțn la it wouldn't be long before it was torn up and fell into 
the river. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ziiŋgban'adib na kaasid ka nyǤn ... gban'ad zimi Nail kǤldaugin la 'Everyone who 
earns his living by fishing in the Nile will groan and cry'. [ISA 19:8] ya yinne-yinne nǤk kugir kǤldaugin la pa'ali 

ya biankimpiiung zug 'Each of you is to take up a stone on his shoulder,'. [JOS 4:5] ba da faaǫn man teŋ, lin yi 

Aanon bǤn'Ǥgin keŋ Yabok kǤldaugine mǤri ti paae Joodan kǤldaug 'they took away my land from the River 
Arnon to the River Jabbok and the River Jordan'. [JDG 11:13] ZugsǤb la na vțțli buol pțmpǤǤs Egipt kǤldaadin 

la sa 'the Lord will whistle for flies from the distant streams of Egypt'. [ISA 7:18] SynD: kǤlaa. Note: in 

Mampruli-influenced dialects Sim: bǫuŋ1, mu'ar, kǤlțg2, bulig, atǫuk. Yǫlim Aaron ka o nǤk dansaar la țki tiesi 

kpa' Egipt ku'obanǫ an mu'a nǫ kǤlis nǫ bǫǫnna nǫ kǤldaad nǫ bulis wțsa. 'Tell Aaron to take his stick and 

hold it out over all the rivers, canals, and pools in Egypt. [EXO 7:19]  Note:  see ref. and link at kɔlʋg2 See: kǤlțg2; 

-daug2
2 See: kǤldabțmbǤk; kǤldanǤǤr. 

kǤldaugǤ   See main entry: kǤldaug. river (big). 

kǤldaugǤǤ   See main entry: kǤldaug. river (big). 

kǤldaugț   See main entry: kǤldaug. river (big). 

kǤldaad   See main entry: kǤldaug. river (big). 

kǤldaadi   See main entry: kǤldaug. river (big). 

kǤlgțțma   See main entry: kǤlgțțmir. waterlily. 

kǤlgțțmir   Variant: kolgoomir. Form: kǤlgțțma. Variant: kolgooma. n. a waterlily. li mugulim zem wțț nu'ug yalțŋ 

ka li nǤǤr la lidigi nwǫnǫ taslaa nǤǤr nǫ ka nwǫnǫ kǤlgțțma puum nǫ 'It was a handbreadth in thickness, and 

its rim was like the rim of a cup, like a lily blossom.'. [1KI 7:26] m sim ku'ozuluŋin ka kǤlgțțma vili m zug 'the 
deep surrounded me; seaweed was wrapped around my head'. [JON 2:5] Sim: gțțŋ. See: kǤlki; kǤlțg2; gțțŋ. 

kǤlib-   See main entry: kǤlibir. bottle, glass. 

kǤliba   See main entry: kǤlibir. bottle, glass. 

kǤlibir   Variant: kolibir; kǤlibiri. Form: kǤliba. Variant: koliba. Form: kǤlib-. n. 1 • a bottle, bottleful (as measure). KǤlibir 

kpi'emnǫ ka kț nyaŋi pie sț'țŋa A bottle is hard and can't be easily washed. [Breastfeeding] pu'a sǤ' kǫǫn o 

san'an na mǤr alabasta kǤlibir dinǫ ligidi zu'oe 'a woman came to him with an alabaster jar'. [MAT 26:7] ka bǤ 

kpaam kǤlibir pțsțki paas 'and a third of a litre of olive oil'. [LEV 14:10] Da nǤk kǤlibiri n niŋ diib bǫǫ ku'om n 
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tis biiga. Don't put food or water in a bottle and give it to the baby. [Breastfeeding] Ban daa saas o kǤlțg la ba daa 

nyǫ piima nǫ di buudi nǫ bilǫǫtinam nǫ tima nǫ kǤliba buudi bǫdegț. They opened his bag and found needles 
and suchlike, and blades and medicines and all sorts of bottles. [AIDS-I] Akudbil daa yǫl pu'a la ye, "Tisime ti 

kǤliba ayi" Akudbil said to the woman "Give us a couple of bottles". [Electricity] pu'a ...  mǤr tudaari ka li bǫ 

kǤlibvǫnligin ka li nyuug malis 'a woman ...  brought an alabaster jar of perfume'. [LUK 7:37] Colloc: kǤlibirin(e) 
‘in/into/from bottle’. Nannanna, o bǫllim yț'țn liebnǫ bi'ela, wțț ba nwiak o nǫ kpǫn'ǫs kǤlibirin nǫ. Now 
his life was reduced, as if they had squeezed him into a bottle. [Trouble] Ka o saam kunbil o dagǤbig nu'ug ka 

bu'oe tisabilim kǤlibirine niŋ ani. His father cupped his left hand and poured some black medicine from the 
bottle into it. [Trouble] From: (Ha.) kwalaba. Note: singular back-formed on the pattern liibir / liiba , ǫǫbir / ǫǫnba 
2 • glass [the substance]. Biriku'an sǤb pian'ad nwǫnǫ sǤ' na ya'ab yțțr, ka nyǫlig kǤlibire bțligi li ka li vǫnl. 
'Like a coating of glaze over earthenware are fervent lips with an evil heart.'. [PRO 26:23] 

kǤlibiri   See main entry: kǤlibir. bottle, glass. 

kǤlig   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kǤliga   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kǤligi   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kǤlis   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kǤlisi   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kǤlkantim   Variant: kolkantim. Form: kǤlkantima. Variant: kolkantima. n. grass[sp.] 'reeds'. ZugsǤb la na nwǫ' Israel 

dimi bas ka ba na nwǫnǫ kǤlkantima yǫŋim ku'omin nǫ. 'And the Lord will strike Israel, so that it will be like 
a reed swaying in the water.'. [1KI 14:15] Ka niigi ayǤpǤi yi kǤldaugin la na nǤb hali saalim Ǥnbid kǤlkantima. 
'out of the river there came up seven cows, sleek and fat, and they grazed among the reeds'. [GEN 41:2] See: kǤlțg2. 

kǤlkantima   See main entry: kǤlkantim. grass [sp.] 

kǤlkǫǫna   n.pl. plant [sp.], 'reeds'. kǤlkǫǫna nǫ dindǫgǫǫns na kțdigi kpi reeds and rushes will wither away. [ISA 19:6] 
See: kǤlțg2. 

kǤlki   n.pl. the seeds of the waterlily  kǤlgțțmir, (kǤl)gțțŋ, used as edible grain in times of shortage. 
Sim: na'apu'a-kț-si'is-ku'om ‘Amaryllis, field lily, grows in wet land’. See: kǤlțg2; kief. 

kǤllasir   See main entry: kǤllatig. bridge. 

kǤllatig   Variant: kǤllasir. Form: kǤllatis. n. a bridge. Sim: kodoroko. See: kǤlug. 

kǤllatis   See main entry: kǤllatig. bridge. 

kǤllaa   Variant: kɔlaa.  Note: "western dialect" [MA]; not recommended for written Kusaal Form: kǤllaas. n. a (big) river. 
Colloc: kǤllaan ‘in/at/to/from a river’. o nam kpǫlim bǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd kǤlaan la n lugid ka sțțd ka nuud anina. 
he is still in the river of sin and swimming and bathing and drinking there. [Asaasim] o yț'țn lǫbidi kțn o yin m 

paae kǤlaan la m mak ye o lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤlig la gu'uŋ then he was going back home and got to the river; he tried to 
cross the river but couldn't. [Asaasim] SynD: kǤldaug; Sim: kǤlțg2. See: kǤlțg2. 

kǤllaas   See main entry: kǤllaa. river. 

kǤllin   See main entry: kǤl. put on neck. 

kǤlnǤya   See main entry: kǤlnǤǤr. riverbank. 

kǤlnǤǤr   Form: kǤlnǤya. n. a riverbank, edge of a river/waterhole. Tiwanna nǫ li buudi na yi kǤlnǤya la ni zin'is ayi' la 

wțsa. 'Fruit trees of all kinds will grow on both banks of the river.'. [EZK 47:12] Colloc: kǤlnǤǤrin ‘to/on/from 
riverbank’. 'Adu,' o tans ye, 'yim daugțn la.' Adu zǤǤ keŋ kǤlnǤǤrin. "Adu,", she shouted, "Get off the log!"  
Adu ran to the riverbank. [Trouble] See: kǤlțg2; nǤǤr1. 

kǤlțg1   Variant: kolug; kǤlțgț. Form: kǤn2. Variant: kon. Form: kǤl-1. Variant: kol-. n. a bag. O kǤlțg la da ya'ae nǫ o 

biankimpiiung zug His bag was hanging on his shoulder. [Trouble] Ban daa saas o kǤlțg la ba daa nyǫ piima nǫ 

di buudi nǫ bilǫǫtinam nǫ tima nǫ kǤliba buudi bǫdegț. They opened his bag and found needles and suchlike, 
and blades and medicines and all sorts of bottles. [AIDS-I] Ya ya'a ken, yanam da nǤki kǤlțg bǫǫ banaas ayi' bǫǫ 
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ta'ada bǫǫ dansaarǫ. 'take no bag for the journey, or extra tunic, or sandals or a staff'. [MAT 10:10] Adu zaŋ o 

kǤlțgț kaae yir la yampțnnǫ kpǫm mǫlim. Adu took his bag and went round the back of the house and made 
himself scarce. [Trouble] Anane da sțŋi ba mǤri ba kǤn la keŋ baŋin la. Anane helped them bring their bags and 
go to the platform. [Trouble] KǤlkanǫ keŋ nǫ ma'ana la lǫbidi nǫ kǤmma. The bag that went with okra returns with 
bitter-tomatoes. [Proverb 106] Dau la daa pianknǫ kǤlbil o tida ni ka mǤr gbambibis bǫdegț The man carried a 

small bag on his shoulders and had a lot of forms. [Electricity] Colloc: kǤlțgin(ǫ) ~ kǤlțgțn(ǫ) ‘in/into/from bag’. 
Diib linǫ bǫǫ ti kǤlțgin la naae ya. 'There is no food left in our packs'. [1SA 9:7] o tțm o kǤlțgțn la fuoe 

piimkțdțg na ka nǤk o ankita ǫǫns piim la. he felt in his bag and dug out an old injection-needle, and wiped it 
with his handkerchief. [AIDS-I] "M zua, m zua!" - ka nwiig bǫ kǤlțgțn. "My friend, my friend!" but there is a 

rope in the bag. [Proverb 094] Dau la yǫl kpaad la naae la ka tțm o kǤlțginǫ suk tiim The man finished saying 
(this) to the farmer, and reached into his bag and picked out a medicine. [You-Heard?] Ka yis gbauŋ tita'ar o 

kǤlțgțne bigis nidib la. And he took a poster out of his bag and showed it to the people. [Electricity] Dasaŋ la daa 

pin'ili lǤǤd o la'ad ka lǫbis o piim la su o kǤlțgțn la. The young man started to tie up his loads and put his 

syringe back in his bag. [AIDS-I] Sim: buorig. Mam tțmi ya ka ya pț mǤr buoris nǫ kǤn ka pț pid ta'ada la, si'el 

pǤ'Ǥgi yaa? 'When I sent you without purse, bag or sandals, did you lack anything?'. [LUK 22:35] See: yu'okǤlțg; 

ba'akǤlțg. 

kǤlțg2   Note: 23 x in Bible ; 23 x in texts Variant: kǤlig.  Note: 4x in Bible ; 3x in texts Variant: kolug; kǤliga; kǤligi; kɔlugi; 

kolugi; kǤlțgǤ; kolugo; kolig. Form: kǤlis. Variant: kolis; kolos; kǤlisi. Form: kǤl-2. n. well, waterhole, river, lake. 
Note: esp. 'place where you go to draw water'; 'river' which dries up in dry season, wadi, winter bourne o yț'țn lǫbid kțn o 

yin m paae kǤlaan la m mak ye o lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤlig la gu'uŋ then he was going back home and got to the river; he tried 
to cross the river but couldn't. [Asaasim] M sigin nǫ kǤlțg nǤǤr anu zina I have to go to the waterhole five times 
today. [Trouble] O ya'a vț'țs, li nwǫnǫ ku'om linǫ pǫ'ǫl kǤlțg 'His breath is like a rushing torrent'. [ISA 30:28] Fț 

bǤǤdi man sig kǤlțgț wik ku'ommaa? Do you want me to go to the waterhole to draw some water? [Trouble] Ya'a 

pț lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤliga fț pț tț'țd bandaug ye nǤwǤkǤ If you don't cross the river you won't insult the crocodile as 
'long-mouth!'. [Asaasim] Ku'om kpǫn'ǫnǫ bi'el-bi'el n pǫ'ǫn kǤlig. Water comes in small-small and the river fills 
up. [Asaasim Proverb] Ba lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤlig la. 'They crossed over the brook.'. [2SA 17:20] Amaa saa sa ni yț'țŋ la kǫya ka 

ba pț sig kǤliga. But as it had rained last night they hadn't gone to get water. [Trouble] li nwǫnǫ ku'om na pǫ'ǫl 

kǤligi badig nǫ 'like a flood of water'. [HOS 5:10] ya na bțti ya bțmbțta kǤlis nǤǤrin you will be 'sowing your 

seed by every stream'. [ISA 32:20] Ka saa ni ka ku'om pǫ'ǫl kǤlisi badigi dț na gǫǫl yir la 'When a flood came, the 
torrent struck that house'. [LUK 3:38] lin yi Efiritis kǤldaugț pțbidi yit zin'isi'a la ti paae kǤlbil linǫ bǫ Egipt teŋ 

titǤndigin la 'from the flowing Euphrates to the Wadi of Egypt'. [ISA 27:12] Zin'ikanǫ ka li yuki tǤ'Ǥŋ kǤlbil linǫ bǫ 

Egipt teŋ titǤndigin la 'where it (frontier) will turn, (and) join the Wadi of Egypt'. [NUM 34:5] 
Colloc: kǤlțgțn~kǤlțgin~kǤligin/kǤlisin ‘to/at/in/from the river/s’. On ya'ae o nǤǤr ye o zǫ ni'im kanǫ bǫ 

ku'omin la, ka o ni'im la lu kǤlțgțn la. When he opened his mouth to grab the meat that was in the water, his 
meat fell into the river. [Jealousy] O da ...  yii sig kǤlțgin pi'is kugsaliba anu su o kǤnbkem buorigin la 'He ...  
picked up five smooth stones from the stream and put them in his bag'. [1SA 17:40] Azaŋkua'ar ye, 'Bǫŋa tigir bǫ 

nǫ kǤligin.' Mr.Hyæna says "To be satisfied with beans, you have to be at the waterhole." [Proverb 100] lin yi Siihor 

kǤligin zin'ikanǫ bǫ Egipt teŋ bǫnnǫ ti paae Ekron tempțțgin la 'from the Shihor River on the east of Egypt to 
the territory of Ekron'. [JOS 13:3] fțn kanǫ an bandatita'ari digi fț kǤlisin la 'you monster crocodile, lying in the 
river'. [EZK 29:3] Sim: bǫuŋ1, mu'ar, kǤldaug, bulig, atǫuk. Yǫlim Aaron ka o nǤk dansaar la țki tiesi kpa' Egipt 

ku'obanǫ an mu'a nǫ kǤlis nǫ bǫǫnna nǫ kǤldaad nǫ bulis wțsa. 'Tell Aaron to take his stick and hold it out 
over all the rivers, canals, and pools in Egypt. [EXO 7:19] Etym: OVN *KUL-GA/SI . Read: Lexinote No. 6 . Note:  

https://lostmarbles31.wixsite.com/aardvarks-lexico/lexinotes See: kǤldaug; kǤlgțțmir; kǤlkantim; kǤlki; kǤlnǤǤr. 

kǤlțgǤ   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kǤlțgț   See main entry: kǤlțg1. bag. 

kɔlugi   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kɔm (28x in texts)   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥm1. hunger. 

kǤmir   Variant: komir[N]. Form: kǤmma. Variant: koma. n. 'bitter-tomato'. Solanum aethiopicum. KǤlkanǫ keŋ nǫ 

ma'ana la lǫbidi nǫ kǤmma. The bag that went with okra returns with bitter-tomatoes. [Proverb 106] Etym: OV1 
*KU/KA . 
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kǤmisin   n. Commission (in Constitution). Colloc: GǤmma kǤmisin ‘Public Services Commission’. GǤmma kǤmisin 

tțțma la na gǤs ka Gaana nidib banǫ mi' tțțma la tțm ka bakir kț bǫǫ. 'The Public Services Commission 
shall ensure that all Ghanaians who are qualified to work in the public service shall have equal access to it.'. 
[Constitution] DinzugǤ teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la bas suor ka kǤmisin nam la na anǫ Gaana nidib gțllim Therefore the 
constitution only permits commissioners to be Ghana citizens. [Constitution] From: (Eng.) 

kǤmma   See main entry: kǤmir. 'bitter tomato'. 

kǤn1   Variant: kon; kǤnnǫ; konne. Form: kǤna. Variant: kona. n. a 'harp'. Note: "This one is made with calabash, a stick, skin 

and two to three strings more like the ones used in a guitar." [MA] m na nwǫ' kǤn ka yǫli m bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm la 

gbin 'with the harp I will expound my riddle'. [PSA 49:4] nǤkimi fț kǤn ka gilig tempțțg la wțsa. Nwǫ'ǫm kǤn la 

sț'țŋa 'Take up a harp, walk through the city, ... play the harp well'. [ISA 23:16] M na nwǫ' kǤnne yț'țm yțțma 

tisif 'I will play the harp and sing to you. '. [PSA 144:9] Na'ab la da ... maal kǤna nǫ bțnnwǫ'ǫda tis banǫ nwǫ'ǫd 

la The King made 'harps and lyres' for the musicians. [1KI 10:12] Duomi, yanam banǫ nwǫ'ǫd kǤna nǫ duundis la! 
'Awake, harp and lyre'. [PSA 108:2] nwǫ'ǫmi kǤna nǫ googinamǫ zun'e o 'Praise him with harps and lyres.'. [PSA 

150:3] m wțm kțkǤr ka li ... nwǫnǫ kǤnnwǫ'ǫdibi nwǫ'ǫdi ba kǤna si'em la. 'I heard a voice ... It sounded like 
the music made by musicians playing their harps'. [REV 14:2] Sim: duundiŋ. Note: "Some use the names 

interchangeably." [MA] Sim: googi; Nact: kǤnnwǫ'ǫd. See: kǤnnwǫ'ǫd. 

kǤn2   See main entry: kǤlțg1. bag. 

kǤn3   v. to be bald. O na kǫ ka ba zut la kǤn. (he) 'will make their scalps bald'. [ISA 3:17] ba zi la'ad hali ka ba zut kǤn 
'He made his soldiers carry such heavy loads that their heads were rubbed bald'. [EZK 29:18] See: -kǤǤng2. 

kǤna   See main entry: kǤn1. 'harp'. 

kǤnb-1   See main entry: kǤnbir. bone. 

kǤnb-2   See main entry: kǤnbțg2. sheep and goats. 

kǤnba   See main entry: kǤnbir. bone. 

kǤnbaa  See main entry: kǤnbir. bone. 

kǤnbid1   See main entry: kǤnbțg1. hair, feather. 

kǤnbid2   See main entry: kǤnbțg2. sheep and goats. 

kǤnbidǫ1   See main entry: kǤnbțg1. hair, feather. 

kǤnbidǫ2   See main entry: kǤnbțg2. sheep and goats. 

kǤnbidǫǫ   See main entry: kǤnbțg2. sheep and goats. 

kǤnbidi1   See main entry: kǤnbțg1. hair, feather. 

kǤnbilțg   Variant: konbilig. n. hairiness. hali ka o niŋgbiŋ kǤnbilțg ti yii nwǫnǫ bțnyua kǤnbid nǫ 'until his hair grew 

like the feathers of an eagle'. [DAN 4:33] O na pțni ya zut ka pțni ya nǤba kǤnbilțg ka mǫ kǤǤnsi ya tiemis. 'he 
will shave off your beards, and the hair on your heads and your bodies.'. [ISA 7:20] Amaa m bier Esau anǫ dau 

kanǫ mǤr kǤnbilțg ka mam pț mǤra. 'But my brother Esau is a hairy man, and I'm a man with smooth skin.'. 

[GEN 27:11] O na pțni ya zut ka pțni ya nǤba kǤnbilțg ka mǫ kǤǤnsi ya tiemis. 'he will shave off your beards, 
and the hair on your heads and your bodies.'. [ISA 7:20] See: kǤnbțg1; niŋkǤnbilțg. 

kǤnbir   Variant: konbir; kǤnbirǫ; konbire; konbiree; kǤnbiri. Form: kǤnba. Variant: konba. Form: kǤnbaa. 

Variant: konbaa. Form: kǤnb-1. Variant: konb-. n. bone. on daa ye kǤnbir kanǫ ka on nyina mak ye li wǫrigi 

gț'țŋ la, baas bi'ela na mǤǤ gǤs he had said that the bone that his teeth tried to crush in vain, a few dogs will try 
and see. [Trouble] onǫ wțsa nyǫ ninsaal kǤnbir na sǫ si'eli maal zanbin ka bayaas la ti paae na nǤki mum 'one 
of them sees a human bone, he will set up a marker beside it until the gravediggers have buried it'. [EZK 39:15] 
Kusaas ye baa pț dum o biig n paad kǤnbirǫ. The Kusaas say that a dog doesn't bite its child to reach the bone. 

[Asaasim] o na kaalim pu'ab la baba ka mǤr ti'ir ye o na paam kǤnbiri fǤǤns biim That day he hung around the 
women's quarters in the hope that he would get a bone and suck out some marrow. [Trouble] Wina'am da pț zaŋ 

pu'a kǤnbiri maal dau, amaa o da zaŋ nǫ dau kǤnbiri maal pu'a. God didn't use a woman's bone to make man, 
but used a man's bone to make woman. [1CO 11:8] Pu'apțțg la nǤba na zabid bǫǫ fuusim ka li yinǫ o ya'a pț dit 
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dikanǫ sțŋid kǤnba A pregnant woman's feet may ache or swell, and this happens if she doesn't eat food which is 

good for the bones. [Womens-Health] o banligi lieb kǤnba ka sǤ' wțsa pț bǤǤd ye o li'el o he or she becomes just 
skin and bones, and nobody wants to come near. [AIDS-Azuur] Lit: gets thin and becomes bones. o ... zi'elim bǤn'Ǥg 

sțțgin; ka kǤnba ma'aa da pǫ'ǫl anina he ... 'set me down in a valley where the ground was covered with bones'. 

[EZK 37:1] li daa kilim ban'asi m kǤnba ni it became a sickness in my bones. [PSA 32:3] Tikpiilima nya'a nǫ 

kǤnbkpiilima gbana ka ba mǤri They used dead tree-roots and skins of dead animals. [Three-Problems] Siig kasi 

la kpiinr nǫ karindǤǤg la na maknǫ wțț kǤnb-kpi'emis nǫ Wina'am Siig la yǫla dinǫ da nie nǤdi'es Ezikil 

gbauŋțn la. The Holy Spirit's relationship with the church is like the dry bones God's Spirit revealed about in the 
prophet Ezekiel's book. [Bible-Study] KǤnbkpi'emis bǤn'Ǥg 'The Valley of Dry Bones'. [EZK 37:1 [heading]] Ninsaal 

biiga, kǤnbbama na lǫn nyaŋi vț'țgǫǫ? 'Son of man, can these bones live?'. [EZK 37:3] o waŋim hali naae, ka 

kpǫlim kǤnbdaad ma'aa. 'His flesh wastes away to nothing, and his bones, once hidden, now stick out. '. [JOB 

23:21] Lit: remains bone-sticks only. Colloc: kǤnba pțțgin biim ‘bone-marrow’. wțț sț'țgț kǫnsid niŋgbina 

sțn'țla nǫ kǤnba pțțgin biim si'em la like a 'sword, it penetrates even to dividing ... joints and marrow'. [HEB 

4:12] Etym: OV1 *KOB ; OV2 *KPAB ; OVN *KOB-DI/A ; vc1 * ʔob, ʔo ; CG *kupa, kuga ; MWN 
*-KHWÚPÀ ; CB kʋ́pa ; PB *kʋ́pà. See: tabkǤnbir. 

kǤnbirǫ   See main entry: kǤnbir. bone. 

kǤnbiri   See main entry: kǤnbir. bone. 

kǤnbkem  Variant: kǤnbkemi; kǤnbkemmi; kǤnbkemma. Form: kǤnbkemnib. Variant: kǤnbkemniba; kǤnbkemnibi. n. 

a shepherd, shepherds. M ya'a lieb na'aba fț na liebi m kǤnbkem yinne. If I become chief you will become one 
of my shepherds. [Jealousy] O da ...  pi'is kugsaliba anu su o kǤnbkem buorigin la 'He ... picked up five smooth 
stones ... and put them in his (shepherd's) bag'. [1SA 17:40] kǤnbkem ... onǫ ba'a kț bǫ nǫ kǤnbbanǫ bǤdig bǫǫ 

kǤnbbaanlțg la 'a shepherd ... who will not care for the lost, or seek the young'. [ZEC 11:16] o na baki ba bǫn-bǫn 

nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemi bakid o pǫ'ǫs nǫ o bțțs bǫn-bǫn si'em la [MAT 25:32] Nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemi na faaǫn o kǤnbțg 

gbǫya ayi'... si'em la, ala mǫn ka m na faaǫn Israel dim... 'As a shepherd saves from the lion's mouth only two 
leg bones ... so will the Israelites be saved' 'he will separate the people one from another as a shepherd separates 

the sheep from the goats'. [AMO 3:12] O ya'a kena o na gǤs o nidib nǫ paŋ ... wțț kǤnbkemmi gǤsid o kǤnbid 

si'em la 'When he comes, he will rule his people with ... strength' like a shepherd who looks after his flock. [MIC 5:4] 
Ba na nwǫnǫ walis ka tǤn'Ǥsnam budigi ba, bǫǫ pǫbanǫ pț mǤr kǤnbkemma. They will be 'Like a hunted 
gazelle, like sheep without a shepherd'. [ISA 13:14] Yaama bǫ zin'isi'a ka kǤnbkemnib kemmi ba kǤnbid la 

kțdignǫ 'the pastures of the shepherds dry up'. [AMO 1:2] Alazug, kǤnbkemniba, kǫlisimi ZugsǤb labaar 
'therefore, you shepherds, hear the word of the Lord.'. [EZK 34:9] M na bǤ kǤnbkemnibi tisi ba ka ba na guri ba 
'I will place shepherds over them who will tend them'. [JER 23:4] Colloc: kǤnbkemmin ‘to/among/from shepherd/s’. 
M zaŋif nǫ yi kǤnbkemmin na n kǫ ka fț lieb na'abi guri m nidib Israel dim la. 'I took you from looking after 
sheep in the fields and made you the ruler of my people Israel.'. [2SA 7:8] Syn: pǫ'ǫgur, pǫ'ǫkem; InvNact: kem. BǤ 

ka ya la'as nǫ banǫ kem kǤnbid ka ya tțba wțm kǤnbkemnib wiis piebțgǤ? 'Why did you stay among the 
campfires to hear the whistling for the flocks?'. [JDG 5:16] Nabstr: kǤnbkemsțg. See: kǤnbțg2; kem. 

kǤnbkemi   See main entry: kǤnbkem. shepherd. 

kǤnbkemma   See main entry: kǤnbkem. shepherd. 

kǤnbkemmi   See main entry: kǤnbkem. shepherd. 

kǤnbkemnib   See main entry: kǤnbkem. shepherd. 

kǤnbkemniba   See main entry: kǤnbkem. shepherd. 

kǤnbkemnibi   See main entry: kǤnbkem. shepherd. 

kǤnbkemsțg   Variant: kɔnbkimsug. n. shepherding, the tending of sheep and goats. Levi dim la da basi ba 

kǤnbkemsțg zin'is la nǫ ban mǤr si'el wțsa ka keŋ Juda nǫ Jerusalem na 'The Levites abandoned their 
pastures and other land and moved to Judah and Jerusalem'. [2CH 11:14] InvNabstr: kǤnbkem; Nact: kǤnbkem. 
See: kǤnbțg2; kem. 

kɔnbkimsug   See main entry: kǤnbkemsțg. shepherding. 

kǤnbțg1   Variant: konbug. Form: kǤnbid1. Variant: konbid; kǤnbidǫ1; konbide; kǤnbidi1. n. 1 • a hair (of body), [pl.] 
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body-hair, fur, wool. NǤkim bțțs kǤnbidi maal fuud pii nǫ yinne linǫ ka ba na ti zaŋi pili bțțl Fuug Sțgțr la. 
'Make a cover for the Tent out of eleven pieces of cloth made of goats' hair.'. [EXO 26:7] Fț dayaam dau la bǫ suori 

wa'ae Timna ye o kies o pǫ'ǫs kǤnbid la. 'Your father-in-law is on his way to Timnah to shear his sheep'. [GEN 

38:13] da pțni fț pǫ'og bikpǫŋ kǤnbidǫ 'do not shear the firstborn of your sheep'. [DEU 15:19] Da yǫ fukanǫ ka ba 

țg gum nǫ bțnkǤnbid kǤnbidi gǫndig taaba la. 'Do not wear clothes of wool and linen woven together.'. [DEU 

22:11] Colloc: nyǤǤrin kǤnbțg ‘apple of ones eye’. ZugsǤb la gaŋ Jakob ka o an o mǫŋ din, Israel dimi an o 

nyǤǤrin kǤnbțg. 'For the Lord has chosen Jacob to be his own, Israel to be his treasured possession.'. [PSA 135:4] ya 

na an mam nyǤǤrin kǤnbțg, ka m ba'a na bǫǫ ya ni 'you will be my treasured possession'. [EXO 19:5] m lǫm tum 

o fț sa'an na, onǫ an m nyǤǤrin kǤnbțg 'I am sending him – who is my very heart'. [PHM 1:12] Sim: zuobțg ‘hair 
of head’. Etym: OV1 *KOB ; OVN *KO+B-GU/TI ; vc4 * ʔyu ; CG *kupaa, *ppana, *diga. 
2 • a feather. Onǫ an niiŋ kanǫ vǫnl sian'arin ka o kǤnbid an pțpǤnra. It was a beautiful bird in the bush with 
multicoloured feathers. [Trouble] ya nyǫt la'ad linǫ nwǫnǫ dawana kǤnbid nǫ you get objects which resemble 

doves' feathers. [PSA 68:13] o kpțkpama kpi'em ka o kǤnbid wa'am ka zu'oe ka pǤnri vǫnl hali he had 'powerful 
wings, long feathers and full plumage of varied colours'. [EZK 17:3] Etym: vc4 *ʔyu ; CG *kupa *diga . Note: 

'feather' ≠ 'fur' or 'hair' See: kǤnbțg2; yinkǤnbțg; bțnkǤnbțg. 

kǤnbțg2   Variant: konbug. Form: kǤnbid2. Variant: konbid; kǤnbidǫ2; konbide; kǤnbidǫǫ. Form: kǤnb-2. n. 

sheep-and-goats, small-cattle. Nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemi na faaǫn o kǤnbțg gbǫya ayi'... si'em la, ala mǫn ka m na 

faaǫn Israel dim... 'As a shepherd saves from the lion's mouth only two leg bones ... so will the Israelites be 

saved'. [AMO 3:12] KǤnbid la sieba gbǫǫndi zampakin. Some sheep and goats are housed in the entrance-yard. 
[House+Farm] Apam na niŋ o pǤǤg la kǤnbid bugulim. Apam will treat his farm with manure. [House+Farm] o keŋ 

nǫ bilig kugir la yis bulig la nǤǤrin ka kǫ ka o ansib kǤnbid la nu 'he went over and rolled the stone away from 
the mouth of the well and watered his uncle's sheep'. [GEN 29:10] Mam mǫŋ na kemi m kǤnbid la ka guri ba ka ba 

dig baanlimm. 'I myself will tend my sheep and have them lie down'. [EZK 34:15] BǤ ka m na nwǫnǫ pu'a kanǫ ka 

ba lus o nindaa ka o su'a dǤlli ya'adi fț zuanam kǤnbidǫ. 'Why should I be like a veiled woman beside the 
flocks of your friends?'. [SNG 1:7] KǤnbkemnib tțțm ka'anǫ ba gur kǤnbidǫǫ? 'Should not shepherds take care of 
the flock?'. [EZK 34:2] Ka m mǫ mǤr niigi nǫ kǤnbidi gat nimbanǫ wțsa da bǫ Jerusalem ka man nan kae. 'I 
also owned more herds and flocks than anyone in Jerusalem before me.'. [ECC 2:7] ZugsǤb la da dǤlisnǫ ... nǤdi'es 

Ezikil san'anǫ yǫli zi'el ye o na tis o nidib Israel dim nyǤvțr nǫ paŋ banǫ ka o da mak wțț kǤnb-kpi'emis 

la The Lord spoke through the prophet Ezekiel saying that he would give his people life and power which were 
symbolised by mighty animals. [Bible-Study] Jakob on nan kpǫn gǤsid Laban kǤnbbanǫ kpǫlim la 'Jacob 

continued to tend the rest of Laban's flocks'. [GEN 30:36] Saŋkanǫ wțsa ka kǤnbnya'aŋ sțma ti siak dțțb, Jakob 

da ǫǫn nǤk nǫ dapțpǤnra la sǫ, ka ba gǤsidi li ka dțt. 'Whenever the stronger females were in heat, Jacob 
would place the branches ... in front of the animals so they would mate near the branches,'. [GEN 30:41] 
Colloc: kǤnbidin ‘at/to/from the sheep-and-goats’. Yim keŋ kǤnbidin la gaŋ bțpaalis ayi' mǤr na 'Go out to the 
flock and bring me two choice young goats'. [GEN 27:9] Colloc: kǤnbbaanlțg ‘'small-cattle', sheep-and-goats’. Note: 

kǤnbid by itself usually also has this meaning kǤnbkem ... onǫ ba'a kț bǫ nǫ kǤnbbanǫ bǤdig bǫǫ kǤnbbaanlțg la 
'a shepherd ... who will not care for the lost, or seek the young'. [ZEC 11:16] See: bțnkǤnbțg; kǤnbkem. 

kǤndis   See main entry: kǤdiŋ. partridge. 

kǤndǤm   Form: kǤndǤmnam. n. a condom. Fț pu'a ya'a an dau bǤǤd fțn firim kǤndǤm bǫǫ fț sid ya'a an pu'a bǤǤd 

fțn niŋim pu'ab kǤndǤm mǫn If your wife is promiscuous, put on a condom, or correspondingly if your husband 
is promiscuous, insert a female condom. [AIDS-Azuur] Asaan nǫ Mbun daa tien Awintțma daa pian' 

kǤndǤmnam yǫla la'asțgțn la. Asaan and Mbun remembered what Awintuma had said about condoms at the 
meeting. [AIDS-I] Colloc: fir kǤndǤm ‘put on a condom’. sansa wțsa li pț daam o dap la ya'a fir kǤndǤm bǫǫ ba 

pț firǫ she was never bothered whether the man wore a condom or not. [AIDS-II] Asaan bu'os ye, Ayaab tun'e daa 

luakin ban'as la o ya'a daa firin kǤndǤm Asaan asked if Ayaab could have avoided the disease if he had used a 
condom. [AIDS-II] From: (Eng.) 

kǤndǤmnam   See main entry: kǤndǤm. condom. 

kǤn'   Variant: kon'; kǤn'Ǥ; kon'o; kǤn'ǤǤ. n. aloneness, only. Note: note that this is a noun, o kǤn' is literally 'in his/her 

uniqueness, aloneness' O ǫǫnti keŋ kaae pǤǤg la o kǤn' He used to go to the farm on his own. [Wonderwoman] Diti m 

kon' kpiidi m kon'. Lone eater, lone death. [Proverb 200] Lit: eating by myself, dying by myself. soogia kpǫǫm la 

kǫ ka Paul zin'in o kǤn' 'Paul was allowed to live by himself'. [ACT 28:16] Ba bas Zion tempțțg la ka li kpǫlimmi 
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li kǤn' 'Jerusalem alone is left'. [ISA 1:8] Da bǫ fț kǤn'Ǥ, la'asimi fț taabin di'ema ni don't be on your own, join 

with others in social activities. [Smoking] m ka' m kǤn'ǤǤ 'I am not alone'. [JHN 16:32] Colloc: X kǤn'Ǥ kǤn'. Note: may 

be found written kɔn'kɔn', kɔn'ɔ kɔn' , kɔn'ɔkɔn' but kǤn'ǤkǤn is the preferred spelling  On daa ken la ka pian'ad o 

kɔn'kɔn As he was walking along and talking to himself. [Electricity] o daa tǫn'ǫs on na ... bǫ o kǤn' ka dit diib la 

nǫ ligidi la o kǤn'ǤkǤn' he thought he could be alone and only he would get all the food and money. [Wonderwoman] 
BǤǤ maal ka fț kǤn'ǤkǤn' kad saria ... ? 'Why do you alone sit as judge ... ?'. [EXO 18:14] Colloc: X bǫ1 X kǤn' ‘X 
is separate, different, excluded’. Ba da buon nǫ'ǫŋa nǫ ye diib pǤǤd, din bǫ li kǤn' nǫ kooko pǤǤd linǫ ka ba 

kuod gțțr la. They called these the 'food farms', in distinction to the 'cocoa farms' where they grew the kola. 

[Trouble] Tinamǫ sǤbid Kusaal Wina'am gbauŋ la si'em la yț'țn bǫǫ di kǤn' nǫ yanamǫ da dǫŋi karim si'el la. 
The way we have written the Kusaal Bible is different from what you have previously read. [Bible-Intro] Zin'ikanǫ 

ka ya bǫŋi li ka li bǫǫ li kǤn' la na an ZugsǤb la din 'The reserve which you must set apart for the Lord'. [EZK 48:9] 
Ka Abraham yis pǫsa'as ayǤpǤi o pǫ'ǫs la ni zi'eli ba kǤn'. 'Abraham set apart seven ewe lambs from the flock'. 

[GEN 21:28] Ɔm ka fț zug ka ba yisi lii digili li kǤn' 'Eat it: it has been reserved for you'. [1SA 9:24] O da pț gi'igǫ 

ka yǫli ba nyain ye Israel n niŋid si'em la ka' li kǤn' nǫ teŋ banǫ gilig o la He was not afraid to tell them clearly 
that what Israel was doing was not different from the surrounding countries. [AMO [Introduction]] Kikan'ar ka' li kǤn' 

nǫ kibielim? 'What good is straw compared with wheat?'. [JER 23:28] Lit: is straw not quite distinct from grain?. 
Sim: gțllim, -yimmir. See: arakǤn'; kǤn'Ǥb. 

kǤn'Ǥ   See main entry: kǤn'. aloneness. 

kǤn'Ǥb   Variant: kon'ob; kǤn'Ǥba; kon'oba; kǤn'Ǥbaa. n. individual, different. Colloc: kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb. Note: may be found 

written kɔn'ɔb kɔn'ɔb  Ban yǫt ninsieba ye ba mǤr ban'asaaŋ la ittțŋ bǫnǫ kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb. The afflictions of 

those who have been diagnosed with AIDS are many and various. [AIDS-II] anina ka ZugsǤb da kǫ ka ba pian'ad 

la bțr, ka tisi ba pian'ad kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb 'there the Lord confused the language of the whole world'. [GEN 11:9] 
Siig Kasi la tisid piini kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb. the Holy Spirit gives 'different kinds of gifts'. [1CO 12:4] Bipumis la sieba 

kuosidi diib kɔn'ɔb kɔn'ɔb Some girls sell various foods. [Shoeshine-Boy] banǫ pa'annǫ ba gandaalim an si'em 

ka li anǫ ban gǫndigid danma kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥbi nuud la yǫla they show their heroic abilities in the way they mix 
different liquors and drink them. [ISA 5:22] ... du'am pțțgin ... fț sǤb gbauŋț tiak ... Gaana nidi na nǤkif ka fț 

lieb o biigi yi suoya kɔn'ɔb kɔn'ɔb dinǫ ka Gaana zǤŋ dim na yǫl ... birth ... naturalisation ... adoption and other 

ways which may be laid down by parliament. [Constitution] Li sțm ka fț dǫŋi bǤ tiim kɔn'ɔb kɔn'ɔbi gu' ka 

zu'omis da paae fǤ. You should find a different medicine as soon as possible to ensure that blindness doesn't 

overtake you. [Trachoma] Kristo wǫlig nǫ zin'is kɔn'ɔb kɔn'ɔbaa? 'Is Christ divided?'. [1CO 1:13] 

kǤn'Ǥba   See main entry: kǤn'Ǥb. different. 

kǤn'Ǥbaa   See main entry: kǤn'Ǥb. different. 

kǤn'ǤǤ   See main entry: kǤn'. aloneness. 

kǤnnǫ   See main entry: kǤn1. 'harp'. 

kǤnnwǫ'ǫd   Form: kǤnnwǫ'ǫdib. Variant: kǤnnwǫ'ǫdibi. n. a 'harpist' (player of the kǤn1 ). Amaa nannanna mǤri onǫ an 

kǤnnwǫ'ǫd na! 'But now bring me a harpist.'. [2KI 3:15] m wțm kțkǤr ka li ... nwǫnǫ kǤnnwǫ'ǫdibi nwǫ'ǫdi ba 

kǤna si'em la. 'I heard a voice ... It sounded like the music made by musicians playing their harps'. [REV 14:2] 
InvNact: kǤn1. See: kǤn1; nwǫ'. 

kǤnnwǫ'ǫdib   See main entry: kǤnnwǫ'ǫd. 'harpist'. 

kǤnnwǫ'ǫdibi   See main entry: kǤnnwǫ'ǫd. 'harpist'. 

kǤnr   Form: kǤnrid. v. to snore. Yaa ǫǫnti pț gbisid ka pian'ad, o tun'e Ǥnbid o nyina ka ǫǫn bǫǫ kǤnr. If Yaa wasn't 

talking in his sleep he could be grinding his teeth or snoring. [Trouble] Biis la yț'țn da kpǫn'ǫnǫ ba manam 

san'anǫ gbisidi kǤnrid. Then the children went into their mothers' rooms and were snoring in their sleep. [Trouble] 
Yaa ya'a ǫǫnti gbisid ka pț pian'ada, o tun'e Ǥnbid o nyina ka ǫǫn bǫǫ kǤnrid. Whenever Yaa sleeps and does 

not talk in her sleep, she could grind her teeth or snore. [Trouble] Note: text revised and translated by MA Li pț kǤ'Ǥsǫ 

ka pu'a, on nǫ o pu'ayua, kǤnridnǫ. Without delay the woman and her daughter were snoring. [Trouble] 
See: kțkǤnrțg. 
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kǤnrid   See main entry: kǤnr. snore. 

kǤnrig   Variant: kǤnrigi. v. to scratch sb. (injury). LǤr la da yulig ninsieba nǫ yis ka si'el pț kǤnrigi ba. The lorry spilled 

some people out but nothing scratched them. [Trouble] Sim: ǫnbig, ǫnbis ‘make scratching movement with the 
finger’; pǫǫn, pie3 ‘to scratch (as fowls do)’. 

kǤnrigi   See main entry: kǤnrig. scratch. 

kǤnsim  Variant: konsim. Form: kǤnsțŋ. Variant: konsug. Form: kǤnsim ya4. v. to cough. Adu yț'țn da gbisi lǫbig, ka 

kǤnsim, ka lǤb o nu'us. Then Adu went to sleep, and turned, and coughed, and flung his arms about. [Trouble] 
KǤnsim kǤnsțŋ kpi'euŋ ka li tțțg nwadig. To cough a serious cough for more than a month. [AIDS-Azuur] 
nwǫ'ǫdțg bǫǫ kǤnsțŋ ya'a gban'af, niŋgbiŋ la mǫŋ na zab nǫ ban'as la if you are attacked by fever or cough, 
the body itself will fight against the diseases. [AIDS-I] KǤnsțŋ lǫ'ǫlǫ 'Coughing' [in list of diseases]. [Immunisation-II.] 
O da kǤnsim ya hali ti ganrim ka tțn'țs ziim bas zakin la. He coughed so much that he offended by coughing 

up blood in the courtyard. [Trouble] Colloc: kǤnsțŋ lǫo-lǫo. KǤnsțŋ lǫo-lǫo nǫ vț'țs kpi'euŋ nǫ kțkǤya kțdigir 

na bǫ. There will be a hacking cough, difficult breathing and dryness of the throat. [Smoking] Etym: OV1 *KO ; 
OVN *KOS(.M) ; GS1 *KPE/A/O ; MWN *KUAL- ; PB * kóc. 

kǤnsim ya4   See main entry: kǤnsim. cough. 

kǤnsinkǤn'Ǥr   Form: kǤsiŋkǤǤs1. n. a blow/knock on the head. Note: "when gives another a hard knock on the head with a fist" 

[MA]  Ka Adu tǤnsig o mǫŋe o ma san'an ka zaŋ o nu'ugț pa'al zin'ikanǫ ka kǤnsinkǤn'Ǥr la sig la. Adu 
pulled himself away from his mother and pointed to the place where the blow had landed. [Trouble] Ka sieba maan 

tțkpiidțg ka sieba nwǫ'ǫd kǤsiŋkǤǤs Some people made a commotion and some were knocking each other on 
the head. [You-Do?] 

kǤnsțg   See main entry: kǤǤns. empty. 

kǤnsțŋ   See main entry: kǤnsim. cough. 

kǤp   Variant: kap; kopa. Form: kǤpnam. Variant: kapnam. n. a cup. On țk daam la nǫ gilaas kǤp la tu'ae o nǤǤrin 
When he had raised the beer glass towards his mouth. [Electricity] Fțn na niŋ si'el lǫǫ anǫ ye fț nǤk kǤp, laa bee 

nwam n niŋ diib la. What you have to do is take a cup, bowl or calabash and put the food in it. [Breastfeeding] Li 

ka'anǫ kǤp kanǫ ka m yisǤb mǤri nuud ... ? 'Isn't this the cup my master drinks from ... ?'. [GEN 44:5] DǤbilin la 

da mǤr kabǤt ka laas nǫ kapnam nǫ sț'țs pǫ'ǫl. The kitchen had a cupboard full of bowls, cups and knives. 
[Jealousy] From: (Eng.) 

kǤpnam   See main entry: kǤp. cup. 

kǤr   Variant: kor; kǤri; kori. Form: kǤrnǫ. Form: kǤrid. v. to put on (sth. around the neck or shoulders). fț ... kir kirț ka 

nǤki fț niŋgǤnkǤrisi kǤr 'you ...  painted your eyes and put on your jewellery'. [EZK 23:40] na'asa'a kanǫ nam pț 

kuaa ka nam pț kǤr yǤksin daug o niŋgǤǤnrinǫ 'a heifer that has never been worked and has never worn a yoke'. 
[DEU 21:3] lǤǤmi baa kǤri fț niŋgǤǤnrin 'bind them around your neck'. [PRO 3:3] David da nǤk o sț'țgi kǤri pa'al 

fuug la zug 'David fastened on his sword over the tunic'. [1SA 17:39] O da kǤrnǫ saada simmiis o niŋgǤǤnrin She 
had put costly beads round her neck. [Jealousy] Note: better to say simmiis linǫ an saada [MA]  Kuus ye Amus pț kǤrid 

lummirǫ. Mice say cats don't wear bells round their necks. [Kittens+Mice] See: kǤl; niŋgǤnkǤrig. 

kǤra-kǤra   Variant: kora. id. drip! o Ǥnsir yț'țn nwǫnǫ ziim tu'adi lut teŋ kǤra-kǤra 'his sweat was like drops of blood 

falling to the ground'. [LUK 22:44] 

kǤri   See main entry: kǤr. gird, gird. 

kǤrid   See main entry: kǤr. gird, gird. 

kǤrnǫ   See main entry: kǤr. gird, gird. 

kǤsiŋkǤna   See main entry: kțŋkǤŋ. tin can. 

kǤsiŋkǤŋ   See main entry: kțŋkǤŋ. tin can. 

kǤsiŋkǤǤs1   See main entry: kǤnsinkǤn'Ǥr. blow. 

kǤsiŋkǤǤs2   See main entry: kțŋkǤŋ. tin can. 
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kǤt1   Variant: kot; kǤti1; koti. Form: kǤtidi. Variant: kotidi. Form: kǤtidnǫ. Form: kǤtim!. Variant: kǤtimi!. v. to slaughter 
many animals. Note: 'slaughter' in the technical sense of killing animal by cutting the throat not indiscriminate killing of 

people Ala ka ba da kǤt niigi la ka Maanmaan la ti'el ziim la misig maan daka la 'So they slaughtered the bulls, 
and the priests took the blood and sprinkled it on the altar'. [2CH 29:22] dap nwa' sid da kǤti kǤt na'abiis pisyǤpǤi 

la 'these men took the princes and slaughtered all seventy of them'. [2KI 10:7] ani ka ba kǤtid bțnkǤnbid banǫ ka 

ba maan nyu'or maan 'It was' there 'that they killed the animals to be offered as sacrifices'. [EZK 40:39] Ya gaansid 

pǫ'ǫs nǫ na'abanǫ mǤr kpaam la kǤtidi Ǥnbidi ya ya'amin. 'You dine on choice lambs and fattened calves.'. [AMO 

6:4] Ba da kǤtidnǫ ba biribis nǫ bipumisi maan maana nyu'od bugum. 'They sacrificed their sons and 

daughters as burnt offerings'. [2KI 17:17] KǤtimi Kum Maliak Gaadțg malțŋ pǫ'ǫs la 'Slaughter the Passover 
lambs'. [2CH 35:6] Unit: kǤdig. See: kǤdig. 

kǤt2   See main entry: kǤd. boil. 

kǤtaa   Variant: kotaa. excl. not at all. ba kț lǫn sțŋi ya kǤtaa nǫ they 'can lend you support no longer'. [MIC 1:11] From: 

(Twi). 

kǤti1   See main entry: kǤt1. slaughter many. 

kǤti2   See main entry: kǤd. boil. 

kǤtidi   See main entry: kǤt1. slaughter many. 

kǤtidnǫ   See main entry: kǤt1. slaughter many. 

kǤtim!   See main entry: kǤt1. slaughter many. 

kǤtimi!   See main entry: kǤt1. slaughter many. 

kɔtɔ   See main entry: kǤǤtț. lawcourt. 

kǤya   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

ko   See main entry: koo. or. 

koba   See main entry: kǤbir. penny, pesewa coin. 

kobig   See main entry: kǤbig. hundred. 

kobiga   See main entry: kǤbig. hundred. 

kobir   See main entry: kǤbir. penny, pesewa coin. 

kobire   See main entry: kǤbir. penny, pesewa coin. 

kobiree   See main entry: kǤbir. penny, pesewa coin. 

kobis   See main entry: kǤbig. hundred. 

kobuga   See main entry: kǤbig. hundred. 

kobus   See main entry: kǤbig. hundred. 

kobus-   See main entry: kǤbig. hundred. 

kodaug   See main entry: kǤldaug. river (big). 

kodig   See main entry: kǤdig. slaughter. 

kodigi   See main entry: kǤdig. slaughter. 

kodigim!   See main entry: kǤdig. slaughter. 

kodigime   See main entry: kǤdig. slaughter. 

kodorko   See main entry: kodoroko. bridge. 

kodoroko   Variant: kțdǤrțkț; kodorko. n. a bridge. Adu gaŋ kodoroko la ka ianki gam zaŋguom la. Adu stepped 

over the bridge and jumped astride the wall. [Trouble] ku'om da bǤǤdi li lim daug kodorko la nǫ the water was 
just about to submerge the wooden bridge. [Trouble] Baa la da paae kțdǤrțkț la zinzema la zi'enǫ gǤs ku'omin 

la The dog got to the middle of the bridge and stopped and looked in the water. [Jealousy] Sim: kǤllatig. 
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ko'   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

ko'o   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

ko'og   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥg. break. 

ko'oge   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥg. break. 

ko'ogi   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥg. break. 

ko'ogir   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥg. break. 

ko'olim   See main entry: kț'țlțm. fertility. 

ko'olum   See main entry: kț'țlțm. fertility. 

ko'om   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥm1. hunger. 

ko'ome   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

ko'oŋ   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥŋ. lack. 

ko'oŋe   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥŋ. lack. 

ko'oŋi   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥŋ. lack. 

ko'os   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥs1. waste time. 

ko'os   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥs2. break. 

ko'ose   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥs1. waste time. 

ko'osi   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥs2. break. 

ko'utuk [W]  See main entry: ku'otțk. ceremonial pot. 

kok   Form: koknam. n. coke, Coca-Cola, commercial 'mineral' drink. Note: bottled by Coca Cola co. bțnnuud bțgțsa 

wțț:-  fanta, koknam hali nǫ leemunam ku'om light drinks such as Fanta, Coke and so on, and juice of 
oranges. [Breastfeeding] From: (Eng.) < Spanish < (ultimately) Aymara/Quechua. Note: short for Coca-Cola, originally 

had coca leaves as an ingredient (coca from Spanish, from Aymara kuka or Quechua koka) 

koknam   See main entry: kok. coke. 

kol   See main entry: kǤl. put on neck. 

kol-   See main entry: kǤlțg1. bag. 

kolampan'i [W]  See main entry: kțlampan'. thorn. 

koldabumbɔ'ad   See main entry: kǤldabțmbǤk. waterhole, valley. 

koldabumbɔk   See main entry: kǤldabțmbǤk. waterhole, valley. 

koldaug   See main entry: kǤldaug. river (big). 

koldaad   See main entry: kǤldaug. river (big). 

kolgooma   See main entry: kǤlgțțmir. waterlily. 

kolgoomir   See main entry: kǤlgțțmir. waterlily. 

koliba   See main entry: kǤlibir. bottle, glass. 

kolibir   See main entry: kǤlibir. bottle, glass. 

kolig   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kolis   See main entry: kțlțŋ. door. 

kolis   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kolkantim   See main entry: kǤlkantim. grass [sp.] 

kolkantima   See main entry: kǤlkantim. grass [sp.] 

kolli   See main entry: kǤl. put on neck. 
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kollin   See main entry: kǤl. put on neck. 

kolo   See main entry: kǤl. put on neck. 

kolos   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kolug   See main entry: kǤlțg1. bag. 

kolug   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kolugi   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kolugo   See main entry: kǤlțg2. well, waterhole, river, lake. 

kom   See main entry: kǤ'Ǥm1. hunger. 

koma   See main entry: kǤmir. 'bitter tomato'. 

komir [N]   See main entry: kǤmir. 'bitter tomato'. 

kon   See main entry: kǤlțg1. bag. 

kon   See main entry: kǤn1. 'harp'. 

kona   See main entry: kǤn1. 'harp'. 

konb-   See main entry: kǤnbir. bone. 

konba   See main entry: kǤnbir. bone. 

konbaa   See main entry: kǤnbir. bone. 

konbid   See main entry: kǤnbțg1. hair, feather. 

konbid   See main entry: kǤnbțg2. sheep and goats. 

konbide   See main entry: kǤnbțg1. hair, feather. 

konbide   See main entry: kǤnbțg2. sheep and goats. 

konbilig   See main entry: kǤnbilțg. hairiness. 

konbir   See main entry: kǤnbir. bone. 

konbire   See main entry: kǤnbir. bone. 

konbiree   See main entry: kǤnbir. bone. 

konbug   See main entry: kǤnbțg1. hair, feather. 

konbug   See main entry: kǤnbțg2. sheep and goats. 

kondiŋ   See main entry: kǤdiŋ. partridge. 

kondis   See main entry: kǤdiŋ. partridge. 

kon'   See main entry: kǤn'. aloneness. 

kon'o   See main entry: kǤn'. aloneness. 

kon'ob   See main entry: kǤn'Ǥb. different. 

kon'oba   See main entry: kǤn'Ǥb. different. 

konne   See main entry: kǤn1. 'harp'. 

konsim   See main entry: kǤnsim. cough. 

konsug   See main entry: kǤnsim. cough. 

koŋkona   See main entry: kțŋkǤŋ. tin can. 

koŋkoŋ [N]  See main entry: kțŋkǤŋ. tin can. 

kopa   See main entry: kǤp. cup. 

kor   See main entry: kǤr. gird, gird. 
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kora   See main entry: kǤra-kǤra. drip! 

kori   See main entry: kǤr. gird, gird. 

kos   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kot   See main entry: kțnt1. iron thing, metal. 

kot   See main entry: kǤt1. slaughter many. 

kotaa   See main entry: kǤtaa. not at all. 

kotaal   Variant: kotaali. n. coaltar. Pal paal kanǫ ka ba bțlig nǫ kotaal ... la zug ka zuanama ayi' gban'e taab nu'usi 

dǤl. The two friends held each others hands and walked along the tarmac road ... [Trouble] Sidim BǤn'Ǥg kanǫ ka 

ba da tț'țs tanp la da pǫ'ǫl nǫ bțmbu'azulima ka kotaal bǫ li pțțgin 'the Valley of Siddim' where they ought 
the battle 'was full of tar pits'. [GEN 14:10] Edom kǤldaad la na lieb kotaal, ba teŋ la na nyǫligid wțț kidibiri 

la'aŋ bugum 'Edom's streams will be turned into pitch, her dust into burning sulfur'. [ISA 34:9] o da nǤk nǫ pǫog, 

ka nǤk kotaali bțligi li 'she took a basket made of reeds and covered it with tar'. [EXO 2:3] From: (Eng.) 

kotaali   See main entry: kotaal. coaltar. 

koti   See main entry: kǤt1. slaughter many. 

kotidi   See main entry: kǤt1. slaughter many. 

kotir   See main entry: kțtir. grass.bundle. 

kour [N]   See main entry: kțțr. funeral. 

kǤǤ   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

kǤǤb   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

kǤǤd   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

kǤǤdi   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

kǤǤg   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

kǤǤli   See main entry: kǤl. put on neck. 

-kǤǤlțŋ   adj. broken. Bțribig kun o ba' yir nǫ nǤbkǤǤlțŋ daar. The billygoat goes home to his father's house on the day 

he breaks his leg. [Billygoat] See: kǤ'. 

kǤǤm!   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

kǤǤmǫ!   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

kǤǤnd   See main entry: kǤǤng1. antelope [sp.] 

kǤǤndkǤǤndi   id. totally bald. Ban naan mǤrin zuobidi maan ka li vǫnl la, ba zut na an kǤǤndkǤǤndi 'instead of 

having beautiful hair, they will be bald'. [ISA 3:24] See: -kǤǤng2. 
-kɔɔng   See main entry: -kǤǤng2. bald. 

kǤǤng1   Variant: koong. Form: kǤǤnd. Variant: koond. n. antelope [sp.] roan ; Hippotragus equinus. ya tun'e kț 

bțnkǤnbidi ya tempțțd la ni Ǥnb yanamǫ bǤǤd ni'im si'a wțsa, wțț yanamǫ Ǥnbid kǤǤng bǫǫ walig ni'im 

si'em la 'you may slaughter your animals in any of your towns and eat as much of the meat as you want, as if it 
were gazelle or deer'. [DEU 12:15] BțnkǤnbid banǫ ka ya na Ǥnb anǫ bama: ... walig, nǫ kǤǤng nǫ mǤlif nǫ sibig 

nǫ bama buudi wțsa 'These are the animals you may eat ... buck, gazelle, roebuck, ibex, white-rumped deer'. 

[DEU 14:4-5] 
-kǤǤng2   Variant: -kɔɔng; -koong; kǤǤngǤ; -koongo. adj. bald. zugkǤǤngǤ! baldy! Colloc: zugkǤǤng ‘bald head’; 

gbǫ'ǫkǤǤng ‘bald forehead’; Sim: -pieŋ, pie2. 

kǤǤngǤ   See main entry: -kǤǤng2. bald. 

kǤǤns   Variant: koons; kǤǤnsǫ; koonsi. Form: kǤnsțg. Variant: koonsug. v. to erase, scrape, empty [a calabash], serve out 

[t.z.] m na kǤǤns titan la wțsa ka kǫ tampinzaal 'I shall scrape the soil off her and leave her only bare rock'. [EZK 

26:4] O na pțni ya zut ka pțni ya nǤba kǤnbilțg ka mǫ kǤǤnsi ya tiemis. 'he will shave off your beards, and the 
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hair on your heads and your bodies.'. [ISA 7:20] 

kǤǤnsǫ   See main entry: kǤǤns. empty. 

kǤǤr   Variant: koor. n. declining. Colloc: nintaŋ kǤǤr ‘3 p.m.’. 

kɔɔto   See main entry: kǤǤtț. lawcourt. 

kǤǤtț   Variant: kɔɔto; kɔtɔ; kǤǤtțț. Form: kǤǤtțnam. n. a lawcourt. KǤǤtț bibis la wțsa anǫ yinne 'The Courts and 

Public Tribunals form one structure'. [Constitution] Na'ab kǤǤtț dǤǤg la da pǫ'ǫli badignǫ The chief's courtroom 
was full to overflowing. [Trouble] (ba) bǫnt banǫ tu'ad sida kǤǤtț ni la baans (they) 'lay traps for him who brings 
the wrongdoer into court'. [ISA 29:21] bǫǫ ti mǤr taaba keŋ kǤǤtț nii nor (can) we bring each other to court. [JOB 

9:32] Antua la ya'a pț sțm ye ba mǤr o dț kǤǤtțț If the case is not sufficient for them to bring (a person) to 
court. [Constitution] Teŋgbauŋ zugdaan nǫ zi'ela zǤŋ dim nǫ saria katib zin'igin (kǤǤtțnam) 'The Executive 

(President). Legislature (Parliament) Judiciary (Courts).'. [Constitution] Colloc: kǤǤtțnamin ‘in/to the courts’. Ba 

ya'a ti mǤr antu'a kǫǫn ya kǤǤtțnamin na If they bring a case to your courts. [DEU 17:8] From: (Eng.) 

kǤǤtțnam   See main entry: kǤǤtț. lawcourt. 

kǤǤtțț   See main entry: kǤǤtț. lawcourt. 

koo   Variant: ko. cj.int. or. Abțgir koo Akțdțg anǫ sǤǫn' either Abugir or Akudug is a witch. [Asaasim] 
Colloc: [sentence] koo ? ‘'[sentence], or ... ?' [Gh.] –  makes statement into a question’. Note: cf. bǫǫ fț baŋ ka fț 

gbațŋ la gat oŋa fuud la nǫ ko? do you realise that your skin is better than his shirt? [Billygoat] ya mi' ye ti 

saammǫ zabid nǫ ti ma la ka' sțm ko? you know that it's not good that our parents are fighting, or? [Wonderwoman] 
Syn: bǫǫ1. From: (Ha.) 

koob   See main entry: kț3. settle, decide [case]. 

kood   See main entry: kǤ'. break, break out, break out. 

koodu   Form: koodunam. n. a banana, bananas. O su'a sț'țraug la koodu baanlțg banǫ bǫ tiis la bǫ sakur lǤmmu la 

kțkpǫŋ la he hid the cutlass beside the small bananas on the trees beyond the school. [Trouble] From: (Twi). 

koodunam   See main entry: koodu. banana. 

kooko1   n. cocoa (as a crop). Yaro n da kuod o kooko pǤǤgțn nǫ sț'țraug la, o sia nǫ o gțrțg da zabidnǫ As Yaro 

was tending his cocoa farm with a cutlass, his 'waist' and back were paining. [Trouble] Nidib yǫt ye gțțr bǤtț 

ligidi gat kooko nǫ wțț nǤǤr atan' gba. People said that the price of a bag of kola is three times that of cocoa. 

[Trouble] Ba da buon nǫ'ǫŋa nǫ ye diib pǤǤd, din bǫ li kǤn' nǫ kooko pǤǤd linǫ ka ba kuod gțțr la. They called 
these the 'food farms', in distinction to the 'cocoa farms' where they grew the kola. [Trouble] Yaa ...  gaad o ma 

tuon ka ba ni'asid kooko tiisin la. Yaa ... went on in front of her mother and they slipped between the cocoa 
trees. [Trouble] From: (Eng.) < Spanish < (ultimately) Nahuatl. Note: cocoa < cacao < cacahuatl 

kooko2   n. gruel, 'kokoo' [Gh.] Note: Non-Ghanaian-English speakers beware! If you want hot chocolate drink ask for 'Milo': if 

offered what you hear as 'cocoa' it will be thin, smooth porridge. Da paas si'el nwǫnǫ tea, ... daam, diib, kooko bǫǫ 

ku'om. Don't add anything like tea, ... pito, food, 'gruel' or water. [Breastfeeding] Colloc:  Note: cf./ct. di1 sa'ab nu 

kooko2. Kǫl ka o ma'al kooko la ka ti nu. Let her cool down the porridge so we can drink it. [MA] Sim: walisa. 
kool   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

koole   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

koond   See main entry: kǤǤng1. antelope [sp.] 

koong   See main entry: kǤǤng1. antelope [sp.] 

-koong   See main entry: -kǤǤng2. bald. 

-koongo   See main entry: -kǤǤng2. bald. 

koons   See main entry: kǤǤns. empty. 

koonsi   See main entry: kǤǤns. empty. 

koonsug   See main entry: kǤǤns. empty. 
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koor   See main entry: kǤǤr. declining. 

koos   See main entry: kțțs1. judge. 

koos-   See main entry: kțțsțg1. verdict. 

koosi   See main entry: kțțs1. judge. 

koosug   See main entry: kțțs1. judge. 

koosug   See main entry: kțțsțg1. verdict. 

koosugo   See main entry: kțțs1. judge. 

kț1   Variant: ku. ptc. won't [future negative marker]. Fțn tu'as sida la zugǤ m kț bț'țfǤ Because you told the truth, I 

won't beat you. [Fire] Gaana nid wțsa mǤr suor ka o mǤr arezak hali nǫ paalț ka sǤ' kț daam o li yǫllǫ 'Every 
Ghanaian citizen shall have the right to own property Including lands and that right may not be interfered with'. 

[Constitution] fț ya'a la'an di bǫǫ nu nǫ EES ban'ada li kț lǤ'Ǥŋi fǤǤ? if you eat and drink with an AIDS patient, 

won't it infect you? [AIDS-Azuur] fț kț maali ti bǫ'ǫdǫ nwǫnǫ tinamǫ daa pț maalif bǫ'ǫd si'em la asǫǫ sț'țm 

ma'aa 'you will do us no harm, just as we did not molest you but always treated you well'. [GEN 26:29] Ya kț nyǫ 

arezaka. 'You will not prosper.'. [2CH 24:20] M mǫ kț la'as nǫ baa 'I will not join in their secret talks'. [GEN 49:6] 
Colloc: kț1 lǫn ‘will not again, will no longer’. m ya'a ti bu' o ka o yi m kț lǫn nyǫ pu'a If I should beat her and 

she leaves, I would no longer have a wife. [Akelsa] ba yǤ' za'anǤya la ka kț lǫn yǤ'Ǥgǫ asǫǫ Vț'țsțm dabisir daar 

la ya'a ti gaad 'the gates should be shut and not opened until after the sabbath'. [NEH 13:19] SǤ' kț lǫm pa'al o 

tiraan bǫǫ o ba'abiig ye, ‘Baŋim ZugsǤb la!’ 'No longer will a man teach his neighbour, or a man his brother, 
saying, ‘Know the Lord,’'. [JER 31:34] Colloc: kțdim1 kț1 ‘hardly at all’. asida ti ya'a sid gban'e kuob nu'usa ayi', 

li kțdim kț yuugǫ ka ti lǫbig bțndaanam maa truly, if we take up farming with all our might, it won't be long 

before we get rich. [Asaasim] man kțdim kț nwǫ' nyǤ'Ǥg nǫ si'el yǫlaa I will never boast about anything. [GAL 6:14] 
Sim: pț ‘[non-future]’. Ba pț kpǫn' nyǫt nid nǫ o ban'as ka yǫt ye, bǫog kț nie o. They don't go in and see a 
sick man and [immediately] say tomorrow will not dawn on him. [Proverb 038] Sim: da2 ‘[neg. command]’. 

kț2   Variant: ku; kțț1; kțțe. Form: kțnǫ. Variant: kune. Form: kțțd. Variant: kuud. Form: kțțda. Variant: kțțdi; 

kuudi. Form: kțțdnǫ. Variant: kțțn; kuun. Form: kțțm!. Variant: kuum; kțțmi!; kuumi. Form: kțțminǫ!. 

Variant: kuumene. Form: kțțn2. Variant: kțțnǫ2; kțțni. Form: kțțb3. Variant: kuub; kțțbi; kțțbǤ1; kuubo. v. to 

kill.  dinǫ daa niŋ la tun'oe daa kț biig la what had happened could have killed the child. [Electricity] li pț yuugǫ 

ka nǤkum kena kț Atiig nǤǤs la wțsa it was not long before a Newcastle disease came and killed all Atiig's 
fowls. [You-Do?] Note: text emended by MA kpǫn' sian'arin kț bțnkǤnbțg na 'go out into the country, and kill an 
animal for me'. [GEN 27:3] Paŋ kanǫ yiti tisid bugum ka mǫ lǫn kǫt ka masinnam tțm la tun'e kțțf The power 

which gives light and also makes machines work can kill you. [Electricity] Fț ya'a kțț fț biig ye o tțbir pț 

wțmma, sǤ' tțmnǫ o na'ayiig na ye o pț'țsif kțțr. If you kill your child because he is disobedient, someone 
sends (his child who is) a thief to the funeral. [Proverb 021] ban da kțț o la, nimbanǫ dǤl o la wțsa da widignǫ 
'he was killed, all his followers were scattered'. [ACT 5:36] Ka ban paae mǤǤgin la ka Kain kpǫn nwǫ' o pitț Abǫl 

n kțț o. 'And while they were in the field, Cain attacked his brother Abel and killed him.'. [GEN 4:8] SǤ' ya'a kțț 

o tiraan, m na kțțs o sǤba bǫ'ǫd 'If anyone takes human life, he will be punished.'. [GEN 9:5] Fǫndigim kțțe 

ZugsǤb maanmaannib la 'Turn and kill the priests of the Lord'. [1SA 22:17] GǤma, m kțnǫ niimis anaasi. Look, 
I've killed four birds! [Trouble] dau wțsa ye o kțnǫ pǫraugț tis o yidim, yir wțsa mǤr pǫ'og yinne 'each man is 

to' kill 'a lamb for his family, one for each household'. [EXO 12:3] tțțma pț kțțd nida work doesn't kill a person. 

[Trouble] o da ...  kțțd bțnkǤnbid bimbimin la 'he offered sacrifices on the altar'. [1KI 12:32] KǤ'Ǥm da kțțda 

Apu'asabilig hali Blackwoman was dying of hunger. [Jealousy] ku'onuud kțțdim ka m ye m gǤs ye fț mǤr 

ku'om ka faam, bǫǫ? I'm dying of thirst, and I thought I would see if you have any water to help me, or? 

[You-Heard?] Mbun nan zi' bi'es ye ban'asaaŋ la kțțdnǫ Mbun had never doubted that the strange disease kills. 
[AIDS-II] saŋa wțsa ba kțțdnǫ nidib ka lǫn tǤlisi kț ya'as 'there is one murder after another'. [HOS 4:2] Saul da yǫl 

Jonatan nǫ banǫ tțmmi tisid o la wțsa ye, ba kțțm David. 'Saul told his son Jonathan and all the attendants to 
kill David.'. [1SA 19:1] waad ya'a na kțț tii, din kțțmi ti if the cold is going to kill us, let it kill us. [You-Heard?] 
Kțțmi dap la wțsa 'Kill every male'. [JDG 21:11] Kțțminǫ o ka o pț nar ye o bǫ dunia nii. 'Kill him! He's not fit 
to live! [ACT 22:22] M kisif ka naan kțțnif. I hate you and would like to kill you. [Trouble] Ba naan kțțn Filistia 

dim la hali ka li gaad ala. 'how many more Philistines they would have killed!'. [1SA 14:30] Bțŋ la ya'a pț yukinǫ, 
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anwaa m kțțnif ka basin bțŋ la. 'If she (the donkey) had not turned away, I would certainly have killed you by 

now, but I would have spared her.'. [NUM 22:33] Simeon nǫ Levi ... nǤki ba sț'țsi keŋi niŋ dap la kțțb diin, kțț 

ba wțsa 'Simeon and Levi ...took their swords, went into the city without arousing suspicion, and killed all the 
men'. [GEN 34:25] Fț na yǫl ye Wina'am biribiŋ la kțțb la da anǫ bțnsțŋǤǤ? Are you going to say that the killing 
of God's son was a good thing? [Trouble] mam mǫŋ da siaki ba kțțb yǫla I myself consented in their killing. [ACT 

26:10] lin yi Abǫl kțțbi ti paae Barakia biig Zakaria onǫ ka ya kț Wina'am pț'țsim dǤǤg nǫ maan bimbim 

teŋsțk la 'to the murder of Zachariah son of Berachiah, whom you murdered between the Temple and the altar'. 

[MAT 23:35] M pț nyǫ gba'ar kanǫ ka o tțm ka li siak kțțbǤ. 'I cannot find anything he has done to deserve 
death!'. [LUK 23:22] Colloc: kțțbin ‘with killing’.  Li da pin'ilnǫ Abǫl kțțbin la It began with the killing of Abel. 

[LUK 11:51] Cpart: kpi ‘die’. tțțma pț kțțd nida. Amaa gbanya' kpiidi nǫ nǤŋ hard work never killed anyone. 
But a lazy person dies in poverty. [Trouble] Nact: ninkțțd ‘murderer’. Etym: OV1 *K Ʋ ; GSn *kpʋ ; vc1 *ku ; 
vc4 *kpu ; CG *kpuu ; PB  *b ʋ́d , *kóm (*kú is 'die'). 

kț3   Variant: ku. Form: kțțb2. Variant: koob. v. 1 • to settle a matter. Dau la  ... yǫli Apțsiakid ye on keŋ la ye yǫl la 

maal ya. Ye ligidi la ka on yisi tis o la ye li kpǫn kț pian'ad la nǫ giŋa. The man said to Apusiakid that when 
he came, that the matter was settled. (And) that the money that he had produced for him had already arranged the 

business in short order. [Billygoat-] Sim: kțțs1 
2 • to judge, decide (a case). Ba na kț antu'a la zina. They will settle the case today. [MA] Na'ab la daa yǫl ant'ua 

la dim ye ba yim kpǫŋi nwǫ' taaba saawara ka lǫb na ka o kț antu'a la. The chief told the contestants to go 
aside and consult one another and come back so he will settle the case. [MA] Syn: kad saria1; Colloc: kț 

pian'ad/antu'a ‘settle case’. Ani ka Na'ab la kț pian'ad la ... Israel dim wțsa wțm Na'ab la ... naan kț 

antu'a la 'Then the king gave his ruling ... When all Israel heard the verdict the king had given'. [1KI 3:27,28] 
Sim: kțțs2 

kț4   Form: kțț2. Form: kțțb1. Variant: kțțbǤ2; kuubo. v. to threaten (rain does). Colloc: saa2 kț4 ‘rain threatens’. Saa 

da kț Susa teŋin la ka pu'ab ti'el laas It was threatening to rain at the village of Susa and the women were 
putting out bowls (to catch water). [Trouble] Onǫ dț'țsid o mǫŋ ye o na tis sǤ' piini ka pț tis o nwǫnǫ saa na 

kțț fuk ka pț nii. 'Like clouds and wind without rain is a man who boasts of gifts he does not give.'. [PRO 25:14] 
Pț nyǫ saa kțțbǤ, ka nyǫ saa niib. Didn't see rain threatening, but saw rain falling. [Proverb 229] 

-kțd1   See main entry: -kțdir. old. 

-kțd2   See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

-kțda1   See main entry: -kțdir. old. 

-kțda2   See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

-kțda3   See main entry: -kțdig3. old. 

kțdig   See main entry: kudug. back. 

kțdig ya   See main entry: kțdig1. dry [be]. 

kțdig1   Variant: kudig; kțdigǫ1; kțdigǫǫ; kțdigi1; kudigi. Form: kțdignǫ1. Form: kțdigid1. Form: kțdigir1. 

Variant: kudigir. Form: kțdigya1. Variant: kțdig ya. v. to be/become dry. teŋ la kțdig ka mǤr uusțg the land 

dries up and is dusty. [Trachoma] Apam mǫ lǫbigid ki la ye li kțdig tǤ'. Apam is turning the millet over so that it 
will dry quickly. [House+Farm] Niŋgbiŋ na kțdig ka zug wiim pț ya'asidif gban'arǫ. Your body will become dry 

and headache will quickly overtake you. [Smoking] Ka di daa m bǫya m bǫya ka kawǫnna la ti kțdig n siak kǤǤb. 
In the course of time the maize was dry enough to be harvested. [Asaasim] O yis o pțtǫn'ǫr o susțnf tuob nǫ o 

zilimme kțdig la ni ka pin'ili gǤsidi giligid. He took his mind off the pounding of his heart and the dryness of 
his tongue, and started looking round. [Trouble] m na ... kǫ ka bǫǫnna la kțdig 'I will ...  dry up the pools'. [ISA 

42:15] Fț na nuu li naae nyain ka lǫǫli li ka li kțdig 'You will drink it and drain it dry'. [EZK 23:34] zțnzțnr kena 

Ǥnb tuŋ la nya'a ka li zǫndigi kțdig 'a worm attacked the plant, and it died'. [JON 4:7] Ki la kț yuug ka kțdigǫ. 
It's not long before the millet is dry. [House+Farm] Man su'um ya'a yina ti kțdigǫ ba mǤri li nǫ maan titabir. 
When my sap is exuded and dries, it is used as glue. [Trees] Yanam kǤnba banǫ kțdigǫ, kǫlisimi ZugsǤb la 

pian'ad! Dry bones, hear the word of the Lord! [EZK 37:4] Vanlamma banǫ kțdigi sțțdi lut la The flat leaves 
which dried up, withered and fell. [Trouble] Ba ... kțdigi nwǫnǫ dakpi'emis nǫ they have 'become as dry as a stick'. 

[LAM 4:8] Ya-nya'aŋ sisi'em da kǫ ka li kțdigi gǤbilim 'The east wind made it shrivel'. [EZK 19:12] AnǤ'Ǥn yǫlif ye 
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li kțdignǫ? Fț pț nyǫ vanma'asa bǫǫ ani? Who told you it was dried up? Don't you see the fresh leaves there? 

[Trouble] KǤnba la da kțdignǫ hali. the 'bones ... were very dry.'. [EZK 37:2] Ka o kțkǤr kțdigid ka o nyǤ'Ǥg pisid. 
Her throat is dry and she has a burning sensation in the chest. [Womens-Health] Manǫ kǫt ka tima'asir kțdigid 'I dry 
up the green tree'. [EZK 17:24] KǤnsțŋ lǫo-lǫo nǫ vț'țs kpi'euŋ nǫ kțkǤya kțdigir na bǫ. There will be hard 
coughing, shortage of breath and dryness of the throat. [Smoking] li nwǫnǫ mǫligim linǫ pț ya'asid kțdigir si'em 

la it is 'like the early dew that disappears'. [HOS 6:4] Lit: does not delay in its drying. Vain tiis la kțdigya 'The vine 
is dried up'. [JOL 1:12] Hesbon pǤǤd la kțdig ya 'The fields of Heshbon wither'. [ISA 16:8] Sim: kpiǫn, nwǫǫnlim, 

zǫndig, ziank1. Ka' fțnǫ da kǫ ka atǫuk la ku'om kpiǫn ka ku'ozulima kțdigǫǫ? 'Was it not you who dried up 
the sea, the waters of the great deep ... ?'. [ISA 51:10] Sim: bar-bar ‘very dry’. O kǫ ka ... ku'om daa ǫǫnti tansid 

zin'isi'a la kțdig bar-bar 'He turns rivers into desert, springs of water into parched ground'. [PSA 107:33] Lit: the 
place where water used to burst out. Cpart: -ma'asir2 ‘dry, to dry’. nwiis ayǤpǤi banǫ an bțmma'asa ka nam 

pț kțdigǫ 'seven fresh thongs that have not been dried'. [JDG 16:7] Etym: OV1 *KO/U ; OVN *KU(.N) ; vc1 
*ko/ku ; CG *kuu ; MWN *KWUA- ; PB *k ʋ́t. 

kțdig2   Variant: kudig; kțdigǫ2; kudige. Form: kțdignǫ2. Form: kțdigid2. Form: kțdigidnǫ. Form: kțdigir2. 

Variant: kudugir; kțdigire. Form: kțdigya2. v. to be/become old. Aa tǤ, ka yțțm piiga kena paas ka ba saam la 

yț'țn kțdig Ah well, another ten years came and their father had got old. [You-Heard?] Amaa kawǫnna banǫ bi'ig 

la'amnǫ ban kțdig ka lǫr la, mǤr bțnsțŋț tisisdi gat bțnpǤla la. Maize-cobs which are ripe and old and ugly 

have more usefulness than the immature ones. [Trouble] O ka' biribiŋa ka o sid mǫ kțdig. 'she has no son and her 
husband is old'. [2KI 4:14] sǤ' wțsa zanl o dansaari du'usid on kțdig la zug 'each leaning on a stick because of 
great age'. [ZEC 8:4] M ma da bǤǤdi biribiŋ ye o ya'a ti kțdigǫ on gǤsid o. My mother wanted a son so that when 
she was old he could look after her. [Shoeshine-Boy] ZugsǤb la kǫnǫ ka m tadig ka nam pț kțdigǫ 'The Lord has 

made me weak while I am still young'. [PSA 102:23] Ka m na kǫ ka ya na kțdigi paae ya nyǤvțr bǫn. 'I shall grant 
you a full span of life.'. [EXO 23:26] Gideon da kțdignǫ hali paae o bǫn ka kpi 'Gideon ... died at a ripe old age'. 

[JDG 8:32] Solomon n da kțdigid la, o pu'ab la da fǫndig o ya'am 'As Solomon grew old, his wives turned his 
heart'. [1KI 11:4] Nimo da gǤs o tațn la kii, ka nyǫ ka o kțdigidnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ. Nimo looked at her little sister closely 

and saw that she was growing up quickly. [Trouble] Li ka'anǫ kțdigire an baŋirǫǫ? 'Does not long life bring 
understanding?'. [JOB 12:12] M kțdigya ka mǫ zi' daakan ka m na kpii. 'I am old and I do not know when I may 
die.'. [GEN 27:2] Syn: -kțdțg1. See: -kțdig3; -kțdțg1. 

-kțdig3   Form: -kțda3.  Note: -kțda is equally plural of -kțdig3, -kʋdir and -kțdțg1 –  see examples there n. old. Ya tu 

zin'ikanǫ ka ku'om na digi  ... , ye Bǫuŋ Kțdig la ku'om pțbigi sig anina. 'You built a reservoir ... for the 
water of the Old Pool'. [ISA 22:11] Fț anǫ ninzǤtir wțț gbigim kțdig nǫ You are a fearsome person, like an old 
lion. [GEN 49:9] Yisim tțțmbǫ'ǫd banǫ ka ya maal ka li nwǫnǫ danbin kțdig la ya san'an You must remove the 

old yeast of sin'. [1CO 5:7] Colloc: -kțdigin(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘in/to/from old ...’. Nid kț zaŋ danpaaligi su waa kțdiginǫǫ. 
'No one puts new wine into old wineskins'. [MRK 2:22] Sim: -kțdir, -kțdțg1; Cpart: -paal. SǤ' pț nuud dankțdțg 

ka lǫm bǤǤd danpaalǫ. 'no one after drinking old wine wants the new'. [LUK 5:39] Lin anǫ sț'țm nǫ fǫn'paala ka 

ka' fǫn'kțda - tǫnr din. It is good for new wounds but not old sores –  remember that. [Trouble] Etym: OVN *KUD . 
See: kțdig2; -kțdțg1. 

kțdigǫ1   See main entry: kțdig1. dry [be]. 

kțdigǫ2   See main entry: kțdig2. old [be]. 

kțdigǫǫ   See main entry: kțdig1. dry [be]. 

kțdigi1   See main entry: kțdig1. dry [be]. 

kțdigid1   See main entry: kțdig1. dry [be]. 

kțdigid2   See main entry: kțdig2. old [be]. 

kțdigidnǫ   See main entry: kțdig2. old [be]. 

kțdigir1   See main entry: kțdig1. dry [be]. 

kțdigir2   See main entry: kțdig2. old [be]. 

kțdigire   See main entry: kțdig2. old [be]. 
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kțdignǫ1   See main entry: kțdig1. dry [be]. 

kțdignǫ2   See main entry: kțdig2. old [be]. 

kțdigya1   See main entry: kțdig1. dry [be]. 

kțdigya2   See main entry: kțdig2. old [be]. 

kțdim1   Variant: kudim; kțdin; kudin; kulin; kțdiŋ; kudiŋ; kțdțm2; kudum2. ptc.  Note: also found written kudum, kudun, 

kuduŋ, kulim, kulin, kulum   just, only. ka Asilinsi'ig tans o ka yǫl ye "Man kțdim yǫlif si'em la!" and Mr. Spider 

shouted to him "I told you so!" [Asaasim] Fț ya'a kțdim bǤǤd fțn zaŋim piim kțns o lțgiri If you just want to 

pierce his side with an arrow. [You-Do?] asida ti ya'a sid gban'e kuob nu'usa ayi', li kulim kț yuugǫ ka ti lǫbig 

bțndaanam maa truly, if we take up farming with all our might, it won't be long before we get rich. [Asaasim] Man 

gǤs kii la ya kțdim barimidnǫ 'I am certain that you are trying to gain time'. [DAN 2:8] kʋdʋm da siak ka sǤ' nǤk 

ku'osțțdim tisi fț biig nǫ fiin mǫnǫ. just don't let anyone give your baby bathwater, not even a tiny drop. 

[Breastfeeding] On nǫ o pu'a Prisila daa kțdim nan yinǫ Room linǫ bǫ Itali la kena. he 'had recently come from 
Italy with his wife Priscilla'. [ACT 18:2] Lit: Rome which is in Italy. Kțdim kǫl ka ti keŋ nǤba gaad 'Only let us 

pass through on foot'. [DEU 2:28] m kʋlim bǤǤd ye m baŋ ye m mǤr bǫǫ m pț mǤr ban'abǫ'ǫd la I just want to 

know if I have the serious disease or not. [AIDS-I] Colloc: kțdim1 kț1 ‘not at all, never’. asida ti ya'a sid gban'e 

kuob nu'usa ayi', li kțdim kț yuugǫ ka ti lǫbig bțndaanam maa truly, if we take up farming with all our 

might, it won't be long before we get rich. [Asaasim] Fț kʋdin kț baŋ onǫ mǤr ban'a saaŋ la You can never know 

who has the strange disease. [AIDS-I] Bilies kțdim kț lǫn kpi teŋin la 'Babies will no longer die in infancy' in the 
land. [ISA 65:20] man kțdim kț nwǫ' nyǤ'Ǥg nǫ si'el yǫlaa I will never boast about anything. [GAL 6:14] man zi', 

man kulin zi' fiiva kaŋa yi si'el naa. I don't know, I really don't know where this fever comes from. [AIDS-I] mam 

pț bǤǤd si'eli nwa,  man kulim pț bǤǤd si'eli nwa this is something I didn't want, I really didn't want this. 

[Electricity] Ti niŋ Wina'am yadda ka o bǫǫ ti nyǤvțrin bțn kaŋa kulin kț liebi ti bǫlim. We have faith in God 

that he is in our lives and this thing really won't become a part of our existence. [AIDS-II] 

kțdim2   See main entry: kțdțm1. oldendays. 

kțdin   See main entry: kțdim1. only. 

kțdiŋ   See main entry: kțdim1. only. 

-kțdir   Variant: -kudir; -kțdiri. Form: -kțda1.  Note: -kțda is equally plural of -kțdig3, -kʋdir and -kțdțg1 –  see examples 

there Variant: -kuda. Form: -kțd1. adj. old. O tǫn'ǫs ye, dakțdir kae na din o mi'is wțț o saam la, amaa ku'om 

la zulimmi na nyaŋi vǤl o. He thought that there was no old log to push him down into the water like his father, 
but the deep water could drown him. [Trouble] Da keŋi paae ani, Yeboah. Űndkțdir la da bǫnǫ ani bǤǤd duor 

ya'as Don't go there, Yeboah. The old resentment was there and it is likely to arise again. [Trouble] Betel nǤdi'es 

kțdiri niŋ si'em What the Old Prophet of Bethel Did. [1KI 13:11 [heading]] Li na niŋ wala ka mam pu'anya'aŋ 

kțdkaŋa lǫn du'a ya'asǫ? How can I, this ancient old woman, bring forth again? [GEN 18:12] Colloc: kțdirin 
‘to/in/from the old’. Li naar wțsa da kenǫ on da gban'e ye o keŋi ba yikțdirin la. Finally he decided to go to 
their old house. [Trouble] basimi yanamǫ da an si'em ya bǫllim kțdirin 'get rid of your old self'. [EPH 4:22] 
Colloc: sakțdir. Note: saa2  ba sțnya san'amnǫ linǫ niŋid la nǫ sakțdir linǫ daa niid la zug 'greatly distressed 
by the occasion and because of the rain'. [EZR 10:9] ya-tuona la, zin'ikanǫ an sisi'etitada nǫ sa-kțda zin'ig la 
the west, in the direction of storms and heavy rains. [Trouble] Sim: -kțdig3, -kțdțg1; Cpart: -paal. Yanamǫ basi 

ya bǫllim kțdir la, da ma'adi tisidi taaba, ka lǫǫ tiaki bǫllim paal 'you have taken off your old self with its 
practices and have put on the new self'. [COL 3:9-10] Etym: OVN *KUD . 

-kțdiri   See main entry: -kțdir. old. 

kțdǤrțkț   See main entry: kodoroko. bridge. 

-kțdțg1   Variant: -kudug; -kțdțgi; kudugi; kudigi; -kțdțgǤ; -kudugo; kțdțgț; kudugu. Form: -kțda2.  Note: -kțda is 

equally plural of -kțdig3 and -kțdțg1 Variant: -kuda; -kțd2; -kțt; -kțti. adj. old. DizugǤ da yǫl ye "BǤ ka 

Abțnkțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam pț mǤra?" So don't say "Why has Mr. Oldman got something that I haven't got?" 

[Asaasim] Mbun daa yǫl ye o mi' sț'țŋa ye piim kanǫ ka o ye o nǤki kțns o sid la anǫ pinkțdțg. "Fț nǤk piim 
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la tțm kțdțm, m ma'anǫǫ?" Mbun said that she was sure that the needle that he was going to use to inject her 

husband was an old one. "You've used that needle before, haven't you? [AIDS-I-] Bțŋkțdțg la daa buol o 

kpǫǫmtaaba la la'as The old one called his fellow elders to a meeting. [Billygoat] Ya na di dikțdțg kanǫ ka ya da 

bțn yțțm la 'You will still be eating last year's harvest'. [LEV 26:10] o tțm o kǤlțgțn la fuoe pinkțdțg na ka 

nǤk o ankita ǫǫns piim la. he felt in his bag and dug out an old needle, and wiped it with his handkerchief. [AIDS-I] 
Ba pa'alțg la nwǫnǫ fǫn'ǫkțdțgț Ǥnbid niŋgbiŋi yaligid si'em la. 'Such teaching is like an open sore that eats 
away the flesh.'. [2TI 2:17] o pț bǤǤdi o yǫl Awintțma ye Ayaab daa diginnǫ nǫ o sabua kțdțgǤ he didn't want 
to tell Awintuma that Ayaab was sleeping with his old girlfriend. [AIDS-II] Dikțda pț likid nyinnǫ. Old food can't 
be brushed from the teeth. [Proverb 121] Ba da ... nǤk bǤtkțda nǫ daam waas banǫ ka' sț'țm they got 'worn-out 

sacks and old wineskins'. [JOS 9:4] ba buŋkțt nǫ pu'anya'as wțsa dignǫ taaba ka pț tuunsida. their old men an 
women sleep together indiscriminately. [AIDS-II] Li na paae dap nǫ ba pu'ab wțsa, la'an nǫ bțnkțd nǫ 

pu'anya'as wțsa. 'both husband and wife will be caught in it, and the old, those weighed down with years.'. [JER 

6:11] Kpǫǫm la la'as teŋkpǫŋ la bțnkțti tu'as si'el wțsa tisi ba. The elder had a meeting of he older people in 

the village and told them everything. [Electricity] Colloc: yǫlkțda ‘history’. M da karimnǫ yǫlkțda gbana ni ka 

baŋ ye Akimedis da anǫ onǫ mi' gǫligir hali I read in the history books that Archimedes was a brilliant 
mathematician. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: bikțda ‘grown-up children’; niŋkțdțg/niŋkțda ‘old person/people’. Saul 

saŋa la o da anǫ ninkțdțg ka di yțma bǫdegț ' in Saul's time he was old and well advanced in years'. [1SA 17:12] 
ya ninkțda zaansim zaansima 'your old men will dream dreams'. [ACT 2:17] Colloc: bțnkțdțg, 

bțnkțdir/bțnkțda ‘old thing/s’. bțnkțdțg onǫ an na'ab ka an zǤlțg ka mǫ pț lǫn di'ed nimmua sa'alțgǤ 
'an old and foolish king who will listen no longer to advice'. [ECC 4:13] Colloc: sakțdțg ‘a very heavy rain’. Note: 

saa2 'Li ye li ninǫ sakțdțg. It's going to rain very heavily. [Trouble] sakțdțg kena ka Ahab kpǫn' tǫreko zǤǤ kul 

Jezireel tempțțgin. 'a heavy rain came on and Ahab rode off to Jezreel.'. [1KI 18:45] Colloc: teŋkțdțg ‘old times’. 
da dǤl teŋkțdțgin sǤlima nǫ yaanam yțda kaalțg linǫ ta'asid nǤŋgbannwa'ar 'give up those legends and 
those long lists of ancestors, which only produce arguments'. [1TI 1:2] Colloc: -kțdțgin(ǫ(ǫ)). Fț zua Boye bǫ, ka 

fț na tun'e tǤ'Ǥŋi fț sakur kțdțgin la. Your friend Boye is here, and you can join your old school. [Trouble] 
Sim: -kțdig3, -kțdir; Cpart: -paal, -paalig. SǤ' pț nuud dankțdțg ka lǫm bǤǤd danpaalǫ. 'no one after 
drinking old wine wants the new'. [LUK 5:39] Etym: OVN *KUD . See: kțdir; kțdig1; -kțdig3. 

kțdțg2   See main entry: kudug. back. 

-kțdțgi  See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

-kțdțgǤ   See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

kțdțgț  See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

kțdțm1   Variant: kudum1; kțdim2. n. the oldendays, oldentimes. Ma banǫ mi' nyǫ dǫŋi ba du'am pțțgin kțdim. 
Women who have already had a problem giving birth previously. [Womens-Health] Mbun daa yǫl ye o mi' sț'țŋa 

ye piim kanǫ ka o ye o nǤki kțns o sid la anǫ pinkțdțg. "Fț nǤk piim la tțm kțdțm, m ma'anǫǫ?" Mbun 
said that she was sure that the needle that he was going to use to inject her husband was an old one. "You've used 

that needle before, haven't you?! [AIDS-I-] nannanna kțdțm wa'e sa from now on. Note: usu. in the 
Colloc: kțdțmin la ‘in olden times’. Kțdțmin la fț ba' ya'a da kpi ... In the old days, if your father died ... 

[Asaasim] Tadimnam pț nyǫt gǤsigi ti sț'țlim nwa ni zina wțț kțdimin la. The poor are never taken care of in 
our country these days as was done in the past. [Bible-Study] Colloc: kțdim(in) sa1 ‘since ancient days’. O anǫ 

Wina'am nǤdi'es wțț Wina'am nǤdi'esidib banǫ da bǫ kțdim sa la. 'He is a prophet, like one of the prophets of 
long ago'. [MRK 6:15] Kțdimin sa, sǤ' pț wțm Wina'am si'a yǫla ka li ya'a ka' fțț. 'Since ancient times no one has 

heard, no ear has perceived, ... any God besides you. [ISA 64:4] Colloc: kțdim-kțdim (sa1) ‘ancient times’. fț 

paae nimbanǫ da gaad kțdim-kțdim sa la 'you ...  join the people who lived in ancient times'. [EZK 26:20] banǫ 

pțn kpǫn' la bǫ yațgțn kțdim-kțdim saa 'those who have already entered are now deep in the world of the 
dead'. [PRO 9:18] Lit: in the grave from a long time ago. Colloc: kțdim [+ neg.] ‘never’. o kțdțm kț lǫm kpi he 

will never die. Colloc: kțdțmin ‘in olden times’. Ba na zian'am buudi malima la gǤs ka teŋkțdimin 

malimbanǫ ka' sț'țm la ka ba kadi li bas. They should scrutinise ethnic customs and detect traditional customs 
which are not good and eradicate them. [Constitution] 

kțdțm2   See main entry: kțdim1. only. 

kțdugǤ   See main entry: kudug. back. 
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kʋgis1   See main entry: kțk2. mahogany. 

kțgis2   See main entry: kțk3. stool, stack. 

kțgțs2  See main entry: kțk2. mahogany. 

kțgțs2  See main entry: kțk3. stool, stack. 

kț'oyțya   See main entry: ku'oyțțr. pot. 

kț'țg   Variant: kț'țgi. Form: kț'țgid. v. to break/cut off. Fț kț'țgi fț dabisa la giŋa ka fț yțma bǫn paae. 'You have 

brought your days to a close, and the end of your years has come.'. [EZK 22:4] Pu'a ya'a du'a, ba zaŋidi man 

wilpǤlli kț'țgid biig la nyu'ug. When a woman brings forth, they use one of my immature twigs to cut the baby's 
umbilical cord. [Trees] Sim: kǤ'Ǥg. 

kț'țgi   See main entry: kț'țg. break. 

kț'țgid   See main entry: kț'țg. break. 

kț'țlim   See main entry: kț'țlțm. fertility. 

kț'țlimmǫ   See main entry: kț'țlțm. fertility. 

kț'țlțm  Variant: kț'țlim; ku'ulim; ko'olim; ko'olum; kț'țlimmǫ. n. fertility, good soil, compost. tinamǫ bǫ zin'isi'a nwa, 

sian'ar la mǤr kț'țlțm this place where we are, the bush has fertile soil. [Asaasim] m ǫǫnti vaae sa'ad la nǫ pin' 

ka li pțn'oe, linǫ kilim kʋ'ʋlim. I collect the rubbish and bury it so that it rots down and becomes compost. 

[You-Heard?] ya ta'am la mǤr kț'țlțm hali your soil has plenty of fertility. [Trouble] Sa'ad nyǤ'Ǥb san'amidi teŋ 

kʋ'ʋlim. Burning rubbish spoils the fertility of the soil. [House+Farm] o pǤǤd banǫ mǤr kț'țlțm hali la his farms 

which are very fertile. [ISA 10:18] Amaa sieba lu kț'țlțm zin'ig, ka wal bielim. 'But some seeds fell in good soil, 
and the plants produced corn'. [MAT 13:8] Sa'ad la na ti pun'oe kilim kț'țlim. The rubbish will rot and become 
compost. [House+Farm] tinami bǫ zin'isi'a nwa, sian'ar la mǤr ku'ulim, dinzugț kǫl ka ti kua pǤǤg m but 

kawǫnna where we are the bush has fertile soil, so let's make a farm and plant maize. [Asaasim] Sa'ad nyǤ'Ǥb 

san'am pǤǤg la kț'țlimmǫ. Burning rubbish spoils the fertility  of the farm. [House+Farm] Sim: ta'am. Teŋ la 

ta'am an wala? Li mǤr kț'țlțm bǫǫ li kae? 'How is the soil? Is it fertile or poor?'. [NUM 13:20] 

kțk1   Variant: kuk; kțki. v. 1 • to rest ones head (on...) Ban da gaad la ka Beckie zin'in ka kțk teebul la When they 

had left, Beckie sat and rested her head on the table. [Trouble] Jakob nǤk kugkanǫ ka o sa kțk la ba'a zi'el sappi 

nwǫnǫ zan'antǤlig nǫ 'Jacob took the stone he had placed under his head and set it up as a pillar'. [GEN 28:18] 
Lit: fixed it and stood it up straight like a middle-stick. Fț mǫ na yii anina ka nǤki fț nu'usi kțk zug 'You will 

also leave that place with your hands on your head'. [JER 2:37] zaba ka' sț'țŋa amaa m kțdin kțki linǫ mak nǫ 

niŋgbiŋ la zabid nǫ ban'as si'em. fighting is not good, but I support what will assist the body to fight disease. 

[AIDS-I] O nǤk o dagǤbțg nu'ug la kțki m zug, ka o datiuŋ nu'ug la kuakim. 'His left arm is under my head, 
and his right arm embraces me. '. [SNG 2:6] 
2 • to hold ones head (with both hands). O nyǫ ka nidib bǫdegț kțk zutti kpǫn'ǫd ka yit o yin. He noticed that 

many people held their heads when coming in and out of his house. [Trouble] Ka Abǫdțg pabig ka naan kțk zugu 

li. And Abedug was frightened and held his head and fell down. [Wonderwoman] See: zugkțgțr. 

kțk2   Variant: kuk. Form: kțgțs2. Variant: kugus; kʋgis1. n. a mahogany tree. Khaya senegalensis. KƒK Kțgțs Kțk wal 
MAHOGANY, mahoganies, mahogany fruit. [Trees [heading]] Kʋgis nǫ gunmis la duoe nǫ hali lus saŋgbana la 
Mahoganies and kapoks go up so high as to cover the sky. [Trouble] la'an nǫ ban wa'am wțț na'aziinr ka kpi'emi 

nwǫnǫ kțk daad la although they 'were as tall as cedar trees and as strong as oaks'. [AMO 2:9] Note: using similar 

local trees in the simile in place of English 'cedar' and 'oak' amaa li naarin o yǫla tǤi gat kțk 'yet in the end she is as 
bitter as wormwood'. [PRO 5:4] Colloc: kțkwala ‘mahogany 'fruit'’. Etym: OV1 *K ƲG ; OVN *KUG-GA/SI ; vc2 
*pi . 

kțk3   Variant: kuk3; kțkka; kțkki; kțkkț. Form: kțgțs2. Variant: kțgis2. Form: kțk-4. n. 1 • a stool, chair. O nǤk kțk 

dǤǤg la lǤdiginǫ zin'in. He took a stool in the corner of the room and sat down. [Trouble] Eli kpǫn bik nǫ kțk la li 

azampǫ'ǫl Siilo teŋ la za'anǤǤr la baba 'Eli fell backwards from his seat beside the gate'. [1SA 4:18] Kǫl ka ti mǫ' 

dǤbili ti dǤǤg la zug ka niŋ gadțg nǫ teebul nǫ kțk nǫ fitir ani tis o. 'Let's make a small room on the roof and 
put in it a bed and a table, a chair and a lamp for him.'. [2KI 4:10] Mam pț tisif kțkka ka fț gaŋi fț kțkki vuugi 
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fț ya'aminǫ keŋ zin'in. I haven't given you a chair but you choose your chair and move it where you like and sit 

down. [Three-Problems] O nǤk kțkkț zin'in. She took a stool and sat down. [Trouble] 'M pugudiba, ti nyǫ saam,' 

bipuŋ la yǫl ala ka digil saug la ka kțrid ye o bǤ kțgis. "Auntie, we have visitors", said the girl, and she 
dropped her broom and hurried off to get some seats. [Trouble] Gaŋim zin'ikanǫ ka ba na zin' ba ya'amin, wțț, 

kțgțs la ya'a zi'el gbiliga. Choose a place where they can sit as they like, for instance chairs placed in a circle. 

[Bible-Study] Israel dim banǫ bǫ Samaria nǫ Damaskus n digi ba gadsțma ka zin' ba kțgis zug la those who 
sit in Samaria on the edge of their beds and in Damascus on their couches'. [AMO 3:12] Colloc: kțkin ~ kțkțn(ǫ) 
‘to/on/from a stool’. Teŋ zugdaan la ya'a kae, onǫ na nyǤdigi zin'in kțkin la. 'He shall be the next in line to 
succeed the President upon the latter's death, resignation or removal from office.'. [Constitution] Lit: if the President 

is not there or if there is no President ... sit on the chair. Nimo tțm gǫn ka dǫl o kțkțnǫ vț'țsid Nimo was 
exhausted from the work and lay back resting in his chair. [Trouble] Colloc: kțkwǤk ‘a bench’. Asaan, on nǫ Mbun, 

daa zin'inǫ kțk-wǤk yinne ni. Asaan, he and Mbun, sat on one bench. [AIDS-I] "Fț kțdin kț baŋ onǫ mǤr ban'a 

saaŋ la." Asaan daa gi'e bu'os o pu'a la zin'i kpi'eni o kțk-wǤkun la ye "BǤ ban'a saaŋa?" "You just can't tell 
who has the new disease." Asaan turned and asked his wife who was sitting beside him on the bench "What new 

disease?" [AIDS-I] Colloc: kțk3 daan1 ‘chairman’. Ka tuongatib la pțțginǫǫ ya na mǤr kțk daan onǫ na an 

la'asțg la kpǫǫm. And amongst the directors you will have a chairman who is the senior person in the company. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Distrik Asambili kțk daan na anǫ onǫ ka Asambili dim la pțdigir ayi' gaŋ o atan' pțțgin. 
'The Principal Legislative officer of the District Assembly shall be the Presiding Member of the Assembly. He 

shall be elected from the membership of the District Assembly by a two-thirds majority'. [Constitution] ban na tțm 

nǫ D.C nam nǫ Distrik Asambili kțk daanam o sț'țlimin la. '(Regional Co-ordinating Council) which shall 
include all District Chief Executives and Presiding Members in the region.'. [Constitution] Colloc: na'am1 kțk2 
‘[used to translate] throne’. si'el da bǫǫ ani nwǫnǫ na'am kțk 'there was something that looked like a throne'. [EZK 

1:26] Spec: kuzǫr, kțkdǫllțŋ. Etym: OVN *KUG-GA/SI ; GS1 *KPE/A(L) . 
2 • a stack. Man mǫ na la'as daad la kțgis bǫdegț. 'I myself will pile up the firewood. [EZK 24:9] See: kțkdǫllțŋ. 

kțk-4   See main entry: kțk3. stool, stack. 

kțkaasid   Form: kțkaasidib. n. a mourner, esp. professional ~. kțkaasidib dǤl suoya kaasid 'mourners go about the 

streets'. [ECC 12:5] See: kțțr; kaas. 

kțkaasidib   See main entry: kțkaasid. mourner. 

kțkdǫllțŋ   n. a 'lazychair'. Note: chair where one sits in a semi-reclining position, often with support for the feet/lower legs Nimo 

zin' o kțkdǫllțŋ zug o dǤǤgț. Nimo was sitting on his 'lazy-chair' in his room. [Trouble] Goma da dǫl nǫ o 

kțkdǫllțŋ zugț zǤǤnsim Goma was lying back dozing in his 'lazy-chair'. [Trouble] Gen: kțk3. See: dǫl; kțk3. 

kțki   See main entry: kțk1. rest head, hold head. 

kțkka   See main entry: kțk3. stool, stack. 

kțkki   See main entry: kțk3. stool, stack. 

kțkkț   See main entry: kțk3. stool, stack. 

kțkǤ-   See main entry: kțkǤr. voice, throat, contribution. 

kțkǤbțgțsim   n. a soft, gentle voice. Pian'am o nǫ kțkǤbțgțsim ka mǤr suguru nǫ o. Speak to her gently and have 

patience with her. [Womens-Health] See: kțkǤr; -bțgțsim. 

kțkǤ'Ǥg   n. runny, soft-textured, liquid. Note: especially diarrhœa, 'diarrhea' [Am.], loose stool, watery fæces Ka m tǫn'ǫsi m na 

muki zamis amaa ka li kpǫn yaligid kțkǤ'Ǥg. And I thought I would make an effort to learn, but it became too 
messy to handle. [Shoeshine-Boy] Note: metaphoric use comparable to this English translation Si'isțg la maligin yalig yǫl 

la nǫ kțkǤ'Ǥg. 'The touch exasperated the problem' [MA]. [Trouble] Colloc: nyǫ' kțkǤ'Ǥg ‘to have/'run' [Gh.] 
diarrhœa’. Bintampigidțg ye a-nyǫ'ǫd-kțkǤ'Ǥg zi' ye bin bigim tǤiya. The dung-beetle says, one who runs 
diarrhœa does not know it is difficult to form it into a ball. [Kusaal proverb from MA] Syn: saan3. 

kțkǤm1   Variant: kukom; kțkǤmi. Form: kțkǤma. Variant: kukoma; kukuma. n. a 'leper'. Note: African/Biblical 'leprosy', not 

necessarily Hansen's disease Ba ya'a bǤǤd ye ba mǤŋ kțkǤm sa'abǤ, ba mǤnnǫ sa'abaan. If they want to refuse a 
leper t.z. they cook it watery-and-hot. [Proverb 149] Dazǫn'țg da ma' kțkǤm ka o yi tanp. Pito deceived the leper 
and he went to war. [Proverb 195] KțkǤm du'a liiba. The leper gave birth to twins. [Proverb 275] dau onǫ an kțkǤm 
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kǫǫn anina na 'a man came along who was covered with leprosy'. [LUK 5:12] Gehazi yi Elasia san'an lieb kțkǤmi 

yuod bǤr-bǤr Then Gehazi went from Elisha's presence and he was leprous, as white as snow. [2KI 5:27] KțkǤma 

zab taaba asǤn'oe bi'ela yǫla. The lepers fought over which one was a bit better than the rest. [Proverb 233] 
Ti'ebimi ban'adnam, ka vț'țgi banǫ kpi, ka kǫ ka kțkǤma nyǫ laafi 'Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse those 
who have leprosy'. [MAT 10:8] 

kțkǤm2   Variant: kukom. n. leprosy. Note: African/Biblical 'leprosy', not necessarily Hansen's disease Colloc: kțkǤm2 ban'a1 
‘leprosy’. kțkǤm ban'a pin'ili gban'e o gbǫ'ogțn 'leprosy broke out on his forehead'. [2CH 26:129] O naan ti'ebi 

nǫ o kțkǤm ban'as la. 'He would cure him of his leprosy.'. [2KI 5:3] Oŋa daana niŋ wala tțm sǤ' man san'an na 

ye m ti'eb o kțkǤm ban'asǫ? 'Why does this fellow send someone to me to be cured of his leprosy?'. [2KI 5:7] 

kțkǤma   See main entry: kțkǤm1. leper. 

kțkǤma'asim   n. lust, greed. Adam nǫ pu'a la ya'a da pț maal kțkǤma'asim ... man naan kț namisidin anwa. If 
Adam and his wife had not been greedy, I would not be suffering like this. [You-Heard?] o kțkǤma'asim nǫ o 

dapbǤǤsim tțțma la da san'am o gaad o bier la 'in her lust and prostitution she was more depraved than her 
sister'. [EZK 23:11] Da kǫ ka kțkǤma'asim mǤrif nǫ o diib la malis si'em la zugǤ 'Don't be greedy for the fine 
food he serves'. [PRO 23:3] See: kțkǤr; ma'asim. 

kțkǤmaliosiŋi   See main entry: kțkǤmalisiŋ. sweet talk. 

kțkǤmalisiŋ   Variant: kțkǤmaliosiŋi. n. sweet talk, persuasive words. o nǤŋ pu'asadir la hali ka pian' nǫ kțkǤmalisiŋi 

tis o 'he loved the girl and spoke tenderly to her'. [GEN 34:3] On an nimbǫ'og la o na tun'e pian' nǫ kțkǤmalisiŋi 

lusi li 'His malice may be concealed by deception'. [PRO 26:26] See: kțkǤr; malisiŋ. 

kțkǤmi   See main entry: kțkǤm1. leper. 

kțkǤmi'idig   n. a familiar/known voice. KțkǤmi'idig la ye, 'ti kem.' The familiar voice said 'Come!'. [Trouble] See: kțkǤr; 

-mi'idig. 

kțkǤnrțg   n. a snore, snoring. KțkǤnrțg la da gu'oe ya ka kțkțrțg bas. The snoring stopped, and the shaking also 

stopped. [Trouble] See: kǤnr. 

kțkǤr   Variant: kukɔr; kukor; kțkǤrǫ; kukore; kțkǤri; kukori. Form: kțkǤya. Variant: kukoya. Form: kțkǤ-. 

Variant: kuko-. n. 1 • voice, throat. o baŋ ye sțnpǫǫnni lǫdig kukuma kțkǤr la he realised that it was the voice of 

anger giving way to weeping. [Trouble] O kțkǤr la dǤnlig nǫ ti naae nǫ kikirțg. His throat stretched till it was 
vibrating. [Trouble] 'Daasi'erǫ li anǫ dayuug,' kțkǤr kanǫ ka o miilim la yǫl ala. "Perhaps it was a rat." said a 
familiar voice. [Trouble] Yanamǫ da wțm o kțkǤr likin saŋkanǫ ka zuor la da dit bugum la 'When you heard 
the voice out of the darkness, while the mountain was ablaze with fire'. [DEU 5:23] dunduug  ... hali tiim sǤb ya'a 

bǫlisidi ba si'em, ba pț wțm o kțkǤrǫ 'cobra ... will not listen to the sound of the charmer, however skilfully he 
may play'. [PSA 58:4-5] Sakur wasmaannǫ ... kțkǤri la. It was the voice of the school watchman. [Shoeshine-Boy] O 

kț tansid agǤla gǤla, bǫǫ dț'țsid o kțkǤri pian'ad suoraadinǫ. 'He will not shout or cry out, or raise his voice 
in the streets. [ISA 42:2] Suobanǫ pa'an ninsaal kțkǤya ni ban'as nǫ ba ti'ebțg yǫla. Ways to learn of human 

throat diseases and their treatment. [Iodine] BǤzugǤ, fțn ti ye fț yǫl ye "Mbayoo!" la ka m mǤri fț kțkǤya. 
Because by the time you say "Alas!" I am holding your throat. [Asaasim-] Ka kțkǤya dțt agǤla-gǤla ye 

'Akimedis' 'Akimedis'. Voices were raised saying "Archimedes, Archimedes!" [Shoeshine-Boy] Suobanǫ pa'an 

ninsaal kțkǤya ni ban'as nǫe ba ti'ebug yǫla: These are indications of human throat conditions and their cure: 

[Iodine] o vuud wțț nimbabigi na pian'ad ka ba kțkǤya vuud si'em la 'his voice sounded like the roar of a great 
crowd'. [DAN 10:6] Ani ka m kpǫn wțm baa n wǫsid paǫn-paǫn nǫ kțkǤkpi'euŋ. Then I suddenly heard a dog 
barking loudly 'rawf, rawf!'. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka bugum la nya'aŋ ka kțkǤbaanlig nyaan pian'. 'And after the fire 
came a gentle whisper.'. [1KI 19:12] Colloc: kțkǤrin ‘in voice’. o nam kpǫn wțm ǫndțg kanǫ bǫ Goma kțkǤrin 

la he could still hear the anger in Goma's voice. [Trouble] Colloc: kțkǤya zǤ ‘to be nauseated’. Ka fț kțkǤya zǤt 

bǫǫ fț tiind. And you feel sick or are vomiting. [Womens-Health] 
2 • a contribution to a discussion, sth. to say. Na'ab nǫ o na'ayikpǫm kțkǤri nwa' ye, ninsaalib nǫ niigi nǫ pǫ'ǫs 

nǫ bțțs, lǤǤm nǤǤr 'By decree of the king and his nobles, neither man nor beast is to touch any food'. [JON 3:7] O 

daa kǫlig Ayaab nǫ nimbanǫ yi Bțgțr la mǤr kțkǤsi'a kena la. He paid attention to what Ayaab and the people 

who came from Buguri had to say. [Electricity] See: kțkǤma'asim; kțkǤmalisiŋ; kțkǤmi'idig. 
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kțkǤrǫ   See main entry: kțkǤr. voice, throat, contribution. 

kțkǤri   See main entry: kțkǤr. voice, throat, contribution. 

kțkǤya  See main entry: kțkǤr. voice, throat, contribution. 

kțkțaa   Variant: kukuaa[N]. Form: kțkuos. Variant: kukuos. n. a small hill. Syn: kțkț; Sim: zuokțkțbig, zuor. 

kțkț'a   Form: kțkț'as. Variant: kțkț'asi. n. a ledge. Ba da mǫnǫ kțku'asi gilig Pț'țsim DǤǤg la ka dǤbanǫ bǫ kpikpǫŋ 

la sțn'e li zug 'There were ledges all around the wall of the temple to serve as supports for the side rooms'. [EZK 

41:6] 

kțkț'as   See main entry: kțkț'a. ledge. 

kțkț'asi   See main entry: kțkț'a. ledge. 

kțkțn   Variant: kukun. Form: kțkțna. Variant: kukuna; kțkțnaa. n. a hill, sandy bay (ACT 27:39). teŋ kanǫ bǫ kțkțn 

zug kț nya'aŋi su'aa a town which is on a hill cannot be hidden. [Bible-Study] Ba ya'a du'af kțkțn zugǤ If you're 
born on top of a hill. [Trouble] David nǫ ... dǤl suor la ken, ka Simie mǫ dǫn'ǫd kțkțn la baba dǤl o ka lǤbid o 

nǫ kuga 'David ... continued along the road while Shimei was going along the hillside opposite him ... and 

throwing stones at him'. [2SA 16:13] Kțkțn kanǫ bǫ Jerusalem ya-nya'aŋ la Solomon da mǫ' teŋgban dǤǤgǤ li 

zugț tis Kemos 'On the mountain east of Jerusalem he built a place to worship Chemosh'. [1KI 11:7] ba nyǫ 

zin'ikanǫ an kțkțn 'they saw a bay with a sandy beach'. [ACT 27:39] li yț'țn dǤlis ala sig kțkțn la teŋiri kpa'ad 

Ben Hinnom bǤn'Ǥfalig linǫ bǫ Refam bǤn'Ǥg ya-datiuŋ la 'It (boundary) then went down to the foot of the 

mountain that overlooks the Valley of Hinnom, at the north end of the Valley of Rephaim'. [JOS 18:16] Li na wa'am 

hali gaad kțkțna la wțsa. 'it will be raised above the hills'. [ISA 2:2] o gǤsi nyǫ ka kțkțna la pǫ'ǫl nǫ widi nǫ 

zaba tǫrekonam nǫ bugum gilig Elasia 'he looked and saw the hills full of horses and chariots of fire all around 
Elisha'. [1KI 6:17] kțkțnaa, bǤ ka ya ian'asid wțț pǫbibisǫ? 'Why was it', 'you hills,' 'that you skipped' 'like 

lambs?'. [PSA 114:6] Colloc: kțkțnin ‘to/on/from the hill’. O bǫ Hakila kțkțnin la, kpa' Jesimon teŋ la. he is 'on 
the hill of Hakilah, which faces Jeshimon'. [1SA 26:1] Syn: kțkțaa; Sim: zuor. Birigimi zuoya nǫ kțkțna wțsa ka 

li sig. 'every mountain and hill (shall be) made low'. [LUK 3:5 = ISA 40:4] 

kțkțna   See main entry: kțkțn. hill. 

kțkțnaa  See main entry: kțkțn. hill. 

kțkțrțg   n. shaking, a shaking movement. KțkǤnrțg la da gu'oe ya ka kțkțrțg bas. The snoring stopped, and the 
shaking also stopped. [Trouble] 

kʋkuma   See main entry: kukuma. crying, mourning. 

kțkuos   See main entry: kțkțaa. hill. 

kțkp-   See main entry: kpțkparig1. palmtree. 

kțkpalig   Form: kțkpalis. n. tree [sp.] Zinzauŋ ya'a di ta'ama o mǫǫsidnǫ kțkpalig. When a bat eats sheafruits he 
blames the kukpalig tree. [Proverb 108] 

kțkpalis   See main entry: kțkpalig. tree [sp.] 

kțkpama   See main entry: kpțkpauŋ. wing. 

kțkpan-   See main entry: kpțkpauŋ. wing. 

kțkpar  See main entry: kpțkparig2. borassus fruit. 

kțkparǫ   See main entry: kpțkparig2. borassus fruit. 

kțkparig  See main entry: kpțkparig1. palmtree. 

kțkparis   See main entry: kpțkparig1. palmtree. 

kțkpǫliŋ   Variant: kpǫliŋ; kpǫliŋi; kpikpǫliŋ. Form: kțkpǫlis. Variant: kpikpǫlis. n. a cry. Note: "Tongue twisting sounds 

made by women at funerals and other occasions of merry making" [MA], ululation Li da pak o nǫ hali ka li kpǫlim bi'ela 

ka o nwǫ' kpǫliŋi nǫǫl o mǫŋ. He was very confused, and it was not long before he cried out to reveal himself. 

[Trouble] Colloc: lǤb/nwǫ' kțkpǫliŋ ‘utter a cry’. Ziriga la yț'țn ti lǤb kțkpǫliŋ ka niakidi yit o baŋin la Then 
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the train blew its whistle and drew away from its platform. [Trouble] Ka sieba maan tțkpiidțg ka sieba nwǫ'ǫd 

kțnkǤǤs ka kțkpǫlis lut Some people made a kerfuffle and some banged on tin-cans, and there was random 
ululation. [You-Heard?] Note: cf. : Ka sieba maan tțkpiidțg ka sieba nwǫ'ǫd kǤsiŋkǤǤs ka kpikpǫlis lut 

zǫn'ǫzǫn' And some people raised a rumpus, and some were beating tin cans and ululations broke out intensely. 

[You-Do?] Ka yț'țŋ tisțțs, ka nwǫ' kțkpǫliŋ ka ye, ‘Pu'adit la kenna, duom yii tț'țsi nǫ o. '“At midnight the 

cry rang out: ‘Here's the bridegroom! Come out to meet him!’'. [MAT 25:6] Li da pak o nǫ hali ka li kpǫlim bi'ela 

ka o nwǫ' kpǫliŋi nǫǫl o mǫŋ. he was shocked, and a little later he uttered a cry and revealed himself. [Trouble] 
Sim: kikaasig, kuŋ. 

kțkpǫlis   See main entry: kțkpǫliŋ. cry. 

kțkpǫmis   See main entry: kpikpǫŋ. outside. 

kțkpǫmisǫ   See main entry: kpikpǫŋ. outside. 

kʋkpɛŋ   See main entry: kpikpǫŋ. outside. 

kʋkpinkpinɛ   See main entry: kpikpinkpin. trader. 

kțkpiŋ   See main entry: kpikpǫțŋ. trade. 

kʋkpiŋ   See main entry: kpikpiŋ. trade. 

kțkpiuŋ   See main entry: kpikpǫțŋ. trade. 

kțlampan'  Variant: kolampan'i [W]. thorn [type]. a hooked thorn used in rituals. Pu'a ya'a san'am dau, ba mǤri 

kțlampan' nwaad nua. If an woman commits adultery, they use the kulampan' (thorny bushes) to perform 
cleansing rites. [MA] 

kțlis   See main entry: kțlțŋ. door. 

kțlisǫǫ   See main entry: kțlțŋ. door. 

kțlisi   See main entry: kțlțŋ. door. 

kțlțŋ   Variant: kuluŋ; kuliŋ; kțlțŋi; kțlțŋț. Form: kțlis. Variant: kțlisǫǫ; kțlisi; kulus; kulis; kolis. n. a door. Fțn 

paae na la fț pț nwǫ' kțlțŋ la nǫ datiuŋǤ, fț pț yǫl ye gaafaraa When you arrive you don't knock on the door 

with your right hand, you don't say 'Excuse me.'. [Three-Problems] O da bǫǫ ani ye o gban'e kțlțŋ la gban'asir la 

nwǫligi yǤ'Ǥg He was there to get hold of the handle of the door and turn it to open the door. [Trouble] Kțlțŋ la 

kpar nǫ. The door was locked. [Trouble] Mak onǫ aan ti yinne la n da mǤǤd ye o yǤ'Ǥg kțlțŋ la Test anyone of 
us who tries to open the door. [Shoeshine-Boy] Zin'ikanǫ an Kasi la yiŋ za'anǤǤr la kțlțŋ la dazi'eda da anǫ mauk 
'The outer sanctuary had a rectangular doorframe'. [EZK 41:21] Nwǫnǫ kțlțŋi yuulimi li tabidisin si'em la 'As a 
door turns on its hinges'. [PRO 26:14] GǤsimiya, m yǤ'Ǥg kțlțŋț tisi ya ka sǤ' kae na nyaŋi yǤǤ. 'See, I have 
placed before you an open door that no one can shut.'. [REV 3:8] Kțlis la wțsa da anǫ bțmma'ad 'All the doorways 
had rectangular frames'. [1KI 7:5] Lebanon dima, yǤ'Ǥgimi ya kțlis 'Open your doors, Lebanon'. [ZEC 11:1] Fț nan 

mi' nyǫ kpi'im teŋ kțlisǫǫ? 'Have you seen the gates of the shadow of death? '. [JOB 38:17] o tisim daad ka m 

maal kțlisi kpǫn'ǫs Pț'țsim Yir za'anǤya la 'he will give me timber to make beams for the gates of the citadel by 
the temple'. [NEH 2:8] Colloc: kțlțŋțn ‘to/at/from the door’. Nimo lǫn fǫndigi dǤl kțlțŋțn la yi tǤ'ǤtǤ Nimo 
turned and quickly went back out through the door. [Trouble] 

kțlțŋi   See main entry: kțlțŋ. door. 

kțlțŋț   See main entry: kțlțŋ. door. 

kʋm4   See main entry: kum2. death, corpse. 

kțn-   See main entry: kțțnr. hoe, plough. 

kțndț'ari   See main entry: kțndu'ar. childless woman. 

kțnduada   See main entry: kțndu'ar. childless woman. 

kțndu'alim   Variant: kundu'alim. n. childlessness. On tǫn'ǫsid o kundu'alim la yǫla la li zabid o nǫ. She thought of her 

childlessness and it pained her. [Trouble] InvNabstr: kțndu'ar. See: kțndu'ar. 

kțndu'ar   Variant: kundu'ar; kțndț'ari. Form: kțnduada. Variant: kundu'ada. n. a sterile, childless woman. o da zǤti 
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dabiem ye o pa'ati anǫ kțndu'ar he had been afraid that perhaps she was sterile. [Trouble] Pu'a kanǫ an kțndu'ar 

ka o sid bas o la na mǤr biis bǫdegț The woman who is barren and deserted by her husband will have many 
children. [GAL 4:27] Ka pu'a kț kpa'ae bǫǫ an kțndu'ari ya teŋin laa. 'In your land no woman will have a 
miscarriage or be without children. [EXO 23:26] Albareka bǫ nǫ banǫ an kțnduada 'How lucky are the women 
who never had children'. [LUK 23:29] See: du'a; kțndu'alim. 

kțnǫ   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțnkǤna   See main entry: kțŋkǤŋ. tin can. 

kʋnkɔna   See main entry: kțŋkǤŋ. tin can. 

kțnkǤŋ   See main entry: kțŋkǤŋ. tin can. 

kʋnkɔɔs   See main entry: kțŋkǤŋ. tin can. 

kʋnkɔɔs   See main entry: kțŋkǤŋ. tin can. 

kțns   Variant: kuns; kțnsi; kunsi; kos; kțnsnǫ; kunsnɛ. Form: kțnsid. Variant: kunsid.  Note: mistaken old spelling in 8 

SC places and numerous places in texts Variant: kțnsidi; kunsidi. Form: kțnsim2!. Variant: kțnsimi!. Form: kțnsib. 

Variant: kunsib. v. 1 • to pierce. Fț ya'a kudin bǤǤd fțn zaŋim piim kțns o lțgiri ti paae o nyǤǤdǫ o kpǫn anǫ 

mǤi. If you wanted you could prick his side with a needle right through to his guts and he would still be unruffled. 

[You-Do?] nwǫnǫ balaari ǫǫn buak bǫǫ tuoǫn ka sǤ' ya'a zanl ka dǫlli li ka li kțns o nu'ugț pu'alim o 'like using 
a reed as a walking stick — it would break and jab your hand'. [2KI 18:21] Aram nid tǫk o tiraugț tǤn yǤǤgț ka li 

keŋ gban'e Israel Na'ab la, ka piim la wiee o zaba la'ad la kpǫn' kțns o an Aramean 'drew his bow at random 
and hit the king of Israel between the sections of his armour'. [2CH 18:33] Amasa da pț gu'usid nǫ sț'țg la bǫ 

Joab nu'ugin la, ka Joab kțns o pțțr ka o nyǤǤd wțsa yii 'Amasa was not on guard against the sword that Joab 
was holding in his other hand, and Joab stabbed him in the belly, and his entrails spilt out'. [2SA 20:10] O kenǫ na ye 

o kțnsi m sid nǫ pinkțdțg linǫ milig. He was coming to inject my husband with an old needle that was dirty. 
[AIDS-I] m bǤǤd ye dau kanǫ ken kpǫ' kuosid tima la ya'a kena ka m kǫ ka o kțnsim. If the man who sells 

medicines comes I want to let him give me an injection. [AIDS-Azuur] fț kǤ'Ǥgi tuoǫn kțnsi ba biankimpiindi 

aans 'you splintered and you tore open their shoulders'. [EZK 29:7] Israel nidib la kț lǫm mǤr kpi'es banǫ an 

nimbǫ'ǫdnam banǫ tǤi wțț gǫnda banǫ mǤr gǤn'Ǥs, nǫ gǤn'Ǥs banǫ pțlim hali ka kțnsid la 'No longer will 
the people of Israel have malicious neighbours who are painful briers and sharp thorns.'. [EZK 28:24] Ba lǫǫ na 

lieb ... gǤn'Ǥsi kțnsidi ya nini 'they will become ... thorns in your eyes'. [JOS 23:13] Sim: tț, vțd, vțdig. 
2 • to gore. Note: animal attacks with its horns 
3 • to inject, immunise, vaccinate. Note: medical procedure BǤ ka li nar ye ba kțns biisǫ? Why is it necessary to 

immunise children? [Immunisation] Ala la fț tun'e paam EES ban'as la ka li yinǫ ban kțns EES ban'ad ka lǫn nǤk 

piim kan la kțnsif la. So you can contract AIDS as a result of someone suffering from aids having an injection, 

and then you are injected with the same needle. [AIDS-Azuur] Ya'asǫ biig mǫ ya'a kțnsnǫ nyǤ'Ǥg piim ... o faaǫn 

o mǫŋ nǫ nyǤ'Ǥg zțnzțnya la ni. Again, if child has been vaccinated against TB it is protected against TB 
microorganisms. [Immunisation-II.] Luakim banǫ ma' ye ba anǫ dǤgtanam ka ginnǫ kțnsid nidib la. Beware of 
those who falsely claim to be doctors and go round injecting people. [AIDS-I] Ban kțnsidnǫ pima. Those are 

treated with injections. [Immunisation-II.] kțnsib sțm yǫla aan: kțnsi gu'u ban'as an bǤ? the reasons 
immunisation is good are: what are the diseases that an injection prevents? [Immunisation] Lin la, kțnsimi fț biig 

nannanna. Therefore vaccinate your child now! [Immunisation-II.] Ban'as gu'ub kțnsib la kțțdnǫ bunvțbanǫ 

ta'asid ban'as niŋgbiŋin la Vaccination kills the organisms that bring diseases into the body. [Immunisation-II.] 
Lit: injection for protection against diseases. Colloc: agu'u ban'a kțnsib ‘immunisation, vaccination, 'jab', 'pin' 
[Gh.]’. agu'u ban'a kțnsib sțŋir an bǤ? what is the value of immunisation? [Immunisation] Nabstr: kțnsim1. 
See: kțnsim1. 

kțnsi   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kțnsib   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kțnsid   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kțnsidi   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 
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kʋnsim1   Note: preferred form is kțnsib from kțns n. vaccination, inoculation, an injection. Kʋnsim gu' dǫŋ Vaccination 

wards off bodily harm. [Womens-Health] Biis banǫ pț paae yțțma ayi' la kʋnsim mukiya, bǤzugǤ: - banǫ 

namisid bǫdegț It is very important to immunise babies under two years, because:- they have many health 
problems. [Immunisation-] InvNabstr: kțns3 See: kțns3 

kțnsim2!   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kțnsimi!   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kțnsnǫ   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kțnt1   Variant: kut1; kunt; kțntǫ1; kțntǫǫ1; kuntɛɛ; kute; kțnti1; kot. Form: kutnam. n. 1 • iron, metal, an iron 

thing/piece of iron. tampiing la kǤ'Ǥg kțnt la, nǫ kțntzǫn'ug la nǫ ya'ad la nǫ anzurifa la nǫ sanlim la wțsa 

bur-bur 'a rock that broke the iron, the bronze, the clay, the silver and the gold to pieces'. [DAN 2:45] lǤ zan'antǤlis 

la wțsa kțnt nwiis ayǤpǤi-pǤi 'The top of each column was decorated with a design of interwoven chains, seven 
for each capital'. [1KI 7:17] Gban'am onǫ wțsa gǫǫm ka niŋid wțț o anǫ nǤdi'esi ba'a o nǫ kțnt ba'an. 'see that 

every madman who pretends to be a prophet is placed in chains'. [JER 29:26] O kpandaug la da wa'am nǫ hali, ka 

li kpanbiel la tǫbisim an kțnt gbila kǤbisyuobț. 'His spear shaft was like a weaver's rod, and its iron point 
weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 17:7] Lit: was very long. kǫlli ka ti ... pid kțnt balaŋir linǫ an ti'ir linǫ an 

faangir la gu' ti zut 'We must wear ... our hope of salvation as a helmet'. [1TH 5:8] Ninsaal na nyaŋi kǤ'Ǥg kuntǫǫ? 
'Can a man break iron'. [JER 15:12] Furipiim naŋnaŋ ka li ka'anǫ kțnti pǤ'Ǥg o. Needle is small by nature, not for 
lack of steel. [Proverb 077] wțț kțnti pț naan nǫ ya'ad sț'țŋa si'em la 'any more than iron mixes with clay'. [DAN 

2:43] Colloc: kțntmǫŋir ‘iron [as opposed to metal in general]’. Amaa ba da zaŋ anzurifa nǫ sanlima nǫ 

la'abanǫ an kțntzǫn'ug nǫ kuntmɛŋir la niŋ zin'ikanǫ ka ba digin ZugsǤb ligidi la. 'but they put the silver and 

gold and the articles of bronze and iron into the treasury of the Lord's house'. [JOS 6:24] Etym: OV1 *KUD ; GS1 
*K³A/I²/O¹ . 
2 • metal. biig nǤk kțnt diisuŋe si'isid bugum la nwiisi keŋ kpǫn' yǤk si'a ni la. A child takes a metal spoon 

and touches an electrical socket. [Electricity] Lit: the hole the electric wires go into. Sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ 

kțntzǫn'ug nǫ kțnt nǫ dalba nǫ kțnt buudi wțsa 'gold, silver, bronze, iron, tin' and every sort of metal. [NUM 

31:22] ba wțsa nwǫnǫ kțntzǫn'ug nǫ kțntnam buudi wțsa linǫ kpǫm bǫ onǫ kțnt la bugum teŋir. 'all of 
them are the copper, tin, iron and lead left inside a furnace.'. [EZK 22:18] Lit: copper and all kinds of metal. 
Colloc: kțntin ‘in/on/from metal’. Li anǫ yǫl nǫ fțn na nǤk kțnti si'isid bugum nwiis bǤzugǤ, li tun'e dǤlis 

kțntin la paae fț ni It is a problem if you touch electric wires with metal, because it can flow through the metal 

and get to you. [Electricity] See: kțnt2; kțntzǫn'ug. 

kțnt2   Variant: kunt....  Note: old spelling by mistake 8x in SC, also in texts Variant: kțnti2; kțntǫ1; kțntǫǫ2. v. to forge, smelt 

(iron). Onǫ kțnt mi zugub. The one who does smith-work is the one who knows how to blow the fire. [Proverb 16] 
Asaan anǫ onǫ kțnt Asaan is a smith. [AIDS-I] NǤkim sanlima kțnt fita zi'esir, ka nwǫ'-nwǫ' li ka li gbin an 

lammiri 'Make a lampstand of pure gold and hammer it out'. [EXO 25:31] Ninsaal na nyaŋi kǤ'Ǥg kuntɛɛ? Can a 

man break iron'. [JER 15:12] ba wțsa nwǫnǫ kțntzǫn'ug nǫ kțntnam buudi wțsa linǫ kpǫm bǫ onǫ kțnt la 

bugum teŋir. 'all of them are the copper, tin, iron and lead left inside a furnace.'. [EZK 22:18] Lit: are still at the 

bottom of the furnace of the one who smelts. Ninst: zan'ar, zuglaa ‘hammer, bellows’. o mǤri zan'ari kțnti li 
'with hammers, he forges it'. [ISA 44:12] Sim: kud. Etym: OVN *KUD ; GS1 *LU¹/I . See: kțnt1. 

kțntǫ1   See main entry: kțnt1. iron thing, metal. 

kțntǫ1   See main entry: kțnt2. smelt. 

kțntǫǫ1   See main entry: kțnt1. iron thing, metal. 

kțntǫǫ2   See main entry: kțnt2. smelt. 

kțnti1   See main entry: kțnt1. iron thing, metal. 

kțnti2   See main entry: kțnt2. smelt. 

kțntzǫn'ug   Variant: kutzɛn'og; kuntzen'ug; kțntzǫn'ugǤ; kutzɛn'ogɔ; kuntzen'ugo; kțntzǫn'ugț. n. bronze. Note: 'red 

metal' ba lǤǤ o nǫ kțntzǫn'ug baans 'they ... chained him with bronze chains'. [JDG 15:21] Da zaŋ sanlima ligidi 

bǫǫ anzurifa ligidi bǫǫ kțntzǫn'ug ligidii suu ya buorisi nǫ. 'Do not take along any gold or silver or copper in 
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your belts. [MAT 10:9] tampiing la kǤ'Ǥg kțnt la, nǫ kțntzǫn'ug la nǫ ya'ad la nǫ anzurifa la nǫ sanlim la wțsa 

bur-bur 'a rock that broke the iron, the bronze, the clay, the silver and the gold to pieces'. [DAN 2:45] Ba na kǤ'Ǥg 

kuntkpi'euŋ linǫ yi ya-datiuŋ la na, bǫǫ kțntzǫn'ugǤ? 'Can a man break ... iron from the north – or bronze?'. [JER 

15:12] NǤkim kțntzǫn'ugț maali li la'ad la wțsa. 'Make all its utensils of bronze'. [EXO 27:3] See: kțnt; -zǫn'ug. 

kțntzǫn'ugǤ   See main entry: kțntzǫn'ug. bronze. 

kțntzǫn'ugț   See main entry: kțntzǫn'ug. bronze. 

kțnya   See main entry: kțțnr. hoe, plough. 

kʋŋi   See main entry: kuŋ. cry. 

kțŋkǤŋ   Variant: kțnkǤŋ; koŋkoŋ [N]; kǤsiŋkǤŋ. Form: kțnkǤna. Variant: kʋnkɔɔs; kʋnkɔɔs; koŋkona; kʋnkɔna; 

kǤsiŋkǤna; kǤsiŋkǤǤs2. n. a tin-can, 'tin' [Br.], 'can' [Am.] ba ti kuosid bțŋ zug anzurifa ligidi pisnii, ka 

kakpǫǫd kțŋkǤŋ mǫ an anzurifa ligidi anu they sold a donkey's head for eighty silver coins and a tin of waste 
grain for five silver coins. [2KI 6:25] Atiig nam teŋin la pț mǤr na'asaabugum, yț'țŋ ya'a sǤbǫǫ nidib ǫǫnti 

nyu'oe nǫ kʋnkɔna bugum ka sieba nyǤ'Ǥd kandirnam. Atiig's village didn't have electricity: when it got dark 

at night some people lit lights in tin cans and some lit candles. [Fire] Ka sieba maan tțkpiidțg ka sieba nwǫ'ǫd 

kʋnkɔɔs ka kțkpǫlis lut Some people made a kerfuffle and some banged on tin-cans, and there was random 

ululation. [You-Heard?] Note: cf. : Ka sieba maan tțkpiidțg ka sieba nwǫ'ǫd kǤsiŋkǤǤs ka kpikpǫlis lut 

zǫn'ǫzǫn' And some people raised a rumpus, and some were beating tin cans and ululations broke out intensely. 

[You-Do?] From: (GNG). Note: ? onomatapœa or from Hausa gwangwani 

kțoǫn   Form: kțoǫnǫ. v. to dent sth., be dented. Daka la zin'isi'a da kțoǫnǫ ka li yinǫ on nwǫ'ǫd anina 

tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el la. A certain place on the box was dented because he kept striking it there frequently. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] 

kțoǫnǫ   See main entry: kțoǫn. dent. 

kțr   Form: kțrid. Variant: kțridi. v. to be anxious to do sth. Amaa o saam yǫlțg la da kțrid o tțba nǫ. But his 

father's words itched his ears. [Trouble] Kpa'akuri wțm niiŋ kaasig la ka kțrid ka o ya'am pț digiya. The 
tortoise heard the cry of the bird and was anxious and unsettled in his mind. [Trouble] Ka m kțrid ye m baŋ dinǫ kǫ 

ka o niŋid ala la. I was anxious to know why he did that. [Shoeshine-Boy] 'M pugudiba, ti nyǫ saam,' bipuŋ la yǫl 

ala ka digil saog la ka kțrid ye o bǤ kțgis. "Auntie, we have visitors.", said the girl, and she put down her 
broom and hurried to find seats. [Trouble] O da kțridi ye o paae Beckie yir. He was anxious to reach Beckie's 
house. [Trouble] 

kțrid   See main entry: kțr. anxious. 

kțridi   See main entry: kțr. anxious. 

kțris   Variant: kuris. Form: kțrisid. Variant: kurisid. v. to revolve. Tǫreko wțsa da mǤr kțntzǫn'ug nǤba dinǫ kțrisid 
'Each stand had four bronze wheels'. [1KI 7:30] Bțnlamma la da bǫ nǫ nǤba anaasi banǫ kțrisid la zug. The 
panels were over the four wheels. [1KI 7:32] Lit: feet which revolve. 

kțrisid   See main entry: kțris. revolve. 

kʋrlannɛ   See main entry: kurlan. pantaloons. 

Kțsa...   See main entry: Kusaa. Kusaasi. 

kțsi-   See main entry: kțsiig. sickle. 

kțsiig   Variant: kusiig; kțsiigi; kusiigi. Form: kțsiis. Variant: kusiis. Form: kțsi-. n. a small hoe. DabǤgu'ud la ǫǫnti 

zaŋinǫ kțsiig nǫ bțtiŋ n tis dabǤǤg biig la The caretaker usually gives a small hoe and a calabash to the heir. 

[Asaasim] Lit: child of the grave. Kǫl ka kțsiig bǫǫ ya la'adin la, ka ya na mǤri li tuud bțmbǤk 'As part of your 
equipment you are to have a trowel ... you are to scrape a hole with it'. [DEU 23:13] Atiig mǤri kțsiigi ki'ed ki la. 
Atiig uses a small hoe to cut the millet. [House+Farm] ki la ya'a bi'ig, kpaad la na zaŋ kțsiigi kie li, bǤzugǤ li 

bunib saŋa paaeya 'When the corn is ripe, the man starts cutting it with his sickle, because harvest time has 

come.'. [MRK 4:29] Pu'ab la mǤri bțtiis ka zanl kțsiis mǫn. The women have small calabashes and also hold hoes. 

[House+Farm] Asǫǫ ka Israel dim la keŋ Filistia dim la san'an ye ba saasi ba niigi kțnya, nǫ ba kțnmǫŋa nǫ 

kțsiis 'The Israelites had to go to the Philistines to get their ploughs, hoes ... sharpened'. [1SA 13:20] Ba mǤr kțsiisi 
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tuud kikan'agbita la They use hoes to dig up the stubble. [House+Farm] La'an nǤk kțsibil la na, li bǫnǫ la'ad 

dǤǤgin la. And bring a little hoe as well, it's in the storeroom. [Trouble] See: kțțnr. 

kțsiigi   See main entry: kțsiig. sickle. 

kțsiis   See main entry: kțsiig. sickle. 

kțsǤk   n. a basket, hamper. O buknǫ kțțnr nǫ kțsǤk. He carries a hoe and a basket on his shoulder. [House+Farm] Note: 

text emended by MA Colloc: kțsǤkin ‘into/in/from a basket’. Ba da nǤk gu'osi gban'e o tǫǫgi kpǫn'ǫs kțnt 

kțsǤkin 'With hooks they pulled him into a cage'. [EZK 19:9] Lit: a metal 'hamper'. 

-kțt   See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

kțta   See main entry: kțtir. grass.bundle. 

-kțti   See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

kțtir   Variant: kotir. Form: kțta. n. grass 'snake', bundle of grasses tying rafters. Note: long spiral of grasses running around 
the rafters of a traditional conical thatched roof to help secure the rafters and prevent the thatch from slipping down [TN] 
Bțnvțya la da nwǫnǫ bugumsaana bǫǫ kțtir bugum nǫ 'The appearance of the living creatures was like 
burning coals of fire or like torches'. [EZK 1:13] Note: the short bunches of grasses which a fixed end-to-end to make the 

spiral roofing strengthener can be used separately as a flame torch Sim: zǤntir. 

kțya   See main entry: kțțr. funeral. 

kțyidim   Variant: kuyidim. n.pl. mourners, funeral-house people. ba na pțni ba zut wțț kțyidim nǫ they will shave 

their heads like mourners. [EZK 7:18 [draft]] See: kțțr; yir; dim. 

kțyir   n. a funeral house, house where a funeral is being celebrated. Colloc: kțyin(nǫ) ‘at/to/from the funeral house’. 
Ya'am sǤb sțnf bǫ nǫ kțyin. 'The heart of the wise is in the house of mourning'. [ECC 7:4] Li an sțm ka fț keŋ 

kțyinnǫ gat yikanǫ ka ba maan sumalisim. 'It is better to go to a house of mourning than to go to a house of 

feasting'. [ECC 7:2] Ka o zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ yi pǤǤgțn la lǫn lǫb kțyin la And he ran quickly from the farm and came back 

to the funeral house. [Asaasim] Note: original kuyind See: kțyidim; kțțr; yir. 

kʋzɛr   See main entry: kuzǫr1. chair. 

ku   See main entry: kț1. won't. 

ku   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

ku   See main entry: kț3. settle, decide [case]. 

kua   Variant: kɔ2; kuo; kuaa. Form: kuanǫ. Form: kuod. Variant: kuoda; kuodi. Form: kuodnǫ. Form: kuom!. 

Variant: kuomi!. Form: kuomini!. Form: kuob2. Variant: kuobǤ; kuobo. v. to farm, hoe, plough, cultivate. Ka o 

iǫn Ǥnsir o gbǫ'ǫgun ka gi'e gǤs ban kua paae zin'isi'a la. And he wiped the sweat from his forehead and 
looked round to see how far they had got with their hoeing. [Trouble] Man nam pț nyaŋi yǤ banǫ kua m kawǫnna 

pǤǤg la I haven't been able to pay the people who worked my maize farm yet. [Electricity] m na kua li gbinnin ka 

bǤ bțgțlțm bas 'I will dig round it and put in some manure'. [LUK 13:8] Sieba daa kua. Amaa yanam di'enǫ 

tțțma la nyǤǤd. 'Others have done the hard work, and you have reaped the benefits of their labour.'. [JHN 4:38] 
Lit: hoed, farmed. Bugumi teŋ la zin'ikanǫ nam pț kua la 'break up your unploughed ground'. [HOS 10:12] Ya 

ya'a ti duoe nintaŋ ye ya vț'țs la, fțn kuo li. When you people get up in the daytime to rest, you weed it. [Trouble] 
on tțm nyǫ si'el la ka o nǤki kuo pǤǤg 'out of her earnings she' farms a field. [PRO 31:16] Kpaad la di'e tiim la ka 

dau la gaad la, o pț lǫn kuaa When the farmer had received the medicine and the man had gone on his way, he 
didn't go on farming. [You-Heard?] Da la'as naaf nǫ buŋi kuaa. 'Do not hitch an ox and a donkey together for 
ploughing.'. [DEU 22:10] Wǫnaaf na siak ka fț lǤǤ o kuaa? 'Will a wild ox work for you?'. [JOB 39:9] Lit: allow you 

to yoke him to plough?. Asumbul nǫ o yidim da ǫǫnti kuanǫ ba pǤǤgțn hali Mr. Spider and his family worked 
hard on their farm. [Wonderwoman] A-Dii-Miilim kuod na'ab pǤǤd. Mr. Eat-Others'-Food cultivates the chief's 
farms. [Proverb 060] Paalț banǫ ka ba mǤri kuod taba la tun'e zaŋi kua bțmbțțdsțmaa diis Gaana. The fields 
where they farm tobacco could be used to grow good crops to feed Ghana. [Smoking] Abțgțr anǫ kpaad. O kuodi 

mui nǫ suma nǫ ki nǫ kawǫnna ka lǫn gț'țn bțnkǤnbid. Abugur is a farmer. He grows rice, groundnuts, millet 
and maize, and also raises livestock. [You-Do?-] bǫǫ nwǫnǫ onǫ kuod baadi or like someone who farms as a hired 
hand. [JOB 7:2] Nwǫnǫ sǤ' na kuod ka bț'țsid tandia'ana si'em la 'As one ploughs and breaks up the earth'. [PSA 
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141:7] Ya pțm mi' ye mam pț kuoda You already know that I don't farm. [Wealth-Is-Power] Abugur kuodi niigi. 
Abugur is ploughing with oxen. [House+Farm] Amaa fțn nan kpǫn kuodnǫ ti saam pǤǤd la But you're already 
farming our father's farms. [Trouble] BǤzugǤ onǫ kuod ki la kuodnǫ ka onǫ bț'țdi li la mǫ bț'țd 'the ploughman 
ploughs and the thresher threshes'. [1CO 9:10] Kuom lin yi daug nwa ni paae tigbi'ir la - mǤr ala sig baŋki la ni. 
Weed from this stick as far as the treestump –  keep going to reach the bank. [Trouble] Kuomi fț saman yiiga naae 

ka naan lǤ'Ǥŋ pǤǤg 'Finish your outdoor work and get your fields ready'. [PRO 24:27] Tarsis teŋ pu'aba, kuomini 

ya pǤǤd 'Till your land ..., O Daughter of Tarshish. [ISA 23:10] asida ti ya'a sid gban'e kuob nu'usa ayi, li kțdim 

kț yuugǫ ka ti lǫbig bțndaanam maa truly, if we take up farming with all our might, it won't be long before we 
get rich. [Asaasim] Ka di daa m bǫya m bǫya ka kawǫnna la nti kțdig n siak kuob. In the course of time the 

maize was old enough to be weeded. [Asaasim] Na'akuoda la mi' kuob pamm. The plough-oxen know how to 
plough well. [House+Farm] Vț'țsțm dabisir la Vț'țsimi, baa li ya'a anǫ kuob bǫǫ bunib saŋaa. 'on the seventh 
day you shall rest; even during the ploughing season and harvest'. [EXO 34:21] Da nǤki fț na'adibig kpǫǫm kpǫn'ǫs 

kuobǤ 'Do not put the firstborn of your oxen to work'. [DEU 15:19] M da'anǫ na'akuoda piiga ka bǤǤd ye m maki 

ba kuobț gǤs 'I have just bought five yoke of oxen, and I'm on my way to try them out.'. [LUK 14:19] Li ya'a dǫŋ 

kuobǤǤ, kooko la wannǫ bțmbǫda When it is farmed early, cocoa produces big fruits. [Trouble] Colloc: kuobin 
‘to/in/from farming’. Daar wțsa o ya'a duoe kuobinǫ, o saasid o sț'țraug nǫ Every day when he finished 
farming, he sharpened his cutlass. [Trouble] Bikaŋa na bțgțli ti sțțnr nǫ namisțg kanǫ ka ti nyǫt kuobin 'This 
boy will bring us relief from' the suffering we experience in farming. [GEN 5:29] Etym: OV1 *KO ; vc2 *vad ; vc4 
*ko . See: lǤkuodir; lǤlkuodir; na'akuod. 

kuak   Variant: kuaki. Form: kuakim!. v. to hug, kiss sb. Asumbuli yǫl ala la ka kuak o. Mr. Spider said this, and hugged 

her. [Wonderwoman] Abțgțr nǫ Ayaab kuak taaba ka la' hali. Abugri and Ayaba hugged each other and laughed. 

[MA] Ka Ofori nyǫ ka o nini pǫ'ǫlli nǫ ninta'am, ka o kuak o nu'usin. Ofori saw that her eyes were filled with 
tears, and he hugged her in his arms. [Trouble] o sakur fuug linǫ an bțlț sisǤbir ka pielim kuak niŋgǤǤnr la pț 

naalim her dark-blue and white school dress was tight at the neck and didn't fit. [Trouble] di yim bǫogțn asuba ka 

Laban kuak o yaas nǫ o pu'ayuos la pț'țsi ba sț'țŋa 'Early the next morning Laban kissed his grandchildren 
and his daughters'. [GEN 31:55] Ka Orpa kuak o sid ma la ka kǫǫs o ka lǫbi kul 'Then Orpah kissed her 
mother-in-law goodbye and went back home'. [RUT 1:14] o ba' la kuaki ba ka pț'țsi ba sț'țŋa 'his father kissed 

them and embraced them'. [GEN 46:10] Ka maal na'aziinr daad ka nǤk sanlima maali kuaki ba. 'He made the 
poles of acacia-wood and overlaid them with gold.'. [EXO 37:27-28] kuakim o ka o na tisif girima 'Embrace her, 
and she will bring you honour.'. [PRO 4:8] Sim: muak ‘suck, kiss’. Note: kissing is not used traditionally in the area; 'hug' 

or 'suck' are used to translate the term or else 'greet', as in many cases in the Bible this is the social function of a kiss. O daa 

kuak dasaŋ la, ka muak o 'She threw her arms round the young man, (and) kissed him'. [PRO 7:13] 

kuaki   See main entry: kuak. hug. 

kuakim!   See main entry: kuak. hug. 

kuanǫ   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuan'   Form: kuan'ad. Variant: kuan'adi. v. to brew (pito). Colloc: kuan' daam2. Ya na ... kuan' daam ka lǫǫ kț nuu 
'you will crush grapes but not drink the wine'. [MIC 6:15] Lit: You will brew pito but not drink it. Dinǫ lǫm paas la 

ba mǤr man wala la ya'asi kuan'ad daam ka wț'țnnǫ mǤn sa'ab In addition they also use my leaves in brewing 
pito and soaking when they stir t.z. [Trees] Ba mǫ ya'a maan kțțrǫ, ba nwaadi man willi sǫǫd yituon pu'atanpi 

kuan'adi ba daam zin'isi'a la. When they have a funeral, they cut my branches and plant them in front of the 
house in the place where the sisters brew their pito. [Trees] sisters of  the deceased "will come days before and 
after the funeral and are responsible for brewing pito, cooking etc." [MA]. See: kuan'ar. 

kuan'ad   See main entry: kuan'. brew. 

kuan'adi   See main entry: kuan'. brew. 

kuan'ar   n. pito liquor. banǫ nwǫnǫ kuan'ari gǫndig daam gan'arin ka li san'am la they are like pito-liquor mixed with 

the pito in the flask and it spoils. [ZEP 1:12] See: kțan'. 
kuasooodim   See main entry: ku'osțțdim. bathwater. 

kuaa   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 
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kud   Form: kudim!. Form: kudțb. Variant: kudib; kudubǤ. v. to forge, smelt. ba da wǤ'Ǥgidi ba bada banǫ ka ba kud 

nǫ sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ kțntzǫn'ug nǫ kțnt nǫ daad nǫ kuga la 'they praised the gods of gold and silver, of 

bronze, iron, wood and stone'. [DAN 5:4] Fț mǫ nǤk baŋ sțma banǫ ka man nǤki m sanlim nǫ anzurifa sțma 

maal la kud bada banǫ an dap 'You also took the fine jewellery I gave you, the jewellery made of my gold and 
silver, and you made for yourself male idols'. [EZK 16:7] Kudim sanlima baans anaasi ka lǤǤ ba yinne-yinne 

tabil daka la nǤba anaasi la. 'Make four carrying rings of gold for it (the box) and attach them to its four legs'. 

[EXO 25:12] Kudib tțțma la anǫ tțțm kpi'euŋ. Forging is hard work. [AIDS-I] Ba da pț nyǫ baa nid yinne Israel 

pțțgin onǫ mi' kțdubǤ. 'Not a blacksmith could be found in the whole land of Israel'. [1SA 13:19] Sim: kțnt2. 
-kuda   See main entry: -kțdir. old. 

-kuda   See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

kuda-kuda   id. in heaps. Bțŋ yier ka m zaŋi kțț ba digil kuda-kuda! 'With the jawbone of a donkey I piled them up in 

piles.'. [JDG 15:16] Ka fț nǤk tǫǫns banǫ da mǤr kpi'euŋ la ka kǫ ka li lieb zin'ikanǫ ka kuga dig kuda-kuda. 
'that you have turned fortified cities into piles of stone'. [ISA 37:26] Sim: dțțr-dțțr, gțmm, kțk32. Ba da mǤri li 

na digil dțțr-dțțr. ... Hezekia da bu'os maanmaannib nǫ Levi dim la la'abanǫ dig kuda-kuda la yǫla 'they 
stacked the produce in heaps. ... Hezekiah consulted the priests and the Levites about these heaps,'. [2CH 31:6 ... 9] 

kudib   See main entry: kud. smelt. 

kudig   See main entry: kudug. back. 

kudig   See main entry: kțdig1. dry [be]. 

kudig   See main entry: kțdig2. old [be]. 

kudige   See main entry: kțdig2. old [be]. 

kudigi   See main entry: kțdig1. dry [be]. 

kudigi   See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

kudigir   See main entry: kțdig1. dry [be]. 

kudim!   See main entry: kud. smelt. 

kudim   See main entry: kțdim1. only. 

kudin   See main entry: kțdim1. only. 

kudiŋ   See main entry: kțdim1. only. 

-kudir   See main entry: -kțdir. old. 

kudțb   See main entry: kud. smelt. 

kudubǤ   See main entry: kud. smelt. 

kudug   Note: 9x in SC Variant: kudig.  Note: 1x in SC Variant: kțdig.  Note: 9x in SC Variant: kțdugǤ.  Note: 1x in SC 
Variant: kțdțg2.  Note: 1x in SC n. the back. Note: in the Colloc: bid ... kudug(ț)/kudig(Ǥ) ‘turn one's back on’. 
biig nǫ o saam on bidi ba kudugnǫ yin suor the child and his father turned their backs on the road to home. 

[Trouble] M na bidi ba kudug 'I will hide my face from them'. [DEU 32:20] 'M na bid tempțkaŋa kudugț ba 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd la zug.' 'I have turned away from this city because of the evil things that its people have done.'. [JER 

33:4-5] Fțn sadigim tami m yǫla ka bidim kʋdig la 'Since you have forgotten me and thrust me behind your 

back'. [EZK 23:35] Mam mǫ na bid o kʋdʋg 'I will turn against him'. [LEV 20:3] ZugsǤb ... la yǤ'Ǥgi m tțba ... M pț 

bid o kudigǤ. 'The ... Lord has opened my ears, and I have not been rebellious'. [ISA 50:5] da bidim kʋdugɔ, ka m 

anǫ fț tțmtțm do not turn you back on me, for I am your servant. [PSA 27:9] Sim: nya'aŋ3. 
-kudug   See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

kudugi   See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

kudugir   See main entry: kțdig2. old [be]. 

-kudugo   See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 
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kudugu   See main entry: -kțdțg1. old. 

kudum1   See main entry: kțdțm1. oldendays. 

kudum2   See main entry: kțdim1. only. 

kug-   See main entry: kugir. stone. 

kuga   See main entry: kugir. stone. 

kugaa   See main entry: kugir. stone. 

kugir   Variant: kugur; kugirǫ; kugire; kugirǫǫ; kugiri. Form: kuga. Variant: kugaa. Form: kug-. v. a stone. Amaa ka ti 

ninsaal sțnf n digilim n gaad kugir But our human heart is harder than stone. [Asaasim] Zu'om ya'a ye o na lǤbif, 

baŋim ka o nǤnǫ kugir. If a blind man says he's going to throw a stone at you, be sure he is standing on a stone. 

[Proverb 231] o keŋ nǫ bilig kugir la yis bulig la nǤǤrin ka kǫ ka o ansib kǤnbid la nu 'he went over and rolled 

the stone away from the mouth of the well and watered his uncle's sheep'. [GEN 29:10] bǫǫ o ya'a pț nyǫǫ o ka bas 

kugir linǫ na nyaŋi kțț o 'or, without seeing him, drops a stone on him that could kill him'. [NUM 35:23] SǤǤnb 

ya'a la'as kǤbiga ba kț tun'e Ǥnb kugirǫ. A gathering of a hundred witches still can't eat a stone. [Proverb 109] 
AnǤ'Ǥnǫ bǫ ya san'an, ka o biig na sǤs o ma'asir, ka o tis o kugirǫ? 'Which of you, if his son asks for bread, 

will give him a stone?'. [MAT 7:9] M paŋ paae kugirǫǫ? 'Do I have the strength of stone?'. [JOB 6:12] Aaron nǫ Hur 

bǤ kugiri tis o ka o zin' 'Aaron and Hur brought a stone for him to sit on'. [EXO 17:12] M kpǫn'ǫdi fț da'a nǫ ligidi 

ka fț kpǫn'ǫdi m din nǫ kuga. I enter your market (bargain for your merchandise) with money, and you enter 
mine with stones. [Proverb 095] Li da anǫ zaamnǤǤr ka on nǫ o pu'ayua niŋ muibielim latita'arine gaansid 

kuga. It was evening and she and her daughter had put polished rice in a big bowl and were picking out the stones. 

[Trouble] Note: muibielim is polished, processed, hulled rice –  'rice-grains' (without the husk). Gaŋim ninsieba ka ba 

maal kuga baris, ka gaans banǫ pț kpǫn' baŋț la kpǫn'ǫsi ba. 'Make flint knives and circumcise the Israelites 
again.'. [JOS 5:2] Ba da nǤk nǫ birikiisi mǫ' ka ka' kugaa 'They used brick instead of stone' to build with. [GEN 11:3] 
yanam ba'am kugbama Ebal zuorin la 'set up these stones on Mount Ebal'. [DEU 27:4] ZugsǤb la sǤb pian'abanǫ 

ka o da dǫŋi sǤb la nǤǤ kugban zugț tisim 'the Lord wrote on those tablets the same words that he had written 
the first time ...  gave me'. [DEU 10:4] O da nǤk o balaar, ka yii sig kǤlțgin pi'is kugsaliba anu su o kǤnbkem 

buorigin la he ... 'then picked up his stick, chose five smooth stones from the wadi, and put them in a shepherd's 

bag' flat stone/s, 'stone tablet/s'. [1SA 17:40] Colloc: kuglammir/kuglamma. O pț nǤk si'eli sǤb kuglammir zugǤ 
He didn't take something and write on a stone tablet. [2CO 3:3] Kpi'em kuglamma ayi' wțț yiiga bțnam la 'Cut 
two stone tablets like the first ones'. [DEU 10:1] Colloc: kugkan(ǫ) ‘stone that’. Ka onǫ pansigi lu kugkan zug na 

bǫnnim-bǫnnim Everyone who falls on that stone will be broken to pieces. [LUK 20:18] Jakob nǤk kugkanǫ ka o 

sa kțk la ba'a zi'el sappi nwǫnǫ zan'antǤlig nǫ 'Jacob took the stone he had placed under his head and set it up 
as a pillar'. [GEN 28:18] Lit: fixed it and stood it up straight like a middle-stick. Colloc: kugkaŋa ‘that stone’. GǤsimi! 

Kugkaŋa ye li anǫ kasǫti guri ya. 'See! ... This stone will be a witness against us.'. [JOS 24:27] 
Colloc: kugvǫnliŋ/kugvǫnla ‘(in Bible) jewels, precious stones’. kugvǫnliŋ banǫ da nyǫǫn wțț gǤtiŋ  ... da 

paasidi fț vǫnlim fine stones that shine like glass ... increased your beauty. [EZK 28:13] Ba da nǤk kugvǫnla pii nǫ 

ayi' sǫǫn tabili li, abțtan' tan', zin'is anaasi Then they mounted four rows of precious stones on it. [EXO 39:10] 
Sanlima bǫnǫ ka kugvǫnla mǫ bǫ 'Gold there is, and rubies'. [PRO 20:15] Etym: OVN *KU(.B/.G)-DI/A . 
See: luobkugir; sakugir. 

kugirǫ   See main entry: kugir. stone. 

kugire   See main entry: kugir. stone. 

kugirǫǫ   See main entry: kugir. stone. 

kugiri   See main entry: kugir. stone. 

kugsa   See main entry: kugsir. breast of animal. 

kugsir   Form: kugsa. n. 'breast', joint of meat. nǤkim kugsir la ZugsǤb la tuon ka nyǤǤsimi li wțț ban nyǤǤsim 

maannǫ tisid ZugsǤb si'em la 'take the breast of the ram ... wave it before the Lord as a wave offering'. [EXO 29:26] 
ka nǤk kpaam la wțsa pa'al kugsa la zugin 'all this fat they first put on the breasts (of the animals)'. [LEV 9:20] 

kugur   See main entry: kugir. stone. 
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kugus   See main entry: kțk2. mahogany. 

ku'a   n. addled (egg). Ba ye gǫlli arako' pț niŋid ku'a They say one egg doesn't fail to hatch. [Asaasim Proverb] 

ku'ad   See main entry: ku'od. bleeding. 

ku'o-   See main entry: ku'om. water. 

ku'obula   See main entry: ku'obulig. water spring. 

ku'obulig   Variant: ku'obulug. Form: ku'obula.  Note: JHN 7:38, REV 7:17 8:10 14:7 16:4 in original New Testament; published 

Bible rephrases using a verb ('where water wells up') n. a spring (of water). Ka Abraham fabili tisi Na'ab Abimelek 

ku'obulig kane ka Na'ab samkpan'asnam la faaenn la yela. Then Abraham complained to Abimelech about a 
well of water that Abimelech's servants had seized.'. [GEN 21:25 (draft)] Note: published Bible bulig See: ku'om; bulig. 

ku'obulug   See main entry: ku'obulig. water spring. 

ku'od   Variant: ku'ad; ku'odi. n. post-partum bleeding, flow of blood after giving birth. Pu'akanǫ du'a nǤǤra anaasi, 

pu'abama sa'ar yuugid nǫ ka ku'od mǫ yit bǫdegț du'am la nya'aŋ. The woman who has brought forth four 
times –  the labour of those women is lengthened and her flow of blood is considerable. [Womens-Health] Ku'od yiib: 

Pu'a ya'a du'a naae ka ku'od kpǫn yit ka li tțțg dabisir yinne Bleeding: If a woman brings forth and the 
bleeding continues more than one day. [Womens-Health] Pu'a la na gu'usi o mǫŋ dabisa pistan' nǫ atan' o ku'od 

la nan kpǫn yit la 'Then the woman must wait thirty-three days to be purified from her bleeding.'. [LEV 12:4] Ka 

ku'ad bǫǫ ziim la mǫ gu'oe ka bima la nyǫ laafi. If the bleeding or blood also stops. [Breastfeeding]  [gu'oe TN 

emendation for guae] Ku'odi na yit ka biig la nam pț yii, li tun'e an yilyil bǫǫ pǫǫligț bǫǫ zi-yilisțg. When the 

blood flows but the baby has not yet come out, it can be watery, white, or runny. [Womens-Health] 

ku'odi   See main entry: ku'od. bleeding. 

ku'ol   Variant: ku'oli; ku'olǫ. Form: ku'on. Form: ku'olțg. Variant: ku'olug. v. to gather (small items), gather cloth 

together. Dau kanǫ an nyain na ku'ol tampǫligim la nǤki niŋ zin'ikanǫ an nyain 'Then a man who is ritually 

clean is to collect the ashes of the cow and put them in a ritually clean place'. [NUM 19:9] Nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemmi na 

ku'ol o fuugț Ǥnbig si'em la, ala ka o na ku'ol Egipt la'ad la vaae gaad 'As a shepherd wraps his garment 
around him, so will he' collect up Egypt's wealth and depart. [JER 43:12] wțț gǤn'Ǥs dinǫ ka ba kț siaki zaŋ 

nu'usi ku'olǫ 'like thorns, which are not gathered with the hand'. [2SA 23:6] O lǤbnǫ kita fugǤbkanǫ yț'țm pǫlig 

ka ku'oli li nǤya la pa'al o datiuŋ biankimpiiung on an gǤbir la yǫla. He put on a kente covercloth which was 
faded to white and gathered its corners over his right shoulder bare because he was lefthanded. [Trouble] Sim: vaae. 
Li nya'aŋ ka ba ku'oli vaae si'el mǫkama gaad wțț sisi'em nǫ. 'Then they sweep on like the wind and are gone'. 

[HAB 1:11] Lit: collect up everything. Cpart: widig, yadig. Ka onǫ pț la'asid nǫ mam ku'on la widigidnǫ. 'anyone 

who does not help me gather is really scattering'. [MAT 12:30] Fț ... ku'on zin'ikanǫ ka fț pț yadigǫ 'you gather 
where you have not scattered'. [MAT 25:24] 

ku'olǫ   See main entry: ku'ol. gather[small items]. 

ku'oli   See main entry: ku'ol. gather[small items]. 

ku'olțg   See main entry: ku'ol. gather[small items]. 

ku'olug   See main entry: ku'ol. gather[small items]. 

ku'om   Variant: kuom; ku'omi. Form: ku'o-. n. water, liquid, juice. Ban nu ku'om la naae la, o bu'osi ba suor zug 

labaar When they had finished drinking water, he asked them about their journey. [Billygoat] niŋim ku'om dțkkun 

la zuol bugumin la put water in a pot and put it on the fire. [Trouble] yisǤb la lǫbi kpǫn' zakin yǫl ye ba mǤr 

ku'om na tis saan the householder went back into the courtyard and told them they should bring water for the 
guest. [Billygoat] bțnnuud bțgisa wțț:-  fanta, koknam hali nǫ leemunam ku'om light drinks such as Fanta, 
Coke and so on, and juice of oranges. [Breastfeeding] Li nwǫnǫ dau nǫ pu'a ǫǫnti bǤ taaba,  ka daulim ku'om nǫ 

pu'alim ku'om ǫǫnti yii la'as taaba la. As in sexual congress male and female body fluids are exchanged. [AIDS-I] 
Ka yis leemu bu'am Adu nu'ugțnǫ nwiaki li ku'om And he took the half orange from Adu's hand and squeezed 
out the juice. [Trouble] m  pț di diibǤ ka mǫ pț nu ku'om 'I ate no bread and drank no water'. [DEU 9:18] Ka 

bǫkǫung asubaa ka Yesu ken ku'om zugț wa'ae o nya'andǤlib la san'an. 'During the fourth watch of the night 

Jesus went out to them, walking on the lake.'. [MAT 14:25] Lit: early in the morning. anrțŋ la ye li aansi aans 
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ku'om la zug la the ship will be torn to pieces on the water. [EZK 27:27] li nwǫnǫ ku'om na pǫ'ǫl kǤligi badig nǫ 
'like a flood of water'. [HOS 5:10] Amaa ku'om da bunnǫ wț'țgid teŋ la. 'but water would come up from beneath 
the surface and water the ground'. [GEN 2:6] Pu'apțg wțsa tuon na yit ku'opielig. Every pregnant woman has a 
white liquid discharge from the genitals. [Womens-Health] Linǫ ka ba buon ye 'sǫviks' (Cervix) la ya'a pin'in 

yǤ'Ǥgirǫ, li yisidi ku'osaal-kpi'euŋ la bi'el bi'el ka li gǫndigid nǫ ziim. When what is called 'the cervix' begins 
to open, it gradually excretes thick lubrication mixed with blood. [Womens-Health] Lit: strong slippery liquid. 
Colloc: ku'okan(ǫ) ‘water that’. Kǫl ka si'el bǫǫ an lammiri bǫŋ ku'okanǫ bǫǫ agǤl la nǫ ku'okanǫ bǫ teŋir la. 
'Let there be a vault between the waters, to separate water from water.'. [GEN 1:6] Fț bǤǤdi man sig kǤlțgț wik 

ku'om naa? Do you want me to go to the waterhole and bring water? [Trouble] Colloc: ku'omin(i/ǫ(ǫ)) ‘in(to)/from 
the water’. On ya'ae o nǤǤr ye o zǫ ni'im kanǫ bǫ ku'omin la, ka o ni'im la lu kǤlțgțn la. When he opened his 
mouth to grab the meat that was in the water, his meat fell into the river. [Jealousy] amaa ba (anrima) da pț sig 

ku'ominǫ bǤzugǤ, ba da san'amnǫ zi'e Eziyon Geber teŋin 'but they (ships) never set sail – they were wrecked 

at Ezion Geber'. [1KI 22:48] Ba pț nǤkid nǤba wțsa n suon ku'ominǫǫ. They don't test the depth of the water with 
both legs. [Proverb 245] ba ... sigis anrimbil la ku'omin kpǫ'ǫŋid ye ba yi anrțŋțn la 'they lowered the boat into 
the water and were getting into it to get away from the ship. [ACT 27:30] o sǤb ya'a sadigim paam man wala 

nwa'ae wț'țl ku'omini naae, ayei, yǫla naae ya if that person gets my fruits and beats them and soaks them in 

water, that is the end of the problem. [Trees] Colloc: wik ku'om ‘draw water’. Asibi wik ku'om kǤlțgin na. Asibi 
draws water from the waterhole. [House+Farm] O la'am wik nǫ ku'om la sțŋi ti ka ti nulis kǤnbid la. 'He even 
drew water for us and watered the flock.'. [EXO 2:19] Colloc: sț1 ku'om ‘bathe, take a bath’. zaam ya'a ti bǤǤd 

ma'ar la, o na sț ku'om 'Towards evening he is to wash himself'. [DEU 23:11] Colloc: sț1 X ku'om ‘bathe X’. MǤr 

Aaron nǫ o biis la kǫn la'asțg Fuug Sțgțr za'anǤǤrin la na, ka sțț ba ku'om. 'Bring Aaron and his sons to the 
entrance to the Tent of Meeting and wash them with water.'. [EXO 40:12] Colloc: sț (Wina'am) ku'om, (Wina'am) 

ku'om sțțb ‘(in the Bible) baptise, baptism’. Joon mǫ da bǫ Anon teŋin linǫ kpi'e Salim teŋin sțțd nidib 

Wina'am ku'om John also was baptizing in Aenon, not far from Salim. [JHN 3:23] Ka anǤ'Ǥnǫ na kadi ba ye ba da 

di'e Wina'am Ku'om sțțbǤ? 'Can anyone keep these people from being baptized with water?'. [ACT 10:47] 
Colloc: ku'om [&c.] di1 X ‘X drowns’. Li sigiri la ya'as ka ku'om da di o saam la. That early-rains season again 
his father drowned. [Trouble] Pa'annaa, pa'annaa, ku'om bǤǤdi dii ti. 'Master, Master, we're going to drown!'. 

[LUK 8:24] Noa da anǫ yțma kǤbisyuobț (600) ka ku'om la di dunia la 'Noah was 600 years old when the flood 

came on the earth.'. [GEN 7:6] ku'om la lǫb na di tǫrekonam la nǫ wiedban'adib la 'The water flowed back and 
covered the chariots and horsemen'. [EXO 14:28] Colloc: ku'osțŋ/-sțma ‘fresh, clean water’. Ba sǤnsid 

a-du'amak yǫla nǫ ku'osțŋ yǫla nǫ dikanǫ maan niŋgbiŋ yǫla. They were discussing ante-natal clinics, clean 
water and healthy food. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ti bǤǤd ku'osțma nǫ sakuya ti tǫǫnsin ye ti biis paam keŋ. We want 

clean water and schools in our villages which are accessible to our children. [Tax] Ku'osțŋ nǫ ku'otǤǤg na nyaŋi 

yi bulnǤǤr yinne ni naa? 'Can both fresh water and salt water flow from the same spring?'. [JAS 3:11] 
Colloc: ku'obǫ'ǫd ‘dirty water’. o kpǫn yǫǫg o fuug la lǤs ku'obǫ'ǫdin la ka sun'oe o kurlanǫ lǤs ani paasi he 
quickly took off his shirt and  dipped it in the dirty water, and took off his pantaloons and dunked them in as well. 
[Akelsa] Etym: OV1 *NYA ; OVN *KO-M ; GS1 *N²I/A/O ; GSe *LE/A/O ;  vc2 *ni, ne, nã [(TN) ?? ña] ; CG 
*kwuga-ma, ligi-ma ; PB jɩ́. Note: *KO-M a Western O/V innovation See: ku'obulig; ku'onuud; ku'onuudim; 

ku'onwiig; ku'opil1; ku'osalim; ku'osaalțg; ku'osțțdim; ku'osuor; ku'osusuud; ku'otțk; ku'oyuosa; 

yu'oku'om.  Note: see ref. and link at kǤlțg2 

ku'omi   See main entry: ku'om. water. 

ku'omi'id   Form: ku'omi'idib. n. an experienced swimmer. Note: one used to the water Ku'om ditnǫ ku'omi'id. It's the 

experienced swimmer that gets drowned. [Asaasim Proverb] Note: emended from ku'omi'ind [TN] See: ku'om; mi'1. 

ku'omi'idib   See main entry: ku'omi'id. swimmer. 

ku'omi'isir   n. wetlands, swamp. Nimo nǫ o dakǤǤnri da gban'e suori wa'ae ku'omi'isirin la ka winnig pțn dțnǫ. 
When Nimo and his son set off for the wetlands the sun was already setting. [Trouble] Ku'omi'isirin la pțnsig 

ku'osi'a buudi la pț malisin oo. The swamp was a sort of water that she didn't like. [Trouble] Sisi'ekaŋa ya'a 

gaadǫ, kpaadib ǫǫn zǤnǫ keŋ pǤǤdin ku'omi'isir la gǤs ye kawǫnna sieba nan zi'e agǤl When this storm had 
passed by, the farmers ran to the farms' wetlands to see if some of the maize was still standing. [Trouble] See: ku'om; 

mi'is. 

ku'on   See main entry: ku'ol. gather[small items]. 
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ku'onuud  Variant: ku'onuudi; kuonuud. n. thirst. ku'onuud kțțdim ka m ye m gǤs ye fț mǤr ku'om ka faam, bǫǫ? 
I'm dying of thirst, and I thought I would see if you have any water to help me, or? [You-Heard?] M na kǫ ka o kpi 

ku'onuud 'I will ... slay her with thirst'. [HOS 2:3] Li kat o kuonuud ka mǫ lǫm ma'ad biig la kǤ'Ǥm. It quenches 

the baby's thirst and also eases his hunger. [Breastfeeding] Colloc: ku'onuud mǤr X ‘X is thirsty’. ku'onuud mǤri ba, 

ka ba zilima kțdig 'their tongues are parched with thirst'. [ISA 41:17] Ku'onuudi mǤrim, nǤkim ku'om tisim ka 

m nu. 'I'm thirsty, ... Please give me some water.'. [JDG 4:19] Etym: OVN *KO.NYU-TI 'water.drink' ; vc1 *nyon . 
See: ku'om; nu. 

ku'onuudi   See main entry: ku'onuud. thirst. 

ku'onuudim   n. drinking-water. Cpart: ku'opiedim ‘washing-water’. See: ku'om; nu. 

ku'onwiig   Form: ku'onwiis. Variant: ku'onwiisi. n. current, wave. Note: [in a river] – visible by ripples on the surface onǫ 

gudigid Atǫuk ka li ku'onwiis dammid la 'who stirs up the sea so that its waves roar'. [JER 35:31] ku'om la pțbid 

nǫ ku'onwiisi gat 'Torrents of water swept by'. [HAB 3:10] Sim: ku'opil1. zin'ikan ka ku'onwiis la giligim ka 

ku'opila la pilim the place where 'waves and breakers swept over me'. [JON 2:3] See: ku'om; nwiig. 

ku'onwiis   See main entry: ku'onwiig. current. 

ku'onwiisi   See main entry: ku'onwiig. current. 

ku'opiedim   n. washing water. o ... wik ku'om kpa'ae niŋi li (latita'ar) pțțgin ka li an ku'opiedim he drew water and 

poured it into it (big bowl) as washing-water. [EXO 40:30] zi'esa piiga nǫ ba ku'opiedim laas piiga 'the ten stands 
with their ten' washing-water 'basins'. [1KI 7:43] Cpart: ku'onuudim ‘drinking-water’. See: ku'om; pie1. 

ku'opil1   Form: ku'opila. Variant: ku'opilaa. Form: ku'opil-2. n. a wave. Manǫ aan ya ZugsǤb Wina'am onǫ gudigid 

atǫuk ka li ku'opila duosid agǤla. 'I am the Lord your God; I stir up the sea and make its waves roar.'. [ISA 51:15] 
Ku'opila la na gbilim kena The waves may come rolling in. [JER 5:22] li lidigi ba, atǫuk nǫ ku'opilaa na lǫ'ǫd 

hali ka maan tțkpiidțg la zug they 'will stand helpless, not knowing which way to turn from the roar and surge 

of the sea'. [LUK 21:25] Sim: ku'onwiig. zin'ikan ka ku'onwiis la giligim ka ku'opila la pilim the place where 
'waves and breakers swept over me'. [JON 2:3] ku'opilbeda big waves. See: ku'om. 

ku'opil-2   See main entry: ku'opil1. wave. 

ku'opila   See main entry: ku'opil1. wave. 

ku'opilaa   See main entry: ku'opil1. wave. 

ku'os   v. to dress (a millstone). Note: to prepare the surface of a millstone by roughening it with blows from a smaller, harder stone : 

'dress' is the technical term in English AmǤryam nǫǫmidi ki. O pa'a ku'os nǫǫr la sț'țŋa. Li anǫ nǫtita'ar. O mǫ 

ku'os nǫkaŋ la. AmǤryam mi' nǫǫr sț'țŋa. Amoryam is grinding grain. She has dressed the big lower grindstone 
well. And she also dressed the upper grindstone. Amoryam is very familiar with grindstones. [House+Farm-] 

ku'osaal-   See main entry: ku'osaalțg. lubrication. 

ku'osaalțg  Form: ku'osaal-. n. lubrication. Note: 'slippery liquid' Ku'osaalțg kanǫ na yit o tuon na pțțg  saŋa la The 

lubricant fluid that comes from her genitals when she is pregnant. [Womens-Health] Linǫ ka ba buon ye 'sǫviks' 

(Cervix) la ya'a pin'in yǤ'Ǥgirǫ, li yisidi ku'osaal-kpi'euŋ la bi'el bi'el ka li gǫndigid nǫ ziim. When what is 
called 'the cervix' begins to open, it gradually excretes thick lubrication mixed with blood. [Womens-Health] 
Lit: strong slippery liquid. See: ku'om; -saalig. 

ku'osoodim   See main entry: ku'osțțdim. bathwater. 

ku'osuo-   See main entry: ku'osuor. waterway. 

ku'osuor   Variant: ku'osuori. Form: ku'osuoya. Form: ku'osuo-. n. a waterway, watercourse, gully, stream, gutter, 

(drainage-)channel. Ka li ti kena ka ku'osuor la kpiǫn kțdig bǤzugǤ, saa da pț niid teŋin laa. 'After a while 

the stream dried up, for there had been no rain in the land.'. [1KI 17:7] Onǫ wțsa bǤǤd ye o nyaŋ Jebus dim la, 

asǫǫ ka o dǤlis ku'osuor la 'Anyone who conquers the Jebusites will have to use the water shaft'. [2SA 5:8] lin yi 

ku'osuor kanǫ bǫ teŋin la paae li gțțdiŋ linǫ bǫ teŋir la, li wa'alim anǫ nǤba makir anaasi nǫ pțsțk 'From 
the gutter on the ground up to the lower ledge it is two cubits high and a cubit wide'. [EZK 43:14] m la'asi ba 

ku'osuor kanǫ pțbidi ken Ahava teŋ baba la 'I assembled the entire group by the canal that runs to the town of 
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Ahava'. [EZR 8:15] on nyaŋi tu bǫuŋ ka wǫdig ku'osuori kǫ ka ku'om nyaŋi kpǫn' tempțțgin la na si'em la 
'how he made the pool and the tunnel by which he brought water into the city. [2KI 20:20] ku'osuoya la yǤ'Ǥs, banǫ 

bǫ agǤl nǫ banǫ tans teŋin la wțsa the watercourses opened, both those that are above and those that burst out of 
the earth. [GEN 7:11] Efiritis kǤldaug linǫ pǫ'ǫli pțbid nǫ paŋ ka badigi li' ku'osuoya wțsa 'the mighty 
floodwaters of the Euphrates. The river will rise in its channels and overflow all its banks.'. [ISA 8:7] Ba nwǫnǫ 

ku'osuobanǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ ku'om 'like the watercourses' which fill with water. [JOB 6:15] Colloc: ku'osuorin 
‘to/at/in/from the watercourse’. ti duoe yi Ahava ku'osuorin la ye ti keŋ Jerusalem 'we set out from the Ahava 
Canal to go to Jerusalem'. [EZR 8:31] Fț na nuud ku'om ku'osuorin la 'You will drink from the brook'. [1KI 17:4] 
See: ku'om; suor. 

ku'osuori   See main entry: ku'osuor. waterway. 

ku'osuoya   See main entry: ku'osuor. waterway. 

ku'osusuud   n. a waterfall. m wțm kțkǤr ka li yi arezana ni na vuudi nwǫnǫ ku'osusuud tita'ar 'I heard a voice from 

heaven that sounded like a roaring waterfall'. [REV 14:2] See: ku'om; suug. 

ku'osțțdim   Variant: ku'osoodim; kuasooodim. n. bathwater. kțdim da siak ka sǤ' nǤk ku'osțțdim tisi fț biig nǫ fiin 

mǫnǫ. just don't let anyone give your baby bathwater, not even a tiny drop. [Breastfeeding] See: ku'om; sț1. 

ku'otțk   Variant: ko'utuk [W]. n. a ceremonial pot [type]. See: ku'om. 

ku'oyuosa   n. drips, water-drops. O ǫǫnti ... nǤk nu'ugu ǫǫns ku'oyuosa la li gbinnin She always uses her hand to wipe 

the drips off its bottom. [Trouble] See: ku'om. 

ku'oyțțr  Form: kț'oyțya. n. waterpot. Sakugtitada banǫ ka ba yinne wțsa tǫbisim zem wțț ku'oyțțr, yit agǤlli lut 

nidib zutin. Huge hailstones, each weighing as much as fifty kilogrammes, fell from the sky on people. [REV 16:21] 
Lit: each ones weight was like a big waterpot (full of water). See: ku'om; yțțr. 

ku'ug1   Variant: ku'ugi; ku'ugi. Form: ku'ugid1. Variant: ku'ugidi2. v. do suddenly. ba da yina la'as taaba ku'ugi kpǫn' 

zaba la ni tțțlig-tțțlig 'they joined the battle in hot pursuit'. [1SA 14:22] 

ku'ug2   Form: ku'ugid2. Variant: ku'ugidi2. v. to duck under sth., bend down and pass beneath. BǤ ka wil la kǤ'Ǥgid 

saŋkanǫ ka ba ku'ugidi li gbinnin la Ǥn? Why is it that the branch broke just as they were ducking underneath it? 
[Trouble] 

ku'ugi   See main entry: ku'ug1. suddenly. 

ku'ugi   See main entry: ku'ug1. suddenly. 

ku'ugid1   See main entry: ku'ug1. suddenly. 

ku'ugid2   See main entry: ku'ug2. duck under. 

ku'ugidi2   See main entry: ku'ug1. suddenly. 

ku'ugidi2   See main entry: ku'ug2. duck under. 

ku'ulim   See main entry: kț'țlțm. fertility. 

ku'um   See main entry: kum2. death, corpse. 

ku'un   Form: ku'unnǫ. v. to bend down. ba mǫ zi' ye manǫ ... ku'un teŋin diisi ba diibǤ 'I ... bent down to feed them'. 

[HOS 11:4] Ka Adu ku'unnǫ pi'is o gbana la. And Adu bent down and collected up his papers. [Trouble] See: ku'us. 

ku'unnǫ   See main entry: ku'un. bend. 

ku'us   Variant: ku'usi. Form: ku'usid. v. to stoop, walk in a stooping posture. fț gǫǫn kennǫ ku'usid bi'el-bi'el you go 

round stooping, very slowly and carefully. [ECC 12:5] kǫ ka ba tadigi ku'usid teŋin saŋa wțsa 'Bow down their 
backs unceasingly!'. [ROM 11:10 (= PSA 69:23)] See: ku'un. 

ku'usi   See main entry: ku'us. stoop. 

ku'usid   See main entry: ku'us. stoop. 

kuk   v. to catch, come upon sb. Pa'anna, ti kuknǫ pț'a kaŋa nǫ dau. 'Teacher, this woman was caught in the very act 

of adultery.'. [JHN 8:4] Dau ya'a digin nǫ o tiraan pu'a ka ba kuki ba 'If a man is found sleeping with another 
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man's wife'. [DEU 22:22] 
kuk   See main entry: kțk1. rest head, hold head. 

kuk   See main entry: kțk2. mahogany. 

kuk3   See main entry: kțk3. stool, stack. 

kukɔr   See main entry: kțkǤr. voice, throat, contribution. 

kuko-   See main entry: kțkǤr. voice, throat, contribution. 

kukom   See main entry: kțkǤm1. leper. 

kukom   See main entry: kțkǤm2. leprosy. 

kukoma   See main entry: kțkǤm1. leper. 

kukor   See main entry: kțkǤr. voice, throat, contribution. 

kukore   See main entry: kțkǤr. voice, throat, contribution. 

kukori   See main entry: kțkǤr. voice, throat, contribution. 

kukoya   See main entry: kțkǤr. voice, throat, contribution. 

kukuaa   Form: kukuos. n. a highland, plateau. Note: high ground, but level, not a mountain or hill BǤn'Ǥg la na san'am ka 

kukuos la wțsa birigi san'am 'The valley will be ruined and the plateau destroyed'. [JER 48:8] Fțn kanǫ bǫ 

tampiins linǫ bǫ zuoya zug, ka bǫ kukuos zug agǤla la 'you who live in the clefts of the rocks and make your 

home on the heights'. [OBA 1:3] Colloc: kukuosin(ǫ) ‘to/on/from a plateau’. banǫ maan teŋgbana kukuosin 'those 
who make offerings on the high places'. [JER 48:35] Ba bǫ nǫ zuoya nǫ kukuosinǫ giilim They are wandering in the 
mountains and highlands. [JER 50:6] 

kukuaa [N]   See main entry: kțkțaa. hill. 

kukuma   Variant: kukumaa; kʋkuma.  Note: ISA 61:6 (error) n.pl. 1 • sounds, crying. Ka pian'abǤ bigisid kukuma? What 

word indicates crying? [You-Heard?] Ka kukuma linǫ dǤl sisi'em la kpǫn kpa'adi ba na. The noise which 
followed the storm still reached them. [Trouble] Ama kena la sa o kpǫn bǫnǫ kukuma ni. Ama went off, still 
crying. [Trouble] o baŋ ye sțnpǫǫnnǫ lǫdig kukuma kțkǤr la he realised that it was the voice of anger giving way 
to weeping. [Trouble] Adu da pigisidi bǤǤd kukuma. Adu was on the verge of tears. [Trouble] Sim: kuŋ. teŋ la 

nidibi wțm kuŋ nǫ kukuma la when the people of the village heard the shouting and crying. [Trouble] M na tiaki 

ba kukuma ka li lieb sumalisim 'I shall turn their grief into gladness'. [JER 31:13] Sim: kum1, kaas ‘[verbs] to cry 
(out)’. ti da kaasi tis ZugsǤb la, ka o wțmi ti kukuma ka tțm o maliak ka o yisi ti Egipt teŋin na 'we cried 
to the Lord for help. He listened to us, sent an angel, and brought us out of Egypt.'. [NUM 20:16] YǫltǤǤd ya'a ti paae 

o ka o kaasida, Wina'am na wțm o kukumaa? 'When trouble comes, will God hear their cries?'. [JOB 27:9] 
2 • mourning. Ba tita'am da tǫn'ǫs ye o na gu'us ka dabpisnaasi kukuma malțŋ la gaad Most of them thought 

he would stay until the 40-day mourning ceremony was over. [Trouble] O kukuma la saŋa gaad la, ka David kǫ 

ka ba mǤr o na niŋ o yin, ka o lieb o pu'a 'After the time of mourning was over, David had her brought to his 
house, and she became his wife'. [2SA 11:27] Kțțr kukuma kaŋa ka ba na kum tis o. 'This is the lament they will 

chant for her.'. [EZK 32:16] o na ... tis linǫ na bțgțli ba sțțnr wțț kpaam ka ka' kțkumaa 'to bestow on them ... 
the oil of gladness instead of mourning'. [ISA 61:3] See: kum1; nǤrakukuma. 

kukuma   See main entry: kțkǤm1. leper. 

kukumaa  See main entry: kukuma. crying, mourning. 

kukun   See main entry: kțkțn. hill. 

kukuna   See main entry: kțkțn. hill. 

kukuos   See main entry: kukuaa. highland. 

kukuos   See main entry: kțkțaa. hill. 

kukur   Variant: kurkur.... Form: kukurnam. n. a pig. Kukur mǫ anǫ kisțg, la'an nǫ o nǤba buak la, o pț nyaŋidi 

țgțsid yaama bugusida. 'The pig is also unclean; although it has a split hoof, it does not chew the cud.'. [DEU 14:8] 
Ba dǤlli taaba kpǫn'ǫdi ba lǤmbǤn'Ǥdin la Ǥnbid kukur nǫ dayuus ni'im nǫ ba kisbțn wțsa. they 'go in 
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procession to sacred gardens, and ... eat pork and mice and other disgusting foods'. [ISA 66:17] Kukurnam bǫdegț 

da bǫ zuor la babaa dit 'A large herd of pigs was feeding on the nearby hillside.'. [MRK 5:11] Colloc: kukurnamin 
‘in/to/from the pigs’. Fț ya'a kadi ti fțn kǫ ka ti keŋ kpǫn' kukurnamin la. 'If you drive us out, send us into the 
herd of pigs.'. [MAT 8:31] Note: see ref. under nua 

kukurnam   See main entry: kukur. pig. 

kukpaŋ   See main entry: kpțkpauŋ. wing. 

kukpemis   See main entry: kpikpǫŋ. outside. 

kul   Variant: kulǫ; kulǫǫ; kuli. Form: kulnǫ. Variant: kulne. Form: kun. Variant: kunna; kunnaa; kunnǫ. Form: kulim!. 

Variant: kulimi!; kulime. Form: kulin. Variant: kulini. Form: kulig. Variant: kuliga; kulug. v. 1 • to go home. o 

kpǫn duoenǫ mǤr tiim la kul he immediately set off home with the medicine. [You-Heard?] ka o lǫb kul na and he 
came home. [Asaasim] Ba kǫǫs o ye ba na kul They took their leave of him, saying that they were going to go home. 

[Billygoat] o bǤb o buŋi ban'a kul o mǫŋ teŋin 'he saddled his donkey and went back to his own city'. [2SA 17:23] ba 

wțsa gur o ka sǤ' da kulǫ. they should all wait for her, nobody should go home. [Akelsa] Ti wțsa kț kulǫ. Ayei, 

ti nid baa yinne kț kulǫ! 'None of us will go home. No, not one of us will return to his house.'. [JDG 20:8] Fț na 

dǤllimi kulǫǫ? Will you come home with me? [Trouble] O gban'e o suori lǫbi kuli diginǫ gbis sț'țŋa ka bǫog ti 

ba'asi nie. He set off back home and lay down to sleep peacefully, until day eventually dawned. [Billygoat] MǤr o 

kuli fț yin na 'Bring her into your home'. [DEU 21:12] Lǫm kulini ya du'adibin. 'Go back home and stay with your 
mothers.'. [RUT 1:8] Ka kpǫn gban'e o suori kun baanlim, ka Akelsa buol o ye o lǫm na. And he suddenly set 
off home quietly, but Akelsa called him to come back. [Akelsa] ba da lǤǤ ba bțmis nǫ ba diibi duoe yii kun. 'they 

loaded their grain on their donkeys and left.'. [GEN 42:26] On da nyǫ ka o sid kunna la o da yǫl ye da li'eli ma. 
When she saw her husband coming home she said "Don't come near me!" [Jealousy] Fț nidib la la'asid nǫ taaba 

kunna 'Your people are gathering to come home!'. [ISA 60:4] Fț mi' suokanǫ ka ba dǤlli kunnaa? 'Do you know 
the paths to their dwellings?'. [JOB 38:20] Saŋa wțsa o ya'a keŋe ba pu'ab la'asțg la, o kunnǫ na nǫ 

pțtǫn'saamis. Every time she went to their women's meeting, she came home with new ideas. [Electricity] Ka 

bipuŋ la pț lǫbis si'ela ka kǫǫs o ye on kunnǫ And the girl didn't answer, and said goodbye because she was 
going home. [Billygoat] o kulim ka daar zaam on kidig o bǤn'Ǥgțn la na he should go home and in two days she 
would meet him in the evening here in the valley. [Billygoat] Kulim nǫ sumbțgțsțm, ka mǤr nimma'asim ka 

wiim la basya. 'Go in peace, free from your affliction.'. [MRK 5:34] Ti kulimi ti mǫŋ nidibin nǫ ti mǫŋ teŋin! 'let 
us go back to our own people and our native lands'. [JER 46:16] Ka ba la'as dabanǫ ka ba nwa' la bǤbigi ti'eb kulig. 
They collected up the firewood they had cut in a bundle and got ready to go home. [Trouble] Natan kulig la nya'aŋ 
'After Nathan had gone home'. [2SA 12:15] 

                   2 • marry [woman does]. dinzug ka on ya'a da baŋin ye o anǫ nimpțnannaa on biig da kț kul o so if he had 

known that he was a disrespectful person his daughter wouldn't have married him. [Billygoat] Dinǫ yǫl ka m pa'a ye 

ti yim gǤn la anǫ man na nyǫ suori yǫlif ye fț kul mam The reason I suggested we should go for a walk was so 
that I could get a chance to ask you to marry me. [Trouble] o da nyǫ ka Sela bi', ka ba pț kǫ ka o kul o 'she saw 

that, though Shelah had now grown up, she had not been given to him as his wife'. [GEN 38:14] o sid ya'a kpi, pu'a 

la sț'oe o mǫŋ nǫ sid kulug wada la 'if her husband dies, she is released from the law of marriage'. [ROM 7:2] 
Colloc: o kul sid1 ‘she married’. O ya'a ti yi yin la naae, suor bǫ ka o na lǫn kul sid ya'as. If she finally leaves 
his house, she is allowed to marry another husband. [DEU 24:2] dapbǤǤdim tun'e kǫ ka ba bas ban zaŋi ba mǫŋi 

pǫsig Kristo tțțma la ka kul sidib 'when their sensual desires overcome their dedication to Christ, they want to 
marry'. [1TI 5:11] tinamǫ zi'el nǤǤr nǫ ZugsǤb la ye ti kț tisi ba ti pu'ayuos ka ba kuli ba la 'We have made a 
solemn promise to the Lord that we will not give them any of our daughters' to marry. [JDG 21:7] ti na'akim nǫ ti 

pu'asad la pț lǫŋ gban'adi ba mǫŋ ka nyaan dit bǫǫ kun sidiba Our young men and women can't control 
themselves until they get married. [AIDS-I] pu'a kț nyaŋi kul sidib ayi'i, o naan kulin ligidaan la as a woman 

can't marry two husbands, she would marry the rich man. [Akelsa] Fț kulnǫ sidib anu nwa'. 'you have had five 
husbands'. [JHN 4:18] li na kǫ ka nidib la wțsa na lǫbi fț san'an na wțț pu'a-ǫliŋi kunnǫ o sid yir nǫ sumalisim 

si'em la it will 'bring back all his men to you, like a bride returning to her husband' in joy. [2SA 17:3] Nid ya'a mǤr 

o bipuŋ ka o bii tțțg sid kulig 'If a person has a daughter and she is old enough to get married. [1CO 7:36] O da 

gǤsi ba amaa o da kpiya ka ba nan pț siak pu'adiir bǫǫ sid kuliga. He looked after them, but he died before 
they were ready for marriage. [Trouble] SynD: ǫl; Cpart: di1

8  Yanam nǫ ban da di taaba bǫǫ kul taaba 'You must 
not intermarry with them'. [1KI 11:2] Bǫǫ biribis banǫ siak pu'adiir la, ban dimmi ba pu'ab, ka bipumis banǫ 
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mǫ siak sid kulig la mǫ kuli ba sidib. Or boys who are ready for marriage, they should marry wives, and girls 

also who are ready for marriage marry their husbands. [AIDS-Azuur] Zțmaaŋ kaŋa dim sieba dit pu'ab ka kun 

sidib 'The people of this age marry and are given in marriage.'. [LUK 20:34] Pu'adiir nǫ sid kulig wada Marriage 

Laws. [DEU 24:1 [heading]]  Note: see ref. and link at ken3 

kulǫ   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kulǫǫ   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kuli   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kuli2   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

kulig   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kuliga   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kulim!   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kulime   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kulimi!   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kulin   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kulin   See main entry: kțdim1. only. 

kulini   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kuliŋ   See main entry: kțlțŋ. door. 

kulis   See main entry: kțlțŋ. door. 

kulnǫ   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kulne   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kulug   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kuluŋ   See main entry: kțlțŋ. door. 

kulus   See main entry: kțlțŋ. door. 

kum-   See main entry: kum2. death, corpse. 

kum1   Variant: kumm; kumi; kumma; kummǫ. Form: kummi!. Form: kumnǫ. Form: kumya1. v. to weep. Ban'a nǫ 

nintțțlim ya'a kǫ ka m kum, When sickness and fever made me cry, [Shoeshine-Boy] Ani ka li tis o ka o kum 

bǫdegț. Then it got to him and he cried a lot. [Trouble] La'an nǫ wala da fabil bǫǫ kum bǫǫ kǫ ka ninta'am yii fț 

nini nii. 'Yet do not lament or weep or shed any tears.'. [EZK 24:16] Amaa David da kumm o biig la yǫla daar 

wțsa. 'But King David mourned for his son every day.'. [2SA 13:37] M zugdaana, bǤ ka fț kumma? 'Why are you 
crying, sir?'. [2KI 8:12] David nǫ o nidib la kum hali ka paŋ ti lǫn ka' kumma 'David and his men wept aloud 
until they had no strength left to weep. [1SA 30:4] Ba saam Efiram da kumi ba yǫla dabisa bǫdegț 'Their father 
Ephraim mourned for them for many days'. [1CH 7:22] Alaamisi ... kummi di'e suori wa'ae o ba' yir Alaamisi ... 

wept and set out to go to her father's house. [Wonderwoman] Ninsaal biiga, kummi ba tuon nǫ sțnsa'aŋ tita'ar nǫ 

ǫndțg! 'son of man! Groan before them with broken heart and bitter grief.'. [EZK 21:6] da kummi man yǫllǫ, amaa 

lǫǫ kummi ya mǫŋ nǫ ya biis yǫla. 'do not weep for me; weep for yourselves and for your children'. [LUK 23:28] 
Apțlis daa kummǫ nintǤ'Ǥma'asim Apulis cried damp tears. [You-Heard?] Gyiŋan kumnǫ o yuor zug. Gyingan 

weeps over his (spoiled) reputation. [Asaasim Proverb] Teŋ la wțsa da kumnǫ. The whole town was weeping. 

[Trouble] Tita'am da kumya. Most people cried. [Trouble] Josef n da di'e labakaŋa la, o da kumya hali. 'Joseph 
cried when he received this message.'. [GEN 50:17] Colloc: kum1 kțțr ‘mourn, celebrate a funeral’. o zua bǫǫ ani 

kumi o ma kțțr. his friend was there celebrating his mother's funeral. [Asaasim] (ba da) maal sțnsa'aŋ ka kum 

o kțțr hali bǫdegț 'mourning for him with loud cries'. [ACT 8:2] ba na ... buol banǫ kum kțya ni la ye ba kena 

kaas they will call the (professional) funeral mourners to come and weep. [AMO 5:16] Sim: kaas; Nabstr: kuŋ, 

kukuma. Kțțr kukuma kaŋa ka ba na kum tis o. 'This is the lament they will chant for her.'. [EZK 32:16] 
Caus: kumis. Etym: OV1 *WE/WI ; OVN *KUM ; GS1 *WI¹ ; vc4 *wi . See: kumis. 
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kum2   Variant: kʋm4; ku'um. Form: kum-. n. 1 • death. on tǫn'ǫsim o biis yǫla; ban na ti an si'em o kum nya'aŋ he 

should think of his children – what would be their situation after his death. [You-Hear?] Gafara, m pu'a ka zǫǫlțŋ 

dum o ka o dig yinnǫ bǤǤd kum. Excuse me, my wife has been bitten by a snake and is at home lying at death's 
door. [Trouble] Kum mǤr buudi buudi paam Kusațgțn Death takes various forms in Kusaasiland. [Asaasim] Baa 

ku'um ya'a paae o wǫsidnǫ o daan. When death approaches a dog he barks at his master. [Proverb 072] M biilim 

saŋa sa m nyǫ namisțg ka pț lal nǫ kum 'From my youth I have been afflicted and close to death'. [PSA 88:15] 
Daamțgț duoe Gideon kum nya'aŋ la yǫla The trouble that arose after Gideon's death. [JDG 8:33 [heading]] M 

bǤǤd ye fț kuos paalț la tisim ... ka m na nyaŋi mumi m kum anina. I want you to sell me the land ... 'so I can 
bury my dead there'. [GEN 23:13] kum2 vu'ugir resurrection. Kum vț'țgir daar la nidib kț ti dit pu'ab bǫǫ kun 

sidiba. 'At the resurrection people will neither marry nor be given in marriage'. [MAT 22:30] Colloc: kumin(ǫ(ǫ)) 
‘in/to/from death’. manǫ faaǫn biig la nyǤvțr kumin I saved the child's life (from death). [Trouble] Wina'am da 

vț'țg o kumin dabisa atan' daar 'God raised him from the dead on the third day'. [ACT 10:40] Samson n yǤ sam 

O kumin si'em Samson Gets Revenge at his Death. [JDG 16:23 [heading]] Colloc: kum2 daka ‘a coffin’. ba nǤk tiim 

niŋ o niŋgbiŋ la ka li pț san'am, ka nǤki li niŋ kum daka ni 'They embalmed his body and put it in a coffin.'. 

[GEN 50:26] Colloc: Kum Maliak Gaadțg ‘Passover [in the Bible]’. Li da kpǫlimnǫ daba ayi' nǫ Kum Maliak 

Gaadțg malțŋ dabisir la 'the Passover and the Feast of Unleavened Bread were only two days away'. [MRK 14:1] 
Syn: kpiim; Cpart: vțm1. Zina dabis pii nǫ anaasi nwa' ka ya bi'esid kum nǫ vțm ka pț di si'ela. 'For the last 
fourteen days ... you have lived in suspense ... you have eaten nothing.'. [ACT 27:33] Lit: doubting life and death. 
Cpart: du'am1 ‘birth’.  fț kum daar sǤn'oe fț du'am daar 'the day of death is better than the day of birth'. [ECC 7:1] 
2 • a corpse, dead body. m vaand la an ti'isțŋ ka ba maali viligi zi kum la mǤri keŋ yațgțn la mum my leaves 
are [used to make] a head-pad that they use to carry the body to the grave and bury it. [Trees] Note: emended by MA 

from tisț'țŋ Onǫ wțsa si'is kum ka pț pie o mǫŋa, o sǤb dian'anǫ Fuug Sțgțr la. 'Whoever touches the dead 

body of anyone and fails to purify himself defiles the Lord's tabernacle.'. [NUM 19:13] (ba) na ... baŋ tempțkanǫ 

kpi'e kum la dig si'el la they will ascertain which is the nearest town to where the corpse lay. [DEU 21:3] 
See: nǤkum; wǫd-kum. 

kum3   Form: kumnǫ. Form: kumya2. v. to ferment. Fț ya'a niŋ danbin daamin, li na kum. 'If you put yeast in pito, it 

will ferment.'. [MA] Daam la kumya. The pito has fermented. [MA] See: -kumnim. 

kumi   See main entry: kum1. weep. 

kumis   v. to proclaim, cry (as in 'town crier'). Onǫ kumis na'ab tț'țdǫ, onǫ tț' o. The one who reports that the chief has 

been abused is the one who abused him. [Proverb 001] ti kumis kțțr ka ya pț kaasida 'we sang a dirge, and you 

did not cry'. [LUK 7:32] InvCaus: kum1. See: kum1. 

kumm   See main entry: kum1. weep. 

kumma  See main entry: kum1. weep. 

kummǫ   See main entry: kum1. weep. 

kummi!   See main entry: kum1. weep. 

kumnǫ   See main entry: kum1. weep. 

kumnǫ   See main entry: kum3. ferment. 

-kumnim   adj. fermented. Man ya'a nu dankumnim li kțțnnim nǫ. 'If I drink fermented pito, I get intoxicated. [MA] 
See: kum3. 

kumya1   See main entry: kum1. weep. 

kumya2   See main entry: kum3. ferment. 

kun   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kun-   See main entry: kțțnr. hoe, plough. 

kunbil   v. to close (the hand). Ka o saam kunbil o dagǤbig nu'ug ka bu'oe tisabilim kǤlibirine niŋ ani. His father 

cupped his left hand and poured some black medicine from the bottle into it. [Trouble] Gbaagba, abaaa, yanamǫ 

kunbilim gum kaŋa anwa. Wow, for shame! You have got me into this problem. [You-Heard?] Lit: tangled in this 
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thread. bǫǫ o sțnfț duoe ka o kunbil o nu'ugț nwǫ' o ka o kpi 'or if in hostility he hits him with his fist so that 
he dies'. [NUM 35:21] 

kundu'ada   See main entry: kțndu'ar. childless woman. 

kundu'alim   See main entry: kțndu'alim. childlessness. 

kundu'ar   See main entry: kțndu'ar. childless woman. 

kunduna   See main entry: kunduŋ. hyæna. 

kunduŋ   Form: kunduna. n. a hyæna, 'wolf' [Gh.] Crocuta crocuta. o ya'a nyǫ ka kunduŋ kenna o na bas pǫ'ǫs la ka zǤ 

ka kunduŋ la gban'e ba 'when he sees the wolf coming, he abandons the sheep and runs away. Then the wolf 
attacks the flock'. [JHN 10:12] m ǫǫnti zǤnǫ dǤl o (gbigim bǫǫ kunduŋ keŋ nwǫ' o ka kpidig pǫbil la o nǤǤrin 'I 
went after it (lion or a bear), struck it and rescued the sheep from its mouth'. [1SA 17:35] Lit: (lion or hyæna). (ba)  

kpǫn'ǫsid nidib dabiem wțț kunduna ka kǤ'Ǥm zabid zaamnǤǤr they terrify people like starving 'wolves' in 
the evening. [HAB 1:8] Syn: zaŋku'ar. 

kune   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

Kunkpan   Form: Kunkpaam. n.pr. Konkomba. Ghana buudi banǫ pian'ad nǫ "gaafara" ka m mi ba la anǫ Kusaas, 

Gonja nam, Kamboos (Twi), Kunkpaam. The Ghanaian peoples that say " gaafara ", as far as I know, are 
Kusaas, Gonjas, Ashanti (Twi) and Konkombas. [Asaasim] 

Kunkpaam   See main entry: Kunkpan. Konkomba. 

kunna   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kunnaa   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kunnǫ   See main entry: kul. go home. 

kuns   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kunsi   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kunsib   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kunsid   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kunsidi   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kunsnɛ   See main entry: kțns. pierce, gore, inject. 

kunt   See main entry: kțnt1. iron thing, metal. 

kuntɛɛ   See main entry: kțnt1. iron thing, metal. 

kuntzen'ug   See main entry: kțntzǫn'ug. bronze. 

kuntzen'ugo   See main entry: kțntzǫn'ug. bronze. 

kunt...   See main entry: kțnt2. smelt. 

kuŋ   Variant: kuŋț; kuŋu; kuŋi; kʋŋi. Form: kuuns.  Note: MA prefers kțțns n. a cry. Yikanǫ bǫǫ ba teŋ la titǤndigin la 

dim daa wțm Siaka kuŋ la. The people of the house on the edge of the village heard Siaka's cry. [Trouble] Banǫ 

bǤǤd kum la nǫ banǫ pu'alim la kuunsi da pǫ'ǫl zin'ig la. The cries of those who were wounded and dying filled 
the place. [Trouble] Ka m wțm nidibi ki'ed kuuns And I heard people crying out. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: kuŋ nwǫ', 

nwǫ' kuŋ ‘a cry rings out ; to utter a cry’. Kuŋ kanǫ nwǫ'ǫ agǤla na nwǫ' teŋin. The warning that sounds above 

will sound on earth. [Proverb 92] bǤ ka o nyǫ o zua la ka nwǫ'ǫd kuŋǤ, ye yǫl si'a bǫ bǫǫ? why did he cry our when 
he saw his friend, was there some problem? [Trouble] On daa nyaŋe baŋ o bugum samme an si'em la ka yț'țn 

nwǫ' kuŋț buon o pu'a When he was able to understand how much his electricity bill was, he shouted out to call 
his wife. [Electricity] Kǫlisim kǤnbkemnib la kaasig nǫ kǤnbid la tuongatib kuŋ nwǫ'ǫb 'Hear the cry of the 

shepherds, the wailing of the leaders of the flock'. [JER 25:36] sǤ' wțsa nwǫ'ǫd kuŋi buon o win 'each cried out to 
his own god'. [JON 1:5] Colloc: kaas kuŋ ‘shout out loud’. Pu'a kanǫ kuosid daam la daa kaas kuŋ ye, ǫhǫǫn The 
woman who was selling pito shouted out "Oh dear!" [Electricity] Wina'am gbauŋ zanmisțg line gaad la kaas 

kʋŋi yǫtti ti nǫ ye, Siig Kasi la anǫ Wina'am The Bible teaching above proclaims to us that the Holy Spirit is God. 
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[Bible-Study] o kaas kuŋi buol soogianam la nǫ Abner onǫ an Nier biig la ye, “Abner! Fț kț siaki m buolțg 

laa?” Ka Abner lǫbis ye, “Fț aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ buon Na'aba?” 'He called out to the army and to Abner son of Ner, 
“Aren't you going to answer me, Abner?” Abner replied, “Who are you who calls to the king?” '. [1SA 26:14] Israel 

nǫ Juda dim da mǫ niŋi ba kadib diin ka kaasid kuŋț dǤlli ba 'Then the men of Israel and Judah surged 
forward with a shout and pursued' them. [1SA 17:52] Colloc: ki'e1 kuŋ ‘utter a scream/cry’. m kia' kuŋ ye ba 

faanmǫ bas I screamed out that they should save me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka m wțm nidibi ki'ed kuuns I heard 
people cheering. [Shoeshine-Boy] Jew dim la da kpǫn' nǫ kukuma ka lǤ nǤǤr ka kaasid ka ki'ed kuŋ. 'there was 
great mourning among the Jews, with fasting, weeping and wailing'. [EST 4:3] Colloc: zaba/tanp kuŋ ‘a warcry’. 
saŋkanǫ ka ba ki'ed zaba kuŋ ka piebid na'atana la 'amid war cries and the blast of the trumpet'. [AMO 2:2] kaas 

tanp kuŋ la Betaven ni ye Benjamin dim lum tuon! 'Raise the battle cry in Beth Aven; lead on, O Benjamin.'. 
[HOS 5:8] Sim: kukuma. teŋ la nidibi wțm kuŋ nǫ kukuma la the people of the village heard the shouting and 
crying. [Trouble] Etym: OV1 *WE/WI ; OVN *KUM, *KA:S ; GS1 *WI¹ ; vc4 *wi . 

kuŋi   See main entry: kuŋ. cry. 

kuŋț   See main entry: kuŋ. cry. 

kuŋu   See main entry: kuŋ. cry. 

kuo   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuob1   Form: kuobid. Variant: kuobidi. Form: kuobțg. Variant: kuobug. v. to serve, decant [drinks]. Ba da nǤknǫ 

sanlima la'ad banǫ gțl kǤn'Ǥb, kǤn'Ǥbi kuob daam tis na'anam la. 'Wine was served in goblets of gold, each 
one different from the other'. [EST 1:7] O da lǫbis onǫ sț'oe o daam kuobțg la o tțțma ni, ka o lǫn kuobid 

daam tis Faaro o nu'ugin 'He restored the chief cupbearer to his position, so that he once again put the cup into 
Pharaoh's hand'. [GEN 40:21] 

kuob2   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuobid   See main entry: kuob1. decant [drinks]. 

kuobidi   See main entry: kuob1. decant [drinks]. 

kuobǤ   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuobo   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuobțg   See main entry: kuob1. decant [drinks]. 

kuobug   See main entry: kuob1. decant [drinks]. 

kuod   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuoda   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuodi   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuodnǫ   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuoǫn   Variant: kuoen. v. to hem, edge sth. Fț da' la ni ba mǤr fusțma nǫ pien linǫ an bțlț nǫ fuud linǫ ka ba țg 

sț'țŋa kuoǫn li nǤǤr la 'They sold you luxurious clothing, purple cloth, and embroidery'. [EZK 27:24] Ka nǤk 

sanlim kuoǫn giligi li nǤǤr la wțț nwiig nǫ. 'and made a gold moulding around it'. [EXO 37:26] 

kuoe   v. to top-off, complete a building. Cpart: ǫǫnb1 ‘lay foundation, begin a building’. Zerubabǫl nu'usi ǫǫnb 

Pț'țsim Yikaŋa; o nu'usi na lǫn kuoe li. 'Zerubbabel has laid the foundation of the Temple, and he will finish the 
building'. [ZEC 4:9] 

kuoen   See main entry: kuoǫn. hem. 

kuom!   See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuom   See main entry: ku'om. water. 

kuomi!  See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuomini!  See main entry: kua. cultivate. 

kuonuud   See main entry: ku'onuud. thirst. 
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kuor   n. eaves, top of the wall. Note: top course in traditional building [TN] Cpart: ǫǫnbir1 ‘foundation’. din naan ǫǫnbirin 

la paae kuor la bǫn la 'from the foundations to the eaves'. [1KI 7:9] See: kuoe. 

kuos   Variant: kuosǫ; kuose; kuosi. Form: kuosnǫ. Form: kuosid. Variant: kuosidi. Form: kuosidnǫ. Form: kuosim2!. 

Variant: kuosimi!. Form: kuosin. Variant: kuosini. Form: kuosțg. Variant: kuosig. v. to sell sth. ba da mǤr diib 

bǫdegț na di ka kǫǫ kuos. they had plenty of food to eat, and some was left over to sell. [Wonderwoman] 
(Barnabas) da kuos o pǤǤg ka zaŋ ligidi la na niŋ tțmtțmnib la nu'usin. (Barnabas) 'sold a field he owned 
and brought the money and put it at the apostles' feet.'. [ACT 4:27] Azumbila, fț tam ye li nar ka ti su'a busa la 

sieba gur kǤ'Ǥm saŋa kuosǫ? Azumbila, have you forgotten that we need to keep some yams to sell in the hungry 
time? [Wonderwoman] walyǫǫd ya'a bǫ yanam mǫ da pǤn' ba kuosǫ and if there are untended fruits, do not pluck 

them to sell. [LEV 25:5] Hali o nǤbibis ya'a yuaki nǤbig bi'ela o na pisigi kuosi sțŋ o biis la. Even, when his 
chicks hatched and grew bigger, he would gather them and sell them to help his children. [You-Heard?] Faaro da 

tisid maanmaannib la ligidi ka ba mǤri da'ad diib ka pț kuosi ba paalț laa. (the priests) 'They did not have 
to sell their lands, because the king gave them an allowance to live on.'. [GEN 47:22] zam sǤb onǫ mǤr laas nǫ 

bǤtbanǫ pț paae ma'ad la'adi kuosid a cheat who has bowls and sacks less than proper size to falsify things to 
sell. [MIC 6:11] Amaa banǫ giligid teŋkpǫmisine kuosid tima la ban tun'e kțns sǤ' ka lǫn nǤk pikanǫ lǫn kțns 

sǤ ya'as. But those who go round the villages selling medicines may inject someone and re-use the needle to 
inject someone else. [AIDS-Azuur] LǤrnamǫ ǫǫnti vi' ka pț ken tǤ'ǤtǤ la ni ka ban kpǫm paam falli kuosidi ba 

la'ad la ani. As the lorries were held up and didn't set off quickly, the people who had found a space were selling 
their goods there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ya'asǫ, ye on wțm ye sieba kuosidi ba biis nǫ di'esid ligidi Again, that he had 
heard that some people were selling their children to get money. [Billygoat] Ba da kuosidi ba la'ad nǫ ba areza'as 

wțsa pțdigidi tisid taaba 'They would sell their property and possessions, and distribute the money among all'. 

[ACT 2:45] Ba nǤkid pțpielim dimi kuosidi di'esid anzurifa 'They sell the righteous for silver'. [AMO 2:6] Hali ya 

la'am kuosidnǫ kifaad You are even 'selling the refuse of the wheat'. [AMO 8:6] Kuosim diib nǫ ku'om tisi ti ka 

ti da' di k 'Sell us food to eat and water to drink'. [DEU 2:28] Kuosimi yanamǫ mǤr si'el wțsa tǤnd banǫ an nǤŋ 

dim. 'Sell all your belongings and give the money to the poor.'. [LUK 12:33] Fțn nam pț kuosin la, li aannǫ fț din. 
'While it remained unsold, did it not remain yours?'. [ACT 5:4] Ba naan nyaŋi kuosini li, ka li ligidi gaadin 

tțmtțm yțțm mum yǤǤd, ka nǤkin ligidi la tisin nǤŋ dim. 'It could have been sold for more than a year's 
wages and the money given to the poor.'. [MRK 14:5] Ba daa keŋnǫ danyir kanǫ kpi'e nǫ da'a la ka daam kuosțg 

zin'ig la yǤ'Ǥg ka pu'a bǫǫ ani kuosid daam nǫ li buudi wțsa. They went to a drinking-bar which was near the 

market and the bar was open and the woman was there selling pito and all sorts of suchlike drinks. [Electricity] Fț 

kuosi fț nidib nǫ yǤn, ka pț nyǫ nyǤǤdi fț kuosțg la pțțginǫ. 'You sold your own people for a small price as 
though they had little value. '. [PSA 44:12] O daa da'a ba nǫ Baaba Apul la'ad kuosig dǤǤgin. He bought them at 
Baaba Apul's store. [Fire] Colloc: kuos [person] ‘betray’. O pa'a ti lǫbi kuosi ti tis Saul onǫ aan o zugdaan 

kțdig la. He might go back and betray us to Saul, our former master. [1CH 12:19] Colloc: X kuos X nyǤvțr/nyǤǤr 
‘X risks X's life’. M ya'a kuosini m nyǤvțri kț Absalom ka Na'ab la wțm ka di lieb yǫl, fț kț siaki zi'enǫ m 

nya'aŋa. 'if I had put my life in jeopardy' and the King heard of it and it became a case 'you would not have 
defended me'. [2SA 18:13] Ti ǫǫn kuosnǫ ti nyǤǤr ka naan nyǫ diibi di 'We get our bread at the risk of our lives'. 

[LAM 5:9] Cpart: da' ‘buy’. Kemi banǫ kuosid kpaam san'anǫ da' na. 'go to those who sell oil and buy some for 
yourselves'. [MAT 25:9] Etym: OVN *KO.S ; vc4 *ta . See: kuosim; na'akuos; ziiŋku'osid. 

kuosǫ   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuose   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuosi   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuosid   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuosidi  See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuosidnǫ   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuosig   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuosim1   n. stock, trading. Note: things to sell Colloc: kuosimin ‘in/for/from trading’. Nidib ya'a mak la'ad ka zam taaba 

kuosimin If people measure goods and cheat each other in trading. [PRO 20:10] 
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kuosim2!   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuosimi!   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuosin   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuosini   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuosnǫ   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kuosțg   See main entry: kuos. sell. 

kup   id. whoosh!, whizz! [sound of sth. on the move]. pulis lǤr an kup ka lǤrnam bǫdegț dǤl ka pulis sǫǫnb hali. a 
police car was on the move and a lot of vehicles followed and there was a whole crowd of police. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

kur-   See main entry: kurug. trousers. 

kurdaug   Form: kurdaad. n. a pair of trousers, 'pants' [Am.] Apraku da sǤnǫ giins kurdaug nǫ li fuug Apraku had jeans 

trousers and matching shirt. [Shoeshine-Boy] Kurdaad ayi' nǫ ta'adbu'ada yinne nǫ ta'adpap-pap yinne da sia'al 

mam. Two pairs of trousers, and one pair of ordinary shoes, and one pair of flip-flops sufficed me. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Cpart: kurigiŋ ‘shorts’. See: kurug; -daug2. 

kurdaad   See main entry: kurdaug. trousers. 

kurgiŋ   See main entry: kurigiŋ. shorts. 

kurgimis   See main entry: kurigiŋ. shorts. 

kuri-   See main entry: kurug. trousers. 

kuriba1   See main entry: kuribir. measuring bowl. 

kuriba-2   See main entry: kuribir. measuring bowl. 

kuribir   Form: kuriba1. Variant: kurubanam. Form: kuriba-2. n. a measuring-bowl. bǤ zǤ'Ǥm kuribir yinne paas yiiga 

pǫraug la zugț 'With the first lamb offer a tenth of an ephah of fine flour'. [EXO 29:40] Zinaa nyuuni kuriba anǫ 

yǤn ayi' Today's sheanut-measuring bowl is ¢400. [Wealth-Is-Power] Lit: two 'bags' see yǤlțg. Li paae ki kuriba 

pțdigir atan', vaar yinne. That makes one third of a bowl of grain. [REV 6:6] Makimi manna la kuriba yinne 

digili ka ya bibanǫ ti duoe na nyǫ dikanǫ ka m tisi ya mǤǤgin 'Take an omer of manna and keep it for the 
generations to come, so they can see the bread I gave you to eat in the desert'. [EXO 16:32] sanlima kurubanam 

pistan' nǫ anzurifa kurubanam ... kǤbisnaasi nǫ piiga 'gold bowls 30 ... silver bowls 410' [in list]. [EZR 1:10] 
Ya ...  mǤri ya kuribabibis la filim banǫ da'ad la You use small measuring-bowls to cheat customers. [AMO 8:5] 
From: (Twi). Note: kuruba "European brass bowl" (TG) : singular back-formed on the pattern liibir / liiba , ǫǫbir / ǫǫnba 

kurigimis   See main entry: kurigiŋ. shorts. 

kurigiN-   See main entry: kurigiŋ. shorts. 

kurigiŋ   Variant: kurgiŋ. Form: kurigimis.  Note: 1 x in SC Variant: kurgimis.  Note: 2 x in SC Form: kurigiN-. n. shorts, 

'knicker' [Gh.] Adu da gaad tuon, o da yǫnǫ fupiel nu'ugima ka sǤn kurgiŋ sabil. Adu went first; he was 

wearing a white short-sleeved shirt and black shorts. [Trouble] maanmaan la na yǫ fuug ka sǤǤn o kurigiŋ 'the 
priest, wearing his linen robe and linen shorts'. [LEV 6:10] Maalim pien pielig kurgimis ka li wa'alim paae duma 

ka li lusi ba nyan. 'Make linen shorts for them, reaching from the waist to the thighs, so that they will not expose 
themselves.'. [EXO 28:42] Ba na nǤk zupibpieligi pid ka sǤn kurigimis ka li wțsa an gum fuud. 'they are to wear 

linen turbans and linen trousers'. [EZK 44:18] Aaron nǫ o biribis la na sǤǤnd kurigimbama 'Aaron and his sons 
must wear' these shorts. [EXO 28:43] Sim: kpalaŋ, nyabir; Cpart: kurdaug. See: kurug; -giŋ. 

kuris   See main entry: kurug. trousers. 

kuris   See main entry: kțris. revolve. 

kurisid   See main entry: kțris. revolve. 

kurkur   Variant: kuru-kuru. n. noise. Kurkur pț pa'ad yǤkkunǫ. Noise will by no means stay in a hole in a tree. [Proverb 

228] Fț ya'a bǤǤd kuru-kuru, fț kennǫ ka mǤri fț sțnkpila. If you like noise, when you go somewhere take 
your own bambarra-beans. [Proverb 202] 
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kurkur...   See main entry: kukur. pig. 

kurlan   Variant: kurlanǫ; kʋrlannɛ. Form: kurlana. n. (a pair of) 'pantaloons' [Gh.], baggy trousers. o kpǫn yǫǫg o fuug la 

lǤs ku'obǫ'ǫdin la ka su'oe o kʋrlannɛ lǤs ani paasi he quickly took off his shirt and  dipped it in the dirty water, 

and took off his pantaloons and dunked them in as well. [Akelsa] DinzugǤ Kusaas baŋim ye banaas nǫ kurlana 

nǫ zupibis ... an dap yǫǫdis So let the Kusaas know that smocks, pantaloons and hats are men's clothing. [Asaasim] 
See: kurug; lan. 

kurlana  See main entry: kurlan. pantaloons. 

kurlanǫ   See main entry: kurlan. pantaloons. 

kurubanam   See main entry: kuribir. measuring bowl. 

kurug   Form: kuris. Form: kur-. Variant: kuri-. n. (a pair of) trousers, 'pants' [Am.], a 'trouser' [Gh.] o pugudib daa 

nyǤnl o fattim fuud mǤrimin ka nyaan lig o kurug gbin nǫ o fuug nu'usin la. his aunt had nagged him for 
looking after his clothes carelessly, and had patched the seat of his trousers and the sleeves of his shirt. [Trouble] Ka 

o kimis o nǤba ka mǫligim la yi o kurugțn la. He stamped his feet and the dew came out of his trousers. [Trouble] 
Bțndaan la daa ... tis o fuud nǫ kuris nǫ ta'ada nǫ ligidi The rich man ... gave him shirts, trousers, shoes and 
money. [You-Heard?] O nyǫ o zuapǤl la ka o yǫ fupaal nǫ kurpaal nǫ ta'ada banǫ dǤlli li He saw his young friend 
who was wearing a new suit and matching shoes. [Trouble] Lit: new shirt and new trousers. See: kurigiŋ; kurdaug. 

kuru-kuru   See main entry: kurkur. noise. 

Kusa-1   See main entry: Kusaa. Kusaasi. 

Kusa-2   See main entry: Kusaal. Kusaal. 

Kusațg   n.pr. Kusaug, Kusaasi-land, territory of the Kusaasi. Kusațg mǤr sakuya nǫ sibitinam nǫ pala hali nǫ 

nasaabugum zin'is pamm. The Kusaasi area has plenty of schools, hospitals and main roads, and many 
electricity stations. [MA] tuumyaalis nǫ li buudi naamid Kusațg sț'țlimin zaŋi n ken na'ayiigimin, pu'abiriŋ. 
crime and so on are happening in the Kusaas' region, including burglary and rape. [Asaasim] Colloc: Kusațgțn 
‘to/in/from Kusaas country’. Kum mǤr buudi buudi paam Kusațgțn Death takes various forms in Kusaasiland. 

[Asaasim] See: Kusaa; Kusaal. 

Kusaa   Note: this vowel 22x in texts, referring to people, language or land Variant: Kțsa....  Note: this vowel is found 18x in texts 
Form: Kusaas. Form: Kusa-1. n.pr. a Kusaasi person. M zuanamaa, baŋimi ka Kusaas ye tuombi'ela pț 

ya'asid paarǫ My friends, you must know that the Kusaas say that a little while won't take long. [Asaasim] Kusaas 

mǤri ba pian'ad ye bțŋ ǫǫnti ti Ǥnbnǫ yǤǤg-yǤǤgț kidig o pțțgin tiim. The Kusaas have a saying that 'A 
donkey grazes at random to get to his stomach medicine. [You-Heard?] DinzugǤ Kusaas baŋim ye banaas nǫ 

kurlana nǫ zupibis ... an dap yǫǫdis So let the Kusaas know that smocks, pantaloons and hats are men's clothing. 

[Asaasim] Gbauŋ kaŋa anǫ ye li kpǫ'ǫŋ Kusaas nǫ bane wțm Kusaal pian'ad la ... This book is to encourage 
Kusaas and those who understand Kusaal. [You-Do?.a [.b see under Kusaal]] Kțsakanǫ karimi li wțsa na gban'e di 

gbin sț'țŋa Every Kusaasi person who reads it will understand its meaning well. [Bible-Intro] See: Kusaal; 

Kusațg. 

Kusaal   Form: Kusa-2. n.pr. Kusaal. Note: language, and customs, ways Zin'isieba bǫ, ka ba buon o ye, “Yawǫ”. Kusaal 

Wina'am gbauŋțn la, ti sǤb ye, “ZugsǤb Wina'am.” There are some places where they call him "Yawe". In the 
Kusaal Bible we write "Lord God". [Bible Glossary under Wina'am] 'Gaafara' anǫ Kusaal, bǤzugǤ ti Kusaal kum 

maalima ni ... onǫ ǫǫnti gaad tuon mǤr la'ad la ǫǫnti n kabir nǫ ye "Gaafara ... " 'Gaafara' is Kusaal, because 
in our Kusaal funeral customs the one who goes first with the things calls "Excuse ... [Asaasim] Tinamǫ sǤbid 

Kusaal Wina'am gbauŋ la si'em la yț'țn bǫǫ di kǤn' nǫ yanamǫ da dǫŋi karim si'el la. The way we have 
written the Kusaal Bible is different from what you have previously read. [Bible-Intro] ... ka ba mǫ kpǫ'ǫŋe ba mǫŋ 

ka sǤb Kusaal. ... to try their best to write Kusaal. [You-Do?] Sakurin la ba da kisig Kusaal pian'ad nǫ ka ye ti 

pian'ammǫ Na'asaal. In school they forbade the use of the Kusaal language and said we should speak English. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Kusaal Wina'am gbauŋțn la, ti sǤb ye, “ZugsǤb Wina'am”. In the Kusaal Bible we write 'Lord 
God'. [Bible Glossary [under 'Wina'am']] Pian'agǫnda banǫ ka Kusapian'adib maani la sieba nwa: These are some of 

the mixed words that Kusaal-speakers produce: [Asaasim] Bidu'adib nǫ tikanam bǫǫ sakur pa'annib wțsa  

pian'am Kusasțŋ All parents and teachers or school instructors must speak good Kusaal. [Asaasim] 
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Colloc: Kusaalin(ǫ) ‘in Kusaal’. Karțŋ la pa'an bǤ Kusaalinǫ? What does the chapter teach? (give your answer ) 

in Kusaal. [You-Do?] See: Kusaa; Kusațg. 

Kusaas   See main entry: Kusaa. Kusaasi. 

kusiig   See main entry: kțsiig. sickle. 

kusiigi   See main entry: kțsiig. sickle. 

kusiis   See main entry: kțsiig. sickle. 

kut1   See main entry: kțnt1. iron thing, metal. 

kute   See main entry: kțnt1. iron thing, metal. 

kutiŋgbinnig   n. a stone [type], very hard, round black boulder. M na kǫ ka fț zug kpi'em gaad kutiŋgbinnig. 'I will 
make your forehead like the hardest stone'. [EZK 3:9] 

kutnam   See main entry: kțnt1. iron thing, metal. 

kutzɛn'og   See main entry: kțntzǫn'ug. bronze. 

kutzɛn'ogɔ   See main entry: kțntzǫn'ug. bronze. 

kuya [N]   See main entry: kțțr. funeral. 

kuyidim   See main entry: kțyidim. mourners. 

kuzǫr1   Variant: kʋzɛr. Form: kuzǫya. Form: kuzǫr-2. n. a chair. Note: particularly, upright chair with four legs and a back O da 

kpǫn' ye o gǤs ka o pu'a zin' baanlim kțzǫr zug. He went in to see, and his wife was sitting quietly on a chair. 

[Jealousy] kuzǫya nǫ teebulnam da bǫ sǤnsțg dǤǤgțn chairs and tables were in the parlour. [Jealousy] ba maan 

teebul vǫnla nǫ kuzǫrvǫnla nǫ kabǤt vǫnla they made fine tables, chairs and cupboards. [Fire] Gen: kțk3. From: 

(Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: kujera < op$Dّ ِ ْ ُ  Note: kursiyy 

kuzǫr-2   See main entry: kuzǫr1. chair. 

kuzǫya   See main entry: kuzǫr1. chair. 

kțț1   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțț2   See main entry: kț4. threaten. 

kțțb1   See main entry: kț4. threaten. 

kțțb2   See main entry: kț3. settle, decide [case]. 

kțțb3   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțbi   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțbǤ1   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțbǤ2   See main entry: kț4. threaten. 

kțțd   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțda   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțdi   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțdnǫ   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțe   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțl   Variant: kuul; kool; kțțlǫ; kuule; koole; kțțli; kuli2. Form: kțțlnǫ. Form: kțțn1. Variant: kțțnǫ1; kțțnni. 

Form: kțțnnǫ. Form: kțțniya. v. to be drunk, make sb. drunk. Fț ya'a di man wala galisǫ fț na kțțl ka gț'țŋ 

tțțma. If you eat my fruits too much, you will be intoxicated and unable to work. Nimbama nwa' nunǫ daam 

kțțl. 'These people are drunk!'. [ACT 2:13] amaa ti nǫi ka da an wțț onǫ nu daam kțțlǫ 'we should be awake 
and sober'. [1TH 5:6] Banǫ ka daam kțțli ba 'Those who linger over wine'. [PRO 23:30] fț kțțlnǫ ka lǫǫ pț nu 

daam 'you that are drunk, but not with wine'. [ISA 51:21] TǤǤg na paae Efiram dim banǫ nuud daam kțțn 
Trouble will reach the Ephraimites who drink and get drunk. [ISA 28:1] Da nuud daam kțțnǫ nyaa 'Do not get 
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drunk on wine'. [EPH 5:18] Man ya'a nu dankumnim li kțțnnim nǫ. 'If I drink fermented pito, I get intoxicated. 

[MA] Yțțmbanǫ gaad la, ... Ayaab on da kțțnnǫ. In the past, Ayaab used to get drunk. [Electricity] Da nuti daam 

kțțniya Don't drink liquor and get drunk. [Bible-Study] Colloc: daam2 kțțl X ‘X is an alcoholic, addicted to liquor’. 
Tuongatib banǫ mǫ sțŋid KarindǤǤg kpǫǫmnam nar ye ba ... da ... kǫ ka daam kuli baa 'Deacons, likewise, 
are to be men ... not indulging in much wine'. [1TI 3:8] ba ... da bǤǤd bayǫog bǫǫ ba kǫ ka daam kuli baa 'They 

must not be slanderers or slaves to wine'. [TIT 2:3] Cpart: nini pilig ‘sober up (from drunkenness)’. Etym: OVN 
*KUL , *BUG ; MWN *KWOL- . 

kțțlǫ   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

kțțli   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

kțțlnǫ   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

kțțm!   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțmi!   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțminǫ!   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțn   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțn1   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

kțțn2   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțnǫ1   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

kțțnǫ2   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțni   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kțțniya   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

kțțnnǫ   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

kțțnni   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

kțțnr   Variant: kuunr; kțțnrǫǫ; kțțnri. Form: kțnya. Form: kțn-. Variant: kun-. n. 1 • a hoe. O bukknǫ kțțnr nǫ 

kțsǤk. He carries a hoe and a basket on his shoulder. [House+Farm] Note: text emended by MA Ka Agaung 

yimbǫogțn zaŋ o kțțnr, o karintǫ (sț'țraug), nǫ o zǫnnir n keŋ niŋ vǤǤnd And Mr. Crow next morning took 

his hoe, his cutlass and his axe and went and made holes. [Asaasim] Fț na nyaŋi niŋ o yu'asin ka o vǫ'ǫg kțțnrǫǫ? 
Can you put him in a yoke to pull a plough? [JOB 39:10] Azan'asi ... kpǫn duoe nǫ o kțțnri keŋ pǤsțgirinǫ zin' 

vț'țsid. Azan'asi ... suddenly got up with his hoe and went and sat in the farm hut resting. [You-Heard?] Ba na zan' 

ba zaba sț'țsi maal kțnya, ka nǤki ba kpana la maal gǤn'Ǥd. 'They will beat their swords into ploughshares 

and their spears into pruning hooks.'. [ISA 2:4] Colloc: kțsiig ‘regular hoes [as opposed to ploughs]’. Asǫǫ ka Israel 

dim la keŋ Filistia dim la san'an ye ba saasi ba niigi kțnya, nǫ ba kțnmǫŋa nǫ kțsiis 'The Israelites had to go 
to the Philistines to get their ploughs, hoes ... sharpened'. [1SA 13:20] Spec: kțsiig. Etym: OVN *KO-DI/A ; GS1 
*B³A/I²/U² . 
2 • a plough, 'plough' [Am.] Niigi kțțnr nǫ kțnmǫŋa saasțg da anǫ wțț fțn na pțdigi ba la'af zin'isa atan' 

ka yis zin'is ayi' la yǤ 'The price was two thirds of a shekel for sharpening ploughshares'. [1SA 13:21] 
Syn: na'akțțnr. See: na'akțțnr. 

kțțnrǫǫ   See main entry: kțțnr. hoe, plough. 

kțțnri   See main entry: kțțnr. hoe, plough. 

kțțr   Variant: kuur; kțțrǫ; kuure; kțțri; kour [N]. Form: kțya. Variant: kuya [N]. n. a funeral. Ya'a bǫllim ken 

dakǤǤnr kțțr. It's the one who has time who attends the bachelor's funeral. [Proverb 008] Ba na yț'țm kțțr yțțma 

fț yǫla 'they will take up a lament concerning you'. [EZK 26:17] Nid ...  kpi ka pț nyǫ kțțrǫ A man ... does not 

receive proper burial. [ECC 6:3] Kțțri sa bǫ Kpalțg pțțgin ka ba sa keŋ. There was a funeral yesterday in 
Kpalugu and they had attended. [You-Do?] Colloc: kțțrin ‘to/at/from a funeral’. wțț fț yaanam banǫ da an 

na'anam ka kpi ka ba nyu'oe bugum na'asidi ba, ba kțya ni si'em la, ala ka ba na nyu'oe fț kțțrin na'asif 
'As people made a funeral fire in honour of your fathers, the former kings who preceded you, so they will make a 

fire in your honour '. [JER 34:5] Colloc: maal kțțr ‘celebrate a funeral’. Ba mǫ ya'a maan kțțrǫ, ba nwaadi man 
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willi sǫǫd yituon pu'atanpi kuan'ad ba daam zin'isi'a la. When they have a funeral, they cut my branches and 

plant them in front of the house in the place where the 'married sisters' brew their pito. [Trees] Colloc: kaas/kum1 

kțțr ‘mourn, celebrate a funeral’. o zua bǫǫ ani kumi o ma kțțr. his friend was there celebrating his mother's 
funeral. [Asaasim] (ba da) maal sțnsa'aŋ ka kum o kțțr hali bǫdegț 'mourning for him with loud cries'. [ACT 8:2] 
ba na ... buol banǫ kum kțya ni la ye ba kena kaas they will call the (professional) funeral mourners to come 

and weep. [AMO 5:16] Pa'alimi ya bipumis la ban na kaas kțțr si'em 'Teach your daughters how to mourn'. [JER 

9:20] O da mum o nǫ o mǫŋ yațgțn ka kaas o kțțri yǫt ye, “Oi! M ba'abiiga!” 'Then he laid the body in his own 
tomb, and they mourned over him and said, “Oh, my brother!” '. [1KI 13:30] Colloc: pț'țs kțțr ‘to 'greet' a funeral 
(attend officially)’. Fț ya'a kțț fț biig ye o tțbir pț wțmma, sǤ' tțmnǫ o na'ayiig na ye o pț'țsif kțțr. If you 
kill your child because he is disobedient, someone sends (his child who is) a thief to the funeral. [Proverb 021] 
Dinzug, o da tțm nidib ye ba keŋ pț'țs Hanun saam kțțr la. 'David sent a delegation to express his sympathy 
to Hanun concerning his father'. [2CH 19:2] Colloc: daae kțțr ‘wail, lament’. Li nwǫnǫ yǫltita'asi'a maal yin la ka 

pu'ab daae kțțr ka tansid ka kum nintǤ'Ǥm It was as if something terrible had happened at the house, and the 
women were lamenting and shouting and weeping. [Electricity] Sit: dabǤǤg2  Nidib na galis o dabǤǤgin, ba na dǤl 

taaba keŋi pț'țs o kțțr la 'When he is borne to the grave, all the world escorts him, before and behind'. [JOB 21:33] 
Nidib na galis o dabǤǤgin, ba na dǤl taaba keŋi pț'țs o kțțr la There are many people at his obsequies, they 

will all go together to his funeral. [JOB 21:33] See: kțyidim; kțyir. 

kțțrǫ   See main entry: kțțr. funeral. 

kțțri   See main entry: kțțr. funeral. 

kțțris   See main entry: kuurig2. line. 

kțțs1   Variant: koos; koosi. Form: kțțsid. Form: kțțsțg. Variant: kuusug2; koosug; kțțsțgǤ; kuusugo; koosugo; 

kțțsțgț. Form: kțțsya. v. 1 • to settle a matter, resolve a problem. amaa sǤ' ya'a mǤr yǫlbama wțsa o ni, on da 

kpǫn kțțs ye o mǤri EESsǫ. But even if someone has all these symptoms, he shouldn't be certain that he has 
AIDS. [AIDS-I] kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț mǫŋ ka ya kțțs yǫl la suorin 'make an effort to reach a settlement with him while 

you are still on the way'. [LUK 12:58] Zedekaya....  da maal kțnt iila ka kțțs ye, “ZugsǤb la yǫl si'eli nwa' ... ” 
'Zedekiah ... had made iron horns and he declared, “This is what the Lord says ... ” '. [1KI 22:11] 'M ye m yǫlif nǫ 

sida, o anǫ m sabua.' din la kpǫn kțțsi Afram nyain. 'To tell you the truth, she is my girlfriend.', which really 
convinced Afram. [Trouble] Ka o kpǫn' zakin zin' nǫ banǫ gur la, ye o baŋi li kțțsțgț na an si'em. 'He went 

into the courtyard and sat down with the guards to see how it would all come out.'. [MAT 26:58] Sim: kț3
1 

2 • to give a verdict, condemn. o bǤǤd ye o ... keŋ Room na'atita'ar Siiza kǤǤtț ni ka o kțțs o pian'ad la 'he 

asked ... to let the Emperor decide his case'. [ACTS 25:21] Ka ba mǫŋ pțtǫn'ǫr ǫǫnti kțțsi ba saŋa si'a ye ba tțm 

sț'țm bǫǫ bǫ'ǫd. 'their thoughts sometimes accuse them and sometimes defend them'. [ROM 2:15] Yaa kțțsya ye, 

'Nwiigi na di'e zǫrigir la.' Yaa gave the verdict 'The rope will be found guilty.'. [Trouble] Colloc: kțțs X bǫ'ǫd 
‘condemn X’. Ka kǫ kțțs sǤ' bǫ'ǫd: ye onǫ gban'e onǫ bǫn'ǫd la. And allow someone to be found guilty: on the 
charge of 'catching' someone who was ill. [Asaasim] SǤ' ya'a kțț o tiraan, m na kțțs o sǤba bǫ'ǫd 'If anyone 
takes human life, he will be punished.'. [GEN 9:5] o ... o faaǫn o yis banǫ kțțsid o bǫ'ǫd la nu'usin 'he ... saves 
them from those who condemn them to death'. [PSA 109:31] Colloc: kțțs yǫl2 ‘settle the case’; kțțs ye ‘give verdict 

that ...’. ba na ... kad o saria ka kțțs o yǫla ye o sț'țm nǫ kum. 'They will condemn him to death'. [MAT 20:18] 
Sim: kț3

2 See: kț3. 

kțțs-2   See main entry: kțțsțg1. verdict. 

kțțsid   See main entry: kțțs1. judge. 

kțțsir   adv. severely. Ka faandib gi' o ka yǫǫs o fuud, ka bț' o kțțsir, ka bas o ka keŋ. 'robbers attacked him, stripped 
him, and beat him up, leaving him half dead'. [LUK 10:30] 

kțțsțg   See main entry: kțțs1. judge. 

kțțsțg1   Variant: koosug. Form: kțțs-2. Variant: koos-. v.n. verdict, condemnation. Colloc: kțțsbǫ'ǫd(ǫ) ‘condemnation, 

guilty verdict’. banǫ nǤki ba mǫŋi dǫllim o la kț nyǫ kțțsbǫ'ǫdǫ 'no one will be condemned who takes refuge in 
him'. [PSA 34:22] See: kțțs. 

kțțsțgǤ   See main entry: kțțs1. judge. 
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kțțsțgț   See main entry: kțțs1. judge. 

kțțsya   See main entry: kțțs1. judge. 

kuub   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kuubo   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kuubo   See main entry: kț4. threaten. 

kuud   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kuudi   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kuug   Form: kuus2. n. mouse [sp.] kuug vǤndțg bǫǫ dǤǤgǤ? a mouse-hole or a room? [Three-Problems] Fț anǫ kuug, 

yiiti dum ka pǫbisǫǫ? Are you a mouse that bites [and at the same time comforts by] blowing? [Proverb 207] Yin 

kuug ya'a yis ka yiŋ kuug tiak. You get rid of the house-mouse and the wild mouse replaces it. [Asaasim Proverb] 
tintǤǤndig bǫǫ dayuug nǫ kuug bǫǫ atiwindaug 'Moles, rats, mice, and lizards'. [LEV 11:29] Kuus ye Amus pț 

kǤrid lummirǫ. Mice say cats don't wear bells round their necks. [Kittens+Mice] O da wțm ka kuus kat taaba 

dǤǤgin la ka da'arid la'adi basid. He heard the mice chasing each other round the room and knocking things 

over. [Trouble] Salinsaas nǫ yala nǫ kuus lǫn ka' bțțrin laa. There is no more trouble with ants and mice in the 
granary. [House+Farm] Colloc: kubil/kubibis(i) ‘baby mouse/mice’. ka kubil yinne ye, gaafara ka m bu'os si'el. 
one little mouse said "Excuse me, may I ask something?" [Kittens+Mice] Amusbibis paae yǫli ba ma ye tinam nǫ 

kubibis di'em zina The kittens turned up and told their mother "We played with the baby mice today". 

[Kittens+Mice] Amusbibis nǫ kubibisi da bǫ Once upon a time there were some kittens and some baby mice. 
[Kittens+Mice] 

kuul   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

kuule   See main entry: kțțl. drunk. 

kuum   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kuumene   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kuumi   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kuun   See main entry: kț2. kill.  

kuunr   See main entry: kțțnr. hoe, plough. 

kuuns   See main entry: kuŋ. cry. 

kuur   See main entry: kțțr. funeral. 

kuure   See main entry: kțțr. funeral. 

kuurig1   v. to line things up. Zi'elimi ba kuurig kuurigi tuunl taaba zin'is ayi' ... ka kuurig yinne wțsa mǤr bodobodo 

gbila ayuobț. 'Put the loaves in two rows, six in each row'. [LEV 24:6] See: kuurig2. 

kuurig2   Form: kțțris. Variant: kuuris.   [EXO 28:17 [draft]] n. 1 • a row, line. Zi'elimi ba kuurig kuurigi tuunl taaba zin'is 

ayi' ... ka kuurig yinne wțsa mǤr bodobodo gbila ayuobț. 'Put the loaves in two rows, six in each row'. [LEV 

24:6] 
kuuris   See main entry: kuurig2. line. 

kuus ya4   See main entry: kuus1 [N]. challenge. 

kuus1 [N]  Form: kuusimi!. Form: kuus ya4. v. to challenge. Note: cry out a ~ Ba pț kuusid ka lǫm vanbinna. They don't 

call a challenge and then bow humbly (to yield). [Proverb 137] Kuusimi, bǤzugǤ ZugsǤb la zaŋ teŋ la tisi ya! 
Shout! For the Lord has given you the city!'. [JOS 6:13] Adu kuus ya nǫ ya'amnwa'ug. Adu yelled in confusion. 

[Trouble] 

kuus2   See main entry: kuug. mouse[sp.] 

kuusa   See main entry: kuusir. nail. 

kuusimi!   See main entry: kuus1 [N]. challenge. 

kuusir   Form: kuusa. n. a nail. ka tiesi pa'al kuusa kanǫ fir bugum nwiis bțmbǤkțn la. and pointed to the nail which 
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was buried with the electrical wires underground. (MA).  [Electricity] La'abanǫ kpǫlim la da anǫ fțrpiim nǫ gum 

nǫ kuusa nǫ hamma. The remaining items were a needle and thread, and nails and a hammer. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Ya'am dim ... siilima nwǫnǫ kuusa banǫ kpa' gban'e sț'țŋa. 'the wise ... ' their 'collected proverbs are as 
lasting as firmly driven nails'. [ECC 12:11] Sim: kpa' ‘[verb]’.  

kuusug2   See main entry: kțțs1. judge. 

kuusugo   See main entry: kțțs1. judge. 

KP  -  kp 

kpa-   See main entry: kpaam. oil. 

kpada   See main entry: kpa'ar1. peg. 

kpadaa   See main entry: kpa'ar1. peg. 

kpadig  Variant: kpedig; kpadigi. Form: kpadigir. v. to diverge. ya yinni ya'a kpadigi yi sida la ni 'if one of you should 

wander from the truth'. [JAS 5:19 [draft]] 

kpadigi   See main entry: kpadig. diverge. 

kpadigir   See main entry: kpadig. diverge. 

kpa'1   Variant: kpa'a1. Form: kpa'ad1. Variant: kpa'adi1. Form: kpa'adnǫ. Form: kpa'am2!. Variant: kpa'ami!. 

Form: kpa'an. v. to nail sth., construct sth. from wood. O nǤk kpa'asi kpa' ba'ar la tabil sț'țŋa 'they fasten the 
idol in place with nails'. [ISA 41:7] Li da anǫ bǫogțn, kǫref awai saŋa, ka ba kpa' o. 'It was nine o'clock in the 

morning when they crucified him.'. [MRK 15:25] o nǤk kpa'ar la kpa' o gbǫ'ǫlaa tǤlig teŋin, ka o kpi 'She drove 
the peg through his temple into the ground, and he died.'. [JDG 4:21] O yisnǫ yakkim yinne lǤǤd o niigi ka kpa'ad 

o kǤnbid. He took out one portion (of his farm) to tie his cattle and peg his sheep and goats. [You-Heard?] Ba mǤri 

li maan kpadaa kpa'adi ya'an la'adǫ? 'Can you even make a peg out of it to hang things on?'. [EZK 15:3] M 

kpa'ami ya na'ab laa? 'Shall I crucify your king?'. [JHN 19:15] Ba ya'a daa mi'inǫ li, ba naan kț kpa'an ZugsǤb 

onǫ an na'atita'ar la dapuudir zugǤ. 'If they had known it, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory.'. [1CO 

2:8] ba maligim kpa'adnǫ Wina'am Biig la kum dapuudir zug 'they are crucifying the Son of God all over again. 

[HEB 6:6] Etym: OV1 *KPA . See: kpa'a3; kpa'ar. 

kpa'2   Variant: kpa'a2. Form: kpa'anǫ2. Form: kpa'ad 2. Variant: kpa'adi2. Form: kpa'am3!. Form: kpa'ab. v. to face/be 

opposite sth., focus on, turn to. 'Fǫndigim gǤbig.' Li da bțri ba. Bisieba lǫǫ fǫndignǫ datiuŋ, ka nyǫ ka ba 

taaba la kpa' gǤbig la 'Turn left!"  This confused them. Some children turned right, and then saw that their 
fellows were facing left. [Trouble] Yǫlim Aaron ka o nǤk dansaar la țki tiesi kpa' Egipt ku'obanǫ an mu'a nǫ 

kǤlis nǫ bǫǫnna nǫ kǤldaad nǫ bulis wțsa. 'Tell Aaron to take his stick and hold it out over all the rivers, canals, 
and pools in Egypt. [EXO 7:19] Saul baŋ ye li anǫ Samuel, ka o digin avanba ka o nindaa kpa' teŋ. 'Saul knew 
it was Samuel, and he bowed down and prostrated himself with his face to the ground.'. [ISA 28:14] O daa gǤsi 

kpa'anǫ ba nini ka sa'aliba keŋ biribis nǫ pu'asada yǫla ni. He looked them in the eyes and spoke seriously to 

them about sexual morality. [AIDS-I] Lit: young men and young women palavers. Kwadwo Boadu da kpa'anǫ 

tinam dǤǤgțn la na ka tinamǫ nyǫ o la ka li lǫbi fǤn. Kwadwo Boadu headed for our room, and when we saw 
him silence descended. [Shoeshine-Boy] m nyǫ ku'om yit Pț'țsim Yin la zanǤǤr lǫuŋțn na pțbidi lǫbid 

ya-nya'aŋ (Pț'țsim Yin la da kpa'anǫ ya-nya'aŋ) 'I saw water coming out from under the threshold of the 

temple toward the east (for the temple faced east)'. [EZK 47:1] Akudbil pțn dǫŋi zǤti kpa'ad lǤr sitǫǫsin Akudbil 
had already run off in the direction of the lorry station. [Electricity] Ba kț buŋidi kpa'ad zabzabidib ka bie ka bas 

suorǫ. ''They plunge through defences without breaking ranks'. [JOL 2:8] Lit: they won't go through in the face of 
warriors and turn aside out of the road. Pu'anyaluŋ la yț'țn da kpa'adi Birago mǫŋ san'an na. Then the 

wonderful woman faced Birago herself. [Trouble] Dabiem da kpǫn'ǫm hali, ka m nyǫ batita'ar onǫ nindaa ka' 

sț'țm ka o kpa'adim na. I got really scared and saw a big dog with an evil look heading for me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba 

na ...  fǫndigi ba nindaasi kpa'adi ani. 'They will ... turn their faces toward it.'. [JER 50:5] Fț ya'a kpansi nyǫ ka 

ba bǤǤdi ba pian', fțn kpa'am bu'osi ba bu'oskanǫ an na'ana If you notice that they want to speak, look at 

them and ask a simple question. [Bible-Study] o ya'a keŋ digin, fțn kpa'am keŋ on dig zin'isi'a la 'When he lies 
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down, note the place where he is lying.'. [RUT 3:4] Kpa'ab nǫ tț'țsțg kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb an wala? What is the 

difference between facing somebody and meeting them? [Shoeshine-Boy] kpa'2 tilas ‘be necessary’. Li anǫ nyan nǫ 

yanamǫ kǫ ka li kpa' tilas ye m sǤb anwana la. It is to your shame that you make it necessary for me to write 
like this. [1CO 15:34] Sim: lǫb2. 

kpa'a1   See main entry: kpa'1. nail. 

kpa'a2   See main entry: kpa'2. opposite [be]. 

kpa'a3   Form: kpa'as4. Variant: kpa'asi2. n. a nail, hook. O gǤs o fuud banǫ ya'ae kpa'as zug kțlțŋ nya'aŋ la. He 

looked at the clothes which were hanging on nails on the back of the door. [Trouble] O nǤk kpa'asi kpa' ba'ar la 

tabil sț'țŋa 'they fasten the idol in place with nails'. [ISA 41:7] NǤkim fugǤbțg la ya'al na'aziinr daad anaasi 

banǫ ka ba bțligi ba nǫ sanlima ka ba mǤr kpa'as 'Hang it with gold hooks on four posts of acacia wood 
overlaid with gold'. [EXO 26:32] Sim: kuusir. See: kpa'1. 

kpa'ab   See main entry: kpa'2. opposite [be]. 

kpa'ad 2   See main entry: kpa'2. opposite [be]. 

kpa'ad1   See main entry: kpa'1. nail. 

kpa'ad3   See main entry: kpa'ae. pour, extend, miscarry. 

kpa'adi1   See main entry: kpa'1. nail. 

kpa'adi2   See main entry: kpa'2. opposite [be]. 

kpa'adnǫ   See main entry: kpa'1. nail. 

kpa'ae   Form: kpa'anǫ. Form: kpa'ad3. Form: kpa'am4!. Variant: kpa'ame. Form: kpa'ar2. v. 1 • to pour out/away, empty 

(a container). Kpaam ya'a kpa'e li suǫndi biena. If oil is spilt it anoints your lower leg. [Proverb 252] Ba daa 

kpa'ae ku'om tud takoro la ni amaa bugum la daa pț kpiigǫ. They poured water through the window but the 

fire was not put out. [Fire] M kțlin keŋǫ kpa'ae sa'ad I just went to throw out the rubbish. [Trouble] maliak onǫ 

paas ayuobț la kpa'ae o laa la niŋ Efiritis mu'atita'arin la the sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river 
Euphrates'. [REV 16:12] ba ... la'as titaad ... kpa'ae bas anina they should ... collect the plaster ... and pour it away 
there. [LEV 14:41] o kpa'ae nǫ sțnpǫǫnni niŋ o bțtiŋin la 'which he has poured at full strength into the cup of his 

anger'. [REV 14:10] Saa la kpa'anǫ gbin an bǤ? What is the meaning of the rain pouring? [Shoeshine-Boy] Kțdimin la, 

ba da ǫǫnti kpa'anǫ kpaam niŋ saan kanǫ ka ba tis o girima zugin. In the old times, they used to pour oil on 
the head of a guest's whom they wanted to honour. [PSA 23:5 [footnote]] Walig ye daaryinne zuaa pț kpa'ad pțțga. 
Oribi says "One day's running doesn't cause a miscarriage." [Asaasim Proverb] ba dataas ziim na kpa'ad wțț maan 

ka ba maal ka kpa'ad ziim la laan si'em their enemies' blood will be poured out  like when the make a sacrifice 
and they pour the blood into a bowl. [ZEC 9:15] Kpa'am bțnnuuda maan zin'isțŋin la tis ZugsǤb la. 'Pour out the 
drink offering to the Lord at the sanctuary.'. [NUM 28:7] Ka li (sisi'em) si'iŋ kpa'ar teŋ la zug. And it (storm) began 
pouring on the land. [Trouble] Note: "it is not natural in Kusaal to say sisi'em … kpa'ar " [MA]  M nyǫ dțk ka li lǫ'ǫd ka 

gbǫligi lǫbid ya-datiuŋ baba la bǤǤd kpa'ar. 'I see a pot boiling in the north, and it is about to tip over this way.'. 
[JER 1:13] Colloc: kpa'ae sǫǫnr ‘dash/splash against’. nǤk dinǫ kpǫlim la kpa'ae sǫǫnr maan daka la teŋir 'pour 
out the rest of it at the base of the altar'. [EXO 29:12] Sim: buoe ‘pour out (some)’. (o) bue ku'om niŋ si'uŋun (he) 
poured water into a bowl. [JHN 13:5 [draft]] (o) kpa'ae ku'om niŋ si'iuŋțn 'Then he poured some water into a basin'. 

[JHN 13:5 [published Bible]] Mult: kpa'as3. 
2 • to extend, drag out (in time). SǤ' wțsa da tǫn'ǫs ye li na gu'oe tǤ' amaa li da kpa'ae nǫ hali paae hawanama 

ayuobț. Everyone thought that it would be kept brief, but it dragged on for a full six hours. [Shoeshine-Boy] Note: 
text revised by MA 
3 • to miscarry, have a miscarriage. Ka pu'a kț kpa'ae bǫǫ an kțndu'ari ya teŋin laa. 'In your land no woman 

will have a miscarriage or be without children. [EXO 23:26] Colloc: kpa'ae pțțg ‘have/cause a miscarriage’. Walig 

ye "Daar yinne zuaa pț kpa'ad pțțga." The antelope says "One day's run doesn't cause a miscarriage." [Asaasim  

Proverb] See: kpa'as3. 

kpa'akur   Variant: kpakur; kpa'aŋkuk [N]; kpa'akuri. n. a tortoise, '(box-)turtle' [Am.] Testudo pardalis. "M nwǫ'ǫnǫ niiŋ 

ka Wina'am paasim kpa'akur mǫn." I shot a bird and God has given me a tortoise as well.  [Trouble] Ka Adu gǤsi 

gilig ye kpa'akur pa'ati dig tiig la gbinnin. Adu looked around and saw that there was a tortoise lying at the 
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bottom of the tree. [Trouble] Kpa'akuri sa'alin nwiig ka o zan'as kǫlisțg la Tortoise was advising Rope, but he 

refused to listen. [Trouble] Kpa'akuri wțm niiŋ kaasig la ka kțrid ka o ya'am pț digiya. The tortoise heard the 

cry of the bird and was anxious and unsettled in his mind. [Trouble] Kpakur da kǫlis nǫ o ma nintaa sa'ab Tortoise 

listened to his mother's co-wife's t.z. [Asaasim Proverb] Etym: OV1 *KUD ; OVN *(KPA.)KU/KPU-DI/A . 

kpa'akuri   See main entry: kpa'akur. turtle. 

kpa'am   See main entry: kpan'am. wealth. 

kpa'am2!   See main entry: kpa'1. nail. 

kpa'am3!   See main entry: kpa'2. opposite [be]. 

kpa'am4!   See main entry: kpa'ae. pour, extend, miscarry. 

kpa'ame   See main entry: kpa'ae. pour, extend, miscarry. 

kpa'ami!  See main entry: kpa'1. nail. 

kpa'an   See main entry: kpa'1. nail. 

kpa'anǫ   See main entry: kpa'ae. pour, extend, miscarry. 

kpa'anǫ2   See main entry: kpa'2. opposite [be]. 

kpa'aŋkuk [N]   See main entry: kpa'akur. turtle. 

kpa'ar1  Variant: kpa'are. Form: kpada. Variant: kpa'ara; kpadaa. n. a peg, tent-peg, handle, loom 'beater', anchor. M na 

zi'el o kiŋ-kiŋ wțț kpa'ar nǫ 'I will drive him like a peg into a firm place'. [ISA 22:23] Jael da zaŋ kpa'ar linǫ ka 

ba mǤri ba'ad Fuug Sțgțr la nǫ zan'ari keŋ o san'an baanlimm 'Then Jael took a hammer and a tent peg, went 
up to him quietly'. [JDG 4:21] Hali ka sț'țg la kpa'ar la'am limi gaadi yii o nya'aŋ. 'Even the (sword's) handle 
sank in after the blade, which came out his back'. [JDG 3:22] NǤkim kțntzǫn'ugț maal ... Fuug Sțgțr la nǫ zak la 

kpada wțsa. 'all the pegs for the Tent and for the enclosure are to be made of bronze'. [EXO 27:19] yaligimi fț 

za'as, ka maali fț kpada la ka li kpi'em 'lengthen your cords, strengthen your stakes'. [ISA 54:2] Lit: broaden your 
enclosures. Ba mǤri li maan kpadaa kpa'adi ya'an la'adǫ? 'Can you even make a peg out of it to hang things on?'. 
[EZK 15:3] 

kpa'ar2  See main entry: kpa'ae. pour, extend, miscarry. 

kpa'ara   See main entry: kpa'ar1. peg. 

kpa'are   See main entry: kpa'ar1. peg. 

kpa'ariŋ   Form: kpa'aris. n. tree [sp.] 

kpa'aris   See main entry: kpa'ariŋ. tree [sp.] 

kpa'as1   Variant: kpa'asi1. Form: kpa'asid1. Variant: kpa'asidi1. Form: kpa'asidnǫ. Form: kpa'asim1!. 

Variant: kpa'asimi1!. v. to brush sth. off, beat (with a swishing motion). 'o kpa'as o fuug ka li bigis ye ban 

pian'ad si'em la ka' sț'țŋaa he shook out the folds of his cloak' to show that how they were speaking was not 

good. [ACT 18:6] Ya ya'a kpa'asi ya olif kpaam tiis la la'as wala la, yanam da lǫn lǫbi pǤn' wila la ni takǫ 'When 
you beat the olives from your trees, do not go over the branches a second time.'. [DEU 24:20] Jerusalem, kpa'asim 

titan la bas 'Shake off your dust ... O Jerusalem. [ISA 52:2] yanam kpa'asimi ya nǤba titan ka yi 'shake the dust 
off your feet when you leave'. [MAT 10:14] ba mǫ pț bț'țd sǤ'Ǥd nǫ balayaa, ba kpa'asidnǫ 'instead he uses light 
sticks of the proper size' to thresh cumin. [ISA 28:27] Colloc: kpa'as nǫ gbauŋ ‘write on a paper’. Ban da pia'a nǫ' 

wțsa la ba daa kpa'as nǫ gbauŋ, bǤzugǤ di daa pț kpǫn'ǫ Atokun-tokum tțbir nǫ When they had said all 
this they wrote it on a paper, because Atokum-tokum paid no attention. [Asaasim] Goma bǫlisțg nǫ o nu'unwǫ'ǫr 

la wțsa kpa'as nǫ gbauŋ. All Goma's request and mediation were written on a paper. [Trouble] See: kpa'asir. 

kpa'as2   Form: kpa'asid2. Variant: kpa'asidi2. v. to talk to sb. sternly, 'advise' [Gh.] Wțm man yǫtif si'el la nǫ nimmua ka 

tu'asi kpa'asi ba tisim. 'hear the word I speak and give them warning from me'. [EZK 3:17] Tikakpǫǫm la da 

biankid o mǫŋ nǫ hali ka kpǫn kpa'asid dǫŋir yǫla The Head-teacher was very disciplined and was always 
stressing the need to be punctual. [Trouble] Ti ZugsǤb Yesu Kristo da kpa'asidi ti ye di nar ye ti mukkim paam 

dine an sțm Our Lord Jesus Christ kept stressing that we ought to exert ourselves to attain what is good. 
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[Bible-Study] Fț ... di tikanǫ wala ka m daa kpa'asidif ye mid ka fț dii li la nǫ bǫǫ? 'Have you eaten from the tree 

that I commanded you not to eat from?'. [GEN 3:11] Colloc: kpa'as nǫ gbauŋ ‘'advise' in vain’. Goma bǫlisțg nǫ o 

nu'unwǫ'ǫr la wțsa kpa'as nǫ gbauŋ. All Goma's begging and entreaties advised in vain. [Trouble] Ban da pian'a 

nǫ wțsa la ba daa kpa'as nǫ gbauŋ In spite of all they said, their advice was in vain. [Asaasim] 

kpa'as3   Form: kpa'asid3. Variant: kpa'asidi3. v. to pour out/empty [many]. o ... kpa'as nimbanǫ tia'asid ligidi la 

la'abaanlțgț widig 'he scattered the coins of the money changers'. [JHN 2:15] Pu'ab la kpa'asid ki la digin nǫ 

dțțr. The women pour out the millet and put it down in a heap. [House+Farm] ban ti kpa'asid diib bǤtnamin la 
'As they were emptying their sacks'. [GEN 42:35] ba ... vaad tanni kpa'asidi digin ka li dțț gaŋ zaŋguom la ka 

ba kpǫn' zabi nyaŋi ba 'they build earthen ramps and capture them' (walled cities). [HAB 1:10] Lit: collect earth and 
pour it down so that it is higher than the wall. Colloc: kpa'as3 sǫǫnr ‘dash/splash against’. kǤdig o ka nǤk ziim la 

kpa'asi sǫǫnr maan daka la gilig 'Slaughter it and take the blood and sprinkle it against the altar on all sides.'. 

[EXO 29:16] Ka ku'om la yǫŋim bu'ati la nii kpa'asidi sǫǫnridi dǤlisid o zuobid la kpǫn'ǫd o nini ni And the 
water slopped in the bucket and splashed on her, running down his hair and getting into her eyes. [Trouble] 
Unit: kpa'ae. See: kpa'ae. 

kpa'as4   See main entry: kpa'a3. nail. 

kpa'asa   See main entry: kpa'asir. whip, lash. 

kpa'asi1   See main entry: kpa'as1. beat. 

kpa'asi2   See main entry: kpa'a3. nail. 

kpa'asid1   See main entry: kpa'as1. beat. 

kpa'asid2   See main entry: kpa'as2. 'advise'. 

kpa'asid3   See main entry: kpa'as3. empty many. 

kpa'asidi1   See main entry: kpa'as1. beat. 

kpa'asidi2   See main entry: kpa'as2. 'advise'. 

kpa'asidi3   See main entry: kpa'as3. empty many. 

kpa'asidnǫ   See main entry: kpa'as1. beat. 

kpa'asim1!   See main entry: kpa'as1. beat. 

kpa'asimi1!   See main entry: kpa'as1. beat. 

kpa'asir   Form: kpa'asa. n. 1 • a whip. Note: with wooden handle Da lǫn nǤki fț kpa'asiri namisi ma 'stop punishing me'. 

[JOB 13:21] o nǤk nwiisi țgi li maal kpa'asiri 'he made a whip out of cords'. [JHN 2:15] Sim: sisanbig, samaabir. 
2 • a 'stripe', 'cut', blow from a whip. Ba na bț' o nǫ o tțțmbǫ'ǫd la nar ye o di'e kpa'asa si'em bǫn. 'have him 

flogged ... with the number of lashes his crime deserves'. [DEU 25:2] Sim: sisanbig. See: kpa'as1. 

kpak   n. deepest desire, innermost part. Colloc: X kpǫn' Y kpakin ‘Y is very interested in X’. Gǫligiri da an pa'alțg 

kanǫ kpǫn' mam kpakin. Mathematics was the subject that most deeply interested me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sa'al kaŋa 

da kpǫn' o kpakin 'This suggestion delighted Haman'. [EST 5:14] 
kpakur   See main entry: kpa'akur. turtle. 

kpalan-   See main entry: kpalaŋ [N],  W. shorts. 

kpalaŋ [N, W]   Variant: kpalauŋ. Form: kpalaas1. Form: kpalan-. n. shorts, 'knicker' [Gh.] Kpalankțdțg pț yidigid 

san'aŋa. Old trousers don't mistake the abdomen. [Proverb 050] Sim: kurigiŋ, kurug, nyabir. 
kpalauŋ   See main entry: kpalaŋ [N, W]. shorts. 

kpalaa   Form: kpalaas2. n. a (large: enamel or calabash) bowl for shea-butter. Note: wholesale measure Yanamǫ na makid 

kpaam si'em nwa' tisid piini: ya na yis kpalaa yinne kpalaas piiga pțțgin tis. In the same way when you are 
measuring oil and make an offering: take one bowl out of ten and offer it. [EZK 45:14] See: kpaam; laa1. 

kpalaas1   See main entry: kpalaŋ [N, W].. shorts. 

kpalaas2   See main entry: kpalaa. oil bowl. 
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kpalim   n. land (for use). O da mǤr kpalim la bǫdegț ka sǫ kooko nǫ abǫ nǫ leemu tiis. He had plenty of land and 
planted cocoa, oilpalm and orange trees. [Trouble] 

kpalpțnwǫug   n. weak, tasteless, dawadawa-less (soup). Ya'a ka' ala ba na buon zǫǫnd la ye kpalpțnwǫug. 
Otherwise they call it 'weak soup'. [Trees] See: kpalțg1. 

kpalțg1   Variant: kpalug. n. dawadawa-seasoning, 'African maggi' [Gh.] bǤǤm kpalțg nǫ yaarim na ka m keŋ kaae ba 
get some 'maggi' and salt and I will go and visit them. [You-Do?] Note: may also be prepared from soy-beans: Akudug 

kuod maagi ka o pu'ab mǤri maan kpalțg. Akudug farms soy-beans and his wives prepare seasoning from it. 

[MA] Sim: zțțnf. Etym: OV1 *Z²ON ; OVN *KPAL-GU, ZUN-FU/I ; vc2 *co . See: kpalpțnwǫug. 

Kpalțg2   n.pr. Kpalugu [placename]. Kțțri sa bǫ Kpalțg pțțgin ka ba sa keŋ. There was a funeral yesterday in 
Kpalugu and they had attended. [You-Do?] 

kpalug   See main entry: kpalțg1. dawadawa seasoning. 

kpama   See main entry: kpaam. oil. 

kpamis1  Variant: kpamisi1. v. strengthen. nǤk gumme kpamisi giligi li, dinǫ na kǫ ka li kț aaǫn 'this hole is to be 
reinforced with a woven binding to keep it from tearing'. [EXO 28:32] 

kpamis2  Variant: kpamisi2. Form: kpamisțg. v. to warn sb. against sth. O tațn Nimo ma'aa da buol o ba tembilin la 

kpamis o on nwiǫn ka o zi' ti'ir la. Only her younger sister Nimo called her back to their small village and 

'advise' her because she travelled and knew no hope. [Trouble] Note: original has kig as a mistake for kpamis Man da 

tțm bțn la nǫ ka ba nyaan kpamisim ye m da tțmi li. I had already done the thing before they warned me not 

to do it. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba kpamisțg na nyaŋi mǤr tiak sțŋ kanǫ na yuugi ti bǫlisimin their warning can bring 
repentance which will last in our lives. [Bible-Study] Lit: good change. Sim: kpǫmis. See: kpǫmis. 

kpamisi1   See main entry: kpamis1. strengthen. 

kpamisi2   See main entry: kpamis2. 'advise'. 

kpamisțg  See main entry: kpamis2. 'advise'. 

kpan1   Variant: kpannǫ; kpanni; kpane. Form: kpana. Form: kpan-2. n. a spear. Ka PțzǤtyǫl gaadi kpǫn' o ba zǫŋin n 

mu'a tiim ka ... lu'ad nǫ kpana na And Fearless went ahead into his father's hall and brought some 'medicine' 
and ... arrows and spears. [Asaasim] Ka soogia yinne zaŋ kpan nǫ kțns o lțgir ka ziim nǫ ku'om kpǫn yina. 'one 

of the soldiers pierced Jesus' side with a spear, bringing a sudden flow of blood and water.'. [JHN 19:34] Saul mǫ da 

zanl kpanni o nu'ugin. 'Saul had a spear in his hand'. [1SA 18:10] Ba na zan' ba zaba sț'țsi maal kțnya, ka nǤki 

ba kpana la maal gǤn'Ǥd. 'They will beat their swords into ploughshares and their spears into pruning hooks.'. 

[ISA 2:4] hali baa ba ya'a kțns o nǫ piema bǫǫ kpanaa li kț niŋ o si'ela even if they prick him with arrows or 

spears it does him no harm. [JOB 41:26] O kpandaug la da wa'am nǫ hali, ka li kpanbiel la tǫbisim an kțnt gbila 

kǤbisyuobț. 'His spear shaft was like a weaver's rod, and its iron point weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 17:7] 
Lit: was very long. Etym: OV1 *KPAN ; OVN *KPAN-DI/A ; vc4 *kpan ; PB * kóndò. See: kpanbiel; 

kpandaug. kpantǤǤnd 

kpan-2   See main entry: kpan1. spear. 

kpana   See main entry: kpan1. spear. 

kpanaraan   n. a sub-chief. Gaana nid onǫ maal gbanaa an tensi'a nid kț tun'e ... an GǤmma kpanaraan bǫǫ an pțlis 

wțsa kpǫǫm ... A Ghanaian who is naturalised as a citizen of another country may not ... be a cabinet member or 
Chief Inspector of police. [Constitution] From: (MP). Note: title of a particular elder in the court of a senior chief 
See: kpan1; daan1. 

kpanb   Variant: kpanbi. Form: kpanbnǫ. Form: kpanbidi. Form: kpanbidnǫ. v. to include, do together. Note: do more than 

one thing at once, or with more than one at once Li mǫ da la'am kpanb tempțțd nǫ ba teŋkpǫmis la wțsa 'It also 
included all the towns and their villages'. [JOS 16:9] BǤ ka fț ieed yǫla ye fț lugi fț mǫŋi kpanb nǫ Juda sț'țlim 

la wțsa? 'Why ask for trouble and cause your own downfall and that of Judah also?'. [2KI 14:10] Li da anǫ nwadig 

nya'aŋ bam kpanbi mum ka maal kțțr la. It was after a month that they were both buried and their funeral was 

held. [Trouble] M mi' ye fț kț maal ala n kpanbi san'am ninsțma nǫ nimbǫ'ǫdnama. 'Far be it from you to do 
such a thing – to kill the righteous with the wicked'. [GEN 18:25] Naa na'aba, diisim tinami gaŋ sǤ' la ka ti mǤr o 
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lǫbi ti teŋin la ka o guri ti. Amaa fțnǫ kpanbi sț'țe ti. Please, Chief, install (as chief) the one we choose so that 

we can take him back to our land and he will look after us. But you will also have authority over us. [Trees-] BǤ ka 

li an ye li kpanbi ba bayi' la Ǥn? Why did it get both of them together  ? [Trouble] O gǤs Goma gǤs si'a buudi 

dinǫ kpanbi bțr pu'a la ya'am ka lǫm pak o. He looked at Goma with a kind of look which both confused the 
woman and startled her. [Trouble] ti kț kpanbidi siakid ye ǫǫn nǫ ayei nǫǫ 'what we tell you is not a mixture of 
Yes and No'. [2CO 1:18] 

kpanbi   See main entry: kpanb. include. 

kpanbidi   See main entry: kpanb. include. 

kpanbidnǫ   See main entry: kpanb. include. 

kpanbiel   n. a spearhead. O kpandaug la da wa'am nǫ hali, ka li kpanbiel la tǫbisim an kțnt gbila kǤbisyuobț. 'His 
spear shaft was like a weaver's rod, and its iron point weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 17:7] Lit: was very long. 
See: kpan1. 

kpanbig   Form: kpanbigid. v. to carry (child) on ones back. Ka Appiah kpanbig o pu'a wțț pu'a kpanbigid biig si'em 

la. And Appiah carried his wife on his back just like a woman carries a child. [Trouble] 

kpanbigid   See main entry: kpanbig. carry. 

kpanbnǫ   See main entry: kpanb. include. 

kpand   Variant: kpandi. v. to billow, billow over. nyǤ'Ǥs kpand ki'iki the smoke billowed up, whoomp! [You-Do?] Nwǫnǫ 

danmi'isțgț mi'is nǤǤrin, ka nyǤ'Ǥs kpand nini si'em la 'As vinegar to the teeth and smoke to the eyes'. [PRO 

10:26] Nimban la nwǫnǫ nyǤ'Ǥsi na kpandi m nindaa 'Such people are smoke in my nostrils'. [ISA 65:5] 
See: kpan'al. 

kpanda   See main entry: kpandir. baboon. 

kpandaug  Form: kpandaad. n. a spear-shaft. O kpandaug la da wa'am nǫ hali, ka li kpanbiel la tǫbisim an kțnt 

gbila kǤbisyuobț. 'His spear shaft was like a weaver's rod, and its iron point weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 

17:7] Lit: was very long. See: kpan; daug1. 

kpandaad   See main entry: kpandaug. spear shaft. 

kpandi   See main entry: kpand. billow. 

kpandir   Variant: kparit [C]. Note: Toende form.  Form: kpanda. Variant: kpara. n. a baboon. Papio anubis choras ; olive 
baboon. Yțma atan' wțsa ba na lǫb na ka ziid sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ wabțg nyina nǫ nwaamis nǫ kpanda. 
'Once every three years it returned, carrying gold, silver and ivory, and apes and baboons.'. [2CH 9:21] Etym: OV1 
*KPAD ; OVN *KPAD-DI/A ; vc4 *kpad . 

kpane   See main entry: kpan1. spear. 

kpan'   Variant: kpan'a1. Form: kpan'anam. Form: kpan'a-2. n. a rich/wealthy person. Kpan' la yǫla 'The Rich Ruler'. 

[LUK 18:18 [heading]] Li da na tun'e kǫ ka o lieb kpan'a It can make him rich. [Trouble] dau sǤ' paae na ka o yț'țr 

buon Josef onǫ yi Aramatea na, o anǫ kpan'a ka lǫn an Yesu nya'andǤl 'a rich man from Arimathea arrived; 

his name was Joseph, and he also was a disciple of Jesus'. [MAT 27:57] Ti na lieb kpan'anam tǤ'ǤtǤ. We will get 
rich quickly. [Trouble] man nyǫ nidib bǫdegț ... ka pț mǤr si'ela ka nannanna ka ba yț'țn an kpan'anam I 
have seen many people ... with nothing and now they have become rich. [AIDS-Azuur] Note: text revised by MA fțn 

da buoni fț zuanam bǫǫ fț ba'abiis bǫǫ fț nidib bǫǫ fț kpan'a taab 'do not invite your friends or your brothers 

or your relatives or your rich neighbours'. [LUK 14:12] Syn: kpan'amdaan; Cpart: nǤŋdaan ‘poor person’. Dapa 

ayi' da bǫ teŋ si'a. Yinne da anǫ kpan'a ka yinne mǫ an nǤŋdaan. 'There were two men in a certain town, one 
rich and the other poor.'. [2SA 12:1] See: kpan'am. 

kpan'a1   See main entry: kpan'. wealthy person. 

kpan'a-2   See main entry: kpan'. wealthy person. 

kpan'al1   v. (smoke) billows out. See: kpand. 

kpan'al2   Variant: kpan'alim!. v. to oppose to, set against. M na ... mǤri fț keŋ kpan'al nǫ Israel zuoya la. 'I will ... send 

you against the mountains of Israel. '. [EZK 39:2] Kpan'alim dțk la gbin nǫ daad Set the base of the pot on 
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firewood. [EZK 24:5] 

kpan'alim!   See main entry: kpan'al2. oppose. 

kpan'am   Variant: kpa'am. n. wealth. Li bǤǤd ye ti dǤl suobanǫ nar ka na kǫ ka teŋgbauŋ kpan'am nǤbig sț'țŋa 'All 

necessary steps should be taken to establish a sound and healthy economy'. [Constitution] ba da ba'asi vaae nǫ ti 

kpan'am wțsa n gaad then ended up by taking away all our wealth. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba mǤri kpan'am gat bam 

bǤǤd si'el They have more wealth than they need. [Trouble] Abram da anǫ kpan'am sǤb ka mǤr pǫ'ǫs nǫ 

anzurifa nǫ sanlima. 'Abram had become very rich in cattle and in silver and gold.'. [GEN 13:2] Ya'am ane kpa'am. 
Wisdom is wealth. [Asaasim] Colloc: kpan'amin ‘in wealth’. Onǫ nǤk o ti'iri niŋ o kpan'amin la na li 'Whoever 
trusts in his riches will fall'. [PRO 11:28] Colloc: kpan'am sǤb3 ‘rich man/men’. O da bțgțs dasaŋ onǫ an 

kpan'am sǤb ka sț'oe pǤǤd la sțțnr He softened the heart of a young man who was rich and owned the farms. 

[Trouble] Note: sțțnr added by MA Sim: kpan'a, kpan'amdaan /kpan'am dim1, kpan'amnam ; 

bțndaan/bțndaannam ‘rich person/people’. See: kpan'. 

kpan'amdaan   n. a rich/wealthy person. Syn: kpan'a, kpan'am sǤb3, bțndaan. See: kpan'am; daan1. 

kpan'anam   See main entry: kpan'. wealthy person. 

kpan'țŋ   Variant: kpan'uŋ [N]. Form: kpin'ini. Variant: kpin'inn. n. a guineafowl. Win pț pǤnrid kpan'țŋ ka saa ku'om 

pieda. If God puts spots on the guineafowl then the rain won't wash them off. [Proverb 273] Lit: God didn't spotify 
on the guinea fowl for the rain to wash off.. Kpan'auŋ bal anǫ kpan'awa'adir A calm guinea fowl is a rascally 
one. [Asaasim Proverb] Ba pț bi'esid kpin'ini ayi zǫǫndǫ. They don't doubt a two-guineafowl soup. [Proverb 132] 
Kpin'ini ye, "Si'el ya'a kenna ba ukidnǫ zut ... ka o gaŋ zutǤǤg daan." Guineafowls say that if trouble comes 
they [all] raise their heads ... and it chooses the unlucky one. [Proverb 116] Sim: na'amoos ‘guineafowl chicks’. 
Etym: OV1 *KPAN ; OVN *KPAN-GU/I . Note: usually with this irregular sg./pl. pairing Etym: GS1 *S¹U¹/I ; vc2 su. 
Read: Manessy, Gabriel, 1971. Les noms d'animaux domestiq ues dans les langues voltaïques. 
in Thomas, Jaqueline M.C. / L.Bernot [eds.]  Langue s et techniques, nature et société: 

I Approche linguistique. Paris : Klincksieck 301-32 0. 
kpan'uŋ [N]   See main entry: kpan'țŋ. guineafowl. 

kpan-kpan   Variant: kpan-kpannǫ; kpankpananǫ. adv. 1 • 'at all! (Ghanaian English) exclamation with a negative 

sentence, yielding 'not at all', 'certainly not'. Mahama da lǫbis ye, 'Kpankpan'  Ka Nimo fǤnn bi'ela ka tak 

Mahama pian'țk la, 'Kpankpan.' Mahama answered "At all!" And Nimo was quiet for a bit and echoed 

Mahama's words, "At all!" [Trouble] Ba kț mi' kuosuor la – kpan-kpan. They wont know the watercourse –  at 
all! [Trouble] M zi' ya kpankpannǫ. I don't know you at all. Da di'em nǫ bugum kpankpananǫ! Don't ever play 
with fire! [Fire] 
2 • vehemently, seriously, with force. pu'asadir la saam ya'a zan'as kpan-kpan ye o bipuŋ la kț kul oo, asǫǫ 

ka o yǤ pu'asadir la yǤǤd 'If her father absolutely refuses to give her to him, he must still pay the bride-price'. [EXO 

22:17] Amaa ZugsǤb la lǫn yǫl ye kpan-kpan: ' ... 'But now the Lord declares: ‘Far be it from me! ... '. [1SA 2:30] 
m na bǫ nǫ ya ka kț zan'asi ya kpan-kpan nǫ. 'I will put my dwelling place among you, and I will not abhor 
you.'. [LEV 26:11] Lit: reject you violently. 

kpankpananǫ   See main entry: kpan-kpan. at all, vehemently. 

kpan-kpannǫ  See main entry: kpan-kpan. at all, vehemently. 

kpannǫ   See main entry: kpan1. spear. 

kpanni   See main entry: kpan1. spear. 

kpans   Variant: kpansi. Form: kpansid. Variant: kpansidi. Form: kpansim!. Variant: kpansimi!. Form: kpansimin!. 

Variant: kpansimini. Form: kpansțg. Variant: kpansug; kpansib. v. 1 • to test. DǤgta la daa ... sa'al o on na mǤr 

yǫl la si'em ba ya'a kpans o nyǫ ka o mǤr ban'as la. The doctor ... warned him of the problems he would have 
if he was tested and found to have the disease. [AIDS-II] Farisii dim sieba kena ye ba kpans Yesu Some Pharisees 
came to test Jesus. [MRK 8:11] Tikakpǫǫm la da kpansi baŋ ye ba zuud busa la The Head Teacher found out that 
they were stealing the yams. [Shoeshine-Boy] O da siak ala tisi ba ka kpansi ba dabisa piiga. So he agreed to this 

and tested them for ten days. [DAN 1:14] Zamisțg la ken tuon la, tuongat kanǫ kpansid mǤri yǫla ayi': As the 
examination proceeded, the leader who is doing the testing has two concerns. [Bible-Study] mam mi' ye fț kpansid 

ninsaal sțnf 'I know that you test everyone's heart'. [1CH 29:17] Ti pț mǤǤd ye ti ma'ae ninsaalib sțnya, ka lǫǫ 
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mǤǤd ye ti ma'ae Wina'am onǫ kpansidi ti sțnya la. 'We are not trying to please men but God, who tests our 

hearts.'. [1TH 2:4] da siaki onǫ wțsa yǫl ye o mǤr Wina'am Siig Kasi laa, amaa kpansimin o sǤbi gǤs 'do not 
believe all who claim to have the Spirit, but test them'. [1JN 4:1] SǤ' mǫkama kpansim o mǫŋ bǫllim an si'em. 
'Each one should test his own actions.'. [GAL 6:4] Kpansimi m pian'ad la, yanam banǫ bǫ kpǫla la wțsa! 'Mark 
my words, all you people!'. [1KI 22:28] ti ya'a mǤdig, li mǫ pa'al ye ti nyǫ kpansțg ka an sțm. if we endure, it 

shows that we have been tested and passed the test. [ROM 5:4] Pu'a kanǫ ka' sida sǤb kpansib yǫla 'The Test for an 
Unfaithful Wife'. [NUM 5:11 [heading]] Colloc: kpans ... gǤs ‘test in order to see the result’. sǤ' kț nyaŋe yǫl ye fț 

mǤr ban'abǫ'ǫd la ka li ya'a ka' ye dǤgta kpansi fț ziim nǫ tisi'a gǤsǫ. no one can say that you have the bad 
disease unless a doctor tests your blood with a certain chemical to see. [AIDS-I] Wina'am gban'e ye o kpans 

Abraham yadda niŋiri gǤs God decided to test Abraham's faith. [GEN 22:1] Lit: test A.'s faith-doing and see. Anina 

ka ZugsǤb zi'el zi'elțg nǫ kisa tisi ba ye o kpansi ba gǤs 'There the Lord made a decree and a law for them, and 
there he tested them.'. [EXO 15:25] Kpansimini ya mǫŋi gǤs ye Kristo bǫǫ ya ni? 'Surely you know that Christ Jesus 
is in you?'. [2CO 13:5] Sim: mak. Makir nǫ kpansib yǫla 'Trials and Temptations'. [JAS 1:1[heading]] Makimim ka 

kpansimi gǤs, kpansimi m sțțnr nǫ m pțtǫn'ǫr. 'Test me, O Lord, and try me, examine my heart and my mind'. 
[PSA 26:2] 
2 • to observe a festival. 
3 • to observe, look at, watch. O daa kpans o saammǫ dǤl suosi'a nyu'oe fita la He watched the way his father 

lit the lamps. [Fire] Ti ya'a kpans yǫlkaŋa kii nǫǫ, li pa'annǫ Ghana dim itțŋ If we consider this matter carefully, 
it shows the misbehaviour of Ghanaians. [Trouble] Yaro da kpansi nyǫ ka Adu ittima nwǫnǫ o saam Nimo nǫ 
Yaro observed, and saw that Adu's behaviour was like his father Nimo. [Trouble] Note: MA would emend bǫllim for 

ittima [dialect change] Fț ya'a kpansi nyǫ ka ba bǤǤdi ba pian', fțn kpa'am bu'osi ba bu'oskanǫ an na'ana If 
you notice that they want to speak, look at them and ask a simple question. [Bible-Study] O zi'en yaŋirin la ka 

kpansid nwadig la. He stood in the gateway and checked the moon. [Trouble] Onǫ mǫkama kpansid sisi'em kț 

bțdǫ. 'He who keeps watching the wind will never sow'. [ECC 11:4] Fț ya'a ti si'al nǫ zin'isi'a ka ba zǫrig bǫǫ 

filim onǫ tțm o la'adinǫ fțn kpansim yǫlkan la tituaa. If you come across a situation where they blame or cheat 
someone who works in his equipment, check out that matter carefully. [Trouble] 

kpansi   See main entry: kpans. test, celebrate, observe. 

kpansib   See main entry: kpans. test, celebrate, observe. 

kpansid   See main entry: kpans. test, celebrate, observe. 

kpansidi   See main entry: kpans. test, celebrate, observe. 

kpansim!   See main entry: kpans. test, celebrate, observe. 

kpansimi!   See main entry: kpans. test, celebrate, observe. 

kpansimin!   See main entry: kpans. test, celebrate, observe. 

kpansimini   See main entry: kpans. test, celebrate, observe. 

kpansțg   See main entry: kpans. test, celebrate, observe. 

kpansug   See main entry: kpans. test, celebrate, observe. 

kpantǤǤnd   Form: kpantǤǤndib. n. a spearman, spear-thrower. La'asim soogianam kǤbisyi', nǫ wiedban'adib pisyǤpǤi 

nǫ kpantǤǤndib kǤbisyi' 'Get ready ... two hundred soldiers, seventy horsemen and two hundred spearmen'. [ACT 

23:23] See: kpan; tǤn. 

kpantǤǤndib   See main entry: kpantǤǤnd. spearman. 

kpanya   See main entry: kpaanr1. lastborn. 

kpar   Variant: kparǫ; kpari1. Form: kparid. Variant: kparidi. Form: kparib2. v. to fasten, lock, to be locked. O daa kpar 

mankǫǫnsi la nǫ lǫbis. He shut the matches back up again. [Fire] ninkanǫ ka ba gban'e kpar ka o bǫ dǤǤginǫ 

tțțg daba ayi' a person who is arrested and held in custody more than two days. [Constitution] Kțlțŋ la kpar nǫ. 
The door was locked. [Trouble] Tinamǫ paae la ti nyǫ ka sanrega dǤǤg za'anǤǤr la kpar 'When we arrived at the 
jail, we found it locked'. [ACT 5:23] M Wina'am la tțmnǫ o maliak ka o kena kpar gbigima la nǤya. 'My God 

sent his angel, and he shut the mouths of the lions.'. [DAN 6:22] Vǫ'ǫgim pu'a kaŋa yis ka kpar dǤǤg la lǫbis. 'Get 
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this woman out of here and bolt the door after her.'. [2SA 13:17] o daa ...  tam ka pț zaŋ mankǫǫnsi la lǫbisi 

kparǫ he forgot, and didn't shut the matches up again. [Fire] Ehud ... yǤ' za'anǤya banǫ dțt girimbisa la zug la 

ka kpari ba 'Ehud ... shut the doors of the upper room ... and locked them'. [JDG 3:23] tempțțs ... banǫ ka ba mǫ' 

zaŋguommi gilig, ka zaŋ kțntzǫn'ug daadi kpari li za'anǤǤr la 'large towns ... fortified with walls and with 
bronze bars on the gates'. [1KI 4:13] Zaba na ... san'am daad banǫ ka ba mǤri kparidi ba za'anǤya la 'War' ... 

'will destroy the bars of their gates'. [HOS 11:6] Sim: yǤ1. anǤ'Ǥnǫ da nyaŋi yǤǤ li wțț ban kparid dǤǤg si'em la? 
who could shut it like they shut up a room? [JOB 38:8] 

kpara   See main entry: kpandir. baboon. 

kparǫ   See main entry: kpar. locked. 

kpari1   See main entry: kpar. locked. 

kpari-2   See main entry: kparib1. robes. 

kparib1   Variant: kparibi. Form: kpari-2. n.pl. robes. Ninive Na'ab la da ... duoe o na'am gbauŋ zug ka yǫǫg o na'am 

kparib 'the king of Nineveh ... rose from his throne, took off his royal robes'. [JON 3:6] Ka kǫ ka onǫ ka' zaba 

sț'țg la kuos o kparibi da'. 'whoever has no sword must sell his coat and buy one. [LUK 22:36] Etym: OVN 
*KPAD-GU/TI ; GS1 *K²A(D/N) . See: kparikǫǫțng; kparipiim. 

kparib2   See main entry: kpar. locked. 

kparibi   See main entry: kparib1. robes. 

kparid   See main entry: kpar. locked. 

kparidi   See main entry: kpar. locked. 

kparikǫn-   See main entry: kparikǫǫțng. rag. 

kparikǫǫnd   See main entry: kparikǫǫțng. rag. 

kparikǫǫndi  See main entry: kparikǫǫțng. rag. 

kparikǫǫțng   Variant: kparikeeung. Form: kparikǫǫnd. Variant: kparikeend; kparikǫǫndi. Form: kparikǫn-. n. a rag, 

torn cloth/clothes. Ya na ... nǤki li lǤbi bas nwǫnǫ pu'a pier kparikǫǫung nǫ 'you will throw them away like a 
menstrual cloth'. [ISA 30:22] Saŋgbana la na mǫlim nwǫnǫ nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ, ka teŋgbauŋ la aaǫn wțț kparikǫǫnd nǫ 
'The heavens will disappear like smoke; the earth will wear out like old clothing'. [ISA 51:6] tinam giligid nǫ kǤ'Ǥm 

nǫ ku'onuud ka yǫǫd kparikǫǫndi giligid zin'ig-zin'ig 'we go hungry and thirsty, we are in rags'. [1CO 4:11] ti 
pțpielim tțțma la wțsa nwǫnǫ kparikǫnmilisa 'all our righteous acts are like filthy rags'. [ISA 64:6] See: kparib1. 

kparikeend  See main entry: kparikǫǫțng. rag. 

kparikeeung   See main entry: kparikǫǫțng. rag. 

kparipiim   n. a needle. Kparipiim naŋ-naŋ ka ka' kțnti pǤ'Ǥg o. The needle is (supposed to be) small, it's not that there's 

a shortage of steel. [Asaasim   Proverb] SynD: furipiim. Note: compare with above example Furipiim naŋnaŋ ka li 

ka'anǫ kțnti pǤ'Ǥg o. Needle is small by nature, not for lack of steel. [Proverb 077] See: kparib1; piim. 

kparit [C]   See main entry: kpandir. baboon. 

kpasǤǤndim   Variant: kpasoondim. n. perfumed oil, anointing-oil, ointment. Mǫǫri onǫ daa kpa'ae kpasǤǤndim walig 

Yesu nǤba ka zaŋ o zuobidi ǫǫnsi ba la tațn an Lazarus onǫ ka' laafi la. 'This Mary was the one who poured 
the perfume on the Lord's feet and wiped them with her hair; it was her brother Lazarus who was ill.'. [JHN 11:2] Li 

anǫ malțŋ kpasǤǤndim ka mam ZugsǤb sț'oe li It is ritual anointing-oil and it is holy. [EXO 30:32] Lit: it belongs 
to me. Sim: tudaar1, malțŋ kpaam. Note: tudaare in Revn.; EXO translators preferred malțŋ kpaam (106x) 
See: kpaam; suoǫn. 

kpasoondim   See main entry: kpasǤǤndim. ointment. 

kpaad   Variant: kpaada; kpaadi; pǤkpaad. Form: kpaadib. Variant: kpaadiba; kpaadibi. n. a farmer. Abțgțr anǫ 

kpaad. O kuodi mui nǫ suma nǫ ki nǫ kawǫnna ka lǫn gț'țn bțnkǤnbid. Abugur is a farmer. He grows rice, 
groundnuts, millet and maize, and also raises livestock. [You-Do?-] Kpaad yibiis di'emid The farmer's children are 
playing. [House+Farm [picture caption]] O ... nwǫ' nyǤ'Ǥg ka ye, mam Asumbul, kpaad ka'a paae mam. Ha! He ... 
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boasted "I'm Mr. Spider, there's no farmer like me, hah!" [Wonderwoman] ki la ya'a bi'ig, kpaad la na zaŋ kțsiigi 

kie li, bǤzugǤ li bunib saŋa paaeya 'When the corn is ripe, the man starts cutting it with his small hoe, because 
harvest time has come.'. [MRK 4:29] Man ka' nǤdi'esa. Man anǫ kpaad; kuob ka man ti'e ka vțe m dasannimin 

sa. 'I am not a prophet. I am a farmer; the land has been my livelihood since my youth.'. [ZEC 13:5] Susa nidib la da 

ye ban nan zi' nyǫ sǤ' ka o pian'ad Wina'am labaar ka lǫn an kpaada. The Susa people said they had never 

seen someone who was a preacher and was also a farmer. [Trouble] Lit: spoke the word of God. GǤsimi kpaadi 

mǤdigid si'em gur ka sigsaa nǫ nya'aŋ saa ti ni 'See how the farmer waits ... for the autumn and spring rains'. 
[JAS 5:7] Kpaadib pamm naae vaala ka guri sigir. Many farmers have finished farm-clearance and are waiting for 
the first rains. [House+Farm] Asumbul pǤǤg la da anǫ sț'țŋa hali ka kpaadib wțsa gǤsid Mr.Spider's farm was 

so good that every farmer took notice. [Wonderwoman] li pak kpaadib la nǫ ka ba nǤk nu'usi bibigi ba zut 'the 
farmers are dismayed and cover their heads'. [JER 14:4] Kpaadiba, maalimi sțnsa'aŋ 'Grieve, you farmers'. [JOL 

1:11] Nwǫnǫ wțț kpaadibi ǫǫn bțt ka mǤdig si'em gur ka bunib nyaan ti paae la Like how farmers sow, and 
then patiently wait for the arrival of harvest-time. [You-Hear?] 

kpaada   See main entry: kpaad. farmer. 

kpaadi   See main entry: kpaad. farmer. 

kpaadib   See main entry: kpaad. farmer. 

kpaadiba   See main entry: kpaad. farmer. 

kpaadibi   See main entry: kpaad. farmer. 

kpaam   Form: kpama. Form: kpa-. n. oil, grease, fat, ointment, petrol. Kpaam ya'a kpa'ae li sǤǤndi biena. If oil is spilt 

it anoints your lower leg. [Proverb 252] Tțlig kǤ'Ǥgir sia'al kpaam bi'igir. The breaking of the pestle matches the 
maturing of the oil. [Proverb 274] nyuuni kpaam, abe kpaam bǫǫ zǫnvaand kpaam sheanut oil, palm oil or 

vegetable oil. [Breastfeeding] Ba ya'a yis kpaam ka burima la kpǫlim ba zaŋidi li nǫ bas When they have 
extracted the oil and the sludge is left, they throw it out. [Trees] La'abanǫ da bǫ m daka la ni da anǫ ta'ada 

kpaam buudi atan'. The things that were in my box were three types of shoe-polish. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nini kpaam 

la ka ba buon ye (Tetracycline) la The eye-ointment that is called Tetracycline. [Trachoma] ba nǤk na'arapǤl nǫ 

zțțd maan linǫ an zǤ'Ǥm baanligi gǫndig nǫ kpaam 'Have them take a young bull with its grain offering of fine 
flour mixed with oil'. [NUM 8:8] Maalim kpaam fita ayǤpǤi sțn'țl fita zi'esir la zug Make seven oil lamps and put 
them on the lampstand. [EXO 25:37] Kemi banǫ kuosid kpaam san'anǫ da' na. 'go to those who sell oil and buy 
some for yourselves'. [MAT 25:9] o pian'ad bțgțsnǫ nwǫnǫ kpaam nǫ his words were as soothing as oil. [PSA 55:21] 
Pu'agǤǤndir nǤǤr tun'e malis wțț siind nǫ, bǫǫ bțki gat kpaam 'the lips of an adulteress drip honey, and her 
speech is smoother than oil'. [PRO 5:3] maanmaannib ... da bǫǫ ani maan nyu'or maana nǫ ni'im kpama la hali 

ka zaam ti ma'ae ' the priests were kept busy until night, burning the animals that were burnt whole and the fat of 
the sacrifices'. [2CH 35:14] Yisim kekama kpaam suoǫn o natiŋkpi'eŋ la ka o na paam laafi. 'Prepare a poultice 
of figs and apply it to the boil, and he will recover.'. [ISA 38:21] Note: not "oil" but referring to texture, "a paste" [GNB], 

as ku'om can refer to a liquid and zǤ'Ǥm to a powder Etym: OV1 *KPA ; OVN *KPA-M ; GS1 *NU¹/I ; vc2 *nu ; 
CG *kwaama, nii-ma ; MWN *- KWÚA ( *-KWÚT) ; PB kútà. See: kpalaa; sunkpaam; tankpaam. 

kpaana   n. obstinacy. Ba pțtǫnda pț nie, ka ba pț paas nyǤvțr kanǫ ka Wina'am tisid la nii, ba zi'ilim nǫ ba kpaana 

la zug. 'They are darkened in their understanding and separated from the life of God because of the ignorance that 
is in them due to the hardening of their hearts.'. [EPH 4:18] 

kpaandțg   Variant: kpaandug; kpaandțgț. n. mist. zibisțg nǫ kpaandțg bǫ zin'ig wțsa 'a day of clouds and 

blackness'. [ZEP 1:15] Lit: darkness and mist is everywhere. Nimbama nwǫnǫ ... kpaandțg linǫ ka sisi'em da'adi 

ken. 'These men are ... mists driven by a storm.'. [2PE 2:17] Ya nwǫnǫ kpaandțgț ǫǫnti yina ka li niŋ bi'ela ka li 

gaad la. 'You are a mist that appears for a little while and then vanishes.'. [JAS 4:14] Sim: walim, țlțg. 

kpaandțgț   See main entry: kpaandțg. mist. 

kpaandug   See main entry: kpaandțg. mist. 

kpaanmis   See main entry: kpaaŋ. cricket. 

kpaanr1   Form: kpanya. n. the small-one, least, last-born. Kpaanr la kpǫlimnǫ ti saam san'an 'The youngest is now with 

our father'. [GEN 42:13] David n da an kpaanr, ka kpǫǫmnama atan' la da dǤl Saul. 'David was the youngest. The 
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three oldest followed Saul. [1SA 17:14] Ba da kǫnǫ ka ba zin'in kpǫmmir Josef tuon. Kpǫǫm la da zin'in yiiga ka 

onǫ pa'a o zug la dǤl, ka ba tțțn ala hali ti paae onǫ an kpaanr la. 'The men had been seated before him in the 
order of their ages, from the firstborn to the youngest'. [GEN 43:33] Manǫ an Wina'am nidib la wțsa kpaanr 'I am 
less than the least of all God's people'. [EPH 3:8] Colloc: kpǫlim kpaanr ‘come last, be the junior’. onǫ kpǫlim 

kpaanr Wina'am sț'țlimin la gat Joon.” 'the one who is least in the Kingdom of God is greater than John'. [LUK 

7:28] 

-kpaanr2   adj. lastborn. Noa da ... ti baŋ o bikpaanr Ham niŋ o si'em la 'Noah ... learnt what his youngest son had done 

to him'. [GEN 9:24] Cpart: -kpǫǫm2. Onǫ wțsa ye o dǫŋi ǫǫnb teŋ la ǫǫnbir na kǤ'Ǥŋ o biribiŋ kpǫǫm, ka onǫ mǫ 

ye o mǫǫ li za'anǤǤr la naae na kǤ'Ǥŋ o bikpaanr Whoever lays the foundation will lose his eldest son; Whoever 
builds the gates will lose his youngest. [JOS 6:26] See: kpaanr1. 

kpaantikpitis   Variant: kpaantikpittis. n. a cricket [sp.] baas banǫ wǫsid la nǫ viid la kaasid la hali nǫ kpaantikpitis la 
dogs which were barking, and owls hooting, and even crickets. [Trouble] Winnig daa lu tiis la tuon ka 

kpaantikpittis banǫ su'a la pin'ili ba kaasig The sun set behind the trees and the hidden cicadas began their 

singing. [Trouble] See: kpaaŋ. 
kpaantikpittis   See main entry: kpaantikpitis. cricket [sp.] 

kpaaŋ   Form: kpaanmis. n. a cricket (insect). Bama taaba ka ya na tun'e Ǥnb, na'azǤmnam buudi wțsa, bǫǫ sisǤma 

buudi wțsa nǫ kpaanmis. 'You may eat locusts, crickets, or grasshoppers.'. [LEV 11:22] 

kpǫ'   Variant: kpe'; kpɛ; kpǫ'ǫ; kpe'e; kpee'. loc. here, there. Li nya'aŋ ka o la' mua-mua ka lǫbigi li gǤs kpǫ ka fǫndigi 

li kpa kpǫ. After that he laughed "hur, hurr!" and turned it over and looked there, and turned it round and looked 
there. [Fire] ti ya'a ǫǫnti wțm dammirǫǫ ti na zǤ kpǫ' whenever we hear the sound we can run off. [Kittens+Mice] 
Man zi'en kpǫ' ye m kad dinǫ ka banǫ dǫŋi pian' la yǫl la. I stand here to refute what they have said earlier. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Kem yi kpɛ! Come out of there! [Trouble] Kǫlli ka m lǤ'Ǥŋ kpǫ'! 'Let me cross over'. [JDG 12:5] 
Colloc: kpǫ' ... kpǫ' ‘here and there’. zǤm lǫbi kpǫ' ka lǫb kpǫ' zaŋguoma la pțțgin 'rush here and there inside 

the walls'. [JER 49:3] Ka m nini mu'oe ka m bǫ kpǫ' ka bǫ kpǫ' la ka dau la zǤǤ bǤdig. 'While I was busy with one 
thing and another ... he disappeared.'. [1KI 20:40] Onǫ bǫǫ ya sțțgin kpǫ' ka nan zi' tțm bǫ'ǫdǫ on nǤkim kugiri 

lǤbig o yiiga. 'If any one of you is without sin, let him be the first to throw a stone at her.'. [JHN 8:7] Lit: whoever is 

amongst you here. Colloc: kpǫ' na1. Note: sometimes written erroneously kpɛ'ɛna  Kem kpǫ' na, Adu. Come here, 

Adu. [Trouble] M zua, kem kpǫ' na zin'in! Come over here, my friend, and sit down.'. [RUT 4:1] Tienr karțŋ: 

Nimbanǫ yiti tiakid dunia la yț'țŋ kǫn kpɛ'ɛna Memory verse: The people who are changing the world have 

now come here. [Bible-Study] Dțmmi kpǫ' na. 'Come up here.'. [REV 11:12] Colloc: kpǫ' sa1. Note: sometimes written 

erroneously kpɛ'ɛsa  Onǫ bǫ kpǫ' sa la! 'There he is!'. [MAT 24:23] gǤsim kuusa kanǫ bǫ kpǫ' sa la look at the nails 

there. [Electricity] Yanam zi'enim kpɛ'ɛsa ka mam nǫ Jonatan mǫ zi'en kpǫla. 'You stand over there; I and 

Jonathan my son will stand over here'. [1SA 14:40] Sim: kpǫla ‘here’. See: kpǫla. 
kpɛ'ɛmis   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpǫ'ǫŋ   Variant: kpe'eŋ; kpǫ'ǫŋi; kpe'eŋi. Form: kpǫ'ǫŋnǫ. Form: kpǫ'ǫŋid. Variant: kpǫ'ǫŋidi. Form: kpǫ'ǫŋim!. 

Variant: kpǫ'ǫŋimi!. Form: kpǫ'ǫŋimini!. Form: kpǫ'ǫŋin. Form: kpǫ'ǫŋir. Variant: kpe'eŋir. v. 1 • to strengthen. 
Gbauŋ kaŋa anǫ ye li kpǫ'ǫŋ Kusaas nǫ banǫ wțm Kusaal pian'ad la ... This book is to encourage Kusaas and 
those who understand Kusaal. [You-Do?.a] Da tam kțsibil la, ka kpǫ'ǫŋ ka pu'ab la kǫn tǤ' na. Don't forget the 

hoe, and insist that the women come here quickly. [Trouble] Li anǫ yadda niŋir Yesu yț'țrin la kǫ ka dau kaŋa 

nwa' kpǫ'ǫŋ nwǫnǫ yanamǫ nyǫǫ o si'em la. 'By faith in the name of Jesus, this man whom you see and know 
was made strong.'. [ACT 3:16] M na kpǫ'ǫŋ banǫ tadig la 'I will refresh the weary'. [JER 31:25] Ba biis la nǤbigidnǫ 

ka kpǫ'ǫŋid tǤ'ǤtǤ 'Their young thrive and grow strong '. [JOB 39:4] Colloc: X kpǫ'ǫŋ  X sțnf ‘X takes courage’. Ka 

kpǫ'ǫŋ o sțnf, ka ye, "M tațn, ..." And took courage and said "Sister, ..." [Trouble] M dakǤǤnrǫ, kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț 

sțnf, ka m yisi fț tțțmbǫ'ǫd la bas. 'Courage, my son! Your sins are forgiven.'. [MAT 9:2] Lin yǫla ka m tțm o 

ya san'an na ye ya baŋi ti yǫla ka ya sțnya kpǫ'ǫŋ. 'That is why I am sending him to you – ... to encourage you.'. 
[EPH 6:22] Ka ba wțsa kpǫ'ǫŋi ba sțnya di diib la. 'They were all encouraged and ate some food themselves.'. [ACT 

27:36] DinzugǤ, kpǫ'ǫŋimi ya sțnya 'So keep up your courage'. [ACT 27:25] M ya'a da lǤdigi m nindaa tisi ba, ba 

sțțnr ǫǫn kpǫ'ǫŋnǫ. 'When I smiled on them, they took heart'. [JOB 29:24] Etym: OVN *KPEM-G . 
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2 • to try. Ofori da dǤl o kpǫn' dǤǤgin kpǫ'ǫŋid ye o bțgțl o sțțnr. Ofori followed him into the room, trying to 

comfort him. [Trouble] ba ... sigis anrimbil la ku'omin kpǫ'ǫŋid ye ba yi anrțŋțn la 'they lowered the boat into 
the water and were getting into it to get away from the ship. [ACT 27:30] o kem yǫl o zuanam la ye ba kpǫ'ǫŋim 

sțŋ o he should go to his friends and ask them to try and help him. [Billygoat] Kpǫ'ǫŋim ka nǤki fț mǫŋi tis 

Wina'am 'Do your best to present yourself to God'. [2TI 2:15] Colloc: X kpǫ'ǫŋ X mǫŋ ‘X exerts X's self, does 

his/her best’. m sǤsid ye fț kpǫ'ǫŋidi fț mǫŋ ka kǫ laabar la paae sǤ' kam wțsa I ask that you do your best to 
let this information reach everybody. [Iodine] Pu'a la sid daa duoe kpǫ'ǫŋ o mǫŋi tțm nu'ugț o saam la san'an 
The woman's husband got up and tried to placate her father. [Billygoat] ... ka ba mǫ kpǫ'ǫŋe ba mǫŋ ka sǤb Kusaal. 
... to try their best to write Kusaal. [You-Do?.b [see above]] Zabai biig Baruk da kpǫ'ǫŋ o mǫŋi mǫǫ tǤlis. 'Next to 

him, Baruch son of Zabbai zealously repaired another section'. [NEH 3:20] M na kpǫ'ǫŋi m mǫŋ ka da nyǫsig 

bțnsțŋ si'a. I will do my best not to miss anything good. [Shoeshine-Boy] MǤr sumalisim, ka kpǫ'ǫŋi fț mǫŋ, 

kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț mǫŋ! 'Take heart, and be strong'. [DAN 10:19] Dau nwa' ... kpǫ'ǫŋid o mǫŋi pa'an Yesu suor sț'țŋa 
'with great enthusiasm he proclaimed and taught correctly the facts about Jesus.'. [ACT 18:25] Sǫǫung nǫ țțn wțsa 

ti kpǫ'ǫŋidi ti mǫŋ tțțma pțțgin In both the rainy and the dry season we work with all our might. 
[Wealth-Is-Power] Tțm tțțm bama ka nǤki fț mǫŋi pǫsig tțțma la, ka ba nyǫ fțn kpǫ'ǫŋidi fț mǫŋ si'em. 'Be 
diligent in these matters; give yourself wholly to them, so that everyone may see your progress.'. [1TI 4:15] 
Kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț mǫŋi paae fț mǫŋ ka da tțm sǤ'ǤsǤǤ. Make an effort to attend yourself, don't send somebody else. 
[Tax] fț ya'a kpǫ'ǫŋin fț mǫŋi n karim sțŋa if you make an effort to read well. [Asaasim] Kpǫ'ǫŋimini ya mǫŋi 

dǤlli za'anǤǤr kanǫ pǤǤd la kpǫn' 'Make every effort to enter through the narrow door'. [LUK 13:24] See: kpǫmis. 

kpǫ'ǫŋi   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpǫ'ǫŋid   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpǫ'ǫŋidi   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpǫ'ǫŋim!   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpǫ'ǫŋimi!   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpǫ'ǫŋimini!   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpǫ'ǫŋin   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpǫ'ǫŋir   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpǫ'ǫŋnǫ   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpǫ'ǫs   Variant: kpe'es; kpǫ'ǫsi. Form: kpǫ'ǫsid. Variant: kpe'esi. v. to limp. Adu da kpǫ'ǫsi lǫb o dǤǤgin zin'in o 

gadpțțr zug. Adu limped back to his room and sat on his bed. [Trouble] Ka winnigi da dțt na la ka o gaad 

Peniel ka kpǫ'ǫsid 'The sun rose above him as he passed Peniel, and he was limping'. [GEN 32:31] 
kpɛ'ɛsa   See main entry: kpǫ'. loc. there. Cpart: kpǫla ‘here’. GǤsimi kpɛ'ɛsa, bǫǫ, gǤsimi kpǫla. '‘Look, over there!’ or, 

‘Look, over here!’ '. [LUK 17:23] Yanam zi'enim kpɛ'ɛsa ka mam nǫ Jonatan mǫ zi'en kpǫla. 'You stand over 

there; I and Jonathan my son will stand over here'. [1SA 14:40] Kpǫlim kpǫla zi'enǫ kpi'en nǫ fț maan la, ka m 

tț'țs o kpɛ'ɛsa. 'Stay here beside your offering while I meet with him over there.'. [NUM 23:15] Cpart: kpǫ'ǫna. 
See: kpǫ'; sa2. 

kpǫ'ǫsi   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫs. limp. 

kpǫ'ǫsid   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫs. limp. 

kpǫla   Variant: kpela; kpǫlaa; kpelaa. loc. here. M kț tun'e bǫ nǫ ya kpǫla ka ka'a fuugu yǫǫda I can't be here with you 

and not have a shirt to wear. [AIDS-Azuur] Hǫi, Adu, gǤsim kpǫla. Hey, Adu, look here! [Trouble] man di'e biig la 

zi'esim kpǫlim kpǫla tțmmi tisidif 'I will stay here as your slave in place of the boy'. [GEN 44:33] Biligim 

kugtita'ar tǤ'ǤtǤ digil kpǫla na. 'Roll a big stone over here to me.'. [1SA 14:33] O ka' kpǫlaa. O vț'țgya nwǫnǫ on 

daa yǫl si'em la. 'He is not here; he has risen, just as he said'. [MAT 28:6] Sim: kpǫ'; Cpart: ani, anina, sa1, kpǫ' sa1. 
Note: under kpǫ'  GǤsimi kpɛ'ɛsa, bǫǫ, gǤsimi kpǫla. '‘Look, over there!’ or, ‘Look, over here!’ '. [LUK 17:23] 
Yanam zi'enim kpɛ'ɛsa ka mam nǫ Jonatan mǫ zi'en kpǫla. 'You stand over there; I and Jonathan my son will 

stand over here'. [1SA 14:40] Kpǫlim kpǫla zi'enǫ kpi'en nǫ fț maan la, ka m tț'țs o kpɛ'ɛsa. 'Stay here beside 
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your offering while I meet with him over there.'. [NUM 23:15] 

kpǫlaa   See main entry: kpǫla. here. 

kpǫlim   Variant: kpelim; kpǫlimi; kpelimi; kpǫlimmi2; kpǫlimǫ; kpelime. Form: kpǫlimnǫ. Form: kpǫlimid. 
Form: kpǫlimmi1!. Form: kpǫlimin. n. to stay, remain. La'abanǫ kpǫlim la da anǫ fțrpiim nǫ gum nǫ kuusa nǫ 

hamma. The remaining items were a needle and thread, and nails and a hammer. [Shoeshine-Boy] banǫ da kpǫlim 

ka dǤl atǫukț yi Kafitor teŋin la who were left and came from Caphtor by sea. [JER 47:4] man di'e biig la zi'esim 

kpǫlim kpǫla tțmmi tisidif 'I will stay here as your slave in place of the boy'. [GEN 44:33] ZugsǤb la na lǫm ba'aŋ 

o nu'ugț mǤr o nimbanǫ kpǫlim 'the Lord will reach out his hand a second time to reclaim the remnant that is 
left of his people'. [ISA 11:11] M da nan kpǫlimnǫ Apraku yin la nǫ dabisa piiga I stayed on at Apraku's house for 
ten days. [Shoeshine-Boy] M dakiigaa, li kpǫlimnǫ yǫl yinne. My in-law, there is one further matter. [Wealth-Is-Power] 
Ka li wila la tǤǤn lǫbidi abaar la san'an, ka li nya'a la lǫǫ kpǫlimmi li gbinnin. 'Its branches turned toward' the 
eagle 'but its roots remained under it.'. [EZK 17:6] Gbigimdaug la daa gban'ad ni'im buudi wțsa ka li tigid o 

yidim ka kpǫlimid o gbǫǫnsirin la The male lion caught all sorts of prey and the meat satisfied his family and 
there was some left over in his lair. [NAM 2:12] kpǫlimmi fț pu'a bǫǫ fț sid sa'an ma'aa stay faithful to your wife 

or your husband. [AIDS-II] Kpǫlimmi kpǫla nǫ bțŋ la 'Stay here with the donkey'. [GEN 22:5] Ka Ama zi'e bțra 

gǤsid; o nindaa la pa'al ye o naan bǤǤdin ye o kpǫlimin bi'ela. Adu stood by looking confused; her face 
showed that he had hoped that there would be a little left. [Trouble] Ti ya'a daa mi'in ka siaki kpǫlimin Joodan 

lǤ'Ǥm la, li naan kț sǤn'Ǥnǫǫ? 'If only we had been content to stay on the other side of the Jordan!'. [JOS 7:7] 
Colloc: kpǫlim kpaanr ‘come last, be the junior’. onǫ kpǫlim kpaanr Wina'am sț'țlimin la gat Joon 'the one 
who is least in the Kingdom of God is greater than John'. [LUK 7:28] Colloc: ya'a kpǫlim ... ‘as for ...’. Amaa ya'a 

kpǫlimnǫ man nǫ m yidim, tinam na dǤl ZugsǤb la. 'But as for me and my household, we will serve the Lord.'. 
[JOS 24:15] Ya'a kpǫlim nǫ saan, onǫ pț pǫ'ǫsi fț nidib Israel diminǫ 'As for the foreigner who does not belong 

to your people Israel'. [2CH 6:32] Colloc: li (da(a)) kpǫlim bi'ela/fiin ‘'left small' [Gh.], after a little while, almost’. 
daakaŋa la li daa kpǫlim bi'ela ka m zua Ayaab biribiŋ kpi that day it was not long before my friend Ayaab's 
son died. [Electricity] li kpǫlim bi'ela ka m namis Israel Na'ab Jehu na'am tuŋ la 'it will not be long before I 
punish the king of Israel'. [HOS 1:4] Zaansțŋ kan ni li da kpǫlimmǫ bi'ela ka wǫbaa la gban'am. In that dream 

the leopard nearly caught me. [Trouble] Li da pak o nǫ hali ka li kpǫlim bi'ela ka o nwǫ' kpǫliŋi nǫǫl o mǫŋ. It 
surprised him a lot, and he nearly uttered a cry and gave himself away. [Trouble] Amaa li ya'a anǫ mam, li 

kpǫlimin bi'ela ka m sadigin; li kpǫlimin fiin ka m ti'ir wțsa gaadin. 'But as for me, my feet had almost 
slipped; I had nearly lost my foothold.'. [PSA 73:2] Lit: all my hope had passed away. Colloc: kpǫlim nya'aŋ ‘be left 

behind’. ba da ... zab nǫ ya kț banǫ tadig ka kpǫlim nya'aŋi kennǫ gǫrid la 'they attacked you from the rear 
when you were tired and exhausted, and killed all who were straggling behind'. [DEU 25:18] Colloc: kpǫlim sț'țŋa 

~ sțm ~ sț'țm ‘'goodbye'’. On bas nǤŋdaan la ka lǫb la ka ligidaan la mǫ kǫǫsi ba ye ba kpǫlim sțm ka o 

lǫb sa When she had left the poor man and gone back the rich man also said goodbye to them and said they should 

stay well and he would go back. [Akelsa] Kpǫlimmi sț'țm. [2CO 13:14] Note: 'stay well' is a farewell greeting from the 

person leaving to the person staying behind Colloc: kpǫlim [verb] ‘keep on  [verb]-ing’. Note: "this was the old way of 

writing in the NT. kpǫlim is 'remain' and kpǫn is 'just, still, etc.'; we agreed to write it kpǫn instead of kpǫlim" [MA]  ba na 

kpǫlim ia niigi la ka buoli ba ka ba kena n di'e they would continue to look for the cattle, and send for them to 

come and get them. [Billygoat] Kpǫlim tisim bilia la bin'isim ma'aa n ti paae nwadis ayuobu bǫn o vțm pțțgin. 
Continue giving the baby only milk until the end of the sixth month of its life. [Breastfeeding] Teŋ kan na kpǫlim 

anǫ dabǤǤd The town ' is to remain a ruin'. [DEU 13:16] Sim: kpǫn1. 

kpǫlimǫ   See main entry: kpǫlim. remain. 

kpǫlimi   See main entry: kpǫlim. remain. 

kpǫlimid   See main entry: kpǫlim. remain. 

kpǫlimin   See main entry: kpǫlim. remain. 

kpǫlimmi1!   See main entry: kpǫlim. remain. 

kpǫlimmi2   See main entry: kpǫlim. remain. 

kpǫlimnǫ   See main entry: kpǫlim. remain. 

kpǫliŋ   See main entry: kțkpǫliŋ. cry. 
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kpǫliŋi   See main entry: kțkpǫliŋ. cry. 

kpǫlțŋ   n. sth. left over. SǤlțŋțn la, baanlțg nǫ kpǫlțŋ bakir an wala? In the story, what is the difference between 'in 
pieces' and 'leftovers' ? [Shoeshine-Boy] 

kpǫm1   Variant: kpǫmmi. Form: kpǫmmir2. v. to be old, older. ' ... mam kpǫm o nǫ yțțm yinne.' Ka Appiah gǫlig o 

zugin. ' ... I am one year older.' Appiah did some mental arithmetic. [Trouble] BigǤǤndir kpǫm o ba'. The 
well-travelled son is senior to his father. [Asaasim   Proverb] Fț sid na di'e ba, banǫ kpǫmmif nǫ banǫ pț kpǫmmif 

la wțsa. You will indeed get them back, both those who are older than you, and those who are younger. [EZK 16:61] 
Ba da kǫnǫ ka ba zin'in kpǫmmir Josef tuon. Kpǫǫm la da zin'in yiiga ka onǫ pa'a o zug la dǤl, ka ba tțțn 

ala hali ti paae onǫ an kpaanr la. 'The men had been seated before him in the order of their ages, from the 
firstborn to the youngest'. [GEN 43:33] Etym: OV1 *KPE ; OVN *KPEM ; GS3 *B¹I²N ; GS4 *S²E/U(N) ;  vc1 
*kpem. See: -kpǫm2. 

-kpǫm2   Variant: -kpem; -kpǫǫm4. n. eldership [collective], elders. Ban da ye ba gaŋ man saam ka o an widaan la, 

kpǫm la da mi' ye man saam anǫ onǫ mi' siilima nǫ bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm gbin. When they said they chose my 
father to be 'linguist', the eldership knew that he was someone who understood proverbs and riddles. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Bakuai la ni, teŋinkpǫm la daa mǤǤl ye ba sakur la tțțma la na pin'il Arezum daar. In the week, the town 
council announced that their school would begin work on Friday. [Trouble] La'asțg la da anǫ nimmua tis mam 

bǤzugǤ, na'ab nǫ o na'ayikpǫm wțsa na bǫǫ ani The meeting was very important for me, because the chief and 
all his courtiers would be there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Na'ab sțnf ya'a duoe nǫ na'ayikpǫǫm, on da bas o kpǫuŋǤ. If 
the King is angry with a courtier, he should not resign his office. [ECC 10:4] See: na'ayikpǫm. 

kpǫm3   Form: kpǫmma. n. the senior of a group, an elder. GǤmma na'ayikpǫǫmnam la kpǫm na anǫ zugdaan la mǫŋ 
the head of the Government shall be the President. [Constitution] Kǫl ka kpǫm la buol o baŋ on bǤǤd o bǫ zin'isi'a 
Let the elder call him and ask where he wants to live. [Trouble] Yanam mi' wțm nǫ'ǫŋa, kpǫmma? Have you ever 
heard of this, elders? [Trouble] Li ya'a an tǤǤgț tis kpǫmma, o sid la tǫn'ǫs ka li na tțm bikaŋa san'an wala? If 
it is difficult for the elders, how did he think it would affect this youngster? [Trouble] Synkp[[m:  See: kpǫm1; 

-kpǫm2; kpǫǫm. 

kpǫm4   See main entry: kpǫn1. still be ... 

kpǫm5   See main entry: kpǫn2. suddenly. 

kpǫmis   Variant: kpɛ'ɛmis; kpe'emis; kpǫmisǫ; kpe'emise; kpǫmisi. Form: kpǫmisid. Variant: kpemisid; kpǫmisidi; 

kpemisidi. Form: kpǫmisim!. Variant: kpɛmisimi!. Form: kpǫmisimini!. Form: kpǫmisini. Form: kpǫmisțg. 

Variant: kpemisug; kpǫmisțgǤ; kpemisugu. v. to encourage sb. Note: in both senses: 1) to make sb. more cheerful/brave  

2) to urge sb. to do sth. :: the basic meaning is "strengthen" see kpǫ'ǫŋ.   O daa mǤǤ pian' Akunvțe kpǫmis o ye o niŋim 

yadda ye Wina'am bas o taal wțsa. He tried to speak to Akunvoe and encourage him to have faith that God had 

forgiven all his guilt. [AIDS-II] Atțbțg kpǫmisi ba ye ba kǫmi ba san'an na, saŋa kanǫ ka ba mǫŋ gaŋ Atubug 
advised them that they should come to see them at a time of their own choosing. [Electricity] Kǫlli ka ti tǫn'ǫsi 

tinamǫ na niŋ si'em ka kpǫmis taaba 'let us consider how we may spur one another on'. [HEB 10:24] Paul 

kpɛ'ɛmisi ti linǫ an tțțmbǫ'ǫd ya'amlǫog la Paul warns us what is the desire of sin. [Bible-Study] tikakpǫǫm la 

kpǫmisim ye m sǤm sieba ya'as. the headmaster encouraged me to write some more. [Shoeshine-Boy] sǤ' kae na 

bǫlisim bǫǫ kpǫmisi ma 'No one can comfort me; no one can give me courage.'. [LAM 1:16] Nidib la na la'an tțm 

teŋ maalțg tțțma la anǫ linǫ ka GǤmma kpǫmisid nidib ye ba tțm. Communal labour for development is 

encouraged and recognised as a vital public service and duty. [Constitution] Li ya'a anǫ ti ba'abiig Apollos yǫla, m 

kpǫmisid o saŋa wțsa ye on nǫ ti ba'abibama la kena kaae ya 'Now, about brother Apollos. I have often 
encouraged him to visit you with the other believers'. [1CO 16:12] M da lǫn tiǫn m tikanamǫ da kpǫmisidim si'em 

ye m zamisim sț'țŋa I also remembered how my teachers had encouraged me to study well. [Shoeshine-Boy] M 

kpǫmisidi ya bǫdegț sa ye ya sǤs Wina'am 'I particularly urge you to pray'. [HEB 13:19] Kpǫmisim onǫ wțsa 

diisid biig ka ba mǫ maal ala Encourage everyone who feeds a baby to do the same. [Breastfeeding] Kpǫmisim 

banǫ nu'usi buk la, ka kpǫ'ǫŋ banǫ duma gǫn la. 'Strengthen the feeble hands, steady the knees that give way;'. 
[ISA 35:3] Ba kpǫmisimi ba ka kǫ ka ba baŋ ye ba mǫ paas buudi la ni. They should encourage them and let 
them know that they belong to the community. [AIDS-II] DinzugǤ, kpǫmisimi taaba sțnya nǫ pian'abama. 
'Therefore encourage each other with these words.'. [1TH 4:18] Yanamǫ mǤr pțtǫn'ǫr ye ya sțŋ si'em la, 
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kpǫmisimini ba bǫdegț sa. 'your enthusiasm has stirred most of them to action'. [2CO 9:2] M naan nǤkini m nǤǤr 

nwa' pian' kpǫmisini ya 'my mouth would encourage you'. [JOB 16:5] Amaa ka David paam kpǫmisțg ZugsǤb 

onǫ aan o Wina'am la san'an. 'But David found strength in the Lord his God. '. [1SA 30:6] Cpart: saans1 ‘frustrate’; 
Sim: kpamis2. See: kpǫ'ǫŋ; kpamis2. 

kpǫmisǫ  See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpǫmisi   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpǫmisid   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpǫmisidi  See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpǫmisim!   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpɛmisimi!   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpǫmisimini!   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpǫmisini   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpǫmisțg   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpǫmisțgǤ   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpǫmma   See main entry: kpǫm3. senior. 

kpǫmmi   See main entry: kpǫm1. old [be]. 

kpǫmmir1   n. seniority. Syn: kpǫuŋ (faar), kpǫǫnsir. On daa pț tun'e mǤdigǫ ka zaŋ o kpǫmmir la tis ka di'e maŋț la 
The way he had had no endurance, and gave his rights as senior in exchange for the mangoes. [You-Do?] Note: 

preferred text by MA See: kpǫǫnsir; kpǫǫm1. 

kpǫmmir2   See main entry: kpǫm1. old [be]. 

kpǫn1   Variant: kpen1; kpǫm4. ptc. still be..., just be ... Note: positive, ct. nam1 Li kpǫn anǫ wțț mam yǫlif si'em la. It's 

just as I told you. Ka kukuma linǫ dǤl sisi'em la kpǫn kpa'adi ba na. The noise which followed the storm still 
reached them. [Trouble] man anǫ biig ka fț tǫn'ǫs ye m na kpǫm bǫ nǫ m saam nǫ m maa am I a child and you 
think I am still with my parents? [Billygoat] Ya kpǫn vț'țsid ka gbisidaa? 'Are you still sleeping and resting?'. [MRK 

14:41] BǤ ka ya nan kpǫn zan'as ka aandi yita? 'Why do you persist in rebellion?'. [ISA 1:5] O pț tiakida ka kpǫn 

aan o naŋnaŋin. 'who does not change'. [JAS 1:17] M yț'țn baŋya ye m biig Josef nan kpǫn vțe. 'I'm convinced! 

My son Joseph is still alive.'. [GEN 45:28] LǤrnamǫ ǫǫnti vi' ka pț ken tǤ'ǤtǤ la ni ka ban kpǫm paam falli 

kuosidi ba la'ad la ani. As the lorries were held up and didn't set off quickly, the people who had found a space 
were selling their goods there. [Shoeshine-Boy] ya yǫǫd fuud ka waad kpǫm kpǫn'ǫdi ya 'You put on clothes, but 
are not warm.'. [HAG 1:6] nidib la wțsa da la'as nǫ kpǫm bǫ ban bǫ si'el la, hali ka banǫ kpǫn' baŋț la fǫn'ǫd 

bin'ei naae all the people together stayed where they were until the sores of the people who had been circumcised 
healed over. [JOS 5:8] Sim: nam1. See: kpǫlim. 

kpǫn2   Variant: kpen2; kpǫm5. v. to do sth. suddenly. o kpǫn duoenǫ mǤr tiim la kul he immediately set off home with 

the medicine. [You-Heard?] Ka Abuug mǫ kpǫn buŋi paae ba sa'an And Abuug quickly cut across and got to 
where they were. [You-Hear?] Note: text revised by MA zaŋim sț'țraug la kpǫn zǤ kaae fț pugudib la nya'aŋi fi'ig 

o zug take the cutlass and suddenly run up behind your aunt and cut off her head. [Trouble] On yǫl nǫ'ǫŋa naae la 

sakpanlțŋ la da kpǫm bǤdignǫ vuguri When he finished saying this, the bushbuck suddenly disappeared all at 

once. [Jealousy] Eli kpǫn bik nǫ kțk la li azampǫ'ǫl Siilo teŋ la za'anǤǤr la baba 'Eli fell backwards from his seat 
beside the gate'. [1SA 4:18] Kaldea dimi la'as taab zin'is atan' kpǫm bțțl na kadi fț yțgțma la wțsa keŋ 'The 
Chaldaeans, three bands of them, have made a raid on the camels'. [JOB 1:17] Ka ban paae mǤǤgin la ka Kain kpǫn 

nwǫ' o pitț Abǫl n kțț o. 'And while they were in the field, Cain attacked his brother Abel and killed him.'. [GEN 

4:8] Sim: bțțl2, gbirig, iank3, kpǫlim ‘[verbs]’. Li daa gigilim Adu nǫ o pugidibi gbirigi kpǫn kun si'em la nǫ. 
Adu was struck speechless that his aunt had suddenly come home. [Trouble] 

kpǫnd-   See main entry: kpǫnda. cheeks. 

kpǫnda   Form: kpǫnd-. n.pl. cheeks. Ba kis biig la nǫ kisa atan', tan' o kpǫnda ni. They made three tribal marks each on 

the child’s cheeks. [MA] Beckie da gǤs dau la nindaa ka mǤǤd ye o da la', amaa o kpǫnda bumbu'a la da kuos 
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o. Beckie looked at the man's face and tried to smile, but the dimples in her cheeks let her down. [Trouble] o la'ad 

o kpǫnda ni ka bu'os Asilinsi'ig ye, "BǤzug ka fț yǫli ala?" he smiled and asked Spider "Why did you say that?" 

[Asaasim] Lit: laughed in his cheeks. Fț pț na'asimi muaki m kpǫnda wțț ti malima nar si'em. You did not 
honour me and kiss me as is proper in our custom. [LUK 7:45] Lit: suck my cheeks. Fț kpǫnda la vǫnli nǫ tțblǫma 

hali 'Your cheeks are beautiful with earrings'. [SNG 1:10] Akunvțe kpǫndbǫda la wțsa buolimnǫ Both Akunvoe's 

fat cheeks had become smaller. [AIDS-II] Lit: dissolved. Sim: yier. Etym: OV1 *YA ; OV2 *KPI/E ; OVN *TAN, 
*KPAD.N ; vc4 *kpa . Note: OVN *TAN  see  "beard" (? < 'chin') 

kpǫn'1   Variant: kpen'1; kpen.  Note: 15x in NT Variant: kpǫn'ǫ; kpen'e; kpǫn'ǫǫ; kpen'ee. Form: kpǫn'ǫnǫ. 

Variant: kpen'ene. Form: kpǫn'ǫd2. Variant: kpen'ed; kpǫn'ǫda; kpen'eda; kpǫn'ǫdǫ; kpen'edi. Form: kpǫn'ǫdnǫ. 
Form: kpǫn'ǫm!. Variant: kpǫn'ǫmi!; kpen'em. Form: kpǫn'ǫminǫ. Form: kpǫn'ǫb. Variant: kpǫn'ǫbǤ. v. to enter, 

go in. Piim ya'a pț kpǫn' li fuor pț tǤiya. If the arrow hasn't gone in (far), pulling it out is not difficult. [Asaasim  

Proverb] Fțn mǫ kț kpǫn' anii 'Neither will you yourself go in there'. [DEU 1:37] Ka yadda niŋidiba ayuobț bama 

bielim ka ti keŋ kpǫn' dau la yin. 'These six brothers also went with me, and we entered the man's house.'. [ACT 

11:12] Akaama kpǫn'ǫ o dǤǤgine mǤr piini yina tisi ba la Akaama went into his room and brought out presents 
for them. [Electricity] Li anǫ fțnǫ na mǫ' yiri tis mam ka m kpǫn'ǫ? 'Are you the one to build me a house to dwell 
in?'. [2SA 7:5] ya yǤ' Wina'am sț'țlim la ye nidib kț kpǫn'ǫǫ 'You shut the kingdom of heaven in men's faces.'. 

[MAT 23:13] Ku'om kpǫn'ǫnǫ bi'el-bi'el n pǫ'ǫn kǤlig. Water comes in small-small and the river fills up. [Asaasim 

Proverb] Di'ema la n sa pțdig yț'țŋ la ba yț'țn sa kpǫn'ǫnǫ nyamis tțțma. When the party went on into the 
middle of the night they got into immoral behaviour. [You-Heard?] Sansa kanǫ ka da'adib kpǫn'ǫd na la ka ba 

kpiisid na'asaabugum la. The time that the customers were coming in was when there was a power cut. [Electricity] 
Pita daa pian'ad nǫ Konelius ka ba dǤl taaba kpǫn'ǫd la 'Peter kept on talking to Cornelius as he went into the 

house'. [ACT 10:27] Ka o niaki kpǫn' su'a zin'ikanǫ ka ninsțma pț kpǫn'ǫda ani la. He sneaked off and hid 
somewhere where good people don't go. [Trouble] banǫ bi'ed anrțŋ la ka ku'om pț kpǫn'ǫda 'shipwrights to 
caulk your seams'. [EZK 27:9] Lit: plug a ship so that the water doesn't enter. țțn wțsa yțțm pțțgin anǫ uusțg, 

ka uuskan mǫ kpǫn'ǫdi nini ni every year in the dry season there is dust, and this dust also can get into the eyes. 

[Trachoma] O da yǫl ye, “M kpǫn'ǫdnǫ m pu'a dǤǤgin.” 'He said, “I'm going to my wife's room.” '. [JDG 15:1] 
Winna'ab duoe ka ye, "Kpǫn'ǫm na!" Winna'ab got up and said "Come in!" [Three-Problems] Kpǫn'ǫm gǤs 

bugusim nǫ tțțmkisa linǫ ka ba tțm kpǫla. 'Go in and look at the evil, disgusting things they are doing there'. 

[EZK 8:9] Ya tun'e lǫb, amaa kpǫn'ǫmi zakini nu ku'om ka nyǫ paŋi lǫbi kuli. You can go back, but go into the 

courtyard and drink water and get strength to go back home. [Trees] fțn kpǫn'ǫmi fț dǤǤgin ka yǤ za'anǤǤr 'go 
into your room, close the door'. [MAT 6:6] M nidiba kpǫn'ǫminǫ ya dǤǤdin ka yǤ' dalamma la lǫbis 'Go, my 
people, enter your rooms and shut the doors behind you'. [ISA 26:20] Susa teŋ dime da bǤǤd kpǫn'ǫb la, ka nyǫ ka 

saŋgbana zunnim agǤl. When the Susa people wanted to go in, they saw that the clouds scattered above. [Trouble] 
ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la na mǤri ya kpǫn' teŋ kanǫ ka ya bǤǤd kpǫn'ǫb la The Lord your God will bring 
you into the land which you are going to occupy'. [DEU 7:1] kǫlli ka ti gu'usi ka ya sǤ' da gț'țŋ kpǫn'ǫbǤ 'Let us 
take care, then, that none of you will be found to have failed to' enter. [HEB 4:1] Colloc: winnig kpǫn' ‘sun sets’. 
Winnigi ti kpǫn'ǫd la ka kikaasig taae soogianam la bǫ zin'isi'a la wțsa 'As the sun was setting, a cry spread 

through the army'. [1KI 22:36] Ka winnig ya'a ti bǤǤd kpǫn'ǫb, Israel nidib wțsa na kț bțnkǤnbid la. 'all the 
assembled community of Israel must slaughter the victims between dusk and dark'. [EXO 12:6] Lit: as the sun is 
about to set. Colloc: kpǫn' X ma'asimin ‘to be protected, sheltered by X’. banǫ an fara dim kpǫn'ǫdi fț 

ma'asimin la 'You have been ... for the needy in his distress'. [ISA 25:4] Colloc: kpǫn' mǤǤg ‘go astray’. Hali 

tuongatib nǫ kpǫǫmnam la da gaad tuonnǫ kǫ ka ba kpǫn' mǤǤg. 'And the leaders and officials have led the 
way in this unfaithfulness.'. [EZR 9:2] Colloc: kpǫn' baŋț ‘to be circumcised’. Fț biribiŋ wțsa sțm ye o kpǫn' 

baŋț. 'Every male among you shall be circumcised.'. [GEN 17:10] Colloc: baŋț kpǫn'ǫb ‘circumcision’. 
Lit: entering the 'grove'. Hali nimbanǫ malima an baŋț kpǫn'ǫb la, ba pț niŋid wada la yǫl si'el laa 'Even those 
who practise circumcision do not obey the Law'. [GAL 6:13] Colloc: X ya'am kpǫn' Y ‘X falls in love with Y’. Saul 

bipuŋ Mikal ya'am da kpǫn' nǫ David 'Saul's daughter Michal was in love with David'. [1SA 18:20] Colloc: X kpǫn' 

Y ya'amin ‘X strongly attracts Y’. Beckie Annan vǫnlim kpǫn'ǫnǫ nidib ya'amin ka o ya'a gat wțsa ba 

gi'esidnǫ. Beckie Annan's beauty attracted many people, and when she passed, they turned to look. [Trouble] 
Colloc: dabiem kpǫn' X ‘X becomes afraid’. M wțmi fț dammir ka dabiem kpǫn'ǫm bǤzugǤ m pa'a anǫ biel 
'I heard you in the garden, and I was afraid because I was naked'. [GEN 3:10] Colloc: waad kpǫn' X ‘X feels cold’. Ka 

waad kpǫn' Birago ka o niŋ dam gbi'igbi'. Birago felt very cold and her body quivered shiveringly. [Trouble] 
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Daasi'erǫ, o sa gǫnǫ bǤzugǤ waadi kpǫn'ǫd o. Maybe he got tired yesterday because he felt cold. [AIDS-I] ya yǫǫd 

fuud ka waad kpǫm kpǫn'ǫdi ya 'You put on clothes, but are not warm.'. [HAG 1:6] Cpart: yi1. ZugsǤb na niŋi ya 

kpǫn'ǫb nǫ ya yiib bareka. 'You will be blessed when you come in and blessed when you go out.'. [DEU 28:6] 
Caus: kpǫn'ǫs; Nact: kpǫn'ǫd. Etym: OVN *KPE ; GS1 *S²U²/I² ; vc1 *ɗyi/u. See: kpǫn'ǫd; kpǫn'ǫs. Note: see 

ref. and link at ken3 

kpǫn'2   Variant: kpen'2. v. to support sb., back sb. up. Colloc: kpǫn' X zug ‘back X up’. Yanam mǫŋ nyǫ ZugsǤb onǫ aan 

ya Wina'am la kpǫn' ya zug You yourselves have seen how the Lord your God has backed you up. [JOS 23:3] 

kpǫn'ǫ   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpǫn'ǫb   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpǫn'ǫbǤ   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpǫn'ǫd1   Form: kpǫn'ǫdib. v. an enterer, sb. who goes in(to swh.) teŋgban kpǫn'ǫdib bǤ bǤǤb dabisir nwa' zug and 

those who go to the earth-shrine seek occasion against that day. [JOB 3:8] InvNact: kpǫn'. See: kpǫn'. 

kpǫn'ǫd2   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpǫn'ǫda   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpǫn'ǫdǫ   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpǫn'ǫdib   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫd1. enterer. 

kpǫn'ǫdnǫ   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpǫn'ǫm!   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpǫn'ǫmi!   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpǫn'ǫminǫ   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpǫn'ǫnǫ   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpǫn'ǫs   Variant: kpen'es; kpǫn'ǫsi; kpen'esi. Form: kpǫn'ǫsid. Variant: kpen'esid; kpǫn'ǫsidi; kpen'esidi. 

Form: kpǫn'ǫsidnǫ. Form: kpǫn'ǫsim. Variant: kpǫn'ǫsime; kpen'esime. Form: kpǫn'ǫsin. Form: kpǫn'ǫsțg. 

Variant: kpen'esug. v. to put in, cause sb. to enter. Nannanna, o bǫllim yț'țn liebnǫ bi'ela, wțț ba nwiak o nǫ 

kpǫn'ǫs kǤlibirin nǫ. Now his life was reduced, as if they had squeezed him into a bottle. [Trouble] Ka Akudbil 

bu'os o ye ba kpǫn'ǫs bugum la fț yinnǫǫ? Akudbil asked him "Have they installed electricity in your house?" 
[Electricity] Ban gban'e o kpǫn'ǫs sanrega la 'After arresting him, he put him in prison. [ACT 12:4] DǤgta la yǫl 

Ayaab ye sǫǫ ti kpǫn'ǫsi fț pu'a la ziim The Doctor said to Ayaab "We will have to give your wife a blood 
transfusion." [AIDS-II] Lit: put blood into. ba kpǫn'ǫsi ba bțmbǤkin nǫ they will put them in a dungeon. [ISA 24:22] 
Ba pț gban'ad siinsi kpǫn'ǫsid yǤkțn ye ba siind malisa. They don't grab bees and put them in a hole just 
because their honey is sweet. [Proverb 090] Zaba sǤb bǫlisid o kpi'a kpǫn'ǫsid o suobǫ'ǫdin. 'A violent man 
entices his neighbour and leads him down a path that is not good.'. [PRO 16:29] biis banǫ sǤnsid bǫǫ dǤl banǫ nut 

taba la kpǫn'ǫsidi ba mǫŋ nǫ yǫllin kids that hang out with smokers are putting themselves into danger. [Smoking] 
Ba daa bț'țdi ti ka kpǫn'ǫsidi ti sanrega ni. 'We have been beaten, imprisoned'. [2CO 6:5] sțnsa'aŋ kpǫn'ǫsidi 

ban'as nid kǤnba ni a crushed spirit brings disease to a person's bones. [PRO 17:22] Ba nwǫ'ǫd bipǤn'Ǥsiri 

kpǫn'ǫsidnǫ yin, ba pț nwǫ'ǫd o yiisid yin. They beat a spoilt child and bring him into the house, they don't beat 
him and take him outside. [Proverb 144] Amaa li nan zi' mugus o pțtǫn'ǫrin ye o kpǫn'ǫsim o sakurǫ. But it 

never disturbed her decision to put her into school. [Trouble] ... ba kpǫn'ǫs o bugum la mita yaane? Ka o yǫli ba 

ye ba kpǫn'ǫsimi li o dala la ni. Where should they install the meter. And he said they should install it in his 
frontyard sitting-area. [Electricity-] Li yiti ziim kpǫn'ǫsțgțn ka sǤ' na nyaŋe baŋ ye o mǤr ban'a saaŋ la buon 

HIV-EES la. It comes from blood transfusion that someone can know that they have the strange disease called 

HIV-AIDS.  [AIDS-I] Colloc: kpǫn'ǫs nu'ug ‘get involved in’. Na'ab ya'a na kpǫn'ǫs o nu'ugǤ, li na malis o. If the 
Chief got involved, it would please (the boy). [Trouble] M pț'țs nimbanǫ wțsa kpǫn'ǫsi ba nu'us ka m nyaŋi sǤb 

gbauŋ kaŋa nwa la. I thank all the people who have been involved so that I have been able to write this book. 

[You-Heard?] Yǫlmaan ya'a bǫǫn ... ka kpǫn'ǫsin o nu'ugț ti yǫl la ni If there had been an arbitrator ... he would 

have got involved in our case. [JOB 9:33] Colloc: kpǫn'ǫs X dabiem ‘to make X afraid’. Fț kpǫn'ǫsinim nǫ dabiem, 
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m ma. You're scaring me, mother. [Trouble] Colloc: kpǫn'ǫs X waad ‘to make X cold’. li kpǫn'ǫsim waad ka m 

niŋgbina wțsa kpǫn' waki it made me cold and my whole body became goose-pimply. [JOB 4:15] di kpǫn'ǫsidim 

nǫ waad nǫ dabiem 'I tremble and shake'. [JOB 21:6] Lit: it chills me and makes me afraid. Colloc: kpǫn'ǫs X nyan 
‘make X ashamed’. Linǫ kpǫn'ǫsim nyan la anǫ ye m daa siak ye ti tadignǫ li ni. To my shame I admit that we 
were too weak for that! [2CO 11:21] Colloc: kpǫn'ǫs o mǫŋ ‘(fool) rushes in’; kpǫn'ǫs X baŋț ‘to circumcise X’. fț 

pț wțm ye dǤgtanam ye ti da kǫ ka wanzamnam lǫn kpǫn'ǫsi ti biis baŋțț? Haven't you heard that the 
doctors say we should no longer let the barber-surgeons circumcise our children? [AIDS-Azuur] Abraham da 

kpǫn'ǫs biig la baŋț daba anii daar Abraham circumcised the child on the eighth day. [GEN 21:4] Ba kpǫn'ǫsim 

biig la baŋț daba anii la daar. 'On the eighth day the boy is to be circumcised.'. [LEV 12:3] ka'anǫ baŋț 

Kpǫn'ǫsțg niŋgbiŋinǫ 'circumcised, not in a physical sense'. [COL 2:11] Colloc: kpǫn'ǫs X mǤǤg/wǫog ‘lead X 
astray’. bugus suor kpǫn'ǫsid o nǫ mǤǤg 'the path of the wicked leads them astray'. [PRO 12:26] NǤdi'esidib la 

pan'asidi m nidib la nǫ kpǫn'ǫsid wǫog The prophets deceive my people and lead them astray. [MIC 3:5] 
Sim: niŋ14, tțm22; InvCaus: kpǫn'. See: kpǫn'. 

kpǫn'ǫsi   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpǫn'ǫsid  See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpǫn'ǫsidi   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpǫn'ǫsidnǫ   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpǫn'ǫsim   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpǫn'ǫsime   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpǫn'ǫsin   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpǫn'ǫsir   n. an entrance. Ayulli na tun'e nak ala. Onǫ an niiŋ kanǫ vǫnl sian'arin ka o kǤnbid an pțpǤnra. O țgid o 

tǫognǫ sț'țŋa ka kpǫn'ǫsir la an wǤkkț ka zul teŋin. The weaverbird can be adorned like that. It is a beautiful 
bird of the bush with variegated feathers. It weaves its nest expertly and the entrance is long and turns downwards. 

[Trouble] See: kpǫn'ǫs. 

kpǫn'ǫsțg   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpǫn'ǫǫ   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpɛnm   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 

kpɛnmsir   See main entry: kpǫǫnsir. seniority. 

-kpǫŋ1   Variant: -kpeŋ1; -kpǫŋa. adj. senior. Kțțr malțŋ ya'a bǫ manǫ an zǫnkpǫŋ. When there is a funeral, I am the 

most important soup. [Trees] Saria kadib zin'is anǫ: kǤǤtț kpǫŋ la (supreme court) ... 'It ('The Judiciary') shall 
be made up of the Supreme Court, ... '. [Constitution] TǤn'Ǥs la da kǫn tǤn'Ǥsțg daar wțsa, bǤzugǤ linǫ da aan o 

tțțm kpǫŋ. The hunter went hunting every day, because that was his main work. [Jealousy] o bikpǫŋ la yi pǤǤginǫ 

kunna his eldest son came home from farm. [LUK 15:25] on da nǤk bikpǫŋ faari tis pu'a kanǫ ka o nǤŋ la biig ka 

li ka'anǫ onǫ sid an o bikpǫŋa 'he must not give the rights of the firstborn to the son of the wife he loves in 
preference to his actual firstborn'. [DEU 21:16] Colloc: [noun]-kpǫŋin ‘to/in/from a senior [noun]’. Ba kț yis bama 

tțțma nii, zugdaan onǫ bǫ kǤǤtț kpǫŋin la ... 'a Justice of the Superior Court ... shall not be removed from 
office'. [Constitution] Syn: -kpǫǫm2. KǤǤtț kpǫǫm la paŋ gat kǤǤtț nam la wțsa. 'The Supreme Court is given 

power as the highest authority'. [Constitution] -kpǫǫm2. See: -kpǫǫm2; yǫlkpan. Note: under yǫlkpǫŋ as variant 

kpǫŋ2   Variant: kpeŋ2; kpǫŋi. loc. aside, beside. o tțns o lǫbis kpǫŋ ka sǫbin pu'a la baba he moved him aside and 

squatted by the woman. [Trouble] Pita buol o yi kpǫŋi pin'ili san'an o 'Peter took him aside and began to rebuke 

him.'. [MAT 16:22] o dǤl o nya'andǤlib pii nǫ ayi' la yi kpǫŋi yǫli ba ye, “Kǫlisimi, ti kennǫ Jerusalem 'Jesus took 
the twelve disciples aside and said to them, “Listen! We are going to Jerusalem ... ” '. [LUK 18:31] See: kpikpǫŋ; 

teŋkpǫŋ. 

-kpǫŋa   See main entry: -kpǫŋ1. senior. 

kpǫŋi   See main entry: kpǫŋ2. aside. 

kpǫr   Form: kpǫya2. n. thigh. Ba mi' ban na niŋ si'em zțbis pian'ad, nǫ bayǫbibis, ka la' hali nwǫ'ǫdi ba kpǫya li 
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ya'a an galimsțŋ They know how to gossip and tell little lies and laugh and slap their thighs especially if it is a 

good joke. [Trouble] Syn: gbǫr. Etym: OV1 *KPE . 

kpǫuŋ   Variant: kpi'euŋ4; kpǫuŋț; kpǫuŋǤ; kpǫŋ3. Form: kpǫŋ-4. n. seniority. Onǫ ka ba gaŋ nidib ka ba vǫǫnsi baŋ 

ka o kț tun'e tțm GǤmma kpǫuŋ tțțmaa. 'those who have been found by a report of a Commission or 
Committee of Enquiry to be incompetent to hold public office'. [Constitution] Anane da mi' ye o mi'ilim tis o 

kpǫuŋ la ka ka' o paŋa. Anane knew that he owed his position to his knowledge, not to his strength. [Trouble] 
banǫ ka o bǤǤd ye o paasi ba kpǫuŋ o paasidnǫ kpǫuŋ 'those he wanted to promote, he promoted'. [DAN 5:19] 
o ... nwǫ'ǫd nyǤ'Ǥg nǫ ... Na'ab la na'asid o si'em ka tis o kpǫuŋț gaad o taaba banǫ wțsa bǫ na'ayin la. 'He 
boasted to them ... how the king had promoted him to high office, and how much more important he was than any 

of the king's other officials.'. [EST 5:11] Na'ab Zeesis da na'as Haman ... ka tis o kpǫŋ ka li gaad kpǫǫm banǫ 

bǫǫ ani la wțsa 'King Xerxes honoured Haman ... giving him a seat of honour higher than that of all the other 
nobles.'. [EST 3:1] Na'ab sțnf ya'a duoe nǫ na'ayikpǫǫm, on da bas o kpǫuŋǤ. If the King is angry with a 
courtier, he should not resign his office. [ECC 10:4] kpǫŋbǤ' ka Zapthenath-Paneah da mǤr Egypt teŋinǫ? What 

office did Zaphenath-Paneah have in the land of Egypt? [Bible-Study] Colloc: kpǫuŋ (faar) ‘birthright’. Asǫǫ ka fț 

siak ye din yi nannanna ken, fț kuosi fț kpǫuŋ faar la tisim. 'Not till you sell me your rights as the firstborn.'. 
[GEN 25:31] Esau onǫ da zaŋ o kpǫuŋ faari kuos diib yinne yǫla laa 'Esau, who for a single meal sold his 
inheritance rights as the oldest son'. [HEB 12:16] Ka o pitț la yǫl o ye, "alaa tisim kpǫuŋ la ka di'e maŋț anu". His 

junior brother said to him "Then give me the birthright and accept five mangoes." [You-Do?] Sim: kpǫǫnsir. Note: 

q.v. the story in 'What-Do-You-Do?' is based on the Jacob and Esau story in the Bible ::  and :- On daa pț tun'e mǤdigǫ ka 

zaŋ o kpǫǫnsir la tis ka di'e maŋț la The way he had had no endurance, and gave his rights as senior in 
exchange for the mangoes. [You-Do?] See: -kpǫŋ1. 

kpǫuŋǤ   See main entry: kpǫuŋ. seniority. 

kpǫuŋț   See main entry: kpǫuŋ. seniority. 

kpǫya1   n.pl. malt. Gțnbid yi kpǫya la ni The growth has come on the pito malt. [MA] Etym: OV1 KPA ; OVN 
*KPE/A-(DI)/A ; vc4  *kpa . 

kpǫya2   See main entry: kpǫr. thigh. 

kpedig   See main entry: kpadig. diverge. 

kpe'   See main entry: kpǫ'. there. 

kpe'e   See main entry: kpǫ'. there. 

kpe'emis   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpe'emise   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpe'eŋ   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpe'eŋi   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpe'eŋir   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫŋ. strengthen, try. 

kpe'es   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫs. limp. 

kpe'esi   See main entry: kpǫ'ǫs. limp. 

kpe'uŋ   See main entry: kpi'euŋ2. strength. 

kpela   See main entry: kpǫla. here. 

kpelaa   See main entry: kpǫla. here. 

kpelim   See main entry: kpǫlim. remain. 

kpelime   See main entry: kpǫlim. remain. 

kpelimi   See main entry: kpǫlim. remain. 

-kpem   See main entry: -kpǫm2. eldership. 

kpemisid   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 
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kpemisidi   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpemisug   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpemisugu   See main entry: kpǫmis. encourage. 

kpen   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpen1   See main entry: kpǫn1. still be ... 

kpen2   See main entry: kpǫn2. suddenly. 

kpen'1   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpen'2   See main entry: kpǫn'2. back sb. up. 

kpen'e   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpen'ed   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpen'eda   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpen'edi   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpen'em   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpen'ene   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

kpen'es   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpen'esi   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpen'esid   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpen'esidi  See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpen'esime   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpen'esug   See main entry: kpǫn'ǫs. enter[cause sb. to ~]. 

kpen'ee   See main entry: kpǫn'1. enter. 

-kpeŋ1   See main entry: -kpǫŋ1. senior. 

kpeŋ2   See main entry: kpǫŋ2. aside. 

kpǫǫm1   Variant: kpeenm; kpɛnm; kpǫǫmi; kpeenmi. Form: kpǫǫmnam1. Variant: kpeenmnam; kpǫǫmnama; 

kpeenmnama; kpǫǫmnamǫ; kpɛɛmname; kpeenmname. Form: kpǫǫm-3. n. an elder, officer, official. Kpǫǫm la 

da gban'e si'em la da lidig Adu nǫ. The decision of the elder amazed Adu. [Trouble] GǤmma na'ayikpǫǫmnam 

la kpǫǫm na anǫ zugdaan la mǫŋ the head of the Government shall be the President. [Constitution] Bțmbǫ'ǫd 

baŋid nǫ kpǫǫm nǤǤrin. Badness is known at the elder's mouth [judgement]. [Proverb 070] Kpǫǫm faad nǫ 

yammțg faad anǫ yinne. An elder's lies and a slave's lies are one. [Proverb 262] Koperetif kpǫǫm :   Ya ken ken. 
Cooperative Manager :  Welcome, everybody. [Wealth-Is-Power] Kpǫǫm :  Ya mǤnya pamm. Manager :  You have 
done very well. [Wealth-Is-Power] Note: In the published version there was no punctuation for the mention of the speaker, so 

these came out as KpǫǫmYa, see also lines 188, 195 Kpǫǫm pț sțm ye o mǤr gba'arǫ 'An elder must be blameless'. [TIT 

1:6] ban nyǫ soogia kpǫǫm nǫ soogianam la ka bas Paul bț'țb When the crowd saw the commandant and his 
troops, they stopped beating Paul.'. [ACT 21:32] Finehas tuŋ kpǫǫm da anǫ Gerson (the family head) 'of the 
descendants of Phinehas, Gershom'. [EZR 8:2] Ba da kǫnǫ ka ba zin'in kpǫmmir Josef tuon. Kpǫǫm la da zin'in 

yiiga ka onǫ pa'a o zug la dǤl, ka ba tțțn ala hali ti paae onǫ an kpaanr la. 'The men had been seated before 

him in the order of their ages, from the firstborn to the youngest'. [GEN 43:33] Hali tuongatib nǫ kpǫǫmnam la da 

gaad tuonnǫ kǫ ka ba kpǫn' mǤǤg. 'And the leaders and officials have led the way in this unfaithfulness.'. [EZR 9:2] 
Ba da tis kpǫǫmnam la nǫ kpi'euŋ ye ba gǤs ka biis la piisid dǤǤdin la nǫ yiiŋ paalț la wțsa. They gave the 
seniors authority to see that the boys swept the rooms and all the area outside. [Shoeshine-Boy] kpǫǫmnam la da 

duoe ka nǤk ba'ad ligidi keŋ 'the elders ... left, taking with them the fee for divination'. [NUM 22:7] BǤzug ka ya 

dțnna bipaalis la pț gi'igid kpǫǫmnama? Why is it that you youth of these days do not respect the elderly? [MA] 
Yanam banǫ sț'oe nidib la nǫ Israel kpǫǫmnama 'Rulers and elders of the people!' of Israel. [ACT 4:8] 
Negalsiareza yinne onǫ da an kpǫǫmtita'ar la another 'Nergal-Sharezer a high official'. [JER 39:3] Babilon na'ab 
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da keŋ Jerusalem gban'e Na'ab la nǫ o kpǫǫmnamǫ mǤri ba lǫb Babilon na. 'the king of Babylonia came to 

Jerusalem and took the king and his officials back with him to Babylonia'. [EZK 17:12] Bțŋkțdțg la daa buol o 

kpǫǫmtaaba la la'as The old one called his fellow elders to a meeting. [Billygoat] Alazug kpǫǫm bama da la'as 

taaba gumm keŋ Na'ab la san'an 'So the administrators and the satraps went as a group to the king'. [DAN 6:6] 
Colloc: maanmaan kpǫǫm ‘High Priest’. Saŋkanǫ ka ...ba nyǫ ka ligidi la zu'oe, na'ayir gbansǤbid la nǫ 

maanmaan kpǫǫm la ǫǫn baae ligidi la nǫ Whenever ... they saw that there was a large amount of money, the 
royal secretary and the officer of the chief priest would come and empty the chest'. [2CH 24:11] 
Colloc: kpǫǫmnamin ‘to/amongst/from elders’. o keŋ maanmaan kpǫǫmnamin nǫ kpi'emnam banǫ gur 

Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir la san'an 'he went to the chief priests and temple guards'. [LUK 22:4] Sim: kpi'em1. 
See: kpǫuŋ; kpǫǫnsir; na'ayikpǫǫm. 

-kpǫǫm2   Form: -kpǫǫmnam2. adj. senior. o ya'a ti kpi, Awinkudug onǫ aan o dakǤnkpǫǫm la na dii o faar when he 

died, Awinkudug who was his senior son should be his heir. [You-Do?] SǤ' wțsa mǫ mi' ye bikpǫǫm dit faar. 
Everyone knows that the eldest child inherits. [You-Heard?] bǤ' bțnnǫ da kǫ ka Joseph nar ye o ti'a teŋimkpǫǫm 

la Egypt teŋinǫ? What made Joseph fit to be the national leader of Egypt? [Bible-Study] Tikakpǫǫm la da kpansi 

baŋ ye ba zuud busa la The Head Teacher tried to find out if they were stealing the yams. [Shoeshine-Boy] O 

bikpǫǫm la yț'țri da buon Amnon 'His firstborn was (called) Amnon'. [2SA 3:2] O da pțd bipuŋ kpǫǫm la yț'țr 

ye Jemaima ka pțd onǫ tia'al la yț'țr ye Keeziya nǫ onǫ pa'a la ye Kerenhapok. 'The first daughter he named 
Jemimah, the second Keziah and the third Keren-Happuch.'. [JOB 42:14] Sakur bikpǫǫmnam la da pț lǫm makid 

ye ba yǫlim ye m tțm si'ela. The older pupils hadn't yet figured that they should tell me to do anything. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] bikpǫǫmnam banǫ yțda sǤb arezana ni la mǫ la'asid anina. the firstborn whose names are 
written in heaven also gather there. [HEB 12:23] ye maliak onǫ kțțd bikpǫǫmnam la da kț Israel dim 

bikpǫǫmnama 'so that the Angel of Death would not kill the firstborn sons of the Israelites'. [HEB 11:28] 
Sim: -kpǫŋ1; Cpart: -kpaanr2 ‘lastborn’; bipit ‘younger son’. Esau onǫ an bikpǫǫm la fusțŋ da bǫǫ o ma la 

dǤǤgin, ka o nǤki li na yǫǫl Jakob onǫ an o bipit la 'Rebekah took the best clothes of Esau her older son, which 
she had in the house, and put them on her younger son Jacob'. [GEN 27:15] See: kpǫǫm1. 

kpǫǫm-3   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 

-kpǫǫm4   See main entry: -kpǫm2. eldership. 

kpǫǫmi   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 

kpǫǫmnam1   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 

-kpǫǫmnam2   See main entry: -kpǫǫm2. senior. 

kpǫǫmnama   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 

kpǫǫmnamǫ   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 

kpɛɛmname   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 

kpǫǫnsir  Variant: kpɛnmsir. n. seniority. On daa pț tun'e mǤdigǫ ka zaŋ o kpǫǫnsir la tis ka di'e maŋț la The way he 

had had no endurance, and gave his rights as senior in exchange for the mangoes. [You-Do?] Syn: kpǫuŋ (faar), 

kpǫmmir. Note: q.v. the story in 'What-Do-You-Do?' is based on the Jacob and Esau story in the Bible ::  and :- Ka o pitț 

la yǫl o ye, "alaa tisim kpǫuŋ la ka di'e maŋț anu". [You-Do?] On daa pț tun'e mǤdigǫ ka zaŋ o kpǫmmir la 

tis ka di'e maŋț la His junior brother said to him "Then give me the birthright and accept five mangoes." [You-Do?] 
Note: preferred text by MA See: kpǫǫm1. 

kpǫǫs   Form: kpǫǫsid. Variant: kpeesid. v. to sort out (grain). Note: "When women, after threshing millet, process it in a calabash 

to get rid of the not-so-good ones which are used as chicken feed" [MA] AmǤryam na kpǫǫs ka-kpǫǫd la. Amoryam 
will sort out the waste grain. [House+Farm] BǤzug ka m mǤr nyǤvțri nwǫ'ǫdi kpǫǫsid wțț siya'ar 'Why do I put 

myself in jeopardy'. [JOB 15:14] Lit: take my life and sift it as (in) a sieve.. NǤbir kane zabid la, fț kpǫǫsid nǫ 

nǤbkan. 'The squeaky wheel get the oil.'. [Asaasim Proverb] Lit: The leg that hurts is the one you favour. 
See: kakpǫǫd. 

kpǫǫsid   See main entry: kpǫǫs. sort. 

kpeenm   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 
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kpeenmi   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 

kpeenmnam   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 

kpeenmnama   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 

kpeenmname   See main entry: kpǫǫm1. elder. 

kpeesid   See main entry: kpǫǫs. sort. 

kpi   Variant: kpii; kpinǫ; kpine; kpinǫǫ; kpinee. Form: kpiid2. Variant: kpiida; kpiidi2. Form: kpiidnǫ. Variant: kpiidne. 

Form: kpiin. Variant: kpiinǫ; kpiinǫǫ. Form: kpiib. Form: kpiya. Variant: kpiyaa. 1 • to die. o ya'a ti kpi, 

Awikudug onǫ an o dakǤnkpǫǫm la na di o faar. when he died, Awinkudug who was his senior son should be 

his heir. [You-Heard?] o  kțțr maalțg daar bǫǫ kțțr la naar daar nya'aŋ la ...ba maal malima la ka kaae onǫ 

kpi la dabǤǤg nǤǤr ata'anga. On the day of his funeral, or the very last day of the funeral ... they perform the 
sacrifices and walk around the dead person’s house three times. [Asaasim] Onǫ bǤǤd pțkǤǤnr onǫ bu'osid o sida 

bǫn' si'eli kpi. The one who wants a widow is the one who asks to know the sickness which caused her husband's 

death. [Proverb 123] Josef nǫ o bieyanam la da kpi 'Joseph and all his brothers ... died'. [EXO 1:6] ZǤm paae zuorin 

la, ya'a ka' alaa fț na kpi! 'Flee to the hills or you will be destroyed.'. [GEN 19:7] Aa! Israel nidiba, bǤǤ kǫ ka ya 

ye ya kpi? 'Why do you Israelites want to die?'. [EZK 18:31] Ba tun'e kpi yț'țŋ tisțțs nif aŋir pțțgin 'They die in 
an instant, in the middle of the night'. [JOB 34:20] Ayaab tǫn'ǫs ye biig la ya'a kpinǫ, amaa o pț kpii. Ayaab 

thought the child had died, but he hadn't. [Electricity] Ka waaf la yǫl pu'a la ye, “Ayei! O ma'anǫ, ya kț kpii!” 'The 
snake replied, “That's not true; you will not die.” '. [GEN 3:4] Mba'abǤǤd sid da kpinǫ ka kǫ o nǫ pțțg ka li an 

wțț nwadig yinne. Mba'abood's husband had died and left her about one month pregnant. [Billygoat] o ... bu'os ye, 

“Biig la kpinǫǫ?” Ka ba lǫbis ye, “Űǫn, o kpinǫ.” 'he asked them, “Is the child dead?” “Yes, he is,” they answered.'. 

[2SA 12:19] Diti m kon' kpiidi m kon'. Lone eater, lone death. [Proverb 200] Lit: eating by myself, dying by myself. 
yǫl kaŋa buudi mǫ tțm ani ka nidib bǫn'ǫd ka sieba kpiid. this sort of problem was happening there and people 
were sick and some were dying. [AIDS-II] bǤ ka fț kpiid ka fț daar pț paae? 'why die before your time?'. [ECC 7:17] 
Yǫlsțm bǫnǫ nini banǫ pț gbǫǫn pu'apțțs nǫ bilies ka ba kpiida. Good luck is with eyes that don't do not stare 

wickedly at pregnant women and babies so that they die. [Asaasim] Ka nannanna bǤ ka ti kpiida? 'But now, why 
should we die?'. [DEU 5:25] tțțma pț kțțd nida. Amaa gbanya' kpiidi nǫ nǤŋ hard work never killed anyone. 
But a lazy person dies in poverty. [Trouble] Ti yidigir nǫ ti tțțmbǫ'ǫd la diinli ti nǫ, ka ti kpiidi li yǫla. 'Our 
offences and sins weigh us down, and we are wasting away because of them.'. [EZK 33:10] A-Zi-Kpinam kpiidnǫ 

ka tǫnbid. Messrs.-Never-Died die with a struggle. [Proverb 061] ba na'anam wțsa kpiidnǫ yǤri-yǤri 'All their 
kings fall'. [HOS 7:7] Lit: die to no purpose. Aa tǤ, ti ya'a vțe bǫǫ ti ya'a kpinǫ, ti anǫ ZugsǤb la nidib. 'So whether 
we live or die, we belong to the Lord.'. [ROM 14:8] o daa pțn dignǫ o saam Ayaab nu'usini nwǫnǫ o pțn kpinǫ 

sa he was already lying in the arms of his father Ayaab as if he was dead. [Electricity] ba kirid ka ga'aŋi nwǫnǫ ba 

kpinǫ 'they trembled and became like dead men'. [MAT 28:4] O ma la kpi sapu'adin la nǫ ka bikaŋa mǫ pțn naan 

kpiin. Her mother died of her injuries, and the child would have died as well. [Trouble] Ti ya'a pțn daa kpiin Egipt 

bǫǫ sian'akaŋa ni sǤn'oe. 'It would have been better to die in Egypt or even here in the wilderness!'. [NUM 14:2] 
Pu'a la da yǫl Adu ye o ya'a kpiinǫ sian'arin la bǫǫ o ya'a nie nǫ bǫog ani li pț pak onǫ. The woman said to 

Adu that if he had died in the bush or stayed there until the next day it would not be surprising. [Trouble] M ya'a da 

kpiinǫ m du'am saŋa ka sǤ'ǤsǤ pț nyǫǫ ma di naan sǤn'Ǥn. 'I wish I had died' on the day of my birth 'before any 
eye saw me.'. [JOB 10:18] Biig la ya'a da siakin o ma nǤǤrǫ, o da na kpiinǫǫ? If the child had obeyed his mother, 
would he have died? [You-Heard?] M ya'a kpiinǫǫ m naan bǫǫn kpi'im teŋ If I had died I would be in the land of 

the dead. [JOB 3:14] Biig la yǫl ye "M saammǫ buonif mam pitț la kpiib." The youngster said "My father called 
you on the death of my younger brother." [Electricity] Note: "This sentence does not make sense as it is." [MA] ? should it 

be kpiib saŋa [TN] Pu'a la daa sa'al o biis la ye biisǫ, ya mi' ye ya saam kpiya ka bas nǫ man nǫ yanam The 
mother spoke seriously to her children, saying "Children, you know that your father died and left me and you." 
[You-Heard?] O da kpiya ka ba mum o ka o yațg bǫǫ ti san'an kpǫla hali ti paae zina. 'He died and was buried, 

and his grave is here with us to this very day.'. [ACT 2:29] Gbǫǫm daan zi' ye o ma kpiyaa. The dozy person 
doesn't know that his mother has died. [Proverb 033] Colloc: nwadig kpi ‘month ends’. Man yisǤb la ye nwadig 

ya'a kpii, man yim ka kǫ o yir. My landlord says that at the end of the month I have to leave his house. 

[Three-Problems] Cpart: vțe ‘live’.  Ba kpiya, ba pț lǫn vțe yaa 'they are dead and will not live again'. [ISA 26:14] 
Cpart: kț2 ‘kill’.  Etym: OV1 *KU ; OV2 *KPI ; GS1 *S²I/U² ; GSA *ti/te/to ; vc2 *sɪb ; CG *kpii, cibe ; 
MWN * KHWÚ-, *KHWÚI ; PB * kú. 
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2 • to wear out, break down, no longer function. Yțma pisnaasi nwa' pțțgin, ya fuud pț kpii ka ya nǤba mǫ pț 

mǤdǫ. 'Your clothes did not wear out and your feet did not swell during these forty years.'. [DEU 8:4] See: kpi'im1; 

kpiig; kpiis; kpiilțŋ. 

kpia   See main entry: kpi'a2. carve. 

kpia'   See main entry: kpi'a2. carve. 

kpian'as1   Form: kpian'asida. Form: kpian'asțg. Variant: kpian'asug. v. to be miserly. Kpian'asțg sǤb ziidi yǫla 

kpǫn'ǫsid o yin, 'He who is grasping brings trouble on his family'. [PRO 15:27] Ba kpian'asug na ke ka ba tisi ya 

ziri pa'ala ye ba nye nyood. 'In their greed these false teachers will make a profit out of telling you made-up 
stories.'. [2PE 2:3 [original published New Testament]] Sim: kpiank. See: kpiank. 

kpian'as2   v. to admire, be impressed. Ka Yaa kpian'as o ma n mǤǤd ye o tu'as niiŋ la niŋid si'em la. And Yaa was 
impressed at how his mother made an effort to say what the bird was like. [Trouble] 

kpian'asida   See main entry: kpian'as1. be miserly. 

kpian'asțg   See main entry: kpian'as1. be miserly. 

kpian'asug   See main entry: kpian'as1. be miserly. 

kpiank   Variant: kpianki. Form: kpiankir. v. to withhold, retain falsely. SǤ' wțsa tisidnǫ damalisiŋ di'ema pin'ilțgțn, 

ka ba ya'a ti nuu tig la ka ba yț'țn tisid danbǫ'ǫd. Amaa fțn kpiank nǫ damalisiŋ la, hali ti paae nannanna. 
'Everyone else serves the best wine first, and the poorer only when the guests have drunk freely; but you have kept 

the best wine till now.'. [JHN 2:10] yanam da digilimi ya sțnfț kpiank ka mǤŋi ya ba'abiig onǫ an nǤŋdaan la 
'do not be hardhearted or tightfisted toward your poor brother'. [DEU 15:7] BǤzugǤ ya kpiank baŋir saafi la ya 

san'an, ka yanam mǫŋ pț kpǫn'ǫda, ka mǫ giŋ nimbanǫ mǤǤd ye ba kpǫn' la. 'you have taken away the key 
to knowledge. You yourselves have not entered, and you have hindered those who were entering.'. [LUK 11:52] 
Sim: kpian'as1. See: kpian'as1. 

kpianki   See main entry: kpiank. withhold. 

kpiankir   See main entry: kpiank. withhold. 

kpiațn  Variant: kiaun. id. very red. Colloc: mu'oe kiaun. BțnkǤnbțg la da gbǫǫnl o ka o nini mu'oe kpiațn gǤsid Adu. 
The animal glared at him and it stared at Adu with blood-red eyes. [Trouble] Note: correction by MA, original kiaun 
Sim: wiiug, -zǫn'ug. Note: see refs and links at -zǫn'ug 

kpiba   See main entry: kpibir [N]. louse. 

kpibir [N]   Form: kpiba. n. a louse. 

kpid   Variant: kpidǫ. v. to be/become deaf. Ba na zaŋi ba nu'usi pin' ba nǤya,ka ba tțba kpid. 'They will lay their 

hands on their mouths and their ears will become deaf. [MIC 7:16] Fț tțba na kpid ka fț kț wțm suoraadin 

vuudǫ. 'Your ears will be deaf to the noise of the street.'. [ECC 12:4] Yǫlsțm bǫnǫ tțba banǫ pț wțmid bayǫțgǤ. 

Ba tțba kț kpidǫ. Blessed are those who don't listen to gossip. They will not become deaf. [Asaasim-] Etym: OV1 
*W ƲM (?? from '(not) hear') ; OVN *.KPID-  (compounded with "ear") . 

kpidǫ   See main entry: kpid. deaf. 

kpidig   Form: kpidigim!. Variant: kpidigimi!. v. to snatch sth. Note: force out of someone's grip m ǫǫnti zǤnǫ dǤl o (gbigim 

bǫǫ kunduŋ keŋ nwǫ' o ka kpidig pǫbil la o nǤǤrin 'I went after it (lion or a bear), struck it and rescued the sheep 
from its mouth'. [1SA 17:35] Lit: (lion or hyæna). Sim: kpig, kpik. Ka fț nif ya'a kǫ ka fț tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd, fțn 

kpidigimi li bas 'And if your eye causes you to sin, pluck it out.'. [MRK 9:47] Note: cf.: Fț nif ya'a kǫ ka fț tțm 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd, fțn kpikimi lii bas. 'And if your eye causes you to sin, gouge it out and throw it away.'. [MAT 18:9] 
Sim: fan'1 See: kpig; kpik. 

kpidigim!   See main entry: kpidig. snatch. 

kpidigimi!   See main entry: kpidig. snatch. 

kpiǫn   Form: kpiǫnnǫ. Form: kpiǫnd. Variant: kpiǫnda. Form: kpiǫnm!. Form: kpiǫnr. Variant: kpiǫnrǫ; kpiǫnrǫǫ. v. to 

dry up, become desiccated. Ka Noa da lǫn tțm dawan ye o gǤs ye ku'om la kpiǫn yaa? 'Then Noah sent out a 
dove to see whether the water on the earth had subsided.'. [GEN 8:8] Joodan kǤldaug ku'om la kpiǫn hali ka Israel 
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dim la wțsa ti lǤ'Ǥŋi naae la the water of the river Jordan dried up until all the Israelites had finished crossing. 

[JOS 5:1] ku'om linǫ pțbid kǤldabibisin la kpiǫnnǫ 'the streams of water have dried up'. [JOL 1:20] ku'om la da 

pin'ili kpiǫnd bi'el, bi'eli ti paae dabisa kǤbiga nǫ pisnu daar 'the water gradually went down for 150 days'. 

[GEN 8:3] pțpielim nwǫnǫ bulig kanǫ ka li ku'om pț kpiǫnda! 'and righteousness like a river that never goes dry'. 
[AMO 5:24] Manǫ yǫt ku'okanǫ zulim la ye li kpiǫnm 'I say to the deep waters, ‘Be dried up ... ’ '. [ISA 44:27] Ba 

nwǫnǫ kǤlkanǫ ku'om pț ya'asid kpiǫnrǫ. They are like a stream whose water dries up quickly. [JOB 6:15] Fț 

bǤǤdi ... nwǫnǫ zin'ikanǫ ka ku'om tansidi yit ka pț ya'asid kpiǫnrǫǫ? 'Will you be to me ... like a spring that 
fails?'. [JER 15:18] Sim: kțdig1, nwǫǫnlim, zǫndig, ziank1 ‘to be dry’; bar-bar ‘very dry’. 

kpiǫnd   See main entry: kpiǫn. dry up. 

kpiǫnda   See main entry: kpiǫn. dry up. 

kpiǫnm!   See main entry: kpiǫn. dry up. 

kpiǫnnǫ   See main entry: kpiǫn. dry up. 

kpiǫnr   See main entry: kpiǫn. dry up. 

kpiǫnrǫ   See main entry: kpiǫn. dry up. 

kpiǫnrǫǫ   See main entry: kpiǫn. dry up. 

kpie   See main entry: kpi'e1. near. 

kpienwg [W]   See main entry: -kpi'euŋ1. strong. 

kpig   Variant: kpigi. Form: kpigida. Form: kpigidnǫ. v. to put out sb.'s eyes. Ani ka Filistia dim la nyaŋ o ka kpig o 

nini la wțsa 'The Philistines captured him and put his eyes out.'. [JDG 16:21] li ya'a nyaŋidin, ya daa naan kpigi 

ya mǫŋ nini tisinim. 'you would have taken out your own eyes, if you could, and given them to me'. [GAL 4:15] 
Syn: kpik. 

kpigi   See main entry: kpig. put out [eyes]. 

kpigida   See main entry: kpig. put out [eyes]. 

kpigidnǫ   See main entry: kpig. put out [eyes]. 

kpi'a1   Form: kpi'es. Variant: kpi'esǫ; kpi'esi; kpi'ese. n. a neighbour. AgǤtib anǫ o kpi'a ka keŋ o yin Agotib was his 

neighbour and went to his house. [You-Do?] o ma daa tțm o ye o keŋ da' zǫnma'asa Asibi san'an na. Asibi anǫ 

ba kpi'a. His mother had sent him to buy vegetables from Asibi. Asibi was their neighbour. [Fire-] NǤpǤǤr bǫ onǫ 

tǤlis o kpi'a pǤǤg titǤndig kugir. 'Cursed is the man who moves his neighbour's boundary stone.'. [DEU 27:17] 
Zaba sǤb bǫlisid o kpi'a kpǫn'ǫsid o suobǫ'ǫdin. 'A violent man entices his neighbour and leads him down a 
path that is not good.'. [PRO 16:29] buudi la wțsa  – kpi'es nǫ diemnam nǫ sunzǤp ǫǫnti la'asnǫ dabǤǤgin the 

whole clan – neighbours, in laws and siblings gather at the funeral house. [Asaasim] m ki'e kuŋ ye ba faaǫmǫ bas 

ka kpi'es la zǤna sțŋim. I cried for help, and the neighbours ran up to help me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Kemi fț kpi'es la 

yaanǫ sǤs dțkzaala bǫdegț. 'Go to your neighbours and borrow as many empty jars as you can'. [2KI 4:3] Fț 

san'am Egipt dap, banǫ aan fț kpi'es 'You committed fornication with your ... neighbours, the Egyptians'. [EZK 

16:26] Kpi'esi ǫǫn kǫn Nimo san'an zaam na ye ba kaae o la. The neighbours used to come to visit Nimo in the 
evening. [Trouble] O pț mukid sǤ'ǤsǤ bǫǫ digil lauk ka nyaan pǫ'ǫŋ si'eli tis o kpi'esǫ. 'He does not oppress 
anyone or require a pledge for a loan.'. [EZK 18:16] o na buol o zuanam nǫ o kpi'esi yǫli ba ye ... 'he calls his 
friends and neighbours together and says ... '. [LUK 15:6] 

kpi'a2   Variant: kpi'e3; kpia.  Note: 2CH 3:10 Variant: kpia'.  Note: LEV 26:1 Form: kpi'ed1. Variant: kpi'edi. 

Form: kpi'em3!. Form: kpi'ǫb. Variant: kpi'eb; kpi'ebi. v. to carve, whittle, chip, hollow sth. out. Note: shape 

wood/stone with an axe etc. Ka Moses kpi'a kuglamma ayi' ka ba nwǫnǫ banǫ ka o daa kpi'a yiiga la 'So Moses 
chiselled out two stone tablets like the first ones'. [EXO 34:4] dapa anu banǫ da keŋ kaae teŋ la kpǫn' tempțțgin 

zaŋ ba'ar kanǫ ka ba kpi'a la The five men who had spied out the land went inside and took the carved image'. 

[JDG 18:17] Ba ...  da nǤk nwiis nǫ anzurifa baansi lǤǤ ga' zan'antǤlis banǫ ka ba kpi'e kugsțma maal la. 'tied 

by cords ...of fine purple linen to silver rings on marble columns'. [EST 1:6] Natiŋkpi'eŋ ya'a tǤn sǤ' o kpi'ed la tuo 

bțlig ka laafi kena. If someone has a boil, he takes shavings from the mortar and makes a poultice and it gets 
better. [Trees] Note: MA proposes o kpi'ednǫ kuk la tuo translating "he chips (I think the bark of the mahogany tree) and 
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pounds it into a paste and applies" Oholiyab ... an onǫ kpi'ed daad nǫ kuga, ka mi' la'ad la na gțl si'em 'Oholiab 

... a craftsman and designer'. [EXO 28:23] Kampinta la ... kpi'edi li nǫ lieŋ 'The carpenter ... carves it out with his 
tools'. [ISA 44:13] Kpi'em kuglamma ayi' wțț yiiga bțnam la 'Chisel out two stone tablets like the first ones'. [DEU 

10:1] onǫ mi' kpi'eb kpi'e li nǫ o lieŋ 'craftsman shapes it with his chisel'. [JER 10:3] SǤm Israel biribis yțda la 

wțț banǫ mi' kuga kpi'ebi maan si'em la niŋ kuglamma la ni 'Engrave the names of the sons of Israel on the 

two stones the way a gem cutter engraves a seal.'. [EXO 28:11] Nact: -kpi'eda. See: -kpi'ed. 

kpi'ǫb   See main entry: kpi'a2. carve. 

-kpi'ǫmmǫ   See main entry: -kpi'euŋ1. strong. 

kpi'ǫnǫ   See main entry: kpi'e1. near. 

kpi'e1   Variant: kpie. Form: kpi'en1. Variant: kpi'ǫnǫ. v. to be near. O nǤǤr nam pț lu teŋa ka sǤ' pțn gǫ'ǫŋ vaand la o 

nu'ugini zǤǤ keŋ yikanǫ kpi'e la ni. No sooner had he spoken than somebody grabbed the leaves from his hand 
and ran to a nearby house. [Trouble] nidib keŋ zin'in ani kpi'en atǫuk nǤǤrin la people came to live there by the 

sea shore. [EZK 26:17] banǫ kpiisid la yir kanǫ kpie Viisțg Za'anǤǤr la 'house of the temple servants and the 

merchants, opposite the Inspection Gate'. [NEH 3:31] li kǫ ka banǫ ka' Jew dim ka kpie nǫ ti la kț diisi ti nyannǫ 
it would give 'our enemies, the Gentiles' a chance to ridicule us. [NEH 5:9] Colloc: kpi'e nǫ1 X. Note: frequently written 

kpi'ǫnǫ in the Bible  O daa mi' ye dinǫ bǫ anǫ ba mǤr o zǤǤ keŋ sibiti ni amaa sibiti kanǫ kpi'e nǫ Bțgțr anǫ 

mǫǫl pii-nǫ-yi' sa. He knew that what ought to happen was that he should be taken quickly to hospital, but the 
nearest hospital to Bugri was 12 miles away. [Electricity] Ba daa keŋnǫ danyir kanǫ kpi'e nǫ da'a la ka daam 

kuosțg zin'ig la yǤ'Ǥg ka pu'a bǫǫ ani kuosid daam nǫ li buudi wțsa. They went to a drinking-bar which was 
near the market and the bar was open and the woman was there selling pito and all sorts of suchlike drinks. 

[Electricity] Ka o yir kpi'e nǫ atǫuk. 'whose house is by the sea'. [ACT 10:6] Fț bieri da an Samaria onǫ da zin' kpi'e 

nǫf ya-datiuŋ baba la 'Your older sister was Samaria, who lived to the north of you'. [EZK 16:46] Adu sǫbine 

kpi'en nǫ Siaka ka nya'am o tțbirin ye, 'NǤrakaŋa anǫ tinam bțnnǫ?' Adu bent over towards Siaka and 
whispered in his ear "Is that our cockerel?" [Trouble] o kǫ ka yțgțma la igini kpi'en nǫ bulig 'He had the camels 
kneel down near the well'. [GEN 24:11] PǤǤg la da kpi'enǫ Mamir teŋin. The field was near Mamre. [GEN 25:29] 
Sim: kpi'el; Cpart: lal ‘be far’. See: kpi'el.  Note: see ref. and link at ken3. 

kpi'e3   See main entry: kpi'a2. carve. 

kpi'eb   See main entry: kpi'a2. carve. 

kpi'ebi   See main entry: kpi'a2. carve. 

kpi'ed1   See main entry: kpi'a2. carve. 

-kpi'ed2  Variant: -kpi'eda. Form: -kpi'edib. n. a carver, whittler of ... Colloc: dakpi'edib ‘wood-workers’; 

InvNact: kpi'a2. See: kpi'a2. 

-kpi'eda   See main entry: -kpi'ed2. carver. 

kpi'edi   See main entry: kpi'a2. carve. 

-kpi'edib   See main entry: -kpi'ed2. carver. 

kpi'el   Variant: kpi'eli. Form: kpi'en2. Variant: kpi'enǫ. v. to be beside sth. Egipt dim la tu bulisi kpi'el nǫ kǤlis la paam 

ku'om nuud 'the Egyptians dug along the Nile to get drinking water'. [EXO 7:24] ba nǤk o keŋ mum kpi'el o sid 
'they carried her out and buried her beside her husband'. [ACT 5:10] NǤkimi wada gbauŋ kaŋa digili kpi'eli ya 

ZugsǤb Wina'am NǤnaar Daka la bǫ si'el la. 'Take this Book of the Law and place it beside the ark of the 

covenant of the Lord your God.'. [DEU 31:26] Sim: kpi'e1. See: kpi'e1. 

kpi'eli   See main entry: kpi'el. beside. 

kpi'em1  Form: kpi'emnam. Variant: kpi'emnama; kpi'emnamǫ. n. an elder. Note: someone of influence, power etc. Doesn’t 

necessarily have to do with age Modekaya lieb kpi'em 'The Greatness of Mordecai'. [EST 10:1 [heading]] La'an nǫ Juda 

da an kpi'em o ba'abiis la wțsa sțțgin ka tuongat yii o tuŋțn na la, Josef n da sț'țg bikpǫǫm faar la. 
'though Judah was the strongest of his brothers and a ruler came from him, the rights of the firstborn belonged to 

Joseph)'. [1CH 5:2] Mid ka ya kad saria nǫ zam ka ... zǤ kpi'em nif ka tis o bțțdǫ. 'Do not pervert justice; do not 

show ... favouritism to the great'. [LEV 19:15] o kpi'emnam la daa pț siak ye ba si'is ZugsǤb maanmaannib la 
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'the king's officials were not willing to raise a hand to strike the priests of the Lord.'. [1SA 22:17] 
Colloc: kpi'emnamin ‘to/amongst/from the elders’. pu'ab la na tisi ba sidib girima lin pin'il tadimnamin ti 

keŋ paae kpi'emnamin la 'all women, high and low alike, will give honour to their husbands'. [EST 1:20] 
Sim: kpǫǫm1. o keŋ maanmaan kpǫǫmnamin nǫ kpi'emnam banǫ gur Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir la san'an 'he 

went to the chief priests and temple guards'. [LUK 22:4] o da la'as Israel dim wțsa, ba kpǫǫmnam nǫ bțnkțd nǫ 

tuongatib nǫ sariakatib nǫ kpi'emnamǫ yǫli ba ye ... 'He summoned all Israel, their elders and heads of 
families, their judges and officers, and said to them ... '. [JOS 23:3] Cpart: tadim ‘commoner’. m zi'e kpǫla tu'asid 

man nyǫ si'eli tisidi ya, yanam banǫ an kpi'emnam nǫ tadimnam wțsa 'I stand here giving my witness to all, 

to small and great alike'. [ACT 6:22] ZugsǤba, sǤ' kae nwǫnǫ fțn ka na nyaŋi sțŋ tadimnam ba ya'a ti ye ba 

tț'țs kpi'emnama. 'O Lord, you can help a weak army as easily as a powerful one.'. [2CH 14:11] 

kpi'em2  Variant: kpi'ema1; kpi'emi; kpi'emaa. Form: kpi'emnǫ. v. to be strong, hard, brave. Baŋim ye zțnzǤŋ pț 

kpi'em nǫ o vǫ'ǫda Realise that a blind person is not stronger than the one who leads them. [Asaasim] pțțg saŋa la 

linǫ yǤ'Ǥgid du'asțŋ la ...  nǫ ku'osaalțg kanǫ kpi'em the time in the pregnancy when the birth canal is opening 
... with thick lubricant fluid. [Womens-Health] maliak ... mǤr ... baans linǫ tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba ka kpi'em hali o nu'ugin 
'an angel ... having ... in his hand a great chain'. [REV 20:1] ala ka sț'țlim la na bǫŋi kpi'em ka zin'isi'a pț 

kpi'ema 'part of the empire will be strong and part of it weak'. [DAN 2:42] Dinzug nǤkim tikanǫ daugț kpi'emi 

maal anrintita'ar. 'So make yourself an ark of cypress wood'. [GEN 6:14] Lit: take a tree whose wood is strong and 
make a big boat. KǤlibir kpi'emnǫ ka kț nyaŋi pie sț'țŋa A bottle is hard and can't be easily washed. 

[Breastfeeding] Ba widi tafǫǫd la kpi'emnǫ nwǫnǫ sataŋ nǫ 'Their horses' hooves are as hard as flint'. [ISA 5:28] 
Colloc: X sțnf kpi'em ‘X is brave’. o sțnf lǫǫ kpi'em ka o saam bǫǫ o ma zi' on nyǫ li zin'si'a he was brave, 
and neither his father nor his mother knew where he got it from. [Trouble] o ya'am lǫb na ka o sțnf kpi'em he 
revived and took courage. [GEN 45:27] Colloc: X zug kpi'em ‘X is stubborn’. Yanam banǫ zuti kpi'em, ka ya 

sțnya digilim ka ya tțba ziank la! 'How stubborn you are! ... How heathen your hearts, how deaf you are to 

God's message'. [ACT 7:51] Colloc: X ligidi kpi'em ‘X is expensive’. na'asaabugum la an sț'țm amaa li ligidi 

kpi'em hali electricity is good, but it's very expensive. [Electricity] Din ligidi kpi'emmǫ gaad banǫ ka m dǫŋi yǫlin 

la. These were even more expensive than the ones I mentioned before. [Shoeshine-Boy] M ... ligilif nǫ fubanǫ ligidi 

kpi'em I ...  covered you with costly garments'. [EZK 16:10] Colloc: kpi'em ye ‘dare to’. Etym: OVN *KPEM ; vc3 
*kpan . 

kpi'em3!   See main entry: kpi'a2. carve. 

kpi'ema1  See main entry: kpi'em2. hard. 

-kpi'ema2   See main entry: -kpi'euŋ1. strong. 

kpi'emaa   See main entry: kpi'em2. hard. 

kpi'emi   See main entry: kpi'em2. hard. 

-kpi'emis1   See main entry: -kpi'euŋ3. dry. 

-kpi'emis2   See main entry: -kpi'euŋ1. strong. 

kpi'emnam   See main entry: kpi'em1. elder. 

kpi'emnama   See main entry: kpi'em1. elder. 

kpi'emnamǫ  See main entry: kpi'em1. elder. 

kpi'emnǫ   See main entry: kpi'em2. hard. 

kpi'en1  See main entry: kpi'e1. near. 

kpi'en2  See main entry: kpi'el. beside. 

kpi'enǫ   See main entry: kpi'el. beside. 

kpi'eŋa   adv. strongly. SǤ' wțsa ti'ir da ti'e ye m na pian' kpi'eŋa. Everyone's expectation was that I should speak 

forcefully. [Shoeshine-Boy] Man da gandig kpi'eŋa ye "Fț gban'e ye bǤ?" I answered forcefully "What have you 

decided?" [Shoeshine-Boy] 'Fț na bǤǤdi fț lǫbi fț pugudib san'anǫǫ?' 'Ayei,' o lǫbis nǫ kpi'eŋa. 'Do you want to 
go back to your aunt?' 'No!' he answered fiercely. [Trouble] See: kpi'em2; kpi'euŋ1. 
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-kpi'eŋǤǤ   See main entry: -kpi'euŋ1. strong. 

kpi'es   See main entry: kpi'a1. neighbour. 

kpi'esǫ   See main entry: kpi'a1. neighbour. 

kpi'ese   See main entry: kpi'a1. neighbour. 

kpi'esi   See main entry: kpi'a1. neighbour. 

-kpi'euŋ1   Variant: -kpi'uŋ; -kpi'ǫmmǫ; -kpi'eŋǤǤ; kpienwg [W]. Form: -kpi'ema2. Variant: -kpi'emis2. adj. strong, 

hard. Ani ka m kpǫn wțm baa n wǫsid paǫn-paǫn nǫ kțkǤkpi'euŋ. Then I suddenly heard a dog barking loudly 

'rawf, rawf!'. [Shoeshine-Boy] linǫ san'am anǫ mam bǫn'ǫd la, n kț nyaŋi tțm tțțm kpi'ețŋ nannanna the only 
problem is that I am not well, and can't do heavy work at the moment. [Asaasim] KǤnsțŋ lǫo-lǫo nǫ vț'țs kpi'euŋ 

nǫ kțkǤya kțdigir na bǫ. There will be a hacking cough, difficult breathing and dryness of the throat. [Smoking] 
Nǫ'ǫŋa anǫ labakpi'euŋ! This is important news! [Trouble] Tabnut ya'a zǤnǫ bǫǫ o tțmmǫ tțțm kpi'eŋǤǤ, o pț 

ya'asid gǫǫnbǤ. If a smoker is running or working hard, it won't be long before he tires. [Smoking] David da kț 

Filistia niŋkpi'euŋ Goliyaf David killed the Philistine strongman Goliath. [1SA [introduction]] Egipt dim la da ... 

namisi ti hali, ka kǫ ka ti tțm tțțm kpi'ema. 'the Egyptians ... made us suffer, putting us to hard labour.'. [DEU 

26:6] o na kțț fț nidib la wțsa, ka fț zaŋguom kpi'ema la lu teŋin 'he will kill your people ... , and your strong 

pillars will fall to the ground'. [EZK 26:11] o da sa'ae nǫ kpi'emis ka du'am la zabir da wțm o hali 'she went into 
labour and gave birth, but was overcome by her labour pains'. [1SA 4:19] o da kena mak o nǫ bu'oskpi'ema 'she 
came to test him with hard questions'. [1KI 10:1] daam nǫ bțnnuudkpi'ema an sțm pito and strong drinks are 
good. [MIC 2:11] nǤk dakpi'ema linǫ yi Saipuros teŋin take strong timbers from Cyprus. [EXO 27:6] Note: especially 

in:- Colloc: sukpi'euŋ ‘courage’. Dau la daa maal sukpi'emmǫ buŋe ti keŋ paae nyǫnǫ on digi kaasid ye o 

siaa zabid. The man bravely sneaked to get to where he could see her lying crying that her 'waist' was hurting. 

[You-Heard?] Colloc: zukpi'euŋ ‘stubborn’. Ka sieba mǤr zukpi'euŋ ka pț siakǫ, ka pian'ad pian'ayǤǤd ZugsǤb 

suor la yǫla paalț. 'But some of them became obstinate; they refused to believe and publicly maligned the Way.'. 

[ACT 19:9] Ka zab nǫ ba, ban daa pț niŋ yadda, ka maal zukpi'euŋ ka pț siak banǫ daa nyǫǫ o ka o vțe la 

pian'ad la. 'he rebuked them for their lack of faith and their stubborn refusal to believe those who had seen him 
after he had risen.'. [MRK 16:14] Colloc: pu'akpi'euŋ ‘woman married by elopement [W]’; sian'akpi'euŋ ‘dense 
bush’. O da bǫnǫ siankpǫŋin la o kǤn'kǤn'. He was all alone in a wilderness. [Trouble] See: kpi'em2; sțnkpi'euŋ; 

yǫlkpi'euŋ; zugkpi'ețŋ. 

kpi'euŋ2   Variant: kpe'uŋ. n. strength. Ba da tis kpǫǫmnam la nǫ kpi'euŋ ye ba gǤs ka biis la piisid dǤǤdin la nǫ yiiŋ 

paalț la wțsa. They gave the seniors authority to see that the boys swept the rooms and all the area outside. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] li kț sțŋ nǫ o kpi'euŋ la, ka diis o bi'emnam nyan ma'aa nǫ it wouldn't help his strength, but 
only put his enemies to shame. [Trouble] O da pa'an nidib la nǫ kpi'euŋ, ka li ka' wțț gbauŋmi'idibi pa'an si'em 

laa. ' he taught them as one who had authority, not as the teachers of the law'. [MRK 1:22] (li) na an KarimdǤǤg kanǫ 

mǤr kpi'euŋ (it) will be a Church which has power. [Bible-Study] Sim: -kpi'euŋ1 ‘[adj.]’; paŋ1. See: kpi'em2; 

-kpi'euŋ1; pu'akpi'euŋ. 

-kpi'euŋ3   Form: -kpi'emis1. adj. dry. Kem gǤs; li dig anina wțț dakpi'emis nǫ. Go and look; they are lying around 

there like dry twigs. [Trouble] KǤnbkpi'emis bǤn'Ǥg 'The Valley of Dry Bones'. [EZK 37:1 [heading]] bugum na dii 

ba nwǫnǫ gǤn'Ǥs nǫ mǤkpi'emis nǫ. 'they will be consumed like dry stubble'. [NAM 1:10] Ba ... kțdigi nwǫnǫ 

dakpi'emis nǫ they have 'become as dry as a stick'. [LAM 4:8] Nimo yis nya'akpi'emis ayi' o la'adin la, bakki li 

tabil kisa la ni. Nimo took out two dried roots from her equipment and ground them and applied them to the cuts. 

[Trouble] ZugsǤb la da dǤlisnǫ ... nǤdi'es Ezikil san'anǫ yǫli zi'el ye o na tis o nidib Israel dim nyǤvțr nǫ paŋ 

bane ka o da mak wțț kǤnbkpi'emis la The Lord spoke through the prophet Ezekiel saying that he would give 
his people life and power which were symbolised by the dry bones. [Bible-Study] nǤk ninsaal binkpi'emisi nyu'oe 

bugum maali li 'You are to build a fire out of dried human excrement' and cook it (food). [EZK 4:12] fțn kabigim 

ku'om Nail mu'arin la bu'oe bas teŋ kpi'emisin 'take some water from the Nile and pour it on the ground'. [EXO 

4:9] Cpart: -ma'asir2. Ba ya'a niŋid tima'asir anwa, ba na niŋ tikpi'euŋ wala? 'For if such things as these are 
done when the wood is green, what will happen when it is dry?'. [LUK 23:31] O mǫ da nu tikanǫ wala ka ba mǤri 

maan daam la ku'om, bǫǫ o dii li bțmma'asa bǫǫ li bțnkpi'emisǫ 'They shall not drink any kind of drink made 
from grapes or eat any grapes or raisins.'. [NUM 6:3] Lit: He must not drink the juice of the fruits they make liquor 
out of, nor eat them whether fresh or dried.. 
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kpi'euŋ4   See main entry: kpǫuŋ. seniority. 

kpi'i   id. violent, sharp (as 'a sharp blow'). Ka Goma tis Adu tampiank kpi'i ka tuuns o tabil zaŋguom la. And Goma 
gave Adu a sharp blow and pinned him to the wall. [Trouble] 

kpi'ilim   Form: kpi'ilțŋ. Variant: kpi'ilțŋț. v. to complete sth., be the end, come to an end. Ofori buol yț'țkanǫ kpi'ilim 

yțda gbauŋțn la. Ofori read out the name that was at the end of the register. [Trouble] banǫ tǤlim anzurifanam la 

wțsa mǫ na kpi'ilim 'the dealers in silver are all wiped out'. [ZEP 1:11] Zaba na ...  kǫ ka ba gban'abǫ'ǫd la wțsa 

kpi'ilim 'War will ... ' '... put an end to their plans'. [HOS 11:6] Jehu da niŋ si'em la kpi'ilim Baal maalțg Israel 

teŋin la wțsa. 'So Jehu destroyed Baal worship in Israel.'. [2KI 10:28] Na'ab la saria kadibi la ka dinǫ mǫ aan li 

kpi'ilțŋ. That was the chief's verdict, and that was the end of the matter. [Trouble] Sț'țlim la sakurnam pisi la n 

da kpa'ad taaba nǫ nǤŋgbannwa'ar la kpi'ilțŋț la. Twenty schools of the Region competed in the debating 
final. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

kpi'ilțŋ   See main entry: kpi'ilim. end [ be the ~]. 

kpi'ilțŋț   See main entry: kpi'ilim. end [ be the ~]. 

kpi'im1  Variant: kpi'imi. Form: kpi'imnam. Variant: kpinam; kpi'imnama; kpi'imnamaa; kpi'imma; kpi'ima. 

Form: kpi'im-2. n. a corpse, ancestor, ghost, dead person. Note: one who is dead O tiim la ya'a daa kae, anwaa m 

biig nwa aannǫ kpi'im. If his medicine was not available, then my child would be dead. [Trouble] Pita yisi ba 

wțsa yiŋ, ka igini sǤs Wina'am ka yǫl kpi'im la ye, “Tabita, duom.” 'Peter put them all out of the room, and 
knelt down and prayed; then he turned to the body and said, “Tabitha, get up!”'. [ACT 9:40] DǤl mam ka kǫ ka 

kpi'im su'a ba kpi'im taaba. 'Follow me, and let the dead bury their own dead.'. [MAT 8:22] Li na nwǫnǫ kpi'imi 

lǫn vț'țg kumin na. 'It will be life for the dead!'. [ROM 11:15] Kpǫǫm yimir pț nyǫt kpi'imma. One elder doesn't 
consult the ancestors. [Proverb 091] Azi'-Kpinam kpiidnǫ ka tǫnbid. Messrs. 'Never-Died' have a struggle in 
dying. [Proverb 242] Kukpangbigila pț mǤǤdnǫ kpi'imma. Even someone with strong arms can't wrestle with the 
dead. [Asaasim Proverb] Kpi'imnam kae, ka bǤǤ nwǫ'ǫd gingana la? If there are no Elders [dead ancestors], then 

what is beating the drums? [Proverb 065] Kpi'imnam ayi' dig gadțg zug Two corpses were lying on the bed. 

[Trouble] Ba zin'inǫ yaadin yț'țŋ-yț'țŋ n gu'usidi bǤǤd sțŋir kpi'imnam san'an. 'At night they go to caves and 
tombs to consult the spirits of the dead.'. [ISA 65:4] Lit: wanting help from. Da kǫ ka ...  o maan si'elnam dinǫ 

buon ka sǤnsid nǫ kikiris nǫ kpi'imnama. 'Let no one be found ... who casts spells or traffics with ghosts and 

spirits'. [DEU 18:10-11] Fț nǤkidi fț nyalima la pa'an kpi'imnamaa? 'Do you show your wonders to the dead?'. 

[PSA 88:10] Colloc: kpi'im1(nam) teŋ1 ‘the land of the dead’. Ka Adu yț'țn na dǤl o Saam nǫ o Ma nǫ o tațn keŋ 

kpi'im-teŋ. And then Adu would follow his father and his mother and his sister to the land of the dead. [Trouble] 
Kpi'im teŋ nǫ aba'as-yǤri diginǫ ZugsǤb la tuon Death and Destruction lie open before the Lord. [PRO 15:11] Fț 

nan mi' nyǫ kpi'im teŋ kțlisǫǫ? 'Have you seen the gates of the shadow of death?'. [JOB 38:17] Kpi'im teŋ wțsa 

dam ya 'The grave below is all astir'. [ISA 14:9] Bǫǫ da yǫli fț mǫŋ ye, anǤ'Ǥnǫ na sig kpi'imnam teŋinǫ? 'Nor are 
you to ask, Who will go down into the world below?'. [ROM 10:7] Sim: kpiilțŋ, silinsiiug. See: kpi. 

kpi'im-2   See main entry: kpi'im1. dead. 

kpi'ima   See main entry: kpi'im1. dead. 

kpi'imi   See main entry: kpi'im1. dead. 

kpi'imma   See main entry: kpi'im1. dead. 

kpi'imnam   See main entry: kpi'im1. dead. 

kpi'imnama   See main entry: kpi'im1. dead. 

kpi'imnamaa   See main entry: kpi'im1. dead. 

-kpi'uŋ   See main entry: -kpi'euŋ1. strong. 

kpik   Form: kpikim!. Variant: kpikimi!. v. to put out sb.'s eyes. Syn: kpig, kpidig. Fț nif ya'a kǫ ka fț tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd, 

fțn kpikimi lii bas. 'And if your eye causes you to sin, gouge it out and throw it away.'. [MAT 18:9] Note: cf.: Ka fț 

nif ya'a kǫ ka fț tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd, fțn kpidigimi li bas 'And if your eye causes you to sin, pluck it out.'. [MRK 9:47] 

kpikim!  See main entry: kpik. put out [eyes]. 
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kpikimi!   See main entry: kpik. put out [eyes]. 

kpikpǫliŋ   See main entry: kțkpǫliŋ. cry. 

kpikpǫlis   See main entry: kțkpǫliŋ. cry. 

kpikpǫmis   See main entry: kpikpǫŋ. outside. 

kpikpǫŋ  Note: 63x in SC, not in texts Variant: kpikpǫŋi; kʋkpɛŋ.  Note: 7x in texts, not in SC Variant: kpʋkpɛŋ; kpukpeŋ. 

Form: kpikpǫmis.  Note: 14x in SC, not in texts Form: kțkpǫmis. Variant: kukpemis; kțkpǫmisǫ.  Note: 1x in texts 
adv. outside, beside, edge, corner. asǫǫ ba mǤri lii yi la'asțg zin'ig la kpikpǫŋ 'he must take outside the camp'. 

[LEV 4:12] Ka Rakǫl kpi ka ba mum o suor linǫ ken Efirata teŋin kpikpǫŋ 'So Rachel died and was buried on the 
way to Ephrath'. [GEN 35:19] Lit: beside the road that goes. ba da'ae burikinnamǫ bas kpikpǫŋ sa 'honesty is kept 

outside'. [ISA 59:14] Lit: they push honest people off to the side. Ka ban nǫ ba pu'ab nǫ ba biis wțsa bieli ti yi teŋ 

la kpikpǫŋ. 'All the disciples and their wives and children accompanied us out of the city'. [ACT 21:5] (o da) mǤr 

na'araug la gbauŋ ... la wțsa yi teŋ la kpikpǫŋi nyu'oe 'the bull with its hide ... he burned up outside the camp'. 
[LEV 8:17] maal gțțdiŋ ka li duoe gǤla nwǫnǫ iila nǫ maan daka la kpikpǫmis anaasi la make a projection 
going up like horns on the four corners of the altar. [EXO 27:2] Dunia kpikpǫmis wțsa na ti wțm 'From the ends of 

the earth we hear'. [ISA 24:16] DǤbanǫ bǫ kpikpǫmis la da anǫ girimbisanam ka sțn'e zin'isa atan', ka sțn'țlțg 

wțsa mǤr dǤǤd pistan'. 'The side rooms were on three levels, one above another, thirty on each level.'. [EZK 41:6] 
Daar yinne ka ti da gǤǤnd tempțțg la kʋkpɛŋ zaalim-zaalim One day when we were wandering aimlessly 

round the town. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka o yț'țn pigisidi wa'ae bu'ati bǫdir linǫ zi'e zak la kʋkpɛŋ la. And he crept 

over to the big bucket that stood at the side of the yard. [Trouble] Onǫ ka'e ni'im sǫn'ǫdnǫ kʋkpɛŋ. The meat of 

someone who is not there is put on the edge of the grill.  [Proverb 221] Sisi'em la da kǤ'Ǥg tiwǤk kanǫ zi'e suor 

kʋkpɛŋ la wil. The storm had broken off the branch of a tall tree beside the road. [Trouble] DǤbanǫ bǫ kpikpǫmis 

la da anǫ girimbisanam ka sțn'e zin'isa atan' 'The side rooms were on three levels, one above another'. [EZK 41:6] 
DǤbanǫ bǫ kpikpǫmisi gilig la da paas nǫ yalțŋ sțn'țlțg wțsa ni. 'The side rooms all around the temple were 

wider at each successive level.'. [EZK 47:7] Teŋ la kpǫm da sa'an ye nidib da kpiisid suor kʋkpɛmisɛ The village 

headman warned that people were trading on the verges of the road. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: kpǫŋ2. 

kpikpǫŋi   See main entry: kpikpǫŋ. outside. 

kpikpǫțŋ   Variant: kțkpiuŋ; kțkpiŋ. n. trade, trading. Ka man lǫǫ kena bǤǤd ligidi bi'el ye m maal kțkpiuŋ I've just 

come here wanting a little money so that I can trade. [Trouble] pu'ab na paam zi'esim kțkpiuŋ nǫ arezak zin'igin 

teŋgbauŋ la pțțgin 'to integrate fully women into the mainstream of economic development of the country'. 

[Constitution] Kțkpiŋ ya'a ti an sțm ba na yi dabisa pamm ka gbǫǫnd temkpǫmis nǫ tempțțdin. If trade is 

good, they go off for a number of days to stay in the villages and towns. [Trouble] See: kpimis. 

kpikpinkpin   Variant: kʋkpinkpinɛ. Form: kpikpinkpinnib. n. a trader. Atiig ma yț'țri an Alaamisi ka o an 

kpikpinkpin. Atiig's mother was called Alaamisi and she was a trader. [Fire] Fț anǫ kpikpinkpin ... ? Are you a 

trader ... ? [Tax] Wina'am sț'țlim nwǫnǫ kpikpinkpin onǫ ieed kugvǫnla banǫ ka ba buon pǫǫl la. 'Again, the 

kingdom of heaven is like a merchant looking for fine pearls.'. [MAT 13:4] Wina'am sǤ'Ǥlim wǫnnǫ kʋkpinkpinɛ 

onǫ ied kugvǫnla ban ka ba buon pǫǫl la the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant looking for fine pearls. [MAT 

13:45[original New Testament]] Kpikpinkpinnib la tțțma la da kǫnǫ ka tempțțg la dian' hali. The traders' work 

made the city very dirty. [Shoeshine-Boy] Kpikpinkpinnib banǫ ban'adi ba yțgțma ya'a kena If 'caravans' come. 

[JOB 6:18] Lit: traders that ride their camels. Ka dunia kpikpinkpinnib mǫ kaas ka fabil o zug, sǤ' kae na lǫn da' 

ba la'ad la zug. The merchants of the earth also cry and mourn for her, because no one buys their goods any 
longer. [REV 18:11] InvNact: kpimis; Nabstr: kpikpiŋ. See: kpimis. 

kpikpinkpinnib   See main entry: kpikpinkpin. trader. 

kpikpiŋ  Variant: kʋkpiŋ. n. trade, trading. O mi' ye o kpikpiŋ an sțm ka li tisid o nyǤǤd 'She sees that her trading is 

profitable'. [PRO 31:18] Fț tțțmbǫ'ǫd nǫ fț zam kpikpiŋ lakǫ ka fț san'ami fț winpț'țsțm dǤǤd la 'By your 
many sins and dishonest trade you have desecrated your sanctuaries.'. [EZK 28:18] Kțkpiŋ ya'a ti an sțm ba na yi 

dabisa pamm ka gbǫǫnd temkpǫmis nǫ tempțțdin. If the trading was good they would go off for a number of 
days and stay in the villages and towns. [Trouble] InvNabstr: kpimis, kpiis2 ; kpikpinkpin ‘to trade; trader’. 
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See: kpikpinkpin; kpimis. 

kpilim   Variant: kpilum; kpilimi. Form: kpilimnǫ. v. to roll up, fold sth. Ka o kpilim gbauŋ la lǫbisi tis onǫ gur gbana la, 

ka zin'in. 'Then he rolled up the scroll, gave it back to the attendant and sat down.'. [LUK 4:20] ba kpilimi li wțsa 

zii lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤldabțmbǤk la gaad they wrap it all up and carry it across the river valley. [ISA 15:7] Kǫl ka li kpilima 

abțyi' ka li an makț 'It is to be square and folded double'. [EXO 28:16] Li da kpilimnǫ abțyi' ka li wa'alim nǫ li 

yalțŋ zem taaba 'It was square and folded double'. [EXO 39:9] Cpart: idig. gbauŋ kpilim bǫ nu'ug la pțțg. Ka o 

idigi li m tuon a rolled-up scroll was in his hand. And he opened it in my presence. [EZK 2:9-10] 

kpilimi   See main entry: kpilim. fold. 

kpilimnǫ   See main entry: kpilim. fold. 

kpilum   See main entry: kpilim. fold. 

kpimis   Variant: kpimisi. Form: kpimisid. Variant: kpimisidi. v. to trade, be a merchant. Fț da kpimisi gilig zin'ig wțsa 
You traded around everywhere. [EZK 28:16] Nact: kpikpinkpin; Nabstr: kpikpiŋ. See: kpikpiŋ; kpikpinkpin; 

kpiis2. 

kpimisi   See main entry: kpimis. trade. 

kpimisid   See main entry: kpimis. trade. 

kpimisidi  See main entry: kpimis. trade. 

kpin1   Form: kpinnǫ. Variant: kpinne. v. to be near, related to. Nid pț kpin nǫ nwaaŋ ka o duor ya'anid tiiga. A person 

is not related to a monkey and his stick stays in a tree. [Proverb 052] O sǤb daa anǫ onǫ kpin nǫ ba hali This person 
was one who is very closely related to them. [AIDS-II] Fț mǤr nidib teŋ nwa' pțțgin banǫ aan fț diemnam bǫǫ 

fț biribis bǫǫ fț bipumis bǫǫ fțn kpin sieba? 'Have you anyone here, sons-in-law, sons, or daughters, or anyone 
else belonging to you in the city?'. [GEN 19:12] Modekaya paae Na'ab la tuon, bǤzugǤ Esta da pa'al ban kpin 

si'em. 'Mordecai came into the presence of the king, for Esther had told how he was related to her.'. [EST 8:1] 
Isimael onǫ ... kpin nǫ na'adǤǤg la, da dǤl dap piiga na kț Gedalaya. 'Ishmael ... who was of royal blood, 
came with ten men and assassinated Gedaliah'. [2KI 25:25] O saam kpǫǫm ... bǫǫ onǫ kpinnǫ ba tuŋ la, bǫǫ o mǫŋ 

ya'a paam ligidi, o na nyaŋi yǤ ka di'e o mǫŋ. 'An uncle or any blood relative in his clan may redeem him. Or if 

he prospers, he may redeem himself.'. [LEV 25:49] Nabstr: kpinnim. See: kpin2. 

kpin2   n. a near relative. Amaa o da dian'a o mǫŋi o pu'a kpin sǤ' kum yǫlaa. 'He must not make himself unclean for 

people related to him by marriage, and so defile himself.'. [LEV 21:4] Nabstr: kpinnim. See: kpin1. 

kpinam   See main entry: kpi'im1. dead. 

kpinǫ   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpine   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpinǫǫ   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpinee   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpin'ini   See main entry: kpan'țŋ. guineafowl. 

kpin'inn   See main entry: kpan'țŋ. guineafowl. 

kpinnǫ   See main entry: kpin1. related [be]. 

kpinne   See main entry: kpin1. related [be]. 

kpinnim   n. 1 • business with ... Ya ka' kpinnim nǫ ZugsǤb laa! 'You have no share in the Lord.'. [JOS 22:27] 
2 • a close relationship. Ti mǫ bǤǤd ye ti mǤr kpinnim nǫ zuod nǫ sumalisim nǫ nidib nǫ tǫǫns wțsa dunia 

nwa ni. We also wish to maintain relations and friendship and peace with all peoples and nations in the world. 

[Constitution] Sim: kpiinr. tinam nǫ Wina'am kpinnim la ... taasidi ti kpiinr nǫ ninsieba, li ba' ka' ban an si'em. 
our kinship with God ... brings us into kinship with people, whoever they are. [Trouble] InvNabstr: kpin1, kpin2, 

kpiinr. See: kpin1; kpin2. 

kpiŋilim   id. clang! ("Sound made by whatever falls down, mostly metallic objects" [MA]). Saa-saa-saa ka bas ka li lu 

kpiŋilim ka lǫn tiak arakǤn' la "Saa, saa, saa!" and stopped, and it fell down clang! and again changed once. 
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[You-Do?] 

kpirig1   v. to be dislocated. o da si'isnǫ Jakob kpiilțg ka kǫ ka li kpirig 'he struck Jacob on the hip, and it was thrown out 
of joint'. [GEN 32:25] 

kpirig2   v. to snap together (as: a trap). baŋ na nyaŋi kpirig teŋin ka si'el pț nǤǤ lii? 'Does a trap spring up from the earth 
when there is nothing to catch?'. [AMO 3:5] 

kpisig   Form: kpisis. n. tree [sp.], ackee-apple tree. Blighia sapida. 

kpisimkpi'ir   See main entry: kpisiŋkpi'ir. convulsions. 

kpisinkpil1   Variant: kpisiŋkpil. Form: kpisinkpila. Form: kpisinkpil-2. n. a fist, punch. Sțnfț ǫǫnti mu'oe ka ba nwǫ' 

yugudir nǫ kpisinkpil. If you get too angry you'll even punch a hedgehog. [Proverb 270] 'BțŋkǤnbyǤǤg,' o tans 

Adu ka nwǫ' o zug nǫ kpisinkpil. 'Useless animal!' he yelled at Adu, and punched his head. [Trouble] Fț biribis, 

nǫ fț pu'ab, nǫ linǫ wțsa aan fț din, o na nwǫ' ba kpisinkpil tita'ar. he 'is about to strike your people, your 
sons, your wives and everything that is yours, with a heavy blow.'. [2CH 21:14] Ka ba tțbis nintǤǤndi mad o 

nindaa, ka nwǫ' o nǫ kpisinkpila. 'Then they spat in his face and struck him with their fists'. [MAT 26:67] o ... 

nwǫ'ǫdi ba nǫ kpisinkpila nǫ o mǫŋ nu'ug 'he fights them in battle with the blows of his arm'. [ISA 30:32] 

kpisinkpil-2   See main entry: kpisinkpil1. fist. 

kpisinkpila  See main entry: kpisinkpil1. fist. 

kpisiŋkpi'ir   Variant: kpisimkpi'ir. n. convulsions, epilepsy. Pu'abanǫ pț paae yțțm pisi tun'e paam yǫlbama: 

Kpisiŋkpi'ir. Women under 20 can have these conditions: convulsions. [Womens-Health] Colloc: lu kpisiŋkpi'ir ‘to 
have epilepsy, convulsions’. Kpisiŋkpi'ir liig, hali li tun'e ta'as kum. Having convulsions can even be fatal. 

[Womens-Health] o lutnǫ kpisiŋkpi'ir ka li namisid o hali 'He has seizures and is suffering greatly.'. [MAT 17:15] 
Colloc: kpisiŋkpi'ir sǤb3/daan1/dim1. kikirig la kǫ ka dau la lu wțț kpisiŋkpi'ir sǤb nǫ 'The unclean spirit 
threw the man into convulsions'. [MRK 1:26] Lit: made the man fall like someone with epilepsy. Yesu ti'eb 

kpisiŋkpi'ir daan Jesus Heals an Epileptic. [MAT 17:14 (heading)] banǫ ka ba niŋgbina zabid hali nǫ banǫ ka 

kikiris dǤlli ba nǫ kpisiŋkpi'ir dim nǫ pǤnda 'people with demons, and epileptics, and paralytics'. [MAT 4:24] 

kpisiŋkpil  See main entry: kpisinkpil1. fist. 

kpisis   See main entry: kpisig. tree [sp.] 

kpiu-kpiu   id. thud-thud! [sound of pounding heart]. Colloc: tua kpiu-kpiu. Ka Adu sțnsțnf tuod kpiu-kpiu nǫ 

dabiem And Adu's heart pounded with fear. [Trouble] m sțțnr tuod kpiu-kpiu 'my heart pounded'. [HAB 3:16] 

kpiya   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpiyaa   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpiib   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpiibig   Variant: kpiibiga. Form: kpiibis. Variant: kpiibisǫ; kpiibisǫǫ. n. an orphan, fatherless child. Kpiibig zugsțŋ ka 

biim pǫ'ǫl dțk. Orphan's good luck when the broth fills the pot. [Proverb 066] onǫ bas o mǫŋ ka pț bǤǤd tțțma 

na lieb faradaanǫ nwǫnǫ kpiibig nǫ anyone who lets himself go and doesn't want to work will become a poor 
person like an orphan. [You-Heard?] Ama pț mǤr du'adiba. On mǫ anǫ kpiibig wțț Adu Ama didn't have any 

parents, she was an orphan like Adu. [Trouble] Kpiibgǫdțg, kpiibig, kpiibig; bizǤlțgǤǤ, gǤm bțbil. Stupid 
orphan, orphan, orphan, foolish boy, look to the goat-kid! [Trouble] O da baŋi li gbin ye Wina'am biig kae an 

kpiibiga. He realised that no child of God is an orphan. [Trouble] NǤpǤǤr bǫ nǫ onǫ ka saan bǫǫ kpiibig bǫǫ 

pțkǤǤnr mǤr bțțd ka o mǤŋ o. 'Cursed is the man who withholds justice from the alien, the fatherless or the 

widow.'. [DEU 27:19] Da ... kuaa kpǫn' kpiibig pǤǤginǫ 'Do not ... encroach on the fields of the fatherless'. [PRO 

23:10] M yaaba, man anǫ pțkǤǤnr nǫ m kpiibis ka kǫn pǤǤgțn nwa na ye ti tțm ka paam diib. 'Sir, I am a 
widowed mother and came to this farm to work to get some food. [You-Heard?] Li anǫ fțn san'an ka kpiibis nyǫt 

nimbaanlzǤǤr. 'for in you the fatherless find compassion'. [HOS 14:3] Ti ZugsǤb Yesu Kristo pț basi ti wțț 

kpiibisǫ Our Lord Jesus Christ won't leave us as orphans. [Bible-Study] Ba pț pian'adi sțŋid kpiibisǫ 'They do not 
defend the cause of the fatherless'. [ISA 1:23] M da diti m kǤn' ka zan'as ye m kț sțŋ kpiibisǫǫ? Did I eat by 
myself and refuse to help the fatherless? [JOB 31:17] 

kpiibiga   See main entry: kpiibig. orphan. 
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kpiibis   See main entry: kpiibig. orphan. 

kpiibisǫ   See main entry: kpiibig. orphan. 

kpiibisǫǫ  See main entry: kpiibig. orphan. 

kpiid1   Variant: kpiidi2. v. to yell. biis la duoe dǤǤdin la ian'adi kpiid nǫ sumalisim. the children in the rooms got up 

and shouted out with joy. [Trouble] Boye da dǫŋi wțm nidib babig kțkǤr kpiidi ba ya' la baba. Boye began to 
hear the sound of many people shouting by their houses. [Trouble] La'an nǫ ban kpiidi m tțba nii bǫllim la, m kț 

wțm tisi baa. 'Loudly though they cry to me, I shall not listen'. [EZK 8:18] Sim: tans. 

kpiid2   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpiida   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpiidi2   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpiidi2   See main entry: kpiid1. yell. 

kpiidnǫ   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpiidne   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpiig1   Variant: kpiigǫ. Form: kpiigid. Variant: kpiigida; kpiigidi. Form: kpiigidnǫ. Form: kpiigir. v. to extinguish, go out 

(as: fire). BǤzugǤ fț anǫ fitiri tis Israel dim ka fț ya'a kpi fitir la na kpiig. Because you are the lamp of the 
Israelites and if you die the lamp will go out. [2SA 21:17] ba mǤr ... kpaam ... na ka ba nyu'oe fita la ka li dit 

saŋa wțsa ka kț kpiigǫ they 'bring ... oil ... for the light so that the lamps may be kept burning continually'. [LEV 

24:2] Bu'omi ya kpaam la tisi ti; ka ti fita kpiigidnǫ. 'Give us some of your oil; our lamps are going out.'. [MAT 

25:8] bugum kpiig ‘fire is extinguished, quenched’. o sǤs ZugsǤb la ka bugum la kpiig 'he prayed to the Lord 
and the fire died down'. [NUM 11:2] Ba daa kpa'ae ku'om tud takoro la ni amaa bugum la daa pț kpiigǫ. They 
poured water through the window but the fire wasn't put out. [Fire] Ba daa paae na ka bugum la pțn kpiigi naae. 
They got there and the fire was already out. [Fire] anǤ'Ǥnǫ na kpǫm bǫ nǫ bugum linǫ dit ka pț kpiigid la? 'Who 
of us can dwell with everlasting burning?'. [ISA 34:14] 'O ... na ...  nyu'oe udug la nǫ bugum linǫ pț kpiigida.' 'he 
will burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire.'. [LUK 3:17] ZugsǤb la na an nǫǫsim linǫ pț kpiigidi tisi ya 'the 
Lord will be your everlasting light'. [ISA 60:19] ban paae la ka bugum la bǤǤdi kpiigir when they got there the fire 
was nearly out. [Fire] Caus: kpiis1. See: kpi; kpiis1. 

kpiig2   n. umbilical hernia, 'hernia' [Gh.] Dau la daa mǤr kpiig ka keŋ sibiti ka du'ata yisi li. The man had a hernia and 
went to the hospital and the doctor removed it (operated on him). [MA] 

kpiigǫ   See main entry: kpiig1. extinguish. 

kpiigid   See main entry: kpiig1. extinguish. 

kpiigida   See main entry: kpiig1. extinguish. 

kpiigidi  See main entry: kpiig1. extinguish. 

kpiigidnǫ   See main entry: kpiig1. extinguish. 

kpiigir   See main entry: kpiig1. extinguish. 

kpiila   See main entry: kpiilțg. hip. 

-kpiilima   See main entry: -kpiilțŋ2. dead, paralysed. 

kpiilsun'ur   n. hip joint. Israel nid pț Ǥnbid ni'im giinla linǫ gban'e kpiilsun'ur la, bǤzugǤ ani ka ba da si'is Jakob ka 

o wabilim 'the descendants of Israel do not eat the muscle which is on the hip joint, because it was on this muscle 

that Jacob was struck'. [GEN 32:32] See: kpiilțg. 

kpiilțg   Variant: kpiilug. Form: kpiila. n. hip. o da si'isnǫ Jakob kpiilțg ka kǫ ka li kpirig 'he struck Jacob on the hip, and 

it was thrown out of joint. [GEN 32:25] Ka winnigi da dțt na la ka o gaad Peniel ka kpǫ'ǫsid; o kpiilțg la zug. 
'The sun rose above him as he passed Peniel, and he was limping because of his hip.'. [GEN 32:31] See: kpiilsun'ur. 

kpiilțŋ1   Variant: kpiiluŋ. n. a dead thing, corpse. Sim: kpi'im1. See: kpi. 

-kpiilțŋ2   Note: 24x in SC Variant: -kpiiluŋ2.  Note: 3x in SC Variant: -kpiiluŋț. Form: -kpiilima. adj. 1 • dead. Walkpiiluŋ 
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pț wțm vțnlțŋun. A dead antelope won't feel the singeing. [Asaasim  Proverb] Note: Revised by TN, MA commented 

"I can’t make sense of " the original with ' vuoluŋun ' Bțkpiilțŋ pț zǤt sț'țgǤ. A dead goat does not fear a knife. [MA] 
Ayei, biribiŋ kanǫ vțe la anǫ mam biig, bikpiilțŋ la aan fț din! 'No! The dead child is yours, and the living one 
is mine!'. [1KI 3:22] Mam aan anǤ'Ǥn ka Israel dim na'ab la yina kati ma? Man kanǫ nwǫnǫ bakpiilțŋ 'Against 

whom has the king of Israel come out? Whom are you pursuing? A dead dog?'. [1SA 24:14] Amaa o da pț yǫli ba 

ye o taab siind la nǫ gbigim kpiiluŋț nǫ. But he did not tell them that he had taken the honey from the lion's 
carcass. [JDG 14:9] BǤzug ka ba nam kpǫm mum na'akpiilima nǫ sanlima ... ? Why do they bury dead chiefs 
with gold ... ? [Trouble] Tikpiilima nya'a nǫ kǤnbkpiilima gbana ka ba mǤri kǫt ka Suntaana maliaka bǫ'ǫd 

na'ab la mǤri ti namisid dunia kaŋa ni. They use the roots of dead trees and the skins of dead animals to make 
Satan the king of evil angels afflict us in this world. [Three-Problems] Ya mi' ye yanamǫ daa nan ka' yadda niŋidib 

la, ba'a kpiilima daa mǤri ya dǤl suobǫ'ǫdin. 'You know that while you were still heathen, you were led astray 
in many ways to the worship of lifeless idols.'. [1CO 12:2] Ninkpiilima la na dig ala 'Dead bodies are scattered 

everywhere'. [JER 9:22] Colloc: -kpiilțŋin ‘to/at/from a dead ...’. o da ... nyǫ gbigim kpiiluŋ la, ka siins bǫ 

gbigim kpiiluŋin la ka siind mǫ bǫ. he saw 'the lion's carcass. In it was a swarm of bees and some honey,'. [JDG 

14:8] Colloc: bțnkpiilțŋ ‘something dead’. asǫǫ ka o yǤ bțnkǤnbkanǫ ka o kț la yǫla, ka zaŋ bțnkpiilțŋ la he 
must pay for the animal he killed, and take the dead one. [EXO 21:36] Onǫ wțsa si'isi li bțnkpiilima, o na anǫ 

dian'ad sǤbi ti paae zaam. 'whoever touches their carcasses will be unclean till evening'. [LEV 11:27] Sim: kpiilțŋ1 
‘[noun] corpse’; Cpart: -vțt. bavțt sǤn'oe gbigim kpiiluŋ 'a live dog is better off than a dead lion'. [ECC 9:4] 
Tikpiilima nya'a nǫ kǤnbkpiilima gbana ka ba mǤri They used dead tree-roots and skins of dead animals. 
[Three-Problems] 
2 • paralysed. Yesu ti'eb dau nu'ukpiilțŋ Jesus Heals a Man's Paralysed Hand. [MRK 3:1 [heading]] See: kpi; 

kpiilțŋ1; nu'ukpiilțŋ. 
kpiilug   See main entry: kpiilțg. hip. 

kpiiluŋ   See main entry: kpiilțŋ1. corpse. 

-kpiiluŋ2   See main entry: -kpiilțŋ2. dead, paralysed. 

-kpiiluŋț   See main entry: -kpiilțŋ2. dead, paralysed. 

kpiim   n. death. Du'anyǫǫr, kpiim kǫǫr 'You can't take it with you when you go.'. [Proverb 192] Lit: Birth getting, death 

leaving.. Syn: kum2. See: kpi. 

kpiin   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpiinǫ   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpiinǫǫ   See main entry: kpi. die, wear out. 

kpiinr   n. a close relationship. Siig kasi la kpiinr nǫ karindǤǤg la na maknǫ wțț kǤnb-kpi'emis nǫ Wina'am Siig la 

yǫla dinǫ da nie nǤdi'es Ezikil gbauŋțn la. The Holy Spirit's relationship with the church is like the dry bones 
God's Spirit revealed about in the prophet Ezekiel's book. [Bible-Study] Dapa ayi' la da aan anǤ'Ǥnama ... ka ba 

kpiinr da an bǤ? Who were the two men ... and what was their relationship? [Bible-Study] Sim: kpinnim2. tinam nǫ 

Wina'am kpinnim la ... taasidi ti kpiinr nǫ ninsieba, li ba' ka' ban an si'em. our kinship with God ... brings us 
into kinship with people, whoever they are. [Trouble] See: kpin1. 

kpiis1   Variant: kpiisǫ. Form: kpiisnǫ. Variant: kpiisi. Form: kpiisid1. Variant: kpiisida1; kpiisidi1. Form: kpiisidnǫ. 
Form: kpiisim!. Variant: kpiisimi!. Form: kpiisțg1. Variant: kpiisug. v. 1 • to extinguish, put out (fire, light). ti na 

yǫli li nya'aŋ bțn dinǫ maal ka bugum la kpiis la we will publish afterwards what happened that there was a 
power-cut. [Electricity] Daad ya'a kae, bugum na kpiis 'Without wood a fire goes out'. [PRO 26:20] O ye kandir 

bugum tun'e lieb yǫl, li kas-kas anǫ nidibi na gbis ka tam pț kpiisǫ. He said that a lighted candle could 

become a problem, particularly if people went to sleep and forgot to put it out. [Fire] Bugumpielig la kț kpiisǫ 
'The blazing flame will not be quenched'. [EZK 20:47] kǫl ka ti kpiisi bugum la tǤ'ǤtǤ let's put the fire out quickly. 

[Fire] Lauŋț kanǫ pț dit sț'țŋa, o kț kpiisi lii. 'He will not ... put out a flickering lamp'. [ISA 42:3] Ba kpiis pitǤǤg 

sǤb fitir; o bugum la kpiisnǫ ka pț lǫn ditta. 'The lamp of the wicked is snuffed out; the flame of his fire stops 

burning.'. [JOB 18:5] ti pț kpiisid bugum la nǫ pǤn'Ǥsim pǤn'Ǥsim ka pț yǫli yaa we won't cut off the power 
deliberately without telling you. [Electricity] m na kǫ ka bugum kanǫ pț kpiisid la'aŋ Jerusalem za'anǤya la I 
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will kindle an unquenchable fire in the gates of Jerusalem'. [JER 17:27] O ... na ...  nyu'oe udug la nǫ bugum linǫ 

pț kpiisida 'he will burn the chaff in a fire that never goes out'. [MAT 3:12] suguru sǤb kpiisidi nǤŋgbannwa'ar 'a 
patient man calms a quarrel'. [PRO 15:18] bugusim sǤb fitir kpiisidnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ 'the lamp of the wicked is snuffed out'. 

[PRO 13:9] Mpuaka yǫl o sid Akudbil ye o kpiisim bugum la. Mpuaka told her husband Akudbil that he should 
switch off the (electric) light. [Electricity] bugum kpiis1 ‘fire is extinguished, quenched’. ba kț kpii ka bugum la 

mǫ pț kpiisida. they will not die and the fire also is not extinguished. [MRK 9:46] Baŋim ye bugum la pț kpiisid 

maan daka la zugǤ. 'The fire must be kept burning on the altar continuously; it must not go out.'. [LEV 6:13] 
Colloc: bugum kpiisțg tțțma ‘Fire Service, fire-brigade’. ... banǫ sț'țe bugum kpiisțg tțțma nǫ lampǤ 

di'esțg tțțma dim '... the Fire Service, and the Internal Revenue Service'  (in a list). [Constitution] InvCaus: kpiig. 
2 • to wipe out/off, expunge. O kum la kpiis malțŋ la His death 'abolished the Jewish Law'. [EPH 2:15] Wina'am 

kpiis yiiga malima la, ka zi'el linǫ tia'al la. 'God does away with all the old sacrifices and puts the sacrifice of 
Christ in their place.'. [HEB 10:9] Lit: that which follows/succeeds. m kț kpiis o yț'țr nyǤvțpaal dim gbauŋțn laa 
'I will never blot out his name from the book of life'. [REV 3:5] 
3 • to switch off (powered equipment). Kpiisimi fț walis bǫǫ masin wțsa sǤ' ya'a pț mǤri li tțmaa. Switch off 

your wireless or other equipment if no one is using it. [Electricity] See: kpi; kpiig. 

kpiis2   Form: kpiisid2. Variant: kpiisida2; kpiisidi2. Form: kpiisțg2. v. trade. Teŋ la kpǫm da sa'an ye nidib da kpiisid 

suor kțkpǫmisǫ The village headman warned that people shouldn't trade on the verges of the road. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Apțsiakid anǫ onǫ kpiisid Apusiakid was a trader. [Billygoat] Seeba nǫ Raama da'abiis da kpiisid nǫ ya 'The 
merchants of Sheba and Raamah traded with you'. [EZK 27:22] Anrima la da san'am ya, ka ba pț lǫn nyaŋidi mǤri 

kpiisida. 'The ships were wrecked and were not able to set sail to trade.'. [2CH 20:37] Goma n kpiisidi nyǫ ligidsi'a 

la tita'am Goma traded and made a lot of money. [Trouble] Fț mi'ilim linǫ ka fț mǤri zaŋi ken kpiisțg zin'igin 

la ... fț yț'țn lieb nyǫǫsim sǤb. 'By your great skill in trading ...your heart has grown proud.'. [EZK 28:5] 
Sim: kpimis; Nact: kpikpinkpin; Nabstr: kpikpiŋ. See: kpimis. 

kpiisǫ   See main entry: kpiis1. extinguish, expunge, switch off. 

kpiisi   See main entry: kpiis1. extinguish, expunge, switch off. 

kpiisid1   See main entry: kpiis1. extinguish, expunge, switch off. 

kpiisid2   See main entry: kpiis2. trade. 

kpiisida1  See main entry: kpiis1. extinguish, expunge, switch off. 

kpiisida2  See main entry: kpiis2. trade. 

kpiisidi1   See main entry: kpiis1. extinguish, expunge, switch off. 

kpiisidi2   See main entry: kpiis2. trade. 

kpiisidnǫ   See main entry: kpiis1. extinguish, expunge, switch off. 

kpiisim!   See main entry: kpiis1. extinguish, expunge, switch off. 

kpiisimi!   See main entry: kpiis1. extinguish, expunge, switch off. 

kpiisnǫ   See main entry: kpiis1. extinguish, expunge, switch off. 

kpiisțg1   See main entry: kpiis1. extinguish, expunge, switch off. 

kpiisțg2   See main entry: kpiis2. trade. 

kpiisug   See main entry: kpiis1. extinguish, expunge, switch off. 

kpțkpama   See main entry: kpțkpauŋ. wing. 

kpțkpaN-   See main entry: kpțkpauŋ. wing. 

kpțkpansa'ab   n. flesh of the shoulders, upper arms. On pian'ad la ka o kpțkpansa'ab la dammid. As he was 

speaking his shoulders quivered. [Trouble] See: kpțkpauŋ; sa'ab. 

kpțkpara1   See main entry: kpțkparig1. palmtree. 

kpțkpara2   See main entry: kpțkparig2. borassus fruit. 
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kpțkpargbana   Variant: kpukpargbana. n.pl. palm branches. Ba mǤr kpțkpargbana maan kanfinnis. They use the 

palm branches to make fans. [MA] 

kpțkparig1   Variant: kpukparig; kțkparig. Form: kpțkparis. Variant: kțkparis; kpukparis; kpțkpara1; kțkp-. n. a 

palmtree, borassus, fan-palm. Borassus flabellifer. Ka Akțkparig ye, kǫli vuud ka kǫlisi. Palmtree said "Be quiet 

and listen!" [Trees] O da maal antu'a zin'ig kpțkparig gbinnin ka ba buon ye, Debora Kpțkparig 'She held 
court under the Palm of Deborah'. [JDG 4:5] M na dț kpțkparig la paae kpțkpara la pǤn'. 'I will climb the palm 
tree and pick its fruit.'. [SNG 7:8] pomanganǫt nǫ kpțkpara nǫ tibanǫ kpǫlim la sțțgya 'pomegranate, palm, ... 
every tree of the countryside is dried up'. [JOL 1:12] Ka sieb tǫ kțkparis vaandin. And some were making nests in 

the fronds of the borassus palms. [Trouble] ani ka kǤlis pii nǫ ayi' nǫ kpțkparis pisyǤpǤi da bǫ la; ka ba zin'in 

anina 'there were twelve springs of water and 70 palm trees there'. [NUM 33:9] Res: kpțkparig2. Etym: OV1 
*KPA/E ; OVN *KPA- (reduplicated) . Note: occurs in both 'coconut' and 'borassus'/'ronier' See: kpțkparig2. 

kpțkparig2   Variant: kțkpar; kțkparǫ. Form: kpțkpara2. n. fruit of the borassus palm. Nid ya'a pț zǫnmis o gbinnǫ o 

pț vǤn kțkparǫ. If a man does not measure his anus he doesn't swallow a borassus fruit. [Proverb 047] M na dț 

kpțkparig la paae kpțkpara la pǤn'. 'I will climb the palm tree and pick its fruit.'. [SNG 7:8] Source: kpțkparig1. 
See: kpțkparig1. 

kpțkparis   See main entry: kpțkparig1. palmtree. 

kpțkpauŋ   Variant: kpukpaŋ; kpukpoŋ; kukpaŋ. Form: kpțkpama. Variant: kpukpama; kțkpama. Form: kpțkpaN-. 

Variant: kțkpan-. n. an arm, wing, fin. sǤ' pț nyaŋi dam o kpțkpauŋ 'not one flapped a wing'. [ISA 10:14] ayinne 

kpțkpauŋ si'isid dǤkpin yinne ka oŋa la kpțkpauŋ mǫ si'isid dǤkpin yinne 'a wing of one cherub touched the 
wall on one side and a wing of the other touched the wall on the other side'. [1KI 6:27] KǤ'Ǥgim bugusim sǤb nǫ 

nimbǫ'ǫd kpțkpauŋ 'Break the arm of the wicked and evil man. [PSA 10:15] O kțkpama la da banlig nǫ ka o 

nu'us yț'țn nwiilim fupiel nu'ugimis kanǫ ka o yǫ la ni. His upper arms were weak and his arms wrinkled the 
white short-sleeved shirt he was wearing. [Trouble] Yaro da wțm niiŋ la kaasig nǫ o kțkpama la dammir Yaro 
heard the cry of the bird and the beating of its wings. [Trouble] ka mǤr kpțkpama ka li nwǫnǫ abaar kpțkpama 

nǫ 'and it had the wings of an eagle'. [DAN 7:4] li na gaad wțț li busnǫ kpțkpama ianknǫ 'as if it had grown 

wings and flown away'. [PRO 23:5] li kǫ ka li tabil dansik la kpțkpama tuon 'attach them in front to the shoulder 
straps of the ephod'. [EXO 28:25] ku'omin bțn linǫ wțsa pț mǤr pa'ad nǫ kpțkpama yanam da dii 'anything 
living in the water that does not have fins and scales may not be eaten'. [DEU 14:10] Ka o gǤs ziim yit o 

kțkpantțțlțgțn la And he saw blood coming from his elbow. [Trouble] Kukpangbigila pț mǤǤdnǫ kpi'imma. 
Even someone with strong arms can't wrestle with the dead. [Asaasim Proverb] Amaa abaar tita'asi'a mǫ da bǫ mǤr 

kpțkpankpi'ema ka o kǤnbid zu'oe. 'There was another giant eagle with huge wings and thick plumage.'. [EZK 

17:7] Kțkpangbigila pț mǤǤdnǫ kpi'imma. Even someone with strong arms can't wrestle with the dead. [Asaasim 

Proverb] O mǫ mǤri kțkpangbigila. She also had brawny arms. [Trouble] Etym: OV1 *BA(G) ; OV2 *KPAN ; 
GS1 *F²A/O(M) ; GS3 *NI/E/O/A ; vc4 *ɓa(n); MWN *-BUAK- ("shoulder") *-BUAKA, *-BUEKA- ; PB 
*bègà ("shoulder") . Note: both *BA() and KPAN in many languages, arm/upperarm/shoulder :: upperarm/wing 
See: kpțkpansa'ab. 

kpukpama   See main entry: kpțkpauŋ. wing. 

kpukpaŋ   See main entry: kpțkpauŋ. wing. 

kpukpargbana   See main entry: kpțkpargbana. palm.branches. 

kpukparig   See main entry: kpțkparig1. palmtree. 

kpukparis   See main entry: kpțkparig1. palmtree. 

kpukpeŋ   See main entry: kpikpǫŋ. outside. 

kpukpoŋ   See main entry: kpțkpauŋ. wing. 
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la-   See main entry: laa1. bowl. 

la1   Note: may be assimilated to the preceding noun as suffix -a2   q.v. Variant: laa2. dem. 1 • the [definite article]. O bikpǫǫm 

la yț'țri an Aboodkuunr The name of his eldest child was Aboodkuunr. [Buribig] Boye ma n da nyǫǫ o zua la 
Boye's mother saw his friend. [Trouble] Na'ab widaan (teŋ la dim wțsa da buonnǫ m saammǫ yț'țkan) The 

Chief's Linguist (the people of the village called my father by that name). [Shoeshine-Boy] linǫ paas anaasi la 

nwǫnǫ abaar nindaa the fourth the face of an eagle. [EZK 10:14] sieba keŋ pǤǤginǫ ans tiis vaandi yadig suorin 

la. 'others cut branches in the fields and spread them on the road'. [MRK 11:8] ka'a fțț ǫǫnti zuud man ligidi laa? 
aren't you the one who keeps stealing my money? [Wonderwoman] ba da pț yis ba'abanǫ kț nyaŋi sțŋi ba laa 
'they did not get rid of the vile images they had set their eyes on'. [EZK 20:8] Lit: shrines which could not help them. 
sǤ' lǫn kae na karim gbauŋț paae onǫ, hali baa o pa'annib laa there was no one who was as good a student as 
he was, not even his teachers. [Asaasim] 
2 • [marker of the end of a relative or other dependent clause]. Yiiga, o tiǫn Yaa sa gbisid ka pian'ad la. First, he 

remembered what Yaa had said in his sleep the night before. [Trouble] On da zin' tǫn'ǫsid la ... While she was 
sitting and thinking ... [Trouble] On ya'ae o nǤǤr ye o zǫ ni'im kanǫ bǫ ku'omin la, ka o ni'im la lu kǤlțgțn la. 
When he opened his mouth to grab the meat that was in the water, his meat fell in the river. [Jealousy] AlazugǤ m 

ba'abibanǫ ka m nǤŋ hali ka bǤǤd ye m nyǫǫ ya la 'Therefore, my brothers, you whom I love and long for'. [PHP 

4:1] Ban daa yǫl Na'ab David ye Jabis Gilead dimi mum Saul la, o da tțm nidibi yǫli ba ye, ... 'When David 
was told that it was the men of Jabesh Gilead who had buried Saul, he sent messengers to say to them'. [2SA 2:4-5] 
Alazug ka m tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka fț maal sțm ka kena la. And so I sent for you at once, and you have been good 

enough to come. [ACT 10:33] Anwa ka ba yǫt la woo They all say this, indeed. [You-Heard?] 
3 • last (as in 'last year, last Monday'). Ya na di dikțdțg kanǫ ka ya da bțn yțțm la, hali ka ti baae li yis ka 

lǫdig dipaalig. 'You will still be eating last year's harvest when you will have to move it out to make room for the 
new.'. [LEV 26:10] 

la2   Variant: laa3. ptc. ... is that [nominal predicator]. Ka yț'țŋ da sǤb ka bǫog nie dabayi' daare la. 'Evening passed 

and morning came – that was the second day. '. [GEN 1:8] Amaa li pț pa'al ye dunia naar saŋa laa. 'but they do not 
mean that the end has come'. [MRK 13:7] Nimbanǫ kpi ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd zug la laasi la. These are the bowls of the 
people who died because of their sins. [NUM 16:38] Di'em Ǥnbi, ka m niŋgbiŋț la. 'Take and eat; this is my body.'. 

[MAT 26:26] 

la3   Form: lat. Variant: lati. v. cut open. ba da zab nǫ Gilead teŋ la ka lati ba pu'apțțs 'they even ripped open 

pregnant women in Gilead'. [AMO 1:13] O da nyaŋ Tifsa ka lati ba pu'apțțs la wțsa pțya. 'He sacked Tiphsah 
and ripped open all the pregnant women.'. [2KI 6:15] 

la4   Form: laad. Form: laadin. Form: laam. Form: laab. Form: laya. v. to pick, pluck. Note: selectively, e.g. soup leaves 
Asibi pa'a laadin bǫrigis. Asibi was plucking hibiscus leaves. [MA] Awin, laam bǫŋid la ka tisim si'eba. Please 
Awin, pluck the bean leaves and give me some. [MA] O keŋ zǫǫnd laab. She has gone to pluck vegetables. [MA] 
Lit: soup. Sim: gis. 

lab   Variant: labi. Form: labnǫ. Form: labin1. n. to be beside, against sth. Adu lab o saam nya'aŋe gǤsid pu'a la nǫ o 

pu'ayua la kii Adu was close behind his father looking at the woman and her daughter intently. [Trouble] O da gǤs 

o dǤǤg la lǤdțgțn nyǫ ka o sț'țraug la labi dǤkpin la. He looked in the corner of his room and saw his cutlass 
was against the wall. [Trouble] ZugsǤb buol onǫ yǫ fupiel ka zanl linǫ sǤbid ka li lab o sakpidirin la 'Then the 
Lord called to the man clothed in linen who had the writing kit at his side'. [EZK 9:3] Bțŋ la n da nyǫ ZugsǤb 

maliak la, o da miee labin zaŋguom la urig Balaam nǤbir. 'When the donkey saw the angel, it moved over 
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against the wall and crushed Balaam's foot against it.'. [NUM 22:25] Li sțm ka biig la labnǫ o ma sț'țŋa mu'ab 

saŋa. It is good that the baby is close to its mother during breastfeeding. [Breastfeeding] ba zǤti ken tampiinsin ye 

ba labin ka li lusi ba 'they huddle beside the rocks for shelter'. [JOB 24:8] Caus: labil. 

laba-   See main entry: labaar. message. 

labamǤǤn   Form: labamǤǤniba. n. an announcer, proclaimer, town-crier. LabamǤǤn la da gaad zin'isieba ka nidib la 

lǫbi ba yaan. The town-crier moved on to other places, and the people went home. [Trouble] See: labaar; mǤǤl. 

labamǤǤniba   See main entry: labamǤǤn. announcer. 

labaya   See main entry: labaar. message. 

labaar   Variant: labaarǫ; labaari. Form: labaya. Form: laba-. n. news, message. Mansa da gǤsid saam la ka kǫlisidi ba 

labaar la. Mansa was looking at the strangers and listening to what they had to say. [Trouble] Ban nu ku'om la 

naae la, o bu'osi ba suor zug labaar When they had finished drinking water, he asked them about their journey. 

[Billygoat] anǤ'Ǥn niŋi ti labaar la yadda? who has believed our message ... ? [JHN 12:38] sțnsa'aŋ labaarǫ sad 
news. [AIDS-II] Siakidib ... banǫ ka ba da mǤǤl Wina'am labaari tis la da niŋ wala? The believers to whom they 
proclaimed God's message did what? [Bible-Study] Ka labaari paae Egipt na'ab la ye Israel dim la kț lǫn lǫb 

Egipt na la 'When it was reported to the Egyptian king that the Israelites had gone'. [EXO 14:5] O daa bǤǤd ye o 

kǫlis labaya banǫ bǫ teŋin la. She wanted to hear the news in the village. [AIDS-I] M mǫ siak ye labaya la sieba 

anǫ sida. 'I believe there is some truth in' the rumours. [1CO 11:18] Nǫ'ǫŋa anǫ labakpi'euŋ! This is important 
news! [Trouble] Nimbama bǫǫ nǤdi'es bǫǫ maanmaan ya'a ti bu'osif ye lababǤ ka ZugsǤb la nǤki tisi fǤ? 'when 
one of my people or a prophet or a priest asks you, ‘What is the Lord's message?'. [JER 23:33] Colloc: labasuŋ ‘good 

news, gospel’. o ǫǫnti bigisid ye li anǫ labasțŋ la he showed that it was good news. [Trouble] Basimini ya 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka siak labasțŋ la. 'Turn away from your sins and believe the Good News!'. [MRK 1:15] 
Colloc: lababǫ'ǫd ‘bad news’. Ba daa paam mǫ lababǫ'ǫd ka lin kǫ ka ba mǤr sțnsa'aŋ They received bad 
news which made them sad. [AIDS-II] Li pak Hamat nǫ Apad dimban wțm lababǫ'ǫd la zug. 'Concerning 

Damascus: “Hamath and Arpad are dismayed, for they have heard bad news.'. [JER 49:23] Colloc: labaya 

tisid/tisidib ‘journalist/s’. Ba na gǤs ka labaya tisidib la na dǤlisi li suor tutuaa 'the establishment and 
maintenance of the highest journalistic standards'. [Constitution] Colloc: ken labaar [in greetings] ‘happenings on 
a journey’. Manǫ la ka ya ieed la. Ya kǫn labaar an bǤ? I am the one you are looking for. Welcome! [ACT 10:21] 
Syn: kibar. 

labaarǫ   See main entry: labaar. message. 

labaari   See main entry: labaar. message. 

labi   See main entry: lab. beside. 

-labig   Form: -labis3. Variant: -labisa. adj. wide. Nidib anaasi daa bǫ nidib bǫdegț la tuon, ka mǤr gbanlabisa ka li 

gțli-gțl. Four people were before a lot of people and had posters. [AIDS-I] Note: big papers that had pictures on 
See: labis1. 

labil   Note: labil is also a small bowl (see laa ) Variant: labili. Form: labin2. v. to bring sth. near, put sth. beside sth. Ka o 

labil o mǫŋ pțtǫnda la. He let the thought come into his mind. [Trouble] Wina'am uugi li labil. God set it aside. 

[HEB 7:18] On bǫ karțŋțn la, ka Meeri labin o baba nya'am si'el o tțbirin. As she was reading, Mary came near 
and whispered something in her ear. [Trouble] O tien o nǤba ka țțnsi labin tiig la til He reached out his feet and 

grunted as they brushed against the trunk of the tree. [Trouble] InvCaus: lab. 

labili   See main entry: labil. put beside. 

labin1   See main entry: lab. beside. 

labin2   See main entry: labil. put beside. 

labis1   Variant: labisi1. Form: labisnǫ. Form: labisim2!. Form: labisțg. v. to be wide. yanam ...  nyaŋi baŋ Yesu nǤŋilim 

wa'am ka labis ka dț ka zulim si'em 'you ... may have the power to understand how broad and long, how high 
and deep, is Christ's love'. [EPH 3:18] sț'țlim kanǫ labis ka li na'anam mǫ zu'oe 'a great nation and many kings'. 

[JER 50:41] O dabiem la mǫlim ya ka ya'an nǫ labisțg lǫdig. His fear evaporated and was replaced by a feeling of 

victory and freedom. [Trouble] Cpart: wa'am ‘be long’. PǤǤg la labisnǫ ka pț wa'amma. The farm is wide but not 
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long. [MA] Nabstr: labisim. See: labisim; labisiri. 

labis2   Variant: labisi2. Form: labisidi. v. to spy, stalk, do ... secretly. o daa su'a ti nimbanǫ daa keŋ labis ye ba vǫǫns 

teŋ la 'she hid the spies we sent'. [JOS 6:17] manǫ m zuanam la na labisi keŋ pǤǤgțn la zu busdaad wțț anaasi 

bǫǫ atan' I and my friends sneaked off to the farm and stole three or four yam-sticks. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka dap ayi' la 

yț'țn labisi gaad. Then two men crept past. [Trouble] ya kena ye ya labisi gǤs teŋ la zin'ikanǫ ka ti pț gura 
'You have come to see where our land is unprotected.'. [GEN 42:12] Ya'a ka' biribis nǫ bipumis bi'ela banǫ labisid 

dǤǤd la za'anǤya ni la, si'el da kae yiiŋ la. Apart from a few boys and girls hanging around the doorways of the 

rooms, there was nothing outside. [Trouble] ti ka' banǫ labisid ye ti gǤsi ba teŋ la 'we are not spies'. [GEN 42:31] 
Adu da anǫ bikanǫ labisidi kǫlisid kpǫǫmnam bu'osa. Adu was a youngster who eavesdropped on the elders' 
interrogations. [Trouble] Pita bǫ nya'aŋi labisidi dǤl bi'el-bi'el lalli sa 'Peter followed at a distance'. [LUK 22:54] 
Lit: was sneaking along quietly. Amusnam duoe niŋ labisțg ka tǫn'ǫsid ye saa la na kǫ ka ba paam 

yalimnam. The kittens got up and started stalking, and were thinking that the rain would help them to get the 
idiotic (mice). [Kittens+Mice] 

-labis3   See main entry: -labig. wide. 

-labisa   See main entry: -labig. wide. 

labisi1   See main entry: labis1. wide [be]. 

labisi2   See main entry: labis2. secretly [do...] 

labisidi   See main entry: labis2. secretly [do...] 

labisim1   n. width, palm (of the hand). Duom giligi kaae gǤs teŋ la wa'alim nǫ di labisim 'Go, walk through the length 

and breadth of the land'. [GEN 13:7] M nyǫnǫ gbauŋ ka li kpilim bǫǫ agǤlli ian'ad, ka li labisim nǫ li wa'alim pț 

pǤǤda. 'I see a flying scroll' with considerable width and length. [ZEC 5:2] Colloc: nu'ug labisim ‘palm of the hand’. 
SǤ' bǫǫ na nyaŋi mak ... mak saŋgbauŋ la nǫ o nu'ug labisim? 'Who has ... with the breadth of his hand marked 
off the heavens?'. [ISA 40:12] InvNabstr: labis1. See: labis1. 

labisim2!   See main entry: labis1. wide [be]. 

labisiri   adv. widely. Ba maal pal la nǫ ka li kpǫn dig labisiri. They constructed the road and it is just laid very wide. [MA] 
See: labis1. 

labisnǫ   See main entry: labis1. wide [be]. 

labisțg   See main entry: labis1. wide [be]. 

lab-lab   id. thump, thump! (sound of throbbing). Ka o niŋ yț'țn pin'ili nwǫ'ǫd lab-lab. Her body started to throb 'thump, 
thump!'. [Trouble] 

labnǫ   See main entry: lab. beside. 

lae   id. appearing suddenly. Ban kțlin niŋ lae la ka niimis tusa iank zigigigi nǫ dabiem When they appeared 
suddenly, a thousand birds burst into flight in all directions from fear. [Trouble] 

lafia, laafia, laafya, laafiya(a)   See main entry: laafi. health. 

la'1   Variant: la'a3. Form: la'anǫ. Form: la'ad3. Variant: la'ada1; la'adi1. Form: la'adnǫ. Form: la'amini!. Form: la'aya. 
Form: la'ab. v. to laugh, laugh at sb. On fabili naae la, ka dau la la' When she had finished complaining, the man 
laughed. [You-Heard?] Ka la' o mǫŋi yǫl si'el la. And laughed at her own words. [Trouble] Ban wțm ye Paul pian'ad 

kum vț'țgir yǫla la, ka sieba la' o. 'When they heard Paul speak about a raising from death, some of them made 
fun of him'. [ACT 17:32] Baa ya'a la'a, baa kpiya. When a dog laughs, a dog dies. [Proverb 074] BǤ ka Sara la' ... ? 
'Why did Sarah laugh  ... ?'. [GEN 18:13] Dabiem da kpǫn' Sara ka o ki'is ye on pț la'aa 'Because she was 
frightened, Sarah ... denied that she had laughed'. [GEN 18:15.a] Asida, fț la'aya! 'Yes, you did laugh.'. [GEN 18:15.b] 
Atțbțg daa la'anǫ ka nyaan gandig bu'osțg la Atubug laughed and then responded to the question. [Electricity] 
Dǫbil pț la'ad o ma nyingaandǫ. The warthog piglet doesn't laugh at his mother's tusk. [Proverb 027] Tinamǫ da 

la'ad ka maan siaa si'em la li da piri ti saan la nǫ The way we were laughing and mocking made our guest 
tense. [Shoeshine-Boy] nannanna nwa' ba la'ad mam nǫ, hali na'akim baanlțg 'now they mock me, men younger 

than I'. [JOB 30:1] AnǤ'Ǥn ka ya la'ada? 'Who are you making fun of?'. [ISA 57:4] Fu ya'a zi' baa fț la'adi o gbauŋ. 
If you don't know a dog you laugh at its skin. [Proverb 251] On mǤr si'el la kǫl ka o mǤri keŋ; ya'a ka' ala, ba na 
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la'adi ti. 'Let her keep what she has, or we will become a laughingstock.'. [GEN 38:23] Dap sieba daa nan la'adnǫ 

ka Awintțma si'iŋi ye o pian' ya'as la Some men were already laughing and Awintuma started to speak again. 

[AIDS-I] Banǫ gat ani wțsa la'adnǫ 'All who pass by her scoff'. [ZEP 2:15] m ya'a pian' naae ka ya bǤǤd, yanam 

la'aminim 'after I have spoken, mock on'. [JOB 21:3] Bipumis la sieba da la'adi dabiem la'ab. Some of the girls 
were uttering frightened laughter. [Trouble] Tiakimi ya la'ab ka li lieb kaasig, ka ya sumalisim lieb sțnsa'aŋ. 
'Change your laughter to mourning and your joy to gloom.'. [JAS 4:9] Colloc: la' muai ‘laugh "Ha, ha!"’. Mankǫǫnsi 

la daa damid sigsig la ka o la' muai ka ye "Manǫ nwa yț'țsǫǫ?" The matches shook with a rattling noise, and 
he laughed and thought "Here I am again?" [Fire] Ama la' muai bi'ela ka li nie o nindaan. Ama laughed a little, 
and it lit up her face. [Trouble] Colloc: la' mua-mua ‘smile broadly, from ear to ear’. Li niŋ biig la malisim hali ka 

o la'ad mua-mua. The child was so happy that he was smiling from ear to ear. [MA] Li nya'aŋ ka o la' mua-mua 
After this he smiled broadly. [Fire] Sakpanlțŋ la da tu'adnǫ ka la'ad mua-mua. The hunchback was talking and 
smiling from ear to ear. [Jealousy] Etym: OV1 *LA ; GS1 *MO(N) ; vc2 *mo . See: -la'adir; ninla'asim; 

ninla'adib. 

la'a-1   See main entry: la'af. money, price, cowri. 

la'a-2   See main entry: lauk. equipment, clothes. 

la'a3   See main entry: la'1. laugh at. 

la'ab   See main entry: la'1. laugh at. 

la'abaanlțg   Variant: la'abaanlug. n. small-change. Fț ya'a keŋ ye fț maal dieuŋǤǤ, asǫǫ ka fț tiak la'abaanlțg. If 
you are going to perform your father-in-law’s funeral, you will need to get coins or small denominations. [MA] O 

nyǫ kǤlțg kanǫ ka o fuud nǫ o la'abaanlțg bǫ ani la He saw the bag with his clothes and his cash in. [Trouble] 
Gen: la'af/ligidi ‘coin/money’. See: la'af; baanlțg. 

la'abaanlug   See main entry: la'abaanlțg. small change. 

la'abielif   n. a coin. Gen: la'af/ligidi ‘coin/money’. See: la'af; bielif. 

la'ad1   n. laughter. Banǫ bǫ yamma nǫ banǫ bǫ lalli wțsa na mǤri fț la'ad ye 'Those who are near and those who are far 

away will mock you'. [EZK 22:5] See: la'. 

la'ad2   See main entry: lauk. equipment, clothes. 

la'ad3   See main entry: la'1. laugh at. 

-la'ada   See main entry: -la'adir. laughable. 

la'ada1   See main entry: la'1. laugh at. 

la'adi1   See main entry: la'1. laugh at. 

la'adi2   See main entry: lauk. equipment, clothes. 

-la'adir   Form: -la'ada. adj. laughable. O sid la nan kpǫm bǤǤd ye o an bțnla'adir Buama nidib wțsa nini nii? Does he 

really still want to be an object of ridicule in the eyes of the Buama people? [Trouble] Fț kǫ ka ti lieb bțnla'adir 

buudi bǫdegț sțțgin 'You have made us an object of contempt among the nations'. [PSA 44:14] Da kǫ ka ba ... 

nǤki ti maal bțnla'ada nidib la sțțginǫ. 'Do not make your inheritance ... a byword among the nations.'. [JOL 2:17] 
See: la'1. 

la'adnǫ   See main entry: la'1. laugh at. 

la'af   Form: ligidi. Variant: ligid4; ligidii. Form: la'a-1. Variant: ligid-1; ligi-2; lig-3. n. 1 • a coin, [pl.] money. o saam 

la ka' la'af bǫǫ naafi na paasǫ his father had not a penny nor a single cow to add. [Billygoat] m nyǫǫm la'af kanǫ 

bǤdig la 'I have found my lost coin'. [LUK 15:9] ka'a fțț ǫǫnti zuud man ligidi laa? aren't you the one who keeps 

stealing my money? [Wonderwoman] Li tun'e di pǤǤd nǫ fuud nǫ ligidi nǫ la'asțma bǫdegț. It can burn up farms, 
and clothes, and money and many valuable things. [Fire] na'asaabugum la an sț'țm amaa li ligidi kpi'em hali 
electricity is good, but it's very expensive. [Electricity] fț ligidi la nyǤǤd du'alnǫ abțnu 'Your money ... has 
increased fivefold'. [LUK 19:18] Lit: your money has brought forth fivefold. kpǫǫmnam la da duoe ka nǤk ba'ad 

ligidi keŋ 'the elders ... left, taking with them the fee for divination'. [NUM 22:7] Ti ya'a lǤb ligidii da' lummiri kǤlli 

ba ka ba ya'a ti kennaa li na dammid If we put down money and buy a bell and put it on their necks, when they 
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are coming it will ring. [Kittens+Mice] Colloc: digil ligidi ‘deposit money’. O mǫ yǫl ye on kț zaŋ ligidi digil 

bankinǫǫ He said he wouldn't put money in the bank. [You-Hear?] li sț'țm ka fț daa zaŋ ligidi la digil banki ni 
'you should have deposited my money in the bank'. [MAT 25:27] Colloc: X ligidi kpi'em/zu'oe ‘X is expensive’. 
na'asaabugum la an sț'țm amaa li ligidi kpi'em hali electricity is good, but it's very expensive. [Electricity] M ... 

ligilif nǫ fubanǫ ligidi kpi'em I ...  covered you with costly garments'. [EZK 16:10] pu'a sǤ' kǫǫn o san'an na mǤr 

alabasta kǤlibir dinǫ ligidi zu'oe 'a woman came to him with an alabaster jar' which was very expensive. [MAT 

26:7] Sim: la'a2- ‘items’. Note: lauk Etym: OV1 LI(G) ; OVN LAG-FO/I . Note: "cowry" 
2 • the cost, price of / payment for sth. Fț ya'a yǤǤ fț bugum ligidi tǤ'ǤtǤ, ba kț kǫnsigi fț bugum nwiig la. If 
you pay your electricity bill promptly your electricity supply will not be cut off. [Electricity] Colloc: bu'oe ligidi 
‘reduce price’. ya ya'a na nyaŋe bu'oe ligidi la bi'ela li na ma'ae ti sțnf of you could lower the price a bit it 

would please us. [Electricity] Ligid-banǫ ka fț di'esidi yiti fț kuos bibisin The monies that you receive from your 
petty trading. [Tax] 
3 • cowry, cowri, cauri. Etym: OV1 LI(G) ; OVN LAG-FO/I . See: la'apǫ'ǫŋir; la'abaanlțg; la'abielif; ligidaan. 

la'agur   n. a quartermaster. David da bas la'ad la tis soogianam la la'agur 'David left his things with the keeper of 

supplies'. [1SA 17:22] Syn: ligidgur, ligidsu'ad. See: lauk; gur. 

la'akuos   n. trading. Note: in the Colloc: la'akuos dǤǤg ‘a shop, 'store' [Am.]’. Baaba Apul la'akuos dǤǤg la gat la'akuos 

dǤǤd la wțsa ba yaan la. Baaba Apul's store was better than all the stores in their community. [Fire] La'akuos 

dǤǤg la mǤr la'abanǫ ka nidib bǤǤd ye ba da' wțsa. The general store has everything people want to buy. [Fire] 
See: lauk; kuos. 

la'al [N]   v. to snatch. 

la'am   Variant: la'ammɛ; la'an; la'an nǫ. Form: la'auŋ.  Note: q.v. v. 1 • also, as well as, although, in spite of. la'an nǫ ban 

pț niŋ bǫ'ǫd la even though they have not done harm. [Asaasim] La'an nǫ o mi'ilim daa bun wțț kǤldaug la 
Although his knowledge flowed like a river. [You-Hear?] La'an nǫ ala, Adu da anǫ bikanǫ labisidi kǫlisid 

kpǫǫmnam bu'osa. Adu was a youngster who eavesdropped on the elders' interrogations. [Trouble] kas kas anǫ 

biribiŋ bil onǫ gban'e buon o ye o saam bil la'an nǫ bama la buon o ye ba bier kpǫǫm la. especially as the 

little boy called him 'uncle' though the others called him 'big brother'. [Trouble] La'ammɛ on an wțț kțnt la, li ka' 

o baae nǫ ban'asin ma'aa As well as being like iron, it was not only that she was marked with diseases. [Trouble] 
La'an nǫ on zi' m yț'țr la, on pa'al man an si'em la kpǫn kuosimnǫ. Although he didn't know my name, the 
description he gave of me gave me away. [Shoeshine-Boy] la'an nǫ wala ya pț lǫbi m san'an naa 'yet you have not 
returned to me. [AMO 4:10] Li nar ye biig la di nǤǤr anaasi la'am nǫ dibanǫ ka o yidim dit la daar yinne pțțgin. 
The baby should be fed four times a day in addition to the household's daily meals. [Breastfeeding] La'annǫ ban da 

pian' pian'abama la, li da tǤi nǫ ban na giŋ nidib la ka ba da maal maana tisi baa. 'Even with these words, 
they had difficulty keeping the crowd from sacrificing to them. '. [ACT 14:18] La'annǫ mam pian'ad o yǫla bǫ'ǫd la 
'Though I often speak against him'. [JER 31:20] la'an nǫ pu'a-ǫliŋ la kaas la sǤ' kae yamminǫ na faaǫn o 'though 

the betrothed girl screamed, there was no one to rescue her'. [DEU 22:27] La'an nǫ paŋ kanǫ ka o mǤǤd la wțsa o 

kț gban'e li gbinnǫ. 'Despite all his efforts to search it out, man cannot discover its meaning'. [ECC 8:17] M ya'a 

keŋ anina, asǫǫ ka m la'am keŋ Room teŋin. 'After I have been there, ... I must visit Rome also.'. [ACT 19:21] 
Kisțg kaŋa mǫ la'am bǫ nǫ tis na'araugț na zǫ biribiŋ bǫǫ bipuŋi pu'alim. 'This law also applies if the bull 

gores a son or daughter.'. [EXO 21:31] Amaa la'annǫ on da yǫl ye ba da yǫl sǤ' li yǫla la, nidib la da kpǫm 

mǤǤnnǫ li yǫla. 'the more he ordered them not to, the more they spoke.'. [MRK 7:36] Colloc: la'am nǫ1 wala2 (sa1) 
‘in spite of this/that’. Ka la'an nǫ wala sa ya maal sț'țm yanamǫ la'an sțŋim nǫ m namisțgțn la. 'All the 
same, it was kind of you to share the burden of my troubles.'. [PHP 4:14] 
2 • to join in some activity, do sth. together. ka o lǫbis o ye on saam dǤǤgin Bandaad paae kǤbis yǤpǤi ka on 

nǫ ban la'am gbǫǫnd. and he replied that there were seventy crocodiles in his father's room, and he lodged with 
them. [Asaasim] ti la'am an fadittib nǫ Kristo we are heirs together with Christ. [Bible-Study] Ka Barnabas bǤǤd ye 

o dǤl Joon on yț'țri buon Mak la ka ba la'am keŋ. 'Barnabas wanted to take John Mark with them'. [ACT 15:37] 
ti wțsa la'an di na'am 'we could be kings together with you'. [1CO 4:8] See: la'as1. 

la'amini!   See main entry: la'1. laugh at. 

la'ammɛ   See main entry: la'am. in spite of, do together. 
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la'an   See main entry: la'am. in spite of, do together. 

la'anǫ   See main entry: la'1. laugh at. 

la'an nǫ   See main entry: la'am. in spite of, do together. 

la'aŋ ya4   See main entry: la'aŋ2. sharp. 

la'aŋ1   Variant: la'aŋi; la'aŋǫ1. Form: la'aŋid. Form: la'aŋidnǫ. v. to kindle, set fire to. O da tuank kikan'a niŋ ka nwǫ' 

mankǫǫnsi la nyu'oe. Mankǫǫnsi bugum zilim la da la'aŋ kikan'a la He crushed the cornstalks and struck a 

match. The flame from the match caught the stalks. [Trouble] li la'aŋidnǫ wțț nanzț'țs ka ba pn' niŋgbana la ni 

nǫ. they (eyes) were burning like the skin when picking peppers. [Trouble] Note: ? assuming pǤn' or pțn' [TN] O daa 

yis mankǫǫnsi bielif yinne nwǫ' amaa ka li lǫǫ pț la'aŋǫ. He took out one matchstick and struck it, but it didn't 

light. [Fire] Ba mǫ da tțmi ba yidim, li kas kas anǫ ba biis ye ba keŋ da' taba bǫǫ la'aŋi tisi baa. They should 
also not send their housepeople, particularly children, to buy tobacco, or (get them to) to light up for them. [Smoking] 
Fț pțn pț zin'ine naae ka la'aŋi fț tabkǤnba. You hadn't even got seated before you lit up your cigarettes. 
[Three-Problems] Ka fita ayǤpǤi la'aŋi dit na'am gbauŋ la tuon. 'Before the throne, seven lamps were blazing.'. 

[REV 4:5] Ba pț la'aŋid fitiri pibin na They Don't Light a Lamp and Cover it. [LUK 8:16 [heading]] Saŋkanǫ wțsa ka 

o mak ye o um, li la'aŋidnǫ wțț nanzț'țs ka ba pin' niŋgbana la ni nǫ. Whenever he tried to close (his eyes), 
they burned as if pepper was put on the eyelids. [Trouble] Colloc: X sțnf la'aŋ (bugum) ‘X became furiously angry’. 
Tika la ye, 'Fț mi' fț pugudib la an si'em, Adu, da tțm dinǫ na kǫ ka o sțnf la'aŋǫ.' The teacher said "You 

know what your aunt is like, Adu, don't do anything to make her lose her temper." [Trouble] Ani ka ZugsǤb la sțnf 

la na la'aŋ bugum ya yǫla 'Then the Lord's anger will burn against you'. [DEU 11:17] Ba sțnya la'aŋnǫ bugum. 
'Their hearts are like an oven'. [HOS 7:6] Colloc: la'aŋ bugum, bugum la'aŋ ‘catch fire, fire spreads’. Note: even 

when bugum means "electricity", "electric light" ti na la'aŋ bugum la nǫ yț'țŋ ka ka'a niŋtaŋa. we will switch the 

light on in the night, not in the daytime. [Electricity] Nwǫnǫ bugum ǫǫn la'aŋ daad si'em ka kǫ ka ku'om lǫ'ǫg la, 
'As when fire sets twigs ablaze and causes water to boil'. [ISA 64:2] Bugum la daa la'aŋ takoro la mǫŋ nǫ li fuug 

la The window(-frame) and the curtain caught fire. [Fire] zuoya gbina ni wțsa la'aŋ bugum 'it will  set afire the 
foundations of the mountains'. [DEU 32:22] li ... kǫ ka bugum linǫ yit Sțntaana san'an na la la'aŋi ti, ti bǫlim 

pțțgin 'It sets on fire the entire course of our existence with the fire that comes to it from hell itself.'. [JAS 3:6] 
Nwǫnǫ bugum ǫǫn la'aŋ daad si'em ka kǫ ka ku'om lǫ'ǫg la 'As when fire sets twigs ablaze and causes water to 
boil'. [ISA 64:2] SǤ' ya'a nyu'oe bugum ka li faaǫn la'aŋ mǤǤgi di 'If someone starts a fire in his own field and it 
spreads through the weeds'. [EXO 22:6] ba yț'țn la'aŋ tempțțg la nǫ bugum 'Then they set fire to the city'. [JOS 

6:24] Ka o lǫn fuoe yinne nwǫ'ǫ paas, ya'asǫǫ bugum pț la'aŋǫ. He got out another (match) and struck it, and 
again the fire didn't catch. [Fire] Ba nwǫnǫ fitir laŋț ka ba kpiisi li bugum ka li kț lǫn nyaŋi la'aŋǫ. 'they were 
extinguished, snuffed out like a wick'. [ISA 43:17] sieba mǫ kae linǫ sțŋid lǤr ka bugum la'aŋid ka o duod la, 

sieba mǫ mǤr nǫ bugum nif yinne-yinne ken some have no starter for the motor vehicle, others drive with only 

one headlamp. [Asaasim] Lit: that which helps a lorry to 'spark' so that it gets going. Sim: nyu'oe, nyǤ'; Mult: lamis. 
See: lamis. 

la'aŋ2   Variant: la'aŋǫ2. Form: la'aŋ ya4. v. to be sharp. Li da pț la'aŋǫ ka o lǫn pa'ali li kugur la zugu pin'il saasțg 

ya'as. It wasn't sharp, so he put it back on the stone and started the sharpening again. [Trouble] Ba niŋidi ala baŋid 

ye li la'aŋ ya. They did that to know if it was sharp. [Trouble] Sim: saas1. 

la'aŋǫ1   See main entry: la'aŋ1. kindle. 

la'aŋǫ2   See main entry: la'aŋ2. sharp. 

la'aŋi   See main entry: la'aŋ1. kindle. 

la'aŋid   See main entry: la'aŋ1. kindle. 

la'aŋidnǫ   See main entry: la'aŋ1. kindle. 

la'apǫ'ǫŋir   n. moneylending. Ya namisidi ya taaba banǫ an Jew dim la la'apǫ'ǫŋir yǫla. 'You are exacting usury from 

your own countrymen'. [NEH 5:7] See: la'af; pǫ'ǫŋ. 

la'as1   Variant: la'asǫ; la'asǫǫ; la'asi. Form: la'asnǫ. Form: la'asid. Variant: la'asidaa; la'asidi. Form: la'asidnǫ. 
Form: la'asim!. Variant: la'asimi!. Form: la'asimini!. Variant: la'asem. Form: la'asțg2. Variant: la'asțgǤǤ; 
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la'asțgț. Form: la'as-2. v. 1 • to gather/collect things/people, be gathered/collected. Ka ba la'as dabanǫ ka ba 

nwa' la bǤbigi ti'eb kulig. They collected up the firewood they had cut in a bundle and got ready to go home. 

[Trouble] Na'ab daa la'as biis saamnam nǫ manam wțsa The chief gathered all those who were parents of 
children. [Electricity] ba ... la'as titaad ... kpa'ae bas anina they should ... collect the plaster ... and pour it away 
there. [LEV 14:41] Ba daa sa'ali ba ye ba da kǫ ka bunsi'a yi sǤ' ziimin la'asi ba ziim. They warned them not to 

let anything come from someone else's blood and be mixed with their blood. [AIDS-I] Solomon siilima sieba nwa', 

ka Hezekia onǫ an Juda na'ab la kpǫǫmnam da la'asi li sǤbi digil 'These are more proverbs of Solomon,' 
collected and 'copied by the men of Hezekiah king of Judah'. [PRO 25:1] Zimi banǫ bǫǫ atǫukțn la na la'asi sia'ali 

baa? 'Would they have enough if all the fish in the sea were caught for them?'. [NUM 11:22] Ka m la'asi ba 

ku'osuor kanǫ pțbidi ken Ahava teŋ baba la 'I assembled them at the canal that flows toward Ahava'. [EZR 8:15] 
Ba la'asid vaala la nǫ gbila gbila. They are collecting up the farm residues in heaps. [House+Farm] Tinam ... maal 

bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm ye ti baŋ saŋa kanǫ ka yir wțsa na la'asid daad saŋa kanǫ nar 'We ... will draw lots each 
year to determine which clans are to provide wood'. [NEH 10:34] ya na gban'e yanamǫ na la'asidi ya ligidi la 

si'em si'em you will decide exactly how you will collect your money. [Wealth-Is-Power] Kuga la'asidnǫ zuorin. 
Stones gather together on the mountain. [Proverb 226] o sǤb la'asidnǫ diginǫ tisid onǫ na zǤt nǤŋ dim 

nimbaanlig he 'amasses it (money) for another, who will be kind to the poor'. [PRO 28:8] li ya'a aan ala fțn la'asim 

la'ad la ka ti keŋ if so, gather up your things and let's go. [Trouble] La'asim nidib la m tuon ka ba wțmi m 

pian'ad 'Assemble the people before me to hear my words'. [DEU 4:10] la'asimi fț la'ad bǫdegț nǫǫm saŋa yinne. 
collect a lot of your stuff and grind it in one go. [Electricity] La'asimi kuga na! 'Gather some stones.'. [GEN 31:46] 
La'asimi Israel dim wțsa ka ba kǫn Misipa teŋin na 'Assemble all Israel at Mizpah'. [1SA 7:5] La'asimini ya 

buudi kpǫǫmnam wțsa nǫ ya tuongatib 'Assemble ... all the elders of your tribes and all your officials'. [DEU 

31:28] 
2 • to gather together, have a meeting. Ban daa paae na'ayin la, ba daa nyǫ nidib bǫdegț ka ba la'as ani When 

they reached the palace, they saw a lot of people gathered there. [AIDS-I] Yanamǫ da la'as Horeb zuorin la ... 
When you were gathered at Mount Horeb. [DEU 18:16] Asibid daar yț'țŋ yinne ka ti la'as ye ti di ZugsǤb diib. 
'On Saturday evening we gathered together for the fellowship meal'. [ACT 20:7] Nwadig wțsaa ti la'asid, ti ligidi 

gbauŋț nwana. We have monthly meetings, and this is our accounts book. [Wealth-Is-Power] Nidib bǫdegț la'asid 

onǫ an tuongat san'ani bǤǤd sțŋir 'Everyone tries to gain the favour of important people'. [PRO 19:6] Kpǫǫm :  Ya 

kpǫn la'asidaa? Manager :  Do you continue to meet? [Wealth-Is-Power] M mǫ kț la'as nǫ baa 'I will not join in 

their secret talks'. [GEN 49:6] dau na bas o ba' nǫ o ma ka la'as nǫ o pu'a ka babayi' la na lieb niŋgbiŋ yinne 'a 
man leaves his father and mother and attaches himself to his wife, and the two become one'. [GEN 2:24] Ba ya'a 

la'asǫǫ ba tun'e sǤlim ka yț'țm yțțma ka wa' gǫuŋ. When they meet, they can tell stories and sing songs and 
dance the Geung. [Wealth-Is-Power] buudi la wțsa  – kpi'es nǫ diemnam nǫ sțzǤp  – ǫǫnti la'asnǫ dabǤǤgin the 

whole clan – neighbours, in laws and siblings gather at the funeral house. [Asaasim] Ba zin' nǫ ba ka sǤsid 

Wina'am tisidi ba ka bțgțni ba sțnya ka la'asid nǫ ba dit diib. They sit with them and pray for them, 
encourage them and eat meals with them. [AIDS-II] Ka daba ayǤpǤi la daar yanam on la'asim la'asțg linǫ an kasi. 
'And on the seventh day hold a sacred assembly'. [LEV 23:8] Jakob biisǫ, la'asimi na ka kǫlisi 'Assemble and listen, 

sons of Jacob'. [GEN 49:2] La'asțg la da anǫ nimmua tis mam bǤzugǤ, na'ab nǫ o na'ayikpǫm wțsa na bǫǫ ani 
The meeting was very important for me, because the chief and all his courtiers would be there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ya 

ya'a mǤr nǤǤryinne la'asțgǤǤ, ya na la'asid saŋa wțsa. If you have unity in the meeting, you will keep meeting 
at all times. [Wealth-Is-Power] sakur la da maal nǫ kǫǫsțg la'asțgț tis Adu nǫ Ama. the school had a farewell 

meeting for Adu and Ama. [Trouble] o daa tiǫn Awintțma daa yǫl si'el la'askanǫ dabisa gaadi pț yuug la he 
remembered what Awintuma had said at the meeting that came on a little while before. [AIDS-I] Colloc: la'asugțn(ǫ) 
‘to/in/from the meeting’. Ba daa yǫli ti la'asțgțn la ye bugum nwǫnǫ karinzinǫ They told us at the meeting that 
electricity is like kerosene. [Electricity] fț ya'a mi' ye fțn ye fț yǫl si'el la ka' sț'țm tis biis la, fțn yǫlim ka ti 

kadi ba yis la'asțgțn nwa. if you know that the youngsters don't like what you are saying, just say and we will 
eject them from this meeting. [AIDS-I] Colloc: la'asțg dǤǤg/dǤǤd ‘synagogue/s’. ban paae Jew dim la'asțg dǤǤg 

kpǫǫm yin la, o nyǫ ka nidib bǫdegț la'asi vuud ka kaasid 'When they came to the home of the synagogue 
ruler, Jesus saw a commotion, with people crying'. [MRK 5:38] Ka Jew dim Vț'țsțm Daar ka ba keŋ la'asțg 

dǤǤgini zin'in. 'On the Sabbath they entered the synagogue and sat down.'. [ACT 13:14] o sǤb gbana tis o ka o 

mǤri keŋ Jew dim la'asțg dǤǤd banǫ bǫ Damaskus teŋin la 'asked him for letters to the synagogues in 
Damascus'. [ACT 9:2] Ala ka o mǤǤn labasțŋ la Juda sț'țlimin la'asțg dǤǤdin. 'So he preached in the 
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synagogues throughout the country.'. [LUK 4:44] Colloc: La'asțg (Fuug) Sțgțr, Fuug Sțgțr kanǫ ka ba La'asid 

anina ‘Tent of Meeting, Tabernacle (in the Bible)’. ZugsǤb la yǫl Moses nǫ Aaron nǫ Miriam ye babatan' la 

yim keŋ La'asțg Fuug Sțgțrin la 'the Lord said to Moses, Aaron and Miriam, “Come out to the Tent of Meeting, 
all three of you.'. [LEV 12:4] Ala ka ba da ti'eb la'abanǫ na maal Fuug Sțgțr kanǫ ka ba La'asid anina la 'Thus 
all the work of the Tabernacle of the Tent of Meeting was completed'. [EXO 39:32] Colloc: la'asțg zin'ig ‘1) 

[literally] meeting-place : 2) [in the Bible] camp (of the Israelites)’. Ba da baŋ ye sǤ' pț yi Jabis Gilead teŋin 

kǫn la'asțg zin'igin la naa. They discovered that nobody had come to the meeting-place from Jabesh Gilead. [1) 

JDG 21:8] asǫǫ ba mǤri lii yi la'asțg zin'ig la kpikpǫŋ 'he must take it outside the camp'. [2) LEV 4:12] 
3 • to join in some activity, do sth. together. SǤǤnb ya'a la'as kǤbiga ba kț tun'e Ǥnb kugirǫ. Even a hundred 

witches together still can't eat a stone. [Proverb 109] ba baŋ ye ala'asi sǤnsi baŋ si'el gat apian' n tis nidib. they 
realise that discussing something in a group to learn is better than a lecture. [Bible-Study] Lit: one person addressing 
people. Li da anǫ a-la'asi tțm dabisir. It was a communal work day. [Trouble] Da la'as naaf nǫ buŋi kuaa. Don't 
make an ox and a donkey plough together. [DEU 22:10] Nwǫnǫ biis ya'a la'asi digi muk taaba, ba tǤlisid nǫ ban'a 

la tisid taaba. Like when children sleep crowded together, they can pass the disease to one another. [Trachoma] 
Ayei, m biiga, ti wțsa kț la'asi keŋǫ. 'No, my son, we must not all come'. [2SA 13:35] ba tțțma wțsa ba la'asid 

nǫ sțŋid taaba they do all their work cooperatively and help each other. [Wealth-Is-Power] KarimdǤǤg kanǫ ...  

la'asidi dit A Church which ... eats together. [Bible-Study] ba yinne wțsa ya'a ye o keŋ ba la'asidnǫ ken vuguri 
'When they moved, they moved as a group'. [EZK 1:9] Gaana nidib wțsa la'asim maal nǫ'ǫŋanam. All Ghana 
citizens should do these things together. [Tax] Jerusalem dinǫ an dabǤǤdǫ, la'asim yț'țmmi nǫ sumalisim Burst 
into songs of joy together, you ruins of Jerusalem. [ISA 52:9] Da bǫ fț kǤn'Ǥ, la'asimi fț taabin di'ema ni Don't be 
on your own, join in your neighbours' social activities. [Smoking] See: la'am. 

la'as-2   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asǫ   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asem   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asǫǫ   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asi   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asid   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asidaa   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asidi   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asidnǫ   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asim!   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asimi!   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asimini!   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asnǫ   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asțg1   Note: verbal noun as noun Form: la'asțgnam. n. a meeting. o pu'a kennǫ ba winpț'țsdǤǤg pu'ab la'asțg la. his 

wife was going to their church women's meeting. [Electricity] Jew dim gban'aya ye bǫog ba na sǤsif ye fț mǤr 

Paul n kǫǫn ba kpǫǫmnam la'asțgțn la na. 'The Jews have agreed on a plan: they will request you to bring Paul 
down to' the meeting of their elders 'tomorrow'. [ACT 23:20] Kǫli ka ti mǫ bǤǤdina ala ti la'asțgnamin Let us also 
desire it to be so in out meetings. [Bible-Study] See: la'as1. 

la'asțg2   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asțgnam   See main entry: la'asțg1. meeting. 

la'asțgǤǤ   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'asțgț   See main entry: la'as1. collect, meet, do together. 

la'auŋ   n. association, common life. Colloc: teŋ1(gbauŋ)/tǫǫns la'auŋ ‘international’. Gaana ... na ... kǫ ka sida nǫ 

azinzǫma bǫ teŋgbauŋ la'auŋ nǫ kpa'am nǫ saal bǫllimin 'Ghana should ...  establish a just and equitable 
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international economic and social order.'. [Constitution.a] linǫ na kǫ ka zi'ela la paam na'asi tǫǫns la'auŋțn la, ka 

tǫǫns banǫ bǫ la'auŋțn la na siak suobanǫ bǫ ba zi'ela la ni. 'o promote respect for international law and to 
adhere to the principles enshrined in international organisations of which she is a member.'. [Constitution.b] BǤǤl 

nwǫ'ǫb nǫ niŋwisigir tțțma wțsa na keŋ tuon Gaana zin'ig wțsa ka li kǫ ka la'auŋ bǫ Gaana nǫ tǫǫns 

kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb ka laafi nǫ gba'ammǫŋ nǫ zuod na bǫ. 'Sports should be promoted throughout Ghana as a 
means of fostering national integration. health and self-discipline as well as international friendship and 

understanding.'. [Constitution] Lit: football and physical activity. Sim: la'asțg. Note: under la'as1: See: la'as1; la'am. 

la'auŋ   See main entry: la'am. in spite of, do together. 

la'aya   See main entry: la'1. laugh at. 

la'azeed   See main entry: la'aziid. stuff bearer. 

la'aziid   Variant: la'azeed. n. bearer of equipment. Note: in the Colloc: (zaba) la'aziid ‘armourbearer [in the Bible]’. Note: 

young man who assisted a senior warrior, cared for his equipment, and so on Jonatan pin'ili dțt zuokanǫ ka ba bǫǫ li 

zug la ... ka o zaba la'aziid la dǤl o. Ka Filistia soogianam la lut Jonatan tuon, ka o la'aziid la kțțdi dǤl. 
'Jonathan climbed up ... with his armour-bearer right behind him. The Philistines fell before Jonathan, and his 

armour-bearer followed and killed behind him.'. [1SA 14:13] See: lauk; zi1. 

lak   Variant: lakǫ; laki; lake. Form: laknǫ. Form: lakid. Variant: lakidi. Form: lakim!. Variant: lakimi!. Form: lakir. v. to 

uncover, unstick, open. Note: e.g. a book, eyes O tis sida ye sǤ' lak yǫlsu'adir la pa'al Ama. He really believed that 

someone had told the secret to Ama. [Trouble] Ba daa nyǫ on vț'țsid la'am nǫ o nini daa pț lak la. They could 
see that he was breathing although he hadn't opened his eyes. [Electricity] Ka wǫbaa la lak o nini gǤs pu'a la ka 

gǤmis zug. The leopard opened its eyes and looked at the woman and nodded its head. [You-Heard?] aniŋa yim ka 

o zilim lak at that very moment his tongue was loosened. [LUK 1:64] gik bǫǫ bidțg zilim na lak ka o pian'ad 

nyain-nyain 'the stammering tongue will be fluent'. [ISA 32:4] o kpǫn' na tik o nǫ nu'us, ye o nini la lak 'place his 
hands on him to restore his sight'. [ACT 9:12] O yisi ba yțda gbauŋ la teebul lǫuŋțn la laki li. He took their 
register from under the table and opened it. [Trouble] fț ya'a laki fț nu'ug, ba tigid bțnsțma wțsa nǫ li buudi 
'when you open your hand, they are satisfied with good things'. [PSA 104:28] M na laki ba pțtǫnda, ka fǫndigi ba 

yis likinǫ lǫbisi ba nǫǫsimin I will 'open their eyes and turn them from darkness to light'. [ACT 26:18] Note: 

(metaphorical) Sida, mam ZugsǤb Onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤb la nini laknǫ 'I, the Sovereign Lord, am watching'. [AMO 

9:8] Lit: eyes are open. Nintaŋ la da lakid nǫ. The day was dawning. [Trouble] ZugsǤb la lakid zțnzǤǤs nini 'the 
Lord gives sight to the blind'. [PSA 146:8] sǤ' mǫ nu'ug pț lakida,amaa ka o la'an lieb nǤŋdaan 'another 

withholds unduly, but comes to poverty'. [PRO 11:24] Lit: hand is not open. M ba'abiig Saul, lakim. 'Brother Saul, 
receive your sight!'. [ACT 22:13] Yesu yǫl ye, “Lakimi kugir la.” 'Jesus said, ‘Take away the stone.’'. [JHN 11:39] 
Colloc: (gbauŋ) lakir ‘page of a book’. Note: i.e. 'opening' at a place Fț ya'a gǤs Wina'am gbauŋ la pin'ilțgțn la, 

fț na nyǫ lakir si'a ka li pa'anif fțn na lak lǤsi'a nyǫ dinǫ ka fț bǤǤd la. If you look at the front of the Bible you 

will see a page which shows you where to open it to find what you want. [Bible-Intro] Jehudi ya'a karim lakir atan' 

bǫǫ anaasi, Na'ab la nǤkidnǫ barigi nwaae li niŋ bugumin la 'As soon as Jehudi finished reading three or four 
columns, the king cut them off with a small knife and threw them into the fire.'. [JER 36:23] Cpart: ligil ‘cover’. Si'el 

kae ka ba ligil ka li kț lakǫ. 'There is nothing covered up that will not be uncovered'. [MAT 10:26] 

lakǫ   See main entry: lak. open. 

lake   See main entry: lak. open. 

laki   See main entry: lak. open. 

lakid   See main entry: lak. open. 

lakidi   See main entry: lak. open. 

lakim!   See main entry: lak. open. 

lakimi!   See main entry: lak. open. 

lakir   See main entry: lak. open. 

lak-lak   id. very bitter. Colloc: tǤi1 lak-lak. li na tǤi lak-lak nwǫnǫ yabid nǫ it 'turns bitter, as bitter as any poison could'. 

[JOB 20:14] 
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laknǫ   See main entry: lak. open. 

lal1   Variant: lale; lala; lalla; lali; lallii. Form: lalnǫ. Form: lallin. Form: lalțg. Variant: lalug; laluŋ. v. to be far. niimis 

banǫ pț lal ani la kpǫn ianki laannǫ ba zuttin. the birds that were near there suddenly flew up and swooped at 
their heads. [Trouble] Gaadiminǫ m tuon ka kǫ ka ba lal taaba bi'el-bi'el ka paalț bǫǫ ba sțțgin. 'Go ahead of 
me, and keep some space between the herds.'. [GEN 32:16] M biilim saŋa sa m nyǫ namisțg ka pț lal nǫ kum 
'From my youth I have been afflicted and close to death'. [PSA 88:15] Ba yț'țn keŋnǫ ala ti paae zin'ikanǫ lal nǫ 

dabǤǤg la. They then went on like that until they got to a place some distance from the grave. [You-Hear?] Teŋin pț 

lalla ka gungum tǫbis. It's not far to the town, and even kapok is heavy. [Asaasim  Proverb] Ba dabisbǫ'og daar pț 

lalla. their day of disaster is near. [DEU 32:35] Ti ya'a nyaŋi bǫ bǫllim kaŋaa, nyan nǫ fara na lalli ti If we were 

able to live this sort of life, shame and poverty would be far from us! [You-Heard?] Ya pțn dǫŋi fabil kpǫla ye ya 

teŋ la lalnǫ. You have already explained the problem that your land is far away. [Trees] Daasi'erǫǫ ya pț lalnǫ tii. 
'perhaps you live near us'. [JOS 9:7] Ya'a ka'an din yǫllǫ ... li naan aan sțm nǫ biig la naan lallin nǫ zin'ikaŋa. If 
it wasn't for this matter it would have been good for the child to be a long way from that place. [Trouble] Cpart: kpi'e, 

yamma ‘be near, near’. nyan di tinam banǫ an Juda dim nǫ Jerusalem nidib nǫ Israel nidib wțsa banǫ bǫ 

yamma bǫǫ lalli 'we are covered with shame – the men of Judah and people of Jerusalem and all Israel, both near 
and far'. [DAN 9:7] See: lalig; lallim; lallisa. 

lal2 [W, N]   See main entry: alaaliŋ. dormouse. 

lala   See main entry: lal1. far [be]. 

lale   See main entry: lal1. far [be]. 

lalesa   See main entry: lallisa. far away there. 

lali   See main entry: lal1. far [be]. 

lalig   Variant: laligǫ; laligi. Form: lalignǫ. Variant: laligid. Form: laligida. Form: laligidnǫ. Form: laligim!. 

Variant: laligimi!. Form: lalig ya4. v. to extend, go further, go far. Note: go as far as Kemsa ka m na duoe fiebi ya 

ka ya lalig. Go away and I will get up and whip you far away. [Kittens+Mice] Naaman n daa keŋ lalig bi'ela la 
'Naaman had gone only a short distance'. [2KI 5:19] Niis banǫ ian'ad agǤla la ianki lalig The birds that fly above 

have flown far away. [JER 9:10] Nwiǫnkaŋa ni, Goma nǫ Mansa da pț ti'e ye ba laligǫ. On this journey, Goma 
and Mansa didn't expect to go far. [Trouble] Biig la pț zǤǤ laligǫ ka wǫbaa la gban'e o Ǥnb ka nya'al o zug nǫ 

nǤba bas suorin la. The boy hadn't run far before the leopard caught him and ate him, leaving the head and feet 
on the path. [You-Heard?] Mǫ da digin nǫ o biribiŋ bǫǫ o bipuŋ pu'ayua, bǤzugǤ ba du'am pț laligǫ. 'Do not 
have sexual relations with either her son's daughter or her daughter's daughter; they are her close relatives.'. [LEV 

18:17] M naan zǤǤ laligi ieen su'asig zin'ig 'I would hurry to my place of shelter, far'. [PSA 55:8] Ba da nyǤlli galis 

ka Wina'am tǤǤm din ka sagbana la yț'țn laligi paae saŋgbauŋ la. They complained so much that God moved 

away so that heaven was then far off in the sky. [Trouble] Kuŋ kanǫ daa kaas yikanǫ kpi'e nǫ Bțgțr kǤldaug la 

daa lalignǫ ka fț ya'a pțn bǫ lallisa fț na wțmi li. The cry that went up at a house near Bugri river went a long 
way, and you could hear it even if you were far off. [Electricity] Bǫǫ yț'țŋ la tțkpiidțgț lǫǫ laligid ka basid onǫ? 
Or was it that the nighttime noises had gone far away from him? [Trouble] Li da niŋid Adu nǫ wțț o laligidnǫ ka 

basid yț'țŋ tțkpiidțg la To Adu it was as if he had gone far away from the nighttime noises. [Trouble] M da lalig 

ya hali kpǫn duusid ka zappid ta'adkțgis nǫ ta'adgantis. I went some distance away and got on with polishing 
and mending shoes of all kinds. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: lal1. 

lalig ya4   See main entry: lalig. go far. 

laligǫ   See main entry: lalig. go far. 

laligi   See main entry: lalig. go far. 

laligid   See main entry: lalig. go far. 

laligida   See main entry: lalig. go far. 

laligidnǫ   See main entry: lalig. go far. 

laligim!   See main entry: lalig. go far. 

laligimi!   See main entry: lalig. go far. 
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lalignǫ   See main entry: lalig. go far. 

lalla   See main entry: lal1. far [be]. 

lal-lan   id. faraway. Adu wțm ka agbanna nam yamma nǫ lal-lan wțț ba maannǫ ba nǫ siaa nǫ. Adu heard the frogs 

and so on far and near as if they were mocking them. [Trouble] See: lal1; lallim; lallisa. 

lalli-lallisa   See main entry: lallisa. far away there. 

lallim   n. distance. GǤmma sibiti la lallim anǫ mǫǫl pisyuobț paadi ba teŋin la. The government hospital was 60 miles 

from their village. [Trouble] ya kpǫǫmnam nǫ sariakatib la na yii keŋ mak on kpi zin'isi'a la lallim nǫ tempțțd 

banǫ kpi'e anina la 'your elders and judges shall go out and measure the distance from the body to the 
neighbouring towns'. [DEU 21:2] See: lal1; lal-lan. 

lallin   See main entry: lal1. far [be]. 

lallisa   Variant: lalesa; lalli-lallisa. adv. far away there. Kuŋ kanǫ daa kaas yikanǫ kpi'e nǫ Bțgțr kǤldaug la daa 

lalignǫ ka fț ya'a pțn bǫ lallisa fț na wțmi li. The cry that went up at a house near Bugri river went a long way, 

and you could hear it even if you were far off. [Electricity] Ka nidib la bǫ lallisa ka Moses on paae Wina'am bǫ 

si'el la 'The people remained at a distance, while Moses approached ... where God was'. [EXO 20:21] ka dindǫog ... 

dț ya'ae tǫ'ǫg zug lalli-lallisa and chameleon ... climbed up and hung far, far away on top of a baobab tree. 

[Asaasim] See: lal1; lallim; lal-lan. 

lallii   See main entry: lal1. far [be]. 

lalnǫ   See main entry: lal1. far [be]. 

lalțg   See main entry: lal1. far [be]. 

lalug   See main entry: lal1. far [be]. 

laluŋ   See main entry: lal1. far [be]. 

lam   n. a lamp. Note: in the Colloc: sola lam ‘a solar lamp’. Ba daa tis o ... sola lam linǫ mu'oed bugum winigin la. 
They gave him a solar lamp which lights with electricity from the sun. [You-Do?] From: (Eng.) 

lama   See main entry: lațŋ1. fishnet. 

-lama   See main entry: -lammir1. flat. 

lamis   Form: lamisid. v. to set fire [to many]. mam pa'a pțn mamis ye fțnǫ lamis bugum la  amaa m pa'a gu'usidnǫ 

ye m baŋ sida la I already suspected that you started the fire, but I was waiting to know definitely. [Fire] yǫlimi ti 

sidib la ka ba lamisid bugum la hali sansa kanǫ ka li bǤǤdim kae. tell our husbands that they are switching on 
the lights even when they are not needed. [Electricity] Unit: la'aŋ. See: la'aŋ. 

lamisid   See main entry: lamis. set fire [many]. 

lamm   adv. weak, mild, not severe/serious. ǫndțg nǫ sțnpǫǫn linǫ ka m gban'e ba yǫla la niŋ lamm. 'my anger will 

cease and my wrath against them will subside'. [EZK 5:13] Ka Na'ab la sțnf nyaan niŋ lamm. 'Then the king's fury 
subsided.'. [EST 7:10] Amaa la'an nǫ ala Mansa niŋgbina niŋ lamm li yǫla. But in spite of this, Mansa's body felt 
calm over the matter. [Trouble] lin maal si'em la miri galis nǫ o ya'am na digin lamm. as what had happened was 
too near for his mind to lie quiet. [Trouble] 

-lamma   See main entry: -lammir1. flat. 

lamma-lamma   id. flat. ba nyǫ bțnsieba ka ba an lamma-lamma nwǫnǫ sa'apǫlaa bǫ teŋin la they saw 'something 

thin and flaky' like t.z. pats on the ground. [EXO 16:14] See: -lammir. 

-lammir1  Variant: -lammiri1. Form: -lamma. Variant: -lama. adj. flat. Ka Wina'am buol bțnlammir dinǫ bǫǫ agǤl la ye, 

“Saŋgbauŋ.” And God called the flat thing that was above 'Sky'. [GEN 1:8] Vanlamma banǫ kțdigi sțțdi lut la 

tiǫn o saam kooko pǤkanǫ bǫ Susa la zin'isieba yǫl. Old fallen dry leaves spread over parts of his father's cocoa 
farm in Susa. [Trouble] Fț tțblamma nwa pț wțm kǫn'ǫsțgǤ. Your 'flat' ears won't listen to warning. [Trouble] O 

da gțlisnǫ gbigima nǫ na'araad nǫ Kerubnam footo niŋ kțnt lamma la zug. 'On the panels between the 

uprights were lions, bulls and cherubim'. [1KI 7:29] Lit: he inscribed ... pictures on the metal panels. Bțnlamma la 

da bǫ nǫ nǤba anaasi banǫ kțrisid la zug. The panels were over the four wheels. [1KI 7:32] Lit: feet which 
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revolve. Colloc: dalammir ‘1) [literally] a board, flat piece of wood : 2) [idiomatically] (school) blackboard’. 
dalammir wțsa wa'alim na an nǤba makir pii nǫ anu 'Each frame is to be ten cubits long'. [1) EXO 26:16] O da ... 

mǤr si'elnamǫ bǤǤnd za'anǤǤr dalamma la zug he would scribble on the city gates. [1) 1SA 21:13] Lit: the flat 
boards of the gateway. Tika la da yǫlim ye m kem dalammirin la sǤbi bigisi m taaba la man niŋ si'em nyǫ 

gandigir la. The teacher told me to go and write on the blackboard to show my fellow-students how I got the 

answer. [2) Shoeshine-Boy] Bisieba da zi'e dalammir la ni sǤbid. Some youngsters were standing at the blackboard 
writing. flat stone/s, 'stone tablet/s'. [2) Trouble] Colloc: kuglammir/kuglamma. O pț nǤk si'eli sǤb kuglammir 

zugǤ He didn't write something on a stone tablet. [2CO 3:3] Kpi'em kuglamma ayi' wțț yiiga bțnam la 'Cut two 
stone tablets like the first ones'. [DEU 10:1] See: lamma-lamma; lammir2. 

lammir2   Variant: lammiri2. adv. flat. Si'eli da yadig lammiri bǫǫ ba zutin n nyǫǫn hali nwǫnǫ gǤtiŋ nǫ 'Above the heads 
of the creatures there was something that looked like a dome made of dazzling crystal.'. [EZK 1:22] Lit: something 

was spread flatly. NǤkim sanlima kțnt fita zi'esir, ka nwǫ'-nwǫ' li ka li gbin an lammiri 'Make a lampstand of 
pure gold and hammer it out'. [EXO 25:31] Kǫl ka si'el bǫǫ an lammiri bǫŋ ku'okanǫ bǫǫ agǤl la nǫ ku'okanǫ bǫ 

teŋir la. 'Let there be a vault between the waters, to separate water from water.' flat stone/s, 'stone tablet/s'. [GEN 1:6] 
Colloc: kuglammir/kuglamma. Kpi'em kuglamma ayi' wțț yiiga bțnam la 'Cut two stone tablets like the first 

ones'. [DEU 10:1] See: -lammir1; lamma-lamma. 

-lammiri1   See main entry: -lammir1. flat. 

lammiri2   See main entry: lammir2. flat. 

lampǤ   Variant: lampo; lampǤǤ; lampoo. Form: lampǤnam. n. poll-tax, tax. YǤǤmi fț lampǤ ka sa'ali fț zuanam ka ba 

yǤǤ ba lampǤ ka sǤ' da filim o tiraana. Pay your taxes and advise your friends to pay their taxes and nobody 
should cheat his fellow-friend. [Tax] ba na ti bu'osidif ye ba baŋi fț lampǤ yǤǤb yǫla they might ask you if they 
have a record of your tax affairs. [Tax.b] Fț ya'a pț bǤǤd ye fț yǤǤ fț lampǤ ligidi gaad ban na vǫǫns ka yǫlif 

si'em la,  fțn sǤm gbana digilim. If you don't want to pay more tax than you are assessed at, you must fill in a 
form and submit it. [Tax] Lit: they examine and tell you ... write papers and put down. Alazugț da kǫ ka Moab 

dim la siaki dǤl David ka yǤǤd lampǤ tisid o. 'So the Moabites became his subjects and paid taxes to him.'. [2SA 

8:2] ... banǫ sț'țe bugum kpiisțg tțțma nǫ lampǤ di'esțg tțțma dim '... the Fire Service, and the Internal 
Revenue Service'  (in a list). [Constitution] Suobanǫ ka ba lǫm paamid ligidi anǫ GǤmma ya'a tisi ba nǫ suor ban 

na di'es lampǤ nam. 'Other financial resources shall come from government grants and also monies raised by 

District Assemblies in exercise of their limited taxation and licensing powers.'. [Constitution] Ya pa'an la yǤǤd 

Pț'țsim Yir lampǤ bǫǫ? 'Doesn't your teacher pay the temple tax ?'. [MAT 17:24] Moab dim la siaki dǤl David ka 

yǤǤd lampǤ tisid o. 'So the Moabites became his subjects and paid taxes to him.'. [2SA 8:2] Fƒ YƆƆDI Fƒ LAMPƆƆ? 
Do You Pay Your Tax? [Tax [heading]] Banǫ paae yțma pisnu nǫ anu tțțma ni bǫǫ tțțg ala, ban dim kț lǫn yǤ 

lampǤǤ. 'Pensions shall not be taxed and shall be payable to beneficiaries from the age of 55 onwards.'. 

[Constitution] Lit: those who reach 55 years in work or go beyond that, they will no longer pay tax. ya pț mǤr suori 

na mugus maanmaannib ... la ye ba yǤ lampǤǤ 'you have no authority to impose taxes ... on any of the priests'. 
[EZR 7:24] Colloc: lampǤ di'esțg tțțma ‘Internal Revenue Service, tax office’. ... banǫ sț'țe bugum kpiisțg 

tțțma nǫ lampǤ di'esțg tțțma dim '... the Fire Service, and the Internal Revenue Service'  (in a list). [Constitution] 
From: (Fr.) Note: l'impôt 

lampǤdi'es   Variant: lampodi'es. Form: lampǤdi'esib. Variant: lampodi'esidib. n. a tax gatherer, tax-collector. O da anǫ 

lampǤdi'es kpǫǫm, ka mǤr ligidi bǫdegț. 'he was a chief tax collector and was wealthy.'. [LUK 19:2] BǤzugǤ fț 

ya'a nǤŋ nǫ banǫ nǤŋif la, li nyǤǤd an bǤ? Hali baa lampǤdi'esidib mǫ niŋid ala. 'If you love only those who 
love you, what reward can you expect? Even the tax-collectors do as much as that.'. [MAT 5:46] See: lampǤ; di'es. 

lampǤdi'esib   See main entry: lampǤdi'es. tax gatherer. 

lampǤnam   See main entry: lampǤ. tax. 

lampo   See main entry: lampǤ. tax. 

lampodi'es   See main entry: lampǤdi'es. tax gatherer. 

lampodi'esidib   See main entry: lampǤdi'es. tax gatherer. 

lampǤǤ   See main entry: lampǤ. tax. 
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lampoo   See main entry: lampǤ. tax. 

lan   Variant: lana. n. a testicle. Ba'amadir niŋid na'araug lan bǤ? Tick does what to a bull's testicle? [Proverb 159] 

lana   See main entry: lan. testicle. 

lanega [C]   See main entry: lannig. squirrel. 

lanig [N]   See main entry: lannig. squirrel. 

lanis   See main entry: lannig. squirrel. 

lannig   Variant: lanig [N]; lanug; lanega [C]; lannigi. Form: lanis. Variant: lannis. n. a squirrel, sun-squirrel. 
Heliosciurus gambianus. O saame ǫǫnti nwǫ' lannig bǫǫ waligi kț ka o keŋ nǤk la malis o. Whenever his 

father shot a squirrel or an oribi and he went to get it, it made him happy. [Trouble] Lannig da bu'os o ye, 'Fț tțm 

bǤ anina?' Squirrel asked "What are you doing here?" [Trouble] Lannigi da tțm hali la. Squirrel was a hard 

worker. [Trouble] Amaa bunib saŋa ti tu'ae la ka o maan suoya ye faaǫn alannig suma pǤǤg la. When harvest 
time drew near, he made tracks to rob Squirrel's groundnut farm. [Trouble] Ba dțti tiis wțț lannis nǫ They climb 
trees like squirrels. [Trouble] Sim: zaŋsirig. 

lannigi   See main entry: lannig. squirrel. 

lannis   See main entry: lannig. squirrel. 

lanug   See main entry: lannig. squirrel. 

laŋgima   Form: laŋgimanam. Variant: laŋgimanamǫ; laŋgima namɛ. n. a soldier/soldiers. Syn: soogia. o bigisid 

niŋgbiŋ la zabid nǫ ban'as si'em la, ka nǤk soogianam bǫǫ laŋgima namǫ mak. he showed how the body 

fights against diseases by using the example of soldiers. [AIDS-I] From: (Eng.) or (Fr.) Note: 'engineer' or l'ingénieur 
See: laŋgindaa. 

laŋgimanam   See main entry: laŋgima. soldier. 

laŋgimanamǫ   See main entry: laŋgima. soldier. 

laŋgima namɛ   See main entry: laŋgima. soldier. 

laŋgindaa   n. a ridge, barrier. Note: Military/police 'barrier' stopping traffic on the roads. maal datti gilig Jerusalem 

zaŋguoma 'build siege ramps against Jerusalem'. [JER 6:6] Note: used in discussion of how to translate this verse, 

published version datti See: laŋgima. 

laŋgbiina   n.pl. fruit [type]. Note: of laŋgbiing tree.   O pu'a mǤnnǫ ka dțg sǤ'Ǥd nǫ laŋgbiina. His wife 'stirs' and cooks 

wild vegetables. [House+Farm] Lit: 'mustard' and langbing-fruits. Source: laŋgbiing. See: laŋgbiing. 

laŋgbiing   Form: laŋgbiins. n. tree[sp]. Prosopis africana ?? Res: laŋgbiina. 

laŋgbiins   See main entry: laŋgbiing. tree [sp]. 

laŋir   n. a 'hut'. Teŋgbauŋ ... gbǫlisid wțț laŋir ka sisi'em da'ad nǫ. 'The earth itself will ... sway like a hut in a storm.'. 

[ISA 24:20] Sim: sțgțr. 

laŋ-laŋ   id. clang! (loud, jarring noise). ti kpǫn wțm lǤri niŋ wiigi bas ka li an laŋ-laŋ ka ti tǫn'ǫs ye li anǫ sibiti lǤr we 
suddenly heard a vehicle letting off an alarm 'clang, clang!' and we thought it was an ambulance. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

laŋț   Variant: lauŋ; lauŋț. Form: laŋțnam. Variant: laŋțnama. n. a wick. Ba nwǫnǫ fitir laŋț ka ba kpiisi li bugum 

ka li kț lǫn nyaŋi la'aŋǫ. 'they were extinguished, snuffed out like a wick'. [ISA 43:17] Ka pu'asada la wțsa duoe 

maali ba fita laŋț. 'Then the girls all got up and trimmed their lamps.'. [MAT 25:7] O duoe zin'in ka ba'aŋi nǤk 

fittir kanǫ sie la dț'țs lauŋț la. She sat up and reached up to take the lamp that was turned down and raise the 
wick. [Trouble] Lauŋț kanǫ pț dit sț'țŋa, o kț kpiisi lii. 'a smouldering wick he will not snuff out'. [ISA 42:3] Note: 

quoted as: Lauŋ kanǫ pț dit sț'țŋa, o kț kpiisi lii 'a smouldering wick he will not snuff out'. [MAT 12:20] fita 

ayǤpǤi zi'e li zug, ka yinne wțsa mǤr laŋțnama ayǤpǤi 'On the lampstand are seven lamps, each one with 
places for seven wicks.'. [ZEC 4:2] 

laŋțnam   See main entry: laŋț. wick. 

laŋțnama  See main entry: laŋț. wick. 
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las1   Form: lasa. Form: las2-. n. a spot, mark. Li ya'a anǫ sankpana bǫǫ mǤda ka o niŋgbiŋ la tiaki las piela-piela If 
it is 'a swelling, a rash or a bright spot'. [LEV 14:56] Colloc: lasa-lasa ‘spotted, patchy’. bțraad banǫ dțt bțnya'as 

la da anǫ bțmpțpǤnra nǫ lasa-lasa 'the male goats mating with the flock were streaked, speckled or spotted'. 

[GEN 31:10] 

las2-   See main entry: las1. spot. 

lasa   See main entry: las1. spot. 

lasida   n. a week. Note: 'N Sundays' = "N weeks" nǤǤra atan'a bǫǫ anaasi (3 or 4) du'amin lasida ayuobț three or four 

times in the six weeks after birth. [Immunisation] Syn: bakuai. See: Alasid. 

lasidaarǫ   See main entry: Alasid. Sunday. 

lasiddaar   See main entry: Alasid. Sunday. 

lat   See main entry: la3. cut open. 

lati   See main entry: la3. cut open. 

lațŋ1   Variant: lauŋ1; laauŋ [SD]. Form: lama. Variant: laama [SD]. n. a fishing-net. Note: [one man throws] Wina'am 

so'olim la lem wenne lauŋ kane ka ba lob mo'arin 'the kingdom of heaven is like a net that was let down into the 

lake'. [MAT 13:47 [original published New Testament]] Note: modern spelling: Wina'am sț'țlim la lǫm nwǫnǫ lațŋ kane 

ka ba lǤb mu'arin Sim: sau, zimi la'ad, ziŋgama, zuliŋ1. Note: Published Bible has sau in example above 

lauk   Variant: laukǤ; lauko; laukț. Form: la'ad2. Variant: la'adi2. Form: la'a-2. n. 1 • thing, stuff, equipment, tool, [pl.] 

luggage, loads. O ya'a ǫǫnti yuk o nini la lauk si'a ni kpa' lauk si'a li nyǫǫnnǫ wțț li tț'țsnǫ bugum si'a yiŋ 

nǫ. When she turned her eyes from one object to another, they lit up as if there was some light flashing outside. 

[Trouble] O pț mukid sǤ'ǤsǤ bǫǫ digil lauk ka nyaan pǫ'ǫŋ si'eli tis o kpi'esǫ. 'He does not oppress anyone or 
require a pledge for a loan. [EZK 18:16] Da li'eli nimbǫ'ǫd bama sțga laa, bǫǫ si'isi linǫ wțsa aan ba laukǤ 'Stand 
well away from the tents of these wicked men; touch nothing of theirs'. [NUM 16:26, EXO 22:11] dau ya'a nǤk kțnt 

laukț nwǫ' o tiraan ka o kpi, o anǫ ninkțțd 'If a man strikes someone with an iron object so that he dies, he is 

a murderer'. [NUM 35:16] M da dǫŋi yǫlnǫ onǫ kuosid la'ad ye m na mǤr la'abama na n tis o. I had already said 
to the salesperson that I would bring those items to him. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba zi la'ad la paae na'ayin They carried 
her luggage to the palace. [Billygoat] ba zi la'ad hali ka ba zut kǤn ka ba biankimpiind wțsa pie ka kǫ kǤnba 
they carried loads until 'every head was rubbed bare and every shoulder made raw'. [EZK 29:18] Ba da kuosidi ba 

la'ad nǫ ba areza'as wțsa pțdigidi tisid taaba 'They would sell their property and possessions, and distribute 
the money among all'. [ACT 2:45] Ba ǫǫnti pț tǫn'ǫs ye ba taaba mǫ bǤǤd la'adǫ They never consider that their 
fellows also need possessions. [Jealousy] Ti da zunǫ dțgib la'adi ti yaan na We stole cooking utensils from home. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] dau kanǫ mǤr paŋ ya'a ti'eb sț'țŋa nǫ o bțraalim la'adi gur o yir la'ad, si'el-si'el kț bǤdigǫ 
'When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own house, his possessions are safe.'. [LUK 11:21] banǫ ... ma'ad ziri 

ka faand la'adi pǫ'ǫnnǫ ba bada dǤǤd la 'all ...  who steal and kill in order to fill their master's house with loot'. 

[ZEP 1:9] La'abanǫ kpǫlim la da anǫ fțrpiim nǫ gum nǫ kuusa nǫ hamma. The remaining items were a needle 
and thread, and nails and a hammer. [Shoeshine-Boy] O nyǫ ... dakato kanǫ ka o gbana nǫ la'abibis bǫ ani la. He 

saw .. the box with his papers and odds-and-ends in. [Trouble] Ka zaŋ la'abanǫ ka o mǤr na la digil And he 
brought all his property and put it down. [Billygoat] Note: la'abanǫ could be 'money which' but la'ad is mentioned in the 

previous sentence (not ligidi) O da vaae la'abanǫ bǫ Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la wțsa, li la'abǫda nǫ la'abaanlțg 

wțsa he 'took all the vessels of the house of God, great and small'. [2CH 36:18] Colloc: zimi la'ad ‘fishnets, 

fishing-equipment’. Ka ba kpǫm basi ba zimi la'ad la, ka dǤl o. 'At once they left their nets and went with him.'. 

[MAT 4:20] Sim: la'a-1 ‘money’. Note: la'af 
2 • clothes. Yțma ayi' banǫ gaad la, fubama naan aannǫ o pǤǤgțn bǫǫ o gǤǤndim la'ad By the time two years 

had passed those clothes were work clothes or clothes for travelling in. [Trouble] fț yǫǫs nidib la'ad ka basi ba 

sawǫnya. 'you stripped men of their clothing, leaving them naked.'. [JOB 22:6] Sim: [ fuug/] fuud. See: la'agur; 

la'akuos; la'aziid. 

laukǤ   See main entry: lauk. equipment, clothes. 

lauko   See main entry: lauk. equipment, clothes. 

laukț   See main entry: lauk. equipment, clothes. 
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lauŋ   See main entry: laŋț. wick. 

lauŋ1   See main entry: lațŋ1. fishnet. 

lauŋț   See main entry: laŋț. wick. 

lauu   id. brightly. Colloc: nie lauu. o fitir la nie m zugin lauu 'his lamp shone upon my head'. [JOB 29:3] 

laya   See main entry: la4. pluck. 

laa1   Form: la-. Form: laas. Variant: laasi. n. a bowl. Fțn na niŋ si'el lǫǫ anǫ ye fț nǤk kǤp, laa bǫǫ nwam n niŋ diib 

la. What you have to do is take a cup, bowl or calabash and put the food in it. [Breastfeeding] maliak onǫ paas 

ayuobț la kpa'ae o laa la niŋ Efiritis mu'atita'arin la the sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river 
Euphrates'. [REV 16:12] DǤbilin la da mǤr kabǤt ka laas nǫ kapnam nǫ sț'țs pǫ'ǫl. The kitchen had a cupboard 
full of bowls, cups and knives. [Jealousy] Ba da mǤr sǤna nǫ laas nǫ dțgid, ka mǫ mǤr ki nǫ mui la'an nǫ zǤ'Ǥm 

nǫ kawǫnsǫn'ǫda, hali nǫ bǫŋa nǫ saazi. (they) 'brought bedding and bowls and articles of pottery. They also 

brought wheat and barley, flour and roasted grain, beans and lentils'. [2SA 17:28] zam sǤb onǫ mǤr laas nǫ 

bǤtbanǫ pț paae ma'ad la'adi kuosid a cheat who has bowls and sacks less than proper size to falsify things to 
sell. [MIC 6:11] Adu nan bǤǤd lǫbisțg la ka Birago nǫ Yaa ziid ku'om nǫ laasi kpǫn'ǫd na Adu was already 
getting back when Birago and Yaa were coming in carrying water in bowls. [Trouble] Nimbanǫ kpi ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd 

zug la laasi la. These are the bowls of the people who died because of their sins. [NUM 16:38] on nǫ o pu'ayua niŋ 

muibielim latita'arine gaansid kuga. She and her daughter had put polished rice in a big bowl and were picking 
out the stones. [Trouble] Adu da mǤri mui nǫ labili zin' kpi'e o ma nǫ o tațn la Adu brought some rice in a small 
bowl an sat near his mother and sister. [Trouble] lakanǫ nar nǫ ninsțma la ka o zaŋi niŋ bin'isgbisidim tis o 'in 

a bowl fit for nobles she brought him curdled milk'. [JDG 5:25] Colloc: laan2 ~ laanǫ ‘in a bowl’. ya na nǤk 

nyulinnyu'usi tțm ziim la bǫ laan la buoǫn li giligi ya dǤǤd za'anǤya 'Take a bunch of hyssop, dip it into the 
blood in the basin and put some of the blood on the top and on both sides of the doorframe'. [EXO 12:22] Yin bǫŋa 

tuodnǫ laanǫ. Home beans are pounded in the bowl. [Asaasim  Proverb] Colloc: laasin ‘in/from bowls’. O nyu'us 

sa'ab la niŋ tan laasin. She serves the t.z. and into clay bowls. [House+Farm] Saa ku'om da tu'asid kǫnmisi la 

zugț lut laasin. The rainwater dripped through the roof into the dishes. [Trouble] Ka nidib la nǤki ba bodobodo 

zǤ'Ǥm kanǫ ka danbin nam pț gǫndig la niŋ laasin. 'So the people filled their baking pans with unleavened 
dough'. [EXO 12:34] See: kpalaa; taslaa. 

laa2   See main entry: la1. the, *end*, last. 

laa3   See main entry: la2. is that. 

laab   See main entry: la4. pluck. 

laad   See main entry: la4. pluck. 

laadin   See main entry: la4. pluck. 

laafe   See main entry: laafi. health. 

laafee   See main entry: laafi. health. 

laafi   Variant: alaafi; laafe; laafii; laafee; lafia; laafia; laafya; laafiya(a). n. health, welfare. DinzugǤ, laafi gat arizak. 
Therefore health is greater than wealth. [Billygoat] Li na sțŋ ka biig la bi' sț'țŋa n mǤr paŋ ka laafi mǫ bǫ o. This 
will help the child to grow well and be strong and also healthy. [Breastfeeding] pa'alimi alaafi tțntțm linǫ mǤt la 

bǫǫ linǫ daami fǤ indicate to the medical worker what is swollen or what is disturbing you. [Immunisation] Ka banǫ 

ka kikiris daamidi ba daa nyǫ laafi. 'Those who were troubled by evil spirits also came and were healed.'. [LUK 

6:18] SǤ' mǤri laafi hali nǫ on na ti kpi 'one man dies crowned with success'. [JOB 21:23] o ka'a laafii din ka m 

kena ye m nyǫǫ fț di yǫla he's not well, that's why I have come to see you about it. [AIDS-II] ba daa ti yǫl Josef ye, 

“Fț ba' la ka' laafii.” 'Joseph was told, “Your father is ill.”'. [GEN 48:1] Gaana lafia yiti na'asaar yaarimin Ghana's 

health comes from iodised salt. [Iodine] Colloc: X (mǤr) laafi ? ‘How is X?’. In greetings, the welfare of family 
members is usually enquired after. “Ya mi' Laban onǫ an Nahor yaaŋ laa?” Ka ba lǫbis ye, “Űǫn, ti mi' o.”  Ka 

Jakob bu'osi ba ye, “O mǤr laafi?” Ka ba lǫbis ye, “Laafi bǫǫ o. '“Do you know Laban, Nahor's grandson?” 
“Yes, we know him,” they answered. Then Jacob asked them, “Is he well?” “Yes, he is,” they said'. [GEN 29:5-6] 
From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: lafiya < �	\���ا Note: al ’aafiya 
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laafii   See main entry: laafi. health. 

laal   Form: laan1. Variant: laannǫ; laanɛ. v. to glide, hover. Silțg bǫǫ ani laan ka na zulig na 'An eagle will soar and 

swoop down'. [JER 49:22] Nwǫnǫ bțn-ian'ada ǫǫnti yadig kpțkpama laan agǤl si'em la 'Like birds hovering 
overhead'. [ISA 31:5] niimis banǫ pț lal ani la kpǫn ianki laannǫ ba zuttin. the birds that were near there 
suddenly flew up and swooped at their heads. [Trouble] Wina'am Siig da laannǫ giligid ku'om la zug. 'the Spirit 

of God was hovering over the waters.'. [GEN 1:2] Ka nwǫnǫ silțgț zamisid o biis ian'ab nǫ ka yadig kpțkpama 

laannǫ bǤǤd ye o gǫ'ǫŋi ba. Like an eagle teaching its young to fly, catching them safely on its spreading wings'. 

[DEU 32:11] 

laalis   See main entry: alaaliŋ. dormouse. 

laam   See main entry: la4. pluck. 

laama [SD]   See main entry: lațŋ1. fishnet. 

laan1   See main entry: laal. hover. 

laanɛ   See main entry: laal. hover. 

laannǫ   See main entry: laal. hover. 

laas   See main entry: laa1. bowl. 

laasi   See main entry: laa1. bowl. 

laauŋ [SD]   See main entry: lațŋ1. fishnet. 

lǫ   Form: lǫǫd. v. to dig up. la'an nǫ ban wțm ye ba lǫǫd yaadi zuud la, din anǫ tensieba sa labaya they may have 
heard that people rob graves, but that is information about other towns. [Trouble] Lit: dig up graves and steal. 
Sim: tu1, tuk4, lǫǫg. See: lǫǫg. 

lǫb1   Variant: leb; lǫbi; lebi; lǫbǫ; lebe. Form: lǫbnǫ1. Variant: lebne. Form: lǫbid1. Variant: lebid; lǫbidi1; lebidi. 

Form: lǫbidnǫ. Variant: lebidne. Form: lǫm3!. Variant: lem; lǫmma; lǫmǫ1; leme. Form: lǫmmi2. Variant: lemmi. 

Form: lǫmmini1. Form: lǫbin. Form: lǫbig3. Variant: lǫbigi3; lebug. v. 1 • to return, go back. Ya ya'a lǫb yanam 

mǤǤm ka yǫli ya biis nǫ sǤ' wțsa ye ba da di'em nǫ bugum. When you go back, try to tell your children and 

everybody else not to play with electricity. [Electricity] Na'ab la mǫ da bǤǤd ye o mǫŋ mǤr widi bǫdegț bǫǫ o kǫ 

ka nidib la lǫb Egipt n da' widi na tis o. 'The king, moreover, must not acquire great numbers of horses for 
himself or make the people return to Egypt to get more of them'. [DEU 17:16.a] Amaa ti ya'a lǫbǫ m na sǤbi tisif na. 
But when we go back I will write to you. [Trouble] M kț nyaŋi dǤlli fț lǫbǫ 'I may not go back with you'. [1KI 13:16] 
O gban'e o suori lǫbi kuli diginǫ gbis sț'țŋa ka bǫog ti ba'asi nie. He set off back home and lay down to sleep 
peacefully, until day eventually dawned. [Billygoat] Da lǫn lǫbi suokan la ni ya'asǫ. 'You are not to go back that 
way again. [DEU 17:16.b] ya gaafara, ka mam sa lǫbnǫ ka m ma ningbiŋ sa pț malisa lin kǫ ka m sa pț nyaŋi 

kena la. I'm sorry, I went back yesterday and my mother wasn't well, which is why I couldn't come yesterday. 

[Akelsa] Fț ya'am ya'a ti lǫbid sigaar nuubinǫǫ fțn da'am agis bǫǫ tǤǤfii mu'a. If you are going back to feeling 
like smoking, buy 'Hacks' or toffee to suck. [Smoking] Ka Moses nǤk o pu'a nǫ o biisi ban'al bțŋ zug, ka ba 

gban'e suori lǫbid Egipt 'So Moses took his wife and sons, put them on a donkey and started back to Egypt.'. [EXO 

4:20] O daa wțm nidib la lǫbidi kun ka yǫt si'el wțsa He heard everything the people were saying as they went 

back home. [Fire] Israel dim yțțm pisnu malțŋ di'ema saŋa ka si'el wțsa lǫbidi li zin'igin la ya'a paae 'When 
the Year of Jubilee for the Israelites comes'. [NUM 36:4] Lit: 50-year festival when everything returns to its place. Ba 

ye o da lǫbidnǫ Susa na ye o gǤs o sid They said she was going back to Susa to see her husband. [Trouble] Man 

lǫbidnǫ m mǫŋ teŋin nǫ m mǫŋ nidibin. 'I am going back to my own land and my own people.'. [NUM 10:30] Ka 

Mahama yț'țn ye, ti lǫbin pǤǤgțn la ye ti gǤs amaa ba ka' anina. Then Mahama said "We went back to the 

farm to look, but they weren't there." [Trouble] Ti ya'a lǫbin Egipt li pț sǤn'oe nǫǫ? 'Wouldn't it be better for us to 
go back to Egypt?'. [NUM 14:3] Kem kaae giligi teŋ la ka sǤb lin an si'em, ka lǫbini m san'an na 'Go and make 
a survey of the land and write a description of it. Then return to me'. [JOS 18:8] Ka na'ab ye o lǫm yǫli ba ye o 

kenna. And the chief said he should go back and tell them that he was coming. [Trees] On sǤb lǫm kul That person 

should go back home. [DEU 20:6] Azaato daa pț'țsi ba bareka ka yǫli ba ye sǫǫung ya'a paae ban lǫmma 
Azaato thanked them and said that they should go back when the rainy season arrived. [Wealth-Is-Power] M lǫmmi m 

teŋin bǫǫ m naalim nǫ bibanǫ gbǫǫnd sțga ni la? Should I go back to my village, or should I make it up with the 
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boys who sleep in the huts? [Shoeshine-Boy] Lǫmmini ya tțțma ni! 'Get back to your work!'. [EXO 5:4] Ti nya'aŋ 

lǫbig la yț'țn zu'onǫ galis 'our backsliding is great'. [JER 14:7] Ba lǫbig linǫ paasi abțyi' la ka Josef kǫ ka o 

ba'abiis la baŋ o. 'On their second visit, Joseph told his brothers who he was'. [ACT 7:13] Ani lǫbigi nwǫnǫ linǫ nar. 
Going back there seemed to be right. [Trouble] Colloc: lǫb na1 ‘come back’. Note: sometimes written lǫbna 
Yimbǫogțn ka m pu'a Mba'bǤǤd mǫ kan'as o la'adi lǫb na. Next day my wife Mba'abood collected up her 

belongings and came back. [Three-Problems] ku'om la lǫb na di tǫrekonam la nǫ wiedban'adib la 'The water 
flowed back and covered the chariots and horsemen'. [EXO 14:26] bǫogǤǤ o saa na lǫbna bu'os o on bǤǤd si'el 

wțsa tomorrow he would come back and ask everything he wanted to. [Billygoat] o ma la amis o nini bigis o ye o 

da lǫbnaa. her mother winked to show her that she shouldn't come back. [You-Heard?] Man ti ye m lǫb yțțm 

anwana win na la, ka fț pu'a Sara mǤr biribiŋ. 'About this time next year I shall come back to you, and your 
wife Sarah will have a son'. [GEN 18:10] Anina ka ba kpǫn' anrțŋț lǫb Antiok teŋin na. 'from there they sailed 
back to Antioch'. [ACT 14:26] ka tțm agaung ka o yina ian'adi giligid ka pț lǫb naa 'and sent out a raven. It did 
not come back, but kept flying around'. [GEN 8:7] Li da niŋnǫ anwa ka Naomi nǫ o bipu'a yi Moab teŋin lǫbi kul 

na. 'This, then, was how Naomi came back from Moab with Ruth, her Moabite daughter-in-law.'. [RUT 1:22] O da 

tț'țs Adu yaŋirin ka o yi kǤlțgț lǫbid na. She met Adu in the gateway as he was coming back from the well. 
[Trouble] ti ya'a pț yuuginǫǫ, anwaa ti keŋin nǤǤra ayi' ka lǫbin na 'if we had not delayed, we could have gone 
and returned twice'. [GEN 43:10] Akǫlsa buol o ye o lǫm na. Akelsa called him to come back. [Billygoat] ... lǫmna.) 

[Akelsa (same story but:] Lǫmmini m san'an na 'Return to me'. [ZEC 1:3] Ninsaal Biig la lǫbig na yǫla The Return of 
the Son of Man. [MRK 13:24 [heading]] Colloc: keŋ ka1 lǫb na1 ‘'go and come'’. Note: go away for the moment but will 

come back (soon) Kem ka lǫb na; ka bǫogǤ m saa na tisif '‘Come back again; you can have it tomorrow’'. [PRO 

3:28] Colloc: lǫb nya'aŋ3 ‘turn back, go back(wards)’. Goma n da yina nyǫ Yeboah la o ya'an da lǫbnǫ nya'aŋ 

wțț on ǫǫnti si'al o When Goma came out and saw Yeboah, he turned back again as if he would meet her. [Trouble] 
Syn: lǫbig2

3 
2 • to do ... again, repeat. Ka yisǤb la lǫbi sin. And the 'landlord' was silent once more. [Billygoat] Ka li dig ya, ka ti 

buoǫn, lǫbi buoǫn, ka kul na, dinǫ pu'a, di nǫ biiga, ka pǤǤ siŋim, ka pǤǤ bugimm. And it is lying down, and 
we make a mark on the ground and made a mark again and came home and married a wife and a child and swore 
an oath ""Siŋim!"  and swore an oath "Bugimm!" [Asaasim] Note: Corrected text and translation by MA. The 'oaths' are 

meaningless ideophones. "It is a dirge that is always recited at a funeral of a grown up man with family." (MA)  Ka o lǫbi gbis 

ya'as ka lǫn zaansim 'He fell asleep again and had another dream.'. [GEN 41:5] 
3 • to answer. Syn: lǫbis. Note: much more common Ka ba lǫbi ye, anii. And they answered "Eight." [Trees] See: lǫbig1

3 
See: lǫbis1; bilǫbțg.  Note: see ref. and link at ken3 

lǫb2   Form: lǫbnǫ2. Form: lǫbid2. Variant: lǫbidi2. Form: lǫmmini2. v. to face, turn in the direction of, be opposite. 
Sț'țgǤ, ki'em lǫb datiuŋ 'O sword, slash to the right'. [EZK 21:16] Pǫbisyaal da lǫbidi ba san'an ka dammid tiis 

banǫ ka ba sǫ dǤlis pal la. The fierce wind was against them and tossed the trees that were planted along the 
road. [TN]. [Trouble] Lǫmmini m san'an na ka paam faangir 'Turn to me and be saved'. [ISA 45:22] Colloc: lǫb 

(ya)tuon/nya'aŋ ... ‘go west, east ...’. Pț'țsim DǤǤg la zak linǫ lǫb ya-nya'aŋ la yalțŋ ... da anǫ nǤba makir 

kǤbiga nǫ pisnu. 'The width of the temple courtyard on the east ... was a hundred cubits.'. [EZK 41:14] ZugsǤb 

Wina'am maal lǤmbǤn'Ǥg Eden teŋin la lǫbid ya-nya'aŋ baba 'The Lord God planted a garden in Eden away to 

the east'. [GEN 2:8] M nyǫ dțk ka li lǫ'ǫd ka gbǫligi lǫbid ya-datiuŋ baba la bǤǤd kpa'ar. 'I see a pot boiling in 
the north, and it is about to tip over this way.'. [JER 1:13] Ban da di'e si'el la da yinǫ Edom dim titǤndigin, Zin 

sian'arin linǫ lǫbid ya-dagǤbțg baba la. What they received 'extended down to the territory of Edom, to the 
Desert of Zin in the extreme south. '. [JOS 15:1] Colloc: X nǤǤr1 lǫb2 biaunkin ‘X is humbled, brought low’. ZugsǤb 

la da kǫ ka Juda dim nǤǤr lǫb biaunkin 'The Lord had reduced Judah to submission'. [2CH 8:19] ba zi' ban na lǫn 

lǫbisif si'ela; ba nǤǤr lǫbnǫ biaunkin they ' have no more to say; words have failed them'. [JOB 32:15] Sim: kpa'2, 

lǫbis2. See: lǫbis2. 

lǫbǫ   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫbi   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫbid1   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫbid2   See main entry: lǫb2. face to. 

lǫbidi1   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 
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lǫbidi2   See main entry: lǫb2. face to. 

lǫbidnǫ   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫbig1   Variant: lebig; lǫbigi1; lebigi. Form: lǫbigir1. Variant: lebigir. v. 1 • to become, cause to become, turn sth. into sth. 
Yaro da lǫbig sǤlțŋ la nǫ on bǤǤd si'em Yaro turned the meaning of the story the way he wanted it. [Trouble] 
Yanam da gban'e nǫ bǫ'ǫd mam yǫla, amaa ka Wina'am lǫbigi li sțm 'You plotted evil against me, but God 
turned it into good'. [GEN 50:20] ye, ‘Ba na buonnǫ m yir la ye Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir.’ Ka yanam lǫbigi li ka li an 

na'ayiis suak zin'ig. that ‘My Temple will be called a house of prayer.’ But you are making it a hideout for 
thieves! [MAT 21:13] Sim: lieb. 
2 • to translate. Ti da lǫbig Wina'am nǤnaar paal gbauŋ la ka zuŋi li 1976. We translated the New Testament 
and dedicated it in 1976. [Bible-Intro] 

lǫbig2   Variant: lebig; lǫbigǫ; lǫbigi2; lebigi; lǫbțg; lɛbug; lebug. Form: lǫbigid. Variant: lebugid. Form: lǫbigir2. v. 1 • to 

overturn sth., turn sth. upside down. O da lǫbig o nu'ugț pa'al o gbǫ'ogțn. Li da tțlnǫ. He put the back of his 
hand on his forehead. It was hot. [Trouble] Amaa o da zǤt nǫ on na lǫbig o pțtǫnda la But he was afraid he would 
change his mind. [Trouble] Note: "The appropriate term here is fǫndig not lǫbig" [MA]  ba nwǫnǫ ma'asir ka ba maal ka 

pț lǫbigǫ 'Ephraim is a flat cake not turned over.'. [HOS 7:8] Ka kpa'as nimbanǫ tia'asid ligidi la la'abaanlțgț 

widig, ka lǫbigi ba teebulnam la. 'he scattered the coins of the money changers and overturned their tables.'. [JHN 

2:15] Apam mǫ lǫbigid ki la ye li kțdig tǤ'. Apam is turning the millet over so that it will dry quickly. 
[House+Farm] 
2 • to turn oneself over. Adu yț'țn da gbisi lǫbig, ka kǤnsim, ka lǤb o nu'us. Then Adu went to sleep, and 

turned, and coughed, and flung his arms about. [Trouble] Nif pidigir yǤǤgț tun'e kǫ ka nif bielif la lǫbig. Opening 
the eyelid can allow the eyeball to turn (to the correct position). [Trachoma] Yț'țŋ tisțțs ka Boaz gbisi lǫbigi si'is 

o ka gǤsi nyǫ ka o dig o nǤba baba. In the middle of the night Boaz turned over and touched her, and looked and 
saw that she was lying by his feet. [RUT 3:8] Ka pǫbisyaal lǫbigid, ka li nya'aŋ la o gu'usțg la nwǫnǫ li ka' bǫnnǫ 
The terrible wind changed direction, and after that his wait seemed to be endless. [Trouble] Note: Reading pǫbisyaal 
for pǫbilyal – 'lamb' doesn't seem in place (TN) 
3 • to return, go back. Syn: lǫb2. Kikirig ya'a mǤr bțțdǫe, fțn tisim o ka o lǫbig o mǤǤgin. If a 'fairy' is in the 

right, agree so that he will go back to his bush. [Proverb 223] Ba lǫbig nǤǤr ayi' la ka ba kpǫn' dǤbilin. They went 
back twice and then went into the kitchen. [Trouble] 
4 • to answer. Ya ya'a sǤnsid nǫ bu'osa lǫbigir yǫla If you are discussing the answer to the questions. [Bible-Study] 
Syn: lǫb13, lǫbis1

4 Note: much more common 
5 • to translate. Banǫ lǫbig nǫ'ǫŋa la tǫn'ǫs nǫ zulig ka bǤ sǤb biel sieba kpǫn'ǫs Those who have made this 
translation have thought carefully and inserted some particles to make it clear to you how it is to be read. [Bible-Intro] 
See: lǫb1; lǫbis1; lieb2. 

lǫbig3   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫbigǫ   See main entry: lǫbig2. overturn, turn self over, return, answer, translate. 

lǫbigi1   See main entry: lǫbig1. become, translate. 

lǫbigi2   See main entry: lǫbig2. overturn, turn self over, return, answer, translate. 

lǫbigi3   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫbigid   See main entry: lǫbig2. overturn, turn self over, return, answer, translate. 

lǫbigir1   See main entry: lǫbig1. become, translate. 

lǫbigir2   See main entry: lǫbig2. overturn, turn self over, return, answer, translate. 

lǫbin   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫbir   n. labour, the work of a (hired) labourer. o di nyǫlțg o vțm dabisa la pțțgin nwǫnǫ onǫ tțm lǫbir nǫ 'till he has 

put in his time like a hired man'. [JOB 14:6] From: (Eng.) See: lǫbir. 

lǫbira   n. a labourer, 'worker' [Gh.] Sim: tțmtțm1 ‘worker, servant, employee’. Tțmtțmbama na gat tțmtțmnib wțsa 

ka li nar ye ba tțm tutuaa saalib sțm yǫla hali lin nǤk lǫbira ni ti paae teŋgbauŋ zugdaan la mǫŋ. These 
officers are the most important of all 'and are required to discharge their functions fairly and reasonably for the 
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public good. This applies to the messenger as well as the President of the Republic.'. [Constitution] From: (Eng.) 
See: lǫbir. 

lǫbis1   Variant: lebis; lǫbisǫ; lǫbisǫǫ; lǫbisi1; lebisi; lǫbisnǫ. Form: lǫbisid1. Form: lǫbisidnǫ. Variant: lebisidne. 

Form: lǫbisim!. Form: lǫbisțg2. Variant: lebisug; lǫbisțgi; lǫbisțgǤ. Form: lǫbisya. v. 1 • to return sth., give back, 

put back. o na lǫbis gbauŋ la tis gaansțg tțțma dim la 'and delivered to the Electoral Commission'. 

[Constitution] Lit: he will return the form. O tuuns o niŋgǤtis la lǫbis He pushed his glasses back into place. [Trouble] 
Ka o sǤnn o fuug la tǤ'ǤtǤ ka tuuns kțlțŋ la lǫbis ka yi likin la. And he wrapped his cloth round his waist and 
pushed the door back and went out into the dark. [Trouble] MǤǤg la lǫbis ki la sieba nya'aŋ bi'ela. The weeds have 
set some of the millet back a little. [House+Farm] Goma lǫbna kpǫn' dǤǤgin la ka lǫbis kțlțŋ la yǤ. Goma came 
back into the room and shut the door again. [Trouble] Dasaŋ la daa pin'ili lǤǤd o la'ad ka lǫbis o piim la su o 

kǤlțgțn la. The young man started to tie up his loads and put his syringe back in his bag. [AIDS-I] asǫǫ ka o yǤǤ 

lǫbis nǤǤra ayi' 'he must pay back double'. [EXO 22:4] Vǫ'ǫgim pu'a kaŋa yis ka kpar dǤǤg la lǫbis. 'Get this 
woman out of here and bolt the door after her.'. [2SA 13:17] o kț yǤǤ lǫbisǫ he will not (have to) pay it back. [EXO 

22:13] M na lǫbisi maal zin'ibanǫ san'am la 'I will repair its broken places'. [AMO 9:11] O da mǫǫ li lǫbisi keŋ 

paae David yațg baba mǤri paae bǫuŋ kanǫ ka ba gaae la he 'made repairs up to a point opposite the tombs of 
David, as far as the artificial pool'. [NEH 3:16] Ku'om kaadi lǫbisnǫ m gǫǫgțn. When bailing water I throw it 
between my own legs. [Proverb 051.b] Fțnǫ aan m suak zin'ig, zin'ikanǫ kpi'em ka gu'udi m dataasi lǫbisid 'for 
you are my protector, my strong defence against my enemies.'. [PSA 61:3] Fț ya'a di'e boto fț ti lǫbisidi boto ayi'. 
If you received one sack, you have to pay back two. [Wealth-Is-Power] Dedan nǫ Tema nǫ Buz nǫ banǫ bǫ lalli ka 

lǤǤdi ba zuobidi lǫbisidi ba gbǫ'ǫdin la 'Dedan, Tema, and Buz; all the people who cut their hair short'. [JER 25:23] 
Din ma'aa ka o sțnf bǤǤdin ye li bas ninta'am kanǫ ka o din'isidi lǫbisidin la ka li yina. The only thing he 
really wanted was to let out the tears which he was struggling to keep in. [Trouble] nwǫnǫ yțma ayi' nii nwa ka 

Adu sǤs ye o tțțma la dim lǫbisim o Abenasi ni la. about two years ago Adu had begged his employers to send 

him back to Abenasi. [Trouble] TǤ'! Lǫbisim sț'țg la li tǫǫngțn. 'Return the sword to its scabbard.'. [EZK 21:30] 
Nannanna lǫbisimi li baanlimm! 'Now give it back peaceably.'. [JDG 11:13] Sanlima nǫ anzurifa la'abanǫ ka 

Na'ab Nebukadnǫza da yis ... la, lǫbisimini ba, ba zin'igin Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la. 'the gold and silver 
articles of the house of God, which Nebuchadnezzar took ... are to be returned to their places in the temple in 

Jerusalem'. [EZR 6:5] Colloc: lǫbis1 pu'a ‘divorce a wife’. Note: 'send back' to her father's house.   on tisim o kasǫta 

gbauŋ linǫ pa'an ye o lǫbis pu'a la nǫ 'he writes her a certificate of divorce, gives it to her, and dismisses her'. 

[DEU 24:1] Onǫ lǫbis o pu'a, tisim o kasǫta gbauŋ linǫ pa'an ye o lǫbis pu'a la. 'Anyone who divorces his wife 
must give her a certificate of divorce.'. [MAT 5:31] Ya tǫn'ǫs ye m kadi m nidib la nǫ basnwǫnǫ dau na kad o 

pu'a lǫbisǫǫ? 'Do you think I sent my people away like a man who divorces his wife?'. [ISA 50:1] Colloc: lǫbisțg2 

gbauŋ ‘certificate of divorce’. Ka wala ka Moses da sǤbi tis nǤǤr ye dau tun'e tis o pu'a lǫbisțg gbauŋ ka 

kad o? 'Why, then, did Moses give the law for a man to hand his wife a divorce notice and send her away?'. [MAT 

19:7] 
2 • to bring back, cause sb. to return. ZugsǤb la na lǫm ba'aŋ o nu'ugț mǤr o nimbanǫ kpǫlim Asiria ... la lǫbis 

na 'the Lord will once again use his power and bring back home those of his people who are left in Assyria'. [ISA 

11:11] Pț'țsim karimbiis la nǫ ban siaki kǫn zanmisțg la na ka mǫ lǫbisi ba pțtǫnda la. Thank the church 
members for agreeing to come and for adding their thoughts to the discussions. [Bible-Study] Faanmǫ ba Sțntaana 

baŋin lǫbisi ba yǤlisim zin'igin. Save them from Satan's snare and bring them back to liberty. [Three-Problems] M 

na laki ba pțtǫnda, ka fǫndigi ba yis likinǫ lǫbisi ba nǫǫsimin I will 'open their eyes and turn them from 
darkness to light'. [ACT 26:18] Na'ab Rehoboam da maal kțntzǫn'ug gbanti'edisi lǫbis 'King Rehoboam made 
bronze shields to replace them'. [1KI 14:27] 
3 • to retaliate, revenge, do ... in return. M da ye m tans o nǫ lǫbis I was going to shout back at him. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
M na lǫbisi m ma o gǫǫnlis sam. I will repay the debt of my mother's efforts (for me). [Shoeshine-Boy] 'Ababio, 

di'em sisaanbig la, ... fiebim o lǫbis mǫn.' Ababio, take the cane ... and beat him in return.'. [Trouble] Ka Josef 

ya'a nan kpǫn kisi ti ka bǤ suoya ye o lǫbisi ti bǫ'ǫd wțț tinamǫ da maal o si'em la? 'What if Joseph holds a 
grudge against us and pays us back for all the wrongs we did to him?'. [GEN 50:15] da kǫ ka o baŋ ye fț yǤǤdi 

lǫbisid o don't let him know that you're repaying him. [Trouble] Banǫ ka m maali ba sțm la lǫbisidimnǫ bǫ'ǫd 
'Those who pay back evil for good'. [PSA 38:20] Lit: those that I do them good, they are returning me evil. ba nu'usi 

tțm si'el la lǫbisim yǤǤ ba 'repay them for what their hands have done'. [PSA 28:4] 
4 • to answer. Ka o lǫbis ye ba bǫnǫ teŋkpǫŋ. She answered that they were in the village. [Billygoat] Ka o sabua la 
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lǫbis ye "Ayei!" And his girlfriend answered "No." [Billygoat] Appiah da pț lǫbisǫ. Appiah didn't answer. [Trouble] 
Atiig du'adibi daa bu'os o ye o keŋ yaanǫ la, Atiig daa lǫbisi li gbin wala-wala? When Atiig's parents asked 
him where he had gone, how did Atiig answer? [Fire] ka o lǫbisi bu'os o ye, "BǤ yǫllǫ?" And he, in return asked 
"What problem?" [AIDS-II] O ma nǤknǫ sǤlțŋ kaŋa lǫbisi baa? Did his mother use this story to answer them? 

[Trouble] Samson da lǫbisi ba ye, “PǤǤmi ye ya kț kțțmi ya mǫŋa!” 'Samson said, “Swear to me that you won't 

kill me yourselves.” [JDG 15:12] ba zi' ban na lǫn lǫbisif si'ela; ba nǤǤr lǫbnǫ biaunkin 'they have no more to say; 
words have failed them'. [JOB 32:15] 'M pugudiba!' o da lǫbisnǫ bțgțsțgț. "Auntie!", he answered quietly. 

[Trouble] O da ti'ebi lǫbisid onǫ si'al o wțsa He was ready to answer anyone who met him. [Trouble] kpǫǫmnam 

ǫǫnti pian'ad si'el ka biig mǫ lǫbisțg an bǤ? when the elders speak, what can be the youngster's answer? 

[Kittens+Mice] Fț ya'a mǤr lǫbisțg, fțn lǫbisim. 'If you have anything to say, answer me'. [JOB 33:32] Fț pț mǤr 

lǫbisțgi na lǫbis ban yǫti fț yǫla si'em laa? 'Have you no answer to the accusation they bring against you?'. [MRK 

14:60] O pțm pț gu'us ye o wțm lǫbisțgǤ ka mak ye o kena. He wouldn't wait for an answer, and got ready to 
go. [Trouble] Adu lǫbisya ye, 'Űǫn, m ma,' Adu answered "Yes, mother," [Trouble] Bu'osțg kanǫ wțsa ka fț 

bu'osi ...  lǫbisya. Everything you ask ... is answered. [Womens-Health] Colloc: lǫbis1 nǤǤr1 ‘speak up, make a 
contribution to a discussion’. ka m gi'igi ya ka pț lǫbisi m nǤǤrǫ 'so I was afraid to tell you what I think.'. [JOB 

32:6] Syn: lǫb13, lǫbig2
4 Note: lǫbis1 is much more common Sim: siak1

1 See: lǫb1; lǫbig2. 

lǫbis2   Variant: lǫbisi2. Form: lǫbisid2. v. to go in the direction of, be in the direction of. Anane da zan'as ye o kț gǤsi 

lǫbis o baba Anane refused to look towards him. [Trouble] Nimo tǫǫgi li baanlim ka nwǫdigi li lǫbis dagǤbțg nǫ 

datiuŋ. Nimo stretched it gently and moved it left and right. [Trouble] o na fǫndig o pțtǫn'ǫri lǫbis tǫǫns banǫ 

kpi'e atǫuk la 'he will turn his attention to the coastlands'. [DAN 11:18] Joodan lǤm n lebisid Jeriko teŋpuug la 

baba beyond Jordan opposite the area of Jericho town. [NUM 22:1] maal sanlima baans ayi' ya'asi sǫǫn tabil 

dansik la biankimpiiung teŋir ka li kpi'e dansik la sǫnbidiŋi lǫbisid zugin 'Make two more gold rings and 
attach them to the bottom of the shoulder pieces on the front of the ephod, close to the seam just above the 

waistband of the ephod. [EXO 28:27] Sim: lǫb2. See: lǫb2. 

lǫbis-3   See main entry: lǫbisțg1. answer. 

lǫbisa   See main entry: lǫbisțg1. answer. 

lǫbisǫ   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lǫbisǫǫ   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lǫbisi1   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lǫbisi2   See main entry: lǫbis2. in direction of. 

lǫbisid1   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lǫbisid2   See main entry: lǫbis2. in direction of. 

lǫbisidnǫ   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lǫbisim!   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lǫbisnǫ   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lǫbisțg1   Variant: lebisug. Form: lǫbisa.  Note: speakers differ as to whether this sort of word (lǫbisțg, buolțg, zi'elțg) can have 

a plural Variant: lebisa. Form: lǫbis-3. Variant: lebis-. n. an answer. Fț ya'a mǤr lǫbisțg, fțn lǫbisim. 'If you have 

anything to say, answer me'. [JOB 33:32] Ka ban wțsa daa wțm la daa tǫn'ǫsid hali o baŋir nǫ o ya'am lǫbisa la 

zug. 'All who heard him were amazed at his intelligent answers.'. [LUK 2:47] Paul lǫbisa sieba pu'adiir yǫla Some 
Answers of Paul About Marriage. [1CO 7:25 [heading]] Colloc: lǫbisțgin ‘in/from the answer’. Kǫl ka nidib bǫdegț 

lǫbisi ba pțtǫnda zaŋe ken yǫlzug nierin bǫǫ bu'osțg la lǫbisțgin. Let plenty of people express their opinions 
about information on the topic or the answer to the question. [Bible-Study] See: lǫbis1

4 

lǫbisțg2   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lǫbisțgi   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lǫbisțgǤ   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lǫbisya   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 
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lǫbnǫ1   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫbnǫ2   See main entry: lǫb2. face to. 

lǫbțg   See main entry: lǫbig2. overturn, turn self over, return, answer, translate. 

lɛbug   See main entry: lǫbig2. overturn, turn self over, return, answer, translate. 

lǫdig   Variant: ledig; lǫdigi; ledigi. Form: lǫdigid. Variant: ledigid. Form: lǫdir. v. to replace sb., suceed(-to-office). o baŋ 

ye sțnpǫǫnnǫ lǫdig kukuma kțkǤr la he realised that it was the voice of anger giving way to weeping. [Trouble] 
Amaa Susa kț tun'e lǫdig Buama lǫdirǫ. But Susa couldn't replace Buama. [Trouble] Wina'am tisim biig nwa' ka 

o lǫdig Abǫl zin'igin, Kain n kț Abǫl la zug. 'God has granted me another child in place of Abel, since Cain 

killed him.'. [GEN 4:25] Ya na di dikțdțg kanǫ ka ya da bțn yțțm la, hali ka ti baae li yis ka lǫdig dipaalig. 
'You will still be eating last year's harvest when you will have to move it out to make room for the new.'. [LEV 26:10] 
Ka onǫ guri ba la da nǤk diib nǫ dansțma linǫ ka na'ab la tis la ka lǫdig zǫnvaand. 'So the guard took away 

their choice food and the wine they were to drink and gave them vegetables instead.'. [DAN 1:16] Ba daa yi ka zi' 

bțnlinǫ na lǫdigi maal biig la. They came out, but didn't know what would happen to the child next. [Electricity] Di 

da pț lǫdigi daam o nǫ on pț dǤl Ama nǫ o saam la. He was no longer bothered that he hadn't gone with Ama 
and her father. [Trouble] O daa kpinǫ nǫ ǫndțg ka o biis la yț'țn lǫdigi maan fara He died in anger and his 

children remained in misery. [You-Do?] bțndaan la bu'os o ye "Fț lǫdigi yǤ'Ǥg dǤbil la nǫ bǫǫ?" the rich man said 
"When you took over, did you open the kitchen?" [You-Heard?] o na ti keŋ kpi zaba la ni ka sǤ' sa lǫdigi dii o 

pu'a la 'Otherwise, if he is killed in battle, someone else will marry the woman he is engaged to.'. [DEU 20:7] 
Colloc: lǫdig Melkizedek zin'ig ‘'after the order of M.'’. ka Wina'am nǤk o pa'al ye o anǫ maanmaan kpǫǫm 

onǫ lǫdig Melkizedek zin'igin. 'and God declared him to be high priest, in the priestly order of Melchizedek.'. 

[HEB 5:10] Colloc: lǫdigi di1 na'am1 ‘succeed to the kingship/chieftaincy’. Aram Na'ab Hazael da kpiya ka 

Ben-Hadad onǫ an o biig la lǫdigi di na'am la. 'Hazael king of Aram died, and Ben-Hadad his son succeeded 
him as king.'. [2KI 13:24] See: lǫdir1. 

lǫdigi   See main entry: lǫdig. replace. 

lǫdigid   See main entry: lǫdig. replace. 

lǫdir   See main entry: lǫdig. replace. 

lǫdir1   Variant: lǫdirǫ. n. succession, replacement. Amaa Susa kț tun'e lǫdig Buama lǫdirǫ. But Susa couldn't take 

Buama's place. [Trouble] See: lǫdig. 

lǫdirǫ   See main entry: lǫdir1. succession. 

lǫ'1   Variant: le'1. Form: lǫ'ǫd1. Variant: le'ed. v. to roar. li lidigi ba, atǫuk nǫ ku'opilaa na lǫ'ǫd hali ka maan 

tțkpiidțg la zug 'not knowing which way to turn from the roar and surge of the sea'. [LUK 21:25] 

lǫ'2   Variant: le'2. Form: lǫ'ǫd2. Variant: le'ed. v. to boil, boil up (liquid does). M nyǫ dțk ka li lǫ'ǫd ka gbǫligi lǫbid 

ya-datiuŋ baba la bǤǤd kpa'ar. 'I see a pot boiling in the north, and it is about to tip over this way.'. [JER 1:13] 
Syn: lǫ'ǫg. 

lǫ'ǫd1   See main entry: lǫ'1. roar. 

lǫ'ǫd2   See main entry: lǫ'2. boil. 

lǫ'ǫg   Variant: le'eg. Form: lǫ'ǫgid. Form: lǫ'ǫg ya4. v. to boil, boil up (liquid does). Nwǫnǫ bugum ǫǫn la'aŋ daad si'em 

ka kǫ ka ku'om lǫ'ǫg la, 'As when fire sets twigs ablaze and causes water to boil'. [ISA 64:2] O kǫt ka ku'ozulima 

la dammid wțț ku'om bǫ bugumini lǫ'ǫgid nǫ 'He churns up the sea like boiling water'. [JOB 41:31] Sa'ab ku'om 

lǫ'ǫg ya. The t.z.-water has boiled. [House+Farm] Syn: lǫ'2. See: lǫ'2. 

lǫ'ǫg ya4   See main entry: lǫ'ǫg. boil. 

lǫ'ǫgid   See main entry: lǫ'ǫg. boil. 

lǫ'ǫlǫ   Variant: lǫț-lǫț; lɛo-lɛo. adv. a constant cough. KǤnsțŋ lǫ'ǫlǫ 'Coughing' [in list of diseases]. [Immunisation-II.] 
KǤnsțŋ lɛo-lɛo nǫ vț'țs kpi'euŋ nǫ kțkǤya kțdigir na bǫ. There will be a hacking cough, difficult breathing and 

dryness of the throat. [Smoking] 
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lǫlaalin-   See main entry: lilaaliŋ. swallow [bird]. 

lǫlaalis   See main entry: lilaaliŋ. swallow [bird]. 

lǫlig   Variant: lelig. Form: lǫligid. Variant: leligid. Form: lǫligir. Variant: leligir. v. to lick. Nimbama zu'oe si'em la, ba 

ye ba lǫlig nǫ si'el wțsa linǫ giligi ti, wțț niigi ǫǫn lǫlig mǤǤg si'em la. 'This horde is going to lick up 

everything around us, as an ox licks up the grass of the field.'. [NUM 22:4] ZugsǤb bugum la li na di maan la nǫ 

daad nǫ kuga la la'an nǫ teŋ la hali ka lǫlig ku'om linǫ bǫ bțmbǤkin la. 'the fire of the Lord fell and burned up 
the sacrifice, the wood, the stones and the soil, and also licked up the water in the trench.'. [1KI 18:38] nwǫnǫ 

bugum dit kikan'a si'em la bǫǫ lin lǫligid mǤǤd si'em la, 'just as straw and dry grass shrivel and burn in the fire'. 

[ISA 5:24] Sim: lǫǫl. See: lǫǫl; liel. 

lǫligid   See main entry: lǫlig. lick. 

lǫligir   See main entry: lǫlig. lick. 

lǫm1   Variant: lem; lǫmǫ; lǫmi; lemi; lǫmmi1. Form: lǫmmid. Form: lǫmim!. Form: lǫmțg. Variant: lemug. v. to taste sth. 
ba ya'a mǤn sa'ab nǫ mam mi'isim la ka fț lǫm, asǫǫ ka fț bas zǫǫnd la ka di sa'agan'ar. if the t.z. is cooked 

with my sourness and you taste it, you can do without soup and eat 'dry' t.z.. [Trees] Ba na kțț ya na'araadi ya nini 

ni, amaa ka ya nǤǤr kț lǫm ni'im laa. 'Your cattle will be butchered before your very eyes, but you will not eat 
any of the meat.'. [DEU 28:31] Lit: mouth will not taste. lǫmim tiis la walmalisa linǫ bǫǫ ani la. 'taste its choice 
fruits'. [SNG 4:16] Da di nǫ'ǫnam bǫǫ da lǫmmi li bǫǫ da si'isi li laa! 'Do not handle! Do not taste! Do not touch!'. 

[COL 2:21] tțbiri wǫligid pian'ad wțț zilimi lǫmmid diib si'em la 'just as your tongue enjoys tasting food, your 
ears enjoy hearing words.'. [JOB 12:11] lǫmim tiis la walmalisa linǫ bǫǫ ani la 'taste its choice fruits'. [SNG 4:16] 
Sim: ta'am4. 

lǫm2   See main entry: lǫn. again. 

lǫm3!   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫma   See main entry: lǫuŋ. throat, hollow of, under. 

lǫmǫ   See main entry: lǫm1. taste. 

lǫmǫ1   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫmi   See main entry: lǫm1. taste. 

lǫmim!   See main entry: lǫm1. taste. 

lǫmis1   Form: lǫmisțg. v. to 'chew' tobacco. "powdered tobacco is put in the mouth, made into a small ball and placed 
between the teeth and the lower lip" [MA]. Da nuud dankpi'ema bǫǫ taba lǫmisțg bǫ li nuubǤ Don't drink 
strong drink or use tobacco to 'chew' or to smoke. [Womens-Health] 

lǫmis2   See main entry: lǫŋ1. taster. 

lǫmisțg   See main entry: lǫmis1. chew. 

lǫm-lǫm   id. flaky. Li da anǫ pielli ka an lǫm-lǫm wțț sa'akǤnt kpi'emis nǫ. It was white and flaky like dry t.z. 
scrapings. [Bible Glossary [under Manna]] 

lǫmma   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫmmi1   See main entry: lǫm1. taste. 

lǫmmi2   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫmmid   See main entry: lǫm1. taste. 

lǫmmini1   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lǫmmini2   See main entry: lǫb2. face to. 

lǫmțg   See main entry: lǫm1. taste. 

lǫn   Variant: len; lǫŋ2; leŋ; lǫm2; lem1. ptc. again, still, also. O na lǫn da na'asaabugulim niŋ pǤǤg la. He will also 

buy fertilizer to put on the farm. [House+Farm] A-di'e-bțțd pț lǫn zin'i na'ayinnǫ. He who is vindicated ceases to 
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sit in the chief's house. [Proverb 037] Ti pț lǫn da'ad batiri kpǫn'ǫsid tepnamǫ nwǫn'ǫda. We no longer buy 

batteries to put in our tape-recorders to play them. [Electricity] On yǫl ala naae la ka tep la pin'il nwǫ'ǫb ka o lǫn 

pin'il wa'ab ya'as. When she had said that, the tape-recorder started to play and she started to dance again. 

[Electricity] o nǤk pțțgț du'a biribiŋ ... kain. Lin nya'aŋ ka o lǫn du'a o pitț Abǫl n paas 'she became pregnant 
and gave birth to Cain.' 'Afterwards she had another child, Abel.'. [GEN 4:1-2] saŋa wțsa ba kțțdnǫ nidib ka lǫn 

tǤlisi kț ya'as 'there is one murder after another'. [HOS 4:2] Ti mi' ye o anǫ ti biig, ka lǫm mi' ye, ti du'a o ka o 

anǫ zu'om They 'answered, “We know that he is our son, and we know that he was born blind.'. [JHN 9:20] ti 
na'akiem nǫ ti pu'asada la pț lǫŋ gban'adi ba mǫŋ our young men and women no longer control themselves. 
[AIDS-I] Colloc: kț1 lǫn ‘will not again, will no longer’. m ya'a ti bț' o ka o yi, m kț lǫn nyǫ pu'a if I beat her and 

she leaves me, I will no longer have a wife. [Billygoat] ba yǤ' za'anǤya la ka kț lǫn yǤ'Ǥgǫ asǫǫ Vț'țsțm dabisir 

daar la ya'a ti gaad 'the gates should be shut and not opened until after the sabbath'. [NEH 13:19] SǤ' kț lǫm pa'al 

o tiraan bǫǫ o ba'abiig ye, ‘Baŋim ZugsǤb la!’ 'No longer will a man teach his neighbour, or a man his brother, 
saying, ‘Know the Lord,’'. [JER 31:34] M mǫ kț lǫn san'am bțnvțya nwǫnǫ mam daa maal si'em laa. 'Never 

again will I destroy all living beings, as I have done this time.'. [GEN 8:1] asǫǫ fț digil nǤǤr ye fț kț lǫm maal alaa. 
you will have to promise that you will never do that again. [Wonderwoman] m kț lǫm basi ba ya'asǫ 'I will spare 
them no longer'. [AMO 7:8] Sim: la'an, pțn, sa13, ya'an2. 

lǫŋ1   Form: lǫmis2. n. market 'dash' [Gh.], discount. Dinǫ yț'țn da lieb tempțțgin la pian'ad hali ka sieba paasid 

lǫmis. This became the talk of the town, so that some people were adding rumours as a 'dash'. [Trouble] 

lǫŋ2   See main entry: lǫn. again. 

lɛo-lɛo   See main entry: lǫ'ǫlǫ. coughing. 

lǫr   Variant: ler. v. to be ugly. Amaa kawǫnna banǫ bi'ig la'amnǫ banǫ kțdig ka lǫr la, mǤr bțnsțŋț tisisdi gat 

bțnpǤla la. Maize-cobs which are ripe and old and ugly have more usefulness than the immature ones. [Trouble] 
Ya'a an sida, man nan zi' nyǫ niigi Egipt teŋin ka ba waŋim ka lǫr wțț na'abama. To tell the truth, 'I had 

never seen such' thin and 'ugly cows in all the land of Egypt'. [GEN 41:19] See: balǫrig. 

lǫț-lǫț   See main entry: lǫ'ǫlǫ. coughing. 

lɛʋŋ   See main entry: lǫuŋ. throat, hollow of, under. 

lǫuŋ   Variant: leuŋ; lɛʋŋ; lǫuŋț. Form: lǫma. n. 1 • throat, the hollow of sth. Note: throat as internal physical cavity: also used 

of a monkey's cheek-pouch (TN) and of the underside of the chin O zin'inǫ o dǤǤg za'anǤǤrin ka ti'e lǫuŋ. He sat in the 
entrance to his room and cupped his chin. [Trouble] on mǫ ... wabig o nindaa nǫ o nu'utital, ka nyǤl o lǫma ni he 
too rubbed his face with the back of his hand, and grumbled. [Trouble] Lit: grumbled in his throat. 'GǤsimi ba!' o 

nyǤnl o lǫma ni "Look at them!" he grumbled in his throat. [Trouble] O zin'inǫ o dǤǤg za'anǤǤrin ka ti'e lǫuŋ. O 

gǤs ya ka lǫuŋ ti'eb la ka' sț'țm ka o tiak zin'ig. She sat in the doorway of her room and held her chin with her 
hand.  She considered that holding her chin with her hand wasn't good, and changed her position. [Trouble] O yț'țn 

da ti'e o lɛʋŋ. Then he rested his chin on his hand. [Trouble] Colloc: lǫuŋ ban'as ‘goitre’. sieba tǫn'ǫs ye lǫuŋ 

ban'as yini fț ya'a pian'ad bǫdegț, some people think that goitre come from your speaking too much. [Iodine] 
Lit: throat disease. Etym: OVN *LON-GU/TI~A ; vc4 * ɗo. 
2 • a hollow place, under. Note: in under Colloc: lǫuŋțn ‘in underneath’. o yis o footonam gbauŋ teebul lǫuŋțn 

na he got out his photo-album from under the table. [Trouble] Goma gǤsi giligi nyǫ biig la ma ka o bǫ lǤr kanǫ 

nwia'alim la lǫuŋțn. Goma looked around and saw the child's mother underneath the crashed lorry. [Trouble] 
bugum diti li lǫuŋțn la yit na fire was burning under it and coming out. [DAN 7:9] Fț anǫ m dawan, onǫ bǫ 

tampiins lǫuŋțn You are like a dove that hides in the crevice of a rock. [SNG 2:14] SǤ' ya'a nyu'oe fitir, o na pibil 

nǫ pǫog bǫǫ o na zi'el gadțg lǫuŋț nǫ? 'Do you bring in a lamp to put it under a bowl or a bed? '. [MRK 4:21] 
Colloc: biaunk lǫuŋ ‘armpit, under the arm’. o biaunk lǫuŋțn ka fț na nyǫ suak zin'ig 'under his wings you will 
find refuge'. [PSA 91:4] nǤkimi su'a fț kpțkpama lǫuŋțn 'hide me in the shadow of your wings'. [PSA 17:8] 
See: tampinlǫuŋ. 

lǫuŋț   See main entry: lǫuŋ. throat, hollow of, under. 

leb   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lebe   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 
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lebi   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lebid   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lebidi   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lebidne   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lebig   See main entry: lǫbig1. become, translate. 

lebig   See main entry: lǫbig2. overturn, turn self over, return, answer, translate. 

lebigi   See main entry: lǫbig1. become, translate. 

lebigi   See main entry: lǫbig2. overturn, turn self over, return, answer, translate. 

lebigir   See main entry: lǫbig1. become, translate. 

lebis   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lebis-   See main entry: lǫbisțg1. answer. 

lebisa   See main entry: lǫbisțg1. answer. 

lebisi   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lebisidne   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lebisug   See main entry: lǫbis1. return, bring back, revenge, answer. 

lebisug   See main entry: lǫbisțg1. answer. 

lebne   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lebug   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lebug   See main entry: lǫbig2. overturn, turn self over, return, answer, translate. 

lebugid   See main entry: lǫbig2. overturn, turn self over, return, answer, translate. 

ledig   See main entry: lǫdig. replace. 

ledigi   See main entry: lǫdig. replace. 

ledigid   See main entry: lǫdig. replace. 

le'1   See main entry: lǫ'1. roar. 

le'2   See main entry: lǫ'2. boil. 

le'ed   See main entry: lǫ'1. roar. 

le'ed   See main entry: lǫ'2. boil. 

le'eg   See main entry: lǫ'ǫg. boil. 

lelaalin-   See main entry: lilaaliŋ. swallow [bird]. 

lelaaliŋ [N]   See main entry: lilaaliŋ. swallow [bird]. 

lelaalis   See main entry: lilaaliŋ. swallow [bird]. 

lelig   See main entry: lǫlig. lick. 

leligid   See main entry: lǫlig. lick. 

leligir   See main entry: lǫlig. lick. 

lem   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lem   See main entry: lǫm1. taste. 

lem1   See main entry: lǫn. again. 

leme   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lemi   See main entry: lǫm1. taste. 
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lemmi   See main entry: lǫb1. return, do again, answer. 

lemug   See main entry: lǫm1. taste. 

len   See main entry: lǫn. again. 

leŋ   See main entry: lǫn. again. 

ler   See main entry: lǫr. ugly. 

let   Variant: lettɛ. adv. late. Note: better to use Kusaal words like yuug ,  yuolim ,  kpǫlim nya'aŋ, or a negative expression ( pț 

dǫŋ , pț ... tǤ' ) : "We only borrow foreign words when we don’t have the equivalent in Kusaal." [MA] Man nyǫ nǫ'ǫŋa, ye 

bama gban'anǫ ken let saŋa wțsa. How I see it is that they always decide to come late. [Trouble] ba mǤŋid banǫ 

tțm Ǥfisnamin nǫ banǫ bǫ tțțmsieba ni la ba yǤǤd ban keŋ tțma let la yǫllǫǫ? Do they dock the wages of 

office-workers and suchlike employees because they come to work late? [Trouble] ... ban pu ken tțțma tǤ' Note: 

proposed revision avoiding unnecessary borrowed word [MA]  Colloc: niŋ1 let ‘to be late’. O niŋǫ let He is late. [Trouble] 
BǤ yǫla ka fț niŋin lettɛ, Adu? Why are you late, Adu? [Trouble] Ba da pian' bipuŋ si'a hali ba la'asțgțn on niŋ 

let miti anu ka zǤ pililili si'em la. They praised a certain girl so much at their meeting for running so fast because 

she was only five minutes late. [Trouble] From: (Eng.) 
lettɛ   See main entry: let. late. 

leuŋ   See main entry: lǫuŋ. throat, hollow of, under. 

lǫǫ1   Variant: lee. ptc.adv. yet, even so, but, instead [contrast particle]. Ki yǫligir lǫǫ ka' na'anaa. Winnowing the millet 

is also not easy. [House+Farm] O daa yis mankǫǫns bielif yinne nwǫ' amaa ka li lǫǫ pț la'aŋǫ. He took out one 
matchstick and struck it, but it didn't light. [Fire] M na dinǫ pu'a kanǫ pț mǤr nǤǤrǫ, o na tțm tisim ka lǫǫ kț di 

diibǤ. I will marry a woman with no mouth, she will work for me and yet won't eat food. [Wonderwoman] Wina'am 

pț kǫ ka o dii li malisim, ka saan lǫǫ kena di li malisim 'God does not enable him to enjoy them, and a stranger 

enjoys them instead'. [ECC 6:2] Ya na ... kuan' daam ka lǫǫ kț nuu You will brew pito but not drink it. [MIC 6:15] Ti 

pț mǤǤd ye ti ma'ae ninsaalib sțnya, ka lǫǫ mǤǤd ye ti ma'ae Wina'am onǫ kpansidi ti sțnya la. 'We are not 
trying to please men but God, who tests our hearts.'. [1TH 2:4] Ba niŋidi ti wțț dama'anam ka ti lǫǫ an sida dim, 

ka niŋidi ti wțț ba zi' tii amaa nidib bǫdegț mi' ti, ka niŋidi ti wțț ti kpinǫ ka ti lǫǫ mǤr nyǤvțr, ka namisidi 

ti ka ti lǫǫ pț kpii.  Ti nyǫt sțnsa'aŋ ka lǫǫ mǤr sumalisim, ka an wțț nǤŋ dim ka lǫǫ kǫ ka nidib bǫdegț 

di'ed yǫlsțm bǫdegț, ka pț mǤr si'el dunia nwa' nii, ka lǫǫ mǤr si'el wțsa Wina'am tuon. genuine, yet 
regarded as impostors;  known, yet regarded as unknown; dying, and yet we live on; beaten, and yet not killed; 
sorrowful, yet always rejoicing; poor, yet making many rich; having nothing, and yet possessing everything. [2CO 

6:8.b-10] 

lǫǫ2   ptc. ... on earth? [emphatic question]. bǤǤ lǫǫ bǫ dǤbilin la kimm ka dau nwa ye m da yǤ'Ǥgǫ? whatever exactly 

is in the kitchen so that this man says I shouldn't open it? [You-Heard?] o daa bu'os ye "Ka bǤǤ lǫǫ zi bugum la 

na?" he asked "What on earth brought the fire here?" [Fire] AnǤ'Ǥn lǫǫ na tun'e tǫǫgi fulig o gbauŋǤ? 'Who can 
strip off his outer coat?'. [JOB 41:13] Yǫl kaŋa nwa' gbin lǫǫ an bǤ? 'What does this mean?'. [ACT 2:12] 

lǫǫd   See main entry: lǫ. dig up. 

lǫǫg   Variant: leeg [N]. Form: lǫǫgid. Variant: leegid. v. to dig up. ba na lǫǫg Juda na'anam nǫ ba kpǫǫmnam kǤnba 
'the bones of the kings and of the officials of Judah ... will be taken out of their graves'. [JER 8:1] Sim: tu1, tuk4, lǫ; 

Cpart: pin'. Ba pț pin'id ma'antirauŋ ka lǫn lǫǫgida. They don't bury okra stalks and then dig them up again. 
[Proverb 154] See: lǫ. 

lǫǫgid   See main entry: lǫǫg. dig up. 

lǫǫl   Variant: lǫǫli. v. to lick. Fț na nuu li naae nyain ka lǫǫli li ka li kțdig 'You will drink it and drain it dry'. [EZK 23:34] 
Sim: lǫlig, liel. See: lǫlig; liel. 

lǫǫli   See main entry: lǫǫl. lick. 

lǫǫrim   v. to be/become marshy, soggy. M pțțg lǫǫrim nǫ, ka m sțnf san'am ka tǤǤg mǤrim hali 'My bowels writhe in 

anguish and my heart within me turns over'. [LAM 1:20] Sim: bǤŋim. Nǫ'ǫŋa kǫnǫ ka m ya'am iankka m pțțg 

wțsa bǤŋim. 'At this my heart pounds and leaps from its place.'. [JOB 31:1] Lit: "This made my heart pound (leap) 
and my stomach/bowels writhe (same as lǫǫrim above – literally to become marshy)." [MA]. 
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lee   See main entry: lǫǫ1. instead. 

leeg [N]   See main entry: lǫǫg. dig up. 

leegid   See main entry: lǫǫg. dig up. 

leemu   Form: leemunam. n. citrus (orange, lime, lemon) ~-tree / ~-fruit. O da mǤr kpalim la bǫdegț ka sǫ kooko nǫ 

abǫ nǫ leemu tiis. He had plenty of land and planted cocoa, oilpalm and orange trees. [Trouble] bțnnuud bțgțsa 

wțț:-  fanta, koknam hali nǫ leemunam ku'om light drinks such as Fanta, Coke and so on, and juice of 
oranges and other citrus. [Breastfeeding] Nimo zaŋ leemu mi'isțg la nwaae li pțsțk. Nimo took a lemon and cut 
it in half. [Trouble] Note: leemu is any citrus, by default 'orange'; to specify 'lemon' indicate that it is a sour one From: (Eng.) 

< (Ar.) Note: 'lemon' ( via old French)  or From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: leemoo ? << نu
	�ُ ْ َ  Note: laymun itself suspected of 
going back to an Indo-European form 

leemunam   See main entry: leemu. orange, citrus. 

li1   Variant: lii1; di2. pn. it (third person inanimate pronoun, sing./pl.) Li na sțŋ ka biig la bi' sț'țŋa m mǤr paŋ ka 

laafi mǫ bǫ o. It will help the child to mature well and be strong and healthy. [Breastfeeding] Nǫ' anǫ kpaad yir. Li 

anǫ Apam yir. This is a farmhouse. It is Apam's house. [House+Farm-] Li yinǫ zi'ela gbantita'arin la na. 'THIS 
abridged version of the draft constitution retains the basic elements of the original document.'. [Constitution] Ya'am 

mǫǫd yir, ka agban'ad si'el gbin kǫt ka li zi'e 'By wisdom a house is built, and through understanding it is 

established'. [PRO 24:3] li kpǫlim bi'ela ka m niŋgbiŋ la bǤdig 'I shall soon put off this mortal body'. [2PE 1:14] Di 

niŋim sumalisim nǫ na'abi buolim ye m kena pian' tisi ya I'm very happy that the chief has called me here to 
speak to you. [Electricity] ka li ya'a ti maali ti na nyǫ di and if it does well we will get it. [Asaasim] O sid da wțmya, 

hali ka kpǫ'ǫŋe bu'os Yaro di yǫla. Her husband heard this, so he tried to ask Yaro about it. [Trouble] asǫǫ ba mǤri 

lii yi la'asțg zin'ig la kpikpǫŋ 'he must take outside the camp'. [LEV 4:12] Atiig daa ie mankǫǫnsi la nǫ gilig wțsa 

ka lǫǫ pț nyǫǫ lii. Atiig looked all around for the matches but couldn't find them. [Fire] Note: 'matches' is a count noun 

in English ("them") but a collective in Kusaal ( lii , 'it') ban'as la pț mǤr tiim dunia nwa nii na ti'ebi lii the disease has 
no medicine in this world to cure it. [AIDS-I] Pita, duom ka kțț lii Ǥnb. Get up, Peter. Kill and eat. [ACT 10:13] SǤ' 

mǫ' yipaal ka nam pț yǤ'Ǥgi lii? 'Has anyone built a new house and not dedicated it?'. [DEU 20:5] di pț nar ye o 

la'aŋ bugum o dǤǤgțn nintaŋa it is not right to switch on the electric light in the daytime. [Electricity] Tinamǫ 

sǤbid Kusaal Wina'am gbauŋ la si'em la yț'țn bǫǫ di kǤn' nǫ yanamǫ da dǫŋi karim si'el la. The way we have 
written the Kusaal Bible is different from what you have previously read. [Bible-Intro] di kpǫlim bi'ela ka m kpiin 
'I have barely escaped with my life'. [JOB 19:20] Tǫn'ǫsimi di yǫla ka da gbisǫ. Think about it and don't sleep. 
Duom giligi kaae gǤs teŋ la wa'alim nǫ di labisim 'Go, walk through the length and breadth of the land'. [GEN 

13:7] Sim: o ‘[animate sg.]’; ba ‘[animate pl.]’; lin1, lin2 ‘[relative], [emphatic]’. See: lin1; lin2; din2; din3. 

li2   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

lia'   See main entry: li'a2. 'harness', muzzle. 

lia'ad   See main entry: li'a1. court. 

lias   Form: liasid. v. to lap. Bakim banǫ nuud ku'om la wțț baa liasid si'em la ka kǫ banǫ igi nuud la. 'Separate 
everyone who laps up the water with his tongue like a dog, from everyone who gets down on his knees to drink.'. 
[JDG 7:5] 

liasid   See main entry: lias. lap. 

libig   Variant: libigi. Form: libignǫ. Form: libigid. Form: libigir. v. to surprise sb., take by surprise. Goma țk o zugț 

gǤs saam banǫ libig o la. Goma lifted her head and looked at the strangers who had taken her by surprise. [Trouble] 
Gideon da dǤlisidnǫ banǫ kem kǤnbid suoya ... ka libig Midian dim zabzabidib la. 'Gideon went up by the 
route of the nomads ... and attacked the' Midianite 'army by surprise'. [JDG 8:11] Teŋ la kpǫm da sa'an ye nidib da 

kpiisid suor kțkpǫmisǫ ka ti pț gi'e ba ka li yț'țn libigi ti. The town elder 'advised' that people were obscuring 
the edges of the road and we weren't stopping them, and this surprised us. [Shoeshine-Boy] li na libigi ba ka gban'e 

ba wțț baŋ nǫ 'they will be dismayed and trapped'. [JER 8:9] Li da libigimnǫ bǤzugǤ, m da pț sǤn pǫttțț. This 
took me by surprise as I wasn't wearing pants. [Shoeshine-Boy] namisțg linǫ ka fț kț dǫŋi baŋi li yǫlana libigif 'a 

catastrophe you cannot foresee will suddenly come upon you'. [ISA 47:11] Zaam da libignǫ ma'ae ka Buama dim 

zi'. Evening fell unexpectedly and the Buama people were unaware. [Trouble] Saŋkanǫ ka o tǫn'ǫs ye si'el wțsa 

an sț'țŋa la, li saŋa ka faandib libigid o. 'when all seems well, marauders attack him'. [JOB 15:21] o libigir la 
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budig niis ka ba iank o zugin his surprise attack scattered the birds and they flew over him. [Trouble] Li da malis 

o nǫ ban di'e Adu si'em nǫ libigir la. He was pleased that they had taken Adu by surprise. [Trouble] Sim: lidig1. 

libigi   See main entry: libig. surprise. 

libigid   See main entry: libig. surprise. 

libigir   See main entry: libig. surprise. 

libignǫ   See main entry: libig. surprise. 

libili   See main entry: ligil. conceal. 

libin   v. to darken. O tiǫnd o saŋgbana la libin nwadpielig. 'He covers the face of the full moon, spreading his clouds 
over it.'. [JOB 26:9] 

lidig1   Variant: lidigi1; lidigǫ. Form: lidignǫ. Form: lidigid. Form: lidigir. Variant: lidigiri. v. to amaze, marvel, astonish, 

to be amazed/astonished. Adu da kpǫn' o zamisțg dǤǤgin la ka gbir-gbir bǫ ka o lidig. Adu went into his 
classroom and there was a commotion and he was surprised. [Trouble] Li da lidig sǤ' wțsa la'an nǫ na'ab la nǫ It 
amazed everyone including the chief. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka o pț lǫbis si'el si'ela, ka li lidig GǤmena la hali. 'but to 
the governor's great astonishment he refused to answer a single word.'. [MAT 27:15] BǤ ka fț lidigǫ? 'Why are you 
astonished?'. [REV 17:7] O da nyǫ ka o ma lidigi gǤsid o ka Ǥnbig Yaa kiŋkiŋ wțț on mǫ na ti tu'as ala. He saw 
that his mother was looking at him in astonishment and was clutching Yaa tightly as if she was also about to do the 

same. [Trouble] Li da lidigi ba ba' la nǫ ka o pț niŋi ba yaddaa. 'Jacob was stunned; he did not believe them.'. 

[GEN 45:26] Lit: their father was. Dasaŋ la daa lidignǫ on daa wțm ka pu'a la pian'ad si'em la The young man 

was astonished when he heard the woman speaking like that. [AIDS-I] ba daa lidig nǫ hali pamm ka zi' yǫl la na 

ba'as si'em they 'were puzzled, wondering what would come of this'. [ACT 5:24] O da bțgțd nǫ ba'akǤlțg ka li 

lidigid Samaria teŋ nidib. he 'had astounded the Samaritans with his magic'. [ACT 8:9] Nidib da siaki dǤl o 

sț'țŋa bǤzugǤ, on da kǫ ka ba lidigid nǫ o ba'akǤlțg bțgțb la li da yuug ya. 'They followed him because he 

had amazed them for a long time with his magic.'. [ACT 8:11] Di anǫ lidigir bǤzugǤ, Ayaab nan zi' zan'as ye o kț 

yi nǫ Akudbili keŋ daam nuubǤ. This was a surprise, because Ayaab had never refused to go out with Akudbil to 
drink pito. [Electricity] Nwa' anǫ lidigir. Ya zi' on yi si'el naa; la'an nǫ wala o laki m nini 'Now that is remarkable! 
You don't know where he comes from, yet he opened my eyes.'. [JHN 9:30] Li da ka' lidigiri tis Ofori nǫ Beckie 
This was no surprise to Ofori and Beckie. [Trouble] Saŋkan la, li na an lidigiri tis nimbanǫ kpǫlim bi'ela teŋin la. 

Amaa ya tǫn'ǫs ye li na an lidigiri tis mam? 'It may seem marvellous to the remnant of this people at that time, 
but will it seem marvellous to me?'. [ZEC 8:6] Sim: pak. Li na lidigi ya ka paki ya 'Be stunned and amazed'. [ISA 29:9] 
Sim: libig. 

lidig2   Variant: lidigi2. v. to turn/turn sth. over. lǤr la bie ka bas suor la, ka lidig nǤǤr babiga ka nyaan lu bțmbǤk 

zulțŋțn. the lorry swerved off the road, rolled over several times and finally fell in a deep pit. [Trouble] o kadi ba 

yis, ka lidig banǫ ti'ad ligidi la teebulnami lub He drove them out, and 'overturned the tables of the 

moneychangers'. [MAT 21:12 [first revision of original published New Testament]] li mugulim zem wțț nu'ug yalțŋ ka li 

nǤǤr la lidigi nwǫnǫ taslaa nǤǤr nǫ ka nwǫnǫ kǤlgțțma puum nǫ 'It was a handbreadth in thickness, and its rim 
was like the rim of a cup, like a lily blossom.'. [1KI 7:26] M na lidigi fț fuug la pili fț nindaa ka kǫǫf biel 'I will 
lift your skirts over your face' and leave you naked. [NAM 3:5] Sim: tulig1. 

lidigǫ   See main entry: lidig1. astonish. 

lidigi1   See main entry: lidig1. astonish. 

lidigi2   See main entry: lidig2. turn over. 

lidigid   See main entry: lidig1. astonish. 

lidigir   See main entry: lidig1. astonish. 

lidigiri   See main entry: lidig1. astonish. 

lidignǫ   See main entry: lidig1. astonish. 

lie   Variant: liie.  Note: 2x in SC Form: lied. Form: liednǫ. Form: liem!. v. 1 • to pour (into a container). Ka Wina'am nie 

o nini ka o nyǫ bulig, ka keŋ wik ku'om liie pǫ'ǫl gan'ar la m mǤri keŋ tis o biig la ka o nu. 'Then God opened 
her eyes and she saw a well of water. So she went and filled the skin with water and gave the boy a drink.'. [GEN 
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21:19] Ka nyǫ daam dțk ka tǫn'ǫs ye ya na liie yțya pisnu ka li an yțya pisi ma'aa. 'When anyone went to a 

wine vat to draw fifty measures, there were only twenty.'. [HAG 2:16] Nimo yǫl o tțmtțm kanǫ mǤr saa-ku'om 

lied gan'arin Nimo spoke to his worker who had poured rainwater into a gourd. [Trouble] SǤ' mǫ pț lied danpaal 

waa kțdig nii. 'And no one pours new wine into old wineskins.'. [LUK 5:27] Danpaal liednǫ wapaalisin. 'new wine 
must be poured into new wineskins.'. [LUK 5:38] Liem kpaam pǫ'ǫli fț iil 'Fill your horn with oil'. [1SA 16:1] 
2 • to give an enema. Biig mǫ ya'a saandaa ba nǤkidi mam pa'adi dțgi lie o ka li bas. And if a child has 
diarrhœa they take my bark and boil it and use it as an enema and it gets better. [Trees] 

lieb1   Variant: liebi1. Form: liebnǫ. Form: liebid1. Variant: liebidi. Form: liebim1!. Form: liebțg. Variant: liebug. v. to 

become. Biig ya'a pț gaad yțțm piinǫ ayuobțț ka Gaana nid maal gbana nǤk o ye o lieb o biig tun'e lieb 

Gaana nid. 'A child of not more than sixteen years of age adopted by a Ghanaian.' can become a Ghana citizen. 

[Constitution] Ba tun'e zan'as banǫ bǤǤdi ba lieb Gaana teŋimbiis ka ba ba'anam bǫǫ ba manam ka' Gaana 

nidiba. 'Those who are not born Ghanaians can be deprived of their citizenship.'. [Constitution] onǫ bas o mǫŋ ka 

pț bǤǤd tțțma na lieb faradaanǫ nwǫnǫ kpiibig nǫ anyone who lets himself go and doesn't want to work will 
become a poor person like an orphan. [You-Heard?] o gǤs o gbana ni sț'țŋa ka ti lieb du'ata he concentrated on 
his studies and managed to become a doctor. [Trouble] li kțdim kț yuugǫ ka ti lieb bțndaannam maa it won't be 
long before we become rich. [Asaasim] M pu'a ye o bǤǤd ye o liebi ti teŋin la na'ab. My wife says she wants to 

become chief of our village. [Jealousy] dau na bas o ba' nǫ o ma ka la'as nǫ o pu'a ka babayi' la na lieb niŋgbiŋ 

yinne 'a man leaves his father and mother and attaches himself to his wife, and the two become one'. [GEN 2:24] 
Manǫ kǫt ka ba'abțgțdibi yǫt si'el la lieb zaalim 'I frustrate false prophets and their omens'. [ISA 44:25] Bǫi nǫ 

man ka liebi m saam nǫ m maanmaan 'Stay with me and be a father and priest to me'. [JDG 17:10] man tamnǫ ye 

ya liebnǫ karimsaamnam dabisa nwa I was forgetting that you had become teachers, these days. [Electricity] Eli 

da yț'țn liebnǫ bțnkțdțg 'Eli was now very old.'. [1SA 2:22] Filiŋț kǫt ka ya'am sǤb liebid zǤlțg 'Extortion 
turns a wise man into a fool'. [ECC 7:7] nǫ' yț'țn liebidi nimmua. this is becoming serious. [Trouble] M ya'a bǫ Jew 

dim san'an, m liebidi wțț Jew nid nǫ 'To the Jews I became like a Jew'. [1CO 9:20] O da yț'țn bǤǤd o yǫl Beckie 

ye o liebim o pu'a. Then he wanted to tell Beckie that she must become his wife. [Trouble] M bǤǤd ala, liebim 

nyain. 'I am willing. ... Be clean!'. [MRK 1:41] Nya'andǤl liebțg la yǫla Being a Disciple. [LUK 14:25 [heading]] 
Colloc: maanmaan(nib) liebțg (malțŋ) ‘ordination (ceremony) [in the Old Testament]’. Ǥnbi li nǫ maanmaan 

liebțg bodobodo linǫ bǫ pǫogțn la 'eat it there with the bread from the basket of ordination offerings'. [LEV 8:31] 
nǤk kugsir linǫ an Moses pțțr ka an maanmaannib liebțg malțŋ pǫraug la nyǤǤsimi li ZugsǤb tuon 'He 
also took the breast – Moses' share of the ordination ram – and waved it before the Lord'. [LEV 8:29] Sim: lǫbig1, 

kilim. See: lǫbig1. 

lieb2   Variant: liebi2. Form: liebid2. Form: liebidnǫ. Form: liebim2!. Variant: liebimi!. v. to turn oneself/sth. over. M na 

pie Jerusalem ka pibili li wțț ban ǫǫnti pie laa si'em ka liebi pibil la. 'I will wipe Jerusalem ..., as clean as a 
plate that has been wiped and turned upside down.'. [2KI 21:13] On digi liebid la, li tis o ye o tamim vț'țm yǫla 
As he lay turning over and over, it made him forget about life. [Trouble] Maalim ... labanǫ ka ba mǤri misid nǫ 

linǫ ka ba mǤri liebid ni'im 'Make ... sprinkling bowls, meat forks'. [EXO 27:3] O ya'a digin sǤŋțnǫ o liebidnǫ ka 

o tațn la pț tun'e gbisida. When he was lying on the mat, he was tossing and turning, and his brother couldn't 
sleep. [Trouble] See: lǫbig2. 

liebi1   See main entry: lieb1. become. 

liebi2   See main entry: lieb2. turn self over. 

liebid1   See main entry: lieb1. become. 

liebid2   See main entry: lieb2. turn self over. 

liebidi   See main entry: lieb1. become. 

liebidnǫ   See main entry: lieb2. turn self over. 

liebim1!   See main entry: lieb1. become. 

liebim2!   See main entry: lieb2. turn self over. 

liebimi!   See main entry: lieb2. turn self over. 

liebnǫ   See main entry: lieb1. become. 
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liebțg   See main entry: lieb1. become. 

liebug   See main entry: lieb1. become. 

lied   See main entry: lie. pour, give enema. 

liednǫ   See main entry: lie. pour, give enema. 

liel   Variant: lieli. Form: lien. Form: liennǫ. Form: lielțg. Variant: lielug. v. to lick. O na liel wiigi zǫǫnsim 'He will 

suck the poison of serpents'. [JOB 20:16] Zin'ikanǫ ka baas liel Nabof ziim la, ani ka baas mǫ na lieli fț ziim; ǫǫn 

fț mǫŋ ziim! 'In the very place that the dogs licked up Naboth's blood they will lick up your blood'. [1KI 21:19] Ka 

baas kennǫ lien o fǫn'ǫd la. 'Even the dogs came and licked his sores.'. [LUK 16:21] O zaŋ pitǤǤlim ka li malis 

wțț diib nǫ o nǤǤrin; ka o liennǫ li 'evil tastes sweet in his mouth, and he savours it, rolling it round his tongue'. 

[JOB 20:12] See: lǫǫl; lǫlig. 

lieli   See main entry: liel. lick. 

lielțg   See main entry: liel. lick. 

lielug   See main entry: liel. lick. 

liem!   See main entry: lie. pour, give enema. 

liemis   See main entry: lieŋ. adze. 

lien   See main entry: liel. lick. 

liennǫ   See main entry: liel. lick. 

lieŋ   Variant: lieŋi; lieŋe. Form: liemis. n. an adze, axe. Note: this, the normal Kusaa tool, is an adze (cuts towards the user) Fț 

ya'a bǤǤd tampiing siindǫǫ fț pț lǫn zǤt lieŋ daug nyǤǤgǤ. If you want honey from a rock, you don't spare the 
axe-handle. [Proverb 068] NǤŋdaan la daa di'e o nyabiri nyaae, yț'țn ken ... lǫbid o yin nǫ o lieŋ. The poor man 
got his loincloth and put it on, and then was walking ... back home, with his adze. [You-Heard?] onǫ mi' kpi'eb kpi'e 

li nǫ o lieŋ 'craftsman shapes it with his chisel'. [JER 10:3] Waai, m zugdaana, m pa'a sǤs lieŋ la nǫ. 'Oh, master!’ 
... the adze 'was borrowed.'. [2KI 6:5] o zaŋ lieŋe nwaae tiis wila buki o biankimpiiung zug he took an axe and 
cut tree branches and carried them on top of his shoulder. [JDG 9:48] NǤŋdaan la wțm labaar la, ka o la' muai, ka 

duoe nǤk o fuug nǫ o lieŋi dǤl o kul. When the poor man heard this news, he laughed "Heh, heh!" and got up, 

took his smock and his adze, and went. [You-Heard?] Lieŋi puk ku'om zug la yǫla 'An Axehead Floats'. [2KI 6:1 

[heading]] Ka mǤr nimbanǫ bǫǫ anina la yina bǤ tțțma tisi ba ka ba tțm nǫ liemis nǫ kțnya. 'and put its people 
to work with ... iron hoes, and iron axes'. [2SA 12:31] Sim: zǫnnir ‘axe’. Ba niŋidi nwǫnǫ nimbanǫ zanl zǫnna ba 

nu'usin ye ba nwa' tiis bǫdegț lug.  Ka zaŋ liemis nǫ zǫnna san'am dabanǫ ka ba kpi'a la. 'They behaved 
like men wielding axes to cut through a thicket of trees. They smashed all the carved panelling with their axes and 
hatchets.'. [PSA 74:5,6] Etym: OV1 *LA ; OVN *LE-FU/I ; vc4 * ɗad. 

lieŋe   See main entry: lieŋ. adze. 

lieŋi   See main entry: lieŋ. adze. 

lig1   Form: ligid2. Form: ligib1. v. to patch sth. o pugudib daa nyǤnl o fattim fuud mǤrimin ka nyaan lig o kurug 

gbin nǫ o fuug nu'usin la. his aunt had nagged him for looking after his clothes carelessly, and then patched the 

seat of his trousers and his shirt by hand. [Trouble] SǤ' kae na zaŋ pien paalli lig fukțdțgǤ. 'No one patches up an 
old coat with a piece of new cloth'. [MAT 9:16] SǤ' pț zaŋid fupaali ligid fukțdțgǤ. 'No one tears a piece off a new 
coat to patch up an old coat.'. [LUK 5:36] 

lig2   Variant: ligi1. Form: lignǫ. Form: ligid3. Form: ligib2. v. to faint. O kpǫm kpa' nǫ Appiah yiri li teŋinǫ lig. His 

senior was getting to Appiah's house and fell to the ground in a faint. [Trouble] Pu'a kanǫ du'a biis ayǤpǤi na lig 
'The mother of seven will grow faint'. [JER 15:9] nintaŋ tțțlțg nwǫ' Jona zupaasțțg, ka o ligi bǤǤd kum 'the sun 

blazed on Jonah's head so that he grew faint'. [JON 4:8] Nannanna, o lignǫ. Now he has fainted. [Trouble] Li da wțm 

Adu nǫ ka o ligid. Adu was exhausted and fainting. [Trouble] Sian'arin bțmis bǫ kțkțna nivț'țsidi ligid wțț 

wǫbaas nǫ 'Wild donkeys stand on the barren heights and pant like jackals'. [JER 14:6] on ti duoe la ka ku'onuud 

nan kpǫn mǤr o ka o bǤǤd ligib 'he awakens faint, with his thirst unquenched'. [ISA 29:8] 

lig-3   See main entry: la'af. money, price, cowri. 
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ligi1   See main entry: lig2. faint. 

ligi-2   See main entry: la'af. money, price, cowri. 

ligib1   See main entry: lig1. patch. 

ligib2   See main entry: lig2. faint. 

ligid-1   See main entry: la'af. money, price, cowri. 

ligid2   See main entry: lig1. patch. 

ligid3   See main entry: lig2. faint. 

ligid4   See main entry: la'af. money, price, cowri. 

ligidaan   n. a rich person. Cpart: nǤŋdaan. ligidaan la ya'a yii paae na wțsa o pian'adi on bǤǤd si'em, ka yǫt ye ba da 

tǫn'ǫs ye on anǫ wțț nǤŋdaan biiga. when the rich one arrived he talked as he liked, and said they shouldn't 
think he was like the poor man's son. [Akelsa] On bas nǤŋdaan la ka lǫb la ka ligidaan la mǫ kǫǫsi ba ye ba 

kpǫlim sțm When she had left the poor lad and come back, the rich boy also said goodbye to them. [Akelsa] 
Lit: farewelled them that they should stay well. Note: 'stay well' is a farewell greeting from the person leaving to the 

person staying behind See: la'af; daan1. 

ligidgur   n. treasurer. Ka ligidgur la pț lǫn nyǫǫ o ya'asǫ 'The official did not see him again'. [ACT 18:39] Linzug ka m nǤk 

anzurifa ligidi pistan' la lǤbi bas Pț'țsim Yin la tis ligidgur la. So I took the thirty silver coins and threw them 
in the Temple for the treasurer. [ZEC 11:13] O da kǫ ka Mitredaf onǫ aan o ligidgur la mǤr la'ad la na kaali tis 

Siesibaza 'He handed them over to Mithredath, chief of the royal treasury, who made an inventory of them for 

Sheshbazzar'. [EZR 1:8] Syn: ligidsu'ad; Sim: la'agur ‘quartermaster’. Note: la'a-1 from lauk See: la'af; gur. 

ligidgbalauŋ   Variant: ligid-gbalauŋ. Form: ligid-gbalima. n. a fortune, a colossal amount of money. Ka Ayaab yǫl o 

ye ligidgbalauŋ, ligidgbalauŋ yei! Ayaab said to him "Hey, a fortune, a fortune!" [Electricity] Yǫlbama nǫ tțțm 

sieba bǫdegț san'amidi ligid-gbalauŋ. These problems, and a number of other practices, waste a colossal 
amount of money. [Tax] Nǫ'ǫnam wțsa bǤǤdi ligid-gbalima All these require plenty of money. [Tax] See: la'af. 

ligid-gbalauŋ   See main entry: ligidgbalauŋ. fortune. 

ligid-gbalima   See main entry: ligidgbalauŋ. fortune. 

ligidi   See main entry: la'af. money, price, cowri. 

ligidii   See main entry: la'af. money, price, cowri. 

ligidpǫ'ǫm   Variant: ligidpǫ'ǫmmǫ; ligidpǫ'ǫmmǫǫ; ligidpǫ'ǫmmi. n. a loan (of money). GǤmma la anǫ o paam 

nǤbasigi yit zi'ela zǤŋ dimin la yiiga zaŋi ken:- (a) On na ye o tis ligidpǫ'ǫm ka li yit nǫ ligidkanǫ ka o paam 

nidibin la. 'The Government shall require the approval of parliament; (a) in the granting of a loan from any public 
fund or account'. [Constitution] Ba daa kǫ ka ba tuongatib la keŋ koperetive kpǫǫm la san'an ye o sțŋi ba nǫ 

ligidpǫ'ǫm. They had their leaders go to the head of the cooperative to get him to help them with a financial loan. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Suoya bǫ ka ti na dǤlis ka paam ligidpǫ'ǫmmǫ tțmi ti tțțma. There are procedures to follow 
by which we can obtain a loan to facilitate our project. [Wealth-Is-Power] GǤmma nǫ baŋk dim mi' fț ti'ir ka fț 

ya'a ti bǤǤd sțŋir bǫǫ ligidpǫ'ǫmmǫǫ li kț tǤi pamm nǫ. The Government and the banking authorities are aware 
of your expectation that if you need help or a loan it will not be too difficult. [Wealth-Is-Power] Yț'țŋ sakur la ni ba 

daa zamis ye ba ya'a niŋ nǤǤryinnee, ba tun'e paam ligidpǫ'ǫmmi tțmi ba tțțma. At the literacy class they 
learned that if they form a cooperative they can get a loan to facilitate their project. [Wealth-Is-Power] See: la'af; 

pǫ'ǫm. 

ligidpǫ'ǫmmǫ   See main entry: ligidpǫ'ǫm. loan. 

ligidpǫ'ǫmmǫǫ   See main entry: ligidpǫ'ǫm. loan. 

ligidpǫ'ǫmmi   See main entry: ligidpǫ'ǫm. loan. 

ligidsu'ad   Form: ligidsu'adib. n. treasurer. ya mǫ na gaŋi ya ligidsu'ad nǫ ya gbansǤbid. you will also choose your 

treasurer and your secretary. [Wealth-Is-Power] Kǫl ka maanmaan wțsa di'e ligidi ligidsu'adib la san'anǫ maal 

zin'ikanǫ san'am Pț'țsim Yin la wțsa. 'Let every priest receive the money from one of the treasurers, and let it 
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be used to repair whatever damage is found in the temple.'. [2KI 12:5] Syn: ligidgur, la'agur. See: la'af; su'a. 

ligidsu'adib   See main entry: ligidsu'ad. treasurer. 

ligil   Variant: libili; ligili. Form: ligilnǫ. Form: ligin. Variant: liginnǫ. Form: ligilim!. Form: ligilin. Form: ligilțg. 

Variant: ligilug. v. to cover, conceal. Ka o duoe, ka zaŋ fuugț yǫǫ ligil o sapu'ad la. He got up and put on a shirt 

to cover his wound. [Trouble] si'el kae na ligil ka ba kț baŋǫ 'there is  ...  nothing concealed that will not be known 
'. [LUK 8:17] kugir linǫ ligil yațg la bilig 'the stone had been removed from the entrance'. [JHN 20:1] o nǤk nǤzi'elțg 

dinǫ an Siig Kasi la yǫla la ligili ya. he took the commandment about the Holy Spirit and covered you. [Bible-Study] 
ba ligili ba nini ka ba pț nyǫta 'their eyes are plastered over so they cannot see'. [ISA 44:18] M ... ligilif nǫ fubanǫ 

ligidi kpi'em I ...  covered you with costly garments'. [EZK 16:10] Ka hali labasțŋ kanǫ ka ti mǤǤn la ya'a ligilnǫ, 

li ligilnǫ tis banǫ bǤdig la. 'And even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing.'. [2CO 4:3] nǫ 

fuug linǫ ligin za'anǤǤr la 'and the screen for the entrance of the Tabernacle' [in list]. [EXO 35:11] Ti ... na'asid 

nyan luos banǫ ka ti pț bǤǤd ye nidib nyǫ la liginnǫ ba. 'And the parts that are unpresentable are treated with 
special modesty'. [1CO 12:23] o ligilim o zug 'she should cover her head'. [1CO 11:6] Fț naan tun'e ligilin sida la ti 

paae dunia la naar You could have covered over the truth until the end of the world. [Trouble] Man sǫn sʋnsa'aŋ 

fuugț libili m niŋgbina 'I stitched sackcloth together to cover my body'. [JOB 16:15] Lit: mourning cloth. Cpart: lak 
‘uncover’. Si'el kae ka ba ligil ka li kț lakǫ. 'There is nothing covered up that will not be uncovered'. [MAT 10:26] 

ligili   See main entry: ligil. conceal. 

ligilim!   See main entry: ligil. conceal. 

ligilin   See main entry: ligil. conceal. 

ligilnǫ   See main entry: ligil. conceal. 

ligilțg   See main entry: ligil. conceal. 

ligilug   See main entry: ligil. conceal. 

ligin   See main entry: ligil. conceal. 

liginnǫ   See main entry: ligil. conceal. 

lignǫ   See main entry: lig2. faint. 

ligsa'uŋ   See main entry: ligsan'auŋ. extravagance. 

ligsa'uŋi   See main entry: ligsan'auŋ. extravagance. 

ligsan'auŋ   Variant: ligsa'uŋ; ligsan'auŋi; ligsa'uŋi. n. extravagance, waste of money. BǤ ligsan'auŋi nwa? Why this 

extravagance? [MAT 26:8 [original published New Testament]] See: la'af; san'auŋ. 

ligsan'auŋi   See main entry: ligsan'auŋ. extravagance. 

li'1   Form: li'i. Form: li'id. Form: li'inǫ. Form: li'iya. v. to wipe out, do away with sth. SǤ' gbin wțsa kpǫm bǤǤdi li li'. 
Everyone's greatest desire was that it should be obliterated. [Trouble] ZugsǤb la sțnf da duonǫ ba, hali ti paae 

saŋkanǫ ka o li' ba wțsa la'asțg la zin'igin. 'The Lord's hand was against them until he had completely 

eliminated them from the camp.'. [DEU 2:15] Efiritis kǤldaug linǫ pǫ'ǫli pțbid nǫ paŋ ka badigi li' ku'osuoya 

wțsa 'the mighty floodwaters of the Euphrates. The river will rise in its channels and overflow all its banks.'. [ISA 

8:7] Li anǫ sț'țg kanǫ nar ye li li'id 'It is a sword for slaughter'. [EZK 21:14] Ba nidiba ayi' nwa ya'a nwǫnǫ ba 

kpinǫ, Nimo tuŋ la li'iya. If those two people were going to die, that was the end of Nimo's clan. [Trouble] Colloc: X 

gbin li'1, li' X gbin ‘X's line dies out, he has no descendants; wipe out X's descendants’. Dimi fț bier pu'a la, ka 

maal pțkǤndiir malima nwǫnǫ lin nar si'em ka li kǫ ka fț du'a biisi tisi fț bier ka o gbin da li'. 'Go and sleep 
with your brother's widow. Fulfil your obligation to her as her husband's brother, so that your brother may have 

descendants.'. [GEN 38:8] Sim: san'am. o gban'e nǫ ye o san'am ka li' buudi bǫdegț 'his purpose is to destroy, to 
put an end to many nations'. [ISA 10:7] Saalib nǫ bțnkǤnbid nǫ bțnvuuda banǫ da bǫ teŋgbauŋ zug, nǫ niis 

banǫ da ian'ad agǤla wțsa da li'inǫ. 'men and animals and the creatures that move along the ground and the birds 
of the air were wiped from the earth.'. [GEN 7:23] 

li'2   Form: li'in. Variant: li'ini. v. to block, obstruct sth., be blocked. ba ... tuu ba mǫŋ bulis, bulis banǫ li' ka ku'om 

pț bunna 'they ...  have dug their own cisterns, broken cisterns that cannot hold water'. [JER 2:13] bǤzugǤ li sțm ye 
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li li'inimi m ma pțțgin 'for it did not shut the doors of the womb on me'. [JOB 3:10] Colloc: li' tțba ‘to be deaf, 

make (self) deaf’. m fabilțg la wțsaa o da li' o tțba nǫ. all my protests fell on deaf ears. [Shoeshine-Boy] Onǫ li' 

o tțba ka pț dǤl wada la,hali o winsǤsțg anǫ linǫ ka ZugsǤb la kis. 'If anyone turns a deaf ear to the law, even 
his prayers are detestable.'. [PRO 28:9] 

li'a1   Form: li'ad. Variant: lia'ad; li'ada; li'adi. Form: li'am!. Form: li'aminǫ!. Form: li'ab. Variant: li'abinǫ. v. to court. 
Note: man courts woman, person seeks for office Nimbama ya'a bǤǤdi ba li'a na'am laa, ba basidi ba tțțma la nǫ. 
those persons 'shall not be eligible to stand for parliamentary elections unless they resign.'. [Constitution] Banǫ na 

li'a teŋgbauŋ bǫǫ zi'ela zǤŋ na'am la kț mǤr bǫnnǫ. 'There is no restriction on the number of political parties 
that can be formed'. [Constitution] Lit: those who seek rule in the national or regional parliament. Biribiŋ kțda la 

sieba da la'an li'a kpǫuŋ kanǫ ka o mǤr la nǫ o hali nǫ fufum Some of the older boys got together to seek the 
seniority that he had, out of jealousy. [Trouble] Kem li'a fț pu'a kanǫ dǤl sabuos ka san'am dap la. 'Go, show 

your love to your wife again, though she is loved by another and is an adulteress.'. [HOS 3:1] Haya, ka biig yț'țm 

biid ka ya'am mǫ paasid, o yț'țn ti bi' pu'asadir ka dap kennǫ li'ad o. So then, as the child's age advances and 
her sense also increases, she will eventually mature into a marriageable girl and men will come courting her. 

[Billygoat] Alazug ka m bas o tis banǫ li'ad o la 'Therefore I handed her over to her lovers'. [EZK 23:9] Dap ala da 

li'ada Akǫlsa? How many men were courting Akelsa? [Billygoat] bǤ ka ba kennǫ li'adi ba sabua ... ? why were 

they coming to court their girlfriend ... ? [Billygoat] Li'am pu'a kaŋa tisim ka m dii o. 'Get me this girl as my wife.'. 

[GEN 34:4] Li'aminǫ o tisim! Onǫ an onǫ nar nǫ man. 'Get her for me. She's the right one for me.'. [JDG 14:3] Paati 

na'am li'ab la kǫt ka ti baŋid ban na tțm si'em 'Political Parties are recognised as one of the agencies necessary 
in shaping the political will of the people.'. [Constitution] Onǫ daa dǤl zugdaan la nya'aŋi ba na'am li'ab la saŋa 

la na an teŋ la zugdaan la nya'andǤl. 'The Vice-President shall be the running-mate of the elected President.'. 

[Constitution] m lǫn gat ya'as ka nyǫ ka fț yț'țn nǤbigi siak li'ab la 'I came by again and saw that you were ripe 
for love.'. [EZK 16:8] Na'ab ka' suor ka o yi paalț na bigis on dǤl sǤ' Gaana teŋgbauŋ na'am li'abinǫ. 'A Chief 
shall not take part in active party politics and any chief wishing to do so shall abdicate his stool or skin.'. 

[Constitution] See: na'ali'ad; pu'aliak. 

li'a2   Variant: li'e; lia'. Form: li'em2!. Variant: li'emi!; li'emǫ. v. 1 • to 'harness' (an animal). AnǤ'Ǥn lǫǫ ...  pțn nyaŋi li'el 

o nǫ salibir ye o li'a o? 'Who would approach him with a bridle?'. [JOB 41:13] Ti ya'a li'a widi nǫ saliba ye ba niŋ 

tinamǫ bǤǤd si'el 'We put a bit into the mouth of a horse to make it obey us'. [JAS 3:3] Wief din anǫ sisanbig, bțŋ 

din anǫ ba li'e o 'The whip for a horse, the bridle for a donkey'. [PRO 26:3] Li'emi widi la nǫ salibir, ban'ami widi 

la! 'Harness the horses, mount the steeds!'. [JER 46:4] 
2 • to muzzle an animal. Mid ka ya li'a na'araad banǫ kuod la nǫ yțgțd. 'Do not muzzle an ox when you are 

using it to thresh corn.'. [1CO 9:9] Note: referring to Da li'a na'araug nǤǤr onǫ bǫ ki tțțma nii [DEU 25:4 [draft]] Note: 

Published Bible Mid ka ya pid na'araad banǫ kuod la nǫ yțgțd. 

li'ab   See main entry: li'a1. court. 

li'abinǫ   See main entry: li'a1. court. 

li'ad   See main entry: li'a1. court. 

li'ada   See main entry: li'a1. court. 

li'adi   See main entry: li'a1. court. 

li'am!   See main entry: li'a1. court. 

li'aminǫ!  See main entry: li'a1. court. 

li'e   See main entry: li'a2. 'harness', muzzle. 

li'el   Variant: li'eli. Form: li'elnǫ. Form: li'en. Form: li'ennǫ. Form: li'elim!. Variant: li'elimi!. Form: li'el ya4. v. to 

approach, be near. sǤ' wțsa pț bǤǤd ye o li'el o nobody at all wants to go near him or her. [AIDS-Azuur] o li'el 

kțlțŋ la baba ye o kǫlis he moved close to the door to listen. [Trouble] AnǤ'Ǥn lǫǫ ... pun nyaŋe li'el o nǫ salibir 

ye o li'a o? 'Who would approach him with a bridle?'. [JOB 41:13] Zebedee biis Jemes nǫ Joon keŋ li'el Yesu 

san'an 'James and John, the sons of Zebedee, approached' Jesus. [MRK 10:35] On da nyǫ ka o sid kunna la o da yǫl 

ye da li'eli ma. When she saw her husband coming home she said "Don't come near me!" [Jealousy] m ba'abiis pț 

bǤǤd ye ba li'eli ma 'my own brothers won't come near me'. [JOB 19:17] Ba kț li'eli m san'an na tțm maanmaan 
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tțțma, bǫǫ ba li'eli m la'abanǫ an kasi laa 'They are not to come near to serve me as priests or come near any of 

my holy things'. [EZK 44:13] saŋkaŋa li li'elnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ na at that time they were approaching quickly. [Trouble] 
Wina'am na'am la li'elnǫ 'the Kingdom of heaven is near'. [MAT 3:2] Ka dau la zǤti li'en na. 'The runner came 
nearer and nearer.'. [2SA 18:25] ZugsǤb la li'ennǫ banǫ wțsa buol o 'The Lord is near to all who call on him'. [PSA 

145:18] M biiga, li'elim na ka m si'isi fț gǤs ka baŋ ye fț sid anǫ Esau bǫǫ ka' Esau. 'Come near so I can touch 

you, my son, to know whether you really are my son Esau or not'. [GEN 27:21] Li'elimi na tu'asini ya antu'a la 
'Come and present your case'. [ISA 45:21] Ya ya'a ti nyǫ ka ba busid vanpǤla ya mi' ye sigir li'el ya. 'When you 
see their leaves beginning to appear, you know that summer is near.'. [LUK 21:30] Sim: mir, pǤnr, tu'ae.  Note: see 

ref. and link at ken3.  

li'el ya4   See main entry: li'el. approach. 

li'eli   See main entry: li'el. approach. 

li'elim!   See main entry: li'el. approach. 

li'elimi!   See main entry: li'el. approach. 

li'elnǫ   See main entry: li'el. approach. 

li'em1   Form: li'ema. n. fruit [type]. Nwaaŋ kǤ'Ǥŋ li'ema ka ye li anǫ mi'isțg. 'Sour grapes.'. [Proverb 078] Lit: The 

monkey can't get li'em-fruit and says they are sour.. Ba'anam Ǥnb li'ema, ka biis nyina gbi'ida? 'The fathers eat 
sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge'. [EZK 18:2] Source: li'eŋ. See: li'eŋ. 

li'em2!   See main entry: li'a2. 'harness', muzzle. 

li'ema   See main entry: li'em1. fruit [type]. 

li'emǫ   See main entry: li'a2. 'harness', muzzle. 

li'emi!   See main entry: li'a2. 'harness', muzzle. 

li'emis   See main entry: li'eŋ. tree [sp.] 

li'en   See main entry: li'el. approach. 

li'ennǫ   See main entry: li'el. approach. 

li'eŋ   Form: li'emis. n. tree [sp.] Res: li'em. 

li'i   See main entry: li'1. destroy. 

li'id   See main entry: li'1. destroy. 

li'ig   v. to dodge. Gen: li'iŋ; Mult: li'is2. See: li'iŋ; li'is2. 

li'in   See main entry: li'2. block. 

li'inǫ   See main entry: li'1. destroy. 

li'ini   See main entry: li'2. block. 

li'iŋ   v. to dodge, do sth. suddenly. Adu da mǤǤd ye o nyǫ suori li'iŋ Adu tried to find a way to evade (the accusation). 

[Trouble] Saul da bǤǤd ye o nwǫ' o nǫ kpan la tabil dǤkpin, amaa David da nyaŋi li'iŋ 'Saul tried to pin David 
to the wall with his spear, but David dodged'. [1SA 19:10] Unit: li'ig; Mult: li'is2. See: li'ig; li'is2. 

li'is1   Form: li'isid1. v. to interplant. O ya'a ti bug o pǤǤg la ka maali bț'țsi naae, ka' nyiri ka o na bțd ka li'is sǤ'Ǥdǫ? 
'When he has levelled the surface, does he not sow caraway and scatter cummin?'. [ISA 28:25] Lit: is it not gourds 
that he will sow interplanted with 'mustard'. Awintțma daa nyǫ ka Asaan bǤǤdi pin' yǫla la nǫ ka ma'a li'isid 

bu'osțg la. Awintuma saw that Asaan wanted to obscure the matter and keep interposing unnecessary questions. 

[AIDS-II] 

li'is2   Form: li'isid2. v. to dodge (many). Lin ka Kusaas ye saal pț li'isid yțțm piima. That's why the Kusaas say a 

person can't dodge next year's arrows. [Asaasim] Gen: li'iŋ; Unit: li'ig. See: li'ig; li'iŋ. 

li'isid1   See main entry: li'is1. interplant. 

li'isid2   See main entry: li'is2. dodge. 
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li'iya   See main entry: li'1. destroy. 

lik1   Variant: luk. Form: likid. Form: likimi. v. to scoop out. O lik sa'ab la niŋ nwama ni. Ka bǫsig zǫǫndi niŋ laasin. 
She scoops out the t.z. into calabashes and serves the soup into bowls. [House+Farm-] 

lik2   Variant: lika; liki. n. darkness. di kǫ ka lik tita'ar maligim paas yț'țŋ kan la that's why it was extra dark that 

night. [Trouble] Ka bțnyua la sț'țlim wțsa lieb lik. 'Darkness fell over the beast's kingdom'. [REV 16:10] nintaŋ 

kilim liki sǤbig wțț vugulimnǫ 'the sun became black like coarse black cloth'. [REV 6:12] M anǫ teŋ kanǫ an 

pipirigi tisi ya bǫǫ teŋ kanǫ an lika? 'Have I been like a desert to you, like a dark and dangerous land?'. [JER 2:31] 
Colloc: likin/likinǫ(ǫ) ‘in/to/from the dark’. Ka o sǤǤn o fuug la tǤ'ǤtǤ ka tuuns kțlțŋ la lǫbis ka yi likin la. He 
quickly wrapped his cloth round his waist and pushed the door back, and went out into the dark. [Trouble] Yanamǫ 

da wțm o kțkǤr likin saŋkanǫ ka zuor la da dit bugum la 'When you heard the voice out of the darkness, while 
the mountain was ablaze with fire'. [DEU 5:23] Amaa ka banǫ nar ye ba naan diin Wina'am sț'țlim faar la, ba na 

kadi ba kpǫn'ǫs likin. 'But those who should be in the Kingdom will be thrown out into the darkness'. [MAT 8:12] 
Onǫ dǤllim kț ken likinǫ 'No follower of mine shall walk in darkness'. [JHN 8:12] m zua, fțn nan bǫnǫ likinǫǫ? 
my friend, are you still in the dark? [AIDS-Azuur] fț nyǫ Israel kpǫǫmnam la tțm si'el likinǫǫ? 'do you see what the 
elders of Israel are doing in darkness'. [EZK 8:12] Colloc: lik biridi ‘jet-black’. Dabiem da kpǫn' Adu on da duoe 

ka li an lik biridi la nǫ. Adu got really scared when he got up and it was pitch dark. [Trouble] Li pț ye li anǫ lik 

biridi, ka nǫǫsim kae? 'it will be a day of gloom, without any brightness'. [AMO 5:20] ya nini ya'a ka' sț'țŋa, ya 

anǫ lik biridi 'but when your eyes are no good, your whole body will be in darkness'. [LUK 11:34] Li da anǫ wțț 

nintaŋ tisțțs ka teŋ la wțsa lieb lik biridi ti paae zaamnǤǤr kǫrefa atan' 'It was about twelve o'clock when the 

sun stopped shining and darkness covered the whole country until three o'clock'. [LUK 23:44] Sim: zibisim, zibisțg. 
hali lik la kț an zibisțgț fț san'anǫ 'even the darkness will not be dark to you'. [PSA 139:12] Cpart: nǫǫsim. Zaba 

kpǫm bǫ likin paŋ nǫ nǫǫsim paŋ la ni nǫ saŋa zan'. There are still battles all the time between the power of 
darkness and the power of light. [Trouble] Wina'am nyǫ ka nǫǫsim la an sțm ka o bak nǫǫsim la ka kǫ lik 'God 

saw that the light was good, and he separated the light from the darkness.'. [GEN 1:4] Linǫ wțsa bǫǫ agǤlli tisid 

nǫǫsim la m na kǫ ka li lieb liki fț san'an 'All the shining lights in the heavens I will darken over you'. [EZK 32:8] 
M na laki ba pțtǫnda, ka fǫndigi ba yis likinǫ lǫbisi ba nǫǫsimin I will 'open their eyes and turn them from 
darkness to light'. [ACT 26:18] 

lik3 [N]   v. to pick the teeth. M bǫlimnǫ, tisim dibir ka m liki m yin. Please give me a toothpick so I can remove something 

from my teeth. [MA] Dikțdțg pț likid nyin-nǫ. Old food can't be brushed from the teeth. [Proverb 121] 

lika   See main entry: lik2. darkness. 

liki   See main entry: lik2. darkness. 

likid   See main entry: lik1. scoop out. 

likimi   See main entry: lik1. scoop out. 

lil [W]   Form: lilțg. Variant: lilug. v. to vanish (magically), be invisible. Adu lil takoro la nya'aŋ la Adu disappeared 

behind the window-shutter. [Trouble] Colloc: lilțg tiim ‘vanishing 'medicine' [W]’; Sim: mǫlim. 

lilaaliŋ   Variant: lelaaliŋ [N]; linlaaliŋ. Form: lǫlaalis. Variant: lelaalis. Form: lǫlaalin-. Variant: lelaalin-. n. a swallow 

[bird]. Note: also martin, swift Linlaaliŋ n pț dit ki la, fț ya'a bǫnd o nǫ zǤm, li kț gban' o. The swallow doesn't 
eat grain, so if you bait a trap for it with flour, you won't catch it. [Proverb 102] m kaas wțț lilaaliŋ nǫ 'I twitter as 
if I were a swallow'. [ISA 38:14] NǤpǤǤr linǫ ka' gbin la na bus kpțkpama iank wțț lțțr bǫǫ lilaaliŋ 'Like a 

fluttering sparrow or a darting swallow, an undeserved curse does not come to rest.'. [PRO 26:2] Hali lțya paam 

gbǫǫnsa, ka lilaalis mǫ mǫǫ ba mǫŋ dǤǤd 'Even the sparrow has found a home, and the swallow a nest for 
herself'. [PSA 84:3] 

lilțg   See main entry: lil [W]. invisible [be]. 

lilug   See main entry: lil [W]. invisible [be]. 

-liluŋ   See main entry: -liilțŋ. fallen. 

lim1   Variant: limi. Form: limin. Variant: limini. v. to cover sth. ku'om da bǤǤdi li lim daug kodorko la nǫ the water 

was just about to submerge the wooden bridge. [Trouble] Ku'om la da pǫ'ǫl teŋgbauŋ la wțsa hali lim zuobanǫ 

dț la wțsa 'The waters ... The waters rose and covered the mountains'. [GEN 7:18] Hali ka sț'țg la kpa'ar la'am 
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limi gaadi yii o nya'aŋ. 'Even the (sword's) handle sank in after the blade, which came out his back'. [JDG 3:22] Fț 

sumpǫǫn la limimnǫ wțț ku'om 'Your wrath has swept over me' like water. [PSA 88:16] Ba sumpǫǫn linǫ nwǫnǫ 

ku'om la naan limini ti Their anger which is like 'the water would have covered us'. [PSA 124:4] See: liŋ. 

lim2!   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

limi   See main entry: lim1. cover. 

limin   See main entry: lim1. cover. 

limini   See main entry: lim1. cover. 

limis1 [N]   Form: limisid. v. to fan sth. On ken la ka o sakur fuug kanǫ an bțlț ... la limisid o gbǫya. As she walked he 

school dress which was blue ... flapped against her thighs. [Trouble] bodobodo maan la pțn pț limisid la the 
baker has not been fanning it (fire). [HOS 7:4] kaasidi limisid taaba wțț dawana nǫ moaning and fluttering 
together like doves. [NAM 2:7] Ninst: sampinnig, kanfinnig. Ataalkae, tisim sampinnig ka m limisi m bugum. 
Ataalkae, give me a fan to fan my fire. [MA] 

limis2   See main entry: liŋ. lid. 

limisid   See main entry: limis1 [N]. fan sth. 

lim-lim   See main entry: limm. dim. 

limm   Variant: lim-lim. id. dim, darkish. O luug la kǫnǫ ka o zug la niŋ limm. his fall dimmed his consciousness. 

[Trouble] O dignǫ kǤldaugin tiis teŋir, zin'ikanǫ ka kǤlkantima duoe an limm la. 'Under the lotus plants he lies, 
hidden among the reeds in the marsh.'. [JOB 40:21] Saman-tuon naada la sǤbigi lim-lim. The early-millet in the 

home-farm is very green. [House+Farm] Note: the dark green of healthy crops is literally 'black' or 'dark' o wila kț lǫn 

sǤbig lim-lim nǫ 'his branches will' 'never be green again'. [JOB 15:32] Etym: MWN *-DIM-(-DIUM-,-TIM-) . 
Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug 

lin1   Variant: linǫ1; line; lini1; din6. rel. 1 • that which. Lin naae lin naae. What's finished is finished. [Asaasim] yanamǫ 

yǫt karinzi la, lin titnǫ bugum bil dǤǤg yinne ni you talk about kerosene, which gives a little light in one room. 
[Electricity] Fț mi' lin niŋ si'em ka saŋgbana yul agǤlaa? 'Do you know how the clouds hang poised overhead?'. 

[JOB 37:16] Wina'am ya'a lǫǫ tis o ya'am ka o mi' linǫ na maalif nǫ linǫ na san'amifǤ, lin an sțm gat la'ad. If 
God gives him the wisdom to know what will be good for you and what will harm you, that's more important than 

possessions. [Billygoat] linǫ paas anaasi la nwǫnǫ abaar nindaa the fourth the face of an eagle. [EZK 10:14] Lini mǤr 

pu'apțțg mǫ mǤr nyi'a. What affects a pregnant woman also affects a weak child. [Proverb 079] Colloc: lin1 yi1 ... 
‘from then/there on’. Kuom lin yi daug nwa ni paae tigbi'ir la Weed from this post as far as the tree-stump. 

[Trouble] Ka lin yi saŋkan la sǤ' pț mǤr sțnkpi'euŋț na lǫm bu'os Yesu bu'osțgǤ. 'And from then on no one 

dared ask him any more questions.'. [MRK 12:34] lin yi gțțdiŋ kanǫ pǤǤd la ni paae linǫ bǫdim la ni 'from the 
smaller ledge up to the larger ledge'. [EZK 43:14] 
2 • so that, as a result. Note: in the Colloc: lin1 ka1. Fț ya'a mǤr ligidi lin ka fț gaŋid fțm bǤǤd disi'a. If you had 

the money you could choose what food you wanted. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lin ka Kusaas ye saal pț li'isid yuum piema. 
That's why the Kusaas say a person can't dodge next year's arrows. [Asaasim] ya gaafara, ka mam sa lǫbnǫ ka m 

ma ningbiŋ sa pț malisa lin ka m sa pț nyaŋi kena la. I'm sorry, I went back yesterday and my mother wasn't 
well, which is why I couldn't come yesterday. [Akelsa] Ayaab yǫl Akunvțe ye li anǫ sida, lin ka m kena ye m 

nyǫǫf. Ayaab said to Akunvoe "It is true, that's why I have come to see you". [AIDS-II] See: li1. 

lin2   Variant: lina; linǫ2; lini2. Form: linam. Variant: lina nam2; linanamǫ. pn. it, that [3rd. person inanimate emphatic 

pronoun]. Fțn pț bǤǤd si'el la fț baa gban'adnǫ lin. What you don't like is what your dog catches. [Proverb 218] 
Lin naae lin naae. What's finished is finished. [Asaasim] lin paki ba ka ba nan zi'e bțra la 'They stood there 

puzzled about this'. [LUK 24:4] lin pa'al ye ba da ba'asnǫ yǤri bǫǫ? does this show that they fell 'beyond recovery'? 

[ROM 11:11] Lina ni ka biig la na paam bin'iskanǫ tigid o. By this the baby will get the milk which will satisfy it. 
[Breastfeeding] Lina zug ka o mǤr vǤǤnr o biaunkun sigid o pțțrin. Because of this she had a hole in her armpit 
going down to her stomach. [Wonderwoman] Lina mǫ na an zanbinnǫ bǫǫ ya nu'usin nǫ ya gbǫ'ǫdin. It will be a 

sign on your arms and your foreheads. [EXO 13:16] BǤzugǤ, lina aan o nyǤǤd. 'for this is his lot'. [ECC 5:18] Lina 

nam na nyaŋi gu' zu'omis. These will be able to ward off blindness. [Trachoma] Pǫog kanǫ kǫn nǫ ma'ana la, 

linǫ lǫbid nǫ kǤmma. The basket that comes with okra comes back with garden-egg. [Asaasim   Proverb] sǤ' da pǤ 
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nǤbǫ'ǫdi tis o, lini sț'oe ka o pț tun'oe pian'ad la someone had cursed her, that was why she couldn't speak. 

[Wonderwoman] LINANAMŰ KA KARIMDƆƆG KANŰ PŰ'ŰL NŰ SIIG KASI LA NAR YE O MƆR. These are the Things 
that a Church Full of the Holy Spirit Should Have. [Bible-Study [hading]] Syn: din3. See: din3. 

lina   See main entry: lin2. that. 

linam   See main entry: lin2. that. 

linanamǫ   See main entry: lin2. that. 

lina nam2   See main entry: lin2. that. 

linǫ1   See main entry: lin1. that which, so that. 

linǫ2   See main entry: lin2. that. 

line   See main entry: lin1. that which, so that. 

lini1   See main entry: lin1. that which, so that. 

lini2   See main entry: lin2. that. 

linlaaliŋ   See main entry: lilaaliŋ. swallow [bird]. 

linzug   See main entry: dinzug. therefore. 

linzugǤǤ   See main entry: dinzug. therefore. 

linzugț   See main entry: dinzug. therefore. 

liŋ   Variant: liŋe. Form: limis2. n. a lid, cover. Jehoyada onǫ an Maanmaan la da nǤk la'ad su'ab daka tita'ari 

kibigi li liŋ la. 'Jehoiada the priest took a chest and bored a hole in its lid.'. [2KI 12:9] NǤkim sanlima zan' maal 

Kerubnamf ayi' niŋ liŋ la nǤya ayi' la ni. 'And make two cherubim out of hammered gold at the ends of the 

cover.'. [EXO 25:18] O pu'a da nǤk bulig la liŋe pibil bulig la nǤǤr, ka yadig kibielim li zug 'His wife took a 
covering and spread it out over the opening of the well and scattered grain over it.'. [2SA 17:19] Colloc: suguru 

sǤsțg liŋ ‘'mercy seat', cover of the 'ark of the Covenant' (in the Bible)’. NǤkim sanlima maal suguru sǤsțg liŋ. 
'Make an atonement cover of pure gold'. [EXO 25:17] See: lim. 

liŋe   See main entry: liŋ. lid. 

lit   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

liti   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

litnǫ   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

liya1   int. where? ba yț'țn bǫǫ ani nǫ ba biisi ied ka bu'osid taaba ye, ba liya? they were both there with their 

children asking each other 'Where are they?'. [Kittens+Mice] ' ... kǫl ka m gǤs, o liya?' Nimo gǤsi gilig. 'Goma 

liya?' Ka Adu kpǫn' o saam dǤǤgin ye gǤs ye o bǫǫ ani bǫǫ?. " ... let me see where she is." Nimo looked around. 

"Where is Goma?" And Adu went into his father's room to see if she was there. [Trouble] Sim: yaanǫ. 

liya2   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

lii1   See main entry: li1. it. 

lii2   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

liib   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

liiba   See main entry: liibir. twin. 

liibir   Form: liiba. n. a twin. Ka liibir onǫ mǤr gum zǫn'ug o nu'ugin la yț'țn yina ka ba tis o yț'țr ye Zera. 'Then his 

brother, who had the scarlet thread on his wrist, came out and he was given the name Zerah.'. [GEN 38:30] Simon 

Pita nǫ Tomas onǫ ka ba buon Liibir la ... da la'am bǫ nǫ taaba 'Simon Peter, Thomas (called the Twin) ... were 
all together'. [JHN 21:2] KțkǤm du'a liiba. The leper gave birth to twins. [Proverb 275] Bipumis la anǫ liiba ka an 

yțma pii nǫ ayi' The daughters were twins and were twelve years old. [AIDS-I] o pu'a Rebǫka nǤk liiba pțțg 'his 
wife Rebekah became pregnant' with twins. [GEN 25:21] Tomas, onǫ an liiba yinne la, yǫl o nya'andǤltaab la ye, 

“Kǫlli ka ti la'am keŋ nǫ o. ...” 'Thomas, called ‘the Twin’, said to his fellow-disciples, ‘Let us also go ... with 
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him. ...” '. [JHN 11:16] Lit: who was one of a pair-of-twins. Sim: buar1 ‘counterpart, match, pair’. 

liie   See main entry: lie. pour, give enema. 

liig   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

liiga   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

liigi   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

-liiliŋ   See main entry: -liilțŋ. fallen. 

-liilțŋ   Variant: -liluŋ; -liiliŋ. adj. fallen. Niimis banǫ bǫ la wțsa da ya'an tiliilțŋ la zug 'All the birds of the air settled 

on the fallen tree'. [EZK 31:13] o daa su'anǫ zaŋguom liiliŋ kanǫ bǫǫ ba yisuorin la he was hiding behind a broken 
wall on the way to their house. [Fire] See: lu. 

liis   Variant: liisi. Form: liisid. v. to deny, cheat sb. fț ya'a bas buribiŋkaŋa, fț liisi fț mǫŋ nǫ mam wțsa. if you let 

go of this young man you have denied/cheated both yourself and me. [Akelsa] See: lus1. 

liisi   See main entry: liis. cheat. 

liisid   See main entry: liis. cheat. 

lǤ1   Variant: lo; lǤǤ; loo. Form: lǤnǫ. Form: lǤǤd. Variant: lood; lǤǤdi; loodi; lǤǤda; looda. Form: lǤǤdnǫ. 

Variant: loodne. Form: lǤǤn. Variant: loon. Form: lǤǤm!. Variant: loom; lǤǤmi; loomi. Form: lǤǤmini!. 

Variant: loomini. Form: lǤǤb. Variant: loob. v. to tie sth. Ka o gǤsi gilig ka nǤk o sț'țraditiŋ la ki'ig nwiigi la'as 

kpa'akur nǫ niiŋe lǤ. He looked round and cut a piece of rope with his sharp knife and tied the tortoise and the 

bird together. [Trouble] lǤ zan'antǤlis la wțsa kțnt nwiis ayǤpǤi-pǤi 'The top of each column was decorated with 
a design of interwoven chains, seven for each capital'. [1KI 7:17] Jese da nǤknǫ bțŋ ka lǤ diib, nǫ daam nǫ gan'ar, 

ka gban'e bțpǤlli mǤri ba nǫ o biig David n keŋ Saul san'an. 'So Jesse took a donkey loaded with bread, a skin 
of wine and a young goat and sent them with his son David to Saul. '. [1SA 16:20] sǤ' kae na nyaŋi lǤǤ o nǫ banaa 
'Nobody could keep him chained up any more'. [MRK 5:3] ba lǤǤm nǫ bana wțț tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤb nǫ 'I am ... fettered 
like a criminal'. [2TI 2:9] SǤ' na niŋ wala kpǫn' paŋ sǤb yinne vaae o la'ad, ka li ya'a ka' o dǫŋi lǤnǫ paŋ sǤb la 
'Or again, how can anyone enter a strong man's house and carry off his possessions unless he first ties up the 

strong man?'. [MAT 12:29] Dasaŋ la daa pin'ili lǤǤd o la'ad ka lǫbis o piim la suu o kǤlțgțn la. The young man 
started to tie up his loads and put his syringe back in his bag. [AIDS-I] NǤkim sǫnbidiŋ kanǫ ka fț da' lǤǤdi fț siaa 

la mǤri keŋ Para su'a li tampiins sian'asimin. 'Take the belt you bought and are wearing around your waist, and 

go now to Perath and hide it there in a crevice in the rocks.'. [JER 13:4] ban naan lǤǤdin pien sțma la, ba na lǤǤd 

nwiis banǫ gbinigbin 'instead of fine belts, they will wear coarse ropes'. [ISA 3:24] LǤǤmi fț fugǤbțg la ka dǤllim. 
'Wrap your cloak around you and follow me'. [ACT 12:8] LǤǤmini li ya nu'usin ka li an zanbina, ka lǤǤ ya 

gbǫ'ǫdin. 'tie them as symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads'. [DEU 11:18] Da kǫ ka ya ba'a bǫ 

nǫ ... zuobid lǤǤb nǫ sanlima la'ad nǫ fusțma yǫǫbǤ. Your beauty should not come from ... braided hair and the 
wearing of gold jewellery and fine clothes.'. [1PE 3:3] Colloc: X nǤk X zug lǤ Y ‘X honours + submits to (?) Y’; lǤ 

nǤǤr1 ‘to fast (deliberately)’. Banǫ lǤǤd nǤǤr wțsa ya'a keŋ da'an asǫǫ ba ie man zin'ig. When all the people 
who are fasting go to market, they have to find where I am. [Trees] o da ... lǤ nǤǤr ka ken baanlimm-baanlimm, 

sțnsa'aŋ zug 'He refused food, ... and went about gloomy and depressed. [1KI 21:27] Ala ka ti lǤ nǤǤr ka sǤsi ti 

Wina'am la li yǫla ka o di'e ti sǤsțg. 'So we fasted and petitioned our God about this, and he answered our 
prayer.'. [EZR 8:23] saŋa kanǫ ka ba lǤǤd nǤǤr ka maan sțnsa'aŋ la 'their times of fasting and lamentation'. [EST 

9:31] BǤ ka tinam nǫ Farisii dim lǤǤd nǤǤr saŋa mǫkama, ka fț nya'andǤlib la pț lǤǤda? 'How is it that we and 

the Pharisees fast, but your disciples do not fast?'. [MAT 9:14] o ... yǫl Juda teŋ nidib wțsa ye ba lǤǤm nǤǤr 'he 
gave orders for a fast to be observed throughout the country'. [2CH 20:3] Colloc: Wina'am gu'usțg nǤǤr1 lǤǤb nǫ 

WinsǤsțg ‘fasting and prayer (Christian)’. Wina'am gu'usțg nǤǤr lǤǤb nǫ WinsǤsțg saŋa ti nǫ li'en o ka ti dǤl 

o ka bǫ nǫ o. When the time for fasting and prayer comes near, we follow God and are with him. [Bible-Study] 
Colloc: nǤǤr1 lǤǤb ‘fasting’. NǤǤr lǤǤb yǫla 'About Fasting'. [MRK 2:18 [heading]] Colloc: lǤ nindaa ‘screw up face, 
look sad/angry’. Ya'am nied nǫ ninsaal nini ka tiakid o ka o kț lǫn lǤǤd nindaa. 'Wisdom makes them smile 
and makes their frowns disappear.'. [ECC 8:1] BǤ ka fț sțnf pǫligǫ? BǤ ka fț lǤǤdi fț nindaa? 'Why are you angry? 
Why are you scowling?'. [GEN 4:6] ba lǤǤdnǫ ba nindaas ye nidib baŋ ye ba lǤǤd nǤǤr 'they disfigure their faces 

to show men they are fasting. [MAT 6:16] Colloc: X sțnf lǤnǫ Y ( -nǫ3 ) ‘X is serious about Y’. M sțnf lǤnǫ 
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Wina'am yǫla sț'țŋa nwǫnǫ yanamǫ niŋid si'em zina la. 'I ... was just as zealous for God as any of you are 

today'. [ACT 22:3] M sțnf lǤnǫ viki fț yǫla, O Wina'am, m sțnf sid lǤnǫ yim 'My heart is steadfast, O God, my 
heart is steadfast'. [PSA 57:7] Colloc: Y lǤ X zug ‘X is bothered about Y’. (ba) da kǫ ka li yǫla lǤǤ ba zutǫ don't let 
them be 'fully occupied with them'. [1CO 7:31] Cpart: lǤdig, yidig, idig. Etym: OV1 *BO(B) ; OV2 *LOD ; 
LO(D) ; GS1 *F²O² ; vc4 *bo(b). Note: OVN *LO(D), but *BOB is "tie a head-tie, headscarf" see bǤb, bǤbig1/2 

lǤ-2   Variant: lua-2; luo-1. n.st. -place. Note: joined with following modifer Colloc: lǤsi'a ‘some place, place where ...’. On 

zin' lǤsi'a la, Adu da gǤsid o pugidib la. Where he was sitting, Adu was watching his aunt. [Trouble] O ya'a anǫ 

zu'om bǫǫ wabțg bǫǫ onǫ nindaa mǤr dǫŋ bǫǫ o lǤsi'a san'am If he is blind or lame or disfigured or some part 
of him is damaged. [LEV 21:18] Ban paae la ba nyǫ ka kugir la biligi dig lǤsi'a sa ka bas yațg la When they 
arrived they that the stone was rolled and laid down somewhere away from the tomb. [LUK 24:2] Yǫlsțm kennǫ din 

bǤǤd luosi'a ka yǫlbǫ'ǫd mǫ maan ala. Good luck goes wherever it wants, and bad luck likewise. [You-Do?] 
Colloc: lǤkanǫ ‘the place where ...’. O da keŋ tǤ'ǤtǤ paae kǤldaugțn la keŋ kǤlțg la zugin zin'ikanǫ ka mi', 

luakanǫ zulim ka yalim la. He went quickly to the river onto the waterhole where he knew, it was deep and wide. 

[Trouble] O anǫ kampinta ka mǤr o tțțma dǤǤg lǤkanǫ ka o sțŋid dasambaanlțg He was a carpenter and had 
a workshop where he helped young men. [Fire] Ofori n ti ye Adu nyǫ luakanǫ ka na'ayibanǫ kǤ' yaadini zu la'ad 

su'a li la When Ofori got to the part where Adu saw the place where the grave-robbers hid their loot. [Trouble] 
See: luaa. 

lǤ-3   See main entry: lǤr. lorry. 

lǤb   Variant: lob; lǤbi; lobi. Form: lǤbnǫ. Form: lǤbid. Variant: lobid; lǤbidi; lobidi; lobud. Form: lǤbin. Variant: lobin. 

Form: lǤm3!. Variant: lom; lǤmmi!. Form: lǤmminǫ!. Variant: lomini. Form: lǤbir. Variant: lobir. v. 1 • to throw, 

throw at. Li pț dǤl suor ye nid yinne nǤk bipǤla ayi' nyǤvțri lǤb buguminǫ. It is immoral for a man to take two 

young boys and throw them alive them into the fire. [Trouble] Ban dii siak la ka nǤk linǫ kpǫlim la lǤb ku'omin, 

ye anrțŋ la fak. 'When they had eaten as much as they wanted, they lightened the ship by throwing the grain into 
the sea.'. [ACT 27:38] Lit: took what remained and threw. LǤr la mǫ yulig bilia lǤbi bas gǤn'Ǥs sțțgin The lorry 
rolled and threw the baby out into some thorns. [Trouble] Note: the usual rotation in an accident is falling onto one side, 

then the roof, then the other side, usually "roll" in English. The precise sense of yulig would be to stay upright but spin so that 

first one side, then the back, then the other side is facing in the direction of travel, English 'spin'. Asa da kie dazi'edir la 

lǤbi bas Kidron bǤn'Ǥgin ka nyu'oe li nǫ bugum Asa cut the pole down and' threw it away and 'burned it in the 

Kidron Valley.'. [1KI 15:13] m na nǤki m sau lǤbi gban'e ba 'I will throw my net over them'. [HOS 7:12] O lǤbnǫ 

kita fugǤbkanǫ yț'țm pǫlig ka ku'oli li nǤya la pa'al o datiuŋ biankimpiiung zug on an gǤbir la yǫla. He put 
on a kente covercloth which was faded to white and gathered its corners leaving his right shoulder bare because he 

was lefthanded. [Trouble] Note: MA adds the zug Ba da pin'ili vaad kpikpinkpinnib la la'ad la lǤbid yǤǤg-yǤǤg 
They began to collect up the traders' goods and throw them about. [Shoeshine-Boy] M dabisa zǤtnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ hali gat 

onǫ țgțd pienni lǤbid sțlțg țgțb daug si'em lala 'My days pass more swiftly than a weaver's shuttle'. [JOB 7:6] 
LǤm tisi baas. 'throw it to the dogs'. [EXO 22:31] LǤmminǫ o sian'arin bțmbǤkin nwa' 'Throw him into this cistern 
here in the desert'. [GEN 37:22] Nakirǫ an lǤbir. Poising [the body to throw] is throwing. [Proverb 009] Colloc: lǤb 

X/lǤb kugir/lǤb X ( nǫ1 ) kugir ‘[construction: target or missile is direct object, or double object]’. Zu'om ya'a ye 

o na lǤbif, baŋim ka o nǤnǫ kugir. If a blindman says he's going to throw a stone at you, be sure he is standing 
on a stone. [Proverb 231] ban lǤm na'araug la kț 'the bull must be stoned'. [EXO 21:29] o da kǫnǫ ka banǫ mi' 

tțțma hali maal bțnsieba linǫ na ... lǤbid kugbǫda. 'his inventors made equipment ... for throwing large 
stones'. [2CH 26:15] David nǫ ... dǤl suor la ken, ka Simie mǫ dǫn'ǫd kțkțn la baba dǤl o ka lǤbid o nǫ kuga 
'David ... continued along the road while Shimei was going along the hillside opposite him ... and throwing stones 

at him'. [2SA 16:13] ba na lǤbif nǫ kuga ka nǤki ba sț'țsi ki'e fț bǫnnim-bǫnnim 'they will stone you and hack 

you to pieces with their swords'. [EZK 16:40] Colloc: vǫnlig ... lǤb X ‘sling [projectile] at X’. ba an gǤbțs, hali ka 

ba ya'a zaŋ kugiri vǫnligi lǤb ninsaal zuobțg yinne ba pț nyǫsigida 'left-handed men, who could sling a stone 
and not miss'. [JDG 20:16] Colloc: lǤb ligidi ‘contribute money’. Ti ya'a lǤb ligidii da' lummiri kǤlli ba ka ba ya'a 

ti kennaa li na dammid If we put down money and buy a bell and put it on their necks, when they are coming it 

will ring. [Kittens+Mice] Ba mǫ lǤbidi yǤlțg yǤlțgț la'asidi digin. They are contributing 200 cedis each down. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Colloc: lǤb kțkpǫliŋ ‘utter a cry’. Ziriga la yț'țn ti lǤb kțkpǫliŋ ka niakidi yit o baŋin la Then 
the train blew its whistle and drew away from its platform. [Trouble] Colloc: lǤb tampiank ‘slap’. Note: cf. English 

idiom "to throw a punch" LǤmmi ba tampian'as 'Strike all my enemies on the jaw'. [PSA 3:7] 
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2 • to blow (wind does). ka ga'as o kaaki la ga'adis ye pǫbisim lǤb o. and unbuttoned up his overcoat so that the 

wind should blow on him. [Trouble] Nintaŋ bǫ ka pǫbisim mǫ lǤbid sț'țŋa. It is sunny and the wind is blowing 
well. [House+Farm] Ezra da sǤsid Wina'am ... ka kaasidi mǤr o mǫŋi lǤbid teŋin Wina'am Yir tuon la 'While 
Ezra was ... weeping and throwing himself down before the house of God'. [EZR 10:1] LǤmmi pǫbisim gǫǫlini m 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la 'Blow on my garden'. [SNG 4:16] Sim: da'ae2, pǫbis1. 
3 • to rush at, attack. Note: in the Colloc: lǤbi gilig ‘besiege [in Bible]’. Ba na lǤbi giligi ya tempțțd la wțsa 
'They will lay siege to all the cities'. [DEU 28:52] 

lǤbi   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lǤbid   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lǤbidi   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lǤbidiŋ   Variant: lobidig. Form: lǤbidis. Variant: lobidis. n. a bucket, water-drawing vessel. M ZugsǤba, fț pț mǤr lǤbidiŋ 

ye fț wikǫ 'Sir, ... you have nothing to draw with'. [JHN 4:11] ku'om yțțr la mǫ nam pț nwa'ae buliginǫ, bǫǫ 

lǤbidiŋ nwiig la kǫnsigǫ. 'before the pitcher is shattered at the spring, or the wheel broken at the well'. [ECC 12:6] 
Lit: or the well-bucket rope snapped. Note: referring to funtionally-equivalent Kusaal water-drawing See: lǤb. 

lǤbidis   See main entry: lǤbidiŋ. bucket. 

lǤbig   Variant: lobig; lǤbigi. Form: lǤbigid. Variant: lǤbigidi. Form: lǤbigidnǫ. Variant: lobigidne. Form: lǤbigim!. 

Variant: lobigim. v. 1 • to fling sth. at sb./sth. M da lǤbig saafibiis la bas I flung away the keys. [Shoeshine-Boy] Onǫ 

bǫǫ ya sțțgin kpǫ' ka nan zi' tțm bǫ'ǫdǫ on nǤkim kugiri lǤbig o yiiga. 'If any one of you is without sin, let 

him be the first to throw a stone at her.'. [JHN 8:7] ƒkțm o lǤbig Nabof onǫ an Jezireel teŋ nid la pǤǤgin. 'Pick 
him up and throw him on the field that belonged to Naboth the Jezreelite.'. [2KI 9:25] Kpiisim sigaar bugum wțsa 

ka nyaan lǤbigi li bas. Put out the cigarette completely before you throw it away. [Smoking] Alazug m na lǤbigi 

ya yis teŋ kaŋa yiŋ 'So I will throw you out of this land'. [JER 16:13] Ba pț nǤkid na'abinnǫ lǤbigid naafǤ. They 

don't throw cow-dung at [the same] cow. [Proverb 141] Ba pț lǤbigid kugir ka lǫn kǫlisidi li liiga. They don't throw 
away a stone and then listen for its falling. [Proverb 146] Fț m ya'a tisif ligidi ka fț pț bǤǤdaa fțn tisim man ka 

da lǤbigidi basida. You –  if I give you money and you don't want it, give it to me, don't throw it away. [Trouble] 
ba lǤbigidi linǫ basid 'it is thrown away'. [LUK 14:35] O na gbilimif wțț piennǫ lǤbigi bas He will roll you up like 
a strip of cloth and throw you away. [ISA 22:18] 
2 • to blow, blast. 

lǤbigi   See main entry: lǤbig. fling [at], blow. 

lǤbigid   See main entry: lǤbig. fling [at], blow. 

lǤbigidi   See main entry: lǤbig. fling [at], blow. 

lǤbigidnǫ  See main entry: lǤbig. fling [at], blow. 

lǤbigim!   See main entry: lǤbig. fling [at], blow. 

lǤbin   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lǤbir   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lǤbnǫ   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lǤd-   See main entry: lǤdig1. edge. 

lǤdig1   Variant: lodig; lɔdʋg. Form: lǤdis. Variant: lodis; lǤdisa. Form: lǤd-. n. a corner, edge. Ka maal dalamma ayi' ka 

ba na gban'e lǤdig wțsa. 'and make two frames for the corners at the far end'. [EXO 26:23] Hali o sț'țraug la lǫn 

ka' lɔdʋg kanǫ ka o ǫǫnti digin la nii Even, his cutlass was not in the corner where he usually put it. [Trouble] 
LǤdis anaasi banǫ bǫ zak kanǫ bǫ yiŋ la ni, ka m nyǫ za'abibis 'In the four corners of the outer court were 

enclosed courts'. [EZK 46:22] O daa dǤlnǫ tempțțgin suor la gati ti paae lǤdsi'a ka pu'a sǤ' yir bǫǫ ani. 'He was 
walking along the street near the corner where a certain woman lived'. [PRO 7:8] Colloc: lǤdigin/lǤdisin ‘in/to/from 

the corner’. O nǤk kuk dǤǤg la lɔdʋgʋnɛ zin'in. He took a stool in the corner of the room and sat down. [Trouble] 
ka zi'e lǤdigin,  bǫǫ suoraug la zug, bǫǫ da'an la gur. 'or stood waiting at a corner, sometimes in the streets, 

sometimes in the market place.'. [PRO 7:12] gǤsim gilig ka kpansi gǤs, ieem lǤdisin la wțsa look around and 
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check, search in all the corners. [JER 5:1] Colloc: lǤdigin kugir ‘'cornerstone'’. Ba kț nǤk tampinsi'a fț san'anǫ 

maal lǤdigin kugir, bǫǫ nǤki fț kugsi'a digil ǫǫnbirǫ 'No rock will be taken from you for a cornerstone, nor any 
stone for a foundation'. [JER 51:26] Tampigkanǫ ka tanmǫǫdib daa nǫ'ǫs la lieb lǤdigin tampigir. 'The stone 
which the builders rejected has become the main corner-stone.'. [MRK 12:10] 

lǤdig2   Variant: lodig; lǤdigǫ; lǤdigi; lodigi. Form: lǤdigid. Form: lǤdigim!. Variant: lodigim. v. to untie. Ka ba lǤdig 

anrțŋ la kțnti basi atǫukțn la ka lǤdig daad banǫ kǫt ka anrțŋ la ken ban bǤǤd zin'isi'a la 'So they slipped 
the anchors and let them go; at the same time they loosened the lashings of the steering-paddles'. [ACT 27:40] Anina 

ka m na lǤdigi li ka baki ba ka fț zii kul. 'There my men will untie them (logs), and your men will take charge 
of them'. [1KI 5:9] Colloc: nindaa lǤdig2 ‘face relaxes, look cheerful’. Goma da mǤr sumalisim nǫ Ama kpǫn' na 

ka o nindaa lǤdig daakan la. Goma was happy that Ama came in, and she looked happier that day. [Trouble] BǤ ka 

fț nindaa pț lǤdigǫ ka fț mǫ pț bǫn'ǫda? 'Why are you looking so sad? You aren't ill'. [NEH 2:2] o sid ... da anǫ 

onǫ pț lǤdigid o nindaa 'her husband ... was surly'. [1SA 25:2] Sim: idig, yidig2; Cpart: lǤ ‘tie’.  Etym: OVN 
*LOD(-G) ; vc4 *booɗ, nyɪn/ɗ. See: lǤ. 

lǤdigǫ   See main entry: lǤdig2. untie. 

lǤdigi   See main entry: lǤdig2. untie. 

lǤdigid   See main entry: lǤdig2. untie. 

lǤdigim!   See main entry: lǤdig2. untie. 

lǤdis   See main entry: lǤdig1. edge. 

lǤdisa   See main entry: lǤdig1. edge. 

lɔdʋg   See main entry: lǤdig1. edge. 

lǤ'Ǥm   See main entry: lǤm1. beyond. 

lɔ'ɔmis   See main entry: lǤmis1. infect. 

lǤ'Ǥŋ   Variant: lo'oŋ; lǤ'Ǥŋa; lǤ'Ǥŋi; lo'oŋe. Form: lǤ'Ǥŋid. Variant: lo'oŋid; lǤ'Ǥŋidi. Form: lǤ'Ǥŋidnǫ. Variant: lo'oŋidne. 

Form: lǤ'Ǥŋim!. Variant: lo'oŋim; lǤ'Ǥŋimi!. Form: lǤ'Ǥŋiminǫ!. Form: lǤ'Ǥŋir. Variant: lo'oŋir; lǤ'Ǥŋiri. v. 1 • to 

cross. Note: go across (as, ~ a river) Ya'a pț lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤliga fț pț tț'țd baŋ ye 'nǤwǤkǤ'. If you don't cross the river 
you won't insult the crocodile as 'long-mouth!'. [Asaasim] O da kǫna paae nǫ kǤlig ka li an ye o lǤ'Ǥŋ. He came 
and reached the river and would have to cross it. [Jealousy] On ti lǤ'Ǥŋa anina la, Ama yț'țn da mi' anina nǫ 
When she crossed over to there, Ama already knew the place. [Trouble] Joodan kǤldaug ku'om la kpiǫn hali ka 

Israel dim la wțsa ti lǤ'Ǥŋi naae la the water of the river Jordan dried up until all the Israelites had finished 
crossing. [JOS 5:1] dakanǫ puug ka ba lǤ'Ǥŋid la da nam bǫ the plank over the river that they crossed on was still 
there. [Trouble] DǤlisiminǫ li ka lin ka ya na yuug teŋ kanǫ ka ya lǤ'Ǥŋid Joodan kǤldaug ye ya sț'țg la. 'Obey 
them and you will live long in that land across the Jordan that you are about to occupy.'. [DEU 32:47] KǤldaug kanǫ 

ka ba lǤ'Ǥŋidi ken pǤǤgțn la ku'om da bǤǤdi li lim daug kodoroko la nǫ. The water of the river they crossed 
to get to the farm nearly submerged the wooden bridge. [Trouble] Moab teŋ kanǫ an sassi ka kpi'e Joodan 

kǤldaug zin'ikanǫ lǤ'Ǥŋidi ken Jeriko la 'the plains of Moab across the River Jordan from Jericho'. [NUM 26:63] li 
nwǫnǫ m lǤ'Ǥŋim ya' bama yinne ni na nǫ. it's as if I had to cross one of those houses to get here. [Trouble] 
LǤ'Ǥŋim na dǤllim ka ti keŋ Jerusalem ka m na mǤrif. 'Cross over with me and stay with me in Jerusalem, and 
I will provide for you'. [2SA 19:33] LǤ'Ǥŋimi Joodan mu'ar la zab 'cross the Jordan and ... attack'. [NUM 32:21] 
LǤ'Ǥŋiminǫ atǫukț keŋ Kitim teŋgbauŋțn la gǤsi. 'Cross over to the coasts of Kittim and look'. [JER 2:10] Atǫuk 

Zǫn'ug lǤ'Ǥŋir yǫla Crossing the Red Sea. [EXO 14:1 [heading]] Ya bǤǤdi Joodan lǤ'Ǥŋiri la 'You are about to cross 

the Jordan'. [DEU 11:31] Colloc: lǤ'Ǥŋ teŋzuŋ ‘go into exile, be deported’. bi'esțg kae ye ba na mǤr Gilgal dimi 

lǤ'Ǥŋ teŋ zțŋǤ 'Gilgal will surely go into exile'. [AMO 5:5] 
2 • to infect, be infectious/contagious. HIV-Ees ban'a la bǫnǫ ziimin ka na nyaŋi yi sǤ' san'anǫ lǤ'Ǥŋ sǤ' ka li 

dǤlnǫ ziimin The HIV-AIDS disease is in the blood and can pass from one person to infect another through the 
blood. [AIDS-I] Li ... yi fukaŋa nii lǤ'Ǥŋ fukaŋa ni ti ba'asi lǤ'Ǥŋ fuug la sǤb. It ... passes from one garment to 

another and ends up infecting the owner of that garment. [Trachoma] di kț kǫ ka ban'as la lǤ'Ǥŋi fǤ it won't cause 
you to catch the disease. [AIDS-II] Amaa isir la ya'a kpǫm bǫ ka pț lǤ'Ǥŋ o niŋgbina la wțsa, ka mu'oe bi'ela, li 

anǫ isir la fțlis 'If, however, the spot is unchanged and has not spread in the skin but has faded, it is a swelling 
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from the burn'. [LEV 13:28] Dumis yǫla, ba ǫǫnti dum sǤ' fuoǫn ziim ziili kena lǫn dumi ti, duŋ ya'a dum onǫ 

mǤr ban'a la ka lǫn keŋ dum onǫ pț mǤr ban'as la, li kț lǤ'Ǥŋ o sǤbaa? Because of mosquitoes, when they bite 
someone and take blood and carry it can come and bite us, if the mosquito bites someone who has the disease and 

then goes and bites someone who hasn't, won't it pass to that person? [AIDS-I] Sim: lǤmis1. 
3 • to go on to do sth., do next. Kuomi fț saman yiiga naae ka naan lǤ'Ǥŋ pǤǤg 'Finish your outdoor work and get your 

fields ready'. [PRO 24:27] Note: afterwards go on to (the) farm Sim: tǤ'Ǥŋ, tǤlis. See: lǤm1; lǤmis1.  Note: see ref. and 

link at ken3 

lǤ'Ǥŋa   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lǤ'Ǥŋi   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lǤ'Ǥŋid   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lǤ'Ǥŋidi   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lǤ'Ǥŋidnǫ   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lǤ'Ǥŋim!   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lǤ'Ǥŋimi!   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lǤ'Ǥŋiminǫ!   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lǤ'Ǥŋir   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lǤ'Ǥŋiri   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lǤk   Variant: lok [N]. Form: lu'ad. n. a quiver (for arrows). LǤk kanǫ ka ba suud piema la dammid o lțga ni 'The 

quiver rattles against his side'. [JOB 39:23] Ka PțzǤtyǫl gaadi kpǫn' o ba zǫŋin n mu'a tiim ka ... lu'ad nǫ kpana 

na And Fearless went ahead into his father's hall and took some 'medicine' and ... quivers and spears. [Asaasim] 
Elam teŋ dim la pianki ba lu'ad 'Elam takes up the quiver'. [ISA 22:6] Ba lu'ad la nwǫnǫ yațg ka ba yǤ'Ǥg 'Their 
quivers are like an open grave'. [JER 5:16] Colloc: lǤkin ‘in(to)/from a quiver’. O ... nǤkimi suu o lǤkin 'in his 
quiver he concealed me'. [ISA 49:2] O fuoe piema o lǤkin, tǤn He drew arrows from his quiver, shot. [LAM 3:13] 
Etym: OV1 LO ; OVN LO(G)-GU/TI . 

lǤkuoda   See main entry: lǤkuodir. tractor. 

lǤkuodir   Form: lǤkuoda. n. a tractor. fotonam ayi' ya'ae anina an lǤkuoda bǫǫ ani kuod pǤǤd linǫ ka o tǫn'ǫs ye li anǫ 

mui ka li lǫǫ an wit. there were two pictures where there were tractors working in farms which he thought were 
rice but in fact they were wheat. [Trouble] See: lǤr; kua. 

lǤlig   Note: 7x in SC Variant: lolug; lǤlțg.  Note: 1x in SC Form: lǤlis. Variant: lolis. n. an ox, bullock. AnǤ'Ǥn lǤlig ka m 

di'e? 'Whose ox have I taken?'. [1SA 12:3] Banǫ da ziid ZugsǤb NǤnaar Daka la ya'a yak nǤba ayuobț, o kțțdnǫ 

lǤlig nǫ na'apǤlli maal maan. 'When those who were carrying the ark of the Lord had taken six steps, he 

sacrificed a bull and a fattened calf.'. [2SA 6:13] lǤlig na Ǥnbid yam ka lǫm bțțnna? 'Does ...  an ox bellow when 
it has fodder?'. [JOB 6:5] o ma da nǤk o la'an nǫ on da nan an bibil la ka nǤk yțma atan' lǤlțg ... keŋ ZugsǤb 

la Pț'țsim Fuug Sțgțr 'she took the boy with her, young as he was, along with a three-year-old bull ... and 
brought him to the house of the Lord'. [1SA 1:24] ya yinne-yinne pț idigidi ya lǤlis bǫǫ ya bțmisi ba dǤǤdin 

kennǫ nulisidi ba ku'om? 'Is there a single one of you who does not loose his ox or his donkey from its stall and 
take it out to water'. [LUK 13:15] O da nǤk lǤlis ayi' kțț waansi ba ni'im la zǤra-zǤra 'He took a pair of oxen, cut 
them into pieces'. [1SA 11:7] See: lǤlkuodir. 

lǤlis   See main entry: lǤlig. ox. 

lǤlkuoda   See main entry: lǤlkuodir. plough ox. 

lǤlkuodir   Form: lǤlkuoda. n. a plough-ox, 'plough-' [Am.] O da mǤr ... lǤlkuoda tusa ayi' 'He had ... a thousand yoke of 

oxen'. [JOB 42:12] See: lǤlig; kua. 

lǤlțg   See main entry: lǤlig. ox. 

lǤm1   Variant: lom; lǤ'Ǥm; lo'om. adv. beyond, on the other side. Kǫl ka m keŋ gǤs teŋ sțŋ dinǫ bǫ Joodan kǤldaug 

lǤm la Let me go over and see the good land beyond the Jordan. [DEU 3:25] ba da nǤk gbana banǫ ka Na'ab la tisi 
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ba la pa'al GǤmena la nǫ kpǫǫmnam banǫ bǫ Efiritis KǤldaug LǤm sț'țlimin la 'They also delivered the king's 

orders to the royal satraps and to the governors of Trans-Euphrates'. [EZR 8:36] Ti ya'a daa mi'in ka siaki kpǫlimin 

Joodan lǤ'Ǥm la, li naan kț sǤn'Ǥnǫǫ? 'If only we had been content to stay on the other side of the Jordan!'. [JOS 7:7] 
Ba na zi tembanǫ bǫǫ atǫuk lǤ'Ǥm la la'adi mǤr na tisif 'the wealth on the seas will be brought to you'. [ISA 60:5] 

lǤm2   Variant: lom. n. the silk, tassel of maize. Kawǫnna la ta'an yitnǫ lǤm. The maize is already tasselling. [MA] 
Sim: pian'3 ‘to form a tassel’. 

lǤm3!   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lɔmbak   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥ-   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥd   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥdǫ   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥdǫǫ   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥg   Variant: lombon'og; lɔmbak; lombauk; lǤmbǤn'ǤgǤ; lombon'ogo; lǤmbǤn'Ǥgț. Form: lǤmbǤn'Ǥd. 

Variant: lombon'od; lǤmbǤn'Ǥdǫ; lombon'ode; lǤmbǤn'Ǥdǫǫ; lombon'odee. Form: lǤmbǤn'Ǥ-. n. a garden. Ba 

tțmnǫ tțțmbibis wțț pǫǫd bǫǫ sǤna țgțb bǫǫ sǫ daadi gu' lǤmbǤn'Ǥg bǫǫ tțm lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la tțțma They 
did odd jobs like weaving baskets and mats, or making fences for gardens, or gardening. [Trouble] On tu'ae yaan la 

ka gban'e ye o keŋ kaae o lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. As he got near the village he decided he would visit his garden. [Trouble] 
o tǫn'ǫs ye o anǫ onǫ gur lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la 'She thought he was the gardener'. [JHN 20:15] ZugsǤb Wina'am maal 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥg Eden teŋin la lǫbid ya-nya'aŋ baba 'The Lord God planted a garden in Eden away to the east'. [GEN 

2:8] Dau sǤ' da maal o lǤmbǤn'Ǥgț sǫ tiis 'A man planted a vineyard'. [LUK 20:9] ZugsǤb maliak la da tǤlisi zi'en 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥd ayi' banǫ ka ba mǫ' zaŋguoma ayi' bǫŋ 'Then the angel of the Lord stood in a narrow path between 
two vineyards, with walls on both sides.'. [NUM 22:24] Jese biig la na nyaŋi tisi ya pǤǤd nǫ tibanǫ wan 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥdǫǫ? 'Will the son of Jesse give all of you fields and vineyards?'. [1SA 22:7] m ... maal lǤmbǤn'Ǥdi sǫ 

tiwanna buudi wțsa li pțțgin 'I planted gardens and orchards, with all kinds of fruit trees in them'. [ECC 2:4-5] 
tiig kanǫ zi'e lɔmbak la tensțk la, ba da dii li walaa the tree that stood in the middle of the garden, they should 

not eat its fruit. [You-Heard?] O da nǤknǫ kuunr la'ad dǤǤgin la wa'ae o saam lǤmbǤn'Ǥbil He took his hoe from 

the tool-shed and was off to his father's small garden. [Trouble] Colloc: lǤmbǤn'Ǥgin/lǤmbǤn'Ǥdin. ZugsǤb 

Wina'am bas dau nǤǤr ye, “Fț tun'e di tiis wala banǫ bǫ lǤmbǤn'Ǥgin la wțsa ... ” 'the Lord God commanded 
the man, “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden ... ” ' in the garden. [GEN 2:16] Adam nǫ Hawa da bǫ Eden 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥgțn la Adam and Eve in the Garden. [GEN 2:22 [picture caption]] Fț biig la bǫǫn nǫ m lǤmbǤn'Ǥgțne zuud 

leemu Your child was in my garden stealing oranges. [Trouble] Ba dǤlli taaba kpǫn'ǫdi ba lǤmbǤn'Ǥdin la Ǥnbid 

kukur nǫ dayuus ni'im nǫ ba kisbțn wțsa. they 'go in procession to sacred gardens, and ... eat pork and mice 
and other disgusting foods'. [ISA 66:17] Wina'am da maali ba n niŋ Eden LǤmbakkin la God made them and put 
them in the Garden of Eden. [You-Heard?] From: ? Note: Songhai lambuu : with native Kusaal bǤn'Ǥg See: bǤn'Ǥg; 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥgur. 

lǤmbǤn'ǤgǤ   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥgț   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥgur   Variant: lombon'ogur; lombo'ogur. n. gardener. Ka yǫl lǤmbǤn'Ǥgur la ye, ‘GǤsima ... ’ 'So he said to his 

gardener, ‘Look, ... ’ '. [LUK 13:7] See: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg; gur. 

lǤmis1   Variant: lomis; lɔ'ɔmis; lǤmisi. Form: lǤmisid. Variant: lomisid. v. to pass from place to place, infect sb. Ba gǤsi 

nyǫ ka dumis bǫǫ bugula bǫǫ pibid nǫ bun-ian'ada kț nyaŋe lǤmis bǫǫ widig ban'a la. Research has shown 

that mosquitoes, maggots, gnats and insects can't infect with or spread the disease. [AIDS-I] DinzugǤ o na tun'oe 

dǤl dap bǫǫ pu'abi lǤmisi ba nǫ ban'a la. So that person can go with men or women and infect them with the 
disease. [AIDS-Azuur] Suoya babiga bǫ ka ban'a la dǤlisidi lǤmisid nidib. There are many ways in which the 
disease can infect people. [Trachoma] fț zi' ye fț giligidnǫ lǤmisid nidib nǫ ban'a saaŋ laa? don't you know that 

you are going round infecting people with the strange disease? [AIDS-I] Li mǫ lǫn yiti ba fuudinǫ lǤmisid, yi 

fukaŋa nii lǤ'Ǥŋ fukaŋa ni The again it passes over from their clothes, going from one garment and crossing to 
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another. [Trachoma] ZugsǤb la na kǫ ka ban'as linǫ lǤmisid nidib la gban'e ya 'The Lord will strike you with 

infectious diseases'. [DEU 28:22] da lǤmisidi yaa gbǫǫnda 'Do not move around from house to house.'. [LUK 10:7] 
linzug ka ku'um lo'omis ninsaalib wțsa 'As a result, death has spread to the whole human race'. [ROM 5:12 [original 

New Testament]] Sim: lǤ'Ǥŋ2 See: lǤ'Ǥŋ2 

lǤmis2   See main entry: lǤŋ. frog [sp.] 

lǤmisi   See main entry: lǤmis1. infect. 

lǤmisid   See main entry: lǤmis1. infect. 

lǤmmi!   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lǤmminǫ!   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lǤmmț   See main entry: lǤmmu. yard. 

lǤmmu   Variant: lǤmmț. n. yard. Note: in the Colloc: sakur lǤmmu ‘school yard’. Ban da mǤr Anane gaad la ka o niank 

nidibin la zǤǤ kpǫn' sakur lǤmmu la ni. When they took Anane past he wriggled away from the people and ran 
into the schoolyard. [Trouble] On da lǫbna la o da mǤri vaand o nu'usin dinǫ ka o gaans sakur lǤmmu la 

nya'aŋ. When he came back he had leaves in his hands which he had collected at the back of the schoolyard. 

[Trouble] See: lǤm1. 

lǤnǫ   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lǤŋ   Variant: loŋ. Form: lǤmis2. Variant: lomis. n. a frog [sp.] lǤmis na yina pǫ'ǫl Egipt teŋ la frogs will come out and 

fill the land of Egypt. [EXO 8:5] LǤmisi daam Egipt dim la yǫla 'The Plague of Frogs'. [EXO 8:1 [heading]] Sim: agbaŋ. 

lǤr   Variant: lǤri. Form: lǤrnam. Variant: lǤrnamǫ. Form: lǤ-3. n. 'lorry' [Gh.], car, motor-vehicle, lorry, truck [Am.] 
sieba mǫ kae linǫ sțŋid lǤr ka bugum la'aŋid ka o duod la, sieba mǫ mǤr nǫ bugum nif yinne-yinne ken 
some have no starter for the motor vehicle, others drive with only one headlamp. [Asaasim] Lit: that which helps a 

lorry to 'spark' so that it gets going. Daar wțsa m saam lǤr dǤribanam la yinnee ǫǫnti mǤrimǫ keŋ sakurin 
Every day one of my father's lorry-drivers would take me to school. [Shoeshine-Boy] DǤriba la da ye o gǤnlig nǫ 

vuguri ka lǤr la bie ka bas suor la The driver said he swerved suddenly and the lorry skidded and went off the 
road. [Trouble] ti kpǫn wțm lǤri niŋ wiigi bas we suddenly heard a vehicle sounding a siren. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ti 

kpǫǫmnam banǫ sț'oe lǤrnam ... kpǫ'ǫŋimi la mǫ ba mǫŋ ka maali ba lǤrnam la tituaa Our elders who own 
lorries ... should do their best to maintain their vehicles properly. [Asaasim] o da lǫm mǤri lǤrnam ka ba tțm teŋin 

la he already owned lorries which were working in the town. [Shoeshine-Boy] LǤǤm la sieba me ka' saliba bǫǫ 

birikinama Some vehicles have no steering or brakes. [Asaasim] Note: The use of 'bridle' for the steering of a lorry is 

inappropriate [MA] LǤrnamǫ ǫǫnti vi' ka pț ken tǤ'ǤtǤ la zug ka ban kpǫn paam falli kuosidi ba la'ad la ani. As 
the lorries were held up and didn't set off quickly, the people who had found a space were selling their goods there. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: lǤr sitǫǫsin ‘'lorry park', 'lorry station' [Gh.]’. Akudbil pțn dǫŋi zǤti kpa'ad lǤr sitǫǫsin 
Akudbil had already run off in the direction of the lorry station. [Electricity] From: (Eng.) See: lǤkuodir. 

lǤri   See main entry: lǤr. lorry. 

lǤrnam   See main entry: lǤr. lorry. 

lǤrnamǫ   See main entry: lǤr. lorry. 

lǤs   Variant: los; lǤsi; losi. Form: lǤsid. Form: lǤsin. Variant: losin. Form: lǤsțb. Variant: losub. v. 1 • to dip sth. into 

liquid. ka kpǫn yǫǫg o fuug la lǤs ku'obǫ'ǫdin la ka sun'oe o kțrlannǫ lǤsi paas ani he quickly took off his 

shirt and  dipped it in the dirty water, and took off his pantaloons and dunked them in as well. [Billygoat] Amaa 

bǫogț da nie la o da nǤk futǫbisțgț lǤs ku'omin ligil Na'ab la nindaa ka o kpi. 'But the next day he took a 
thick cloth, soaked it in water and spread it over the king's face, so that he died.'. [2KI 8:15] Kemi na ka ti kțț o lǤs 

bulbama yinne ni 'Come now, let's kill him and throw him into one of these cisterns'. [GEN 37:20] Ka nwam zi'e nǫ 

danmi'isțg. Ka ba zaŋ sțțsț lǤs danmi'isțgțn la lǤ kikan'arini niŋ o nǤǤrin. 'A jar of wine vinegar was there, 
so they soaked a sponge in it, put the sponge on a stalk of the hyssop plant, and lifted it to Jesus' lips.'. [JHN 19:29] 
nǤk ... nyulinnyu'us la lǤsi ba wțsa niiŋ kanǫ ka ba kǤdig la ziimin nǫ ku'osțŋin la 'take ... the hyssop ..., dip 

them into the blood of the dead bird and the fresh water'. [LEV 14:51] Colloc: lǤs (X)  bugumin ‘put X in the fire’. 
yisi li bi'ela nǤki lǤs bugumin ka li kanb 'take a few of these and throw them into the fire and burn them up'. [EZK 
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5:4] Maanmaan la anǫ ye o nǤk na'aziinr dibir nǫ nyulinnyu'us nǫ pien zǫn'ugț lǤs bugum 'The priest must 

then take cedar-wood, marjoram, and scarlet thread, and throw them into ... the fire'. [NUM 19:6] Sim: mi'2 ‘dip self’; 

mi'is, tin'e. 
2 • to fish. Note: with a hook  [in the] Colloc: lǤs gu'a ‘cast a hook (for fish)’. kem lǤs gu'a bǫuŋin la ka fțn gban'e 

ziiŋ si'a yiiga la, fțn ya'am o nǤǤr ka fț na nyǫ anzurifa la'af 'go and cast a line in the lake; take the first fish 
you catch, open its mouth, and you will find a silver coin'. [MAT 17:27] Ziiŋgban'adib na kaasid ka nyǤn, banǫ 

lǤsid gu'os nǫ banǫ mǤr zulis nǫ asau gban'ad zimi 'The fishermen will groan and lament, all who cast hooks 
... those who throw nets on the water'. [ISA 19:8] 

lǤsi   See main entry: lǤs. dip, fish [to]. 

lǤsid   See main entry: lǤs. dip, fish [to]. 

lǤsin   See main entry: lǤs. dip, fish [to]. 

lǤsțb   See main entry: lǤs. dip, fish [to]. 

lǤya   Form: lǤyanam. n. a lawyer. Ba mǫ na kǫ ka o baŋ ye o mǤr suor ka o na ia lǤya kanǫ wțsa ka o bǤǤd. And 

they shall inform him that he has a right to get any lawyer that he wishes. [Constitution] Kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț mǫŋi sțŋ 

Zenas onǫ an lǤya ka pa'an wada la 'Do everything you can to help Zenas the lawyer'. [TIT 3:13] Nidib banǫ pț 

nar ye ba kpǫn' bǫǫ ba zi'enǫ li'a teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ na'am la anǫ ... lǤyanam 'Other persons who are not 

eligible for Parliamentary elections are ... the Legal Service'. [Constitution] gǤmenanam la nǫ ya'am dim nǫ 

sa'ansa'annib nǫ tuongatib nǫ banǫ su'ad ligidi nǫ banǫ kad saria nǫ lǤyanam nǫ kpǫǫmnam 'satraps, 
prefects, governors, advisers, treasurers, judges, magistrates and all the other ... officials'. [DAN 3:2] From: (Eng.) 

lǤyanam   See main entry: lǤya. lawyer. 

lo   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lob   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lobi   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lobid   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lobidi   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lobidig   See main entry: lǤbidiŋ. bucket. 

lobidis   See main entry: lǤbidiŋ. bucket. 

lobig   See main entry: lǤbig. fling [at], blow. 

lobigidne   See main entry: lǤbig. fling [at], blow. 

lobigim   See main entry: lǤbig. fling [at], blow. 

lobin   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lobir   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lobud   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lodig   See main entry: lǤdig1. edge. 

lodig   See main entry: lǤdig2. untie. 

lodigi   See main entry: lǤdig2. untie. 

lodigim   See main entry: lǤdig2. untie. 

lodis   See main entry: lǤdig1. edge. 

lo'om   See main entry: lǤm1. beyond. 

lo'oŋ   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lo'oŋe   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lo'oŋid   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lo'oŋidne   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 
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lo'oŋim   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lo'oŋir   See main entry: lǤ'Ǥŋ. cross, infect, do next. 

lok [N]   See main entry: lǤk. quiver. 

lolis   See main entry: lǤlig. ox. 

lolug   See main entry: lǤlig. ox. 

lom   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lom   See main entry: lǤm1. beyond. 

lom   See main entry: lǤm2. silk of maize. 

lombauk   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lombo'ogur   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥgur. gardener. 

lombon'od   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lombon'ode   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lombon'odee   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lombon'og   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lombon'ogo   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥg. garden. 

lombon'ogur   See main entry: lǤmbǤn'Ǥgur. gardener. 

lomini   See main entry: lǤb. throw, blow, attack. 

lomis   See main entry: lǤmis1. infect. 

lomis   See main entry: lǤŋ. frog[sp.] 

lomisid   See main entry: lǤmis1. infect. 

loŋ   See main entry: lǤŋ. frog[sp.] 

los   See main entry: lǤs. dip, fish [to]. 

losi   See main entry: lǤs. dip, fish [to]. 

losin   See main entry: lǤs. dip, fish [to]. 

losub   See main entry: lǤs. dip, fish [to]. 

loya   See main entry: lțțr. dove. 

lǤǤ   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lǤǤb   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lǤǤd   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lǤǤda   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lǤǤdi   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lǤǤdiŋ   Form: lǤǤdis. n. a tie, sth. to tie with. Li sțm ye li mǤr lǤǤdis ayi' ka ba tabili li ban'ad ayi' la zug, ka ba na 

tun'e lǤǤd. 'Two shoulder straps, by which it can be fastened, are to be attached to the sides.'. [EXO 28:7] See: lǤ. 

lǤǤdis   See main entry: lǤǤdiŋ. tie [n.] 

lǤǤdnǫ   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lǤǤm!   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lǤǤmi   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lǤǤmini!   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lǤǤn   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 
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loo   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

loob   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

lood   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

looda   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

loodi   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

loodne   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

loom   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

loom   See main entry: lțțm. alternate. 

loomi   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

loomini   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

loon   See main entry: lǤ1. tie. 

loor   See main entry: lțțr. dove. 

loos   See main entry: lțŋ. drum, drummer. 

lțg-   See main entry: lțgir. side, department. 

lțga   See main entry: lțgir. side, department. 

lțgir   Variant: lugir; lțgirǫ; lugire; lțgiri. Form: lțga. Variant: luga. Form: lțg-. Variant: lug-. n. 1 • the side (of sth.) 
Atan' da bǫnǫ lțgir yinne ka atan' mǫ bǫ lțgir yinne. 'three on one side and three on the other'. [EXO 37:18] M 

ya'a pț ... si'is o lțgirǫ, mam kț siakǫ. 'Unless I ... put my hand into his side, I will not believe it.'. [JHN 20:25] Fț 

ya'a kudin bǤǤd fțn zaŋim piim kțns o lțgiri ti paae o nyǤǤdǫ o kpǫn anǫ mǤi. If you wanted you could prick 
his side with a needle right through to his guts and he would still be unruffled. [You-Do?] maliak la nwǫ' Pita lțgiri 

nie o 'an angel ... struck Peter on the side and woke him up'. [ACT 12:7] dǤǤd la lțga anaasi la makir an nǤba 

makir awai 'the alcoves were six cubits square'. [EZK 40:12] Li bǫn paae ya! Li bǫn paae tis teŋgbauŋ la lțga 

anaasi la wțsa. 'The end! The end has come upon the four corners of the land.'. [EZK 7:2] ayi' bǫ lțgkaŋa ka ayi' 

bǫ lțgkaŋa la 'two on opposite sides'. [EXO 30:4] Colloc: lțgirin ‘at/(in)to/from the side’. O da ... tțmmi ba teŋin 

la laafi lțgirin la an ba gbansǤbid. She worked in their town health centre as a secretary. [Trouble] Ka kpǫn'ǫs 

kțlțŋi li lțgirin 'put a door in the side'. [GEN 6:16] 
2 • department (of government). Li nar ka nǤǤryinne la'asțg dim wțsa sǤb gbana tis Teŋ Maalțg Lțgir kanǫ 

buon ye, (Department of Community development) la All the cooperative members have to submit forms to 
the Department of Community Development. [Wealth-Is-Power] GǤmma lțgir kaŋa di'esid lampǤ la This 
government department receives taxes. [Tax] Teŋgbauŋ lțga wțsa anǫ li mǤr teŋgbauŋ lțgir na'azǤŋ banǫ na 

gǤsid na'am yǫla dinǫ bǫ lțgkan wțsa. 'Matters affecting Chieftaincy shall be mainly decided by Regional and 
National Houses of Chiefs.'. [Constitution] Lit: In every Region ... which are in each Region.. 

lțgirǫ   See main entry: lțgir. side, department. 

lțgiri   See main entry: lțgir. side, department. 

lțmm   id. wet, moist, lush. Li da ka' on ma'aa naan Ghana zugin pipirisin la sig Ghana teŋir zin'ikanǫ an lțmm la 
He was not the only one to leave the dry areas of Upper Ghana for the Lower Ghana places where it was lush. 
[Trouble] o da nǤŋnǫ mui bǤn'Ǥgțn la ken zin'ikanǫ an lțmm la. he liked going to the rice valley, where it was 
wet. [Trouble] 

lțmma   See main entry: lțmmir. bell. 

lțmmir  Variant: lumir; lțmmirǫ; lummire; lțmmiri. Form: lțmma. Variant: luma. n. a bell. Ban da kpǫn nwǫ' basib 

lțmmir la As they had already played the dismissal bell. [Trouble] Biis la tita'am lțmmir kaŋa anǫ hamma kanǫ 

kǫnsigi ba daakan la baans. For most of the youngsters this bell is the hammer which breaks their fetters for that 

day. [Trouble] m kțdim nwǫnǫ lțmmir bǫǫ binnir linǫ vuudnǫ 'I am only a resounding gong or a clanging cymbal'. 

[1CO 13:1] Kuus ye Amus pț kǤrid lțmmirǫ. The Mouse said the Cat doesn't wear a bell round its neck. 
[Kittens+Mice] Ti ya'a lǤb ligidii da' lțmmiri kǤlli ba ka ba ya'a ti kennaa li na dammid If we put down money 
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and buy a bell and put it on their necks, when they are coming it will ring. [Kittens+Mice] Tina la'as ligidi la, ti na 

da' lțmmir la, ka anǤ'Ǥnǫ na mǤr lțmma la keŋ kǤlli ba? When we collect the money, we will buy the bell, but 
who will take the bells and put them on (the kittens') necks? [Kittens+Mice] Ka nǤk sanlima lțmma lǤǤ ba sțțgin. 
'with gold bells between them'. [EXO 28:33] 

lțmmirǫ   See main entry: lțmmir. bell. 

lțmmiri   See main entry: lțmmir. bell. 

lțŋ   Variant: luŋ; lțŋț. Form: lțțs. Variant: loos. n. 1 • an hourglass-drum. particularly used for playing praise-names 

to honour senior people at ceremonies, or to solicit gifts. Lțŋ la vuud da kǫ ka zaam la aan sillimm la bas. The 

noise of the drum broke the afternoon quiet. [Trouble] fț ya'a sțŋ nǤŋdaan, da kǫ ka ba nwǫ' lțŋț fț tuon 'when 
you give to the needy, do not announce it with trumpets'. [MAT 6:2] Lit: let them play praise-drums before you. 
Sim: binnir ‘calabash-drum’; giŋgaŋ1 ‘cylinder-drum’. Etym: OV1 *LOM ; OVN *LUM-GA/SI . 
2 • a drummer, player of an hourglass drum. 

lțŋț   See main entry: lțŋ. drum, drummer. 

lțya   See main entry: lțțr. dove. 

lu   Variant: li2.  Note: NT first edn. mainly used li, OT often use it Variant: luu; lii2; lunǫ. Form: lut. Variant: lit.  Note: these 

shortened continuous forms gat, kat, gǤt, tut, tit, lit  &c. are west-Agole forms which are rejected by even Agole-speakers 
from the eastern parts. Acceptance is variable according to item: the list above is in order of general acceptability,  gat is 

normal, tit for tisid is generally queried Variant: luti; liti. Form: lutnǫ. Variant: litnǫ. Form: lum!. Variant: lim2!; 

lummi!. Form: lub3. Variant: luub; liib; liig; liiga; liigi. Form: luya. Variant: lu ya4; luyaa; liya2. v. 1 • to fall. Baa 

ye, "Yinne ǫǫnti lu ka yinne mǫ lu ka di'ema nǤbig." Dog says, "When one falls and also another falls the game 
will increase." [Proverb 157] ti baŋ ye li kț yuugǫ ka li vuoǫn lu kǤldaugțn la we knew that it wouldn't be long 
before it was uprooted and fell into the river. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ayinne ya'a lu, o tiraan na nyaŋi sțŋ o ka o duoe. 
'If one falls down, his friend can help him up.'. [ECC 4:10] Eli kpǫn bik nǫ kțk la li azampǫ'ǫl Siilo teŋ la za'anǤǤr 

la baba 'Eli fell backwards from his seat beside the gate'. [1SA 4:18] M ya'a tțm ala, m biaunk on aam li if I have 
done that 'then let my arm fall from the shoulder'. [JOB 31:22] daar yinne ka saa daa niid ka tiig luu diinl bugum 

nwiis la teŋa one day it was raining and a tree fell and bore down the electric cables onto the ground. [Electricity] Li 

sa luu nwǫ' linǫ zi'e la nǤbibis linǫ an kțnt ka gǫndig ya'ad la nwa'ae. 'It struck the statue on its feet of iron 

and clay and smashed them.'. [DAN 2:34] baa o ya'a tu'ug, o kț lii 'though he stumble, he will not fall'. [PSA 37:24] 
Dabpiinǫ anaasi la da lunǫ arezumdaar ka tiis la wțsa yina. The fourteenth fell on a Friday, and all the trees 
came out. [Trees] Amaa o kǤbir pț lut teŋin ka sǤ' pi'igida. But before his penny fell to earth someone collected 
it. [Billygoat] diib pǫ'ǫli ba niigi tǫrekonam hali badigidi lut suoya ni 'your carts overflow with abundance'. [PSA 

65:11] Nimo gi'e nyǫnǫ o dakǤǤnri lit ku'omin la. Nimo turned and saw that her son was falling into the water. 
[Trouble] zuoya birigidi lit 'a mountain erodes and crumbles'. [JOB 14:18] o ninta'am luti mad Yesu nǤba 'wetting 
his feet with her tears'. [LUK 7:38] li na liti ya zuginǫ ti paae saŋkanǫ ka ya na kpi. 'it will come down from the 
skies until you are destroyed.'. [DEU 28:24] Sakuga la da lutnǫ hali ka saa ǫǫn iank nya'aŋi gaad tuon. 'hail fell 

and lightning flashed back and forth'. [EXO 9:24] M ninta'am litnǫ bǤr-bǤr Wina'am tuon 'my eyes pour out tears 
to God'. [JOB 16:20] O yǫt sakuga ye, ‘Lummi teŋgbauŋ la zug,’ 'He says to the snow, ‘Fall on the earth,’. [JOB 37:6] 
ba na yǫt zuoya ye, “Lusimini ti!”Ka yǫl zuobibis la ye, “Lim diinlini ti!” 'they will say to the mountains, “Cover 
us!” and to the hills, “Fall on us!” '. [HOS 10:8] Banǫ nam mi' tțm taal teŋgbauŋ la lub yǫla bǫǫ fan bǫǫ zam 
'those who have been convicted for an offence involving the security of the State, fraud, dishonesty'. [Constitution] 
Uzaa da gban'e Wina'am daka la bǤzugǤ niigi la da tu'ug nǫ ka daka la bǤǤd liib. 'Uzzah reached out and 
took hold of the ark of God, because the oxen stumbled' and the ark was about to fall. [2SA 6:6] Kpisimkpi'ir liig, 

hali li tun'e ta'as kum. Convulsions (Epilepsy) –  it can even cause death. [Womens-Health] wțț zaŋguom kanǫ 

dǫlli bǤǤd liig 'as if he were a leaning wall'. [PSA 62:3] Lit: leaning wanting to fall. Ba pț lǤbigid kugir ka lǫn 

kǫlisidi li liiga. They don't throw away a stone and then listen for its falling. [Proverb 146] Babilon teŋ la luya, li lu 

ya! 'Babylon has fallen, has fallen!'. [ISA 21:9] ba liya ka kț nyaŋi duoe! fallen – thrown down, not able to rise! 

[PSA 36:12] Colloc: lu/lii/dig1 avanba ‘fall prostrate’. Nidib la wțsa nyǫ nwa' la, ka lii avanba 'When all the 

people saw this, they fell prostrate'. [1KI 18:39] dabiem gban'am ka m lu avanba 'I was terrified and fell prostrate'. 

[DAN 8:17] Colloc: winnig lu ‘sun sets’. winnig kanǫ bǤǤd liig la the setting sun. [Trouble] Winnig la ǫǫnti bǤǤd 

luub The sun was about to set. [Trouble] Winnig la bǤǤdi liig, ka zaam bǤǤd ma'ar. 'The day declines and the 
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shadows lengthen.'. [JER 6:4] Gbǫǫm kpǫla ka winnig bǤǤdi liigi la. 'It will be dark soon; stay here'. [JDG 19:9] 
Colloc: nintaŋ lu ‘sun sets’. nintaŋ bǤǤd liib ka li sǤbid nyǤs-nyǤs. 'at twilight, as the day was fading, as the 
dark of night set in.'. [PRO 7:9] Colloc: lu tuon ‘go ahead’. kaas tanp kuŋ la Betaven ni ye Benjamin dim lum 

tuon! 'Raise the battle cry in Beth Aven; lead on, O Benjamin.'. [HOS 5:8] Nidib tusa kǤbisyuobț ka man luu ba 

tuon 'Here I am leading 600,000 people'. [NUM 11:21] Colloc: kǤ'Ǥm lu/li ‘there is a famine’. m na kǫ ka kǤ'Ǥm 

tita'ar li teŋin la 'I will send famine on the land'. [AMO 8:11] KǤm ya'a li na ka fț pțțr zem wțț binnir, kǤm ya'a 

gaad fț sam zem wțț zuor. If famine comes and your stomach is like a drum, when the famine passes your debt 
is like a mountain. [Proverb 272] Colloc: X nǤǤr1 nam pț lu teŋa ka ... ‘no sooner had X spoken than ...’. O nǤǤr 

nam pț lu teŋa ka sǤ' pțn gǫ'ǫŋ vaand la o nu'ugini zǤǤ keŋ yikanǫ kpi'e la ni. No sooner had he spoken than 

somebody grabbed the leaves from his hand and ran to a nearby house. [Trouble] Colloc: lu nu'ug ‘menstruate’. fț 

ni ka banǫ pț tuunsid pu'a na lu nu'ug la bǫ 'in you are those who violate women during their period'. [EZK 22:10] 
Colloc: bin'isa lu ‘girl 'develops'’. fț nǤbignǫ hali vǫnl ka fț bin'isa lu ka fț zuobid nǤbig 'You grew strong 
and tall and became a young woman. Your breasts were well formed, and your hair had grown'. [EZK 16:7] Syn: pie 
‘menstruate’; SynD: li2. o maal ba'akanǫ na zi'en sț'țŋa ka kț lii 'to make an image that won't fall down'. [ISA 

40:20] Caus: lus, lub, lug1. Etym: OV1 *LE/LO/LU ; GS1 *TO/E(L) ; vc2 *cu ɗ. 
2 • to be judged guilty, lose law 'case', conflict, ~ money on deal. hali baa li ya'a nwǫnǫ ti lunǫ gba 'even though 

we may seem to have failed'. [2CO 13:7] Tika Afram nǫ o zua la siakya ye ba luya. Teacher Afram and his friend 
have confessed. [Trouble] O ya'a mǤr bțțd bǫǫ o ka' bțțdǫ, li anǫ o mǫŋ ZugsǤbi na yǫl o ye o di bțțd bǫǫ o 

luya. 'To his own master he stands or falls.'. [ROM 14:4] Lit: Whether he is innocent or not, it is his own master who 
will say whether he is innocent or guilty.. Ba ya'a gban'e sǤ' yǤ ka nam pț kad o saria ka o siak ye o luyaa, ba 

nan kț tțm o wțț tțțmbǫ'ǫd daana. If someone is held in custody and his trial has not yet been held nor has he 
confessed to guilt, he must not be treated as a criminal. [Constitution] See: lub1; lus1; luug. 

lu ya4   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

lua-1   See main entry: luaa. member, place. 

lua1   See main entry: luaa. member, place. 

lua-2   See main entry: lǤ-2. place. 

luak   Variant: luaki. Form: luakid. Form: luakim!. Variant: luakimi!. Form: luakimini!. Form: luakin. Form: luakir. v. to 

avoid, turn aside, divert sb./sth. Nid na niŋ wala luak o mǫŋ nǫ AIDS ban'as la? What can a person do to protect 
against the AIDS disease? [AIDS-Azuur] O da bǤǤdi o luak o nǫ amaa onǫ la zi'e tembilin la She wanted to avoid 
him, but there he was, in the small village. [Trouble] li anǫ tilas ye on sǤb luak o mǫŋ nǫ daam buudi wțsa 'he 
is to abstain from wine and strong drink'. [NUM 6:3] Paul ... da kpǫn' anrțŋț luak Efesus, on pț bǤǤd ye o yuug 

Asia sț'țlimin la zug 'Paul had decided to sail on past Ephesus, so as not to lose any time in the province of Asia.'. 

[ACT 20:16] ban na zamis nidib la ka ba baŋ ka luaki ba mǫŋ nǫ suobama nwa ni. that they should teach people 
to avoid these behaviours. [Trachoma] ka luaki dǫn'ǫn Salmone teŋ kanǫ bǫ Krete sț'țlimin la 'we began to sail 
under the lee of Crete'. [ACT 27:7] Pțtǫn'ǫr sǤb dǫŋidnǫ nyǫt yǫltǤǤg ka luakid 'A prudent man sees danger and 

takes refuge'. [PRO 22:3] Zin'ikanǫ ka ku'osțŋ kae ka ba mǫ pț luakidi ba mǫŋ nǫ dian'adǫ In a place where 
there is no good water, they cant avoid dirt. [Trachoma] Luakim banǫ ma' ye ba anǫ dǤgtanam ka ginnǫ kțnsid 

nidib la. Beware of those who falsely claim to be doctors and go round injecting people. [AIDS-I] Luakim nimban 

buudi. 'Keep away from such people.'. [2TI 3:5] m ba'abiisǫ, luakimi nǫ bada maalțg. 'my dear friends, keep 

away from the worship of idols'. [1CO 10:14] luakimini ya mǫŋ nǫ pu'a-bǤǤr bǫǫ dau-bǤǤr avoid fornication. 
[AIDS-I] Luakimini ya mǫŋ nǫ ba. 'Keep away from them!'. [ROM 16:17] Asaan bu'os ye, Ayaab tun'e daa luakin 

ban'as la o ya'a daa firin kǤndǤm Asaan asked if Ayaab could have avoided the disease if he had used a condom. 

[AIDS-II] Paul pian'ad pțpielim nǫ mǫŋ luakir nǫ sariakadib linǫ kenna la yǫla 'Paul discoursed on 

righteousness, self-control and the judgment to come'. [ACT 24:25] Sim: lu'as. See: lu'as. 

luaki   See main entry: luak. turn aside. 

luakid   See main entry: luak. turn aside. 

luakim!   See main entry: luak. turn aside. 

luakimi!   See main entry: luak. turn aside. 
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luakimini!   See main entry: luak. turn aside. 

luakin   See main entry: luak. turn aside. 

luakir   See main entry: luak. turn aside. 

luas   See main entry: luaa. member, place. 

luaa   Variant: lua1; luoa. Form: lua-1. Variant: luo-2. Form: luos. Variant: luas; luosi. n. 1 • a limb, member. Li wțsa 

ya'a aannǫ luaa yinne ma'aa, niŋgbiŋ naan kț bǫǫnǫ. 'If the whole were a single organ, there would not be a 
body at all'. [1CO 12:19] Pțdigim ni'im la ka yis luaa yinne tis dau. 'Share the meat and give one part to the man.'. 

[MA] Ka li pț nar ka ti ligin luosțma laa. Wina'am mǫŋ maali ti niŋgbina ka tis luos banǫ ka ti gǤs ka ba 

nyǤǤd pț zu'oe la na'asi gaad luaa mǫkama. DinzugǤ wǫligir kae ti niŋgbina la nii. Luos kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb la 

bǤǤd taaba sțŋir. DinzugǤ luaa yinne ya'a namisid, luos la wțsa mǫ namisidnǫ. Luoa yinne ya'a nyǫ na'asi, 

luos la wțsa mǤri sumalisim. Ka sǤ' kam wțsa mǫ nwǫnǫ o niŋgbiŋ la luaa sieba. 'our presentable parts need 
no special treatment. But God has combined the members of the body and has given greater honour to the parts 
that lacked it, so that there should be no division in the body, but that its parts should have equal concern for each 
other. If one part suffers, every part suffers with it; if one part is honored, every part rejoices with it. Now you are 

the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it.'. [1CO 12:24-27] Ti ... na'asid nyan luos banǫ ka ti pț bǤǤd 

ye nidib nyǫ la liginnǫ ba. 'And the parts that are unpresentable are treated with special modesty'. [1CO 12:23] m 

nyǫ ka si'el sigid na nwǫnǫ pien tita'ar nǫ lǤ luos anaasi yi arezana ni sigid na 'I saw something like a large 

sheet being let down from heaven by its four corners'. [ACT 11:5] Da pǫsigi ya niŋgbina luosi tis tțțmbǫ'ǫd 'Nor 
must you surrender any part of yourselves to sin to be used for wicked purposes.'. [ROM 6:13] o da nyǫ o niŋgbiŋ la 

luasieba he saw some parts of her body. [Trouble] Ka li pț nar ka ti ligin luosțma laa. 'the more beautiful parts 
do not need' us to cover them. [1CO 12:24] 
2 • place, 'side' [Gh.] Luaa yinne lunǫ, ka ba nwǫdigi li ka li lieb nǤǤs bțlțțg tita'ar. One side had fallen down, 

and they set it aside to use as a big stable. [Trouble] ba dǤlli kpǫn'ǫd zakin la luaa yinne ka mǫ niŋ ala lǤ 

zin'ikaŋa la mǫn. they follow along going into one side of the courtyard, and do the same and tie it in that place. 

[EXO 27:14-15] Yǫlsțm kennǫ din bǤǤd luosi'a ka yǫlbǫ'ǫd mǫ maan ala. Good luck goes wherever it wants, and 
bad luck does the same. [You-Heard?] Adu nyǫ luakanǫ ka na'ayibanǫ kǤ yaadini zu la'ad su'a li la Adu saw the 

place where the grave-robbers hid their loot. [Trouble] Ka on niŋ ala la, o nyǫ ka bugum nie on yiin luasi'a la na. 
When he had done that, he saw a light shining in the place he had come from. [Trouble] Sim: san'an, (babir)/baba. 

lub1   Variant: lubi1; lubu1. Form: lumnǫ. Form: lubid1. v. to throw sth. down, make sth. fall. On nyǫ si'el la da zǫ o nǫ 

lub teŋin. What he had seen struck him and knocked him down. [Trouble] Sim: lus, lug1. Bțŋ ya'a bǤǤd ye o lubif, 

fț pț nyǫti o tțbaa. If a donkey is going to throw you, you don't see his ears. [Proverb 039] Note: see parallel version 

under lug1 Fț ya'a nyǫ ka wief zǤt nǫ ga'ar, baŋim ka o lubnǫ o daana. If you see a horse running with a saddle, 
you know it has thrown its owner. [Proverb 203] Note: see parallel version under lug1 InvCaus: lu. See: lu; lus; lug1. 

lub2   Variant: lubi2; lubu2. Form: lubid2. v. swim. Syn: lug2. See: lug2. 

lub3   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

lubi1   See main entry: lub1. throw down. 

lubi2   See main entry: lub2. swim. 

lubid1   See main entry: lub1. throw down. 

lubid2   See main entry: lub2. swim. 

lubu1   See main entry: lub1. throw down. 

lubu2   See main entry: lub2. swim. 

lud   Variant: ludi. v. to besiege, attack. Ka kpǫm la sieba kpǫn lud wa'abil sabil la. Several of the elders surrounded 

the little black snake. [Trouble] Ba na kena lud Juda nǫ Jerusalem dim. 'Judah will be besieged as well as 

Jerusalem.'. [ZEC 12:2] ba ludi ba wțsa nǫ bțmbu'adin 'all of them trapped in pits'. [ISA 42:22] 

ludi   See main entry: lud. besiege. 

ludu   n. ludo, parcheesi (game). Da bǫ fț kǤn'Ǥ, la'asimi fț taabin di'ema ni wțț:- wari tǤǤnb bǫǫ ludu bǫǫ di'ema 

dinǫ bǫ. Don't be on your own, join with your mates in games such as:- owarri, ludo, or whatever game is 
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available. [Smoking] From: (Eng.) < (Latin). Note: < ludo 'I play' 
lug-   See main entry: lțgir. side, department. 

lug1   Variant: lugǫ; lugi. Form: lugid1. Variant: lugud; lugidi. Form: lugub1. v. to throw sth. down, make sth. fall. ba 

nid yinne da nwaad tiig ye o lug la, ka lieŋ la fțki lu ku'om la pțțg. 'as one of them was felling a trunk, the 
head of his axe flew off into the water'. [2KI 6:5] kikirig la lug o nidib la sțțgin ka yii o ni 'the demon threw the 

man down before them all and came out'. [LUK 4:35] yanam da nǤk zǫnnire nwaae li tiisi lugǫ 'do not destroy its 
trees by putting an axe to them'. [DEU 20:19] ala ka Sțntaana bibi'elim ya'am kț nyaŋi lugi yaa 'you will be able 
to stand up against the Devil's evil tricks'. [EPH 6:11] ba na la'asi gilig o nǫ liemis, wțț nidibi na nwaad tiisi 

lugid. 'they will come against her with axes, like men who cut down trees.'. [JER 46:22] kikirig la ya'a ǫǫnti duo, li 

lugud o nǫ, ka nintǤnpuud yit, ka o ga'ad nyina, ka tiǫn o mǫŋi an gammire 'Whenever the spirit attacks him, 
it throws him to the ground, and he foams at the mouth, grits his teeth, and becomes stiff all over.'. [MRK 9:18] 
ku'om la da zu'onǫ ka zulim ka li ya'a ka' lugibǤ, sǤ' kț nyaŋi lǤ'Ǥŋǫ 'the water had risen and was deep enough 

to swim in–a river that no one could cross'. [EZK 47:5] Sim: lus1, lub1. Bțŋ ya'a bǤǤdif lugub, fț zi' o tțba zin'iga. 
If a donkey is going to throw you, you don't see his ears. [Proverb 039] Note: see parallel version under lub1   Wief ya'a 

zǤt nǫ ga'ar, baŋim ka o lug o daan. If you see a harnessed horse running around, you know it has thrown its 
owner. [Proverb 264] Note: see parallel version under lub1 InvCaus: lu. See: lu; lus; lub1. 

lug2 [N]   Form: lugid2. Form: lugib. Variant: lugub2; lugibǤ. v. to swim. soogianam la gban'e ye ba kț sanrega nidib 

la wțsa ka sǤ' da nyaŋi su'a lug ku'om la dț gbǫogǤ 'The soldiers planned to kill the prisoners to prevent any 
of them from swimming away and escaping.'. [ACT 27:42] banǫ kpǫlim la gban'e daad nǫ anrțŋ la dakǤǤlima 

lugi dț the rest held on to planks and pieces of the ship and swam to shore. [ACT 27:44] o nam kpǫlim bǫ 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd kǤlaan la n lugid ka sțțd ka nuud anina. he is still in the river of sin and swimming and bathing and 
drinking there. [Asaasim] Note: Emended by TN from luŋid Moab dim la na yadigi ba nu'us wțț onǫ lugid ku'om 

yadigid o nu'us si'em la. 'Moab will spread out his hands as a swimmer spreads his hands to swim'. [ISA 25:11] 
banǫ mi' lugub la iankim yi anrțŋțn la yiiga lugi dț gbǫog 'those who could swim should jump overboard first 
and get to land'. [ACT 27:43] ku'om la da zu'onǫ ka zulim ka li ya'a ka' lugibǤ, sǤ' kț nyaŋi lǤ'Ǥŋǫ 'the water had 
risen and was deep enough to swim in – a river that no one could cross'. [EZK 47:5] Syn: lub2. Etym: OVN *DUG; 
CG duku. See: lub2. 

luga   See main entry: lțgir. side, department. 

lugǫ   See main entry: lug1. throw down. 

lugi   See main entry: lug1. throw down. 

lugib   See main entry: lug2 [N]. swim. 

lugibǤ   See main entry: lug2 [N]. swim. 

lugid1   See main entry: lug1. throw down. 

lugid2   See main entry: lug2 [N]. swim. 

lugidi   See main entry: lug1. throw down. 

lugir   See main entry: lțgir. side, department. 

lugire   See main entry: lțgir. side, department. 

lugub1   See main entry: lug1. throw down. 

lugub2   See main entry: lug2 [N]. swim. 

lugud   See main entry: lug1. throw down. 

lu'ad   See main entry: lǤk. quiver. 

lu'as   Form: lu'asid. v. to avoid, turn aside, divert sb./sth. Kum maliak la da lu'as Israel dim la ya' la The angel of 

Death by-passed the Israelites' houses. [Bible Glossary under Kum Maliak Gaadțg malțŋ] Ba da lu'asid kțkǤma nǫ. 
Lepers were avoided. [Bible Glossary under KțkǤm wiim] Onǫ ka o lu'asid o pian'ad anǫ Goma, o pugudib la. The 
person he avoided talking about was Goma, his aunt. [Trouble] Suobanǫ ni ka Siig Kasi la bigisidi ti ka ti lu'asid 

yǫltǤǤdi ti bǫlim pțțginǫ? In what ways does the Holy Spirit teach us to avoid difficulties in our life? [Bible-Study] 
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Sim: luak. See: luak. 

lu'asid   See main entry: lu'as. turn aside. 

luk   v. to cut, serve out portion. Pu'a la luk mui la nǫ kuriba atan'. The woman fetched the rice in three bowls. [MA] O 

di'e sț'țg la luk o ni'imi tis Agbigim He received the cutlass and cut a portion from his meat and gave it to 
Agbigim. [You-Do?] Sim: nwǫ'7  

luk   See main entry: lik1. scoop out. 

lum!   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

luma   See main entry: lțmmir. bell. 

lumir   See main entry: lțmmir. bell. 

lummi!   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

lummire   See main entry: lțmmir. bell. 

lumnǫ   See main entry: lub1. throw down. 

lunǫ   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

luŋ   See main entry: lțŋ. drum, drummer. 

luo-1   See main entry: lǤ-2. place. 

luo-2   See main entry: luaa. member, place. 

luoa   See main entry: luaa. member, place. 

luobig   Variant: luobigi. Form: luobis. n. a sling.   David da nyaŋ Filistia dau la nǫ luobig nǫ kugir 'David triumphed 

over the Philistine with a sling and a stone'. [1SA 17:50] Awin mǤri luobigi kat kǤnbid la. Awin uses a sling to 

chase away the animals. [House+Farm] O da ...  zanl o luobigi gaad ye o tț'țs Filistia dau la. He grasped his 
sling and went off to meet the Philistine. [1SA 17:40] dap banǫ da mǤr luobis la da giligi zab nǫ ba 'men armed 
with slings surrounded it and attacked it'. [2KI 3:25] Colloc: luobigin(i) ‘in the sling’. Amaa fț dataas la nyǤvțr na 

yii keŋ lu nwǫnǫ ban yuligid kugiri yisid luobigin si'em la. 'As for your enemies, however, he will throw them 

away, as someone hurls stones with a sling.'. [1SA 25:29] Fț ya'a na'as zǤlțg, li nwǫnǫ fțn na niŋ kugir luobigini 

vǫnlig. 'Praising someone who is stupid makes as much sense as tying a stone in a sling. '. [PRO 26:8] Colloc: vǫnlig 

luobig. ba da ... mi' tirațg tǤǤnb hali bǫǫ tun'e vǫnligid luobig datiuŋ nǫ adagǤbțg wțsa 'They could shoot 
arrows and sling stones either right-handed or left-handed.'. [1CH 12:2] Foto la pa'an nǫ ... David onǫ an fiin la 

vǫnligid luobig The picture showed ... David who was small, swinging a sling. [Trouble] See: luobkugir. 

luobigi  See main entry: luobig. sling. 

luobis   See main entry: luobig. sling. 

luobkuga   See main entry: luobkugir. slingstone. 

luobkugir   Form: luobkuga. n. a slingstone. Yaro da yǫl o luobkugir la kǫ ka nintita'ar la zaba la'ad la lieb zaalim 

si'em Yaro explained how the slingstone caused the big man's armour to be ineffective. [Trouble] Piema kț tun'e 

kad o ka o zǤǤ; ka luobkugir mǫ nwǫnǫ udugu o san'an. 'Arrows do not make him flee; slingstones are like 
chaff to him.'. [JOB 41:28] Ba na nyaŋi ba dataas nǫ luobkuga They will overcome their enemies with slingstones. 

[ZEC 9:15] See: luobig; kugir. 

luos   See main entry: luaa. member, place. 

luosi   See main entry: luaa. member, place. 

lus1   Variant: lusi1. Form: lusub1. v. fell; to fell, make sb./sth. fall. Syn: lub, lug1; Caus: li, lu. See: lu; lub1; lug1. 

lus2   Variant: lusi2. Form: lusid. Variant: lusidi. Form: lusim!. Variant: lusimi!. Form: lusimini!. Form: lusin. 

Variant: lusini. Form: lusub2. v. to cover, shelter. Kțgis nǫ gunmis la duoe nǫ hali lus saŋgbana la Mahoganies 
and kapoks go up so high as to cover the sky. [Trouble] Li sa ni yț'țŋ nǫ wțț saŋgbauŋ la pulignǫ... Li kțlin anǫ 

ye li lus dinǫ maalin la. It rained last night as if the sky was perforated ... It could have concealed what might 
have happened. [Trouble] Ka nǤk fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋid la ya'ali lus Fuug Sțgțr la za'anǤǤr. 'and put the curtain at 
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the entrance to the tabernacle'. [EXO 40:5] ka ba ans kekaŋ vaandi maali sǤǤn lusi ba nyan and they picked 

figtree leaves and made loincloths to cover their shame. [GEN 3:7] On an nimbǫ'og la o na tun'e pian' nǫ 

kțkǤmalisiŋi lusi li 'His malice may be concealed by deception'. [PRO 26:26] Ala ka ba mǤr biisǫ, ba ye ba 

nwǫdig o ka fț lusid o gbinnǫ? Is that how they look after children, they want to correct him and you cover up 
for him? [Trouble] nǫ gǤtis nǫ fubanǫ lusid zug, ankitanam and mirrors and headcoverings, handkerchieves ... 

[list].  [ISA 3:23] ZugsǤb Onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤba, fțnǫ ... faandim ka lusidi m zug zabbǤn'Ǥgin. 'Lord God, ... 
you shield my head on the day of battle'. [PSA 140:7] Lusimi fț nindaa, linǫ na kǫ ka fț kț nyǫt teŋ laa 'Cover 
your face so that you cannot see the land'. [EZK 12:6] ba na yǫt zuoya ye, “Lusimini ti!”Ka yǫl zuobibis la ye, “Lim 

diinlini ti!” 'they will say to the mountains, “Cover us!” and to the hills, “Fall on us!” '. [HOS 10:8] Fț ya'a pțn ... 

lusinim ka fț sțnpǫǫn la gaadin, li pț sǤn'oe yaa? 'If only you would ... conceal me till your anger has passed!'. 

[JOB 14:13] 
lus3   Variant: luus2. v. to last/go on until ... li paae ya ye ti gur pǤkaŋa bǫkǫugț luus winnig it turns out we have to 

guard this field from dawn till dusk. [Trouble] Sim: yuug. 

lusi1   See main entry: lus1. fell. 

lusi2   See main entry: lus2. shelter. 

lusid   See main entry: lus2. shelter. 

lusidi   See main entry: lus2. shelter. 

lusim!   See main entry: lus2. shelter. 

lusimi!   See main entry: lus2. shelter. 

lusimini!   See main entry: lus2. shelter. 

lusin   See main entry: lus2. shelter. 

lusini   See main entry: lus2. shelter. 

lusub1   See main entry: lus1. fell. 

lusub2   See main entry: lus2. shelter. 

lut   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

luti   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

lutnǫ   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

luya   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

luyaa   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

lțțm   Variant: loom. v. to alternate. Sanlima lțmma nǫ pomanganǫt la na lțțm taaba fuug la nǤǤr teŋir. 'The gold 

bells and the pomegranates are to alternate around the hem of the robe.'. [EXO 28:34] Lțmma la nǫ pomanganǫt la 

da lțțm nǫ taaba 'The bells and pomegranates alternated'. [EXO 39:26] Ba da maal kpțkparis vaand la nǫ 

Kerubnam la lțțm-lțțm taaba. 'Palm trees alternated with cherubim.'. [EZK 41:18] 

lțțr   Variant: loor. Form: lțya. Variant: loya. n. a dove. NǤpǤǤr linǫ ka' gbin la na bus kpțkpama iank wțț lțțr bǫǫ 

lilaaliŋ. 'Like a fluttering sparrow or a darting swallow, an undeserved curse does not come to rest. '. [PRO 26:2] 
Hali lțya paam gbǫǫnsa 'Even the sparrow has found a home'. [PSA 84:3] Sim: na'adawan, dawan. 

lțțs   See main entry: lțŋ. drum, drummer. 

luu   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

luub   See main entry: lu. fall, lose. 

luug   Variant: luuga. Form: luus1. n. a falling, the fall of ... O luug la kǫnǫ ka o zug la niŋ limm. his fall dimmed his 

consciousness. [Trouble] Onǫ wțsa wțm labaar la, pț'țsidnǫ nu'usi fț luug la yǫla. 'Everyone who hears the 
news about you claps his hands at your fall'. [NAM 3:19] da nǤk si'eli niŋi ti ba'abiig suorin linǫ ta'asid o luuga 
'not to put any stumbling block or obstacle in your brother's way'. [ROM 14:13] Azaya da tu'as Senakǫrib luus yǫla 
'Isaiah Prophesies Sennacherib's Fall'. [1KI 19:20 [heading]] See: lu. 
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luuga   See main entry: luug. falling. 

luus1   See main entry: luug. falling. 

luus2   See main entry: lus3. until. 

 

M  -  m 

 

m1   pn.  Note: unemph. [see man] I, my [pronoun 1st. person singular neutral subj./possessive]. TǤn'Ǥs la da yǫl ye, m 

bǫlimnǫ, m bǤǤdi diib Hunter said "Please, I need food". [Jealousy] m na kǫ ka agaand mǤr diibi kenna tisidif 

anina 'I have ordered the ravens to feed you there'. [1KI 17:4] Asaana, li anǫ talas ye m yǫlif, bǤzugǤ fț anǫ m 

zuasțŋ. Asaana, I have to tell you, because you are my good friend. [AIDS-II] Lit: I will let .... Li da malisim nǫ m 

yipaallin la I was happy in my new home. [Shoeshine-Boy] O naan agǤlli su'uni gban'e m nu'ugț 'He reached 
down from on high and took hold of me'. [PSA 18:16] Lit: my hand. Note: Even when "my ... " is the object of the verb, 

this should be written as a separate word. m2 suffixed to the verb is the object "me". It is a common mistake to write "me" as a 

suffix, even in the published Bible: M yǤ'Ǥg za'anǤǤri tisim ya'ambțn la, ... ya ya'a nyǫǫm ya'ambțn la 'I opened 
the door for my lover ... if you find my lover'. [SNG 5:6,8] Note: should be tisi m ya'ambțn ... nyǫǫ m ya'ambțn 
Sim: man2 ‘[emphatic]’; mam1 ‘[relative]’; ma1 ‘me [object]’; -m2 ‘[object suffix]’; ti1 ‘[plural]’; fț ‘[2nd. 
person]’. See: ma1; man1; man2. 

-m2   Variant: -mi; -mǫ2. pn.sx. me [1st. person singular object suffix]. Note: object of verb: the possessive "my ..." should be 

written as a separate word but this is often mistakenly written as a suffix also Dabiem da kpǫn'ǫm hali, ka m nyǫ 

batita'ar onǫ nindaa ka' sț'țm ka o kpa'adim na. I got really scared and saw a big dog with an evil look 
heading for me. [Shoeshine-Boy] SǤsim Wina'am tisim! Pray for me. [EXO 8:28] Wina'am sțŋim ka m paam linǫ 

siakim. 'God has been kind to me and given me everything I need.'. [GEN 33:11] Lit: what satisfies me. dabiem 

gban'am ka m lu avanba 'I was terrified and fell prostrate'. [DAN 8:17] Lit: fear caught me. m bǤǤdnǫ ye fț wǫlisi 

bigisim fțn ǫǫn niŋ si'em I wanted you to analyse and show me how you did it. [You-Do?] ba na aansim 

zǤra-zǤra wțț gbigimi aansid si'el si'em la 'they will tear me like a lion and rip me to pieces'. [PSA 7:2] Ka yadda 

niŋidiba ayuobț bama bielim ka ti keŋ kpǫn' dau la yin. 'These six brothers also went with me, and we entered 

the man's house.'. [ACT 11:12] Li da malisimǫ m yipaallin la I was happy in my new home. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: it 
pleased me. M bǤǤd ye fț ti'eb saam dǤǤgț digilim 'Prepare a guest room for me'. [PHM 1:22] Note: this is digili + 

-m (1st. person object suffix) O naan agǤlli su'uni gban'e m nu'ugț yaami yis ku'ozuluŋ pțțgin. 'He reached 
down from on high and took hold of me; he drew me out of deep waters.'. [PSA 18:16] Lit: my hand. Sim: m1 ‘I, my 

[subj./possessive]’; ma1 ‘[independent word]’; -f (Ǥ) ‘[2nd. person]’. BǤ kimm ka m maalif ka li kǫ ka fț bț'țm 

nǤǤr atan' sa? 'What have I done to you? Why have you beaten me these three times?'. [NUM 22:28] Sim: -ț ‘[3rd. 
person]’; ti1 ‘[pl.]’.  See: m1; ma1. 

m3   See main entry: n1. [dependent], to. 

m4   See main entry: n2. to. 

m5   See main entry: n4. S+. 

ma1   Variant: maa3. pn. me [pronoun 1st. person neutral object word]. BǤǤ kǫ ka fț bu'osidi ma anwa? Why are you 

asking me these things? [AIDS-Azuur] SǤ' da pț pian'ad nǫ ma Nobody talked to me. [Shoeshine-Boy] BǤ yǫla ka fț 

tțm buoli ma? 'why did you send for me?'. [ACT 10:29] Man kpǫǫm la pț bǤǤdi maa. My elder doesn't like me. 

[Three-Problems] ya da mǤr maana nǫ piini na tisi maa? 'Did you bring me sacrifices and offerings ... ?'. [AMO 5:25] 
Simon, Joon biiga, fț nǤŋi maa? 'Simon son of John, do you love me?'. [JHN 21:16] Sim: m1 ‘[subj./possessive]’; 

-m2 ‘[suffix]’; -f (Ǥ) ‘[2nd. person]’; ti1 ‘[pl.]’.  See: m1; -m2. 

ma2   Variant: maa4. Form: manam. Variant: manama; manamǫ. n. mother. Note: may include mother's co-wives and sisters 
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Ba ma da du'anǫ ba nidib ayi' la ma'aa. Their mother brought forth just the two of them. [Trouble] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ aan 

m ma, ka anǤ'Ǥnamǫ aan m pitiba? 'Who is my mother? Who are my brothers?'. [MRK 3:33] Boye maa, bǤǤ 

maalǫ? Boye's mother, what has happened? [Trouble] Li pț nar ye fț digin nǫ fț maa. It is not right that you 
should lie with your mother. [LEV 18:7] Fț maa nwa'. 'Here is your mother.'. [JHN 19:27] zǤn diisidi ba manam 

nyan 'foolish ones bring their mothers grief'. [PRO 10:1] Man da ... pin'ili keŋ sakur, saŋkan la ka m taaba la 

nan dǤlli ba manamǫ ken pǤǤgțn. I started going to school when my mates were going with their mothers to the 
farm. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba na bǫ nǫ ba manamǫ paae daba ayǤpǤi 'Let them stay with their mothers for seven days'. 

[EXO 22:30] Cpart: ba'1, saam1 ‘father’. Ba tun'e zan'as banǫ bǤǤdi ba lieb Gaana teŋimbiis ka ba ba'anam bǫǫ 

ba manam ka' Gaana nidiba. 'Those who are not born Ghanaians can be deprived of their citizenship.'. 

[Constitution] Biis na ki'isi ba saamnam nǫ ba manam nǤya 'Children will rebel against their parents'. [MRK 14:12] 
Ninsieba bǫǫ pǤǤd nǤya tisidi ba saamnamka pț kaanbid sț'țm tisidi ba manama. 'There are those who 
curse their fathers and do not bless their mothers'. [PRO 30:11] Cpart: tațn, pit, bier. fț ya'a bǤǤd fțn buolimi o 

sǤb yț'țr, bǫǫ (fț tun’e buol ye) 'm saam', bǫǫ 'm ma', 'm bier', 'm tațn', bǫǫ 'm pitț' bǫǫ 'm zua' if you want, 
call that person by name, or else 'my father', 'my mother, 'my senior sib', 'opposite-sex sib', 'my junior sib' or 'my 

friend'. [Asaasim] Note: text emended by MA for stylistic improvement Bikanǫ nam pț gaad yțma ayǤpǤi ka ba nyǫ o 

Gaana ka zi' o saam nǫ o ma an siebaa. 'A child of not more than seven years of age found in Ghana whose 
parents are not known.'. [Constitution] dau na bas o ba' nǫ o ma ka la'as nǫ o pu'a ka babayi' la na lieb niŋgbiŋ 

yinne 'a man leaves his father and mother and attaches himself to his wife, and the two become one'. [GEN 2:24] 
Biisǫ, siakimini ya saamnam nǫ ya manam nǤya si'el wțsa ni 'Children, obey your parents in everything'. [COL 

3:20] Note: 'parents', Kusaal says 'father/s and mother/s' Colloc: bǤǤd ba' nǫ ma2 ‘be undecided between 2 alternatives’. 
Amaa mam bǤǤd ba' nǫ ma la zug, m kț nyaŋi gban'e linǫ ka m na gaŋǫ. 'Yet what shall I choose? I do not 
know!'. [PHP 1:22] Colloc: m ma1. Note: often written, erroneously, as one word Mma  M ma da bǤǤdi biribiŋ My 

mother wanted a boy. [Shoeshine-Boy] Fț kpǫn'ǫsinim nǫ dabiem, m ma. You're frightening me, mother. [Trouble] 
M maa, m ma, ––-" AnǤbbaanlisi laa pin'ili pian'ad. "Mother, mother ..." Skinny-legs began to speak again. 
[Wonderwoman] M na ... buol bțnvțya banǫ diti m niŋgbina la ye, ‘M ma’, bǫǫ ‘M tațn’. 'the worms that eat me 
I will call my mother and my sisters.'. [JOB 17:14] M ma, bǤ ka fț yǫt man linǫ ka m na maalǫ? Why are you 
telling me what I should do, mother? [JHN 2:4] Etym: OV1 *NYA/O ; OV2 *NE/A ; OVN *MA ; GS1 
*NA/U¹/I¹/E ; vc4 *na, ma ; PB *máá. Note: no suffixes See: mabiig; mapit; bima. 

mabil   n. 'junior/small mother' [Gh.], mother's younger sister, aunt. Ama sǤb ya ye o an sț'țŋa, ye o saam nǫ o mabil 

sțțnr ma'ae nǫ Ama wrote that she was well, that her father and aunt were happy. [Trouble] Ka o ya'a pț mǤr 

maa, ka pu'a kanǫ ka o ye kem bǫ o san'an ka o an o mabil la an anǤ'Ǥnǫ? If she had no mother, who was the 
woman he said that she should go and stay with as a stepmother? [Trouble] See: ma2; -bil. 

mabiidțg   n. brotherhood. Note: the state of being mabiis Fț ya'a yǤ mam nǫ' yǫla zina, bǫogǤ fț mǫ ya'a tțm mabiidțgț 

tis mam , li mǫ anǫ ye man yǤǤf. If you pay this for me today, in future if you will act in a brotherly way towards 
me it will mean that I will pay for you. [Trouble] Sim: ba'abiidțg; InvNabstr: mabiig. See: mabiig. 

mabiig   Variant: mabiiga. Form: mabiis. Variant: mabiisǫ. n. brother, sister, sibling (child of same mother). Note: avoids 

specifying sex or relative age; also for 'brethren' in a Church or other community, not literally kin Mmabțn nǫ Asampuos 

anǫ nid nǫ o mabiig. Mmabun and Asampuos were siblings. [You-Do?] BǤǤ maal ka fț nwǫ'ǫdi fț mabiig onǫ an 

Hibiru nida? 'Why are you hitting your fellow Hebrew?'. [EXO 2:13] zua si'a bǫǫ gati fț mabiig 'some friends are 

more loyal than brothers'. [PRO 18:24] m mabiiga, maalim fțn bǤǤd si'el my 'brother', do what you like. [Asaasim] 
Simeon nǫ Levi anǫ mabiis nǫ taaba 'Simeon and Levi are brothers.'. [GEN 49:5] Note: Specifiaclly, sons of the same 

mother –  the speaker, their father, had 4 wives: the Kusaal is here more precisely accurate than the English. Colloc: mabiisin 
‘to/amongst/from brothers’. Daasi'erǫ niŋkanǫ ka fț nyǫ ka mǤr o kǫn KarimdǤǤg na la na liebnǫ "Paul" o 

ba'abiis bǫǫ o mabiisin Perhaps the person that you see and bring to Church will become a 'Paul' to his brethren. 

[Bible-Study] Cpart: ba'abiig ‘children of the same father’. li mǫ pțn anǫ sida ye o anǫ m tațn, bǤzugǤ ti anǫ 

ba'abiis ka lǫǫ ka' mabiisǫ 'She is in fact my sister, my father's daughter though not by my mother'. [GEN 20:12] 
Spec: bier, tațn, pit; Nabstr: mabiidțg. Note: See ref. and link at pit

1  
See: ma2; biig; mabiidțg. 

mabiiga   See main entry: mabiig. brother. 

mabiis   See main entry: mabiig. brother. 

mabiisǫ   See main entry: mabiig. brother. 
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mad   Variant: madi; mada2. Form: mat. Variant: matti2. Form: madib. Variant: madub. v. to wet sth., make wet. Note: 

spread liquid on surface Ka saa tu'asi mad o nu'us nǫ o gțrțg. The rain dripped and wetted his arms and back. 

[Trouble] o ziim la tǤn'Ǥsi mad dǤkpin la her blood spattered the wall. [2KI 9:33] ba ziim tǤn'Ǥsi madi m fuud, ka 

m fuud la wțsa si'. 'their blood spattered my garments, and I stained all my clothing.'. [ISA 63:3] Atiig anǫ 

bțmmǤr; niigi bǫ nǫ kǤnbid nǫ pu'ab hali nǫ ligidi anǫ pțn' mada. Atiig was wealthy: he had lots of cattle, 
sheep and goats, and wives and money –  was filthy rich. [You-Heard?] Adu ... da țk o nindaa si'al ka nintǤǤnd la 

kpǫn niŋ o nindaan mat. Adu raised his face to look at her, and the spittle suddenly appeared on his face making 
it wet. [Trouble] Ba ... tțbisid nintǤǤndi mat man nindaa. 'they do not hesitate to spit in my face'. [JOB 30:10] 
ninta'am kǫ ka m zukțgțr wț'țg matti 'my pillow is soaked with tears. [PSA 6:6] Sim: madig, wț'țg, yțdig. 
See: madig; matti1. 

mada1   adv. plenty. Note: In the Colloc: pǤn' mada1 ‘be plenty’. Atiig anǫ bțmmǤr; niigi bǫ nǫ kǤnbid nǫ pu'ab hali ka 

ligidi anǫ pǤn' mada. Atiig is a rich man: he has cattle and wives, and even money is in abundance. [You-Heard?] 
Note: Emended by MA. 

mada2   See main entry: mad. wet sth. 

madi   See main entry: mad. wet sth. 

madib   See main entry: mad. wet sth. 

madig   Variant: madigi. Form: madigid. v. to wet sth., make a place wet. Saa la ni bǫdegț ka teŋ madig. There has been 

a lot of rain and the ground is soaked. [House+Farm] Saa nǫ sakuga yit agǤla lit na ka kț lǫb zaalim ka pț madig 

teŋgbauŋ la 'the rain and the snow come down from heaven, and do not return to it without watering the earth'. 

[ISA 55:10] li da anǫ ku'om madigi ba yț'țŋ kam because water kept them moist every night. [Trouble] Ka bǫogțn 

ka mǫligim lii madigi madig zin'ig la. 'in the morning a fall of dew lay all around'. [EXO 16:13] Kǫl ka o gǫndig 

nǫ bțnkǤnbidi bǫ mǤǤgin ka mǫligim kanǫ yit agǤl na la lit o zugini madigid o. 'Let him be drenched with the 
dew of heaven, and let him live with the animals'. [DAN 4:15] Sim: mad, wț'țg, wț'țl, yțdig. See: mad; matti1. 

madigi   See main entry: madig. wet. 

madigid   See main entry: madig. wet. 

madub   See main entry: mad. wet sth. 

mae   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

magarzian'   n. 'Chaperone'. Note: social office A senior woman who coordinates and supervises social activities for girls. 
m pu'a ye o bǤǤd ye o lieb magarzian' tembanǫ kpi'e nǫ ti la. my wife says she wants to become the 
'chaperone' of our neighbouring villages. [Jealousy] o pu'a zin'i kțkvǫnliŋ zugu bǤbi nwǫnǫ magarzian' nǫ. his 
wife was sitting on a fine chair looking like a 'Chaperone'. [Jealousy] 

magi   n. Maggi. Note: Maggi brand of seasoning sauce or stock-cube, extended to any concentrated food-flavouring. Biig la diib 

la ni, li nar ye zintu'odim, sumban'ada, magi milig bǫǫ magi zǤm, nyuuni kpaam, abe kpaam, bǫǫ 

zǫnvaand kpaam. In the child's food there should be fishmeal, groundnut powder, Maggi  – sauce or cube, 
dawadawa 'maggi', palm-oil or vegetable-oil. [Breastfeeding] From: (Eng.) Note: from proper name of Swiss founder of 
the company making it.  Etym: OV1 *Z²ON ; OVN *KPAL-GU, ZUN-FU/I ; vc2 *co . 

ma'   Variant: ma'a2; ma'aa1. Form: ma'anǫ1. Form: ma'ad1. Form: ma'adnǫ. Variant: ma'adnǫǫ. v. to deceive, lie, tell a 

lie, be mistaken. Luakim banǫ ma' ye ba anǫ dǤgtanam ka ginnǫ kțnsid nidib la. Beware of those who falsely 

claim to be doctors and go round injecting people. [AIDS-I] Dazǫn'țg da ma' kțkǤm ka o yi tanp. Pito deceived 
the leper and he went to war. [Proverb 195] ya ma' ye ya bǫlisidim nǫ 'miserable comforters are you all'. [JOB 16:2] 
Kem digin gadțg zug ka ma' ye fț bǫn'ǫd nǫ. 'Go to bed and pretend to be ill'. [2SA 13:5] Biig ka'a biiga ka ba 

ma'a ye sǤǤnbi gban'e. The child is not a [healthy] child and they lie saying witches caught him. [Proverb 110] Fț 

zuanam banǫ ka fț niŋi ba yadda la ma'af ka nyaŋif 'Your own friends have misled you and proved too strong 
for you'. [JER 38:22] Ba da ... nyǫ ba'akǤlțg daan ka o an Jew nid ka ma'aa ye o anǫ Wina'am nǤdi'es 'they met 
a Jewish sorcerer and false prophet'. [ACT 13:6] Ayei! O ma'anǫ, ya kț kpii! 'That's not true; you will not die.'. [GEN 

3:4] On ti nyǫǫ o la, li pak o nǫ ka o zi'en kii ye o baŋ ye o nini la pț ma'ad o. When he did see him, he was 

amazed and stood still, wondering if his eyes deceived him. [Trouble] zam sǤb onǫ mǤr laas nǫ bǤtbanǫ pț paae 

ma'ad la'adi kuosid a cheat who has bowls and sacks less than proper size to falsify things to sell. [MIC 6:11] Man 
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yǫlsțmmǫ zu'oe si'em la, ziri pț ma'ada, man gțllim nar. My goodness is so great, no lie is being told, I alone 

am correct. [Trees] Ya tǫn'ǫs ye m ma'adnǫǫ? Do you 'think I am lying?'. [JOB 6:30] Colloc: X ma'anǫ ‘X is lying’.  
Ka waaf la yǫl pu'a la ye, “Ayei! O ma'anǫ, ya kț kpii!” 'The snake replied, “That's not true; you will not die.”'. 
[GEN 3:4] O yǫti ba nǫ ye ba ya'a tǫn'ǫs ye o ma'ad nǫ, ban dǤl o daar yinne keŋ gǤs. He told them that if they 
thought he was lying, they should come with him one day and go and see. [Trouble] Colloc: [statement] ( bǫǫ1 ) m 

ma'anǫǫ? ‘[statement], or am I wrong?’. Note: used after saying something, to express conviction –  "I'm right, aren't I?", 

often equivalent to English tag-question "Isn't it?", "Don't they?", "Hasn't she?" &c. Mbun daa yǫl ye o mi' sț'țŋa ye 

piim kanǫ ka o ye o nǤki kțns o sid la anǫ pinkțdțg. "Fț nǤk piim la tțm kțdțm, m ma'anǫǫ?" Mbun said 
that she was sure that the needle that he was going to use to inject her husband was an old one. "You've used that 

needle before, haven't you? [AIDS-I-] Colloc: ma' ziri1 ‘tell a lie’. banǫ ... ma'ad ziri ka faand la'adi pǫ'ǫnnǫ ba 

bada dǤǤd la 'all ...  who steal and kill in order to fill their master's house with loot'. [ZEP 1:9] Ba ma'adnǫ ziri nǫ 

man yț'țr. 'They are prophesying lies in my name.'. [JER 27:15] Colloc: ma' dama'am ‘tell lie(s)’. ba kț lǫm 

ma'ad dama'am they 'will ... tell no lies'. [ZEP 3:13] Colloc: ma' X ‘deceive, lie to X’. BǤǤ kǫ ka fț kǫlisid nimbanǫ 

ma'adif ye David bǤǤdi fț bǤǤb la? Why do you listen to people who say that I am trying to harm you? [1SA 24:9] 
Cpart: asida, amǫŋa, sid2 ‘truth’. Asida mǫnǫ, m pț ma'ada 'I speak the truth ... – I am not lying'. [ROM 9:1] 

ma'a1   Variant: ma'aa2; ma'anǫ3; ma'aanǫ; ma'aanǫǫ. adv. only. Dau la daa mǤri fuug yinne ma'a nǫ nyabir. The man 

had only one shirt and a loincloth. [You-Heard?] Ba ma da du'anǫ ba nidib ayi' la ma'aa. Their mother brought 

forth just the two of them. [Trouble] zin'ig la wțsa da an yǤǤg-yǤǤg, lik ma'aa da pǫ'ǫl 'the earth was formless 
and desolate ... engulfed in total darkness'. [GEN 1:2] fț kț maali ti bǫ'ǫdǫ nwǫnǫ tinamǫ daa pț maalif bǫ'ǫd 

si'em la asǫǫ sț'țm ma'aa 'you will do us no harm, just as we did not molest you but always treated you well'. 

[GEN 26:29] Nwadisa ala nar ye biig mu'a bin'isim ma'aa nǫ? At least how many months should a baby be 

breastfed? [Breastfeeding] BǤǤ kǫ ka o pugudib pț gi'igid sǤ'ǤsǤ asǫǫ Mansa ma'aa nǫ? Why did his aunt fear 
nobody except Mansa? [Trouble] Ya'a ka' on ma'anǫ, o da pț lǫm mǤr biribiŋ bǫǫ bipuŋa. 'Except for her he had 
neither son nor daughter. [JDG 11:34] Jehoahas da lǫn ka' soogianama, ya'a ka' ... soogia banǫ ken teŋ la tusa 

piiga ma'anǫ 'Nothing had been left of the army of Jehoahaz except ... ten thousand foot soldiers' only. [2KI 13:7] 
ninsaal pț vțe nǫ diib yǫla ma'aanǫ 'people cannot live on bread alone'. [DEU 8:3] sǤ' kae na di bțțd wada la 

dǤllim yǫla ma'aanǫ 'no one is put right with God by means of the Law' only. [GAL 3:11] Ya'a ka' on ma'aanǫ, o da 

pț lǫm mǤr biribiŋ bǫǫ bipuŋa. 'Except for her he had neither son nor daughter. [JDG 11:34] M pț yǫl ye nǤǤr 

ayǤpǤi ma'aanǫǫ. 'I do not say seven times' only. [MAT 18:22] 

ma'a2   See main entry: ma'. lie. 

-ma'ad   See main entry: -mauk. square. 

ma'ad1   See main entry: ma'. lie. 

ma'ad2   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

ma'adi   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

ma'adiŋ   Variant: ma'adiŋe. Form: ma'adis. n. 'tongs'. ma'adiŋ dinǫ ka ba mǤri gban'ad bugumsaana la 'and tongs' (in 

list). [1KI 7:49] Ka nǤk sanlima maal ma'adiŋ kanǫ ka ba na mǤri zin'ed lauŋț la 'Its wick trimmers ... are to be 
of pure gold'. [EXO 25:38] Serafnam la yinne nǤk ma'adiŋe mak bugumsaan kanǫ dit maan daka la zug One of 
the Seraphs took tongs and picked up charcoal which was burning on the altar. [ISA 6:6] ba nǤk ... ma'adis linǫ na 

gban'e bugumsaana la 'They shall take ... tongs'. [NUM 4:9]  See: mak3 

ma'adiŋe   See main entry: ma'adiŋ. 'tongs'. 

ma'adis   See main entry: ma'adiŋ. 'tongs'. 

ma'adnǫ   See main entry: ma'. lie. 

ma'adnǫǫ   See main entry: ma'. lie. 

ma'ae   Variant: mae; man'ae. Form: ma'anǫ2. Variant: ma'aenǫ. Form: ma'ad2. Variant: ma'ed; ma'adi. Form: ma'aednǫ. 
Form: ma'an2. Form: ma'ar. Variant: ma'arǫ. Form: ma'aya. v. to cool sth., be cool, damp.   bțndaar ka fț na 

paae nyǫ tiim ka li sțŋi ma'ae fț ban'a la? which day will you get there and get medicine to make your disease 

better? [Asaasim] O kurug da ma'ae nǫ paae o duma bǫn. His trousers were wet up to his knees. [Trouble] Lin mǫ 

na sțŋi ma'ae biig la kǤ'Ǥm. It will also help to assuage the baby's hunger. [Breastfeeding] On da lǫn zǫǫgid 
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gbǫǫm la ka Susa ma'aenǫ sillim. He dozed off to sleep again and Susa was quiet and peaceful. [Trouble] Banǫ 

zi'e gǤsid la sțnf ma'aenǫ nǫ ban kaaǫn ti si'em la. Those who were sitting watching were happy that they had 
visited us. [Shoeshine-Boy] zaam ma'anǫ ka yț'țŋ bǤǤd sǤb the day is almost over and it is getting dark. [LUK 24:29] 
Li kat o ku'onuud ka mǫ lǫm ma'ad biig la kǤ'Ǥm. It quenches the baby's thirst and also eases his hunger. 
[Breastfeeding] titțmis ma'aednǫ nǤba ka di pț ma'ad sțțnrǫ sending a messenger relieves your feet but doesn't 

relieve you mind. [You-Heard?] ZǤlțg fǫn'țg ya'a ma'aɛ o yǫtnǫ  ye li bǤdignǫ. When a fool's sore does not hurt he 

says it has healed. [Prov. 122] waad linǫ ma'ad sim-sim la yit ya-datiuŋ na 'the biting cold (comes) from the 
north'. [JOB 37:9] o na mu'a bin'isim linǫ nar ye bilia na ma'an ka mǤr paŋ nǫ laafi la. it will suck milk which is 

necessary for the baby to thrive and have strength and health. [Breastfeeding] Colloc: ma'ae/malis X sțnf/sțțnr, X 

sțnf/sțțnr ma'ae/malis ‘please X ; X is pleased’. tțțm bamanamǫ ma'ad Wina'am sțțnr 'these works please 
God'. [HEB 13:16] Ala ma'ǫd Wina'am nǫ ti yaanam la sțțnr. That pleases God and our ancestors. [Asaasim] ya ya'a 

na nyaŋe bu'oe ligidi la bi'ela li na ma'ae ti sțnf of you could lower the price a bit it would please us. [Electricity] 
Ninkanǫ mǤr ya'am la ma'ad o ba' sțțnr 'A lover of wisdom brings joy to his father'. [PRO 29:3] li nyuug na 

malisi tisim ka li na an linǫ ma'adi m sțțnr 'The odour of this offering pleases me.'. [EXO 29:18] ya'am dim la 

ma'adnǫ nidib sțnya 'Those who are wise keep things calm.'. [PRO 29:8] m ya'a mǤǤdin ye m ma'an nidib sțnya, 

m naan kț aan Kristo tțmtțmma 'If I were still trying to please men, I would not be a servant of Christ'. [GAL 

1:10] Colloc: X sțnf ma'ae (nǫ1 Y) ‘X is pleased (with Y)’. M du'adib la sțnf da ma'ae nǫ nǫ ban du'a man la 
My relatives were pleased when I was born. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li da anǫ Asibiddaar ka Adu sțnf ma'ae nǫ sakuri 

kae la. It was Saturday and Adu was glad that there was no school. [Trouble] Faaro sțnf da ma'ae nǫ Hadad hali, 

ka o nǤk o dakiigi tis o ka o dii o. O da anǫ o pu'a Tapenǫs pitț. 'Pharaoh was so pleased with Hadad that he 
gave him a sister of his own wife, Queen Tahpenes, in marriage.'. [1KI 11:19] M sțțnr san'amnǫ hali ka ka' ma'arǫ 
'The churning inside me never stops'. [JOB 30:27] Na'ab David sțnf mǫ da ma'aya hali. 'David the king also 
rejoiced greatly.'. [1CH 29:9] Colloc: ma'ae X sțnf ‘please X’. Ala ma'ad Wina'am nǫ ti yaanam la sțțnr. That 
pleases God and our ancestors. [Asaasim] li ma'ae Yeboah sțnf this pleased Yeboah. [Trouble] Colloc: zaam ma'ae 
‘evening comes on’. Ka zaam ma'ae ka o duoe keŋ o diem la yiri yǫl o As evening came on he went to his 

in-law's house and told him. [Billygoat] zaam ya'a ti bǤǤd ma'ar la, o na sț ku'om 'as evening approaches he is to 
wash himself'. [DEU 23:11] Zaam da ma'aya ka Jakob yi pǤǤgine kunna 'Jacob came in from the fields that 
evening'. [GEN 30:16] Caus: ma'al. See: ma'al; ma'as1. 

ma'aednǫ   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

ma'aenǫ   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

ma'al   Variant: ma'ali. v. to moisten sth., cool by moistening. ka tțm Lazarus ka o zaŋ o nu'ubili tin'e ku'om ma'alim 

zilim 'and send Lazarus to dip his finger in some water and cool my tongue'. [LUK 16:24] Note: read ma'ali m zilim 
SaagǤl bțn ya'a gban'e biig, fțn niŋim ku'om ma'ali o niŋgbina. If  convulsion get hold of a child, you cool 

his body with water. [MA] Lit: the thing in the sky. Kǫl ka o ma'al kooko la ka ti nu. Let her cool down the 
porridge so we can drink it. [MA] InvCaus: ma'ae. See: ma'ae. 

ma'ali   See main entry: ma'al. moisten. 

ma'an1 [N]   Form: ma'ana. n. okra, okro. KǤlkanǫ keŋ nǫ ma'ana la lǫbidi nǫ kǤmma. The bag that went with okra 

returns with bitter-tomatoes. [Proverb 106] O kaae yampțn ye o pǤn' ma'ana. He has gone behind the house to 
pick okra. [MA] Teŋi lal ka ma'ana kandig. The land is far, so the okro gets [too] big. [Proverb 007] Etym: OV1 
*MAN ; OVN *MAN-DI/A ; vc4 *man . See: ma'anbielif; ma'antirauŋ. 

ma'an2   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

ma'ana   See main entry: ma'an1 [N]. okra. 

ma'anbielif   Form: ma'anbiili. n. okra seed. Manna la da anǫ bțngbilis wțț ma'anbiili ka an pipǫl-zǫn'ug. The 

manna was round things like okra seed and was 'whitish-yellow in colour'. [NUM 11:7] See: ma'an1; bielif. 

ma'anbiili   See main entry: ma'anbielif. okra seed. 

ma'anǫ1   See main entry: ma'. lie. 

ma'anǫ2   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

ma'anǫ3   See main entry: ma'a1. only. 
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ma'antirauŋ   n. okra stalks. Ba pț pin'id ma'antirauŋ ka lǫn lǫǫgida. They don't bury okra stalks and then dig them up 

again. [Proverb 154] See: ma'an. 

ma'ar   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

ma'arǫ   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

ma'as1   Variant: ma'asa1. v. 1 • to be cool. Cpart: tțl. M mi' ya tțțma an si'em ka mi' ye ya pț ma'asa ka mǫ pț tțllaa. 
'I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot'. [REV 3:15] yanamǫ sadigim pț ma'as bǫǫ tțlli m tțțma ni 

la, m na tțbisi ya yisi m nǤǤrin. since you aren't cold or hot in my work. [REV 3:16] 
2 • to be damp, wet, fresh (vegetation). Cpart: kțdig. M ti'ebidnǫ ye m nyu'oe ya bugum, ka li kanbi ya tibanǫ 

ma'as nǫ banǫ kțdig la wțsa. 'I am starting a fire, and it will burn up every tree in you, whether green or dry.'. 

[EZK 20:47] See: ma'ae; ma'asig; ma'asiga; ma'asim; -ma'asir. 

ma'as2   Form: ma'asid. v. to measure (~ many). Banǫ mǤr labanǫ pț paae ma'asid la'ad la anǫ zam dim Those who use 

undersized vessels to measure goods are cheats. [DEU 25:16] See: mak1
1 

ma'as3   v. to be dull, unintelligent. BǤ ka Asiakwin ma'as wala? Why is Asiakwin so dull? [MA] 

ma'asa1   See main entry: ma'as1. cool, wet. 

ma'asa2   See main entry: ma'asir1. corncake. 

-ma'asa3   See main entry: -ma'asig. cool. 

-ma'asa3   See main entry: -ma'asir2. fresh. 

ma'asid   See main entry: ma'as2. measure. 

-ma'asig  Form: -ma'asa3.  Note: ma'asa3 is equally the plural of ma'asig and ma'asir2 adj. cool, damp, fresh, calm. li 
ku'oma'asig linǫ pțbid lalli sigid na lanam mi' gu'oe ka pț pțbida? 'Do its cool waters from distant sources 
ever cease to flow?'. [JER 18:14] See: ma'as1; ma'asiga. 

ma'asiga   Variant: ma'asigaa. adv. coolly,  freshly, calmly. Cpart: tțțliga. Man bǤǤdin nǫ yanamǫ naan aan ma'asiga 

bǫǫ yanamǫ naan aan tțțliga. 'How I wish you were either cold or hot!'. [REV 3:15] See: ma'as1; ma'asig. 

ma'asigaa   See main entry: ma'asiga. calmly. 

ma'asim1   n. shade, coolness, dampness. Mam mǤr ma'asim bǫdegț ka lǫm mǤr diib. I provide shade and also food. 

[Trees] Pita ya'a gaad anina o ma'asim na si'isi ba 'Peter's shadow might fall on some of them as he passed by'. 
[ACT 5:15] Ninsaal ... dabisa nwǫnǫ ma'asim tuligid tǤ'ǤtǤ si'em la. Man ... his days are like a fleeting shadow.'. 

[PSA 144:4] o nǤk Isimael n digil tutuud ma'asim she laid Ishmael down in the shade of a bush. [GEN 22:15] 
ZaamnǤǤr ma'asim nied Evening's shade appears. [Trouble] Colloc: ma'asimin ‘in the shade’. bțnkǤnbid wțsa 

digi li ma'asimin all the animals lay down in its (tree's) shade. [DAN 4:21] Colloc: kpǫn' X ma'asimin ‘to be 
protected, sheltered by X’. banǫ an fara dim kpǫn'ǫdi fț ma'asimin la 'You have been ... for the needy in his 
distress'. [ISA 25:4] See: ma'as1; kțkǤma'asim; -ma'asim2; summa'asim. 

-ma'asim2   adj. wet, cool. Apțlis daa kumnǫ nintǤ'Ǥma'asim Apulis cried damp tears. [You-Heard?] O da mǤr 

sunma'asim nǫ Noah saŋkan la. He was pleased with Noah at that time. [Bible-Study] nintaŋ tțțlțg nwǫ'ǫdi li 

nintaŋ ka wama'asim na ga'aŋi li yț'țŋ 'it will be exposed to the sun during the day and to the frost at night'. [JER 

36:30] See: kțkǤma'asim; nimma'asim; ma'as1; -ma'asig; ma'asim1; ma'asir2. 

ma'asir1   Form: ma'asa2. n. a flatcake, corncake. Note: fried sour-corn cake ba nwǫnǫ ma'asir ka ba maal ka pț lǫbigǫ 
'Ephraim is a flat cake not turned over.'. [HOS 7:8] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ bǫ ya san'an, ka o biig na sǤs o ma'asir, ka o tis o 

kugirǫ? 'Which of you, if his son asks for bread, will give him a stone?'. [MAT 7:9] Dim diib la wțț ma'asa ka fț 

Ǥnbid nǫ; li anǫ tilas ye fț maal ma'asa la zin'ikanǫ ka nidib na nyǫt 'Eat the food as you would a barley cake; 
bake it in the sight of the people'. [EZK 4:12] ka maal ma'asa gǫndig nǫ kpaam 'make ... cakes mixed with oil'. [EXO 

29:2] From: (Ha.) Note: masa See: ma'aslaa. 

-ma'asir2   Form: -ma'asa3.  Note: ma'asa3 is equally the plural of ma'asig and ma'asir2 adj. wet, cool, fresh. On yǤ'Ǥg kțlțŋ 

la ka pǫbisma'asir nwǫ o nindaa,  ka kanlig o fuug ka tuuns kțlțŋ la yǤ'Ǥg nǫ paŋ. When he opened the door 
a cool breeze hit his face and whipped his shirt and tried to force the door open. [Trouble] vanma'asir baa yinne lǫn 

kae 'Not a green thing was left'. [EXO 10:15] Ba ya'a niŋid tima'asir anwa, ba na niŋ tikpi'euŋ wala? 'For if these 
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things are done when the wood is green, what will happen when it is dry?'. [LUK 23:31] Note: tima'asir is also the name 

of a particular species of tree, see that entry Dagamis la da anǫ ma'asa ka Mahama namis hali ka bugum la nyaan 

la'aŋ. The kindling was wet and Mahama had a hard struggle before he got the fire alight. [Trouble] 
Colloc: mǤma'asa ‘green grass’. kiem mǤma'asa la digili ti tisi fț bțnkǤnbid cut fresh grass and put it down for 
your livestock. [You-Do?] Ka Yesu yț'țn yǫl o nya'andǤlib la ye ba kǫl ka nidib la zin'in mǤma'asa la zug 

gbila-gbila 'Jesus directed them to have all the people sit down in groups on the green grass.'. [MRK 6:39] 
Cpart: -kpi'euŋ, kțdig ‘dry, to dry’. Ba ya'a niŋid tima'asir anwa, ba na niŋ tikpi'euŋ wala? 'For if such things 
as these are done when the wood is green, what will happen when it is dry?'. [LUK 23:31] O mǫ da nu tikanǫ wala 

ka ba mǤri maan daam la ku'om, bǫǫ o dii li bțmma'asa bǫǫ li bțnkpi'emisǫ 'They shall not drink any kind of 

drink made from grapes or eat any grapes or raisins.'. [NUM 6:3] nwiis ayǤpǤi banǫ an bțmma'asa ka nam pț 

kțdigǫ 'seven fresh thongs that have not been dried'. [JDG 16:7] Sim: ma'as1. See: ma'as1; tima'asir. 

ma'aslaa  Form: ma'aslaas. n. a corncake pan. Note: pan for frying ma'asa2 cakes - many cups joined side-by-side like cupcake 

pan Colloc: maasilaasin ‘in(to)/from corncake pans’. li sțm ka o maal bodobodo ... ka ba nǤki maal ma'asa 

ma'aslaasin. he should make bread ... that they use to make corncakes in the corncake-pan. [LEV 7:12] 
See: ma'asir1; laa1. 

ma'aslaas   See main entry: ma'aslaa. corncake pan. 

ma'aya   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

ma'aa1   See main entry: ma'. lie. 

ma'aa2   See main entry: ma'a1. only. 

ma'aanǫ   See main entry: ma'a1. only. 

ma'aanǫǫ   See main entry: ma'a1. only. 

ma'ed   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

magbinnin   loc. the ends of, furthest parts. Note: in the Colloc: teŋ-magbinnin ‘at/to/from the ends of the earth’. M mǤri 

ya yinǫ teŋ-magbinnin na 'I brought you from the ends of the earth'. [ISA 41:9] BǤzugǤ, onǫ gǤsidi nyǫt 

teŋ-magbinnin 'for he views the ends of the earth'. [JOB 28:24] yanam banǫ bǫ teŋ-magbinnin sa la you who are 
at the ends of the earth. [ISA 54:22] See: teŋ-magbinnin. 

mail   Variant: mɛɛl. Form: maila. n. a mile. M yț'țn da gǫnǫ nǫ nǤba ken daar wțsa wțț mail piinǫ ayuobț la I got 

tired with going on foot sixteen miles every day. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sakurin la nǫ Susa tempțțg la anǫ mail ayi' ken 
It was a two mile walk from the school to Susa. [Trouble] O daa mi' ye dinǫ bǫ anǫ ba mǤr o zǤǤ keŋ sibiti ni 

amaa sibiti kanǫ kpi'e nǫ Bțgțr anǫ mail pii-nǫ-yi' sa. He knew that what ought to happen was that he should 
be taken quickly to hospital, but the nearest hospital to Bugri was 12 miles away. [Electricity] ba daa gaad anrțŋ la 

keŋ wțț mail atan' nǫ pțsțk 'they had rowed three or three and a half miles'. [JHN 6:19] Ka li wa'alim an wțț 

mail kǤbis yi'. 'for a distance of two hundred miles'. [REV 14:20] Ama nǫ Adu yi wa'ae ziriga baŋin linǫ an maila 

ayi' ken la Ama and Adu went off to the railway line which was a two mile walk. [Trouble] GǤmma sibiti la lallim 

anǫ mɛɛl pisyuobț paadi ba teŋin la. The government hospital was 60 miles from their village. [Trouble] From: 

(Eng.) 

maila   See main entry: mail. mile. 

mak1   Variant: maki; makǫ; make; maka1; maknǫ. Form: makid. Variant: makidi; makkidi. Form: makidnǫ. 

Variant: makedne. Form: makim2!. Variant: makimi!. Form: makimini!. Form: makin. Variant: makini. 

Form: makir1. Variant: makkirǫ; makire. v. 1 • to test, tempt, measure. (o) nǤk sogianam bǫǫ laŋgimanamǫ mak. 
he used soldiers and military people as an example. [AIDS-I] m kțdin nǤki linǫ mak nǫ niŋgbiŋ la zabid nǫ 

ban'as si'em I just used it as a comparison with how the body fights against disease. [AIDS-I] M da mak Anzurifa 

bǤto kǤbisyuobț nǫ pisnu nǫ anzurifa la'ad bǤto kǤbiga nǫ sanlima bǤto kǤbiga ... 'I weighed out to them 

650 talents of silver, silver articles weighing 100 talents, 100 talents of gold'. [EZR 8:26] o mak zak la ka li an 

bțmmauk 'he measured the court: It was square'. [EZK 40:7] O na mak, ka din'is, ka dam-dam ka li pǫ'ǫli badigi 

yaam he will give you 'good measure, pressed and shaken down and running over'. [LUK 6:38] Ka li lǫǫ ka' ye o 

mak o mǫŋ nǫ o tiraana. 'without comparing himself to somebody else'. [GAL 6:4] Sțntaana daa mak o ka o 

namis pamm la zug Because Satan tempted him and he suffered greatly. [HEB 2:18] m maknǫ Israel dim banǫ 
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aan m nidib la I am measuring the people of Israel who are my people. [AMO 7:8] Na'ab la da maknǫ dikanǫ ka 

ba na di 'The king assigned them a daily amount of food'. [DAN 1:5] Yanamǫ mak saalib summǤtir la li pț siakǫǫ, 

ka ya yț'țn bǤǤd ye ya maki m Wina'am la summǤtirǫǫ? 'Is it not enough to try the patience of men? Will you 
try the patience of my God also?'. [ISA 7:13] Ba Tika ... la da ǫǫnti zaŋǫ Anane maknǫ bikanǫ siakid yǫlțg ka o 

zupțt tțm. Their teacher always used Anane as an example of an obedient boy who would use his brains. [Trouble] 
Lit: his brains work. Agaung ye, ba makid takpa'ar ka o mǫ makid iankir. Mr.Crow says that they reach for a 
stone and he reaches for flight. [Proverb 019] Waaf pț dig ka ba makid kikan'arǫ. A snake doesn't lie still so you 
can measure it with a stalk. [Proverb 263] Ba pț makid kum nǫ yaugǤ. The don't make the grave to fit the corpse 
[exactly]. [Proverb 130] BǤǤ maal ka ya makid ZugsǤb la? 'Why are you putting the Lord to the test? [EXO 17:2] 
Kampinta la mǤr nwiigi makid 'The carpenter measures with a line'. [ISA 44:13] daar woo mam makkidi fț 

yaarimǫ zemisid. every day I measure out your salt the same amount. [Wonderwoman] daar woo mam makkidi fț 

yaarimǫ zǫnmisid. [Wonderwoman] BǤǤ niŋ ka ya makidi ma? 'Why are you trying to trap me? [MRK 12:15] Ba ya'a 

makidi ba mǫŋ nǫ taaba ka mamisidi ba mǫŋ nǫ ba taaba, ba ka' ya'am. 'When they measure themselves by 

themselves and compare themselves with themselves, they are not wise.'. [2CO 10:12] Makim diibi dit daar wțsa 

si'em nǫ saŋa kanǫ ka fț gban'e ye fț dit. 'Weigh out ... food to eat each day and eat it at set times.'. [EZK 4:10] 
Makimi manna la kuriba yinne digili Measure one bowl of the manna and keep it. [EXO 16:32] Di ya'a nyaŋidin, 

ba naan makini m sțnsa'aŋ nwa' 'If only my anguish could be weighed'. [JOB 6:2] O daa mi' ye on an dau la 

makir ... nǫ on na ti buol pu'a keŋ o yin He thought that as he was a full-grown man ... he would call a woman 
to come to his house. [AIDS-II] DinzugǤ di mugusya ye pu'apțțs wțsa ken makir ka kțnsid. So it is imperative 
that all pregnant women should go to be tested and immunised. [Immunisation-II.] makir nwiig daa bǫ ZugsǤb la 

nu'ugin there was a measuring-line in the Lord's hand. [AMO 7:7] Ka sǤ' tisim makir dibir I was given a 

measuring-stick. [REV 11:1] on bǤǤd sțm si'em la ka' makkirǫ his need for help was immeasurable. [Trouble] O 

ya'am la ka' makirǫ His wisdom is immeasurable. [JOB 9:4] M mǤri sțnsa'aŋ nǫ fabțlțg linǫ ka' makiri m 

sțțnrin. 'I have great sorrow and unceasing anguish in my heart. [ROM 9:2] Colloc: X mak X mǫŋ nǫ1 Y ‘X shapes 
up to, sets self against Y’. BǤzugǤ o mak o mǫŋ nǫ ZugsǤb la 'For she has defied the Lord'. [JER 50:29] AnǤ'Ǥn 

nam mi' mak o mǫŋ nǫ Wina'am ka di ya'annǫ? 'Who has resisted him and come out unscathed?'. [JOB 9:4] 
Serial: mak ... gǤs ‘scrutinise, evaluate’. SǤ' wțsa da yǫl dinǫ maan o san'an ka ba maki li ye ba gǤs. 
Everyone said that they had experienced and they evaluated it. [Trouble] Wina'am ye o maki ya nǫ gǤs 'God has 
come to test you'. [EXO 20:20] Makimim ka gǤsi m sțnfț an si'em. 'test me, and discover my thoughts'. [PSA 39:23] 
Makiminimi gǤsi ye m kț yǤ'Ǥg arezana za'anǤya la ka bareka bǫdegț sig na 'Put me to the proof ... and see 
if I do not open windows in the sky and pour a blessing on you'. [MAL 3:10] Serial: pǤ mak ‘invoke in an oath’; 
Mult: ma'as2; Sim: zem, zemis, nwaas2, nwǫn. AnǤ'Ǥn ka ya na nǤki mak nǫ mam bǫǫ tǫn'ǫs ka o zem nǫ 

mam? AnǤ'Ǥn ka ya na nwaas nǫ mam ka na nǤki ti makǫ? 'To whom will you compare me or count me equal? 

To whom will you liken me that we may be compared?'. [ISA 46:5] Ba n yiti maknǫ gbin ka vǤl kțkpar. They 
measure the anus and then swallow a borassus fruit. Note: cf. : Nid ya'a pț zemis o gbinnǫ o pț vǤn kțkparǫ. If 
a man does not measure his anus he doesn't swallow a borassus fruit. [Proverb 047] Sim: mamis. Ba ya'a makidi ba 

mǫŋ nǫ taaba ka mamisidi ba mǫŋ nǫ ba taaba, ba ka' ya'am. 'When they measure themselves by themselves 
and compare themselves with themselves, they are not wise.'. [2CO 10:12] 
2 • to try, attempt, strive to ~. Niŋkanǫ mak ye o kad teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la maal linǫ kis, [ka]o tțbtǫǫgir anǫ kțm. 
'A person who attempts to overthrow or suspend the Constitution commits the offence of high treason which is 

punishable by death.'. [Constitution] Note: ka supplied by MA Boye ma mak ye o gban'e kuŋ la ki'eb la Boye's 

mother tried to start screaming. [Trouble] Lin ka ti sa'an nidib ye ba kulin da makǫ That is what we advise people 

to try not to do. [AIDS-II] banǫ wțsa mak ye ba bik o na pu'alimi ba mǫŋ. 'All who try to move it (heavy rock) 

will injure themselves.'. [ZEC 12:3] Sim: mǤ1
2 See: makir2. 

mak2   Form: makir3. v. to snatch, pilfer. Serafnam la yinne nǤk ma'adiŋe mak bugumsaan kanǫ dit maan daka la 

zug One of the Seraphs took tongs and picked up charcoal which was burning on the altar. [ISA 6:6]  See: ma'adiŋ 

mak-3   See main entry: makir2. test. 

maka1   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

maka2   See main entry: makir2. test. 

makama   See main entry: mǫkama. every. 
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makǫ   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

make   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makedne   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

maki   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makid   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makidi   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makidnǫ  See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makim1   Form: makima. n. tree [sp.] 

makim2!   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makima   See main entry: makim1. tree [sp.] 

makimi!  See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makimini!   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makin   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makini   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makir1   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makir2   Variant: makkir; makkirɛ. Form: maka2. Form: mak-3. n. a trial, test, temptation, measurement. ligidbǤsi'a da ti 

zi ti kpǫ'nǫs makir pțțginǫ some desire for money brought us into temptation. [Asaasim] DinzugǤ di mugusya 

ye pu'apțțs wțsa ken makir ka kunsid. So it is essential that pregnant women go for examination and 

inoculation. [Immunisation-II.] O daa mi' ye on an dau la makir bǫ bǫdegț nǫ on na ti buol pu'a keŋ o yin bǫǫ 

zin'isi'a He had thought that it was the measure of manliness to call a woman to come to his house or someplace. 

[AIDS-II] bǤzugǤ kǤm la daa anǫ makkir. because the hunger was a test. [You-Heard?] O niŋ da bǫnǫ li gțllim ka 

on bǤǤd sțm si'em la ka' makkirǫ. His body was all alone and the good that he desired was immeasurable. 

[Trouble] Josef nyaŋi yi makir pțțgin Joseph is Able to Escape from Temptation. [GEN 39:1 [heading]] o da nyǫ 

makir nǫ li buudi wțsa nwǫnǫ tinamǫ nyǫt si'em la he 'has been tempted in every way, just as we are'. [HEB 4:15] 
Ka da kǫ ka ti kpǫn' makir pțțginǫ. 'And lead us not into temptation'. [MAT 6:13] SǤsimi Wina'am ye ya da kpǫn' 

maksi'a nii. Pray that you will not fall into temptation. [LUK 22:40] Ya mǫŋ nini da nyǫ maktitada nǫ zanbin 

nyalima nǫ kilima la. 'With your own eyes you saw those great trials, those miraculous signs and great wonders.'. 

[DEU 29:3] Colloc: makirin(ǫ) ‘into temptation’. M daa ... siaki di'e mugusțg linǫ daa yi Jew dim makirin na. 'I 
was severely tested by the plots of the Jews.'. [ACT 20:19] SǤ' mǫkama ya'amlǫogț pan'asid o ka o kpǫn'ǫd 

makirin. 'each one is tempted when, by his own evil desire, he is dragged away and enticed.'. [JAS 1:14] Niemi ka 

sǤsi Wina'am ka ya da kpǫn' makirinǫ.” 'Get up and pray so that you will not fall into temptation.'. [LUK 22:46] 
Colloc: nǤbir makir ‘feet (as a measurement)’. M da buug ka li paae nǤba makir pisnu ka nyaam paae gțțr. 
I waded across and it was fifty feet to the other side. [Shoeshine-Boy] Maalimi li anwana: Li wa'alim na an nǤbir 

makir kǤbisnaasi nǫ pisnu (450) ... 'This is how you are to build it: The ark is to be 450 feet long'. [GEN 6:15] 
nǤbir makir ayinne nǫ pțsțk mǫ yul zin'ikaŋa la bțțli li wțsa 'The extra 50 centimetres on each side of the 
length is to hang over the sides of the Tent to cover it.'. [EXO 26:13] dǤǤd la lțga anaasi la makir an nǤba makir 

awai 'the alcoves were six cubits square'. [EZK 40:12] Lit: measure of the four sides is nine measures. 
InvNabstr: mak1. See: damakir; mak1. 

makir3   See main entry: mak2. pilfer. 

makire   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makkidi   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makkir   See main entry: makir2. test. 

makkirǫ   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makkirɛ   See main entry: makir2. test. 
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maknǫ   See main entry: mak1. measure, try. 

makț   adj. square. Kǫl ka li kpilima abțyi' ka li an makț 'It is to be square and folded double'. [EXO 28:16] Syn: -mauk. 
See: -mauk. 

malek   See main entry: maliak1. angel. 

malek-   See main entry: maliak1. angel. 

maleka   See main entry: maliak1. angel. 

maleki   See main entry: maliak1. angel. 

maleknam   See main entry: maliak1. angel. 

maleknama   See main entry: maliak1. angel. 

mali   See main entry: malifț. gun. 

maliak1   Variant: malek; maliaki; maleki; maliaka; maleka. Form: maliaknam. Variant: maleknam; maliaknama; 

maleknama. Form: maliak-2. Variant: malek-. n. an angel. ZugsǤb maliak na maal suor 'God's Angel to Prepare 

the Way'. [EXO 23:20 [heading]] Pita dǤl o yi yiŋ ka nam pț baŋ ye maliak la niŋid si'el la anǫ amǫŋaa 'Peter 
followed him out of the prison ... but he had no idea that what the angel was doing was really happening'. [ACT 12:9] 
maliak onǫ paas ayuobț la kpa'ae o laa la niŋ Efiritis mu'atita'arin la the sixth angel poured out his bowl on 
the great river Euphrates'. [REV 16:12] maliak ... mǤr ... baans linǫ tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba ka kpi'em hali o nu'ugin 'an angel 

... having ... in his hand a great chain'. [REV 20:1] Nidib la da buonǫ m ma nǫ ye Maliaka bǤzugǤ o nan zi' zab nǫ 

sǤ'. The people called my mother 'Angel' because she had never quarrelled with anyone. [Shoeshine-Boy] Tikpiilima 

nya'a nǫ kǤnbkpiilima gbana ka ba mǤri kǫt ka Sțntaana maliaka bǫ'ǫd na'ab la mǤri ti namisid dunia kaŋa 

ni. They had roots of dead trees and skins of dead animals which they used to enable the devil to afflict us in this 

world. [Three-Problems] Note: Satan, the chief of evil angels Manoa da pț baŋ ye o anǫ ZugsǤb maliaka. 'Manoah 
did not realize that it was the angel of the Lord.'. [JDG 13:16] Daasi'erǫǫ li anǫ siig bǫǫ maliaki pian' tis o. 'perhaps 
an angel or spirit has spoken to him.'. [ACT 23:9] Bugum zin'ig la pț maalnǫ ninsaalib yǫla, amaa Sțntaana nǫ 

o maliaknam yǫla. Hell was not made for human beings but for Satan and his angels. [Trouble] bǫogț da bǤǤd 

nier la ka maliaknam tans Lot 'As soon as it was dawn, the angels urged Lot'. [GEN 19:15] sieba da maal 

maliaknam saauŋ ka pț baŋ ye ba anǫ maliaknama. 'some people have entertained angels without knowing it.'. 
[HEB 13:2] hali ka maliaknamǫ mǤr paŋ ka kpi'emi gati ba la 'even angels, although they are stronger and more 
powerful'. [2PE 2:11] o ya'a ti kena nǫ o girima nǫ o Ba' nǫ maliaksțma girima la 'when he comes in his glory 

and the glory of the Father and the holy angels. [LUK 9:26] Ka maliaktita'ar zaŋ kugir ka li zem wțț nǫtita'ar nǫ 

lǤb atǫukțn la 'Then a mighty angel picked up a boulder the size of a large millstone and threw it into the sea'. [REV 

18:21] Tikpiilima nya'a nǫ kǤnbkpiilima gbana ka ba mǤri kǫt ka suntaana maliaka bǫ'ǫd na'ab la mǤri ti 

namisid dunia kaŋa ni. They used the roots of dead trees and the skins of dead animals to enable Satan the king 

of the evil angels to afflict us in this world. [Three-Problems] Colloc: Kum Maliak Gaadțg ‘Passover [in the Bible]’. 
li anǫ Kum Maliak Gaadțg malțŋ 'It is the Passover Festival'. [EXO 12:11] Li da kpǫlimnǫ daba ayi' nǫ Kum 

Maliak Gaadțg malțŋ dabisir la 'the Passover and the Feast of Unleavened Bread were only two days away'. 

[MRK 14:1] From: < (Ha.) < (Ar.) < (Heb.) Note: mala'ika < ك:
 Note: mal'aak מלאך > :Note: al malaak Note ا�

maliak-2   See main entry: maliak1. angel. 

maliaka   See main entry: maliak1. angel. 

maliaki   See main entry: maliak1. angel. 

maliaknam   See main entry: maliak1. angel. 

maliaknama   See main entry: maliak1. angel. 

malifɔ   See main entry: malifț. gun. 

malifo   See main entry: malifț. gun. 

malifț   Variant: malifɔ; malifo. Form: mali. n. a gun. On da ti'ebid ye nwǫ' o nǫ malifț ... As he got ready to shoot him 

with a gun ... [Jealousy] tǤn'Ǥs la daa siak ka duoe nǫ o malifț n wa'ae pǤǤgțn la. the hunter agreed and got up 
with his gun and went to the farm. [You-Heard?] Nimo da yi o dǤǤgin na ka o malifț ya'ae o biankimpiiung zug 
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Nimo came out of his room with his gun hanging on his shoulder. [Trouble] From: (Ar.)  3\��\3\ا��  Note: 

madaafi‛ 'cannons, artillery', pl. of midfa‛ 

maligim   Variant: malim1; malin; maligin. v. to increase, repeat, do again. Note: semantically auxiliary verb, always in a serial 

construction with another verb Ba daa maligim mǤr sumalisim bǫdegț They were even more delighted. [AIDS-II] Ba 

ya'a yis kpaam ka burima la kpǫlim ba zaŋidi li nǫ bas zak ka li maligim paam paŋ. When they have 

extracted the oil and the sludge is left, they use it to put on the courtyard to make it much stronger. [Trees] o 

maligim tansid agǤla gǤla 'he shouted even more loudly'. [LUK 18:39] O da maligim mǫ' ba'a maalțg zin'ibanǫ 

ka o saam Na'ab Hezekia da san'am bas la. 'He rebuilt the pagan places of worship that his father Hezekiah had 
destroyed.'. [2CH 33:3] ba maligim kpa'adnǫ Wina'am Biig la kum dapuudir zug 'they are crucifying the Son of 

God all over again. [HEB 6:6] Daakan la Ayaab pu'a Akpǫlimya daa kaasnǫ maligin kaas That day Ayaab's wife 
Akpelimya cried and cried again. [AIDS-II] Dau la sțm la da gțdigimnǫ ka m maligin tțm hali. The man's 
kindness stirred me up and I worked all the harder. [Shoeshine-Boy] o ... kț maligin kǫ ka ti sadigǫ. 'he keeps our 
feet from stumbling'. [PSA 66:9] Ka tinamǫ yǫl si'el la maligin nie nyain 'And what we have said is even more 

clear'. [HEB 7:15] Amaa o lǫm maligin tǫn'ǫs ka ye o bu'osi gǤs. But he thought again and decided to try asking. 

[Trouble] Kief malim n taae kikan'ar The grain goes on to cover the stalk. [Asaasim Proverb] Amaa o lǫm malin 

tǫn'ǫs ka ye o bu'osi gǤs. But he thought about it again and decided to ask and find out. [Trouble] 

maligin   See main entry: maligim. increase. 

malim1   See main entry: maligim. increase. 

malim-2   See main entry: malțŋ. practice, sacrifice, festival. 

malima   See main entry: malțŋ. practice, sacrifice, festival. 

malimaa   See main entry: malțŋ. practice, sacrifice, festival. 

malin   See main entry: maligim. increase. 

malis   Variant: malisi; malisa1; malisaa. Form: malisnǫ. Form: malisin. Variant: malisinǫ; malisinǫǫ; malisine; 

malisini. v. 1 • to please, be sweet, pleasant. tțțmsțma linǫ na kǫ ka ti vț'țm bǫllim malis nǫ taaba good deeds 
which will let our life together be pleasant. [Breastfeeding] Li da malis o hali ka mǫ malis o pu'a la ... ka o dțg 

zǫnmalisiŋ hali ka on nǫ o sid la di He was very pleased, and his wife was also pleased ... and she cooked a very 

tasty soup and she and her husband ate it. [Jealousy] Bugum kanǫ ka o da nyu'oe la nyǤ'Ǥs da zǤǤndi dǤlis tiis la 

ka o gǤsid ka li malis o. The smoke of fire he had kindled swirled among the trees and he was pleased to see it. 

[Trouble] Pu'agǤǤndir nǤǤr tun'e malis wțț siind nǫ, bǫǫ bțki gat kpaam 'the lips of an adulteress drip honey, 
and her speech is smoother than oil'. [PRO 5:3] Nǫǫsim malis, li an sțm nǫ fțn na vțe ka fț nini na nyǫt winnig. 
'Light is sweet, and it pleases the eyes to see the sun.'. [ECC 11:7] ya gaafara, ka mam sa lǫbnǫ ka m ma ningbiŋ 

sa pț malisa lin ka m sa pț nyaŋi kena la. I'm sorry, I went back yesterday and my mother wasn't well, which 
is why I couldn't come yesterday. [Akelsa] Ba pț gban'ad siinsi kpǫn'ǫsid yǤkțn ye ba siind malisa. They don't 
grab bees and put them in a hole just because their honey is sweet. [Proverb 090] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ ... bǤǤd ye o vțe yuug ka 

o bǫllim na malisa? 'Whoever ... desires to see many good days'. [PSA 34:12] Man onǫ aan fț tțmtțm la na lǫn 

nyaŋi baŋ diib bǫǫ bțnnuuda banǫ malisaa? Can I, your servant, any longer tell if food or drink taste good? [2SA 

19:35] Ka mǫ maal dikanǫ malisi mǤri kena tis o saam la. 'He too prepared some tasty food and brought it to his 
father.'. [GEN 27:31] SǤlima la, linǫ yț'țri an ye 'Ananse Pu'adiir' yǫla la da malisnǫ hali The story called 

'Spider's Wedding' was very enjoyable. [Shoeshine-Boy] Pian'asțma malisnǫ nwǫnǫ siind 'Kind words are like 
honey'. [PRO 16:24] Ku'omi'isirin la pțnsig ku'osi'a buudi la pț malisin oo. The stagnant swamp was a sort of 
water that she didn't like. [Trouble] M ya'a na nyaŋi nyu'on bugum li naan malisinim pamm. If I could only light 
a fire I would be very happy. [Fire] Ka li nyuugi naan malisin la, li na nyuusid pǤn'Ǥsțg 'Instead of fragrance 

there will be a stench'. [ISA 3:24] Colloc: malis X sțnf, X sțnf malis ‘to please X, X is pleased’. Nidib wțsa mǤr 

yǤlisim ka ba la'as taaba wa'a dǤlis suoya bigis bțndinǫ pț malisi ba sțnyaa. 'freedom of assembly including 
the right to take part in processions and demonstrations' to protest against what they object to. [Constitution] Ka on 

nyǫ ka li malis Jew dim sțnya la, ka o kǫ ka ba gban'e Pita mǫn. 'and, when he saw that the Jews approved, 

proceeded to arrest Peter also.'. [ACT 12:3] M sțnf malisnǫ fțn maal si'em la. I'm very pleased with what you have 
done. [Trouble] ka kǫ ka fț sțnf malis nǫ o nu'ug tțțma 'and be pleased with the work of his hands'. [DEU 33:11] 
m ya'a Ǥnbin nwa', ZugsǤb la sțnf naan malisinǫǫ? 'Would the Lord have been pleased if I had eaten the sin 
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offering today? [LEV 10:19] Colloc: X nǤǤr1 malis ‘1) [metaphorically] X speaks well, persuasively : 2) 

[idiomatically] X is greedy’. Biig la nǤǤr da malisi hali ka sǤ' kae na tun'e ki'is on yǫl si'ela. The boy spoke so 
well that nobody could deny what he said. [1) Shoeshine-Boy] Ba anǫ baas banǫ ka ba nǤya malis hali 'They are 
dogs with mighty appetites'. [2) ISA 57:11] Nabstr: malisim. 
2 • to be well. Ka bu'os o ye, “Li malisaa?” '“Is everything all right?” he asked.'. [2KI 5:21] See: malisim; -malisiŋ. 

malisa1   See main entry: malis. sweet [be], well [be]. 

-malisa2   See main entry: -malisiŋ. sweet. 

malisaa   See main entry: malis. sweet [be], well [be]. 

malisi   See main entry: malis. sweet [be], well [be]. 

malisim   Variant: malisimi. n. sweetness, pleasure. Da tam ye ti vțm malisim yiti tiisin naa, tiis ya'a kae, vțm kae. 
Don't forget that our pleasant life depends on trees: if there are no trees, there is no life. [Trees] Atiig daa kpǫn 

sǤnsțg dǤǤgțn la nyǫ ka mankǫǫnsi la pa'ae kabǤt la zug ka li niŋ o malisim pamm. Atiig went into the 

parlour and saw the matches on top of the cupboard, and was delighted. [Fire] Si'el kae na tisim malisim gaad 

man wțm ye m biis la dǤl yǫlsida laa. 'Nothing makes me happier than to hear that my children live in the truth.'. 

[3JN 1:4] ba lǫm pian'ad o nǤŋgban malisim ma'aa 'But then they would flatter him with their mouths'. [PSA 78:36] 
Colloc: di1 malisim ‘enjoy’. Mam na tisi ya zin'isțŋ kpǫla ka ya di malisim teŋin la. 'you will enjoy the fat of 
the land'. [GEN 45:18] Mam pț di malisimi li nii. 'I find no pleasure in them'. [ECC 12:1] Colloc: niŋ1 X malisim ‘to 

please X’. li niŋ o malisim ka o gaŋ mam m saam biisin la diis Israel wțsa na'ab. 'from my father's sons he 
was pleased to make me king over all Israel.'. [1CH 28:4] On da paae nyǫ Wina'am niŋi ba yǫlsțm si'em la, li da 

niŋ o malisim hali. 'When he arrived and saw the evidence of the grace of God, he was glad'. [ACT 11:23] 
InvNabstr: malis. See: malis; sumalisim. 

malisimi  See main entry: malisim. pleasure. 

malisin   See main entry: malis. sweet [be], well [be]. 

malisinǫ   See main entry: malis. sweet [be], well [be]. 

malisine   See main entry: malis. sweet [be], well [be]. 

malisinǫǫ   See main entry: malis. sweet [be], well [be]. 

malisini   See main entry: malis. sweet [be], well [be]. 

-malisiŋ   Variant: -malisțg [N]; -malisiŋǫ; -malisiŋe; malisiŋi. Form: -malisa2. adj. sweet. Li da malis o hali ka mǫ 

malis o pu'a la ... ka o dțg zǫnmalisiŋ hali ka on nǫ o sid la di He was very pleased, and his wife was also 
pleased ... and she cooked a very tasty soup and she and her husband ate it. [Jealousy] m zilim la yț'țm yțțm 

malisiŋ my tongue sings a sweet song. [PSA 45:1] Ka yț'țn nǤk dimalisiŋ nǫ bodobodo la tis Jakob. 'Then she 

handed to her son Jacob the tasty food and the bread'. [GEN 27:17] O da kǫnǫ ka m da bțmmalisa la li yim bǫogțn 

la lǫbisi tis biig la. He made me buy sweets the next day to repay the boy. [Trouble] ba ... nyǫt bțmmalisa dit 
'they ... enjoy rich fare'. [HAB 1:16] lǫmim tiis la walmalisa linǫ bǫǫ ani la. 'taste its choice fruits'. [SNG 4:16] ba ...  

maal sțnsa'aŋ Kir Harosef teŋ dimalisa la yǫla 'They will all weep when they remember the fine food they used 

to eat in the city of Kir Heres.'. [ISA 16:7] Colloc: damalisiŋ ‘sweet wine’. SǤ' wțsa tisidnǫ damalisiŋ di'ema 

pin'ilțgțn, ka ba ya'a ti nuu tig la ka ba yț'țn tisid danbǫ'ǫd. Amaa fțn kpiank nǫ damalisiŋ la, hali ti paae 

nannanna. 'Everyone else serves the best wine first, and the poorer only when the guests have drunk freely; but 
you have kept the best wine till now.'. [JHN 2:10] Colloc: zumalisiŋ ‘good luck’. M zumalisiŋ anǫ ye o da tisimnǫ 

o ta'ada ye m duusi tis o. My good luck was that he gave me his shoes to shine. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: nǤmalisiŋ, 

nǤŋgbanmalisiŋ, antu'a malisiŋ ‘flattering, deceptive 'sweet-talk'’. Ba ma'ad nimbanǫ pțtǫnda pț kpi'em la 

pian'ad nǫ nǤmalisiŋ. 'By smooth talk and flattery they deceive the minds of naive people.'. [ROM 16:18] nwǫ'ǫd 

nyǤ'Ǥg hali, ka pian'ad nǫ nǤŋgban malisiŋ ye ba nyǫ ban bǤǤd si'el 'they boast about themselves and flatter 

others for their own advantage'. [JUD 1:16] Pu'a la daa pan'as o nǫ nǤŋgban malisiŋ, ka zaŋ antu'a malisiŋi 

gban'e o. 'With persuasive words she led him astray; she seduced him with her smooth talk.'. [PRO 7:21] 
Nabstr: malisim; Cpart: -tǤǤg ‘bitter’. ba buon bțmmalisiŋ ye bțntǤǤg 'You make what is bitter sweet'. [ISA 5:20] 
See: kțkǤmalisiŋ; malis; zumalisiŋ. 
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-malisiŋǫ   See main entry: -malisiŋ. sweet. 

-malisiŋe   See main entry: -malisiŋ. sweet. 

malisiŋi   See main entry: -malisiŋ. sweet. 

malisnǫ   See main entry: malis. sweet [be], well [be]. 

-malisțg [N]  See main entry: -malisiŋ. sweet. 

malțŋ   Variant: malțŋț. Form: malima. Variant: malimaa. Form: malim-2. n.pl. 1 • a practice, custom, way of behaving. 
Kțțr malțŋ ya'a bǫ manǫ an zǫnkpǫŋ. When there is a traditional funeral, I am the most important soup. [Trees] 
Ba tita'am da tǫn'ǫs ye o na gu'us ka dabpisnaasi kukuma malțŋ la gaad Most of them thought that he would 
wait until the forty days of traditional mourning were over. [Trouble] Li da anǫ Midian dim buudi la malțŋ ye ba 

ga'ad sanlima tțblǫma 'It was the custom of the Ishmaelites to wear gold earrings.'. [JDG 8:24] Man gilig ka gǤs 

zin'ibanǫ ka ya pț'țsid la, m nyǫǫ ya pț'țsim malțŋ zin'ig 'as I walked through your city and looked at the 

places where you worship, I found an altar'. [ACT 17:234] David da yǫl nǤǤrǫ digil, ka li an malțŋț tis Israel hali 

ti paae zina. 'David made this a rule, and it has been followed in Israel ever since.'. [1SA 30:25] Buudi malima 

banǫ an sțm la na la'as nǫ teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la. 'Appropriate customary values should be integrated into the 
fabric of national life.'. [Constitution] On maal pu'adiir malima naae ka sțl la, o mǤr o nǫ kul o teŋin. When he 

had completed the marriage customs and paid the dowry, he took her home to his village. [Wonderwoman] Ba 

pa'annǫ malima banǫ pț dǤlli ti wadaa. 'They are teaching customs that are against our law'. [ACT 16:2.a] Dimi fț 

bier pu'a la, ka maal pțkǤndiir malima nwǫnǫ lin nar si'em 'Lie with your brother's wife and fulfil your duty to 
her as a brother-in-law'. [GEN 38:8] Lit: perform the widowhood customs. Ba saamnam malimaa? Their ancestors' 

customs? [Trouble] fț pa'al Jew dim wțsa ... ye ba ... da kpǫn'ǫsi ba biis baŋț bǫǫ dǤl Jew dim malimaa. 'you 
teach all the Jews ... not to circumcise their children or live according to our customs.'. [ACT 21:21] teŋkțdimin 

malimbanǫ ka' sț'țm la ka ba kadi li bas old local customs which are not good they should get rid of. 
[Constitution] Tinamǫ an Room nidib la ti kț siaki dǤl malimbamaa. 'we are Roman citizens, and we cannot 

accept these customs or practise them.'. [ACT 16:21.b] Ba da pț siak ye ba kǫlis baa bi'elaa, amaa ka kpǫn ken 

tuon nǫ ba malimkțda la. 'But those people would not listen, and they continued to follow their old customs.'. 

[2KI 17:40] Colloc: malțŋ kanǫ an zanbin1 ‘a sacrament, symbolic ceremony’. Wina'am ku'om sțțb la anǫ 

malțŋ kanǫ an zanbin ka mǤr nidi la'asid o karimbitaaba ni baptism is a symbolic ceremony which brings a 
person together with his or her fellow Christians. [Bible-Study] 
2 • a sacrifice. Kristo malțŋ linǫ yis tțțmbǫ'ǫd la yǫla The sacrifice of Christ which Takes Away Sins. [HEB 9:23 

[heading]] Ka onǫ wțsa maal malțŋț tis ba'ar bǫǫ win ka ya'a ka'anǫ ZugsǤb ma'aanǫ, yanam san'am ninkan 

sǤb. 'Whoever sacrifices to any god other than the Lord must be destroyed.'. [EXO 22:20] winkǤ'Ǥr baba wțț kǫref 

anaasi la ka ba maal malima in the afternoon around four o’clock they perform the sacrifices. [Asaasim] NǤkim 

bțnkǤnbid banǫ an nyain ka ba mǤri maan malima la ayǤpǤi-pǤi 'Take with you seven pairs of each kind of 
ritually clean animal'. [GEN 7:2] Lit: clean and they use to sacrifice. Fț pț bǤǤd bțnkǤnbid nǫ zțțd malimaa 'You 
do not want sacrifices and offerings'. [HEB 10:5] Colloc: maluŋ bimbim(a) ‘(sacrificial) altar/s’. Note: in the Bible m 

na san'am Betel teŋ malțŋ bimbima la 'I will destroy the altars of Bethel'. [AMO 3:15] Colloc: malțŋ kpaam 
‘anointing oil [in Bible]’; Sim: kpasǤǤndim, tudaar1, maan. 
3 • a festival (in the Bible), celebration. BǤzugǤ ti na keŋ maal di'ema malțŋț tis ZugsǤb la. 'because we are to 

celebrate a festival to the Lord'. [EXO 10:9] Ba da zaŋ o pu'a la tis onǫ da aan o zua o pu'a diir malțŋțn la. 'his 
wife was given to the man that had been his best man at the wedding'. [JDG 14:20] Lit: his friend at the marriage 

celebration. Colloc: Bakuainam Malțŋ ‘Feast of Weeks (Jewish ~ in the Old Testament)’. ya yț'țn maal 

Bakuainam Malțŋț tisi ya ZugsǤb Wina'am la 'Then celebrate the Feast of Weeks to the Lord'. [DEU 16:10] 
Colloc: Kum Maliak Gaadțg ‘Passover [in the Bible]’. Li da kpǫlimnǫ daba ayi' nǫ Kum Maliak Gaadțg malțŋ 

dabisir la 'the Passover and the Feast of Unleavened Bread were only two days away'. [MRK 14:1] Colloc: Sțga 

Gbǫǫnb Malțŋ ‘Festival of Booths/Shelters [in the Bible]’. Ka maali ya Sțga Gbǫǫnb Malțŋ saŋa kanǫ ka ya 

buni ya sapal zțțd la. 'keep the Festival of Shelters in the autumn when you gather your fruit'. [EXO 34:22] 
See: maal. 

malțŋț   See main entry: malțŋ. practice, sacrifice, festival. 

mam1   Variant: man1; manǫ1. pn. I who ... , as/when I ... [first person relative/subordinate pronoun ]. ya gaafara, ka 
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mam sa lǫbnǫ ka m ma ningbiŋ sa pț malisa lin ka m sa pț nyaŋi kena la. I'm sorry, when I went back 

yesterday my mother wasn't well, which is why I couldn't come yesterday. [Akelsa] Ka Atine lǫbis o ye, mam bǫ 

kpǫ' la man tțțm anǫ dap dǤllim. And Atine answered him "While I am here my work is following men." 

[AIDS-Azuur] M du'adib mǫ da ... tisidim mam bǤǤd si'el wțsa. My parents also gave me everything I wanted. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] SǤ' wțsa mi' mam mǤr nyǤǤd si'em. Everyone knows how useful I am. [Trees] Pian'abama nwa' 

aan m pian'țk ka m daa pian' tisi ya mam daa nam bǫ nǫ ya la 'This is what I told you while I was still with 
you'. [LUK 24:44] yanam ... na ka siak o ... nwǫnǫ mam zi'el nǤǤri tisi ya si'em zina la 'you ... will turn ... obey 
his commands that I am giving you today'. [DEU 30:2] o tiaki tțm nǫ on mi' si'el ka ka' mam ZugsǤb la pa'al o ye 

o niŋ si'em laa. he has changed and does what he thinks and not what I the Lord show him that he should do. [1SA 

15:11] mam mǤr susan'aŋ nǫ man wțm nwa' la. I was sad when I heard that. [AIDS-II] man daa di'e ba 

gbauŋkanǫ bigisid man na yǤ si'em la I received their bill. [Electricity] Lit: paper which showed what I should pay. 
Sim: m1 ‘[subject]’; ma1 ‘me [object]’; -m2 ‘[object suffix]’; fțn1 ‘[2nd. person]’; ban1 ‘[3rd.person pl.]’. 

mam2   Variant: man2; manǫ2; manǫǫ; mana; mammɛ; mamnɛ. pn. I, me, my [1st. person animate plural emphatic]. 
DizugǤ da yǫl ye "BǤ ka Abțnkțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam pț mǤra?" So don't say "Why has Mr. Oldman got 
something that I haven't got?" [Asaasim] Nǫ'ǫŋa pa'al ye mam pțn anǫ na'ab, amaa mam bǤǤd ye sǤ' wțsa siak 

ye manǫ an ba na'ab tiis wțsa sțțgin. This shows that I am already a chief, but I want everyone to agree that I 

am their chief among all the trees. [Trees] mam Asumbul, kpaad ka'a paae mam. I, Mr. Spider – there is no 
farmer as good as me. [Wonderwoman] Man ti ye m lǫb yțțm anwana win na la, ka fț pu'a Sara mǤr biribiŋ. 
'About this time next year I shall come back to you, and your wife Sarah will have a son'. [GEN 18:10] faangid kae 

zin'isi'a asǫǫ mam ma'aa there is no saviour anywhere apart from me only. [HOS 13:4] ZugsǤb la na niŋi ya zug 

bareka, ya ba'a bǫ nǫ mam la zug. 'The Lord bless you for your concern for me. [1SA 23:21] Wina'am sțțnr 

pǫlig nǫ mam ka o aansidi m zǤra-zǤra. 'In anger God tears me limb from limb'. [JOB 16:9] man tǫn'ǫs ye li anǫ 

manǫ m kǤn'ǤkǤn I thought it was only me. [Electricity] Man kpǫǫm la pț bǤǤdi maa. My elder doesn't like me. 

[Three-Problems] M du'adib la sțnf da ma'ae nǫ nǫ ban du'a man la My relatives were pleased when I was born. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] manǫ kǫǫn ka bugum la la'aŋ I was the cause of the fire starting. [Fire] Manǫ sa keŋ kțțr la ka ka' 

Mbugire. It is I who attended the funeral yesterday, not Mbugri. [MA] Manǫ nwa', fțnǫ buolǫǫ?” 'Here I am; you 
called me.'. [1SA 3:5] Asida ka m yǫti ya ye, manǫ an pǫ'ǫs la za'anǤǤr. 'I tell you the truth, I am the gate for the 
sheep.'. [JHN 10:7] Manǫ kǫt ka ba'abțgțdibi yǫt si'el la lieb zaalim 'I frustrate false prophets and their omens'. 

[ISA 44:25] Fț mi' ye manǫ an yidaan, li nar ka fț tisim girima kanǫ nar. You know that I am the 
household-head, it is right that you give me suitable respect. [Wonderwoman] m pț baŋ ye fț buonǫ manǫ, gaafara. 
I didn't know that it was me you were calling, sorry! [Shoeshine-Boy] Fț pț siak ye m anǫ yinne nǫ m Ba' la, ka m 

Ba' la an yinne nǫ manǫǫ? 'Don't you believe that I am in the Father, and that the Father is in me?'. [JHN 14:10] 
Mana George Alalbilmadu n pț'țsidi ya wțsa. I, George Alalbilmadu, greet you all. [You-Heard?] Fț bǤǤdi fț yǫl 

ye fțn na nyaŋi gǤs man tațn biig la gaad mam? Do you want to say that you can consider my nephew more 

than me? [Trouble] Lit: original " mamm? " : MA deletes the doubled m and comments "The question mark should 

alert readers to lengthen the final consonant ". Daaryinne ka m da yi samanin na zi'e ka nyǫ biig ka o zǫm nǫ 

mam One day I went out and stood in front of the house, and saw a boy who was my size. [Shoeshine-Boy] Note: 

corrected by MA from zɛmnɛ mammɛ Sim: m1, ma ‘[neutral]’; man1 ‘[relative/dependent]’; tinam ‘[plural]’; fțn2 
‘[2nd. person]’. Li anǫ fțnǫ na mǫ' yiri tis mam ka m kpǫn'ǫ? 'Are you the one to build me a house to dwell in?'. 

[2SA 7:5] Sim: on1 ‘[3rd. person]’; ban1 ‘[3rd.person pl.]’. See: m1; ma1; mam1. 

mamis   Variant: mamisi. Form: mamisid. Variant: mamisidi. Form: mamisidnǫ. v. 1 • to compare. Nǫ'ǫŋa nwa' mamis 

nǫ pa'al saŋa kaŋa yǫla. 'This is an illustration for the present time'. [HEB 9:9] Sim: mak1. Ba ya'a makidi ba mǫŋ 

nǫ taaba ka mamisidi ba mǫŋ nǫ ba taaba, ba ka' ya'am. 'When they measure themselves by themselves and 
compare themselves with themselves, they are not wise.'. [2CO 10:12] 
2 • to suspect, guess. M mamisi nwǫnǫ daar yinne ka saa daa niid ka tiig luu diinl bugum nwiis la teŋa I 
suspect that one day it was raining and a tree fell and brought the electric wires down to earth. [Electricity] mam pa'a 

pțn mamis ye fț lamis bugum la  amaa m pa'a gu'usidnǫ ye m baŋ sida la I already suspected that you 

started the fire, but I was waiting to know definitely. [Fire] Baaba Abțgțr daa mamisidnǫ ye Atiigi na nyu'oe 

bugum la Baaba Abugur had guessed that Atiig would light a fire. [Fire] 

mamisi   See main entry: mamis. compare, suspect. 
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mamisid   See main entry: mamis. compare, suspect. 

mamisidi   See main entry: mamis. compare, suspect. 

mamisidnǫ   See main entry: mamis. compare, suspect. 

mammɛ   See main entry: mam2. 1Semp. 

mamnɛ   See main entry: mam2. 1Semp. 

man1   See main entry: mam1. I who. 

man2   See main entry: mam2. 1Semp. 

mana   See main entry: mam2. 1Semp. 

manam   See main entry: ma2. mother. 

manama   See main entry: ma2. mother. 

manamǫ   See main entry: ma2. mother. 

mandaal   Form: mandaala. n. oyster. Note: it will need to be checked exactly what this creature is: if it lives in northwern Ghana it 

is not an oyster proper, which is a salt-water creature: may be a 'mussel' or some other shellfish ... ku'omin diib nwǫnne 

zimi, mandaal ne mangaam, bam mǤri teŋin ti'ebțg tiim la bǫdegț ... food from the water such as fish, oyster 

and crab, which have plenty of iodine. [Iodine] Lit: healing medicine from the soil. Mandaala bǫnǫ ku'omin ka ba 

gban'adi ki'imi kuosid. Oysters are in water bodies and they catch them and fry them for sale. [MA] 

mandaala   See main entry: mandaal. oyster. 

manǫ1   See main entry: mam1. I who. 

manǫ2   See main entry: mam2. 1Semp. 

manɛ3   pn. I/me and ... Note: mam2 + nǫ1 are often written, incorrectly, as one word like this, rather than man nǫ Banǫ da bǫ 

zin'ikan la wțsa da baŋ manɛ Luusi sabuod la yǫla. Everyone there know about the relationship of Lucy and 

me. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: mam2; nǫ1. 

manǫka   Variant: banǫka. Form: manǫkanam. Variant: banǫkanam. n. a corn mill, grinding-mill. Note: powered by diesel 

(or sometimes now electric) motor Nannanna, nidib nyaŋi mǤr na'asaabugum la nǫǫmid ki manǫka kaŋa ni. 
Now, people can use electricity to grind grain at this cornmill. [Electricity] ya na tun'e pin'il tțțma nwǫnǫ, ki nǫǫr 

banǫka you will be able to start businesses like a grain-grinding powered-mill. [Electricity] Kpǫǫnm la daa yǫl ye 

ban mǤr bugum la paae Bțgțr na la, o nyǫ banǫkanam bǫdegț The elder said that when they brought 
electricity to Bugri he saw many grinding-mills. [Electricity] From: (Ha.) Note: niƙa - 'to grind' (? plus some 
folk-etymology of onomatopœa in nǫkanǫka) 

manǫkanam   See main entry: manǫka. corn mill. 

manǫǫ   See main entry: mam2. 1Semp. 

mangaam   Variant: maŋaam. Form: mangaama. Variant: mangaamnam; maŋgaanmnam. n. crab. ... ku'omin diib 

nwǫnne zimi, mandaal ne maŋaam, bam mǤri teŋin ti'ebțg tiim la bǫdegț ... food from the water such as 

fish, oyster and crab, which have plenty of iodine. [Iodine] Lit: healing medicine from the soil. Ya ... paae 

bǤn'faligin la kpǫn' kawǫnna la ni. O da iedi mangaamnam. Yaa went to the valley in amongst the maize. He 
was looking for crabs. [Trouble] 

mangaama   See main entry: mangaam. crab. 

mangaamnam   See main entry: mangaam. crab. 

man'ae   See main entry: ma'ae. cool[sth.] 

mankǫǫns   Variant: mankǫǫnsi; mankɛɛsi.  Note: occurs twice in a text where mankǫǫn... occurs 20x, presumably a typing error 
Variant: maŋkɛɛnsi. n. matches. Atiig saam zaŋ mankǫǫnsi nyu'oe bugum fitiri naae Atiig's father had finished 

lighting the lamp with matches. [Fire] Baaba Abțgțr daa zaŋ mankǫǫnsi la su'anǫ bǤzugǤ o daa nyǫ ka 

mankɛɛsi la nwǫ'ǫbi malis Atiig si'em la Baaba Abugur hid the matches because he could see how striking 
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matches delighted Atiig. [Fire] Colloc: nwǫ' mankyǫǫnsi ‘strike matches’. O daa yis mankǫǫnsi bielif yinne nwǫ' 

amaa ka li lǫǫ pț la'aŋǫ. He took out one match and struck it, but it didn't light. [Fire] O da tuank kikan'a niŋ ka 

nwǫ' mankǫǫnsi la nyu'oe. Maŋkɛɛnsi bugum zilim la da la'aŋ kikan'a la He crushed the cornstalks and struck 

a match. The flame from the match caught the stalks. [Trouble] Colloc: mankǫnbielif, mankǫǫns bielif ‘one single 

match’. O daa yis mankǫǫns bielif yinne nwǫ' amaa ka li lǫǫ pț la'aŋǫ. He took out one matchstick and struck 
it, but it didn't light. [Fire] O daa mi' ye mankǫnbielif la la'aŋ bugum la He knew that the one matchstick had 
started the fire. [Fire] From: (Eng.) Note: for the '-n-' cf. kamantǤǤsi 

mankǫǫnsi   See main entry: mankǫǫns. matches. 

mankɛɛsi   See main entry: mankǫǫns. matches. 

manna   n. manna. the food God provided for the Israelites to eat in the desert when they were escaping from Egypt: in 
the Bible Exodus 16:4-35. Makimi manna la kuriba yinne digili ka ya bibanǫ ti duoe na nyǫ dikanǫ ka m tisi 

ya mǤǤgin 'Take an omer of manna and keep it for the generations to come, so they can see the bread I gave you 

to eat in the desert'. [EXO 16:32] From: (Eng.) < (Heb.) Note: < מן Note: maan (explained from: הוא מן  Note: maan 

huu'  "what is it?") 

mantigan'ama   n. honeycomb. M dii m sinkpaam nǫ li mantigan'ama la 'I am eating my honey and honeycomb'. [SNG 

5:1] 
maŋaam   See main entry: mangaam. crab. 

maŋgaanmnam   See main entry: mangaam. crab. 

maŋkɛɛnsi   See main entry: mankǫǫns. matches. 

maŋǤ   See main entry: mǤŋǤ. mango. 

maŋǤnam   See main entry: mǤŋǤ. mango. 

maŋț   See main entry: mǤŋǤ. mango. 

maŋțnam   See main entry: mǤŋǤ. mango. 

mapit   n. aunt. Note: mother's junior sister Ka Yesu ma nǫ o mapit, nǫ Kleopas pu'a nǫ Mǫǫri Magdalen, zi'e kpi'e 

dapuudir la. 'Near the cross of Jesus stood his mother, his mother's sister, Mary the wife of Clopas, and Mary 
Magdalene.'. [JHN 19:25] See: ma2; pit. 

masi-2   See main entry: masiin1. machine. 

masin   See main entry: masiin1. machine. 

masinnam   See main entry: masiin1. machine. 

masiin-   See main entry: masiin1. machine. 

masiin1   Variant: masin. Form: masiinnam. Variant: masinnam. Form: masiin-. Variant: masi-2. n. a machine. Paŋ kanǫ 

na bilig masiin ka li zǤt. This power will rotate a machine so that it runs. [Electricity] Ti da'adnǫ masiinbǫda ka 

ti'ebidi li we buy big machines and lay the infrastructure. [Electricity] Lit: prepare it. Paŋ kanǫ yiti tisid bugum ka 

mǫ lǫn kǫt ka masiinnam tțm la tun'e kțțf The power which gives light and also makes machines work can kill 
you. [Electricity] From: (Eng.) 

masiinnam   See main entry: masiin1. machine. 

mat   See main entry: mad. wet sth. 

matinkǤ'Ǥn   n. tree [sp.] Res: matinkǤǤna. See: matinkǤǤna. 

matinkǤǤna   n.pl. fruit [sp.] Source: matinkǤ'Ǥn. See: matinkǤ'Ǥn. 

matti1   id. very wet, soaked. Dabiem da kpǫn' tǤn'Ǥs la nǫ ka o zi' on na niŋ si'em, ka o niŋ wțsa an matti. Fear filled 

the hunter, and he didn't know what he could do –  his whole body was soaked (with sweat). [Jealousy] ninta'am kǫ 

ka m zukțgțr wț'țg matti 'my pillow is soaked with tears. [PSA 6:6] See: mad. 

matti2   See main entry: mad. wet sth. 

-mauk   Form: -ma'ad. adj. square. Ba ye 'balǫrțg' ka fț ye 'zumauk'. They said 'ugly' and you say 'blockheaded'. [Proverb 
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241] Paalț la na anǫ mauk 'The entire portion will be a square'. [EZK 48:20] Ka o mak zak la ka li an bțmmauk 
'Then he measured the court: It was square'. [EZK 40:47] Teŋ la anǫ mauk, ka li wa'alim nǫ li yalțŋ la zem taaba. 
'The city was perfectly square, as wide as it was long.'. [REV 21:16] li an makț, ka li wa'alim an hakir ka li yalțŋ 

mǫ an hakir 'It is to be square – a span long and a span wide'. [EXO 28:16] Kțlis la wțsa da anǫ bțmma'ad 'All the 
doorways had rectangular frames'. [1KI 7:5] Tǫrekonam bțnlamma la da anǫ bțmma'ad, ka ka' bțngbilisǫ. 
'The panels of the trolleys were square, not round.'. [1KI 7:31] Syn: maku. See: makț. 

maa1   dem. the [definite article]. ti ya'a sid gban'e kuob nu'usa ayi', li kțdim kț yuugǫ ka ti lieb bțndaannam maa 
If we really take up farming enthusiastically, it won't be long before we become rich. [Asaasim] Syn: la1. Note: la1 is 
the normal Kusaal article. Mampruli-influenced dialects may occasionally use maa1 as in the example. 

maa2   id. lukewarm. Ka yis leemu bu'am Adu nu'uginǫ nwiaki li ku'om kanǫ an maa la niŋ tizǤ'Ǥmin la ka gǫndigi 

li. And he took the half orange from Adu's hand and squeezed its juice which was lukewarm, and put it into the 
powdered medicine and mixed it up. [Trouble] 

maa3   See main entry: ma1. me. 

maa4   See main entry: ma2. mother. 

maagi   Note: GILLBT Literacy poster n. soy-beans. Akudug kuod maagi ka o pu'ab mǤri maan kpalțg. Akudug farms 
soy-beans and his wife prepares seasoning from it. [MA] 

maal   Variant: maali; maalǫ; maale. Form: maalnǫ. Form: maan3. Variant: maannǫ1; maane; maanna; maannaa. 

Form: maalim!. Variant: maalimi!; maalimǫ; maalime. Form: maaliminǫ. Form: maalin. Form: maalțg. 

Variant: maalug; maalțgǤ; maalugo; maalțgț. Form: maal ya4. v. 1 • to make, repair, fix (up) [Am.] (covers both 

senses). Wina'am maal si'el mǫkama; bțnnyǫta nǫ bțm banǫ ka ti pț nyǫtta. God made everything, the visible 
and invisible. [MA] Nu'usi sanb ka ba yiis yinne maal gǤbțg. There are many hands so they choose one to make 
it the left. [Proverb 257] Banki tita'ar kanǫ buon ye Gaana banki la ma'aa mǤr suor ka o na tun'e maal Gaana 

ligidi. 'The Bank of Ghana shall be the Central Bank of Ghana and shall be the only authority to issue the currency 

of Ghana.'. [Constitution] Ba da lǫm maal zi'esa linǫ ba'a daad banǫ gu'ud fubanǫ gilig zak la They also made 
'the bases for the surrounding courtyard'. [EXO 38:31] Lit: the stands which secure the uprights ('sticks') which 
secure the cloths which .... Dinzug nǤkim tikanǫ daugț kpi'emi maal anrintita'ar. 'So make yourself an ark of 

cypress wood'. [GEN 6:14] Lit: take a tree with strong wood and make a big boat. O da maalnǫ dau nǫ pu'a, ka niŋi 

ba bareka ka buoli ba ye ninsaalib. 'He created them male and female, blessed them, and named them 
“Humanity”.'. [GEN 5:2] PǤmpi ya'a san'am, banǫ ǫǫnti la'as ligidi ka banǫ maan pǤmpinam la kena maal. If 
the pump breaks down, they collect money and the pump-repairers come and fix it. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ba anǫ tibanǫ 

ka ba nwiasidi ba wala maan daam. They are trees of which they crush the fruits and make liquor. [GEN 9:20 

[footnote]] Si'el wțsa ya'a maannaa li sțm ka li dǤl zi'ela la suor. '(The constitution) ... Everything done in the 
country must be consistent with it.'. [Constitution] o kǤ'Ǥm zabid ka o yǫl o pu'a la ye o maalim diibi tis o he was 
hungry, and asked his wife to make some food for him. [You-Heard?] Maalim wina banǫ na gaadi ti tuonnǫ tisi ti. 
'Make us gods who will go before us.'. [ACT 7:40] Maalimi li anwana: Li wa'alim na an nǤbir makir kǤbisnaasi 

nǫ pisnu (450) ... 'This is how you are to build it: The ark is to be 450 feet long'. [GEN 6:15] Li san'am gaad ka lǫn 

ka' maalțgǤ. It's already gone wrong, and there's no fixing it. [Trouble] Colloc: maal diib [&c.] ‘prepare, make 'fix' 
food [&c.]’.  li daarin la mǫn Agaug mǫŋ daa kena ye o kǤ' kawǫnna lǫb kuyin na ka ba maal diib. but on the 
day Mr.Crow himself comes to harvest maize and come back to the funeral house for them to prepare food. 
[Asaasim] Baŋim ye dikanǫ ka fț maal ye fț tis biig la na an dikanǫ an bțgțsiga Be careful that the food you 

prepare to give your baby is soft. [Breastfeeding] Abraham yǫl o (Sara) ye o duom tǤ'ǤtǤ ... maal bodobodo, ka 

gaadi keŋ niigi la ni gaŋ na'apǤlsțŋ ka yǫl o dasaŋ ye o kțțm maal. Quick,” he (Abraham) said (to Sarah), 
“... bake some bread.” Then he ran to the herd and selected a choice, tender calf and gave it to a servant, who 

hurried to prepare it. [GEN 18:6-7] Colloc: maal vuud ‘make a noise’. Ka ba ya'a maal vuudǫ baas na daami ba. 
And if they make a noise the dogs will trouble them. [Asaasim] Colloc: maal tțkpiidțg ‘make a commotion’. 
nimbanǫ maan tțkpiidțg ka aan m ba'akae dim la 'the noisy crowd of common people'. [ISA 5:14] Colloc: maal 

baregaŋ. Li ka' suor ye sǤ' maal o tiraan barigaŋ on an pu'a la bǫǫ dau ... yǫlaa. A person shall not be 
discriminated against on grounds of his gender'. [Constitution] Colloc: maal sumalisim ‘rejoice’. Ka ba pin'ili 

maan sumalisim. 'So they began to celebrate.'. [LUK 15:24] Colloc: maal nǤǤr1 yinne ‘agree together, be united’. 
Agbambil daa sa'al dap nǫ pu'ab la ye ba maalim nǤǤr yinne Agbambil advised the men and the women to be 
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united. [Wealth-Is-Power] Colloc: teŋ1 maalțg ‘development [in Constitution]’. Nidib la na la'an tțm teŋ maalțg 

tțțma la anǫ linǫ ka GǤmma kpǫmisid nidib ye ba tțm. 'Communal labour for development is encouraged and 
recognised as a vital public service and duty.'. [Constitution] D.C la pian' ban na gban'e si'em zaŋi ken teŋ 

maalțgin. 'He shall co-ordinate and ensure the smooth implementation of the Assembly's Legislative programme 
as well as consult from time to time with the District Chief Executive.'. [Constitution] Lit: as the D.C. says that they 

should decide about local development. Cpart: san'am. Wina'am ya'a lǫǫ tis o ya'am ka o mi' linǫ na maalif nǫ 

linǫ na san'amifǤ, lin an sțm gat la'ad. If God gives him wisdom to know what will set you up and what will 
tear you down, that is better than wealth. [Billygoat] 
2 • to do (an activity). Kpǫmisim onǫ wțsa diisid biig ka ba mǫ maal ala Encourage everyone who feeds a baby 

to do the same. [Breastfeeding] maalim fțn bǤǤd si'el do whatever you want. [Asaasim] suoya bǤ ka fț na nyaŋi 

maal n gu'u yǫlbama? what was can you act to avoid these problems? [Iodine] Alazug ka m tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka fț 

maal sțm ka kena la. And so I sent for you at once, and you have been good enough to come. [ACT 10:33] fț kț 

maali ti bǫ'ǫdǫ nwǫnǫ tinamǫ daa pț maalif bǫ'ǫd si'em la asǫǫ sț'țm ma'aa 'you will do us no harm, just as 
we did not molest you but always treated you well'. [GEN 26:29] Maaliminǫ ala nǫ ya vain nǫ olif tiis pǤǤd la. 'Do 
the same with your vineyard and your olive grove.'. [EXO 23:11] Da basi tțțm sțma maalțgǤ 'Do not forget to do 
good'. [HEB 13:16] Colloc: maal X siaa ‘to mock, insult, abuse X’. m zuanam maannim siaa 'My friends scorn me'. 

[JOB 16:20] 
3 • to clean sth. Yalim anǫ onǫ zii o mǫŋ maalțgǤ bǫǫ pț tun'e maali o zin'isigin ka li an nyainnǫ. A slob is 

someone who can't look after himself or keep his residence clean. [Asaasim] li maal o niŋgbiŋ wțsa ka li an nyain. 
'his whole body is clean'. [JHN 13:10] Lit: it purifies his whole body and it is clean. Colloc: maal X nyain ‘make X 

ritually pure, consecrate, purify [in Bible]’. Maalimi ya mǫŋ nyain 'Purify yourselves'. [JOS 3:5] 
4 • to settle sth. Dau la ... paae yǫli Apțsiakid on keŋ la ye yǫl la maal ya. The man ... arrived and said to 

Apusaiakid that as he had gone, the matter had resolved itself. [Billygoat] A-vǫǫns yǫla ka maal yǫla zaŋi ken 

kibaya labaya ni. 'the investigation. mediation and settlement of complaints made against or by the Press and 
other mass media;'. [Constitution] Anina ka di kpǫn nwǫnǫ Adu yǫla la maalțgț la nǫ. It seemed that right there 
Adu's problems were solved. [Trouble] 
5 • to perform a custom, formal activity. Kțdțmin la, fț ba' ya'a da kpi ka kțțr la ti ... maali naae la ... In the 

old days, if your father died and the funeral's celebration was finished ... [Asaasim] Ba mǫ ya'a maan kțțrǫ, ba 

nwaadi man willi sǫǫd yituon If they are performing a funeral, they cut a branch of mine and plant it in front of 
the house. [Trees] o kțțr maalțg daar bǫǫ kțțr la naar daar nya'aŋ la on or after the day of his funeral. [Asaasim] 
6 • to tend/worship a deity, sacrifice. o  kțțr maalțg daar bǫǫ kțțr la naar daar nya'aŋ la ...ba maal malima 

la ka kaae onǫ kpi la dabǤǤg nǤǤr ata'anga. On the day of his funeral, or the very last day of the funeral ... they 
perform the sacrifices and walk around the dead person’s house three times. [Asaasim] NǤkim bțnkǤnbid banǫ an 

nyain ka ba mǤri maan malima la ayǤpǤi-pǤi 'Take with you seven pairs of each kind of ritually clean animal'. 
[GEN 7:2] Lit: clean and they use to sacrifice. Fț ya'a maannǫ piinkanǫ anǫ bareka pț'țsțg maan 'When you 

sacrifice a thank offering to the Lord'. [LEV 22:29] Maalimi taaba la'asțg maana 'Sacrifice fellowship offerings'. 

[DEU 27:7] Colloc: maal ba'ar ‘1) [literally] make a shrine/idol : 2) [idiomatically] make offerings to shrine’. Ba 

fǫndigi yi man zi'el nǤǤr si'em tisi ba la ni tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka maal ba'ari tisi ba mǫŋ. 'They have turned away quickly 
from what I commanded them and have made a cast idol for themselves.'. [1) DEU 9:12] Banǫ maan bada la wțsa 

na di nyan 'Those who make idols will all be ashamed'. [1) ISA 45:16] o maal ba'akanǫ na zi'en sț'țŋa ka kț lii 
'to make an image that won't fall down'. [1) ISA 40:20] o di'e maal ba'ar ka kǫ ka saa ni he should receive it and 
offer to the shrine so that it would rain. [2) Asaasim] Na'ab ye m mǤr nua na tif ka fț die maal ba'ar the chief said 
that I should bring this fowl to you so you get it and offer to the shrine. [2) Asaasim] o die maal ba'ar ka kǫ ka saa 

ni he should receive it and offer to the shrine so that it would rain. [Asaasim] Na'ab ye m mǤr nua na tif ka fț die 

maal ba'ar the chief said that I should bring this fowl to you so you get it and offer to the shrine. [Asaasim] ZugsǤb 

la kis bada maalțg 'the Lord hates idolatry.'. [DEU 25:15] Sa'alțgț zaŋi ken bada maalțgin Advice About 
Idolatry. [DEU 12:28 [heading]] Bada maalțgț kǫ ka yǫltǤǤd paae ba si'em 'Disaster Because of Idolatry'. [JER 44:1 

[heading]] 
7 • to flourish, produce, do well (crops do). kǫl ka ti kua pǤǤg m bțt kawǫnna, ka li ya'a ti maali ti na nyǫ di 
let's make a farm and sow maize, and if it does well we will get it. [Asaasim] Tulim naada la ka ya'a ka' alaa li kț 

maal sț'țŋa. Do the final weeding of the early millet (farm) or else it wouldn’t produce well. [MA] Yțțm sțma 

ayǤpǤi la saŋa zțțd da maal sț'țŋa. 'During the seven years of plenty the land produced abundant crops'. [GEN 
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41:47] 
8 • to happen. Li maal nǫ nwǫnnǫ nyalțŋ nǫ; hali ka baa nǤbil pț kpǫlim. It was like a miracle; so that not even 

a single chick was left. [You-Hear?] Nimo da ... fǤnnǫ ki' ka Adu bu'os o dinǫ maal. Nimo ... was absolutely silent 
and Adu asked what was the matter. [Trouble] Si'eli maal bǫǫ? Has something happened? [Electricity] Ba daa yi ka zi' 

bțn dinǫ na lǫdigi maal biig la. They came out and didn't know what would happen to their child next. [Electricity] 
M biilimin tțțma la kpǫn kennǫ m pțtǫn'ǫrin nǫ na wțț li sa maalnǫ su'os nǫ. What I did in my youth still 
comes to mind as if it happened yesterday. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lin anǫ bțn kanǫ na maan ka mǫ na gaad. It is 
something that happens, and will pass away. [Breastfeeding] Daar yinne ka o keŋ sian'ar sțțg bǤzugǤ 

bțnzilinzi'id maan ani. One day he went to the middle of the wilderness because something strange was 
happening there. [Wonderwoman] Ba sǤ'ǤsǤ daa pț keŋe ba saam dǤǤgțnǫ, dinzugǤ ba daa zi' linǫ maanna. 
None of them had gone to their father's room, so they didn't know what was happening. [Fire] o yirid nǫ giligid ka 

zi' linǫ maanna. 'She ... wanders off, and does not realize what is happening'. [PRO 5:6] zin'ig la pa'a dammidnǫ, 

amaa man zi' dinǫ maalǫ there was 'a great commotion, but I did not know what had happened'. [2SA 18:29] Li sa 

ni yț'țŋ nǫ wțț saŋgbauŋ la pulignǫ... Li kțlin anǫ ye li lus dinǫ maalin la. It rained last night as if the sky 
was perforated ... It could have concealed what might have happened. [Trouble] Nǫ'ǫŋa ya'a aannǫ linǫ ka'an sțm 

bǫǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd si'a ka o maalin, m naan mǤdigin ka kǫlisi ya pian'ad la. 'If it had been a question of crime or 

grave misdemeanour, I should ... have given you ... a patient hearing'. [ACT 18:14] M ya'a pț maalinǫ m nǤnaar nǫ 

nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ, alazug m naanǫ zan'as Jakob yaas 'If I have not established my covenant with day and night 
... then I will reject the descendants of Jacob'. [JER 33:25-26] Fțn yǫl si'el la sid maal ya 'What you said has 
happened'. [JER 32:24] See: ba'amaalțg; ba'amaan; malțŋ; yǫlmaan. 

maal ya4   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalǫ   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maale   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maali   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalim!   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalimǫ   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalime   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalimi!   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maaliminǫ   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalin   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalmaan   See main entry: maanmaan. priest. 

maalmaanam   See main entry: maanmaan. priest. 

maalmaanib   See main entry: maanmaan. priest. 

maalnǫ   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalțg   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalțgǤ   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalțgț   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalug   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maalugo   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maan1   Variant: maane; maannǫ2; maanne. Form: maana. Form: maan-4. n. a sacrifice. Fț ya'a maannǫ piinkanǫ anǫ 

bareka pț'țsțg maan 'When you sacrifice a thank offering to the Lord'. [LEV 22:29] Colloc: maannin ‘to/on/from 
sacrifice’. Saŋkanǫ wțsa ka Aaron maan maannǫ tisid man ZugsǤb la ... Whenever Aaron sacrifices to me, 

the Lord, ... [EXO 28:38] datiuŋ gbǫr kanǫ ka ba yis Israel dim taaba la'asțg maannin the right hind leg that is 
taken from the Israelites' fellowship offerings. [LEV 7:34] m bǤǤdi maal nǫ maantita'ari tis Baal. 'I am going to 
offer a great sacrifice to Baal'. [2KI 10:19] Colloc: nyu'or maan/maan linǫ nyu'od bugum ‘burnt-offering, 
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holocaust’. Note: in the Bible, the animals killed in the most serious sacrifices were completely burnt up as a 'whole offering' 

(holocaust) to God Ayinne na an tțțmbǫ'ǫd la maan ka ayinne mǫ an nyu'or maan. 'one for a sin offering and 

the other for a burnt offering'. [LEV 5:7] Ba da kpǫn' ye ba maal maana nǫ maan linǫ nyu'od bugum la. 'So they 
went in to make sacrifices and burnt offerings.'. [2KI 10:24] Colloc: Suguru SǤsțg Maan ‘Atonement (-sacrifice) [in 
the Bible]’. Nwadis ayǤpǤi nwa' dabpiiga daare na an Suguru SǤsțg Maan dabisir. The tenth day of this 
seventh month is the Day of Atonement. [LEV 23:27] Colloc: zțțd maan ‘grain-offering [in the Old Testament]’. Ya 

ya'a mǤr ki dǫǫnna na ye ya maal zțțd maannǫ tis ZugsǤb la, asǫǫ ka ya kiimi li arig kayaama. 'When you 
bring to the Lord an offering of the first corn harvested, offer roasted grain or ground meal.'. [LEV 2:14] 
Colloc: maan bimbim(a), daka ‘(sacrificial) altar/s’. Note: maan bimbim, strictly one built of stones : maan daka 
strictly the portable altar (wood sheathed in bronze) used before Solomon's temple was built (with a fixed bronze altar) –  in the 

Bible Abram mǫ maan bimbim n tis ZugsǤb 'Abram built an altar there to the Lord'. [GEN 12:7] Saul da mǫ' 

maan bimbimi tis ZugsǤb la anina. 'Saul built an altar to the Lord'. [1SA 14:35] Ti'eliminǫ ba ziim misig maan 

daka la 'Sprinkle their blood on the altar'. [NUM 18:17] ka nǤk ziim la kpa'asi sǫǫnri gilig maan daka la. 'Then 
sprinkle blood against the altar on all sides.'. [EXO 29:] See: maanmaan. 

maan2   Form: maannib. n. a maker (of ... ). Onǫ an bodobodo maannib kpǫǫm la nyǫ ka Josef tu'as o tiraan la yǫla ka 

li malis la 'When the chief baker saw that Joseph had given a favourable interpretation' to his buddy. [GEN 40:16] 
See: maal1 

maan3   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maan-4   See main entry: maan1. sacrifice. 

maana   See main entry: maan1. sacrifice. 

maane   See main entry: maan1. sacrifice. 

maane   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maanmaan   Variant: maalmaan; maanmaana; maanmaanni. Form: maanmaanib. Variant: maalmaanib; 

maanmaannibi; maalmaanam. n. a priest (Biblical). Note: one who performs ritual/scarifice maanmaan la na yǫ 

fuug ka sǤǤn o kurigiŋ 'The priest, having donned his linen robe and put on linen shorts'. [LEV 6:10] Bǫi nǫ man ka 

liebi m saam nǫ m maanmaan 'Stay with me and be a father and priest to me'. [JDG 17:10] maanmaan la na kǫ ka 

ba zaŋ bțn-ian'ada ayi' banǫ vțe ka an nyain, nǫ na'aziinr daug nǫ pien zǫn'ug nǫ nyulinnyu'usi 'the priest 
shall order two ritually clean birds to be brought, together with a piece of cedar wood, a red cord, and a sprig of 

hyssop'. [LEV 14:4] sǤ' nǤki li bu'oe niŋ onǫ ka' maanmaana, ban yisim niŋkan sǤb buudi ni. 'whoever puts it 
on anyone other than a priest must be cut off from his people.'. [EXO 30:33] ... Aaron bǫǫ o kǤn' nǫ nidib la ka na 

an maanmaanni tis mam. ' ... Aaron, for his consecration, so he may serve me as priest.'. [EXO 28:3] Nǫ'ǫŋa an 

maanmaannib la pțțri yit nimbanǫ ... maal maan; li na anǫ biaunk nǫ yier nǫ pțțgin la'ad. 'This is the share 
due the priests from the people who sacrifice ... the shoulder, ... and the inner parts'. [DEU 18:3] M na ...  kǫ ka 

Aaron nǫ o biis la lieb maanmaannibi tisim. 'I will set Aaron and his sons apart to serve me as priests.'. [EXO 

29:44] Colloc: maanmaan kpǫǫm ‘High Priest’. Saŋkanǫ ka ...ba nyǫ ka ligidi la zu'oe, na'ayir gbansǤbid la 

nǫ maanmaan kpǫǫm la ǫǫn baae ligidi la nǫ Whenever ... they saw that there was a large amount of money, the 
royal secretary and the officer of the chief priest would come and empty the chest'. [2CH 24:11] See: maan1; maal6 
See: malțŋ. 

maanmaana   See main entry: maanmaan. priest. 

maanmaanib   See main entry: maanmaan. priest. 

maanmaanni   See main entry: maanmaan. priest. 

maanmaannibi   See main entry: maanmaan. priest. 

maanna   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maannaa   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maannǫ1   See main entry: maal. do, clean, settle, perform, sacrifice, flourish, happen. 

maannǫ2   See main entry: maan1. sacrifice. 

maanne   See main entry: maan1. sacrifice. 
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maannib   See main entry: maan2. maker. 

mbaye   Variant: mbayee; mbayoo. excl. alas! [exclamation of sorrow]. Mbaye! ZugsǤb la la'as tinam na'anama atan' 

nwa' nǫ kpǫla na ye o zaŋi ti niŋ Moab Na'ab la nu'uginǫǫ? 'Alas, the Lord has brought together three kings, 
only to put us at the mercy of the Moabites'. [2KI 3:10] di pț yuugǫ ka pu'a la nwǫ' kuŋ ye "Ai, mbayee!" It was 
not long before the woman shrieked out "Ah, alas!" [You-Heard?] fțn ti ye fț yǫl ye "Mbayoo!" la when you will 
come to cry "Alas!" [Asaasim] 

mbayee   See main entry: mbaye. alas! 

mbayoo   See main entry: mbaye. alas! 

mǫ1   Variant: me. adv. also, as for. Note: contrasts what two groups of people (for instance) did, and also two different actions of 

one group of people Sansi'a bǫ ka o gban'e ni'im bǫdegț amaa sansi'a mǫ bǫ ka o pț paam si'el si'ela. 
Sometimes he got plenty of game but at other times he got nothing at all. [Jealousy] O bikpǫǫm la yț'țri an 

AbǤǤdkțțnr ka onǫ paas ayi' la yț'țr mǫ buonnǫ Apțsiakid His elder child was called Aboodkuunr and the 
second was called Apusiakid. [Billygoat] Wiefu wa'ae si'el la bțŋ mǫ paadi ani nǫ. Where a horse can go, a 

donkey can also reach. [Proverb 013] Mpuaka nǫ Ayaab pu'a mǫ daa dǤlli keŋ sibiti la ni Mpuaka and Ayaab's 
wife also went with them to the hospital. [Electricity] Aram dim la ya'a kpi'emi gaadi m paŋ, fțn kena sțŋim, ka 

Ammon dim la mǫ ya'a kpi'em gaadi fț paŋ, mam mǫ na kena sț'țŋif. 'If you see that the Syrians are 
defeating me, come and help me, and if the Ammonites are defeating you, I will go and help you.'. [2SA 10:11] M na 

kǫ ka mǤǤd bǫ sian'arin la ka ya niigi Ǥnbid, ka yanam mǫ na diti tigid. 'I will provide grass in the fields for 
your cattle, and you will eat and be satisfied.'. [DEU 11:15] Ba mǫ da maal fubanǫ bǫǫ li kǤn' tis Aaron 'They also 
made sacred garments for Aaron'. [EXO 39:1] Mǫ yǫlimi ba ye ba niŋim anwa And also tell them to do this. [GEN 

45:19] Nikodemus ... mǫ dǤl Josef ka mǤr bțnnyubisa linǫ buon mir nǫ aloes ka ba gǫndig taaba 'Nicodemus 

... went with Joseph, taking with him ... spices, a mixture of myrrh and aloes'. [JHN 19:39] Sim: gba, mǫn. See: mǫn. 

-mǫ2   See main entry: -m2. me. 

mǫdig   Variant: medig; mendig; mǫdigi; medigi. Form: mǫdigidnǫ. Variant: mǫdigin. v. to squash, mash. li ya'a lu diinl 

sǤ' zug, li na mǫdig o. 'anyone on whom it falls will be crushed.'. [LUK 20:18] Lebanon sian'anrin bțnkǤnbțg 

kena nǤ tituug la mǫdig. 'Then a wild beast in Lebanon came along and trampled the thistle underfoot.'. [2KI 14:9] 
Ka o na mǫdigi fț zug ka fțn mǫ na dum o nǤbkpansinkpan'ar. 'he will crush your head, and you will strike 

his heel.'. [GEN 3:15] ZugsǤb onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤb la ya'a nǤ teŋ la zin'isi'a li mǫdigidnǫ 'The Sovereign Lord 
Almighty touches the earth, and it quakes'. [AMO 9:5] O ya'a kpǫn zaŋ o nu'ugț mǫdiginim ka li naae, li pț 

sǤn'oe yaa? 'that God would be willing to crush me, to let loose his hand and cut me off! '. [JOB 6:9] 

mǫdigi   See main entry: mǫdig. mash. 

mǫdigidnǫ   See main entry: mǫdig. mash. 

mǫdigin   See main entry: mǫdig. mash. 

mǫ'   Note: The glottal mark does not indicate a pronounced consonant in this word, but is used to distingish this word from mǫ 'also' 
Variant: me'; mǫǫ; mee. Form: mǫǫd. Variant: meed; mǫǫdi; meedi. Form: mǫǫdnǫ. Form: mǫǫm!. Variant: meem; 

mǫǫmi!; meeme. Form: mǫǫb2. Variant: meeb2; mǫǫbi; mǫǫbǤ; meebo. v. to build. Ba mǫ' dǤǤd la nǫ nǫ tan, ka 

taae ba nǫ bțmbǤn. They built the rooms with 'sand' and plastered them with plaster. [House+Farm] Li da anǫ 

yivǫnliŋ ka ba mǫ' zaŋguommǫ gilig. It was a lovely house with a wall built around it. [Shoeshine-Boy] o da mǫ' 

nǫ bimbima tis nwadbibis la wțsa 'he built altars for the worship of the stars'. [2KI 21:5] o zi'e kpi'e zaŋguom 

kanǫ ka ba nǤk makir nwiigi maki li mǫ' la. 'he was standing by a wall built with the aid of a plumb-line'. [AMO 

7:7] Yir mǫkama, ti mi' ye sǤ' mǫǫ li 'Every house, of course, is built by someone'. [HEB 3:4] M mǫ lǫn anǫ onǫ ya'a 

gǫndig tannǫǫ, tammǫǫdib mǫǫd nǫ ka pț zǤt dabiem I am also one who, if I am mixed with the 'sand', the 

builders can build with confidence. [Trees] tanmǫǫdib mǫǫd nǫ ka pț zǤt dabiem masons build and are not afraid. 

[Trees] Ya'am mǫǫd yir, ka agban'ad si'el gbin kǫt ka li zi'e 'By wisdom a house is built, and through 
understanding it is established'. [PRO 24:3] zin'ikan la ka ba na mǫǫdi ba ya' the place where they build their 
houses. [EZK 48:15] O da mǫǫdnǫ tempțțg (He) 'was then building a city'. [GEN 4:17] Mǫǫm maan bimbima 

ayǤpǤi kpǫla 'Build seven altars ... here'. [NUM 23:29] dinzugǤ mǫǫmi ya' n bǫǫ ani 'Therefore build houses and 
settle down'. [JER 29:28] Distrik Asambilinam na mǤr paŋ kanǫ ka ba na tțm tțțmbanǫ na maali ba sț'țlim 
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wțț: sakuya mǫǫb nǫ sibitinam ... 'The District Assemblies shall have power to initiate policies and implement 

programmes designed to develop their districts through the building of schools, health posts, ... '. [Constitution] Ala 

ka ZugsǤb da widigi ba wțsa, ka tempțțg la mǫǫb wǫǫl. 'So the Lord scattered them from there ..., and they 
stopped building the city.'. [GEN 11:8] Nannanna, yǫlimi nidib la ka ba bas tempțțg la mǫǫbi ti paae saŋkanǫ 

ka m na bas suor ye ba mǫǫm. 'Now issue an order to these men to stop work, so that this city will not be rebuilt 

until I so order.'. [EZR 4:21] M na nwa'ae Wina'am pț'țsim yikan ka ninsaal mǫ' la bas, ka mǫǫ li daba atan' 

pțțgin. Ka li kț an ninsaal mǫǫbǤ. 'I will destroy this man-made temple and in three days will build another, not 
made by man'. [MRK 14:58] Etym: OV1 *MA/ME ; GS1 *MA/E/O ; vc4 *ma . See: mǫǫb; mǫǫsir; tanmǫǫd1. 

mǫ'ǫŋ   Variant: me'eŋ. v. to trample. Sim: nǤ. Fț sțnfț pǫlig la zug ka fț nǤǤ gilig teŋgbauŋ la, ka fț sțnpǫǫn pțțgin 

ka fț nǤ tǫǫns la mǫ'ǫŋ. 'You marched across the earth in anger; in fury you trampled the nations.'. [HAB 3:12] 

mǫkama   Variant: mekama; makama; mǫkamaa. qnt. every. dabisir mǫkama ni every day. [Asaasim] NǤǤryinne maan 

si'el mǫkama. Unity can achieve anything. [Wealth-Is-Power] onǫ mǫkama mǤǤd ye o faaǫn o nyǤvțr, o na 

bǤdigi li 'Whoever tries to keep his life will lose it'. [LUK 17:33] Bțmbțtir mǫkama linǫ ka m Ba' onǫ bǫ arezana 

ni la pț bțd la, ba na vǤǤn li bas. 'Every plant that my heavenly Father has not planted will be pulled up by the 

roots.'. [MAT 15:13] Amaa fț mabiig la ya'a ǫǫnti nyǫ si'el makama o ǫǫnti pțdignǫ piiga yis yinne pț'țs 

Wina'am bareka. But if your brother gets anything at all he tithes it. [You-Do?] Lit: divides it into ten parts and 
takes out one to thank God. BǤzugǤ on mǫkamaa sǤsid la na di'e. 'For everyone who asks will receive'. [MAT 7:8] 

mǫkamaa   See main entry: mǫkama. every. 

mǫligim   Variant: meligim. n. dew. Ka o kimis o nǤba ka mǫligim la yi o kurugțn la. He stamped his feet and the dew 

came out of his trousers. [Trouble] Fț mǫ ya'a tțbis nintǤǤndi mǫ' yirǫ mǫligim m buodi li ka saa nan pț paae 

na. If you spit saliva to build a house, the dew will dissolve it even before the rains start. [Asaasim] Note: emended by 

MA mǫligim kanǫ yit agǤl na la lit o zugini madigid o 'Let him be drenched with the dew of heaven'. [DAN 4:15] 
Etym: OV1 *MA ; OVN *MEG.L-M ~ MEL.G-M ; vc4 *me ɗ ; MWN *-MANI-, ( *- MÌNA) ; PB *mè. 

mǫlim   Variant: melim; mǫlimmi; mɛlimi1; mǫlimǫ; melime. Form: mǫlimid. Form: mǫlimidnǫ. Form: mǫlimin. 
Form: mǫlimmi2. Variant: mɛlimi2!. Form: mǫlimțg. Variant: melimug. v. to vanish, go away. Adu da gu'usnǫ ka 

ba bugum la mǫlim ka o nyaan sig. Adu was waiting till their light was out of sight before he came down. 

[Trouble] ti buudi malima mǫlimnǫ sǤee our tribal customs have completely disappeared. [Shoeshine-Boy] Adu zaŋ 

o kǤlțgț kaae yir la yampțnnǫ kpǫm mǫlim. Adu took his bag and went round the back of the house and made 
himself scarce. [Trouble] Ya na mǫlim teŋ zțna la pțțgin 'You will perish among the nations'. [LEV 26:38] 
Saŋgbana la na mǫlim nwǫnǫ nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ, ka teŋgbauŋ la aaǫn wțț kparikǫǫnd nǫ 'The heavens will disappear 
like smoke; the earth will wear out like old clothing'. [ISA 51:6] Ka o kpǫm mǫlimi ba tuon. 'but he disappeared 
from their sight'. [LUK 24:31] Tǫǫns banǫ ka ku'om giligi ba la da mǫlimnǫ 'All the islands disappeared'. [REV 16:20] 
Amaa baa Adu, bikanǫ ka o duoe na nǤŋ la, mǫlimid o bǫllimin nǫ. But even Adu, a boy she had come to love, 

had disappeared from her life. [Trouble] o sțnf ya'a duoe, ba mǫlimidnǫ 'at the blast of his anger they perish'. [JOB 

4:9] ninsaalib wțsa naan mǫlimin 'all mankind would perish together'. [JOB 34:15] Mǫlimi m tuon, m pț lǫm 

bǤǤd ye m nyǫǫf ya'asǫ! 'Get out of my sight! Don't let me ever see you again'. [EXO 10:28] Sim: lil; Caus: mǫlis. 

mǫlimǫ   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

mɛlimi1   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

mɛlimi2!   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

mǫlimid   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

mǫlimidnǫ   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

mǫlimin   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

mǫlimmi   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

mǫlimmi2   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

mǫlimțg   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

mǫlis   Variant: melis; mǫlisi. v. to wipe out, do away with. Tan', bǫog bǫkǫunga anwa win, m ya'a pț mǫlis dau kaŋa 

nǫ o dap la wțsaa, Wina'am on bu'osim! 'May God strike me dead if I don't kill every last one of those men 
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before morning!'. [1SA 25:22] Fț na ...  mǫlisi ba ninsaalib buudi wțsa sțțgin. 'You will destroy ... their 

posterity from mankind'. [PSA 21:10] InvCaus: mǫlim. 

mǫlisi   See main entry: mǫlis. do away with. 

mǫmǫǫd   Variant: mǫmǫǫdǫǫ. n. mucus. Linǫ an titabir la anǫ mǫmǫǫd la ka Goma pa'a tțn'țs takoro ni la la. The 

'glue' was the phlegm that Goma had just spat out of the window. [Trouble] Fț ya'a mǤri fț fuug bǫǫ nu'usi duusid 

nimpuud bǫǫ mǫmǫǫdǫǫ li mǤri ban'as la lǤmisid nidib. If you use your shirt or your hand to wipe matter or 
mucus from the eye, it will have the disease (on it) and infect people. [Trachoma] Etym: OV1 *ME ; OVN 
*ME(D)-TI ; vc4 *me . See: mǫt. 

mǫmǫǫdǫǫ   See main entry: mǫmǫǫd. mucus. 

mǫn1   Variant: men; mǫnǫ; mene; mǫnǫǫ; menee. ptc. for .. part, indeed, also. Pu'ab la mǤri bțtiis ka zanl kțsiis mǫn. 
The women have calabash cups and are also holding small hoes. [House+Farm] Ba na zaŋ ban'a la kpǫn'ǫs nifin la 

ka nyaan yii keŋ lǫm kpǫn' sǤ' nifin mǫn. They will take the disease which has got into the eye and transfer it to 
someone else's eye too. [Trachoma] Onǫ li'ad Gaana zugdaan na'am na gțlis o yț'țr gaŋir gbauŋțn la ka 

nidiba ayi' banǫ mǤr gaŋir gbana mǫn ka an kpǫǫmnam mǫ na gțlisi ba yțda 'To be elected as President, the 
candidate must be nominated by a document signed by himself and by at least two persons'. [Constitution] Fț pu'a 

ya'a an daubǤǤd fțn firim kǤndǤm bǫǫ fț sid ya'a an pu'abǤǤd fțn niŋim pu'ab kǤndǤm mǫn If your wife is 
promiscuous put on a condom, or correspondingly if your husband is promiscuous, insert a female condom. 

[AIDS-Azuur] 'Ababio, di'em sisaanbig la, ... fiebim o lǫbis mǫn.' Ababio, take the cane ... and beat him in return.'. 

[Trouble] Ya ya'a karim gbauŋ kaŋa naae, yanam kǫlli ka ba karimi lii tis Wina'am nimbanǫ bǫ Laodisea la 

mǫn. 'After you read this letter, make sure that it is read also in the church at Laodicea.'. [COL 4:16] Fț pț kǫ 

albareka baa bi'ela digil mam mǫnǫ? 'Haven't you reserved any blessing for me?'. [GEN 27:36] zǫǫnd la mǫnǫ, 

yaarim ya'a pț galisǫ nanzț'țs on kae as for the soup, either there was too much salt or there was no pepper. 

[Wonderwoman] " ... fț nyǫt laafi bǫǫ?"  –  "Ayeei, nǫ fiin mǫnǫ." "... are you in good health/"  –  "No, not at all." 

[Three-Problems-] Mam pǤya mǫnǫ, m pț mǤr paŋ kanǫ na nyaŋi sțŋǫ! 'Not me! I can't help you.'. [ISA 3:7] 
Colloc: ala mǫn(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘thus indeed’. Ala la mǫn ka m ya'a kul o ka ti niŋ si'el bi'ela, o na bț'țm In that case, if 

I marry him and happen to do something (wrong) small, he will beat me. [Akelsa] Nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemi na faaǫn o 

kǤnbțg gbǫya ayi'... si'em la, ala mǫn ka m na faaǫn Israel dim... 'As a shepherd saves from the lion's mouth 
only two leg bones ... so will the Israelites be saved'. [AMO 3:12] Ala mǫnǫǫ fț ya'a tțmmi fț tțțma ka sǤ' pț sțŋi 

fǤ, tțțma la kț keŋ tuon sț'țŋaa. And so if you do your work and nobody helps you, the work won't go forward 

well. [Wealth-Is-Power] Li anǫ ala mǫnǫ tis on mǫkama pț nǤk o dapuudiri zii dǤlli ma. it is the same for 'anyone 
who does not take his cross and follow me'. [MAT 10:31] Colloc: hali nǫ din mǫnǫ(ǫ) ‘in spite of all this’. hali nǫ din 

mǫnǫ, fț vǤlisidim nǫ zaansima 'even then you frighten me with dreams'. [JOB 7:14] Sim: dee. See: mǫ. 

mǫn2   v. to wave, brandish sth. On da si'iŋe mǫn zțțr la ka Adu pțn baŋ ye o bǫnǫ yǫllin. When it started to wave its 

tail Adu knew he was in trouble. [Trouble] Ka wǫbaa la zi'en mǫn ka mǫn zțțr. And the leopard also stood up 
waving its tail. [Trouble] 

mǫnǫ   See main entry: mǫn1. also. 

mǫnǫǫ   See main entry: mǫn1. also. 

mǫŋ   Variant: meŋ; mǫŋa2; meŋa; mǫŋaa1; meŋaa; mǫŋi; meŋi; mǫŋǫ; mǫŋe; meŋe; mǫŋnǫ. n. self. Note: normally 

possessed - "my self", &c.   Gbauŋ kaŋa ye li sțŋif nǫ ka fț gǤsi fț mǫŋi zaŋi kennǫ fț pțțg tțkir nǫ fț sa'ar 

nǫ fț du'amin nǫ fț du'am la nya'aŋ. This book is to help you care for yourself with regard to conception, 

labour, giving birth and afterwards. [Womens-Health] On mǫŋ nyǫ o zua sieba yǫǫd fu-aanlim sakurin He himself 
saw some of his friends wearing ragged clothing at school. [Trouble] Da dț'țsidi ya mǫŋ agǤllǫ 'do not vaunt 
yourself against heaven'. [PSA 75:5] Ba ...  bǫnti ba mǫŋ ba'abiis 'Everyone hunts down his own people.'. [MIC 7:2] 
ba da ... kpǫn'ǫsid bugum la'adi ba mǫŋa they should not install electrical equipment themselves. [Electricity] Da 

kǫ ka bamanam kǫ ka ya dian'a ya mǫŋa. 'Do not make yourselves unclean by means of them'. [LEV 11:43.b] 
Samson da lǫbisi ba ye, “PǤǤmi ye ya kț kțțmi ya mǫŋa!” 'Samson said, “Swear to me that you won't kill me 
yourselves.” [JDG 15:12] Ka fț ǫǫnti zabid nǫ yidaan la mǫŋaa? And you used to get into disputes with the 
householder himself? [Three-Problems] Li nar ye fț ieed bțmbǫda tisidi fț mǫŋaa? 'Should you then seek great 

things for yourself?'. [JER 45:5] Fț ya'a vț'țs pǫbisbama li pa'annǫ ye banǫ pț nut tabaa ... la kpǫn'ǫsidi ba 

mǫŋǫ yǫllin If you breathe this air it means that people who don't smoke ... are putting themselves at risk. [Smoking] 
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Ba daa maligim mǤr sumalisim bǫdegț nǫ on nǤk o mǫŋi tis Wina'am la. They were even happier that he had 

given himself to God. [AIDS-II] li pț nar ye sǤ' sie o mǫŋi o tiraan tuonnǫ. it is not necessary for someone to 
abase himself before his neighbour. [Billygoat] Dabisa bǫdegț ka o nie o mǫŋi pa'al banǫ da dǤl o yi Galile keŋ 

Jerusalem la, ka ba nyǫǫ o. 'and for many days he was seen by those who had travelled with him from Galilee to 
Jerusalem.'. [ACT 13:3] ba da pǫsigi ba mǫŋnǫ tis Siig Kasi la they devoted themselves to the Holy Spirit. 

[Bible-Study] Adu da gban'e o mǫŋnǫ ye o kpǫn' Adu steeled himself to go in. [Trouble] Colloc: X kpǫ'ǫŋ X mǫŋ ‘X 
exerts X's self, does his/her best’. m sǤsid ye fț kpǫ'ǫŋidi fț mǫŋ ka kǫ ka laabar la paae sǤ' kam wțsa I ask 
that you do your best to let this information reach everybody. [Iodine] Pu'a la sid daa duoe kpǫ'ǫŋ o mǫŋi tțm 

nu'ugț o saam la san'an The woman's husband got up and tried to give his hand to her father. [Billygoat] ... ka ba 

mǫ kpǫ'ǫŋi ba mǫŋ ka sǤb Kusaal. ... to try their best to write Kusaal. [You-Do?.b [see above]] Zabai biig Baruk da 

kpǫ'ǫŋ o mǫŋi mǫǫ tǤlis. 'Next to him, Baruch son of Zabbai zealously repaired another section'. [NEH 3:20] M na 

kpǫ'ǫŋi m mǫŋ ka da nyǫsig bțnsțŋ si'a. I will do my best not to miss anything good. [Shoeshine-Boy] MǤr 

sumalisim, ka kpǫ'ǫŋi fț mǫŋ, kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț mǫŋ! 'Take heart, and be strong'. [DAN 10:19] Dau nwa' ... kpǫ'ǫŋid 

o mǫŋi pa'an Yesu suor sț'țŋa 'with great enthusiasm he proclaimed and taught correctly the facts about Jesus.'. 

[ACT 18:25] Sǫǫung nǫ țțn wțsa ti kpǫ'ǫŋidi ti mǫŋ tțțma pțțgin In both the rainy and the dry season we work 
with all our might. [Wealth-Is-Power] Tțm tțțm bama ka nǤki fț mǫŋi pǫsig tțțma la, ka ba nyǫ fțn kpǫ'ǫŋidi 

fț mǫŋ si'em. 'Be diligent in these matters; give yourself wholly to them, so that everyone may see your progress.'. 

[1TI 4:15] Kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț mǫŋi paae fț mǫŋ ka da tțm sǤ'ǤsǤǤ. Make an effort to attend yourself, don't send 
somebody else. [Tax] fț ya'a kpǫ'ǫŋin fț mǫŋi n karim sțŋa if you make an effort to read well. [Asaasim] 
Kpǫ'ǫŋimini ya mǫŋi dǤlli za'anǤǤr kanǫ pǤǤd la kpǫn' 'Make every effort to enter through the narrow door'. [LUK 

13:24] Sim: mǫŋim. See: a-dț'țsi-m-mǫŋ; amaalim-mǫŋ-nyain; a-sț'ț-m-mǫŋ; mǫŋ-mǫŋ; -mǫŋa; mǫŋim; 

-mǫŋir; mǫŋsier; mǫŋgu'ub. 

-mǫŋa1   Variant: -meŋa; -mǫŋaa2; -meŋaa. adj. real. AnǤ'Ǥn kimm lǫǫ na nyaŋi paam pu'a kanǫ an pu'amǫŋa? 'A wife 

of noble character who can find?'. [PRO 31:10] Sim: -mǫŋir. 

mǫŋa2   See main entry: mǫŋ. self. 

-mǫŋa3   See main entry: -mǫŋir. genuine. 

mǫŋaa1  See main entry: mǫŋ. self. 

-mǫŋaa2   See main entry: -mǫŋa1. real. 

mǫŋǫ   See main entry: mǫŋ. self. 

mǫŋe   See main entry: mǫŋ. self. 

mǫŋgu'ub   Variant: gu'umǫŋ. n. self-protection. GU'UMŰŊ KUNSIB Self-protection by Vaccination. [Immunisation-II. 

[heading]] InvNabstr: a-gu'u-mǫŋ. See: mǫŋ; gu'; a-gu'u-mǫŋ. 

mǫŋi   See main entry: mǫŋ. self. 

mǫŋim   n. self. Asilinsi'ig yț'țn ti baŋ ye o zua mǫŋim bǫ pǤǤgin la. Spider then realised that his friend himself was at 

the farm. [Asaasim] Apțlis mǫŋim daa duoe nǫ keŋ kpǫn' yț'țŋ sakur zamisțg. Apulis himself set out to go to 
study in a literacy class. [You-Heard?] Amaa m biig mǫŋim mǤr paŋ nǫ laafi yț'țs. But that child of mine is now 
strong and well again. [Trouble] Amaa dau mǫŋim zug da simmid nǫ nǤǤr ayi' la. But the head of the man 
himself sank below the surface twice. [Trouble] Sim: mǫŋ. See: mǫŋ. 

-mǫŋir   Variant: -meŋir; -mǫŋirǫ; meŋire; meŋiri; mǫŋirǫǫ. Form: -mǫŋa3. adj. genuine, normal, 'regular' [Am.], real. 
Zin'ig la da ma'ae si'em la tun'e kpǫn'ǫs kpaad mǫŋir amǫŋa gbanya'am. The place was so cold that it could 
have made even a true farmer really shy away from work. [Trouble] Dau sǤ' daa bǫǫ ani ka sǤ' wțsa buon o ye 

dǤgta. Ninsieba bǫ teŋin la tam o yț'țmǫŋir. O yț'țmǫŋir anǫ Sule. There was a man there that everyone 
called 'Doctor'. The people of the town had forgotten his real name. His real name was Sule. [AIDS-I-] M mǤǤ nyǫ 

sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ kțntzǫn'ug nǫ kuntmǫŋir 'I have taken great pains to provide' gold and silver and 
bronze and iron. [1CH 22:14] Lit: kțnt is 'iron' and also 'metal' in general, hence "bronze" is 'red-metal', so to 

distinguish actual "iron" in a list it is specified as 'regular, ordinary kțnt '.. o nǤk sanlimmǫŋiri maal bțngbilig 

wțț tipuum nǫ he took genuine gold and made a round thing like the flowering of a tree. [EXO 39:30] M ma la ka' 

m ma mǫŋirǫǫ? My mother is not my real mother? [Trouble] Fț bǤǤdnǫ bțțg yț'țmǫŋirǫǫ? Do you want the real 
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name of a goat? [Proverb 205] O zi' yǫlmǫŋirǫ, bǤzugǤ yǫlmǫŋir ka' o san'anǫ. 'he ... is not rooted in the truth; 

there is no truth in him'. [JHN 8:44] Onǫ ka ya buon ye ya Ba' la sadigim an onǫ kad saalib saria nǫ yǫlmǫŋiri ba 

tțțma ni ka baregaŋ kae la 'you say ‘Father’ to him who judges everyone impartially on the basis of what they 
have done'. [1PE 1:17] Asǫǫ ka Israel dim la keŋ Filistia dim la san'an ye ba saasi ba niigi kțnya, nǫ ba 

kțnmǫŋa nǫ kțsiis 'The Israelites had to go to the Philistines to get their ploughs (and) hoes ... sharpened'. [1SA 

13:20] Note: 'ordinary hoe' as opposed to kțsiig 'small hoe' M zuamǫŋa gǤs man nǫ zaalim 'All my intimate friends 
detest me'. [JOB 19:19] Colloc: X mǫŋirin ‘to/in/from real X’. Kristo da pț kpǫn' Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir linǫ ka saal 

nu'us maali li ..., ka lǫǫ kpǫn' arezana mǫŋirin ka nie Wina'am tuonnǫ ... 'Christ has not entered a sanctuary 
made by human hands which is only a pointer to the reality; he has entered heaven itself, to appear now before 

God'. [HEB 9:24] See: yǫlmǫŋir; mǫŋ; -mǫŋa. 

-mǫŋirǫ   See main entry: -mǫŋir. genuine. 

mǫŋirǫǫ   See main entry: -mǫŋir. genuine. 

mǫŋ-mǫŋ   Variant: memmeŋ; memmeŋi. n. very own self. KǤ'Ǥm - m zua - kǤ'Ǥm mǫŋ-mǫŋ bǫnǫ ani. Famine? – my 

friend, real actual famine is there. [Trouble] Amaa kțntzǫn'ug maan daka la na an man mǫŋ-mǫŋ din. 'But the 
bronze altar shall be for me'. [2KI 16:15] Bțmbama da nwaasnǫ linǫ na ti kena la, ka li mǫŋ-mǫŋ an Kristo. 'All 

such things are only a shadow of things in the future; the reality is Christ.'. [COL 2:17] See: mǫŋ. 

mǫŋnǫ   See main entry: mǫŋ. self. 

mǫŋsier   Variant: meŋsier. n. humility, humiliation. Kristo mǫŋsier la yǫla 'Christ's Humility'. [PHP 2:1 [heading]] 
InvNabstr: a-sie-m-mǫŋ. See: a-sie-m-mǫŋ; mǫŋ; sie. 

mǫt   Variant: met. n. pus. o mǫt la ya'a kpǫn yuod bǫǫ li guoe nǫ 'his discharge whether it continues or has been 

stopped'. [LEV 15:3] ba yisim onǫ wțsa bǫ la'asțgțn la ka mǤr niŋgbina san'auŋ ban'as, ... bǫǫ dau onǫ 

daulim yuod mǫt bǫǫ li yitnǫ o niŋgbina ni 'expel from the camp everyone with a dreaded skin disease or a 
bodily discharge'. [NUM 5:2] Etym: OV1 *ME ; OVN *ME(D)-TI ; vc4 *me . See: mǫmǫǫd. 

me   See main entry: mǫ1. as for. 

medig   See main entry: mǫdig. mash. 

medigi   See main entry: mǫdig. mash. 

me'   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

me'eŋ   See main entry: mǫ'ǫŋ. trample. 

mekama   See main entry: mǫkama. every. 

meligim   See main entry: mǫligim. dew. 

melim   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

melime   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

melimug   See main entry: mǫlim. go away. 

melis   See main entry: mǫlis. do away with. 

memmeŋ   See main entry: mǫŋ-mǫŋ. own self. 

memmeŋi   See main entry: mǫŋ-mǫŋ. own self. 

men   See main entry: mǫn1. also. 

mendig   See main entry: mǫdig. mash. 

mene   See main entry: mǫn1. also. 

menee   See main entry: mǫn1. also. 

meŋ   See main entry: mǫŋ. self. 

meŋa   See main entry: mǫŋ. self. 

-meŋa   See main entry: -mǫŋa1. real. 
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meŋaa   See main entry: mǫŋ. self. 

-meŋaa   See main entry: -mǫŋa1. real. 

meŋe   See main entry: mǫŋ. self. 

meŋi   See main entry: mǫŋ. self. 

-meŋir   See main entry: -mǫŋir. genuine. 

meŋire   See main entry: -mǫŋir. genuine. 

meŋiri   See main entry: -mǫŋir. genuine. 

meŋsier   See main entry: mǫŋsier. humiliation. 

met   See main entry: mǫt. pus. 

mǫǫ   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

mǫǫb1   n. 1 • a building. li bǫ ya-datiuŋ baba la ka m nyǫ mǫǫb ka li zi'e nwǫnǫ tempțțg 'I saw in front of me a group 

of buildings that looked like a city. [EZK 40:2] kaalimi li mǫǫb banǫ wa'am la 'count the towers'. [PSA 48:12] Mǫǫb 

banǫ an mǫ' sțma la wțsa o da nyu'oe ba nǫ. 'Every important building he burned down.'. [2KI 25:9] 
2 • a course (in building). Ka o zaŋ kugbanǫ ka ba kpi'e ba maal ka ba vǫnl la mǫ' pțțgin zak la sțn'țlțga 

atan', ka nǤk na'aziinr daad banǫ ka ba maal sț'țŋa la sțn'țl mǫǫb yinne. 'And he built the inner courtyard 
of three courses of dressed stone and one course of trimmed cedar beams.'. [1KI 6:36] See: mǫ'. 

mǫǫb2   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

mǫǫbi   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

mǫǫbǤ   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

mǫǫd   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

mǫǫdi   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

mǫǫdnǫ   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

mɛɛl   See main entry: mail. mile. 

mǫǫm!   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

mǫǫmi!   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

mǫǫs   Variant: mees [N]. Form: mǫǫsid. Form: mǫǫsidnǫ. v. to blame, put the fault on, 'frame' sb. Yaro ya'a da ǫǫnti ye 

ba bielim o Buanyo bǫǫ Dumasi ka o yis Wina'am labaarǫ, o da pț mǫǫsid wțț o taaba la. When Yaro asked 
them to go to Buanyo or Dumasi to preach the Gospel he didn't denounce people like his fellows did. [Trouble] 
Sansieba ka nidib mǫǫsidif, ka sansia ka giligif nǫ nǤŋilim nǫ sțŋŋir. Sometimes people find fault with you, 
and sometimes they gather round you with love and help. [Trouble] Zinzauŋ ya'a di ta'ama o mǫǫsidnǫ kțkpalig. 
When a bat eats sheafruits he blames the kukpalig tree. [Proverb 108] 

mǫǫsid  See main entry: mǫǫs. blame. 

mǫǫsidnǫ   See main entry: mǫǫs. blame. 

mǫǫsir   n. a wall (free-standing), built structure. Ba daa pț bǫ lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la pțțga, amaa ba daa kpi'enǫ mǫǫsir la 

bǤǤdi birigi li. They weren't inside the garden, but they were near the wall and about to knock it down. [Trouble] 
Sim: zaŋguom1, dǤkpin. See: mǫ'. 

mee   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

meeb2   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

meebo   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

meed   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

meedi   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

meem   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 
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meeme   See main entry: mǫ'. build. 

mees [N]   See main entry: mǫǫs. blame. 

-mi   See main entry: -m2. me. 

miau   id. meeow (noise made by a cat). Amus daug la yț'țn gț'țŋ ka ye, "Miau miau!" ka bțnnya'aŋ la mǫ ye "Miau, 

miau!" Mr. Puss then has no option but to say "Meeow, meeow!" and the female one also said "Meeow, meeow!" 

[Kittens+Mice] 

mid   Form: mit. Variant: miti2. v. don't ...!, beware lest ... ! Note: be careful not to, mind you don't Colloc: mid/mit ka1 

fț/ya .... mid ka fț yǤ'Ǥg dǤbil la. mind you don't open the kitchen. [You-Heard?] Mid ka ya kǫ ka ya ya'amlǫog 

kpǫn' pu'a bannam buudi 'Do not let such a woman win your heart'. [PRO 7:25] Mid ka ya nǤk bțbil ni'imi dțg 

o ma bin'isimin. 'Do not cook a young goat in its mother's milk.'. [DEU 14:21] Mid ka ya zaŋ bțnkǤnbbama 

taaba niŋ maan daka la zug 'Do not offer any such animals on the altar'. [LEV 22:22] Mit ka fț yǫl ye sǤ' gandigir 

bǫǫ o pțtǫn'ǫr pian'ad la pț dǤl suorǫ Be careful not to tell anyone that their answer or explanation of their idea 
is wrong. [Bible-Study] BǫogǤǤ ya mit ka ya saa lǫb ani Mind you don't go back there tomorrow. [Kittens+Mice] Ye 

ba mit ka ba kpǫn' dau dǤǤgțn (they warned them) not to go into a man's room. [AIDS-II] M pț yǫlif ye mit ka fț 

ti'eb sǤ' ka di'e si'ela? Didn't I tell you not to treat somebody to get something? [Trouble] sǤ' ya'a paam sapu'adi 

ba sakurin la ka ziim yit, ban mit ka ba si'isi li. if someone was injured at their school and shed blood, they 
should be careful not to touch it. [AIDS-II] Mit ka fț di pu'a Keenan dimin la 'Do not marry a Canaanite woman'. 

[GEN 28:6] Sim: da2 ‘don't!’. 

midig   Variant: midigi. Form: midigid. Variant: midigidi. v. to stare, gaze. O da anǫ dau wǤk ka o nini midigi kpǫn' o 

zugțn la. He was a tall man with staring eyes deep in his head. [Shoeshine-Boy] Adu ... midigid ye gǤs dǤǤgin la 

nan an lik la. Adu was staring to see in the room which was still dark. [Trouble] Colloc: midig nini ‘fix eyes’. Adu 

nǫ Tika la yi yiiŋ, ka Anane midig nini duoe. Adu and the teacher went outside, and Anane got up with staring 
eyes. [Trouble] Ka o midig o nini gǤti ba 'So he looked at them' intently. [ACT 3:5] Nannanna o yț'țn baŋ dinǫ kǫ 

ka o ǫǫnti midigid o nini la - dabiem bǫ! Now he realised why her eyes were open wide –  she was frightened! 

[Trouble] AnǤ'Ǥn ka fț tansid nǫ kțkǤtita'ar ka midigid nini nǫ nyǫǫsim? 'Against whom have you raised your 
voice and lifted your eyes in pride?'. [2KI 19:22] ya na midigidi ya nini gǤsidi ya biis la suor zug daar wțsa ka 

paŋ ti naae 'Every day you will strain your eyes, looking in vain for your children to return.'. [DEU 28:32] 

midigi   See main entry: midig. gaze. 

midigid   See main entry: midig. gaze. 

midigidi   See main entry: midig. gaze. 

mie   Variant: miee. Form: mienǫ. v. to wriggle out/around, evade, give way. LǤrpal yǫl ala ka tuuns o gǤtis la dț'țs 

ka mie ka Beckie gaad tuonnǫ 'Highway' said that, and pushed his glasses up and moved out of the way so that 
Beckie could  go in front. [Trouble] Ka m mie lab ka gǤsidi ba, ka sinni m nini ka sinni m nǤǤr. I moved aside 
and looked at them, and kept my eyes and mouth quiet. [Asaasim] Ka Appiah mie n gaad ka pț ya'ae nǤǤrǫ. And 
Appiah turned aside and went past without opening his mouth. [Trouble] Adu da nwǫ' kuŋ ka miee lǫb suor 

kțkpǫŋ. Adu cried out and turned aside onto the edge of the road. [Trouble] Bțŋ la n da nyǫ ZugsǤb maliak la, o 

da miee labin zaŋguom la 'When the donkey saw the angel, it moved over against the wall'. [NUM 22:25] Dau la 

da mienǫ zi'e anwa sa amaa o da pț tun'e su'a o sumalisim la. The man turned aside, but he couldn't conceal 
his joy. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: bie. da tami m pian'ad la bǫǫ fț mie ka basǫ 'do not forget my words or swerve from 

them'. [PRO 4:5 [draft]] Note: cf. published Bible ...bǫǫ fț bie ka basi lii 

mienǫ   See main entry: mie. wriggle round. 

miee   See main entry: mie. wriggle round. 

mi'1   Variant: mi'i. Form: mi'inǫ1. Form: mi'in. Variant: mi'inǫ2; mi'ine. Form: mi'ilim2. v. 1 • to know, think, be used to. 
Note: know already: for 'get to know' cf. baŋ Fț ya'a mi' ye fț kț zǤ ka bas nida, zi'enim gur o. If you know you 

won't run away from  someone, stand and wait for him. [Proverb 213] Mam mi' si'el anǫ m niigi. What I know is my 
cattle. [Billygoat] Fț mi' ligidi la nǤǤre an si'em bǫ gbauŋin laa? Do you know the total charge on the bill? 

[Electricity] Ya mi' ye zǤǤgin, zǤtzǤtib wțsa zǤtnǫ, amaa ba yinne ma'aa dit ka di'ed piini. 'you know that many 
runners take part in a race, but only one of them wins the prize'. [1CO 9:24] Ya ya'a ti nyǫ ka ba busid vanpǤla ya 
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mi' ye sigir li'el ya. 'When you see their leaves beginning to appear, you know that summer is near.'. [LUK 21:30] SǤ' 

kae mi' li gbinni bakida 'there is no one who understands'. [ROM 3:11] Na'araug mi' o daan, bțŋ mǫ mi' o yam 

daka zin'ig amaa Israel dim zi' 'The ox knows his master, the donkey his owner's manger but Israel does not 
know'. [ISA 1:3] DinzugǤ m ba'abinǤŋa, yanamǫ sadigim mi' ye bțn linǫ ka ya niŋid ZugsǤb yǫla ka' zaalim la 
''Therefore, my dear brothers,' ... 'you know that your labour in the Lord is not in vain'. [1CO 15:58] Fț mi'i, suoya 

bǫ ka ti na nyaŋi dǤl ka paam ligidi You know, there are ways we can get money. [Wealth-Is-Power] o sțnf duoe 

nǫ mam ye mam mi'i gat o la yǫla. he was annoyed because I knew more than he did. [Three-Problems] fț ma 

pțțgin la ka m pțn mi'if 'I formed you in the womb I knew you'. [JER 1:5] Banǫ ka Wina'am maali ba sțm la 

bandim yǫt ye bam mi'inǫ gati ba taab. Those that God blesses, they think they are wiser than others. [Billygoat] 
Adu, man tǫn'ǫs ye fț mi'in tinamǫ wa'an lǤsi'a nǫ. Adu, I thought you would know where we were going. 

[Trouble] Ti ya'a daa mi'in ka siaki kpǫlimin Joodan lǤ'Ǥm la, li naan kț sǤn'Ǥnǫǫ? 'If only we had been content 
to stay on the other side of the Jordan!'. [JOS 7:7] Ba ya'a daa mi'inǫ li, ba naan kț kpa'an ZugsǤb onǫ an 

na'atita'ar la dapuudir zugǤ. 'If they had known it, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory.'. [1CO 2:8] 
Sim: baŋ ‘come to know’; Ant: zi' ‘not know’. Li anǫ sida, ti mi' ba amaa ti zi' ban na di na'am la ka tțm si'eli 

tisi tii. It is true that we know them, but we don't know what they will do to/for us when they receive office. Fț mi' 

Akunvțe, bǫǫ fț zi' o. Do you know Akunvoe, or don't you? [AIDS-II] Na'araug mi' o daan, bțŋ mǫ mi' o yam 

daka zin'ig amaa Israel dim zi' 'The ox knows his master, the donkey his owner's manger but Israel does not 

know'. [ISA 1:3] Nabstr: mi'ilim. Etym: OVN *mi ; GS1 *S²I²(M) ; vc4 *ɗyam ; CG *cima, mi. 
2 • to know how to ... Onǫ kțnt onǫ mi' zugub. The one who does smith-work is the one who knows how to blow 

the fire. [Proverb 016] Na'akuoda la mi' kuob pamm. The plough oxen know well how to plough. [House+Farm] kǫ 

ka onǫ mi' țgțb țg linǫ ka ba buon ye Kerubnam la niŋ fuudin la. 'curtains ... with cherubim worked into 
them by a skilled craftsman.'. [EXO 26:1] Ba da ... mǫ mi' tiraug tǤǤnb hali bǫǫ tun'e vǫnligid luobig datiuŋ nǫ 

adagǤbțg wțsa they were ... able to shoot arrows or to sling stones right-handed or left-handed'. [1CH 12:2] 
la'asimi banǫ mi' baamțg hali la na gather 'the most skilful ' of the singers. [JER 9:17] 
3 • to have 'ever' [Gh.], to have experienced doing something. Note: opposite of 'have never done ... GǤsim nǤŋdaan 

la ken daar wțsa, o nan mi'i tisif hali yǤlțgǤǤ? Look at the poor man who comes every day –  has he ever given 
you even 50 pesewas? [Akelsa] Banǫ nam mi' tțm taal teŋgbauŋ la lub yǫla 'those who have been convicted for 
an offence involving the security of the State' [in list]. [Constitution] Ma banǫ mi' nyǫ dǫŋi ba du'am pțțgin 

kțdim. Women who have already had a problem giving birth previously. [Womens-Health] ya nam mi' wțm si'el 

ka li nwǫnǫ li? 'Has anyone ever heard of anything like this?'. [DEU 4:32] fț pǫ'og bǫǫ bțțg nan mi' vǫnbis bǫǫ m 

nan mi' gban'e fț pǫraugț kțț Ǥnbǫ? 'your ewes and she-goats have never miscarried. I have never eaten rams 
from your flocks.'. [GEN 31:38] 
4 • to think (erroneously), believe. O da mi' ye o na nyǫ o pu'a nǫ o pu'ayua la ani, amaa ba da kae. He 

thought he would see his wife and daughter there, but they weren't there. [Trouble] Mam ya'a mi'in ye m saam 

mǤǤdnǫ ye o san'amif, m naan kț yǫli nǫ fǤǤ? 'If I had the least inkling that my father was determined to harm 
you, wouldn't I tell you?'. [1SA 20:9] See: mi'ilim; a-mi'-wțsa; -mi'idig. 

mi'2   v. to dive, dip oneself (in water). O mi' ku'omin la yuug hali. He went under the water for a long time. [MA] 
Sim: lǤs ‘dip sth.’. 

mi'e   Form: mi'ed. Variant: mi'edi. v. scowl, 'use your face to despise sb,'. onǫ mi'ed nidib la tǫn'ǫsidi bǫ'ǫd. 'he who 

purses his lips is bent on evil'. [PRO 16:30] Ba mi'edim ka la'adim ye, “Ha! Haa! ... ” 'They gape at me and say, 
“Aha! Aha! ... ” '. [PSA 35:21] Sim: ( maal ) siaa. AnǤ'Ǥn ka ya la'ada? AnǤ'Ǥn ka ya man siaa ka mi'ed nǤǤrǫ? 
who is the target of your jests? Against whom do you open your mouths and stick out your tongues? [ISA 57:4] Note: 

read maan siaa Sim: kǫǫn2. Nimo da li' o tțba nǫ nidibi kǫǫnd ka mi'ed o si'em la nǫ. Nimo ignored the way 
people criticised him and scowled at him. [Trouble] 

mi'ed   See main entry: mi'e. scowl. 

mi'edi   See main entry: mi'e. scowl. 

mi'i   See main entry: mi'1. know, know how, 'ever'. 

-mi'idig   adj. known, familiar. KțkǤmi'idig la ye, 'ti kem.' Ka dau la ligil titan paal la ka ba tu la nǫ vankpi'emis. The 
familiar voice said "Let's go!" And the man covered the new soil they had dug up with dry leaves. [Trouble] 
See: mi'1. 
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mi'ig   v. 1 • to be sour. nǤk ligidi la da' fțn bǤǤd si'el nwǫnǫ niigi bǫǫ pǫ'ǫs bǫǫ daam bǫǫ bțnnuuda dinǫ mi'ig 'you 
may spend it as you choose on cattle or sheep, wine or strong drink'. [DEU 14:26] 
2 • to hurt, 'pain' [Gh.] Adu mi' kǫ ka o yidim la' hali ka ba ganma mi'ig Adu used to make his housepeople 
laugh until their ribs ached. [Trouble] 

mi'ilim1   Variant: mi'ilimnǫ. n. knowledge. Anane da mi' ye o mi'ilim tis o kpǫuŋ la ka ka' o paŋa. Anane knew that he 

owed his position to his knowledge, not to his strength. [Trouble] O mi'ilim daa yț'țn yǤ'Ǥgnǫ nwǫnǫ sinkpaam 

nyǫligi tu'asidnǫ His knowledge opened up like melted beeswax dripping. [You-Do?] O kasǫta gbauŋ bǫǫ o 

mi'ilim sțm ka li zǫm nǫ teŋ zugdaan la. 'His qualification to stand for the office shall be the same as that for 
the President.'. [Constitution] Lit: his reference paper or his reconaissances. o da mǤri ba nǫ mi'ilim he 'led them 

with skill'. [PSA 78:72] NǤŋilim pț naada. NǤdi'esțg nǫ pian'azțna nǫ mi'ilim na gaad. 'Love will never come to 
an end. Prophecies will cease; tongues of ecstasy will fall silent; knowledge will vanish.'. [1CO 13:8] 
Colloc: mi'ilimin(ǫ) ‘to/in/from knowledge’. zamisțg la na ti'ebi ti ka pǫ'ǫsi ti baŋiri ti mi'ilimin nǫ ti bǫlimin 

baŋir. the study will prepare us and increase our understanding in our knowledge and our understanding in life. 
[Bible-Study] ba dǤllim la lǫǫ pț yi sida mi'iliminǫ 'their devotion is not based on true knowledge'. [ROM 10:2] 
Sim: ya'am, baŋir. ka nǤk on Wina'am Siig la tis o, nǫ ya'am, nǫ mi'ilim nǫ baŋir ye o tțm tțțma buudi wțsa 
'he has filled him with the Spirit of God, with skill, ability and knowledge in all kinds of crafts'. [EXO 35:31] 
Wina'am bǫnt ya'am dimnǫ gban'adi ba, ba mi'ilim pțțgin. 'God traps the wise in their cleverness'. [1CO 3:19] 
Nid na nǤk o ya'am nǫ baŋir nǫ mi'ilim tțm o tțțma 'a man may do his work with wisdom, knowledge and 
skill'. [ECC 2:21] Cpart: zi'ilim; InvNabstr: mi'1. See: mi'1. 

mi'ilim2   See main entry: mi'1. know, know how, 'ever'. 

mi'ilimnǫ   See main entry: mi'ilim1. knowledge. 

mi'im   Variant: mi'imi. Form: mi'imnǫ. Form: mi'uŋ. v. to shake sth., shake, quiver. M na mi'im agǤl nǫ teŋgbauŋ la 

wțsa. 'I will shake the heavens and the earth.'. [HAG 2:21] teŋ na mi'im lin bǫ zin'isi'a la 'the earth will shake from 
its place'. [ISA 13:13] ba ya'a mi'imi ba walbi'ima la na lut when they shake them the ripe fruits will fall. [NAM 3:12] 
ZugsǤba, aansim saŋgbana la ka sig na ka zuoya mi'imi fț tuon! 'Oh, that you would rend the heavens and 
come down, that the mountains would tremble before you!'. [ISA 64:1] Sim: dam. Zaba widi la dammir ma'aa na 

kǫ ka zaŋguoma la mi'im. 'Your walls will tremble at the noise of the war horses'. [EXO 26:10] Teŋgbauŋ la 

damnǫ ka mi'im zika-zika, hali ka zuoya la gbina dammid; ba mi'imnǫ o sțnfț duoe la zug. 'The earth 
trembled and quaked, and the foundations of the mountains shook; they trembled because he was angry.'. [PSA 18:7] 
Sim: mi'iŋ ‘shake sth.’. 

mi'imi   See main entry: mi'im. quiver. 

mi'imnǫ   See main entry: mi'im. quiver. 

mi'in   See main entry: mi'1. know, know how, 'ever'. 

mi'inǫ1   See main entry: mi'1. know, know how, 'ever'. 

mi'inǫ2   See main entry: mi'1. know, know how, 'ever'. 

mi'ine   See main entry: mi'1. know, know how, 'ever'. 

mi'iŋ   Form: mi'iŋid. Variant: mi'iŋidi. v. to shake a tree. Sim: mi'im ‘shake self, quiver’. 

mi'iŋid   See main entry: mi'iŋ. shake. 

mi'iŋidi   See main entry: mi'iŋ. shake. 

mi'is   Variant: mi'isi. Form: mi'isid. Form: mi'isțg3. v. to duck sb., dip sb./sth. O tǫn'ǫs ye, dakțdir kae na diin o mi'is 

wțț o saam la, amaa ku'om la zulimmi na nyaŋi vǤl o. He thought that there was no old log to push him down 
into the water like his father, but the deep water could drown him. [Trouble] Ka ba nǤk Josef fuug la, ka kț bțțgi 

nǤk fuug la mi'is ziimin la. 'Then they killed a goat and dipped Joseph's robe in its blood.'. [GEN 37:30] Kem mi'isi 

fț mǫŋ nǤǤr ayǤpǤi Joodan mu'arin la 'Go, wash yourself seven times in the Jordan'. [2KI 5:10] Sim: lǤs, mi'2 ‘dip 
self’. See: ku'omi'isir; mi'2; nimmi'isțg. 

-mi'isa1   See main entry: -mi'isir. sour. 
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-mi'isa2   See main entry: -mi'isțg2. sour. 

mi'isi   See main entry: mi'is. dip sb./sth. 

mi'isid   See main entry: mi'is. dip sb./sth. 

mi'isim   n. sourness, sour seasoning. ba ya'a mǤn sa'ab nǫ mam mi'isim la ka fț lǫm, asǫǫ ka fț bas zǫǫnd la ka di 

sa'agan'ar. if the t.z. is cooked with my sourness and you taste it, you can do without soup and eat 'dry' t.z.. [Trees] 
Sim: mi'isțg1. See: mi'isțg1; mi'isțg2; -mi'isir. 

-mi'isir   Form: -mi'isa1.  Note: -mi'isa is equally the plural of -mi'isțg2 adj. sour. onǫ wțsa Ǥnb kekammi'isa na kpinǫ o 

mǫŋ kum.” 'all those who eat sour grapes ... will all die because of their own sin' [GNB]. [JER 31:30] 
Nabstr:  See: mi'isim; mi'isțg1; -mi'isțg2. 

mi'isțg1   Variant: mi'isug. n. sourness. Nwaaŋ kǤ'Ǥŋ li'ema ka ye li anǫ mi'isțg. 'Sour grapes.'. [Proverb 078] Lit: The 

monkey can't get li'em-fruit and says they are sour.. Gban'ar la wțsa anǫ mi'isțg Boye nǤǤrin The whole plan 
was bitter in Boye's mouth. [Trouble] Sim: mi'isim; InvNabstr: -mi'isțg2, -mi'isir. See: mi'isim; -mi'isțg2; 

-mi'isir. 

-mi'isțg2   Variant: -mi'isug; min'isʋg; mi'isugi; -mi'isțgț; -mi'isugo. Form: -mi'isa2.  Note: -mi'isa is equally the plural of 

mi'isțg2 adj. sour. Nimo zaŋ leemu mi'isțg la nwaae li pțsțk. Nimo took a lemon and cut it in half. [Trouble] 
Note: leemu is any citrus, by default 'orange'; to specify 'lemon' indicate that it is a sour one Ba daa ...  nǤk bțmmi'isțgț 

gǫndigi m bțnnuuda ni They mixed vinegar with my drink. [PSA 69:21] Lit: something sour. Colloc: danmi'isțg 
‘sour wine’. Ka nwam zi'e nǫ danmi'isțg. Ka ba zaŋ sțțsț lǤs danmi'isțgțn la lǤ kikan'arini niŋ o nǤǤrin. 'A 
jar of wine vinegar was there, so they soaked a sponge in it, put the sponge on a stalk of the hyssop plant, and lifted 

it to Jesus' lips.'. [JHN 19:29] Nabstr: mi'isțg. See: mi'isțg1. 

mi'isțg3   See main entry: mi'is. dip sb./sth. 

-mi'isțgț   See main entry: -mi'isțg2. sour. 

mi'isug   See main entry: mi'isțg1. sourness. 

-mi'isug   See main entry: -mi'isțg2. sour. 

mi'isugi   See main entry: -mi'isțg2. sour. 

-mi'isugo   See main entry: -mi'isțg2. sour. 

mi'ii   id. severely. Ba daa niŋ dap la bț'țb mi'ii. They started beating the men severely. [MA] Ka Aaron sid nǤk o 

dansaar la nwǫ' teŋin ka pǤ'Ǥd yina niŋ nidib nǫ bțnkǤnbid mi'ii. 'when Aaron stretched out his hand with the 
staff and struck the dust of the ground, a serious plague of gnats came upon men and animals.'. [EXO 8:17] 

mi'uŋ   See main entry: mi'im. quiver. 

mik   Form: mikir. v. to crowd, push against sb. Ka nidib bǫdegț dǤl Yesu gilig o mik o. 'So many people were going 

along with Jesus that they were crowding him from every side.'. [MRK 5:24] ZugsǤba, nidib la wțsa la'asi giligi 

mikif si'em nwa'. 'Master, the people are all round you and crowding in on you.'. [LUK 8:45] 

mikir   See main entry: mik. push against. 

milig   Variant: miligi; miligǫǫ. Form: milignǫ. Form: miligid. Variant: miligidi. Form: miligim!. Variant: miligimi!. v. to 

be dirty, defiled, to defile sb. O kenǫ na ye o kțnsi m sid nǫ pinkțdțg linǫ milig. He was coming to inject my 
husband with an old needle that was dirty. [AIDS-I] SǤ' ya'a milig, di anǫ o sț. If someone is dirty, they need to 
take a bath. [Glossary [under Wina'am Ku'om Sțțb ]] Biig la diib la ni, li nar ye zintu'odim, sumban'ada, magi milig 

bǫǫ magi zǤm, nyuuni kpaam, abe kpaam, bǫǫ zǫnvaand kpaam. In the child's food there should be fishmeal, 

groundnut powder, Maggi  – sauce or cube, dawadawa 'maggi', palm-oil or vegetable-oil. [Breastfeeding] m fuud 

ǫǫn milig nǫ digi dabisa bǫdegț my clothes lay around dirty for many days. [Wonderwoman] Note: text emended by 

MA Hali o mǤr banǫ ka' Jew dim la kpǫn' Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la naa miligi li. 'And now he has even brought 
some Gentiles into the Temple and defiled this holy place!'. [ACT 21:28] Mam pie m nǤba sa, m na lǫn yǫǫ m la'ad 

ka kǫ ka li miligǫǫ? 'I have washed my feet; why should I get them dirty again?'. [SNG 5:3] Zak la milignǫ 

silinsi'ipaanlis bǫ fuudin la The yard was a mess, there were webs on the clothes. [Wonderwoman] O daa milignǫ 

ka o sakur fuug la aaen. she was dirty and her school dress was torn. [AIDS-II] Ba maanmaannib miligid 
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Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir 'Her priests profane the sanctuary'. [ZEP 3:4] Maanmaannib la san'amidi m wada, ka 

miligidi m la'abanǫ an kasi la 'Her priests give rulings which violate my law, and profane what is sacred to me.'. 

[EZK 22:26] Miligimi Pț'țsim DǤǤg la ka li da lǫn an kasii 'Defile the Temple.'. [EZK 9:7] See: -milisțg. 

miligǫǫ   See main entry: milig. defile. 

miligi   See main entry: milig. defile. 

miligid   See main entry: milig. defile. 

miligidi  See main entry: milig. defile. 

miligim!   See main entry: milig. defile. 

miligimi!   See main entry: milig. defile. 

milignǫ   See main entry: milig. defile. 

mililili   id. goosepimples, goosebumps. AkǤlțg: Man niŋgbina niŋǫ mililili (bǤzugǤ o nyǫnǫ pu'asadir ka o gaad o 

tuon). Awin: Ka fț niŋgbina ya'a niŋ mililili nǫ, fțn nǤkim sǫwiesi ǫnbisi fț mǫŋ wae. Akolug: My body went 
all goosepimply (because he saw a girl passing by).  ::  Awin: So if your body goes all goosepimply, scratch 
yourself with a potsherd and keep going. [You-Heard?-] Sim: waki. 

milis   Variant: milisi. v. to tame, domesticate an animal. Ninsaal na nyaŋi milis niis nǫ bțnkǤnbid ... Amaa ninsaal 

kae na nyaŋi milis o zilimmǫ. 'Human beings can tame and have tamed all other creatures ... But no one has ever 
been able to tame the tongue'. [JAS 3:7-8] 

-milisa   See main entry: -milisțg. filthy. 

milisi   See main entry: milis. tame. 

-milisțg   Variant: -milisug. Form: -milisa. adj. filthy. ti pțpielim tțțma la wțsa nwǫnǫ kparikǫnmilisa 'all our 

righteous acts are like filthy rags'. [ISA 64:6 [draft]] Saŋkan la Josua da yǫnǫ fumilisa zi'e maliak la tuon. 'Now 
Joshua was dressed in filthy clothes as he stood before the angel.'. [ZEC 3:3] See: milig. 

-milisug   See main entry: -milisțg. filthy. 

miliyǤn   num. a million, 1,000,000. Sankan la m da mǤri yǤn tusa piiga (miliyǤn ayi') ma'aa. Then I had only 10,000 
'bags' (two million). [Shoeshine-Boy] From: (Eng.) 

-mimal   Form: -mimala. adj. tasty, 'sweet' [Gh.] Din yi sankan la, zuanam ayi' nwa pț lǫn nu si'eli gaad damimala 

dinǫ pu bugid la. From that time, these two friends no longer drank anything more than soft drinks which don't 
intoxicate. [Electricity] See: -mimil; mimilig. 

-mimala   See main entry: -mimal. tasty. 

-mimil  Form: -mimila. adj. savoury, tasty. Baaba Apul ǫǫnti tisid banǫ kennǫ o san'anǫ da'ad la nǫ dimimila. Baaba 

Apul would give his customers snacks. [Fire] See: -mimal; mimilig; mimilim. 

-mimila   See main entry: -mimil. savoury. 

mimilig   Variant: mimiligǤ. n. savour, taste, tastiness. Syn: mimilim. yaarim mimilim ya'a yi, sǤ' na niŋ wala maali li 

mimiligǤ? 'Salt is good, but if it loses its saltiness, how can you make it salty again?'. [MRK 9:50] See: -mimal. 

mimiligǤ   See main entry: mimilig. tastiness. 

mimilim   Variant: mimilimm. n. tastiness. ya nam mi' nyǫ ka gǫlpielim mǤr mimilim? 'What flavour is there in the white 

of an egg?'. [JOB 6:6] hali ka la'am Ǥnbid nya'a banǫ pț mǤr mimilimm 'and ate them, even the tasteless roots'. 

[JOB 30:4] Syn: mimilig. yaarim mimilim ya'a yi, sǤ' na niŋ wala maali li mimiligǤ? 'Salt is good, but if it loses its 
saltiness, how can you make it salty again?'. [MRK 9:50] See: mimilig. 

mimilimm   See main entry: mimilim. tastiness. 

mimim   id. twangg! (sound of vibrating). M ǫǫnti gaŋnǫ pu'asadkansir bǫǫ dasaŋpǤlli kț ka pu'ab nǫ biis siakid 

kaasig nwaaa, ka dunia dammid mimim. Whenever I choose a virgin or a young boy to kill, the women and 
children together weep 'Nwaaa!' and the world reels 'kerchung!'. [Asaasim-] 

min'isʋg   See main entry: -mi'isțg2. sour. 
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minista   Form: ministanam. n. a minister (of state). Teŋgbauŋ zugdaan nya'andǤl, bǫǫ, 'ministanam' The President's 
assistants, or 'ministers'. [Constitution] From: (Eng.) 

ministanam   See main entry: minista. minister. 

mir1   Variant: miri1. Form: mirnǫ. Form: mirid. Variant: miridi. Form: miriya. v. to approach, come near. Amaa mid ka 

ya miri NǤnaar Daka la. 'But do not get near the Covenant Box'. [JOS 3:4] O vurig yanam nǫ ya Levi dim taab la 

miri o mǫŋ He has brought you and all your fellow Levites near himself'. [NUM 16:10] Filistia dim da mirid na ye 

ba zab nǫ ba 'the Philistines drew near to engage Israel in battle'. [1SA 7:10] Biribis bama la yț'țn da miridi ba 

na. Then those boys were coming near them. [Trouble] Amaa sansi'a da paaya ka nidib la nyǤn ye saŋgbauŋ la 

mirnǫ galis But there came a time when people complained that the sky was too close. [Trouble] BǤzugǤ dabisir la 

mirnǫ 'For the day is near'. [EZK 30:3] Sim: li'el, pǤnr; Cpart: lal ‘be far’. yir kanǫ lal sǫnnǫ kipi wțț gțțdiŋ nǫ, 

amaa fț ya'a miri li tiig wțsa zi'inǫ o gțnnǫ a house which is far is like a thicket, but if you come near, its every 

tree is separate. [Bible-Study] .  Note: see ref. and link at ken3 . 

mir2   Variant: miri2. n. myrrh. Note: used in the Bible for English "myrrh", a perfumed spice Nikodemus ... mǫ dǤl Josef ka 

mǤr bțnnyubisa linǫ buon mir nǫ aloes ka ba gǫndig taaba 'Nicodemus ... went with Joseph, taking with him 
... spices, a mixture of myrrh and aloes'. [JHN 19:39] ba ... yidigi ba piini tis o, li da anǫ sanlima nǫ frankinsens 

nǫ mir they ... presented gifts to him: gold, frankincense, and myrrh. [MAT 2:11] mir linǫ nyuusid hali la taae m 

nu'us 'My hands were covered with myrrh' which has a strong smell. [SNG 5:5] From: (Eng.) 

miri1   See main entry: mir1. approach. 

miri2   See main entry: mir2. myrrh. 

mirid   See main entry: mir1. approach. 

miridi   See main entry: mir1. approach. 

miriya   See main entry: mir1. approach. 

mirnǫ   See main entry: mir1. approach. 

mis   Variant: misi. Form: misid. Variant: misidi. Form: misib. v. to sprinkle, spatter. Moses nǤk ziim la mis nidib la 
'Moses then took the blood, (and) sprinkled it on the people'. [EXO 24:8] O na misi mis onǫ ka o ye o maal o nyain 

la nǤǤr ayǤpǤi 'He shall sprinkle the blood seven times on the person who is to be purified'. [LEV 14:7] 'Li ta'am 

pin'il nǫ niib, m ma.' Yaa yǫl ala ka tiǫn o nu'ug ka saa la misid. "It's suddenly started raining, mother." Said, 

Yaa, and put out his hand and it was spattered with rain. [Trouble] Maalim ... soobulnam nǫ labanǫ ka ba mǤri 

misid 'Make ... shovels, sprinkling bowls' [in list]. [EXO 27:3] Yadda niŋir zug ka o kǫ ka ba maan Kum Maliak 

Gaadțg maan, ka misidi ba yaŋa nǫ ziim la 'It was faith that made him establish the Passover and order the 
blood to be sprinkled on the doors'. [HEB 11:28] bama na an zi'ela banǫ bǫ maan la maalțg saŋa linǫ an nyu'or 

maan nǫ ziim misib. 'These will be the regulations for sacrificing burnt offerings and sprinkling blood upon the 
altar when it is built'. [EZK 43:18] Sim: misig. 

misi   See main entry: mis. sprinkle. 

misib   See main entry: mis. sprinkle. 

misid   See main entry: mis. sprinkle. 

misidi   See main entry: mis. sprinkle. 

misig   Form: misigim. Variant: misigimǫ. v. to shake, scatter, sprinkle. Note: [with water, spices] Amaa ka Paul misig o 

nu'ug ka waaf la li bugumin ka pț niŋ o si'ela. 'But Paul shook the snake off into the fire and suffered no ill 
effects.'. [ACT 28:5] Ti'eliminǫ ba ziim misig maan daka la 'Sprinkle their blood on the altar'. [NUM 18:17] Ala ka 

ba da kǤt niigi la ka Maanmaan la ti'el ziim la misig maan daka la 'So they slaughtered the bulls, and the 
priests took the blood and sprinkled it on the altar'. [2CH 29:22] misigimǫ ba nǫ ku'okanǫ kǫt ka ba na an nyain 

la. 'Sprinkle the water of cleansing on them'. [NUM 8:7] Sim: mis. 

misigim   See main entry: misig. sprinkle. 

misigimǫ   See main entry: misig. sprinkle. 
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mit   See main entry: mid. beware lest. 

mita   Form: mitanam. n. a meter (measuring electricity &c.) Saŋa kenna ka ti na mǤr mita (dine gǫligid fțn nǫ 

bugum la si'em) sia buudi na The time is coming when we bring some type of meter (which measures your 
electricity). [Electricity] ba karim namba la bǫǫ gțlisțg dinǫ bǫ mita la pțțgin they read the number or writing 
which is in the meter. [Electricity] O daa zanl gbambil yinne o nu'ugțn ka gǤsidi sǤbid dinǫ bǫ mita la ni. He 

held one form in his hand and was looking and writing down what was on the meter. [Electricity] nimbanǫ ka ya 

tțm ye ba karimi ti mitanam la an ninsțmaa? Are the people you send to read our meters good people? 

[Electricity] From: (Eng.) 

mitanam   See main entry: mita. meter. 

miti1   n. minute/s. Colloc: miti1 [number] ‘[number] minutes’. Sakur bibis la da fǤnǫ sillimm miti anu The 

schoolchildren kept quiet for five minutes. [Trouble] Nwǫnǫ miti piiga sțțgin ka m naae ta'ada la duusțg. 
Within about 10 minutes I had finished shining the shoes. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ningbina zabir tun'e pin'il o sa'aŋin 

yiiga ka o pțțg duosid wțț miti piiga bǫǫ pisi wțsa The pains can begin at the first contraction and her belly 
swells for the whole 10 or 20 minutes. [Womens-Health] Sim: awa ‘hour’. From: (Eng.) 

miti2   See main entry: mid. beware lest. 

mii   Form: miid. Variant: miidi. Form: miidnǫ. Form: miidin. v. to come out (drip, seep) from swh. in very small 

quantity. Note: "as in spring water or juice from a plant" [MA] Ku'om miidi yit teŋin na. Water is coming out from the 
ground. [MA] Dau la kǤ'Ǥg tiig la wil ka su'um miid. The man broke the branch of the tree and the sap is dripping 
out. [MA] Giligim gǤs zin'ibanǫ ka ku'om miid saŋa wțsa 'go and look at every spring'. [1KI 18:5] Sim: bul1. 

miid   See main entry: mii. drip. 

miidi   See main entry: mii. drip. 

miidin   See main entry: mii. drip. 

miidnǫ   See main entry: mii. drip. 

miilim   Variant: miilimi; miilimǫ. Form: miilțŋ. Variant: miiluŋ. v. to be used to, accustomed. A-Dii-Miilim kuod na'ab 

pǤǤd. Mr. Eat-Others'-Food cultivates the chief's farms. [Proverb 060] M da nyǫ paalbil sitǫǫsin la za'anǤǤr la 

baba ka li pț yuugǫ ka m miilim anina. I found a small place by the entrance to the station and it was not long 

before I was at home there. [Shoeshine-Boy] 'Daasi'erǫ li anǫ dayuug,' kțkǤr kanǫ ka o miilim la yǫl ala. "Perhaps 
it was a rat." said a familiar voice. [Trouble] suobanǫ ka ba pț miilim la m na dǤlisi ba 'along unfamiliar paths I 
will guide them'. [ISA 42:16] Yanam banǫ miilim tțțmbǫ'ǫd la 'you ... who are accustomed to doing evil'. [JER 13:23] 
Onǫ Buama nidib la da miilimǫ taaba galis She and the people of Buama were very familiar with each other. 

[Trouble] M niŋ yadda ye ya miilimi ba bǫdegț. I trust that you are very familiar with them. [Trees] M kț nyaŋi yǫ 

la'abama, bǤzugǤ m pț miilimi ba yǫǫbǤ. I can't wear this equipment, because I'm not used to wearing it. [1SA 

17:39] 

miilimǫ   See main entry: miilim. accustomed. 

miilimi  See main entry: miilim. accustomed. 

miilțŋ   See main entry: miilim. accustomed. 

miiluŋ   See main entry: miilim. accustomed. 

miing   Form: miinsi. n. grass [type] used to make mats. Note: "Though they are grass, they are more like millet straw but not as 

big." [MA]  Ti da digi sǤna banǫ ka ba zaŋ miinsi vțd la zug. We lay on mats that had been woven from straw. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] 

miinsi   See main entry: miing. reed. 

mǤ1   Variant: mo'; mo; mǤǤ; moo. Form: mǤnǫ. Form: mǤǤd1. Variant: mood. Form: mǤǤm!. Variant: moom; mǤǤmi!; 

moome. Form: mǤǤb. Form: mǤya. Variant: mǤ1 ya4; moya; mɔnya. v. 1 • to wrestle. Ka dau sǤ' kena ka ba mǤ 

nǫ taaba ka bǫog ti bǤǤd nier. 'Then a man came and wrestled with him until just before daybreak.'. [GEN 32:24] 
mǤǤbin in wrestling. Nabstr: mǤǤr1 
2 • to strive, try hard to ... SǤ' ya'a pț siak ye ba kad teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la basǫ ka mǤ ye o gu' lii o pț tțm bǫ'ǫdǫ. 
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Citizens may exercise popular participation in the administration of justice. [Constitution] M sțnf ma'ae yanami 

mǤ si'em la, m zuanama,' Widaan la yǫla ala ka duod agǤl. "I am pleased with the effort you have made, 
friends," said the linguist, whilst standing up. [Trouble] nid yinne bǫǫ babiga ya'a mǤ ye ba daam teŋ la wțsa if 
one person or many engage in struggle to trouble the whole country. [Constitution] o na mǤǤ gǤs ye on na ti nyaŋi 

nyu'oe bugum daar yinnee? he would try to see if he would be able to start a fire one day. [Fire] nidib galis hali 

ka pu'a la mǤǤ paae Yesu nya'aŋi si'is o fuug. there were a great lot of people and the woman struggled to reach 
Jesus and was able to touch his shirt. [MRK 5:27] Wǫbaa da anǫ ba zak la kisțg; li pț nar ye ya kisbțn lǫn mǤǤd 

ye o kțț fǤ. The leopard was their clan taboo-animal; it is not right that your taboo-animal tries to kill you. 

[Trouble] On da zan'as fian'a la ka o gban'e o mǤǤd ye vǫ'ǫg o nǫ paŋ. When he completely refused, then she 

held him, trying to pull him by force. [Trouble] Li gbǫlțŋ wțsa anǫ o sidi mǤǤd ye o su'a yǫl la ka on da baŋ la. 
The whole problem was that her husband was trying hard to keep the matter secret so that she should not find it 

out. [Trouble] kǫl ka fț dataas, nǫ banǫ mǤǤd ye ba san'amif la ba'as wțț Nabal nǫ 'may your enemies and all 
who intend to harm my master be like Nabal'. [1SA 25:26] Ninkanǫ nam mi' tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫtita'ar wțț o da mǤnǫ 

ye o kad GǤmma  bǫǫ zammug kț tun'e di teŋinna'am. 'A person who has been convicted of serious crimes 
such as treason or offences involving dishonesty or moral turpitude shall not qualify to become a Chief.'. 
[Constitution] Bipuŋ la daa keŋ yǫl o saamnam ye pa'an la mǤnǫ ye o mugus o. The girl went and said to her 

fathers that the teacher was trying to pressurise her. [AIDS-II] onǫ mǫkama mǤǤd ye o faaǫn o nyǤvțr, o na bǤdigi 

li 'Whoever tries to keep his life will lose it'. [LUK 17:33] Ti pț mǤǤd ye ti ma'ae ninsaalib sțnya, ka lǫǫ mǤǤd ye 

ti ma'ae Wina'am onǫ kpansidi ti sțnya la. 'We are not trying to please men but God, who tests our hearts.'. [1TH 

2:4] ba mǤǤm ka yǤǤdi ba bugum yǤǤd nwadig wțsa they should do their best to pay their electricity bill every 

month. [Electricity] MǤǤm baŋ dasaŋ la an sǤ' biig. 'Find out whose son this young man is.'. [1SA 17:56] amaa 

mǤǤmi ka tțm wțț yanamǫ kaanb si'em la. 'but do what you have promised.'. [NUM 32:24] ba yisid bǫǫ paasid 

ban tisid sakur bibis la si'el ka li yitnǫ ba mǤǤb bǫǫ ba gț'țŋirin. they subtracted or added to what they gave 
the schoolchildren according to their success or failure. [Trouble] Serial: mǤ1 ... gț'țŋ ‘try but fail’. dap la wțsa 

mǤ ti gț'țŋ. all the men's efforts were in vain. [Billygoat] On sa zaansim ya, ka mǤ ye o tiǫn li gț'țŋ. She had had 
a dream last night, and tried and tried to remember it but couldn't. [Trouble] M daa kpǫm bǤǤdi kǫǫnnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ na ka 

mǤǤ gț'țŋ. I wanted to come quickly but I tried hard and failed. [Trouble] Colloc: Fț/ya1 mǤ1 ya4 !/mǤya ! ‘You 
have done well! [compliment, applause]’. Wala yanamǫ sa nyaŋi mǤdigi paae anwa la, ya mǤya. The way you 

passed yesterday's test and reached this far, you have done well. [Akelsa] Fț mǤ ya! Fț anǫ tțmtțm sțŋ onǫ tțm 

nǫ sida. 'Well done, good and faithful servant!'. [MAT 25:21] M tțmtțm sțŋǤ, fț mǤya! 'Well done, my good 

servant!'. [LUK 19:17] ba pț'țs biig la ye "Tțțma tțțma! Fa', fț mɔnya!" They greeted the lad "Thank you. Wow, 

you have done well!" [Trees] Sim: mak2 Sim: kpǫ'ǫŋ ... mǫŋ. See: mǤǤr. 

mǤ1 ya4   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mǤ-2   See main entry: mǤǤg. bush. 

mǤbig   Variant: mobig; mǤbigi; mobigi. Form: mǤbigir. v. to hug, kiss. mǤbigir saŋa bǫnǫ, ka nyǤbțgir saŋa bǫ 'a time 

to embrace and a time to abstain from embracing'. [ECC 3:5 [draft]] Note: kissing is not used traditionally in the area; 'hug' 
or 'suck' are used to translate the term or else 'greet', as in many cases in the Bible this is the social function of a kiss. 

mǤbigi   See main entry: mǤbig. kiss. 

mǤbigir   See main entry: mǤbig. kiss. 

mǤbiig   Variant: mǤbiigț. n. young, new grass. ba nwǫnǫ mǤbiigț na tans bǫkǫung na. 'they are like the new grass of 

the morning'. [PSA 90:5] Sim: mǤbiili. Note: under bielif See: mǤǤg; biig. 

mǤbiigț   See main entry: mǤbiig. grass. 

mǤd   Variant: mod; mǤdǫ; mode. Form: mǤdnǫ. Form: mǤdib. Variant: modib. v. to swell, be swollen. Note: [with pus] 
Zin'ikanǫ ka ba kțns la tun'e mǤd. The injection site can become a swelling. [Immunisation-II.] Ka Agbigim ye o 

nyinnǫ mǤd hali Mr. Lion said his tooth was very swollen. [You-Do?] m nini mǤd ka pț lǫn nyǫta 'I can hardly 
see; my eyes are so swollen. [PSA 6:7] onǫ ka natiŋkpi'eŋ tǤn o bǫǫ o nu'ugț mǤdǫ, ba zaŋidi man su'um la 

kanbigidi bțligid. Someone with a boil or a swollen hand, they take my sap and heat it and spread it on. [Trees] 
Yțma pisnaasi nwa' pțțgin, ya fuud pț kpii ka ya nǤba mǫ pț mǤdǫ. 'Your clothes did not wear out and your 
feet did not swell during these forty years.'. [DEU 8:4] Banǫ da pț kpi la, natiŋkpi'emis da mǤdi ba 'Those who 
did not die were afflicted with tumours'. [1SA 5:12] Yu'or ya'a zem ne gbǫr, o mǤdnǫ. If the penis is as big as the 
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thigh, it is swollen. [Asaasim   Proverb] pa'alimi alaafi tțmtțm linǫ mǤd la bǫǫ linǫ daamif la indicate to the 

medical worker what is swollen or what is disturbing you. [Immunisation] See: mǤdir; -mǤtir. 

mǤda   See main entry: mǤdir. swelling. 

mǤdǫ   See main entry: mǤd. swollen[be]. 

mǤdib   See main entry: mǤd. swollen[be]. 

mǤdig   Variant: modig; mǤdigǫ; mǤdigǫǫ; mǤdigi; modigi. Form: mǤdignǫ. Variant: modigne. Form: mǤdigid. 

Variant: modigid; mǤdigidi; mǤdigidǫ; modigide. Form: mǤdigim!. Variant: mǤdigimi!; modigimi; mǤdigiminǫ!. 

Form: mǤdigin. Variant: modigin. Form: mǤdiginnǫ. Variant: mǤdigir; modigir; mǤdigiri. v. to persevere, be 

patient, pass a/the test, endure. di ya'a da an fțnǫ, fț tǫn'ǫs ka fț da na nyaŋi mǤdig ka pț ki'is Wina'am 

nǤǤrǫǫ? if it had been you, do you think you could have been self-controlled and not disobeyed God's command? 

[You-Heard?] Nwǫnǫ wțț kpaadibi ǫǫn bțt ka mǤdig si'em gur ka bunib nyaan ti paae la Like how farmers 
sow, and then patiently wait for the arrival of harvest-time. [You-Hear?] Yanamǫ siaki m nǤzi'elțg ka mǤdig la 

zug, m mǫ na mǤri ya sț'țŋa 'Since you have kept my command to endure patiently, I will also keep you'. [REV 

3:10] Wina'am paŋ tita'ar la zug ka ya na mǤr paŋ bǫdegț mǫn, ye ya tun'e mǤdig sț'țŋa nǫ sumalisim May 
you be made strong with all the strength which comes from his glorious power, so that you may be able to endure 

everything with patience. [COL 1:11] Adam nǫ Hawa da pț nyaŋi mǤdigǫ, ka ki'is Wina'am nǤǤr Adam and Eve 
couldn't be patient, and disobeyed God. [You-Heard?] m ya'am wțsa tuodnǫ ka m kț nyaŋi mǤdigǫ. 'My heart 

pounds within me, I cannot keep silent.'. [JER 4:19] M zua, fț nyaŋi mǤdigǫǫ? My friend, can you be patient? 

[You-Heard?] Wala yanamǫ sa nyaŋi mǤdigi paae anwa la, ya mǤya. The way you passed yesterday's test and 
reached this far, you have done well. [Akelsa] Kpǫ'ǫŋimi ya mǫŋ ka mǤdigi paae li bǫn ka gbada kae. 'Make sure 
that your endurance carries you all the way without failing'. [JAS 1:4] Ya bǤǤd ye m mǤdignǫ ya hali paae saŋa 

wala? 'How long do I have to put up with you?'. [MRK 9:19] banǫ pț nyaŋidi mǤdigid nǫ ba pu'a bǤǤr la, firim 

kǤndǤm those who can't restrain their libido should use a condom. [AIDS-I] ya ya'a nyǫ makiri ya yadda niŋir 

pțțgin li kǫt ka ya nyaŋidi mǤdigid. 'when your faith succeeds in facing such trials, the result is the ability to 
endure'. [JAS 1:3] M mǫ da mǤdigidi zamisid ka li mǫ kǫ ka m mǤr sțnkpi'em. I applied myself patiently to 
learning, and as a result I gained confidence. [Shoeshine-Boy] namisțg nǫ tǤǤg ya'a paae ba labaar la zug, ba 

mǤdigidnǫ bi'ela ka nyǤrigi bas. 'So when trouble or persecution comes because of the message, they give up at 
once. [MRK 4:17] MǤdigim karimi karțŋ la ka li dǤl nǫ yanamǫ pian'ad si'em la. Read the chapter carefully and 
in natural speech. [Bible-Intro] Yanam mǫ mǤdigim ka gban'e ya mǫŋ 'You too, be patient and stand firm'. [JAS 5:8] 
mǤdigimi ka ZugsǤb la naan ti lǫb na 'Be patient ... until the Lord's coming.'. [JAS 5:7] MǤdigiminǫ ya mǫŋ ka m 

na gǤsi sțŋi ya. Be patient and I will look after you and help you. [Wealth-Is-Power] Adam nǫ pu'a la ya'a da 

mǤdigin, ka pț ki'is Wina'am nǤǤrǫ, man naan kț namisidin anwa. If Adam and Eve had been patient and not 
disobeyed God, I would not be suffering like this. [You-Heard?] Nǫ'ǫŋa ya'a aannǫ linǫ ka'an sțm bǫǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd 

si'a ka o maalin, m naan mǤdigin ka kǫlisi ya pian'ad la. 'If it had been a question of crime or grave 

misdemeanour, I should ... have given you ... a patient hearing'. [ACT 18:14] yanamǫ pian'adin la, m mǤdiginnǫ 

an baanlimm 'I listened patiently while you were speaking'. [JOB 32:11] MǤdigir daan la daa su'a o maŋț kansa 

ka ba nan pț bi'ig sț'țŋa ka o mǤdigi diin o kǤm la baanlim. The patient fellow had stored his unripe mangoes 
that weren't yet ready, and patiently suppressed his hunger. [You-Do?] Linzug li sțm ye Wina'am nidib mǤr 

mǤdigir ka niŋ Wina'am yadda. 'This calls for endurance and faith on the part of God's people.'. [REV 13:10] M 

YA'A DAA BAŊINŰ MǤdigiri malis. HAD I KNOWN –  Patience is enjoyable. [You-Heard? [Heading]] 
Colloc: mǤdigirin ‘in patience’; Sim: yuug, waŋ, suguru [n.]. See: summǤdigir. 

mǤdigǫ   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdigǫǫ   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdigi   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdigid   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdigidǫ   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdigidi   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdigim!   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 
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mǤdigimi!   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdigiminǫ!   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdigin  See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdiginnǫ  See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdigir   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdigiri   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdignǫ  See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

mǤdir   Variant: modug. Form: mǤda. Variant: moda. n. a swelling. MǤr mǤda gilig o niŋgǤǤnr bǫǫ o biaunk bǫǫ o 

daulim bǫǫ o pu'alim. (He or she) has swellings around the neck, or armpit, or genitals. [AIDS-Azuur] ba niŋgbina 

wțsa da anǫ fǫn'ǫd nǫ mǤda ma'aa 'they were covered with boils'. [EXO 9:11] See: mǤd; -mǤtir. 

mǤdnǫ   See main entry: mǤd. swollen[be]. 

mɔ'a   See main entry: mu'ar. lake. 

mɔ'as   See main entry: mǤ'Ǥns. redden. 

mǤ'Ǥns   Variant: mɔ'as; mu'os; mo'as; mǤ'Ǥnsi. v. to redden sth., make red. InvCaus: mu'oe. Ka nǤk pǫraad gbana dinǫ ka 

ba mǤ'Ǥnsi li ka di mu'oe la sǫǫn tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba pili paas. 'Make for the tent a covering of ram skins dyed red'. [EXO 

26:14] ka yț'țn nǤk pǫraad gbana banǫ ka ba mǤ'Ǥns ka li mu'oe and then took the ram-skins that they had 
dyed red. [EXO 40:19] Etym: OV1 *MO ; OVN *MO(N) ; GS1 *S¹E/O(M) ; vc2 *som ; C G *mano ("red, to 
be") .  Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug  See: mu'oe. 

mǤ'Ǥnsi   See main entry: mǤ'Ǥns. redden. 

mǤ'Ǥs   Form: mǤ'Ǥsid. Variant: mǤ'Ǥsidi. Form: mǤ'Ǥsțg. v. to redden sth., make red. yanam banǫ mǤ'Ǥsid bugum ka 

nyǤ'Ǥdi ya mǫŋ bugum la 'all you who light fires and provide yourselves with flaming torches'. [ISA 50:11] BǤ ka 

fț mǤ'Ǥsidi fț nindaa? 'Why shade your eyes with paint?'. [JER 4:30] O zamis nǫ mi' ... galțțrț mǤ'Ǥsțg He is 
experienced in ... crimson yarn. [2CH 2:14] 

mǤ'Ǥsid   See main entry: mǤ'Ǥs. redden. 

mǤ'Ǥsidi  See main entry: mǤ'Ǥs. redden. 

mǤ'Ǥsțg   See main entry: mǤ'Ǥs. redden. 

mǤgbǫŋ   Variant: mogbeŋ. n. a patch of bush. Sim: mǤǤg2, pipirig, sian'ar, wǫog. (ba) kpi tǤ'ǤtǤ wuu mǤgbǫŋ bugum 

kpi si'em la 'they burnt out as quickly as a fire among thorns'. [PSA 118:12 [draft]] See: mǤǤg. 

mǤi   id. calm, undisturbed. Fț ya'a kudin bǤǤd fțn zaŋim piim kțns o lțgiri ti paae o nyǤǤdǫ o kpǫn anǫ mǤi. If 
you wanted you could prick his side with a needle right through to his guts and he would still be unruffled. 
[You-Do?] 

mǤki'ed   n. a mower, person who cuts grass. mǤki'ed ya'a kie, li kț pǫ'ǫl o nu'usǫ 'with it the reaper cannot fill his hands. 

[PSA 129:7] See: mǤǤg; ki'e1. 

mǤlif   Variant: molif; moluf. n. antelope [sp.] Kobus kob (C.); or Damaliscus lunatus korrigum. BțnkǤnbid banǫ ka ya 

na Ǥnb anǫ bama: ... walig, nǫ kǤǤng nǫ mǤlif nǫ sibig nǫ bama buudi wțsa 'These are the animals you may 
eat ... buck, gazelle, roebuck, ibex, white-rumped deer'. [DEU 14:4-5] Etym: OVN *MOL-FU ; GS1 *K¹O¹ . 

mɔma'adi  See main entry: mțma'ad. plaster. 

mǤn1   Variant: mon [N]; monn [W]; mǤnnǫ. Form: mǤnib. Variant: mǤnibi. v. to 'stir' [Gh.], cook t.z. AmǤryam na 

nǫǫm ki n mǤn sa'ab. Amoryam will grind grain and make t.z.. [House+Farm] ba ya'a mǤn sa'ab nǫ mam mi'isim 

la ka fț lǫm, asǫǫ ka fț bas zǫǫnd la ka di sa'agan'ar. if the t.z. is cooked with my sourness and you taste it, you 
can do without soup and eat 'dry' t.z.. [Trees] Pu'a la mǤnnǫ sa'agan'alțg. The woman has prepared thick t.z.. [MA] 
BǤzug ka fț nam pț mǤnnǫ naae ka yț'țŋ sǤbǫ? Why haven't you finished preparing the t.z. and it's already 

night-time? [Wonderwoman] Wina'am on kǫl ka mam mǫŋ pu'a mǤnnǫ tisid dau zțŋ 'then let my wife cook 
another man's food'. [JOB 31:10] SA'AB DIIB MALIS KA LI MƆNIBI TƆI 'FOOD IS SWEET, BUT IT'S 
PREPARATION IS HARD'. [You-Heard? [heading]] Etym: OV1 *MON . 
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mǤn2   Variant: mon2 [N]. n. snake [sp.] Note: "a harmless snake" [MA] 

mǤnǫ   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mǤnib   See main entry: mǤn1. 'stir' t.z. 

mǤnibi   See main entry: mǤn1. 'stir' t.z. 

mǤnnǫ   See main entry: mǤn1. 'stir' t.z. 

mɔnya   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mǤnyǤ'Ǥs   n. the smoke from a bushfire. Alakim bǤbnǫ ka gur bugum mǤnyǤ'Ǥs. Alakim-bird dresses up and looks out 

for bushfire-smoke. [Proverb 064] See: mǤǤg2 See: nyǤ'Ǥs. 

mǤŋ1   Variant: moŋ; mǤŋi; moŋi. Form: mǤŋid. Variant: moŋid; mǤŋidi; moŋidi. Form: mǤŋin. Form: mǤŋir. 

Variant: moŋir. v. to refuse. Note: ~ to give or lend Suor kae ka ba na mǤŋ pțkǤǤnr o sid bǫǫ o pu'a faarǫ, hali 

baa o sǤb ya'a pț digil nǤǤr ka nyaam kpii. 'A spouse shall not be deprived of a reasonable provision out of the 
estate of a deceased spouse whether or not the spouse died having made a will'. [Constitution] Ba ǫǫnti piignǫ sa'ad 

ka mǤŋ naŋ bțțd. They always sweep up the rubbish and make the scorpion not guilty. [Asaasim  Proverb] Note: it 

is visible on a clean floor, so could have been avoided fțn da mǤŋ sǤ' bțnsțŋ linǫ nar ye o di'e. 'Do not withhold 
good from those who deserve it'. [PRO 3:27] O ya'a baŋin ye man mǤŋǫ m pu'a nǫ'ǫŋa on yǫla, o kț giligidi 

nyǤnnǫ anwana. If he was aware that I refused to give my wife this for his sake, he wouldn't be going round 

complaining like this. [Trouble] Hali ti pțtǫnda ya'a mǤŋi ti bțțd 'our conscience condemns us'. [1JN 3:20] 
Wina'am na paas baŋir ka ti nyǫ tiakir dasțŋ tțțma pțțgin ka da dit ka mǤŋid taaba. God will increase 
understanding so that we change our miserly ways and won't refuse to share our food. [Asaasim] Lit: eat and refuse 

each other.. ba mǤŋid banǫ tțm Ǥfisnamin nǫ banǫ bǫ tțțmsieba ni la ba yǤǤd ban keŋ tțma let la yǫllǫǫ? Do 

they dock the wages of office-workers and suchlike employees because they come to work late? [Trouble] ... ban 

pu ken tțțma tǤ' Note: proposed revision avoiding unnecessary borrowed word let [MA]  o pț mǤŋid banǫ pț mǤr 

taal la bțnsțŋǤ. 'He does not refuse any good thing to those who do what is right.'. [PSA 84:11] Yesu yis wada 

kanǫ daa sǤb ka li kati ti saria, ka mǤŋidi ti bțțd Jesus removed the written law which judged us and refused 
to declare our innocence. [COL 2:14] Maligim tǫn'ǫsi sț'țŋa ka da mǤŋinim bțțdǫ. 'think again, for my integrity 
is in question.'. [JOB 6:29] 

mǤŋ-2   See main entry: mǤŋǤ. mango. 

mǤŋi   See main entry: mǤŋ1. refuse. 

mǤŋid   See main entry: mǤŋ1. refuse. 

mǤŋidi   See main entry: mǤŋ1. refuse. 

mǤŋin   See main entry: mǤŋ1. refuse. 

mǤŋir   See main entry: mǤŋ1. refuse. 

mǤŋnam  See main entry: mǤŋǤ. mango. 

mǤŋǤ   Variant: moŋo; maŋǤ; maŋț. Form: mǤŋnam. Variant: moŋonam; maŋǤnam; maŋțnam. Form: mǤŋ-2. n. a 

mango tree or fruit. Mangifera indica. On daa pț tun'e mǤdigǫ ka zaŋ o kpi'euŋ la tis ka di'e maŋț la kǫ ka 

o gț'țŋ nǤsțŋ la di'er It was because he couldn't control himself and sold his seniority to get mangoes that he 
failed to get the blessing. [You-Heard?] MǤdigir daan la daa su'a o maŋț kansa ka ba nan pț bi'ig sț'țŋa ka o 

mǤdigi diinn o kǤm la baanlim. The patient fellow had stored his unripe mangoes that weren't yet ready, and 

patiently suppressed his hunger. [You-Do?] o nyǫ maŋț tiig ka yț'țn dț ye o pǤn' maŋț di. he saw a mango tree 
and promptly climbed it and picked a mango and ate it. [Wonderwoman] AkǤlțg sa nyǫnǫ pu'asadir ka o bi' ma'ae 

bțrr hali gaad Akara maŋțnam ka o siisi buol pu'a la. Yesterday Akolug saw a girl who was very ripe and 
more luscious than Akara mangoes, and he hissed to call her. [You-Heard?] From: (Eng.) < (ultimately) (Indian). 

mǤpil   Form: mǤpila. n. a thatched roof, roof. li daa kpǫlim bi'ela ka li (bugum) la'aŋ mǤpil la wțsa. it wasn't long 

before it spread to the whole roof. [Fire] Ka Asumbul su'a gǤsid o mǤpil la vǤǤnrin la. And Spider secretly looked 

through the hole in the roof. [Wonderwoman] Ka ninkanǫ bǫ mǤpil zug da sigid ye o kpǫn' yinnǫ nǤk si'ela. 'If 
anyone is on the roof, he must not go down into the house to fetch anything out'. [MRK 13:15] On bǫ yiŋ la o pțn 
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nǤkin nǫ gǤringǤrim bǫda ti'el ku'om mǤpila la ni. When she was outside she had taken big pans and caught the 

water from the roofs. [Trouble] Colloc: mǤpilin ‘on/in/from the roof’. See: mǤǤg; pil. 

mǤpila   See main entry: mǤpil. thatched roof. 

mǤpuum   n. wildflower/s, flower of grass. ba vǫnlim nwǫnǫ mǤpuum banǫ bǫ mǤǤgin nǫ 'all their glory is like the 

flowers of the field'. [1PE 1:24] Sim: flawa ‘flower/s’. Note: as grown for decoration O da kaae sakur la nya'aŋi zaŋ 

sț'țraug FLAWAnamin (mǤpuum) He went behind the school and took a cutlass from the flowers. [Trouble] Etym: 
OV1 *PU(:) ; OVN *PU-M ; vc1 *fi . See: mǤǤg; puum. 

mǤr1   Variant: mor; mǤri1; mori; mǤre; mǤra; mora; more. Form: mǤrnǫ. Variant: morne. Form: mǤr2!. Variant: mǤri2!. 

Form: mǤrini1!. Form: mǤrin. Variant: moren; morin; mǤrini2; mǤrinnǫ. Form: mǤriya. v. 1 • to have (permanently 

or temporarily), possess (object or characteristic). DizugǤ da yǫl ye "BǤ ka Abțnkțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam pț 

mǤra?" So don't say "Why has Mr. Oldman got something that I haven't got?" [Asaasim] Nyǫ'ǫd ya'a ka'a ya'am, 

vaad mǤr ya'am. If he who defecates has no sense, he who clears it up has. [Proverb 049] Ti yaanam da pț mǤr 

si'el si'ela asǫǫ wina banǫ pț mǤr sidaa 'Our ancestors had nothing but false gods, nothing but useless idols.'. 

[JER 16:19] ka mǤr kpțkpama ka li nwǫnǫ abaar kpțkpama nǫ 'and it had the wings of an eagle'. [DAN 7:4] aza'ala 

mǤr ban'as la bǫǫ o pț mǤra, fț kț nyaŋi kpǫn gǤs nǫ nini ka baŋ ye o mǤr HIV-Ees ban'a If someone has the 
disease or not – you can't immediately look at someone and tell if he has HIV-AIDS. [AIDS-I] Ya pț mǤra, yanamǫ 

pț sǤs Wina'am la zug. 'You do not have, because you do not ask God.'. [JAS 4:2] Man nyǫ la, fț mǤre sțnsa'aŋ. 
I can see that you are sad. [NEH 2:2] Na'ab Solomon da mǤri tǫrekonam tusa naasi (4,000) 'King Solomon also 
had 4,000 ... chariots'. [2CH 9:25] AlazugǤ mǤri ya'am wțț wiigi nǫ, ka an baanlimm wțț dawana nǫ. 
'Therefore be as shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves.'. [MAT 10:16] Lit: have sense. Adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ ya'a 

gaad tuon, nyannǫ dǤl, amaa a-sie-m-mǫŋ mǤri ya'am kenna. 'When pride comes, then comes disgrace, but 

with humility comes wisdom.'. [PRO 11:2] Manǫ wțm nǫ m tțba ka la'an nǫ lin aan lik la m nyǫ ba nindaas ka 

li yinǫ bam mǤrin bugum la. I heard them, and although it was dark I saw their faces from the fire that they had. 

[Trouble] Man ya'a pț kǫǫn na tu'asini ba, ba naan kț mǤrin taalǫ. 'If I had not come and spoken to them, they 
would not be guilty of sin.'. [JHN 15:22] Ka lǫbisțg yț'țn kena, o la'am pț mǤrini li ti'ir bǫǫ bǤǤdini li And the 

answer came, though he no longer had any hope, or wanted any. [Trouble] Ka m yǫl ye, “M ya'a mǤrin dawan 

kpțkpama! ... ” 'I said, “Oh, that I had the wings of a dove!'. [PSA 55:6] Ba ya'a mǤrin yǫlsi'a nǫ man, ba mǫŋ 

naan mǤrini m antu'a kǫǫn fț san'an na. 'if they had any charge against me, it is they who ought to have been in 
court to state it.'. [ACT 24:19] O ǫǫnti fabin tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'eli tis Mansa ye on ya'a kțdim mǤrinnǫ biig 

yinne gba on sțțnr naam malisin. She often complained to Mansa they of she even had one child she would be 
happy. [Trouble] BǤnamǫ da nar ye ... kpǫǫmnam banǫ ka ba da gaŋ ye ba gǤsid diib pțdigir yǫla la mǤriya? 
What was it necessary for the elders who looked after the food-sharing should have? [Bible-Study] Colloc: mǤr suor 
‘have permission’. Ye ba iemmǫ onǫ di'e gbauŋ kanǫ bigis ye o mǤr suori na tțm nǫ na'asaabugum. They 

should find someone with a certificate authorising him to do electrical work. [Electricity] Gaana nid mǤr suor ka o 

mǫ an tensi'a nid. A Ghanaian citizen may also be a citizen of another country. [Constitution] Ant: ka'2; 
Nabstr: mǤrim ‘possessions’. Etym: OVN *MAD ~ *TAD . Note: an isogloss for 'have' dividing these two roots would 
be interesting to map : both are found in both Kusaal languages 
2 • to hold, keep. Ti nyǫ bțnsțŋ, ti na mǤr o kiŋ-kiŋ. We have got something good, we will hang on to it tightly. 
[Old Church Song] 
3 • to take. TǤ'ǤtǤ! kǫl ka ti mǤr biig la keŋ sibiti! Quick! Let's take the boy to hospital! [Electricity] Baa la da lǫn 

zaŋ o ni'im la ga' o nǤǤrinǫ mǤri gaad. The dog gripped his meat in his teeth and went off with it. [Jealousy] 
Gbanzaug ye nif kanǫ nyǫ la mǤr o yǫl. Monitor-lizard says that the eye that sees takes the consequences. 

[Proverb 046] Ka ba mǤr anrima la dț'țs gțțr 'They pulled the boats up on the beach'. [LUK 5:11] ba ya'a pț mǤr 

bugum la paae man yinnǫ, yaanǫ ka ba na mǤri keŋǫ? If they wont bring electricity to my house, where will 
they take it to? [Electricity] onǫ wțsa mǫ vaae li bțnkpiilțŋț mǤri keŋ 'Anyone who picks up their carcasses'. [LEV 

11:28] ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la ya'a ti mǤri ya kpǫn' teŋ kanǫ ka ya bǤǤd kpǫn'ǫb la 'When the Lord 
your God has brought you into the land you are entering to possess'. [DEU 11:29] Jese da nǤknǫ bțŋ ka lǤ diib, nǫ 

daam nǫ gan'ar, ka gban'e bțpǤlli mǤri ba nǫ o biig David n keŋ Saul san'an. 'So Jesse took a donkey loaded 
with bread, a skin of wine and a young goat and sent them with his son David to Saul.'. [1SA 16:20] yaanǫ ka ba na 

mǤri keŋǫ? where will they take it to? [Electricity] 
4 • to use (sth. already in hand). banǫ mǤr fțrpiim yinne vțt bipumis bǫdegț tțba la, li ka'a sț'țm. those who 
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use one needle to pierce the ears of a number of girls – it is not good. [AIDS-I] Nannanna, nidib nyaŋi mǤr 

na'asaabugum la nǫǫmid ki manǫka kaŋa ni. Now, people can use electricity to grind grain at this mill. 

[Electricity] Tikpiilima nya'a nǫ kǤnbkpiilima gbana ka ba mǤri kǫt ka Suntaana maliaka bǫ'ǫd na'ab la mǤri ti 

namisid dunia kaŋa ni. They use the roots of dead trees and the skins of dead animals to make Satan the king of 
evil angels afflict us in this world. [Three-Problems] na'asaabugum anǫ dinǫ sțŋid ka mǫ lǫn an yǫl fț ya'a mǤri 

li di'emid. electricity is helpful, but it can also be a problem if you play about with it. [Electricity] NǤkim 

bțnkǤnbid banǫ an nyain ka ba mǤri maan malima la ayǤpǤi-pǤi 'Take with you seven pairs of each kind of 
ritually clean animal'. [GEN 7:2] Lit: clean and they use to sacrifice. Ba mǤri sț'țsi bun ki la. They use knives to 
harvest the millet. [House+Farm] Sim: nǤk, zaŋ ‘use’. Note: strictly, zaŋ/nǤk involve getting hold of sth. to 'use', while 

mǤr1 is using sth. one already has/holds 
5 • to bring (sth. already in hand). Na'akimbil la guodnǫ bipuŋ la ye o mǤr o kul. The young lad is dating the girl 

intending to bring her to his home. [MA] Colloc: mǤr ... na1/anina. m na kǫ ka agaand mǤr diibi kenna tisidif 

anina 'I have ordered the ravens to feed you there'. [1KI 17:4] yisǤb la lǫbi kpǫn' zakin yǫl ye ba mǤr ku'om na tis 

saan. the householder went back into the yard and said that they should bring water for the guest. [Billygoat] 
Bțndǫǫŋ linǫ wțsa yi teŋgbauŋțn la ka ba mǤri kǫn ZugsǤb la san'an na, anǫ fț din. 'All the land's firstfruits 
that they bring to the Lord will be yours.'. [NUM 18:13] Lit: I will let .... yisǤb la siak ka pț'țsi ba ken-ken, ka 

buol zakin ye ba mǤr ku'om na tis saam. the houseowner replied and welcomed them, and called into the 

courtyard that they should bring water for the strangers. [Billygoat] Ka zaŋ la'abanǫ ka o mǤr na la digil And he 
brought all his property and put it down. [Billygoat] Note: la'abanǫ could be 'money which' but la'ad is mentioned in the 

previous sentence (not ligidi) MǤr duobanǫ ka fț sǤbi niŋi ba zug la na Bring 'the sticks you have written on'. [EZK 

37:20] MǤri biig la na. 'Bring the boy to me!'. [MRK 9:19] MǤrini ya niigi la na tiak nǫ diib 'Bring your livestock; 
I will give you food in exchange for it'. [GEN 47:16] Fț pț mǤr ya'amlǫog nǫ maanaa, ka man naan mǤrin na 
'You do not delight in sacrifice, or I would bring it'. [PSA 51:16] 
6 • to look after, care for sb. Ba bǤǤd na'asaabugum amaa li anǫ ye ba mǤri li sț'țŋa. They wanted electricity 

but they would have to look after it carefully. [Electricity] Yanamǫ siaki m nǤzi'elțg ka mǤdig la zug, m mǫ na 

mǤri ya sț'țŋa 'Since you have kept my command to endure patiently, I will also keep you'. [REV 3:10] 'Fț ya'a pț 

mǤrnǫ fț zug la kenna,' Birago tǤlis pian'ad, 'ala fț zug la mǤri titabir' 'As you didn't look after your head 
when you were coming,' Birago went on to say, 'your head is all sticky ... '. [Trouble] LǤ'Ǥŋim na dǤllim ka ti keŋ 

Jerusalem ka m na mǤrif. 'Cross over with me and stay with me in Jerusalem, and I will provide for you'. [2SA 

19:33] See: bțmmǤr; mǤrim; mǤrisim; -mǤtir2. 

mǤr2!   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mǤra   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mǤre   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mǤri1   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mǤri2!   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mǤrim   Variant: morem; mǤrimm. n. having, possession. Note: functions as a verbal noun for mǤr1 in all senses, and also as a 

synonym of mǤrisim 'things possessed' Apam mǫ tun'e niigi kțțnr la mǤrim. Apam can even own a plough. 

[House+Farm] Dinǫ gu' ka ti'e saal suor o mǤrim nǫ o yǤlisim teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni anǫ kaŋ-kaŋ. 'The 
protection and preservation of Fundamental Human Rights and Freedoms are entrenched in the constitution.'. 

[Constitution] Pțțg mǤrim kǫtnǫ ka linǫ ta'asid bin nyǫ'ǫb pț tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, dinzugǤ, bin la digilimnǫ ka li yiib tǤi 
Pregnancy causes slowing of digestive processes, so the stool is hardened and difficult to pass. [Womens-Health] 
Dunia nwǫnǫ gǫl nǫ ka fț ya'a baŋ o mǤrim o na wiak bisțma The world is like an egg, and if you know how 
to take care of it, it will hatch good children. [Asaasim] mǤrim saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka basib saŋa bǫ 'a time to keep and a 
time to throw away'. [ECC 3:6] Gu'usim ka da kǫ ka sǤ' pan'asif nǫ o mǤrimm 'Be careful that no one entices you 
by riches'. [JOB 36:18] Ka Abraham nǤk o mǤrim wțsa digil ye li an Isaak faar 'Abraham left everything he 

owned to Isaac. [GEN 25:5] Colloc: mǤrimin ‘in/from possession’. o pugudib daa nyǤnl o fattim fuud mǤrimin 
his aunt had nagged him for looking after his clothes carelessly. [Trouble] Pu'ab bǫdegț ǫǫnti mǤr laafi sț'țŋa ba 

pțțg mǤrimin Many women have good health during their pregnancy. [Womens-Health] Sim: mǤrisim; 
InvNabstr: mǤr. See: mǤr1; mǤrisim. 

mǤrimm   See main entry: mǤrim. possession. 
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mǤrin   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mǤrini1!   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mǤrini2   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mǤrinnǫ   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mǤrisim   Variant: morisim. n. possession(s). Sim: mǤrim. See: mǤr1; mǤrim. 

mǤriya   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mǤrnǫ   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

-mǤta1  See main entry: -mǤtir1. swollen. 

-mǤta2  See main entry: -mǤtir2. possessedness. 

-mǤtir1   Variant: -motir. Form: -mǤta1. Variant: -mota. adj. swollen. bțmmǤta nǫ nintțțlim na gban'e ya 'with swelling 

and fever' will attack you. [DEU 28:22] li na ... kǫ ka bțmmǤta sig teŋ la ni na gban'e saalib nǫ bțnkǤnbid wțsa 
'they will produce boils that become open sores on the people and the animals.'. [EXO 9:9] See: mǤd. 

-mǤtir2   Variant: -motir; -mǤtirǫ; -mǤtirǫǫ. Form: -mǤta2. Variant: -mota. adj. posessedness. Note: in the 
Colloc: summǤtir ‘patience, self-control’. Yanamǫ mak saalib summǤtir la li pț siakǫǫ, ka ya yț'țn bǤǤd ye 

ya maki m Wina'am la summǤtirǫǫ? Is it not enough to try the patience of men? Will you try the patience of my 

God also? [ISA 7:13] Linǫ wțsa sǤb Wina'am gbauŋțn la da sǤbnǫ ye li zamisi ti, ka ti mǤr ti'ir linǫ yit 

summǤtirin 'For everything that was written in the past was written to teach us, so that through ... we might have 
hope. [ROM 15:4] Sim: suguru. See: mǤr1

2 Note:6 

-mǤtirǫ   See main entry: -mǤtir2. possessedness. 

-mǤtirǫǫ   See main entry: -mǤtir2. possessedness. 

mǤtul   n. weeding. NAAD-DƆƆND NŰ MƆTUL SAŊA Early-Millet First Weeding and General Weeding. [House+Farm 

[heading]] Ba na lǫn ti sțŋ Apam mǤtul saŋa. They in turn will help Apam at weeding time. [House+Farm] 
See: mǤǤg; tulig1. 

mǤvǫba   n.pl. headlands ("grass that has not been covered (by the plough)."  [MA]. Apam ǫǫnti bțtnǫ ka kiesid mǤvǫba. 
'Apam usually sows whilst cutting the grass that has not been covered (by the plough).'  [MA]. [House+Farm] 
See: mǤǤg. 

mǤya   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mo   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mo-   See main entry: mǤǤg. bush. 

mobig   See main entry: mǤbig. kiss. 

mobigi   See main entry: mǤbig. kiss. 

mod   See main entry: mǤd. swollen[be]. 

moda   See main entry: mǤdir. swelling. 

mode   See main entry: mǤd. swollen[be]. 

modib   See main entry: mǤd. swollen[be]. 

modig   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

modigi   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

modigid   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

modigide   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

modigimi   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

modigin   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

modigir   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 
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modigne   See main entry: mǤdig. endure. 

modug   See main entry: mǤdir. swelling. 

mo'   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

-mo'a-   See main entry: mu'ar. lake. 

mo'ar   See main entry: mu'ar. lake. 

mo'as   See main entry: mǤ'Ǥns. redden. 

mo'as   See main entry: mu'as. suckle. 

mogbeŋ   See main entry: mǤgbǫŋ. bush. 

molif   See main entry: mǤlif. antelope [sp.] 

moluf   See main entry: mǤlif. antelope [sp.] 

mon [N]   See main entry: mǤn1. 'stir' t.z. 

mon2 [N]   See main entry: mǤn2. snake [sp.] 

monn [W]  See main entry: mǤn1. 'stir' t.z. 

moŋ   See main entry: mǤŋ1. refuse. 

moŋi   See main entry: mǤŋ1. refuse. 

moŋid   See main entry: mǤŋ1. refuse. 

moŋidi   See main entry: mǤŋ1. refuse. 

moŋir   See main entry: mǤŋ1. refuse. 

moŋo   See main entry: mǤŋǤ. mango. 

moŋonam   See main entry: mǤŋǤ. mango. 

mor   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mora   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

more   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

morem   See main entry: mǤrim. possession. 

moren   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

mori   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

morin   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

morisim   See main entry: mǤrisim. possession(s). 

morne   See main entry: mǤr1. use, look after. 

-mota   See main entry: -mǤtir1. swollen. 

-mota   See main entry: -mǤtir2. possessedness. 

-motir   See main entry: -mǤtir1. swollen. 

-motir   See main entry: -mǤtir2. possessedness. 

moya   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mǤǤ   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mǤǤb   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mǤǤd1   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mǤǤd2   See main entry: mǤǤg. bush. 

mǤǤdǫ   See main entry: mǤǤg. bush. 
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mǤǤdi   See main entry: mǤǤg. bush. 

mǤǤg   Variant: moog; mǤǤgǤ. Form: mǤǤd2. Variant: mood; mǤǤdǫ; mǤǤdi. Form: mǤ-2. Variant: mo-. n. 1 • grass, weed, 

thatch. Saŋkaŋa nar ye ti nyaŋ mǤǤg la ka o nyaan nyaŋif. At that time we have to overcome the weeds or they 
will end up defeating us. [Trouble] MǤǤg yi yakkim sieba ni pamm. MǤǤg la lǫbis ki la sieba nya'aŋ bi'ela. A lot 
of weeds have come out in some plots. The weeds set back some of the cereal crops a little. [House+Farm-] 
Dulwauŋ kț zuon mǤǤg zugǤ. [Even] a thin dulug bird can't perch on a grass-stem. [Proverb 023] Ka bǤǤ kǫ ka 

ban daa kua si'el daba anaasi nwa ma'aa la ta'am busid mǤǤgǤ? So how come that what they had cultivated 
for only four days has suddenly sprouted weeds? [Trouble] Ka o mukkid ye o wiee mǤǤd la nǫ o sț'țraug He 

forced the grasses apart with his cutlass. [Trouble] O dțnǫ dǤbil la mǤpil zugu wiee mǤǤd la yǤ'Ǥg vǤǤnr ka digi 

gur. He climbed onto the roof of the kitchen and parted the thatch to make a hole and lay down to watch. 

[Wonderwoman] MǤǤd bǫdegț daa bǫ zin'ikan la. 'There was plenty of grass in that place'. [JHN 6:10] Ka fț sțțnr 

duoe ka ba kanb wțț vaala nǫ mǤǤd nǫ. 'You unleashed your burning anger; it consumed them like stubble'. 

[EXO 15:7] Gbigim wauŋ pț Ǥnbid mǤǤdǫ. [Even] a thin lion doesn't eat grass. [Proverb 022] O nwǫnǫ mǤǤdi na bǫ 

nintaŋin ka ba dǤn'Ǥsid ka ku'om wțm 'He is like a well-watered plant in the sunshine'. [JOB 8:16] Bǫkǫug 

mǫligim la nan pț kpa'ae vaand nǫ mǤwa'a la bǫ suorin la. The morning dew had not yet been shed by the 
leaves and long grass along the way. [Trouble] Fț ya'a gua Na'ab Pț'a fțn on tțgțlim o pțțg. 'You might as well 
be hung for a sheep as a lamb.'. [Asaasim  Proverb  revised by MA] Lit: If you say you're going to romance the Chief's 
wife, you just go ahead and impregnate her.. Colloc: mǤbǫ'ǫd ‘weeds’. Zin'iban na lieb yaarim bǤk, ka mǤbǫ'ǫd 

na yit anina saŋa linǫ ka' naarǫ. 'They will become a place of salt pits and everlasting ruin, overgrown with 

weeds.'. [ZEP 2:9] Colloc: mǤma'asa ‘green grass’. kiem mǤma'asa la digili ti tisi fț bțnkǤnbid cut fresh grass 
and put it down for your livestock. [You-Do?] Ka Yesu yț'țn yǫl o nya'andǤlib la ye ba kǫl ka nidib la zin'in 

mǤma'asa la zug gbila-gbila 'Jesus directed them to have all the people sit down in groups on the green grass.'. 

[MRK 6:39] MǤǤdi pilig ka yu'ada bǫ. Only the thatch has been removed, the rafters are still there. [Proverb 235] 
Colloc: mǤǤdin ‘in/on the grass’. Ka o nyǫ ka pǫog bǫ mǤǤdin la 'she noticed the basket in the tall grass'. [EXO 2:5] 
Colloc: bugum mǤǤg ‘flaming torch, bundle of grasses burning at one end’. Ba wțsa da zanl bugum mǤǤg la nǫ 

ba dagǤbțg nu'usin ka zanl na'atana la ba datiuŋ nu'usin 'They all held the torches in their left hands, the 
trumpets in their right'. [JDG 7:20] Etym: OV1 *MO ; OVN *MO-GU/TI ; GS1 *K²A/I² ; GS3 *NYI/A . 
2 • the bush (wilderness, uncultivated area). Sigaar bugum tun'e la'aŋ mǤǤg A lighted cigarette can set fire to the 

bush. [Smoking] la'an nǫ linǫ an mǤǤg la, asǫǫ ka ya kie vǤn'Ǥdi paas ka li wțsa aan ya pțțr. 'Even though it is 
a forest, you will clear it and take possession of it from one end to the other.'. [JOS 17:18] SǤ' ya'a nyu'oe bugum ka 

li faaǫn la'aŋ mǤǤgi di 'If someone starts a fire in his own field and it spreads through the weeds'. [EXO 22:6] 
Colloc: mǤǤgin(ǫ) ~ mǤǤgțn(ǫ). Note: mǤǤgin 196x in SC, 4x in texts : mǤǤgțn 12x in texts  Kikirig ya'a mǤr bțțdǫ, 

fțn tis o ka o lǫbig o mǤǤgin. If a 'fairy' is in the right, agree so that he will go back to the bush where he belongs. 

[1) Proverb 223] Ka ban paae mǤǤgin la ka Kain kpǫn nwǫ' o pitț Abǫl n kțț o. 'And while they were in the field, 
Cain attacked his brother Abel and killed him.'. [1) GEN 4:8] Wina'am nǤki ba dǤl mǤǤgin ken Atǫuk Zǫn'ug la 

baba. 'God made them go round by way of the wilderness towards the Red Sea'. [1) EXO 13:18] TǤ'ǤtǤ yim ka 

Wina'am Siig Kasi daa mǤr Yesu keŋ mǤǤgin. 'At once the Spirit made him go into the desert'. [1) MRK 1:12] Ka o 

kpǫn la'a zǤǤ kpǫn' mǤǤgț He suddenly laughed and ran into the bush. [1) You-Do?] dayuug iank pțl, yii zǤǤ 

kpǫn' mǤǤginǫ bǤdig the rat quickly jumped out and ran off and was lost in the bush. [1) You-Heard?] MǤǤgin dǫǫs 

la nǤǤdi li 'wild pigs trample it down'. [2) PSA 80:13] MǤǤgin bțnyuos nǫ zaŋku'a na la'asid ani 'Desert creatures 

will meet with hyenas' there. [2) ISA 34:14] Colloc: kpǫn' mǤǤg ‘go astray’. Hali tuongatib nǫ kpǫǫmnam la da 

gaad tuonnǫ kǫ ka ba kpǫn' mǤǤg. 'And the leaders and officials have led the way in this unfaithfulness.'. [EZR 9:2] 
Banǫ pa'an nimbama la mǤri ba nǫ kpǫn'ǫd mǤǤg 'Those who guide this people mislead them'. [ISA 9:16] 
Colloc: kpǫn'ǫs X mǤǤg ‘lead/send X astray’. ban nǫ nimbanǫ mǤr teŋ la paŋ la kpǫn'ǫs Egipt dim mǤǤg 'the 

leaders ... the cornerstones of her peoples have led Egypt astray.'. [ISA 44:20] Sim: pipirig, sian'ar, wǫog, tituug ‘a 
bush, shrub, small tree’. Etym: OV1 *MO . See: mǤbiig; mǤki'ed; mǤpil; mǤpuum; mǤtul; mǤvǫba. 

mǤǤgǤ   See main entry: mǤǤg. bush. 

mǤǤl   Variant: mool; mǤǤle; moole; mǤǤli; mooli. Form: mǤǤn. Variant: moon; mǤǤni; mooni; moone. Form: mǤǤlim!. 

Variant: moolim; mǤǤlimi!; moolimi; mǤǤlimini!. Form: mǤǤnne. Variant: moonne. Form: mǤǤlțg. 

Variant: moolug; mǤǤlțgǤ. v. to announce, proclaim, preach. Beckie da mǤǤli naae la, LǤrpalli da di'e ka tans 

ye ... 'Fǫndigim gǤbig.' Li da bțri ba. When Beckie finished calling (the moves) 'Highway' took over and 
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shouted ... "Turn left!" This confused them. [Trouble] ba mǤǤl ka tiis zan'asa la'as na they announced that all the 

trees should come to a meeting. [Trees] ka ba paae Salamis teŋinǫ mǤǤl Wina'am pian'ad la Jew dim la'asțg 

dǤǤdin. 'When they arrived at Salamis, they proclaimed the word of God in the Jewish synagogues. [ACT 13:5] o 

gaŋim ye m mǤǤl labasțŋ la tis nǤŋ dim 'He has chosen me and sent me to bring good news to the poor'. [ISA 61:1] 
Ka o nya'andǤlib la keŋ mǤǤl labasțŋ la zin'is wțsa. 'Then the disciples went out and preached everywhere'. 

[MRK 16:20] Saria kadib zin'ikpi'euŋ la dim mǤr ya'a ka ba na digil nǤǤr ka mǤǤli li ka sǤ' wțsa siaki li. 'The 
Supreme Court shall have the final authority to say what the law is'. [Constitution] Lit: The Supreme Court has 
authority to lay down a judgement and proclaim it so that everyone obeys it. bțn-ian'adir kanǫ bǫǫ ani na mǤǤli 

fț yǫla tis 'A bird might carry the message and tell them what you said.'. [ECC 10:20] Wina'am gu'ulim labasțŋ la 

ye m mǤǤli li tis banǫ ka' Jew dim la 'God had given me the task of preaching the gospel to the Gentiles'. [GAL 2:7] 
Ka ba wțm onǫ mǤǤn na'ab labaya la lalli sa. And they could hear the announcer of the chief's news from far 
off. [Trouble] Yesu bǫ Wina'am Pț'țsim Yinnǫ pa'an nidib ka mǤǤn labasțŋ la tisidi ba 'Jesus was in the 

Temple teaching the people and preaching the Good News'. [LUK 20:1] ba da mǤǤnnǫ Yesu an Kristo la zin'ikan 

wțsa they proclaimed everywhere that Jesus is the Christ. [Bible-Study] Mid ka ya mǤri ziri antu'a mǤǤnnǫ gin. 
'Do not spread false reports.'. [EXO 23:1] MǤǤlim tis nidib la ye, onǫ zǤt dabiem on lǫm ka bas Gilead zuor la. 
'announce now to the people, ‘Anyone who trembles with fear may turn back and leave Mount Gilead.’. [JDG 7:3] 
MǤǤlimi nǫ'ǫŋa tis Jakob yidim 'Announce this to the house of Jacob'. [JER 5:20] mǤǤlimini li dǤǤd zut ka sǤ' 

wțsa wțm. 'proclaim (it) from the roofs' so that everyone hears. [MAT 10:27] Siig la da tisi ba paŋ ka ba Wina'am 

labaar mǤǤlțg nǫ karindǤǤg la nǤbigir keŋ tuon. the Spirit gave them power so that their preaching of God's 

message and the growth of the Church should go forward. [Bible-Study] Ka ZugsǤb la tțm nǫ ba, ka kǫ ka ba tțm 

tțțmnyalima ka li pa'al ye ba mǤǤlțg la an sida. 'the Lord worked with them and proved that their preaching 
was true by the miracles that were performed.'. [MRK 16:20] ti siak ye ti kț maal si'el linǫ na giŋ Kristo labasțŋ 

la mǤǤlțgǤ. 'we put up with anything rather than hinder the gospel of Christ.'. [1CO 9:12] See: mǤǤnmǤǤn. 

mǤǤle   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mǤǤli   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mǤǤlim!   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mǤǤlimi!   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mǤǤlimini!   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mǤǤlțg   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mǤǤlțgǤ   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mǤǤm!   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mǤǤmi!   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mǤǤn   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mǤǤni   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mǤǤnmǤǤn   Variant: moonmoon; moolmoona. Form: mǤǤnmǤǤnib. Variant: moonmoonib. n. a preacher. o yț'țrin ka 

mǤǤnmǤǤnib na pin'il Jerusalem mǤǤli tis buudi wțsa 'in his name the message ... must be preached to all 
nations'. [LUK 24:47] on mǫŋi tis nidib piinsieba ye ... sieba an labasțŋ la mǤǤnmǤǤnib 'It was he who “gave 
gifts”; he appointed some to be ... evangelists'. [EPH 4:11] See: mǤǤl. 

mǤǤnmǤǤnib   See main entry: mǤǤnmǤǤn. preacher. 

mǤǤnne   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mǤǤr   n. 1 • a wrestling-match. Dindǫog ye mǤǤr nam bǫ teŋin. Chameleon says that the contest is not yet decided. 

[Proverb 253] Lit: still on the ground. InvNabstr: mǤ1
1 

2 • an attempt. Atiig daa pț bas mǤǤrǫ ka yis linǫ paasid atan' la nwǫ'. Atiig didn't give up trying, but took out 

another, third, one and struck it. [Fire] InvNabstr: mǤ1
2 SǤ' wțsa mǤǤdnǫ o mǤǤr 'Everyone keeps on going his own 

way'. [JER 8:6] See: mǤ1. 
moo   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 
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mood   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

mood   See main entry: mǤǤg. bush. 

moog   See main entry: mǤǤg. bush. 

mool   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

moole   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mooli   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

moolim   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

moolimi   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

moolmoona  See main entry: mǤǤnmǤǤn. preacher. 

moolug   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

moom   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

moome   See main entry: mǤ1. wrestle, strive. 

moon   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

moone   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mooni   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

moonmoon   See main entry: mǤǤnmǤǤn. preacher. 

moonmoonib   See main entry: mǤǤnmǤǤn. preacher. 

moonne   See main entry: mǤǤl. proclaim. 

mʋ'e   See main entry: mu'oe2. carry fire. 

mțma'ad  Variant: mțma'adi; mɔma'adi. n. plaster, render, daub [n.] Note: "very soft powdery sand used to plaster walls" [MA] 
ba ... bǤ mțma'adi taae linǫ ka ba urisi yis la. They ... replaster the house with fresh daub.'. [LEV 14:42] Lit: get 
render and plaster what they scraped away. 

mțma'adi  See main entry: mțma'ad. plaster. 

mua'   See main entry: mu'a1. suck. 

muai   adv. smilingly. Colloc: la' muai ‘to smile’. Mankǫǫnsi la daa damid sigsig la ka o la' muai ka ye "Manǫ nwa 

yț'țsǫǫ?" The matches shook with a rattling noise, and he smiled and thought "Here I am again?" [Fire] Ama la' 

muai bi'ela ka li nie o nindaan. Ama smiled a little, and it lit up her face. [Trouble] Magn: mua-mua. 
See: mua-mua. 

muak1   Variant: muaki1. Form: muakim!. Variant: muakimi!. Form: muakinǫ. Form: muakir. Variant: muakirǫ; muakire. 

v. to suck, kiss. pu'a la duus Yesu nǤba la nǫ o zuobid, ka muak o nǤba 'she dried his feet with her hair, kissed 

them' ... [LUK 7:38] Fț pț na'asimi muaki m kpǫnda wțț ti malima nar si'em. You did not honour me and kiss 
me as is proper in our custom. [LUK 7:45] Muakimim nǫ fț nǤǤr Kiss me! [SNG 1:2] m naan muakinǫ fț nǤǤr 'I 
would kiss you'. [SNG 8:1] O nǤǤr muakir malis nǫ 'His mouth is sweet to kiss'. [SNG 5:16] Sim: kuak ‘suck, kiss’. 
kissing is not used traditionally in the area, 'greet', 'hug' or 'suck' are used to translate the term. Ka o muak o 

nǤǤr ka on mǫ muak o. And he kissed her mouth and she kissed him back. [Trouble] O daa kuak dasaŋ la, ka 

muak o 'She threw her arms round the young man, (and) kissed him'. [PRO 7:13] Lit: suck my cheeks. See: mu'a1; 

mu'as. 

muak2   Variant: muaki. n. a termite, maggot. Fț ... san'amid linǫ ka ba mǤr la wțț muak nǫ 'you consume their wealth 

like a moth'. [PSA 39:11] Muak na mu'a ba wțț fuug nǫ 'the moth will eat them up like a garment'. [ISA 51:8] M na 

sigis Juda paŋ nwǫnǫ muaki na mu'a daug nǫ. 'I am like ... rot to the people of Judah'. [HOS 5:12] Sim: sibig2, 

tambǫ'ǫd, yǤǤr. 

muaki   See main entry: muak2. maggot. 

muaki1   See main entry: muak1. kiss. 
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muakim!   See main entry: muak1. kiss. 

muakimi!   See main entry: muak1. kiss. 

muakinǫ   See main entry: muak1. kiss. 

muakir   See main entry: muak1. kiss. 

muakirǫ   See main entry: muak1. kiss. 

muakire   See main entry: muak1. kiss. 

mua-mua   id. broadly, from ear to ear (an emphatic smile). Note: but "between laughter and a smile" [MA] Li niŋ biig la 

malisim hali ka o la'ad mua-mua. The child was so happy that he was smiling from ear to ear. [MA] Li nya'aŋ ka 

o la' mua-mua After this he smiled broadly. [Fire] Sakpanlțŋ la da tu'adnǫ ka la'ad mua-mua. The hunchback 
was talking and smiling from ear to ear. [Jealousy] Li da malis o hali ka mǫ malis o pu'a la ka o la'ad mua-mua 
It pleased him greatly, and also pleased his wife and she smiled broadly. [Jealousy] Min: muai. See: muai. 

mubil   v. to shut. Note: like mouth Ba da sig bțmbǤk la pțțg la'an nǫ ba la'ad wțsa, ka teŋ la lǫbi mubil ka ba kpǫlim 

ani. 'So they went down alive to the world of the dead, with their possessions. The earth closed over them, and 

they vanished.'. [NUM 16:33] Sim: mum3. See: mum3. 

muda   adv. busily, with concentration. Zina ka m gban'af muda. Today I've caught you red-handed. [Shoeshine-Boy] Pu'a 

nǫ o pu'ayua kpǫn' ba daa kǤǤb muda. The woman and her daughter set about their day's farming with 

concentration. [Trouble] Sim: gban'a X muda ‘catch X red-handed’. M gban'e ti yǫlim na'ab la, ka su'a gur zin'ig 

la nǫ tinamǫ na ti gban'e ba muda, ziim nǫ muug I decided we should tell the chief, and hid and watched the 
place so that we could catch them in the act, redhanded. [Trouble] 

mudig   Form: mudigid. Variant: mudigidi. v. to insist. Ka ba kpǫm mudigid ye, “O pin'il o pa'alțg la nǫ Galile ... ” 'But 

they insisted,' "He began his teaching in Galilee ..." [LUK 23:5] Dinzug ka m yǫti ya nǫ' ka mudigidi sa'annǫ ya nǫ 

ZugsǤb la yț'țr zug 'So I tell you this, and insist on it in the Lord'. [EPH 4:17] 

mudigid   See main entry: mudig. insist. 

mudigidi   See main entry: mudig. insist. 

mugilim   v. to split. li bǫ'ǫd nwǫnǫ zaŋguom kanǫ wa'am ka mugilim tansi paae teŋin 'this sin will become for you 

like a high wall, cracked and bulging'. [ISA 30:13] Amaa ka teŋ la tans mugulim fuoǫn ku'om kanǫ yi bțnyua la 

nǤǤrin na la sțŋ pu'a la. 'But the earth helped the woman by opening its mouth and swallowing the river that the 
dragon had spewed out of his mouth.'. [REV 12:16] Din la tansi mugulim, m nǤŋirǫ That one has split, my love. 

[Trouble] 

mugis   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

mugisa   See main entry: mugusțg2. pressure. 

-mugisa   See main entry: -mugusir. pressing. 

mugisid   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

mugisidi   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

-mugisir   See main entry: -mugusir. pressing. 

mugțs-2   See main entry: mugusțg2. pressure. 

mugum   Variant: mugumi; mugume. v. to be thick. o mǤr kpan ka li daug la mugum nwǫnǫ yu'adir nǫ 'whose spear 

had a shaft as thick as the bar on a weaver's loom'. [1CH 20:5] Man nu'ubil mugumi gati m saam siaa! 'My little 
finger is thicker than my father's waist.'. [1KI 12:10] Lit: a rafter. 

mugume   See main entry: mugum. thick. 

mugumi   See main entry: mugum. thick. 

mugur1   n. compulsion, something compulsory. Li yț'țn da anǫ mugur ye m gban'e dinǫ na an sțm tisi m mǫŋ. Then 

it was compulsory for me to choose what was good for me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Adu nan dau la, kas-kas anǫ on nyaŋ 

ka ba tisid o girima ka mugur kae la. Adu admired the man, particularly because he had succeeded in making 
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them respect him without any compulsion. [Trouble] See: muk. 

-mugur2   Variant: muguri. adj. big. Solomon da ... maal sanlim zǤnt muguri ya'ali puug Kasi Wțsa Kasi zin'ig la 

tuon. 'Solomon ... extended gold chains across the front of the inner sanctuary'. [1KI 6:21] Sim: -tita'ar, -bǫdir1. 

muguri   See main entry: -mugur2. big. 

mugus1   Variant: mugis; mugusi. Form: mugusid. Variant: mugisid; mugusida; mugusidi; mugisidi. Form: mugusnǫ. 
Form: mugusțg1. Variant: mugusug; mugusțgǤ; mugusțgț1. Form: mugusya. v. to compel, force, (op)press. 
Pa'an bǫ'ǫd la daa mǤ ye o mugus bipuŋ la kpǫn' o dǤǤgin. The bad teacher tried to force the girl into his room. 
[AIDS-II] La'an nǫ o ban'a la da mugus o hali la o da pț bǤ sțŋir ZugsǤb la nii, ka lǫǫ ieed du'atanamin. 'even 
in his illness he did not seek help from the Lord, but only from the physicians'. [2CH 16:12] O da mugis Israel dim 

la yțma pisi 'he ...  had cruelly oppressed the Israelites for twenty years'. [JDG 4:3] dau mǫ ya'a bǤǤd ye o mugusi 

baa, ban nwǫ'ǫm kuŋ. if a man should try to force them, they should cry out. [AIDS-II] Ti ya'a ye ti mugusi ba keŋ 

baa daar yinne, bțnkǤnbid la na kpi wțsa. 'If they are driven hard just one day, all the animals will die.'. [GEN 

33:13] Da mugusid o diisiginǫǫ. Dont force him to feed. [Breastfeeding] Ya mugusid pțpielim dim ka di'esid 

ligidi 'You oppress the righteous and take bribes'. [AMO 5:12] ZǤǤs teŋin ka fiațnk an na'abiig zug kǫ ka ba mǤr 

ti m mugisid. It is because in the land of the blind, the one eyed man is the chief; that is why they are putting 

pressure on us. [Asaasim] amaa da mǤri ya taaba banǫ an Israel dim la mugusida. 'but you must not rule over 

your fellow Israelites ruthlessly.'. [LEV 25:46] GǤsimi nidibi mugisidi ba mǫŋ si'em! See how people cause trouble 

for themselves. [You-Heard?] Yanam banǫ an zugdaannama, niŋimin ala mǫnǫ tisidi ba, ka da mugusidi baa 
'masters, treat your slaves in the same way. Do not threaten them'. [EPH 6:9] O mugusidnǫ tadimnam ka ba lit 

teŋin He oppresses the poor and they fall to the ground. [PSA 10:10] Bǫog, winnigi saa ye li bul saŋsi'a la, ka ya 

pțn yi mugusțg pțțgin. 'before noon tomorrow they will be rescued'. [1SA 11:9] M mugusțg pțțgin m daa 

buolnǫ ZugsǤb la 'In my distress I called to the Lord'. [PSA 18:6] ka fțn gban'e ye fț maal si'el na an fț mǫŋ 

bǤǤdim ka ka' mugusțgǤ. 'so that any favour you do will be spontaneous and not forced.'. [PHM 1:14] Ti bǤǤdim 

ka' ye ti yis sieba ba namisțgțn ka li lieb mugusțgț tisi yaa. 'Our desire is not that others might be relieved 
while you are hard pressed'. [2CO 8:13] DinzugǤ di mugusya ye pu'apțțs wțsa ken makir ka kțnsid. So it is 

imperative that all pregnant women should go to be tested and immunised. [Immunisation-II.] Nabstr: mugusțg2. 
See: mugusțg2; -mugusir; muk. 

-mugusa   See main entry: -mugusir. pressing. 

mugusi   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

mugusid   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

mugusida   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

mugusidi   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

-mugusir   Variant: -mugisir. Form: -mugusa. Variant: -mugisa. adj. pressing, oppressive. yin tțțm mugisa kț lǫm bǫ, 

zug zabir lǫn kae, there would no longer be heavy housework, no more headaches. [Trouble] Note: as written, this is 

ambiguous with 'the pressures of housework' mugusțg2 Yǫlmugusa banǫ gaad la m na tami ba yǫla 'The troubles of 
the past will be gone and forgotten.'. [ISA 65:16] Tisimim yǤlisim yǫlmugusa la pțțgin 'Set me free from my 

distress'. [PSA 142:7] Siig Kasi la ... sțŋid karindǤǤg la nǫ ka li nyaŋid yɛlmugisa bane paad o. the Holy Spirit 

helps the church to overcome the problems that come to it. [Bible-Study] M da kǫ ka m yɛlmugisa la digin ka m 

mǤr sumalisim. I set aside the things that oppressed me and was happy. [Shoeshine-Boy] O naan bǫǫn yaanǫ ka 

Wina'am yadda niŋir linǫ yis o yɛlmugisa dinǫ paae o la ni ka li kț aan ye o na gaŋǫ kțm? Where would he 

have been if the faith in God which got him out of his troubles. [Trouble] See: mugus1. 

mugusnǫ   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

mugusțg1   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

mugusțg2   Variant: mugusțgț2. Form: mugisa. Form: mugțs-2. n.  Note: verbal noun of mugus1 ( mugusțg1 ) used as a 

noun pressure. on tțm si'el la da nwǫnǫ mugusțg bǫǫ bigisțgǤ. what he was doing was a pressure or an 
example (to his peers). [Trouble] Mugusțg ya'a ti kena kpǫn'ǫsi ba dabiem, ba na bǤǤd sumbțgțsțm 'When 

terror comes, they will seek peace'. [EZK 7:25] Israel nidib la nyǫ mugusțg 'The people of Israel are oppressed'. 
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[JER 50:33] li ... an bțnkanǫ an yǫl mugusțgț tis biis banǫ paae sakur ken nǫ banǫ pț paae wțsa it is a 

problem for children who are of school age and those who have not reached it yet. [Trachoma] Li anǫ mugusțgț 

tisim ban yǫtim ye m yǤǤm linǫ ka m pț zu la. It is a problem for me when they tell me I should pay back what 
I didn't steal. [PSA 69:4] Muguskaŋa ka o da zi'e o zugin daar wțsa ka o yaama ti yi. 'With such nagging she 
prodded him day after day until he was tired to death.'. [JDG 16:16] M na gbirigi mǤr mugustita'ar na namisi ya 'I 
will bring upon you sudden terror'. [LEV 26:16] Colloc: mugusțgin(ǫ) ‘to/in/from trouble, oppression, difficulty’. 
Na'aba, niŋim suguru ka siaki m sa'alțg la: ... ka tțm sț'țm tis banǫ bǫ mugusțgin. O king, be pleased to 
accept my advice: ... (be) kind to the oppressed'. [DAN 4:27] faanminim nimbǫ'ǫdnam mugusțginǫ 'ransom me 
from the clutches of the ruthless'. [JOB 6:23] See: mugus1. 

mugusțgǤ   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

mugusțgț1   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

mugusțgț2   See main entry: mugusțg2. pressure. 

mugusug   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

mugusya   See main entry: mugus1. press. 

mu'a1   Variant: mua'. Form: mu'anǫ. Form: mu'ad. Variant: mu'ada; mu'adi. Form: mu'am!. Form: mu'ab. v. to suck, 

nibble. Note: insects like termites, moth-grubs ' mu'a ' materials (no visible teeth to 'chew') Nwadisa ala nar ye biig mu'a 

bin'isim ma'aanǫ? At least how many months should a baby be breastfed? [Breastfeeding] biig la mu'a bin'isir 

yinne la naae ka fț nyaan tis o ayinne la. when the baby has finished sucking one breast you give it the other 
one. [Breastfeeding] Fț ya'am ya'a ti lǫbid sigaar nuubinǫǫ fțn da'am agis bǫǫ tǤǤfii mu'a. If you are going back 
to feeling like smoking, buy 'Hacks' or toffee to suck. [Smoking] Muak na mu'a ba wțț fuug nǫ 'the moth will eat 

them up like a garment'. [ISA 51:8] Ya areza'as pun'oe ya. YǤǤr mu'a ya fuud. 'Your wealth has rotted, and moths 
have eaten your clothes.'. [JAS 5:2] Lit: termites. M na sigis Juda paŋ nwǫnǫ muaki na mu'a daug nǫ. 'I am like ... 
rot to the people of Judah'. [HOS 5:12] m yǫtifnǫ bibama kpǫn mu'anǫ I will tell you the children who are still 
sucking. [Trouble] nwǫnǫ fuug ka sibig mu'anǫ 'like a garment eaten by moths'. [JOB 13:28] Ban'a saaŋ la tun'e 

gban'e bilia, o ma la ya'a mǤr ban'a la ka mu'as o bin'isir The strange disease can infect a baby if the mother 
has the disease and gives it the breast to suck. [AIDS-I] KǤ'Ǥŋ ma mu'ad yaab. Lacking mother sucks on 
grandmother. [Proverb 029] onǫ mǫkama mu'ad bin'isim anǫ biig ...  Ka banǫ bi' la dit digan'ala 'Anyone who 
lives on milk, being still an infant... But solid food is for the mature'. [HEB 5:13] Nid pț tțn'isid ka lǫm mu'ada A 

person can't spit out and suck in (at the same time). [Asaasim  Proverb] Note: revised by MA, original tʋ'ɔnd "Fț mu'adi 

bin'isir."  ::  "M pț mu'ada." You're sucking the breast."  ::  "No I'm not." [Trouble] man da nan mu'adi m ma 

bin'isim la fțn ka m da niŋ yadda 'you made me trust in you even at my mother's breast'. [PSA 22:9] Bin'isim 

mu'asțg gțllim anǫ ye biig mu'am bin'isim ma'aa 'Milk only feeding' is that the child should suck breastmilk 

only. [Breastfeeding] Li sțm ka biig la labnǫ o ma sț'țŋa mu'ab saŋa. It is good that the baby is close to its 
mother during breastfeeding. [Breastfeeding] Li anǫ biis banǫ bas bin'isir mu'ab ka li pț yuug, bǫǫ? 'Is it children 
weaned from sucking milk recently?'. [ISA 28:9] Sim: di2, Ǥnb ‘eat(general, staple foods) ;  chew (tougher foods)’. 
See: muak1; mu'as. 

mu'a2   See main entry: mu'ar. lake. 

mu'ab   See main entry: mu'a1. suck. 

mu'ad   See main entry: mu'a1. suck. 

mu'ada   See main entry: mu'a1. suck. 

mu'adi   See main entry: mu'a1. suck. 

mu'am!   See main entry: mu'a1. suck. 

mu'anǫ   See main entry: mu'a1. suck. 

mu'ar   Variant: mo'ar. Form: mu'a2. Variant: mɔ'a; -mo'a-. n. a large river, 'dam', lake, sea. Ku'om bas mu'ar ka dțt zuor. 
The water has left the lake and climbed the mountain. [Asaasim   Proverb] o da ... nǤk biig la niŋ pǫog la pțțgin ka 

keŋ digil o Nail mu'ar nǤǤrin mǤǤd sțțgin. 'She put the baby in it and then placed it in the tall grass at the edge 
of the river.'. [EXO 2:3] Ka nidib la wțsa bǫ mu'ar la nǤǤrin. 'all the people were along the shore at the water's 
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edge'. [MRK 4:1] Onǫ pin'il nǤŋgbannwa'ar li tǤǤg nwǫnǫ fțn na bi'ed mu'ar 'The start of an argument is like the 

first break in a dam'. [PRO 17:14] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ nwa' duod wțț Nail kǤldaugǤ, ka nwǫnǫ mu'ar ku'om pǫ'ǫli badigida? 
'Who is this that rises like the Nile, like rivers of surging waters?'. [JER 46:7] Li na nwǫnǫ teŋ kanǫ bǫ kǤldabǫda 

nǫ mu'a ni 'It will be like a place of broad rivers and streams.'. [ISA 33:21] m ... ga mu'a mǤri dǤn'Ǥsidi m tiis la. 
'I made reservoirs to water groves of flourishing trees.'. [ECC 2:6] maliak onǫ paas ayuobț la kpa'ae o laa la niŋ 

Efiritis mu'atita'arin la the sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river Euphrates'. [REV 16:12] 
Colloc: mu'arin ‘in/to/from the river’. Li pț yuugǫ ka Abǫdțg naan mu'arin la lǫb na ka nyu'oe bugum 

dǤbilin la It was not long before Abedug came back from the lake and made a fire in the kitchen. [Wonderwoman] Ba 

daa dǤlisi ba bugir hali ti paae Joodan mu'arin la. 'They (Israelite scouts) followed them (fleeing Arameans) as 

far as the Jordan'. [2KI 7:15] Sim: bǫuŋ1, kǤlțg2, kǤldaug, bulig, atǫuk. Yǫlim Aaron ka o nǤk dansaar la țki 

tiesi kpa' Egipt ku'obanǫ an mu'a nǫ kǤlis nǫ bǫǫnna nǫ kǤldaad nǫ bulis wțsa. 'Tell Aaron to take his stick 
and hold it out over all the rivers, canals, and pools in Egypt. [EXO 7:19] Etym: OVN *MOG-DI/A ; GS4 *MU² . 
Note: see ref. and link at kǤlțg2 

mu'as   Variant: mu'asi; mo'as. Form: mu'asid. Variant: mu'asidi. Form: mu'asțg. v. to suckle. Biis banǫ ka ba mu'as 

bin'isim gțllim n ti paae nwadis ayuobț la, biban mǤr laafi sțŋ Children who,  for the first six months, are 
only suckled on milk, those children have good health. [Breastfeeding] Albareka bǫ nǫ pu'a kanǫ du'af ka mu'asif 

la. 'Blessed is the mother who gave you birth and nursed you.'. [LUK 11:27] Pu'akaŋa da mǤri nwadis ayi' bibil o 

nu'usinǫ mu'asid o bin'isir. This woman had a two-month-old baby in her arms and was suckling it. [Trouble] 
wțț bimaa mu'asid o biig si'em la 'As a mother nurses her child'. [ISA 60:16] Bilies banǫ ka ba mu'asidi ta'abid 

paamidnǫ ku'om bǫdegț bin'isimin la. Babies who are breastfed frequently receive plenty of water in the milk. 
[Breastfeeding] Na'anamǫ na liebi fț saamnam,ka ba pu'ab mu'asidi fț biis. 'Kings will be your foster fathers, 
and their queens your nursing mothers.'. [ISA 49:23] Bin'isim mu'asțg an bǤ? What is breastfeeding? [Breastfeeding] 
Bin'isim mu'asțg gțllim anǫ ye biig mu'am bin'isim ma'aa 'Milk only feeding' is that the child should suck 
breastmilk only. [Breastfeeding] See: mu'a1; muak1. 

mu'asi   See main entry: mu'as. suckle. 

mu'asid   See main entry: mu'as. suckle. 

mu'asidi   See main entry: mu'as. suckle. 

mu'asțg   See main entry: mu'as. suckle. 

mu'e   See main entry: mu'oe1. red. 

mu'od1   See main entry: mu'oe1. red. 

mu'od2   See main entry: mu'oe2. carry fire. 

mu'oe1  Variant: mun'e [N]; mu'e. Form: mu'oenǫ. Form: mu'od1. Variant: mu'oed. Form: mu'oya. Variant: mu'oyaa. v. 

1 • to be red. Nintaŋi daa mu'oe la, nidib la daa gǫnnǫ By sunset the people were tired. [AIDS-I] Abangia ye "Ba 

ǫǫnti su'anǫ ka zug mu'oe." Mr. Agama says 'They have to keep hiding until they get a red head (are mature).'. 

[Proverb 018] Lina nam kǫti ka nif la mu'oe maal fǫn'ǫd These things make the eye go red and produce sores. 

[Trachoma] Amaa isir la ya'a kpǫm bǫ ka pț lǤ'Ǥŋ o niŋgbina la wțsa, ka mu'oe bi'ela, li anǫ isir la fțlis 'If, 
however, the spot is unchanged and has not spread in the skin but has faded, it is a swelling from the burn'. [LEV 

13:28] Lit: but is (only) slightly red. nintaŋ ya'a mu'oe ka li nyǫlig. 'when the sun grew hot, it (manna) melted 
away.'. [EXO 16:21] Banǫ ban'ad widi la daa yǫnǫ zaba gbanti'edis linǫ mu'oe nwǫnǫ bugum ka an sabilig nǫ 

dǤnbțțlim. 'their riders ... they wore breastplates, fiery red, turquoise, and sulphur-yellow'. [REV 9:17] Ba daa tis 

o ... sola lam linǫ mu'oed bugum winnigin la. They gave him a solar lamp that gives light from the sun. 
[You-Heard?] Fț nǤŋgban la mu'oenǫ vǫnl wțț pien gum 'Your lips are like a scarlet ribbon'. [SNG 4:3] 
Colloc: mu'oe zim-zim ‘be bright red’. O nǤŋgbana la da mu'oe nǫ zim-zim. Her lips were bright red. [Trouble] 
Caus: mǤ'Ǥns. Ka nǤk pǫraad gbana dinǫ ka ba mǤ'Ǥnsi li ka di mu'oe la sǫǫn tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba pili paas. 'Make for 
the tent a covering of ram skins dyed red'. [EXO 26:14] Sim: -zǫn'ug ‘[adj.]’.  Etym: OV1 *MO ; OVN *MO(N) ; 
GS1 *S¹E/O(M) ; vc2 *som ; CG *mano. Note: see refs.and links at zǫn'țg 
2 • to be serious. Mansa nyǫ yǫl la mu'oe si'em la ka ianki gam Goma vǫ'ǫgid Mansa saw that it was an 

emergency, and stood astride Goma and dragged him along. [Trouble] Filistia dim la da ti'ebi tț'țs Israel dim la, 

ka zaba la da mu'oe la, Filistia dim la da nyaŋ Israel dim 'The Philistines attacked, and after fierce fighting 
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they defeated the Israelites'. [1SA 4:2] Colloc: nini mu'oe ‘1) [literally] red eyes  2) [idiomatically] be 'serious'’. 
BțnkǤnbțg la da gbǫǫnl o ka o nini mu'oe The animal was staring at him with red eyes. [1) Trouble] o nini mu'oe 

wțț nintaŋi tansid bǫogțn nǫ 'his eyes glow like the rising sun'. [1) JOB 41:18] SǤ' wțsa mǤǤdnǫ o mǤǤr wțț 

tanp widi nini na mu'oe zaba ni si'em la. 'Each pursues his own course like a horse charging into battle.'. [2) JER 

8:6] Colloc: sțnf mu'oe ‘be 'serious'’. Ku'om sțnfț ǫǫn mu'oe ka o zǤǤ nie bǫog. If the water is serious it will 

go on flowing till next day. [Proverb 271] Sțnfț ǫǫnti mu'oe ka ba nwǫ' yugudir nǫ kpisinkpil. If you get too 
angry you'll even punch a hedgehog. [Proverb 270] Colloc: yțțm mu'oe ‘be a hard year’. Yțțm ya'a mu'oe 

zintitada vǤnnǫ zimpidis. When the year is hard, bigger fishes swallow smaller ones. [Proverb 118] Ba kpiidnǫ m 

yțțm paaya ka ka' yuum mu'oyaa. They die when their year comes, not in a year of catastrophe. [Proverb 140] 
Colloc: kǤ'Ǥm mu'oe ‘there is a hard famine’. KǤ'Ǥm la da mu'oenǫ hali 'the famine was too severe'. [GEN 47:20] 
See: mǤ'Ǥns. 

mu'oe2  Variant: mʋ'e. Form: mu'od2. v. to fetch, carry fire. bugum ya'a bǫ on mu'oe na ka ti țțsid ka gur bibanǫ kul 

yin la. if there is any fire he can bring some and we can warm ourselves and wait for the boys who went home. 

[You-Heard?] Atilaad daa tțm o biig ye o keŋ mu'oe bugum na ka ba mǤn sa'ab ka o pa'a tee hali ka winnig 

ti li. Atilaad sent a child to go get fire for her to prepare t.z. and she stayed very long until sunset. [MA] Ba daa tis 

o ... sola lam line mu'oed bugum winigin la. They gave him a solar lamp which lights with electricity from the 

sun. [You-Do?] maliak la nǤk tudaari laa la mu'oe bugum bimbim la zugț pǫ'ǫl laa la 'the angel took the censer, 
filled it with fire from the altar ... '. [REV 8:5] la'aban ka ba mǤri mu'od bugum la 'firepans'. [NUM 4:14] 

mu'oed   See main entry: mu'oe1. red. 

mu'oenǫ   See main entry: mu'oe1. red. 

mu'os   See main entry: mǤ'Ǥns. redden. 

mu'oya   See main entry: mu'oe1. red. 

mu'oyaa   See main entry: mu'oe1. red. 

mui   n. rice. Abțgțr anǫ kpaad. O kuodi mui nǫ suma nǫ ki nǫ kawǫnna ka lǫn gț'țn bțnkǤnbid. Abugur is a 

farmer. He grows rice, groundnuts, millet and maize, and also raises livestock. [You-Do?-] NyǤ'Ǥs la da zǤǤndi 

ni'ad mui nǫ kawǫnna la ni ka pǫbisim la mǤri li giilim ka li ti kpǫn dut agǤl. The smoke was curling up and 
filtering through the rice and corn, and the wind carried it in various directions and it was still going upwards. 

[Trouble] Birago ya'a ti dțgid mui, biis sțnf ǫǫnti ma'aenǫ, ka ba maan galim yǫǫd. If Birago cooks rice, the 
children are happy and lark about. [Trouble] Lit: 'make foolish jokes' [MA]. Ba da mǤr sǤna nǫ laas nǫ dțgid, ka 

mǫ mǤr ki nǫ mui la'an nǫ zǤ'Ǥm nǫ kawǫnsǫn'ǫda, hali nǫ bǫŋa nǫ saazi. (they) 'brought bedding and bowls 
and articles of pottery. They also brought wheat and barley, flour and roasted grain, beans and lentils'. [2SA 17:28] ti 
bǤbid mui bǤn'Ǥgin 'We were binding sheaves of grain out in the field'. [GEN 37:7] Saŋkan la ka ba gum puud ka 

mui mǫ bi'ig 'the barley was in the ear and the flax in bud'. [EXO 9:31] Li da anǫ zaamnǤǤr ka on nǫ o pu'ayua niŋ 

muibielim latita'arine gaansid kuga. It was evening and she and her daughter had put rice-grains in a big bowl 
and were picking out the stones. [Trouble] Baanamin la ba da kuosidi sa'atuodim nǫ boodia nǫ mui nǫ muigbila. 
In the bars they sold fufu, plantain, rice and rice-balls. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: ?? Etym: OV1 *MU ; vc4 *mu, mid . 

muk   Variant: muki; mukki. Form: muknǫ. Form: mukkid. Variant: mukkidi. Form: mukkidnǫ. Form: mukkim!. 
Form: mukir. Variant: mukur. Form: mukya. v. to press, pressurise. Nwǫnǫ biis ya'a la'asi digi muk taaba, ba 

tǤlisid nǫ ban'a la tisid taaba. Like when children sleep crowded together, they can pass the disease to one 

another. [Trachoma] ba da muk Keenan dim la ka ba tțm tțțm kpi'ema tisidi ba 'they subjected the Canaanites 
to forced labour'. [JOS 17:13] Ka m tǫn'ǫsi m na muki zamis And I thought I would force myself to learn. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] buudi bǫdegț banǫ ka' Jew dim la muki ba mǫŋi lieb Jew dim buudi 'many people of other 
nationalities became Jews'. [EST 8:17] Asǫǫ o mukki tǤ'Ǥŋi ba ka o pugidib sțnpǫǫn la da paa oo. He ought to 

make an effort to go along with them, so that his aunt's anger wouldn't reach him. [Trouble] Wina'am zaŋ nǫ o paŋ 

tita'ar la gban'e m niŋgǤǤnri siank wțț fuug niŋgǤǤnri muknǫ. 'In his great power God' grabs me by the throat 
and strangles me; 'he binds me like the neck of my garment. '. [JOB 30:18] DǤriba la daa pț bǤǤd Akudbili mukid 

o si'em la The driver didn't like the way Akudbil was pressurising him. [Electricity] ba mukid nǤŋ nǫ fara dim, ka 

maan saam linǫ pț nara 'they oppress the poor and needy and mistreat the alien'. [EZK 22:29] Ka o mukkid ye o 

wiee mǤǤd la nǫ o sț'țraug He forced the grasses apart with his cutlass. [Trouble] Teŋgbauŋ labaya tisidib pț 
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sțm ka sǤ' mukkidi ba bǫǫ pa'an ban na tțm si'em. 'The National Media Commission shall not be subject to 

the direction or control of any authority in the performance of its functions.'. [Constitution] Fț ni ka zam dim bǫǫ 

mukidi ba mǫŋ hali ninkțțr yǫla 'In you are slanderous men bent on shedding blood'. [EZK 22:9] Birago da 

mukkidnǫ ye o paae o pu'ayua la bǫ o tuon la. Birago pressed on to catch up with her daughter in front of her. 
[Trouble] Ti ZugsǤb Yesu Kristo da kpa'asidi ti ye di nar ye ti mukkim paam dinǫ an sțm Our Lord Jesus 

Christ kept advising us that we ought to exert ourselves to attain what is good. [Bible-Study] Mukir kț bǫ paatinam 

tuongatib gaansțginǫ 'The Internal organisation of a political party shall be on democratic lines'. [Constitution] 
Lit: there shall not be any compulsion in the election of party leaders. Mukir nǫ namisțg nǫ zuod ka'alim 
'Oppression, Toil, Friendlessness'. [ECC 4:1 [heading]] Biis banǫ pț paae yțțma ayi' la kțnsim mukya, bǤzugǤ: - 

banǫ namisid bǫdegț It is very important to immunise babies under two years, because:- they have many health 
problems. [Immunisation-] Mukur kț bǫ paatinam tuongatib gaansțginǫ There shall be no external interference 
in the election of party leaders. [Constitution] See: mugur1; mugus1. 

muki   See main entry: muk. pressurise. 

mukir   See main entry: muk. pressurise. 

mukki   See main entry: muk. pressurise. 

mukkid   See main entry: muk. pressurise. 

mukkidi   See main entry: muk. pressurise. 

mukkidnǫ   See main entry: muk. pressurise. 

mukkim!   See main entry: muk. pressurise. 

muknǫ   See main entry: muk. pressurise. 

mukur   See main entry: muk. pressurise. 

mukya   See main entry: muk. pressurise. 

mul   Form: mun. Variant: munna; munnǫ. Form: mulib. v. to itch. Wala tun'e kǫ ka biig la tian'ad o nini la ka yǫt ye 

o nini mun ka zabid. This can cause the child to rub his eyes and say that his eyes itch and hurt. [Trachoma] 
Pu'apțțg la gbinvǤǤr na mǤd ka mun ka pisid bǫǫ yit ziim. The pregnant woman's anus swells and itches or 
stings or bleeds. [Womens-Health] O nǤbpasinpauŋ da gbirigi mun ka o tǫnbig nǫ paŋ ka li kǫ ka o nie. Her foot 
suddenly itched and she kicked hard, which woke her up. [Trouble] Bama an nǤzi'ela banǫ ka ya na dǤlis 

niŋgbina san'auŋ ban'as yǫla hali baa li ya'a anǫ niŋgbina mun. 'These are the regulations for any infectious 
skin disease, for an itch ... '. [LEV 14:24] Fț yaa bț za ka nǤki fț nuugț suoǫn sǤ ningbina, li munnǫ hali pamm. 
When you thresh late millet and your hand brushes against someone’s body, it itches very much. [MA] Naaf niŋ 

ya'a mun, o mǤri o mǫŋi sǤǤnd nǫ tiis. When a cow’s body itches, it rubs itself against trees. [MA] Nif gbauŋ la 

ya'a kpǫm munna li kennǫ nif bielif la nii kțțd nif giinla la ka li ken zu'omis na. If the eyelid continues to 
itch, it goes into the eyeball and damages the muscles, bringing about blindness. [Trachoma] NIF GBAUŊ MULIB. 
Itching of the Eyelid. [Trachoma [heading]] Sim: zakkim. 

mulib   See main entry: mul. itch. 

mum1   Variant: mumm; mumi; mummi1; mumǫ1; mume. Form: mumǫnǫ. Variant: mumene. Form: mummi3!. 

Variant: mummin!. Form: mumin. v. to bury (a body). Ba pț mum kțm ka basid nǤbaa. They don't bury a 

corpse and forget the feet. [Proverb 143] m vaand la an ti'isțŋ ka ba maali viligi zi kum la mǤri keŋ yațgțn la 

mum my leaves are [used to make] a head-pad that they use to carry the body to the grave and bury it. [Trees] Note: 

emended by MA from tisț'țŋ onǫ wțsa nyǫ ninsaal kǤnbir na sǫ si'eli maal zanbin ka bayaas la ti paae na nǤki 

mum 'one of them sees a human bone, he will set up a marker beside it until the gravediggers have buried it'. [EZK 

39:15] O da kpiya ka ba mum o ka o yațg bǫǫ ti san'an kpǫla hali ti paae zina. 'He died and was buried, and 
his grave is here with us to this very day.'. [ACT 2:29] ba kț nǤki fț mumm they won't bury you. [EZK 29:5] M ya'a 

ti kpi, yanam mǫ mumim Wina'am nid la ka ti mum yasi'a la ni. 'When I die, bury me in the grave where the 
man of God is buried'. [1KI 13:31] ba mummi ba kum nǫ sanlima they bury their dead with gold. [Trouble] Kem 

mumi fț kum! 'Bury your dead.'. [GEN 23:11] Kum mumnǫ nǫ ziemis, ka na ti vț'țg nǫ vǫnlim. (The dead body) 
'When buried, it is ugly and weak; when raised, it will be beautiful and strong.'. [1CO 15:43] Mummi mam anina. 
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'Bury me there.'. [GEN 49:32] Mumminimi m saamnam yaad linǫ bǫ tampinlǫuŋțn Bury me in my ancestors' 

grave which is in a cave. [GEN 49:29] Ba ya'a pț du'anim, bǫǫ m ya'a daa kpiinǫ m du'am saŋa ka ba muminim 

gba li naan sǤn'Ǥn. 'If only I had never come into being, or had been carried straight from the womb to the grave!'. 

[JOB 10:19] Syn: su'a3 Sim: pin' ‘bury sth. in the ground’. 

-mum2   Variant: -mumǫ2; mume; -mummi2; -mummǫǫ. Form: -muma. adj. whole. Bakuai mum ka Luusi pț kaae 

ma For a whole week Luci didn't come to see me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba ya'a gban'e sǤ' yǤǤ li pț sțm ka li paae 

dabis muma ayi' (awanam pisnaasi nǫ anii) 'A person charged with a criminal offence,' it is not right that it 

extends to two full days (24 hours). [Constitution] Ka o nǤk gbǫmum la mǤr na digil Saul tuon. he "took up the 
whole haunch and leg and put it before Saul". [1SA 9:24] Ya kț Ǥnbi li daar yinne bǫǫ daba ayi' bǫǫ daba anu bǫǫ 

dabpiiga bǫǫ pisi ma'aanǫ, amaa nwadmum 'You will not eat it for just one day, or two days, or five, ten or 
twenty days, but for a whole month'. [NUM 11:19-20] Saŋkan la man daa mǤri sțnsa'aŋ bakuai muma atan'. 'At 
that time, I was mourning for three weeks.'. [DAN 10:2] Sieba bǫ ka ku'om la yi nwǫnǫ dabismum ka o nyaan 

sa'ae. There are some whose waters come out about a whole day before they finally go into labour. [Womens-Health] 
Bțn la ya'a an bțmmum ka ka' tțțmmǫ 'If it was not useful for anything when it was whole'. [EZK 15:5] Anina fț 

na nyǫ gbana 66 banǫ tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba an Wina'am gbauŋ la mummi. There you will see 66 books which joined 
together make up the whole Bible. [Bible-Intro] Ka ba nǤk yțțm mummi la'asid nǫ Wina'am nidib ka pa'an nidib 

bǫdegț. 'So for a whole year Barnabas and Saul met with the church and taught great numbers of people.'. [ACT 

11:26] fț ye fț na tisi ba ni'im ka li siaki ba ti paae nwadmummǫǫ? 'you say that you will give them enough 
meat for a month?'. [LEV 11:21] Ba ya'a gban'e sǤ' yǤǤ li pț sțm ka li paae dabis muma ayi' (awanam pisnaasi 

nǫ anii) 'A person charged with a criminal offence,' it is not right that it extends to two full days (24 hours). 

[Constitution] Daba atan' muma-muma ka mam pț tțmm For three whole days I didn't work. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

mum3   Variant: mumm3. Form: mummǫ. v. to shut (the mouth). M na bigis o ka o mum o nǤǤr! I will show her and she 

will shut her mouth! [Trouble] Mummǫ fț nǤǤrǫ! Shut your mouth! Sim: mubil. Etym: PB *múm. See: mubil. 

-muma   See main entry: -mum2. whole. 

mumǫ1   See main entry: mum1. bury. 

-mumǫ2   See main entry: -mum2. whole. 

mumǫnǫ   See main entry: mum1. bury. 

mume   See main entry: mum1. bury. 

mume   See main entry: -mum2. whole. 

mumene   See main entry: mum1. bury. 

mumi   See main entry: mum1. bury. 

mumin   See main entry: mum1. bury. 

mumm   See main entry: mum1. bury. 

mumm3   See main entry: mum3. shut. 

mummǫ  See main entry: mum3. shut. 

-mummǫǫ   See main entry: -mum2. whole. 

mummi1   See main entry: mum1. bury. 

-mummi2   See main entry: -mum2. whole. 

mummi3!   See main entry: mum1. bury. 

mummin!   See main entry: mum1. bury. 

mumug [N]   See main entry: mumuug. calabash. 

mumuug   Variant: mumug [N]. Form: mumuus. n. a calabash. 

mumuus   See main entry: mumuug. calabash. 

mun   See main entry: mul. itch. 
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mun'e [N]   See main entry: mu'oe1. red. 

munna   See main entry: mul. itch. 

munnǫ   See main entry: mul. itch. 

muris   v. to curl, pucker. Note: "a facial expression (specifically the mouth) of anger, dissatisfaction, disagreement " [MA] O 

sțnpǫǫn la nie o nini ni nǫ on muris o nǤŋgbana la ni na. His anger was apparent in his eyes and the way he 
curled his lips. [Trouble] 

mus-mus   Variant: mus-mus-mus. id. whoompf! [sound of fire consuming house]. Bugum ka' sțm, bugum tun'e di 

ya' musmus. Fire is not good, fire can burn up houses, whoompf! [Fire] On nam bǫǫ ani fabin sansi'a la ka 

bugum kpǫn niŋ pillim dii kpǫn kanb o dǤǤg mus-mus-mus While he was still there complaining, the fire 
suddenly made a rush and consumed and burned up his room, whoompf! [You-Heard?] 

mus-mus-mus   See main entry: mus-mus. whoompf. 

musnam  See main entry: amus1. cat. 

muug   n. a grass-stem. Colloc: gban'a X ziim nǫ1 muug ‘catch X red-handed’. Lit: with blood and reed. M da lǤbig 

saafibiis la bas ka niŋ nǤbrațg nyan, amaa saŋkaŋa ba gban'amnǫ ziim nǫ muug. I threw away the keys and 
sprinted off, but then I was caught redhanded. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: muda. M gban'e ti yǫlim na'ab la, ka su'a gur 

zin'ig la nǫ tinamǫ na ti gban'e ba muda, ziim nǫ muug I decided we should tell the chief, and hid and watched 
the place so that we could catch them in the act, redhanded. [Trouble] 

muula-muula   id. corrugated. O nya'aŋ gbana la anǫ muula-muula wțț pien ka ba tǤ'Ǥŋi sǫn' nǫ. 'His back is made 
of rows of shields, fastened together and hard as stone.'. [JOB 41:15] Lit: his back-skin is corrugated, like a strip of 
cloth which has been sewn together. Ka lǫn tuligid mud-mud-mud iann ka ba kpǫn dig muula-muula. And 
again turned over/round, whoompf! and they suddenly lay down in rows. [You-Heard?] 

 

N  -  n 

 

n1   Variant: m3. ptc. 1 • [dependent]. Note: in the dialect of the Bible and most published texts, there is rather an -i suffix on the 

antecedent: the example below would be  di fțni bǤǤd si'el   M ba biiga, m mabiiga maalim fțn bǤǤd si'el, ka di fțn 

m bǤǤd si'el My brothers, do what you like and eat what you like. [Asaasim] Amaa ka ti ninsaal sțnf n digilim n 

gaad kugir But because our human heart is harder than stone ... [Asaasim] Wina'am n da nyǫ ka nidib la mǤr 

gbada la zug, ka o yǫl ... 'God found fault with the people and said ... '. [HEB 8:8] Saul n da kilim karimbiig la, o 

da tiak o yț'țri pțd ye Paul. When Saul became a disciple he changed his name and called himself Paul. [Bible 

Glossary [under 'Paul bǫǫ Saul ']] Josef n da di'e labakaŋa la, o da kumya hali. 'Joseph cried when he received this 
message.'. [GEN 50:17] Joab n pa'a tțmim saŋsi'a la, zin'ig la pa'a dammidnǫ, amaa man zi' dinǫ maalǫ. when 
...Joab sent me, I saw a great commotion, but I couldn't tell what it was. [2SA 18:29] 
2 • to [mark of verb series]. Note: ? borrowed from, or dialect influenced by, Mampruli [TN] : MA and others reject these 

constructions as non-Kusaal, but they occur in the Bible and are reasonably frequent in some published books. O daa sid keŋ 

n ti paae ba'abțgțd la sa'an n zaŋi o yǫla la wțsa tu'as o. So he actually went to the diviner and explained all 
his problems to him. [You-Hear?] Na'ab la biig Jotam da di gbandaan n bǫ na'ayin la ka gǤt nimbanǫ bǫ teŋin 

la. The King's son Jotham became regent and was in the palace 'and governed the people of the land.'. [2CH 26:21] 
Note: cf. Na'ab la biig Jotam da lieb gbandaani bǫ na'ayin la ka gǤt nimbanǫ bǫ teŋin la. [2KI 15:5] Amaa ka 

ti ninsaal sțnf n digilim n gaad kugir But our human heart is harder than stone. [Asaasim] Ka' fțnǫ da kie Rahab 

n zǤri zǤr  ... ? 'Was it not you who hacked Rahab in pieces ... ?'. [ISA 51:9] Ba pț fanrid tan'aŋ m pin'id o gbinin 

nǫ. They don't strip a sheatree and hide (the fruit) underneath it. [Asaasim  Proverb] Ti zak dim wțsa mǤri na'asaar 

yarim la n dțgid saŋa wțsa. All our part of the family cook with iodised salt all the time. [Iodine] Kpǫǫm la ye ba 
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gǤs tutua ka wada banǫ ka gǤmma digil zaŋi n ken ba tțțma la zin'ig la n tțm nwǫnǫ lin bǤǤd si'em. The 
official said that they should carefully see that the laws that the government laid down concerning their work 
should be put into effect as intended. [Asaasim] 

n2   Variant: m4. ptc. to [purpose]. Colloc: n ti2 ‘in order to, going to’. O daa sid keŋ n ti paae ba'abțgțd la sa'an n 

zaŋi o yǫla la wțsa tu'as o. So he actually went to the diviner and explained all his problems to him. [You-Hear?] 
Bima' bin'isim mǤr bțn linǫ wțsa na sțŋ biig la n ti paae nwadis ayuobu. A baby's mother's milk has 
everything that will benefit the baby for the first six months. [Breastfeeding] 

-n3   Variant: -in1; -inǫ1; -țn. loc. in, at, on, to, from. Note: according to relevant verb and context M biilimin tțțma la 

kpǫn kennǫ m pțtǫn'ǫrin nǫ na What I did in my youth still comes into my mind. [Shoeshine-Boy] O da naan nǫ 

ani keŋ Asiria teŋin 'From that land he went to Assyria'. [GEN 10:11] daar zaam paae ya ka nǤŋdaan kidigi zin' 

tiig gbinnin so when evening had come the poor man sat at the bottom of a tree to meet (him). [Billygoat] m bǤǤd 

ye m dǤlli fț kuli m yin ka ti la'am bǫ, ka sțŋif ka fț yi nǤŋin la. I want you to come home with me and we can 
stay together, and help you get out of poverty. [You-Heard?] O ya'a yi bǫogțn wțsa ye o pin'il daad la wia'arțg 
When he went out on each morning to begin splitting firewood. [You-Heard?] Ligidi ya'a digil baŋkinǫ sǤ' kț nyaŋi 

zuu If money is deposited in the bank, nobody can steal it. [Wealth-Is-Power] Lin nya'aŋ o na kpǫn' la'asțg zin'igin 

la, ka lǫǫ kț kpǫn' o dǤǤginǫ hali ka li ti paae daba ayǤpǤi. 'After this he may come into the camp, but he must 
stay outside his tent for seven days. '. [LEV 14:8] Lit: not enter into. maliak onǫ paas ayuobț la kpa'ae o laa la niŋ 

Efiritis mu'atita'arin la the sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river Euphrates'. [REV 16:12] Lin daa yi 

bǫogțn la ka Baaba Abțgțr gaad o tțțma Next morning Baaba Abugur went to work. [Fire] Yim anrțŋțn la 
'Come out of the ark'. [GEN 8:16] 

n4   Variant: m5. ptc. [subject focus]. Note: post-subject particle - important thing is the subject ::  this is an alternative to a final 

-i and some people reject it as being Mampruli [common in 'Asaasim' and the collected proverbs]  A-Zi-gban'ar nǫ 

A-Zi-Siib n kǫt ka gbauŋ aand. Mr. Ignorant-of-holding and Mr. Ignorant-of-Flaying cause the skin to tear. 

[Proverb 082] Josef n da an teŋ la gǤmena 'Now Joseph was the governor of the land'. [GEN 42:6] Ka ban paae 

mǤǤgin la ka Kain kpǫn nwǫ' o pitț Abǫl n kțț o. 'And while they were in the field, Cain attacked his brother 

Abel and killed him.'. [GEN 4:8] Paul n da bǤǤd ye o bǫ Jerusalem ka Pentekost daar naan paae la zug 'Paul ...  
he was in a hurry to reach Jerusalem, if possible, by the day of Pentecost'. [ACT 20:16] 

-n5   See main entry: ni1. in. 

na1   Variant: naa4. adv. hither. Note: [to/towards  a place in focus] Daar yinne ka o sabua kǫn o san'an na One day his 

girlfriend came to him. [Billygoat] m nu'ug na paae ba ani yisi ba na 'from there my hand will take them'. [AMO 9:2] 
Lit: my hand will reach them there and take them out. Ya aan anǤ'Ǥnama? Ya yi yaanǫ na? 'Who are you? Where 
do you come from?'. [JOS 9:8] SǤ' nan zi' dț arezana nii, asǫǫ onǫ yi arezana nii sig na la 'no one has ever gone 
up to heaven except the Son of Man, who came down from heaven'. [JHN 3:13] man kțdim zi' fiiva kaŋa yi si'el 

naa I just didn't know where this fever came from. [AIDS-I] ka tțm agaung ka o yina ian'adi giligid ka pț lǫb 

naa 'and sent out a raven. It did not come back, but kept flying around'. [GEN 8:7] Ku'osțŋ nǫ ku'otǤǤg na nyaŋi yi 

bulnǤǤr yinne ni naa? 'Can both fresh water and salt water flow from the same spring? '. [JAS 3:11] Colloc: [verb] 

na1 ‘[perform the action of the verb ending up here, with transitive verb often has sense of "and bring"]’. li pț 

yuugǫ ka o duoe ye o wa'ae nǫ Kțmasi ye o da' la'ad na kuos. it was not long before he was going to Kumasi 

to buy goods to bring back and sell. [Billygoat] Asibi wik ku'om kǤlțgin na. Asibi drew water from the waterhole 
and brought it. [House+Farm] Ka Agbigim ye o pa'alim o ka o na iee li na. Mr. Lion said he should show him 
(what the medicine was) and he would find it and bring it. [You-Do?] M keŋ bǤ Hibiru dim pu'ab la yinne na ka o 

ugus biig la tisi fǤǤ? 'Shall I go and get one of the Hebrew women to nurse the baby for you?'. [EXO 2:7] 

na2   ptc. 1 • will [future]. Dabisa ala ka ti na bǫ dunia nwa' ni? How many days will we be in this world? [Billygoat] m 

na kǫ ka agaand mǤr diibi kenna tisidif anina 'I have ordered the ravens to feed you there'. [1KI 17:4] Lit: I will 
let .... Banǫ bǫǫ agǤlǫ, kǫlisimi ka m na pian' Listen, O heavens, and I will speak. [DEU 32:1] On nǫ ban na pțdigi 

ba pțțr la azinzema 'He is to share equally in their benefits'. [DEU 18:8] 
2 • may (expressing a wish). Note: in expressing a blessing or good wish Wina'am na pǫligi fț zug ka tisif fțn bǤǤd 

si'el wțsa May God bless you and give you everything you want. [You-Heard?] Na'aba! Wina'am na pǫligi fț zug! 
'Long live the king!'. [1SA 10:24] Lit: King! may God bless you!. 

naga   n. guineacorn [type]. Ya ya'a bas naga la Na'asaabugulum naae, yanam tul nǫ niigi. If you apply fertilizer to 
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the guinea corn farm, you should harrow it with bullocks. [MA] Sim: bǫlikǤ, kizǫn'og. 

na'a-1   See main entry: na'ab. king. 

na'a-2   See main entry: naaf. bovine. 

na'a-3   See main entry: na'am1. royalty. 

na'ab   Variant: na'aba; na'abaa; na'abi1. Form: Naa6. Form: na'anam. Variant: na'anama; na'anamaa; na'anamǫ. 

Form: na'a-1. n. chief, king. Ba yiiti siaknǫ na'ab buolig ka zan'asi o titțmis. They always come when the chief 
calls, but may refuse his errand. [Proverb 127] GǤmma ka' suor ka o gaŋ sǤ' ka o lieb na'ab bǫǫ o kad sǤ' yis 

na'aminǫ. The President has no authority to choose someone to become a chief, or to depose someone from a 

chiefship. [Constitution] Onǫ kumis na'ab tț'țdǫ, onǫ tț' o. The one who reports that the chief has been abused is 
the one who abused him. [Proverb 001] Na'ab Solomon da mǤri tǫrekonam tusa naasi (4,000) 'King Solomon 
also had 4,000 ... chariots'. [2CH 9:25] Na'aba, m mǤr yǫlsu'adir ye m yǫlif. 'I have a secret message for you, O 
king.'. [JDG 3:19] “Fț aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ buon Na'aba?” '“Who are you who calls to the king?”'. [1SA 26:14] Ata'aŋ nǫ 

Akțkparig kem saalib na'ayinnǫ yǫl o tinamǫ gban'e si'em ka bǤǤd ye o diis na'abi tisi ti Shea and Borassus 
should go to the house of the human beings' chief and tell him what we have decided and that we want him to 

install a chief for us. Naa! Zam nǫ Ramot dinǫ bǫ Gilead la ka fț na nyaŋ! (Your Majesty!) 'Attack Ramoth 
Gilead and be victorious'. [1KI 22:12] (ba) pin'ili pț'țsid o, ka yǫt ye, “Naa, Jew dim na'aba.” 'they began to salute 
him: ‘Hail, king of the Jews!’. [MRK 15:18] Li da anǫ na'anam la'astita'ar It was an important meeting of chiefs. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] dunia na'anam kilim bțndaannam earth's 'Kings were made rich'. [EZK 27:33] Na'anam anaasi da 

tț'țsi babanu nǫ tanp. 'four kings' went to war 'against five'. [GEN 14:9] Ba mǫ anǫ na'anama ayǤpǤi. 'They are 
also seven kings.'. [REV 17:10] Na'anam anaasi da tț'țsi babanu nǫ tanp. 'four kings' went to war 'against five'. 

[GEN 14:9] Man tuongatib la wțsa ka'anǫ na'anamaa? 'Are not my commanders all kings?'. [ISA 10:8] (ba) mǤr 

paŋi na zi'el zi'ela n bigisid na'am diisțg yǫla nǫ na'anamǫ na sǤbi ba yțda niŋ na'am gbana ni si'em. 
(they) have power to make regulations regarding installation of chiefs and how chiefs are to register for 
chieftaincies. [Constitution] Bama da an na'anamǫ yi Esau pu'a Oholibama ... la tuŋțn na. 'These were the 

chiefs descended from Esau's wife Oholibamah'. [GEN 36:18] Na'akanǫ mǤr ya'am bakidnǫ nimbǫ'ǫdnam la 'A 
wise king sifts out the wicked'. [PRO 20:26] Na'abama zabzabidib la wțsa da la'as nǫ Sidim BǤn'Ǥg la ni. 'These 
kings joined forces in the valley of Siddim'. [GEN 14:3] Ka na'apaalig onǫ zi' Josef yǫla da di na'am Egipt teŋin. 
'Then a new king, who did not know about Joseph, came to power in Egypt. [EXO 1:8] Colloc: Naa, .../..., Na'aba,  
‘O Chief/King [vocative]’. Naa, na'aba ti na nu, ti yinǫ kateŋ na. We will drink, O Chief, we come from a far 
place. [Trees] Naa, fț sankpan'as Ben-Hadad ye fț di suguru ka da kțț o. O King, your servant Ben Hadad 
asks you to be tolerant and not kill him. [1KI 20:32] Naa na'aba, diisim tinami gaŋ sǤ' la Lord Chief, install the 
one we have chosen. Űǫn, Na'aba, ala yim. 'Yes, certainly, your majesty.'. [DAN 3:24] na'abibis minor royalty. 
na'abeda important kings. Sim: teŋinna'ab; Nabstr: na'am1. Etym: OVN *NA-A/-BA . Note: Often used to refer to 

one chief with the *-BA suffix as 'plural of majesty', other ways are then used to make "chiefs" See: na'am1; na'abiig; 

na'apu'a; na'ayidim; na'ayir; na'ayikpǫm; teŋinna'ab. 

na'aba   See main entry: na'ab. king. 

na'aba'ad   See main entry: na'abauk. cattleyard, cattle. 

na'abauk   Form: na'aba'ad. n. 1 • a cattleyard, kraal, corral. Apam na'abauk la bǫ bțțr nya'aŋ la. Apam's cattleyard is 

behind the granary. [House+Farm] Colloc: na'abaukțn ‘to/in/from the kraal’. Ka ya na ian'ad terib-terib wțț 

na'abibis ka ba yǤ'Ǥgi ba na'abaukțn nǫ. 'And you will go out and leap like calves released from the stall.'. [MAL 

4:2] Sim: bțlțțg, bauk, gariki. 
2 • cattle. na'ayiis kena kad o na'abauk la wțsa gaadi dț Fanriŋ ka li fir. thieves came and drove off all his 

cattle and went off to a Francophone country and that ended it. [You-Heard?] See: naaf; bauk. 

na'abaa   See main entry: na'ab. king. 

na'abi1   See main entry: na'ab. king. 

na'abi-2   See main entry: na'abiig. prince. 

na'abibis   See main entry: na'abil. calf. 

na'abibisi   See main entry: na'abil. calf. 
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na'abil   Form: na'abibis. Variant: na'abibisi. n. a calf. Na'abil nǫ gbigimbibis na la'asi Ǥnbid yaama 'Calves and lion 

cubs will feed together'. [ISA 11:6] Yǫlim Israel dim la ka ba ... nǤk yțțm na'abil nǫ yțțm pǫraug ka li an 

nyu'or maan. 'Then say to the Israelites: ‘Take ... a calf and a lamb ... for a burnt offering ... ’'. [LEV 9:3] lǤǤ ba ta'al 

nǫ tǫreko la ka nǤki ba na'abibis la kpǫn'ǫs garikini lǤ. 'Hitch the cows to the cart, but take their calves away 
and pen them up.'. [1SA 6:7] Ka ya na ian'ad terib-terib wțț na'abibis ka ba yǤ'Ǥgi ba na'abaukțn nǫ. 'And you 
will go out and leap like calves released from the stall.'. [MAL 4:2] Ba da faaǫn pǫ'ǫs nǫ niigi nǫ na'abibisi kțț ba 
'They pounced on the plunder and, taking sheep, cattle and calves, they butchered them'. [1SA 14:32] Gen: naaf; 
Sim: na'apǤl1/na'abilpǤl, na'adibig, na'anya'aŋ, na'araug, na'asa'a1, na'asa'abil ‘young bovine, young male, 
cow, bull, heifer, young heifer’. See: naaf; -bil. 

na'abilpǤl   Variant: na'abipɔl; na'abipol. n. a 'fatling', calf. Pu'a la da mǤr na'abilpǤl yin la 'The woman had a fattened 

calf at the house'. [1SA 28:24] Gen: naaf; Syn: na'apǤl1; Sim: na'abil, na'adibig, na'anya'aŋ, na'araug, na'asa'a1, 

na'asa'abil ‘calf, young male, cow, bull, heifer, young heifer’. See: naaf; -bil; pǤl. 
na'abine   See main entry: na'ambin. cow-dung. 

na'abipɔl  See main entry: na'abilpǤl. fatling. 

na'abipol   See main entry: na'abilpǤl. fatling. 

na'abiig   Variant: na'abiiga; na'abiigi. Form: na'abiis. Form: na'abi-2. n. a prince(ss), child of chief/king. Ka na'abiig la 

lǫbis ye; "Na'ab ye m mǤr nua na tif ... " And the chief's son said "The Chief said I should bring this fowl to you 
... ". [Asaasim] Gban'ami Mikaya mǤr o lǫb ... Joab onǫ an na'abiig la san'an 'Take Micaiah and send him back 
... to Joash the king's son'. [1KI 22:26] banǫ gǤsid na'abiig la dǤl o dǫn'ǫnid mu'ar la nǤǤr 'her attendants were 

walking along the river bank'. [EXO 2:5] Lit: cared for the princess. Na'abiiga, m yinǫ Israel dǤǤd la yinne ni na. 
Prince, I come from one of the tribes of Israel. [2SA 15:2] Na'abiigi daa bǫ, ka keŋ teŋ lalli ye o di na'am lǫb na. 
'A man of noble birth went to a distant country to have himself appointed king and then to return.'. [LUK 19:12] Ka'a 

banǫ dǤl na'ab zan'a an na'abiisǫ. Not everyone who follows a chief is a prince. [Proverb 093] Absalom kț 

na'abiis la, baa yinne pț kpǫlim. 'Absalom has struck down all the king's sons; not one of them is left.'. [2SA 13:30] 
Li da anǫ ba malțŋ ye na'abikanǫ nan zi' dau yǫǫd fuban la buudi. 'this was the kind of garment the virgin 
daughters of the king wore'. [2SA 13:18] See: na'ab; biig. 

na'abiiga   See main entry: na'abiig. prince. 

na'abiigi   See main entry: na'abiig. prince. 

na'abiis   See main entry: na'abiig. prince. 

na'adawan   Form: na'adawana. n. dove [sp.] MǤr na'asa'a, nǫ bțnya'aŋ, nǫ pǫrabanǫ an yțma atan', tan' nǫ sian'arin 

dawan nǫ na'adawan na. 'Bring me a heifer, a goat and a ram, each three years old, along with a dove and a 

young pigeon'. [GEN 15:9] o ya'a kț nyaŋi mǤr sian'adawana bǫǫ na'adawana ayi' la naa 'If, however, he cannot 
afford two doves or two young pigeons'. [LEV 5:11] Sim: dawan, lțțr, sian'adawan. 

na'adawana  See main entry: na'adawan. dove [sp.] 

na'adawanbibis   See main entry: na'adawanbil. dove [sp.] 

na'adawanbil   Form: na'adawanbibis. n. dove [sp.] on zaŋim ... sian'adawan bǫǫ na'adawanbil ka li an tțțmbǫ'ǫd 

maan 'she is to bring ... a young pigeon or a dove for a sin offering.'. [LEV 12:6] sian'adawan ayi', bǫǫ 

na'adawanbibis ayi' 'a pair of doves or two young pigeons'. [LUK 2:24] Sim: dawan, lțțr, sian'adawan. 

na'adibig   Form: na'arib-. n. a young bull. Da nǤki fț na'adibig kpǫǫm kpǫn'ǫs kuobǤ 'Do not put the firstborn of your 

oxen to work'. [DEU 15:19] Kțțm o na'aribpaalis la wțsa 'Kill all her young bulls'. [JER 50:27] Sim: na'abil, 

na'apǤl1/na'abilpǤl, na'anya'aŋ, na'araug, na'asa'a1, na'asa'abil ‘calf, young bovine, cow, bull, heifer, young 
heifer’. See: naaf; dibig. 

na'adǤǤg   Variant: na'adǤǤgț. n. the royal house, the chiefly clan. Buama dim ye na'adǤǤg la wțsa onǫ an paŋ sǤb The 

people of Buama said that of all the royal house he was the strongest. [Trouble] Isimael onǫ an Netanaya biig ka 

an Elisama yaaŋ ka kpin nǫ na'adǤǤg la, da dǤl dap piiga na kț Gedalaya. 'Ishmael, the son of Nethaniah and 
grandson of Elishama, a member of the royal family, went to Mizpah with ten men, attacked Gedaliah and killed 

him.'. [2KI 25:5] M na zi'el na'adǤǤgț fț yin ka li na yuug nwǫnǫ man da zi'eli tis David si'em la 'I shall 
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establish your family for ever as I did for David'. [1KI 11:38] Colloc: na'adǤǤgin(ǫ) ‘in/to/from the royal house’. 
Na'ayiigim la mǤri yǫlsieba kǫǫn o san'an na on mǤr kpi'euŋ na'adǤǤgin la Theft brought him some troubles, 
as he had influence in the royal clan. [Trouble] o gaansim banǫ yi na'adǤǤgin nǫ girima dim la mǤr na. 'to bring 
in some of the Israelites from the royal family and the nobility'. [DAN 1:3] Onǫ ye o dǤl on nya'aŋ la na an ninyǤǤg 

onǫ pț nara, bǤzugǤ o pț yi na'adǤǤginǫ. 'The next king of Syria will be an evil man who has no right to be 

king'. [DAN 11:21] See: na'am1; dǤǤg. 

na'adǤǤgț   See main entry: na'adǤǤg. royal house. 

na'akem1   Note: this spelling may also be found as an old or incorrect spelling for na'akim "youth" Form: na'akemnib. n. a 

cattleherd, 'cow-boy'. Gera na'akemnib zab nǫ Isaak na'akemnib 'the herdsmen of Gerar quarrelled with Isaac's 
herdsmen'. [GEN 26:20] See: naaf. 

na'akem2   See main entry: na'akim1. teenager, youngpeople. 

na'akemnib   See main entry: na'akem1. cattleherd. 

na'akim1   Variant: na'akem2; na'akin; na'akimmi. Form: na'akim-2. n. 1 • a youth, teenager. Note: usually referring to males 
onǫ kpi wțț yțma kǤbigaba na yǫl ye o kpinǫ kansir bǫǫ o anǫ na'akin 'he who dies at a hundred will be 
thought a mere youth'. [ISA 65:20] Na'akimbil la guodnǫ bipuŋ la ye o mǤr o kul. The young lad is dating the girl 
intending to bring her to his home. [MA] O da anǫ na'akimbil vǫnliŋ 'He was a handsome ... young man'. [1SA 16:12] 
M na kǫ ka na'akimbibis aan ba kpǫǫmnam 'I shall appoint youths to positions of authority'. [ISA 3:4] 
na'akimsțma la wțsa na kpi zaba la ni 'her finest young men will go down in the slaughter'. [JER 48:15] 
Nabstr: na'akinnim; Cpart: pu'asadir. Gaana kpǫla, nidib pamm sa kpǫn'ǫnǫ taba nuub. Li kas kas anǫ ti 

na'akim nǫ pu'asada la. In Ghana here, many people have started smoking, especially our young men and 
women. [Smoking-] 
2 • the youth, young people [collective sense]. Note: usually referring to males Cpart: pu'asad, pu'asadir2 

/pu'asada. ti na'akim nǫ ti pu'asad la pț lǫŋ gban'adi ba mǫŋ ka nyaan dit bǫǫ kun sidiba Our young men 
and women can't control themselves until they get married. [AIDS-I] Li anǫ ti tțțm ye ti gu' pu'asada nǫ 

na'akimmi yit suobanǫ dǤl la ni. It is our responsibility to discourage young women and men from these 
behaviours. [Smoking] nannanna nwa' ba la'ad mam nǫ, hali na'akim baanlțg 'now they mock me, men younger 

than I'. [JOB 30:1] ka kț na'akin nǫ pu'asadir 'to kill boys and girls'. [JER 51:22] See: naaf; kim; na'akinnim. 

na'akim-2   See main entry: na'akim1. teenager, youngpeople. 

na'akimmi   See main entry: na'akim1. teenager, youngpeople. 

na'akin   See main entry: na'akim1. teenager, youngpeople. 

na'akinem   See main entry: na'akinnim. youth. 

na'akinnim   Variant: na'akinem. n. youth, time of ones youthfulness. Ka tǤǤg kanǫ ka fț na nyǫ la na gaad dinǫ ka fț 

nyǫ fț na'akinnim saŋa hali ti paae zina. 'This will be worse for you than all the calamities that have come upon 
you from your youth till now.'. [2SA 19:7] Colloc: na'akinnimin ‘in/from youth’. Fț tțțmmi la lin yii fț 

na'akinnimin sa ti paae zina 'This has been your way from your youth'. [JER 22:21] See: na'akim1. 

na'akțnya   See main entry: na'akțțnr. plough. 

na'akuoda   See main entry: na'akuodir. plough ox. 

na'akuodir   Form: na'akuoda. n. a plough-ox. Na'akuoda la mi' kuob pamm. The plough-oxen know how to plough 

well. [House+Farm] DinzugǤ ba daa pț namis ka paam dap banǫ mǤr na'akuoda ka ba na keŋ nwǫ' ba 

sumpǤǤd la tisi ba. They had no difficulty in getting men with plough-oxen to plough their groundnut farms for 
them. [Wealth-Is-Power] M da'anǫ na'akuoda piiga ka bǤǤd ye m maki ba kuobț gǤs 'I have just bought five yoke 
of oxen, and I'm on my way to try them out.'. [LUK 14:19] See: naaf; kua. 

na'akuos   n. a butcher. Bakanǫ ka kǤm da mǤr o da zu ni'im na'akuos dǤǤgțn. A hungry dog stole some meat from the 

butcher's shop. [Jealousy] See: naaf; kuos. 

na'akțțnr   Form: na'akțnya. n. a plough, 'plough' [Am.] on nǫ o nidib mǤr na'akunya pii nǫ ayi' kuod 'He was 

ploughing with twelve yoke of oxen'. [1KI 19:19] See: naaf; kțțnr. 
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na'akpa'as   See main entry: na'akpak. flute. 

na'akpak   Form: na'akpa'as. n. a cornstalk flute. M kaasidi m sțnfțn tisid Moab wțț na'akpak nǫ 'So my heart 

laments for Moab like a flute'. [JER 48:36] ya sțnya na malis nwǫnǫ nidibi na piebid na'akpa'as 'your hearts will 
rejoice as when people go up with flutes'. [ISA 30:29] 

na'ali'ad   Variant: na'ali'ada. Form: na'ali'adib. n. a candidate for office. Asambili na'ali'ad na gaŋǫ o nidib banǫ bǫǫ o 

sț'țlimin 'Assembly men and women are required to have total allegiance to the community they represent'. 

[Constitution] Lit: "The candidate for District Assembly elections would choose people from his electoral area. " 

[MA].  Paati si'a kț ti'el na'ali'ada. 'Elections to the Assemblies shall be non-partisan'. [Constitution] Teŋ la 

zugdaan na anǫ onǫ ka banǫ gaŋ o la tțțg pțsțk kǤbiga pțțgin. Na'ali'adib la sǤ' ya'a pț paae ala, 

gaansțg na lǫm bǫ dabpisi nǫ yinne daar. 'The President must obtain at least 50% of the valid votes cast 

otherwise a run-off shall be held within 21 days of the previous election.'. [Constitution-] Sim: na'anya'ad. 
See: na'am1; li'a1. 

na'ali'ada   See main entry: na'ali'ad. candidate. 

na'ali'adib   See main entry: na'ali'ad. candidate. 

na'am1   Form: na'am-2. Variant: na'a-3. n. royalty, chieftaincy, kingship, office. Man anǫ onǫ nar nǫ na'am I am the one 

who is fit to be chief. [Trees] Onǫ di teŋ zugdaan na'am la na mǤr na'am la yțma anaasi pin'in daakanǫ ka o 

pin'il tțțma la. 'A person elected as President shall hold office for a term of four years beginning from the date on 
which he is sworn in as President.'. [Constitution] Nimbama ya'a bǤǤdi ba li'a na'am laa, ba basidi ba tțțma la 

nǫ. If those persons wish to seek this office, they must resign from their profession. [Constitution] Banǫ na li'a 

teŋgbauŋ bǫǫ zi'ela zǤŋ na'am la kț mǤr bǫnnǫ. 'There is no restriction on the number of political parties that 
can be formed'. [Constitution] Lit: those who seek rule in the national or regional parliament. li kpǫlim bi'ela ka m 

namis Israel Na'ab Jehu na'am tuŋ la 'I will soon punish the house of Jehu' King of Israel. [HOS 1:4] 
Colloc: na'amin(ǫ) ‘to/in/from chiefship/kingly state’. GǤmma ka' suor ka o gaŋ sǤ' ka o lieb na'ab bǫǫ o kad 

sǤ' yis na'aminǫ. The President has no authority to choose someone to become a chief, or to depose someone 
from a chiefship. [Constitution] onǫ diisid nidib na'am ka lǫn yisidi ba na'amin 'he sets up kings and deposes 
them'. [DAN 2:21] Colloc: di1 na'am1 ‘hold or be installed into chiefly (or similar) office’. Onǫ di teŋ zugdaan 

na'am la na mǤr na'am la yțma anaasi 'A person elected as President shall hold office for a term of four years'. 

[Constitution] Tempțkanǫ ka o da dǫŋi di na'am yiiga da anǫ Babilon The first city that he ruled was Babylon. 

[GEN 10:10] Ninkanǫ nam mi' tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫtita'ar wțț o da mǤnǫ ye o kad GǤmma  bǫǫ zammug kț tun'e di 

teŋinna'am. 'A person who has been convicted of serious crimes such as treason or offences involving dishonesty 
or moral turpitude shall not qualify to become a Chief.'. [Constitution] Li anǫ sida, ti mi' ba amaa ti zi' ban na di 

na'am la ka tțm si'eli tisi tii. It is true that we know them, but we don't know what they will do to/for us when 
they receive office. Din ka on nǫ o yaas na di na'am la yuug Israel teŋin. 'Then he and his descendants will 
reign a long time over his kingdom in Israel.'. [DEU 17:10] Colloc: diis1 na'am1 ‘install a chief/sb. to a chieftaincy’. 
anǤ'Ǥnǫ na diisi ti na'am la? who will install a chief for us? [Trees] O na kpi Babilon na'akanǫ diis o na'am la 

teŋin 'he shall die in Babylon, in the land of the king who put him on the throne'. [EZK 17:16] onǫ diisid nidib 

na'am ka lǫn yisidi ba na'amin 'he sets up kings and deposes them'. [DAN 2:21] Colloc: na'am1 nǫ yț'țr ‘pride and 
glory’; Wina'am na'am1 ‘the Kingdom of God’. Paul tu'asidi bigisidi ba Wina'am na'am yǫla 'he explained and 
declared to them the kingdom of God'. [ACT 28:23] Colloc: na'am1 dansaar ‘chiefly walkingstick, sceptre’. ZugsǤb 

la kǤ'Ǥg bugusim sǤb la balaar, ka buak o na'am dansaar la 'The Lord has broken the rod of the wicked, the 
sceptre of the rulers'. [ISA 14:5] Colloc: na'am1 gbauŋ ‘'throne', the animal-hide ceremonial sitting-placer of 
Kusaas chiefs’. saa dindǫog buoǫn gilig na'am gbauŋ la, ka dindǫog la bǤǤnsim an dǫn'ǫm 'A rainbow, 
resembling an emerald, encircled the throne'. [REV 4:3] Fțnǫ siak ye fț ya'a ti kae, o na zin'ini fț na'am gbauŋ 

la zugǤǤ? 'have you announced that Adonijah would succeed you as king?'. [1KI 1:24] Ba na'anam na .. zin'ini ba 

na'am gbana la zug za'anǤya ni 'Their kings will come and set up their thrones in the entrance of the gates'. [JER 

1:15] InvNabstr: na'ab. Etym: OVN *NA-M . See: na'ab; na'adǤǤg; na'ali'ad; na'azǤŋ; teŋinna'am; Wina'am. 

na'am-2   See main entry: na'am1. royalty. 

na'ambin   Variant: na'ambinnǫ; na'abine. n. cow-dung. BțnkǤnbid banǫ ka ti gț'țn yaan la pțmpǤǤs na bǫ 

bțnkǤnbid la bina ni wțț na'ambin nǫ Our domestic animals –  flies are in the animals droppings, such as 

cow-dung. [Trachoma] M na nyu'oe Jeroboam yir la wțț sǤ' na nyu'oe na'ambin 'I will burn up the house of 
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Jeroboam as one burns dung'. [1KI 14:10] Ba pț nǤkid na'abine lǤbigid naafǤ. They don't throw cow-dung at [the 

same] cow. [Proverb 141] m na kǫ ka fț nǤk na'ambinnǫ nyu'oe maal ka ka' ninsaal binnǫ 'I shall allow you to 
use cow dung instead of human dung to bake your bread'. [EZK 4:15] See: naaf; bin. 

na'ambinnǫ   See main entry: na'ambin. cow-dung. 

na'amoos   n.pl. guineafowl chicks. Nyan da kț na'amoos ma. Shame killed the guinea-chicks' mother. [Asaasim Proverb] 
Sim: kpan'țŋ. 

na'ana   Variant: na'anaa. adv. easily. biig la naan nyaŋi vǤl na'ana then the baby will be able to swallow (it) easily. 

[Breastfeeding] Dinǫ kǫ ka ban'a saaŋ la paamidi ba na'ana la. This makes it easy for them to contract AIDS. 

[AIDS-I] Ka li ka' na'ana, ka ti ken ku'omin la bi'el-bi'el dabisa bi'ela paae Nidus teŋin na. 'We made slow 

headway for many days and had difficulty arriving off Cnidus.'. [ACT 27:7] Wina'am san'an si'el mǫkama anǫ 

na'ana. 'all things are possible with God.'. [MRK 10:27] Ki yǫligir lǫǫ ka' na'anaa. Winnowing the millet is also not 
easy. [House+Farm] nwiig kanǫ pan'am atan' pț kǫnsigid na'anaa 'A rope made of three cords is hard to break.'. 

[ECC 4:12] 

na'anam   See main entry: na'ab. king. 

na'anama   See main entry: na'ab. king. 

na'anamaa   See main entry: na'ab. king. 

na'anamǫ   See main entry: na'ab. king. 

na'anaa   See main entry: na'ana. easily. 

na'anǤba  See main entry: na'anǤbir. fruit [sp.] 

na'anǤbig  Form: na'anǤbis. n. tree [sp.] Res: na'anǤba. See: na'anǤba. 

na'anǤbir   Variant: na'anobir. Form: na'anǤba. Variant: na'anoba. n. fruit [sp.] Source: na'anǤbig. 

na'anǤbis   See main entry: na'anǤbig. tree [sp.] 

na'anoba   See main entry: na'anǤbir. fruit [sp.] 

na'anobir   See main entry: na'anǤbir. fruit [sp.] 

na'anugul   Variant: na'anuguli. n. 'moth' (eats clothes). M na san'am Israel nidib nwǫnǫ na'anuguli na Ǥnb fuudi 

san'amnǫ. 'I am like a moth to Ephraim' 'moth' (eats clothes). [HOS 5:12] Lit: I will spoil the people of Israel as a 
maggot will chew clothes and spoil them. 

na'anuguli   See main entry: na'anugul. 'moth'. 

na'anya'ad   Form: na'anya'adib. n. a candidate. Na'anya'adib la da anǫ Atǫ'ǫg nǫ Aduan nǫ Ata'aŋ nǫ Agaan nǫ 

Apunsig nǫ Akikaŋ ... The chiefly candidates were Baobab, Dawadawa, Shea, Diospyros, Tamarind, Fig ... [Trees] 
GAANSƒG NŰ GƆMMA NA'ANYA'ADIB ELECTIONS AND POLITICAL PARTIES. [Constitution [heading]] 
Sim: na'ali'ad. See: na'ab. 

na'anya'adib   See main entry: na'anya'ad. candidate. 

na'anya'aŋ   Variant: na'anyaŋ; na'aŋyaŋ. n. a cow (female). SumǤtir sǤbi dit na'aŋyaŋ ǤǤnr bin'isim. A patient person 

can get milk from a barren cow. [Proverb 256] onǫ kirid pț dit na'anya'aŋ ǤǤnr bin'isim anyone who is in a hurry 
doesn't eat the milk of a childless cow. [Billygoat (= Akelsa)] Na'anya'aŋ kțdțg pț Ǥnbid buǤn yinne n tigida. An 

old cow won't be satisfied eating in one valley. [Asaasim  Proverb] Note: MA emendation from buǤn yinne Na'anya'aŋ 

nǫ gbigim na la'asidi dit 'The cow will feed with the' lion. [ISA 11:7] Gen: naaf; Sim: na'abil, na'apǤl1/na'abilpǤl, 

na'adibig, na'araug, na'asa'a1, na'asa'abil ‘calf, young bovine, young male, bull, heifer, young heifer’. li an 

maan wțț ban maan na'araug bǫǫ na'anya'aŋ taaba la'asțg maan si'em la it will be a sacrifice just as they 

sacrifice a bull or a cow as a fellowship sacrifice. [LEV 4:10] Note: MA corrects to anǫ na'anya'as pisnaasi nǫ 

na'araad piiga 'forty cows and ten bulls' (in list). [GEN 32:15] See: naaf; -nya'aŋ1. 
na'anyaŋ   See main entry: na'anya'aŋ. cow. 

na'aŋyaŋ   See main entry: na'anya'aŋ. cow. 
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na'apǤl1   Variant: na'apǤlli. Form: na'apǤla. Form: na'apǤl-2. n. a calf, young cow. Sanlima na'apǤl ba'ar la yǫla 'The 

Golden Calf'-Idol. [EXO 32:1 [heading]] Banǫ da ziid ZugsǤb NǤnaar Daka la ya'a yak nǤba ayuobț, o kțțdnǫ 

lǤlig nǫ na'apǤlli maal maan. 'When those who were carrying the ark of the Lord had taken six steps, he 
sacrificed a bull and a fattened calf.'. [2SA 6:13] M na mǤri na'apǤla banǫ an yțțm yinne kena ... ? 'Shall I come 
before him ... with calves a year old?'. [MIC 6:6] ka gaadi keŋ niigi la ni gaŋ na'apǤlsțŋ ka yǫl o dasaŋ ye o 

kțțm maal. 'Then he ran to the herd and selected a choice, tender calf and gave it to a servant, who hurried to 

prepare it.'. [GEN 18:7] Gen: naaf; Sim: na'apǤl1/na'abilpǤl, na'adibig, na'anya'aŋ, na'araug, na'asa'a1, 

na'asa'abil ‘young bovine, young male, cow, bull, heifer, young heifer’. See: naaf; -pǤl. 

na'apǤl-2   See main entry: na'apǤl1. calf. 

na'apǤla   See main entry: na'apǤl1. calf. 

na'apǤlli   See main entry: na'apǤl1. calf. 

na'apu'a   Form: na'apu'ab. n. chief's wife, queen. Tinam kpinnǫ Ahazaya ka kena ye ti kaae Na'ab la nǫ na'apu'a la 

yidim. 'We are relatives of Ahaziah, and we have come down to greet the families of the king and of the queen 
mother.'. [1KI 10:13] li ka'anǫ Na'ab la ma'aa ka Na'apu'a Vasiti nǫ'ǫsǫ amaa o mǫ nǫ'ǫs nǫ ya'am dim 'Queen 

Vashti has insulted not only the king but also his officials'. [EST 1:16] Na'apu'ab la bǫǫ paae pisyuobț 'Sixty 
queens there may be'. [SNG 6:8] Sim: pu'ana'ab ‘female ruler in her own right or as queen-mother’. See: na'ab; pu'a; 

na'apu'a-kț-si'is-ku'om. 

na'apu'ab   See main entry: na'apu'a. 'queen'. 

na'apu'a-kț-si'is-ku'om  n. a lily. Note: 'chief's wife won't touch water' Amaryllis belladonna , field lily grows in wet 
land. GǤsimi na'apu'a-kț-si'is-ku'om banǫ bǫ mǤǤgin la nǤbigid si'em la. 'See how the lilies of the field 

grow'. [MAT 6:28] O nǤŋgban nwǫnǫ na'apu'a-kț-si'is-ku'om nǫ 'His lips are like lilies'. [SNG 5:13] Sim: kǤlki 
‘waterlily, leaves and flowers float on pools’. See: na'apu'a; kț1; si'is; ku'om. 

na'ara-   See main entry: na'araug. bull. 

na'araug   Variant: na'araugț. Form: na'araad. Variant: na'araada; na'araadi. Form: na'ara-. n. a bull. Ba'amadir niŋid 

na'araug lan bǤ? Tick does what to a bull's testicle? [Proverb 159] Mam maal nǫ bimbima ayǤpǤi, ka kǤdig 

na'araug nǫ pǫraug bimbim wțsa zugin. 'I have prepared seven altars, and on each altar I have offered a bull 

and a ram.'. [NUM 23:4] Mam maal nǫ bimbima ayǤpǤi, ka kǤdig na'araug nǫ pǫraug bimbim wțsa zugin. 'I 
have prepared seven altars, and on each altar I have offered a bull and a ram.'. [NUM 23:4] Kisțg kaŋa mǫ la'am bǫ 

nǫ tis na'araugț na zǫ biribiŋ bǫǫ bipuŋi pu'alim. 'This law also applies if the bull gores a son or daughter.'. [EXO 

21:31] Gbigima la nǫ na'araad la zugin nǫ li teŋin la, ba da zan'anǫ maal baŋgbilis. 'underneath the lions and 

bulls, there were spiral figures in relief'. [1KI 7:29] (ba) da tis maanmaannib la malțŋ la piini ka li anǫ pǫribis nǫ 

bțribis tusa ayi' nǫ kǤbisyuobț nǫ na'araad kǤbistan' (they) 'gave the priests 2,600 lambs and young goats and 
300 bulls for sacrifices during the festival'. [2CH 35:8] Ba pț gban'ad na'araada ayi zuyaa. They don't catch two 
bulls by the tail. [Proverb 145] Ba na kțț ya na'araadi ya nini ni 'Your cattle will be butchered before your very 

eyes'. [DEU 28:31] nǤkimi na'arapǤla anii take eight young bulls. [NUM 29:29] Gen: naaf; Sim: na'abil, 

na'apǤl1/na'abilpǤl, na'adibig, na'anya'aŋ, na'araug, na'asa'a1, na'asa'abil ‘calf, young bovine, young male, 
cow, bull, heifer, young heifer’. li an maan wțț ban maan na'araug bǫǫ na'anya'aŋ taaba la'asțg maan si'em 

la it will be a sacrifice just as they sacrifice a bull or a cow as a fellowship sacrifice. [LEV 4:10] na'anya'as pisnaasi 

nǫ na'araad piiga 'forty cows and ten bulls' (in list). [GEN 32:15] See: naaf; -daug2; na'arazǤl. 

na'araugț   See main entry: na'araug. bull. 

na'arazǤl   Variant: na'arazol; na'arazǤlli. Form: na'arazǤla. n. a fattened bullock. Fț pitț kul na. Ka fț ba' kț na'arazǤl, 

on nyǫǫ o nǫ laafi la zug. 'Your brother has come home, and your father has killed the fatted calf because he has 
him back safe and sound.'. [LUK 15:27] fț kț na'arazǤlli tis o 'you kill the fattened calf for him'. [LUK 15:30] 
na'arazǤla piiga banǫ ka ba gț'țnnǫ ba gariki ni 'ten stall-fed cattle, twenty pasture-fed cattle'. [1KI 4:23] 
See: na'araug; zǤl. 

na'arazǤla   See main entry: na'arazǤl. bullock. 

na'arazǤlli   See main entry: na'arazǤl. bullock. 
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na'arazol   See main entry: na'arazǤl. bullock. 

na'araad   See main entry: na'araug. bull. 

na'araada   See main entry: na'araug. bull. 

na'araadi   See main entry: na'araug. bull. 

na'arib-   See main entry: na'adibig. calf. 

na'as   Variant: na'asi2. Form: na'asid. Variant: na'asidi. Form: na'asim!. Variant: na'asimi!. Form: na'asimini!. v. to 

praise, respect, be sorry for sb. Note: show respect, honour o na'as o nǫ ka gi'e la ka ka' dabiem. it was because he 

respected her that turned towards her, not because of fear. [Trouble] ba igin o tuonnǫ na'as o, amaa ka sieba 

bi'es o 'they worshipped him, even though some of them doubted'. [MAT 28:17] Tțmtțm kae na nyaŋi dǤl 

zugdaannam ayi', bǤzugǤ ... o na na'as yinne ka pǤ'Ǥg yinne. 'No servant can serve two masters. ... he will be 
devoted to the one and despise the other'. [LUK 16:13] Yǫlim ye fț anǫ m tațn ka ba na'asi m ka kț kțțmi fț 

zugǤ. 'Say you are my sister, so that I will be treated well for your sake and my life will be spared because of you.'. 
[GEN 12:13] Fț pț lǫn na'asid mam dabisbama You no longer respected me in those days. [Wonderwoman] Ya'am 

sǤb pian'adi kǫt ka nidib na'asid o 'What the wise say brings them honour'. [ECC 10:12] (Ba) ... anǫ banǫ mǤr 

suguru ka na'asidi ba du'adib (They) were people who were peaceable and respected their relatives. [Billygoat] 
Dɔllisiminɛ m Vț'țsțm Dabisa la ka na'asidi m pț'țsim zin'ig la. 'Observe my Sabbaths and have reverence 

for my sanctuary.'. [LEV 19:30] Na'asim pțkǤnya banǫ sid an pțkǤnya la ka sțŋi ba. 'Give proper recognition to 
those widows who are really in need.'. [1TI 5:3] Na'asimi nidib wțsa, ka mǤri ba'abiidțg nǤŋilim. 'Show proper 
respect to everyone: Love the brotherhood'. [1PE 2:17] Na'asimini li ka da tțmmi ya mǫŋ bǤǤdim 'honour it by not 

going your own way'. [ISA 58:13] Nabstr: na'asi1. See: na'asi. 

na'asa'a1   Form: na'asa'as. Form: na'asa'a-2. n. a heifer. MǤr na'asa'a, nǫ bțnya'aŋ, nǫ pǫrabanǫ an yțma atan', tan' 

nǫ sian'arin dawan nǫ na'adawan na. 'Bring me a heifer, a goat and a ram, each three years old, along with a 

dove and a young pigeon'. [GEN 15:9] Yǫlim Israel dim la ye ba mǤr na'asa'azin'a kanǫ pț mǤr dǫŋŋa 'Tell the 
Israelites to bring you a red heifer without defect'. [NUM 19:2] Gen: naaf; Sim: na'abil, na'apǤl1/na'abilpǤl, 

na'adibig, na'anya'aŋ, na'araug, na'asa'abil ‘calf, young bovine, young male, cow, bull, young heifer’. 
See: naaf; sa'a; na'asa'abil. 

na'asa'a-2   See main entry: na'asa'a1. heifer. 

na'asa'abibis   See main entry: na'asa'abil. heifer. 

na'asa'abil   Form: na'asa'abibis. n. a heifer-calf. Bțțs nǫ Niigi ziim nǫ na'asa'abil kanǫ ka ba nyu'oe la tampǫligim 

ya'a yugus banǫ ka malima pțțgin kǫ ka ba ka' nyain la niŋgbina, 'The blood of goats and bulls and the ashes 

of a burnt calf are sprinkled on the people who are ritually unclean'. [HEB 9:3] Gen: naaf; Sim: na'abil, 

na'apǤl1/na'abilpǤl, na'adibig, na'anya'aŋ, na'araug, na'asa'a1 ‘calf, young bovine, young male, cow, bull, 
heifer’. See: na'asa'a1; -bil. 

na'asa'as   See main entry: na'asa'a1. heifer. 

Na'asaa-   See main entry: Na'asaara. whiteman. 

na'asaabugulim   Variant: na'asaabugulum. n. fertilizer (commercial). O na lǫn da na'asaabugulim niŋ pǤǤg la. He 

will also buy fertilizer to put on the farm. [House+Farm] Man pț da'ad na'asaabugulum, man ǫǫnti vaae nǫ 

kǤnbid bugulum I don't buy chemical fertilizer, I collect animal dung. [You-Heard?] See: Na'asaa; bugulim. 

na'asaabugulum   See main entry: na'asaabugulim. fertilizer. 

na'asaagǫna   n. record-players. Note: 'foreign-music' Sim: dǫk, tep. Hali na'asaagǫna (dǫknam) sa pǫ'ǫlnǫ ka ba wa' 

hali Even the recorded music ('decks') was full and they danced a lot. [You-Heard?] See: Na'asaa. 

Na'asaal   Variant: Nasaal. n. English language. O da duoe ya ka zaŋ Na'asaal vǫǫnsțg gbauŋț tis Kwadwo Boadu He 

got up and took the English exam paper and gave it to Kwadwo Boadu. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sakurin la ba da kisig 

Kusaal pian'ad nǫ ka ye ti pian'amnǫ Na'asaal. In school they forbade the use of the Kusaal language and said 

we should speak English. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: na'asaalin ‘in English’. Tikan ka ba buon ye "vaccines" 

na'asaalin la The medicine we call "vaccines" in English. [Immunisation-II.] Ya-tuona nǫ ya-nya'aŋ nǫ 
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ya-dagǤbțg nǫ ya-datiuŋ anǫ linǫ ka ba buon Nasaalin ye, “West nǫ East nǫ South nǫ North” la. These 

[Kusaal names] are what are called in English 'west, east, south, north'. [DEU 3:27 [footnote]] See: Na'asaa. 

Na'asaanam   See main entry: Na'asaara. whiteman. 

na'asaanamǫ   See main entry: Na'asaara. whiteman. 

Na'asaara   Variant: Nasaara. Form: Na'asaanam. Variant: na'asaanamǫ. Form: Na'asaa-. n.pr. a 'White man', foreigner, 
European. Note: non-African (racially) or not part of local culture and language (e.g. black American, Ghanaian brought up 

overseas). Includes Middle-easterners, South-Asians, East-Asians.   AlazugǤ, mam kpǫn zi'enǫ ye Na'asaara ken la 

na anǫ zutǤǤg. So I immediately decided that the coming of the European was a misfortune. [Shoeshine-Boy] ka 

dau la ansig o yǫlkpan la mǫŋi yǫl Apțlis ye on anǫ yț'țŋ sakur Na'asaara. and the man gave a full account of 
his mission, telling Apulis that he was the European in charge of literacy classes. [You-Heard?] Tinam sakur la 

gaŋǫ ye Na'asaanam ken la na anǫ zutǤǤg. Our school chose (the view) that the coming of the Europeans was 

a misfortune. [Shoeshine-Boy] Na'asaanam la da nǤki pț'țsim yț'țri kǫn teŋa na The Europeans came to this 
country in the name of religion. [Shoeshine-Boy] Mam bǫnǫ na'asaatiis ofisin. I'm in the forestry department. 

[Three-Problems] Lit: office of non-native trees. Colloc: nasaar yaarim ‘processed salt, iodised salt’. Pu'a pțțs na 

nyaŋi di na'asaar yaarim, bǫǫ? Can pregnant women take iodised salt? [Iodine] Colloc: na'asaa ta'ama ‘cashew’. 
li mǫ nar ka fț paas tiwǫla ba saŋa ba saŋa wțț mǤŋǤ, na'asaa ta'ama bǫǫ ta'ama you also need to add fruit 
which is in season, like mango, cashew-fruit, or sheafruits. [Breastfeeding] Colloc: na'asaabugum ‘electricity’. Note: 

'whiteman's light' Ye ba ieemi onǫ di'e gbauŋ kanǫ bigis ye o mǤr suori na tțm nǫ na'asaabugum. They 
should find someone who has a certificate showing that he is authorised to do electrical work. [Electricity] 
Colloc: Na'asaateŋ ‘Europe, England’. TǤ, o daa keŋ na'asaateŋ yțma atan' ka pț nyaŋi sǤbi di ya'annǫ. OK, 
he went to Europe for three years but he couldn't pass an exam. [Three-Problems] Lit: 'write' and eat success. 
Colloc: na'asaatțțma, na'asaatțntțm ‘employment in the modern economy, employee’. Abțțzțțr biis la 

naae sakur ka paam na'asaatțțma tțm Abuuzuur's children left school and got city jobs. [You-Heard?] Man 

wțm ye fț da bǫ na'asaatțțma ni ka nyǫt girima I heard that you were in employment and were respected. 

[Three-Problems] O gbǫǫnsir yǫla, o da di'e nǫ na'asaatțntțmnib ya' banǫ bǫ zin'ikanǫ an baanlimm la ni 

yinne. As for his accommodation, he had got an office-workers' apartment in a quiet neighbourhood. [Trouble] 
Cpart: gbansabilig ‘African, 'black' person’. Na'asaanamǫ kǫn ninsabilis teŋin la na, zumalisiŋ bǫǫ zutǤǤgǤ? 
When the Europeans came to Africa, was it beneficial or harmful? [Shoeshine-Boy] See: na'asaabugulim; Na'asaal; 

na'asaasisibi; na'asaasilțg. 

na'asaasilțg   Variant: nansaasilțg. n. an aeroplane, plane, 'airplane' [Am.] Note: 'whiteman's hawk' Biis la gǤdig ye ba 

gǤs nansaasilțg la. The children looked up to see the aeroplane. [MA] See: Na'asaa; silțg. 

na'asaasisibi  Form: na'asaasisibis2. n. fruits of the neem tree. Azadirachta indica. See: Na'asaa; sisibi. 

na'asaasisibig   Form: na'asaasisibis1. n. a neem tree. Azadirachta indica. Syn: pǤŋguda. Na'anya'adib la da anǫ 

Atǫ'ǫg ... nǫ Apoŋguda (na'asaasisibig) nǫ Avuoŋ. The candidates were Baobab, ... and Neem (Whiteman's 

Lannea), and False-Kapok. [Trees] See: Na'asaa; sisibig. 

na'asaasisibis1   See main entry: na'asaasisibig. neem tree. 

na'asaasisibis2   See main entry: na'asaasisibi. neem fruits. 

na'asaateŋ   Variant: na'asaateŋi. loc. Britain, Europe, America, 'White-Man's Country'. Man ǫǫnti yǫt o on da gț'țŋ 

na'asaateŋ la yǫla. I always told him how he'd missed (going to) Europe. [Three-Problems] Fț keŋ na'asaateŋi 

sǤbi di ya'an, ka fț kpǫǫm la pț nyaŋǫ. You go to Europe and graduate, and your elder can't do that. 
[Three-Problems] See: Na'asaa; teŋ1. 

na'asaateŋi   See main entry: na'asaateŋ. Europe. 

na'asi1   Variant: na'asii. n. glory, respect. Linǫ na kǫ ka GǤmma tțțma kpǫǫmnam kț kǤ'Ǥŋ na'asi la,  ba pa'an nǫ ba 

arizak bǫn 'To ensure that this duty of Public Servants is respected, all persons holding responsible positions are 
required to declare their assets'. [Constitution] Sakurinǫ, tisimi fț Tikanam na'asi At school, give your teachers 

respect. [Trouble] a-sie-m-mǫŋi gat tuon ka na'asi nyaan dǤl 'humility comes before honour'. [PRO 15:33] Pu'a 

kanǫ sțnfț bțgțs la nyǫt na'asi 'A kindhearted woman gains respect'. [PRO 11:16] na'am yǫla keŋ tuon nǫ na'asi 

nǫ burikinnim chieftaincy matters should progress in respect and honesty. [Constitution] Li bǤǤd ye saal sț'oe o 
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mǫŋ nǫ sida nǫ na'asi  zaŋi ken saal suor nǫ o yǤlisimin nǫ o burikinnimin. 'the realisation of freedom and 

justice, respect for fundamental human rights and freedoms and the dignity of the human person'. [Constitution] ya ... 

bǤǤd na'asi pț'țsim da'asin 'you love ...  to be greeted with respect in the market places'. [LUK 11:43] Na'asi anǫ 

Pțpielim SǤb la din. 'Glory to the Righteous One.'. [ISA 24:16] Ba pț tis na'anam la na'asii. They don't give the 
chiefs respect. [Trouble] zǤlțg pț nar nǫ na'asii 'honour is not fitting for a fool'. [PRO 26:1] Sim: girima. Man wțm 

ye fț da bǫ na'asaatțțma ni ka nyǫt girima, la'am nǫ fțn kul yin la na, fț kpǫn nyǫt girima nǫ na'asi. I hear 
that you were working for expatriates and were respected, and also when you came home you were still respected 

and honoured. [Three-Problems] InvNabstr: na'as. See: na'as. 

na'asi2   See main entry: na'as. praise. 

na'asid   See main entry: na'as. praise. 

na'asidi   See main entry: na'as. praise. 

na'asim!   See main entry: na'as. praise. 

na'asimi!   See main entry: na'as. praise. 

na'asimini!   See main entry: na'as. praise. 

na'asii   See main entry: na'asi1. respect. 

na'atan1  Variant: na'atannǫ. Form: na'atana. Form: na'atan-1. n. a  horn (musical). ya ya'a wțm ka na'atana, nǫ wiis, 

nǫ bțnnwǫ'ǫda la wțsa dam 'As soon as you hear the sound of the horn, flute ... and all kinds of music'. [DAN 3:5] 
ZugsǤb Siig da sig Gideon san'an ka o pieb na'atannǫ buol Abieza dim la 'The spirit of the Lord took control 

of Gideon, and he blew a trumpet to call the men of the clan of Abiezer to follow him.'. [JDG 6:34] Li daar ya'a paae, 

ba na pieb na'atantita'ar 'On that day a great trumpet will be sounded'. [ISA 27:13] Colloc: pieb1 na'atan1 ‘blow a 
horn’. Na'atan ya'a piebid ka pț pieb tanp piebțgǤ, anǤ'Ǥnǫ na ti'ebi yi tanpǤ? 'if the trumpet does not sound 
a clear call, who will get ready for battle?'. [1CO 14:8] Sim: kasiŋkaaŋ ‘trumpet’; iil ‘horn of an animal’. 

na'atan-1   See main entry: na'atan1. horn. 

na'atana   See main entry: na'atan1. horn. 

na'atannǫ   See main entry: na'atan1. horn. 

na'ateŋ   n. royal territory, capital city. Dor, ka li na'ateŋ da an Nafofidor la Dor, whose capital city was Naphoth Dor. 

[JOS 12:23] Colloc: na'ateŋin ‘to/at/in/from the capital’. Li pț nar ye mam nǫ fț la'am bǫ na'ateŋin kpǫla. 'There 
is no need ... for me to live with you in the capital city'. [1SA 27:5] See: na'ab; teŋ1. 

na'atitada   See main entry: na'atita'ar. emperor. 

na'atita'ar   Variant: na'atita'are. Form: na'atitada. n. an emperor, great chief/king. Note: from na'ab : could also be 'big cow' 

from naaf.  Kǫlisimini Asiria na'atita'ar la yǫl si'em! 'Listen to what the emperor of Assyria is telling you!'. [2KI 

18:28] M bǫ nǫ Room na'atita'ar Siiza mǫŋ kǤǤtț ni 'I am standing before the Emperor's own court of judgement'. 
[ACT 25:10] ani ka buudi bǫdegț nǫ na'atitada yț'țn na la'as taaba zabi nyaŋ o. 'then many nations and great 
kings will subjugate him.'. [JER 27:7] See: na'ab; -tita'ar. 

na'atita'are   See main entry: na'atita'ar. emperor. 

na'avugis   See main entry: na'avuk. furrow. 

na'avuk   Form: na'avugis. n. a furrow (made by a plough, not a hoe). Na'avugis la an sțm hali. The furrows from the 

ox-plough are very good. [House+Farm] li maannǫ bțmbǤk wțț na'avuk nǫ it makes a groove like a 
plough-furrow. [JOB 41:30] See: naaf; vuk. 

Na'awin   Variant: Na'awinnǫǫ. n.pr. God. Di anǫ zaalim ka Job zǤt fțn Na'awinnǫǫ? 'Does Job fear God for nothing?'. 

[JOB 1:9] Note: This is the normal form in Kusaal; Satan is speaking in the Job passage, the only place this form occurs in the 

Bible. Syn: Wina'am. Note: mostly used in the Bible See: na'ab; win1. 

Na'awinnǫǫ   See main entry: Na'awin. God. 

na'aya'   See main entry: na'ayir. palace. 

na'ayi-1   See main entry: na'ayir. palace. 
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na'ayi-2 [N]   See main entry: na'ayiig. thief. 

na'ayidim   Variant: na'ayidima. n.pl. the chief's household. Saria katib sț'țmmǫŋi yi teŋgbauŋ zugdaan nǫ o 

na'ayidim nǫ zi'ela zǤŋ zi'a teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni anǫ kaŋ kaŋ 'The independence of the Judiciary from the 
Executive and the Legislature is entrenched in the constitution.'. [Constitution] Linǫ lǫm paas, yǫlim Juda 

na'ayidim la ye, “Kǫlisimi ZugsǤb la labaar 'Moreover, say to the royal house of Judah, ‘Hear the word of the 

Lord; ... ’ '. [JER 21:11] Wțmmi sț'țŋa yanam banǫ an Na'ayidima! 'Listen, O royal house!'. [HOS 5:1] See: na'ab; 

yidim. 

na'ayidima   See main entry: na'ayidim. chief's household. 

na'ayikpǫm   Variant: nayikpǫm; na'ayikpǫǫm2. Form: na'ayikpǫǫmnam2. v. the court, elders around the King/chief 

(collective). La'asțg la da anǫ nimmua tis mam bǤzugǤ, na'ab nǫ o na'ayikpǫm wțsa na bǫǫ ani. The 
meeting was important for me, because the chief and all his senior elders would be there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Na'ayin la 

da anǫ ki', ka na'ayikpǫm la tuon ka Goma tu'as The palace was silent, and it was before the eldership that 
Goma spoke. [Trouble] M na san'am Moab na'ab la ka kțț o na'ayikpǫm la wțsa. 'I will kill the ruler of Moab 
and all the leaders of the land.'. [AMO 2:3] Ka David biis la an o na'ayikpǫm. 'David's sons were royal advisors.'. 

[2SA 8:18] o nǤk pțdigir yinne tis o nayikpǫm nǫ banǫ tțmmi tisid o la. he will give one share to his courtiers 

and servants. [1SA 8:15] na'ab nǫ na'ayikpǫm la nunǫ daam kțțl ka naal nǫ banǫ an ninla'asnam. 'king ... and 
the princes become inflamed with wine, and he joins hands with the mockers.'. [HOS 7:5] Na'ab sțnf ya'a duoe nǫ 

na'ayikpǫǫm, on da bas o kpǫuŋǤ. If the King is angry with a courtier, he should not resign his office. [ECC 10:4] 
GǤmma na'ayikpǫǫmnam la kpǫm na anǫ zugdaan la mǫŋ the head of the Government shall be the President. 

[Constitution] Sim: na'ayikpǫǫm ‘one of these elders’. See: na'ayir; -kpǫm2. 

na'ayikpǫǫm1   Form: na'ayikpǫǫmnam1. n. a senior elder. Na'ayikpǫǫm onǫ da kpi'e Na'ab la da yǫl ZugsǤb tțmtțm 

la ye, “GǤsima ... ” 'The personal attendant of the king said to Elisha, “ ' Look, ... ” '. [2KI 7:2] Ka na'ayikpǫǫm la 

yǫl o ye, “M ZugsǤba, kem tǤ'ǤtǤ na ... ” 'The royal official said, ”Sir, ' come quickly ... ”.  [JHN 4:49] Ya mǫŋ nini 

nyǫ ZugsǤb la da niŋ Na'ab Faaro Egipt teŋin si'em, on nǫ o na'ayikpǫǫmnam nǫ teŋ la wțsa. 'You have seen 
for yourselves all that the Lord did in Egypt to Pharaoh, to all his courtiers, and to his whole land'. [DEU 29:2] 
Sim: na'ayikpǫm ‘the senior elders collectively’. See: na'ayir; kpǫǫm1. 

na'ayikpǫǫm2   See main entry: na'ayikpǫm. court. 

na'ayikpǫǫmnam1   See main entry: na'ayikpǫǫm1. elder. 

na'ayikpǫǫmnam2   See main entry: na'ayikpǫm. court. 

na'ayir   Variant: na'ayiri. Form: na'aya'. Form: na'ayi-1. n. a palace, the chief's house. Na'ayir kpǫn'ǫdnǫ zaalim, ka pț 

yit zaalim. You can get into the palace at no cost, but you can't get without cost. [Asaasim  Proverb] Paalț kanǫ lǫbid 

dagǤbig la, o da nyǫ na'ayir la. In a space off to the left he could see the chief's house. [Trouble] Saŋkanǫ ka ...ba 

nyǫ ka ligidi la zu'oe, na'ayir gbansǤbid la nǫ maanmaan kpǫǫm la ǫǫn baae ligidi la nǫ Whenever ... they 
saw that there was a large amount of money, the royal secretary and the officer of the chief priest would come and 

empty the chest'. [2CH 24:11] Taya Na'ab Hiram da tțm nidib Na'ab David san'an ... ka ba mǫ' na'ayiri tis 

David. 'Now Hiram king of Tyre sent messengers to David ... and they built a palace for David.'. [2SA 5:11] M na 

mǫ na'ayitita'ari tisim mǫŋ 'I will build myself a great palace'. [JER 22:14] Colloc: na'ayin(nǫ) ‘in/at/to/from a/the 
palace’. Na'ayin la da anǫ ki', ka na'ayikpǫm la tuon ka Goma tu'as The palace was silent, and it was before the 
eldership that Goma spoke. [Trouble] Nidib naani ba yaanǫ zǤti kpa'ad na'ayin. People were running from their 

houses towards the palace. [Trouble] O da gaans bipumis ayǤpǤi yi na'ayin la ye ba gǤsid o yǫla 'He assigned to 
her seven maids selected from the king's palace'. [EST 2:9] Ba (lǤmis) na kpǫn' na'ayin la, kpǫn' fț dǤǤgin, nǫ fț 

digisigin. 'They (frogs) will come up into your palace and your bedroom and onto your bed'. [EXO 8:3] Si'el bǤdig 

na'ayinne gat ta'ada. Something got lost at the palace more important than sandals. [MA] Ata'aŋ nǫ Akțkparig 

kem saalib na'ayinnǫ yǫl o tinamǫ gban'e si'em ka bǤǤd ye o diis na'abi tisi ti Shea and Borassus should go 
to the house of the human beings' chief and tell him what we have decided and that we want him to install a chief 

for us. A-di'e-bțțd pț lǫn zin'i na'ayinnǫ. He who is vindicated ceases to sit in the chief's house. [Proverb 037] sǤ' 

kae na'ayinne na kǫlisi fț pian'ad la tisi fǤ. there is no one at the palace to hear your case for you. [2SA 15:3] 
Colloc: na'ayaan ‘in palaces’; na'ayitțntțm ‘a palace servant’. Ba na gban'e fț yaas ... ka ba lieb Babilon 

Na'ayitțmtțmnib. 'your own direct descendants will be taken away and made ... to serve in the palace of the king 
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of Babylonia.'. [ISA 39:7] See: na'ab; yir; na'ayikpǫm; na'ayikpǫǫm. 

na'ayiri   See main entry: na'ayir. palace. 

na'ayiig   Variant: nayiig; na'ayiiga; na'ayiigi. Form: na'ayiis. Variant: na'ayiignam. Form: na'ayi-2 [N]. n. a thief. 
Alaamisi, man keŋnǫ di pu'a sǤ' ka o an na'ayiig Alaamisi, I went and married a woman who is a thief. 
[Wonderwoman] O anǫ bibǫ'ǫd hali, ka an na'ayiig He was a very bad boy, and a thief. [Shoeshine-Boy] (fț)  pț bǤǤdi 

fț siak ye o anǫ na'ayiiga. you won't admit that he is a thief. [Trouble] Na'ayiig ya'a zu ka li anǫ o pțțr yǫla, 

nidib na kǫǫs o bas linzugǤǤ? If a thief steals for the sake of his stomach, do people forgive him because of that? 

[PRO 6:30] Nayiig ye bțțg zug anǫ za'asțg. The thief says a goat's head is scratchy. [Asaasim]   Ya kena nǫ 

sț'țraad nǫ balaya ye ya gban'am wțț onǫ an na'ayiiga? 'Did you have to come with swords and clubs to 
capture me, as though I were an outlaw?'. [MRK 14:48] Kǫlisimi, m na kena nwǫnǫ na'ayiigi ken si'em la. 'Listen! 

I am coming like a thief! [REV 16:15] na'ayiis kena kad o na'abauk la wțsa thieves came and drove off all his 
cattle. [You-Heard?] Ofori n ti ye Adu nyǫ luakanǫ ka na'ayibanǫ kǤ yaadini zu la'ad su'a li la, na'ab widaan la 

da tansi nǫ lidigir nǫ sumalisim. When Ofori said that Adu had seen where the grave-robbers had hidden their 
loot, the chief's 'linguist' shouted with surprise and joy. [Trouble] Lit: the place where the thieves who had broken 

into the graves and stolen goods had hidden them. Sim: faand ‘(armed-)robber’. na'ayiis kpǫn'ǫd nidib yaanǫ 

zuud, ka faandib bǫǫ ba suoya zug. 'they break into houses and steal; they rob people in the streets.'. [HOS 7:1] 
Sim: wa'adir, faaǫn ‘rob’. onǫ pț dǤl pǫ'ǫs za'anǤǤrin la kpǫn' bțlțțgin laa ... o sǤb anǫ faand bǫǫ na'ayiig 
'the man who does not enter the sheepfold by the gate ... is a thief and a robber'. [JHN 10:1] Banǫ wțsa dǫŋi m tuon 

na la anǫ banǫ faand bǫǫ na'ayiis 'All others who came before me are thieves and robbers'. [JHN 10:8] 
Nabstr: na'ayiigim; InvNact: zu1. See: na'ayiigim. 

na'ayiiga   See main entry: na'ayiig. thief. 

na'ayiigi   See main entry: na'ayiig. thief. 

na'ayiigim  Variant: na'ayiigimm. n. thievery. tțțmyaalis nǫ li buudi naamid Kusațg sț'țlimin zaŋi n ken 

na'ayiigimin, pu'abibidim. crime and so on are happening in the Kusaas' region, including burglary and rape. 

[Asaasim] O bu'os o mǫŋ ye na'ayiigimm? He asked himself whether that was theft. [Trouble] Li ya'a nwǫnǫ ti tunǫ 

zin'igin la pț nyǫ si'el bǫǫ linǫ ka ti nyǫ la ka' na'ayiigim la'ad la? Suppose we dig in the place and don't find 

anything, or what we find isn't stolen goods? [Trouble] Ba mǫ daa pț basi ba ninkțțsim nǫ ba ba'akǤn bțgțb nǫ 

ba pu'abǤǤsim bǫǫ ba na'ayiigim la ka tiakǫ. 'Nor did they repent of their murders, their magic arts, their sexual 
immorality or their thefts.'. [REV 9:21] InvNabstr: zu1. See: na'ayiig. 

na'ayiigimm   See main entry: na'ayiigim. thievery. 

na'ayiignam   See main entry: na'ayiig. thief. 

na'ayiis   See main entry: na'ayiig. thief. 

na'azin-   See main entry: na'aziinr1. acacia. 

na'azinya   See main entry: na'aziinr2. tree [sp.] 

na'aziinr1   Variant: na'aziir; na'aziinri. Form: na'aziinya. Form: na'azin-. n. an acacia tree. Acacia spp. Note: used for 

'cedar' and 'acacia' ('shittim') in O.T. Na'aziinr ya'a tu'as duan o kț wal zțn'țnii. Just because an acacia tree is like 
a dawadawa, it won't produce dawadawa seeds. [Proverb 036] Na'aziinr kț tun'e wal dǤǤndǫ. An acacia can't 
produce dawadawa pods. [MAT 7:16] nǤk sanlima bțlig na'aziinr daad anu 'make five posts of acacia wood 

covered with gold'. [EXO 26:37] ba pilig kekaŋ daad yu'ada la amaa ti na lǫbis na'aziinri yu'a. 'The beams of 
sycomore wood have been cut down, but we will replace them with the finest cedar.'. [ISA 9:10] O da pa'al tiig vțm 

an si'em, din yi na'azinbǫda banǫ bǫ Lebanon la ti paae nyulinnyu'us banǫ yit dǤkpin sian'asim la. 'He 
described plant life, from the cedar of Lebanon to the hyssop that grows out of walls'. [1KI 4:33] 

na'aziinr2   Form: na'azinya. n. tree [sp.] Prosopis Africana. Note: "fruit tree [sp.] " SD maanmaan la na kǫ ka ba zaŋ 

bțn-ian'ada ayi' banǫ vțe ka an nyain, nǫ na'aziinr daug nǫ pien zǫn'ug nǫ nyulinnyu'usi 'the priest shall 
order two ritually clean birds to be brought, together with a piece of cedar wood, a red cord, and a sprig of hyssop'. 
[LEV 14:4] 

na'aziinri   See main entry: na'aziinr1. acacia. 

na'aziinya   See main entry: na'aziinr1. acacia. 
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na'aziir   See main entry: na'aziinr1. acacia. 

na'azǤm   Variant: na'azom. Form: na'azǤmnam. Variant: na'azomnam; na'azǤmnamǫ; na'azomname. n. a locust. nidib 

na dii li nwǫnǫ na'azǤm baanlțgț fanrisid vaand si'em la 'like a swarm of locusts men pounce on it'. [ISA 33:4] 
na'azǤm banǫ an bțntitada la Ǥnb ka nya'al si'el la, lin ka na'azǤmnam banǫ an bțmbaanlțg la kena Ǥnb 
'what the great locusts have left the young locusts have eaten'. [JOL 1:4] Fț ya'a ye fț kț kǫ ka ba yii, m saa na 

mǤr na'azǤmnam bǫog na 'If you refuse to let them go, I will bring locusts into your country tomorrow.'. [EXO 

10:4] ka o diib an na'azǤmnam nǫ siind. 'and he ate locusts and wild honey.'. [MRK 1:6] ba nwǫnǫ na'azǤmnamǫ 

na luu yadig teŋinnǫ,Ǥnb si'el wțsa ka lǫn iank. 'like locusts they strip the land and then fly away.'. [NAM 3:16] 
Sim: sisǤm ‘grasshopper’. 

na'azǤmnam  See main entry: na'azǤm. locust. 

na'azǤmnamǫ   See main entry: na'azǤm. locust. 

na'azǤŋ   n. House of Chiefs. Teŋgbauŋ lțga wțsa anǫ li mǤr teŋgbauŋ lțgir na'azǤŋ banǫ na gǤsid na'am yǫla Every 

region shall have a regional house of chiefs to consider chieftaincy matters. [Constitution] See: na'am1; zǤŋ. 
na'azom   See main entry: na'azǤm. locust. 

na'azomnam   See main entry: na'azǤm. locust. 

na'azomname   See main entry: na'azǤm. locust. 

nak1   Form: nakid. v. to adorn sth., be adorned. Ayulli na tun'e nak ala. The weaver-bird can be adorned like that. 

[Trouble] Da kǫ ka ya ba'a bǫ nǫ yiŋ nak galisțg linǫ ka ya nǤk ka li an vǫnlim 'Your beauty should not come 
from outward adornment'. [1PE 3:3] 

nak2 [N]   Form: nakir. Variant: nakirǫ. v. to poise to throw, aim. Nakirǫ an lǤbir. Poising [the body to throw] is throwing. 

[Proverb 009] 

nak3   v. to screw sth. up (as, the nose). Ya yǫt ye, ‘Nwa' anǫ zitita'ar!’ Ka naki ya nyǤnya nǫ'ǫsidi li. 'And you say, 
‘What a burden!’ and you sniff at it contemptuously'. [MAL 1:13] 

nakid   See main entry: nak1. adorn. 

nakir   See main entry: nak2 [N]. poise to throw. 

nakirǫ   See main entry: nak2 [N]. poise to throw. 

nakpasar   See main entry: nakpasǫr. thigh flesh. 

nakpasǫr   Note: translators on GEN draft Variant: nakpasar. n. flesh of the thigh. 

nam1   Variant: nan1; naan. ptc. yet, still. Note: often with negative, ct kpǫn1 Ama da gǤsida Adu nini nǫ o nǤǤrin ye o 

vǫǫns galimkanǫ ka o nan wțm la sida. Ama was watching Adu's eyes and mouth to figure out the truth of the 
joke she had heard. [Trouble] Ban nam bǫǫ ani sǤnsid la, ka pu'asadir yi nǫ ku'om na tisi ba ka ba nu. While 
they were there chatting, a young woman came from the water and gave then some to drink. [Trees] Pian'abama 

nwa' aan m pian'țk ka m daa pian' tisi ya mam daa nam bǫ nǫ ya la 'This is what I told you while I was still 
with you'. [LUK 24:44] bțnkțt sieba nwa yi Bțgțr na, zin'ikanǫ ka ti nan mǤr bugum keŋ la some of these wires 
come from Bugri, a place where we have already brought electricity. [Electricity] Fțn sa nan gǤti li la ka tampiing 

buak ka li ka' ninsaali nǤk nu'ugț buaki lii. You were still watching last night, and a rock split but it wasn't a 

human hand that split it. [DAN 2:34] BǤ ka ya nan kpǫn zan'as ka aandi yita? 'Why do you persist in rebellion?'. 

[ISA 1:5] Li tun'e daam biig kanǫ naan bǫ pțțgin la It can affect the developed fœtus. [Iodine] Lit: the child who is 

still in the womb. Colloc: nam1 pț ‘not yet’. Bikanǫ nam pț gaad yțma ayǤpǤi ka ba nyǫ o Gaana ka zi' o 

saam nǫ o ma an siebaa. 'A child of not more than seven years of age found in Ghana whose parents are not 

known.'. [Constitution] Man nam pț nyaŋi yǤ banǫ kua m kawǫnna pǤǤg la I haven't been able to pay the people 
who worked my maize farm yet. [Electricity] Pita dǤl o yi yiŋ ka nam pț baŋ ye maliak la niŋid si'el la anǫ 

amǫŋaa 'Peter followed him out of the prison ... but he had no idea that what the angel was doing was really 
happening'. [ACT 12:9] Sim: kpǫn1, nan4. See: nan4; nannanna. 

nam2   Note: should be written as a separate word, but often erroneously attached to the preceding noun, causing confusion with 

-nam3 Variant: nama1; nami1. ptc. an'such, &c. Note: [usually following plural noun] bțnnuud bțgțsa wțț:-  
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fanta, kok nam hali nǫ leemunam ku'om soft drinks like :- Fanta, Coke and so on, and even orange and other 

citrus juice. [Breastfeeding] Diib nam nwǫnǫ busa nǫ baŋkan nǫ baŋki nǫ boodia da bǫ. There were foods like 
yams, cocoyam, cassava and plantain. [Jealousy] Dunia nwa ni, taba nǫ vanyǤǤd nam kǫnǫ ka nidib namis 

pamm. In this world tobacco and various drugs cause people a lot of suffering. [Smoking] Lit: various types of 
useless leaves. La'annǫ nǫ' nama In addition to this sorts of thing. [Trouble] Yǫlbama nam wțsa ya'a maali gaad, 

ka ya pț siaki m sa'alțgǤ 'If in spite of these things you do not accept my correction'. [LEV 26:23] Nǫ'ǫŋa siedi 

ligidi linǫ na da' diib nǫ biis sakur ligidi yǤǤb nǫ dinǫ nami bǫ. This reduces the money they can spend on food, 
and the children's school fees, and other things like that. [Smoking] Note: emended by MA, original ligidi ban na da' 
Linǫnami sțŋidi ti ka ti vțe la na lǫn tun'e san'ami ti ya'as. These things that help our life can also kill us. 

[Trouble] tiis nam assorted trees. Colloc: [Name] nam2 ‘[Name] and his/her associates, '[Name] and Co.' [Gh.]’. 
Atiig nam teŋin la pț mǤr na'asaabugum Atiig and Co.'s village didn't have electricity. [Fire] 

-nam3   Note: should be written as part of the noun, to distinguish from nam2, but often found separate Variant: -nama2; -namaa; 

-namǫ. sx. [pl.] [suffix marking plural]. Note: of borrowed words and some basic terms for people such as ba1, ma1, saam, 

zua bțnnuud bțgțsa wțț:-  fanta, kok nam hali nǫ leemunam ku'om soft drinks like :- Fanta, Coke and so 
on, and even lemon juice. [Breastfeeding] M da pin'il ye:- "Na'anama, Saambǫda, Girima dim banǫ bǫ tuonnǫ, 

Pu'ab nǫ Dapa, M sakurbitaaba ... " I began my speech "Chiefs, Distinguished Guests, Honourable Leaders, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, and my schoolfellows ... ". [Shoeshine-Boy] Appiah biel Yeboah nǫ o zuanama ayi' ka ba 

keŋ Goma yir. Appiah led Yeboah and his two friends to Goma's house. [Trouble] Adu da pț gǤsid Ofori nǫ 

Beckie wțț o Tika nama amaa wțț o du'adib Adu didn't regard Ofori and Beckie as his teachers, but as his 

parents. [Trouble] M zuanama, ya anǫ ba'abiis ka bǤǤ niŋ ka ya zabid nǫ taaba? My friends, you are brothers, so 

why are you fighting with each other? [ACT 7:26] Saamnama, da kǫ ka ya biis sțnya pǫlig nǫ sa'al galisțgǤ 
'Fathers, do not goad your children to resentment'. [EPH 6:4] Ba ma bu'os ye "Yanam nǫ anɔ'ɔn namaa?" Their 

mother asked "You and who?" [Kittens+Mice] Gilead dim la anǫ bugusnamaa? 'Is Gilead wicked?'. [HOS 12:11] 0 ... 

nǤk soogianam bǫǫ laŋgima namɛ mak he used soldiers as an example. [AIDS-I] Zi' ka Amusnamǫ tǫn'ǫs si'el la 

Akuus mǫ baŋi li. Not knowing that what the Cats think, the Mice also know. [Kittens+Mice] YǫlbǤnamǫ lǫm bǫ 

paas ... ? What other considerations are there? [Iodine] Baanamin la ba da kuosidi sa'atuodim nǫ boodia nǫ 

mui nǫ muigbila. In the bars they sold fufu, plantain, rice and rice-balls. [Shoeshine-Boy] pu'ab kuosidi li pala nǫ 

lǤr sitɛɛsin namin. women sell them in the streets and at lorry stations. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

nama1   See main entry: nam2. an'such. 

-nama2   See main entry: -nam3. [pl.] 

-namaa   See main entry: -nam3. [pl.] 

namba   n. a number. Fț ya'a bǤǤdi fț zaŋ namba si'a wțsa gǫlig nǫ zin'is piinǫ yinne (11), da zi'e gǫǫnda. If you want 

to take any number and multiply it by eleven, don't sit there worrying about it. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba karim namba la 

bǫǫ gțlisțg dinǫ bǫ mita la pțțgin they read the number or writing that is in the meter. [Electricity] Onǫ sț'oe 

gbauŋ nwa' : Yț'țr ... Adǫris ... Telefon namba ... Owner of this book :  Name ... Address ... Telephone number 
... [Bible [title page]] From: (Eng.) 

nambaa   excl. Thanks! [response to greeting]. Ka o mǤri kpǫn' o saam la san'an ka pț'țs o ye, “SǤnsiga!” Ka o siak ye, 

“Nambaa, m biiga. Fț aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ?” 'He went to his father and said, “My father.” “Yes, my son,” he answered. 
“Who is it?” '. [GEN 28:18] Note: The 'meaning' of a greeting is the fact that one is greeting politely: the Kusaal Bible uses the 
appropriate greeting and response for the situation. [TN] 

nambia   Form: nambies. n. tree [sp.] 

nambies   See main entry: nambia. tree [sp.] 

-namǫ   See main entry: -nam3. [pl.] 

nami1   See main entry: nam2. an'such. 

namis1   Variant: namisǫ; namisi. Form: namisnǫ. Form: namisid. Variant: namisidi; namisida. Form: namisidin. 
Form: namisidnǫ. Form: namisțg1. Variant: namisțgǤ1. v. 1 • to suffer, be afflicted. Dagamis la da anǫ ma'asa 

ka Mahama namis hali ka bugum la nyaan la'aŋ. The kindling was wet and Mahama had a hard time before the 
fire finally caught. [Trouble] Note: ? namis hali, ka ... "suffered a lot" or namis, hali ka ... "suffered until ..." –  see note on 
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hali.   BǤ ka fț namis anwana ka kț nyǫ li nyǤǤd baa bi'ela? Why do you suffer like this and not get the slightest 

gain? [Wealth-Is-Power] fț da ... di namiskan ka m saam da namis la 'you ...  shared all my father's hardships'. [1KI 

2:26] DinzugǤǤ, Kristo sadigim namis niŋgbiŋin la 'Therefore, since Christ suffered in his body'. [1PE 4:1] da 

la'as nǫ o tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫdǫ,ala ka ya kț la'as nǫ o namisǫ. 'You must not take part in her sins; you must not 
share in her punishment!'. [REV 18:4] ZugsǤba, ti namisnǫ yț'țŋ sa ka pț gban'e si'ela 'Master, we've worked 

hard all night and haven't caught anything.'. [LUK 5:5] Biis banǫ pț paae yțțma ayi' la kțnsim mukiya, bǤzugǤ: 

- banǫ namisid bǫdegț It is very important to immunise babies under two years, because:- they have many 
health problems. [Immunisation-] Note: MA prefers kțnsib anǫ nimmua m tțmtțm bǫ yinne bǫn' pǤn'Ǥlim, ka 

namisid hali 'my servant lies at home paralysed and in terrible suffering'. [MAT 8:6] Ka bǤzug ka o bǫ sakurini 

namisida? So why should he be at school suffering? [Asaasim] DinzugǤ fțn kanǫ namisida, kǫlisim sț'țŋa 
'Therefore hear this, you afflicted one'. [ISA 51:21] Fț ... kǫ ka m namisidi m biilimin sa tțțmbǫ'ǫd 'You ... make 
me inherit the sins of my youth.'. [JOB 13:26] Adam nǫ pu'a la ya'a da pț maal kțkǤma'asim ... man naan kț 

namisidin anwa. If Adam and his wife had not been greedy, I would not be suffering like this. [You-Heard?] Hali 

pǫ'ǫs la mǫ namisidnǫ. 'even the flocks of sheep are suffering.'. [JOL 1:18] EES ban'a ba'asțg anǫ namisțg nǫ 

kum. The final result of the AIDS disease is suffering and death. [AIDS-Azuur] Wina'am nyǫt nidib namisțg ka 

sțŋidi ba. God sees how people are suffering and helps them. [Trouble] Namisțg daar la ya'a paae, Efiram teŋ la 

wțsa na lieb dabǤǤd; 'The day of punishment is coming, and Israel will be ruined.'. [HOS 5:9] 
2 • to cause sb. to suffer, afflict. ba kț bț' o bǫǫ namis o wțț o ka'anǫ ninsaala. they shall not beat him or afflict 

him with inhuman punishments. [Constitution] li kpǫlim bi'ela ka m namis Israel Na'ab Jehu na'am tuŋ la 'it will 
not be long before I punish the king of Israel'. [HOS 1:4] o na namisi ya hali ka ya baŋ he will teach you a severe 
lesson. [PSA 120:3] Tikpiilima nya'a nǫ kǤnbkpiilima gbana ka ba mǤri kǫt ka Sțntaana maliaka bǫ'ǫd na'ab la 

mǤri ti namisid dunia kaŋa ni. They use the roots of dead trees and the skins of dead animals to make Satan the 

king of evil angels afflict us in this world. [Three-Problems] M anǫ Yesu onǫ ka fț namisid la. 'I am Jesus, whom 
you are persecuting.'. [ACT 26:15] ya na ... kati dǤlli ba buga teŋ teŋi namisidi ba 'others you will ... and pursue 
from town to town'. [MAT 23:34] Li ya'a aan ala, o naanǫ namisidin daar wțsa dunia pin'ilțgțn sa. 'for then he 
would have had to suffer many times ever since the creation of the world.'. [HEB 9:26] See: namisțg2. 

namis-2   See main entry: namisțg2. affliction. 

namis3   See main entry: naŋ1. scorpion. 

namisǫ   See main entry: namis1. suffer, afflict. 

namisi   See main entry: namis1. suffer, afflict. 

namisid   See main entry: namis1. suffer, afflict. 

namisida   See main entry: namis1. suffer, afflict. 

namisidi   See main entry: namis1. suffer, afflict. 

namisidin   See main entry: namis1. suffer, afflict. 

namisidnǫ   See main entry: namis1. suffer, afflict. 

namisnǫ   See main entry: namis1. suffer, afflict. 

namisțg1   See main entry: namis1. suffer, afflict. 

namisțg2   Variant: namisug; namisugi; namisțgǤ2; namisugo; namisțgț. Form: namis-2. n.  Note: verbal noun used as a 

noun.   affliction. Dunia yǫltǤǤd nǫ li namisțg n zaŋi ken saal nyǤvțr bǫllimin. The problems and sufferings of 
the world affecting human life. [Asaasim] Namisțg nwa' tțțgi m paŋ bǫn. 'My punishment is more than I can 
bear.'. [GEN 4:13] M biilim saŋa sa m nyǫ namisțg ka pț lal nǫ kum 'From my youth I have been afflicted and 

close to death'. [PSA 88:15] KarimdǤǤg kanǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siig Kasi la kț nyǫ namisțgǤ A Church which is filled with 
the Holy Spirit will not experience suffering. [Bible-Study] ti na niŋ wala zan'as onǫ bǫ arezana nii san'anǫ ti la 

ka luak namisțgǤ? 'How much less shall we escape, then, if we turn away from the one who speaks from 
heaven!'. [HEB 12:25] Manǫ an onǫ baŋ namisțgț an si'em 'I am the man who has known affliction. [LAM 3:1] O 

mi' ye Adu tțbir tun'e zian'as kpǫmmin ka li yinǫ on nyǫt namis si'a yin la. He knew that Adu could reject 
authority, as a result of the troubles he experienced at home. [Trouble] Colloc: namiskan ‘affliction which’. fț da ... 

di namiskan ka m saam da namis la 'you ...  shared all my father's hardships'. [1KI 2:26] Colloc: namisțgțn(ǫ(ǫ)) 
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‘to/in/from affliction’. Ka la'an nǫ wala sa ya maal sț'țm yanamǫ la'an sțŋim nǫ m namisțgțn la. 'All the 

same, it was kind of you to share the burden of my troubles.'. [PHP 4:14] Onǫ wțsa si'is pu'a nwa' kț yi 

namisțgțnǫ. 'no one who touches her will go unpunished.'. [PRO 6:29] Baŋimi ye ba kț yi namisțgțnǫǫ. 'Be sure 
of this: They will not go unpunished.'. [PRO 16:5] See: namis1. 

namisțgǤ1   See main entry: namis1. suffer, afflict. 

namisțgǤ2   See main entry: namisțg2. affliction. 

namisțgț  See main entry: namisțg2. affliction. 

namisug   See main entry: namisțg2. affliction. 

namisugi   See main entry: namisțg2. affliction. 

namisugo   See main entry: namisțg2. affliction. 

nan1   See main entry: nam1. yet. 

nan2   Variant: nannǫ1; nanǫ1; nanna; nane. v. to have an independent social position, 'capable'. Note: 'to really be men' 

[Moses A.] M daa nyǫ dasam bǫdegț banǫ ya'am pț bi' nannǫ I saw plenty of youths whose sense was not 
mature and grown-up. [PRO 7:7] O biig Semaya mǫ da mǤr biribis banǫ an yidaannam bǤzugǤ ba da anǫ dap 

banǫ nanǫ ba mǫŋ. 'His son Shemaiah also had sons, who were leaders in their father's family because they were 
very capable men.'. [1CH 26:6] pǫribis anu banǫ an yțțm yinne nannǫ 'five male lambs a year old'. [NUM 7:23] 
See: nan4. 

nan3   Variant: nanǫ2; nannǫ2; nand. v. to admire, respect, appreciate. Kpaadib la nan Apam pu'a zǫǫnd nǫ o na'asi la. 
The farmers appreciated Apam's wife's soup and her respectfulness. [House+Farm] Adu nan dau la, kas-kas anǫ 

on nyaŋ ka ba tisid o girima ka mugur kae la. Adu respected the man, particularly because he had succeeded 
in making them honour him without using any force. [Trouble] Ba pț nan nidiba, ka pian'ad nǫ kisidim 'They 
scoff, and speak with malice'. [PSA 73:8] Ba wțsa anǫ zukpi'euŋ dim ka pț nanna. 'All of them are stubborn and 
defiant'. [EZK 3:7] Bțnama atan' bǫ ka fț nanǫ ba ken 'There are four things that are impressive to watch as they 

walk'. [PRO 30:29] Ala ka ba nǫ'ǫsidi m nidib la ye ba ka' buudi, ka pț nannǫ baa. 'And so they look with 
contempt on my people and no longer consider them a nation.'. [JER 33:24] Ligidi zug ka ti ... pț nand taaba 
Because of money we ... don't respect each other. [Asaasim] See: nimpțnan. 

nan4   Variant: nannǫ3. adv. now, yet. O anǫ biig nan; o na ti nǤbig, ka o ya'a ti nǤbigǫ, anǤ'Ǥn na baŋǫ ... ? He is a 

child now; when he grows, if he actually grows, who will know ... ? [Trouble] M ba'abiisǫ, m pț tǫn'ǫs ye m nyaŋi 

paam nannǫ. 'My friends, I do not claim to have hold of it (being 'made perfect') yet.'. [PHP 3:13] o ... da an 

ninkanǫ niŋ yadda paalim nannǫ. 'He must be mature in the faith,' [GNB]  cf.  'He should not be a recent convert' 

[REB]. [1TI 3:6] Sim: nam1, nannanna. See: nam1; nannanna. 

nanan-   See main entry: nannanna. now. 

nand   See main entry: nan3. admire. 

nanǫ1   See main entry: nan2. established. 

nanǫ2   See main entry: nan3. admire. 

nane   See main entry: nan2. established. 

nanna   See main entry: nan2. established. 

nannanna   Variant: nannannaa. Form: nanan-. adv. now. Nannanna, o bǫllim yț'țn liebnǫ bi'ela, wțț ba nwiak o nǫ 

kpǫn'ǫs kǤlibirin nǫ. Now his life was reduced, as if they had squeezed him into a bottle. [Trouble] maalim fțn 

bǤǤd si'el, ... ka nu fțn bǤǤd si'el nannanna ka dabis ban nyaan paana do what you want, ... and drink what 
you want now, before those days arrive. [Asaasim] Gaadim tuon, Anane, ka m na dǤl nannanna na You go ahead 

of me, Anane, and I will come straight after you. [Trouble] Amaa nannanna m bǫlimnǫ, kǫl nidib la tțțmbǫ'ǫd la 

bas 'But now, please forgive their sin'. [EXO 32:32] nannanna nwa' ba la'ad mam nǫ, hali na'akim baanlțg 'now 
they mock me, men younger than I'. [JOB 30:1] SǤ' wțsa tisidnǫ damalisiŋ di'ema pin'ilțgțn, ka ba ya'a ti nuu 

tig la ka ba yț'țn tisid danbǫ'ǫd. Amaa fțn kpiank nǫ damalisiŋ la, hali ti paae nannanna. 'Everyone else 
serves the best wine first, and the poorer only when the guests have drunk freely; but you have kept the best wine 
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till now.'. [JHN 2:10] ya kț nyaŋi baŋi li gbin nannannaa. you can't understand it now. [JHN 16:12] Hali 

nannankaŋa nwa', m kasǫta sǤb bǫ nǫ arezana ni; 'Even now my witness is in heaven'. [JOB 16:19] See: nam1; 

nan4. 

nannannaa   See main entry: nannanna. now. 

nannǫ1   See main entry: nan2. established. 

nannǫ2   See main entry: nan3. admire. 

nannǫ3   See main entry: nan4. now. 

nansaasilțg   See main entry: na'asaasilțg. aeroplane. 

nanzț'țg   Variant: nanzu'ug [N]. Form: nanzț'țs. Variant: nanzu'us; nanzț'țsi. n. a pepper. zǫǫnd la mǫnǫ, yaarim 

ya'a pț galisǫ nanzț'țs on kae as for the soup, either there wasn't much salt or there was no pepper. 

[Wonderwoman] Maalim paŋ ka nwǫ' i biig la diib la li kǤn' ka nyaan niŋ nanzț'țs ya'a ka' ala nanzț'țs la na 

kǫ ka biig la kț nyaŋǫ n di. Do your best to portion out your baby's food separate before adding the pepper, 
otherwise the pepper will prevent the baby from being able to eat it. [Breastfeeding] Note: reading nwǫ' (7 ) for ŋbe' 

[TN] : MA suggests gbin'e.   Ya pțdigidi ya zǫnma'asa nǫ nyiri nǫ nanzț'țs zin'is piiga, ka yisid yinne tisid 

Wina'am 'You give to God a tenth even of the seasoning herbs, such as mint, dill, and cumin'. [MAT 23:23] Ba 

tțmnǫ tțțmbibis wțț pǫǫd bǫǫ sǤna țgțb ... bǫǫ tțm lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la tțțma bǫǫ pǤn' nanzț'țsi dǫlig They do 
casual labour like weaving baskets and mats ... or they do gardening or pick peppers and spread them to dry. 
[Trouble] 

nanzț'țs   See main entry: nanzț'țg. pepper. 

nanzț'țsi   See main entry: nanzț'țg. pepper. 

nanzu'ug [N]   See main entry: nanzț'țg. pepper. 

nanzu'us   See main entry: nanzț'țg. pepper. 

naŋ1   Variant: naŋi. Form: namis3. n. a scorpion. Ka tǤǤg kanǫ ka ba daa nyǫti ba niŋgbina ni la nwǫnǫ naŋ tǤǤnbi 

zabid si'em la. 'And the agony they suffered was like that of the sting of a scorpion when it strikes a man.'. [REV 9:5] 
Bǫǫ o ya'a sǤs gǫl, ka o na zaŋ naŋi tis o? 'Or if he asks for an egg, will give him a scorpion?'. [LUK 11:12] Ba n yiti 

piisnǫ sa'ad ka tis naŋ bțțd. They always sweep up the rubbish and give the scorpion innocence. [Proverb 128] 
Da zǤti ba dabiem la'an nǫ ban nwǫnǫ gǤn'Ǥs nǫ gǫnda giligif ka fț bǫ namis sțțgin la. 'Do not be afraid, 
though briers and thorns are all around you and you live among scorpions'. [EZK 2:6] GǤsimiya, m tisi ya paŋ ye ya 

nǤ namis nǫ wiigi 'Listen! I have given you authority, so that you can walk on snakes and scorpions'. [LUK 10:19] 
Etym: OV1 *NAM ; OVN *NON-GA/SI ; GS4 *NO/AM ; vc1 *nom, nam. 

naŋ2   Variant: naŋe. n. character, nature. Ka ba yǫl o ye Goma naŋe la. They said to him that that was what Goma was 
like. [Trouble] 

naŋe   See main entry: naŋ2. character. 

naŋi   See main entry: naŋ1. scorpion. 

naŋnaŋ   See main entry: naŋ-naŋ. nature. 

naŋ-naŋ   Variant: naŋnaŋ; naŋ-naŋa [N]. adv. sth.'s nature, normal state. Amaa fțn anǫ fț naŋ-naŋ, ka fț yțma 

kțdim kț naae. 'But you remain the same, and your years will never end.'. [PSA 102 27] Jerusalem na kpǫn zi'e o 

naŋ-naŋ. 'Jerusalem will remain intact in her place.'. [ZEC 12:6] bǤ maal ka on nǫ Mmabțn pț tțmmǫ gat 

taabaa ka on kpǫn an o naŋ-naŋa? how come neither he or  Mmabun work harder than the other, but he was 

still in the same place he started? [You-Heard?] Furipiim naŋnaŋ ka li ka'anǫ kțnti pǤ'Ǥg o. Needle's nature (to be 

small), it's not for lack of steel. [Proverb 077] Colloc: naŋnaŋin(ǫ) ‘to/in/from its nature’. M na maali li wǫn la wțsa 

mǫǫ lǫbis, ka li lǫbi li naŋnaŋin. 'Its ruins I will rebuild, and I will restore it'. [ACT 15:16] O pț tiakida ka kpǫn 

aan o naŋnaŋin. 'who does not change'. [JAS 1:17] Mǫ fț nyǫ tinamǫ daa mǤr si'el la wțsa gaad ka ti lǫbi ti 

naŋnaŋinǫ? Do you also see how everything we had has gone and we are back where we started. [Jealousy] 

naŋ-naŋa [N]   See main entry: naŋ-naŋ. nature. 

nar   Variant: nara; narǫ; nari. Form: narin. v. to be fitting, necessary. Du'atanam la da yǫl o ye o yțma la an si'em la, 
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li nar ye o ken sibiti tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el The doctors said that given his age he should go to hospital regularly. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Tabbǫ'ǫd la nuub la kǫnǫ ka m diti gat din nar si'em. Smoking bad tobacco made me spend 
more than I should. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nwadisa ala nar ye biig mu'a bin'isim ma'aanǫ? At least how many months 
should a baby be breastfed? [Breastfeeding] Ba wțsa nar ka ba da tțțg piinǫ awai, bǫǫ pț paae piigaa. 'Ministers 
of State whose number shall not exceed nineteen or be less than ten.'. [Constitution] Tadimnam nǫ ban'adnam mǤr 

suor ka ba mǫ na paam ti'ebțg nǫ sțŋir linǫ nar nǫ ba. 'Disabled and sick persons shall have access to 
appropriate facilities, assistance and opportunities'. [Constitution] Fț mi' ye manǫ an yidaan, li nar ka fț tisim 

girima kanǫ narim. You know that I am the household-head, it is right that you give me suitable respect. 

[Wonderwoman] Amaa ka banǫ nar ye ba naan diin Wina'am sț'țlim faar la, ba na kadi ba kpǫn'ǫs likin. 'But 

those who should be in the Kingdom will be thrown out into the darkness'. [MAT 8:12] lakanǫ nar nǫ ninsțma la ka 

o zaŋi niŋ bin'isgbisidim tis o 'in a bowl fit for nobles she brought him curdled milk'.  [JDG 5:25] Li nar ye m 

kǤnbid la ... ka nu ku'okanǫ gbǫndigi kilim bian'arǫǫ? 'Must my flock ... drink what you have muddied with 
your feet?'. [EZK 34:19] Li pț nar ye sǤ' dii o saam pu'a 'A man is not to marry his father's wife'. [DEU 22:30] O nyǫ 

ka Goma mukid ye o vi' biig la nǫ on pț bǤǤdi li la nǫ ka li pț nara. He saw how Goma was trying hard to 
obstruct the boy, and he didn't like it and thought it wasn't right. [Trouble] Onǫ ye o dǤl on nya'aŋ la na an ninyǤǤg 

onǫ pț nara, bǤzugǤ o pț yi na'adǤǤginǫ. 'The next king of Syria will be an evil man who has no right to be 
king'. [DAN 11:21] ya sǤ'ǤsǤ pț nyaŋi pa'al Job gbǫlțŋ, bǫǫ on tțm si'el ka li pț naraa. 'not one of you has 

proved Job wrong; none of you has answered his arguments.'. [JOB 32:12] ti pț kǫt ka teŋkpǫŋin dim la yǤǤd ka li 

paad din nari ba yǤ si'em la. we don't make the villagers pay more than they ought. [Electricity] Diib wțsa nari ba 

di 'All foods may be eaten'. [ROM 14:20] Li narin ye o kǫn'ǫsinǫ ba? Would it be right if he were to warn them? 

[Trouble] Ka m ya'a san'amin wada ka niŋin si'el linǫ ka m narin nǫ kum, m naan kț zan'asinǫǫ. 'If I have 
broken the law and done something for which I deserve the death penalty, I do not ask to escape it'. [ACT 25:11] 
Nabstr: narim; Sim: tu'al2. 

nara   See main entry: nar. necessary [be]. 

narǫ   See main entry: nar. necessary [be]. 

nari   See main entry: nar. necessary [be]. 

narim   n. appropriateness. InvNabstr: nar. See: nar. 

narin   See main entry: nar. necessary [be]. 

Nasaal   See main entry: Na'asaal. English. 

Nasaara   See main entry: Na'asaara. whiteman. 

nasțg   Variant: nasug. n. a hollow in the ground/top of a hill. zuoya nǫ kțkțna la nǫ nasțg nǫ bǤn'Ǥd la wțsa 'the 

mountains, the hills, the gorges, and the valleys'. [EZK 6:3 (proposed in discussion )] zuoya nǫ kțkțna la nǫ bǤn'Ǥd la 

wțsa [[published Bible]] Note: considering 'gorges and valleys' to be covered by bǤn'Ǥd 
nasug   See main entry: nasțg. hollow. 

natinkpi'emis   See main entry: natiŋkpi'eŋ. boil. 

natinkpi'eŋ   See main entry: natiŋkpi'eŋ. boil. 

natiŋkpi'eŋ   Variant: natinkpi'eŋ. Form: natinkpi'emis. Variant: naatiŋkpi'eŋ. n. a boil, whitlow. Biig la natiŋkpi'eŋ la 

pțnsigya ka mǫt yit hali bǫdegț. The child’s boil burst and a lot of pus is pouring out. [MA] Yisim kekama 

kpaam suoǫn o natiŋkpi'eŋ la ka o na paam laafi. 'Prepare a poultice of figs and apply it to the boil, and he will 
recover.'. [ISA 38:21] Ka o kǫ ka ba nyǫ san'auŋ nǫ tǤǤg ka natiŋkpi'emis gban'e ba. 'he brought devastation 
upon them and afflicted them with tumours'. [1SA 5:6] Banǫ da pț kpi la, natiŋkpi'emis da mǤdi ba 'Those who 

did not die were afflicted with tumours'. [1SA 5:12] Colloc: natiŋkpi'eŋ tǤn sǤ' ‘boil erupts on sb.’. onǫ ka 

natiŋkpi'eŋ tǤn o bǫǫ o nu'ugț mǤdǫ, ba zaŋidi man su'um la kanbigidi bțligid. Someone with a boil or a 
swollen hand, they take my sap and heat it and spread it on. [Trees] Natiŋkpi'eŋ ya'a tǤn sǤ' o kpi'ed mam pa'ad 

la tuo bțlig ka laafi kena. If someone has a boil, he shaves my bark and pounds it and makes a poultice and it 
gets better. [Trees] Note: text emended by MA: the original omits mam pa'ad and doesn't appear to make sense. 

natis   Variant: nattis; natisi. n.pl. weeds [sp.] Note: "These closely resemble millet but do not produce millet seeds." [MA] ba 

kǫl ka ki la nǫ natis la la'an nǤbig ka ba ya'a ye ba vǤnn natis la, ba tun'e vǤnn ki sieba. they should leave the 
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weeds to grow with (the millet), because if they go to pull up the weeds they might pull up some of the millet. 

[Trouble] m yǫli m bunib la ka ba vǤn' natis la yiigaa bǤbigi baa nyu'oe bugum 'I will tell the harvest workers 

to pull up the weeds first, tie them in bundles and burn them'. [MAT 13:30] teŋ kanǫ yit gǤn'Ǥs nǫ natis la ka' 

nyǤǤdǫ 'land that produces thorns and thistles is worthless'. [HEB 6:8] kpaadi da bțd o ki, ka yț'țŋț sǤb la ka o 

dataa mǫ keŋ bțd natisi gǫndig. A farmer sowed his millet, and at night his enemy came and sowed weeds 
mixed in with the millet. [Trouble] Ka dataa onǫ bțd natisi gǫndig la, an Sțntaana. 'and the enemy who sowed 
the weeds is the Devil.'. [MAT 13:39] 

natisi   See main entry: natis. weeds [sp.] 

nattis   See main entry: natis. weeds [sp.] 

nayikpǫm   See main entry: na'ayikpǫm. court. 

naa1   See main entry: naan1. would have. 

naa2   disc. [response to greeting or call]. Naa, na'aba ti na nu, ti yinǫ kateŋ na. Thank you, Chief, we will drink; we 

have come from far away. [Trees] Winna'ab:- BǤ? man yǫlnǫ si'el bǫǫ? ::  Abțgțr:- Naa, fț pț yǫl si'ela. 
Winna'ab:- What? Did I say anything?.  ::  Abugur:-  You didn't say anything, Sir. [Three-Problems-] Naa, m ba', m 

na niŋ ala. Yes, father, 'I will do as you say.'. [GEN 47:30] Colloc: Naa, manǫ nwa' . ‘Yes, here I am. [response to a 
call]’. O da buol o bikpǫǫm Esau ka yǫl o ye, “M biiga!” Ka o lǫbis ye, “Naa, manǫ nwa'!” 'he called for his 
elder son Esau. ‘My son!’ he said. Esau answered, ‘Here I am.’ '. [DEN 27:1] Sim: wooi ~ weei, awoo, tǤ. 

naa3   excl. please (urgent polite greeting). Naa, m ZugsǤb Paŋtita'ar SǤba! BǤ ka fț ye fț tisim 'O Sovereign Lord, 
what can you give me ... ? [GEN 15:2] 

naa4   See main entry: na1. hither. 

Naa6   See main entry: na'ab. king. 

naa6 ya4   See main entry: naae. finish. 

naa7   See main entry: naae. finish. 

naad1   See main entry: naae. finish. 

naad2   n. nard, spikenard (perfume). Note: used in the Bible to translate this English word "Spikenard, also called nard, 
nardin, and muskroot, is a class of aromatic amber-colored essential oil derived from Nardostachys jatamansi, 
a flowering plant of the valerian family which grows in the Himalayas of Nepal, China, and India. The oil has 
been used over centuries as a perfume, a traditional medicine, or in religious ceremonies" [Wikipedia]. pu'a 

kena mǤr alabasta kǤlibir ka li pǫ'ǫl nǫ naad tudaari 'a woman came with an alabaster jar of very expensive 
perfume, made of pure nard'. [MRK 14:3] From: (Eng.) Note: originally, possibly, from a place-name in Syria 

naad-3   See main entry: naadir. early millet. 

naada1  See main entry: naadir. early millet. 

naada2  See main entry: naae. finish. 

naaddǫǫna   Variant: naadeena. n.pl. early-millet, first crop of early-millet. Sim: za1, kief. See: naadir; -dǫǫŋ. 

naadeena   See main entry: naaddǫǫna. early millet. 

naadi   See main entry: naae. finish. 

naadir   Form: naada1. Form: naad-3. n. early-millet. Saman-tuon naada la sǤbigi lim-lim. The early-millet in the 

home-farm is very green. [House+Farm] Ba kǫnǫ ka biis gur naada la ka niimis ya'a kena ye ba di, ba gbin'ednǫ 

titannǫ fin'edi ba ka ba iank zigigigi. They have made children to watch over the early millet farm so that when 
birds come to eat it, they fetch sand and fling it at them and they fly away. [MA] AmǤryam yǫlig naadbțțda ye ba 

bțd. Amoryam winnows early-millet seed for sowing. [House+Farm] Kpaad sieba pțm pin'il naad-dǤǤnd. Some 
farmers have already started the early-millet weeding. [House+Farm] AmǤryam yǫlig naadbțțda ye ba bțd. 
Amoryam winnows early-millet seed for them to sow. [House+Farm] Sim: kief, za1. Etym: OV1 *NAD . 
See: naaddǫǫna. 

naadnǫ  See main entry: naae. finish. 
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naae   Variant: naa7. Form: naad1. Variant: naadi; naada2.  Note: nadda  > naae da {revn.} 1CO 13:8 Form: naadnǫ. 
Form: naam5!. Variant: naami1!. Form: naar2. Variant: naarǫ1; naare. Form: naae ya4. Variant: naae yaa2; naae 

nyaa; naa6 ya4. v. to finish sth./doing sth. Kpaadib pamm naae vaala ka guri sigir. Many farmers have finished 

field-clearing and are waiting for the early rains. [House+Farm] O da naae nǫ sakur kanǫ bǫ Bulpielis la. He 
finished school at Bulpielis. [AIDS-I] bǫ'ǫd kț naae fț yir pțțginǫ 'you will never get evil out of your house'. [PRO 

17:13] Ka zaba la ya'a ti naae ya na kpǫn zi'e yanamǫ zi'e si'el la kiŋ-kiŋ. 'and after fighting to the end, you 

will still hold your ground. [EPH 6:13] Bi'el bi'el naad kțkǤm nu'ubibis. Little by little ends the leper's fingers. 

[Proverb 187] Zanmisțg la ya'a ti naad la fțn kǫ ka nidib la nyǫ saŋa bi'ela sǤns When the study is coming to an 
end, give the people a little time to discuss. [Bible-Study] Linǫ naad wțsa anǫ ye, m ba'abiisǫ, mǤri sumalisim 

ZugsǤb la ni. Finally, my brothers, rejoice in the Lord! [PHP 3:1] M mi' ye bțn linǫ ka Wina'am maal pț naada. 
'I know that everything God does will last for ever.'. [ECC 3:14] M naadi tǤ'ǤtǤ wțț zaam ma'asim nǫ; 'I fade away 
like an evening shadow'. [PSA 109:23] SǤlima da naadnǫ ala The stories ended like that. [Trouble] Naam dțgțb la 

ka kena ka ti sǤns. Finish cooking and come and we converse. [MA] Naami tțțma la daar wțsa 'Complete the 
work required of you for each day'. [EXO 5:13] Fț naan tun'e ligilin sida la ti paae dunia la naar You could have 

covered over the truth until the end of the world. [Trouble] Saŋkan ka Adonija nǫ saam banǫ bǫǫ o san'an la 

wțsa di ka di'em bǤǤd naar la 'As Adonijah and all his guests were finishing the feast'. [1KI 1:41] Si'el wțsa da 

naae ya ye Adu lǫb Susa, o teŋ du'adigin la. When everything was finished Adu went back to Susa, his 
birthplace. [Trouble] Ka on baŋ ye ligidi la naae ya la And when he realised that the money was finished. [Asaasim] 
Diib linǫ bǫǫ ti kǤlțgin la naae ya. 'There is no food left in our packs'. [1SA 9:7] M paŋ wțsa naa ya 'My strength 
is gone'. [DAN 10:17] Colloc: [clause] naae ‘finish doing [clause]’. On yǫl nǫ'ǫŋa naae la ka yǫli ba ye ba widigim. 
'After he had said this, he dismissed the assembly.'. [ACT 19:41] biig la mu'a bin'isir yinne la naae ka fț nyaan tis 

o ayinne la. when the baby has finished sucking one breast you give it the other one. [Breastfeeding] On yǫl ala 

naae la ka bu'os Apțsiakid ye, ka fțm ba' nǫ fț ma on bǫ yaanǫ When he had finished saying that he asked 
Apusiakid "Where are your father and mother ... ?" [Billygoat] Sim: ba'as. Note: ba'as comes before the verb/noun which 

'finishes', naae comes after Nabstr: naar1; Cpart: pin'il. See: naar1. 
naae nyaa   See main entry: naae. finish. 

naae ya4   See main entry: naae. finish. 

naae yaa2  See main entry: naae. finish. 

naaf   Variant: naafǤ; naafo; naafț. Form: niigi. Form: na'a-2. n. a cow, bovine. Note: [male or/and female] Bos taurus. 
Naaf ya'a ye o paae dak, kǫl o ka o paae ka nyǫ. If a cow is going to reach a salt-lick, leave it to get there and 
drop dung/see (). [Asaasim Proverb] fț ya'a nyǫ fț kpi'a naaf bǫǫ o pǫ'og ka o bǤdigid 'If you see your brother's ox 
or sheep straying'. [DEU 22:1] Ba da kad o yis nidib sțțgin ka o Ǥnbid mǤǤd wțț naaf nǫ. 'he was banished from 

human society to eat grass like oxen'. [DAN 4:33] o saam la ka' la'af bǫǫ naafț na paasǫ his father had not a penny 
nor a single cow to add. [Billygoat] Ba pț nǤkid na'ambinne lǤbigid naafǤ. They don't throw cow-dung at [the 
same] cow. [Proverb 141] Li na an tǤǤgț tisif nwǫnǫ naafț na tǤn daug nǫ. 'It is hard for you to kick against the 
goads.'. [ACT 2:14] Ba pian'ad niigi ka fț pian'ad zțya. They talk of cows and you talk of tails. [Proverb 153] 
Abugur kuodi niigi. Abugur is ploughing with oxen. [House+Farm] niigi la (kț lǫn) nǤki ba nǤba gudig ka li 

kilim bian'arǫ 'no longer to be ... muddied by the hoofs of cattle'. [EZK 32:13] SǤ' na nwǫ' niigi vugusi atǫukțnǫǫ? 
'Does anyone plough the sea with oxen?'. [AMO 6:12] diib pǫ'ǫli ba niigi tǫrekonam hali badigidi lut suoya ni 
'your carts overflow with abundance'. [PSA 65:11] Etym: OV1 *NA(G) ; OVN *NAG-FU/I ; GS1 *NA/E/O ; vc1 
*na(g). Note: see ref. at nua See: na'abauk; na'abil; na'abilpǤl; na'adibig; na'akem; na'akuodir; na'akțțnr; 

na'akuos; na'anya'aŋ; na'apǤl1; na'araug; na'avuk. 

naafǤ   See main entry: naaf. bovine. 

naafo   See main entry: naaf. bovine. 

naafț   See main entry: naaf. bovine. 

naal1   Variant: naalǫ; naali. Form: naalnǫ. Form: naan3. Form: naalim3!. Variant: naalimǫ. Form: naalimnǫ1. 
Form: naalțg. Variant: naalug. v. to reconcile. Note: put sb. right with sb. else Ka o gǤs Ama, bipuŋ kanǫ ka o pț 

nyaŋi naal nǫ o ma la. And he looked at Ama, a girl who couldn't get on with her mother. [Trouble] Nwǫnǫ fțn nyǫ 

ka kțnt naal nǫ ya'ad si'em la 'just as you saw the iron mixed with ... clay'. [DAN 2:43.a] (na'ab) naal nǫ banǫ an 
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ninla'asnam 'he joins hands with the mockers.'. [HOS 7:5] Nimo da pț ki'is Yaro nǫ o biribiŋ la na naalǫ. Nimo 

had no objection to Yaro making it up with her son. [Trouble] M yț'țn da keŋ naal nǫ m zuabanǫ gbǫǫnd 

sțgkanǫ bǫ Kwame Nkrumah lǤr pallin Then I went and made it up with my friends who stayed in the shed at 
Kwame Nkrumah Street. [Shoeshine-Boy] Saam na la'as nǫ ba, ka naali ba mǫŋ nǫ Jakob yidim. 'Aliens will join 
them and unite with the house of Jacob.'. [ISA 14:1] Zanmis kaŋa ni ti na zanmis kțdimin karindǤǤg la da 

naalnǫ Siig Kasi la si'em In this study we will learn how the early Church has a relationship with the Holy Spirit. 

[Bible-Study] wțț kțnti pț naan nǫ ya'ad sț'țŋa si'em la 'any more than iron mixes with clay'. [DAN 2:43.b] M 

lǫmmi m teŋin bǫǫ m naalim nǫ bibanǫ gbǫǫnd sțga ni la? Should I go back to my village, or should I make it 
up with the boys who sleep in the huts? [Shoeshine-Boy] o ya'a bas o sid, on zin', ka da tǤǤm kul sida, bǫǫ onǫ o 

sid la naalim taaba. 'But if she does (separate from her husband), she must remain unmarried or else be 
reconciled to her husband.'. [1CO 7:11] Colloc: naal nǤǤr1 ~ nǤnaar ‘make a covenant/treaty/contract’. Wina'am 

NǤnaar kțdțg gbauŋ la pa'an nǫ on da pin'ili naal nǤǤr The Old Testament shows how He began to make 
reconciliation. [Bible-Intro] Lit: God's old covenant book. Ziriga la mǫ naali nǤǤr nǫ paŋ banǫ daamid o la. Even 

the train settled the force that was troubling him. [Trouble] o bǤǤd ye o kǫ ka ba naal nǤǤr la 'He tried to reconcile 
them'. [ACT 7:26] Paul da yǫl Filimon ye on nǫ Onesimus naalim nǤǤr Paul said to Philemon that he and 
Onesimus should be reconciled. [PHM [introduction]] Man da dț zuor zug ye m di'e kuglambanǫ da an nǤnaar ka 

ZugsǤb naal nǫ ya la 'When I went up on the mountain to receive the tablets of stone, the tablets of the covenant 

that the Lord had made with you'. [DEU 9:9] Ba naal nǤnaar nǫ Asiria dim 'They make treaties with Assyria. [HOS 

12:1] Sim: naalim1. See: nǤnaar. 

naal2   v. to be level. o ... bțligi li nǫ sanlima ka li naal taaba vǫnl. 'he ... overlaid them with gold hammered evenly 

over the carvings.'. [1KI 6:35] Delila gban'e o zuobid la pan'ami li ayǤpǤi nǤki naal gumme țg nǫ pien 'Delilah 
took the seven braids of his head, wove them into the fabric'. [JDG 16:13] Syn: naalim2. See: naalim2. 

naalǫ   See main entry: naal1. reconcile. 

naali   See main entry: naal1. reconcile. 

naalim1   Variant: naalimi. Form: naalimnǫ. Form: naalțŋ. Variant: naaluŋ. v. to reconcile, be reconciled. O yț'țn baŋ 

dinǫ kǫ ka o pugudib nǫ Anane ma zuod la naalim ala la He finally realised why his aunt and Anane's mother 
had such a close friendship. [Trouble] O tǫnri ... nǤnaar linǫ ka o da naalim nǫ Abraham 'He remembers ... the 
covenant he made with Abraham'. [1CH 16:15-16] Yesu Kristo san'an ka ti naalim nǫ Wina'am In Jesus Christ we 

are Reconciled with God. [2CO 5:11 [heading]] Baŋim ka karimbiis la lǫbisi ba nǤǤr nwǫnǫ ban KŰLIS ka TŰN'ŰS 

ka NAALIMI li nǫ ban wțm si'el la. You must realise that the students will answer when they hear and think and 
relate it to what they have heard. [Bible-Study] ti ya'a nu nwam kaŋa ni, ti pț naalimnǫ nǫ Kristo ziim bǫǫ? when 
we drink from this cup 'is it not a means of sharing in the blood of Christ?'. [1CO 10:16] Wina'am da bǫ Kristo ni ka 

da naal dunia dim nǫ o mǫŋ ka yisi ti tțțmbǫ'ǫdi bas, ka gu'uli ti o naalțŋ labaar la. 'God was in Christ 
reconciling the world to himself, no longer holding people's misdeeds against them, and has entrusted us with the 

message of reconciliation'. [2CO 5:19] Sim: naal1. See: naal1. 

naalim2   Form: naalimnǫ2. v. to be level, equal. o sakur fuug linǫ an bțlț sisǤbir ka pielim kuak niŋgǤǤnr la pț 

naalim her dark-blue and white school dress was tight at the neck and didn't fit. [Trouble] Li na tǤi tisi ya, yanam 

banǫ nwǫnǫ yaad linǫ naalim nǫ teŋ 'You are like unmarked graves'. [LUK 11:44] Lit: which are level with the 
ground. o ... nwǫ' tempțkanǫ zi'e agǤla la sigis teŋin; o da'ae li bas ka li naalim nǫ titan. 'he lays the lofty 
city low; he levels it to the ground and casts it down to the dust.'. [ISA 26:5] Ka bodobodo kanǫ ka ti gbǫn'ǫsid la, 

ti ya'a Ǥnb bodobodo kaŋa, ti pț naalimnǫ nǫ Kristo niŋgbiŋ bǫǫ? 'And is not the bread that we break a 

participation in the body of Christ?'. [1CO 10:16] Syn: naal2. 

naalim3!   See main entry: naal1. reconcile. 

naalimǫ   See main entry: naal1. reconcile. 

naalimi   See main entry: naalim1. reconcile. 

naalimnǫ   See main entry: naalim1. reconcile. 

naalimnǫ1   See main entry: naal1. reconcile. 

naalimnǫ2   See main entry: naalim2. equal [be]. 
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naalnǫ   See main entry: naal1. reconcile. 

naalțg   See main entry: naal1. reconcile. 

naalțŋ   See main entry: naalim1. reconcile. 

naalug   See main entry: naal1. reconcile. 

naaluŋ   See main entry: naalim1. reconcile. 

naam1   Variant: naan4; naamǫ; naammǫ. Form: naamid1. Variant: naamidi. Form: naanǫ1. Form: naamin1. 
Form: naamțg. v. to happen. Gbǫlțŋ bǤ naam? What problem has cropped up? [Trouble] Bǫogț nie la ka daauŋ 

tita'ar naan soogianam la sțțgin 'In the morning, there was no small commotion among the soldiers'. [ACT 12:18] 
Pa'ana, saŋkan ka li ye li naam? 'Teacher, ... when will these things happen?'. [LUK 21:7 [original New Testament]] Ya 

wțsa pțn nyǫ linǫ naam wțsa 'You have all seen this yourselves'. [JOB 27:12] SǤsim ye nǫ' na naamǫ fț 

KarimdǤǤg la'asțgin. Pray that this will happen in your church meeting. [Bible-Study] Ka sapu'ad la yǫla kpǫn 

kǫn o san'an na nyain wțț li sa naammǫ su'os ma'aa nǫ. And the business of the injury suddenly came to her 
clearly as if it had happened only yesterday. [Trouble] tțțmyaalis nǫ li buudi naamid Kusațg sț'țlimin zaŋi n 

ken na'ayiigimin, pu'abibidim. crime and so on are happening in the Kusaas' region, including burglary and 
rape. [Asaasim] fț na nyaŋi yǫl ye ti san'amid Wina'am sțnf nǫ linǫ naamidi ti zțmauŋ nwa ni? won't you say 
that we are making God sad with what is happening in this generation? [Bible-Study] nǫ'ǫnam ya'a ti pin'ili naamid, 

duom zi'en, ka gǤdigi gǤs agǤl 'When these things begin to take place, stand up and lift up your heads'. [LUK 21:28] 
Ka m ya'a lǫn kpi li naanǫ. 'If I must die for doing it, I will die.'. [EST 4:16] O da tǫn'ǫsidi dinǫ naamin yin la She 
was thinking about what might be happening at home. [Trouble] Di gbin anǫ ye yǫltita'ari bǤǤd naamțg. The 
meaning is that something very significant is going to happen. [Trouble] 

naam2   Variant: naan5; naami2; naani1; naanǫ3. Form: naamid2. Variant: naanid; naanida. Form: naannǫ. 
Form: naanim!. Variant: naanimi!. v. to set out, leave, do...from. Li da anǫ Mahama da dǫŋi naam pǤǤgțn la 

wțm ban kenna ka la'ad la. It was Mahama who came from farm early and heard them walking along laughing. 

[Trouble] Ba da naam Hor zuorin la dǤl suokanǫ ken Atǫuk Zǫn'ugțn la 'They travelled from Mount Hor along 
the route to the Red Sea'. [NUM 21:4] Saŋgbauŋ la ya'a da ǫǫnti naam Fuug Sțgțr la zugț dțț agǤl, Israel dim 

la duodnǫ gban'e suori ken. 'Whenever the cloud lifted from above the Tent, the Israelites set out'. [NUM 9:17] 
sieba naam ba'akǤn tiig la baba kenna la 'a company is coming from the direction of the soothsayers' tree'. [JDG 

9:37] Nidib kǤbisyi' da naam Jerusalem biel Absalom. 'Two hundred men accompanied Absalom from 
Jerusalem'. [2SA 15:11] Juda dap la da kena zi'en zin'ikanǫ ka ba na naami gǤsidi nyǫt pipirig la 'When the men 
of Judah came to the place that overlooks the desert'. [2CH 20:24] Lit: place from which they look and see. Pu'ab la 

naan pǤǤgini kenna. The women are coming from farm. [MA] Adu da kpǫn naan nǫ sakuri paae na. At that 

moment Adu got back from school. [Trouble] O naan agǤlli su'uni gban'e m nu'ugț 'He reached down from on 
high and took hold of me'. [PSA 18:16] Nidib naani ba yaanǫ zǤti kpa'ad na'ayin. People were running from their 
houses towards the palace. [Trouble] M da naani m ma pțțgin yinǫ zaalim na 'Naked I came from my mother's 
womb'. [JOB 1:21] (ti) naanǫ anina paae Regium teŋin na 'From there we set sail and arrived at Rhegium.'. [ACT 

28:13] O da naannǫ ba Tikakpǫǫm la Ǥfisin na. He was coming from the Headteacher's study. [Trouble] Ba ya'a ti 

naannǫ ba dataas banǫ gban'e ba ka ba an yammis la teŋin ... sǤsif If they pray to you from the land of their 
enemies who have enslaved them. [1KI 8:48] mǫligim naamid agǤlli lut o niŋgbina la zug 'his body was drenched 
with the dew of heaven'. [DAN 5:21] o bǫ ku'osuokanǫ ka ku'om naanid bǫuŋ kanǫ bǫ zugin la pțbidi dǤl la 

naarin. 'You will find him on the road ... at the end of the ditch that brings water from the upper pool.'. [ISA 7:3] 
Aaron na kpǫn'ǫd Fuug Sțgțr kanǫ ka fț naanida ani kpǫn'ǫd Kasi Zin'igin la gǤsid fita la Aaron will go into 
the Tent which you move from to enter the Holy Place and tend the lamps. [LEV 24:3] Naanim arezana ni gǤs na 
'Look down from heaven and see'. [ISA 63:15] Naanimi fț bǫllim zin'ikanǫ an kasi la gǤs na 'Look down from 
heaven, your holy dwelling place'. [DEU 26:15] 

naam3   Form: naamin2. Variant: naaminǫ. v. to create. li ya'a ka'an onǫ, bțn linǫ naam la wțsa kț naaminǫ. 'without 
him no created thing came into being.'. [JHN 1:3] 

naam4   See main entry: naan1. would have. 

naam5!   See main entry: naae. finish. 

naamǫ   See main entry: naam1. happen. 
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naami1!   See main entry: naae. finish. 

naami2   See main entry: naam2. do...from. 

naamid1   See main entry: naam1. happen. 

naamid2   See main entry: naam2. do...from. 

naamidi   See main entry: naam1. happen. 

naamin1   See main entry: naam1. happen. 

naamin2   See main entry: naam3. create. 

naaminǫ   See main entry: naam3. create. 

naammǫ   See main entry: naam1. happen. 

naamțg   See main entry: naam1. happen. 

naan   See main entry: nam1. yet. 

naan1   Variant: naani2; naane; naanǫ2. Form: naanin. Variant: naam4; naa1. ptc. would have [counterfactual particle]. O 

da baŋ ye ba gǫnya, ka naan yǫlin ye ba duom vț'țs amaa o zǤt. He knew that they were tired, and would 
have said that they should get up and rest, but he was afraid. [Trouble] M kisif ka naan kțțnif. I hate you and 
would like to kill you. [Trouble] ye on naan kulin bțndaan la amaa yǫlyinne bǫ. she said she would marry the 
rich man but there was one problem. [Billygoat] Wina'am naan kț baŋinǫǫ? 'would not God have found out ... ?'. 

[PSA 44:21] O ya'a kțdin nyaŋi wțminnǫ ba pian'ad daasi'erǫ li naane sțŋin o If he could just hear what they 
were saying perhaps it would help him. [Trouble] on ya'a kțdim mǤrinnǫ biig yinne gba on sțțnr naam malisin. 
if she went home with even one baby she would be happy. [Trouble] M ya'a na nyaŋi nyu'on bugum li naan 

malisinim pamm. If I could only light a fire, I would be so happy! [Fire] Dau kaŋa nwa' ya'a pț yǫlin ye o bǤǤd 

ye o keŋ na'atita'ar Siiza la san'anǫ, fț naan yisin o. 'This man could have been set free if he had not appealed 
to Caesar.'. [ACT 26:32] Li ya'a aan ala, o naanǫ namisidin daar wțsa dunia pin'ilțgțn sa. 'Then Christ would 
have had to suffer many times since the creation of the world.'. [HEB 9:26] Li ya'a aannǫ ala m tțmtțmnib naanǫ 

zanbin nǫ Jew dim la ka ba kț gban'e ma. 'If it did, my followers would be fighting to save me from the 

clutches of the Jews'. [JHN 18:36] O ya'a kțdin nyaŋi wțminnǫ ba pian'ad daasi'erǫ li naanin sțŋin o If he could 
only understand what they are saying perhaps it would help him. [Trouble] Note: emended by MA Colloc: naan1 ...in 

[subjunctive verb] ... na2 ... ‘instead of ... will rather ...’. Ka li nyuugi naan malisin la, li na nyuusid pǤn'Ǥsțg 
And instead of having a sweet smell, it will smell rotten. [ISA 3:24] Correl: da3 ...in [subjunctive verb] ...  

naan1 ...in [subjunctive verb] ‘if ... would [unfulfiled condition]’. Note: see example: Wada la ya'a da pț yǫlin ye, 

“Da mǤr fufummǫ,” m naan kț baŋin fufummi an si'ela. 'I should never have known what it was to covet, if the 
law had not said, ‘You shall not covet.’'. [ROM 7:7] ya'a naani if it had. 

naan2   v. to stay a long time. Lin naan aan nǫ'ǫsțg la m nidib la na di'e pțțr zin'is ayi', ban naan diisinǫ ba nyan la 

ba na maal sumalisim 'Instead of their shame my people will receive a double portion, and instead of disgrace 
they will rejoice'. [ISA 61:7] bțnsțŋ kae tis ninsaali gat on naanǫ di malisim o tțțma pțțginǫ 'there is nothing 
better than that all should enjoy their work'. [ECC 3:22] Sim: yuug. Ba naan anina yuug ka nyaan lǫb na. They 

stayed there for a long time and then returned. [MA] Sim: yuug. 

naan3   See main entry: naal1. reconcile. 

naan5   See main entry: naam2. do...from. 

naan6   See main entry: nyaan. then. 

naan4   See main entry: naam1. happen. 

naanǫ1   See main entry: naam1. happen. 

naanǫ2   See main entry: naan1. would have. 

naanǫ3   See main entry: naam2. do...from. 

naane   See main entry: naan1. would have. 
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naani1   See main entry: naam2. do...from. 

naani2   See main entry: naan1. would have. 

naanid   See main entry: naam2. do...from. 

naanida   See main entry: naam2. do...from. 

naanim!   See main entry: naam2. do...from. 

naanimi!  See main entry: naam2. do...from. 

naanin   See main entry: naan1. would have. 

naannǫ   See main entry: naam2. do...from. 

naar1   Variant: naarǫ2; naarǫǫ; naari. n. ending, termination, finish. o ...kțțr la naar daar nya'aŋ la, buudi la wțsa ... 

ǫǫnti la'asnǫ dabǤǤgin after the last day of his funeral the whole clan assembles at the funeral house. [Asaasim] M 

naar yțțŋ la pin'ilțgin la ka man dǫŋi yǫlin yǫlsieba la pin'ili tiakid. At the beginning of my final year I started 
to think of some matters and began to change. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li yǫtnǫ naar saŋa yǫla, ka ka' ziri antu'aa. 'it 
speaks of the end and will not prove false'. [HAB 2:3] ka li naar wțsa, li na anǫ dabistǤǤgț tisi ya. 'That day will 

be bitter to the end.'. [AMO 8:10] o paŋ la ka' naarǫ. 'his power will never come to an end.'. [DAN 6:26] ZugsǤba, fț 

ka'anǫ onǫ pț mǤr naarǫǫ? 'O Lord, are you not from everlasting?'. [HAB 1:12] Nannanna kǫlisimi bakuai kaŋa 

tțțma naari an si'em Now listen how this week's work ended up. [Trouble] m pa'ali ya naari na ti an si'em. 'I 
make known the end'. [ISA 46:10] Colloc: naarin(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘to/at/in/from the end’. M bǫllim da an si'em la ka m nyaan 

paae m sakur naarin. That is how my life was, until I finally reached the end of my schooling. [Shoeshine-Boy] o 

bǫ ku'osuokanǫ ka ku'om naanid bǫuŋ kanǫ bǫ zugin la pțbidi dǤl la naarin. 'You will find him on the road 
... at the end of the ditch that brings water from the upper pool.'. [ISA 7:3] li naarin la, si'el wțsa na an sț'țŋa tisi 

ya. 'so that in the end it might go well with you'. [DEU 8:16] Di naarinǫǫ, o daa kpǫmisi ba ye ba mǤǤm ka yǤǤdi 

ba bugum yǤǤd nwadig wțsa In conclusion, he warned them to try to pay their electricity bill every month. 
[Electricity] Colloc: nyǤvțr kanǫ ka' naarǫ ‘eternal life’. li na buli tis o nyǤvțr kanǫ ka' naarǫ 'welling up and 
bringing eternal life'. [JHN 4:14] m na niŋ wala ka nyǫ nyǤvțr kanǫ ka' naarǫ? 'what must I do to inherit eternal 
life?'. [MRK 10:17] Colloc: saŋa linǫ/kanǫ ka' naarǫ ‘forever’. onǫ nar nǫ girima karindǤǤgin nǫ Kristo nidib 

san'an, saŋa linǫ ka' naarǫ. Ami. 'to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus ... for ever and ever! Amen.'. 

[EPH 3:21] Sim: bǫn, ba'asțg; Cpart: pin'ilțg. Bțn faan pin'ilțgț tǤi ka li naar anǫ siind nǫ sikir. 'The beginning 
of everything is very hard, but the results are always very good'. [You-Heard?] Lit: end is honey and sugar. 
InvNabstr: naae. See: naae. 

naar2   See main entry: naae. finish. 

naarǫ1   See main entry: naae. finish. 

naarǫ2   See main entry: naar1. ending. 

naare   See main entry: naae. finish. 

naarǫǫ   See main entry: naar1. ending. 

naari   See main entry: naar1. ending. 

naas   Variant: naasi. num. four. Na'ab Solomon da mǤri tǫrekonam tusa naasi (4,000) 'King Solomon also had 4,000 

... chariots'. [2CH 9:25] nidib banǫ ka li nan pin'in bǫǫ bțnvțya dinǫ tisid EES ban'a bǫǫ ba ni la an tunsa kǤbis 

naasi people in the early stages, or who already have the AIDS virus are 400,000. [AIDS-Azuur] Colloc: anaas naas 
‘in fours’. Distrik Asambili gaansțg na anǫ yțma anaas naas. 'Elections to the Assemblies shall ... be held 

every 4 years.'. [Constitution] Li tun'e an nwadig-nwadig bǫǫ dabpiinǫ anaas naasi It could be monthly or 
fortnightly. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ba wțsa da mǤri nindaas anaas naas 'Each of them had four faces'. [EZK 10:21] 
soogianam pii nǫ ayuobț pțdig anaas naasi gur o sț'țŋa 'guarded by four groups of four soldiers each'. [ACT 

12:4] Etym: OV1 *NA: ; OV2 *NASI; vc1 *na ; vc4 *naasɪ ; MWN *- NÁN- ;  ; PB *nàì. See: anaas. 

naasi   See main entry: naas. four. 

naatiŋkpi'eŋ   See main entry: natiŋkpi'eŋ. boil. 

nǫ1   Variant: ne; nǫǫ1. cj. 1 • with, and. Note: 'and' joining two nouns Ka Apțsiakid nǫ o zua la ye ba wțmya. And 
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Apusiakid and his friend said that they had heard. [Billygoat] Da di'em nǫ bugum kpankpannǫ! Don't ever play 

with fire! [Fire] Saŋkan la wțsa Atiig bier nǫ o tanp la wțsa daa bǫnǫ ba tțțma ni nǫ nimmua. All this time 
Atiig's elder brother and his sisters were all busy at their work with seriousness. [Fire] o dǤbil pǫ'ǫli nǫ la'ad 

bǫdegț. her kitchen was full of a lot of equipment. [Jealousy] Pin'ilțgțn la Wina'am da maal agǤl nǫ teŋ. 'In the 
beginning God created the heavens and the earth.'. [GEN 1:1] Kpi'im teŋ nǫ aba'as-yǤri diginǫ ZugsǤb la tuon 
Death and Destruction lie open before the Lord. [PRO 15:11] nǫ gǤtis nǫ fubanǫ lusid zug, ankitanam and mirrors 
and headcoverings, handkerchieves ... [list]. [ISA 3:23] Nikodemus ... mǫ dǤl Josef ka mǤr bțnnyubisa linǫ buon 

mir nǫ aloes ka ba gǫndig taaba 'Nicodemus ... went with Joseph, taking with him ... spices, a mixture of myrrh 
and aloes'. [JHN 19:39] M mǫ kț la'as nǫ baa 'I will not join in their secret talks'. [GEN 49:6] Ka anǤ'Ǥnam ka 

Wina'am sțnf da pǫlig nǫ ba yțma pisnaasi la? 'With whom was God angry for forty years?'. [HEB 3:17] ba kț 

nyaŋi zin'in nǫ taaba. 'they were not able to stay together.'. [GEN 13:6] Fț kpǫnda la vǫnli nǫ tțblǫma hali 'Your 
cheeks are beautiful with earrings'. [SNG 1:10] Colloc: nǫm((m)ǫ) ‘with me’. Note: this is an old spelling, the correct 

spelling is nǫ m Dau la sțnf da pǫlig nɛmmɛ hali The man was very angry with me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: nǫf 
‘with you [sg.]’. mam mǫŋ na bǫ nǫf. 'I myself will be with you.'. [DEU 31:23] Colloc: [pn.] nǫ1 [pn.] ‘[pn.] and 
[pn.]’. Note: pronouns are ordered in the traditional numbering – 1st. before 2nd. before 3rd. li lieb nǤnaar kanǫ bǫ mam 

nǫ fțn sțțgin. 'it will be ... the covenant between me and you.'. [GEN 17:11] Tinam nǫ fț anǫ du'am 'We are your 

own flesh and blood.'. [1CH 11:1] Lit: we and you are kin. tinam nǫ on da la'am bǫ zuor kanǫ an kasi zug la. 'we 
were with him on the sacred mountain.'. [2PE 1:18] Colloc: [numeral (tens)] nǫ1 [numeral (units)]. tuongatib pii 

nǫ ayi' na yi o san'an na. 'He will be the father of twelve rulers'. [GEN 17:20] M ya'a nyǫ nidib pisnaasi nǫ anu m 

kț san'am teŋ la. 'I will not destroy the city if I find forty-five innocent people.'. [GEN 18:28] Colloc: [pronoun] 

nǫ1 [substance] ‘[substance] in a [container], a [container] of [substance]’. kpaad la duoe nǤk ku'om nǫ 

gan'ari tis o ka o nu the farmer got up and took a gourd-bottle of water and gave him a drink. [You-Heard?] Adu da 

mǤri mui nǫ labili zin' kpi'e o ma nǫ o tațn la Adu brought some rice in a small bowl and sat near his mother 
and sister. [Trouble] O mǤr ku'om nǫ gan'ar ye o ti nuud. He has a gourd bottle of water to drink. [House+Farm] 
Adu nan bǤǤd lǫbisțg la ka Birago nǫ Yaa ziid ku'om nǫ laasi kpǫn'ǫd na Adu was already getting back when 

Birago and Yaa were coming in carrying water in bowls. [Trouble] Colloc: nǫ1 [pronoun] [time or activity] 
‘[greeting formula]’. Gafarya, nǫ ti bǫkǫungǤ. Excuse me, folk, good morning! [Three-Problems] 'Nǫ fț bǫogțn, 

Ma-ma-madam,' Anane pț'țs o ka sunni tis o girima. "Good morning, Ma-ma-madam," Adu greeted her, and 
bowed respectfully. [Trouble] Note: Better Kusaal would be: Ya gaafaraya, nǫ ti bǫkǫungǤ. Yațț nǫ fț kenken. 
Yaw, welcome! [You-Do?]  [You-Do?] 
2 • with (an instrument), using ... Ka ba kpǫn signa saǫn nǫ ba balayaa kat banǫ zin' suor nǤnya ni tțm la 
They suddenly got down in numbers with their truncheons chasing away those who were sitting at the side of the 

road to work. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba yț'țn kțns o nǫ kțntzǫn'ug kpan they pierced him with a bronze spear. [JOB 

20:24] fț na nyaŋi gban'e akǤn'Ǥs nǫ nu'ug 'a lizard can be caught with the hand'. [PRO 30:28] Alazug, ya ye ya 

niŋ wala bǫlis man nǫ ya antu'ayǫǫd nwa'? 'So how can you console me with your nonsense?'. [JOB 21:34] 
3 • from. Sakurin la nǫ Susa tempțțg la anǫ mail ayi' ken It was a two mile walk from the school to Susa. 

[Trouble] Li nar ye sǤ' wțsa gu'us o mǫŋ nǫ AIDS ban'as la. Everyone must protect themselves from the AIDS 
disease. [AIDS-Azuur] O daa ...  zǤt dabiem nǫ on na kul. he was afraid to go home. [Fire] Saŋa wțsa o ǫǫnti yǫt 

o yidim ye ba baŋime ba mǫŋ nǫ bugum. All the time he was telling his household to be careful of fire. [Fire] Ti 

sieba tǫn'ǫs ye Wina'am lal nǫ ti nǫ Some of us think that God is far from us. [Bible-Study] Li anǫ wțț maila 

ayǤpǤi nǫ Jerusalem. It was 'about seven miles from Jerusalem.'. [LUK 24:13] Ba da lal nǫ ba du'adib la wțsa. 
'They lived apart from the other descendants of Abraham.'. [GEN 25:18] 

nǫ2   Variant: ne; nǫǫ2. cj. as (at end of a "like …" simile). Colloc: nwǫn ... nǫ2 ‘like ...’. Li nwǫnǫ nyalima nǫ It was like 

a wonderful thing. [Billygoat] Ba bǫlim la nwǫnǫ amus nǫ o biis nǫ. Their relationship is like a cat and its kittens. 

[You-Hear?] ka mǤr kpțkpama ka li nwǫnǫ abaar kpțkpama nǫ 'and it had the wings of an eagle'. [DAN 7:4] Ka m 

saam ya'a si'isim ka baŋ ye li anǫ manǫ, li kț nwǫnǫ m bǤǤd ye m pan'as o nǫǫ? 'What if my father touches 
me? I would appear to be tricking him'. [GEN 27:12] 

-nǫ3   Variant: ne; nǫ4; nǫǫ3. ptc.  Note: proposed to make it a suffix to the verb unless a pronoun object intervenes: published 

works at the moment (2018) use both spellings. Where the pronoun is m1 it may be written 'verb.m.nɛ' as one word. In 

pronunciation the  m  and n  may be run together and older spellings write -mmɛ but the approved spelling is -mnǫ. Note: verb 

or complement focus/contrast, 'tense limitation' o daa kaasidnǫ ye o siaa zabid. she was crying and saying that her 
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back was hurting. [You-Heard?] fț ligidi la nyǤǤd du'alnǫ abțnu 'Your money ... has increased fivefold'. [LUK 19:18] 
Lit: your money has brought forth fivefold. O kpandaug la da wa'am nɛ hali, ka li kpanbiel la tǫbisim an kțnt 

gbila kǤbisyuobț. 'His spear shaft was like a weaver's rod, and its iron point weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 

17:7] Lit: was very long. Note: better wa'amnǫ.   fț zuanam la pa'a bɛɛn nɛ kpǫla, ban keŋǫ li pț yuugǫ. your 

friends were here, It's not long since they went. [Fire] Note: better bǫǫnnǫ.   ba tisidi ya nǫ ti'ir linǫ ka' asida 'they 
are filling you with false hopes'. [JER 23:16] dap bǫdegț daa dǤl o nǫ. many men followed her. [AIDS-Azuur] Fțn 

sid ziid bǤ kimm nǫǫ? What are you really carrying, exactly? [You-Do?] Ya bǤǤd ye ya faaǫn o nǫǫ? 'Are you 
trying to save him?'. [JDG 6:31] Manǫ nwa', fț buolim nǫǫ? 'Here I am; you called me.'. [1SA 3:6] Lit: did you call 

me?. Li da libigimnǫ bǤzugǤ, m da pț sǤn pǫttțț. This took me by surprise as I wasn't wearing pants. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Note: published version libigimmɛ.   Alaa fț kʋlim bǤǤdi fț nyǫǫnimnǫ ... Kʋlin gǤsimaa? So you 

just want to see me .. just look at me? [Trouble] Note: published version nyɛɛnimmɛ. 

nǫ4   See main entry: -nǫ3. [+]. 

nǫ5   See main entry: ni1. in. 

nǫ-6   See main entry: nǫǫr1. millstone. 

nǫ'   Variant: ne'; nǫ'ǫ; ne'e; nǫ'ǫǫ. Form: nǫ'ǫnam. Variant: ne'enam; nǫ'ǫnama; ne'enama; nǫ'ǫname; ne'ename. dem. 

this, this thing/these. Amaa sǤ' kț bu'osif nǫ' yǫla Mpraesoo. But nobody would ask you about this sort of thing 
at Mpraeso. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nǫ' lǫn ka' bi'esțgǤ, Israel Na'ab la nwa'! Now there's no more doubt, this is the King 
of Israel! [2CH 18:31] DinzugǤ linǫ ka m ye n gțlis nǫ'ǫ teŋir ... So everything I want to write below ... [Asaasim] 
Ti nan zi' nyǫ nǫ'ǫǫ. 'Nothing like this has ever happened to us before!'. [1SA 4:7] nid yinne kț nyaŋi maal 

nǫ'ǫnam wțsaa. one person couldn't do all these things. [Tax] Ba'akanǫ san'anǫ dǫŋi yǫli ya nǫ'ǫnam yǫla? 
'Which of the idols has foretold these things?'. [ISA 48:14] Ka bǤ ka o tǫnr nǫ'ǫnama? Why did she remember these 
things? [Trouble] Ti zuanama, bǤ ka ya niŋid nǫ'ǫnama? Friends, why are you doing these things? [ACT 14:15] 
Sțŋim GǤmma la ka o nyǫ ligidi maal nǫ'ǫnamǫ tisi ti. Help the Government to have money to do all these 

things for us. [Tax] m tțm nǫ'ǫnamǫ tisif. 'I have done these things to you.'. [JER 30:15] Colloc: nǫ'ǫnamin ‘in these’. 
Li yinǫ nǫ'ǫnamin ka o tisi ti o kaanbțg linǫ an sțm hali 'Through these he has given us his very great and 
precious promises'. [2PE 1:4] See: nǫ'ǫŋa. 

nǫ'ǫ   See main entry: nǫ'. this thing. 

nǫ'ǫm   See main entry: nǫǫm1. grind, iron. 

nǫ'ǫnam   See main entry: nǫ'. this thing. 

nǫ'ǫnama   See main entry: nǫ'. this thing. 

nǫ'ǫname   See main entry: nǫ'. this thing. 

nǫ'ǫŋa   Variant: ne'eŋa; nǫ'ǫŋaa; ne'eŋaa; nwa'aŋa. Form: nǫ'ǫŋanam. Variant: ne'eŋanam; nǫ'ǫŋanama; ne'eŋanama; 

nǫ'ǫŋanamǫ; nǫ'ǫŋanami; ne'eŋanami. dem. this, these. M bǫlimmǫ, Anane ma, dțgim nǫ'ǫŋa. Please, Anane's 

mother, cook this. [Trouble] Ba da buon nǫ'ǫŋa nǫ ye diib pǤǤd, din bǫ li kǤn' nǫ kooko pǤǤd linǫ ka ba kuod 

gțțr la. They called these the 'food farms', in distinction to the 'cocoa farms' where they grew the kola. [Trouble] 
Nǫ'ǫŋa yǫla ka dau na bas o ba' nǫ o ma ka la'as nǫ o pu'a. 'For this reason a man will leave his father and 
mother and be united to his wife'. [MRK 10:7] Wina'am da nie nǫ'ǫŋa ye o bigis o tțmtțmnib yǫlbanǫ na kena ka 

li kț yuugǫ. The revelation ..which God gave him to show his servants what must soon take place'. [REV 1:1] 
Nǫ'ǫŋa zug tǤǤg na di'igi ba 'Therefore disaster will overtake him in an instant'. [PRO 6:15] Fț yǫl sǤ' ya'as 

nǫ'ǫŋaa? Have you said this to anyone else? [Trouble] Fț nyǫ nǫ'ǫŋaa? 'do you see that?'. [EZK 8:15] Gaana nidib 

wțsa la'asim maal nǫ'ǫŋanam. All Ghana citizens should do these things together. [Tax] Nǫ'ǫŋanamǫ niŋ la 

nya'aŋ, ka tuongatib la kǫǫn m san'an na 'After these things had been done, the leaders came to me'. [EZR 9:1] 
See: nǫ'. 

nǫ'ǫŋanam   See main entry: nǫ'ǫŋa. this. 

nǫ'ǫŋanama   See main entry: nǫ'ǫŋa. this. 

nǫ'ǫŋanamǫ   See main entry: nǫ'ǫŋa. this. 
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nǫ'ǫŋanami   See main entry: nǫ'ǫŋa. this. 

nǫ'ǫŋaa   See main entry: nǫ'ǫŋa. this. 

nǫ'ǫs   Variant: ne'es; nǫ'ǫsǫ; nǫ'ǫsi; ne'esi. Form: nǫ'ǫsid. Variant: ne'esid; nǫ'ǫsidi; ne'esidi; nǫ'ǫsida; ne'esida; 

nǫ'ǫsidnǫ. Form: nǫ'ǫsnǫ. Variant: ne'esne. Form: nǫ'ǫsțg. Variant: ne'esug. v. to despise. Nidib bǫdegț da nǫ'ǫs 

o yǫlțg la nǫ. [Trouble] Fț nǫ'ǫs Zion dimaa? 'Do you despise Zion?'. [JER 14:19] Tampigkanǫ ka yanam 

tanmǫǫdib daa nǫ'ǫs la lieb lǤdigin tampigir. 'the stone you builders rejected, which has become the capstone.'. 

[ACT 4:11] Mam maan si'el la, da nǫ'ǫsǫ What I am doing, don't despise. [Trouble] li ka'anǫ Na'ab la ma'aa ka 

Na'apu'a Vasiti nǫ'ǫsǫ amaa o mǫ nǫ'ǫs nǫ ya'am dim 'Queen Vashti has insulted not only the king but also his 

officials'. [EST 1:16] O da nǫ'ǫsi ba tț'țd la nǫ ka Ǥnbig o kuob He despised their abuse and persevered with his 
farming. [Trouble] M nǫ'ǫsi ba kpi'euŋ zin'is la 'I despise their luxurious mansions. [AMO 6:8] Sț'țg la nǫ'ǫsid 

daban wțsa nǫ. 'The sword despises every such stick.'. [EZK 21:10] AnǤ'Ǥn ka fț tț'țd ka nǫ'ǫsida? 'Whom have 
you taunted and blasphemed?'. [2KI 19:22] Li pț dǤl suor ye ya nǫ'ǫsidi ba 'You should not ... look down on them'. 

[OBA 1:13] BǤzugǤ Jew dim nǫ Samaria dim nǫ'ǫsidnǫ taaba. Because Jews and Samaritans despise each other. 

[JHN 4:9] Bugusim ya'a ti kena, ala ka nǫ'ǫsțg dǤl 'When wickedness comes, so does contempt'. [PRO 18:3] 
Nǫ'ǫskaŋa wțsa yinǫ fț san'an na! 'It's your fault that Hagar despises me.'. [GEN 16:5] 

nǫ'ǫsǫ   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

nǫ'ǫsi   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

nǫ'ǫsid   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

nǫ'ǫsida   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

nǫ'ǫsidi   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

nǫ'ǫsidnǫ   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

nǫ'ǫsnǫ   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

nǫ'ǫsțg   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

nǫ'ǫǫ   See main entry: nǫ'. this thing. 

nǫi   Variant: nei. v. to  be awake, stay awake. Li pț nar ye sǤ' nǫi bǫǫ o wțm tțkpiidțgǤ. Nobody should be awake or 

hear a commotion. [Trouble] Fț kț nyaŋi nǫi ka li yuug bi'elaa? 'Weren't you able to stay awake even for one 
hour?'. [MRK 14:37] Ba sa paae yin la ka nidib kpǫn nǫi. They got to the house yesterday and the people were 
already awake. [MA] Cpart: gbis. Albareka bǫ nǫ onǫ nǫi ka pț gbisǫ 'Blessed is he who stays awake'. [REV 16:15] 
Sim: nie ‘to wake up’. See: nie. 

nɛkaŋ   See main entry: niŋkaŋ. millstone. 

nǫlig   Form: nǫlis. n. tree [sp.] Pterocarpus erinaceus. 

nǫlis   See main entry: nǫlig. tree [sp.] 

nǫn   Variant: nen; nǫnni. v. to be jealous. tinam mǫ da ... mǤr pțtǫn'ǫbǫ'ǫdi ti bǫllim wțsa ni ka nǫn nidib 'We spent 

our lives in malice and envy'. [TIT 3:3] Rakǫl n da nyǫ ka on nǫ Jakob pț du'ad biis la o da nǫnni o bier la nǫ 
'When Rachel saw that she was not bearing Jacob any children, she became jealous of her sister'. [GEN 30:1] 
Sim: fufum. Note: in ACT 5:17 7:9 MAT 20:15 the verb nǫn in the draft was replaced by the expression mǤr fufum in the 

published Bible See: nǫnnim. 

nǫnni   See main entry: nǫn. jealous [be]. 

nǫnnim   Variant: nennim. n. envy, jealousy. o pțțg pǫ'ǫli nǫ nǫnnim 'his heart is filled to the brim with hate.'. [PRO 26:25] 
Colloc: nǫnnimin ‘in envy’; Sim: fufum. Sieba mǤǤn Kristo yǫla la nǫ fufum nǫ nǫnnim 'some preach Christ out 

of envy and rivalry'. [PHP 1:15] See: nǫn. 

-nǫya   See main entry: -nǫǫr2. useless. 

ne   See main entry: nǫ1. and, with, from. 

ne   See main entry: nǫ2. as. 
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ne   See main entry: -nǫ3. [+]. 

ne   See main entry: ni1. in. 

ne'   See main entry: nǫ'. this thing. 

ne'e   See main entry: nǫ'. this thing. 

ne'enam   See main entry: nǫ'. this thing. 

ne'enama   See main entry: nǫ'. this thing. 

ne'ename   See main entry: nǫ'. this thing. 

ne'eŋa   See main entry: nǫ'ǫŋa. this. 

ne'eŋanam   See main entry: nǫ'ǫŋa. this. 

ne'eŋanama   See main entry: nǫ'ǫŋa. this. 

ne'eŋanami  See main entry: nǫ'ǫŋa. this. 

ne'eŋaa   See main entry: nǫ'ǫŋa. this. 

ne'es   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

ne'esi   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

ne'esid   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

ne'esida   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

ne'esidi   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

ne'esne   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

ne'esug   See main entry: nǫ'ǫs. despise. 

nei   See main entry: nǫi. stay awake. 

nekaŋ   See main entry: niŋkaŋ. millstone. 

nen   See main entry: nǫn. jealous [be]. 

nennim   See main entry: nǫnnim. jealousy. 

nǫǫ1   See main entry: nǫ1. and, with, from. 

nǫǫ1   See main entry: ni1. in. 

nǫǫ2   See main entry: nǫ2. as. 

nǫǫ3   See main entry: -nǫ3. [+]. 

nǫǫl   Variant: neel; nǫǫlǫ; nǫǫlǫǫ; nǫǫli; neeli; neele. Form: nǫǫn. v. to reveal, do sth. openly. Li da pak o nǫ hali ka li 

kpǫlim bi'ela ka o nwǫ' kpǫliŋi nǫǫl o mǫŋ. It surprised him a lot, and he nearly uttered a cry and gave himself 
away. [Trouble] Josef da anǫ Yesu nya'andǤl amaa on da zǤt Jew dim la zug ka o pț nǫǫl o mǫŋa. ' Joseph was 
a disciple of Jesus, but secretly because he feared the Jews.'. [JHN 19:38] Ka ban zǤt Jew dim la zug ka sǤ' pț 

nyaŋi pian' nǫǫlǫ. 'But no one would say anything publicly about him for fear of the Jews.'. [JHN 7:13] Li da anǫ 

Ama yǫla, ka li ya'a nǫǫlǫǫ, li na taas on nǫ Adu zan'. It was Ama's business, and if it came into the open it 
would involve both her and Adu. [Trouble] Alazug babayi' la da nǫǫli ba mǫŋ ka Filistia soogianam la nyǫǫ ba. 
'So both of them showed themselves to the Philistine outpost.'. [1SA 14:11] ZugsǤb la da pț gu'oe ka kpǫn ken 

tuonnǫ nǫǫn o mǫŋ Siilo, 'The Lord continued to reveal himself at Shiloh'. [1SA 3:21] See: nǫǫs. 

nǫǫlǫ   See main entry: nǫǫl. do openly. 

nǫǫlǫǫ   See main entry: nǫǫl. do openly. 

nǫǫli   See main entry: nǫǫl. do openly. 

nǫǫm1   Variant: neem; nǫ'ǫm; nǫǫmǫ; neeme; nǫǫmi. Form: nǫǫmid. Variant: neemid. Form: nǫǫmim!. Form: nǫǫr3. v. 

1 • to grind. NǤkim nǫǫri nǫǫm zǤ'Ǥm 'Take millstones and grind flour'. [ISA 47:2] O da nǫǫmi li ka li kilim zǤ'Ǥm 
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He ... pounded it to dust'. [2KI 23:6] Nannanna, nidib nyaŋi mǤr na'asaabugum la nǫǫmid ki manǫka kaŋa ni. 
Now, people can use electricity to grind grain at this mill. [Electricity] AmǤryam nǫǫmidi ki. Amoryam is grinding 
grain. [House+Farm] Bǫǫ bǤ ka ya nǫǫmidi ba wțț zǤ'Ǥm? Or why are you grinding them like flour? [ISA 3:15] ya na 

tun'e pin'il tțțma nwǫnǫ, ki nǫǫr banǫka you will be able to start businesses like a grain-grinding powered-mill. 
[Electricity] AmǤryam mi' nǫǫr sț'țŋa. Amoryam is very expert at grinding. [House+Farm] 13 – PU'A NŰ'ŰM KI 13 – 

The Woman Grinds Grain. [House+Farm [heading]] Ba nɛ'ɛm zțțd la nǫ maan diib 'Grain must be ground to make 

bread'. [ISA 28:28] Sim: biank2, saam. Etym: OVN *NE-M ; vc1 *nam, nem. 
2 • to iron, press (clothes). On ken la ka o sakur fuug kanǫ an bțlț ka o nǫǫm nǫ ayǤn ka li digin la limisid o 

gbǫya. As she walked her freshly-pressed blue school uniform flapped against her thighs. [Trouble] Ti nǤki li tțm 

bǤ? – nyu'oe bugum yț'țŋ bǫǫ nǫǫm la'ad What can we use it for? – to have a light at night or iron clothes. 

[Electricity-] Nǫǫmim la'ad bǫdegț sansa yinne ka gu' bugum san'auŋ. Iron many things at one time to avoid 
wasting electricity. [Electricity] Etym: OVN *NE-M ; vc1 *nam, nem. See: nǫǫr1. 

nǫǫm2   Variant: neem. adv. empty handed, (with) nothing. dau kaŋa nwa' kul yin nǫ pțpielim, ka Farisii la kul nǫǫm 
'the tax collector, and not the Pharisee, was in the right with God when he went home'. [LUK 18:14] Lit: this man 
went home with righteousness, but the Pharisee went home empty-handed. teŋ la na lǫn kpǫlim nǫǫm 'The earth 
will become desolate'. [MIC 7:13] M kǫya ka ba pala kpǫlim nǫǫm 'I have left their streets deserted'. [ZEP 3:6] O pț 

kpǫn'ǫd nǫǫm, amaa o mǤri maan ziim kpǫn'ǫdi tisid Wina'am He doesn't enter empty-handed, but takes the 
blood of a sacrifice in to give to God. [HEB 9:7] Sim: nu'uzaalis, yǤǤd1. See: nǫǫm-nǫǫm. 

nǫǫmǫ   See main entry: nǫǫm1. grind, iron. 

nǫǫmi   See main entry: nǫǫm1. grind, iron. 

nǫǫmid   See main entry: nǫǫm1. grind, iron. 

nǫǫmim!   See main entry: nǫǫm1. grind, iron. 

nǫǫm-nǫǫm   id. foolish. Sim: zǤlțg ‘a fool’. Zoan teŋ tuongatib la anǫ nǫǫm-nǫǫm; ba anǫ zǤn 'The officials of Zoan 

are nothing but fools'. [ISA 19:11] See: nǫǫm2. 

nǫǫn   See main entry: nǫǫl. do openly. 

nǫǫr1   Variant: neer; nǫǫrǫ; nǫǫri. Form: nǫǫr-4. Variant: neer-. Form: nǫ-6. n. a millstone, grinding-stone (lower). O pa'a 

ku'os nǫǫr la sț'țŋa. She has just dressed the grindstone well. [House+Farm] SǤ ya'a kenne n Ǥnbid kuga ba pț 

zaŋid ki m pț'țsid o nǫǫrǫ. If someone walks along chewing stones, they don't bring grain and greet him as a 

grindstone. [Asaasim Proverb] NǤkim nǫǫri nǫǫm zǤ'Ǥm 'Take millstones and grind flour'. [ISA 47:2] Li anǫ nǫtita'ar. 
It is a big grindstone. [House+Farm] Ka maliaktita'ar zaŋ kugir ka li zem wțț nǫtita'ar nǫ lǤb atǫukțn la 'Then 
a mighty angel picked up a boulder the size of a large millstone and threw it into the sea'. [REV 18:21] Li naan aan 

sț'țm nǫ ban na nǤk nǫtita'ari lǤǤ kǤl o niŋgǤǤnr ka lǤb o bas atǫuk zuluŋin 'It would be better for him if a 

large millstone were tied round his neck and he were thrown into the sea'. [LUK 17:2] Colloc: nǫǫrin ‘at the mill’. 
Pu'aba ayi' na bǫ nǫǫrin, ka ba zaŋ yinne ka bas yinne. 'two women grinding at the mill: one will be taken, the 
other left. [MAT 24:41] Sim: niŋkaŋ ‘upper grindstone’; InvNinst: nǫǫm1. Ba ...  mǫ kț lǫn nǫǫm nǫǫr They will also 
never grind with a grindstone again. [REV 18:22] Nidib la da ǫǫnti yinǫ pi'isi li, ka nǫǫmi li nǫǫrin 'The people went 

around gathering it, and then ground it in a handmill'.  [NUM 11:8] Etym: OV1 *NA ; OVN *NE-DI/A . See: niŋkaŋ; 

nǫǫm1. 

-nǫǫr2   Variant: -neer. Form: -nǫya. adj. useless, empty. Dawana zabid taaba udnǫǫr yǫla Doves are fighting over an 

empty husk. [Proverb 230] Sim: -yǤǤg1, -zaal, -zaalig. 

nǫǫr3   See main entry: nǫǫm1. grind, iron. 

nǫǫr-4   See main entry: nǫǫr1. millstone. 

nǫǫrǫ   See main entry: nǫǫr1. millstone. 

nǫǫri   See main entry: nǫǫr1. millstone. 

nǫǫs1   Variant: nǫǫsǫ; neesi. Form: nǫǫsid. n. to reveal. a-sț'ț-m-mǫŋ tțțma dim na sțŋi yis ligidi giligi pian' nǫǫs 

nidib nini taba nuub bǫ'ǫd yǫla. workers of the n.g.o.s will help to raise money to go round giving talks to 

enlighten people on the evils of smoking. [Smoking] Nabstr: nǫǫsim. See: nie; nǫǫl. 
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nǫǫs2   Form: nǫǫsnam. n. a nurse, hospital-nurse. DǤgta la daa buol nǫǫs the doctor called a nurse. [Electricity] Nǫǫs kanǫ 

tțm ani la sa yǫli ba ye ba tǤlisim Bțgțr sibiti tita'arin la The nurse who worked there told them yesterday that 

they should go on to the big clinic at Buguri. [AIDS-II] O yii anina la nǫ keŋ nǫǫsnam sakur dinǫ bǫ BǤk la. He 
went from there to the nurses' school at Bawku. [AIDS-I] From: (Eng.) 

nǫǫsǫ   See main entry: nǫǫs1. reveal. 

nǫǫsid   See main entry: nǫǫs1. reveal. 

nǫǫsim   Variant: neesim. n. light [n.] nwadig la nǫǫsim la da naan tiisin nǫǫsim la the moonlight came from the light 

among the trees. [Trouble] Wina'am nyǫ ka nǫǫsim la an sțm ka o bak nǫǫsim la ka kǫ lik 'God saw that the light 
was good, and he separated the light from the darkness.'. [GEN 1:4] Li pț ye li anǫ lik biridi, ka nǫǫsim kae? 'it will 
be a day of gloom, without any brightness'. [AMO 5:20] Ka kǫ ka bugum bǫ saŋgbauŋ la ni dinǫ na tis teŋgbauŋ 

la nǫǫsim. 'let them be lights in the expanse of the sky to give light on the earth'. [GEN 1:15] Colloc: nǫǫsimin(ǫ) 
‘in/to the light’. M na laki ba pțtǫnda, ka fǫndigi ba yis likinǫ lǫbisi ba nǫǫsimin I will 'open their eyes and 
turn them from darkness to light'. [ACT 26:18] niŋimi wțț banǫ bǫ nǫǫsiminǫ niŋid si'em la. 'you must live like 
people who belong to the light'. [EPH 5:8] Cpart: lik2. Zaba kpǫm bǫ likin paŋ nǫ nǫǫsim paŋ la ni nǫ saŋa zan'. 
There are still battles all the time between the power of darkness and the power of light. [Trouble] Wina'am nyǫ ka 

nǫǫsim la an sțm ka o bak nǫǫsim la ka kǫ lik 'God saw that the light was good, and he separated the light from 
the darkness.'. [GEN 1:4] M na laki ba pțtǫnda, ka fǫndigi ba yis likinǫ lǫbisi ba nǫǫsimin I will 'open their eyes 
and turn them from darkness to light'. [ACT 26:18] Sim: nier; Cpart: zibisțg. See: nie; nǫǫs. 

nǫǫsnam   See main entry: nǫǫs2. nurse. 

nee   See main entry: ni1. in. 

neel   See main entry: nǫǫl. do openly. 

neele   See main entry: nǫǫl. do openly. 

neeli   See main entry: nǫǫl. do openly. 

neem   See main entry: nǫǫm1. grind, iron. 

neem   See main entry: nǫǫm2. nothing. 

neeme   See main entry: nǫǫm1. grind, iron. 

neemid   See main entry: nǫǫm1. grind, iron. 

neer   See main entry: nǫǫr1. millstone. 

neer-   See main entry: nǫǫr1. millstone. 

-neer   See main entry: -nǫǫr2. useless. 

neesi   See main entry: nǫǫs1. reveal. 

neesim   See main entry: nǫǫsim. light. 

ngbin   Variant: agbil [N]; agbwil [C]. n. rodent [sp.], a fat-mouse. Steatomys jacksoni. 

ni1   Variant: nii2; nǫ5; ne; nǫǫ1; nee; -n5; -in2. ptc. in, from, at, for, with. Note: according to the verb and context  –  

postposition ka baŋ ti'ebțg tiim kanǫ bǫ teŋin Gaana nwa ni and (you) should know the healing medicine which 
is in the ground in Ghana here. [Iodine] dinǫ bǫ anǫ ba mǤr o zǤǤ keŋ sibiti ni what should happen is that they 
should rush him to hospital. [Electricity] Gbauŋ kaŋa yisnǫ yǫlkpana teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni This booklet is an 

extract of the main points from the Constitution. [Constitution] Jack Moro onǫ an ti tuongat la yis si'eli o gǫfa ni 

na. Jack Moro who was our leader brought something out of his pocket. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka ba amisi buoli ba 

taaba anrțŋ yinne la ni ye ba kena sțŋi ba. 'So they signalled their partners in the other boat to come and help 
them'. [LUK 5:7] Amaa digilimi ya areza'as arezana ni. 'but store up treasure in heaven'. [MAT 6:20] Ti ǫǫnti kțdin 

gț'țŋidnǫ bǤzugǤ ti pț mǤr vțmpaal la paŋe ti nii. We usually just fail, because we don't have the power of 
new life in us. [Bible-Study] SǤ' nan zi' dț arezana nii, asǫǫ onǫ yi arezana nii sig na la 'no one has ever gone up 
to heaven except the Son of Man, who came down from heaven'. [JHN 3:13] ban ti ye ba baŋ la ka saa pin'ili niid, 

ka ba duoe zǤǤ kpǫn' pǤsțgirin la. when they realised that it was beginning to rain, they ran off into the 

farm-hut. [You-Heard?] Da tam ye ti vțm malisim yiti tiisin naa Don't forget that our pleasant life depends on 
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trees. [Trees] banǫ da kpǫlim ka dǤl atǫukț yi Kafitor teŋin la who were left and came from Caphtor by sea. [JER 

47:4] fț na nyaŋi duoe nannanna ka ti mǤr o keŋ sibiti nii? can you start at once so that we can take him to 
hospital? [Electricity] Kțțminǫ o ka o pț nar ye o bǫ dunia nii. 'Kill him! He's not fit to live!'. [ACT 22:22] 

ni2   Variant: nii3; niee3. Form: ninǫ. Variant: ninǫǫ. Form: niid. Variant: niida. Form: niidnǫ. Form: niim2!. 

Variant: niimi!. Form: niib. Form: niya. v. to rain. Ka na'ab la duoe gban'e nua tis o biig ye o mǤrǫ ken tis 

dindǫog ka o die maal ba'ar ka ke ka saa ni. The chief gave his son a fowl to go and give chameleon to sacrifice 
to the shrine to make it rain. [Asaasim] M zua, fț ya'a niŋ nǫ' ka saa ni, ki ǫǫn kpǫn vaae nǫ an yu'a-yu'a. My 

friend, if you do this and it rains, the millet will soon quickly get green and leafy. [You-Do?] ZugsǤb Wina'am da 

nam pț kǫ ka saa ni teŋ la zugǤ 'the Lord God had not sent rain on the earth'. [GEN 2:5] m na kǫ ka saa ni teŋin 

la. 'I will send rain on the land.'. [1KI 18:1] 'Li ye li ninǫ sa-kțdțg. It's going to rain very heavily. [Trouble] Li ya'a 

pțn niinǫ, banǫ bǫǫ ani san'an la na baŋ ka ka' tinama. If it is already raining, the people over there will know, 
not us. [Trouble] saa la niid si'em hali ka sakuga lut la ti ya'a pț paam bugum țțsǫ, waad na kțț ti. the way 

it is raining, even hailing, if we don't get fire to get warm, we will die of cold. [You-Heard?] O na ... nwǫnǫ 

samilimmiugț niidi bțgțn teŋ la. He will be ... like showers watering the earth'. [PSA 72:6] kpaad sǤ' ka' ya'a 

ya'ad nǤǤr ye o niidnǫ tțțgida. no farmer dare open his mouth and say it is raining too much. [Trouble] Ka o lǫn 

sǤs ya'as ye saa niim ka saa ni ka zțțd maal. 'Again he prayed, and the heavens gave rain, and the earth 

produced its crops.'. [JAS 5:18] Lit: prayed that the rain should fall. Yanam saŋgbana banǫ bǫ agǤllǫ, niimi 

pțpielim wțț saa nǫ 'You heavens above, rain down righteousness'. [ISA 45:8] Sakțdțg da niya ka ian'ad ka 

tansid panr-panr. A heavy rain fell with lightning and thunder –  crackle, crackle! [Jealousy] Colloc: saa ni2 ‘it 
rains’. Saa ya'a ni nintaŋa, tțma wǫǫlya If it rained in the morning, there was no work. [Shoeshine-Boy] saa ni ka 

ku'om pǫ'ǫl kǤlisi badigi dț na gǫǫl yir la it rained and 'the river was in flood, it burst upon that house'. [LUK 6:48] 
o di'e maal ba'ar ka kǫ ka saa ni he should receive it and offer to the shrine so that it would rain. [Asaasim] Zin'ig 

sieba bǫ ka ba tan'am la mǤr teŋin ti'ebug tiim biela ka li yini saa ya ni bǫdegț There are some places which 
have a little iodine, but it leaches out when there is a lot of heavy rain. [Iodine] Saa ya'a nii tțțgǫ li na kț kawǫnna 

la If it rains too much it can kill the maize. [Trouble] m na kǫ ka saa nii ya teŋin la sigir saŋa 'I will send rain on 
your land in its season'. [DEU 11:14] ban ti ye ba baŋ la ka saa pin'ili niid, ka ba duoe zǤǤ kpǫn' pǤsțgirin la. 
when they realised that it was beginning to rain, they ran off into the farm-hut. [You-Heard?] Ka saa pin'ili niid ka 

waad bǫ ka ba nyu'oe bugum tisi ti ka ti țțsid. 'They built a fire and welcomed us all because it was raining 

and cold.'. [ACT 28:2] ba sțnya san'amnǫ linǫ niŋid la nǫ sakțdir linǫ daa niid la zug 'greatly distressed by the 
occasion and because of the rain'. [EZR 10:9] Yanam zug ka saa pț lǫn niida ka zțțd mǫ pț lǫm maana. It is 
because of you that the rain no longer falls and the crops no longer produce. [HAG 1:10] ZugsǤb kǫ ka bugum nǫ 

kidibir yi saazugin sig Sodom nǫ Gomora zug nwǫnǫ saa niidnǫ. 'the Lord rained down fire and brimstone 

from the skies on Sodom and Gomorrah.'. [GEN 19:24] Pț nyǫ saa kțțbǤ, ka nyǫ saa niib. Didn't see rain 
threatening, but saw rain falling. [Proverb 229] Sakțdțg da niya ka ian'ad ka tansid panr-panr. A heavy rain fell, 
with lightning and thunder boom, boom! [Jealousy] Saa da pin'ilnǫ niib kǫrefa ayǤpǤi zaam It started raining at 
seven o'clock in the evening. [Shoeshine-Boy] saa la da gu'oe niib. 'The rain stopped'. [GEN 8:2] Cpart: nie2 ‘to stop 
raining’. Etym: OV2 MI ; vc1 ni ; PB *n ɩ̀. Note: In Western O/V (OVN) *MI in DR, DB, MP, DR, HG (misi 'shower')  //  

*NI  in  FR (but miise 'sprinkle), KL, MR, NB, WL (muhi 'shower') See: nie2. 

nia'ad   See main entry: niak. squeeze past. 

niak   Variant: niank; niaki; nianki. Form: niakid. Variant: nia'ad; niakidi. v. to sneak along, squeeze past. Ama da niak 

o ma san'anǫ gaad, on da zi'e lus za'anǤǤr la. Ama squeezed past her mother who was standing blocking the 
gateway. [Trouble] Ban da mǤr Anane gaad la ka o niak nidibin la zǤǤ kpǫn' sakur lǤmmu la ni. When they 
took Anane past he wriggled away from the people and ran into the schoolyard. Ama squeezed past her mother. 
[Trouble] Winnig la bikki lǫb ya-tuona la, ka nintantu'ar niak tiisin la. The sun was declining to the west and 

rays of sunlight filtered through the trees. [Trouble] Birago da lak o nini la ka sǤǤnrim pțn niaki kpǫn' o dǤǤgț 

na. Birago opened his eyes and the sunlight had already filtered into his room. [Trouble] Ka o niaki yi țk pǫog la 

nǫ linǫ bǫǫ ani la wțsa kpǫn'ǫs dǤbilin la. He squeezed past and went out and lifted the basket and everything in 
it and put it in the kitchen. [Trouble] 'GǤsimi ba!', o nyǤnl o lǫma ni ka niaki kaae lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la nya'aŋ. 'Look at 

them!' he grumbled in his throat and crept along behind the garden. [Trouble] Ka o niaki kpǫn' su'a zin'ikanǫ ka 

ninsțma pț kpǫn'ǫda ani la. He sneaked off and hid somewhere where good people don't go. [Trouble] Ehud 

niaki dǤl bada la bǫ si'el la su'a gaadi paae Seira teŋ 'Ehud got away. He passed by the idols and escaped to 
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Seirah.'. [JDG 3:26] Ziriga la yț'țn ti lǤb kțkpǫliŋ ka niakidi yit o baŋin la Then the train blew its whistle and 

drew away from its platform. [Trouble] Appiah da nia'ad suokanǫ ka mǤǤg bǫ la Appiah was pushing through the 
overgrown path. [Trouble] NyǤ'Ǥs la da zǤǤndi nia'ad mui nǫ kawǫnna la ni ka pǫbisim la mǤri li giilim ka li ti 

kpǫn dut agǤl. The smoke was curling up and filtering through the rice and corn, and the wind carried it in 

various directions and it was still going upwards. [Trouble] Note: emended from original ni'ad See: nian'as. 

niaki   See main entry: niak. squeeze past. 

niakid   See main entry: niak. squeeze past. 

niakidi   See main entry: niak. squeeze past. 

nian'as   Form: nian'asid. Variant: ni'asid. v. to sneak along, squeeze past. Adu da nian'as nidib la kpǫn kpa' Appiah 

san'an. Adu pushed his way through and got to where Appiah was. [Trouble] Li da malis hali man nian'asid yaan 

la gat la. I enjoyed going through the narrow alleys between the houses. [Shoeshine-Boy] Pulis la da mǤr bțțd 

bǤzugǤ, nidib da pț tun'e kennǫ ba ya'aminǫ ka nian'asid. The police were in the right, because people 

couldn't go as they wanted but had to squeeze through. [Shoeshine-Boy] Yaa ...  gaad o ma tuon ka ba ni'asid 

kooko tiisin la. Yaa ... went on in front of her mother and they slipped between the cocoa trees. [Trouble] See: niak. 

nian'asid   See main entry: nian'as. squeeze past. 

niank   See main entry: niak. squeeze past. 

nianki   See main entry: niak. squeeze past. 

nid1   Variant: nida; nidi; nidaa. Form: nidib. Variant: nidiba; nidibaa; nidibi. Form: nid-2. n. person. nid yinne bǫǫ 

babiga ya'a mǤ ye ba daam teŋ la wțsa if one person or many engage in struggle to trouble the whole country. 

[Constitution] ba nǤkidi piim yinne kțnsid nid yinne ma'aa they use each needle to inject one person only. [AIDS-I] 
Nid yinne na niŋ wala kad nidib tusirǫ? How could one man chase a thousand ... ? [DEU 32:30] Baa nid yinne kț 

kpǫn' Not even one person will go in. [NUM 32:12] Fț ya'a mi' ye fț kț zǤ ka bas nida, zi'enim gur o. If you 
know you won't run away from  someone, stand and wait for him. [Proverb 213] BǤǤ maal ka fț nwǫ'ǫdi fț mabiig 

onǫ an Hibiru nida? 'Why are you hitting your fellow Hebrew?'. [EXO 2:13] ban'as la ya'a gban'e nidaa, yiiga di 

nǤkidi ... nwadis ayi' ka li nyaan bigisi li mǫŋ. when the disease infects a person, at first it may take ... two 
months to show itself. [AIDS-I] Fț anǫ Efiram dǤǤg nidaa? 'Are you an Ephraimite?'. [JDG 12:5] abǤnam nidi nwa? 
what sort of person is that? [You-Heard?] M anǫ Levi dǤǤg nidi yi Betilehem Juda teŋin na 'I am a Levite from 
Bethlehem in Judah.'. [JDG 17:9] Ba ma da du'anǫ ba nidib ayi' la ma'aa. Their mother brought forth just the two 

of them. [Trouble] nwǫ'ǫdțg digil nidib nǫ ka li yinǫ dumisin la people are laid low by a fever, and it comes from 
mosquitoes. [Trouble] li ka'anǫ Jew dim la ma'aa an Wina'am nidiba. it is not only the Jews who are God's people. 

[Bible-Intro] Amaa GǤmma ya'a sțŋ nidibaa, o bǤǤdi nidib la paam nyǤǤdi sțŋi ba mǫŋ. But when the 
Government helps people, it wants people to profit from it to help themselves. [Wealth-Is-Power] a-pț-siakid taaba 

pian'ad linǫ fǫndigid nidib ya'am ka pț mǤr yǫlsida 'constant friction between men of corrupt mind, who have 
been robbed of the truth'. [1TI 6:5] Aa tǤ, ti ya'a vțe bǫǫ ti ya'a kpinǫ, ti anǫ ZugsǤb la nidib. 'So whether we live 
or die, we belong to the Lord.'. [ROM 14:8] Nidib la wțsa nyǫ nwa' la, ka lii avanba 'When all the people saw this, 
they fell prostrate'. [1KI 18:39] AlazugǤ, m tțmtțm Jakob nidibaa, da zǤti dabiem 'But do not be afraid, Jacob 

my servant'. [JER 30:10] Ka m wțm nidibi ki'ed kuuns And I heard people crying out. [Shoeshine-Boy] GǤsima, 

nidibi yi zuor la zugț sigid na la. 'Look! There are men coming down from the mountain tops!'. [JDG 9:36] 
YǫlbǤnamǫ lǫm bǫǫ paasi, zaŋi ken nidkanǫ pț mǤr teŋ ti'ebțg tiim la o niŋbina ni? What other problems are 
there for a person who doesn't have iodine in his body? [Iodine] Colloc: nidibin(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘amongst people’. Pu'a sǤ' daa 

yi nidibin la yǫl ye amaa bin'isim la ka'a ziim A woman in the audience said "But milk isn't blood". [AIDS-I] Man 

lǫbidnǫ m mǫŋ teŋin nǫ m mǫŋ nidibin. 'I am going back to my own land and my own people.'. [NUM 10:30] O 

nan zi' nyǫ ka o ZugsǤb la maal ala nidibinǫ. She had never seen the Lord do like that to people. [Trouble] NyǤbǤ 

ka nǤŋdaan na nyǫ o ya'a mi' o mǫŋ mǤrim nidibinǫ? 'What does a poor man gain by knowing how to conduct 

himself before others?'. [ECC 6:8] Colloc: X nidib ‘X's relatives’. O da maal maan zuoya teŋin la ka buol o nidib 

ka ba di. 'He offered a sacrifice there in the hill country and invited his relatives to a meal.'. [GEN 31:54] Sim: nin- 

(~ nim-) ‘[in compound words]’. Da tam ye nimbama anǫ fț mǫŋ nidiba. 'Remember that this nation is your 
people.'. [EXO 33:13] Ninkpiilima la na dig ala 'Dead bodies are scattered everywhere'. [JER 9:22] Sim: saal, ninsaal1 
‘human being’. Etym: OV1 *NĬ ; OV2 *NY Ĭ ; OVN *NID-A/BA ; GS4 *NI/E/A/O/U ; vc4 *n ɪ, nu, non ; CG 
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*niga/nii ; PB *nt ʋ̀. 

nid-2   See main entry: nid1. person. 

nida   See main entry: nid1. person. 

nidaa   See main entry: nid1. person. 

nidi   See main entry: nid1. person. 

nidib   See main entry: nid1. person. 

nidiba   See main entry: nid1. person. 

nidibaa   See main entry: nid1. person. 

nidibi   See main entry: nid1. person. 

nie1   Variant: niee1. Form: nienǫ. Variant: niene; nienǫǫ; nienee. Form: nied. Form: nieda. Variant: niedi. Form: niednǫ. 
Form: niem!. Variant: niemi!; niemɛ!; nieme!; niere. Form: nieya. v. to shine, wake, appear, reveal. Sankan la ka 

sakpanlțŋ nie paalț na. Then an antelope appeared. [Jealousy] Biig la nie gbǫǫmin. The child awoke from sleep. 

[MA] Ba nied biig gbǫǫmin ka o due zǤǤ gaad onǫ nie o la. They wake a child up and he gets up and runs faster 
than the one who woke him. [Proverb 142] Winnig la yț'țn da di'e nwadig kanǫ bǤǤd kț'țm la nie zuotita'arin 

la. The sun then overtook the setting moon and shone over the big mountain. [Trouble] o ... pț nyǫ linǫ na nie o 

pțtǫn'ǫrinǫ. he couldn't get anything to enlighten him. [Trouble] Wina'am da ... kǫ ka o nie o mǫŋ ka ti nyǫǫ o. 

O da pț nie o mǫŋ nidib wțsa san'anǫ 'God ... caused him to be seen. He was not seen by all the people'. [ACT 

10:40-41] Ka yț'țŋ da sǤb ka bǫog nie daba anaasi daare la. 'Evening came, and morning came, the fourth day.'. 

[GEN 1:19] Ka yiiga gban'ar la kpǫn nie tǤ'ǤtǤ And the first plan suddenly appeared: [Trouble] Wina'am da nie 

nǫ'ǫŋa ye o bigis o tțmtțmnib yǫlbanǫ na kena ka li kț yuugǫ. The revelation ..which God gave him to show 

his servants what must soon take place'. [REV 1:1] Ya pț baŋ nǫ bǫǫ ya pț gban'anǫ li gbinnǫ? Ya ya'am pț niee? 
'Don't you know or understand yet?'. [MRK 8:17] Winnig la daa nienǫ nyain ka Akudbil yi yiŋ. The sun was 
shining brightly when Akudbil went out of the house. [Electricity] Wina'am nienǫ pa'alif on bǤǤd ye o maal si'em. 
'God has revealed to Pharaoh what he is about to do.'. [GEN 41:25] ZaamnǤǤr ma'asim nied Evening's shade 

appears. [Trouble] Saria kadib zin'ig anǫ GǤmma zin'ikanǫ mǤr paŋi nied Gaana teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la bigisid 
'The Judiciary is the branch of government given authority to interpret ... the laws of Ghana.'. [Constitution] di 

karțŋ na nied nyain tisidi ya it will be very clear for you to read. [Bible-Intro] Onǫ nied yǫlsu'ada pa'an la nie 

pa'alif linǫ na ti maal. 'the revealer of mysteries showed you what is going to happen'. [DAN 2:29] nwadbibis pț 

lǫn nieda. 'the stars no longer shine.'. [JOL 2:10] Li yț'țm pin'ili niedi li mǫŋ. Then it began to reveal itself. [Trouble] 
O nǫǫsim nwǫnǫ winnigi na tansid nǫ, ka niedi yit o nu'usin na 'His splendour was like the sunrise; rays 
flashed from his hand'. [HAB 3:4] Siig Kasi tțțma la niednǫ karimbiig amǫŋa ni. The work of the Holy Spirit 
enlightens the true disciple. [Bible-Study] Nǫǫsim ya'a tans, teŋgbauŋ niednǫ nyain 'Daylight makes the hills and 

valleys stand out'. [JOB 38:14] sǤ' ya'a gbisid ka pian' fțn niem o suos o ka o lǫm gbis if someone is talking in 
their sleep, wake them up and calm them, and they will go back to sleep. [Trouble] fțn kanǫ zin' na'am gbauŋ zug 

Kerubnam teŋsțk la, niem paalț [PSA 80:1] niemɛ fț mǫŋ ZugsǤb la tis nǤǤr zi'elțg la arouse yourself in the 

promises of the Lord. [Bible-Study] nieme fț gandigir la gbin. explain your answer. [Bible-Study] Niemi ka sǤsi 

Wina'am ka ya da kpǫn' makirinǫ.” 'Get up and pray so that you will not fall into temptation.'. [LUK 22:46] Ka 

Daniel baŋid nier nǫ zaansțŋ wțsa gbinnǫ pa'an. 'And Daniel could understand visions and dreams of all 
kinds.'. [DAN 1:17] Nier Pa'alțg Revelation. [REV [book title]] Birago ya'am da nieya. Birago realised what was going 
on. [Trouble] Lit: sense woke up. Colloc: nie1 paalț ‘appear’. Wina'am, kǫl ka fț paŋ la nie paalț 'Show your 

power, O God'. [PSA 68:28] Colloc: nif/nini nie1 ‘1) be enlightened, educated : 2) to be refreshed, perk up, feel 
better’. Ba na zi'el tțțm si'a linǫ na mǤr nif nier 'There shall be a system of civic education'. [1) Constitution] Ka 

da tǫn'ǫs ye ya nini nienǫǫ. don't think too much of yourselves. [1) ROM 12:16] nimbanǫ ka ba nini nie nǫ 

nimbanǫ ka ba nini pț nie the educated and to the ignorant. [1) ROM 1:14] ban nini nieya on kț lǫn sțl ya'asǫ. 
educated people no longer pay brideprice. [1) Billygoat] Colloc:  (o da) zaŋ balakanǫ ka o zanl la tțm siindin la 

yisi niŋ o nǤǤrin ka o nini nie 'he reached out with the stick he was carrying, dipped it in a honeycomb, and ate 
some honey. At once he felt much better.'. [2) 1SA 14:27] Colloc: nie1 lauu ‘shine brightly’. o fitir la nie m zugin 

lauu 'his lamp shone upon my head'. [JOB 29:3] Colloc: nie1 bǫog1. '(until) next day'.   Jakob da gbǫǫn anina yț'țŋ 

kan la nie bǫog 'After spending the night there Jacob ... '. [GEN 32:13] Ku'om sțnfo ǫǫn mu'oe ka o zǤǤ nie bǫog. 
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If the water is serious it will go on flowing till next day. [Proverb 271] Colloc: bǫog nie1 ‘day dawns’. Bțŋ ye, be'og 

ya'a nie ka ba pț nwǫ' o balaarǫ, ban buolimi o o ba' tampiinr. Donkey says if a day dawns when they don't 
hit him with a stick, they are to call him his father's bastard. [Proverb 183] Note: emended by MA, original ban buolim 

o ba' tampiinr. O gban'e o suori lǫbi kuli diginǫ gbis sț'țŋa ka bǫog ti ba'asi nie. He set off back home and lay 
down to sleep peacefully, until day eventually dawned. [Billygoat] Ka yț'țŋ da sǤb ka bǫog nie daba anaasi 

daare la. 'Evening came, and morning came, the fourth day.'. [GEN 1:19] Ba pț kpǫn nyǫt nid nǫ o ban'as ka yǫt 

ye, bǫog kț nie o. They don't see a sick man and immediately say tomorrow will not dawn on him. [Proverb 038] 
Bǫog daa nie ka nidib bǫdegț lǫm pǫ'ǫl na'ayin la. Next morning the palace was full of a crowd of people again. 
[AIDS-I] Yǫlimi ba ye ba maalimi ba mǫŋ nyain gur bǫkanǫ nied la 'Tell them to be ready tomorrow'. [JOS 7:13] 
bǫog bǤǤdi nier. it is nearly dawn. [You-Heard?] bǫogț da bǤǤd nier la ka maliaknam tans Lot 'As soon as it was 
dawn, the angels urged Lot'. [GEN 19:15] Bǫog da nieya ka Balaam duoe Next morning Balaam got up. [NUM 22:13] 
Sim: nǫǫl, nǫǫs, nǫi ‘be awake’; Nabstr: nǫǫsim2. See: nǫi; nǫǫl; nǫǫs; nyǫǫn. 

nie2   Variant: niee2. v. it stops raining. Colloc: saa2 nie ‘rain stops falling’. Daasi'erǫ ba gu'usidi ye saa la niee. 
Perhaps they are waiting for it to stop raining. [Trouble] Cpart: ni2. See: ni2. 

nied   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

nieda   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

niedi   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

niednǫ   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

niel   v. to appear. Ittțmbanǫ da niel anǫ: KarimdǤǤg kanǫ sǤsid Wina'am The behaviours which are apparent are: a 

Church which prays. [Bible-Study] See: nie. 

niem!   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

niemɛ!   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

nieme!   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

niemi!   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

nienǫ   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

niene   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

nienǫǫ   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

nienee   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

niere   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

nieya   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

niee1   See main entry: nie1. shine. 

niee2   See main entry: nie2. stop. 

niee3   See main entry: ni2. rain [to]. 

nif1   Variant: nifǤ; nifo; nifǤǤ; nifț. Form: nini. Variant: ninii. Form: nin-2. Variant: nim-2. n. 1 • eye. (Linǫ san'amid 

nif) Dțgibin bugum nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ uusțg ... (Things which damage the eye) Smoke from cooking-fires, dust ... 
Gbanzațg ye nif kanǫ nyǫ la mǤr o yǫl. Monitor-lizard says that the eye that sees takes the consequences. 

[Proverb 046] Kǫl ka fț nif tig nǫ fțn mǤr si'eli 'It is better to be satisfied with what is before your eyes'. [ECC 6:9] 
Onǫ maal nif la pț nyǫtaa? 'Does he who formed the eye not see?'. [PSA 94:9] Fț ya'a nǤki fț nifi kpa' kpan'am, 

li na gaad 'Cast but a glance at riches, and they are gone'. [PRO 23:5] Israel, man yǫla pț mu'oe fț nifǤ. [ISA 43:22] 
Bintampigidțg ye paŋ on bǫ ka nifț kae. Dung-beetle says he has strength but no eye. [Proverb 005] Onǫ amisid 

o nifț pa'an yǫlsu'ada ziidi yǫla kenna 'A wink of the eye' to indicate secrets 'causes trouble'. [PRO 10:10] Nini la 

fțlis nǫ ka zabid. They eyes swell and are painful. [Trachoma] Ba daa nyǫ on vț'țsid la'am nǫ o nini daa pț lak 

la. They could see that he was breathing although he hadn't opened his eyes. [Electricity] Ama da gǤsida Adu nini 

nǫ o nǤǤrin ye o vǫǫns galimkanǫ ka o nan wțm la sida. Ama was watching Adu's eyes and mouth to figure out 

the truth of the joke she had heard. [Trouble] Ba amisidi ba nini, ka sǤǤndi ba nǤba 'a wink of the eye, a nudge 
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with the foot'. [PRO 6:13] Daakanǫ ka Yesu bu tanni bțlig zu'om la nini ka o nyǫt la daa anǫ Jew dim Vț'țsțm 

Daar. 'The day that Jesus made the mud and cured him of his blindness was a Sabbath.'. [JHN 9:14] ti babinnǫ ken 

wțț nimbanǫ ka' ninii. 'we grope about like blind people.'. [ISA 59:10] Colloc: nifin(ǫ) ‘into/in/from the eye’. Ba 

na zaŋ ban'a la kpǫn'ǫs nifin la ka nyaan yii keŋ lǫn kpǫn' sǤ' nifin mǫn. They will take the disease which has 
got into the eye and transfer it to someone else's eye too. [Trachoma] BǤ ka fț nyǫ sauk bil kanǫ bǫǫ fț zua 

nifin ... ? 'Why do you look at the speck in your brother's eye ... ? [LUK 6:41] PțmpǤǤs anǫ bțmbanǫ na kpǫn' 

ninsaal nifinǫ nǤk ban'a la lǤ'Ǥŋ onǫ pț mǤr la. Insects are things which can get into a person's eye and 
communicate the disease to someone who hasn't got it. [Trachoma] Colloc: nif1 bielif ‘eyeball’. Onǫ wțsa si'isi ya 

si'isnǫ man nif bielif. 'whoever touches you touches the apple of his eye'. [ZEC 2:8] Colloc: nif/nini nie1 ‘1) be 

enlightened, educated : 2) to be refreshed, perk up, feel better’. Ba na zi'el tțțm si'a linǫ na mǤr nif nier 'There 
shall be a system of civic education'. [1) Constitution] Ka da tǫn'ǫs ye ya nini nienǫǫ. don't think too much of 
yourselves. [1) ROM 12:16] nimbanǫ ka ba nini nie nǫ nimbanǫ ka ba nini pț nie the educated and to the ignorant. 

[1) ROM 1:14] ban nini nieya on kț lǫn sțl ya'asǫ. educated people no longer pay brideprice. [1) Billygoat] Colloc:  (o 

da) zaŋ balakanǫ ka o zanl la tțm siindin la yisi niŋ o nǤǤrin ka o nini nie 'he reached out with the stick he 
was carrying, dipped it in a honeycomb, and ate some honey. At once he felt much better.'. [2) 1SA 14:27] Colloc: nif 

nǤdir. Tembibis banǫ ka nif nǤdir an yǫl la In small villages where trachoma is a problem. [Trachoma] 
Colloc: nini pilig ‘sober up (from drunkenness)’; nif aŋir ‘the blink of an eye, suddenly’. o nif aŋir ka li pțn 

gaad sa 'when he opens his eyes, all is gone'. [JOB 27:19] Ba tun'e kpi yț'țŋ tisțțs nif aŋir pțțgin 'They die in an 
instant, in the middle of the night'. [JOB 34:20] Colloc: [neg.] nyǫ taaba nif ‘1) not have a friendly relationship’. 
tinam nǫ ba kpǫǫmnam pț nyǫt taaba nifǤ. we and their parents are not on good terms. [Kittens+Mice] on nǫ o 

sǤb pț nyǫt taaba nifǤ. he could not get on with that person. [Trouble] Yanam zi' ye tinam pț nyǫti ba 

kpǫǫmnam nifǤǤ? Don't you know that we don't get on with their elders? [Kittens+Mice] Colloc: [neg.] nyǫ taaba 

nif ‘2) "like it so much that they consume it on sight" [MA]’.  man vaand la kǤnbid pț nyǫti li nifǤ, li kas-kas 

anǫ niigi. my leaves are snapped up at once by animals, especially cows. [Trees] Etym: OV1 *NI ; OV2 *NUN ; 
OVN *NIN-FU/I ; GS1 *S¹I ; CG *nii-li, cii ; MWN *- NÍN-, *-NÍNU. Note: often compounded with *-BI- , 
probably strictly 'eye ball' 
2 • [in plural] face. O pugudib da ǫǫnsidi ninta'am o nini ni. His aunt wiped the tears from his face. [Trouble] 
Kem Siloam buligini pie fț nini. 'Go and wash your face in the Pool of Siloam.'. [JHN 5:7] Sim: nindaa. Etym: OV1 
*NI/UN ; vc4 *yi . See: nimbielim; ningǤtiŋ; sianini. 

nif2   n. miserliness. O anǫ nif sǤb. He is a miser. [MA] Alaabugur anǫ nif sǤb hali ka pț bǤǤd ye o yǤǤ o biis sakur 

ligidii. Alabugri is such a miser that he does want to pay his children's school fees. [MA] 

nifǤ   See main entry: nif1. eye, face. 

nifo   See main entry: nif1. eye, face. 

nifǤǤ   See main entry: nif1. eye, face. 

nifț   See main entry: nif1. eye, face. 

nifyeung   See main entry: nifyițŋ. one eyed. 

nifyițŋ   Variant: nifyeung.  Note: in draft of MRK 9:47, replaced in published Bible by nif yinne Variant: nifyițŋț. n. one-eyed. 
ZțnzǤǤs teŋinǫǫ nifyițŋț an na'ab. In the village of the blind, it is the one-eyed who is chief. [MA [proverb]] 
See: nif; yinne. 

nifyițŋț  See main entry: nifyițŋ. one eyed. 

ni'a   See main entry: ni'e. filtering. 

ni'ad   See main entry: ni'e. filtering. 

ni'asid   See main entry: nian'as. squeeze past. 

ni'e   Variant: ni'a. Form: ni'ad. v. to filter through gaps. NyǤ'Ǥs la da zǤǤndi ni'ad mui nǫ kawǫnna la ni ka pǫbisim 

la mǤri li giilim ka li ti kpǫn dțt agǤl. The smoke was curling up and filtering through the rice and corn, and the 
wind carried it in various directions and it was still going upwards. [Trouble] 

ni'im1   Variant: nim; ni'imǫ; ni'imǫǫ; ni'imi; nimme. Form: ni'im-2. Variant: ni'in-. n. 1 • meat, flesh. Baa la da lǫn zaŋ o 

ni'im la ga' o nǤǤrinǫ mǤri gaad. The dog gripped his meat in his teeth and went off with it. [Jealousy] Onǫ ka'e 
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ni'im sǫn'ǫdnǫ kțkpǫŋ. The meat of someone who is not there is put on the edge of the grill. [Proverb 221] Dim 

disțma wțț: Ni'im nǫ zimi nǫ bǫŋa nǫ tiwala nǫ zǫnvaand. Eat good foods like: meat and fish and beans and 
fruit and vegetables. [Womens-Health] Duom ka Ǥnb ni'im linǫ aan fț din la tig. 'Get up and eat your fill of flesh!'. 

[DAN 7:5] Ɔmmi ni'im kanǫ wțsa ka ba kuosid da'an. 'Eat anything sold in the meat market'. [1CO 10:25] Fț na 

nyǫ AkǤra ni'immǫǫ? Are you going to get Akora's meat? [You-Do?] Man Ǥnbidnǫ na'araad ni'imǫǫ? 'Do I eat the 

flesh of bulls ... ? '. [PSA 50:13] O di'e sț'țg la luk o ni'imi tis Agbigim He received the cutlass and cut a portion 
from his meat and gave it to Agbigim. [You-Do?] Agaand la da mǤr bodobodo nǫ ni'imi ken bǫogțn-bǫogțn nǫ 

zaam-zaam tisid o 'ravens brought him bread and meat every morning and every evening'. [1KI 17:6] Mid ka ya 

nǤk bțbil ni'imi dțg o ma bin'isimin. 'Do not cook a young goat in its mother's milk.'. [DEU 14:21] Ni'imbama ka 

ya kisi ba Ǥnbir: Abaar nǫ zuung ... 'you are to detest and not eat because they are detestable: the eagle, the 
vulture ... '. [LEV 11:13] Gaansim ni'im sțma banǫ an gbǫya nǫ ban'ad la wțsa 'Put in the best pieces of meat — 
the shoulders and the legs'. [EZK 24:4] o mǤr bin'ispielig nǫ bin'isgbisidim nǫ ni'im sǫn'ǫda la na pțdigi tis 

saam la ka ba dit He took some cream, some milk, and the meat, and set the food before the men. [GEN 18:8] 
Daasi'erǫ, li na zii o ni'im zǤrisi keŋ Susa Perhaps it (the train) would take his leftover meat to Susa. [Trouble] 
Colloc: ni'imin ‘into/in/from meat’. da Ǥnb nǫ ziim la, dǫŋim kpa'ae zikanǫ yi ni'imin la bas teŋin 'you must 
not eat the blood; pour it out on the ground'. [DEU 12:16] Etym: OV1 *NAM ; OVN *NIM-DI ; GS1 *NA/UM ; 
vc1 *nam/nem ; CG *nuu-maa, kana ; MWN *-NAM- ; CB nàma ; PB *ɲama. 
2 • game, prey, animals (to be) killed for food. Gbigimdaug la daa gban'ad ni'im buudi wțsa The male lion 
caught every kind of prey. [NAM 2:12] 

ni'im-2   See main entry: ni'im1. meat, game. 

ni'imǫ   See main entry: ni'im1. meat, game. 

ni'imǫǫ  See main entry: ni'im1. meat, game. 

ni'imi   See main entry: ni'im1. meat, game. 

ni'in-   See main entry: ni'im1. meat, game. 

nim   See main entry: ni'im1. meat, game. 

nim-1   See main entry: nin-1. person. 

nim-2   See main entry: nif1. eye, face. 

nimbabig   Variant: nimbabiga; nimbabigi. n. a crowd or group of people. PAALƒ KAN KA GƆMMA BŰŰ NIMBABIG BŰŰ 

NID YINNE Sƒ'OE GǤmma bǫǫ nimbabig bǫǫ nid yinne paalț yǫla mǫ bǫ teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni. PUBLIC, 
COMMUNAL AND PRIVATE LANDS The constitution recognises public, communal and private ownership of 

land. [Constitution] Nimbabig ligidi su'adi bankin ka ka' yinnǫ. Most people's money is deposited in the bank, not 
hidden in the house. [Wealth-Is-Power] Mid ka fț paas nimbabig zug ka ya tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd. 'Do not follow the 

crowd in doing wrong'. [EXO 23:2] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi gǤs nimbabig bama wțsa? who is able to govern this great 
people ... ? [2CH 1:10] Li da pț sǤb ye o zi'el nǤǤri tis on nǫ yaas ka li pa'al ye li anǫ nimbabiga. 'The scripture 
does not use the plural “descendants”, meaning many people'. [GAL 3:16] o vuud wțț nimbabigi na pian'ad ka ba 

kțkǤya vuud si'em la. 'his voice sounded like the roar of a great crowd.'. [DAN 10:6] See: nim-; -babig. 

nimbabiga   See main entry: nimbabig. crowd. 

nimbabigi   See main entry: nimbabig. crowd. 

nimbanzoor   See main entry: nimbaanlzǤǤr. mercifulness. 

nimbaalig   See main entry: nimbaanlig. mercy. 

nimbaalzoor   See main entry: nimbaanlzǤǤr. mercifulness. 

nimbaanl-   See main entry: nimbaanlig. mercy. 

nimbaanlig   Variant: nimbaanliga; nimbaanligi; nimbaalig. Form: nimbaanl-. n. mercy, pity. Ka nimbaanlig gban'a o 

Goma yǫla, hali nǫ o sid gba. She was sorry for Goma, and her husband as well. [Trouble] Ka m nǤki m balaar 

linǫ buon Nimbaanlig la kǤ'Ǥgi li 'Then I took the stick called “Favour” and broke it'. [ZEC 11:10] alaa ti mǤr 

nimbaanligi gat sǤ' mǫkama dunia ni. 'then we deserve more pity than anyone else in all the world.'. [1CO 15:19] 
Wina'am kpǫn yaalimi bas ka mam maan fara nǫ nimbaanl-kaŋa. God mocks me so and leaves me in this 
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pitiful poverty. [You-Heard?] Colloc: zǤ (X) nimbaanlig ‘feel pity for, have mercy on (X)’. Ala bigis ye ba zǤt saal 

nimbaanlig. This shows that they are sorry for people. [Asaasim] on pț zǤt si'el nimbaanlig la on kț tun'e kul 

oo as he was not compassionate she couldn't marry him. [Billygoat] On mǫŋ nyǫ o zua sieba yǫǫd fu-aanlim 

sakurin: ba waŋimmǫ ka mǤr nimbaanlig. He himself saw some of his friends wearing ragged clothes at 
school: they were thin and pitiful. [Trouble] Na'abiig la pibigi li ka nyǫ bilia ka o kaasid, ka o zǤ biig la 

nimbaanlig 'The princess opened it (basket) and saw a baby boy. He was crying, and she felt sorry for him.'. [EXO 

2:6] o zugdaan la zǤǤ o nimbaanlig, ka bas sam la 'The servant's master took pity on him, cancelled the debt'. 
[MAT 18:27] Azaatonam taaba pț zǤt tadimnam nimbaanliga. People like Azaato do not have compassion on 
poor folk. [Wealth-Is-Power] Note: amending from tidimnam.  Ba na kpǫn san'amid tǫǫns la ka pț zǤt nimbaanliga? 
'Is he to keep on ... destroying nations without mercy?'. [HAB 1:17] Bandaug la na bǫlimif ye fț zǤǤ o 

nimbaanligaa? 'Will he ("Leviathan") keep begging you for mercy?'. [JOB 41:3] Nact: nimbaanlzǤt; Sim: nyǤǤg. 
See: nimbaanlzǤǤr; nimbaanlzǤt. 

nimbaanliga   See main entry: nimbaanlig. mercy. 

nimbaanligi   See main entry: nimbaanlig. mercy. 

nimbaanlzǤt   Variant: nimbaanlzot. Form: nimbaanlzǤtib. Variant: nimbaanlzotib. n. a merciful person. ZugsǤb la anǫ 

nimbaanlzǤt nǫ onǫ mǤr nyǤǤg. The Lord is full of compassion and mercy. [JAS 5:11] Ka o ya'a kaas ka fabili 

tisim, mam na wțm, bǤzugǤ m anǫ nimbaanlzǤt. 'When he cries out to me, I will hear, for I am 

compassionate.'. [EXO 22:27] GǤsima, ti wțm ye Israel na'anam la anǫ nimbaanlzǤtib. 'Look, we have heard that 
the kings of the house of Israel are merciful'. [1KI 20:31] InvNact: zǤ nimbaanlig. See: nimbaanlig; zǤ. 

nimbaanlzǤtib   See main entry: nimbaanlzǤt. merciful person. 

nimbaanlzot   See main entry: nimbaanlzǤt. merciful person. 

nimbaanlzotib   See main entry: nimbaanlzǤt. merciful person. 

nimbaanlzǤǤr   Variant: nimbaanlzoor; nimbanzoor; nimbaalzoor; nimbaanlzǤǤrǫ; nimbaanlzǤǤri. n. mercifulness. Ti 

na kena pț'țsi ti nidib la ba sțŋir nǫ ba nimbaanlzǤǤr la yǫla. We will come and thank our people for their 
help and compassion. [Trouble] M na ...  pa'ali fț m nǤŋilim nǫ m nimbaanlzǤǤr. 'I will show you constant love 

and mercy'. [HOS 2:19] NimbaanlzǤǤri nyaŋ pțtǫn'ǫr ka zu'omi ba lin saa na an si'em la ni. Pity prevailed over 
discretion and blinded them to how it was going to be in future. [Trouble] Fț nimbaanlzǤǤri zu'oe la zug, fț da pț 

basi ba sian'arin la. 'Because of your great compassion you did not abandon them in the desert.' [NEH 9:19] BǤǤ da 

kǫ ka Noah nyǫ Wina'am nimbaanlzǤǤrǫ? How did Noah obtain God's mercy? [Bible-Study] Syn: nimbaanlzǤǤr; 

Sim: nyǤǤg2 M anǫ Wina'am onǫ an nimbaanlzǤǤr sǤb ka zǤt saalib nyǤǤg. 'I, the Lord, am a God who is full of 
compassion and pity'. [EXO 34:6] See: nimbaanlig; zǤ. 

nimbaanlzǤǤrǫ   See main entry: nimbaanlzǤǤr. mercifulness. 

nimbaanlzǤǤri   See main entry: nimbaanlzǤǤr. mercifulness. 

nimbaanlzoor   See main entry: nimbaanlzǤǤr. mercifulness. 

nimbielim   n. eyeball. Li mǫ ya'a laki yuugǫ nimbielim la mǤǤdi ba tǤn'Ǥsi yi niŋkțgțdisin la na. When they were 

open for some time the eyeballs tried to start out of their sockets. [Trouble] ti nimbielim wțsa pțbid ku'om. 'water 
streams from our' eyes. [JER 9:18] O guri ba nwǫnǫ o mǫŋ nimbielim nǫ. 'he guarded him as the apple of his eye,'. 

[DEU 32:10] See: nif; bielim1. 

nimbi'a   Form: nimbi'es. n. wicked, hostile people. ba ...  tțm nimbi'es banǫ ma' ye ba anǫ sida dim ye ba maal ya'am 

nǫ ya'am gban'e o 'they sent spies, who pretended to be honest. They hoped to catch Jesus in something he said'. 

[LUK 20:20] See: nin-. 

nimbi'es   See main entry: nimbi'a. wicked. 

nimma'asim   n. peace. Note: peace-of-mind Kulim nǫ sumbțgțsțm, ka mǤr nimma'asim ka wiim la basya. 'Go in 

peace, free from your affliction.'. [MRK 5:34] Man digini gbis; ka lǫn duoe nǫ nimma'asim 'I lie down and sleep, 

and I wake again' in peace. [PSA 3:5] Colloc: nimma'asimin ‘in peace’. M daa bǫ nǫ nimma'asimin 'I was living in 
peace'. [JOB 16:12] See: niŋ2; ma'asim2. 

nimme   See main entry: ni'im1. meat, game. 
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nimmi'id   Form: nimmi'idib. n. an acquaintance. Ka o nimmi'idib la wțsa nǫ pu'a sieba banǫ dǤl o Galile la na zi'e 

kpikpǫŋ ka gǤsid linǫ niŋ la. 'All those who knew Jesus personally, including the women who had followed him 

from Galilee, stood at a distance to watch.'. [LUK 23:49] See: nin-1; mi'. 

nimmi'idib   See main entry: nimmi'id. acquaintance. 

nimmi'isțg   n. pain of the body. Isimael nidib ka ba ... ziid zǫǫnd banǫ nyuusid nǫ nimmi'isțg kpaam 'Ishmaelites ...  

loaded with spices, balm'. [GEN 37:25] See: niŋ2; mi'is. 

nimmua   n. seriousness, importance. Note: 'red eye' gǤmi fț zuanam la tțm nǫ nimmua si'em see how hard your friends 

are working. [Trouble] Anane da mǤr si'el ye o yǫl o zua la; nimmua yǫl, yǫl su'adir linǫ ka ba su'a li yțma 

pamm. Anane had something to tell his friend: an important thing, a secret which had been hidden for many 
years. [Trouble] Man da pț zamis nǫ nimmua la si'el-si'el da kae ka m na tiǫn. As I wasn't serious in studying 
there would be nothing I could remember. [Shoeshine-Boy] La'asțg la da anǫ nimmua tis mam bǤzugǤ, na'ab nǫ 

o na'ayikpǫm wțsa na bǫǫ ani The meeting was very important for me, because the chief and all his courtiers 
would be there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka kǫl dabiskaŋa an nimmua dabisirǫ. 'Let alone this day which is a special day. 

[1SA 21:5] bțnkțdțg onǫ an na'ab ka an zǤlțg ka mǫ pț lǫn di'ed nimmua sa'alțgǤ 'an old and foolish king 
who will listen no longer to advice'. [ECC 4:13] Cpart: kalinka'og, gbiak. See: nif; mu'oe. 

nimponan   See main entry: nimpțnan. disrespectful person. 

nimponannib   See main entry: nimpțnan. disrespectful person. 

nimpțnan   Variant: nimponan; nimpțnanna. Form: nimpțnannib. Variant: nimponannib. n. a disrespectful person. 
Note: a person who does not give others respect dinzug ka on ya'a da baŋin ye o anǫ nimpțnannaa on biig da kț 

kul o so if he had known that he was a disrespectful person his daughter wouldn't have married him. [Billygoat] Ba 

da ye m gțțdnǫ ka an nimpțnan. They said I am walking proudly around and am disrespectful. [Trouble] 
ZugsǤba, mam pț dț'țsidi m mǫŋa, m mǫ ka' nimpțnanna 'My heart is not proud, O Lord, my eyes are not 
haughty'. [PSA 131:1] on ya'a da baŋin ye o anǫ nimpțnannaa on biig da kț kul o. if he had known he was a 
disrespectful person his daughter wouldn't marry him. [Billygoat] Ba kǫǫnd, ka fakidi ba taaba zut, ka kis 

Wina'am, ka an nimpțnannib 'They are gossips, slanderers, God-haters, insolent, arrogant and boastful'. [ROM 

1:29-30] Nabstr: nimpțnannim. See: nid1; pț; nan3. 

nimpțnanna   See main entry: nimpțnan. disrespectful person. 

nimpțnannib   See main entry: nimpțnan. disrespectful person. 

nimpțnannim   n. disrespect(fulness). O nǤk nimpțnannim ka li nwǫnǫ ku'om ka o nuudnǫ. (he) 'drinks scorn like 

water'. [JOB 34:7] InvNabstr: nimpțnan. See: nimpțnan. 

nimpuud   n. a whitish discharge from the eyes. Bibanǫ ka nif nǤdir mǤri ba la ba nini ǫǫnti mu'oe nǫ ka mǤr nimpuud 
Children with trachoma have constantly red and oozing eyes. [Trachoma] Fț ya'a mǤri fț fuug bǫǫ nu'usi duusid 

nimpuud bǫǫ mǫmǫǫdǫǫ li mǤri ban'as la lǤmisid nidib. If you use your shirt or your hand to wipe matter or 
mucus from the eye, it will have the disease (on it) and infect people. [Trachoma] See: nif1. 

nin-1   Variant: nim-1; niŋ-4. n.st. person (in compound words). Ninkpiilima la na dig ala 'Dead bodies are scattered 

everywhere'. [JER 9:22] PAALƒ KAN KA GƆMMA BŰŰ NIMBABIG BŰŰ NID YINNE Sƒ'OE 'PUBLIC, COMMUNAL 
AND PRIVATE LANDS'. [Constitution] SǤ' yǫl ye Azaato anǫ nimbǫ'og. Someone said that Azaato was a bad 
person. [Wealth-Is-Power] DinzugǤ onǫ san'am Wina'am wada bțmbil yinne, ka pa'al o taaba, ba na ti buon o 

nimbil arezana sț'țlim ni. 'Anyone who breaks one of the least of these commandments and teaches others to do 

the same will be called least in the kingdom of heaven'. [MAT 5:19] Na'akanǫ mǤr ya'am bakidnǫ nimbǫ'ǫdnam la 
'A wise king sifts out the wicked'. [PRO 20:26] Niŋ kanǫ wțsa ziem sariakat la, ... asǫǫ ka ba kțț o The man who 
shows contempt for the judge ... must be put to death. [DEU 17:12] Colloc: nimban(ǫ) ‘those people’. Nimbanǫ la'as 

la an nimbǤnam buudi ma'aa nǫ? The people who assembled were only what sort of people? [You-Heard?] 
Nimban la nwǫnǫ nyǤ'Ǥsi na kpandi m nindaa 'Such people are smoke in my nostrils'. [ISA 65:5] Dabiem nǫ 

ya'am nwa'ar da kǫ ka Jakob pțdig nimbanǫ bǫǫ o san'an la zin'is ayi' 'In great fear and distress Jacob divided 
the people who were with him into two groups'. [GEN 32:7] nimbanǫ an ninyǤǤd da la'as o san'an na dǤl o. 'a 
number of good-for-nothing fellows rallied to him and became his followers.'. [JDG 11:3] Sim: ninvț-, nid1. 
See: nid1. 
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nin-2   See main entry: nif1. eye, face. 

nindalǤǤr   n. a frown, sad expression. M na bas nyǤnyǤlțg la wala, ka basim nindalǤǤr la ka maal sumalisim. 'I will 

forget my complaint, I will change my expression, and smile'. [JOB 9:27] See: nindaa; lǤ. 

nindasan'auŋ   Variant: ninsan'uŋ. n. a sad expression, looking miserable. Note: 'spoiled face' Mbun sin baanlim ka li 

yuug ka o gǤs o sid nǫ nindasan'auŋ. Mbun kept quiet for a long time and looked at her husband sadly. [AIDS-II] 
See: nindaa; san'am. 

nindaa   Form: nindaas. Variant: nindaasǫ. n. face. Nimo nindaa da kpǫn kpa' nǫ yaŋir la Nimo kept an eye on the gate. 

[Trouble] Ba n yiti gǤsnǫ saan nindaa ka dțg o bit. They look at the guest's face before making 'bit' [an inferior 
kind of soup] for him. [Proverb 139] Note: MA would prefer Ba ǫǫnti gǤsnǫ. Saul baŋ ye li anǫ Samuel, ka o digin 

avanba ka o nindaa kpa' teŋ. 'Saul knew it was Samuel, and he bowed down and prostrated himself with his face 
to the ground.'. [ISA 28:14] linǫ paas anaasi la nwǫnǫ abaar nindaa 'the fourth the face of an eagle'. [EZK 10:14] onǫ 

fǫndig o nindaa bidi ba (tadimnam) la, ba na pǤǤ o nǤǤr 'he who turns a blind eye (to the poor) gets nothing but 
curses'. [PRO 28:27] Piem biis la nindaas saŋa wțsa sț'țŋa Wash all the children's faces well. [Trachoma] 
Awintțma n daa yǫl nwa' la, pu'a sieba daa fǫndigi ba nindaas nǫ gǤt zin'isi'a sa When Awintuma said that, 
some women turned their faces to look at somewhere over there. [AIDS-I] Ba wțsa da mǤri nindaas anaas naas 
'Each of them had four faces'. [EZK 10:21] bǤ ka m nyǫ ka ... ba nindaas wțsa nwǫǫgida? 'Why has every face 
turned deadly pale?'. [JER 30:6] Pien pț ligil tinam banǫ wțsa dǤl ZugsǤb la nindaasǫ. A veil does not cover the 
faces of all of us who follow the Lord. [2CO 3:18] gǤdigimi ya nindaasi gǤs pǤǤd la lift up your faces and look at 
the fields. [JHN 4:35] Colloc: nindaan(ǫ)/nindaasin ‘in face/s (of)’. Nimo ǫǫnsid ku'okanǫ yuod o nindaan la. 
Nimo was wiping the water that ran down her face. [Trouble] (Mbun) gǤsid o sid nindaan ye o na gandig o 

bu'osțg la. Mbun was watching her husband's face for him to answer her question. [AIDS-I] ya na tțm linǫ an 

sțm ka dǤl suor la ya ZugsǤb Wina'am la nindaan. 'you will be doing what is good and right in the eyes of the 
Lord your God.'. [DEU 12:28] Ka m ya'a niŋ ala m na niŋ wala gǤsi fț bier Joab nindaanǫ? 'How could I look 

your brother Joab in the face?'. [2SA 2:22] ku'om la yuodi ba nindaasin. the water was running down their faces. 

[Trouble] Colloc: lǤ nindaa ‘screw up face, look sad’. Ya'am nied nǫ ninsaal nini ka tiakid o ka o kț lǫn lǤǤd 

nindaa. 'Wisdom brightens a man's face and changes its hard appearance.'. [ECC 8:1] BǤ ka fț lǤǤdi fț nindaa? 
'Why are you scowling?'. [GEN 4:6] ba lǤǤdnǫ ba nindaas ye nidib baŋ ye ba lǤǤd nǤǤr 'they disfigure their faces 

to show men they are fasting. [MAT 6:16] Colloc: nindaa lǤdig2 ‘face relaxes, look cheerful’. BǤ ka fț nindaa pț 

lǤdigǫ ka fț mǫ pț bǫn'ǫda? 'Why are you looking so sad? You aren't ill'. [NEH 2:2] M ya'a da lǤdigi m nindaa tisi 

ba,ba sțțnr ǫǫn kpǫ'ǫŋnǫ. 'when my face lit up, they lost their gloomy looks.'. [JOB 29:24] Sim: nif1
2 

See: nindalǤǤr; nindasan'auŋ. 

nindaas   See main entry: nindaa. face. 

nindaasǫ   See main entry: nindaa. face. 

ninǫ   See main entry: ni2. rain [to]. 

ninǫǫ   See main entry: ni2. rain [to]. 

ninfiesim [MA]   n. criticism. 

ningǤtiŋ   Variant: niŋgɔtiŋ; niŋgotiŋ. Form: ningǤtis. Variant: niŋgɔtis; niŋgotis. n. spectacles. O tuuns o niŋgɔtis la lǫbis 
He pushed his glasses back into place. [Trouble] See: nif; gǤs. 

ningǤtis   See main entry: ningǤtiŋ. spectacles. 

ningǤǤnda   See main entry: ningǤǤndir. passer-by. 

ningǤǤndir   Variant: niŋgoondir. Form: ningǤǤnda. Variant: niŋgoonda. n. a passer-by, sb. roaming. Onǫ buol zǤlțg bǫǫ 

ningǤǤndir ye o kena tțm baadi tțțma 'he who hires a fool or any passer-by'. [PRO 26:10] See: nid1; gǤn1. 

ningbana   See main entry: niŋgbauŋ. skin. 

ningbiŋ   See main entry: niŋgbiŋ. body, 'flesh'. 

nini   See main entry: nif1. eye, face. 

ninii   See main entry: nif1. eye, face. 
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ninkțgțdig   Variant: niŋkʋgʋdig. Form: ninkțgțdis. Variant: niŋkugudis; niŋkʋgiris. n. eyebrow. Li mǫ ya'a laki yuugǫ 

nimbielim la mǤǤdi ba tǤn'Ǥsi yi niŋkʋgʋdisin la na. When they were open for some time the eyeballs tried to 

start out of their sockets. [Trouble] o na maligim pțni o zug la nyain, ka kǤǤnsi o tieŋ nǫ o ninkțgțdis kǤnbid, 

hali nǫ o niŋgbiŋ kǤnbilțg wțsa 'he must shave his head, his beard, his eyebrows and the rest of his hair.'. [LEV 

14:9] Adu niŋkʋgiris da țknǫ kuos o. Adu's raised eyebrows gave him away. [Trouble] Ka Ǥnsir bu'od o 

niŋkʋgʋrisin. And sweat poured from her eyebrows. [Trouble] See: nif1. 

ninkțgțdis   See main entry: ninkțgțdig. eyebrow. 

ninkțțd   Variant: ninkuud; niŋkuud. Form: ninkțțdib. Variant: ninkuudib; niŋkuudib; ninkțțdiba; ninkțțdibi. n. a 

murderer. Note: niŋ- 3x in ACT, nin- 11x dau ya'a nǤk kțnt laukț nwǫ' o tiraan ka o kpi, o anǫ ninkțțd 'If a man 
strikes someone with an iron object so that he dies, he is a murderer'. [NUM 35:16] Ya mi' ye ninkțțd pț mǤr 

nyǤvțr kanǫ ka' naar la o san'anǫ? 'you know that no murderer has eternal life in him.'. [1JN 3:15] Ka ye ti baŋim 

ka nimban anǫ ninkuudib And says that we should be aware that those people are murderers. [Asaasim] 
Ninkțțdib la paami m nyǤvțr. 'my life is given over to murderers.'. [JER 4:31] da la'asim nǫ ninkțțdiba 'Do not 
take away ... my life with bloodthirsty men'. [PSA 26:9] Ninkțțdibi bǫ suoya la ni 'There is murder in the streets'. 

[LAM 1:20] See: nid1; kț2. 

ninkțțdib   See main entry: ninkțțd. murderer. 

ninkțțdiba   See main entry: ninkțțd. murderer. 

ninkțțdibi   See main entry: ninkțțd. murderer. 

ninkțțr   Variant: ninkuur; ninkțțrǫ. n. killing, slaughter. Ninkțțr bǤn'Ǥg 'The Valley of Slaughter'. [JER 7:30 (title) 32] 
ninkțțr ziim pǫ'ǫli ba teŋ la blood of murder fills their land. [HOS 6:8] Sam yi'er ka'a ninkțțrǫ. Retaliation is not 
murder. [Proverb 240] Sim: ninkțțsim. See: nid1; kț2. 

ninkțțrǫ   See main entry: ninkțțr. killing. 

ninkțțsim   Variant: ninkuusim. n. murder. Ba sțnkanǫ ǫǫnti duoe ka ba bǤǤd ninkțțsim la. Their anger which was 

roused and they wanted to kill. [GEN 49:7] Ba mǫ daa pț basi ba ninkțțsim nǫ ba ba'akǤn bțgțb 'nor did they 

repent of their murders, their sorcery ... '. [REV 9:21] Sim: ninkțțr. See: nid1; kț2. 
ninkuud   See main entry: ninkțțd. murderer. 

ninkuudib   See main entry: ninkțțd. murderer. 

ninkuur   See main entry: ninkțțr. killing. 

ninkuusim   See main entry: ninkțțsim. murder. 

ninla'adib   n.pl. scoffers, jokers. Ba da yǫli ya ye naar saŋa la, ninla'adib na bǫ 'They said to you, “In the last times there 

will be scoffers'. [JUD 1:18] See: nin-1; la'1. 

ninla'as   Form: ninla'asnam. n. a mocker. Ninla'as la ieedi ya'am ka pț nyǫta 'The mocker seeks wisdom and finds 

none'. [PRO 14:6] na'ab nǫ na'ayikpǫm la nunǫ daam kțțl ka naal nǫ banǫ an ninla'asnam. 'king ... and the 
princes become inflamed with wine, and he joins hands with the mockers.'. [HOS 7:5] See: nin-. 

ninla'asim   n. mockery. Basimini ya ninla'asim la 'stop your mocking'. [ISA 28:22] See: nid1; la'1. 

ninla'asnam   See main entry: ninla'as. mocker. 

ninsabilig   Form: ninsabilis. n. 1 • a dark complexioned person. O anǫ ninsabilig ka wa'am He was black complexioned 
and tall. [Trouble] 
2 • an African, 'black' person. Cpart: Na'asaara. Na'asaanamǫ kǫn ninsabilis teŋin la na, zumalisiŋ bǫǫ 

zutǤǤgǤ? When the Europeans came to Africa, was it beneficial or harmful? [Shoeshine-Boy] See: gbauŋ; -sabilig. 

ninsabilis   See main entry: ninsabilig. dark complexioned, African. 

ninsan'uŋ   See main entry: nindasan'auŋ. sad face. 

ninsaal1   Variant: ninsaala. Form: ninsaalib. Variant: ninsaaliba; ninsaalibi; ninsaalnam. Form: ninsaal-2. n. a human 

being, mankind. Ka linǫ an tinya'ar kpǫǫm linǫ maan ninsaal bǤǤdim wțsa. And this is a strong medicine 
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which fulfils all a person's desire. [Asaasim] Suobanǫ pa'an ninsaal kțkǤya ni ban'as nǫe ba ti'ebug yǫla: These 

are indications of human throat conditions and their cure: [Iodine] AlazugǤ ninsaal kț nyaŋi baŋ o bǫogǤ. 
'Therefore, a man cannot discover anything about his future.'. [ECC 7:14] onǫ wțsa nyǫ ninsaal kǤnbir na sǫ si'eli 

maal zanbin ka bayaas la ti paae na nǤki mum 'one of them sees a human bone, he will set up a marker beside 
it until the gravediggers have buried it'. [EZK 39:15] ba kț bț' o bǫǫ namis o wțț o ka'anǫ ninsaala. they shall not 

beat him or afflict him with inhuman punishments. [Constitution] Fț pț ma' tis ninsaala, amaa fț ma' tis nǫ 

Wina'am Siig Kasi. 'You have not lied to men but to God.'. [ACT 5:4] ninsaali ken ka gbin yul ka bin lǫǫ pț yit la, 

o ka' sț'țm. if a man is walking along with his bottom hanging out but not producing fæces, he is no good. 

[You-Heard?] Fțn sa nan gǤti li la ka tampiing buak ka li ka' ninsaali nǤk nu'ugț buaki lii. You were still 

watching last night, and a rock split but it wasn't a human hand that split it. [DAN 2:34] Bugum zin'ig la pț maalnǫ 

ninsaalib yǫla, amaa Sutaana nǫ o maliaknam yǫla. Hell is not made for human beings, but for Satan and his 
angels. [Trouble] Ninsaalib mǤri niŋgbiŋ buudi yinne, ka bțnkǤnbid niŋgbina mǫ bǫǫ li kǤn' 'human beings 
have one kind of flesh, animals another'. [1CO 15:39] man kț lǫn nyǫ ninsaaliba 'no longer will I look on mankind'. 

[ISA 38:11] Ninkaŋa sǤb di'ednǫ pian'asțŋ Wina'am san'an ka ka' ninsaalibi nǫ. 'Such a person receives praise 
from God, not from human beings.'. [ROM 2:29] Colloc: ninsaalin ‘among/from human’. BǤǤdim ayi' linǫ bǫ 

ninsaalin la yǫla Two Desires that are in a Humanbeing. [ROM 7:14 [title]] Syn: saal, ninvțsaal; Sim: nid1 ‘person’. 
See: saal; nid1; ninvțsaal. 

ninsaal-2   See main entry: ninsaal1. mankind. 

ninsaala   See main entry: ninsaal1. mankind. 

ninsaalib   See main entry: ninsaal1. mankind. 

ninsaaliba   See main entry: ninsaal1. mankind. 

ninsaalibi   See main entry: ninsaal1. mankind. 

ninsaalnam   See main entry: ninsaal1. mankind. 

ninta'am  Variant: nintɔ'ɔm; nintɔn'ɔm1; ninto'om; nintǤn'Ǥ-2. n. tears. O pugudib da ǫǫnsidi ninta'am o nini ni. His 

aunt wiped the tears from his face. [Trouble] M ninta'am litnǫ bǤr-bǤr Wina'am tuon 'my eyes pour out tears to 
God'. [JOB 16:20] m wțmi fț sǤsțg, ka mǫ nyǫǫ fț ninta'am; m na kǫ ka fț paam laafi. 'I have heard your prayer 
and seen your tears; I will heal you. [2KI 20:5] o ninta'am yuod bǤr-bǤr 'tears run down her cheeks'. [LAM 1:2] Ka 

lǫbi sin, on ti pin'il ye o pian' la ka nintǤ'Ǥm lut. And fell silent again, and when he started to speak, he shed 
tears. [AIDS-II] Biig la ma daa zi'e ani ka nintǤ'Ǥm pǫ'ǫl nini. The child's mother stood there and tears filled her 
eyes. [Trouble] Apțlis daa kummǫ nintǤn'Ǥma'asim nwǫnǫ biig nǫ o zi'ilim la yǫla. Apulis wept wet tears like a 
child because of his ignorance. [You-Heard?] pu'ab daae kțțr ka tansid ka kum nintǤ'Ǥm ka buon Wina'am ye 

o sțŋimi ba. the women started lamenting and weeping tears and calling on God to help them. [Electricity] See: nif. 

nintansțțs   Note: also written as two words nintaŋ sțțs , see nintaŋ. Variant: nintantisțțs. n. midday. Nintansțțs ti 

tu'usidi lit wțț li anǫ sisǤbir nǫ 'We stumble at noon, as if it were night'. [ISA 59:10] O da pț ti'e baa fiin ye o lǫb 

yinnǫ la'an nǫ lin da an nintantisțțs la. He wasn't at all ready to go home although it was midday. [Trouble] Asǫǫ 

o yț'țn gu'us ziriga kanǫ tia'al ka saŋa sieba ka o kennǫ nintantisțțs na la. He would have to wait for the 
next train, and sometimes he came at noon. [Trouble] See: nintaŋ; sțțg3. 

nintantisțțs   See main entry: nintansțțs. midday. 

nintantu'ar  n. rays of sunlight. Winnig la bikki lǫb ya-tuona la, ka nintantu'ar niak tiisin la. The sun was declining to 

the west and rays of sunlight filtered through the trees. [Trouble] See: nintaŋ; tu'a1. 

nintantțțlțg   n. heat of the day, hot sunshine. Nintantțțlțg da wțm Adu nǫ on da yu'osidi tu'ae sakur la. The heat 

of the sun exhausted Adu as he was panting up to the school. [Trouble] banǫ zan'as o la na bǫ teŋ kanǫ mǤr 

nintantțțlțg 'the rebellious live in a sun-scorched land.'. [PSA 68:6] See: nintaŋ; tțțlțg1. 

nintaŋ   Variant: nintaŋa; nintaŋi; niŋtaŋ. Form: nintaans. n. sun, sunshine, daytime. Nintaŋ la da lakid nǫ. The day was 

dawning. [Trouble] O pu'a na ti mǤr nintaŋ diib na. His wife will bring the midday meal. [House+Farm] Nintaŋ la 

tțl zina nǫ, dinzug ka m bǤǤdin ye ti keŋ nu daam The sun is hot today, so I would like us to go and drink pito. 

[Electricity] nintaŋ ya'a mu'oe ka li nyǫlig. 'when the sun grew hot, it melted away.'. [EXO 16:21] Zin'ikanǫ ka 

nintaŋ tțțlțg kanbid titanbin'isi la na lieb bǫuŋ 'The burning sand will become a pool'. [ISA 35:7] Saa ya'a ni 
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nintaŋa, tțma wǫǫlya If it rains in the morning, there is no work. [Shoeshine-Boy] Hali ka biis kǫt ka m pț nyǫt 

vț'țsim nintaŋa. Indeed, the children don't give me any rest in the daytime. [Trees] man nǫ ban na la'am di 

nintaŋa. 'they are to eat with me at midday'. [GEN 43:16] Nintaŋi daa mu'oe la, nidib la daa gǫnnǫ By sunset the 
people were tired. [AIDS-I] nǤŋdim nwǫnǫ tinam la an ye ti namisid yț'țŋ nǫ nintaŋi ti dabisir diib ma'aa yǫla. 
poor people like us have to suffer night and day just for our daily bread. [Trouble] Ka nintaŋi tțlig la, ka ba țki 

nwiilim, lin ka' nya'a la zug. 'But when the sun came up, the plants were scorched, and they withered because 
they had no root.'. [MAT 13:6] Colloc: nintaŋin ‘in the sun/daytime’. O keŋin mui bǤn'Ǥgțn nintaŋin He went to 
the rice field in the afternoon. [Trouble] Man yǫti ya si'el likin nwa' la, asǫǫ ka ya nie li nintaŋin. 'What I tell you 
in the dark, speak in the daylight'. [MAT 10:27] Colloc: nintaŋ tisțțs. Note: also written as one word nintansțțs  q.v. , 

nintantisțțs  Ya na babin nintaŋ tisțțs nwǫnǫ zțnzǤǤs nǫ. 'At midday you will grope about like a blind man in 
the dark.'. [DEU 28:29] Li da anǫ wțț nintaŋ tisțțs ka teŋ la wțsa lieb lik biridi ti paae zaamnǤǤr kǫrefa atan' 
'It was about twelve o'clock when the sun stopped shining and darkness covered the whole country until three 

o'clock'. [LUK 23:44] Colloc: nintaŋ lu ‘sun sets’. nintaŋ bǤǤd liib ka li sǤbid nyǤs-nyǤs. 'at twilight, as the day 
was fading, as the dark of night set in.'. [PRO 7:9] Sim: winnig; Cpart: nwadpielig ‘moonlight’; yț'țŋ. ti na la'aŋ 

bugum la nǫ yț'țŋ ka ka'a niŋtaŋa. we will switch the light on in the night, not in the daytime. [Electricity] bțdib 

nǫ bunib saŋa, waad nǫ tțțlțg saŋa, sǫǫung nǫ țțn, nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ kț gu'oe 'seedtime and harvest, cold 
and heat, summer and winter, day and night will never cease'. [GEN 8:22] ZugsǤb la bǫǫ ba tuon wțț saŋgbauŋ 

nintaŋ ka lǫn nwǫnǫ bugum yț'țŋț nie tisi ba. 'By day the Lord went ahead of them in a pillar of cloud to guide 

them on their way and by night in a pillar of fire to give them light'. [EXO 13:21] Wina'am kț tis o nimbanǫ sǤsid 

o yț'țŋ nǫ nintaŋ la bțțdǫǫ? 'will not God bring about justice for his chosen ones, who cry out to him day and 
night?'. [LUK 18:7] See: nintantțțlțg. 

nintaŋa  See main entry: nintaŋ. daytime. 

nintaŋi   See main entry: nintaŋ. daytime. 

nintaa   Form: nintaas. Variant: nintaasǫ [N]. n. a 'rival' [Gh.], co-wife. Kpa'akur da kǫlis nǫ o ma nintaa sa'ab Tortoise 

listened to his mother's co-wife's t.z. [Asaasim Proverb] o nintaa la da niŋid o bțnsieba linǫ na duoe o sțnf. 'her 
rival kept provoking her in order to irritate her.'. [1SA 1:6] Mid ka fț nǤki fț pu'a bier bǫǫ o pitț ka o lieb o 

nintaa ka fț mǤr o dig ka fț pu'a nam vțe. 'Do not take your wife's sister as one of your wives, as long as your 

wife is living.'. [LEV 18:18] Etym: vc4 *yon. See: taa1; dataa. 

nintaans   See main entry: nintaŋ. daytime. 

nintaas   See main entry: nintaa. co.wife. 

nintaasǫ [N]   See main entry: nintaa. co.wife. 

nintɔ'ɔm   See main entry: ninta'am. tears. 

nintǤn'Ǥ-1   See main entry: nintǤǤnd. saliva. 

nintǤn'Ǥ-2   See main entry: ninta'am. tears. 

nintɔn'ɔm1   See main entry: ninta'am. tears. 

nintɔn'ɔm2   See main entry: nintǤǤnd. saliva. 

nintǤnpuud  Variant: nintɔpʋʋd; nintopuud. n. mouth-foam. o bilim ka nintǤnpuud yit o nǤǤrin 'He ... rolled around, 

foaming at the mouth.'. [MRK 9:20] See: nintǤǤnd. 
nintɔpʋʋd   See main entry: nintǤnpuud. mouth foam. 

ninto'om   See main entry: ninta'am. tears. 

ninto'os   See main entry: nintț'țs. arrogant. 

ninto'osim   See main entry: nintț'țsim. arrogance. 

ninto'osnam   See main entry: nintț'țs. arrogant. 

nintopuud   See main entry: nintǤnpuud. mouth foam. 

nintǤǤnd   Variant: nintoond; nintɔn'ɔm2; nintǤǤndǫ; nintǤǤndi; nintoondi; nintood. Form: nintǤn'Ǥ-1. n. saliva, spittle. 
Azampǫ'ǫl nintǤǤnd, "VǤlimaa!" – li pț vǤnna, "Tț'țsima!" –  li pț tț'țsida. Mr.Lying-Flat's saliva - he can't 
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swallow it or spit it out. [Proverb 062] nintǤǤnd yit o nǤǤrin 'he foams at the mouth'. [LUK 9:39] Fț kț ...  kǫ ka m 

paam vț'țsțm bi'elaa vǤli m nintǤǤndǫ? 'Will you not ... leave me long enough to swallow my spittle?'. [JOB 7:19] 
ba sieba tțbis nintǤǤndi mad o 'some began to spit at him'. [MRK 14:65] Colloc: nintǤǤndin ‘in saliva’. Li pț 

dǤlisid ku'omin bǫǫ nintǤǤndin bǫǫ dț'țnimin bǫǫ si'el nii It is not transferred in water, or saliva, or urine or 
anything. [AIDS-I] Sim: tțbis1 ‘to spit’. Fț mǫ ya'a tțbis nintǤǤndi mǫ' yirǫ mǫligim m buodi li ka saa nan pț 

paae na. If you spit saliva to build a house, the dew will dissolve it even before the rains start. [Asaasim] Note: 

emended by MA Etym: OVN *T Ʋ-TI ; vc2 *ta . Note: may be prefixed with 'mouth-' See: nintǤnpuud. 

nintǤǤndǫ   See main entry: nintǤǤnd. saliva. 

nintǤǤndi   See main entry: nintǤǤnd. saliva. 

nintood   See main entry: nintǤǤnd. saliva. 

nintoond  See main entry: nintǤǤnd. saliva. 

nintoondi   See main entry: nintǤǤnd. saliva. 

nintț'țs   Variant: ninto'os; nintț'țsa. Form: nintț'țsnam. Variant: ninto'osnam; nintț'țsnama. n. an arrogant, proud, 

scornful person. ya da dǤl nǫ onǫ yǫl o mǫŋ ye o anǫ Wina'am nid, ka ... an nintț'țs 'you must not associate 

with anyone who calls himself a brother but is ... a slanderer. [1CO 5:11] Da sa'al nintț'țsa ka o na kisigif 'Do not 
reprove the insolent person or he will hate you'. [PRO 9:8] Yǫlsțm bǫ nǫ onǫ pț ... nǤk o mǫŋi la'as nǫ 

nintț'țsnama. 'Blessed is the man who does not ... sit in the seat of mockers.'. [PSA 1:1] Nabstr: nintț'țsim. BǤ ka 

nintț'țsnam nan kpǫn nǤŋ nintț'țsim ... ? 'How long will mockers delight in mockery ... ?'. [PRO 1:22] 
InvNact: tț'. See: nin-; tț'; nintț'țsim. 

nintț'țsa   See main entry: nintț'țs. arrogant. 

nintț'țsim   Variant: ninto'osim. n. arrogance. Fț ya'a sa'al nintț'țsim sǤb fț di'edi tț'țd 'If you correct conceited 

people, you will only be insulted.'. [PRO 9:7] InvNabstr: nintț'țs. BǤ ka nintț'țsnam nan kpǫn nǤŋ nintț'țsim ... ? 
'How long will mockers delight in mockery ... ?'. [PRO 1:22] See: nintț'țs. 

nintț'țsnam   See main entry: nintț'țs. arrogant. 

nintț'țsnama   See main entry: nintț'țs. arrogant. 

nintțțlim   Variant: niŋtțțlțg. n. fever, body-heat. Ban'a nǫ nintțțlim kǫ ka m kum. Sickness and fever made me cry. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] bțmmǤta nǫ nintțțlim na gban'e ya 'swelling and fever' will afflict you. [DEU 28:22] Su'os nintaŋ 

winkǤǤr saŋa ka o nintțțlim la bas o. 'It was one o'clock yesterday afternoon when the fever left him.'. [JHN 4:52] 
m ... na mǤr ban'as linǫ ka sǤ' kț nyaŋi ti'ebǫ nǫ niŋtțțlțg linǫ na kǫ ka ya zu'om ka kț mǤr sumalisim. 'I 
will bring ... incurable diseases and fevers that will make you blind and cause your life to waste away.'. [LEV 26:16] 
Sim: nwǫ'edțg, waad2 See: niŋ2; tțțlim1. 

ninvo-   See main entry: ninvț-. person. 

ninvosaal   See main entry: ninvțsaal. humanbeing. 

ninvț-   Variant: ninvo-. n. a – person. Note: in compounds ninvǤsuŋ good person. Sim: nin-1. See: nin-; ninvțsaal. 

ninvțsaal   Variant: ninvosaal. Form: nivțsaalib. n. human being. zǤm Wina'am ka di'e o zi'ela la, ka linǫ nar ye 

ninvțsaal tțm. 'Fear God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole duty of man.'. [ECC 12:13] Fț dabisa 

gimnǫ nwǫnǫ ninvțsaal dabisaa? 'Are your days like those of a mortal ... ?'. [JOB 10:5] Ninvțsaalib an bǤ ka fț 

tǫn'ǫsidi ba yǫla? 'What are frail mortals that you should take thought for them?'. [PSA 144:3] Syn: saal, ninsaal1. 
See: saal; ninsaal1; ninvț-. 

ninwisigir   See main entry: niŋwisigir. training. 

ninyǤǤd   See main entry: ninyǤǤg. social outcast. 

ninyǤǤdnam  See main entry: ninyǤǤg. social outcast. 

ninyǤǤg   Form: ninyǤǤd. Variant: ninyood. Form: ninyǤǤdnam. Variant: ninyoodnam. n. useless person/people, social 

outcast. Onǫ ye o dǤl on nya'aŋ la na an ninyǤǤg onǫ pț nara 'He will be succeeded by a contemptible person'. 

[DAN 11:21] nimbanǫ an ninyǤǤd da la'as o san'an na dǤl o. 'a number of good-for-nothing fellows rallied to him 
and became his followers.'. [JDG 11:3] O yaal o mǫŋ sankpan'asnam nǫ pu'asada tuon nwǫnǫ ninyǤǤdi niŋid 
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si'em. 'disrobing in the sight of the slave girls of his servants as any vulgar fellow would!'. [2SA 6:20] ya ...  an 

Wina'am bibanǫ bǫ zțmațŋ bǫ'ǫd nǫ ninyǤǤdnam sțțgin ka lǫǫ pț mǤr gba'arǫ 'you may become blameless 
and pure, children of God without fault in a crooked and depraved generation'. [PHP 2:15] See: nin-1; -yǤǤg1. 

ninyood   See main entry: ninyǤǤg. social outcast. 

ninyoodnam   See main entry: ninyǤǤg. social outcast. 

niŋ ya4   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋ1   Variant: niŋa; niŋǫ; niŋǫǫ; niŋe; niŋi. Form: niŋnǫ. Form: niŋid2. Variant: niŋida2; niŋidi. Form: niŋidnǫ. 
Form: niŋim!. Form: niŋimin!. Variant: niŋimini!. Form: niŋin. Variant: niŋinǫ; niŋini. Form: niŋir. Variant: niŋirǫ; 

niŋiri. Form: niŋ ya4. Variant: niŋyaa. v. 1 • to do. Ligidkanǫ daa bǫ o nu'ugin la wțsa daa naae ka on na niŋ 

si'em lǫn kae All the money he had had was finished, and there was nothing else for him to do. [Billygoat] Naa, m 

ba', m na niŋ ala. Yes, father, 'I will do as you say.'. [GEN 47:30] BǤ ka ti na niŋǫ? 'What shall we do?'. [ACT 21:22] 
Ba'amadir niŋid na'araug lan bǤ? Tick does what to a bull's testicle? [Proverb 159] Pita dǤl o yi yiŋ ka nam pț 

baŋ ye maliak la niŋid si'el la anǫ amǫŋaa 'Peter followed him out of the prison ... but he had no idea that what 

the angel was doing was really happening'. [ACT 12:9] BǤ ka nidib la niŋida? What are the people doing? 

[Bible-Study] Ti ya'a niŋida ala, li kǫtnǫ ka Wina'am yț'țr nyǫt dț'țsțg If we do that, it causes God's name to be 
exalted. [1PE 4:11] o gǤsid yir la giligid, amaa o da niŋidi li nǫ wțț o pț bǤǤd ye ba baŋ nǫ. He was looking 
around the house, but he did it as if he didn't want them to know. [Trouble] dabiem gban'am, ka m zi' man niŋidi 

m mǫŋ si'ela I am frightened and don't know what to do with myself.  [DAN 10:16] La'am nǫ zǫnvaandǫ, o niŋidnǫ 

ala. Even with soup-leaves she does that. [You-Heard?] Mǫ yǫlimi ba ye ba niŋim anwa And also tell them to do 
this. [GEN 45:19] Yanam banǫ an zugdaannama, niŋimin ala mǫnǫ tisidi ba, ka da mugusidi baa 'masters, treat 
your slaves in the same way. Do not threaten them'. [EPH 6:9] Linǫ wțsa ka ya maan; li ya'a anǫ tțțma bǫǫ 

pian'adǫ, yanam on niŋimini li ZugsǤb Yesu Kristo yț'țrin 'whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it all 
in the name of the Lord Jesus'. [COL 3:17] Ka m ya'a san'amin wada ka niŋin si'el linǫ ka m narin nǫ kum, m 

naan kț zan'asinǫǫ. 'If I have broken the law and done something for which I deserve the death penalty, I do not 
ask to escape it'. [ACT 25:11] nǤdi'es la ya'a yǫlin ye fț niŋ linǫ tǤi gaad ala, fț naan kț niŋinǫ? 'if the prophet 

had told you to do some great thing, would you not have done it?'. [2KI 5:13] Ya ya'a gban'e ya mǫŋ nǫ nǫ'ǫnam 

niŋir, ya maal sțm. 'If you keep yourselves free from these things you will be doing well.'. [ACT 15:29] M 

zugdaana, fțn ye m niŋim si'em la m niŋ ya 'what you ordered (me to do) has been done'. [LUK 14:22] Note: 

Predicating abstract nouns: Colloc: niŋ1 yadda ‘have faith, put faith in ...’. Abraham yadda niŋir Wina'am ni da pț 

bțkǫ Abraham's 'faith did not weaken'. [ROM 4:19] Tisiminim zanbin linǫ na kǫ ka m niŋ yadda ye ya na faaǫn 

man nǫ m ba' 'Give me a sure sign that you will spare the lives of my father'. [JOS 2:12-13] Lit: sign that will let me 
believe ... me and my father. Mǫ da tam fțn zamis si'el kpǫla Wina'am yadda niŋir yǫla la. And don't forget 
what you have learned here about faith in God. [Trouble] Colloc: niŋ1 nǤǤr1 yinne ‘make an agreement’. M na niŋ 

nǤǤr yinne nǫ ya 'I will make a treaty with you'. [1SA 11:2] m na siak ka mam nǫ yanam niŋ nǤǤr yinne. 'I am 
ready to have you unite with me.'. [1CH 12:17] Colloc: niŋ1 suguru ‘forgive’. Ninkanǫ wțsa ka ya niŋ suguru nǫ 

o ka yis o tțțmbǫ'ǫdi bas la, Wina'am mǫ na yisi li bas. 'If you forgive anyone his sins, they are forgiven'. [JHN 

20:23] Colloc: niŋ1 asiri ‘get ready’. Josua nǫ o zabzabidib la niŋ asiri keŋ Ai ye ba zab nǫ ba. 'Joshua got 

ready to go to Ai with all his soldiers.'. [JOS 8:3] Colloc: niŋ1 X malisim/sumalisim ‘to please X’. li niŋ o malisim 

ka o gaŋ mam m saam biisin la diis Israel wțsa na'ab. 'from my father's sons he was pleased to make me king 
over all Israel.'. [1CH 28:4] On da paae nyǫ Wina'am niŋi ba yǫlsțm si'em la, li da niŋ o malisim hali. 'When he 
arrived and saw the evidence of the grace of God, he was glad'. [ACT 11:23] li niŋ on nǫ o yidim wțsa sumalisim 
'He and his family were filled with joy'. [ACT 16:34] Colloc: niŋ1 (X zug ) (al)bareka/nǤpǤǤr ‘bless/curse X’. 
ZugsǤb la na niŋi ya zug bareka, ya ba'a bǫ nǫ mam la zug. 'The Lord bless you for your concern for me. [1SA 

23:21] ZugsǤb la niŋ o zug albareka si'el wțsa ni. 'the Lord had blessed him in every way.'. [GEN 24:1] Wina'am 

sțnf pǫlig ka o pǤ nǤǤri niŋi ba God was angry and he cursed them. [You-Heard?] Colloc: niŋ1 amǫŋa, (a)sida 
‘come true’. Ala ka ZugsǤb la na kǫ ka on tis nǤǤr ye o na tis Abraham bțnsțma la niŋ amǫŋa. 'so that the 
Lord will bring about for Abraham what he has promised him'. [GEN 18:19] O niŋ nǫ'ǫŋa ye on da pǤ nǤǤrǫ zi'eli 

ya yaanam la niŋ amǫŋa wțț din an si'em zina la. He does this 'so confirms his covenant, which he swore to 
your forefathers, as it is today.'. [DEU 8:18] Yanam nǫ ya pu'ab la tțțma pa'al ye ya nǤǤri yǫl si'el la niŋ asida. 
What you and your wives are doing shows that what you said is coming true. [JER 44:25] li kǫ ka Jeremia onǫ an 

Wina'am nǤdi'es la da sǤb si'el la sid niŋ sida 'what the prophet Jeremiah had said came true'. [MAT 27:9] 
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Colloc: niŋ1 nyalima2 ‘be accidental, unexpected’. Ka li niŋ nyalima ka Wina'am maanmaan dǤl suokan la. 'A 

priest happened to be going down the same road'. [LUK 10:31] Colloc: niŋ1 let ‘to be late’. Note: let English word  –  see 

note under let O niŋǫ let He is late. [Trouble] BǤ yǫla ka fț niŋin lettǫ, Adu? Why are you late, Adu? [Trouble] 
Colloc: niŋ ala nǫ1 ala ‘carry on like this (until)’. Apțlis daa niŋǫ ala nǫ ala ka ti nyaŋi baŋ karțŋ nǫ sǤb. 
Apulis continued like this until he could manage to understand reading and writing. [You-Heard?] Sim: maal, it; 
Nact: niŋid; Colloc: niŋirin ‘in doing’. AlazugǤ, ti pț bǫ ti gțllim ti yadda niŋirin la. So we are not alone in our 
faith. [Bible-Study] Sim: tțm1 ‘to work, do’. Etym: OV1 *ŊA ; vc4 *ŋa. 
2 • to perform. Sim: maal. Da nǤki tudaar si'a ya'asi niŋ ZugsǤb tudaari daka la nii, bǫǫ maal nyu'or maan 

bǫǫ zțțd maannǫ li zugǤ. 'Do not offer on this altar any other incense or any burnt offering or grain offering, and 
do not pour a drink offering on it.'. [EXO 30:9] 
3 • to act, behave. Note: sense 1 has a direct object, this sense does not David sǤsnǫ suor man san'an ye o niŋ tǤ'ǤtǤ 

keŋ Betilehem 'David earnestly asked my permission to hurry to Bethlehem'. [1SA 20:6] Joab dǤl o yi za'anǤǤr la 

baba ka niŋ wțț o bǤǤdi ye o pian' si'eli tis on ma'aa 'Joab took him aside into the gateway, as though to speak 
with him privately.'. [2SA 3:27] ba niŋidnǫ wțț li anǫ bțnsaaŋi tisi ba. 'they regarded them as something alien.'. 

[HOS 8:12] Saŋkaŋa Adu niŋ ya ka li nwǫnǫ o gban'e li gbin nǫ. At that time Adu acted as if he understood the 
meaning. [Trouble] Colloc: X niŋ1 wala ye ... ‘how can X manage to ...’. Ti na niŋ wala ka da yǤǤd ligidi bǫdegț 
How can we manage not to have to pay a lot. [Electricity] Ti na niŋ wala maal dinǫ? How can we manage that? 

[Trouble] Fț niŋ wala paami li tǤ'ǤtǤ ala m biiga? 'How did you find it so quickly, my son? [GEN 27:20] Alazug, ya 

ye ya niŋ wala bǫlis man nǫ ya antu'ayǫǫd nwa'? 'So how can you console me with your nonsense?'. [JOB 21:34] 
m ya'a pț bu'osinǫ m naan niŋin wala baŋinǫ? if I don't ask, how will I find out? [You-Heard?] Colloc: niŋ1 ala 
‘act in this way, do so’. Ka ba niŋ ala ya'as And they did so again. [You-Do?] Daniel ... da sǤs suor kpǫǫm la 

san'an ye o pț bǤǤd ye o niŋ ala dian'a o mǫŋa. 'Daniel ... asked the chief official for permission not to defile 

himself this way.'. [DAN 1:8] Colloc: ( wțț ) X niŋ1 si'em ( la1 ) ‘as X did’. Solomon da ... pț dǤl o ZugsǤb la nǫ 

o sțnf wțsa wțț o saam David n da niŋ si'em la. 'Solomon ... did not follow the Lord completely, as David his 
father had done.'. [1KI 11:6] Betel nǤdi'es kțdiri niŋ si'em What the Old Prophet of Bethel Did. [1KI 13:11 [heading]] 
On da niŋ si'em yǤ sam la anǫ nwa': This is how he acted in order to pay the fine: [2KI 23:35] 
4 • to make sth., cause. Si'el-si'el da ka' Daka la nii asǫǫ kuglamma ayi' banǫ ka Moses da niŋ Horeb zuorin 
'There was nothing in the ark except the two stone tablets that Moses had made at Horeb'. [1KI 8:9] Colloc: bǤ(Ǥ) 

niŋ1 ka ... ? ‘why,how does it come about that ... ?’. BǤǤ niŋ ka dunia buudi wțsa su'a gban'ad gban'abǫ'ǫdǫ? 
'Why do the nations plan rebellion? [PSA 2:1] Colloc: niŋ1 ka'alim ‘'make an end' [euphemism for 'die']’. Fț na ti 

niŋ ka'alim ka ba mumif nǫ sumbțgțsțm. 'you will be gathered to your grave in peace'. [2CH 34:28] 
5 • to put in, put down, serve out, apply sth. to sth. Note: usually with a locative expression, but the "in/on [place]" can be 

implied by the context as in: Yesu zin' kpi'enǫ Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir ligidi daka, ka gǤsid nidib ka ba niŋid ligidi. 

Ka arezak dim niŋid ligidi bǫdegț. Ka pțkǤǤnr nǤŋdaan kena niŋ kǤbayi' ma'aa. 'Jesus sat down opposite the 
place where the offerings were put and watched the crowd putting their money into the temple treasury. Many rich 
people threw in large amounts. But a poor widow came and put in two very small copper coins, worth only a 
fraction of a penny.'. [MRK 12:41-42] Note: ligidi daka is a place, niŋid ... niŋid ... niŋ  imply "in it" (translating "into ... 

threw in ... put in" in the English) niŋim ku'om dțkkun la zuol bugumin la put water in a pot and put it on the fire. 

[Trouble] li bǤǤd ye o niŋ bin'isir bilia la nǤǤrin ka li sțŋ bilia la nǫ o ma la ka ba nyǫ laafi. what is required is 
for her to put the breast into the baby's mouth, which promotes the health of both mother and child. [Breastfeeding] o 

karim mita la naae ka sǤbi niŋ gbauŋțn la when he had finished reading the meter he wrote it down on the 
paper. [Electricity] (o da) zaŋ balakanǫ ka o zanl la tțm siindin la yisi niŋ o nǤǤrin ka o nini nie 'he reached out 
with the stick he was carrying, dipped it in a honeycomb, and ate some honey. At once he felt much better.'. [1SA 

14:27] maliak onǫ paas ayuobț la kpa'ae o laa la niŋ Efiritis mu'atita'arin la the sixth angel poured out his 
bowl on the great river Euphrates'. [REV 16:12] SǤm niŋini ya dǤǤd za'anǤya ni nǫ ya yaŋa ni. 'Write them on the 
doorframes of your houses and on your gates.'. [DEU 6:9] Colloc: bu'oe malțŋ kpaam niŋ1 X zug(in) ‘to anoint X’. 
Note: installing sb. as king or priest [in the Bible] M gaŋ Sarus onǫ ka m bu'oe malțŋ kpaam niŋ o zug la I have 
chosen Cyrus and anointed him. [ISA 45:1] Samuel da nǤk malțŋ kpaam nǫ iili bu'oe niŋ Saul zugin Samuel 
took ritual oil in a horn and poured it on Saul's head. [1SA 10:1] Colloc: nǤk ti'ir niŋ1 ‘put one's trust in’. M na nǤki 

m ti'iri niŋ Wina'am la ni 'I will put my hope in God'. [PSA 43:5] Da lǫn nǤki fț ti'iri niŋ ninsaal 'Put no more 

confidence in mortals.'. [ISA 2:22] Sim: kpǫn'ǫs, tțm22. 
6 • to happen. Note: normally in this sense there is no object, but sometimes an object occurs in the sense of "happen to X" : 
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Dinǫ na niŋ ninsaal la, dinǫ mǫ na niŋ bțnkǤnbid. 'the same fate awaits human beings and animals alike'. [ECC 

3:19] sǤ' mǫ daa zi' din niŋ si'em nobody knew what had happened. [Electricity] dinǫ daa niŋ la tun'e daa kț biig 

la. what had happened could have killed the child. [Electricity] o zi' lin niŋ si'em-si'em ka li bulǫ he does not know 
how it sprouts. [MRK 4:27] Dina wțsa na niŋ ka di anǫ Abraham siak m nǤǤr all this will happen 'because 
Abraham obeyed me'. [GEN 26:5] hali baa ZugsǤb la ya'a yǤ'Ǥg saŋgbana wțț za'anǤya nǫ, nǫ' na nyaŋi niŋǫǫ? 
'even if the Lord should open the floodgates of the heavens, could this happen?'. [2KI 7:2] Li da niŋnǫ anwa ka 

Naomi nǫ o bipu'a yi Moab teŋin lǫbi kul na. 'This, then, was how Naomi came back from Moab with Ruth, her 
Moabite daughter-in-law.'. [RUT 1:22] ka linǫ na niŋ, lin niŋ. 'then let come to me what may.'. [JOB 13:13] Dina na 

pa'al ye man yǫl si'el la na niŋa ala This will show you that what I said will be done. [1SA 2:34] Ayaab daa bu'os 

ye li na nyaŋe niŋa alaa? Ayaab asked how this could happen. [Electricity] ya kț siak ye li sid niŋyaa. you won't 
believe that it has really happened. [HAB 1:5] daauŋ tita'ar naan soogianam la sțțgin, ban bǤǤd ye ba baŋ linǫ 

niŋ Pita la zug. 'there was no small commotion among the soldiers as to what had become of Peter.'. [ACT 12:18] 
7 • to be, become. Onǫ wțsa mǤr gba'ar ka li pț tis o suor ka o na zi'en teŋ zi'ela zǤŋin la mǫ kț tun'e niŋ 

paati kpǫǫm. 'Any person who does not qualify to enter Parliament cannot be a founding member. a leader or a 

member of a political party's executive body.'. [Constitution] m digilimǫ li ka bǫog, ka li yț'țn niŋ sțț! I should 
put it down till tomorrow, and then it will become quiet! [Shoeshine-Boy] O saame mǤr o la ka o dam gț'țŋ ka niŋ 

baanlim. When his father held him he couldn't shake himself and became still. [Trouble] O da niŋ Israel tuongat 

nǫ yțma anii. 'He was judge over Israel for eight years'. [JDG 12:14] mam kț niŋ nǫ'ǫŋa sariakata. 'I will not be 

the judge of such things'. [ACT 18:15] Fț nwaae o na'akinnim saŋa ka li niŋ giŋa 'You have cut short the days of 
his youth'. [PSA 89:45] Dau yinne niŋ o mǫŋ wțț bțmmǤr, amaa ka lǫǫ ka' si'ela; ka yinne mǫ niŋ o mǫŋ wțț 

nǤŋdaan, ka lǫǫ mǤr bǫdegț. 'One man pretends to be rich, yet has nothing; another pretends to be poor, yet has 
great wealth.'. [PRO 13:7] o nu'ug la niŋ sț'țŋa wțț nu'ug kaŋa la mǫn. his hand 'became well again, just like the 

other one.'. [MAT 12:13] O na niŋ Jakob yaas na'ab 'he will be the king of the descendants of Jacob'. [LUK 1:33] 
8 • to flourish (plants, crops do). 
9 • to 'do' sb., harm sb. M ba' n niŋif bǤ? My father, what have I done to you? [Asaasim] Winna'ab:- Fț kpǫǫm la 

yaafnǫ zaalim? :: Abțgțr:- Űǫn, zaalim zaalim. M pț niŋ o si'ela Winna'ab:- Did your elder hate you for no 
reason? :: Abugur:- Yes, for no reason. I hadn't done anything to him. [Three-Problems-] Ya biis la pț nyǫ ... on da 

niŋ Egipt soogianam nǫ ba widi nǫ ba zaba tǫrekonam si'em 'your children were not the ones who saw ... what 
he did to the Egyptian army, to its horses and chariots'. [DEU 11:3-4] Niŋim o nwǫnǫ fțn niŋ Sihon onǫ an Amor 

dim na'ab ... si'em la. 'Do to him what you did to Sihon king of the Amorites'. [DEU 3:2] 
10 • to pass (time does), spend (time). Lin da niŋ bi'ela la, tǤn'Ǥs la pu'a da nyǫ ka ban paam si'el la pț sia'ali 

baa After a little while, the hunter and his wife saw that what they had received was not enough for them. [Jealousy] 
li niŋ bi'ela ka o sǤligi lǫb yin na. it wasn't long before he secretly came back home. [Wonderwoman] Ka li niŋ 

bi'ela, ka banǫ zi'e la li'el Pita ka ye, “Amǫŋa, oŋa anǫ Yesu nid yinne... ” 'After a little while, those standing 
there went up to Peter and said, “Surely you are one of them ... ”'. [MAT 26:73] asǫǫ ka o yi la'asțg zin'ig la yiŋi 

niŋ bakuai 'let her be shut out of the camp for a week'. [NUM 12:14] See: niŋid. 

niŋ2   Form: niŋ-3. n. body. Ka o niŋ yț'țn pin'ili nwǫ'ǫd lab-lab. Her body started to throb 'thump, thump! [Trouble] Ka 

waad kpǫn' Birago ka o niŋ dam gbi'i-gbi'. Birago got very cold and her body quivered  shiveringly. [Trouble] 
Dabiem da kpǫn' tǤn'Ǥs la nǫ ka o zi' on na niŋ si'em, ka o niŋ wțsa an matti. Fear filled the hunter, and he 

didn't know what he was doing –  his whole body was soaked (with sweat). [Jealousy] Ka o saam bǫn'ǫdi digi ka o 

niŋ tțl ka o saand. 'His father was sick in bed, suffering from fever and dysentery.'. [ACT 28:8] Ka Ama tțm 

bǤdiba la ku'okanǫ ma'ae la ni duus dian'ad nǫ ziim la o niŋin la. And Ama put a towel in cool water and 
wiped the dirt and blood from his body. [Trouble] Fț sakur fuug la na kpǫn ya'ae fț niŋin ala wțț 

gum-gaarisnǫ. Your school shirt hangs on your body like a lot of loose threads. [Trouble] Note: most commonly in 

compounds: Maanmaan la ya'a gǤs o ka o niŋgbiŋ zin'isi'a ya'a mǤdi pǫligi tiak niŋkǤnbilțg la 'The priest is to 
examine him, and if there is a white swelling in the skin that has turned the hair white'. [LEV 13:10] M na gbirigi 

mǤr mugustita'ar na namisi ya, ka na mǤr ... niŋtțțlțg linǫ na kǫ ka ya zu'om ka kț mǤr sumalisim. ' I will 

bring disaster on you – ... fevers that will make you blind and cause your life to waste away.'. [LEV 26:16] O da bǤǤd 

ye o baŋ Yesu an sǤ', amaa ka kț nyaŋǫ, bǤzugǤ nidib la da galis nǫ, ka o mǫ an niŋgiŋ. 'He wanted to see 
who Jesus was, but being a short man he could not, because of the crowd.'. [LUK 19:3] Colloc: niŋ2 kpi ‘o faint, 
become unconscious/paralysed’. Sțnsa'aŋ la da nyaŋ pu'a la nǫ hali ka o ya'a kțdin ti nyǫ Adu, o niŋ ǫǫnti 
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kpinǫ. The woman was overcome with grief, whenever she just got a glimpse of Adu her body became numb. 

[Trouble] Colloc: niŋ2 ma'ae ‘be calm, happy’. Ka o niŋ ti ma'ae ka o la' ka li lidig Adu. [Trouble] Sim: niŋgbiŋ. 
See: nimmi'isțg; niŋgbiŋ; nintțțlim; nimma'asim. 

niŋ-3   See main entry: niŋ2. body. 

niŋ-4   See main entry: nin-1. person. 

niŋa   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋǫ   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋe   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋǫǫ   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋgǫǫnlima   See main entry: niŋgǫǫnliŋ. weakling. 

niŋgǫǫnliŋ   Variant: niŋgǫǫnlțŋ; niŋgeenluŋ. Form: niŋgǫǫnlis. Variant: niŋgǫǫnlima; niŋgeenluma. n. a weakling. Note: 

a physically weak person See: nin-; -gǫǫnliŋ. 

niŋgǫǫnlis   See main entry: niŋgǫǫnliŋ. weakling. 

niŋgǫǫnlțŋ   See main entry: niŋgǫǫnliŋ. weakling. 

niŋgeenluma   See main entry: niŋgǫǫnliŋ. weakling. 

niŋgeenluŋ   See main entry: niŋgǫǫnliŋ. weakling. 

niŋgǤn-   See main entry: niŋgǤǤnr. neck. 

niŋgǤnkǤr-   See main entry: niŋgǤnkǤrig. necklace. 

niŋgǤnkǤrig   Variant: niŋgonkorig; niŋgǤnkǤriga; niŋgonkoriga; niŋgǤnkǤrigi. Form: niŋgǤnkǤris. 

Variant: niŋgǤnkǤrisǫ; niŋgonkoris. Form: niŋgǤnkǤr-. n. a necklace. Kǫl ka ba pian'ad la bǫǫ fț ni saŋa wțsa, 

lǤǤmi li kǤlli fț niŋgǤǤnrin wțț niŋgǤnkǤrig nǫ. 'Keep their words with you always' 'fasten them around your 
neck.'. [PRO 6:21] ba sid da nǤk na'am fuugț yǫǫl Daniel ka nǤk sanlima niŋgǤnkǤrigi kǤl o 'Daniel was robed 

in purple and a gold chain was hung round his neck'. [DAN 5:29] Li yț'țn da liebnǫ "saam yiri" tis ta'adduusidib 

nǫ banǫ kuosid baas niŋgǤnkǤris It became a 'guest house' for shoeshine boys and people who sold dog-collars. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Pu'asadir na tam o niŋgǤnkǤris yǫlaa ... ? 'Does a young woman forget her jewellery ... ?'. [JER 

2:32] saŋkanǫ ka ba da yit Sinai zuorin la, Israel dim la da pț lǫn kǤr niŋgǤnkǤrisǫ. 'after they left Mount 
Sinai, the people of Israel no longer wore jewellery.'. [EXO 33:6] fț ... kir kirț ka nǤki fț niŋgǤnkǤrisi kǤr 'you ...  

painted your eyes and put on your jewellery'. [EZK 23:40] Ba na yǫǫsi fț fuud la ka yisi fț baans nǫ 

niŋgǤnkǤrsțma la ka basif biel. 'They will take away your clothes and jewels and leave you completely naked.'. 

[EZK 16:39] See: niŋgǤǤnr; kǤr; kǤl. 

niŋgǤnkǤriga   See main entry: niŋgǤnkǤrig. necklace. 

niŋgǤnkǤrigi   See main entry: niŋgǤnkǤrig. necklace. 

niŋgǤnkǤris   See main entry: niŋgǤnkǤrig. necklace. 

niŋgǤnkǤrisǫ   See main entry: niŋgǤnkǤrig. necklace. 

niŋgǤnya   See main entry: niŋgǤǤnr. neck. 

niŋgɔtiŋ   See main entry: ningǤtiŋ. spectacles. 

niŋgɔtis   See main entry: ningǤtiŋ. spectacles. 

niŋgon-   See main entry: niŋgǤǤnr. neck. 

niŋgonkorig   See main entry: niŋgǤnkǤrig. necklace. 

niŋgonkoriga   See main entry: niŋgǤnkǤrig. necklace. 

niŋgonkoris   See main entry: niŋgǤnkǤrig. necklace. 

niŋgotiŋ   See main entry: ningǤtiŋ. spectacles. 
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niŋgotis   See main entry: ningǤtiŋ. spectacles. 

niŋgǤǤnr   Variant: niŋgoonr; niŋgǤǤnri; niŋgǤǤnrǫ; niŋgoonre. Form: niŋgǤnya. Form: niŋgǤn-. Variant: niŋgon-. n. 

neck. MǤr mǤda gilig o niŋgǤǤnr bǫǫ o biaunk bǫǫ o daulim bǫǫ o pu'alim. (He or she) has swellings around 

the neck, or armpits, or genitals. [AIDS-Azuur] Ku'om la paae m niŋgǤǤnr bǫn 'The water about me rose to my 
neck'. [JON 2:5] O da dǤnlignǫ o niŋgǤǤnri paae wal-bi'ime tǫǫgi li lǫb o suak la baba. He reached out his neck 
to reach a ripe fruit and pulled it into his hiding-place. [Trouble] ba na nwǫ' na'asa'a la niŋgǤǤnri kț. 'they are to 
break the heifer's neck.'. [DEU 21:4] Fț ya'a pțn nyǫ biban ba anǫ sțŋa ka ba niŋgǤnya gigis. If you see babies 

like this they are good and their necks are chubby. [Breastfeeding] sieba zi'e yiiŋ, ka dǤǤnni ba niŋgǤnya ye ba 

nyǫ sakur Tika Afram nǫ o zua la. some stood outside and craned their necks to see schoolteacher Afram and his 
friend. [Trouble] M na nǤk kțnt yu'asin nǫ gǫǫl buudbama niŋgǤnya 'I shall lay an iron yoke on the necks of all 
these nations'. [JER 28:14] Colloc: niŋgǤǤnrin(ǫ) ‘to/on/from neck’. O da kǤrnǫ saada simmiis o niŋgǤǤnrin She 

had put costly beads round her neck. [Jealousy] Note: better to say simmiis linǫ an saada [MA].   m na pa'al 

yu'asindaug o niŋgǤǤnrin 'I will put a yoke on her fair neck.'. [HOS 10:11] Ani ka nǤdi'es Hanania yis 

yu'asindaug la Jeremia niŋgǤǤnrinǫ kǤ'Ǥgi li 'Then the prophet Hananiah took the yoke off the neck of the 
prophet Jeremiah and broke it,'. [JER 28:10] See: niŋgǤnkǤrig. 

niŋgǤǤnrǫ   See main entry: niŋgǤǤnr. neck. 

niŋgǤǤnri   See main entry: niŋgǤǤnr. neck. 

niŋgoonda   See main entry: ningǤǤndir. passer-by. 

niŋgoondir   See main entry: ningǤǤndir. passer-by. 

niŋgoonr   See main entry: niŋgǤǤnr. neck. 

niŋgoonre   See main entry: niŋgǤǤnr. neck. 

niŋgbauŋ   Variant: niŋgbauŋț. Form: ningbana. n. skin (of the (human) body). Fțnǫ daa zaŋ giinla tǤ'Ǥŋi m kǤnba 

wțsa ka zaŋ niŋgbina nǫ niŋgbauŋț pilim. 'You formed my body with bones and sinews and covered the bones 
with muscles and skin.'. [JOB 10:11] li la'aŋidnǫ wțț nanzț'țs ka ba pin' niŋgbana la ni nǫ. they (eyes) were 

burning like as if pepper was buried under the skin. [Trouble] Sim: gbauŋ ‘skin, leather, hide, paper ...’. See: niŋ2; 

gbauŋ. 

niŋgbauŋț  See main entry: niŋgbauŋ. skin. 

niŋgbina   See main entry: niŋgbiŋ. body, 'flesh'. 

niŋgbinaa   See main entry: niŋgbiŋ. body, 'flesh'. 

niŋgbiŋ   Variant: ningbiŋ; niŋgbiŋi; niŋgbiŋț. Form: niŋgbina. Variant: niŋgbinaa. n. 1 • body, flesh. Taba nuub siedi 

niŋgbiŋ la paŋ ka li kț nyaŋi zab ban'asǫ. Smoking lowers the body's strength to fight against diseases. [Smoking] 
mam sa lǫbnǫ ka m ma ningbiŋ sa pț malisa When I went back yesterday my mother didn't feel well.  [Akelsa] 
Lit: body was not sweet. Ba da nyǫya ka bugum la pț vțnligi ba niŋgbiŋ 'They saw that the fire had not harmed 
their bodies'. [DAN 3:27] dau na bas o ba' nǫ o ma ka la'as nǫ o pu'a ka babayi' la na lieb niŋgbiŋ yinne 'a man 
leaves his father and mother and attaches himself to his wife, and the two become one'. [GEN 2:24] Li wțsa ya'a 

aannǫ luoa yinne ma'aa, niŋgbiŋ naan kț bǫǫnǫ. 'If the whole were a single organ, there would not be a body at 

all'. [1CO 12:19] niŋgbiŋ la wțsa nǤbigidnǫ sț'țŋa, ka li yinǫ nǤŋirin na ka li biid 'the whole body grows and 
builds itself up through love'. [EPH 4:16] Ba pa'alțg la nwǫnǫ fǫn'ǫkțdțgț Ǥnbid niŋgbiŋi yaligid si'em la. 'Such 
teaching is like an open sore that eats away the flesh.'. [2TI 2:17] Di'em Ǥnbi, ka m niŋgbiŋț la. 'Take and eat; this 
is my body.'. [MAT 26:26] kǫli ka m bigisi ya ti niŋgbina la zabid nǫ ban'as si'em let me show you how our 

bodies fight against infection. [AIDS-I] ba duma la bțknǫ, ba niŋgbina wțsa kiridnǫ 'knees give way, bodies 
tremble'. [NAM 2:10] Saazug bțnam mǤri ba mǫŋ niŋgbina, ka dunia bțnam mǫ mǤri ba mǫŋ niŋgbina. 'there 

are heavenly bodies and earthly bodies'. [1CO 15:40] Ka fț ningbina gǫǫnd tǤ'ǤtǤ. And you get physically tired 

quickly. [Womens-Health] ba yinne wțsa ya'a ye o keŋ ba la'asidnǫ ken vuguri ka pț fǫndigidi ba niŋgbinaa. 
'When they moved, they moved as a group without turning their bodies.'. [EZK 1:9] Colloc: niŋgbinin(ǫ(ǫ)) 
‘in/on/into/from the body’. bțnsieba bǫǫ ti niŋgbiŋin la zabid nǫ ban'as. there are things in our body fighting 
against diseases. [AIDS-Azuur] Dabisa kenna ka m na namis banǫ wțsa maali ba mǫŋ nyain niŋgbiŋin ma'aa la. 
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The days are coming when I will punish all those who make themselves pure in body only. [JER 9:25] bugum 

nyuug mǫ kae ba niŋgbiŋinǫ. 'there was no smell of fire on them.' [DAN 3:27] Sim: niŋ2. 
2 • 'the flesh' (in Christian discourse), worldliness. Zanmiskaŋa nya'aŋa ti na tun'e bak bane ka Siig Kasi la 

mǤri ba tțm nǫ bane ka niŋgbiŋ la mǫ mǤri tțm After this lesson we will be able to distinguish between those 
whose actions are guided by the Holy Spirit and those who are guided by the flesh. [Bible-Study] See: niŋ2. 

niŋgbiŋi   See main entry: niŋgbiŋ. body, 'flesh'. 

niŋgbiŋț   See main entry: niŋgbiŋ. body, 'flesh'. 

niŋi   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋid1   Variant: niŋida1. Form: niŋidib. Variant: niŋidiba. n. a doer of sth., person who does ... Colloc: yadda niŋid ‘a 

Christian 'believer'’. Yadda niŋid wțsa nar ye o bǫllim pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siig la. Every believer's life should be full of the 

Spirit. [Bible-Study] Wina'am nya'andǤl daa bǫ Listra ka o yț'țr buon Timoti, ka o ma an Jew dim nid, ka an 

yadda niŋid. 'Lystra, where a disciple named Timothy lived, whose mother was a Jewess and a believer'. [ACT 16:1] 
onǫ siak Wina'am ya'a mǤr pu'a sa, ka pu'a la ka' yadda niŋida, ka siak ye ba la'am bǫ on da bas oo. 'if a 
Christian man has a wife who is an unbeliever and she agrees to go on living with him, he must not divorce her.'. 

[1CO 7:12] fț ma'ae yadda niŋidib la wțsa sțnya. 'you ... have refreshed the hearts of the saints.'. [PHM 1:7] Ka 

yadda niŋidiba ayuobț bama bielim ka ti keŋ kpǫn' dau la yin. 'These six brothers also went with me, and we 
entered the man's house.'. [ACT 11:12] Li kǫtnǫ ka yadda niŋidib baŋid o bǫllim ba san'an. This enables believers 
to know that he is with them. [Bible-Study] Ka li na yinǫ yadda niŋidibin la na ka na'anam nǫ paŋ dim banǫ bǫ 

saazug baŋ Wina'am ya'am linǫ ka' bǫn la. 'through the church, the manifold wisdom of God should be made 

known to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly realms'. [EPH 3:10] Nact: niŋ1. See: niŋ. 

niŋid2   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋida1   See main entry: niŋid1. doer. 

niŋida2   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋidi   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋidib   See main entry: niŋid1. doer. 

niŋidiba   See main entry: niŋid1. doer. 

niŋidnǫ   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋim!   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋimin!   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋimini!  See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋin   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋinǫ   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋini   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋir   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋirǫ   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋiri   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋkan'ad   n. eyelid. nif la ya'a biligid wțsa isir la tǫǫd nǫ ka niŋkan'ad la pil nif bielif la. if the eye is completely 

rolled, the scar begins to pull and the eyelid covers the eyeball. [Trachoma] O niŋkan'ad nǫ nǤŋgbamgbiribir la 

kpǫn'ǫs Adu nǫ waad. His hooded eyes and thick lips chilled Adu. [Trouble] See: nif1. 

niŋkan'as   See main entry: niŋkaŋ. millstone. 

niŋkaŋ   Variant: nekaŋ; nɛkaŋ. Form: niŋkan'as. n. a millstone, grinding-stone (upper). O da li'el nǫ Tebǫz teŋ 

zaŋguom ka pu'a lǤbig o nǫ niŋkaŋ ka o kpi. 'It was at Thebez, where a woman threw a millstone down from 

the wall and killed him.'. [2SA 11:21] O mǫ ku'os nɛkaŋ la. And she also dressed the upper grindstone. [House+Farm] 
Correl: nǫǫr ‘lower grindstone’. SǤ' ya'a pǫ'ǫŋ si'eli fț san'an, da nǤk o nǫǫr bǫǫ o niŋkaŋ ye o ya'a ti yǤ on 
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di'e 'Do not take a pair of millstones – not even the upper one – as security for a debt'. [DEU 24:6] InvNinst: nǫǫm1 
‘to grind’. Etym: OV1 *BI ; OVN *NE-KA Ŋ/BI . Note: OVN - the *BI is "small", "child" 

niŋkǤnbilțg   n. hair, (human) body-hair. Maanmaan la ya'a gǤs o ka o niŋgbiŋ zin'isi'a ya'a mǤdi pǫligi tiak 

niŋkǤnbilțg la ka kǫ ka li pǫlig ... 'The priest is to examine him, and if there is a white swelling in the skin that 
has turned the hair white ... '. [LEV 13:10] See: niŋ2; kǤnbilțg. 

niŋkʋgiris   See main entry: ninkțgțdig. eyebrow. 

niŋkʋgʋdig   See main entry: ninkțgțdig. eyebrow. 

niŋkugudis   See main entry: ninkțgțdig. eyebrow. 

niŋkuud   See main entry: ninkțțd. murderer. 

niŋkuudib   See main entry: ninkțțd. murderer. 

niŋnǫ   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

niŋtaŋ   See main entry: nintaŋ. daytime. 

niŋtțțlțg   See main entry: nintțțlim. fever. 

niŋwisigir   Variant: ninwisigir; niwisigir. n. physical exercise, athletics. BǤǤl nwǫ'ǫb nǫ niŋwisigir tțțma wțsa na keŋ 

tuon Gaana zin'ig wțsa ka li kǫ ka la'auŋ bǫ Gaana nǫ tǫǫns kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥb ka laafi nǫ gba'ammǫŋ nǫ zuod 

na bǫ. 'Sports should be promoted throughout Ghana as a means of fostering national integration. health and 
self-discipline as well as international friendship and understanding.'. [Constitution] Lit: football and physical 

activity. Tțm niwisigir tțțma wțț: ken bǫǫ tțțmbanǫ na kpǫmisi fț ningbina. Do physical exercise like 

walking or exercises that will strengthen your body. [Womens-Health] Li anǫ ninwisigir di'ema la yǫla It is because 

of athletic sports. [Trouble] Ba di'ed ya'an nǫ ba nyain ni nǫ dǫŋirin nǫ gbana baŋirin nǫ nu'us tțțma ni nǫ 

ninwisigirin. They could win for cleanliness, promptitude, academic studies, practical work and athletics. [Trouble] 
See: wisig. 

niŋyaa   See main entry: niŋ1. do, perform, act, make, put, happen, be, flourish, harm, pass. 

nivțsaalib   See main entry: ninvțsaal. humanbeing. 

niwisigir   See main entry: niŋwisigir. training. 

niya   See main entry: ni2. rain [to]. 

-nii1   num. eight. O da nǤk kpan nǫ kț nidib kǤbisnii zabir yinne ma'aa ni. 'he fought with his spear against 800 men 

and killed them all in one battle.'. [2SA 23:8] Isaka dǤǤg la ni dap banǫ da siak zaba ken la kal da anǫ tusa 

pisnii nǫ yǤpǤi (87,000). 'of the tribe of Issachar listed 87,000 men eligible for military service.'. [1CH 7:5] 
Sim: anii; Colloc: anii, nii ‘in eights, eight each’. Etym: OV1 *NAN ; OV2 *NI(N) ; vc4 *nan ; CB nàinài. Note: 

CB as reduplication of 'four', see anaas See: anii. 

nii2   See main entry: ni1. in. 

nii3   See main entry: ni2. rain [to]. 

niib   See main entry: ni2. rain [to]. 

niid   See main entry: ni2. rain [to]. 

niida   See main entry: ni2. rain [to]. 

niidnǫ   See main entry: ni2. rain [to]. 

niigi   See main entry: naaf. bovine. 

niim-1   See main entry: niiŋ1. bird. 

niim2!   See main entry: ni2. rain [to]. 

niimbia   Form: niimbi'es. n. a bird of ill-omen, 'hostile bird'. M ... nwǫnǫ niimbia kanǫ bǫ dabǤǤdin. 'I am ... like an owl 

among the ruins.'. [PSA 102:6] Li ... yț'țn kilim zin'ikanǫ ka sibǫ'ǫdnam nǫ kikiris nǫ bțmbǫ'ǫdnam nǫ 

niimbi'es pǫ'ǫl anina. 'She has become a dwelling for demons, a haunt for every unclean spirit, for every unclean 
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and loathsome bird.'. [REV 18:2] See: nimbi'a. 

niimbi'es   See main entry: niimbia. bird of ill omen. 

niimi!   See main entry: ni2. rain [to]. 

niimis   See main entry: niiŋ1. bird. 

niimisǫǫ   See main entry: niiŋ1. bird. 

niimisi   See main entry: niiŋ1. bird. 

niin-   See main entry: niiŋ1. bird. 

niiŋ1   Variant: niiŋe; niiŋa. Form: niis.  Note: 66x in SC Variant: niimis.  Note: 33x in SC Variant: niimisǫǫ; niimisi. 

Form: niim-1. Variant: niin-; niiŋ-2. n. a bird [general term]. O nyǫ ka niiŋ dǤnbțțlim dǤnlig o niŋgǤǤnr ye o 

gǤs saan la. He saw that a yellow bird was stretching its neck to look at the stranger. [Trouble] Bǫndig na nyaŋi 

gban'e niiŋ teŋin zin'ikanǫ ka ba pț bǫndǫǫ? 'Does a bird fall into a trap on the ground if no bait is set for it?'. 
[AMO 3:5] O daa nwǫnǫ niiŋe na ian'adi ken bǫndigin He was 'like a bird darting into a snare'. [PRO 7:23] TǤn'Ǥs 

ya'a nwǫ' niiŋa, o na lu kpǫla na. When the hunter shoots a bird, it will fall here. [Trouble] Niis mǫ gu'od 

bțmbula la sieba. The birds also get some of the seeds. [House+Farm] niis nǫ bțnian'ada wțsa maannǫ ba tǫǫd 

man zugin. birds and flying things all make their nests on me. [Trees] niis banǫ ian'ada agǤla 'the birds of the air'. 

[GEN 1:26] Asau gban'ad zimi si'em, bǫǫ bǫndisi gban'ad niis si'em la 'like fish caught in the destroying net, like 
a bird taken in a snare'. [ECC 9:12] Nwǫnǫ niis ka ba ǫǫnti budigi ba tǫǫgțn ka ba ian'ad si'em la 'like fluttering 

birds, like scattered nestlings'. [ISA 16:2] "GǤma, m kțnǫ niimis anaasi." Ka nǤk niimis la pa'al Yaro ka nyiigid. 
(he said) "Look, I've killed four birds." And showed the birds to Yaro, smiling. [Trouble] O pț bǤǤdi o nyǫsig tiita 

dǤǤg niimis banǫ an dǤnbțțlim la țgidi ba tǫǫd tiisin la He didn't want to miss the canaries making their nests 
in the trees. [Trouble]  Wina'am nǤŋi yaa gat niimis la babiga God loves you more than many sparrows. [LUK 12:7] 
Ya nan kpǫn ied niimisǫǫ? Are you still going looking for birds? [Trouble] Tan'ampilia'as da pț lǫn giilim agǤllǫ; 

niimisi da bǫ tiisini kaasid. gnats were no longer circling overhead the birds were singing in the trees. [Trouble] 
Note: bǫ supplied by TN Niimbabig da ianki gaŋi ba zugțn. A flock of birds flew up and passed over their heads. 
[Trouble] Niiŋtita'asi'a bǫ pipirigin sa There is a big bird off there in the wilderness. [JOB 39:13] Note: "the ostrich" 
Etym: OV1 *NIN/NON ; OVN *NIN-GA/SI ; LIL- ; GS1 *S²I/A/U ²(M) ; CG *nii, nua-ma juu-ma-bii ; 
MWN *- NÙNI ; PB *j ʋ̀nɩ̀. 

niiŋ-2   See main entry: niiŋ1. bird. 

niiŋa   See main entry: niiŋ1. bird. 

niiŋe   See main entry: niiŋ1. bird. 

niis   See main entry: niiŋ1. bird. 

nǤ1   Variant: no; nǤǤ2; noo. Form: nǤǤd. Variant: nood; nǤǤdi; noodi. Form: nǤǤm!. Variant: nǤǤmi!; noom. 

Form: nǤǤb. Variant: noob. v. to tread on, trample. Note: mix mud with feet m ka' fuugǤ, ka m ya'a nǤ ka li aaǫn, m 

lǫn nyǫt yaanǫ? I haven't got a cloth, and if I trod on it and it tore, where would I get another one? [Billygoat] Fț da 

kǫ ka fț widi la nǤ atǫuk la 'You trampled the sea with your horses'. [HAB 3:15] Ka o nǤǤ paae o zua la san'an He 

stepped over to his friend's side. [Trouble] onǫ na siaki nǤk o fuug la lǤs ku'obǫ'ǫdin la nǤǤnǤ nǫ nǤba, on daan 

ka m na dǤlli kul. the one who will be willing to soak his shirt in the dirty water and trample on it with his feet, 
that's the one I will marry. [Billygoat] baŋ na nyaŋi kpirig teŋin ka si'el pț nǤǤ lii? 'Does a trap spring unless 
something sets it off?'. [AMO 3:5] Zu'om ya'a ye o na lǤbif, baŋim ka o nǤnǫ kugir. If a blindman says he's going 

to throw a stone at you, be sure he is standing on a stone. [Proverb 231] Ka biig la ... paae m buŋidi nǤǤd 

Ddindǫog suma. And the lad ... came by a shortcut and trod on Chameleon's groundnuts. [Asaasim] Ba nǤǤd nǤŋ 

dim la zug 'They trample on the heads of the poor'. [AMO 2:7] o an o zua sțŋ ka yț'țn lieb titan kanǫ ka o nǤǤdi 

li zug he was her good friend and became like the ground she walked on. [Trouble] Fț ya'a ti wțm ka li nwǫnǫ 

nidib nǤba nǤǤdi dammid tiis la zugin, fțn duom tǤ'ǤtǤ bțțli ba. 'When you hear the sound of marching in the 
treetops, then attack'. [2SA 5:24] MǤǤgin dǫǫs la nǤǤdi li 'wild pigs trample it down'. [PSA 80:13] NǤnimi ya'ad la, 

nǤǤmi tan la 'Work the clay, tread the mortar ... !'. [NAM 3:14] Sim: mǫ'ǫŋ. Fț sțnfț pǫlig la zug ka fț nǤǤ gilig 

teŋgbauŋ la, ka fț sțnpǫǫn pțțgin ka fț nǤ tǫǫns la mǫ'ǫŋ. 'You marched across the earth in anger; in fury you 

trampled the nations.'. [HAB 3:12] Colloc: nǤ tan1 ‘mix mud, swish, 'sand' [Gh.] for building by treading clay with 
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water’. O nǤǤd na'anam wțț tan nǫ, ka nwǫnǫ onǫ ya'abid ya'adi nǤn ya'ad si'em la. 'He treads on rulers as if 

they were mortar, as if he were a potter treading the clay.'. [ISA 41:2] NǤnimi ya'ad la, nǤǤmi tan la 'Work the clay, 
tread the mortar ... !'. [NAM 3:14] 

nǤ-2   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

nǤ-2   See main entry: nua. fowl. 

nǤb1   Variant: nob; nǤbi; nobi. Form: nǤbid. Variant: nǤbida; nǤbidaa. Form: nǤbnǫ. Form: nǤbir2. Variant: nobir. v. to 

increase, swell, be fat. Niŋkanǫ da nǤb ka mǤr paŋ hali la yț'țn da banlignǫ The person who was very fat and 
healthy then got thin and weak. [Trouble] Zțțd la na kǫ ka dasam la nǤb sț'țŋa ka mǤr laafi 'Grain will make the 

young men thrive'. [ZEC 9:17] Josef yț'țn da nǤb nǫ hali ka vǫnl. 'Joseph was well-built and handsome'. [GEN 39:6] 
fț pț dit diib bǫǫ nuud ku'om ka nǤbi fțțsim you don't eat or drink but you grow bigger and bigger. 
[Wonderwoman] Ya maali ya mǫŋi nǤbi gur kțțb daar. 'You have made yourselves fat for the day of slaughter.'. 
[JAS 5:5] O daa nǤbnǫ ka mǤr laafi ka pț waŋim nwǫnǫ ban'ada. He grew and was healthy and was no longer 

thin like an invalid. [AIDS-II] Azțpuak n daa nan yi Ankara paalim kulna la, o daa nǤbnǫ ka vǫnl hali When 
Azupuak came back from Accra she was grown-up and beautiful. [AIDS-Azuur] ZǤǤma (zu'oma) ki pț nǤbidaa. A 
refugee(blindman)'s grain doesn't thrive. [Asaasim  Proverb] 

nǤb-2   See main entry: nǤbir1. leg, wheel. 

nǤba   See main entry: nǤbir1. leg, wheel. 

nǤbasig   Variant: nǤbasigi. n. permission. GǤmma la anǫ o paam nǤbasigi yit zi'ela zǤŋ dimin la yiiga zaŋi ken 'The 

Government shall require the approval of parliament:'. [Constitution] See: nǤǤr1; bas. 

nǤbasigi   See main entry: nǤbasig. permission. 

nǤbaa   See main entry: nǤbir1. leg, wheel. 

nǤbbibis   See main entry: nǤbbil. toe. 

nǤbbil   Form: nǤbbibis. Variant: nɔbibis. n. a toe. dau tita'ar bǫǫ ani mǤr nu'ubibis ayuob, yuob nǫ nǤbbibis ayuob, 

yuob. 'there was a huge man with six fingers on each hand and six toes on each foot'. [1CH 20:6] Note: cf. dau tita'ar 

bǫǫ ani mǤr nu'ubibis ayuob, yuob nǫ nɔbibis ayuob, yuob. [2SA 21:20] Spec: nǤbraug ‘big toe’. See: nǤbir; 

-bil. 

nǤb-ǫǫns   See main entry: nǤb-ian. claws. 

nǤbi   See main entry: nǤb1. increase. 

nǤb-ian   Form: nǤb-ǫǫns. Variant: nob'eens. n.pl. toenail/s, claw/s. kǫ ka o pțni o zug ka sǫǫli o nu'u-ǫǫns nǫ o 

nǤb-ǫǫns 'have her shave her head, trim her nails'. [DEU 21:12] o nu'u-ǫǫns nǫ o nǤb-ǫǫns yii nwǫnǫ viiug 

nǤb-ǫǫns nǫ. 'his nails grew like birds' claws'. [DAN 4:33] Lit: owls'. Etym: OVN * ŊƐ-GA/SI. Note: usually 
compounded with 'hand', and also meaning 'fingernail' (with 'foot' for 'toenail') 

nǤbibis   See main entry: nǤbil. chick. 

nɔbibis   See main entry: nǤbbil. toe. 

nǤbid   See main entry: nǤb1. increase. 

nǤbida   See main entry: nǤb1. increase. 

nǤbidaa   See main entry: nǤb1. increase. 

nǤbig   Variant: nobug; nobig; nǤbigǫ; nǤbigi; nobugi. Form: nǤbignǫ. Form: nǤbigid. Variant: nobugud; nǤbigida; 

nǤbigidi. Form: nǤbigidnǫ. Variant: nobugidne. Form: nǤbigir. Form: nǤbigya. v. to grow, develop. Hali o 

nǤbibis ya'a yuaki nǤbig bi'ela o na pisigi kuosi sțŋ o biis la. Even, when his chicks hatched and grew bigger, 

he would gather them and sell them to help his children. [You-Heard?] Baa ye, "Yinne yiiti li ka yinne mǫ lu ka 

di'ema nǤbig." Dog says, "When one falls and also another falls the game will increase." [Proverb 157] ba kǫl ka ki 

la nǫ natis la la'an nǤbig ka ba ya'a ye ba vǤnn natis la, ba tun'e vǤnn ki sieba. they should leave the weeds 
to grow with (the millet), because if they go to pull up the weeds they might pull up some of the millet. [Trouble] Li 

anǫ Wina'am mǫŋ bǤǤdim ye O kǫ ka O karindǤǤg la nǤbig dinzugu kǫ ka O pǫ'ǫl nidib nǫ o Siig Kasi la It 
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is God's own will that He makes His Church grow, so He fills people with his Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] Li bǤǤd ye 

ti dǤl suobanǫ nar ka na kǫ ka teŋgbauŋ kpan'am nǤbig sț'țŋa 'All necessary steps should be taken to 
establish a sound and healthy economy'. [Constitution] ZugsǤb tțmtțm la nǤbig o san'an wțț tikanǫ nam bun 

paalim 'He grew up before him like a tender shoot'. [ISA 53:2] Ka kpǫn' yț'țŋț gbisi yimbǫogțn duoe ka 

bțmbțțda la bul ka nǤbig 'He sleeps at night, is up and about during the day, and all the while the seeds are 

sprouting and growing.'. [MRK 4:27] O anǫ biig nan; o na ti nǤbig, ka o ya'a ti nǤbigǫ, anǤ'Ǥn na baŋǫ ... ? He is 
a child now; he will grow, and when he grows, who will know ... ? [Trouble] ya kț nyaŋi zin'in hali ka ba ti 

nǤbigǫ. would you wait until they had grown up?'. [RUT 1:13] Wina'am na sțŋi ya ka ya nǤbigi pǫ'ǫl teŋgbauŋ la 
God will help you and you will grow and fill the earth. [Trees] gǤn'Ǥs la nǤbigi sianki ba ka ba pț wal biilii 
'thorns, which grew up and choked the plants, so that they did not bear grain'. [MRK 4:7] Ba biribis la ka ZugsǤb da 

kǫ ka ba nǤbigi di'e ba zin'ig, amaa ba da nam pț kpǫn' baŋțț. ' their sons, whom the Lord had raised up in 
their place, ... they were uncircumcised'. [JOS 5:7] fț nǤbignǫ hali vǫnl ka fț bin'isa lu ka fț zuobid nǤbig 'You 
grew strong and tall and became a young woman. Your breasts were well formed, and your hair had grown'. [EZK 

16:7] Pu'apțțg la gțrțg na zabid ka li yinǫ biig la nǤbigid o pțțgin la zug. The pregnant woman's back will 
ache, which comes from the child's growing in her womb. [Womens-Health] Israel nidib da nǤbigid hali nǫ du'am 

pțțgin 'the Israelites were fruitful and multiplied greatly'. [EXO 1:7] ti nyǫ ka karimbiis nan kpǫm bǫnǫ 

tțțmbǫ'ǫdin ka karindǤǤg la pț lǫn nǤbigida. we see that the church members are still sinning, and the church 
is no longer growing. [Bible-Study] Wǫligir la nǤbigidi yțțm wțsa. The separation grew wider every year. [Trouble] 
ti nǤbigidi nwǫnǫ puum banǫ bǫ mǤǤgin 'We grow and flourish like a wild flower'. [PSA 103:15] Israel dim la 

nǤbigidnǫ galisi gaadi ti 'the Israelites have become much too numerous for us'. [EXO 1:9] ba Wina'am labaar 

mǤǤlțg nǫ karindǤǤg la nǤbigir keŋ tuon. their preaching of the gospel and the growth of the church make 
progress. [Bible-Study] Bțmbțțda nǤbigir siiliŋ 'The Parable of the Growing Seed'. [MRK 4:26 [heading]] li anǫ 

zanbin ye tțțma da nǤbigya nǫ it is a sign that the work has grown. [Bible-Study] Sim: bi'1, nǤb1, wiak. niŋgbiŋ 

la wțsa nǤbigidnǫ sț'țŋa, ka li yinǫ nǤŋirin na ka li biid 'the whole body grows and builds itself up through 

love'. [EPH 4:16] Wiakimi ka nǤbigi ka da sie. 'Increase in number there; do not decrease.'. [JER 29:6] See: nǤb1. 

nǤbigǫ   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nǤbigi   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nǤbigid   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nǤbigida   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nǤbigidi   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nǤbigidnǫ   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nǤbigir   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nǤbignǫ   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nǤbigya   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nǤbil   Form: nǤbibis. n. a chick, small fowl. Hali o nǤbil ya'a yuaki nǤbig bi'ela Even a chick that had hatched and 

grown a little. [You-Hear?] nwǫnǫ silțgț na naan agǤlli zuligid ye o gban'e nǤbil nǫ. 'like eagles swooping down 
on their prey.'. [JOB 9:26] Hali o nǤbibis ya'a yuaki nǤbig bi'ela o na pisigi kuosi sțŋ o biis la. Even, when his 

chicks hatched and grew bigger, he would gather them and sell them to help his children. [You-Heard?] Gen: nua. 
See: nua; -bil. 

nǤbir1   Variant: nobir; nǤbirǫ; nǤbiri. Form: nǤba. Variant: noba; nǤbaa; nobaa. Form: nǤb-2. n. 1 • leg, foot. lǤr la lu ka 

o nǤbir kǤ'Ǥg the lorry had an accident and his leg was broken. [Billygoat] Nif yǤǤdi nif sam, ka nyin yǤǤd nyin 

sam, ka nu'ug yǤǤd nu'ug sam, ka nǤbir yǤǤd nǤbir sam. 'eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for 
foot,'. [EXO 21:24] Lit: an eye ( &c. ) pays the debt of an eye ( &c. ). AkǤra ye, suogǤnluŋ sțŋ pț kǤ'Ǥgid nǤbirǫ. 
Hyaena says 'A crooked road does not break legs.'. [Proverb 012] zin'ikanǫ an sassi ka ba kț tu'ugi ba nǤbirǫ 'on 

a level path where they will not stumble'. [JER 31:9] Biig la nǤbiri zabid, dinzug, o kț keŋ sakur zina. 'The 
child’s leg is paining him, therefore he cannot go to school today.'. [[MA]] Yanamǫ nǤki ya nǤbiri zi'el zin'isi'a 

wțsa la na anǫ ya din. 'Every place where you set your foot will be yours'. [DEU 11:24] onǫ na siaki nǤk o fuug 

la lǤs ku'obǫ'ǫdin la nǤǤnǤ nǫ nǤba, on daan ka m na dǤlli kul. the one who will be willing to soak his shirt in 
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the dirty water and trample on it with his feet, that's the one I will marry. [Billygoat] Ba amisidi ba nini, ka sǤǤndi 

ba nǤba 'a wink of the eye, a nudge with the foot'. [PRO 6:13] pu'a nwa' pț basi m nǤba babiligǤ this woman has 
not stopped fondling my feet. [LUK 7:45] Ba da ba'a o nǤba nǫ bana 'they thrust his feet into fetters'. [PSA 105:18] 
Bțn-ian'ad-baanlțg banǫ wțsa mǤr nǤba ken la 'All flying insects that walk on all fours'. [LEV 11:] Lit: small 
flying things. Zuoya nyǫligid o nǤba teŋir, ka bǤn'Ǥfalis buakid 'The mountains melt beneath him and the 

valleys split apart'. [MIC 1:4] Ka ban kǫn Yesu san'an na nyǫ ka o kpi la, ba pț kǤǤ o nǤbaa. But when they came 
to Jesus, they saw that he was already dead, so they did not break his legs.'. [JHN 19:33] O gban'e Anane nǤbkanǫ 

pu'alim la mǤdigi kis zin'ikanǫ ka waaf la dum la. He got hold of Anane's injured, swollen leg and cut the place 
where the snake had bitten it. [Trouble] Colloc: nǤbirin ‘onto/on/in/from leg/foot’. Ba ǫǫnti fuonǫ gbinin gun'a ka 

nyaan fuoe nǤbirin gun'a. They usually pull out the thorn in the bottom and then the one in the foot. [Proverb 152] 
Colloc: nǤba buak ‘have a cloven hoof’. Kukur mǫ anǫ kisțg, la'an nǫ o nǤba buak la, o pț nyaŋidi țgțsid 

yaama bugusida. 'The pig is also unclean; although it has a split hoof, it does not chew the cud.'. [DEU 14:8] 
Colloc: X zi'e Y nǤba zug1 ‘X represents Y’. Asuma'asim onǫ an bikpǫǫm la daa zi'enǫ o pittț nǫ o tațn la 

nǤba zugț pț'țsi ba ma la bareka Asuma'asim who was the eldest was representing his younger brother and his 
sister to thank their mother. [You-Heard?] Lit: standing in the feet of. Mesiezabǫl biig Petahaya onǫ yaabi da an 

Zera onǫ da an Juda mǫŋ biig la da an onǫ zi'e o nidib la wțsa nǤba zug na'ab la tuon. 'Pethahiah son of 
Meshezabel, one of the descendants of Zerah son of Judah, was the king's agent in all affairs relating to the 

people.'. [NEH 11:24] Colloc: nǤbir makir ‘feet (as a measurement)’. Maalimi li anwana: Li wa'alim na an nǤbir 

makir kǤbisnaasi nǫ pisnu (450) ... 'This is how you are to build it: The ark is to be 450 feet long'. [GEN 6:15] 
Colloc: nǤbir/nǤba yakir1. o nyǫti ba nǤbir yakir wțsa. 'he sees their every step.'. [JOB 34:21] Li da anǫ nǤba 

yakir kǤbiga nǫ ban na paae sakurin la. It was  100 paces to get to the school. [Trouble] Colloc: kimis nǤba 
‘stamp the feet’. La'asimi fț nu'us ayi' bibig zug ka kimis nǤba ka ki'e kuŋ 'Wring your hands! Stamp your 

feet! Cry in sorrow'. [EZK 6:11] Yanamǫ nwǫ' nu'us ka kimis nǤba ka maan sumalisim 'you have clapped your 
hands and stamped your feet, rejoicing'. [EZK 25:6] Etym: OV1 *NA, TA ("leg") ; OVN *NA(B).(PAN)-GU/TI ; 
GS1 NA/U² ; vc4 na(n), ta ; CG naga-pata, ttaa ; PB *pà̀dí. Note: as [a] is the least marked vocoid, the occurrence of 
*nob-  in many languages suggests maybe  *NO underlying – or does the [b] bring a rounding prosody in ? 
2 • a wheel. See: nǤb-ian; nǤbil; nǤbkida; nǤbkpansinkpan'ar; nǤbpansimpauŋ; nǤbraug; nǤbtan'am; 

nǤbteŋ; nǤbyiuŋ. 

nǤbir2   See main entry: nǤb1. increase. 

nǤbirǫ   See main entry: nǤbir1. leg, wheel. 

nǤbiri   See main entry: nǤbir1. leg, wheel. 

nǤbkida   Variant: nobkida. n.pl. footsteps. Adu wțm nǤbkida la lǫbid wțț lin keen si'em la na. Adu heard the footsteps 

returning the way they had come before. [Trouble] On da paae za'anǤǤrin ka Ahija wțm o nǤbkida la, o yǫl ye, 

“Kpǫn'ǫm na Jeroboam pu'a ... ” 'So when Ahijah heard the sound of her footsteps at the door, he said, “Come in, 
wife of Jeroboam ...”'. [1KI 14:6] See: nǤbir1. 

nǤbkpankpan'ar   See main entry: nǤbkpansinkpan'ar. heel. 

nǤbkpansinkpan'ar   Variant: nobkpasinkpan'ar; nǤbkpankpan'ar. Form: nǤbkpansiŋkpanda. 

Variant: nobkpasiŋkpana. n. heel, ankle. Ka o na mǫdigi fț zug ka fțn mǫ na dum o nǤbkpansinkpan'ar. 'he 

will crush your head, and you will strike his heel.'. [GEN 3:15] Adu da duoe ya ka gǤs o nǤbkpansiŋkpanda ka 

zǤǤ dǤl mǤwa'ama la ni. Adu got up and looked at his heels and ran off through the long grasses. [Trouble] o ... 

zaŋimi sig ku'omin la, ka ku'om la zulțŋ an nǤbkpansinkpanda bǫn. 'he ...  led me through water that was 
ankle-deep.'. [EZK 47:3] See: nǤbir1. 

nǤbkpansiŋkpanda   See main entry: nǤbkpansinkpan'ar. heel. 

nǤbnǫ   See main entry: nǤb1. increase. 

nǤbpana   See main entry: nǤbpauŋ. sole, times. 

nǤbpanpana   See main entry: nǤbpauŋ. sole, times. 

nǤbpansimpana   See main entry: nǤbpansimpauŋ. sole. 

nǤbpansimpauŋ  Variant: nǤbpasinpauŋ; nǤbpinpauŋ. Form: nǤbpansimpana. n. sole of the feet. O nǤbpasinpauŋ 
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da gbirigi mun ka o tǫnbig nǫ paŋ ka li kǫ ka o nie. The sole of her foot suddenly itched and she kicked hard, 

which woke her up. [Trouble] NǤbpinpauŋ la teŋir ka o nyǫ zigala ayi'. Underneath the sole of the foot she saw 
two clots of blood. [Trouble] mam mǫŋ nǤbpansimpana ka m nǤkikǫ ka Egipt ku'osuoya kpiǫn. 'With the soles 
of my feet I have dried up all the streams of Egypt.'. [ISA 37:25] See: nǤbir1; nǤbpauŋ. 

nǤbpasinpauŋ   See main entry: nǤbpansimpauŋ. sole. 

nǤbpauŋ   Variant: nɔppauŋ. Form: nǤbpana. Variant: nobpana; nǤbpanpana. n. 1 • sole of the feet. man pțn kț tisi ya 

ba teŋ la baa bi'ela ka li siaki ya nǤbpauŋ zi'eligǤ. 'I will not give you any of their land, not even enough to put 
your foot on.'. [DEU 2:5] Etym: OV1 *NA, TA ("leg") ; OVN *NA(B).(PAN)-GU/TI ; GS1 NA/U² ; vc4 na(n), ta ; 
CG naga-pata, ttaa ; PB *pà̀dí. 
2 • times (number of ...) NǤbpauŋ piiga bǫǫ li gaad ala ka o yǫl Goma ye o yǫlim Ama ye on ka' o ma mǫŋa. 
Ten times or more she had told Goma to tell Ama that she wasn't her real mother. [Trouble] Gaŋim karțŋ ... ka 

zanmisidib la na tiendi li. La'asim yǫlinǫ li nǤbpauŋ babiga. Choose a reading ... that the students will 
remember. Together, say it a number of times. [Bible-Study] O on kaae o tendu'adigin la nǤbpauŋ tusa-tusa, 

amaa o pțtǫn'ǫr ma'aa keŋ. Oh! he had visited his birthplace thousands of times, but only went there in his 

mind. [Trouble] O nyǫt o nɔppauŋ pamm He saw her many times. [Trouble] Sim: bț-. See: nǤbir1. 

nǤbpinpauŋ   See main entry: nǤbpansimpauŋ. sole. 

nǤbraug   Variant: nobraug [N]. Form: nǤbraad. Variant: nobraad. n. big toe. Moses kǤdigi li ka ti'el ziim la niŋ Aaron 

datiuŋ tțbirin, nǫ o datiuŋ nu'uraug nǫ o datiuŋ nǤbraug. 'Moses killed it and took some of the blood and put 

it on the lobe of Aaron's right ear, on the thumb of his right hand, and on the big toe of his right foot.'. [LEV 8:23] Ka 

maanmaan la na zaŋ taal maan la ziim tin'e ... o datiuŋ nu'uraug nǫ o datiuŋ nǤbraugin. 'The priest is to 
take some of the blood of the guilt offering and put it on the lobe of the right ear of the one to be cleansed, on ... the 

thumb of his right hand and on the big toe of his right foot.'. [LEV 14:14] ba kad o hali gban'e o ka fi'is o nu'uraad 

nǫ o nǤbraad. 'they chased him, caught him, and cut off his thumbs and big toes.'. [JDG 1:6] (o) niŋ ziim la ba 

datiuŋ tțba ni, nǫ ba datiuŋ nu'uraad nǫ ba datiuŋ nǤbraadin 'he ... put some of the blood on the lobes of their 

right ears, on the thumbs of their right hands, and on the big toes of their right feet.'. [LEV 8:23] Colloc: niŋ1 nǤbraug 

nyan, dț'țs nǤbraug ‘run full-pelt’. Ka o ki'e kuŋ ka dț'țs nǤbraug. He yelled and ran full-pelt. [Trouble] 
Colloc: niŋ nǤbraug nyan ‘scarper, run for it’. Note: "A figure of speech which means ‘a shame/disgrace to the toe’ i.e. 

I had to speed up otherwise I would be caught and put to shame." [MA] M da lǤbig saafibiis la bas ka niŋ nǤbrațg 

nyan, amaa saŋkaŋa ba gban'amnǫ ziim nǫ muug. I threw away the keys and sprinted off, but then I was 
caught redhanded. [Shoeshine-Boy] Gen: nǤbil. See: nǤbir1; -daug2. 

nǤbraad  See main entry: nǤbraug. big toe. 

nǤbtan'am   n. footprints. fț suoya dǤl ku'otitada la ni, la'an nǫ fț nǤbtan'am pț nyǫt la. 'your way (led) through the 

mighty waters, though your footprints were not seen.'. [PSA 77:19] See: nǤbir1. 

nǤbteŋ  Variant: nobteŋ; nǤbteŋa; nǤbteŋi. adv. barefoot. O da kennǫ nǤbteŋ ka o kurug la sun'od he was going 

barefoot with his shorts hanging down. [Trouble] o niŋ ala, ka ken biel nǫ nǤbteŋ. 'he did so, going around 
stripped and barefoot'. [ISA 20:2] Fabilim baanlimm; da kum onǫ kpi la yǫllǫ. Da basi fț zug zaalim bǫǫ keŋ 

nǤbteŋa Groan quietly; do not mourn for the dead. Keep your turban fastened and your sandals on your feet'. [EZK 

24:17] O da nǤk si'eli lus o zug ka ken nǤbteŋ. 'his head was covered and he was barefoot.'. [2SA 15:30.a] Da basi 

fț zug zaalim bǫǫ keŋ nǤbteŋa 'Do not go bareheaded or barefoot'. [EZK 24:17] Nidib banǫ da dǤl o la wțsa da 

lusi ba zut ka ken nǤbteŋi dǤl o ka kum. 'All the people with him covered their heads too and were weeping as 
they went up.'. [2SA 15:30.b] See: nǤbir1; teŋ1. 

nǤbteŋa   See main entry: nǤbteŋ. barefoot. 

nǤbteŋi   See main entry: nǤbteŋ. barefoot. 

nǤbtitǫn  Form: nǤbtitǫna. n. sole of the foot. See: nǤbir; nu'utitǫn. 

nǤbtitǫna  See main entry: nǤbtitǫn. sole. 

nǤbyiuŋ   Variant: nobyeuŋ. n. one-legged. M da nyǫ bțnkǤnbkanǫ paas ayi' la ka o nwǫnǫ bțnyua, ka zi'e nǤbyiuŋ 
'And there before me was a second beast, which looked like a bear. It was raised up on one of its sides'. [DAN 7:5] 
See: nǤbir1; nu'uyiuŋ. 
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nǤdies-2   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nǤdi'es1   Variant: nodi'es; nǤdi'esi; nodi'esi; nǤdi'esa; nǤdi'esaa; nǤdi'esib. Form: nǤdi'esidib. Variant: nodi'esidib; 

nǤdi'esidibi; nǤdi'esidiba; nodi'esidiba; nǤdi'esnam. Form: nǤdies-2. Variant: nodi'es-. n. a prophet, 'linguist'. 
Note: 'linguist' - chief's speaker  – 'word-receiver' On da yǫl nǤǤri zi'el ka li dǤlis o nǤdi'es Joel san'an la da anǫ ye; 
What he promised by the mouth of his prophet Joel was:-. [Bible-Study] o kǫ ka ba bț' Wina'am nǤdi'es Jeremia 

ka ba'a o nǫ ba'annǫ 'he had Jeremiah the prophet beaten and put in the stocks'. [JER 20:2] Man ka' nǤdi'esa. Man 

anǫ kpaad 'I am not a prophet. I am a farmer'. [ZEC 13:5] NǤdi'esaa, isigim lǫb Juda teŋin sa! 'That's enough, 
prophet! Go on back to Judah'. [AMO 7:12] Gban'am onǫ wțsa gǫǫm ka niŋid wțț o anǫ nǤdi'esi ba'a o nǫ kțnt 

ba'an. 'see that every madman who pretends to be a prophet is placed in chains'. [JER 29:26] Ya bu'osid nǤdi'esib la 

ye, ZugsǤb la lǫbis ye bǤǤ tisi fǤ? 'This is what you keep saying to a prophet: ‘What is the Lord's answer to you?'. 

[JER 23:37] ya ... muk nǤdi'esidib la ye ba da di'es ZugsǤb pian'ad ya'asǫ 'you ...  commanded the prophets not 
to prophesy'. [AMO 2:12] ZugsǤb Onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤb la pț maan si'el, ka pț dǫŋi nie on gban'e si'el latis o 

nǤdi'esidiba. 'Surely the Sovereign Lord does nothing without revealing his plan to his servants the prophets.'. 

[AMO 3:7] nwadpaalig bǫǫ Vț'țsțm Daar ka nidib bu'osid nǤdi'esidibi baŋidi ba yǫla the new moon or the 
Sabbath was when people asked prophets to find out about their business. [2KI 4:23 [footnote]] Colloc: nǤdi'esidibin 
‘(from) amongst the prophets’. Hali ka ZugsǤb la ti yisi ba o tuon nwǫnǫ on da sa'ali ba si'em yit o yammis 

banǫ aan o nǤdi'esidibin la. 'until the Lord removed them from his presence, as he had warned through all his 

servants the prophets.'. [2KI 17:23] O pț lǫn gandigidimi yit nǤdi'esidibin bǫǫ zaansțŋinǫ. 'He no longer answers 
me, either by prophets or by dreams.'. [1SA 28:15] wțț on da pian' tis o nǤdi'es sțma banǫ da bǫ kțdimin sa, 'as 
he said through his holy prophets of long ago'. [LUK 1:70] Colloc: nǤdi'espu'ak ‘a prophetess’. Debora onǫ an 

Wina'am nǤdi'espu'ak ... da an Israel dim tuongat saŋkan la. 'Deborah, a prophetess ... was leading Israel at 

that time.'. [JDG 4:4] Inv Nact: di'es ( nǤǤr1 ); Nabstr: nǤdi'esțg. See: nǤǤr1; di'e; nǤdi'esțg. 

nǤdi'esa  See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nǤdi'esaa   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nǤdi'esi   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nǤdi'esib   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nǤdi'esidib   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nǤdi'esidiba   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nǤdi'esidibi   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nǤdi'esnam   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nǤdi'esțg   Variant: nodi'esug; nǤdi'esțgț. n. prophecy. NǤŋilim pț naada. NǤdi'esțg nǫ pian'azțna nǫ mi'ilim na 

gaad. 'Love will never come to an end. Prophecies will cease; tongues of ecstasy will fall silent; knowledge will 
vanish.'. [1CO 13:8] Ani ka ba na mumif, fțn nǫ fț zuanam banǫ wțsa ka fț ma' ziri nǤdi'esțgț tisi ba la. 
'There you will die and be buried, you and all your friends to whom you have prophesied lies.'. [JER 20:6] 
InvNabstr: nǤdi'es1. See: nǤdi'es1. 

nǤdi'esțgț   See main entry: nǤdi'esțg. prophecy. 

nǤdir   n. lump, tumour, swelling. Colloc: nif nǤdir ‘trachoma’. Note: strictly, the scarring of the eye caused by and as symptom 

of the trachoma disease: Tembibis banǫ ka nif nǤdir an yǫl la In small villages where trachoma is a problem. 

[Trachoma] TRACHOMATOUS SCARRIŊ (T.S) NIF NƆDIR ISIR Trachomatous Scarring (T.S.) –  the scarring of the 
eye in trachoma. [Trachoma] Zug la dammug la da liebnǫ wțț nǤdir o susțnfțn. the confusion in his head 

became like a swelling in his heart. [Trouble] Syn: barzțnzǤŋ, fǫn'țg. From: (Moore). Note: nodre 'a sore' 

nǤ'Ǥs   Form: nǤ'Ǥsid. v. to recruit sb., find sb. to do a job, enlist, enrol. Banǫ gǤsid ka tțțma la ken tuon, ka nǤ'Ǥsid 

tțmtțmnib,  ka dț'țsid tțmtțmnib banǫ nar, ka banǫ pț tțm tutuaa la ka ba tǫǫgi ba tțba. 'It shall see to 

the regulation and supervision of recruitment, promotions and discipline of public officers.'. [Constitution] ti ... 
nǤ'Ǥsid tțmtțmnib ka yǤǤdi ba we recruit workers and pay them. [Electricity] See: nǤk. 

nǤ'Ǥsid   See main entry: nǤ'Ǥs. recruit. 
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nǤk   Variant: nok; nǤkǫ; noke; nǤki; noki. Form: nǤknǫ. Form: nǤkid. Variant: nǤkidi. Form: nǤkidnǫ. Form: nǤkim. 

Variant: nokim; nǤkimi; nokimi; nokime. Form: nǤkin. Variant: nǤkini. Form: nǤkir. v. 1 • to take sth. SǤ' ka' suor 

ka o nǤk sǤ' ka o lieb o yammiga. 'No person shall be held in slavery or servitude;'. [Constitution] Gideon duoe 

bǫkǫung alifa nǤk gungum la nwiak 'Gideon' 'rose early next day and wrung out the fleece'. [JDG 6:38] Yțma ala 

ka fț nǤkǫ? How many years did you spend (as a student)? [Three-Problems] m kpǫmisidif ye fț nǤki li nǫ 

sunbțgțsțm I advise you to take it quietly. [AIDS-II] M na nǤki li tisi ba ka ba na sț'țgi li. I shall give it (land) 

to them, and they are to occupy it.'. [DEU 1:39] Wina'am nǤki ba dǤl mǤǤgin ken Atǫuk Zǫn'ug la baba. 'God 
made them go round by way of the wilderness towards the Red Sea'. [EXO 13:18] O da nǤknǫ kțțnr la'ad dǤǤgin la 

wa'ae o saam lǤmbǤn'Ǥbil ... la he took a hoe from the toolshed and was off to his father's garden. [Trouble] O da 

nǤknǫ kugbanǫ ka ba pț kpi'e ba nǫ kțnt la'adi mǫ' bimbim la. 'The altar was of blocks of undressed stone on 

which no iron tool had been used'. [JOS 8:31]  gu'usi fț mǫŋ ka da nǤkid sabuos yǤri-yǤri be careful and don't 
take girlfriends promiscuously. [AIDS-Azuur] GǤsima, m pin'ili nǤkid Sihon nǫ o teŋgbauŋ la niŋidi ya nu'usin 
'See, I have begun to deliver Sihon and his country over to you.'. [DEU 2:31] bțnnyubisa dinǫ ka ba nǤkidi tțm 

zin'ikanǫ an Kasi tțțma la 'fragrant incense for the Holy Place'. [EXO 31:11] di nǤkidi lin yi dapii nǫ anaasi 

(bakǤi ayi') ti paae nwadig bǫǫ nwadis ayi' ka li nyaan bigisi li mǫŋ. it takes 14 days (2 weeks) to a month or 
two to show itself. [AIDS-I] ba nǤkidnǫ pǫraug nwa' maan banǫ na an maanmaannib la malțŋ. 'This is the ram 
for the ordination.'. [EXO 29:22] Dinzug nǤkim tikanǫ daugț kpi'emi maal anrintita'ar. 'So make yourself an ark 
of cypress wood'. [GEN 6:14] Lit: take a tree with strong wood and make a big boat. NǤkim fuud anu sǫǫn tǤ'Ǥŋ 

taaba 'Join five of the curtains together'. [EXO 26:3] nǤkimi na'arapǤla anii take eight young bulls. [NUM 29:29] li da 

naan nǤkini ba nǫ daba anu ka ba nyaan paae, amaa ba nini da mu'oe la zugǤ ba da nǤknǫ daba ayi' paae. 
it would have taken them five days before they got there, but they were so keen they got there in two days. [Trees] 
Ba naan nyaŋi kuosini li, ka li ligidi gaadin tțmtțm yțțm mum yǤǤd, ka nǤkin ligidi la tisin nǤŋ dim. 'It 
could have been sold for more than a year's wages and the money given to the poor.'. [MRK 14:5] M naan nǤkini m 

nǤǤr nwa' pian' kpǫmisini ya 'my mouth would encourage you'. [JOB 16:5] Li da anǫ ba zțțd nǤkir saŋa 'It was 
harvest time'. [JOS 3:15] Colloc: nǤk pțțg ‘fall pregnant, become/be pregnant’. Fț bipu'a Tamar kpǫn' nǫ dap 

bǤǤb ka ba'asi nǤk pțțg. 'Your daughter-in-law Tamar has been acting like a whore, and now she is pregnant.'. 

[GEN 38:24] SynD: zaŋ. Etym: OVN *ZA Ŋ, NOK ; GS1 *KPA/E ; vc2 *ɟan ; vc4 *mo ; PB *jàngat. Note: (OVN) 
isogloss for *ZAŊ, NOK would be interesting (?? roughly SE vs. NW with both in Kusaal) 
2 • to use sth. (get it and use it). Li anǫ yǫl nǫ fțn na nǤk kțnti si'isid bugum nwiis It is dangerous to touch 

electric wires with something metal. [Electricity] O da nǤk kpan nǫ kț nidib kǤbisnii zabir yinne ma'aa ni. 'he 
fought with his spear against 800 men and killed them all in one battle.'. [2SA 23:8] Ti nǤki li tțm bǤ? What can we 
do with it? [Electricity] ba nǤki li kabig ku'om buliginǫ they use it 'to scoop water from a pool'. [ISA 30:14] Ba pț 

nǤkid na'ambinne lǤbigid naafǤ. They don't throw cow-dung at [the same] cow. [Proverb 141] saŋa wțsa, nǤkim 

fțrpiim yinne vțd nid yinne ma'aa tțba always use one needle to pierce only one person's ears. [AIDS-I] Ama sid 

na gban'e li gbin ye o da naan kpiin o ya'a da pț nǤkin oo? Will Ama really understand that she would have 
died if she (stepmother) hadn't taken her? [Trouble] See: nǤ'Ǥs. 

nǤkǫ   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nǤki   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nǤkid   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nǤkidi   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nǤkidnǫ   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nǤkim   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nǤkimi   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nǤkin   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nǤkini   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nǤkir   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nǤknǫ   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nǤkum   n. Newcastle disease. li pț yuugǫ ka nǤkum kena kț Atiig nǤǤs la wțsa it was not long before a Newcastle 
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disease came and killed all Atiig's fowls. [You-Do?] Note: text emended by MA See: nua; kum2. 

nǤlǤ-   See main entry: nǤlǤǤr. fasting. 

nǤlǤrǫ   See main entry: nǤlǤǤr. fasting. 

nǤlǤrǫǫ   See main entry: nǤlǤǤr. fasting. 

nǤlǤǤr   Variant: noloor; nǤlǤrǫ; nǤlǤrǫǫ. Form: nǤlǤ-. n. fasting (deliberate). Li kas kas anǫ nǤlǤǤr nwadig la ya'a yina 

man nyǫti fara. Especially when the fasting month begins I suffer a lot. [Trees] Gban'ami nǤlǤǤr linǫ bǫǫ li kǤn; 
'Declare a holy fast;'. [JOL 1:14] Sida nǫ nimbaanlzǤǤri pak, ka ka' nǤlǤrǫ 'Justice and Mercy, Not Fasting'. [ZEC 7:1 

[heading]] NǤlǤkaŋa taaba ka mam bǤǤdaa? ... Lin la ka ya buon nǤlǤrǫǫ? 'Is this the kind of fast I have chosen 

... Is that what you call fasting?'. [ISA 58:5] See: nǤǤr1; lǤ. 

nǤmalisiŋ   Variant: nomalisiŋ. n. honeyed words, flattery. fț mǤri nǤmalisim pan'asid nidib. you use flattery to deceive 

people. [JOB 15:5] See: nǤǤr1; -malisiŋ. 

nǤmi'ilim   Variant: nomi'ilim. n. knowledgeable speech. m daa pț mǤǤl Wina'am labaar la tisi ya nǫ nǤmi'ilim nǫ 

ninsaalib ya'am 'I did not come with eloquence or superior wisdom as I proclaimed to you the testimony about 
God.'. [1CO 2:1] See: nǤǤr1; mi'. 

nǤn   Variant: non; nǤnǫ; none; nǤni. Form: nǤnim!. Variant: nǤnimi!. v. to knead, massage. Maalim paŋ ka piagi li n 

pǫnsi li ka nǤn bǫǫ fț pǫn' tiwǫla ka biig la naan nyaŋi vǤl na'ana. Take care to rinse them and strain and 
knead, or mash the fruit so that the child can swallow them easily. [Breastfeeding] pu'ab la nǤn zǤ'Ǥm maan 

bodobodo 'the women knead the dough and make cakes of bread'. [JER 7:18] O nǤǤd na'anam wțț tan nǫ, ka 

nwǫnǫ onǫ ya'abid ya'adi nǤn ya'ad si'em la. 'He treads on rulers as if they were mortar, as if he were a potter 
treading the clay.'. [ISA 41:2] o nǤk zǤ'Ǥm nǤni maal bodobodo sǫn' li o san'an. 'She took some dough, kneaded 
it, made the bread in his sight and baked it.'. [2SA 13:8] NǤnimi ya'ad la, nǤǤmi tan la 'Work the clay, tread the 

mortar ... !'. [NAM 3:14] Yț'țŋ ya'a yiiti sǤb, pu'a la yiiti nǤnnǫ o sid niŋgbina. When night falls, the woman 
massages her husband’s body. [MA] Fț tun'e dțg bǫŋa bǫǫ summǫŋa ka nǤnnǫ li n tis biig la You can cook 
beans or groundnuts and grind them and give them to the baby. [MA] Note: MA emendation of example under biank2 
q.v. 

nǤna-   See main entry: nǤnaar. covenant. 

nǤnaa-   See main entry: nǤnaar. covenant. 

nǤnaalțg   See main entry: nǤnaar. covenant. 

nǤnaar   Variant: nonaar; nǤnaalțg; nǤnaarǫ; nǤnaari. Form: nǤna-. Variant: nona-; nǤnaa-; nonaa-. Form: nǤnaarnam. 

n. a covenant, reconciliation. Na'ab la da duoe zi'enǫ o zin'ig linǫ kpi'e dazi'edir la ka tǫndig nǤnaar la 

ZugsǤb tuon. 'The king stood by the pillar and renewed the covenant in the presence of the Lord'. [2KI 23:3] BǤ ka 

tinam nǫ yanam na maal nǤnaarǫ? 'Why should we make a treaty with you?'. [JOS 9:7] pu'a la kț nyaŋi kǫ ka 

nǤnaalțg la keŋ tuonnǫ the woman will not be able to make the alliance prosper. [DAN 11:6] Pu'ab ayi' nwa' 

nwaasnǫ nǤnaar nam ayi' la 'the women represent two covenants'. [GAL 4:24] Colloc: nǤnakan ‘this 
reconciliation’. NǤnakan la pa'al ye sǤ wțsa na tun'e an Wina'am nid This covenant shows that everyone can 

belong to God. [Bible-Intro] Ka ya la'am di'e li nǫ nǤnakan ka Wina'am maal nǫ ya yaanam la. 'you share in the 
covenant which God made with your ancestors'. [ACT 3:25] Colloc: Wina'am NǤnaakudug/NǤnaapaal ‘1) old/new 
covenant : 2) Old/New Testament’. nǤnakțdțgin la maanmaannib bǫdegț da bǫ in the old covenant there 
were many priests. [1) HEB 7:23] Nwam kaŋa anǫ Wina'am nǤnapaal linǫ an man ziim. 'This cup is the new 

covenant in my blood'. [1) 1CO 11:25] Dinǫ da tțm PentekǤs daar la da pa'al nǤzi'elkanǫ ka Wina'am da yǫli 

zi'el yțma pamm ka nǤnakțdțg la saŋa nyaan gaad la. What happened on the Day of Pentecost shows the 
promise which God had given many years before the time of the old covenant had passed. [1) Bible-Study] Ti da 

lǫbig Wina'am nǤnaar paal gbauŋ la ka zuŋi li 1976. We translated the New Testament and dedicated it in 

1976. [2) Bible-Intro] Ti mǫ yț'țn lǫbig Wina'am NǤnaar kțdțg gbauŋ la Then we also translated the Old 
Testament. [2) Bible-Intro] Colloc: kaanb1 nǤnaar ‘make a covenant’. ZugsǤbi lǫn kaanb nǤnaar si'em The Lord 
Makes a Covenant Again. [EXO 34:10 [heading]] M nǤnaar kaanbir kaŋa ka m ye m tisi ya. 'I am making a 
covenant with you.'. [EXO 34:10] Colloc: zan'as nǤnaar ‘renounce oath’. Fț zan'as nǤnaar linǫ ka fț pǤǤ zi'eli fț 

tțmtțm la 'You have renounced the covenant with your servant'. [PSA 89:39] See: nǤǤr1; naal. 
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nǤnaarǫ   See main entry: nǤnaar. covenant. 

nǤnaari   See main entry: nǤnaar. covenant. 

nǤnaarnam   See main entry: nǤnaar. covenant. 

nǤnǫ   See main entry: nǤn. knead. 

nǤni   See main entry: nǤn. knead. 

nǤnim!   See main entry: nǤn. knead. 

nǤnimi!   See main entry: nǤn. knead. 

nɔnya   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

nǤnya'aŋ   Variant: nonya'aŋ; nǤnya'aŋi; nonya'aŋi. Form: nǤnya'as. n. a hen, female fowl. NǤǤrim babiga sa ka m bǤǤd 

ye m la'asi ya gumm wțț nǤnya'aŋi umm o biis o kpțkpama ni si'em la ka ya pț siakida. 'how often I have 
longed to gather your children together, as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings, but you were not willing!'.  

[LUK 13:34] Colloc: NǤnya'aŋ-nǫ-o-biis ‘'Orion' (or 'Pleiades') [constellation]’. Fț na nyaŋi ... idig nwadbibis 

banǫ yț'țri buon NǤnya'aŋ-nǫ-o-biis la basǫ? 'Can you loose the cords of Orion?'. [JOB 38:31] Gen: nua ‘'fowl' 

[Gh.], chicken’; Sim: nǤraug ‘cock, 'rooster' [Am.]’; nǤbil ‘chick’. See: nua; -nya'aŋ1. 

nǤnya'aŋi   See main entry: nǤnya'aŋ. hen. 

nǤnya'as   See main entry: nǤnya'aŋ. hen. 

nǤŋ1   Variant: noŋ; nǤŋa1; nǤŋaa; nǤŋǫ; noŋe; noŋi; nǤŋi. Form: nǤŋnǫ. Form: nǤŋim!. Variant: noŋim; nǤŋimi!; 

noŋimi. Form: nǤŋimini!. Variant: noŋimini; nǤŋin; noŋin. Form: nǤŋini. Variant: noŋini. Form: nǤŋir3. 

Variant: noŋir; nǤŋirǫ1; nǤŋiri. v. 1 • to love. Note: romantic love, love of family or neighbour, or being very fond of a 

thing or an idea Ba yǫt ye Asaan nǤŋ o pu'a Mbun nǫ galis. They said that Asaan loves his wife Mbun very much. 

[AIDS-I] O da nǤŋ Ofori nǫ Beckie ka la'an nǤŋ ban tțm si'el la mǫn. He loved Ofori and Beckie, and also loved 
what they did. [Trouble] Na'ab Rehoboam da nǤŋ Absalom biig Maaka hali gat o pu'ab banǫ kpǫlim la nǫ o 

pu'abibis la wțsa. 'Rehoboam loved Maacah daughter of Absalom more than any of his other wives and 
concubines.'. [2CH 11:21] AlazugǤ m ba'abibanǫ ka m nǤŋ hali ka bǤǤd ye m nyǫǫ ya la 'Therefore, my brothers, 
you whom I love and long for'. [PHP 4:1] Ti ba'abiis banǫ ka Wina'am nǤŋa, ti mi' ye onǫ gaŋi ya 'For we know, 
brothers loved by God, that he has chosen you,'. [1TH 1:4] Efiram ka'anǫ mam mǫŋ biig ka an bikanǫ ka m 

nǤŋaa? 'Is not Ephraim my dear son, the child in whom I delight?'. [JER 31:20] Wina'am nǤŋi yaa gat niimis la 

babiga God loves you more than many sparrows. [LUK 12:7] Yanamǫ sadigim siak, ka pie ya pțțs ye ya nǤŋi ya 

ba'abiis nǫ sida la 'you have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you have sincere love for your 
brothers'. [1PE 1:22] O anǫ pțpiel, dinzug, nidib bǫdegț nǤŋ o nǫ. He was very virtuous so many people loved 

him. [Fire] NǤŋim Wina'am onǫ aan fț ZugsǤb la nǫ fț sțnf wțsa 'Love the Lord your God with all your heart'. 

[LUK 10:27] NǤŋimi fț tiraan wțț fț mǫŋ nǫ. 'Love your neighbour as yourself.'. [MAT 22:39] Sidiba, nǤŋimini ya 

pu'ab 'Husbands, love your wives'. [COL 3:19] Wina'am ya'a aannǫ ya Ba', ya naan nǤŋin man 'If God were your 
Father, you would love me'. [JHN 8:42] Ya ya'a bǫǫn dunia dim sț'țlimin, ba naan nǤŋini ya wțț ba mǫŋ nidib 

nǫ. 'If you belonged to the world, it would love you as its own.'. [JHN 15:19] mǤri nǤŋir wțț Kristo nǤŋi ti si'em 
'live a life of love, just as Christ loved us'. [EPH 5:2] Wina'am pǫsig o nǤŋirǫ ti sțnya ni 'God has poured out his 
love into our hearts'. [ROM 5:5] Ku'om bǫdegț kț nyaŋi pie nǤŋiri basǫ 'Many waters cannot quench love'. [SNG 

8:7] Colloc: nǤŋirin ‘in/to/from love’. Li an sțm ka ya sie ya mǫŋ ka an baanlimm ka mǤr suguru nǫ 

sumbțgțsțm linǫ yi nǤŋirin 'Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one another in love.'. 

[EPH 4:2] Colloc: m nǤŋirǫ ‘[as address] darling, dear, my love’. Din la tansi mugulim, m nǤŋirǫ That one has 
split, my love. [Trouble] Fț vǫnl hali, m nǤŋirǫ, 'How handsome you are, my dearest'. [SNG 1:16] Cpart: kis1, kisig1, 

ki'is3, yaae3. Fț nǤŋ nǫ banǫ kisif ka yaae banǫ nǤŋif. 'You love those who hate you and hate those who love 

you.'. [2SA 19:6] Nabstr: nǤŋilim. 
2 • to like sth. very much, love. Note: activity or food &c. Sansi'a mǫ bǫ ka o tua sa'akǤra ka dțg suma zǫǫnd, 

Asumbuli nǤŋ si'eli la. At other times she pounded fufu and cooked groundnut soup, which Spider loved. 

[Wonderwoman] o da nǤŋnǫ mui bǤn'Ǥgțn la he loved the rice-fields. [Trouble] Biis nǤŋ sa'abǫǫnr diib. The 
children love to eat t.z. porridge. [House+Farm] Ba nǤŋǫ ba tțma Atiig Baaba Apul la'akuos dǤǤgțn la They 

loved sending Atiig to Father Apul's store. [Fire] M baŋ ye fț nǤŋi fț zin'ipaalig la I knew you loved your new 
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place. [Trouble] Fț nǤŋ bǫ'ǫdi gat sțm 'You love evil rather than good'. [PSA 52:3] Onǫ nǤŋ nǤŋgbannwa'ar la 

nǤŋnǫ bǫ'ǫd 'He who loves a quarrel loves sin'. [PRO 17:19] ba nǤŋnǫ gbǫǫm ma'aa. 'they love to sleep.'. [ISA 56:10] 
Sim: bǤ22. See: nǤŋilim; nǤŋir1; -nǤŋir2. 

nǤŋ2   Variant: noŋ; nǤŋǤ. n. poverty. tțțma pț kțțd nida. Amaa gbanya' kpiidi nǫ nǤŋ hard work never killed 

anyone. But a lazy person dies in poverty. [Trouble] Ban tuod kpaam saŋa wțsa la zugǤ, nǤŋ pț maligim 

kpǫn'ǫdi ba. Because they are processing oil all the time, poverty no longer troubles them. [Wealth-Is-Power] on sǤb 

zi' ye nǤŋ bǫ suori gur oo. that sort of person 'is unaware that poverty awaits him.'. [PRO 28:22] nǤŋ kǫ ka o kț 

nyaŋi paam fuugț lus o mǫŋ poverty means he can't get a shirt to cover himself. [JOB 31:19] M zamis ye m tun'e 

bǫ hali baa li ya'a bǤǤd lin an si'em wțsa, li ya'a an tigir bǫǫ kǤ'Ǥm bǫǫ kpan'am bǫǫ nǤŋǤ. 'I have learned the 
secret of being content in any and every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether living in plenty or in want. 

'. [PHP 4:12] m bǤǤd ye m dǤlli fț kuli m yin ka ti la'am bǫ, ka sțŋif ka fț yi nǤŋin la. I want you to come home 
with me and we can stay together, and help you get out of poverty. [You-Heard?] Colloc: nǤŋ2 daan1/dim1 ‘poor 
person/people’. Note: in the texts, nǤŋdaan is always written as one word, nǤŋdim 1/3 :  this is the preferred spelling.   NǤŋ 

daan onǫ mugusid o taaba la nwǫnǫ saa na niidi da'ad nǫ paŋi san'amid zțțd. 'A poor person who oppresses 
the poor is like a pounding rain that destroys the crops.' [NLT]. [PRO 28:3] yțțm kanǫ paas ayǤpǤi la yanam 

basim pǤǤd la ka da kuaa, ka nǤŋ dim banǫ bǫǫ ya san'an la mǫ paam diibi di, 'during the seventh year let the 
land lie unploughed and unused. Then the poor among your people may get food from it,'. [EXO 23:11] BǤ ka o pț 

kuos tudaari kpaam la mǤr ligidi la na ka ti tis nǤŋ dima? 'Why wasn't this perfume sold and the money given 
to the poor?'. [JHN 12:5] Sim: fara. nǤŋdaan la ditnǫ fara the poor fellow experiences poverty. [Akelsa] O sțŋidi 

nǤŋ dim ka mǫ pț mǤŋid fara dima. She is open-handed to the wretched and extends help to the poor. '. [PRO 

31:20] Lit: does not refuse. Da faaǫn nǤŋdaan si'el on an tadim la zugǤ ka mǫ da mǤŋ fara sǤb bțțd kǤǤtț nii, 
'Do not exploit the poor because they are poor and do not crush the needy in court'. [PRO 22:22] Colloc: nǤŋțn 
‘in/into/from poverty’. m bǤǤd ye m dǤlli fț kuli m yin ka ti la'am bǫ, ka sțŋif ka fț yi nǤŋin la. I want you to 
come home with me and we can stay together, and help you get out of poverty. [You-Heard?] Yǫlbama wțsa ka ti 

nyǫt la, li wțsa yiti nǤŋțn na. All these problems which we have seen come from poverty. [Trachoma] 
Magn: tapiif. See: nǤŋdaan. 

nǤŋa1   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

-nǤŋa2   See main entry: -nǤŋir2. beloved. 

nǤŋaa   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋdaan   Note: also written nǤŋ daan but one word is the preferred spelling Variant: noŋdaan; nǤŋdaana; nǤŋdaani. 

Form: nǤŋdim.  Note: also written nǤŋ dim but one word is the preferred spelling Variant: noŋdim; nǤŋdimi; 

nǤŋdaannam. n. a poor person. Onǫ an nǤŋdaan ka ken nǫ burikinnim 'a poor man whose walk is blameless'. 

[PRO 19:1] TǤn'Ǥs nǤŋdaan nǫ o pu'a da maal sțk sian'arinǫ bǫǫ anina. A poor hunter and his wife made a hut 

in the bush and lived there. [Jealousy] Dau kanǫ an nǤŋdaan ka pț mǤr sanlima bǫǫ anzurifa la,gaŋidi daug 
'The man who cannot afford silver or gold chooses wood'. [ISA 40:20] Dasaŋ onǫ an nǤŋdaan ka mǤr ya'am gat 

bțnkțdțg onǫ an na'ab ka an zǤlțg 'Better a poor but wise youth than an old but foolish king'. [ECC 4:13] sǤ' kț 

vǤlis nǤŋdaana. 'but no one threatens the poor.'. [PRO 13:8] nǤŋdim nwǫnǫ tinam la an ye ti namisid yț'țŋ nǫ 

nintaŋi ti dabisir diib ma'aa yǫla. poor people like us have to suffer night and day just for our daily bread. 

[Trouble] Li ka'anǫ on nǤŋ nǤŋdim la yǫla ka o yǫl nǫ'ǫŋaa, amaa li anǫ on da ... an na'ayiig la yǫla 'He said 
this, not because he cared about the poor, but because he was a thief.'. [JHN 12:6] NǤŋdaannam saadnǫ mǤǤgin 

ieed diib wțț bțmis nǫ 'So the poor, like wild donkeys, search for food in the dry wilderness'. [JOB 24:5] Ba da'ae 

nǤŋdimi yis suorin 'They thrust the needy from the path'. [JOB 24:4] Fț ya'a sie fț mǫŋ ka ba kaali fț pǫ'ǫs 

nǤŋdimin ... If you are humble and they count you among the poor ... [PRO 16:19] Colloc: nǤŋdaan tapiif ‘poorest 
of the poor’. Yinne anǫ bțndaan hali ka yinne la mǫ an nǤŋdaan tapiif. One was very rich and the other was 
utterly poor. [Billygoat] Hali nǤŋdaan tapiif na paam diib The poorest of the poor will find pasture. [ISA 14:30] 
Sim: tadim, fara. ZugsǤba, wțm ka lǫbisi tisim, ka m anǫ tadim ka an nǤŋdaan. 'Hear, O Lord, and answer 
me, for I am poor and needy.'. [PSA 86:1] Cpart: bțndaan, bțmmǤr, arezakdaan. Bțndaane sț'oe nǤŋdaan 'The 
rich rule over the poor'. [PRO 22:7] BțmmǤr nǫ nǤŋdaani an yinne si'em nwa': ZugsǤb la maali ba wțsa. 'The 
rich and the poor have this in common: the Lord made them both.'. [PRO 22:2] nǤŋdaan kidigi zin'i tiig gbinnin,  li 

pț yuugǫ ka arezakdaan la mǫ paana the poor man came as appointed and sat under the tree; it was not long 
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before the rich man also arrived. [Akelsa] Cpart: kpan'a ‘rich person’. Dapa ayi' da bǫ teŋ si'a. Yinne da anǫ 

kpan'a ka yinne mǫ an nǤŋdaan. 'There were two men in a certain town, one rich and the other poor.'. [2SA 12:1] 
See: nǤŋ2; daan1. 

nǤŋdaana   See main entry: nǤŋdaan. poor person. 

nǤŋdaani   See main entry: nǤŋdaan. poor person. 

nǤŋdaannam   See main entry: nǤŋdaan. poor person. 

nǤŋdim   See main entry: nǤŋdaan. poor person. 

nǤŋdimi   See main entry: nǤŋdaan. poor person. 

nǤŋǫ   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋgbamgbǫǫnd   n.pl. moustache, 'mustache' [Am.] O anǫ ninsabilig ka wa'am, ka o nǤŋgbamgbǫǫnd la kǫ ka 

gǤsid wțț bțnyua nǫ. He was black complexioned and tall, and his moustache made him look like an animal. 

[Trouble] See: nǤŋgban. 

nǤŋgbamgbiriba   See main entry: nǤŋgbamgbiribir. thick lips. 

nǤŋgbamgbiribir   Form: nǤŋgbamgbiriba. n. thick lips. O niŋkan'ad nǫ nǤŋgbamgbiribir la kpǫn'ǫs Adu nǫ waad. 
His hooded eyes and thick lips chilled Adu. [Trouble] See: nǤŋgban. 

nǤŋgban   Variant: noŋgban; nogban; nǤŋgbannǫ. Form: nǤŋgbana. Variant: noŋgbana. Form: nǤŋgbaN- [N]. n. mouth 

(outer), lip. SǤnfulinfuud bǫǫ nǤŋgban bǫǫ zilim bǫǫ kțkǤya ban'as gban'af. You may get  diseases of the 
lungs, lips, tongue or throat. [Smoking] Nimo da dum o nǤŋgban ka gu' ninta'am lǫbis. Nimo bit her lip and held 

back the tears. [Trouble] o nǤŋgban pǫbisim na kț bugusim dim 'with the breath of his lips he will slay the 
wicked. [ISA 11:4] Hanna da sǤsid ZugsǤb la nǫ o sțțnrin ka o nǤŋgban yțmisid ka lǫǫ pț pian'ad ka li yita. 
'Hannah was praying in her heart, and her lips were moving but her voice was not heard.'. [1SA 1:13] Ninsaal  ... 

nǤŋgbannǫ tisid o si'el linǫ sia'al o. A person's ... lips give him something to suffice him. [PRO 18:20] NǤŋgbana 

na mǤr fǫn'ǫd. There can be sores on the lips. [AIDS-Azuur] O nǤŋgbana la da mu'oe nǫ zim-zim. Her lips were 
bright red. [Trouble] dunduug yabid bǫǫ ba nǤŋgbana ni 'the poison of vipers is on their lips'. [PSA 140:3] Ani ka m 

na pie m nidib nǤŋgbana ka li an nyain 'Then will I purify the lips of the peoples'. [ZEP 3:9] Colloc: nǤŋgbanin 
‘to/on/from lips’. ZugsǤb nǤzi'ela la na bǫǫ fț nǤŋgbanin. 'the law of the Lord is to be on your lips.'. [EXO 13:9] 
Colloc: nǤŋgbannwa'ar ‘quarrel, broken relationship, disputation’. Li ka'anǫ gǫligir ma'a ka m ya'am da kpǫn', 

amaa la'an nǫ nǤŋgbannwa'ar nǫ sǤb. It was not only mathematics that I enjoyed, but also debating and writing. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] m bǫllim yin la mǤr nǤŋgbannwa'ari kǫǫn Joe nǫ o pu'a Rose teŋsțk na. in the house I was 
living in an argument had come between Joe and his wife Rose. [Shoeshine-Boy] Onǫ nǤŋ nǤŋgbannwa'ar la nǤŋnǫ 

bǫ'ǫd 'He who loves a quarrel loves sin'. [PRO 17:19] Colloc: nwǫ' nǤŋgban kpi'euŋ ‘to argue’. Man naan yǫli nǫ o 

m yǫla la wțsa ka nwǫ' nǤŋgban kpi'euŋ nǫ o nǫ nimmua. 'I should state my case before him and set out my 
arguments in full'. [JOB 23:4] Sim: nǤǤr1 ‘mouth-hole, inside’. Etym: OVN *NA/ON-  vc1 *nan. Note: OVN usually 

compounded with "skin" See: nǤŋgbamgbǫǫnd; nǤŋgbannwa'ar. 

nǤŋgbaN- [N]   See main entry: nǤŋgban. lip. 

nǤŋgbana   See main entry: nǤŋgban. lip. 

nǤŋgbannǫ   See main entry: nǤŋgban. lip. 

nǤŋgbannwa'ar   Variant: noŋgbanwa'ar; noŋgbannwa'ar; nǤŋgbannwa'ari. n. an argument, dispute. Li ka'anǫ gǫligir 

ma'aa ka m ya'am da kpǫn', amaa la'an nǫ nǤŋgbannwa'ar nǫ sǤb. It was not only mathematics that I enjoyed, 
but also debating and writing. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sț'țlim la sakurnam pisi la n da kpa'ad taaba nǫ nǤŋgbannwa'ar 

la kpi'ilțŋț la. Twenty schools of the Region competed in the debating final. [Shoeshine-Boy] Onǫ nǤŋ 

nǤŋgbannwa'ar la nǤŋnǫ bǫ'ǫd 'He who loves a quarrel loves sin'. [PRO 17:19] sțnpǫǫn nǫ dindiisim nǫ 

nǤŋgbannwa'ar anger and greed and quarrelling. [GAL 5:20] m bǫllim yin la mǤr nǤŋgbannwa'ari kǫǫn Joe nǫ o 

pu'a Rose teŋsțk na. my presence in the house brought arguments between Joe and his wife Rose. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Nid kae na tun'e nwa'as nǤŋgbannwa'arinyaŋ onǫ paŋi gaad o. 'you cannot argue with someone who is 
stronger than you are.'. [ECC 6:10] See: nǤŋgban; nwa'. 

nǤŋgbannwa'ari   See main entry: nǤŋgbannwa'ar. dispute. 
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nǤŋi   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋilim   Variant: noŋilim; nǤŋilimi. n. love. Sansieba ka nidib mǫǫsidif, ka sansia ba giligif nǫ nǤŋilim nǫ sțŋŋir. 
Sometimes people find fault with you, and sometimes they gather round you with love and help. [Trouble] On ni, 

nǤŋilim anǫ pțtǫn'ǫr nǫ sțnf wțsa bțn. For her, love is a matter of mind and heart. [Trouble] Na'asimi nidib 

wțsa, ka mǤri ba'abiidțg nǤŋilim. 'Show proper respect to everyone: Love the brotherhood'. [1PE 2:17] Yadda nǫ 

ti'ir nǫ nǤŋilim, bțnama atan' nwa', na bǫ saŋa wțsa. 'There are three things that last for ever: faith, hope, and 
love'. [1CO 13:13] Kǫlli ka nǤŋilim aan ya bțmbǤǤdim gaad si'el wțsa 'It is love, then, that you should strive for'. 

[1CO 14:1] BǤǤ na nyaŋi baki ti Kristo nǤŋilimi nǫ? 'Who shall separate us from the love of Christ?'. [ROM 8:35] 
Colloc: nǤŋilimin ‘in love’. Kpǫlimmi Wina'am nǤŋilimin la 'Keep yourselves in God's love'. [JUD 1:21] 
Cpart: kisidim ‘hate’. ba nǤŋilim nǫ ba kisidim nǫ ba ya'amlǫog gaad 'Their love, their hate and their jealousy 
have long since vanished'. [ECC 9:6] See: nǤŋ1. 

nǤŋilimi   See main entry: nǤŋilim. love. 

nǤŋim!   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋimi!   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋimini!   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋin   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋini   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋir1   Variant: noŋir; nǤŋirǫ2; noŋire. n. loving [v.n.], lover, beloved [address term]. mǤri nǤŋir wțț Kristo nǤŋi ti 

si'em 'live a life of love, just as Christ loved us'. [EPH 5:2] Wina'am pǫsig o nǤŋirǫ ti sțnya ni 'God has poured out 
his love into our hearts'. [ROM 5:5] Ku'om bǫdegț kț nyaŋi pie nǤŋiri basǫ 'Many waters cannot quench love'. 

[SNG 8:7] Colloc: nǤŋirin ‘in love’. niŋgbiŋ la wțsa nǤbigidnǫ sț'țŋa, ka li yinǫ nǤŋirin na ka li biid 'the whole 

body grows and builds itself up through love'. [EPH 4:16] Colloc: m nǤŋirǫ ‘my beloved’. Din la tansi mugulim, m 

nǤŋirǫ That one has split, my love. [Trouble] Sim: ya'ambțn. Duoma, m nǤŋirǫ, m ya'ambțnǫǫ, kem na dǤllim 
'Arise, my darling, my beautiful one, come with me. '. [SNG 2:10] Colloc: ba'abinǤŋir/ba'abinǤŋa ‘beloved 
child/ren’. Ala mǫn ka ti ba'abinǤŋir Paul daa sǤbi tisi ya 'just as our dear brother Paul wrote to you'. [2PE 3:15] 
DinzugǤ m ba'abinǤŋa, yanamǫ sadigim mi' ye bțn linǫ ka ya niŋid ZugsǤb yǫla ka' zaalim la ''Therefore, 

my dear brothers,' ... 'you know that your labour in the Lord is not in vain'. [1CO 15:58] See: nǤŋ1. 

-nǤŋir2  Variant: -noŋir; -nǤŋirǫ3. Form: -nǤŋa2. Variant: -noŋa. adj. beloved. Colloc: binǤŋir/binǤŋa ‘beloved child/ren’. 
Fț anǫ m binǤŋir ka m nini tigif hali. 'You are my own dear Son. I am pleased with you.'. [LUK 3:22] M zua nǤŋirǫ, 

fț anǫ yǫlsida sǤb nǫ fțn niŋ si'eli sțŋ yadda niŋidib la 'Dear friend, you are faithful in what you are doing for 
the brothers'. [3JN 1:5] yanama, m binǤŋa, yinǫ Wina'am ni na ka nyaŋi ba (sibǫ'ǫdnam la) 'you, my dear 
children, came from God and have defeated them (evil spirits). [Trouble] M pț sǤb nǫ'ǫŋa tisi ya ye m diisi ya 

nyannǫ, amaa ye m pa'ali ya nwǫnǫ ya anǫ man mǫŋ binǤŋa. 'I am not writing this to shame you, but to warn 

you, as my dear children.'. [1CO 4:14] Colloc: ba'abinǤŋir/ba'abinǤŋa ‘beloved brother/brethren’. Ala mǫn ka ti 

ba'abinǤŋir Paul daa sǤbi tisi ya 'just as our dear brother Paul wrote to you'. [2PE 3:15] DinzugǤ m ba'abinǤŋa, 

yanamǫ sadigim mi' ye bțn linǫ ka ya niŋid ZugsǤb yǫla ka' zaalim la ''Therefore, my dear brothers,' ... 'you 
know that your labour in the Lord is not in vain'. [1CO 15:58] Colloc: zuanǤŋir/zuanǤŋa ‘beloved friend/s’. M 

zuanǤŋa, nǤŋilim yinǫ Wina'am san'an na 'Dear friends ... love comes from God'. [1JN 4:7] See: nǤŋ1. 

nǤŋir3   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋirǫ1   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋirǫ2   See main entry: nǤŋir1. loving. 

-nǤŋirǫ3   See main entry: -nǤŋir2. beloved. 

nǤŋiri   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋnǫ   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

nǤŋǤ   See main entry: nǤŋ2. poverty. 

nǤpǤ-   See main entry: nǤpǤǤr. curse. 
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nǤpǤya   See main entry: nǤpǤǤr. curse. 

nǤpǤǤr   Variant: nopoor; nǤpǤǤrǫ; nopoore; nǤpǤǤri. Form: nǤpǤya. Variant: nopoya. Form: nǤpǤ-. Variant: nopo-. n. a 

curse. Mam pie m nu'us nǤpǤǤr kanǫ na kena ka li yinǫ piini kanǫ ka fț mǤr na la ni. I wash my hands of the 
curse that will come from the gift you have brought. [Trouble] NǤpǤǤr bǫ nǫ onǫ digin nǫ o diempu'a. 'Cursed is 
the man who sleeps with his mother-in-law.'. [DEU 27:23] teŋ kanǫ yit gǤn'Ǥs nǫ natis la ka' nyǤǤdǫ, li pț lal nǫ 

nǤpǤǤrǫ 'land that produces thorns and thistles is worthless and is in danger of being cursed'. [HEB 6:8] onǫ pț paae 

yțțm kǤbiga ka kpi,ba na yǫl ye nǤpǤǤri ya'a bǫǫ o zugin. 'he who fails to reach a hundred will be considered 
accursed.'. [ISA 65:20] Daasi'erǫ ZugsǤb la na nyǫ m sțnsa'aŋ la ka lǫbis sțm tisim, man di'e nǤpǤkaŋa 

zaalim-zaalim la. 'Perhaps the Lord will notice my misery and give me some blessings to take the place of his 

curse.'. [2SA 16:12] Colloc: nǤpǤǤr gban'e1 ‘curse is fulfilled, 'catches' the person cursed’. Amaa pu'a la ya'a pț 

tțm dian'adǫ ka o pțțg an nyain, nǤpǤǤr la kț gban'e 'If, however, the woman has not defiled herself and is 
free from impurity, she will be cleared of guilt' the curse will not be fulfilled. [NUM 5:28] Colloc: nǤpǤbǫ'ǫd ‘curses’. 
sǤ' da pǤ nǤbǫ'ǫdi tis o, lini sț'oe ka o pț tun'oe pian'ad la someone had cursed her, that was why she couldn't 

speak. [Wonderwoman] PǤǤm nǤpǤbǫ'ǫdi niŋ nidib la. 'Curse its people bitterly.' [JDG 5:23] See: nǤǤr1; pǤ1. 

nǤpǤǤrǫ   See main entry: nǤpǤǤr. curse. 

nǤpǤǤri   See main entry: nǤpǤǤr. curse. 

nɔppauŋ   See main entry: nǤbpauŋ. sole, times. 

nǤra-   See main entry: nǤraug. cock. 

nǤrakukuma  n.pl. cock-crow. O ya'a na lǫbnǫ zaam bǫǫ yț'țŋ tisțțs bǫǫ nǤrakukuma win bǫǫ bǫogțnǫǫ, sǤ' zi'. 
Whether he will come in the evening or the middle of the night or at cock-crow or early morning, no one knows. 

[MRK 13:35] See: nǤraug; kukuma. 

nǤraug   Variant: noraug. Form: nǤraad. Form: nǤra-. n. cock, 'rooster' [Am.] MǤr nǤraug la lǫb. Take the cock and go 

back. [Trouble] nǤraug kanǫ ken nǫ nyǫǫsim, nǫ bțraug nǫ na'ab kanǫ ka o soogianam gilig o 'the strutting 
cock, the he-goat, and a king going forth at the head of his army'. [PRO 30:31] NǤrakaŋa anǫ zaalim, m zua. This 
cock is free, my friend. [Trouble] Gen: nua ‘chicken, 'fowl' [Gh.]’; Sim: nǤnya'aŋ ‘hen’; nǤbil ‘chick’. See: nua; 

-daug2; nǤrakukuma. 

nǤraad   See main entry: nǤraug. cock. 

nǤrib-   See main entry: nǤribig. cock. 

nǤribig   Form: nǤribis. Form: nǤrib-. n. a young male fowl, young cockerel, 'rooster' [Am.] Siaka da zin'inǫ kpi'enǫ o 

saam ka zanl nǤribzin'a tita'ar. Siaka was sitting near his father holding a young red cock. [Trouble] See: -dibig. 

nǤribis   See main entry: nǤribig. cock. 

nǤrigidnǫ   See main entry: nyǤrig. fall away. 

nǤsțŋ   Variant: nosuŋ; nǤsțŋț. n. a blessing. DinzugǤ m bǤǤd ye fț bǤ diib sț'țŋa kǫǫsim ka m nyaan tisif nǤsțŋ. So 

I want you to get some good food to greet me with, and I will give you a blessing. [You-Heard?] Dabisa kenna, ka 

m na maal nǤsțŋ kanǫ ka m kaanbi zi'el Israel nǫ Juda dim la. 'The days are coming ... when I shall bestow on 
Israel and Judah all the blessings I have promised them.'. [JER 33:14] Colloc: kaanb1 nǤsțŋ ‘bless’. nidib pian'adi 

ba yǫla sțm ka kaanbid nǤsțŋț tisidi ba. people spoke of them and blessed them. [Billygoat] Simeon kaanb 

nǤsțŋț niŋi ba zug 'Simeon blessed them'. [LUK 2:34] Note: nǤsțŋ is also 'a good fowl' (nua + -sțŋ) Sim: (al)bareka, 

yǫlsțm. See: nǤǤr1; -sțŋ. 

nǤsțŋț   See main entry: nǤsțŋ. blessing. 

nǤtin   Form: nǤtinnam. n. an axle. Li nǤtinnam nǫ li fiilnam nǫ li sapugusnam nǫ kțnt linǫ tț vǤnya ni la wțsa da 

anǫ kțntzǫn'ug. 'their axles, rims, spokes, and hubs were all of bronze'. [1KI 7:33] From: (Eng.) Note: nut 

nǤtinnam   See main entry: nǤtin. axle. 

nǤya   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

nǤyǫlțg   Variant: noyelug; nǤyǫlțgț; noyelugo; nǤǤryǫlțg; nooryelug. n. a statement, command. m di'e o nǤyǫlțg la ka 

li gaadi m diib. 'I have treasured the words of his mouth more than my daily bread.'. [JOB 23:12] Azaya da mǤr 
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sida on da di'e Wina'am nǤyǫlțgț tisi ya 'Isaiah was right when he prophesied about you'. [MAT 15:7] Moses ... 

mǤr kuglamma ayi' banǫ ka ba sǤb nǤyǫlțgț li tuon nǫ nya'aŋ la o nu'usin. 'Moses ... carrying the two stone 
tablets with the commandments written on both sides.'. [EXO 32:15] Wina'am nǤyǫlțgț nwa' 'The commandments'. 

[ROM 13:9] Sim: nǤzi'ǫlțg. See: nǤǤr1; yǫlțg. 

nǤyǫlțgț   See main entry: nǤyǫlțg. statement. 

nǤzi'el-   See main entry: nǤzi'elțg. promise. 

nǤzi'ela   See main entry: nǤzi'elțg. promise. 

nǤzi'elțg   Variant: nozi'elug; nǤzi'elțgǤ. Form: nǤzi'ela. Form: nǤzi'el-. n. a promise. Zanmis kaŋa ni, ti na baŋ 

nǤzi'elțg la an si'el In this study we will learn what a commandment is. [Bible-Study] asǫǫ ya ... siak o nǤzi'elțg 

din yi saŋkaŋa nwa' ken sa. 'obey his commands' from now on. [1KI 8:61] Yanamǫ siaki m nǤzi'elțg ka mǤdig 

la zug, m mǫ na mǤri ya sț'țŋa 'Since you have kept my command to endure patiently, I will also keep you'. [REV 

3:10] Wina'am da dǤlis Moses san'anǫ nǤk o nǤzi'ela nǫ o pa'ala la tis o nidib la God gave his commandments 

and teachings to his people through Moses. [Bible-Intro] M pț bie ka bas o nǤzi'ela la 'I do not neglect the 
commands he issues'. [JOB 23:9] Ti pț siaki dǤlli fț nǤzi'ela nǫ gban'ar nǫ wada banǫ ka fț da tisi fț tțmtțm 

Moses la. 'We have not obeyed the commands, decrees and laws you gave your servant Moses.'. [NEH 1:7] Fțn mǫ 

nar ye fț paam nǤzi'elkaŋa nyǤǤd laa? Do you deserve to receive the reward of this promise? [Bible-Study] Note: 

also written nɔzi'el kaŋa in this text NǤzi'elkanǫ ka m tisidi ya zina la anǫ linǫ pț tǤi tisi ya 'what I am 

commanding you today is not too difficult for you'. [DEU 30:11] NǤzi'elpaal nwa' ka m tisidi ya: NǤŋimi taaba. 'A 
new command I give you: Love one another.'. [JHN 13:34] Sim: nǤyǫlțg. See: nǤǤr1; zi'el. 

nǤzi'elțgǤ   See main entry: nǤzi'elțg. promise. 

no   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

no-   See main entry: nua. fowl. 

nob   See main entry: nǤb1. increase. 

noba   See main entry: nǤbir1. leg, wheel. 

nobaa   See main entry: nǤbir1. leg, wheel. 

nob'eens   See main entry: nǤb-ian. claws. 

nobi   See main entry: nǤb1. increase. 

nobig   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nobir   See main entry: nǤb1. increase. 

nobir   See main entry: nǤbir1. leg, wheel. 

nobkida   See main entry: nǤbkida. footsteps. 

nobkpasinkpan'ar   See main entry: nǤbkpansinkpan'ar. heel. 

nobkpasiŋkpana   See main entry: nǤbkpansinkpan'ar. heel. 

nobpana   See main entry: nǤbpauŋ. sole, times. 

nobraug [N]   See main entry: nǤbraug. big toe. 

nobraad   See main entry: nǤbraug. big toe. 

nobteŋ   See main entry: nǤbteŋ. barefoot. 

nobug   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nobugi   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nobugidne   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nobugud   See main entry: nǤbig. grow, develop. 

nobyeuŋ   See main entry: nǤbyiuŋ. one legged. 

nodi'es   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 
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nodi'es-   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nodi'esi   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nodi'esidib   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nodi'esidiba   See main entry: nǤdi'es1. 'linguist'. 

nodi'esug   See main entry: nǤdi'esțg. prophecy. 

nogban   See main entry: nǤŋgban. lip. 

nok   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

noke   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

noki   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nokim   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nokime   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

nokimi   See main entry: nǤk. take, use. 

noloor   See main entry: nǤlǤǤr. fasting. 

nomalisiŋ   See main entry: nǤmalisiŋ. honeyed words. 

nomi'ilim   See main entry: nǤmi'ilim. knowledgeable speech. 

non   See main entry: nǤn. knead. 

nona-   See main entry: nǤnaar. covenant. 

nonaa-   See main entry: nǤnaar. covenant. 

nonaar   See main entry: nǤnaar. covenant. 

none   See main entry: nǤn. knead. 

nonya'aŋ   See main entry: nǤnya'aŋ. hen. 

nonya'aŋi   See main entry: nǤnya'aŋ. hen. 

noŋ   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

noŋ   See main entry: nǤŋ2. poverty. 

-noŋa   See main entry: -nǤŋir2. beloved. 

noŋdaan  See main entry: nǤŋdaan. poor person. 

noŋdim   See main entry: nǤŋdaan. poor person. 

noŋe   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

noŋgban   See main entry: nǤŋgban. lip. 

noŋgbana   See main entry: nǤŋgban. lip. 

noŋgbannwa'ar   See main entry: nǤŋgbannwa'ar. dispute. 

noŋgbanwa'ar   See main entry: nǤŋgbannwa'ar. dispute. 

noŋi   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

noŋilim   See main entry: nǤŋilim. love. 

noŋim   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

noŋimi   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

noŋimini   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

noŋin   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

noŋini   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 
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noŋir   See main entry: nǤŋ1. love, like. 

noŋir   See main entry: nǤŋir1. loving. 

-noŋir   See main entry: -nǤŋir2. beloved. 

noŋire   See main entry: nǤŋir1. loving. 

nopo-   See main entry: nǤpǤǤr. curse. 

nopoya   See main entry: nǤpǤǤr. curse. 

nopoor   See main entry: nǤpǤǤr. curse. 

nopoore   See main entry: nǤpǤǤr. curse. 

noraug   See main entry: nǤraug. cock. 

nosuŋ   See main entry: nǤsțŋ. blessing. 

noyelug   See main entry: nǤyǫlțg. statement. 

noyelugo   See main entry: nǤyǫlțg. statement. 

nozi'elug   See main entry: nǤzi'elțg. promise. 

nǤǤ1   Variant: noo. adv. exactly. Ka mǫ mak ku'om bțtiis ayi' nuud saŋa kan nǤǤ. 'You will also have a limited 

amount of water to drink, two cups a day.'. [EZK 4:11] Lit: in the same time, i.e. one day, mentioned earlier. saŋkan 

la nǤǤ ka Pita dț dǤǤg zug nintaŋ tisțțs ye o sǤs Wina'am. at just that time 'Peter went up on the roof to pray.'. 

[ACT 10:9] fț mǫ ya'a ka' ya'am, fțn nǤǤ na di fara 'if you are a mocker, you alone will suffer'. [PRO 9:12] 
Colloc: ala nǤǤ ‘just so’. ala nǤǤ ka o da niŋ. that's exactly what she did. [Trouble] saŋa kanǫ wțsa ka bțnvțya 

la ken bǫǫ zi'e bǫǫ ian'ad, fiilnam la mǫ maannǫ ala nǤǤ 'every time the creatures moved or stopped or rose in 
the air, the wheels did exactly the same.'. [EZK 1:21] 

nǤǤ2   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

nǤǤb   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

nǤǤd   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

nǤǤdi   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

nǤǤm!   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

nǤǤmi!   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

nǤǤr1   Variant: noor; nyoor; nǤǤra; nǤǤrǫ; noore; nǤǤrǫǫ; nooree; nǤǤri. Form: nǤya. Variant: nɔnya. Form: nǤ-2. 

Variant: nǤǤr-2. n. 1 • mouth (of human or animal). Note: physical mouth as opening, inner mouth cf./ct. nǤŋgban 
Su'oŋ nǤǤr pǤǤdnǫ garig. Rabbit's mouth is too small for a bit. [Proverb 048] Serafnam la yinne nǤk ma'adiŋe 

mak bugumsaan kanǫ dit ... ka nǤki li si'isi m nǤǤr 'one of the seraphs' grasped a burning coal with tongs ... 'He 
touched my mouth with it'. [ISA 6:6-7] bibanǫ zin' la pin' ba nǤnya la'ad the kids sitting there were covering their 
mouths and laughing. [Trouble] M Wina'am la tțmnǫ o maliak ka o kena kpar gbigima la nǤya. 'My God sent 

his angel, and he shut the mouths of the lions.'. [DAN 6:22] ba zilima tabinǫ ba nɔnya ni 'the infant's tongue sticks 

to the roof of its mouth'. [LAM 4:4] Colloc: fǤn ‘in/to the mouth’. Nwaaŋ ye, dikanǫ bǫǫ o nǤǤrin la aan o din. 
'Possession is nine points of the law.'. [Proverb 024] Lit: Monkey says that the food in his mouth belongs to him.. o 

bilim ka nintǤnpuud yit o nǤǤrin 'He ... rolled around, foaming at the mouth.'. [MRK 9:20] Ama da gǤsida Adu 

nini nǫ o nǤǤrin ye o vǫǫns galimkanǫ ka o nan wțm la sida. Ama was watching Adu's eyes and mouth to 
figure out the truth of the joke she had heard. [Trouble] Baa la da lǫn zaŋ o ni'im la ga' o nǤǤrinǫ mǤri gaad. The 
dog gripped his meat in his teeth and went off with it. [Jealousy] O da pț tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫdǫ, ka dama'am mǫ pț yii 

o nǤǤrinǫ 'He committed no sin, and no deceit was found in his mouth.'. [1PE 2:22] O da ga' li o nǤǤrini dum tǤǤns 

ka zii li. He gripped it in his teeth tore it and carried it. [Trouble] Note: text emended by MA Colloc: ya'ae2 nǤǤr1 
‘open the mouth’. Note: physically, or in order to speak teŋgbauŋ la ya'ae o nǤǤri vǤli ba 'the earth opened its mouth 
and swallowed them'. [NUM 16:32] On ya'ae o nǤǤr ye o zǫ ni'im kanǫ bǫ ku'omin la, ka o ni'im la lu kǤlțgțn la. 
When he opened his mouth to grab the meat that was in the water, his meat fell into the river. [Jealousy] Ka m ya'ae 

m nǤǤr ka o tisim gbauŋ la ka m Ǥnb. 'So I opened my mouth, and he gave me the scroll to eat. '. [EZK 3:2] kpaad 
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sǤ' ka' ya'a ya'ad nǤǤr ye o niidnǫ tțțgida. no farmer dare open his mouth and say it is raining too much. [Trouble] 
Absalom kisig Amnon hali ... amaa ka pț ya'ae o nǤǤri yǫl o si'el, si'ela. 'Absalom never said a word to 
Amnon, either good or bad; he hated Amnon'. [2SA 13:22] Colloc: mi'e/nwǫlig nǤǤr1 ‘make gestures by twisting the 
mouth’. AnǤ'Ǥn ka ya la'ada? AnǤ'Ǥn ka ya man siaa ka mi'ed nǤǤrǫ? who is the target of your jests? Against 
whom do you open your mouths and stick out your tongues? [ISA 57:4] O nwǫlig o nǤǤr sțnsa'aŋ yǫla, ka lǫn si'im 

ya'as. She twisted her mouth in sorrow, and sighed again. [Trouble] Note: read maan siaa Colloc: lǤ nǤǤr1 ‘to fast 
(deliberately)’. o da ... lǤ nǤǤr ka ken baanlimm-baanlimm, sțnsa'aŋ zug 'He refused food, ... and went about 
gloomy and depressed. [1KI 21:27] Colloc: sțțg nǤǤr1 ‘take breakfast’. ba da dǫŋi duoe bǫogțn ka o ti'eb ye o 

gaad, amaa o pu'a la saam la da yǫl o diem la ye ba kǫl ka nyǫ si'eli sțțgi ba nǤǤr 'they got up early and he 
prepared to leave, but the girl's father said to his son-in-law, “Refresh yourself with something to eat'. [JDG 19:5] 
Colloc: muak nǤǤr1 ‘kiss’. kissing is not used traditionally in the area, 'hug' or 'suck' are used to translate the 
term. Ka o muak o nǤǤr ka on mǫ muak o. And he kissed her mouth and she kissed him back. [Trouble] 
Colloc: Wina'am gu'usțg nǤǤr1 lǤǤb nǫ WinsǤsțg ‘fasting and prayer (Christian)’. Wina'am gu'usțg nǤǤr lǤǤb 

nǫ WinsǤsțg saŋa ti na li'en o ka dǤl o ka bǫ nǫ o. When the time for fasting and prayer comes near, we follow 
God and are with him. [Bible-Study] Note: text emended by MA Colloc: nǤwǤk ‘'long-mouth' (a term of abuse)’. Ya'a 

pț lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤliga fț pț tț'țd baŋ ye nǤ wǤkǤ If you don't cross the river you won't insult the crocodile as 

'long-mouth!'. [Asaasim] Colloc: X nǤǤr1 lǫb2 biaunkin ‘X is humbled, brought low’. ZugsǤb la da kǫ ka Juda dim 

nǤǤr lǫb biaunkin 'The Lord had reduced Judah to submission'. [2CH 8:19] ba zi' ban na lǫn lǫbisif si'ela; ba nǤǤr 

lǫbnǫ biaunkin they ' have no more to say; words have failed them'. [JOB 32:15] Sim: nǤŋgban ‘outer mouth, lip’. 
Etym: OV1 *NO ; OVN *NO-DI/A ; GS1 *NO²/I¹ ; vc1 *no ; CG  *nooli ; PB *n ʋ̀̀̀à̀̀. 
2 • beak (of bird). o nini kpa' niiŋ kanǫ nǤǤri wa'am ka o bǫǫ ani gu'od tiig wal la his eyes fell on a bird with a 

long beak who was there guarding the fruit. [Trouble] sǤ' pț nyaŋi dam o kpțkpauŋ bǫǫ ya'ae o nǤǤri yǫl si'ela. 
'Not a wing fluttered to scare me off; no beak opened to scream at me'. [ISA 10:14] 
3 • an edge (e.g. of blade), end, margin, shore. O lǤbnǫ kita fugǤbkanǫ yț'țm pǫlig ka ku'oli li nɔnya la pa'al o 

datiuŋ biankimpiiung on an gǤbir la yǫla. He put on a kente covercloth which was faded to white and gathered 
its corners over his right shoulder bare because he was lefthanded. [Trouble] Ka ba kpǫn signa saǫn nǫ ba balayaa 

kat banǫ zin' suor nɔnya ni tțm la They suddenly got down in numbers with their truncheons chasing away 

those who were sitting at the side of the road to work. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nimo ziank o sț'țraug la agǤl ka nǤk o 

nu'uraugț si'isi li nǤǤr la ye o gǤs. Nimo raised his cutlass and checked its edge with his thumb. [Trouble] 
Saasimi ya kpana la nǤya 'Sharpen your spears'. [JER 46:4] arezana yǤ'Ǥg, ka si'el nwǫnǫ pien tita'ar nǫ lǤ li 

nǤya anaasi sigid dunia ni na. 'He saw heaven opened and something like a large sheet being let down to earth 

by its four corners'. [ACT 10:11] M lǫn tis nǤǤr ye, onǫ zan'as nǤzi'elkaŋa, ba na vuoǫn datita'ari o yin ka pțlisi 

li nǤǤr yinne kțns o niŋgbina tǤlig 'I further command that if anyone disobeys this order, a wooden beam is to 
be torn out of his house, sharpened at one end, and then driven through his body.'. [EZR 6:11] NǤkim sanlima zan' 

maal Kerubnam ayi' niŋ liŋ la nǤya ayi' la ni. 'make two cherubim out of hammered gold at the ends of the 

cover.'. [EXO 25:18] Ba ya'a nǤki li nyu'oe bugum ka li nǤya ayi' la wțsa di ka li teŋsțk la lieb saanna, li tțțm 

lǫn an bǤ? 'And after it is thrown on the fire as fuel and the fire burns both ends and chars the middle, is it then 
useful for anything?'. [EZK 15:4] nidib la wțsa bǫ mu'ar la nǤǤrin 'all the people were along the shore at the water's 
edge'. [MRK 4:1] Reuben sț'țlim titǤndig da anǫ Joodan kǤldaug nǤǤr la. 'The boundary of the Reubenites was 

the bank of the Jordan.'. [JOS 13:23] o keŋ nǫ bilig kugir la yis bulig la nǤǤrin ka kǫ ka o ansib kǤnbid la nu 'he 
went over and rolled the stone away from the mouth of the well and watered his uncle's sheep'. [GEN 29:10] ya na 

bțti ya bțmbțta kǤlis nǤǤrin you will be 'sowing your seed by every stream'. [ISA 32:20] 
4 • opening, 'mouth' of, e.g. container. sǤ' wțsa yǤ'Ǥg o bǤto nyǫ ka anzurifa ligidi ... la nan kpǫn bǤbig ala bǫǫ 

ti bǤtnam nǤya ni. 'we opened our sacks and each of us found his silver ... in the mouth of his sack.'. [GEN 43:21] ba 

pǫ'ǫli ba (siins) hali ti paae nǤya bǫn. 'They filled them (big waterpots) to the brim'. [JHN 2:7] kǤnbkemnib la 

biligidnǫ kugir la yis bulig la nǤǤrin 'the shepherds would roll the stone away from the well's mouth'. [GEN 29:3] 
YǤ'Ǥgimi tampinlǫma la nǤǤr, ka mǤri na'anam anu la na tisim. 'Open the entrance to the cave and bring those 
five kings out to me.'. [JOS 10:22] gbauŋ la nǤǤr pț tabili taasǫ 'an unsealed letter'. [NEH 6:5] 
5 • mouth [as used for speaking]. Dinǫ pț tiesid nǫ nuug pț yuomisid nǫ nǤǤrǫ. What is not pointed to by the 

hand is not spurned by the mouth. [Asaasim  Proverb] M saama, m ka'a nǤǤri pț'țsidi fǤ. My father, I have no 

words to thank you properly. [Three-Problems] Lit: mouth to thank you. m nǤǤr na wǤ'Ǥgif. 'I will praise you'. [PSA 

63:3] Ka linǫ an tinamǫ na ya'ae ti nǤya dț'țs o yț'țr ka tis kasǫt ye onǫ aan ti ZugsǤb la. 'that is, the tribute 
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of lips which acknowledge his name.'. [HEB 13:15] Fț ... pț kǫ ka o nǤǤri sǤs si'el la niŋ zaalim. 'You ... have not 

refused what he requested.'. [PSA 21:2] Colloc: X nǤǤr1 lǫb2 biaunkin ‘X is humbled, brought low’. ZugsǤb la da 

kǫ ka Juda dim nǤǤr lǫb biaunkin 'The Lord had reduced Judah to submission'. [2CH 8:19] ba zi' ban na lǫn 

lǫbisif si'ela; ba nǤǤr lǫbnǫ biaunkin they ' have no more to say; words have failed them'. [JOB 32:15] Lit: we open 
our mouths and exalt. 
6 • sb.'s word, committed opinion, command, promise. Akaama mǫ paas o nǤǤr ye, yanamǫ yǫt karinzi la ... 
Akaama added his contribution to the discussion: "When you talk about kerosene ... ". [Electricity] Bțmbǫ'ǫd baŋid 

nǫ kpǫǫm nǤǤrin. Badness is known at the elder's mouth [judgement]. [Proverb 070] AnǤ'Ǥn tisi ya paŋ bǫǫ nǤǤr ye 

ya maalim nwa'a? 'By what power or what name did you do this?'. [ACT 4:7] DǤl ZugsǤb la nǤǤr 'Follow the 
Lord's Commands'. [DEU 26:16 [heading]] Colloc: X nǤǤr1 nam pț lu teŋa ka ... ‘no sooner had X spoken than ...’. O 

nǤǤr nam pț lu teŋa ka sǤ' pțn gǫ'ǫŋ vaand la o nu'ugini zǤǤ keŋ yikanǫ kpi'e la ni. No sooner had he spoken 
than somebody grabbed the leaves from his hand and ran to a nearby house. [Trouble] Colloc: M nǤǤri yǫla ka ‘very 

suddenly, "Before you could say 'Jack Robinson'"’. m nǤǤri yǫla ka Adu nya'aŋ wțsa saaǫn tǤǤg. by the time 
you could say 'Jack Robinson' Adu's whole back was in pain. [Trouble] M nǤǤri yǫla ka ku'om paae ti duma ka 

sțgir la yț'țn gbǫl fiii, Before you could say 'Jack Robinson' the (flood)water reached our knees, and the hut was 
all tilted over. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: zi'el nǤǤr1 ‘to promise, command’. 'Kiappi!', o zi'eli ba nǤǤr. "Exactly!" he 

commanded them. [Trouble] Ba fǫndigi yi man zi'el nǤǤr si'em tisi ba la ni tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka maal ba'ari tisi ba mǫŋ. 
'They have turned away quickly from what I commanded them and have made a cast idol for themselves.'. [DEU 

9:12] Colloc: lǫbis nǤǤr1 ‘speak up, make a contribution to a discussion’. ka m gi'igi ya ka pț lǫbisi m nǤǤrǫ 'so 

I was afraid to tell you what I think.'. [JOB 32:6] Colloc: naal/maal nǤǤr1 ‘make a covenant’. Wina'am NǤnaar 

kțdțg gbauŋ la pa'an nǫ on da pin'ili naal nǤǤr The Old Testament shows how He began to make 
reconciliation. [Bible-Intro] Lit: God's old covenant book. Ziriga la mǫ naali nǤǤr nǫ paŋ banǫ daamid o la. Even 
the train reinforced the forces that were troubling him. [Trouble] o bǤǤd ye o kǫ ka ba naal nǤǤr la 'He tried to 

reconcile them'. [ACT 7:26] Tinam maal nǤǤr yinne nǫ kum, ka naal nǤǤr nǫ yațg. 'We have entered into a 
covenant with death, with the grave we have made an agreement.'. [ISA 28:15] Colloc: bas nǤǤr1 ‘give permission’. 
ZugsǤb Wina'am bas dau nǤǤr ye, “Fț tun'e di tiis wala banǫ bǫ lǤmbǤn'Ǥgin la wțsa ... ” 'He said to him, 
“You may eat the fruit of any tree in the garden ... ”. [GEN 2:16] Colloc: tis nǤǤr1 ‘give a command’. ZugsǤb la tis 

nǤǤr ye ya nǤki tis dǤǤd awai nǫ pțsțk la 'the land that the Lord has assigned to the nine and a half tribes'. [NUM 

34:13] Colloc: sǤs nǤǤr1 ‘ask permission’. Kǫl ka m sǤs nǤǤri tțm biig yinne ka o zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ kuli mǤr bugum na. 
Let me ask for permission to send one boy home to bring fire. [You-Heard?] Colloc: digil nǤǤr1 ‘make a deposition, 
record ones intentions’. Saria kadib zin'ikpi'euŋ la dim mǤr ya'a ka ba na digil nǤǤr ka mǤǤli li ka sǤ' wțsa 

siaki li. 'The Supreme Court shall have the final authority to say what the law is'. [Constitution] Lit: The Supreme 
Court has authority to lay down a judgement and proclaim it so that everyone obeys it. Suor kae ka ba na mǤŋ 

pțkǤǤnr o sid bǫǫ o pu'a faarǫ, hali baa o sǤb ya'a pț digil nǤǤr ka nyaan kpii. 'A spouse shall not be deprived 
of a reasonable provision out of the estate of a deceased spouse whether or not the spouse died having made a will'. 

[Constitution] asǫǫ fț digil nǤǤr ye fț kț lǫm maal alaa. you will have to promise that you will never do that again. 

[Wonderwoman] Ti kț nyaŋi tisi ba ti pu'ayuos ye ba aan ba pu'aba, tinam Israel dimi sadigim digil nǤǤr la, 

nǤpǤǤr bǫ onǫ wțsa tis Benjamin nid pu'a zug. 'We can't give them our daughters as wives, since we Israelites 
have taken this oath: ‘Cursed be anyone who gives a wife to a Benjamite.’ '. [JDG 21:18] David da yǫl nǤǤrǫ digil, 

ka li an malțŋț tis Israel hali ti paae zina. 'David made this a rule, and it has been followed in Israel ever since.'. 

[1SA 30:25] Colloc: pǤ1 nǤǤr1 ‘swear an oath, curse’. onǫ fǫndig o nindaa bidi ba (tadimnam) la, ba na pǤǤ o 

nǤǤr 'he who turns a blind eye (to the poor) gets nothing but curses'. [PRO 28:27] Man da bǫǫ ani dummi m 

nu'u-ǫǫns ka pǤǤdi m yaanam nɔnya la I was there biting my fingernails and invoking my ancestors. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] sǤ' da pǤ nǤbǫ'ǫdi tis o, linǫ sț'țe ka o pț tun'oe pian'ad la someone had cursed her, that was 
why she couldn't speak. [Wonderwoman] Colloc: siak/di'e X nǤǤr1 ‘obey X’. Siakim ZugsǤb la nǤǤr ka tțm tis o. 
'Obey the Lord your God and worship only him.'. [DEU 10:20] Kǫli ka ti siaki ti ba'anam nǫ ti manam nǤnya. Let's 
obey our parents. [You-Heard?] Biribiŋ kpǫǫm la nǫ o tațn la daa anǫ banǫ sikidi ba mǫŋi ba ma la tuon, ka 

di'ed o nǤǤr The eldest boy and his younger brother were respectful to their mother and obeyed her. [You-Heard?] 
Siakimi ya tuongatib nǤya 'Obey your leaders'. [HEB 13:17] Biisǫ, siakimini ya saamnam nǫ ya manam nǤya 

si'el wțsa ni 'Children, obey your parents in everything'. [COL 3:20] Biig la ya'a da siakin o ma nǤǤrǫ, o da na 

kpiinǫǫ? If the boy had obeyed his mother, would he have died? [You-Heard?] Colloc: ki'is X nǤǤr1 ‘disobey X’. 
Adam nǫ Hawa da pț nyaŋi mǤdigǫ, ka ki'is Wina'am nǤǤr Adam and Eve couldn't be patient, and disobeyed 
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God. [You-Heard?] di ya'a da an fțnǫ, fț tǫn'ǫs ka fț da na nyaŋi mǤdig ka pț ki'is Wina'am nǤǤrǫǫ? if it had 

been you, do you think you could have been self-controlled and not disobeyed God's command? [You-Heard?] O da 

ki'is ZugsǤb la nǤǤr hali ka keŋ ba'akǤlțg sǤb san'an ye o bugi baŋ dinǫ na niŋ 'He disobeyed the Lord's 
commands; he tried to find guidance by consulting the spirits of the dead'. [1CH 10:13] fț tǫn'ǫs ka fț da na nyaŋi 

mǤdig ka pț ki'is Wina'am nǤǤrǫǫ? do you think that you would have been able to be patient and not disobey 

God? [You-Heard?] Colloc: zan'as X nǤǤr1 ‘1) contradict X : 2) disobey X’. man tiǫn man da zan'asi ba nǤǤr ka 

kpǫn'ǫsi ba wțsa nyan la yǫla when I remembered how I had contradicted them and put them all to shame. [1) 

Shoeshine-Boy] m sț'țraug la na kț banǫ wțsa zan'asi m nǤǤr. 'my sword will kill all who oppose me.'. [2) DEU 

32:42] Colloc: kaanb1 nǤǤr1 (... zi'el ) ‘promise’. Na'anam la kaanbid nǤya bǫdegț zi'en ... The kings 'make 

many promises'. [HOS 10:4] Colloc: nǤǤr1 yinne ‘agreement, unity’. Note: may be found written nǤǤryinne q.v. Ti bǤǤd 

ye ti mǤr yǤlisim, ka barigaŋ kae, ka mǤr nǤǤr yinne ka daauŋ kț bǫ ti teŋgbauŋțn nwaa. We wish that we 
have freedom and justice, and have unity without any disturbance in this nation. [Constitution] nidib buudi kǤn'Ǥb 

kǤn'Ǥbi la'as, alazug li sțm ye, ba pa'al teŋkanǫ ka ba bǫ la nidib nǤǤryinnǫ sțm an si'em people of various 

ethnic groups gather, so it is good that they show the local people what unity is like. [Bible-Study] Da bǤǤd ye ya 

maal nǤǤr yinne nǫ ba 'Do not seek a treaty of friendship with them'. [DEU 23:6] nidib la da la'as nǫ nǤǤr yinne 

Jerusalem. 'the people came together with one accord to Jerusalem'. [EZR 3:1] Colloc: X nǤǤr1 yǫlțg/pian'ad ‘what 
X says, the word of X’. TeŋgbauŋǤ, wțmmi m nǤǤr yǫlțg! 'hear, O earth, the words of my mouth.' ('listen 

closely to what I say.' [GNB]). [DEU 32:1] O nǤǤr pian'ad pǫ'ǫl nǫ sțnpǫǫn 'his lips are full of wrath'. [ISA 30:27] 
Colloc: X nǤǤr1 malis ‘X speaks well, persuasively’. Biig la nǤǤr da malis nǫ hali ka sǤ' kae na tun'e ki'is on yǫl 

si'ela. The boy spoke so well that nobody could deny what he said. [Shoeshine-Boy] Note: text emended by MA 
Pu'agǤǤndir nǤǤr tun'e malis wțț siind nǫ 'The lips of another man's wife may be as sweet as honey'. [PRO 5:3] 
Colloc: nǤsuŋ ‘blessing’. On daa pț tun'e mǤdigǫ ka zaŋ o kpǫuŋ la tis ka di'e maŋț la kǫ ka o gț'țŋ nǤsțŋ 

la di'er It was because he couldn't control himself and sold his seniority to get mangoes that he failed to get the 
blessing. [You-Heard?] Ndǫraug maal diib tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ tis o saam la ka o di ka tis o nǤsțŋ, hali ka lǫn kaanb 

kaanb sțŋț tis o Nderaug quickly prepared food and went and gave it to his father and he blessed him and gave 
him a benediction. [You-Do?] 
7 • 'mouth' as making noise, talking too much, shouting. Colloc: sin1/fǤn1 nǤǤr1 ‘shut up, be quiet’. Zion zugǤǤ m 

kț sinni m nǤǤrǫ; Jerusalem yǫla m kț an baanlim nǫ 'For Zion's sake I will not keep silent, for Jerusalem's 
sake I will not remain quiet'. [ISA 62:1] Ya ya'a sinni ya nǤǤr baanlimm, li na kǫ ka ya nwǫnǫ ya'am dim nǫ. 'If 
only you would be altogether silent! For you, that would be wisdom.'. [JOB 13:5] nimbǫ'ǫdnam on fǤǤn ba nǤǤr 

baanlimm. 'evildoers are reduced to silence.'. [PSA 107:42] 
8 • times. ba maal malima la ka kaae onǫ kpi la dabǤǤg nǤǤr ata'anga. they perform the sacrifices and walk 

around the dead person’s house three times. [Asaasim] Fț mi' ligidi la nǤǤre an si'em bǫ gbauŋin laa? Do you 
know the total charge on the bill? [Electricity] Pu'akanǫ du'a nǤǤra anaasi, pu'abama sa'ar yuugid nǫ A woman 
who had given birth four times, those women have a long labour. [Womens-Health] Colloc: nǤǤr1 [number] 
‘[number] times’. M da karimǫ li nǫ nǤǤr ayi' I read it twice. [Shoeshine-Boy] Amaa m ye hali nǤǤr pisyǤpǤi 

abțyǤpǤi. 'but (I say even) seventy times seven'. [MAT 18:22] Ka o lǫn tțm paas nǤǤra ayi' ka o zan'as ka pț 

kenaa. 'So he sent a second time, but he refused to come.'. [2SA 14:29] Li sțm aannǫ ye fț tǤn teŋ la nǤǤr anu bǫǫ 

ayuobț; lin ka fț naan nyaŋin Aram dim la li' ba wțsa. 'You should have struck the ground five or six times; 

then you would have defeated Aram and completely destroyed it.'. [2KI 13:19] Colloc: nǤǤr1 piiga nǫ abțyi' ‘many, 
many times’. Lit: twelve times. tinam pț gat niis la nǤǤr piiga nǫ abțyi' bǫǫ? are we not much more than birds? 

[LUK 12:24 [old NT version]] Syn: nǤǤrim, nǤbpauŋ. See: bin'isnǤǤr; kǤlnǤǤr; nǤbasig; nǤǤrim; nǤpǤǤr; nǤzi'elțg; 

nǤzi'el; teŋnǤǤr; za'anǤǤr. 

nǤǤr-2   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

nǤǤra   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

nǤǤrǫ   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

nǤǤrǫǫ   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

nǤǤri   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

nǤǤrim   Variant: noorim. n. times. NǤǤrim bțpiiga nwa' ka ya pǤ'Ǥgim 'Ten times now you have reproached me'. [JOB 19:3] 
NǤǤrim babiga sa ka m bǤǤd ye m la'asi ya gumm wțț nǤnya'aŋi umm o biis o kpțkpama ni si'em la ka ya 
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pț siakida. 'how often I have longed to gather your children together, as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings, 

but you were not willing!'. [LUK 13:34] Sim: nǤbpauŋ, bț-, nǤǤr1
8 See: nǤǤr1

8 

nǤǤryǫlțg   See main entry: nǤyǫlțg. statement. 

nɔɔryinne   See main entry: nǤǤr yinne. agreement. 

nɔɔryinnɛɛ   See main entry: nǤǤr yinne. agreement. 

nǤǤr yinne   Variant: nɔɔryinne.  Note: so 54x in texts  :  in SC written as two words nǤǤr yinne ` Variant: nɔɔryinnɛɛ. v. 

agreement, unity. Ti bǤǤd ye ti mǤr yǤlisim, ka barigaŋ kae, ka mǤr nɔɔryinne ka daauŋ kț bǫ ti teŋgbauŋțn 

nwaa. We want to have peace, justice, unity and undisturbed life in this our country. [Constitution] ti gǤsnǫ ka 

tuongat ya'a kae ti kț mǤr nɔɔryinnɛɛ. Ka nɔɔryinne ya'a ti kae, dataas na nyaŋi ti yinne-yinne naae. We 

see that we don't have unity. And without unity, enemies will defeat us all one by one. [Trees] See: nǤǤr1; yinne. 

nǤǤs   See main entry: nua. fowl. 

noo   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

noo   See main entry: nǤǤ1. exactly. 

noob   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

nood   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

noodi   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

noom   See main entry: nǤ1. trample. 

noor   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

noore   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

nooree   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

noorim   See main entry: nǤǤrim. times. 

nooryelug   See main entry: nǤyǫlțg. statement. 

noos   See main entry: nua. fowl. 

nu1   Variant: nuu; nuue. Form: nunǫ. Variant: nune. Form: nuud. Variant: nut.  Note: these shortened continuous forms gat, 

kat, gǤt, tut , tit  nut &c. are west-Agole forms which are rejected by even Agole-speakers from the eastern parts. Acceptance 
is variable according to item: the list above is in order of general acceptability,  gat is normal, tit for tisid is generally queried 
Variant: nuuda1; nuta; nuudaa; nuudi; nuti. Form: nuudnǫ. Form: num!. Variant: nuum!; numi!. Form: nuub. 

Variant: nuubǤ. v. to drink. Naa, na'aba ti na nu, ti yinǫ kateŋ na. Thank you, Chief, we will drink; we have 
come from far away. [Trees] o keŋ nǫ bilig kugir la yis bulig la nǤǤrin ka kǫ ka o ansib kǤnbid la nu 'he went 
over and rolled the stone away from the mouth of the well and watered his uncle's sheep'. [GEN 29:10] li anǫ tilas ye 

ba dțg ku'om ka nyaan nuu li. they should boil water before drinking it. [Electricity] Fț na nuu li naae nyain ka 

lǫǫli li ka li kțdig 'You will drink it and drain it dry'. [EZK 23:34] Kem maali sumalisim, dimi disțma ka nuue 

bțnnuudmalisa ka tisi banǫ pț mǤra. 'Go and enjoy choice food and sweet drinks, and send some to those who 
have nothing prepared.'. [NEH 8:10] Nimbama nwa' nunǫ daam kțțl. 'These people are drunk!'. [ACT 2:13] Ya'a kis 

nid fț yǫtnǫ ye, "O nuud ku'om ka ta'am." If you hate somebody you say "He tries to savour the taste of water". 

[Proverb 096] Egipt dim la tu bulisi kpi'el nǫ kǤlis la paam ku'om nuud 'the Egyptians dug along the Nile to get 
drinking water'. [EXO 7:24] Ban gur na'ab la li pț yuugǫ ka o yina gaadi zin'in o gbauŋ zug ka ye ba ken ken, 

"dǫǫg ye bǫogțn pț sțțda ka nuuda." As they were waiting for the chief, it was not long before he came out and 
went to sit on his skin and welcomed them "Warthog says though one doesn’t bath in the morning, he does drink". 

[Trees] Ka ku'om mǫ kae nuuda. 'And there is no water to drink!'. [NUM 20:5] Li ka' tinam nǫ fțnǫ daa la'an dit ka 

nuudaa, ka fț kennǫ ti teŋin pa'annaa? Didn't we eat and drink with you, and you walked in our town teaching? 
[LUK 13:26] Yțțmbanǫ gaad la, nidib ayi' nwa da nuudi daam buudi wțsa din ka ba paam In previous years, 
the two men had drunk any sort of liquor they could get their hands on. [Electricity] ala mǫn ka tǫǫns la wțsa na 

nuudi li saŋa wțsa 'so all the nations will drink continually'. [OBA 1:16] Tienr karțŋ: Da nuti daam kțțniya 
Memory verse: Don't drink and get drunk. [Bible-Study] m nuudnǫ bțțs ziim? 'Do I ... drink the blood of goats?'. 

[PSA 50:13] Na'ab la da tis nǤǤr ye sǤ' wțsa num o paŋ bǫn 'By the king's command each guest was allowed to 
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drink in his own way'. [EST 1:8] Bima' on nuum ku'om bǫdegț The baby's mother should drink plenty of water. 

[Breastfeeding] Numi fț mǫŋ bulig ku'om, ku'okanǫ bunǫ fț mǫŋ buligin la. 'Drink water from your own cistern, 
running water from your own well.'. [PRO 5:15] numini m sțnduor la kțțli ka tin 'Drink this' my anger ', get 
drunk, and be sick'. [JER 25:27] Ayaab nan zi' zan'as ye o kț yi nǫ Akudbili keŋ daam nuubǤ. Ayaab had never 
before refused to go to drink pito with Akudbil. [Electricity] LǤr nam nǤǤryinne la'asțg sțŋim kad taba nuubi ba 

lǤrnam pțțgin nǫ sitǫǫsinnamin. The transport workers union should help by discouraging smoking in their 
vehicles and lorry stations. [Smoking] Colloc: nu1 taba ‘to smoke tobacco’. Nimbanǫ mǤr susțnya ban'as ka nut 

taba na kpiid tǤ' gat banǫ mǤr susțnya ban'as ka pț nuta. People with heart disease and smoke die earlier 
than those with heart disease who don't smoke. [Smoking] Da nuud dankpi'ema bǫǫ taba lǫmisțg bǫǫ li nuubǤ 
Don't drink strong drink or use tobacco as snuff or to smoke. [Womens-Health] Di anǫ lidigir bǤzugǤ, Ayaab nan zi' 

zan'as ye o kț yi nǫ Akudbili keŋ daam nuubǤ. This was a surprise, because Ayaab had never refused to go out 
with Akudbil to drink pito. [Electricity] biis banǫ sǤnsid bǫǫ dǤl banǫ nut taba la kpǫn'ǫsidi ba mǫŋnǫ yǫllin kids 
who chat or hang out with the ones who smoke tobacco get themselves into trouble. [Smoking] Caus: nulis 
‘give/make drink’; Cpart: di1 ‘eat’. Isaak nyaan maal diib nǫ bțnnuuda tisi ba ka ba di ka nu 'Isaac then made 
a feast for them, and they ate and drank.'. [GEN 26:30] Etym: OV1 *NYU ; GS1 *NYO² ; vc1 *nyo ; CG *nyiu, 
gwau ; MWN * ŊIU(M) -(* ŊU-) ; CB *n ʋ́, *ŋʋ́ ; PB *ɲo. See: danuud; danuur; nulis; -nuudir; tabnuud. 

nu2   num. five. Colloc: anu, nu ‘in fives’. zin'ig wțsa mǤr daad pii nǫ anu nu. '(cedar pillars,) fifteen in each row'. 

[1KI 7:3] Etym: OV1 *NU ; GS1 *NU² ; vc2 *nom ; vc4 *nu ; PB *táànò. See: anu. 

nua   Form: nǤǤs. Variant: noos. Form: nǤ-2. Variant: no-. n. a chicken, 'fowl' [Gh.] Na'ab ye m mǤr nua na tif ka fț 

di'e maal ba'ar the chief said that I should bring this fowl to you so you get it and offer to the shrine. [Asaasim] ka 

ba naan kǤdig nua la n zaŋi bas and then they slaughtered the fowl and threw it down. [Asaasim] Yir la mǤr nǤǤs 

dǤǤg nǫ bțlțțg. The house has a chicken-house and an animal-room. [House+Farm] Dabisir wțsa m kțțdi lǤlig 

yinne nǫ pǫ'ǫs ayuobț nǫ nǤǤs bǫdegț. 'Every day I served one ox, six of the best sheep, and many chickens'. 

[NEH 5:18] bțn-ian'ada nǫ nǤbǫda 'fattened fowl'. [1KI 4:23] Spec: nǤnya'aŋ ‘hen’; nǤraug ‘cock, 'rooster [Am.]’; 

nǤribig, nǤbil ‘chick’. Etym: OV1 *KO ; OVN *NO-GA/SI ; GS1 *K¹O/E/A ; vc4 *ko(l)  ; MWN *-KUKI ; 
PB *kókó. Note: on the evidence so far, *NO- is a distinctive innovation of W.O/V (vs. *KO-) Read: Manessy, Gabriel, 
1971. Les noms d'animaux domestiques dans les langu es voltaïques. in Thomas, Jaqueline 
M.C. / L.Bernot [eds.]  Langues et techniques, natu re et société: I Approche linguistique. 

Paris : Klincksieck 301-320 . See: nǤnya'aŋ; nǤraug; nǤbil. 

nug   v. to be burned to ashes. M na nyu'oe Jeroboam yir la wțț sǤ' na nyu'oe na'ambin, ka li dii nug si'em la. I will 
burn Jeroboam's house like someone burning cowdung, and it is burned completely to ashes. [1KI 14:10] 

nugalisțg   n. an overdose. habit of overdosing. ParasitamǤl nugalisțg tun'oe ta'as ban'as. Overdosing with 

paracetamol can cause sickness. [Immunisation-II.] See: nu1; galis1. 

nug-nug   id. soft. Gungum la bțknǫ nug-nug. The cotton is very soft. [MA] 

nu'as1   Form: nu'asid. v. to pick sth. up. Ka Abǫdțg lak o biaunk ka nu'asid bus-dțgida la yinne-yinne kpǫn'ǫsid o 

biaunkun And Abedug raised her arm and picked up the cooked yams and put them one at a time into her armpit. 

[Wonderwoman] Nact: -nu'as2. See: -nu'as2. 

-nu'as2   Variant: -nu'asa. n. taker up of ... Ba-pin'il ka ba-nu'asa. The first [taker] is not the buyer of your puppies. 

[Proverb 133] InvNact: nu'as1. See: nu'as1. 

-nu'asa   See main entry: -nu'as2. uptaker. 

nu'asid  See main entry: nu'as1. pick. 

nu'ikukudugǤ   See main entry: nu'ukukudug. handful. 

nu'u-   See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nu'ubaŋ   Form: nu'ubaans. Variant: nu'ubaansi. n. an arm–ring. ti mǤr sanlima la'abanǫ ka ti fan' ka li an ti pțțr la na 

ye ti tis ZugsǤb la. La'abama anǫ nu'upiris nǫ nu'utțțs nǫ nu'ubaans nǫ tțblǫma nǫ niŋgǤnkǤris 'we are 
bringing the gold ornaments, armlets, bracelets, rings, earrings, and necklaces that each of us has taken.'. [NUM 

31:50] ba nǤk nu'ubaansi pid pu'ab la nu'us ka nǤk girima zupibisi pidi ba zut. 'They put bracelets on the 
women's arms and beautiful crowns on their heads.'. [EZK 23:42] Etym: OV1 *BA(:)N ; OVN *BAN-GA/SI . 
See: nu'ug; baŋ2

3 
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nu'ubaans   See main entry: nu'ubaŋ. armring. 

nu'ubaansi   See main entry: nu'ubaŋ. armring. 

nu'ubibis   See main entry: nu'ubil. finger. 

nu'ubibisi   See main entry: nu'ubil. finger. 

nu'ubil   Variant: nu'ubila; nu'ubili. Form: nu'ubibis. Variant: nu'ubibisi. n. finger. O nu'ubil la da nan kpǫn tiesidnǫ 

Anane His finger was still pointing at Anane. [Trouble] Charlie lǫbisid o vunbisțg nu'ubil la. Charlie ... pointed 

to the elder and wagged his finger to frighten him. [Trouble] (o da) nǤk o nu'ubili wabig Ǥnsir o gbǫ'ugțn. he 
wiped the sweat from his forehead with his finger. [Trouble] Faaro pidig o nu'ubil baŋ dinǫ an o zanbin la pid 

Josef 'Pharaoh took his signet ring from his finger and put it on Joseph's finger'. [GEN 41:42] li nwǫnǫ zitǫbisa ka 

ya ziil nidib, ka yanam mǫŋ lǫǫ pț si'isidi li nǫ ya nu'ubila. it's as if you load people with heavy loads 'and you 

yourselves will not lift one finger to help them.'. [LUK 11:46] Bi'el bi'el naad kukom nu'ubibis. Little by little ends 
the leper's fingers. [Proverb 187] Fțn zanl sț'țg la si'em la fț ya'a pț ba'a fț nu'ubibis kae. The way you are 
holding the cutlass if you aren't careful you won't have any fingers. [Trouble] dau tita'ar bǫǫ ani mǤr nu'ubibis 

ayuob, yuob nǫ nǤbibis ayuob, yuob. 'there was a huge man with six fingers on each hand and six toes on each 

foot'. [2SA 21:20] o mǤr o yi kpikpǫŋ ka nǤk o nu'ubibisi tțm o tțba ni 'He took him aside ... then he put his 
fingers in the man's ears'. [MRK 7:33] Colloc: nu'ubilin ‘on/to/with/from finger’. Kemi tǤ'ǤtǤ zaŋ fusțŋ na yǫǫl o, 

ka pid o baŋ o nu'ubilin' 'Quick! Bring the best robe and put it on him. Put a ring on his finger'. [LUK 15:22] 
See: nu'ug; -bil. 

nu'ubila   See main entry: nu'ubil. finger. 

nu'ubili   See main entry: nu'ubil. finger. 

nu'u-ǫǫns   See main entry: nu'u-ian. fingernail. 

nu'ug   Variant: nu'ugi; nu'ugǤ; nu'ugo; nu'ugǤǤ; nuug [W]; nu'ugț; nu'ugu. Form: nu'us. Variant: nu'usi; nu'usǫ; 

nu'usa. Form: nu'u-. n. 1 • hand, arm, power. 'hand' of friendship after an elopement, apology after informal 
marriage [W]. DǤgta la mi' on tțm si'el, yiiga o daa si'is o nu'ug nǫ o nyǤ'Ǥg When the doctor had found out 

what he had done, he first touched his hand and his chest. [Electricity] fț na nyaŋi gban'e akǤn'Ǥs nǫ nu'ug 'a lizard 
can be caught with the hand'. [PRO 30:28] m na nǤki fț niŋ tampiing la yǤkin ka nǤki m nu'ugi ligilif 'I will put 

you in an opening in the rock and cover you with my hand'. [EXO 33:22] Fț ya'a mǫ di nǫ o sǤb laa yinne ni ... bǫǫ 

gban'e o nu'ugǤ li kț lǤ'ǤŋifǤ. If you eat with someone from one dish ... or hold their hand, it can't infect you. 

[AIDS-II] O da lǫbig o nu'ugț pa'al o gbǫ'ugțn. Li da tțlnǫ. He put the back of his hand on his forehead. It was 
hot. [Trouble] ZugsǤb la na lǫm ba'aŋ o nu'ugț mǤr o nimbanǫ kpǫlim 'the Lord will reach out his hand a second 

time to reclaim the remnant that is left of his people'. [ISA 11:11] O naan agǤlli su'uni gban'e m nu'ugț 'He 
reached down from on high and took hold of me'. [PSA 18:16] Adu duoe dǤl Yaa nǫ Ama ka ba keŋ gban'e 

Yeboah nu'ugț pț'țs o. Adu went with Yaa and Ama and took Yeboah's hand and greeted him. [Trouble] Moses 

nǤk o nu'ugț tiesi kpa' saŋgbana la ni 'Moses stretched out his hand toward the sky'. [EXO 10:22] Fț zi' ye sieba 

bǤǤd nu'us nǫ nǤba nǫ nini nǫ laafi nǫ ya'am ye ba tțmmǫ ba tțțma ka kǤ'Ǥŋǫǫ? Don't you know that some 
people want hands and feet and eyes and health and wisdom to do their work and don't have them? [You-Heard?] Ba 

mǤr nu'us, ka pț tun'e babin na 'they have hands, but cannot feel'. [PSA 115:7] Fț ya'a mǤri fț fțțg bǫǫ nu'usi 

duusid nimpuud bǫǫ mǫmǫǫdǫǫ li mǤri ban'as la lǤmisid nidib. If you use your shirt or your hands to wipe the 

water or pus is carries infection to other people. [Trachoma] Ninsieba da mǤri ba biisi kena ye Yesu nǤk o nu'usi 

pa'ali ba zutin. 'Some people brought their babies to Jesus for him to place his hands on them.'. [LUK 18:15] M na 

mǤri ya nǫ m nu'ukpi'euŋ la ka faaǫn ya. 'I shall ... uphold you with my victorious right hand.'. [ISA 41:10] (ba) 

nyǫ ka o nya'andǤlib la sieba dit nǫ nu'udian'ad 'They noticed that some of his disciples were eating their food 

with hands that were ritually unclean' dirty hands. [MRK 7:2] Colloc: nwǫ' X nu'ug ‘beg X for reconciliation’. O na 

fabil ka nwǫ'ǫf nu'ugǤǤ? 'Will he plead with you for mercy?'. [JOB 41:3] Colloc: nu'ugin (ǫ(ǫ)) ~ nu'ugini. Note: 

may be found written, incorrectly, nu'ugʋn  Ligidkanǫ daa bǫ o nu'ugin la wțsa daa naae All the money he had 

was finished. [Billygoat] ba ...  nǤk Paul nǫ sanrega nidib sieba niŋ soogia kpǫǫm yinne onǫ yț'țri buon Julius 

la nu'ugin 'Paul and some other prisoners were handed over to a centurion named Julius'. [ACT 27:1] maliak ... 

mǤr ... baans linǫ tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba ka kpi'em hali o nu'ugin 'an angel ... having ... in his hand a great chain'. [REV 20:1] 
ligidi la pț tisidi ya nu'uginǫ, li wa'ae nǫ paasidi ya ligidkanǫ bǫ baŋkin la. the money is not given to you 
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personally, it comes in as credit to your bank balance. [Wealth-Is-Power] SǤ' kae na yis linǫ bǫ man nu'uginǫ. 'no 

one can deliver out of my hand.'. [DEU 32:29] ZugsǤb la la'as tinam na'anama atan' nwa' nǫ kpǫla na ye o zaŋi 

ti niŋ Moab Na'ab la nu'uginǫǫ? 'Has the Lord called us three kings together only to hand us over to Moab?'. [2KI 

3:10] O nǤǤr nam pț lu teŋa ka sǤ' pțn gǫ'ǫŋ vaand la o nu'ugini zǤǤ keŋ yikanǫ kpi'e la ni. He had no sooner 
said that than someone had grabbed the leaves from his hand and run to the next-door house. [Trouble] O daa zanl 

gbambil yinne o nu'ugʋn ka gǤsidi sǤbid dinǫ bǫ mita la ni. He held one form in his hand and was looking and 

writing down what was on the meter. [Electricity] Colloc: nu'usin(ǫ(ǫ))~nu'usini ‘in/into/with/from hands’. o la'an 

kaasid nǫ o ka Ǥnbig biig la o nu'usin. she also wept with him and hugged the child in her arms. [Trouble] o yis 

sanlim baŋ kanǫ ga'an nyǤnya ni nǫ sanlim baans ayi' banǫ pid nu'usin tis o 'the man took an expensive gold 
ring and put it in her nose and put two large gold bracelets on her arms'. [GEN 24:22] Pu'akaŋa da mǤri nwadis ayi' 

bibil o nu'usinǫ mu'asid o bin'isir. The woman had a two-month-old baby in her arms and was suckling it. 
[Trouble] Fț mǫ kț nyaŋi zǤǤ yii ba nu'usinǫ amaa Babilon na'ab na gban'af you yourself will not escape from 

them. You will be taken prisoner by the king of Babylonia. [JER 38:23] Nimbama daa pț zun'od bțnkǤnbbǫ'og la 

nǫ o win laa, bǫǫ di'ed o zanbina ba gbǫ'ǫdin bǫǫ nu'usinǫǫ 'They had not worshipped the beast or his image 
and had not received his mark on their foreheads or their hands.'. [REV 20:4] o daa pțn dignǫ o saam Ayaab 

nu'usini nwǫn o pțn kpinǫ sa. ha was already lying in his father Ayaab's arms as if he was already dead. 

[Electricity] Colloc: nu'us ayi' ‘1) [literally] with two/both hands :  2) [idiomatically] enthusiastically, with effort’. 
Ka yț'țn gban'e Adu nǫ o nu'us ayi' vǫ'ǫg o zi'el zin'isțŋțn. And then held Adu with both hands and dragged 
him to safety. [1) Trouble] ka zaŋ o nu'us ayi' la wțsa pa'al bțțg la zugin 'He shall put both his hands on the 
goat's head'. [1) LEV 16:21] asida ti ya'a sid gban'e kuob nu'usa ayi', li kulim ku yuugǫ ka ti lǫbig bțndaannam 

maa truly, if we take up farming with all our might, it won't be long before we get rich. [2) Asaasim] ti gban'am 

kpaam la tuob nu'us ayi' ka li na sțŋi ti.  we should take up oil extraction enthusiastically, and it will help us. 
[2) Wealth- Is-Power] Tțm tisi nǫ o ka gban'e o nu'us ayi'.  'serve him and hold fast to him.'. [2)DEU 13:4] 
Colloc: nyǫ/lu nu'ug ‘menstruate’. pțpielim sǤb ya'a bǫ ... ka pț ... dig nǫ pu'a saŋa kanǫ ka o lu nu'ugǤ 
'Suppose there is a righteous man ... He doesn't ... have intercourse with a woman during her period.'. [EZK 18:5-6] 
Syn: pie1

2 Colloc: tțm nu'ug ‘send an embassy, intercede, placate’. Pu'a la sid daa duoe kpǫ'ǫŋ o mǫŋi tțm 

nu'ugț o saam la san'an The woman's husband got up and tried to placate her father. [Billygoat] Etym: OV1 
*NU/A/I ; OVN *NU-GU/SI ; GS2 *NI²/O¹ ; GSA *ji/je/ ja ; CG *nuku . Note: OVN usually with this irregular 
sg./pl. pairing 
2 • a sleeve. Adu da gaad tuon, o da yǫnǫ fupiel nu'ugima ka sǤn kurgiŋ sabil. Adu was in the lead; he wore 
a short-sleeved white shirt and black shorts. [Trouble] O kțkpama la da banlig nǫ ka o nu'us yț'țn nwiilim 

fupiel nu'ugimis kanǫ ka o yǫ la ni. His upper arms were weak and his arms wrinkled the white short-sleeved 
shirt he was wearing. [Trouble] sǫn fuwǤk piela banǫ nu'usi wa'am make long-sleeved white shirts. [EXO 28:40] 
See: nu'ubil; nu'ubaŋ; nu'unwǫ'ǫd; nu'utital. 

nu'ugi   See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nu'ugǤ   See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nu'ugo   See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nu'ugǤǤ   See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nu'ugț  See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nu'ugu   See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nu'u-ian   Form: nu'u-ǫǫns. n. a fingernail. Man da bǫǫ ani dummi m nu'u-ǫǫns I was there biting my fingernails. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] kǫ ka o pțni o zug ka sǫǫli o nu'u-ǫǫns nǫ o nǤb-ǫǫns 'have her shave her head, trim her nails'. 

[DEU 21:12] o nu'u-ǫǫns nǫ o nǤb-ǫǫns yii nwǫnǫ viiug nǤb-ǫǫns nǫ. 'his nails grew like birds' claws'. [DAN 4:33] 
Lit: owls'. Colloc: nu'u-ǫǫnsin ‘to/on/with/from fingernails’. ZugsǤb kanǫ faaǫn mam yi gbigima nǫ kunduna 

nu'u-ǫǫnsin la na nyaŋi faaǫn mam yi Filistia dau kaŋa nu'usin. 'The Lord who delivered me from the paw of 
the lion and the paw of the bear will deliver me from the hand of this Philistine.'. [1SA 17:37] Sim: nǤb-ian. Etym: 
OVN * ŊƐ-GA/SI. Note: usually compounded with 'hand', and also meaning 'fingernail' (with 'foot' for 'toenail') See: nu'ug; 

-ian. 

nu'ukukudis   See main entry: nu'ukukudug. handful. 
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nu'ukukudug   Variant: nu'ukukudugu; nu'ikukudugǤ. Form: nu'ukukudis. n. a handful. dinǫ da lidig Birago anǫ o 

da pțn vuoǫn bipuŋ la zuobid nu'ukukudug sa. what surprised Birago was that she had already pulled out a 

handful of the girl's hair. [Trouble] O na nǤk zǤ'Ǥm la tis maanmaan la, ka o gbin'e li nu'ukukudug ka li an 

tiǫnr maan He is to bring it (the flour) to the priest, who shall take a handful of it as a memorial portion. [LEV 5:12] 
titan kț lǫn kpǫlim Samaria teŋin m pǫ'ǫl man nidib la yinne nu'ukukudugǤ! 'enough dust' won't remain 'in 
Samaria to give each of my men a handful'. [1KI 20:10] Ba da tis o ku'om ka o nu ka tis o diib linǫ da an kekama 

ka ba gbilim nǫ tiwala nu'ukukudis ayi' ka o di. 'They gave him some food and water, ... some dried figs, and 
two bunches of raisins.'. [1SA 30:11-12] ka lǫm mǤr zțțd maan la na ka gbin'e zǤ'Ǥm la nu'ukukudugu nyu'oe 

daka la zugț 'He also brought the grain offering, took a handful of it and burned it on the altar'. [LEV 9:17] 
Colloc: nu'ukukudugin ‘in a handful’. M mǤri zǤ'Ǥm nu'ukukudugin nǫ kpaam bi'ela 'All I have is a handful of 

flour in a bowl and a drop of olive oil'. [1KI 17:12] See: nu'ug. 

nu'ukukudugu   See main entry: nu'ukukudug. handful. 

nu'ukpiilima   See main entry: nu'ukpiilțŋ. paralysed arm. 

nu'ukpiilțŋ   Form: nu'ukpiilima. n. a paralysed arm. Yesu ti'eb dau nu'ukpiilțŋ 'Healing a Withered Hand'. [MRK 3:1 

[heading]] See: nu'ug; -kpiilțŋ2. 

nu'unwǫ'ǫd   Variant: nu'unwe'ed. Form: nu'unwǫ'ǫdib. Variant: nu'unwe'edib. n. a mediator. Note: [lit. hand beater] M mi' 

ye m nu'unwǫ'ǫd la vțe 'I know that my Redeemer lives'. [JOB 19:25] Ya mǫ kenǫ Yesu onǫ an nǤnapaal la 

nu'unwǫ'ǫd san'an na 'You have come to Jesus, who arranged the new covenant'. [HEB 12:24] O da gaŋ Levi dim 

la sieba ye ba tțm Daka la tțțma ZugsǤb la tuon, ka an nu'unwǫ'ǫdib 'He appointed some of the Levites to 
minister before the ark of the Lord, to make petition'. [1CH 16:4] Nabstr: nu'unwǫ'ǫr. See: nu'ug; nwǫ'. 

nu'unwǫ'ǫdib   See main entry: nu'unwǫ'ǫd. mediator. 

nu'unwǫ'ǫr   n. intercession, mediation. Goma bǫlisțg nǫ o nu'unwǫ'ǫr la wțsa kpa'as nǫ gbauŋ. All Goma's entreaties 

and her attempts at mediation were brushed away. [Trouble] InvNabstr: nu'unwǫ'ǫd. See: nu'unwǫ'ǫd. 
nu'unwe'ed   See main entry: nu'unwǫ'ǫd. mediator. 

nu'unwe'edib   See main entry: nu'unwǫ'ǫd. mediator. 

nu'upirig   Form: nu'upiris. n. a finger-ring. Sim: nu'utțțg. ti mǤr sanlima la'abanǫ ka ti fan' ka li an ti pțțr la na ye 

ti tis ZugsǤb la. La'abama anǫ nu'upiris nǫ nu'utțțs nǫ nu'ubaans nǫ tțblǫma nǫ niŋgǤnkǤris 'we are 
bringing the gold ornaments, armlets, bracelets, rings, earrings, and necklaces that each of us has taken.'. [NUM 

31:50]  Sim: baŋ23 'bracelet, 'ring' in general' See: nu'ug; pid1. 

nu'upiris   See main entry: nu'upirig. finger-ring. 

nu'uraug   Form: nu'uraad. n. thumb. Moses kǤdigi li ka ti'el ziim la niŋ Aaron datiuŋ tțbirin, nǫ o datiuŋ nu'uraug 

nǫ o datiuŋ nǤbraug. 'Moses killed it and took some of the blood and put it on the lobe of Aaron's right ear, on 
the thumb of his right hand, and on the big toe of his right foot.'. [LEV 8:23] Ka maanmaan la na zaŋ taal maan la 

ziim tin'e ... o datiuŋ nu'uraug nǫ o datiuŋ nǤbraugin. 'The priest is to take some of the blood of the guilt 
offering and put it on the lobe of the right ear of the one to be cleansed, on ... the thumb of his right hand and on the 
big toe of his right foot.'. [LEV 14:14] Nimo ziank o sț'țraug la agǤl ka nǤk o nu'uraugț si'isi li nǤǤr la ye o gǤs. 
Nimo raised his cutlass and checked its edge with his thumb. [Trouble] ba kad o hali gban'e o ka fi'is o nu'uraad 

nǫ o nǤbraad. 'they chased him, caught him, and cut off his thumbs and big toes.'. [JDG 1:6] See: nu'ug; -daug2. 

nu'uraad   See main entry: nu'uraug. thumb. 

nu'us   See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nu'usa   See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nu'usǫ   See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nu'usi   See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nu'utital   n. the palm of the hand. O nu'utital la da gbiribnǫ His palm was hardened. [Trouble] on mǫ ... wabig o nindaa 

nǫ o nu'utital, ka nynǤl o lǫma ni he too rubbed his face with the palm of his hand, and grumbled. [Trouble] 
Lit: grumbled in his throat. Syn: nu'utitǫn. See: nu'ug. 
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nu'utitǫn   Variant: nu'utiten. Form: nu'utitǫna. Variant: nu'utitena. n. palm of the hand. Syn: nu'utital. See: nu'ug; 

nǤbtitǫn. 

nu'utitǫna   See main entry: nu'utitǫn. palm of hand. 

nu'utiten   See main entry: nu'utitǫn. palm of hand. 

nu'utitena   See main entry: nu'utitǫn. palm of hand. 

nu'utoog   See main entry: nu'utțțg. finger ring. 

nu'utoos   See main entry: nu'utțțg. finger ring. 

nu'utțțg   Variant: nu'utoog. Form: nu'utțțs. Variant: nu'utoos. n. a ring, finger–ring. Yțda la sieba anǫ, "wee" bǫǫ 

"Sutaana nu'utțțg" Some names are "wee" or "Satan's ring". [Shoeshine-Boy] ti mǤr sanlima la'abanǫ ka ti fan' 

ka li an ti pțțr la na ye ti tis ZugsǤb la. La'abama anǫ nu'upiris nǫ nu'utțțs nǫ nu'ubaans nǫ tțblǫma nǫ 

niŋgǤnkǤris 'we are bringing the gold ornaments, armlets, bracelets, rings, earrings, and necklaces that each of us 
has taken.'. [NUM 31:50] Sim: nu'upirig.  Sim: baŋ23 'bracelet, 'ring' in general' See: nu'ug. 

nu'utțțs   See main entry: nu'utțțg. finger ring. 

nu'uyeuŋ   See main entry: nu'uyiuŋ. one armed. 

nu'uyiuŋ   Variant: nu'uyeuŋ. n. one-armed. See: nu'ug; nǤbyiuŋ. 

nu'uzaalis   Variant: nu'uzaalisǫ. n.pl. empty hands, empty-handed. Ka ba bț' o lǫbis o nǫ nu'uzaalis. 'But the tenants 

beat him and sent him away empty-handed.'. [LUK 20:10] fț pț pț'țsidi fț zua nǫ nu'uzaalisǫ. you don't greet 
your friend emptyhanded. [Trouble] Da lǫbi fț sid ma la ni nǫ nu'uzaalisǫ. 'Don't go back to your mother-in-law 

empty-handed.'. [RUT 3:17] Sim: nǫǫm1. See: nu'ug; -zaalig. 

nu'uzaalisǫ   See main entry: nu'uzaalis. emptyhands. 

nulis   Variant: nulisi. Form: nulisid. v. to make sb. drink, water [an animal]. O la'am wik nǫ ku'om la sțŋi ti ka ti nulis 

kǤnbid la. 'He even drew water for us and watered the flock.'. [EXO 2:19] ya yinne-yinne pț idigidi ya lǤlis bǫǫ ya 

bțmisi ba dǤǤdin kennǫ nulisidi ba ku'om? 'Is there a single one of you who does not loose his ox or his donkey 
from its stall and take it out to water'. [LUK 13:15] InvCaus: nu1. See: nu1. 

nulisi   See main entry: nulis. water [an animal]. 

nulisid   See main entry: nulis. water [an animal]. 

num!   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

numi!   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nunǫ   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nune   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nut   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nuta   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nuti   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nuu   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nuub   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nuubǤ   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nuud   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nuuda1   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

-nuuda2   See main entry: -nuudir. drinkable. 

nuudaa   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nuudi   See main entry: nu1. drink. 
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-nuudir   Form: -nuuda2. adj. drinkable. m ziim an bțnnuudir amǫŋa 'my blood is real drink'. [JHN 6:55] Maan bimbim 

tita'ar paal la zug ka fț na maal ... nidib la wțsa nyu'or maan nǫ ba zțțd maan nǫ ba bțnnuuda maan la. 
'On the large new altar, offer ... the burnt offering of all the people of the land, and their grain offering and their 
drink offering.'. [2KI 16:15] See: nu. 

nuudnǫ   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nuue   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nuug [W]   See main entry: nu'ug. hand, sleeve. 

nuum!   See main entry: nu1. drink. 

nvɔt   See main entry: vǤndțg. hole. 

nvɔtti   See main entry: vǤndțg. hole. 

 

NW  -  nw 

 

nwa   See main entry: nwa'2. this. 

nwa1   See main entry: nwa'1. broken [be]. 

nwad-   See main entry: nwadig. moon, month. 

nwada-   See main entry: nwadbil. star. 

nwadbibis   See main entry: nwadbil. star. 

nwadbibisi   See main entry: nwadbil. star. 

nwadbil   Variant: nwadibil; nwada-. Form: nwadbibis. Variant: nwadibibis; nwadbibisi. n. a star. 'Nwadbil wțsa kanǫ 

bǫ saŋgbauŋțn la bǤǤdi ...' O gu. 'Every star in the sky wants ... ' He stopped. [Trouble] Nwadbibis pamm da nie 

na Many stars came out. [Trouble] Ban nyǫ nwadbil la, ka ba sțnya ma'ae. 'When they saw the star, they were 

overjoyed.'. [MAT 2:10] o da mǫ' nǫ bimbima tis nwadbibis la wțsa 'he built altars for the worship of the stars'. 

[2KI 21:5] Fț na nyaŋi la'as nwadbibis banǫ bǫ saŋgbana teŋsțk la bǤbigǫǫ ... ? 'Can you tie the Pleiades 
together  ... ? [JOB 38:31] M na kǫ ka fț yaas zu'oe wțț nwadbibisi an si'em bǫ saŋgbana ni la 'I will make your 
descendants as numerous as the stars in the sky'. [GEN 26:4] Colloc: nwadbibisin ‘in the stars’. Nyalima na bǫ 

winnigin nǫ nwadigin nǫ nwadbibisin. 'There will be strange things happening to the sun, the moon, and the 
stars.'. [LUK 21:25] Etym: OVN *(SA-)(ŊMAR-)WI/U-GA/-SI ; GS3 *WI²/U²E(L) ; vc3 * ŋmad ; CG *(ŋ)gbata. 
Note: *SA- is "rain/sky", *ŊMAR- ,  *ŋmad, *(ŋ)gbata  is "moon":   *WI/U remains as base for "star", *WI preferred on the 

dissimilation principle, see, e.g. under wief , win See: nwaddar; nwadig. 

nwaddar   n. a star, the morning-star. Manǫ an na'ab David yaaŋ nǫ bǫogțn nwaddar linǫ nyǫǫn la. 'I am descended 
from the family of David; I am the bright morning star.'. [REV 22:16] Etym: OVN *(SA-)(ŊMAR-)WI/U-GA/-SI ; 
GS3 *WI²/U²E(L) ; vc3 *ŋmad ; CG *(ŋ)gbata. Note: *SA- is "rain/sky", *ŊMAR- ,  *ŋmad, *(ŋ)gbata  is "moon":   

WI/U remains as base for "star" See: nwadbil. 

nwadi-   See main entry: nwadig. moon, month. 

nwadibibis   See main entry: nwadbil. star. 

nwadibil   See main entry: nwadbil. star. 

nwadig   Variant: nwadug; nwadiga; nwadigi. Form: nwadis. Variant: nwadisa. Form: nwad-. Variant: nwadi-. n. 1 • the 

moon. nwadig la nǫǫsim la da naan tiisin nǫǫsim la the moonlight came from the light among the trees. [Trouble] 
Nwadig la anǫ yiwia la ka nwadbibis la an dasam. The moon is an unmarried girl and the stars are young men. 
[Trouble] Winnig nǫ nwadiga, zun'omin o 'Praise him, sun and moon'. [PSA 148:3] Colloc: nwadigin ‘in the moon’. 
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Nyalima na bǫ winnigin nǫ nwadigin nǫ nwadbibisin. 'There will be strange things happening to the sun, the 

moon, and the stars.'. [LUK 21:25] Colloc: nwadig pǫlig ‘moon is full’; Cpart: nwadpaalig/nwad(i)paalis ‘new 
moon’. Piebim na'atan nwadpaalig daar, nǫ nwadigi na ti pǫlig ti malțŋ di'ema la daar 'Blow the trumpet for 

the festival, when the moon is new and when the moon is full.'. [PSA 81:3] nwadpaal di'ema la da paae la, Na'ab 

la da zin' ye o di 'when the New Moon festival came, the king sat down to eat'. [1SA 20:24] Note: only this example 

in SC, 22x -paalig Piebim na'atan nwadpaalig daar nǫ nwadigi na ti pǫlig 'At the new moon blow the ram's 
horn, and blow it at the full moon'. [PSA 81:3] nwadpaalig bǫǫ Vț'țsțm Daar ka nidib bu'osid nǤdi'esidibi 

baŋidi ba yǫla the new moon or the Sabbath was when asked prophets to find out about their business. [2KI 4:23 

[footnote]] Mam kisnǫ ya nwadpaalig malima 'I hate your New Moon Festivals'. [ISA 1:14] Sim: nwadpielig 
‘moonlight’. Etym: OV1 *CI ; OV2 * ŊMAD ; OVN (also) *GO-DI/A ; GS1 *CE/AN/L ; GS3 *BE² /UN ; vc3 
*ŋmad ; CG *(ŋ)gbata, ccuu ; PB *cʋ́ngé. 
2 • a month. Mba'abǤǤd sid da kpinǫ ka kǫ o nǫ pțțg ka li an wțț nwadig yinne. Mba'abood's husband had 

died and left her one month pregnant. [Billygoat] Fțn pțm pț saansǫǫ li paae nwadigi nwa. You haven't combed 

(your hair) for a month now. [Three-Problems] Di naarinǫǫ, o daa kpǫmisi ba ye ba mǤǤm ka yǤǤdi ba bugum 

yǤǤd nwadig wțsa In conclusion, he warned them to try to pay their electricity bill every month. [Electricity] 
Nwadig la daba ayǤpǤi daar asǫǫ ya niŋ ala 'On the seventh day of the month you are to do the same thing'. [EZK 

45:20] Bima' bin'isim mǤr bțn linǫ wțsa na sțŋ biig la n ti paae nwadis ayuobu. A baby's mother's milk has 

everything that will benefit the baby for the first six months. [Breastfeeding] Li tun'e zaŋ nwadis. It could take 
months. [Trouble] Pu'asadir ya'a na kpǫn' Na'ab Zeesis san'an, asǫǫ ka ba dǫŋin nǤk nwadis pii nǫ ayi' maal o 

ka o vǫnl 'Before a girl's turn came to go in to King Xerxes, she had to complete twelve months of beauty 
treatments'. [EST 2:12] lin ti paae nwadis ayǤpǤi dabis pii nǫ ayǤpǤi daar la 'on the seventeenth day of the seventh 

month'. [GEN 8:4] nwadisa awai (9 months) [Immunisation] Nwadisa ala nar ye biig mu'a bin'isim ma'aanǫ? At 
least how many months should a baby be breastfed? [Breastfeeding] BǤk Na'ab ye, on katnǫ nwadkanǫ mǤr diib. 
Bawku Chief says he only wants the month that has food. [Proverb 181] Ya kț Ǥnbi li daar yinne bǫǫ daba ayi' bǫǫ 

daba anu bǫǫ dabpiiga bǫǫ pisi ma'aanǫ, amaa nwadmum 'You will not eat it for just one day, or two days, or 

five, ten or twenty days, 20 but for a whole month'. [LEV 11:19-20] Colloc: nwadig kpi, nwadig kum2 ‘month ends, 
end of the month’. Man yisǤb la ye nwadig ya'a kpii, man yim ka kǫ o yir. My landlord says that at the end of 
the month I have to leave his house. [Three-Problems] Nwadig na kpi bțndaar ka ti kuosi ti zțțdǫ? 'When will the 
new moon be over so that we may sell grain?'. [AMO 8:5] Daakan la da an nwadig la kum That day was the end of 

the month. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: nwadig-nwadig ‘monthly, every month’. Li tun'e an nwadig-nwadig bǫǫ 

dabpiinǫ anaas naasi It could be monthly or fortnightly. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ba da tțmnǫ nwadig-nwadig hali ti 

paae yțțm la bǫn. (they) 'monthly turns of duty throughout the year'. [1CH 27:1] See: nwadpaal; nwadpielig. 

nwadiga   See main entry: nwadig. moon, month. 

nwadigi   See main entry: nwadig. moon, month. 

nwadis   See main entry: nwadig. moon, month. 

nwadisa   See main entry: nwadig. moon, month. 

nwadpaal   See main entry: nwadpaalig. new moon. 

nwadpaalig   Variant: nwadpaal. n. the new moon. Piebim na'atan nwadpaalig daar, nǫ nwadigi na ti pǫlig ti malțŋ 

di'ema la daar 'Blow the trumpet for the festival, when the moon is new and when the moon is full.'. [PSA 81:3] 
Piebim na'atan nwadpaalig daar nǫ nwadigi na ti pǫlig 'At the new moon blow the ram's horn, and blow it at 
the full moon'. [PSA 81:3] nwadpaalig bǫǫ Vț'țsțm Daar ka nidib bu'osid nǤdi'esidibi baŋidi ba yǫla the new 
moon or the Sabbath was when asked prophets to find out about their business. [2KI 4:23 [footnote]] Mam kisnǫ ya 

nwadpaalig malima 'I hate your New Moon Festivals'. [ISA 1:14] nwadpaal di'ema la da paae la, Na'ab la da 

zin' ye o di 'when the New Moon festival came, the king sat down to eat'. [1SA 20:24] da kǫ ka sǤ' zǫrigi ya nǫ 

yanamǫ dit bǫǫ nuud si'el yǫla, bǫǫ yțțm-yțțm malima bǫǫ nwadpaalis malima 'let no one make rules about 
what you eat or drink or about holy days or the New Moon Festival'. [COL 2:16] See: nwadig1 See: -paalig; -paal. 

nwadpeliga  See main entry: nwadpielig. moonlight. 

nwadpielig   Variant: nwadpieliga; nwadpeliga. n. moonlight. ZutǤǤg daan ya'a ziid kpaam nwadpieliga, li nyǫligid 

nǫ. [Even] if the unlucky person carries butter in the moonlight it still melts. [Proverb 117] Li ya'a ǫǫnti an 
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nwadpieliga Susa pț an baanlim wțț yț'țŋ kaŋa. If it had been a moonlit night Susa wouldn't have been as 

quiet as it was tonight. [Trouble] Cpart: nintaŋ ‘sunshine’. Nintaŋ kț daamif dabisir pțțginǫ, bǫǫ nwadpielig 

daamif yț'țŋǤ. 'the sun will not harm you by day, nor the moon by night.'. [PSA 121:6] See: nwadig1 See: -pielig. 

nwadpieliga   See main entry: nwadpielig. moonlight. 

nwadug   See main entry: nwadig. moon, month. 

nwaes   See main entry: nwaas1. cut. 

nwaesi   See main entry: nwaas1. cut. 

nwa'1   Variant: nwa1; nwa'e; nwa'a1. Form: nwa'ae. Form: nwa'ad. Form: nwa'adnǫ. Form: nwa'am2!. Variant: nwa'ami!. 

Form: nwa'amini!. Form: nwa'ab. Variant: nwaab. v. to break, break sth., be broken. Onǫ mǫ mǫ' dǤǤd wțsa iedi 

man zin'ig ye o nwa' yu'ada pil. Everyone who builds a house looks for me to cut rafters to roof it. [Trees] Ba 

tțmnǫ tțțmbibis wțț ... nwa daad bǫǫ nwa' abǫ They do odd jobs like ... cut wood or harvest oil-palms. 

[Trouble] ti na nwa' daad banǫ ka fț bǤǤd la Lebanon teŋin 'we will cut all the logs from Lebanon that you need'. 
[2CH 2:16] o sǤb ya'a sadigim paam man wala nwa'e wț'țl ku'omini naae, ayei, yǫla naae ya if that person 

gets my fruits and beats them and soaks them in water, that is the end of that. [Trees] Yțțr ya nwa'e fț zugnǫ, fț 

sțțdnǫ. If the waterpot breaks on your head you (take the opportunity to) have a bath. [Asaasim  Proverb] O da keŋ 

zab nǫ Filistia dim ka nyaŋi nwa'a ba zaŋguoma banǫ bǫ Gaf nǫ Jabne nǫ Asdod tǫǫnsin la. 'He went to war 
against the Philistines and broke down the walls of Gath, Jabneh and Ashdod.'. [2CH 26:6] Onǫ nwa'ae guomi 

kpǫn' na, waaf na dum o. 'whoever breaks through a wall may be bitten by a snake.'. [ECC 10:8] M ya'a ti nyaŋ ka 

lǫb na, m na nwa'ae ya girimbisa la. 'When I return victorious, I shall pull down your tower.'. [JDG 8:9] Ka o 

nu'us nǫ o nǤba fuusim ka o zug nwa'ad ka o nindaa sǤbid. Her hands and feet swell and her head pounds and 
her face goes dark. [Womens-Health] Kțnt anǫ linǫ nwa'ad si'el wțsa bugusid iron is something which breaks 
everything and crushes it. [DAN 2:40] Ligidkan la ka ba yǤǤd kampintanam nǫ banǫ mǫǫd tan, nǫ banǫ mǫǫd 

kuga nǫ banǫ nwa'ad kuga la. 'With it they paid those who worked on the temple of the Lord – the carpenters 

and builders, the masons and stonecutters.'. [1KI 12:11-12] O zug da nwa'adnǫ mǤǤdi li widig zupțt la. His head 
was cut open and exposing the brain. [Trouble] 'Yț'țŋ wțsa m kǤnba nwa'adnǫ hali' 'At night my bones all ache'. 

[JOB 30:17] ya ya'a nǤk tan dțkț dțg ni'im la naae yanam nwa'am dțg la. 'Any clay pot in which the meat is 
boiled must be broken'. [LEV 6:28] Nwa'ami li, nwa'ami, nwa'ami li paae teŋin! 'Tear it down, ... tear it down to its 

foundations!'. [PSA 137:7] Nwa'amini ba winpț'țsțm bimbima la 'Break down their altars'. [DEU 12:3] nwa'ab la 

da pț lal nǫ o nini the cut was not far from his eyes. [Trouble] tisim nǤǤr ka ba nwa' na'aziinr daad ... Fț mi' ye 

tinam pț mǤr nimbanǫ mi' daad nwaab nwǫnǫ Sidon dima. 'give orders that cedars of Lebanon be cut ... You 
know that we have no one so skilled in felling timber as the Sidonians.'. [1KI 5:6] bțndaar ka ya na bas kțțr 

kaasig nǫ ya mǫŋ niŋgbina nwaabǤ? 'How long will you gash yourselves and cry ... ?'. [JER 47:5] nwa'ar saŋa bǫ 

nǫ, ka mǫǫb saŋa bǫ there is 'a time to tear down and a time to build'. [ECC 3:3] Colloc: nǤŋgbannwa'ar ‘quarrel, 
broken relationship’; ya'am nwa'ar ‘distress’. Dabiem nǫ ya'am nwa'ar da kǫ ka Jakob pțdig nimbanǫ bǫǫ o 

san'an la zin'is ayi' In great fear and distress Jacob divided the people who were with him into two groups. [GEN 

32:7] Mult: nwa'as2 ‘break in pieces’. See: -nwa'aluŋ; nǤŋgbannwa'ar; nwa'as2; ya'amnwa'ug. 

nwa'2   Note: 1834x in SC, 22x in texts Variant: nwa.  Note: 118x in SC, 236x in texts Variant: nwa'a2.  Note: 1x in SC 
Variant: nwaa2. Form: nwa'anam. dem. this. O daa yǫl nwa' nǫ baanlim ka banǫ zi'i kpi'e nǫ o la ma'aa wțm ka 

la'. He said this quietly, and only those sitting near him heard it, and laughed. [Electricity] Nidib la wțsa nyǫ nwa' 

la, ka lii avanba 'When all the people saw this, they fell prostrate'. [1KI 18:39] Man anǫ pu'ana'ab nwa', m ka' 

pțkǤǤnrǫ 'Here I sit, a queen! I am no widow'. [REV 18:7] DizugǤ da yǫl ye "BǤ ka Abțnkțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam 

pț mǤra?" So don't say "Why has Mr. Oldman got something that I haven't got?" [Asaasim] Wina nwa pț maal 

agǤla nǫ teŋgbauŋ la 'These gods ... did not make the heavens and the earth'. [JER 10:11] Asaan daa pț bǤǤd o 

wțm nwa'a Asaan didn't want to hear this. [AIDS-II] AnǤ'Ǥn tisi ya paŋ bǫǫ nǤǤr ye ya maalim nwa'a? 'By what 
power or what name did you do this?'. [ACT 4:7] Teŋgbauŋ zi'ela nwaa gat zi'ela wțsa 'The constitution shall be 
the supreme law of the land.'. [Constitution] Aa tǤ, m ya'a na kǤ'Ǥŋi m biis nwaa, m na kǤ'Ǥŋi banǫ. 'As for me, if 
I must lose my children, I must lose them.'. [GEN 43:14] BAŊIM NWA'NAM YŰLA Understand These Things. [Smoking 

[heading]] Colloc: X nwa' . ‘This is X.’. bugum nǫ daadi nwa', amaa pǫ'og kanǫ na maal maan la bǫ ya? 'Here 
are the fire and the wood, but where is the sheep for a sacrifice?'. [GEN 22:7] Manǫ nwa', fțnǫ buolǫǫ?” 'Here I am; 
you called me.'. [1SA 3:5] On da niŋ si'em yǤ sam la anǫ nwa': This is how he acted in order to pay the fine: [2KI 
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23:35] Colloc: ( fț ) ... nwa' ! ‘you ... ! [... is abuse term]’. Yalim nwa'! 'You fool!'. [JAS 2:20] Tțmtțm bǫ'ǫd nwa'. 

Fț anǫ gbanya'a. 'You wicked, lazy servant!'. [MAT 25:26] Tțțmbǫ'ǫd dim nwa', isigimini m san'an 'Away from 
me, all you who do evil'. [PSA 6:8] Note: cf. Woo! – gǫǫŋi nwa kenna! Woo! – a mad person is coming! [MA] 
Colloc: [time expression] nwa ‘[time expression] ago’. Li pț paae nwadis atan' nwa ka o daa an bikanǫ mǤr 

sțnmalisim Less than three months ago he had been a happy child. [Trouble] See: anwa. 

nwa'a1   See main entry: nwa'1. broken [be]. 

nwa'a2   See main entry: nwa'2. this. 

nwa'ab  See main entry: nwa'1. broken [be]. 

nwa'ad  See main entry: nwa'1. broken [be]. 

nwa'adnǫ   See main entry: nwa'1. broken [be]. 

nwa'ae   See main entry: nwa'1. broken [be]. 

-nwa'alima   See main entry: -nwa'aluŋ. broken. 

-nwa'aluŋ   Form: -nwa'alima. adj. broken. 'Zaŋim nǫ'ǫŋa,' Ofori yǫl sakurbil ka tisid o flawa yțnwa'alțŋ. 'Take this.' 

Ofori said to a pupil, and gave him a broken flowerpot. [Trouble] ba na buonnǫ ya ye, ‘Banǫ Mǫǫd Zaŋguom 

nwa'alima’ 'You will be known as the people who rebuilt the walls'. [ISA 58:12] See: nwa'. 

nwa'am1   Form: nwa'amnǫ. Form: nwa'amid. Variant: nwa'amidi. Form: nwa'amțg. v. to roar. O wțm lin gati kpǫn 

nwa'am sian'arin la lalli-lalli sa. She heard something suddenly make a loud noise in the bush far, far away. 

[Trouble] Gbigim na nwa'am o gbǫǫnsigin ... ? 'Does a lion roar in the thicket ... ?'. [AMO 3:4] Gbigim tun'e 

nwa'am ka nyuul hali 'The lions may roar and growl'. [JOB 4:10] tǫreko fiilnam dammid nwa'am-nwa'am 

nwǫnǫ teŋi mi'im nǫ. 'the sound of the wheels beside them, a loud rumbling sound.'. [EZK 3:13] Ba tuongatib 

nwa'amnǫ nwǫnǫ gbigima nǫ 'Its officials are like roaring lions'. [ZEP 3:3] Ba nwǫnǫ gbigima na gban'e 

bțnkǤnbidi Ǥnbid ka nwa'amid si'em la They are like 'Roaring lions tearing their prey open'. [PSA 22:13] 
Gbigima la nwa'amidi bǤǤd si'el ye ba gban'e 'The lions roar for their prey'. [PSA 104:21] ba pț lǫn wțm o 

nwa'amțg la ya'as 'his roar was heard no longer'. [EZK 19:9] 

nwa'am2!   See main entry: nwa'1. broken [be]. 

nwa'ami!   See main entry: nwa'1. broken [be]. 

nwa'amid   See main entry: nwa'am1. roar. 

nwa'amidi   See main entry: nwa'am1. roar. 

nwa'amini!  See main entry: nwa'1. broken [be]. 

nwa'amnǫ   See main entry: nwa'am1. roar. 

nwa'amțg   See main entry: nwa'am1. roar. 

nwa'anam   See main entry: nwa'2. this. 

nwa'aŋa   See main entry: nǫ'ǫŋa. this. 

nwa'as1  Variant: nwa'asǫ; nwa'asi1. Form: nwa'asid. Variant: nwa'asida; nwa'asidi. Form: nwa'asidnǫ. Form: nwa'asțg. 

Variant: nwa'asug. v. to quarrel, argue. Man ǫǫnti nwa'as o nǫ ka o sțnf duoe nǫ mam When I argue with him he 

gets angry with me. [Three-Problems] Ka ba nwa'as taaba pțdig kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb. 'They had such a sharp 
disagreement that they parted company.'. [ACT 15:39] Din pțn aan ba yiiga ken la ba daa pț nwa'asǫ ka duoe 

kul. As that was their first trip they didn't argue, and set off home. [Billygoat] Ti da nwa'asi yuug bi'ela ka nyaan 

gban'e taaba pian'ad gbin. We argued for a little while but finally understood each other. [Shoeshine-Boy] Amaa 

sǤ' ya'a bǤǤd ye o nwa'asi li yǫla, mam na lǫbis si'el anǫ ye ... 'But if anyone wants to argue about it, all I have 
to say is that ... '. [1CO 11:16] Israel dim la nwa'asnǫ Moses ka mak ZugsǤb 'the Israelites had disputed with him 
and put the Lord to the test'. [EXO 17:7] O nam kpǫn wțm ban da nwa'asid si'el yǫla Susa teŋin la. He had 

already heard what they had been arguing about at Susa. [Trouble] BǤ ka ya nwa'asid nǫ mam? 'Why do you 
quarrel with me?'. [EXO 17:2] ya ya'a mi' nǫ'ǫŋa, bǤ ka ya lǫn nwa'asida? if you know that, why are you still 
arguing? [Trees] Ka ba sin, bǤzugǤ ba pa'a nwa'asidnǫ taaba onǫ na an kpǫǫm ba sțțgin yǫla. 'But they kept 
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quiet because on the way they had argued about who was the greatest.'. [MRK 9:34] Ninvțsțŋ nwa'asțg la yǫla 'The 
Argument about Greatness'. [LUK 22:24 [heading]] 

nwa'as2   Variant: nwa'asi2. v. break in pieces. Ba da nwa'asi nwa'as kugir la nǫ teŋgban dǤǤg la 'So they destroyed the 

sacred pillar and the temple'. [2KI 10:27] M nwa'asi li nǫǫm ka li lieb zǤ'Ǥm nwǫnǫ titanbțțlțg nǫ 'I crushed it 
and ground it to powder as fine as dust'. [DEU 9:21] Gen: nwa'. See: nwa'. 

nwa'asǫ   See main entry: nwa'as1. argue. 

nwa'asi1   See main entry: nwa'as1. argue. 

nwa'asi2   See main entry: nwa'as2. break in pieces. 

nwa'asid   See main entry: nwa'as1. argue. 

nwa'asida   See main entry: nwa'as1. argue. 

nwa'asidi  See main entry: nwa'as1. argue. 

nwa'asidnǫ   See main entry: nwa'as1. argue. 

nwa'asțg   See main entry: nwa'as1. argue. 

nwa'asug   See main entry: nwa'as1. argue. 

nwa'e   See main entry: nwa'1. broken [be]. 

nwak [N]   See main entry: nwiak. squeeze. 

nwam   Variant: wam; wan1; nwamǫ; nwammi. Form: nwama. n. a calabash. Note: by default, the hemispherical 

calabash-bowl used for liquids (especially, to drink) or granular solids (especially, to store or measure) BǤǤd pǫog, vaae 

nwam. Want basket, collect calabash. [Proverb 170] Fțn na niŋ si'el lǫǫ anǫ ye fț nǤk kǤp la bǫǫ nwam n niŋ diib 

la. What you have to do is take a cup or calabash and put the food in it. [Breastfeeding] M na kǫ ka Jerusalem nwǫnǫ 

nwam kanǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ daam 'I will make Jerusalem like a cup of wine'. [ZEC 12:12] M na nǤk nwammi yǫligi ya 

wțț ki 'I will winnow them with a winnowing fork'. [JER 15:7] Lit: take a calabash and winnow them like grain. Note: 

the Kusaal way of winnowing O lik sa'ab la niŋ nwama ni. Ka bǫsig zǫǫndi niŋ laasin. She scoops out the t.z. into 
calabashes and serves the soup into bowls. [House+Farm-] m ... nǤk nwama nǫ bțtiisi zi'el Rekab yidim la tuon 

ka yǫli ba ye, “Numi daam nwa!” 'I set ... some cups before the men of the Recabite family and said to them, 
“Drink some wine.” '. [JER 35:5] NǤkimi linǫ bǫ nwama la nǫ laas la pțțgin la tis nǤŋ dim ka si'el wțsa na lieb 

nyain tisi ya. 'But give what is in your cups and plates to the poor, and everything will be ritually clean for you.'. 
[LUK 11:14] Colloc: nwaa ‘in(to)/from a calabash’. Meeri yț'țn da mǤr vanbanǫ ka o dțg la na la ka Adu kpa'ae 

li niŋ nwammin Mary brought the leaves that she had cooked, and Adu poured them into a calabash. [Trouble] 
pu'asadir ya'a kena ka m yǫl o ye o tisim ku'om nwammin ka m nu ... if a young woman comes and I ask her 
to give me a calabash of water to drink ... [GEN 24:43] Source: tuŋ ‘1) calabash-vine’; nwamatiig ‘2) calabash-tree’. 
Etym: OV1 *ŊMAN ; OV2 *WAM ; GS1 *K²AM ; vc4 *yi . Note: ŊM/W see win , nwaaŋ See: nwampǫog; 

nwamatiig. 

nwama   See main entry: nwam. calabash. 

nwamatiig   Form: nwamatiis. n. tree [sp.], 'calabash tree'. Crescentia cujete. Res: nwam. See: nwam; tiig. 

nwamatiis   See main entry: nwamatiig. tree [sp.] 

nwamǫ  See main entry: nwam. calabash. 

nwamis   See main entry: nwaaŋ [N]. patas monkey. 

nwammi   See main entry: nwam. calabash. 

nwampǫog   Variant: wampeog [N]. Form: nwampǫǫd. Variant: wampeed. n. a calabash-sherd. Atǫk-ka-m-tǫk anǫ 

nwampǫǫd. Mr. You-Pull-and-I-Pull is a broken calabash. [Proverb 84] See: nwam. 

nwampǫǫd   See main entry: nwampǫog. calabash sherd. 

nwana   Form: nwanaa. dem. this here, this is. Nwana na kǫ ka li an na'ana n tis biig la nǫ o ma'. This will make things 

easy for the baby and the mother. [Breastfeeding] Nwadig wțsaa ti la'asid, ti ligidi gbauŋț nwana. We collect (the 
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profits) every month. Here is our accounts book. [Wealth-Is-Power] Pțlis bǫǫ sǤ' ya'a gban'e bǫǫ yǤ sǤ', ban na 

maal si'eli nwana:- 'A person charged with a criminal offence, shall ... '. [Constitution] Lit: if the police &c. should 
arrest or imprison somebody, this is what they will do:- .... Manna gbin anǫ, ‘BǤǤ nwana.’ The meaning of 
'manna' is "What is this?" [EXO 16:31 [footnote]] Tțțm kpi'ema banǫ ka nimbǫda atan' nwa' da tțm nwana. 
'Those were the brave deeds of the three famous soldiers.'. [2SA 23:17] Fțn kǤǤ yi si'em nwanaa? 'So this is how 

you have broken out!'. [GEN 38:29] See: anwana. 

nwanaa   See main entry: nwana. this here. 

nwannim   See main entry: nwǫnnim. appearance. 

nwanzak   Variant: nwanzok [W]. n. a calabash [old and mended]. Mbun, fa' nǤkim nwanzak na ka m vaae bugulim 

keŋ pǤǤgin. Mbun, please bring me an old calabash so I can collect manure and go to the farm. [MA] See: nwam. 
nwanzok [W]   See main entry: nwanzak. calabash [old and mended]. 

nwauŋ  Variant: nwauŋț. n. weed [sp.] pǤnrțŋ sariakadib yț'țn yadigid nǫ nwǫnǫ nwauŋț na yi yǤǤg-yǤǤg pǤǤgin nǫ. 
'Justice has become injustice, growing like poisonous weeds in a ploughed field.'. [HOS 10:4] 

nwauŋț   See main entry: nwauŋ. weed [sp.] 

nwaa1   id. waah! (sound of crying). M ǫǫnti gaŋnǫ pu'asadkansir bǫǫ dasaŋpǤlli kț ka pu'ab nǫ biis siakid kaasig 

nwaaa, ka dunia dammid mimim. Whenever I choose a virgin or a young boy to kill, the women and children 
together weep 'Nwaaa!' and the world reels 'kerchung!'. [Asaasim-] 

nwaab   See main entry: nwa'1. broken [be]. 

nwaad   See main entry: nwaae. cut. 

nwaadi   See main entry: nwaae. cut. 

nwaadnǫ   See main entry: nwaae. cut. 

nwaae   Variant: nwaa3. Form: nwaad. Variant: nwaadi. Form: nwaadnǫ. Form: nwaam!. Variant: nwaamǫ!. v. to cut, 

prune. o zaŋ lieŋe nwaae tiis wila buki o biankimpiiung zug he took an axe and cut tree branches and carried 
them on top of his shoulder. [JDG 9:48] Jehudi ya'a karim lakir atan' bǫǫ anaasi, Na'ab la nǤkidnǫ barigi nwaae 

li niŋ bugumin la 'As soon as Jehudi finished reading three or four columns, the king cut them off with a small 
knife and threw them into the fire.'. [JER 36:23] Abǫdțg ... yis busa ayuobț, o pǫǫnsi ba nǫ ka lǫǫ pț nwaa ba ka 

nǤki ba dțgțl. Abedug ... selected six yams, she peeled them but didn't cut them up, and put them on to cook. 

[Wonderwoman] Ba da pțni ba tieŋ ka aansi ba fuud ka nwaa ba niŋgbina nǫ sț'țs sțnsa'aŋ zug 'They had 

shaved off their beards, torn their clothes, and gashed their bodies' for sorrow. [JER 41:5] Fțn pț nyț biiga ka 

nwaad duorǫǫ? You haven't seen [the sex of] your child, and you are cutting [a hunter's] throwing-stick [for 
him]? [Proverb 216] Abǫ wilkanǫ ka ba daa nwaad la daa lu zaŋguom la zug. The oilpalm branch that they were 
cutting fell on top of the wall. [Trouble] Nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ wțsa o gǤǤndnǫ yaadin nǫ zuoya la ni ka mǤr kuga 

nwaad o mǫŋ ka maan tțkpiidțg. 'Day and night he wandered among the tombs and through the hills, 
screaming and cutting himself with stones.'. [MRK 5:5] Ba mǫ ya'a maan kțțrǫ, ba nwaadi man willi sǫǫd yituon 
When they are celebrating a funeral they cut one of my branches and put it upright in front of the house. [Trees] Da 

nwaadi ya niŋgbiŋ bǫǫ pțni ya gbǫ'ǫd baba onǫ kpi la yǫlaa. 'Do not cut yourselves or shave the front of your 

heads for the dead'. [DEU 14:1] Buŋ ya'a firidaa ba nwaadnǫ zțțr. If a donkey sinks into the ground they cut off its 
tail. [Proverb 171] Malțŋ la saŋa, nidib da nwaadnǫ tiis wila maan sțgbibisi bǫǫ anina daba ayǤpǤi. At the 
Festival time, people cut down tree-branches and made small shelters and lived in them for seven days. [Bible 

Glossary [under ' Sțga Gbǫǫnb Malțŋ]] Nwaam tiig la ka pǫsi li wila la 'Cut the tree down and chop off its branches'. 

[DAN 4:14] Nwaamǫ tiig la san'ami li 'Cut the tree down and destroy it'. [DAN 4:23] Colloc: nwaae ... giŋa ‘cut ... 
short’. M ye m nwaae li nǫ giŋa ka pian'a dabǤǤg kaar yǫla. I want to cut it short and talk about the rituals of 
walking around the funeral house. [Asaasim] Mult: nwaas1. See: nwaas1. 

nwaam!   See main entry: nwaae. cut. 

nwaamǫ!   See main entry: nwaae. cut. 

nwaamis [OT]   See main entry: nwaaŋ [N]. patas monkey. 

nwaans  See main entry: nwaaŋ [N]. patas monkey. 
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nwaaŋ [N]   Form: nwaamis [OT]. Variant: nwamis; nwaans; nwaas [N]; ŋmamsi [C]. n. a patas monkey. Patas patas or 

Erythrocebus patas. Bi'el bi'el ka ba gban'ad nwaaŋ zțțr. 'Softly, softly catchee monkey.'. [Proverb 161] 
Lit: Small small and they catch the monkey's tail.. Nwaaŋ ye, 'Zug baba pț di'ema'. Monkey says "The head 
area isn't a joking matter." [Proverb 025] Yțma atan' wțsa ba na lǫb na ka ziid sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ wabțg 

nyina nǫ nwaamis nǫ kpanda. Every three years they came back carrying gold and silver, ivory, monkeys and 

baboons. [2CH 9:21] Baas kae ka nwamis di'e poog. 'When the cat's away, the mice play.'. [Proverb 155] Lit: The 
dogs are absent and monkeys take over the farm.. Etym: OV1 *WAN, ŊMAN ; OVN * ŊMAN-GA/SI ; vc3 
*wam, wom ; vc4 *ŋmam. Note: ŊM/W see nwam, win 

nwaas1   Variant: nwaes; waans; nwaasi1; nwaesi. v. to cut, slice (... many). banǫ mi' sanlima tțțma la nǤk sanlima la 

zan' nwaasi maal wțț gum nǫ nǤki tabil gum dinǫ an bțlț 'They hammered out thin sheets of gold and cut 
strands to be worked into the blue'. [EXO 39:3] Hanun gban'e David nidib la pțni ba tiemis la pțsțk-pțsțk ka 

maki ba gbina zinzema nwaasi ba fuud la bas ka kadi ba yis. 'So Hanun seized David's men, shaved off half 
of each man's beard, cut off their garments in the middle at the buttocks, and sent them away.'. [2SA 10:4] 
Unit: nwaae. See: nwaae. 

nwaas2   Variant: nwaasi2. Form: nwaasnǫ. Variant: waansne. Form: nwaasug. v. 1 • to resemble, imitate, be like. Ka Ama 

paae ba san'an na ka o nindaa la nwaas la'ab. And Ama came to them and her face seemed to be smiling. 
[Trouble] Ruf da la'as o mui la bț' yǫlig ka li nwaas ye li pǫ'ǫl layalțŋ. 'when she beat out what she had gathered 

it came to about a bushel of barley. '. [RUT 2:17] Lit: rice ... it was, like, a wide bowl full. O pian'ad la nwaasi li kǤ 

o niŋgǤǤnr nǫ. His speech seemed to break his neck. [Trouble] Pu'ab ayi' nwa' nwaasnǫ nǤnaar nam ayi' la 'the 
women represent two covenants'. [GAL 4:24] Sim: nwǫn, mak, zem. AnǤ'Ǥn ka ya na nǤki mak nǫ mam bǫǫ tǫn'ǫs 

ka o zem nǫ mam? AnǤ'Ǥn ka ya na nwaas nǫ mam ka na nǤki ti makǫ? 'To whom will you compare me or 
count me equal? To whom will you liken me that we may be compared?'. [ISA 46:5] 

                  2 • almost do ... Sida, o daa bǫn'ǫdnǫ ka nwaas kum 'Indeed he was ill and almost died.'. [PHP 2:27]  
nwaas3 [N]  See main entry: nwaaŋ [N]. patas monkey. 

nwaasi1   See main entry: nwaas1. cut. 

nwaasi2   See main entry: nwaas2. resemble. 

nwaasnǫ   See main entry: nwaas2. resemble. 

nwaasug   See main entry: nwaas2. resemble. 

nwǫbig   Variant: nwǫbigi. v. to scratch, scrape, squeeze. ZǤm tǤ'ǤtǤ lǫbi kisig zin'ikanǫ ka o dum la ka nwǫbig ka ziim 

la yi. Run quickly back and cut the place where he was bitten and squeeze so that the blood flows. [Trouble] O kis 

zin'ikanǫ ka o nyǫǫn zigala la ka nwǫbigi li He cut the place where he saw the marks (of the bite) and squeezed 
it. [Trouble] O nwǫbig bugum kpa' tiig la zugun He struck a light and shone it on the treetop. [Trouble] 
Sim: nwǫbin. See: nwǫbin. 

nwǫbigi   See main entry: nwǫbig. squeeze. 

nwǫbin   Variant: nwebin; nwǫbinnǫ [MA]; nwǫbinnin [MA]. v. to grope, scratch, scrape. Banǫ kaad pț nyǫǫ, ka kǫt banǫ 

nwǫbin? Those who are [really] bailing don't catch [fish], then what of those who just grope? [Proverb 175] 
Sim: nwǫbig. See: nwǫbig. 

nwǫbinnǫ [MA]   See main entry: nwǫbin. grope. 

nwǫbinnin [MA]   See main entry: nwǫbin. grope. 

nwǫdig1  Variant: nwedig; nwǫdigi1. Form: nwǫdigid. Variant: nwǫdigidi. Form: nwǫdigim!. Form: nwǫdigir1. 

Variant: nwedigir. v. to turn (self/sb.) man da ǫǫnti nyaŋi nwǫdig nidib la ya'am ka ba lǫb man san'an na. I 
could turn the people's minds so that they would come back to me. [Shoeshine-Boy] O gu'usya ye o gǤs on nwǫdig 

pian'ad la tțțma. He had waited till he saw how he could change the effect of the speech. [Trouble] M pț yǫt ye fț 

da nwǫdig biig la. Nwǫdigim o, amaa kǫl ka li dǤl suor. I'm not saying you shouldn't correct the child. Correct 

him, but let it be in the right way. [Trouble] Ala ka ba mǤr biisǫ, ba ye ba nwǫdig o ka fț lusid o gbinnǫ?' Is that 
how they deal with children? –  They are going to correct them and you stand up for the child? [Trouble] Li anǫ 

Na'ab Hezekia da nyaŋi nwǫdig ku'okanǫ bțn Gihon bulig zugin la ka kǫ ka li bunnǫ dǤl teŋiri kpǫn'ǫd 
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ya-tuona David tempțțgin la. 'It was King Hezekiah who blocked the outlet for the Spring of Gihon and 

channelled the water to flow through a tunnel to a point inside the walls of Jerusalem.'. [2CH 32:30] Ba da paae 

Jerusalem keŋ zi'en ku'osuokanǫ ka ba nwǫdig ka li kpǫn'ǫd bǫuŋ kanǫ bǫ zuginǫ They came to Jerusalem 
and 'stopped at the aqueduct of the Upper Pool'. [ISA 36:2] Lit: the watercourse that they turned so that it entered. M 

da nwǫdigi kpǫn' zin'ibibisin la ka nwǫ'ǫdi m daka la nǫ paŋ ye nidib wțmi m dammir. I turned and entered 

small spaces and beat my box hard so that the people should hear me. [Shoeshine-Boy] anrintitada ... onǫ dǤribid la 

tun'e nwǫdigi ba nǫ dabil ka ba keŋ bam bǤǤd zin'isi'a big ships – 'are steered by a very small rudder wherever 
the pilot wants to go'. [JAS 3:4] fț yț'țr zugǤ, aan m tuongat ka nwǫdigidim. 'for the sake of your name lead and 
guide me'. [PSA 31:3] Colloc: nwǫdig X ya'am/pțtǫn'ǫr ‘direct X's attention’. Goma yǫlkpi'euŋ da anǫ on na niŋ 

si'em nwǫdig o sid ya'am. The most important thing for Goma was what she could do to get her husband's 
attention. [Trouble] o ya'am nwǫdig ka o li'el kțlțŋ la baba ye kǫlis. his attention was attracted and he drew near 
to the door to listen. [Trouble] Birago pțtǫn'ǫr da nwǫdigi lǫb saa la yǫla. Birago's mind was led back to the 
question of the rain. [Trouble] 

nwǫdig2  Variant: nwedig; nwǫdigi2. Form: nwǫdigir2. Variant: nwedigir. v. to crumble, break food into small parts. O 

nwǫdig sa'abi tis baa. She divided up the t.z. for them. [MA] 

nwǫdig3  Variant: nwǫdigi3. v. to set sth. aside. Li anǫ ye biig la digisig la nwǫdig nǫ li kǤn' The baby's sleeping-place 

should be set off by itself. [Womens-Health] Ba ya'a mugus bǫǫ nwǫdig bǫǫ ba ligil sida, o kpǫn zi'enǫ If they 
suppress or push aside or cover over the truth, it will suddenly/still stand. [Trouble] Luaa yinne lunǫ, ka ba 

nwǫdigi li ka li lieb nǤǤs bțlțțg tita'ar. One side had fallen down, and they set it aside to use as a big stable. 

[Trouble] 

nwǫdigi1   See main entry: nwǫdig1. turn. 

nwǫdigi2   See main entry: nwǫdig2. crumble. 

nwǫdigi3   See main entry: nwǫdig3. set aside. 

nwǫdigid   See main entry: nwǫdig1. turn. 

nwǫdigidi   See main entry: nwǫdig1. turn. 

nwǫdigim!   See main entry: nwǫdig1. turn. 

nwǫdigir1   See main entry: nwǫdig1. turn. 

nwǫdigir2   See main entry: nwǫdig2. crumble. 

nwǫdis1   Form: nwǫdisid. Variant: nwǫdisidi. Form: nwǫdisțg. v. to guide, supervise. O yț'țn da baŋ o zua Yaro da 

nwǫdis o si'em. He then realised how his friend Yaro had looked after him. [Trouble] Biig ya'a mu'ad li pț sțm ye 

o sțnr bǫǫ nwǫdisid o zugǤ. If the child is sucking, it is not good that he should bend his body or be moving his 
head. [Breastfeeding] O tisidi ti paŋ ka nwǫdisidi ti ka ti vțm dǤl suosțŋ. He gives us strength and guides us to 
that our life follows the right path. [Bible-Study] DinzugǤ, li nar ye ti kpans Siig Kasi la nwǫdisțg la Therefore it 
is necessary that we try the Holy Spirit's guidance. [Bible-Study] See: nwǫdig1. 

nwǫdis2   v. to force to do sth. Tinamǫ daa ka' sakurin la o da nyaŋi nwǫdisi kpǫn' sakur ofisin la zu gbana nǫ 

pǫǫnnam". When we weren't at school he would break into the school office and steal paper and pens. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] 

nwǫdisid   See main entry: nwǫdis1. guide. 

nwǫdisidi   See main entry: nwǫdis1. guide. 

nwǫdisțg   See main entry: nwǫdis1. guide. 

nwǫ'   Variant: nwe'; nwǫ'ǫ; nwe'e. Form: nwǫ'ǫnǫ. Form: nwǫ'ǫd. Variant: nwe'ed; nwǫ'ǫdi; nwe'edi; nwǫ'ǫda1; nwe'eda; 

nwɛn'ɛda. Form: nwǫ'ǫdin. Form: nwǫ'ǫdnǫ. Variant: nwe'edne. Form: nwǫ'ǫm1!. Variant: nwe'em; nwǫ'ǫmi1!. 

Form: nwǫ'ǫmin!. Variant: nwe'emi. Form: nwǫ'ǫmin!. Variant: nwe'emin. Form: nwǫ'ǫb. Variant: nwe'eb; nwǫ'ǫbi. 

v. 1 • to hit, strike (as a deliberate act). Bțŋ ye, bǫog ya'a nie ka bǫ pț nwǫ' o balaarǫ, ban buolim o ba' 

tampiinr. Donkey says if a day dawns when they don't hit him with a stick, they are to call his father a bastard. 
[Proverb 183] o dam Yaa ka duo o zin'il gadț la zug, ka nwǫ' o tida pan'-pan' ye o nie o. she shook Yaa and sat 
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him on the bed, and thumped his shoulders 'bomp, bomp!' to wake him up. [Trouble] Akaama daa bǫnǫ o Ǥfisin ka 

o tțmtțm tiraan nwǫ' o kțlțŋ ka kpǫn' na Akaama was in his office when a fellow-worker knocked on his door 
and came in. [Electricity] Nimo da nǤk o sț'țraug la nwǫ' tiig Nimo hit the tree with a cutlass. [Trouble] 
'BțŋkǤnbyǤǤg,' o tans Adu ka nwǫ' o zug nǫ kpisinkpil. 'Useless animal!' he yelled at Adu, and punched his 
head. [Trouble] soogianam ...  kǫǫn o san'an na yǫl o ye, “Naa, Jew dim na'aba,” ka nwǫ' o tampiank. 'The 
soldiers ... went up to him again and again, saying, “Hail, king of the Jews!” And they struck him in the face.'. [JHN 

19:2-3] maliak la nwǫ' Pita lțgiri nie o 'an angel ... tapped Peter on the shoulder to wake him'. [ACT 12:7] O da nwǫ' 

nǫ suobukț keŋ pǤǤgțn la. He took a shortcut to the farm. [Trouble] Ba pț nwǫ'ǫd tadim ka faand o gbauŋǤ. 
They don't beat up a poor man to steal his skin. [Proverb 035] Ba nwǫ'ǫd bipǤn'Ǥsiri kpǫn'ǫsidnǫ yin, ba pț nwǫ'ǫd 

o yiisid yin. They beat a spoilt child and bring him into the house, they don't beat him and take him outside. 

[Proverb 144] Amaa ka Pita kpǫn nwǫ'ǫd gam la. 'Meanwhile Peter kept on knocking.'. [ACT 12:16] Ti pț lǫn da'ad 

batiri kpǫn'ǫsid tepnamǫ nwɛn'ɛda. We no longer have to buy batteries to put in our recorders to play music. 

[Electricity] M da nwǫ'ǫdi m daka la nǫ paŋ ye m nidib la wțm. I was hitting my box hard so that my people 
would hear. [Shoeshine-Boy] BǤǤ maal ka fț nwǫ'ǫdi fț mabiig onǫ an Hibiru nida? 'Why are you hitting your 
fellow Hebrew?'. [EXO 2:13] O kțdim nwǫ'ǫdnǫ o mǫŋ ka fabinnǫ yǫt ye, ‘Wina'am, zǤmi m nimbaanlig ... ’ 'he 
...  beat upon his breast, saying, “God, have mercy on me ... ”. [LUK 18:13] Nwǫ'ǫm tampiing la ka ku'om na yina 

ka nidib la nu. 'Strike the rock, and water will come out of it for the people to drink.'. [EXO 17:6] Kǫlisimi! Amnon 

ya'a ti nu daam tig hali, ka m yǫl ye, ‘Nwǫ'ǫmin o,’ yanam kțțm o. 'Listen! When Amnon is in high spirits 
from drinking wine and I say to you, ‘Strike Amnon down,’ then kill him.'. [2SA 13:28] Colloc: nwǫ' 

birikiisi/tampiga ‘mould (mud-)bricks, lumps’. Kemi na ka ti nwǫ' birikiisi ka sǫn' ba ka ba kpi'em. 'Come 

on! Let's make bricks and bake them hard.'. [GEN 11:3] Ba ... nyu'od bțnnyubisa tisid teŋgbana bimbim banǫ ka 

ba nwǫ' tampiga mǫ' la zug. 'burning incense on altars of brick'. [ISA 65:3] Colloc: nwǫ' tanp, tanp nwǫ' ‘fight a 
battle, battle is fought’. ZugsǤb la la'asid o zabzabidib ye ba nwǫ' tanp. 'The Lord of Armies is preparing his 
troops for battle.'. [ISA 13:4] Tanp na nwǫ' hali keŋ paae li bǫn 'War will continue until the end'. [DAN 9:26] ba na 

nyǫ yǫltǤǤg tanp nwǫ'ǫb daar they will suffer 'on the day of battle'. [AMO 1:14] ba da pț zabnǫ kțț babǫǫ ba 

mǫŋi keŋ tanp nwǫ'ǫbi kpii ani. 'Your slain were not killed by the sword, nor did they die in battle.'. [ISA 22:2] 
Colloc: X niŋgbina nwǫ'ǫd ‘have palpitations’; kaanbid...nwǫ'ǫb ‘celebrate first phase of final funeral rites [W]’; 

nwǫ' X nu'ug ‘beg X for reconciliation’. Apțsiakid nǤk o sabua la ka ba keŋ nwǫ' nu'ug ka maal dinǫ bǫ. 
Apusiakid took his fiancée and they went and made a formal apology and did what needed to be done. [Billygoat] Ka 

ba la'as taaba dǫŋi nyǫ Bilastus onǫ an na'ab Herod saman na'ab la maal suor ye o nwǫ' na'ab nu'ug. 
'Having secured the support of Blastus, a trusted personal servant of the king, they asked for peace'. [ACT 12:20] O 

na fabil ka nwǫ'ǫf nu'ugǤǤ? 'Will he plead with you for mercy?'. [JOB 41:3] m na nwǫ'ǫnǫ on kanǫ aan m sariakat 

la nu'ug 'I could only plead with my Judge for mercy.'. [JOB 9:15] Note: cf./ct. Colloc: nwǫ' nu'us ‘clap hands’. 
nidib la nwǫ' nu'us pțra-pțra ka tans nǫ kțkǤtita'ar 'The people clapped their hands and shouted'. [2KI 11:12] 
Colloc: nwǫ'ǫ nyǤ'Ǥg ‘to boast’. Ka li ya'a sadigim an ala, ti kț nwǫ' nyǤ'Ǥgț ti mǫŋ paŋa If it is really like that, 
we won't boast in our own strength. [Bible-Study] O ... nwǫ' nyǤ'Ǥg ka ye, mam Asumbul, kpaad ka'a paae mam. 

Ha! He ... boasted "I'm Mr. Spider, there's no farmer like me, hah!" [Wonderwoman] man kțdim kț nwǫ' nyǤ'Ǥg nǫ 

si'el yǫlaa 'May I never boast'. [GAL 6:14] M na gu'oe nyǫǫsim dim nǫ ba nyǤ'Ǥg nwǫ'ǫb la 'I will put an end to the 
arrogance of the haughty'. [ISA 13:11] Colloc: nwǫ' nǤŋgban kpi'euŋ ‘to argue’. Man naan yǫli nǫ o m yǫla la 

wțsa ka nwǫ' nǤŋgban kpi'euŋ nǫ o nǫ nimmua. 'I should state my case before him and set out my arguments 

in full'. [JOB 23:4] Colloc: nwǫ' sǤǤra/saawara/suora ‘to take counsel, seek advice’. David da nwǫ' sǤǤra nǫ o 

zabzabidib tuongatib 'David conferred with each of his officers'. [1CH 13:1] Ka ba pin'ili nwǫ'ǫd taaba sǤǤra 
'They started to argue among themselves'. [LUK 20:5] o pț nwǫ'ǫd ya'am sǤb sǤǤraa. 'he will not consult the wise.'. 

[PRO 15:12] Juda na'ab Amazaya da nwǫ' banǫ san'an o la saawara 'Amaziah king of Judah consulted his 

advisers'. [2CH 25:17] Ka ba pin'ili nwǫ'ǫd taaba saawara ye, “Ti na niŋ nimbama wala? ... ” 'They ...  conferred 
together. “What are we going to do with these men?” they asked. [ACT 4:15-16] Kpǫm la da pin'ili nwǫ'ǫd suora 
The eldership[ started to take counsel. [Trouble] Ba daa nwǫ' sǤǤra ka Mba'ami' ye biig la anǫ bibǫ'ǫd They took 
counsel and Mba'ami said the boy was a bad boy. [Billygoat] Daar yinne ka Akuus na'ab la'asi ba ye ba nwǫ' 

sǤǤra gǤs ye ba na niŋ wala One day the Chief Mouse called them together to discuss what they should do. 

[Kittens+Mice] Hagai nwǫ' maanmaannib sǤǤra 'The Prophet Consults the Priests'. [HAG 2:10 [heading]] Colloc: nwǫ' 

nǫ gum ‘embroider’. nǤk gum ... sǫn sǫnbidiŋ ka nwǫ' li nǫ gum ka li vǫnl. use linen thread ... to make a sash 
'decorated with embroidery'. [EXO 39:29] Colloc: nwǫ' kțŋ/(kț)kpǫliŋ, kțŋ nwǫ' ‘utter a cry ; a cry is uttered’. Kuŋ 
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kanǫ nwǫ' agola na nwǫ' teŋin. The warning that sounds above will sound on earth. [Proverb 092] bǤ ka o nyǫ o 

zua la ka nwǫ'ǫd kuŋǤ, ye yǫl si'a bǫ bǫǫ? why did he cry our when he saw his friend, was there some problem? 
[Trouble] On daa nyaŋe baŋ o bugum samme an si'em la ka yț'țn nwǫ' kuŋț buon o pu'a When he was able 
to understand how much his electricity bill was, he shouted out to call his wife. [Electricity] Kǫlisim kǤnbkemnib la 

kaasig nǫ kǤnbid la tuongatib kuŋ nwǫ'ǫb 'Hear the cry of the shepherds, the wailing of the leaders of the flock'. 

[JER 25:36] Li da pak o nǫ hali ka li kpǫlim bi'ela ka o nwǫ' kpǫliŋi nǫǫl o mǫŋ. It surprised him a lot, and after 
a little while he uttered a cry and gave himself away. [Trouble] Ka yț'țŋ tisțțs, ka nwǫ' kțkpǫliŋ ka ye, ‘Pu'adit 

la kenna, duom yii tț'țsi nǫ o. '“At midnight the cry rang out: ‘Here's the bridegroom! Come out to meet him!’'. 

[MAT 25:6] kuŋ na nwǫ' Zimi Yaŋirin la 'a cry will go up from the Fish Gate'. [ZEP 1:10] Colloc: nwǫ' gbauŋ ‘make 

a deposition (a formal legal written statement)’. Lit: strike a paper. Amaa ba ya'a pț nyaŋi maal yǫl laa, ba tun'e 

nwǫ' gbauŋț tis kǤǤtț kpǫǫm la But if they can't settle the problem, they can make a deposition to the high court. 

[Constitution] Colloc: nwǫ' bugum ‘strike fire (with matches, flint and steel)’. Baaba Apul daa ... yis mankǫǫnsi 

bielif yinne nwǫ' bugum. Baaba Apul ... took out one match and struck it. [Fire] o daa nyǫ ka mankǫǫsi la 

nwǫ'ǫbi malis Atiig si'em la o na bǤǤd ye o nwǫ' gǤs. he saw that striking matches was so attractive to Atiig that 
he would want to experiment with striking one. [Fire] Sim: bț' ‘beat’. 
2 • to shoot (a weapon or a target). On da ti'ebid ye nwǫ' o nǫ malifț sansi'a la ka sakpanlțŋ la pian' One time, 

when he was going to shoot it with his gun the antelope spoke. [Jealousy] O saame ǫǫnti nwǫ' lannig bǫǫ waligi kț 

ka o keŋ nǤk la malis o. Whenever his father shot a squirrel or an oribi and he went to get it, it made him happy. 

[Trouble] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ da yǫl ye, "AtǤn'Ǥsǫ m bǫlimnǫ da nwǫ'ǫ ma" la? Who said "Hunter, please don't shoot me!"? 

[Jealousy] "M nwǫ'ǫnǫ niiŋ ka Wina'am paasim kpa'akur mǫn." I shot a bird and God has given me a tortoise as 
well. [Trouble] Nwiig wțm malifț la nwǫ'ǫb ka pț lǫn wțm niiŋ la kaasig ya'asǫ. Rope heard the gun fire and no 
longer heard the bird singing. [Trouble] 
3 • to hit against sth. (may be by accident, or sth. inanimate). On lǫbig sǤŋțn la, ka o datiuŋ nu'ug nwǫ' o tațn 

bil la nindaa. When he turned over on his mat, his right arm hit his younger brother's face. [Trouble] On yǤ'Ǥg 

kțlțŋ la ka pǫbisma'asir nwǫ' o nindaa When she opened the door a cold breeze struck her face. [Trouble] 
Bu'osțg la lunǫ wțț kuti nwǫ' teŋ nǫ. The question dropped in like iron hitting the ground. [Trouble] Sisi'etita'ar 

da dam nwǫ' zuor la buak ka widig tampiins ZugsǤb la tuon 'Then a great and powerful wind tore the 
mountains apart and shattered the rocks before the Lord'. [1KI 19:11] Colloc: bugum paŋ1 nwǫ' X ‘X suffers an 
electric shock’. o daa nyǫ dap ayi' banǫ kpǫn' na nǫ biig kanǫ ka bugum paŋ nwǫ' la he saw two men who had 
come in with a child who had suffered an electric shock. [Electricity] on daa wțm ye na'asaabugum paŋe nwǫ' 

biig la ka ye "AatǤ, kǫl ka ti keŋ nannanna." when he heard that they boy had had an electric shock, he said 
"OK, let's go straight away." [Electricity] Colloc: li1 nwǫ' [number] ‘it (clock) strikes  [number] (o'clock)’. Lin da 

nwǫ' karifa atan' la m da kaali nyǫnǫ yǤn tunsa atan'. When it struck three o'clock I counted up and had 3,000 
'bags'. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
4 • to play (instrument or game). Ban da kpǫn nwǫ' basib lțmmir la As they had already played the dismissal bell. 

[Trouble] Ya yț'țm yțțm paala nwǫ'ǫd bțnnwǫ'ǫda 'You like to compose songs ... and play them on harps.'. [AMO 

6:5] fț ya'a sțŋ nǤŋdaan, da kǫ ka ba nwǫ' lțŋț fț tuon 'when you give to the needy, do not announce it with 
trumpets'. [MAT 6:2] Lit: let them play praise-drums before you. Na'ab la da ... maal kǤna nǫ bțnnwǫ'ǫda tis banǫ 

nwǫ'ǫd la The King made 'harps and lyres' for the musicians. [1KI 10:12] Ba da yț'țmnǫ ka piebid wiis ka nwǫ'ǫd 

googinam nǫ siyada. they 'were ... singing ... They were playing harps, lyres, drums, rattles, and cymbals.'. [2SA 

6:5] M yț'țn nwǫ'ǫdi m kǤn nǫ sțnsa'aŋ nwǫ'ǫb ma'aa 'My harp is tuned to mourning'. [JOB 30:31] dau yinne 

tans pu'a la ye, "Nwǫ'ǫm yțțma la, nwǫ'ǫm yțțma la!" one man shouted "Play the songs, play the songs!" 

[Electricity] nwǫ'ǫmi kǤna nǫ googinamǫ zun'e o 'Praise him with harps and lyres.'. [PSA 150:3] Colloc: nwǫ' tep 
‘play a tape-recorder’. On yǫl ala naae la ka tep la pin'il nwǫ'ǫb ka o lǫn pin'il wa'ab ya'as. When she had said 
that, the tape-recorder started to play and she started to dance again. [Electricity] Ti pț lǫn da'ad batiri kpǫn'ǫsid 

tepnamǫ nwǫ'ǫda. We no longer buy batteries to put in our tape-recorders to play them. [Electricity] Colloc: nwǫ' 

bǤǤl ‘play football’. o zaŋ mankǫǫnsi la bas ka zǤǤ yii keŋ o zuanam san'an ye ba nwǫ' bǤǤl. he threw the 

matches away and ran out to go to his friends' house to play football. [Fire] o nyǫt o bǤǤl nwǫ'ǫb zin'igin la. he saw 
him at the football field. [Trouble] m ba'a, m pa'a nwǫ'ǫdin nǫ bǤǤl nǫ m zuanam pț'țsim dǤǤg la baba I was 
playing football with my friends, father, by the church. [Fire] BǤǤl nwǫ'ǫb nǫ niŋwisigir tțțma wțsa na keŋ tuon 

Gaana zin'ig wțsa ka li kǫ ka la'auŋ bǫ Gaana nǫ tǫǫns kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥb ka laafi nǫ gba'ammǫŋ nǫ zuod na bǫ. 
'Sports should be promoted throughout Ghana as a means of fostering national integration. health and 
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self-discipline as well as international friendship and understanding.'. [Constitution] Lit: football and physical 
activity. 
5 • to kick (forwards, as human being fighting or playing football). 
6 • to plough, 'plough' [Am.] Colloc: nwǫ' vuk ‘hoe up a furrow/ridge’. Ba nwǫ' vugus la nǫ ka sǫ daad banǫ ka 

busa la na dț They hoed up ridges and planted the sticks for the yam plants to climb. [Wonderwoman] SǤ' na nwǫ' 

niigi vugusi atǫukțnǫǫ? 'Does anyone plough the sea with oxen?'. [AMO 6:12] onǫ nwǫ'ǫd vugus la na gaad onǫ 

bțn la 'the reaper will be overtaken by the ploughman'. [AMO 9:13] 
7 • to 'cut', take a morsel of t.z. or similar food from the mass with the hand, in order to eat it. Sim: luk ‘cut a 

portion of food with a utensil’. See: kǤnnwǫ'ǫd; -nwǫ'ǫdir; nwǫ'ǫdțg; sa'anwǫdir. 

nwǫ'ǫb   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwǫ'ǫbi   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwǫ'ǫd   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwǫ'ǫda1   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

-nwǫ'ǫda2   See main entry: -nwǫ'ǫdir. hittable. 

nwǫ'ǫdi   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwǫ'ǫdin   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

-nwǫ'ǫdir   Variant: -nwe'edir. Form: -nwǫ'ǫda2. Variant: -nwe'eda. adj. hittable, playable. Colloc: bțnnwǫ'ǫda ‘musical 

instruments’. Heman nǫ Jedutun tțțm da anǫ ba piebid na'atana ka nwǫ'ǫd siyada nǫ bțnnwǫ'ǫda banǫ 

kpǫlim la ka yț'țm yțțm sțma. 'Heman and Jeduthun were responsible for the sounding of the trumpets and 
cymbals and for the playing of the other instruments for sacred song'. [1CH 15:19] See: nwǫ'. 

nwǫ'ǫdis   See main entry: nwǫ'ǫdțg. fever. 

nwǫ'ǫdnǫ   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwǫ'ǫdțg   Variant: nwe'edug; nwǫ'ǫdțgț. Form: nwǫ'ǫdis. Variant: nwe'edis. n. fever. nwǫ'ǫdțg digil nidib nǫ ka li yinǫ 

dumisin la people are laid low by a fever, and it comes from mosquitoes. [Trouble] Niŋgbiŋ ban'as wțț nwǫ'ǫdțg 

dinǫ pț basida bǫǫ zugzabir bǫǫ saann nǫ sankpana. Bodily illnesses like persistent fever, or headache, or 
diarrhœa or a rash. [AIDS-I] nwǫ'ǫdțg mǤr Simon diem pu'a o ka digi 'Simon's mother-in-law was in bed with a 
fever'. [MRK 1:30] Ka nwǫ'ǫdțg la bas pu'a la, ka o maali ba saauŋ. 'The fever left her and she began to wait on 

them.'. [MRK 1:31] BǤǤ maalǫ, nwǫ'ǫdțgț gban'a o bǫǫ? What happened, did he get a fever? [AIDS-I] Sim: nintțțlim, 

waad2 See: nwǫ'. 

nwǫ'ǫdțgț   See main entry: nwǫ'ǫdțg. fever. 

nwǫ'ǫm1!   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwǫ'ǫm2!   See main entry: nwǫ'ǫŋ. shuck. 

nwǫ'ǫmi1!   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwǫ'ǫmi2!   See main entry: nwǫ'ǫŋ. shuck. 

nwǫ'ǫmin!   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwǫ'ǫmin!   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwǫ'ǫnǫ   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwǫ'ǫŋ   Variant: nwe'eŋ; nwǫ'ǫm2!; nweem; nwǫ'ǫmi2!; nwe'emi. Form: nwǫ'ǫŋir. Variant: nwe'eŋir. v. to shuck, rub out 

grains. M ansinnǫ baŋki vaandi nwǫ'ǫŋe li m nu'usine nwiaki li niŋ zin'ikanǫ nwaae la. I tore up cassava 
leaves and rubbed them with my hands and wrung them out and put them on the place that was cut. [Trouble] o ya'a 

bǤǤd on nwǫ'ǫm o kpțkpama si'em however much it flaps its wings. [JOB 39:13] Yesu buŋid ki pǤǤg ka o 

nya'andǤlib gisid ki la nwǫ'ǫmi Ǥnbid 'Jesus was going through the grainfields, and his disciples began to pick 
some heads of grain, rub them in their hands and eat the kernels'. [LUK 6:1] 

nwǫ'ǫŋir   See main entry: nwǫ'ǫŋ. shuck. 
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nwǫlig   Variant: nwelig; nwǫligi; nweligi. v. to twist sth. O da bǫǫ ani ye o gban'e kțlțŋ la gban'asir la nwǫligi yǤ'Ǥg He 

was there to get hold of the handle of the door and turn it to open the door. [Trouble] On yǫl ala naae la ka nǤk 

dǤbil la saafi tțm kțlțŋ la vǤǤnrin la, nwǫlig saafibiig la When he had said that, he took the key of the kitchen 
and put it in the keyhole, and turned the key. [You-Heard?] O nwǫlig o nǤǤr sțnsa'aŋ yǫla, ka lǫn si'im ya'as. She 
twisted her mouth in sorrow, and sobbed again. [Trouble] Biigi Ǥnb kekama ka li nwǫlig kpǫǫm sțțnr. 'The 
fathers have eaten sour grapes and the children's teeth are set on edge'. [Proverb 055] Lit: The children eat wild figs 

and it twists the elder's heart.. Ba'anam Ǥnb kekama, ka li nwǫlig biis sțnfǤ. 'The parents ate the sour grapes, 
But the children got the sour taste'. [JER 31:29] M na kǫ ka Babilon na'ab paam paŋ, amaa Faaro nu'us na nwǫlig. 
'I will strengthen the arms of the king of Babylon, but the arms of Pharaoh will fall limp.'. [EZK 30:25] O na nwǫligi 

li niŋgǤǤnr amaa ka kț fi'igi li zugǤ 'He is to wring its head from its neck, not severing it completely'. [LEV 5:8] 
Etym: OV1 *ŊMA/E . 

nwǫligi  See main entry: nwǫlig. twist. 

nwǫn   Variant: wɛn; wen. Form: nwǫnǫ. Variant: wɛnnɛ. v. to resemble, be like. o daa pțn dignǫ o saam Ayaab 

nu'usini nwǫn o pțn kpinǫ sa. he lay in his father Ayaab's arms as if he was already dead. [Electricity] Ba mǤri 

yadda yinne ka ba biilimin mǫ nwǫn taab. They had the same faith and their childhoods had been similar. 
[Trouble] ka fț baŋ ye ti ZugsǤb Wina'am la bǫ, ka sǤ' kae nwǫn oo. 'and then you will know that there is no 
other god like the Lord, our God.'. [EXO 8:10] fțn da gandig o zǤlim gandigirǫ, ya'a ka' alaa, fțn nǫ on na nwǫn 

taaba. 'Do not answer a fool according to his folly, or you will be like him yourself.'. [PRO 26:4] li anǫ bugum 

bǤlip sțma, banǫ pț vǫ'ǫgid bugum la paŋe nwǫnǫ bǤlip bama la. they were good electric lightbulbs, that 
would not use as much electricity as the other bulbs. [Electricity] linǫ paas anaasi la nwǫnǫ abaar nindaa 'the 
fourth the face of an eagle'. [EZK 10:14] Nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemi na faaǫn o kǤnbțg gbǫya ayi'... si'em la, ala mǫn ka 

m na faaǫn Israel dim... 'As a shepherd saves from the lion's mouth only two leg bones ... so will the Israelites be 
saved'. [AMO 3:12] fț kț maali ti bǫ'ǫdǫ nwǫnǫ tinamǫ daa pț maalif bǫ'ǫd si'em la asǫǫ sț'țm ma'aa 'you will 
do us no harm, just as we did not molest you but always treated you well'. [GEN 26:29] Colloc: nwǫn X nǫ2 ‘be like 
X’.  Ba bǫlim la nwǫnǫ amus nǫ o biis nǫ. Their relationship is like a cat and its kittens. [You-Hear?] Li nwǫnǫ 

nyalima nǫ It was like a wonderful thing. [Billygoat] ka mǤr kpțkpama ka li nwǫnǫ abaar kpțkpama nǫ 'and it 
had the wings of an eagle'. [DAN 7:4] Colloc: ya'a nwǫn ... ‘supposing ...’. Li ya'a nwǫnǫ ti tunǫ zin'igin la pț nyǫ 

si'el bǫǫ linǫ ka ti nyǫ la ka' na'ayiigim la'ad la? Suppose we dig in the place and don't find anything, or what we 
find isn't stolen goods? [Trouble] Ya'a nwǫnǫ ya dǤllim nǫ lǫb ye ti zab nǫ Ammon dim la ka ZugsǤb la zaŋi ba 

niŋi m nu'uginǫ, m sid na an ya zugdaana? 'Suppose you take me back to fight the Ammonites and the Lord 
gives them to me – will I really be your head?'. [JDG 11:9] Li ya'a nwǫnǫ ya ba'abiigi bǫ ka ka' fuugǤ ... 'Suppose 
a brother or sister is without clothes ...'. [JAS 2:15] Colloc: nwǫn wțț ‘to be like’. Li nwǫnǫ wțț nyalima nǫ it 
seemed like a miracle. [Akelsa] Ba ya'a maannǫ ba bada nǫ wina la, li nwǫnǫ wțț dau bǤǤd pu'agǤǤndir si'em 

la, When they worship their shrines and gods it is like a man who wants promiscuity. [EXO 34:15] Sim: zem, mak1, 

wțț ‘[particle] like, as’; Nabstr: nwǫnnim. See: wan4. 

nwǫnǫ   See main entry: nwǫn. like [be]. 

nwɛn'ɛda   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwǫnnim   Variant: nwannim. n. appearance, colour, colour (of complexion). Paati wțsa na'ali'adib na mǤr teŋgbauŋ 

sigir nǫ o yț'țr nǫ o zanbin nǫ o nwǫnnim nǫ o yǫlzug. 'Every political party shall have a national character 
and its name, emblem, colour or motto. or any other symbol shall not have any ethnic, regional, religious or other 

sectional interpretation.'. [Constitution] Colloc: niŋgbiŋ nwǫnnim. Note: used for '(skin) colour', 'complexion' [Gh.] in: 
Li ka' suor ye sǤ' maal o tiraan barigaŋ on an pu'a la bǫǫ dau bǫǫ buudsi'a la bǫǫ niŋgbiŋ nwǫnnim 'A 

person shall not be discriminated against on grounds of his gender, race, colour'. [Constitution] InvNabstr: nwǫn. 
See: nwǫn. 

nweak   See main entry: nwiak. squeeze. 

nwebin   See main entry: nwǫbin. grope. 

nwedig   See main entry: nwǫdig1. turn. 

nwedig   See main entry: nwǫdig2. crumble. 

nwedigir   See main entry: nwǫdig1. turn. 
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nwedigir   See main entry: nwǫdig2. crumble. 

nwe'   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwe'e   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwe'eb   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwe'ed   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwe'eda   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

-nwe'eda   See main entry: -nwǫ'ǫdir. hittable. 

nwe'edi   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

-nwe'edir   See main entry: -nwǫ'ǫdir. hittable. 

nwe'edis   See main entry: nwǫ'ǫdțg. fever. 

nwe'edne   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwe'edug   See main entry: nwǫ'ǫdțg. fever. 

nwe'em   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwe'emi   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwe'emi   See main entry: nwǫ'ǫŋ. shuck. 

nwe'emin   See main entry: nwǫ'. hit, shoot, hit, play, kick, plough, take morsel. 

nwe'eŋ   See main entry: nwǫ'ǫŋ. shuck. 

nwe'eŋir   See main entry: nwǫ'ǫŋ. shuck. 

nwelig   See main entry: nwǫlig. twist. 

nweligi   See main entry: nwǫlig. twist. 

nwǫǫg1   Variant: nweeg1. Form: nwǫǫgid1. Variant: nwǫǫgida1. Form: nwǫǫgir1. Variant: nweegir. v. to resist, counteract 
power (as: with juju). 

nwǫǫg2   Variant: nweeg2. Form: nwǫǫgid. Variant: nwǫǫgida. Form: nwǫǫgir. Variant: nweegir. v. to blench, have the face 

go pale. Ban bǫ zin'isi'a la, buudi wțsa na mǤr sțnsa'aŋ;ka sǤ' wțsa nwǫǫgid. 'As they approach, everyone is 

terrified; every face turns pale.'. [JOL 2:6] bǤ ka m nyǫ ka ... ba nindaas wțsa nwǫǫgida? 'Why has every face 
turned deadly pale?'. [JER 30:6] 

nwǫǫgid   See main entry: nwǫǫg2. blench. 

nwǫǫgid1   See main entry: nwǫǫg1. resist. 

nwǫǫgida   See main entry: nwǫǫg2. blench. 

nwǫǫgida1   See main entry: nwǫǫg1. resist. 

nwǫǫgir   See main entry: nwǫǫg2. blench. 

nwǫǫgir1   See main entry: nwǫǫg1. resist. 

nwǫǫlim   Variant: nwǫǫlimmi; nwǫǫlimǫ. v. to writhe, wriggle. Ya mi' ye nwiig wa'amǫ ka nwǫǫlim. You know that a 

rope is long and wriggly. [Trouble] Pelusium na nwǫǫlim nǫ tǤǤg 'Pelusium will writhe in agony. [EZK 30:16] O na 

namis wa'akanǫ yț'țri buon Lǫviatan, ka o ian'ad ka nwǫǫlim o mǫŋ hali la 'he ... will punish Leviathan that 
twisting sea serpent, that writhing serpent'. [ISA 27:1] Li da kpǫn nwǫǫlimmi li mǫŋǫ daad nǫ kugbanǫ ka ba mǤri 

lǤbid la ni It (snake) had already wriggled amongst the sticks and stones they had thrown. [Trouble] o nu'ug kțns 

wa'akanǫ ian'ad ka nwǫǫlimǫ o mǫŋ hali la. 'his hand slays the twisting sea serpent'. [JOB 26:13] Sim: nwǫǫn. 
See: nwǫǫn. 

nwǫǫlimǫ   See main entry: nwǫǫlim. writhe. 

nwǫǫlimmi   See main entry: nwǫǫlim. writhe. 

nwǫǫn   Variant: nween. v. to twist around, wriggle. nwǫnǫ pu'a na sa'ae bǤǤd du'abka li zabid ka o nwǫǫn ka kaasid 
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si'em la, ala ka ti daa bǫǫ fț tuon. 'As a woman with child and about to give birth writhes and cries out in her 

pain, so were we in your presence'. [ISA 26:17] Ti daa mǤri pțțg, ka li zabid ka ti nwǫǫn, amaa ti du'anǫ zaalim. 
'We were with child, we writhed in pain' 'but we gave birth to nothing'. [ISA 26:18] Sim: nwǫǫlim. See: nwǫǫlim. 

nwǫǫnlim   Variant: nweenlim. v. to desiccate, dry up. Sim: kțdig1, kpiǫn, nwǫǫnlim, zǫndig, ziank1 ‘to be dry’; bar-bar 
‘very dry’. 

nweeg1   See main entry: nwǫǫg1. resist. 

nweeg2   See main entry: nwǫǫg2. blench. 

nweegir   See main entry: nwǫǫg1. resist. 

nweegir   See main entry: nwǫǫg2. blench. 

nweem   See main entry: nwǫ'ǫŋ. shuck. 

nween   See main entry: nwǫǫn. twist. 

nweenlim   See main entry: nwǫǫnlim. desiccate. 

nwi1   Form: nwiid. Form: nwiib. v. 1 • to spin (thread). ka pu'a sieba banǫ mi' li tțțma da nwi bțțs kǤnbidi mǤr na 

tis. 'The women, all whose skill moved them, spun the goats' hair.'. [EXO 35:26] Ba pț tțm bǫǫ nwiid gummǫ. 
'They do not labour or spin.'. [MAT 6:28] O kpǫ'ǫŋid o mǫŋi gaansid gum sțŋț nwiid ka țgțd piena. 'She selects 
wool and flax' and 'keeps herself busy making ... cloth.'. [PRO 31:13] pu'ab banǫ wțsa mi' gum nwiib la da nwi 

gum all the women who were experienced at spinning thread spun thread. [EXO 35:25] 
2 • to make rope (by twisting fibres). Ba mǤr tan'ami pan'am mǤǤd ka mǤr nwiid nwiis. They use fibre to weave 

grass (used for roofing) and for making ropes. [MA] See: nwiig. 

nwi-2   See main entry: nwiig1. rope. 

nwia'alim   v. to crash, be crushed. Goma gǤsi giligi nyǫ biig la ma ka o bǫ lǤr kanǫ nwia'alim la lǫuŋțn. Goma looked 

around and saw the child's mother underneath the crashed lorry. [Trouble] See: nwiak; nwia'as. 

nwiak   Variant: nwak [N]; nweak; nwiaki. Form: nwiakid. Variant: nwiakidi. Form: nwiakin. Form: nwiakir. v. to wring, 

squeeze. Nannanna, o bǫllim yț'țn liebnǫ bi'ela, wțț ba nwiak o nǫ kpǫn'ǫs kǤlibirin nǫ. Now his life was 
reduced, as if they had squeezed him into a bottle. [Trouble] Gideon duoe bǫkǫung alifa nǤk gungum la nwiak 
'Gideon' 'rose early next day and wrung out the fleece'. [JDG 6:38] M ansinnǫ baŋki vaandi nwǫ'ǫŋe li m nu'usine 

nwiaki li niŋ zin'ikanǫ nwaae la. I tore up cassava leaves and rubbed them with my hands and wrung them out 
and put them on the place that was cut. [Trouble] m nǤk wala la nwiaki niŋ Faaro nwammin la, nǤki niŋ o 

nu'ugin. 'I took the grapes, squeezed them into Pharaoh's cup and put the cup in his hand.'. [GEN 40:11] ban 

nwiakid dansi'a la wțsa na pǤ'Ǥgi ba. all the wine they squeeze out won't be enough for them. [HOS 9:2] Ban da 

yii keŋ pǤǤdinǫ la'as tiwala dinǫ ka ba mǤri nwiakidi maan daam la 'They all went out into their vineyards and 
picked the grapes, made wine from them'. [JDG 9:27] 'Fț niŋine li wala-wala?' –  'M nwiakin....' "How exactly 
would you do it?"  –  "I would wring it ... ". [Trouble] Li nwiakir la an Wina'am sțnpǫǫn tita'ar la. The pressing of 
them (the grapes) is God's great wrath. [REV 14:19] Mult: nwi'as. Etym: OV1 *ŊMA/E ("twist/tordre") : vc2 
*ʔam ("wring, squeeze out by twisting/essorer"). See: nwian'as; nwia'alim. 

nwiaki   See main entry: nwiak. squeeze. 

nwiakid   See main entry: nwiak. squeeze. 

nwiakidi   See main entry: nwiak. squeeze. 

nwiakin   See main entry: nwiak. squeeze. 

nwiakir   See main entry: nwiak. squeeze. 

nwia-nwia   id. clatter, rattling noise. O da ... maligin tiǫn sǤŋdaugțn la ka li dammid nwia-nwia. He stretched 

himself on the big sleeping-mat again, and it was making a rattling noise. [Trouble] man bǫǫ ani pian'ad la ka m 

wțm ka li dammid nwia-nwia 'there was a noise, a rattling sound, and the bones came together, bone to bone'. 

[EZK 37:7 [draft]] Sim: nwǤnr-nwǤnr. Ka mam bǫǫ ani pian'ad la ka m wțm ka li dammid nwǤnr-nwǤnr 'there 
was a noise, a rattling sound'. [EZK 37:7 [published Bible]] 

nwiasidi   See main entry: nwi'as. squeeze. 
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nwiasțg   See main entry: nwi'as. squeeze. 

nwiǫn1   Form: nwiǫnǫ. Form: nwiǫnd. Variant: nwied. Form: nwiǫnr. Variant: nwiǫn-2. v. to travel. Pu'abanǫ da nanǫ ba 

mǫŋ ka mǤr paŋǫ na nyaŋi nwiǫn lalig la da tțmmi li nǫ. (All) the women who were mature and strong enough 

to make long journeys did this work. [Trouble] Mbayoo! Fțnǫ, baŋim ka fț saana nwi'en gbǫre tia'al si'a. 
Goodness! You! Realise that your guest travels on foot and moves on. [Asaasim] O tațn Nimo ma'aa da buol o ba 

tembilin la kpamis o on nwiǫn ka o zi' ti'ir la. Only her younger sister Nimo called her back to their small 

village and 'advise' her because she travelled and knew no hope. [Trouble] Note: original has kig as a mistake for 

kpamis [MA]  Dau sǤ' da maal o lǤmbǤn'Ǥgț sǫ tiis, ka nwiǫn keŋ teŋ si'a saa yuug 'A man planted a vineyard 
... and went away for a long time.'. [LUK 20:9] GǤsima, m bǤǤdi nwienǫ keŋi m diem yin Look, I want to go to my 

in-law's house. [You-Heard?] ya'a ka' ala o keŋi ye o dț'țn bǫǫ o nwienǫ 'Maybe he is ... relieving himself, or 
perhaps he's gone on a journey!'. [1KI 18:27] nwǫnǫ onǫ nwiǫnd la yțțma ka ba da yǫt si'em la. like someone 
who has been away a for years says. [Bible-Study] Li nwǫnǫ dau na nwiǫnd ka zaŋ o yiri gu'ul o tțmtțmnib 'It 
will be like a man who goes away from home on a journey and leaves his servants in charge,'. [MRK 13:34] Goma nǫ 

o zua Mansa da anǫ banǫ la'an nwied ka sapu'ad la naam. Goma and Mansa were on a trip together when the 

injury happened. [Trouble] BƒNDAAN LA DAA YI O NWIŰNR LA KUL NA. The Rich Man Comes Home from his 
Travels. [You-Heard? [heading]] Ti ya'a ǫǫnti bǤǤd nwiǫnr saŋsi'a ka da'a ti tigiti ti ken la yǫla If we want to travel 

some time and buy our ticket to go. [Bible-Study] Nwiǫnkaŋa ni, Goma nǫ Mansa da pț ti'e ye ba laligǫ. On this 
journey, Goma and Mansa didn't expect to go far. [Trouble] Sim: gǤn. 

nwiǫn-2   See main entry: nwiǫn1. travel. 

nwiǫnd   See main entry: nwiǫn1. travel. 

nwiǫnǫ   See main entry: nwiǫn1. travel. 

nwiǫnr   See main entry: nwiǫn1. travel. 

nwie   See main entry: nwi'e. faint. 

nwied   See main entry: nwiǫn1. travel. 

nwied   See main entry: nwi'e. faint. 

nwienɛ   See main entry: nwi'e. faint. 

nwi'as   Variant: nwi'asi. Form: nwi'asid. Variant: nwi'asidi; nwiasidi. Form: nwiasțg. v. to squeeze sth. (o) da ... tu 

bțmbǤk kanǫ ka ba na nwi'asid wala la ku'om. 'He ... dug a winepress'. [MAT 21:33] Vain wala ka ba nwi'asidi 

maan wain. The fruits of the vine are squeezed to make wine. [Bible Glossary [under Vain Tiig]] M kǫya ka daam pț 

lǫn yit daam nwiasțg zin'igin laa;sǤ' pț lǫn nwiasidi li ka tansid agǤla nǫ sumalisim. 'I have made the wine 
stop flowing from the winepresses; there is no one to make the wine and shout for joy.'. [JER 48:33] Gen: nwiak. 
See: nwiak. 

nwi'asi   See main entry: nwi'as. squeeze. 

nwi'asid   See main entry: nwi'as. squeeze. 

nwi'asidi   See main entry: nwi'as. squeeze. 

nwi'e   Variant: nwie. Form: nwi'enǫ. Variant: nwienɛ. Form: nwi'ed. Variant: nwied. v. to convulse, faint, collapse. 
Ayaabi daa wțm la li daa kpǫlim bi'ela ka o nwi'e. When Ayaab heard it it wasn't long before he fainted. [AIDS-II] 
ba na keŋ hali ka kț nwi'e 'they will walk and not be faint'. [ISA 40:31] Ka biig la kenna la, ka kikirig la lug o ka 

o nwi'e. 'Even while the boy was coming, the demon threw him to the ground in a convulsion.'. [LUK 9:42] On nyǫ 

si'el la da zǫ o nǫ lub teŋin. O da nwi'enǫ. What he saw grabbed him and threw him to the ground. He had a fit. 

[Trouble] Fț mi' ye m sid nwienɛ. You know that I really passed out. [Trouble] On nyǫ si'el la da zǫ o nǫ lub teŋin. 

O da nwi'enǫ. What he saw knocked him to the ground. He fainted. [Trouble] Fț biis la nwi'enǫ ba dignǫ suor 

wțsa ni 'Your sons have fainted; they lie at the head of every street. [ISA 51:20] BțnkǤnbid mǫ pț nwied mam 

gbinninǫ. Also animals won't be overcome by the heat in the shade under me. [Trees] Kțdțmin la, fț ba' ya'a da 

kpi ka kțțr la ti nwien ka maali naae la In the old days, if your father died and the funeral ran down and its 

celebration was finished. [Asaasim] 
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nwi'ed   See main entry: nwi'e. faint. 

nwi'enǫ   See main entry: nwi'e. faint. 

nwiib   See main entry: nwi1. spin, twist. 

nwiid   See main entry: nwi1. spin, twist. 

nwiig1   Variant: nwiigi; nwiiga. Form: nwiis. Variant: nwiisǫ; nwiisi. Form: nwi-2. n. a rope. "M zua, m zua!" - ka nwiig 

bǫ kǤlugțn. (He says) "My friend, my friend!" but there is a rope in his bag. [Proverb 094] Li anǫ baŋ nǫ li nwiig, 

nǫ dansaar. 'this seal with its cord and this stick.'. [GEN 38:25] 'Fț pț gban'e li gbinnǫ, nwiiga, ... ' Yu don't 
understand, Rope, ...'. [Trouble] m kț di'e si'eli yii fț san'anǫ, baa li ya'a anǫ gum bǫǫ ta'adir nwiiga 'I will 
accept nothing belonging to you, not even a thread or the thong of a sandal'. [GEN 14:23] Ba ya'a nǤk bțnya'aŋ 

nwiigi lǤ bțbila, o kaasidnǫ bțnya'aŋ kaasig. 'When they tie a young goat with an old goat's rope, it cries like 

an old one.'. [Proverb 129] Kampinta la mǤr nwiigi makid 'The carpenter measures with a line'. [ISA 44:13] sieba 

daa nǤk nwiigi lǤ pǫog ka kǫ ka m zin'in pǫogțn la some people tied a rope to a basket and had me sit in the 
basket. [2CO 11:33] Man dǤlisidnǫ nwiis nǫ wila man pț bǤǤd suor ye m keŋe m pǤǤgțnǫ (the spider said) As 
I follow threads and twigs I don't need a road to go to my farm. [Trouble] lǤ zan'antǤlis la wțsa kțnt nwiis 

ayǤpǤi-pǤi 'The top of each column was decorated with a design of interwoven chains, seven for each capital'. [1KI 

7:17] M pț nar nǫ mam na sǫbini o tuonnǫ yidig o ta'ada nwiisǫ. 'I am not good enough even to bend down and 
untie his sandals.'. [MRK 1:7] 'o nǤk nwiisi țgi li maal kpa'asiri kadi ba wțsa He made a whip of cords and drove 
them out'. [JHN 2:15] Nwiig wțț nwibanǫ bǫ sian'arin wțsa anǫ dap. Every rope like those that are in the bush is 

male. [Trouble] Filistia teŋ sț'țdib la tis pu'a la tiraug nwima'asa ayǤpǤi dinǫ nam pț kțdigǫ 'The lords of the 
Philistines brought her seven fresh bowstrings not yet dry'. [JDG 16:8] Colloc: bugum nwiig ‘electrical wire’. ka 

tiesi pa'al kuusa kanǫ fir bugum nwiis bțmbǤkțn la. and pointed to the nail which was buried with the 
electrical wires underground. (MA). [Electricity] Fț ya'a yǤǤ fț bugum ligidi tǤ'ǤtǤ, ba kț kǫnsigi fț bugum 

nwiig la. If you pay your electricity bill promptly your electricity supply will not be cut off. [Electricity] ti ... da'a 

dabǫda banǫ ka ti sǫǫd la nǫ bugum nwiwǤ'Ǥma we ... buy big poles which we plant in the ground for the 
electricity wires. [Electricity] Ninsieba tǤ'Ǥŋid bugum nwiisi kpǫn'ǫsidi ba yaan ka pț yǫli ti. Some people attach 
extension wires and connect them to their houses without telling us. [Electricity] Etym: OV1 *ŊMI ; GS1 
*ŊMA/E/O(N) ; vc4 * ŋme. Note: OVN *MI-GA – DB, MP, HG, NB, YR, KR, FR, DR  ::  *ŊMI MR WL KL  See: nwi1

2 
See: nwiig2. 

nwiig2   Form: nwiigir. v. to weave a rope. Sim: pan'am. See: nwiig1. 

nwiiga   See main entry: nwiig1. rope. 

nwiigi   See main entry: nwiig1. rope. 

nwiigir   See main entry: nwiig2. weave a rope. 

nwiilim   Form: nwiilțŋ. v. to be wrinkled. Adu nini da dǤlnǫ nyǤ'Ǥs la nǫ lin ti kena nwiilim mǫlim sian'akanǫ kpi'e ani 

la. Adu's eyes followed the smoke as it drifted off and dispersed in the nearby bush. [Trouble] nintaŋi tțlig la, ka 

ba țki nwiilim, lin ka' nya'a la zug. 'when the sun rose it was scorched, and as it had no root it withered away'. 

[MAT 13:6] O kțkpama la da banlig nǫ ka o nu'us yț'țn nwiilim fupiel nu'ugimis kanǫ ka o yǫ la ni. His upper 

arms were weak and his arms wrinkled the white short-sleeved shirt he was wearing. [Trouble] Adu gbǫ'og la 

nwiilim si'em la pa'al ye dinǫ ka o gu'ud la yi yiiŋ. The way Adu's brow wrinkled showed that what he had 
expected was wildly astray. [Trouble] Adu gbǫ'og la nwiilțŋ la bǤdig The wrinkling of Adu's forehead was gone. 

[Trouble] 

nwiilțŋ   See main entry: nwiilim. wrinkle. 

nwiis   See main entry: nwiig1. rope. 

nwiisǫ   See main entry: nwiig1. rope. 

nwiisi   See main entry: nwiig1. rope. 

nwǤnr-nwǤnr   id. clatter, rattling noise. Ka mam bǫǫ ani pian'ad la ka m wțm ka li dammid nwǤnr-nwǤnr 'there was 

a noise, a rattling sound'. [EZK 37:7 [published Bible]] Sim: nwia-nwia. man bǫǫ ani pian'ad la ka m wțm ka li 

dammid nwia-nwia 'there was a noise, a rattling sound, and the bones came together, bone to bone'. [EZK 37:7 
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[draft]] 
 

NY  -  ny 

 

nya   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyabir [W]   n. 1 • skin 'pants' for corpse. 
2 • T-string, loincloth, traditional men's underwear. Dau la daa mǤri fuug yinne ma'a nǫ nyabir. The man had 

only one shirt and a loincloth. [You-Heard?] NǤŋdaan la daa di'e o nyabiri nyaae, yț'țn ken ... lǫbid o yin nǫ o 

lieŋ. The poor man got his loincloth and put it on, and then was walking ... back home, with his adze. [You-Heard?] 

nyada   See main entry: nya'ar. root, medicine. 

nyagis   See main entry: nyak [C]. antelope [sp.] 

nya'   Variant: nya'ad2; nya'adi. v. to puzzle sb. Li da nya'adim nǫ nǫ man na tțmi m tțțmpaal nwa si'em. It puzzled 
me how I would do my new work. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

nya'a1   See main entry: nya'ar. root, medicine. 

nya'a2   See main entry: nya'e. compete. 

nya'a-3   See main entry: nya'ar. root, medicine. 

nya'ad1   See main entry: nya'e. compete. 

nya'ad2   See main entry: nya'. puzzle. 

nya'adi   See main entry: nya'. puzzle. 

nya'al   Form: nya'aligț. v. to move along. Note: ... leaving sth. behind Biig la pț zǤ laligǫ ka wǫbaa la gban'e o Ǥnb ka 

nya'al o zug nǫ nǤba bas suorin la. The boy hadn't run far before the leopard caught him and ate him, leaving 

the head and feet on the path. [You-Heard?] Akunvțe kpǫndbǫda la wțsa buolimnǫ ka nya'al kǤnba. Both 
Akunvoe's fat cheeks had become smaller and shrunk away from the bones. [AIDS-II] Duom ka nya'al zin'ikaŋa. 
Get up and go back to that place, [LUK 14:9] Ka nya'al ka oŋa la mǫ ye ... And he went on and the other one said ' 
... [LUK 14:20] na'azǤm banǫ an bțntitada la Ǥnb ka nya'al si'el la, lin ka na'azǤmnam banǫ an bțmbaanlțg 

la kena Ǥnb 'what the great locusts have left the young locusts have eaten'. [JOL 1:4] O da dii tig ka nya'al diib. 
'She ate all she wanted and still had some left.'. [RUT 2:14] Dabis sieba anǫ nya'alțgț, kas-kas anǫ saa na ni – 

wțț zina la. Some days were hopeless, especially when it was going to rain, like today. [Trouble] Saa ya'a nii 

tțțgǫ li na kț kawǫnna la ka baae mǤǤg la, ka kǫ ka ba daar wțsa bǫllim na an nya'aligț. If the rain was 
excessive it would kill the maize and wash away the grass, and make all their daily life impossible. [Trouble] 
See: nya'aŋ. 

nya'aligț   See main entry: nya'al. move. 

nya'am   Variant: nya'ami. Form: nya'amid. Variant: nya'amidi. v. to whisper. Adu sǫbine kpi'en nǫ Siaka ka nya'am o 

tțbirin Adu leaned over close to Siaka and whispered in his ear. [Trouble] Daar yinne zaam ka o buol 

Awinkudug n nya'am o One evening he called Awinkudug and whispered to him. [You-Heard?] fț na dig teŋin ka 

pian'adi nya'am. 'out of the dust your speech will whisper.'. [ISA 29:4] Ka man nya'am si'eli ya tțba ni nwa', 

mǤǤlimini li dǤǤd zut ka sǤ' wțsa wțm. 'what is whispered in your ear, proclaim from the roofs.'. [MAT 10:27] M 

wțm ka nidib bǫdegț nya'ami m yǫla 'I hear many whispering' about me. [JER 20:10] Tțțmbǫ'ǫd nya'amid 

nimbǫ'ǫd sǤb tțba ni. 'Sin speaks to the wicked deep in their hearts'. [PSA 36:1] ban nyǫǫ li la, ba pin'ili 

nya'amidi nyǤnnǫ tisid taaba 'At this there was a general murmur of disapproval.'. [LUK 19:7] 

nya'ami   See main entry: nya'am. whisper. 
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nya'amid   See main entry: nya'am. whisper. 

nya'amidi   See main entry: nya'am. whisper. 

nya'andǤl1   Variant: nya'andol; nya'andǤlla; nya'andɔla; nya'andola. Form: nya'andǤlib. Variant: nya'andolib; 

nya'andǤliba; nya'andoliba; nya'andǤlibi; nya'andolibi. Form: nya'andǤl-2. Variant: nya'andol-. n. a disciple, 

follower. sǤ' kț nyaŋi yǫl ye, ba da sțț o Wina'am ku'om ka o an Paul nya'andǤl la. 'No one can say, then, that 
you were baptized as my disciples'. [1CO 1:15] M ya'a pț pie fț nǤbaa, fț lǫn ka' m nya'andǤlla. 'If I do not wash 
your feet, ... you will no longer be my disciple.'. [JHN 13:8] Yesu bu'os o mǫŋ nya'andǤlib la ye:  "Ka yanam yǫl 

ye m an anǤ'Ǥnǫ?" Jesus asked his own disciples "And who do you say that I am?" [Trouble] Fțnǫ aan o nya'andǤl, 

ka tinam anǫ Moses nya'andǤlib. 'You are this fellow's disciple! We are disciples of Moses!'. [JHN 9:28] Ka 

bǫkǫung asubaa ka Yesu ken ku'om zugț wa'ae o nya'andǤlib la san'an. 'During the fourth watch of the night 
Jesus went out to them, walking on the lake.'. [MAT 14:25] Lit: early in the morning. zaamnǤǤr ka o nya'andǤlib la 

sig bǫuŋin na 'When evening came, Jesus' disciples went down to the lake'. [JHN 6:16] Ya mǫ bǤǤd ye ya lieb o 

nya'andǤliba? 'Do you want to become his disciples, too?'. [JHN 9:27] Joon nya'andǤlibi tu'as Joon nǫ'ǫŋanam 

wțsa la 'John's disciples told him about all these things.'. [LUK 7:18] on mǫkama kțdim nǤk ku'oma'asigi tisim 

nya'andǤlbibis nwa' yinne, on aan m nya'andǤl la zug, asida ka m yǫti ya ye, o na di'e li yǤǤd. 'if anyone 
gives even a cup of cold water to one of these little ones because he is my disciple, I tell you the truth, he will 

certainly not lose his reward'. [MAT 10:42] Colloc: nya'andǤlibin ‘among disciples’. Ka nǤŋgbannwa'ar yi Joon 

nya'andǤlibin nǫ Jew dim nid yinne Wina'am ku'om sțțb yǫla. 'Some of John's disciples began arguing with a 

Jew about the matter of ritual washing.'. [JHN 3:25] Colloc: zugdaan nya'andǤl1 ‘vice-president’. Onǫ daa dǤl 

zugdaan la nya'aŋi ba na'am li'ab la saŋa la na an teŋ la zugdaan la nya'andǤl. 'The Vice-President shall be 
the running-mate of the elected President.'. [Constitution] Teŋgbauŋ zugdaan nya'andǤl bǫǫ (ministanam) bǫǫ 

ba nya'andǤlib banǫ pț zi'e ba tǫǫns zi'a teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋin la tun'e la'am bǫ teŋgbauŋ zǤŋ la'asțg 

wțsa ni The Vice President. or a Minister or Deputy Minister who is not a member of Parliament can participate 
in the proceedings of Parliament. [Constitution] See: nya'aŋ3; dǤl. 

nya'andǤl-2   See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

nya'andɔla   See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

nya'andǤlib  See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

nya'andǤliba   See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

nya'andǤlibi   See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

nya'andǤlla   See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

nya'andǤltaab   See main entry: nya'andǤl. n.pl. fellow-disciples. Tomas ... yǫl o nya'andǤltaab ye ... 'Thomas ... said to 

his fellow-disciples ...'. [JHN 11:16] See: nya'andǤl1; -taab. 
nya'andol   See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

nya'andol-   See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

nya'andola   See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

nya'andolib   See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

nya'andoliba   See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

nya'andolibi   See main entry: nya'andǤl1. disciple. 

-nya'aŋ1   Form: nya'as2. adj. female. Saŋkanǫ wțsa ka kǤnbnya'aŋ sțma ti siak dțțb 'Whenever the stronger females 

were in heat'. [GEN 30:41] Sim: -pu'ak. Note: -puak mostly used for humans, cf./ct. -nya'aŋ1 mostly for non-humans 
Cpart: -daug2. MǤr linǫ an bțnvțr wțsa, li bțndaug nǫ li bțnnya'aŋ 'You are to bring into the ark two of all 
living creatures, male and female'. [GEN 6:19] Etym: OV1 *NI ; OV2 *NYAN ; OVN *NYAN-GA/SI . 
See: na'anya'aŋ; nǤnya'aŋ; pu'anya'aŋ. 

-nya'aŋ2   Form: nya'as4. adj. old. pț'anya'aŋ/pu'anya'as old woman/women. Note: q.v. 

nya'aŋ3   Variant: nya'aŋa; nya'aŋaa; nya'aŋi1; nya'aŋe. Form: nya'as3. n. 1 • back (anatomical), back part of person or 

thing. O gǤs o fuud banǫ ya'ae kpa'as zugț kțlțŋ nya'aŋ la. He looked at the clothes which were hanging on 
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nails on the back of the door. [Trouble] Niŋgbiŋ la da yțdigi nǫ Ǥnsir. Pu'a la zug da gbǫbnǫ o nya'aŋ His body 

was running with sweat. The woman's head was hanging on his back. [Trouble] ba na nyǫnǫ m nya'aŋ ka ka' m 

nindaa. 'I will show them my back and not my face'. [JER 18:17] Kpan la zug na kțns o sǤǤnri tǤlig o nya'aŋ na. 
'the point comes out at his back, the gleaming tip from his gall-bladder'. [JOB 20:25] Lit: the head of the spear will 

pierce his liver and come out of his back. M basim nya'aŋi tis banǫ bț'țdim la 'I offered my back to those who 
beat me'. [ISA 50:6] Ba niŋgbina la wțsa la'an nǫ ba nya'aŋ nǫ ba nu'us nǫ kpțkpama wțsa da anǫ nini ma'aa 
'Their entire bodies, including their backs, their hands and their wings, were completely full of eyes'. [EZK 10:12] 
Cpart: tuon. li tuon nǫ li nya'aŋ wțsa sǤb fabțlțg nǫ sțnsa'aŋ nǫ tǤǤg yǫla. On both sides of it were written 
words of lament and mourning and woe. [EZK 2:10] Etym: OV1 *PO: ; OVN *NYAN-GA/SI, PO-RI/A ; PB 
*ny ʋ̀mà. 
2 • after (place), behind. M da bas yin ka lalig bi'ela, m wțmmǫ ka li dam 'zzz' m nya'aŋ. I had left the house 

and gone a little way, when I heard a 'zzz' sound behind me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Goma – on nǫ o zua la – da zi'inǫ lǤr 

la nya'aŋ. Goma and her friend sat at the back of the lorry. [Trouble] ba dǤl onǫ na kǫn on Joon nya'aŋ la na, o 

yț'țri buon Yesu. they should follow the one who was coming after him, John, whose name was Jesus. [ACT 19:4] 
Modekaya onǫ an Jew nid la da tia'al Na'ab Zeesis nya'aŋ 'Mordecai the Jew was second in rank to King 
Xerxes'. [EST 10:3] zaŋim sț'țraug la kpǫn zǤ kaae fț pugudib la nya'aŋi fi'ig o zug take the cutlass and 
suddenly run up behind your aunt and cut off her head. [Trouble] Ba daa duoe kaae sibiti la dǤǤg nya'aŋi zi'en 

zaŋguom nya'aŋi sǤsid Wina'am. They went behind the hospital building and stood behind a wall praying. 
[Electricity] TǤ'ǤtǤ yi'im ka si'el naan sisibig la nya'aŋi zuond wțț nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ viilim tiig la dțt. Suddenly 
something came from behind the lannea tree swirling up around the tree like smoke. [Trouble] Ku'om la n da badig 

zin'ig la nya'aŋa, Mensah Bonsu yț'țn da bǫ yaanǫ? After the water flooded the place, where was Mensah 

Bonsu? [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: 1)  dǤl X nya'aŋ ‘follow after, come along behind X’. ka yi yiŋ tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka o pu'a 

Mpuaka dǤl o nya'aŋ. and (he) went out quickly, and his wife Mpuaka followed him. [Electricity] o dǤl bunnib la 

nya'aŋi wi'isid 'she ... began to glean in the fields behind the harvesters'. [RUT 2:3] Onǫ daa dǤl zugdaan la 

nya'aŋi ba na'am li'ab la saŋa la na an teŋ la zugdaan la nya'andǤl. 'The Vice-President shall be the 

running-mate of the elected President.'. [Constitution] Colloc: kpǫlim nya'aŋ ‘be left behind’. ba da ... zab nǫ ya kț 

banǫ tadig ka kpǫlim nya'aŋi kennǫ gǫrid la 'they attacked you from the rear when you were tired and 
exhausted, and killed all who were straggling behind'. [DEU 25:18] Colloc: zi'e X nya'aŋ ‘to support , back X up’. li 
pa'al ye Kristo anǫ onǫ zi'e tțțmbǫ'ǫd nya'aŋ bǫǫ? Ayei baa bi'elaa. 'does that mean that Christ promotes sin? 

Absolutely not!'. [GAL 2:17] On kanǫ zi'e m nya'aŋ la bǫ yammin, 'He who vindicates me is near.'. [ISA 50:8] 
AnǤ'Ǥnǫ zi'e m nya'aŋa? AnǤ'Ǥnǫ? 'Who is on my side? Who?'. [2KI 9:32] Colloc: yi1 X nya'aŋ3 ‘betray X’. O da pț 

nǤŋ tiis nǫ tituud nǫ niimis laa? Ka bǤ ka ba yț'țn yi o nya'aŋa? Didn't he love the trees, bushes and birds? 
Why had they turned against him? [Trouble] Bǫǫ li anǫ pu'a la yi o nya'aŋ anwa? Or was it that the woman had 

deceived him about this? [Trouble] Ban da yi o nya'aŋ la, Sekǫm nidib la da kǫnǫ ka ninsieba su'a kțkțna zugț 
After they stopped supporting him, the people of Shechem had some people hide on top of the hills. [JDG 9:25] 
Colloc: zu1 X nya'aŋ3 ‘deceive X’. Pu'ayaliŋ anǫ onǫ mǤr sid ka zuudi o sid la nya'aŋ n dǤl dap yǤriyǤri. A 
disgraceful woman is one who has a husband but deceives her husband and goes with men promiscuously. [Asaasim] 
Colloc: nǫ1 li nya'aŋ3

2  ‘and so on, etcetera’.   O daa digin nǫ dap bǫdegț ka nyaan digin nǫ Ayaab la, nǫ li 

nya'aŋ wțsa. (she told how) She had slept with a lot of men before she slept with Ayaab, and so on. [AIDS-II] 
3 • east. o yii anina paae zuobanǫ bǫ Betel nya'aŋ la 'From there he went on toward the hills east of Bethel'. [GEN 

12:8] Syn: ya-nya'aŋ; Cpart: tuon, ya-tuon. GǤsim tuon nǫ nya'aŋ nǫ dagǤbțg nǫ datiuŋ. 'Lift up your eyes 
from where you are and look north and south, east and west.'. [GEN 13:14] 
4 • after (time), later. Gbauŋ kaŋa ye li sțŋif nǫ ka fț gǤsi fț mǫŋi zaŋi kennǫ fț pțțg tțkir nǫ fț sa'ar nǫ fț 

du'amin nǫ fț du'am la nya'aŋ. This book is to help you care for yourself with regard to conception, labour, 
giving birth and afterwards. [Womens-Health] o kțțr maalțg daar bǫǫ kțțr la naar daar nya'aŋ la, buudi la 

wțsa  ... la'asnǫ dabǤǤgin On the day of his funeral, or the very last day of the funeral, the whole clan – 

neighbours, in laws and siblings gather at the funeral house. [Asaasim] BakǤi ayi' nya'aŋ ka Asaan nǫ Mbun daa 

bǫ yin After two weeks Asaan and Mbun were at home. [AIDS-II] li nya'aŋ ba na ti zaŋ arezak pamm yi teŋin la 
'afterward they will come out with great possessions'. [GEN 15:14] Pu'akanǫ du'a nǤǤra anaasi, pu'abama sa'ar 

yuugid nǫ ka ku'od mǫ yit bǫdegț du'am la nya'aŋ. The woman who has brought forth four times –  the labour 

of those women is lengthened and her flow of blood is considerable. [Womens-Health] on tǫn'ǫsim o biis yǫla; ban 

na ti an si'em o ku'um nya'aŋ he should think of his children – what would be their situation after his death. 

[You-Hear?] ban da pțn o la nya'aŋ, o zuobid la da lǫm pin'ili busid the hair on his head began to grow again 
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after it had been shaved. [JDG 16:22] Daamțgț duoe Gideon kum nya'aŋ la yǫla The trouble that arose after 

Gideon's death. [JDG 8:33 [heading]] Zanmiskaŋa nya'aŋa ti na tun'e bak bane ka Siig Kasi la mǤri ba tțm nǫ 

bane ka niŋgbiŋ la mǫ mǤri tțm After this lesson we will be able to distinguish between those whose actions are 
guided by the Holy Spirit and those who are guided by the flesh. [Bible-Study] Gaafara, m kț tun'e yǫlif nannanna, 

Boye, amaa nya'aŋa fț na baŋ. I'm sorry, Boye, I can't tell you now, but later you will find out.'. [Trouble] Ka 

anǤ'Ǥnǫ na yǫl o linǫ na tțm dunia nwa' ni o kum nya'aŋa? 'Who can tell him what will happen under the sun 
after he is gone?'. [ECC 6:12] li nya'aŋaa o daa gban'e ye o na yǫl o zua la. afterwards he decided he would tell his 
friend. [AIDS-II] Colloc: 2) dǤl X nya'aŋ ‘come after X (in time), succeed X’. Onǫ na dǤl o nya'aŋ la na tțm 

lampǤdi'esidib 'His successor will send out a tax collector'. [DAN 11:20] Onǫ da dǤl o nya'aŋ da anǫ Jair onǫ yi 

Gilead sț'țlimin la na. 'After him came Jair the Gileadite'. [JDG 10:3] Da Ǥnbi nǫ lii, ka ala ka li na an sț'țŋa tisi 

ya, nǫ ya yaas banǫ na dǤlli ya nya'aŋ la 'Do not eat it, so that it may go well with you and your children after 
you'. [DEU 12:25] Nid kț lǫn zin'in anina zțmațŋ kaŋa hali nǫ zțmaana banǫ dǤl nya'aŋ na la wțsa. 'She will 
never be inhabited or lived in through all generations'. [ISA 13:20] Fțnǫ la an on ka ba da ye o na kena laa, bǫǫ ti 

gur sǤ' nya'aŋa? 'Are you the one who was to come, or should we expect someone else?'. [LUK 7:19] Lit: someone 
after (you). 
5 • backwards. Colloc: lǫb nya'aŋ3 ‘turn back, go back(wards)’. Goma n da yina nyǫ Yeboah la o ya'an da lǫbnǫ 

nya'aŋ wțț on ǫǫnti si'al o When Goma came out and saw Yeboah, he turned back again as if he would meet her. 

[Trouble] Wina'am maliak onǫ daa bǫ Israel dim tuon la daa lǫb nya'aŋ 'the angel of God, who had been 
travelling in front of Israel's army, withdrew and went behind them.'. [EXO 14:19] m na faaǫn baa ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd 

linǫ kǫ ka ba lǫbid nya'aŋ la ni 'I will save them from all their sinful backsliding'. [EZK 37:23] Ka o sǤb ya'a 

nyǤbigidi lǫbid nya'aŋ, m sțnf kț malis nǫ o sǤba. 'but if anyone shrinks back, I take no pleasure in him.'. [HEB 

10:38] Ani ka ti fǫndigi lǫb nya'aŋi kpa'ad sian'ari dǤl Atǫuk Zǫn'ug suor 'Then we turned back and set out 
toward the desert along the route to the Red Sea'. [DEU 2:1] Colloc: lǫbis X nya'aŋ3 ‘turn  X back, send X 
back(wards)’. Ba nǤk zǤn ka ba gaad tuon, ka mǫ lǫbis ya'am dim nya'aŋ. 'Fools are put in many high 

positions, while the rich occupy the low ones.'. [ECC 10:6] Ba daa da'am nǫ lǫbis nya'aŋ ka m bǤǤd liig 'I was 
pushed back and about to fall'. [PSA 118:13] Abner da lǫbis o kpan la nya'aŋi kțns Asahel pțțr ka li tǤligi yii o 

nya'aŋ. 'Abner, with a backward thrust of his spear, struck him through the belly so that the spear came out at his 
back.'. [2SA 2:23] 
6 • outside (-surface of a container, enclosure). Cpart: pțțgin. NǤkim sanlima bțligi li pțțgin nǫ li nya'aŋ la 

wțsa 'Overlay it with pure gold, both inside and out'. [EXO 25:11] bia' li nǫ bi'en pțțgin nǫ nya'aŋ. 'coat it with 
pitch inside and out.'. [GEN 6:14] Yanam Farisii dim piesidnǫ ya nwama nǫ ya laas nya'aŋ, amaa ka ba pțțgin 

lǫǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ dian'ad 'you Pharisees clean the outside of the cup and dish' but their inside is full of dirt. [LUK 11:39] 
7 • beyond, behind. Note: the side of the reference object towards the speaker is its/his 'front', what is beyond is at its/his 

'back' Pian'abanǫ ka Moses da pian' tis Israel dim wțsa sian'arin, Joodan kǤldaug nya'aŋ 'These are the 
words that Moses addressed to all Israel in the wilderness beyond the Jordan'. [DEU 1:1] ka nǤk NǤnaar Daka la niŋ 

fuug la nya'aŋ 'and place the ark of the Testimony behind the curtain.'. [EXO 26:33] 
8 • descendants. Bțnkțdțg bǫǫ yidaan, bǫǫ yidaan kanǫ mǤr nya'aŋ pamm bǫǫ zama ka kpi (If) an old person 

or householder (landlord), or a head of family who has many descendants or supporters dies. [Asaasim] Ka anǤ'Ǥnǫ 

na nyaŋi pțn tiǫn on kpi ka pț bas nya'aŋ la yǫllǫ? And who can bring to mind how he died and left no 
descendants? [ISA 53:8] Jabal nǫ o nya'aŋ dim da an banǫ bǫ mǤǤgin sțga nii gț'țn bțnkǤnbid 'Jabal, who was 
the ancestor of those who raise livestock and live in tents'. [GEN 4:20] Jakob nǫ o nya'aŋ dim wțsa keŋ Egipt. 
'Jacob and all his offspring went to Egypt.'. [GEN 46:6] 
9 • supporters, followers. Ahab da kț pǫ'ǫs nǫ niigi bǫdegț tis on nǫ o nya'aŋ dim la 'Ahab slaughtered many 
sheep and cattle for him and the people with him'. [2CH 18:2] 
10 • last person, one at the back. DinzugǤ tuon dim na lieb nya'aŋ dim, ka nya'aŋ dim lieb tuon dim. 'So the 

last will be first, and the first will be last.'. [MAT 20:16] Nǫ'ǫŋa anǫ tǤlțŋ linǫ yi onǫ an yiiga nǫ nya'aŋ la ni na 
'This is the message from the one who is the first and the last'. [REV 2:8] (o) kǫ ka tțmtțm pu'ab la nǫ ba biis la 

gaad tuon ka Lea nǫ o biis dǤl ka Rakǫl nǫ o biig Josef kpǫlim nya'aŋ. 'He put the maidservants and their 
children in front, Leah and her children next, and Rachel and Joseph in the rear.'. [GEN 33:2] M na ... da'ae banǫ 

bǫǫ ba tuon la sigis atǫuk kanǫ bǫ ya-nya'aŋ la, ka banǫ kpǫlim nya'aŋ la na lii atǫuk kanǫ bǫ ya-tuona la. 
'Their front ranks will be driven into the Dead Sea, their rear ranks into the Mediterranean.'. [JOL 2:20]  

nya'aŋa   See main entry: nya'aŋ3. back, after, east, after, backwards, outside, beyond, descendants, followers, last. 
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nya'aŋaa   See main entry: nya'aŋ3. back, after, east, after, backwards, outside, beyond, descendants, followers, last. 

nya'aŋe   See main entry: nya'aŋ3. back, after, east, after, backwards, outside, beyond, descendants, followers, last. 

nya'aŋi1   See main entry: nya'aŋ3. back, after, east, after, backwards, outside, beyond, descendants, followers, last. 

nya'aŋi2   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nya'ar   Form: nya'a1. Variant: nyada. Form: nya'a-3. n. 1 • a root (of plant, tree). O gǤs nya'ar kanǫ puug suor la; ki'eb 

ayi' ma'aa ka o ki'igi li. He looked at the root which crossed the path, and with just two blows he severed it. 

[Trouble] (o) niŋ nya'ar la kaaki kǤlțg kanǫ yul biig la biankimpiiungțn la. he put the root in the khaki bag 
hanging on the boy's shoulder. [Trouble] Mid ka tuŋ si'a bǫǫ ya sțțgin tțm yǫlbǫ'ǫd kaŋa buudi ka li na nwǫnǫ 

nya'ar kanǫ an yabid ka tǤi hali nǫ. 'This would be like a root that grows to be a bitter and poisonous plant.'. [DEU 

29:18] zțnzțnr kena Ǥnb tuŋ la nya'a ka li zǫndigi kțdig 'a worm attacked the plant, and it died'. [JON 4:7] 
Tikpiilima nya'a nǫ kǤnbkpiilima gbana ka ba mǤri kǫt ka Sțntaana maliaka bǫ'ǫd na'ab la mǤri ti namisid 

dunia kaŋa ni. They use the roots of dead trees and the skins of dead animals to make Satan the king of evil 

angels afflict us in this world. [Three-Problems] M san'ami ba wala linǫ bǫǫ agǤla la nǫ ba nya'a linǫ bǫ teŋin la. 
'I destroyed his fruit above and his roots below.'. [AMO 2:9] Tiis yțda nǫ ba vaand nǫ ba wila nǫ ba nyada ... The 
names of trees, and their leaves and their branches and their roots ... [in list]. [Trees] Colloc: ba'2 nya'a ‘put down 
roots’. Ban sǫǫ ba naae bǫǫ bțdi ba, ka ba bǤǤd nya'a ba'ab la 'No sooner are they planted, no sooner are they 

sown, no sooner do they take root in the ground'. [ISA 40:24] Colloc: tu1 X nya'a ‘revolt, plot against X’. 
2 • 'herbal' medicine, traditional medicine. Note: using various ingredients, not just literal 'roots'.  Ninsieba tun'e ti'eb 

nǫ nya'a ka di'e yǤǤd ka li ka' bǫ'ǫdǫ, ba nya'a la ya'a sid anǫ nya'asțma. Some people can heal with herbal 
cures and receive fees, and this is not bad as long as their herbal medicines are really good ones. [Trouble] 
See: da-nya'a. 

nya'as1   v. to suborn, persuade people to support a party. maanmaannib kpǫǫmnam la nya'as nidib bǫdegț ka ba yǫl 

Pailet ye, “Yisim Barabbas n tisi ti, ka kǫ Yesu.” 'the chief priests incited the crowd to ask' "Release Barabbas 
for us, not Jesus." [MRK 15:11] 

nya'as2   See main entry: -nya'aŋ1. female. 

nya'as3   See main entry: nya'aŋ3. back, after, east, after, backwards, outside, beyond, descendants, followers, last. 

nya'as4   See main entry: -nya'aŋ2. old. 

nya'e   Variant: nya'a2. Form: nya'ad1. v. to compete with. AnǤ'Ǥn lǫm bǫ na nyaŋi nya'ad nǫ man na'am yǫla? Who 

else is there who can compete with me for the chieftaincy? [Trees] fț diis bane nya'ad nǫ ti la nyan 'you put our 
adversaries to shame.'. [PSA 44:7] 

nyain   Variant: nyainnǫ; nyainnǫǫ; nyain-nyain. adv. 1 • bright, clear, light. Li pț yuugǫ ka fita la niee dǤǤgțn la 

nyain It was not long before the lamps lit up the room brightly. [Fire] Winnig la daa nienǫ nyain ka Akudbil yi yiŋ. 
The sun was shining brightly when Akudbil left home. [Electricity] tǤ'ǤtǤ yim ka ZugsǤb maliak nie o mǫŋ ka 

nǫǫsim nie nyain dǤǤgin la. 'Suddenly an angel of the Lord appeared and a light shone in the cell.'. [ACT 12:7] Ka 

ZugsǤb girima la nie nyain bǫǫ anina. 'The dazzling light of the Lord's presence came down on the mountain.'. 

[EXO 24:16] 
2 • clean, pure. Li anǫ ku'okanǫ bǫ bin'isimin la ma'aa an nyain ka tisid bilia laafi. Only the liquid in 

breast-milk is pure and gives the baby health. [Breastfeeding] Sțțm nǤǤr ayi' daar wțsa ka mǫ yǫǫd fubanǫ an 

nyain. Bathe twice a day and wear clean clothes. [Womens-Health] Kǫl ka fț yir wțsa an nyain Make sure your 
whole house is clean. [Trachoma] Sțțsa la nǫ baŋgidanam la mǫ da anǫ nyain ka papafunam kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb 

pǫ'ǫl. The sponges and toilets were also clean, and supplied with separate towels. [Jealousy] O ya'a lǫb na nyǫnǫ ka 

li piis nyain maal vǫnliŋaa digil 'So it goes back' to look 'and finds the house clean and tidy.'. [LUK 11:25] Ya 

piesidi ya laas nǫ bțtiis nya'aŋ ka ba an nyain 'You clean the outside of the cup and dish'. [MAT 23:25] NǤkim 

bțnkǤnbid banǫ an nyain ka ba mǤri maan malima la ayǤpǤi-pǤi 'Take with you seven pairs of each kind of 

ritually clean animal'. [GEN 7:2] Lit: clean and they use to sacrifice. NǤkimi bantabig linǫ an nyain vilig o zug. 
'Put a clean turban on his head.'. [ZEC 3:5] ye ya an nyain ka taal ka'asigǫ 'so that you may become blameless and 
pure'. [PHP 2:15] Wina'am pțn pa'al man ye m da buol nid ye dian'ad sǤb bǫǫ onǫ ka' nyainnǫ. 'God has shown 
me that I should not call any man impure or unclean'. [ACT 10:28] Cpart: dian'ad1, dian'ad2, dian' ‘dirt, dirty, 

be/make dirty’. AnǤ'Ǥn na nyaŋi yis bțn dinǫ an nyain dian'ad pțțginǫ? 'Who can bring what is pure from the 
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impure?'. [JOB 14:4] 
3 • completely, precisely. pu'a la pin'ili nwǫ'ǫd tep ka li yit nyain. the woman started to play recorded music and 

it could be heard well. [Electricity] Di sțŋidnǫ bu'od bugum la paŋ ka di pț gu'udi li nyainǫ. They help to reduce 
the force of the electricity but are not a complete protection. [Electricity] Na'ab la daa yț'țn pț'țs na'asaabugum 

tțma ni dau la nǫ on kena tu'as nyain ka ba gban'e li gbin la. The Chief asked the electricity service man to 

come and explain it clearly so that they could understand. [Electricity] O da pț gi'igǫ ka yǫli ba nyain ye Israel n 

niŋid si'em la ka' li kǤn' nǫ teŋ banǫ gilig o la He was not afraid to tell them clearly that what Israel was doing 
was not different from the surrounding countries. [AMO [Introduction]] Kadiminǫ ba kțț ba ka san'ami ba nyain! 
'Pursue, kill and completely destroy them'. [JER 50:21] M zuanama, kǫlli ka m ansigi tu'asi ya nyain ti yaab na'ab 

David yǫla. My friends, let me speak frankly about David. [ACT 2:29] Yǫlimi ba ye ba maalimi ba mǫŋ nyain gur 

bǫkanǫ nied la 'Tell them to be ready tomorrow'. [JOS 7:13] gik bǫǫ bidțg zilim na lak ka o pian'ad nyain-nyain 
'the stammering tongue will be fluent'. [ISA 32:4] Wina'am, bǤ ka fț zan'asi ti nyainnǫ? 'Why have you rejected us 
forever, O God?'. [PSA 74:1] man nǫ on ǫǫnti kpa' nǫ taaba ka m pian'adi tisid o nyain-nyain, ka' nǫ siilimaa. 
'With him I speak face to face, clearly and not in riddles'. [NUM 12:8] fț mǫŋ pțn wțm Asiria Na'abi tțm si'el 

tembama la ni; o san'ami ba nyain-nyain. 'You yourself must have heard what the kings of Assyria have done 
to all countries: they utterly destroyed them.'. [2KI 19:11] Sim: sțm, kasi ‘sanctified, consecrated [in New 
Testament]’. o Siig Kasi kǫ ka ba an sțm nyain 'consecrated by the Holy Spirit'. [ROM 15:15-16] 
See: amaalim-mǫŋ-nyain. 

nyainnǫ   See main entry: nyain. light, clean, precisely. 

nyainnǫǫ  See main entry: nyain. light, clean, precisely. 

nyain-nyain   See main entry: nyain. light, clean, precisely. 

nyak [C]   Form: nyagis. n. antelope [sp.] prob. gazelle (Moore yãka/yãgse ) ? Eudorcas rufifrons. 

nyalim1   Form: nyalimid. v. to astonish, cause to experience wonder. Kem tuon, nǫ fțn nyalimid nidib si'emnǫ fț 

sǤnpțt nǫ fț ba'akǤlțg tțțma 'Keep on, then, with your magic spells and with your many sorceries'. [ISA 47:12] 
See: -nyalțŋ. 

nyalim-2   See main entry: nyalțŋ2. wonder. 

-nyalima1   See main entry: -nyalțŋ1. wonderful. 

nyalima2   See main entry: nyalțŋ2. wonder. 

nyalimaa   See main entry: nyalțŋ2. wonder. 

nyalimid   See main entry: nyalim1. astonish. 

-nyalțŋ1   Form: -nyalima1. adj. wonderful, significant. Asumbul daa zi' ye pu'a nyalțŋ la ka' nǤǤr la li anǫ sǤ' da pǤ 

nǤbǫ'ǫdi tis o Spider didn't know that Wonderwoman had no mouth because. [Wonderwoman] Pu'anyaluŋ la yț'țn 

da kpa'adi Birago mǫŋ san'an na. Then the wonderful woman faced Birago herself. [Trouble] Ba Tika la 

yǫlnyalțŋ yinne anǫ on na tun'e kǫ ka ba fǤn baanlim One remarkable thing with their teacher was that he 
could make them keep quiet. [Trouble] ba kț lǫn nyǫ tțțm nyalțŋ si'a, asǫǫ Wina'am nǤdi'es Jona tțțm nyalțŋ 

la ma'aa. 'the only sign that will be given it is the sign of Jonah.'. [LUK 11:29] li niŋ o nǫ yǫlnyalima on wțm ye 

bugum ditti ba yin la. she was amazed to hear that there was a fire in their house. [Fire] Teŋgban banǫ da kǫ ka 

ban'anyalima gban'e Egipt dim pipirigin la. 'They are the gods who struck the Egyptians with all kinds of 
plagues in the desert.'. [1SA 4:8] M na maal bțnnyalima agǤl ka maal zanbina dunia zug. 'I will show wonders 
in the heaven above and signs on the earth below'. [ACT 2:19] Li ye li nǤk saŋa wala ka yǫlnyalima bama naan 

maalǫ? 'How long will it be before these astonishing things are fulfilled?'. [DAN 12:6] Colloc: nyalțŋin ‘by 

wonderful’; Syn: -kilțŋ1; Sim: kilțŋ2. sǤ' mǫ pț lǫn tțm tțțmnyalima nǫ kilima zanbina wțț ZugsǤb la da 

tțm o ka o tțm 'No other prophet has ever done miracles and wonders like those that the Lord sent Moses to 
perform'. [DEU 34:11] See: nyalim1; nyalțŋ2; bțnnyalțŋ. 

nyalțŋ2   Form: nyalima2. Variant: nyalimaa. Form: nyalim-2. n. a wonder (wonderful thing or event). Li maal nǫ nwǫnnǫ 

nyalțŋ nǫ; hali ka baa nǤbil pț kpǫlim. It was like a miracle; so that not even a single chick was left. [You-Hear?] 
Li na tun'e tulis biig la nini ka o gǤsid nyalima nyalima It can invert the child's eyes so that he sees strange 
things. [Iodine] Nidib banǫ wțsa bǫ Jerusalem nwa' baŋi ba nyalima tțțm tita'ar la yǫla. Ti kț tun'e ki'isi lii. 
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'Everyone in Jerusalem knows that this extraordinary miracle has been performed by them, and we cannot deny it.'. 

[ACT 4:16] Nyalima na bǫ winnigin nǫ nwadigin nǫ nwadbibisin. 'There will be strange things happening to the 

sun, the moon, and the stars.'. [LUK 21:25] you may ya wǤ'Ǥg on kanǫ yisi ya likinǫ lǫbis nǫǫsim linǫ an nyalima 
'declare the praises of him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light'. [1PE 2:9] o anǫ ya Wina'am onǫ 

tțm nyalim titada banǫ mǤr dabiem 'he is your God, who performed for you those great and awesome wonders'. 

[DEU 10:21] Fț na nyǫ nyalim banǫ gat nǫ'ǫŋa. 'You will see much greater things than this!'. [JHN 1:50] Nwa' anǫ 

ZugsǤb la niŋi li ka ti nyǫ ka li an nyalimaa ti nini ni. 'the Lord has done this, and it is marvellous in our eyes’'. 
[MRK 12:11] Syn: bțnnyalțŋ, nyalțŋ2. onǫ maan nyalima nǫ kilima arezana nǫ dunia wțsa ni 'he performs 
signs and wonders in the heavens and on the earth'. [DAN 6:27] See: -nyalțŋ1. 

nyamis   Variant: nyamisi. n. sexual immorality. Di'ema la n sa pțdig yț'țŋ la ba yț'țn sa kpǫn'ǫnǫ nyamis tțțma. 
When the party went on into the middle of the night they got into immoral behaviour. [You-Heard?] fț ni ka banǫ 

dit ba'abanǫ bǫ zuor zug diib la bǫ, ka tțm nyamis tțțma 'in you are those who eat at the mountain shrines 
and commit lewd acts'. [EZK 22:9] Fț pț zaŋ nyamisi paas tțțmkisa banǫ ka fț pțn tțm la zugǤǤ? 'Why did 

you add sexual immorality to all the other disgusting things you did?'. [EZK 16:43] pu'akanǫ mǤr nyamisi bǫlisid 

nǫ pian'amalisa 'the loose woman with her smooth words'. [PRO 2:16 [draft]] Note: published Bible has pu'agǤǤndir for 

pu'akanǫ mǤr nyamisi 

nyamisi   See main entry: nyamis. sexual immorality. 

-nyammir   adj. determined, resolute. Amaa Goma anǫ pu'anyammir; o mi' on na niŋ si'em paam on bǤǤd si'el. But 
Goma was a determined woman; he knew what she would do to get what she wanted. [Trouble] 

nyan1   Variant: yan; nyannǫ; yannǫ; nyane; nyannǫǫ; yannǫǫ. Form: nyan-2. n. shame. Ti ya'a nyaŋi bǫ bǫllim kaŋaa, 

nyan nǫ fara na lalli ti If we were able to live this sort of life, shame and poverty would be far from us! [You-Heard?] 
Kpǫǫm nyan anǫ gaamis. When a senior is put to shame, he becomes mad. [Proverb 227] ka ba ans kekaŋ vaandi 

maali sǤǤn lusi ba nyan and they picked figtree leaves and made loincloths to cover their shame. [GEN 3:7] Li anǫ 

nyan nǫ yanamǫ kǫ ka li kpa' tilas ye m sǤb anwana la. It is to your shame that you make it necessary for me to 

write like this. [1CO 15:34] sieba mǫ ya'a ti bǫ bunibin ka fțn bǫ gbǫǫmin, li anǫ nyan if some people are busy 
harvesting and you are busy sleeping, it is shameful. [PRO 10:5] O ... mi' ye ban'as la na mǤr nyannǫ kǫn o san'an 
She knew that the disease would bring shame on her. [AIDS-II] Adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ ya'a gaad tuon, nyannǫ dǤl, 

amaa a-sie-m-mǫŋ mǤri ya'am kenna. 'When pride comes, then comes disgrace, but with humility comes 

wisdom.'. [PRO 11:2] Goma da niŋ yadda ye dau ya'a di yannǫ, o mǫŋ pțtǫn'ǫr kț bas o Goma believed that if 
a man had a sense of shame, his conscience would remaining with him. [Trouble] sǫǫ ka nidib pian' ban'as la yǫl 

ka da zǤt yannǫ people have to speak about the disease and not be embarrassed. [AIDS-I] ti na yǫl ye ti diis 

Wina'am yannǫǫ? are we going to say that we put God to shame? [Bible-Study] Nyangiŋ sǤn'oe nyanwǤk. A short 
shame is better than long shame. [Wealth-Is-Power] Colloc: nya ‘in/into/from shame’. Wina'am yisim nyannin! 'God 

has taken away my disgrace'. [GEN 30:23] Colloc: X di1 nyan, nyan di1 X ‘X is (a)shamed’. Banǫ maan bada la 

wțsa na di nyan 'Those who make idols will all be ashamed'. [ISA 45:16] o na di nyan ka lu Sțntaana bǫndigin 
'he will ... be disgraced and fall into the Devil's trap'. [1TI 3:7] Da kǫ ka onǫ pț tțm bǫ'ǫd la di nyannǫ, kǫl ka o 

di bțțd. Don't let the one who has not done wrong be shamed, let him be declared innocent. [1KI 8:32] nyan di 

tinam banǫ an Juda dim nǫ Jerusalem nidib nǫ Israel nidib wțsa banǫ bǫ yamma bǫǫ lalli 'we are covered 
with shame – the men of Judah and people of Jerusalem and all Israel, both near and far'. [DAN 9:7] Colloc: nyan 

kpǫn' X ‘X is (a)shamed’. kǫl ka nyan kpǫn'ǫf nǫ fț tțțm bǫ'ǫd la. you should be ashamed of your bad 
behaviour. [AIDS-II] Colloc: diis X nyan ‘make X ashamed’. li kț sțŋ nǫ o kpi'ețŋ la, ka diis o bi'emnam nyan 

ma'aa nǫ it wouldn't help his strength, but only put his enemies to shame. [Trouble] ban naan diisinǫ ba nyan la as 
they put them to shame for a long time. [ISA 61:7] Colloc: zǤ nyan ‘be ashamed [lit. run/feel shame]’. Ba da pț zǤ 

nyan nǫ ban na mǤǤl Kristo nǫ o kum la yǫla They were not ashamed to preach about Christ and his death. 
[Bible-Study] sansa si'a la o daa na zǤǤn nyan nǫ on na sǤns nwa' yǫla nǫ o bipumis la in the past he would have 

been embarrassed to speak about this to his daughters. [AIDS-I] Dau la nǫ o pu'a la da anǫ biel, ka mǫ pț zǤt 

nyannǫ. 'The man and his wife were both naked, and they felt no shame.'. [GEN 2:25] Ka o gǤs o nǫ yan zǤǤr. He 
looked at her with embarrassment. [Trouble] Colloc: niŋ nǤbraug nyan ‘scarper, run for it’. Note: "A figure of speech 

which means ‘a shame/disgrace to the toe’ i.e. I had to speed up otherwise I would be caught and put to shame." [MA] M da 

lǤbig saafibiis la bas ka niŋ nǤbrațg nyan, amaa saŋkaŋa ba gban'amnǫ ziim nǫ muug. I threw away the 
keys and sprinted off, but then I was caught redhanded. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: zufa'asim, zuziid, zuziig ‘disgrace’. 
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ba naar wțsa anǫ nyan nǫ zufa'asim 'They die ... worn out by a life of disgrace'. [JOB 36:14] ka nyan mǫ ken nǫ 

zuziid. 'and with shame comes disgrace.'. [PRO 18:3] o sǤb mǤri nyan nǫ zuziigi kenna. that is a person 'who 
brings shame and disgrace.'. [PRO 19:26] 

nyan-2   See main entry: nyan1. shame. 

nyane   See main entry: nyan1. shame. 

nyannǫ   See main entry: nyan1. shame. 

nyannǫǫ   See main entry: nyan1. shame. 

nyanzǤǤr   Variant: yanzɔɔr; nyanzǤǤri. n. embarrassment, shame. Ka o gǤs o nǫ yanzɔɔr. And he looked at her in 

embarrassment. [Trouble] Ka Ama ken nǫ nyanzǤǤri kpa'ad o Tika kțdțg la san'an. Ama went shyly over to 
meet her old teacher. [Trouble] See: nyan; zǤ. 

nyanzǤǤri   See main entry: nyanzǤǤr. embarrassment. 

nyaŋ1   Variant: nyaŋǫ; nyaŋǫǫ; nyaŋi; nya'aŋi2; ya'aŋi. Form: nyaŋid. Variant: nyaŋidi. Form: nyaŋidin. 
Form: nyaŋimini!. Form: nyaŋin. Form: nyaŋinǫ. Variant: nyaŋini. Form: nyaŋir2. Variant: yaŋir3; nyaŋirǫ; 

nyaŋiri. v. 1 • to conquer, defeat. O da nyǫ o pțtǫn'ǫrin ka o mǤǤd ye zǤ ka bas pu'anyaluŋ la amaa ka o paŋ 

nyaŋ o. He thought that if he put in some effort he could run away from wonderwoman, but she was stronger than 
he was. [Trouble] Nǫ'ǫŋa anǫ on da nyaŋ Sihon Amor dim na'ab la nya'aŋ 'This was after he had defeated Sihon 
king of the Amorites'. [DEU 1:4] Li ka' ... ba zaba la'ad ka ba da nǤki nyaŋǫ 'nor did their arm bring them victory'. 

[PSA 44:3] Saŋkaŋa nar ye ti nyaŋ mǤǤg la ka o nyaan nyaŋif. At that time we have to overcome the weeds or 

they will end up defeating us. [Trouble] ba na nyaŋi ba bi'emnam wțsa ka faaǫn ba tǫǫns they 'will take 
possession of the cities of their enemies'. [GEN 22:17] Lit: defeat their enemies and take over their towns. Ba nu'us 

ya'aŋi tțțmbǫ'ǫd tțțma 'They are all experts at doing evil.'. [MIC 7:3] O gu'udi ti bǫ'ǫdin, ka sțŋidi ti tisidi ti 

paŋ ka ti nyaŋid tțțmbǫ'ǫd. He protects us from evil and helps us and gives us strength to defeat sin. [Bible-Study] 
Ti lǫn nyaŋidi ba nǫ nwǫnǫ tinam ǫǫnti nyaŋid si'em la! 'We are defeating them as before'. [JDG 20:32] Li sțm 

aannǫ ye fț tǤn teŋ la nǤǤr anu bǫǫ ayuobț; lin ka fț naan nyaŋin Aram dim la li' ba wțsa. 'You should have 
struck the ground five or six times; then you would have defeated Aram and completely destroyed it.'. [2KI 13:19] 
nyaŋimini ba ka sț'țg o teŋ la. 'Now begin to conquer and possess his land.'. [DEU 2:31] Adu kțkǤr la da mǤr 

nyaŋir Adu's voice prevailed. [Trouble] Yțțm tisi ZugsǤb la, bǤzugǤ onǫ nyaŋ nyaŋir ka nar nǫ girima 'Sing to 
the Lord, because he has won a glorious victory'. [EXO 15:21] Abija na'am saŋa la Jeroboam da pț maligim nyǫ 

nyaŋirǫ While Abijah was king, Jeroboam was never victorious again. [2CH 13:20] ZugsǤb la kǫ ka Israel dim la 

paam nyaŋiri kadi ba 'The Lord gave the Israelites victory over them'. [JOS 11:8] 
2 • to be able. ka mam mǫ na nyaŋ di nasaar yaarim bǫǫ? and can I, too, eat iodised salt? [Iodine] Fț ya'a na nyaŋ, 

fțn da'ami li. If you can, you buy it. [RUT 4:4] HIV-Ees ban'a la bǫnǫ ziimin ka na nyaŋi yi sǤ' san'anǫ lǤ'Ǥŋ sǤ' 

ka li dǤlnǫ ziimin The HIV-AIDS disease is in the blood and can pass from one person to infect another through 
the blood. [AIDS-I] Ayei, ti kț nyaŋǫ No, 'We can't'. [GEN 29:8] Na'anama ayi' ya'a daa pț nyaŋ oo, tinam na 

nyaŋǫǫ? 'If two kings could not resist him, how can we?'. [2KI 10:4] ya gaafara, ka mam sa lǫbnǫ ka m ma 

ningbiŋ sa pț malisa lin kǫ ka m sa pț nyaŋi kena la. I'm sorry, I went back yesterday and my mother wasn't 
well, which is why I couldn't come yesterday. [Akelsa] teŋ kanǫ bǫ kțkțn zug kț nya'aŋi su'aa. a town which is 
on a hill cannot be hidden. [Bible-Study] fț na nyaŋi gban'e akǤn'Ǥs nǫ nu'ug 'a lizard can be caught with the hand'. 

[PRO 30:28] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi gǤs nimbabig bama wțsa? 'who is able to govern this great people ... ?'. [2CH 1:10] 
Asida ka yț'țŋ sakur na nyaŋi kǫ ka dau pțn'ǫ anwaa? Is it true that the literacy class with make a man become 
this rotten? (MA). Ayinne ya'a lu, o tiraan na nyaŋi sțŋ o ka o duoe. 'If one falls down, his friend can help him 
up.'. [ECC 4:10] Kǫl ka m zi'en zin'ikanǫ ka m na nyaŋi babil zan'antǤlbanǫ ti'e pț'țsim dǤǤg la 'Put me where 
I can feel the pillars that support the temple'. [JDG 16:26] M pa'ad la  mǤr bugum pamm ka mǫ mǤr nyǤ'Ǥsi 

nyaŋidi kat dumis. My bark makes plenty of fire and the smoke can repel mosquitoes. [Trees] Sieba ye ban pț 

nyaŋidi gban'adi ba mǫŋa Some say they can't control themselves. [AIDS-II] Moses nu'us gǫn ka pț lǫn nyaŋidi 

țkid dansaar la 'Moses arms grew tired' and he could no longer hold up the staff. [EXO 17:12] li ya'a nyaŋidin, ya 

daa naan kpigi ya mǫŋ nini tisinim. 'you would have taken out your own eyes, if you could, and given them to 

me'. [GAL 4:15] Li ya'a na nyaŋinǫ, m lǫǫ naan lǫbin nǫ tembilin la If it were possible, I would go back to my 
village. [Trouble] Sim: tun'e. See: nyaŋir. 
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nyaŋ-2   See main entry: nyaŋir1. victory. 

nyaŋǫ   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋǫǫ   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋi   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋid   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋidi   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋidin   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋimini!   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋin   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋinǫ   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋini   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋir1   Variant: yaŋir2. Form: nyaŋ-2. n.  Note: verbal noun of nyaŋ as noun.     victory.   Ka ZugsǤb la kǫ ka ba nyaŋ 

nyaŋtita'ar. 'The Lord gave him a great victory.'. [2CH 11:14] Lit: let him conquer with a great victory. See: nyaŋ1. 

nyaŋir2   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋirǫ   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋiri   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

nyaŋțn   loc. south. Ba zǤnǫ sig Ghana teŋir (nyaŋțn) ka li ka'anǫ ba nyǫ ligidi kooko ni ma'anǫ,  amaa ba la'an 

pi'isidnǫ gțțr. They escaped down to lower (south) Ghana, not just to get money from cocoa(-farming), but also 

picking cola. [Trouble] Note: gțțr emendation for original gțr [TN] Yanam banǫ bǫ nyaŋțn kpǫ' la zi' kǤ'Ǥm bǤzugǤ 

ya tan'am la mǤr kț'țlțm hali ka saa ya'a pț nii, ya mǤr baŋki nǫ boodia nǫ bțnwanna. You here in the 
south don't experience famine, because your soil is very fertile if it doesn't rain you still have cassava, plantain and 

fruit. [Trouble] Goma nǫ Mansa da gț'țŋi ba nyaŋțn la ken ka fǫndigi keŋ Salaga Goma and Mansa were 
unsuccessful in their trip to the south, so they turned back to Salaga. [Trouble] 

nyaa1   ptc. [emphasizer of command]. Da nuud daam kțțnǫ nyaa 'Do not get drunk on wine'. [EPH 5:18] amaa da laligi 

nyaa! 'but you must not go very far'. [EXO 8:28] 

nyaab   See main entry: nyaae2. burrow. 

nyaad   See main entry: nyaae2. burrow. 

nyaadig   n. a 'G-string', thong, woman's cache-sexe. 

nyaadnǫ   See main entry: nyaae2. burrow. 

nyaae1   v. to wrap. NǤŋdaan la daa di'e o nyabiri nyaae, yț'țn ken ... lǫbid o yin nǫ o lieŋ. The poor man got his 

loincloth and put it on, and then went ... back home, with his adze. [You-Heard?] O daa tǫǫgi li vuguri ka nyaae o 

nu'ugț kpǫn'ǫs sapu'ad nu'ugțn la. He pulled it once and cupped his hand round the injury. [Trouble] Lit: made 

a tunnel of his hand and put the injury into the hand. Fiilnam la da maal si'em la da nwǫnǫ ba nǤknǫ yinne 

nyaae li tiraan pțțgin nǫ 'Each appeared to be made like a wheel intersecting a wheel.'. [EZK 1:16 ( = 10:10)] 

nyaae2   Form: nyaad. Form: nyaadnǫ. Form: nyaab. v. to burrow. Kǫli ka ti nyaae nvǤt. Let's dig holes. [Kittens+Mice] Ba 

tuudnǫ ka nyaad vǤnya tampiinsin la 'He tunnels through the rock'. [JOB 28:10] Kuug onǫ ka' daan nyaadnǫ ka 

ǫnti o tu'or. The mouse with no master tunnels and fills the hole up himself. [Proverb 234] Haya, ka ba bas ligidi 

la la'asțg ka yț'țn duoe nǫ nvǤt nyaab. Hey! The stopped collecting money and devoted themselves to 
tunnelling holes. [Kittens+Mice] 

nyaam   See main entry: nyaan. then. 

nyaan   Variant: naan6; yaan2; nyaam. adv. afterwards, finally, then. M na bǫ anina daba anu ka nyaan kul na, alazugǤ 

di'em dǤǤd la wțsa saafi-biisi nwa I will be there five days before I come home, so here are the keys of all the 
rooms. [You-Heard?] biig la mu'a bin'isir yinne la naae ka fț nyaan tis o ayinne la. when the baby has finished 
sucking one breast you give it the other one. [Breastfeeding] nu fțn bǤǤd si'el nannanna ka dabis ban nyaan 
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paana drink what you want now, and those days will eventually come. [Asaasim] Biig la daa kpǫlim sibiti la ni 

daba ayǤpǤi ka ba nyaan yis o. The child stayed in the hospital for seven days and then they discharged him. 

[Electricity] a-sie-m-mǫŋi gat tuon ka na'asi nyaan dǤl 'humility comes before honour'. [PRO 15:33] Li nar ka ti 

namis yiiga ka naan kpǫn' Wina'am na'amin. 'We must go through many hardships to enter the kingdom of 
God'. [ACT 14:22] Levi da anǫ yțma kǤbiga nǫ pistan' nǫ ayǤpǤi (137) ka naan kpi. 'Levi lived 137 years.'. [EXO 

6:16] Suor kae ka ba na mǤŋ pțkǤǤnr o sid bǫǫ o pu'a faarǫ, hali baa o sǤb ya'a pț digil nǤǤr ka nyaam kpii. 
'A spouse shall not be deprived of a reasonable provision out of the estate of a deceased spouse whether or not the 

spouse died having made a will'. [Constitution] O arig ki la nǫ ka nyaam bugis kariyaama la. She crushes the 
grain and grinds it into coarse flour. [House+Farm] Banǫ gur za'anǤya la ya'a nam bǫǫ ba tțțma ni, ban yǤǤm 

za'anǤya la ka bǤ datitada puug ka zaam yaan ma'ae. 'have them shut the doors and bar them' 'before the 
guards went off duty at sunset.'. [NEH 7:3] 

nyǫ   Variant: nye; nya; nyǫǫ; nyee. Form: nyǫnǫ. Variant: nyene; nyǫǫnnǫ2. Form: nyǫt. Variant: nyet; nyǫta; nyeta; 

nyetaa; nyǫti; nyeti. Form: nyǫtnǫ. Form: nyǫtin. Form: nyǫm!. Variant: nyem. Form: nyǫǫn3. Variant: nyǫǫni. 

Form: nyǫǫb. Variant: nyeeb; nyǫǫbǤ; nyeebo; nyǫǫr. Form: nyǫya. Variant: nyǫ ya; nyǫyaa; nyǫ yaa. v. 1 • to see. 
Pț nyǫ saa kțțbo, ka nyǫ saa niib. Didn't see rain threatening, but saw rain falling. [Proverb 229] O da zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ 

yi ye sǤ'ǤsǤ da nyǫ o. He ran out quickly so that nobody should see him. [Jealousy] o gǤsi gǤs ka pț nyǫ sǤ' anina 

babaa 'Glancing this way and that and seeing no one'. [EXO 2:12] fț ya'a nyǫ fț kpi'a naaf bǫǫ o pǫ'og ka o 

bǤdigid 'If you see your brother's ox or sheep straying'. [DEU 22:1] man na yǫl ye ya kǫ ka ti nya nvǤt ka ti ya'a 

ǫǫnti wțm dammirǫǫ ti na zǤǤ kpǫ'. I would say that we get holes and if we hear a sound we escape into them. 

[Kittens+Mice] Man fǫndig ye m gǤs dammir la yit zin'isi'a na la, m nyǫnǫ dau n mǤr ta'adkțgțs zin'is ayi' o 

nu'usin. I turned to see where the disturbance was coming from, and saw a man with two pairs of shoes in his 
hands. [Shoeshine-Boy] O ya'a lǫb na nyǫnǫ ka li piis nyain maal vǫnliŋaa digil 'So it goes back' to look 'and finds 

the house clean and tidy.'. [LUK 11:25] Alaa fț kʋlim bǤǤdi fț nyǫǫnimmǫ ... Kʋlin gǤsimaa? So you just want to 

see me? ... Just look at me? [Trouble] M pț nyǫǫnif ka fț bǫǫn o san'an olif tiisin laa? 'Didn't I see you with him 

in the olive grove?'. [JHN 18:26] M nyǫǫnnǫ wǫbaa.... o pa'a katimmǫ ... o bǤǤd o kțțnim mǫ ...' I saw a leopard 
... it was chasing me ... it wanted to kill me. [Trouble] Tinamǫ da paae Ankara la m da pț tis sida nǫ man nyǫt 

si'el la. When we got to Accra I didn't believe what I was seeing. [Shoeshine-Boy] Daakanǫ ka Yesu bu tanni bțlig 

zu'om la nini ka o nyǫt la daa anǫ Jew dim Vț'țsțm Daar. 'The day that Jesus made the mud and cured him of 

his blindness was a Sabbath.'. [JHN 9:14] Li niŋ wala ka fț yț'țn nyǫta? 'How is it that you can now see?'. [JHN 9:10] 
fț sid la bǫn'ǫdnǫ, fț pț nyǫtaa? your husband is ill, don't you see? [AIDS-I] Onǫ maal nif la pț nyǫtaa? 'Does he 
who formed the eye not see?'. [PSA 94:9] AnǤ'Ǥnnam ka Amus pț nyǫti ba nifǤ? Whose eyes could the cats not 
see? [Kittens+Mice] Note: or 'Who could the cats not see with their eyes?' Ya'a ka' ala, ba naan nyǫǫn nǫ ba nini, ka 

wțmin nǫ ba tțba, ka baŋin nǫ ba pțtǫnda 'Otherwise, their eyes would see, their ears would hear, their minds 
would understand'. [ACT 28:2] Yeboah nyǫǫb yiiga la ka o gǤs bipuŋ la At first sight, Yeboah looked at the girl. 

[Trouble] Yțțm bama ni wțsa o pț gu'oe Ama nyǫǫbǤ. All those years he never failed to see Ama. [Trouble] 
Du'anyǫǫr, kpiim kǫǫnr. 'You can't take it with you when you go.'. [Proverb 192] Lit: Birth getting, death leaving.. 
man tțm tțțm si'a la man nyǫya ka wțm bțmbama. in my sort of work I have seen and heard this sort of thing. 
[AIDS-II] Ya nyǫya nǫ ya mǫŋ nini ZugsǤb la tțm si'el Baal Peor teŋin la. 'You saw with your own eyes what the 
Lord did at Baal Peor.'. [DEU 4:3] Ti nyǫ ya ka di kasǫt ye ti Ba' Wina'am tțm o Biig na 'we have seen and testify 
that the Father has sent his Son'. [1JN 4:14] Asaan ki'a kuŋ ye "Fț nyǫyaa!" Asaan cried out "You see!" [AIDS-II] Ya 

nyǫ yaa? Do you see? [Kittens+Mice] Ya nyǫ yaa, ninsaal tțțma na kǫ ka o lieb pțpielim sǤb Wina'am tuon 
'You see, then, that it is by people's actions that they are put right with God'. [JAS 2:24] Colloc: gǤs ... nyǫ ‘look and 
see’. O gǤs Ayaab nindaa nyǫ ka o sțnfu duoe. He looked into Ayaab's face and get angry. [Electricity] O gǤsi 

nyǫ ka di anǫ o zua Ayaab biribiŋ He looked and saw that it was his friend Ayaab's son. [Electricity] O pț gǤsi 

nyǫǫ o bieya nǫ o pitiba 'He did not recognize his brothers or acknowledge his own children'. [DEU 33:9] Etym: 
OV1 *NYA ; OV2 *WA/I ; OVN *NYE ; GS1 *NA/E ; vc2 * na ; CG *nyia (n~l) ; PB jànk ("catch, 
receive"). 
2 • to look like, appear. Ban daa duoe bǫogțn asuba la, ka winnig tu'al ku'om la, Moab dim la da bǫ zin'isi'a 

la ba da nyǫti li ka li nwǫnǫ ziim nǫ. 'When they got up early in the morning, the sun was shining on the water. 
To the Moabites across the way, the water looked red – like blood.'. [2KI 3:22] 
3 • to obtain, get. m ya'a ti bț' o ka o yi, m kț lǫn nyǫ pu'a. If I beat her and she leaves me, I won't get another 

wife. [Billygoat] Hali ye o ya'a ti pț nyǫ yǤǤ, ba kț mugus o. Even if he hasn't got anything to pay, they won't 
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bother him (for payment). [Billygoat] Alasid daar wțsa, sǤ' wțsa yisim zemis on tțm nyǫ ligid si'a digil 'Every 

Sunday each of you must put aside some money, in proportion to what you have earned'. [1CO 16:2] Ninsaal ya'a 

nyǫ dunia bțna wțsa ka kǤ'Ǥŋ o nyǤvțrǫ, li nyǤǤd an bǤ? 'What good is it for a man to gain the whole world, 
and yet lose or forfeit his very self?'. [LUK 9:25] Ya kț nyǫ arezaka. 'You will not prosper.'. [2CH 24:20] Lin da nwǫ' 

kǫrefa atan' la m da kaali nyǫnǫ yǤn tusa atan'. When it struck three, I counted and had got 600,000 cedis. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Fț gǤs ka m nyǫt ki'ibț yaanǫ tisidif ka fț piesidi fț fuudǫ? Where do you think I get soap to 
give you to wash your clothes? [Trouble] fț zi' ye ba nyǫt diib ka zan'asidaa? don't you know that some people 
have food but won't eat it? [Billygoat] Dap banǫ ken pu'ab yǫla nyǫti ba bǤǤdim, pu'a mǫ ala. Men who go (to 
consult diviner) on account of women palavers get what they want, and women likewise. [Asaasim] Nidib wțsa na 

nyǫti ba tțțma nyǤǤd. Everyone should get the reward for his work. [Constitution] O pu'a kaŋa ya'a da pț kena 

na faaǫn yakka, Yeboah kț lǫn nyǫtin girima o tțmtțmnidibin la. If this wife of his hadn't come and 
intervened, Yeboah wouldn't have received the respect of his workers. [Trouble] Amaa ZugsǤba, fțn nyǫtnǫ 

zțn'or saŋa wțsa. 'But you, O Lord, are exalted forever.'. [PSA 92:8] M bǤǤd, nyǫm laafi ka an nyain. 'I am 

willing,' receive health and 'be clean'. [LUK 5:13] ya laafi nyǫǫb na kǫn tǤ'ǤtǤ na 'your healing will quickly appear'. 

[ISA 58:8] ti'ir da kae nǫ biig nyǫǫbǤ there was no hope of getting a child. [ROM 4:18] Cpart: bǤ2, ie. Sțŋim biig nwa 

nǫ o taaba banǫ ied sțŋir ka pț nyǫta. Help this child and his mates who are looking for help and not getting 
any. [Three-Problems] 
4 • to find. Bikanǫ nam pț gaad yțma ayǤpǤi ka ba nyǫ o Gaana ka zi' o saam nǫ o ma an siebaa. 'A child of 

not more than seven years of age found in Ghana whose parents are not known.'. [Constitution] O yǫli ti ye ba nyǫ 

bțmis la 'He told us that the donkeys had been found'. [1SA 10:16] Atiig daa ie mankǫǫnsi la nǫ gilig wțsa ka lǫǫ 

pț nyǫǫ lii. Atiig searched for the matches all around but couldn't find them. [Fire] O daa bǤdignǫ, ka ti lǫn nyǫǫ 

o ya'as. 'he was lost and is found'. [LUK 15:24] m nyǫǫm la'af kanǫ bǤdig la 'I have found my lost coin'. [LUK 15:9] 
(ba) zu'om ka babinnǫ ieed za'anǤǤr la ka pț nyǫta (they were) blind and were feeling about looking for the 
door and couldn't find it. [GEN 19:11] Correl: bǤ2/ie ... nyǫ ‘seek and find’. Sțŋim biig nwa nǫ o taaba banǫ ied 

sțŋir ka pț nyǫta. Help this child and those like him who look for help and don't find it. [Three-Problems] 
5 • to experience sth. saŋa bama ni ka m da nyǫ dauŋ tita'ari m vț'țmin. at that time I experienced a great 
disruption in my life. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba da nya namisțg they experienced suffering. [Bible-Study] Note: cf.: 
KarimdǤǤg kanǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siig Kasi la kț nyǫ namisțgǤ A Church which is full of the Holy Spirit will not 
experience suffering. [Bible-Study] Bikaŋa na bțgțli ti sțțnr nǫ namisțg kanǫ ka ti nyǫt kuobin 'This boy will 
bring us relief from' the suffering we experience in farming. [GEN 5:29] Colloc: nyǫ mugusțg ‘experience 
oppression, suffering’. o nyǫ mugusțg ban faaǫn o 'pu'ayua' nǫ o tațn biig o san'an la. she suffered when 

they took her 'daughter' and her niece away from her. [Trouble] Note: also with other such states: Li kas kas anǫ nǤlǤǤr 

nwadig la ya'a yina man nyǫti fara. Particularly in the fasting month I suffer trouble. [Trees] KarimdǤǤg kanǫ 

pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siig Kasi la kț nyǫ namisțgǤ A Church which is filled with the Holy Spirit will not experience suffering. 

[Bible-Study] ti ya'a yǫl na'ab bǫǫ pțlisǫ, sakur la na nyǫ nyan. if we tell the chief or the police the school will be 

disgraced. [AIDS-II] Ti nyǫt tǤǤg nǫ dabiem nǫ vǤlisțg We have experienced danger, fear and threats. [LAM 3:7] 
Colloc: fț/ya na nyǫ ‘[a serious threat of physical or mystical revenge]’. 'Fț na nyǫ,' Adu da vǤlis biribiŋ la, ka 

lǫǫ dǤl Boye vǫ'ǫd o la. 'You'll catch it!' Adu threatened the boy, and went with Boye, pulling at him. [Trouble] 
Colloc: nyǫ nu'ug/pier ‘menstruate’. Ziim ya'a yit pu'a tuon dabisa bǫdegț ka li ka' o nu'ug nyǫǫb saŋa, bǫǫ 

o nyǫnǫ nu'ug ka li tțțg saŋa kanǫ ka o ǫǫnti nyǫt la, o na anǫ dian'ad sǤb nwǫnǫ on ǫǫnti nyǫ nu'ug ka li 

an si'em la; 'When a woman has a discharge of blood for many days at a time other than her monthly period or has 
a discharge that continues beyond her period, she will be unclean as long as she has the discharge, just as in the 

days of her period.'. [LEV 15:25] Fț ya'a pț nyǫ fț pierǫ. When you don't have your period. [Womens-Health] Sim: pie. 
6 • to find out. Colloc: nyǫ ka1 ... ‘see/perceive that ...’. DǤgta la mi' on tțm si'el, yiiga o daa si'is o nu'ug nǫ o 

nyǤ'Ǥg ka nyǫ ka o nan vț'țsid The Doctor knew what to do, he first touched his arm and his chest and realised 
that he was still breathing. [Electricity] Atiig daa kpǫn sǤnsțg dǤǤgțn la nyǫ ka mankǫǫnsi la pa'ae kabǤt la zug 
Atiig went into the parlour and saw that the matches were on top of the cupboard. [Fire] DǤgta la daa ... sa'al o on 

na mǤr yǫl la si'em ba ya'a kpans o nyǫ ka o mǤr ban'as la. The doctor ... warned him of the problems he would 
have if he was tested and found to have the disease. [AIDS-II] o daa ... keŋ kaae ba ka nyǫ ka ba kpiidnǫ. he went 
to visit them, but found that they had died. [AIDS-II] Sim: baŋ. 
7 • to 'see sb.' (about sth.), have a meeting, interview. Ayaab yǫl Akunvțe ye li anǫ sida, lin ka m kena ye m 

nyǫǫf. Ayaab said to Akunvoe "It is true, that's why I have come to see you". [AIDS-II] Ba daa paae ka nidib 
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bǫdegț pț bǫ sibiti la ni gur ye ba nyǫ dǤgta. When they got there there were not many people at the hospital 

waiting to see the doctor. [Electricity] AlazugǤ m ba'abibanǫ ka m nǤŋ hali ka bǤǤd ye m nyǫǫ ya la 'Therefore, 
my brothers, you whom I love and long for'. [PHP 4:1] M zugdaan la ya'a naan siaki keŋ nyǫǫn nǤdi'es la bǫ 

Samaria la! 'If only my master would see the prophet who is in Samaria!'. [2KI 5:3] Li ya'a ti an ala on nyǫm laafi 

tțmtțm ka o gǤs o. If that is the case, she should see a health professional to be examined. [Womens-Health] 

nyǫ ya   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫ yaa   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫda   See main entry: nyǫ'ǫr. next born. 

nyǫ'   Variant: nye'; nyǫ'ǫ; nye'e. Form: nyǫ'ǫd2. Form: nyǫ'ǫb. Variant: nye'eb. v. 1 • to defecate. Colloc: nyǫ' bin ‘pass 

fæces’. sǤ' ya'a bǤǤd ye o nyǫ' bin on keŋ anina nyǫ' when someone wants to relieve themself, they should go 
there. [DEU 23:12] O da paae kǤnbid dǤǤd banǫ kpi'e suor baba ka tampinyǤk bǫǫ ani ka kpǫn' ye o nyǫ' bin 
'He came to the sheep pens along the way; a cave was there, and Saul went in to relieve himself.'. [1SA 24:3] 
Bintampigidțg ye a-nyǫ'ǫd-kțkǤ'Ǥg zi' ye bin bigim tǤiya. The dung-beetle says, one who runs diarrhœa does 
not know it is difficult to form it into a ball. Note: Kusaal proverb from MA Pțțg mǤrim kǫti ka linǫ ta'asid bin 

nyǫ'ǫb pț tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, dinzugǤ, bin la digilimmǫ ka li yiib tǤi Pregnancy causes slowing of digestive processes, 

so the stool is hardened and difficult to pass. [Womens-Health] Zǫnma'asa nǫ tiwala diib bǫǫ ku'om nuub bǫdegț 

na kǫ ka bin nyǫ'ǫb kț tǤiya. Eating vegetables and fruit or drinking plenty of water will prevent difficulty in 
defecation. [Womens-Health] Etym: OV1 *NI ; OV2 *NYA/O/I ; vc4 *ny ɪ, nɪ ; MWN * NÍ- ; PB *nè. 
2 • to lay an egg. Colloc: nyǫ' gǫl1(a) ‘lay egg(s)’. o nwǫnǫ kǤdiŋ kanǫ pț nyǫ' gǫlaa ka lǫǫ zu o tiraan gǫla um 

ka li wiak 'Like a partridge that hatches eggs it did not lay'. [JER 17:11] O nyǫ'ǫd o gǫla digin teŋin 'She lays her 
eggs on the ground'. [JOB 39:14] 
3 • to make tuber/s (yam, groundnut &c. does). Ti na kuanǫ busa pǤtita'ar ... m tǫn'ǫs ka li na nyǫ' sț'țŋa We 

will farm a big yam-farm ... I think they will produce well. [Wonderwoman] Suma ya'a pț nyǫ' li sǤn'oe dabug. 
Even if the groundnuts haven't produced fruit, they are better than false-groundnut. [Proverb 268] Din la kǫ ka 

Mahama bǫǫ Nimo mǫŋ pț gț'țŋidi ba tu baŋkan kțda la gbinnin gǤsid ye ba nyǫ'ya la bǫǫ? That was why 
Mahama or Nimo himself didn't fail to dig under the old cocoyams to see if they had produced their tubers. [Trouble] 
See: nyǫ'ǫd. 

nyǫ'ǫb   See main entry: nyǫ'. defecate, lay egg, make tuber. 

nyǫ'ǫd1  n. shitter, person who defecates. Note: ? only in : Nyǫ'ǫd ya'a ka'a ya'am, vaad mǤr ya'am. If he who defecates has 

no sense, he who clears it up has. [Proverb 049] See: nyǫ'1 

nyǫ'ǫd2  See main entry: nyǫ'. defecate, lay egg, make tuber. 

nyǫ'ǫr   Variant: nye'er. Form: nyǫda. Variant: nyeda. n. person's next born. Note: sibling immediately next in birth-order O mǫ 

da vǫnl nǫ hali ka an Absalom nyǫ'ǫr. 'He was also very handsome and was born next after Absalom.'. [1KI 1:6] 

nyǫlig   Variant: nyelig; nyǫligi; nyeligi. Form: nyǫligid. Variant: nyeligid; nyǫligidi. Form: nyǫligidnǫ. Form: nyǫligim!. 

Variant: nyǫligimi!. v. to melt. nintaŋ ya'a mu'oe ka li nyǫlig. 'when the sun grew hot, it melted away.'. [EXO 16:21] 
Biriku'an sǤb pian'ad nwǫnǫ sǤ' na ya'ab yțțr, ka nyǫlig kǤlibire bțligi li ka li vǫnl. 'Like a coating of glaze 
over earthenware are fervent lips with an evil heart.'. [PRO 26:23] O mi'ilim daa yț'țn yǤ'Ǥgnǫ nwǫnǫ sinkpaam 

nyǫligi tu'asidnǫ His knowledge opened out like groundnut oil melting and dripping. [You-Heard?] Ka Aaron nǤk 

sanlima la nyǫligi maal na'apǤl. And Aaron took the gold and melted it and made a bull-calf. [EXO 32:4] Ka fț 

bin'isa fțțnsim ka nyǫligid. And your breasts become full and soft. [Womens-Health] Zuoya nyǫligid o nǤba teŋir, 

ka bǤn'Ǥfalis buakid 'The mountains melt beneath him and the valleys split apart'. [MIC 1:4] ba teŋ la na nyǫligid 

wțț kidibiri la'aŋ bugum their land will melt like burning sulphur. [ISA 34:9] O na zin' wțț onǫ nyǫligid 

anzurifa yisid dian'ad nǫ 'He will sit as a refiner and purifier of silver'. [MAL 3:3] Lit: one who melts silver and 
removes the impurities. ZutǤǤg daan ya'a ziid kpaam nwadpieliga, li nyǫligidnǫ. [Even] if the unlucky person 
carries butter in the moonlight it still melts. [Proverb 117] Nyǫligim anzurifa yis dian'ad linǫ bǫǫ ani la 'Remove 
the dross from the silver'. [PRO 25:4] ZugsǤba, vi'imi ti, nyǫligimi ti, ya'abimi ti ka pǫ'ǫli ti. Lord, barricade us, 

melt us, mould us, fill us. [Bible-Study] Sim: buoe. 

nyǫligi   See main entry: nyǫlig. melt. 
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nyǫligid   See main entry: nyǫlig. melt. 

nyǫligidi   See main entry: nyǫlig. melt. 

nyǫligidnǫ   See main entry: nyǫlig. melt. 

nyǫligim!   See main entry: nyǫlig. melt. 

nyǫligimi!   See main entry: nyǫlig. melt. 

nyǫlis   Variant: nyelis. v. to offer and retract. Sim: nyǤǤsim ‘same gesture, but may be derisory’. 

nyǫlțg   Variant: nyelug; nyɛɛlʋg; nyǫlțgț. n. zeal. Ba nini la nyɛɛlʋg la da pa'an ban bǤǤd taaba si'em la. Their eager 

eyes showed how much they loved each other. [Trouble] ba di'e pian'ad la nǫ nyǫlțg, ka karim Wina'am gbauŋ 

la zamisid daar wțsa 'They listened to the message with great eagerness, and every day they studied the 
Scripture'. [ACT 17:11] ZugsǤb la nyǫlțgț na kǫ ka nǫ' maal. The zeal of the Lord Almighty will accomplish this. 

[ISA 37:32] Colloc: di1 nyǫlțg ‘show zeal’. o di nyǫlțg o vțm dabisa la pțțgin nwǫnǫ onǫ tțm lǫbir nǫ 'till he 
has put in his time like a hired man'. [JOB 14:6] 

nyǫlțgț   See main entry: nyǫlțg. zeal. 

nyǫm!   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫnǫ   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫsig   Variant: nyesig; ɛnsig; ensig. Form: nyǫsigid. Variant: nyesigid; nyǫsigida; nyesigida. Form: nyǫsigir. v. to miss 

(sth. aimed at). O pț bǤǤdi o nyǫsig tiita dǤǤg niimis banǫ an dǤnbțțlim la țgidi ba tǫǫd tiisin la He didn't 
want to miss the canaries making their nests in the trees. [Trouble] Lit: bird-cage birds which are yellow. M na 

kpǫ'ǫŋi m mǫŋ ka da nyǫsig bțnsțŋ si'a. I will do my best not to miss anything good. [Shoeshine-Boy] m wțm ka 

piim vț fiațn gaadi m tțbirin, li da nyǫsigi m zug nǫ bi'ela. I heard an arrow whizz past my ear, just missing 
my head. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba an gǤbțs, hali ka ba ya'a zaŋ kugiri vǫnligi lǤb ninsaal zuobțg yinne ba pț 

nyǫsigida 'left-handed men, who could sling a stone and not miss'. [JDG 20:16] Busa mǫ bǫ amaa li anǫ nyǫsigir 

diib. There's yams, but that is a food of last resort. [Trouble] 

nyǫsigid   See main entry: nyǫsig. miss. 

nyǫsigida   See main entry: nyǫsig. miss. 

nyǫsigir   See main entry: nyǫsig. miss. 

nyǫt   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫta   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫti   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫtin   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫtnǫ   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫya   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫyaa   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nye   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyeda   See main entry: nyǫ'ǫr. next born. 

nye'   See main entry: nyǫ'. defecate, lay egg, make tuber. 

nye'e   See main entry: nyǫ'. defecate, lay egg, make tuber. 

nye'eb   See main entry: nyǫ'. defecate, lay egg, make tuber. 

nye'er   See main entry: nyǫ'ǫr. next born. 

nyelig   See main entry: nyǫlig. melt. 

nyeligi   See main entry: nyǫlig. melt. 

nyeligid   See main entry: nyǫlig. melt. 
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nyelis   See main entry: nyǫlis. offer and retract. 

nyelug   See main entry: nyǫlțg. zeal. 

nyem   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyene   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyesig   See main entry: nyǫsig. miss. 

nyesigid   See main entry: nyǫsig. miss. 

nyesigida   See main entry: nyǫsig. miss. 

nyet   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyeta   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyetaa   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyeti   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫǫb   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫǫbǤ   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyɛɛlʋg   See main entry: nyǫlțg. zeal. 

nyǫǫn1   Variant: nyeen; nyǫǫnnǫ1; nyeene. v. to shine. Si'eli da yadig lammiri bǫǫ ba zutin n nyǫǫn hali nwǫnǫ gǤtiŋ nǫ 
'Above the heads of the creatures there was something that looked like a dome made of dazzling crystal.'. [EZK 1:22] 
O ya'a ǫǫnti yuk o nini la lauk si'a ni kpa' lauk si'a li nyǫǫnnǫ wțț li tț'țsnǫ bugum si'a yiiŋ nǫ. When he 
turned his eyes from one thing to another, they shone as if they were facing a fire outside. [Trouble] O niŋgbiŋ daa 

nyǫǫnnǫ wțț gǤtiŋ nǫ, ka o nindaa ian'ad wțț saa ian'asțg nǫ His body shone like a jewel. His face was as 
bright as a flash of lightning'. [DAN 10:6] Colloc: nyǫǫn pil-pil ‘brightly shining’. M ya'a saasi m sț'țraug kanǫ 

diti nyǫǫn pil-pil la 'when I sharpen my flashing sword'. [DEU 32:41] Ka o fuud nyǫǫn pil-pil ka an pielig farr. 
'His clothes became dazzling white'. [MRK 9:3] O da nan pțnnǫ paalim ka  o gbǫ'ǫtțk linǫ ka Susa biis la ye o 

pian'ad la wțsa bǫnǫ ani la nyǫǫn pal-pal. He had already shaved (his head) completely, and his protruding 
forehead that the Susa kids always mentioned when they referred to him was there shining clearly. [Trouble] 
Colloc: nyǫǫn kil-kil ‘have a very shiny surface’. SǤ' pț lǫn da'adi ba ... fusțma nǫ fuzǫn'ǫs nǫ fubanǫ nyǫǫn 

kil-kil la 'no one buys their ... goods of linen, purple cloth, silk, and scarlet cloth'. [REV 18:12] See: nie. 

nyǫǫn2   adv. shining. Sitivin da ... nyǫ Wina'am na'am pipilim ka li nie nyǫǫn pil-pil 'Stephen... saw the glory of God'. 

[ACT 7:55] Zaba sț'țg ye, zaba sț'țg ye! Li saasnǫ ka maali nyǫǫn 'A sword, a sword is sharpened and polished.'. 

[EZK 21:9] See: nyǫǫn1. 

nyǫǫn3   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫǫni   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫǫnnǫ1   See main entry: nyǫǫn1. shine. 

nyǫǫnnǫ2   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyɛɛnsim   See main entry: nyǫǫsim. confidence. 

nyǫǫr   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyǫǫsim   Variant: nyeesim; nyɛɛnsim. n. pride, confidence. Akudbil da keŋǫ yț'țŋ sakur ka li mǤr o nyǫǫnsim nǫ on 

tun'oe karim sǤb nǫ gǫligir la. Akudbil went to night school, and it made him confident in reading, writing and 

arithmetic. [Electricity] nǤraug kanǫ ken nǫ nyǫǫsim, nǫ bțraug nǫ na'ab kanǫ ka o soogianam gilig o 'the 
strutting cock, the he-goat, and a king going forth at the head of his army'. [PRO 30:31] ZugsǤb onǫ an Paŋtita'ar 

SǤb la zi'el dabisiri gur banǫ mǤr nyǫǫsim ka dț'țsidi ba mǫŋ la. 'The Lord Almighty has a day in store for all 
the proud and lofty, for all that is exalted'. [ISA 2:12] M na gu'oe nyǫǫsim dim nǫ ba nyǤ'Ǥg nwǫ'ǫb la 'I will put an 

end to the arrogance of the haughty'. [ISA 13:11] Sim: tita'alim. 

nyǫǫsiŋa   Variant: nyeesiŋa. adv. boldly, confidently. See: nyǫǫsim. 

nyeeb   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 
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nyeebo   See main entry: nyǫ. see, look, get, find, experience, find out, interview. 

nyeen   See main entry: nyǫǫn1. shine. 

nyeene   See main entry: nyǫǫn1. shine. 

nyeesim   See main entry: nyǫǫsim. confidence. 

nyeesiŋa   See main entry: nyǫǫsiŋa. boldly. 

nyidig   Variant: nyidigi. Form: nyidigid. Form: nyidigidnǫ. Form: nyidigim!. Form: nyidigir. Variant: nyidigirǫ. v. to 

persist, insist, continue. ZugsǤb la ... kǫ ka ba bi'emnam la sțnya nyidig. 'The Lord has ... spurred on their 
enemies'. [ISA 9:11] kǫli ka ti mǤr nǤǤr yinne, ... ka nyidigi tțm. let's be united and keep working together. 

[You-Heard?] Linǫ zug ka m nyidigid la anǫ ye m tam linǫ gaad la ka lǫǫ mǤǤd ye m paam linǫ bǫ tuon la. 'the 
one thing I do, however, is to forget what is behind me and do my best to reach what is ahead.'. [PHP 3:13] m 

nyidigidnǫ ye m gban'e piini kanǫ yǫla ka Yesu Kristo gaŋim la. 'I press on to take hold of that for which Christ 
Jesus took hold of me.'. [PHP 3:12] SǤ' wțsa nyidigim o mǫŋ Let everyone make himself keep going. [You-Heard?] 
Wina'am piini di'er nyidigir la yǫla Pressing on to receive God's gift. [PHP 3:12 [heading]] Siig Kasi la pǫ'ǫlțg la 

anǫ Wina'am mǫŋe pa'al,  ka ka'a ti mǫŋ nyidigirǫ. filling with the Holy Spirit is something God imposes, not 
our own insistence. [Bible-Study] 

nyidigi   See main entry: nyidig. continue. 

nyidigid   See main entry: nyidig. continue. 

nyidigidnǫ  See main entry: nyidig. continue. 

nyidigim!   See main entry: nyidig. continue. 

nyidigir   See main entry: nyidig. continue. 

nyidigirǫ   See main entry: nyidig. continue. 

nyi'   Form: nyi'id. v. to gnaw, nibble. Bane nyi'id nidib 'those whose teeth are swords'. [PRO 30:14 [draft]] Lit: they gnaw 

at people. Note: changed in published Bible to nyiidi "annoy" Unit: nyi'ig. See: nyi'ig; nyiid; nyiig. 

nyi'a [N]   n. a weakly child. Note: born too soon after sibling Linǫ mǤr pț'apțțg mǫ mǤr nyi'a. What affects a pregnant 
woman also affects a weak child. [Proverb 79] 

nyi'id   See main entry: nyi'. gnaw. 

nyi'ig   Variant: nyi'igǫ; nyi'ige. v. to nibble, eat part of sth. Ba n yiti bǫlim biig nǫ ka nyi'ig nyuur. They always distract 

a child, in order to share his yam. [Proverb 138] Ligidi ya'a pțn zu'oe si'em wțsa, li kț nyaŋi da' diib ka nidib 

nwa' nyǫ bi'el bi'eli nyi'igǫ. Eight months' wages would not buy enough bread for each one to have a bite! [JHN 6:7] 
Lit: however much money there was. Gen: nyi'. See: nyi'. 

nyi'igǫ   See main entry: nyi'ig. eat part. 

nyi'ige   See main entry: nyi'ig. eat part. 

nyik   v. to taunt sb. O nyik o ye, 'BǤ ka fț bu'osidi maa?' He taunted him, saying "Why are you asking me?" [Trouble] 
"Alaa," Nwiig nyik o, "din bǫnǫ ya ba yi' la ni. Mam ba'a kae." "So", the Rope taunted him, "that may be how it 
is at your father's house. I don't care." [Trouble] 

nyilif [N]  Form: nyiili. n. a guineaworm. Dracunculus medinensis. Note: more strictly, the swelling caused by the worm. The 
worm itself is the 'child' of the swelling 

nyin   Variant: nyinnǫ. Form: nyina. Variant: nyinaa. n. a tooth. Dikțdțg pț likid nyin-nǫ. Old food can't be brushed 

from the teeth. [Proverb 121] Ka Agbigim ye o nyinnǫ mǤd hali Mr. Lion said his tooth was very swollen. [You-Do?] 
Ka o ya'a lǫn kǤ'Ǥg nǫ o yampu'ak bǫǫ o yamdau nyinnǫ, asǫǫ ka o bas yammțg la ka o keŋ zaalim, o nyin 

la zug. 'When he knocks out the tooth of a slave or a slave-girl, he must let the slave go free in compensation for 
the tooth.'. [EXO 21:27] Di na kǫ ka fț nyina si' ka pț vǫnla. This will make  your teeth stained and they won't look 
nice. [Smoking] O nyina la da anǫ bǫda-bǫda ka an kțnt 'It had large iron teeth'. [DAN 7:7] SǤ mǫ da nǤk o tiraan 

dinǫ ka o mǤri piesid o nyina la pie o nyinaa. And nobody should use somebody else's tooth-cleaning stuff. 
[AIDS-Azuur] Colloc: wabțg nyina ‘ivory’.  Ya dig gadbanǫ ka ba maal nǫ wabțg nyina ... la zug. 'You lie on 
beds inlaid with ivory.'. [AMO 6:4] Etym: OV1 *NĬN ; OVN *NYIN-DI/A ; vc2 *ye ; CG *n-yina, kaali ; PB 
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* jínò. See: nyingaand. 

nyina   See main entry: nyin. tooth. 

nyinaa   See main entry: nyin. tooth. 

nyingaand [N]   Variant: nyingaandǫ. n.pl. tusks, long teeth. Dǫbil pț la'ad o ma nyingaandǫ. The warthog piglet 

doesn't laugh at his mother's tusks. [Proverb 027] See: nyin; gaand-gaand. 

nyingaandǫ   See main entry: nyingaand [N]. long teeth. 

nyinnǫ   See main entry: nyin. tooth. 

nyinyițg  n. hostility, harshness. NǤŋ daan sǤsidi ye ba zǤǤ o nimbaanlig, amaa bțmmǤr on lǫbisidi nǫ nyinyiug. 'A 

poor man pleads for mercy, but a rich man answers harshly.'. [PRO 18:23] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ ye o yǫl mam, ka fț saam ya'a 

lǫbisidi fț pian'ad ka li anǫ nyinyiug ma'aanǫ? 'Who will tell me if your father answers you harshly?'. [1SA 20:10] 

nyiri   n.pl. gourd [sp.] of which the seeds are used for soup-seasoning, 'egusi'. O ya'a ti bug o pǤǤg la ka maali bț'țsi 

naae, ka' nyiri ka o na bțd ka li'is sǤ'Ǥdǫ? 'When he has levelled the surface, does he not sow caraway and 
scatter cummin?'. [ISA 28:25] Ya pțdigidi ya zǫnma'asa nǫ nyiri nǫ nanzț'țs zin'is piiga, ka yisid yinne tisid 

Wina'am 'You give to God a tenth even of the seasoning herbs, such as mint, dill, and cumin'. [MAT 23:23] 

nyii   id. up. Kpin'ini ye, "Si'el ya'a kenna ba țkidnǫ zut nyii, ka o gaŋ zutǤǤg daan." Guineafowls say that if trouble 
comes they [all] raise their heads and it chooses the unlucky one. [Proverb 116] 

nyiid   Variant: nyiidi. v. to snap at sb., talk sharply. O nyiidim nǫ hali 'gnashes at me with his teeth'. [JOB 16:9] Ba nyiidi 

nidib ka ba yier mǤr linǫ nwǫnǫ zaba sț'țs nǫ. 'those whose teeth are swords and whose jaws are set with 

knives'. [PRO 30:14] Josef da nyǫǫ o bieya la ka baŋi ba, amaa ka niŋ wțț o zi' baa, ka nyiidi ba yǤri-yǤri. 'As 
soon as Joseph saw his brothers, he recognized them, but he pretended to be a stranger and spoke harshly to them'. 

[GEN 42:7] Du'adiba, da nyiidi ya biisǫ, ka ba na sin'ig. 'Parents, do not irritate your children, or they will become 
discouraged.'. See: nyiig; nyi'; nyi'ig. 

nyiidi   See main entry: nyiid. snap. 

nyiig   Form: nyiigid. v. 1 • to snarl. O ya'am da lǫbi digin nǫ Goma pț nyiig o biis la nǫ Mahama san'an la. His mind 
was reassured that Goma was not speaking harshly to the children when Mahama was around. [Trouble] 
Colloc: nyiig nyina ‘snarl’. Zaam ma'aya, ka ba lǫb na ka nyiigid nyina wțț baas 'They return at evening, 
snarling like dogs'. [PSA 59:6 (= v. 14)] 
2 • to smile. "GǤma, m kțnǫ niimis anaasi." Ka nǤk niimis la pa'al Yaro ka nyiigid. (he said) "Look, I've killed 
four birds." And showed the birds to Yaro, smiling. [Trouble] 

nyiigid   See main entry: nyiig. snarl, smile. 

nyiili   See main entry: nyilif [N]. guineaworm. 

nyǤbid   Variant: nyǤbidi. n. brutality. Ti na tțmif nyǤbidi gaad dap la! 'We'll treat you worse than them.'. [GEN 19:9] 

nyǤbidi   See main entry: nyǤbid. brutality. 

nyǤbig   Variant: nyobug. Form: nyǤbigid. Variant: nyobugid; nyǤbigidi; nyobugidi. Form: nyǤbigir. Variant: nyɔbʋgir. v. 

to shrink from, refrain from. Ka o sǤb ya'a nyǤbigidi lǫbid nya'aŋ, m sțnf kț malis nǫ o sǤba. 'but if anyone 

shrinks back, I take no pleasure in him.'. [HEB 10:38] Tinam ka' banǫ nyǤbigidi lǫbid nya'aŋ ka paamid san'auŋ 

la 'But we are not of those who shrink back and are destroyed'. [HEB 10:39] mǤbigir saŋa bǫnǫ, ka nyɔbʋgir saŋa 

bǫ 'a time to embrace and a time to abstain from embracing'. [ECC 3:5 [draft]] 

nyǤbigid   See main entry: nyǤbig. shrink from. 

nyǤbigidi   See main entry: nyǤbig. shrink from. 

nyǤbigir   See main entry: nyǤbig. shrink from. 

nyɔbʋgir   See main entry: nyǤbig. shrink from. 

nyǤdig   Variant: nyǤdigi. v. to succeed, take over. Teŋ zugdaan la ya'a kae, onǫ na nyǤdigi zin'in kțkin la. 'He shall be 
the next in line to succeed the President upon the latter's death, resignation or removal from office.'. [Constitution] 
Lit: if the President is not there or if there is no President ... sit on the chair. 
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nyǤdigi   See main entry: nyǤdig. succeed. 

nyǤ'   Form: nyǤ'Ǥd1. Variant: nyǤ'Ǥdi. Form: nyǤ'Ǥb. v. to burn sth. Ba na nyǤ'Ǥ fț ya' la 'They will burn your houses 

down'. [EZK 16:41] Bimbim banǫ ka ya maan maana ka nyǤ'Ǥd bțnnyubisa la wțsa m na nwa'a ba 'Your altars 
will be demolished and your incense altars will be smashed'. [EZK 6:4] Linǫ lǫm paas anǫ ye man pț nyǤ'Ǥdi m 

pǤǤd sa'adǫ Something else is that I don't burn the rubbish on my farms. [You-Heard?] yanam banǫ mǤ'Ǥsid 

bugum ka nyǤ'Ǥdi ya mǫŋ bugum la 'all you who light fires and provide yourselves with flaming torches'. [ISA 

50:11] Sa'ad nyǤ'Ǥb san'amidi teŋ kț'țlțm. Burning the rubbish spoils the fertility of the soil. [House+Farm] 
Sim: nyu'oe, la'aŋ. Atiig nam teŋin la pț mǤr na'asaabugum, yț'țŋ ya'a sǤbǫǫ nidib ǫǫnti nyu'oe nǫ 

kțnkǤna bugum ka sieba nyǤ'Ǥd kandirnam. Atiig's village didn't have electricity: when it got dark at night 
some people lit tin-can lights and some lit candles. [Fire] Etym: OV1 *NYO ; OVN *NYO-G ; vc4 *so/se, nyog. 

nyǤ'Ǥb   See main entry: nyǤ'. burn. 

nyǤ'Ǥd1   See main entry: nyǤ'. burn. 

nyǤ'Ǥd2   See main entry: nyǤ'Ǥg. chest, tuberculosis. 

nyǤ'Ǥdi   See main entry: nyǤ'. burn. 

nyǤ'Ǥg   Variant: nyo'og; nyǤ'Ǥgi; nyǤ'ǤgǤ; nyo'ogo; nyǤ'Ǥgț. Form: nyǤ'Ǥd2. Variant: nyo'od. n. 1 • chest. DǤgta la mi' on 

tțm si'el, yiiga o daa si'is o nu'ug nǫ o nyǤ'Ǥg When the doctor had found out what he had done, he first 
touched his hand and his chest. [Electricity] Ya'asǫ biig mǫ ya'a kțnsnǫ nyǤ'Ǥg piim wțț linǫ ka ba buon ye (TB) 

la o faaen o mǫŋ nǫ nyǤ'Ǥg zțnzțnya la ni. Again, if the child is vaccinated for chest (disease) that is called 
'T.B.' he is protected from harmful organisms of the chest. [Immunisation-II.] Ka o kțkǤr kțdigid ka o nyǤ'Ǥg pisid. 
Her throat is dry and she has a burning sensation in the chest. [Womens-Health] ka bǤbig pțpielim wțț 

gbanti'edțgț lusi ya nyǤ'Ǥg. 'with the breastplate of righteousness in place'. [EPH 6:14] Yanamǫ zaŋi ya 

biankimpiind nǫ ya nyǤ'Ǥd nǫ ya iila tuo pǫbanǫ ka' paŋ la You used your shoulders and chests and horns to 
butt the weak sheep. [EZK 34:21] maliaknama ... yi Pț'țsim Yin la na yǫ fupiela banǫ an nyain, ka sanlima 

sǫnbidis lǤǤ ba nyǤ'Ǥd. 'Out of the temple came ... angels ... dressed in clean, shining linen and ... golden sashes 
around their chests.'. [REV 15:6] Colloc: nyǤ'Ǥgin/nyǤ'Ǥdin ‘on chest/s’. Ba da nǤk gum kanǫ an bțlț n lǤ baans 

banǫ bǫ nyǤ'Ǥgin la 'they tied the rings of the breastpiece ... with a blue cord'. [EXO 39:21] Colloc: mǤr X nyǤǤg 
‘have affection for X’. o mǤr o nimbanǫ an Israel dim la nyǤǤg hali. 'the people of Israel, so dear to him'. [PSA 

148:14] Colloc: nwǫ' nyǤ'Ǥg ‘to boast’. man kțdim kț nwǫ' nyǤ'Ǥg nǫ si'el yǫlaa 'May I never boast'. [GAL 6:14] M 

na gu'oe nyǫǫsim dim nǫ ba nyǤ'Ǥg nwǫ'ǫb la 'I will put an end to the arrogance of the haughty'. [ISA 13:11] O 

nwǫ'ǫd nyǤ'Ǥgi yǫt ye, ‘Man tuongatib la wțsa ka'anǫ na'anamaa? '‘Are not my commanders all kings?’ he 
boasts.'. [ISA 10:8] (li) ka'anǫ ninsaal tțțma yǫla ka sǤ' na nwǫ'ǫd nyǤ'ǤgǤ. (it is) 'not by works, so that no one can 

boast.'. [EPH 2:9] Asumbul pǤǤg la da anǫ sț'țŋa hali ka kpaadi wțsa gǤsid ka asumbul nwǫ'ǫd o nyǤ'Ǥgț di 

yǫla. Mr. Spider's farm was very fine, and all the farmers looked at it and Spider boasted about it. [Wonderwoman] M 

daa nwǫ'ǫd nyǤ'Ǥgț ya yǫla Titus san'an 'I had boasted to him about you'. [2CO 7:14] Colloc: X bibig X nyǤ'Ǥg ‘X 
beat's X's breast [Bible idiom]’. bibigimi ya nyǤ'Ǥg dabiem zug 'Beat your breast in despair!'. [EZK 21:12] Ba 

pu'asada la wțsa bibigi ba nyǤ'Ǥg nǫ sțnsa'aŋ 'Its slave girls ... beat upon their breasts.'. [NAM 2:7] Colloc: nyǤǤg 

taae ‘be very attached to’. m saam nyǤǤg taae biig la nǫ hali 'my father, whose life is closely bound up with the 
boy's life'. [GEN 44:30] Etym: OVN *NYA-GU/TI [*nyo- influenced by -GU] ; vc4 *ben . 
2 • tuberculosis. 

nyǤ'Ǥgi  See main entry: nyǤ'Ǥg. chest, tuberculosis. 

nyǤ'ǤgǤ   See main entry: nyǤ'Ǥg. chest, tuberculosis. 

nyǤ'Ǥgț   See main entry: nyǤ'Ǥg. chest, tuberculosis. 

nyǤ'Ǥs   Variant: nyo'os; nyǤ'Ǥsi; nyo'osi. n. smoke, fumes. (Linǫ san'amid nif) Dțgibin bugum nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ uusțg ... 
(Things which damage the eye) Smoke from cooking-fires, dust ... Bugum kanǫ ka o da nyu'oe la nyǤ'Ǥs da 

zuondi dǤlis tiis la ka o gǤsid ka li malis o. The smoke of fire he had kindled swirled among the trees and he 

was pleased to see it. [Trouble] Banǫ pț nut tabaa ka la'am gbǫǫnd nǫ banǫ nut taba mǫ vț'țsid nyǤ'Ǥs la Those 
who don't smoke, but live with people who do, also breathe the smoke. [Smoking] Ziim nǫ bugum na bǫ ka nyǤ'Ǥs 

gbilim wțț saŋgbana nǫ. 'blood and fire and billows of smoke.'. [ACT 2:19] M pa'ad la  mǤr bugum pamm ka 

mǫ mǤr nyǤ'Ǥsi nyaŋidi kat dumis. My bark makes plenty of fire and the smoke can repel mosquitoes. [Trees] 
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Nwǫnǫ sisi'em da'ad nyǤ'Ǥsi ken si'em la 'As smoke is blown away by the wind'. [PSA 68:2] Nimban la nwǫnǫ 

nyǤ'Ǥsi na kpandi m nindaa 'Such people are smoke in my nostrils'. [ISA 65:5] Ba nwǫnǫ nyǤ'Ǥsi na yit bugum 

dagbida ayi' ni 'They are like ... 'the smoke from two smouldering sticks'. [ISA 7:4] Etym: OVN *NYO-SI ; 
*ZO-SI ;  GSn *nyɔ/nye ; vc4 *nyo/nyi ; CG *nyui, jugu ; PB *jíkì , *jókì , *j ʋ̀kì. Note: OVN - *NYO-SI is 

South-eastern, *ZU-SI North-western : there are other examples of GY~NY~Z  – ziim , zug See: mǤnyǤ'Ǥs. 

nyǤ'Ǥsi   See main entry: nyǤ'Ǥs. smoke. 

nyǤl   See main entry: nyǤnl. complain at. 

nyǤlǫ   See main entry: nyǤnl. complain at. 

nyǤlli   See main entry: nyǤnl. complain at. 

nyǤm-nyǤm   id. ho, ho! (sound of laugh, guffaw). O karimi li nǤǤr ayi', ka la' nyǤm nyǤm ka gǤs biis la. He read it 
twice, and laughed "Ho, ho!" and looked at the youngsters. [Trouble] 

nyǤn1   See main entry: nyǤnl. complain at. 

nyǤn-2   n. complaint/s. See: nyǤnl; nyǤnyǤlțg. 

nyǤnbid   Variant: nyobud. n. violence. Colloc: ti na tumif nyǤnbid ‘we will deal with you!’. fț zaŋ nǫ fț paŋ tita'ar la 

tțmim nyǤnbid. 'with your strong hand you persecute me.'. [JOB 30:21] ba na tțm Edom dim nyǤnbid 'they will 
deal with Edom'. [EZK 25:14] 

nyǤnl   Note: this form not in SC, nyǤl 3x (all in Job).  All the other Bible forms begin with nyǤn- without -l-   ::  nyǤnl 2x in one text 
Variant: nyonl; nyol; nyǤl; nyǤlǫ; nyǤlli. Form: nyǤn1. Variant: nyǤnna; nyǤnnǫ; nyonne; nyǤnni. n. to complain at 

sb. Note: complain directly to or about somebody, demanding a solution o pugudib daa nyǤnl o fattim fuud mǤrimin 

ka nyaan lig o kurug gbin nǫ o fuug nu'usin la. his aunt had nagged him for looking after his clothes carelessly, 
and had patched the seat of his trousers and the sleeves of his shirts. [Trouble] 'GǤsimi ba!' o nyǤnl o lǫma ni "Look 
at them!" he grumbled. [Trouble] on mǫ ... wabig o nindaa nǫ o nu'utital, ka nyǤl o lǫma ni he too rubbed his 
face with the back of his hand, and grumbled in his throat. [Trouble] Job da pț tțm bǫ'ǫd bǫǫ nyǤl Wina'am ye o 

tțm o bǫ'ǫdǫ. 'Job did not sin by blaming God.'. [JOB 1:22] kǫl ka m nyǤli m ya'am bǤǤd si'em 'I will give free rein 
to my complaint'. [JOB 10:1] ti ya'a pț keŋ bugum tțțma zin'igin la nyǤli ba bugum ligidi la yǫllǫ, ba na si'idi 

ti saŋa wțsa. if we don't go to the electricity office and complain about their electricity charges, they will always 
be cheating us. [Electricity] Ba da nyǤlli galis ka Wina'am tǤǤm din ka sagbana la yț'țn laligi paae saŋgbauŋ la. 
They complained so much that God moved away so that heaven was then far off in the sky. [Trouble] Amaa sansi'a 

da paaya ka nidib la nyǤn ye saŋgbauŋ la mirnǫ galis But there came a time when people complained that 
heaven was too close. [Trouble] Ka nidib la nyǤn Moses ye, “Ti na nu bǤ?” 'So the people grumbled against 
Moses, saying, “What are we to drink?”'. [EXO 15:24] Amaa sǤ' pț nyǤnna, sǫǫ ya pțtǫnda ni ma'aa! But nobody 

is complaining, it's just all in your minds! [Trouble] Siakim tisi nǫ ba, ka ba na tțm nǫ sumalisim ka da nyǤnna. 
'Obey them so that their work will be a joy, not a burden'. [HEB 13:17] O nyǤnnǫ ye "Oh, abaa, Adam nǫ Hawa kǫ 

ka mam bǫ fara nǫ namisțg pțțgin daar wțsa anwa! He was complaining "Oh, it's a shame Adam and Eve 
caused me to be in poverty and suffering every day like this!" [You-Heard?] O ya'a baŋin ye man mǤŋǫ m pu'a 

nǫ'ǫŋa on yǫla, o kț giligidi nyǤnnǫ anwana. If he was aware that I refused to give my wife this for his sake, he 
wouldn't be going round complaining like this. [Trouble] Ya pț nyǤn tinama, amaa ya nyǤnnǫ ZugsǤb la. 'You 
are not grumbling against us, but against the Lord.'. [EXO 16:8] Ka nidib la wțsa yț'țn nyǤnni nyǤnl; ka yel Na'ab 

la ye o lebisim Dindǫog pu'a tis o And all the people then kept grumbling, and told the Chief to give 

Chameleon's wife back to him. [Asaasim] ala ka m na kǫ ka nyǤnyǤlis linǫ ka Israel dim la nyǤnnif daar wțsa la 

kpi. 'In this way I will put a stop to the constant complaining of these Israelites against you.'. [NUM 17:5] Sim: (pian') 

bud-bud, fabil1 ‘recite ones problems, to oneself or aloud, in the hope that somebody will help’. See: nyǤnyǤlțg. 

nyǤnna   See main entry: nyǤnl. complain at. 

nyǤnnǫ   See main entry: nyǤnl. complain at. 

nyǤnni   See main entry: nyǤnl. complain at. 

nyɔnvʋr   See main entry: nyǤvțr. life. 

nyǤnya   Variant: nyonya [N]. n. nose. ba nini ǫǫnti mu'oe nǫ ka mǤr nimpuud ka mǫmǫǫd yuod nyǤnya ni. their eyes 
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are always red and they have pus and mucus running from the nose. [Trachoma] Ama fian'as ka ǫǫns o nyǤnya 

wțț bibil nǫ. Ama sniffed and wiped her nose like a little kid. [Trouble] o yis sanlim baŋ kanǫ ga'an nyǤnya ni 

nǫ sanlim baans ayi' banǫ pid nu'usin tis o 'the man took an expensive gold ring and put it in her nose and put 
two large gold bracelets on her arms'. [GEN 24:22] m na nǤki m gu'a la ga' fț nyǤnya 'I will put my hook in your 
nose'. [1KI 19:28] M vț'țsțm nyuusidnǫ pǤn'Ǥsțgț m pu'a nyǤnya ni 'My wife can't stand the smell of my breath'. 

[JOB 19:17] Syn: nyǤǤr. Etym: OV1 *ME ; OVN *NYO- ; GS1 *MI¹/E/O ; vc4 *me ; CG * n-yuu, mii-li ; PB 
*mìd. Note: if *nye- and *nya- , the vowel probably affected by palatal nasal 

nyǤnyǤlțg   Variant: nyonyonlig; nyonyolig; nyțnyǤlțg; yʋyʋnlʋg; nyǤnyǤnlțgǤ; nyonyonligo. Form: nyǤnyǤnlis. 

Variant: nyonyonlis; nyunyǤlis. n. complaint, complaining. Yǫlim Israel dim la ye ba kem na, ka ZugsǤb wțmi 

ba nyǤnyǤlțg la. 'Say to the entire Israelite community, ‘Come before the Lord, for he has heard your 
grumbling.’'. [EXO 16:9] M yț'țn gǫǫn ba nyǤnyǤlțg la nǫ! 'I have heard enough of these complaints!'. [NUM 14:27] 
M na bas nyǤnyǤlțg la wala, ka basim nindalǤǤr la ka maal sumalisim. 'I will forget my complaint, I will 
change my expression, and smile'. [JOB 9:27] Bțndaan ... n da wțm nǤŋdaan la nyțnyǤlțg daar wțsa la ka di 

san'am o sțnf When the rich man heard the poor man's complaints every day, it made him sad. [You-Heard?] 
GǤsima, m sa'annif ye fț pț'țsim Wina'am bareka ka mǫ bas Adam nǫ Hawa nyǤnyǤlis. Look, I advise you 
to give thanks to God and stop useless grumbling about Adam and Eve. [You-Heard?] ala ka m na kǫ ka nyǤnyǤlis 

linǫ ka Israel dim la nyǤnnif daar wțsa la kpi. 'In this way I will put a stop to the constant complaining of these 

Israelites against you.'. [NUM 17:5] Niŋimi si'el mǫkama ka nyunyǤlis nǫ nǤŋgbannwa'ar da bǫǫ 'Do everything 

without complaining or arguing'. [PHP 2:14] Meriba gbin an yʋyʋnlʋg zin'ig. The meaning of 'Meribah' is 

"Dispute". [EXO 17:7 [footnote]] Note: mistake for nyǤnyǤlțg See: nyǤn-2. 

nyǤnyǤnlis   See main entry: nyǤnyǤlțg. complaining. 

nyǤnyǤnlțgǤ   See main entry: nyǤnyǤlțg. complaining. 

nyǤrig   Variant: nyorig; nyǤrigi; nyorigi. Form: nǤrigidnǫ. Variant: nyorigidne. v. to fall away. Serial: nyǤrig ... bas ‘1) 

fall away : 2) make sb. fall away’. namisțg nǫ tǤǤg ya'a paae ba labaar la zug, ba mǤdigidnǫ bi'ela ka nyǤrigi 

bas. 'So when trouble or persecution comes because of the message, they give up at once. [1) MRK 4:17] O ya'a di 

fara bǫǫ namis Wina'am labaar la yǫla o nyǤrigidnǫ bas. 'When trouble or persecution comes because of the 

word, he quickly falls away.'. [1) MAT 13:21] Amaa fț nyǤrigi ti bas 'Yet you left us helpless'. [2) PSA 44:19] 

nyǤrigi   See main entry: nyǤrig. fall away. 

nyǤs   Form: nyǤsid. v. to be/become weak. Nu'us wțsa na kpi zǫba, ka duma wțsa nyǤsid 'Everyone's hands will be 

weak, and their knees will shake.'. [EZK 7:17] Sim: bțgțs1, -bțgțsim, bțgțsțm, bțk1, gǫn1, -gǫǫnliŋ, siǫn1, 

tadig, zǫba, zǫnda. See: nyǤsig. 

nyǤsid   See main entry: nyǤs. weaken. 

nyǤsig   Variant: nyosig. v. to slip, make a mistake. Lin gbirigi dam la iank Adu ya'am nǫ ka o nyǤsig. This sudden 

disturbance startled Adu and he made a mis-step. [Trouble] Amaa Nimo n da yulig Adu yis ku'omin la, o tǫbisim 

la da kǫnǫ ka o nyǤsig. But when Nimo hoisted Adu out of the water, the weight made him slip. [Trouble] sǤ' ya'a 

tțm nyǤsig ZugsǤb zi'elțg ka li ka' o mǫŋ bǤǤdim, yanamǫ na niŋ si'em nwa' When anyone sins 
unintentionally and does what is forbidden in any of the Lord's commands, this is what you must do:-. [LEV 4:1] 

nyǤs-nyǤs   Variant: nyo'os. id. duskily. nintaŋ bǤǤd liib ka li sǤbid nyǤs-nyǤs. 'at twilight, as the day was fading, as the 

dark of night set in.'. [PRO 7:9] 

nyǤvț-   See main entry: nyǤvțr. life. 

nyǤvțr   Variant: nyovur; nyɔnvʋr; nyǤvțrǫ; nyovure; nyǤvțrǫǫ; nyovuree; nyǤvțri. Form: nyǤvțya. Variant: nyovuya; 

nyǤvț-; nyovur-. n. life. Dunia yǫltǤǤd nǫ li namisțg n zaŋi ken saal nyǤvțr bǫllimin. The problems and 

sufferings of the world affecting human life. [Asaasim] SǤ' ya'a paam namisțg bǫǫ sapu'ad bǫǫ o kǤ'Ǥŋǫ o la'ad 

bǫǫ o nyǤvțr ... If a person suffers pain or injury, or loses possessions or life ... [Constitution] hali ti paae fț nyǤvțr 

bǫn 'all the days of your life'. [GEN 3:14,17] NyǤvțr pț gat diibǤǤ? 'Is not life more important than food ... ? [MAT 

6:25] onǫ mǫkama mǤǤd ye o faaǫn o nyǤvțr, o na bǤdigi li 'Whoever tries to keep his life will lose it'. [LUK 17:33] 
bi'esțg lǫn kae ye Kristo nyǤvțr na faaǫn tii 'how much more will we be saved by Christ's life'. [ROM 5:10] SǤ' ka' 

suor ka o yis o mǫŋ bǫǫ sǤ' nyǤvțrǫ. 'No person shall be deprived of his life intentionally;'.  [Constitution] Lit: no 
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one may take his own or another's life. SǤ' kț nyaŋi zaŋi m nyǤvțrǫ. M mǫŋ lǫǫ pǫsigi m nyǤvțr. 'No one takes 

my life away from me. I give it up of my own free will.'.  [JHN 10:18] Li pț dǤl suor ye nid yinne nǤk bipǤla ayi' 

nyǤvțri lǤb buguminǫ. It is not right that one person should consign the lives of two young lads to the fire. 

[Trouble] Hali ya zi' ya nyǤvțri saa na an si'em bǫogǤ. 'You don't even know what your life tomorrow will be'. 
[JAS 4:14] Wina'am gu'um nyǤvțkaŋa, gu'um bikaŋa nǫ yǫlbǫ'ǫd kanǫ na paae o. May God protect this life, 

protect this child from the evil that will come to him. [Trouble] Ala ka yanam nǫ ya biis na nyǫ nyǤvțwǤk teŋ 

kanǫ ka ZugsǤb la pǤǤ zi'el ye o tisi ya yaanam la ni. 'Then you and your children will live a long time in the 
land that the Lord your God promised to give to your ancestors.'. [DEU 11:21] O daa yǫl o ye Wina'am sț'oe ti 

nyǤvțya ka mi' dinǫ an sț'țŋa tisi ti He said to him that God is in charge of our lives and knows what is good for 

us. [AIDS-II] Ti wțsa na ba'asi kpi. Ti nyǤvțya la nwǫnǫ ku'om na kpa'ae teŋin ka ti kț tun'e vaae la nǫ. 'We 
will all die; we are like water spilt on the ground, which can't be gathered again.'. [2SA 14:14] Wina'am gu'um 

nyǤvțkaŋa God, protect this life. [Trouble] Colloc: nyǤvțrin ‘in/to/from life’.  Ti niŋ Wina'am yadda ka o bǫǫ ti 

nyǤvțrin We have faith in God and he is in our life. [AIDS-II] Colloc: nyǤvțr kanǫ ka'2 bǫnnǫ/naarǫ ‘eternal life’. 
Fțnǫ mǤr pian'akanǫ tisid nyǤvțr kanǫ ka' bǫn la. 'You have the words of eternal life.'. [JHN 6:68] li na buli tis 

o nyǤvțr kanǫ ka' naarǫ 'welling up and bringing eternal life'. [JHN 4:14] Colloc: nyǤvțpaal ‘new life’. Fț tun'oe 

nyǫ Wina'am nyǤvțpaal la o gbauŋ la karțŋun. You can receive new life from God by reading his book. 

[Bible-Intro] O faaǫn ti nǫ o Siig Kasi linǫ pie ti ka li an du'am-paal nǫ nyǤvțpaal la. 'he saved us, through the 
Holy Spirit, who gives us new birth and new life by washing us'. [TIT 3:5] m kț kpiis o yț'țr nyǤvțpaal dim 

gbauŋțn laa 'I will never blot out his name from the book of life'. [REV 3:5] Wina'am Siig la ya'a kae, Yadda 

niŋidib kț tun'e bǫ Wina'am nyǤvțpaalin la. Without the Spirit of God, Believers can't be in God's new life. 
[Bible-Study] Colloc: X kuos X nyǤvțr ‘X risks X's life’. M ya'a kuosini m nyǤvțri kț Absalom ka Na'ab la wțm 

ka di lieb yǫl, fț kț siaki zi'enǫ m nya'aŋa. 'if I had put my life in jeopardy' and the King heard of it and it 
became a case 'you would not have defended me'. [2SA 18:13] Syn: nyǤǤr. 

nyǤvțrǫ   See main entry: nyǤvțr. life. 

nyǤvțrǫǫ   See main entry: nyǤvțr. life. 

nyǤvțri   See main entry: nyǤvțr. life. 

nyǤvțya   See main entry: nyǤvțr. life. 

nyǤya   See main entry: nyǤǤr. nose, life. 

nyo-   See main entry: nyǤǤd1. reward. 

nyobud   See main entry: nyǤnbid. violence. 

nyobug   See main entry: nyǤbig. shrink from. 

nyobugid   See main entry: nyǤbig. shrink from. 

nyobugidi   See main entry: nyǤbig. shrink from. 

nyo'od   See main entry: nyǤ'Ǥg. chest, tuberculosis. 

nyo'og   See main entry: nyǤ'Ǥg. chest, tuberculosis. 

nyo'ogo   See main entry: nyǤ'Ǥg. chest, tuberculosis. 

nyo'os   See main entry: nyǤ'Ǥs. smoke. 

nyo'os   See main entry: nyǤs-nyǤs. duskily. 

nyo'osi   See main entry: nyǤ'Ǥs. smoke. 

nyol   See main entry: nyǤnl. complain at. 

nyonl   See main entry: nyǤnl. complain at. 

nyonne   See main entry: nyǤnl. complain at. 

nyonya [N]   See main entry: nyǤnya. nose. 

nyonyolig   See main entry: nyǤnyǤlțg. complaining. 

nyonyonlig   See main entry: nyǤnyǤlțg. complaining. 
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nyonyonligo   See main entry: nyǤnyǤlțg. complaining. 

nyonyonlis  See main entry: nyǤnyǤlțg. complaining. 

nyorig   See main entry: nyǤrig. fall away. 

nyorigi   See main entry: nyǤrig. fall away. 

nyorigidne   See main entry: nyǤrig. fall away. 

nyosig   See main entry: nyǤsig. mistake. 

nyovur   See main entry: nyǤvțr. life. 

nyovur-   See main entry: nyǤvțr. life. 

nyovure   See main entry: nyǤvțr. life. 

nyovuree   See main entry: nyǤvțr. life. 

nyovuya   See main entry: nyǤvțr. life. 

nyoya   See main entry: nyǤǤr. nose, life. 

nyoya [N]   See main entry: nyǤǤg. intestine, sympathy. 

nyǤǤd1   Variant: nyood; nyǤǤdǫ; nyoode; nyǤǤdǫǫ; nyoodee; nyǤǤdi; nyoodi. Form: nyǤ-. Variant: nyo-. n. profit, value, 

reward, interest. Fțn mǫ nar ye fț paam nǤzi'elkaŋa nyǤǤd laa? Do you deserve to receive the reward of this 
promise? [Bible-Study] SǤ' wțsa mi' mam mǤr nyǤǤd si'em. Everyone knows how valuable I am. [Trees] baŋk la 

dim na paasidi fț ligidi la nyǤǤd nwadis ayuobț wțsa ni. the bank people will be adding interest to your 
money every six months. [Wealth-Is-Power] yanam on da niŋ wțț ligidpǫ'ǫmisa dim banǫ pǫ'ǫsid nyǤǤd la. 'do 
not be like a moneylender' who add interest'. [EXO 22:25] Ninsaal ya'a nyǫ dunia bțna wțsa ka kǤ'Ǥŋ o nyǤvțrǫ, 

li nyǤǤd an bǤ? 'What good is it for a man to gain the whole world, and yet lose or forfeit his very self?'. [LUK 9:25] 
Sieba daa kua. Amaa yanam di'enǫ tțțma la nyǤǤd. 'Others have done the hard work, and you have reaped the 
benefits of their labour.'. [JHN 4:38] Lit: hoed, farmed. Fufum ka'a nyǤǤdǫ Jealousy is unprofitable. [Jealousy] ka' 

diib malima dǤlisțg linǫ pț tisid banǫ dit la nyǤǤdǫ 'not from rules about food, which have never benefited 
those who observed them'. [HEB 13:9] SǤ' mǫ sǫ vain tiis pǤǤg ka nam pț dii li nyǤǤdǫǫ? 'Has anyone planted a 

vineyard and not begun to enjoy it?'. [DEU 20:6] Amaa GǤmma ya'a sțŋ nidibaa, o bǤǤdi nidib la paam nyǤǤdi 

sțŋi ba mǫŋ. But if the Government helps people, it wants people to get profit and help themselves. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Űǫn, m ba'abiiga, m bǤǤd nyǤǤdi fț san'an 'Yes, brother, I am asking this favour of you as a 
fellow-Christian'. [PHM 1:20] nyǤbǤ? what profit? Colloc: di1 nyǤǤd1 ‘gain profit’. Ti ya'a kțț ti pitț nwa' su'a di 

nyǤǤd an bǤ tisi ti? 'What do we gain by killing our brother and concealing his death?'. [GEN 37:26] SǤ' mǫ sǫ vain 

tiis pǤǤg ka nam pț dii li nyǤǤdǫǫ? 'Has anyone planted a vineyard and not begun to enjoy it?'. [DEU 20:6] 
Cpart: zaalim ‘profitless’. Fț ya'a siak wada la, fț baŋț kpǫn'ǫb linǫ pa'al ye fț anǫ Wina'am nid yinne la 

mǤr nyǤǤd. 'Circumcision has value if you observe the law'. [ROM 2:25] fț ligidi la nyǤǤd du'alnǫ abțnu 'Your 
money ... has increased fivefold'. [LUK 19:18] Lit: your money has brought forth fivefold. 

nyǤǤd2   See main entry: nyǤǤg. intestine, sympathy. 

nyǤǤdǫ   See main entry: nyǤǤd1. reward. 

nyǤǤdǫǫ   See main entry: nyǤǤd1. reward. 

nyǤǤdi   See main entry: nyǤǤd1. reward. 

nyǤǤg   Variant: nyoog; nyuer [N]; nyǤǤgǤ; nyoogo. Form: nyǤǤd2. Variant: nyood; nyoya [N]. n. 1 • intestine/s, guts [in 

the plural only]. Fț ya'a kudin bǤǤd fțn zaŋim piinm kțns o lțgiri ti paae o nyǤǤdǫ o kpǫn anǫ mǤi. If you 
wanted you could prick his side with a needle right through to his guts and he would still be unruffled. [You-Do?] 
Amasa da pț gu'usid nǫ sț'țg la bǫ Joab nu'ugin la, ka Joab kțns o pțțr ka o nyǤǤd wțsa yii 'Amasa was 
not on guard against the sword that Joab was holding in his other hand, and Joab stabbed him in the belly, and his 
entrails spilt out'. [2SA 20:10] o li teŋin ka o pțțr punsig ka o nyǤǤd wțsa yi. 'he fell headlong, his body burst 
open and all his intestines spilled out.'. [ACT 1:18] Etym: OVN *NYO-GU/-TI ; GS1 *S¹O²/E/A . 
2 • sympathy [in the singular only]. PǤǤg sǤb la nǫ nimbanǫ gǤsid pǤǤd la da mǤr taaba nyǤǤg. The owner of 

the farm and the people who look after the farms are concerned for each other. [Trouble] ya an banǫ ... mǤr 
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nǤŋilim nǫ nyǤǤg nǫ taaba you are those who have 'tenderness and compassion' for each other. [PHP 2:1] ZugsǤb 

la anǫ nimbaanlzǤt nǫ onǫ mǤr nyǤǤg. The Lord is full of compassion and mercy. [JAS 5:11] Colloc: nyǤǤg taae 
‘be very attached to’. m saam nyǤǤg taae biig la nǫ hali 'my father, whose life is closely bound up with the boy's 
life'. [GEN 44:30-31] Colloc: zǤ X nyǤǤg ‘have sympathy for X’. Fț ya'a bǤǤd tampiing siindǫ, fț pț lǫm zǤt lieŋ 

daug nyǤǤgǤ. If you want honey from a rock, you don't spare the axe-handle. [Proverb 068] Nǫ' na kǫ ka Wina'am 

zǤǤ ti nyǤǤg ka yisi ti san'auŋ pțțgin. This will allow God to feel for us and take us out of destruction. 
[Bible-Study] Sim: nimbaanlig. Fț pț lǫn zǤti ti nimbaanlig bǫǫ mǤri ti nyǤǤgǤ. 'Your tenderness and compassion 
are withheld from us.'. [ISA 63:15] M anǫ Wina'am onǫ an nimbaanlzǤǤr sǤb ka zǤt saalib nyǤǤg. 'I, the Lord, am 
a God who is full of compassion and pity'. [EXO 34:6] See: gbinvǤ-nyǤǤg. 

nyǤǤgǤ   See main entry: nyǤǤg. intestine, sympathy. 

nyɔɔnsim   See main entry: nyǤǤsim. wave. 

nyǤǤr   Variant: nyoor [N]; nyǤǤri1. Form: nyǤya. Variant: nyoya. n. 1 • nose. (Manǫ ...) nǤk baŋi ga'ali fț nyǤǤr 'I put a 

ring on your nose'. [EZK 16:12] Colloc: kpǫn' X nyǤǤr ‘annoy/disgust X’; nyǤǤrin kǤnbțg ‘apple of ones eye’. 
ZugsǤb la gaŋ Jakob ka o an o mǫŋ din, Israel dimi an o nyǤǤrin kǤnbțg. 'For the Lord has chosen Jacob to 
be his own, Israel to be his treasured possession.'. [PSA 135:4] ya na an mam nyǤǤrin kǤnbțg, ka m ba'a na bǫǫ 

ya ni 'you will be my treasured possession'. [EXO 19:5] m lǫm tum o fț sa'an na, onǫ an m nyǤǤrin kǤnbțg 'I am 

sending him – who is my very heart'. [PHM 1:12] Syn: nyǤnya. fu kpɛn' fu saam nyoora ni  galis [2SA 16:21[draft]] 
Note: in the published Bible: fț kpǫn' fț saam nyǤnya ni galis 'you have made yourself a stench in your father's 
nostrils'. Etym: OV1 *ME ; OVN *NYO- ; GS1 *MI¹/E/O ; vc4 *me ; CG * n-yuu, mii-li ; PB * mìd. Note: if 
*nye- and *nya- , the vowel probably affected by palatal nasal 
2 • life. KǤdiŋ ye "NyǤǤri an gǫl." Partridge says "Life is eggs." [Asaasim  Proverb] Note: "It's when you have life that 

you can lay an egg." (MA) Modekaya tilig na'ab la nyǤǤr 'Mordecai Saves the King's Life'. [EST 2:19 [heading]] 
Colloc: X kuos X nyǤǤr ‘X risks X's life’. Ti ǫǫn kuosnǫ ti nyǤǤr ka naan nyǫ diibi di 'We get our bread at the 
risk of our lives'. [LAM 5:9] m daa kuosi m nyǤǤri lǤ'Ǥŋ titǤndig la zab nǫ Ammon dim 'I took my life in my 
hands and crossed over to fight the Ammonites'. [JDG 12:3] Syn: nyǤvțr. 

nyǤǤri1   See main entry: nyǤǤr. nose, life. 

nyǤǤsim  Variant: nyoosim; nyɔɔnsim; nyǤǤsimi. Form: nyǤǤsțŋ. Variant: nyoosuŋ. v. to offer (-and-take-back), wave sth. 

to-and-fro. (o na) țk o nu'ugi nyǤǤsim ban'a la bǫ zin'isi'a la 'he would ... wave his hand over the diseased spot'. 

[2KI 5:11] Colloc: nyǤǤs nyǤǤsțŋ malțŋ ‘offer a 'wave offering' [in the Bible]’. o daa nǤki li wțsa niŋ Aaron nǫ 

o biribis la nu'usin ka nyǤǤsimi li wțț ban niŋid nyǤǤsțŋ malțŋ si'em tisid ZugsǤb la 'He put all these in the 
hands of Aaron and his sons and waved them before the Lord as a wave offering.'. [LEV 8:27] 

nyǤǤsimi   See main entry: nyǤǤsim. wave. 

nyǤǤsțŋ   See main entry: nyǤǤsim. wave. 

nyood   See main entry: nyǤǤd1. reward. 

nyood   See main entry: nyǤǤg. intestine, sympathy. 

nyoode   See main entry: nyǤǤd1. reward. 

nyoodee   See main entry: nyǤǤd1. reward. 

nyoodi   See main entry: nyǤǤd1. reward. 

nyoog   See main entry: nyǤǤg. intestine, sympathy. 

nyoogo   See main entry: nyǤǤg. intestine, sympathy. 

nyoor   See main entry: nǤǤr1. mouth, beak, edge, opening, mouth, word, noise, times. 

nyoor [N]   See main entry: nyǤǤr. nose, life. 

nyoosim   See main entry: nyǤǤsim. wave. 

nyoosuŋ   See main entry: nyǤǤsim. wave. 

nyț'țg   v. to drain out. 

nyț'țns   See main entry: nyț'țŋ. stalk. 
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nyț'țŋ   Form: nyț'țns. n. a stalk (as: of okra-pod). Note: "the stick that holds it to the plant " [MA] Kateŋin ma'ana pǤn'Ǥdnǫ 

nǫ nyț'țns. Okra from a far place is harvested with the stalk (still on). [Asaasim   Proverb] 

nyțnyǤlțg  See main entry: nyǤnyǤlțg. complaining. 

nyubig   v. to change ones mind. li yț'țn da kena ka ti wțsa nyubig ka ye, "O mǤri ittțŋ". eventually we all changed out 
minds and said "He has his uses." [Shoeshine-Boy] 

-nyubis-   See main entry: -nyubisir. smelly. 

-nyubisa   See main entry: -nyubisir. smelly. 

-nyubisir   Variant: nyubusir. Form: -nyubisa. Form: -nyubis-. adj. smelly, perfumed, strong-smelling. 
Colloc: kpanyubisa ‘perfumed oils, perfumes’. Ya ...  sǤǤndi ya niŋgbina nǫ kpanyubisa 'You ... use the finest 

perfumes'. [AMO 6:6] Colloc: bțnnyubisa. Note: sometimes erroneously spelled bʋnyubisa  ... nǫ bțnnyubisa dinǫ ka 

ba mǤri maan pț'țsim tudaari la ... and spices that are used to make the incense [in list]. [EXO 25:6] 
nyubusir   See main entry: -nyubisir. smelly. 

nyuda   See main entry: nyu'ur [N]. navel. 

nyuer [N]   See main entry: nyǤǤg. intestine, sympathy. 

nyu'e   See main entry: nyu'oe. kindle. 

nyu'er   See main entry: nyu'oe. kindle. 

nyu'od   See main entry: nyu'oe. kindle. 

nyu'oe   Variant: nyu'e; nyun'e. Form: nyu'od. Form: nyu'om!. Variant: nyu'omi!. Form: nyu'on. Variant: nyu'or; nyu'er; 

nyu'orǫ; nyu'ore. v. to burn, kindle, set alight/fire to. Atiig nam teŋin la pț mǤr na'asaabugum, yț'țŋ ya'a 

sǤbǫǫ nidib ǫǫnti nyu'oe nǫ kțnkǤna bugum ka sieba nyǤ'Ǥd kandirnam. Atiig's village didn't have 
electricity: when it got dark at night some people lit lights in tin cans and some lit candles. [Fire] Asa da kie 

dazi'edir la lǤbi bas Kidron bǤn'Ǥgin ka nyu'oe li nǫ bugum Asa cut the pole down and' threw it away and 
'burned it in the Kidron Valley.'. [1KI 15:13] Li pț yuugǫ ka Abǫdțg naan mu'arin la lǫbnǫ ka nyu'oe bugum 

dǤbilin la It was not long before Abedug came back from the lake and made a fire in the kitchen. [Wonderwoman] m 

yǫli m bunib la ka ba vǤn' natis la yiigaa bǤbigi baa nyu'oe bugum 'I will tell the harvest workers to pull up the 

weeds first, tie them in bundles and burn them'. [MAT 13:30] Maanmaannib daa ǫǫnti bțgțlțmnǫ gaŋ onǫ na 

nyu'oe tudaari la. It was the custom of the priests to cast lots to choose who would burn the incense. [LUK 1:9] 
Daad anǫ linǫ ka ninsaal na nǤki nyu'oe bugum; o nǤkid sieba nyu'od bugum țțsid 'It is man's fuel for 
burning; some of it he takes and warms himself,'. [ISA 44:15] ba pț fǫndig ka basi ... maana linǫ ka ba nyu'odi 

tisid winsieba la. 'they did not ... stop burning incense to other gods'. [JER 44:5] David tis nǤǤr ye ba nyu'om bada 

la nǫ bugum '(their gods ...) David gave orders to burn them in the fire.'. [1CH 14:12] amaa ni'im la ya'a paae 

daba atan' ban nyu'omi li nǫ bugum. 'Any meat that still remains on the third day must be burnt.'. [LEV 7:17] M 

ya'a na nyaŋe nyu'on bugum li naan malisinim pamm. If I could only light a fire I would be very happy. [Fire] 
o bugum bǫ Zion teŋin, ka li nyu'or zin'ig bǫ Jerusalem tempțțgin la. 'whose fire is in Zion, whose furnace 
is in Jerusalem.'. [ISA 31:9] nyu'oe li wțsa nyu'or daka la zug 'he ...  burned the whole ram on the altar'. [LEV 8:21] 
tudaari la nyu'or saŋa paae la 'the time for the burning of incense came'. [LUK 1:10] Lebanon tiis la wțsa pț siak 

maan bimbim la zug bugum nyu'orǫ 'Lebanon is not sufficient for altar fires'. [ISA 40:16] Nwa' wțsa pa'an 

maan la nyu'ore na dǤl si'em 'These, then, are the regulations for the burnt offering'. [LEV 7:37] Colloc: nyu'or 

maan ‘burnt-offering, holocaust’. Ayinne na an tțțmbǫ'ǫd la maan ka ayinne mǫ an nyu'or maan. 'one for a 
sin offering and the other for a burnt offering'. [LEV 5:7] Sim: nyǤ', la'aŋ. Atiig nam teŋin la pț mǤr 

na'asaabugum, yț'țŋ ya'a sǤbǫǫ nidib ǫǫnti nyu'oe nǫ kțnkǤna bugum ka sieba nyǤ'Ǥd kandirnam. Atiig's 
village didn't have electricity: when it got dark at night some people lit tin-can lights and some lit candles. [Fire] 

nyu'om!   See main entry: nyu'oe. kindle. 

nyu'omi!   See main entry: nyu'oe. kindle. 

nyu'on   See main entry: nyu'oe. kindle. 

nyu'or   See main entry: nyu'oe. kindle. 
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nyu'orǫ   See main entry: nyu'oe. kindle. 

nyu'ore   See main entry: nyu'oe. kindle. 

nyu'ug   n. navel. Pu'a ya'a du'a, ba zaŋidi man wilpǤlli kț'țgid biig la nyu'ug. When a woman brings forth, they use 

one of my immature twigs to cut the baby's umbilical cord. [Trees] Fț nyu'ug la nwǫnǫ daam nwam kanǫ an 

gbiliga nǫ 'Your navel is a rounded goblet'. [SNG 7:2] Syn: zanr; SynD: nyu'ur. Etym: OVN *NYU-GA/SI ; GS1 
WU¹L/D . 

nyu'ur [N]   Form: nyuda. n. navel. SynD: nyu'ug. Etym: OVN *NYU-GA/SI ; GS1 WU¹L/D . 

nyu'us   v. to serve out (food). O nyu'us sa'ab la niŋ tan laasin. She serves the t.z. and puts it in clay bowls. [House+Farm] 

nyul   Form: nyun. Form: nyunnǫ. v. to leak. pu'a kanǫ nǤŋ zaba nwǫnǫ ku'om na nyun tuak-tuak nǫ. 'A nagging 

wife is like water going drip-drip-drip.'. [PRO 19:13] o nu'us ya'a pț bǤǤd tțțmaa, o yir nyunnǫ. 'if his hands are 
idle, the house leaks.'. [ECC 10:18] 

nyulinnyu'us   Variant: nyulinnyu'usi; nyulumnyu'us. n.pl. mint, wild mint. Note: 'hyssop' in Bible O da pa'al tiig vțm an 

si'em, din yi na'azinbǫda banǫ bǫ Lebanon la ti paae nyulinnyu'us banǫ yit dǤkpin sian'asim la. 'He 
described plant life, from the cedar of Lebanon to the hyssop that grows out of walls'. [1KI 4:33] ya na nǤk 

nyulinnyu'usi tțm ziim la bǫ laan la buoǫn li giligi ya dǤǤd za'anǤya 'Take a bunch of hyssop, dip it into the 
blood in the basin and put some of the blood on the top and on both sides of the doorframe'. [EXO 12:22] maanmaan 

la na kǫ ka ba zaŋ bțn-ian'ada ayi' banǫ vțe ka an nyain, nǫ na'aziinr daug nǫ pien zǫn'ug nǫ 

nyulinnyu'usi 'the priest shall order two ritually clean birds to be brought, together with a piece of cedar wood, a 
red cord, and a sprig of hyssop'. [LEV 14:4] 

nyulinnyu'usi   See main entry: nyulinnyu'us. mint. 

nyulumnyu'us   See main entry: nyulinnyu'us. mint. 

nyun   See main entry: nyul. leak. 

nyun'e   See main entry: nyu'oe. kindle. 

nyunnǫ   See main entry: nyul. leak. 

nyunyǤlis   See main entry: nyǤnyǤlțg. complaining. 

nyuya   See main entry: nyuur1. yam. 

nyțțr   See main entry: nyuur2. jealousy. 

nyuug   Variant: nyuugǫ; nyuugi; nyuugǤ; nyuugo. n. a smell. dǤǤg la wțsa di'enǫ nyuug. the whole room was taking 

on a smell. [AIDS-II] NyǤ'Ǥs la nyuug kpǫmis kpaadib la nǫ The smell of the smoke urged the farmers on. [Trouble] 
bugum la daa pț si'isi ba fuudǫ, ka bugum nyuug mǫ kae ba niŋgbiŋinǫ. 'their robes were not scorched, and 

there was no smell of fire on them.'. [DAN 3:27] Nid pț gban'ad Simiig ka lǫm zǤt nyuugǫ. A person doesn't catch 
a Fulani and then mind the smell. [Proverb 125] kugvǫnla nǫ tudaari banǫ nyuugi malis hali mǫ da la'am bǫǫ 

anina. 'aromatic resin and onyx are also there.'. [GEN 2:12] ba mǤr ... nyǤnya, amaa ka pț wțm nyuugǤ 'they 
have .. noses, but they cannot smell'. [PSA 115:6] O da nam bǫnǫ ani fuond nyǤ'Ǥs la walim nyuugu taae nǫ pǤǤg 
He was still there inhaling the thin smell of smoke that spread all over the farm. [Trouble] See: nyuus. 

nyuugǫ   See main entry: nyuug. smell. 

nyuugi   See main entry: nyuug. smell. 

nyuugǤ   See main entry: nyuug. smell. 

nyuugo   See main entry: nyuug. smell. 

nyuul   Form: nyuun. Variant: nyuunnǫ; nyuune. Form: nyuulug. v. 1 • to backbite, be jealous. M ya'am ian'adnǫ ye m 

pa'ati nyǫ ka ya zabid nǫ taaba ka nyuun 'I fear I may find quarrelling and jealousy'. [2CO 12:20] Fț nyuunnǫ ka 

gbi'id You are jealous and blaming. [You-Heard?] 
2 • to growl. Gbigim tun'e nwa'am ka nyuul hali 'The lions may roar and growl'. [JOB 4:10] Wǫbaa la da kat o nǫ 

ka wǤǤn ka nyuun The leopard was chasing him and wailing and growling. [Trouble] O (Gbigim) na nyuun o 

buugin ... ? 'Does a young lion growl in his den ... ?'. [AMO 3:4] Ba nyuunnǫ wțț bțnyua na gban'e 
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bțnkǤnbțgț mǤri wa'ae 'they growl as they seize their prey and carry it off'.  [ISA 5:29] 

nyuulug   See main entry: nyuul. jealous [be], growl. 

nyuun   See main entry: nyuul. jealous [be], growl. 

nyuune   See main entry: nyuul. jealous [be], growl. 

nyuunf   Form: nyuuni. n. a sheanut (actual nut part). Ba daa ... gaans pu'ab anaasi ye ba da' nyuuni la. They chose four 

women to buy the sheanuts. [Wealth-Is-Power] Biig la diib la ni, li nar ye zimtu'adim, sțmban'ada, magi milig 

bǫǫ magi zǤ'Ǥm nyuuni kpaam, abe kpaam bǫǫ zivaand kpaam. In the child's food there should be fishmeal, 
groundnut powder, Maggi, 'maggi' powder, sheabutter, palm-oil or vegetable oil. [Breastfeeding] Zinaa nyuuni 

kuriba anǫ yǤn ayi' Today's sheanut-measuring bowl is two bags. [Wealth-Is-Power] ya na tun'oe pin'il tțțma 

nwǫnǫ ... nyuuni tuob nǫ kpaam saamug banǫkanam you can start businesses like crushing sheanuts and oil 

extraction mills. [Electricity] Source: ta'aŋ ‘the tree’; Sim: ta'am3 ‘the fruit’. Etym: OV1 *KPI ; OVN 
*KPIN-GA/SI ; GS1 *S¹O/EM . 

nyuuni   See main entry: nyuunf. shea nut. 

nyuunnǫ   See main entry: nyuul. jealous [be], growl. 

nyuur1   Form: nyuya. n. a yam. Ba n yiti bǫlim biig nǫ ka nyi'ig nyuur. They always distract a child, in order to share his 

yam. [Proverb 138] Syn: busa. Etym: OV1 *NU/NO ; OVN *NYU-DI/A . 

nyuur2   Note: 10x in SC Variant: nyțțr.  Note: 2x in SC n. envy, jealousy. Note: esp. of rivals Ti na yǫl ye ZUGSƆB la anǫ 

nyuur sǤbaa wțț ti ya'a gǤsid kasi bǫlliminǫ? Will we say that the LORD is jealous as we see in a holy life? 

[Bible-Study] Hali sieba yǫt ye li anǫ pu'anyuur ka ba pț bǤǤd ye ba sidib mǤr sabuosǫ. Even some said that it 
was female jealousy, and they didn't want their husbands to have lovers. [AIDS-Azuur] M mǫ na kǫ ka ba mǤr 

nyuur nǫ buudbanǫ ka' vǤǤnrǫ 'I will make them envious by those who are not a people'. [DEU 32:21] ZugsǤb onǫ 

yț'țri buon Nyuur la sid anǫ nyuur sǤb. 'the Lord, whose name is Jealous, is a jealous God.'. [EXO 34:14] ZugsǤb 

onǫ aan ya Wina'am kanǫ bǫ nǫ ya la anǫ nyțțr sǤb 'the Lord your God, who is among you, is a jealous God'. 
[DEU 6:15] Da kǫ ka ti mǤr nyǫǫsim bǫǫ kǫt ka ti taaba sțnf duod bǫǫ mǤr nyțțr nǫ taabaa. 'Let us not become 
conceited, provoking and envying each other.'. [GAL 5:26] 

nyuus   Variant: nyuusi. Form: nyuusid. v. 1 • to smell, stink, give off a smell. Li ya'a ti pun'oe li na nyuus. If it's rotten 

it will stink. [Asaasim  Proverb] Tuonnǫ na nyuusid. The private parts will smell. [Womens-Health] mir linǫ nyuusid 

hali la taae m nu'us 'My hands were covered with myrrh' which has a strong smell. [SNG 5:5] Na'ab 

Nebukadnǫza vanbin Daniel tuonnǫ na'as o ka tis nǤǤr ye ba tisim o piini nǫ tudaar linǫ nyuusid hali. 'Then 
King Nebuchadnezzar fell prostrate before Daniel and paid him honour and ordered that an offering and incense 

be presented to him.'. [DAN 2:46] M vț'țsțm nyuusidnǫ pǤn'Ǥsțgț m pu'a nyǤnya ni 'My wife can't stand the 
smell of my breath'. [JOB 19:17] 
2 • to smell, sniff, detect a smell. Ba ye bin bǫ baa zugin ka o zi' ka nyuusid teŋ teŋ. They say there is shit on 
the dog's head and he doesn't know and sniffs around (to find the smell) all over the village. [Billygoat] 

nyuusi   See main entry: nyuus. smell, smell. 

nyuusid  See main entry: nyuus. smell, smell. 
 

ŊM  -  ŋm 

 

ŋmamsi [C]   See main entry: nwaaŋ [N]. patas monkey. 
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Ɔ  -  Ǥ 

 

Ǥd-Ǥdi   id. whoosh! (sound of flooding). O diib suoya kpǫm pțbidnǫ Ǥd-Ǥdi sigid o san'an na nwǫnǫ ku'om nǫ. Food 
flows in her direction – whoosh! like a river. [You-Heard?] 

Ǥfis   See main entry: ofis. office. 

Ǥfisnam   See main entry: ofis. office. 

Ǥm!   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

Ǥmmi!   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

Ǥmmini!   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

Ǥnb   Variant: onb; ob; Ǥnbǫ; Ǥnbi; onbi. Form: Ǥnbnǫ. Form: Ǥnbid. Variant: onbid; Ǥnbida; Ǥnbidi. Form: Ǥm!. 

Variant: omm; Ǥmmi!. Form: Ǥmmini!. Form: Ǥnbin. Form: Ǥnbir. v. to chew, eat. Note: eat things that require 

chewing or mastication (meat, bread, rice, yam...), graze (animals do) O nyǫ ka wǫbaa la Ǥnb biig la ka bas o zug nǫ 

nǤba She saw that the leopard had eaten the child but left the head and feet. [You-Heard?] Biigi Ǥnb kekama ka li 

nwǫlig kpǫǫm sțțnr. 'The fathers have eaten sour grapes and the children's teeth are set on edge'. [Proverb 055] 
Lit: The children eat wild figs and it twists the elder's heart.. Ba'anam Ǥnb kekama, ka li nwǫlig biis sțnfǤ. 'The 
parents ate the sour grapes, But the children got the sour taste'. [JER 31:29] gbigima la pțn gban'e ba Ǥnb ka kǤǤ 

ba kǤnba bugusi bugus 'the lions overpowered them and crushed all their bones'. [DAN 6:24] zțnzțnr kena Ǥnb 

tuŋ la nya'a ka li zǫndigi kțdig 'a worm attacked the plant, and it died'. [JON 4:7] fț pǫ'og bǫǫ bțțg nan mi' 

vǫnbis bǫǫ m nan mi' gban'e fț pǫraugț kțț Ǥnbǫ? 'Your sheep and goats have not miscarried, nor have I eaten 
rams from your flocks.'. [GEN 31:38] Ya da Ǥnbi ba ni'im bǫǫ si'isi ba bțnkpiilțŋǤ 'You must not eat them or even 

touch their dead bodies.'. [LEV 11:11] Bțŋ ǫǫnti ti Ǥnbnǫ yǤǤg-yǤǤgț kidig o pțann tiim. A donkey grazes at 
random to get to his stomach medicine. [You-Heard?] Gbigim wațŋ pț Ǥnbid mǤǤdǫ. [Even] a thin lion doesn't eat 
grass. [Proverb 022] KǤnbid mǫ Ǥnbid ka-bula la sieba. Animals also eat some of the millet-seedlings. [House+Farm] 
Ba tiaki ba Wina'am na'am pipilim la tis na'abil, onǫ Ǥnbid mǤǤd la. 'They exchanged their Glory for an image 

of a bull, which eats grass.'. [PSA 106:20] Yesu buŋid ki pǤǤg ka o nya'andǤlib gisid ki la nwǫ'ǫmi Ǥnbid 'Jesus 
was going through the grainfields, and his disciples began to pick some heads of grain, rub them in their hands and 

eat the kernels'. [LUK 6:1] Asǫǫ ka ya bakid ... bțnvțr kanǫ ka ya Ǥnbid nǫ linǫ ka ya pț Ǥnbida. 'You must 
distinguish between ... living creatures that may be eaten and those that may not be eaten.'. [LEV 11:47] Bugum ya'a 

zǫǫlim sǤ', man vanmǫna la ka ba Ǥnbidi puusidi li. If someone suffers a burn, they chew my leaves and 
sprinkle on it. [Trees] Ba Ǥnbidi ni'im kanǫ nam mǤr ziim. (they are) 'eating meat that has blood in it.'. [1SA 14:33] 
Bțŋ ye o Ǥnbidi yǤǤg-yǤǤgț paad o puann tiim. Donkey says he will eat randomly to get to his stomach 
medicine. [Proverb 165] Taaba la'asțg maan ni'im la Ǥnbidnǫ daakan la nǤǤ. 'The meat of his fellowship offering 
of thanksgiving must be eaten on the day it is offered'. [LEV 7:15] Ɔm ka fț zug ka ba yisi lii digili li kǤn' 'Eat it: 
it has been reserved for you'. [1SA 9:24] Ɔmmi ni'im kanǫ wțsa ka ba kuosid da'an. 'Eat anything sold in the 

meat market'. [1CO 10:25] Ɔmmini li ya tempțțdin. 'You are to eat it in your own towns.'. [DEU 15:22] m ya'a Ǥnbin 

nwa', ZugsǤb la sțnf naan malisinǫǫ? 'Would the Lord have been pleased if I had eaten the sin offering today? 
[LEV 10:19] Ti ya'a nyǫǫn ni'imǫǫ, ti naan kț Ǥnbinǫǫ! 'If only we had meat to eat'. [NUM 11:18] O Ǥnbidi kǤ'Ǥm 

Ǥnbir He was eating as he was famished. [Trouble] Israel zuobǫda la ni na aan ba yaama Ǥnbir zin'ig. 'the 

mountain heights of Israel will be their grazing land.'. [EZK 34:14] Colloc: Ǥnb nyina ‘grind ones teeth’. Yaa ǫǫnti 

pț gbisid ka pian'ad, o tun'e Ǥnbid o nyina ka ǫǫn bǫǫ kǤnr. Yaa never talked in her sleep, but she could grind 
her teeth and often snored. [Trouble] Sim: di2, mu'a1, nu1 ‘eat(general, staple foods) ;  eat (creatures without visible 
teeth) ; consume something liquid like an orange, kokoo.’. Etym: OVN * ŊOB ; vc3 *ŋmo. See: -Ǥnbidig; 

-Ǥnbsir. 

Ǥnbǫ   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 
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Ǥnbi   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

Ǥnbid   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

Ǥnbida   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

Ǥnbidi   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

-Ǥnbidig  See main entry: -Ǥnbsir. eatable. 

Ǥnbig   Variant: onbig. v. to clutch, hold with both hands to the chest. O da nyǫ ka o ma lidigi gǤsid o ka Ǥnbig Yaa 

kiŋkiŋ wțț on mǫ na ti tu'as ala. He saw that his mother was looking at him in astonishment and was clutching 
Yaa tightly as if she was also about to do the same. [Trouble] O da nǫ'ǫsi ba tț'țd la nǫ ka Ǥnbig o kuob He 
despised their abuse and persevered with his farming. [Trouble] Nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemmi na ku'ol o fuugț Ǥnbig si'em 

la, ala ka o na ku'ol Egipt la'ad la vaae gaad 'As a shepherd wraps his garment around him, so will he wrap 
Egypt around himself'. [JER 43:12] 

Ǥnbin   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

Ǥnbir   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

Ǥnbnǫ   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

-Ǥnbsir   Variant: -Ǥnbidig. adj. eatable, to be eaten (by chewing or grazing animals). Din saŋa, pǫ'ǫs na Ǥnbid yaama 

anina nwǫnǫ ba yam Ǥnbsir zin'ig nǫ 'Then sheep will graze as in their own pasture'. [ISA 5:17] yaama bǫ mǤǤd 

kanǫ m bǫ on nǤǤrin la the fodder or grass that is in his mouth is that which is his ‘feeding fodder’. [Asaasim] 
See: Ǥnb. 

Ǥnsig   Variant: onsug. Form: Ǥnsigid. v. to worsen, get worse. Saul n da nam bǫǫ ni pian'adi tisid maanmaan kpǫǫm la, 

ba da wțm Filistia dim la dammir nǫ tțkpiidțg la maligim Ǥnsigid. 'While Saul was talking to the priest, the 
tumult in the Philistine camp increased more and more.'. [1SA 14:19] 

Ǥnsigid   See main entry: Ǥnsig. worsen. 

Ǥnsir   Variant: onsir; Ǥnsiri. n. sweat [n.] EES ban'a zanbina anǫ anwa:- 1 - Niŋgbiŋ na yit Ǥnsir yǤǤg-yǤǤg. The 

signs of AIDS are:- 1 - The body sweats for no reason. [AIDS-Azuur] Ɔnsir na yiif ka fț nyaan paam diibi di 'By 
the sweat of your brow you will eat your food'. [GEN 3:19] o Ǥnsir yț'țn nwǫnǫ ziim tu'adi lut teŋ kǤra-kǤra 'his 
sweat was like drops of blood falling to the ground'. [LUK 22:44] Ka fțn ieen Ǥnsiri paam si'el la na lieb sǤ' din. 
'and your hard-won gains pass to the family of another.'. [PRO 5:10] Colloc: puns2/yțdig Ǥnsir ‘to sweat’. Ka o 

gbǫ'țg wțsa pusnǫ Ǥnsir. And his whole forehead was sweating. [Trouble] Niŋgbiŋ la da yțdigi nǫ Ǥnsir. Pu'a la 

zug da gbǫbnǫ o nya'aŋ His body was running with sweat. The woman's head was hanging on his back. [Trouble] 
Colloc: Ǥnsir kǤ' X ‘sweat breaks out on X’. Nimo zǤ tu'us bikanǫ ka Ǥnsir kǤǤd o la. Nimo ran to meet the lad 
who was sweating heavily. [Trouble] M ya'am da widig nǫ ka Ǥnsir kǤǤdim. My thoughts were scattered and 

sweat broke out on me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: iǫn Ǥnsir ‘wipe sweat’. Ka o iǫn Ǥnsir o gbǫ'ǫgun ka gi'e gǤs ban 

kua paae zin'isi'a la. And he wiped the sweat from his forehead and looked round to see how far they had got 
with their hoeing. [Trouble] zțțd linǫ ka ti saamnam tțm iǫn Ǥnsir la 'everything that our ancestors have worked 
for'. [JER 3:24] Ka fțn ieen Ǥnsiri paam si'el la na lieb sǤ' din. and what you have worked for will belong to 
someone else. [PRO 5:10] 

Ǥnsiri   See main entry: Ǥnsir. sweat. 

ɔŋa   See main entry: oŋa. the other one.
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o1   Variant: oo2. pn. he, she, it, him, her, his, its [3rd. person singular pronoun animate, neutral]. Ka o lǫbis ye ba 

bǫnǫ teŋkpǫŋ. He replied that they lived in a village. [Billygoat] o maligim tansid agǤla gǤla 'he shouted even 
more loudly'. [LUK 18:39 (cf. 23:23,46)] Li ya'a aan ala fțn kǫl ka ti buol o. If it's like that, let's call her. [You-Hear?] 
O tisim o ligidi ka o ken sibiti. He should give her money to go to hospital. [Womens-Health] O bikpǫǫm la yț'țrǫ 

an AbǤǤdkțțnr The name of his eldest child was Aboodkuunr. [Billygoat] Amaa o da mǤr yammțg onǫ an Egipt 

pu'asadir ka o yț'țr buon Haga. 'But she had an Egyptian slave woman named Hagar'. [GEN 16:1] O da yi yiiŋ 

Ama nyǫ on yǤ'Ǥg yaŋir ka lǫǫ pț daam oo. He went outside. Ama saw he had opened the gate and didn't bother 

him again. [Trouble] Da muk oo. Don't pressurise her. [Womens-Health] on sǤb zi' ye nǤŋ bǫ suori gur oo. that sort 
of person 'is unaware that poverty awaits him.'. [PRO 28:22] o ya'a an bipuŋ, yanam da kțț oo. 'if it is a girl, let 
her live.'. [EXO 1:16] On kul sǤ' la ya'a pț lǫm bǤǤd oo if the one she marries no longer wants her. [DEU 24:3] O da 

duoe tǤ'ǤtǤ vaa keŋ o kțlțŋțn. He got up quickly and hurried off to do his water-fetching chore. [Trouble] Sim: li1 
‘[inanimate]’; ba ‘[pl.]’; on1 ‘[emph.]’; on2 ‘[relative]’. See: on1; on2. 

o2   excl.  Note: utterance-final oh! 

ob   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

ofis   Note: 8x in 3 texts Variant: Ǥfis.  Note: 6x in 2 texts : 'Trouble-Got-One' has both spellings Form: Ǥfisnam. n. an office, 

place where administrative work is done. Tinamǫ daa ka' sakurin la o da nyaŋi nwǫdisi kpǫn' sakur ofisin la 

zu gbana nǫ pǫǫnnam". When we weren't at school he would break into the school office and steal paper and 
pens. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: ofisin ‘to/at/in/from office’. Mam bǫnǫ na'asaatiis ofisin. I'm in the forestry 

department. [Three-Problems] Lit: office of non-native trees. o nyǫt o Tikakpǫǫm la ofisin he saw him in the Head 
Teacher's office. [Trouble] Yiiga, m na pț'țsi ya nǫ yaname kǫn m Ǥfisin na la First, I want to thank you for 
coming to my office. [Electricity] Ka ya baŋ ya ...ye ba mǤŋid banǫ tțm Ǥfisnamin nǫ banǫ bǫ tțțmsieba ni la 

ba yǤǤd ban keŋ tțma let la yǫllǫǫ? So you knew that people who work in offices and other workers are not 

allowed pay when they come late? [Trouble] Colloc: poos ofis ‘Post Office’. Mista Osborn Armah onǫ sț'țe 

kyekyeku yț'țŋ-yț'țŋ di'ema zin'ig la bǫ poos ofis tita'arin la. Mr.Osborn Armah who was in charge of the   
evening entertainments venue at the big Post Office. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

oi   excl. alas!, woe! Ka Abțțg ye, "oi, mane mǤr nyin tiim ... " And Mr. Goat said "Oh dear! I have tooth medicine 

... ". [You-Do?] Ka Azțpuak yǫl ye "Gbaagba, m kț tun'e tțm tțțmkaŋa. Oi abǤ, yaalțgǤ?" And Azupuak said 
"Good gracious! I couldn't do that work. Oh, for shame!" [AIDS-Azuur] Oi, m zug ya'a bunnin ku'om 'Oh, that my 

head were a spring of water'. [JER 9:1] Oi, m biiga! Fț kǫya ka m sțnf wțsa san'am 'Oh! My daughter! You have 
made me miserable'. [JDG 11:35] 

okidi   See main entry: țk. rise. 

olif   n. olive. Note: a type of tree mentioned in the Bible; oil is extracted from the fruits (something like sheafruits). Olive oil is 

found in town shops today for cooking (like palm-oil, sheabutter) or medicine Olea europaea. Ya ya'a kpa'asi ya olif 

kpaam tiis la la'as wala la, yanam da lǫn lǫbi pǤn' wila la ni takǫ 'When you beat the olives from your trees, do 
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not go over the branches a second time.'. [DEU 24:20] Maaliminǫ ala nǫ ya vain nǫ olif tiis pǤǤd la. 'Do the same 

with your vineyard and your olive grove.'. [EXO 23:11] M pț nyǫǫnif ka fț bǫǫn o san'an olif tiisin laa? 'Didn't I 
see you with him in the olive grove?'. [JHN 18:26] 

omm   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

on1   Variant: onǫ1. pn. he / she [third person singular emphatic pronoun]. Bintampigidțg ye paŋ on bǫ ka nifț kae. 
Dung-beetle says he has strength but no eye. [Proverb 005] Akudbil daa mi' ye o zua la pțn na siak on kaanb o 

ye ba kem nu daam la. Akudbil knew that his friend would agree when he (Akudbil) invited him to go and drink 
pito. [Electricity] li ya'a ka'annǫ onǫ, yir la wțsa naan diin bugum if it hadn't been for him, the whole house 

would have burned up. [Fire] Onǫ kțnt onǫ mi' zugub. The one who does smith-work is the one who knows how 
to blow the fire. [Proverb 016] asǫǫ ka ba mǤr yir la daana keŋ sariakatib san'an ka ba vǫǫnsi gǤs ye onǫ zu 

la'ad la bǫǫ ka' onǫ? 'the owner of the house must appear before the judges to determine whether he has laid his 
hands on the other man's property.'. [EXO 22:8] Lit: if he stole the things or not him. Colloc: X [verb phrase 1], Y on1 

[verb phrase 2] ‘X [did sth.], but Y for his/her part [did sth. else]’. Atokum-tokum ... die gaadtaaba piini. 

Azilim-zilim on da bas sakur la nǫ Atokumtokum ... won the top prize. But Azilimzilim left school. [Asaasim-] 
Ka o muak o nǤǤr ka on mǫ muak o. And he kissed her mouth and she kissed him back. [Trouble] banǫ pǤǤd la 

yanam on tisi ba bi'ela mǫn 'to a smaller group (give) a smaller one'. [NUM 33:54] Colloc: o1n daan1/sǤb3 ‘ that 

fellow’. on sǤb zi' ye nǤŋ bǫ suori gur oo. that sort of person 'is unaware that poverty awaits him.'. [PRO 28:22] on 

daan ka m na dǤlli kul that person I will go home with. [Billygoat] Colloc: [relative pronoun] on1 ‘1) I (&c.), who 
...  ::  2) [reinforces relative/subordinate pronoun]’. M da gban'e ye sǫǫ m zamis sț'țŋa ka m ya'a ti pț nyǫ ka 

li gat ala, man on nyǫ ala. I realised that I would have to study well, and if I didn't get more than that, that would 

be me. [1) KL Shoeshine-Boy] Amaa m gǤs ka m nyǤvțr anǫ zaalim, man on ya'a nyaŋi zǤ zǤǤg la paae li bǫn 
'However, I consider my life worth nothing to me, if only I may finish the race'. [1) ACT 20:24] On yǫl ala naae la ka 

bu'os Apțsiakid ye, ka fțm ba' nǫ fț ma on bǫ yaanǫ When he had finished saying that he asked Apusiakid 
"Where are your father and mother ... ?" [2) Billygoat] Sim: ban3. On nǫ ban na pțdigi ba pțțr la azinzema 'He is 

to share equally in their benefits'. [DEU 18:8] See: o1. 

on2   Variant: onǫ2. pn. 1 • s/he who [personal sing. relative pronoun]. li daa kpǫlim bi'ela ka m zua Ayaab biribiŋ kpi 

on daa di'emid nǫ na'asaabugum la. my friend Ayaab's son who played with the electricity nearly died. 

[Electricity] Asǫǫ ka ba yǫl o on tțm taal si'a. He must be told what offence he is accused of. [Constitution] Lit: what 
fault he has done. DǤgta la mi' on tțm si'el The Doctor knew what he was going to do. [Electricity] ya saam 

Wina'am onǫ bǫ arezana ni la mǫ na kǫǫ ya tțțmbǫ'ǫdi bas 'your Father in heaven will forgive the wrongs you 
have done'. [MRK 11:25] Ti Ba' onǫ bǫ arezana ni 'Our Father in heaven'. [MAT 6:9] o ma yț'țr buon Matired onǫ 

mǫ an Mezahab pu'ayua her mother was called Matred who was the daughter of Mezahab. [GEN 36:39] Onǫ 

amisid o nifț pa'an yǫlsu'ada ziidi yǫla kenna 'A wink of the eye' to indicate secrets 'causes trouble'. [PRO 10:10] 
Onǫ di danbinni li pin'ilțg daar la m paae daba ayǤpǤi la kț lǫn an Israel nida. 'whoever eats anything with 
yeast in it from the first day through the seventh must be cut off from Israel.'. [EXO 12:15] Sim: linǫ ‘[non-person]’; 

banǫ ‘[plural]’; fțn2 ‘[2nd. person]’. 
2 • when s/he, as s/he. Note: third person sing. pronoun in dependent clause On daa nyaŋe baŋ o bugum samme an 

si'em la ka yț'țn nwǫ' kuŋț buon o pu'a When he was able to figure out what his electricity bill was, he shouted 
out to call his wife. [Electricity] On yǫl ala naae la ka bu'os Apțsiakid ye, ka fțm ba' nǫ fț ma on bǫ yaanǫ 
When he had finished saying that he asked Apusiakid "Where are your father and mother ... ?" [Billygoat] Ayaab 

pu'a on daa kaasidnǫ ka bi'esid dinǫ na maal When Ayaab's wife was weeping and doubtful as to what would 
happen. [Electricity] Alasid daar wțsa, sǤ' wțsa yisim zemis on tțm nyǫ ligid si'a digil 'Every Sunday each of 
you must put aside some money, in proportion to what you have earned'. [1CO 16:2] 

onb   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

onbi   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

onbid   See main entry: Ǥnb. chew. 

onbig   See main entry: Ǥnbig. clutch. 

onǫ1   See main entry: on1. 3S[emp]. 

onǫ2   See main entry: on2. s/he who, when s/he. 
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onik   n. onyx. Note: used in the Bible for onyx, a kind of jewel Ka anu an onik. Ka ayuobț an kanelian. 'the fifth onyx, the 
sixth carnelian'. [REV 21:20] From: (Eng.) 

onsir   See main entry: Ǥnsir. sweat. 

onsug   See main entry: Ǥnsig. worsen. 

oŋa   Variant: ɔŋa. pn. he, she, the other one [3rd. person singular emphatic/contrastive pronoun]. Ba ye niŋgimis mǤri 

sțnpǫǫn ka mǫ pț siakida, amaa oŋa sțnf pț duod tǤ'ǤtǤ. They say short people are bad-tempered and 

disagreeable, but he didn't get angry quickly. [Trouble] fț baŋ ka fț gbațŋ la gat oŋa fuud la nǫ koo? do you 
realise that your skin is better than his (fine) clothes? [Billygoat] Oŋa suma dǤǤndi zina ka oŋa din mǫ dǤǤnd 

bǫog One's groundnuts are being weeded today and someone else's weeded tomorrow. [Wealth-Is-Power] ayinne 

kpțkpauŋ si'isid dǤkpin yinne ka oŋa la kpțkpauŋ mǫ si'isid dǤkpin yinne 'a wing of one cherub touched the 

wall on one side and a wing of the other touched the wall on the other side'. [1KI 6:27] Amǫŋa, oŋa anǫ Yesu nid 

yinne, bǤzugǤ o pian'ad viig o gbin. 'Surely you are one of them, for your accent gives you away.'. [MAT 26:73] 
Colloc: oŋa (daan1) ‘that fellow [pejorative]’. Man kǤ'Ǥŋ nǫ gǫǫmis ka ya ziid oŋa ken kpǫla na 'Am I so short 
of madmen that you have to bring this fellow here'. [1SA 21:15] Oŋa daana niŋ wala tțm sǤ' man san'an na ye m 

ti'eb o kțkǤm ban'asǫ? 'Why does this fellow send someone to me to be cured of his leprosy?'. [2KI 5:7] 
ow   See main entry: oo1. O, Oh! 

 

ƆƆ  -  ǤǤ 

 

-ǤǤ   Variant: -oo. int. [end of question]. nwa' ka ti ye ti yǤǤ? Is this what we're going to pay? [Electricity] Yanam zi' ye 

tinam pț nyǫti ba kpǫǫmnam nifǤǤ? Don't you know that we haven't set eyes on their parents? [Kittens+Mice] Fț 

na kpa'ae bugumsaana niŋi fț nǤba zug ka li kț la'aŋi fț fuugǤǤ? Can a man scoop fire into his lap without 
his clothes being burned? [PRO 6:27] Fțnǫ siak ye fț ya'a ti kae, o na zin'ini fț na'am gbauŋ la zugǤǤ? 'have you 
announced that Adonijah would succeed you as king?'. [1KI 1:24] 

ɔɔn   See main entry: țțn2. dry season. 

ǤǤn1   Form: ǤǤnni. v. to aim (a weapon). Ba ... pian'adim pian'abǫ'ǫd wțț piema ka ba ǤǤnni tǤǤndim. 'They ... aim 
cruel words like arrows.'. [PSA 64:3] 

ǤǤn2   Variant: țțn3. int. eh? [question-marker]. Yanam ǤǤn, ya zǤt sam hali. You people, you are very afraid of debt. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Note: should this be on1 - 'as for you people ...' Ba kpans busyǫǫd zin'is ka o na tu ǤǤn? Did they 
check where there are self-sown yams that he will dig, eh? [Trouble] O pțn na sǤs Wina'am țțn? 'Will he call 
upon God at all times?'. [JOB 27:10] 

ǤǤnl   v. to examine, scrutinise. Nid ya'a mǤr zanbin bama li nar ye o keŋ sibiti ka ba ǤǤnl o ziim gǤs. If a person has 
these indications, they should go to hospital for their blood to be examined. [AIDS-Azuur] 

ǤǤnliŋ   n. a griddle. NǤkim kțntzǫn'ugț maal wțț ni'im ǤǤnliŋ nǫ 'Make a grating for it, a bronze network'. [EXO 27:4] 
Lit: like a meat-griddle. 

ǤǤnni   See main entry: ǤǤn1. aim. 

ǤǤnr   Variant: oonr. adj. childless. SummǤtir sǤbi dit na'aŋyaŋ ǤǤnr bin'isim. A patient person can get milk from a 

barren cow. [Proverb 256] onǫ kirid pț dit na'anya'aŋ ǤǤnr bin'isim anyone who is in a hurry doesn't eat the milk 
of a childless cow. [Billygoat (= Akelsa)] 
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OO  -  oo 

 

oo1   Variant: ow. excl. 1 • O [name] –  with person addressed. Oo ZugsǤba, bǤ ka fț kǫ ka ti yidigi fț suoya la ... ? 
'Why, O Lord, do you make us wander from your ways ... ?'. [ISA 63:17] Oo m Wina'am, tǫnri m yǫla 'Remember 
me for this, O my God'. [NEH 13:14] 
2 • Oh! [exclamation of pain/sorrow]. Oo, man sțnsa'aŋț nwaa, man sțnsa'aŋț nwaa! Oh, my anguish, my 

anguish! [JER 4:19] 'Yǫlimim.' –  'BǤ bțnnǫ?' – 'Dinǫ ka fț su'ad la.' –  'Oo, m su'adi si'elaa?' "Tell me!" – 
"What?" – "What you're hiding." – "Oh, am I hiding something?" [Trouble] 

oon   See main entry: țțn2. dry season. 

oonn   See main entry: țțn2. dry season. 

oonr   See main entry: ǤǤnr. childless. 

oos   See main entry: țțs. warm self. 

oosid   See main entry: țțs. warm self. 

 

P  -  p 

 

pabig   Form: pabigir. v. to be frightened. Ka Abǫdțg pabig ka naan kțk zugu li. And Abedug was frightened and fell 

off her stool. [Wonderwoman] Sim: dabiem. Dabiem kǫ ka m pabig. 'I am overcome with terror'. [JOB 30:15] 

pabigir   See main entry: pabig. frightened [be]. 

paǫn-paǫn   id. woof, woof! [sound of dog barking]. Ani ka m kpǫn wțm baa n wǫsid paǫn-paǫn nǫ kțkǤkpi'euŋ. 
Then I suddenly heard a dog barking loudly 'rawf, rawf!'. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

pa'   Form: pa'a2. Form: pa'ad2. v. to add, be in addition. Ba da kǫnǫ ka ba zin'in kpǫmmir Josef tuon. Kpǫǫm la da 

zin'in yiiga ka onǫ pa'a o zug la dǤl, ka ba tțțn ala hali ti paae onǫ an kpaanr la. 'The men had been seated 
before him in the order of their ages, from the firstborn to the youngest'. [GEN 43:33] O da pțd bipuŋ kpǫǫm la 

yț'țr ye Jemaima ka pțd onǫ tia'al la yț'țr ye Keeziya nǫ onǫ pa'a la ye Kerenhapok. 'The first daughter he 
named Jemimah, the second Keziah and the third Keren-Happuch.'. [JOB 42:14] See: pa'ae; pa'al1. 

pa'a1   ptc. just now, early today, [near past]. Biig la pa'a di'emǫ nǫ na'asaabugum la. The child had just been playing 

with the electricity. [Electricity] Mam pa'a ken pǤǤgin la, m pa'a nyǫ ka ba vțnsid nǤǤs nǫ kpi'ini na'ayin. When 
I was going to the farm, I saw them plucking feathers off chickens and guinea fowls at the chief's house. [MA] O 

pa'a ku'os nǫǫr la sț'țŋa. She has just dressed the grindstone well. [House+Farm] "Fț bǫǫn yaanǫ hali kena paae 

saŋkaŋa?" –   " ... M pa'a nwǫ'ǫdin nǫ bǤǤl nǫ m zuanam pț'țsim dǤǤg la baba." "Where were you, until you 

came now?" –  "I was playing football with my friends near the Church." [Fire-] Waai, m zugdaana, m pa'a sǤs 

lieŋ la nǫ. 'Oh, master!’ ... the adze 'was borrowed.'. [2KI 6:5] zin'ig la pa'a dammidnǫ, amaa man zi' dinǫ maalǫ 
there was 'a great commotion, but I did not know what had happened'. [2SA 18:29] M wțmi fț dammir ka dabiem 

kpǫn'ǫm bǤzugǤ m pa'a anǫ biel 'I heard you in the garden, and I was afraid because I was naked'. [GEN 3:10] 
Colloc: pa'a1 ti ‘perhaps’. Note: also written as one word pa'ati q.v. Na'ayiig pa'a ti ken yin la na? Perhaps a thief 

came to the house? [Wonderwoman] O daa zǤti ye o pa'a ti si'is o ka li lǤ'Ǥŋț He was afraid that if he touched him 
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he might catch it (the disease). [AIDS-II] O pa'a ti lǫbi kuosi ti tis Saul onǫ aan o zugdaan kțdig la. He might go 

back and betray us to Saul, our former master. [1CH 12:19] Colloc: pa'a1 ye ... ‘to be about to...’. Ka banǫ pa'a ye 

ba fieb o la lǫb nya'aŋ 'Those who were about to' flog 'him withdrew immediately.'. [ACT 22:29] fțn pa'a ye fț na 

yǫli ti sǤlțŋ la, yǫlime ti. tell us the story you were about to tell us. [Trouble] 

pa'a2   See main entry: pa'. add. 

pa'ad1   See main entry: pauk. bark. 

pa'ad2   See main entry: pa'. add. 

pa'ad3   See main entry: pa'ae. top [be on], stay. 

pa'ada1   See main entry: pa'ae. top [be on], stay. 

-pa'ada2   adj.pl. piled up, stacked together. Bandapa'ada pț kpǫn'ǫd vǤndțg yinnii. Crocodiles may lie close, but don't 

enter one hole. [Proverb 176] See: pa'ae. 

pa'adi   See main entry: pauk. bark. 

pa'ae   Variant: pa'e. Form: pa'ad3. Variant: pa'ada1. v. 1 • to be on top. Atiig daa kpǫn sǤnsțg dǤǤgțn la nyǫ ka 

mankǫǫnsi la pa'ae kabǤt la zug Atiig went into the parlour and saw that the matches were on top of the 
cupboard. [Fire] Ka ban dț gbǫog la ba yi anrțŋțn la na ka nyǫ ka bugumsaana dit, ka zimi pa'ae ka 

bodobodo mǫ bǫ. 'When they landed, they saw a fire of burning coals there with fish on it, and some bread.'. [JHN 

21:9] 
2 • to stay. Kurkur pț pa'ad yǤkkunǫ. Noise will by no means stay in a hole in a tree. [Proverb 228] Kpǫǫmnam 

mǤri ba yǫlsim ye ba tțmmǫ bikanǫ ken ka lǫbid ka ka' bikanǫ kennǫ pa'ada. The elders have a saying that 
they send a representative who will go and come back, not one that goes and stays. [Trees] See: pa'; pa'al. 

pa'al1   Variant: pa'ali1. Form: pa'an2. Form: pa'annǫ1. Form: pa'alțg2. Variant: pa'alug. v. to put/lay sth. on sth. O da 

lǫbig o nu'ugț pa'al o gbǫ'ogțn. Li da tțlnǫ. He put the back of his hand on his forehead. It was hot. [Trouble] 
Israel nǤk o datiuŋ nu'ugț pa'al Efiram zug 'Israel reached out his right hand and put it on Ephraim's head'. [GEN 

48:14] o lǫn pa'ali li kugir la zugu pin'il saasțg ya'as. he put it back on the stone and began sharpening it again. 
[Trouble] ya yinne-yinne nǤk kugir kǤldaugin la pa'ali ya biankimpiiung zug 'Each of you is to take up a stone 
on his shoulder, according'. [JOS 4:5] O da nan zi'enǫ ani ka nu'ug pa'an o biankimpiug zug baanlim. He was 
still sitting there when a hand was gently laid on his shoulder. [Trouble] nǫ teebul nǫ li daad nǫ li la'ad la wțsa, nǫ 

bodobodo linǫ pa'annǫ li zug 'the table, its poles, and all its equipment; the bread' which was placed on top of it. 

[EXO 35:13] Simon n nyǫ ka li anǫ tțmtțmnib la nu'us pa'alțg zug ka ba di'e Siig Kasi la, o da bǤǤd ye o tisi 

ba ligidi 'When Simon saw that the Spirit was given at the laying on of the apostles' hands, he offered them 
money'. [ACT 8:18] Na'ab zin'isirin la mǤr nu'us pa'alțg zin'is ka gbigim zi'e kpi'e nu'ug pa'alțg zin'ig wțsa. 
'On both sides of the seat were armrests, with a lion standing beside each of them.'. [1KI 10:19] See: pa'; pa'ae. 

pa'al2   Variant: pa'alǫ; pa'ali2. Form: pa'alnǫ. Variant: pa'alinǫ. Form: pa'an3. Variant: pa'ana; pa'anna2. Form: pa'annǫ2. 

Variant: pa'anǫ; pa'ani. Form: pa'alim!. Variant: pa'alimi!. Form: pa'alimini!. Form: pa'alin. Form: pa'alne. 
Form: pa'alțg3. Variant: pa'alug. Form: pa'alya. Variant: pa'aleya. v. 1 • to show sth. to sb. Note: Direct object is 

thing shown: if the person shown to is mentioned, then the construction is 'take [thing] show [person]'. o ... tiesi pa'al yir la 

yaŋir ka yǫl o ye, "Gaadim yi!" he pointed to the gateway of the house and said "Go on out!" [Wonderwoman] on di 

o pu'a la o pț mǤr o na pa'ali ba ... ? as he had married a wife, wouldn't he bring her and show her to them ... ? 

[Billygoat] li pa'al ye ya anǫ tampiinb ka ka' o mǫŋ biisǫ 'it means you are not real children, but bastards'. [HEB 12:8] 
Bǫǫ ba nyaŋi nie linǫ maan nannanna la pa'alǫ? Or can they reveal and show us what is happening now? [ISA 

43:9] Aansimi ya fuud ka yǫ bǤto fuudi pa'ali ya sțnsa'aŋ 'Tear your clothes and put on sackcloth ... in 

mourning'. [2SA 3:31] Fț ya'a pa'ali fț ba'abitaaba la nǫ'ǫŋa fț na an Yesu Kristo tțmtțm sțŋ 'If you point 
these things out to the brothers, you will be a good minister of Christ Jesus'. [1TI 4:6] O nindaa la da pa'alnǫ ye o 

zi' ti'irǫ His face showed that he had no hope. [Trouble] mam pa'aline m zua on na niŋ si'em gu'oe sapu'ad ziim. 
I showed my friend how to stop bleeding from a wound. [Trouble] Di mǫ pa'anǫ ti tinamǫ na bǫ bǫlim si'a It also 
shows us the sort of life we should live. [Bible-Intro] Joon Wina'am ku'om sțțb la pa'alnǫ ye ya tiakya ka bas 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd. 'The baptism that John gave was a baptism in token of repentance'. [ACT 19:4] Si'el da kae pa'an ye o 

pu'a nǫ o pu'ayua la bǫǫ. There was nothing to show that his wife and daughter were there. [Trouble] Onǫ amisid 
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o nifț pa'an yǫlsu'ada ziidi yǫla kenna 'A wink of the eye' to indicate secrets 'causes trouble'. [PRO 10:10] Linǫ na 

kǫ ka GǤmma tțțma kpǫǫmnam kț kǤ'Ǥŋ na'asi la,  ba pa'an nǫ ba arizak bǫn 'To ensure that this duty of 
Public Servants is respected, all persons holding responsible positions are required to declare their assets'. 

[Constitution] Li pa'annǫ ye yǫlbǫ'ǫd na paae sǤ'. It shows that trouble can come to anyone. [Trouble] Li pa'annǫ on 

da nyǫ si'el Israel yǫla la It shows 'what he saw concerning Israel'. [AMO 1:1] Ka Agbigim ye o pa'alim o ka o na 

iee li na. Mr. Lion said he should show him (what the medicine was) and he would find it and bring it. [You-Do?] 
pa'alim Israel dim la Pț'țsim Yir la an si'em show the people of Israel what the Temple is like. [EZK 43:10] 
pa'alimi alaafi tuntum line mǤt la bǫǫ linǫ daami fǤ indicate to the medical worker what is swollen or what is 
disturbing you. [Immunisation] Pa'alimi ti nidib ayi' nwa' fțn gaŋ sǤ' 'show us which of these two you have chosen'. 

[ACT 1:24] Zina fț pa'alya nyain ye fț zabzabidib nǫ tuongatib nǫ ba nidib la anǫ zaalim fț tuon. 'You have 

made it clear today that the commanders and their men mean nothing to you.'. [2SA 9:6] Sim: su'as1 
2 • to teach. NǤnakan la pa'al ye sǤ wțsa na tun'oe an Wina'am nid This Testament teaches that everyone can 

belong to God. [Bible-Intro] SǤ' kț lǫm pa'al o tiraan bǫǫ o ba'abiig ye, ‘Baŋim ZugsǤb la!’ 'No longer will a man 
teach his neighbour, or a man his brother, saying, ‘Know the Lord,’'. [JER 31:34] ti Kțsaas na karim gbauŋ nwa ka 

pa'ali ti biis we Kusaas will read this book and teach our children. [AIDS-Azuur] AnǤ'Ǥn ka o bǤǤd ye o pa'alǫ? 
'Who is it he is trying to teach?'. [ISA 28:9] M na niŋ wala baŋi li ka sǤ' pț pa'ali ma? How can I understand unless 

someone teaches me? [ACT 8:31] Suobama yinne ... ka ayinne la mǫ ane ti pa'an nidib wțsa ka ba baŋ li yǫl. 
One of these ways ... and the other is to teach everyone to understand the matter. [Iodine] Ka ba nǤk yțțm mummi 

la'asid nǫ Wina'am nidib ka pa'an nidib bǫdegț. 'So for a whole year Barnabas and Saul met with the church 
and taught great numbers of people.'. [ACT 11:26] Gbauŋbil kaŋa pa'annǫ ti teŋgbaung zi'ela lin ka li sum ye ti 

baŋ. 'THIS abridged version' ... 'to make available to the general public a shortened and simplified version of the 
constitution'. [Constitution.] Lit: teaches the constitutional provisions that we should understand. M zi' ban yț'țm 

pa'anǫ ya si'eli ya sakurin la nannannaa. I don't know what they teach you in school these days. [Trouble] Ti 

sǤlima nwa pa'ani ti Kțsaas lin dǤl si'em ka ti paamid bunvțya dinǫ ta'asid EES ban'a la. These stories of 

ours teach us Kusaas how we get the organisms which cause the disease. [AIDS-Azuur] Ka o kpǫ'ǫŋi nyaŋi pa'annǫ 

ba Yesu yǫla Moses wada gbauŋțn 'he ... sought to convince them about Jesus by appealing to the law of Moses'. 

[ACT 28:23] Pa'alim biig on na bǫ si'em 'Train a child in the way he should go'. [PRO 22:6] Pa'alimi ya bipumis la 

ban na kaas kțțr si'em 'Teach your daughters how to mourn'. [JER 9:20] Pa'alimini ya biis 'Teach them to your 

children'. [DEU 11:19] Yǫlsida pa'alțg da bǫǫ ba san'an 'They taught what was right'. [MAL 2:6] Sim: zamis, bigis; 
Nact: pa'an1. See: pa'an1; a-pa'alim-mǫŋ. 

pa'al3-   See main entry: pa'alțg1. teaching. 

pa'ala   See main entry: pa'alțg1. teaching. 

pa'alǫ   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'aleya   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'ali1   See main entry: pa'al1. lay on. 

pa'ali2   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'alim!   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'alimi!   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'alimini!  See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'alin   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'alinǫ   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'alnǫ   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'alne   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'alțg1   Note: verbal noun used as noun Variant: pa'alțgǤ; pa'alțgț. Form: pa'ala. Form: pa'al3-. n. teaching. Gǫligiri da 

an pa'alțg kanǫ kpǫn' mam kpakin. Mathematics was the lesson I was really interested in. [Shoeshine-Boy] Tǫnri 

pa'alțg kanǫ ka ya daa wțm ka di'e la. 'Remember therefore the teaching you received'. [REV 3:3] saŋa kenna ka 

nidib kț mǤdigi kǫlis linǫ an sida pa'alțgǤ 'the time will come when people will not stand sound teaching'. [2TI 
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4:3] Wina'am da dǤlis Moses sa'anǫ nǤk o nǤzi'ela nǫ o pa'ala la tis o nidib la God gave his commandments 

and teachings to his people through Moses. [Bible-Intro] M pa'ala ka' m mǫŋ dinnǫ 'My teaching is not my own.'. 

[JHN 17:16] ba ... pa'annǫ ti pa'al yaalis linǫ yit dama'anam nǫ bibi'es san'anǫ they ... teach us false teachings 
which come from lying and deception. [EPH 4:14] Pa'alțgț zaŋi ken Wina'am pț'țsim yǫla 'Instructions on 
Worship'. [1TI 2:1 [heading]] M pț bǤǤd pa'alsi'aa. I don't need any teaching. [Trouble] Dau kaŋa nyǫ pa'alkaŋa 

yaanǫ? Where does this man get this teaching from? [MRK 6:2] M tisi ya pa'alsțŋ 'What I am teaching you is good'. 

[PRO 4:2] Kǫl ka ti baŋ pa'alsaaŋ kanǫ ka fț tu'asid la 'May we know what this new teaching is that you are 
presenting? '. [ACT 17:19] See: pa'al2. 

pa'alțg2   See main entry: pa'al1. lay on. 

pa'alțg3   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'alțgǤ   See main entry: pa'alțg1. teaching. 

pa'alțgț   See main entry: pa'alțg1. teaching. 

pa'alug   See main entry: pa'al1. lay on. 

pa'alug   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'alug   See main entry: pan'alțŋ2. wounding. 

pa'alya   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'an1   Variant: pa'anna; pa'ana; pa'anaa. Form: pa'annib. Variant: pa'anib; pa'aniba. Form: pa'an-4. n. a teacher. 
Zaam kan ka kpǫǫm la tțm buol pa'an la o yin. That evening the elder invited the teacher to his house. [AIDS-II] 
Yț'țŋ sakur kariki la daa sid anǫ pa'an. The literacy instructor was a real teacher. [You-Do?] Pa'an la bu'osid ye, 

saam dǤkan ka o na di malțŋ la diib nǫ o nya'andǤlib la bǫ yaanǫ? 'The Teacher asks: Where is the guest 
room, where I may eat the Passover with my disciples?'. [LUK 22:11] Ya pa'an la yǤǤd Pț'țsim Yir lampǤ bǫǫ? 
'Does your teacher pay the temple tax?'. [MAT 17:24] Pa'anna, ti kuknǫ pț'a kaŋa nǫ dau. 'Teacher, this woman 
was caught in the very act of adultery.'. [JHN 8:4] Pa'annaa, pa'annaa, ku'om bǤǤdi dii ti. 'Master, Master, we're 
going to drown!'. [LUK 8:24] li pț yuugǫ ka o pa'annib yis o tǤlisi dǤǤda atan'ga it was not long before his 
teachers moved him to the third class. [Asaasim] sǤ' lǫn kae na karim gbauŋț paae onǫ, hali baa o pa'annib laa 
there was no one who was as good a student as he was, not even his teachers. [Asaasim] Bidu'adib ne tikanam beǫ 

sakur pa'annib wțsa  pian'am Kusasțŋ All parents and teachers or school instructors must speak good Kusaal. 

[Asaasim] Pa'annib ... la daa kaanb Awintțma nǫ o taab la ye ba kena sǤns nǫ ba sakur bibis la. The teachers 
invited Awintuma and his team to come and talk with their pupils. [AIDS-I] Pa'aniba ayi' bǫǫ ba sțțgin, ka banǫ 

an Himeneus nǫ Piletus There are two teachers amongst you, they are Hymenaeus and Philetus. [2TI 2:17] 'TǤ - li 

anǫ fț bțn Bǫckie,' ka LǤrpal tans onǫ an pu'a ma'aa o pa'anibin la. "Right, it's yours, Beckie." 'Highway' 
shouted to the only woman amongst his teachers. [Trouble] Pa'an bǫ'ǫd la daa mǤ ye o mugus bipuŋ la The bad 
teacher tried to harass the girl. [AIDS-II] Sim: tika, karinsaam; Cpart: zamis2. Zamis pț gat o pa'anna amaa 

zamis onǫ wțsa naae o zamisțg, o na nwǫnǫ o pa'an nǫ. 'A student is not above his teacher, but everyone who 

is fully trained will be like his teacher.'. [LUK 6:40] InvNact: pa'al2. See: pa'al2. 

pa'an2   See main entry: pa'al1. lay on. 

pa'an3   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'an3 [N]   See main entry: pan'am. plait. 

pa'an-4   See main entry: pa'an1. teacher. 

pa'ana   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'ana   See main entry: pa'an1. teacher. 

pa'anaa   See main entry: pa'an1. teacher. 

pa'anǫ   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'ani   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'anib   See main entry: pa'an1. teacher. 
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pa'aniba   See main entry: pa'an1. teacher. 

pa'anna   See main entry: pa'an1. teacher. 

pa'anna2   See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'annǫ1  See main entry: pa'al1. lay on. 

pa'annǫ2  See main entry: pa'al2. show, teach. 

pa'annib   See main entry: pa'an1. teacher. 

pa'asim   v. to challenge sb. Zeba nǫ Zalmunna nwana, banǫ yǫla ka ya pa'asim nǫ man 'Here are Zebah and Zalmunna, 

about whom you taunted me'. [JDG 8:15] li ka'anǫ Vț'țsțm Daar wada san'auŋ la yǫla ma'aanǫ, amaa on buon 

Wina'am ye, o Ba', ka pa'asim o mǫŋ nǫ Wina'am la. 'not only was he breaking the Sabbath, but he was even 
calling God his own Father, making himself equal with God.'. [JHN 5:18] hali banǫ mǤri ba mǫŋi pa'asim nǫ 

Wina'am la, si'el pț niŋidi baa. 'even those who challenge God escape.'. [MAL 3:15] 

pa'ati   Note: sometimes written as two words pa'a1 ti2 disc. perhaps. Sieba mǫ da bǫǫ ani nǫ ye ba gǤs ka o pa'ati kan'as ka 

si'el kpǫlim. Some were there to see if maybe he had collected (the stuff) but there might be some left. [Trouble] o 

da zǤti dabiem ye o pa'ati anǫ kțndu'ar he had been afraid that perhaps she was sterile. [Trouble] M da sie ken 

ka gǤsi gilig ye sǤ' pa'ati bǤǤdim ye m maal o ta'ada. I went down and looked around in case somebody wanted 
me to do their shoes. [Shoeshine-Boy] Alazug ya yaas pa'ati kǫ ka tinam yaas pț lǫn zǤt ZugsǤb laa. 'So your 
descendants might cause ours to stop fearing the Lord.'. [JOS 22:25] Onǫ pa'ati an Kristo la bǫǫ? 'Could this be the 
Christ?'. [JHN 4:29] Ka mǫ gu'usi ya mǫŋ ka ya pa'ati nyǫ makir. 'But watch yourself, or you also may be 
tempted.'. [GAL 6:1] m bu'osi gǤs ye fț pa'a ti mi' ninsțŋ sǤ' onǫ na sțŋima? I am asking to see if you might 

know some good person who might help me. [You-Heard?] Gbigim bǫ samannin, m pa'a ti yii keŋ ka o kțțm! 
'There is a lion outside; I shall be killed if I go on the street.'. [PRO 22:13] 

pa'e   See main entry: pa'ae. top [be on], stay. 

pak [N]   See main entry: piank. put  under arm. 

pak1   Variant: pakǫ1; paki1; pakki1. Form: paknǫ1. Variant: pakinǫ. Form: pakir2. Variant: pakkir1; pakiri; pakkiri1. v. 

to surprise, bother sb. On ti nyǫ o la li pak o nǫ ka o zi'en kii ye baŋ ye o nini la pț ma'ad o. When he did see 
him, he was amazed and stood still, wondering if his eyes deceived him. [Trouble] Biigi n Ǥnb kekama ka li paki n 

nwǫlig kpǫǫm sțsțnf. The child ate figs and the elder suffers the sour taste instead. [Asaasim   Proverb] O gǤs Goma 

gǤs si'a buudi dinǫ kpanbi bțr pu'a la ya'am ka lǫm pak o. He looked at Goma with a kind of look which both 
confused the woman and startled her. [Trouble] li pak kpaadib la nǫ ka ba nǤk nu'usi bibigi ba zut 'the farmers 
are dismayed and cover their heads'. [JER 14:4] Nimo yț'țn niŋ o pțtǫn'ǫrin ye, si'el yǫla pț lǫm pakǫ. Then 
Nimo made up his mind that he wouldn't be bothered by anything again. [Trouble] lin paki ba ka ba nan zi'e bțra 

la 'They stood there puzzled about this'. [LUK 24:4] BǤ ka li paki ya ka ya mǤri bi'esțg pțtǫnda ya sțnya ni? 'Why 
are you alarmed? Why are these doubts coming up in your minds?'. [LUK 24:38] Yǫl la da paknǫ. The matter was 
urgent. [Trouble] Da kǫ ka di pakinǫ ya Don't let it bother you. [AIDS-I] m sțnf san'am ka m tǫki m fuugț aaǫn ka 

tǫki m zuobid nǫ m tieŋi vǤn' ka zin'in teŋin nǫ pakir. 'I tore my clothes in despair, tore my hair and my beard, 

and sat down crushed with grief.'. [EZR 9:3] bțn linǫ da an o pakkir anǫ ... Yaro nan kpǫn ken Buanyo nǫ. the 
thing that worried him was that Yaro had already gone to Buanyo. [Trouble] Si'eli nan an pakiri tis o o pugudib la 

yǫla. Something was still troubling him about his aunt. [Trouble] li na niŋ pakiri tis banǫ gat ani wțsa 'all who 
pass by will be appalled'. [JER 18:6] Li kț an pakkiri tis mam .. It wouldn't surprise me ... [Trouble] Sim: lidig1. Li na 

lidigi ya ka paki ya 'Be stunned and amazed'. [ISA 29:9] See: -pakir. 

pak2   Variant: pakǫ2; paki2; pakki2. Form: paknǫ2. Form: pakid. Form: pakir3. Variant: pakkiri2. v. to be necessary, 

important. Dinǫ pak on anǫ on na di'e o ligidi What is important to him is that he gets his money. [AIDS-II] Ka o 

ma lǫbis ye, li ka'a paam la'ad bǫdegț ka nyaan kul sidi pakǫ Her mother answered that it is not getting a lot 
of possessions and then getting married which is important. [AIDS-Azuur] Linǫ pak ka'anǫ ti tțțma la san'auŋ 

ma'aanǫ, amaa Artemis ... yț'țr mǫ na san'am. What is important is 'not only that our trade will lose its good 
name, but also that ... Artemis will be discredited'. [ACT 19:27] Fț yǫla daa paki ti nǫ. We were concerned about 

you. [Trouble] m pțn zamis ye m bǫllim ya'a an si'em wțsa li kț paki ma. 'I have learned to be content whatever 
the circumstances.'. [PHP 4:11] Amaa Goma da ye on mǤr yǫlbanǫ pakki gaad ala Buama teŋin ye o maal. But 
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Goma said she has more important things than that to do at Buama. [Trouble] Yǫl la da paknǫ. The matter was 

urgent. [Trouble] Saa ya'a wak yțțm si'a li pț pakid o 'Without care in a year of drought'. [JER 17:8] 'Li kț an 

pakkiri tis mam,' kpǫǫm yinne yǫt o tiraan 'It won't be my concern', said one elder to another. [Trouble] Colloc: li 

pț pakǫ ‘it doesn't matter’. Di pț lǫm pak nǫ ban du'a ti buudsi'a nii. It no longer matters what tribe we were 
born into. [Bible-Intro] li yǫla pț pak ye ti kpǫn' baŋț bǫǫ ti pț kpǫn'ǫǫ. 'neither circumcision nor uncircumcision 

has any value.'. [GAL 5:6] Li pț pakǫ. 'It does not matter!'. [PHP 1:18] 

pak3   n. a kernel. asǫǫ pak la pun'oe ka bul la yț'țn vț'țgǫǫ? 'What you sow does not come to life unless it dies.'. [1CO 

15:36] 

pak4   Form: pakir4. v. to skim. Note: take from of top of something 

pak5   Form: pakir5. v. to enjoy. 

pakǫ1   See main entry: pak1. bother. 

pakǫ2   See main entry: pak2. important [be]. 

paki1   See main entry: pak1. bother. 

paki2   See main entry: pak2. important [be]. 

pakid   See main entry: pak2. important [be]. 

pakinǫ   See main entry: pak1. bother. 

-pakir1   Variant: -pakirǫ. adj. surprising, troublous. Li da anǫ yǫlpakir bǫlțŋ. It was a life of troubles. [Trouble] BǤ ka ya 

buon man ye Naomi? ZugsǤb la tisim yǫlpakir. 'Why call me Naomi? The Lord has afflicted me'. [RUT 1:21] 
See: yǫlpakir; pak1. 

pakir2   See main entry: pak1. bother. 

pakir3   See main entry: pak2. important [be]. 

pakir4   See main entry: pak4. skim. 

pakir5   See main entry: pak5. enjoy. 

-pakirǫ   See main entry: -pakir1. troublous. 

pakiri   See main entry: pak1. bother. 

pakki1   See main entry: pak1. bother. 

pakki2   See main entry: pak2. important [be]. 

pakkir1  See main entry: pak1. bother. 

pakkiri1   See main entry: pak1. bother. 

pakkiri2   See main entry: pak2. important [be]. 

paknǫ1   See main entry: pak1. bother. 

paknǫ2   See main entry: pak2. important [be]. 

pal1   Form: pala. Form: pal-2. n. a street, highway, big road. Pǫbisyaal da lǫbidi ba san'an ka dammid tiis banǫ ka 

ba sǫ dǤlis pal la. The fierce wind was against them and tossed the trees that were planted along the road. [Trouble] 
Hali zǤlțg ya'a dǤl pal zug, o ya'am kae 'Even as he walks along the road, the fool lacks sense'. [ECC 10:3] Ta'ada 

duusțg la da kǫya ka m keŋ nǤba n kaae Ankara pala la wțsa. Shining shoes led to my walking around all the 
streets of Accra. [Shoeshine-Boy] M kǫya ka ba pala kpǫlim nǫǫm 'I have left their streets deserted'. [ZEP 3:6] M da 

nyǫ paalbil sitǫǫsin la za'anǤǤr la baba I saw a small street by the station entrance. [Shoeshine-Boy] Note: Is this a 

mistake for palbil, or is it from paalț 'a small place/space' ? [TN] cf. Ba da nyǫ paalsi'a nidib la'asțg zin'iginǫ gban'e 

suosi'a. They saw a street/space at the people's meeting place and took a path. [Trouble] Tinamǫ ti kidig paltita'ar 

kanǫ wa'ae Jemes tempțțgin pțlis sitǫǫsin baba la ka m nyǫ daad lǤr anina As we were passing by the main 

road to Jamestown police station, I saw a firewood-lorry there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: pallin ‘to/in/from the street’. 
M yț'țn da keŋ naali nǫ m zuabanǫ gbǫǫnd sțgkanǫ bǫ Kwame Nkrumah lǤr pallin Then I went to hang out 
with my friends who stayed in the shed which is by the big motorway at Kwame Nkrumah (Circle). [Shoeshine-Boy] 
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Li yț'țn da sǤbnǫ hali ka ba nyu'oe pallin bugum la. Then it got very dark and they put the street-lights on. 

[Trouble] Sim: suoraug; Gen: suor. Yim tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ tempțțgin la suoya ni nǫ pal yalima nii dǤl nǤŋ dim nǫ 

pǤnda nǫ zțnzǤǤs nǫ waba na. 'Go out quickly into the streets and alleys of the town, and bring in the poor, the 
crippled, the blind, and the lame.'. [LUK 14:21] Min: suobugir, suobuk. 

pal-2   See main entry: pal1. street. 

pala   See main entry: pal1. street. 

pal-pal   See main entry: pil-pil. bright. 

pamm   qnt. much, very, many. Kpaadib pamm naae vaala ka guri sigir. Many farmers have finished farm-clearance 

and are waiting for the first rains. [House+Farm] ZǤm bugusțg pț tǤi pamm saa. Crushing grain is not very 
difficult.  [House+Farm] Na'akuoda la mi' kuob pamm. The plough-oxen know how to plough well. [House+Farm] 
ala ka o na kǫ ka tǫǫns pamm lidig 'But now many nations will marvel at him'. [ISA 52:15] Ba tǤ'Ǥŋ nǫ taaba 

kimm, ka li tǤi pamm nǫ sǤ' na nyaŋi wǫligi ba. 'They all are fastened so firmly together that nothing can ever 

pull them apart.'. [JOB 41:17] li nya'aŋ ba na ti zaŋ arezak pamm yi teŋin la 'afterward they will come out with 
great possessions'. [GEN 15:14] Sim: hali1 ba daa lidig nǫ hali pamm ka zi' yǫl la na ba'as si'em they 'were 
puzzled, wondering what would come of this'. [ACT 5:24] 

pan'alim   Form: pan'alțŋ1. v. to swear by sth. Note: in the Colloc: pǤ1 ... pana'alim ‘swear by’. ya yǫt ye, sǤ' ya'a pǤǤ 

pan'alim nǫ Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la, li anǫ zaalim. Amaa sǤ' ya'a pǤǤ pan'alim nǫ sanlima linǫ bǫ yir la 

pțțgin la, li anǫ tilas ye o yǤǤ lǫbis o pan'alțŋ la zug. 'If anyone swears by the temple, it means nothing; but if 

anyone swears by the gold of the temple, he is bound by his oath.'. [MAT 23:16 ( cf. v. 18)] 

pan'alțŋ1   See main entry: pan'alim. swear. 

pan'alțŋ2   Variant: pa'alug. n. wounding. 

pan'am   Variant: pa'an3 [N]; pan'ami. v. to plait, weave (rope). Ba mǤr tan'ami pan'am mǤǤd ka mǤr nwiid nwiis. They 

use fibre to weave grass (used for roofing) and for making ropes. [MA] nwiig kanǫ pan'am atan' pț kǫnsigid 

na'anaa 'A rope made of three cords is hard to break.'. [ECC 4:12] Delila gban'e o zuobid la pan'ami li ayǤpǤi 

nǤki naal gumme țg nǫ pien 'Delilah took the seven braids of his head, wove them into the fabric'. [JDG 16:13] 
Colloc: pan'am ... zug ‘plait, dress hair’. o na yisi ba la'avǫnla la, ... niŋgǤnkǤris nǫ ban pan'ami ba zut si'em 

la he will take away their fine things ... necklaces and how they dress their hair. [ISA 3:18] Sim: nwiig2, țg1. 

pan'ami   See main entry: pan'am. plait. 

pan'as   Variant: pan'asi. Form: pan'asid. Variant: pan'asidi. Form: pan'asin. Form: pan'asțg. v. to deceive, tempt. 
ApțzǤt yǫl pa'ans bandaug keŋ paae yin Apuzot talked persuasively to the crocodile and they went as far as the 
house. [Asaasim] (ba) na pan'as nidib bǫdegț ka ba yidig 'they will deceive many people'. [MAT 24:5] Pu'a la daa 

pan'as o nǫ nǤŋgban malisiŋ, ka zaŋ antu'a malisiŋi gban'e o. 'With persuasive words she led him astray; she 
seduced him with her smooth talk.'. [PRO 7:21] Ba ya'a saa kenaa, yanam on pan'asi ba kul na If they come 

tomorrow, trick them to come home (with you). [Kittens+Mice] Ya ya'a daa pț pan'asi nǫ m sabua laa, Ya naan 

kț baŋinǫ li gbinnǫ. 'If you had not ploughed with my heifer, you would not have solved my riddle.'. [JDG 14:18] 
Lit: tricked my girlfriend. SǤ' mǫkama ya'amlǫogț pan'asid o ka o kpǫn'ǫd makirin. 'each one is tempted 
when, by his own evil desire, he is dragged away and enticed.'. [JAS 1:14] NǤdi'esidib la pan'asidi m nidib la nǫ 

kpǫn'ǫsid wǫog 'the prophets ... lead my people astray'. [MIC 3:5] ya na namis, yanamǫ kǫt ka linǫ pan'asid 

nidibi kpǫn'ǫsid tțțmbǫ'ǫdin kenna la zug. Asǫǫ ka pan'asțg bǫ, amaa tǤǤg na bǫǫ tis onǫ kǫt ka pan'asțg 

bǫ la. you will suffer, because you have let what tempts people to evil come about. 'Such things must come, but 
woe to the man through whom they come! '. [MAT 18:7] Colloc: pan'asugin ‘by trickery’. 

pan'asi   See main entry: pan'as. tempt. 

pan'asid   See main entry: pan'as. tempt. 

pan'asidi   See main entry: pan'as. tempt. 

pan'asin   See main entry: pan'as. tempt. 

pan'asțg   See main entry: pan'as. tempt. 
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pan'-pan'   id. thump, thump! Note: noise of sharp blows o dam Yaa ka duo o zin'il gadț la zug, ka nwǫ' o tida 

pan'-pan' ye o nie o. she shook Yaa and sat him on the bed, and thumped his shoulders 'bomp, bomp!' to wake 
him up. [Trouble] 

panr1   Form: panrid. Variant: panridi. v. to crackle. Note: sound of bushfire, lightning On da kpǫm paada Yaa la ka wțm 

ka si'el dam panrid nǫ paŋ. ... wil tita'ar kǤ tiig zugu She was just getting to Yaa, when she heard something 
making a violent cracking sound ... a big branch broke off from the top of the tree. [Trouble] li na panridi wǫnnǫ 

bugum dit mǤǤg 'they (locusts) crackle like dry grass on fire'. [JOL 2:5] See: panr-panr. 

panrid   See main entry: panr1. crackle. 

panridi   See main entry: panr1. crackle. 

panris   Variant: paris. Form: panrisid. Variant: parisid; panrisidi; parisidi. v. to nudge sb. Note: to draw attention to the 

foolishness of sb. else ba na gǤsidi ya ka panrisid taaba la'ad. 'they will make fun of you and ridicule you.'. [DEU 

28:37] Lit: look at you and nudge each other, laughing. 

panrisid   See main entry: panris. nudge. 

panrisidi   See main entry: panris. nudge. 

panr-panr   id. crackle! Note: sound of bushfire, lightning Sakțdțg da niya ka ian'ad ka tansid panr-panr. A heavy rain 

fell with lightning and thunder –  crackle, crackle! [Jealousy] saa ia'andi tansid panr-panr there was lightning and 
the crackle of thunder. [EZK 1:4] See: panr1. 

pansig1  Variant: pasig; pansigi1. Form: pansigid. Variant: pansigidi. Form: pansigir. v. to lack. ZǤlțg: anǫ onǫ n tțm 

tțțma ka ya'am gǤnlțŋ pansig li pțțgin Fool: someone who does things which have no common sense in them. 

[Asaasim] fț ya'a mǫn tǤǤm kpǫn' lǤr ka sampua pansig ban kidigif si'em la asǫǫ ka ba sigisif. if you go off 
and board the lorry and you are even threepence short (of the fare), if they find you like that they will put you 

down. [Asaasim] si'el pț pansig Ama yiraa Ama lacked nothing in this house. [Trouble] SǤ' da ka' ba sțțgin la ka 

si'el pansig o 'There were no needy persons among them.'. [ACT 4:34] Si'el-si'el da pț pansigi ba teŋin la 'their 
land lacked nothing'. [JDG 18:7] si'el-si'el da pț pansigidi baa. 'nothing was lacking.'. [1KI 4:27] Sim: kǤ'Ǥŋ, pǤ'Ǥg1, 

yulig2. 

pansig2  v. to separate things, pull off a part. PǤnsțgț pansigid zaba 'Casting the lot settles disputes'. [PRO 18:18] 

pansig3  Variant: pansigi2. Form: pansignǫ. v. to do sth. accidentally. Colloc: pansig3 ... lu/li ‘fall (accidentally)’. onǫ 

pansigi lu kugkan zug na bǫnnim-bǫnnim 'Everyone who falls on that stone will be broken to pieces'. [LUK 

20:18] M pansignǫ li ku'om la pțțg ka dau la kenna yaam. I accidentally fell into the water and the man came 
and snatched me out. [MA] 

pansigi1   See main entry: pansig1. lack. 

pansigi2   See main entry: pansig3. accidentally. 

pansigid   See main entry: pansig1. lack. 

pansigidi   See main entry: pansig1. lack. 

pansigir   See main entry: pansig1. lack. 

pansignǫ   See main entry: pansig3. accidentally. 

paŋ1   Variant: paŋa; paŋaa; paŋǫ; paŋe; paŋi. Form: paans. Form: paŋ-2. n. strength, power. On da zan'as fian'a la 

ka o gban'e o mǤǤd ye vǫ'ǫg o nǫ paŋ. When he completely refused, then she held him, trying to pull him by 
force. [Trouble] Paŋ kanǫ na bilig masin ka li zǤt. This (electric) power will rotate a machine so that it runs. 

[Electricity] Dau la da diya ka paŋ yț'țn kena 'After he had eaten, his strength returned'`. [1SA 30:12] AnǤ'Ǥn tisi ya 

paŋ bǫǫ nǤǤr ye ya maalim nwa'a? 'By what power or what name did you do this?'. [ACT 4:7] Mam mǫ kț yǫli ya 

paŋ kan ka m mǤri tțm tțțm bamaa. 'Then I will not tell you either by what authority I act'. [MRK 11:33] Sisi'em 

la da mǤri paŋ hali da'adi Atǫuk ku'om la ka anrțŋ la bǤǤd ye li kǤ'. 'a strong wind on the sea, and the storm 

was so violent that the ship was in danger of breaking up'. [JON 1:4] Namisțg nwa' tțțgi m paŋ bǫn. 'My 
punishment is more than I can bear.'. [GEN 4:13] hali ba tis ka li gaadi ba paŋ bǫn 'they gave ... even beyond their 
ability'. [2CO 8:3] Anane da mi' ye o mi'ilim tis o kpǫuŋ la ka ka' o paŋa. Anane knew that he owed his position 
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to his knowledge, not to his strength. [Trouble] Ba ya'a mǫ' zaŋguom ka li pț mǤr paŋa, ba nǤkid gǤǤrpielli 

bțligidi li. 'when a flimsy wall is built, they cover it with whitewash'. [EZK 13:10] Fțnǫ tis wief paŋaa? 'Do you 
give the horse his strength ... ?'. [JOB 39:19] Ti bǫ anina mǤǤd ka pț tun'e nǫ, ti paŋǫ pǤ'Ǥg. We were struggling 
there but couldn't manage it, we couldn't afford it. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ti ǫǫnti kțdin gț'țŋidnǫ bǤzugǤ ti pț mǤr 

vțmpaal la paŋe ti nii. We usually just fail, because we don't have the power of new life in us. [Bible-Study] 
kpǫn'ǫmi zakini nu ku'om ka nyǫ paŋi lǫbi kuli. go into the courtyard and drink water and get the strength to go 
home. [Trees] fț na mǤr paŋi paae fț nyǤvțr bǫn. 'your strength (will) last as long as you live.'. [DEU 33:25] tinam 

zțmațŋ kaŋa mǫ na nyaŋe paam Siig Kasi la paŋtita'ar kaŋa. we of this generation can also receive this great 
power of the Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] Onǫ da nǤk o paŋtita'ari mǤri ba yina la bǫ ya? 'where is he who brought 

them through the sea'. [ISA 63:11] Colloc: paŋin ‘in/into/with/from power’. O na bǫ paŋin nǫ yțma anaasi He will 
be in power for four years. [Constitution] li na yinǫ Babilon na'ab Nebukadnǫza paŋin it will result from the 
power of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon. [EZK 30:10] Colloc: Paŋtita'ar SǤb3 ‘Almighty’.  ZugsǤb onǫ an 

Paŋtita'ar SǤb la zi'el dabisiri gur banǫ mǤr nyǫǫsim ka dț'țsidi ba mǫŋ la. 'The Lord Almighty has a day in 

store for all the proud and lofty, for all that is exalted'. [ISA 2:12] Colloc: paŋsǤb ‘strong person’. O da anǫ paŋsǤb 

hali He was very strong. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li kǫne ka ti paŋsob wina'am lǫbig gik This made our almighty god 
speechless. [Asaasim] m PaŋsǤba, kem tǤ'ǤtǤ na sțŋim. 'O my Strength, come quickly to help me.'. [PSA 22:19] 
Colloc: mǤr paŋ1 ‘be strong, powerful’. Man wila mǤri paŋ hali, dinǫ kǫ ka ba bu'aridi maan yu'ada pin dǤǤd 

la. My branches are very strong, which is why they split them to make rafters to roof rooms. [Trees] Li na sțŋ ka 

biig la bi' sț'țŋa n mǤr paŋ ka laafi mǫ bǫ o. This will help the child to grow well and be strong and also 
healthy. [Breastfeeding] Ba da anǫ nimbǫda banǫ mǤr paŋ They were great men, who were strong. [GEN 6:4] 
Syn:  Note: ? SynD ya'a3; Sim: kpi'euŋ. Etym: OV1 *FA . 

paŋ-2   See main entry: paŋ1. strength. 

paŋa   See main entry: paŋ1. strength. 

paŋaa   See main entry: paŋ1. strength. 

paŋǫ   See main entry: paŋ1. strength. 

paŋe   See main entry: paŋ1. strength. 

paŋi   See main entry: paŋ1. strength. 

pap   id. sound of a slap. Goma lǤb Adu tampiank pap Goma gave Adu a sharp slap. [Trouble [emended by MA]] Note: 

original : Goma tis Adu tampiank kpi'i Syn: kpi'i. 

papafu  Form: papafunam. n. a towel. Yisim o na'am papafu la, ka pidig o na'am zupibig la. 'Take off the turban, 
remove the crown.'. [EZK 21:26] Note: In Kusaug a towel is used around the head or over the shoulder for display dress of 

chiefs and elders Sțțsa la nǫ baŋgidanam la mǫ da anǫ nyain ka papafunam kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb pǫ'ǫl. The sponges 
and toilets were also clean, and supplied with separate towels. [Jealousy] From: (Twi). Note: mpopaho 

papafunam   See main entry: papafu. towel. 

parasitamǤl   n. paracetamol. ParasitamǤl nugalisțg tun'oe ta'as ban'as. Overdosing with paracetamol can cause 

sickness. [Immunisation-II.] O da ǫǫnti yǫlim ye o pțțgț zabid ka m da' parasitamǤl tivǤnnim tis o. When he 
told me he had stomach ache I would buy paracetamol tablets for him. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: (Eng.) 

parig   v. to bump, thump sb. Ka Birago ba'aŋi parig o baanlim. Birago reached out and thump him gently. [Trouble] Yaa 

baŋ ye o parig o bier la amaa li pț pak o. Yaa realised that he had bumped into his elder brother, but it didn't 
bother him. [Trouble] See: parigid-parigid. 

parigid-parigid   id. thumpetty-thump! [sound of galloping horses]. Widi la kena dǫǫd nǫ paŋ; ka ba tafǫǫd la 

dammid parigid-parigid. 'Then thundered the horses' hoofs– galloping, galloping go his mighty steeds.'. [JDG 

5:22] o (wief) zǤtnǫ ki'ed teŋ la parigid-parigid ka uusțg duod. 'In frenzied excitement he (horse) eats up the 

ground'. [JOB 39:24] Lit: dust goes up. See: parig. 
paris   See main entry: panris. nudge. 

parisid   See main entry: panris. nudge. 

parisidi   See main entry: panris. nudge. 
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pasig   See main entry: pansig1. lack. 

patinnyaabir   id. enormous.  [Trouble] Ani ka o nyǫ ka wǫbaa patinnyaabir zi'e zigigigi. Then he saw that an enormous 
leopard stood looming there. [Trouble] 

pauk   Form: pa'ad1. Variant: pa'adi. n. the bark of a tree, scale of  fish, husk. Mam pauk la anǫ tituom ka lǫn an pțțg 

tiim. My bark is anthrax-medicine, and also stomach medicine. [Trees] M pa'ad la  mǤr bugum pamm ka mǫ mǤr 

nyǤ'Ǥsi nyaŋidi kat dumis. My bark makes plenty of fire and the smoke can repel mosquitoes. [Trees] Nya'a nǫ 

vaand bǫǫ tiig pa'ad anǫ tiim ti'ebid wiima bǫdegț. Roots and leaves and bark of trees are medicine for many 
illnesses. [Trouble] Tisi'a da kpi'enǫ suor la ka ba keŋ pigis o pa'ad. A tree was near the path and they went to 
strip its bark. [Trouble] Jakob da nwaae tiis sieba wila pigisi li pa'ad la sieba 'Jacob got ... branches of ... trees 

and stripped off some of the bark'. [GEN 30:37] ku'omin bțn linǫ wțsa pț mǤr pa'ad nǫ kpțkpama yanam da dii 
'anything living in the water that does not have fins and scales may not be eaten'. [DEU 14:10] O pțțr la anǫ pa'ad 

pa'adi (there are) 'scales on his belly'. [JOB 41:30] Etym: OV1 *WA/E/O  (?? this may be from 'shell' of egg, nut) ; 
OVN *PEG-GU/DI ; vc1 *po, pog ; vc4 *po ; CG *ppia (p/bb : i/o) ; PB *pʋ̀cʋ̀. Note: a, ia from ɛ (Naden 1980) 
o from suffix *-GU (Naden 2008) Read: Naden, Tony  2015.     Suffix vowel regression in W .O/V 
nominals. ::  http://media.wix.com/ugd/ae2814_c0a8ad97fafb409788d 8cbf4146dfd00.pdf  

pauŋ   n. wealth, plenty. La'am nǫ pauŋ kaŋa wțsa la li da nam pț si'al tǤn'Ǥs la pu'a la. In spite of all this wealth, the 
hunter's wife wasn't yet satisfied. [Jealousy] 

paya   n. avocado. O mǫ tun'e sǫn' busa la ka paas zinki'ima nǫ sunki'ima bǫǫ paya She could roast yams and add 
fried fish and groundnuts or avocado. [Wonderwoman] From: (Eng.) Note: 'pear' 

paa   See main entry: paae. reach. 

paad   See main entry: paae. reach. 

paada   See main entry: paae. reach. 

paadi   See main entry: paae. reach. 

paadnǫ   See main entry: paae. reach. 

paae   Form: paa. Form: paanǫ. Form: paad. Form: paada. Variant: paadi. Form: paadnǫ. Form: paaminǫ!. Form: paar. 

Variant: paarǫ; paari. Form: paaeya.  Note: 7x in SC, 4x in texts :  also Variant: paaya.  Note: 4x in texts Variant: paae 

ya4.  Note: approx. 37x in SC, 10x in texts Note: many other occurrences are "reach you" ( ya2 ) v. to reach, arrive at. Yǫlțg 

kaŋa da dǤlisnǫ ba tuŋ la ala paae na. This rumour passed through their clan and so reached here. [Trouble] Ba 

ya'a gban'e sǤ' yǤǤ li pț sțm ka li paae dabis muma ayi' (awanam pisnaasi nǫ anii) 'A person charged with 

a criminal offence,' it is not right that it extends to two full days (24 hours). [Constitution] Su'os ka Akpǫlimya 

du'am sansa sa paae Yesterday Akpelimnya's time to give birth arrived. [AIDS-II] Ba wțsa nar ka ba da tțțg 

piinǫ awai, bǫǫ pț paae piigaa. 'Ministers of State whose number shall not exceed nineteen or be less than ten.'. 

[Constitution] Biis banǫ pț paae yțțma ayi' la kțnsim mukiya, bǤzugǤ: - banǫ namisid bǫdegț It is very 

important to immunise babies under two years, because:- they have many health problems. [Immunisation-] Li bǫn 

paae ya! Li bǫn paae tis teŋgbauŋ la lțga anaasi la wțsa. 'The end! The end has come upon the four corners of 
the land.'. [EZK 7:2] zam sǤb onǫ mǤr laas nǫ bǤtbanǫ pț paae ma'ad la'adi kuosid a cheat who has bowls and 
sacks less than proper size to falsify things to sell.  [MIC 6:11] Dinzug ya tun'e mǤr taaba paae antu'a tu'ad la 

tuon. 'there are assizes ... let the parties bring their charges and countercharges'. [ACT 19:38] Ka o ma paae na la 

ka o ye, sida, biribimbama ayi' nwa bǤǤd man And his mother arrived and she said that, truly, these two boys 
are interested in marrying me (or courting me). [Billygoat] Lit: want me. m nu'ug na paae ba ani yisi ba na 'from 
there my hand will take them'. [AMO 9:2] Lit: my hand will reach them there and take them out. o da pț tǫn'ǫs ye 

dau si'a bǫ sakurin la paa o ya'am. he didn't think there was any man who could match his intelligence. [Trouble] 
Yǫltita'ari paanǫ ti lin ka m kiri gaadin. We've got a big problem, that's why I am hurrying past. [Trouble] Di ya'a 

an sida ye mam yidig nǫ, yanam kǫl ka li paanǫ mam ma'aa. 'If it is true that I have gone astray, my error 
remains my concern alone.'. [JOB 19:4] ti pț kǫt ka teŋkpǫŋin dim la yǤǤd ka li paad din nari ba yǤ si'em la. we 

don't make village people pay as much as they ought to. [Electricity] Vurigim vurigim mǫn paad dǤkpin. Move up, 
move up! reaches the wall. [Asaasim] Ban nam sǤnsid la ka Rakǫl mǫ paad na nǫ o saam kǤnbid 'While he was 
talking to them, Rachel arrived with her father's flock'. [GEN 29:9] Man da kennǫ paad Damaskus nintaŋ tisțțs 

saŋa la 'About noon as I came near Damascus'. [ACT 22:6] Fț nǤzi'ela la ku'onuudi mǤri m ka m vț'țsidi pț 
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paada ka ya'ae nǤǤr. 'I open my mouth and pant, longing for your commands. '. [PSA 119:131] Lit: I breathe and 

don't attain them, and open my mouth. Wiefu wa'e si'el la bțŋ mǫ paadi ani nǫ. Where a horse can go, a donkey 
can also reach. [Proverb 013] Kǫlli ka ti maal bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm baŋ onǫ zug ka yǫltǤǤg kaŋa paadi ti! 'Let's 
draw lots and find out who is to blame for getting us into this danger.'. [JON 1:7] O da kțdin paadnǫ ani ka wțm 

ka li damid lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la baba He was just getting there when he heard a commotion in the garden. [Trouble] 
Josef yǫl o ba'abiis la ye, “Paaminǫ m tuon na.” Ka ban paae na la, o yǫli ba ... 'Then Joseph said to his 
brothers, “Come close to me.” When they had done so, he said ... '. [GEN 45:4] Saŋa la bǫn ya'a ti bǤǤd paar, 

Ya-dagǤbțg Na'ab la na duoe zab nǫ o 'At the time of the end the king of the South will engage him in battle'. 

[DAN 11:40] Sǫǫung ya'a ti bǤǤd paarǫ, nidib bǫdegț si'ilimnǫ man vanma'asa yǫla. When the rainy season is 

about to come, many people think of my fresh leaves. [Trees] Ba da dǫŋ pǤǤgțn la paari gat ban ǫǫnti ken si'em 

la. They got to the farm earlier than they usually went. [Trouble] Zanbin bama pa'an ye sa'ar paaya bǫǫ li bǤǤd 

paar. These signs show that the time of labour as arrived or is about to arrive. [Womens-Health] ki la ya'a bi'ig, 

kpaad la na zaŋ kțsiigi kie li, bǤzugǤ li bunib saŋa paaeya 'When the corn is ripe, the man starts cutting it 

with his sickle, because harvest time has come.'. [MRK 4:29] Saŋa paaeya ye m vțm naae. The time has arrived for 
my life to end. [2TI 4:6] Bțdig saŋa mǫ paae ya. Sowing time has arrived. [House+Farm] Colloc: paae ... na1. ‘arrive 
here’.  Note: sometimes written as one word –  paana  li da pț yuugǫ ka o bier Esau mǫ yi tǤn'Ǥsțgț paae na. it 
wasn't long before 'his brother Esau came in from hunting.'. [GEN 27:30] li pț yuugǫ ka arezakdaan la mǫ paana 
it wasn't long before a rich man turned up as well. [Akelsa] Colloc: keŋ paae ‘(all the time) until’. keŋ paae Pesia 

na'ab Darius na'am diib saŋa 'and down to the reign of Darius king of Persia'. [EZR 4:5] Colloc: X paae Y ya'am 
‘X satisfies Y's mind’. Lǫbisțg la ya'a paae Goma ya'am, li ka' ala tis Ama. If this answer satisfied Goma, it 
was not so for Ama. [Trouble] Colloc: pțțg pț paada ‘be dishonest, deceptive’. M mi' ya sț'țŋa ye ya anǫ banǫ 

ka ya pțțg pț paada 'Well do I know how treacherous you are'. [ISA 48:8] Banǫ mǤr labanǫ pț paae ma'asid 

la'ad la anǫ zam dim ka ba pțțg pț paada. Those who use inaccurate measures for goods are cheats and 
dishonest. [DEU 25:16] Sim: tu'ae. Etym: OVN *PA-G, TA ; vc4 *ta . Note: see refs. and links at ken

3
  

See: a-daar-paaeya.   

paae ya4  See main entry: paae. reach. 

paaeya   See main entry: paae. reach. 

-paal   Variant: -paalli.  Note: 3x in SC Variant: -paali.  Note: 7x in SC.  Variant: -paallǫ.  Note: 2x in SC.  Variant: -paalǫ.  
Note: 2x in SC.  Form: -paala. Variant: -paalaa.  adj.   new.  O nyǫ o zuapǤl la ka o yǫ fupaal nǫ kurpaal nǫ 

ta'ada banǫ dǤlli li He saw his young friend and he was wearing a new shirt and trousers, and shoes to match. 

[Trouble] Ati'eb ka tǤlisi tis GǤmma paal zugdaan nǫ zi'ela zǤŋ dim ka ba pin'ili ba tțțma n dǤlis teŋgbauŋ 

zi'ela suor. 'The Transitional Provisions enable the elected President and the elected Parliament to start work 
under the new constitution.'. [Constitution] Lit: preparation and handing over to the new government. SǤ' mǫ pț lied 

danpaal waa kțdig nii. 'And no one pours new wine into old wineskins.'. [LUK 5:27] Na'apaal na tțm bǤ ka li 

ka'anǫ linǫ pțn tțm sa? 'What more can the king's successor do than what has already been done?'. [ECC 2:12] 
Lit: the new king. m pț sǤbid linǫ an zi'el paalǫ 'I am not writing you a new command'. [2JN 1:5] nǤǤr yǫlțg kanǫ 

ka m sǤbidi tisidi ya la ka' yǫl paallǫ. 'I am not writing you a new command'. [1JN 2:7] Egipt na'apaalli da namis 

Israel dim la yǫla A New King of Egypt Oppresses the Israelites. [EXO 1:7 [heading]] m ... na sǤbi m mǫŋ yț'țpaali 

tabil o. 'I will also write on them my new name.'. [REV 3:12] Fț mi' piim paal ligidi an si'em? Fț na nyaŋe da'ad 

pinpaala kțnsid sǤ' wțsaa? Do you know how much a new needle is? Can you buy new needles to inject 
everybody? [AIDS-I-] Ba ya'a pțn kad nǫ teŋgbauŋ la zi'ela la basǫǫ li nar ye teŋimbiis lǫn zi'el zi'elpaala. 'All 
citizens as guardians of the constitution have the right and unimpeded access to the courts to challenge any acts of 
the President, Parliament or any other body, public or private, which are Inconsistent with the provisions of the 

constitution.'. [Constitution] M zuapaala la wțsa da kpǫǫm mam. All my new friends were older than me. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Ka pian'ad la na nwǫnǫ saa niid mǤpaala zug nǫ 'my words descend ... like showers on new 

grass'. [DEU 32:2] Colloc: pu'apaal ‘a bride ('new wife')’. ǫǫn, m pu'apaalaa, dǤllim ka ti yi Lebanon na. 'Come 
with me from Lebanon, my bride'. [SNG 4:8] Pu'asadir na tam o niŋgǤnkǤris yǫlaa, bǫǫ pu'apaal tam o duorim 

la'ad yǫla? 'Does a maiden forget her jewellery, a bride her wedding ornaments?'. [JER 2:32] Colloc: du'am-paal 
‘new birth’. O faaǫn ti nǫ o Siig Kasi linǫ pie ti ka li an du'am-paal nǫ nyǤvțpaal la. 'he saved us, through the 

Holy Spirit, who gives us new birth and new life by washing us'. [TIT 3:5] Colloc: nyǤvțpaal ‘new life’. Kem zi'enǫ 

Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la tu'as nidib la nyǤvțpaal labaar la yǫla. 'Go and stand in the Temple, and tell the people 
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all about this new life.'. [ACT 5:20] Syn: -paalig. Ka na'apaalig onǫ zi' Josef yǫla da di na'am Egipt teŋin. 'Then 

a new king, who did not know about Joseph, came to power in Egypt. [EXO 1:8] Note: cf. Egipt na'apaalli da namis 

Israel dim la yǫla How the New King of Egypt Afflicted the Israelites. [EXO 1:7 [heading]] Cpart: -kțdig3, -kțdțg1. 
SǤ' pț nuud dankțdțg ka lǫm bǤǤd danpaalǫ. 'no one after drinking old wine wants the new'. [LUK 5:39] Lin anǫ 

sț'țm nǫ fǫn'ǫpaala ka ka' fǫn'ǫkțda - tǫnr din. It is good for new wounds but not old sores –  remember that. 

[Trouble] Etym: OV1 *PA ; OVN *PAL ; GS3 *F¹AL ; vc1 *fa ɗ, fɪɗ ; CG *paa-li. See: -paalig; paalim. 

-paala   See main entry: -paal. new. 

-paalaa   See main entry: -paal. new. 

-paalǫ   See main entry: -paal. new. 

-paali   See main entry: -paal. new. 

-paalig   Variant: -paaligi. Form: -paalis. Variant: -paalisi. adj. 1 • new. M baŋ ye fț nǤŋi fț zin'ipaalig la - ba gǤsidif 

sț'țŋa. I realise that you love your new place – they look after you well. [Trouble] Ya na di dikțdțg kanǫ ka ya 

da bțn yțțm la, hali ka ti baae li yis ka lǫdig dipaalig. 'You will still be eating last year's harvest when you will 
have to move it out to make room for the new.'. [LEV 26:10] fț gan'a na pǫ'ǫl nǫ danpaalig your vats will brim over 
with new wine'. [PRO 3:10] Fț ya'a kie yaama ka mǤpaalig yina 'When the hay is removed and new growth 

appears'. [PRO 27:25] Nid kț zaŋ danpaaligi su waa kțdiginǫǫ. 'No one puts new wine into old wineskins'. [MRK 

2:22] 'M na ...  nǤk sipaaligi kpǫn'ǫsi ba pțțgin.' 'I will ...  put a new spirit in them'. [EZK 11:19] BǤzug ka ya 

dțnna bipaalis la pț gi'igid kpǫǫmnama? Why is it that you youth of these days do not respect the elderly? [MA] 
Asǫǫ ba zaŋ danpaaligi su wapaalisin 'pour new wine into new wineskins'. [MAT 9:17] Colloc: du'am-paalig 
‘new birth’. nimbaanlzǤǤr linǫ zu'oe la zugț kǫ ka ti paam du'am-paalig 'In his great mercy he has given us 
new birth'. [1PE 1:3] Syn: -paal. Ka na'apaalig onǫ zi' Josef yǫla da di na'am Egipt teŋin. 'Then a new king, who 
did not know about Joseph, came to power in Egypt. [EXO 1:8] Note: cf. Egipt na'apaalli da namis Israel dim la 

yǫla How the New King of Egypt Afflicted the Israelites. [EXO 1:7 [heading]] Cpart: -kțdig3, -kțdțg1. SǤ' mǫ pț 

lied danpaal waa kțdig nii. 'And no one pours new wine into old wineskins.'. [LUK 5:37] 
2 • young. Manoa zaŋ bțpaalig nǫ kii maal maan tampiing zugț 'Manoah took a young goat, together with the 

grain offering, and sacrificed it on a rock'. [JDG 13:19] Yim keŋ kǤnbidin la gaŋ bțpaalis ayi' mǤr na 'Go out to 
the flock and bring me two choice young goats'. [GEN 27:9] O nidib la wțsa nwa'am wțț gbigimpaalis 'Her 
people all roar like young lions'. [JER 51:38] Etym: ("new") OV1 *PA ; OVN *PAL ; GS3 *F¹AL ; vc1 *fa ɗ, fɪɗ ; 
CG *paa-li; ("young") OV1 *PA ; OVN *PA.L . See: nwadpaalig; -paal; paalim. 

-paaligi   See main entry: -paalig. new, young. 

paalim   adv. newly. O da nan pțnnǫ paalim ka  o gbǫ'ǫtțk linǫ ka Susa biis la ye o pian'ad la wțsa bǫnǫ ani la nyǫǫn 

pal-pal. He had already shaved (his head) completely, and his protruding forehead that the Susa kids always 
mentioned when they referred to him was there shining clearly. [Trouble] Titan kanǫ ka ba tu paalim la tțțlțg da 

nwǫ' o. The heat of the newly-dug soil struck him. [Trouble] Azțpuak n daa nan yi Ankara paalim kulna la 
Azupuak had just newly come home from Accra. [AIDS-Azuur] ZugsǤb tțmtțm la nǤbig o san'an wțț tikanǫ 

nam bun paalim 'He grew up before him like a tender shoot'. [ISA 53:2] o ... da an ninkanǫ niŋ yadda paalim 

nannǫ. 'He must not be a recent convert'. [1TI 3:6] 

-paalis   See main entry: -paalig. new, young. 

-paalisi   See main entry: -paalig. new, young. 

-paallǫ   See main entry: -paal. new. 

-paalli   See main entry: -paal. new. 

paalo   See main entry: paalț. space, property. 

paaloo   See main entry: paalț. space, property. 

paalț   Variant: paalo; paalu; paalțț; paaloo. n. 1 • space, in the open, openly, room (for sth.) Ba da tis kpǫǫmnam la nǫ 

kpi'euŋ ye ba gǤs ka biis la piisid dǤǤdin la nǫ yiiŋ paalț la wțsa. They gave the seniors authority to see that 
the boys swept the rooms and all the area outside. [Shoeshine-Boy] (o) zaŋ o kțțnr, o karintǫ (suraug), nǫ o zǫnnir 

n keŋ niŋ vǤnya, hale ka paalț ti ka'a bǫnǫ. he took his hoe, cutlass and axe and went and made holes, even 
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though there was no room there. [Asaasim] ba ǫnrigim lǫb zin'ig yinne ka bas paalț ka wǫbaa la kpǫn' na digin. 
they should move up and make room for the leopard to come in and lie down. [You-Heard?] Na'ab la sǤbi tik nu'ug 

ka li yi paalț la 'the order had been signed'/'the decree had been published'. [DAN 6:9] Lit: the King had written and 
'signed' and came out publicly. Ka sieba mǤr zukpi'euŋ ka pț siakǫ, ka pian'ad pian'ayǤǤd ZugsǤb suor la 

yǫla paalț. 'But some of them became obstinate; they refused to believe and publicly maligned the Way.'. [ACT 

19:9] Gaadiminǫ m tuon ka kǫ ka ba lal taaba bi'el-bi'el ka paalț bǫǫ ba sțțgin. 'Go ahead of me, and keep 
some space between the herds.'. [GEN 32:16] Ya nwǫnǫ bǤn'Ǥfaligi yadigi yi paalț nǫ 'Like valleys they spread out'. 

[NUM 24:6] Linǫ sț'oe la anǫ ye, Israel dim kț lǫm maali ba maana paalțț 'The meaning of this command is that 
'the Israelites should no longer make their sacrifices in the open country. [LEV 17:5] Colloc: nie paalț ‘appear’. 
Sankan la ka sakpanlțŋ nie paalț na. Then the hump appeared. [Jealousy] Wina'am, kǫl ka fț paŋ la nie paalț 
'Show your power, O God'. [PSA 68:28] Ti ninsaalib bǤǤdim niŋid si'el la nie paalț 'What human nature does is 
quite plain'. [GAL 5:19] Sim: fal1. 
2 • a property, piece of land owned by sb., 'a land' [Gh.] PAALƒ KAN KA GƆMMA BŰŰ NIMBABIG BŰŰ NID YINNE 

Sƒ'ƒE 'PUBLIC, COMMUNAL AND PRIVATE LANDS'. [Constitution] Gaana nid wțsa mǤr suor ka o mǤr 

arizak hali nǫ paalț ka sǤ' kț daam o li yǫllǫ 'Every Ghanaian citizen shall have the right to own property 
including lands and that right may not be interfered with'. [Constitution] Paalț banǫ ka ba mǤri kuod taba la tun'e 

zaŋi kua bțmbțțdsțmaa diis Gaana. The fields where they farm tobacco could be used to grow good crops to 
feed Ghana. [Smoking] mam mǫ sǤsnǫ paalț kuod. I'm going to ask for 'a land' and farm. [Trouble] Paalț la na anǫ 

mauk 'The entire portion will be a square'. [EZK 48:20] Bugumi ya paalț zin'ikanǫ ka ya nam pț nwǫ' vugus la 
'Break up your unploughed ground'. [JER 4:3] O lǫǫ da pț da' maanmaannib la paalțț 'However, he did not buy 
the land of the priests'. [GEN 47:22] 

paalu   See main entry: paalț. space, property. 

paalțț   See main entry: paalț. space, property. 

paam   Variant: paamǫ; paami; paammǫ. Form: paamid. Variant: paamida; paamidi. Form: paamidnǫ. Form: paamim!. 
Form: paamin. Form: paamțg. Variant: paamug. v. to get, receive, grip. o sǤb ya'a sadigim paam man wala 

nwa'ae wț'țl ku'omini naae, ayei, yǫla naae ya if that person gets my fruits and beats them and soaks them in 
water, that is the end of that. [Trees] Fțn mǫ nar ye fț paam nǤzi'elkaŋa nyǤǤd laa? Do you deserve to receive the 
reward of this promise? [Bible-Study] Tadimnam nǫ ban'adnam mǤr suor ka ba mǫ na paam ti'ebțg nǫ sțŋir 

linǫ nar nǫ ba. 'Disabled and sick persons shall have access to appropriate facilities, assistance and opportunities'. 

[Constitution] LǤrnamǫ ǫǫnti vi' ka pț ken tǤ'ǤtǤ la ni ka ban kpǫm paam falli kuosidi ba la'ad la ani. As the 
lorries were held up and didn't set off quickly, the people who had found a space were selling their goods there. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Fț kǤ'Ǥm ya'a zabid ka fț paam ganya dii fț tam kǤ'Ǥm yǫla. If you are hungry and get some 
gaa-fruit to eat, you will forget your hunger. Ya'am dim kǫlisim ka paam baŋiri paas 'let the wise listen and add 
to their learning'. [PRO 1:5] ba keŋ bulisin la, ka pț paam ku'om 'they go to the cisterns but find no water'. [JER 

14:3] M paam dǫmis la nǫ m zuanam yin. 'The wounds I was given at the house of my friends.'. [ZEC 13:6] Da 

mǤri pu'agǤǤnda nǫ dapgǤǤnda la yț'țn paam la'asieba la kpǫn' ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la san'an yǤ 

pț'țlțm zi'el sammǫ 'You must not bring the earnings of a female prostitute or of a male prostitute into the house 
of the Lord your God to pay any vow'. [DEU 23:18] li anǫ ye fț tțm sț'țŋa ka paamǫ fț da'adis. you had to work 

well to get customers. [Shoeshine-Boy] O daa paammǫ boto ayi' nǫ laa, amaa Mpuaka on daa paammǫ boto ayi' 

ma'aa. She got two sacks and a bowl, but Mpuaka got only two sacks. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ba san'am ligidi bǫdegț 

ye ba paami li tiim They spend a lot of money to get medicine for it. [AIDS-I] Fț niŋ wala paami li tǤ'ǤtǤ ala m 

biiga? 'How did you find it so quickly, my son?'. [GEN 27:20] Ka ba sǤnsțg pțțgin ka Mpuaka fabil ye on daa 

paammǫ sțmbǤto ayi' ma'aa In their conversation, Mpuaka complained that she had only received two bags of 
groundnuts. [Wealth-Is-Power] Biis ya'a paamid bin'issțŋ kaŋa ba biidnǫ sț'țŋa If babies get this good 
breast-milk they grow well. [Breastfeeding] David da paamid nyaŋir nǫ ya'an saŋa wțsa gat Saul kpǫǫmnam la 

wțsa 'David met with more success than the rest of Saul's officers'. [1SA 18:30] Ya sǤsid ka pț paamida 'When 

you ask, you do not receive'. [JAS 4:3] Dinǫ kǫ ka ban'a saaŋ la paamidi ba na'ana la. This makes it easy for them 
to contract AIDS. [AIDS-I] Ya'am sǤb paamidi baŋir kanǫ wțsa ka o bǤǤd 'The wise get all the knowledge they 
can'. [PRO 10:14] Bilies banǫ ka ba mu'asidi ta'abid paamidnǫ ku'om bǫdegț bin'isimin la. Babies who are 
breastfed frequently receive plenty of water in the milk. [Breastfeeding] Wina'am yț'țr paamim zțn'or saŋa linǫ 

ka' bǫnnǫ! 'Praise be to the name of God for ever and ever'. [DAN 2:20] M ya'a naan lǫn paamin suorǫ Wina'am na 
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basi m taalǫǫ? If I were to set off again, would God forgive me? [AIDS-II] 

paamǫ   See main entry: paam. receive. 

paami   See main entry: paam. receive. 

paamid   See main entry: paam. receive. 

paamida   See main entry: paam. receive. 

paamidi   See main entry: paam. receive. 

paamidnǫ   See main entry: paam. receive. 

paamim!   See main entry: paam. receive. 

paamin   See main entry: paam. receive. 

paaminǫ!   See main entry: paae. reach. 

paammǫ   See main entry: paam. receive. 

paamțg   See main entry: paam. receive. 

paamug   See main entry: paam. receive. 

paan   adv. misty, unclear, obscured. banǫ gǤsid takoro ni la gǤsid ka li an paan. 'those looking through the windows 
grow dim'. [ECC 12:3] 

paanǫ   See main entry: paae. reach. 

paanlis   See main entry: paanlțŋ. web. 

paanlțŋ   Variant: paanruŋ. Form: paanlis. Variant: paanrima. n. a web. Ba faad nwǫnǫ silinsin'ugț țgidi o paanlțŋ 

si'em la. Ba silinsi'ipaanlis la ka' vǤǤnrǫ 'they are as useless as clothing made of cobwebs!'. [ISA 59:5,6] 
See: silinsin'ipaanlțŋ. 

paanrima   See main entry: paanlțŋ. web. 

paanruŋ   See main entry: paanlțŋ. web. 

paans   See main entry: paŋ1. strength. 

paar   See main entry: paae. reach. 

paarǫ   See main entry: paae. reach. 

paari   See main entry: paae. reach. 

paas   Variant: paasǫ; paasǫǫ; paasi. Form: paasnǫ. Form: paasid. Variant: paasida; paasidi. Form: paasidnǫ. 
Form: paasim!. Variant: paasimi!. Form: paasțg. Form: paas ya4. v. 1 • to add, give in addition. fț ya'a nǤk 2 la 

paas nǫ 7 la li anǫ 9 if you take 2 and add 7 it is 9. [Shoeshine-Boy] Suobama yinne anǫ tinamǫ na mǤr Iodine la 

paasid nǫ yaarim ti daar wțsa diib pțțgin One of these ways is to add iodised  salt to our daily food. [Iodine] BǤ 

ka ya mǤr ye ya paas bǫǫ yǫl ka li na sțŋi ya lǫbisțg la? What do you have to add, or say to improve your 
answer? [Bible-Study] ba zaŋ o paas tțmtțmnib pii nǫ yinne la kallin. 'he was added to the eleven apostles.'. [ACT 

1:26] baŋk la dim na paasidi fț ligidi la nyǤǤd nwadis ayuobț wțsa ni. the bank people will be adding interest 

to your money every six months. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ama paas ya ye, 'nǫ Yaro yǫla!' Ama added "And for Yaro!" 
[Trouble] Fț ya'a yǫl ya'am dim si'el li maligim paasidi ba nǫ ya'am. 'Instruct a wise man and he will be wiser 
still'. [PRO 9:9] Ya'am paasidnǫ fț vțm yțma 'Wisdom will add years to your life.'. [PRO 9:11] Ka o pțd o ye Josef. 

Ka yǫl ye, “Wina'am paasim biribiŋ ya'as!” 'She named him Joseph, and said, “May the Lord add to me another 

son.”'. [GEN 20:24] M niŋ yadda amaa paasimi m yadda ka li pǤǤdnǫ. 'I do have faith, but not enough. Help me 
to have more!'. [MRK 9:24] Colloc: onǫ/linǫ/banǫ paas [number] ‘the [number]th’. O bikpǫǫm la yț'țri an 

AbǤǤdkțțnr ka onǫ paas ayi' la yț'țr mǫ buonnǫ Apțsiakid His eldest son was called Aboodkuunr, and the 
second was called Apusiakid. [Billygoat] maliak onǫ paas ayuobț la kpa'ae o laa la niŋ Efiritis mu'atita'arin la 
the sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river Euphrates'. [REV 16:12] linǫ paas anaasi la nwǫnǫ abaar 

nindaa the fourth the face of an eagle. [EZK 10:14] banǫ paas atan' la an yasin nǫ agat nǫ ametis, 'in the third 
row a jacinth, an agate and an amethyst'. [EXO 28:19] Ayaab pu'a on daa kaasidnǫ ka bi'esid dinǫ na maal o 
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buribiŋ kanǫ paasid ayi' la Ataab's wife was crying, not knowing what would happen to her second son. [Electricity] 
Nwadkanǫ paasida ayǤpǤi la pin'ilțg daar 'On the first day of the seventh month'. [NUM 29:1] Colloc: X paas 

taslaa zugin ‘a donation of X added to a formal gift or offering’. ba na mak kpaam galam anu paas taslaa 

wțsa zugin 'Three litres of olive oil are to be offered with each such grain offering.'. [EZK 46:11] Syn: pǫ'ǫs1. Note: 

pǫ'ǫs1 8x in texts, all but one in the same text : paas 160x  :: pǫ'ǫs1 118x in SC :  paas 666x Ka ZugsǤb la pǫ'ǫs banǫ daa 

paam faangir la kal daar wțsa. 'And the Lord added to their number daily those who were being saved.'. 

[Bible-Study] Note: quoting Ka ZugsǤb la kǫ ka banǫ paamid faangir ka paasid yadda niŋidibin la kal ken tuon 

daar wțsa. [ACT 2:47, which in the published Bible is:] 
2 • to increase (sth.) in number, quantity. Yțțm yinne ka saa ni ka Asumbul nǫ o yidim siak ye ba kia 

karinyauŋ tita'ari paasi ba pǤǤg la. One year when the rain came Mr. Spider and his household agreed to break 

ground on a big field to add to their farm. [Wonderwoman] li mǫ nar ka fț karindǤǤg la'asțg la paas. it is desirable 
that your church congregation increases. [Bible-Study] Ka li nwǫn o wiim la maligim paasi nǫ. And it seemed as if 
his disease had got even worse. [Trouble] nidib da paasnǫ lieb bǫdegț Egipt teŋin. 'the number of our people in 
Egypt greatly increased.'. [ACT 7:17] ban'a nwa paasidnǫ ka pț bu'oda. this disease is increasing and not 

reducing. [AIDS-Azuur] DI SIEBA PAASUG Adding Other Foods. [Breastfeeding [heading]] Hibiru dimi buon Jafet 

si'em anǫ “Paasțg.” 'Japheth  sounds like the Hebrew for extend.'. [GEN 9:27 [footnote]] 
3 • be, do sth. in addition/again/as well, join in doing. li sțm ye biig la di disieba n paas bin'isim mu'asțg la 

zug. it is good that the baby eats other foods in addition to suckling. [Breastfeeding] Ti bǤǤd ye Gaana nid wțsa 

onǫ paae yțțm piinǫ anii paas GǤmma gaŋirin. We want every Ghana citizen who attains 18 years of age to 

participate in elections. [Constitution] Asaan, on nǫ o pu'a, daa paas banǫ țki ba nu'us la. Asaan and his wife 
were amongst those who raised their hands. [AIDS-I] Si'el kț tun'e paasǫ, ka si'el mǫ kț yii di pțțginǫ. 'nothing 
can be added to it and nothing taken from it'. [ECC 3:14] Yanam mǫ da paasnǫ Kristo yanamǫ da wțm sida 

piaunk la And you were added to Christ when you heard the word of truth. [Bible-Study] Levi nidib sieba da paas 

ya 'With them were certain Levites'. [2CH 17:8] Note: usually Colloc: [statement] paas, paas [statement] ‘do 
[statement] as well, more, again’. Amaa ka Wina'am pian'ad la yadigi paas. 'But the word of God continued to 
increase and spread.'. [ACT 12:24] dinǫ kǫ ka o kț lǫn di pu'a paasǫ. this caused him not to take another wife. 

[AIDS-I] SǤ' ya'a paam ka li si'al o ka o nan kpǫn tǫn'ǫd ye o paam paasǫǫ, ninkan daan anǫ fufum sǤb. If 
someone gets what is enough for him and still thinks he should get more, that fellow is greedy. [Jealousy] onǫ di'e 

yǤn anu la, kena nǫ yǤn anuu paas 'The man who had been given the five bags (of gold) came and produced the 
five he had made'. [MAT 25:20] Ya'am dim kǫlisim ka paam baŋiri paas 'let the wise listen and add to their 
learning'. [PRO 1:5] Ka paas bțribigi maal tțțmbǫ'ǫd maannǫ 'Also offer one male goat as a sin offering'. [NUM 

29:16] Ka Jew dim mǫ paasi pian' o yǫla 'The Jews joined in the accusation'. [ACT 24:9] Ba nan kpǫn tțmnǫ 

tțțmbǫ'ǫdi paasid 'Now they sin more and more'. [HOS 13:2] 
4 • to cause sth. to reach ... (causative of various senses of paae). 

paas ya4   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paasǫ   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paasǫǫ   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paasi   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paasid   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paasida   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paasidi   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paasidnǫ   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paasim!   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paasimi!   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paasnǫ   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paasțg   See main entry: paas. make reach. 

paati   Form: paatinam. n. party (political). Paati na'am li'ab la kǫt ka ti baŋid ban na tțm si'em yit bam mǤr 
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pțtǫn'ǫsi'a ni nǫ bam gban'e ye ba tțm si'em. 'Political Parties are recognised as one of the agencies necessary 
in shaping the political will of the people. the dissemination of information on political ideas and social and 

economic programmes of a national character.'. [Constitution] Paati wțsa na'ali'adib na mǤr teŋgbauŋ sigir 
'Every political party shall have a national character'. [Constitution] Mukir kț bǫ paatinam tuongatib gaansțginǫ 
The internal organisation of a political party shall be on democratic lines'. [Constitution] Lit: there shall be no 

compulsion in the choosing of the leadership of parties. GǤmma kǤmisin tțțma kț kpǫn'ǫsi ba nu'ug 

paatinaminǫ. The work of the Ghana Commission shall be on a non-partisan basis. [Constitution] From: (Eng.) 

paatinam   See main entry: paati. party. 

paaya   See main entry: paae. reach. 

pǫ-   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pǫbis1   Variant: pebis; piebis [N]; pǫbisǫǫ. Form: pǫbisțg2. Variant: pebisug; pǫbisțgǤ; pebisugo. v. to blow [wind does]. 
Fț anǫ kuugț, ǫǫnti dum ka pǫbisǫǫ? Are you a mouse that bites [and at the same time comforts by] blowing? 
[Proverb 207] Colloc: pǫbisțgin ‘in blowing’; Sim: da'ae2, lǤb. See: pieb1; pǫbisim. 

pǫbis-2   See main entry: pǫbisim. wind, air, breath. 

pǫbis-3   See main entry: pǫbisțg1. wind. 

pǫbisǫǫ   See main entry: pǫbis1. blow [wind]. 

pǫbisim   Variant: pebisim; pǫbisimm. Form: pǫbis-2.  Note: pǫbis-2 is equally the stem of pǫbisțg1 and pǫbisim  ::  compounds 

are listed under pǫbisim (the more common full-form) Variant: pebis-. n. 1 • the wind. NyǤ'Ǥs la da zǤǤndi ni'ad mui 

nǫ kawǫnna la ni ka pǫbisim la mǤri li giilim ka li ti kpǫn dut agǤl. The smoke was curling up and filtering 
through the rice and corn, and the wind carried it in various directions and it was still going upwards. [Trouble] 
Nintaŋ bǫ ka pǫbisim mǫ lǤbid sț'țŋa. It is sunny and there is a pleasant breeze. [House+Farm] ba ti nwǫnǫ 

uusțg ka pǫbisim ziidi kennǫ they become like dust which the wind blows away'. [PSA 18:42] On yǤ'Ǥg kțlțŋ la 

ka pǫbisma'asir nwǫ' o nindaa When she opened the door a cold breeze struck her face. [Trouble] Ka pǫbisyaal 

lǫbigid, ka li nya'aŋ la o gu'usțg la nwǫnǫ li ka' bǫn nǫ And the fierce wind changed, and after that his wait 

seemed endless. [Trouble] Note: reading pǫbisyaal for pǫbilyal – 'lamb' doesn't seem in place (TN) :  cf. : Ka pǫbisyaal lǤbi 

o nini. And the fierce wind blew in his face. [Trouble] ZugsǤb la ... na țk o nu'ugț kǫ ka pǫbistțțlțg kpǫn' 

Efiritis kǤldaug la 'The Lord ... will bring a hot wind to dry up the Euphrates'. [ISA 11:15] bǫǫ o pǫ'ǫl o mǫŋ nǫ 

baŋir linǫ nwǫnǫ pǫbisimm? 'or fill his belly with the hot east wind?'. [JOB 15:2] Lit: with knowledge that is like. 
Colloc: pǫbisimin ‘in/to/from the wind/air’. Gbin'emi tampǫligim dan'aŋin, ka kǫ ka Moses yǫligi li bas 

pǫbisimin ka Faaro nyǫ. 'Moses shall throw them into the air in front of the king.'. [EXO 9:8] Colloc: pǫbisim 

da'ae2, lǤb2 ‘wind blows’. pǫbisim da'ae bugum la ka li mǫ la'aŋ takoro tǫŋir the wind blew the fire and it 
caught the bottom of the window. [Fire] ya ya'a wțm ka pǫbisim da'ad vaand, ya na zǤ 'the sound of a leaf 

blowing in the wind will make you run'. [LEV 26:36] Pǫbisim da'adi kennǫ lin bǤǤd si'el 'The wind blows wherever 
it pleases.'. [JHN 3:8] M mi' ye li anǫ m taal, linǫ kǫ ka pǫbistita'ar nwa' da'ad. 'I know that it is my fault that this 
great storm has come upon you.'. [JON 1:12] Nintaŋ bǫ ka pǫbisim mǫ lǤbid sț'țŋa. It is sunny and there is a 
pleasant breeze. [House+Farm] LǤmmi pǫbisim gǫǫlini m lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la 'Wind, blow on my garden'. [SNG 4:16] 
Syn: pǫbisțg1. Note: pǫbisim 36x in SC, 8x in texts ; pǫbisțg 26x in SC, 2x in texts Etym: OV1 *VAD (?? verb 
"blow"); GS1 *B³E/U² ; PB  * pép, *péép (wind). 
2 • air. nyǤ'Ǥs la bǫǫmnǫ bǫǫ li san'am pǫbisim dinǫ gilig onǫ nut taba la nǫ. the smoke pollutes or spoils the 
air around the person who is smoking. [Smoking] 
3 • breath. ZugsǤb Yesu nǤǤr pǫbisim na kțț o. 'the Lord Jesus ... will kill him with the breath from his mouth'. 

[2TH 2:8] Ninsaal nwǫnǫ pǫbisim na yi nyǤnya ni na 'Man is like a breath'. [PSA 144:4] onǫ tisid o nidib pǫbisim 

ka ba vț'țsid 'who gives breath to its people'. [ISA 42:5] Sim: vț'țsțm2. See: pǫbisțg1; pǫbis. 

pǫbisimm   See main entry: pǫbisim. wind, air, breath. 

pǫbisțg1   Variant: pǫbisțgț. Form: pǫbis-3.  Note: pǫbis- is equally the stem of pǫbisțg1 and pǫbisim n. the wind. Pǫbisțg 

kae sț'țŋaa na yǫlig ki laa. There isn't a good wind to winnow the millet. [House+Farm] sieba mǫ yǫt ye li anǫ 

pǫbisțg ban'as. others again say that it is a wind-borne disease. [AIDS-Azuur] Ba wțsa na nwǫnǫ ... zin'ikanǫ ka 

nid na su'a ka pǫbisțg kț paae o. 'Each of them will be like a shelter from the wind'. [ISA 32:2] pǫbisțgț tț'țsidi 

ti la zug ka ti dǫn'ǫd Saipuros teŋ la 'because the winds were blowing against us, we sailed on the sheltered side 
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of the island of Cyprus'. [ACT 27:4] Colloc: pǫbisțgin ‘in/to/from the wind’. fțn nǤk zuobid la pțdigir yinne ... 

yǫlig pǫbisțgin. 'scatter a third to the wind.'. [EZK 5:2] Colloc: pǫbisim da'ae2, lǤb2 ‘wind blows’. Pǫbisțg la 

da'adnǫ ken ya-tuona 'The wind blows south'. [ECC 1:6] Syn: pǫbisim. Note: pǫbisim 36x in SC, 8x in texts ; pǫbisțg 

26x in SC, 2x in texts Magn: sisi'em ‘storm’. See: pǫbis; pǫbisim. 

pǫbisțg2   See main entry: pǫbis1. blow [wind]. 

pǫbisțgǤ   See main entry: pǫbis1. blow [wind]. 

pǫbisțgț   See main entry: pǫbisțg1. wind. 

pǫdigida   See main entry: pǫndig. repeat. 

pǫdțk   Variant: peduk [N]. green. Syn: dǫn'ǫm2 

pǫ'ǫ-   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pɛ'ɛbil   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pǫ'ǫgur   Variant: pe'egur. n. shepherd. used in translation of "shepherd" but in Kusaug sheep and goats are herded and 

managed together. Syn: pǫ'ǫkem, kǤnbkem. See: pǫ'og; gur. 

pǫ'ǫkǫmma   See main entry: pǫ'ǫkem. shepherd. 

pǫ'ǫkem   Variant: pe'ekin; pǫ'ǫkǫmma. Form: pǫ'ǫkimnib. Variant: pe'ekimnib. n. a shepherd. used in translation of 

"shepherd" but in Kusaug sheep and goats are herded and managed together. Pǫ'ǫkem bugid pǫ'og Shepherd 

carrying a sheep on his shoulder. [PSA 23:4 [picture caption]] nimbaanlig gban'e o, bǤzugǤ ba daa nwǫnǫ pǫbanǫ 

ka' pǫ'ǫkemma 'his heart went out to them, because they were like sheep without a shepherd'. [MRK 6:34] 
Syn: pǫ'ǫgur, kǤnbkem. See: pǫ'og; kem. 

pǫ'ǫkimnib   See main entry: pǫ'ǫkem. shepherd. 

pǫ'ǫl   Variant: pe'el; pǫ'ǫlǫ; pǫ'ǫli; pe'eli. Form: pǫ'ǫlnǫ. Form: pǫ'ǫn. Variant: pe'en; pǫ'ǫnna. Form: pǫ'ǫnnǫ. 
Form: pǫ'ǫlim!. Variant: pǫ'ǫlimi!. Form: pǫ'ǫlin. Form: pǫ'ǫlțg. Variant: pǫ'ǫlig; pǫ'ǫlțgǤ; pǫ'ǫlțgț; pǫ'ǫligț. 

Form: pǫ'ǫl ya4. v. to fill, be full. Kpiibig zugsțŋ ka biim pǫ'ǫl dțk. Orphan's good luck when the broth fills the 
pot. [Proverb 066] O daa mǤr sitǤǤ ka li pǫ'ǫl nǫ la'ad He had a store full of goods. [AIDS-II] Bǫog daa niee ka nidib 

bǫdegț lǫm pǫ'ǫl na'ayin la. Morning came, and a lot of people filled the palace again. [AIDS-I] li nwǫnǫ ku'om na 

pǫ'ǫl kǤligi badig nǫ 'like a flood of water'. [HOS 5:10] daamțg nǫ tțkpiidțg ma'aa pǫ'ǫl ani 'full of turmoil'. [EZK 

22:5] Lit: trouble and confusion fill there. zin'ig la wțsa da an yǤǤg-yǤǤg, lik ma'aa da pǫ'ǫl 'the earth was 
formless and desolate ... engulfed in total darkness'. [GEN 1:2] Kpiibig zugsțŋ ka biim pǫ'ǫl dțk. sǤ' ya'a bun 

zțțdi pǫ'ǫl bǤto anu, yinne anǫ Faaro din 'a fifth of the produce belongs to Pharaoh'. [GEN 47:26] Lit: if someone 
harvests crops and fills five bags, one is Pharaoh's. m pugudib yǫlin ye siŋ tita'ar la ya'a pț pǫ'ǫlǫ m kț keŋ 

sakurǫ. my aunt said that if the big waterpot wasn't full I couldn't go to school. [Trouble] Pǫǫda ala ka ya daa vaae 

dikanǫ daa kpǫlim la pǫ'ǫlǫ? 'How many baskets did you fill?'. [MAT 16:10] linǫ na kǫ ka fț bțya pǫ'ǫli badigid 
'then your barns will be filled to overflowing'. [PRO 3:10] Hali na'asaagǫna (dǫknam) sa pǫ'ǫlnǫ ka ba wa' hali 
The record-players (decks) were full and they danced a lot. [You-Do?] li na zi la'ad nǫ nǫ'ǫsțg na, bǤzugǤ bțtiŋ 

la pǫ'ǫlnǫ. 'it will bring scorn and derision' 'the cup is full.'. [EZK 23:32] Ku'om kpǫn'ǫnǫ bi'el-bi'el n pǫ'ǫn kǤlig. 
Water comes in small-small and the river fills up. [Asaasim Proverb] Nidibi da du'adi pǫ'ǫn dunia la, ba da du'ad 

bipumis 'When men began to increase in number on the earth ... and daughters were born to them'. [GEN 6:1] Ka 

kǤldaad wțsa pțbidi sigid Atǫukțn, amaa Atǫuk la pț pǫ'ǫnna. 'All streams flow into the sea, yet the sea is 

never full.'. [ECC 1:7] banǫ ... ma'ad ziri ka faand la'adi pǫ'ǫnnǫ ba bada dǤǤd la 'all ...  who fill the temple of 
their gods with violence and deceit'. [ZEP 1:9] Pǫ'ǫlimi bțmbu'ad wțsa ka li dț. 'Fill every valley'. [ISA 40:4 = LUK 

3:5] La'am nǫ saa sa ni yț'țŋ la, kǤldabil kanǫ bǫ bǤn'Ǥg la nǤǤrin la da pț pǫ'ǫl wțț Adu ti'en ye li naan 

pǫ'ǫlin si'em la. Although it has rained in the night, the stream at the entrance to the valley hadn't filled up as Adu 

had expected that it would. [Trouble] ti ... lǫǫ nan pț baŋ Siig Kasi paŋ pǫ'ǫlțg la. we haven't yet experienced the 
filling of the Holy Spirit's power. [Bible-Study] Ka sisi'etita'ar da'ad bǫdegț, ka ku'om yǫŋimi kpǫn'ǫd anrțŋțn 

la bǤǤd anrțŋ la pǫ'ǫlțg. 'Suddenly a strong wind blew up, and the waves began to spill over into the boat, so that 
it was about to fill with water.'. [MRK 4:37] BǤ ka di nar ye karindǤǤg la paam Siig Kasi la pǫ'ǫlțgǤ? Why is it 

necessary for the church to receive the filling of the Holy Spirit? [Bible-Study] Ya karindǤǤg nidib la kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥb 

na la'asi tțm wala mǤr Siig Kasi la pǫ'ǫlțgț ya la'asțgțn nannanna na? What can the individual members of 
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your church do together to have the filling of the Holy Spirit in your meetings now? [Bible-Study] sǤ' wțsa ya'a nyǫ 

Siig Kasi la pǫ'ǫligț o vțmin, karindǤǤg kanǫ ka ti bǫ la na ba'asi nyǫ Siig Kasi pǫ'ǫlig if everyone 
experienced filling with the Holy Spirit in their life, the church where we are would end up experiencing the filling 

of the Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] Bțțr la anǫ bțntita'ar amaa li pǫ'ǫl ya. The granary is a big one but it is full. 

[House+Farm] Colloc: pǫ'ǫl X nǫ1 Y, X pǫ'ǫl nǫ1 Y ‘fill X with  Y, X is filled with Y’.  O vțm da pț pǫ'ǫli nǫ fara nǫ 

ǫndțgǤǤ? Was his life not filled with suffering and anger? [Trouble] Tǫn'ǫsim gǤsi sǤ' wțsa ya'a pǫ'ǫlin nǫ Siig 
Imagine if everyone was filled with the Spirit. [Bible-Study] bǤn'Ǥd la mǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ zțțd 'the valleys are full of 
wheat'. [PSA 65:13] TǤn'Ǥs la da paae yin ka o dǤbil pǫ'ǫli nǫ la'ad bǫdegț. Hunter got home and his kitchen was 
full of all sorts of stuff. [Jealousy] Pǫ'ǫlim dap la bǤtnam la nǫ diib Fill the men's sacks with food. [GEN 44:1] Etym: 
OV1 *S¹U ; OVN *PAL ; GS1 *S¹U¹ ; vc4 *su ; CG *ppa'a-li, cua ; PB *pák. 

pǫ'ǫl ya4   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫlǫ   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫli   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫlig   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫligț   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫlim!   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫlimi!   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫlin   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫlnǫ   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫlțg   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫlțgǤ   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫlțgț   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫm   n. a debt, loan. Ligidi ya'a su'a yinnǫ, nidib na daam ligidsu'ad la ye ba bǤǤd pǫ'ǫm. If the money is kept at 

home, people will be pestering the treasurer for loans. [Wealth-Is-Power] fț ya'a di'e fț kpi'a fugǤbțgț o pǫ'ǫm 

yǫla, fțn lǫbisim tis o ka winnig nyaan lu 'If you take your neighbour's cloak as a pledge, return it to him by 
sunset'. [EXO 22:26] Ba daa kǫ ka ba tuongatib la keŋ koperetive kpǫǫm la san'an ye o sțŋi ba nǫ ligidpǫ'ǫm. 
They had their leaders go to the head of the cooperative to get him to help them with a financial loan. 
[Wealth-Is-Power] Sim: pǫ'ǫmis1, sam. See: ligidpǫ'ǫm; pǫ'ǫmis1; pǫ'ǫmis2. 

pǫ'ǫmis1   Variant: pe'emis1. n. a loan. Colloc: ligidi pǫ'ǫmisa dim ‘moneylenders’. yanam on da niŋ wțț ligidpǫ'ǫmisa 

dim banǫ pǫ'ǫsid nyǤǤd la. 'do not be like a moneylender' who adds interest. [EXO 22:25] Sim: pǫ'ǫm, sam. 
See: pǫ'ǫmis2. 

pǫ'ǫmis2   Variant: pe'emis; pǫmis. Form: pǫ'ǫmisid Note: 7x in SC. Variant: pǫmisid.  Note: 7x in SC, 2x in texts  

 v. 1 • to lend. Ba wțsa daa pǫmis nǫ suma n kua. They all borrowed groundnuts and farmed. [Wealth-Is-Power] ... 
ka pǫ'ǫmisid nidib nyǤǤd yǫla ... 'He lends at usury ... '  [in list]. [EZK 18:13] nyǤǤd kanǫ ka fț pǫmisid nidibi fț 

ligidi ka di'esid la the interest that you get from lending money. [Tax] O pț pǫmisid ligidi nyǤǤd yǫlaa 'He 

doesn't lend money for profit.'. [EZK 18:8] onǫ pǫmisid nidib nǫ onǫ bǤǤd pǫ'ǫm na an yinne 'it will be the same 
for ... borrower as for lender'. [ISA 24:2] Sim: pǫ'ǫŋ ‘borrow, lend’. See: pǫ'ǫŋ. 

pǫ'ǫmisid   See main entry: pǫ'ǫmis2. lend. 

pǫ'ǫn   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫnna   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pǫ'ǫnnǫ   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pɛ'ɛnya'aŋ   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pǫ'ǫŋ   Variant: pe'eŋ; pǫ'ǫŋǫ; pǫ'ǫŋi; pe'eŋi. Form: pǫ'ǫŋidi. Variant: pe'eŋidi. Form: pǫ'ǫŋidnǫ. Form: pǫ'ǫŋim!. 

Variant: pe'eŋim. Form: pǫ'ǫŋir. Variant: pe'eŋir; pǫ'ǫŋirǫ; pe'eŋire. v. to borrow, lend, forgive. Mpuaka nǫ 

AnǫmbǤ pǫ'ǫŋ suma ye ba bțd. Mpuaka and Anembo borrow groundnuts to sow. [Wealth-Is-Power] onǫ wțsa 
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pǫ'ǫŋ ligidi tis o tiraan onǫ an Israel nid o kǫǫsim bas. 'All who have lent money to a fellow-Israelite are to 

cancel the debt'. [DEU 15:2] Tǫǫns bǫdegț dim na kǫǫn ya san'an na pǫ'ǫŋ amaa, yanam kț pǫ'ǫŋ sǤ' nii. 'you 
will lend to many nations but will borrow from none.'. [DEU 15:6] Ya na keŋi ba san'anǫ pǫ'ǫŋ, amaa ba kț kǫǫn 

ya san'an na pǫ'ǫŋǫ. You will go to them to borrow, but they won't come to you to borrow. [DEU 28:44] ya ya'a 

pǫ'ǫŋi tis banǫ gțllim ka ya mi' ye ya na lǫn di'e lii ba san'anǫ, li sț'țm an bǤ? 'if you lend to those from whom 

you expect repayment, what credit is that to you?'. [LUK 6:34.a] Hali tțțmbǫ'ǫd dim pǫ'ǫŋid tțțmbǫ'ǫd dim ka 

di'ed ya'as. 'Even ‘sinners’ lend to ‘sinners,’ expecting to be repaid in full.'. [LUK 6:34.b] Onǫ sțŋid tadimnam 

pǫ'ǫŋidnǫ tisid ZugsǤb la, 'He who is kind to the poor lends to the Lord'. [PRO 19:17] Pǫ'ǫŋim tis ka da tǫn'ǫsid ye 

fț di'e ya'asǫ 'lend and expect nothing back.'. [LUK 6:35] SǤ' ya'a sǤsif si'el, fțn tisim o, ka da mǤŋ onǫ bǤǤd 

pǫ'ǫŋire fț san'anǫ. 'Give to the one who asks you, and do not turn away from the one who wants to borrow from 
you.'. [MAT 5:42] LIGIDI PŰ'ŰŊIR Borrowing Money. [Wealth-Is-Power [heading]] Colloc: kǫ X tțțmbǫ'ǫd/taal pǫ'ǫŋ 
‘forgive X's wrongdoings’. Sankan la ka pa'an la giinla kǤ ka o pin'ili kaasid ka bǫlim ye ba kǫl o taali pǫ'ǫŋ 

o Then the teacher broke down and started to cry and beg them to forgive him. [AIDS-II] Colloc: taal pǫ'ǫŋir 
‘forgiveness’. fț ya'a sǤs taal pǫ'ǫŋir Wina'am san'anǫ o na tisif. if you pray for forgiveness from God, he will 
grant it to you. [AIDS-II] Amaa Wina'am piini linǫ ka o tis nidib wțsa la zugț kǫ ka ti nyǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd taal 

pǫ'ǫŋir But because of God's gift which he gives everyone, we receive forgiveness of sins. [ROM 3:24] Etym: OVN 
*PEŊ. From: ?? Port. Note: empenhar < panyerr, panyarr  'pawn' in Portor Kasa (loc. cit. p.37) lingua franca 
Read: Wellington, H. Nii-Adziri 2011. Stones Tell Stories  at Osu: memories of a host 

community of the Danish trans-Atlantic slave trade.  Accra : Sub Saharan :: p. 71 . 
See: la'apǫ'ǫŋir. 

pǫ'ǫŋǫ   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pǫ'ǫŋi   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pǫ'ǫŋidi   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pǫ'ǫŋidnǫ  See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pǫ'ǫŋim!   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pǫ'ǫŋir   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pǫ'ǫŋirǫ   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pɛ'ɛraʋg   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pǫ'ǫs1   Variant: pe'es; pǫ'ǫsi1; pe'esi; pǫ'ǫsǫ1; pe'ese; pǫ'ǫsǫǫ. Form: pǫ'ǫsid. Variant: pe'esid. Form: pǫ'ǫsim!. 

Variant: pǫ'ǫsimi!. Form: pǫ'ǫsțg. Variant: pe'esug. v. to increase, add, to do ... in addition. Bam pǫ'ǫs sț'țlim la 

zug, li nar ye ba paamid kaar ka nyǫt sțŋir kanǫ wțsa ka ba bǤǤd. Because they are added to the Kingdom, 
they should be visited and get every sort of help that they need. [Bible-Study] ya baŋir Wina'am yǫla maligim pǫ'ǫs. 
'you will grow in your knowledge of God.'. [COL 1:10] Ka Hasiabiya mǫ da pǫ'ǫs, la'an nǫ Jesaya onǫ an Merari 

tuŋ nid 'and Hashabiah, together with Jeshaiah from the descendants of Merari'. [EZR 8:19] Da kǫ ka nidib la sǤ' 

dǤlli fț pǫ'ǫsǫ. Don't let any of the people come with you. [EXO 24:2] Fțn faanm sidi m san'an la pț siakǫ, ka fț 

lǫn ye fț faanm du'am tiim pǫ'ǫsǫǫ? 'Wasn't it enough that you took away my husband? Will you take my son's 
mandrakes too?'. [GEN 30:15] Ya'a kpǫlim nǫ saan, onǫ pț pǫ'ǫsi fț nidib Israel dim kallinǫ ... 'As for the 

foreigner who does not belong to your people Israel ... '. [1KI 8:41] zamisțg la na ti'ebi ti ka pǫ'ǫsi ti baŋiri ti 

mi'ilimin nǫ ti bǫlimin baŋir. the study will prepare us and increase our understanding in our knowledge and our 
understanding in life. [Bible-Study] yanam on da niŋ wțț ligidpǫ'ǫmisa dim banǫ pǫ'ǫsid nyǤǤd la. 'do not be 
like a moneylender' who add interest'. [EXO 22:25] Ba ziri nǫ ba sțnya duod tǤ'ǤtǤ si'em la pǫ'ǫsidnǫ 'he ... 

multiplies lies and violence.'. [HOS 12:1] Zțțd maan kanǫ wțsa ka ya ye ya maal, yanam on pǫ'ǫsim yaarim 
'Season all your grain offerings with salt'. [LEV 2:13] Pǫ'ǫsimi kpaam nǫ tudaar ka li anǫ zțțd maan. 'add oil to 
it and put frankincense on it. This is a grain-offering,'. [LEV 2:15] Colloc: onǫ/linǫ/banǫ paas [number] ‘the 
[number]th’. Ayaab biribiŋ onǫ pǫ'ǫs ayi' la daa dig zak teŋsțk Ayaab's second son was lying down in the 

middle of the courtyard. [Electricity] Wina'am wțm Lea sǤsțg ka o nǤk pțțgț du'a biribiŋ onǫ pǫ'ǫsi anu n tis 

Jakob. 'God answered Leah's prayer, and she became pregnant and bore Jacob a fifth son. '. [GEN 30:17] Syn:  paas. 
Note: pǫ'ǫs1 8x in texts, all but one in the same text : paas 160x :: pǫ'ǫs1 118x in SC :  paas 666x.   Ka ZugsǤb la pǫ'ǫs banǫ 

daa paam faangir la kal daar wțsa. 'And the Lord added to their number daily those who were being saved.'. 
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[Bible-Study] Note: quoting Ka ZugsǤb la ... paasid yadda niŋidibin la kal ken tuon daar wțsa. [ACT 2:47, which in 

the published Bible is:] Colloc: pili pǫ'ǫs ‘put on extra layer’. Ba na ziid fuud linǫ pili bțțl La'asțg Fuug Sțgțr la, 

nǫ La'asțg Fuug Sțgțr la mǫŋ, nǫ linǫ pili li pǫ'ǫs la, nǫ gbansțma linǫ pili li wțsa tak la 'They are to carry 
the curtains of the tabernacle, the Tent of Meeting, its covering and the outer covering of hides'. [NUM 4:25] 
Sim: ( pili ) bțțl, ( pili ) tak. 

pǫ'ǫs2   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pǫ'ǫsǫ1   See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pǫ'ǫsǫ2   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pǫ'ǫsǫǫ   See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pǫ'ǫsi1   See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pǫ'ǫsi2   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pǫ'ǫsid   See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pǫ'ǫsim!   See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pǫ'ǫsimi!   See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pǫ'ǫsțg  See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pǫ'og   Variant: pe'og; pǫ'ogǤ; pǫ'ogț. Form: pǫ'ǫs2. Variant: pe'es; pǫ'ǫsi2; pe'esi; pǫ'ǫsǫ2; pe'ese; pe'is.... Form: pǫ'ǫ-. 

Variant: pe'e-; pǫ-. n. a sheep. sǤ' pǫ'og ya'a kpi sǤ' sțunf maae bǫǫ bǤ? if someone's sheep dies, will someone 

else be happy? [Asaasim] fț ya'a nyǫ fț kpi'a naaf bǫǫ o pǫ'og ka o bǤdigid 'If you see your brother's ox or sheep 
straying'. [DEU 22:1] Kǫlli ka ti di'em nǫ sumalisim, bǤzugǤ m nyǫ m pǫ'og kanǫ bǤdig la. 'Rejoice with me; I 

have found my lost sheep.'. [LUK 15:6] O sǤb ya'a kț nyaŋi paam pǫ'ogǤ 'If he cannot afford a lamb'. [LEV 5:7] di 

ya'a an ninsaal, ti nǤkid nǫ pǫ'ogț tiakid. if it is a human being, we exchange a sheep for him. [EXO 13:15] Basim 

bțțs ka ti si pǫ'ǫs. Leave the goats and let's skin the sheep. [Proverb 178] Abram da anǫ kpan'am sǤb ka mǤr 

pǫ'ǫs nǫ anzurifa nǫ sanlima. 'Abram had become very rich in cattle and in silver and gold.'. [GEN 13:2] Ka 

Abraham yis pǫsa'as ayǤpǤi o pǫ'ǫs la ni zi'eli ba kǤn'. 'Abraham set apart seven ewe lambs from the flock'. 

[GEN 21:28] GǤsima! Fț bieya la keŋ ye ba kem pǫ'ǫs la Sekǫm baba bǫǫ bǤ? 'As you know, your brothers are 
grazing the flocks near Shechem.'. [GEN 37:13] onǫ pț dǤl pǫ'ǫs za'anǤǤrin la kpǫn' bțlțțgin laa ... o sǤb anǫ 

faand bǫǫ na'ayiig 'the man who does not enter the sheepfold by the gate ... is a thief and a robber'. [JHN 10:1] M na 

la'asi ya wțț pǫ'ǫse bǫ bțlțțgin si'em la. 'I will bring you together like sheep returning to the fold.'. [MIC 2:12] O 

bas pǫkanǫ ka o zanlin la. He let go of the sheep he was holding. [Trouble] M mǤr pǫsieba banǫ ka' bțlțțg nwa' 

nii. 'I have other sheep that are not of this sheep pen.'. [JHN 10:16] Ba daa mǤr o keŋ wțț pǫ'ǫkanǫ ka ba mǤri ken 

kǤdigir zin'igin nǫ 'He was led like a sheep to the slaughter'. [ACT 8:32] Ba da mǤr pǫ'ǫsțma nǫ bțsțma nǫ 

na'asțma. 'they had the best sheep, goats, and cattle'. [DEU 32:14] Ka lǫǫ zaŋ nǤŋdaan la pǫ'ǫyimmir la kțț maal 

saauŋț tis o saan la. 'Instead, he took the ewe lamb that belonged to the poor man and prepared it for the one 

who had come to him.'. [2SA 12:4] Spec: pǫbil. Variant: pɛ'ɛbil.  bǤ ka ya ian'asid wțț pǫbibisǫ? 'why did you jump 

about like lambs?'. [PSA 114:6] Spec: pǫribig, pǫnya'aŋ. Variant: pɛ'ɛnya'aŋ.  SǤ' ya'a mǤr pǫ'og na ye o maal 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd maan, li sțm ka li an pǫnya'aŋ kanǫ ka' dǫŋŋa. 'If a man brings a sheep as a sin offering, it must be 

a female without any defects.'. [LEV 4:32] Spec: pǫraug. Variant: pɛ'ɛraʋg.  Mam maal nǫ bimbima ayǤpǤi, ka 

kǤdig na'araug nǫ pǫraug bimbim wțsa zugin. 'I have prepared seven altars, and on each altar I have offered a 
bull and a ram.'. [NUM 23:4] ya na lǫn tis na'arapǤl nǫ pǫ'ǫraugț ya bțnkǤnbid la sțțgin 'you are also to provide 

a young bull and a ram from the flock'. [EZK 43:25] ya na nǤk na'arapǤl nǫ pǫ'ǫrabanǫ ka ya na gaŋi ba ya 

bțnkǤnbid la sțțgin 'you are to offer a young bull and a ram from the flock'. [EZK 43:23] Spec: pǫsa'abil, 

pǫsa'a/pǫsa'as ‘ewe lamb’. Ka Abraham yis pǫsa'as ayǤpǤi o pǫ'ǫs la ni zi'eli ba kǤn'. 'Abraham set apart 
seven ewe lambs from the flock'. [GEN 21:28] Etym: OV1 *PE ; OVN *PE-GU/SI (usually with this irregula r 
sg./pl. pairing) ; GS1 *B²E/A ; vc1 *pe(s) ; PB *pángá. Note: see ref. at nua 

pǫ'ogǤ   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pǫ'ogț   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pǫlig   Variant: pelig; pǫligǫ; peligi; pǫlignǫ; peligne; pǫligid; pǫligida. Form: pǫligim!. Variant: pǫligimi!. 
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Form: pǫligimini. Form: pǫligin. Variant: pǫligini. Form: pǫligir. Variant: pǫligirǫ. Form: pǫligya. v. 1 • to be 

white. m nindaa pǫlig hali 'my face turned deathly pale'. [DAN 10:8] Maanmaan la ya'a gǤs o ka o niŋgbiŋ 

zin'isi'a ya'a mǤdi pǫligi tiak niŋkǤnbilțg la ka kǫ ka li pǫlig ... 'The priest is to examine him, and if there is a 
white swelling in the skin that has turned the hair white ... '. [LEV 13:10] maanmaan la ya'a gǤs o ka fǫn'țg la bas 

ka niŋkǤnbilțg la pț pǫligǫ 'if, when the priest examines it, there is no white hair in it'. [LEV 13:21] fț nyina pǫligi 

gaad bin'isim. your 'teeth (will be) whiter than milk'. [GEN 49:12] O fuug da pǫlignǫ wțț sakuga nǫ, ka o zug 

zuobid pǫlig wțț gungum. 'His clothing was as white as snow; the hair of his head was white like wool.'. [DAN 

7:9] Li anǫ faar kanǫ kț san'am ka pț pun'oda, ka li vǫnlim pț pǫligida 'an inheritance that can never perish, 
spoil or fade'. [1PE 1:4] Colloc: nwadig pǫlig ‘moon is full’; Cpart: nwadpaalig. nwadpaalig daar, nǫ nwadigi na 

ti pǫlig 'at the New Moon, and when the moon is full'. [PSA 81:3] Etym: OV1 *PE: ; OVN *PEL ; GS1 *B²I²/U² ; 
vc1 *po(n) ; pe/ʋɗ ; CG *ppeeli ; PB *pémb. Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug 
2 • to whiten, make sth. white. Colloc: pǫlig X pțțg, X pǫlig X pțțg pa'al2/yǫl1 ‘1) enlighten X, instruct 

carefully’. hali baa sǤ' ya'a pǫlig o pțțgț pa'ali ya, ya kț siak ye li sid na niŋǫ. 'you will not believe, even 
when someone explains it to you!'. [ACT 13:41] hali baa sǤ' ya'a pǫlig o pțțgț yǫli ya,ya kț siak ye li sid niŋyaa. 
you would not believe, even if you were told.'. [HAB 1:5] Ya ya'a siakini m sa'alțg, m naan pǫligini m pțțgi tisi 

ya 'If you had responded to my rebuke, I would have poured out my heart to you'. [PRO 1:23] Colloc: X pǫlig X pțțg 
‘2) X confesses’. sǤ' ya'a baŋ ye o tțm taal nǫ'ǫnam wțsa ni, asǫǫ ka o pǫlig o pțțgț tu'asi o tțțmbǫ'ǫd 
'when he realizes his guilt in any of these cases, he must confess how he has sinned'. [LEV 5:5] Ka yadda niŋidib 

bǫdegț kǫn nidibin la na pǫligi ba pțțsi tu'asi ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd. 'Many of those who believed now came and 

openly confessed their evil deeds.'. [ACT 19:18] Pǫligimi ya pțțsi tu'asi ya tțțmbǫ'ǫdi tis taaba 'confess your 
sins to each other'. [JAS 5:1] Pǫligimini ya pțțgț gǤs ye ya sid niŋ Kristo yadda. 'Examine yourselves to see 
whether you are in the faith'. [2CO 13:5] Colloc: pǫlig X zug ‘bless X’. Wina'am na pǫligi fț zug ka tisif fțn bǤǤd 

si'el wțsa May God bless you and give you everything you want. [You-Heard?] Na'aba! Wina'am na pǫligi fț zug! 
'Long live the king!'. [1SA 10:24] Lit: King! may God bless you!. 
3 • to be angry. Colloc: X sțnf/sțțnr pǫlig ‘X is angry’. Ka o sțnf pǫlig nǫ o diem la pian' si'em la ka o duoe 

kul. He was angry with the way his in-law was talking, so he got up and went home. [Billygoat] ka dindǫog sțnf 

pǫlig and chameleon was angry. [Asaasim] Ka anǤ'Ǥnam ka Wina'am sțnf da pǫlig nǫ ba yțma pisnaasi la? 
'With whom was God angry for forty years?'. [HEB 3:17] Ban wțm nǫ'ǫŋa la, ba sțnya pǫlig nǫ, ka ba ga'adi ba 

nyina o yǫla. 'When they heard this, they were furious and gnashed their teeth at him.'. [ACT 7:54] Ka na'ab Herod 

sțțnr pǫlig hali nǫ nimbanǫ bǫ Taya nǫ Sidon tǫǫnsin la. 'Herod was very angry with the people of Tyre and 
Sidon'. [ACT 12:20] Ban wțm nǫ'ǫŋa la, ba sțnya pǫlig nǫ When they heard this, they were furious. [ACT 7:54] 
Anane sțnf ya'a ǫǫnti pǫligǫ o pț maligim bitta. When Anane was angry he no longer stammered. [Trouble] Fț 

mǤr suor kanǫ ka fț sțțnr na pǫligǫǫ? 'Have you any right to be angry?'. [JON 4:4] On daa zi' si'el anǫ ye nidib 

la sțnf pǫlignǫ ba bugum yǤǤd la yǫla. What he didn't know was that people were annoyed about their 
electricity bills. [Electricity] Mbun sțnf daa pin'ili pǫligid nǫ ka o tans o Mbun started to get angry and shouted at 

him. [AIDS-I] Fț sțnf na pǫligid alaa? 'will you always be angry?'. [JER 3:5] o da pț kǫt ka o sțnf pǫligida. he 
didn't let himself get angry. [Trouble] nimbanǫ an gǤba sțnf pț ya'asid pǫligirǫ lefthanded people get angry 
quickly. [Trouble] ZǤlțg sțnf pț ya'asid pǫligirǫ 'A fool shows his annoyance at once'. [PRO 12:16] Pu'a la sțnf 

pǫligya The woman was angry. [You-Heard?] 

pǫligǫ   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pǫligid   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pǫligida   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pǫligim!   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pǫligimi!   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pǫligimini   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pǫligin   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pǫligini   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pǫligir   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 
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pǫligirǫ   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pǫlignǫ   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pǫligya   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pǫlim   Variant: pelim. n. fear, terror. Colloc: X pǫlim iank ‘X becomes afraid’. Alazug ka m pǫlim ian'adi o zug 'That is 

why I am terrified before him'. [JOB 23:15 [draft]] O pǫlim na iank wțț ku'om ǫǫn di nid 'Terrors overtake him like 
a flood'. [JOB 27:20 [draft]] Note: both changed to yam ( = ya'am ) iank in published Bible 

pǫlis   Variant: pelis. Form: pǫlisim!. Form: pǫlisțg. Variant: pelisug. v. to sharpen, peel, shave off the outside. Note: as a 

pencil, or a yam Ka o keŋ ye o pț'țs o pugidib on bǫǫ ani pǫlisid baŋkan la He went to greet his aunt where she 
was peeling cassava. [Trouble] Pǫlisim busa la sieba. Peel some of the yams. [Trouble] Ka lǫb o baŋkan pǫlisțgțn. 
And she turned back to her peeling. [Trouble] See: pǫǫns. 

pǫlisim!   See main entry: pǫlis. peel. 

pǫlisțg   See main entry: pǫlis. peel. 

pǫmis   See main entry: pǫ'ǫmis2. lend. 

pǫmisid   See main entry: pǫ'ǫmis2. lend. 

pǫmpǫm   n. pancake [type]. Li ya'a anǫ zțțd maan linǫ ka ba maali li wțț pǫmpǫm nǫ 'If your grain offering is 
prepared on a griddle'. [LEV 2:5] 

pǫn   Variant: pen [N]; pǫŋ; peŋ. Form: pǫna. Variant: pena. n. vulva, vagina. Etym: OVN *PE/A(N)-DI/A ; vc4 men 
(man?). 

pǫna   See main entry: pǫn. vagina. 

pǫndig   Variant: pendig; pǫndigi. Form: pǫndigid. Variant: pendigid; pǫdigida. v. to reiterate, repeat, re-do. Ka bț'țm hali 

sț'țŋa pǫndigi pǫndig ka pț basida. 'And beat me again and again with merciless blows.'. [LAM 3:3] Mu'asidi 

pǫndigid paasid nǫ bima bin'isim ka mǫ lǫm tisid biig la bǤǤdim. Constant repetition of suckling increases the 

mother's milk and also increases the child's appetite. [Breastfeeding] Li ya'a gban'adi pǫndigid saŋa wțsa li tun'e 

zu'omif ka li pț tǤi ya. If you contract the disease often, it can easily make you blind. [MA] Note: example offered as 

a revision of Trachoma 038 maanmaannib wțsa zi'e ba tțțma ni daar wțsa maan maana pǫndigid 'Every 
Jewish priest performs his services every day and offers the same sacrifices many times'. [HEB 10:11] Da kennǫ fț 

kpi'a yiri pǫndigida 'Don't visit your neighbours too often'. [PRO 25:17] Sim: tǫndig. 

pǫndigi   See main entry: pǫndig. repeat. 

pǫndigid   See main entry: pǫndig. repeat. 

pǫn'   v. to mash. Maalim paŋ ka piagi li n pǫnsi li ka nǤn bǫǫ fț pǫn' tiwǫla ka biig la naan nyaŋi vǤl na'ana. Take 
care to rinse them and strain and knead, or mash the fruit so that the child can swallow them easily. [Breastfeeding] 
See: pǫnsi. 

pǫnsi   v. to strain, filter sth. Maalim paŋ ka piagi li n pǫnsi li ka nǤn bǫǫ fț pǫn' tiwǫla ka biig la naan nyaŋi vǤl 

na'ana. Take care to rinse them and strain and knead, or mash the fruit so that the child can swallow them easily.  

[Breastfeeding] See: pǫn'. 

pǫnt   Variant: pent. v. to paint sth. From: (Eng.) See: pǫnti. 

pǫnti   Variant: penti. n. paint (the material). From: (Eng.) See: pǫnt. 

pǫŋ   See main entry: pǫn. vagina. 

pǫog   Variant: peog; pe'og; pǫǫgǤ; peogo. Form: pǫǫd. Variant: peed; pǫǫda; peeda; pǫǫdi; peedi. n. a basket. BǤǤd pǫog, 

vaae nwam. Want basket, collect calabash. [Proverb 170] Ka o niaki yi țk pǫog la nǫ linǫ bǫǫ ani la wțsa kpǫn'ǫs 

dǤbilin la. He squeezed past and went out and lifted the basket and everything in it and put it in the kitchen. 

[Trouble] o da nǤk nǫ pǫog, ka nǤk kotaali bțligi li 'she took a basket ... and covered it with tar'. [EXO 2:3] nid kae 

na nyu'oe fitir, ka pibil nǫ pǫǫgǤ 'No one lights a lamp and puts it under a bowl'. [MAT 5:15] Ba tțmnǫ tțțmbibis 

wțț pǫǫd bǫǫ sǤna țgțb ... bǫǫ tțm lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la tțțma bǫǫ pǤn' nanzț'țsi dǫlig They do casual labour like 
weaving baskets and mats ... or they do gardening or pick peppers and spread them to dry. [Trouble] Ka ba vaae 
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dizǤris la wțsa ka li pǫ'ǫl pǫǫd pii nǫ ayi'. 'they gathered them and filled twelve baskets with the pieces'. [JHN 6:13] 
Ya daa vaae dikanǫ kpǫlim la pǫ'ǫl pǫǫda ala? 'How many baskets did you fill?'. [MAT 16:9] 
Colloc: pǫogțn(ǫ)/pǫǫdin ‘in a basket/baskets’. NǤkim bama atan' nwa' niŋ pǫogțn 'Put them in a basket'. [EXO 

29:3] Lit: the three of them. nǤk bodobodo linǫ ka danbin kae la niŋ pǫogțnǫ mǤr naa 'Bring ...  the basket 
containing bread made without yeast'. [LEV 8:2] Ba bun ki la nǫ niŋid pǫǫdin. They harvest the millet and put it in 

baskets. [House+Farm] dap nwa' sid da kǤti kǤt na'abiis pisyǤpǤi la fi'isi ba zut la niŋ pǫǫdin 'they took the royal 
princes and killed all seventy; they piled their heads in baskets'. [2KI 10:7] 

pǫp   id. straight. 

pǫra-   See main entry: pǫraug. ram. 

pǫraug  Variant: pǫraugǤ; pǫraugț. Form: pǫraad. Variant: pǫraadǫ. Form: pǫra-. n. a ram, male sheep. li sțm ye o nǤk 

pǫraug bǫǫ bțrakanǫ ka' dǫŋŋa 'he is to offer a male without defect'. [LEV 1:10] Li ya'a an na'araug bǫǫ pǫraugǤ, 

ZugsǤb la pțn sț'oe li. 'whether an ox or a sheep, it is the Lord's.'. [LEV 27:26] yǫlim ... dau wțsa ye o kțnǫ 

pǫraugț tis o yidim tell each man to kill a ram for his family. [EXO 12:3] Mam di'esi ya pǫraad nǫ bțnkǤnbid 

banǫ nǤb ka ya mǤri maan nyu'or maana la tig. 'I have more than enough of burnt offerings, of rams and the fat 
of fattened animals'. [ISA 1:11] Zuoyaa, bǤ ka ya ian'asid wțț pǫraadǫ ... ? 'Why did you skip like rams, you 
mountains ... ?'. [PSA 114:6] Daakan la ka o yis ... pǫrasabilis la, nǤki ba tis o biis ye ba gur. 'That same day he 
removed ... the dark-coloured lambs, and he placed them in the care of his sons.'. [GEN 30:35] See: pǫog; -daug2. o 

na tis o pǫratita'apielig. he will give him a big white ram. [You-Do?] Note: Kusaal and related languages do not usually 
permit two adjectives together like this Read: Naden, Tony 2007. Descriptives: adjectives in Mampr uli.  
in  Dakubu M.E.K. / G. Akanlig-Pare /E.K.Osam / K.S aah [eds.] Studies in the Languages 
of the Volta Basin 4, Vol. 1: Nominal constructions . Legon : University of Ghana 
Linguistics Department: 88-102 [Paper to NUFU Collo quium: Legon, Jan. 2006]  ::  lnk 

https://lostmarbles31.wixsite.com/aardvarks-lexico/ more-language-studies . 

pǫraugǤ   See main entry: pǫraug. ram. 

pǫraugț   See main entry: pǫraug. ram. 

pǫraad   See main entry: pǫraug. ram. 

pǫraadǫ   See main entry: pǫraug. ram. 

pǫrib-   See main entry: pǫribig. male lamb. 

pǫribig   Variant: pǫribiga; pǫribigi. Form: pǫribis. Form: pǫrib-. n. a male lamb. (ba) da tis maanmaannib la malțŋ la 

piini ka li anǫ pǫribis nǫ bțribis tusa ayi' nǫ kǤbisyuobț nǫ na'araad kǤbistan' (they) 'gave the priests 2,600 
lambs and young goats and 300 bulls for sacrifices during the festival'. [2CH 35:8] Onǫ kț nyaŋ pǫribiga, on 

zaŋim sian'adawan ayi', bǫǫ na'adawanbibis ayi' na 'If she cannot afford a lamb, she is to bring two doves or 

two young pigeons'. [LEV 12:8] Ya bțŋ ya'a dǫŋin du'a bțndibig, yanam tiakimi nǫ pǫribigi tis ZugsǤb la. 
'Redeem with a lamb every firstborn donkey'. [EXO 13:13] NǤkimi na'arapǤlli maal nyu'or maan nǫ pǫraug nǫ 

pǫribis ayǤpǤi banǫ an yțțm yinne ka ka' dǫŋŋa. take 'one young bull, one ram and seven male lambs a year 
old, all without defect.'. [NUM 29:8] pǫdibpǤl onǫ an yțțm yinne ka pț mǤr dǫŋŋa maal maannǫ nyu'oe tis 

ZugsǤb la 'one yearling ram without blemish as a whole-offering'. [NUM 6:14] See: pǫ'og; -dibig. 

pǫribiga  See main entry: pǫribig. male lamb. 

pǫribigi   See main entry: pǫribig. male lamb. 

pǫribis   See main entry: pǫribig. male lamb. 

pǫs   Variant: pes; pǫsi; pesi. Form: pǫsid. Variant: pǫsidi. Form: pǫsim!. Form: pǫsib. v. to lop, trim. o na nwaae wila 

la nǫ sț'țg, o ya'a nwaae naae o na pǫs wilbibis la. 'he will cut off the shoots with pruning knives, and cut 
down and take away the spreading branches.'. [ISA 18:5] M pǫs vǤnya la wțsa dizugǤ niŋim siri ka saa ya'a ni 

tinam Ǥn ken m bțt kawǫnna la. I have chopped out all the holes, so get ready so that when it rains we can go 

and sow the maize. [Asaasim] Nwaam tiig la ka pǫsi li wila la 'Cut the tree down and chop off its branches'. [DAN 

4:14] yanamǫ pț pǫsid tiwanna la don't prune the fruit-trees. [LEV 25:5] Ka wilkanǫ wțsa wan la, o pǫsidi li nǫ 

maali li sț'țŋa ka li maligim wan bǫdegț. 'every branch that does bear fruit he prunes so that it will be even 
more fruitful.'. [JHN 15:2] Pǫsim o wila la bas 'Lop off her ... branches'. [JER 5:10] Ka Agaung yimbǫogun zaŋ o 

kțțnr, o karintǫ (suraug), nǫ o zǫnnir  n niŋ vǤǤnd pǫsib pira hali ka paalț ti ka'a bǫnǫ. And Mr. Crow next 
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morning took his hoe, his cutlass and his axe and went and did the holes-chopping until there was no more room. 
[Asaasim] 

pǫsi   See main entry: pǫs. lop. 

pǫsib   See main entry: pǫs. lop. 

pǫsid   See main entry: pǫs. lop. 

pǫsidi   See main entry: pǫs. lop. 

pǫsig   Variant: pesig; pǫsigi; pesigi; pe'esigi. Form: pǫsignǫ. Form: pǫsigid. Variant: pǫsigidi. Form: pǫsigim!. 

Variant: pesigim; pǫsigimi!; pesigimi. Form: pǫsigiminǫ. Form: pǫsigir. Variant: pesigir. v. to give utterly, 

consecrate, risk. Ya'a pǫsig Kambuŋ zǤŋo, o faandnǫ dǤǤg. 'Give him an inch and he'll take a mile.'. [Proverb] 
Lit: If you assign an Ashanti a stable, he'll take over a room.. dapbǤǤdim tun'e kǫ ka ba bas ban zaŋi ba mǫŋi 

pǫsig Kristo tțțma la ka kul sidib 'when their sensual desires overcome their dedication to Christ, they want to 

marry'. [1TI 5:11] Wina'am pǫsig o nǤŋirǫ ti sțnya ni 'God has poured out his love into our hearts'. [ROM 5:5] ba da 

pǫsigi ba mǫŋ nǫ tis Siig Kasi la they devoted themselves to the Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] Da pǫsigi ya niŋgbina 

luosi tis tțțmbǫ'ǫd 'Nor must you surrender any part of yourselves to sin to be used for wicked purposes.'. [ROM 

6:13] SǤ' kț nyaŋi zaŋi m nyǤvțrǫ. M mǫŋ lǫǫ pǫsigi m nyǤvțr. 'No one takes my life away from me. I give it up 

of my own free will.'. [JHN 10:18] Yaro ye, o saam da pǫsignǫ o nyǤvțri tis o. Yaro thought that his father had 
given his life for him. [Trouble] Ba pț pǫsigid kǤ'Ǥm daan buure. They don't entrust a granary to a hungry man. 

[Proverb 041] Zina m nǤkid o nǫ pǫsigidi tisid ZugsǤb la. 'So I am dedicating him to the Lord' today. [1SA 1:28] Da 

pǫsigi ya niŋgbina luosi tis tțțmbǫ'ǫd 'You must no longer put any part of (your body) at sin's disposal'. [ROM 

6:13] Nannanna, pǫsigiminǫ ya mǫŋ nǫ ya sțnf wțsa ka iee ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la. 'Now devote your 
heart and soul to seeking the Lord your God.'. [1CH 22:19] Ka mǫŋ pǫsigir ya'a ka'asigǫ, sǤ' kț nyǫ ZugsǤb laa. 
'without holiness no one will see the Lord'. [HEB 12:14] Lit: if self dedication is absent. Dabisir wțsa tuongat yinne 

na mǤr o maan na maal maan daka la pǫsigir yǫla. 'Each day one leader is to bring his offering for the 

dedication of the altar.'. [NUM 7:11] See: pǫsigi-m-mǫŋ. 

pǫsigi   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pǫsigid   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pǫsigidi   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pǫsigim!   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pǫsigimi!  See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pǫsigiminǫ   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pǫsigim-mǫŋ   See main entry: pǫsigi-m-mǫŋ. devotion. 

pǫsigi-m-mǫŋ   Variant: pǫsigim-mǫŋ. n. devotion. Ya'a kpǫlim bțn linǫ maal Hezekia na'am saŋa nǫ o 

pǫsigim-mǫŋ la sǤbi bǫ ... The other events of Hezekiah's reign and his acts of devotion are written ... [2CH 32:32] 
Note: places they are written are then mentioned See: pǫsig. 

pǫsigir   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pǫsignǫ  See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pǫsim!   See main entry: pǫs. lop. 

pǫtnam   See main entry: pǫtǤ. underpants. 

pǫtǤ   Variant: pǫttț; peto; pǫttțț. Form: pǫtnam. n. pants [Br.], underpants, 'shorts' [Am.] Note: singular is 'a pair of pants', 

plural is 'pairs of pants' (English 'pants', 'a pair of pants' is one garment) Li da libigimmǫ bǤzugǤ, m da pț sǤn pǫttțț. 
This took me by surprise as I wasn't wearing pants. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sakurin la tinam biribis la ya'a baŋ ye ba na 

ti bț' tii, ti ǫǫnti ... sǤn pǫtnam babiga At the school if we boys knew we were going to be beaten we would ... 
wear several pairs of pants. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

pǫttț   See main entry: pǫtǤ. underpants. 

pǫttțț   See main entry: pǫtǤ. underpants. 
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pebis   See main entry: pǫbis1. blow [wind]. 

pebis-   See main entry: pǫbisim. wind, air, breath. 

pebisim   See main entry: pǫbisim. wind, air, breath. 

pebisug   See main entry: pǫbis1. blow [wind]. 

pebisugo   See main entry: pǫbis1. blow [wind]. 

peduk [N]   See main entry: pǫdțk. green. 

pe'e-   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pe'egur   See main entry: pǫ'ǫgur. shepherd. 

pe'ekimnib   See main entry: pǫ'ǫkem. shepherd. 

pe'ekin   See main entry: pǫ'ǫkem. shepherd. 

pe'el   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pe'eli   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pe'emis   See main entry: pǫ'ǫmis2. lend. 

pe'emis1   See main entry: pǫ'ǫmis1. loan. 

pe'en   See main entry: pǫ'ǫl. fill.  

pe'eŋ   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pe'eŋi   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pe'eŋidi   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pe'eŋim   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pe'eŋir   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pe'eŋire   See main entry: pǫ'ǫŋ. lend. 

pe'es   See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pe'es   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pe'ese   See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pe'ese   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pe'esi   See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pe'esi   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pe'esid   See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pe'esigi   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pe'esug   See main entry: pǫ'ǫs1. add. 

pe'is...   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pe'og   See main entry: pǫ'og. sheep. 

pe'og   See main entry: pǫog. basket. 

pelig   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

peligi   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

peligne   See main entry: pǫlig. white, whiten, angry [be]. 

pelim   See main entry: pǫlim. fear. 

pelis   See main entry: pǫlis. peel. 

pelisug   See main entry: pǫlis. peel. 
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pen [N]   See main entry: pǫn. vagina. 

pena   See main entry: pǫn. vagina. 

pendig   See main entry: pǫndig. repeat. 

pendigid   See main entry: pǫndig. repeat. 

pent   See main entry: pǫnt. paint. 

penti   See main entry: pǫnti. paint. 

peŋ   See main entry: pǫn. vagina. 

peog   See main entry: pǫog. basket. 

peogo   See main entry: pǫog. basket. 

perinte   Form: perintenam. n. a platter, tray. On maan da anǫ anzurifa perinte linǫ tǫbis hali 'His offering was one 

silver plate weighing a hundred and thirty shekels'. [NUM 7:13] Israel dim tuongatibi da mǤr si'eli maan maana 

da anǫ; anzurifa perintenam pii nǫ ayi' These were the offerings of the Israelite leaders ... twelve silver plates'. 

[NUM 7:84] From: (Eng.) Note: via some southern language without medial l 

perintenam   See main entry: perinte. platter. 

pes   See main entry: pǫs. lop. 

pesi   See main entry: pǫs. lop. 

pesig   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pesigi   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pesigim   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pesigimi   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

pesigir   See main entry: pǫsig. risk. 

peto   See main entry: pǫtǤ. underpants. 

peytuba [I]   n. tree [sp.] Combretum sericeum. 

pǫǫd   See main entry: pǫog. basket. 

pǫǫda   See main entry: pǫog. basket. 

pǫǫdi   See main entry: pǫog. basket. 

pǫǫgǤ   See main entry: pǫog. basket. 

pǫǫl   n. a pearl. Note: used in the Bible for pearl, a kind of jewel : a round, smooth white bead, formed in the shells of sea- and 

river-creatures Wina'am sț'țlim nwǫnǫ kpikpinkpin onǫ ieed kugvǫnla banǫ ka ba buon pǫǫl la. 'Again, the 
kingdom of heaven is like a merchant looking for fine pearls.'. [MAT 13:4] From: (Eng.) 

-pɛɛligʋ   See main entry: -pielig. white. 

pǫǫn1   Form: pǫǫnd. v. to scratch (up) [fowls do]. NǤǤs pǫǫnd bțmbula la sieba. Fowls scratch up some of the plants. 

[House+Farm] Sim: pie3, ǫnbig, ǫnbis ‘make scratching movement with the finger’; kǤnrig ‘to scratch sb. (injury)’. 

pǫǫn2   Form: pǫǫnnam. n. a pen (for writing). Tinamǫ daa ka' sakurin la o da nyaŋi nwǫdisi kpǫn' sakur ofisin la zu 

gbana nǫ pǫǫnnam. When we weren't at school he would break into the school office and steal paper and pens. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] From: (Eng.) 

pǫǫnd   See main entry: pǫǫn1. scratch. 

pǫǫnnam   See main entry: pǫǫn2. pen. 

pǫǫns   Variant: peens; pǫǫnsi. Form: pǫǫnsțg. Variant: peensug. v. to sharpen, peel, shave off the outside. Note: as a pencil, 

or a yam Abǫdțg ... yis busa ayuobț, o pǫǫnsi ba nǫ ka lǫǫ pț nwaa ba ka nǤki ba dțgțl. Abedug ... selected 
six yams, she peeled them but didn't cut them up, and put them on to cook. [Wonderwoman] See: pǫlis. 

pǫǫnsi   See main entry: pǫǫns. peel. 
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pǫǫnsțg   See main entry: pǫǫns. peel. 

peed   See main entry: pǫog. basket. 

peeda   See main entry: pǫog. basket. 

peedi   See main entry: pǫog. basket. 

-peelig   See main entry: -pielig. white. 

peelim   See main entry: pielim1. whiteness. 

peens   See main entry: pǫǫns. peel. 

peensug   See main entry: pǫǫns. peel. 

pees   See main entry: piis. sweep. 

pi   See main entry: pin'. bury, hide. 

pi1 [C]   See main entry: piing [N]. hippopotamus. 

pi-2   See main entry: piim1. arrow, syringe. 

piagi   See main entry: pie1. wash, menstruate, fade. 

pia'   See main entry: pian'1. talk. 

pian'1   Variant: pian'a1; pia'. Form: pian'ad3. Variant: pian'ada; pian'adǫ; pian'adi1; pian'adnǫ2. Form: pian'am!. 

Variant: pian'ama!. Form: pian'amini!. Form: pian'aya. v. to talk. 'M sțnfț duon,' Beckie pian' li nǫ 

baanlim-baanlim. 'I'm angry,' said Beckie very softly. [Trouble] o daa yǫl ye sǤ' da pian' o yǫllǫ, dinzugǤ on 

ba'a ka' o san'anǫ he said that nobody should talk about him, so he was not interested in him. [Billygoat] Ka lǫn ye 

sǤ' kena pian' tisi ba na'asaabugum yǫla. And he also said that someone had come to speak to them about 
electricity. [Electricity] Banǫ bǫǫ agǤlǫ, kǫlisimi ka m na pian' Listen, O heavens, and I will speak. [DEU 32:1] 
Pian'abama nwa' aan m pian'țk ka m daa pian' tisi ya mam daa nam bǫ nǫ ya la 'This is what I told you while 
I was still with you'. [LUK 24:44] li nar ye ti pian'a li paalț we ought to speak about it openly. [AIDS-I] ba pț 

sǤnsida bǤzugǤ, o pț mǤr nǤǤri na pian'aa. they didn't converse because she had no mouth to speak with. 
[Wonderwoman] Goma pian'anǫ ala tis na'ab widaan la. that's how Goma spoke to the chief's 'linguist'. [Trouble] O 

da pian'anǫ ka li naam 'When he spoke, the world was created'. [PSA 33:9] Dasaŋ la daa lidignǫ on daa wțm ka 

pu'a la pian'ad si'em la The young man was astonished when he heard the woman speaking like that. [AIDS-I] o 

vuud wțț nimbabigi na pian'ad ka ba kțkǤya vuud si'em la 'his voice sounded like the roar of a great crowd'. 

[DAN 10:6] Ka o pu'a ye o ya'a gǫn'ǫd nǫ ba saamnam la o na ti kǫ ka ba pian'ad pian'abǫ'ǫdi tisidi ba. And 
his wife said that if he got annoyed with their parents he would cause them to speak badly of them. [Billygoat] 
Ayǫl-nyain anǫ ba'akǤlǤg sǤb, ka buon kikiris ka on nǫ ban pian'ad. Ayel-nyain is a soothsayer and calls 

spirits and talks with them. [Asaasim] Dakanǫ yǫla ka fț pian'ada? Which piece of wood are you talking about? 

[Trouble] M na an baanlimm ka kț pian'ada 'I will keep quiet, I will not say a word'. [PSA 39:9] li ka' ya biis la ka 

m pian'adi tisida it is not your children that I am speaking to. [DEU 11:2] Li anǫ yǫlsu'adir ka pț nar ye ba 

pian'adi li. It is a private matter and shouldn't be talked about. [AIDS-I] Note: better expressed pian'adi li yǫlaa. [MA]  
Nimo da pian'adnǫ ka kpǫn'ǫd o dǤǤgin Nimo was talking as he was going into his room. [Trouble] Ya'am sǤb 

zilim pian'adnǫ baŋir yǫla sț'țŋa 'The tongues of the wise spread knowledge'. [PRO 15:2] Bidu'adib nǫ tikanam 

bǫǫ sakur pa'annib wțsa pian'am Kusasțŋ All parents and teachers or school instructors must speak good 
Kusaal. [Asaasim] Pian'am bțgțsiga tis Jerusalem 'Speak tenderly to Jerusalem'. [ISA 40:2] pian'ami m yǫla tis 

Faaro 'mention me to Pharaoh'. [GEN 40:14] Pian'amini li yǫla ya ya'a ti zin' ya yaan 'Talk about them when you 
sit at home'. [DEU 6:7] Sim: yǫl1 ‘say’; tu'as ‘speak’; pian'țk. Adu yț'țn da pian' o yiiga pian'țk Then Adu made 
his first remark. [Trouble] See: pian'țk; pian'ad1; -pian'adir. 

pian'2   Variant: pian'a2. Form: pian'am2!. v. to praise sb. Nimban la ka m maal ye ba pian'am m yț'țr. I made those 

people to praise my name. Ba da pian' bipuŋ si'a hali ba la'asțgțn on niŋ let miti anu ka zǤ pililili si'em la. 
They praised a certain girl so much at their meeting for running so fast because she was only five minutes late. 

[Trouble] Sim: wǤ'Ǥg, zun'e. 

pian'3   Form: pian'ad4. Form: pian'adnǫ1. v. to tassel, form a tassel (maize does). Kawǫna la sieba da ta'an pian'adnǫ. 
Some of the maize was already tasselling. [Trouble] Sim: lǤm2 ‘the tassel of maize’. 
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pian'a1   See main entry: pian'1. talk. 

pian'a2   See main entry: pian'2. praise. 

pian'a-3   See main entry: pian'țk. talk. 

-pian'ad1   Form: -pian'adib. n. a speaker of ... [language]. Pian'agǫnda banǫ ka Kusapian'adib maani la sieba nwa: 
These are some of the mixed words that Kusaal-speakers produce: [Asaasim] See: pian'2. 

pian'ad2  See main entry: pian'țk. talk. 

pian'ad3  See main entry: pian'1. talk. 

pian'ad4  See main entry: pian'3. tassel. 

pian'ada   See main entry: pian'1. talk. 

pian'adǫ   See main entry: pian'1. talk. 

pian'adi1   See main entry: pian'1. talk. 

pian'adi2   See main entry: pian'țk. talk. 

-pian'adib   See main entry: -pian'ad1. speaker. 

-pian'adir   adj. talking-. SǤ' da nwǫ'ǫd giŋgampian'adir la, giŋgaŋ kanǫ yǫt nidib labaya la. Someone was beating the 

talking-drum, the drum which tells people the news. [Trouble] See: pian'1. 

pian'adnǫ1   See main entry: pian'3. tassel. 

pian'adnǫ2   See main entry: pian'1. talk. 

pian'am!   See main entry: pian'1. talk. 

pian'am2!   See main entry: pian'2. praise. 

pian'ama!   See main entry: pian'1. talk. 

pian'amini!   See main entry: pian'1. talk. 

pian'aya   See main entry: pian'1. talk. 

pian'țk   Variant: pian'uk; piauk; piaunk; pian'țkț. Form: pian'ad2. Variant: piaand; pian'adi2. Form: pian'a-3. n. talk 

[n.], speech, word. Mahama da lǫbis ye, 'Kpankpan'  Ka Nimo fǤn bi'ela ka tak Mahama pian'țk la, 

'Kpankpan.' Mahama answered "At all!" And Nimo was quiet for a bit and echoed Mahama's words, "At all!'. 

[Trouble] Piaunk la da yi o nǤǤrinǫ naae la, li lǫbi pak o nǫ. As soon as the word was out of her mouth it came 

back to haunt her. [Trouble] Wina'am pian'țk la kpi'enif ka bǫǫ fț nǤǤrin nǫ fț sțnfțn. 'God's message is near 
you, on your lips and in your heart'. [ROM 10:8] ZugsǤb Wina'am Onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤb la pian'țkț la. 'This is the 

word of the Lord GOD, the God of Hosts.'. [AMO 3:13] a-pț-siakid taaba pian'ad linǫ fǫndigid nidib ya'am ka 

pț mǤr yǫlsida 'constant friction between men of corrupt mind, who have been robbed of the truth'. [1TI 6:5] 
bǫkǫung asuba ka nidib wțsa la'asid o san'an Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la kǫlisid o pian'ad 'all the people came 
early in the morning to hear him at the temple'. [LUK 21:38] ya pț tun'e bakid pian'ad gbinnǫ you can't understand 

the meaning of (plain) speech. [ROM 6:19] Zuobpielim na pian'ad nǫ ya'am ka ayțma-zu'oya mǫ an baŋir. 'Let 
age speak, and length of years expound wisdom.'. [JOB 32:7] Sțnsa'aŋ tadigidnǫ nid, amaa pian'asțŋ bțgțn o 

sțțnr. 'An anxious heart weighs a man down, but a kind word cheers him up.'. [PRO 12:25] Ninkaŋa sǤb di'ednǫ 

pian'asțŋ Wina'am san'an ka ka' ninsaalibi nǫ. 'Such a person receives praise from God, not from human 

beings.'. [ROM 2:29] Zaansima bǫdegț nǫ pian'abǫdțg anǫ zaalim. 'Much dreaming and many words are 
meaningless. [ECC 5:7] Fț ya'a nyǫ, li pa'al ye pian'aban la pț sǤbin fțn karimin si'el la. When you see (the 
underlining) it shows that those words weren't written in what you read. [Bible-Intro] Pian'abama nwa' aan m 

pian'țk ka m daa pian' tisi ya mam daa nam bǫ nǫ ya la 'This is what I told you while I was still with you'. [LUK 

24:44] Pian'agǫnda banǫ ka Kusapian'adib maani la sieba nwa: These are some of the mixed words that 
Kusaal-speakers produce: [Asaasim] Colloc: pian'țkin, pian'adin ‘in/to/from speech’. Baaba Abțgțr nǫ o yidim 

la daa nam bǫnǫ bugum la pian'adin ka Atiig keŋ paae na Baaba Abugur and his household were still 
discussing the fire when Atiig arrived. [Fire] Colloc: pian'abǫ'ǫd ‘bad speech; curse’. Ka o pu'a ye o ya'a gǫn'ǫd 
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nǫ ba saamnam la o na ti kǫ ka ba pian'ad pian'abǫ'ǫdi tisidi ba. His wife said that if he was tired of their 

fathers, he should have then spoken badly of. [Billygoat] o pian'ad pian'abǫ'ǫdi yadigid ZugsǤb la yǫla. 'he ...  
spreads error concerning the Lord'. [ISA 32:6] Colloc: pian'azug ‘main point, slogan, motto’. ti gban'ae Ghana 

Presbyterian KarimdǤǤg la pian'azug, yțțm kaŋa, linǫ an ye; KŰL KA SIIG KASI LA PŰ'ŰLIF. we choose the 
motto for the Ghana Presbyterian Church this year:- "Let the Holy Spirit Fill You". [Bible-Study] Gbauŋ kanǫ ka fț 

karim la pian'azug an bǤ? What is the main theme of the book that you have read? [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Colloc: pian'azuŋ ‘a foreign language’. M pț tțmif nimbanǫ pian'ad pian'azțŋ dinǫ baŋiri na tǤi tisi fǤ 'I am 
not sending you to a nation that speaks a difficult foreign language'. [EZK 3:5] Wina'am na zaŋ nimbanǫ an saam 

nǫ banǫ pian'ad pian'azțna la,kǫ ka ba pian' tis nimbama. 'God will use foreigners speaking some 

strange-sounding language to teach you a lesson.' worthless talk. [ISA 28:11] Colloc: pian'ayǫǫd, pian'ayaalis. ala 

ka li na an nǫ zǤlțgț na pian'ad pian'ayǫǫd. 'so the speech of a fool (comes) when there are many words.'. [ECC 

5:3] ya mi' dau kaŋa nǫ o pian'ayaalis la yǫla! 'You know the man and the sort of things he says'. [2KI 9:11] 
Colloc: pian'adin ‘in talk/language’. Hibiru pian'adin la, li gbin anǫ, ‘M yaae o nǫ ku'omin’. In the Hebrew 

language the meaning is 'I fished him out of the water'. [EXO 2:10 [footnote]] Sim: pian' ‘[verb]’.  Adu yț'țn da pian' 

o yiiga pian'țk Then Adu made his first remark. [Trouble] See: pian'2. 

pian'țkț   See main entry: pian'țk. talk. 

pian'uk   See main entry: pian'țk. talk. 

piank   Variant: pak [N]; pianki. Form: pianknǫ. Form: piankidi. Form: piankimǫ. Form: piankir. v. to put, carry sth. 

under the arm. Note: e.g. a quiver Ka gan'ar kanǫ ka o piank la yuulim. And the gourd bottle she was carrying 
under her arm waved about. [Trouble] Asumbul ... nǤk o tapakț pianki yi Mr.Spider ... took his bag, put it under 

his arm, and left. [Wonderwoman] Elam teŋ dim la pianki ba lu'ad 'Elam takes up the quiver'. [ISA 22:6] Dau la daa 

pianknǫ kǤlbil o tida ni ka mǤr gbambibis bǫdegț The man carried a small bag on his shoulders and had a lot 
of forms. [Electricity] O la'asid pǫbibis laka țkidi ba nǫ o nu'usi piankid o nyǤ'Ǥgin 'He gathers the lambs in his 
arms and carries them close to his heart'. [ISA 40:11] Fțn onǫ an zaba na'aba, piankimi fț zaba sț'țg la 'Gird on 
your sword at your side, you warrior king'. [PSA 45:3] 

pianki   See main entry: piank. put  under arm. 

piankidi   See main entry: piank. put  under arm. 

piankimǫ   See main entry: piank. put  under arm. 

piankir   See main entry: piank. put  under arm. 

pianknǫ   See main entry: piank. put  under arm. 

piauk   See main entry: pian'țk. talk. 

piaunk   See main entry: pian'țk. talk. 

piaand   See main entry: pian'țk. talk. 

pib   v. to flap the wings (fowl does). ye onǫ nua pț pib n lǫbigǫ on sǤba anǫ sǤǫn' la kae sida. that the one whose 

fowl doesn't flap its wings until it falls on its back, that one is a witch and is not truthful. [Asaasim] ba naan kǤdig 

nua la n zaŋi bas ka o gț'țŋ pib ka ba ye yauw ti pțn oo yǫl ye Abțgir koo Akțdțg anǫ sǤǫn'. when they kill 
the fowl and throw it down, it is unable to flap its wings, they will say there you are, we already said that either 
Abugir or Akudug is a witch. [Asaasim] 

pibid   See main entry: pibțg. gnat. 

pibig   Form: pibigir. v. to uncover sth. Na'abiig la pibigi li (pǫog) ka nyǫ bilia ka o kaasid 'The princess opened it 

(basket) and saw a baby boy. He was crying'. [EXO 2:6] Sim: pilig; Cpart: pil, pibil ‘cover’. bțnkanǫ ka ba pibil, ba 

na pibig 'whatever is covered up will be uncovered.'. [MRK 4:22] See: pibil. 

pibigir   See main entry: pibig. uncover. 

pibil   Variant: pibilǫ; pibili. Form: pibin. Variant: pibini. Form: pibilțg2. Variant: pibulug. v. to cover sth. O pu'a da nǤk 

bulig la liŋe pibil bulig la nǤǤr, ka yadig kibielim li zug 'His wife took a covering and spread it out over the 
opening of the well and scattered grain over it.'. [2SA 17:19] dau ya'a pț pibili o bulig bǫǫ o pin'ilnǫ tuud 

bțmbǤk ka pț pibilǫ, ka naaf bǫǫ bțŋ luu anina ... 'If someone takes the cover off a pit or if he digs one and 
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does not cover it, and a bull or a donkey falls into it ...'. [EXO 21:33] Mahama bǫǫ ani pibin gan'ar la Mahama was 

there covering the gourd-bottle. [Trouble] Ba pț la'aŋid fitiri pibin na They Don't Light a Lamp and Cover it. [LUK 

8:16 [heading]] SǤ' pț nyu'od fitir ka nǤkid si'eli pibini li 'Nobody lights a lamp and then covers it'. [LUK 8:16 [text]] 
Sim: pil; Cpart: pibig, pilig. bțnkanǫ ka ba pibil, ba na pibig 'whatever is covered up will be uncovered.'. [MRK 

4:22] See: pibig; zupibig. 

pibilǫ   See main entry: pibil. cover. 

pibili   See main entry: pibil. cover. 

pibilțg1 [N]   n. a distraction, irrelevant issue. Ba bǫǫ ani pian'ad nimmua pian'ad ka fț kena nǫ fț pibilțg la ya'an. 
They are there discussing important issues and you have come with your irrelevant matters again. [MA] 

pibilțg2   See main entry: pibil. cover. 

pibin   See main entry: pibil. cover. 

pibini   See main entry: pibil. cover. 

pibțg   Form: pibid. n. a gnat (insect). Note: "They are small flying insect normally in the day time. They sometimes fall into 

motorcyclists' eyes especially when they ride in the evenings" [MA] Ba gǤsi nyǫ ka dumis bǫǫ bugila bǫǫ pibid nǫ 

bun-ian'ada kț nyaŋe lǤmis bǫǫ widig ban'a la. Research has shown that mosquitoes, maggots, gnats and 
insects can't infect with or spread the disease. [AIDS-I] (Linǫ san'amid nif) ... bțn-ian'ada baanlțg wțț pibid nǫ. 
(what can damage the eye) ... small insects like gnats. [Trachoma] Pibid da lut o nini ni, ka o nyǫ ka nidib lab tiis 

amaa sǤ'ǤsǤ' da pț lǫb o baba naa. Gnats fell on his eyes, and he saw people by the trees, but nobody came 
where he was. [Trouble] Sim: pǤ'Ǥg2. 

pibulug   See main entry: pibil. cover. 

pid1   Variant: pidi1. Form: pidnǫ. Form: pit2. Form: pidim!. Variant: pidimi!. v. 1 • to slip sth. on, put on, wear (sth. 

around extremity : ring, shoe, glove, sock). O saam da' googo tis o ka o pid. His father bought a watch for him 
and he wore it. [MA] kǫlli ka ti ... pid kțnt balaŋir linǫ an ti'ir linǫ an faangir la gu' ti zut 'We must wear ... our 
hope of salvation as a helmet'. [1TH 5:8] o yis sanlim baŋ kanǫ ga'an nyǤnya ni nǫ sanlim baans ayi' banǫ pid 

nu'usin tis o 'the man took an expensive gold ring and put it in her nose and put two large gold bracelets on her 
arms'. [GEN 24:22] M nǤk pien fuvǫnliŋi yǫǫlif, ka nǤk gbauŋ ta'ada pidif 'I clothed you with an embroidered 
dress and put leather sandals on you.'. [EZK 16:10] Ti daa zi' dinǫ faaǫn biig la, amaa ti wțm ye o daa pidnǫ rǤba 

ta'adbțgțsa la, din tun'e daa faaǫn o. We don't know what saved the boy, but we hear that he was wearing soft 

rubber sandals, which might have been what saved him. [Electricity] Bugum paŋ kț nyaŋe dǤlis rǤba nii, dinzugǤ 

li bǤǤd ye ti pit rǤba ta'ada ti ya'a tțm nǫ bugum nwiis. Electric power can't pass through rubber, so we need 
to wear rubber sandals when working with electric wires. [Electricity] Sim: yǫ ‘wear/put on esp. clothes on the upper 
body’. Yǫǫmi fț fuud, ka pidi fț ta'ada. 'Put on your clothes and sandals.'. [ACT 12:8] ba nǤk fuzǫn'ugț yǫǫl o, 

ka nǤk gǤn'Ǥsi țg na'am zupibigi pid o. 'They put a purple robe on him, then twisted together a crown of thorns 
and set it on him.'. [MRK 15:17] Pidimi ta'ada ka yǫ fuug yinne ma'aa. 'Wear sandals, but don't carry an extra shirt.'. 

[MRK 6:9] Sim: sǤn' ‘gird, wear/put on esp. around the waist’; Cpart: pidig1. Faaro pidig o nu'ubil baŋ dinǫ an o 

zanbin la pid Josef 'Pharaoh took his signet ring from his finger and put it on Joseph's finger'. [GEN 41:42] 
Sim: sǤn3 ‘wear round middle’. 
2 • to muzzle, put sth. round an animal's mouth to prevent it biting/eating. Mid ka ya pid na'araad banǫ kuod la 

nǫ yțgțd. 'Do not muzzle an ox when you are using it to thresh corn.'. [DEU 25:4] See: nu'upirig; pidig1. 

pid2   Variant: pidi2. v. to be bloated. ya na Ǥnb ni'im linǫ mǤr kpaam ka ya pțya pid 'you will eat fat till you are 

glutted'. [EZK 39:19] Onǫ pidi mi' on di si'el. The bloated one knows what he has eaten. [Proverb 112] 

pidi1   See main entry: pid1. put on, muzzle. 

pidi2   See main entry: pid2 [N]. bloated. 

pidig1   Variant: pidigi; pidigǫ. Form: pidigim!. Variant: pidigimi!. Form: pidigir1. v. to take off. Note: [shoes, ring, hat] ; 

own or sb. else's Na'ab la da pțn dǫŋim pidig o nu'ug tikir baŋ la yis Haman san'an The king had previously 

taken his signet-ring off Haman. [EST 8:2] SǤ' na yǫl ye m duusim o ta'ada n tis o ka la'am pț pidigǫ Someone 
will say I should shine his shoes for him, but won't take them off. [Shoeshine-Boy] ya na'am zupibis la, ba na 
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pidigi li ya zutin. 'your glorious crowns will fall from your heads'. [JER 13:18] Pidigimi fț ta'ada la, ka zin'ikanǫ 

ka fț zi'e la anǫ kasi. 'Take off your sandals, for the place where you are standing is holy'. [EXO 3:5] Nif pidigir 

yǤǤgț tun'e kǫ ka nif bielif la lǫbig. Opening the eye too quickly can cause the eyeball to evert. [Trachoma] 
Colloc: pidig X na'am1 ‘to depose X, remove from office’. Na'ab Asa mǫ da pidig o yaapu'a Maaka onǫ da an 

pu'ana'ab la 'King Asa also deposed his grandmother Maacah from her position as queen mother'. [2CH 15:16] 
Cpart: pid1. Faaro pidig o nu'ubil baŋ dinǫ an o zanbin la pid Josef 'Pharaoh took his signet ring from his 
finger and put it on Joseph's finger'. [GEN 41:42] See: pid1. 

pidig2   Form: pidigid. Form: pidigir2. v. to flower, blossom. niimis tusa iank zigigigi nǫ dabiem mui banǫ pidigid la 

ni. a thousand birds burst into flight in all directions from fear from the flowering rice. [Trouble] ki la yina nǤbigi 

siak pidigir. 'the wheat sprouted and formed heads'. [MAT 13:26] 

-pidig3 [N]   Form: -pidis2. adj. small. Sim: -bil; Cpart: -tita'ar. Yțțm ya'a mu'oe zintitada vǤnnǫ zimpidis. When the 
year is hard, bigger fishes swallow smaller ones. [Proverb 118] 

pidigǫ   See main entry: pidig1. take off. 

pidigi   See main entry: pidig1. take off. 

pidigid   See main entry: pidig2. flower. 

pidigim!   See main entry: pidig1. take off. 

pidigimi!   See main entry: pidig1. take off. 

pidigir1   See main entry: pidig1. take off. 

pidigir2   See main entry: pidig2. flower. 

pidim!   See main entry: pid1. put on, muzzle. 

pidimi!   See main entry: pid1. put on, muzzle. 

pidis1   Form: pidisim!. Variant: pidisimi!. v. to repay, fulfil. O ya'a keŋ Wina'am yinne kaanb ye fț na tis si'el, li anǫ 

yǫlkpan ye fț mǤ ka pidis kaanbir la. 'If you go to the house of God and make a vow, it is important that you 

fulfil the vow.'. [MA] pidisimi fț kaanbir 'fulfil your vow.'. [ECC 5:4 [draft]] 

-pidis2   See main entry: -pidig3 [N]. small. 

pidisim!   See main entry: pidis1. repay. 

pidisimi!  See main entry: pidis1. repay. 

pidnǫ   See main entry: pid1. put on, muzzle. 

pidț   See main entry: pidț-pidț. flash. 

pidț-pidț   Variant: pidț. id. flash, flash! Ba (nini) da mu'oe nǫ ka ian'ad pidț-pidț. They (eyes) were red and blinking 

rapidly. [Trouble] ba sț'țbanǫ dit ka ian'ad pidț-pidț la 'the gleam of swords'. [NAM 3:3] Lit: swords that are 
sharp/cut and jump flash-flash. GǤsim o dțț gaad nwadbibis banǫ bǫ agǤlli ian'ad pidț-pidț la. (he) 'looks 

down on the topmost stars, high as they are' shining and twinkling. [JOB 22:12] bugum yit o nǤǤrin na pidț-pidț. 
'flames dart from his mouth.'. [JOB 41:21] Ama nini lak pidț. Ama's eyes flickered open. [Trouble] 

piǫminǫ!   See main entry: pie1. wash, menstruate, fade. 

pie1   Variant: piee; piegi; piagi. Form: pied1. Variant: piedi. Form: piem!. Form: piǫminǫ!. Form: pier. Variant: pierǫ. v. 

1 • to wash. KǤlibir kpi'emnǫ ka kț nyaŋi pie sț'țŋa A bottle is hard and can't be easily washed. [Breastfeeding] o 

sun'om o nyabir la na ka ba pie li. he should take off his loincloth and they would wash it. [You-Heard?] Kem 

Siloam buligini pie fț nini. 'Go and wash your face in the Pool of Siloam.'. [JHN 5:7] O faaǫn ti nǫ o Siig Kasi linǫ 

pie ti ka li an du'am-paal nǫ nyǤvțpaal la. 'he saved us, through the Holy Spirit, who gives us new birth and 
new life by washing us'. [TIT 3:5] Onǫ wțsa si'is kum ka pț pie o mǫŋa, o sǤb dian'anǫ Fuug Sțgțr la. 
'Whoever touches the dead body of anyone and fails to purify himself defiles the Lord's tabernacle.'. [NUM 19:13] Li 

an sțm ka fț piegi fț mǫŋ nǫ biig la nu'us nǫ ki'ibuț sț'țŋa. It is good that you wash your hands and the child's 

hands well with soap. [Breastfeeding] Maalim paŋ ka piagi li n pǫnsi li Take care to wash them and strain. 

[Breastfeeding] Note: Verbs like pie have an underlying final g : this is seen in these forms in Dagbani and Mampruli but not in 
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Kusaal. The dialect of this text where the g surfaces is not to be followed. [TN]   kpǫǫmnam ye dagǤbțg piedi datiuŋ 

ka datiuŋ mǫ pied dagǤbțg. the elders say that the left hand washes the right and the right hand washes the left. 

[Trouble] Daam na bug wțț ku'om nǫ ka o mǤri pied fuud 'he will wash his garments in wine'. [GEN 49:11] m 

mǫŋi mǤr suguru piedi ya tțțmbǫ'ǫd la mam mǫŋ zug 'I, even I, am he who blots out your transgressions, for 
my own sake'. [ISA 43:25] Piem biis la nindaas saŋa wțsa sț'țŋa Always wash the children's faces well. [Trachoma] 
o piem o fuud ka lieb nyain. 'He must wash his clothes, and he will be clean.'. [LEV 13:34] Pieminǫ ya mǫŋ ka 

maali ya mǫŋ nyain. 'Wash yourselves clean.'. [ISA 1:16] Man daa naae pier malțŋ la ka niŋid nǫ'ǫŋa Wina'am 

Pț'țsim Yin la, ka ba nyǫǫm. 'they found me in the Temple after I had completed the ceremony of purification.'. 

[ACT 24:18] Colloc: pie1 pțțg.  1) confess, speak honestly/openly :: 2) be generous  ::  3) be pleased Lit: cleanse 

heart.  Amaa si'eli bǫ pian'abama ni, nǫ Yaro da pie o pțțgț yǫli li si'em daakan la, ǫǫnti bțgțnǫ m sțnf nǫ 
But there was something in these words, and the way Yaro spoke them that day without concealment, that 

encouraged me. [1) Trouble] M pie m pțțgț yǫlif man tțm si'el wțsa 'I confessed all I have done'. [1) PSA 119:26] 
Fț na niŋ wala yǫl ye fț nǤŋim, ka kț pie fț pțțgț tisi ma? 'How can you say, ‘I love you,’ when you won't 
confide in me?'. [1) JDG 16:15] piemi fț pțțgț yǫlim sida nwǫnǫ ZugsǤb la m nyǤvțr bǫn wțsa, ka ba kț 

kțțma. 'show me unfailing kindness like that of the Lord as long as I live, so that I may not be killed'. [2) 1SA 20:14] 
Piem pțțgț tis o ka da tisid nǫ ǫndțgǤ. Be generous to him and don't give grudgingly. [2) DEU 15:10 [draft]] 
Yanamǫ sadigim siak, ka pie ya pțțs ye ya nǤŋi ya ba'abiis nǫ sida la 'you have purified yourselves by 
obeying the truth so that you have sincere love for your brothers'. [2) 1PE 1:22] Dau la sțnf da pienǫ hali, ka on da 

tisim sidi ayi' la o da ye m nǤkim sidi yinne baanlțg la. The man was so happy that when he had given me two 
cedis he said I should keep the one cedi change. [3) Shoeshine-Boy] O ya'a ǫl on, o ma pțțg na piee. If she married 
him, her mother would be happy. [3) Akelsa] Daniel da tțm hali gaad o taaba la wțsa ka li pie Na'ab la pțțg 
'Daniel so distinguished himself among the administrators and the satraps'. [3) DAN 6:3] Lit: worked much better 

than his peers and it pleased the king. O namisțg nya'aŋ o na lǫn nyǫ sumalisim ka o pțțg pie; 'after his 
suffering he will see light and be satisfied'. [3) ISA 53:11] Colloc: pie1 sapu'ad/dǫŋ2/fǫn'țg ‘treat ('wash' [Gh.]) a 
sore’. li anǫ sapu'ad nǫ fǫn'ǫd ma'aa. Ba pț pie li bǫǫ viligi li piennǫ 'only wounds and welts and open sores, 
not cleansed or bandaged'. [ISA 1:6] Sim: uun, wabis; Mult: pies. 
2 • to menstruate. Ya na ... nǤki li lǤbi bas nwǫnǫ pu'a pier kparikǫǫung nǫ 'you will throw them away like a 

menstrual cloth'. [ISA 30:22] M ba', da kǫ ka fț sțțnr duoe man zin' fț tuon la zugǤ, ka m kț nyaŋi duoe 

bǤzugǤ m paami m pier. 'Do not take it amiss, father, that I cannot rise in your presence:' 'I'm having my period.'. 

[GEN 31:35] Fț ya'a pț nyǫ fț pierǫ. When you don't have your period. [Womens-Health] Syn: lu nu'ug. 
3 • to fade. Note: 'wash out' like colour from a cloth linǫ ka Wina'am zi'eli tisi ti ka ka' sa'uŋǤ ka pț dian'ada, ka li 

vǫnlim pț pied la 'an inheritance ... which nothing can destroy or spoil or wither.'. [1PE 1:4 [draft]] See: pies; 

-piedim. 

pie2   v. to lose hair. Ba da buon o nǫ ye LǤrpal, o zugț pie la yǫla. They called him 'Highway' because of his bald 

head. [Trouble] ba zi la'ad hali ka ba zut kǤn ka ba biankimpiind wțsa pie ka kǫ kǤnba they carried loads until 

'every head was rubbed bare and every shoulder made raw'. [EZK 29:18] Dau sǤ' zug ya'a pie ka o lieb zupiețŋ, o 

anǫ nyain. 'When someone's hair falls out from his head, he is bald but not ritually unclean.'. [LEV 13:40] 
Sim: -kǤǤng2, -pieŋ. See: -pieŋ. 

pie3   Form: pied2. Form: pieb2. v. to scratch (as fowls do). KǤdiŋ pied sǫnbid ka o biig gǤsidnǫ. Partridge digs out 

from the seed-holes while its child sees. [Asaasim] KǤdis mǫ nǤŋ sumbula pieb. Partridges also love to scratch up 
groundnut-seedlings. [House+Farm] Sim: pǫǫn1, ǫnbig, ǫnbis ‘make scratching movement with the finger’; kǤnrig 
‘to scratch sb. (injury)’. 

pieb1   Variant: piebi. Form: piebid. Variant: piebidi; piebida. Form: piebim!. Variant: piebimi!. Form: piebțg. 

Variant: piebug; piebțgǤ; piebugo; piebțgț. Form: piebya. v. to blow sth. O maanmaannib banǫ mǤr na'atana 

la na pieb zaba piebțgț tț'țsi ya. 'his priests stand there with trumpets to signal the battle cry against you'. [2CH 

13:12] m wțm kțkǤtita'ar linǫ kum wțț na'atannǫ piebidi m nya'aŋ nǫ. 'I heard a loud voice, that sounded like 
a trumpet, speaking behind me.'. [REV 1:10] BǤ ka ya la'as nǫ banǫ kem kǤnbid ka ya tțba wțm kǤnbkemnib 

wiis piebțgǤ? 'Why did you stay among the campfires to hear the whistling for the flocks?'. [JDG 5:16] 
Colloc: pieb1 wiig ‘play a whistle’. Ban tțțm da anǫ ba nwǫ' kǤna ka pieb wiis 'They were to play the lyres and 
harps'. [1CH 16:5] Ba da yț'țmnǫ ka piebid wiis ka nwǫ'ǫd googinam nǫ siyada. they 'were ... singing ... They 
were playing harps, lyres, drums, rattles, and cymbals.'. [2SA 6:5] BǤǤ maal ka fț pț yǫlim ka m kǫ ka fț keŋ nǫ 
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sumalisim, nǫ yțțma, ka siyada nwǫ'ǫd ka wiis piebida? 'Why didn't you tell me, so I could send you away 

with joy and singing to the music of tambourines and harps?'. [GEN 31:27] M yț'țn ... piebidi m wiig kțțr piebțg 

ma'aa. 'my flute (is tuned) to the sound of wailing.'. [JOB 30:31] Aragan wiig piebya yim Aragan's whistle has been 
blown once. [Asaasim] Colloc: pieb1 na'atan1 ‘blow a horn’. Ka maliak onǫ paas anu la pieb o na'atan. 'Then the 
fifth angel blew his trumpet.'. [REV 9:1] Maliaknama atan' banǫ kpǫlim la ye ba piebi ba na'atana la The 

remaining three angels are about to blow their trumpets. [REV 8:13] Piebim na'atan tǫǫns la sțțgin! 'Blow the 
trumpet among the nations! [JER 51:27] Na'atan ya'a piebid ka pț pieb tanp piebțgǤ, anǤ'Ǥnǫ na ti'ebi yi tanpǤ? 
'if the trumpet does not sound a clear call, who will get ready for battle?'. [1CO 14:8] Sim: pǫbis ‘wind blows’. Etym: 
OVN *PE.B/PO.B(.S) ; GS1 *F¹E/U², WE/I/U ; vc1 *fu ; MWN *PIAP- ; PB * púd, *kádí. See: pǫbis. 

pieb2   See main entry: pie3. scratch. 

piebi   See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

piebid   See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

piebida   See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

piebidi  See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

piebim!   See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

piebimi!   See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

piebis [N]   See main entry: pǫbis1. blow [wind]. 

piebțg   See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

piebțgǤ   See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

piebțgț   See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

piebug   See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

piebugo   See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

piebya   See main entry: pieb1. blow. 

pied1   See main entry: pie1. wash, menstruate, fade. 

pied2   See main entry: pie3. scratch. 

piedi   See main entry: pie1. wash, menstruate, fade. 

-piedim   adj. washing-. Colloc: ku'opiedim ‘washing-water (as opposed to drinking-water)’. o ... wik ku'om kpa'ae niŋi 

li (latita'ar) pțțgin ka li an ku'opiedim he drew water and poured it into it (big bowl) as washing-water. [EXO 

40:30] zi'esa piiga nǫ ba ku'opiedim laas piiga 'the ten stands with their ten (washing-water) basins'. [1KI 7:43] 
See: pie1. 

pief [N]   See main entry: piif. genet. 

piegi   See main entry: pie1. wash, menstruate, fade. 

-piel1   Variant: -pieli; -pielli. Form: -piela. Form: -piel-2. adj. white. o da yǫnǫ fupiel nu'ugima ka sǤn kurigiŋ sabil. 
he was wearing a short-sleeved white shirt and black shorts. [Trouble] O da nǤk fupiel sțŋ hali maal zak la fuud 

la wțsa mǫn. 'All the curtains round the enclosure were made of fine (white) linen.'. [EXO 38:16] ya nwǫnǫ yaad ka 

ba bțlig nǫ ziŋzak piel ka li vǫnl hali 'You are like whitewashed tombs, which look fine'. [MAT 23:27] m na ...  

tisi ba wțsa yinne-yinne kugpiel linǫ zug ka yț'țpaal sǤb la 'I will also give each of them a white stone on 
which is written a new name'. [REV 2:17] Banǫ mi' fuud sǫǫnb sțŋa da nǤk pien pieli sǫn fuudi tis Aaron nǫ o 

biis la 'For Aaron and his sons, they made tunics of fine linen – the work of a weaver'. [EXO 39:27] Li da anǫ pielli 

ka an lǫm-lǫm wțț sa'akǤnt kpi'emis nǫ. It was white and flaky like dry t.z. scrapings. [Bible Glossary [under 

Manna]] ba an piela piela ka ba buon ye "follicles" they are all white and are called "follicles". [Trachoma] Note: 

the text is giving the English name ka dapa ayi' yǫ fupiela zi'e ba san'an 'two men dressed in white stood beside 
them.'. [ACT 1:10] Wiedsabila la tǫǫd tǫreko si'a la lǫbidi ya-datiuŋ baba, ka wiedpiela la lǫbid ya-tuona baba 
'The chariot with the black horses is going to the land of the north, that with the white to the far west'. [ZEC 6:6] li mǫ 

mǤr fupielsțma linǫ bǫŋidi li and it also is to 'have curtains'. [EXO 27:11] Lit: fine white cloths to mark it off. 
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Kugpielvǫnla nǫ li buudi mǫ pț li'eli lii 'alabaster' and so on also do not come near it. [JOB 28:18] Colloc: gbampiel 
‘paper’. Li da anǫ vaand ka ba pǤnbili li gbampiellin wțț sigaar nǫ. It was leaves wrapped in paper like a 
cigarette. [Shoeshine-Boy] Syn: -pielig, -pielim; Nabstr: pielim ‘whiteness’. Etym: OV1 *PE: ; OVN *PEL ; GS1 
*B²I²/U² ; vc1 *po(n) ; pe/ʋɗ ; CG *ppeeli ; PB *pémb. Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: gǤǤrpiel; -pielig; 

pielim; -pielim; pțpiel. 

-piel-2   See main entry: -piel1. white. 

-piela   See main entry: -piel1. white. 

-pieli   See main entry: -piel1. white. 

-pielig   Variant: -peelig; -pɛɛligʋ; -pieligi; -pieliga. Form: -pielis. adj. white. Pu'apțțg wțsa tuon na yit ku'opielig. 
Every pregnant woman's genitals will emit a whitish fluid. [Womens-Health] Ku'odi na yit ka biig la nam pț yii, li 

tun'e an yilyil bǫǫ pɛɛligʋ bǫǫ zi-yilisțg. When the blood flows but the baby has not yet come out, it can be 

watery, white, or runny. [Womens-Health] Note: I assume these are colours. is this a mis-spelling for pielig(ʋ)? ; the zi- is 

'red' Modekaya da yi Na'ab la san'an ka yǫ na'am fuug linǫ an bțlț nǫ bțmpielig Mordecai left the palace, 
wearing royal robes of blue and white. [EST 8:15] nǤk gum dinǫ an bțlț nǫ gum pipǫl-zǫn'ug nǫ gum zǫn'ug nǫ 

gum pieligi sǫǫn li sț'țŋa ka di vǫnl. use blue yarn and purple yarn and red yarn and white yarn and sew it well 
so that it is beautiful. [EXO 28:15] Nif gbauŋ pțțgin isir la bǫnǫ ani an pieliga. There is a lesion on the inside of 

the eyelid, which is white. [Trachoma] Ba tis pu'a la fupielis linǫ nyǫǫn ka an nyain. 'Fine linen, bright and clean, 
was given her to wear'. [REV 19:8] Yanam banǫ ban'ad bțmpielis 'You who ride on white donkeys'. [JDG 5:10] 
kugvǫnliŋ banǫ da nyǫǫn wțț gǤtiŋ ka an bțmpielis nǫ bțnzǫn'is nǫ bțnsabilis ka ba ligidi zu'oe hali la 

wțsa 'every precious stone adorned you: ruby, topaz and emerald, chrysolite, onyx and jasper, sapphire, turquoise 
and beryl'. [EZK 28:13] Lit: beautiful stone that shines like glass and they are white and red and 'black' and they are 

very expensive. Colloc: nintaŋ pielig ‘full sunlight’. Yisim bama tuongatib la wțsa kțț ba dǫlig nintaŋ 

pieligin 'Take all the leaders of these people, kill them and expose them in broad daylight'. [NUM 25:4] o na tis o 

pǫratita'apielig. he will give him a big white ram. [You-Do?]   Note: Kusaal and related languages do not usually permit 
two adjectives together like this Read: Naden, Tony 2007. Descriptives: adjectives in Mampr uli.  in  
Dakubu M.E.K. / G. Akanlig-Pare /E.K.Osam / K.Saah [eds.] Studies in the Languages of 
the Volta Basin 4, Vol. 1: Nominal constructions. L egon : University of Ghana Linguistics 
Department: 88-102 [Paper to NUFU Colloquium: Legon , Jan. 2006]  ::  lnk 

https://lostmarbles31.wixsite.com/aardvarks-lexico/ more-language-studies .  Syn: -piel1 

-pielim; Nabstr: pielim. Etym: OV1 *PE: ; OVN *PEL ; GS1 *B²I²/U² ; vc1 *po(n) ; pe/ʋɗ ; CG *ppeeli ; PB 
*pémb. Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: nwadpielig; -piel1; pǫlig; pielim; -pielim. 

-pieliga   See main entry: -pielig. white. 

-pieligi   See main entry: -pielig. white. 

pielim1   Variant: peelim. n. whiteness. Colloc: gǫlpielim ‘white of egg’; bugum pielim ‘flame/s’. Saŋkan yț'țsǫ 

bugumpielim daa la'aŋ ka lǫǫ vțnlig o nu'ug This time again the flame lit up and burned his hand. [Fire] Ba 

nwǫnǫ bugum pielim nǫ 'They look like flaming torches'. [NAM 2:4] Bugumpielim ma'aa bǫǫ o dǤǤgin 'Fire 
resides in his tent'. [JOB 18:15] Colloc: sumpielim ‘joy’.  Jew dim la san'an li da anǫ sumalisim nǫ sumpielim nǫ 

zusțŋ nǫ girimtita'ari tisi ba. 'For the Jews it was a time of happiness and joy, gladness and honour.'. [EST 8:16] 
Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: -piel1; -pielig; sumpielim. 

-pielim2   adj. white. O niŋ la nier la da kǫya ka o sakur fuug linǫ an bțlț sisǤbir ka pielim kuak niŋgǤǤnr la Her 
developing body made her school dress, which was dark blue and white, hug her neck. [Trouble] 
Colloc: zuobpielim, zupielim/zugpielim ‘white hair, old age’. m zuobpielim nwa' na sig yațgțn nǫ sțnsa'aŋ. 
'my grey head' will go 'down to the grave in sorrow.'. [GEN 42:38] Ba zuobid gǫndignǫ nǫ zuobpielim Their 'hair 
is sprinkled with gray'. [HOS 7:9] Zuobpielim na pian'ad nǫ ya'am ka ayțma-zu'oya mǫ an baŋir. 'Let age 
speak, and length of years expound wisdom.'. [JOB 32:7] Zupielim anǫ na'am zupibig kanǫ vǫnl 'Gray hair is a 

crown of splendour'. [PRO 16:31] Tinam ya'am la yit nǫ zugpielim dimin na 'We learnt our wisdom from 
grey-haired people'. [JOB 15:10] Syn: -piel1, -pielig. Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: -piel1; -pielig; pielim1. 

-pielis   See main entry: -pielig. white. 

-pielli   See main entry: -piel1. white. 
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piem!   See main entry: pie1. wash, menstruate, fade. 

piem2   See main entry: piim1. arrow, syringe. 

piema   See main entry: piim1. arrow, syringe. 

pien1   Variant: piennǫ; pienni. Form: piena. Form: pien-2. n. cloth, a piece/strip of cloth. Ka Mansa lǫbis ye, 'M mi',' ka 

yidigid si'el pien kanǫ ka o zanl la ni. Mansa answered "I know.", and unwrapped something from the cloth he 
was holding. [Trouble] ba nǤk nǫ pien kanǫ an bțlț nǫ fuzǫn'ugț yǫǫli li 'they are dressed in violet and purple'. 

[JER 10:9] Pien sțŋ ka ba da' yi Egipt na sǫǫn li ya'al anrțŋ dawǤk la zug 'Fine embroidered linen from Egypt 

was your sail'. [EZK 27:7] Lit: hung on the ship's tall stick (mast). maanmaan la na kǫ ka ba zaŋ bțn-ian'ada ayi' 

banǫ vțe ka an nyain, nǫ na'aziinr daug nǫ pien zǫn'ug nǫ nyulinnyu'usi 'the priest shall order two ritually 
clean birds to be brought, together with a piece of cedar wood, a red cord, and a sprig of hyssop'. [LEV 14:4] o ... 

pin'ili piesid o nya'andǤlib la nǤba, ka duusidi ba nǫ pien kanǫ ka o lǤ o siaa la 'he ... began to wash the 

disciples' feet and dry them with the towel round his waist'. [JHN 13:5] li anǫ sapu'ad nǫ fǫn'ǫd ma'aa. Ba pț pie 

li bǫǫ viligi li piennǫ 'only wounds and welts and open sores, not cleansed or bandaged'. [ISA 1:6] Ka o duoe diibin 

la yǫǫg o fuug, ka zaŋ pienni lǤǤ o siaa 'so he got up from the meal, took off his outer clothing, and wrapped a 
towel around his waist.'. [JHN 13:4] Hali ba da nǤk piena nǫ fuud linǫ si'is o niŋgbina la mǤri keŋ si'is 

ban'adnam 'even handkerchiefs and aprons that had touched him were taken to the sick'. [ACT 19:12] NǤkim piena 

piiga la ka li aan fț din. 'Take ten pieces (of cloth) for yourself'. [1KI 11:31] Ka Mansa lǫbis ye, 'M mi',' ka 

yidigid si'el pien kanǫ ka o zanl la ni. And Mansa answered "I know", whilst unwrapping something from the 
cloth that he was holding. [Trouble] SǤ' kae na zaŋ pien paalli lig fukțdțgǤ. 'No one patches up an old coat with 

a piece of new cloth'. [MAT 9:16] Source: țg ‘weave’. M dabisa zǤtnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ hali gat onǫ țgțd pienni lǤbid sțlțg 

țgțb daug si'em lala 'My days pass more swiftly than a weaver's shuttle'. [JOB 7:6] 

pien-2   See main entry: pien1. cloth [piece of ~]. 

piena   See main entry: pien1. cloth [piece of ~]. 

pieni   See main entry: piif. genet. 

piennǫ   See main entry: pien1. cloth [piece of ~]. 

pienni   See main entry: pien1. cloth [piece of ~]. 

-pieŋ   Variant: -pieuŋ; -pieŋaa. adj. bald. bisieba daa naam tempțțgin la yina la'ad o ka yǫl o ye, “Zupieŋaa kem 

sa! Zupieŋaa kem sa!” 'some boys came out of a town and made fun of him. “Get out of here, baldy!” they 
shouted.'. [2KI 2:23] o zugpieuŋ bǫǫ o gbǫ'ǫpieuŋ la ya'a mǤre fǫn'ǫpaala, ka li pin'ili an zǫn'ǫm-zǫn'ǫm ... 'if 
he has a reddish-white sore on his bald head or forehead ... '. [LEV 13:42] Sim: -kǤǤng2, pie2. See: pie2. 

-pieŋaa   See main entry: -pieŋ. bald. 

pier   See main entry: pie1. wash, menstruate, fade. 

pierǫ   See main entry: pie1. wash, menstruate, fade. 

pies   Variant: piesǫ; piesi. Form: piesidnǫ. Form: piesid. Variant: piesidi. Form: piesțg. v. to wash things [many]. Ya 

ba'a ka' nǫ banǫ tadig la bǫǫ ya ti'eb banǫ bǫn'ǫd la bǫǫ pies banǫ pu'alim la fǫn'ǫdǫ. 'You have not taken care 
of the weak ones, healed those that are sick, bandaged those that are hurt'. [EZK 34:4] Ka o nǤki ba yț'țŋ kan la, 

piesi ba fǫn'ǫd la. 'At that hour of the night the jailer took them and washed their wounds'. [ACT 16:33] fuud la pț 

piesǫ the clothes have not been washed. [Wonderwoman] SǤ' mǫ da nǤk o tiraan dinǫ ka o mǤri piesid o nyina la 

pie o nyinaa. And nobody should use somebody else's brush to brush their own teeth. [AIDS-Azuur] o ... pin'ili 

piesid o nya'andǤlib la nǤba, ka duusidi ba nǫ pien kanǫ ka o lǤ o siaa la 'he ... began to wash the disciples' 
feet and dry them with the towel round his waist'. [JHN 13:5] Fț gǤs ka m nyǫt ki'ibț yaanǫ tisidif ka fț piesidi fț 

fuudǫ? Where do you think I get soap to give you to wash your clothes? [Trouble] Ya piesidi ya laas nǫ bțtiis 

nya'aŋ ka ba an nyain 'You clean the outside of the cup and dish'. [MAT 23:25] Yanam Farisii dim piesidnǫ ya 

nwama nǫ ya laas nya'aŋ, amaa ka ba pțțgin lǫǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ dian'ad 'you Pharisees clean the outside of the cup 
and dish' but their inside is full of dirt. [LUK 11:39] Ba mǫ dǤl malimsieba dinǫ ka ba di'e ka li an nwama nǫ yțya 

nǫ kțnt dțgid piesțg. 'And there are many other points on which they maintain traditional rules, for example in 
the washing of cups and jugs and copper bowls.'. [MRK 7:4] Unit: pie1; Sim: uun, wabis; Gen: pie1. See: pie1. 
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piesa   See main entry: piesir [SD]. 'frafra potato'. 

piesǫ   See main entry: pies. wash. 

piesi   See main entry: pies. wash. 

piesid   See main entry: pies. wash. 

piesidi   See main entry: pies. wash. 

piesidnǫ   See main entry: pies. wash. 

piesir [SD]   Form: piesa. n. 'frafra-potato'. Solenostemon rotendifolius. 

piesțg   See main entry: pies. wash. 

-pieuŋ   See main entry: -pieŋ. bald. 

piee   See main entry: pie1. wash, menstruate, fade. 

pig1   Form: pigid1. Variant: pikkid. v. to make balls ( e.g.  of mud for building). Ba ya'a nǤ tan la naae, fțn kena yǫlim 

ka m kena pig ka tammǫǫd la mǫ. If they finish preparing the mortar, you should come and tell me so I will 
come and make balls for the builder to build. [MA] Ama nǫ o ma da bǫnǫ ani pikkid boodia ye ba tua zaam la 

sa'ab. Ama and her mother were there making plantain balls to pound the evening fufu. [Trouble] See: tampigir; 

bintampigidțg. 

pig2   Form: pigid2. Form: pigim!. Variant: pigimi!. v. to stalk, creep up on, trail sb., spy. Ya na tțm nidib ka ba pig 

zin'ig la. You should send people to spy out the place. [Trouble] Adu da zaŋ bu'ati keŋ bțgțsțgț ye o gbin'e 

ku'om ka o saam pigi baŋ. Adu took a bucket and went carefully to get some water so that his father could find 

out secretly. [Trouble] Ka li kǫ ka o zana'si m nǤǤr ka yț'țn digi pigidim anwa? 'so that he has rebelled against 
me and lies in wait for me, as he does today?'. [1SA 22:13] Ya pigidnǫ teŋ la! 'You are spies'. [GEN 42:9] Kǫli ka ti 

pigimi baanlim ka ti na gban'e ba Let's creep up on them quietly and we'll catch them. [Kittens+Mice] Sim: pigis1. 
See: pigis1. 

pig3   Form: pigid3. v. to shell, husk (nuts). sǤ' mǤr masin kanǫ pigid suma la. someone had a machine for shelling 

groundnuts. [Electricity] See: pigis2. 

pigid1   See main entry: pig1. make balls. 

pigid2   See main entry: pig2. stalk. 

pigid3   See main entry: pig3. shell. 

pigim!   See main entry: pig2. stalk. 

pigimi!   See main entry: pig2. stalk. 

pigis1   Form: pigisid. Variant: pigisidi. Form: pigisțg. v. to stalk, creep up on. Ka Agaung pigis sigib-sigib n gban' o 
And Mr. Crow crept up stealthily and caught him. [Asaasim] O da kțdin paadnǫ ani ka wțm ka li damid 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la baba, ka o pin'ili pigisid. He was just getting there when he heard a commotion in the garden area, 
and he started to move stealthily. [Trouble] Ka o yț'țm pigisidi wa'ae bu'ata bǫdir linǫ zi'e zak la kțkpǫŋ la. 
And he crept over to the big bucket that stood at the side of the yard. [Trouble] Adu da pigisidi bǤǤd kukuma. Adu 
was on the verge of tears. [Trouble] Sim: pig2. See: pig2. 

pigis2   Variant: pigisi. v. to peel off (bark), break sth. open. Tisi'a da kpi'enǫ suor la ka ba keŋ pigis o pa'ad. A tree 

was near the path and they went to strip its bark. [Trouble] Jakob da nwaae tiis sieba wila pigisi li pa'ad la sieba 
'Jacob got ... branches of ... trees and stripped off some of the bark'. [GEN 30:37] Ba pigisi ba (tiis) pa'ad la lǤbi bas 
'They have stripped off the bark'. [JOL 1:7] 

pigisi   See main entry: pigis2. peel. 

pigisid   See main entry: pigis1. stalk, to. 

pigisidi   See main entry: pigis1. stalk, to. 

pigisțg   See main entry: pigis1. stalk, to. 
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pi'e1   Form: pi'eb. v. to accompany, take sb. along. Josef nie gbǫǫmini niŋ wțț ZugsǤb maliak la yǫl o si'em la, ka 

pi'e o pu'a kul. 'When Joseph woke up, he did what the angel of the Lord had commanded him and took Mary 

home'. [MAT 1:24] Hali ninsieba na yii ya sțțgin na tiak yǫlsida ka ma' yadda niŋidib la pi'e ba keŋi ba san'an. 
'Even from your own number men will arise and distort the truth in order to draw away disciples after them.'. [ACT 

20:30] Sim: dǤl, biel2. 

pi'e2   Form: pi'ed. Form: pi'em!. Variant: pi'emi!. v. to decorate sth. Na'ab la da maal na'am zin'itita'ar ka pi'e li 

wabțg nyina nǫ sanlima. 'Then the king made a great throne inlaid with ivory and overlaid with fine gold.'. [1KI 

10:18] 

pi'eb   See main entry: pi'e1. take sb. along. 

pi'ed   See main entry: pi'e2. decorate. 

pi'em!   See main entry: pi'e2. decorate. 

pi'emi!   See main entry: pi'e2. decorate. 

pi'ig   Variant: pi'igǫ; pi'igi. Form: pi'igid. Variant: pi'igida. v. to pick sth. up. Fț ya'a pi'ig gbigilig wa'an o ti lǫm 

bǤdignǫ wa'an. 'Easy come, easy go.'. [Proverb 208] Lit: If you find a ring at a dance, it will also be lost at a dance.. 
Ka o pi'ig kpa'akur yiiga ka nyaan nǤk niiŋ la. And he picked up the tortoise first, then the bird. [Trouble] Ka 

bam ye o pi'ig o nǫ bilies gǤsțg zin'ikanǫ ka ba bas la ni. And others said he had picked the baby up in the 
baby-care unit where they had left it. [Trouble] ... bǫǫ sǤ' si'eli bǤdig ka o pi'ig ka ma' ye o pț pi'igǫ ... ' ... or if 

he finds lost property and lies about it ... '. [LEV 6:3] Ka o nyǫ bțŋ yier ka pi'igi li kț nidib tusir. 'Then he found 
the jawbone of a donkey ... He ... picked it up, and killed a thousand men with it.'. [JDG 15:15] Amaa o kǤbir pț lut 

teŋin ka sǤ' pi'igida. But he was a miser. [Billygoat] Lit: But his penny never fell to earth for someone to collect.. 
Mult: pi'is. See: pi'is. 

pi'igǫ   See main entry: pi'ig. pick up. 

pi'igi   See main entry: pi'ig. pick up. 

pi'igid   See main entry: pi'ig. pick up. 

pi'igida   See main entry: pi'ig. pick up. 

pi'is   Variant: pi'isi. Form: pi'isid. Form: pi'isidnǫ. Form: pi'isim!. Variant: pi'isimi!. v. to pick, pick out, pick things up 

from the ground. Ka Adu ku'unnǫ pi'is o gbana la. And Adu bent down and collected up his papers. [Trouble] O 

da ...  pi'is kugsaliba anu su o kǤnbkem buorigin la 'He ... picked up five smooth stones ... and put them in his 

bag'. [1SA 17:40] Ba kț keŋ pi'is daad bǫǫ ba keŋ sian'arin nwa' daadǫ 'They will not need to gather wood from 
the fields or cut it from the forests'. [EZK 39:10] baa daan ya'a dit ka dizǤra lut teŋin, baas la na pi'isi li wae. 
when the dog's owner eats and crumbs fall on the ground, the dogs will pick them up and go. [MAT 15:27] fuomi ki 

bǤba la nii digil ka o kena pi'isi paas ka da zǫrigi nǫ o 'pull out some stalks for her from the bundles and leave 

them for her to pick up, and don't rebuke her'. [RUT 2:16] ti mǫŋi pi'isid nyuuni la ka mǫ da'ad bi'el bi'eli paasid. 
we picked up sheanuts ourselves and also bought up a few more. [Wealth-Is-Power] Banǫ daa dit na'am ka yǫǫd 

fuvǫnla la yț'țn bǫ nǫ tampțya ni pi'isid diib. 'those brought up in purple garments now grovel on refuse heaps'. 

[LAM 4:5] Ba zǤnǫ sig Ghana teŋir (nyaŋțn) ka li ka'anǫ ba nyǫ ligidi kooko ni ma'anǫ,  amaa ba la'an 

pi'isidnǫ gțțr. They escaped down to lower (south) Ghana, not just to get money from cocoa(-farming), but also 
picking up kolanuts. [Trouble] GǤsima, piema la kpi'enǫ fțn zi'e zin'isi'a la, pi'isimi baa mǤr kpǫla na 'Look, 
the arrows are on this side of you; pick them up' 'bring them here'. [1SA 20:21] Unit: pi'ig. See: pi'ig. 

pi'isi   See main entry: pi'is. pick. 

pi'isid   See main entry: pi'is. pick. 

pi'isidnǫ   See main entry: pi'is. pick. 

pi'isim!   See main entry: pi'is. pick. 

pi'isimi!   See main entry: pi'is. pick. 

pikkid   See main entry: pig1. make balls. 

pil   Variant: pilǫ; pili. Form: pin1. Variant: pinnǫ. Form: pilim!. Variant: pilimi!. v. to cover, roof sth. Note: put roof on 
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Ku'om da pil zin'is bǫdegț. The water covered many places. [Trouble] Akara teŋin la mǤr ya' bǫdegț, ba pil ya' 

la tita'amnǫ kǫnmisi. Akara has many buildings and most of them are roofed with 'zinc'. [Fire] Onǫ mǫ mǫ' dǤǤd 

wțsa iedi man zin'ig ye o nwa' yu'ada pil. Everyone who builds a house looks for me to cut rafters to roof it. 
[Trees] Zaam ya'a ti ma'ae fțn lǫbisim o fuugț tis o ka o pil o mǫŋi gbis. 'Return his cloak to him by sunset so 
that he may sleep in it.'. [DEU 24:13] fuug la mǫ pț yalim ka nid na pilǫ. 'the blanket (is) too narrow for a cover.'. 

[ISA 28:20] bǫǫi tempțțgțn la guri sankanǫ ka paŋ kanǫ bǫ agǤl la na ti pili ya la. be in the city and wait for the 
time when the power which is above will cover you. [Bible-Study] Bugula zug ka fț digi ka zțnzțnya pilif. You 
lie on maggots and worms cover you. [ISA 14:11] Man wila mǤri paŋ hali, dinǫ kǫ ka ba bu'aridi maan yu'ada 

pin dǤǤd la. My branches are very strong, which is why they split them to make rafters to roof rooms. [Trees] 
Na'ab David da kțdig nǫ hali ka ba mǤr futǫbisa pin o ka waad la'an zan'as ka kțțd o. 'When King David 
was old and well advanced in years, he could not keep warm even when they put covers over him.'. [1KI 1:1] fț ya'a 

di'e fț kpi'a fugǤbțgț o pǫ'ǫm yǫla, fțn lǫbisim tis o ka winnig nyaan lu, bǤzugǤ lin ka o mǤri pinnǫ o mǫŋ. 
' If you take your neighbour's cloak as a pledge, return it to him by sunset, because his cloak is the only covering he 

has for his body'. [EXO 22:26-27] Pilimi li naae ka maal vǤǤnri li zugin la ka li yalțŋ an nǤbir makir ayinne nǫ 

pțsțk. 'Make a roof for it and finish the ark to within 18 inches of the top.'. [GEN 6:16] Colloc: pili pǫ'ǫs ‘put on 
extra layer’; Sim: (pili) paas, (pili) tak ‘cover with second and third layer’. nǫ pǫraad gbana dinǫ ka ba mǤ'Ǥnsi 

li ka di mu'oe la pili paas nǫ gbansțma linǫ na pili tak 'the covering of rams' skin dyed red; the (outer) 
covering of fine leather'. [EXO 39:34] Sim: pibil; Cpart: pibig, pilig. Etym: OV1 *PI ; OVN *PI(L) . See: pilig; 

zugpilib. 

pilǫ   See main entry: pil. cover. 

-pilǫog   Form: -pilǫǫd. adj. unripe. O na nwǫnǫ tiig wil kanǫ ka ba fanri li wala pilǫǫd 'He will be like a vine stripped of 

its unripe grapes'. [JOB 15:33] Sim: -gț'țg, kansir1; Cpart: bi'im, wiiug. 

-pilǫǫd   See main entry: -pilǫog. unripe. 

pili   See main entry: pil. cover. 

pilig   Variant: piligi. Form: piligir. v. to uncover, unroof. MǤǤdi pilig ka yu'ada bǫ. (Only) the thatch has been removed, 

the rafters are still there. [Proverb 235] Winnig da tansya ka Susa lik la pilig. The sun had risen and the covering of 
darkness was removed from Susa. [Trouble] ba pilig kekaŋ daad yu'ada la amaa ti na lǫbis na'aziinri yu'a. 'The 
beams of sycomore wood have been cut down, but we will replace them with the finest cedar.'. [ISA 9:10] M na pilig 

zin'ibanǫ ka o su'ad la 'I will uncover his hiding places'. [JER 49:10] Colloc: nini pilig ‘sober up (from 

drunkenness)’. Bǫogț da nie ka Nabal nini yț'țn pilig la, ka o pu'a yǫl o si'el wțsa 'Then in the morning, when 
Nabal was sober, his wife told him all these things'. [1SA 25:37] Sim: pibig; Cpart: pil, pibil. 

piligi   See main entry: pilig. uncover. 

piligir   See main entry: pilig. uncover. 

pililili   id. full-pelt. Anane da gbirigi nyǫ ka o dagǤbig nǤbir la niŋ pililili. Anani looked suddenly and his right leg was 

quivering. [Trouble] GǤsim on kǫ ka saa iank agǤl pililili si'em 'He sends lightning through all the sky'. [JOB 36:30] 
Colloc: zǤ pililili ‘run at full-pelt’. Ba da pian' bipuŋ si'a hali ba la'asțgțn on niŋ let miti anu ka zǤ pililili 

si'em la. They praised a certain girl so much at their meeting for running so fast because she was only five 
minutes late. [Trouble] 

pilim!   See main entry: pil. cover. 

pilimi!   See main entry: pil. cover. 

-piliŋ   adj. rotating. Colloc: sisi'epiliŋ ‘whirlwind’.  Pu'ab la daa bǫǫ ani bț'țd ki la, sisi'epiliŋ daa kpǫn kǤ' na gubili 

ba zin'ig wțsa. When the women were there threshing, suddenly a whirlwind broke out and engulfed them all. 

[MA] 

pillim   id. a rush, sudden movement. On nam bǫǫ ani fabin sansi'a la ka bugum kpǫn niŋ pillim dii kpǫn kanb o dǤǤg 

mus-mus-mus While he was still there complaining, the fire suddenly made a rush and consumed and burned up 
his room, [You-Heard?] 

pil-pil   Variant: pal-pal. id. clean, bright. m ya'a gǤsin winnigi ian'ad pil-pil la 'if I have regarded the sun in its radiance'. 

[JOB 31:26] O na'am gbauŋ la da ian'adnǫ pil-pil wțț bugum 'His throne was flaming with fire'. [DAN 7:9] Sitivin 
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da ... nyǫ Wina'am na'am pipilim ka li nie nyǫǫn pil-pil 'Stephen... saw the glory of God'. [ACT 7:55] 
Colloc: nyǫǫn pil-pil ‘brightly shining’. M ya'a saasi m sț'țraug kanǫ diti nyǫǫn pil-pil la 'when I sharpen my 
flashing sword'. [DEU 32:41] Ka o fuud nyǫǫn pil-pil ka an pielig farr. 'His clothes became dazzling white'. [MRK 

9:3] O da nan pțnnǫ paalim ka  o gbǫ'ǫtțk linǫ ka Susa biis la ye o pian'ad la wțsa bǫnǫ ani la nyǫǫn pal-pal. 
He had already shaved (his head) completely, and his protruding forehead that the Susa kids always mentioned 

when they referred to him was there shining clearly. [Trouble] Sim: pipilim, farr. 
pima   See main entry: piim1. arrow, syringe. 

pin1   See main entry: pil. cover. 

pin-2   See main entry: piim1. arrow, syringe. 

pin'   Variant: pi; pin'e. Form: pin'id. Form: pin'im!. Variant: pin'imǫ!. Form: pin'ib. v. 1 • to bury,  hide sth., fill (a hole). 
Note: cover with soil m ǫǫnti vaae sa'ad la nǫ pin' ka li pțn'oe, linǫ kilim kț'țlțm. I collect the rubbish and bury 
it so that it rots down and becomes compost. [You-Heard?] M tunǫ bțmbǤkț m Fuug Sțgțrin la su'a anzurifa la 

ka zaŋ fuug nǫ sanlima la pa'ali li zugț pin'. I dug a hole in my tent and hid the silver and put the gold and the 
robe and put them on top and buried them. [JOS 7:21] fț ya'a ti naae, fțn lǫbisim pin' bin la. 'when you relieve 
yourself, dig a hole and cover up your excrement.'. [DEU 23:13] Lit: when you have finished. Colloc: pin' yǫl 
‘conceal a matter’. pi yǫl conceal a matter. [Wumbillah] Awintțma daa nyǫ ka Asaan bǤǤdi pin' yǫla la nǫ 
Awintuma saw that Asaan wanted to hide the matter. [AIDS-II] Ba pț pin'id ma'antirațg ka lǫm lǫǫgida. They 
don't bury okra stalks and then dig them up again. [Proverb 154] Zanmis kaŋa ni, ti na gǤs KarimdǤǤg la da pin'i 

ka mǤr nǤǤryinnǫ si'em la In this lesson we will see how the Church kept a low profile and had unity. [Bible-Study] 
nidib banǫ an o du'adib la yǫl o ye o pin'im bin ka di dǤǤnd his relatives said he should bury fæces and eat 

dawadawa. [Billygoat] Note: emended from pi'im Pu'a, pin'imǫ fț mǫŋ zug Mind your own business, lady. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: cover your own head. Sim: mum ‘bury a corpse’. Note: but :- Akunvțe kpiya ka o nidib pin' o 

tǤ'ǤtǤ. Akunvoe had died and his people buried him immediately. [AIDS-II] (ba da) sigis o dapuudir la zugț pin' 

o yațgțn. 'they took him down from the cross and placed him in a tomb.'. [ACT 13:29] Cpart: lǫǫg. 
2 • to hide sth. (in the ground). onǫ di'e tusir yinne la keŋ tu bțmbǤkț pin' o zugdaan ligidi la 'the servant who 
had received one thousand coins went off, dug a hole in the ground, and hid his master's money.'. [MAT 25:18] 
BǤzug ka ba da pț pin'im ... ? 'why was I not hidden in the ground ... ?'. [JOB 3:16] Ba pț fanrid tan'aŋ m pin'id 

o gbinin nǫ. They don't strip a sheatree and hide (the fruit) underneath it. [Assasim 302 Proverb 119] Etym: OVN *PI ; 
vc4 *ŋu. 

pin'e   See main entry: pin'. bury, hide. 

pin'ib   See main entry: pin'. bury, hide. 

pin'id   See main entry: pin'. bury, hide. 

pin'il   Variant: pin'ilǫ; pin'ilǫǫ; pin'ili. Form: pin'ilnǫ. Form: pin'in. Variant: pin'inǫ; pin'innǫ. Form: pin'ilim!. 

Variant: pin'ilimi!; pin'ilime. Form: pin'ilțg2. Form: pin'ilya. v. to begin. On yǫl ala naae la ka tep la pin'il 

nwǫ'ǫb ka o lǫn pin'il wa'ab ya'as. When she had said that, the tape-recorder started to play and she started to 
dance again. [Electricity] m na bas o suor ka o pin'il tțțma 'I will commission him'. [DEU 31:14] Lit: give him 
permission to start work. Onǫ pin'il nǤŋgbannwa'ar li tǤǤg nwǫnǫ fțn na bi'ed mu'ar 'The start of an argument 
is like the first break in a dam'. [PRO 17:14] Wina'am da gaŋ o ka dunia nam pț pin'ilǫ 'He had been chosen by 

God before the creation of the world'. [1PE 1:20] Ya tǫn'ǫs ye li anǫ yanam ni ka Wina'am labaar la pin'ilǫǫ? 'Did 
the word of God originate with you?'. [1CO 14:36] Nidib la da pin'ili gǤmisid ka giridi ba zut. The people began 
to nod and shake their heads. [AIDS-I] o bu'osi ba saŋkanǫ ka o biig la ban'as la pin'ili sǤn'oe 'He asked them 
what time it was when his son got better. [JHN 4:52] ban da pțn o la nya'aŋ, o zuobid la da lǫm pin'ili busid the 

hair on his head began to grow again after it had been shaved. [JDG 16:22] Tembibis banǫ ka nif nǤdir an yǫl la, li 

ǫǫnti pin'ili biilimin Local people who have a problem with trachoma, it usually starts in childhood. [Trachoma] 
ku'om la da pin'ili kpiǫnd bi'el, bi'eli ti paae dabisa kǤbiga nǫ pisnu daar 'the water gradually went down for 
150 days'. [GEN 8:3] Saa da pin'ilnǫ niib karifa ayǤpǤi zaam ka ti kpǫn kpǫn' ti gbǫǫnsa ni. It began to rain at 

seven in the evening and we quickly went into our lodgings. [Shoeshine-Boy] dau ya'a pț pibili o bulig bǫǫ o 

pin'ilnǫ tuud bțmbǤk ka pț pibilǫ, ka naaf bǫǫ bțŋ luu anina ... 'If someone takes the cover off a pit or if he 
digs one and does not cover it, and a bull or a donkey falls into it, ...'. [EXO 21:33] Tinamǫ an Yesu kasǫtibi pin'in 
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"Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria nǫ dunia bǫn wțsa la" We are Jesus' witnesses beginning "at Jerusalem, Judea, 

Samaria and every boundary of the world". [Bible-Study] Onǫ di teŋ zugdaan na'am la na mǤr na'am la yțma 

anaasi pin'in daakanǫ ka o pin'il tțțma la. 'A person elected as President shall hold office for a term of four 
years beginning from the date on which he is sworn in as President.'. [Constitution] Lit: begins his work. Nwadkanǫ 

daa pin'in la ni Israel buudi la wțsa da paae Zin mǤǤgin la 'In the first month the whole Israelite community 

arrived at the Desert of Zin'. [NUM 20:1] M bitaaba la da nam pin'inǫ gǫligid. My fellow-students had already 
started maths. [Shoeshine-Boy] ZugsǤb Kum Maliak Gaadțg malțŋ la pin'inǫ nwadig kanǫ an yiiga la dabpiiga 

nǫ anaasi daar zaam 'The Lord's Passover begins at twilight on the fourteenth day of the first month.'. [LEV 23:5] 
Linǫ nami kǫ ka o zǤt pu'akaŋa la yț'țn pin'innǫ an sida. The things that made him fear this woman were 

beginning to come true. [Trouble] Ba da paae Betilehem ka mui bunib nan pin'innǫ. 'they arrived in Bethlehem 
just as the barley harvest was beginning.'. [RUT 1:22] Fț ya'a nan zi'i karim Wina'am gbauŋ la, fțn pin'ilim nǫ 

Wina'am nǤnaar paal gbauŋ la. If you have never read the Bible, begin with the New Testament. [Bible-Intro] 
Pin'ilim yǤ banǫ yuolim kena Begin by paying those who came first. [MAT 20:8] Pin'ilimi Pț'țsim DǤǤg la 

pțțgin. 'Start here at my Temple.'. [EZK 9:6] Alasid daar linǫ an bakuai la pin'ilțg daar la 'on Sunday' 'the first 
day of the week'. [LUK 24:1] Fț ya'an pin'ilya. Fț ya'a pț bas bu'os yaalisǫ, sǤlțŋ la kț naae. You've started 
again. If you don't stop asking silly questions, the story will never end. [Trouble] SynD: si'iŋ; Sim: kiib ‘begin, do 
first’; dǫŋ ‘do first, be early’; yiiga ‘first’; Cpart: naae, ba'as ‘finish’.  Etym: OVN *PI:L, SI Ŋ : south/east *PI:L, 

north/west *SIŊ; both in Kusaal.   See: pin'ilțg1. 

pin'ilǫ   See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'ilǫǫ   See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'ili   See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'ilim!   See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'ilime   See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'ilimi!  See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'ilnǫ   See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'ilțg1   Variant: pin'ilțgț. n. 1 • beginning. Yțțm kanǫ gaad la Adu da naan pin'ilțg sakurin la tǤlis sakur kanǫ tia' 

la ni. The previous year Adu had left primary school and gone on to secondary school. [Trouble] Lit: beginning 
school ... school that comes next. Teŋ nan zi' damm ala hali lin yi ninsaal pin'ilțg saŋa sa. 'There has never 

been such an earthquake since the creation of the human race'. [REV 16:18] Onǫ di danbinni li pin'ilțg daar la m 

paae daba ayǤpǤi la kț lǫn an Israel nida. 'whoever eats anything with yeast in it from the first day through the 
seventh must be cut off from Israel.'. [EXO 12:15] Colloc: pin'ilțgțn(ǫ) ~ pin'ilțgin ‘in/at/from the beginning’. (li) 
lǫm pa'ali ti tțțm banǫ ka o tțm dunia pin'ilțgțn paae nannanna. it (Bible) also shows us the work that he 

(God) has done from the beginning of the world until now. [Bible-Intro] SǤ' wțsa tisidnǫ damalisiŋ di'ema 

pin'ilțgțn, ka ba ya'a ti nuu tig la ka ba yț'țn tisid danbǫ'ǫd. Amaa fțn kpiank nǫ damalisiŋ la, hali ti paae 

nannanna. 'Everyone else serves the best wine first, and the poorer only when the guests have drunk freely; but 
you have kept the best wine till now.'. [JHN 2:10] Pin'ilțgțn la Wina'am da maal agǤl nǫ teŋ. 'In the beginning 

God created the heavens and the earth.'. [GEN 1:1] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ sț'oe zțmaana wțsa yǫla, hali dunia pin'ilțgțnǫ? 
'Who has summoned the generations from the beginning?'. [ISA 41:4] Sida, ala ka dunia la aǫn pin'ilțgin sa ka ka' 

zinaa. Of course, that's how the world was at the beginning, but not now. [Billygoat] Cpart: naar1. Bțn faan 

pin'ilțgț tǤi ka li naar anǫ siind nǫ sikir. 'The beginning of everything is very hard, but the results are always 

very good'. [You-Heard?] Lit: bitter ... honey and sugar. InvNabstr: pin'il. 
2 • Genesis. fț ya'a mi' Wina'am nǤnaar paal la sa, fțn karim yǫlbanǫ bǫ Pin'ilțg nǫ Yiib nǫ Kaalțg gbana la 

ni. if you are familiar with the New Testament, read the material which is in the books of Genesis, Exodus and 
Numbers. [Bible-Intro] Pin'ilțg Genesis. [GEN 1:1 [book title]] Lit: beginning. See: pin'il. 

pin'ilțg2   See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'ilțgț   See main entry: pin'ilțg1. beginning, Genesis. 

pin'ilya   See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'im!   See main entry: pin'. bury, hide. 
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pin'imǫ!   See main entry: pin'. bury, hide. 

pin'in   See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'inǫ   See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'innǫ   See main entry: pin'il. begin. 

pin'iŋ   Variant: pin'iŋi. v. to brush off, sweep away. Sim: pisig. ba nwǫ'ǫmǫ pin'iŋi bas wțț sisǤm nǫ 'I am shaken off 

like a locust.'. [PSA 109:23 [draft]] Note: [published Bible] ba pisigimi bas wțț sisǤm nǫ. 

pin'iŋi   See main entry: pin'iŋ. brush off. 

pinnǫ   See main entry: pil. cover. 

-pipǫl-   See main entry: -pipǫlig. varicoloured. 

-pipǫlig   Form: -pipǫl-. adj. pale, varicoloured, indeterminate colour. ... gum dinǫ an bțlț nǫ bțnsțma dinǫ an pipǫlig 

nǫ bțnzǫn'is nǫ pien piela ... ' ... blue, purple and scarlet yarn and fine linen ... ' [in list]. [EXO 35:6] 
Colloc: pipǫl-zǫn'ug ‘[used in the Bible for] purple’. nǤk gum dinǫ an bțlț nǫ gum pipǫl-zǫn'ug nǫ gum 

zǫn'ug nǫ gum pieligi sǫǫn li sț'țŋa ka di vǫnl. use blue yarn and purple yarn and red yarn and white yarn and 

sew it well so that it is beautiful. [EXO 28:15] Manna la da anǫ bțngbilis wțț ma'anbiili ka an pipǫl-zǫn'ug. The 
manna was round things like okra seed and was 'whitish-yellow in colour'. [NUM 11:7] Sim: -pțpǤnrțg. Note: see 

refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: -pțpǤnrțg. 

pipilim   n. glory, brightness. Ba tiaki ba Wina'am na'am pipilim la tis na'abil, onǫ Ǥnbid mǤǤd la. 'They exchanged 

their Glory for an image of a bull, which eats grass.'. [PSA 106:20] Sida, pipilim dinǫ bǫ nannanna nwa' gaad 

pipilim dinǫ da bǫ la bǫdegț, ka dinzug ka pipilim dinǫ da bǫ la lieb zaalim. 'We may say that because of the 
far brighter glory now the glory that was so bright in the past is gone.'. [2CO 3:10] See: pil-pil. 

pipir-   See main entry: pipirig. barren area. 

pipirig   Variant: pipirigi. Form: pipiris. Form: pipir-. n. a barren area, wilderness, desert. Moses mǤr Israel dim la yii 

Atǫuk Zǫn'ug la ni keŋ teŋ kanǫ an pipirig ka ba buon ye Seur la. 'Moses led the people of Israel away from 
the Red Sea into the desert of Shur.'. [EXO 15:22] M anǫ teŋ kanǫ an pipirigi tisi ya bǫǫ teŋ kanǫ an lika? 'Have 
I been like a desert to you, like a dark and dangerous land?'. [JER 2:31] Hali baa pipirisi nǫ, ba na nyǫ diibi di. 'they 
will find pasture and grazing in all the arid places.'. [ISA 49:9] DǤlli pipirkanǫ buon Negef la paae teŋ kanǫ an 

kțkțna la. 'Go up through the (wilderness called) Negev and on into the hill country. '. [NUM 13:17] 
Colloc: pipirigin(i)/pipirisin ‘in the desert’. Teŋgban banǫ da kǫ ka ban'anyalima gban'e Egipt dim pipirigin 

la. 'They are the gods who struck the Egyptians with all kinds of plagues in the desert.'. [1SA 4:8] o dǤlisidnǫ 

pipirigini ieed zin'ig ye o bǫ 'it travels over dry country looking for a place to rest'. [LUK 11:24] Li da ka' on ma'aa 

naan Ghana zugin pipirisin la sig Ghana teŋir He was not the only one to come from the dry lands of upper 
Ghana down to lower Ghana. [Trouble] Sim: sian'ar, wǫog, mǤǤg2 

pipirigi   See main entry: pipirig. barren area. 

pipiris   See main entry: pipirig. barren area. 

pir   Variant: piri. Form: pirid. Variant: piridi. v. to choke sb. Tinamǫ da la'ad ka maan siaa si'em la li da piri ti saan 

la nǫ While we were laughing and mocking our guest was choking. [Shoeshine-Boy] Israel dap la da nyǫ ka zaba 

la mu'oe ka ba piridi ba soogianam la 'The Israelites found themselves in sore straits, for the army was hard 
pressed'. [1SA 13:6] See: dapirida. 

piri   See main entry: pir. choke. 

pirid   See main entry: pir. choke. 

piridi   See main entry: pir. choke. 

pirig-pirig   Variant: piriŋ-piriŋ. id. guzzle! [sound of sucking]. Fț ya'a kǫt ka biig la mu'ad piriŋ-piriŋ fț mǫ na nye ka 

bin'isim la ken tituaa. If you let the baby suck freely, you will also see that the milk is released properly. 

[Breastfeeding] 
piriŋ-piriŋ   See main entry: pirig-pirig. guzzle! 
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piris   n.pl. musical instruments [type]. galana nǫ piris nwǫ'ǫd ka daam zi'e. 'tambourines and flutes and wine'. [ISA 

5:12] 

pis1 [MA]   Form: pisid. v. to sting, smart, have a burning sensation on the skin. Ka o kțkǤr kțdigid ka o nyǤ'Ǥg pisid. 
Her throat is dry and she has a burning sensation in the chest. [Womens-Health] Pu'apțțg la gbinvǤǤr na mǤd ka 

mun ka pisid bǫǫ yit ziim. The pregnant woman's anus swells and itches or stings or bleeds. [Womens-Health] Zion 

Zuorin la ba na nwǫ'ǫd nu'usi pisid 'they will shake their fist at the mount of the Daughter of Zion'. [ISA 10:32] 

pis-2   num.st. -ty [with a numeral, making 'thir-ty' &c.] Colloc: pistan', pisnaasi, pisnu, pisyuobț, pisyǤpǤi, pisnii, 

piswai. See: piig; pisi. 

pis-3   See main entry: piig1. ten. 

pisi   Variant: piisi; pisii. num. twenty. nidib pisi zin'i ba la'asțg dǤtita'arin la. twenty people were sitting in their big 

meeting room. [Electricity] Maalim dalamma pisi kpǫn'ǫs Fuug Sțgțr la dagǤbțg baba 'Make twenty frames for 
the south side of the tabernacle'. [EXO 26:18] Li pț nar ye ... fț pǫ'ǫŋ yǤlțg piiga ka yǤǤd yǤlțg pisii. It's no good 
borrowing ten 'bags' and paying back twenty. [Wealth-Is-Power] Note: 'bag' as a popular name for 200 cedis –  see 

discussion at yǤlțg Colloc: pisi nǫ [num.] ‘twenty-one ( &c. )’. Note: sometimes written incorrectly pisinɛ [num.] Onǫ 

paae yțma pisi nǫ ayi'. '(a person should be :) ... at least twenty-one years old'. [Constitution] Nǫ'ǫŋa da maal nǫ 

Na'ab Zeesis onǫ da sț'oe tǫǫns kǤbiga nǫ pisi nǫ ayǤpǤi lin yi India paae Kus la. This happened to 'King 

Xerxes (who) ruled over 127 provinces, all the way from India to Ethiopia.'. [EST 1:1] ti gǫligim pisinɛ ayǤpǤi-pǤi 

(27) zin'is x piinǫ yinne (11). we should calculate 27 times 11. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: piig. 

pisid   See main entry: pis1 [MA]. sting. 

pisig   Variant: pisigi. v. to bring things together. Ka o nwǫ' nu'usi pisig 'He struck his hands together'. [NUM 24:10] Hali o 

nǤbibis ya'a yuaki nǤbig bi'ela o na pisigi kuosi sțŋ o biis la. Even, when his chicks hatched and grew just a 

little, he would gather them and sell them to help his children. [You-Heard?] Alazug, Ninsaal biiga, di'emi m nǤǤr 

pian'adi pian' ka pisigi fț nu'us. 'So then, son of man, prophesy and strike your hands together.'. [EZK 21:14] 
Balak sțnf duoe nǫ Balaam. Ka o nwǫ' nu'usi pisig 'Then Balak's anger burned against Balaam. He struck his 
hands together'. [NUM 24:10] Sim: pin'iŋ. ba nwǫ'ǫmǫ pin'iŋi bas wțț sisǤm nǫ 'I am shaken off like a locust.'. [PSA 

109:23 [draft]] Note: [published Bible] ba pisigimi bas wțț sisǤm nǫ. 

pisigi   See main entry: pisig. bring together. 

pisimpima   See main entry: pisiŋpițŋ. butterfly. 

pisiŋpițŋ   Form: pisimpima. n. a butterfly. Zțnzțnri yiiti nǤbigi lieb pisiŋpițŋ ka vǫnl hali. A caterpillar grows into a 
beautiful butterfly. [MA] 

pisii   See main entry: pisi. twenty. 

pisnaas   Variant: pisnaasi. num. forty. Yțma pisnaasi ka o di suguru nǫ ba, ban da bǫ mǤǤgin la. 'he endured their 

conduct for about forty years in the desert,'. [ACT 13:18] See: pis-2; naas. 

pisnaasi   See main entry: pisnaas. forty. 

pisnii   num. eighty. Sefatia tuŋ kpǫǫm da anǫ Zebadaya ... ka dap pisnii (80) da sǤbi ba yțda paas o zug 'of the 

descendants of Shephatiah, Zebadiah ... and with him 80 men'. [EZR 8:8] See: pis-2; nii. 

pisnu   Variant: pisnuu. num. fifty.  li na anǫ wțț yǤlțg kǤbisyi' nǫ pisnu it will be about 50,000 cedis. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Lit: 250 'bags'. Maalimi li anwana: Li wa'alim na an nǤbir makir kǤbisnaasi nǫ pisnu (450) ... 'This is how you 
are to build it: The ark is to be 450 feet long'. [GEN 6:15] Fț nam pț paae yțțm pisnuu 'You are not yet fifty years 

old'. [JHN 8:57] See: pis-2; nu2. 

pisnuu   See main entry: pisnu. fifty.  

pistan'  num. thirty. On da nan an biig wțț yțma pistan' nya'aŋ la When he was still a child, about 30 years ago. [Trouble] 
lin yi saŋkaŋa ti paae dabisa pistan' sǤ' da sǤs si'el teŋgban si'a bǫǫ ninsaal sǤ' san'an ka li ya'a ka'anǫ fțn 

ma'anǫ ' during the next thirty days' there should not be 'anyone who prays to any god or man except to you'. [DAN 

6:12] See: pis-2; tan'. 

piswai   num. ninety. Bin'isim pțdigir kǤbiga pțțginǫ, piswai anǫ ku'om 90% of breastmilk is water. [Breastfeeding] li niŋ 
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bi'ela ka ba lǫm maki gǤs, ka li an piswai. 'A short time later they took soundings again and found it was ninety 

feet deep.'. [ACT 27:28] See: pis-2; wai. 

pisyǤpǤi   Variant: pisyopoi. num. seventy. Nidib la na gaans zin'is pisyǤpǤi kǤbiga wțsa pțțgin ka mǫ na sțŋi tțm 

teŋ maalțg tțțma. 'Participation of the people shall be through their election of 70% of the membership of the 
District Assembly and also their involvement in the implementation of the projects and programmes proposed by 

the Assembly.'. [Constitution] Amaa m ye hali nǤǤr pisyǤpǤi abțyǤpǤi. 'but (I say even) seventy times seven'. [MAT 

18:22] See: pis-2; yǤpǤi. 
pisyopoi   See main entry: pisyǤpǤi. seventy. 

pisyuobț   num. sixty. GǤmma sibiti la lallim anǫ mɛɛl pisyuobț paadi ba teŋin la. The government hospital was 60 

miles from their village. [Trouble] Saŋkan ka Rebǫka du'a liiba la, Isaak yțma da anǫ pisyuobț. Isaac was sixty 
years old when Rebekah gave birth to them (the twins). [GEN 25:26] See: pis-2; yuob. 

pit1   Variant: pitț; pittʋ; pitu. Form: pitib. Variant: pittib; pitiba; pitibi. n. 'junior', younger brother/sister, junior sibling 

of the same sex. Ka pit la yǫl ye, ‘M ba', pțdigimi ti fț faar la ka tis manǫ m din.’ 'The younger one said to his 
father, ‘Father, give me my share of the estate.’'. [LUK 15:12] Asuma'asim onǫ an bikpǫǫm la daa zi'enǫ o pittț 

nǫ o tațn la nǤba zugț pț'țsi ba ma la bareka Asuma'asim who was the eldest was representing his younger 
brother and his sister to thank their mother. [You-Heard?] Lit: sitting at the feet of. o nǤk pțțgț du'a biribiŋ ... kain. 

Lin nya'aŋ ka o lǫn du'a o pitț Abǫl n paas 'she became pregnant and gave birth to Cain.' 'Afterwards she had 
another child, Abel.'. [GEN 4:1-2] Ka ban paae mǤǤgin la ka Kain kpǫn nwǫ' o pitț Abǫl n kțț o. 'And while they 
were in the field, Cain attacked his brother Abel and killed him.'. [GEN 4:8] Faaro sțnf da ma'ae nǫ Hadad hali, ka 

o nǤk o dakiigi tis o ka o dii o. O da anǫ o pu'a Tapenǫs pitț. 'Pharaoh was so pleased with Hadad that he gave 

him a sister of his own wife, Queen Tahpenes, in marriage.'. [1KI 11:19] DǤllini ya pitț la keŋi tǤ'ǤtǤ. 'Take your 
brother and return at once.'. [GEN 43:13] Nderaug nǫ o pitib daa keŋ Gagbir kǤldaugțn zimi zeeb. Nderaug and 

his junior brothers went to the river at Gagbiri to catch fish. [MA] Abugur nǫ o pittib na kena sțŋ Apam. Abugur 

and his younger brothers will come and help Apam. [House+Farm] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ aan m ma, ka anǤ'Ǥnamǫ aan m 

pitiba? 'Who is my mother? Who are my brothers?'. [MRK 3:33] Ka li ka'anǫ o pitibi an Jemes nǫ Josef nǫ Simon 

nǫ Judas laa? 'and aren't his brothers James, Joseph, Simon and Judas?'. [MAT 13:55] Colloc: pitbil ‘young junior 
sibling’. Ti ya'a na dǤlli ti pitbil la, ti na keŋ 'Only if our youngest brother is with us will we go'. [GEN 44:26] 
Cpart: bier, tațn ‘[senior] ; [opposite sex]’. Fț mǫŋ bier bǫǫ fț pitț bǫǫ fț dakǤǤnr bǫǫ fț pu'ayua bǫǫ fț pu'a 

kanǫ ka fț nǤŋ la, bǫǫ fț zua nǤŋir 'your brother or your son or your daughter or the wife you love or your 
closest friend'. [DEU 13:6] Mid ka fț nǤki fț pu'a bier bǫǫ o pitț ka o lieb o nintaa ka fț mǤr o dig ka fț pu'a 

nam vțe. 'Do not take your wife's sister as one of your wives, as long as your wife is living.'. [LEV 18:18] fț ya'a 

bǤǤd fțn buolimi o sǤb yț'țr, bǫǫ (fț tun’e buol ye) 'm saam', bǫǫ 'm ma', 'm bier', 'm tațn', bǫǫ 'm pitț' bǫǫ 

'm zua' if you want, call that person by name, or else 'my father', 'my mother, 'my senior sib', 'opposite-sex sib', 
'my junior sib' or 'my friend'. [Asaasim] Note: text emended by MA for stylistic improvement banǫ wțsa basi ba ya' bǫǫ 

ba bieya bǫǫ ba pitib bǫǫ ba tanp 'everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters'. [MAT 19:29] Jakob du'a 

Juda, nǫ o bieyanam nǫ o pitib 'Jacob (was) the father of Judah and his brothers'. [MAT 1:2] Gen: mabiig. Etym: 
OVN *PIT, S/TU/O(N)-ZO(B) ; vc4 *nya(n) . Read: Naden, Tony 2015. Differing Structure in 
Related Kinship Terminologies. Unpublished paper to  the GILLBT Academic Seminars, Tamale, 
2001 (presented by Andy Warren) [various versions o ver the years: the latest is posted 
on the website] :: 

https://lostmarbles31.wixsite.com/aardvarks-lexico/ language-studies   See: bipit; mapit; 

sid-pit. 

pit2   See main entry: pid1. put on, muzzle. 

pitib   See main entry: pit1. younger brother. 

pitiba   See main entry: pit1. younger brother. 

pitibi   See main entry: pit1. younger brother. 

pitǤ-   See main entry: pitǤǤlim. violence. 

pitǤǤg   Note: 17 x in SC Variant: putoog; pʋtɔɔg.  Note: 3 x in SC : pitǤǤg s the preferred spelling Variant: pitǤǤgǤ; pʋtɔɔgʋ; 

putoogo. n. wickedness. Note: bitterness of spirit anwana ka ba yǫt ye zi'ilim nwǫnǫ pitǤǤg la that's why they say 
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that ignorance is the same as wickedness. [AIDS-Azuur] Ba kpiis pitǤǤg sǤb fitir; o bugum la kpiisnǫ ka pț lǫn 

ditta. 'The lamp of the wicked is snuffed out; the flame of his fire stops burning.'. [JOB 18:5] nǫ' ya'a niŋ ka li ka' 

pitǤǤgǤ ka teŋ la dim zi' li yǫlaa 'if this is done unintentionally without the community being aware of it'. [NUM 

15:24] PțtǤǤg sǤb na namis hali nǫ o nyǤvțr bǫn. All his days the wicked man suffers torment. [JOB 15:20] teŋ 

zțŋ sț'țlim linǫ mǤr pțtǤǤgț gat sǤ' wțsa la na nwaae lii (na'aziinr tiig) bas 'the most ruthless of foreign 

nations cut it (cedar) down and left it.'. [EZK 31:12] teŋ zțŋ sț'țlim linǫ mǤr pțtǤǤgț gat sǤ' wțsa la na nwaae 

lii bas ka li vaand la sțțgi lu 'the most ruthless of foreign nations cut it down and left it. Its boughs fell'. [EZK 

31:12] See: pitǤǤlim; pțțg; -tǤǤg2. 

pitǤǤgǤ   See main entry: pitǤǤg. wickedness. 

pitǤǤlim   Variant: pitoolim. Form: pitǤ-. n. violence, wrongdoing. M mǤ ye m pa'al ye pitǤǤlim anǫ zǤlimis ka gǫǫmis 

mǫ an yalimis. 'I turned my mind to understand ... the stupidity of wickedness and the madness of folly'. [ECC 7:25] 
O zaŋ pitǤǤlim ka li malis wțț diib nǫ o nǤǤrin; ka o liennǫ li 'evil tastes sweet in his mouth, and he savours it, 
rolling it round his tongue'. [JOB 20:12] ... pitǤtțțma nǫ pu'ab bǫǫ dap bǤǤsim nǫ danuur ... ' ... indecency, lust, 
drunkenness ... '. [1PE 4:3] Wina'am maal ninsaal nǫ sț'țŋa,amaa sǤ' mǫkama ieed o mǫŋ pitǤya'am. 'God 

made mankind upright, but men have gone in search of many schemes.'. [ECC 7:29] See: pitǤǤg. 
pitoolim   See main entry: pitǤǤlim. violence. 

pittib   See main entry: pit1. younger brother. 

pittʋ   See main entry: pit1. younger brother. 

pittțŋ   n. "grass shrub" [MA]. M da mǤri li yi dǤǤgțn la na keŋ su'a li pittțŋțn. I brought them out of the room and 
went and hid them in the grass shrub. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

pitț   See main entry: pit1. younger brother. 

pitu   See main entry: pit1. younger brother. 

piya'ampiing   Form: piya'ampiins. n. waterfowl [sp.] small duck(-like). Piya'ampiins nǤŋnǫ ku'om bǫ zin'isia, ani ka 

ba gban'ad sammǫda nǫ bțn-ian'ad-baanlțg. The ducks like to be where water is, there they can catch 
earthworms and small insects. [MA] 

piya'ampiins   See main entry: piya'ampiing. waterfowl [sp.] 

pii   See main entry: piig1. ten. 

piif   Variant: pief [N]. Form: piini3. Variant: pieni. n. a genet. Genetta genetta / Genetta tigrina thierryi. hali baa piif 

ya'a ianki dțț li zug, ba kuga zaŋguom la na birigi yaam yǤri-yǤri! 'if even a fox climbed up on it, he would 
break down their wall'. [NEH 4:3] Ba pț da'ad piif yǤkțnǫ. 'They don't buy a pig in a poke.'. [Proverb 131] Lit: they 
don't buy a genet (when it is still) in a hole. 

piig1   Variant: piiga; piigaa; pii. Form: pis-3. num. ten. Piig pțțr 'Tithes'. [NUM 14:22 [heading]] Nwǫnǫ miti piiga sțțgin 

ka m naae ta'ada la duusțg. Within about 10 minutes I finished shining the shoes. [Shoeshine-Boy] O da siak ala 

tisi ba ka kpansi ba dabisa piiga. So he agreed to this and tested them for ten days. [DAN 1:14] Nidib piiga la zug 

m kț san'ami baa. 'For the sake of ten, I will not destroy it.'. [GEN 18:32] Fț ya'a ye sǤ' kț nyǫǫ awai fț mǫ kț nyǫ 

piiga. If you say somebody won't get nine, you yourself won't get ten. [Asaasim  Proverb] Colloc: piinǫ ‘ten-and, 
'-teen'’. Note: In  Constitution: Bible spelling pii nǫ1 Bipumis la anǫ liiba ka an yțma pii nǫ ayi' [AIDS-I] Ba wțsa nar 

ka ba da tțțg piinǫ awai, bǫǫ pț paae piigaa. 'Ministers of State whose number shall not exceed nineteen or be 
less than ten.'. [Constitution] Biig ya'a pț gaad yțțm piinǫ ayuobțț ka Gaana nid maal gbana nǤk o ye o lieb 

o biig tun'e lieb Gaana nid. 'A child of not more than sixteen years of age adopted by a Ghanaian.' can become 
a Ghana citizen. [Constitution] o kǫ ka soogianam pii nǫ ayuobț pțdig anaas naasi gur o sț'țŋa 'he put him ... 
under a military guard, four squads of four men each'. [ACT 12:4] Ka ba lǫbis ye, “pǫǫd pii nǫ ayi'.” '“Twelve 
(baskets),” they answered.'. [MRK 8:19] Colloc: piig-piig ‘ten at a time, ten each’. sieba sț'oe piig-piig 'some as 

commanders over ... ten'. [DEU 1:15] Etym: OV1 *PI/PU ; OVN *PI-GA/SI ; GS1 *F¹I¹/U¹ ; vc2 *fi . See: piis; 

pis-. 

piig2   Variant: piigi. v. to sweep. Colloc: piigi bas ‘put bad luck onto’. li na pa'al bțkanǫ an ZugsǤb la din ka yinne la 

mǫ an bțkanǫ ka ba na piigi bas ka li an teŋin bǤǤm. it will show which goat is the Lord's and the other one is 
the goat which they put the bad luck onto and it is the 'scapegoat'. [LEV 16:8] Syn: piis. Ba n yiiti piisnǫ sa'ad ka tis 
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naŋ bțțd. They always sweep up the rubbish and give the scorpion innocence. [Proverb 128] Note: cf. Ba ǫǫnti 

piignǫ sa'ad ka mǤŋ naŋ bțțd. They always sweep up the rubbish and deny the scorpion innocence. [Asaasim   

Proverb] Sim: kadig1; Ninst: saug. m na san'ami ba wțsa wțț saug ka ba piis sa'adi bas nǫ. 'I will sweep her 
with the broom of destruction'. [ISA 14:23] Etym: OV1 *PĬ ; vc1 *ŋas. See: piis. 

piiga   See main entry: piig1. ten. 

piigaa   See main entry: piig1. ten. 

piigi   See main entry: piig2. sweep. 

piim1   Variant: piinm; piem2. Form: piima. Variant: pima; piema. Form: piim-2. Variant: pi-2; pin-2. n. 1 • an arrow, awl, 

spike. Piim ya'a pț kpǫn' li fuor pț tǤiya. If the arrow hasn't gone in (far), pulling it out is not difficult. [Asaasim  

Proverb] Fț ya'a kudin bǤǤd fțn zaŋim piim kțns o lțgiri ti paae o nyǤǤdǫ o kpǫn anǫ mǤi. If you wanted you 
could prick his side with an arrow right through to his guts and he would still be unruffled. [You-Do?] o zugdaan la 

na ... nǤk piim vțdigi o tțbir 'his master will pierce his ear with an awl'. [EXO 21:6] Piim la pț lu nǫ fț tuonnǫǫ? 
'“Isn't the arrow beyond you?”'. [1SA 20:37] O da mǤri balatita'ar nǫ sț'țraug nǫ tiraug nǫ pima He had a big 

cudgel and a cutlass and bow and arrows. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lin ka Kțsaas ye saal pț li'isid yțțm piimaa. That's 

why the Kusaas say a person can't dodge next year's arrows. [Asaasim] Note: original piema ZǤm keŋ iee piim banǫ 

ka m tǤn la. 'Run and find the arrows I shoot.'. [1SA 20:36] Colloc: sian'al piim ‘nock an arrow, putting the arrow to 

the bow to shoot’. On lǫm bǫǫ ani ye o sian'al piim la He stayed there to nock the arrow. [Shoeshine-Boy] Etym: 
OV1 *PI:M/PE:M ; OVN *PIM-DI/A ; vc2 *çam . 
2 • a syringe, needle (for injections). Amaa banǫ giligid teŋkpǫmisin kuosid tima la ban tun'e kțns sǤ' ka lǫn 

nǤk pikanǫ lǫn kțns sǤ ya'as. But those who go round the villages selling medicines may inject someone and 
re-use the needle to inject someone else. [AIDS-Azuur] o tțm o kǤlțgțn la fuoe piimkțdțg na ka nǤk o ankita 

ǫǫns piim la. he felt in his bag and dug out an old needle, and wiped it with his handkerchief. [AIDS-I] Awintțma 

daa yǫl ye, piima nǫ bilǫǫti nǫ baris nǫ bțn linǫ na tun'e vțdig nid la anǫ duula. Awintuma had said that 

needles and blades and razors and anything which can pierce a person are dangers. [AIDS-I] Ban daa saas o kǤlțg 

la ba daa nyǫ piima nǫ di buudi nǫ bilǫtinam nǫ tima nǫ kǤliba buudi bǫdegț. They opened his bag and found 
needles and suchlike, and blades and medicines and all sorts of bottles. [AIDS-I] Ban kunsidnǫ pima. They are 
injected with syringes. [Immunisation-II.] ban tun'e kțns sǤ' ka lǫn nǤk pikanǫ lǫn kțns sǤ' ya'as. they can inject 

someone and use the same needle to inject someone else. [AIDS-Azuur] fț mi' pinkanǫ ka fț zanl la yi si'el naa? do 
you know where the needle you are holding has come from? [AIDS-I] 

piim-2   See main entry: piim1. arrow, syringe. 

piima   See main entry: piim1. arrow, syringe. 

piin1   Variant: piini2. Form: piinid. Form: piinim!. Variant: piinimi!. v. to give a gift. Na'ab la bǤǤd ye o piinif, Adu. 
The Chief wants to give you a present, Adu. [Trouble] bǫǫ fț piinim kǤnbbanǫ ka fț maan maana la kpaam. 'or 
lavished on me the fat of your sacrifices.'. [ISA 43:24] Onǫ piinid la na maligim nyǫ 'A generous man will prosper'. 

[PRO 11:25] ya piinimi ya ba'abiis nǫ nǤŋ dim nǫ banǫ ka' si'eli ya teŋin la. 'be openhanded toward your brothers 

and toward the poor and needy in your land.'. [DEU 15:11] See: piini1. 

piin-2   See main entry: piini1. gift. 

piing [N]   Variant: pi1 [C]. Form: piins. n. a hippopotamus. Hippopotamus amphibius. Piing bǫnǫ ku'om saŋa pamm ka 

lǫǫ dțt gțțri Ǥnbid yam. A hippopotamus is mostly in the water but sometimes come out to graze/eat grass. [MA] 
Etym: OV1 *ŊEM ; OVN * ŊEM-DI/A ; vc1 * ŋim. 

piini1   Variant: piinii. Form: piini-4. Variant: piin-2. n. a gift/s, prize/s. Akaama kpǫn'ǫ o dǤǤgine mǤr piini yina tisi ba 
Akaama went into his room and brought out presents for them. [Electricity] Ya mi' ye zǤǤgin, zǤtzǤtib wțsa zǤtnǫ, 

amaa ba yinne ma'aa dit ka di'ed piini. 'you know that many runners take part in a race, but only one of them 
wins the prize'. [1CO 9:24] nǫ'ǫŋa ka' piinii, m dakǤǤnrǫ this is not a gift, my young friend. [Trouble] ti wțsa nar ye 

ti nǤk piinkanǫ ka ZugsǤb la tisi ti la we should all take the gift that the Lord gives us. [Bible-Study] Fț ya'a 

maannǫ piinkanǫ anǫ bareka pț'țsțg maan 'When you sacrifice a thank offering to the Lord'. [LEV 22:29] M di'e 

piinbanǫ wțsa ka ya tis Epafroditus ye o mǤri kena la 'I have received from Epaphroditus the gifts you sent.' 
this gift which. [PHP 4:18] See: piin1. 
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piini2   See main entry: piin1. give gift. 

piini3   See main entry: piif. genet. 

piini-4   See main entry: piini1. gift. 

piinid   See main entry: piin1. give gift. 

piinim!   See main entry: piin1. give gift. 

piinimi!   See main entry: piin1. give gift. 

piinii   See main entry: piini1. gift. 

piinm   See main entry: piim1. arrow, syringe. 

piins   See main entry: piing [N]. hippopotamus. 

piis   Variant: pees; piisǫ; piisi. Form: piisnǫ. Form: piisțg. v. to sweep. Daar yinne ka o nyǫ ka ba pț piis o dǤǤg la 

ka ... o sțțnr duoe hali One day he saw that his room hadn't been swept, and he got very annoyed. [Wonderwoman] 
Apam bǤǤd ye o su ki bțțrin. O ti'il bțțr la dadțg. Apam piis bțțr la ka yugus bțțr la pțțgin tampǫligim. 
Apam wants to store his grain in the granary. He puts up the ladder for the granary. Apam sweeps out the granary 

and sprinkles the inside of the granary with ashes. [House+Farm-] O ya'a lǫb na nyǫnǫ ka li piis nyain maal 

vǫnliŋaa digil 'So it goes back' to look 'and finds the house clean and tidy.'. [LUK 11:25] Mam pț nyǫ ka zak la 

piisǫ I didn't see that the yard had been swept. [Wonderwoman] ka sisi'epiliŋ piisi ba ka ba mǫlim wțț udug nǫ. 
'and a whirlwind sweeps them away like chaff.'. [ISA 40:24]   Ba da tis kpǫǫmnam la nǫ kpi'euŋ ye ba gǤs ka biis 

la piisid dǤǤdin la nǫ yiiŋ paalț la wțsa. They gave the seniors authority to see that the boys swept the rooms 
and all the area outside. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nwǫnǫ sisi'epiliŋi na yi ya-dagǤbțg baba piisid teŋ si'em ken la 'Like 
whirlwinds sweeping through the southland'. [ISA 21:1] Tțțmbama sieba anǫ:- Sakur la yiiŋ nǫ dǤǤdin la nǫ 

tikakpǫǫm la ofis piisțg. Some of these jobs were:- Sweeping the school outside and in the rooms, and the Head 
Teacher's office. [Shoeshine-Boy] Syn: piig2, kadig1. Ba n yiiti piisnǫ sa'ad ka tis naŋ bțțd. They always sweep 
up the rubbish and give the scorpion innocence. [Proverb 128] Note: cf. Ba ǫǫnti piignǫ sa'ad ka mǤŋ naŋ bțțd. 
They always sweep up the rubbish and deny the scorpion innocence. [Asaasim   Proverb] Ninst: saug. m na san'ami 

ba wțsa wțț saug ka ba piis sa'adi bas nǫ. 'I will sweep her with the broom of destruction'. [ISA 14:23] Etym: 
OV1 *PĬ ; vc1 *ŋas. See: piig2. 

piisǫ   See main entry: piis. sweep. 

piisi   See main entry: piis. sweep. 

piisi   See main entry: pisi. twenty. 

piisnǫ   See main entry: piis. sweep. 

piisțg   See main entry: piis. sweep. 

pǤ-   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

pǤ1   Variant: po; pǤǤ; poo. Form: pǤǤd2. Variant: pood; pǤǤdi1. Form: pǤnǫ. Variant: pone. Form: pǤǤm!. Variant: poom; 

pǤǤmi!. Form: pǤǤn. Form: pǤǤr1. Variant: poor. Form: pǤya. Variant: poya. Form: pǤǤe. Variant: pooɛ.  Note: ? 

subjunctive v. to swear, pronounce an oath. ba wțsa zi'enid nǫ bțnnwǫ'ǫda la ka ba pǤ pǤǤr n fțțs taaba they 

all stand with the drummers and proclaim clan-dirges in competition with each other. [Asaasim] yanam ... wțsa kț 

lǫm buoli m yț'țr bǫǫ pǤ nǫ man ZugsǤb la yț'țrǫ. 'never again will I let any of you use my name to make a 
vow by saying, ‘I swear by the living Sovereign Lord!’'.  [JER 44:26] Alazug ka ba buon zin'ig la ye Beerseba 

bǤzugǤ anina ka nidib ayi' nwa' pǤǤ tis taaba. 'So that place was called Beersheba, because the two men swore 

an oath there' to each other. [GEN 21:31] M maal taal, Ama; m saa yǫlif bǫogǤǤ? m pǤnǫ. I've done wrong, Ama; 
shall I tell you tomorrow? I swear. [Trouble] Banǫ pǤǤd Samaria dim win linǫ an kisțg la bǫǫ pǤǤd ye, “Ti pǤya 

nǫ Dan ba'ar la,” 'Those who swear by the idols of Samaria, who say, ‘By the god of Dan,’'. [AMO 8:14] Basimin o. 

Kǫlli ka o pǤǤe. 'Leave him alone; let him curse'. [2SA 16:11] Samson da lǫbisi ba ye, “PǤǤmi ye ya kț kțțmi ya 

mǫŋa!” 'Samson said, “Swear to me that you won't kill me yourselves.” [JDG 15:12] Man naan siakin ye Wina'am 

lǫǫ pǤǤn nǤǤri tisin mam ka bakim Kristo ni m ba'abiis banǫ aan m buudi la yǫla. 'For I could wish that I 
myself were cursed and cut off from Christ for the sake of my brothers, those of my own race'. [ROM 9:3] Colloc: pǤ1 
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mak ‘invoke in an oath’. Da pǤǤ mak nǫ teŋ bǫǫ saazug bǫǫ si'el si'ela. 'do not swear – not by heaven or by 

earth or by anything else.'. [JAS 5:12] Colloc: pǤ1 zi'el ‘swear an oath’. M kț basi fǤǤ, asǫǫ m ti maal man pǤǤ zi'el 

si'em la wțsa. 'I shall not leave you until I have done what I have promised you.'. [GEN 28:15] Ala ka yanam nǫ ya 

biis na nyǫ nyǤvțwǤk teŋ kanǫ ka ZugsǤb la pǤǤ zi'el ye o tisi ya yaanam la ni. 'Then you and your children 
will live a long time in the land that the Lord your God promised to give to your ancestors.'. [DEU 11:21] Colloc: pǤ1 

nǤǤr1 ~ nǤpǤǤr ‘swear an oath, curse’. Man da bǫǫ ani dummi m nu'u-ǫǫns ka pǤǤdi m yaanam nǤya la ka 

yǫltǤǤg lǫm paad na. I was there biting my fingernails and cursing my ancestors, and trouble came again. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Fțn ... tț'țdi fț kpǫǫmnam ka pǤǤdi ti nǤya? Are you insulting your elders and cursing us? 

[Trouble] onǫ fǫndig o nindaa bidi ba (tadimnam) la, ba na pǤǤ o nǤǤr 'he who turns a blind eye (to the poor) 

gets nothing but curses'. [PRO 28:27] O niŋ nǫ'ǫŋa ye on da pǤ nǤǤrǫ zi'eli ya yaanam la niŋ amǫŋa wțț din an 

si'em zina la. 'he ...  confirms his covenant, which he swore to your forefathers, as it is today'. [DEU 8:18] sǤ' da pǤ 

nǤbǫ'ǫdi tis o, linǫ sț'oe ka o pț tun'e pian'ad la someone had cursed her, that was why she couldn't speak. 
[Wonderwoman] ba na ... pǤǤd nǤǤri tisidi ba na'ab nǫ ba Wina'am. 'they will curse their king and their God.'. [ISA 

8:21] la'an nǫ wala sǤ' wțsa pǤǤdi nǤǤri tisidim. 'yet everyone curses me.'. [JER 15:10] PǤǤm nǤpǤbǫ'ǫdi niŋ nidib 

la. 'Curse its people bitterly'. [JDG 5:23] Colloc: pǤ1 ... pana'alim ‘swear by’. ya yǫt ye, sǤ' ya'a pǤǤ pan'alim nǫ 

Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la, li anǫ zaalim. Amaa sǤ' ya'a pǤǤ pan'alim nǫ sanlima linǫ bǫ yir la pțțgin la, li anǫ 

tilas ye o yǤǤ lǫbis o pan'alțŋ la zug. 'If anyone swears by the temple, it means nothing; but if anyone swears by 

the gold of the temple, he is bound by his oath.'. [MAT 23:16 ( cf. v. 18)] See: nǤpǤǤr; pǤǤr2. 

pǤ-3   See main entry: pǤǤg. farm. 

pǤ-4   See main entry: pǤǤr2. oath, praise-name. 

pɔb   See main entry: pțb. flow. 

-pɔbidim   See main entry: -pțbidim. flowing. 

pɔbig   See main entry: pțbig. flow. 

pɔbigi   See main entry: pțbig. flow. 

pɔbigid   See main entry: pțbig. flow. 

pɔbigidi   See main entry: pțbig. flow. 

pǤgilim   See main entry: pǤligim. trample. 

pǤgu'ud   Variant: pogu'ud; pǤgur. Form: pǤgu'udib. Variant: pogu'udib. n. farm-guard. sharecropper, tenant farmer, 

person caring for and working a farm on behalf of the owner. PǤǤg sǤbi da bǫ ka maal o vain tiis pǤǤg, ... ka 

mǫ pǤgu'ud dǤwǤk 'There was a landowner who planted a vineyard ... and built a watchtower.'. [MAT 21:33] Ban 

da gat pǤgur la baba la ka o ansig vaung . When they got past where the farm-guard was, he tore off a leaf. 

[Trouble] O da pț kpǫm bas pǤǤd la tisnǫ pǤgu'udib la. he didn't suddenly hand the farms over to farm-keepers. 
[Trouble] Dau sǤ' da maal o lǤmbǤn'Ǥgț sǫ tiis ... ka nǤk o lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la niŋ pǤgu'udib nu'usin. 'A man planted 
a vineyard, (and) rented it to some farmers'. [LUK 20:9] See: pǤǤg; gu'ud. 

pǤgu'udib   See main entry: pǤgu'ud. farm-guard. 

pǤgur   See main entry: pǤgu'ud. farm-guard. 

pǤ'Ǥd   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg2. insect [sp.] 

pǤ'Ǥdi   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg2. insect [sp.] 

pǤ'Ǥg1   Variant: po'og; pǤ'Ǥgi; po'ogi. Form: pǤ'Ǥgid. Variant: po'ogid; pǤ'Ǥgidi; po'ogidi. Form: pǤ'Ǥgir. Variant: po'ogir; 

pǤ'Ǥgirǫ; pǤ'Ǥgirǫǫ; pǤ'Ǥgiri. v. 1 • to be insufficient. O ziim tun'e pǤ'Ǥg ka o lieb ban'ad bǫǫ kpi. She could 
suffer from anæmia and become sick or die. [Womens-Health] Lit: her blood become insufficient. Furipiim naŋnaŋ 

ka li ka'anǫ kțnti pǤ'Ǥg o. Needle is small by nature, not for lack of steel. [Proverb 077] ban nwiakid dansi'a la 

wțsa na pǤ'Ǥgi ba. all the wine they squeeze out won't be enough for them. [HOS 9:2] ya'a ka' alaa ba na duoe 

tțm linǫ na kǫ ka m na'am la nyǫ pǤ'Ǥgir. 'Why let this threat grow, to the detriment of the royal interests?'. [EZR 

4:22] Sim: pansig1, kǤ'Ǥŋ. 
2 • to offend. M pț niŋ si'el ka li an bǫ'ǫd Jew dim wada ni bǫǫ Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir bǫǫ pǤ'Ǥg Room 

na'atita'ar Siiza. 'I have done nothing wrong against the law of the Jews or against the temple or against Caesar.'. 
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[ACT 25:8] M na niŋ wala maal bugisim kaŋa buudi, tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫdi pǤ'Ǥgi m Wina'am? 'How then could I do 

such a wicked thing and sin against God?'. [GEN 39:9] M pugudiba, m kǫ bǫ'ǫd kanǫ ka fț tțm pǤ'Ǥgim la wțsa 

basǫ Auntie, I forgive all the evil by which that you have offended against me. [Trouble] M baŋi m pǤ'Ǥgiri an 

si'em 'I recognize my faults'. [PSA 51:3] Ya nǤki li ka li anǫ pǤ'Ǥgirǫǫ? 'Does this offend you?'. [JHN 6:61] 
3 • to demean, belittle. Kasǫtibi zi'enǫ pǤ'Ǥg Israel la yǫla 'Witnesses Summoned Against Israel'. [AMO 3:1 

[Heading]] Jew dim yadda niŋidib banǫ bǤǤd ye yadda niŋidib wțsa kpǫn' baŋț la pǤ'Ǥg Pita 'those who were 

in favour of circumcising Gentiles criticized' Peter. [ACT 11:2] Baŋimi ka da pǤ'Ǥgi bibama yinnee. 'See that you 
do not look down on one of these little ones.'. [MAT 18:10] NǤǤrim bțpiiga nwa' ka ya pǤ'Ǥgim 'Ten times now you 
have reproached me'. [JOB 19:3] Farisii dimi an banǫ nǤŋ ligidi hali la wțmi li la, ka pin'ili pǤ'Ǥgid o ka la'ad o. 
'The Pharisees, who loved money, heard all this and were sneering at Jesus.'. [LUK 16:14] Fț pian'adi pǤ'Ǥgidi fț 

ba'abiig ka pț basida 'You speak continually against your brother'. [PSA 50:20] Pa'anna, fț ya'a pian'ad ala, fț 

la'am pǤ'Ǥgidnǫ ti wțsa. 'Teacher, when you say these things, you insult us also.'. [LUK 11:45] Ti pian'af ye bǤ ka 

li an pǤ'Ǥgirǫ? 'What have we said against you?'. [MAL 3:13] 

pǤ'Ǥg2   Form: pǤ'Ǥd. Variant: pǤ'Ǥdi. n. insect [sp.], 'gnats'. pǤ'Ǥd yina niŋ nidib nǫ bțnkǤnbid mi'ii. 'gnats came upon 

men and animals.'. [EXO 8:17] PǤ'Ǥdi yi Egipt teŋin la yǫla 'The Plague of Gnats'. [EXO 8:16 [heading]] Sim: pibțg. 

pǤ'Ǥgi   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

pǤ'Ǥgid   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

pǤ'Ǥgidi   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

pǤ'Ǥgir   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

pǤ'Ǥgirǫ   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

pǤ'Ǥgirǫǫ   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

pǤ'Ǥgiri   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

-pǤi1   Variant: poi. num. seven. Colloc: ayǤpǤi-pǤi ‘seven each, seven at a time, by sevens’. ti gǫligim pisinǫ ayǤpǤi-pǤi 

(27) zin'is x piinǫ yinne (11). we should calculate 27 times 11. [Shoeshine-Boy] ka lǤ zan'antǤlis la wțsa kțnt 

nwiis ayǤpǤi-pǤi. 'chains festooned the capitals on top of the pillars, seven for each capital.'. [1KI 7:17] See: ayǤpǤi. 

pǤi2   id. calm, cool. Man yț'țri buon Atǫ'ǫg. Man anǫ pǤi. I am called Mr. Baobab. I am quite calm. [Trees-] 

pǤkpaad   See main entry: kpaad. farmer. 

-pǤl   Variant: -pol; -pǤlli. Form: -pǤla. Variant: -pola. adj. young. O nyǫ o zuapǤl la ka o yǫ fupaal nǫ kurpaal nǫ 

ta'ada banǫ dǤlli li He saw his young friend and he was wearing a new shirt and trousers, and shoes to match. 

[Trouble] Tika la nǫ o sakurbil la zin'inǫ abǫ tipǤl gbinnin The teacher and his pupil were sitting under a young 
oilpalm. [Trouble] Pu'a ya'a du'a, ba zaŋidi man wilpǤlli kț'țgid biig la nyu'ug. When a woman brings forth, 
they use one of my immature twigs to cut the baby's umbilical cord. [Trees] M ǫǫnti gaŋnǫ pu'asadkansir bǫǫ 

dasaŋpǤlli kț ka pu'ab nǫ biis siakid kaasig nwaaa, ka dunia dammid mimim. Whenever I choose a virgin or 

a young boy to kill, the women and children together weep 'Nwaaa!' and the world reels 'kerchung!'. [Asaasim-] Ya 

na nǤk na'arapǤlli tis maanmaannib 'You are to give a young bull ... to the priests'. [EZK 43:19] Ti da ǫǫnti buon 

o nǫ ye "faangid" bǤzugǤ onǫ sțŋid bipǤla nǫ banǫ tadig la We used to call him 'the saviour' because he helped 
young boys and ones who were poor. [Shoeshine-Boy] M duoe keŋ ... ye m gǤs tipǤla banǫ bǫ bǤn'Ǥgin la 'I went 

down ... to look at the new growth in the valley'. [SNG 6:11] li mǤr wila atan' ka vanpǤla yina it had three branches 
and young leaves came out. [GEN 40:10] Colloc: na'a(ra)pǤl ‘(bull-)calf’.  nǤkimi na'arapǤla anii take eight young 
bulls. [NUM 29:29] Colloc: bțpǤl ‘young goat’. M na tisif bțpǤl m kǤnbid la pțțgin. 'I'll send you a young goat 
from my flock'. [GEN 38:17] Jese da nǤknǫ bțŋ ka lǤ diib, nǫ daam nǫ gan'ar, ka gban'e bțpǤlli mǤri ba nǫ o 

biig David n keŋ Saul san'an. 'So Jesse took a donkey loaded with bread, a skin of wine and a young goat and 
sent them with his son David to Saul. '. [1SA 16:20] Colloc: vanpǤla ‘fresh leaves’. Ya ya'a ti nyǫ ka ba busid 

vanpǤla ya mi' ye sigir li'el ya. 'When you see their leaves beginning to appear, you know that summer is near.'. 

[LUK 21:30] See: na'apǤl1. 

-pǤla   See main entry: -pǤl. young. 

pǤligim   Variant: pǤgilim. v. to trample. 
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-pǤlli   See main entry: -pǤl. young. 

pɔm   See main entry: pǤŋ. £. 

pǤmpi   Form: pǤmpinam. n. 1 • a pipe (for water, gas &c. ). 
2 • a pump. PǤmpi ya'a san'am, banǫ ǫǫnti la'as ligidi ka banǫ maan pǤmpinam la kena maal. If the pump 
breaks down, they collect money and the pump-repairers come and fix it. [Wealth-Is-Power] From: (Eng.) 

pǤmpinam   See main entry: pǤmpi. pipe, pump. 

pǤn2   adv. suddenly. daug kanǫ pu'ae ku'omin la yuug ka yț'țm pun'oe la kpǫn kǤ'Ǥg pǤn'. the log which had 
floated in the water for a long time and rotted suddenly broke. [Trouble] 

pǤnb   Variant: ponb; pǤnbǫ; ponbe. v. to cheat, deceive. Fț ya'a naan teŋkpǫŋi mǤri fț la'adi keŋ tempțțgin ye fț 

kuos, fțn gț'țnsim ka ya'a ka' alaa ba na pǤnbif. If you come from the village with your goods to the town to 
sell, you have to be careful otherwise they will cheat you. [MA] 

pǤnbǫ   See main entry: pǤnb. cheat. 

pǤnbil   Variant: pǤnbili. Form: pǤnbin. v. to wrap sth. up. Onǫ da nyaŋi pǤnbil o sid kansa. She could cheat her husband 

in broad daylight. [Trouble] Lit: wrap him raw. Dau la ... tțm o kǤlțginǫ suk tiim ka di pǤnbil nǫ vaungț tis 

kpaad la The man reached into his bag and dug out the medicine wrapped in a leaf and gave it to the farmer. 

[You-Heard?] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ nam mi' pǤnbil ku'om nǫ fuugǤ? 'Who has wrapped up the waters in his cloak?'. [PRO 30:4] Li 

da anǫ vaand ka ba pǤnbili li gbampiellin wțț sigaar nǫ. It was leaves wrapped in paper like a cigarette. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Fț kanǫ paas ayuobț la, ya na pǤnbili li nǤǤra ayi' lǫbisi pa'al za'anǤǤr la zug. 'Fold the sixth 
curtain double at the front of the tent.'. [EXO 26:9] M da nyǫ ka sǤ' wțsa anǫ kǫnda o tțțma ni ka ya'a kae 

pǤnbin nu'usi zi'e ya. I saw that everyone was busy at (their) work, and there was no time for one to fold his arms 
and just stand. [Shoeshine-Boy] O da lǫm maal kțlis ayi' ka li yǤ'Ǥgid zin'is ayi', ka ba maali ba tț ka li nyaŋidi 

yǤ'Ǥgidi pǤnbin taaba. 'He also made' 'two folding doors'. [1KI 6:34] 

pǤnbili   See main entry: pǤnbil. wrap. 

pǤnbin   See main entry: pǤnbil. wrap. 

pǤnd   Variant: pond; pǤndi. Form: pǤnt. Variant: pont. v. to bend sth., be twisted. Biis la zin'inǫ teŋinǫ pǤnd nǤba ka 

dit. The children sit on the ground with crossed legs to eat. [House+Farm] bțnkțda pǤnd nǤba m tuonnǫ 

na'asidim. old men crouched before me to honour me. [JOB 29:8] Ka pu'a bǫǫ anina ka kikirig kǫ ka o pǤnd 

yțțm pii nǫ ayi' 'and a woman was there who had been crippled by a spirit for eighteen years.'. [LUK 13:11] Dinǫ 

pǤnd la kț nyaŋi tiǫn sappii. What is twisted cannot be straightened. [ECC 1:15] Ba wțsa da pǤndi ba nǤba 

zin'ini fț tuon 'At your feet they all bow down'. [DEU 33:3] 

pǤnda   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥr. paralytic. 

pǤndi   See main entry: pǤnd. bend. 

pǤnǫ   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

pǤn'1   Variant: pon'; pǤn'ǤǤ; pǤn'ǫ; pon'e. Form: pǤn'Ǥd. Variant: pǤn'Ǥdi. Form: pǤn'Ǥdnǫ. Form: pǤn'Ǥb. 

Variant: pon'ob. v. to pluck (fruit). Ba daa kțdin bǫnǫ lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la yiiŋ ka lǫǫ bǤǤdi ba pǤn' leemu la pțțgin. 
They were just there outside the garden and were about to pick the oranges in there. [Trouble] o nyǫ maŋț tiig ka 

yț'țn dț ye o pǤn' maŋț di. he saw a mango tree and promptly climbed it and picked a mango and ate it. 

[Wonderwoman] O kaae yampțn ye o pǤn' ma'ana. He has gone behind the house to pick okra. [MA] walyǫǫd ya'a 

bǫ yanam mǫ da pǤn' ba kuosǫ and if there are untended fruits, do not pluck them to sell. [LEV 25:5] Ya ya'a 

kpa'asi ya olif kpaam tiis la la'as wala la, yanam da lǫn lǫbi pǤn' wila la ni takǫ 'When you beat the olives 

from your trees, do not go over the branches a second time.'. [DEU 24:20] ya kț nyǫ wala la pǤn'ǤǤ. 'the harvest of 
fruit will not come.'. [ISA 32:10] Ka biis dțt saŋa wțsa pǤn'Ǥd mam buud zǤm Children climb up all the time 
picking my fruits and pounding (them to) flour. [Trees] Lit: plucking me. Fț wala ǫǫnti bi'ig ka ba pǤn'Ǥd, ya 

pǤǤd bunib saŋa Your fruits ripen and they (enemies) pick them, at the time of the harvest of your farms. [ISA 16:9] 
Yțma ayuobț ka ya na ... pǫsidi ya vain pǤǤd la maal ka pǤn'Ǥdi la'asidi li wala la. 'for six years prune your 
vineyards and gather their crops.'. [LEV 25:3] Fț gǤs ka m nyǫt ki'ibț yaanǫ tisidif ka fț piesidi fț fuudǫ? M 

pǤn'Ǥdnǫ tiisinǫǫ? Where do you think I can get soap to give you to wash your clothes? Does it grow on trees? 
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[Trouble] Lit: do I pick it from trees?. Kateŋin ma'ana pǤn'Ǥdnǫ nǫ nyț'țns. Okra from a far place is harvested 

with the stalk (still on). [Asaasim   Proverb] bakwai ayi' ni ba na si'iŋ kooko pǤn'Ǥb in two weeks they would begin 
picking the cocoa. [Trouble] Li kț yuugǫ ka sanlim wala, kpaadib la buon kooko bi'ima si'em la, siak pǤn'Ǥb. 
It would not be long before the 'golden fruit' –  that's what the farmers called ripe cocoa-pods – would be ready to 

pick. [Trouble] BǤzugǤ wala la bi'ig ya ka li pǤn'Ǥb saŋa paae. Because the fruits are ripe and the time to pick 
them has arrived. [REV 14:18] 

pǤn'2   n. abundance. Colloc: pǤn' mada1 ‘be plenty’. Atiig anǫ bțmmǤr; niigi bǫ nǫ kǤnbid nǫ pu'ab hali ka ligidi anǫ 

pǤn' mada. Atiig is a rich man: he has cattle and wives, and even money is in abundance. [You-Heard?] Note: 
emended by MA 

pǤn'ǫ   See main entry: pǤn'1. pluck. 

pǤn'Ǥb   See main entry: pǤn'1. pluck. 

pǤn'Ǥd   See main entry: pǤn'1. pluck. 

pǤn'Ǥdi   See main entry: pǤn'1. pluck. 

pǤn'Ǥdnǫ   See main entry: pǤn'1. pluck. 

pǤn'Ǥl1   Variant: pon'ol; pǤn'Ǥli1. Form: pǤn'Ǥn1. v. 1 • to be undisciplined, spoilt. 

2 • to spoil (child), fail to discipline sb. Fț ya'a pǤn'Ǥli fț sankpan'as o biilimin 'If you give your servants 

everything they want from childhood on'. [PRO 29:21] Ama sțnf na ma'ae nǫ yțțma banǫ ka o nǤŋ o ka gǤs o la, 

yțțma ban wțsa ka o pǤn'Ǥn o on an bilțțr laa? Was Ama to be pleased about the years she had loved her and 
looked after her –  all those years that she had spoiled her as she was an only child? [Trouble] See: pǤn'Ǥlim. 

pǤn'Ǥl2   Variant: pon'ol; pǤn'Ǥli1; pon'oli. Form: pǤn'Ǥn2. Variant: pǤn'Ǥnǫ. v. to prepare medicinal roots. Ba pț bț'țd nyiri 

nǫ balayaa, ba pǤn'Ǥnǫ ka li pun'oe ka ba pie 'Caraway is not threshed with a sledge ... caraway is beaten out 
with a rod'. [ISA 28:27] Lit: they don't thresh 'egusi' with flails, they bray it and it rots and they wash it. 

pǤn'Ǥli1   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥl1. undisciplined be, spoil. 

pǤn'Ǥli1   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥl2. prepare medicinal roots. 

pǤn'Ǥlim   Variant: pon'olim; pǤn'Ǥlțŋ; pon'oluŋ. v. to be paralysed. m tțmtțm bǫ yinne bǫn' pǤn'Ǥlim, ka namisid hali 
'my servant lies at home paralysed and in terrible suffering'. [MAT 8:6] O da pǤn'Ǥlim nǫ o biilimin sa, ka nan zi' 

keŋǫ. he 'had been lame from birth and had never been able to walk'. [ACT 14:8] – DaŋkǤŋ nǫ Alia, pǤn'Ǥlțŋ ban'a 

la. – Measles and polio, the paralysis disease. [Immunisation-II.] Note: in list of diseases to vaccinate against: 
Nact: pǤn'Ǥr ‘paralysed person’. Saul biig Jonatan mǫ da mǤr biig, ka o nǤba ayi' la wțsa pǤn'Ǥlim. ... Onǫ da 

yuon o la da nǤk o zǤ, ka on bǤǤd ye o zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ la zug ka biig la luu kilim pǤn'Ǥr. 'He was five years old when 

... His nurse picked him up and fled, but as she hurried to leave, he fell and became crippled.'. [2SA 4:4] See: pǤn'Ǥr. 

pǤn'Ǥlțŋ   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥlim. paralysed. 

pǤn'Ǥn1   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥl1. undisciplined be, spoil. 

pǤn'Ǥn2   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥl2. prepare medicinal roots. 

pǤn'Ǥnǫ   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥl2. prepare medicinal roots. 

pǤn'Ǥr   Variant: pon'or; pǤn'Ǥri. Form: pǤnda. Variant: ponda. n. a paralytic person. Alazug ka o yǫl pǤn'Ǥr la nǫ 

kțkǤtita'ar ye, “Duom zi'en!” So he said to the paralysed man "Get up!" [ACT 14:10] Dau sǤ' da bǫ Listra teŋin an 

pǤn'Ǥri zin' o nǤba zug ka pț tun'e kenna. 'In Lystra there sat a man crippled in his feet'. [ACT 14:8] Ka li lidig 

nidib la, ban nyǫ ka gigis pian'ad, ka pǤnda paam laafi, ka waba ken, ka zțnzǤǤs nyǫt la. 'The people were 
amazed as they saw the dumb speaking, the crippled made whole, the lame walking, and the blind seeing'. [MAT 

15:31] Yim tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ tempțțgin la suoya ni nǫ pal yalima nii dǤl nǤŋ dim nǫ pǤnda nǫ zțnzǤǤs nǫ waba na. 
'Go out quickly into the streets and alleys of the town, and bring in the poor, the crippled, the blind, and the lame.'. 

[LUK 14:21] InvNact: pǤn'Ǥlim ‘to be paralysed’. Saul biig Jonatan mǫ da mǤr biig, ka o nǤba ayi' la wțsa 

pǤn'Ǥlim. ... Onǫ da yuon o la da nǤk o zǤ, ka on bǤǤd ye o zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ la zug ka biig la luu kilim pǤn'Ǥr. 'He 
was five years old when ... His nurse picked him up and fled, but as she hurried to leave, he fell and became 

crippled.'. [2SA 4:4] See: pǤn'Ǥlim. 

pǤn'Ǥri   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥr. paralytic. 
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pǤn'Ǥs   Variant: pon'os. Form: pǤn'Ǥsa1. Variant: pon'osa. Form: pǤn'Ǥsțg. Variant: pon'osug; pǤn'Ǥsțgț. v. to be rotten. Li 

pǤn'Ǥsțg la na dțț agǤla 'its stench will go up'. [JOL 2:20] M vț'țsțm nyuusidnǫ pǤn'Ǥsțgț m pu'a nyǤnya ni 
'My wife can't stand the smell of my breath'. [JOB 19:17] Nabstr: pǤnrțŋ. See: -pǤn'Ǥsir. 

pǤn'Ǥsa1   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥs. rotten. 

-pǤn'Ǥsa2   See main entry: -pǤn'Ǥsir. rotten. 

pǤn'Ǥsim   Variant: pon'osim; pǤn'Ǥsimm. n. intention, deliberately. sǤ' ya'a kț bǫǫ pu'alim sǤ' ka li anǫ pǤn'Ǥsim bǫǫ o 

gǫsignǫ if somebody kills or injures someone whether it is deliberately or accidentally. [DEU 17:8] ala ka onǫ kț 

nid ka li ka' pǤn'Ǥsimm na zǤǤ keŋ ani su'a. 'Then anyone who kills someone (unintentionally) will be able to 
escape to one of them for protection.'. [DEU 19:3] Colloc: pǤn'Ǥsim-pǤn'Ǥsim, pǤn'Ǥsim pǤn'Ǥsim ‘[emphatic]’. ti 
pț kpiisid bugum la nǫ pǤn'Ǥsim pǤn'Ǥsim we don't switch off the power deliberately. [Electricity] gurim ka m 

da tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd pǤn'Ǥsim-pǤn'Ǥsim 'Keep me safe, also, from wilful sins'. [PSA 19:13] 

pǤn'Ǥsimm   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥsim. intention. 

-pǤn'Ǥsir   Variant: -pǤn'Ǥsiri. Form: -pǤn'Ǥsa2. adj. rotten, putrid. Zin'ikan wțsa ka ni'im pǤn'Ǥsir bǫ la, zin'ikan la ka 

zțțnd mǫ na la'as taaba. Where there is a dead body, there the vultures will gather. [LUK 17:37] Lit: rotten meat. 
Ala ka ninsaal bǫdigid nwǫnǫ bțmpǤn'Ǥsir nǫ 'So man wastes away like something rotten'. [JOB 13:28] Fț anǫ 

balapǤn'Ǥsiri tis Israel nidib. 'You have been a staff of reed for the house of Israel. '. [EZK 29:6] Lit: a rotten 
walkingstick. man ǫǫn vaaenǫ kǤnbid bugulum nǫ zampakin sa'apǤn'Ǥsa basid I collect animal-dung and 

rotten rubbish from the stable and put it (on the land). [You-Do?] Ka fǫn'ǫpǤn'Ǥsa banǫ zabid hali kiib banǫ mǤr 

bțnkǤnbbǫ'og la zanbin nǫ banǫ na'asid o win la niŋgbina. 'and ugly and painful sores broke out on the people 
who had the mark of the beast and worshipped his image.'. [REV 16:2] Colloc: bipǤn'Ǥsir/bipǤn'Ǥsa ‘naughty 
child/ren’. Ba nwǫ'ǫd bipǤn'Ǥsiri kpǫn'ǫsidnǫ yin, ba pț nwǫ'ǫd o yiisid yin. They beat a spoilt child and bring 

him into the house, they don't beat him and take him outside. [Proverb 144] See: pǤn'Ǥs. 

-pǤn'Ǥsiri   See main entry: -pǤn'Ǥsir. rotten. 

pǤn'Ǥsțg   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥs. rotten. 

pǤn'Ǥsțgț   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥs. rotten. 

pǤn'ǤǤ   See main entry: pǤn'1. pluck. 

pǤnna   See main entry: pǤnnir. toad. 

pǤnnir   Variant: ponnir [N]. Form: pǤnna. n. a toad. Sim: agbanna. Etym: OV1 *PON ; OVN *PU+LO-*DI/A, *PON . 

pǤnr1   Variant: ponr1. Form: pǤnrǫ1. Variant: ponre; pǤnri1; ponri. Form: pǤnrid1. Variant: ponrid. Form: pǤnrnǫ. 

Variant: ponrne. v. to approach. O du'am saŋa da pǤnr Her time to give birth was approaching. [Trouble] Li daa 

maalnǫ wțț nwadis anaasi ka sǫǫung yț'țn pǤnr It was about April and the rainy season was getting near. 
[You-Heard?] Ka Yesu ti pǤnr Jeriko la, ka nyǫ zțnzǤŋ 'As Jesus was coming near Jericho' he saw 'a blind man'. 
[LUK 18:35] Ala mǫn ya ya'a ti nyǫ nǫ'ǫnam wțsa ya na baŋ ye Wina'am na'am la pǤnri. Even so, when you see 

these things happening, you know that the kingdom of God is near. [LUK 21:31] Sim: li'el, mir. 

pǤnr2   Variant: ponr2; pǤnrǫ2; ponre; pǤnri2. Form: pǤnrid2. Variant: ponrid. v. to weave in patterns, embroider, be 

multicoloured. Fț da' la ni ba mǤr fusțma ... nǫ futusa linǫ pǤnri vǫnl la kenna kuosid. 'In your marketplace 
they traded with you beautiful garments ... and multicoloured rugs with cords twisted and tightly knotted.'. [EZK 

27:24] Abaar tita'ari da bǫ, ka o kpțkpama kpi'em ka o kǤnbid wa'am ka zu'oe ka pǤnri vǫnl hali. there was 
'A great eagle with powerful wings, long feathers and full plumage of varied colours'. [EZK 17:3] Win pț pǤnrid 

kpan'țŋ ka saa ku'om pieda. If God puts spots on the guineafowl then the rain won't wash them off. [Proverb 273] 
Lit: God didn't spotify on the guinea fowl for the rain to wash off.. O ...  sǤǤnd fuud banǫ pǤnri vǫnl 'She ...  
wears clothes of fine purple linen'. [PRO 31:22] See: -pțpǤnrțg. 

pǤnrǫ1   See main entry: pǤnr1. approach. 

pǤnrǫ2   See main entry: pǤnr2. patterned weave. 

pǤnri1   See main entry: pǤnr1. approach. 

pǤnri2   See main entry: pǤnr2. patterned weave. 
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pǤnrid1   See main entry: pǤnr1. approach. 

pǤnrid2   See main entry: pǤnr2. patterned weave. 

pǤnrim   Form: pǤnrimnǫ. Form: pǤnrțŋ. v. to be corrupt. ba na pǤnrimi ya nǫ ba mǫŋ sǤlima nyǫ nyǤǤd. they 'will 

make a profit out of telling you made-up stories.'. [2PE 2:3] o pǤnrimnǫ ka faand o ba'abiis ka tțm linǫ pț dǤl 

suorǫ o nidib la san'an. 'he practiced extortion, robbed his brother and did what was wrong among his people.'. 

[EZK 18:18] Wina'am da ... nyǫ ka nidib la wțsa an pǤnrțŋ dim dunia ni, ka dǤl suobǫ'ǫdnam hali. 'God saw 
how corrupt the earth had become, for all the people on earth had corrupted their ways.'. [GEN 6:11-12] Alazug, 

pǤnrțŋ sariakadib yț'țn yadigid nǫ so corrupt judges have multiplied. [HOS 10:4] 

pǤnrimnǫ   See main entry: pǤnrim. corrupt. 

pǤnrnǫ   See main entry: pǤnr1. approach. 

pǤnrțŋ   See main entry: pǤnrim. corrupt. 

pǤns1   Variant: pons. Form: pǤnsib1. Variant: pǤnsțg; ponsug; posiug [W]. v. to test by ordeal. 1) Kill fowl to decide a 

case by how it falls.  2) Eat fowl and the guilty will die. PǤnsțgț pansigid zaba 'Casting the lot settles disputes'. 

[PRO 18:18] 
pǤns2   Variant: pons; pǤnsǫ; ponse; pǤnsǫǫ; pǤnsi2. Form: pǤnsid. Variant: pǤnsida. Form: pǤnsib. v. to escape, evade, 

avoid. ka o wțm ka tiak tțțmbǫ'ǫdin ka na pǤns bțgțm kanǫ pț kpiisid la. and he will hear and repent of his 
sins and escape the fire which is not quenched. [Bible-Study] ba bi'ela ma'aa nyaŋi zǤǤ paae ba tempțbanǫ ka ba 

mǫ' guoma gilig la pǤns 'some managed to find safety inside their city walls and were not killed'. [JOS 10:20] 
Ninkanǫ ma'ad Wina'am sțnf la ma'aa na pǤns 'The man who pleases God will escape'. [ECC 7:26] Yanam banǫ 

mi' zǤǤg hali la kț pǤnsǫ 'Not even fast runners will escape'. [AMO 2:14] Onǫ tțm tțțm kaŋa la na pǤnsǫǫ? 'Will 
he who does such things escape?'. [EZK 17:15] Susa biribis la zǤt o nǫ bǤzugǤ sǤ' pț si'isid o lauk ka pǤnsida. 
The Susa boys were afraid of him, because nobody could touch anything of his and get away with it. [Trouble] O 

yț'țn da zǤti dabiem on mǫŋ pǤnsib. He was afraid for his own safety. [Trouble] 

pǤns3   Variant: pǤnsi1. v. to do ... first. fțnǫ aan m kpi'euŋ nǫ onǫ ka m pǤnsi du'a. 'you are ...  the first fruit of my 

vigour'. [GEN 49:3] Bama ka ba pǤnsi zaŋ teŋ la tisi ba ka saan baa yinne pț gǫndigi ba sțțginǫ. 'to whom 
alone the land was given when no alien passed among them'. [JOB 15:19] Sim: dǫŋ, dǫŋim, kiib1. 

pǤnsǫ   See main entry: pǤns2. avoid. 

pǤnsǫǫ   See main entry: pǤns2. avoid. 

pǤnsi1   See main entry: pǤns3. first. 

pǤnsi2   See main entry: pǤns2. avoid. 

pǤnsib   See main entry: pǤns2. avoid. 

pǤnsib1   See main entry: pǤns1. test by ordeal. 

pǤnsid   See main entry: pǤns2. avoid. 

pǤnsida   See main entry: pǤns2. avoid. 

pǤnsig   Form: pǤnsigid. v. to pluck, pull self/sth. away. Adu da pǤnsig o mǫŋ ka iǫn o nyǤnya. Adu pulled himself away 

and wiped his nose. [Trouble] Bugusim dim la pǤnsigid bibanǫ ka' saamnam la ba manam bin'isimin 'Evil 
people' 'snatch the fatherless infant from the breast'. [JOB 24:9] 

pǤnsigid   See main entry: pǤnsig. pull away. 

pǤnsimpǤn'Ǥl   Form: pǤnsimpǤn'Ǥla. n. tree [sp.] Strychnos spinosa (??) 

pǤnsimpǤn'Ǥla   See main entry: pǤnsimpǤn'Ǥl. tree [sp.] 

pǤnsțg   See main entry: pǤns1. test by ordeal. 

pǤnt   See main entry: pǤnd. bend. 

pǤŋ   Variant: pɔm. n. pound (money), £, two cedis. Note: when the independent Ghana currency, the cedi, was introduced one 

(colonial) pound sterling became two cedis o siak ye o na yǤ yinne wțsa pǤmpisi nǫ anu. he agreed to pay £25 (= 
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50 cedis) each. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li tun'e an pǤmpisi nǫ anu bǫǫ pǤmpisnu bǫǫ yǤlțg yǤlțg. It could be fifty, a 
hundred or two hundred cedis each. [Wealth-Is-Power] Lit: £25, £50 or a 'sack' each. From: (Eng.) 

pǤŋguda   Form: pǤŋgudanam. n. neem tree. Azadirachta indica. Syn: na'asaasisibi. Na'anya'adib la da anǫ Atǫ'ǫg ... 

nǫ ApǤŋguda (na'asaasisibig) nǫ Avuoŋ. The candidates were Baobab, ... and Neem (Whiteman's Lannea), and 
False-Kapok. [Trees] 

pǤŋgudanam   See main entry: pǤŋguda. neem tree. 

pǤsțga   See main entry: pǤsțgțr. farmhut. 

pɔsʋgir   See main entry: pǤsțgțr. farmhut. 

pǤsțgțr   Variant: pɔsʋgir. Form: pǤsțga. n. a farm-hut. m na tțm biig onǫ kpǫlim la ka o zǤǤ keŋ pɔsʋgir yinne bǫ 

suorin kpǫla I will send the remaining boy to run to the farm-hut that is by the road there. [You-Heard?] 
Colloc: pǤsțgțrin(ǫ) ‘to/at/from the farm-hut’. Azan'asi ... kpǫn duoe nǫ o kțțnri keŋ pɔsʋgirinɛ zin' vț'țsid. 
Azan'asi ... suddenly got up with his hoe and went and sat in the farm hut resting. [You-Heard?] See: pǤǤg; sțgțr. 

pǤtmaan  Variant: potmaan. Form: pǤtmaannam. n. purse. Da zaŋ pǤtmaan bǫǫ kǤlțg bǫǫ ta'adaa 'Do not take a purse 

or bag or sandals'. [LUK 10:4] ... fuvǫnla nǫ fubibis nǫ futitada nǫ pǤtmaannam ... ' ... the fine robes and the capes 
and cloaks, the purses ... ' [in list]. [ISA 3:22] From: (Fr.) Note: 'porte-monnaie' [probably via Mõõré] 

pǤtmaannam   See main entry: pǤtmaan. purse. 

pǤya   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

po   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

poa'alim   See main entry: pu'alim1. wound. 

poa'alimi   See main entry: pu'alim1. wound. 

poa'aluŋ   See main entry: pu'alim1. wound. 

-poak   See main entry: -pu'ak. female. 

poasaug   See main entry: pu'asaug. 'maid'. 

pob   See main entry: pțb. flow. 

pobid   See main entry: pțb. flow. 

pobida   See main entry: pțb. flow. 

pobidi   See main entry: pțb. flow. 

pobig   See main entry: pțbig. flow. 

pobigi   See main entry: pțbig. flow. 

pobigid   See main entry: pțbig. flow. 

pobigidi   See main entry: pțbig. flow. 

pogu'ud   See main entry: pǤgu'ud. farm-guard. 

pogu'udib   See main entry: pǤgu'ud. farm-guard. 

po'a   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

po'a-   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

po'ab   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

po'aba   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

po'abi   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

po'abiriŋ   See main entry: pu'abibig. rape. 

po'adeb [N]   See main entry: pugidib. aunt. 

po'adebnam   See main entry: pugidib. aunt. 
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po'adir   See main entry: pu'adiir. marriage. 

po'agoonda   See main entry: pu'agǤǤndir. prostitute. 

po'agoondir   See main entry: pu'agǤǤndir. prostitute. 

po'a'eliŋe   See main entry: pu'a-ǫliŋ. engaged girl. 

po'a'eliŋi   See main entry: pu'a-ǫliŋ. engaged girl. 

po'akpieuŋ [W]   See main entry: pu'akpi'euŋ. bride by elopement. 

po'al   See main entry: pu'al. dip in liquid. 

po'alim   See main entry: pu'alim1. wound. 

po'as   See main entry: -pu'ak. female. 

po'as   See main entry: pu'as1. slacken. 

po'asad-   See main entry: pu'asadir. 'virgin', youngpeople. 

po'asada   See main entry: pu'asadir. 'virgin', youngpeople. 

po'asadir   See main entry: pu'asadir. 'virgin', youngpeople. 

po'asa'amid   See main entry: pu'asan'amid. adulterous man. 

po'asa'amidib  See main entry: pu'asan'amid. adulterous man. 

po'asa'amidiba   See main entry: pu'asan'amid. adulterous man. 

po'asatim   See main entry: pu'asatim. girlhood. 

po'asauk [N]   See main entry: pu'asaug. 'maid'. 

po'asid   See main entry: pu'as1. slacken. 

po'asidi   See main entry: pu'as1. slacken. 

po'awaddir [W]   See main entry: pu'awa'adir. swapped wife. 

po'awadir [W]   See main entry: pu'awa'adir. swapped wife. 

po'ayua   See main entry: pu'ayua. daughter. 

po'ayu'a   See main entry: pu'ayua. daughter. 

po'ayuos   See main entry: pu'ayua. daughter. 

po'ayuose   See main entry: pu'ayua. daughter. 

po'aa   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

po'og   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

po'ogi   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

po'ogid   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

po'ogidi   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

po'ogir   See main entry: pǤ'Ǥg1. insufficient, offend, belittle. 

poi   See main entry: -pǤi1. seven. 

pokon-   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pokontim   See main entry: pțkǤntim. widowhood. 

pokonya   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pokop   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pokoonr   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pokoonre   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 
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pokuda   See main entry: -pțkțdțg. olden. 

pokudug   See main entry: -pțkțdțg. olden. 

pokpendim   See main entry: pțkpǫnnim. evil thoughts. 

-pol   See main entry: -pǤl. young. 

-pola   See main entry: -pǤl. young. 

polim   See main entry: pțlim. sharp [be]. 

polime   See main entry: pțlim. sharp [be]. 

polis   See main entry: pțlțŋ. policeman. 

poluŋ   See main entry: pțlțŋ. policeman. 

pomanganǫt   Variant: pomanganǫta. n. pomegranate. Note: used in the Bible for 'pomegranate', a type of fruit Punica 
granatum. pomanganǫt nǫ kpțkpara nǫ tibanǫ kpǫlim la sțțgya 'pomegranate, palm, ... every tree of the 

countryside is dried up'. [JOL 1:12] pomanganǫt kǤbisnaasi tțțnl taaba zin'is ayi' the 400 pomegranates were in 

two rows. [1KI 7:32] ba da maali li zugin pomanganǫta ban kǤbisyi' tuunli baa gilig. 'There were 200 
pomegranates in two rows round each capital.'. [1KI 7:20] From: (Eng.) 

pomanganǫta   See main entry: pomanganǫt. pomegranate. 

pompu'os   See main entry: pțmpǤǤg. gnat. 

ponb   See main entry: pǤnb. cheat. 

ponbe   See main entry: pǤnb. cheat. 

pond   See main entry: pǤnd. bend. 

ponda   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥr. paralytic. 

pone   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

pon'   See main entry: pǤn'1. pluck. 

pon'e   See main entry: pǤn'1. pluck. 

pon'ob   See main entry: pǤn'1. pluck. 

pon'ol   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥl1. undisciplined be, spoil. 

pon'ol   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥl2. prepare medicinal roots. 

pon'oli   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥl2. prepare medicinal roots. 

pon'olim   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥlim. paralysed. 

pon'oluŋ   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥlim. paralysed. 

pon'or   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥr. paralytic. 

pon'os   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥs. rotten. 

pon'osa   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥs. rotten. 

pon'osim   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥsim. intention. 

pon'osug   See main entry: pǤn'Ǥs. rotten. 

ponnir [N]   See main entry: pǤnnir. toad. 

ponr1   See main entry: pǤnr1. approach. 

ponr2   See main entry: pǤnr2. patterned weave. 

ponre   See main entry: pǤnr1. approach. 

ponre   See main entry: pǤnr2. patterned weave. 

ponri   See main entry: pǤnr1. approach. 
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ponrid   See main entry: pǤnr1. approach. 

ponrid   See main entry: pǤnr2. patterned weave. 

ponrne   See main entry: pǤnr1. approach. 

pons   See main entry: pǤns1. test by ordeal. 

pons   See main entry: pǤns2. avoid. 

ponse   See main entry: pǤns2. avoid. 

ponsug   See main entry: pǤns1. test by ordeal. 

pont   See main entry: pǤnd. bend. 

popiel   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

popiela   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

popieli   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

popielim   See main entry: pțpielim. righteousness. 

popielnam   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

popielnama   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

por   See main entry: pǤǤr2. oath, praise-name. 

pora-pora   See main entry: pțra-pțra. clap! 

posiug [W]   See main entry: pǤns1. test by ordeal. 

poten'e-   See main entry: pțtǫn'ǫr. thought. 

poten'er   See main entry: pțtǫn'ǫr. thought. 

poten'ere   See main entry: pțtǫn'ǫr. thought. 

potim   See main entry: pǤǤtim. report. 

potmaan  See main entry: pǤtmaan. purse. 

pouga   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

poya   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

pǤǤ   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

pǤǤd1   Variant: pood; pǤǤda; pooda; pǤǤdi2. Form: pǤǤdnǫ. Variant: poodne. v. to be small, few. Adu nam pǤǤd nǫ on 

na gban'e Wina'am gurim la gbin Adu was too small yet to grasp the meaning of God's protection. [Trouble] Li 

pǤǤd o nini ni nǫ wțț on tǫnri li yǫla si'em la. It looked small in his eyes, compared to how he remembered it. 
[Trouble] Li nwǫnǫ kansiing bielif linǫ pǤǤd hali nǫ. 'It is like a mustard seed, which is the smallest seed'. [MRK 4:31] 
banǫ pǤǤd la yanam on tisi ba bi'ela mǫn 'to a smaller group (give) a smaller one'. [NUM 33:54] On nǤk ligidsi'a 

la pț pǤǤda 'He took plenty of money with him'. [PRO 7:20] Ka biig la keŋ bikanǫ pǤǤdi ba sțțgin la ni. And the 
boy went to the smallest boy amongst them. [Trouble] Note: better style bikanǫ pǤǤdi ba sțțgin la san'an. [MA]  
Zin'ikaŋa pǤǤdi tisi ti This place is too small for us'. [ISA 49:20] Su'oŋ nǤǤr pǤǤdnǫ garig. Rabbit's mouth is too 
small for a bit. [Proverb 048] ZugsǤb ... kǫlli ti taali bas; Jakob yaas la na niŋ wala vț'țgǫ? Ba pǤǤdnǫ galis! 
'Lord, forgive! How can Jacob survive? He is so small!'.  [AMO 7:2] Nabstr: pǤǤdim; Cpart: bǫdim1 ‘be small’. lin yi 

gțțdiŋ kanǫ pǤǤd la ni paae linǫ bǫdim la ni 'from the smaller ledge up to the larger ledge'. [EZK 43:14] 
See: pǤǤdim; ya'ampǤǤdim. 

pǤǤd2   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

pǤǤd3   See main entry: pǤǤg. farm. 

pǤǤda   See main entry: pǤǤd1. small. 

pǤǤde   See main entry: pǤǤg. farm. 

pǤǤdi1   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 
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pǤǤdi2   See main entry: pǤǤd1. small. 

pǤǤdi3   See main entry: pǤǤg. farm. 

pǤǤdim   Variant: poodim. n. shortage, smallness. zǤn nǫ ya'ampǤǤdim dim mǫ kpiid 'the foolish and the senseless alike 

perish'. [PSA 49:10] Yanam yadda pǤǤdim dima. 'O you of little faith!'. [LUK 12:28] InvNabstr: pǤǤd1. See: pǤǤd1. 

pǤǤdnǫ   See main entry: pǤǤd1. small. 

pǤǤe   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

pǤǤg   Variant: poog; pǤǤgǤ; poogo; pǤǤgț. Form: pǤǤd3. Variant: pood; pǤǤdi3; pǤǤde; poode. Form: pǤ-3. n. a farm. 
Baas kae ka nwamis di'e pǤǤg. 'When the cat's away, the mice play.'. [Proverb 155] Lit: The dogs are absent and 
monkeys take over the farm.. Yțțm yinne ka saa ni ka Asumbul nǫ o yidim siak ye ba kia karinyauŋ tita'ari 

paasi ba pǤǤg la. One year when the rain came Mr. Spider and his household agreed to break ground on a big 
field to add to their farm. [Wonderwoman] NǤkim pǤǤg la da'ab gbana, linǫ tabil la nǫ linǫ pț tabil la, su yțțrin 
'Take these copies of the deed of purchase (of the farm), both the sealed and the unsealed copies, and deposit them 

in an earthenware jar'. [JER 32:14] Ka silinsin'ig tansi lǫbis ye, 'Fț pǤǤgǤ? And Spider shouted " Your farm?" 
[Trouble] Fț pț ... tisi ti faar linǫ an kuob bǫǫ tiwanna pǤǤgǤ. 'you haven't ... given us an inheritance of fields and 

vineyards.'. [NUM 16:14] Bugum tțțma zin'igin la anǫ ti pǤǤgț la The electricity office is at our farm. [Electricity] 
GǤsimi ya, Joab pǤǤgț bǫ man pǤǤg la zugin la 'Look, Joab's field is next to mine'. [2SA 14:30] A-Dii-Miilim 

kuod na'ab pǤǤd. Mr. Used-to-Eating cultivates the chief's farms. [Proverb 060] PǤǤg sǤb la nǫ nimbanǫ gǤsid 

pǤǤd la da mǤr taaba nyǤǤg. The owner of the farm and the people who look after the farms are concerned for 

each other. [Trouble] Li tun'e di pǤǤd nǫ fuud nǫ ligidi nǫ la'asțma bǫdegț. It can burn up farms, and clothes, 
and money and many valuable things. [Fire] Ya ya'a ǫǫnti bunni ya pǤǤd zțțd, yanam da bunni paad titǤndigin 
'When you reap the harvest of your land, do not reap to the very edges of your field'. [LEV 19:9] Fț wala ǫǫnti bi'ig 

ka ba pǤn'Ǥd, ya pǤǤd bunib saŋa Your fruits ripen and they (enemies) pick them, at the time of the harvest of 
your farms. [ISA 16:9] M na nǤk o vain tiis pǤǤdi lǫbisi tis o 'I will give her back her vineyards'. [HOS 2:15] 
Colloc: pǤǤgin(ǫ)/pǤǤdin(ǫ) ~ pǤǤgțn(ǫ) ‘to/at the farm’. sieba keŋ pǤǤginǫ ans tiis vaandi yadig suorin la. 
'others cut branches in the fields and spread them on the road'. [MRK 11:8] Man dǤlisidnǫ nwiis nǫ wila man pț 

bǤǤd suor ye m keŋe m pǤǤgțnǫ (the spider said) As I follow threads and twigs I don't need a road to go to my 
farm. [Trouble] Ti kț buŋi ya vain tiis pǤǤdin 'We will not go through any ... vineyard'. [NUM 20:17] Colloc: X pǤǤg 
‘a farm of X (crop)’. DinzugǤ ba daa pț namis ka paam dap banǫ mǤr na'akuoda ka ba na keŋ nwǫ' ba 

sumpǤǤd la tisi ba. They had no difficulty in getting men with plough-oxen to plough their groundnut farms for 
them. [Wealth-Is-Power] Yesu buŋid ki pǤǤg ka o nya'andǤlib gisid ki la nwǫ'ǫmi Ǥnbid 'Jesus was going through 
the grainfields, and his disciples began to pick some heads of grain, rub them in their hands and eat the kernels'. 

[LUK 6:1] Ba da buon nǫ'ǫŋa nǫ ye diib pǤǤd, din bǫ li kǤn' nǫ kooko pǤǤd linǫ ka ba kuod gțțr la. They called 

these the 'food farms', in distinction to the 'cocoa farms' where they grew the kola. [Trouble] Filistia dim la da la'as 

zin'isi'a ye ba zab ka li an bǫŋa pǤǤg 'the Philistines banded together at a place where there was a field full of 
lentils'. [2SA 22:11] SǤ' mǫ sǫ vain tiis pǤǤg ka nam pț dii li nyǤǤdǫǫ? 'Has anyone planted a vineyard and not 
begun to enjoy it?'. [DEU 20:6] Ti na kuanǫ busa pǤtita'ar We will cultivate a big yam-farm. [Wonderwoman] 'Amaa 

fțn nan kpǫn kuodnǫ ti saam pǤǤd la ...' – 'Ti saam pǤbanǫ? "But you are still cultivating our father's farms." 
–  "Which farms of our father's?" [Trouble] Su'os man sa nyǫ Nabof nǫ o biis ziim, ka m na kǫ ka fț yǤǤ li sam 

pǤkaŋa ni 'I saw the murder of Naboth and his sons yesterday. And I promise that I will punish you here in this 
same field'. [2KI 9:26] Ya na ... nǤk kugaa san'ami ba pǤsțma la wțsa. 'you will spoil every good piece of land 

... with stones.'. [2KI 3:19] Etym: OVN *PU-GU/TI . See: kipǤǤg; pǤsțgțr. 

pǤǤgdaan  Variant: poogdaan. n. a farm-owner. See: pǤǤg; daan1. 

pǤǤgǤ   See main entry: pǤǤg. farm. 

pǤǤgț   See main entry: pǤǤg. farm. 

pǤǤm!   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

pǤǤmi!   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

pǤǤn   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

pǤǤr1   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 
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pǤǤr2   Variant: poor; por; pǤǤrǫ. Form: pǤ-4. n. 1 • an oath. ba wțsa zi'enid nǫ bțnnwǫ'ǫda la ka ba pǤ pǤǤr n fțțs 

taaba they all stand with the drummers and proclaim clan-dirges in competition with each other. [Asaasim] banǫ 

pǤǤd ziri pǤǤr la, ba na yisi ba teŋ la zug. 'everyone who swears falsely will be banished.'. [ZEC 5:3] da gban'e 

gban'abǫ'ǫdi sǫnbig taabaa, mǫ da pǤǤdi ziri pǤǤrǫ. 'do not plot evil against your neighbour, and do not love to 
swear falsely.'. [ZEC 8:17] 
2 • a praise-name {W}. See: pǤ1; nǤpǤǤr. 

pǤǤrǫ   See main entry: pǤǤr2. oath, praise-name. 

pǤǤtim   Variant: potim; pootum. v. to report, tell tales. Tinamǫ yii ani la ti keŋnǫ na'ab widaan la san'an ye ti pǤǤtim. 
We went from there and went to the chief's linguist to report. [Trouble] Kǫlli ka ti keŋ pǤǤtim o! 'Let's report him!'. 
[JER 20:10] From: (Eng.) Note: report 

poo   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

pood   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

pood   See main entry: pǤǤd1. small. 

pood   See main entry: pǤǤg. farm. 

pooda   See main entry: pǤǤd1. small. 

poode   See main entry: pǤǤg. farm. 

poodim   See main entry: pǤǤdim. shortage. 

poodne   See main entry: pǤǤd1. small. 

pooɛ   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

poog   See main entry: pǤǤg. farm. 

poog   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

pooga   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

poogdaan   See main entry: pǤǤgdaan. farmowner. 

poogo   See main entry: pǤǤg. farm. 

poogo   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

poom   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

poor   See main entry: pǤ1. swear. 

poor   See main entry: pǤǤr2. oath, praise-name. 

poor   See main entry: pțțr1. belly. 

poos   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

pootum   See main entry: pǤǤtim. report. 

pț1   Variant: pu. ptc. not [non-future negative]. DizugǤ da yǫl ye "BǤ ka Abțnkțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam pț mǤra?" So 

don't say "Why has Mr. Oldman got something that I haven't got?" [Asaasim] ka tțm agaung ka o yina ian'adi 

giligid ka pț lǫb naa 'and sent out a raven. It did not come back, but kept flying around'. [GEN 8:7] Ban pț mǤr 

a-gban'a-m-mǫŋ la zug ka ba kpiid. 'They die because they have no self-control'. [PRO 5:23] Colloc: nam pț 
‘not yet’. BǤzug ka fț nam pț mǤnnǫ naae ka yț'țŋ sǤbǫ? Why have you not yet finished 'stirring' t.z. and it is 
already dark? [Wonderwoman] Pita dǤl o yi yiŋ ka nam pț baŋ ye maliak la niŋid si'el la anǫ amǫŋaa 'Peter 
followed him out of the prison ... but he had no idea that what the angel was doing was really happening'. [ACT 12:9] 
See: A-pț-. Note: several entries beginning in this way 

pț2   Variant: pțț. Form: pțțd. v. to share. Zi'enimi yir-yir zin'ikanǫ an kasi la ni ka kǫ ka Levi dim la pțț paas yir 

wțsa. 'Stand in the holy place with a group of Levites for each subdivision of the families of your fellow 
countrymen, the lay people.'. [2CH 35:5] Na'ab la da ... yǫl banǫ pțțd la ye ba tisim sǤ' wțsa on bǤǤd dansi'a 

buudi wțsa. 'the king instructed all the wine stewards to serve each man what he wished.'. [EST 1:8] Sim: pțdig1. 
Linǫ paas la ba da lǫm pțdigi tisid biribis banǫ an yțma atan' bǫǫ gaad ala ... ka li dǤl nǫ ban pțț ba si'em 
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la. 'shares were distributed to all males three years of age and upwards ... according to their responsibilities and 

their divisions.'. [2CH 31:16] Ba da pțnǫ ayi', yi', ka pțn zi' ban na kpa' zin'isi'a They divided into pairs, but 
didn't know which way to go. [Trouble] See: pțdig1. 

pțaan [MA]   n. elephantiasis of the scrotum, 'hernia' [Gh.] Bțŋ ǫǫnti ti Ǥnbnǫ yǤǤg-yǤǤgț kidig o pțaan tiim. A 
donkey grazes at random to get to his 'stomach' medicine. [You-Heard?] 

pțb   Variant: pɔb; pob; pțbi. Form: pțbid. Variant: pobid; pțbidi; pobidi; pțbida; pobida. Form: pțbidnǫ. v. to flow. 
Asampțos yț'țn ǫǫnti gț'țŋǫ ya'ae nǤǤri guri, amaa li na pțbi iǫn o gaadi Mmabțn kǤlțgin la. Asampuos 
was standing there with her mouth open, but it flowed off her and went on to Mbabun's waterhole. [You-Heard?] Kǫl 

ka daam la pțbi paae m ya'ambțn la san'an, Let the wine flow to my darling. [SNG 7:9] Nimbama zan'as Siiloa 

ku'okanǫ pțbid bi'el-bi'el la 'Because this people has rejected the gently flowing waters of Shiloah'. [ISA 8:6] li 
ku'oma'asig linǫ pțbid lalli sigid na lanam mi' gu'oe ka pț pțbida? 'Do its cool waters from distant sources 
ever cease to flow?'. [JER 18:14] kǤldaad wțsa pțbidi sigid Atǫukțn 'All streams flow into the sea'. [ECC 1:7] O diib 

suoya kpǫm pțbidnǫ Ǥd-Ǥdi sigid o san'an na nwǫnǫ ku'om nǫ. Food flows in her direction – whoosh! like a 
river. [You-Heard?] Colloc: teŋ1 kanǫ ka bin'isim nǫ siind pțbid la. Note: and variants  o na mǤri ti kpǫn' teŋ kanǫ 

ka bin'isim nǫ siind pțbid la 'he will lead us into that land, a land flowing with milk and honey'. [NUM 14:8] teŋ 

kanǫ pțbid bin'isim nǫ siind 'a land flowing with milk and honey'. [DEU 26:9] See: -pǤbidim; pțbig. 

pțbi   See main entry: pțb. flow. 

pțbid   See main entry: pțb. flow. 

pțbida   See main entry: pțb. flow. 

pțbidi   See main entry: pțb. flow. 

-pțbidim   Variant: -pɔbidim. adj. flowing. Joodan kǤldaug la na gu'oe ka ku'opțbidim la na mǫ' wțț zaŋguom nǫ 
'the Jordan will stop flowing, and the water coming downstream will pile up in one place. [JOS 3:13] Lit: build up 
like a wall. See: pțb. 

pțbidnǫ   See main entry: pțb. flow. 

pțbig   Variant: pɔbig; pobig; pțbigi; pɔbigi; pobigi. Form: pțbigid. Variant: pɔbigid; pobigid; pțbigidi; pɔbigidi; pobigidi. 

v. to flow. O ǫǫn pian'anǫ tis ka li buoe; ka kǫ ka sisi'em da'ae ka ku'om la pțbig. He sends his word and 
melts them; he stirs up his breezes, and the waters flow.'. [PSA 147:18] Ya tu zin'ikanǫ ka ku'om na digi  ... , ye 

Bǫuŋ Kțdig la ku'om pțbigi sig anina. 'You built a reservoir ... for the water of the Old Pool'. [ISA 22:11] Bugum 

da naanǫ o tuonnǫ, pțbigidi yit na wțț kǤldaug ku'om nǫ. 'A river of fire was flowing, coming out from 

before him.'. [DAN 7:10] See: pțb. 

pțbigi   See main entry: pțbig. flow. 

pțbigid   See main entry: pțbig. flow. 

pțbigidi   See main entry: pțbig. flow. 

pțd   Variant: pud; pțdi; pudi. Form: pțt2. Variant: pțti. Form: pțdim. Variant: pudim. Form: pțdib. Variant: pudib. v. 

1 • to call sb. sth., name, give a name. Sankan la ka Mba'abood mǫ du'a, ka o sid-pit la pțd biig la ye 

Araboog. At that time Mba'abood also had a baby, and her brother-in-law called the child Araboog. [Akelsa] ba 

da ... pțd Paul yț'țr Hemǫs, bǤzugǤ onǫ da aan ba antu'a tu'ad 'They gave ... Paul the name Hermes, because 

he was the chief speaker'. [ACT 14:2] Ka dau la da pțd yț'țsi'a wțsa la da aan ba yțda. 'and whatever the man 
called each living creature, that was its name'. [GEN 2:19] O da zi'el buos la nǫ Pț'țsim Yir la za'anǤǤr za'ambǫŋ 

la tuon. Bua kanǫ bǫ dagǤbțg la, o da pțd o li yț'țri ye, Jakin ka pțd onǫ bǫ datiuŋ la ye, Boaz. 'He erected 
the pillars at the portico of the temple. The pillar to the south he named Jakin and the one to the north Boaz. [1KI 

7:21] O ansib la da sț'oe teŋ la ka nǤk o mǫŋ yț'țr Yeboah la pțdi li. His mother's brother ruled the town and 
called it by his own name, Yeboah. [Trouble] Nǫ' yǫla kǫnǫ ka m dǤǤgțn bitaaba la pțdim zabyț'țr ye, 

"Akimedis". For this reason my classmates gave me the nickname of 'Archimedes'. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba da pțt 

sakurnam nǫ sibitinam nǫ karindǤǤd nǫ na'asaabugumnam nǫ yǫla bǫdegț. They named 'schools' and 
'hospitals' and 'churches' and 'electricity' and many other things. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka yț'țn pțti ba yțda ye, man 

yț'țri an Tǫ'ǫsna'ab. And they give their praise-names as "My name is 'Chief of Baobabs'". [Trees] Syn: pțdig2. 
2 • to call to sb. by name, mention sb.'s name. Ba da pțt sakurnam nǫ sibitinam nǫ karindǤǤd they mentioned 
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schools, hospitals and churches. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: pțdig2; sǤnpțt. 

pțdi   See main entry: pțd. name [give a ~], call. 

pțdib   See main entry: pțd. name [give a ~], call. 

pțdig1   Variant: pudug; pțdigǫ1; pțdigi1; pudugi; pudig. Form: pțdignǫ1. Variant: pudugne; pudigine. Form: pțdigid. 

Variant: pudigid; pțdigida; pțdigidi. Form: pțdigidnǫ. Form: pțdigim!. Variant: pudigim; pțdigimi!. 

Form: pțdigir2. v. to share out, divide, be divided. Yǫlim nidib la ka ba kǫn wiem-wiem na ka ti pțdig ni'im la. 
Tell the people to come quickly so we can share the meat. [[MA]] On pțdig na'akem la tțțma la kǫ ka Akudbil 

tiǫn o pitț biribiŋ onǫ pin'ili bigisid vidio bǫǫ sinii o yin la. When he had given out jobs to the youths, Akudbil 
remembered his younger brother's son who started showing video or films at his house. [Electricity] Di'ema la n sa 

pțdig yț'țŋ la ba yț'țn sa kpǫn'ǫnǫ nyamis tțțma. When the party went on into the middle of the night they 
got into immoral behaviour. [You-Heard?] Asambili dim ya'a pțdig zin'is atan' ka ayi' bǤǤd o. 'approved by 
two-thirds of the members of the Assembly'. [Constitution] soogianam pii nǫ ayuobț pțdig anaas naasi gur o 

sț'țŋa 'guarded by four groups of four soldiers each'. [ACT 12:4] Ka ba nwa'as taaba pțdig kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb. 'They 

had such a sharp disagreement that they parted company.'. [ACT 15:39] Dabiem nǫ ya'am nwa'ar da kǫ ka Jakob 

pțdig nimbanǫ bǫǫ o san'an la zin'is ayi' 'In great fear and distress Jacob divided the people who were with him 
into two groups'. [GEN 32:7] Di'emi nǫ' pțdigi atan'-tan'. Take this and divide it into three. [Electricity] Maalimi 

bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm pțdigi teŋ la dǤlis tuŋ wțsa zem si'em. 'Distribute the land by lot, according to your 

clans.'. [NUM 33:54] On nǫ ban na pțdigi ba pțțr la azinzema 'He is to share equally in their benefits'. [DEU 18:8] 
Ba na maki fț paalț la pțdigi tis nidib 'Your land will be divided up and given to others'. [AMO 7:7] li gbin pa'al 

ye, ‘pțdigir’. Fț sț'țlim la pțdignǫ tis Media nǫ Pesia dim. its meaning is 'division'. 'Your kingdom is divided 
and given to the Medes and Persians'. [DAN 5:28] KarimdǤǤg kanǫ ... pțdigid bam mǤr si'el nǫ taaba A Church 

which ... share what they have with each other. [Bible-Study] O da ...  gaŋ maanmaannibi pțdigi ba niŋ sǤ' wțsa 

nǫ o tțțma zin'ig 'he appointed the divisions of the priests for their duties'. [2CH 8:14] Saŋa wțsa fțn ya'a ǫǫnti 

nyǫ si'ela, fț pț pțdigida. Whenever you get something you don't share. [You-Heard?] Ba da kuosidi ba la'ad nǫ 

ba areza'as wțsa pțdigidi tisid taaba 'They would sell their property and possessions, and distribute the money 

among all'. [ACT 2:45] Ti pțdigidnǫ zin'is atan' ka pǤǤg la sǤb sț'oe ayi'. The farm owner took two thirds. 

[Trouble] Lit: we divided three parts and the farm owner took two. M yǫl fțn nǫ Ziba ye ya pțdigim pǤǤd la. 'My 
decision is that you and Ziba are to share the estate.'. [2SA 19:29] M ba', pțdigimi ti fț faar la ka tis manǫ m din. 
'Father, give me my share of the estate.'. [LUK 15:12] Teŋ la pțdigir yǫla 'Division of the Land'. [EZK 45:1 [heading]] m 

ya'a da' li m biis kț nyaŋi sț'oe lii, ka ba mǫŋ faar pțdigir na tǤi. if I buy it my children won't own it, and their 
own division of the inheritance will be difficult. [RUT 4:6] See: pțdigir1. 

pțdig2   Variant: pțdigǫ2; pțdigi2. Form: pțdignǫ2. v. 1 • to call sb. sth., name, give a name. O da pțdigi li yț'țr ye 

Indian Hemp bǫǫ Marijuana. He called it 'Indian Hemp' or 'Marijuana'. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
2 • to call to sb. by name, mention sb.'s name. Ba ye fț ya'a pțdig sǤ' yț'țrǫ o pț lalla. 'Talk of angels!'. [Trouble] 
Lit: They say that if you mention someone's name they are not far away.. Hei, sinni! Gu'usimi ka da kǫ ka ti 

pțdig ZugsǤb la yț'țrǫ. 'Hush! We must not mention the name of the Lord.'. [AMO 6:10] Adu yț'țr da pț pțdigǫ. 
Adu's name was not called out. [Trouble] Ba biis nǫ ba yaas wțsa m kț kǫ ka ba yț'țr pțdigǫ. As for all their 
children and grandchildren, I won't allow their name to be mentioned. [ISA 14:22] O pțn kț lǫm pțdigi ba yțda 

ya'asǫ. 'never again will their names be invoked.'. [HOS 2:17] Mam kpǫm pțdignǫ fț yț'țr man nǫ Ama 

pian'adin I had just mentioned your name in my talk with Ama. [Trouble] Syn: pțd. See: pțd. 

pțdigǫ1   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pțdigǫ2   See main entry: pțdig2. name [give a ~], call. 

pțdigi1   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pțdigi2   See main entry: pțdig2. name [give a ~], call. 

pțdigid   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pțdigida   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pțdigidi   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 
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pțdigidnǫ   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pțdigim!   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pțdigimi!   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pțdigir1   Variant: pudugir. Form: pțdțga. Variant: pudiga; pțdigirnam. n. 1 • a division, part, fraction. Bin'isim pțdigir 

kǤbiga pțțginǫ, piswai anǫ ku'om Breastmilk is 90% water. [Breastfeeding] Pțdigir yinne kanǫ kpǫlim la, m na 

mǤri ba na kpǫn'ǫs bugumin 'This third I will bring into the fire'. [ZEC 13:9] 
2 • a verse (in Bible references). Tinamǫ karimin zin'sia la pțdigir 5 nǫ 6 la Verse 5 and 6 of what we are 

reading. [Bible-Study] Karțŋ la pțdigir ayi' (2) nǫ atan' (3) la Verses two and three of the passage. [Bible-Study] 
Yțțma zut kǤbiga nǫ pii nǫ awai (119) wa'ami gat zut banǫ kpǫlim la wțsa ka Wina'am yț'țr mǫ bǫ 

pțdigirnam la bǫdegț ni. Psalm 119 is the longest of the psalms and God's name is in most of the verses. [PSA 

[Introduction]] See: pțdig1. 

pțdigir2   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pțdigirnam   See main entry: pțdigir1. fraction, verse. 

pțdignǫ1   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pțdignǫ2   See main entry: pțdig2. name [give a ~], call. 

pțdim   See main entry: pțd. name [give a ~], call. 

pțdțga  See main entry: pțdigir1. fraction, verse. 

pțgțsțg  Variant: pugusug. n. grey, ash-colour. Note: used in EST 8:15 [draft] Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug 

pț'țlțm   Variant: pu'ulim. Form: pț'țlțmnǫ. Variant: pț'țlțŋ2. v. to vow, promise an offering. pu'a ya'a nam bǫ nǫ o sid 

ka kaanb bǫǫ gban'e ye o maal si'el ka li an pț'țlțŋ 'If a woman living with her husband makes a vow or 
obligates herself by a pledge under oath'. [NUM 30:10] Colloc: pț'țlțm zi'el ‘vow to give’. ba pț'țsim la anǫ ziri; 

hali la'an nǫ banǫ ǫǫnti pț'țlțm zi'el nǫ ZugsǤb yț'țr la. their prayer is a lie, even if they make a vow in the 
name of the Lord. [HOS 4:15] Da mǤri pu'agǤǤnda nǫ dapgǤǤnda la yț'țn paam la'asieba la kpǫn' ZugsǤb onǫ 

aan ya Wina'am la san'an yǤ pț'țlțm zi'el sammǫ 'You must not bring the earnings of a female prostitute or of 

a male prostitute into the house of the Lord your God to pay any vow'. [DEU 23:18] li ya'a anǫ o pț'țlțmnǫ zi'el bǫǫ 

ya'amlǫog maan 'either to fulfil a vow or as a freewill offering'. [LEV 22:18] ya ya'a nǤk bțnkǤnbban taaba maal 

maan kanǫ ka ya pț'țlțm zi'elǫǫ, li kț di'e. 'but (that sort of animal) will not be accepted in fulfilment of a vow.'. 
[LEV 22:23] ... piini banǫ ka ya tisid saŋa wțsa la, nǫ linǫ wțsa ka ya pț'țlțm zi'el ... ' ... to your regular gifts, 

your offerings in fulfilment of vows ... ' [in list]. [LEV 23:38] Nabstr: pț'țlțŋ1. See: pț'țlțŋ1. 

pț'țlțmnǫ   See main entry: pț'țlțm. vow. 

pț'țlțŋ1   Variant: pu'uluŋ. n. a vow. pu'a ya'a nam bǫ nǫ o sid ka kaanb bǫǫ gban'e ye o maal si'el ka li an pț'țlțŋ 'If 
a woman living with her husband makes a vow or obligates herself by a pledge under oath'. [NUM 30:10] 
InvNabstr: pț'țlțm. See: pț'țlțm. 

pț'țlțŋ2   See main entry: pț'țlțm. vow. 

pț'țs1   Variant: pu'us; pț'țsǫ; pț'țsǫǫ; pț'țsi; pu'usi. Form: pț'țsid. Variant: pu'usid; pț'țsidi; pu'usidi. 

Form: pț'țsidnǫ. Variant: pu'usidne; pț'țsidinǫ. Form: pț'țsim2!. Variant: pț'țsimi!; pț'țsinim!. 

Form: pț'țsțg2. Variant: pu'usug; pț'țsțgǤ; pu'usugo; pț'țsțgǤǤ. Form: pț'țsya. Variant: pʋ'ʋs ya4. v. 1 • to 

greet sb. SǤ' da pț pian'ad nǫ ma, hali m ya'a pț'țsi ba gba, ba pț siakida. Nobody would speak to me, and 

even if I greeted them they wouldn't respond. [Shoeshine-Boy] fț pț pț'țsidi fț zua nǫ nu'uzaalisǫ. you don't greet 
your friend with empty hands. [Trouble] Ka fț ya'a pț'țsidnǫ banǫ aan fț ba'abiis gțllim nǫ, fț maan bǤ ka li 

gaadi fț taaba? 'And if you greet only your brothers, what are you doing more than others?'. [MAT 5:47] ba 

pț'țsim Ata'aŋ nǫ Akțkparig ye ba ken ken they should welcome Mr. Shea and Mr. Borassus. [Trees] Ya ya'a 

kpǫn' yin la, yanam pț'țsimi ba. 'As you enter the home, give it your greeting.'. [MAT 10:12] Kemina pț'țsinim 

m pu'ayuosǫ Come and greet me, my daughters. [Trouble] Taaba pț'țsțg saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka a-bas-taaba pț'țsțg 

saŋa bǫ. There is a time to greet, and a time to stop greeting each other. [ECC 3:5] Judas, fț ye fț zam Ninsaal Biig 

la nǫ pț'țsțgǤǤ? 'Judas, would you betray the Son of Man with a kiss?'. [LUK 22:48] Note: in Bible cultures the kiss 
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between men was the form of respectful greeting Nabstr: pț'țsțg11. 
2 • to greet ceremonially, worship. Fț mǫŋ bier ... ya'a bǫligi fț yǫl ye, “Kǫl ka ti keŋ pț'țs winsieba,” 'If your 

brother ... should entice you secretly to go and serve other gods'. [DEU 13:6] Li pț nar ye m igin daug tuonnǫ 

pț'țsǫ. It is not right for me to 'worship a block of wood'. [ISA 44:19] Fț tǫn'ǫs ye David na'as nǫ fț saam la ka 

tțm nidib na ye ba pț'țsǫǫ? 'Do you think David is honouring your father by sending men to you to express 
sympathy?'. [2SA 10:3] Da ieedi kennǫ Betel ye ya pț'țsi ba winaa Don't seek to go to Bethel to worship their 

gods. [AMO 5:5] Da pț'țsidi ya ZugsǤb Wina'am la wțț ban pț'țsid si'em la. 'Do not worship the Lord your 
God in the way that these people worship their gods.'. [DEU 12:4] Da pț'țsidinǫ ba bǫǫ igini tisi ba girimaa. 'You 
shall not bow down to them or worship them'. [EXO 20:5] Ba Wina'am pț'țsțg pț dǤl suorǫ Their Worship of God 
is Not Right. [ISA 1:10 [heading]] (ba) mǫ pț bas kikiris nǫ sanlima bada la ... banǫ kț tun'e nyǫ bǫǫ wțm bǫǫ 

keŋ la pț'țsțgǤ. 'They did not stop worshipping demons, nor the idols of gold ... which cannot see, hear, or 
walk.'. [REV 9:20] Colloc: pț'țs kțțr ‘to 'greet' a funeral (attend officially)’. Fț ya'a kțț fț biig ye o tțbir pț 

wțmma, sǤ' tțmnǫ o na'ayiig na ye o pț'țsi fț kțțr. If you kill your child because he is disobedient, someone 
sends (his child who is) a thief to your funeral. [Proverb 021] Nabstr: pț'țsțg12. 
3 • to pray. ka yǫl ye ti pț'țs Wina'am yiiga nǫ on faaǫn ti ba'abiig Ayaab biig la. and said to us that we first 

thank God for saving the child of our brother Ayaab. [Electricity] Nabstr: pț'țsțg12. 
4 • to thank sb. Na'ab la daa yț'țn pț'țs na'asaabugum tțțma ni dau la nǫ on kena tu'as nyain ka ba gban'e 

li gbin la. Then the Chief thanked the man from the electricity company for coming and speaking clearly so that 
they could understand. [Electricity] Akaama daa tǫn'ǫs ye Bțgțr dim la kenǫ na ye ba pț'țs o nǫ o 

tțmtțmtaaba la Akaama thought that the Buguri people were coming to thank him and his colleagues. [Electricity] 
Ti pț'țsid Madam Ayishetu Mahama onǫ an laafi tțmtțm la We thank Madam Ayishetu Mahama who is a 

health-worker. [AIDS-Azuur] Ti na kena pț'țsi ti nidib la ba sțŋir nǫ ba nimbaanlzǤǤr la yǫla. We will come and 
thank our people for their help and compassion. [Trouble] Colloc: m/ti1 pț'țs ya4 ~ pț'țsya ‘thank you’. Ka Azțțr 

yț'țn lǫbis ye, m pț'țs ya, m wțmi fț sa'alțg la. And Azuur then answered "Thank you, I have heard your 
advice." [AIDS-Azuur] Ka Baaba Abțgțr yǫl Baaba Atu'asi ye, m pț'țsya pamm. And Baaba Abugur said to 

Baaba Atu'asi "Thank you very much." [Fire] M bierǫ, m pț'țs ya, amaa li sia'al ya. My (elder-)brother, thank 
you, but it's all right. [GEN 33:15] Note: preferred pț'țsya [MA]  Colloc: pț'țs X bareka. Note: and related expressions –  

see examples  Ti pț'țs ZugsǤb bareka, on faaǫn fțn nǫ nidib la yis Egipt dim nǫ Faaro nu'usin la. 'Praise be to 
the Lord, who rescued you from the hand of the Egyptians and of Pharaoh, and who rescued the people from the 

hand of the Egyptians.'. [EXO 18:10] Ba da yț'țmmi zun'od ZugsǤb la ka pț'țsid o bareka 'With praise and 
thanksgiving they sang to the Lord'. [EZR 3:11] m sa'annif ye fț pț'țsim Wina'am bareka ka mǫ bas Adam nǫ 

Hawa nyǤnyǤlis. I advise you to thank God and give up useless grumblings about Adam and Eve. [You-Heard?] Ya 

ya'a ti dii tig, yanam pț'țsim ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la bareka 'When you have eaten and are satisfied, 
praise the Lord your God'. [DEU 8:10] Pț'țsimi ZugsǤb la bareka on an sțm la zug. 'Give thanks to the Lord, 
because he is good;'. [PSA 136:1] Fț ya'a maannǫ piinkanǫ anǫ bareka pț'țsțg maan 'When you sacrifice a thank 
offering to the Lord'. [LEV 22:29] Nabstr: pț'țsim1, pț'țsțg13. Read: Naden, Tony 2003. Greeting a Chief 
and other matters.  in  Kröger, Franz / Barbara Mei er [eds.] 2003. Ghana's North : Research 
on Culture, Religion and Politics of Societies in T ransition. Frankfurt am Main, Berlin, 

Bern, Bruxelles, New York, Oxford, Wien : Peter Lan ge : 313-326 . 

pț'țs-2  See main entry: pț'țsțg1. greeting, prayer, thanks. 

pț'țsǫ   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsǫǫ   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsi   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsid   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsidi   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsidinǫ   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsidnǫ   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsim1   Variant: pʋ'ʋsʋm; pu'usum. n. 1 • worship [n.], prayer. sǤ' mǫ daa zi' din niŋ si'em ka Akudbil nyaŋi tiak o 

zua Ayaab pțtǫn'ǫr ka o nyaŋi kpǫn' pț'țsim la. No one knew how Akudbil had managed to convert his friend 
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Ayaab to be able to go to church. [Electricity] Colloc: Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir ‘the Temple –  whole complex [in the 

Bible]’. bǫkǫung asuba ka nidib wțsa la'asid o san'an Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la kǫlisid o pian'ad 'all the 
people came early in the morning to hear him at the temple'. [LUK 21:38] Colloc: Wina'am Pț'țsim DǤǤg ‘the 
Temple – the central building in the middle of the Temple complex [in the Bible]’. o da yǤ'Ǥg ZugsǤb Pț'țsim 

DǤǤg kțlis ka kǫ ka ba maligim maali li. 'he opened the doors of the temple of the Lord and repaired them.'. [2CH 

29:3] fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋ gǤn Wina'am pț'țsim dǤǤgin la aaǫn buak zin'isa ayi' 'the curtain hanging in the 
Temple was torn in two'. [LUK 23:45] Note: cf. (pagan temples) : Ba ya'a pț niŋ si'ela, o (Artemis) pț'țsim dǤǤg la 

na lieb zaalim. If nothing is done 'the temple of the great goddess Artemis will come to mean nothing'. [ACT 19:27] 
Kǫl ka m zi'en zin'ikanǫ ka m na nyaŋi babil zan'antǤlbanǫ ti'e pț'țsim dǤǤg la 'Put me where I can feel the 

pillars that support the temple (of Dagon)'. [JDG 16:26] Colloc: pț'țsim dǤǤg ‘a church, mosque’. m ba'a, m pa'a 

nwǫ'ǫdin nǫ bǤǤl nǫ m zuanam pț'țsim dǤǤg la baba I was playing football with my friends, father, by the 
church. [Fire] O daa tțm bun sțŋ ka pin'ili ken Krista pț'țsim dǤǤgțn. He did good and began going to the 
Christian church. [AIDS-II] Colloc: Wina'am Pț'țsim Fuug Sțgțr ‘the Tabernacle –  the temporary, movable 

worship-tent [in the Bible]’. Eli onǫ an maanmaan la zin' kțk zug ZugsǤb Pț'țsim Fuug Sțgțr za'anǤǤrin la. 
'Eli the priest was sitting on a chair by the doorpost of the Lord's temple.'. [1SA 1:9] Colloc: pț'țsim .... Note: in list 

of identities – Constitution  (e) Li ka' suor ye sǤ' maal o tiraan barigaŋ on an pu'a la bǫǫ dau bǫǫ buudsi'a la bǫǫ 

niŋgbiŋ nwannim bǫǫ kpinnim bǫǫ o sǤb pț'țsim bǫǫ o mǤrim yǫlaa. 'A person shall not be discriminated 
against on grounds of his gender, race, colour, ethnic origin, religion, creed or social or economic status;'. 

[Constitution] Na'asaara da kena san'ammǫ ti pț'țsim, ka pa'an ye li anǫ sutaana bțn The European came and 
destroyed our religion, teaching that it was of the Devil. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: pț'țsțg12. 
2 • thanks. M mǫ lǫm mǤr bareka pț'țsim n tisid Akara Presby nidib wțsa I also have to give thanks to all the 

people of Accra Presby. [You-Hear?] M bareka pț'țsim kennǫ banǫ wțsa karim gbauŋ kaŋa . My thanks also 
goes to all those who read this book. [Iodine] MǤri bodobodo linǫ ka' danbin na nyu'oe maali bareka pț'țsim 

maan 'Burn leavened bread as a thank offering'. [AMO 4:5] 
3 • greeting. ya ... bǤǤd na'asi pț'țsim da'asin 'you love ...  to be greeted with respect in the market places'. [LUK 

11:43] 

pț'țsim2!   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsimi!   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsinim!   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsțg1   Form: pț'țs-2. n. 1 • a greeting. Pț'țsțg ya'as Further Greetings. [ROM 16:21 [heading]] InvNabstr: pț'țs11. 
2 • a prayer, act of worship. Ba ...  ma' pț'țsid pț'țswa'a tisid Wina'am. 'for appearance’ sake they say long 

prayers'. [MRK 12:40] InvNabstr: pț'țs12; Colloc: pț'țsțgin, pț'țsțgțn ‘in prayer/worship’. Siig Kasi la na ... kǫ 

ka ti Wina'am tțțma dǤl suor nǫ ti karimbitaaba pț'țsțgțn la. The Holy Spirit will ... enable our work for 

God to be done rightly in our worship with our fellow-Christians. [Bible-Study] Zugpilib Wina'am pț'țsțgin la 

yǫla 'Covering the Head in Worship'. [1CO 11:1 [heading]] Sim: pț'țsim. 
3 • thanks. M ka' pț'țsțgț na tisif I haven't any thanks(giving-gift) to give you. [Trouble] Colloc: bareka pț'țsțg 
‘thanksgiving’. zțn'or nǫ ya'am nǫ bareka pț'țsțg nǫ na'asi nǫ paŋ nǫ kpi'euŋ anǫ ti Wina'am din 'glory and 
wisdom and thanks and honour and power and strength be to our God'. [REV 7:12] InvNabstr: pț'țs14. See: pț'țs1. 

pț'țsțg2   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsțgǤ   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pț'țsțgǤǤ   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pʋ'ʋsʋm   See main entry: pț'țsim1. worship, thanks, greeting. 

pț'țsya   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pʋ'ʋs ya4   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pțkǤn-   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pțkǤndiir   n. levirate, marriage of (brother's) widow. Dimi fț bier pu'a la, ka maal pțkǤndiir malima nwǫnǫ lin nar 

si'em 'Lie with your brother's wife and fulfil your duty to her as a brother-in-law'. [GEN 38:8] Lit: perform the 
widow-marriage customs. See: pțkǤǤnr; di1. 
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pțkǤnp   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pțkǤntim  Variant: pokontim. n. widowhood. Lǫmmi fț saam yiri bǫ nǫ pțkǤntim la ka m biig Sela ti nǤbig. 'Return to 

your father's house and remain a widow until my son Shelah grows up.'. [GEN 38:11] Fț ... kț lǫn tiǫn fț pțkǤntim 

saŋa sțnsa'aŋ la yǫlaa. 'you will ...remember no more the reproach of your widowhood.'. [ISA 54:4] See: pțkǤǤnr. 

pțkǤnya   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pțkǤnyaa   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pțkǤǤnr   Variant: pukɔɔnr; pokoonr; pțkǤǤri; pțkǤǤnrǫ; pokoonre; pțkǤǤnre. Form: pțkǤnya. Variant: pokonya; 

pțkǤnyaa. Form: pțkǤn-. Variant: pokon-. Form: pțkǤnp. Variant: pokop. n. a widow, widower. PțkǤǤnr la 

zan'as fian'a la ka dap la mǫ gǫn' The widow flatly refused and the men got fed up. [Billygoat] Onǫ bǤǤd pțkǤǤnr 

onǫ bu'osid o sidi bǫn' si'eli kpi. The one who wants a widow is the one who asks to know the sickness which 
caused her husband's death. [Proverb 123] Suor kae ka ba na mǤŋ pțkǤǤnr o sid bǫǫ o pu'a faarǫ, hali baa o sǤb 

ya'a pț digil nǤǤr ka nyaan kpii. 'A spouse shall not be deprived of a reasonable provision out of the estate of a 
deceased spouse whether or not the spouse died having made a will'. [Constitution] O da di pțkǤǤnr, bǫǫ pu'a kanǫ 

bas o sid bǫǫ onǫ sidi bas o 'He must not marry a widow, a divorced woman'. [LEV 21:14] Man anǫ pu'ana'ab 

nwa', m ka' pțkǤǤnrǫ 'Here I sit, a queen! I am no widow'. [REV 18:7] O ma da anǫ pțkǤǤnre yi Naftali teŋin na 
his 'mother was a widow from the tribe of Naphtali'. [1KI 7:14] PțkǤǤnri da bǫ mǤr o bipuŋ yinne. There was a 
widow who had one daughter. [Billygoat] PțkǤnya la mǫ nǤkimi ba ti'iri niŋi m san'an. 'Your widows too can trust 
in me.'. [JER 49:11] ban sțŋid nidib nǫ diib daar wțsa la, ba pț tisid ban pțkǤnya la si'ela. 'their widows were 
being overlooked in the daily distribution of food.'. [ACT 6:1] Lit: when they helped people with food ... they didn't 
give their widows anything. fț ni ka ba mukid saam ka pț maan sț'țm tisid kpiibis nǫ pțkǤnyaa. 'in you 
(Jerusalem) they have oppressed the alien and mistreated the fatherless and the widow.'. [EZK 22:7] Amaa Wina'am 

pț tțm Elaja ye o keŋ pțkǤnbama la san'anǫ. But God didn't send Elijah to any of those widows. [LUK 4:26] 
Tamar n gaad la, o yǫǫg fukanǫ lus o zug la ka lǫbis o pțkǤnfuud la yǫ ya'as. 'Tamar went home, took off her 

veil, and put her widow's clothes back on.'. [GEN 38:19] on dabǤǤg biig la na kua ugus pokop ne biis la. he, the 

'child of the funeral-house' will farm it to look after the children and widows. [Asaasim] Cpart: dakǤǤnr2. 

pțkǤǤnrǫ   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pțkǤǤnre   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pțkǤǤri   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pțkțda   See main entry: -pțkțdțg. olden. 

-pțkțdțg   Variant: pokudug. Form: pțkțda. Variant: pokuda. adj. olden. Note: in the Colloc: yțțm2 pțkțdțg, 

yțțmpțkțda. bu'osim yțțmpțkțda suokțda la yǫla 'Ask for the ancient paths'. [JER 6:16] Űǫn, yțțm 

pțkțdțgin sa ka mam da pțn gban'e li yǫla! 'In days of old I planned it'. [1KI 19:25] Ka kǫ ka nidib wțsa nyǫ 

yǫlsu'adir suor linǫ ka Wina'am onǫ maal bțn wțsa la da su'a yțțm pțkțdțgin la. 'and to make plain to 
everyone the administration of this mystery, which for ages past was kept hidden in God, who created all things.'. 

[EPH 3:9] M bǤǤd ye ya tǫnr pian'abanǫ ka Wina'am nǤdi'es sțma da dǫŋi pian' yțțmpțkțda la 'I want you to 
remember the words that were spoken long ago by the holy prophets'. [1PE 3:2] 

pʋkpɛndim   See main entry: pțkpǫnnim. evil thoughts. 

pțkpǫnnim   Variant: pʋkpɛndim; pokpendim. n. evil thoughts. li na nwǫnǫ sisi'epiliŋi da'adi bțțn pțkpǫnnim dim 

wțsa zugin. it will be like 'a whirlwind swirling down on the heads of the wicked.'. [JER 23:19] Pțkpǫnnim linǫ ka 

bugusim dim mǤr la na mǤri ba keŋ 'Evil will slay the wicked'. [PSA 34:21] 

pțl   Variant: pțlli. id. quickly, speedily. Colloc: iank pțl. dayuug iank pțl, yii zǤǤ kpǫn' mǤǤginǫ bǤdig the rat 

quickly jumped out and ran off and was lost in the bush. [You-Heard?] m iank pțlli n gaŋ dabanǫ ka ba sǫǫ geŋ 

pǤǤg la I jumped speedily over the fence of the farm. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: sticks that they planted to fence in. 

pțlim   Variant: polim; pțlimǫ; polime. Form: pțlimnǫ. Variant: pțlimmi; pțlțmmi. v. to be sharp-pointed. Israel nidib 

la kț lǫm mǤr kpi'es banǫ an nimbǫ'ǫdnam banǫ tǤi wțț gǫnda banǫ mǤr gǤn'Ǥs, nǫ gǤn'Ǥs banǫ pțlim hali 

ka kțnsid la 'No longer will the people of Israel have malicious neighbours who are painful briers and sharp 

thorns.'. [EZK 28:24] ba nyina nwǫnǫ gbigim nyina nǫ, ba pțlimmi nwǫnǫ gbigimnya'aŋ nyina ' it has the teeth 
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of a lion, the fangs of a lioness'. [JOL 1:6] Ba nǤknǫ kțnt kanǫ pțlțmmi gțlis 'is written with an iron pen'. [JER 17:1] 
Wina'am pian'ad la vțenǫ ka tțm. Li pțlimnǫ ka diti gat zaba sț'țg kanǫ dit nǤya ayi' 'The word of God is 
alive and active, sharper than any double-edged sword.'. [HEB 4:12] Caus: pțlis1. See: pțlis1. 

pțlimǫ   See main entry: pțlim. sharp [be]. 

pțlimmi   See main entry: pțlim. sharp [be]. 

pțlimnǫ   See main entry: pțlim. sharp [be]. 

pțlis1   Variant: pțlisi1. v. to sharpen. M lǫn tis nǤǤr ye, onǫ zan'as nǤzi'elkaŋa, ba na vuoǫn datita'ari o yin ka pțlisi 

li nǤǤr yinne kțns o niŋgbina tǤlig 'I further command that if anyone disobeys this order, a wooden beam is to 

be torn out of his house, sharpened at one end, and then driven through his body.'. [EZR 6:11] InvCaus: pțlim. 
See: pțlim. 

pțlis2   See main entry: pțlțŋ. policeman. 

pțlisǫ   See main entry: pțlțŋ. policeman. 

pțlisi1   See main entry: pțlis1. sharpen. 

pțlisi2   See main entry: pțlțŋ. policeman. 

pțlli   See main entry: pțl. speedily. 

pțlțmmi   See main entry: pțlim. sharp [be]. 

pțlțŋ   Variant: poluŋ. Form: pțlis2. Variant: polis; pulis2; pțlisǫ; pțlisi2. n. a policeman/police. Ka dau kanǫ bǫǫ o 

nya'aŋ la yis si'el o gǫfa ni na ka li an gbauŋkanǫ bigisid ye o anǫ pțlțŋ. The man behind him took something 
out of his pocket, and it was his police identification card. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ti ya'a kpǫn sinnaa o na lǫm paas, din 

la kǫl ka ti yǫl na'ab bǫǫ pțlis. If we still say nothing he will do it again, so let us tell the chief or the police. 

[AIDS-II] on (sariakat) mǫ zaŋi fț niŋ pțlțŋ nu'ugin ka o kpǫn'ǫsif sanrega ni. 'the judge may hand you over to 

the officer, and you may be thrown into prison.'. [MAT 5:25] Sakur la zugdaan la daa yǫl o ye, fțn sadigin ki'isid 

la m na keŋ mǤr pțlis na ka ba viis yǫl la. The Headteacher said "Since you are denying (guilt), I will go and 
bring the police to investigate the matter." [AIDS-II] Pulis la da mǤr bțțd bǤzugǤ, nidib da pț tun'e kennǫ ba 

ya'aminǫ ka nian'asid. The police were in the right, because people couldn't go as they wanted but had to squeeze 

through. [Shoeshine-Boy] ti ya'a yǫl na'ab bǫǫ pțlisǫ, sakur la na nyǫ nyan. if we tell the chief or the police the 
school will be disgraced. [AIDS-II] Pțlisi da gban'e o bǫǫ? Did the police arrest him? [Trouble] Ti na mǤr o keŋ 

pțlisin. We will take him to the police. [AIDS-I] From: (Eng.) 

pțm   See main entry: pțn2. already. 

pțmpǤǤg   Variant: pumpoog [N]. Form: pțmpǤǤs. Variant: pumpoos; pumpo'os; pompu'os; pțmpǤǤsi. n. a fly, gnat. 
BțnkǤnbid banǫ ka ti gț'țn yaan la, pțmpǤǤs bǫ bțnkǤnbid la bina ni The animals we keep at home – there 

are flies in the animals' droppings. [Trachoma] PțmpǤǤs anǫ bțmbanǫ na kpǫn' ninsaal nifinǫ nǤk ban'a la lǤ'Ǥŋ 

onǫ pț mǤr la. Flies are things which can get into a person's eye and communicate the disease to someone who 
hasn't got it. [Trachoma] ZugsǤb la na vțțli buol pțmpǤǤs Egipt kǤldaadin la sa 'the Lord will whistle for flies 
from the distant streams of Egypt'. [ISA 7:18] Fț ya'a zan'as, m na tțm pțmpǤǤs na kad fțn nǫ fț kpǫǫmnam, 

nǫ fț nidib. 'if you refuse, I will punish you by sending flies on you, your officials, and your people.'. [EXO 8:21] ya 

yisid pțmpǤǤsi ya bțnnuuda ni basid, ka lǫǫ vǤn yțgțm. 'You strain a fly out of your drink, but swallow a 
camel!'. [MAT 23:24] 

pțmpǤǤs   See main entry: pțmpǤǤg. gnat. 

pțmpǤǤsi   See main entry: pțmpǤǤg. gnat. 

pțn1   Variant: pun; pțnǫ; pune; pțni. Form: pțnimi!. Form: pțnib. Variant: punib; punub [W]. v. to shave the head, 

shear. O da nan pțnnǫ paalim ka  o gbǫ'ǫtțk linǫ ka Susa biis la ye o pian'ad la wțsa bǫnǫ ani la nyǫǫn 

pal-pal. He had already shaved (his head) completely, and his protruding forehead that the Susa kids always 
mentioned when they referred to him was there shining clearly. [Trouble] asǫǫ o pțn zuobid la daba ayǤpǤi la 

daar, linǫ aan amaalim-mǫŋ-nyain dabisir la 'he must shave his head on the day of his cleansing – the seventh 
day'. [NUM 6:9] ban da pțn o la nya'aŋ, o zuobid la da lǫm pin'ili busid the hair on his head began to grow again 
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after it had been shaved. [JDG 16:22] SǤ' da nǤk o tiraan barigi pțnǫ Nobody should use somebody else's razor to 

shave. [AIDS-Azuur] nǤkim sț'țkanǫ dit nwǫnǫ barigi pțni fț zuobid nǫ fț tieŋ 'take a sharp sword and use it as 
a barber's razor to shave your head and your beard'. [EZK 5:1] O na pțni ya zut ka pțni ya nǤba kǤnbilțg ka mǫ 

kǤǤnsi ya tiemis. 'he will shave off your beards, and the hair on your heads and your bodies.'. [ISA 7:20] Pțnimi ya 

zut nǫ sțnsa'aŋ 'Shave your heads in mourning'. [MIC 1:16] 

pțn2   Variant: pun; pțm; pum. ptc. already. ban da paana ka nidib pțn dǫŋim bǫ nǫ ka tțn fǤǤli by the time they 

arrived people were already there and had formed a queue. [Asaasim] Ya pțn dǫŋi fabil kpǫla ye ya teŋ la lalnǫ. 
You have already complained here that your country is distant. [Trees] o nif aŋir ka li pțn gaad sa 'when he opens 
his eyes, all is gone'. [JOB 27:19] Colloc: pțn pț, pțn kț1, pțn ka'2 ‘not at all’. Fț pțn pț zin'ine naae ka la'aŋi 

fț tabkǤnba. You hadn't even got seated before you lit up your cigarettes. [Three-Problems] O mǫ pțm pț gǤsi nyǫ 

banǫ ye ba anǫ ya'am dim laa.” 'he ignores those who claim to be wise.'. [JOB 37:24] Ya mi' tțțm kanǫ da pțn 

maal zin'ig wțsa Juda teŋin la yǫla. 'You know what has happened throughout Judea'. [ACT 10:37] ti pțm pț 

wțm sǤ' dammirǫ 'We ...  didn't see or hear anybody'. [2KI 7:10] o mi' ye Yaa pțn kț tǫnr si'el ya'asǫ. he knew 
that Yaa no longer remembered anything at all. [Trouble] O pțn kț lǫm pțdigi ba yțda ya'asǫ. 'never again will 
their names be invoked.'. [HOS 2:17] O pțn ka' fuugǤ. He didn't have any shirt at all. [Billygoat] Mam pțn zi' dinǫ kǫ 

ka fț yǫt nǫ'ǫnama. I have no idea why you say these things. [Trouble] 

pțnǫ   See main entry: pțn1. shear. 

pțn'   v. to be in abundance. Atiig anǫ bțmmǤr; niigi bǫ, kǤnbid nǫ pu'ab hali nǫ ligidi anǫ pțn' mada. Atiig is rich: 
he has cows, small cattle, many wives and money is plentiful. [You-Do?] 

pʋn'e   See main entry: pun'oe. rot. 

pțn'pțn'   Variant: pun'pun'. n. motorbike, 'moto' [Gh.] Dau la niŋgbina daa anǫ sț'țŋa hali saalim ... ka o lǫm mǤr 

pțn'pțn'. The man's body was very fine and sleek, and he had a motor-bike. [You-Heard?] Etym: onomatopœa. 

pțni   See main entry: pțn1. shear. 

pțnib   See main entry: pțn1. shear. 

pțnimi!   See main entry: pțn1. shear. 

pʋnna   See main entry: punnir. yam mound. 

pțnsig   v. to be stagnant. Ku'omi'isirin la pțnsig ku'osi'a buudi la pț malisin oo. The stagnant swamp was a sort of 
water that she didn't like. [Trouble] 

pțnsigi   See main entry: punsig2. burst. 

pțpiel   Variant: pupiel; popiel; pțpiela; popiela; pțpielaa; pțpieli; pupieli; popieli. Form: pțpielnam. 

Variant: pupielnam; popielnam; pțpielnama; pupielnama; popielnama; pțpielnamǫ. n. a righteous person. O 

anǫ pțpiel, dinzug, nidib bǫdegț nǤŋ o nǫ. He was very virtuous so many people loved him. [Fire] Wina'am anǫ 

pțpiel ka nǤŋi ti saŋa wțsa. God is righteous and loves us all the time. [Trouble] Noa da anǫ pțpiel ka pț mǤr 

gbǫliŋǤ 'Noah was a righteous man, blameless'. [GEN 6:9] Yǫlbǫ'ǫd pț paad pțpiela 'No harm befalls the 

righteous'. [PRO 12:21] pu'a du'a sǤ' na tun'e an pțpielaa? What is ...  any child of woman, that he should be 
justified?'. [JOB 15:14] sǤ' pțn kae an pțpieli fț tuonnǫ. 'no one living is righteous before you.'. [PSA 143:2] 
Pțpielnam na zi'e kiŋ-kiŋ saŋa wțsa 'Righteous people will always have security'. [PRO 10:30] Kristo da kpii ya 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd yǫla vuguri, on kanǫ an pțpiel la kpii tis banǫ ka' pțpielnama 'Christ died for sins once for all, the 

righteous for the unrighteous'. [1PE 3:18] Fț tțțmbǫ'ǫd la da zu'oe gaadi ba din la, ka li nwǫnǫ banǫ an 

pțpielnamǫ gaad fțn. 'you have made your sisters appear righteous.'. [EZK 16:52] Lit: your wickedness was greater 
than theirs, so it is as if they are more righteous than you. Sim: -sțŋ1. pțpiel AsakpanlțŋǤ, sakpanlțŋ sțŋǤ, 

kemna ka sțŋim. righteous Mr. Antelope, good antelope, come and help me. [Jealousy] Cpart: bugus1. pțpiel nǫ 

bugis, ninsțŋ nǫ nimbǫ'og, 'the righteous and the wicked, ... the good and the bad'. [ECC 9:2] Nabstr: pțpielim. 
Pțpiel ya'a bas pțpielim tțțma ka pin'ili tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd, ... o na kpi. 'If a righteous man turns from his 
righteousness and commits sin, he will die'. [EZK 18:26] See: pțțg; piel; pțpielim. 

pțpiela   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

pțpielaa   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 
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pțpieli   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

pțpielim   Variant: pupielim; popielim. n. righteousness. Yǫlimi ba ye m sțnf ma'ae ba pțpielim la yǫla. Tell them I am 

happy with their good behaviour. [Trouble] o ... bǤbim nǫ pțpielim fuug 'he has ... arrayed me in a robe of 
righteousness'. [ISA 61:10] Niŋim ala nǫ pțpielim. Do this 'with all purity.'. [1TI 5:2] Colloc: pțpielimin ‘in/to/from 
righteousness’. o kum zugț kǫ ka ti paam yǤlisim linǫ yit Wina'am pțpielimin na. because of his death we 

receive the freedom that comes from God's righteousness. [ROM 5:17] ninsțŋ kpiidi tǤ'ǤtǤ o pțpielimin 'a 
righteous man perishing in his righteousness'. [ECC 7:15] Colloc: pțpielim sǤb3/dim1 ‘righteous person/people’. 
Noah da anǫ pțpielim sǤb Noah was a righteous man. [Bible-Study] on mǫkama di'e pțpielim sǤb, on an 

pțpielim sǤb la zug, o na di'e nyǤǤd nwǫnǫ pțpielim sǤb la nǫ 'whoever welcomes a good man because he is 

good, will share in his reward'. [MAT 10:41] Na'asi anǫ Pțpielim SǤb la din. 'Glory to the Righteous One.'. [ISA 24:16] 
Fțn kanǫ an burikin la kǫya ka pțpielim dim suor an sț'țŋa. 'O upright One, you make the way of the 
righteous smooth.'. [ISA 26:7] Ba nǤkid pțpielim dimi kuosidi di'esid anzurifa 'They sell the righteous for silver'. 

[AMO 2:6] See: pțțg; piel; pțpiel. 

pțpielnam   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

pțpielnama   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

pțpielnamǫ   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

pțpǤnra   See main entry: -pțpǤnrțg. multicoloured, spotted. 

pțpǤnrim   Variant: puponrim. n. spottiness, spotted, varicoloured pattern. Etiopia nid na nyaŋi tiak o niŋgbinaa? Bǫǫ 

wǫbaa tiak o pțpǤnrim la? 'Can the Ethiopian change his skin or the leopard its spots?'. [JER 13:23] 
InvNabstr: pțpǤnrțg. See: -pțpǤnrțg. 

-pțpǤnrțg   Variant: -puponrug [N]; -puporug. Form: pțpǤnra. Variant: -puponra. adj. 1 • particoloured, multicoloured. 
Onǫ an niiŋ kanǫ vǫnl sian'arin ka o kǤnbid an pțpǤnra. It is was a beautiful bird in the bush with 
multicoloured feathers. [Trouble] Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug 
2 • spotted. bțnkǤnbțg kanǫ ka' pțpǤnrțg bǫǫ sabilig la fț na baŋ ye m zu nǫ. 'any goat amongst mine that is 

not spotted or brindled and any lamb that is not black will have been stolen.’'. [GEN 30:33] bțraad banǫ dțt 

bțnya'as la da anǫ bțmpțpǤnra nǫ lasa-lasa 'the male goats mating with the flock were streaked, speckled or 
spotted. [GEN 31:10] Kǫl ka m ... gaans pǫpțpǤnra la ba kǤn', nǫ pǫbil sabilis, nǫ bțpțpǤnra la ba kǤn', ka ba 

na aan m yǤǤd. 'Let me ... take every black lamb and every spotted or speckled young goat. That is all the wages 

I want.'. [GEN 30:32] KǤnbid la ya'a da dț taaba dapțpǤnra la tuon 'So when the goats bred in front of the' 
speckled 'branches'. [GEN 30:39] wiedzǫn'ǫs tǫǫd yiiga tǫreko la, ... ka wiedpțpǤnra mǫ tǫǫd tǫreko linǫ tia'al 

anaasi la 'The first chariot had red horses, ... and the fourth dappled'. [ZEC 6:2-3] Nabstr: pțpǤnrim. See: pǤnr2; 

pțpǤnrim; -pipǫlig. 

pțra-pțra   Variant: pora-pora. id. clap! Ka nidib la nwǫ' nu'us pțra-pțra ka tans nǫ kțkǤtita'ar ye, “Win na tis Na'ab 

nyǤvțr wǤk!” 'and the people clapped their hands and shouted, “Long live the king!”'. [2KI 11:12] 
pʋsʋg   See main entry: pțsțk. half. 

pʋsʋgɔ   See main entry: pțsțk. half. 

pțsțk   Variant: pʋsʋg; pusuk; pusik; pțsțki; pʋsʋgɔ; pusugo; pțsțkț. n. a half, fraction. li da na anǫ wțț ǫka pțsțk nǫ 
it was about half an acre. [Trouble] Asa'ae yuug: Nwǫnǫ pu'a ya'a sa'ae paae dabisir pțsțk Prolonged labour: If 
a woman is in labour for half a day. [Womens-Health] O sț'țlim la da anǫ Gilead teŋ la pțsțk... li bǫn dǤl 

kǤldaug la teŋsțk la 'His kingdom was half of Gilead ... its frontier followed the middle of the river. [JOS 12:2] 
ZugsǤb la tis nǤǤr ye ya nǤki tis dǤǤd awai nǫ pțsțk la 'the land that the Lord has assigned to the nine and a half 

tribes'. [NUM 34:13] Buakimi bivțr la pțsțk 'Cut the living child in two'. [1KI 3:25] nǤbir makir ayinne nǫ pțsțk 

mǫ yul zin'ikaŋa la bțțli li wțsa 'The extra 50 centimetres on each side of the length is to hang over the sides of 
the Tent to cover it.'. [EXO 26:13] bǤ kpaam kǤlibir pțsțki paas. get half a bottle of oil and add it. [LEV 14:10] Sida, 

hali man wțm fț ya'am ... la yǫla si'em la pț paae man kena nyǫ si'el la pțsțkǤ. 'Indeed, even what I heard 

about your wisdom ... was not up to half of what I have come and seen.'. [1KI 10:7] Li tțțg Ghana nidib la kal 

pțsțkț ye ba anǫ Karimbiis, amaa ti Karimbiidțg bǫllim ti sț'țlim la ni pț mǤr gbinnǫ. More than half the 
population of Ghana say they are Christians, but our Christian life in our nation is not significant. [Bible-Study] Note: 
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MA would emend to: Banǫ ye ba an Karimbiis tțțg Ghana nidib pțsțk, amaa ti Karimbiidțg bǫllim ti sț'țlim 

la ni pț mǤr gbinnǫ. Abram mǤri li wțsa na ka kǤdigi ba buak pțsțk pțsțkț digili ba ka ba ya'ad taaba 
'Abram brought the animals to God, cut them in half, and placed the halves opposite each other in two rows'. [GEN 

15:10] Sim: pțdțgir, bu'ar. 

pțsțki   See main entry: pțsțk. half. 

pțsțkț   See main entry: pțsțk. half. 

pțt1   Variant: put. n.pl. dung, soft insides. Note: inside butchered carcass See: zupțt. 

pțt2   See main entry: pțd. name [give a ~], call. 

pțtǫnda   See main entry: pțtǫn'ǫr. thought. 

pțtǫndaa   See main entry: pțtǫn'ǫr. thought. 

pțtǫnǫri   See main entry: pțtǫn'ǫr. thought. 

pțtǫn'ǫ-   See main entry: pțtǫn'ǫr. thought. 

pțtǫn'ǫr  Variant: puten'er; poten'er; pțtǫn'ǫrǫ; poten'ere; pțtǫnǫri. Form: pțtǫnda. Variant: pțtǫndaa. Form: pțtǫn'ǫ-. 

Variant: poten'e-. n. thought. O ya'am nǫ niŋgbina nǫ o pțtǫn'ǫr gǫǫnlis la kǫ ka gbǫn'um zǫǫg o ka o gbis. 
His weariness of spirit, body and mind caused weariness to overcome him and he slept. [Trouble] nidib na basi ba 

pțtǫn'ǫr ye dau la pț du'ada people will abandon their idea that the man can't father a child. [Trouble] O! n kaae 

o tendu'adigin la nǤbpauŋ tusa-tusa, amaa o pțtǫn'ǫr ma'aa keŋ. Oh! he had visited his birthplace thousands 
of times, but only went there in his mind. [Trouble] Karimbiig pțtǫn'ǫr wțsa anǫ ye o di ya'an o karimbiidțgin. 
The Christian's whole concern is to be victorious in his discipleship. [Bible-Study] NimbaanlzǤǤri nyaŋ pțtǫn'ǫr ka 

zu'omi ba lin saa na an si'em la ni. Pity prevailed over discretion and blinded them to how it was going to be. 

[Trouble] M na tisi ba pțtǫn'ǫr yinne linǫ ka ba kț bi'es mam 'I will give them an undivided heart'. [EZK 11:19] 
Niŋkan daana da mǤr pțtǫn'ǫr ye o na di'e si'el ZugsǤb la san'anǫǫ. 'That man should not think he will receive 

anything from the Lord'. [JAS 1:7] Li ya'a an mam pțtǫn'ǫrǫ, ti gban'am kpaam la tuob nu'us ayi' In my opinion 
we should take up oil processing wholeheartedly. [Wealth-Is-Power] Li mǤr dabiem, Adu pțtǫn'ǫri la, amaa o 

kpǫn sinnǫ. It was frightening, that was Adu's opinion, but he still kept quiet. [Trouble] Teŋ la mǫŋ labaya tisib 

zin'ig na tis suor ka wțm nidib la pțtǫnda bǫǫ ba labaya mǫn. 'The State-owned medias shall provide fair 

opportunity for the presentation of divergent views and dissenting opinions.'. [Constitution] pțtǫnda bǫdegț yț'țn 

kennǫ m zugun na many thoughts were coming into my head. [Shoeshine-Boy] Note: location of thoughts in the 'head' 

rather than the 'heart' (see next example) a sign of an educated writer influenced by or translating English [TN] BǤ ka li paki 

ya ka ya mǤri bi'esțg pțtǫnda ya sțnya ni? 'Why are you alarmed? Why are these doubts coming up in your 

minds?'. [LUK 24:38] M na laki ba pțtǫnda, ka fǫndigi ba yis likinǫ lǫbisi ba nǫǫsimin I will 'open their eyes and 
turn them from darkness to light'. [ACT 26:18] BǤzugǤ ya areza'asi bǫ si'el la, ya pțtǫnda mǫ bǫ nǫ anina. 'For 
where your treasure is, there your heart will be also.'. [MAT 6:21] Tinamǫ tǫn'ǫs nidibi an si'em la, pț lǫn dǤlnǫ ti 

ninsaalib pțtǫndaa. So from now on we regard no one from a worldly point of view. [2CO 5:16] Ka o tam 

pțtǫn'ǫbanǫ bǫ o san'an la ka gǤs Goma nǫ o pu'ayua la. He forgot the thoughts that had surrounded him, and 
regarded Goma as his sister. [Trouble] Bi'el-bi'el Akunvțe daa pin'ili tǫn'ǫsid pțtǫn'ǫsțma. Gradually Akunvue 
started thinking better thoughts. [AIDS-II] Amaa nannanna, basimi sțnpǫǫn nǫ ǫndțg nǫ pțtǫn'ǫbǫ'ǫd 'But now 
you must get rid of all these things: anger, passion, and hateful feelings.'. [COL 3:8] Colloc: pțtǫn'ǫrin(ǫ) ‘in 

thought’. M biilimin tțțma la kpǫn kennǫ m pțtǫn'ǫrin nǫ na wțț li sa maalnǫ su'os nǫ. What I did in my 
youth still comes to mind as if it happened yesterday. [Shoeshine-Boy] ka o ... niŋ o pțtǫn'ǫrin ye o na di bipuŋ la 
and he thought that he would marry the girl. [Asaasim] Pita nam bi'esid o pțtǫn'ǫrin bțn linǫ ka o nyǫ la gbin. 
'Peter was still puzzling over the meaning of the vision he had seen'. [ACT 10:17] Fțn pțtǫn'ǫrinǫ, a-kǫ ka dunia la 

tiak la gbin an bǤ? In your opinion, what is the meaning of 'changing the world'? [Bible-Study] da kǫ ka m bi'esidi 

m pțtǫn'ǫrinǫ 'give me an undivided heart'. [PSA 86:11] Lit: let me not have a doubt in my thought. Colloc: pțtǫn'ǫr 

sǤb ‘a sensible person’. Pțtǫn'ǫr sǤb dǫŋidnǫ nyǫt yǫltǤǤg ka luakid 'A prudent man sees danger and takes 
refuge'. [PRO 22:3] See: pțțg; tǫn'ǫs1. 

pțtǫn'ǫrǫ   See main entry: pțtǫn'ǫr. thought. 

pțti   See main entry: pțd. name [give a ~], call. 
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pʋtɔɔg   See main entry: pitǤǤg. wickedness. 

pʋtɔɔgʋ   See main entry: pitǤǤg. wickedness. 

pțya   See main entry: pțțr1. belly. 

pu   See main entry: pț1. not. 

pu1   Variant: pu'. Form: puud1. v. to blossom. Colloc: pu puum. Aaron dansaar, linǫ zi'e Levi dǤǤg yǫla la bus 

vanpǤla hali ka pu puum ka wal wala. 'Aaron's staff, which represented the house of Levi, had not only sprouted 
but had budded, blossomed and produced almonds.'. [NUM 17:8] Israel na tǤn wila ka pu puum Israel will bud and 
blossom'. [ISA 27:6] Saŋkan la ka ba gum puud ka mui mǫ bi'ig 'the barley was in the ear and the flax in bud'. [EXO 

9:31] See: puum. 

pu2   Form: puud2. v. to arrange in a cross pattern. Ba zaŋ daad la pu taaba. They laid the sticks across each other. [MA] 
See: dapuudir. 

pua'alimi   See main entry: pu'alim1. wound. 

puann   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

puasawk [W]  See main entry: pu'asaug. 'maid'. 

pud   See main entry: pțd. name [give a ~], call. 

pudi   See main entry: pțd. name [give a ~], call. 

pudib   See main entry: pțd. name [give a ~], call. 

pudig   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pudiga   See main entry: pțdigir1. fraction, verse. 

pudigid   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pudigim   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pudigine   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pudim   See main entry: pțd. name [give a ~], call. 

pudug   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pudugi   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pudugir   See main entry: pțdigir1. fraction, verse. 

pudugne   See main entry: pțdig1. divide. 

pufpuf   Form: pufpufnam. Variant: pufpufnamǫ. n. tin-can lamp. banǫ kuosid la'ad suor kțkpǫŋ la maal nǫ ba mǫŋ 

pufpufnamǫ mǤri nyǤ'Ǥd. the roadside traders make their own 'tin lanterns' which they use for light. [Fire] 

pufpufnam   See main entry: pufpuf. lamp. 

pufpufnamǫ   See main entry: pufpuf. lamp. 

pugidib   Note: 14x in texts; 1x in SC Variant: po'adeb [N]; pugudib.  Note: 98x in texts  ::  text 'Trouble Got One' where the aunt 

is a major character, the spelling is pugidib(i/a) 12x, pugudib 97x (and, presumably as mistakes, pugudțb once, pugudub 

once, pugudug once ) Variant: pugidibi. Form: pugidibnam. Variant: po'adebnam. n. aunt, father's sister. Ti mi' 

pu'anyaŋ yț'țr nǫ, ka buon ye 'ti pugidib.' We know the old woman's name, but call her 'Auntie'. [Proverb 103] O 

baŋ ye li anǫ o pugudib. He knew it was his aunt. [Trouble] Li daa gigilim Adu nǫ o pugidibi gbirigi kpǫn kun 

si'em la nǫ. Adu was struck speechless that his aunt had suddenly come home. [Trouble] Pian'abanǫ ka m yǫt la 

anǫ m mǫŋ pian'ad, m pugudiba, sSǤ'ǤsǤ pț nǤki ba ǫndi m nǤǤrinǫ The words I spoke were my own words, 

auntie, nobody stuffed my mouth with them. [Trouble] 'Ya bǫǫn yaanǫ?' – 'M pugidiba, ti gǤsidin nǫ wa'ab 

na'ayin.' "Where were you?" –  "We were watching the dancing at the palace, auntie." [Trouble] O pugudib da 

ǫǫnsidi ninta'am o nini ni. His aunt wiped the tears from his face. [Trouble] Da digin nǫ fț saam taunn, bǤzugǤ 

o anǫ fț pugidib [LEV 18:12] O saam nǫ o pugidibi da pian'ad. His father and his aunt were talking. [Trouble] O 

pț lǫn zǤt o pugudibi na maal o si'el la. He no longer feared what his aunt would do to him. [Trouble] 
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pugidibi   See main entry: pugidib. aunt. 

pugidibnam   See main entry: pugidib. aunt. 

pugudib   See main entry: pugidib. aunt. 

pugul   v. to float sth. M nidib la na keŋ Lebanon nwaae lii (tiis) sigis atǫukțn la, m na kǫ ka ba lǤǤ li pugul atǫukțn 

mǤri keŋ zin'ikanǫ ka fț bǤǤd la. 'My men will haul them (trees) down from Lebanon to the sea, and I will float 
them in rafts by sea to the place you specify.'. [1KI 5:9] 

pugusug   See main entry: pțgțsțg. grey. 

pu'   See main entry: pu1. blossom. 

pu'a1   Variant: po'a; pu'aa; po'aa. Form: pu'ab. Variant: po'ab; pu'aba; po'aba; pu'abaa; pu'abi; po'abi. Form: pu'a-2. 

Variant: po'a-. n. 1 • woman. Ba daa keŋnǫ danyir kanǫ kpi'e nǫ da'a la ka daam kuosțg zin'ig la yǤ'Ǥg ka pu'a 

bǫǫ ani kuosid daam nǫ li buudi wțsa. They went to a drinking-bar which was near the market and the bar was 

open and the woman was there selling pito and all sorts of suchlike drinks. [Electricity] Ka waaf la yǫl pu'a la ye, 

“Ayei! O ma'anǫ, ya kț kpii!” 'The snake replied, “That's not true; you will not die.”'. [GEN 3:4] pu'a sǤ' kǫǫn o 

san'an na mǤr alabasta kǤlibir dinǫ ligidi zu'oe 'a woman came to him with an alabaster jar'. [MAT 26:7] Pu'aa, 

bǤ ka fț kaasida? 'Woman, why are you crying?'. [JHN 20:13] pu'ab mǫ sțm ka ba la'am bǫ anina. 'that women 

be adequately represented.'. [Constitution] Pu'ab ayi' nwa' nwaasnǫ nǤnaar nam ayi' la 'the two women represent 
two covenants.'. [GAL 4:24] pu'aba ayi' da bǫ, ka an pu'a yinne biis. there were two women, daughters of the 
same mother. [EZK 23:2] Jerusalem pu'abaa,m ya'ambțn la an si'em nwa'. 'This is what my lover is like, women 
of Jerusalem.'. [SNG 5:16] DinzugǤ o na tun'e dǤl dap bǫǫ pu'abi lǤmisi ba nǫ ban'a la. So that person can go 

with men or women and infect them with the disease. [AIDS-Azuur] Pu'abi du'a sieba la wțsa, sǤ' kae gat Joon nǫ 
'among those born of women there is no one greater than John'. [LUK 7:28] ka m ya'a mǤǤd ye m tǫǫg bikanǫ tțbiri 

aan ala, nidib tǫn'ǫs ye m anǫ pu'abǫ'og. If I tried to punish the child, people said I was a bad woman. [Trouble] 
Woo! Li na tǤi tis pu'a banǫ mǤr pțțs nǫ banǫ mǤr bilies saŋkan la. 'How terrible it will be in those days for 

women who are pregnant and for mothers with little babies!'. [LUK 21:23] Colloc: pu'a-bǤǤr, pu'abǤǤsim ‘lust, 
sexual desire, fornication (of a man)’. banǫ pț nyaŋidi mǤdigid nǫ ba pu'a bǤǤr la those who can't control their 
lust. [AIDS-I] Cpart: dap ‘- - (of a woman)’. luakimini ya mǫŋ nǫ pu'a-bǤǤr bǫǫ dau-bǤǤr hali paae saŋa kanǫ 

ka ya na ti di pu'ab bǫǫ kul sidib, ya wțm yaa? avoid fornication until you reach the time when you get married, 

do you hear? [AIDS-I] Sim: pu'ap dapbǤǤdim ‘nymphomania, sexual desire (of a woman)’. Pu'abǤǤd guri ye li sǤb 
'The adulterer waits for twilight to come'. [JOB 24:15] Amaa Ka'anǫ banǫ pț dǤl Wina'am ka an pu'asan'auŋ 

dima, pu'abǤǤdib bǫǫ fufum dim bǫǫ na'ayiis bǫǫ banǫ maan bada la 'I did not mean pagans who are immoral 
or greedy or are thieves or who worship idols.'. [1CO 5:10] Cpart: dau/dap. Ti dapsțma nǫ pu'asțma la wțsa ba 

da gban'e ba nǫ da'aba. All our best men and women were captured as slaves. [Shoeshine-Boy] Etym: OV1 
*PO/PU ; OVN *PO(G)-A/BA ; GS1 *K³AL/N ; vc2 * ʔan ; CG *kaan, poga, cia ; MWN *PIAP- ; PB *kádí. 
2 • wife. Ka o pu'a ye o ya'a gǫn'ǫd nǫ ba saamnam la o na ti kǫ ka ba pian'ad pian'abǫ'ǫdi tisidi ba. And his 
wife said that if he got annoyed with their parents he would cause them to speak badly of them. [Billygoat] 
A-Dii-Tig bǫnǫ ka ka'a pu'a nǫǫm. There is a Mr.Eat-and-be-Satisfied who hasn't got a wife to grind grain. 
[Proverb 085] dau na bas o ba' nǫ o ma ka la'as nǫ o pu'a ka babayi' la na lieb niŋgbiŋ yinne 'a man leaves his 

father and mother and attaches himself to his wife, and the two become one'. [GEN 2:24] Man ti ye m lǫb yțțm 

anwana win na la, ka fț pu'a Sara mǤr biribiŋ. 'About this time next year I shall come back to you, and your 
wife Sarah will have a son'. [GEN 18:10] bandim sa'alimi ba mǫŋ ka fir kǤndǤm ba ya'a ye ba digin nǫ onǫ ka'a 

ba sid bǫǫ ba pu'aa. those people should be well advised to use a condom if they want to sleep with anyone who 

is not their husband or wife. [AIDS-II] Ka fț ǫǫnti zabid nǫ o pu'ab la bǫ yin laa? And you used to fight with his 
wives who were in the house? [Three-Problems] Dau nǫ o pu'a yǫla ya'a aan ala, li pț sțm ka dap dittin pu'aba. 
'If this is the situation between a husband and wife, it is better not to marry.'. [MAT 19:10] O da mǤri pu'ab pii nǫ 

anii nǫ pu'abibis pisyuobț 'he had eighteen wives and sixty concubines'. [2CH 11:21] Dau ya'a mǤr pu'aba ayi' ... 
'If a man has two wives ... '. [DEU 21:15] Colloc: di1 pu'a ‘marry a wife’. Alaamisi, man keŋnǫ di pu'a sǤ' ka o an 

na'ayiig Alaamisi, I went and married a wife, and she is a thief. [Wonderwoman] Abram nǫ Nahor da di pu'ab. 
'Abram and Nahor married wives'. [GEN 11:29] Dimi pu'ab ka kul sidibi du'a biribis nǫ bipumis 'Marry and have 
sons and daughters'. [JER 29:6] O da di pu'ab bǫdegț ka ba fǫndig o ya'am; ka mǫ da la'as anzurifa nǫ sanlima 

bǫdegțț. 'He must not take many wives, or his heart will be led astray. He must not accumulate large amounts of 
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silver and gold.'. [DEU 17:17] Lamek mǫ da dinǫ pu'aba ayi' 'Lamech had two wives'. [GEN 4:19] Jerusalem teŋin la 

David da di pu'abi paas. 'David married more wives in Jerusalem'. [1CH 14:3] Colloc: pu'adiir ‘marriage’. Ka' 

pu'adiir bama zugț da kǫ ka Israel na'ab Solomon da tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd laa? 'Was it not because of marriages 
like these that Solomon king of Israel sinned?'. [NEH 13:26] Ya kț nyaŋi guri ba nǫ ban na ti siak pu'adiirǫ. You 
wouldn't be able to wait for them to be old enough for marriage. [RUT 1:13] Colloc: pu'adiir di'ema ‘wedding 

celebrations’. Ka daba atan' daar la ka pu'adiir di'ema daa bǫ Kana teŋin Galile sț'țlimin. 'On the third day 
a wedding took place at Cana in Galilee'. [JHN 2:1] Wina'am sț'țlim la nwǫnǫ na'atita'ar onǫ maal o biig pu'adiir 

di'ema. 'The kingdom of heaven is like a king who prepared a wedding banquet for his son.'. [MAT 22:2] 
Colloc: pu'asaan, pu'a saan ‘newly-wedded wife, 'bride'’. M dinǫ pu'asaan, lin ka m kț nyaŋi kenaa. 'I just got 

married, so I can't come.'. [LUK 14:20] Ya tǫn'ǫs ye banǫ keŋ pu'adiir di'ema na tun'e lǤ nǤǤr ban nam bǫ nǫ 

pu'a saan la sid laa? Do you think that those who come to a wedding celebration can fast while the bride's 
husband is with them? [LUK 5:34] Colloc: pu'apaal ‘new wife, bride’; pu'a daan1, pu'a dit ‘bridegroom’. Amaa 

saŋa na kena ka ba na zaŋ pu'a daan la yisi ba san'an. But the time will come when the 'bridegroom' will be 

taken away from them. [LUK 5:35] Ka pu'adit la yuug la zug, ka ba wțsa zǤǤnsim ka gbisid. 'The bridegroom 
was a long time in coming, and they all became drowsy and fell asleep.'. [MAT 25:5] Colloc: X bas X dau ~ sid/pu'a 
‘X divorces X's spouse’. O da di pțkǤǤnr, bǫǫ pu'a kanǫ bas o sid bǫǫ onǫ sidi bas o 'He must not marry a 
widow, a divorced woman'. [LEV 21:14] Pu'a basțg la yǫla 'Divorce'. [MRK 10:1 [heading]] Colloc: pu'abil, pu'a bil ‘1) 

[Kusaal culture] junior wife : 2) [Bible]  concubine’. Note: a legally-married wife but lower in status than a full wife Ban 

kpǫn' la na'ab pu'abil la tisi ba nǫ zǤ'Ǥm ku'om When they went in, the chief's junior wife gave them 
flour-water. [1) Trees] Ka Lamek pu'abil Zilla mǫ da du'a biig And Lamech's junior wife Zillah also bore a son. [1) 

GEN 4:22] Pu'abibis la sieba daa dǤl o kǫn yin la na. Some of the junior wives went with him to the house. [1) Fire] 
Levi dim nid nǫ o pu'abil la yǫla 'A Levite and His Concubine'. [2) JDG 19:1 [heading]] o da yis arezak la sieba tis 

o pu'abibis la biis 'he gave presents to the sons his other wives had borne him'. [2) GEN 25:6] Ba da anǫ o saam 

pu'a bibis Biliha nǫ Zilipa biis. 2) 'the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah, his father's concubines'. [GEN 37:2] Na'ab 

Rehoboam da nǤŋ Absalom biig Maaka hali gat o pu'ab banǫ kpǫlim la nǫ o pu'abibis la wțsa. 'Rehoboam 
loved Maacah daughter of Absalom more than any of his other wives and concubines.'. [2) 2CH 11:21] 
Colloc: pu'apaal ‘a bride ('new wife')’. Pu'asadir na tam o niŋgǤnkǤris yǫlaa, bǫǫ pu'apaal tam o duorim 

la'ad yǫla? 'Does a maiden forget her jewellery, a bride her wedding ornaments?'. [JER 2:32] ǫǫn, m pu'apaalaa, 

dǤllim ka ti yi Lebanon na. 'Come with me from Lebanon, my bride'. [SNG 4:8] ba na nwǫnǫ pu'apaali na yǫ 

fuvǫnla nǫ. they will be like how a bride puts on fine clothes. [ISA 49:18] Ya na wțm ka pu'apaala nǫ ba sidib 

maan sumalisim You will hear 'the sounds of joy and gladness, the voices of bride and bridegroom'. [JER 33:11] 
Colloc: pu'apaal sid1 ‘bridegroom’. wțț pu'apaal sidi na bǤbig o zug wțț maanmaan nǫ 'as a bridegroom 

adorns his head like a priest'. [ISA 61:10] Cpart: sid ‘husband’; Sim: sid1, zuŋ, pu'asadir, bipuŋ1 ‘daughter’. 
See: Apu'asabilig; bipu'a; na'apu'a; na'apu'a-kț-si'is-ku'om; pu'aban'a; pu'abiriŋ; pu'abǤǤr; pu'abǤǤsim; 

pu'adiir; pu'adu'as; pu'a-ǫliŋ; pu'agǤǤnd1; pu'agǤǤndim; pu'agǤǤndir; -pu'ak; pu'akpi'euŋ; pu'alim2; 

pu'ana'ab; pu'anya'aŋ; pu'apțțg; pu'asadir; pu'asan'amid; pu'asan'auŋ; pu'asatim; pu'asaug; pu'asaan; 

pu'asțl; pu'atațn; pu'awa'adir; pu'ayiŋ; pu'ayua; pțkǤǤnr. 

pu'a-2   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

pu'ab   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

pu'aba   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

pu'aban'a   n. venereal disease, s.t.d. Li ya'a anǫ fț sid bǫǫ fț sabua mǤr pu'aban'a. If your husband or lover has 

venereal disease. [Womens-Health] See: pu'a; ban'a1. 

pu'abaa   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

pu'abi   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

pu'abibig   Variant: pu'abiriŋ; po'abiriŋ. n. rape. tțțmyaalis nǫ li buudi naamid Kusațg sț'țlimin zaŋi n ken 

na'ayiigimin nǫ pu'abiriŋ. crimes and so on are happening in the Kusaa country such as theft and rape. [Asaasim] 
Note: tțm Kusațg sț'țlimin ... pu'abibigin –  proposed emendation by MA See: pu'a. 

pu'abiriŋ   See main entry: pu'abibig. rape. 

pu'abǤ-   See main entry: pu'abǤǤr. desire for women. 
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pu'abǤǤr   Form: pu'abǤ-. n. lust, desire for women. Cpart: daubǤǤr ‘nymphomania, desire for men’. EESsi dǤl si'em 

gban'ad nid anǫ pu'abǤǤr bǫǫ daubǤǤr yǤǤg-yǤǤg. The way that AIDS infects a person is through promiscuous 

sexual activity. [AIDS-Azuur] Adțgbalin dim pț pian'ad pu'abǤǤr bǫǫ daubǤǤr yiŋa. the people of Adugbalin 
didn't speak of sexual promiscuity openly. [AIDS-I] li nar ka ti zǤǤ yi pu'abǤyǤǤd bǫǫ daubǤyǤǤdin. we must 
avoid promiscuous sexual activity. [AIDS-Azuur] Sim: pu'abǤǤsim. See: pu'a; bǤ2. 

pu'abǤǤsim   n. 1 • lust, sexual desire, fornication (of a man). Ba mǫ daa pț basi ba ninkțțsim nǫ ba ba'akǤn bțgțb nǫ 

ba pu'abǤǤsim bǫǫ ba na'ayiigim la ka tiakǫ. 'Nor did they repent of their murders, their magic arts, their sexual 
immorality or their thefts.'. [REV 9:21] ya pțtǫnda wțsa bǫ pu'abǤǤsimin. 'you are burning with lust'. [ISA 57:5] 
Sim: pu'a-bǤǤr. 
1 •  See: pu'a; bǤ2. 

pu'adiir   Variant: po'adir. n. marriage. Note: strictly, from the man's perspective: see kul1
2   O da gǤsi ba amaa o da kpiya ka 

ba nan pț siak pu'adiir bǫǫ sid kuliga. He looked after them, but he died before they were ready for marriage. 

[Trouble] On maal pu'adiir malima naae ka sțl la, o mǤr o nǫ kul o teŋin. When he had finished performing the 

marriage customs and paid the brideprice, he took her home to his village. [Wonderwoman] DǤlisimi pu'adiir suor 

sț'țŋa 'Marriage should be honoured by all'. [HEB 13:4] Ka' pu'adiir bama zugț da kǫ ka Israel na'ab Solomon 

da tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd laa? 'Was it not because of marriages like these that Solomon king of Israel sinned?'. [NEH 13:26] 
Azilim-zilim da yǫl o sabua Atokum-tokum ye o basim sakur la ka o ǫl o ka ba maal po'adir malțŋ ka zi'in 

nǫ taaba. Azilim-zilim said to his girlfriend Atokum-tokum that she should leave school and get married to him 
so they would perform the marriage rites and live together. [Asaasim] Ya kț nyaŋi guri ba nǫ ban na ti siak 

pu'adiirǫ. You wouldn't be able to wait for them to be old enough for marriage. Colloc: pu'adiir di'ema ‘wedding 
celebrations’. Ka daba atan' daar la ka pu'adiir di'ema daa bǫ Kana teŋin Galile sț'țlimin. 'On the third day 

a wedding took place at Cana in Galilee'. [JHN 2:1] Wina'am sț'țlim la nwǫnǫ na'atita'ar onǫ maal o biig pu'adiir 

di'ema. 'The kingdom of heaven is like a king who prepared a wedding banquet for his son.'. [MAT 22:2] See: pu'a; 

di1. 

pu'adnǫ   See main entry: pu'ae2. feel sick. 

pu'adu'as   Form: pu'adu'asnam. n. midwife, traditional birth attendant (TBA). ka pu'adu'as la yǫl o ye, “Da zǤt 

dabiem ka Ǥŋa mǫ anǫ biribiŋ.” the midwife said to her, “Don't be afraid, for you have another son.” [GEN 35:17] 
BǤzug ka pu'adu'as la da du'asi m ma ... ? Why did the midwife help my mother to bring forth ... ? [JOB 3:12] BA 

DU'AM SƒM KA LI KENNŰ PU'ADU'ASNAM SAN'AN BŰŰ SIBITI NI. For Their Birthing It Is Good To Go To 

Midwives Or Hospital. [Womens-Health] Li anǫ Wina'am da sțŋ pu'adu'asnam la, ka nidib la da nǤbig ka mǤr 

paŋ. 'God made the midwives prosper, and the people increased in numbers and strength'. [EXO 1:20] See: pu'a; 

du'as. 

pu'adu'asnam   See main entry: pu'adu'as. midwife. 

pu'a-ǫliŋ   Variant: pu'a'eliŋi; po'a'eliŋi; po'a'eliŋe. Form: pu'a-ǫlis. n. an engaged, betrothed woman. la'an nǫ pu'a-ǫliŋ 

la kaas la sǤ' kae yamminǫ na faaǫn o 'though the betrothed girl screamed, there was no one to rescue her'. [DEU 

22:27] O ma Mǫǫri da anǫ Josef pu'a-ǫliŋ. 'His mother Mary was engaged to Joseph'. [MAT 1:18] Po'a'eliŋe mori o 

meŋ ne gbeem. The betrothed girl is keeping herself from sleeping. [Proverb 236] nidib la wțsa na lǫbi fț san'an 

na wțț pu'a-ǫliŋi kunnǫ o sid yir nǫ sumalisim si'em la. 'all the people' will come back 'to you as a bride is 
brought to her husband.'. [2SA 17:3] Ya na mǤri ya pu'a-ǫlis ka ba faaǫn ba di ka kǫǫ ya. 'You will be engaged to 
a young woman – but someone else will marry her.'. [DEU 28:30] See: ǫl. 

pu'a-ǫlis  See main entry: pu'a-ǫliŋ. engaged girl. 

pu'ae1   v. to float. daug kanǫ pu'ae ku'omin la yuug ka yț'țm pun'oe la kpǫn kǤ'Ǥg pǤn'. the log which had floated in 
the water for a long time and rotted suddenly broke. [Trouble] 

pu'ae2   Form: pu'adnǫ. v. to feel sick, nauseous. Note: in the Colloc: X kțkǤya pu'ad ‘is feeling nauseous, wants to be sick’. 
Pu'a ya'a gban'e pțțg, o kțkǤya pu'adnǫ ka o sǫntid tuombi'el-tuombi'el. When a woman is pregnant, she 
experiences nausea and spits frequently. [MA] 

pu'agǤǤnd1   n. prostitution, adultery. On da tțmm o pu'agǤǤnd tțțma la paalț ... li da kǫ ka m kisig o ka fǫndig ka 

bas o 'When she carried on her prostitution openly ... I turned away from her in disgust'. [EZK 23:18] 
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Syn: pu'agǤǤndim; InvNabstr: pu'agǤǤndir. See: pu'a. 

pu'agǤǤnd-2   See main entry: pu'agǤǤndir. prostitute. 

pu'agǤǤnda   See main entry: pu'agǤǤndir. prostitute. 

pu'agǤǤndim   n. prostitution, adultery. On da tțmm o pu'agǤǤnd tțțma la paalț ... li da kǫ ka m kisig o ka fǫndig 

ka bas o 'When she carried on her prostitution openly ... I turned away from her in disgust'. [EZK 23:18] 
Syn: pu'agǤǤnd1; InvNabstr: pu'agǤǤndir. See: pu'a; gǤǤndim. 

pu'agǤǤndir   Variant: po'agoondir; pu'agǤǤndirǫ; pu'agǤǤndiri. Form: pu'agǤǤnda. Variant: po'agoonda. 

Form: pu'agǤǤnd-2. n. prostitute, adulteress. Din pu'agǤǤndir tțțma anǫ nyannǫ tis o yidim la. This immoral 

behaviour is a cause of shame to her family. [AIDS-II] Kem nǤk pu'agǤǤndir ka o aan fț pu'a, ka o du'a 

bitampiinb 'Go, take to yourself an adulterous wife' and she brings forth illegitimate children. [HOS 1:2] 
Pu'agǤǤndir nǤǤr tun'e malis wțț siind nǫ, bǫǫ bțki gat kpaam 'the lips of an adulteress drip honey, and her 
speech is smoother than oil'. [PRO 5:3] Fțn kanǫ an pu'agǤǤndirǫ, fț nǤŋnǫ dap banǫ an saamme gati fț mǫŋ 

sid! 'You adulterous wife! You prefer strangers to your own husband!'. [EZK 16:32] Fțn nyǫ la li an sțm ye o 

maali ti tațn la wțț pu'agǤǤndirǫǫ? 'Should he have treated our sister like a prostitute?'. [GEN 34:31] Fț pu'a na 

lieb pu'agǤǤndiri giligid tempțțgin 'Your wife will become a prostitute in the city'. [AMO 7:17] NǤŋ dim, 

ban'adnam, banǫ ka ba yisi bas la, sanrega dim, pu'agǤǤnda ... Poor people, invalids, divorced people, 

convicts, prostitutes ... [in list]. [Bible-Study] Hali banǫ an pu'agǤǤnda amǫŋa la na zamisi ya suoya la. 'even 
wanton women can learn from you.'. [JER 2:33] O ... kad pu'agǤǤndtita'ar onǫ san'am dunia nǫ o tțțmbǫ'ǫd la 

saria 'He has condemned the great prostitute who corrupted the earth by her adulteries.'. [REV 19:2] 
Cpart: daugǤǤndir ‘male prostitute, adulterer’. Da mǤri pu'agǤǤnda nǫ dapgǤǤnda la yț'țn paam la'asieba la 

kpǫn' ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la san'an yǤ pț'țlțm zi'el sammǫ 'You must not bring the earnings of a 
female prostitute or of a male prostitute into the house of the Lord your God to pay any vow'. [DEU 23:18] 
Nabstr: pu'agǤǤndim, pu'agǤǤnd. See: pu'a; gǤn1. 

pu'agǤǤndirǫ   See main entry: pu'agǤǤndir. prostitute. 

pu'agǤǤndiri   See main entry: pu'agǤǤndir. prostitute. 

pu'a'eliŋi   See main entry: pu'a-ǫliŋ. engaged girl. 

-pu'ak   Variant: -poak; -pu'aki. Form: -pu'as. Variant: po'as. adj. woman-, -female [in compound words]. Wina'am 

nǤdi'es pu'ak mǫ daa bǫ ka o yț'țr 'There was also a prophetess, Anna'. [LUK 2:36] Debora onǫ an Wina'am 

nǤdi'espu'ak ... da an Israel dim tuongat saŋkan la. 'Deborah, a prophetess ... was leading Israel at that time.'. 
[JDG 4:4] na'araug ya'a zǫ yamdaug bǫǫ yampu'aki pu'alim ... 'If the bull gores a male or female slave ... '. [EXO 

21:32] Colloc: yampu'ak, sankpan'aspu'ak, tțmtțm pu'ak ‘maidservant, female slave’. NǤkimi m yampu'ak la 

ka daasi'erǫǫ o na du'a biisi tisim. 'Take my slave-girl; perhaps through her I shall have a son.'. [GEN 16:2] ya ... 

zaŋ Abimelek onǫ aan o sankpan'aspu'ak biigi diis o Sekǫm dim na'ab 'you have ... made Abimelech, the son 
of his slave girl, king over the citizens of Shechem'. [JDG 9:18] Lea tțmtțm pu'ak Zilipa du'a biribiŋi tis Jakob. 
'Leah's servant Zilpah bore Jacob a son.'. [GEN 30:10] Sim: -nya'aŋ1. Note: -puak mostly used for humans, cf./ct. 

-nya'aŋ1 mostly for non-humans Cpart: -daug2, dau ‘male’. Mid ka fț kǫ ka fț ya'amlǫog kpǫn' fț tiraan yir bǫǫ 

o pu'a, bǫǫ o yamdau bǫǫ o yampu'ak 'You shall not covet your neighbour's house. You shall not covet your 
neighbour's wife, or his manservant or maidservant'. [EXO 20:17] See: dakipu'ak. 

-pu'aki   See main entry: -pu'ak. female. 

pu'akpi'euŋ   Variant: po'akpieuŋ [W]. n. a bride by elopement. Sim: pu'awa'adir. Note: see explanation there See: pu'a; 

kpi'euŋ2. 

pu'al   Variant: po'al. v. to soak, dip in a liquid. maalmaanib ... la ya'a ti nǤki ba nǤba pu'al ku'omin la 'When the 

priests ... put their feet in the water'. [JOS 3:13] Gideon ... kpa'ae biim la niŋ dțkțnǫ mǤri kena tis ZugsǤb 

maliak la 'Gideon ... poured the broth into a pot, and brought it out to the angel'. [JDG 6:20] 

pu'aliak   Variant: pu'aliaki. n. courting. Ka o zua la lǫbis ye li yǫlli la, ye fț ya'a keŋ pu'aliak ka yidim la ye fț kǫl ka 

sǤ' kena, din pa'alnǫ ye yin la dim bǤǤdi fț pian'ad. And his friend answered that because of that, if you go 
courting and the family say you should wait while somebody comes, it means the people of the house like your 

proposal. [Billygoat] Ka Apțsiak ye din ka' sidaa, ye li ka' dțnna ka ba ken pu'aliaki dǤl kpǫmma. And 
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Apusiakid said that wasn't true, nowadays they don't court a woman through the elders. [Billygoat] See: pu'a; li'a1. 

pu'aliaki   See main entry: pu'aliak. courting. 

pu'alim1   Variant: poa'alim; po'alim; pu'alimi; pua'alimi; poa'alimi. Form: pu'alimid. Form: pu'alțŋ. Variant: poa'aluŋ. v. 

to wound, harm, damage. Banǫ bǤǤd kum la nǫ banǫ pu'alim la kuunsi da pǫ'ǫl zin'ig la. The cries of those 
who were wounded and dying filled the place. [Trouble] Ka bțnkǤnbbǫ'og la zug yinne daa nwǫnǫ ba pu'alim o 

nǫ, amaa ka sapu'ad la bin'ei. 'One of the heads of the beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the fatal 

wound had been healed.'. [REV 13:3] fțn pu'alim si'em la ka' bǤdigirǫ 'your injuries cannot be healed'. [JER 30:12] 
sǤ' ya'a kț bǫǫ pu'alim sǤ' ka li anǫ pǤn'Ǥsim bǫǫ o gǫsignǫ if somebody kills or injures someone whether it is 
deliberately or accidentally. [DEU 17:8] nwǫnǫ balaari ǫǫn buak bǫǫ tuoǫn ka sǤ' ya'a zanl ka dǫlli li ka li kțns 

o nu'ugț pu'alim o 'like using a reed as a walking stick – it would break and jab your hand'. [2KI 18:21] banǫ wțsa 

mak ye ba bik o na pu'alimi ba mǫŋ. 'All who try to move it (heavy rock) will injure themselves.'. [ZEC 12:3] Onǫ 

pu'alimid, onǫ mǫ lǫn ti'ebid 'For he wounds, but he also binds up'. [JOB 2:18] M pu'alțŋ la kț bǤdigǫ! 'My 
wound is incurable!'. [JER 10:19] Sim: sapu'ad, fǫn'țg, dǫŋ2 ‘wound, injury [n.]’. 

pu'alim2   n. female (sexuality). ku'om la ya'a gǫndig nǫ ziim li tun'e daam o pu'alim. if the water is mixed with blood 

it may harm her genitals. [Womens-Health] Cpart: daulim. Li nwǫnǫ dau nǫ pu'a ǫǫnti bǤ taaba,  ka daulim ku'om 

nǫ pu'alim ku'om ǫǫnti yii la'as taaba la. As in sexual congress male and female body fluids are exchanged. 

[AIDS-I] 6 - MǤr mǤda gilig o niŋgǤǤnr bǫǫ o biaunk bǫǫ o daulim bǫǫ o pu'alim. [in list of symptoms] 6 - (He 

or she) has swellings around the neck, or armpits, or genitals. [AIDS-Azuur] See: pu'a. 

pu'alimi   See main entry: pu'alim1. wound. 

pu'alimid   See main entry: pu'alim1. wound. 

pu'alțŋ  See main entry: pu'alim1. wound. 

pu'amfut   women's clothes. Bugur na'akem sǫǫdnǫ banaas ka ba pu'asada sǫǫnd pu'amfut. The young men of Bugri 

sew smocks whilst their young girls sew women clothes. [MA] See: pu'a; fuug. 

pu'ana'ab   Variant: pu'ana'aba; pu'ana'abi. Form: pu'ana'anam. n. a 'queen'. Note: female ruler in her own right or as 

queen-mother O da anǫ Mpraeso pu'ana'ab la sizua. She was a relative of the Mpraeso queen-mother. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] o ...  nyǫ Etiopia dau sǤ' ka o an nintita'ar Etiopia teŋin ka gur pu'ana'ab Kandase ligidi 'he 
met an Ethiopian eunuch, an important official in charge of all the treasury of Candace, queen of the Ethiopians.'. 

[ACT 8:27] Pu'ana'ab la da wțm Na'ab nǫ o na'ayikpǫm la pian'ad la 'The queen mother heard the noise made by 
the king and his noblemen'. [DAN 5:10] Na'ab Asa mǫ da pidig o yaapu'a Maaka onǫ da an pu'ana'ab la 'King 
Asa also deposed his grandmother Maacah from her position as queen mother'. [2CH 15:16] Man anǫ pu'ana'ab 

nwa', m ka' pțkǤǤnrǫ 'Here I sit, a queen! I am no widow'. [REV 18:7] ba kț lǫm buonif ye, tǫǫns pu'ana'aba. 'no 
more will they call you the queen of nations!'. [ISA 47:5] Seeba pu'ana'abi da wțm Na'ab Solomon ya'am yǫla 
'The queen of Sheba heard of Solomon's fame'. [1KI 10:1] Ya tam bǫ'ǫd kanǫ ka ya yaanam nǫ na'anam nǫ 

pu'ana'anam tțm Juda teŋin la nǫǫ? 'Have you forgotten the wickedness committed by your fathers and by the 

kings and queens of Judah'. [JER 44:9] Sim: na'apu'a ‘'queen' as wife of a ruling chief/king’. See: pu'a; na'ab. 

pu'ana'aba   See main entry: pu'ana'ab. 'queen'. 

pu'ana'abi  See main entry: pu'ana'ab. 'queen'. 

pu'ana'anam   See main entry: pu'ana'ab. 'queen'. 

pu'anya'aŋ1  Variant: pu'aya'aŋ. Form: pu'anya'as. Form: pu'anya'aŋ-2. n. an old woman. Li na niŋ wala ka mam 

pu'anya'aŋ kțdkaŋa lǫn du'a ya'asǫ? How can I, this ancient old woman, bring forth again? [GEN 18:12] Li na 

paae dap nǫ ba pu'ab wțsa, la'an nǫ bțnkțd nǫ pu'anya'as wțsa. 'both husband and wife will be caught in it, 

and the old, those weighed down with years.'. [JER 6:11] ba buŋkțt nǫ pu'anya'as wțsa dignǫ taaba ka pț 

tuunsida. their old men an women sleep together indiscriminately. [AIDS-II] Onǫ kpǫǫm o yțma atan' ka on an 

yțma pisnaasi nǫ ayi' ka ta'an nwǫnǫ pu'aya'aŋ-kțdțg nǫ. She was three years older than her, and she was 42, 
but she was already an old, old woman. [Trouble] See: pu'a; nya'aŋ2. 

pu'anya'aŋ-2   See main entry: pu'anya'aŋ1. oldwoman. 

pu'anya'as   See main entry: pu'anya'aŋ1. oldwoman. 
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pu'apaal   Variant: pu'apaala2; pu'apaalaa; pu'apaali. Form: pu'apaala. n. a bride, new wife. Kǫl ka pu'apaal la nǫ o sid 

basi ba dǤǤg ka yina. 'Let the bridegroom leave his room and the bride her chamber.'. [JOL 2:16] M kpǫn' m 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥgin la, m tațn nǫ m pu'apaala. 'I have come into my garden, my sister, my bride'. [SNG 5:1] ǫǫn, m 

pu'apaalaa, dǤllim ka ti yi Lebanon na. 'Come with me from Lebanon, my bride'. [SNG 4:8] ba na nwǫnǫ 

pu'apaali na yǫ fuvǫnla nǫ. 'you will put them on, like a bride.'. [ISA 49:18] Ya na wțm ka pu'apaala nǫ ba sidib 

maan sumalisim You will hear brides and their grooms making merry. [JER 33:11] Colloc: pu'apaal sid1 
‘bridegroom’. Pu'apaal sid zuanam na tun'e lǤ nǤǤr, ka pu'apaal sid la nam bǫǫ ba san'anǫǫ? Ayei. Pu'apaal 

sid la nan kpǫm bǫǫ ba san'an la, ba kț tun'e lǤǤd nǤǤrǫ. 'Can you expect the bridegroom's friends to fast while 
the bridegroom is with them? As long as he is with them, there can be no fasting.'. [MRK 2:19] See: pu'a; -paal. 

pu'apaala   See main entry: pu'apaal. bride. 

pu'apaala2   See main entry: pu'apaal. bride. 

pu'apaalaa   See main entry: pu'apaal. bride. 

pu'apaali   See main entry: pu'apaal. bride. 

pu'apțțg   Variant: pu'apțțgț. Form: pu'apțțs. Variant: pu'apțțsi. n. a pregnant woman. Lini mǤr pu'apțțg mǫ mǤr 

nyi'a. What affects a pregnant woman also affects a weak child. [Proverb 079] Biig la tǫbisim kǫti ka pu'apțțg la 

giinla siǫnd. The weight of the baby causes the pregnant woman to feel weak. [Womens-Health] M tempțkanǫ an 

kasi la nwǫnǫ pu'apțțg nǫ My holy city is like a pregnant woman. [ISA 66:7] Pu'apțțgț na mǤr o mǫŋ si'em. 
How a pregnant woman should look after herself. [Womens-Health] DinzugǤ di mugusya ye pu'apțțs wțsa ken 

makir ka kțnsid. So it is important that all pregnant women should go to be tested and immunised. 

[Immunisation-II.] Pu'apțțs na nyaŋi di nasaar yarim bǫǫ? Can pregnant women eat iodised salt? [Iodine] Ka 

dabisban la na anǫ tǤǤgț tis pu'apțțs nǫ bimanam. 'How dreadful it will be in those days for pregnant women 

and nursing mothers!'. [MRK 13:17] PU'APƒƒSI MƆR YŰLSIEBA Problems of Pregnant Women. [Womens-Health 

[heading]] See: pu'a; pțțg. 

pu'apțțgț   See main entry: pu'apțțg. pregnant woman. 

pu'apțțs   See main entry: pu'apțțg. pregnant woman. 

pu'apțțsi   See main entry: pu'apțțg. pregnant woman. 

-pu'as   See main entry: -pu'ak. female. 

pu'as1   Variant: po'as. Form: pu'asid. Variant: po'asid; pu'asida; pu'asidi; po'asidi. Form: pu'asidnǫ. v. to become loose, 

slack, discouraged. Colloc: giinla pu'as1 ‘be discouraged’. O da kpǫmisi ba ye ba ... da kǫ ka ba giinla pu'as 

tǤǤg zugǤ. He encouraged them not to let themselves be discouraged by difficulty. [PHP [Intro]] AlazugǤ, ti giinla 

pț pu'asida. 'For this reason we never become discouraged'. [2CO 4:16] On yǫt si'el la pu'asidnǫ soogianam 

banǫ kpǫlim tempțțgin la nǫ nidib la wțsa giinla. 'He is discouraging the soldiers who are left in this city, as 
well as all the people'. [JER 38:4] 

pu'asad-   See main entry: pu'asadir. 'virgin', youngpeople. 

pu'asada   See main entry: pu'asadir. 'virgin', youngpeople. 

pu'asadaa   See main entry: pu'asadir. 'virgin', youngpeople. 

pu'asadir   Variant: po'asadir; pu'asadirǫ; pu'asadire. Form: pu'asada. Variant: po'asada; pu'asadaa. Form: pu'asad-. 

Variant: po'asad-. n. 1 • a 'virgin', young woman, maiden. Note: marriageable or married young woman who has not yet 

brought forth Haya, ka biig yț'țm biid ka ya'am mǫ paasid, o yț'țn ti bi' pu'asadir ka dap kennǫ lia'ad o. So 
then, as the child's age advanced and her sense also increased, she eventually matured into a marriageable girl and 

men came courting her. [Billygoat] Yeboah da dinǫ pu'asadir Abenasi ka o vǫnl hali ka o nǤŋ o. Yeboah married 
a young woman, Abenasi, and she was very pretty and he loved her. [Trouble] Wțț dasaŋi dit pu'asadir si'em la 
'As a young man marries a maiden'. [ISA 62:5] Pu'asadir ya'a na kpǫn' Na'ab Zeesis san'an, asǫǫ ka ba dǫŋin nǤk 

nwadis pii nǫ ayi' maal o ka o vǫnl 'Before a girl's turn came to go in to King Xerxes, she had to complete twelve 

months of beauty treatments'. [EST 2:12] fț kț li'a Keenan dim banǫ ka man nǫ ban la'am bǫ la pu'asadire tisim 

biig la. 'you will not take a wife for my son from the women of the Canaanites among whom I am living.'. [GEN 24:3] 
Hali pu'asada la daa ki'a kuŋ bi'ela The girls squealed a bit. [You-Heard?] Ba pu'asada la wțsa bibigi ba nyǤ'Ǥg 
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nǫ sțnsa'aŋ 'Its slave girls ... beat upon their breasts.'. [NAM 2:7] Ya zaam-zaam, Buama dasam nǫ ba 

pu'asadaa. Good evening! You young men and girls of Buama! [Trouble] pu'asadbil yinne onǫ an tțmtțm nyǫǫ 

o ka yǫl ye, “Dau kaŋa mǫ dǤl Yesu.” 'A servant girl saw him ... and said, “This man was with him.” [LUK 22:56] 
Sim: bipuŋ1, pu'a; Cpart: biribiŋ, na'akim1. O daa gǤsi kpa'anǫ ba nini ka sa'aliba keŋ biribis nǫ pu'asada 

yǫla ni. He looked them in the eyes and spoke seriously to them about sexual morality. [AIDS-I] Nabstr: pu'asatim, 

saa1. 
2 • the youth, young people [collective sense]. Note: usually referring to males Syn: pu'asad; Cpart: na'akim12. 
Na'akim nǫ pu'asada The teenagers. [You-Do?] ka kț na'akin nǫ pu'asadir 'to kill boys and girls'. [JER 51:22] Li anǫ 

ti tțțm ye ti gu' pu'asada nǫ na'akimmi yit suobanǫ dǤl la ni. It is our responsibility to discourage young 
women and men from these behaviours. [Smoking] Gaana kpǫla, nidib pamm sa kpǫn'ǫnǫ taba nuub. Li 

kas-kas anǫ ti na'akim nǫ pu'asada la. In Ghana here, many people have started smoking, especially our young 
men and women. [Smoking-] See: pu'a; -sa'a1; saa1. 

pu'asadirǫ   See main entry: pu'asadir. 'virgin', youngpeople. 

pu'asadire   See main entry: pu'asadir. 'virgin', youngpeople. 

pu'asan'amid   Variant: po'asa'amid. Form: pu'asan'amidib. Variant: po'asa'amidib; pu'asan'amidiba; po'asa'amidiba. 

n. a rapist, adulterous man. Syn: pu'asan'auŋ sǤb. Note: preferred in published Bible See: pu'a; san'am. 

pu'asan'amidib  See main entry: pu'asan'amid. adulterous man. 

pu'asan'amidiba   See main entry: pu'asan'amid. adulterous man. 

pu'asan'auŋ   n. sexual immorality (of men), adultery, fornication. Ba wțsa anǫ pu'asan'auŋ dim ma'aa 'They are all 

adulterers'. [HOS 7:4] Cpart: dausan'auŋ ‘(of women)’. mid ka ya kǫ ka pu'asan'auŋ nǫ dausan'auŋ nǫ dian'ad 

buudi wțsa nǫ ya'amlǫog bǫǫ ya ni. 'among you there must not be even a hint of sexual immorality'. [EPH 5:3] 
See: pu'a; san'am. 

pu'asatim   Variant: po'asatim. n. girlhood, young-womanhood, 'virginity'. Note: for sense see pu'asadir O bas o pu'asatim 

saŋa sid She 'has left the partner of her youth'. [PRO 2:17] Fț na tami fț pu'asatimin nyan la 'You will forget the 
shame of your youth'. [ISA 54:4] fț pț tiǫn fț pu'asatimin yǫlaa 'you did not remember the days of your youth'. 

[EZK 16:22] See: pu'asadir. 

pu'asaug   Variant: po'asauk [N]; puasawk [W]; poasaug. n. 'maid'. wife's sister betrothed to a man (W.) Note: GEN 16:1 

draft : pu'asadir in published Bible 

pu'asaan   n. a bride, new wife. Asumbul nan kǫnǫ ka ba maal diib bǫdegț ka buol teŋ la dim ka ba kena di ka nu ye 

ba pa'al pu'asaan ken la yǫla. Spider had them prepare a feast and invited the people of the village to come and 

eat and drink so that they could witness the new wife's arrival. [Wonderwoman] Hali o dakǤǤnr dinǫ pu'asaan ka o 

yț'țr buon ye AkpǫlimbǤǤd. Even, his son had married a new wife, called Akpelimbood. [You-Heard?] See: pu'a; 

saan1. 

pu'asian'u [W]   Note: W spelling puasiãw :: "I do not recognize this word " [MA] n. a go-between [in marriage]. 

pu'asid   See main entry: pu'as1. slacken. 

pu'asida   See main entry: pu'as1. slacken. 

pu'asidi   See main entry: pu'as1. slacken. 

pu'asidnǫ   See main entry: pu'as1. slacken. 

pu'asțl   Variant: pu'asțlli. n. bridewealth, bride-price. Note: gift/prestation/payment given by the bridegroom('s family) to the 

bride's family : often called 'dowry', but this is strictly paid to the bridegroom by the bride's family M bǤǤdi m pu'a Mikal 

onǫ ka m da di ka kț Filistia dim kǤbiga ka nwaasi ba yu'ogbana kena tis ka li an pu'asțl la. 'Hand over to 
me my wife Michal for whom I gave a hundred Philistine foreskins as the bride-price.'. [2SA 3:14] Yǫlimi David ye, 

‘Na'ab la pț bǤǤd pu'asțlli fț san'anǫ. ... ’ Tell David "The King doesn't want a brideprice from you. ... ". [2SA 

18:25] See: pu'a; sțl. 

pu'asțlli   See main entry: pu'asțl. brideprice. 

pu'atanp   See main entry: pu'atațn. married sisters. 
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pu'atanpi   See main entry: pu'atațn. married sisters. 

pu'atațn  Form: pu'atanp. Variant: pu'atanpi. n. sisters of the deceased's family who are married away, "In fact it is all 

female family members born in that house" [MA]. Li pț nari pu'atațn pian'ad dau nǫ o yir yǫla. A 'sister' 
should not talk about the business of the man and his house. [Trouble] samampiid daarǫ, pu'atanp ya'a wa'ae ba 

saamnam ya' ba mǤri mam (vuoŋ) tisidi ba saamnam nǫ ba tanp on the 'harvest-festival' day when the 'sisters' 

go to their 'fathers' houses they bring me (false-kapok) to give to their fathers and brothers. [Trees] Ba mǫ ya'a 

maan kțțrǫ, ba nwaadi man (vuoŋ) willi sǫǫd yituon pu'atanpi kuan'adi ba daam zin'isi'a la. When they 
have a funeral, they cut my (silk cotton) branches and plant them in front of the house in the place where the 
'sisters' brew their pito. [Trees] sisters of  the deceased "will come days before and after the funeral and are 
responsible for brewing pito, cooking etc." [MA]. See: pu'a; tațn. 

pu'awa'adir   Variant: po'awaddir [W]; po'awadir [W]. n. a swapped wife. "a married woman who is taken by another 

man in marriage by mutual agreement and the said woman – in that case the woman becomes a pu'awa'adir. 
Whilst elopement is when a woman is forcefully carried away at a funeral, festival or any social gathering." 
[MA]. Sim: pu'akpi'euŋ ‘bride by elopement’. 

pu'aya'aŋ   See main entry: pu'anya'aŋ1. oldwoman. 

pu'ayiŋ   n. one wife, monogamy. Colloc: pu'ayiŋ daan1, pu'ayiŋdaan ‘a monogamist’. Asǫǫ ka tuongat an pu'ayiŋ 

daan 'A deacon must be the husband of one wife'. [1TI 3:12] Onǫ an KarindǤǤg kpǫǫm asǫǫ ka o an onǫ ka' 

gba'arǫ, ka an pu'ayiŋdaan 'A church leader must be without fault; he must have only one wife'. [1TI 3:2] 
See: pu'a; yinne. 

pu'ayua   Variant: po'ayua; po'ayu'a; pu'ayuaa. Form: pu'ayuos. Variant: po'ayuos; pu'ayuosǫ; po'ayuose; pu'ayuosi. n. 

a daughter. O da mi' ye o na nyǫ o pu'a nǫ o pu'ayua la ani, amaa ba da kae. He thought he would see his wife 
and daughter there, but they weren't there. [Trouble] Fț mǫŋ bier bǫǫ fț pitț bǫǫ fț dakǤǤnr bǫǫ fț pu'ayua bǫǫ 

fț pu'a kanǫ ka fț nǤŋ la, bǫǫ fț zua nǤŋir 'your brother or your son or your daughter or the wife you love or 
your closest friend'. [DEU 13:6] Ban ti ye ba baŋ la ka wil la lii diinl pu'a nǫ o pu'ayua. Before they could say 
'Jack Robinson', the branch had fallen on a woman and her daughter. [Trouble] O da dinǫ Ahab pu'ayua ka 

dinzugț kǫ ka o da dǤlis wțț Israel na'anamǫ da dǤlisid si'em la 'His wife was Ahab's daughter, and like the 
family of Ahab he followed the ... ways of the kings of Israel.'. [2KI 8:18] O wțm ye fț ka' m pugudib mǫŋ 

pu'ayuaa. He heard that you weren't my aunt's own daughter. [Trouble] Ti kț nyaŋi tisi ba ti pu'ayuos ye ba aan 

ba pu'aba, tinam Israel dimi sadigim digil nǤǤr la, nǤpǤǤr bǫ onǫ wțsa tis Benjamin nid pu'a zug. 'We can't 
give them our daughters as wives, since we Israelites have taken this oath: ‘Cursed be anyone who gives a wife to 

a Benjamite.’ '. [JDG 21:18] O da mǤr pu'ayuos anaasi ka ba an yiwies ka mǫ an Wina'am nǤdi'esidib. 'He had 
four unmarried daughters, who possessed the gift of prophecy.'. [ACT 21:9] Kemina pț'țsinim m pu'ayuosǫ Come 
and greet me, my daughters. [Trouble] Yanam Israel pu'ayuosǫ, kummi Saul yǫla 'O daughters of Israel, weep for 
Saul'. [2SA 1:24] m kǫ ka ba pǤ nǤǤr ye ba kț lǫn nǤki ba pu'ayuosi tis buudzțŋ 'I made them take an oath ... 

that never again would they' have their daughters 'intermarry with foreigners'. [NEH 13:25] Cpart: dakǤǤnr1 ‘son’. 
See: pu'a. 

pu'ayuaa   See main entry: pu'ayua. daughter. 

pu'ayuos   See main entry: pu'ayua. daughter. 

pu'ayuosǫ   See main entry: pu'ayua. daughter. 

pu'ayuosi   See main entry: pu'ayua. daughter. 

pu'aa   See main entry: pu'a1. woman, wife. 

pu'ulim   See main entry: pț'țlțm. vow. 

pu'uluŋ   See main entry: pț'țlțŋ1. vow. 

pu'us   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pu'usi   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pu'usid   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pu'usidi   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 
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pu'usidne   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pu'usug   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pu'usugo   See main entry: pț'țs1. greet, greet, pray, thank. 

pu'usum   See main entry: pț'țsim1. worship, thanks, greeting. 

puk   Variant: puki. Form: pukid. v. to float. Ka ku'om la paas hali ka anrțŋ la mǫ puk ku'om la zug. 'The water 

became deeper, and the boat drifted on the surface.'. [GEN 7:18] ya tțțmbǫ'ǫd na puk ka ya namis. 'you may be 

sure that your sin will find you out' 'you will be punished'. [NUM 32:23] m ya'a gǤsin winnigi ian'ad pil-pil la, bǫǫ 

nwadig la pǫlig puki si'em la 'if I have regarded the sun in its radiance or the moon moving in splendour'. [JOB 

31:26] Saa la da ni hali dabisa pisnaasi ka ku'om la paasid, ka anrțŋ la pin'ili pukid 'The flood continued for 
40 days, and the water became deep enough for the boat to float.'. [GEN 7:17] Colloc: puk na ‘surface, become 

evident’. Ku'om la da damya ka kǫ ka o fǫndig tǤ'ǤtǤ nyǫ o saammǫ puk na. There was a disturbance in the 
water and he turned quickly and saw his father float to the surface. [Trouble] Note: (dam-) ya ka (kǫ)  added by MA for 

naturalness Elasia kǤ'Ǥg daugț lǤb ani, ka kǫ ka lieŋ la puk na 'Elisha cut off a stick, threw it in the water, and 
made the axe head float'. [2KI 6:6] Cpart: sim ‘sink’; Caus: pugul. See: pugul. 

puki   See main entry: puk. float. 

pukid   See main entry: puk. float. 

pukɔɔnr   See main entry: pțkǤǤnr. widow. 

pulig   Variant: pulignǫ. v. to be perforated, have holes in, be punctured. Li sa ni yț'țŋ nǫ wțț saŋgbauŋ la pulignǫ It 
rained last night as if the sky was perforated. [Trouble] 

pulignǫ   See main entry: pulig. perforated. 

pulis   n. 'spice-powder'. "The bark of a certain tree that is very pepperish and is dried and used as spices" [MA]. nǫ 

kakaduru nǫ pulis nǫ tudaari (cargoes) 'of cinnamon and spice, of incense' [in list]. [REV 18:13] 
pulis2   See main entry: pțlțŋ. policeman. 

pum   See main entry: pțn2. already. 

pumpo'os   See main entry: pțmpǤǤg. gnat. 

pumpoog [N]   See main entry: pțmpǤǤg. gnat. 

pumpoos   See main entry: pțmpǤǤg. gnat. 

pumpuum  Variant: pusinpuum. n. foam. Ba lǫn nwǫnǫ atǫuk ku'opila banǫ mǤr paŋ hali ka da'ad pumpuum 'They 

are wild waves of the sea, foaming up'. [JUD 1:13] O ya'a lugid, pumpuum fukid nǫ 'Behind him he leaves a 
glistening wake'. [JOB 41:32] Lit: when he swims, the foam boils up. Tțțmbǫ'ǫd dim la nwǫnǫ pusinpuum ka 

ku'om diti ken sa; The wicked 'are foam on the surface of the water'. [JOB 24:18] 
pun   See main entry: pțn1. shear. 

pun   See main entry: pțn2. already. 

pune   See main entry: pțn1. shear. 

pun'e   See main entry: pun'oe. rot. 

pun'od   See main entry: pun'oe. rot. 

pun'oda   See main entry: pun'oe. rot. 

pun'odnǫ   See main entry: pun'oe. rot. 

pun'oe   Variant: pun'e; pʋn'e. Form: pun'od. Variant: pun'oda. Form: pun'odnǫ. v. to rot, go bad. Sa'ad la na ti pun'oe 

kilim kț'țlim. The rubbish will rot and become compost. [House+Farm] m ǫǫn vaae sa'ad la nǫ pin' ka li puno'e 

linǫ kilim kț'țlim. I collect the rubbish and bury it and it rots and becomes compost. [You-Do?] Li ya'a ti pun'oe li 

na nyuus. If it's rotten it will stink. [Asaasim  Proverb] m kǫ ... ka zimi la kpi nǫ ku'onuud ka pun'oe. (I let) 'their 

fish rot for lack of water and die of thirst.'. [ISA 50:2] Niŋgbiŋ linǫ pun'od la kț nyaŋi di'e nyǤvțr linǫ ka' naarǫ. 
'the perishable (body) cannot possess the imperishable.'. [1CO 15:5] Li anǫ faar kanǫ kț san'am ka pț pun'oda, 
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ka li vǫnlim pț pǫligida 'an inheritance that can never perish, spoil or fade'. [1PE 1:4] Nid ya'a an gbanya'a o 

yu'ada pun'odnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ 'If a man is lazy, the rafters sag'. [ECC 10:18] Colloc: [person] pun'oe ‘(idiomatically) 

[person] is well off’. Asida ka yț'țŋ sakur na nyaŋi kǫ ka dau pʋn'ɛ anwaa? Is it true that the literacy class with 

make a man become this 'filthy rich'? [You-Hear?] Nabstr: pǤnrțŋ. 
pun'pun'   See main entry: pțn'pțn'. motorbike. 

punib   See main entry: pțn1. shear. 

punna   See main entry: punnir. yam mound. 

punnir   Form: punna. Variant: pʋnna. n. a yam-mound. Amusah maalnǫ punna tusir ye o sǫ busa. Musa prepared one 

thousand yam-mounds to plant yam. [MA] Ti da mǤri wțț busa pʋnna kǤbisnaasi ani. We had about 400 

yam-mounds. [Shoeshine-Boy] Pʋnna wiid ayi' banǫ ka o ma nǫ o tațn bǫ li teŋir la da kǫn o pțtǫn'ǫrin na. The 

two red mounds under which his mother and his sister lay came to his mind. [Trouble] 

puns1   v. to puncture (many). AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi puns o nini ka gban'e o? 'Can anyone capture him by the eyes?'. [JOB 

40:24] Unit: punsig. See: punsig. 

puns2   Variant: pus. Form: punsnǫ. Variant: pusnɛ. v. to exude. Colloc: Ǥnsir puns2 ‘sweat exudes, comes out (on the 

skin)’. Ka o gbǫ'țg wțsa punsnǫ Ǥnsir. And his whole forehead was sweating. [Trouble] Sim: yțdig. 

punsa   See main entry: punsir. tamarind. 

punsig1   Form: punsis. n. a tamarind tree. Tamarindus indica. PUNSIG Punsis Punsa Tamarind (pl. tamarinds : fruit 

tamarind-pods). [Trees [heading]] Man yț'țri buon Apunsig. I am called Mr. Tamarind. [Trees] Res: punsir/punsa. 
Etym: OV1 *PU ; OVN *PUS-GA/SI. See: punsir. 

punsig2   Variant: pusig; pțnsigi; punsigya. v. to burst, puncture sth. Dap la bǫ pian'adin la, ba ǫǫn bǫnǫ punsig la'ad. 
While the men were speaking, they were there bursting into laughter. [Trouble] o li teŋin ka o pțțr punsig ka o 

nyǤǤd wțsa yi. 'he fell headlong, his body burst open and all his intestines spilled out.'. [ACT 1:18] Ka on mǫkama 

lu kugkaŋa zug o na pțnsigi yaam-yaam. 'He who falls on this stone will be broken to pieces'. [MAT 21:44] Biig 

la natiŋkpi'eŋ la pțnsigya ka mǫt yit hali bǫdegț. The child’s boil burst and a lot of pus is pouring out. [MA] 
Mult: puns. 

punsig3   Variant: punsignǫ. v. to be on heat (female animal). Ndekudug banya'aŋ la punsignǫ ka badaad kati dǤl o 

zin'ig wțsa. Ndekudug’s female dog is on heat and male dogs are chasing her everywhere. [MA] Ka nwǫnǫ 

sian'arin bțŋ nya'aŋ kanǫ punsig ka țk nyǤnya kpa' sisi'em ... la. And is like a female bush donkey that is on 
heat and lifts her nostrils to face the wind. [JER 2:24] 

punsignǫ   See main entry: punsig3. on.heat. 

punsigya   See main entry: punsig2. burst. 

punsir   Form: punsa. n. tamarind pod. PUNSIG Punsis Punsa Tamarind (pl. tamarinds : fruit tamarind-pods). [Trees 

[heading]] Ba yț'țn mǤri pusa maan bțnnuuda linǫ ka ba buon ye sobolo la. They now use the tamarind fruits 
to prepare the drink called sobolo. [MA] Source: punsig1. See: punsig1. 

punsis   See main entry: punsig1. tamarind tree. 

punsnǫ   See main entry: puns2. exude. 

punub [W]   See main entry: pțn1. shear. 

pupiel   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

pupieli   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

pupielim   See main entry: pțpielim. righteousness. 

pupielnam   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

pupielnama   See main entry: pțpiel. righteous person. 

-puponra   See main entry: -pțpǤnrțg. multicoloured, spotted. 

puponrim   See main entry: pțpǤnrim. spottiness. 
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-puponrug [N]   See main entry: -pțpǤnrțg. multicoloured, spotted. 

-puporug   See main entry: -pțpǤnrțg. multicoloured, spotted. 

pupumis   See main entry: pupuŋ. shrub [sp.] 

pupuŋ   Form: pupumis. n. shrub [sp.] 

pus   See main entry: puns2. exude. 

pusig   See main entry: punsig2. burst. 

pusik   See main entry: pțsțk. half. 

pusinpuum   See main entry: pumpuum. foam. 

pusnɛ   See main entry: puns2. exude. 

pusugo   See main entry: pțsțk. half. 

pusuk   See main entry: pțsțk. half. 

put   See main entry: pțt1. dung. 

puten'er   See main entry: pțtǫn'ǫr. thought. 

putoog   See main entry: pitǤǤg. wickedness. 

putoogo   See main entry: pitǤǤg. wickedness. 

pțț   See main entry: pț2. share. 

pțțd   See main entry: pț2. share. 

pțțg   Variant: puug; poog; pțțga; puuga; pooga; pouga; pțțgǤ; poogo; pțțgǤǤ; puann.  Note: SC once only - ROM 9:10 : 

4x in texts, but always in the proverbs below Form: pțțs2. Variant: puus; poos; pțțsǫ; pțțsi. Form: pǤ-. n. 1 • insides, 

stomach, womb, pregnancy. Tabnuudib tita'am mǤri pțțg ban'as. Many smokers have stomach problems. 

[Smoking] Mba'abǤǤd sid da kpinǫ ka kǫǫ o nǫ pțțg ka li an wțț nwadig yinne. Mba'abood's husband had died 
and left her about one month pregnant. [Billygoat] o ma ya'a daa kțnsid dǫŋ ban'a la pima la o pțțg saŋa. if the 
mother had had the first immunisations during her pregnancy. [Immunisation-II.] Buŋ ye o Ǥnbidnǫ yǤǤg-yǤǤgǤ n 

paadi o puann tiim. Donkey says he will eat randomly to get to his stomach medicine. [Proverb 165] SǤ' tituom an 

sǤ' puann tiim. 'One man's meat is another man's poison.'. [Proverb 075] Lit: Someone's poison is someone else's 
stomach medicine.. Elizabet pțțg la daa an nwadis ayuobț la, Wina'am daa lǫn tțm maliak Gabirel 'In the 
sixth month of Elizabeth's pregnancy God sent the angel Gabriel'. [LUK 1:26] Luusi fabinnǫ ye o pțțgț daam o. 
Lucy was complaining that her stomach hurts. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba kț lǫn du'a biis bǫǫ mǤr pu'a pțțsǫ. 'no more 
children born to them, no more women pregnant'. [HOS 9:11] Colloc: pțțgin(ǫ) ‘1) in/to/from the stomach/womb’. 
Li tun'e daam biig kanǫ nan bǫ pțțgin la It can affect the fœtus. [1) Iodine] Lit: the child who is still in the womb. 
Biig la tun'e kpi pțțgin la The baby can die in the womb. [1) Womens-Health] Fțn zi' sisi'em suori an si'em la, 

bǫǫ biigi kilimid o ma pțțgin si'em la 'As you do not know the path of the wind, or how the body is formed in 
a mother's womb'. [1) ECC 11:5] Jona naam ziiŋ la pțțgin ka sǤs ZugsǤb Wina'am 'From the fish's belly Jonah 
offered this prayer to the Lord his God:'. [1) JON 2:1] Onǫ sid maali ti wțsa ti manam pțțsin. 'Did not the same 
God create us in the womb?'. [1) JOB 31:15] Colloc: mǤr pțțg ‘be pregnant’. SǤ' pț nyǫ ka fț mǤr pțțgǤ! Nobody 

can see that you are pregnant! [Trouble] Pu'a ya'a mǤr pțțgǤǤ o ningbina tiakid nǫ If a woman is pregnant her 
body changes. [Womens-Health] Haga da nyǫ ka o mǤr pțțg la ka pin'ili nǫ'ǫsid Sarai. 'When she knew she was 
pregnant, she began to despise her mistress.'. [GEN 16:4] Woo! Li na tǤi tis pu'a banǫ mǤr pțțs nǫ banǫ mǤr bilies 

saŋkan la. 'How terrible it will be in those days for women who are pregnant and for mothers with little babies!'. 

[LUK 21:23] PǤkanǫ ka fț mǤr la nwǫnǫ udug nǫ, ka fțn na du'a si'el la nwǫnǫ kikan'agbita nǫ 'You conceive 
chaff, you give birth to straw'. [ISA 33:11] Colloc: pu'a pțțg/pțțs ( pu'apțțg/pu'pțțs) ‘pregnant 
woman/women’. Pu'a pțțs na nyaŋi di nasaar yaarim, bǫǫ? Can pregnant women take iodised salt? [Iodine] O 

da nyaŋ Tifsa ka lati ba pu'apțțs la wțsa pțya. 'He sacked Tiphsah and ripped open all the pregnant women.'. 
[2KI 6:15] Colloc: nǤk/tțk/gban'e1/kpǫn' pțțg ‘fall pregnant, become/be pregnant’. Nid mǫ ya'a mǤr EES ka 

digin nǫ pu'a ka o nǤk pțțg biig la mǫ na paam EES ban'a. And if a person with AIDS lies with a woman and 
she gets pregnant, the child will have the AIDS disease. [AIDS-Azuur] Fț bipu'a Tamar kpǫn' nǫ dap bǤǤb ka 
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ba'asi nǤk pțțg. 'Your daughter-in-law Tamar has been acting like a whore, and now she is pregnant.'. [GEN 38:24] 
Sara nǤk pțțgț du'a biribiŋi tis Abraham o bțnkțttim saŋa. 'Sarah became pregnant and bore a son to 
Abraham in his old age'. [GEN 21:2] Gbauŋ kaŋa ye li sțŋif nǫ ka fț gǤsi fț mǫŋi zaŋi kennǫ fț pțțg tțkir nǫ 

fț sa'ar nǫ fț du'amin nǫ fț du'am la nya'aŋ. This book is to help you care for yourself with regard to 
conception, labour, giving birth and afterwards. [Womens-Health] m da digin nǫ m pu'a onǫ an nǤdi'es la ka o tțk 

pțțg ka du'a biribiŋ 'I went to the prophetess, and she conceived and gave birth to a son'. [ISA 8:3] Ye on gban'e 

pțțg la nwadis atan' nwana. She said she was three months pregnant. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka o kpǫn gban'e pțțg. 
'and she became pregnant.'. [GEN 38:18] Manǫ gban'e nimbama wțsa pțțgǤǤ? Manǫ du'a baa? 'Did I conceive 
all these people? Did I give them birth?'. [NUM 11:12] yanam banǫ ka m guri ya sț'țŋa saŋkanǫ ka ba da nan 

kpǫn'ǫdi ya pțțg 'you whom I have upheld since you were conceived'. [ISA 46:3] Colloc: tis X pțțg ‘impregnate 
X, make X pregnant’. Luusi yǫli ti ye onǫ tis o pțțg la yț'țri an Mensah Bonsu Lucy told us that the name of 
the one who had made her pregnant was Mensah Bonsu. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: pțțgin la'ad ‘innards, guts, 
intestines’. Nǫ'ǫŋa an maanmaannib la pțțri yit nimbanǫ ... maal maan; li na anǫ biaunk nǫ yier nǫ pțțgin 

la'ad. 'This is the share due the priests from the people who sacrifice ... the shoulder, the cheek and the inner parts'. 
[DEU 18:3] Colloc: kpa'ae3 pțțg ‘have/cause a miscarriage’. Walig ye "Daar yinne zuaa pț kpa'ad pțțga." The 
antelope says "One day's run doesn't cause a miscarriage." [Asaasim  Proverb] Kǫl ka ba ya'a nǤk pțțs ban kpa'ae 
'Give them wombs that miscarry'. [HOS 9:14] Etym: OVN *PU-DI/A~GA/SI ; GS1 *BED ; CG *ppuo, luu ; 
MWN *- PÚT- ; PB *pù. 
2 • inside. Ka nǤk teebul la zi'el Fuug Sțgțr la pțțg datiuŋ 'Place the table ... on the north side of the 

tabernacle'. [EXO 26:35] sǤ' wțsa ligidi lǤǤ bǫǫ o bǤto la pțțg. everyone's money was tied up inside his sack. [GEN 

42:35] bǫog nam pț yǤe nierǫ ka o yi teŋ pțțg la yiŋi keŋ mǤǤgin sǤs Wina'am. 'Very early next morning he 
got up and went out. He went away to a remote spot and remained there in prayer.'. [MRK 1:35] Ba daa pț bǫ 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la pțțga They weren't inside the garden. [Trouble] O kț kpǫn' teŋ kaŋa pțțga 'He will not enter this 

city'. [ISA 37:33] Esta da yǫǫ o na'am fuugț kpǫn' na'ayir la pțțgț zi'en Na'ab la zǤŋ za'anǤǤr tuon. 'Esther put 
on her royal robes and stood in the inner court of the palace, in front of the king's hall'. [EST 5:1] 
Colloc: pțțgin(ǫ(ǫ)/i) ‘2) in(side)’. Suobama yinne anǫ tinamǫ na mǤr Iodine la paasid nǫ yaarim ti daar 

wțsa diib pțțgin One of these ways is to add iodised  salt to our daily food. [2) Iodine] M simnǫ bian'ar la pțțgin 

sa 'I am sinking in deep mud'. [2) PSA 69:2] wțț sț'țgț kǫnsid niŋgbina sțn'țla nǫ kǤnba pțțgin biim si'em la 
like a 'sword, it penetrates even to dividing ... joints and marrow'. [2) HEB 4:12] Ba tun'e kpi yț'țŋ tisțțs nif aŋir 

pțțgin 'They die in an instant, in the middle of the night'. [2) JOB 34:20] Pțțgin dǤǤg la wa'alim da anǫ nǤba 

makir pistan' 'This inner room was 9 metres long'. [2) 1KI 6:20] Note: how in Kusaal and related languages these locative 

forms can be used to qualify a noun –  'the inside room' &c. bǤ ka o ...  keŋ yǫt banǫ ka ba nu'ug kae on pu'adiir la 

pțțginǫ? why did he  ... go and tell people who were not involved in the marriage (negotiations)? [2) Billygoat] 
bǫ'ǫd kț naae fț yir pțțginǫ 'you will never get evil out of your house'. [2) PRO 17:13] Ka tuongatib la pțțginǫǫ 

ya na mǤr kțk daan And amongst the leaders you will have a chairman. [2) Wealth-Is-Power] SǤ' kpǫlim yir la 

pțțginǫǫ? Is anyone left in the house? [2) AMO 6:10] ba kpǫn' pțțgini gǤs ka pț nyǫ ZugsǤb Yesu niŋgbiŋ la. 
'when they went inside, they did not find the body of the Lord Jesus.'. [2) LUK 24:3] Cpart: nya'aŋ3. NǤkim sanlima 

bțligi li pțțgin nǫ li nya'aŋ la wțsa 'Overlay it with pure gold, both inside and out'. [EXO 25:11] Yanam Farisii 

dim piesidnǫ ya nwama nǫ ya laas nya'aŋ, amaa ka ba pțțgin lǫǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ dian'ad 'you Pharisees clean the 
outside of the cup and dish' but their inside is full of dirt. [LUK 11:39] 
3 • feelings. Note: the usual metaphor for feelings is 'heart' ( see sțnf), but pțțg is also used) Nǫ'ǫŋa kǫnǫ ka m ya'am 

iankka m pțțg wțsa bǤŋim. 'At this my heart pounds and leaps from its place.'. [JOB 31:1] Lit: "This made my 
heart pound (leap) and my stomach/bowels writhe (same as lǫǫrim below – literally to become marshy)." [MA]. M 

pțțg lǫǫrim nǫ, ka m sțnf san'am ka tǤǤg mǤrim hali 'My bowels writhe in anguish and my heart within me 
turns over'. [LAM 1:20] Tțmtțm kan ka sǤ' kț baŋ o pțțg nwa', o zugdaan pian' o 'The master commended the 
dishonest manager' manager that nobody could understand his inner thoughts. [LUK 16:8] Amaa pu'a la ya'a pț 

tțm dian'adǫ ka o pțțg an nyain, nǤpǤǤr la kț gban'e 'If, however, the woman has not defiled herself and is 

free from impurity, she will be cleared of guilt' the curse will not be fulfilled. [NUM 5:28] M pț'țsid o nǫ on baŋim 

pțțg ka gaŋim ye m tțm tțțm kaŋa nwa' la. 'I thank him for considering me worthy and appointing me to 
serve him'. [1TI 1:12] amaa m mi' ya pțțs ka ya pț mǤr Wina'am nǤŋiri ya sțnya nii. 'But I know what kind of 
people you are, and I know that you have no love for God in your hearts.'. [JHN 5:42] Colloc: X pǫlig Y pțțg ‘X 

enlightens Y, instructs Y carefully’. hali baa sǤ' ya'a pǫlig o pțțgț pa'ali ya, ya kț siak ye li sid na niŋǫ. 'you 
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will not believe, even when someone explains it to you!'. [ACT 13:41] hali baa sǤ' ya'a pǫlig o pțțgț yǫli ya,ya kț 

siak ye li sid niŋyaa. you would not believe, even if you were told.'. [HAB 1:5] Ya ya'a siakini m sa'alțg, m naan 

pǫligini m pțțgi tisi ya 'If you had responded to my rebuke, I would have poured out my heart to you'. [PRO 1:23] 
Colloc: X pǫlig X pțțg ‘confess’. M da sǤs ZugsǤb onǫ aan m Wina'am la ka pǫligi m pțțg tțțmbǫ'ǫd linǫ ka 

ti tțm la wțsa yǫla 'I prayed to the Lord my God and confessed' to all the sins I had committed. [DAN 9:4] m nidib 

la ya'a pǫligi ba pțțg ka siak ye ban nǫ ba yaanam tțm taal 'if they will confess their sins and the sins of their 
fathers'. [LEV 26:40] Ya ya'a siakini m sa'alțg, m naan pǫligini m pțțgi tisi ya 'If you had responded to my 
rebuke, I would have poured out my heart to you'. [PRO 1:23] Ka yadda niŋidib bǫdegț kǫn nidibin la na pǫligi 

ba pțțsi tu'asi ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd. 'Many of those who believed now came and openly confessed their evil deeds.'. 

[ACT 19:18] Colloc: pțțg yinne ‘uprightness, sincerity’. ba da ...  dit nǫ taaba ka mǤr sumalisim nǫ pțțg yinne 
'They ... ate together with glad and sincere hearts'. [ACT 2:(45...),46] ya'am kanǫ yi Wina'am san'an na la ... pț 

gaansida ka an pțțg yinne. 'the wisdom that comes from heaven is ... impartial and sincere.'. [JAS 3:17] 
Colloc: pțțs ayi' ‘dishonest, deceitful’. Bi'esțg kae, o mi' pțțs ayi' dim Surely he recognizes deceitful men. [JOB 

11:11] Wina'am, m pț'țsif bareka nǫ mam pț nwǫnǫ nimbanǫ an zam dim nǫ pțțs ayi' dim 'I thank you, 
God, that I am not greedy, dishonest ... '. [LUK 18:11] Colloc: pie1 pțțg. Lit: cleanse heart.  Amaa si'eli bǫ 

pian'abama ni, nǫ Yaro da pie o pțțgț yǫli li si'em daakan la, ǫǫnti bțgțnǫ m sțnf nǫ But there was 
something in these words, and the way Yaro spoke them that day without concealment, that encouraged me. [1) 

Trouble] M pie m pțțgț yǫlif man tțm si'el wțsa 'I confessed all I have done'. [1) PSA 119:26] Fț na niŋ wala yǫl 

ye fț nǤŋim, ka kț pie fț pțțgț tisi ma? 'How can you say, ‘I love you,’ when you won't confide in me?'. [1) JDG 

16:15] piemi fț pțțgț yǫlim sida nwǫnǫ ZugsǤb la m nyǤvțr bǫn wțsa, ka ba kț kțțma. 'show me unfailing 

kindness like that of the Lord as long as I live, so that I may not be killed'. [2) 1SA 20:14] Piem pțțgț tis o ka da 

tisid nǫ ǫndțgǤ. Be generous to him and don't give grudgingly. [2) DEU 15:10 [draft]] Yanamǫ sadigim siak, ka pie 

ya pțțs ye ya nǤŋi ya ba'abiis nǫ sida la 'you have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you have 
sincere love for your brothers'. [2) 1PE 1:22] Dau la sțnf da pienǫ hali, ka on da tisim sidi ayi' la o da ye m 

nǤkim sidi yinne baanlțg la. The man was so happy that when he had given me two cedis he said I should keep 
the one cedi change. [3) Shoeshine-Boy] O ya'a ǫl on, o ma pțțg na piee. If she married him, her mother would be 
happy. [3) Akelsa] Daniel da tțm hali gaad o taaba la wțsa ka li pie Na'ab la pțțg 'Daniel so distinguished 
himself among the administrators and the satraps'. [3) DAN 6:3] Lit: worked much better than his peers and it pleased 

the king. O namisțg nya'aŋ o na lǫn nyǫ sumalisim ka o pțțg pie; 'after his suffering he will see light and be 
satisfied'. [3) ISA 53:11] Colloc: pțțg pț paada ‘be dishonest, deceptive’. M mi' ya sț'țŋa ye ya anǫ banǫ ka ya 

pțțg pț paada 'Well do I know how treacherous you are'. [ISA 48:8] Banǫ mǤr labanǫ pț paae ma'asid la'ad la 

anǫ zam dim ka ba pțțg pț paada. Those who use inaccurate measures for goods are cheats and dishonest. [DEU 

25:16] See: pțțr; pțpiel; pitǤǤg; pțtǫn'ǫr; teŋpțțg. 

pțțga   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

pțțgǤ   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

pțțgǤǤ   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

pțțr1   Variant: puur; poor; pțțri1. Form: pțya. n. belly, stomach. Note: mainly the outside, in contrast with pțțg , but some 

examples use it for 'hunger', Pu'anya'aŋ ya'a kaasid ye kǤ'Ǥm mǤri o yaaŋ ka o kaasid, o kaasidnǫ, o mǫŋ pțțr 

zug. If an old lady cries saying that her grandchild is hungry and crying, it's because of her own hunger. [Asaasim 

Proverb] Fț na vuudi fț pțțr zug, ka dit titan 'You will crawl on your belly and you will eat dust'. [GEN 3:14] 
Na'ayiig ya'a zu ka li anǫ o pțțr yǫla, nidib na kǫǫs o bas linzugǤǤ? If a thief steals for the sake of his stomach, 
do people forgive him because of that? [PRO 6:30] KǤm ya'a li na ka fț pțțr zem wțț binnir, kǤm ya'a gaad fț 

sam zem wțț zuor. If famine comes and your stomach is like a drum, when the famine passes your debt is like 

a mountain. [Proverb 272] Labaar la kǫn Adu san'an na nǫ wțț ba kțns nǫ o pțțr nǫ. The news came to Adu and 
it was as if he had been stabbed in the belly. [Trouble] Joab kțns o pțțr ka o nyǤǤd wțsa yii li teŋin 'Joab stabbed 
him in the belly, and his entrails spilt out on the ground'. [2SA 20:10] o pțțr punsig ka o nyǤǤd wțsa yi 'his body 
burst open and all his intestines spilled out'. [ACT 1:18] Bin'isdǫǫŋ la an dǤnbțțlim la sțŋid bilia pțțri m maan 

bilia bin. Colostrum is the yellowish substance that helps the baby's stomach to form its stools. [Breastfeeding] Li kț 

tun'e ma'ae ba kǤ'Ǥm bǫǫ pǫ'ǫli ba pțțrǫ 'They will not satisfy their hunger or fill their stomachs with it'. [EZK 

7:19] Ka ba kpǫn kțns o pțțri tabil teŋin. 'they stabbed him in the stomach' pinning him to the ground. [2SA 4:6] 
O da nyaŋ Tifsa ka lati ba pu'apțțs la wțsa pțya. 'He sacked Tiphsah and ripped open all the pregnant 
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women.'. [2KI 6:15] ya na Ǥnb ni'im linǫ mǤr kpaam ka ya pțya pid 'you will eat fat till you are glutted'. [EZK 39:19] 
Colloc: puurin ‘in/to/from belly’. Lina zug ka o mǤr vǤǤnr o biaunkun sigid o pțțrin. Because of this she has 
a hole in her armpit going down to her stomach. [Wonderwoman] linǫ ka sǤ' dit la sigidnǫ pțțrin 'whatever enters 
the mouth goes into the stomach'. [MAT 15:17] Sim: pțțg. Etym: OVN *PU-DI/A ; GS1 *BED ; CG *ppuo, luu ; 
MWN *- PÚT- ; PB *pù. See: pțțg. 

pțțr2   Variant: pțțrǫ; pțțri2. n. portion, perquisite, share. Li anǫ pțțr kanǫ yi nyu'or maan linǫ ka ba maali tis 

ZugsǤb la ni, ka zaŋi tis Aaron nǫ o biis la 'This is the portion of the offerings made to the Lord by fire that were 

allotted to Aaron and his sons'. [LEV 7:35] On nǫ ban na pțdigi ba pțțr la azinzema 'He is to share equally in 
their benefits'. [DEU 18:8] BǤǤ kǫ ka fț gaŋ zin'ig yinne ma'aa gbin'e paalț tisi ti ye li aan ti pțțrǫ? 'Why have 
you given us only one part of the land to possess as our own?'. [JOS 17:14] Ka m na tțmi ba ka ba kaae teŋ la gǤs 

ka sǤbi li yǫla pa'al sǤ' wțsa pțțri na an si'em. 'I will send them out to make a survey of the land and to write 
a description of it, according to the inheritance of each.'. [JOS 18:4] Colloc: ( yinne ) pțțr piiga ‘a tenth, tithe’. 
anǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi di'e yinne pțțr piiga pțțginǫ tțțmsțma yǤǤdǫ? who would be able to get a tithe as reward 
for good deeds? [Asaasim] Note: also pțdigir piiga vaar yinne see under vaar.   Piig pțțr 'Tithes'. [NUM 14:22 [heading]] 
Sim: pțdigir. Note: under pʋdig Sim: tǤnsir. 

pțțrǫ   See main entry: pțțr2. portion. 

pțțri1   See main entry: pțțr1. belly. 

pțțri2   See main entry: pțțr2. portion. 

pțțs1   Variant: puus. Form: pțțsid. Variant: pțțsidi. v. to spit, spew. Bugum ya'a zǫǫlim sǤ', man vanmǫna la ka ba 

Ǥnbidi pțțsidi li. If someone suffers a burn, they chew my leaves and spit them out onto it. [Trees] waaf la pțțs 

ku'om ka li yii o nǤǤrin na 'Then from his mouth the serpent spewed water'. [REV 12:15] Sim: tțbis1, tțn'țs, tin. 

pțțs2   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

pțțsǫ   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

pțțsi   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

pțțsid   See main entry: pțțs1. spew. 

pțțsidi  See main entry: pțțs1. spew. 

puud1   See main entry: pu1. blossom. 

puud2   See main entry: pu2. arrange. 

puug   Variant: puugǫ. Form: puugid. Variant: puugida. v. 1 • to cross, be/put sth. crosswise, in a transverse position. Ka 

o buoǫn puug onǫ kae la yț'țrin. And he crossed out the name of the one who was absent. [Trouble] O gǤs nya'ar 

kanǫ puug suor la; ki'eb ayi' ma'aa ka o ki'igi li. He looked at the root which crossed the path, and with just two 

blows he severed it. [Trouble] dakanǫ puug ka ba lǤ'Ǥŋid la da nam bǫ the plank over the river that they crossed 
on was still there. [Trouble] ba nǤk daadi kpa' puug yir wțsa za'anǤǤr. 'the entrance to every house is barred.'. [ISA 

24:10] Tempțbama wțsa da mǤr zaŋguom bǫda banǫ mǤr paŋ ka wa'am ka kpǫn'ǫs kțlis ka nǤk dabǫda 

puugi li 'all these were fortified towns with high walls and barred gates'. [DEU 3:5] Israel ... nǤk o dagǤbțg 

nu'ugț lǤbi puugi pa'al Manase zug 'Israel, crossing his hands ...  laid his left hand on Manasseh's head'. [GEN 

48:14] o naan ya-tuona puugid dunia la gat ka lǫǫ pț si'isid teŋa. he 'came from the west, crossing the whole 
earth without touching the ground.'. [DAN 8:5] 
2 • to interrupt. O pin'il ye, 'Nwǫnǫ yțma ayi' nwa...' Goma puugi yǫl o ye, 'Da yǫtti ti sǤlimaa.' He began to 

say 'About 2 years ago ...' Goma cut in, saying to him 'Don't tell us stories.'. [Trouble] Kpǫǫm ya'a pian'ada, fț pț 

puugida. If an elder is speaking, you don't interrupt. [Trouble] See: pu1; dapuudir. 
puug   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

puuga   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

puugǫ   See main entry: puug. cross, interrupt. 

puugid   See main entry: puug. cross, interrupt. 

puugida   See main entry: puug. cross, interrupt. 
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puum   n.pl. flowers, inflorescence. Note: the inflorescence of a wild or farmed plant Tiis yțda nǫ ba vaand nǫ ba wila nǫ ba 

nyada nǫ ba puum ... The names of trees and their leaves, their branches, their roots, their flowers ... [Trees] o nǤk 

sanlimmǫŋiri maal bțngbilig wțț tipuum nǫ he took genuine gold and made a round thing like the flowering of 
a tree. [EXO 39:30] ti nǤbigidi nwǫnǫ puum banǫ bǫ mǤǤgin 'We grow and flourish like a wild flower'. [PSA 103:15] 
Colloc: pu puum. Israel na tǤn wila ka pu puum Israel will bud and blossom'. [ISA 27:6] Sim: flawa(nam) 
‘flower(s) [as grown for decoration]’. See: mǤpuum; tipuum. 

puur   See main entry: pțțr1. belly. 

puus   Variant: puusi. v. to spray. M nǤknǫ tudaar sțma puusi li ka li anǫ bțnnyubisa buudi wțsa. 'I've perfumed it 
with myrrh, aloes, and cinnamon.'. [PRO 7:17] 

puus   See main entry: pțțg. stomach, inside, feelings. 

puus   See main entry: pțțs1. spew. 

puusi   See main entry: puus. spray. 
 

R  -  r 

NOTE: R is a form of 'D', not used at the beginnning of words except foreign ones. 

 

-raug   See main entry: -daug2. male, big. 

-raugț   See main entry: -daug2. male, big. 

-raad   See main entry: -daug2. male, big. 

-raada   See main entry: -daug2. male, big. 

-raadi   See main entry: -daug2. male, big. 

-raan   See main entry: daan1. owner. 

-ribig   See main entry: -dibig. male. 

-ribigi   See main entry: -dibig. male. 

-ribis   See main entry: -dibig. male. 

rǤba   Variant: rǤbaa; rɔɔba. n. plastic, plastic bag/bucket. Note: anything made of plastic rǤba ta'ada ye di niŋ wala gu' 

ka bugum da paafǤ? how do rubber or plastic shoes protect you from the electricity? [Electricity] Na'asaabugum 

paŋ pț tǤn'Ǥn dǤl rǤbaa Plastic/rubber does not conduct electricity. [Electricity] Lit: can't pass via plastic/rubber. Ba 

mǫ daa mǤr rɔɔba daka ka la'asieba bǫ li pțțgin. They also had a plastic box with some things in it. [AIDS-I] 
From: (Eng.) Note: 'rubber' 

rǤbaa   See main entry: rǤba. plastic, plastic bag. 

rɔɔba   See main entry: rǤba. plastic, plastic bag. 
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S  -  s 

 

sa1   Variant: saa4. adv. 1 • there, then. ka dindǫog ... dț ya'ae tǫ'ǫg zug lalli, lalli sa and chameleon ... climbed up 

and hung far, far away on top of a baobab tree. [Asaasim] Sida, ala ka dunia la aǫn pin'ilțgin sa ka ka' zinaa. 
Indeed, that is how the world was in the beginning, but it is not so now. [Billygoat] bțndaan la mǫ ye ba kpǫlim 

sțm ka o lǫb sa. the rich man also bid them goodbye and went back. [Billygoat] M simnǫ bian'ar la pțțgin sa 'I 
am sinking in deep mud'. [PSA 69:2] bǫog sa ba ya'a bu'os tinam bǫǫ ti yaas, ti na lǫbisi ba ye, ‘GǤsima! 'If they 
ever say this to us, or to our descendants, we will answer: Look ... '. [JOS 22:28] ZugsǤb la na vțțli buol pțmpǤǤs 

Egipt kǤldaadin la sa 'the Lord will whistle for flies from the distant streams of Egypt'. [ISA 7:18] Su'ami teŋ la 

kpikpǫŋ, amaa ka lǫǫ da laligi na ala saa 'Hide on the other side of the city, but not too far away from it'. [JOS 8:4] 
Li pț yuugǫ ka pit la la'as o la'ad wțsa yii keŋ teŋ lalli saa san'am o la'ad la yǤri-yǤri. 'Not long after that, the 
younger son got together all he had, set off for a distant country and there squandered his wealth in wild living.'. 

[LUK 15:13] Ka' fțnǫ an onǫ mi' dinǫ saa na maal bǫog saa? 'Aren't you a seer? [2SA 15:27] Lit: one who knows 
what will happen in the future?. Colloc: [command] sa1 ! ‘... away!, ... off!’. Note: used in hostile and abusive 

contexts M zua, kǫm sa! My friend, get away with you! [You-Heard?] Isigim sa, isigim! GǤsim tuksǤb! Fț anǫ 

nimbǫ'og! 'Get out, get out, you man of blood, you scoundrel!'. [2SA 16:7] Ya na ... nǤki li lǤbi bas nwǫnǫ pu'a 

pier kparikǫǫung nǫ, ka yǫl ye kem sa! 'You ... will throw them away like a menstrual cloth and say to them, 
“Away with you!” '. [ISA 30:22] Colloc: tita'am sa1 ‘most of them’. Ka ba tita'am sa yǫl ye, “BǤ ka ya kǫlisid o, o 

anǫ gǫǫŋ ka kikirig dǤl o.” 'Many of them were saying, “He has a demon! He is mad! Why do you listen to him?”'. 

[JHN 10:20] Colloc: la'am nǫ1 wala2 ( sa1 ) ‘in spite of this/that’. Ka la'an nǫ wala sa ya maal sț'țm yanamǫ la'an 

sțŋim nǫ m namisțgțn la. 'All the same, it was kind of you to share the burden of my troubles.'. [PHP 4:14] 
2 • already. o nif aŋir ka li pțn gaad sa 'when he opens his eyes, all is gone'. [JOB 27:19] one siak Wina'am ya'a 

mǤr pua sa, ... Pua one siak Wina'am ya'a kul sid sa a man who comes to faith in God and is already married 

... A woman who comes to faith in God and is already married. [1CO 7:12-13] Sim: lǫn, pțn. o daa pțn dignǫ o 

saam Ayaab nu'usin nwǫnǫ o pțn kpinǫ sa he was already lying in the arms of his father Ayaab as if he was 
dead. [Electricity] Ka ba yǫl o ye, Naa, o pțn mǤr ligidi piiga sa!’ “But, sir,” they replied, “he has ten times as 
much already.” [LUK 19:25] li lidig Pailet on wțm ye Yesu pțn kpi sa la 'Pilate was surprised to hear that he was 
already dead.'. [MRK 15:44] 
3 • since. Ka ban'a la tiim la o mǤr o niŋgbiŋin biilimin sa, biig la tun'e an fiin ka an giŋa With the chemistry 

of the disease which he has in his body since childhood, the child can be small and short. [Iodine] M biilim saŋa sa 

m nyǫ namisțg ka pț lal nǫ kum 'From my youth I have been afflicted and close to death'. [PSA 88:15] Teŋ nan zi' 

damm ala hali lin yi ninsaal pin'ilțg saŋa sa. 'There has never been such an earthquake since the creation of the 
human race'. [REV 16:18] 

sa2   ptc.tmp. yesterday. Note: with non-future Su'os ka Akpǫlimya du'am sansa sa paae Yesterday Akpelimnya's time 

to give birth arrived. [AIDS-II] Su'os yț'țŋǤ, o sa bǫnǫ nǫ Adu wțț hawa ayi' sǤsid Wina'am Yesterday night he 
was with Adu about a couple of hours, praying. [Trouble] Jakob nǤk kugkanǫ ka o sa kțk la ba'a zi'el sappi 

nwǫnǫ zan'antǤlig nǫ 'Jacob took the stone he had placed under his head and set it up as a pillar'. [GEN 28:18] 
Lit: fixed it and stood it up straight like a middle-stick. Fțn sa nan gǤti li la ka tampiing buak ka li ka' ninsaali 

nǤk nu'ugț buaki lii. You were still watching last night, and a rock split but it wasn't a human hand that split it. 

[DAN 2:34] Sim: su'os ‘yesterday [temp. noun]’; saa3 ‘[future]’.  See: saa3. 

sa-3   See main entry: saa2. rain. 

sabig   Form: sabigid. Form: sabigidnǫ. v. to be/become black, dark. Amaa, Kpǫǫmnam mǤri ba yǫlțg ye, pț'țsim 

ya'a yuugǫ li sabigidnǫ. But the Elders have a saying 'If a greeting gets too long it becomes dark.'. [Trouble] Note: 

see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: -sabil; -sabilig; -sabilim1; sabilim2. 

sabigid   See main entry: sabig. darken. 
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sabigidnǫ   See main entry: sabig. darken. 

sabigidnǫ   See main entry: sǤbig. blacken. 

-sabil   Variant: -sabilli. Form: -sabila. adj. black. Adu da gaad tuon, o da yǫnǫ fupiel nu'ugima ka sǤn kurigiŋ sabil. 
Adu went first; he was wearing a white short-sleeved shirt and black shorts. [Trouble] Li da anǫ zinzauk (brown) 

nǫ sabil (black) nǫ akpanbzan' (neutral). It (shoe-polish) was brown, black and neutral. [Shoeshine-Boy] Onǫ an 

Paŋtita'ar sǤb la kț nyǫ piel ka ye sabillǫ. the Almighty does not pervert justice. [JOB 34:12] Lit: see white and say 
'black'. Wiedsabila la tǫǫd tǫreko si'a la lǫbidi ya-datiuŋ baba, ka wiedpiela la lǫbid ya-tuona baba 'The 
chariot with the black horses is going to the land of the north, that with the white to the far west'. [ZEC 6:6] 
Syn: -sabilig, -sabilim1; Nabstr: sabilim2. Etym: OV1 *S¹OB ; OVN *SA/OB(L)- ; GS1 *B¹I¹/U ; vc1 *bid , 
bin ; CG *bbiri, sab-, kwata . Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: sabig; -sabilig; -sabilim1; sabilim2. 

-sabila   See main entry: -sabil. black. 

-sabilig   Variant: -sabiliga; -sabilis. adj. black, dark blue, dark green. O da anǫ giŋa ka an sabilig ka mǤr kisa ayi' o 

yieya la ni. He was short and dark-complexioned, and had two tribal marks on his cheeks. [Trouble] Banǫ ban'ad 

widi la daa yǫnǫ zaba gbanti'edis linǫ mu'oe nwǫnǫ bugum ka an sabilig nǫ dǤnbțțlim. 'their riders ... they 
wore breastplates, fiery red, turquoise, and sulphur-yellow'. [REV 9:17] o da anǫ sabiliga wțț o sid Appiah she 
was dark-complexioned like her husband Appiah. [Trouble] fț kț tun'e kǫ ka fț zuobțg yinne lieb pielig bǫǫ 

sabiliga. 'you cannot make even one hair white or black.'. [MAT 5:36] Ka m gǤs ka wiedsabilig bǫ anina. 'I 
looked, and there was a black horse.'. [REV 6:5] Teŋ sieba mǫ bǫ Afirika (ninsabilis) teŋin nwǫnǫ Kameruun 
Some countries are in the African (black people's) continent, like Cameroun. [Iodine] m da yǫnǫ kțțr fuug dinǫ 

an zanbinnǫ pa'an Na'asaara n mǤr san'auŋ si'a na tis ninsabilis teŋ dim. I wore a funeral gown which is a 
sign of the destruction Europeans brought upon the people of Africa. [Shoeshine-Boy] kugvǫnliŋ banǫ da nyǫǫn 

wțț gǤtiŋ ka an bțmpielis nǫ bțnzǫn'is nǫ bțnsabilis ka ba ligidi zu'oe hali la wțsa 'every precious stone 
adorned you: ruby, topaz and emerald, chrysolite, onyx and jasper, sapphire, turquoise and beryl'. [EZK 28:13] 
Lit: beautiful stone that shines like glass and they are white and red and 'black' and they are very expensive. 
Syn: -sabil, -sabilim1; Nabstr: sabilim2. Etym: OV1 *S¹OB ; OVN *SA/OB(L)- ; GS1 *B¹I¹/U ; vc1 *bid , bin ; 
CG *bbiri, sab-, kwata. Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: Apu'asabilig; sabig; -sabil; -sabilim1; sabilim2. 

-sabiliga   See main entry: -sabilig. black. 

-sabilim1   adj. black. Ka o saam kunbil o dagǤbig nu'ug ka bu'oe tisabilim kǤlibirine niŋ ani. His father cupped his 

left hand and poured some black medicine from the bottle into it. [Trouble] Nabstr: -sabilim2. Note: see refs. and links 

at -zǫn'ug See: sabig; -sabilig; -sabil; sabilim2. 

sabilim2   n. blackness, the black/dark part. Colloc: bin'isnǤǤr sabilim ‘areola, the dark area around the nipple’. Bin'isnǤǤr 

sabilim la wusa nar ka li kpǫn' biig la nǤǤr pțțg. The whole areola should go into the baby's mouth. 

[Breastfeeding] InvNabstr: -sabil, -sabilig, -sabilim1. See: -sabilim1. 

-sabilis   See main entry: -sabilig. black. 

-sabilli   See main entry: -sabil. black. 

sabis   Form: sabisid. v. to tut-tut, click the tongue. Note: "a disapproving sound made with mouth" [MA] Dannuud la pian' 

naae la, ka bibțŋ kpǫn sadis o ka keŋ ka bas o. When the drunkard finished speaking, the girl ridiculed him 
and walked away. [MA] 

sabisid   See main entry: sabis. tut-tut. 

sabua   Variant: sibua. Form: sabuos. Form: sabuosǫ. v. a boy/girlfriend, fiancé(e). Ya sabua la aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ? Who is 

your girlfriend? [Billygoat] Ka o sabua la lǫbis ye ayei And his girlfriend answered "No." [Billygoat] Azilim-zilim 

da yǫl o sabua Atokum-tokum ye o basim sakur la ka o ǫl o ka ba maal pu'adir malțŋ ka zi'in nǫ taaba. 
Azilim-zilim said to his girlfriend Atokum-tokum that she should leave school and get married to him so they 

would perform the marriage rites and live together. [Asaasim] Li ya'a anǫ fț sid bǫǫ fț sabua mǤr pu'aban'a. If 
your husband or lover has venereal disease. [Womens-Health] Ya ya'a daa pț pan'asi nǫ m sabua laa, ya naan kț 

baŋinǫ li gbinnǫ. 'If you had not ploughed with my heifer, you would not have solved my riddle'. [JDG 14:18] 
Lit: tricked my fiancée. kǫl ka m bu'osif ye fț mǫ mi'i gbǫnnǫ fț sabuos yiŋaa? let me ask you whether you also 
ever slept with your girlfriends outside? [AIDS-II] Lot yii zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ paae o bipumis sabuos la san'an 'Lot went to 
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the men that his daughters were going to marry'. [GEN 19:14] Mam na keŋ dǤlli m sabuos 'I will go after my lovers'. 

[HOS 2:5] Note: adulterous wife speaking Hali sieba yǫt ye li anǫ pu'anyuur ka ba pț bǤǤd ye ba sidib mǤr 

sabuosǫ. Some people say it is women's jealousy and they don't want their husbands to have lovers. [AIDS-Azuur] 
Nabstr: sabuod. 

sabuod   n. relationship of lovers, boyfriend-and-girlfriend. Banǫ da bǫ zin'ikan la wțsa da baŋ man nǫ Luusi sabuod 

la yǫla. Everyone there knew about the relationship of Lucy and me. [Shoeshine-Boy] InvNabstr: sabua. See: sabua. 

sabuos   See main entry: sabua. fiancé(e). 

sabuosǫ   See main entry: sabua. fiancé(e). 

sad   Form: sat. Variant: satid. v. to slip, slide. wțț danuudi gǫridi nǤǤd o mǫŋ tiindi satid nǫ 'as a drunkard staggers 

around in his vomit'. [ISA 19:14] See: sadig. 

sadig   Variant: sadigǫ. Form: sadigid. Variant: sadigida; sadigidi. Form: sadigin. v. to slip, slide. On da an yțțm piinǫ 

anu la, o da sadigi lu bugumin ka li isa nan bǫ o gbǫrin. When he was fifteen he slipped and fell into a fire, and 
still had the scars on his leg. [Trouble] (o) kț maligin kǫ ka ti sadigǫ 'he has ... kept our feet from slipping'. [PSA 66:9] 
Saŋa kenna ka ba na sadigi li. The time will come' 'when their foot slips' and they fall. [DEU 32:35] Man daa yǫl 

ye, “M nǤbir sadigid la,” 'When I said, “My foot is slipping,”'. [PSA 94:18] o nǤbir mǫ pț sadigida. 'his feet do not 

slip.'. [PSA 37:31] (ba) tusid banǫ sadigidi bǤǤd liig la. (they) push 'someone who is about to fall.'. [JOB 12:5] Amaa 

li ya'a anǫ mam, li kpǫlimin bi'ela ka m sadigin 'But as for me, my feet had almost slipped'. [PSA 73:2] See: sad. 

sadigǫ   See main entry: sadig. slip. 

sadigid   See main entry: sadig. slip. 

sadigida   See main entry: sadig. slip. 

sadigidi  See main entry: sadig. slip. 

sadigim   ptc. since. Note: [in reasoning] Sakur la zugdaan la daa yǫl o ye, fțn sadigin ki'isid la m na keŋ mǤr pțlis na 

ka ba viis yǫl la. The Headteacher said "Since you are denying it, I will go and bring the police to investigate." 

[AIDS-II] yanamǫ sadigim mǤr na'asaabugum la, ya na tun'e pin'il tțțma nwǫnǫ, ki nǫǫr banǫka ... since you 
have electricity, you can begin businesses like powered cornmill, ... [Electricity] DinzugǤ m ba'abinǤŋa, yanamǫ 

sadigim mi' ye bțn linǫ ka ya niŋid ZugsǤb yǫla ka' zaalim la ''Therefore, my dear brothers,' ... 'you know that 

your labour in the Lord is not in vain'. [1CO 15:58] Fțn sadigim tami m yǫla ka bidim kțdig la 'Since you have 
forgotten me and thrust me behind your back'. [EZK 23:35] Yanamǫ sadigim siak, ka pie ya pțțs ye ya nǤŋi ya 

ba'abiis nǫ sida la 'you have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you have sincere love for your 
brothers'. [1PE 1:22] DinzugǤǤ, Kristo sadigim namis niŋgbiŋin la 'Therefore, since Christ suffered in his body'. 

[1PE 4:1] 

sadigin   See main entry: sadig. slip. 

saǫn   adv. in numbers. Ka ba kpǫn signa saǫn nǫ ba balayaa kat banǫ zin' suor nɔnya ni tțm la They suddenly got 
down in numbers with their truncheons chasing away those who were sitting at the side of the road to work. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] 

safir   n. sapphire. Note: used in the Bible for sapphire, a kind of jewel –  blue in colour (ba) nyǫ Israel Wina'am la, ka gǤs ka 

li nwǫnǫ kugkanǫ ka ba buon ye safir la dig o nǤba teŋir 'they saw the God of Israel. Beneath his feet was what 

looked like a pavement of sapphire'. [EXO 24:10] kugbanǫ tia'al la mǫ an takuos nǫ safir 'in the second row a 
turquoise, a sapphire'. [EXO 28:18] From: (Eng.) 

-sa'a1   Form: -sa'as2. n. young female. not yet having brought forth. Colloc: na'asa'a1, pǫsa'a, bțsa'a ‘heifer, young 

female sheep, goat’. Oi! Ya nǤki m na'asa'a la kuod! Hey! You've been ploughing with my heifer! [JDG 14:18] 
asǫǫ ka o zaŋ ... pǫsa'a kanǫ an yțțm yinne ka pț mǤr dǫŋŋa ... 'he must bring .. one ewe lamb a year old, ... 
without defect .. ' [in list]. [LEV 14:10] o na mǤr bțsa'a onǫ an yțțm yinne na maal tțțmbǫ'ǫd maan. 'he must 

bring a year-old female goat for a sin offering.'. [NUM 15:27] Fț gaans pǫsa'as ayǤpǤi la ye fț maal bǤ? 'What is 
the meaning of these seven ewe lambs you have set apart by themselves?'. [GEN 21:29] Sim: pu'asadir ‘young 
woman who has not brought forth’. Etym: OV1 *S¹E/AD ; OVN *SA(.D)-GA/SI . See: saa1; pu'asadir. 

sa'a-2   See main entry: sauk. rubbish. 
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sa'a-3   See main entry: sa'ab. t.z. 

sa'ab   Variant: sa'abǤ. Form: sa'a-3. n. t.z.,  thick porridge. millet (or other grain) porridge - staple food; sa'ab is the 
staple food in Northern Ghana. Note: 't.z.' is an old schoolboy acronym for Hausa tuon zafi 'hot porridge' pronounced 'tee 

zed' Sa'ab la bi'ig ya. The t.z. is ready. [House+Farm] Ka mǫ da zǤti dabiem nǫ nimbanǫ bǫ teŋin la, bǤzugǤ ti na 

nyaŋi vǤli ba wțț sa'ab nǫ. 'And do not be afraid of the people of the land, because we will swallow them up.'. 

[NUM 14:9] M daa tisidi ya nǫ bin'isim ka ka' sa'abǤ, bǤzugǤ ya daa nam pț siak sa'ab diibǤ. 'I gave you milk, 
not solid food, for you were not yet ready for it'. [1CO 3:2] pu'ab la da mǤri ki nǫ kawǫnna maan sa'abǫǫnri 

kuosid. the women use millet and maize to make koko to sell. [Shoeshine-Boy] O aŋ sa'ab la niŋ sa'abǫǫnr. She 
reserves some of the t.z. to be added later. [House+Farm] Colloc: mǤn sa'ab ‘cook, prepare, 'stir' [Gh.] t.z.’. 
AmǤryam na nǫǫm ki n mǤn sa'ab. Amoryam will grind grain and make t.z.. [House+Farm] Pu'a la mǤnnǫ 

sa'agan'alțg. The woman has prepared thick t.z.. [MA] Ba ya'a bǤǤd ye ba mǤŋ kțkǤm sa'abǤ, ba mǤnnǫ 

sa'abaan. If they want to refuse a leper t.z. they cook it watery-and-hot. [Proverb 149] Colloc: gan' sa'ab ‘eat t.z. 
'dry', without soup’. Zǫǫnd naae nǫ ka o gț'țŋ ka gan' sa'ab la. The soup is finished and he had no choice but 
eat the t.z. without. [MA] Colloc: tig sa'ab ‘pass away (euphemism for 'die')’. Lit: have eaten enough t.z.. Fț dabisa 

la bǫn ya'a ti paae, ka fț tig sa'ab 'When your days are over and you rest with your fathers'. [2SA 7:12] Etym: OV1 
*S³A ; W.O/V *SAG- + -BO. See: kpțkpansa'ab; sa'abaan; sa'abǫǫnr; sa'abia; sa'agan'ar; sa'akǤndir; 

sa'akǤrǤ; sa'alaa; sa'atuodim; sa'anwǫdir; sa'apǫl. 
sa'aban   See main entry: sa'abaan [N, P]. watery hot t.z. 

sa'abaan [N, P]   Variant: sa'aban. n. watery, hot t.z. Ba ya'a bǤǤd ye ba mǤŋ kțkǤm sa'abǤ, ba mǤnnǫ sa'abaan. If 
they want to refuse a leper t.z. they cook it watery-and-hot. [Proverb 149] 

sa'abǫǫnr   Variant: sa'abǫǫnri. n. t.z. 'starter', "porridge" [MA]. "As part of the process of preparing TZ, part of the 
porridge is fetched with the sa'abia and put aside to be used later in the process". Note: "porridge" is MA 
translation, but English-speakers usually explain t.z. itself as 'porridge' : I have used "starter" because this is part of a mixture 
taken out to be used for another process although the 'other process' in t.z.-stirring is not exactly 'starting' a new batch. [TN] 
Mbțn saalim sa'ab la ka waae sa'abǫǫnri tisa Atibil. O aŋ sa'ab la nǫ sa'abi'a. ... Biis nǤŋ sa'abǫǫnr diib. 
Mbum  pre-cooks the t.z. and fetches some t.z. 'starter' for Atibil. She reserves some of the t.z. to be added later 
and puts it into a t.z. ladle. The children love to eat the t.z. 'starter'. [House+Farm-] Note: "Sometimes a little is given to 

a hungry child who cannot wait for the t.z. to be ready." [MA]. Buud-zțna zin'iginǫ, ... pu'ab la da mǤri ki nǫ 

kawǫnna maan sa'abǫǫnri kuosid. In the zongo, the women used millet and maize to make kokoo to sell. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] Note: This appears to be an erroneous usage of the word. " sa'abǫǫnr is t.z. porridge. Now the porridge women 
prepare and sell as kooko also known as porridge in English. It is not an indigenous Kusasi meal. sa'abǫǫnr is never sold nor 

prepared for a meal" [MA] See: sa'ab; bǫǫnr. 

sa'abǫǫnri   See main entry: sa'abǫǫnr. 'starter'. 

sa'abia  See main entry: sa'abi'a. ladle. 

sa'abies   See main entry: sa'abi'a. ladle. 

sa'abi'a   Variant: sa'abia. Form: sa'abi'es. Variant: sa'abies. n. a t.z. ladle. Colloc: sa'abien ‘in/to/from a ladle’. Mbțn 

saalim sa'ab la ka waae sa'abǫǫnri tisa Atibil. O aŋ sa'ab la nǫ sa'abi'a. Mbum pre-cooks the t.z. and fetches 
some t.z. 'starter' for Atibil. She reserves some of the t.z. to be added later and puts it into a t.z. ladle. [House+Farm-] 
See: sa'ab. 

sa'abi'es   See main entry: sa'abi'a. ladle. 

sa'abǤ   See main entry: sa'ab. t.z. 

sa'ad   See main entry: sauk. rubbish. 

sa'adǫ   See main entry: sauk. rubbish. 

sa'ae   Form: sa'ar2. v. to be ready to give birth, be in labour, to have labour pains. Asa'ae yuug: Nwǫnǫ pu'a ya'a sa'ae 

paae dabisir pțsțk Prolonged labour: If a woman is in labour for half a day. [Womens-Health] Pu'a la zug da 

gbǫbnǫ o nya'aŋ, ka o bțțn wțț pu'a na sa'ae nǫ. The woman's head was hanging on his back, and she was 
groaning like a woman in labour. [Trouble] Ku'om la ya'a yi wala tțțg dabismum ka o nam pț sa'ae If the 
waters have broken like this for more than a whole day and she still hasn't gone into labour. [Womens-Health] M na 

kǫ ka ya sa'ae ka lǫǫ kț kǫ ka ya du'aa? 'Do I bring to the moment of birth and not give delivery?'. [ISA 6:9] Sieba 
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bǫ ka ku'om la yi nwǫnǫ dabismum ka o nyaan sa'ae. There are some whose waters come out about a whole 

day before they finally go into labour. [Womens-Health] DŰŊ ZANBINA SA'AR SAŊA SIGNS of INFECTION at the 
TIME of LABOUR. [Womens-Health [heading]] Gbauŋ kaŋa ye li sțŋif nǫ ka fț gǤsi fț mǫŋi zaŋi kennǫ fț pțțg 

tțkir nǫ fț sa'ar nǫ fț du'amin nǫ fț du'am la nya'aŋ. This book is to help you care for yourself with regard to 
conception, labour, giving birth and afterwards. [Womens-Health] ba ... nam pț paae Efirata teŋin naa ka Rakǫl 

sa'ae ka li wțm o hali. 'While they were still some distance from Ephrath, Rachel began to give birth and had 
great difficulty.'. [GEN 35:16] Pu'a ya'a sa'ae ye o du'a, li zabidnǫ, o saŋa paae la zug 'A woman in labour is in 
pain because her time has come'. [JHN 16:21] 

sa'afua   See main entry: saafi. lock. 

sa'agan'ar   n. 'dry' t.z., without soup. ba ya'a mǤn sa'ab nǫ mam mi'isim la ka fț lǫm, asǫǫ ka fț bas zǫǫnd la ka di 

sa'agan'ar. if the t.z. is cooked with my sourness and you taste it, you can do without soup and eat 'dry' t.z.. [Trees] 
See: sa'ab; gan'. 

sa'akǤndir   Variant: sa'akondir; sa'akodir [N]; sa'akțdir [MA]. Form: sa'akǤnt. Variant: sa'akont. n. left-over t.z., 'wafer'. 
Li da anǫ pielli ka an lǫm-lǫm wțț sa'akǤnt kpi'emis nǫ. It was white and flaky like dry t.z. scrapings. [Bible 

Glossary [under Manna]] ...  nǫ ma'asa, nǫ linǫ nwǫnǫ sa'akǤnt kpi'emis. ' ... cakes made of fine flour mixed with 

oil, and wafers' [in list]. [NUM 6:15] See: sa'ab. 

sa'akǤnt   See main entry: sa'akǤndir. 'wafer'. 

sa'akǤra  See main entry: sa'akǤrǤ. fufu. 

sa'akǤrǤ   Note: GILLBT Literacy poster Variant: sa'akǤra; sa'akora. n. fufu. Sansi'a mǫ bǫ ka o tua sa'akǤra ka dțg suma 

zǫǫnd And there were some occasions when she cooked fufu and groundnut soup. [Wonderwoman] m bǫlimnǫ 

gu'usim bi'ela ka zǫǫnd la bi'ig nǫ la, ka biis la mǫ tuo sa'akora la naae. please wait a little till the soup is 

ready and the youngsters have finished pounding the fufu. [Wonderwoman] See: sa'ab. 
sa'akodir [N]   See main entry: sa'akǤndir. 'wafer'. 

sa'akondir  See main entry: sa'akǤndir. 'wafer'. 

sa'akont   See main entry: sa'akǤndir. 'wafer'. 

sa'akora   See main entry: sa'akǤrǤ. fufu. 

sa'akțdir [MA]   See main entry: sa'akǤndir. 'wafer'. 

sa'al [W]  See main entry: saal. human being. 

sa'al1   Variant: sa'ali. Form: sa'an. Variant: sa'annǫ1; sa'anɛ; sa'anni. Form: sa'alim!. Variant: sa'alimi!. 

Form: sa'aliminǫ!. Form: sa'alin. Variant: sa'alinǫ. Form: sa'alțg2. Variant: sa'alug2; sa'alțgǤ; sa'alugo; 

sa'alțgț2. v. to advise, rebuke, teach. Sule daa gǤs o zua la ka sa'al o ye, fassi ka sǤ' keŋ ye ba kpans o ziim 

HIV-EES ban'as la yǫla Sule looked at his friend and advised him that someone should go immediately to have his 
blood tested for HIV-AIDS. [AIDS-I] Pu'a la daa sa'al o biis la ye "Biisǫ, ya mi' ye ya saam kpiya ka bas nǫ man 

nǫ yanam ..." The woman spoke seriously to her children and said "Children, you know that your father died and 

left me and you ..." [You-Heard?] Pian'ad bǫdegț nwa' ka Joon da zaŋi sa'al nidib on da mǤǤn Wina'am labasțŋ 

la. 'And with many other words John exhorted the people and preached the good news to them.'. [LUK 3:18] YǤǤmi 

fț lampǤ ka sa'ali fț zuanam ka ba yǤǤ ba lampǤ ka sǤ' da filim o tiraana. Pay your taxes and advise your 
friends to pay their taxes and nobody should cheat his fellow-friend. [Tax] Fț siig la ka fț nǤki dǤlisi fț 

nǤdi'esidib la nii sa'ali ba. 'By your Spirit you admonished them through your prophets.'. [NEH 9:30] o mǫ da tțm 

buol Ahitofel onǫ an Gilo nid, ka an onǫ sa'an Na'ab David la ye o kena. 'he also sent for Ahithophel the 
Gilonite, David's counsellor'. [2SA 15:12] yțma atan' nwa' ka m sa'annǫ ya nǫ nimmua nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ wțsa nǫ 

ninta'am ka pț basǫ. 'I never ceased to warn each one of you night and day for three years.'. [ACT 20:31] GǤsima, 

m sa'annif ye fț pț'țsim Wina'am bareka Look, I advise you to give thanks to God. [You-Heard?] M na zun'e 

ZugsǤb onǫ sa'annim la 'I will praise the Lord, who counsels me'. [PSA 16:7] sǤ' wțsa sa'alim o yidim EES yǫla. 
everyone should advise his family about AIDS. [AIDS-Azuur] Bțnkțdțg ya'a tțm linǫ pț nara, fțn da tans oo, 

amaa sa'alim o baanlimm 'Do not rebuke an older man harshly, but exhort him'. [1TI 5:1] ban dim sa'alimi ba 

mǫŋ ka fir kǤndǤm those people should warn themselves to use a condom. [AIDS-II] Sa'alimi fț biig, ka o na kǫ 
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ka fț nyǫt sumbțgțsțm 'Discipline your son, and he will give you peace'. [PRO 29:17] Sa'aliminǫ o ye o basim 

pu'agǤǤndir tțțma la 'Plead with her to stop her adultery'. [HOS 2:2] Kpa'akuri sa'alin nwiig ka o zan'as kǫlisțg 

la, o naan tǤǤmin. When Tortoise warned Rope and he refused to listen, he should have walked away. [Trouble] 
On sadigim wțm ka na'atan la pieb ka o pț sa'al o mǫŋ nǫ nimmua la, o ziim ye li bǫ nǫ o mǫŋ zug. 'Since 
he heard the sound of the trumpet but did not take warning, his blood will be on his own head.'. [EZK 33:5] Fțn ya'a 

aannǫ Mensah Bonsu fț naan sa'alinǫ fț taaba ye bǤ? If you were Mensah Bonsu, what advice would you have 
given your mates? [Shoeshine-Boy] NǤŋdaan la daa zan'as sa'alțg la The poor man refused the advice. [You-Heard?] 
Bikanǫ mǤr ya'am di'esid o ba' sa'alțg 'A wise son pays attention when his father corrects him'. [PRO 13:1] 
bțnkțdțg onǫ an na'ab ka an zǤlțg ka mǫ pț lǫn di'ed nimmua sa'alțgǤ 'an old and foolish king who will 

listen no longer to advice'. [ECC 4:13] o tǫn'ǫsid ban na gban'e sa'alțgț na nwǫdigi ba ittțŋ gbin si'em. he 
thought that they would accept the correction and be guided in their behaviour. [Trouble] ya ya'a mǤr sa'alțgț na 

sa'al nidib la, yanam pian'am tisi ba. 'if you have a message of encouragement for the people, please speak.'. 

[ACT 13:15] Nabstr: sa'alțg1. See: sa'alțg1; sa'ansa'an. 

sa'al-2   See main entry: sa'alțg1. advice. 

sa'ala   See main entry: sa'alțg1. advice. 

sa'alaa   Form: sa'alaas. n. a porridge bowl. Colloc: kǤm sa'alaas ‘"This is a figurative expressing of one who is skinny 

due to hunger; it describes the sunken space between the collar bone and the neck on both sides." [MA]’. O kǤm 

sa'alaas la wțsa signǫ ka o nu'us yț'țn ya'ae o tida ni All his chest was sunken, and his arms hung from his 
shoulders. [AIDS-II] See: sa'ab; laa1. 

sa'alaas   See main entry: sa'alaa. porridge bowl. 

sa'ali   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'alim!   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'alimi!   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'aliminǫ!   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'alin   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'alinǫ   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'alțg1   Variant: sa'alʋgɔ1; sa'alțgț1. Form: sa'ala. Form: sa'al-2. n. 'advice' [Gh.], warning. M ZugsǤba, kǫl ka 

Ahitofel sa'alțg lieb zǤlim. 'O Lord, turn Ahithophel's counsel into foolishness.'. [2SA 15:31] Na'ab la ya'a da 

bǤǤd ya'am bǫǫ sa'alțg o bu'osidnǫ ban whenever the King wanted wisdom or counsel he asked them. [DAN 1:20] 
Yǫlsțm bǫ nǫ onǫ pț di'ed nimbǫ'ǫdnam sa'alțgǤ 'Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the 
wicked'. [PSA 1:1] Sa'alțgț zaŋi ken bada maalțgin 'Warning against Idolatry'. [DEU 12:29 [heading]] O mǫ da dǤlli 

ba sa'ala 'He also followed their counsel'. [2CH 22:5] O da pț yǫl ye Yaro san'an o nǫ sa'albǫ'ǫd wțț du'adib 

sieba niŋid si'em la. He didn't say that Yaro was giving him bad advice, the way some parents do. [Trouble] Sa'al 

kaŋa da malis Na'ab la ka o sid da niŋ ala. 'This advice appealed to the king, and he followed it.'. [EST 2:4] Sa'al 

banǫ ka ba tisif la wțsa gǫǫnsif nǫ! 'All the counsel you have received has only worn you out!'. [ISA 47:13] Mam 

mǤr sa'alsi'a tisidi ya yǫlkaŋa nwa' ni anǫ ye 'And here is my advice about what is best for you in this matter:'. 
[2CO 8:10] InvNabstr: sa'al1. See: sa'al1; sa'ansa'an. 

sa'alțg2   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'alțgǤ   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'alʋgɔ1   See main entry: sa'alțg1. advice. 

sa'alțgț1   See main entry: sa'alțg1. advice. 

sa'alțgț2   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'alug2   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'alugo   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'am   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 
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sa'an   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'an   See main entry: san'an1. side. 

sa'anɛ   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'annǫ1   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'annǫ2   See main entry: san'an1. side. 

sa'annǫǫ   See main entry: san'an1. side. 

sa'anni   See main entry: sa'al1. teach. 

sa'ansa'an   Variant: sa'ansa'ana. Form: sa'ansa'annib. Variant: sa'an-sa'annidibi. n. a counsellor, advisor. Zabud da 

anǫ Natan biig ka an maanmaan ka lǫn an Na'ab sa'ansa'an 'Zabud son of Nathan – a priest and personal 
adviser to the king'. [1KI 4:5] Teŋ la kpǫǫmnam banǫ an sa'an-sa'annib la tțțma na anǫ zin'is atan' 'The 
Council of State shall perform three main functions:'. [Constitution] zugdaan la mǫ nyaan gaans nidib pisinǫ anu 

ka ba aan o sa'an-sa'annidibi zaŋi ken o tțțma ni. 'President ... shall, in consultation with Parliament, appoint 
a 25-member Council of State to counsel him in the performance of his functions.'. [Constitution] Note: emended MA 
InvNact: sa'al1. Onǫ sa'an ya'a kae lin ka yǫla san'amid, amaa sa'ansa'annib ya'a zu'oe ba na nyaŋi maal 

yǫla. 'Plans fail for lack of counsel, but with many advisers they succeed.'. [PRO 15:22] See: sa'al1; sa'alțg1. 

sa'ansa'ana   See main entry: sa'ansa'an. counsellor. 

sa'ansa'annib   See main entry: sa'ansa'an. counsellor. 

sa'an-sa'annidibi   See main entry: sa'ansa'an. counsellor. 

sa'anwam  Variant: sa'anwan. Form: sa'anwama. n. a t.z.-calabash. Fț ya'a nyǫ man zǫǫnd nǫ dabin ka maan galim, fț 

na yak sa'anwan. If you get my soup and leaven and start by despising them, you end up emptying the calabash of 

t.z.. [Trees] See: sa'ab; nwam. 

sa'anwama   See main entry: sa'anwam. t.z. calabash. 

sa'anwan   See main entry: sa'anwam. t.z. calabash. 

sa'anwǫdir   Variant: sa'anwedir. n. a morsel, portion of t.z. Bayǫțg sǤb pian'ad malis nǫ nwǫnǫ sa'anwǫdir nǫ 'The 

words of a gossip are like choice morsels. [PRO 18:8] See: sa'ab; nwǫ'. 
sa'anwedir   See main entry: sa'anwǫdir. morsel. 

sa'aŋ   See main entry: san'auŋ1. ruin. 

sa'aŋ1   Form: sa'aŋid. v. to mash, 'smash' [Gh.] Ka biis dțt saŋa wțsa pǤn'Ǥd mam buud zǤm ka sieba sa'aŋid sa'ab. 
And children always climb up and pick my (my fruits) and pound (them into) flour, and some mash them with t.z.. 

[Trees] See: saam2. 
sa'aŋ2   See main entry: san'aŋ. abdomen. 

sa'aŋid   See main entry: sa'aŋ1. mash. 

sa'apǫl   Variant: sa'apel. Form: sa'apǫla. Variant: sa'apela. n. a pat of t.z. M zua, tisim sa'apǫla atan' 'My friend, lend me 

three loaves'. [LUK 11:5] ba nyǫ bțnsieba ka ba an lamma-lamma nwǫnǫ sa'apǫlaa bǫ teŋin la they saw 

'something thin and flaky' like t.z. pats on the ground. [EXO 16:14] See: sa'ab. 

sa'apǫla   See main entry: sa'apǫl. pat of t.z. 

sa'apel   See main entry: sa'apǫl. pat of t.z. 

sa'apela   See main entry: sa'apǫl. pat of t.z. 

sa'ar1   n. labour, travail (in giving birth). Pu'akanǫ du'a nǤǤra anaasi, pu'abama sa'ar yuugid nǫ ka ku'od mǫ yit 

bǫdegț du'am la nya'aŋ. The woman who has brought forth four times –  the labour of those women is 
lengthened and their flow of blood is considerable after the birth. [Womens-Health] Zanbin bama sid pa'an ye sa'ar 

paaya. These signs are a clear indication that labour has begun. [Womens-Health] See: sa'ae. 

sa'ar2   See main entry: sa'ae. labour. 
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sa'as1   v. to incite, provoke to fight. Ka ba tis onǫ ban'ad o la paŋ ye o sa'as zaba dunia ni ka nidib kț taaba. 'Its 

rider was given the power to bring war on the earth, so that people should kill each other.'. [REV 6:4] Sim: su'as. 

-sa'as2   See main entry: -sa'a1. young female. 

sa'atuodim   n. fufu. Note: 'pounded staple-food' Baanamin la ba da kuosidi sa'atuodim nǫ boodia nǫ mui nǫ muigbila. 
In the bars they sold fufu, plantain, rice and rice-balls. [Shoeshine-Boy] Mui da ka' ba dikpǫŋa, amaa sǤ wțsa nǤŋi 

li gat sa'atuodim Rice wasn't their staple food, but everyone preferred it to fufu. [Trouble] See: sa'ab; tuo. 

sa'u   id. plentiful. Fț ya'a paae o yinnǫ nǤǤs anǫ sa'u. If you get to his house, the fowls are plentiful. [You-Heard?] 

sa'uŋ   See main entry: san'auŋ1. ruin. 

sa'uŋo   See main entry: san'auŋ1. ruin. 

sagbana   See main entry: saŋgbauŋ. cloud. 

sagbauŋ   See main entry: saŋgbauŋ. cloud. 

sagbauŋǤ   See main entry: saŋgbauŋ. cloud. 

sagboŋ   See main entry: saŋgbauŋ. cloud. 

sa-ian'as-   See main entry: sa-ian'asțg. lightning. 

sa-ian'asțg   Variant: sa-ian'asug; sayan'asug. Form: sa-ian'as-. n. lightning. Sa-ian'asțg la nied saŋgbana la ni la 
Lightning flashed from the clouds. [Trouble] sa-ian'asțg nǫ sakuga, ku'om linǫ ga'aŋ nǫ saŋgbana lightning 
and hail, snow and clouds. [PSA 148:8] O da ...  kadi ba nǫ sa-ian'astita'ar. 'with flashes of lightning he sent them 

running.'. [2SA 22:15] Sim: sa-tansțg ‘thunder’. Ka nidib la nyǫ satansțg nǫ sa-ian'asțg ka wțm na'atan la 

piebțg la 'the people saw the thunder and lightning and heard the trumpet'. [EXO 20:1] See: saa2; ian'as. 
sa-ian'asug   See main entry: sa-ian'asțg. lightning. 

saiin   id. wuff! sound of scattering. Moab pu'ab la mǫ anǫ ala, ka yi Aanon kǤldaugin la widig saiin the Moabite 
women are like that, coming from the river Arnon and scattering aimlessly. [ISA 16:2] 

saiin-saiin  Variant: saain-saiin. id. jingling noise. ba nǤba baans kum saiin-saiin. 'the bracelets on their ankles jingle.'. 

[ISA 3:16] 

sak   v. to be infertile. PǤbanǫ yț'țn sak ka gabț kț lǫn nǤbig ani laa? The fields which are not fertile and onions 
won't grow there any longer? [Trouble] 

sakug-   See main entry: sakugir. hailstone. 

sakuga   See main entry: sakugir. hailstone. 

sakugir   Form: sakuga. Form: sakug-. n. a hailstone. Miriam kpǫn lieb kțkǤmi zi'e pǫlig farr wțț sakugir nǫ. Miriam 

suddenly became a leper and stood 'white as snow'. [NUM 12:10] saa la niid si'em hali ka sakuga lut la ti ya'a pț 

paam bugum țțsǫ, waad na kțț ti. the way it is raining, even hailing, if we don't get fire to get warm, we will 
die of cold. [You-Heard?] Ku'om linǫ ga'aŋ wțț sakuga la na buoe Lebanon zuoya zugǤǤ? 'Does the snow of 

Lebanon ever vanish from its rocky slopes?'. [JER 18:14] Lit: water which solidifies like hailstones. sa-ian'asțg nǫ 

sakuga, ku'om linǫ ga'aŋ nǫ saŋgbana lightning and hail, snow and clouds. [PSA 148:8] Sakugtitada banǫ ka ba 

yinne wțsa tǫbisim zem wțț ku'oyțțr, yit agǤlli lut nidib zutin. 'Huge hailstones, each weighing as much as 
fifty kilogrammes, fell from the sky on people'. [REV 16:21] See: saa; kugir. 

saku'om   n. rainwater. saŋgbana kpa'ae saku'om sigis na. 'the clouds poured down water. '. [JDG 5:4] Teŋ kanǫ di'ed 

saku'om bǫdegț la, du'ad zțțdi tisid kpaadib 'Land that drinks in the rain often falling on it and ... produces a 
crop'. [HEB 6:7] See: saa2; ku'om. 

sakur   Variant: sakurǫ; sakuri. Form: sakurnam. Variant: sakuya. n. school. Azilim-zilim on da bas sakur la nǫ But 

Azilimzilim left school. [Asaasim] sieba zi'e yiŋ, ka dǤǤnni ba niŋgǤnya ye ba nyǫ sakur Tika Afram some 
stood outside, craning their necks to see schoolteacher Afram. [Trouble] Bidu'adib nǫ tikanam bǫǫ sakur 

pa'annib wțsa pian'am Kusasțŋ All parents and teachers or school instructors must speak good Kusaal. [Asaasim] 
Amaa o yǫltǤǤg anǫ o pț kǫ ka o biis ken sakurǫ But the bad thing about him was that he wouldn't let his 
children go to school. [You-Heard?] Fț pț keŋ sakurǫ? Don't you go to school? [Trouble] ba biis la nan pț yi sakuri 
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kul naa. their children had not yet come home from school. [AIDS-II] Ba da pțt sakurnam nǫ sibitinam nǫ 

karindǤǤd they mentioned schools, hospitals and churches. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ti bǤǤd ku'osțma nǫ sakuya ti 

teensin ye ti biis paam keŋ. We want clean water and schools in our villages which are accessible to our 
children. [Tax] Colloc: yț'țŋ sakur ‘literacy classes ('night school')’. Asida ka yț'țŋ sakur na nyaŋi kǫ ka dau 

pun'oe anwaa? Is it true that the literacy class with make a man become this 'filthy rich'? [You-Hear?] Yț'țŋ sakur 

kariki la daa sid anǫ pa'an. The literacy instructor was a real teacher. [You-Do?] Colloc: sakurin(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘to/at/from 
school’. On mǫŋ nyǫ o zua sieba yǫǫd fu-aanlim sakurin He himself saw some of his friends wearing ragged 
clothing at school. [Trouble] Tinamǫ daa ka' sakurin la o da nyaŋi nwǫdisi kpǫn' sakur ofisin la zu gbana nǫ 

pǫǫnnam". Because we weren't at school he managed to break into the school office and steal paper and pens. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Sakurinǫ, tisimi fț Tikanam na'asi At school, give your teachers respect. [Trouble] Sakurinǫǫ Ama 

bitaaba la bu'osid o bu'osa bǫdegț At school, Ama's schoolmates were asking her lots of questions. [Trouble] 
From: (Eng.) See: sakurbil. 

sakurbi-  See main entry: sakurbil. schoolchild. 

sakurbibis   See main entry: sakurbil. schoolchild. 

sakurbil   Form: sakurbibis. Variant: sakurbiis; sakurbiisi. Form: sakurbi-. n. a schoolchild. 'Zaŋim nǫ'ǫŋa,' Ofori yǫl 

sakurbil ka tisid o flawa 'Take this.' Ofori said to a pupil, and gave him a flower. [Trouble] BǤyǫl ka o faadi tisid 

sakurbila? Why did he lie to the schoolchild? [Trouble] Sakurbiis la tita'am da pț mǤr nǫ'ǫŋaa. Most pupils 

didn't have that. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nǫ' kpǫn anǫ sǤbkanǫ bǫ yǫlbanǫ gaad gbauŋțn ka on nǫ o sakurbibis 

karimmi li tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el. This was what was written in the history book and he and his pupils read it 

often. [Trouble] "DizǤra" anǫ sakurbiisi ǫǫnti di ka li kpǫlim la. "Scraps" were the schoolchildren's leftover food. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Kwadwo Boadu da anǫ sakurbibanǫ pian'ad Na'asaal sț'țŋa la yinne. Kwadwo Boadu was one 

of those pupils who spoke English well. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: sakur; -bil. 
sakurbiis  See main entry: sakurbil. schoolchild. 

sakurbiisi   See main entry: sakurbil. schoolchild. 

sakurǫ   See main entry: sakur. school. 

sakuri   See main entry: sakur. school. 

sakurnam   See main entry: sakur. school. 

sakuya   See main entry: sakur. school. 

sakpalimis   See main entry: sakpanlțŋ2. antelope [sp]. 

sakpaliŋ   See main entry: sakpanlțŋ2. antelope [sp]. 

sakpanlțŋ1  n. a hunch, hump, crooked back. Note: also animal alleged to cause it, see sakpanlțŋ2   O ya'a ki'is ka zi'en 

agǤlli tțk, o sakpanlțŋ la na lǫbna. If she disobeys and stands up and puts (the firewood) down, her hump will 
return. [You-Heard?] Colloc: kǤ' sakpanlțŋ ‘have a hunchback’. Dinǫ pakim anǫ ye m pu'a kǤ' sakpanluŋ My 
problem is that my wife is a hunchback. [You-Heard?] onǫ kǤ' sakpanlțŋ bǫǫ digir 'who is hunchbacked or 
dwarfed'. [LEV 21:20] 

sakpanlțŋ2  Variant: sakpaliŋ; sekpaluŋ; sɛkpwalug [C]. Form: sakpalimis. Variant: sekpalumis. n. antelope [sp], 

bushbuck. Tragelaphus scriptus Pallas. On yǫl nǫ'ǫŋa naae la sakpanlțŋ la da kpǫm bǤdignǫ vuguri When he 

finished saying this, the bushbuck suddenly disappeared all at once. [Jealousy] pțpiel asakpanlțŋǤ, sakpanlțŋ 

sțŋǤ, kemna ka sțŋim. righteous Mr. Antelope, good antelope, come and help me. [Jealousy] 

sakpida   See main entry: sakpidir1. hip. 

sakpidir1   Variant: sakpiner. Form: sakpida. n. hip. SǤ' da paasi dǤlli ba yǫ fupiel ka zanl si'el linǫ ka o na nyaŋi sǤbi 

li zug ka li lab o sakpidir. 'With them was a man dressed in linen clothes, carrying something to write with.'. [EZK 

9:2] ZugsǤb buol onǫ yǫ fupiel ka zanl linǫ sǤbid ka li lab o sakpidirin la 'Then the Lord called to the man 
clothed in linen who had the writing kit at his side'. [EZK 9:3] SǤ' wțsa mǤr o sț'țg ka li bǫǫ o sakpidirin 'each 
with his sword at his side'. [SNG 3:8] Ka o yu'as o nu'us baanlim yis li o sakpida la ni ka keŋ zin'in. She slowly 
took her hands off her hips and went and sat down. [Trouble] 
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sakpiner   See main entry: sakpidir1. hip. 

saliba1   See main entry: salibir1. bridle. 

-saliba2   See main entry: -salibir2. smooth. 

salibir1   Variant: salibiri. Form: saliba1. n. a bridle. LǤr la sieba me ka' saliba bǫǫ birikinama Some vehicles have no 

steering or brakes. [Asaasim] Note: The use of 'bridle' for the steering of a lorry is inappropriate [MA] AnǤ'Ǥn lǫǫ ... pun 

nyaŋe li'el o nǫ salibir ye o li'a o? 'Who would approach him with a bridle?'. [JOB 41:13] Li'emi widi la nǫ salibir, 

ban'ami widi la! 'Harness the horses, mount the steeds!'. [JER 46:4] O ... nǤk salibiri li'a nidib nǤya mǤri ba ken 

san'auŋ zin'ig. 'he places in the jaws of the peoples a bit that leads them astray.'. [ISA 30:28] Ti ya'a li'a widi nǫ 

saliba ye ba niŋ tinamǫ bǤǤd si'el 'We put a bit into the mouth of a horse to make it obey us'. [JAS 3:3] 

-salibir2   Form: -saliba2. adj.pl. smooth. O da ...  pi'is kugsaliba anu su o kǤnbkem buorigin la 'He ... picked up five 
smooth stones ... and put them in his bag'. [1SA 17:40] 

salibiri   See main entry: salibir1. bridle. 

salililili   id. in ranks, in orderly formation. na'azǤmnam pț mǤr na'aba, la'an nǫ wala ba kennǫ salililili 'locusts have no 
king, yet they advance together in ranks;'. [PRO 30:27] 

salim   See main entry: sanlim1. piece of gold. 

salima   See main entry: sanlim1. piece of gold. 

salinsa'   Form: salinsa'as. n. an ant [sp.] Salinsa'as nǫ yala nǫ kuus lǫn ka' bțțrin laa. There are no more 'moths', ants 

and mice in the granary. [House+Farm] salinsa'as banǫ ka ba paŋ pǤǤd la'an nǫ wala ka ba su'adi ba diibi paad 

dǤnwalig; 'Ants are creatures of little strength, yet they store up their food in the summer;'. [PRO 30:25] Yanam 

gbanya'anama, zamisimi ya'am yi salinsa'asin 'Lazy people should learn a lesson from the way ants live.'. [PRO 

6:6] 

salinsa'as   See main entry: salinsa'. ant. 

sam   Variant: sammǫ; sammǫǫ; samme. Form: sama. n. debt, charge, fine. KǤm ya'a li na ka fț pțțr zem wțț binnir, 

kǤm ya'a gaad fț sam zem wțț zuor. If famine comes and your stomach is like a drum, when the famine passes 
your debt is like a mountain. [Proverb 272] Asǫǫ ka o lǫbis la'abanǫ an kasi la wțsa, ka zaŋ o sam la pțdigir 

yinne zin'is anu pțțgin paas 'he must make good his default in sacred dues, adding one fifth of the value'. [LEV 

5:16] M tǫn'ǫs ye, onǫ ka o sam zu'oe la. 'I suppose the one who had the bigger debt'. [LUK 7:43] Ba daa nyǫ 

ninsțma banǫ da'ad kpaam la bǤzugǤ, ba dim pț da'ad sammǫ, ba da'adi vǫǫnlig. They had good people to 
buy the oil, because such people didn't buy on credit, but paid cash. [Wealth-Is-Power] Kemi na da' daam nǫ 

bin'isim ka da yǤ ligidii, li mǫ ka' sammǫ. 'Come, buy wine and milk without money and without cost.'. [ISA 55:1] 
anǤ'Ǥnǫ ... bǤǤd ye o mǫ' girimbisa ka kț dǫŋin zin'in yiiga gǫlig o samme na an si'em ... ? 'Would any of 
you think of building a tower without first sitting down and calculating the cost ... ?'. [LUK 14:28] Ya na nyaŋi di'esi 

ya sama banǫ bǫ saam la san'an 'You may collect what a foreigner owes you'. [DEU 15:3] Colloc: di sam ‘to 
become, be indebted’. Banǫ di sam ka gț'țŋ yǤǤb bǫǫ o ya'a an gǫǫŋ. 'those who have been declared bankrupt 

or to be of unsound mind;'. [Constitution] da faaǫn pțkǤǤnr fuug on dii fț sam la zugǤ. 'Do not ... take the cloak 
of the widow as a pledge.'. [DEU 24:17] Colloc: yǤ2 sam ‘repay a debt’. Fț anǫ gǫdțgț paam boto ayi' ma'aa ka 

bǤǤdi fț zaŋi li wțsa keŋ yǤ sammǫǫ? You're a fool, just getting two sacks (of groundnuts) and do you want to 
use it all to go and pay the debt? [Wealth-Is-Power] fț ya'a nam mi' kaanbnǫ ye fț di'e sǤ' samme yǤ if you have 

ever promised to accept responsibility for someone's debt. [PRO 6:1] DǤlli ba keŋ ... ka yǤǤ ba sama la tisi ba 'Go 
along with them ... and pay their expenses'. [ACT 21:24] o pț yǤǤ ba, ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd la sammǫǫ? 'he gave them 
over to the penalty of their sin.'. [JOB 8:4] Colloc: ( kǫǫs ) sam(a) bas ‘cancel debt’. o zugdaan la zǤǤ o 

nimbaanlig, ka bas sam la 'The servant's master took pity on him, cancelled the debt'. [MAT 18:27] Yțma ayǤpǤi 

wțsa asǫǫ ka ya kǫǫs sama bas. 'At the end of every seven years you must cancel debts.'. [DEU 15:1] Colloc: sam 

yi'er/yǤǤb ‘revenge, retaliation’. Sam yi'er ka'a ninkuure. Retaliation is not murder. [Proverb 240] Sam yǤǤb anǫ 

m din ka mam na yǤǤ li. 'It is mine to avenge; I will repay'. [HEB 10:30] Sim: pǫ'ǫmis1, pǫ'ǫm. Etym: OVN 
*SAM-DI/A ; GS1 *K¹IM . See: samdit. 

sama   See main entry: sam. debt. 

samampiid   n. harvest festival ('home-farm-cleaning'). Colloc: samampiid daar ‘'yard-cleaning' (funeral custom)’. 
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samampiid daarǫ, pu'atanp ya'a wa'ae ba saamnam ya' ba mǤri mam (vuoŋ) tisidi ba saamnam nǫ ba tanp 
on the harvest festival day when the 'sisters' go to their fathers' houses they bring me (false-kapok) to give to their 

fathers and sisters. [Trees] See: saman; pi'. 

saman   Form: samana. n. outer courtyard, front-yard, home-farm. Note: "home-farm" – plot of land immediately beside the 

house Apam bǤǤdi ye o bțd saman la yiiga. Apam wants to sow the home-farm first. [House+Farm] Kuomi fț 

saman yiiga naae ka naan lǤ'Ǥŋ pǤǤg 'Finish your outdoor work and get your fields ready'. [PRO 24:27] Daakan la 

sǤ' wțsa na buol o kpi'a ka o kena zin'in o saman tiig nǫ o kekaŋ gbinnin. 'In that day each of you will invite 
his neighbour to sit under his vine and fig tree'. [ZEC 3:10] Colloc: samannin(e) ‘in the yard’. Bțŋ kpiidnǫ 

A-zǤt-Yǫla samannin. The donkey dies on Mr. Fear-Palaver's front yard. [Proverb 188] Ka naan lǫb na zi'en 

samannin ka ba nu daam And then (they) come back again to the frontyard and drink pito. [Asaasim] Gbigim bǫ 

samannin,m pa'a ti yii keŋ ka o kțțm! 'There is a lion outside; I shall be killed if I go on the street.'. [PRO 22:13] 
Akudbil yi samannine nyǫ ka sǤ' zi'e kpi'e o dala dinǫ bǫǫ o yituon ... la Akudbil went out onto the front-yard 
and saw someone standing near his log-bench in front of his house. [Electricity] Colloc: saman tuon(a). Ba ya'a 

yț'țmi ala wțsa n gilig yir la n lǫb saman tu'on na ... When that sing in that manner and march the house and 
come back to the front yard ... [Asaasim] Saman-tuon naada la sǤbigi lim-lim. The early-millet in the home-farm 
is dark green. [House+Farm] Nidib na pin'ili ba saman-tuona bțdig. People will start sowing in the home-farm. 

[House+Farm] Sim: yampțn ‘behind the house’. See: samampiid; saman na'ab; samanzin'id. 

samana   See main entry: saman. outer courtyard. 

samanzin'id   Form: samanzin'idib. n. a courtier. Note: people sitting in attendance outside the palace Na'ab Herod da wțm 

Yesu labaar, ka yǫl o samanzin'idib ye ... 'Herod ... said to his attendants'. [MAT 14:1-2] Sim: na'ayikpǫm. 
See: saman; zin'i. 

samanzin'idib   See main entry: samanzin'id. courtier. 

saman na'ab   n. chamberlain. Ka ba la'as taaba dǫŋi nyǫ Bilastus onǫ an na'ab Herod saman na'ab la maal suor ye 

o nwǫ' na'ab nu'ug. 'Having secured the support of Blastus, a trusted personal servant of the king, they asked for 
peace'. [ACT 12:20] See: saman; na'ab. 

samaabir   n. a type of whip. Note: used for 'goad' in the first edn. of the New Testament: old-fashioned word Sim: kpa'asir, 

sisanbig. 

samdaan   Form: samdaannam. n. 1 • a creditor, person who has made a loan. O samdaan na faaǫn on mǤr si'el wțsa 
'May a creditor seize all he has'. [PSA 109:11] See: sam; daan1. 
2 • debtor. Ba nuud daam kanǫ ka ba di'e ba samdaannam san'anǫ 'they drink wine taken as fines.'. [AMO 2:8] 
Sim: samdit. 

samdaannam   See main entry: samdaan. creditor, debtor. 

samdit   Variant: samdita. Form: samditib. n. debtor. M ya'a ti lǫm bǤǤd daasi'erǫ o kț tisima, ka mǫ na mǤǤl ye m anǫ 

samdit. If I should be in need he probably won't give me anything, and make it public that I am in debt. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] bțndaan nǫ samdit na an yinne. 'it will be the same ... for debtor as for creditor.'. [ISA 24:2] Dau 

da bǫ, ka mǤr o samditib ayi'. 'Two men were in debt to a moneylender'. [LUK 7:41] Colloc: samditibin 
‘with/to/from debtors’. Ba da kțdin kaadi tempțbibis ... ye ba di'esi ba ligidi ba samditibin. They just went 
round the small towns ... to get their money from their debtors. [Trouble] Sim: samdaan2 See: sam; di1. 

samdita   See main entry: samdit. debtor. 

samditib   See main entry: samdit. debtor. 

samɛti   See main entry: simǫnti. cement. 

samilimmiug  Variant: samilimmiugț. n. showers of rain. O na ... nwǫnǫ samilimmiugț niidi bțgțn teŋ la. He will 

be ... like showers watering the earth'. [PSA 72:6] See: saa1. 

samilimmiugț   See main entry: samilimmiug. shower. 

samkpan'as   See main entry: sankpan'as1. servant. 

sammǫ   See main entry: sam. debt. 
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sammǫda   See main entry: sammǫdir. earthworm. 

sammǫdir   Variant: sammǫda. n. an earthworm. Ziiŋ da nwǫ' ku'ozulțŋțn la kat sammǫdir ka li yirig Adu. The fish 

struck the deep water in pursuit of a worm, and it frightened Adu. [Trouble] Piya'ampiins nǤŋnǫ ku'om bǫ zin'isia, 

ani ka ba gban'ad sammǫda nǫ bțn-ian'ad-baanlțg. The wild ducks like to be where water is, there they can 
catch earthworms and small insects. [MA] 

samme   See main entry: sam. debt. 

sammǫǫ   See main entry: sam. debt. 

sampam   Variant: sampammǫ. Form: sampama. n. a beater – for pounding floors and rough threshing. Note: object like 
European hand-brush but bigger and without bristles - used by women for beating down gravel to floor rooms, courtyards: also 

for crushing millet AmǤryam mǤri sampammǫ bț'țd ki la. Amoryam uses a beater to thresh millet. [House+Farm] 

sampama   See main entry: sampam. beater. 

sampammǫ   See main entry: sampam. beater. 

sampina  See main entry: sampinnig [N]. fan. 

sampinnig [N]   Form: sampina. n. a fan. InvNinst: limis. Ataalkae, tisim sampinnig ka m limisi m bugum. Ataalkae, 

give me a fan to fan my fire. [MA] Sim: kanfinnig. 

sampua   Form: sampuos. n. 'threepence', 2½ pesewa coin. Note: obsolete fț ya'a mǫn tǤǤm kpǫn' lǤr ka sampua pansig 

ban kidigif si'em la asǫǫ ka ba sigisif. if you go off and board the lorry and you are even threepence short (of the 
fare), if they find you like that they will put you down. [Asaasim] Colloc: Asampuos ‘'Mr. Threepence' [name of 
poor man in story]’. Si'el wțsa ba maannǫ azinzema amaa Asampțos anǫ nǤŋdaan. 'They were doing 
everything in common but ... Asampuos was poor.'. [You-Heard?] 

sampuos   See main entry: sampua. threepence, 2½ pesewa coin. 

samyi'er   n. repayment, revenge, retribution. ŰNDƒG SAMYI'ER. Retribution for Anger. [You-Heard? [Heading]] Sam yi'er 

ka'a ninkțțrǫ. Retaliation is not murder. [Proverb 240] See: sam; yi'e. 

sanb   v. to have sth. to excess. Nu'usi sanb ka ba yiis yinne maal gǤbțg. There are many hands so they choose one to 

be the left. [Proverb 257] Sim: zu'oe, galis1. 

sanba   See main entry: sanbir. amulet. 

sanbir   Form: sanba. n. a talisman, amulet. Note: divining-medicine ba zaŋ Wina'am gbauŋ la sǤbi maal sanba tabili ba 

gbǫ'ǫd nǫ ba nu'usin 'straps with scripture verses on them which they wear on their foreheads and arms'. [MAT 23:5] 
From: (Ar.) Note: ? < ��]�ْ  Note: afħah "side, page of a book" [Sergio Baldi] 

san'am   Variant: sa'am; san'amǫ; san'amnǫǫ; san'ammǫ; san'ame; san'ami1. Form: san'amid. Variant: san'amida; 

san'amidi. Form: san'amidnǫ. Form: san'ami2!. Form: san'amini. Form: san'amin. Form: san'auŋ2. 

Variant: san'aŋɔ. Form: san'am ya4. Variant: san'amya. v. 1 • to spoil, waste, destroy. linǫ san'am anǫ mam 

bǫn'ǫd la, m kț nyaŋ tțm tțțm kpi'țŋ nannanna the only problem is that I am not well, and can't do heavy 
work at the moment. [Asaasim] Lit: what spoils (the plan you have proposed). Yțma piiga nya'aŋ ka bugum tita'ar 

la'aŋ Susa kpǫla san'am bțnbțta nǫ tiis. Ten years before a big fire had started here at Susa and destroyed crops 
and trees. [Trouble] M da lǫn ... san'am ba'abiidțg linǫ bǫ Juda nǫ Israel dim sțțgin la. 'Then I broke ... the 

brotherhood between Judah and Israel'. [ZEC 11:14] Ka onǫ wțsa maal malțŋț tis ba'ar bǫǫ win ka ya'a ka'anǫ 

ZugsǤb ma'aanǫ, yanam san'am ninkan sǤb. 'Whoever sacrifices to any god other than the Lord must be 
destroyed.'. [EXO 22:20] ba nǤk tiim niŋ o niŋgbiŋ la ka li pț san'am, ka nǤki li niŋ kum daka ni 'They 
embalmed his body and put it in a coffin.'. [GEN 50:26] Li tun'e kǫ ka nidib kǤ'Ǥŋ gbǫǫnsa, ka san'amǫ ba arezak 
It can make people homeless and destroy their possessions. [Fire] (Suntaana) onǫ kena ye o zu ka kț ka san'ame 

ti ma'aa la. (Satan) he only comes to rob and kill and destroy us. [Bible-Study] Linǫnami sțŋidi ti ka ti vțe la na 

lǫn tun'e san'ami ti ya'as. These things that help our life can also kill us. [Trouble] mǤǤgin bțnkǤnbid san'ami 

ba. 'wild animals will destroy them. '. [HOS 2:12] o mi' linǫ na maalif nǫ linǫ na san'amif he knows what is good 

for you and what is bad for you. [Billygoat] kǫl ka fț dataas, nǫ banǫ mǤǤd ye ba san'amif la ba'as wțț Nabal nǫ 
'may your enemies and all who intend to harm my master be like Nabal'. [1SA 25:26] Kadiminǫ ba kțț ba ka 

san'ami ba nyain! 'Pursue, kill and completely destroy them'. [JER 50:21] Hesbon san'amnǫ hali ti paae Dibon 
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teŋin. 'Heshbon is destroyed all the way to Dibon.'. [NUM 21:30] Fț nam pț baŋ ye Egipt san'amnǫǫ? 'Do you not 

yet realize that Egypt is ruined?'. [EXO 10:7] NIF DŰŊ. (Linǫ san'amid nif) Eye Injury. (What damages the eye). 

[Trachoma [heading]] BǤzugǤ man ye m niŋ wala bǫ ka gǤti m nidib nǫ m du'adib ka ba san'amida? 'How can I 
endure it if this disaster comes on my people, and my own relatives are killed?'. [EST 8:6] Sa'ad nyǤ'Ǥb san'amidi 

teŋ kț'țlțm. Burning rubbish spoils the fertility of the soil. [House+Farm] Wina'am ya'a vț'țs fǫǫn, ba 

san'amidnǫ At the breath of God they are destroyed'. [JOB 4:9] San'ami ... zin'ibanǫ ka buudbanǫ ka ya wa'ae ye 

ya sț'țgi ba teŋ la maannǫ ba wina la. 'Destroy completely all the places ... where the nations you are 
dispossessing worship their gods.'. [DEU 12:2] San'amini ba malțŋ bimbima la bas. 'You must tear down their 
altars.'. [JDG 2:2] Zi'elbama ka onǫ ka o niŋgbina san'auŋ ban'as bas na dǤlis 'These are the regulations for the 

diseased person'. [LEV 14:2] Anrțŋ la san'auŋ yǫla The Shipwreck. [ACT 27:39 [heading]] Pa'annib banǫ bǫ 

sț'țlimin la kpǫ'ǫŋim pa'al ... taba nuub bǫ'ǫd nǫ li san'auŋț na an si'em Teachers in the region should give 
clear teaching ... about the evils of smoking and how harmful it is. [Smoking] Anrima la da san'am ya, ka ba pț 

lǫn nyaŋidi mǤri kpiisida. 'The ships were wrecked and were not able to set sail to trade.'. [2CH 20:37] 
Colloc: san'am ligidi [&c.] ‘to waste money [ &c. ]’.  Biig pț nyǫǫ o ma saa nǫ ka ye o ba' sa'am niigi. The child 
did not see his mother as a young girl, and says his father wasted his cows! [Proverb 124] Akudbil daa pț lǫn 

san'am saŋaa Akudbil didn't waste any more time. [Electricity] bǫog da nie ka fț lǫn san'am paŋi saasid sț'țsǫ. 
in the morning you shouldn't waste your strength sharpening cutlasses. [Trouble] o anǫ danuud ka san'amid ligidi 
'he wastes money and is a drunkard'. [DEU 21:20] BǤ ka pu'a la san'am tudaari la wala? 'Why this waste of 
perfume?'. [MRK 14:4] Pu'ab la nyǤn ye dap la san'amidi bugum la The women complained that the men were 
wasting electricity. [Electricity] O pț san'amnǫ ligidi la zaalim? Didn't he waste money for no reason? 

[Three-Problems] Nǫǫmim la'ad bǫdegț sansa yinne ka gu' bugum san'auŋ. Iron a lot of things at once, and 

avoid waste of electricity. [Electricity] Colloc: san'am X yț'țr ‘slander X’. BǤzugǤ albarika nu'us lala ka ti mǤr 

nwǫ'ǫd taaba n kțțd la, albarika nǤya la ka ti mǤri sa'amid taaba yț'țr because we use those blessed hands to 

hit and kill each other, and blessed mouths to slander each other. [Asaasim] Colloc: san'am pu'a/dau ‘rape, seduce, 

initiate adultery’. dap nǫ pu'ab da san'am taaba they should 'keep themselves from sexual immorality'. [ACT 

15:20] ya bipu'ab mǫ san'amid dap la. your daughters-in-law commit adultery.'. [HOS 4:13] Colloc: san'am X 

sțțnr/sțnf, X sțțnr/sțnf san'am ‘distress X ; X  is distressed, heartbroken’. Ba ya'a san'am sǤ' sțțnrǫ o sǤb 

mǤr suor ka o mǤri ba dț kǤǤtț ni. If distress is caused to somebody, that person has a right to bring a court 

case. [Constitution] Bțndaan ... la n da wțm nǤŋdaan la nyțnyǤlțg daar wțsa la ka di san'am o sțnf When the 
rich man heard the poor man complaining every day, it made him sad. [You-Heard?] Awin daa pț bǤǤd ye o biiga 

Azțpuak sțțnr san'am. Awin didn't want her daughter Azupuak to be distressed. [AIDS-Azuur] Mbun sțnf daa 

san'am nǫ o sid la bǫn'ǫd la Mbun was upset that her husband was sick. [AIDS-I] Adu sțnf da kpǫn san'ammǫ 

vugiri ba pǤǤg daan la yǫla Adu suddenly got upset about the farm owner. [Trouble] 'BǤǤ maalǫ?' Goma sțnf da 

san'ammǫ. "What happened?" – Goma was unhappy. [Trouble] Bam sțnya san'amidnǫ ka bam sțnya duosid. 
Some people are upset and some are angry. [AIDS-II] Ka o lǫn tabini pian' ye, 'Li nwǫnǫ saa lǫm bǤǤd niib nǫ,' ye 

ba da baŋ o sțnfu san'amin la. And he went on to say "It's as if it's going to rain." meaning that they should not 

know that he was distressed. [Trouble] O sțnf da san'am ya. He was heartbroken. [Trouble] M Fuug Sțgțr san'am 

ya 'My tent is destroyed'. [JER 10:20] O ya'am dim la sțnf mǫ da san'amya hali. 'his nobles were in a state of 
confusion.'. [DAN 5:9] Sim: li'1. o gban'e nǫ ye o san'am ka li' buudi bǫdegț 'He is determined to destroy many 
nations.'. [ISA 10:7] Cpart: maal1. Wina'am ya'a lǫǫ tis o ya'am ka o mi' linǫ na maalif nǫ linǫ na san'amifǤǤ, lin 

an sțm gat la'ad. If God has given him wisdom to know what will set you up and what will tear you down, that 
is better than wealth. [Billygoat] 
2 • to be spoiled, non-functional. Sansi'a, li ǫǫn anǫ si'eli san'am bǫǫ si'eli gbirigi san'am tțțma zin'igin. 
Sometimes something is damaged or something suddenly breaks down at the works. [Electricity] PǤmpi ya'a 

san'am, ba ǫǫnti la'asnǫ ligidi ka banǫ maan pǤmpinam la kena maal. If the pump breaks down, they collect 

money and the pump-fitters come and mend it. [Wealth-Is-Power] Bțndaan la pț zǤǤ o fuud la sa'aŋǤ ka ye li ya'a 

san'am on lǫn da'. The rich man wasn't worried about clothes spoiling, saying that if they got spoiled, he would 
buy some more. [Billygoat] Colloc: X nindaa san'am ‘X's face falls’. TǤ'ǤtǤ ka dau la nindaa pin'ili san'am 
Immediately the man's face began to fall. [Electricity] O daa san'am o nindaa kun ka yǫl ye lin an si'em wțsa sǫǫ 

m kul. He looked sad, and said that if that was the case "I'll have to go home." [Fire] Note: san'am o nindaa kun "this 
is not natural" [MA] 
3 • to break, violate a command/law/taboo. BǤ ka ya tțm bǫ'ǫdi san'amid Vț'țsțm Daar kisțgǤ? 'What is this 
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wicked thing you are doing – desecrating the Sabbath day?'. [NEH 13:17] Maanmaannib la san'amidi m wada, ka 

miligidi m la'abanǫ an kasi la 'Her priests give rulings which violate my law, and profane what is sacred to me.'. 

[EZK 22:26] Ka m ya'a san'amin wada ka niŋin si'el linǫ ka m narin nǫ kum, m naan kț zan'asinǫǫ. 'If I have 
broken the law and done something for which I deserve the death penalty, I do not ask to escape it'. [ACT 25:11] 
See: dausan'auŋ; ligsan'auŋ; nindasan'auŋ; pu'asan'auŋ; pu'asan'amid; san'auŋ1; sțnsa'aŋ. 

san'am ya4   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'amǫ   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'ame   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'ami1   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'ami2!   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'amid   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'amida   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'amidi   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'amidnǫ   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'amin   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'amini   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'ammǫ   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'amnǫǫ   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'amya   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'an1   Variant: sa'an; san'anǫ; sa'annǫ2; sa'annǫǫ; san'ani. n. 'side', vicinity, locality of sb. Azțpuak daa keŋ o zua 

Atine san'an ye o pț'țs o la, Azupuak went to her friend Atine to greet her. [AIDS-Azuur] Abimelek ... da duoe 

keŋ o ansnam san'an 'Abimelech ... went to his mother's brothers'. [JDG 9:1] bǫkǫung asuba ka nidib wțsa 

la'asid o san'an Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la kǫlisid o pian'ad 'all the people came early in the morning to hear him 
at the temple'. [LUK 21:38] Dabiem nǫ ya'am nwa'ar da kǫ ka Jakob pțdig nimbanǫ bǫǫ o san'an la zin'is ayi' 'In 
great fear and distress Jacob divided the people who were with him into two groups'. [GEN 32:7] Űǫn, m ba'abiiga, 

m bǤǤd nyǤǤdi fț san'an 'Yes, brother, I am asking this favour of you as a fellow-Christian'. [PHM 1:20] Gehazi yi 

Elasia san'an lieb kțkǤmi yuod bǤr-bǤr Then Gehazi went from Elisha's presence and he was leprous, as white 
as snow. [2KI 5:27] faanmi m dataas san'ani bas. '(he) ... sets me free from my enemies'. [2SA 22:49] Colloc: X 

sa'an na1. Note: sometimes written, erroneously sa'ana  Ti da ... nyǫ ka tǤklai bugum tǤǤn kpa' ti san'an na. We 

... saw the beam of a torch pointed towards us. [Shoeshine-Boy] man da ǫǫnti nyaŋi nwǫdig nidib la ya'am ka ba 

lǫb man san'an na. I could guide the people's minds so that they would come back to me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Daar 

yinne ka o sabua kǫǫn o san'an na One day his girlfriend came to him. [Billygoat] Egipt dim wțsa da kǫn Josef 

san'an na the Egyptians all came to Joseph. [GEN 47:15] li na kena nwǫnǫ san'auŋ linǫ yit Paŋtita'ar SǤb san'an 

na. 'it will come like destruction from the Almighty.'. [ISA 13:6] Atțbțg kpǫmisi ba ye ba kǫmi ba san'an na 

saŋa kanǫ ka ba mǫŋ gaŋ Atubug advised them to come to them at any time of their own choosing. [Electricity] 
Colloc: sa'anǫ(ǫ) ‘in/to/at/from the side’.  Note:  a person is not usually made object of a verb of motion or a preposition 

- 'I went to him.' say o sa'anǫ.   HIV-Ees ban'a la bǫnǫ ziimin ka na nyaŋi yi sǤ' san'anǫ lǤ'Ǥŋ sǤ' ka li dǤlnǫ 

ziimin The HIV-AIDS disease is in the blood and can pass from one person to infect another through the blood. 

[AIDS-I] o daa yǫl ye sǤ' da pian' o yǫllǫ, dinzugǤ on ba'a ka' o san'anǫ he said that nobody should talk about 
him, so he was not interested in him. [Billygoat] Mam mǫ pț mǤra, amaa ti ya'a keŋa Azaato san'anǫǫ ti kț 

kǤ'Ǥŋǫ. I haven't got any either, but if we go to Azaato we will have plenty. [Wealth-Is-Power] Lit: won't lack. 
Niŋkan daana da mǤr pțtǫn'ǫr ye o na di'e si'el ZugsǤb la san'anǫǫ. 'A man like that should not think he will 
receive anything from the Lord.'. [JAS 1:7] Li ka'anǫ lin yǫla ka o kǫn kpǫla na ye o gban'e ba lǤǤ mǤri keŋ 

maanmaan kpǫǫmnam san'anǫǫ? 'And hasn't he come here to take them as prisoners to the chief priests?'. [ACT 

9:21] Sim: luaa2, (babir)/baba. 

san'anǫ   See main entry: san'an1. side. 
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san'ani   See main entry: san'an1. side. 

san'aŋ   Variant: sa'aŋ2; san'aŋa. n. abdomen. San'aŋ zabir. abdominal pain. [Womens-Health] Note: in list of 'signs of damage 

after giving birth' Ka o sa'aŋ zabid bǫdegț. Her abdomen hurts a lot. [Womens-Health] Note: in list of symptoms of 

pregnancy Ningbina zabir tun'e pin'il o sa'aŋin yiiga Body pain can start first in her abdomen. [Womens-Health] 
Kpalauŋ kțdțg pț yidigid san'aŋa. Old trousers don't fail to fit the abdomen. [Proverb 050] 

san'aŋ2   See main entry: san'auŋ1. ruin. 

san'aŋa   See main entry: san'aŋ. abdomen. 

san'aŋɔ   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'auŋ1   Variant: sa'uŋ; san'aŋ2; sa'aŋ; san'auŋǤ; sa'uŋo; san'auŋț. n. destruction, ruin. Nǫ' na kǫ ka Wina'am zǤǤ ti 

nyǤǤg ka yisi ti san'aŋ pțțgin. This will allow God to feel for us and take us out of destruction. [Bible-Study] m da 

yǫnǫ kțțr fuug dinǫ an zanbinnǫ pa'an Na'asaara n mǤr san'auŋ si'a na tis ninsabilis teŋ dim. I wore a 
funeral gown which is a sign of the destruction Europeans brought upon the people of Africa. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
San'auŋ paae Kemos win nidib la 'The people of Chemosh are destroyed'. [JER 48:46] li na kena nwǫnǫ san'auŋ 

linǫ yit Paŋtita'ar SǤb san'an na. 'it will come like destruction from the Almighty.'. [ISA 13:6] fțn da kǫ ka m vțe 

ti nyǫǫm san'auŋǤ. 'do not let me face my own ruin.'. [NUM 11:15] m nǤknǫ vțm nǫ bțnsțma la digili ya tuon, 

ka mǫ nǤk kum nǫ san'auŋț digili ya tuon. 'I set before you today life and prosperity, death and destruction.'. 

[DEU 30:15] Colloc: san'auŋțn ‘in/to/from destruction’. Da nuti daam kțțniya, ka li mǤri ya wa'ae nǫ 

san'auŋțn. 'Do not get drunk with wine, which will only ruin you.'. [Bible-Study] (o) kǫ ka o maliak kanǫ yis mam 

san'auŋțn la na niŋ biis nwa' zug bareka. 'the Angel who has delivered me from all harm – may he bless these 

boys.' destroying X's reputation. [GEN 48:16] X yț'țr san'auŋ. Saaliba, bțndaar ka ya na bas man yț'țr 

san'auŋǤ? Mortals, when will you leave off dishonouring me? [PSA 4:2] See: san'am; ligsan'auŋ. 

san'auŋ2   See main entry: san'am. waste, spoiled, violate. 

san'auŋǤ   See main entry: san'auŋ1. ruin. 

san'auŋț   See main entry: san'auŋ1. ruin. 

sangbauŋ   See main entry: saŋgbauŋ. cloud. 

sangboŋ   See main entry: saŋgbauŋ. cloud. 

sankpaN-   See main entry: sankpan. pimples. 

sankpan   Form: sankpana. Variant: saŋkpana. Form: sankpaN-. n. a rash, pimples, hives. Niŋgbiŋ ban'as wțț 

nwǫ'ǫdțg dinǫ pț basida bǫǫ zugzabir bǫǫ saan nǫ sankpana. Bodily illnesses like persistent fever, or 
headache, or diarrhœa or a rash. [AIDS-I] fǫn'țg la ya'a bǤdig ka pț lǤ'Ǥŋ o niŋgbiŋ la zin'isi'a, li pa'al ye li 

kțdim anǫ sankpana 'if the sore has faded and has not spread in the skin, ... it is only a rash.'. [LEV 13:6] Niŋgbina 

zakkim bǫǫ mǤr saŋkpana. The body itches or has a rash. [AIDS-Azuur] (o) kǫ ka sankpangbiriba gban'e Job 

niŋgbina hali yii o nǤba ni paae o zupaasțțg (he) 'afflicted Job with painful sores from the soles of his feet to 
the top of his head.'. [JOB 2:7] Li ya'a gban'e nini la, li kǫtnǫ ka nif gbana la nǤnya ni tǤn sankpam-baanlțg If 
it affects the eyes it causes the edges of the eyelids to form small eruptions. [Trachoma] 

sankpana   See main entry: sankpan. pimples. 

sankpan'as1   Variant: samkpan'as; saŋkpan'as; sankpan'asi. Form: sankpan'asnam. Variant: sankpan'asnamaa. 

Form: sankpan'as-2. n. a servant, bond-servant. Naa, fț sankpan'as Ben-Hadad ye fț di suguru ka da kțț o. 
O King, your servant Ben Hadad asks you to be tolerant and not kill him. [1KI 20:32] Nya'andǤl pț gat o tuon sǤba. 

Ka sankpan'as mǫ pț gat o zugdaana. 'A student is not above his teacher, nor a servant above his master.'. [MAT 

10:24] Ba da mǤri yț'țyǫǫdi buon o zua la, wțț: Na'asaara saŋkpan'as bǫǫ A-pț-nan-la'ad They called his 

friend rude names, like 'Whiteman's slave' or Never-Content-with-Laughter. [Trouble] nwǫnǫ sankpan'asi tțm 

tadig ka bǤǤd ye winnig li tǤ'ǤtǤ si'em la 'Like a slave longing for the evening shadows'. [JOB 7:2] Lit: who works 
and is tired and wants the sun to set soon. Ti wțsa na anǫ fț sankpan'asnam 'All of us are now your slaves'. [GEN 

44:16] Siadirak nǫ Mesiak nǫ Abǫdnǫgo, Wina'am Onǫ Gaad Si'el Wțsa la sankpan'asnama, yim kǫǫn kpǫla 

na! Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego, servants of the Most High God, come'. [DAN 3:26] ya ... zaŋ Abimelek onǫ 
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aan o sankpan'aspu'ak biigi diis o Sekǫm dim na'ab 'you ... made Abimelech, the son of his slave-girl, king 

over the inhabitants of Shechem'. [JDG 9:18] Sim: yammțg; Nabstr: sankpan'asim. See: sankpan'asim. 

sankpan'as-2   See main entry: sankpan'as1. servant. 

sankpan'asi   See main entry: sankpan'as1. servant. 

sankpan'asim   n. servitude, slavery. Manǫ mǤri ya yi Egipt na, ya sankpan'asim la pțțgin. 'I brought you out of 

slavery in Egypt.'. [JDG 6:8] Ka o keŋ kpǫn' teŋin biig yinne sankpan'asim. 'So he went and hired himself out to 
a citizen of that country'. [LUK 15:15] Colloc: sankpan'asimin ‘in/to/from servitude’. ba na zii ba keŋ 

sankpan'asimin. 'they themselves go off into captivity.'. [ISA 46:2] InvNabstr: sankpan'as1. See: sankpan'as1. 

sankpan'asnam   See main entry: sankpan'as1. servant. 

sankpan'asnamaa   See main entry: sankpan'as1. servant. 

sanlim1   Variant: salim; sanlime. Form: sanlima. Variant: salima; sanlimaa. Form: sanlim-2. n. a piece of gold, [pl.] gold. 
Li kț yuugǫ ka sanlim wala, kpaadib la buon kooko bi'ima si'em la, siak pǤn'Ǥb. It would not be long before 
the 'golden fruit' –  that's what the farmers called ripe coca-pods – would be ready to pick. [Trouble] o yis sanlim 

baŋ kanǫ ga'an nyǤnya ni nǫ sanlim baans ayi' banǫ pid nu'usin tis o 'the man took an expensive gold ring 

and put it in her nose and put two large gold bracelets on her arms'. [GEN 24:22] nidib la ... da igin bțn linǫ ka 

Na'ab Nebukadnǫza nǤk sanlime ya'abi zi'el la tuonnǫ wǤ'Ǥgi li. 'the people  bowed down and worshipped the 
gold statue which King Nebuchadnezzar had set up.'. [DAN 3:7] KțkǤm ya'a pid sanlima, o ligidi tis o. If a leper 
puts on a gold [bracelet], his money gave it to him. [Proverb 010] sanlima, anzurufa ne si'eli bǫ teŋgbauŋțn la 

wțsa anǫ gomna dim nidib la yǫla. gold, silver and everything in the ground is the business of the government 
officers. [Constitution.] ba ... yidigi ba piini tis o, li da anǫ sanlima nǫ frankinsens nǫ mir they ... presented gifts 
to him: gold, frankincense, and myrrh. [MAT 2:11] Abram da anǫ kpan'am sǤb ka mǤr pǫ'ǫs nǫ anzurifa nǫ 

sanlima. 'Abram had become very rich in cattle and in silver and gold.'. [GEN 13:2] tinam kț ... igin bțn linǫ ka fț 

nǤk sanlimaa maali zi'el la tuonnǫ. 'we will not bow down to the gold statue that you have set up.'. [DAN 3:18] Nǫ' 

anǫ sanlimmǫŋir; kʋlin gǤsim. This is real gold, just look! [Trouble] o nǤk sanlimmǫŋiri maal bțngbilig wțț 

tipuum nǫ he took genuine gold and made a round thing like the flowering of a tree. [EXO 39:30] Sanlim tuudib 

mǤri bugum kpǫn'ǫd sanlimbǤkin Goldminers take light and go into the goldmine. [JOB 28:3] Colloc: sanlima X 
‘a golden X’. La'abanǫ ka Solomon mǫ da maali niŋ ZugsǤb Pț'țsim Yin la anǫ: Sanlima daka nǫ sanlima 

teebul ... 'Solomon also made all the furnishings that were in the Lord's temple: the golden altar; the golden table 
... '. [1KI 7:48] Na'ab la na țk o sanlima dansaar la tiel ka fț gban'e. 'the king extends to him the gold sceptre'. 

[EST 4:11] Lit: will extend. Colloc: sanlimgbil/a ‘'gold ball' –  used for "shekel", a unit of weight or coin, in the 

Bible’. Sanlima tțblǫma ... la tǫbisim da anǫ sanlimgbila tusir nǫ kǤbisyǤpǤi 'The weight of the gold rings ... 
came to seventeen hundred shekels'. [JDG 8:26] Cpart: anzurifa ‘silver’. 

sanlim-2  See main entry: sanlim1. piece of gold. 

sanlima   See main entry: sanlim1. piece of gold. 

sanlimaa   See main entry: sanlim1. piece of gold. 

sanlime   See main entry: sanlim1. piece of gold. 

sanrega   Variant: sarega; sanriga. Form: sanreganam. Variant: sareganam. n. prison. M zuabanǫ ka ti da la'an nut 

"tampiing" la sieba da kpǫn' sanrega Some of my friends who smoked 'rock' with me went to prison. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] on kǫ ka nidiba ayi' kpǫn' sanrega la anǫ zitǫbisiri tis o. the fact that he had caused two people 
to go to prison was a heavy burden to him. [Trouble] Ba daa bț'țdi ti ka kpǫn'ǫsidi ti sanrega ni. 'We have been 
beaten, imprisoned'. [2CO 6:5] TǤ'ǤtǤ ka teŋ dam hali ka sanrega dǤǤg ǫǫnbir la mǫ dammid. 'Suddenly there 

was such a violent earthquake that the foundations of the prison were shaken.'. [ACT 16:26] Kǫl ka banǫ bǫ sanrega 

ni la țțnsțg paae fț san'an na. 'May the groans of the prisoners come before you. [PSA 79:11] 
Colloc: sanreganamin ‘in/to/from prisons’. ba na gban'e ya namisi ya mǤri ya keŋ la'asțg dǤǤdin nǫ 

sanreganamin 'you will be ... persecuted ... and be put in prison'. [LUK 21:12] Colloc: sanrega dǤǤg ‘jailhouse, 

cell’. Tinamǫ paae la ti nyǫ ka sanrega dǤǤg za'anǤǤr la kpar 'When we arrived at the jail, we found it locked 
up tight'. [ACT 5:23] Ba da yǤ' Jeremia nǫ sanrega dǤbil linǫ bǫ bțmbǤkin la 'Jeremiah was put into a vaulted cell 
in a dungeon'. [JER 37:16] From: (Ha). Note: sarƙa “a chain”, ɗan sarƙa “prisoner” (lit. 'son of a chain') 
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sanreganam   See main entry: sanrega. prison. 

sanriga   See main entry: sanrega. prison. 

sansa   See main entry: saŋa. time. 

santir   Variant: santiri. adv. firmly, standing straight up. Da zǤti dabiem! Zi'enim santir ka nyǫ ZugsǤb la na yisi ya 

si'em 'Don't be afraid! Stand your ground, and you will see what the Lord will do to save you today'. [EXO 14:13] 

santiri   See main entry: santir. firmly. 

sanwɛnya   See main entry: sanwǫǫr. naked. 

sanwenr   See main entry: sanwǫǫr. naked. 

sanwɛɛnr   See main entry: sanwǫǫr. naked. 

sanwǫǫnri   See main entry: sanwǫǫr. naked. 

sanwǫǫr  Variant: sanwɛɛnr; sanwenr; sanwǫǫnri; sawɛɛnri. Form: sawǫnya. Variant: sanwɛnya. n. naked, naked person, 

nakedness. Note: traditionally, woman without waistbeads because menstruating Ya'a ka' ala mam na yǫǫg o fuud ka 

kǫ ka o ken sanwǫǫr 'Otherwise I will strip her naked'. [HOS 2:3] tempțțg la na an zaalim wțț pu'a na zin' 

sanwǫǫr nǫ. 'the city itself will be like a woman sitting on the ground, stripped naked.'. [ISA 3:26] Ba na nyǫǫ fț 

sanwǫǫr 'Your nakedness will be exposed'. [ISA 47:3] fțn da an biel nǫ sawɛɛnri digi fț ziim la pțțgini bilim la. 
'when you were naked and bare, kicking about in your blood.'. [EZK 16:22] fț yǫǫs nidib la'ad ka basi ba sawǫnya. 
'you stripped men of their clothing, leaving them naked.'. [JOB 22:6] Ya anǫ nǤŋ dim ka an sawǫnya nǫ zțnzǤǤs. 
'You are poor, naked, and blind.'. [REV 3:17] m san'anǫ ya nǫ ye ya ... da' fupiela lusi ya sawǫnya la 'I counsel 
you to buy ... white clothes to wear, so you can cover your shameful nakedness'. [REV 3:18] 

sanwiis [MA]   n.pl. waist-beads. SynD: simmiis2. See: siaa1; nwiig. 

saŋ-   See main entry: saŋa. time. 

saŋa   Variant: saŋaa; sansa. Form: saŋ-. n. a time, point or period in time. Saŋa daa kena ka Apțsiakid diem la bǤǤd 

o niigi The time came that Apusiakid's father-in-law wanted his cows. [Billygoat] Ti zak dim wusa mǤri Nasaar 

yarim la n dțgid saŋa wțsa. Our section of the family always use iodised salt for cooking. [Iodine] Note: Within 
the yir , 'house(hold), extended family' the zak , 'courtyard' is a smaller unit, one of several co-wives with her children, 

dependent son with his wife and children. Li yǫtnǫ naar saŋa yǫla, ka ka' ziri antu'aa. 'it speaks of the end and will 
not prove false'. [HAB 2:3] Li da anǫ bǫogțn, kǫref awai saŋa, ka ba kpa' o. 'It was nine o'clock in the morning 
when they crucified him.'. [MRK 15:25] Yțțm sțma ayǤpǤi la saŋa zțțd da maal sț'țŋa. 'During the seven years 

of plenty the land produced abundant crops'. [GEN 41:47] Li ya'a anǫ ti ba'abiig Apollos yǫla, m kpǫmisid o saŋa 

wțsa ye on nǫ ti ba'abibama la kena kaae ya 'Now, about brother Apollos. I have often encouraged him to visit 
you with the other believers'. [1CO 16:12] Akudbil daa pț lǫn san'am saŋaa Akudbil wasted no more time. 

[Electricity] Mam mi' ye bțnsțŋ si'a kae gat ninsaali na mǤr sumalisim ka mǫ tțm sț'țm o vțm saŋaa. 'I 
know that there is nothing better for men than to be happy and do good while they live.'. [ECC 3:12] O da kțț ba 

nǫ ..., amaa ka li da ka' zaba saŋaa. He killed them, but it wasn't in a time of battle. [1KI 2:5] Su'os ka Akpǫlimya 

du'am sansa sa paae Yesterday Akpelimnya's time to give birth arrived. [AIDS-II] fț na nyǫ ka fț gǫǫnd sansa 

wțsa you will find that you feel tired all the time. [AIDS-I] yǫlimi ti sidib la ka ba lamisid bugum la hali sansa 

kanǫ ka li bǤǤdim kae. tell our husbands that they are switching on the lights even when they are not needed. 

[Electricity] Saŋkan la mǫn, m da pa'ali ya si'el wțsa dinǫ ka ya na tțm. 'And at that time I told you everything 
you were to do.'. [DEU 1:18] o bu'osi ba saŋkanǫ ka o biig la ban'as la pin'ili sǤn'oe 'He asked them what time it 
was when his son got better. [JHN 4:52] Colloc: saŋakan(ǫ), saŋkan ; sansakan ‘time when; times when’. Man da 

anǫ yțma anu ka pin'ili keŋ sakur, saŋkan la ka m taaba la nan dǤlli ba manamǫ ken pǤǤgțn. I started to go 
to school at five years old –  a time when my peers were still going to farm with their mothers. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Nwǫnǫ kpaadibi ǫǫnti ti bțd ... la,  on ǫǫnti bǤǤd ye o bțnnǫ saŋkanǫ ka ba bțt la. Just as farmers usually 

sow ... he wanted to harvest at the same time as they were sowing. [You-Heard?] Saŋkan la man daa mǤri sțnsa'aŋ 

bakuai muma atan'. 'At that time, I was mourning for three weeks.'. [DAN 10:2] Ka lin yi saŋkan la sǤ' pț mǤr 

sțnkpi'euŋț na lǫm bu'os Yesu bu'osțgǤ. 'And from then on no one dared ask him any more questions.'. [MRK 

12:34] Saŋkanǫ ka ...ba nyǫ ka ligidi la zu'oe, na'ayir gbansǤbid la nǫ maanmaan kpǫǫm la ǫǫn baae ligidi la 

nǫ Whenever ... they saw that there was a large amount of money, the royal secretary and the officer of the chief 
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priest would come and empty the chest'. [2CH 24:11] Colloc: saŋa linǫ ka' bǫnnǫ ‘forever’. o nǤŋilim la bǫ nǫ saŋa 

linǫ ka' bǫnnǫ 'his love endures forever'. [1CH 16:34] Colloc: saŋsi'a ‘some time’. Ti ya'a ǫǫnti bǤǤd nwiǫnr 

saŋsi'a ka da'a ti tigiti (ye ti keŋ) ti ken la When we want to travel and have bought our tickets for our journey. 
[Bible-Study] Note: ( ) addition by MA for naturalness Li da paae saŋsi'a, ka Ammon dim duoe zabid nǫ Israel. 'It 
was some time later that the Ammonites went to war against Israel.'. [JDG 11:4] Joab n pa'a tțmim saŋsi'a la, 

zin'ig la pa'a dammidnǫ 'when your officer Joab sent me, I saw a great commotion'. [2SA 18:29] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) 
Note: saa'a < p�!�  Note: saa’ ah "hour" 

saŋaa   See main entry: saŋa. time. 

saŋgban-   See main entry: saŋgbauŋ. cloud. 

saŋgbana   See main entry: saŋgbauŋ. cloud. 

saŋgbanaa   See main entry: saŋgbauŋ. cloud. 

saŋgbauŋ   Variant: sangbauŋ; sagboŋ; sagbauŋ; sangboŋ; sagbauŋǤ; saŋgbauŋț. Form: saŋgbana. Variant: sagbana; 

saŋgbanaa. Form: saŋgban-. n. a cloud, [pl.] the sky, heaven (dwelling-place of God). Ba da nyǤlli galis ka 

Wina'am tǤǤm din ka sagbana la yț'țn laligi paae saŋgbauŋ la. They complained so much that God moved 

away so that heaven was then far off in the sky. [Trouble] saŋgbauŋ la yț'țn pin'ili sǤbigid ka sisi'em da'ad na 
'the sky grew black with clouds, the wind rose'. [1KI 18:45] fț pț zi'e gǤsid sagbauŋɔ. you don't stand looking up 

at the sky. [Trouble] M na nǤk saŋgbauŋț pil winnig 'I will cover the sun with a cloud'. [EZK 32:7] Kțgis nǫ 

gunmis la duoe nǫ hali lus saŋgbana la Mahoganies and kapoks go up so high as to cover the sky. [Trouble] Fț 

mi' lin niŋ si'em ka saŋgbana yul agǤlaa 'Do you know how the clouds hang poised overhead'. [JOB 37:16] Fț na 

nyaŋi la'as nwadbibis banǫ bǫ saŋgbana teŋsțk la bǤbigǫǫ ... ? 'Can you tie the Pleiades together  ... ? [JOB 

38:31] Ba da nyǤlli galis ka Wina'am tǤǤm din ka sagbana la yț'țn laligi paae saŋgbauŋ la. They complained 

so much that God moved away so that heaven was then far off in the sky. [Trouble] saŋgbanaa da la'asid 

ya-tuona la, zin'ikanǫ an sisi'etitada nǫ sa-kțda zin'ig la. as the clouds gathered in the west, that was the 
place of fierce storms and heavy rains. [Trouble] Saŋgbanbili zem wțț ninsaal nu'ug nǫ dțt atǫukțn la na. 'A 
cloud as small as a man's hand is rising from the sea.' in/to/from the sky/clouds. [1KI 18:44] Colloc: saŋgbauŋin(ǫ), 

saŋgbauŋțn. ZugsǤb ... la kǫya ka ya wiaki nwǫnǫ nwadbibis banǫ bǫ saŋgbauŋin la. 'the Lord ... has made 
you as numerous as the stars in the sky.'. [DEU 10:22] Ba dǤllimtaas da anǫ daba atan' nwadig la nǫ nwadbibis 

bi'ela banǫ dǫŋi bǫ saŋgbauŋțn la ma'aa. Their only companions were a three-day-old moon and a few stars 
that were the first in the sky. [Trouble] man naanid saŋgbauŋinǫ niedi m mǫŋ anina. 'that is where I appear in a 
cloud'. [LEV 16:2] Saŋgbauŋțn nǫ atǫukțn la ka ba wțsa da di'e Wina'am ku'om sțțb ka li pa'al ye ban nǫ 

Moses anǫ yinne. 'They were all baptized into Moses in the cloud and in the sea.'. [1CO 10:2] Cpart: teŋgbauŋ 
‘earth’. Ka kǫ ka bugum bǫ saŋgbauŋ la ni dinǫ na tis teŋgbauŋ la nǫǫsim. 'let them be lights in the expanse 
of the sky to give light on the earth'. [GEN 1:15] Etym: OV1 *WAD ; OVN *SA-GBAN- 'rain-skin' , *ZU(G)- 
(reduplicated) ; CG caa. 

saŋgbauŋț   See main entry: saŋgbauŋ. cloud. 

saŋkpana   See main entry: sankpan. pimples. 

saŋkpan'as   See main entry: sankpan'as1. servant. 

saog   See main entry: saug. broom. 

sap   See main entry: sappi. straight. 

sapal   Variant: sapalli. n. 1 • the season (of a particular crop). ba ya'a paam ligidii da' nyuuni sapal saŋa digilǫ li na 

sțŋi ba bǫdegț. if they got money and bought sheanuts in their season and stored them up, it would be a big help 
to them. [Wealth-Is-Power] Nyuuni sapal la ka ba da' nyuuni botonam bǫdegțț digil. In the sheanut season they 
bought a lot of bags of sheanuts and stored them up. [Wealth-Is-Power] 
2 • 'autumn'. Note: time after harvest: "harmattan" Ka maali ya Sțga Gbǫǫnb Malțŋ saŋa kanǫ ka ya buni ya sapal 

zțțd la. 'keep the Festival of Shelters in the autumn when you gather your fruit'. [EXO 34:22] Sapalli da paae la, 

Na'ab Ben-Hadad da la'as Aram dimi keŋ Afek teŋin 'At the turn of the year Ben-hadad mustered the 
Aramaeans and advanced to Aphek'. [1KI 20:26] 

sapalli   See main entry: sapal. season, 'autumn'. 
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sapi   See main entry: sappi. straight. 

sapir-   See main entry: sapirig. rib. 

sapiri   See main entry: sapirig. rib. 

sapirig   Variant: sapirigi. Form: sapiris. Variant: sapiri. Form: sapir-. n. rib. o yis dau la sapirig ka maali lǫbis on yis 

lǤsi'a la. 'he took one of the man's ribs and closed up the place with flesh.'. [GEN 2:21] Ka yț'țn yis Adam sapirigi 

maal o pu'a, Hawa. And took out Adam's rib and made his wife Eve. [Bible Glossary [under Adam]] o ... ga' sapiris 

atan' o nyina ni 'it had three ribs in its mouth between its teeth.'. [DAN 7:5] Anina ka ZugsǤb Wina'am nǤk on yis 

sapirsi'a la maal pu'a mǤr na tis dau la. 'Then the Lord God made a woman from the rib he had taken out of the 
man, and he brought her to the man.'. [GEN 2:22] TǤ. DinzugǤ ba ya'a ye ba kț nǤǤs la sǤnpțt la ǫǫnti gban'e nǫ 

on ban'ad la bi'em la nua la sapiri bǫǫ kapiri nwiak ka nua la sapiri wțsa kǤ' OK. In that case, when they are 
about to kill the fowl, the witchdoctor will normally squeeze the ribs of the fowl of the sick person’s enemy until 

all the ribs are broken. [Asaasim] Note: [suggested correction [TN], translation [MA]] Ka lǫǫ kț kǤ' onǫ ka ba bǤǤd la 

nua sapiri. But wouldn't break the ribs of the fowl of the one that they like. [Asaasim] O sapiri yț'țn da niee nǫ. 
You could see his ribs. [Trouble] Etym: vc2 *sa. 

sapirigi   See main entry: sapirig. rib. 

sapiris   See main entry: sapirig. rib. 

sapii   See main entry: sappi. straight. 

sapɔ'at   See main entry: sapu'ad. wound, accident. 

sapo   See main entry: sappț. sponge. 

sapo'at   See main entry: sapu'ad. wound, accident. 

sappi   Variant: sap; sapi; sapii; sappii; sappinǫ. id. upright, straight. Ka biis la wțsa zi'en sappi. And all the children 

stood up straight. [Trouble] Jakob nǤk kugkanǫ ka o sa kțk la ba'a zi'el sappi nwǫnǫ zan'antǤlig nǫ 'Jacob took 
the stone he had placed under his head and set it up as a pillar'. [GEN 28:18] Lit: fixed it and stood it up straight like 

a middle-stick. maalim suoraug sappi mǤǤgin la 'make straight in the wilderness a highway'. [ISA 40:3] Dinǫ 

pǤnd la kț nyaŋi tiǫn sappii. 'What is crooked cannot become straight'. [ECC 1:15] Ka pu'a bǫǫ anina ka kikirig 

kǫ ka o pǤnd yțțm pii nǫ ayi' ka pț nyaŋidi duod o mǫŋi zi'e sappinǫ. 'and a woman was there who had been 

crippled by a spirit for eighteen years. She was bent over and could not straighten up at all.'. [LUK 13:11] Sim: fas. 

sappinǫ   See main entry: sappi. straight. 

sappii   See main entry: sappi. straight. 

sappț   Variant: sapo. n. a 'sponge', fibre. used for scrubbing oneself when bathing – usually a bundle of fibres or a 

loofah. Piemim nǫ sappț, ka kǫ ka m an nyain 'Cleanse me with hyssop, and I will be clean'. [PSA 51:7] Ka yinne 

zǤ keŋ zaŋ sappț lǤs danmi'isțgțn niŋ kikan'ar zugin tis o ye o nu. 'One of them ran up at once, took a 
sponge, soaked it in cheap wine, put it on the end of a stick, and tried to make him drink it.'. [MAT 27:48] Syn: sțțsț. 

sapugus   Form: sapugusnam. n. hub (of a wheel). Li nǤtinnam nǫ li fiilnam nǫ li sapugusnam nǫ kțnt linǫ tț vǤnya 

ni la wțsa da anǫ kțntzǫn'ug. 'their axles, rims, spokes, and hubs were all of bronze'. [1KI 7:33] 

sapugusnam   See main entry: sapugus. hub. 

sapu'a-   See main entry: sapu'ad. wound, accident. 

sapu'ad  Variant: sapɔ'at; sapo'at; sapu'adi. Form: sapu'a-. n. 1 • a wound. Ka o ... si'is o gbǫ'og sapu'ad la And he ... 

touched the wound on his forehead. [Trouble] O daa tǫǫgi li vuguri ka nyaae o nu'ugț kpǫn'ǫs sapu'ad nu'ugțn 

la. He pulled it once and cupped his hand round the injury. [Trouble] Lit: made a tunnel of his hand and put the 
injury into the hand. Ka bțnkǤnbbǫ'og la zug yinne daa nwǫnǫ ba pu'alim o nǫ, amaa ka sapu'ad la bin'ei. 
'One of the heads of the beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had been healed.'. [REV 13:3] 
sǤ' ya'a paam sapu'adi ba sakurin la ka ziim yit, ban mit ka ba si'isi li. if someone was injured at their school 
and shed blood, they should be careful not to touch it. [AIDS-II] BǤ ka ... m sapu'atita'ar la pț bǤdigida? 'Why are 
my wounds incurable?'. [JER 15:18] Colloc: sapu'adin ‘in/to/from a wound’. 'Asǫǫ ti nǤk bikaŋa: O ma la kpi 

sapu'adin la nǫ We should take this child: the mother died in the accident. [Trouble] Sim: dǫŋ2, fǫn'țg, pu'alim ‘to 
wound sb.’. 
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2 • accident, traffic ~. Sapu'ad la da kpǫm gbirigi maal nǫ. The accident happened suddenly. [Trouble] 'Asǫǫ ti 

nǤk bikaŋa: O ma la kpi sapu'adin la nǫ We should take this child: the mother died in the accident. [Trouble] 
Goma da pin'ili bǤǤdi zǤǤ yi sapu'adin la At first Goma wanted to run away from the accident. [Trouble] fț ... mǫ 

zǤt dabiem nǫ suorin sapu'ad yǫla. 'the street is full of terrors'. [ECC 12:5] Ya kț lǫn wțm ... san'auŋ bǫǫ 

sapu'adi ya teŋ la babaa. You will not again hear ... destruction or ruin 'within your borders'. [ISA 60:18] 

sapu'adi   See main entry: sapu'ad. wound, accident. 

saraan   n. a rainmaker, 'Master of the Rain'. Saa iank saraan nifin. Lightning flashed before the rainmaker's eye. [Asaasim  

Proverb] See: saa2; daan1. 
sarega   See main entry: sanrega. prison. 

sareganam   See main entry: sanrega. prison. 

saria kadib   See main entry: sariakat. judge. 

saria kadibi   See main entry: sariakat. judge. 

saria katib   See main entry: sariakat. judge. 

saria1   Variant: sariaa. Form: saria-2. n. judgement. Note: the hearing and deciding of legal cases ani ka m na zin'ini kad 

buudi la wțsa saria, m saria zin'igin. 'there I will sit to judge all the nations on every side.'. [JOL 3:12] Colloc: kad 

saria1 ‘to judge a case’. ba zugdaan an saria kadib na'ab ka ba buon ye (chief justice) la 'headed by the Chief 
Justice'. [Constitution] Saria kadib zin'ig anǫ GǤmma zin'ikanǫ mǤr paŋi nied Gaana teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la bigisid 
'The Judiciary is the branch of government given authority to interpret ... the laws of Ghana.'. [Constitution] Ka 

silinsin'ig yǫl ye kpǫǫmbanǫ mǤr ya'am la na kad lin saria. And Spider said that wise elders will pass 
judgement on that. [Trouble] o da giligid nǫ, lin yi Betel keŋ paae Gilgal nǫ Misipa, kad Israel dim saria, 

zin'iban la wțsa. 'he went on a circuit from Bethel to Gilgal to Mizpah, judging Israel in all those places.'. [1SA 

7:16] Ban kad o saria ka kțțs o bǫ'ǫd la kǫ ka nǤdi'esidibi da yǫl si'el la niŋ amǫŋa. 'Yet they made the 
prophets' words come true by condemning Jesus.'. [ACT 13:27] Ninsaal biiga, fț na kad o sariaa? 'Son of man, 
will you judge her?'. [EZK 22:2] ZugsǤb na kadi ya sariabǫ'og! 'May the Lord look upon you and judge you!'. [EXO 

5:21] Nact: sariakat ‘a judge’. From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: shari'a 'Muslim law' < ��*$% Note: sharii'a See: sariakat. 

saria-2   See main entry: saria1. judgement. 

sariakadib   See main entry: sariakat. judge. 

sariakat   Variant: sariakata; sariakati. Form: sariakatib. Variant: saria katib; sariakadib; saria kadib; sariakatiba; 

sariakatibi; saria kadibi. n. a judge. AnǤ'Ǥnǫ gaŋif ye fț an sariakat tinam sțțginǫ? 'Who set you up as an 

official and judge over us?'. [EXO 2:14] mam kț niŋ nǫ'ǫŋa sariakata. 'I will not be the judge of such things'. [ACT 

18:15] Sariakati daa bǫ teŋ si'a ka pț zǤt Wina'am 'In a certain city there was a judge who had no fear of God'. 

[LUK 18:2] Saŋa kan la ka m da tisi ya sariakatib la nǤǤr ye ba kǫlisi ya antu'a ka tis bțțd ka li dǤl suor 'And 
I charged your judges at that time: Hear the disputes between your brothers and judge fairly'. [DEU 1:16] Teŋgbauŋ 

la zugdaan nǫ teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ nu'ug kț bǫ saria katib tțțma ni 'In furtherance of the principle of 
independence of the Judiciary from both Parliament and the President, ... '. [Constitution] ya pț mǤr baregaŋ nǫ 

pțtǫn'ǫbǫ'ǫd dimi ya sțțgin ka lieb sariakatiba? 'have you not discriminated among yourselves and become 
judges with evil thoughts?'. [JAS 2:4] DinzugǤ, da nwǫnǫ sariakatibi dǫŋi kțțs sǤ' ye o maal bǫ'ǫd ka ZugsǤb la 

nam pț kenaa. 'Therefore judge nothing before the appointed time; wait till the Lord comes.'. [1CO 4:5] 
Sim: ( antu'a ) tu'ad1. See: saria1; kad. 

sariakata   See main entry: sariakat. judge. 

sariakati   See main entry: sariakat. judge. 

sariakatib   See main entry: sariakat. judge. 

sariakatiba   See main entry: sariakat. judge. 

sariakatibi   See main entry: sariakat. judge. 

sariaa   See main entry: saria1. judgement. 
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sas   See main entry: saas1. sharpen. 

sasiŋ   n. a burnisher, smoothing-stone. See: sassi. 

sassi   id. flat, level, smooth. Moab teŋ kanǫ an sassi ka kpi'e Joodan kǤldaug zin'ikanǫ lǤ'Ǥŋidi ken Jeriko la 'the 

plains of Moab across the River Jordan from Jericho'. [NUM 26:63] Maalimi suobanǫ ka' sțm la ka ba lieb sassi 
'the rough ground shall become level'. [ISA 40:4] zin'ikanǫ an sassi ka ba kț tu'ugi ba nǤbirǫ 'on a level path 
where they will not stumble'. [JER 31:9] Zuotita'arǫ, ... Fț na birigi lǫbi dig sassi Zerubabǫl tuon. 'O mighty 

mountain ... Before Zerubbabel you will become level ground.'. [ZEC 4:7] See: saas1. 

sat   See main entry: sad. slip. 

satans   See main entry: sataŋ. anvil. 

satansțg   Variant: satansug. n. thundering. TǤ'ǤtǤ yim ka satansțg kpǫn dǤl nwa'am-nwa'am-nwa'am naae buuum. 
Suddenly there was a rumble of thunder ending in a loud crash. [Trouble] saŋgbana tansid nǫ sisi'em nǫ 

satansțg nǫ sakuga. 'with cloudburst, thunderstorm and hail.'. [ISA 30:30] Sim: sa-ian'asțg ‘lightning’. Ka nidib 

la nyǫ satansțg nǫ sa-ian'asțg ka wțm na'atan la piebțg la 'the people saw the thunder and lightning and 
heard the trumpet'. [EXO 20:1] See: saa2; tans; sataŋ. 

satansug   See main entry: satansțg. thundering. 

sataŋ   Form: satans. n. an anvil. Note: ideally meteoritic iron, its fall considered as a thunderbolt Ba widi tafǫǫd la kpi'emnǫ 

nwǫnǫ sataŋ nǫ 'Their horses' hooves are as hard as flint'. [ISA 5:28] Note: 'flint' is a very hard stone, mentioned as a 

model of hardness See: satansțg. 

satid   See main entry: sad. slip. 

sau   Variant: asau.  Note: ISA 19 draft Form: saunam. n. a fishing-net. m na nǤki m sau lǤbi gban'e ba 'I will throw 

my net over them'. [HOS 7:12] Ka Simon Pita kpǫn' anrțŋțn la vǫ'ǫg sau la dț'țs gbǫog. Ka zimbǫda pǫ'ǫli li... . 

La'an nǫ ban zu'oe la sau la pț aaǫn. 'Simon Peter climbed aboard and dragged the net ashore. It was full of 
large fish, ... but even with so many the net was not torn.'. [JHN 21:11] zimi ... pǫ'ǫl sau la. Ka ba tǫǫgi li dț'țs 

gțțr ka gaans ziiŋ sțma la su ba gǤna ni fish filled the net 'the fishermen pulled it up on the shore. Then they 
sat down and collected the good fish in baskets'. [MAT 13:47-48] Asau gban'ad zimi si'em, bǫǫ bǫndisi gban'ad 

niis si'em la 'like fish caught in the destroying net, like a bird taken in a snare'. [ECC 9:12] Ziiŋgban'adib na kaasid 

ka nyǤn, banǫ lǤsid gu'os nǫ banǫ mǤr zulis nǫ asau gban'ad zimi 'The fishermen will groan and lament, all 
who cast hooks ... those who throw nets on the water'. [ISA 19:8] ba ... kaanbidi tisidi ba saunam la they sacrifice 
to their nets. [HAB 1:16] 'ba ... gban'e zimi bǫdegț hali ka ba saunam la bǤǤd aansig' 'they ... caught such a 

large number of fish that the nets were about to break'. [LUK 5:6] Sim: lațŋ 2, zimi la'ad, ziŋgama, zuliŋ1. 

saug   Variant: saog. Form: saad2. n. brush, broom. 'M pugudiba, ti nyǫ saam,' bipuŋ la yǫl ala ka digil saog la ka 

kțrid ye o bǤ kțgis. "Auntie, we have visitors.", said the girl, and she put down her broom and hurried to find 

seats. [Trouble] O da paae saad tiigin zin'in tiig la gbinnin 'He came to a broom tree (and) sat down under it'. [1KI 

17:4] InvNinst: piig, piis. m na san'ami ba wțsa wțț saug ka ba piis sa'adi bas nǫ. 'I will sweep her with the 
broom of destruction'. [ISA 14:23] Lit: I will spoil all of them just like they sweep rubbish away with a broom.. Etym: 
OV1 *S¹A(:). 

sauk   Form: sa'ad. Variant: sa'adǫ. Form: sa'a-2. n. rubbish, 'trash, garbage' [Am.] Note: in sing., only found as 'foreign 

body, speck of dirt, falling in the eye On gǤ'Ǥn ye o vǤl tiim la, ka sauk kpǫn lii o nifin. When he raised his head to 
swallow the medicine a speck fell in his eye. [MA] BǤ ka fț nyǫ sauk bil kanǫ bǫǫ fț zua nifin ... ? 'Why do you 
look at the speck in your brother's eye ... ? [LUK 6:41] Ba mǤr kțsiisi tuud kikan'agbita la ka mǤr dibaa la'asid 

sa'ad la. They use small hoes to dig up the stubble and bunches of sticks to collect up the rubbish. [House+Farm] Ba 

n yiiti piisnǫ sa'ad ka tis naŋ bțțd. They always sweep up the rubbish and give the scorpion innocence. [Proverb 

128] ba na zǤ nwǫnǫ ... sa'ad ka sisi'epiliŋ da'ae li. 'they retreat, driven away like ... straw in a whirlwind.'. [ISA 

17:13] Ti lieb nǫ tadimnam ka nwǫnǫ dunia tampțțr nǫ dunia sa'ad nǫ 'we have become the scum of the earth, 

the refuse of the world.'. [1CO 4:13] Ba pț bu'osid tampțțr ka basid sa'adǫ. They don't ask the midden's 
permission before dumping rubbish. [Proverb 248] Linǫ lǫm paas anǫ ye man pț nyǤ'Ǥdi m pǤǤd sa'adǫ 
Something else is that I don't burn the rubbish on my farms. [You-Heard?] Tinam ǫǫnti vaali ti pǤǤd sa'adi nyu'oe 

nǫ. We collect up the rubbish on our farms and burn it. [You-Heard?] m na san'ami ba wțsa wțț saug ka ba piis 
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sa'adi bas nǫ. 'I will sweep her with the broom of destruction'. [ISA 14:23] man ǫǫn vaae nǫ kǤnbid bugulum nǫ 

zampakin sa'apǤn'Ǥsa basid I collect animal-dung and rotten rubbish from the stable and put it (on the land). 

[You-Do?] 

saunam   See main entry: sau. net. 

sauŋ   See main entry: saauŋ. hospitality. 

sawak   n. drought. o na kǫ ka sawak nǫ sisi'em nǫ ki wiim kena san'ami ya zțțd he will let drought, and storm, and 

disease come and spoil your crops. [DEU 28:22] Elaja nǫ sawak la yǫla 'Elijah and the Drought'. [1KI 17:1 [heading]] 
See: saa2; wak. 

sawaara   See main entry: sǤǤra. counsel. 

sawǫnya   See main entry: sanwǫǫr. naked. 

sawɛɛnri   See main entry: sanwǫǫr. naked. 

sawia   See main entry: sǫwia. shard. 

sawies   See main entry: sǫwia. shard. 

sayan'asug   See main entry: sa-ian'asțg. lightning. 

saa1   n. 'virginity', young-womanhood. Biig pț nyǫǫ o ma saa nǫ ka ye o ba' sa'am niigi. The child did not see his 

mother as a young girl, and says his father wasted his cows! [Proverb 124] See: -sa'a1. 

saa2   Form: sa-3. n. rain. Ka saa tu'asi mad o nu'us nǫ o gțrțg. And the raindrops made his legs and upper back wet. 

[Trouble] Saa da an vț'țm Susa teŋin ka kpaad sǤ' ka' ya'a ya'ad nǤǤr ye o niidnǫ tțțgida. Rain was life at 
Susa, and there was no farmer would say that it was raining too much. [Trouble] Lit: open his mouth : better yǫt 
[MA].  M (ta'aŋ) mǫ lǫn anǫ onǫ ya'a gǫndig tannǫǫ, tammǫǫdib mǫǫd nǫ ka pț zǤt dabiem bǤzugǤ, saa pț 

tun'e mam. I (sheatree) am also one that if mixed with the 'sand', the builders build without worries, because rain 

can't overcome me. [Trees] O tisidi ti saa, nǫ zțțd bunib saŋa 'he gives you rain from heaven and crops at the 
right times'. [ACT 14:17] ba zǤtnǫ kpǫn'ǫd zin'ikanǫ ka saa kț bț' baa they escape into a place where the rain 
won't beat them. [JOB 37:8] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ maal ku'osuor ka satitada dǤlisid ani niid ... ? 'Who cuts a channel for the 
torrents of rain ... ?'. [JOB 38:25] O tisi ya ku'om bǫdegț; sadǫǫŋ nǫ sayǤǤŋ wțț on ǫǫnti niŋid si'em la. 'He 

sends you abundant showers, both autumn and spring rains, as before.'. [JOL 2:23] Colloc: saa ni2 ‘it rains’. o di'e 

maal ba'ar ka kǫ ka saa ni he should receive it and offer to the shrine so that it would rain. [Asaasim] Daasi'erǫ ba 

gu'usidi ye saa la niee. Perhaps they are waiting for the rain to stop. [Trouble] Colloc: saa2 kț4 ‘rain threatens’. 
Saa da kț Susa teŋin la ka pu'ab ti'el laas It was threatening to rain at the village of Susa and the women were 

putting out bowls (to catch water). [Trouble] Colloc: saa2 iank, tans ‘lightning flashes, it thunders’. Note: on the 
basis of these expressions, some linguists (esp. French?) have insisted that the basic meaning (in all this family of languages) is 
'the sky' ("ciel, producteur des phénomènes atmosphériques"), but in other contexts the only sense seems to be the actual 

watery "rain". Sakțdțg da niya ka ian'ad ka tansid panr-panr. A heavy rain fell, with lightning and thunder 

boom, boom! [Jealousy] Colloc: saa2 dindǫog ‘rainbow’. m nyǫ maliak tita'ar si'a ... ka saa dindǫog buoǫn gilig 

o zug. 'I saw another mighty angel ... with a rainbow above his head'. [REV 10:1] Colloc: saku'om ‘rainwater’. Note: 

also written saa2 ku'om Saa ku'om da tu'asid kǫnmisi la zugț lut laasin. Rain water dripped on the zinc roof and 
fell into bowls. [Trouble] Colloc: sakțdir, sakțdțg ‘a very heavy rain’. ba sțnya san'amnǫ linǫ niŋid la nǫ 

sakțdir linǫ daa niid la zug 'greatly distressed by the occasion and because of the rain'. [EZR 10:9] 'Li ye li ninǫ 

sakțdțg. It's going to rain very heavily. [Trouble] sakțdțg kena ka Ahab kpǫn' tǫreko zǤǤ kul Jezireel 

tempțțgin. 'a heavy rain came on and Ahab rode off to Jezreel.'. [1KI 18:45] ya-tuona la, zin'ikanǫ an 

sisi'etitada nǫ sa-kțda zin'ig la the west, the direction of storms and heavy rains. [Trouble] Colloc: sabǫ'og ‘a 
stormy rain [N]’. Etym: OV1 *TA/TO ; OV2 *S²A ; OVN *SA-GA/SI ; GS1 *DU/O ;  vc2 *do ; CG *caa ; PB 
*dók ("to rain") . See: sa-ian'asțg; saku'om; saraan; satansțg; sawak; saagǤl. 

saa3   ptc.tmp. 1 • tomorrow. Note: with future m saa na isig na ka ti keŋ pǫ'ǫŋ suma la. I'll set out tomorrow and we'll 

go and borrow some groundnuts. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ku'om ya'a budig ka kǫ yțțr, ba saa na lǫm wik. If the water 
pours out but the pot is left, they can to go for water tomorrow. [Asaasim   Proverb] Ka m saa na gandig fțn bu'osid 

man bǤǤd si'el la yǫla. 'tomorrow ... I will answer the king's question' about what I am wanting. [EST 5:8] Saa kem 

Faaro san'an bǫkǫung ka o saa na yii keŋ mu'arin la. 'Go to Pharaoh in the morning as he goes out to the water.'. 
[EXO 7:15] Sim: bǫog ‘tomorrow [temp. noun]’. BǫogǤǤ ya mit ka ya saa lǫb ani Mind you don't go back there 
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tomorrow. [Kittens+Mice] Kem ka lǫb na; ka bǫogǤ m saa na tisif '‘Come back again; you can have it tomorrow’'. 

[PRO 3:28] Sim: sa2 ‘yesterday’. Etym: OV1 *S¹I/U/A . Note: ?? this must come from the pre-verbal particle 
'2-days-removed' ("tomorrow" if with future) : WO/V always:  OVN *BE-GU ; GS1 *CE/U². Note: 'morrow' , 'following 
day', 'day', 'tomorrow' 
2 • will [future]. anǤ'Ǥnǫ na tun'e yǫl linǫ saa na kena? 'who can tell ... what is to come?'. [ECC 8:7] Ka' fțnǫ an 

onǫ mi' dinǫ saa na maal bǫog saa? 'Aren't you a seer? [2SA 15:27] Lit: one who knows what will happen in the 
future?. See: sa2. 

saa4   See main entry: sa1. there, already, since. 

saad1   Form: saadnǫ. v. to spread out. Onǫ kǫt ka saŋgbana saae n gilig teŋgbauŋ la wțsa ' ...  the clouds, At his 

direction they swirl around over the face of the whole earth'. [JOB 37:11-12 [draft]] NǤŋdaannam saadnǫ mǤǤgin 

ieed diib wțț bțmis nǫ 'So the poor, like wild donkeys, search for food in the dry wilderness'. [JOB 24:5] 

saad2   See main entry: saug. broom. 

saada   n. expensive, costly thing. O da kǤrnǫ saada simmiis o niŋgǤǤnrin She had put costly beads round her neck. 

[Jealousy] Note: better to say simmiis linǫ an saada [MA]  Onǫ da'ad la yǫt ye, “Ayei, li anǫ saada, li anǫ saada,” 'The 
customer always complains that the price is too high'. [PRO 20:14] From: (Ha.) Note: tsada 

saadnǫ   See main entry: saad1. spread. 

saaǫn   Variant: saaen. v. to be wholly (in pain). Note: in the expression Colloc: saaǫn tǤǤg. m nǤǤri yǫla ka Adu nya'aŋ 

wțsa saaǫn tǤǤg. by the time you could say 'Jack Robinson' Adu's whole back was in pain. [Trouble] AkǤra niŋ 

yț'țn ti saaǫn tǤǤg Akora's whole body was in pain. [You-Do?] nidib dummi ba zilima ba niŋgbina saaǫn tǤǤg 

la zug 'people bit their tongues because of their pain'. [REV 16:10] Lit: the pain of their whole bodies. Sim: wțsa, 

zan'1, faan, gil2. 

saae   Form: saam!. v. to set a price, put a cost on sth. Colloc: X saae Y ligidi ‘X sets the price of Y (Y = merchandise)’. 
Alaamisi mǤr naaf la paae niigi da'an, o saae di ligidi ka li dț hali. When Alamisi sent the cow to the cattle 
market he priced it very high. [MA] Saam mui boto la ligidi ka m gǤs ye ma na nyaŋi da'a. Put a price on your 
bag of rice so I can determine whether I can buy it. [MA] 

saaen   See main entry: saaǫn. wholly. 

saafi   Variant: saafii; saafua; sa'afua. Form: saafinam. n. a lock, key. On yǫl ala naae la ka nǤk dǤbil la saafi tțm 

kțlțŋ la vǤǤnrin la, nwǫlig saafibiig la When he had said that, he took the key of the kitchen and put it in the 

keyhole, and turned the key. [You-Heard?] on da yuug ka pț yǤ'Ǥg za'anǤya la ka ba zaŋ saafi na yǤ'Ǥsi ba. 
'when he still did not open the door, they took the key and opened it.'. [JDG 3:25] ya kpiank baŋir saafi la ya san'an 
'You have kept the key that opens the door to the house of knowledge'. [LUK 11:52] m tamnǫ, yir la za'anǤǤr la 

saafii nwa m sien. I forgot! Here is the house-key, in my waist-cloth. [You-Heard?] Note: women wearing a 

wrapper-skirt keep small items in the rolled-over top of the cloth M na nǤk Na'ab David yir saafinam la niŋ o nu'usin. 
'I will place on his shoulder the key to the house of David'. [ISA 22:22] Gbauŋ karțŋ wțsa mǤri li saafi, ka fț ya'a 

m paami li fț na nyaŋi n karim tituaa ka gțlis o sțŋa. Every reading book has its key, and if you grasp it you 

will be able to read and write it well. [Asaasim] Note: reading saafi for saafua [TN] From: (Twi). See: saafibiig. 

saafibibis   See main entry: saafibiig. key. 

saafibil   See main entry: saafibiig. key. 

saafibilis   See main entry: saafibiig. key. 

saafibiig   Variant: saafibil. Form: saafibiis. Variant: saafibibis; saafibilis. n. a key. On yǫl ala naae la ka nǤk dǤbil la 

saafi tțm kțlțŋ la vǤǤnrin la, nwǫlig saafibiig la When he had said that, he took the key of the kitchen and put 
it in the keyhole, and turned the key. [You-Heard?] M da lǤbig saafibiis la bas I flung away the keys. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
li da anǫ ba guri li, ka mǤr saafibiis banǫ ka ba mǤri yǤ'Ǥgidi kpǫn'ǫd bǫkǫung wțsa la. 'they had to guard it; 
and they had charge of the key for opening it each morning.'. [1CH 9:27] M na bǫ anina daba anu ka nyaan kul na, 

alazugǤ di'em dǤǤd la wțsa saafibiisi nwa I will be there five days before I come home, so here are the keys of 
all the rooms. [You-Heard?] See: saafi. 

saafibiis   See main entry: saafibiig. key. 
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saafinam   See main entry: saafi. lock. 

saafii   See main entry: saafi. lock. 

saafua   See main entry: saafi. lock. 

saagil   n. fowl disease [type]. Note: "a type of fowl sickness and when attacks fowls it kills them all. Saagil means taking all" 

[M.Atiiga]  li pț yuugǫ ka saagil kena kț Atiig nǤǤs la wțsa it was not long before a disease came and killed all 
Atiig's fowls. [You-Do?] From: (Moore). Note: gǹla "whole (+ Kusaal saae 'set a price on') [Atiiga] 

saagǤl   loc. up in the sky, above. SaagǤl bțn ya'a gban'e biig, fțn niŋim ku'om ma'ali o niŋgbina. If  convulsions get 

hold of a child, you cool his body with water. [MA] Lit: the thing in the sky. See: saa1; agǤl. 
saain-saiin   See main entry: saiin-saiin. jingle. 

saal   Variant: sa'al [W]; Asaal; Asaali. Form: saalib. Variant: saaliba; saalibi. n. a human being. Dunia yǫltǤǤd nǫ li 

namisțg n zaŋi ken saal nyǤvțr bǫlimin. The problems and sufferings of the world affecting human life. 
[Asaasim] Ala bigis ye ba zǤt saal nimbaanlig. This shows that they are sorry for people. [Asaasim] Amaa Israel 

dim la san'an, hali baa kț wǫsi vǤlis saal bǫǫ bțnkǤnbțgǤ 'But among the Israelites not a dog will bark at any 
man or animal.'. [EXO 11:7] Li ka'anǫ ye li nar ye saal di kasǫti tisi ma 'It is not that I must have a human witness'. 

[JHN 5:34] yanamǫ sadigim an tiis ka mǤr pțtǫn'ǫsțŋ la, hali ka la'am mi' ye Asaali aan ya zugdaan la you are 
proper trees and have good sense, and also recognise that Mankind has dominion over you. [Trees] Ata'aŋ nǫ 

Akțkparig kem saalib na'ayinnǫ yǫl o tinamǫ gban'e si'em ka bǤǤd ye o diis na'abi tisi ti Shea and Borassus 
should go to the house of the human beings' chief and tell him what we have decided and that we want him to 

install a chief for us. Bțn lin ka saalib gǤs ka li an bțnsțŋ hali la, li anǫ bțnyaalis Wina'am san'an. 'For the 
things that are considered of great value by human beings are worth nothing in God's sight.'. [LUK 16:15] M anǫ 

Wina'am onǫ an nimbaanlzǤǤr sǤb ka zǤt saalib nyǤǤg. 'I, the Lord, am a God who is full of compassion and 
pity'. [EXO 34:6] Saaliba, bțndaar ka ya na bas man yț'țr san'auŋǤ? 'O ye sons of men, how long will ye 

blaspheme mine honour'/'How long, O men, will you turn my glory into shame?'. [PSA 4:2] Amaa li ya'a anǫ saalibi 

tuguli ti, ba na paam nǤpǤǤr ZugsǤb la tuon! 'but if it is mortals (who have put us at odds), a curse on them in 

the Lord's name!'. [1SA 26:19] Man wala malisnǫ galis. KǤ'Ǥm ya'a luna manǫ faand saalbiis yak. My fruit are 

very sweet, if famine comes I totally save human beings. [Trees] Note: error for saal biis or saalib biis [MA]  
Colloc: saalibin(ǫ) ‘with/to/from human beings’. Ka ti mǫ ya'a ye li yinǫ saalibin na, nidib la wțsa na lǤbi ti nǫ 

kuga 'But if we say ‘From human beings,’ this whole crowd here will stone us'. [LUK 20:6] Syn: ninsaal1, ninvțsaal. 
Ninsaal ya'am kț baŋi lii; fț kț maligim nyǫ li saalibinǫ. 'Wisdom is not to be found among mortals; no one 
knows its true value.'. [JOB 28:13] Sim: nid1 ‘person’. See: saalbiig. 

saalib   See main entry: saal. human being. 

saaliba   See main entry: saal. human being. 

saalibi   See main entry: saal. human being. 

-saalig   Variant: -saalțg; -saaliga. adj. smooth. Adu da lǤb o nu'usi vil dasaalțg la Adu flung his arms round the 

slippery log. [Trouble] Ku'osaalțg kanǫ na yit o tuon na pțțg saŋa la The lubricant fluid that comes from her 
genitals during pregnancy. [Womens-Health] O pian'ad anǫ saaliga wțț kpaam nǫ 'His speech is smooth as butter'. 

[PSA 55:21] Sim: -saaliŋ. See: saalim1; -saaliŋ; ku'osaalțg. 

-saaliga   See main entry: -saalig. smooth. 

saalim1   Variant: saalimi. Form: saalimnǫ. v. to shine, be sleek, make smooth. Dau la niŋgbina daa anǫ sț'țŋa hali 

saalim ... ka o lǫm mǤr pțn'pțn'. The man's body was very fine and sleek, and he had a motor-bike. [You-Heard?] 
Ka niigi ayǤpǤi yi kǤldaugin la na nǤb hali saalim Ǥnbid kǤlkantima. 'out of the river there came up seven 
cows, sleek and fat, and they grazed among the reeds'. [GEN 41:2] O ya'a ti nyǫ ka ya niŋgbina pț saalim wțț ya 

dasam taaba la, o na kțțm. 'if you don't look as fit as the other young men, he may kill me.'. [DAN 1:10] O 

niŋgbina nwǫnǫ wabțg nyina ka ba saalimi li 'His body is like polished ivory'. [SNG 5:14] Fț gbǫya ayi' 

saalimnǫ vǫnli nwǫnǫ niŋgǤnkǤris 'Your graceful legs are like jewels'. [SNG 7:1] See: -saalig; -saaliŋ. 

saalim2   n. herb [sp.] used for soup, very slippery. nidib bǫdegț bǤǤd ye ba naan aan wțț man an si'em la ka kǤ'Ǥŋ, 

man mǤr saalim la zug. many people want to be like me but can't, because I have so much slippery-juice. [Trees] 
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saalim3   v. to pre-cook (t.z. mixture). "This is the first process in preparing t.z. - when the flour is put in water and 
boiled until it becomes porridge, some of the porridge is fetched and set aside for the next step. This process is, 
‘saalim’. " [MA]. Mbțn saalim sa'ab la ka waae sa'abǫǫnri tisa Atibil. Mbum pre-cooks the t.z. and dips out 
some 'starter' for Atibil. [House+Farm] 

saalimi   See main entry: saalim1. sleek [to be]. 

saalimnǫ   See main entry: saalim1. sleek [to be]. 

-saaliŋ   adj. smooth. Sim: -saalig. See: -saalig; saalim1. 

-saalțg   See main entry: -saalig. smooth. 

saam!   See main entry: saae. set price. 

saam1   Variant: saama; saamaa; saame; saamma2; saammǫ; saamɛ; saamme2; saammi. Form: saamnam. 

Variant: saamnama; saamnamǫ; saamnami. n. father. Note: in plural, including father's brothers: these may be 

specified as saambil or saamkpǫǫm.   fț ya'a bǤǤd fțn buolimi o sǤb yț'țr, bǫǫ (fț tun'e buol ye) 'm saam', bǫǫ 

'm ma', 'm bier', 'm tațn', bǫǫ 'm pitț' bǫǫ 'm zua' if you want, call that person by name, or else 'my father', 'my 
mother, 'my senior sib', 'opposite-sex sib', 'my junior sib' or 'my friend'. [Asaasim] Note: ( ) text emended by MA for 

stylistic improvement ka o lǫbis o ye on saam dǤǤgin bandaad paa kǤbis yǤpǤi ka on nǫ ban la'am gbǫǫnd. and 
he replied that there were seven hundred crocodiles in his father's room, and he lodged with them. [Asaasim] O da 

maligim mǫ' ba'a maalțg zin'ibanǫ ka o saam Na'ab Hezekia da san'am bas la. 'He rebuilt the pagan places 

of worship that his father Hezekiah had destroyed.'. [2CH 33:3] Bǫi nǫ man ka liebi m saam nǫ m maanmaan 
'Stay with me and be a father and priest to me'. [JDG 17:10] ya saam Wina'am onǫ bǫ arezana ni la mǫ na kǫǫ ya 

tțțmbǫ'ǫdi bas 'your Father in heaven will forgive the wrongs you have done'. [MRK 11:25] 'M saamma,' Adu 

buolțg la da bțri o saam pțtǫnda la "My father!" –  Adu's call confused his father's mind. [Trouble] li pț nar ye 

o nǫ'ǫs o saama. 'he must not bring shame on his father.'. [DEU 22:30] Fț na dǤlli fț saamaa? Will you go with 

your father? [Trouble] Azțțr daa yǫl o saam ye, "M saamma, man nan mǤr bǤ ka kun sida? ..." Azuur said to 
her father "Father, what have I got that I should get married?" [AIDS-Azuur] Ti saamme kpi la fț bas mam nǫ .. ? 
Our father has dies, and are you going to leave me ? [Trouble] Na'ab widaan (teŋ la dim wțsa da buonnǫ m saam 

nǫ yț'țkan) The Chief's Linguist (the people of the village called my father by that name). [Shoeshine-Boy] Ku'om 

la da dam kǫ ka o fǫndig tǤ'ǤtǤ nyǫǫ o saamme puk na. There was a disturbance in the water and he turned 
quickly and saw his father float to the surface. [Trouble] o tǫnr o saamme da yǫl o sǤlțŋ si'a yțțm banǫ gaad la 
he remembered the story his father had told him in former days. [Trouble] Adu da gban'e o saamme yǫt si'el la 

gbin sț'țŋa. Adu had understood well what his father was saying. [Trouble] Jeroboam onǫ saamme da an 

Jehoas la an Israel Na'ab la. 'Jeroboam son of Jehoash was king of Israel'. [AMO 1:1] la'am nǫ wala o ye o 

saammǫ da' gbauŋ la tis o in spite of that he said his father had bought the skin for him. [Akelsa] Bipuŋ la daa 

keŋ yǫl o saamnam ye pa'an la mǤnǫ ye o mugus o. The girl went and said to her fathers that the teacher was 
trying to pressurise her. [AIDS-II] Note: one person has 'fathers' [Gh.] referring to older (male) relatives on the biological 

father's side Na'ab daa la'as biis saamnam nǫ manam wțsa The chief gathered together all those who had 
children. [Electricity] Lit: all fathers and mothers (= parents) of children. ba saamnam dǤlli m baasi gur kǤnbid la 
their fathers went with my dogs to herd the flocks. [JOB 30:1] Saamnama, da kǫ ka ya biis sțnya pǫlig nǫ sa'al 

galisțgǤ 'Fathers, do not exasperate your children'. [EPH 6:4] Note: this use without a possessive meaning 'men who are 

fathers of children' is not a natural Kusaal usage. O saamnamǫ da duod Buama la When her 'fathers' set out from 
Buama. [Trouble] Note: family in the male line M giligidnǫ wțț m saamnamǫ da giligid si'em la. I have been 

wandering as my ancestors did. [GEN 47:9] Colloc: m/ti1 saam(nam)a ‘Sir(s) [respectful address to older man/men, 
not necessarily relative/s]’. (o da) na'as kpǫnm la ka yǫli ba ye: 'M saamnama, m mi' ye ya wțsa anǫ ya'am 

dim.' he said respectfully to the eldership "My Fathers, I know that you are all wise people." [Trouble] M Saama, m 

Saama, Israel dim zaba tǫrekonam nǫ ba wiedban'adiba! 'My father! My father! The chariots and horsemen of 

Israel!'. [2KI 13:14] Note: the King addressing the prophet Elisha M Saamma, m Saamma, widi tǫrekonam nǫ Israel 

wiedban'adiba! 'My father! My father! The chariots and horsemen of Israel!'. [2KI 2:12] Note: prophet Elisha to senior 

prophet Elijah M saamnam nǫ m ba'abiisǫ, kǫlisimi 'Brothers and fathers, give me a hearing'. [ACT 22:1] M 

saamnama, m sǤbid nǫ'ǫŋa tisidi ya 'I write to you, fathers,'. [1JN 2:13] Cpart: pit ‘junior sibling’; tațn ‘opposite 

sex sibling’. fț ya'a bǤǤd fțn buolimi o sǤb yț'țr, bǫǫ (fț tun’e buol ye) 'm saam', bǫǫ 'm ma', 'm bier', 'm 

tațn', bǫǫ 'm pitț' bǫǫ 'm zua' if you want, call that person by name, or else 'my father', 'my mother, 'my senior 
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sib', 'opposite-sex sib', 'my junior sib' or 'my friend'. [Asaasim] Note: text emended by MA for stylistic improvement 
banǫ wțsa basi ba ya' bǫǫ ba bieya bǫǫ ba pitib bǫǫ ba tanp 'everyone who has left houses or brothers or 
sisters'. [MAT 19:29] Cpart: ma2 ‘mother’. Bikanǫ nam pț gaad yțma ayǤpǤi ka ba nyǫ o Gaana ka zi' o saam nǫ 

o ma an siebaa. 'A child of not more than seven years of age found in Ghana whose parents are not known.'. 

[Constitution] Syn: ba'. Note: ba' 445x  in Bible, saam 773x Etym: OV1 *TE ; OV2 *BA ; OVN *BA, SO(N) ; GS4 
*NYI² ; GSe *ja ; vc4 *ca; MWN *- BHÀBHÁ; PB *bàabá. See: saambil; saampit. 

saam2   Form: saamțg. Variant: saamug. v. to mash, crumble, 'smash' [Gh.] ya na tun'e pin'il tțțma nwǫnǫ ... kpaam 

saamțg banǫkanam you will be able to start businesses like ... mills for crushing (nuts to make) oil. [Electricity] 
Biig kanǫ nu'usi vǫnl, onǫ saam dǤǤnd ka kpǫǫm dit. A child whose hands are clean is the one who can mash 
dawadawa fruits for an elder to eat. [Asaasim Proverb] See: sa'aŋ1. 

saam-3   See main entry: saan1. foreigner. 

saama   See main entry: saam1. father. 

saama   See main entry: saan1. foreigner. 

saamaa   See main entry: saam1. father. 

saambibis   See main entry: saambil [N]. uncle. 

saambibisǫ   See main entry: saambil [N]. uncle. 

saambil [N]   Variant: saambila. Form: saambibis. Variant: saambibisǫ. n. uncle, 'junior father' [Gh.], father's younger 

brother. Ani la Saul saambil bu'os on nǫ o sankpan'as la ye, “Yaanǫ ka yanam keŋǫ?” 'Now Saul's uncle asked 

him and his servant, “Where have you been?”'. [1SA 10:14] Syn: saampit; Cpart: saamkpǫǫm ‘senior’. 
See: saamkpǫǫm; saam1; -bil. 

saambila   See main entry: saambil [N]. uncle. 

saamɛ   See main entry: saam1. father. 

saame   See main entry: saam1. father. 

-saamis   See main entry: -saaŋ. strange. 

saamkpǫǫm   Variant: saamkpeenm. n. uncle, 'senior father' [Gh.], father's senior brother. Cpart: saambil, saampit 
‘junior’.  See: saam1; -kpǫǫm; saambil; saampit. 

saamkpeenm   See main entry: saamkpǫǫm. uncle. 

saamma1   See main entry: saan1. foreigner. 

saamma2   See main entry: saam1. father. 

saammaa1  See main entry: saan1. foreigner. 

saammǫ   See main entry: saam1. father. 

saamme   See main entry: saan1. foreigner. 

saamme2   See main entry: saam1. father. 

saammi   See main entry: saam1. father. 

saamnam   See main entry: saam1. father. 

saamnama   See main entry: saam1. father. 

saamnamǫ   See main entry: saam1. father. 

saamnami   See main entry: saam1. father. 

saampit   Note: also written saam pit Form: saampitib. n. uncle, 'junior father' [Gh.], father's younger brother. Mba'ami' ... 

tiesi pa'al biis la yikanǫ bǫ yampțțn la, ye o saampit yiri la. Mba'ami pointed out the house behind this one, 

saying it was her uncle's house. [Billygoat] Modekaya saam pitț biig da bǫǫ o san'an 'Mordecai had a cousin 
named Hadassah'. [EST 2:7] Lit: father's junior brother's child. O ya'a lǫn ka' bier bǫǫ pitț, yanam on nǤkim tis o 

saam pitib nǫ o bieya. 'If he has no brothers, give his inheritance to his father's brothers.'. [NUM 27:10] 
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Syn: saambil. See: saam; pit. 

saampitib   See main entry: saampit. uncle. 

saamțg   See main entry: saam2. crumble. 

saamug   See main entry: saam2. crumble. 

saan   See main entry: sǤn2. smooth [sth.] 

saan1   Variant: saana2; saanna; saanɛ; saanne; saani; saamma1; saama; saammaa1; saamme. Form: saam-3. n. a 

guest, stranger, foreigner. Saan pț bțt kawǫn dǫǫnnaa. A stranger does not plant early maize. [Proverb 244] yisǤb 

la lǫbi kpǫn' zakin yǫl ye ba mǤr ku'om na tis saan the householder went back into the courtyard and told them 
they should bring water for the guest. [Billygoat] Ya'a kpǫlim nǫ saan, onǫ pț pǫ'ǫsi fț nidib Israel diminǫ 'As for 

the foreigner who does not belong to your people Israel'. [2CH 6:32] Adu yǫl o ye, "M baaba, saannǫ kena." Ka o 

bu'os biig la ye, "Saanna?" Adu said to him "Daddy, a visitor has come." And he asked the boy "A visitor?" 

[Trouble] Ba kț dǤl saanna 'They will not follow a stranger'. [JHN 10:5] bǤǤ maal ka on nǫ Mmabțn pț tțmme 

gat taabaa ka on kpǫn an o saannǫ? why was it that he and Mbabun didn't work more than each other, but he 

still remains in the same state? [You-Do?] baa o ya'a anǫ fț ba'abiig Israel nid bǫǫ saanne bǫǫ ya tempțțd la 

yinne nii. 'whether he is a brother Israelite or an alien living in one of your towns.'. [DEU 24:14] o mǤr bin'ispielig 

nǫ bin'isgbisidim nǫ ni'im sǫn'ǫda la na pțdigi tis saam la ka ba dit 'He took some cream, some milk, and the 
meat, and set the food before the men.'. [GEN 18:8] Lit: the guests. yisǤb la siak ka pț'țsi ba ken-ken, ka buol 

zakin ye ba mǤr ku'om na tis saam. the houseowner agreed and welcomed them, and called into the courtyard 
that they should bring water for the guests. [Billygoat] Biis nǫ saam dǤǤdi la bǫ teŋsțk la. The rooms for children 
and guests are in the middle. [House+Farm] Saam na la'as nǫ ba, ka naali ba mǫŋ nǫ Jakob yidim. 'foreigners will 
come and live there with them.'. [ISA 14:1] Linzug ka ya kțdim lǫn ka' teŋ zțŋ dim bǫǫ saama 'So then, you 

Gentiles are not foreigners or strangers any longer'. [EPH 2:19] Da namisidi saamma ka yanam mǫ da anǫ saam 

Egipt teŋin. 'Do not mistreat an alien or oppress him, for you were aliens in Egypt.'. [EXO 22:21] O pț gǤs ka 

tinam anǫ saammaa? 'Does he not regard us as foreigners?'. [GEN 31:15] Wina'am ... da gaŋi ti yaanam ..., ban 

da nam an saamme bǫ Egipt teŋin la. 'God ... chose our ancestors ... during the time they lived as foreigners in 

Egypt.'. [ACT 13:17] Na'anama, Saambǫda, Girima dim banǫ bǫ tuonnǫ, Pu'ab nǫ Dapa, ... My Lords, Ladies 
and Gentlemen ... [Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: Chiefs, important guests, respected leaders, women and men. Note: 

standardised opening of a formal address Nabstr: saauŋ ‘hospitality, provision for guests’. Etym: OV1 *S²AN ; OVN 
*SAN-A/BA . See: saauŋ; -saaŋ; pu'asaan. 

saan2   Form: saand. Variant: saandaa. Form: saandnǫ. v. to have diarrhœa, 'run' diarrhœa [Gh.] O sǤb kț nyaŋe dii, 

amaa o na saand ka li kț gu'oe The patient won't be able to eat, but will have diarrhœa without stopping. 

[AIDS-Azuur] Ka o saam bǫn'ǫdi digi ka o niŋ tțl ka o saand. 'His father was sick in bed, suffering from fever and 

dysentery.'. [ACT 28:8] Biig mǫ ya'a saandaa ba nǤkidi mam pa'adi dțgi lie o ka li bas. And if a child has 
diarrhœa they take my bark and boil it and use it as an enema and it gets better. [Trees] o daa saandnǫ ka li pț 

gu'oda he had diarrhœa and it wouldn't stop. [AIDS-Azuur] See: saan3. 

saan3   Variant: shaan; shann'. n. diarrhœa. li gu'udnǫ dian'ad linǫ wțsa tisid biig la shaan nǫ wisieba o bǫllim 

pțțgin it protects against all types of dirt that will give the child diarrhœa and sicknesses in its life. [Breastfeeding] 
Note: text and translation corrected by MA Niŋgbiŋ ban'as wțț nwǫ'ǫdțg dinǫ pț basida bǫǫ zugzabir bǫǫ saan 

nǫ sankpana. Bodily illnesses like persistent fever, or headache, or diarrhœa or a rash. [AIDS-I] Li tun'e kǫ ka biig 

la paam shaan bǫǫ wisi'a. It can cause the baby to get diarrhœa or another disease. [Breastfeeding] ... shann' bǫǫ 

ban'a pț gban'adi ba tǤ'ǤtǤ. ... no diarrhœa or (other) sickness will easily infect them. [Breastfeeding] Syn: kțkǤ'Ǥg. 
See: saan2. 

saana1   n.pl. charcoal. Sansi'a la o daa ye sǤ' kena pian'a tisi ba ... pu'abi na sțm ye ba nyu'oe saana si'em. 
Sometimes he said someone came and talked to them about how the women ought to go about burning charcoal. 

[Electricity] Etym: OVN *SA(L)-DI/A ; vc4 *ca ; MWN *-KHAL- ; PB * kádà. See: bugumsaan. 
saana2   See main entry: saan1. foreigner. 

saand   See main entry: saan2. diarrhœa [having]. 

saandaa   See main entry: saan2. diarrhœa [having]. 
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saandnǫ   See main entry: saan2. diarrhœa [having]. 

saanɛ   See main entry: saan1. foreigner. 

saani   See main entry: saan1. foreigner. 

saanna   See main entry: saan1. foreigner. 

saanne   See main entry: saan1. foreigner. 

saans1   Variant: saansi. Form: saansid. Variant: saansidi. Form: saansim!. Form: saansțg. Variant: saansug; saansțgǤ; 

saansugo. v. to frustrate  sb. Alumir niŋ bǤ ka fț saansid o wala? What has Alumir done that you are frustrating 

him like that? [MA] Cpart: kpǫmis ‘encourage’. Biig ya'a tțm sț'țm fț kpǫmisid o nǫ ka fț pț saansid o. If a 
child is doing well you encourage him but you don’t frustrate him. [MA] SǤ’ kae bǤǤd saansțgǤ amaa sǤ wțsa 

bǤǤdnǫ kpǫmisțg. No one like to be frustrated, instead everyone wants to be encouraged. [MA] 

saans2   Variant: saansǫ; saansǫǫ. Form: saansnǫ. v. to comb (ones) hair. Sakurbil ya'a ye o keŋ sakur, asǫǫ ka o sț ka 

saans zug, Before a schoolchild goes to school, she has to bath and comb her hair. [MA] GǤsime fț zuobid la an 

si'em ... Look how your hair is ... [Three-Problems] Fțn pțm pț saansǫǫ li paae nwadigi nwa. You haven't 
combed it for a month. [Three-Problems] Li anǫ daba atan' nwa ka m pț saansǫ. It's three days since I combed it. 

[Three-Problems] Din laa fț saans zinaa? So you're going to comb it today? [Three-Problems] Ama yina ka zanl 

zuobsaansiŋ ka o zuobbanǫ sǤbig ka wa'am la nan saansnǫ pțsțk. Ama came out holding a comb and with 

her long black hair half-combed. [Trouble] Ninst: zuobsaansiŋ. See: zuobsaansiŋ. 

saansǫ   See main entry: saans2. comb. 

saansǫǫ   See main entry: saans2. comb. 

saansi   See main entry: saans1. frustrate. 

saansid   See main entry: saans1. frustrate. 

saansidi   See main entry: saans1. frustrate. 

saansim!   See main entry: saans1. frustrate. 

saansnǫ   See main entry: saans2. comb. 

saansțg   See main entry: saans1. frustrate. 

saansțgǤ   See main entry: saans1. frustrate. 

saansug   See main entry: saans1. frustrate. 

saansugo   See main entry: saans1. frustrate. 

-saaŋ   Form: -saaŋa. Variant: -saaŋi; -saamis. adj. strange, alien. O da gǤs o ma yuug pamm - yǫlsaaŋ si'a paa o. 
He looked at his mother for a long time – something strange had happened to him. [Trouble] Kǫl ka ti baŋ 

pa'alsaaŋ kanǫ ka fț tu'asid la 'May we know what this new teaching is that you are presenting?'. [ACT 17:19] O 

na tțm tțțm kanǫ an tțțm saaŋ la 'he will ... do his work, his strange work'. [ISA 28:21] ya naan kț ... igini 

zun'e win saaŋa 'you shall not bow down to an alien god'. [PSA 81:9] Li ka' yǫlsaaŋa. 'And no wonder!'. [1CO 11:14] 
yǫlbama nwa' anǫ yǫlsaaŋi tisi ti ka ti bǤǤd ye ti baŋi li gbin. 'You are bringing some strange ideas to our ears, 
and we want to know what they mean.'. [ACT 17:20] kțdim kǫlisim nǫ'ǫŋa ka baŋ ye ti bǫnǫ dunia saaŋin just 

listen to this and realise that we are in a strange world. [Trouble] Saŋa wțsa o ya'a keŋi ba pu'ab la'asțg la, o 

kunnǫ na nǫ pțtǫn'ǫsaamis. Whenever she went to their women's meeting, she came home with strange ideas. 

[Electricity] Ti nyǫ ka karimdǤsaamis yț'țn duosid, ti na niŋ wala baŋ karimdǤbanǫ ka Siig la pǫ'ǫlǫ? We see 
that strange churches are multiplying, how will we recognise which churches are filled with the Spirit? [Bible-Study] 
La'abanǫ ka Asaan daa nyǫ la daa anǫ bțnsaamisi tis o The equipment that Asaan saw was strange to him. 

[AIDS-I] Fț nini na nyǫt bțnsaamis 'Your eyes will see strange sights'. [PRO 23:33] Ti wțm ye o mǤǤnnǫ win 

saamis yǫla 'He seems to be advocating foreign gods.'. [ACT 17:18] Colloc: ban'asaaŋ ‘HIV/AIDS ('strange 

disease')’. Note: used in 'HIV-AIDS' booklets. Tiim ka' ti'ebid ban'asaaŋ dinǫ buon HIV-AIDS la. There is no 
medicine to cure the strange disease which is called HIV-AIDS. [AIDS-I] O kum la daa pian' bǫdegț ban'asaaŋ la 

yǫla His (friend's) death spoke volumes to him about the 'novel disease'. [AIDS-II] See: saan1; bțnsaaŋ. 
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-saaŋa   See main entry: -saaŋ. strange. 

-saaŋi   See main entry: -saaŋ. strange. 

saas1   Variant: sas; saasǫ; saasi. Form: saasid. Form: saasim!. Variant: saasime!; saasimi!. Form: saasțg. 

Variant: saasug. v. to sharpen, polish sth. Daar wțsa o ya'a duoe kuobinǫ, o saasid o sț'țraug nǫ, o ye li nar 

ye fț saasi fț sț'țg zaam. Every day when he finished farming, he sharpened his cutlass, he said you have to 
sharpen your knife in the evening. [Trouble] o kpțkpama nǫ o nǤba nyǫǫn wțț kțntzǫn'ug linǫ ka ba saas nǫ 
'His arms and legs shone like polished bronze'. [DAN 10:6] Zǫnnir ya'a pț ditta ka fț pț saasǫ asǫǫ ka fț wiak nǫ 

paŋ 'If your axe is blunt and you don't sharpen it, you have to work harder to use it'. [ECC 10:10] ba saasi li nǫ ka 

maali duusi li 'It is sharpened and polished'. [EZK 21:11] Zaba sț'țg ye, zaba sț'țg ye! Li saasnǫ ka maali nyǫǫn 
'A sword, a sword is sharpened and polished.'. [EZK 21:9] O da wțm ka o saam saasid o sț'țraug He heard his 

father sharpening his cutlass. [Trouble] Kunti saasid kțnt si'em la, ala ka nidib mǫ zamisidi yiti ba taaba 

san'an. 'As iron sharpens iron, so one person sharpens the wits of another.'. [PRO 27:17] O saam da ye, Adu, 

saasime fț sț'țraug His father said "Adu, sharpen your cutlass". [Trouble] Saasimi ya kpana la nǤya 'Sharpen 
your spears'. [JER 46:4] Li da pț la'aŋǫ ka o lǫn pa'ali li kugur la zugu pin'il saasțg ya'as. It wasn't sharp, so he 
put it back on the stone and started the sharpening again. [Trouble] Niigi kțțnr nǫ kțnmǫŋa saasțg da anǫ wțț 

fțn na pțdigi ba la'af zin'isa atan' ka yis zin'is ayi' la yǤ 'The price was two thirds of a shekel for sharpening 
ploughshares and mattocks'. [1SA 13:21] 

saas2   v. to open sth. Ban daa saas o kǤlțg la ba daa nyǫ piima nǫ di buudi nǫ bilǫǫtinam nǫ tima nǫ kǤliba buudi 

bǫdegț. They opened his bag and found needles and suchlike, and blades and medicines and all sorts of bottles. 

[AIDS-I] 

saasǫ   See main entry: saas1. sharpen. 

saasi   See main entry: saas1. sharpen. 

saasid   See main entry: saas1. sharpen. 

saasim!   See main entry: saas1. sharpen. 

saasime!   See main entry: saas1. sharpen. 

saasimi!   See main entry: saas1. sharpen. 

saasțg   See main entry: saas1. sharpen. 

saasug   See main entry: saas1. sharpen. 

saauŋ   Variant: sauŋ; saauŋț. n. respect, hospitality, provision for guests. sieba da maal maliaknam saauŋ ka pț baŋ 

ye ba anǫ maliaknama. 'some people have entertained angels without knowing it.'. [HEB 13:2] Ka nwǫ'ǫdțg la bas 

pu'a la, ka o maali ba saauŋ. 'The fever left her and she began to wait on them.'. [MRK 1:31] kpan'a la ...  zaŋ 

nǤŋdaan la pǫ'ǫyimmir la kțț maal saauŋț tis o saan la. 'The rich man ...  took the poor man's lamb and 

cooked a meal for his guest.'. [2SA 12:4] InvNabstr: saan1. See: saan1. 

saauŋț   See main entry: saauŋ. hospitality. 

saawara  See main entry: sǤǤra. counsel. 

saawaraa   See main entry: sǤǤra. counsel. 

saazi   n. red beans. Ba da mǤr sǤna nǫ laas nǫ dțgid, ka mǫ mǤr ki nǫ mui la'an nǫ zǤ'Ǥm nǫ kawǫnsǫn'ǫda, hali nǫ 

bǫŋa nǫ saazi. (they) 'brought bedding and bowls and articles of pottery. They also brought wheat and barley, 
flour and roasted grain, beans and lentils'. [2SA 17:28] 

saazug   Note: 54x in SC, not in texts Variant: saazugǤ; saazugț. n. sky, up. Ka kțkǤr yi saazug na yǫl ye, “M zun'e m 

yț'țr ka na lǫn zun'e li ya'as.” 'Then a voice came from heaven, “I have glorified it, and will glorify it again.”'. 
[JHN 12:28] M na kǫ ka ya yaas zu'oe nwǫnǫ nwadbibisi bǫ saazug si'em la 'I will make your descendants as 

numerous as the stars in the sky'. [EXO 32:13] li saazug dțțb an nǤbir makir pisnaasi nǫ anu (45). 'its height 
(was) thirty cubits.'. [GEN 6:15] Lit: rising upwards. Note: vs. wa'alim and yalțŋ onǫ țkid nǤŋ dim saazug 'He raises 
the poor'. [1SA 2:8] Ka yanam Kapeenum dima, ya tǫn'ǫs ye ya na dțț ti paae saazugǤ? 'And you, Capernaum, 
will you be lifted up to the skies?'. [LUK 10:15] ka pu'a naan saazugț zaŋ nǫǫri bas o zugin 'a woman threw a 
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millstone down on his head'. [JDG 9:53] Colloc: saazugin ‘in/to/from the sky’. ZugsǤb kǫ ka bugum nǫ kidibir yi 

saazugin sig Sodom nǫ Gomora zug 'the Lord rained down fire and brimstone from the skies on Sodom and 
Gomorrah.'. [GEN 19:24] Cpart: dunia, teŋgbauŋ. Saazug bțnam mǤri ba mǫŋ niŋgbina, ka dunia bțnam mǫ 

mǤri ba mǫŋ niŋgbina. 'there are heavenly bodies and earthly bodies'. [1CO 15:40] ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am 

la sț'oe arezana ka lǫn sț'oe saazug nǫ teŋgbauŋ nǫ dinǫ bǫǫ li pțțgin wțsa. 'To the Lord your God belong 

the heavens, even the highest heavens, the earth and everything in it.'. [DEU 10:14] See: saa2; zug. 

saazugǤ   See main entry: saazug. up. 

saazugț   See main entry: saazug. up. 

sǫ1   Variant: se'1; se; sǫǫ2; see. Form: sǫnǫ. Form: sǫǫd1. Variant: seed; sǫǫdi. Form: sǫǫm3!. Form: sǫǫb1. Variant: seeb. 

v. to plant, transplant, put in the ground vertically (as, a post). Pǫbisyaal da lǫbidi ba san'an ka dammid tiis 

banǫ ka ba sǫǫ dǤlis pal la. The fierce wind was against them and tossed the trees that were planted along the 
road. [Trouble] m iank pțlli n gaŋ dabanǫ ka ba sǫǫ geŋ pǤǤg la I jumped speedily over the fence of the farm. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: sticks that they planted to fence in. SǤ' mǫ sǫ vain tiis pǤǤg ka nam pț dii li nyǤǤdǫǫ? 'Has 

anyone planted a vineyard and not begun to enjoy it?'. [DEU 20:6] onǫ wțsa nyǫ ninsaal kǤnbir na sǫ si'eli maal 

zanbin ka bayaas la ti paae na nǤki mum 'one of them sees a human bone, he will set up a marker beside it until 
the gravediggers have buried it'. [EZK 39:15] Ban sǫǫ ba naae bǫǫ bțdi ba, ka ba bǤǤd nya'a ba'ab la 'No sooner 
are they planted, no sooner are they sown, no sooner do they take root in the ground'. [ISA 40:24] Nannanna li yț'țn 

sǫnǫ pipirigin 'Now it is transplanted in the wilderness'. [EZK 19:13] sieba sǫǫd mam ba wina ni ka iginid man 

tuon ka kțțd nǤǤs man san'an some people plant me for their 'gods' and kneel before me and kill fowls by me. 

[Trees] Ba mǫ ya'a maan kțțrǫ, ba nwaadi man willi sǫǫd yituon pu'atanpi kuan'adi ba daam zin'isi'a la. 
When they have a funeral, they cut one of my branches and plant it in front of the house in the place where the 

'sisters' brew their pito. [Trees] ti ... da'a dabǫda banǫ ka ti sǫǫd la nǫ bugum nwiwǤ'Ǥma we ... buy big poles 
which we plant in the ground for the long electricity wires. [Electricity] sǫǫd si'elnam ba na'anam yaadinǫ. 
erecting monuments on the graves of their kings. [EZK 43:7] Ba sǫǫdi ba nǫ vain tiis pǤǤdin They plant them in 
vineyards. [Bible Glossary [under " Vain Tiig " ]] Cpart: vǤn', vuoǫn. sǫǫb saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka vǤǤnb saŋa bǫ '(There is ...) 
a time to plant and a time to uproot'. [ECC 3:2] M na sǫǫ ba ka kț lǫn vuoǫn ba ya'asǫ. 'I will plant them and not 
uproot them.'. [JER 24:6] Syn: sǫǫl; Sim: bțd ‘sow (seed)’. See: sǫǫl1. 

sǫ2   Variant: se'; sǫǫ3. Form: sǫǫd2. Form: sǫǫm2!. Form: sǫǫb2. v. to cut up, chop vegetables. Note: 'chop' is the normal 

verb in English, note that this is not Ghana English 'chop' = 'eat'! On lǫb na la ka sǫ sieba niŋ dțkțn la la'an nǫ sǤ' daa 

zi' lin an si'el la. 'When he returned, he cut them up into the pot of stew, though no one knew what they were.'. [2KI 

4:39] Ya ya'a ye ya dțg zǫǫnd la, yanam sǫǫm gabț la baanlțgț niŋ dțkin la ka nyaan sǫ maana nǫ 

zǫnma'asa la niŋ. When you prepare the soup, cut the onion into small bits and put in first before you cut up the 
okra and vegetables and add. [MA] Mam paae Ndewin yir la, o pu'a bǫǫnnǫ sǫǫnd sǫǫbin. When I arrived at 
Ndewin’s house, his wife was chopping vegetables. [MA] 

sǫb   Variant: sǫbi; sǫbin; sǫbini; sebini. v. to squat. Adu da sǫbi kǤldaug la zin'isi'a la o da guri gandigir Adu 

squatted somewhere by the river and waited for an answer. [Trouble] Note: more naturally da sǫbnǫ kǤdaugțn 

lazin'isi'a gur gandigir la [MA]  o tțns o lǫbis kpǫŋ ka sǫbin pu'a la baba he moved him aside and squatted by the 

woman. [Trouble] Adu sǫbini kpi'en nǫ Siaka ka nya'am o tțbirin Adu squatted close to Siaka and whispered in 
his ear. [Trouble] Ka o keŋ zin'igin la sǫbini li baba. And he went to the place and squatted by it. [Trouble] M pț 

nar nǫ mam na sǫbini o tuonnǫ yidig o ta'ada nwiisǫ. 'I am not good enough even to squat down and untie his 
sandals.'. [MRK 1:7] 

sǫbi   See main entry: sǫb. squat. 

sǫbin   See main entry: sǫb. squat. 

sǫbini   See main entry: sǫb. squat. 

sɛkpwalug [C]   See main entry: sakpanlțŋ2. antelope [sp]. 

sǫma   See main entry: sǫǫm1. porcupine. 

sǫn1   Variant: senn. Form: sǫǫnd. Variant: seend. Form: sǫǫn1. Form: sǫǫnb2. v. to sew, be sewn, 'sew' [Gh.] = make sth. 

by sewing/have something made (e.g. by a tailor, seamstress). Mpuaka paae AnǫmbǤ yir ka o pțn sǫn sumboto 

ayi' la digil. Mpuaka reached Anembo's house, and she had already sewed up two bags of groundnuts and stored 
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them. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ba daa sǫn nǤǤryinne fuud They had had 'cooperative' dresses made. [Wealth-Is-Power] Li 

anǫ zin'ikanǫ ka sǤ' na sǫn tiela nyǫ ligidi? Is it a place where someone can make money as a seamstress. [Trouble] 
Lit: sew (with a) sewing-machine. Fa', zaŋimi m fuug la sǫn ka m yǤǤf. Please take my shirt and mend it and I 
will pay you for it. [MA] Bugur na'akem sǫǫdnǫ banaas ka ba pu'asada sǫǫnd pu'amfut. The young men of 
Bugri sew smocks whilst their young girls sew women clothes. [MA] Man sǫn sțnsa'aŋ fuugț libili m niŋgbina 
'I stitched sackcloth together to cover my body'. [JOB 16:15] Ka nǤk pǫraad gbana dinǫ ka ba mǤ'Ǥnsi li ka di 

mu'oe la sǫǫn tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba pili paas. 'Make for the tent a covering of ram skins dyed red'. [EXO 26:14] Pien sțŋ ka 

ba da' yi Egipt na sǫǫn li ya'al anrțŋ dawǤk la zug 'Fine embroidered linen from Egypt was your sail'. [EZK 27:7] 
Lit: hung on the ships tall stick (mast). O sǫǫnd fuudi kuosid 'She makes linen garments and sells them'. [PRO 

31:24] Yțțm wțsa o ma da sǫǫnd nǫ dansik ... ka o mǤri keŋ tis Samuel. 'Each year his mother made him a 
little robe and took it to him'. [1SA 2:19] Banǫ mi' fuud sǫǫnb sțŋa da nǤk pien pieli sǫn fuudi tis Aaron nǫ o 

biis la 'For Aaron and his sons, they made tunics of fine linen – the work of a weaver'. [EXO 39:27] Serial: sǫǫn tabil 
‘sew onto, sew (things) together’. NǤkim fuud anu sǫǫn tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba 'Join five of the curtains together'. [EXO 26:3] 
Ba da nǤk kugvǫnla pii nǫ ayi' sǫǫn tabili li, abțtan' tan', zin'is anaasi 'Then they mounted four rows of 
precious stones on it.'. [EXO 39:10] Etym: OV1 *S¹E ; GS1 *NYA/E(D/L) ; vc4 *ŋa. 

sǫn2   v. to be close-set, crowded. yir kanǫ lal sǫnnǫ kipi wțț gțțdiŋ nǫ, amaa fț ya'a miri li tiig wțsa zi'inǫ o gțnnǫ 
a house which is far is like a thicket, but if you come near, its every tree is separate. [Bible-Study] 

sǫn-3   See main entry: sǫǫung. rainy season. 

sǫnb   Variant: senb; sǫnbi; senbi. Form: sǫnbnǫ. v. 1 • to belt up, tighten. Ba sǫnbnǫ taaba kiŋ-kiŋ hale 'Each one is 

joined so tight to the next'. [JOB 41:16 [draft]] Note: [published Bible] Ba gban'e nǫ taaba kiŋ-kiŋ hali Ninst: sǫnbidiŋ. 
o nǤk sǫnbidiŋi sǫnbi o fuug ka zǤǤ gaad Ahab tuonnǫ paae Jezireel. 'he fastened his clothes tight round his 
waist and ran ahead of Ahab all the way to Jezreel.'. [1KI 18:46] 
2 • to dress, dress up, be well dressed. Ba da sǫnb sț'țŋa. They were well-dressed. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: sǫnbidiŋ. 

sǫnbi   See main entry: sǫnb. belt up, dressed. 

sǫnbid   See main entry: sǫnbig3. seed hole. 

sǫnbidiŋ   Variant: senbidiŋ; senbidi; sǫnbidiŋǫ; senbidiŋe. Form: sǫnbidis. Variant: senbidis. n. a belt, girdle. M na nǤki 

fț fuug la yǫǫl o, ka nǤki fț sǫnbidiŋ la lǤǤ o siaa 'I will clothe him with your robe and fasten your sash around 
him'. [ISA 22:21] o nǤk sǫnbidiŋi sǫnbi o fuug ka zǤǤ gaad Ahab tuonnǫ paae Jezireel. 'he fastened his clothes 
tight round his waist and ran ahead of Ahab all the way to Jezreel.'. [1KI 18:46] sǫnbidis lǤǤ ba sies, ka bantabis 

bǫǫ ba zutin 'with belts around their waists and flowing turbans on their heads'. [EZK 23:15] Syn: sialǤǤdiŋ; 
InvNinst: sǫnb. See: sǫnb. 

sǫnbidiŋǫ  See main entry: sǫnbidiŋ. girdle. 

sǫnbidis   See main entry: sǫnbidiŋ. girdle. 

sǫnbig1   Variant: senbig1; sǫnbigi1. v. to hurt, cause pain to sb. da gban'e gban'abǫ'ǫdi sǫnbig taabaa, mǫ da pǤǤdi ziri 

pǤǤrǫ. 'do not plot evil against your neighbour, and do not love to swear falsely.'. [ZEC 8:17] Fț sțnkpi'euŋ la na 

kpǫm bǫ, bǫǫ fț na kpǫm mǤr paŋ daakanǫ ka man ye m sǫnbigif la? 'Will your courage endure or your hands 
be strong in the day I deal with you?'. [EZK 22:14] 

sǫnbig2   Variant: senbig; sǫnbigi2; senbigi. v. to find sb. out. Sida dim kennǫ tuon ka dabiem kae, amaa bugusim dim 

la ba na sǫnbigi ba. 'The man of integrity walks securely, but he who takes crooked paths will be found out.'. [PRO 

10:9] 

sǫnbig3   Form: sǫnbid. n. a seed-hole. KǤdiŋ pied sǫnbid ka o biig gǤsidnǫ. Partridge digs out from the seed-holes while 

its child sees. [Proverb 239] Ya ya'a bǤǤd ye ya ki nǤbig sț'țŋa, yanam kǫ ka sǫnbid la lal taaba. If you want 
your millet to grow well, make sure the seed-holes are well spaced. [MA] See: sǫ1. 

sǫnbigi1   See main entry: sǫnbig1. hurt. 

sǫnbigi2   See main entry: sǫnbig2. find out. 

sǫnbnǫ   See main entry: sǫnb. belt up, dressed. 

sǫnd [MA]   v. to clench one's teeth. Mansa yț'țn da lǫb Buama na ka kpǫn sǫnd o nǤǤr gban'akaŋa wțsa yǫla. Then 
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Mansa came back to Buama, still keeping quiet about all these plans. [Trouble] Note: "The sentence is inappropriate, 

you don’t sǫnd nǤǤr, it should be nyina. " [MA]  Colloc: sǫnd nyina. Dau la mǤri kpisinkpi'ir ka di lug o ka o nyina 

sǫnd ka ba mak ye ba wǫ'ǫgi gț'țŋ. The man is suffering from epilepsy and it threw him down and his teeth 
clenched and they could not open (his jaws). [MA] 

sǫnǫ   See main entry: sǫ1. plant. 

sǫn'   Variant: sen'; sǫn'ǫ; sen'e; sǫn'ǫǫ. Form: sǫn'ǫd. Variant: sen'ed. Form: sǫn'ǫdnǫ. Form: sǫn'ǫmǫ !. 

Variant: sǫn'ǫmi!; sen'eme. Form: sǫn'ǫminǫ. v. to roast, bake, broil, grill. O mǫ tun'e sǫn' busa la He could also 

roast the yams. [Wonderwoman] gǤsim kpǫ' la ka fț na nyǫ baŋkan ka fț sǫn' li bugumin la. look over there and 

you will see the cassava; roast it on the fire. [Trouble] m ya'a niŋ alaa m kțț m bǫogț sǫn'. if I did that I would 
ruin my future. [Wealth-Is-Power] Lit: kill and roast. Ba ya'a sǫn' naae ba na zaŋi mǤr na ka pțdigi li bi'el bi'eli tis 

ZugsǤb la When it is baked, they should bring it and divide it into small pieces. [LEV 6:21] o maal disțma, ka sǫn' 

bodobodo dinǫ ka danbin pț gǫndigǫ, ka ba di 'He prepared a meal for them, baking bread without yeast, and 

they ate'. [GEN 19:3] nǤk zǤmbaanlig dinǫ pț gǫndig dabinnǫ sǫn' bodobodo 'from fine wheat flour, without 
yeast, make bread'. [EXO 29:2] Gbanya'a kț nyǫ wǫog ni'imi sǫn'ǫǫ 'The lazy man does not roast his game'. [PRO 

12:27] Fț nyǫǫ Adolwini paae yin na nyǫ ka ti sǫn'ǫd suma ka o kpǫn sǫn'ǫs ka gaadi kpǫn'ǫ. Can you imagine 
that when Adolwin arrived in the house and saw us roasting groundnuts, he tutted at us and went on. [MA] o ... 

nǤkid (daad) sieba nyu'oe bugum sǫn'ǫd bodobodo. 'some he kindles and bakes bread on it.'. [ISA 44:15] Onǫ 

kae ni'im sǫn'ǫdnǫ kțkpǫŋ. The meat of someone who is not there is put on the edge of the grill. [Proverb 221] Da 

Ǥnbi ni'im la kansa, bǫǫ ya dțg nǫ ku'om, amaa sǫn'ǫmi bugumin 'Do not eat the meat raw or cooked in water, 
but roast it over the fire'. [EXO 12:9] Sǫn'ǫminǫ lii Ǥnb zin'ikanǫ ka ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am na gaŋ la. 'Roast 
it and eat it at the place the Lord your God will choose.'. [DEU 16:7] Etym: OV1 *VU ; OVN *SE (?) . Note: OVN 

*VU.L is "burn" as an injury See: -sǫn'ǫdir; sǫn'ǫl. 

sǫn'ǫ   See main entry: sǫn'. roast. 

sǫn'ǫd   See main entry: sǫn'. roast. 

-sǫn'ǫda   See main entry: -sǫn'ǫdir. grilled. 

-sǫn'ǫdir   Variant: -sen'edir. Form: -sǫn'ǫda. Variant: -sen'eda. adj. roasted, grilled. Ba da mǤr sǤna nǫ laas nǫ dțgid, ka 

mǫ mǤr ki nǫ mui la'an nǫ zǤ'Ǥm nǫ kawǫnsǫn'ǫda, hali nǫ bǫŋa nǫ saazi. (they) 'brought bedding and bowls 

and articles of pottery. They also brought wheat and barley, flour and roasted grain, beans and lentils'. [2SA 17:28] o 

mǤr bin'ispielig nǫ bin'isgbisidim nǫ ni'im sǫn'ǫda la na pțdigi tis saam la ka ba dit 'He took some cream, 
some milk, and the meat, and set the food before the men.'. [GEN 18:8] See: sǫn'. 

sǫn'ǫdnǫ   See main entry: sǫn'. roast. 

sǫn'ǫl   v. to bake. ba sǫn'ǫl bodobodo bugumin 'there ... was a cake of bread baked over hot coals'. [1KI 19:6] See: sǫn'. 

sǫn'ǫmǫ !  See main entry: sǫn'. roast. 

sǫn'ǫmi!   See main entry: sǫn'. roast. 

sǫn'ǫminǫ  See main entry: sǫn'. roast. 

sǫn'ǫs   Form: sǫn'ǫsid. Variant: sǫn'ǫsida. v. to tut-tut/tsk-tsk, make a disapproving sound. "Fț ba'a kae! Fț ba'a kae!" 

Kpa'akur sǫn'ǫs Nwiig. "Not your problem, not your problem!" – Tortoise tut-tutted Rope. [Trouble] Fț aan 

anǤ'Ǥn ka ba pian'ad ka fț sǫn'ǫsida? Who you to tut-tut at us when they are talking? [MA] Fț nyǫǫ Adolwini 

paae yin na nyǫ ka ti sǫn'ǫd suma ka o kpǫn sǫn'ǫs ka gaadi kpǫn'ǫ. Can you imagine that when Adolwin 
arrived in the house and saw us roasting groundnuts, he tutted at us and went on inside? [MA] 

sǫn'ǫsid   See main entry: sǫn'ǫs. tut. 

sǫn'ǫsida   See main entry: sǫn'ǫs. tut. 

sǫn'ǫǫ   See main entry: sǫn'. roast. 

sǫn'uŋ   Variant: sen'uŋ. n. honour [n.] Pǫbil ... la nar ye o di'e paŋ nǫ kpan'am nǫ ya'am nǫ kpi'euŋ nǫ na'asi nǫ zțn'or 

nǫ sǫn'uŋ. 'Worthy is the Lamb, ... to receive power and wealth and wisdom and strength and honour and glory 
and praise! [REV 5:12] 
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sǫnlim   Variant: senlim; selim; sǫnlimmi. Form: sǫnlimnǫ. Form: sǫnlimid. Form: sǫnlimidnǫ. Form: sǫnlțŋ1. v. to flatter, 

sing praise-songs to sb. Note: "Like Song of Songs, sǫnlțŋ is poetry/poem etc. " [MA]  Ka pu'a la sǫnlim o. And the 

woman coaxed her. [Trouble] Ka on nam bǫ lalli la, ka o ba' nyǫǫ o, ka zǤǤ o nimbaanlig, ka zǤǤ bibig o, ka 

sǫnlim o. 'He was still a long way from home when his father saw him; his heart was filled with pity, and he ran, 
threw his arms round his son, and kissed him.'. [LUK 15:20] Nǫ lin wțsa ba gǤsidifnǫ nwǫnǫ onǫ yț'țmmi 

sǫnlimmi ba nǫ nǤmalisiŋ 'Indeed, to them you are nothing more than one who sings love songs with a beautiful 

voice'. [EZK 33:32] M da tun'e yǫt sǫnlțŋ karțŋț m zugțn ka tikanam la mǤr sumalisim. I could repeat the 
poetry reading from memory, and the teachers were happy. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sǫnlțŋ gbana la ni (Yțțma nǫ 

nǤdi'esidib gbana la) In the poetical books (Psalms and the prophets). [Bible Glossary [under 'Zion']] 

sǫnlimid   See main entry: sǫnlim. flatter. 

sǫnlimidnǫ   See main entry: sǫnlim. flatter. 

sǫnlimmi   See main entry: sǫnlim. flatter. 

sǫnlimnǫ   See main entry: sǫnlim. flatter. 

sǫnlțŋ1   See main entry: sǫnlim. flatter. 

sǫnlțŋ2   n. the slack season, non-farming season. Ba daa gu'oe tțțma sǫnlțŋțn la nǫ amaa pǤǤd tțțmaa yț'țn sie la 
They had stopped work in the non-farming season, but the farm work then was less. [Trouble] 

sǫnt   Form: sentid. v. to spit. Pu'a ya'a gban'e pțțg, o kțkǤya pu'adnǫ ka o sǫntid tuombi'el-tuombi'el. When a 

woman is pregnant, she experiences nausea and spits frequently. [MA] Syn: tțbis1. 

sǫr   Variant: ser [N]; se'er. Form: sǫya. Variant: seya. n. a worthless fragment, shard, shard. Siŋi ǫǫnti nwa'ae ka ba 

mǤrǫ buon sǫr. When a big waterpot is broken they call it a (worthless) fragment. [Proverb 126] Note: text emended 

MA Azuma gbin'e ku'om nǫ sǫr na. Azuma scoops up some water in a shard. [House+Farm] Ba bada la wțsa na 

nwa'a lieb sǫya 'All her idols will be broken to pieces'. [MIC 1:7] Fț ya'a paae teŋin ka ba kuod sǫya fț mǫ 

kuodnǫ se'er. 'When in Rome, do as the Romans do.'. [Asaasim Proverb] Lit: if you get to a country where they farm 

with potsherds, you too farm with a potsherd.. Siŋ ǫǫnti nwa'anǫ ka sǫya yaam. The vat is broken and shards are 

left. [Asaasim Proverb] Sim: zǤrig, sǫwia. See: sǫwia. 

sǫrib   Form: serafnam. n. a seraph (pl. seraphs ~ seraphim). Ba buudi ayi' anǫ kǫrib nǫ sǫrib There are two types, 

cherub and seraph. [Glossary [under 'Maliaknam']] Serafnam zi'e gilig o, ka yinne wțsa mǤr kpțkpama ayuobț 
'Above him were seraphs, each with six wings'. [ISA 6:2] From: (Heb.) שרף Note: saaraaph 

sǫrig   Form: sǫrigid. Variant: sǫrigidi. v. to lessen (pain does). 'Fț nu tiim laa?' 'Űǫn, li yț'țn sǫrigidi sǤn'e yț'țŋ la.' 
Did you take the medicine?' 'Yes, it lessened and was better in the night.'. [Trouble] 

sǫrigid   See main entry: sǫrig. lessen. 

sǫrigidi   See main entry: sǫrig. lessen. 

sɛung   See main entry: sǫǫung. rainy season. 

sɛungɔɔ   See main entry: sǫǫung. rainy season. 

sǫwia   Variant: sawia. Form: sǫwies. Variant: sawies; sǫwiesi. n. a shard, potsherd, broken piece (of pot). Job nǤk sǫwia 

ǫnbisid o mǫŋ 'Job took a piece of a broken pot to scratch himself'. [JOB 2:8] Ben Hinnom bǤn'Ǥgin zin'ikanǫ 

kpi'e nǫ Sǫwies Za'anǤǤr la 'to the Valley of Ben Hinnom, near the entrance of the Potsherd Gate'. [JER 19:2] fțn 

nǤkim sǫwiesi ǫnbisi fț mǫŋ you have to take potsherds and scratch yourself. [You-Heard?] Sim: sǫr. 

sǫwies   See main entry: sǫwia. shard. 

sǫwiesi   See main entry: sǫwia. shard. 

sǫya   See main entry: sǫr. worthless fragment. 

se   See main entry: sǫ1. plant. 

sebini   See main entry: sǫb. squat. 

sega   See main entry: sigir2. spirit guardian. 
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segir [N]   See main entry: sigir2. spirit guardian. 

se'   See main entry: sǫ2. chop [vegetables]. 

se'1   See main entry: sǫ1. plant. 

se'er   See main entry: sǫr. worthless fragment. 

sekel   n. shekel. a Hebrew unit of weight mentioned in the Bible. Banǫ ka ya mǤri makid tǫbisim la sțm ye ba aan 

anwa: Gera pisi an sekel yinne, ka sekel pisyuobț an mina yinne. 'Your weights are to be as follows: 20 

gerahs = 1 shekel 60 shekels = 1 mina'. [EZK 45:12] From: (Heb.) שקל Note: šǫqǫl 

sekpalumis   See main entry: sakpanlțŋ2. antelope [sp]. 

sekpaluŋ   See main entry: sakpanlțŋ2. antelope [sp]. 

selim   See main entry: sǫnlim. flatter. 

sen[N]   See main entry: silțg. hawk. 

senb   See main entry: sǫnb. belt up, dressed. 

senbi   See main entry: sǫnb. belt up, dressed. 

senbidi   See main entry: sǫnbidiŋ. girdle. 

senbidiŋ   See main entry: sǫnbidiŋ. girdle. 

senbidiŋe   See main entry: sǫnbidiŋ. girdle. 

senbidis   See main entry: sǫnbidiŋ. girdle. 

senbig   See main entry: sǫnbig2. find out. 

senbig1   See main entry: sǫnbig1. hurt. 

senbigi   See main entry: sǫnbig2. find out. 

sen'   See main entry: sǫn'. roast. 

sen'e   See main entry: sǫn'. roast. 

sen'ed   See main entry: sǫn'. roast. 

-sen'eda   See main entry: -sǫn'ǫdir. grilled. 

-sen'edir   See main entry: -sǫn'ǫdir. grilled. 

sen'eme   See main entry: sǫn'. roast. 

sen'uŋ   See main entry: sǫn'uŋ. honour. 

senlim   See main entry: sǫnlim. flatter. 

senn   See main entry: sǫn1. sewn [be]. 

sentid   See main entry: sǫnt. spit. 

seonk   See main entry: sǫǫung. rainy season. 

ser [N] See main entry: sǫr. worthless fragment. 

serafnam   See main entry: sǫrib. seraph. 

seug   See main entry: sǫǫung. rainy season. 

seya   See main entry: sǫr. worthless fragment. 

sǫǫ1   See main entry: asǫǫ. unless, must, until. 

sǫǫ2   See main entry: sǫ1. plant. 

sǫǫ3   See main entry: sǫ2. chop [vegetables]. 

sǫǫb1   See main entry: sǫ1. plant. 
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sǫǫb2   See main entry: sǫ2. chop [vegetables]. 

sǫǫd1   See main entry: sǫ1. plant. 

sǫǫd2   See main entry: sǫ2. chop [vegetables]. 

sǫǫda   n. evidence, testimony. Colloc: di1 sǫǫda ‘bear witness, give evidence’. ZugsǤb la di sǫǫda fțn nǫ pu'a kanǫ ka 

fț da di fț na'akinnim saŋa la 'the Lord is acting as the witness between you and the wife of your youth'. [MAL 

2:14] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: Ha. shaida < دة��% Note: shahaada 

sǫǫdi   See main entry: sǫ1. plant. 

sǫǫl1   Variant: seel. v. to plant, transplant, put in the ground vertically (as, a post). ka nǤki li (tiis wila) sǫǫl zin'ibanǫ ka 

kǤnbbanǫ bǤǤd dțțb la kenna ye ba nu ku'om ka li sǫǫ ba tuon. 'He placed these branches in front of the 
flocks at their drinking troughs. He put them there, because the animals mated when they came to drink.'. [GEN 

30:38] Maalim waafț nǤki tabil daugț sǫǫl sappi 'Make a snake and put it up on a pole'. [NUM 21:8] Syn: sǫ1. 
See: sǫ1. 

sǫǫl2   Variant: seel; sǫǫlǫ; seeli. v. to trim [nails]. kǫ ka o pțni o zug ka sǫǫli o nu'u-ǫǫns nǫ o nǤb-ǫǫns 'have her 

shave her head, trim her nails'. [DEU 21:12] 

sǫǫlǫ   See main entry: sǫǫl2. trim [nails]. 

sǫǫm1   Variant: seem [C]. Form: sǫma. Variant: seema. n. a porcupine. Hystrix cristata. Etym: OV1 *S¹A/E:M ; OVN 
*SEM-DI/A ; GS1 *S¹A/E/OM ; vc4 *sam. 

sǫǫm2!   See main entry: sǫ2. chop [vegetables]. 

sǫǫm3!   See main entry: sǫ1. plant. 

sǫǫn1   See main entry: sǫn1. sewn [be]. 

sǫǫn2   id. a noise. Note: type of noise determined by context Pukur -pukur -pukur ka bas ka li kum sǫǫn, ka lǫn niŋ 

Pukur -pukur - pukur It went 'pukur-pukur-pukur', and stopped, and it made a noise, and again went 
'pukur-pukur-pukur'. [You-Heard?] 

sǫǫnb1   v. to be crowded, overloaded. pulis lǤr an kup ka lǤrnam bǫdegț dǤl ka pulis sǫǫnb hali. a police car was on 
the move and a lot of vehicles followed and there was a whole crowd of police. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

sǫǫnb2   See main entry: sǫn1. sewn [be]. 

sǫǫnd   See main entry: sǫn1. sewn [be]. 

sǫǫnr   Variant: seenr; sǫǫnri. Form: sǫǫnrid. v. to splash (liquid) onto sth. Colloc: kpa'ae/kpa'as3 sǫǫnr ‘dash/splash 

against’. nǤk dinǫ kpǫlim la kpa'ae sǫǫnr maan daka la teŋir 'pour out the rest of it at the base of the altar'. [EXO 

29:12] ka nǤk ziim la kpa'asi sǫǫnri gilig maan daka la. 'Fling the rest of the blood against the sides of the altar.'. 
[EXO 29:20] Ka ku'om la yǫŋim bu'ati la nii kpa'asidi sǫǫnridi dǤlisid o zuobid la kpǫn'ǫd o nini ni And the 
water slopped in the bucket and splashed on her, running down his hair and getting into her eyes. [Trouble] 

sǫǫnri   See main entry: sǫǫnr. splash on. 

sǫǫnrid   See main entry: sǫǫnr. splash on. 

sǫǫung   Variant: seeung; sɛung; seonk; seug; sǫǫungǤ; sǫǫungǤǤ; sɛungɔɔ; sǫǫungț. Form: sǫn-3. n. the rainy season. 
October to March largely dry, there are two peaks of rainfall, a lesser one in April-May ( sigsaa ) and a major 
one in August-September ( sǫǫung ). Sǫǫung paae ya. The rainy-season has arrived. [House+Farm] Li daa maalnǫ 

wțț nwadis anaasi ka sǫǫung yț'țn pǤnr It was about April and the rainy season was getting near. [You-Heard?] 
Baŋim ka sǫǫung anǫ yț'țŋ. Know that the wet season is [approaches like] night. [Proverb 177] Li ya'a ti paae 

sɛungɔɔ, Ankara bǫllim pț malisa. When it gets to the rainy season, living in Accra is not pleasant. [Shoeshine-Boy]   
Amaa nidib la zu'oe kpǫla ka li mǫ an sǫǫung la zug, ti kț nyaŋi zi'en yiŋa. 'But there are many people here 

and it is the rainy season; so we cannot stand outside.'. [EZR 10:13] Fț bǤǤdi nwǫnǫ kuozǤtir kanǫ kțdig sǫǫung 

winnǫǫ? 'Do you intend to disappoint me like a stream that goes dry in the summer?'. [JER 15:18] Sǫǫungț paae la 

ka ba yis ligidi la ni da' sumbǤtnamǫ tis pu'a wțsa yinne yinne. When the rainy season came they took out the 
money and bought bags of groundnuts, one for each of the women. [Wealth-Is-Power] O bǫllim Susa teŋin la wțsa, 
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sǫǫung nan zi' nwǫnǫ nwa'; sǫnkanǫ ka o nyǫ yǫla bǫdegț. In all his life in Susa there had never been a 

rainy-season like this; a rainy-season in which he had had so many problems. [Trouble] Sim: țțn ‘dry season’. 
Sǫǫung nǫ țțn wțsa ti kpǫ'ǫŋidi ti mǫŋ tțțma pțțgin In both the rainy and the dry season we work with all our 
might. [Wealth-Is-Power] bțdib nǫ bunib saŋa, waad nǫ tțțlțg saŋa, sǫǫung nǫ țțn, nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ kț gu'oe 
'seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night will never cease'. [GEN 8:22] Sim: dǤnwalig 

~ dawalig ‘hot ~ harvest season’; sigir1 ‘early rains’. Sǫǫungț mǤr saŋa ken si'em na la bǫǫ sigiri ǫǫnti paad 

ka saa niid si'em la,ala ka o na kǫǫn ti san'an na. 'he will come to us like the winter rains, like the spring rains 
that water the earth'. [HOS 6:3] 

sǫǫungǤ   See main entry: sǫǫung. rainy season. 

sǫǫungǤǤ   See main entry: sǫǫung. rainy season. 

sǫǫungț   See main entry: sǫǫung. rainy season. 

see   See main entry: sǫ1. plant. 

seeb   See main entry: sǫ1. plant. 

seed   See main entry: sǫ1. plant. 

seel   See main entry: sǫǫl1. plant. 

seel   See main entry: sǫǫl2. trim [nails]. 

seeli   See main entry: sǫǫl2. trim [nails]. 

seem [C]   See main entry: sǫǫm1. porcupine. 

seema   See main entry: sǫǫm1. porcupine. 

seend   See main entry: sǫn1. sewn [be]. 

seenr   See main entry: sǫǫnr. splash on. 

seerlungu   Variant: sheerlungu [I]. n. tree [sp.] Entada africana. 

seeung   See main entry: sǫǫung. rainy season. 

si1   Variant: sii. Form: siid. Variant: siidi. Form: siib. v. to flay, skin sth. Basim bțțs ka ti si pǫ'ǫs. Leave the goats 

and let's skin the sheep. [Proverb 178] O na si bțnkǤnbțg la bǫs baanlțg-baanlțg 'he shall skin the animal and 
cut it up'. [LEV 1:6] a) BțŋǤ kpi bǫ'ǫd ka ba sii o bǫ'ǫd. [Proverb 164] b) Bțŋ ya'a kpi bǫ'ǫdi ba siid o nǫ bǫ'ǫd. A 

donkey dies a bad death and they skin it badly. Ya siidi m nidib la niŋgbina 'you flay the skin of my people'. [MIC 

3:2] A-Zi-gban'ar nǫ A-Zi-Siib n kǫt ka gbauŋ aand. Mr. Ignorant-of-holding and Mr. Ignorant-of-Flaying 
cause the skin to tear. [Proverb 082] 

si-2   See main entry: siig1. personal spirit, reflection. 

sia   See main entry: siaa1. lower back. 

sia'al ya4   See main entry: sia'al2. suffice. 

sia'al1   Form: sia'alțg3. Variant: sia'alug. v. to nest things, put sth. inside sth. bowl-shaped. Note: put small containers in big 

one daasi'erǫǫ ZugsǤb Siig la nǤk o nǫ keŋ zuol zuor zug bǫǫ sia'al o bǤn'Ǥfaligin. 'Maybe the spirit of the 
Lord has carried him away and left him on some mountain or in some valley.'. [2KI 2:16] On ka o nu'ug na sia'al 

nǫ m nu'ug laan la, onǫ na zam man. 'The one who has dipped his hand into the bowl with me will betray me.'. 
[MAT 26:26] 

sia'al2   Variant: si'al2; sia'alǫ; sia'alǫǫ; sia'ala. Form: sia'alțg4. Variant: sia'alug. Form: sia'al ya4. Variant: sia'alɛya. v. to 

be sufficient. SǤ' ya'a paam ka li si'al o ka o nan kpǫn tǫn'ǫd ye o paam paasǫǫ, ninkan daan anǫ fufum sǤb. 
If someone has what is enough for him, and then thinks of getting more, that person is greedy. [Jealousy] La'am nǫ 

pauŋ kaŋa wțsa la li da nam pț si'al tǤn'Ǥs la pu'a la. In spite of all this wealth, the hunter's wife wasn't yet 

satisfied. [Jealousy] O sakur fuug la da kpǫn si'al o nǫ kiappi. Her school dress still fitted her perfectly. [Trouble] 
SǤ' wțsa vaam on na nyaŋi di si'em bǫn, ka mǫ vaae dinǫ na sia'al o yidim. 'Each one is to gather as much as 
he needs. Take an omer for each person you have in your tent.'. [EXO 16:16] Lit: and collect enough for his 
household. Ya yuug zuokaŋa zug hali; li sia'ala ala. 'You have stayed long enough at this mountain.'. [DEU 1:6] 
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Bugum mǫ nan zi' yǫl ye, ‘M dii sia'alǫ!’ 'fire, which never says, ‘Enough!’'. [PRO 30:16] Lit: I have consumed 

enough. Ti ya'a baŋ Siig Kasi la yǫla ma'anǫ, li pț si'alɛ if we just know about the Holy Spirit, it is not enough. 

[Bible-Study] Note: correcting wǫla to yǫla [TN] Yanamǫ namisim si'em la pț sia'alǫǫ? 'Haven't you tormented me 

enough?'. [JOB 19:22] Fț nam pț nyǫǫm ka li si'alɛɛ? Haven't you seen me enough? [Trouble] Lin da niŋ bi'ela la, 

tǤn'Ǥs la pu'a da nyǫ ka ban paam si'el la pț sia'ali baa After a little while, the hunter and his wife saw that 
what they had received was not enough for them. [Jealousy] Zimi banǫ bǫǫ atǫukțn la na la'asi sia'ali baa? 'Would 
they have enough if all the fish in the sea were caught for them?'. [NUM 11:22] Colloc: li sia'al2 ya4 ‘1) it's O.K. 
[polite refusal] ::  2) it's too much, stop it!’. M bierǫ, m pț'țs ya, amaa li sia'al ya. My (elder-)brother, thank 

you, but it's all right. [1) GEN 33:15] Li si'alya, li si'alya. That's enough, that's enough! [2) Trouble] 

sia'al3   Variant: si'al3. Form: sia'alnǫ. Form: sia'an. Variant: si'an; sia'ani; si'ani. Form: sia'alin. Variant: sia'alini. 

Form: sia'alțg2. v. 1 • to meet. Man sia'al Luusi la yǫla. How I met Lucy. [Shoeshine-Boy] Daar yinne ka m da yi 

m ta'ada duusțg tțțma la ni kunna ka sia'al bipuŋ si'a One day I had finished my shoe-shining work and was 

coming home, when I met a girl. [Shoeshine-Boy]  o mǤri ti'ir ye o na ti si'al tiim sǤb onǫ na sțŋ ka o paam biig. 
she hoped to meet a medicine-man who would help her to get a child. [Trouble] Duom bǫkǫungț sia'al Na'ab 

Faaro 'Get up early in the morning, confront Pharaoh'. [EXO 9:13] M na sia'ali ya Sinai zuor la ni. I will meet you 

at Mount Sinai. [EXO 17:6] Fț ya'a pț kǫǫn tǤ'ǤtǤ na sia'alini ma, Nabal nǫ o tțmtțm la baa yinne kț vțe bǫog 

bǫkǫunga nwa' winnǫ. 'if you had not come quickly to meet me, not one male belonging to Nabal would have 

been left alive by daybreak.'. [1SA 25:34] On (Abaa) da kun la o da si'al Apu'asabilig. As he (Mr. Dog) was 

coming back he met Mrs. Pussy. [Jealousy] Goma n da yina nyǫ Yeboah la o ya'an da lǫbnǫ nya'aŋ wțț on ǫǫnti 

si'al o When Goma came out and saw Yeboah, he turned back just as he normally met her. [Trouble] Li nwǫnǫ wțț 

nyalima nǫ ka buribis la lǫn ti lǫn si'al taaba lǫbna ya'as It seems amazing that the boys should come back 

again both at the same time. [Akelsa] Fț ya'a ti si'al nǫ zin'isi'a ka ba zǫrig bǫǫ filim onǫ tțm o la'adinǫ fțn 

kpansim yǫlkan la tutuaa. If you come upon a place where they despise or demean someone who works with his 

tools, consider this matter carefully. [Trouble] Anina ka m na si'anif. 'That is the place where I will meet you.'. [EXO 

30:6] Li lidig nimbanǫ ka o si'an la nǫ ban nyǫ o la. It surprised the people that he was meeting that they should 

see him. [Trouble] 
2 • to be timely, be at the time of ..., , coincide with. Tțlig kǤ'Ǥgir sia'al kpaam bi'igir. The breaking of the pestle 

matches the maturing of the oil. [Proverb 274] Note: cf. Assasim Proverb 97 : Kpaam bi'igir sia'alnǫ tulig kǤ'Ǥgir. The 
maturing of the oil coincides with the breaking of the pestle. [Asaasim Proverb]  Li da sia'al nǫ ba tiwala bi'igir saŋa. 
'It was the season for the first ripe grapes.'. [NUM 13:20] SǤsimi Wina'am ka ya zǤǤs saŋa da sia'al waad saŋa 
'Pray that your flight will not take place in winter'. [MAT 24:20] Li mǫ da sia'al ka Herod bǫ Jerusalem saŋkan la 

nǤǤ. 'Herod was also in Jerusalem at that time.'. [LUK 23:7] See: sia'alțg1. 

sia'al-4   See main entry: sia'alțg1. chance. 

sia'ala   See main entry: sia'al2. suffice. 

sia'alǫ   See main entry: sia'al2. suffice. 

sia'alɛya   See main entry: sia'al2. suffice. 

sia'alǫǫ   See main entry: sia'al2. suffice. 

sia'alin   See main entry: sia'al3. meet, timely. 

sia'alini   See main entry: sia'al3. meet, timely. 

sia'alnǫ   See main entry: sia'al3. meet, timely. 

sia'alțg1   Variant: si'alʋg. Form: sia'al-4. n. chance, happenstance, luck. Note: what meetsyou/you meet with 'Fț...' 'Fț...' 

Si'alʋg, ka pu'a nǫ o pu'ayua la'asi pian'. "You ...", "You ... "  – the woman and her daughter both happened to 

speak at once. [Trouble] li anǫ sia'alsțŋ bǫǫ sia'albǫ'ǫdi tisidi ba wțsa. 'time and chance happen to them all.'. [ECC 

9:11] Lit: good luck and bad luck. See: sia'al3. 

sia'alțg2   See main entry: sia'al3. meet, timely. 

sia'alțg3   See main entry: sia'al1. nest things. 
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sia'alțg4   See main entry: sia'al2. suffice. 

sia'alug   See main entry: sia'al1. nest things. 

sia'alug   See main entry: sia'al2. suffice. 

sia'an   See main entry: sia'al3. meet, timely. 

sia'ani   See main entry: sia'al3. meet, timely. 

sia'ar   See main entry: sian'ar. wilderness. 

-sia'asiŋ   Variant: -si'asiŋ. adj. small. Colloc: buŋsia'asiŋ ‘young donkey’. Na'ab la kennǫ ya san'an na, ... o ban'adi 

bțŋsia'asiŋ. 'See, your king comes to you, ... riding ... on a colt, the foal of a donkey. '. [ZEC 9:9] Yesu da nyǫ 

bțŋsia'asiŋ ka ban' o 'Jesus found a young donkey and sat upon it'. [JHN 12:14] Bugum tita'ar la da tisid nǫǫsim 

nintaŋ ka bugum si'asiŋ la tisid nǫǫsim yț'țŋ. 'the greater light to govern the day and the lesser light to govern 

the night'. [GEN 1:16] Sim: -bil. 

siak ya4   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siak1   Variant: siakǫ1; siaki1. Form: siakin1. Variant: siakini1; siaknǫ1. Form: siakid2. Form: siakidi1. Form: siakida1. 
Form: siakim1!. Variant: siakimi1!. Form: siakimini1!. Form: siakin1. Variant: siakinǫ. Form: siakir1. 
Variant: siakiri1. Form: siakya. Variant: siak ya4. v. 1 • to answer, to respond (to a call/greeting). Ba kțkǤya da 

la'asi siak, ka sieba dțț galis ka sieba sie galis, wțț bam pțn ǫǫnti bțrid si'em la. Their voices responded 

together, but some were too high and some were too low, because they were so confused. [Trouble] Dau paae 

sǤnsig ka yisǤb yina n pț'țs o ye ken-ken ka o siak A man arrived and announced his presence, and the 
'landlord' came out and greeted him welcome, and he responded. [Billygoat] "Wina'am na pǫligi fț zug ka tisif fțn 

bǤǤd si'el wțsa", ka kpaad la siak ye "Ami.", "God bless you and give you what you want", and the farmer 

responded "Amen." [You-Heard?] Ka o mǤri kpǫn' o saam la san'an ka pț'țs o ye, “SǤnsiga!” Ka o siak ye, 

“Nambaa, m biiga. ...” 'He went to his father and said, “My father.” “Yes, my son,” he answered.'. [GEN 27:18] Note: 

The greeting and response are those natural to the situation in Kusaal. See sǤnsțg1 and nambaa M ǫǫnti gaŋnǫ 

pu'asadkansir bǫǫ dasaŋpǤlli kț ka pu'ab nǫ biis siakid kaasig nwaaa, ka dunia dammid mimim. I always 
choose a virgin or a young boy to kill, the women and children together respond, crying 'Nwaaa!' and the world 
reels 'kerchung!'. [Asaasim-] SǤ' da pț pian'ad nǫ ma, hali m ya'a pț'țsi ba gba, ba pț siakida. Nobody would 

speak to me, and even if I greeted them they wouldn't respond. [Shoeshine-Boy] M buoli m yammțg ka o zan'as 

siakir 'I summon my slave, but he does not answer'. [JOB 19:16] Boye ma siakya ye, 'Fț yǫl sida.' Boye's mother 
answered "You have spoken the truth." [Trouble] Colloc: siakirin ‘in faith’; Sim: lǫbis1

4 
2 • to agree (to a proposal), accept (a fact, opinion - not accept a gift), allow. Yțțm yinne ka saa ni ka Asumbul 

nǫ o yidim siak ye ba kia karinyauŋ tita'ari paasi ba pǤǤg la. One year when the rain came Mr. Spider and his 

household agreed to break ground on a big field to add to their farm. [Wonderwoman] Akudbil daa mi' ye o zua la 

pțn na siak on kaanb o ye ba kem nu daam la. Akudbil knew that his friend would immediately consent when 
he invited him to go out for a drink. [Electricity] kțdim da siak ka sǤ' nǤk ku'osțțdim tisi fț biig nǫ fiin mǫnǫ. 
just don't let anyone give your baby bathwater, not even a tiny drop. [Breastfeeding] Ba ya'a gban'e sǤ' ye o tțm 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka nam pț kad o saria ka o lu bǫǫ o mǫŋi siak ye o luyaa If anyone is arrested for a crime but has 
not yet been tried and found guilty or confessed to being guilty ... [Constitution] M mabiiga, fț pț siak ye kțm 

vț'țgir bǫ kțm nyaaŋa? My brother, don't you believe that there is resurrection after death? [Asaasim] Awintțma 

yǫl ye, "M siak nǫ fțn yǫl si'el la." Awintuma said "I agree with what you say. [AIDS-II] Pita da yǫl ye banǫ siak 

ye ba na basi ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd la na nyǫ nyǤǤd bǤ? What reward did Peter say that those who believed that their 
sins were forgiven would receive? [Bible-Study] o pț siak ye siis tțm dunia kaŋa ni he didn't believe that spirits 
are at work in this world. [Trouble] SǤ' ya'a pț siak ye ba kad teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la basǫ ka mǤ ye o gu' lii o pț 

tțm bǫ'ǫdǫ. Citizens may exercise popular participation in the administration of justice. [Constitution] Lit: If 

someone resists the overturning of the constitution ('a coup' ?) and fights to prevent it, it is not a crime.. Nidib ayi' 

na nyaŋi la'asi ken, ka pț dǫŋi siak ye ba na dǤl taabaa? 'Do two walk together unless they have agreed to do 
so?'. [AMO 3:3] Ya pț siak ye dabisbǫ'og na kenaa 'You refuse to admit that a day of disaster is coming'. [AMO 6:3] 
O da siak ala tisi ba ka kpansi ba dabisa piiga. So he agreed to this and tested them for ten days. [DAN 1:14] 
Basimini ya tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka siak labasțŋ la. 'Turn away from your sins and believe the Good News!'. [MRK 1:15] 
ya'a ka' ala ba kț siakǫ. otherwise they would not consent. [Billygoat] Amaa ye on mi' ye Mba'ami' kț siaki maal 
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on biig bǫ'ǫdǫ. But he said that he knew that Mba'ami would not agree to harm his child. [Billygoat] M ya'a pț ... 

si'is o lțgirǫ, mam kț siakǫ. 'Unless I ... put my hand into his side, I will not believe it.'. [JHN 20:25] Saria kadib 

zin'ikpi'euŋ la dim mǤr ya'a ka ba na digil nǤǤr ka mǤǤli li ka sǤ' wțsa siaki li. 'The Supreme Court shall have 
the final authority to say what the law is'. [Constitution] Lit: The Supreme Court has authority to lay down a 

judgement and proclaim it so that everyone obeys it. Ninsieba tǫn'ǫsidnǫ ye ... Fțn siaki lii? Some people think 
that ... Do you agree? [Bible-Study] Alazugț da kǫ ka Moab dim la siaki dǤl David ka yǤǤd lampǤ tisid o. 'So the 
Moabites became his subjects and paid taxes to him.'. [2SA 8:2] mam mǫŋ da siaki ba kțțb yǫla I myself 
consented in their killing. [ACT 26:10] Da siaki ka Hezekia bǫlisi ya ye ya niŋim ZugsǤb la yaddaa! 'Do not let 

Hezekiah persuade you to trust in the Lord'. [ISA 36:15 = 2KI 18:30] Li anǫ Rakǫl n kaasid o biis la yǫla, ka pț 

siakid bǫliŋǤ 'it was Rachel weeping for her children, and refusing to be comforted'. [JER 13:15 = MAT 2:18] m sțțnr 

wțsa pț lǫn siakid bǫlisigǤ 'my soul refused to be comforted'. [PSA 77:2] Yțma banǫ gaad ka o saam da pa'an 

o tinya'a yǫla la, zin'ibanǫ paasid siis yǫla la Adu da pț siakida. In days gone by when his father had taught 

him about herbal medicines, Adu didn’t believe the rôle that spirit powers play. [Trouble] m bǤǤd ye m la'asi ya 

nwǫnǫ nǤnya'aŋi la'asid o biis o kpțkpama ni si'em la, ka ya pț siakida. 'I have longed to gather your 
children together, as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings, but you were not willing.'. [MAT 23:37] M bǫlimnǫ, 

kțdim siakim lǫm gbǫn yț'țŋa ka maal sumalisim! 'Please spend the night here and enjoy yourself.'. [JDG 19:6] 
Siakimi ka m na tisi ya linǫ wțsa ka ya bǤǤd. 'Do me this favour, and I will give you whatever you want.'. [GEN 

34:11] li sțm ka tiis buudi wțsa ya'a siakinǫ, ba naan tisin man tiis wțsa na'am if all types of tree should 
agree, it is good that they should make king of all trees. [Trees] Ba (Ministanam la) tita'am na yinǫ zi'ela zǤŋin la 

na ka gaŋir la siakir anǫ zi'ela zǤŋ dim la ya'a siak. 'The majority of Ministers of State shall be appointed from 
among members of Parliament. All ministers shall be appointed with the prior approval of Parliament.'. 

[Constitution] Űǫn, ti siak ya, ti gban'e nǫ kpaam tțțma. Yes, we agree, we vote for the oil business. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Cpart: zan'as ‘refuse’. 
3 • to obey, submit to, work properly (tool, process or machinery). Kǫli ka ti siaki ti ba'anam nǫ ti manam nǤya. 
Let us obey our parents. [You-Heard?] Yanamǫ sadigim siak, ka pie ya pțțs ye ya nǤŋi ya ba'abiis nǫ sida la 
'you have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you have sincere love for your brothers'. [1PE 1:22] banǫ 

vaad la kț vaae ka li siak bǤbigirǫ those who are gathering up won't be able to gather it and it can be bundled. 

[PSA 129:7] Ba Tika ... la da ǫǫnti zaŋǫ Anane maknǫ bikanǫ siakid yǫlțg ka o zupțt tțm. Their teacher always 
used Anane as an example of an obedient boy who would use his brains. [Trouble] Lit: his brains work. Ba ye 

niŋgimis mǤri sțnpǫǫn ka mǫ pț siakida They say short people are bad-tempered and disobedient. [Trouble] O 

pț siakidi ti nǤǤrǫ 'He will not obey us.'. [DEU 21:20] Siakim banǫ yț'țn an fț du'adib la nǫ teŋ la nidib wțsa 

nǤǤr. Obey the people who used to be your relatives and townspeople. [Trouble] Biisǫ, siakimini ya du'adib nǤya 
'Children, obey your parents'. [EPH 6:1] Biig la ya'a da siakin o ma nǤǤrǫ, o da na kpiinǫǫ? If the boy had obeyed 
his mother, would he have died? [You-Heard?] Nimbama ya'a siakin man nǤǤr, man naan yisin o 'If only this 
people were under my command! Then I would get rid of him.'. [JDG 9:29] Cpart: zan'as ‘refuse’. Ba yiiti siaknǫ 

na'ab buolig ka zan'asi o titțmis. They always come when the chief calls, but may refuse his errand. [Proverb 127] 
ti yaanam da pț bǤǤd ye ba siak o nǤǤrǫ, ka zan'as o 'our fathers refused to obey him. Instead, they rejected 
him'. [ACT 7:39] Israel dim wțsa zan'asi fț zi'ela ka fǫndig ka pț siaki fț nǤǤrǫ. 'All Israel has broken your law 
and refused to obey your command'. [DAN 9:11] See: siakid; a-pț-siakid. 

siak2   Variant: siakǫ2; siaki2. Form: siakin. Variant: siakini; siaknǫ2. Form: siakid3. Form: siakidi2. Form: siakida2. 
Form: siakim2!. Variant: siakimi2!; siakimǫ2!. Form: siakimini2!. Form: siakir2. Variant: siakiri2. v. 1 • to be/have 
enough, sufficient. Biig la ya'a mu'a siak, fț na nyǫ ka o mǫŋ bas When the baby has sucked enough, you will 

see that he stops of his own accord. [Breastfeeding] Ka Asaan ye, o daa ye on digin nǫ pu'a la nǫ nǤǤr adakǤn 

ma'aa, ka Awintțma yǫl ye arakǤn' siak nǫ fțn na paam ban'a la. Asaan said that he only slept with the 
woman once, but Awintuma said that once is enough to contract the disease. [AIDS-II] M da pț mǤr ligidi ka li siak 

man na ha dǤǤgǤ. I didn't have enough money to rent a room. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ban dii siak la ka nǤk linǫ kpǫlim 

la lǤb ku'omin, ye anrțŋ la fak. 'When they had eaten as much as they wanted, they lightened the ship by 
throwing the grain into the sea.'. [ACTS 27:38] Lebanon tiis la wțsa pț siak maan bimbim la zug bugum nyu'orǫ 
'Lebanon is not sufficient for altar fires'. [ISA 40:16] ami' HIV-EES la yǫla ma'aa pț siakǫ. just knowing about 
HIV-AIDS is not enough. [AIDS-II] Nid yinne ma'aa ya'a di kasǫt ye sǤ' tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd buudi wțsa, li pț siakǫ. 
'One witness is not enough to convict a man accused of any crime or offence he may have committed.'. [DEU 19:15] 
Du'ata la bu'os o ye li siaki fǤǤ? The Doctor asked him "Is that enough for you?" [AIDS-II] man pțn kț tisi ya ba 
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teŋ la baa bi'ela ka li siaki ya nǤbpauŋ zi'eligǤ. 'I will not give you any of their land, not even enough to put 

your foot on.'. [DEU 2:5] Amaa nǫ wala wțsa o diib pț siakid oo. 'yet his appetite is never satisfied.'. [ECC 6:7] Ti 

da kpǫn tu busa la nǫ bǤǤd siakir We were still digging yams and nearly had enough. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li siakya! 

M yț'țn baŋya ye m biig Josef nan kpǫn vțe. 'It is enough! Joseph my son is still alive'. [GEN 45:28] Sim: tig ‘be 
satisfied’. Onǫ nǤŋ ligidi pț nyǫt ligidi ka li siakida. Onǫ bǤǤd areza'as o nini pț tigid 'Whoever loves money 
never has money enough; whoever loves wealth is never satisfied'. [ECC 5:10] 
2 • to fit, be the right/same size. M ma da' ta'ada na tisim ka m pid ka li kpǫn sialim kiappi. My mother bought 
me sandals and I wore them and they fitted very well. [MA] 
3 • to be adequate, good enough for, ready for. Ka di daa m bǫya m bǫya ka kawǫnna la n ti kțdig n siak kuob. 
In the course of time the maize was old enough to be weeded. [Asaasim] O da gǤsi ba amaa o da kpiya ka ba nan 

pț siak pu'adiir bǫǫ sid kuliga. He looked after them, but he died before they were ready for marriage. [Trouble] 
Ya kț nyaŋi guri ba nǫ ban na ti siak pu'adiirǫ. You wouldn't be able to wait for them to be old enough for 
marriage. [RUT 1:13] m lǫn gat ya'as ka nyǫ ka fț yț'țn nǤbigi siak li'ab la 'I came by again and saw that you 
were ripe for love.'. [EZK 16:8] Saŋkanǫ wțsa ka kǤnbnya'aŋ sțma ti siak dțțb, Jakob da ǫǫn nǤk nǫ 

dapțpǤnra la sǫ, ka ba gǤsidi li ka dțt. 'Whenever the stronger females were in heat, Jacob would place the 
branches ... in front of the animals so they would mate near the branches,'. [GEN 30:41] Ba ya'a nan nǤbigid ka pț 

siak ki'ebǤ 'While still in flower and not ready for cutting'. [JOB 8:12] Ki la siaki ba vaae su bțțrin. The millet is 
ready to be collected up and stored in the granary. [House+Farm] Onǫ pțn sț sa, o nǤba pier gțllim siakya 'A 
person who has had a bath needs only to wash his feet'. [JHN 13:10] 
4 • to be equal with (with taba1). See: sia'al. 

siakǫ1   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakǫ2   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siaki1   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siaki2   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siakid1   Form: siakidib. Variant: siakidiba. n. believer. Siakidib banǫ da zǤ namisțg yǫla la ... da niŋ wala? What did 

the believers who fled the persecution do? [Bible-Study] O na namis siakidib la yțma atan' nǫ pțsțk. 'The saints 
will be handed over to him for a time, times and half a time.'. [DAN 7:25] Colloc: siakidibin ‘among believers’. 
See: siak1. 

siakid2   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakid3   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siakida1   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakida2   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siakidi1   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakidi2   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siakidib   See main entry: siakid1. believer. 

siakidiba   See main entry: siakid1. believer. 

siakim1!   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakim2!   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siakimǫ2!   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siakimi1!   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakimi2!   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siakimini1!   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakimini2!   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siakin   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 
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siakin1   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakin1   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakinǫ   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakini   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siakini1  See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakir1   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakir2   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siakiri1   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siakiri2   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siaknǫ1   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

siaknǫ2   See main entry: siak2. suffice, fit, adequate, equal. 

siakya   See main entry: siak1. answer, agree, obey. 

sialǤǤdiŋ   Variant: sialoodiŋ; sialǤǤdiŋe. Form: sialǤǤdis. Variant: sialoodis. n. a belt, girdle. Jew dim na lǤ sialǤǤdiŋ 

kaŋa nwa' daan anwana Jerusalem teŋin 'In this way the Jews of Jerusalem will bind the owner of this belt'. 
[ACT 21:11] M daa țki m nindaa nyǫ dau ka o yǫ fupielig ka nǤk sanlimvǫnliŋ sialǤǤdiŋe lǤǤ o siaa. 'I looked 
up and there before me was a man dressed in linen, with a belt of the finest gold around his waist.'. [DAN 10:5] 
na'anam wțsa na sigi ba na'am gbana zug ka yidigi ba sialǤǤdis ka yǫǫsi ba na'am fuudi all the kings will 
come down from their thrones and remove their sashes and royal robes. [EZK 26:16] Syn: sǫnbidiŋ. See: siaa1; lǤ1. 

sialǤǤdiŋe   See main entry: sialǤǤdiŋ. girdle. 

sialǤǤdis   See main entry: sialǤǤdiŋ. girdle. 

sialoodiŋ   See main entry: sialǤǤdiŋ. girdle. 

sialoodis   See main entry: sialǤǤdiŋ. girdle. 

siam   See main entry: si'em. how. 

sianda   See main entry: sian'ar. wilderness. 

sian'a-   See main entry: sian'ar. wilderness. 

sian'ada   See main entry: sian'ar. wilderness. 

sian'adawan   Form: sian'adawana. n. a bush-dove. Maan la mǫ ya'a anǫ bțn-ian'ada ka o ye o maal nyu'or maan, li 

sțm ka li an sian'adawan bǫǫ na'adawan. If the offering to the Lord is a burnt offering of birds, he is to offer a 
dove or a young pigeon. [LEV 1:14] o ya'a kț nyaŋi mǤr sian'adawana bǫǫ na'adawana ayi' la naa 'If, however, 
he cannot afford two doves or two young pigeons'. [LEV 5:11] nwǫnǫ ZugsǤb wada la yǫl si'em la ye ba tis 

“sian'adawan ayi', bǫǫ na'adawanbibis ayi' la.” 'as stated in the law: ‘a pair of turtle-doves or two young 

pigeons’.'. [LUK 2:24] Sim: dawan, na'adawan, lțțr. See: dawan; sian'ar. 

sian'adawana   See main entry: sian'adawan. bush dove. 

sian'al   v. to insert sth. Nwǫnǫ 27 x 11 fț na nyǫ li gandigir nǫ fț ya'a nǤk 2 la paas nǫ 7 la li anǫ 9 ka fț nǤki li sian'al 

2 la nǫ 7 la sțțgin. Li gandigir la anǫ 297". For instance 27 x 11 you will get the result if you take the 2 and add 
it to the 7, which makes 9, and take this and insert it between the 2 and the 7. The result of the calculation is 297. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: sian'al piim ‘nock an arrow, putting the arrow to the bow to shoot’. On lǫm bǫǫ ani ye o 

sian'al piim la He stayed there to nock the arrow. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
sian'anr   See main entry: sian'ar. wilderness. 

sian'ar   Variant: sia'ar; sian'anr.  Note: 5x in SC but this form is not to be used and will be corrected Variant: sian'arǫ; sian'ari. 

Form: sian'ada. Variant: sianda. Form: sian'a-. n. forest, undergrowth, fallow land. Yir la daa bǫ nǫ sia'ar kpǫŋin. 
The house was near the bush. [Asaasim] tinamǫ bǫ zin'isi'a nwa, sia'ar la mǤr kț'țlțm this place where we are, 

the bush has fertile soil. [Asaasim] Daar yinne ka o keŋ sian'ar sțțg One day he went into the bush. [Wonderwoman] 
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Kǫl ka m nidib la keŋ maal malțŋț tisim sian'anr sțțgin. 'Let my people go, so that they may hold a festival to 

me in the desert.'. [EXO 5:1] Asumbul nǫ o pu'a nǫ ba biis atan' yir da pț lal nǫ sian'arǫ. The house of Mr. Spider 
and his wife and their three children wasn't far from the bush. [Wonderwoman] O da mǤri tii dǤlis sian'ar linǫ an 

pipiris la ni. (he) ' led us through the barren wilderness'. [JER 2:6] Adu nini da dǤlnǫ nyǤ'Ǥs la nǫ lin ti kena 

nwiilim mǫlim sian'akanǫ kpi'e ani la. Adu's eyes followed the smoke as it drifted off and dispersed in the 
nearby bush. [Trouble] O mǤri ya yi sian'akanǫ yalim ka mǤr dabiem la zin'igin na He led you through the vast 
and dreadful desert'. [DEU 8:15] Ani ka ti fǫndigi lǫb nya'aŋi kpa'ad sian'ari dǤl Atǫuk Zǫn'ug suor 'Then we 
turned back and set out toward the desert along the route to the Red Sea'. [DEU 2:1] Ti ya'a kpans yǫlkaŋa kii nǫǫ, 

li pa'annǫ Ghana dim ittțŋ – ti bǫlim, ti sianda la an si'em, ti pǤǤd nǫ ti tǫǫns la. If we look into these matters 

carefully, they reveal the activities of Ghanaians – our life, how our forests are, our farms and our villages. [Trouble]   
Li la'aŋ nǫ sian'atita'ari dit 'it sets the forest thickets ablaze'. [ISA 9:18] Lit: great bush-area. Colloc: sian'arin(ǫ/i) 
‘in/to the desert’. Nimo da zaŋnǫ suobuk kanǫ wa'ae sian'arin la, ka Mahama dǤl. Nimo took the track which 
goes to the bush, and Mahama followed him. [Trouble] zaŋi li bas ka li keŋ sian'arin ka an teŋin bǤǤm 'sending 
it into the desert as a scapegoat'. [LEV 16:10] kpǫn' sian'arin kț bțnkǤnbțg na 'go out into the country, and kill an 
animal for me'. [GEN 27:3] Gad teŋ nidib sieba da buaki keŋ sian'arin David san'an 'Some Gadites defected to 

David at his stronghold in the desert.'. [1CH 12:8] Lit: broke away (from Saul) and went. Ba kț keŋ pi'is daad bǫǫ 

ba keŋ sian'arin nwa' daadǫ 'They will not need to gather wood from the fields or cut it from the forests'. [EZK 

39:10] TǤn'Ǥs nǤŋdaan nǫ o pu'a da maal sțk sian'arinǫ bǫǫ anina. A poor hunter and his wife made a hut in the 
bush and lived there. [Jealousy] O da tisi ya manna sian'arin la ka ya di 'He gave you manna to eat in the desert'. 

[DEU 8:16] li niŋ wala ka vain tiig wil na an sțm gat tikanǫ wțsa bǫ sian'arinǫ? 'how is the wood of a vine better 
than that of a branch on any of the trees in the forest? [EZK 15:2] Nannanna ba bǫ sian'arini ba kǤn'ǤkǤn' 'they live 
apart in the wilderness'. [MIC 7:14] Colloc: sian'arin bțnkǤnbțg. kǫl ka o lieb wțț sian'arin bțnkǤnbțgț ti paae 

yțma ayǤpǤi bǫn. ' let him live like the wild animals, until seven times pass by for him.'. [DAN 4:23] Ka sian'anrin 

bțnkǤnbțg kena nǤ tituug la mǫdig. 'A wild animal passed by and trampled the bush down.'. [2CH 25:18] Ka 

mam gǤsidi li la, m nyǫ yin bțnkǤnbid nǫ sian'arin bțnkǤnbid nǫ bțnvuuda nǫ niis. 'I looked into it and saw 
four-footed animals of the earth, wild beasts, reptiles, and birds of the air. I looked closely inside and saw 

domesticated and wild animals, reptiles, and wild birds'. [ACT 11:6] li nar ye ba mǫ mǤr na'ab ka o guri ba wțț 

saalib nǫ bțnkǤnbid banǫ bǫ sian'arini mǤr na'anam si'em la. they ought to have a chief to look after them as 
human beings and bush animals have chiefs. [Trees] Colloc: sian'akțdțg ‘very old wilderness’. Zaba da yadig 

teŋ la wțsa, ka nimbanǫ zǤǤ kpǫn' sian'akțdigin la kpi, da gaad banǫ ka ba zabi kțț ba la. The fighting 
spread over the countryside, and more men died in the forest than were killed in battle. [2SA 18:8] 
Colloc: sian'akpi'euŋ ‘dense bush’. O da bǫnǫ siankpi'euŋin la o kǤn'kǤn'. He was all alone in a wilderness. 

[Trouble] Sim: pipirig, wǫog, mǤǤg2 O da mǤri tii dǤlis sian'ar linǫ an pipiris la ni. (he) ' led us through the 
barren wilderness'. [JER 2:6] See: sian'adawan. 

sian'arǫ   See main entry: sian'ar. wilderness. 

sian'ari   See main entry: sian'ar. wilderness. 

sian'asim   Form: sian'asima. n. a crack, crevice. o da kǫ ka ku'om yi tampiins sian'asim na 'he brought streams out of 

a rocky crag'. [PSA 78:16] O da pa'al tiig vțm an si'em, din yi na'azinbǫda banǫ bǫ Lebanon la ti paae 

nyulinnyu'us banǫ yit dǤkpin sian'asim la. 'He described plant life, from the cedar of Lebanon to the hyssop 
that grows out of walls'. [1KI 4:33] NǤkim sǫnbidiŋ kanǫ ka fț da' lǤǤdi fț siaa la mǤri keŋ Para su'a li tampiins 

sian'asimin. 'Take the belt you bought and are wearing around your waist, and go now to Perath and hide it there 
in a crevice in the rocks.'. [JER 13:4] 

sian'asima   See main entry: sian'asim. crack. 

sianini   See main entry: siyaanini. kidneys. 

siank1   Variant: sianki. Form: siankir. v. to strangle. Wina'am zaŋ nǫ o paŋ tita'ar la gban'e m niŋgǤǤnri siank wțț 

fuug niŋgǤǤnri muknǫ. 'In his great power God' grabs me by the throat and strangles me; 'he binds me like the 
neck of my garment. '. [JOB 30:18] gǤn'Ǥs la nǤbigi sianki ba ka ba pț wal biilii 'thorns, which grew up and 
choked the plants, so that they did not bear grain'. [MRK 4:7] Ba ... da Ǥnb bțnkǤnbțg kanǫ ka ba sianki kțț. 
'they must not eat ... any animal that has been strangled'. [ACT 21:25] 

-siank2  adj. narrow, strangulated. Colloc: suosiank ‘a pass’. Tampiins ayi' da giŋ suosiank kanǫ ka Jonatan da 
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tǫn'ǫsid ye o dǤlli keŋ zab nǫ Filistia soogianam la. 'On either side of the pass through which Jonathan sought 
to make his way to the Philistine post stood two sharp columns of rock'. [1SA 14:4] 

sianki   See main entry: siank1. strangle. 

siankir   See main entry: siank1. strangle. 

sias [W]   v. to recite a dirge. DabǤǤg biis la daa gilig dabǤǤg ka sias ye, ‘sia-sia woo’ ka ba siak ye, ‘woo’. The people 
of the funeral home walked around the funeral house and shouted, ‘sia-sia woo’ and they responded, ‘woo’. [MA] 
See: sia-sia. 

sia-sia   excl. alas! Note: in funeral dirge DabǤǤg biis la daa gilig dabǤǤg ka sias ye, ‘sia-sia woo’ ka ba siak ye, ‘woo’. 
The people of the funeral home walked around the funeral house and shouted, ‘sia-sia woo’ and they responded, 

‘woo’.  [MA] See: sias. 

siaa1   Variant: sia. Form: sies. Variant: siesi. n. 'waist' [Gh.],  lower back, lumbar region. Ye o siaa n zabid. Saying that 

he had backache. [Asaasim] Dau la daa maal sțnkpi'euŋț buŋi ti keŋ paae nyǫnǫ on digi kaasid ye o siaa 

zabid. The man bravely sneaked to get to where he could see her lying crying that her 'waist' was hurting. 

[You-Heard?] Man nu'ubil mugumi gati m saam siaa! 'My little finger is thicker than my father's waist.'. [1KI 12:10] 
O anǫ kǤnbilțg sǤb, ka lǤǤ o siaa nǫ gbauŋ sǫnbidiŋ. 'A hairy man ... with a leather belt round his waist.'. [2KI 

1:8] o ... pin'ili piesid o nya'andǤlib la nǤba, ka duusidi ba nǫ pien kanǫ ka o lǤ o siaa la 'he ... began to wash 
the disciples' feet and dry them with the towel round his waist'. [JHN 13:5] sǫnbidis lǤǤ ba sies, ka bantabis bǫǫ ba 

zutin 'with belts around their waists and flowing turbans on their heads'. [EZK 23:15] Nwǫ'ǫm banǫ duoe zi'e o yǫla 

la siesi kǤ' 'Smite the loins of those who rise up against him'. [DEU 33:11] Colloc: sien/siesin ‘on/to/from waist/s’. 
m tamnǫ, yir la za'anǤǤr la saafii nwa m sien. I forgot! Here is the house-key, in my waist-cloth. [You-Heard?] 
Note: women wearing a wrapper-skirt keep small items in the rolled-over top of the cloth O paŋ bǫ nǫ o sien 'What 
strength he has in his loins'. [JOB 40:16] Banǫ mǫǫd la mǫ da lǤnǫ ba zaba sț'țsi ba siesin ka mǫǫd. 'each of the 
builders wore his sword at his side as he worked'. [NEH 4:18] Colloc: lu siaa ‘menstruate’. bǫǫ pu'a onǫ lu siaa ka 

li pț gu'oda or a woman with continual hæmorrhage [in list]. [NUM 5:2] Sim: gțrțg ‘upper back, shoulders’. Yaro 

n da kuod o kooko pǤǤgțn nǫ sț'țraug la, o sia nǫ o gțrțg da zabidnǫ As Yaro was tending his cocoa farm 

with a cutlass, his 'waist' and back were paining. [Trouble] Etym: OV1 *S²A/S²E ; OVN *SE-GA/SI ; GS1 
*TE/I²/A(N) . See: sialǤǤdiŋ; siyaanini. 

siaa2   Variant: siia. n. insult/s, abuse. Colloc: maal (X) siaa ‘to mock, insult, abuse (X)’. Tinamǫ da la'ad ka maan siaa 

si'em la li da piri ti saan la nǫ While we were laughing and mocking our guest was choking. [Shoeshine-Boy] m 

zuanam maannim siaa 'My friends scorn me'. [JOB 16:20] SǤ' mǫkama na nǫ'ǫsid nidib nwa' ka maannǫ ba siaa 
'Will not all of them taunt him with ridicule and scorn'. [HAB 2:6] Saŋkanǫ wțsa ka Hanna dǤlli keŋ ZugsǤb la 

Pț'țsim Yin, o nintaa la na maal o siia hali 'Whenever Hannah went up to the house of the Lord, her rival 

provoked her'. [1SA 1:7] Sim: tț'țd. 

siaa3   Variant: siyaa. id. very cool. Colloc: ma'ae siaa ‘provide leafy shade, flourish (of plants)’. ya na nǤbigi ma'ae 

siaa wțț mǤǤd nǫ 'you will flourish like grass'. [ISA 66:14] Ka o nyǫ kekaŋ ka li zi'e lalli. Ka mǤr vaandi ma'ae 

siaa. 'He saw in the distance a fig tree covered with leaves'. [MRK 11:13] 

sibig1 [C]   Form: sibis. n. antelope [sp], hartebeeste. Bubalis major, Alcelaphus buselaphus major. BțnkǤnbid banǫ ka 

ya na Ǥnb anǫ bama: ... walig, nǫ kǤǤng nǫ mǤlif nǫ sibig nǫ bama buudi wțsa 'These are the animals you 
may eat ... buck, gazelle, roebuck, ibex, white-rumped deer'. [DEU 14:4-5] 

sibig2   n. termites. Dau kanǫ an nǤŋdaan ... gaŋidi daug kanǫ ka sibig kț nyaŋǫ dii A man who is poor ... 'selects 

wood that will not rot'. [ISA 40:20] Lit: that termites can't eat. nwǫnǫ fuug ka sibig mu'anǫ 'like a garment eaten by 

moths'. [JOB 13:28] Sim: muak, tambǫ'ǫd, yǤǤr. 

sibis   See main entry: sibig1 [C]. antelope [sp]. 

sibiti   Variant: sibitinam. n. hospital. Biig la daa kpǫlim sibiti la ni daba ayǤpǤi ka ba nyaan yis o. The child stayed 

in the hospital for seven days and then they discharged him. [Electricity] Ba daa paae ka nidib bǫdegț pțn bǫ 

sibiti la ni gur ye ba nyǫ du'ata. They got there and there were already a lot of people at the hospital waiting to 
see the doctor. [Electricity] GǤmma sibiti la lallim anǫ mǫǫl pisyuobț paadi ba teŋin la. The government hospital 

was 60 miles from their village. [Trouble] Ba da pțt sakurnam nǫ sibitinam nǫ karindǤǤd they mentioned 
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schools, hospitals and churches. [Shoeshine-Boy] Distrik Asambilinam na mǤr paŋ kanǫ ka ba na tțm tțțmbanǫ 

na maali ba sț'țlim wțț: sakuya mǫǫb nǫ sibitinam, ... 'The District Assemblies shall have power to initiate 
policies and implement programmes designed to develop their districts through the building of schools, health 

posts, ... '. [Constitution] Colloc: digil  [patient - hospital context] ‘admit [patient - hospital context]’. o 

zuanam ... keŋ nǤk o mǤri keŋ sibiti ni ka du'ata la di'e o digil his friends went and took him to hospital where 
the doctor admitted him. [Billygoat] Ka du'ata la yǫli ba ye asǫǫ ti digil o sibiti ni kpǫla And the doctor said that 

they should admit him to the hospital there. [Electricity] Colloc: sibitibil ‘clinic, health post’. Su'os ka Akpǫlimya 

du'am sansa sa paae ka ba mǤr o keŋ Adțgbal sibitibil la ni. Yesterday Akpelimya was ready to have her 
baby, and they took her to the Adugbal clinic. [AIDS-II] From: (Eng.) 

sibitinam   See main entry: sibiti. hospital. 

sibua   See main entry: sabua. fiancé(e). 

sid1   Variant: sida1. Form: sidib. Variant: sidibi; sidiba. Form: sid-3. n. a husband. Mpuaka yǫl o sid Akudbil ye o 

kpiisim bugum la. Mpuaka told her husband Akudbil that he should switch off the (electric) light. [Electricity] Ka o 

lǫbis ye o ya'a mi' ye o na di'e bțnkțt la nǤǤri gat on kanǫ aan o sid la on yǫlim. And he replied that if she 
thought she would obey the elders rather than him who was her husband, she should say so. [Billygoat] fț yț'țn na 

keŋ nǤk o ka fț lieb o sid ka on mǫ liebi fț pu'a. 'then you may go to her and be her husband and she shall be 

your wife.'. [DEU 21:13] Onǫ bǤǤd pțkǤǤnr onǫ bu'osid o sidi bǫn' si'eli kpi. The one who wants a widow is the 
one who asks to know the sickness which caused her husband's death. [Proverb 123] M saamma, man nan mǤr bǤ 

ka kun sida? Father, what have I got to enable me to get married? [AIDS-Azuur] li ka'a apaam la'ad bǫdegț ka 

nyaan kul sidi pakǫ it's not getting a lot of possessions and then getting married which is important. [AIDS-Azuur] 
onǫ maal ala la na yǤ pu'a la sidi gban'e si'em ka sariakatib la siak la. 'the offender must be fined whatever 
the woman's husband demands and the court allows.'. [EXO 21:22] Pu'a sieba sidib daa bǫǫ ani ka la'. Some 
women's husbands were there, and they laughed. [Electricity] O da zaŋ o pu'ayuos la tis sidib banǫ ka' o dǤǤg la 

nidiba 'He gave his daughters in marriage outside the clan'. [JDG 12:9] pu'a kț tun'e kul sidiba ayi' a woman can't 
marry two husbands. [Billygoat] Dimi pu'ab ka kul sidibi du'a biribis nǫ bipumis 'Marry and have sons and 

daughters'. [JER 29:6] Colloc: pu'apaal sid ‘bridegroom’. wțț pu'apaal sidi na bǤbig o zug wțț maanmaan nǫ 
'as a bridegroom adorns his head like a priest'. [ISA 61:10] Colloc: X bas X sid1 ‘X divorces her husband’. O da di 

pțkǤǤnr, bǫǫ pu'a kanǫ bas o sid bǫǫ onǫ sidi bas o 'He must not marry a widow, a divorced woman'. [LEV 21:14] 
Colloc: sid1 ma2 ‘(woman's) mother-in-law’. Ka o zii lǫb teŋin la pa'al o sid ma la on paam si'em. 'She carried 

it back to town, and her mother-in-law saw how much she had gathered.'. [RUT 2:18] Cpart: pu'a2 Sim: dau2  Etym: 
OV1 *S²ĬD/S²OD ; OVN *SID-A/BA . See: sid-pit. 

sid1 pit1   See main entry: sid-pit. brother in law. 

sid2   Variant: sida4. adv. truly. Yț'țŋ sakur kariki la daa sid anǫ pa'an. The literacy instructor was a real teacher. 

[You-Do?] O daa sid keŋ n ti paae ba'abțgțd la sa'an n zaŋi o yǫla la wțsa tu'as o. So he actually went to the 

diviner and explained all his problems to him. [You-Hear?] Asida ye fț sid da'a yaarim sțŋ. You have indeed 
bought the proper salt. [Iodine] asida ti ya'a sid gban'e kuob nu'usa ayi, li kulim ku yuugǫ ka ti lǫbig 

bțndaanam ma'aa truly, if we really take up farming with all our might, it won't be long before we get rich. 

[Asaasim] Waii, bi'esțg kae, ya sid anǫ a-mi'-wțsa dim Golly! 'No doubt you are intelligent people'. [JOB 12:2] 
sida, biribimbama ayi' nwa bǤǤd man indeed, these two young men want me. [Billygoat] (ba) bǫnt banǫ tu'ad 

sida kǤǤtț ni la baans (they) 'lay traps for him who brings the wrongdoer into court'. [ISA 29:21] Colloc: [sentence] 

[same sentence with sid2 ] ‘[something is stated/promised as future, then it actually happens]’. "Hanamel onǫ 

an Sallum biig ka aan fț ba'apit biig la na kǫǫn fț san'an ... " ... m ba'apit biig Hanamel sid kǫǫn m san'an 

na '"Hanamel son of Shallum your uncle is going to come to you" ... Then, just as the Lord had said, my cousin 

Hanamel came to me'. [JER 32:7-8] "digil dinǫ kpǫlim la gur bǫog." Ka ba sid kǫ sieba gur bǫog wțț Moses n 

yǫl si'em la. ' "what remains over put aside to be kept till morning" So they put it aside till morning as Moses had 
commanded'. [EXO 16:23-24] Colloc: asida sida4, sida4-sida4 ‘really truly’. Note: used in the Bible for an oath formula 
Asida sida ka m yǫti ya Truly, truly I say to you. [EZK 34:8] Ba pǤǤd ye, ‘Sida-sida ka m yǫt nǫ ZugsǤb kanǫ vțe 

la yț'țr!’ 'People may swear by the life of the Lord'. [JER 5:2] See: asida; -sida2; sida3; yǫlsida. 

sid-3   See main entry: sid1. husband. 

sida1   See main entry: sid1. husband. 
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-sida2   adj. genuine, true. Colloc: yǫlsida ‘truth, a true word/matter’. Onǫ daa keŋ Mansa san'an la pa'al o ye sǤlțŋ la 

anǫ yǫlsida. The fact that he went to see Mansa showed that his story was true. [Trouble] Ka Pailet bu'os o ye, 

“Yǫlsida an bǤ?” '“What is truth?” Pilate asked.'. [JHN 18:38] Kǫl ka yǫlsida bǫ sariakadib zin'igin 'maintain 
justice in the courts.'. [AMO 5:15] See: sid2. 

sida3   Variant: sidaa. n. truth. ǫǫn li anǫ sida yes, it's true. [Three-Problems] mam pa'a pțn mamis ye fțnǫ lamis bugum 

la  amaa m pa'a gu'usidnǫ ye m baŋ sida la I already suspected that you started the fire, but I was waiting to 
know definitely. [Fire] Fțn tu'as sida la zugǤ m kț bț'țfǤ Because you told the truth, I won't beat you. [Fire] 
Tinamǫ da paae Ankara la m da pț tis sida nǫ man nyǫt si'el la. When we got to Accra I didn't believe what I 
was seeing. [Shoeshine-Boy] fț ya'a tu'asi fț sidaa li mǤr nyǤǤdi gat fțn na fa if you speak your truth it is more 

profitable than if you should lie. [Fire] ba'abțgțdib nyǫt si'el la ka' sida 'diviners see false signs'. [ZEC 10:2] Ayei 

li ka' sidaa, yǫlimi ti on yǫl si'el! 'That's not true! ... Tell us' what he said. [2KI 9:12] Ti yaanam da pț mǤr si'el 

si'ela asǫǫ wina banǫ pț mǤr sidaa 'Our ancestors had nothing but false gods'. [JER 16:19] Sim: yǫlmǫŋir, yǫlsida; 
Cpart: dama'am, dama'ar. basimi dama'am ka pian'adi sida tisidi ya kpi'es 'you must put off falsehood and 

speak truthfully to his neighbour'. [EPH 4:25] See: sid2. 

sida4   See main entry: sid2. truly. 

sidaa   See main entry: sida3. truth. 

sidib   See main entry: sid1. husband. 

sidiba   See main entry: sid1. husband. 

sidibi   See main entry: sid1. husband. 

sidpit   See main entry: sid-pit. brother in law. 

sid-pit   Variant: sidpit; sid1 pit1. Form: sid-pitib. n. a woman's junior brother-in-law. Sankan la ka Mba'bood mǫ du'a, 

ka o sid-pit la pțd biig la ye Araboog. At that time Mba'abood also had a baby, and her brother-in-law called 
the child Araboog. [Akelsa] Note: cf. :- ... Mba'bǤǤd mǫ du'a ka o sidpit la pțd biig la yț'țr ... [Billygoat] Ba'abiis 

ya'a la'am bǫ ka yinne kpi ka pț mǤr biribiŋa, o pțkǤǤnr la da yii kul sǤ' yiŋa, asǫǫ ka o kul yin la ka o sid 

pitț na dii o ... sid piti nar ye o tțm si'em la. 'If brothers are living together and one of them dies without a son, 
his widow must not marry outside the family. Her husband's brother shall take her and marry her and fulfil the 

duty of a brother-in-law to her.'. [DEU 25:5-6] Sim: dakidau ‘wife's brother’. See: sid1; pit1. 

sid-pitib   See main entry: sid-pit. brother in law. 

sidpu'ak [N]   n. sister-in-law (woman's). 'female husband'. See: sid1; -pu'ak. 

siǫn1   Form: siǫnnǫ1. Form: siǫnd. v. to be weak. Colloc: giinla siǫn ‘1) be weak : 2) be discouraged’. Biig la tǫbisim 

kǫtnǫ ka pu'apțțg la giinla siǫnd. The weight of the baby causes the pregnant woman to feel weak. [1) 

Womens-Health] o mi' on na niŋ si'em siǫn ba giinla she knew what to do to calm their ardour. [2) Trouble] Da zǤti 

dabiem, mǫ da kǫ ka ya giinla siǫn. 'Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged.'. [2) DEU 1:21] Isibosef onǫ an Saul 

biig la da wțm ye Abner kpi Hebron la, o giinla da siǫnnǫ 'When Ish-Bosheth son of Saul heard that Abner had 
died in Hebron, he lost courage'. [2) 2SA 4:1] Sim: bțgțs1, -bțgțsim, bțgțsțm, bțk1, gǫn1, -gǫǫnliŋ, nyǤs, 

tadig, zǫba, zǫnda. 

siǫn2   Variant: sienn; siin'e. Form: siǫndnǫ. v. to wet sb./sth. Note: by splashing or spilling liquid Zinzauŋ ya'a ye o dț'țnǫ 

siǫn Wina'am, o siǫndnǫ o mǫŋ. If the bat says he will urinate and soil God, he only soils himself. [Proverb 040] 
Maanmaan la na ... kpa'ae ziim la siǫn daka la kpikpǫŋ. 'its blood shall be drained out on the side of the altar.'. 

[LEV 1:15] NǤkim malțŋ kpaam la bu'oe siǫn Fuug Sțgțr kanǫ ka ba la'asid nǫ taaba anina la 'Then use it 
(ritual oil) to anoint the Tent of Meeting'. [EXO 30:26] Mǫǫri zaŋ tudaari kpaam ... na kpa'ae siǫn Yesu nǤba 
'Mary took ... perfume ... (and) poured it on Jesus' feet'. [JHN 12:3] 

siǫnd   See main entry: siǫn1. weak [be]. 

siǫndnǫ   See main entry: siǫn2. wet. 

siǫnnǫ1   See main entry: siǫn1. weak [be]. 

sie   Variant: siee. Form: sied. Variant: siedi. Form: siem!. Variant: siema!; siemi1. Form: siemini!. Form: sien. 
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Form: sier. Variant: sierǫ. v. to lower, humble, reduce. "DizǤra" la da sie m yǫla la bi'ela 'Food-scraps' lessened 

my problems a bit. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba daa gu'oe tțțma sǫnlțŋțn la nǫ amaa pǤǤd tțțmaa yț'țn sie la They 
had stopped work in the non-farming season, but the farm work then was less. [Trouble] Vanban la ku'om na sie 

zǫǫnsim la paŋ. The liquid from those leaves will lessen the power of the poison. [Trouble] M da sie ken ka gǤsi 

gilig ye sǤ' pa'ati bǤǤdim ye m maal o ta'ada. I slowed down and looked around to see if anyone would want me 

to do their shoes. [Shoeshine-Boy] O duoe zin'in ka ba'aŋi nǤk fitir kanǫ sie la dț'țs lațŋț la. She sat up and 
reached up and took the lamp that was turned down and raised the wick. [Trouble] O da sie ya nǫ, ka kǫ ka kǤ'Ǥm 

mǤri ya 'He humbled you, causing you to hunger'. [DEU 8:3] Ba na sțŋidif ka tțțma la sie bi'ela tisif. 'That will 
make your load lighter, because they will share it with you.'. [EXO 18:22] Wina'am da sie o gaad maliaknam saŋa 

bi'ela God made him 'a little lower than the angels'. [HEB 2:9] m ya'a ti namisi ba, ba na sie ba teŋin. 'they will 
be brought down when I punish them'. [JER 6:15] HIV-EES ban'as la nyaŋi sie onǫ mǤr laafi ka o kena kpǫlim 

kǤnba HIV-AIDS disease could reduce someone who had been healthy to come to be just (skin and) bone. [AIDS-II] 
O gǤs ka o busa la mǫ sied tǤ'ǤtǤ, hali Alaamisi, on nǫ o biis la, daa bǫ la li daa pț sied ala. He saw that his 
yams were going down quickly, even though when Alaamisi and her children were there they didn't go down like 

that. [Wonderwoman] Ka ku'om la da pin'ili kpiǫnd bi'el, bi'eli ti paae dabisa kǤbiga nǫ pisnu daar ka ku'om la 

nan sied 'The water receded steadily from the earth. At the end of the hundred and fifty days the water had gone 
down'. [GEN 8:3] Taba nuub siedi niŋgbiŋ la paŋ ka li kț nyaŋi zab ban'asǫ. Smoking lowers the body's 
strength to fight against diseases. [Smoking] Sigaar dibkan wțsa ka fț nuu, li siedi fț yțma nǫ. Every single 

cigarette that you smoke shortens your life. [Smoking] Nǫ'ǫŋa siedi ligidi dinǫ ka ba na da' diib nǫ biis sakur 

ligidi yǤǤb nǫ dinǫ namǫ bǫ. This reduces the money they can spend on food, and the children's school fees, and 
other things like that. [Smoking] Ku'om la da maligim siednǫ hali 'The water kept going down'. [GEN 8:5] Fț saam 

daa nǤk yǤksin datǫbisiri ziili ti, amaa nannanna siem tțțm kpi'ema la nǫ yǤksin datǫbiskanǫ ka o daa ziili 

ti la 'Your father put a heavy yoke on us, but now lighten the harsh labour and the heavy yoke he put on us'. [1KI 

12:4] Gaadim tuon, da sie kennǫ, ya'a ka' mam na yǫl ye fț siema. 'Lead on; don't slow down for me unless I 
tell you.'. [2KI 4:24] Amaa ZugsǤb la ya'a pț sien dabisa la kallǫ, sǤ' naan kț tiliginǫǫ. 'If the Lord had not cut 
short those days, no one would survive.'. [MRK 13:20] Yadda nǫ ti'ir nǫ mǤdigir ka' sierǫ. 'there is no limit to its 
faith, its hope, its endurance'. [1CO 13:7] Colloc: sie ... mǫŋ ‘humble self’. li pț nar ye sǤ' sie o mǫŋi o tiraan 

tuonnǫ. It is not right that someone should humble himself before his fellow-friend. [Billygoat] O da niŋ ala ye o 

kpansi ya ka ya sie ya mǫŋ he did that 'to humble and to test you'. [DEU 8:16] aaǫn banǫ zǤt nimbaanlig, ka 

sțŋidi nidib, ka siedi ya mǫŋ be those who are compassionate, and help people, and are humble. [COL 3:12] O 

siem o mǫŋi digin teŋin 'let him lie face downwards on the ground' (as a sign of submission). [LAM 3:29] Da niŋǫ 

si'el linǫ yi nǫnnim nǫ tita'aliminǫ amaa lǫǫ siemi ya mǫŋ 'Don't do anything from selfish ambition or from a 
cheap desire to boast, but be humble'. [PHP 2:3] Ya wțsa siemini ya mǫŋi tisi taaba be humble to each other. [1PE 

5:5] Mǫŋ sier yǫla Humility. [LUK 14:7 [heading]] Cpart: dț, dț'țs. Ba kțkǤya da la'asi siak, ka sieba dțț galis ka 

sieba sie galis, wțț bam pțn ǫǫnti bțrid si'em la. Their voices responded together, but some were too high and 

some were too low, because they were so confused. [Trouble] M na ... sie banǫ dț'țsidi ba mǫŋ ka ziemi ba 

taaba la. 'I shall cut short insolent pride and bring down ruthless arrogance.'. [ISA 13:11] Ya sied kuriba la 

makir,ka dț'țsid diib la ligidi You reduce the size of the measuring-bowl, and raise the price of food. [AMO 8:5] 
Cpart: wiak. Wiakimi ka nǤbigi ka da sie. 'Increase in number there; do not decrease.'. [JER 29:6] See: sigis; 

mǫŋsier. 
sieb   See main entry: sieba. some. 

sieba   Variant: sieb; siebaa [N]. indef.pl.  Note: of sǤ' some, any ([with neg.] none) [pl.] Note: the 'some'/'any'/'none' variation 

is a quirk of English.   Biis la sieba da gǤsidi dǤl tika la gǤsid zin'isi'a la. Some of the students looked where the 

teacher was looking. [Trouble] Awintțma n daa yǫl nwa' la, pu'a sieba daa fǫndigi ba nindaas nǫ gǤt zin'isi'a 

sa When Awintuma said that, some women turned their faces to look at somewhere over there. [AIDS-I] sieba keŋ 

pǤǤginǫ ans tiis vaandi yadig suorin la. 'others cut branches in the fields and spread them on the road'. [MRK 11:8] 
Ban tțm sieba ye ba labisi gǤs teŋ la yǫla 'Spies Sent Out'. [DEU 1:19 [heading]] Lit: About those that they sent to 

spy out the land. sieba naam ba'akǤn tiig la baba kenna la 'a company is coming from the direction of the 
soothsayers' tree'. [JDG 9:37] Li daa anǫ on mǫŋi tis nidib piinsieba ye sieba lieb o tțmtțmnib, ka sieba aan o 

nǤdi'esidib, ka sieba an labasțŋ la mǤǤnmǤǤnib, ka sieba an karinsaamnam, ka sieba an pa'annib. 'It was 
he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, some to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and 

teachers'. [EPH 4:11] Li anǫ Gaana ma'aa mǤr yǫlbama ... ? Ayei! Teŋ sieba mǫ bǫ Afirika (ninsabilis) ... teŋin ... 
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Is it only Ghana that has these problems ... ? No! Several countries of black Africa ... [Iodine] Bikanǫ nam pț gaad 

yțma ayǤpǤi ka ba nyǫǫ o Gaana ka zi' o saam nǫ o ma an siebaa. 'A child of not more than seven years of age 
found in Ghana whose parents are not known.'. [Constitution] Li an sț'țm ka ya maalin yǫlbama wțsa ka da yis 

siebaa basǫ. 'It is these you should have practised, without neglecting the others.'. [MAT 23:23] Sim: sǤ' ‘[sing.]’; 

si'a, si'el, si'em ‘how, somehow’. 

siebaa [N]   See main entry: sieba. some. 

sied   See main entry: sie. reduce. 

siedi   See main entry: sie. reduce. 

siem!   See main entry: sie. reduce. 

siema!   See main entry: sie. reduce. 

siemi1   See main entry: sie. reduce. 

siemini!   See main entry: sie. reduce. 

sien   See main entry: sie. reduce. 

sienn   See main entry: siǫn2. wet. 

sier   See main entry: sie. reduce. 

sierǫ   See main entry: sie. reduce. 

sies   See main entry: siaa1. lower back. 

siesi   See main entry: siaa1. lower back. 

siee   See main entry: sie. reduce. 

sig1   Variant: sigi. Form: signǫ. Form: sigid. Variant: sigida2; sigidi. Form: sigidnǫ. Form: sigim!. Variant: sigime!. 

Form: sigin. Form: sigib. v. to go down, descend. Yǫl pț ya'anid tiig zug ka da sig teŋa. Trouble never remains 
hanging on a tree without falling to the ground. [Proverb 002] TǤǤndir da sig o yin ka o kǤnbid la kpi Anthrax 

came upon his house and his flocks died. [You-Heard?] zaamnǤǤr ka o nya'andǤlib la sig bǫuŋin na 'When 
evening came, Jesus' disciples went down to the lake'. [JHN 6:16] Paul sig teŋin keŋ tǤ'ǤtǤ bibig o 'Paul went down 
... and hugged him'. [ACT 20:10] SǤ' nan zi' dț arezana nii, asǫǫ onǫ yi arezana nii sig na la 'no one has ever gone 
up to heaven except the Son of Man, who came down from heaven'. [JHN 3:13] Birigimi zuoya nǫ kțkțna wțsa ka 

li sig. 'every mountain and hill (shall be) made low'. [LUK 3:5 = ISA 40:4] li yț'țn dǤlis ala sig kțkțn la teŋiri 

kpa'ad Ben Hinnom bǤn'Ǥfalig linǫ bǫ Refam bǤn'Ǥg ya-datiuŋ la 'It (boundary) then went down to the foot of 
the mountain that overlooks the Valley of Hinnom, at the north end of the Valley of Rephaim'. [JOS 18:16] ba da 

dțn'oe nǫ kirț n sigi ti. they stained (us) with ink. [Shoeshine-Boy] Duom sigi bieli ba ka da bi'esida 'So get up 

and go downstairs. Do not hesitate to go with them'. [ACT 10:20] O kǤm sa'alaas la wusa signǫ ka o nu'us yț'țn 

ya'ae o tida ni All his chest was sunken, and his arms hung from his shoulders. [AIDS-II] li (tiig) nya'a la da signǫ 

teŋin hali 'Its (tree's) roots reached down' into the earth. [EZK 31:7] Ka Abǫdțg lak o biaunk ka nu'asid 

bus-dțgida la yinne-yinne kpǫn'ǫsid o biaunkun ka li sigid o pțțrin. Abedug opened her armpit and fed the 
cooked yams one at a time into her armpit and they went down to her stomach. [Wonderwoman] m nyǫ ka si'el sigid 

na nwǫnǫ pien tita'ar nǫ lǤ luos anaasi yi arezana ni sigid na paae mam bǫ si'el la 'I saw something like a 
large sheet being let down from heaven by its four corners, and it came down to where I was.'. [ACT 11:5] malțŋ 

kpaam linǫ ka ba bu'oe niŋ Aaron zugin, ka li buoǫndi sigid o tieŋin 'the precious anointing oil running down 
from Aaron's head and beard'. [PSA 133:2] Pu'a kanǫ du'a biis ayǤpǤi na lig ka vț'țsid ka li pț sigida. 'The 

mother of seven will grow faint and breathe her last.'. [JER 15:9] Dammțg la nya'aŋ la ka wil tita'ar kǤ tiig zugu 

sigidi ba zugun na. After the noise a big branch broke of the tree and fell down on them. [Trouble] Ka ku'okanǫ 

da zǤti sigidi paad Araba Tǫuk ... la da kpǫn gu'oe 'The water coming down to the sea of the Arabah ... was 
completely cut off'. [JOS 3:16] zusțŋ si'a ya'a kenna, li sigidnǫ o san'an. if any good fortune came, it fell on him. 

[You-Heard?] Kuŋ kanǫ kaasid agǤla sigidnǫ teŋin na. A cry which is uttered above will come down to earth. 
[Proverb 246] o ya'a ti kpǫn' pțțgin la naae, saŋgbauŋ la sigidnǫ na lusid za'anǤǤr la 'As Moses went into the 
tent, the pillar of cloud would come down and stay at the entrance'. [EXO 33:9] fț ya'a pț kpǫ'ǫnda fțn on sigim 

ka ala ka ti zaŋid if you're not boarding get down, because that's what we charge. [Asaasim] Colloc: sig kǤlțg2 ‘go 
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to the well/waterhole/river (to fetch water)’. Bipuŋ la da ... kena sigi wik ku'om pǫ'ǫli o yțțr la The girl ... went 

down to the spring, (and) filled her jar. [GEN 24:16] M sigin nǫ kǤlțg nǤǤr anu zina I had to go for water five times 
today. [Trouble] Fț bǤǤdi man sig kǤlțgț wik ku'om naa? Do you want me to go to the waterhole to draw some 
water? [Trouble] Colloc: sig X yin ‘come to stay with X’. Dap banǫ sigi fț yin yț'țŋa la bǫ yaanǫ? 'Where are the 
men who came to stay with you tonight?'. [GEN 19:5] Cpart: dț. Wina'am maliaknam dǤlisidi lii dțt ka sigid 'the 

angels of God were ascending and descending on it'. [GEN 28:12] O signǫ Simon onǫ an gbanzab la yin. 'He is 
staying with Simon the tanner'. [ACT 10:6] Colloc: sig na'amin ‘resign chieftaincy, office’. Na'akanǫ bǤǤd ye o niŋ 

ala, o sǤb anǫ o sig na'amin la. 'and any chief wishing to do so shall abdicate his stool or skin.'. [Constitution] 
Caus: sik, sigis. Etym: OV1 *S¹I ; OVN *SIG ; vc4 *cu . See: sie; -sigidir1; sigidir3; sik; yisigidir. Note: see ref. 

and link at ken3 

sig-2   See main entry: sigir1. early rain, season. 

siga1   See main entry: sigir1. early rain, season. 

siga2   See main entry: sigir2. spirit guardian. 

siga-3   See main entry: sigaar. cigarette. 

sigaar   Variant: sigaarǫ; sigaari. Form: siga-3. n. a cigarette. Tabnuttib san'amidi ba ligidi bǫdegț sigaar nǫ vanyǤǤd 

wțț wii ni. Smokers waste a lot of money on cigarettes and drugs like 'wee'. [Smoking] Kpiisim sigaar bugum 

wțsa ka nyaan lǤbigi li bas. Put out the cigarette completely before you throw it away. [Smoking] Li da anǫ vaand 

ka ba pǤnbili li gbampiellin wțț sigaar nǫ. It was leaves wrapped in paper like a cigarette. [Shoeshine-Boy] Mit ka 

fț nyu'oe sigaari tis sǤ'. Don't light a cigarette for someone. [Smoking] Yǫlim o sǤb sida ye fț kț nyaŋi nyu'oe 

sigaarǫ. Tell that person that you really can't light a cigarette. [Smoking] Da kǫ ka sigagiŋ bǫǫ taba bǫ fț babaa. 
Don't have a fag-end or tobacco around you. [Smoking] From: (Eng.) 

sigaarǫ   See main entry: sigaar. cigarette. 

sigaari   See main entry: sigaar. cigarette. 

siggir [W]   See main entry: sigir3. inheritance. 

sigi   See main entry: sig1. go down. 

sigib   See main entry: sig1. go down. 

sigib-sigib  id. slowly. Ka Agaung pigis sigib-sigib n gban' o And Mr. Crow crept up slowly and caught him. [Asaasim] 
Cpart: kidakida ‘quickly’.  Sigib sigib kennǫ kidakida. 'More haste, less speed.'. [Asaasim Proverb] Lit: slowly goes 
quickly. 

sigid   See main entry: sig1. go down. 

sigida1   See main entry: sigidir2. chewingstick. 

sigida2   See main entry: sig1. go down. 

sigidi   See main entry: sig1. go down. 

-sigidir1   adj. lodging. Colloc: sigidirin ‘in/at/from lodging’. Ka ban paae Jerusalem la, ba dț girimbisa linǫ aan ba yir 

sigidirin la. 'When they arrived, they went upstairs to the room where they were staying.'. [ACT 1:13] See: sig1; 

yisigidir. 

sigidir2   Form: sigida1. n. a chewing-stick. Bǫkǫung wțsa fțn Ǥm sigidir ka sǤndigi fț nyina sț'țŋa. Every morning 
you should chew a chewing stick and brush your teeth very well. [MA] 

sigidir3   n. a descendant. Du'adir ane sigidir. Like father like son. [Proverb 254] See: sig1. 

sigidnǫ   See main entry: sig1. go down. 

sigim!   See main entry: sig1. go down. 

sigime!   See main entry: sig1. go down. 

sigin   See main entry: sig1. go down. 

sigir1   Variant: sigiri. Form: siga1. Form: sig-2. n. 1 • the early rains. October to March largely dry, there are two peaks 
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of rainfall, a lesser one in April-May ( sigsaa ) and a major one in August-September ( sǫǫung ). Kpaadib pamm 

naae vaala ka guri sigir. Many farmers have finished farm-clearance and are waiting for the first rains. 

[House+Farm] Ya ya'a ti nyǫ ka ba busid vanpǤla ya mi' ye sigir li'el ya. 'When you see their leaves beginning to 
appear, you know that summer is near.'. [LUK 21:30] Sigir saŋa da paae la, Na'ab Nebukadnǫza da tțm ka ba 

mǤr o kǫn Babilon na 'In the spring, King Nebuchadnezzar sent for him and brought him to Babylon'. [2CH 36:10] 
m na kǫ ka saa nii ya teŋin la sigir saŋa, sadǫǫŋ nǫ sabanǫ yuolim 'I will send rain on your land in its season, 
both autumn and spring rains'. [DEU 11:14] Ba sigir la da anǫ sigtǫbisir. Their early rains had been heavy. [Trouble] 
Syn: sigsaa; Sim: țțn ‘dry season’; sǫǫung ‘rainy season’; dǤnwalig ~ dawalig ‘hot ~ harvest season’. 
2 • a season. o nyǫ sigir sieba ka saa pț nii ka nidib zțțd kțdig ka nam pț walǫ. he had seen some seasons 

when there was no rain and people's crops dried up and didn't produce. [Trouble] Li sigiri la ya'as ka ku'om da di 

o saam la. That season again his father drowned. [Trouble] See: sigsaa. 

sigir2   Variant: segir [N]. Form: siga2. Variant: sega. n. a spirit-guardian. 

sigir3   Variant: siggir [W]. n. inheritance. Paati wțsa na'ali'adib na mǤr teŋgbauŋ sigir 'Every political party shall 

have a national character'. [Constitution] Sim: faar. See: sig1. 

sigiri   See main entry: sigir1. early rain, season. 

sigis   Variant: sigisi. Form: sigisid. Variant: sigisidi; sigisidnǫ. Form: sigisim!. Variant: sigisimi!. Form: sigisimini!. 
Form: sigisțg. v. to cause sb./sth. to go down, humble sb. fț ya'a mǫn tǤǤm kpǫn' lǤr ka sampua pansig ban 

kidigif si'em la asǫǫ ka ba sigisif. if you go off and board the lorry and you are even threepence short (of the 

fare), if they find you like that they will put you down. [Asaasim] ba ... sigis anrimbil la ku'omin kpǫ'ǫŋid ye ba 

yi anrțŋțn la 'they lowered the boat into the water and were getting into it to get away from the ship. [ACT 27:30] o 

naan o dǤǤgin la sigisi yi ka bas yin la. he left his room and went down and left the house. [Trouble] m na sigisi 

fț paas banǫ kpi ka bǫ kpi'im teŋ la 'I will bring you down with those who go down to the pit'. [EZK 26:20] ba 

bugusim tțțma la vǫ'ǫgidi baa sigisid teŋin. 'the wicked are brought down by their own wickedness.'. [PRO 11:5] 
banǫ ka o bǤǤd ye o sigis o sigisidnǫ. 'those he wanted to humble, he humbled'. [DAN 5:19] Sigisimi ba wțsa 

teŋin 'consign (them) to the earth below'. [EZK 32:18] Colloc: sigis ... mǫŋ ‘humble self’. M daa sigisi m mǫŋi tțm 

Wina'am tțțma nǫ ninta'am 'I served the Lord with great humility and with tears'. [ACT 20:19] Sigisimini ya mǫŋ 

Wina'am tuon ka o na dț'țsi ya. 'Humble yourselves before the Lord, and he will lift you up.'. [JAS 4:10] Sim: sik; 
InvCaus: sig1. See: sie; sig1. 

sigisi   See main entry: sigis. humble. 

sigisid   See main entry: sigis. humble. 

sigisidi   See main entry: sigis. humble. 

sigisidnǫ   See main entry: sigis. humble. 

sigisim!   See main entry: sigis. humble. 

sigisimi!   See main entry: sigis. humble. 

sigisimini!   See main entry: sigis. humble. 

sigisțg   See main entry: sigis. humble. 

signǫ   See main entry: sig1. go down. 

sigsa   See main entry: sigsir. descending place. 

sigsaa   Variant: siig [W]. n. early rains. October to March largely dry, there are two peaks of rainfall, a lesser one in 
April-May ( sigsaa ) and a major one in August-September ( sǫǫung ). sigsaa daa lu la, man daa ki'enǫ m 

vǤn'Ǥdi bțdi m suma. when the early rains came in I cleared my land and planted my groundnuts. [Trouble] 
Syn: sigir1

1 Sim: sǫǫung ‘rainy season’; Cpart: nya'aŋ3 saa2. GǤsimi kpaadi mǤdigid si'em gur ka sigsaa nǫ 

nya'aŋ saa ti ni 'See how the farmer waits ... for the autumn and spring rains'. [JAS 5:7] See: sigir1
1 See: saa2. 

sigsig   id. [noise of dry rattling]. Mankǫǫnsi la daa dammid sigsig la ka o la' muai ka ye "Manǫ nwa yț'țsǫǫ?" The 
matches shook with a rattling noise, and he laughed and thought "Here I am again?" [Fire] 

sigsir   Form: sigsa. n. a descending place, downward slope. Colloc: sigsirin ‘in a descending place’. on daa li'el Olives 
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zuor sigsirin la 'When he came near the place where the road goes down the Mount of Olives. [LUK 19:37 [draft]] 
Note: cf. [published Bible] on daa paad suokanǫ naan Olif zuorin sigid na la Sim: sisǫrim ‘downhill area’. 
See: sigis. 

si'1   Variant: si'i. v. to stain sth. Di na kǫ ka fț nyina si' ka pț vǫnla. This will make your teeth stained and they won't 

look nice. [Smoking] li nwǫnǫ dțk kanǫ kanb, ka linǫ kanbi si' la kț yii! 'It is like a corroded pot that is never 
cleaned.'. [EZK 24:6] Lit: what is burned and stained won't come out. Sim: tǤn'Ǥs. ba ziim tǤn'Ǥsi madi m fuud, ka 

m fuud la wțsa si' 'their blood bespattered my garments and all my clothing was stained'. [ISA 63:3] 

si'2   Form: si'id. Variant: si'idi. v. to cheat. ti ya'a pț keŋ bugum tțțma zin'igin la nyǤli ba bugum ligidi la yǫllǫ, ba 

na si'idi ti saŋa wțsa. if we don't go to the electricity office and complain about their electricity charges, they 
will always be cheating us. [Electricity] 

-si'a   Variant: -si'aa. adj. 1 • some, any, none [with neg.] Note: the 'some'/'any'/'none' variation is a quirk of English.   saŋa 

si'a bǫ ka di pț nar ye o la'aŋ bugum o dǤǤgțn sometimes it is not necessary for him to have a light on in his 

room. [Electricity] Alasid daar wțsa, sǤ' wțsa yisim zemis on tțm nyǫ ligid si'a digil 'Every Sunday each of you 
must put aside some money, in proportion to what you have earned'. [1CO 16:2] bǫog zaam ya'a ti paae anwana 

win m na duoe n keŋi ya yaanamǫ bǫ zin'isi'a when tomorrow evening at this time arrives I will get up and go 
to where your ancestors are. [You-Hear?] Paati si'a kț ti'el na'ali'ada. 'Political parties shall not support candidates 
for elections'. [Constitution] m na duoe n keŋi ya yaanamǫ bǫ zin'isi'a la ka mǫ maal zin'ig sț'țŋa digili ya I 
will go off to the place where your ancestors are and prepare the place well for you. [You-Hear?] Nidib la zi' ban na 

dǤlis suosi'a The people didn't know which way to follow. [Trachoma] Ban daa duoe bǫogțn asuba la, ka 

winnig tu'al ku'om la, Moab dim la da bǫ zin'isi'a la ba da nyǫti li ka li nwǫnǫ ziim nǫ. 'When they got up 
early in the morning, the sun was shining on the water. To the Moabites across the way, the water looked red – like 

blood.'. [2KI 3:22] faangid kae zin'isi'a asǫǫ mam ma'aa there is no saviour anywhere apart from me only. [HOS 

13:4] Ka dau la da pțd yț'țsi'a wțsa la da aan ba yțda. 'and whatever the man called each living creature, that 
was its name'. [GEN 2:19] Ka o ye, da bu'osim bu'ossi'aa And he said "Don't ask me any question". [AIDS-II] Da 

dǤlli teŋgban si'aa! 'Do not worship other gods.'. [2KI 17:37] Colloc: -si'en ‘in some’. M daa pț yǫlif sansi'en la 

ye Adu zaansțŋ la si'el bǫǫ? Didn't I tell you sometime that Adu had some dream? [Trouble] Saŋsi'en la, ya da bǫ 

nǫ likin, amaa ya yț'țn bǫ nǫ nǫǫsim ni For you were once darkness, but now you are light'. [EPH 5:8] 
2 • other. Amaa Birago da mǤr pțtǫn'ǫsi'a ya'as. But Birago had another idea. [Trouble] Wina'am da zaŋ Yesu 

Kristo ka o an ǫǫnbir la. Űǫnbir si'a lǫn kae ka sǤ' na nyaŋi ǫǫnbǫ. 'God has already placed Jesus Christ as the 
one and only foundation, and no other foundation can be laid.'. [1CO 3:11] Ka m lǫn nyǫ bțnsi'a ya'as linǫ maan 

dunia nwa' ni. 'And I saw something else under the sun'. [ECC 3:16] 
si'al2   See main entry: sia'al2. suffice. 

si'al3   See main entry: sia'al3. meet, timely. 

si'alʋg   See main entry: sia'alțg1. chance. 

si'an   See main entry: sia'al3. meet, timely. 

si'ani   See main entry: sia'al3. meet, timely. 

-si'asiŋ   See main entry: -sia'asiŋ. small. 

-si'aa   See main entry: -si'a. some, other. 

si'el   Variant: si'ela; si'elaa; si'ele; si'eli. Form: si'elnam. Variant: si'elnama; si'elnamǫ. indef. 1 • something, anything, 

nothing [with neg.], everything. Note: the 'some'/'any'/'none' variation is a quirk of English.   o ya'a bǤǤdi si'el on yǫl ka 

o na tis o. if she wanted anything. [Billygoat-] O tțba mǫ daa yǤ'Ǥgnǫ gur ye o wțm bugum tțțma dim la yǫl 

si'el la. His ears were open to hear what the electricity service people had said. [Electricity] Si'el bǫǫ tǤi tis ZugsǤb 

laa? 'Is anything too hard for the Lord?'. [GEN 18:14] Si'el wțsa yinǫ fț san'an na 'Everything comes from you'. 

[1CH 29:14] Ya'am mǫǫd yir, ka agban'ad si'el gbin kǫt ka li zi'e 'By wisdom a house is built, and through 

understanding it is established'. [PRO 24:3] Pita dǤl o yi yiŋ ka nam pț baŋ ye maliak la niŋid si'el la anǫ amǫŋaa 
'Peter followed him out of the prison ... but he had no idea that what the angel was doing was really happening'. 

[ACT 12:9] Ka bipuŋ la pț lǫbis si'ela And the girl gave no answer. [Billygoat] DǤlli man yǫli ya si'el la, da paas 

si'el bǫǫ ya yis si'ela. 'See that you do all I command you; do not add to it or take away from it.'. [DEU 12:32] ban 

daa mǤr bugum la kǫn teŋa la na ba daa yǫli ti si'elaa? when they brought electricity to the village did they tell 
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us anything? [Electricity] M pțn pț yǫlif ye li anǫ tilas ye m maal ZugsǤb la yǫl ye m maal si'elaa? 'Didn't I tell 

you that I had to do everything that the Lord told me?'. [NUM 23:26] Ka o bu'os ye si'eli bǫ bǫǫ? And he asked was 
there some reason for her question. [Billygoat] Lit: was there something. Din yi sankan la, zuanam ayi' nwa pț lǫn 

nu si'eli gaad damimala dinǫ pu bugid la. From that time on the two friends didn't drink anything but soft 
drinks that don't make you drunk. [Electricity] M na aans Israel nǫ Juda dim nwǫnǫ gbigimǫ gban'e si'eli 

aansidnǫ, m na gban'e ba mǤri ken ka aansid 'I will attack the people of Israel and Judah like a lion. I myself 
will tear them to pieces and then leave them.'. [HOS 5:14] sanlima, anzurufa nǫ si'eli bǫ teŋgbauŋțn la wțsa anǫ 

gomna dim nidib la yǫla. gold, silver and everything in the ground is the business of the government officers. 

[Constitution.] ZugsǤb Onǫ an Israel Wina'am la yǫl si'eli nwa': 'This is what the Lord, the God of Israel, says:'. 

[JOS 24:2] bǤǤ kǫ ka nidib mǤr bugum dugid ka lǫn mǤri maan si'elnam bǫdegț? why do people use fire to 
cook and use it for all sorts of other things? [Fire] ba maan si'elnam dinǫ an yǫlkisa dinǫ ka ZugsǤb la kis. 'they 
do all kinds of detestable things the Lord hates.'. [DEU 12:31] si'elnam bǫ bugum la pțțgin nwǫnǫ bțnvțya 

anaasi. 'in the fire was what looked like four living creatures.'. [EZK 1:5] Ya da ... kisi ya niŋgbina gțl si'elnama. 
'Do not cut your bodies ... or put tattoo marks on yourselves.'. [LEV 19:28] O da zaŋ si'elnamǫ ga'ali m nu'us He 
handcuffed me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: used somethings to tie up my hands. O da ... mǤr si'elnamǫ bǤǤnd za'anǤǤr 

dalamma la zug 'he would scribble on the city gates'. [1SA 21:13] Colloc: si'el-si-el, si'el si'eli, si'el si'ela 
‘nothing at all’. Man da pț zamis nǫ nimmua la si'el-si'el da kae ka m na tiǫn. As I wasn't serious in studying 

there would be nothing I could remember. [Shoeshine-Boy] dau kanǫ mǤr paŋ ya'a ti'eb sț'țŋa nǫ o bțraalim 

la'adi gur o yir la'ad, si'el-si'el kț bǤdigǫ 'When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own house, his 
possessions are safe.'. [LUK 11:21] Si'el-si'el da ka' Daka la nii 'There was nothing inside the Covenant Box'. [1KI 

8:9] Sansi'a bǫ ka o gban'e ni'im bǫdegț amaa sansi'a mǫ bǫ ka o pț paam si'el si'ela. Sometimes he got 

plenty of game but at other times he got nothing at all. [Jealousy] Ti yaanam da pț mǤr si'el si'ela asǫǫ wina banǫ 

pț mǤr sidaa 'Our ancestors had nothing but false gods, nothing but useless idols.'. [JER 16:19] Ya zi' si'el si'ela. 
You know nothing at all!'. [JHN 11:49] Fț mi ye ti pț mǤr si'el si'eli na dii. You know that we have nothing at all 
to eat. [Jealousy] Tinam on kț paam si'el si'eli ti saam yinnǫǫ? 'Do we still have any share in the inheritance of 

our father's estate?'. [GEN 31:14] Sim: sǤ'/sieba ‘some, any, none’. o pț mǤr baregaŋ ka di'ed sǤ' si'el on na sțŋ 

o la zugǤ. 'He does not show partiality, and he does not accept bribes.'. [DEU 10:17] Lit: take anybody's anything so 
that he will favour him. Sim: si'a, si'er, si'em ‘how, somehow’. 
2 • somewhere, anywhere, nowhere. Wiefu wa'e si'el la bțŋ mǫ paadi ani nǫ. Where a horse can go, a donkey 

can also reach. [Proverb 013] Ka ba yǫl o ban yi si'el na ka yǫl o ba saam yț'țr And they told him where they 

came from and their father's name. [Billygoat] sǤ'ǤsǤ zi' ban'a saaŋ la yi si'el naa nobody knows where the strange 
disease came from. [AIDS-I] man kțdim zi' fiiva kaŋa yi si'el naa I just didn't know where this fever came from. 

[AIDS-I] BǤzugǤ ya areza'asi bǫ si'el la, ya pțtǫnda mǫ bǫ nǫ anina. 'For where your treasure is, there your heart 
will be also.'. [MAT 6:21] fț baŋ man ken si'el wțsa. you know everywhere I go. [JOB 13:27] winnigi yit si'el hali 

ti paae on lut si'el la 'where morning dawns and evening fades'. [PSA 65:8] 

si'ela   See main entry: si'el. something, somewhere. 

si'elaa   See main entry: si'el. something, somewhere. 

si'ele   See main entry: si'el. something, somewhere. 

si'eli   See main entry: si'el. something, somewhere. 

si'elnam   See main entry: si'el. something, somewhere. 

si'elnama   See main entry: si'el. something, somewhere. 

si'elnamǫ   See main entry: si'el. something, somewhere. 

si'em   Variant: siam; si'ema. adv.indef. how, somehow. Note: [manner] Fț mi' ligidi la nǤǤre an si'em bǫ gbauŋin laa? 
Do you know how much the amount of money on the bill is? [Electricity] banǫ vǫǫnsidi gǤsid GǤmna ligidi yit 

si'em 'the Audit Service.' those who examine and look into how the Government money goes out. [Constitution] 
Gbauŋ nwa ni pa'an nidibi dǤl si'em paamid bunvțya banǫ tisid EES ban'as la This book shows how people 

acquire the organisms which give them the AIDS disease. [AIDS-Azuur] Ba sid buol o ka bu'os o ye on maal si'em 

la an sțm? They did indeed call him and ask him if what he had done was good. [Billygoat] Nwǫnǫ bugum ǫǫn 

la'aŋ daad si'em ka kǫ ka ku'om lǫ'ǫg la As when fire sets twigs ablaze and causes water to boil'. [ISA 64:2] 
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Nwǫnǫ kǤnbkemi na faaǫn o kǤnbțg gbǫya ayi'... si'em la, ala mǫn ka m na faaǫn Israel dim... 'As a 

shepherd saves from the lion's mouth only two leg bones ... so will the Israelites be saved'. [AMO 3:12] Fț mi' lin niŋ 

si'em ka saŋgbana yul agǤlaa 'Do you know how the clouds hang poised overhead'. [JOB 37:16] o vuud wțț 

nimbabigi na pian'ad ka ba kțkǤya vuud si'em la 'his voice sounded like the roar of a great crowd'. [DAN 10:6] 
ba daa lidig nǫ hali pamm ka zi' yǫl la na ba'as si'em they 'were puzzled, wondering what would come of this'. 

[ACT 5:24] M ba'abiisǫ, m bǫlimmi ya ye ya an wțț mam an si'em la 'I plead with you, brothers, become like me. 

[GAL 4:12] Dțnna nidibi bǤǤd faaung si'ema, fț gǤs ka ti na ti paas ala? The way people like to cheat 
nowadays, how much do you think we add? [Wealth-Is-Power] Colloc: [quantity] si'em ‘a great [quantity]’. O daa 

niŋ anwa paae nǤǤr si'em. 'She did this day after day'. [ACT 16:18] Colloc: zu'oe si'em ( wțsa ) ‘how(ever) 

much/many’. GǤsimi m bi'emnamǫ yț'țn zu'oe si'em 'See how many enemies I have'. [PSA 25:19] Ligidi ya'a 

pțn zu'oe si'em wțsa, li kț nyaŋi da' diib ka nidib nwa' nyǫ bi'el bi'eli nyi'igǫ. Eight months' wages would not 
buy enough bread for each one to have a bite! [JHN 6:7] Lit: however much money there was. Colloc: si'em-si'em 
‘[emphatic]’. Ba daa zi' bam maan si'em-si'em They didn't know what on earth they were doing. [Fire] Ba wțsa 

daa mǤǤdnǫ ye ba baŋ lin niŋ si'em-si'em ka bugum la la'aŋ. They were all trying hard to find out how on 
earth the fire had started. [Fire] Wina'am gbauŋ la pțdig zin'is ayi' si'em-si'em. How the Bible is divided into 
two parts. [Bible-Intro [Heading]] o zi' lin niŋ si'em-si'em ka li bulǫ. he doesn't know at all how it germinates. [MRK 

4:27] Ba da pț kǫt ka nidib la gi'ennǫ pa'an ban di'e li ka yǤǤd tțmtțmnib la si'em-si'em 'They did not 

require an accounting from those to whom they gave the money to pay the workers'. [2KI 12:15] Sim: sǤ'/sieba 
‘some, any, none’; si'a, si'el, si'er. 

si'ema   See main entry: si'em. how. 

-si'en   Variant: -si'enǫǫ. adj.indef. some, any. Note: as in 'anything' Note: always in the Colloc: saŋsi'en, sansi'en ‘earlier 

time, some time ago’. M daa pț yǫlif sansi'en la, ye Adu zaansțŋ la si'el bǫǫ? Didn't I say some time ago that 
there was something fishy about Adu's dream? [Trouble] Ka bǤ ka ba su'a o nǫ'ǫŋa sansi'en sa paae nannanna? 
Why had they concealed this from him way back then until now? [Trouble] Saŋsi'en la, ya da bǫ nǫ likin, amaa ya 

yț'țn bǫ nǫ nǫǫsim ni 'For you were once darkness, but now you are light'. [EPH 5:8] BțnkǤnbbǫ'og onǫ ka fț nyǫ 

la da vțe saŋsi'en ka pț lǫn vțeya 'The beast you saw was once alive, and is alive no longer'. [REV 17:8] 

-si'enǫǫ   See main entry: -si'en. some. 

-si'er   Variant: -si'erǫ; -si'erǫǫ; -si'eri. adj.indef. some. Note: in the: Colloc:  daasi'er, daasi'erǫ, daasi'erǫǫ any day, 

every day. Fț ya'a ti zǤǤ kpǫn' dǤkanǫ bǫ pțțgin la daasi'eri su'a, daakan ka fț na baŋ! 'You will find out on 
the day you go to hide in an inner room.'. [2CH 18:24] Yaro da ǫǫnti yǫt o ye o na ti lǫbi kul daasi'eri lieb Pasta. 
Yaro always said he would go back home one day to become a Pastor. [Trouble] Sim: si'a/sieba ‘[plur.]’; si'el, 

si'em. 

-si'erǫ   See main entry: -si'er. some. 

-si'erǫǫ   See main entry: -si'er. some. 

-si'eri   See main entry: -si'er. some. 

si'i   See main entry: si'1. stain sth. 

si'id   See main entry: si'2. cheat. 

si'idi   See main entry: si'2. cheat. 

si'ilim   Form: si'ilimnǫ. v. to consider, think of sth. Sǫǫung ya'a ti bǤǤd paarǫ, nidib bǫdegț si'ilimnǫ man vanma'asa 

yǫla. When the rainy season is about to come, many people think of my fresh leaves. [Trees] 

si'ilimnǫ   See main entry: si'ilim. consider. 

si'im   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 

si'im ya4   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 

si'imi   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 

si'immɛ   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 

si'imnɛ   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 
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si'imug   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 

si'iŋ   Variant: si'iŋi; sin'iŋi; si'iŋe; sin'iŋe. Form: si'iŋid. Form: si'iŋir. Variant: siŋir; si'iŋiri; sin'iŋiri. v. to begin. Ka li 

(sisi'em) si'iŋ' kpa'ad teŋ la zug. And it (storm) began pouring on the land. [Trouble] ka o yț'țn si'iŋi gbi'idnǫ 

ba he then began setting them at odds with eachother. [Asaasim] Dap sieba daa nan la'adnǫ ka Awintțma si'iŋi 

ye o pian' ya'as la Some men were still laughing when Awintuma started to speak again. [AIDS-I] Hali o tun'e zi'e 

ka waaf sin'iŋi dțț o nǤba ti keŋ paae o zupaasțug. He could even sit there while a snake began to get onto his 

foot and climb up to the top of his head. [You-Do?] Wina'am da pun gaŋ ka dunia la nam pu si'iŋe 'God ... had 

already chosen ... even before the world was made'. [1CO 2:7 [original published New Testament]] ba si'iŋe namisi ba 
'They started a persecution against' them. [ACT 13:50 [original published New Testament]] Ka o kpǫn si'iŋid kawǫnna 

kǤǤb. And he started harvesting the maize. [Asaasim] Lit: breaking. Ba da pin'il nǫ nwadig kanǫ an yiiga la si'iŋir 

daar ye ba maal DǤǤg la kasi 'They began ... on the first day of the first month'. [2CH 29:17] Dǫŋ sin'iŋiri an Adǫŋ 

nyǫǫb. 'The early bird catches the worm.'. [Proverb 191] Lit: Early start is early gain.. Syn: pin'il; Cpart: naar. 
Siŋirin ..., bin'isim la anǫ yilyil ka na kat biig la kuonuud. Li naarin la bin'isim la gan'alim nǫ ka tǫbis. 
Initially, the milk is thin and will (only) quench the baby's thirst, but later it is thick and heavy. [Breastfeeding-]  

Etym: OVN *PI:L, SI Ŋ : south/east *PI:L, north/west *SIŊ; both in Kusaal 

si'iŋe   See main entry: si'iŋ. begin. 

si'iŋi   See main entry: si'iŋ. begin. 

si'iŋid   See main entry: si'iŋ. begin. 

si'iŋir   See main entry: si'iŋ. begin. 

si'iŋiri   See main entry: si'iŋ. begin. 

si'ir   Variant: si'ire. n. expectation, excitement. Note: certain anticipation Amaa o si'ir lǫn ka' nǫ'ǫnam nii. But he was no 

longer excited about any of these things. [Trouble] On ǫǫnti paae ka nǤǤs kpǫ' sa la tisid o nǫ si'ir ka li pa'al ye 

o paae dau. When he arrived, the fowls there gave him an expectation of reaching the man. [Trouble] zțțd na 

maal teŋ la zug bǫdegț ka Israel dim banǫ kpǫlim la na nwǫ'ǫd nyǤ'Ǥg ka mǤr si'ire li zug. 'the fruit of the 

land will be the pride and splendour of the survivors of Israel.'. [ISA 4:2] Sim: ti'ir ‘hope’. 

si'ire   See main entry: si'ir. expectation. 

si'is   Variant: si'isi. Form: si'isnǫ. Form: si'isid. Variant: sisidi. Form: si'isidnǫ. Form: si'isim!. Form: si'isimini. 
Form: si'isțg. v. to touch sth. Asumbul ... da yǫt Abǫdțg ye o dim diib la amaa o pț yǫl si'ela,  dinzugǤ, 

sǤ'ǤsǤ kț si'is o busa la. Spider had said to Abedug that she should eat the food, but he didn't say anything, so 
nobody would touch his yams. [Wonderwoman] Onǫ wțsa si'is kum ka pț pie o mǫŋa, o sǤb dian'anǫ Fuug 

Sțgțr la. 'Whoever touches the dead body of anyone and fails to purify himself defiles the Lord's tabernacle.'. 

[NUM 19:13] Digilim sț'țg la, ka da si'is biig la. Put down the knife and don't touch the boy. [GEN 22:12] Ba mǫ da 

kǫ ka sǤ' si'isi ba nǫ piim bǫǫ bilǫǫtǫ. They should also not let anyone touch them with a needle or blade. [AIDS-II] 
Ya da Ǥnbi ba ni'im bǫǫ si'isi ba bțnkpiilțŋǤ 'You must not eat them or even touch their dead bodies.'. [LEV 11:11] 
Onǫ wțsa si'isi ya si'isnǫ man nif bielif. 'whoever touches you touches the apple of his eye'. [ZEC 2:8] Li anǫ yǫl 

nǫ fțn na nǤk kțnti si'isid bugum nwiis bǤzugǤ, li tun'e dǤlis kțntin la paae fț ni It is a problem if you touch 
electric wires with metal, because it can flow through the metal and get to you. [Electricity] ayinne kpțkpauŋ 

si'isid dǤkpin yinne ka oŋa la kpțkpauŋ mǫ si'isid dǤkpin yinne 'a wing of one cherub touched the wall on one 

side and a wing of the other touched the wall on the other side'. [1KI 6:27] Ya pa'an wada la ka li nwǫnǫ zitǫbisa ka 

ya ziil nidib, ka yanam mǫŋ lǫǫ pț si'isidi li nǫ ya nu'ubila. You teach the law as if 'you load people down with 
burdens they can hardly carry, and you yourselves will not lift one finger to help them'. [LUK 11:46] Bțnvțya la 

wțsa kpțkpama da si'isidnǫ taaba 'their (creatures') wings touched one another.'. [EZK 1:9] si'isim zuoya la, ka 

kǫ ka nyǤ'Ǥs yina. 'touch the mountains, and they will pour out smoke.'. [PSA 144:5] Si'isiminimǫ gǤsi 'Touch me 
and see'. [LUK 24:349] Si'isțg la maligin yalig yǫl la nǫ kțkǤ'Ǥg. The touch 'exasperated the problem' [MA]. 

[Trouble] Sim: babil. 

si'isi   See main entry: si'is. touch. 

si'isid   See main entry: si'is. touch. 
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si'isidnǫ   See main entry: si'is. touch. 

si'isim!   See main entry: si'is. touch. 

si'isimini   See main entry: si'is. touch. 

si'isnǫ   See main entry: si'is. touch. 

si'isțg   See main entry: si'is. touch. 

si'iuŋ1   Variant: si'uŋ. n. a large bowl, basin. (o) kpa'ae ku'om niŋ si'iuŋțn 'Then he poured some water into a basin'. [JHN 

13:5] na'ab la zin' o dǤǤgin, ka bugum bǫ si'iuŋțni zi'e o tuon. 'the king was sitting in the winter apartment, 
with a fire burning in the firepot in front of him.'. [JER 36:22] 

si'iuŋ2   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 

si'uŋ   See main entry: si'iuŋ1. bowl. 

sik   Variant: siki. Form: sikid. Variant: sikkid; sikidi; sikkidi. v. to lower, abate, duck down. Ka ZugsǤb la sik o sțțnr 

ka pț san'am nidib la wțț on gban'e si'em laa. 'Then the Lord relented and did not bring on his people the 
disaster he had threatened.'. [EXO 32:14] Befisemes nidib pisyǤpǤi da siki gǤs NǤnaar Daka la pțțgin '70 of the 

men of Beth Shemesh ... looked inside the Covenant Box.'. [1SA 6:19] Colloc: sik ... mǫŋ ‘humble oneself’. Biribiŋ 

kpǫǫm la nǫ o tațn la daa anǫ banǫ sikkidi ba mǫŋi ba ma la tuon, ka di'ed o nǤǤr The eldest boy and his 

younger brother were respectful to their mother and obeyed her. [You-Heard?] Fț mǫ pț zan'asid ninkanǫ sik o 

mǫŋ ka tiak ka bas o tțțmbǫ'ǫdǫ. 'you will not reject a humble and repentant heart.'. [PSA 51:17] Moses da anǫ 

sikimmǫŋ sǤb, o da sikidi o mǫŋi gaad sǤ' wțsa dunia nwa' ni. 'Moses was a man of great humility, the most 
humble man on earth'. [NUM 12:3] InvCaus: sig1; Sim: sigis. See: sig1; sikimmǫŋ. 

siki   See main entry: sik. abate. 

sikid   See main entry: sik. abate. 

sikidi   See main entry: sik. abate. 

sikimmǫŋ   Variant: sik-m-mǫŋ.  Note: this or a-sik-m-mǫŋ would be more consistent with similar forms like a-dț'țsi-m-mǫŋ , 

a-gban'a-m-mǫŋ , amaalim-mǫŋ-nyain , a-pa'alim-mǫŋ , gban'a-m-mǫŋ , pǫsigi-m-mǫŋ ... [TN] n. humility, being 
humble. Moses da anǫ sikimmǫŋ sǤb, o da sikidi o mǫŋi gaad sǤ' wțsa dunia nwa' ni. 'Moses was a man of 

great humility, the most humble man on earth'. [NUM 12:3] Wadbama nwǫnǫ ya'am pa'alțg linǫ kǫt ka nidib 

namisid ka li ka' gbinnǫ nǫ ba zam sikimmǫŋ nǫ niŋgbina namisțg 'Such regulations indeed have an 
appearance of wisdom, with their self-imposed worship, their false humility and their harsh treatment of the body'. 

[COL 2:23] niŋimini li nǫ sik-m-mǫŋ nǫ na'asi 'But do this with gentleness and respect'. [1PE 3:15 [draft]] See: sik; 

mǫŋ. 

sikir   n. sugar. Bțn faan pin'ilțgț tǤi ka li naar anǫ siind nǫ sikir. 'The beginning of everything is very hard, but the 

results is always very good.'. [You-Heard?] Lit: hard/bitter .... honey and sugar. Sikir ban'a tun'e ta'as dǫŋi tis 

pu'apțțg hali nǫ biig la mǫn. Diabetes can cause harm to a pregnant woman and even to her baby as well. 

[Womens-Health] Lit: sugar disease. From: (Eng.) 
sikkid   See main entry: sik. abate. 

sikkidi   See main entry: sik. abate. 

sik-m-mǫŋ   See main entry: sikimmǫŋ. humility. 

sil-   See main entry: silțg. hawk. 

silig1   Variant: siligi. Form: siligid. v. 1 • to drip, ooze, drain, sieve. Li malisi gat siind, li gat siind linǫ siligi yi 

singbana ni na. 'they are sweeter than honey, than honey from the comb.'. [PSA 19:10] Ba tuod olif biili siligid 

kpaam 'They press olives for oil'. [JOB 24:11] 
2 • to skim, strain to remove impurities. Ba tțmnǫ tțțmbibis wțț ... ba silig agiŋț kpaam abǫ biis banǫ ka ba 

tua la ni. They do odd jobs like ... straining palm-oil from palm-nuts that they pound. [Trouble] ZugsǤb la yǫlțg ... 

nwǫnǫ anzurifa ka ba nyǫligi silig nǤǤr ayǤpǤi. 'The promises of the Lord ... can be trusted; they are as genuine 
as silver refined seven times'. [PSA 12:6] m na mǤri ba na kpǫn'ǫs bugumin; ka nyǫligi ba siligi yis nyain wțț 

anzurifa nǫ ' I will bring (them) into the fire; I will refine them like silver'. [ZEC 13:9] GǤsima, m maki ya nǫ 
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namisțg linǫ ... nwǫnǫ anzurifa ka ba nyǫligidi siligid si'em la. 'I have tested you in ... suffering, as silver is 

refined'. [ISA 48:10] Colloc: silig ya'am ‘'learn', improve ones mind’. 

silig2   See main entry: silțg. hawk. 

siligi   See main entry: silig1. drip, skim. 

siligid   See main entry: silig1. drip, skim. 

siligț   See main entry: silțg. hawk. 

silinsa'as   See main entry: silinsauk. sugar ant, sugar-ant. 

silinsauk   Form: silinsa'as. n. a sugar-ant. Note: very small Note: used in 2SA 26:20 in the draft.   Mam aan anǤ'Ǥn ka Israel 

dim na'ab la yina kati ma? Man kanǫ nwǫnǫ bakpiilțŋ bǫǫ silinsauk laa? 'Against whom has the king of Israel 
come out? Whom are you pursuing? A dead dog? A flea?'. [1SA 24:14] Naa, bǤ ka Israel Na'ab la yina ieed 

silinsaukǤ? 'Why should the king of Israel come to kill a flea like me?'. [1SA 24:20] Sim: bțmbu'ariŋ ‘'flea'’. 

silinsi'i-   See main entry: silinsin'ug. spider. 

silinsi'ig   See main entry: silinsin'ug. spider. 

silinsi'ipaanlis   See main entry: silinsin'ipaanlțŋ [MA]. spiderweb. 

silinsi'ipaanlʋŋ   See main entry: silinsin'ipaanlțŋ [MA]. spiderweb. 

silinsi'is   See main entry: silinsin'ug. spider. 

silinsin'ig   See main entry: silinsin'ug. spider. 

silinsin'igi   See main entry: silinsin'ug. spider. 

silinsin'igǤ   See main entry: silinsin'ug. spider. 

silinsin'ipaanlis   See main entry: silinsin'ipaanlțŋ [MA]. spiderweb. 

silinsin'ipaanlțŋ [MA]   Variant: silinsi'ipaanlʋŋ. Form: silinsin'ipaanlis. Variant: silinsi'ipaanlis. n. a spiderweb. O 

dǫlnǫ o silinsi'ipaanlʋŋ la ka li kǫnsig 'He leans on his web, but it gives way'. [JOB 8:15] Yir kanǫ ka o mǫǫd la 

nwǫnǫ silinsi'ipaanlʋŋ nǫ 'The house he builds is like a' 'spider's web'. [JOB 27:18] Zak la milignǫ silinsi'ipaanlis bǫ 

fuudin la The yard was a mess, there were webs on the clothes. [Wonderwoman] Ba silinsi'ipaanlis la ka' vǤǤnrǫ 
'Their cobwebs are useless'. [ISA 59:6] See: silinsin'ug; paanlțŋ. 

silinsin'is  See main entry: silinsin'ug. spider. 

silinsin'ug   Note: not in texts, 1x in SC Variant: silinsin'ugț; silinsin'ig.  Note: 13x in texts, not in SC Variant: silinsi'ig; 

silinsin'igi; silinsin'igǤ. Form: silinsin'is. Variant: silinsi'is. Form: silinsi'i-. n. a spider. Silinsin'ig on da kțlin 

gǤǤndi giligid ka pț tțm si'ela. The spider was just wandering about and didn't do any work. [Trouble] ka 

Asilinsin'ig tans o ka yǫl ye "Man kțdim yǫlif si'em la!" and Mr. Spider shouted to him "I told you so!" [Asaasim] 
Silinsin'iga, fțm mǫ ta'na. Spider, now you can come. [Trouble.b] m keŋe m pǤǤgțn la daar yinne nyǫnǫ 

silinsin'igi maan suori wa'ae m pǤǤgțn la. I went to my farm one day and saw Spider making his way to my 
farm. [Trouble.a] bțmbǫ'ǫsi'a maal silinsin'igǤ? what bad thing happened to Spider? [Trouble] Ba faad nwǫnǫ 

silinsin'ugț țgidi o paanlțŋ si'em la. Ba silinsi'ipaanlis la ka' vǤǤnrǫ 'they are as useless as clothing made of 
cobwebs!'. [ISA 59:5,6] Sim: Asumbul ‘Mr. Spider’. See: silinsin'ipaanlțŋ. 

silinsin'ugț   See main entry: silinsin'ug. spider. 

silinsiug   See main entry: silinsiiug. ghost. 

silinsiiug   Variant: silinsiug; silinsiiugț. n. a ghost. ba yirig hali ka li lidigi ba ka ba tǫn'ǫs ye, ba nyǫnǫ silinsiiug 
'They were startled and frightened, thinking they saw a ghost.'. [LUK 24:37] Fț na lu teŋin, ka digi pian'adi 

bǫbin,ka yit teŋin na wțț silinsiiug nǫ; 'Brought low, you will speak from the ground; ... Your voice will come 

ghostlike from the earth'. [ISA 29:4] O mi' Susa teŋgbandaan pu'a kanǫ da kpi kilim silinsiiugț ken teŋin la 

yț'țŋ-yț'țŋ la yǫla. He knew about the wife of the earth-priest of Susa who died and became a ghost and came to 
the village by night. [Trouble] Sim: kpi'im1. 

silinsiiugț   See main entry: silinsiiug. ghost. 
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sillim   See main entry: sillimm. silently. 

sillimm   Variant: sillim. id. in silence. Lțŋ la vuud da kǫ ka zaam la aan sillimm la bas. The noise of the drum broke the 

afternoon quiet. [Trouble] Li da anǫ alasid daar zaam ka an sillimm. It was Sunday evening and very quiet. 

[Trouble] O da nyǫ ba sian'arin la, zin'ikanǫ ma'ae sillimm ka nidib kae 'He found his people in a desert land'. 

[DEU 32:10] bugusnam la yț'țma la ma'ae nǫ sillimm 'the song of the ruthless is stilled'. [ISA 25:5] Sakur bibis la 

da fǤnǫ sillim miti anu The school children kept quiet for five minutes. [Trouble] Sim: baanlim, fǤn1, fǤn2, fǤǤn3, 

ki'1, sin1, sinnim, sțllim, sțț1. 

silțg   Variant: silug; siluk [N]; silțgǤ; silugo; silțgț; silig2; siligț. Form: sin2 [N]. Variant: sen [N]; sinnǫ1. Form: sil-. n. 

an eagle, hawk. Dataa la sigid mam ZugsǤb nidibin la nanwǫnǫ silțg nǫ 'Enemies are swooping down on my 
land like eagles!'. [HOS 8:1] Ka nwǫnǫ silțgț zamisid o biis ian'ab nǫ ka yadig kpțkpama laannǫ bǤǤd ye o 

gǫ'ǫŋi ba. Like an eagle teaching its young to fly, catching them safely on its spreading wings'. [DEU 32:11] Ba daa 

zǤti gat siligț na ian'ad 'They were swifter than eagles'. [2SA 1:23] A-Wiak-Seeung zi' sinnǫ. [Proverb 063] Note: 

also given with variant spelling of wiak : A-Yuak-Seeung zi' sinnǫ. Mr. Hatched-at-Rainy-Season doesn't know 
hawk. Ka bțnvțr onǫ tia'al anaasi la nwǫnǫ siltita'ar kanǫ ian'adnǫ. 'the fourth (living creature) was like a 

flying eagle.'. [REV 4:7] See: na'asaasilțg. 

silțgǤ   See main entry: silțg. hawk. 

silțgț   See main entry: silțg. hawk. 

silug   See main entry: silțg. hawk. 

silugo   See main entry: silțg. hawk. 

siluk [N]   See main entry: silțg. hawk. 

sim   Form: simnǫ. Form: simmid. Form: simmțg. Variant: siimug; simug. v. to sink. O da paae Adu gban'e ka o nam 

pț sim. He reached Adu and got hold of him before he sank. [Trouble] ba sim wțț dalbanam nǫ ku'otita'ar la ni 
'They sank like lead in the mighty waters.'. [EXO 15:10] m sim ku'ozuluŋin ka kǤlgțțma vili m zug 'the deep 
surrounded me; seaweed was wrapped around my head'. [JON 2:5] M simnǫ bian'ar la pțțgin sa 'I am sinking in 

deep mud'. [PSA 69:2] Amaa dau mǫŋim zug da simmid nǫ nǤǤr ayi' la. But the head of the man himself sank 
below the surface twice. [Trouble] 'ba pǫ'ǫl anrima ayi' la wțsa nǫ zimi hali ka ba bǤǤd simmțg.' 'they ... filled 
both boats so full that they began to sink. '. [LUK 5:7] Cpart: pțk, pugul ‘float’.  

simǫnti   Variant: simɛti; samɛti. n. cement. Ka o fuug aaǫn zin'isa ayi' ka o lu simɛti zak la zug ka Goma vuud o. His 

shirt tore in half and he fell on the cement of the yard and Goma moved him. [Trouble] Man lǫn anǫ samɛti ka nidib 

mǤrimi maannǫ ba dǤǤdi gbǫǫnd. I (dawadawa) am also a 'cement' that people use in making their rooms to 
sleep in. [Trees] Note: pods are boiled to make a dye (used for burnishing walls/floors) – see am From: (Eng.) 

simɛti   See main entry: simǫnti. cement. 

Simiig   Form: Simiis1. n. a Fulani person. Nid pț gban'ad Simiig ka lǫm zǤt nyuugǫ. A person doesn't catch a Fulani and 

then mind the smell. [Proverb 125] Teŋimbiigi mi' Simiig dabǤǤg. The local inhabitant knows where the Fulani 
used to live. [Proverb 080] From: (Moore) (ultimately) < (Fula/Peulh). Note: Simiig < Pulaar Throughout the region 
the syllables /si/ and /fu/ are interchangeable or develop into each other with change of time and place. [TN]. 

Simiis1   See main entry: Simiig. Fulani. 

simiis2   See main entry: simmiis. waistbeads. 

simmid   See main entry: sim. sink. 

simmis   See main entry: simmiis. waistbeads. 

simmiis   Variant: simmis; simiis2. n.pl. waist-beads. O da kǤrnǫ saada simmiis o niŋgǤǤnrin She had put costly beads 

round her neck. [Jealousy] Note: better to say simmiis linǫ an saada [MA]  Ban da an banǫ kuosid simiis nǫ baans la 

kǫ ka ba da gǤǤnd hali. The fact that they were sellers of beads and bangles meant they travelled around a lot. 

[Trouble] Note: better to say baans la zugț [MA]  SynD: sanwiis. 

simmțg   See main entry: sim. sink. 
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simnǫ   See main entry: sim. sink. 

sim-sim   id. very cold, freezing(-cold). Colloc: ma'ae sim-sim. waad linǫ ma'ad sim-sim la yit ya-datiuŋ na 'the 
biting cold (comes) from the north'. [JOB 37:9] 

simug   See main entry: sim. sink. 

sin1   Variant: sini; sinna; sinnaa; sinnǫ2. Form: sinni!. Form: sinnin. v. 1 • to keep quiet. Adu da bǤǤd o yǫl ye: 'M 

saamma, o tț'țfnǫ!' Amaa o da gț'țŋnǫ sin. Adu wanted to say "Father, he is insulting you." But he couldn't 
manage it, and kept quiet. [Trouble] Amus nyǫ si'el ka sin la, Abaa ya'a nyǫ on wǫsidnǫ. What Cat sees and keeps 
quiet about, when Dog sees it, he barks. [Asaasim Proverb] Ka ba sin, bǤzugǤ ba pa'a nwa'asidnǫ taaba onǫ na an 

kpǫǫm ba sțțgin yǫla. 'But they kept quiet because on the way they had argued about who was the greatest.'. [MRK 

9:34] Tansim agǤla, ka da sinna! 'Shout it aloud, do not hold back.'. [ISA 58:1] Ti ya'a kpǫn sinnaa o na lǫm paas, 

din la kǫl ka ti yǫl na'ab bǫǫ pțlis. If we still say nothing he will do it again, so let us tell the chief or the police. 

[AIDS-II] Fț tǫn'ǫs ye fț pian'ayǫǫd nwa' na kǫ ka nid mǤdigi sinnaa? 'Will your idle talk reduce men to silence?'. 

[JOB 11:3] Li mǤr dabiem, Adu pțtǫn'ǫri la, amaa o kpǫn sinnǫ. It was frightening, that was Adu's opinion, but 
he still kept quiet. [Trouble] o da sinnǫ baanlimm ka ba pian'ad. he had kept quiet while they were speaking. [JOB 

32:4] Hei, sinni! Gu'usimi ka da kǫ ka ti pțdig ZugsǤb la yț'țrǫ. 'Hush! We must not mention the name of the 
Lord.'. [AMO 6:10] li ka' zaalim ka o ma gbirigi sǤnsid ka la'ad wala ka pa'a sinnin nannanna la. it was not 

without reason that his mother was chatting and laughing like that and now didn't say a thing. [Trouble] Ba ya'a 

kuosini ti wțț yammis, m sinnin nǫ 'If it were nothing more serious than being sold into slavery, I would have 
kept quiet'. [EST 7:4] Colloc: sin1 nǤǤr1 ‘shut up’. Ka m ... gǤsidi ba, ... ka sinnim noor. And I was looking at 
them and saying nothing. [Asaasim] Sim: (an) baanlim. Zion zugǤǤ m kț sinni m nǤǤrǫ; Jerusalem yǫla m kț an 

baanlim nǫ 'For Zion's sake I will not keep silent, for Jerusalem's sake I will not remain quiet'. [ISA 62:1] 
Sim: baanlim, fǤn1, fǤn2, fǤǤn3, ki'1, sillimm, sinnim, sțllim, sțț1. Etym: OV1 *SIN  OVN *SIN, *FO . 
2 • to dissent. Ya bada banǫ ka m kis ka ya sin ka maan la zug, m na maali ya bțn linǫ ka m nan zi' maalǫ 
'Because of all your detestable idols, I will do to you what I have never done before'. [EZK 5:9] See: sinnim. 

sin2 [N]   See main entry: silțg. hawk. 

sin-3   See main entry: siing. bee. 

sinamon   n. cinnamon. Note: used in the Bible for English "cinnamon", a spice used in cookery and perfume. It is made from the 

inner bark of a tree in (mostly) China. Makim mir ku'om galam ayi', nǫ sinamon zǤ'Ǥm nǫ, zaŋgbǫsuma ... 
Measure out two gallons of liquid myrrh, and cinnamon powder, and 'sweet-smelling cane'. [EXO 30:23] From: (Eng.) 
< (Latin) < (Grk.) 

sinbi'en   n. beeswax. Zuoya la nyǫligidi nwǫnǫ sinbi'en ZugsǤb la tuon, 'The mountains melt like wax before the Lord'. 

[PSA 97:5] See: siing. 

sin'ig   Variant: sin'igi. Form: sin'igid. Variant: sin'igida. v. 1 • to be discouraged. Du'adiba, da nyiidi ya biisǫ, ka ba na 

sin'ig. Parents, do not irritate your children, or they will become discouraged. [COL 3:21] Wina'am zǤti ti 

nimbaanlig la zug ka o tisi ti tțțm kaŋa, dinzug ka ti pț sin'igida. 'God in his mercy has given us this work 
to do, and so we are not discouraged.'. [2CO 4:1] 
2 • bother sb., be a nuisance. Amaa Absalom da sin'ig o galis, ka o siak ye Amnon nǫ na'abiis la wțsa kem. 
'But Absalom kept on insisting until David finally let Amnon and all his other sons go with Absalom.'. [2SA 13:27] 
pțkǤkaŋa sin'igim si'em la zug m na duoe sțŋ o because of the way this widow is bothering me, I will act to 
help her. [LUK 18:5] La'an nǫ on da zan'as la, pu'a la da sin'igid Josef nǫ daar wțsa Although he refused, the 
woman kept pestering Joseph every day. [GEN 39:10] 

sin'igi   See main entry: sin'ig. discouraged, bother. 

sin'igid   See main entry: sin'ig. discouraged, bother. 

sin'igida   See main entry: sin'ig. discouraged, bother. 

sin'im   Variant: si'im; sin'immi; sin'imɛ; si'imi; sin'imnǫ; si'imnɛ; si'immɛ; si'imug; si'iuŋ2; si'im ya4. Form: sin'țŋ. 

Variant: sin'uŋ. v. to neigh, sigh. 'M pț'țs ya nǫ ya sțŋir,' On da yǫl ala la ka nimbanǫ kena ye ba kǫǫsi ba la 

sin'im nǫ sțnsa'aŋ. "Thank you for your help". When he said that, the people who came to say goodbye to them 

were sighing with sadness. [Trouble] ti yțma ya'a ti wae naarin la ti sin'im nǫ ma'aa. 'we finish our years with a 
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moan. [PSA 90:9] ti mǤr daamțgț ti sțnfțn ka sin'immi li zug. 'we groan with a feeling of oppression'. [2CO 5:4] 
Nimo da wțm biig la bu'osțg la o da sin'imnǫ ka nyaan lǫbis o. When Nimo heard the child's question he 
sighed and then answered him. [Trouble] sǤ' wțsa sin'imnǫ mǤǤd on na niŋ si'em digin nǫ o tiraan pu'a. 
'stallions ... each neighing for another man's wife.'. [JER 5:8] M sin'uŋ lieb diibi tisim 'sighing comes to me instead 

of food'. [JOB 3:24] O nwǫlig o nǤǤr sțnsa'aŋ yǫla, ka lǫn si'im ya'as. She twisted her mouth in sorrow, and sighed 

again. [Trouble] 'Beckie, m nǤŋif, ka bǤǤd ye fț liebi m pu'a.' Beckie da si'immɛ. "Beckie, I love you and want 

you to be my wife." Beckie sighed. [Trouble] O da si'im ya, amaa li da anǫ li sia'al ya si'iuŋ. He sighed, but it was 

a sigh of contentment. [Trouble] 
sin'imɛ   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 

sin'immi   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 

sin'imnǫ   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 

sin'iŋe   See main entry: si'iŋ. begin. 

sin'iŋi   See main entry: si'iŋ. begin. 

sin'iŋiri   See main entry: si'iŋ. begin. 

sin'țŋ   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 

sin'uŋ   See main entry: sin'im. cry. 

singbana   n.pl. honeycomb. Li malisi gat siind, li gat siind linǫ siligi yi singbana ni na. 'they are sweeter than honey, 

than honey from the comb.'. [PSA 19:10] See: siing; gbauŋ. 

sini   See main entry: sin1. keep quiet, dissent. 

sini   See main entry: sinii. films. 

sinim   See main entry: sinnim. silence. 

sinii   Variant: sini. n. film/s, movies. On pțdig na'akem nǫ tțțma la kǫ ka Akudbil tien o pitț biribiŋ onǫ pin'ili 

bigisid vidio bǫǫ sinii o yin la. When he had given out jobs to the youths, Akudbil remembered his younger 
brother's son who started showing video or films at his house. [Electricity] Luusi yț'țn da liebnǫ m sabua ka saŋa 

sieba ka m buon o ka ti kennǫ gǤsid sini. Then Lucy became my girlfriend and sometimes I invited her and we 

went to see a movie. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: (Eng.) or (Fr.) Note: cine(ma) or ciné 

sinkpaam   See main entry: sunkpaam. groundnut oil. 

sinkpaam1   n. honeycomb. O mi'ilim daa yț'țn yǤ'Ǥgnǫ nwǫnǫ sinkpaam nyǫligi tu'asidnǫ His knowledge opened up 

like melted beeswax dripping. [You-Do?] M pu'apaala, fț nǤǤr malisi nwǫnǫ sinkpaam tu'asid nǫ 'Your lips drop 
sweetness as the honeycomb, my bride'. [SNG 4:11] M dii m sinkpaam nǫ li mantigan'ama la 'I am eating my 

honey and honeycomb'. [SNG 5:1] See: siing; kpaam. 

sinna   See main entry: sin1. keep quiet, dissent. 

sinnaa   See main entry: sin1. keep quiet, dissent. 

sinnǫ1   See main entry: silțg. hawk. 

sinnǫ2   See main entry: sin1. keep quiet, dissent. 

sinni!   See main entry: sin1. keep quiet, dissent. 

sinnim   Variant: sinim. n. silence, not speaking. Sinnim la da tǫbis nǫ ka ba zi' dinǫ na kenaa. There was a heavy silence 

and they didn't know what was coming. [Trouble] Ka sinnim yinne lǫn kena. And a uniform silence returned. 

[Trouble] Da zǤt dabiem nǫ nidib la sinim Don't be afraid that the people won't say anything. [Bible-Study] Sinnim 

saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka pian'ad saŋa bǫ there is 'a time for silence and a time for speech'. [ECC 3:7] Sim: baanlim, fǤn1, 

fǤn2, fǤǤn3, ki'1, sillimm, sin1, sțllim, sțț1. See: sin1. 

sinnin   See main entry: sin1. keep quiet, dissent. 

siŋ1   Form: siins1. n. a large clay pot. m pugudib yǫlin ye siŋ tita'ar la ya'a pț pǫ'ǫlǫ m kț keŋ sakurǫ. my aunt said 
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that if the big waterpot wasn't full I couldn't go to school. [Trouble] Li ya'a anǫ siŋ bǫǫ dan'anvi'and, asǫǫ ba 

nwa'ae ba 'an oven or cooking pot must be broken up'. [LEV 11:35] Siŋi ǫǫnti nwa'ae ka ba mǤrǫ buon sǫr. When 
a big waterpot is broken they call it a (worthless) fragment. [Proverb 126] Note: text emended MA Siŋ ǫǫnti nwa'enǫ 

ka sǫya yaam The vat is broken and  sherds are left. [Asaasim Proverb] siŋ wțsa mǤr galamnam pisi bǫǫ pistan' 
every pot held twenty or thirty gallons. [JHN 2:6] O yțya nǫ siins bǫnǫ tan'asǤǤngin. Her waterpots and vats are in 

the bath-place. [House+Farm] Pǫ'ǫlimi siins la nǫ ku'om. 'Fill the jars with water'. [JHN 2:7] daam bǤk la pǫ'ǫl yaka 

siins la mǫ pǫ'ǫli badigid 'the winepress is full and the vats overflow'. [JOL 3:13] 

siŋim   id. 'singim'. Note: meaningless 'oath' formula Ka li dig ya, ka ti buoǫn, lǫbi buoǫn, ka kul na, dinǫ pu’a, di nǫ 

biiga, ka pǤǤ siŋim, ka pǤǤ bugimm. And it is lying down, and we make a mark on the ground and made a mark 
again and came home and married a wife and a child and swore an oath ""Siŋim!"  and swore an oath "Bugimm!" 

[Asaasim] Note: Corrected text and translation by MA. The 'oaths' are meaningless ideophones. "It is a dirge that is always 
recited at a funeral of a grown up man with family." (MA)  

siŋir   See main entry: si'iŋ. begin. 

siri   n. readiness. Colloc: niŋ ~ maal siri ‘get ready’. niŋim siri ka saa ya'a ni tinam Ǥn ken m bțt kawǫnna la. get 

ready for it to rain so that we can go and sow the maize. [Asaasim] LǤǤmini ya la'ad ka maal siri nǫ ya bțmisi lǫb 

Keenan teŋin. 'Load your animals and return to the land of Canaan'. [GEN 45:17] Syn: asiri. See: asiri. 

sisalig   n. slipperiness. DinzugǤ, ba suor la na lieb sisalig 'Therefore their path will become slippery'. [JER 23:12] O da 

lǫn sig bțmbǤkin kț gbigim, daar kanǫ ka sisalig da bǫ ka ku'om ga'aŋi nwǫnǫ sakuga la. 'He also went 
down into a pit on a snowy day and killed a lion.'. [2SA 23:20] Lit: it was slippery and water solidified like 
hailstones. 

sisanbig   Variant: sisaanbig. Form: sisanbis. Variant: sisanbis; sisanbisi. n. 1 • a whip. Note: a light whip made up of 

materials to hand 'Ababio, di'em sisanbig la,' Tika la da yǫl bibil la ye, 'fiebim o lǫbis mǫn.' 'Ababio, take the 
whip,' said the teacher to the small boy, 'and whip him in return.'. [Trouble] Wief din anǫ sisanbig, bțŋ din anǫ ba 

li'e o 'The whip for a horse, the bridle for a donkey'. [PRO 26:3] Fiebim biig la nǫ sisanbig beat a child with a cane. 

[PRO 24:14] m saam daa mǤri sisanbisi fiebidi ya, amaa man na fiebi ya nǫ namis ya! 'My father scourged you 

with whips; I will scourge you with scorpions.'. [1KI 12:11] Sim: kpa'asir, samaabir. 
2 • a 'stripe', 'cut', blow from a cane/whip. TǤ, biribis banǫ zi'e tuon la, pin'ilim sǤ' ni fieb sisanbis anaasi ba 

gbina ni. OK, you boys who are standing at the front, begin with someone and give four strokes of the whip on 
their bottoms. [Trouble] 

sisanbis   See main entry: sisanbig. whip, stripe. 

sisanbis   See main entry: sisanbig. whip, stripe. 

sisanbisi   See main entry: sisanbig. whip, stripe. 

sisaanbig   See main entry: sisanbig. whip, stripe. 

sisǫrim   Variant: siserim. adv. downhill area. Ba da kadi ba teŋ la za'anǤǤrin hali ti paae bțmbǤk kanǫ ka ba da tuud 

kugbǫda nwa'ad la sisǫrim 'They chased the Israelites from the city gate as far as the stone quarries and struck 
them down on the slopes.'. [JOS 7:5] Israel teŋ zuoya zug nǫ li sisǫrim la wțsa. 'the mountains of Israel with their 

foothills'. [JOS 11:16] Juda nidib keŋ zab nǫ Keenan dim banǫ bǫ kțkțna teŋin la nǫ Negef nǫ kțkțna sisǫrim 

la. 'the men of Judah went down to fight against the Canaanites living in the hill country, the Negev and the 
western foothills.'. [JDG 1:9] Sim: sigsir ‘descending slope’. 

siserim   See main entry: sisǫrim. downhill of. 

sisibi   n. 'bush grapes'. fruit of Lannea microcarpa. Source: sisibig. See: sisibig; na'asaasisibi. 

sisibig   Form: sisibis. n. tree [sp.], 'bush-grape'. Lannea microcarpa. TǤ'ǤtǤ yi'im ka si'el naan sisibig la nya'aŋi zuond 

wțț nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ viilim tiig la dțt. Suddenly something came from behind the lannea tree swirling up around the 

tree like smoke. [Trouble] Colloc: na'asaasisibig/na'asaasisibis ‘neem tree/s’. Note: 'European lannea' Res: sisibi. 
See: sisibi; na'asaasisibig. 

sisibis   See main entry: sisibig. 'bush grape'. 

sisidi   See main entry: si'is. touch. 
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sisi'e-   See main entry: sisi'em. storm wind. 

sisi'em   Form: sisi'e-. n. a storm-wind. Sisi'em la da kǤ'Ǥg tiwǤk kanǫ zi'e suor kțkpǫŋ la wil. The storm had broken off 

the branch of a tall tree beside the road. [Trouble] Sisi'em țgnǫ uusțg na gțnbil nidib la. The storm carried dust 
and surrounded the people. [MA] Sisi'em la da mǤri paŋ hali da'adi Atǫuk ku'om la ka anrțŋ la bǤǤd ye li kǤ'. 
'a strong wind on the sea, and the storm was so violent that the ship was in danger of breaking up'. [JON 1:4] Fțn zi' 

sisi'em suori an si'em la, bǫǫ biigi kilimid o ma pțțgin si'em la 'As you do not know the path of the wind, or 
how the body is formed in a mother's womb'. [ECC 11:5] Kpaadib mi' sisi'ekaŋa yț'țr. The farmers know the name 
of that storm-wind. [Trouble] Dinǫ ka o da pț baŋ anǫ saŋgbanaa da la'asid ya-tuona la, zin'ikanǫ an 

sisi'etitada nǫ sa-kțda zin'ig la. What he didn't know was that these clouds were gathering in the west, the place 

where big storms and heavy rains came from. [Trouble] sisi'etita'ar ... kpǫn gubil yir la ka li luu bțțli ba ka ba 

kpi 'suddenly a mighty wind swept in ... and struck the four corners of the house. It collapsed on them and they are 
dead'. [JOB 1:19] O suor bǫ nǫ sisi'etita'ar nǫ sisi'epiliŋin 'His way is in the whirlwind and the storm'. [NAM 1:3] 
Colloc: sisi'emin ‘in/by/from the storm’. Kukuma la vuud nǫ ban kaasid ka fabin la niee sisi'emin la na. A 

noise of weeping and people crying out and wailing appeared to come from the storm. [Trouble] Ka ti paae tembil 

zin'ikanǫ ka ku'om gilig ka li buon Kauda la. Ka teŋ la lusi ti sisi'emin. 'we passed to the lee of a small island 
called Cauda'. [ACT 27:16] Lit: land surrounded by water ... the land covered us from the storm. Colloc: sisi'em 

da'ae ‘gale blows’. saŋgbauŋ la yț'țn pin'ili sǤbigid ka sisi'em da'ad na 'the sky grew black with clouds, the 

wind rose'. [1KI 18:45] Min: pǫbisțg1, pǫbisim ‘wind’.  See: sisi'epiliŋ. 

sisi'epiliŋ   Variant: sisiipilim [N]; sisipilim [N]; sisi'epiliŋi. n. a whirlwind. Sisi'epiliŋ na kena zii ba keŋ 'A 

whirlwind will sweep them away'. [HOS 4:19] Nwǫnǫ sisi'epiliŋi na yi ya-dagǤbțg baba piisid teŋ si'em ken la 
'Like whirlwinds sweeping through the southland'. [ISA 21:1] Colloc: sisi'epiliŋin ‘in/from the whirlwind’. O suor 

bǫ nǫ sisi'etita'ar nǫ sisi'epiliŋin 'His way is in the whirlwind and the storm'. [NAM 1:3] See: sisi'em; -piliŋ. 

sisi'epiliŋi   See main entry: sisi'epiliŋ. whirlwind. 

sisin [SD]   n. foul, revolting. Note: something foul tinam mǤǤnnǫ Kristo kum dapuudir zug la yǫla, labaar kanǫ ka Jew 

dim nǤk ka li an sisin 'As for us, we proclaim the crucified Christ, a message that is offensive to the Jews'. [1CO 

1:23] 
sisipilim [N]   See main entry: sisi'epiliŋ. whirlwind. 

sisiriba   See main entry: sisiribid. fruit [type]. 

sisiribid   Form: sisiriba. n. fruit [type]. Source: dazun. 

sisiipilim [N]   See main entry: sisi'epiliŋ. whirlwind. 

sisǤbir   Variant: sisobir; sțsǤbir; susobir [N]. n. darkness, dark, dusk. o sakur fuug linǫ an bțlț sisǤbir ka pielim kuak 

niŋgǤǤnr la pț naalim her dark-blue and white school dress was tight at the neck and didn't fit. [Trouble] Li da anǫ 

sisǤbir amaa ba da pț kirid ye ba bakkǫ. It was dark but they had no fear of separating. [Trouble] NǤkim la'ad la 

pa'ali fț biankimpiiung zug ban nan gǤt la, ka fț zii lii yi sisǤbir win. 'Put them on your shoulder as they are 
watching and carry them out at dusk.'. [EZK 12:6] Dau la da nyǤn ye m pț zaŋ kpaam kanǫ nar nǫ o ta'ada kanǫ 

an sțsǤbir la The man complained that I hadn't used the right sort of polish on his black shoes. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Alazug ba daa duoe sisǤbiri zǤ ka basi ba sțga nǫ ba widi nǫ bțmis la. 'So they got up and fled in the dusk 
and abandoned their tents and their horses and donkeys.'. [2KI 7:7] Colloc: yț'țŋ sisǤbir ‘late at night’. Ka daakan 

yț'țŋ sisǤbir ... ka Yesu nya'andǤlib la la'as taaba dǤǤgin 'It was late that ... evening, and the disciples were 

gathered together' in a room. [JHN 20:19] Nintansțțs ti tu'usidi lit wțț li anǫ sisǤbir nǫ 'At midday we stumble as 
if it were twilight'. [ISA 59:10] Sim: zasisǤbir. See: sǤb1; zasisǤbir. 

sisǤm   Variant: sisom. Form: sisǤma. Variant: sisoma. n. a grasshopper. ba pisigimi bas wțț sisǤm nǫ 'I am shaken off 

like a locust.'. [PSA 109:23] Sim: na'azǤm ‘locust’. ba bțd nǫ zțțd ka wiim gban'e, bǫǫ na'azǤmnam bǫǫ sisǤma 

li teŋ la zug they plant crops and blight infects them, or locusts or grasshoppers fall upon the land. [1KI 8:37] 

sisǤma   See main entry: sisǤm. grasshopper. 

sisobir   See main entry: sisǤbir. dark. 

sisom   See main entry: sisǤm. grasshopper. 
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sisoma   See main entry: sisǤm. grasshopper. 

sitǫǫsin   Form: sitǫǫsinnam. n. 'station' [Gh.], bus-station, 'lorry-park' [Gh.] Note: As there are no railways in the North, a 

'station' is by default a public-transport station where passengers can catch a bus, tro-tro, lorry or taxi. M da nyǫ paalbil 

sitǫǫsin la za'anǤǤr la baba ka li pț yuugǫ ka m miilim anina. I found a small place by the entrance to the 
station and it was not long before I was at home there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Tinamǫ ti kidig paltita'ar kanǫ wa'ae 

Jemes tempțțgin pțlis sitǫǫsin baba la ka m nyǫ daad lǤr anina As we were passing by the main road to 
Jamestown police station, I saw a firewood-lorry there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: lǤr sitǫǫsin ‘'lorry park', 'lorry 

station' [Gh.]’. Akudbil pțn dǫŋi zǤti kpa'ad lǤr sitǫǫsin Akudbil had already run off in the direction of the lorry 

station. [Electricity] pu'ab kuosidi li pala nǫ lǤr sitɛɛsin namin. women sell them in the streets and at lorry stations. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: baŋ5 ‘railway station’. From: (Eng.) 

sitǫǫsinnam   See main entry: sitǫǫsin. 'station'. 

sitǤǤ   Form: situas. n. a shop, store. O daa mǤr sitǤǤ ka li pǫ'ǫl nǫ la'ad nǫ li buudi wțsa He had a store, full of all sorts 

of goods. [AIDS-II] Fț na nyǫ li da'atita'ada nǫ da'abibisin, fț tun'e lǫm nyǫ li situas titada nǫ situas bibisin. 
You can get it in big and small markets and stores. [Iodine] From: (Eng.) 

situas   See main entry: sitǤǤ. store. 

siyada   See main entry: siya'ar. rattle. 

siya'ar   Variant: siyaak [W]. Form: siyada. n. a rattle, shaker. Colloc: nwǫ' siya'ar ‘play the rattle’. Pin'ilim yțțma la, 

nwǫ'ǫm siya'ar 'Begin the music, strike the tambourine'. [PSA 81:2] Ba da yț'țmnǫ ka piebid wiis ka nwǫ'ǫd 

googinam nǫ siyada. they 'were ... singing ... They were playing harps, lyres, drums, rattles, and cymbals.'. [2SA 

6:5] Heman nǫ Jedutun tțțm da anǫ ba piebid na'atana ka nwǫ'ǫd siyada nǫ bțnnwǫ'ǫda banǫ kpǫlim la ka 

yț'țm yțțm sțma. 'Heman and Jeduthun were responsible for the sounding of the trumpets and cymbals and for 

the playing of the other instruments for sacred song'. [1CH 15:19] googinam nǫ siyada nǫ na'atana nǫ wiis gaadi 

ba tuonnǫ nwǫ'ǫd 'with lyres, tambourines, flutes and harps being played before them'. [1SA 10:5] 

siyanwǫ'ǫd   Form: siyanwǫ'ǫdib. n. a shaker-player. Siyanwǫ'ǫdib la anǫ baanlimm 'The gaiety of the tambourines is 

stilled'. [ISA 24:8] See: siya'ar; nwǫ'. 

siyanwǫ'ǫdib  See main entry: siyanwǫ'ǫd. musician. 

siyaa   See main entry: siaa3. cool. 

siyaak [W]   See main entry: siya'ar. rattle. 

siyaanini   Variant: sianini. n.pl. kidneys. kpaam buligi li, pǫ'ǫs nǫ bțțs ziim nǫ kpaam linǫ bǫ pǫ'ǫs sianini ni la. 'it is 

covered with fat – the blood of lambs and goats, fat from the kidneys of rams.'. [ISA 34:6] O kțnsim hali paae m 

sianini he pierces my kidneys. [JOB 16:13] O yisim siyaanini la nǫ kpaam linǫ bǫǫ li ni la wțsa He should take out 
'the kidneys and the fat on them'. [LEV 3:4] See: siaa; nif. 

siyaarig   Form: siyaaris. Variant: siyaarisi. n. musical instrument [type] : 'tambourine', 'cymbals'. Ka Miriam onǫ an 

Wina'am nǤdi'es pu'ak ka an Aaron tațn la nǤk siyaarig, , ka pu'ab la wțsa nǤk siyaarisi nwǫ'ǫdi dǤl o ka 

wa'ad. 'Then Miriam the prophetess, Aaron's sister, took a tambourine ... and all the women followed her, with 
tambourines and dancing.'. [EXO 15:20] ba nwǫ'ǫd kǤna nǫ siyaaris nǫ galana ka piebid wiisi yț'țm sumalisim 

yțțma. 'accompanied by musical instruments: lyres, harps and cymbals. [1CH 15:16] 

siyaaris   See main entry: siyaarig. 'cymbals'. 

siyaarisi   See main entry: siyaarig. 'cymbals'. 

sizua   Variant: suzua. Form: sizuop. Variant: sʋzuop; sizuopi; suzuopi; sizuap [W]; sunzɔp; sunzopa; sunzup; sizuopa. 

n. a relative, sibling-clan(-member). "coordinate segments of a composite clan" [W]. Ka ba sizua ya'a kena ye o 

vaae banǫ kpi la mum ka bu'os ye ... 'And if a relative who is to burn the bodies comes to carry them out of the 
house and asks ... '. [AMO 6:10] Nǫ' ka ya wțsa yinne-yinne yǫt o zua bǫǫ o sizua ye, “ZugsǤb la lǫbisțg an bǤ 

bǫǫ ZugsǤb la pian' ye bǤ?” 'This is what each of you keeps on saying to his friend or relative: ‘What is the Lord's 
answer?’ or ‘What has the Lord spoken?’'. [JER 23:35] M yț'țn nwǫnǫ zaŋku'ar sizua, ka an viiug bǫllim taa. 'I 
have become a brother of jackals, a companion of owls.'. [JOB 30:29] O da anǫ Mpraeso pu'ana'ab la suzua. She 
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was a relative of the Mpraeso queen-mother. [Shoeshine-Boy] O pț mǤr suzua kanǫ ba'a bǫ nǫ o. He didn't have 

any close relative who cared him. [Trouble] Yțțm kanǫ gaad la ka Ayaab pu'a da keŋi ba teŋin ye o gǤs o 

sizuop Last year Ayaab's wife went to their village to see her relatives. [AIDS-II] O bieyanam nǫ o sizuop nǫ o 

saam nidib la da wțmi li la, ba da keŋ o san'an. 'When his brothers and his father's household heard about it, 

they went down to him there.'. [1SA 22:1] wțț o sʋzuop la sieba it si'em la. as some of his relatives did. [Trouble] 
Ba da tțmnǫ ka sțŋidi ba sțzuop banǫ an Aaron tuŋ ka an maanmaannib la They worked to assist their 
sibling-clansmen of Aaron's clan who were priests. [Bible Glossary [under ' Levi ' ]] buudi la wțsa  – kpi'es nǫ 

diemnam nǫ sunzɔp ǫǫnti la'asnǫ dabǤǤgin the whole clan – neighbours, in laws and relatives gather at the 

funeral house. [Asaasim] Ba da tțmnǫ ka sțŋidi ba sțzuop banǫ an Aaron tuŋ ka an maanmaannib la They 
worked to help their relatives of Aaron's clan who were priests. [Bible Glossary [under Levi ]] ka'a ye ba tțgțl ban'ad 

la nǫ o pu'a, bǫǫ o sid, bǫǫ o yidim, bǫǫ o sunzopa. not that they should cause divisions between the sick person 

and their husband or wife, their house-people, or their siblings. [Asaasim] fakaŋa wțsa fț sunzup tun'e faaǫn ka 

basif ka fț yaal your siblings/relatives could seize all this inheritance and leave you destitute. [Asaasim] Note: 

adapted by MA Colloc: sizuopin ‘in sibling clans’. Pu'a kanǫ narif ka' fț sizuopin la bǫǫ ti nidibin la wțsa? 
'Can't you find a girl in our own clan, among all our people?'. [JDG 14:3] Etym: OVN *PIT, S/TU/I(N)-ZO(B) ; vc4 
*nya(n).  Note: See ref. and link at pit

1  
 

sizuap [W]   See main entry: sizua. sibling clan. 

sizuop   See main entry: sizua. sibling clan. 

sizuopa   See main entry: sizua. sibling clan. 

sizuopi   See main entry: sizua. sibling clan. 

sii   See main entry: si1. skin sth. 

siia   See main entry: siaa2. insult. 

siib   See main entry: si1. skin sth. 

siid   See main entry: si1. skin sth. 

siidi   See main entry: si1. skin sth. 

siig [W]   See main entry: sigsaa. early rain. 

siig1   Variant: siiga; siigaa; siigi. Form: siis2. Variant: siisa; siisǫ. Form: si-2. Variant: siis-4. n. 1 • a shade, shadow, 

personal spirit. ba dabisa kț wa'am nwǫnǫ winnigi ǫǫnti bik ka fț siig wa'am laa 'their days will not lengthen 
like a shadow'. [ECC 8:13] Lit: like when the sun is going down and your shadow becomes long. ZugsǤb Yesu, 

di'emi m siig! 'Lord Jesus, receive my spirit.'. [ACT 7:59] tțmmi tisidi ya ZugsǤb Wina'am la nǫ ya sțnf wțsa, 

nǫ ya siig wțsa 'serve the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul'. [DEU 10:12] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi 

baŋ ye ninsaal siig dțt nǫ agǤl ka bțnkǤnbțg siig sigid teŋinǫ? 'Who knows if the spirit of man rises upward 
and if the spirit of the animal goes down into the earth?'. [ECC 3:21] bțnvțya la siig da bǫ nǫ fiilnam la ni. 'the 

spirit of the living creatures was in the wheels.'. [EZK 1:20] Daasi'erǫǫ li anǫ siig bǫǫ maliaki pian' tis o. 'perhaps 
an angel or spirit has spoken to him.'. [ACT 23:9] Ti pț di'e dunia kaŋa siiga, amaa ti di'enǫ Siig kanǫ yi Wina'am 

san'an na 'We have not received this world's spirit; instead, we have received the Spirit sent by God'. [1CO 2:12] 
Zun'om ZugsǤb la, m siigaa! 'Praise the Lord, O my soul.'. [PSA 104:1] Mahama on yț'țn da anǫ siigi ken. 
Mahama was then a spirit walking. [Trouble] Nǫ' pa'annǫ ye asǫǫ ka ninkanǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ siigi na nyaŋi gǤs 

tadimnam sț'țlim la ni. This shows it is only a person who is filled with the Spirit that can take care of the 
weak/poor in the kingdom. [Bible-Study] M ya'a pț'țs Wina'am nǫ pian'azțŋ, m siigi pț'țsid, amaa m ya'am ka' 

li nii. 'For if I pray in a tongue, my spirit prays, but my mind is unfruitful.'. [1CO 14:14] Karțŋ la pțțgin, ti na niŋ 

wala baŋ KarimdǤǤg kanǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siiga? In the reading, how can we know a Church which is filled with the 
Spirit? [Bible-Study] Alazug zanmiskaŋa ni ti na gǤs bǫllim kanǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siigi na niŋ si'em In this lesson we 
will see how the Spirit-filled life will act. [Bible-Study] o pț siak ye siis tțm dunia kaŋa ni he didn't believe that 
spirits are at work in this world. [Trouble] Goma da yǫl ye Nimo zan'as o saam siis ... la anǫ zanbin bǫ'ǫgț ba 

zakin la. Goma said that the fact that Nimo had denied his father's spirits' ... was a bad omen for their clan. [Trouble] 
Sadusii dim la pț siak ye kum vț'țgir nǫ maliaknam nǫ siis bǫǫ 'The Sadducees say that there is no 
resurrection, and that there are neither angels nor spirits'. [ACT 23:8] Bama an Wina'am siisa ayǤpǤi la. 'These are 
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the seven spirits of God.'. [REV 4:5] ba widi la anǫ niŋgbina ma'aa ka ba ka' siisǫ. 'their horses are flesh and not 

spirit.'. [ISA 31:3] 'M na ...  nǤk sipaaligi kpǫn'ǫsi ba pțțgin.' 'I will ...  put a new spirit in them'. [EZK 11:19] 
yanama, m binǤŋa, yinǫ Wina'am ni na ka nyaŋi ba (sibǫ'ǫdnam la) 'you, my dear children, came from God 
and have defeated them (evil spirits). [Trouble] Colloc: siigin ‘to/in/from spirit’. O baŋid o siigin zaba la yț'țs. 
He experienced his spiritual battle again. [Trouble] yanam baŋim yǫlgbǫlima atan' anwa – m pțtǫn'ǫr, nidib 

pțtǫnda nǫ siigin yǫla you should be careful of these three failings:- in my opinion, in the people's opinion, and 
spiritual problems. [Bible-Study] Banǫ an kalinka'ad siigin la yț'țn na gban'e li gbin 'Those who are wayward in 
spirit will gain understanding'. [ISA 29:24] Colloc: Siig Sțŋ/Kasi, Wina'am Siig ‘Holy Spirit’.  Onǫ ka Wina'am Siig 

bǫǫ o ni na nyaŋi baŋ linǫ an sțm nǫ linǫ an bǫ'ǫdi bak. The one in whom is the Spirit can distinguish what is 

good from what is bad. [1CO 2:15] ka nǤk on Wina'am Siig la tis o, nǫ ya'am, nǫ mi'ilim nǫ baŋir ye o tțm 

tțțma buudi wțsa 'he has filled him with the Spirit of God, with skill, ability and knowledge in all kinds of 
crafts'. [EXO 35:31] Wina'am Siig Kasi yǫl o ye, “GǤsima, dap atan' bǤǤdif. 'the Spirit said to him, “Simon, three 
men are looking for you.'. [ACT 10:19] Li anǫ Wina'am mǫŋ bǤǤdim ye O kǫ ka O karindǤǤg la nǤbig dinzugu kǫ 

ka O pǫ'ǫl nidib nǫ o Siig Kasi la It is God's own will that He makes His Church grow, so He fills people with his 
Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] Colloc: sibǫ'og/sibǫ'ǫd ‘evil spirit/s’. O nindaa da nam kpa' yaŋir la o daa um o nini 

taasitaas ye li kad sibǫ'og kanǫ bǫ zaansuŋțn la. As she was still facing the entrance she closed her eyes firmly 

to drive away the evil spirit which was in the dream. [Trouble] Note: emended by MA : original  ka o um taasitaas 
yanama, m binǤŋa, yinǫ Wina'am ni na ka nyaŋi ba (sibǫ'ǫdnam la) 'You, dear children, are from God and 
have overcome them' (evil spirits). [Trouble] Onǫ an sibǫ'ǫd kanǫ bǫ banǫ zan'as Wina'am nǤǤr la nii tțm nǫ ba 

la. he is 'the (evil) spirit who is now at work in those who are disobedient.'. [EPH 2:2] 
2 • sb.'s reflection. Note: as in a mirror.   Li da anǫ o mǫŋ siig amaa o da tǫn'ǫs ye li anǫ basi'a ya'asi mǤr ni'im. 
It was his own reflection but he thought it was another dog with some meat. [Jealousy] 

siig2   Form: siis3. n. tree [sp.] Anogeissus leiocarpus. 

siiga   See main entry: siig1. personal spirit, reflection. 

siigaa   See main entry: siig1. personal spirit, reflection. 

siigi   See main entry: siig1. personal spirit, reflection. 

siilim1   Variant: siilimi. Form: siilimnǫ. v. to use a proverb, tell a parable. Onǫ wțsa siilim siilima na siilim siiliŋ kaŋa fț 

yǫla 'Everyone who quotes proverbs will quote this proverb about you'. [EZK 16:44] BǤ ka m na zaŋi mak nǫ 

Wina'am sț'țlim, bǫǫ siiliŋ bǤ ka m na siilim pa'al lin an si'em? 'What shall we say the kingdom of God is like, 
or what parable shall we use to describe it?'. [MRK 4:30] O da siilim siilima tusa atan' 'He spoke three thousand 
proverbs'. [1KI 4:32] Ka Yesu siilimi ba siiliŋ dinǫ na pa'ali ba ye ba sǤsim Wina'am saŋa wțsa 'Then Jesus told 
his disciples a parable to show them that they should always pray'. [LUK 18:1] ba mi' ye o siilimnǫ ban siiliŋ kaŋa. 
'they knew that he had told this parable against them.'. [MRK 12:12] See: siiliŋ. 

siilima   See main entry: siiliŋ. parable. 

siilimi   See main entry: siilim1. proverb. 

siilimnǫ   See main entry: siilim1. proverb. 

siiliN-   See main entry: siiliŋ. parable. 

siiliŋ   Variant: siilʋŋ; siiliŋț. Form: siilima. Form: siiliN-. n. a proverb, parable. AlazugǤ, baŋim ye siiliŋ kaŋa sid 

tu'as nǫ yǫlsida. So be aware that this proverb really tells the truth. [Billygoat] Nwǫnǫ siiliŋ la yǫl si'em ye; " Bțn 

wțsa maalțg tǤi ka li san'auŋ pț tǤi la". As the proverb says: "Making anything is hard, but destroying it is 
easy." [You-Heard?] BǤ ka m na zaŋi mak nǫ Wina'am sț'țlim, bǫǫ siiliŋ bǤ ka m na siilim pa'al lin an si'em? 
'What shall we say the kingdom of God is like, or what parable shall we use to describe it?'. [MRK 4:30] ba mi' ye o 

siilimnǫ ban siiliŋ kaŋa. 'they knew that he had told this parable against them.'. [MRK 12:12] Ninsaal biiga, bǤǤm 

siiliŋț siilim tis Israel dim la. 'Son of man, set forth an allegory and tell the house of Israel a parable.'. [EZK 17:2] 
Gbauŋ kaŋa anǫ Kțsaal sǤlima gbauŋ dinǫ pa'an ya'am, ka lǫn bigisid Kțsaal siilima sieba gbin. This book 
is a book of Kusaal stories that will teach wisdom, and it also presents some Kusaal proverbs. [You-Heard?] O da 

siilim siilima tusa atan' 'He spoke three thousand proverbs'. [1KI 4:32] Onǫ wțsa siilim siilima na siilim siiliŋ 

kaŋa fț yǫla 'Everyone who quotes proverbs will quote this proverb about you'. [EZK 16:44] Ehɛɛn, nannanna fț 
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yț'țn pian'ad nǫ nyain-nyain, ka ka' siilimaa. 'Now you are speaking clearly and without figures of speech.'. 

[JHN 16:29] Kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț mǫŋ n karim siilimbama Do your best to read these proverbs. [Asaasim] 
Sim: bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm2 ‘riddles’. kpǫm la da mi' ye man saam anǫ onǫ mi' siilima nǫ bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm 

gbin. the eldership knew that my father was someone who knew the meaning of proverbs and riddles. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: sǤlțŋ ‘a story’. Gbauŋ kaŋa anǫ Kțsaal sǤlima gbauŋ dinǫ pa'an ya'am, ka lǫn bigisid 

Kțsaal siilima sieba gbin. This book is a book of Kusaal stories that will teach wisdom, and it also presents some 
Kusaal proverbs. [You-Heard?] See: siilim. 

siiliŋț   See main entry: siiliŋ. parable. 

siilʋŋ   See main entry: siiliŋ. parable. 

siimug   See main entry: sim. sink. 

siind   Variant: siint; siindǫ; siindǫǫ; siindi. n. honey. Ba pț gban'ad siinsi kpǫn'ǫsid yǤkțn ye ba siind malisa. They 

don't grab bees and put them in a hole just because their honey is sweet. [Proverb 090] Bțn faan pin'ilțgț tǤi ka li 

naar anǫ siind nǫ sikir. 'The beginning of everything is very hard, but the results is always very good.'. 

[You-Heard?] Lit: hard/bitter .... honey and sugar. Ka o tțm baae siind la ken ka dit. 'He scraped the honey out into 
his hands'. [JDG 14:9] ka o diib an na'azǤmnam nǫ siind. 'and he ate locusts and wild honey.'. [MRK 1:6] 
Pu'agǤǤndir nǤǤr tun'e malis wțț siind nǫ, bǫǫ bțki gat kpaam 'the lips of an adulteress drip honey, and her 
speech is smoother than oil'. [PRO 5:3] BǤǤ malisi gat siindǫ? 'What is sweeter than honey?'. [JDG 14:18] Fț ya'a 

bǤǤd tampiing siindǫǫ, fț pț lǫm zǤt lieŋ daug nyǤǤgǤ. If you want honey from a rock, you don't spare the 
axe-handle. [Proverb 068] Nǫ' anǫ siindi bǤǤdi tuaki lu o zilimmin; asǫǫ o ya'ae o nǤǤr. This was honey about to 
drip onto his tongue; he just had to open his mouth. [Trouble] Li ka' sț'țm nǫ fțn na di siindi galisǫ 'It is not good 
to eat too much honey'. [PRO 25:27] Colloc: siindin ‘in honey’. (o da) zaŋ balakanǫ ka o zanl la tțm siindin la 

yisi niŋ o nǤǤrin ka o nini nie 'he reached out with the stick he was carrying, dipped it in a honeycomb, and ate 
some honey. At once he felt much better.'. [1SA 14:27] Colloc: teŋ1 kanǫ ka bin'isim nǫ siind pțbid la. Note: and 

variants  o na mǤri ti kpǫn' teŋ kanǫ ka bin'isim nǫ siind pțbid la 'he will lead us into that land, a land flowing 
with milk and honey'. [NUM 14:8] teŋ kanǫ pțbid bin'isim nǫ siind 'a land flowing with milk and honey'. [DEU 26:9] 
See: siing; kikan'asiind. 

siindǫ   See main entry: siind. honey. 

siindǫǫ   See main entry: siind. honey. 

siindi   See main entry: siind. honey. 

siinf   See main entry: siing. bee. 

siing   Variant: siinf; siingi. Form: siins2. Variant: siinsi. Form: sin-3. n. a bee. O gbin'e ku'om fin'e ziins la ka ba ianki 

keŋ sa. He fetched water and splashed it over the bees and the flew away. [MA] o da ... nyǫ gbigim kpiiluŋ la, ka 

siins bǫ gbigim kpiiluŋin la ka siind mǫ bǫ. he saw 'the lion's carcass. In it was a swarm of bees and some 
honey,'. [JDG 14:8] Ba giligim nǫ wțț siins 'They swarmed around me like bees'. [PSA 118:12] Ba pț gban'ad siinsi 

kpǫn'ǫsid yǤkțn ye ba siind malisa. They don't grab bees and put them in a hole just because their honey is 

sweet. [Proverb 090] Etym: OV1 *S³E ; OV2 *S³I ; GS3 *TI²/ TU² ; vc2 *tʋ ; PB *jíkɩ̀. See: siind; sinbi'en; 

singbana; sinkpaam1. 

siingi   See main entry: siing. bee. 

siin'e   See main entry: siǫn2. wet. 

siins1   See main entry: siŋ1. pot. 

siins2   See main entry: siing. bee. 

siinsi   See main entry: siing. bee. 

siint   See main entry: siind. honey. 

siis1   v. to make a hissing noise (to catch sb.'s attention). Note: custom widely used in Ghana.   AkǤlțg sa nyǫnǫ pu'asadir 

ka o bi' ma'ae bțrr hali gaad Akara maŋțnam ka o siisi buol pu'a la. Yesterday Akolug saw a girl who was 
very ripe and more luscious than Accra mangoes, and he hissed to call her. [You-Heard?] SSSSS (siii) ka o siisi buol 
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pu'a la. SSSS! (he hissed to call the girl). [You-Heard?] 

siis2   See main entry: siig1. personal spirit, reflection. 

siis3   See main entry: siig2. tree [sp.] 

siis-4   See main entry: siig1. personal spirit, reflection. 

siisa   See main entry: siig1. personal spirit, reflection. 

siisǫ   See main entry: siig1. personal spirit, reflection. 

sǤb ya4   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sǤb1   Variant: sob; sǤp; sǤbǫ; sobe; sǤbǫǫ; sǤbi1. Form: sǤbnǫ1. Form: sǤbid3. v. to be/become dark. Li yț'țn da sǤbnǫ 

hali ka ba nyu'oe pallin bugum la. Then it got very dark and they put the street-lights on. [Trouble] Ka winnigi ti 

sǤbid la ka nidib mǤr ban'adnam bǫdegț ... kǫn Yesu san'an na. 'That evening after sunset the people brought 
to Jesus all the sick'. [MRK 1:32] Lin daa bǤǤd sǤp la, Baaba Apul daa ǫǫns o fittanam la nǫ ka niŋ karinzi When 
it was going to get dark Baaba Apul  cleaned his lamps and put kerosene in them. [Fire] Colloc: yț'țŋ sǤb ‘night 
comes on’. o daa bǫnǫ ala ka yț'țŋ ti sǤb ka o kpǫn'. she was there like that and when it got dark she went in. 

[AIDS-II] kpaadi da bțd o ki, ka yț'țŋț sǤb la ka o dataa mǫ keŋ bțd nattisi gǫndig. a farmer sowed his millet, 
and when it got dark his enemy went and sowed weeds amongst it. [Trouble] zaam ma'anǫ ka yț'țŋ bǤǤd sǤb the 
day is almost over and it is getting dark. [LUK 24:29] Ka yț'țŋ da sǤb ka bǫog nie daba anaasi daare la. 'Evening 
came, and morning came, the fourth day.'. [GEN 1:19] BǤzug ka fț nam pț mǤnnǫ naae ka yț'țŋ sǤbǫ? Why 

haven't you finished preparing the t.z. and it's already night-time? [Wonderwoman] Atiig nam teŋin la pț mǤr 

na'asaabugum, yț'țŋ ya'a sǤbǫǫ nidib ǫǫnti nyu'oe nǫ kțnkǤna bugum ka sieba nyǤ'Ǥd kandirnam. Atiig's 
village didn't have electricity: when it got dark at night some people lit lights in tin cans and some lit candles. [Fire] 
(ti) daa lǫbidi kun ka paae suor ka yț'țŋ sǤbi ti we were going back home and got to the road and it got dark. 
[GEN 43:21] Colloc: nini ~ nindaa sǤb ‘to be faint, dizzy’. ba nini sǤbid ka ba pț nyǫt sț'țŋa they are dizzy and 
don't see well. [ISA 19:14] M sțnsa'aŋ la kǫnǫ ka m nini sǤbid 'My eyes have grown dim with grief'. [JOB 17:7] o 

zug nwa'adnǫ ka o nindaa sǤbid. her head is pounding and she feels dizzy. [Womens-Health] Sim: sǤbig ‘become 

black’. See: sǤbig; sisǤbir; sǤb-sǤb. 

sǤb2   Variant: sob; sǤbi2; sobi. Form: sǤbnǫ2. Variant: sobne. Form: sǤbid4. Variant: sobid; sǤbidi; sobidi. Form: sǤbidnǫ. 

Variant: sobidne. Form: sǤbidinnǫ. Form: sǤm!. Variant: som; sǤmmi!. Form: sǤbin. Variant: sǤbini. Form: sǤbir2. 

Variant: sobir. Form: sǤb5. Variant: sob.  Note: [v.n.] Form: sǤb ya4. Variant: sobeya. v. 1 • to write. m nyaŋi sǤb m 

yiiga gbauŋ bil kaŋa la I have been able to write this first small book of mine. [You-Hear?] Li anǫ nyan nǫ yanamǫ 

kǫ ka li kpa' tilas ye m sǤb anwana la. It is to your shame that you make it necessary for me to write like this. 
[1CO 15:34] ZugsǤb la sǤb pian'abanǫ ka o da dǫŋi sǤb la nǤǤ kugban zugț tisim 'the Lord wrote on those 

tablets the same words that he had written the first time ...  gave me'. [DEU 10:4] Akudbil daa gǤs dau la ka o 

karim mita la naae ka sǤbi niŋ gbauŋțn la Akudbil watched the man as he read the meter and wrote it down in 
the book. [Electricity] Ala mǫn ka ti ba'abinǤŋir Paul daa sǤbi tisi ya 'just as our dear brother Paul wrote to you'. 

[2PE 3:15] Fț sǤbnǫ yǫltǤǤdi gi' mam 'you write down bitter things against me'. [JOB 13:26] bǫǫ kțdim pț sǤbid 

gbauŋ baa yinne digin na or only failed to submit even one completed document. [Tax] Li da zu'oe nǫ galis ka 

o bas ka pț lǫn sǤbid 'it was so much that he stopped keeping records'. [GEN 41:49] ban na sǤbidi ba tțțma 

zin'isin ye, "Da nut taba tțțma zin'isinǫǫ". they write (notices) in their offices saying "No smoking in the 
offices." [Smoking] Nannanna m sǤbidnǫ yǫti ya bada diib 'Now about food sacrificed to idols'. [1CO 8:1] Lit: now 

I am writing to tell you about. M pian'ad nwa' ya'a sǤbidinnǫ digin, ba naan sǤbi niŋin gbauŋ pțțgin. 'Oh, 
that my words were recorded, that they were written on a scroll'. [JOB 19:23] Fț ya'a pț bǤǤd ye fț yǤǤ fț lampǤ 

ligidi gaad ban na vǫǫns ka yǫlif si'em la,  fțn sǤm gbana digilim. If you don't want to pay more tax than you 
are assessed at, you must fill in a form and submit it. [Tax] Lit: they examine and tell you ... write papers and put 

down. SǤm yǫltǤǤd wțsa banǫ paae Mensah Bonsu sǤlțŋțn nwa. Write all the misfortunes that came to 
Mansah Bonsu in this story. [Shoeshine-Boy] SǤm dau kaŋa yǫla digil, nwǫnǫ onǫ ka' biiga 'Record this man as if 
childless'. [JER 22:30] SǤmmi li wțsa tisi ba ka ba na dǤlisidi li sț'țŋa zaŋi kennǫ li zi'esim nǫ li zi'ela la. 'Write 

these down before them so that they may be faithful to its design and follow all its regulations.'. [EZK 43:11] Fț ya'a 

nyǫ, li pa'al ye pian'aban la pț sǤbin fțn karimin si'el la. If you see this, it shows that those words are not 
written the way you read them. [Bible-Intro] 'Ka ba ya'a ye ba sǤbini li wțsa gbana ni, m tǫn'ǫs ka ti kț nyǫǫn 
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dǤǤd dunia nwa' ni digilinǫ lii. If every one of them were written down, I suppose that even the whole world 

would not have room for the books that would be written.'. [JHN 21:25] Gbana bǫdegț sǤbir ka' bǫnnǫ, ka 

zamistǤǤg mǫ an gǫǫnlis. 'There is no end to the writing of books, and too much study will wear you out.'. [ECC 

12:12] Gbambama sǤb anǫ kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb. The writing of these books differs (one from another). [Bible-Intro] 
Ama sǤb ya ye o an sț'țŋa Ama had written that she was well. [Trouble] Cpart: karim. ba bǫdegț mi' karțŋ nǫ 

sǤb. many of them knew how to read and write. [Wealth-Is-Power] Syn: gțlis; Nact: sǤbid1 ‘writer’.  
2 • to take/sit an examination, 'write' [Gh.] Man da mi' li hali la, m ya'a ti sǤb ka yinne an gbǫlțŋǤ, m sțnf 

ǫǫnti san'ammǫ. Because I was so knowledgeable, if I took the exam and made one mistake, I would be 
heartbroken. [Shoeshine-Boy] TǤ, o daa keŋ na'asaateŋ yțma atan' ka pț nyaŋi sǤbi di ya'annǫ. OK, he went to 
Europe for three years but he couldn't pass an exam. [Three-Problems] Lit: 'write' and eat success. See: sǤb4; sǤbid; 

-sǤbid. 

sǤb3   Variant: sob; sǤba; soba. n. owner, 'owner' [Gh.], person of/with sth. Note: always with 'possessed' noun, like Hausa 

mai, Arabic dhu - 'person characterized by, or in possession of, X'.    Li ... yi fukaŋa nii lǤ'Ǥŋ fukaŋa ni ti ba'asi lǤ'Ǥŋ 

fuug la sǤb. It ... passes from one garment to another and ends up infecting the owner of that garment. [Trachoma] 
ninkan daan anǫ fufum sǤb. that person is a covetous person. [Jealousy] Ba'akǤlțg sǤb la daa yǫǫg yǫla bǫdegț 

ziil o The soothsayer exposed many matters and loaded them on him. [You-Do?] Abram da anǫ kpan'am sǤb ka 

mǤr pǫ'ǫs nǫ anzurifa nǫ sanlima. 'Abram had become very rich in cattle and in silver and gold.'. [GEN 13:2] ba 

lǤǤm nǫ bana wțț tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤb nǫ 'I am ... fettered like a criminal'. [2TI 2:9] Bayǫțg sǤb viigidnǫ nidib 

yǫlsu'ada 'A gossip betrays a confidence'. [PRO 11:13] SynD: daan1. M biiga, fț anǫ ya'am daan (sǤb). My son, 
you are a sensible person. [Iodine] Colloc: ninkan/ninkaŋa sǤb3, o sǤb3 ‘that particular person’. Ka onǫ wțsa 

maal malțŋț tis ba'ar bǫǫ win ka ya'a ka'anǫ ZugsǤb ma'aanǫ, yanam san'am ninkan sǤb. 'Whoever 

sacrifices to any god other than the Lord must be destroyed.'. [EXO 22:20] Ninkaŋa sǤb di'ednǫ pian'asțŋ 

Wina'am san'an ka ka' ninsaalibi nǫ. 'Such a person receives praise from God, not from human beings.'. [ROM 

2:29] Suor kae ka ba na mǤŋ pțkǤǤnr o sid bǫǫ o pu'a faarǫ, hali baa o sǤb ya'a pț digil nǤǤr ka nyaan kpii. 
'A spouse shall not be deprived of a reasonable provision out of the estate of a deceased spouse whether or not the 

spouse died having made a will'. [Constitution] PǤbanǫ ka m kuod la gba anǫ o sǤb bțn. Even the farms I work 
belong to that fellow. [Trouble] SǤ' ya'a kțț o tiraan, m na kțțs o sǤba bǫ'ǫd 'If anyone takes human life, he will 

be punished.'. [GEN 9:5] Dumis yǫla, ba ǫǫnti dum sǤ' fuoǫn ziim ziili kena lǫn dumi ti, duŋ ya'a dum onǫ mǤr 

ban'a la ka lǫn keŋ dum onǫ pț mǤr ban'as la, li kț lǤ'Ǥŋ o sǤbaa? Because of mosquitoes, when they bite 
someone and take blood and carry it can come and bite us, if the mosquito bites someone who has the disease and 

then goes and bites someone who hasn't, won't it pass to that person? [AIDS-I] Colloc: zaba sǤb3 ‘a belligerent, 
pugnacious person’. Zaba sǤb bǫlisid o kpi'a kpǫn'ǫsid o suobǫ'ǫdin. 'A violent man entices his neighbour and 
leads him down a path that is not good.'. [PRO 16:29] Colloc: ba'akǤlțg daan1 ~ sǤb3/ba'akǤn dim ‘a diviner, 

soothsayer, sorcerer’. Ba da ... nyǫ ba'akǤlțg daan ka o an Jew nid 'they met a Jewish sorcerer and false 
prophet'. [ACT 13:6] Saul keŋ ba'akǤlțg sǤb ni 'Saul Consults a Medium'. [1SA 28:3 [heading]] Josia da kad ba'akǤn 

dim nǫ sǤnpțttib la wțsa 'Josiah got rid of the mediums and spiritists'. [2KI 23:24] Colloc: tiim sǤb3 
‘'medicine-man', practitioner of juju, magic’. o mǤri ti'ir ye o na ti sia'al tiim sǤb onǫ na sțŋ ka o paam biig. 
she hoped that she could meet a medicine-man who would help her to get a child. [Trouble] dunduug  ... hali tiim 

sǤb ya'a bǫlisidi ba si'em, ba pț wțm o kțkǤrǫ 'cobra ... will not listen to the sound of the charmer, however 
skilfully he may play'. [PSA 58:4-5] Colloc: Paŋtita'ar SǤb3 ‘Almighty’.  ZugsǤb onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤb la zi'el 

dabisiri gur banǫ mǤr nyǫǫsim ka dț'țsidi ba mǫŋ la. 'The Lord Almighty has a day in store for all the proud 

and lofty, for all that is exalted'. [ISA 2:12] Sim: daan1. Etym: OV1 *TI ; OVN *DANA/LANA ; SO(B) ( see "own, 
to") ; GS1 *TI²/U ; vc4 *t ɪ. Note: OVN isoglosses of *DANA and *SOB would be interesting, overlap in Kusaal (at least) 
See: zugsǤb; ZugsǤb. 

sǤb4   n. writing, a written text. Apțlis daa niŋǫ ala nǫ ala ka ti nyaŋi baŋ karțŋ nǫ sǤb. Apulis continued like this 

until he could manage to understand reading and writing. [You-Heard?] Buolim Daniel na, ka o na yǫli ya sǤb la 

gbin. 'Call for Daniel, and he will tell you what the writing means.'. [DAN 5:12] Cpart: karțŋ1 ‘reading’. See: sǤb2. 

sǤb5   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sǤba   See main entry: sǤb3. owner. 

sǤbǫ   See main entry: sǤb1. dark. 
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sǤbǫǫ   See main entry: sǤb1. dark. 

sǤbi1   See main entry: sǤb1. dark. 

sǤbi2   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sǤbid1   Variant: sobid. n. a writer. Seeva da anǫ gbauŋ sǤbid 'Sheva was secretary'. [2SA 20:25] Note: better gbauŋsǤbid 
InvNact: sǤb2. See: sǤb2. 

-sǤbid2   Variant: -sobid. Form: -sǤbidib. Variant: -sobidib. n. writer of … GbansǤbid la tțțma anǫ ye o sǤb sǤnskanǫ 

ka ya gban'e ya nǤǤryinne la'asțgin la. The Secretary's job is to write down the decisions at your cooperative 
meeting. [Wealth-Is-Power] O da naae gbana sǤb zamisțg ... ka yț'țn tțmmi ba teŋin la laafi lțgirin la aan ba 

gbansǤbid. She completed secretarial studies and then worked at their town's health post as a secretary. [Trouble] 
na'ayir gbansǤbid la nǫ maanmaan kpǫǫm la na kena kaal ligidbanǫ ka nidib la mǤri kǫn ZugsǤb Pț'țsim 

Yin la na 'the royal secretary and the high priest came, counted the money that had been brought into the temple of 
the Lord'. [2KI 12:10] See: sǤb2. 

sǤbid3   See main entry: sǤb1. dark. 

sǤbid4   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sǤbidi   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

-sǤbidib   See main entry: -sǤbid2. writer. 

sǤbidinnǫ   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sǤbidnǫ   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sǤbig   Variant: sobig; sǤbțg; sobug; sǤbigǫ; sǤbigi; sobugi; sobigi. Form: sǤbignǫ. Form: sǤbigid. Variant: sobigid; 

sabigidnǫ. v. to be/become black. Ama yina ka zanl zuobsaansiŋ ka o zuobbanǫ sǤbig ka wa'am la nan 

saansnǫ pțsțk. Ama came out holding a comb with her long dark hair half-combed. [Trouble] Kawǫnna la da anǫ 

val-val ka mui la sǤbig gbǫn'-gbǫn'. The maize was green and leafy and the rice was dark and flourishing. 

[Trouble] o niŋgbiŋ la tiaki las piela-piela bǫǫ mu'oe bǫǫ sǤbig his body changes with white, red or dark spots. 

[LEV 14:56] maanmaan la ya'a gǤs fǫn'ǫd la ka li pț kpǫn' o niŋgbina la nii ka kǤnbilțg la pț sǤbigǫ ... 'if, 
when the priest examines this kind of sore, it does not seem to be more than skin deep and there is no black hair in 

it ... '. [LEV 13:31] O nini la da sǤbignǫ ka bǫ pțțgțn sa. Her eyes were dark and deep-set. [Trouble] saŋgbana la 

sǤbigid tiis la nya'aŋ sian'arin la. the sky was darkening over the bush behind the trees. [Trouble] saŋgbauŋ la 

yț'țn pin'ili sǤbigid ka sisi'em da'ad na 'the sky grew black with clouds, the wind rose'. [1KI 18:45] Wǫog 

bțnkǤnbidǫ, da zǤti dabiem; ka yaama la maligim sǤbigidnǫ. 'Be not afraid, O wild animals, for the open 
pastures are becoming green.'. [JOL 2:22] Amaa, Kpǫǫmnam mǤri ba yǫlțg ye, pț'țsim ya'a yuugǫ li sabigidnǫ. 
But the elders have a saying 'If greeting takes too long, it is darkened.'. [Trouble] Colloc: sǤbig bir-bir, lim-lim 
‘grow strongly 'dark' (black or dark shade of colour)’. saa na ni, bǤzugǤ saŋgbana la sǤbțg bir-bir la zug 'It is 

going to rain, because the sky is red and dark.'. [MAT 16:3] ba vaand sǤbig bir-bir their leaves are dark green. [PSA 

92:14] Saman-tuon naada la sǤbigi lim-lim. The early-millet in the home-farm is very green. [House+Farm] Note: 

the dark green of healthy crops is literally 'black' or 'dark' o wila kț lǫn sǤbig lim-lim nǫ 'his branches will' 'never be 
green again'. [JOB 15:32] Syn: sabig; Sim: sǤb1, lik2. Ka winnig la nǫ nǫǫsim nǫ nwadignǫ nwadbibis la nyaan 

sǤbigi lieb lik 'before the sun and the light and the moon and the stars grow dark'. [ECC 12:1-2] lik pț nyaŋi kǫ ka 

m fǤn baanlimm nǫ, hali baa di ya'a bǤǤd lin sǤbigim biridi si'em. 'I am not silenced by the darkness, by the 
thick darkness that covers my face. '. [JOB 23:17] nintaŋ kilim liki sǤbig wțț vugulimnǫ 'the sun became black 
like coarse black cloth'. [REV 6:12] Etym: OV1 *S¹OB ; OVN *SA/OB(L)- ; GS1 *B¹I¹/U ; vc1 *bid , bin ; CG 
*bbiri, sab-, kwata. Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: sǤb1. 

sǤbigǫ   See main entry: sǤbig. blacken. 

sǤbigi   See main entry: sǤbig. blacken. 

sǤbigid   See main entry: sǤbig. blacken. 

sǤbignǫ   See main entry: sǤbig. blacken. 

sǤbin   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 
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sǤbini   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sǤbir1   n. a writing, written document, writing-style, script. Pailet sǤb o yǫlaa tabil dapuudir la zug ka sǤbir la yǫl ye ... 
'Pilate had a notice prepared and fastened to the cross. It read: ... '. [JHN 19:19] Colloc: sǤbirin ‘in  a writing’. tǫǫns 

wțsa di'e li ka li sǤbi ba mǫŋ sǤbirin 'it was ...  transcribed for each province in its own script'. [EST 3:12] 
See: sǤb2. 

sǤbir2   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sǤbnǫ1   See main entry: sǤb1. dark. 

sǤbnǫ2   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sǤb-sǤb   id. very dark, pitch-dark. Na'abiig kanǫ bǫ nǫ ba la na vaae o la'adi zii o biankimpiiung zug ka yii gaad, li 

ya'a ti an sǤb-sǤb la 'The prince among them will put his things on his shoulder at dusk and leave'. [EZK 12:12] 
See: sǤb1. 

sǤbțg   See main entry: sǤbig. blacken. 

sǤǫn'   Variant: soen'; sɔ'en; sɔn'e; soenn [N]. Form: sǤǤnb. Variant: soonb; sǤǤnbi; soonya. Form: sǤn-6. n. a witch. 
Note: The English terms 'witch', 'witchcraft' are used in Ghana English and some anthropological studies to refer to people who 

harm others by non-material means, whether voluntarily or involuntarily.  Abugir koo Akudug anǫ sǤǫn' either Abugir 

or Akudug is a witch. [Asaasim] Ka sieba mǫ niŋ yadda ye, on an sɔn'e la, o zǫǫ o nǫ o sǤntaaba banǫ mǤǤd ye 

ba kțț o la ni. And some people also believe that as she is a witch she seized her from her fellow-witches who 

were making an effort to kill her. [Trouble] Fț m ma'a fț tiraan ye o anǫ so'en ka'a o ka so'en nwa. If you lied to 

your fellow that she is a witch with no evidence, but she is not a witch. [Asaasim] SǤǤnb ya'a la'as kǤbiga ba kț 

tun'e Ǥnb kugirǫ. A gathering of a hundred witches still can't eat a stone. [Proverb 109] SƆƆNB NE SƆNPƒTIB YŰLA 
Witches and Witchdoctors. [Asaasim [heading]] Saul da kad ba'akǤn dim nǫ sǤǤnb la wțsa yis teŋ la ni. 'Saul had 
forced all the fortune tellers and mediums to leave Israel.'. [1SA 28:3] Biig ka'a biiga ka ba ma'a ye sǤǤnbi gban'e. 
The child is not a [healthy] child and they lie saying witches caught him. [Proverb 110] sieba tǫn'ǫs ye lǫuŋ ban'as 

yini fț ya'a pian'ad bǫdegț, ... bǫǫ sǤǤnbin some people think that goitre comes from your talking too much, ... 

or witchcraft. [Iodine] Lit: throat disease. Note: sǤǤnbin [MA] –  original soonya (? 'witches') Colloc: sǤntțțma 
‘witch-practices’; Nabstr: sǤǤng. See: sǤnpțt; sǤǤng; sǤǤns. 

sǤee   id. whoosh! [sound of disappearing completely]. ti buudi malima mǫlimnǫ sǤee our tribal customs have 

completely disappeared. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: gaad sǤee. o vț'țsțm naae ka o gaad sǤee 'he breathes his last 
and is no more'. [JOB 14:10] Colloc: bǤdig sǤee. m ya'am ianki bǤdig sǤee 'my heart fails within me.'. [PSA 40:12] 

sǤ'   Variant: so'; sǤ'ǤǤ; so'o; soa'.  Note: plural is sieba q.v.   indef. someone, anyone, no one [with neg.], everyone. Note: 

the 'some'/'any'/'none' variation is a quirk of English.   Mit ka fț nyu'oe sigaari tis sǤ'. Don't light a cigarette for 
anyone. [Smoking] Amaa o kǤbir pț lut teŋin ka sǤ' pi'igida. But (he doesn't allow) his penny to fall to earth for 

someone to collect it. [Billygoat] Ligidi ya'a digil baŋkinǫ sǤ' kț nyaŋi zuu If money is deposited in the bank, 
nobody can steal it. [Wealth-Is-Power] Amaa sǤ' wțsa baŋim ye EES sid bǫ. But everyone must understand that 
AIDS really exists. [AIDS-Azuur] Alasid daar wțsa, sǤ' wțsa yisim zemis on tțm nyǫ ligid si'a digil 'Every 
Sunday each of you must put aside some money, in proportion to what you have earned'. [1CO 16:2] o gǤsi gǤs ka 

pț nyǫ sǤ' anina babaa 'Glancing this way and that and seeing no one'. [EXO 2:12] MǤǤm baŋ dasaŋ la an sǤ' biig. 
'Find out whose son this young man is.'. [1SA 17:56] SǤ' nan zi' dț arezana nii, asǫǫ onǫ yi arezana nii sig na la 
'no one has ever gone up to heaven except the Son of Man, who came down from heaven'. [JHN 3:13] pu'a sǤ' kǫǫn 

o san'an na mǤr alabasta kǤlibir dinǫ ligidi zu'oe 'a woman came to him with an alabaster jar'. [MAT 26:7] On 

daa ken la ka pian'ad o kǤn'ǤkǤn ka zi' ye o tț'țsid sǤ'Ǥ. As he was walking along and talking to himself he 
didn't know he was coming up to somebody. [Electricity] Adu da tǫn'ǫs ye, o vțm la da sțŋ sǤ'Ǥ? Adu wondered 
if his life was any use to anybody. [Trouble] m anǫ nyuur sǤb, ka pț siak ye m pțdigi m girima nǫ sǤ'ǤǤ. I 
'tolerate no rivals' and will not agree to share my glory with anyone at all. [DEU 5:9] M pț pǫ'ǫŋ sǤ' si'el bǫǫ m 

pǫ'ǫŋ si'eli tis sǤ'ǤǤ 'I have not lent any money or borrowed any'. [JER 15:10] Colloc: sǤ' ... sǤ' ‘someone ... someone 
else’. HIV-Ees ban'a la bǫnǫ ziimin ka na nyaŋi yi sǤ' san'anǫ lǤ'Ǥŋ sǤ' ka li dǤlnǫ ziimin The HIV-AIDS 
disease is in the blood and can pass from one person to infect another through the blood. [AIDS-I] SǤ' na yǫl ye, 

‘Man anǫ ZugsǤb la din’, ka sǤ' mǫ na buol o mǫŋ ye, ‘Jakob yaaŋ’; hali sǤ' na sǤb man ZugsǤb yț'țri niŋ 
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o nu'ugin 'One will say, ‘I belong to the Lord’; another will call himself by the name of Jacob; still another will 

write on his hand, ‘The Lord's,’'. [ISA 44:5] Colloc: sǤ' kam ( wțsa/zan' ) ‘everybody’. Ka sǤ' kam wțsa mǫ 

nwǫnǫ o niŋgbiŋ la luaa sieba. 'and each of you a limb or organ of' his body. [1CO 12:27] m sǤsid ye fț kpǫ'ǫŋidi 

fț meŋ ka kǫ laabar la paae sǤ' kam wțsa I ask that you do your best to let this information reach everybody. 

[Iodine] Wǫbaa la da li'en o la, ka sǤ'kam zan' widig. The leopard was coming near him and everyone scattered. 

[Trouble] Sim: sieba ‘[plur.]’; si'e, si'el, si'er. o pț mǤr baregaŋ ka di'ed sǤ' si'el on na sțŋ o la zugǤ. 'He does 
not show partiality, and he does not accept bribes.'. [DEU 10:17] Lit: take anybody's anything so that he will favour 
him. Sim: si'em ‘somehow’. See: sǤ'ǤsǤ. 

sɔ'en   See main entry: sǤǫn'. witch. 

sǤ'Ǥd1   Variant: so'od. n. bush [sp.], 'mustard'. Note: plant growing about a metre high O pu'a mǤnnǫ ka dțg sǤ'Ǥd nǫ 

laŋgbiina. His wife makes t.z. and cooks wild vegetables. [House+Farm] ba mǫ pț bț'țd sǤ'Ǥd nǫ balayaa, ba 

kpa'asidnǫ 'instead he uses light sticks of the proper size' to thresh cumin. [ISA 28:27] O ya'a ti bug o pǤǤg la ka 

maali bț'țsi naae, ka' nyiri ka o na bțd ka li'is sǤ'Ǥdǫ? 'When he has levelled the surface, does he not sow 
caraway and scatter cummin?'. [ISA 28:25] Lit: is it not gourds that he will sow interplanted with 'mustard'. 

sǤ'Ǥd2   See main entry: sǤk1. hoe. 

sɔ'ɔd2   See main entry: sț'țd. ruler. 

sǤ'ǤsǤ'   Variant: sǤ'ǤsǤ'ǤǤ. indef. whoever, someone, anyone/no one at all. Note: usually negative : the 'some'/'any'/'none' 

variation is a quirk of English.   Asumbul ... da yǫt Abǫdțg ye o dim diib la amaa o pț yǫl si'ela,  dinzugǤ, sǤ'ǤsǤ 

kț si'is o busa la. Spider had said to Abedug that he should eat the food, but he didn't say anything, so nobody 
would touch his yam slices. [Wonderwoman] M da pț yǫl sǤ'ǤsǤ, hali m du'adib da zi'. I didn't tell anyone, even my 
parents didn't know. [Shoeshine-Boy] BǤǤ kǫ ka o pugudib pț gi'igid sǤ'ǤsǤ asǫǫ Mansa ma'aa nǫ? Why did his 
aunt fear nobody except Mansa? [Trouble] Ka dap banǫ dǤl o la zi'e baanlimm, ka lǫǫ wțm kțkǤr la, amaa ka 

pț nyǫ sǤ'ǤsǤ. 'Meanwhile the men who were travelling with him stood speechless; they heard the voice but could 
see no one.'. [ACT 9:7] Ba sǤ'ǤsǤ kț yii. 'not one will escape.'. [AMO 9:1] Man kǫǫn na la, bǤ ka sǤ'ǤsǤ ka'anǫ? 
'When I came, why was there no one?'. [ISA 50:2] Ba da bǫnǫ lalli nǫ Sidon dim la ka pț mǤr nǤnaar nǫ sǤ'ǤsǤ'ǤǤ. 
'They lived far away from the Sidonians and had no dealings with any other people.'. [JDG 18:7] See: sǤ'. 

sǤ'ǤsǤ'ǤǤ   See main entry: sǤ'ǤsǤ'. anyone. 

sǤ'ǤǤ   See main entry: sǤ'. everyone. 

sǤk1   Form: sǤ'Ǥd2. n. a large hoe. Dagbam mǤri sǤ'Ǥdi nwǫ’ǫd vugisi bțti ba bțmbțțda. Dagombas used a local hoe 

to make ridges where they plant their crops. [MA] Fa, fț ya'a keŋ da'a fțn da' sǤk na tisim. Please if you go to the 
market, do buy me the local hoe. [MA] 

sɔk2   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 

sǤl   Form: sǤn8. Variant: sonn; sǤnnǫ. v. to flow, dribble, run down. o da ...  kǫ ka nintǤǤnd sǤnnǫ dǤlisid o tieŋi 

sigid teŋin. he would ... dribble down his beard.'. [1SA 21:13] 

sǤlig   Variant: sǤligi. v. to do sth. secretly. li niŋ bi'ela ka o sǤligi lǫb yin na. it wasn't long before he secretly came back 
home. [Wonderwoman] 

sǤligi   See main entry: sǤlig. secretly. 

sǤlim1   Variant: sǤlimaa. v. to tell a story. Ba ya'a la'asǫǫ ba tun'e sǤlim ka yț'țm yțțma When they have a gathering 

they can tell stories and sing songs. [Wealth-Is-Power] SǤlima da naadnǫ ala, ka li yț'țn anǫ Adu na sǤlim. So the 
stories were coming to an end, and then it was Adu's turn to tell a story. [Trouble] li ka'anǫ sǤlima ka o sǤlimaa? 
'Isn't he just telling parables?'. [EZK 20:49] See: sǤlțŋ. 

sǤlim-2   See main entry: sǤlțŋ. story. 

sǤlima   See main entry: sǤlțŋ. story. 

sǤlimaa   See main entry: sǤlim1. narrate. 

sǤliŋ   See main entry: sǤlțŋ. story. 

sǤlțŋ   Variant: sǤliŋ; soluŋ; sǤlțŋț. Form: sǤlima. Form: sǤlim-2. Variant: solim-. n. a story, folktale. FǤǤnmǫ ka kǫlisi 
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sǤliŋ la. Be quiet and listen to the story. [MA] Yaro da lǫbig sǤlțŋ la nǫ on bǤǤd si'em Yaro turned the meaning 

of the story the way he wanted it. [Trouble] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ dǫŋi ǫnbig sǤlțŋ la? Who was the first one to ask for  a story? 

[Trouble] M saam da yǫlim sǤlțŋț o yǫla My father told me a story about her. [Trouble] Gbauŋ kaŋa anǫ Kusaal 

sǤlima gbauŋ dinǫ pa'an ya'am This book is a book of Kusaal stories which teach wisdom. [You-Heard?] Da yǫtti 

ti sǤlimaa. Don't tell us stories. [Trouble] li ka'anǫ sǤlima ka o sǤlimaa? 'Isn't he just telling parables?'. [EZK 20:49] 
Ti pț dǤl sǤlima linǫ yi ninsaalib mi'iliminǫ yǫti ya 'We did not follow cleverly invented stories when we told 
you'. [2PE 1:16] M da ǫǫnti sǤb sǤlimgima tabil sakur la yiiŋ ye sieba karim. I used to post up short stories 
outside the school for people to read. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: sǤlțŋțn ‘to/in/from story’. SǤm yǫltǤǤd wțsa banǫ 

paae Mensah Bonsu sǤlțŋțn nwa. Write all the misfortunes that came to Mansah Bonsu in this story. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Amaa on da gǤsid si'el la bǫnǫ sǤlțŋțn ma'aa. But what he was regarding was only in a story. 

[Trouble] Sim: siiliŋ ‘proverb, parable’. 

sǤlțŋț   See main entry: sǤlțŋ. story. 

sǤm!   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sǤmmi!   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sɔn See main entry: sțl1. brideprice. 

sǤn1   Variant: son'; sonn. Form: sǤǤnd4. Form: sǤǤnm!. Variant: sǤǤnmi!. Form: sǤǤndin. v. to saw sth. up. Fț ya'a ye fț 

sǤn daad la, fțn sǤǤnmi ba baanlig-baanlig. If you want to saw the wood, saw them small size. [MA] Mam paae 

daad da'an la, m nyǫ ka Anambun bǫǫ ani sǤǤnd daad. When I arrived at the timber market, I saw Anambun 
sawing wood. [MA] Daad la sǤb yǫl biis la ye ba sǤǤnm dawa'ad la yiiga ka nyaan sǤn dagima la. The wood 
owner said to the children to saw the long boards first and then the short ones. [MA] 

sǤn2   Variant: sǤǤn2; soon [N]; saan. Form: sǤǤnd5. Form: sǤǤndnǫ1. Form: sǤǤm!. Variant: sǤǤmi!. v. to smooth sth. 
Kampinta nam la sǤn daad la naae. The carpenters have finished smoothing (sandpapering) the wood. [MA] 

sǤn3   Variant: sɔn'1; sǤǤn3; sɔnn; son'; sǤn'ǫ; son'e. Form: sǤǤnd3. Form: sǤǤn'e!. v. to gird, wear (around 

waist/hips/thighs). Ka o sǤn o fuug la tǤ'ǤtǤ ka tuuns kțlțŋ la lǫbis ka yi likin la. He quickly wrapped a cloth 
round his waist and gently pushed the door back, and went out into the dark. [Trouble] ka ba ans kekaŋ vaandi 

maali sǤǤn lusi ba nyan and they picked figtree leaves and made loincloths to cover their shame. [GEN 3:7] 
maanmaan la na yǫ fuug ka sǤǤn o kurigiŋ 'the priest, wearing his linen robe and linen shorts'. [LEV 6:10] Li da 

libigimnǫ bǤzugǤ, m da pț sǤn pǫttțț. This took me by surprise as I wasn't wearing pants. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Fusabilig kanǫ ka o da sǤn la da bǫnǫ o siaa bǫn ka bas o nyǤ'Ǥg zaalim. The dark cloth that he was wearing 
was round his waist, leaving his chest bare. [Trouble] Ba na nǤk zupibpieligi pid ka sǤn kurigimis ka li wțsa an 

gum fuud. 'They are to wear linen turbans on their heads and linen undergarments around their waists'. [EZK 44:18] 
Kǫl ka ti sie ti mǫŋi sǤn bǤto fuudi ti siesin Let us humble ourselves and out on 'sackcloth around our waists'. 
[1KI 20:31] Apraku da sǤnǫ giins kurdaug nǫ li fuug Apraku wore jeans and a matching jacket. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Aaron nǫ o biribis la na sǤǤnd kurigimbama saŋkanǫ wțsa ka ba kpǫn'ǫd Fuug Sțgțr kanǫ ka ba la'asid 

taaba la 'Aaron and his sons must wear them ('linen undergarments') whenever they enter the Tent of Meeting'. 

[EXO 28:43] O ... sǤǤnd fuud banǫ pǤnri vǫnl. 'she is clothed in fine linen and purple.'. [PRO 31:22] SǤn'Ǥsimini ya 

fuud ka sǤǤn'e bǤto fuud! 'Strip yourselves bare, and put on a loincloth of sacking.'. [ISA 32:11] Sim: yǫ ‘wear/put 

on esp. clothes on the upper body’. o da yǫnǫ fupiel nu'ugima ka sɔnn kurgiŋ sabil. he was wearing a white 

short-sleeved shirt and black shorts. [Trouble] Sim: pid ‘put on/wear sth. peripheral – hat, shoe ring’. ba nǤk 

fuzen'ug n yǫǫl o, ka nǤk gǤn'Ǥs wug na'am zugpibig n pid o. [MRK 15:17] Cpart: sun'oe, sǤn'Ǥs ‘remove 
garment around waist’. See: sǤn'Ǥs; sun'oe. 

sǤn4   See main entry: sǤn'oe. better [be]. 

sǤN-5   See main entry: sǤŋ. mat. 

sǤn-6   See main entry: sǤǫn'. witch. 

sǤn-7   See main entry: sǤǤnr2. liver. 

sǤn8   See main entry: sǤl. run down. 

sǤna   See main entry: sǤŋ. mat. 
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sǤndig   Variant: sǤndigi. v. to brush (teeth). Bǫkǫung wțsa fțn Ǥm sigidir ka sǤndigi fț nyina sț'țŋa. Every morning 
you should chew a chewing stick and brush your teeth very well. [MA] 

sǤndigi   See main entry: sǤndig. brush. 

sǤndțg-sǤndțg   Variant: sondug. id. in separate groups. ba dǤl taaba keŋ sǤndug-sǤndug 'each herd by itself'. [GEN 

32:16 [draft]] 
sǤnduor   Variant: sonduer. Form: sǤnduoya. Variant: sonduoya; soŋduoya. n. a bier. Nid ya'a kpii, ba mǤri man wila 

maan sǤnduoya If a person dies they use my branches to make a bier. [Trees] Na'ab David mǫŋ da dǤl sǤnduoya 

la baba gaad. 'King David himself walked behind the bier.'. [2SA 3:31] See: sǤŋ. 

sǤnduoya   See main entry: sǤnduor. bier. 

sǤnfulinfuud   n. lungs. SǤnfulinfuud bǫǫ nǤŋgban bǫǫ zilim bǫǫ kțkǤya ban'as gban'af. You get diseases of the 

lungs, lips, tongue or throat. [Smoking] biis banǫ sǤnsid bǫǫ dǤl banǫ nut taba la kpǫn'ǫsidi ba mǫŋ nǫ yǫllin ka 

na paam sǤnfulinfuud ban'as young people who hang out or associate with smokers put themselves in danger of 
lung-disease. [Smoking] Etym: OV1 *FU ; vc4 *fu . 

sɔn'1   See main entry: sǤn3. gird. 

sǤn'ǫ   See main entry: sǤn3. gird. 

sɔn'e   See main entry: sǤǫn'. witch. 

sɔn'e   See main entry: sǤn'oe. better [be]. 

sǤn'Ǥ   See main entry: sǤn'oe. better [be]. 

sǤn'Ǥn   See main entry: sǤn'oe. better [be]. 

sǤn'Ǥnǫ   See main entry: sǤn'oe. better [be]. 

sǤn'Ǥnǫǫ   See main entry: sǤn'oe. better [be]. 

sǤn'Ǥs   Form: sǤn'Ǥsimini!. v. to take off (garment from around waist). SǤn'Ǥsimini ya fuud ka sǤǤn'e bǤto fuud! 'Strip 

yourselves bare, and put on a loincloth of sacking.'. [ISA 32:11] Syn: sun'oe; Cpart: sǤn3. See: sǤn3. 

sǤn'Ǥsimini!   See main entry: sǤn'Ǥs. take off. 

sǤn'oe   Variant: son'e; sɔn'e; sǤn4; sǤn'Ǥ. Form: sǤn'Ǥn. Variant: so'on; sǤn'Ǥnǫ; sǤn'Ǥnǫǫ. v. to be better (than ...) Note: be 

better (off) than A-gbin-tǤnsa-luug sǤn'Ǥe ziemis. 'Mr.Struggle-until-failure' is better than humiliation. [Proverb 

034] AGU'UMŰŊ SƆN'ƆE TI'EBƒG. Prevention is Better than Treatment. [Immunisation-II.] NǤǤr kanǫ n yǫl ka kis 

gbinvǤǤnr n sǤn'oe li. A mouth that speaks and then takes it back – the anus is better. [Asaasim Proverb] Note: 

emended MA –  original : Noor kane nyel ka kis gbivoor  n su'o Suma ya'a pț nyǫ' li sǤn'oe dabug. Even if the 

groundnuts haven't produced fruit, they are better than false-groundnut. [Proverb 268] Li anǫ fț baŋ ye hali fțn 

sǤn'oe mam. Because you know you are better than me. [Trouble] o bu'osi ba saŋkanǫ ka o biig la ban'as la 

pin'ili sǤn'oe 'He asked them what time it was when his son got better. [JHN 4:52] bavțt sǤn'oe gbigim kpiiluŋ 'a 

live dog is better off than a dead lion'. [ECC 9:4] Nyangiŋ sɔn'e nyanwǤk. Short shame is better than long shame. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Daasi'erǫ labakaŋa na sɔn'e. Perhaps this will be better news. [Trouble] faaǫn o na'am la tis onǫ 

sǤn'Ǥ o. 'give her royal position to someone else who is better than she.'. [EST 1:19] Ninkanǫ dit tampǫligim gba 

sǤn o. A person who eats ashes is better than him. [ISA 44:20] La'an nǫ ala Adu ya'a dǤllin o keŋinǫ li naan sǤn'Ǥn 

bi'ela. In spite of that, if Adu were to go with him, that would be a little better. [Trouble] O da zǤt Goma nǫ, o ya'a 

bǫǫn lǤsi'a sǤn'Ǥn, amaa o ka' gaŋirǫ. He was afraid of Goma, and it would have been better to be somewhere 
else, but he had no choice. [Trouble] Ka li ya'a an bǫogțn ya na yǫl ye, “Li ya'a aannǫ zaam li naan sǤn'Ǥn.” Ka 

zaam ka ya yǫl ye, “Li ya'a aannǫ bǫogțn li naan sǤn'Ǥn.” 'In the morning you will say, “If only it were 
evening!” and in the evening, “If only it were morning!”'.  [DEU 28:67] Ti ya'a daa mi'in ka siaki kpǫlimin Joodan 

lǤ'Ǥm la, li naan kț sǤn'Ǥnǫǫ? 'If only we had been content to stay on the other side of the Jordan!'. [JOS 7:7] 
sɔnn   See main entry: sǤn3. gird. 

sǤnna   See main entry: sǤnnir. dividing wall. 

sǤnnǫ   See main entry: sǤl. run down. 
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sǤnnir   Variant: sonir. Form: sǤnna. Variant: sona. n. a dividing-wall. Note: house courtyard dividing wall 

sǤnpțt   Variant: sonput; soonput. Form: sǤnpțttib. Variant: sonputib. n. a diviner, medium. Note: "they can tell secret things" 

[Moses A] : etymologically a 'witch-doctor' who can name-and-shame 'witches' O mǫ ya'a buol sonput na ... on ba'and 

la pțn dǫŋim yǫl o o bi'em a sǤ'. If he calls a 'witch-doctor' ... the one who is consulted will first ask him who is 
his enemy. [Asaasim] Li na kǫǫn fț san'an na ka li wțmif, la'an nǫ fțn an sǤnpțt nǫ ba'akǤlțg sǤb ... la. They 

will come upon you (two disasters) although you are a diviner and a soothsayer. [ISA 47:9] Ba da tțmnǫ sǤnpțt 

tțțma ka bțgțd ba'ad 'they consulted mediums and fortune tellers'. [2KI 17:17] Josia da kad ba'akǤn dim nǫ 

sǤnpțttib la wțsa 'Josiah got rid of the mediums and spiritists'. [2KI 23:24] SƆƆNB NE SONPUTIB YŰLA Witches 

and Witchdoctors. [Asaasim [heading]] Colloc: sǤnpțttibin ‘to soothsayers’. O da la'an tțm tiim tțțma wțsa, ka 

ken sǤnpțttibin nǫ ba'abțgțdibin. 'He practised divination and magic and consulted fortune tellers and 
mediums.'. [2KI 21:6] See: sǤǫn'; pțd. 

sǤnpțttib   See main entry: sǤnpțt. diviner. 

sǤns-   See main entry: sǤnsig1. conversation. 

sǤns1   Variant: sons; sǤnsǫ; sonsi. Form: sǤnsnǫ. Form: sǤnsid. Variant: sonsid; sǤnsida; sonsida; sǤnsidi. 

Form: sǤnsidnǫ. Form: sǤnsim!. Form: sǤnsin. Variant: sǤnsinǫ. Form: sǤnsțg2.  Note: Forms with  -ț-  SC 0  ,  

texts 5x Variant: sǤnsig3; sonsig.  Note: Forms with  -i-  SC 0  ,  texts 2x v. to chat, converse. Pa'annib ... la daa 

kaanb Awintțma nǫ o taab la ye ba kena sǤns nǫ ba sakur bibis la. The teachers invited Awintuma and his 

team to come and talk with their pupils. [AIDS-I] o daa tțmmi buon o tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el ye o sǤns nǫ o. 'he 
sent for him frequently and talked with him.'. [ACT 24:26] Bu'os banǫ ka ti na sǤnsi li yǫla. Questions for 
discussion: [Bible-Study] Adu da keŋi kaae o zua la yin ka ba sǤnsi yuug hali. Adu went to visit his friend at 
home and they chatted for a long time. [Trouble] Ka ban sǤnsi naae la, ka o nya'andǤlib la kena, ka li lidigi ba, 

on sǤnsid nǫ pu'a la 'Just then his disciples returned and were surprised to find him talking with a woman.'. [JHN 

4:27] Lit: When they had finished conversing .... On daa ken daar la na, ba daa sǤnsnǫ bi'ela. When he came the 
day before yesterday they had a little chat. [Trouble] Note: emended by MA –  original On da kena la daari ba sǤnsnǫ 
biis banǫ sǤnsid bǫǫ dǤl banǫ nut taba la kpǫn'ǫsidi ba mǫŋ nǫ yǫllin kids who chat or hang out with the ones 
who smoke tobacco get themselves into trouble. [Smoking] Ban nam sǤnsid la ka Rakǫl mǫ paad na nǫ o saam 

kǤnbid 'While he was talking to them, Rachel arrived with her father's flock'. [GEN 29:9] O tțm tțțm dinǫ wțsa 

ka Asumbul tis o amaa ba pț sǤnsida She did all the jobs Spider gave her to do, but they didn't talk to each 
other. [Wonderwoman] BǤ ka fțn nǫ pu'a la sǤnsida? 'Why are you talking with her?'. [JHN 4:27] Li tun'e an nwadig 

nwadig bǫǫ dabpiinǫ anaas naas ka ya sǤnsidi ya nǤǤryinne tțțma la yǫla. – it could be every month or every 

fortnight – to discuss the business of your cooperative. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ka ban nam kpǫm pian'ad ka sǤnsidi li 

yǫla la, ka Yesu mǫŋ li'eli ba 'As they talked and discussed, Jesus himself drew near'. [LUK 24:15] Yidaan la pu'ab 

nǫ o biis wțsa ti yț'țn sǤnsidnǫ nwǫnǫ ba'abiis nǫ taaba All the householder's wives and children then started 
to discuss (the matter) with each other like brothers. [Three-Problems] SǤnsim suobanǫ na tun'e kǫ ka yadda niŋid 

yi Siig Kasi la bǫllimin. Discuss the ways which can make the believer forsake life in the Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] 
Tinamǫ zanmis zin'isia gaad la, ti sǤnsin Siig Kasi la da tțm si'em In our previous study passage we were 
discussing how the Holy Spirit worked. [Bible-Study] Adu, Fțn nǫ fț pugidib biig la ya'a yiin yiiŋi sǤnsinǫ ... 
Adu, if you and your cousin were to go outside and have a chat ... [Trouble] Ama da gu'usid ye Adu na pin'il 

sǤnsțg ya'as Ama was waiting for Adu to start talking again. [Trouble] na'ab yǫl ye ba gu'om sǤnsig la ka saa 

lǫb bǫog na the chief said that they should stop the discussion, and come back the next day. [AIDS-I] 
See: azin'i-sǤnsid; sǤnsig1; sǤnsig2; sǤnsidim. 

sǤnsǫ   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sǤnsid   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sǤnsida   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sǤnsidi  See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sǤnsidim   n. conversation. Note: in the Colloc: sǤnsidim taas ‘conversation-partners’. Bugusim dim ma'aa aan o 

sǤnsidim taas 'He keeps company with evildoers'. [JOB 34:8] Sim: sǤnsig1. See: sǤns1; sǤnsig1. 

sǤnsidnǫ   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 
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sǤnsig1   Note: Forms with  -i-  SC  5x ,  texts 13x Variant: sǤnsțg1.  Note: Forms with  -ț-  SC 0  ,  texts 20x Variant: sǤnsiga; 

sǤnsigǤ; sǤnsigț. Form: sǤns-. n.  Note: verbal noun as noun conversation, discussion, debate. Na'ayin sǤnsțg la 

daa yuugnǫ. The discussion at the palace took a long time. [AIDS-I] Li daa nwǫnǫ ba sǤnsțg la bǤǤdi mǤri ba 

paae nǫ yț'țŋ nǫ. It seemed as though their conversation was going to go on till night-time. [Trouble] Linǫ da paas 

anǫ sǤnsțg dǤtita'ar nǫ yaŋir. In addition there was a big conference room and a gate. [Jealousy] Atiig daa kpǫn' 

sǤnsțg dǤǤgțn la nyǫ ka mankǫǫnsi la pa'ae kabǤt la zug Atiig went into the parlour and saw that the matches 

were on top of the cupboard. [Fire] Note: cf. / ct. O zaŋnǫ pa'al kabǤt zug sǤnsig dǤǤgțn la He put them (matches) 
on top of the cupboard in the parlour. [Fire] Lit: conversation-room. Da kǫ ka sǤ' baŋi ti sǤnsig nwa' yǫllǫ 'Don't 
let anyone know about this conversation'. [JER 38:24] BǤ sǤnsig ka ya sǤnsid nǫ taaba? What are you talking about 
to each other ... ? [LUK 24:17] Li ya'a da aannǫ sǤnsiga, o da naan bǤǤdin ye o baŋ onǫ zu If it was a matter of 

discussion, he would like to know who had committed a theft. [Trouble] Da kǫ ka banǫ nǤŋ pian'ad ma'aa pian'ad 

ka li anǫ ban ma'aa sǤnsigǤ Don't let the people who like talking monopolise the talk and make it their own 
private conversation. [Bible-Study] Asaan, bǤ kǫǫsțg sǤnsigț nwa? Asaan, what is this farewell conversation? 

[AIDS-II] GbansǤbid la tțțma anǫ ye o sǤb sǤnskanǫ ka ya gban'e ya nǤǤryinne la'asțgin la. The Secretary's 

job is to write down the decisions at your cooperative meeting. [Wealth-Is-Power] Colloc: sǤnsigin/sǤnsigțn. 
Maligim dǤlis nidib la pțtǫn'ǫbanǫ ka ba yǫl ... la yǫla ya mǫŋ sǤnsțgin lin ya'a ansțm. Go over the opinions 
the people have expressed again in your own discussion, if that is good. [Bible-Study] Ti sǤnsțgțn la ti baŋ ya ye 

nǤzi'elțg Siig Kasi la yǫla la da yǫl nǫ nǤnakțdțg la saŋa In our discussion we have found out that the promise 

of the Holy Spirit was spoken in Old Testament times. [Bible-Study] Colloc: ( nǫ1 fț/ya1 ) sǤnsiga ‘[greeting, not 
specific to time of day]’. Abțgțr: SǤnsiga –  Winna'ab: Yauu, kenken. Abugur: "Hello."  –  Winna'ab: "Yeah, 
welcome!" [Three-Problems] Ka o mǤri kpǫn' o saam la san'an ka pț'țs o ye, “SǤnsiga!” Ka o siak ye, “Nambaa, 

m biiga. Fț aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ?” 'He went to his father and said, “My father.” “Yes, my son,” he answered. “Who is it?” 
'. [GEN 28:18] Note: The 'meaning' of a greeting is the fact that one is greeting politely: the Kusaal Bible uses the appropriate 

greeting and response for the situation. [TN] Sim: sǤnsidim. See: sǤns1; sǤnsig2; sǤnsidim. 

sǤnsig2   v. to greet. Note: with the general greeting " (Nǫ fț/ya) sɔnsiga!. (ba) keŋ paae sǤnsig ka yisǤb la siak ka pț'țsi ba 

ken-ken they came and greeted, and the householder responded and welcomed them. [Billygoat cf.] Dau paae 

sǤnsig ka yisǤb yina n pț'țs o ye ken-ken The man came and greeted them, and the householder came out and 
welcomed him. See: sǤns1; sǤnsig1. 

sǤnsig3   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sǤnsiga   See main entry: sǤnsig1. conversation. 

sǤnsigǤ   See main entry: sǤnsig1. conversation. 

sǤnsigț   See main entry: sǤnsig1. conversation. 

sǤnsim!   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sǤnsin   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sǤnsinǫ  See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sǤnsnǫ   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sǤnsțg1   See main entry: sǤnsig1. conversation. 

sǤnsțg2   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sǤntțțma   Variant: sontuuma. n.pl. witchcraft, acts of witchcraft. Note: The English terms 'witch', 'witchcraft' are used in Ghana 
English and some anthropological studies to refer to people who harm others by non-material means, whether voluntarily or 

involuntarily. Ti ninsaalib bǤǤdim niŋid si'el la nie paalț, ka kǫt ka nidib mǤr pu'asan'auŋ nǫ dian'ad tțțma 

nǫ tțțmyaalis nǫ bada maalțg nǫ sǤntțțma 'The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, 
impurity and debauchery;  idolatry and witchcraft'. [GAL 5:19-20] ya zaŋi ya sǤntțțma ma' tǫǫns wțsa kpǫn'ǫs 

mǤǤg. 'with your sorcery you deceived all the nations.'. [REV 18:23] See: sǤǫn'; tțțm2. 

sǤnya   See main entry: sǤǤnr1. grasscutter. 

sǤŋ   Variant: soŋ; sǤŋǤ; soŋo; sǤŋț. Form: sǤna. Variant: sona. Form: sǤN-5. n. a mat. Note: sleeping-mat Yaa n da paae 

yțma piiga la, o da bǤǤd ye o gbǫǫnd o sǤŋ o kǤn' When Yaa reached the age of ten he wanted to sleep on his 
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mat by himself. [Trouble] Ka Yesu yǫl o ye, “Duom zaŋi fț sǤŋ la keŋ.” 'Then Jesus said to him, “Get up! Pick up 

your mat and walk.”'. [JHN 5:8] Ka pǤn'Ǥr la kpǫn duoe zaŋ o sǤŋț gaadi ba tuonnǫ yi. 'He got up, took his mat 
and walked out in full view of them all.'. [MRK 2:12] Ba tțmnǫ tțțmbibis wțț pǫǫd bǫǫ sǤna țgțb ... bǫǫ tțm 

lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la tțțma bǫǫ pǤn'Ǥd nanzț'țsi dǫligid They do casual labour like weaving baskets and mats ... or 
they do gardening or pick peppers and spread them to dry. [Trouble] Ti da digi sǤna banǫ ka ba zaŋ miinsi vțd la 

zug. We lay on mats that had been woven from straw. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba da mǤr sǤna nǫ laas nǫ dțgid, ka mǫ 

mǤr ki nǫ mui la'an nǫ zǤ'Ǥm nǫ kawǫnsǫn'ǫda, hali nǫ bǫŋa nǫ saazi. (they) 'brought bedding and bowls and 
articles of pottery. They also brought wheat and barley, flour and roasted grain, beans and lentils'. [2SA 17:28] Hali 

ka nidib mǤr ban'adnam na digili ba suoya ni nǫ sǤna ye Pita ya'a gaad anina o ma'asim na si'isi ba. 'the 
sick into the streets and laid them on beds and mats so that at least Peter's shadow might fall on some of them as he 

passed by.'. [ACT 5:15] Fțu ya'a di'em nǫ biig, fț ma kțm daar ka o zaŋid o ma sǤŋkǫnda na ye ya di'em. If 
you play with a child, on the day of your mother's funeral he will bring his mother's old mat for you to play with. 

[Proverb 089] O da nyǤnnǫ tț'țd ka maligin tiǫn sǤŋdaugțn la ka li dammid nwia-nwia. He complained and 
abused (him), and stretched himself on the big sleeping-mat again, and it was making a rattling noise. [Trouble] 
Colloc: sǤŋin(ǫ), sǤŋțn(ǫ) ‘on/to/from’. dap sieba zi dau na ka o an pǤn'Ǥr ka dig sǤŋin 'Some men came 

carrying a paralytic on a mat'. [LUK 5:18] M kț kpǫn' m yin bǫǫ digini m sǤŋinǫ. 'I will not enter my house or go 
to my bed'. [PSA 132:3] Pa'an la daa pin'ili ki'isnǫ, ka ye on tțm o nǫ ye o da' gaari na tis o ka on pț yǤ 

za'anǤǤr bǫǫ tǫbig o bas sǤŋțn The teacher began denying it, and said he had sent her to buy garri for him, and 
he had not opened the door or pushed her onto a mat. [AIDS-II] O ya'a digin sǤŋțnǫ o liebidnǫ ka o tațn la pț 

tun'e gbisida. When he lay on the mat he kept turning over and his little sister couldn't sleep. [Trouble] SynD: dǫbir. 
nidib mor ban'adnam na n digili ba sueya ni ne deba [ACT 5:15 (original New Testament)] Note: published Bible: nidib 

mǤr ban'adnam na digili ba suoya ni nǫ sǤna 'people brought the sick into the streets and laid them on beds and 
mats'. Etym: OV1 *S¹ON ; OVN *SON-GU/TI . See: sǤnduor. 

sǤŋǤ   See main entry: sǤŋ. mat. 

sǤŋț   See main entry: sǤŋ. mat. 

sǤp   See main entry: sǤb1. dark. 

sǤs   Variant: sos; sǤsǫ; sǤsi; sosi. Form: sǤsnǫ. Form: sǤsid. Variant: sosid; sǤsidǫ; soside; sǤsidi; sosidi. Form: sǤsidin. 

Variant: sosidin. Form: sǤsidnǫ. Variant: sosidne. Form: sǤsin. Variant: sosin. Form: sǤsim!. Variant: sosim; 

sǤsimi!; sosimi. Form: sǤsțg. Variant: sosug; sǤsig; sosig; sǤsib; sǤsțgǤ; sosugo; sǤsigǤ; sǤsțgț. v. to request, 

beg, pray for. Zanmisțg la ya'a ti naad la fțn kǫ ka nidib la nyǫ saŋa bi'ela sǤs When the study is coming to 

an end, give the people a little time to pray. [Bible-Study] Mbun sțnf daa san'am nǫ o sid la bǫn'ǫd la, ka o sǤs 

Wina'am tis o Mbun was unhappy that her husband was ill, and prayed for him. [AIDS-I] Waai, m zugdaana, m 

pa'a sǤs lieŋ la nǫ. 'Oh, master!’ ... the adze 'was borrowed.'. [2KI 6:5] Pita dț dǤǤg zug nintaŋ tisțțs ye o sǤs 

Wina'am. 'Peter went up on the roof of the house about noon in order to pray.'. [ACT 10:9] Josef onǫ yi Arimatea 

teŋin ... keŋ Pailet san'anǫ sǤs Yesu niŋgbiŋ la. 'Joseph of Arimathea ... went in to Pilate and asked for the body 
of Jesus.'. [MRK 15:43] M kț sǤsǫ. M kț maki m ZugsǤba. 'I will not ask; I will not put the Lord to the test.'. [ISA 7:12] 
kǫli ka ti sǤsi Wina'am ye, Wina'am sț'țlim la maal si'el la na zu'oe let us pray God that the effects of the 
kingdom of God will increase. [Bible-Study] ba sǤsi ti ka ti zin'in nǫ ba daba ayǤpǤi they 'asked us to stay with 

them a week'. [ACT 28:14] Ala ka ti lǤ nǤǤr ka sǤsi ti Wina'am la li yǫla ka o di'e ti sǤsțg. 'So we fasted and 
petitioned our God about this, and he answered our prayer.'. [EZR 8:23] mam mǫ sǤsnǫ paalț kuod. I'm also asking 
for 'a land' to farm. [Trouble] Man sǤsid si'el anǫ nǫ'ǫŋa. That is what I am asking for. [Trouble] Ka m mǫ ka' paŋ 

kanǫ na kuaa, ka nyan mǫ bǫ nǫ mam na sǤsid. 'I'm not strong enough to dig, and I'm ashamed to beg'. [LUK 16:4] 
Ka zțnzǤŋ zin' suorini sǤsid. 'a blind man ... was sitting by the roadside begging.'. [MRK 10:46] Wina'am kț tis o 

nimbanǫ sǤsid o yț'țŋ nǫ nintaŋ la bțțdǫǫ? 'will not God bring about justice for his chosen ones, who cry out 
to him day and night?'. [LUK 18:7] Efiram dim lǫb Asiria san'an ka sǤsid Asiria Na'atita'ar la ye o sțŋi ba. 
'Ephraim turned to Assyria, and sent to the great king for help.'. [HOS 5:13] Ka zțnzǤŋ zin' suorini sǤsid. 'a blind 

man ... was sitting by the roadside begging.'. [MRK 10:46] o da yț'țn sǤsidi linǫ bǫ li gțllimm tisid Yaro. then he 
was praying for something special for Yaro. [Trouble] Li ka'anǫ bama yǫla ma'aa ka m sǤsidi fǤ 'It is not for these 
alone that I pray'. [JHN 17:20] Ba sǤsidnǫ ba'akanǫ ka ba zaŋ daugț maal 'they ask advice from a piece of wood'. 

[HOS 4:12] M pa'a sǤsidnǫ Na'ab la suguru ye o da lǫbisim Jonatan yin ka m kpii ani. 'I was pleading with the 

king not to send me back to Jonathan's house to die there.'. [JER 38:26] Ban daa gu'usid la ka Mpuaka yǫl Ayaab 
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pu'a ye ba sǤsim Wina'am. While they were waiting, Mpuaka said to Ayaab's wife that they should pray to God. 

[Electricity] SǤsim Wina'am tisim! 'Pray for me.'. [EXO 8:28] SǤsim fțn bǤǤd ye m tisif si'el wțsa. 'Ask for 
whatever you want me to give you.'. [1KI 3:5] SǤsimi fț ZugsǤb Wina'am la ka o tisif zanbin 'Ask the Lord your 
God for a sign'. [ISA 7:11] Fț ya'a mi' ... onǫ yǫtif ye tisim ku'om la, fț naan sǤsin o ka o tisi nǫf vțm ku'om. 
'If you knew ... who it is that asks you for a drink, you would have asked him and he would have given you living 

water.'. [JHN 4:10] Mpraeso nidib wțsa da ye Wina'am gandigi m du'adib la sǤsțg. All the people of Mpraeso 

said that God answered my parents' prayer. [Shoeshine-Boy] LǤrpal daa siaki ba sǤsțg la 'Highway' agreed to their 
request. [Trouble] M sǤsțg nǫ man bǤǤd si'el la anǫ anwa: 'My petition and my request is this:'. [EST 5:7] Ala ka ti 

lǤ nǤǤr ka sǤsi ti Wina'am la li yǫla ka o di'e ti sǤsțg. 'So we fasted and petitioned our God about this, and he 
answered our prayer.'. [EZR 8:23] Ti mi' ye Wina'am kț kǫlis onǫ an tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤb sǤsțgǤ 'We know that God 

does not listen to sinners.'. [JHN 9:31] m zugdaan Na'aba, Naa, kǫlisim ka m mǤri m sǤsțgț kǫǫn fț tuon na. 
'Your Majesty, I beg you to listen to me and do what I ask.'. [JER 37:20] Nǫ' na nyaŋi maal, KarimdǤǤg kanǫ pǫ'ǫl 

nǫ Siig la ya'a buol teŋgbauŋ la wțsa tțțmbǫ'ǫd tiakir Wina'am sǤsig la'asțg This can happen if a 
Spirit-filled Church calls the whole land to a meeting to pray for repentance. [Bible-Study] SǤ' wțsa kǫl ka yǫl ya'a 

paae o, on da tam win sǤsigǤ. Everyone should make sure that when they encounter a problem, they don't forget 
to pray. [Asaasim] Colloc: sǤs nǤǤr1 ‘ask permission’. Kǫl ka m sǤs nǤǤri tțm biig yinne ka o zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ kuli mǤr 

bugum na. Let me ask for permission to send one boy home to bring fire. [You-Heard?] Colloc: sǤsțgin ‘in 
requesting’; sǤs suor ‘1) ask permission  :  2) ask permission to leave’. Akudbil daa lǫn sǤs suor ye o bu'os 

bu'osțg yinne ya'as Akudbil again asked permission to ask one more question. [1) Electricity] M da'anǫ kariyauŋ 

ka sǤsid suor ye m keŋ gǤs lin an si'em 'I have just bought a field, and I must go and see it. Please excuse me.'. 

[1) LUK 14:18] David sǤsnǫ suor man san'an ye o keŋ Betilehem. 'David earnestly asked me for permission to go 
to Bethlehem.'. [2) 1SA 20:28] Colloc: sǤs Wina'am ‘to pray (for things)’. Su'os yț'țŋǤ, o sa bǫnǫ nǫ Adu wțț 

hawa ayi' sǤsid Wina'am Yesterday night he was with Adu about a couple of hours, praying. [Trouble] Ba zin' nǫ 

ba ka sǤsid Wina'am tisidi ba ka bțgțni ba sțnya ka la'asid nǫ ba dit diib. They sit with them and pray for 
them, encourage them and eat meals with them. [AIDS-II] O da pa'ali ti ye ti sǤsim Siig Kasi la yǫla ka da gǫǫnda 
He taught us that we should pray for the Holy Spirit and not become weary. [Bible-Study] Colloc: sǤs suguru ‘ask 
for forgiveness, apologise’. Adu da baŋ sțnpǫǫn la o kțkǤrin la. Ka sǤs suguru ye, 'M maal taal.' Adu 

recognised the anger in his voice and apologised saying "I have done wrong." [Trouble] dinǫ bǫǫ o pțtǫn'ǫrin hali 

anǫ daakanǫ ka o da kpǫn yi nyain na viig sțntǤǤg kanǫ ka o mǤr nǫ o ka sǤs suguru la. what was really on 
his mind was the day he came clean and confessed the bitterness he felt against her and asked forgiveness. [Trouble] 
O ...  yǫti ba nǫ nimmua ye ba tiakim ka sǤs suguru ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd zug. 'He ...  commands them to repent of 
their evil.'. [JOB 36:10] Suguru sǤsib winsǤsțg 'A Prayer for Forgiveness'. [PSA 51:1 [heading]] Colloc: sțgțrț sǤsțg 

maan ‘atonement sacrifice [in the Bible]’. Anwa ka maanmaan la na maal suguru sǤsțg maan pu'a la yǫla. 
'In this way the priest will make atonement for' her. [LEV 12:8] Sim: bu'os ‘ask question’; pț'țs ‘pray to’; bǫlim 
‘beg, ask for urgently’. Yesu da bǫ dunia nwa' ni saŋa si'a la, o da sǤs ka bǫlim Wina'am 'In his life on earth 
Jesus made his prayers and requests ... to God'. [HEB 5:7] Etym: OVN *SƲS ; GS1 *S¹U/EL. 

sǤsǫ   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsi   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsib   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsid   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsidǫ   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsidi   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsidin  See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsidnǫ   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsig   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsigǤ   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsim!   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsimi!  See main entry: sǤs. request. 
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sǤsin   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsnǫ   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsțg   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsțgǤ   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤsțgț   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sɔ̃ri [C]   See main entry: sǤǤnr1. grasscutter. 

so   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

soa'   See main entry: sǤ'. everyone. 

sob   See main entry: sǤb1. dark. 

sob   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sob   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sob   See main entry: sǤb3. owner. 

soba   See main entry: sǤb3. owner. 

sobe   See main entry: sǤb1. dark. 

sobeya   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sobi   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sobid   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sobid   See main entry: sǤbid1. writer. 

-sobid   See main entry: -sǤbid2. writer. 

sobidi   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

-sobidib   See main entry: -sǤbid2. writer. 

sobidne   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sobig   See main entry: sǤbig. blacken. 

sobigi   See main entry: sǤbig. blacken. 

sobigid   See main entry: sǤbig. blacken. 

sobir   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sobne   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sobolo   n. tamarind-drink. Ba yț'țn mǤri pusa maan bțnnuuda linǫ ka ba buon ye sobolo la. They now use the 
tamarind fruits to prepare the drink. [MA] 

sobug   See main entry: sǤbig. blacken. 

sobugi   See main entry: sǤbig. blacken. 

sodig   See main entry: sțdig1. middle [get to ~]. 

soen'   See main entry: sǤǫn'. witch. 

soenn [N]  See main entry: sǤǫn'. witch. 

sogia   See main entry: soogia1. soldier. 

sogianam   See main entry: soogia1. soldier. 

so'   See main entry: sǤ'. everyone. 

so'e   See main entry: sț'oe. own, regulate. 

so'ene   See main entry: sț'oe. own, regulate. 
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so'o   See main entry: sǤ'. everyone. 

so'od   See main entry: sǤ'Ǥd1. 'mustard'. 

so'oe   See main entry: sț'oe. own, regulate. 

so'olim   See main entry: sț'țlim. authority. 

so'on   See main entry: sǤn'oe. better [be]. 

sogyia-   See main entry: soogia1. soldier. 

sogyianamɛ   See main entry: soogia1. soldier. 

sokitis [W]  See main entry: suokita. crossroads. 

sola   n. solar. Note: in the Colloc: sola lam ‘a solar lamp’. Ba daa tis o ... sola lam linǫ mu'oed bugum winnigin la. 
They gave him a solar lamp which lights with electricity from the sun. [You-Do?] From: (Eng.) 

solim-   See main entry: sǤlțŋ. story. 

soluŋ   See main entry: sǤlțŋ. story. 

som   See main entry: sǤb2. write, take exam. 

sona   See main entry: sǤnnir. dividing wall. 

sona   See main entry: sǤŋ. mat. 

sonduer   See main entry: sǤnduor. bier. 

sondug   See main entry: sǤndțg-sǤndțg. separate groups [in ~]. 

sonduoya   See main entry: sǤnduor. bier. 

son'   See main entry: sǤn1. saw up. 

son'   See main entry: sǤn3. gird. 

son'-   See main entry: sǤǤnr2. liver. 

son'e   See main entry: sǤn3. gird. 

son'e   See main entry: sǤn'oe. better [be]. 

sonir   See main entry: sǤnnir. dividing wall. 

sonn   See main entry: sǤl. run down. 

sonn   See main entry: sǤn1. saw up. 

sonput   See main entry: sǤnpțt. diviner. 

sonputib   See main entry: sǤnpțt. diviner. 

sonr [N]   See main entry: sǤǤnr1. grasscutter. 

sons   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sonsi   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sonsid   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sonsida   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sonsig   See main entry: sǤns1. converse. 

sontuuma   See main entry: sǤntțțma. witchcraft. 

sonya   See main entry: sǤǤnr1. grasscutter. 

soŋ   See main entry: sǤŋ. mat. 

soŋduoya   See main entry: sǤnduor. bier. 

soŋo   See main entry: sǤŋ. mat. 

sos   See main entry: sǤs. request. 
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sosi   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sosid   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

soside   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sosidi   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sosidin   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sosidne   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sosig   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sosim   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sosimi   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sosin   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

soso   See main entry: sțțsț. sponge. 

sosug   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sosugo   See main entry: sǤs. request. 

sǤǤm!   See main entry: sǤn2. smooth [sth.] 

sǤǤmi!   See main entry: sǤn2. smooth [sth.] 

sǤǤm-sǤǤm   Variant: soom. id. (smash) to bits, in pieces. o na ... nwa' yibil la sǤǤm-sǤǤm. 'he will smash ... the small 

house into bits.'. [AMO 6:11] m na ... nwa'a ba ya' la sǤǤm-sǤǤm. their houses will be demolished. [ZEP 1:13] 

sǤǤn1   Variant: soonn. Form: sǤǤnd2. Variant: sǤǤndi2; soondi. v. to shuffle the feet. Ba amisidi ba nini, ka sǤǤndi ba 

nǤba 'a wink of the eye, a nudge with the foot'. [PRO 6:13] 

sǤǤn2   See main entry: sǤn2. smooth [sth.] 

sǤǤn3   See main entry: sǤn3. gird. 

sǤǤnb   See main entry: sǤǫn'. witch. 

sǤǤnbi   See main entry: sǤǫn'. witch. 

sǤǤnd1   See main entry: suoǫn. anoint, brush against. 

sǤǤnd2   See main entry: sǤǤn1. shuffle. 

sǤǤnd3   See main entry: sǤn3. gird. 

sǤǤnd4   See main entry: sǤn1. saw up. 

sǤǤnd5   See main entry: sǤn2. smooth [sth.] 

sǤǤndi1   See main entry: suoǫn. anoint, brush against. 

sǤǤndi2   See main entry: sǤǤn1. shuffle. 

sǤǤndin   See main entry: sǤn1. saw up. 

sǤǤndnǫ1   See main entry: sǤn2. smooth [sth.] 

sǤǤndnǫ2   See main entry: suoǫn. anoint, brush against. 

sǤǤng   Variant: soong. n. witchcraft. Note: The English terms 'witch', 'witchcraft' are used in Ghana English and some 

anthropological studies to refer to people who harm others by non-material means, whether voluntarily or involuntarily. M na 

san'ami ya sǤǤng la 'I will destroy your witchcraft'. [MIC 5:12] o zaŋ sǤǤng nǫ ba'abțgțsim pan'as tǫǫns la ... 

ka nyaŋ buudi la wțsa nǫ o sǤǤng. ' the mistress of sorceries, who enslaved nations ... and peoples by her 

witchcraft.'. [NAM 3:4] InvNabstr: sǤǫn'. See: sǤǫn'; sǤǤns. 

sǤǤn'e!   See main entry: sǤn3. gird. 

sǤǤnm!   See main entry: sǤn1. saw up. 
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sǤǤnmi!   See main entry: sǤn1. saw up. 

sǤǤnr1   Variant: sonr [N]; sɔ̃ri [C]. Form: sǤnya. Variant: sonya. n. a grasscutter, cane rat. Thryonomys swinderianus. 
Sian'ari da bǫ la, ti da yiiti keŋ ieeb ka gban'e sǤnya pamm, amaa nannanna bugum nyǤ'Ǥb la kǫ ka sian'ar 

lǫn kae, alazug sǤǤnr baa yinne lǫn kae. When there was forest we used to go hunting and caught many 
grasscutters, but due to bush burning, there is no more forest and not even one grasscutter can be seen. [MA] 

sǤǤnr2   Variant: soonr; sǤǤnri. Form: sǤn-7. Variant: son'-. Form: sǤǤnya. Variant: soonya. n. liver. NǤkim naaf la pțțgin 

la'ad wțsa ... ka nwaae sǤǤnr la yis bi'ela 'Then take all the fat covering the (bull's) entrails, the long lobe of the 

liver'. [EXO 29:13] o na ... nǤk naaf sǤǤnri kpansi gǤs 'he will ... inspect the livers of beasts.'. [EZK 21:21] Kpan la 

zug na kțns o sǤǤnri tǤlig o nya'aŋ na. 'the point comes out at his back, the gleaming tip from his gall-bladder'. 

[JOB 20:25] Lit: the head of the spear will pierce his liver and come out of his back. Etym: OVN *SOB-DI/A (? 
'black (thing)') ; vc4 *co ; CG *cuma, ppoŋga. 

sǤǤnri   See main entry: sǤǤnr2. liver. 

sǤǤnrim   Variant: soonrim. n. rays. On lak o nini la ka sǤǤnrim kpa' o nini When he opened his eyes the light struck his 

eyes. [Trouble] Birago da lak o nini la ka sǤǤnrim pțn niaki kpǫn' o dǤǤgț na. Birago opened her eyes and the 

sunlight had already filtered into her room. [Trouble] li nie wțț bǫogțn sǤǤnrim la it shines like the brightness of 
dawn. [ISA 60:3] fț nan mi' kǫ ka bǫog nie, bǫǫ pa'al sǤǤnrim la li bǫllim zin'igaa? 'Have you ever given orders 
to the morning, or shown the dawn its place?'. [JOB 38:12] 

sǤǤns   v. to accuse sb. of witchcraft, of being a witch. nimbanǫ kțțuud banǫ ka ba sǤǤns la nǤǤs la people who kill the 

fowls of those whom they accuse of witchcraft. [Asaasim] See: sǤǫn'; sǤǤng. 

sǤǤnya   See main entry: sǤǤnr2. liver. 

sǤǤra   Note: 13x in SC, 2(?3)x in texts Variant: sǤǤraa; saawara.  Note: 2x in SC Variant: saawaraa; sawaara; suora1.  Note: 

1x in texts n. counsel, advice. Na'ab la daa yǫl antu'a la dim ye ba yim kpǫŋi nwǫ' taaba saawara ka lǫb na ka 

o kț antu'a la. The chief told the contestants to go aside and consult one another and come back so he will settle 
the case. [MA] Adu, yǫlbanǫ ka fț nyǫ ka wțm la, fțn nǫ banǫ an sǤǤra pț wțm bǫǫ nyǫǫ li. Adu, the things you 
(say you) saw and heard, you and your confederates didn't (really) hear or see them. [Trouble] Colloc: nwǫ' 

sǤǤra/saawara/suora ‘to take counsel, seek advice’. David da nwǫ' sǤǤra nǫ o zabzabidib tuongatib 'David 

conferred with each of his officers'. [1CH 13:1] Ka ba pin'ili nwǫ'ǫd taaba sǤǤra 'They started to argue among 
themselves'. [LUK 20:5] o pț nwǫ'ǫd ya'am sǤb sǤǤraa. 'he will not consult the wise.'. [PRO 15:12] Juda na'ab 

Amazaya da nwǫ' banǫ san'an o la saawara 'Amaziah king of Judah consulted his advisers'. [2CH 25:17] Ka ba 

pin'ili nwǫ'ǫd taaba saawara ye, “Ti na niŋ nimbama wala? ... ” 'They ...  conferred together. “What are we 

going to do with these men?” they asked. [ACT 4:15-16] Kpǫm la da pin'ili nwǫ'ǫd suora The eldership started to 

take counsel. [Trouble] Ba daa nwǫ' sǤǤra ka Mba'ami' ye biig la anǫ bibǫ'ǫd They took counsel and Mba'ami said 
the boy was a bad boy. [Billygoat] Daar yinne ka Akuus na'ab la'asi ba ye ba nwǫ' sǤǤra gǤs ye ba na niŋ wala 
One day the Chief Mouse called them together to discuss what they should do. [Kittens+Mice] Hagai nwǫ' 

maanmaannib sǤǤra 'The Prophet Consults the Priests'. [HAG 2:10 [heading]] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: shaawara < 
ْ%uر/ %�ورة   Note: shawr [n.] , shaawara [v.] - "to take counsel" 

sǤǤraa   See main entry: sǤǤra. counsel. 

soob   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

soobul   Form: soobulnam. n. a shovel. Ba mǫ da nǤk dțgid nǫ tampǫligim soobulnam la nǫ linǫ kpiisid bugum la 
'They also took away the pots, shovels, wick trimmers ... '. [JER 52:18] From: (Eng.) 

soobulnam   See main entry: soobul. shovel. 

soog   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

soog   See main entry: sțțg3. between. 

soogi   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

soogia1   Variant: sogia. Form: soogyianam. Variant: sogianam; soogianama; soogianamǫ; sogyianamɛ; soogyianami. 

Form: soogia-2. Variant: sogyia-. n. a soldier. soogia kpǫǫm la kǫ ka Paul zin'in o kǤn' ka soogia gur o. 'Paul 
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was allowed to live by himself, with a soldier to guard him.'. [ACT 28:16] O da anǫ soogia kanǫ sțnfț kpi'em, 

amaa ka an kțkǤm. 'He was a valiant soldier, but he had leprosy.'. [2KI 5:1] ban nyǫ soogia kpǫǫm nǫ 

soogianam la ka bas Paul bț'țb When the crowd saw the commandant and his troops, they stopped beating 

Paul.'. [ACT 21:32] Ban'as la ya'a gban'e sǤ' li zabidi nǫ sogia banǫ gu'ud niŋgbiŋ la. When the disease gets hold 

of someone it fights against the body's defences. [AIDS-I] Lit: soldiers-who guard. Nidib banǫ pț nar ye ba kpǫn' 

bǫǫ ba zi'enǫ li'a teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ na'am la anǫ:-  ... soogia nam nǫ banǫ tțm saria kadib dǤǤgin nǫ 

lǤyanam 'Other persons who are not eligible for Parliamentary elections are ... the Armed Forces, the Judicial 
Service, the Legal Service,'. [Constitution] Zugdaan la na an teŋgbauŋ la zugdaan ..., o mǫ na lǫn an 

soogianam kpǫǫm. 'The President shall be the Head of State ... and Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces.'. 

[Constitution] soogianam pii nǫ ayuobț pțdig anaas naasi gur o sț'țŋa 'guarded by four groups of four soldiers 

each'. [ACT 12:4] Ban'a saaŋ kaŋa mǤri paŋ hali ka niŋgbiŋ sogianam la pț tun'Ǥe li. This new disease is very 

strong and the body's defences ('soldiers') can't overcome it. [AIDS-I] Filistia dau kaŋa aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ ... ka tǫn'ǫs ye 

o na nyaŋi zab nǫ Wina'am kanǫ vțe la soogianama? 'who is this ... Philistine to defy the army of the living 

God?'. [1SA 17:26] Nwǫnǫ sogianamɛ zabidi gu'ud teŋ la si'em la As soldiers fight to protect the country. [AIDS-I] 
DinzugǤ, nǤkimi Wina'am zaba la'ad la wțsa bǤbigi wțț Room dim soogianamǫ niŋid si'em la, 'Therefore 
put on the full armour of God' as the Roman soldiers do. [EPH 6:13] Soogia bama nwa' wțsa sțțgin ninsieba da 

bǫǫ anina ka ba gaansi ba ka ba an gǤbțs 'Among all these soldiers there were ... chosen men who were 
left-handed'. [JDG 20:16] bugum la mǫ tțl hali ka zǫǫlim soogia banǫ gban'e Siadirak nǫ Mesiak nǫ Abǫdnǫgo 

lǤs bugumin la ka ba kpi. 'the furnace so hot that the flames of the fire killed the soldiers who took up Shadrach, 
Meshach and Abednego'. [DAN 3:22] Colloc: soogia kpǫǫm, soogyiakpeem ‘a general, army officer’. Note: in the 

Bible may translate a particular rank o yǫl soogia kpǫǫm la ye, “M mǤr si'el ye m yǫl.” 'Paul said to the commandant, 
‘May I have a word with you?’'. [ACT 21:37] Note: Greek 'Chiliarch' –  originally a commander of 1000 men. 
Soogiakpǫǫm Nebuzaradan da mǤri ba wțsa keŋ tis Babilon Na'ab Dibila teŋin. 'Nebuzaradan the 
commander took them all and brought them to the king of Babylon at Riblah.'. [JER 52:26] Note: REB 'captain of the 

guard' Syn: laŋgima, zabzabid. o bigisid niŋgbiŋ la zabid nǫ ban'as si'em la, ka nǤk soogianam bǫǫ laŋgima 

namɛ mak. he showed how the body fights against diseases by using the example of soldiers. [AIDS-I] From: (Eng.) 

soogia-2   See main entry: soogia1. soldier. 

soogianama   See main entry: soogia1. soldier. 

soogianamǫ   See main entry: soogia1. soldier. 

soogid   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

soogida   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

soogir   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

soogyianam   See main entry: soogia1. soldier. 

soogyianami   See main entry: soogia1. soldier. 

soom   See main entry: sǤǤm-sǤǤm. bits [to ~]. 

soon [N]   See main entry: sǤn2. smooth [sth.] 

soonb   See main entry: sǤǫn'. witch. 

soondi   See main entry: sǤǤn1. shuffle. 

soong   See main entry: sǤǤng. witchcraft. 

soonn   See main entry: sǤǤn1. shuffle. 

soonput   See main entry: sǤnpțt. diviner. 

soonr   See main entry: sǤǤnr2. liver. 

soonrim   See main entry: sǤǤnrim. rays. 

soonya   See main entry: sǤǤnr2. liver. 

soonya   See main entry: sǤǫn'. witch. 
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soos   See main entry: sțțg3. between. 

sooso   See main entry: sțțsț. sponge. 

sț1   Variant: su; so; sțț2; suu. Form: sțțd1. Variant: suud; sțțda; sțțdi1; suudi. Form: sțțdnǫ. Variant: suodne. 

Form: sțțm!. Variant: suum. Form: sțțmini!. Form: sțțn. Form: sțțb. Variant: suub; soob. v. 1 • to bathe, 

baptise, be baptized. Note: take a bath o tisidi ba nǫ nya'a - ka ba Ǥnb bǫǫ dțgi nu bǫǫ fiank bǫǫ sț he gave them 
herbal remedies -  for them to eat, cook and drink, inhale or bathe in. [Trouble] Onǫ pțn sț sa, o nǤba pier gțllim 

siakya 'A person who has had a bath needs only to wash his feet'. [JHN 13:10] Joon daa sțț ya nǫ Wina'am ku'om. 

Amaa li kț yuugǫ ka mam na sțț ya nǫ Wina'am Siig Kasi la. 'John baptized with water, but in a few days you 

will be baptized with the Holy Spirit.'. [ACT 1:5] o nam kpǫlim bǫ tțțm-bǫ'ǫd kǤlaan la n lugid ka sțțd ka 

nuud anina. he is still in the river of sin and swimming and bathing and drinking there. [Asaasim] O nini pǫligi 

nwǫnǫ bin'isim ka o nǤki sțțd nǫ 'His eyes are ... bathed as it were in milk.'. [SNG 5:12] dǫǫg ye bǫogțn pț 

sțțda ka nuuda. warthog says that you don't bathe in the morning but you do drink. [Trees] Yțțr ya nwa'ae fț 

zugnǫ, fț suodne. If the waterpot breaks on your head you (take the opportunity to) have a bath. [Asaasim  Proverb] 
Sțțm nǤǤr ayi' daar wțsa ka mǫ yǫǫd fubanǫ an nyain. Bathe twice a day and wear clean clothes. 

[Womens-Health] Sțțm ka lǤǤ fț zug ka zaŋ fusțma la sǤǤn keŋ zieŋin la 'Wash and perfume yourself, and put 
on your best clothes. Then go down to the threshing floor'. [RUT 3:3] Mam kț tun'e sțțn anina ka lieb nyainnǫǫ? 
Would I not be able to wash there and be made clean? [2KI 5:12] Colloc: sț1 ku'om ‘bathe, take a bath’. zaam ya'a 

ti bǤǤd ma'ar la, o na sț ku'om 'Towards evening he is to wash himself'. [DEU 23:11] Colloc: sț1 X ku'om ‘bathe 
X’.  MǤr Aaron nǫ o biis la kǫn la'asțg Fuug Sțgțr za'anǤǤrin la na, ka sțț ba ku'om. 'Bring Aaron and his 
sons to the entrance to the Tent of Meeting and wash them with water.'. [EXO 40:12] Colloc: sț ( Wina'am ) ku'om, 

( Wina'am ) ku'om sțțb ‘(in the Bible) baptise, baptism’. Ka ba sț on nǫ o yidim wțsa Wina'am Ku'om. 'he 
and all his family were baptized.'. [ACT 16:33] Joon daa sțț ya nǫ Wina'am ku'om. Amaa li kț yuugǫ ka mam na 

sțț ya nǫ Wina'am Siig Kasi la. 'John baptized with water, but in a few days you will be baptized with the Holy 
Spirit.'. [ACT 1:5] Joon mǫ da bǫ Anon teŋin linǫ kpi'e Salim teŋin sțțd nidib Wina'am ku'om John also was 

baptizing in Aenon, not far from Salim. [JHN 3:23] Amaa Yesu nya'andǤlib la daa sțțdi ba ku'om, ka ka' Yesu 

mǫŋa. 'although in fact it was not Jesus who baptized, but his disciples.'. [JHN 4:2] Sțțmini ba Wina'am ku'om 
'baptize them'. [MAT 28:19] Wina'am ku'om sțțb la anǫ malțŋ kanǫ an zanbin Baptism is a symbolic rite. 

[Bible-Study] ZugsǤb yinne bǫ, nǫ yadda yinne nǫ Wina'am ku'om sțțb yinne 'There is one Lord, one faith, one 

baptism'. [EPH 4:5] Basimi tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka di'e ku'om sțțbi ya wțsa yinne-yinne Abandon sin and accept 
baptism each one of you. [Bible-Study] Ka anǤ'Ǥnǫ na kadi ba ye ba da di'e Wina'am Ku'om sțțbǤ? 'Can anyone 
keep these people from being baptized with water?'. [ACT 10:47] Etym: OV1 *S¹O ; OVN *SO ; GS1 *S¹A/O/E ; 
vc3 *wu; MWN *CU- (*CUK-) ; PB * jóg. 
2 • to soak, drench sth. m kaas ya ka m ninta'am sțț ya! 'I drench you with tears!'. [ISA 16:9] 

sț2   Form: sțțd2. Variant: sțțdi2. v. to wither. Vanlamma banǫ kțdigi sțțdi lut la The flat leaves which dried up, 

withered and fell. [Trouble] Sim: sțțg1. See: sțțg1. 

sțdig1   Variant: sodig. v. to get to the middle (night does). banǫ ǫǫnti zin'in daamin ka yț'țŋ ti sǤbi sțdig 'who stay up 

late at night till they are inflamed with wine.'. [ISA 5:11] o pian' tis nidib la ka yț'țŋ kena sțdig. he 'kept on 
talking until midnight.'. [ACT 20:7] 

sțdig2   v. to droop, hang down. Adu nini da fuonǫ ka o kaaki kurug la sțdig ka bas o siaa. Adu's eyes were popping 

and his khaki shorts were drooping from his 'waist'. [Trouble] O da kennǫ nǤbteŋ ka o kurug la sun'od ka o 

gban'e li zanl ye li da sțdigi paae o nǤbbaanlisin la. He was walking barefooted with his shorts were coming 
off and he clutched them so that they wouldn't slip down his skinny legs. [Trouble] 

sțee   id. very bright red. Colloc: mu'oe sțee. nǫ pǫraad gbana dinǫ ka ba mǤ'Ǥnsi li ka li mu'oe sțee 'ram skins dyed 
red' [in list]. [EXO 25:5] 

sțg-   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 

sțga   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 

sțgaa   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 

sʋgir   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 
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sțgțr   Variant: sʋgir; sugir; sțk; suk [N]; sɔk2; sțkkț; sțgțri. Form: sțga. Variant: suga; sțgaa. Form: sțg-. 

Variant: sug-. n. a hut, tent, temporary room or shelter. M nǤǤri yǫla ka ku'om paae ti duma ka sʋgir la yț'țn 

gbǫl fiii Before I could say 'Jack Robinson' the (flood) water reached our knees, and the hut was all tilted over. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] Jael da zaŋ kpa'ar linǫ ka ba mǤri ba'ad fuug sțgțr la 'Jael took a tent-peg'. [JDG 4:21] Heber ... 

da ...  keŋ ti' o fuug sțgțri kpi'el nǫ titita'ar dinǫ bǫ Zaananim ka pț lal nǫ Kedes la. 'Heber ...  pitched his 
tent by the great tree in Zaanannim near Kedesh.'. [JDG 4:11] O yț'țr dțti gat pu'ab banǫ bǫ sțga ni la wțsa. 'the 

most fortunate of women who live in tents'. [JDG 5:24] TǤn'Ǥs nǤŋdaan nǫ o pu'a da maal sțk sian'arinǫ bǫǫ 

anina. A poor hunter and his wife made a hut in the bush and lived there. [Jealousy] Sțk bǫ yir la samanin ka dala 

bǫ sțk la pțțgin. There is a shelter on the front-yard of the house and there is a log-bench in the shelter. 

[House+Farm] Ndekudug keŋ da’an ye o ti sțkț tis os pu’a Asumalis ka o kuosid zimi. Ndekudugu went to the 

market to make a shed for his wife Asumalis to sell fish in. [MA] Ka Wina'am na'am pipilim la na nwǫnǫ sțk nǫ 

lusi ba. 'his glory will be a canopy over all'. [ISA 4:5] o na ti' o na'am sțk ka kuga la bǫǫ li ma'asimin. 'over these 
stones ... he will spread his royal canopy'. [JER 43:10] Kțgis nǫ gțnmis la duoenǫ hali lus saŋgbana la lieb 

sțkkț ligil teŋgbauŋ la The mahoganies and kapoks towered up and covered the sky, becoming a canopy 

covering the earth. [Trouble] M lǫmmi m teŋin bǫǫ m naalim nǫ bibanǫ gbǫǫnd sțga ni la? Should I go back to 
my village or should I make it up with the boys who stayed in the sheds? [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka bǫog ya'a nie yanam 

lǫn kuli ya sțga la ni. 'Then in the morning return to your tents.'. [DEU 16:7] ba Ǥnb yam kǤnbkemnib la sțgaa 

bǫ si'el la. 'find pasture for your goats near the tents of the shepherds.'. [SNG 1:8] M yț'țn da keŋ naal nǫ m 

zuabanǫ gbǫǫnd sțgkanǫ bǫ Kwame Nkrumah lǤr pallin Then I went to hang out with my friends who stayed 
in the shed which is by the big motorway at Kwame Nkrumah (Circle). [Shoeshine-Boy] Malțŋ la saŋa, nidib da 

nwaadnǫ tiis wila maan sțgbibisi bǫǫ anina daba ayǤpǤi. During the festival, people cut tree-branches and 
make small huts to live in for seven days. [Bible Glossary [under 'Sțga Gbǫǫnb Malțŋ' ]] Colloc: sțgțrin(ǫ) ~ sțgirin 

~sțkkin ‘in/to/from hut’. Saŋkanǫ wțsa ka ba kpǫn'ǫd La'asțg Sțgțrin la, asǫǫ ba zi'enǫ pie ba nu'us 'They 

washed whenever they entered the Tent of Meeting'. [EXO 40:32] Yaa kpǫn da zi'el o la'ad sʋgirin la Yaa quickly 

put his loads down in the shed. [Trouble] Man na niŋ wala bǫ na'ayin ... ka ZugsǤb NǤnaar Daka la gbǫǫnd 

sțgțrinǫ? 'Here I am, living in a palace ... while the ark of God remains in a tent.'. [2SA 7:2] Ban daa zin' pǤsțgirin 

la ba nyǫ ka wǫbaa kena ye o mǫ kpǫn' sțkkin la. As they sat in the farm-hut they saw a leopard come who also 
wanted to come into the hut. [You-Heard?] Colloc: (La'asțg) ( Fuug ) Sțgțr ‘Tent of Meeting, Tabernacle (in the 
Bible)’. ZugsǤb la yǫl Moses nǫ Aaron nǫ Miriam ye babatan' la yim keŋ La'asțg Fuug Sțgțrin la 'the Lord 
said to Moses, Aaron and Miriam, “Come out to the Tent of Meeting, all three of you.'. [LEV 12:4] Ka ZugsǤb la nie 

o mǫŋ Sțgțrin la nwǫnǫ saŋgbauŋ nǫ, zi'en Fuug Sțgțr la za'anǤǤrin. 'Then the Lord appeared at the Tent in 
a pillar of cloud that stood by the door of the Tent.'. [DEU 31:15] Israel nidib la wțsa da la'as Siilo teŋin maal 

Fuug Sțgțri ti' ka li aan ba la'asțg zin'ig. 'the Israelites gathered at Shiloh and set up the Tent of Meeting there.'. 

[JOS 18:1] Colloc: Sțga Gbǫǫnb Malțŋ ‘Festival of Booths (or Tabernacles, Shelters) [in the Bible]’. Jew dim 

di'em kanǫ an Sțga Gbǫǫnb Malțŋ la da li'el la 'when the Jewish Feast of Tabernacles was near'. [JHN 7:2] 
Colloc: fuug sǤk ‘canopy’. O da nǤk Vu'usum Daar fuug sǤk linǫ ka ba da nǤki maal Pu'usug Zin'ig la yis 'He 
took away the Sabbath canopy that had been built at the temple'. [2KI 16:18 [draft]] See: pǤsțgțr. 

sțgțri   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 

sʋguru   See main entry: suguru. forgiveness. 

sț'oe   Variant: su'oe; so'oe; sʋ'ʋe; su'e; so'e; sț'ț1. Form: su'ene. Variant: so'ene. v. 1 • to rule, own, be responsible for. Ka 

ti yǫl o ye ti bǤǤd ... o guri ti ka on na'ab lǫǫ sț'oe ti wțsa. And we told him that we want him to look after us 

and he, the chief, should be responsible for us all. [Trees] sǤ' da pǤ nǤbǫ'ǫdi tis o, lini sț'oe ka o pț tun'e pian'ad 

la someone had cursed her, that was why she couldn't speak. [Wonderwoman] Tțțma lțgir kanǫ sț'ț ba tu'asid 

nidib ban'a saaŋ la yǫla la dim The people of the department that they came under, informing people about the 
new disease. [AIDS-I] maliak onǫ sț'oe bugum la yi maan bimbimin la na 'Then another angel, who is in charge 

of the fire, came from the altar.'. [REV 14:18] tinamǫ sț'oe ti nǤŋgbana, anǤ'Ǥnǫ aan ti sț'țda? 'we own our lips– 
who is our master?'. [PSA 12:4] ba gban'e Paul nǫ Silas vǫ'ǫgi ba kpǫn' da'an banǫ sț'oe teŋ la tuon 'they seized 
Paul and Silas and dragged them to the city authorities in the main square'. [ACT 16:19] Bțndaane sț'oe nǤŋdaan 
'The rich rule over the poor'. [PRO 22:7] PAALƒ KAN KA GƆMMA BŰŰ NIMBABIG BŰŰ NID YINNE SƲ'ƲE 'PUBLIC, 

COMMUNAL AND PRIVATE LANDS'. [Constitution] Gaansțg tțțma dimi na sʋ'ʋe gaansțg la yǫla gțllim. 
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'All electoral functions shall be performed by the Electoral Commission.'. [Constitution] O daa yǫl o ye Wina'am 

sʋ'ʋe ti nyǤvțya He told him that God is in charge of our lives. [AIDS-II] ka ka' nǫ yamis nǫ banǫ so'oe ba mǫŋa 
and there is no (difference) between slave and free. [Bible-Study] ... banǫ sț'țe bugum kpiisțg tțțma nǫ lampǤ 

di'esțg tțțma dim '... the Fire Service, and the Internal Revenue Service'  (in a list). [Constitution] Naa na'aba, 

diisim tinami gaŋ sǤ' la ka ti mǤr o lǫbi ti teŋin la ka o guri ti. Amaa fțnǫ kpanbi sț'țe ti. Please, Chief, 
install (as chief) the one we choose so that we can take him back to our land and he will look after us. But you will 

also have authority over us. [Trees-] fț ya'amlǫog na bǫǫ fț sid san'an, ka o mǫ sț'țf. 'Your desire will be for 
your husband, and he will rule over you.'. [GEN 3:16] Colloc: X  sț'oe X mǫŋ ‘X is free, independent’. ka ka' nǫ 

yamis nǫ banǫ so'oe ba mǫŋa and there is no (difference) between slave and free. [Bible-Study] Sim: sț'țg2 ‘give or 

receive possession’; Nact: sț'țd. sț'oe-m-mǫŋ a freeman. Etym: OV1 *S²A ; OVN *SO. 
2 • to regulate. Linǫ sț'oe la anǫ ye, Israel dim kț lǫm maali ba maana paalțț 'The meaning of this command 

is that 'the Israelites should no longer make their sacrifices in the open country'. [LEV 17:5] See: a-sț'ț-m-mǫŋ; 

sț'țd; sț'țg2. 

sț'ț1   See main entry: sț'oe. own, regulate. 

sț'ț-2   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

sț'țd   Variant: sɔ'ɔd2.  Note: and derivatives Variant: sț'țda; su'uda. Form: sț'țdib. Variant: sț'țdiba; sț'țdibi. n. an 

owner, ruler, governor (of ...) Faangir la sț'țd la yǫla The Lord of Salvation. [HEB 2:5 [heading]] Colloc: teŋ1 sț'țd 
‘ruler of a town/land’. Note: used for the five seren of the Philistines in the Bible tǤǤg la daa pț pansig teŋ sț'țdib 

bǫǫ tadim wțsa. 'the same plague has struck both you and your rulers.'. [1SA 6:4] Filistia dim teŋ sț'țdiba anu la 

da bǫǫ ani 'The five rulers of the Philistines' were there. [1SA 6:16] Filistia teŋ sț'țdibi da dǤl taaba 'The five 

Philistine kings marched out'. [1SA 29:2] InvNact: sț'țd. kpǫǫm wțsa mǤr onǫ sț'oe o, ka on mǫ mǤr sț'țd. 'one 
official is eyed by a higher one, and over them both are others higher still.'. [ECC 5:8] See: sț'oe. 

sț'țda   See main entry: sț'țd. ruler. 

sț'țdib   See main entry: sț'țd. ruler. 

sț'țdiba   See main entry: sț'țd. ruler. 

sț'țdibi   See main entry: sț'țd. ruler. 

sʋ'ʋe   See main entry: sț'oe. own, regulate. 

sț'țg1   Variant: su'ug; sț'țgǤ; sț'țgǤǤ; sț'țgț1; su'ugo; sț'țgi1; su'ugi. Form: sț'țs. Variant: su'us; sț'țsi; su'usi; sț'țsa; 

su'usa. Form: sț'ț-2. Variant: su'u-. a knife, cutlass ('machete' (Am.)), sword. Mahama da nǤk o nu'uraugț si'is 

o sț'țg la nǤǤri gǤs Mahama felt the edge of his cutlass with his thumb to check it. [Trouble] O di'e sț'țg la luk 

o ni'imi tis Agbigim He received the cutlass and cut a portion from his meat and gave it to Agbigim. [You-Do?] 
Digilim sț'țg la, ka da si'is biig la. Put down the knife and don't touch the boy. [GEN 22:12] Amasa da pț gu'usid 

nǫ sț'țg la bǫ Joab nu'ugin la, ka Joab kțns o pțțr ka o nyǤǤd wțsa yii 'Amasa was not on guard against the 
sword that Joab was holding in his other hand, and Joab stabbed him in the belly, and his entrails spilt out'. [2SA 

20:10] Sț'țg la nǫ'ǫsid daban wțsa nǫ. 'The sword despises every such stick.'. [EZK 21:10] Sț'țgǤ, ki'em lǫb 

datiuŋ 'O sword, slash to the right'. [EZK 21:16] Sț'țgǤǤ, duom zab nǫ m kǤnbkemnib la 'Awake, O sword, 
against my shepherd'. [ZEC 13:7] Di anǫ ban na nǤk EES sǤb ziim kpǫn'ǫsif bǫǫ nǤk barig bǫǫ sț'țgț kpǫn'ǫs 

baŋț. It's when they give you a blood transfusion of an AIDS patient's blood, or use a(n infected) razor or knife 
for circumcision. [AIDS-Azuur] wțț sț'țgț kǫnsid niŋgbina sțn'țla nǫ kǤnba pțțgin biim si'em la like a 

'sword, it penetrates even to dividing ... joints and marrow'. [HEB 4:12] DǤbilin la da mǤr kabǤt ka laas nǫ kapnam 

nǫ sț'țs pǫ'ǫl. The kitchen had a cupboard full of bowls, cups and knives. [Jealousy] bǫog da nie ka fț lǫn san'am 

paŋi saasid sț'țsǫ. in the morning you shouldn't waste your strength sharpening cutlasses. [Trouble] Ti na fuoe ti 

sț'țs ka san'ami ba. We will draw our swords and destroy them. [EXO 15:9] Ba da pțni ba tieŋ ka aansi ba fuud 

ka nwaa ba niŋgbina nǫ sț'țs sțnsa'aŋ zug 'They had shaved off their beards, torn their clothes, and gashed 
their bodies' for sorrow. [JER 41:5] Ba mǤri sț'țsi bun ki la. They harvest the millet with cutlasses. [House+Farm] Ba 

na zan' ba tanp sț'țsi maal kțnya 'They will beat their swords into ploughshares'. [MIC 4:3] Ka sț'țditiŋ yii o 

nǤǤrin na 'Out of his mouth comes a sharp sword'. [REV 19:15]  Colloc: sț'țraug  'cutlass, sword'. Colloc: zaba 

sț'țg ‘sword’. Fț zaba sț'țgț sadigim daa kǫ ka bimanam kpǫlim zaalim la 'your sword has made many 
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mothers childless'. [1SA 15:33] ba wțsa da bǤbnǫ nǫ zaba sț'țs 'all of them armed with swords'. [JDG 20:25] Ba na 

zan' ba zaba sț'țsi maal kțnya, ka nǤki ba kpana la maal gǤn'Ǥd. 'They will beat their swords into 
ploughshares and their spears into pruning hooks.'. [ISA 2:4] sț'țdituŋ sharp knife/sword. Etym: OVN *SƲ-GA/SI ; 
GS1 S¹I²/E/O ; *vc4 sɪ. See: sț'țraug. 

sț'țg2   Variant: su'ug; sț'țgǫ; sț'țgǫǫ; sț'țgi2; su'ugi; sț'țgț2. Form: sț'țgin. Variant: sț'țginǫ; su'ugine. 

Form: sț'țgim!. Variant: sț'țgimǫ!; su'ugime. v. to take possession. Onǫ ka' teŋimbiig kț tun'e sț'țg paalțț, o 

sț'țgǫǫ li anǫ yțma pisnu bǫn 'A non-citizen of Ghana may not have a freehold interest in any land In Ghana; 

The only interest a non-citizen may hold shall be a 50 year leasehold.'. [Constitution] Amaa Mansa kpǫn zi'enǫ ye 

Goma ya'a bǤǤd o sț'țg biig la asǫǫ o ba' bǫ nǫ nidibi na yǫl si'el ni. But Mansa remained adamant that if 
Goma wanted to adopt the child the father would have to be there or people would talk. [Trouble] DǤlisiminǫ li ka 

lin ka ya na yuug teŋ kanǫ ka ya lǤ'Ǥŋid Joodan kǤldaug ye ya sț'țg la. 'Obey them and you will live long in 

that land across the Jordan that you are about to occupy.'. [DEU 32:47] man kț tisi ya Ammon dim teŋ paalț la 

zin'isi'a ka ya sț'țgǫ 'I will not give you possession of any land belonging to the Ammonites'. [DEU 2:19] Ka 

sț'țditiŋ yii o nǤǤrin na, ka o na zaŋi li zabi nyaŋ buudi wțsa ka sț'țgi ba nǫ paŋ 'Out of his mouth came a 
sharp sword, with which he will defeat the nations. He will rule over them'. [REV 19:15] ZugsǤb la ya'a kǫ ka banǫ 

aan fț zuanam la sț'țgțf, fț na yǫl ye bǤ? 'What will you say when people you thought were your friends 
conquer you ... ?'. [JER 13:21] Sț'țgimǫ teŋ la ka zin' ani 'Take possession of the land and settle in it'. [NUM 33:53] 
Pin'ilim sț'țginǫ li ka tț'țs o nǫ zaba. 'Attack him, and begin occupying his land.'. [DEU 2:24] na'anam zabid 

man (duan) yǫla nǫ ka bǤǤd ye ba naan sț'țgin man ka kǫ talisi bas. chiefs fight over me (dawadawa tree), 

they wish that they could own me to the exclusion of commoners. [Trees] Kem kpǫn' ka sț'țgini li 'go in and 
occupy it'. [DEU 1:8] Sim: sț'oe ‘own’. See: sț'oe. 

sț'țgǫ   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

sț'țgǫǫ   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

sț'țgi1   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

sț'țgi2   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

sț'țgim!   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

sț'țgimǫ!   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

sț'țgin   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

sț'țginǫ   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

sț'țgǤ   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

sț'țgǤǤ   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

sț'țgț1   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

sț'țgț2   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

sț'țlim   Variant: su'ulim; so'olim. Form: sț'țlimnam. n. authority, 'kingdom'. Note: area of authority Tadimnam pț nyǫt 

gǤsigi ti sț'țlim nwa ni zina wțț kțdimin la. The poor are not regarded in this country of ours today as they 
were in the past. [Bible-Study] Distrik Asambilinam na mǤr paŋ kanǫ ka ba na tțm tțțmbanǫ na maali ba 

sț'țlim 'The District Assemblies shall have power to initiate policies and implement programmes designed to 

develop their districts'. [Constitution] O sț'țlim la da anǫ Gilead teŋ la pțsțk... li bǫn dǤl kǤldaug la teŋsțk la 
'His kingdom was half of Gilead ... its frontier followed the middle of the river. [JOS 12:2] Dunia sț'țlim kilimi ti 

ZugsǤb nǫ o Kristo la din 'The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ'. [REV 

11:15] Babilon da nwǫnǫ hamma nǫ nwǫ'ǫd tǫǫns sț'țlim buasid Babylon was like a hammer, shattering the 

authority of the nations. [JER 50:23] Sț'țlimnam (Districts) anu paas tțțm kaŋa nwa pțțgin. Five further 
districts are involved in this work. [Trachoma] Bama da an Edom na'anamǫ dǤlis wțț ba wțsa da zin' teŋ-teŋ 

si'em la, sǤ' wțsa nǫ o sț'țlim. 'These were the chiefs of Edom, according to their settlements in the land they 
occupied.'. [GEN 36:43] Fț nwǫnǫ gbigim nǫ sț'țlimnam la sțțgin 'You are like a lion among the nations'. [EZK 

32:2] Banǫ da an sț'țlimnam la tuongatib sieba da lǫbi zin'in Jerusalem teŋin la. 'These are the provincial 
leaders who settled in Jerusalem'. [NEH 11:3] Colloc: sț'țlimin(ǫǫ/i)/sț'țlimnamin ‘in authority’. tțțmyaalis nǫ 
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li buudi naamid Kusațg sț'țlimin crime and so on are happening in the Kusaas' region. [Asaasim] Ba buol onǫ 

an sakurnam wțsa kpǫǫm sț'țlimin la ye o bǫ kpi'ilțŋțn nwa. They invited every head teacher in the district 
to attend this graduation. [Shoeshine-Boy] Paul ... kpǫn' anrțŋț yi Pafos teŋin keŋ Perga teŋin linǫ bǫ Pamfilia 

sț'țlimin la. 'Paul ... sailed from Paphos and came to Perga, a city in Pamphylia'. [ACT 13:13] Ala ka ba da lǫbi ba 

mǫŋ sț'țlimin, ka lǫbisi mǫǫ ba tempțțd la bǫǫ ani. 'then they went their way back to their own territory, 

where they rebuilt their towns and settled in them.'. [JDG 21:23] ala mǫn ka sǤ' kț bǫ Edom sț'țliminǫ in the same 
way no one will live in Edom. [JER 49:18] Man na la'asi ya sț'țlimnamin la ka zii ya yi tǫǫns banǫ ka ya widig 

la ni 'I will gather you from the nations and bring you back from the countries where you have been scattered'. [EZK 

11:17] Colloc: Wina'am sț'țlim [in Bible]  ‘the Kingdom of God’. kǫli ka ti sǤsi Wina'am ye, Wina'am sț'țlim la 

maal si'el la na zu'oe gaad tinamǫ mi'i nyǫ si'el. let us pray to God that the effect of God's kingdom will grow 
more that we have ever seen. [Bible-Study] Wina'am sț'țlim anǫ bamanam taaba din. 'the kingdom of heaven 
belongs to such as these'. [MAT 19:14] Amaa ka banǫ nar ye ba naan diin Wina'am sț'țlim faar la, ba na kadi ba 

kpǫn'ǫs likin. 'But those who should be in the Kingdom will be thrown out into the darkness'. [MAT 8:12] 
See: sț'oe. 

sț'țlimnam   See main entry: sț'țlim. authority. 

sț'țm1   Variant: su'um. v. to be necessary, good, fitting. li sț'țm ka fț daa zaŋ ligidi la digil banki ni 'you should have 

deposited my money in the bank'. [MAT 25:27] Tțțm bannam pț sț'țm ye li tțmma 'Such things should not 
happen'. [EZK 16:16] Dau kaŋa sț'țm ye ba kțț o. 'This man should be put to death. [JER 38:4] Sim: sțm4, nar. Etym: 
OVN *SUM ; GS4 *WU²/E(D) ; vc1 *ŋan ; CG *cumu ; PB jʋ̀am. See: -sțŋ1; sț'țm2; sț'țm3; sț'țŋa. 

sț'țm2   Variant: su'um. adj.  Note: the free adj. always spelled thus in NT cf. -suŋ1 good. banǫ mǤr fțrpiim yinne vțt bipumis 

bǫdegț tțba la, li ka'a sț'țm. when they use one needle to pierce the ears of a number of girls, it is not good. 

[AIDS-I] Ba da ... nǤk bǤtkțda nǫ daam waas banǫ ka' sț'țm they got 'worn-out sacks and old wineskins'. [JOS 9:4] 
Piinkanǫ wțsa an sț'țm ka an nyain yitnǫ ti Ba' 'Every good and perfect gift is ... from the Father'. [JAS 1:17] 
See: sț'țm1; sț'țm3; sț'țŋa; -sțm1; sțŋ1. 

sț'țm3   Variant: su'um. n. goodness. ZINA NWA KA SIIG KASI LA BŰ KARIMDƆƆGIN LA Sƒ'ƒM AN SI'EM. The Value of 

the Presence of the Holy Spirit in the Church Today. [Bible-Study [heading]] ya mi' Timoti su'um an si'em you 
yourselves know how he has proved his worth. [PHP 2:22] Lit: you know how Timothy's goodness is. Amaa Egipt 

dim la da pț maali ti sț'țm 'But the Egyptians mistreated us'. [DEU 26:6] Cpart: bǫ'ǫd3. TǤǤg na paae banǫ buon 

bǫ'ǫd ye sț'țm, ka mǫ buon sț'țm ye bǫ'ǫd la 'Woe to those who call evil good and good evil'. [ISA 5:20] fț kț 

maali ti bǫ'ǫdǫ nwǫnǫ tinamǫ daa pț maalif bǫ'ǫd si'em la asǫǫ sț'țm ma'aa 'you will do us no harm, just as 
we did not molest you but always treated you well'. [GEN 26:29] ba pțtǫn'ǫr linǫ mi' sț'țm nǫ bǫ'ǫd la mǫ pa'al ye 

li an sida. 'Their consciences also show that this is true'. [ROM 2:15] Nabstr: sț'țm1, -sțŋ1. See: -sțŋ1; sț'țm1; 

sț'țm2; sț'țm3; sț'țŋa. 

sț'țm4   adv. well, in a good way. Ya tǫn'ǫs ye m mǤǤdi ye m kǫ ka nidib pian' m yǫla sț'țm bǫǫ? 'Does this sound as if 

I am trying to win human approval?'. [GAL 1:10] O da pț'țs o saam ye o duoe wala? Ka o saam siak ye, "Fț sa 

gbins sț'țŋa?" Ka Adu ye o sa gbins sț'țm. They exchanged morning greetings. [Trouble] Colloc: kpǫlimmi 

sț'țm4 ‘'stay well' [farewell greeting by someone leaving]’. Kpǫlimmi sț'țm. Stay well. [2CO 13:14] Syn: sț'țŋa, 

sțm4; Cpart: bǫ'ǫd1. See: sț'țm1; sț'țm2; sț'țm3. 
sʋ'ʋm5   See main entry: sțn'um. sap. 

sț'țmǫŋi   See main entry: sț'țmmǫŋ. independence. 

sț'țmmǫŋ   Variant: sț'țmǫŋi. n. independence. Suokanǫ tis labaya tisidib sț'țmmǫŋ nǫ yǤlisim ba tțțma pțțgin la 

zi'enǫ kaŋ-kaŋ teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni. 'The principle of the freedom and independence of the media ... is 

entrenched in the constitution'. [Constitution] Saria katib sț'țmmǫŋi yi teŋgbauŋ zugdaan nǫ o na'ayidim nǫ 

zi'ela zǤŋ zi'a teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni anǫ kaŋ-kaŋ 'The independence of the Judiciary from the Executive and the 
Legislature is entrenched in the constitution. [Constitution] See: sț'oe; mǫŋ; A-sț'ț-m-mǫŋ. 

sț'țnnǫ   See main entry: su'un. bend down. 

-sț'țŋ1   Variant: -su'uŋ; -sț'țŋǤ. adj. good. m vaand la an tisț'țŋ my leaves are a good medicine. [Trees] o bǤǤm diib 

sț'țŋa bǫog bǫkikǫung kǫref ayuobu saŋa he should get some good food by six o'clock early tomorrow 

morning. [You-Hear?] Pa'an sț'țŋǤ, m na niŋ wala ka nyǫ nyǤvțr linǫ ka' naarǫ? 'Good teacher, what must I do to 
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inherit eternal life?'. [LUK 18:18] Etym: OVN *SUM ; GS4 *WU²/E(D) ; vc1 *ŋan ; CG *cumu ; PB jʋ̀am. 
See: -sțŋ1. 

sț'țŋ2   Variant: sț'țŋi. v. to help. ZugsǤb la ya'a pț sț'țŋi ma, li kț yuugǫ ka m dig kum zin'igin baanlimm. 'Unless 

the Lord had given me help, I would soon have dwelt in the silence of death.'. [PSA 94:17] Ammon dim la mǫ ya'a 

kpi'em gaadi fț paŋ, mam mǫ na kena sț'țŋif. 'and if the Ammonites are defeating you, I will go and help you.'. 

[2SA 10:11] Syn: sțŋ2. See: sțŋ2. 

sț'țŋa   Variant: su'uŋa; sț'țŋaa; suŋaa. adv. well, in a good manner. o gǤs o gbana ni sț'țŋa ka ti lieb du'ata he 

concentrated on his studies and managed to become a doctor. [Trouble] KǤlibir kpi'emnǫ ka kț nyaŋi pie sț'țŋa A 
bottle is hard and can't be easily washed. [Breastfeeding] soogianam pii nǫ ayuobț pțdig anaas naasi gur o 

sț'țŋa 'guarded by four groups of four soldiers each'. [ACT 12:4] Yțțm sțma ayǤpǤi la saŋa zțțd da maal 

sț'țŋa. 'During the seven years of plenty the land produced abundant crops'. [GEN 41:47] niŋgbiŋ la wțsa 

nǤbigidnǫ sț'țŋa, ka li yinǫ nǤŋirin na ka li biid 'the whole body grows and builds itself up through love'. [EPH 

4:16] o maal ba'akanǫ na zi'en sț'țŋa ka kț lii 'to make an image that won't fall down'. [ISA 40:20] Isaak da 

kțdignǫ ka o nini pț lǫn nyǫt sț'țŋaa. 'Isaac was old and his eyes were so weak that he could no longer see'. 

[GEN 27:1] banǫ wțm pian'ad la ka di'e li nǫ sumalisim, amaa ka li pț kpǫn' ba sțnya ni sț'țŋaa those who 
hear the word are receive it with joy, but it does not enter their hearts well. [LUK 813] Colloc: fț/ya2 gbis sț'țŋaa? 
‘Did you sleep well? [morning greeting]’; Sim: fț/ya2 duoe wala ? ‘How do you get up?’. O da pț'țs o saam ye 

o duoe wala? Ka o saam siak ye, "Fț sa gbis sț'țŋa?" Ka Adu ye o sa gbis sț'țm. They exchanged morning 

greetings. [Trouble] Colloc: kpǫlim sț'țŋa ‘'goodbye' [farewell greeting]’. Note: 'stay well' is a farewell greeting from 

the person leaving to the person staying behind On bas nǤŋdaan la ka lǫb la ka ligiddaan la mǫ kǫǫsi ba ye ba 

kpǫlim sțm ka o lǫb sa When she had left the poor man and gone back the rich man also said goodbye to them 
and said they should stay well and he would go back. [Akelsa] Syn: sț'țm4. See: -sțŋ1; sț'țm1; sț'țm2; sț'țm3; 

sț'țm4. 

sț'țŋaa   See main entry: sț'țŋa. well. 

sț'țŋi   See main entry: sț'țŋ2. help. 

-sț'țŋǤ   See main entry: -sț'țŋ1. good. 

sț'țraug   Variant: su'uraug; sț'țraugț. Form: sț'țraad. Variant: su'uraad. n. a cutlass ('machete' [Am.]), sword, big 

knife. zaŋim sț'țraug la kpǫn zǤ kaae fț pugudib la nya'aŋi fi'ig o zug take the cutlass and suddenly run up 
behind your aunt and cut off her head. [Trouble] O da mǤri balatita'ar nǫ sț'țraug nǫ tiraug nǫ pima He had a big 

throwing-stick, a cutlass and a bow and arrows. [Shoeshine-Boy] ka kpǫn saasid o sț'țraug kugir kanǫ kpi'e nǫ o 

dǤǤg la. and carried on sharpening his cutlass on the stone by his room. [Trouble] Na'ab Herod da ... kǫ ka ba kț 

Jemes onǫ ba'abiigi an Joon la nǫ sț'țraug. 'King Herod ... had James, the brother of John, put to death by the 
sword.'. [ACT 12:1-2] Atul on mǤri sț'țraugț ki'ed ki la mǫn. Atul, with the cutlass, is cutting millet. [House+Farm] 
Ka Yesu nid yinne fuoe o sț'țraugț kie maanmaan tțmtțm tțbiri fi'ig. 'One of those who were with Jesus 
drew his sword and struck at the High Priest's slave, cutting off his ear.'. [MAT 26:51] Ya ken na nǫ sț'țraad nǫ 

balaya ye ya gban'e m wțț m anǫ na'ayiig bǫǫ? 'Did you have to come with swords and clubs, as though I were 
an outlaw?'. [LUK 22:52] Colloc: sț'țraugin ‘with sword/cutlass’; Syn: karintǫ. Ka Agaung yimbǫogțn zaŋ o 

kțțnr, o karintǫ (sț'țraug), nǫ o zǫnnir n keŋ niŋ vǤǤnd And Mr. Crow next morning took his hoe, his cutlass 
and his axe and went and made holes. [Asaasim] Note: The usual written dialect uses vǤnya Sim: sț'țg1. See: sț'țg; 

-daug2. 

sț'țraugț   See main entry: sț'țraug. big knife. 

sț'țraad   See main entry: sț'țraug. big knife. 

sț'țs   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

sț'țsa   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

sț'țsi   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

sțk   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 

sțkkț   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 
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sʋkpi'em   See main entry: sțnkpi'euŋ. courage. 

sʋkpi'euŋ   See main entry: sțnkpi'euŋ. courage. 

sʋkpi'euŋɔ   See main entry: sțnkpi'euŋ. courage. 

sțl1   Variant: sul; sțli; sțllǫ; sulle; sțlǫǫ; su'ul [W]. Form: sțn1. Variant: sɔn Note:  used in 2SA 3:14 [draft], published Bible 

says tis ka li an pu'asțl] ; sțnnǫ. Form: sțnnin. v. to pay brideprice. Note: gift/prestation/payment given by the 
bridegroom's family to the bride's family : often called 'dowry', but this is strictly paid to the bridegroom by the bride's family 
ban nini nieya on kț lǫn sțl ya'asǫ. educated people no longer pay brideprice. [Billygoat] On maal pu'adiir 

malima naae ka sțl la, o mǤr o nǫ kul o teŋin. When he had finished performing the marriage customs and paid 
the brideprice, he took her home to his village. [Wonderwoman] Ka o lǫbis ye dinǫ kǫ la on mǤr ligidi na da' niigi 

la sțl And he replied that that is why he himself had brought money to buy the cows for the brideprice. [Billygoat] 
Ka o lǫbis ye ba ya'a kț sțlǫǫ ban kǫ ka on pțn tun'e sțli o pu'a He answered that if they wouldn't pay the 
brideprice they should leave it, because he was able to pay the brideprice for his wife. [Billygoat] Kusaas sțnnǫ 

niigi anaasi. Kusasis pay a brideprice of four cows. [MA] BǤk na'ab ye ba da lǫn sțn pu'ab niigi anaasi, ye ba 

sțlim niigi ayi'. Bawku chief says they should no longer pay a brideprice of four cows but that they should pay 
two cows. [MA] Busang dau daa ye Kusaas ya'a sțnnin niigi ayi', on naan diin Kusapu'a. A Busanga man once 
said that if Kusasis paid brideprice of two cows, he would have married a Kusasi woman. [MA] Sim: sțl2 
‘brideprice’. See: sțl2; pu'asțl. 

sțl2   n. brideprice. Yǫlim pu'a la sțl nǫ piini linǫ wțsa ka ya bǤǤd 'Fix the bride-price and the gift as high as you like'. 

[GEN 34:12] o da tțm tis ka di'e pu'a, ka kem kǤnbidi yǤ ka li an sțl. he 'served to get a wife, and to pay for her 
he tended sheep.'. [HOS 12:12] See: sțl1. 

sțlǫǫ   See main entry: sțl1. brideprice. 

sțli   See main entry: sțl1. brideprice. 

sțligi   See main entry: sțlțg1. snare. 

sțlis   See main entry: sțlțg1. snare. 

sțlisi   See main entry: sțlțg1. snare. 

sțllǫ   See main entry: sțl1. brideprice. 

sțllim   Variant: sțllimm. id. quietly. Ka Appiah zin' sțllim bi'ela ka bu'os ye, 'Ama an yțma ala?' Adu sat quiet for a 

moment, and then asked "How old is Ama?" [Trouble] Atilaad daa wțm ye lǤr nwǫ' o biig ka keŋ tǤ'ǤtǤ paae 

sibiti nii nyǫ ka o yidim zin'i sțlimm gțr duata. Atilaad heard that a car had knock his child down,  and he 
walked quickly to the hospital; on arriving, he saw his housepeople seated quietly waiting for the doctor. [MA] 
Sim: baanlim, fǤn1, fǤn2, fǤǤn3, ki'1, sillimm, sin1, sinnim, sțț1. 

sțllimm   See main entry: sțllim. quietly. 

sțlțg1   Variant: sulig; sțligi; suligi. Form: sțlis. Variant: sulis; sțlisi; sulisi. n. a snare, bird-trap. Li pț dǤl suor nǫ fțn na 

ya'ae sțlțg nǤǤr ka niis wțsa gǤsida! 'How useless to spread a net in full view of all the birds!'. [PRO 1:17] 
Lit: open the mouth of the snare. Sim: bǫndig. ZǤm yi bǫndig la pțțgin wțț walig bǫǫ niiŋe na nyǫ sțlțg ka 

ianki yi si'em la. 'Get out of the trap like a bird or a deer escaping from a hunter.'. [PRO 6:5] 

sțlțg2   n. a loom. M dabisa zǤtnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ haligat onǫ țgțd pienni lǤbid sțlțg țgțb daug si'em la, 'My days pass more 

swiftly than a weaver's shuttle'. [JOB 7:6] M nyǤvțr nwǫnǫ pien kanǫ ka ba țgțd ka kpilimi li, ka ba yț'țn 

nwaae li yis sțlțg daadin la. 'My life was cut off and ended, ... Like cloth that is cut from a loom.'. [ISA 38:12] 
Colloc: sțlțgin(i) ‘in/on(to)/from loom’. Fț ya'a pan'ami m zuobid la ayǤpǤi kpǫn'ǫs sțlțgini țg nǫ pien la ... 

m na lieb tadim 'If you weave the seven braids of my head into the fabric on the loom ... I'll become ... weak'. [JDG 

16:13] 

sțm1   Variant: sțmmǫ. v. to be good, right, ought to ... Sansi'a la o daa ye sǤ' kena pian'a tisi ba ... pu'abi na sțm ye 

ba nyu'oe saana si'em. Sometime ago he said someone should come and talk to them about how the women 
ought to go about burning charcoal. [Electricity] Ba ya'a gban'e sǤ' yǤǤ li pț sțm ka li paae dabis muma ayi' 

(awanam pisnaasi nǫ anii) 'A person charged with a criminal offence,' it is not right that it extends to two full 

days (24 hours). [Constitution] Lit: if they arrest someone and lock them up. Gbambil kaŋa pa'annǫ ti teŋgbauŋ 
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zi'ela linǫ sțm ye ti baŋ. 'This abridged version ... has been produced to provide a quick and easy access to the 

contents of the Constitution'. [Constitution] AlazugǤ, li sțm ye nid yinne paasi ti ni. 'So then, someone must join 
us'. [ACT 1:21] li sțm ye o nǤk pǫraug bǫǫ bțrakanǫ ka' dǫŋŋa 'he is to offer a male without defect'. [LEV 1:10] 
BțnkǤnbțg la sțm ye o paae yțțm yinne ka an bțndaug ka ka' dǫŋŋa 'The animals you choose must be 
year-old males without defect'. [EXO 12:5] Saa niib sțmmǫ fț ya'a nam pț keŋ sakurǫ It's good if it rains before 

you have gone to school. [Trouble] li mǫ pț sțmmǫ li an ala bǫǫ fț tuonnǫ na mǤr fǫn'ǫd. it is not good if it is like 
that, or if you have lesions on your genitals. [Womens-Health] Syn: sț'țm1. Etym: OVN *SUM ; GS4 *WU²/E(D) ; 
vc1 *ŋan ; CG *cumu ; PB jʋ̀am. See: sț'țm1; -sțm2; sțm3; sțm4. 

-sțm2   Variant: sum. Form: -sțma2. Variant: -suma; -sțmaa. adj.  Note: singular usually only occurs as a predicative adjective, 

with bǫ / ka'1 'be/not be good' : the attributive adjective singular is usually -sțŋ1 .   good. Fț ya'a aan ba yinne fțn 

baŋim ye li an sțm tisif If you are one of them you must realise that it is good for you. [Tax.a] Gu'usimi fț mǫŋ! 

Mid ka fț pian' linǫ an sțm bǫǫ bǫ'ǫdi tis Jakob! 'Be careful not to say anything to Jacob, either good or bad.'. 
[GEN 31:24] Maalimi suobanǫ ka' sțm la ka ba lieb sassi the rough ground shall become level. [ISA 40:4] Dim 

disțma wțț: Ni'im nǫ zimi nǫ bǫŋa nǫ tiwala nǫ zǫnvaand. Eat good foods like: meat and fish and beans and 
fruit and vegetables. [Womens-Health] Mam bǫ la m tțțm sțma zu'oe ya, amaa bi'ela nwana. As for me, my 

good works are plenty, but these are only a few. [Trees] Gaansim ni'im sțma banǫ an gbǫya nǫ ban'ad la wțsa 
'Put in the best pieces of meat – the shoulders and the legs'. [EZK 24:4] Ti ba'abiisǫ, da gǫn ka basi linǫ an tțțm 

sțmaa. 'And as for you, brothers, never tire of doing what is right.'. [2TH 3:13] Colloc: yǫlsțm ‘blessing, grace’. 
Yǫlsțm kanǫ ka mam mǤr la zug ka saalib nǫ bțnkǤnbid dǫǫsid taaba man yin. Because of the blessing that 

I have, human beings and animals compete in coming to my house. [Trees] Yǫlsțm bǫ nǫ dau kanǫ gban'e li 

sț'țŋa 'Blessed is the man who does this, the man who holds it fast'. [ISA 56:2] Wina'am onǫ da bǫ, ka kpǫm bǫ, 

ka na ti bǫ la ... na tisi ya yǫlsțm nǫ sumbțgțsțm. 'Grace and peace to you from him who is, and who was, and 
who is to come'. [REV 1:4] Etym: OVN *SUM ; GS4 *WU²/E(D) ; vc1 *ŋan ; CG *cumu. See: sțm1; sțŋ1; 

sț'țm2. 

sțm3   n. goodness. Banǫ ka Wina'am maali ba sțm la bandim yǫt ye bam mi'inǫ gati ba taab. Those that God does 

good to, they say that they know more than their fellows. [Billygoat] DinzugǤ li anǫ yǫlkpan ye banǫ nut taba nǫ 

banǫ pț nut la baŋi li sțm yǫla. So it is important that smokers and non-smokers know the rights of the matter. 

[Smoking] li ka' titǤndigi tis fțn na baŋ Wina'am sțm an si'em la. there is no end of your understanding of the 
goodness of God. [Trouble] Alazug ka m tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka fț maal sțm ka kena la. And so I sent for you at once, 
and you have been good enough to come. [ACT 10:33] Maalimi ti sțm ka sțŋi ba 'Do us a kindness by helping 

them'. [JDG 21:22] Cpart: bǫ'ǫd3. Banǫ ka m maali ba sțm la lǫbisidimnǫ bǫ'ǫd 'Those who pay back evil for 
good'. [PSA 38:20] Lit: those that I do them good, they are returning me evil. Ninsaal la yț'țn nwǫnǫ tinam nǫ, ka 

mi' sțm nǫ bǫ'ǫdi bakid. 'The man has now become like one of us, knowing good and evil. [GEN 3:22] Syn: sț'țm2. 
See: -sțm1; sț'țm2. 

sțm4   adv. well, in a good way. nidib pian'adi ba yǫla sțm ka kaanbid nǤsțŋț tisidi ba. people speak well of them 

and pronounce blessings on them. [Billygoat] Syn: sț'țm4; Colloc: kpǫlim(mi) sțm4. Ka nǤŋdaan la ti ye ba 

kpǫlim sțm ka on na kul And the poor man bade them farewell saying he was going home. [Billygoat] See: sț'țm4; 

sțm1. 

sțma   See main entry: -sțŋ1. good. 

-sțma2   See main entry: -sțm2. good. 

-sțmaa  See main entry: -sțm2. good. 

sțmmǫ   See main entry: sțm1. good. 

sțn1   See main entry: sțl1. brideprice. 

sțn2   See main entry: su'un. bend down. 

sțn-3   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sʋnbʋgʋsʋm   See main entry: sumbțgțsțm. meekness. 

sțndaan   n. an intermediary. Note: especially in making an apology M bǤǤd ye m sțndaan naan bǫǫ nwǫ' Wina'am nu'ugț 

tisim 'I want someone to plead with God for me'. [JOB 16:21] From: (MP) ? Note: sindaani 'an apology, intercession' 
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sțnduor   n. anger. Da kǫt ka fț sțnf duod tǤ'ǤtǤ ka sțnduor anǫ zǤn din. 'Do not be quick to take offence, for it is 

fools who nurse resentment.'. [ECC 7:9] Syn: sțnpǫǫn. Fț basi fț sțnduor la wțsa nǫ fț sțnpǫǫn linǫ mǤr 

dabiem la. 'You set aside all your wrath and turned from your fierce anger. [PSA 85:3] See: sțnf; duoe. 

sțnf   Variant: sʋnf; sțțnr2; sunr; sțnfǤ; sunfo; sțnfț; sʋnfu; sunfu. Form: sțnya. Variant: sunya; sțnyaa; sunyaa. 

Form: sțn-3. n. heart. Note: used metaphorically for thought and feeling.   M ya'a ǫǫnti fțoǫn li sansi'a li tisidimnǫ 

sumalisim ka m sțnf an bțgisiga. When I smoked it ('wee') it made me happy and light-hearted. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
On ni, nǤŋilim anǫ pțtǫn'ǫr nǫ sțnf wțsa bțn. With him, love was both rational and emotional. [Trouble] m kisif 

nǫ m sțnf wțsa. I hate you with my whole heart. [Trouble] da tțm dinǫ na kǫ ka o sțnf la'aŋǫ. don't do anything 
to get her angry. [Trouble] M sțnf lǤnǫ Wina'am yǫla sț'țŋa nwǫnǫ yanamǫ niŋid si'em zina la. 'I ...  was just as 

zealous for God as any of you are today.'. [ACT 22:3] m sțțnr wțsa pț lǫn siakid bǫlisigǤ 'my soul refused to be 
comforted'. [PSA 77:2] Ba'anam Ǥnb kekama, ka li nwǫlig biis sțnfǤ. 'The parents ate the sour grapes, But the 
children got the sour taste'. [JER 31:29] Amaa o sțnfț da digilim ka nyǫǫsim kǫ ka o lieb tita'al la, ba da sigis o 
'But when his heart became arrogant and hardened with pride, he was deposed'. [DAN 5:20] BǤ ka li paki ya ka ya 

mǤri bi'esțg pțtǫnda ya sțnya ni? 'Why are you alarmed? Why are these doubts coming up in your minds?'. [LUK 

24:38] NǤkimi ya sțnya kpa'ae wțț ku'om nǫ sǤsid ZugsǤb la. 'pour out your heart like water in the presence of 

the Lord'. [LAM 2:19] Wina'am dǤlisidi o Siig Sțŋ la ni nǤkid o zi'ela la niŋidi ti sunya ni Through his Holy 

Spirit, God places his commandments in our hearts. [Bible-Intro] Nidib wțsa mǤr yǤlisim ka ba la'as taaba wa'a 

dǤlis suoya bigis bțndinǫ pț malisi ba sțnyaa. 'freedom of assembly including the right to take part in 
processions and demonstrations;'. [Constitution] Ba sțnyaa pǫ'ǫl nǫ dama'am la zug, ba na di'e ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd la 

yǤǤd. 'Their heart is deceitful, and now they must bear their guilt.'. [HOS 10:2] Colloc: sțnfțn ( sʋnfin ) ‘in heart’. O 

da gu' ya ye pian'ad la kpǫn' biis la sțnfțn. He took care that what was said would make an impression on the 

children. [Trouble] Lit: enter the children's hearts. Note: more normal Kusaal would be mǤdig ya ka pian'ad [MA].    yǫl 

babigi na bǫ sǤ' sțnfțn ka li kǫ ka o zaansim si'em la 'The more you worry, the more likely you are to have bad 
dreams'. [ECC 5:3] Asaan on daa ... mǤr sțnsan'aŋ o sțnfin bǤzugǤ Ayaab daa anǫ o zua sțŋ. Asaan had 
sorrow in his heart because Ayaab had been his good friend. [AIDS-II] Dabiem da ka' o sțnfțnǫ. He felt no fear. 

[Trouble] Da kisi fț ba'abiigi fț sțnfțnǫ 'Do not hate your brother in your heart.'. [LEV 19:17] Colloc: ma'ae X sțnf 
‘please X’. ya ya'a na nyaŋi bu'oe ligidi la bi'ela li na ma'ae ti sțnf if you could lower the price a bit it would 

please us. [Electricity] Ti tțțmsțma ma'adi ti daan Wina'am sunr. Our good deeds please our master God. [Asaasim] 
Ala ma'ad Wina'am nǫ ti yaanam la sțțnr. That pleases God and our ancestors. [Asaasim] Amaa ZugsǤb sțnf da 

ma'ae Noa yǫla. But the Lord was pleased with Noah. [GEN 6:8] Ninkanǫ mǤr ya'am la ma'ad o ba' sțțnr 'A 
lover of wisdom brings joy to his father'. [PRO 29:3] tțțm bamanamǫ ma'ad Wina'am sțțnr 'these works please 
God'. [HEB 13:16] ya'am dim la ma'adnǫ nidib sțnya 'Those who are wise keep things calm.'. [PRO 29:8] o sțnf daa 

malis nǫ ban gandig sț'țŋa la. he was happy that they had given the right answer. [AIDS-I] Man sțnf da malis nǫ 

man paas nimmua la'askaŋa ni sakurin la. I was happy that I had joined this special team at school. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] Man da yi si'em na la da vuoǫn banǫ kǫlisid la sțnf nǫ ka ba kǫlisid nǫ nimmua. When I came 
out like that it disturbed the emotions of the audience and they listened the more carefully. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: X 

sțnf piel ‘X is pleased’. Dau la sțnf da pienǫ hali, ka on da tisim sidi ayi' la o da ye m nǤkim sidi yinne 

baanlțg la. The man was very pleased, and when he had given me two cedis he told me to keep the change. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: bțgțl X sțnf/sțnya/sțțnr1 ‘encourage X’. Ba da bțgțl o sțnf 'They consoled ... him'. 

[JOB 41:11] M na gur o ka bțgțl o sțțnr 'I will guide him and restore comfort to him'. [ISA 57:18] Bțgțlimi m 

nidib la sțțnr 'Comfort ye my people'. [ISA 40:1] Ban niŋid si'em la bțgțnnǫ m sțțnr. 'they have proved a 

comfort to me'. [COL 4:11] M naan ... bțgțlinǫ ya sțțnr nǫ m nǤŋgban pian'ad 'I would speak words of 
encouragement'. [JOB 16:5] ZugsǤb la bțgțl o nidib sțnya the Lord has comforted his people'. [ISA 52:9] 
Colloc: san'am X sțțnr1/sțnf, X sțțnr1/sțnf san'am ‘distress X ; X  is distressed’. m sțnf da san'am I was 
upset. [Billygoat] La'am nǫ Wina'am sțnfț da sa'am nǫ sț'țlim la nidib tțțmbǫ'ǫd yǫla la, O da mǤr 

summa'asim nǫ Noah saŋkan la. Although the Lord was sad because of the sins of the people, He was pleased 
with Noah at that time. [Bible-Study] Bțndaan ... la n da wțm nǤŋdaan la nyțnyǤlțg daar wțsa la ka di san'am 

o sțnf When the rich man heard the poor man complaining every day, it made him sad. [You-Heard?] Ba ya'a 

san'am sǤ' sțțnrǫ o sǤb mǤr suor ka o mǤri ba dț kǤǤtț ni. If distress is caused to somebody, that person has 

a right to bring a court case. [Constitution] bǤ ka fț kaasida? BǤ ka fț zan'as diibǤ? BǤ ka fț sțnf san'am? 'why 
are you weeping? Why don't you eat? Why are you downhearted?'. [1SA 1:8] pa'alimi ya sțnyaa sid san'am si'em. 
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'Let your broken heart show your sorrow'. [JOL 2:13] M sțțnr san'amnǫ galis. 'I am in deep distress.'. [2SA 24:14] 
Colloc: X sțnf duoe ‘X becomes angry’. O gǤs Ayaab nindaa nyǫ ka o sʋnfu duoe. He looked at Ayaab's face 

and saw that he was getting angry. [Electricity] Akunvțe sțnf daa duonǫ Akunvue became angry. [AIDS-II] Dasaŋ la 

sțnf mǫ daa pin'ili duod The young man began to get angry. [AIDS-I] Ka Kain sțnf duoe ka o lǤǤ o nindaa. 'So 

Cain was very angry, and his face was downcast.'. [GEN 4:5] Ka Moses sțțnr duoe nǫ ba. 'So Moses was angry 
with them.'. [EXO 16:20] Ba sțnkanǫ ǫǫnti duoe ka ba bǤǤd ninkțțsim la. 'And on their fury, because it is so 
cruel.'. [GEN 49:7] Colloc: X sțnf pǫlig ‘X is angry’. ka dindǫog sțnf pǫlig and chameleon was angry. [Asaasim] Ka 

o sțnf pǫlig nǫ o diem la pian' si'em la He was annoyed by what his in-law said. [Billygoat] o da pț kǫt ka o sțnf 

pǫligida. he didn't let himself get angry. [Trouble] nimbanǫ an gǤba sțnf pț ya'asid pǫligirǫ lefthanded people 
get angry quickly. [Trouble] Ka anǤ'Ǥnam ka Wina'am sțnf da pǫlig nǫ ba yțma pisnaasi la? 'With whom was 
God angry for forty years?'. [HEB 3:17] Ban wțm nǫ'ǫŋa la, ba sțnya pǫlig nǫ, ka ba ga'adi ba nyina o yǫla. 
'When they heard this, they were furious and gnashed their teeth at him.'. [ACT 7:54] Colloc: X sțnf mu'oe ‘X  is 

'serious'’. Ku'om sțnfț ǫǫn mțn'e ka o zǤǤ nie bǫog. If the water is serious it will go on flowing till next day. 
[Proverb 271] Colloc: X kpǫ'ǫŋ  X sțnf ‘X takes courage’. M dakǤǤnrǫ, kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț sțnf, ka m yisi fț tțțmbǫ'ǫd 

la bas. 'Courage, my son! Your sins are forgiven.'. [MAT 9:2] Ka' manǫ yǫlif ye fț zi'enim sț'țŋa ka kpǫ'ǫŋi fț 

sțnfǤǤ? 'Have I not commanded you? Be strong'. [JOS 1:9] Sim: susțnf. See: susțnf; sumbțgțsțm; summa'asim; 

sumalisim; summǤdigir; summǤtir; sumpielim; sțnduor; sțnkpi'euŋ; sțnpǫǫn; sțnsa'aŋ; sțntǤǤg; 

sțnzabir; sțțnr. 
sʋnf   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sțnfǤ   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sțnfț   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sʋnfu   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sțn'e   Variant: sun'e. v. to be on top. nǫ laa nǫ bțn linǫ ka li sțn'e li zug la. 'and the basin with its stand.'. [EXO 30:28] 
Ba ...  kț kǫ ka kugir baa yinne sțn'e li tiraan zugǤ 'They will not leave one stone on another'. [LUK 19:44] 
DǤbanǫ bǫ kpikpǫmis la da anǫ girimbisanam ka sțn'e zin'isa atan', ka sțn'țlțg wțsa mǤr dǤǤd pistan'. 
'The side rooms were on three levels, one above another, thirty on each level.'. [EZK 41:6] Caus: sțn'țl. See: sțn'țl. 

sțn'țl   Variant: sun'ul; suunl; sțn'țli; suunli; su'unli. Form: sțn'țn. Form: sțn'țlțg2. Variant: sun'ulug. v. to put sth. on 

top of sth., lay a course (in building). Ka mǫ nǤk fita zi'esir la kpǫn' zi'el Wina'am Zin'isțŋ ... ka nǤki li fita la 

sțn'țl zi'esir la zug 'He placed the lampstand in the Tent of Meeting ... and set up the lamps' on it. [EXO 40:24-25] 
SǤ' ya'a nyu'oe fitir ... o na zi'el gadțg lǫuŋț nǫ? Ba kț zaŋi sțn'țl si'el zugǤǤ? 'Is a lamp brought in to be put 

... under the bed? No, it is put on the lampstand.'. [MRK 4:21] On țk daam la nǫ gilaas kǤp la tu'ae o nǤǤrin la ka 

lǫn lǫbisi li sun'ul teebul la zug When he had raised his glass of beer towards his mouth he put it back on the 

table. [Electricity] Man zaŋ piinkanǫ ka Wina'am tisim la tțm nwǫnǫ tanmǫǫd sțŋț na ǫǫnb ǫǫnbir 'Using the 
gift that God gave me, I did the work of an expert builder and laid the foundation'. [1CO 3:10] O ǫǫnti guungi li 

teŋin la ka li pț tǤiya,  ka o sțn'țli li o dum zug yiiga She would lift it up from the ground with ease, and first 
balance it on her knee. [Trouble] SǤ' kț nyu'oe fitir ka zaŋi su'a bǫǫ nǤki lii pibil nǫ pǫǫgǤ, amaa o nǤkidnǫ 

sțn'țn si'el zug 'No one lights a lamp and then hides it or puts it under a bowl; instead, he puts it on the 
lampstand'. [LUK 11:33] Sim: zuol, pa'. See: sțn'e; sțn'țlțg1. 

sțn'țla   See main entry: sțn'țlțg1. course. 

sțn'țli   See main entry: sțn'țl. top [put on ~]. 

sțn'țlțg1   Variant: sun'olug; sțn'țlțga. Form: sțn'țla. n. a course (in building), layer, joint. DǤbanǫ bǫ kpikpǫmis la da 

anǫ girimbisanam ka sțn'e zin'isa atan', ka sțn'țlțg wțsa mǤr dǤǤd pistan'. 'The side rooms were on three 
levels, one above another, thirty on each level.'. [EZK 41:6] wțț sț'țgț kǫnsid niŋgbina sțn'țla nǫ kǤnba pțțgin 

biim si'em la like a 'sword, it penetrates even to dividing ... joints and marrow'. [HEB 4:12] Ba da nǤk nǫ kuga banǫ 

ka ba kpi'e maal ka li an sț'țŋa la mǫ' zak tita'ar la sțn'țlțga atan' ka mǫ nǤk na'aziinr daadi maal 

sțn'țlțg yinne They made it well using 'three courses of dressed stone all around and a course of lengths of cedar'. 

[1KI 7:12] Colloc: sțn'țlțg1 yinne, sțn'țlțg1 ayi'  &c. ‘first course, second course &c.’; Sim: ǫǫnbir1, kuor 
‘foundation, top course’. See: sțn'țl. 
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sțn'țlțg2   See main entry: sțn'țl. top [put on ~]. 

sțn'țlțga   See main entry: sțn'țlțg1. course. 

sțn'țn   See main entry: sțn'țl. top [put on ~]. 

sțn'țni   See main entry: su'un. bend down. 

sțn'um   Variant: sʋ'ʋm5; sun'um; su'um. n. sap, resin. Man sțn'țm ya'a yina ti kțdigǫ, onǫ ka natiŋkpi'eŋ tǤn o bǫǫ o 

nu'ugț mǤdǫ, ba zaŋidi man sțn'um la kanbigidi bțligid. When my sap comes out and has hardened, 
someone who has a boil or a swollen hand – they take my sap and heat it and spread it on. [Trees] Note: corrected 

from su'um to show the new approved spelling.   Man su'um ya'a yina ti kțdigǫ ba mǤri li nǫ maan titabir. When 

my sap is exuded and dries, it is used as glue. [Trees] mǤǤgin Olif tiig wil la di'ed sʋ'ʋm linǫ yi yin olif tiig la ni 

na the bush olive branch receives sap from the cultivated olive. [ROM 11:17] Ba mǤri tiig sun'um bǫǫ o 

vankpi'emisi maan bțnnyubisa. They used tree resin or dried leaves to make incense. [Bible Glossary [under 

'Incense']] 
sțn'ur   Variant: sun'or. n. a joint. Colloc: sțn'urin ‘on/from the joint’. M ya'a tțm ala, m biaunk on aam li, ka m nu'ug 

kǤ'Ǥgi li sțn'urin la. 'then let my arm fall from the shoulder, let it be broken off at the joint.'. [JOB 30:22] 
sʋnkpi'em   See main entry: sțnkpi'euŋ. courage. 

sʋnkpi'emi   See main entry: sțnkpi'euŋ. courage. 

sțnkpi'euŋ   Variant: sʋkpi'euŋ; sʋnkpi'em; sunkpi'iem; sʋnkpi'emi; sʋkpi'em; sțnkpi'euŋǤ; sʋkpi'euŋɔ; sțnkpi'euŋț. n. 

courage. Note: 'strong heart' Note: also used for 'hardness of heart'  (MAT 19:8, 25:24...).   DinzugǤ ti ǫǫnti mǤr 

sțnkpi'euŋ bǫdegț 'So we are always full of courage'. [2CO 5:6] MǤr sțnkpi'euŋ Wina'am tuon 'Courage before 

God'. [1JN 3:19 [heading]] Dau kaŋa on da ka' ala: ba mi' o ka o anǫ baanlim ka mǤr suguru nǫ sțnkpi'euŋ. 
That man was not like that: they knew him, and he was gentle, patient and brave. [Trouble] Ka lin yi saŋkan la sǤ' 

pț mǤr sțnkpi'euŋț na lǫm bu'os Yesu bu'osțgǤ. 'And from then on no one dared ask him any more questions.'. 
[MRK 12:34] M mǫ da mǤdigidi zamisid ka li mǫ kǫ ka m mǤr sțnkpi'em. I learned patiently, and that gave me 

courage. [Shoeshine-Boy] Dau la daa maal sʋkpi'em buŋi keŋ n ti paae nyǫnǫ on digi kaasid yee o sia zabid. 
The man bravely sneaked to get to where he could see her lying crying that her 'waist' was hurting. [You-Hear?] 
Mbun daa dǫŋi paam sunkpi'iem, amaa dabiem daa kpǫn'ǫ o At the beginning Mbun took courage, but then he 

became afraid. [AIDS-II] Din yi sankan la, sǤ pț nyǫ sʋnkpi'emi kpǫn' yin la. From that time on, no one had the 

courage to go into the house. [Trouble] m kț lǫm pian'ad nǫ sțnkpi'euŋǤ. I should not have to be bold again. [2CO 

10:2] Ka dabiem da kpǫn' Israel dim la, ba da pț lǫm mǤr sțnkpi'euŋț. 'Then the Israelites lost their courage 

and were afraid.'. [JOS 7:5] See: sțnf; -kpi'euŋ1. 

sțnkpi'euŋǤ   See main entry: sțnkpi'euŋ. courage. 

sțnkpi'euŋț   See main entry: sțnkpi'euŋ. courage. 

sʋnmalisim   See main entry: sumalisim. happiness. 

sțnnǫ   See main entry: sțl1. brideprice. 

sțnnin   See main entry: sțl1. brideprice. 

sțnpǫǫn   Note: 252x in SC : 17x in texts Variant: supɛɛn; supeen; sumpɛɛn.  Note: 13x in SC Variant: sțnpǫǫnǫ; supɛɛnɛ; 

sțnpǫǫnni; supeene; sʋnpɛɛnti. n. anger. bipuŋ si'a tans nǫ sțnpǫǫn ye, "hei, ta'aduusa, fț anǫ tțkpidaa? 
some girl shouted angrily "Hey, shoeshine boy, are you deaf?" [Shoeshine-Boy] sțnpǫǫn nǫ dindiisim nǫ 

nǤŋgbannwa'ar anger and greed and quarrelling [in list]. [GAL 5:20] Sțnpǫǫn sǤb ziidi nǤŋgbannwa'ari kenna 'A 
hot-tempered man stirs up dissension'. [PRO 15:18] Ba sumpǫǫn linǫ nwǫnǫ ku'om la naan limini ti Their anger 
which is like 'the water would have covered us'. [PSA 124:4] Note: cf. Ku'om linǫ pțbid nǫ sțnpǫǫn la naan mǤrini 

ti keŋ. 'the raging waters would have swept us away'. [PSA 124:5] Ala ka ba na di nyan kanǫ ka ba bun la, man 

ZugsǤb la sumpǫǫn zug. 'So bear the shame of your harvest because of the Lord's fierce anger.'. [JER 12:13] fț 

sțnpǫǫn pțțgin ka fț nǤ tǫǫns la mǫ'ǫŋ. 'in anger you threshed the nations.'. [HAB 3:12] o baŋ ye sțnpǫǫnnǫ 

lǫdig kukuma kțkǤr la he realised that it was the voice of anger giving way to weeping. [Trouble] o kpa'ae nǫ 

sțnpǫǫnni niŋ o bțtiŋin la kǫ ka o nuu li 'which he has poured at full strength into the cup of his anger'. [REV 
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14:10] Li da nwǫnǫ Wina'am kpa'ae o sʋnpɛɛnti la tud o yin la nǫ. It was as if God poured his wrath on his house. 

[You-Heard?] Colloc: sțnpǫǫnnin ‘in/to/from anger’. banǫ nyaŋi yii fț sțnpǫǫnnin la na lǫb nya'aŋ. 'the 
survivors of your wrath are restrained.'. [PSA 76:10] Syn: ǫndțg, sțțnr1. Amaa nannanna, basimi sțnpǫǫn nǫ 

ǫndțg nǫ pțtǫn'ǫbǫ'ǫd 'But now you must get rid of all these things: anger, passion, and hateful feelings.'. [COL 3:8] 
Syn: sțnduor. Fț basi fț sțnduor la wțsa nǫ fț sțnpǫǫn linǫ mǤr dabiem la. 'You set aside all your wrath and 
turned from your fierce anger.'. [PSA 85:3] See: sțnf. 

sțnpǫǫnǫ   See main entry: sțnpǫǫn. anger. 

sțnpǫǫnni   See main entry: sțnpǫǫn. anger. 

sʋnpɛɛnti   See main entry: sțnpǫǫn. anger. 

sʋnpielim   See main entry: sumpielim. happiness. 

sțnr   Variant: sunr; sțnri. n. to stoop. Biig ya'a mu'ad li pț sțm ye o sțnr bǫǫ nwǫdisid o zugǤ. If the child is 

sucking, it is not good that he should bend his body or be moving his head. [Breastfeeding] O da sțnr nǫ ka 

ninta'am bǫǫ o nini ni. He bowed, and there were tears in his eyes. [Trouble] On da nan pian'ad anwa tisidim la, 

ka m gigilim ka sțnr, ka m nindaa kpa' teŋin. 'While he was saying this to me, I bowed with my face toward 
the ground and was speechless.'. [DAN 10:15] Ka li nwǫnǫ li liebnǫ nid nǫ an baanlifț sțnri gǤsid o. And it was 

as if it turned into a small person stooping to look at him. [Trouble] Li sț'țm ye ba kpa' taaba ka sțnri gǤt liŋ la. 
'They will be face to face, looking inwards over the cover.'. [EXO 25:20] 

sțnri   See main entry: sțnr. stoop. 

sțnsa'aŋ   Note: 7x in SC ; 23x in texts Variant: sțnsan'aŋ.  Note: 4x in SC ; 2x in texts Variant: susa'aŋ.  Note: 2x in texts 
Variant: sunsa'aŋ.  Note: 3x in texts Variant: sunsan'auŋ.  Note: 1x in texts Variant: sțnsan'aŋa; sʋsa'aŋa; susa'aŋa; 

sțnsa'aŋi; sțnsa'aŋǤ; sțnsa'aŋț. n. heartbreak, sorrow. M wțmnǫ dabiem nǫ sʋnsan'aŋ kuŋ kaasig 'I heard a 

cry of terror'. [JER 30:5] O da tuligi yț'țn kun nǫ sʋnsan'aŋ. He turned round and went home in distress. [Jealousy] 
M mǤr sțnsa'aŋ nǫ dinǫ maalif la. I am sorry for what has happened to you. [Trouble] Saŋkan la man daa mǤri 

sțnsa'aŋ bakuai muma atan'. 'At that time, I was mourning for three weeks.'. [DAN 10:2] Jakob da aaǫn o fuud 

sțnsa'aŋ zug 'Jacob tore his clothes in sorrow'. [GEN 37:34] Aansimi ya fuud ka yǫ bǤto fuudi pa'ali ya sțnsa'aŋ 
'Tear your clothes and put on sackcloth ... in mourning'. [2SA 3:31] o kpǫn' dǤǤgin zin'ini kum hali nǫ sunsa'aŋ he 

went into a room and sat crying very sorrowfully. [Asaasim] Asaan on daa zin'inǫ baanlim ka mǤr sunsan'aŋ o 

sțnfin Asaan sat quietly and had sorrow in his heart. [AIDS-II] Ba daa paamnǫ lababǫ'ǫd ka lin kǫ ka ba mǤr 

sunsan'auŋ nǫ pțtǫn'ǫyutuŋ. They had received bad news which made them sad and confused in mind. [AIDS-II] 
ka susa'aŋ kanǫ ka o mǤr teŋ kanǫ ka o nǤŋ hali la naae. and the sorrow which he suffered in this village that 

he loved would be over. [Trouble] Da aansidi ya fuud ye ya pa'ali ya sʋnsan'aŋa Don't tear your clothes to show 

your sorrow. [JOL 2:13] Adu ya'a ǫǫnti wțm ziriga vuudǫǫ, o tiǫndi daakanǫ ka o daa gur o ye o mǤr o 

sțnsa'aŋi gaad la. Whenever Adu heard the sound of the train, he remembered the day when he waited for it 
expecting an excess of sorrow. [Trouble] Note: "doesn't make sense" [MA] Ka li kǫ ka o sțțnr bțk ka o pț lǫn 

tǫn'ǫsidi o ma Sara kum la yǫla nǫ sțnsa'aŋǤ. 'and Isaac was comforted after his mother's death.'. [GEN 24:67] Oi, 

bǤ sțnsa'aŋț nwa' ka m nyǫta! 'What an unhappy man I am!'. [ROM 7:24] Colloc: sțnsa'aŋin ‘in/from sorrow’. ya 

zan'asi ya Wina'am onǫ faaǫn ya yisi ya tǤǤg nǫ sțnsa'aŋin la ka yǫl 'you have rejected your God who saved 
you from all your misery and distress'. [1SA 10:19] Sim: sțnzabir, sțnsa'aŋ. sțnzabir mǤri sțnsa'aŋț kenna. 
heartache crushes the spirit. [PRO 15:13] See: sțnf; san'am. 

sțnsa'aŋi   See main entry: sțnsa'aŋ. heartbreak. 

sțnsa'aŋǤ   See main entry: sțnsa'aŋ. heartbreak. 

sțnsa'aŋț   See main entry: sțnsa'aŋ. heartbreak. 

sțnsan'aŋ   See main entry: sțnsa'aŋ. heartbreak. 

sțnsan'aŋa   See main entry: sțnsa'aŋ. heartbreak. 

sʋnsʋfi   See main entry: susțnf. heart. 

sʋnsʋnf   See main entry: susțnf. heart. 
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Sțntaana   Variant: Suntaan(a); Sțntaanaa. n.pr. Satan, the Devil. Li malisim fțn ye Sțntaana galisnǫ la. It's a good 

job you admit that the devil is great. [Three-Problems] Tikpiilima nya'a nǫ kǤnbkpiilima gbana ka ba mǤri kǫt ka 

Sțntaana maliaka bǫ'ǫd na'ab la mǤri ti namisid dunia kaŋa ni. They use the roots of dead trees and the skins 
of dead animals to make Satan the king of evil angels afflict us in this world. [Three-Problems] li ... kǫ ka bugum 

linǫ yit Sțntaana san'an na la la'aŋi ti, ti bǫllim pțțgin 'It sets on fire the entire course of our existence with the 
fire that comes to it from hell itself.'. [JAS 3:6] o na di nyan ka lu Sțntaana bǫndigin 'he will ... be disgraced and 

fall into the Devil's trap'. [1TI 3:7] Siig Kasi la gu'udi ti Sțntaana gban'abǫ'ǫdin la. The Holy Spirit protects us 
from Satan's evil plans. [Bible-Study] Daar yinne ka Wina'am biis la'as ye ba zaŋi ba mǫŋi pa'al Wina'am, ka 

Sțntaana mǫ paasi ba zug. 'When the day came for the heavenly beings to appear before the Lord, Satan was 
there among them. [JOB 1:6] Ani ka Wina'am Siig Kasi la mǤr Yesu n keŋ mǤǤgin, ka Sțntaana mak o. 'Then the 

Spirit led Jesus into the desert to be tempted by the Devil.'. [MAT 4:1] BǤzugǤ, onǫ faaǫn ti Sțntaana sț'țlim linǫ 

an lik la nii kpǫn'ǫs o BinǤŋir la sț'țlimin. 'He rescued us from the power of darkness and brought us safe into 

the kingdom of his dear Son,'. [COL 1:13] Fț yǫla la anǫ suntaan ban'a atan' bǫǫ fț ni Your problems are three 

illnesses of Satan which are in you. [Three-Problems] Siig Kasi la gu'udi ti Suntaana gban'abǫ'ǫdin la. The Holy 

Spirit protects us from Satan's evil plans. [Bible-Study] maliak kpǫǫm, Maikel ... da pț kpi'em ye o zǫrig 

Sțntaanaa 'the chief angel Michael ... did not dare to condemn the Devil'. [JUD 1:9] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) < (Heb.) 
Note: Shaiɗan < ن��	%ْ  Note: shayṭaan < ָׂשָטן Note: saṭan "accuser" 

Sțntaana nu'utțțg   n. 'wee' [Gh.], cannabis, hemp, marijuana. Note: slang name for cannabis.   Yțda la sieba anǫ, "wee" 

bǫǫ "Sutaana nu'utțțg" bǫǫ "tampe" bǫǫ "kaya" bǫǫ "gangya" pozo" Some other names are 'wee', or 'Satan's 
ring', or  'tampe', or 'kaya' or 'ganja'. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: Sțntaana; nu'utțțg. 

Sțntaanaa   See main entry: Sțntaana. Satan. 

sțntǤǤg   Variant: sțntǤǤgǤ; sțntǤǤgț. n. emotional bitterness. SțntǤǤg nǫ ǫndțg tun'e kǫ ka o san'am o mǫŋ. 
Bitterness and anger could make him commit suicide. [Trouble] Kǫlisimi! ZugsǤb dabisir la saŋa, ba na kaasid 

nǫ sțntǤǤg. 'Listen! The cry on the day of the Lord will be bitter'. [ZEP 1:14] m ya'a ti kena li pț nar ye m zaŋ 

ZugsǤb la tisim paŋ si'a la tțm nǫ sțntǤǤgǤ. 'when I come I may not have to be harsh in my use of authority'. 
[2CO 13:10] M na kpa'ae m sțntǤǤgț niŋ Pelusium 'I will pour out my wrath on Pelusium'. [EZK 30:15] See: sțnf; 

-tǤǤg2. 

sțntǤǤgǤ   See main entry: sțntǤǤg. bitterness. 

sțntǤǤgț   See main entry: sțntǤǤg. bitterness. 

sțnzabir   n. heartache. Sim: sțnsa'aŋ. sțnzabir mǤri sțnsa'aŋț kenna. heartache crushes the spirit. [PRO 15:13] 
See: sțnf; zabir. 

sțnya   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sțnyaa  See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sțŋ ya4   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

-sțŋ1   Variant: -suŋ; -sțŋǤ; suŋo; -sțŋǤǤ; -sțŋț. Form: sțma. Variant: suma1. adj. good. bugum anǫ bțnsțŋ hali tis 

ninsaal fire is very beneficial for humanity. [Fire] Biis banǫ ka ba mu'as bin'isim gțllim n ti paae nwadis 

ayuobu la, biban mǤr laafi sțŋ Children who are only suckled on milk for the first six months, those children 
have good health. [Breastfeeding] KǤ'Ǥm saŋa man anǫ disțŋ hali In time of famine, I am very good food. [Trees] 
Esau onǫ an bikpǫǫm la fusțŋ da bǫǫ o ma la dǤǤgin Esau the senior son's best clothes were in his mother's 

room. [GEN 27:15] Awindaug yǫl ye m pu'a sțŋǤ, EES ban'as kțțdnǫ Awindaug said "My good wife, AIDS kills". 

[AIDS-Azuur] Nidib la zi' tțțm sțŋǤ 'They do not know how to do right'. [AMO 3:10] Ka ba wțsa siak ye, "Ti 

wțmya ti saam sțŋǤǤ". And they all answered "We have heard, good father." [You-Heard?] Madam Awinbun daa 

yǫl ye bu'os sțŋț nwana. Madam Awinbun said that that was a good question. [AIDS-I] Yțțm sțma ayǤpǤi la 

saŋa zțțd da maal sț'țŋa. 'During the seven years of plenty the land produced abundant crops'. [GEN 41:47] 
Colloc: -sțŋin ‘in/to/from good ...’. On yț'țn da paae zin'isțŋin la .. When he got to the good place ... [Trouble] 
kǫl ka fț Siig Sțŋ la mǤrimi dǤlis suosțŋin. 'may your good Spirit lead me on level ground.'. [PSA 143:10] 
Colloc: ku'osțŋ/-sțma ‘fresh, clean water’. Ba sǤnsid a-du'amak yǫla nǫ ku'osțŋ yǫla nǫ dikanǫ maan 

niŋgbiŋ yǫla. They were discussing family planning, clean water and healthy food. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ti bǤǤd 
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ku'osțma nǫ sakuya ti teensin ye ti biis paam keŋ. We want clean water and schools in our villages which are 

accessible to our children. [Tax] Ku'osțŋ nǫ ku'otǤǤg na nyaŋi yi bulnǤǤr yinne ni naa? 'Can both fresh water 

and salt water flow from the same spring? '. [JAS 3:11] Asida ye fț sid da'a yaarim suŋ. You must indeed buy the 

proper salt. [Iodine] Colloc: kaanb1 kaanb2 sțŋ1/nǤsțŋ tis X ‘to bless X’. Ndǫraug maal diib tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ tis o 

saam la ka o di ka tis o nǤsțŋ, hali ka lǫn kaanb kaanb sțŋț tis o Nderaug quickly prepared food and went 
and gave it to his father and he blessed him and gave him a benediction. [You-Do?] Dabisa kenna,” ka m na maal 

nǤsțŋ kanǫ ka m kaanbi zi'el Israel nǫ Juda dim la. 'The days are coming ... when I shall bestow on Israel and 
Judah all the blessings I have promised them.'. [JER 33:14] Ka ba kaanb, kaanb sțŋț tis Rebǫka 'And they blessed 

Rebekah. [GEN 24:60] Colloc: labasțŋ ‘1) good news  :  2) the Gospel’. o gaŋim ye m mǤǤl labasțŋ la tis nǤŋ dim. 
'He has chosen me and sent me to bring good news to the poor'. [1) ISA 61:1] Ka pid ta'ada linǫ an sumbțgțsțm 

yit labasțŋin la ka li ti'ebi ya ka ya keŋ mǤǤl labasțŋ la. 'and with your feet fitted with the readiness that comes 
from the gospel of peace.'. [2) EPH 6:15] Cpart: -bǫ'og2. Lin an si'em tis ninsțŋ la, ala mǫn ka li na aaǫn tis 

nimbǫ'og. 'As it is with the good man, so with the sinner'. [ECC 9:2] Etym: OVN *SUM ; GS4 *WU²/E(D) ; vc1 
*ŋan ; CG *cumu. See: sț'țm1; sț'țm2; sț'țm3; sț'țŋa; zusțŋ. 

sțŋ2   Variant: suŋ; sțŋǫ; suŋe; suŋi; su'uŋi. Form: sțŋid2. Variant: suŋid; sțŋidi; suŋidi. Form: sțŋidnǫ. 

Variant: suŋidne. Form: sțŋim!. Variant: suŋim; sțŋimi!; suŋimi; su'uŋimi. Form: sțŋimin!. Variant: suŋimin. 

Form: sțŋin. Variant: sțŋini; suŋini. Form: sțŋir. Variant: sʋŋŋir; suŋir; sțŋirǫ; suŋire; sțŋirǫǫ. Form: sțŋ ya4. v. 

to help sb. Apam zuanam na sțŋ o. Apam's friends will help him. [House+Farm] Li na sțŋ ka biig la bi' sț'țŋa 

n mǤr paŋ ka laafi mǫ bǫ o. This will help the child to grow well and be strong and also healthy. [Breastfeeding] 
Apțsiakid anǫ onǫ kpiisid ka Wina'am sțŋ o ka o mǤr ligidi Apusiakid was someone who traded and was 
helped by God and he had money. [Billygoat] Bima' bin'isim mǤr bțn linǫ wțsa nǫ na sțŋ biig la n ti paae 

nwadis ayuobu. A baby's mother's milk has everything that will benefit the baby for the first six months. 

[Breastfeeding] Ayinne ya'a lu, o tiraan na nyaŋi sțŋ o ka o duoe. 'If one falls down, his friend can help him up.'. 

[ECC 4:10] o pț mǤr baregaŋ ka di'ed sǤ' si'el on na sțŋ o la zugǤ 'He does not show partiality, and he does not 
accept bribes.'. [DEU 10:17] Lit: accept sth. from sb. so that he will help him. Nǫ' da pț sțŋǫ, bǤzugǤ m da nan zi' 

nidib la. This didn't help because I didn't know the people yet. [Shoeshine-Boy] Mam pǤya mǫnǫ, m pț mǤr paŋ 

kanǫ na nyaŋi sțŋǫ! 'Not me! I can't help you.'. [ISA 3:7] GǤmma tțțma nǫ asț'țmmǫŋ tțțma dim na sțŋi kad 

taba nuub Agents of the government and NGOs will help to outlaw smoking. [Smoking] Ka ba amisi buoli ba 

taaba anrțŋ yinne la ni ye ba kena sțŋi ba. 'So they signalled their partners in the other boat to come and help 
them'. [LUK 5:7] sǤ' kae na sțŋi baa 'they were ... helpless'. [MAT 9:36] ba da pț yis ba'abanǫ kț nyaŋi sțŋi ba laa 
'they did not get rid of the vile images they had set their eyes on'. [EZK 20:8] Lit: shrines which could not help them. 
Atiuŋț sțŋid AgǤbțg ka AgǤbțg sțŋid Atiuŋ. Mr. Right helps Mr.Lefthand, and Mr. Lefthand helps 
Mr.Righthand. [Proverb 086] Wina'am wțmi fț sǤsțg, ka tiǫn fțn sțŋid nǤŋ dim si'em la yǫla. 'God has heard 
your prayer and has taken notice of your works of charity.'. [ACT 10:31] Ka' baŋkin ma'aa sțŋida It is not only the 

bank that helps. [Wealth-Is-Power] Li da anǫ "zusțŋț" tisim nǫ man nyǫt "dizǤra" sțŋidi m mǫŋ la. It was "lucky" 
for me to find "scraps" and be able to help myself. [Shoeshine-Boy] aaǫn banǫ zǤt nimbaanlig, ka sțŋidi nidib be 
people who are compassionate and help people. [COL 3:12] Lit: how you help the poor. Onǫ pian'ad pian'azțna 

sțŋidnǫ o mǫŋ. Ka onǫ di'esid Wina'am nǤǤri pian'adi tisid nidib sțŋidnǫ Wina'am nidib. 'Those who speak 
in strange tongues help only themselves, but those who proclaim God's message help the whole church.'. [1CO 14:4] 
Lit: prophesy –  receive God's message and speak it to people. Di sțŋidnǫ bu'od bugum la paŋ I helps to reduce 
the power of the electricity. [Electricity] Hali o daa ti gbin'enǫ ku'om basi o win ye o sțŋim o He even poured 

libation to his shrine so that it should help him. [You-Hear?] Sțŋim banǫ ka ba mugusidi ba la 'help those who are 
oppressed'. [ISA 1:17] Yesu yǫt o ye ... o sțŋim nǤŋdim la. 'Jesus was telling him ... to give something to the poor.'. 

[JHN 13:29] pu'ab daae kțțr ka tansid ka kum nintɔn'ɔm ka buon Wina'am ye o sțŋimi ba. the women started 

lamenting and weeping tears and calling on God to help them. [Electricity] Sțŋimi taaba ya yǫltǤǤd pțțgin 'Help to 

carry one another's burdens'. [GAL 6:2] Mid ka ya sǤ' nǫ'ǫs o, amaa sțŋimin o 'No one should look down on him, 
but you must help him'. [1CO 16:11] O ya'a kțdin nyaŋi wțminnǫ ba pian'adǫ daasi'erǫ li naanǫ sțŋin o If he 
could just hear what they were saying it might help him. [Trouble] yanam ya'a da bǫǫn nǫ ya yaanam saŋa la, ya 

kț sțŋini baa kțțn Wina'am nǤdi'esidib la. 'if you had lived during the time of your ancestors, you would not 

have done what they did and killed the prophets.'. [MAT 23:30] agu'u ban'a kțnsib sțŋir an bǤ? what is the value 
of immunisation? [Immunisation] Tadimnam nǫ ban'adnam mǤr suor ka ba mǫ na paam ti'ebțg nǫ sțŋir linǫ 
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nar nǫ ba. 'Disabled and sick persons shall have access to appropriate facilities, assistance and opportunities'. 

[Constitution] Saalib ya'a kaasidi bǤǤd sțŋir, o pț gandigida 'He does not answer when men cry out'. [JOB 35:12] ti 
kț nyaŋi an karimbiis banǫ bǫ nǫ ya'an ka pț mǤr Siig Kasi la sțŋirǫ. we can't be victorious Christians without 
having the help of the Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] nif kț nyaŋi yǫl nu'ug ye, “M pț bǤǤdi fț sțŋirǫ.” 'the eye cannot 
say to the hand, “I don't need you!”'. [1CO 12:21] Ya ya'a bǫ tțțma la ni ka bǤǤd sțŋirǫǫ, GǤmma tun'e tisi ya 

ligidi If you are in business and need help, the government can give you money. [Wealth-Is-Power] ba baŋ tiis 

nyǤǤd nǫ ba sțŋiri an si'em. they get to know the value and usefulness of trees. [Trees] Li ka'anǫ ye ti daa pț 

mǤr suokanǫ na di'e sțŋiri ya san'anǫ 'not because we do not have the right to such help' from you. [2TH 3:9] 
Sansieba ka nidib mǫǫsidif, ka sansi'a ka ba giligif nǫ nǤŋilim nǫ sțŋŋir. Sometimes people find fault with 

you, and sometimes they gather round you with love and help. [Trouble] Wina'am sțŋ ya ka Apțsiakid nǤk o 

sabua la ka ba keŋ nwǫ' nu'ug ka maal dinǫ bǫ. God helped Apusiakid to take his fiancée and they went and 
made a contact and did everything involved. [Billygoat] Syn: sț'țŋ2; Nact: sțŋid1. See: sț'țŋ2. 

sțŋǫ   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sțŋid1   Variant: suŋid; sțŋida; suŋida. Form: suŋidib. Variant: suŋadib; sțŋidiba; suŋadiba. Form: sțŋid-3. n. helper. 
Fțnǫ aan m sțŋid nǫ m faangid; 'You are my help and my deliverer'. [PSA 70:5] Amaa Adam da pț paam sțŋid 

onǫ zemis nǫ o. 'But for Adam no suitable helper was found.'. [GEN 2:20] m sțŋidi ba hali nǫ kpiibis banǫ ka' 

sțŋida. 'I gave help to orphans' 'who had none to assist' them. [JOB 29:12] La'an nǫ ban mǤr sțŋidib ka ba an 

bǫdegț la, ba na kǫnsigi ba bǫn la ka li naae 'Although they have allies and are numerous, they will be cut off 
and pass away'. [NAM 1:12] Sțŋidiba ayǤpǤi la yǫla 'The Seven Helpers'. [ACT 6:1 [heading]] m na sǤs Ba' la, ka o na 

tisi ya sțŋid si'a I will pray to the Father and he will give you another helper. [Bible-Study] InvNact: sțŋ2. 
See: sțŋ2. 

sțŋid2   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sțŋid-3  See main entry: sțŋid1. helper. 

sțŋida   See main entry: sțŋid1. helper. 

sțŋidi   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sțŋidiba   See main entry: sțŋid1. helper. 

sțŋidnǫ   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sțŋim!   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sțŋimi!   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sțŋimin!  See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sțŋin   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sțŋini   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sțŋir   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sțŋirǫ   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sțŋirǫǫ   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

sʋŋŋir   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

-sțŋǤ   See main entry: -sțŋ1. good. 

-sțŋǤǤ   See main entry: -sțŋ1. good. 

-sțŋț   See main entry: -sțŋ1. good. 

sʋsa'aŋa   See main entry: sțnsa'aŋ. heartbreak. 

sțsǤbir   See main entry: sisǤbir. dark. 

sʋsʋnf   See main entry: susțnf. heart. 

sʋzuop   See main entry: sizua. sibling clan. 
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su   Variant: suu. Form: suud. Variant: suudi. Form: suub. v. to deposit sth., put sth. into a narrow container. Dasaŋ la 

daa pin'ili lǤǤd o la'ad ka lǫbis o piim la su o kǤlțgțn la. The young man started to tie up his loads and put his 

syringe back in his bag. [AIDS-I] Apam bǤǤd ye o su ki bțțrin. Apam wants to store his grain in the granary. 

[House+Farm] Nid kț zaŋ danpaaligi su waa kțdiginǫǫ. 'No one puts new wine into old wineskins'. [MRK 2:22] 
NǤkimi fț nu'ugț su gǫfa ni! 'Put your hand inside the fold of your cloak.'. [EXO 4:6] Lit: pocket. zimi ... pǫ'ǫl sau 

la. Ka ba tǫǫgi li dț'țs gțțr ka gaans ziiŋ sțma la su ba gǤna ni fish filled the net 'the fishermen pulled it up 

on the shore. Then they sat down and collected the good fish in baskets'. [MAT 13:47-48] Busa la zu'oe nǫ ka ba pț 

nyaŋi suu ba wțsa bțțrin la. The yams were so many that they couldn't store them in the yam-store. 

[Wonderwoman] Paalț kae ka m na suu m zțțd laa. 'I have no place to store my crops'. [LUK 12:17] Apam pin'ili 

suud ki la bțțrin. Apam begins to store the grain in the granary. [House+Farm] ba suud kooko bielim la 

bǤtonamin la. they put the cocoa beans into the sacks. [Trouble] O zi'ilim la daa nwǫnǫ fțn na nǤk ki bielim n 

suud bǤto bǫǫ buorig kanǫ mǤr vǤnya nǫ. His ignorance was like putting a millet seed in a sack or bag with 
holes in. [You-Hear?] LǤk kanǫ ka ba suud piema la dammid o lțga ni 'The quiver rattles against his side'. [JOB 

39:23] Lit: quiver in which arrows are put. Wain nwǫnǫ daam nǫ. Ba da suudi li nǫ waasin. Wine is like pito. It 

was stored in skin-bottles. [Bible Glossary [under Vain Tiig  ]] Cpart: fuoe ‘extract, draw from sheath’. See: dț'țnsuug. 
su   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

sua'   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

sua'a   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

sua'ab   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

sua'am   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

sua'ami   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

suak1   Form: suakid. v. 1 • to burst out, echo. Note: ... shouting Ka o ki'e kuŋ amaa kțkǤ-vǤǤgț suak. And he uttered a 

cry, but there was a hollow echo. [Trouble] teŋ la wțsa da suak nǫ kaasig. 'the whole town sent up a cry.'. [1SA 4:13] 
Kika'ar n suakid daug. A stalk echoes a stick. [Asaasim Proverb] DǤkpina la kuga na kaasid, ka daad la maan 

tțkpiidțgț suakid. 'The stones of the wall will cry out, and the beams of the woodwork will echo it.'. [HAB 2:11] 
2 • to burst into (flames). O nwǫ'ǫnǫ mankǫǫnsi bas mǤǤgin la ka li kpǫn suak bugum pillimmm. He struck a 
match and dropped in the bush and it was engulfed in fire. [MA] 

suak2   n. hiding, concealment. Li da mǤri dǤgbǫǫnda atan' nǫ dǤbil nǫ diib suak dǤǤg It had three sleeping-rooms, a 

wet-season kitchen and a larder. [Jealousy] Amaa tiig la gbinnin an kpa'akur yir, o suak zin'ig anǫ ani nintaŋ. 

Suak zin'ig da lǫn kae zin'isia ya'asǫ. But the tortoise's house is under the tree, that is his daytime hiding-place. 
He has no other hiding-place anywhere else. [Trouble] O da dǤnlignǫ o niŋgǤǤnri paae wal-bi'ime tǫǫgi li lǫb o 

suak la baba. He reached out his neck to reach a ripe fruit and pulled it into his hiding-place. [Trouble] o biaunk 

lǫuŋțn ka fț na nyǫ suak zin'ig 'under his wings you will find refuge'. [PSA 91:4] Ba na faaǫn o la'ad o la'ad 

suak zin'igin la wțsa 'His storehouse will be plundered of all its treasures'. [HOS 13:15] Colloc: suakin ‘in/to/from 
hidingplace’. Li daa kǫna ka o kț lǫn nyaŋi bǫǫ o suakin la. It came about that he couldn't stay in his 
hiding-place any longer. [Fire] On nǫ o biyuol la da kpǫm bǫ suakin ZugsǤb Pț'țsim Yin la yțma ayuobț 'He 
remained hidden with his nurse at the temple of the Lord for six years'. [2KI 11:3] See: su'a12 

suakid   See main entry: suak1. burst out, catch fire. 

suanɛ   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

suaa   id. sheepishly. Ka o mugus bipuŋ la kpǫn'ǫs o dǤǤgin ka zi'e gǤsid suaa And she hustled the girl into her room 
and stood looking sheepishly. [Trouble] 

sudig   Variant: surug. Form: sudigidnǫ. v. to pour down (as: rain). Ka saa la yț'țn kpǫn sudigidnǫ. And then the rain 

was suddenly pouring down. [Trouble] See: susuud. 

sudigidnǫ   See main entry: sudig. pour. 

sue-   See main entry: suor. path, lifestyle, right way. 

suedola   See main entry: suodǤla. traveller. 

suedolib   See main entry: suodǤla. traveller. 
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sueken   See main entry: suoken. traveller. 

suekita   See main entry: suokita. crossroads. 

suer   See main entry: suor. path, lifestyle, right way. 

sueraug   See main entry: suoraug. highway. 

sueraad   See main entry: suoraug. highway. 

suere   See main entry: suor. path, lifestyle, right way. 

sueya   See main entry: suor. path, lifestyle, right way. 

sug-   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 

suga   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 

sugir   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 

sugurgbi'el   Form: sugurgbi'el. n. fruit of the suguriŋ. Source: suguriŋ. See: suguriŋ. 

sugurgbi'el   See main entry: sugurgbi'el. fruit [type]. 

suguriŋ   Form: suguris. n. tree [sp.] Gardenia lenifolia. Sim: danzuunr. Gardenia aqualia (I) or Gardinia ternifolia (I) (< 
erubescens). See: sugurgbi'el. 

suguris   See main entry: suguriŋ. tree [sp.] 

suguru   Variant: suguruu; sʋguru. n. patience, forgiveness. (Ba) ... anǫ banǫ mǤr suguru ka na'asidi ba du'adib (They) 

were people who were peaceable and respected their relatives. [Billygoat] O ... Pian'am o nǫ kțkǤbțgțsim ka mǤr 

suguru nǫ o. He ... should speak gently to her and have patience with her. [Womens-Health] Suguru sǤb bǫlisidi 

tuongat 'Through patience a ruler can be persuaded'. [PRO 25:15] Fț ya'a tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka ba sigisif nǫ 

kpisiŋkpila ka fț sin ka mǤr suguru, li sț'țm an bǤ? 'But how is it to your credit if you receive a beating for 
doing wrong and endure it?'. [1PE 2:20] Colloc: di1 suguru ‘have patience’. Dim suguru Azumbilaa, m bǫlimnǫ 

gu'usim bi'ela ka zǫǫnd la bi'ig nǫ la Be patient, Azumbila, please wait a bit till the soup is done. [Wonderwoman] 
M zugdaana, m mǤri ba na ye m tisif ka fț di suguru. I brought them 'to find favour in your eyes, my lord'. [GEN 

33:8] Naa, fț sankpan'as Ben-Hadad ye fț di suguru ka da kțț o. O King, your servant Ben Hadad asks you 
to be tolerant and not kill him. [1KI 20:32] Fț na lǫn dii ti suguru ''You will again have compassion on us'. [MIC 7:19] 
Ka o pu'a yǫl o ye o dim sʋguru His wife told him to be patient. [Billygoat] Colloc: sǤs suguru ‘ask for forgiveness, 

apologise’. Adu da baŋ sțnpǫǫn la o kțkǤrin la. Ka sǤs suguru ye, 'M maal taal.' Adu recognised the anger in 
his voice and apologised saying "I have done wrong."  [Trouble] dinǫ bǫǫ o pțtǫn'ǫrin hali anǫ daakanǫ ka o da 

kpǫn yi nyain na viig sțntǤǤg kanǫ ka o mǤr nǫ o ka sǤs suguru la. what was really on his mind was the day 
he came clean and confessed the bitterness he felt against her and asked forgiveness. [Trouble] O ...  yǫti ba nǫ 

nimmua ye ba tiakim ka sǤs suguru ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd zug. 'He ...  commands them to repent of their evil.'. [JOB 

36:10] Suguru sǤsib winsǤsțg 'A Prayer for Forgiveness'. [PSA 51:1 [heading]] Colloc: suguru sǤsțg liŋ ‘'mercy 
seat', cover of the 'ark of the Covenant' (in the Bible)’. NǤkim sanlima maal suguru sǤsțg liŋ. 'Make an 

atonement cover of pure gold'. [EXO 25:17] Sim: summǤtir. Bǫǫ fț ziemnǫ Wina'am an sț'țm ka mǤr suguru nǫ 

summǤtir bǫdegț nǫ ti la zugǤ? 'Or do you show contempt for the riches of his kindness, tolerance and patience'. 

[ROM 2:4] Sim: mǤdig [v.]. M na nyaŋi mǤdig ka nan kpǫm mǤr suguruu? 'should I relent?'. [ISA 57:6] Lit: can I 
persevere and still have patience. 

suguruu   See main entry: suguru. forgiveness. 

su'a   Variant: sua'a; su'aa; sua'; su'ae. Form: su'anǫ. Variant: suanɛ. Form: su'ad1. Variant: su'ada1; su'adi. 

Form: su'am!. Variant: sua'am; su'ami!; sua'ami. Form: su'amini!. Form: su'an. Form: su'ab. Variant: sua'ab; 

su'aya. v. 1 • to hide, hide sth., do ... in secret. O lǫn su'a gǤs suor zug. He his again and watched the path. 

[Trouble] Li gbǫlțŋ wțsa anǫ o sidi mǤǤd ye o su'a yǫl la ka on da baŋ la. The whole problem was that her 
husband was trying hard to keep the matter secret so that she should not find it out. [Trouble] Anane da mǤr si'el ye 

o yǫl o zua la; nimmua yǫl, yǫl su'adir linǫ ka ba su'a li yțma pamm. Anane had something to tell his friend: 

an important thing, a secret which had been hidden for many years. [Trouble] Fț ya'a su'a yǫlǫǫ, man su'a baŋ. If 
you say it in secret, I understand it in secret. [Proverb 020] Ba su'a bǫnd bǫndig teŋin gur o 'On the ground a snare 
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is hidden'. [JOB 18:10] Gbigima ya'a su'a ba buuginǫ 'lions when they crouch in their dens'. [JOB 38:39] Yǫlsi'a da 

kae ka o na su'aa. There was nothing that he was going to hide. [Trouble] DinzugǤ, yǫlim lampǤ tțmtțmnibi fț 

tțțma dinǫ tisidif ligidi ka da su'aa. So tell the tax authorities what your income is, and don't conceal anything. 

[Tax] Samuel da yǫl o si'el wțsa, ka pț su'aa. 'Samuel told him everything, hiding nothing from him'. [1SA 3:18] 
Kem su'ae tiwanna pǤǤdin la 'Go and hide in the vineyards'. [JDG 21:20] O daa mi' ye mankǫnbielif la la'aŋ 

bugum la, o daa su'anǫ zaŋguom liiliŋ kanǫ bǫǫ ba yisuorin la. He knew that the match had started the fire, 
and he hid by the broken wall which was on the way to their house. [Fire] On kțdin naan Susa kǫn Buama na, 

Adu da suanɛ zun'od Tika Ofori. When he came to Buama from Susa, Adu had a secret respect for Teacher 

Ofori. [Trouble] (o) nyǫ ka za'anǤya la yǤ'Ǥs, ka o tǫn'ǫs ye ba su'anǫ yi 'he saw the prison doors open, he thought 
that the prisoners had escaped'. [ACT 16:27] 'Yǫlimim.' 'BǤ bțnnǫ?' 'Dinǫ ka fț su'ad la.' 'Oo, m su'adi si'elaa?' 
"Tell me!" – "What?" – "What you're hiding." – "Oh, am I hiding something?" [Trouble] Nwadig la na su'ad o 

mǫŋ The moon will hide itself. [ISA 24:23] Wina'am nǤpǤǤr bǫ onǫ wțsa nǤk kuga bǫǫ daad bǫǫ kțnti maali li 

ka li an ba'ar ka su'adi maannǫ li 'God's curse on anyone who makes an idol of stone, wood, or metal and 
secretly worships it'. [DEU 27:15] Su'am banǫ zǤǤ pǤns la 'Hide the fugitives'. [ISA 16:3] su'ami tampinyǤ'Ǥd banǫ 

zulim la ni 'hide in deep caves'. [JER 49:8] Su'amini anina daba atan' 'Hide there for three days'. [JOS 2:16] li ya'a 

aannǫ m bi'em duoe zabid nǫ m, m naan su'an ka bas o. 'if a foe were raising himself against me, I could hide 

from him.'. [PSA 55:12] Ya kț nyǫ su'ab zin'iga You won't find a hiding place. [ISA 10:4] Yǫlsu'adir la da su'aya ka 

li yțma lal 'the secret truth which was hidden for long ages in the past.'. [ROM 16:25] Etym: OVN *SOG ; vc4 *sog ; 
PB *còk. 
2 • to store sth. away. ligidkanǫ ka o ka o su'a gu' yǫlpakir daar yǫla la moneys which have been deposited 

against contingencies. [Constitution] MǤdigir daan la daa su'a o mǤŋkansa ka ba nam pț bi'ig sțŋaa. The 
patient person hides his mangoes unripe, before they are fully ripened/ready. [You-Hear?] on nǫ o pu'a la mǫ kuosi 

ba la'ad, ka yis ligidi la sieba su'a he and his wife sold their goods, and kept some of the money. [ACT 5:1-2] M da 

su'ad daar wțsa nǫ yǤlțg kǤbiga. I was saving 20,000 cedis a day. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba pț bțta, ka mǫ pț bunni 

la'asidi su'ad bțya nii. 'they do not sow seeds, gather a harvest and put it in barns. [MAT 6:26] man tțmmi nyǫt 

si'el la m pț lǫn yisid sieba n su'ada. I no longer took out some of my earnings to save. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba su'adi 

ba diibi paad dǤnwalig 'they store up their food in the summer'. [PRO 30:25] Li anǫ onǫ zanlin bugum la onǫ mǫ 

lǫn tuun zin'ikanǫ ka ba su'an la'ad la. It was him who set the fire and also dug the place where they hid the 

goods? [Trouble] NǤkimi lii lǤbi bas Pț'țsim Yir ligidi su'ab dǤǤgin la. 'Throw it into the temple treasury.'. [ZEC 

11:13] Colloc: su'a bankin ‘deposit in a bank’. Nimbabig ligidi su'adi bankin ka ka' yinnǫ. Most people's money 
is deposited in the bank, not hidden in the house. [Wealth-Is-Power] Sim: su. 
3 • to bury (a dead human body). DǤl mam ka kǫ ka kpi'im su'a ba kpi'im taaba. 'Follow me, and let the dead 

bury their own dead.'. [MAT 8:22] Syn: mum1. See: suak2; -su'adir; su'adir; su'adim. 

su'ab   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

su'ad1   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

-su'ad-2   See main entry: -su'adir. hidden. 

su'ada1   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

-su'ada2   See main entry: -su'adir. hidden. 

su'adi   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

su'adim   adv. secrecy. Nannanna ba yț'țn yisidi ti, ka li nwǫnǫ su'adimnǫ. 'And now they want to send us away 

secretly.'. [ACT 16:37] See: su'a. 

-su'adir   Variant: -su'adirǫ; -su'adirǫǫ; -su'adiri. Form: -su'ad-2. Form: -su'ada2. adj. hidden, secret. o pțțgțn la 

sțnsa'aŋ su'adir da duod anina. the secret sorrow inside her was aroused at that. [Trouble] Anane da mǤr si'el ye 

o yǫl o zua la; nimmua yǫl, yǫl su'adir linǫ ka ba su'a li yțma pamm. Anane had something to tell his friend: 

an important thing, a secret which had been hidden for many years. [Trouble] Na'aba, m mǤr yǫlsu'adir ye m yǫlif. 
'I have a secret message for you, O king.'. [JDG 3:19] Wina'am nie yǫlsu'adir kaŋa pa'al mam wțț man pțn sǤbi 

li giŋa si'em la. 'God revealed his secret plan and made it known to me. (I have written briefly about this ...)'. [EPH 

3:3] Amaa Awintțma yǫl ye ban'a la ka' yǫlsu'adirǫ bǤzugǤ, li kțțdi nidib. But Awintuma said the disease is 

not a secret, because it kills people. [AIDS-I] 'M kț nyaŋǫ.' 'BǤ ka fț kț nyaŋǫ, li anǫ yǫlsu'adirǫǫ?' "I can't."  
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"Why can't you, is it a secret?" [Trouble] Ayaabi daa yis o yǫlsu'adiri yǫl Asaan zaam kan la, o daa kiridnǫ. 
When Ayaab told his secret to Asaan that evening, he was trembling. [AIDS-II] Yǫlsu'ada linǫ bǫ pu'a kaŋa ni la 

nan daam o nǫ. The secrets about woman still bothered him. [Trouble] Onǫ amisid o nifț pa'an yǫlsu'ada ziidi 

yǫla kenna 'A wink of the eye' to indicate secrets 'causes trouble'. [PRO 10:10] Tuongatib la bǫ tempțțgin la mǤr 

gban'asu'ada. 'There is a conspiracy of her princes within her'. [EZK 22:25] Bayǫțg sǤb viigidnǫ nidib yǫlsu'ada 
'A gossip betrays a confidence'. [PRO 11:13] Tțțmbǫ'ǫsu'ada la pțn pin'ili tțm sa. 'the secret power of 
lawlessness is already at work'. [2TH 2:7] m pț nyaŋidi nwǫ'ǫd nyǤ'Ǥg nǫ yǫlsu'adtitada dinǫ ka Wina'am niedi 

tisidim la. 'To keep me from becoming conceited because of these surpassingly great revelations'. [2CO 12:7] 

-su'adirǫ   See main entry: -su'adir. hidden. 

-su'adirǫǫ   See main entry: -su'adir. hidden. 

-su'adiri   See main entry: -su'adir. hidden. 

su'ae   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

su'am!   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

su'ami!  See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

su'amini!   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

su'an   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

su'anǫ   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

su'as [N]   v. 1 • to show, make sb. see. Sim: pa'al1
1 

2 • 'sic' a dog onto prey. Baa pu nyǫt ka ba lǫm su'asida. They don't 'sic' a dog onto what he has already seen. 

[Prov 004] Baa pț nyǫt su'oŋ ka ba lǫn su'asid bǫǫ wǫ'ǫsida. When the dog has seen the rabbit they don't sic him 
on and he doesn't bark. [Trees] Sim: sa'as1. 

su'asa   See main entry: su'asir. hidingplace. 

su'asig   Variant: su'asigi. n. a hiding-place. M naan zǤǤ laligi ieen su'asig zin'ig 'I would hurry to my place of shelter, 

far'. [PSA 55:8] fț ... na ieed su'asigi fț dataas zin'igin. 'you will ...  seek refuge from the enemy.'. [NAM 3:11] 
Syn: su'asir. See: su'a. 

su'asigi  See main entry: su'asig. hidingplace. 

su'asir   Form: su'asa. n. a hiding-place. Lik zin'ig bǫǫ su'asir kae 'There is no darkness dark enough to hide'. [JOB 34:22] 
Winnig ya'a ti tans na ka ba zǤǤ lǫb; ba lǫbidi digi ba su'asa zin'ig. 'When the sun rises, they go back and lie 
down in their dens.'. [PSA 104:22] Israel zabzabidib banǫ su'a la zǤǤ yii ba su'asa ni na 'the Israelite ambush 
charged out of its place'. [JDG 20:33] Syn: su'asig. See: su'a. 

su'aya   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

su'aa   See main entry: su'a. hide, store, bury. 

su'e   See main entry: sț'oe. own, regulate. 

su'ene   See main entry: sț'oe. own, regulate. 

su'o   v. to chop up, cut up. Ya su'o ba nwǫnǫ ni'im ka ba niŋ laan 'You ... chop them up like meat for the pot.'. [MIC 3:3] 

su'oe   See main entry: sț'oe. own, regulate. 

su'omis   See main entry: su'oŋ [C]. rabbit. 

su'oN-   See main entry: su'oŋ [C]. rabbit. 

su'oŋ [C]   Variant: suoŋ. Form: su'omis. Form: su'oN-. n. 'rabbit', hare. Lepus capensis zechi or Lepus togolensis. Su'oŋ 

nǤǤr pǤǤdnǫ garig. Rabbit's mouth is too small for a bit. [Proverb 048] Baa pț nyǫt su'oŋ ka ba lǫn su'asid bǫǫ 

wǫ'ǫsida. When the dog has seen the rabbit they don't sic him on or make him bark. [Trees] Su'oŋ mǫ țgțsid 

yaama, ka o tafǫǫd pț buak ayi' 'The rabbit, though it chews the cud, does not have a split hoof'. [LEV 11:6] Baans 

la sieba na gban' dayuus ka sieba gban' su'omis. Some of the traps catch rats and some catch hares. 

[House+Farm] Etym: OV1 *S¹OM/S¹UM ; OVN *SON-GA/SI ; GS1 *S³U²/I. 
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su'os   Variant: su'osǫ; su'osi. n. yesterday. Su'os nintaŋ winkǤǤr saŋa ka o nintțțlim la bas o. It was one o'clock 

yesterday afternoon when the fever left him.'. [JHN 4:52] Sim: zina ‘today’. BǤǤ kǫ ka Jese biig la pț kenaa di 

su'os nǫ zina wțsa? Why hasn't the son of Jesse come to the meal, either yesterday or today?'. [1SA 20:27] 
Sim: daar ‘day after tomorrow/day before yesterday’; sa2 ‘[verbal particle for things that happened yesterday]’.  
Su'os ka Akpǫlimya du'am sansa sa paae Yesterday Akpelimnya's time to give birth arrived. [AIDS-II] Su'os 

yț'țŋǤ, o sa bǫnǫ nǫ Adu wțț hawa ayi' sǤsid Wina'am Yesterday night he was with Adu about a couple of 

hours, praying. [Trouble] M biilimin tțțma la kpǫn kennǫ m pțtǫn'ǫrin nǫ na wțț li sa maalnǫ su'os nǫ. What 
I did in my youth still comes to mind as if it happened yesterday. [Shoeshine-Boy] Su'os man sa nyǫ Nabof nǫ o 

biis ziim 'Yesterday I saw the blood of Naboth and the blood of his sons'. [2KI 9:26] Ninsieba daa bǫ ka sa ka' 

su'osǫ There were some people there who hadn't been there the day before. [AIDS-I] Fțn sa mǤri m gbana la 

su'osi ta'as la fț sa keŋ yaanǫ? When you took my letters yesterday, where did you go? [Trouble] Etym: OVN 
*SOS, ZAM ; GS1 *DE/A/I . Note: OVN - *SOS is South-eastern, *ZAM North-western See: sa2. 

su'osǫ   See main entry: su'os. yesterday. 

su'osi   See main entry: su'os. yesterday. 

su'u-   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

su'uda   See main entry: sț'țd. ruler. 

su'ug   Form: su'ugid. v. to rush, roar. See: sudig; susuud. 

su'ug   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

su'ug   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

su'ugi   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

su'ugi   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

su'ugid   See main entry: su'ug. roar. 

su'ugime   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

su'ugine   See main entry: sț'țg2. take possession. 

su'ugo   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

su'ul [W]   See main entry: sțl1. brideprice. 

su'ulim   See main entry: sț'țlim. authority. 

su'um   See main entry: sț'țm1. fitting-[be]. 

su'um   See main entry: sț'țm2. good. 

su'um   See main entry: sț'țm3. goodness. 

su'um   See main entry: sțn'um. sap. 

su'un   Note: 8x in SC Variant: sun2.  Note: 4x in texts Variant: sțn2.  Note: 1x in SC Form: sț'țnnǫ.  Note: 8x in SC : 
Variant: su'uni.  Note: 13x in SC Variant: sțn'țni.  Note: 1x in SC Variant: sunni.  Note: 3x in texts Form: su'unid. 

Variant: su'unida.  Note: 2x in SC v. to bend down, bow down. Ka lǫn su'un ya'asi nǤk o nu'ubili sǤbid teŋin. 
'Again he stooped down and wrote on the ground.'. [JHN 8:8] Ka on nu danmi'isțg la ka ye, “Li naae ya,” ka su'un 

o zug ka kpi. 'Jesus drank the wine and said, “It is finished!” Then he bowed his head and died.'. [JHN 19:30] Ka o 

sun o zug nǫ nyan. And he bowed his head in shame. [Trouble] Ka Yesu sțn ka nǤk o nu'ubili sǤbid teŋin. 'But 

Jesus bent down and started to write on the ground with his finger.'. [JHN 8:6] Manoa nǫ o pu'a la da nyǫǫ li la, ba 

da sțn'țni ba nindaa kpa' teŋin. 'Manoah ... and his wife threw themselves face downwards on the ground. 
They never saw the angel again.'. [JDG 13:20] Ka Mǫǫri zi'e yațg la yiŋi kum, ka sț'țnnǫ gǤs yațg la pțțgin 'but 
Mary stood outside the tomb crying. As she wept, she bent over to look into the tomb'. [JHN 20:11] Asǫǫ ka ZugsǤb 

naam arezana ni sț'țnnǫ gǤs na ka nyǫǫti. Until the Lord looks down from heaven and sees us. [LAM 3:50] Ka m 

sț'țnnǫ m zugț kpa' teŋin. 'Then I threw myself face downwards on the ground.'. [EZK 43:3] Ka Jakob zaŋ o 

duori tik ka su'uni o zugț pian' Wina'am. 'and Israel worshipped as he leaned on the top of his staff.'. [GEN 47:31] 
O naan agǤlli su'uni gban'e m nu'ugț 'He reached down from on high and took hold of me'. [PSA 18:16] o da sig 
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o bțŋ la zug tǤ'ǤtǤ igin David tuon ka su'uni o nindaa teŋin 'she quickly got off her donkey and bowed down 

before David with her face to the ground.'. [1SA 25:23] Adu sunni gǤs teŋin. Adu bent over and looked at the 
ground. [Trouble] 'Nǫ fț bǫogțn, Ma-ma-madam,' Anane pț'țs o ka sunni tis o girima. "Good morning, 
Ma-ma-madam," Adu greeted her, and bowed respectfully. [Trouble] ya niŋgǤǤnr pț su'unida your neck does not 
bend. [ISA 48:4] Li kanbidi ba, amaa ka ba la'am pț su'unida. 'it consumed them, but they did not take it to heart.'. 

[ISA 42:25] Lit: bow (in submission). Cpart: gǤdig. GǤdigim gǤs agǤla ka su'uni gǤs teŋin. 'Lift up your eyes to 
the heavens, look at the earth beneath'. [ISA 51:6] 

su'uni   See main entry: su'un. bend down. 

su'unid   See main entry: su'un. bend down. 

su'unida   See main entry: su'un. bend down. 

su'unli   See main entry: sțn'țl. top [put on ~]. 

-su'uŋ   See main entry: -sț'țŋ1. good. 

su'uŋa   See main entry: sț'țŋa. well. 

su'uŋi   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

su'uŋimi   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

su'uraug   See main entry: sț'țraug. big knife. 

su'uraad   See main entry: sț'țraug. big knife. 

su'us   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

su'usa   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

su'usi   See main entry: sț'țg1. knife. 

suk   v. 1 • to rinse, dip (morsel in soup). Li anǫ onǫ ka m na zaŋ bodobodo nwaa suk laan tis o la 'It is the one to 

whom I give this piece of bread when I have dipped it in the dish'. [JHN 13:26] Sim: sțțg. 
2 • to take sth. out. Dau la yǫl kpaad la naae la ka tțm kǤlțginǫ suk tiim When the man finished saying (this) to 
the farmer, he reached into his bag and picked out a medicine. [You-Heard?] Ka Abțțg tțm o kǤlțgțne suk 

kpalțg nǫ yaarim la na Mr. Goat reached into his bag and brought out the maggi and salt. [You-Do?] 
suk [N]   See main entry: sțgțr. tent. 

sukida   See main entry: suokita. crossroads. 

sukita   See main entry: suokita. crossroads. 

sul   See main entry: sțl1. brideprice. 

sulig   See main entry: sțlțg1. snare. 

suligi   See main entry: sțlțg1. snare. 

sulis   See main entry: sțlțg1. snare. 

sulisi   See main entry: sțlțg1. snare. 

sulle   See main entry: sțl1. brideprice. 

sum   Form: sumid. Form: sumidnǫ. v. to begrudge sth. to sb. Baa ye ba sumidnǫ kǤbir ka ba pț sumid sa'abǤ. Dog 
says they begrudge you the bone, but not the t.z.. [Proverb 158] 

sum   See main entry: -sțm2. good. 

suma   See main entry: sumir. groundnut. 

suma   See main entry: sumir. groundnut. 

-suma   See main entry: -sțm2. good. 

suma1   See main entry: -sțŋ1. good. 

sumalis-   See main entry: sumalisim. happiness. 
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sumalisim   Variant: sʋnmalisim. Form: sumalis-. n. happiness, joy, peace. Akudbil daa mǤr sumalisim nǫ 

na'asaabugum la paae ba teŋin la Akudbil was happy that electricity had reached their town. [Electricity] Ka 

sumalisim ninta'am lut. And tears of joy were falling. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ti mǫ bǤǤd ye ti mǤr kpinnim nǫ zuod nǫ 

sumalisim nǫ nidib nǫ tǫǫns wțsa dunia nwa ni. We also wish to maintain relations and friendship and peace 
with all peoples and nations in the world. [Constitution] li tis Asumbul sumalisim it made Mr. Spider very happy. 

[Wonderwoman] Mam ... na baamid nǫ sumalisim zun'odi fț yț'țr. I will 'sing for joy' praising your name. [PSA 

71:23] Jerusalem dinǫ an dabǤǤdǫ, la'asim yț'țmmi nǫ sumalisim Burst into songs of joy together, you ruins of 
Jerusalem. [ISA 52:9] Kǫlli ka ti di'em nǫ sumalisim, bǤzugǤ m nyǫ m pǫ'og kanǫ bǤdig la. 'Rejoice with me; I 
have found my lost sheep. 'Receive him, then, with joy. [LUK 15:6] Adu nyǫ Ama nǫ Anane maan sumalisim nǫ 

ba taaba la zǤti kun. Adu saw Ama and Anane and their friends having fun, and he ran home. [Trouble] Li pț paae 

nwadis atan' nwa ka o daa an bikanǫ mǤr sțnmalisim Less than three months ago he had been a happy child. 
[Trouble] Sumalistita'ar da bǫ Jerusalem 'There was great joy in Jerusalem'. [2CH 30:26] Colloc: maal sumalisim 
‘rejoice’. Ka ba pin'ili maan sumalisim. 'So they began to celebrate.'. [LUK 15:24] Syn: sumpielim. Jew dim la 

san'an li da anǫ sumalisim nǫ sumpielim nǫ zusțŋ nǫ girimtita'ari tisi ba. 'For the Jews it was a time of 

happiness and joy, gladness and honour.'. [EST 8:16] Sim: sumbțgțsțm. o yis o nini ka kpǫn kpa'ad zin'ikanǫ ka 

o sumbțgțsțm bǫ gur o nǫ sumalisim la. he averted his gaze and looked at the place where there was quietness 
and he was awaited with joy. [Trouble] See: sțnf; malisim. 

sumaa   See main entry: sumir. groundnut. 

sumban'ada   n. groundnut powder. Biig la diib la ni, li nar ye zintu'odim, sumban'ada, magi milig bǫǫ magi zǤm, 

nyuuni kpaam, abe kpaam, bǫǫ zǫnvaand kpaam bǫ. In the child's food there should be fishmeal, groundnut 

powder, Maggi, dawadawa 'maggi', palm-oil or vegetable-oil. [Breastfeeding] See: sumir. 

sumbțgțs-   See main entry: sumbțgțsțm. meekness. 

sumbțgțsțm   Variant: sumbʋgʋsʋm; sʋnbʋgʋsʋm. Form: sumbțgțs-. n. meekness, peace. Man anǫ onǫ ka sǤ' ya'a 

di mam o mǤri sumbțgțsțm. If anyone eats from me they have contentment. [Trees] m bǫlimidi ya nǫ Kristo 

sumbțgțsțm 'By the meekness and gentleness of Christ, I appeal to you'. [2CO 10:1] aaǫn burikinnam ka mǤr 

sumbțgțsțm Wina'am ni 'be found ... blameless and at peace with him'. [2PE 3:14] O da kțrid ka li pa'al ye o 

sʋnbʋgʋsʋm naae nǫ. He was trembling which showed that his peace had left him. [Trouble] li anǫ sumbțgțskan 

yǫla ka Wina'am buoli ya, ka ya an niŋgbiŋ yinne la. 'it is to this peace that God has called you together in the 
one body.'. [COL 3:15] yǫlli bǫ amaa m kpǫmisidif ye fț nǤki li nǫ sunbțgțsțm ka ti gǤs tinamǫ na nyaŋi maal 

si'el. there is a problem but I encourage you to accept it calmly and we will see what we can do (about it). [AIDS-II] 
Sim: sumalisim. o yis o nini ka kpǫn kpa'ad zin'ikanǫ ka o sumbțgțsțm bǫ gur o nǫ sumalisim la. he 
averted his gaze and looked at the place where there was quietness and he was awaited with joy. [Trouble] See: sțnf; 

bțgțsțm. 
sumbʋgʋsʋm   See main entry: sumbțgțsțm. meekness. 

sumid   See main entry: sum. begrudge. 

sumidnǫ   See main entry: sum. begrudge. 

sumir   Form: suma. Variant: suma; sumaa. Form: suN-1. n. a groundnut. Suma ya'a pț nyǫ' li sǤn'oe dabug. Even if 

the groundnuts haven't produced fruit, they are better than false-groundnut. [Proverb 268] Oŋa suma dǤǤndi zina 

ka oŋa din mǫ dǤǤnd bǫog One's groundnuts are being weeded today and someone else's weeded tomorrow. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Ba ǫǫnti vaannǫ ka wi'isid suma. It is when they are clearing the farm that they glean the 

groundnuts. [House+Farm] Abțgțr anǫ kpaad. O kuodi mui nǫ suma nǫ ki nǫ kawǫnna ka lǫn gț'țn bțnkǤnbid. 
Abugur is a farmer. He grows rice, groundnuts, millet and maize, and also raises livestock. [You-Do?-] Li pț yuugǫ 

ka ba dǤǤn ba wțsa sumaa naae. It didn't take long to finish weeding everyone's groundnuts. [Wealth-Is-Power] 
Ka ba sǤnsțg pțțgin ka Mpuaka fabil ye on daa paamnǫ sumbǤto ayi' ma'aa In their conversation, Mpuaka 

complained that she had only received two bags of groundnuts. [Wealth-Is-Power] Fț tun'e dțg bǫŋa bǫǫ summǫŋa 
You can cook beans or groundnuts. [Breastfeeding] Note: 'regular groundnuts' as opposed to bambarra beans – sumpiela 
ba na keŋ nwǫ' ba sumpǤǤd la tisi ba. they will come and plough their groundnut-farms for them. 
[Wealth-Is-Power] AnǫmbǤ on sǤn'oe Mpuaka, bǤzugǤ on daa nyǫ sunlaa nyǤǤd. Anembo is better than Mpuaka, 

because she had already made a profit of a bowl of groundnuts. [Wealth-Is-Power] Colloc: sumpǤǤg ‘a groundnut 
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farm’. DinzugǤ ba daa pț namis ka paam dap banǫ mǤr na'akuoda ka ba na keŋ nwǫ' ba sumpǤǤd la tisi ba. 
They had no difficulty in getting men with plough-oxen to plough their groundnut farms for them. [Wealth-Is-Power] 
Etym: OV2 *SUM-DI/A ; GS1 *S¹U¹/I ; vc4 *sim. Note: groundnut, bambarra bean – to distinguish, either "groundnut" 

is compounded with 'oil' or "bambarra-bean" with 'round' See: sumkpin; sumpielig; sunkpaam. 

sumkpin   n. groundnut vines. Susuud dim ǫǫnti dǫlignǫ sumkpin ka li kțdig ka ba mǤri tisid bțnkǤnbid. The people 

of Susuudi normally dry groundnut vines and feed them to the animals. [MA] See: sumir. 

summa'asim   Variant: sunma'asim. n. happiness. La'am nǫ Wina'am sțnfț da sa'am nǫ sț'țlim la nidib tțțmbǫ'ǫd 

yǫla la, O da mǤr sunma'asim nǫ Noah saŋkan la. Although the Lord was sad because of the sins of the people, 

He was pleased with Noah at that time. [Bible-Study] See: sțnf; ma'asim2. 

summǤdigir   n. endurance. li nar ye ya mǤr summǤdigir ye ya niŋ Wina'am bǤǤdim ka di'e o nǤzi'elțg la. 'You need 

to persevere so that when you have done the will of God, you will receive what he has promised.'. [HEB 10:36] M 

sǤsid Wina'am onǫ tisidi ti summǤdigir nǫ kpǫmisțg la ye o na kǫ ka yanamǫ dǤl Yesu Kristo la kǫ ka ya 

mǤr pțtǫn'ǫr yinne May the God who gives endurance and encouragement give you a spirit of unity among 
yourselves as you follow Christ Jesus. [ROM 15:5] Syn: summǤtir. See: sțnf; mǤdig. 

summǤtir   Variant: sumɔtir; summǤtirǫ; summǤtirǫǫ; summǤtiri. n. patience. SummǤtir sǤbi dit na'aŋyaŋ ǤǤnr 

bin'isim. A patient person can get milk from a barren cow. [Proverb 256] Yanamǫ mak saalib summǤtir la li pț 

siakǫǫ, ka ya yț'țn bǤǤd ye ya maki m Wina'am la summǤtirǫǫ? 'Is it not enough to try the patience of men? 

Will you try the patience of my God also?'. [ISA 7:13] M mi' ya summǤtiri an si'em 'I know your ... perseverance.'. 

[REV 2:2] Colloc: summǤtirin ‘in/to/from patience’. ti mǤr ti'ir linǫ yit summǤtirin nǫ kpǫmisțg linǫ ka Wina'am 

gbauŋ la yǫti ti la. 'through endurance and the encouragement of the Scriptures we might have hope.'. [ROM 15:4] 
Sim: suguru, sumbțgțsțm. Bǫǫ fț ziemnǫ Wina'am an sț'țm ka mǤr suguru nǫ summǤtir bǫdegț nǫ ti la 

zugǤ? 'Or do you show contempt for the riches of his kindness, tolerance and patience'. [ROM 2:4] See: sțnf; mǤr. 

summǤtirǫ   See main entry: summǤtir. patience. 

summǤtirǫǫ  See main entry: summǤtir. patience. 

summǤtiri   See main entry: summǤtir. patience. 

sumɔtir   See main entry: summǤtir. patience. 

sumpɛɛn   See main entry: sțnpǫǫn. anger. 

sumpielig   n. bambara beans. Vigna subterranea. Fț ya'a bǤǤd kuru-kuru fț ken ka ziidnǫ sumpielig. If you like 

noise, when you go somewhere take your own bambarra-beans. [Asaasim  Proverb] Syn: sunkpila. Fț ya'a bǤǤd 

kuru-kuru, fț kennǫ ka mǤri fț sunkpila. If you like noise, when you go somewhere take your own 
bambarra-beans. [Proverb 202] See: sumir; -pielig. 

sumpielim   Variant: sʋnpielim. n. happiness, joy, peace. Fț na gǤsi nyǫ ka fț sumpielim galis 'You will see this and be 

filled with joy'. [ISA 60:5] saan kanǫ ken na la na mǤr dauŋ nǫ sțnpielim na. the stranger who is coming would 
bring trouble and happiness. [Trouble] Syn: sumalisim. Jew dim la san'an li da anǫ sumalisim nǫ sumpielim nǫ 

zusțŋ nǫ girimtita'ari tisi ba. 'For the Jews it was a time of happiness and joy, gladness and honour.'. [EST 8:16] O 

na kǫ ka ya paam sumpielim nǫ sumalisim bǫdegț. 'He will be a joy and delight to you'. [LUK 1:14] See: sțnf; 

pielim. 

suN-1   See main entry: sumir. groundnut. 

sun2   See main entry: su'un. bend down. 

sunfo   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sunfu   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sun'e   See main entry: sțn'e. top [be on ~]. 

sun'e   See main entry: sun'oe. take off. 

sun'od   See main entry: sun'oe. take off. 

sun'oe   Variant: sun'e. Form: sun'od. Form: sun'om!. v. to take off (garment from around waist). o kpǫn yǫǫg o fuug la 

lǤs ku'obǫ'ǫdin la ka sun'oe o kurlanǫ lǤs ani paasi he quickly took off his shirt and  dipped it in the dirty water, 
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and took off his pantaloons and dunked them in as well. [Akelsa] NǤŋdaan la daa sun'e nyabir la tis o ka tiak la'a 

paala la The poor man took off the loincloth and changed into the new clothes. [You-Heard?] O da kennǫ nǤbteŋ 

ka o kurug la sun'od he was going barefoot with his shorts hanging down. [Trouble] o sun'om o nyabir la na ka 

ba pie li. he should take off his loincloth and they would wash it. [You-Heard?] Syn: sǤn'Ǥs; Cpart: sǤn3. See: sǤn3. 
sun'olug   See main entry: sțn'țlțg1. course. 

sun'om!   See main entry: sun'oe. take off. 

sun'or   See main entry: sțn'ur. joint. 

sun'ul   See main entry: sțn'țl. top [put on ~]. 

sun'ulug   See main entry: sțn'țl. top [put on ~]. 

sun'um   See main entry: sțn'um. sap. 

sunkpaam   Variant: sinkpaam. n. groundnut-oil. O mi'ilim daa yț'țn yǤ'Ǥgnǫ nwǫne sinkpaam nyǫligi tu'asidnǫ His 

knowledge opened up like melted groundnut oil dripping. [You-Do?] See: sumir; kpaam. 
sunkpi'iem   See main entry: sțnkpi'euŋ. courage. 

sunkpila   n. bambara beans. Vigna subterranea. Fț ya'a bǤǤd kuru-kuru, fț kennǫ ka mǤri fț sunkpila. If you like 

noise, when you go somewhere take your own bambarra-beans. [Proverb 202] Syn: sumpiela. Fț ya'a bǤǤd 

kuru-kuru fț ken ka ziidnǫ sumpielig. If you like noise, when you go somewhere take your own 

bambarra-beans. [Asaasim  Proverb] See: sumir. 
sunma'asim   See main entry: summa'asim. happiness. 

sunni   See main entry: su'un. bend down. 

sunr   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sunr   See main entry: sțnr. stoop. 

sunr   See main entry: sțțnr1. anger. 

sunsa'aŋ   See main entry: sțnsa'aŋ. heartbreak. 

sunsan'auŋ   See main entry: sțnsa'aŋ. heartbreak. 

Suntaan(a)   See main entry: Sțntaana. Satan. 

sunzɔp   See main entry: sizua. sibling clan. 

sunzopa   See main entry: sizua. sibling clan. 

sunzup   See main entry: sizua. sibling clan. 

sunya   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sunyaa   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

suŋ   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

-suŋ   See main entry: -sțŋ1. good. 

suŋadib   See main entry: sțŋid1. helper. 

suŋadiba   See main entry: sțŋid1. helper. 

suŋaa   See main entry: sț'țŋa. well. 

suŋe   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

suŋi   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

suŋid   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

suŋid   See main entry: sțŋid1. helper. 

suŋida   See main entry: sțŋid1. helper. 

suŋidi   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 
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suŋidib   See main entry: sțŋid1. helper. 

suŋidne   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

suŋim   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

suŋimi   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

suŋimin   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

suŋini   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

suŋir   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

suŋire   See main entry: sțŋ2. help. 

suŋo   See main entry: -sțŋ1. good. 

suo-   See main entry: suor. path, lifestyle, right way. 

suobuga1   See main entry: suobugir. by-way. 

suobuga2   See main entry: suobuk. track. 

suobugir   Form: suobuga1. adj. rough, minor (-road), by-way. Colloc: suobuga ‘trackways’. O da dǤlnǫ suobugir kanǫ 

kpa'ad ziriga zin'igin la. He was following the alley that led to the train-station. [Trouble] on onǫ maal suor 

atǫukțn ka maal suobugiri dǤl ku'otitada banǫ pțbid nǫ paŋ la pǤǤgin la. 'he who made a way through the 
sea, a path through the mighty waters'. [ISA 43:16] Nidib da bas suoraad la ka dǤl suobuga. 'the roads were 
abandoned; travellers took to winding paths'. [JDG 5:6] Bada la kǫya ka ba luaki dǤl suobuga 'idols ...  made them 
walk in bypaths'. [JER 18:15] Fț suobuga da dǤlli atǫukțn la 'Your path led through the sea'. [PSA 77:19] 
Syn: suobuk; Gen: suor; Magn: pal, suoraug. See: suor; bugir. 

suobuk   Variant: suobukț. Form: suobuga2. n. a track, small path, trail [Am.] Nimo da zaŋnǫ suobuk kanǫ wa'ae 

sian'arin la, ka Mahama dǤl. Nimo took the track which goes to the bush, and Mahama followed him. [Trouble] O 

da nwǫ'ǫnǫ suobukț keŋ pǤǤgțn la. He cut a narrow path going to the farm. [Trouble] Syn: suobugir; Gen: suor; 
Magn: pal, suoraug. See: suor; -buk5. 

suobukț  See main entry: suobuk. track. 

suodne   See main entry: suoǫn. anoint, brush against. 

suodne   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

suodǤla   Variant: suedola. Form: suodǤlib. Variant: suedolib. n. a traveller. Syn: suoken. See: suor; dǤl. 

suodǤlib   See main entry: suodǤla. traveller. 

suoǫn   Variant: suon1. Form: suoǫnnǫ. Form: sǤǤnd1. Variant: suond; sǤǤndi1. Form: sǤǤndnǫ2. Variant: suodne. 

Form: suom!. Variant: suomi!. v. 1 • to anoint, rub with sth. Nimo nǤk ya'adi suoǫn o datiuŋ nu'u Nimo took 
clay and rubbed it on his right hand. [Trouble] Yisim kekama kpaam suoǫn o natiŋkpi'eŋ la ka o na paam laafi. 
'Prepare a poultice of figs and apply it to the boil, and he will recover.'. [ISA 38:21] M da sțțf nǫ ku'om ka pie fț 

ziim la ka nǤk kpaam suonf. 'I bathed you with water and washed the blood from you and put ointments on you.'. 

[EZK 16:9] Pu'asadir la suoǫnnǫ kpaam ka zaŋi o ningbina suoǫn mam ka li kpǫn nyuusid vǫn'ǫm-vǫn'ǫm. 
The young girl smeared pomade and rubbed/brushed her body against me and it was smelling so nice. [MA] malțŋ 

kpaam dinǫ ka ba nǤkidi suond maanmaannib 'the anointing oil'. [EXO 25:6] Kpaam ya'a kpa'ae li sǤǤndi 

biena. If the oil spills (at least) it is oil for the shins. [Proverb 252] Ya ...  sǤǤndi ya niŋgbina nǫ kpanyubisa 'You 

... use the finest perfumes'. [AMO 6:6] Kpaam ya'a kpa'ae li sǤǤndnǫ bies. If the oil spills (at least) it is oil for the 
shins. [Asaasim Proverb] Amaa ya ya'a lǤ nǤǤr, yanam suomi ya zut nǫ kpaam, ka piesi ya nindaas. 'But when 
you fast, put oil on your head and wash your face'. [MAT 6:17] 
2 • to brush, rub against sb./sth. Pu'asadir la suoǫnnǫ kpaam ka zaŋi o ningbina suoǫn mam ka li kpǫn 

nyuusid vǫn'ǫm-vǫn'ǫm. The young girl smeared pomade and rubbed/brushed her body against me and it was 

smelling so nice. [MA] Fț yaa bț za ka nǤki fț nuugț suoǫn sǤ ningbina, li munnǫ hali pamm. When you 
thresh late millet and your hand brushes against someone’s body, it itches very much. [MA] Naaf niŋ ya'a mun, o 

mǤri o mǫŋi sǤǤnd nǫ tiis. When a cow’s body itches, it rubs itself against trees. [MA] Man niŋgbina niŋǫ 
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mililili ... Pu'asadir la suoǫnnǫmǫ gaad la ka li mun bǫǫ. My body is all shivery ... the girl brushed against me 

and that's what happened. [You-Do?,] See: kpasǤǤndim. 

suoǫnnǫ   See main entry: suoǫn. anoint, brush against. 

suoken   Variant: sueken. Form: suokennib. n. a traveller. O da gǤsi nyǫ suoken la tempțțgin ka bu'os o ye, “Fț wa'ae 

yaanǫ? ” 'When he looked and saw the traveller in the city square, the old man asked, “Where are you going?” '. 

[JDG 19:17] Ya faand banǫ an suokennib la fusțma 'You strip off the rich robe from those who pass by'. [MIC 2:8] 
Syn: suodǤl. 

suokennib   See main entry: suoken. traveller. 

suokita   Variant: suekita; sukita; sukida; sokitis [W]. n.pl. crossroads. Zi'enimi suokita la ni ka gǤs 'Stand at the 

crossroads and look.'. [JER 6:16] ban bǤǤd ye ba zi'e la'asțg dǤǤgin nǫ suokita nii pț'țsid, ka nidib nyǫǫ ba. ' 
They love to stand up and pray in the houses of worship and on the street corners, so that everyone will see them.'. 

[MAT 6:5] See: suor. 

suol   Form: suon2. v. to measure, as with a dip-stick. Ba pț nǤkid nǤba wțsa n suon ku'ominǫǫ. They don't test the 
depth of the water with both legs. [Proverb 245] 

suom!   See main entry: suoǫn. anoint, brush against. 

suomi!   See main entry: suoǫn. anoint, brush against. 

suon1   See main entry: suoǫn. anoint, brush against. 

suon2   See main entry: suol. measure. 

suond   See main entry: suoǫn. anoint, brush against. 

suoŋ   See main entry: su'oŋ [C]. rabbit. 

suor   Variant: suer; suorǫ; suore; suere. Form: suoya. Variant: sueya; suoyaa. Form: suo-. Variant: sue-. n. 1 • a road, 

path, way. Man dǤlisidnǫ nwiis nǫ wila man pț bǤǤd suor ye m keŋe m pǤǤgțnǫ (the spider said) As I follow 
threads and twigs I don't need a road to go to my farm. [Trouble] banǫ kuosid la'ad suor kțkpǫŋ la maal nǫ ba 

mǫŋ pufpufnamǫ mǤri nyǤ'Ǥd. the roadside traders make their own 'tin lanterns' which they use for light. [Fire] 
Tisi'a da kpi'enǫ suor la ka ba keŋ pigis o pa'ad. There was a tree beside the road and they went to strip its 
bark. [Trouble] Ka on waan la, bțmbțțdsieba lu suor zug. 'As he was scattering the seed, some fell along the 
path'. [MAT 13:4] Ba saa na dțt Ziz Suor la baba 'They will be climbing up by the Pass of Ziz'. [2CH 20:16] Din 

nya'aŋ la, ti fǫndignǫ dǤl suori keŋ kpa'ad Basan 'Next we turned and went up along the road toward Bashan'. 
[DEU 3:1] M pa'a bǫnǫ suori ken kpǫla na ka Adu kǫǫn m san'an na I was on the way here when Adu came up to 
me. [Trouble] diib pǫ'ǫli ba niigi tǫrekonam hali badigidi lut suoya ni 'your carts overflow with abundance' onto 
the roads. [PSA 65:11] GǤn'Ǥs nǫ bǫndis dignǫ bugusnam suoya ni 'In the paths of the wicked lie thorns and 

snares'. [PRO 22:5] Suobama dǤlisțgin pțdigir anii (8) n pa'an lin an' si'em ka ti ken zuomisin. These eight (8) 
successive stages show how we develop blindness. [Trachoma] Ba da naam Hor zuorin la dǤl suokanǫ ken Atǫuk 

Zǫn'ugțn la 'They travelled from Mount Hor along the route to the Red Sea'. [NUM 21:4] Colloc: suorin(ǫ/i) ‘on the 
road, on/in/to/from the 'way' [in all the senses below]’.  On da miee suorin la ka bțnkǤnbtita'ar la li vanp nǫ 

tǫbisim. While he was turning around on the path, a big animal fell heavily, whump! [Trouble] O da tǫn'ǫs ziriga 

suorin la yǫla. He thought about the railway. [Trouble] O da tiak o pțtǫn'ǫr suorin - o kț nan kul yinnǫ. He 
changed his mind on the way – he wouldn't go home yet. [Trouble] sieba keŋ pǤǤginǫ ans tiis vaandi yadig 

suorin la. 'others cut branches in the fields and spread them on the road'. [MRK 11:8] Ka o kǫǫsi ba ye ba kulim, ka 

yǫli ba ye ba da zab suorinǫ. 'He sent his brothers off and as they left, he said to them, “Don't quarrel on the 
way.” '. [GEN 45:24] O da nyǫ tigita dǤǤg niimis ka ba bǫ suorini gu'od bielim banǫ yaam la. He saw canaries 
on the path sifting out the left-over seeds. [Trouble] Ka zțnzǤŋ zin' suorini sǤsid. 'a blind man ... was sitting by the 
roadside begging.'. [MRK 10:46] Colloc: suobugir/suobuga, suobuk ‘by-roads, minor path/s’. O da dǤlnǫ 

suobugir kanǫ kpa'ad ziriga zin'igin la. He was following the alley that led to the train-station. [Trouble] Nidib 

da bas suoraad la ka dǤl suobuga. 'the roads were abandoned; travellers took to winding paths'. [JDG 5:6] Bada la 

kǫya ka ba luaki dǤl suobuga 'idols ...  made them walk in bypaths'. [JER 18:15] Nimo da zaŋnǫ suobuk kanǫ 

wa'ae sian'arin la, ka Mahama dǤl. Nimo took the small path that led to the bush, and Mahama went along too. 

[Trouble] Colloc: dǤl suor ‘1) [literally] to go via, follow a path’. o daa zǤǤ dǤl suori keŋ Bef-Hagan 'he fled up 
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the road to Beth Haggan'. [2KI 9:27] Colloc: gban'e1/duoe suor ‘set out (on a journey)’. O gban'e o suori lǫbi kuli 

diginǫ gbis sț'țŋa ka bǫog ti ba'asi nie. He set off back home and lay down to sleep peacefully, until day 
eventually dawned. [Billygoat] Abraham da ... ban' o buŋi gban'e suori ken zin'ikanǫ ka Wina'am yǫl o la 
Abraham ... mounted his donkey and 'set out for the place God had told him about.'. [GEN 22:3] on da gaadi ya 

tuonnǫ ya suor duor la pțțgin 'who went ahead of you on your journey'. [DEU 1:33] Colloc: zi'el X suor ‘send X 

on his/her way’. Ka nǤŋdaan la ti ye ba kpǫlim sțm ka on na kul, ka Akǫlsa yi zi'el o suor The poor man said 
goodbye, he was going home, and Akelsa saw him off. [Billygoat] Ala ka ba zi'el Rebǫka suor nǫ o biyuol nǫ 

Abraham sankpan'as la nǫ banǫ dǤl o keŋ la. 'So they sent ... Rebekah on her way, along with her nurse and 
Abraham's servant and his men.'. [GEN 24:59] Colloc: sǤs suor ‘1) ask permission to go’. M da'anǫ kariyauŋ ka 

sǤsid suor ye m keŋ gǤs lin an si'em 'I have just bought a field, and I must go and see it. Please excuse me.'. [LUK 

14:18] Colloc: nyǫ suor ‘have permission to leave’; tis X suor ‘1) give way to X’. Fț ya'a tț'țs si'el ka li pț tisif 

suorǫ, li bțn ya'a pț mǤr zuaa paŋa, li mǤr igib paŋ. If you meet something that refuses to give way to you, if 
it hasn't got the strength to run away then it has the power of flight. [Proverb 204] Magn: pal, suoraug; 

Min: suobugir, suobuk. Etym: OV1 *S³O ; OVN *SO-DI/A ; vc4 *ço ; CG *coo, kodo. 
2 • way of doing sth., way to do sth. NǤǤr lǤǤb nǫ WinsǤsțg - anǫ suor yinne fțn na pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siig la Fasting and 

Payer – this is one way by which you can be filled with the Spirit. [Bible-Study] Ti suor zaŋ-zaŋǫ nwa na vi' nidib 

ka ba kț lǫn tț'țdi ti nidibinǫ. This is the only way we will stop people from abusing us in public. [Trouble] Note: 

better : na kǫ ka nidib kț lǫn  [MA]  Fț ka' suor ka fț kǫ ka kǤm kțțdima. You have no way you can starve me to 

death. [Wonderwoman] ba mǤǤnnǫ yǫti ya faangir la suor. 'They announce to you how you can be saved!'. [ACT 

16:17] Suoya babiga bǫ ka ban'a la dǤlisidi lǤmisid nidib. There are many ways in which the disease can infect 
people. [Trachoma] Jonadab da anǫ dau kanǫ mǤr bibi'elim suoya. 'Jonadab was a very shrewd man.'. [2SA 13:3] 
Suobanǫ pa'an ninsaal kukǤya ni ban'as nǫ ba ti'ebțg yǫla. These methods demonstrate human throat diseases 

and their cure. [Iodine] Colloc: dǤl suor ‘2) [metaphorical] follow a method, course of action’. Li bǤǤd ye ti dǤl 

suobanǫ nar ka na kǫ ka teŋgbauŋ kpan'am nǤbig sț'țŋa 'All necessary steps should be taken to establish a 
sound and healthy economy'. [2) Constitution] 
3 • way of life. Enok da dǤl Wina'am suor sț'țŋa 'Enoch walked with God'. [GEN 5:24] ba suor wțsa anǫ 

san'auŋ nǫ widigir. 'ruin and destruction mark their ways.'. [ISA 59:7] Kțdimin la, Wina'am da kǫ ka buudi wțsa 

dǤlli ba mǫŋ suoya 'In the past, he let all nations go their own way.'. [ACT 14:16] Ti ... pț ma'ad nidib bǫǫ tiakid 

Wina'am pian'ad ye li dǤl ziri suoyaa 'we do not act with deceit, nor do we falsify the word of God.'. [2CO 4:2] 
4 • the right way, approved behaviour. ba saam la da bigisi ba suosțŋ their father had taught them proper 

behaviour. [You-Hear?] Biisǫ, li ka' suor ka ya pian'adi ya saam yǫla ala Children, it's not right that you talk of 
your father like that. [Wonderwoman] Si'el wțsa mǤri li saŋa nǫ li suor 'There is a right time and a right way to do 

everything'. [ECC 8:6] Colloc: dǤl suor ‘3) [metaphorical] be appropriate behaviour’. O ya'a pțn tțm dinǫ dǤl 

suor bǫǫ o pț tțm, o pugudib na nyǫ o gbǫlțŋ. Whether he did what was right or not, his aunt always regarded 
him as in the wrong. [3) Trouble] Fț pț maal mam linǫ dǤl suor baa bi'elaa. 'You have done things to me that 
should not be done.'. [3) GEN 20:9] Li pț dǤl suor nǫ fțn na ya'ae sțlțg nǤǤr ka niis wțsa gǤsida! 'How useless 

to spread a net in full view of all the birds!'. [3) PRO 1:17] Lit: open the mouth of the snare. man daa yǫtif ye fț da 

nyu'oe bugum sansa kanǫ pț nar la fț daa tǫn'ǫs ye m pian'ad la pț dǤl suorǫ. when I said that you shouldn't 
put the light on when it wasn't necessary you thought I was in the wrong. [3) Electricity] yanamǫ ... niŋid linǫ dǤl 

suor ZugsǤb nini ni la. 'doing only what is right in the eyes of the Lord your God.'. [3) DEU 13:18] Ayei! Li naan kț 

dǤllin suorǫ! No! It would not be right. [3) JOB 31:20] Ya nyǫǫ ya mǫŋ nǫ ye ya tțm yǫlkisa banǫ ka ya tțm laa? 

Ala dǤl suorǫǫ? Do you see yourselves doing the forbidden things you do. Is that right? [3) JER 7:10] 
5 • opportunity, permission. Dinǫ yǫl ka m pa'a ye ti yim gǤn la anǫ man na nyǫ suori yǫlif ye fț kul mam The 

reason I suggested we should go for a walk was so that I could get a chance to ask you to marry me. [Trouble] Ye ba 

ieemi onǫ di'e gbauŋ kanǫ bigis ye o mǤr suori na tțm nǫ na'asaabugum. They should find someone who 
has a certificate showing that he is authorised to do electrical work. [Electricity] Colloc: sǤs suor ‘2) ask permission’. 
Akudbil daa lǫn sǤs suor ye o bu'os bu'osțg yinne ya'as Akudbil again asked permission to ask one more 
question. [Electricity] Daniel ...  da sǤs suor kpǫǫm la san'an ye o pț bǤǤd ye o niŋ ala dian'a o mǫŋa. 'Daniel 
... he asked the chief official for permission not to defile himself this way.'. [DAN 1:8] sǤ'ǤsǤ pț kpǫn'ǫd anina ka 

pț sǤs suorǫ. nobody went in there without asking permission. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: bas/tis suor ‘2) give 

permission’. O daa bas suor ye ba bu'os bu'osa He allowed them to ask questions. [Electricity] DinzugǤ 

teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la bas suor ka kǤmisin nam la na anǫ Gaana nidib gțllim Therefore the constitution only 
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permits commissioners to be Ghana citizens. [Constitution] m na bas o suor ka o pin'il tțțma 'I will commission 

him'. [DEU 31:14] Lit: give him permission to start work. Di anǫ ye ti pian' di yǫla ka li tis nidib suor ka ba zǤǤ yii 

li ni. That's why we talk about it so as to give people an opportunity to escape it. [AIDS-I] Wina'am mǫ tis nimbanǫ 

ka' Jew dim buudi la suor ka ba na tiaki ba sțnya ka nyǫ nyǤvțr. 'Then God has given to the Gentiles also the 
opportunity to repent and live!'. [ACT 11:18] Amaa ka Yesu Siig pț siaki tisi ba suorǫ. 'but the Spirit of Jesus did 

not allow them.'. [ACT 16:7] Colloc: suor bǫ1/ka'1 ‘it is (not) permitted to ...’. Suor bǫǫ ya wada ni ye ya fieb 

Room nid ka ba nam pț kad o saria? 'Is it legal for you to flog a Roman citizen who hasn't even been found 
guilty?'. [ACT 22:25] Suor kae ka ba na mǤŋ pțkǤǤnr o sid bǫǫ o pu'a faarǫ, hali baa o sǤb ya'a pț digil nǤǤr 

ka nyaan kpii. 'A spouse shall not be deprived of a reasonable provision out of the estate of a deceased spouse 

whether or not the spouse died having made a will'. [Constitution] Suor kae ka o na bas pu'a la o nyǤvțr bǫn wțsa. 
'he must not divorce her as long as he lives. [DEU 22:19] See: ku'osuor; suobugir; suobuk; suoken; suokita; 

suoraug. 
suora1   See main entry: sǤǤra. counsel. 

suora-2   See main entry: suoraug. highway. 

suoraug   Variant: sueraug; suoraugț. Form: suoraad. Variant: sueraad. Form: suora-2. n. a highway, big road. Note: road 

between places Ti ye ti dǤl nǫ suoraug la 'We will go along the main road'. [NUM 20:19] maalim suoraugț tisi ti 

Wina'am la 'Prepare the way for the Lord'. [LUK 3:4] Nidib na bǫ suoraad la wțsa ni kaasid 'There will be wailing 
in all the streets'. [AMO 5:16] M maanmaannib nǫ m kpǫǫmnam la dǤl suoraadi giligidi ieed diib My priests and 
my leaders wandered around the streets looking for food. [LAM 1:19] Saŋkan la ya'a ti paae, suoratita'ar na yi 

Egipt kennǫ Asiria. 'When that time comes, there will be a highway between Egypt and Assyria.'. [ISA 19:23] 
Colloc: suoraugțn/suoraadin(ǫ) ‘on/to the highway/s’. Ya'am nwǫnǫ pu'a kanǫ bǫ suoraugțn buon 'Wisdom 
calls aloud in the street'. [PRO 1:20] Fț tțba na kpid ka fț kț wțm suoraadin vuudǫ. 'Your ears will be deaf to the 
noise of the street.'. [ECC 12:4] Ka sǤ' kț wțm o kțkǤr suoraadinǫ. 'no one will hear his voice in the streets.'. [MAT 

12:19] Sim: pal; Gen: suor; Min: suobugir, suobuk. See: suor; -daug2. 

suoraugț   See main entry: suoraug. highway. 

suoraad   See main entry: suoraug. highway. 

suorǫ   See main entry: suor. path, lifestyle, right way. 

suore   See main entry: suor. path, lifestyle, right way. 

suos   Variant: suosi. Form: suosid. v. to calm sb., console, cuddle. sǤ' ya'a gbisid ka pian'ad fțn niem o suos o ka o 

lǫn gbis if someone is talking in their sleep, wake them up and calm them, and they will go back to sleep. [Trouble] 
Biig ya'a pț kaasidaa ba pț suosid oo? 'When a child is not crying, do they not comfort it?'. [Proverb 184] 
Syn: bǫlis. Nwǫnǫ biig ma n suosid o biig si'em la, ala ka m mǫ na bǫlisi ya 'As a mother comforts her child, 
so will I comfort you'. [ISA 66:13] 

suosi   See main entry: suos. calm. 

suosid   See main entry: suos. calm. 

suoya   See main entry: suor. path, lifestyle, right way. 

suoyaa   See main entry: suor. path, lifestyle, right way. 

sup   id. sound of sinking. Ka daug la nǫ Nimo sim ku'omin la sup. The log and Nimo sank in the water 'glop!'. 

[Trouble] 
supɛɛn   See main entry: sțnpǫǫn. anger. 

supɛɛnɛ   See main entry: sțnpǫǫn. anger. 

supeen   See main entry: sțnpǫǫn. anger. 

supeene   See main entry: sțnpǫǫn. anger. 

surug   See main entry: sudig. pour. 

susa'aŋ   See main entry: sțnsa'aŋ. heartbreak. 

susa'aŋa   See main entry: sțnsa'aŋ. heartbreak. 
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susobir [N]   See main entry: sisǤbir. dark. 

susțnf   Variant: sʋsʋnf; sʋnsʋnf; susțnfi; sʋnsʋfi. Form: susțnya. n. heart. Ka Adu sʋnsʋnf tuod kpiu-kpiu nǫ dabiem 
And Adu's heart was beating thumpetty-thump with fear. [Trouble] Ninsaal susțnf la dama'am gaad si'el wțsa 
And Adu's heart pounded with fear. [JER 17:9] Biigi n Ǥnb kekama ka li paki n nwǫlig kpǫǫm sʋsʋnf. The child 

ate figs and the elder suffers the sour taste instead. [Asaasim   Proverb] O sʋnsʋfi da tuod si'em ka o pțtǫn'ǫr 

san'am nǫ pu'anyalțŋ la lǫn lǫb na la. His heart was pounding so, and his mind was conflicted at the thought 
that the wonderful woman would come back again. [Trouble] Note: emended by MA: original pțtǫn'ǫr mǤǤd.                    
o susțnya kanbid her heart is burning. [Womens-Health] Nimbanǫ mǤr susțnya ban'as ka nut taba na kpi tǤ' 

gaad banǫ mǤr susțnya ban'as ka pț nuta. People with heart-disease who smoke die earlier than non-smokers 
with heart-disease. [Smoking] Jehu da tǫk o tiraugț tǤn ka li gban'e Joram gțrțgț gaadi kțns o susțnya 'Jehu 
drew his bow, and with all his strength shot an arrow that struck Joram in the back and pierced his heart.'. [2KI 9:24] 
Colloc: susțnfțn ‘in/to/from heart’. Zug la dammug la da liebnǫ wțț nǤdir o susțnfțn. the confusion in his 
head became like a sore in his heart. [Trouble] Syn: sțnf. See: sțnf. 

susțnfi   See main entry: susțnf. heart. 

susțnya   See main entry: susțnf. heart. 

susu   n. susu, credit union. Note: a recognised form of unofficial savings plan.   M zug da malisi nǫ man su'adi m ligidi 

susu sǤb san'an la. I was lucky that I had deposited my money with the susu man. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

susuola   See main entry: susuoli. tigernuts. 

susuoli   Note: GILLBT Literacy poster Form: susuola. n. tigernuts. Fț yaa ken KǤmasi ka paae Nkawkaw, fț na nyǫ ka 

pu'ab pamm kuosid susuola. If you are travelling to Kumasi and get to Nkawkaw, you will see many women 
selling tigernuts. [MA] 

susuud   n. a waterfall. Ka o kțkǤr vuudi nwǫnǫ ku'om linǫ bǫ susuudin nǫ 'His voice was like the roar of rushing 

waters'. [EZK 43:2] ku'om suud susuudin nǫ. 'water rushing down a slope.'. [MIC 1:4] See: suug. 
suzua   See main entry: sizua. sibling clan. 

suzuopi   See main entry: sizua. sibling clan. 

sțț1   id. quietly. Nimo tǫn'ǫs sțț Nimo thought quietly. [Trouble] m digilimǫ li ka bǫog, ka li yț'țn niŋ sțț! I should 

put it down till tomorrow, and then it will become quiet! [Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: baanlim, fǤn1, fǤn2, fǤǤn3, ki'1, 

sillimm, sin1, sinnim, sțllim. 

sțț2   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

sțțb   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

sțțd1   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

sțțd2   See main entry: sț2. wither. 

sțțda   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

sțțdi1   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

sțțdi2   See main entry: sț2. wither. 

sțțdnǫ   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

sțțg1   Variant: suug; soog; sțțgǫ; sțțgi; suugi; soogi. Form: sțțgid1. Variant: suugid; soogid; sțțgida; suugida; 

soogida. Form: sțțgir. Variant: suugir; soogir. Form: sțțgya. v. to fall, droop. Note: [of foliage or grain] biig la bas 

o taya kugur la tǤ'ǤtǤ amaa li da gban'e nǫ ti-walbi'ima la ka li sțțg ka niiŋ la kaas ka ianki gaad. the boy 
let off his catapult quickly, but the stone hit the ripe fruit of the tree which fell down and the bird squawked and 

flew off. [Trouble] Ba vaand kț sțțg bǫǫ ba gț'țŋ walibǤ. 'Their leaves will not wither, nor will their fruit fail.'. 
[EZK 47:12] li bulpaala la kț sțțgǫ. 'its new shoots will not fail.'. [JOB 14:7] Zuobid banǫ daa bǫ Akunvțe zugțn 

la daa sțțgi naae nǫ The hair on Akunvue's head ha finished falling out. [AIDS-II] li vaand la sțțgi lu zuoya zug 

nǫ bǤn'Ǥdin it's leaves will wither and fall 'on the mountains and in all the valleys'. [EZK 31:12] PǤǤd la kțdignǫ ka 

bțmbțta sțțgid 'The land is parched and wilting'. [ISA 33:9] Lit: The farms dry up and the seedlings wither. Ka 
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nwadbibis la yi saŋgbauŋin lit teŋin na nwǫnǫ kekama ka sisi'em ǫǫnti da'adi fanrid kekaŋ kansa ka li 

sțțgidi lit teŋin si'em la. 'and the stars in the sky fell to earth, as late figs drop from a fig tree when shaken by a 
strong wind.'. [REV 6:13] M nwǫnǫ kpțkparig vaand linǫ pț sțțgida 'I am like an evergreen tree'. [HOS 14:8] Lit: a 
borassus whose leaves do not wither. Vain tiis la kțdigya, ka kekama la sțțg; pomanganǫt nǫ kpțkpara nǫ 

tibanǫ kpǫlim la sțțgya 'The vines have come to naught, and the fig trees have failed; pomegranate, palm, ... 

every tree of the countryside is dried up'. [JOL 1:12] Sim: sț2. See: sț2. 

sțțg2   Variant: suug. Form: sțțgid2. Variant: suugid. Form: sțțgim!. Variant: suugim; sțțgimǫ!; suugime!1. v. to rinse. 
Colloc: sțțg nǤǤr1 ‘take breakfast’. ba da dǫŋi duoe bǫogțn ka o ti'eb ye o gaad, amaa o pu'a la saam la da 

yǫl o diem la ye ba kǫl ka nyǫ si'eli sțțgi ba nǤǤr 'they got up early and he prepared to leave, but the girl's father 
said to his son-in-law, “Refresh yourself with something to eat”'. [JDG 19:5] Sim: suk. 

sțțg3   Variant: suug1; soog. Form: sțțs. Variant: suus; soos. n. middle, between. Daar yinne ka o keŋ sian'ar sțțg 

bǤzugǤ, bțnzilinzi'id maan ani. One day he went right into the bush because something strange was happening 
there. [Wonderwoman] Note: Mostly – and, in the Bible, only –  in the Colloc: sțțgin(ǫ), sțțgini ‘among; between’. 
Nwǫnǫ miti piiga sțțgin ka m naae ta'ada la duusțg. Within about ten minutes I finished shining the shoes. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Ka biig la keŋ bikanǫ pǤǤdi ba sțțgin la ni. And the boy went to the kid who was the smallest 
amongst them. [Trouble] Adu baŋ ya ye o lǫm mǤr bakiri kǫn 'ma' nǫ 'pu'ayua' sțțgin na. Adu realised that he 
still made a distinction between 'mother' and 'daughter'. [Trouble] SǤ' daa pț țk o nu'ug nidib la sțțginǫ No one 
in the audience put their hand up. [AIDS-I] M da lǫn ... san'am ba'abiidțg linǫ bǫ Juda nǫ Israel dim sțțgin la. 
'Then I broke ... the brotherhood between Judah and Israel'. [ZEC 11:14] Gaadiminǫ m tuon ka kǫ ka ba lal taaba 

bi'el-bi'el ka paalț bǫǫ ba sțțgin. 'Go ahead of me, and keep some space between the herds.'. [GEN 32:16] 
AnǤ'Ǥnǫ gaŋif ye fț an sariakat tinam sțțginǫ? 'Who set you up as an official and judge over us?'. [EXO 2:14] 
gǤsimi ya sțțgini gaŋ dapa ayǤpǤi banǫ an ya'am dim 'choose seven men from among you who are known to 
be full of ... wisdom'. [ACT 6:3] See: nintansțțs; tisțțs; sțdig1; zupaasțțg. 

sțțgǫ   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

sțțgi   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

sțțgid1   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

sțțgid2   See main entry: sțțg2. rinse. 

sțțgida   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

sțțgim!   See main entry: sțțg2. rinse. 

sțțgimǫ!   See main entry: sțțg2. rinse. 

sțțgir   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

sțțgya   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

sțțm!   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

sțțmini!   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

sțțn   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

sțțnr1   Variant: suunr; sunr; sțțnrǫ; suunre. n. anger. Daar yinne ka o nyǫ ka ba pț piis o dǤǤg la ka ... o sțțnr duoe 

hali One day he saw that his room hadn't been swept, and he got very angry. [Wonderwoman] M sțțnr duonǫ hali 

dit wțț bugum nǫ, ka sǤ' kț nyaŋi kpiisi lii! 'my anger will burn against this place and will not be quenched.'. 

[2KI 22:17] Wina'am sțțnr pǫlig nǫ mam ka o aansidi m zǤra-zǤra. 'In anger God tears me limb from limb'. [JOB 

16:9] Syn: sțnpǫǫn, ǫndțg. 

sțțnr2   See main entry: sțnf. heart. 

sțțnrǫ   See main entry: sțțnr1. anger. 

sțțs   See main entry: sțțg3. between. 

sțțsa   See main entry: sțțsig. bathroom. 

sțțsig   Form: sțțsis. Variant: sțțsa. n. a bathroom. Li da mǤri dǤgbǫǫnda atan' nǫ dǤbil nǫ diib suak dǤǤg nǫ 
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za'ambǫŋ nǫ sțțsis ayi' nǫ baŋgidanam ayi'. It had three bedrooms, a kitchen and pantry, and a veranda, two 

bathrooms and two toilets. [Jealousy] Sțțsa la nǫ baŋgidanam la mǫ da anǫ nyain ka papafunam 

kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb pǫ'ǫl. The bathrooms and toilets were also clean, and supplied with separate towels. [Jealousy] 
Sim: tansǤǤng. See: sț1. 

sțțsis   See main entry: sțțsig. bathroom. 

sțțsț   Variant: sooso; soso. n. a 'sponge', fibre. used for scrubbing oneself when bathing – usually a bundle of fibres or 

a loofah.   Ka nwam zi'e nǫ danmi'isțg. Ka ba zaŋ sțțsț lǤs danmi'isțgțn la lǤ kikan'arini niŋ o nǤǤrin. 'A 
jar of wine vinegar was there, so they soaked a sponge in it, put the sponge on a stalk of the hyssop plant, and lifted 

it to Jesus' lips.'. [JHN 19:29] Syn: sappț. 

suu   See main entry: su. deposit. 

suu   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

suub   See main entry: su. deposit. 

suub   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

suud   See main entry: su. deposit. 

suud   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

suudi   See main entry: su. deposit. 

suudi   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

suug   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

suug   See main entry: sțțg2. rinse. 

suug1   See main entry: sțțg3. between. 

suug2   Form: suugid. Form: suugim. Variant: suugime. v. to rush, roar (water does). Ka o kțkǤr vuud nwǫnǫ ku'om na 

zǤt ka suugid nǫ paŋ si'em la. 'his voice was like the sound of rushing waters.'. [REV 1:15] See: susuud. 
suugi   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

suugid   See main entry: suug2. rush. 

suugid   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

suugid   See main entry: sțțg2. rinse. 

suugida   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

suugim   See main entry: suug2. rush. 

suugim   See main entry: sțțg2. rinse. 

suugime   See main entry: suug2. rush. 

suugime!1   See main entry: sțțg2. rinse. 

suugir   See main entry: sțțg1. droop. 

suum   See main entry: sț1. bathe, soak. 

suunl   See main entry: sțn'țl. top [put on ~]. 

suunli   See main entry: sțn'țl. top [put on ~]. 

suunr   See main entry: sțțnr1. anger. 

suunre   See main entry: sțțnr1. anger. 

suurim   v. to utter (as: a cry). Ka o suurim kuŋ "A'a!" And he uttered a cry "Aaagh!" [Trouble] Note: MA prefers to write this 

cry of distress Waaii! 
suus   See main entry: sțțg3. between. 
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SH  -  sh 

NOTE: 's' n some words is pronounced a little like English 'sh' 
and may be found erroneously written 'sh' in Kusaal 

 

shann'   See main entry: saan3. diarrhœa. 

shaan   See main entry: saan3. diarrhœa. 

sheerlungu [I]   See main entry: seerlungu. tree [sp.] 

 
 

T  -  t 

 

tab1   Variant: tabi. v. to attach to. Ka nyan daa gban'e o ka o zǤ keŋ tab lǤdigin. Dine kǫ ka hali nǫ zina ka 

Asilinsi'ig nan kpǫn tab lǤdigin la. He was overwhelmed by shame and went and flattened himself in the corner. 
That's why until this very day spiders flatten themselves in corners. [Asaasim-] wțț sanlima nǫ anzurifa na tab 

na'am zupibigin nǫ 'like the jewels of a crown.'. [ZEC 9:16] Lit: as gold and silver are attached to a crown. In 
Kusaug and neighbouring areas a 'crown' is a red felt fez and amulets encased in precious metals (especially 
silver) are sewn on the outside to decorate and empower it. fț gbauŋmi'idib la nwǫnǫ sisǤma banǫ tab 

zaŋguom bǫogțn 'your officials (are) like swarms of locusts that settle in the walls' in the morning. [NAM 3:17] O 

din biig la tabil teŋin ‘He pressed the child to the ground’. [MA] dǤǤd ayi da be poogin la ka yinni tabi 

ya-datiuŋ za'anoore kpa' ya-dagobug ka yinni me tabi ya-dagobug za'anoore kpa' ya-datiuŋ 'two rooms, 
one at the side of the north gate and facing south, and another at the side of the south gate and facing north'. [EZK 

40:44] See: tabil; titabir; tabidiŋ. 

tab-2   See main entry: taba1. tobacco. 

taba1   Form: tab-2. n. tobacco. Fț gbǫ'og la nie bǤbigin la naa vǫnl ka gbilisi nwǫnǫ taba kiig. 'Your temples behind 

your veil are like the halves of a pomegranate.'. [SNG 4:3, 6:7] Lit: tobacco-box. Paalț banǫ ka ba mǤri kuod taba 

la tun'e zaŋi kua bțmbțțdsțmaa diis Gaana. The fields where they farm tobacco could be used to grow good 

crops to feed Ghana. [Smoking] Taba nyǤǤs la mǤri yabid Tobacco smoke contains a poison. [Smoking] Colloc: nu 

taba ‘to smoke tobacco’. Tabbǫ'ǫd la nuub la kǫnǫ ka m diti gat din nar si'em. Smoking bad tobacco makes 
me eat more than I should. [Shoeshine-Boy] Da nuud dankpi'ema bǫǫ taba lǫmisțg bǫǫ li nuubǤ Don't drink 
strong liquor or chew or smoke tobacco. [Womens-Health] Da dǤlli fț zua banǫ nut tabaa. Don't hang out with 

your friends who smoke. [Smoking] Colloc: fian'as taba ‘inhale snuff’. MǤr taba la na ka m fina'as. Bring me the 
tobacco(-snuff) so that I can inhale some. [MA] Note: taaba < 'tobacco' ultimately Spanish tabaco from Carib or Taino or 

Arabic.  See: tabir; tabdțk; tabraug; tabnuud; tabkǤnbir. 

taba2   See main entry: tabraug. tobacco plant. 

tabdțgid   See main entry: tabdțk. pipe. 

tabdțk   Form: tabdțgid. n. a tobacco-pipe. Fa' tisim bugumsaanl ka m la'aŋi m tabdțg. Please give me an ember to 

light my tobacco-pipe. [MA] Syn: tțrțg. See: taba1; dțk1. 

tabgbil   Form: tabgbila. n. a cake of tobacco. partially-dried tobacco leaves are compressed into a thick disc about 30 
cm. diameter and 10 cm. thick for storage and trading. Taba ya'a ti kar, tabgbil ayinne ligidi na paae yǤlțg 
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tusa ayi. Whenever tobacco is scarce, one cake of tobacco can cost up to GH¢400. [MA]  See: taba1; gbil 

tabgbila   See main entry: tabgbil. disc. 

tabi   See main entry: tab1. attach. 

tabidiŋ   Variant: tabilig. Form: tabidis. Variant: tabilis; tabidisi. n. a bolt, latch, fastener, hinge. Kțlțŋ wțsa da mǤr 

yǤ'Ǥgir ayi' ka ba kpa' ba tabil taaba nǫ tabidis. 'Each door had two leaves – two hinged leaves for each door.'. 

[EZK 41:24] O da tis kțntnam bǫdegț linǫ ka ba na maal kțlis la kpa'as nǫ li tabidisi kpǫn'ǫs za'anǤya la 'He 
supplied a large amount of iron for making nails and clamps for the wooden gates'. [1CH 22:3] Nwǫnǫ kțlțŋi 

yuulimi li tabidisin si'em la 'As a door turns on its hinges'. [PRO 26:14] Colloc: gam tabidiŋ ‘a bolt, latch’. Fț gam 

tabidis la na anǫ kțnt 'The bolts of your gates will be iron'. [DEU 33:25] See: tab. 

tabidis   See main entry: tabidiŋ. bolt. 

tabidisi   See main entry: tabidiŋ. bolt. 

tabil   Variant: tabili. Form: tabilnǫ. Form: tabin2. Variant: tabini; tabinǫ1; tabinnǫ. Form: tabilțg. Variant: tabulug. v. 

to fasten, stick, adhere. M da ǫǫnti sǤb sǤlimgima tabil sakur la yiiŋ ye sieba karim. I used to post up short 
stories outside the school for people to read. [Shoeshine-Boy] Birago vǫ'ǫg o biribiŋ la lǫbis o baba, ... ka yisid 

sa'abaanlțg o zuobidin. Birago pulled her boy to her side and started taking the bits of rubbish out of his hair. 

[Trouble] nǤk gum dinǫ an bțlț lǤǤ li tabil maanmaan zupibig la tuon 'they fastened a blue cord to it to attach 
it to the turban'. [EXO 39:31] O nǤk kpa'asi kpa' ba'ar la tabil sț'țŋa 'they fasten the idol in place with nails'. [ISA 

41:7] Ba lǫn tabili ba nǫ nǤzi'elțg linǫ an Siig Kasi la They also attach them to the promise which is the Holy 

Spirit. [Bible-Study] gbauŋ la nǤǤr pț tabili taasǫ 'an unsealed letter'. [NEH 6:5] Pț'țsim DǤǤg la da tabilnǫ ala 

gilig wțsa. 'They were carved all around the whole temple.'. [EZK 41:19] Lit: was applied to i.e. had carvings 

applied to its surface. o pț bǤǤdi o ti nyǫ o biig la ka o milig ka pțțr tabin ka li anǫ kɔm yǫllǫ. he didn't like 

to see his child dirty and with stomach sunken in because of hunger. [Billygoat] Kǫl ka banǫ mi' li tțțma maal linǫ 

lǤǤdi tabin maanmaan fuug nyǤ'Ǥgin la Have those who have the skill make something to be tied close to the 
chest of the priest's shirt. [EXO 28:15] Ka o lǫn tabini pian' ye, 'li nwǫnǫ saa lǫm bǤǤd niib nǫ,' And he went on to 

say "It looks like it's going to rain again." [Trouble] ba zilima tabinǫ ba nɔnya ni 'the infant's tongue sticks to the 

roof of its mouth'. [LAM 4:4] Eleazar da zi'en ka kț Filistia dim la hali ka o nu'ug ti kena gǫn ka ga'aŋi tabinǫ 

o sț'țg la. Eleazar 'stood his ground and struck down the Philistines till his hand grew tired and froze to the 
sword.'. [2SA 23:10] Yaa da tabinnǫ nǫ o ma hali ka nǤŋ pǤǤgțn nǫ zakin tțțma. Yaa stuck with his mother and 
loved farmwork and housework. [Trouble] yadda niŋid wțsa baŋim ye Siig Kasi tabilțg zanbin la kǫ ka ti la'am 

an fadittib nǫ Kristo. every believer should know that the sign of being close to the Holy Spirit makes us 

fellow-heirs with Christ. [Bible-Study] Serial: sǫǫn tabil ‘sew onto, sew (things) together’. Ba da nǤk kugvǫnla pii 

nǫ ayi' sǫǫn tabili li, abțtan' tan', zin'is anaasi 'Then they mounted four rows of precious stones on it.'. [EXO 

39:10] Colloc: kpa' X tabil dapuudir zug ‘to crucify X’. Lit: nail and attach to a crossed stick. ba kpa' o tabil 

dapuudir zug. Ka mǫ kpa' nidib ayi' tabil dapuuda zug 'they crucified him; and they also crucified two other 

men'. [JHN 19:18] See: tab1; tabidiŋ. 

tabili   See main entry: tabil. fasten. 

tabilig   See main entry: tabidiŋ. bolt. 

tabilis   See main entry: tabidiŋ. bolt. 

tabilnǫ   See main entry: tabil. fasten. 

tabilțg  See main entry: tabil. fasten. 

tabin1   Variant: tabinǫ2. v. to hurry to do sth. NǤdi'es la da tabinǫ yis pien la o nindaan tǤ'ǤtǤ 'Then the prophet quickly 
removed the headband from his eyes'. [1KI 20:41] 

tabin2   See main entry: tabil. fasten. 

tabinǫ1   See main entry: tabil. fasten. 

tabinǫ2   See main entry: tabin1. hurry [to do ~]. 

tabini   See main entry: tabil. fasten. 
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tabinnǫ   See main entry: tabil. fasten. 

tabir [N]   n. a tobacco-pouch. See: taba. 

tabkǤnba   See main entry: tabkǤnbir. tobacco. 

tabkǤnbir   Form: tabkǤnba. n. tobacco flake. Note: pared from the tabgbil Fț pțn pț zin'ine naae ka la'aŋi fț tabkǤnba. 
You hadn't even got seated before you lit up your tobacco. [Three-Problems] See: taba; kǤnbir. 

tabnut   See main entry: tabnuud. smoker. 

tabnutib   See main entry: tabnuud. smoker. 

tabnuttib   See main entry: tabnuud. smoker. 

tabnuud   Variant: tabnut. Form: tabnuudib. Variant: tabnuttib; tabnutib. n. a smoker, person who smokes. Tabnut ya'a 

zǤnǫ bǫǫ o tțmnǫ tțțm kpi'eŋǤǤ, o pț ya'asid gǫǫnbǤ. If a smoker is running or working hard, he will get tired 

quickly. [Smoking] Note: more normal form tabnuud (MA) Tabnuttib tita'am mǤri pțțg ban'as. Many smokers have 

stomach problems. [Smoking] diib nǫ daam kuosțg zin'is bǤǤm zin'igi tis banǫ an tabnutib. places where food 

and drink are sold must find a (separate) area for smokers. [Smoking] See: taba; nu. 

tabnuudib   See main entry: tabnuud. smoker. 

tabraug   Form: taba2. n. a tobacco plant. Nicotiana tabacum. From: (Ha.) < (Eng.) Note: taaba < 'tobacco' ultimately Spanish 

tabaco from Carib or Taino or Arabic. See: taba1; tabbiis; daug. 
tabulug   See main entry: tabil. fasten. 

tadig   Variant: tadigǫ; tadigi. Form: tadignǫ. Form: tadigid. Variant: tadigida. Form: tadigidnǫ. v. to be weak, weaken 

sb./sth. Ti da ǫǫnti buon o nǫ ye "faangid" bǤzugǤ onǫ sțŋid bipǤla nǫ banǫ tadig la We used to call him 'the 
saviour' because he helped young boys and ones who were weak. [Shoeshine-Boy] Agu'-ban'as kțnsib sțŋidnǫ 

niŋgbiŋ la ka zțnzțbanǫ tiim ka ba kuns la kǫ ka ba kpi bǫǫ tadig la Preventitive immunisation helps the 
body so that the organisms for which they inject the medicine will die or be weakened. [Immunisation-II.] Note: text 

emended by MA ba da ... zab nǫ ya kț banǫ tadig ka kpǫlim nya'aŋi kennǫ gǫrid la 'they attacked you from the 
rear when you were tired and exhausted, and killed all who were straggling behind'. [DEU 25:18] M na kpǫ'ǫŋ banǫ 

tadig la 'I will refresh the weary'. [JER 31:25] ba na zǤ ka kț tadigǫ 'they will run and not grow weary'. [ISA 40:31] 
kǫ ka ba tadigi ku'usid teŋin saŋa wțsa 'Bow down their backs unceasingly!'. [ROM 11:10 (= PSA 69:23)] Linǫ 

kpǫn'ǫsim nyan la anǫ ye m daa siak ye ti tadignǫ li ni. To my shame I admit that we were too weak for that! 

[2CO 11:21] David yidim la paŋ maligim paasid ka Saul yidim la on tadigid. David grew stronger and stronger, 
while the house of Saul grew weaker and weaker. [2SA 3:1] O pț gǫǫnda, o mǫ pț tadigida 'He will not grow tired 
or weary'. [ISA 40:28] O niŋgbina na tadigid ka bana'sieba pin'ili kpǫn'ǫd o sǤb. His body will weaken and 

various diseases will begin to attack the person. [AIDS-I] Sțnsa'aŋ tadigidnǫ nid, amaa pian'asțŋ bțgțn o sțțnr. 
'An anxious heart weighs a man down, but a kind word cheers him up.'. [PRO 12:25] Sim: bțgțs1, -bțgțsim, 

bțgțsțm, bțk1, gǫn1, -gǫǫnliŋ, nyǤs, siǫn1, zǫba, zǫnda. 

tadigǫ   See main entry: tadig. be weak. 

tadigi   See main entry: tadig. be weak. 

tadigid   See main entry: tadig. be weak. 

tadigida   See main entry: tadig. be weak. 

tadigidnǫ   See main entry: tadig. be weak. 

tadignǫ   See main entry: tadig. be weak. 

tadim   Variant: tadiŋ. Form: tadimnam. Variant: tadimnama; tadimnamaa; tadimnamǫ. n. a poor, lowly person. 
Balǫrigț zi' ye o an balǫrigț, ka tadim mi' ye o an tadim. An ugly person doesn't know he's ugly, but a lowly 
person knows he's lowly. [Proverb 180] Tadim yațg kpi'enǫ na'abiig yațg. The commoner's grave is near the 

prince's grave. [Asaasim   Proverb] Tadim bana'adi o buŋ ka o dig nǫ teŋin. A lowly man mounts his donkey while 
it kneels. [Proverb 045] Ba pț nwǫ'ǫd tadim ka faand o gbauŋǤ. They don't beat up a poor man and rob him of his 
skin. [Proverb 035] Tadimnam pț nyǫt gǤsigi ti sț'țlim nwa ni zina wțț kțdimin la. The poor are not cared for 
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in this country of ours today as they were in the past. [Bible-Study] Tadimnam nǫ ban'adnam mǤr suor ka ba mǫ 

na paam ti'ebțg nǫ sțŋir linǫ nar nǫ ba. 'Disabled and sick persons shall have access to appropriate facilities, 
assistance and opportunities'. [Constitution] Tadimnam ziim bǫǫ ya fuudin la 'Your clothes are stained with the 
blood of the poor'. [JER 2:34] Ti sțŋid tadimnamaa? Do we help the poor? [Asaasim] Mpuaka nǫ AnǫmbǤ zi' ye 

ninsieba bǫǫ sțŋid tadimnamǫ ba tțțma pțțginǫ Mpuaka and Anembo didn't know that there were people 

who help ordinary people in their businesses. [Wealth-Is-Power] Colloc: tadimnamin(ǫ/i) ‘to/among/from the poor’. 
Lin yii ba tadimnamin ti paae ba kpi'emnam la,ba wțsa anǫ fufum dim From the least to the greatest, all are 
greedy for gain. [JER 6:13] anǤ'Ǥnamǫ kaali pǫ'ǫs tadimnaminǫ? who are counted amongst the poor? [Bible-Study] 
soogianam tuongatib la wțsa ... nǫ nidib la wțsa; lin yii ba tadimnamini ti paae ba kpi'emnam la wțsa da 

keŋ 'Then all the army leaders ... came with people of every class'. [JER 42:1] Syn: taliŋ. Note: tadim is the normal term 

in the written dialect of Kusaal [MA] Sim: fara, nǤŋ2 ( -sǤb3/-daan/-dim ). ZugsǤba, wțm ka lǫbisi tisim, ka m 

anǫ tadim ka an nǤŋdaan. 'Hear, O Lord, and answer me, for I am poor and needy.'. [PSA 86:1] Cpart: kpi'em1 
‘elder’. m zi'e kpǫla tu'asid man nyǫ si'eli tisidi ya, yanam banǫ an kpi'emnam nǫ tadimnam wțsa 'I stand 

here giving my witness to all, to small and great alike'. [ACT 6:22] ZugsǤba, sǤ' kae nwǫnǫ fțn ka na nyaŋi sțŋ 

tadimnam ba ya'a ti ye ba tț'țs kpi'emnama. 'O Lord, you can help a weak army as easily as a powerful one.'. 
[2CH 14:11] Pa'anna, ti mi' ye fț ... pț gaansid kpi'emnam nǫ tadimnama. 'Teacher, ... we know that ... you pay 
no attention to anyone's status.'. [MAT 22:16] nimbanǫ da bǫǫ ani la, lin yi tadimnamǫ keŋ paae kpi'emnam la 

wțsa, ... da zǤnǫ keŋ Egipt 'all the people from the least to the greatest ... fled to Egypt'. [2KI 25:26] 
Nabstr: tadimis, tadțŋ. See: tadimis; tadimbțțg; tadțŋ. 

tadimbț-   See main entry: tadimbțțg. weakling. 

tadimbțțg   Variant: tarimboog. Form: tadimbțțs. Variant: tarimboos; tadimbțțsǫ. Form: tadimbț-. n. weakling, 

youngest and least important. mam mǫ an tadimbțțg m saam zak la ni 'I am the least important member of my 
family'. [JDG 6:15] Mam, tadimbțkaŋa, na niŋ wala tțm tțțmfǫn'ǫskaŋa? 'How could I ever be that powerful? 

... I'm a nobody!'. [2KI 8:13] sieba na an tadimbțțs, ka sieba na kpi tanpin some will be destitute and some will 
die in war. [2SA 3:29] Jakob yaas banǫ an tadimbțțsǫ, da zǤti dabiem 'Small and weak as you are, Israel, don't 
be afraid'. [ISA 41:14] See: tadim; bțțg. 

tadimbțțs   See main entry: tadimbțțg. weakling. 

tadimbțțsǫ   See main entry: tadimbțțg. weakling. 

tadimis   n. poverty, lowliness. Li mumnǫ nǫ tadimis ka na ti vț'țg nǫ paŋ. 'it is sown in weakness, it is raised in power'. 

[1CO 15:43] Lit: buried (referring to a dead body). Colloc: tadimisin ‘in poverty/lowliness’. Ba yadda niŋir zug ka 

ba ... nyǫ paŋi ba tadimisin 'Through faith they ... were weak, but became strong'. [HEB 11:33-34] Syn: tadțŋ; 

InvNabstr: tadim. See: tadțŋ; tadim. 

tadimnam   See main entry: tadim. lowly person. 

tadimnama   See main entry: tadim. lowly person. 

tadimnamaa  See main entry: tadim. lowly person. 

tadimnamǫ   See main entry: tadim. lowly person. 

tadiŋ   See main entry: tadim. lowly person. 

tadțŋ   Variant: taduŋ; tadțŋǤ; taduŋo; tadțŋț. n. poverty, low status. o tiǫnd man kanǫ aan o tțmtțm pu'ak tadțŋ la 

yǫla. 'he has been mindful of the humble state of (me) his servant.'. [LUK 1:48] MǤri sțnkpi'euŋ ka da siaki tadțŋǤ. 
'Be determined and confident'. [2CH 32:7] M mi' tadțŋț an si'em ka lǫm mi' mǤrim an si'em. 'I know what it is 
to be in need, and I know what it is to have plenty.'. [PHP 4:12] Syn: tadimis; InvNabstr: tadim. 

tadțŋǤ   See main entry: tadțŋ. poverty. 

tadțŋț   See main entry: tadțŋ. poverty. 

taduŋ   See main entry: tadțŋ. poverty. 

taduŋo   See main entry: tadțŋ. poverty. 

tafeug   See main entry: tafǫǫg. hoof. 
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tafǫǫd   See main entry: tafǫǫg. hoof. 

tafǫǫdi   See main entry: tafǫǫg. hoof. 

tafǫǫg   Variant: tafeug. Form: tafǫǫd. Variant: tafeed; tafǫǫdi. n. a hoof. Ti bțnkǤnbid la la'am kennǫ, hali ti pț ye ti 

bas tafǫǫgǤ 'Our livestock too must go with us; not a hoof is to be left behind.'. [EXO 10:26] Hali baa yțgțme 

țgțsid yaama bugusid ka o tafǫǫd pț buak ayi' la 'The camel, though it chews the cud, does not have a split 
hoof'. [LEV 11:4] Ba widi tafǫǫd la kpi'emnǫ nwǫnǫ sataŋ nǫ 'Their horses' hooves are as hard as flint'. [ISA 5:28] 
bțnkǤnbid ... banǫ tafǫǫdi buak ayi' ka ba pț țgțsid yaama bugusid la, anǫ kisțgț tisi ya. animals with 
cloven hooves that do not chew the cud are taboo to you. [LEV 11:4] 

tafeed   See main entry: tafǫǫg. hoof. 

ta'   v. to come. Kpǫǫnmnam la da yǫl ye "TǤ, ti wțmya. Silinsin'iga, fțm mǫ ta'na." The elders said "OK, we have 

heard you. Spider, now you can come." [Trouble] SynD: ken3. Note: see refs. and links at ken3 See: ta'as. 

ta'ab   Form: ta'abid. v. to do ... frequently. Bilies banǫ ka ba mu'asidi ta'abid paamidnǫ ku'om bǫdegț bin'isimin la. 
Babies who are breastfed frequently receive plenty of water in the milk. [Breastfeeding] 

ta'abid   See main entry: ta'ab. frequently. 

ta'ad-   See main entry: ta'adir1. shoe. 

-ta'ada1   See main entry: -ta'adir2. successive. 

ta'ada2   See main entry: ta'adir1. shoe. 

ta'adaa   See main entry: ta'adir1. shoe. 

ta'adbu'ada   n.pl. shoes. Kurdaad ayi' nǫ ta'adbu'ada yinne nǫ ta'adpap-pap yinne da sia'al mam. Two pairs of 

trousers, and one pair of shoes, and one pair of flip-flops sufficed me. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: ta'adir. 

ta'adduus  Variant: ta'adduusa; ta'aduusa. Form: ta'adduusidib. n. a shoeshine-boy, person who polishes people's 

shoes. M anǫ ta'adduus, m duusid nǫ ka zappid ta'adkțgis nǫ ta'adgǫǫdis. I'm a shoeshine-boy, I polish and 

repair shoes of all kinds. [Shoeshine-Boy] hei, ta'aduusa, fț anǫ tțkpidaa? Hey, shoeshine-boy, are you deaf? 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Li yț'țn da liebnǫ "saam yiri" tis ta'adduusidib nǫ banǫ kuosid baas niŋgǤnkǤris It eventually 
became a 'guesthouse' for shoeshine boys and hawkers of dog collars. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: duus; ta'adir; 

ta'adduusțg. 

ta'adduusa   See main entry: ta'adduus. shoeshiner. 

ta'adduusidib   See main entry: ta'adduus. shoeshiner. 

ta'adduusțg   n. shoeshine work. M Ta'adduusțg Kiibțg Daar. The Day I Began Shoeshine Work. [Shoeshine-Boy 

[heading]] See: ta'adir; duus; ta'adduus. 

ta'adgantir   Form: ta'adgantis. n. shoes [type], 'cross-sandals'. M da lalig ya hali kpǫn duusid ka zappid ta'adkțgis 

nǫ ta'adgantis. I went some distance away and got on with polishing and mending shoes of all kinds. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Syn: ta'adgǫǫdis. See: ta'adir. 

ta'adgantis   See main entry: ta'adgantir. shoes. 

ta'adgǫǫdis   n.pl. shoes [type], 'cross-sandals'. M anǫ ta'adduus, m duusid nǫ ka zappid ta'adkțgis nǫ ta'adgǫǫdis. 
I'm a shoeshine-boy, I polish and repair shoes and 'cross-sandals'. [Shoeshine-Boy] Syn: ta'adgantir/ta'adgantis. 
See: ta'adir. 

ta'adir1   Variant: taadire. Form: ta'ada2. Variant: ta'adaa. Form: ta'ad-. n. a shoe, sandal. m ...  zǤǤ gaad ka m ta'adir 

yinne fțdigi kpǫlim. I ran off but one of my sandals slipped off and stayed there. [Shoeshine-Boy] m kț di'e si'eli 

yii fț san'anǫ, baa li ya'a anǫ gum bǫǫ ta'adir nwiiga 'I will accept nothing belonging to you, not even a thread 
or the thong of a sandal'. [GEN 14:23] li da anǫ onǫ kuosid la pidig o ta'adire tis onǫ da'ad la. it used to be that a 
seller would take off his sandal and give it to the buyer. [RUT 4:7] Si'el bǤdig na'ayinne gat ta'ada. Something got 

lost at the palace more important than sandals. [MA] rǤba ta'ada ye di niŋ wala gu' ka bugum da paafǤ? how do 
rubber or plastic shoes protect you from the electricity? [Electricity] Bțndaan la daa dǤl nǤŋdaan la paae yinne bǤ 

dǤǤgț tis o, ka lǫn tis o fuud nǫ kuris nǫ ta'ada nǫ ligidi The rich man took the poor man home with him and 
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found him a room, and also gave him shirts, trousers, shoes and money. [You-Heard?] SǤ' na yǫl ye m duusim o 

ta'ada n tis o ka la'am pț pidigǫ Someone would tell me to shine his shoes but wouldn't take them off. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] Ya ya'a ken, yanam da nǤki kǤlțg bǫǫ banaas ayi' bǫǫ ta'ada bǫǫ dansaarǫ. 'take no bag for the 
journey, or extra tunic, or sandals or a staff'. [MAT 10:10] M pț nar nǫ mam na sǫbini o tuonnǫ yidig o ta'ada 

nwiisǫ. 'I am not good enough even to bend down and untie his sandals.'. [MRK 1:7] Da zaŋ pǤtmaan bǫǫ kǤlțg bǫǫ 

ta'adaa 'Do not take a purse or bag or sandals'. [LUK 10:4] M anǫ ta'adduus, m duusid nǫ ka zappid ta'adkțgis 

nǫ ta'adgǫǫdis. I'm a shoeshine-boy, I polish and repair shoes and 'cross-sandals'. [Shoeshine-Boy] Fț ya'a bǤǤdi fț 

wa'a gǫn, fț kennǫ ka mǤri fț ta'adkǫndis. When you want to dance to exhaustion you take your worn-out 
sandals with you. [Proverb 209] O mǫ da pid ta'advǫnla ka mǤr biyuolnam bǫdegț ka ba tțmmi tit o. She also 

had fine shoes and a lot of servant-girls to work for her. [Jealousy] Ba mǫ da yǫnǫ fukțda, ka pid ta'adkțda 'They 
put on ragged clothes and worn-out sandals'. [JOS 9:5] Colloc: pid ta'adir/ta'ada ‘put on shoe/s, sandal/s [on self or 
another]’. M nǤk pien fuvǫnliŋi yǫǫlif, ka nǤk gbauŋ ta'ada pidif 'I clothed you with an embroidered dress and 
put leather sandals on you.'. [EZK 16:10] Colloc: duus ta'ada ‘shine shoes’. Man da pț an wțț banǫ duusid ta'ada 

ka pț mǤr gbǫǫnsir la, man da gbǫǫndi dǤsțŋțn ka li la'ad wțsa bǫ. I wasn't like the homeless shoeshine 
boys; I stayed in a good furnished room. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: ta'adduus, ta'adgantis, ta'adgǫǫdis, ta'adkțgis, 

ta'adpap-pap, ta'adpigib-pigib ‘[different types of shoes and sandals]’. Etym: OV1 *TAG ; OVN *TAG-DI/A,  
NAM.D-DI/A ; GS4 *NA(N)TA/I²/U . See: ta'adduus; ta'adgantis; ta'adgǫǫdis; ta'adkțgis; ta'adpap-pap; 

ta'adpigib-pigib. 

-ta'adir2   Form: -ta'ada1. adj.pl. successive. Yǫlta'ada na paaf 'A calamity will fall upon you'. [ISA 47:11] 

ta'adkțgis   Variant: ta'adkțgțs. n.pl. shoes [type], 'high-heels'. M anǫ ta'adduus, m duusid nǫ ka zappid ta'adkțgis 

nǫ ta'adgǫǫdis. I'm a shoeshine-boy, I polish and repair 'high-heels' and 'cross-sandals'. [Shoeshine-Boy] o mǤr 

ta'adkțgțs zin'is atan' na tisim ye m duus he had three pairs of high-heeled-shoes which he gave me to shine. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] M da lalig ya hali kpǫn duusid ka zappid ta'adkțgis nǫ ta'adgantis. I went some distance away 

and got on with polishing and mending shoes of all kinds. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: ta'adir. 

ta'adkțgțs   See main entry: ta'adkțgis. shoes. 

ta'adpap-pap  n. footwear [type], flip-flops. Kurdaad ayi' nǫ ta'adbu'ada yinne nǫ ta'adpap-pap yinne da sia'al 

mam. Two pairs of trousers, and one pair of shoes, and one pair of flip-flops sufficed me. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Syn: ta'adpigib-pigib. See: ta'adir. 

ta'adpigib-pigib   Note: MA preferred term n. footwear [type], flip-flops. Syn: ta'adpap-pap. See: ta'adir. 

ta'aduusa   See main entry: ta'adduus. shoeshiner. 

ta'al1   Variant: ta'ali1. Form: ta'an1. v. to fix things together. lǤǤ ba ta'al nǫ tǫreko la ka nǤki ba na'abibis la kpǫn'ǫs 

garikini lǤ. 'Hitch the cows to the cart, but take their calves away and pen them up.'. [1SA 6:7] o da yii gban'e 

zunna kǤbistan' lǤǤ ba ta'al ayi', yi' 'he went out and caught three hundred foxes and tied them ... in pairs.'. [JDG 

15:4] banǫ ka Wina'am ta'ali ba la, sǤ' da wǫligi baa. 'what God has joined together, let man not separate.'. [MAT 

19:6] 

ta'al2   Variant: ta'ali2. Form: ta'an2. v. 1 • to repeat, do again. buudi bǫdegț na la'asi zabi gban'e ba, ban tțm 

tțțmbǫ'ǫdi ta'an la zug. 'nations will be gathered against them to put them in bonds for their double sin.'. [HOS 

10:10] kǫl ka san'auŋ kǫǫn ba san'an na ta'ali ta'al. Bring on them the day of disaster; destroy them with double 
destruction. [JER 17:18] Yaa kpǫn da zi'el o la'ad sțgirin la ka ta'an karigi paae bǤn'Ǥfaligin la Yaa quickly put 
his loads down in the hut and rushed to the valley. [Trouble] o di'e vǤl birid ka tans ye, "Ta'ana!" ka AkǤra lǫn niŋ 

ala he took it and swallowed it quickly and said "Again!" and Akora did the same again. [You-Do?] 
2 • to have done sth. already. Onǫ kpǫǫm o nǫ yțma atan' ka on an yțma pisnaasi nǫ ayi' ka ta'an nwǫnǫ 

pu'aya'aŋ-kțdțg nǫ. She was three years older than her, and she was 42, but she was already an old, old woman. 

[Trouble] niimis la ta'an pin'ili kied mui la nǫ, ya nyǫyaa? the birds have already started harvesting the rice, do 
you see? [Trouble] Sim: ta'am2. Nannanna ka kpan'am la ta'an san'am. 'So much wealth laid waste in a moment'. 

[REV 18:17] Note: cf. nannanna la ta'am san'amnǫ anwaa! 'In one hour she has been brought to ruin!'. [REV 18:19] 

ta'ali1   See main entry: ta'al1. fix together. 

ta'ali2   See main entry: ta'al2. repeat, already. 
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ta'am1   v. to do sth. suddenly, quickly, already. Ka bǤ kǫ ka ban daa kua si'el daba anaasi nwa ma'aa la ta'am busid 

mǤǤgǤ? How come what they weeded four days ago is suddenly sprouting weeds? [Trouble] Li ta'am pin'il nǫ niib, 

m ma! It's suddenly started to rain, mother! [Trouble] Li pakim nǫ lin pț yuugǫ ka ya ta'am bas Wina'am onǫ 

buoli ya Kristo pțpielim zug la 'I am astonished that you are so quickly deserting the one who called you by the 
grace of Christ'. [GAL 1:6] Sim: ta'al2. nannanna la ta'am san'amnǫ anwaa! 'In one hour she has been brought to 
ruin!'. [REV 18:19] Note: cf. Nannanna ka kpan'am la ta'an san'am. 'So much wealth laid waste in a moment'. [REV 

18:17] 

ta'am2 [N]   v. to taste, savour. Ya'a kis nid fț yǫtnǫ ye, "O nuud ku'om ka ta'am." If you hate somebody you say "He 

tries to savour the taste of water". [Proverb 096] See: lǫm. 

ta'am3   Form: ta'ama. n. sheafruit (nut with outer pulp and skin). Zinzauŋ ya'a di ta'ama o mǫǫsidnǫ kțkpalig. When a 

bat eats sheafruits he blames the kukpalig tree. [Proverb 108] Colloc: na'asaa ta'ama ‘cashew’. li mǫ nar ka fț paas 

tiwǫla ba saŋa ba saŋa wțț mǤŋǤ, na'asaa ta'ama bǫǫ ta'ama you also need to add fruit which is in season, 
like mango, cashew-fruit, or sheafruits. [Breastfeeding] Etym: OVN *TAM-DI/A . See: ta'aŋ. 

ta'am3   See main entry: tan'am2. sheafruit. 

ta'am4   See main entry: tan'am3. fibre. 

ta'am5   See main entry: tan'am1. fertilizer. 

ta'ama   See main entry: ta'am3. sheafruit. 

ta'ama   See main entry: tan'am2. sheafruit. 

ta'amis   See main entry: ta'aŋ. sheatree. 

ta'an1   See main entry: ta'al1. fix together. 

ta'an2   See main entry: ta'al2. repeat, already. 

ta'aŋ   Variant: tan'aŋ. Form: ta'amis. n. a sheatree. Butyrospermum parkii (Vitellaria paradoxa). TA'AŊ Ta'amis 

Ta'ama Man yț'țri buon Ata'aŋ. SHEA TREE / Sheatrees / Sheafruit  I am called Mr. Sheatree. [Trees [heading]] 
Ba pț fanrid tan'aŋ m pin'id o gbinin nǫ. They don't strip a sheatree and hide (the fruit) underneath it. [Assasim 

302 Proverb 119] Res: ta'am3, nyuunf. Etym: OV1 *TAM ; OVN *TAM-GA/SI . See: ta'am3. 

ta'as   Variant: ta'asi. Form: ta'asid. Variant: ta'asidi. n. 1 • to lead, escort sb., take sb. somewhere ('send' [Gh.]) ninkanǫ 

ka ba gban'e kpar ka o bǫ dǤǤginǫ tțțg daba ayi' ka ba nam pț ta'as o kǤǤtț nii. a person who is arrested and 
held in custody for more than two days without being brought to court. [Constitution] GǤmma tțțm bǫǫ la'as si'a 

tțțm bǫ n maal si'el ka li pț dǤl zi'ela la ba tun'e ta'asi ba saria kadib zin'igin. they 'have the right and 
unimpeded access to the courts to challenge any acts of the President, Parliament or any other body, public or 

private, which are inconsistent with the provisions of the constitution.'. [Constitution] Banǫ sțŋidif la na kadi fț 

ta'as teŋ titǤndigin 'All your allies will force you to the border'. [OBA 1:7] Lit: they can bring them to court. M yǫt 

nǫ'ǫŋanǫ tisid banǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫdi pț ta'asid kum na la. 'I refer to those whose sin does not lead to death.'. [1JN 5:16] 
fț zabdintaa la na ta'asif kǤǤtț nii niŋ sariakat nu'ugin your adversary will take you to court and put you in the 
hands of the judge. [MAT 5:25] 
2 • to take sth./sb. with you, 'send' [Gh.] Ka o mǫŋ yǫl ye o bǤǤd ye ba ta'as o pian'ad la na'atita'ar san'an. And 
he himself has said that he wants his case to be sent to the Emperor. [ACT 25:25] 
3 • to bring, bring about, cause. Goma la'ad la da zu'oe nǫ ka o ha teŋin la biis banǫ bǫ ziriga baŋin la ka ba 

zii ta'as o yin. Goma had a lot of luggage and she hired some local boys who were at the railway station to take 
them to her house. [Trouble] dinǫ ta'asi ti kpǫla na anǫ, ti gǤsnǫ ka tuongat ya'a kae ti kț mǤr nǤǤryinnee what 
brings us here is that we see that if we have no leader we will not be united. [Trees] Ziim galisțg tun'e ta'as: Zug 

zabir. High blood-pressure can cause: Headache. [Womens-Health] Kpisimkpi'ir liig, hali li tun'e ta'as kum. 
Convulsions (Epilepsy) –  it can even cause death. [Womens-Health] BǤǤ ta'asid trachoma na? What causes 
trachoma? [Trachoma] Ban'as gu'ub kțnsib la kțțdnǫ bțunvțbanǫ ta'asid ban'as niŋgbiŋin la Vaccination 
kills the organisms that bring diseases into the body. [Immunisation-II.] Lit: injection for protection against diseases. 
da dǤl teŋkțdțgin sǤlima nǫ yaanam yțda kaalțg linǫ ta'asid nǤŋgbannwa'ar 'give up those legends and 

those long lists of ancestors, which only produce arguments'. [1TI 1:2] Sim: gan'alim. Pțțg mǤrim kǫtnǫ ka linǫ 

ta'asid bin nyǫ'ǫb pț tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, dinzugǤ, bin la digilimnǫ ka li yiib tǤi Pregnancy causes slowing of digestive 
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processes, so the stool is hardened and difficult to pass. [Womens-Health] Note: MA prefers gan'alimnǫ in the above 
example 

ta'asi   See main entry: ta'as. lead, 'send', take, bring, cause. 

ta'asid   See main entry: ta'as. lead, 'send', take, bring, cause. 

ta'asidi   See main entry: ta'as. lead, 'send', take, bring, cause. 

ta'a-ta'a  id. one-after-another. Yǫla nǫ lababǫ'ǫd na ta'a-ta'a taaba kena. 'Calamity upon calamity will come'. [EZK 7:26] 

ta'auŋ   n. salivation, drooling. Kaanbțgț malis nǫ ta'aug. An invitation makes you drool. [Asaasim] See: ta'am2. 

tak1   Variant: takǫ; tallǫ; take; taki. Form: takid. Variant: takidi. Form: takidnǫ. Form: takim!. Variant: takimi!. v. to 

put on an outer cover, re-do, overlay. Mahama da lǫbis ye, 'Kpankpan'. Ka Nimo fǤnn bi'ela ka tak Mahama 

pian'țk la, 'Kpankpan.' Mahama answered 'At all!" And Nimo was quiet for a bit and echoed Mahama's words, 

'At all!'. [Trouble] Biig la kuonǫ ka ya mǤǤd ka o saam kǫna kuo tak. The child weeded (the farm) and left some 
grass and his father had to hoe it again. [MA] Kaami dabǤǤg la taki nǤǤr atan'. March around the funeral house 
three times. Ya ya'a pǤn' ya vain tiis la wala pǤǤgin la, yanam da lǫn lǫbi pǤn' tak ya'asǫ. 'When you harvest 
the grapes in your vineyard, do not go over the vines again.'. [DEU 24:21] 'Li da tțmya, Ama,' Goma yǫl bipuŋ la ... 

'Li da tțmya,' o lǫn taki li. "It has been done, Ama." said Goma to the girl ... "It has been done", she repeated 

again. [Trouble,] Yanamǫ daa maan nwa' la wțsa m daa pian' tisi ya taki tak 'Now you have done all these 
things ... though I spoke to you again and again'. [JER 7:13] Ya ya'a kpa'asi ya olif kpaam tiis la la'as wala la, 

yanam da lǫn lǫbi pǤn' wila la ni takǫ 'When you beat the olives from your trees, do not go over the branches a 
second time.'. [DEU 24:20] Ya wțsa tțba wțmya, ka' ye m lǫn takkǫ You yourselves have all heard (the 

arguments), I don't need to go over it again. [Trees] dafaam la da nie biis kpǫǫm la nindaan ka o yț'țn amisidi 

takid. the lie was clear in the face of the prefect and he blinked again. [Trouble] ala ka zǤlțg mǫ tțmm o zǤlim 

tțțma takid. 'so a fool repeats his folly.'. [PRO 26:11] pu'ab banǫ an ya'am dim ka bǫǫ o yin la lǫbis o, ka o 

kpǫn takidi yǫt o mǫŋ 'Her wisest ladies answered her, and she told herself over and over'. [JDG 5:29] Sim: (pili) 

paas, (pili) tak ‘cover with second and third layer’. nǫ pǫraad gbana dinǫ ka ba mǤ'Ǥnsi li ka di mu'oe la pili 

paas nǫ gbansțma linǫ na pili tak 'the covering of rams' skin dyed red; the (outer) covering of fine leather'. [EXO 

39:34] 

tak2   v. to take delivery of, receive. Akelwin, yim tak saan la la'ad ka tis o ku'om. Akelwin, go and bring the guests 

luggage in and get him some water. [MA] Pu'a la sa'anǫ duam ka ba mǤr o ken sibiti. Bam paae suor la ka biig 

la bǤǤd yiib ka ba tans ye, ‘Takimi ka biig la na li teŋ!’ The woman was in labour and they were sending her to 
the hospital. On the way, the baby was coming and they shouted, ‘Please help in the delivery of the baby or else 
she will fall on the ground.’. [MA] 

tak4   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

takaro   See main entry: takoro. window. 

takǫ   See main entry: tak1. put outer cover. 

take   See main entry: tak1. put outer cover. 

taki   See main entry: tak1. put outer cover. 

takid   See main entry: tak1. put outer cover. 

takidi   See main entry: tak1. put outer cover. 

takidnǫ   See main entry: tak1. put outer cover. 

takim!   See main entry: tak1. put outer cover. 

takimi!   See main entry: tak1. put outer cover. 

takor-   See main entry: takoro. window. 

takoro   Variant: takaro. Form: takoronam. Variant: takoronama; takoronamǫ. Form: takor-. n. a window. Bugum la 

daa la'aŋ takoro la mǫŋ nǫ li fuug la The window(-frame) and the curtain caught fire. [Fire] Adu lil takoro la 

nya'aŋ la Adu disappeared behind the window-shutter. [Trouble] O da gǤsidnǫ diib dǤǤg takoro la yǤ'Ǥg la He 
saw that the larder window was open. [Trouble] Na'ab Abimelek ... gǤs nǫ takoro ni ka nyǫ ka Isaak di'emid nǫ 
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Rebǫka 'Abimelech ... looked down from a window and saw Isaac caressing his wife Rebekah'. [GEN 26:8] banǫ 

gǤsid takoro ni la gǤsid ka li an paan. 'those looking through the windows grow dim'. [ECC 12:3] ba ...  kpǫn' 

takoronam la ni wțț ba anǫ na'ayiis. 'like thieves they enter through the windows.'. [JOL 2:9] zin'ig wțsa mǤr 

takoronama atan' 'Its windows were placed ... in sets of three'. [1KI 7:4] o da ...  yǤ'Ǥg o takoronamǫ kpa' 

Jerusalem teŋ he opened his windows facing Jerusalem. [DAN 6:10] o maal takorbǫda kpǫn'ǫsi li he makes large 

windows in it'. [JER 22:14] Colloc: takoronamin ‘to/in/through/from the windows’. Akum dțț ti takoronamin 

kpǫn' na 'Death has climbed in through our windows'. [JER 9:21] From: (Ha.) Note: taaga / taagoogii 

takoronam   See main entry: takoro. window. 

takoronama  See main entry: takoro. window. 

takoronamǫ   See main entry: takoro. window. 

takuos   n. turquoise. Note: used in the Bible for turquoise, a kind of jewel kugbanǫ tia'al la mǫ an takuos nǫ safir 'in the 
second row a turquoise, a sapphire'. [EXO 28:18] From: (Eng.) 

takpa'a   See main entry: takpa'ar. stone. 

takpa'ar   Form: takpa'a. n. a stone. Agaung ye, ba makid takpa'ar ka o mǫ makid iankir. Mr.Crow says that they reach 
for a stone and he reaches for flight. [Proverb 19] 

takpat   n. a cripple, person with deformed legs. O da anǫ takpat amaa o ya'a bǫ tțma nii, o anǫ bțnyuaa. He had 
deformed legs, but when he was at work he was an animal. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

talas   See main entry: tilas. necessity. 

talima   n. security (for loan), pledge. Ya'asǫ, ye on wțm ye sieba kuosidi ba biis nǫ di'esid ligidi ka ba buon ye 

talima Again, he said he had heard that some people sell their children and get money that they call a 'pledge'. 
[Billygoat] From: (MP). Note: ? Note: talima 

taliŋ   Form: talis. Variant: talisi. n. a commoner. ZugsǤb la gur talis 'The Lord protects the helpless'. [PSA 116:6] 
na'anam zabid man yǫla nǫ ka bǤǤd ye ba naan sț'țgin man ka kǫ talisi bas. chiefs are fighting to possess me 
(dawadawa tree) to the exclusion of commoners. [Trees] Syn: tadim. Note: This is the normal term in the written dialect 

of Kusaal [MA].   Cpart: kpi'em1. banǫ an talis nǫ kpi'emnam wțsa 'both low and high'. [PSA 49:2] Note: cf. 
Pa'anna, ti mi' ye fț ... pț gaansid kpi'emnam nǫ tadimnama. 'Teacher, ... we know that ... you pay no 
attention to anyone's status.'. [MAT 22:16] 

talis   See main entry: taliŋ. commoner. 

talisi   See main entry: taliŋ. commoner. 

tallǫ   See main entry: tak1. put outer cover. 

tam   Variant: tami. Form: tamnǫ. Variant: tammɛ. Form: tammid. Variant: tamid; tamida; tammida; tamidi; tammidi. 

Form: tamim!. Variant: tamm; tammi!. Form: tammin. Variant: tamin; taminǫ. Form: tamiya. Variant: tamɛya; 

tamiyaa. Form: tamțg. Variant: tamug. v. to forget. O ye kandir bugum tun'e lieb yǫl, li kas-kas anǫ nidibi na 

gbis ka tam pț kpiisǫ. He said that a lighted candle could become a problem, particularly if people went to sleep 
and forgot to put it out. [Fire] Fț kǤ'Ǥm ya'a zabid ka fț paam ganya dii fț tam kǤ'Ǥm yǫla. If you are hungry and 
get some gaa-fruit to eat, you will forget your hunger. Ka dinyǫla ǫǫnti kǫ ka ba tam ye Wina'am tisidi ba paŋ 
And that's why they forget that God gives them strength. [Bible-Study] Da tami ye ya ya'a tțm nǫ bugum la 

bǫdegțț nwadig ya'a kpii ya mǫ yǤǤdi bǫdegțț. Don't forget that if you use the power a lot, at the end of the 
month you will be paying a lot. [Electricity] Da tami Levi dim banǫ bǫǫ ya tempțțdin la yǫlaa 'And do not neglect 
the Levites living in your towns'. [DEU 14:27] Fțn sadigim tami m yǫla ka bidim kțdig la 'Since you have 

forgotten me and thrust me behind your back'. [EZK 23:35] man tamnǫ ye ya liebnǫ karimsaamnam dabisa nwa 
I was forgetting that you had become teachers recently. [Electricity] m tammɛ, yir la za'anǤǤr la saafii nwa m sien. 
I forgot, here is the key to the gate, in my waist-cloth. [You-Heard?] Wina'am onǫ pț tammid o kaanbțg banǫ vțe 

nǫ banǫ kpi zug la na niŋ Boaz zug bareka! 'May the Lord bless Boaz! ...The Lord always keeps his promises 

to the living and the dead.'. [RUT 2:20] banǫ kpi'e nǫ ba la pț tamid dinǫ daa maal Ayaab biribiŋ la. their 
neighbours never forgot what had happened to Ayaab's son. [Electricity] ZugsǤb la nǤŋi ya ka pț tammid 

nǤzi'elțg dinǫ ka o da pǤǤ tisi ya yaanam la 'the Lord loved you and wanted to keep the promise that he made 
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to your ancestors.'. [DEU 7:8] BǤ ka fț tammidi ti yǫla saŋa wțsa? 'Why do you always forget us?'. [LAM 5:20] 
Nyǫ'ǫdi tammin ka vaad pț tammida. The one who shits forgets, but the one who collects it doesn't forget. 

[Asaasim  Proverb] Man ye ti kțdin tamim nǫ' yǫla I say we should just forget the matter. [Trouble] Tammi yǫlkțda 

la 'Forget the former things'. [ISA 43:18] Ti ya'a tammin nǫ Wina'am la yț'țr ... Wina'am naan kț baŋinǫǫ? 'If we 
had forgotten the name of our God ... would not God have discovered it?'. [PSA 44:20-21] li anǫ linǫ ka o naan 

bǤǤdin ye o taminǫ li yǫla nyain. that's why she would have wanted to forget about it completely. [Trouble] 
Buama dimi na ti tammi li yǫl ka li kpi. the people of Buama will forget about it and it will be over. [Trouble] 
kǫlisimi sț'țŋa ka da tamm. 'never forget what I am saying.'. [PRO 5:7] Da tamiya. 'Do not forget!'. [DEU 25:19] 
Kǫlli ka pian'abama kpǫn' ya tțba ni ka da tamiyaa. 'Don't forget what I am about to tell you!'. [LUK 9:44] 
Cpart: tiǫn1, tǫnr. 

tama   n. hope. Ka o basi li tama. He gave up hope of it. [Trouble] Tikanam la sieba bas o tama bǤǤdim yǫla nǫ Some 

of the teachers gave up hope of her on the subject of romance. [Trouble] SynD: ti'ir. Note: ti'ir is more normal Kusaal 
[MA]  From: (MP) ?? 

tambǫ'ǫd   n.pl. termites. Tambǫ'ǫd lǫbid nǫ tam bǤkțn. Termites will return to the hole in the soil. [Asaasim Proverb] 
Sim: muak, sibig2, yǤǤr. See: tam; bǫ'og. 

tambi'isʋg   See main entry: titanbin'isțg. sand. 

tambin'isțg   See main entry: titanbin'isțg. sand. 

tambǤk   Variant: tanbǤk. n. a pit, hole in the ground. Note: especially a 'borrow-pit' for building-material ('swish', 'sand' [Gh.]).      
M lǫn tunǫ tambǤk yin la niŋid sa'ad ka li pțn'od ka m vaadi basidi m pǤǤd. I also dug a pit at the house and 

put rubbish in it and it rotted and I collected it to put on my farms. [You-Heard?] Note: cf. the parallel M lǫn tunǫ 

tanbǤk yin la ... [You-Do?] See: tan1; bǤk. 
tamɛya   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tami   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tamid   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tamida   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tamidi   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tamim!   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tamin   See main entry: tam. forget. 

taminǫ   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tamiya   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tamiyaa   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tamm   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tammɛ   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tammǫǫdib   See main entry: tanmǫǫd1. mason. 

tammi!   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tammid   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tammida   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tammidi   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tammin   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tamnǫ   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tampǫligim   Variant: tampeligim. n. ash. Apam bǤǤd ye o su ki bțțrin. O ti'il bțțr la dadțg. Apam piis bțțr la ka 

yugus bțțr la pțțgin tampǫligim. Apam wants to store his grain in the granary. He puts up the ladder for the 

granary. Apam sweeps out the granary and sprinkles the inside of the granary with ashes. [House+Farm-] ba naan 
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tiakin ka yǫ bǤto fuud ka bug tampǫligim linǫ pa'al ye ba tiakya they 'would long ago have put on sackcloth 

and sprinkled ashes on themselves, to show that they had turned from their sins'. [MAT 11:21] Gbin'emi tampǫligim 

dan'aŋin 'Take handfuls of soot from a furnace'. [EXO 9:8] Colloc: tampǫligimin(i/ǫ(ǫ)) ‘to/in/from the ashes’. Ka o 

ya'a nǤk nu'usi pin' tampǫligimin ye o zi' li yǫllǫ? Supposing he buries his hands in ashes to swear that he has no 
knowledge of the matter? [Trouble] yǫǫmi bǤto fuud ka bilim tampǫligimin sțnsa'aŋ zug 'put on sackcloth and 

roll in ashes' in mourning. [JER 6:26] Li anǫ nidi na ... dig bǤto fuudin nǫ tampǫligiminǫǫ? ' Is it only for ... lying 
on sackcloth and ashes?'. [ISA 58:5] ba naanǫ tiakini ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka yǫǫn bǤto fuudi zin'in tampǫligimini 

pa'al ye ba tiakya. 'they would have repented long ago, sitting in sackcloth and ashes.'. [LUK 10:13] Etym: OV1 
*TA/TO ; GS1 *TU²/E ; vc2 *tom ; CG *tena ; MWN *- THÚN- ; PB *tó. Note: often compounded with 
*PAL/PEL ? "white" 

tampe   n. 'wee' [Gh.], cannabis, hemp, marijuana. Note: slang name for cannabis Yțda la sieba anǫ, "wee" bǫǫ "Sutaana 

nu'utțțg" bǫǫ "tampe" bǫǫ "kaya" bǫǫ "gangya" pozo" Some other names are 'wee', or 'Satan's ring', or  'tampe', 
or 'kaya' or 'ganja'. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: ?? 

tampeligim   See main entry: tampǫligim. ash. 

tampiak   See main entry: tampiank. slap. 

tampian'as   See main entry: tampiank. slap. 

tampiank   Variant: tampiak. Form: tampian'as. n. a slap. Note: a slap with the palm of the hand, especially to the side of the face 
Ka Goma tis Adu tampiank kpi'i ka tuuns o tabil zaŋguom la. And Goma gave Adu a sharp slap and pinned 
him to the wall. [Trouble] Zedekaya ... keŋ nwǫ' Mikaya nindaa nǫ tampiank 'Zedekiah ... went up and slapped 
Micaiah in the face'. [1KI 22:24] soogianam ...  kǫǫn o san'an na yǫl o ye, “Naa, Jew dim na'aba,” ka nwǫ' o 

tampiank. 'The soldiers ... went up to him again and again, saying, “Hail, king of the Jews!” And they struck him 
in the face.'. [JHN 19:2-3] Ka sieba nwǫ' o tampian'as ka yǫl o ye, “Fțn Kristo, baŋim onǫ nwǫ'ǫf la.” 'Others 
slapped him and said, “Prophesy to us, Christ. Who hit you?”'. [MAT 26:67-68] li ba'asțg anǫ nǤŋgbannwa'ar nǫ 

zaba, ka nwǫ'ǫd taaba tampian'as nǫ ǫndțg it 'leads only to wrangling and strife and to lashing out with vicious 

blows'. [ISA 58:4] Colloc: lǤb tampiank ‘slap’. Note: cf. English idiom "to throw a punch".   LǤmmi ba tampian'as 
'Strike all my enemies on the jaw'. [PSA 3:7] ba lǤbidim tampian'as 'they strike me on the cheek'. [JOB 16:10] 

tampig-   See main entry: tampigir. mud ball. 

tampiga   See main entry: tampigir. mud ball. 

tampigir   Variant: tampigirǫ. Form: tampiga. Form: tampig-. n. a mud-ball. Note: for building Tampigkanǫ ka yanam 

tanmǫǫdib daa nǫ'ǫs la lieb lǤdigin tampigir. 'the stone, rejected by you the builders, which has become the 
corner-stone.'. [ACT 4:11] nǫ'ǫŋa gbin an bǤ ... ye, ‘Tampigkanǫ ka tanmǫǫdib daa nǫ'ǫs la lieb lǤdigin 

tampigirǫ’? 'Then what is the meaning of that which is written: ‘The stone the builders rejected has become the 
capstone’ ?'. [LUK 20:17] Tampiga mǫǫb la li ya, amaa ti na lǫbisi mǫ' nǫ kuga 'The brick buildings have fallen 

down, but we will replace them with stone buildings.'. [ISA 9:10] Tampigkanǫ ka tanmǫǫdib daa nǫ'ǫs la lieb 

lǤdigin tampigir. 'The stone which the builders rejected has become the main corner-stone.'. [MRK 12:10] 
Colloc: nwǫ' tampiga ‘mould lumps’. Ba da kǫ ka Israel dim la bǫllim tǤi hali ka ba nwǫ'ǫd tampiga 'They 
made their lives bitter with hard labour in brick and mortar'. [EXO 1:14] Ba ... nyu'od bțnnyubisa tisid teŋgbana 

bimbim banǫ ka ba nwǫ' tampiga mǫ' la zug. 'burning incense on altars of brick'. [ISA 65:3] See: pig1; tan1. 

tampigirǫ   See main entry: tampigir. mud ball. 

tampilia'as   See main entry: tampiliak. gnats. 

tampiliak   Form: tampilia'as. Variant: tan'pilia'as. n.pl. gnats. Note: "little black flies (normally around sheatrees)" [MA]  
Tan'pilia'as da pț lǫn giilim agǤllǫ; niimisi da (bǫ) tiisini kaasid. The gnats were no longer circling overhead; 

the birds were singing in the trees. [Trouble] 

tampin-   See main entry: tampiing. rock, cannabis. 

tampinlǫma   See main entry: tampinlǫuŋ. cave. 

tampinlǫuŋ   Variant: tampinleuŋ. Form: tampinlǫma. Variant: tampinlema. n.pl. a cave. Mam nǤk paalț la nǫ 

tampinlǫuŋ kanǫ bǫ li pțțgin la tisif zaalim 'I shall make you a gift of the land and also give you the cave which 
is on it.'. [GEN 23:11] Yațg la da anǫ tampinlǫuŋ vǤǤnr, ka kugir ligili li nǤǤr. 'the tomb, which was a cave with 
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a stone placed at the entrance.'. [JHN 11:38] Ya mǤri ya biisi maan maana bǤn'Ǥfalisin nǫ tampinlǫma ni. 'you 

sacrifice your children in the ravines and under the overhanging crags'. [ISA 57:5] YǤ'Ǥgimi tampinlǫma la nǤǤr, ka 

mǤri na'anam anu la na tisim. 'Open the entrance to the cave and bring those five kings out to me.'. [JOS 10:22] o 

keŋ nǫ Maon sian'arin kpǫn' tampinsi'a lǫuŋțn su'a he 'went down to a refuge in the rocks, and there he stayed 
in the wilderness of Maon'. [1SA 23:25] Colloc: tampinlǫțŋțn ‘in/to/from the cave’. Anina ka o kpǫn' 

tampinlǫuŋțn gbǫn yț'țŋ kan la. 'There he went into a cave and spent the night.'. [1KI 19:9] Syn: tampinyǤk. 
See: tampiing; lǫuŋ. 

tampinlema   See main entry: tampinlǫuŋ. cave. 

tampinleuŋ   See main entry: tampinlǫuŋ. cave. 

tampinyǤk   Variant: tampinyok. Form: tampinyǤ'Ǥd. Variant: tampinyo'od. n. cave. O da paae kǤnbid dǤǤd banǫ kpi'e 

suor baba ka tampinyǤk bǫǫ ani ka kpǫn' ye o nyǫ' bin 'He came to the sheep pens along the way; a cave was 
there, and Saul went in to relieve himself.'. [1SA 24:3] Colloc: tampinyǤkin ‘in/to/from a cave’. O da duoe keŋ 

Etam kpǫn' tampinyǤkin bǫǫ anina. 'Then he went down and stayed in a cave in the rock of Etam. [JDG 15:8] Ka 

Saul ti yi tampinyǤkin la gaad. 'And Saul left the cave and went his way.'. [1SA 24:7] Syn: tampinlǫuŋ. 
See: tampiing; yǤk. 

tampinyǤ'Ǥd  See main entry: tampinyǤk. cave. 

tampinyo'od   See main entry: tampinyǤk. cave. 

tampinyok  See main entry: tampinyǤk. cave. 

tampiig   See main entry: tampiing. rock, cannabis. 

tampiinb   See main entry: tampiinr [W]. bastard. 

tampiing   Variant: tampiig. Form: tampiins. Variant: tampiis. Form: tampin-. n. 1 • a rock. Fț ya'a bǤǤd tampiing 

siindǫǫ, fț pț lǫm zǤt lieŋ daug nyǤǤgǤ. If you want honey from a rock, you don't spare the axe-handle. [Proverb 

068] Fțn sa nan gǤti li la ka tampiing buak ka li ka' ninsaali nǤk nu'ugț buaki lii. You were still watching last 
night, and a rock split but it wasn't a human hand that split it. [DAN 2:34] Fț na tun'e zi'enǫ m san'an tampiing la 

zug kpǫla. 'There is a place near me where you may stand on a rock.'. [EXO 33:21] nǤŋdaan la bǫ tampiins linǫ da 

bǫ yir la tuonnǫ ied dayuug la the poor man was by the rocks that were in front of the house looking for the rat. 

[You-Heard?] Note: linǫ inserted by TN.   ba zǤ dabiem ye anrțŋ la na tț'țs tampiins 'They were afraid that the ship 
would go on the rocks'. [ACT 27:29] Ka lǫn nwǫnǫ zan'ar bǫǫ hamma nwǫ'ǫd tampiinsi buaridaa? 'and like a 
hammer that breaks a rock in pieces'. [JER 23:29] Ba kț nǤk tampinsi'a fț san'anǫ maal lǤdigin kugir, bǫǫ nǤki fț 

kugsi'a digil ǫǫnbirǫ 'No rock will be taken from you for a cornerstone, nor any stone for a foundation'. [JER 51:26] 
m na kǤǤns titan la wțsa ka kǫ tampinzaal 'I shall scrape the soil off her and leave her only bare rock'. [EZK 26:4] 
Colloc: tampiingin/tampiinsin(ǫǫ) ‘in/to/from the rock/s’. O da kǫ ka ku'om yi tampiingin na ka ba nu 'he 
made water flow for them from the rock'. [ISA 48:21] dayuug la yii zǤǤ kpǫn' tampiinsin la the rat got out and ran 
away into the rocks. [You-Heard?] Yanam banǫ bǫ Moab la, basimini ya tempțțs la ka keŋ bǫ tampiinsin. 
'Abandon your towns and dwell among the rocks, you who live in Moab.'. [JER 48:28] Widi na zǤti yigin taaba 

tampiinsinǫǫ? 'Do horses gallop on rocks?'. [AMO 6:12] Etym: OV1 *TA ; OVN *ZO-DI/A ; TAN-GA/SI [OVN 
"rock" TAN-GA/SI ; PI-GA/SI]; GS1 *B¹U²/I ; GS4 *B² A/E ; GSA *pa/pe ; CG *tana, joo ; PB *tádè 
("stone") . 
2 • 'wee' [Gh.], marijuana, cannabis. ti dǤllimtaas la yinne ye on gban'e nǫ ye ti buonnǫ li "tampiing" one of 

our gang said he had decided that we should call it "rock". [Shoeshine-Boy] M zuabanǫ ka ti da la'an nut 

"tampiing" la sieba da kpǫn' sanrega Some of my friends who smoked 'rock' with me went to prison. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] See: tampinyǤk; tampinlǫuŋ. 

tampiinr [W]   Variant: teŋpiinr [W]. Form: tampiinb. n. a bastard. Bțŋ ye, bǫ'og ya'a nie ka ba pț nwǫ' o balaarǫ, ban 

buolimi o ba' tampiinr. Donkey says if a day dawns when they don't hit him with a stick, they are to call him his 
father's bastard. [Proverb 183] Onǫ an tampiinr bǫǫ ka' saam, nǫ o yaas wțsa kț kpǫn' ZugsǤb nidib la sțțginǫ 
'No one born of a forbidden marriage nor any of his descendants may enter the assembly of the Lord'. [DEU 23:2] li 
pa'al ye ya anǫ tampiinb ka ka' o mǫŋ biisǫ 'it means you are not real children, but bastards'. [HEB 12:8] 
Colloc: bitampiinr ‘illegitimate child’. Kem nǤk pu'agǤǤndir ka o aan fț pu'a, ka o du'a bitampiinb 'Go, take 
to yourself an adulterous wife' and she brings forth illegitimate children. [HOS 1:2] 
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tampiins   See main entry: tampiing. rock, cannabis. 

tampiis   See main entry: tampiing. rock, cannabis. 

tampoor   See main entry: tampțțr. rubbish heap. 

tampțya   See main entry: tampțțr. rubbish heap. 

tampur [W]   See main entry: tampțțr. rubbish heap. 

tampuya   See main entry: tampțțr. rubbish heap. 

tampțțr   Variant: tampoor; tampur [W]. Form: tampțya. Variant: tampuya. n. rubbish heap, 'garbage pile' [Am.], 

midden. Ba pț bu'osid tampțțr ka basid sa'adǫ. They don't ask the midden's permission before dumping 
rubbish. [Proverb 248] Ka Job nǤk sǫwia ǫnbisid o mǫŋ ka keŋ zin' tampțțr zug. 'Job went and sat by the rubbish 
heap and took a piece of broken pottery to scrape his sores.'. [JOB 2:8] Banǫ daa dit na'am ka yǫǫd fuvǫnla la yț'țn 

bǫ nǫ tampțya ni pi'isid diib. 'those raised in luxury are pawing through refuse for food.'. [LAM 4:5] 
Colloc: tampțțrin(e) ‘on/to/from the midden’. O ... yis fara dim la tampțțrine zi'el. 'he ...  lifts the needy from 
the ash heap'. [PSA 113:7] See: tan1. 

tamțg   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tamug   See main entry: tam. forget. 

tan1   Variant: tannǫ; tanni; tani. Form: tana. n. 1 • earth, swish, 'sand' [Gh.] Note: mud for building Ba mǫ' dǤǤd la nǫ nǫ 

tan, ka taae ba nǫ bțmbǤn. They built the rooms with 'sand' and plastered them with plaster. [House+Farm] O 

nyu'us sa'ab la niŋ tan laasin. She serves the t.z. and puts it in earthenware bowls. [House+Farm] Ka ya ya'a nǤk 

tan dțkț dțg ni'im la naae yanam nwa'am dțg la. 'The clay pot the meat is cooked in must be broken'. [LEV 6:28] 
NǤnimi ya'ad la, nǤǤmi tan la 'Work the clay, tread the mortar'. [NAM 3:14] Ligidkan la ka ba yǤǤd 

kampintanam nǫ banǫ mǫǫd tan This money they used to pay 'the carpenters and the builders'. [2KI 12:11] M mǫ 

lǫn anǫ onǫ ya'a gǫndig tannǫǫ, tammǫǫdib mǫǫdnǫ ka pț zǤt dabiem bǤzugǤ, saa pț tun'e mam. I am also 
the one that – if mixed with the swish, the builders build without fear, because rain can't overcome me. [Trees] 
Daakanǫ ka Yesu bu tanni bțlig zu'om la nini ka o nyǫt la daa anǫ Jew dim Vț'țsțm Daar. 'The day that 

Jesus made the mud and cured him of his blindness was a Sabbath.'. [JHN 9:14] Ka tanni pț zu'oe la zug ka li bul 

tǤ'ǤtǤ. 'The seeds soon sprouted, because the soil wasn't deep.'. [MAT 13:5] Ka ya ya'a nǤk tan dțkț dțg ni'im la 

naae yanam nwa'am dțg la. 'The clay pot the meat is cooked in must be broken'. [LEV 6:28] Colloc: tannin 
‘to/in/from earth’. Ka tan la na lǫb tannin 'and the dust returns to the ground it came from'. [ECC 12:7] 
Sim: titanbin'isțg ‘sand (in the world-English sense)’. Etym: (earth, "terre" and soil, earth "sol") OV1 *T ĬN, 
TAN ; OVN *TIN-GA/SI, TAN-TI ; GS1 *K³A/E,  *TE/I/A  ; vc4 tan, tɪn ; CG *tena, *tii . 
2 • a building-site, workparty making a traditional building. Ba pț kidigid biig tanin vǫn'ǫn o zǤ'Ǥm. They don't 

meet a (strange) child at the building and give him the last part of the flour. [Proverb 150] See: tanmǫǫd1; tambǤk; 

tampigir; tandia'an; tandțk; tankpaam; titan; titanbin'isțg. 

tan2   Form: taand. Form: taandnǫ. Form: taam!. v. to be more forceful, work harder. Note: in the Colloc: tan gbina. 
Bakuai ayi' nya'aŋ la li yț'țn da anǫ ye m tan gbina. It was after two weeks that I finally got into the swing of 
the work. [Shoeshine-Boy] O bǫǫ ni taand gbina. He was there working hard. [MA] Asǫǫ ka fț tan gbina ka nyaan 

nyaŋi kuo pǤǤg la naae. You'll have to work harder to finish hoeing the whole farm. [MA] O taandnǫ gbina 

zaalim ka kț nyaŋi dț tiig la. He struggled in vain but still couldn't climb the tree. [MA] Fțnǫ, taam gbina ka 

ya'a ka' alaa yǫl la na diif. You! Work harder or the problem will defeat you. [MA] Sim: kpǫ'ǫŋ X mǫŋ. Note: under 

kpǫ'ǫŋ2 

tana   See main entry: tan1. 'sand', building. 

tanbin'isbțțlțg  See main entry: titanbțțlțg. dust. 

tanbin'isi   See main entry: titanbin'isțg. sand. 

tanbǤk   See main entry: tambǤk. pit. 

tanda'an   See main entry: tandia'an. rubble. 

tanda'ana   See main entry: tandia'an. rubble. 
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tandia'an   Variant: tandian'an; tanda'an. Form: tandia'ana. Variant: tanda'ana. n. rubble, clods. Nwǫnǫ sǤ' na kuod ka 

bț'țsid tandia'ana si'em la 'As one ploughs and breaks up the earth'. [PSA 141:7] O na kpǫn bugud ka bț'țsid 

tandia'ana laa? 'Does he keep on breaking up and harrowing the soil?'. [ISA 28:24] ba kǫ ka Jerusalem lieb 

tandia'ana. 'they have reduced Jerusalem to rubble.'. [PSA 79:1] 

tandia'ana   See main entry: tandia'an. rubble. 

tandian'an   See main entry: tandia'an. rubble. 

tandțgțd   See main entry: tandțk. clay pot. 

tandțk  Variant: tanduk; tandțkț. Form: tandțgțd. n. a pot, clay pot. M kțdignǫ wțț tandțk nǫ 'My strength is dried 

up like a potsherd'. [PSA 22:15] Maanmaan la na tis nǤǤr ye ba nǤkim tandțkț niŋ ku'osțŋ 'Then the priest shall 
order that' they put 'fresh water in a clay pot.'. [LEV 14:5] Colloc: tandțkțn ‘in/into/from a pot’. Ka ba yinne ya'a lu 

tandțkțn, ... asǫǫ ya nwa'ae dțk la. 'If one of them falls into a clay pot ... you must break the pot.'. [LEV 11:33] 
See: dțk1; tan1. 

tandțkț   See main entry: tandțk. clay pot. 

tanduk   See main entry: tandțk. clay pot. 

tanfinig   See main entry: kanfinnig. fan. 

tanfinigi   See main entry: kanfinnig. fan. 

-tan'1   num. three. sǫǫ ya kia footo gima la atan' tan'. you have to have 3 passport photos taken. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ba da 

nǤk kugvǫnla pii nǫ ayi' sǫǫn tabili li, abțtan' tan', zin'is anaasi. 'Then they mounted four rows of precious 
stones on it' three per row. [EXO 39:10] O mǫ da maal gbanti'edțg bțmbibis kǤbistan' nǫ sanlimgbila kǤbistan' 

tan' 'He also made three hundred small shields of hammered gold, with three minas of gold in each shield.'. [1KI 

10:17] Etym: OV1 *TA ; GS1 *TO¹/I/A ; vc3 *ta(n) ; PB * tátʋ̀. See: atan'; tan'tan'; yaan-tan'. 

tan'2   excl. 'I swear' [oath formula]. Tan', bǫog bǫkǫunga anwa win, m ya'a pț mǫlis dau kaŋa nǫ o dap la wțsaa, 

Wina'am on bu'osim! 'May God strike me dead if I don't kill every last one of those men before morning!'. [1SA 

25:22] 

tan'am1   Variant: ta'am5. n. fertile soil, fertilizer. ya ta'am la mǤr kț'țlțm hali your soil has plenty of fertility. [Trouble] 
Zin'ig sieba bǫ ka ba tan'am la mǤr teŋin ti'ebțg tiim bi'ela ka li yini saa ya nii bǫdegț There are some places 
which have a little iodine, but it leaches out when there is a lot of heavy rain. [Iodine] Sim: kț'țlțm. Teŋ la ta'am 

an wala? Li mǤr kț'țlțm bǫǫ li kae? 'How is the soil? Is it fertile or poor?'. [NUM 13:20] 

tan'am2   Variant: ta'am3. Form: tan'ama. Variant: ta'ama. n. a sheafruit. Note: as picked from the tree, including the soft outer 

skin and pulp Tinamǫ daa an biis la, ti daa yiiti keŋnǫ fanr tanama pin' ka li bi'ig ka ti di ka kuos sieba. When 
we were children, we shook down sheafruits and buried them to ripen and then we ate some and sold some. [MA] 
Zinzauŋ ya'a di ta'ama o mǫǫsidnǫ kțkpalig. When a bat eats sheafruits he blames the kukpalig tree. [Proverb 108] 
Colloc: na'asaa ta'ama ‘[some non-native fruit, ? cashews]’. li mǫ nar ka fț paas tiwǫla ba saŋa ba saŋa wțț 

mǤŋǤ, na'asaa ta'ama bǫǫ ta'ama you also need to add fruit which is in season, like mango, cashew fruits, or 
sheafruits. [Breastfeeding] Source: ta'aŋ; Sim: nyuunf ‘the nut’. Etym: OVN *TAM-DI/A . See: ta'aŋ. 

tan'am3   Variant: ta'am4; tan'ami. n. fibre from the hemp, hibiscus plant. Ba mǤr tan'ami pan'am mǤǤd ka mǤr nwiid 

nwiis. They use fibre to weave grass (used for roofing) and for making ropes. [MA] 

tan'ama  See main entry: tan'am2. sheafruit. 

tan'ami   See main entry: tan'am3. fibre. 

tan'aŋ   See main entry: ta'aŋ. sheatree. 

tan'asɔɔnd   See main entry: tansǤǤng. bath place. 

tan'asɔɔng   See main entry: tansǤǤng. bath place. 

tan'pilia'as   See main entry: tampiliak. gnats. 

tan'-tan'   Note: 1x in Leviticus Variant: tan-tan.  Note: 4x in Numbers id. closely related. Nimo gbin tan'tan' Goma n da 

gban'e kțțr la yǫla. Nimo's next-of-kin Goma decided about the funeral. [Trouble] Awin anǫ Abugur pitț 
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tan'tan'. Awin is Abugri’s blood brother (junior from same parents). [MA] Amaa li ya'a anǫ o nid tan'-tan' ... On 

zug, o na tun'e lieb dian'ad sǤb. 'except for a close relative' ... for that one he can 'make himself ceremonially 
unclean'. [LEV 21:2-3] Li nar ye onǫ kpi la nid tan-tan na kțț o yǤ sam la 'The dead person's nearest relative has 
the responsibility for putting the murderer to death.'. [NUM 35:19] See: -tan'1. 

tangbǫǫnl   Variant: tangbeenl. Form: tangbǫǫnlnam. Variant: tangbeenlnam. a hornet, big wasp. Tangbǫǫnlnam pț 

tǤǤnd nidib yǤǤg, yǤǤgǤ amaa ba ya'a tǤǤnfǤ li zabidnǫ hali pamm. Wasps do not sting people needlessly, but 
when they do, it is very painful. [MA] M da kǫ ka tangbǫǫnlnam sigi ba sțțgin na kadi ba ka ba zǤ 'I sent the 
hornet ... which drove them out'. [JOS 24:12] 

tangbǫǫnlnam   See main entry: tangbǫǫnl. hornet. 

tangbeenl   See main entry: tangbǫǫnl. hornet. 

tangbeenlnam   See main entry: tangbǫǫnl. hornet. 

tani   See main entry: tan1. 'sand', building. 

tankpaam   n. clayey soil. Lin bǫ tiim zin'isi'a anǫ ku'omin, tankpaamin nǫ bțnyitta banǫ yi teŋin na nwǫnǫ tiis, ki 

nǫ si'elnam bǫdegț. The medicinal places are: in water, in clayey soil and in things that come from the ground 
like trees and cereals and many other such things. [Iodine] See: tan1; kpaam. 

tanmǫǫd-   See main entry: tanmǫǫd1. mason. 

tanmǫǫd1   Variant: tanmeed. Form: tanmǫǫdib. Variant: tammǫǫdib. Form: tanmǫǫd-. Variant: tanmeed-2. n. a mason. 
Note: strictly, builder in mud, 'swish'.   Man zaŋ piinkanǫ ka Wina'am tisim la tțm nwǫnǫ tanmǫǫd sțŋț na ǫǫnb 

ǫǫnbir 'Using the gift that God gave me, I did the work of an expert builder and laid the foundation'. [1CO 3:10] 
Tampigkanǫ ka tanmǫǫdib daa nǫ'ǫs la lieb lǤdigin tampigir. 'The stone which the builders rejected has 
become the main corner-stone.'. [MRK 12:10] M mǫ lǫn anǫ onǫ ya'a gǫndig tannǫǫ, tammǫǫdib mǫǫd nǫ ka pț 

zǤt dabiem bǤzugǤ, saa pț tun'e mam. I am also the one that – if mixed with the swish, the builders build 

without fear, because rain can't overcome me. [Trees] Tammǫǫdib ayi' la yǫla 'The Wise and Foolish Builders'. 

[LUK 6:46 [heading]] See: tan1; mǫ'. 

tanmǫǫdib   See main entry: tanmǫǫd1. mason. 

tanmeed   See main entry: tanmǫǫd1. mason. 

tanmeed-2   See main entry: tanmǫǫd1. mason. 

tannǫ   See main entry: tan1. 'sand', building. 

tanni   See main entry: tan1. 'sand', building. 

tanp1   Variant: tanpa1; tanpi; tanpǤ. n. war, battle. Tanp na'atan na pieb tempțțgin, ka dabiem kț kpǫn' nidib laa? 
'Does the war trumpet sound in a city without making the people afraid?'. [AMO 3:6] Colloc: tanpin(ǫ) ‘in/to/from 

war’. Wiedwațŋ naanǫ tanpin. A thin horse ends up at war. [Asaasim Proverb] Ka dau sǤ' yi tanpin la zǤǤ mǤr 

labaari kena tis Abram 'But a man escaped (from the battle) and reported all this to Abram'. [GEN 14:13] Fțn nǫ 

Aaron na kaali ... dap banǫ wțsa bǫ Israel ka ba yțma paae pisi bǫǫ gaad ala ka ba na nyaŋi yi tanpinǫ zab. 
You and Aaron are to number ... all the men in Israel twenty years old or more who are able to serve in the army. 

[NUM 1:3] Colloc: yi1/tț'țs tanp ( nǫ1 X) ‘make war, go to war (with X)’. Dazǫn'țg da ma' kțkǤm ka o yi tanp. 
Pito deceived the leper and he went to war. [Proverb 195] Na'atan ya'a piebid ka pț pieb tanp piebțgǤ, anǤ'Ǥnǫ 

na ti'ebi yi tanpǤ? 'if the trumpet does not sound a clear call, who will get ready for battle?'. [1CO 14:8] Na'anam 

anaasi da tț'țsi babanu nǫ tanp. 'four kings' went to war 'against five'. [GEN 14:9] Teŋ kae ka Israel da pț tț'țs 

tanpa, ya'a ka' Gibeon teŋ la ma'aa 'The only city that made peace with the people of Israel was Gibeon'. [JOS 

11:19] Ka ba da yi tanpi tț'țs Bera, onǫ da an Sodom na'ab (they) 'went to war against Bera king of Sodom'. 

[GEN 14:2] Colloc: nwǫ' tanp, tanp na2 nwǫ' ‘fight a battle, battle is fought’. ZugsǤb la la'asid o zabzabidib ye 

ba nwǫ' tanp. 'The Lord of Armies is preparing his troops for battle.'. [ISA 13:4] Tanp na nwǫ' hali keŋ paae li bǫn 
'War will continue until the end'. [DAN 9:26] 

tanp2   See main entry: tațn. sibling of opposite sex. 

tanpa1   See main entry: tanp1. battle. 

tanpa2 [N]   See main entry: tațn. sibling of opposite sex. 
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tanpi   See main entry: tanp1. battle. 

tanpǤ   See main entry: tanp1. battle. 

tans   Variant: tansi. Form: tansnǫ. Form: tansid. Variant: tansida; tansidi; tansim!; tansimi!. Form: tansiminǫ!. 
Form: tansțg. Variant: tansug; tansțgǤ; tansib. Form: tansya. Variant: tans ya4. v. 1 • to shout, shout at, rebuke. 
ka Asilinsi'ig tans o ka yǫl ye "Man kțdim yǫlif si'em la!" and Mr. Spider shouted to him "I told you so!" 

[Asaasim] 'BțnkǤnbyǤǤg,' o tans Adu ka nwǫ' o zug nǫ kpisinkpil. 'Useless animal!' he yelled at Adu, and 
punched his head. [Trouble] Amaa ka Paul tans nǫ kțkǤr kpi'euŋ ye, “Da pu'alimi fț mǫŋa, ka ti wțsa bǫ 

kpǫla.” 'But Paul shouted, “Don't harm yourself! We are all here!”'. [ACT 16:28] Ani ka o tansi buol ye, “Samson, 

Filistia dim la paae fț san'an na!” 'Then she shouted, “Samson! The Philistines are coming!”'.  [JDG 16:20] On da 

li'el la, o da tansi buol Daniel nǫ kțkǤtita'ar 'When he came near the den, he called to Daniel' in a loud voice. 
[DAN 6:20] Ka ba wțsa kenna tansid ye, “Kțțmi nǫ o.” 'They were all coming after him and screaming, “Kill 
him!” '. [ACT 21:36] bǤǤ maal ka sǤ wțsa kaasid ka tansida? why is everyone crying and shouting? [Electricity] Fț 

tǫnr fțn da tansidim si'em laa? Do you remember how you shouted at me? [Trouble] fț ya'a ti paam suorǫ fțn 

tansimim sț'țŋa. when you get a way, give me a good shout. [Trouble] Saŋgbana, tansimi nǫ sumalisim 'Shout 
for joy, you heavens'. [ISA 49:13] tansiminǫ agǤla yanam banǫ bǫ teŋ teŋir la. 'shout aloud, O earth beneath.'. [ISA 

44:23] Mahama lǫbis wțț tansțg nǫ ye, 'AnǤ'Ǥn yǫlif ye li kțdignǫ?' Mahama answered as if as a rebuke "Who 

told you it was dried up?" [Trouble] Fț ya'a di'e ya'am sǤb tansțg li sǤn'oe fțn na kǫlisid zǤn yțțma. 'It is better 
to heed a wise man's rebuke than to listen to the song of fools.'. [ECC 7:5] La'an nǫ ban nan tansid la, li ka' 

sumalisim tansțgǤ. 'Although there are shouts, they are not shouts of joy.'. [JER 48:33] O Jakob Wina'am, fț da 

tansya ka widi nǫ zaba tǫrekonam digin baanlimm. 'At your rebuke, O God of Jacob, both horse and chariot lie 

still.'. [PSA 76:6] Colloc: ( tans ) agǤla gǤla ‘(shout) loudly’. tansim agǤla gǤla tis Jakob Wina'am la 'shout aloud 
to the God of Jacob'. [PSA 81:1] o maligim tansid agǤla gǤla 'he shouted even more loudly'. [LUK 18:39 (cf. 23:23,46)] 
bǫogț da bǤǤd nier la ka maliaknam tans Lot 'As soon as it was dawn, the angels urged Lot'. [GEN 19:15] 
Colloc: saa2 tans ‘it thunders’. Sakțdțg da niya ka ian'ad ka tansid panr-panr. A heavy rain fell, with 

lightning and thunder boom, boom! [Jealousy] Sim: kpiid. 
2 • to break out, (sun) rises. O gbisnǫ ka winig tans ka o nyaan duoe. He slept until sunrise and then got up. 

[Trouble] ku'osuoya la yǤ'Ǥs, banǫ bǫ agǤl nǫ banǫ tans teŋin la wțsa the watercourses opened, both those that 
are above and those that burst out of the earth. [GEN 7:11] SǤ' mǫ pț lied danpaal waa kțdig nii. O ya'a niŋ ala 

danpaal la na kǫ ka waa la tans, ka daam la mǫ kpa'ae ka waa la mǫ san'am. 'And no one pours new wine 
into old wineskins. If he does, the new wine will burst the skins, the wine will run out and the wineskins will be 
ruined.'. [LUK 5:37] pu'a la lǫb yikanǫ ka o sid la bǫ la za'anǤǤrini digi teŋin hali ka winnig ti tans na. 'the 
woman went back to the house where her master was staying, fell down at the door and lay there until daylight.'. 
[JDG 19:26] Winnig tansnǫ dț ka o yț'țn paae na He arrived at sunrise. [Billygoat] Goma da nwaas ye o tansnǫ. 
Goma was on the verge of exploding with anger. [Trouble] Fț bǤǤdi ... nwǫnǫ zin'ikanǫ ka ku'om tansidi yit ka 

pț ya'asid kpiǫnrǫǫ? 'Will you be to me ... like a spring that fails?'. [JER 15:18] li bula la tansidi yit ka tiǫndi paad 

atǫukțn. 'Their shoots spread out and went as far as the sea.'. [ISA 16:8] Li ka' daar yinne an nintaŋ tansib nǫ 

zaam ma'arǫ? Is one day not from sunrise to evening? [JHN 11:9] Goma tans ya ye, 'bizǤlțga.' 'Lǫn yǫl ala ka m 

na kǤdigif.' Goma burst out "Stupid boy! Say that again and I'll slaughter you!" [Trouble] Winnig da tansya ka 

Susa lik la pilig. The sun had risen and the darkness lifted from Susa. [Trouble] 

tans ya4   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansi   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansib   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansid   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansida   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansidi   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansim!   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansimi!   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansiminǫ!   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 
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tansnǫ   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansǤǤnd   See main entry: tansǤǤng. bath place. 

tansǤǤng   Variant: tan'asɔɔng. Form: tansǤǤnd. Variant: tan'asɔɔnd. n. a bath place. Note: corner of the yard partitioned off 

for bathing &c. O yțya nǫ siins bǫnǫ tan'asɔɔngin. Her waterpots and vats are in the bath-place. [House+Farm] 
Sim: sțțsig. 

tansțg   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansțgǤ   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansug   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tansya   See main entry: tans. shout, break out. 

tan-tan   See main entry: tan'-tan'. closely related. 

tapak   Variant: tapakț. n. a bag. Asumbul ... nǤk o tapakț pianki yi Mr.Spider ... took his bag, put it under his arm, and 
left. [Wonderwoman] 

tapakț   See main entry: tapak. bag. 

tapigif   See main entry: tapiif. penniless. 

tapiif   Variant: tapigif. id. penniless, poorest-of-the-poor. Note: always in: Colloc: nǤŋdaan tapiif. Yinne anǫ bțndaan 

hali ka yinne la mǫ an nǤŋdaan tapiif. One was very rich and the other was utterly poor. [Billygoat] Hali nǤŋdaan 

tapiif na paam diib The poorest of the poor will find pasture. [ISA 14:30] Mǫ da kǫ ka m an nǤŋdaan tapigif bǫǫ 

m mǤri galisǫ 'give me neither poverty nor riches'. [PRO 30:8] Min: nǤŋ2, fara. 

tapooli   n. 'tarpaulin', canopy, tent. Saŋa kanǫ gaad la, kpaadib ya'a da bun ki ba mǤri gbala ligin amaa nannanna, 

ba mǤri tapooli ligin. In the past when farmers harvested millet, they covered it with zanamats but now they use 
tarpaulin. [MA] From: (Eng.) 

tar1   Form: tar2!. v. to have. O tar niigi. he has cattle. [MA] Colloc: tar ... na1 ‘bring’. Tar niigi la na! Bring the cattle! 

[MA] Syn: mǤr. Etym: OVN *MAD ~ *TAD . Note: an isogloss for 'have' dividing these two roots would be interesting to 
map : both are found in both Kusaal languages 

tar2!   See main entry: tar1. have. 

tarimboog   See main entry: tadimbțțg. weakling. 

tarimboos   See main entry: tadimbțțg. weakling. 

tasla-   See main entry: taslaa. bowl [metal]. 

taslaa   Form: taslaas. Form: tasla-. n. wash-bowl, tray, plate. Note: large shallow enamel or aluminium bowl: originally brass 

(some still exist as heirlooms) li nǤǤr la lidigi nwǫnǫ taslaa nǤǤr nǫ ka nwǫnǫ kǤlgțțma puum nǫ. 'its rim was like 
the rim of a cup, like a lily blossom.'. [1KI 7:26] Li sțm ye ya mǤr taslaas nǫ kuribanam nǫ la'abanǫ wțsa ka ya 

na mǤri ma'ad la'ad la makid wțț din nar si'em. You should have big and small measuring-bowls and all the 
things you use to measure goods of the correct size. [LEV 19:36] Colloc: X paas taslaa zugin ‘a donation of X added 
to a formal gift or offering’. ba na mak kpaam galam anu paas taslaa wțsa zugin 'Three litres of olive oil are 
to be offered with each such grain offering.'. [EZK 46:11] Li nwǫnǫ pu'a mak bodobodo zǤ'Ǥm taslabǫda atan' 

gǫndig danbin ka li uk si'em la. 'It is like this. A woman takes some yeast and mixes it with forty litres of flour 
until the whole batch of dough rises.'. [LUK 13:21] Lit: three big bowls. From: (Ha.) < (Fr.) ? (Ar.) Note: Ha. tasaa : Fr. 

tasse or Ar. ط�س Note: ṭaas "drinking cup, bowl" (may be origin of the French) See: laa. 

taslaas   See main entry: taslaa. bowl [metal]. 

Tata   n. Tata (bus). Brand of bus imported in numbers and used for inter-city services in the seventies and eighties. 
The company in Ghana is under the South African subsidiary of the original Indian company. 

tat-tat   Variant: tat-tat-tat. id. all the time until ... Note: "an expression of persistence, continuity" [MA] Mba'bood da bǫnǫ 

ala tat tat nǫ ban ti kenna maal o sid la kțțr. Mba'abood was there all the time until they came to observe her 
husband's funeral. [Akelsa] M gban'e o nu'ug ... ka mǤr o tat-tat nǫ man ti mǤr o paae m ma yin na 'I held him 
... until I took him to my mother's house'. [SNG 3:4] On mǤr tat-tat-tat ti paae pǤǤgțn la o nyǫ bǤ? When he kept 
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going until he got to the farm, and what did he see? [You-Heard?] Ka ba buol Baal yț'țr bǫogțn tat-tat-tat hali ti 

paae nintaŋ tisțțs 'Then they called on the name of Baal from morning till noon.'. [1KI 18:26] 

tat-tat-tat   See main entry: tat-tat. until. 

tațn   Variant: taunn; taun; ton [W]. Form: tanp2. Variant: tanpa2 [N]. n. sibling of opposite sex. Note: or cousin Nimo da 

gǤs o tațn la kii, ka nyǫ ka o kțdigidnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ. Nimo looked at his sister closely and saw that she was growing 
old quickly. [Trouble] ka ba yț'țn yǫl o ye tiigi lii diinl o ma nǫ o tațn la wțsa ka ba kpi they told him that a tree 

had crushed his mother and sister and they had died. [Trouble] li ya'a anǫ ... o tațn onǫ ka' sida ka o gǤsid o 
'except for ... an unmarried sister who is dependent on him'. [LEV 21:2-3] Ka Tama keŋ o tațn Amnon yinnǫ paae 

ka o dig gadț zug 'So Tamar went to the house of her brother Amnon, who was lying down.'. [2SA 13:8] M tanp 

atan' la, Sussana nǫ Alice nǫ Mercy mǫ da mǤri sumalisim nǫ bam mǤr tațn ba sțțgin My three sisters, 

Sussana, Alice and Mercy, were glad to have a brother in their midst. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sekǫm mǫ da bǫǫ ani ka yǫl 

Daina saam nǫ o tanp ye, “Siakimi ka m na tisi ya linǫ wțsa ka ya bǤǤd. ... ” '“Do me this favour, and I will 
give you whatever you want. ... ”'. [GEN 34:11] Cpart: bier, pit ‘older/younger sib of same sex’. fț ya'a bǤǤd 

buolimi o sǤb yț'țr bǫǫ 'm saam', bǫǫ 'm ma', 'm bier', 'tațn', bǫǫ 'm pitu' bǫǫ 'm zua' if you want, call that 
person by name, or else 'my father', 'my mother, 'my senior sib', 'opposite-sex sib', 'my junior sib' or 'my friend'. 
[Asaasim] Saŋkan la wțsa Atiig bier nǫ o tanp la wțsa daa bǫnǫ ba tțțma ni nǫ nimmua. All this time Atiig's 

elder brother and his sisters were all busy at their work with seriousness. [Fire] banǫ wțsa basi ba ya' bǫǫ ba 

bieya bǫǫ ba pitib bǫǫ ba tanp 'everyone who has left houses or brothers or sisters'. [MAT 19:29] SǤ' ya'a ... pț 

zan'as o mǫŋ saam nǫ o ma nǫ o pu'a nǫ o ba'abiis nǫ o tanpa ... o kț nyaŋi liebi m nya'andǤlla. 'If anyone 
... does not hate his father and mother, his wife and children, his brothers and sisters ... he cannot be my disciple.'. 

[LUK 14:26] Gen: mabiig. Note: See ref. and link at pit
1  .  

See: pu'atațn. 
taun   See main entry: tațn. sibling of opposite sex. 

taunn   See main entry: tațn. sibling of opposite sex. 

taya   n. a catapult, 'slingshot' [Am.] Ka biig la ti'eb nǫ o taya gur ye o tǤn niiŋ la. The boy got his catapult ready to 

shoot the bird. [Trouble] biig la bas o taya kugur la tǤ'ǤtǤ amaa li da gban'e nǫ ti-walbi'ima la ka li sțțg the 
boy shot his catapult but it hit the ripe fruits and they fell down. [Trouble] From: (Eng.) Note: 'tyre' ('tire' [Am.]) –  
inner-tube is source of the rubber 

taa1   Variant: -taa2. Form: taas4. Variant: -taas. n. fellow-. M yț'țn nwǫnǫ zaŋku'ar sizua, ka an viiug bǫllim taa. 'I 
have become a brother of jackals, a companion of owls.'. [JOB 30:29] Ka fț ya'a sid anǫ m dǤllim taa, fțn di'em o 

wțț fțn naan di'enim si'em la. 'So if you consider me a partner, welcome him as you would welcome me.'. [PHM 

1:17] Bugusim dim ma'aa aan o sǤnsidim taas ka o dǤllim taas an tțțmbǫ'ǫdim gțllim. 'He keeps company 
with evildoers; he associates with wicked men.'. [JOB 34:8] Israel nyaŋ Jabin nǫ o zabidim taas la 'Joshua Defeats 
Jabin and His Allies'. [JOS 11:1 [heading]] Sim: -taab2, taab3. Etym: OV1 *TO ; OV2 *TA . See: dǤllimtaa; nintaa; 

dataa; zabdintaa. 

-taa2   See main entry: taa1. fellow . 

taab1   v. to collect (honey). Amaa o da pț yǫli ba ye o taab siind la nǫ gbigim kpiiluŋț nǫ. 'But he did not tell them 
that he had taken the honey from the lion's carcass.'. [JDG 14:9] 

taab2   Note: pl. of tiraan q.v. Form: taaba1. Variant: taabaa1. n. 1 • equals, peers, equivalents, buddies. Ka yț'țn zin'in ye 

ba bțgțl taab sțnya. Then they sat down to comfort each other. [Trouble] Adu nǫ o taab la buon Siaka ye 

dabiemțg la anǫ o zǤti zaba. The reason Adu and his mates called Siaka 'coward' was that he was afraid of 
fighting. [Trouble] Ka sǤ' țk o nu'ug ka yǫl ye ban'a saaŋ la gban'adi dap banǫ bǤǤdi ba taab pu'ab la. 
Someone put his hand up and said that the new disease was caught by men who desired other people's wives. 

[AIDS-I] Kǫlli ka biis la kǫǫn m san'an na ka da kati baa, bǤzugǤ bamanam taab ka Wina'am sț'țlim la aan ba 

din. 'Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of God belongs to such as these.'. 
[MRK 10:14] Egipt wțsa na mǤr sțnsa'aŋ kanǫ ka li taab nan zi' bǫ teŋ la nii 'There will be loud wailing 
throughout Egypt – worse than there has ever been'. [EXO 11:6] M pu'a taab na buon mam ye sumalisim sǤb! 
'The women will call me happy.'. [GEN 30:134] Yanam banǫ aan m Juda dim taab ... ya wțsa baŋim yǫl kaŋa 
'Fellow Jews ... let me explain this to you'. [ACT 2:14] M da paae m taab banǫ da bǫ Tel Abib teŋin ... ka m zin'in 

ani daba ayǤpǤi. 'I came to the exiles at Tel-abib ... For seven days I stayed there among them'. [EZK 3:15] Sțŋim 

biig nwa nǫ o taaba banǫ ied sțŋir ka pț nyǫta. Help this child and his mates who are seeking help and not 
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finding it. [Three-Problems] On an Tika yțma piiga la sa, o nan zi' nyǫ du'ad wțț Goma taaba. He had been a 

teacher for ten years, and had never seen a parent like Goma. [Trouble] Mid ka ya zaŋ bțnkǤnbbama taaba niŋ 

maan daka la zug 'Do not offer any such animals on the altar'. [LEV 22:22] Ka ba amisi buoli ba taaba anrțŋ 

yinne la ni ye ba kena sțŋi ba. 'So they signalled their partners in the other boat to come and help them'. [LUK 5:7] 
Da bǫǫ fț kǤn'Ǥ, la'asimi fț taabin di'ema ni Don't be on your own, join your companions in entertainments. 

[Smoking] Sim: taa1, -taab3. 
2 • each other, one another. Wina'am albareka bǫ nǫ banǫ zǤt taab nimbaanlig la 'Blessed are the merciful'. 

[MAT 5:7] Taaba pț'țsțg saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka a-bas-taaba pț'țsțg saŋa bǫ. 'the time for kissing and the time for not 
kissing.'. [ECC 3:5] Note: kissing is not used traditionally in the area; 'hug' or 'suck' are used to translate the term or else 'greet' 

as in many cases in the Bible this is the social function of a kiss. bǤ maal ka on nǫ Mmabțn pț tțmmǫ gat taabaa ka 

on kpǫn an o naŋ-naŋa? how come neither he or  Mmabun work harder than the other, but he was still in the 
same place he started? [You-Heard?] Li pț yuugǫ ka buudi ayi' zabid nǫ taaba Before long the two tribes were 
fighting each other. [AIDS-I] Ka nidib la nwa'as nǫ taaba widig. 'the Jews left, arguing vigorously among 

themselves.'. [ACT 28:29] Dinzug ya tun'e mǤr taaba paae antu'a tu'ad la tuon. 'there are assizes ... let the parties 
bring their charges and countercharges'. [ACT 19:38] Vaala anǫ di'ema biis san'an ka ba vaannǫ fțțsid taaba. 
Farm-clearing is a game for the youngsters and they compete against each other in doing the clearing work. 

[House+Farm] da gban'e gban'abǫ'ǫdi sǫnbig taabaa, mǫ da pǤǤdi ziri pǤǤrǫ. 'do not plot evil against your 
neighbour, and do not love to swear falsely.'. [ZEC 8:17] Maalimi taaba saauŋ ka da nyǤnnǫ taabaa. 'Offer 
hospitality to one another without grumbling.'. [1PE 4:9] 
3 • together. Tinam bǫnǫ taaba teŋkaŋa ka li ka' zina, ti pț'țs sǤ' ye o mǤr na'asaabugum na tisi tii? As we 
have been living together in this town, not just today, have we ever asked anyone to bring us electricity? [Electricity] 
Dap bama da la'as taabaa keŋ nyǫ ka Daniel sǤsid Wina'am bǤǤd sțŋir. 'Then these men went as a group and 
found Daniel praying and asking God for help.'. [DAN 6:11] Kaldea dimi la'as taab zin'is atan' kpǫm bțțl na 

kadi fț yțgțma la wțsa keŋ ''The Chaldeans formed three raiding parties and swept down on your camels and 
carried them off.'. [JOB 1:17] Colloc: dǤl taab ‘accompany each other’. Nidib ayi' na nyaŋi la'asi ken, ka pț dǫŋi 

siak ye ba na dǤl taabaa? 'Do two walk together unless they have agreed to do so?'. [AMO 3:3] See: tiraan; 

a-bas-taaba; taa1. 

taab2   See main entry: tiraan. fellow. 

-taab3   Variant: -taaba3. adj.pl. fellow-. Tomas ... yǫl o nya'andǤltaab la ye, “Kǫlli ka ti la'am keŋ nǫ o. ... ” 'Thomas 

… to his fellow-disciples, ‘Let us also go ... ’'. [JHN 11:16] Akaama daa tǫn'ǫs ye Bțgțr dim la kenǫ na ye ba 

pț'țs on nǫ o tțmtțmtaaba la Akaama thought that the Buguri people were coming to thank him and his 
colleagues. [Electricity] Wina'am ku'om sțțb la anǫ malțŋ kanǫ an zanbin ka mǤr nidi la'asid o karimbitaaba 

ni baptism is a symbolic ceremony which brings a person together with his or her fellow Christians. [Bible-Study] Ka 

sieba mǫ niŋ yadda ye, on an sɔn'e la, o zǫǫ o nǫ o sǤntaaba banǫ mǤǤd ye ba kț o la ni. And some people 
also believe that as she is a witch she seized her from her fellow-witches who were making an effort to kill her. 

[Trouble] Ani ka Rebǫka nǫ o pu'asadtaaba la ban' ba yțgțma dǤl dau la ka ba kul. 'Then Rebekah and her 
maids got ready and mounted their camels and went back with the man.'. [GEN 24:61] Fț ya'a pa'ali fț ba'abitaaba 

la nǫ'ǫŋa fț na an Yesu Kristo tțmtțm sțŋ 'If you point these things out to the brothers, you will be a good 

minister of Christ Jesus'. [1TI 4:6] Sim: taa1, taab2. 

taaba1   See main entry: taab2. buddies, eachother, together. 

taaba2   See main entry: tiraan. fellow. 

-taaba3   See main entry: -taab3. fellow-. 

taabaa1   See main entry: taab2. buddies, eachother, together. 

taabaa2   See main entry: tiraan. fellow. 

taad   See main entry: taae. spread. 

taadire   See main entry: ta'adir1. shoe. 

taae   Form: taad. Form: taar. v. to spread with or spread on, plaster. Ba mǫ' dǤǤd la nǫ nǫ tan, ka taae ba nǫ bțmbǤn. 
They built the rooms with 'sand' and plastered them with plaster. [House+Farm] O da nam bǫnǫ ani fuond nyǤ'Ǥs la 

walim nyuugu taae nǫ pǤǤg la ka o saam buol o. He was still there inhaling the smell of the vapour of the 
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smoke that lay over the farm when his father called him. [Trouble] o ... taae li nǫ galțțrț wiiug 'he ... paints it red'. 

[JER 22:14] Ka zaŋ kugsieba kpǫn'ǫsi lǫdig kugbanǫ ka ba yis la zin'igin, ka bǤ mțma'adi taae linǫ ka ba urisi 

yis la. 'Then other stones are to be used to replace the stones that were removed, and new plaster will be used 
where it has been scraped off. [LEV 14:42] mir linǫ nyuusid hali la taae m nu'us 'My hands were covered with 
myrrh' which has a strong smell. [SNG 5:5] Hali ya teŋ uusțg linǫ taae ti nǤba la, ti kpa'asi li ka li aan ya zugin 

yǫl. 'Even the dust of your town that sticks to our feet we wipe off against you.'. [LUK 10:11] Winnigi ti kpǫn'ǫd la 

ka kikaasig taae soogianam la bǫ zin'isi'a la wțsa 'As the sun was setting, a cry spread through the army'. [1KI 

22:36] ba mǤri gǫndigid bțmbǤni taad they used it to mix plaster for plastering. [AMO 2:1] Colloc: nyǤǤg taae ‘be 
very attached to’. m saam nyǤǤg taae biig la nǫ hali 'my father, whose life is closely bound up with the boy's life'. 

[GEN 44:30-31] Colloc: X (niŋgbiŋ) taae nǫ1 tǤǤg1 ‘X is in severe pain’. Adu niŋgbiŋ da taae nǫ tǤǤg ka o mǤǤd 

ye o bǤdig. Adu's body was in pain all over and he wanted to die. [Trouble] Colloc: X ya'am taae nǫ1 Y ‘X is very 
interested in Y’. Adu yțma da nan pǤǤd nǫ pian'abama, amaa o zua bil la ya'am da taae li nǫ. Adu was not 
old enough for this conversation, but his young friend was very interested in it. [Trouble] Sim: bțlig. See: titaad. 

taal   Variant: taalǫ; taalǫǫ; taali. Form: taala. n. fault, crime, offence. Adu da baŋ sțnpǫǫn la o kțkǤrin la. Ka sǤs 

suguru ye, 'M maal taal.' Adu recognised the anger in his voice and apologised saying "I have done wrong." 

[Trouble] O daa mǤǤ pian' Akunvțe kpǫmis o ye o niŋim yadda ye Wina'am bas o taal wțsa. He tried to speak 

to Akunvoe and encourage him to have faith that God had forgiven all his guilt. [AIDS-II] M mi' ye li anǫ m taal, 

linǫ kǫ ka pǫbistita'ar nwa' da'ad. 'I know that it is my fault that this great storm has come upon you.'. [JON 1:12] 
ye ya an nyain ka taal ka'asigǫ 'so that you may become blameless and pure'. [PHP 2:15] o ...  na zi'eli ya ka ya 

an kasi Wina'am tuon ka ya kț lǫm mǤr gba'ar bǫǫ taalǫ 'he may bring you into his own presence, holy and 

without blame or blemish'. [COL 1:22] M ya'a naan lǫn paamin suorǫ Wina'am na basi m taalǫǫ? If I had another 
chance, would God forgive me? [AIDS-II] M ZugsǤba, fț na san'am nimbanǫ pț maal taalǫǫ? 'Lord, will you 
destroy people who are innocent?'. [GEN 20:4] Mam maal taali tis ZugsǤb Wina'am nǫ fțn. 'I have sinned against 
the Lord your God and against you.'. [EXO 10:16] sǤ' kae pț tțm taala 'there is no one who does not sin'. [1KI 8:46] 
Colloc: kǫ X taali bas ‘forgive X’.  Nimo da kǫt o taali basid ka ba lǫn an zuod. Nimo was forgiving him and 
they were friends again. [Trouble] Kǫlli m taali bas 'Forgive my sin'. [EXO 10:17] Ya ya'a niŋ ala ka o fabili tis 

ZugsǤb la, ya na kpǫn' taalin. 'If you do, he will appeal to the Lord against you, and you will be found guilty of 
sin. '. [DEU 15:9] Kǫl ka ya “ǫǫn” an “ǫǫn” ka ya “ayei” an “ayei” ka li kǫ ka ya kț kpǫn' taalinǫ. 'Let your “Yes” 
be yes, and your “No,” no, or you will be condemned.'. [JAS 5:12] 

taala   See main entry: taal. crime. 

taalǫ   See main entry: taal. crime. 

taalǫǫ   See main entry: taal. crime. 

taali   See main entry: taal. crime. 

taam!   See main entry: tan2. work harder. 

taand   See main entry: tan2. work harder. 

taandnǫ   See main entry: tan2. work harder. 

taar   See main entry: taae. spread. 

taare   disc. well then. Note: "an expression of excitement well, okay, right" [MA] Taare, bǫog nienya ka Amusbibis pțn 

isigi bǫ anina ka gur kubibis la. Well, next morning the kittens were already up and waiting there for the little 
mice. [Kittens+Mice] 

-taas   See main entry: taa1. fellow . 

taas1   Variant: taasǫ; taasi. v. to secure, seal up. anzurifa bǫdegț linǫ na taas dǤkpina la plenty of silver 'for the 

overlaying of the walls of the buildings'. [1CH 29:4] li sǤb gbauŋțn, ka gbauŋ la nǤǤr pț tabili taasǫ it was 
written in 'an open letter'. [NEH 6:5] o um taasitaas ye li kad sibǫ'og kanǫ bǫ zaansuŋțn la. she shut her eyes 
tight to drive away the evil spirit that was in the dream. [Trouble] ka nǤk o lǤb bțmbǤk zulțŋin la ka kpar ka nǤk 

si'eli taasi li 'He threw him into the Abyss, and locked and sealed it over him'. [REV 20:3] 

taas2   Form: taasid1. Variant: taasidi1. Form: taasțg. v. to walk slowly. Manǫ da pa'al Efiram dim ken, ka gban'e ba 

nu'usi taasidi ba. 'It was I who taught Ephraim to walk, taking them by the arms'. [HOS 11:13] 
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taas3   Form: taasid2. Variant: taasidi2. v. to communicate, pass on sth. Note: e.g. fear, disease Ka kisidim kanǫ ka o da 

mǤr nǫ o pugudib la yț'țn taas o zua Yaro. And the hatred he felt for his aunt was extended to his friend Yaro. 

[Trouble] SǤ' zǤt dabiem bǫǫ o ya'am ian'ada? O lǫm kul ka da ti taas o ba'abitaaba laa. 'he is to go home. 
Otherwise, he will destroy the morale of the others'. [DEU 20:8] Ka linzug ka kum taas ninsaalib wțsa, ban tțm 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd la zug. 'As a result, death has spread to the whole human race because everyone has sinned.'. [ROM 5:12] 
biribis ayi' la la' ka li dț hali ka ba sumalisim la taas banǫ gǤsid la. the two boys laughed so loudly that their 

joy infected those who were watching. [Trouble] karimbiig yinne tțm si'el la taasid karindǤǤg nidib la wțsa. 
one church member does something and it affects all the people of the church. [Bible-Study] tinam nǫ Wina'am 

kpinnim la ... taasidi ti kpiinr nǫ ninsieba, li ba' ka' ban an si'em. our kinship with God ... brings us into 
kinship with people, whoever they are. [Trouble] See: zabtaasim. 

taas4   See main entry: taa1. fellow . 

taasǫ   See main entry: taas1. secure. 

taasi   See main entry: taas1. secure. 

taasid1  See main entry: taas2. walk slowly. 

taasid2  See main entry: taas3. communicate. 

taasidi1   See main entry: taas2. walk slowly. 

taasidi2   See main entry: taas3. communicate. 

taasțg   See main entry: taas2. walk slowly. 

taawai   adv. a strike, refusal to work, revolt. o pa'annǫ nidib la linǫ pț dǤl suorǫ ka li bǤǤdi zi' taawai na. he 'was 

inciting the people to rebellion'. [LUK 23:14] Colloc: maal/duoe taawai ‘to revolt, rebel’. Kora da la'as o nimbanǫ 

maan taawai la na ka ba zi'en La'asțg Fuug sțgțr za'anǤǤrin la. Korah gathered all his rebels and they came 
and stood at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. [NUM 16:19] o pa'alțg la ... kǫ ka nidib la duoe taawai nǫ taaba. 
'With his teaching he is starting a riot among the people'. [LUK 23:5] From: (Ha). Note: tawaye “rebelling, rebel” 

tǫ1   Variant: te. Form: tǫǫd3. Variant: teed. v. to pull, drag sth. along [e.g. a goat, a cart]. nif la ya'a biligid wțsa isir la 

tǫǫd nǫ ka niŋkan'ad la pil nif bielif la. if the eye is completely rolled, the scar begins to pull and the eyelid 
covers the eyeball. [Trachoma] Ka li niŋid o wțț sǤ'Ǥ tǫǫd o nǤba nǫ o nu'us nǫ. It was as if someone was pulling 
his hands and feet. [Trouble] Li pak mam nǫ, nǫ dțnna biisi kpǫn dǤlli ba manam gbina tǫǫdi ba fuud la. I am 
amazed how today's children today's youngsters are tied to their mothers' apron-strings. [Trouble] Lit: just follow 

their mothers tugging on their clothes.. Yinne na tǫǫd bțbibis atan' 'One of them will be leading three young 
goats'. [1SA 10:3] Wiedsabila la tǫǫd tǫreko si'a la lǫbidi ya-datiuŋ baba 'The chariot with the black horses is 
going to the land of the north'. [ZEC 6:6] 

tǫ2   Variant: te; tǫǫ. Form: tǫǫd2. Variant: teed; tǫǫdi. v. to nest, build a nest (with sticks). Ka sieb tǫ kțkparis vaandin. 
And some (canaries) nested among the leaves of the palm-trees. [Trouble] Res: tǫog ‘a nest’. Viiug na tǫ tǫog 

anina nyǫ' gǫla 'The owl will nest there and lay eggs'. [ISA 34:15] niis na nyaŋi tǫǫ ba tǫǫdi li wila ni. 'birds made 
their nests in its branches.'. [DAN 4:21] Ya bǫllim zin'ig la nwǫnǫ ... niis banǫ tǫǫdi ba tǫǫd tampinyǤ'Ǥd pțțgin 

nǫ. 'The place where you live is ... Safe as a nest set high on a cliff, [NUM 24:21] See: tǫog. 

tǫb   Variant: teb. Form: tǫbid. v. to push. Note: with both hands O da ti'eb ban'adnam bǫdegț, ka sieba tǫbid taaba 

bǤǤd ye ba paae si'is o. 'For he healed so many that the sick all came crowding round to touch him.'. [MRK 3 10] 
Syn: tǫbțg; Cpart: tǫ1, tǫk, tǫǫg. 

tǫbid   See main entry: tǫb. push. 

tǫbig   Variant: tebug; tǫbigi. v. to push, give sb. a 'bunk up'. NǤŋdaan la daa nǤk o nu'us ayi wțsa tǫbig kțlțŋ la yǤ'Ǥg 

fi'u The poor man pushed the door with both hands and opened it suddenly. [You-Heard?] Pa'an la daa pin'ili ki'isnǫ, 

ka ye on tțm o nǫ ye o da' gaari na tis o ka on pț yǤ za'anǤǤr bǫǫ tǫbig o bas sǤŋțn The teacher began 
denying it, and said he had sent her to buy garri for him, and he had not opened the door or pushed her onto the mat. 

[AIDS-II] Ka o gǤsidi m nini tǫbig ka mum. She was looking at my eyes and pushed them shut. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka 

ba tǫbig Lot nǫ paŋi bǤǤd ye ba kǤ' za'anǤǤr la kpǫn'. 'They pushed Lot back and moved up to break down the 
door.'. [GEN 19:9] o ... tǫbig banǫ ti'akid ligidi la teebulnamǫ bas 'He overturned the tables of the 
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moneychangers'. [MAT 21:12] fț ya'a dțt tiig ka sǤ' pț tǫbigi fǤ, li dțțb tǤi nǫ hali if you climb a tree and have 

no one to support you, it's very hard to climb it. [Wealth-Is-Power] o gban'anǫ m niŋgǤǤnr ka tǫbigimǫ tud sa 'he 
seized me by the neck and crushed me.'. [JOB 16:12] man kpǫn' dǤǤgțn la ka o tǫbigimi bas sǤŋțn. when I went 
into the room he pushed me down onto the mat, [AIDS-II] Syn: tǫb; Cpart: tǫ1, tǫk, tǫǫg ‘pull’.  See: tǫ1; tǫb; tǫk; 

tǫǫg. 

tǫbigi   See main entry: tǫbig. push. 

tǫbigir   See main entry: tǫnbig. kick. 

tǫbis   Variant: tebis; tǫbisa1; tebisa; tǫbisi; tebisi. Form: tǫbisnǫ. v. to be heavy. Fțn pț ziidim la fț zi' ye m tǫbisa. As 

you don't carry me you don't know that I am heavy. [Proverb 217] Tțțma la tǫbis nǫ fțn na mǤri fț kǤn'ǤkǤn'. 
'The work is too heavy for you'. [EXO 18:18] m ziid la pț tǫbisa. 'my burden is light.'. [MAT 11:30] Sa'alțg la da 

nwǫnǫ li pț tǫbisnǫ The advice didn't seem important. [Trouble] Nabstr: tǫbisim; Sim: -tǫbisir, -tǫbisțg ‘[adj.]’.  
Kugir tǫbis ka titan mǫ an zitǫbisțg 'Stone is heavy and sand a burden'. [PRO 27:3] M saam daa nǤk nǫ yǤksin 

datǫbisiri ziili ya, mam na kǫ ka li maligim tǫbisi gaadi ala 'My father laid on you a heavy yoke; I will make it 

even heavier.'. [1KI 12:11] Cpart: fa'as, fak ‘be light’. Note: 'to be light (weight)' is most commonly expressed with 'not 

heavy', see MAT 11 example above.   Da mǤri dinǫ makid la'ad tǫbisim la zin'is ayi' ya kǤlțgin ka yinne tǫbis ka 

yinne fa'as 'Do not have two differing weights in your bag – one heavy, one light.'. [DEU 25:13] M yǤksin daug la 

faknǫ ka m ziid la pț tǫbisa. 'For my yoke is easy and my burden is light.'. [MAT 11:30] See: tǫbisim; -tǫbisir; 

-tǫbisțg. 

tǫbisa1   See main entry: tǫbis. heavy [be]. 

-tǫbisa2  See main entry: -tǫbisir. heavy. 

-tǫbisa3  See main entry: -tǫbisțg. heavy. 

tǫbisi   See main entry: tǫbis. heavy [be]. 

tǫbisim   Variant: tebisim. n. weight, heaviness. Amaa Nimo n da yulig Adu yis ku'omin la, o tǫbisim la da kǫnǫ ka o 

nyǤsig. But as Nimo was swinging Adu out of the water, the weight caused him to slip. [Trouble] Biig la tǫbisim 

kǫti ka pu'apțțg la giinla siǫnd. The weight of the baby causes the pregnant woman to feel weak. [Womens-Health] 
O kpandaug la da wa'am nǫ hali, ka li kpanbiel la tǫbisim an kțnt gbila kǤbisyuobț. 'His spear shaft was 
like a weaver's rod, and its iron point weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 17:7] Lit: was very long. AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na 

nyaŋi ... mak zuoya laka mak kțkțna baŋi ba tǫbisim? 'Who has ... weighed the mountains ... ?'. [ISA 40:12] 
Cpart: tǫbis ‘be heavy’. Da mǤri dinǫ makid la'ad tǫbisim la zin'is ayi' ya kǤlțgin ka yinne tǫbis ka yinne 

fa'as 'Do not have two differing weights in your bag – one heavy, one light.'. [DEU 25:13] InvNabstr: tǫbis. See: tǫbis; 

-tǫbisir; -tǫbisțg. 

-tǫbisir   Variant: -tebisir; -tǫbisirǫ; -tebisire; -tǫbisiri. Form: -tǫbisa2.  Note: tǫbisa is equally the plural of -tǫbisir and 

-tǫbisțg.   Variant: -tebisa. adj. heavy. Yaa da nǤk Adu nu'utǫbisir la yuligi lǫbis o san'an ya'as. Yaa took Adu's 

heavy hand and swung it back to him again. [Trouble] Ka nǤk gbansțma ligil, ka yadig futǫbisir linǫ an bțlț 

pa'al gbauŋ la zug 'They shall put a fine leather cover over it, spread a blue cloth on top'. [NUM 4:6] on kǫ ka 

nidiba ayi' kpǫn' sanrega la anǫ zitǫbisiri tis o. the fact that he had caused two people to go to prison was a 
heavy burden to him. [Trouble] Fț saam daa nǤk yǤksin datǫbisiri ziili ti 'Your father put a heavy yoke on us'. [1KI 

12:4] Na'ab David da kțdig nǫ hali ka ba mǤr futǫbisa pin o ka waad la'an zan'as ka kțțd o. 'When King 
David was old and well advanced in years, he could not keep warm even when they put covers over him.'. [1KI 1:1] 
Fț ziidi la'atǫbisa bǫdegț atǫuk la teŋsțk. 'You are filled with heavy cargo in the heart of the sea.'. [EZK 27:25] 
Syn: -tǫbisțg; Sim: tǫbis ‘[verb]’.  See: -tǫbisțg; tǫbis. 

-tǫbisirǫ   See main entry: -tǫbisir. heavy. 

-tǫbisiri   See main entry: -tǫbisir. heavy. 

tǫbisnǫ   See main entry: tǫbis. heavy [be]. 

-tǫbisțg   Variant: -tebisug; -tǫbisțgț; -tebisugu. Form: -tǫbisa3.  Note: tǫbisa is equally the plural of -tǫbisir and -tǫbisțg 
Variant: -tebisa. adj. heavy. o da anǫ bțnkțdțg ka an nintǫbisțg. 'he was an old man and heavy.'. [1SA 4:18] O ... 

da'ae pu'a la lǫbisi kpǫn'ǫs pǫog la pțțgin ka vǫ'ǫg liŋ tǫbisțg la pibili li nǤǤr la. 'he pushed her back into the 
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basket and pushed the lead cover down over its mouth.'. [ZEC 5:8] Amaa bǫogț da nie la o da nǤk futǫbisțgț lǤs 

ku'omin ligil Na'ab la nindaa ka o kpi. 'But the next day he took a thick cloth, soaked it in water and spread it 
over the king's face, so that he died.'. [2KI 8:15] Kemini m san'an na, yanam banǫ zi zitǫbisa gǫn la wțsa 'Come 
to me, all of you who are tired from carrying heavy loads'. [MAT 11:28] Syn: -tǫbisir; Sim: tǫbis ‘be heavy’; 
Nabstr: tǫbisim. See: tǫbis; -tǫbisir; tǫbisim. 

-tǫbisțgț   See main entry: -tǫbisțg. heavy. 

tǫ'ǫd   See main entry: tǫ'ug. baobab pods. 

tǫ'ǫg1   Variant: te'eg; tǫ'ǫga. Form: tǫ'ǫs. Variant: te'es. n. a baobab tree. Adansonia digitata. Kpǫǫm anǫ tǫ'ǫg, o tigidnǫ 

balaya. The elder is a baobab, he has plenty of sticks thrown at him. [Proverb 243] ka dindǫog ... dțț ya'ae tǫ'ǫg 

zug lalli, lalli sa and chameleon ... climbed up and hung far, far away on top of a baobab tree. [Asaasim] 
Buolna'ateŋ pu'ab baŋ ye nu'ug yinne pț bǤbigid tǫ'ǫga The women of Buolnateng know that 'one hand 
cannot encircle a baobab'. [Wealth-Is-Power] Nu'uyimir pț bǤbigid tǫ'ǫga. One hand cannot encircle a baobab. 

[Proverb 014] Tǫ'ǫg Tǫ'ǫs Tǫ'ǫd. Baobab Baobabs Baobab-fruits. [Trees.a [heading]] Man yț'țri buon Atǫ'ǫg. My 

name is Mr. Baobab. [Trees.b] Ka yț'țm pțti ba yțda ye, man yț'țri an Tǫ'ǫsna'ab. And they give their 
praise-names as "My name is 'Chief of Baobabs'". [Trees] Res: tǫ'ug. Etym: OV1 *TO(:)(D) ; OV2 *TE(:) ; GS1 
*TE/O¹ ; vc4 *te/o/u. See: tǫ'ug. 

tǫ'ǫg2   Variant: te'eg. Form: tǫ'ǫgid. v. to spread sth., lay a floor. Niiŋkan ma'aa tɛuk ka o tǫ'ǫgi li pțțgțn nǫ guŋgum. 
This is the only bird that lines its nest with kapok. [Trouble] Note: better: tǫ'ǫgid guŋgummi o tǫog pțțgin [MA]  Ka 

nǤk dalamma nǫ dawa'ama tǫ'ǫg teŋ la maal ka li an sț'țŋa. 'the floor he laid with boards of pine. [1KI 6:15] Ti 

mǤr bțmis la diib nǫ dinǫ ka ti na tǫ'ǫg ka ba digin We have food for the donkeys and something to spread on 

the floor for them to lie down. [JDG 19:19] See: tǫog. 

tǫ'ǫga   See main entry: tǫ'ǫg1. baobab tree. 

tǫ'ǫgid   See main entry: tǫ'ǫg2. floor sth. 

tɛ'ɛns   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫ'ǫs   See main entry: tǫ'ǫg1. baobab tree. 

tǫ'ǫsima   See main entry: tǫ'ǫsțŋ. head pad. 

tǫ'ǫsțŋ   Variant: ti'isțŋ; tisun'ug [N]; ti'isu'țŋu. Form: tǫ'ǫsima. Variant: ti'isțns; tisun'us. n. a head-pad. O ǫǫnti 

guungi li teŋin la ka li pț tǤiya,  ka o sun'uli li o dum zug yiiga ka nǤk nu'ugu ǫǫns ku'oyuosa la li gbinnin, 

ka yț'țn tippi țk gǤrim-gǤrim tita'ar la zi ka tǫ'ǫsțŋ la pț lii. She would lift it from the ground with ease ('no 
difficulty'), and first balance it on her knee, then use her hand to wipe the drops of water off the bottom, and 

readied herself and lifted the big bowl and put it on her head without the head-pad falling off. [Trouble] m vaand la 

anǫ ti'isțŋ ka ba maali viligi ziid kum la mǤri keŋ yațgțn la mum my leaves are used to make a head-pad to 
carry dead bodies to the grave for burial. [Trees] Note: emended by MA from tisț'țŋ.   Ba mǤri m vaandi viligidi 

maan ti'isț'țŋț ziid kum ken yațgțn mum. 'They use my leaves to make a headpad to carry dead bodies to the 
grave to bury.'. [MA] 

tɛ'og   See main entry: tǫ'ug. baobab pods. 

tǫ'ug   Variant: tɛ'og. Form: tǫ'ǫd. n. the pod, fruit of the baobab. fruit of Adansonia digitata. Tǫ'ǫg Tǫ'ǫs Tǫ'ǫd. Baobab 

Baobabs Baobab-fruits. [Trees [heading]] Source: tǫ'ǫg1. See: tǫ'ǫg1. 

tǫk   Variant: tek [N]; tǫki; teki. Form: tǫkid. Variant: tǫkidi. Form: tǫkir. Variant: tekir [N]. v. to pull. O zua la daa 

mǤ ye o tǫk o duoe gț'țŋnǫ bǤzugǤ o daa kaasidnǫ ye o siaa zabid. His friend tried to pull him up but 

couldn't, because he was crying that his back hurt. [You-Heard?] Aram nid tǫk o tiraugț tǤn yǤǤgț ka li keŋ 

gban'e Israel Na'ab la, ka piim la wiee o zaba la'ad la kpǫn' kțns o an Aramean 'drew his bow at random and 
hit the king of Israel between the sections of his armour'. [2CH 18:33] O gțd tiraugț tǫk ye o tǤn 'He drew his bow'. 

[LAM 3:12] m sțnf san'am ka m tǫki m fuugț aaǫn ka tǫki m zuobid nǫ m tieŋi vǤn' ka zin'in teŋin nǫ pakir. 
'I tore my clothes in despair, tore my hair and my beard, and sat down crushed with grief.'. [EZR 9:3] Colloc: tǫk X 

tțbir ‘punish X’. Ti na yǫl ye Wina'am tǫkidi ti tțbir la o tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd bǫǫ? 'Can we say that God does wrong 
when he punishes us?'. [ROM 3:5] Asiria zaba nǫ tțbir tǫkir yǫla Assyria's Wars and Punishment. [MIC 5:5 [heading]] 
Sim: tǫǫg, vǫ', vǫ'ǫg; Cpart: tǫb, tǫbțg ‘pull’.  See: tǫ1; tǫǫg; tțbtǫkir. 
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tǫki   See main entry: tǫk. pull. 

tǫkid   See main entry: tǫk. pull. 

tǫkidi   See main entry: tǫk. pull. 

tǫkir   See main entry: tǫk. pull. 

tǫnb   Variant: tenb [N]; tǫnbǫ. Form: tǫnbid. Variant: tenbid. v. to manage, do with a struggle. Nimo ye, 'gban'am o,' 

Ka biig la saam zin'in o nya'aŋ ka zaŋ o nǤba kadig o ka o kț nyaŋi tǫnbǫ. Nimo said "Get hold of him." And 
the child s father sat behind him and imprisoned him with his legs so that he couldn't do anything. [Trouble] 
Azi'-Kpinam kpiidnǫ ka tǫnbid. Messrs. 'Never-Died' have a struggle in dying. [Proverb 242] 

tǫnbǫ   See main entry: tǫnb. do with a struggle. 

tǫnbid   See main entry: tǫnb. do with a struggle. 

tǫnbig   Variant: tenbig. Form: tǫbigir. Variant: tenbigir. v. to kick. Note: [forwards] O nǤbpasinpauŋ da gbirigi mun ka o 

tǫnbig nǫ paŋ ka li kǫ ka o nie. Her foot suddenly itched and she kicked hard, which woke her up. [Trouble] O da 

tǫnbig kugir ka lǫn ba'aŋ ye o ansig vaung ya'as. He kicked a stone and reached up to tear off another leaf. 
[Trouble] 

tǫndig   Variant: tendig; tǫndigǫ; tendige; tǫndigi; tendigi. Form: tǫndigid. Variant: tǫndigidi; tɛn'ɛdigidi. 

Form: tǫndigim!. Variant: tǫndigimi!. Form: tǫndigin. Variant: tǫndigini. Form: tǫndigir. Variant: tɛn'ɛrigir. v. to 

reiterate, repeat, re-do. Note: including revitalise, rekindle, re-sharpen &c. according to context.   Na'ab la da duoe 

zi'enǫ o zin'ig linǫ kpi'e dazi'edir la ka tǫndig nǤnaar la ZugsǤb tuon. 'The king stood by the pillar and 
renewed the covenant in the presence of the Lord'. [2KI 23:3] Ti mǤr ti'ir ye ... tinamǫ zanmis si'el la kǫ ka 

karimbiis la tțm nǫ li ka li na tǫndigi ba nǫ KarimdǤǤg la wțsa. We hope that ... what we have taught will 
allow the students to work with it and it will revitalise them and the whole church. [Bible-Study] Kǫl ka buudi wțsa 

nidib tǫndigi ba paŋ! 'Let the nations renew their strength!'. [ISA 41:1] ZugsǤb wada la an sțm hali, ka tǫndigid 

ninsaal sțnf. 'The law of the Lord is perfect; it gives new strength.'. [PSA 19:7] o tǫndigidi m paŋ. 'He gives me 

new strength.'. [PSA 23:3] Zanmis kaŋa ni ti nyǫ KarimdǤǤg kanǫ ka Siig Kasi la tɛn'ɛdigidi nǤbigid si'em. In this 

lesson we see how the Church that the Holy Spirit renews sees growth. [Bible-Study] pa'alim ittțma 5 banǫ ka fț 

nyǫ kțdimin KarimdǤǤgin la Pentikos tǫn'ǫdigiri da gaad la. show five activities that you see in the ancient 
Church's Pentecost renewal was exceptional. [Bible-Study] Tǫndigimi ti ka ti lǫbi an wțț tinamǫ da an si'em la. 
'renew our days as of old'. [LAM 5:10] Űndkțdir la da bǫnǫ ani bǤǤd duor ya'as ka li naan malisin Yeboah on kț 

lǫn tǫndigini li. There is an old grudge there which is going to come up again, and it would have pleased Yeboah 
if he didn't re-visit it. [Trouble] Ti maan Siig tǫndigir nam nǫ Siig Kasi la'asțg nam  nǫ yț'țŋ wțsa pț'țsim 

nam We have Spiritual revivals, and Holy Spirit meetings, and all night prayer-meetings. [Bible-Study] Zi'elug 

Tǫndigir Deuteronomy. [DEU 1:1 [title : draft]] Lit: repetition of the law. Note: cf. [published Bible] Zi'elțg Tiǫnr Note: 

and also: ZugsǤb la tǫndig o nǤnaar Renewal of the Covenant. [DEU 29:1 [heading]] Sim: pǫndig. 

tǫndigǫ   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tǫndigi   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tǫndigid   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tǫndigidi   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tǫndigim!   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tǫndigimi!   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tǫndigin   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tǫndigini   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tǫndigir   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tǫn'   Variant: ten'. Form: tǫn'ǫd. v. 1 • to think. SǤ' ya'a paam ka li si'al o ka o nan kpǫn tǫn'ǫd ye o paam paasǫǫ, 

ninkan daan anǫ fufum sǤb. If someone gets what is enough for him and he still thinks he should get more, that 
person is greedy. [Jealousy] 
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2 • to designate. assign meaning to cowris in divination (client does). Note: discussion on 2KI 9:22 See: tǫn'ǫs1. 

tǫn'ǫb   Variant: ten'eb. Form: tǫn'ǫbid. Variant: ten'ebid; tǫn'ǫbidi. v. to fondle. Teŋ kan la ni ka dap da tǫn'ǫbid 

pu'asada nwa' bin'isa. 'their breasts were fondled and their virgin bosoms caressed'. [EZK 23:3] fțn da bǫ Egipt 

teŋin la ka ba da babinnǫf ka tǫn'ǫbidi fț bin'isa si'em la. 'when in Egypt your bosom was caressed and your 
young breasts fondled.'. [EZK 23:21] 

tǫn'ǫbid   See main entry: tǫn'ǫb. fondle. 

tǫn'ǫbidi   See main entry: tǫn'ǫb. fondle. 

tǫn'ǫd   See main entry: tǫn'. think, designate. 

tɛn'ɛdigidi   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tǫn'ǫl   Variant: ten'el; tǫn'ǫli; ten'eli. v. to distribute. Note: according to their number Ban da tǫn'ǫli ba si'em nwa' ka ba 

tțm ZugsǤb Pț'țsim Yir tțțma la 'These men were registered according to their assignments'. [1CH 24:19] “MǤri 

fusțma na pțdig Baal nya'andǤlib la wțsa!” O da yis na tǫn'ǫli ba wțsa. '“Bring robes for all the ministers of 
Baal.” So he brought out robes for them.'. [2KI 10:22] 

tǫn'ǫli   See main entry: tǫn'ǫl. distribute. 

tɛn'ɛrigir   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tǫn'ǫs-   See main entry: tǫn'ǫsțg1. thought. 

tǫn'ǫs1   Variant: ten'es; tɛ'ɛns; tǫn'ǫsǫ; tǫn'ǫsǫǫ; ten'esi. Form: tǫn'ǫsnǫ. Form: tǫn'ǫsid. Variant: ten'esid; tǫn'ǫsida; 

ten'esida; tǫn'ǫsidǫ; ten'eside; tǫn'ǫsidi; ten'esidi. Form: tǫn'ǫsidnǫ. Form: tǫn'ǫsidin. Variant: ten'esidin. 

Form: tǫn'ǫsim!. Variant: ten'esim; tǫn'ǫsimi!; ten'esimi. Form: tǫn'ǫsimini!. Form: tǫn'ǫsin. Form: tǫn'ǫsțg2. 

Variant: ten'esug2. Form: tǫn'ǫsya. Variant: ten'eseya. v. to think. Fț ya'a an baanlim fț na tǫn'ǫs sț'țŋa ka baŋ 

fțn na tțm si'el If you are careful you will think well and decide what you are going to do. [Electricity] di ya'a da 

an fțnǫ, fț tǫn'ǫs ka fț da na nyaŋi mǤdig ka pț ki'is Wina'am nǤǤrǫǫ? if it had been you, do you think you 
could have been self-controlled and not disobeyed God's command? [You-Heard?] man anǫ biig ka fț tǫn'ǫs ye m 

na kpǫm bǫ nǫ m saam nǫ m maa I am a child and you think I will still be with my father and my mother. 

[Billygoat] (ba) da tǫn'ǫs ye o di'emidnǫ. (they) 'thought he was joking.'. [GEN 19:14] Lit: young men. o pian'adi on 

bǤǤd si'em, ka yǫt ye ba da tɛ'ɛns ye on anǫ wțț nǤŋdaan biiga. he was speaking as he pleased, and said they 

shouldn't think he was a poor man's son. [Akelsa] Fț tǫn'ǫs ye m kț nyaŋi yǤǤf bǫǫ? 'Am I really not able to reward 

you?'. [NUM 22:37] O nam pț nyǫ saŋa tǫn'ǫsǫ he hadn't yet had time to think. [Trouble] Di nar ye ya'am sǤb lǫbis 

pian'ad ka pț tǫn'ǫsǫǫ ... ? 'Would a wise man answer with empty notions ... ? [JOB 15:2] Ka m tǫn'ǫs ye m na 

muki zamis I thought I would make an effort to study. [Shoeshine-Boy] Kǫlli ka ti tǫn'ǫsi tinamǫ na niŋ si'em ka 

kpǫmis taaba 'let us consider how we may spur one another on'. [HEB 10:24] Bipuŋ la tǫn'ǫsnǫ ye ba di'em nǫ The 

girl thought they were joking. [You-Hear?] Nimo yț'țn da kpǫn' o mǫŋ dǤǤginǫ zin' tǫn'ǫsid. Nimo then went into 
his room and sat thinking. [Trouble] Pita nan tǫn'ǫsid linǫ ka o nyǫ la yǫla la, ka Wina'am Siig Kasi yǫl o ye, 

“GǤsima, dap atan' bǤǤdif. ... ” 'While Peter was still thinking about the vision, the Spirit said to him, “Simon, 
three men are looking for you.'. [ACT 19:19] m bǫnǫ dǤǤgțn tǫn'ǫsidi m yǫla nwa I was in my room thinking about 

this problem of mine. [Three-Problems] sǤ' pț gban'adi li gbin bǫǫ tǫn'ǫsidi ba yǫllǫ. 'no one ponders it in his heart'. 

[ISA 57:1] M tǫn'ǫsidnǫ ye m lǫb bakuai kanǫ kenna la I was thinking I would come back next week. [Trouble] 
Amaa Reuben teŋ sț'țlimin la ba tǫn'ǫsidnǫ pțtǫnda ayi', yi'. 'In the districts of Reuben there was much 
searching of heart.'. [JDG 5:15] Ofori niŋ wala baŋ on tǫn'ǫsidin si'el la? How could Ofori know what he was 
thinking? [Trouble] on tǫn'ǫsim o biis yǫla; ban na ti an si'em o ku'um nya'aŋ he should think of his children – 

what would be their situation after his death. [You-Hear?] Ban nam bǫ ani tǫn'ǫsid la, fțn kanǫ karim gbauŋ nwa 

naae la mǫ tǫn'ǫsim onǫ nar As they haven't made up their minds yet, you, too, who have completed the reading 
of this book should think who is worthy. [Trees] Note: which tree is worthy to be king of the trees.   Tǫn'ǫsim gǤs 

Wina'am maal si'el. 'Think about what God has done.'. [ECC 7:13] Tǫn'ǫsimi niimis yǫla; ba pț bțt bǫǫ bunna 
'Look at the crows: they don't sow seeds or gather a harvest'. [LUK 12:24] Tǫn'ǫsimini li! GǤsimini li! Yǫlimi ti 

tinamǫ na niŋ si'em. 'Think about it! Consider it! Tell us what to do!'. [JDG 19:30] M tǫn'ǫsin ye m naan lǫbin tǤ' 

na I was thinking that I would come back again soon. [Trouble] Adu n da nyǫ si'el o zaansțŋin la da ka'anǫ o 

tǫn'ǫsțg ma'aa nǫ. What Adu saw in his dream was not just his own imagination. [Trouble] Fț tǫn'ǫsțg anǫ 
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ninsaal pțtǫn'ǫr ka ka' Wina'am din nǫ. 'You think as men think, not as God thinks.'. [MAT 16:23] O tǫn'ǫsya ka 

li nar ye o di pu'a kanǫ ka' nǤǤrǫ. He thought he should marry a woman with no mouth. [Wonderwoman] Man 

san'an, m tǫn'ǫsya ka Wina'am gaŋ tinam banǫ an tțmtțmnib la ka ti an tadimnam 'For it seems to me that 
God has given the very last place to us apostles'. [1CO 4:9] Sim: gǤs2 See: tǫn'ǫsțg. 

tǫn'ǫsa   See main entry: tǫn'ǫsțg1. thought. 

tǫn'ǫsǫ   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsǫǫ   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsid   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsida   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsidǫ   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsidi   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsidin   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsidnǫ   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsim!   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsimi!   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsimini!   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsin   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsnǫ   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsțg1   Variant: ten'esug. Form: tǫn'ǫsa. Variant: ten'esa. Form: tǫn'ǫs-. n. a thought. o tǫn'ǫsțg wțsa pțțgin, fal kae 

tis Wina'am. 'in all his thoughts there is no room for God.'. [PSA 10:4] SǤ' wțsa mǤr yǤlisim o tǫn'ǫsa pțțgin nǫ 

on niŋ yadda nǫ si'el ni. 'freedom of thought, conscience and belief.'. [Constitution] Ka Yesu baŋi ba tǫn'ǫsa 'But 
Jesus knew their thoughts'. [LUK 6:8] O mǤri pțtǫn'ǫbǫ'ǫd ka nǤŋ nǤŋgbannwa'ar nǫ antu'a yaalis 'He has an 
unhealthy interest in controversies and quarrels'. [1TI 6:4] See: tǫn'ǫs1. 

tǫn'ǫsțg2   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫn'ǫsya   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tǫnr1   Variant: tenr; tǫnra; tenra; tǫnraa; tǫnrǫ; tenri1. Form: tǫnr2!. Variant: tǫnri2!. Form: tǫnrinǫ!. v. to remember, 

remind. Ya tǫnr da'aba la yǫlaa? Do you remember slavery? [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka bǤ ka o tǫnr nǫ'ǫnama? Why did 
she remember these things? [Trouble] Li sțm ye fț tǫnr malțŋ di'em kaŋa yțțm woo, li saŋa ya'a paae. It is 
good that you remember this festival every year when the time for it arrives. [EXO 13:10] o mǫ pțm mi' ye Yaa kț 

lǫn tǫnra. he already knew that Yaa would not remember. [Trouble] Ya pț tǫnraa? 'don't you remember?'. [MRK 8:18] 
Li pǤǤd o nini ni nǫ wțț on tǫnri li yǫla si'em la. It looked smaller than he remembered it. [Trouble] m na san'am 

Amalek buudi hali ka sǤ' kț tǫnri ba yǫla dunia nwa' nii. 'I will completely blot out the memory of Amalek 
from under heaven.'. [EXO 17:14] Lin anǫ sț'țm nǫ fǫn'ǫpaala ka ka' fǫn'ǫkțda - tǫnr din. It is good for new 

wounds but not old sores –  remember that. [Trouble] Tǫnr onǫ maalif la fț dasannim saŋa Remember Your 
Creator in the Time of Your Youth. [ECC 11:7 [heading]] Kțdim tǫnri ye HIV-EES ban'as la dǤlisidi ziiminǫ 

gban'ad. Just remember that HIV-AIDS disease is passed on through blood. [AIDS-I] Tǫnri dina, yanam banǫ an 

ki'isțg dim nwa' 'Remember this ... you rebels'. [ISA 46:8] Tǫnrinǫ m tțmtțm Moses wada la 'Remember the law 

of my servant Moses'. [MAL 4:4] Syn: tǫǫns; Sim: tiǫn1, tǫn'ǫs1; Cpart: tam ‘forget’. See: pțtǫn'ǫr. 

tǫnr2!   See main entry: tǫnr1. remember. 

tǫnra   See main entry: tǫnr1. remember. 

tǫnraa   See main entry: tǫnr1. remember. 

tǫnrǫ   See main entry: tǫnr1. remember. 

tǫnri2!   See main entry: tǫnr1. remember. 
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tǫnrig1   Variant: tenrig. Form: tǫnrigir. Variant: tenrigir. Form: tǫnrigya. v. to sprain. bikanǫ nu'ugț daa tǫnrig la saam 

kpǫn' na. the father of the child who had sprained his arm came in. [Trouble] ba dǫllimif, ka fț kǤ' ka kǫ ka ba 

sies tǫnrig. 'when they leaned on you, you broke and their backs were wrenched.'. [EZK 29:7] Nannanna o nu'ug 

tǫnrigya. Now his arm was sprained. [Trouble] 

tǫnrig2   v. to push sth. aside. "Alamisi, yaarim galis zǫǫnd la nǫ", daar yinne la ka o yǫl ala ka tǫnrig laa la zi'el. 
"Alamisi, there is too much salt in the soup.", one day he said that and pushed the bowl aside. [Wonderwoman] 

tǫnrigir   See main entry: tǫnrig1. sprain. 

tǫnrigya   See main entry: tǫnrig1. sprain. 

tǫnrinǫ!   See main entry: tǫnr1. remember. 

tǫnsim   Variant: tensim. v. to sneeze. Biig la da tǫnsim nǤǤr ayǤpǤi ka lak o nini. 'The boy sneezed seven times, and then 

opened his eyes.'. [2KI 4:35] O ya'a tǫnsim li nwǫnǫ bugum nǫ ian'asidi yit na 'His sneezing sends out sprays of 
light'. [JOB 41:18] Etym: OV1 *KI ; OVN *TIS-M . 

tɛnsʋk   See main entry: teŋsțk. middle. 

tǫŋ   Variant: tǫŋǫ; teŋe. Form: tǫŋid. Form: tǫŋim!. Variant: tǫŋimi!. v. to lift, pick up, grab sth. Agalisi daa tțț 

Ndekugir ka o kpǫn tǫŋ kugtita'ari lǤbig o zug. Agalisi insulted Ndekugir and he grabbed a very big stone and 

threw at his head. [MA] Fa', m zua, tǫŋim tampiga tis tanmǫǫd la ka o mǫ zaŋguom la. My friend, kindly pick 

up the balls of mud and give to the builder to build the wall. [MA] malektita'ar teŋe kugir dine zem wuu neertita'ar 

ne n lob ateukun la 'Then a mighty angel picked up a stone the size of a large millstone and threw it into the sea'. 

[REV 18:21[original New Testament]] Note: published Bible zaŋ kugir 
tɛŋ   See main entry: teŋ1. land, town, down, on ground. 

tǫŋǫ   See main entry: tǫŋ. lift.  

tǫŋid   See main entry: tǫŋ. lift.  

tǫŋim!   See main entry: tǫŋ. lift.  

tǫŋimi!   See main entry: tǫŋ. lift.  

tǫŋ-tǫŋ   id. swoosh! Note: sound of being picked up and carried along Biig la daa zǤtnǫ kidigid lǤr pal ka lǤr kpǫn nwǫ'ǫ o 

bas ka ba țk o tǫŋ-tǫŋ mǤri keŋ sibitini. The child was running across and a car knocked him down and he was 
picked up and rushed to the clinic. [MA] 

tǫǤng   Variant: teong. Form: tǫǫnd. Variant: teend. n. sheath, holder for sth. Colloc: tǫǫngin~tǫǫgțn(ǫ) ‘in sheath’. M na 

fuoe m sț'țg la li tǫǫnginǫ 'I will draw my sword from its scabbard'. [EZK 21:3] Lǫbisimi fț sț'țg la li tǫǫngțn. 
'Put your sword away!'. [JHN 18:11] 

tǫog   Variant: teog; tɛuk. Form: tǫǫd1. Variant: teed; tǫǫdǫ; teedi. n. a nest (of sticks). Niiŋkan ma'aa tɛuk ka o tǫ'ǫgi li 

pțțgțn nǫ guŋgum. This is the only bird that lines its nest with kapok. [Trouble] Note: better: tǫ'ǫgid guŋgummi o 

tǫog pțțgin [MA]  Fț ya'a keŋ nyǫ niiŋ tǫog ka li bǫ tiig zug ... fțn da gban'e niiŋ la la'an nǫ o biis la 'If you 

come across a bird's nest ... in a tree ... do not take the mother with the young.'. [DEU 22:6] nwǫnǫ nidi ba'aŋi yak 

niis tǫǫd 'As one reaches into a nest'. [ISA 10:14]  Colloc: țg1 tǫog   ‘to waeve a nest (with grasses)’.  O țgid o 

tɛuknɛ sț'țŋa It weaves its nest nicely. [Trouble]  O pț bǤǤdi o nyǫsig tiita dǤǤg niimis banǫ an dǤnbțțlim la 

țgidi ba tǫǫd tiisin la He didn't want to miss the canaries making their nests in the trees. [Trouble]   Colloc: tǫ2 tǫog  
Caus: tǫ2 ‘to uild a nest (with sticks)’. Viiug na tǫ tǫog anina nyǫ' gǫla 'The owl will nest there and lay eggs'. [ISA 

34:15] nwǫnǫ niis banǫ tǫǫdi ba tǫǫd tampinyǤ'Ǥd pțțgin nǫ like birds who build their nests in holes in the rock. 
[NUM 24:21] Colloc: tǫǫgțn ‘in/to/from nest’. Nwǫnǫ niis ka ba ǫǫnti budigi ba tǫǫgțn ka ba ian'ad si'em la 'like 
fluttering birds, like scattered nestlings'. [ISA 16:2] See: tǫ2. 

tǫr   Variant: tǫri. Form: tǫtti. v. to be scattered, lie scattered. ba kțț ba nidib la ka ba digi tǫri giligi ba maan 

bimbima Corpses will be scattered ... round the altars'. [EZK 6:13] 

tǫreko   Variant: teroko; turuku. Form: tǫrekonam. Variant: terokonam; tǫrekonama; tǫrekonamǫ. n. cart, chariot, truck. 
lǤǤ ba ta'al nǫ tǫreko la ka nǤki ba na'abibis la kpǫn'ǫs garikini lǤ. 'Hitch the cows to the cart, but take their 
calves away and pen them up.'. [1SA 6:7] diib pǫ'ǫli ba niigi tǫrekonam hali badigidi lut suoya ni 'your carts 
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overflow with abundance'. [PSA 65:11] Na'ab Solomon da mǤri tǫrekonam tusa naasi (4,000) 'King Solomon 

also had 4,000 ... chariots'. [2CH 9:25] Ka m lǫn gǤsi nyǫ ka tǫrekonama anaasi bǫǫ m tuon 'I looked up again – 
and there before me were four chariots'. [ZEC 6:1] NǤkimi tǫrekonamǫ lǫbi zii ya biis nǫ ya pu'ab ka dǤlli ya 

saam la kena. 'Take some carts ... for your children and your wives, and get your father and come. '. [GEN 45:19] 
Colloc: widi tǫreko ‘chariot, horse-drawn vehicle’. O da kǫnsi ba widi la wțsa gada ka nyu'oe ba widi 

tǫrekonam la. 'He hamstrung their horses and burned their chariots.'. [JOS 11:9] Colloc: tǫrekonamin ‘in carts’. 
Edom dim la da gilig on nǫ o kpi'emnam banǫ gǤt zaba tǫrekonamin la 'The Edomites surrounded him and 
his chariot commanders'. [2KI 8:21] From: (Eng.) 

tǫrekonam   See main entry: tǫreko. truck. 

tǫrekonama   See main entry: tǫreko. truck. 

tǫrekonamǫ   See main entry: tǫreko. truck. 

tǫri   See main entry: tǫr. scattered. 

tǫtti   See main entry: tǫr. scattered. 

tǫuk   See main entry: atǫuk. sea. 

tɛuk   See main entry: tǫog. nest. 

te   See main entry: tǫ1. drag [goat]. 

te   See main entry: tǫ2. nest. 

te   See main entry: ti1. we. 

teb   See main entry: tǫb. push. 

tebis   See main entry: tǫbis. heavy [be]. 

tebisa   See main entry: tǫbis. heavy [be]. 

-tebisa   See main entry: -tǫbisir. heavy. 

-tebisa   See main entry: -tǫbisțg. heavy. 

tebisi   See main entry: tǫbis. heavy [be]. 

tebisim   See main entry: tǫbisim. weight. 

-tebisir   See main entry: -tǫbisir. heavy. 

-tebisire   See main entry: -tǫbisir. heavy. 

-tebisug   See main entry: -tǫbisțg. heavy. 

-tebisugu   See main entry: -tǫbisțg. heavy. 

tebug   See main entry: tǫbig. push. 

te'eg   See main entry: tǫ'ǫg1. baobab tree. 

te'eg   See main entry: tǫ'ǫg2. floor sth. 

te'es   See main entry: tǫ'ǫg1. baobab tree. 

tek [N]   See main entry: tǫk. pull. 

teki   See main entry: tǫk. pull. 

tekir [N]  See main entry: tǫk. pull. 

telefon   n. a telephone. Onǫ sț'oe gbauŋ nwa' :: Yț'țr ... : Adǫris ... : Telefon namba... This Book Belongs to :: Name 
... : Address ... :  Telephone Number ... [Bible front-matter: Owner page] From: (Eng.) 

tem-   See main entry: teŋ1. land, town, down, on ground. 

tembibis   See main entry: tembil. hamlet. 

tembil   Form: tembibis. n. a hamlet, small village. Tembibis banǫ kpi'e ba la nǫ kooko pǤǤd ... ni la nǫ karinyana la 

wțsa The villages that wee close by, and the cocoa farms ... and all the fields. [Trouble] See: teŋ1; -bil. 
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temis   See main entry: teŋ1. land, town, down, on ground. 

tempoog   See main entry: teŋpțțg. town centre. 

tempț-   See main entry: tempțțg. city. 

tempțțd   See main entry: tempțțg. city. 

tempțțg   Variant: tempțțgț. Form: tempțțd.  Note: 53x in SC Variant: tempțțs.  Note: 55x in SC Form: tempț-. n. a 

city, big town. Daar yinne ka ti da gǤǤnd tempțțg la kțkpǫŋ zaalim-zaalim One day when we were 

wandering aimlessly round the town. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba da la'as nǫ tempțțg la yiŋ ka bia' gilig teŋ la. 'they ... 
built siege works all around' the city. [JER 52:4] nǤkim birikiisi digili fț tuon ka buoǫn li zugini pa'al Jerusalem 

tempțțgț an si'em 'get a brick, put it in front of you, and scratch lines on it to represent the city of Jerusalem'. 

[EZK 4:1] Tempțțd pii nǫ awai nǫ ba tembibisi da bǫǫ ani. 'There were nineteen towns and their villages.'. [JOS 

19:38] Ala ka ba da lǫbi ba mǫŋ sț'țlimin, ka lǫbisi mǫǫ ba tempțțd la bǫǫ ani. 'then they went their way back 
to their own territory, where they rebuilt their towns and settled in them.'. [JDG 21:23] tempțțs ... banǫ ka ba mǫ' 

zaŋguommi gilig, ka zaŋ kțntzǫn'ug daadi kpari li za'anǤǤr la 'large towns ... fortified with walls and with 
bronze bars on the gates'. [1KI 4:13] Ankara anǫ tempțtita'ar Accra is a big city. [Shoeshine-Boy] Amaa Bțgțr wțsa 

tempțbǫda nǫ tenkpǫmis nǫ banǫ kpi'e nǫ ba la pț tamid dinǫ daa maal Ayaab biribiŋ la. But all Buguri's 
large and small settlements and nearby places did not forget what had happened to Ayaab's boy. [Electricity] 
Tempțkanǫ ka o da dǫŋi di na'am yiiga da anǫ Babilon The first city that he ruled was Babylon. [GEN 10:10] 
Colloc: tempțțgin(ǫ(ǫ)/i) ‘in/to/from town’. o bas o ba' yir la ka keŋ tempțțginǫ di'e dǤǤgț bǫ anina he left 
his father's house and went to town and got lodgings there. [Billygoat] Ba bayi' gba da gǫǫmnǫ yț'țn giligid 

tempțțgțn la biel. They both became mad and went round the town naked. [Shoeshine-Boy] Duom kpǫn' 

tempțțgin la, ka ba na yǫlif fțn na niŋ si'em. 'get up and go into the city, and you will be told what you must 

do.'. [ACT 9:6] 'Faaro pu'ayua la da yi David tempțțginǫ lǫb na'ayir kanǫ ka Na'ab Solomon mǫǫ tis o la ni' 
'Pharaoh's daughter had come up from the City of David to the palace Solomon had built for her'. [1KI 9:24] Li ka' 

Jerusalem tempțțginǫǫ? 'Is it not Jerusalem?'. [MIC 1:5] Mǫǫmi fț yir Jerusalem tempțțgini bǫǫ ani 'Build 
yourself a house in Jerusalem and live there'. [1KI 2:36] ba sakurin pa'an yinne daa yǫl ye banǫ bǫ teŋkpǫmis la 

mǤr sumalisim gat banǫ bǫ tempțțdin la one of their schoolteachers had said that people in villages were 
happier than people in towns. [Trouble] O yț'țn daa keŋ tuone yǫli ba din niŋ si'em ka bugum la paae 

tempțțsin nǫ tenkpǫmisini ti teŋgbauŋ nwa ni. He went on to tell them how it came about that electricity had 
reached the towns and villages of our area. [Electricity] Sim: teŋpțțg. Note: usually written teŋ pțțg.    
Cpart: teŋkpǫŋ ‘village’. ba sakurin pa'an yinne daa yǫl ye banǫ bǫ teŋkpǫmis la mǤr sumalisim gat banǫ bǫ 

tempțțdin la one of their schoolteachers had said that people in villages were happier than those in the cities. 

[Trouble] See: teŋ1; pțțg. 

tempțțgț   See main entry: tempțțg. city. 

tempțțs   See main entry: tempțțg. city. 

tenb [N]   See main entry: tǫnb. do with a struggle. 

tenbid   See main entry: tǫnb. do with a struggle. 

tenbig   See main entry: tǫnbig. kick. 

tenbigir   See main entry: tǫnbig. kick. 

tendaan [N]   See main entry: teŋindaan. 'landowner'. 

tendig   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tendige   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tendigi   See main entry: tǫndig. reiterate. 

tendu'adig   n. sb.'s birthplace, hometown. NǤdi'es pț nyǫt girima o tendu'adigin A prophet doesn't get respect in his 

hometown. [Trouble] O! on kaae o tendu'adigin la nǤbpauŋ tusa-tusa, amaa o pțtǫn'ǫr ma'aa keŋ. Oh! he 
had visited his birthplace thousands of times, but only his thoughts had gone there. [Trouble] See: teŋ1; du'a1. 

ten'   See main entry: tǫn'. think, designate. 
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ten'eb   See main entry: tǫn'ǫb. fondle. 

ten'ebid   See main entry: tǫn'ǫb. fondle. 

ten'el   See main entry: tǫn'ǫl. distribute. 

ten'eli   See main entry: tǫn'ǫl. distribute. 

ten'es   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

ten'esa   See main entry: tǫn'ǫsțg1. thought. 

ten'eseya  See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

ten'esi   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

ten'esid   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

ten'esida   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

ten'eside   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

ten'esidi   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

ten'esidin   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

ten'esim   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

ten'esimi   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

ten'esug   See main entry: tǫn'ǫsțg1. thought. 

ten'esug2   See main entry: tǫn'ǫs1. think. 

tengbandaan   See main entry: teŋgbandaan. 'landowner'. 

tengbauŋ   See main entry: teŋgbauŋ. earth. 

tenr   See main entry: tǫnr1. remember. 

tenra   See main entry: tǫnr1. remember. 

tenri1   See main entry: tǫnr1. remember. 

tenrig   See main entry: tǫnrig1. sprain. 

tenrigir   See main entry: tǫnrig1. sprain. 

tensim   See main entry: tǫnsim. sneeze. 

tentoondiŋ   See main entry: tintǤǤndig. shrew. 

tentoondis   See main entry: tintǤǤndig. shrew. 

tenzuŋ   See main entry: teŋzțŋ. foreign land. 

teŋ1   Variant: tɛŋ; teŋa; teŋǫ; teŋi. Form: tǫǫns2. Variant: tǫǫnsi2; teens; teensa; temis.  Note: JOS draft Form: teŋ-2. 

Variant: tem-. n. 1 • ground, land, world, country. Bțmban'ad zi' ye teŋ tțlla. Donkey-rider does not know that 
the ground is hot. [Proverb 120] Pin'ilțgțn la Wina'am da maal agǤl nǫ teŋ. 'In the beginning God created the 
heavens and the earth.'. [GEN 1:1] Saul baŋ ye li anǫ Samuel, ka o digin avanba ka o nindaa kpa' teŋ. 'Saul knew 
it was Samuel, and he bowed down and prostrated himself with his face to the ground.'. [ISA 28:14] Ti mǫ bǤǤd ye 

ti mǤr kpinnim nǫ zuod nǫ sumalisim nǫ nidib nǫ tǫǫns wțsa dunia nwa ni. We also wish to maintain 
relations and friendship and peace with all peoples and nations in the world. [Constitution] Dunia la tǫǫns wțsa 

nwǫnǫ ku'om na tuaki li buati ni nǫ 'Surely the nations are like a drop in a bucket'. [ISA 40:15] Ba nidib ayi la 

bǫnǫ Bugur teŋkanǫ ka gǤmma mǤr bugum keŋ nannanna la. The two of them lived in Buguri, a town where 

the government are now bringing electricity. [Electricity] Yesu n ken Jerusalem la o daa buŋid teŋ titada nǫ 

tembibisini pa'an nidib. 'Jesus went through towns and villages, teaching the people'. [LUK 13:22] Colloc: teŋ1 

dim, teŋ1 biis ‘locals, aborigines’. o yidim nǫ o zuanam nǫ o teŋdim wțsa nǤŋ o. here housepeople, friends 
and townsfolk all loved her. [Womens-Health] Colloc: teŋ1(in) tiebțg tiim ‘iodine, natural mineral medicine’. ba 

tis ...Sakuya biis la ye ba baŋ teŋ ti'ebug tiim nǫ na'asaar yaarim la yala. they should give it to  school 
children so that they will know about natural iodine and commercial iodised salt. [Iodine] SǤ' na niŋ wala n nyǫ 
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teŋin ti'ebțg tiim la? How can somebody get natural iodine? [Iodine] Teŋkan la ka ba buon Itopia nannanna. 
The country that is now called Ethiopia. [GEN 2:13 [footnote]] Etym: OV1 *T ĬN ; OVN TIN-GA/SI ; GS1 *TE/I/A ; 
vc4 *tan, tɪn ; CG *tena, tii ("Earth, land, country, town, vil lage ..."); ("earth, "terre" and earth, soil "sol") 
OV1 *T ĬN, TAN ; OVN *TIN-GA/SI, TAN-TI ; GS1 *K³A/E,  *TE/ I/A ; vc4 tan, tɪn ; CG *tena, *tii . 
2 • a town, village (larger), inhabited place. Di anǫ sida ye bugum tțțma dim la daa la'as teŋ la nidib wțsa It 
was true that the electricity department officers called a meeting of all the people of the town. [Electricity] Teŋ ya'a 

lal, teŋ bǫ tuon. However far a village is, there is still a village further on. [Proverb 265] Gaana zǤŋ dim tun'e zi'el 

zi'ela ka li tis suor ka sǤ' an Gaana nid, ba ya'a gǤs ka li nar ka mǫ an sțm tis teŋ la. 'Parliament may make 

laws to confer citizenship in other cases where appropriate, taking into account the public interest.'. [Constitution] O 

da bțgțd nǫ ba'akǤlțg ka li lidigid Samaria teŋ nidib. he 'had astounded the Samaritans with his magic'. [ACT 

8:9] Eli kpǫn bik nǫ kțk la li azampǫ'ǫl Siilo teŋ la za'anǤǤr la baba 'Eli fell backwards from his seat beside the 
gate' of Shiloh. [1SA 4:18] Baŋim ye fț yaas na lieb saam teŋ si'a linǫ ka' ya mǫŋ teŋa 'Know for certain that 
your descendants will be strangers in a country not their own'. [GEN 15:13] Daasi'erǫ li maannǫ teŋ sieba ka ka' 

teŋaa. Perhaps it happens in some places, but not in this town. [Trouble] ya na ... kati dǤlli ba buga teŋ teŋi 

namisidi ba 'others you will ... and pursue from town to town'. [MAT 23:34] Kpi'im teŋ nǫ aba'as-yǤri diginǫ 

ZugsǤb la tuon Death and Destruction lie open before the Lord. [PRO 15:11] Ti ya'a kpans yǫlkaŋa kii nǫǫ, li 

pa'annǫ Ghana dim ittțŋ - ti bǫllim, ti sian'ada la an si'em, ti pǤǤd nǫ ti tǫǫns la. If we pay close attention, it 

shows the affairs of Ghanaians –  what our lifestyle and our forest are like, and our farms and towns. [Trouble] ba 

na nyaŋi ba bi'emnam wțsa ka faaǫn ba tǫǫns they 'will take possession of the cities of their enemies'. [GEN 

22:17] Colloc: teŋbil ‘small town, village, hamlet’. Tembibis banǫ ka nif nǤdir an yǫl la In small villages where 
trachoma is a problem. [Trachoma] Tempțțd pii nǫ awai nǫ ba tembibisi da bǫǫ ani. 'There were nineteen towns 

and their villages.'. [JOS 19:38] Colloc: teŋsțŋ ‘Holy City’; teŋin(ǫ(ǫ)), teŋinnǫ ‘in/to the land/town/ground’. bǫǫ o 

bǫ teŋin la wțț yțma anu or has been in the country five years or so. [Constitution.] Tadim ban'ad o bțŋ ka o 

dignǫ teŋin. A lowly man mounts his donkey while it kneels. [Proverb 045] banǫ da kpǫlim ka dǤl atǫukț yi 

Kafitor teŋin la who were left and came from Caphtor by sea. [JER 47:4] Anina ka ba kpǫn' anrțŋț lǫb Antiok 

teŋin na. 'from there they sailed back to Antioch'. [ACT 14:26] Biis la zin'inǫ teŋinǫ pǤnd nǤba ka dit. The 
children sit on the ground with crossed legs to eat. [House+Farm] Ka mam mǫ aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ na keŋ Na'ab Faaro 

san'anǫ yis Israel dim la Egipt teŋinǫ? 'Who am I, that I should go to Pharaoh and bring the Israelites out of 
Egypt'. [EXO 3:11] Wina'am nǤdi'es kț nyǫ na'asi o mǫŋ teŋinnǫ. 'A prophet is not respected in his own country.'. 

[JHN 4:44] ba nwǫnǫ na'azǤmnamǫ na luu yadig teŋinnǫ they are like locusts who come down and spread out 
over the land. [NAM 3:16] Ka' manǫ yis Filistia dim Kafitor teŋin na, ka mǫ yis Aram dim la Kir teŋinǫǫ? 'Did I 
not bring ... the Philistines from Caphtor and the Arameans from Kir? '. [AMO 9:7] Colloc: tǫǫnsin ‘in the towns’; 
Sim: teŋgbauŋ ‘country’. 
3 • down, under. Ama bas Adu gǤsig ka kpa' gǤsid teŋ Ama stopped looking at Adu and looked down. [Trouble] 
fțn yǫlim Aaron ye o nǤkim o dansaari la lǤbi bas teŋ 'tell Aaron to take his stick and throw it down'. [EXO 7:9] 
Colloc: X nǤǤr1 nam pț lu teŋa ka ... ‘no sooner had X spoken than ...’. O nǤǤr nam pț lu teŋa ka sǤ' pțn gǫ'ǫŋ 

vaand la o nu'ugini zǤǤ keŋ yikanǫ kpi'e la ni. No sooner had he spoken than somebody grabbed the leaves 
from his hand and ran to a nearby house. [Trouble] Sim: teŋir. 
4 • on the ground/floor. Bantikarțg ye, "Ti zan' pț gbǫǫnd teŋa.", ka gbǫn teŋ. Bustard says 'We don't all sleep 
on the ground.' and then sleeps on the ground. [Proverb 169] O daa dignǫ dǤǤg la teŋ ka pț yadig si'ela. He was 

lying on the floor of the room without a mat. [AIDS-II] ka vaae Fuug Sțgțr la teŋ titani niŋ ku'omin la. and put 
some dust from the tabernacle floor into the water. [NUM 5:17] See: dienteŋ; teŋir; teŋpțțg; teŋindaan; 

teŋinna'ab; teŋinna'am; teŋgban1; teŋkpǫŋ; teŋnǤǤr. 

teŋ-2   See main entry: teŋ1. land, town, down, on ground. 

teŋa   See main entry: teŋ1. land, town, down, on ground. 

teŋboŋ   See main entry: teŋgbauŋ. earth. 

teŋdam-   See main entry: teŋdammțg. earthquake. 

teŋdammțg   Variant: teŋdamug. Form: teŋdam-. n. an earthquake. Teŋ kanǫ ka teŋdammțg bǫ saŋa wțsa, li bǤǤd 

ye teŋ la nidib mi' teŋdammțg yǫla sț'țŋa. In places where earthquakes occur, the people should be given 
good education about it. [MA] Colloc: teŋdambǫ'ǫd ‘bad earthquakes’. See: teŋ1; dam. 
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teŋdamug   See main entry: teŋdammțg. earthquake. 

teŋdaan [W]   See main entry: teŋindaan. 'landowner'. 

teŋǫ   See main entry: teŋ1. land, town, down, on ground. 

teŋe   See main entry: tǫŋ. lift.  

teŋgban1   Form: teŋgbana. Form: teŋgban-2. n. an earth-shrine. Note: used in the Bible for pagan worship in ancient Palestine 
Teŋgban banǫ da kǫ ka ban'anyalima gban'e Egipt dim pipirigin la. 'They are the gods who struck the 

Egyptians with all kinds of plagues in the desert.'. [1SA 4:8] teŋgban kpǫn'ǫdib bǤ bǤǤb dabisir nwa' zug 
sorcerers seek to harm that day. [JOB 3:8] Kțkțn kanǫ bǫ Jerusalem ya-nya'aŋ la Solomon da mǫ' teŋgban 

dǤǤgǤ li zugț tis Kemos 'On the mountain east of Jerusalem he built a place to worship Chemosh'. [1KI 11:7] dap 

mǫ da tțmnǫ dapgǤǤnda tțțma ba teŋgbana ni 'There were even male shrine prostitutes in the land'. [1KI 14:24] 
Teŋgban banǫ da kǫ ka ban'anyalima gban'e Egipt dim pipirigin la. 'They are the gods who struck the 
Egyptians with all kinds of plagues in the desert.'. [1SA 4:8] See: teŋ1; gbauŋ; teŋindaan; teŋgbandaan. 

teŋgban-2   See main entry: teŋgban1. earth.shrine. 

teŋgbana   See main entry: teŋgban1. earth.shrine. 

teŋgbandaan   Variant: tengbandaan. n. an earth-priest, 'landowner' [Gh.] Note: specifically, guardian of a 'grove', teŋgban.   
O mi' Susa tengbandaan pu'a kanǫ da kpi kilim silinsiiugț ken teŋin la yț'țŋ-yț'țŋ la yǫla. He knew about 

the wife of an earthpriest of Susa who had died and become a ghost and came to the village every night. [Trouble] 
Sim: teŋindaan. See: teŋgban1; daan1; teŋindaan. 

teŋgbauŋ   Variant: tengbauŋ; teŋboŋ; teŋgbauŋa; teŋgbauŋǤ; teŋgbauŋo; teŋgbauŋț. n. land, earth, nation, world. 
Banǫ na li'a teŋgbauŋ bǫǫ zi'ela zǤŋ na'am la kț mǤr bǫnnǫ. 'There is no restriction on the number of political 
parties that can be formed'. [Constitution] Lit: those who seek rule in the national or regional parliament. O yț'țn 

daa keŋ tuone yǫli ba din niŋ si'em ka bugum la paae tempțțsin nǫ tenkpǫmisine ti teŋgbauŋ nwa ni. He 
then went onto tell them how electricity would be brought to the towns and villages of our region. [Electricity] m na 

nyaŋi gǤs teŋgbauŋ la. I will be able to supervise the land. [Trees] ban'a saaŋ la bǫ tengbauŋ nwa ni ka li yuug 
the disease had been in this country a long time. [AIDS-I] Li bǫn paae ya! Li bǫn paae tis teŋgbauŋ la lțga anaasi 

la wțsa. 'The end! The end has come upon the four corners of the land.'. [EZK 7:2] O da kǫ ka o sț'țg Babilon 

teŋgbauŋ la wțsa 'He made him ruler over the entire province of Babylon'. [DAN 2:48] Daba ayǤpǤi la nya'aŋ ka 

ku'otita'ar pǫ'ǫl teŋgbauŋ la wțsa. 'And after the seven days the floodwaters came on the earth.'. [GEN 7:10] 
Yǫlbǫ'ǫtita'ar maal teŋgbauŋa ni. A very serious crime has been committed in this land. [Trouble] M ya'a pț 

maalinǫ m nǤnaar nǫ nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ ka zi'el wada tis agǤla nǫ teŋgbauŋǤ ... 'If I have not established my 
covenant with day and night and the fixed laws of heaven and earth ... '. [JER 33:25] Colloc: teŋgbauŋțn ‘to/on/from 
earth/land/ground’. Sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ dinǫ bǫ teŋgbauŋțn la wțsa anǫ GǤmma bțn nidib la yǫla. 'All 
minerals in their natural state are vested in the President on behalf of the people.'. [Constitution] Lit: gold and silver 

and what is in the ground. Nǫ'ǫŋa an tțțmbǫ'mǫŋir dinǫ nan maali ba mǫŋ teŋgbauŋțn nwa. This is the real 
crime which is still occurring in this, their own land. [Trouble] Ka ba paae Gerasene teŋgbauŋțn linǫ kpi'e Galile 

sț'țlim la. 'They sailed to the region of the Gerasenes, which is across the lake from Galilee.'. [LUK 8:26] 
Sim: dunia ‘world’; teŋ1 ‘ground, land’; Cpart: atǫuk. ZugsǤb onǫ an Arezana Wina'am ka maal Atǫuk nǫ 

teŋgbauŋ la. 'the Lord, the God of heaven, who made land and sea'. [JON 1:9] Cpart: saŋgbauŋ, agǤl ‘heavens, 
sky’. Ka kǫ ka bugum bǫ saŋgbauŋ la ni dinǫ na tis teŋgbauŋ la nǫǫsim. 'let them be lights in the expanse of 
the sky to give light on the earth'. [GEN 1:15] m buon agǤl nǫ teŋgbauŋ ye ba di kasǫt 'I call heaven and earth as 

witnesses'. [DEU 30:9] Ka ya na yuug wțț agǤl nǫ teŋgbauŋț na kpǫm bǫ si'em la. 'You will live there as long 
as there is a sky above the earth.'. [DEU 11:21] See: teŋ1; gbauŋ. 

teŋgbauŋa   See main entry: teŋgbauŋ. earth. 

teŋgbauŋǤ   See main entry: teŋgbauŋ. earth. 

teŋgbauŋo   See main entry: teŋgbauŋ. earth. 

teŋgbauŋț   See main entry: teŋgbauŋ. earth. 

teŋgbi'id   n. a traitor, accuser. Sțntaana onǫ an teŋgbi'id la zi'e o datiuŋ the accuser, 'Satan standing at his right side'. 
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[ZEC 3:1] Nabstr: teŋgbi'idim. See: gbi'; teŋgbi'idim. 

teŋgbi'idim   n. treachery, betrayal. Teŋgbi'idim sǤb la gbi'i ya, ka faaung sǤb la faaǫn ya. 'The traitor betrays, the 

looter takes loot.'. [ISA 21:2] Ziri sǤb la gbi'idim teŋgbi'idim ka teŋgbi'idim sǤb la gbi'id! 'The treacherous 

betray! With treachery the treacherous betray!'. [ISA 24:16] Lit: the liar betrays me. Nact: teŋgbi'id ‘traitor’; 
InvNabstr: gbi'. See: gbi'; teŋgbi'id. 

teŋi   See main entry: teŋ1. land, town, down, on ground. 

teŋimbiidțg   n. citizenship. o maal gbauŋț yis o mǫŋ teŋimbiidțgin he completes papers to renounce his citizenship. 

[Constitution] InvNabstr: teŋimbiig. See: teŋimbiig. 

teŋimbiig   Variant: teŋimbiigi. Form: teŋimbiis. Variant: teŋimbiisǫ. n. a citizen, inhabitant, villager. Fț ya'a bǤǤd 

paalț ye fț mǫǫ fț yir, asǫǫ fț paae teŋimbiig ka o tisif. If you looking for a plot to build your house, you have 

to talk to one of the village or town people for it. [MA] Teŋimbiis ya'a pț gǤsi ban teŋ maalțg yǫla saam na niŋ 

wala maali ba teŋi tisi ba? If the inhabitants fail to develop their place, how will strangers develop it for them? 

[MA] TEŊIMBIIG 'CITIZENSHIP'. [Constitution [heading]] Teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ tun'e zi'el zi'ela maal suor ka sǤ' 

nyaŋi maal gbauŋț lieb teŋimbiig 'Parliament may make laws to confer citizenship'. [Constitution] Teŋgbauŋ 

zi'ela la gat wțsa la zugǤǤ, li anǫ tilas nǫ yǫlkpannǫ tis teŋimbiig wțsa ye o muk ka gu' ka li tțm sț'țŋa. 
Because the constitution is the most important thing, it is a necessary priority for every citizen to make an effort to 

ensure that it works well. [Constitution] Teŋimbiigi mi' Simiig dabǤǤg. The local inhabitant knows where the 
Fulani used to live. [Proverb 080] Teŋimbiis wțsa mǤr suor ka ba na nyaŋi gu' teŋgbauŋ nwa zi'ela la All 
citizens have a right to keep the laws of this country. [Constitution] Ba tun'e zan'as banǫ bǤǤdi ba lieb Gaana 

teŋimbiis ka ba ba'anam bǫǫ ba manam ka' Gaana nidiba. 'Those who are not born Ghanaians can be deprived 

of their citizenship.'. [Constitution] Banǫ ka' Gaana teŋimbiisǫ. Those who are not Ghana citizens. [Constitution] 
Nabstr: teŋimbiidțg. See: teŋ1; biig; teŋimbiidțg. 

teŋimbiigi   See main entry: teŋimbiig. citizen. 

teŋimbiis   See main entry: teŋimbiig. citizen. 

teŋimbiisǫ   See main entry: teŋimbiig. citizen. 

teŋinbțmis   See main entry: teŋinbțŋ. aardvark. 

teŋinbțŋ   Variant: teŋinbuŋ; timbuŋ. Form: teŋinbțmis. Variant: teŋinbumis; timbumis. n. an aardvark. Orycteropus 

afer. Teŋinbțmis mǤri ba vǤnt, ka niimis mǤr tǫǫd, amaa Ninsaal Biig la pț mǤr zin'ikan ka o na diginǫ 

vț'țsǫ. 'Foxes have holes, and birds have nests, but the Son of Man has nowhere to lie down and rest.'. [LUK 9:58] 
Lit: aardvarks (the characteristic hole-dwelling animal of the Kusaal-speaking area). See: teŋ1; bțŋ. 

teŋinbumis   See main entry: teŋinbțŋ. aardvark. 

teŋinbuŋ   See main entry: teŋinbțŋ. aardvark. 

teŋindaan   Variant: tendaan [N]; teŋdaan [W]. n. an earth-priest, 'landowner' [Gh.] Note: specifically, guardian of a 'grove', 

teŋgban Sim: teŋgbandaan. See: teŋ1; daan1; teŋgbandaan. 

teŋinna'ab   Form: teŋinna'anam. n. a chief, traditional ruler. Dindǫog n da bǫǫ mǤr o pu'a ka teŋinna'ab ti faaǫn pu'a 

la di ka bas o. There was once a chameleon who had a wife but the village chief took his wife away and married 
her himself. [Asaasim] teŋinna'anam la na gur teŋ la nǫ yǫlsida. 'rulers will rule with justice.'. [ISA 32:1] 
Colloc: teŋinna'anam dǤǤg ‘National House of Chiefs (Ghana Constitution)’. Teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ ya'a tǫn'ǫs 

ye ba zi'el zi'ela teŋinna'anam yǫla ba na kǫ ka teŋinna'anam dǤǤg la mǤr ti'ir yiiga ka labaar la nyaan yi 

teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋin na. 'A bill affecting the institution of Chieftaincy shall not be Introduced in Parliament 
without prior reference to the National House of Chiefs.'. [Constitution] Nabstr: teŋinna'am; Sim: na'ab. See: teŋ1; 

na'ab; teŋinna'am. 

teŋinna'am   n. chieftaincy. Ninkanǫ nam mi' tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫtita'ar wțț o da mǤnǫ ye o kad GǤmma bǫǫ zammug kț 

tun'e di teŋinna'am. 'A person who has been convicted of serious crimes such as treason or offences involving 
dishonesty or moral turpitude shall not qualify to become a Chief.'. [Constitution] Sim: na'am1; 
InvNabstr: teŋinna'ab. See: teŋ1; na'am1; teŋinna'ab. 

teŋinna'anam   See main entry: teŋinna'ab. chief. 
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teŋinzǫn'ǫm   Variant: teŋinzen'em; teŋzeim; teŋze'em [N]. n. rust. Da su'a ya areza'as dunia nwa' nii, bǤzugǤ muak 

na mu'a ba ka teŋinzǫn'ǫm mǫ san'amidi li 'Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and 

rust destroy'. [MAT 6:19] Teŋinzǫn'ǫm kpǫn' ya sanlima nǫ ya anzurifa. Teŋinzǫn'ǫm la na liebi ya kasǫt 'Your 
gold and silver are covered with rust, and this rust will be a witness against you. [JAS 5:3] See: teŋ1; 

zǫn'ǫm-zǫn'ǫm. 
teŋinzen'em   See main entry: teŋinzǫn'ǫm. rust. 

teŋir   Variant: teŋirǫ; teŋire; teŋiri. loc. under, lower, below, beneath. NǤbpinpauŋ la teŋir ka o nyǫ zigala ayi'. 
Underneath the sole of the foot she saw two clots of blood. [Trouble] linǫ kam ye m gțlis o nǫ'ǫ teŋir la ... ; 
everything I have written below ... : [Asaasim] pǫbisim da'ae bugum la ka li mǫ la'aŋ takoro tǫŋir. the wind blew 
the fire and it set fire to the bottom of the window-frame. [Fire] Li da ka' on ma'aa naan Ghana zugin pipirisin la 

sig Ghana teŋir He was not the only one to come from the dry lands of upper Ghana down to lower Ghana. 

[Trouble] Lakir sieba teŋirǫ fț na nyǫ ka zanbin sieba sǤb anina. At the foot of some pages you will see some 
symbols written. [Bible-Intro] Ka o gǤs ku'om la teŋiri nyǫnǫ Nimo mǤǤd ye o gam daug la. He looked under the 
water and saw Nimo trying to straddle the log. [Trouble] ba ... gaadi keŋ Attalia linǫ bǫ teŋir la. 'they went down 

to Attalia.'. [ACT 14:25] Ba ya'a su'a atǫuk teŋir, m na kǫ ka wa'atita'ar kanǫ bǫǫ ani la dumi ba. 'Though they 
hide from me at the bottom of the sea, there I will command the serpent to bite them.'. [AMO 9:3] Ka maal sanlima 

baans ayi' ... ka li gban'e li teŋir nǤǤr la tabil dansik la. 'Make two gold rings to hold its lower edge and attach 
it to the ephod.'. [EXO 28:26] Zin'inimi m datiuŋ,hali ka m ti kǫ ka fț bi'emnambǫǫ fț nǤba teŋirǫ 'Sit at my right 

hand until I make your enemies a footstool for your feet'. [HEB 1:13] Ka ku'om la pțbigi sig bimbim la teŋiri pǫ'ǫl 

bțmbǤk la. 'The water ran down round the altar and filled the trench.'. [1KI 18:35] Colloc: teŋirin ‘under’. pu'a bǫǫ 

anina, ka o fuug an winnig, ka nwadig bǫǫ o nǤba teŋirin. 'There was a woman, whose dress was the sun and 
who had the moon under her feet'. [REV 12:1] Cpart: agǤl. Kǫl ka si'el bǫǫ an lammiri bǫŋ ku'okanǫ bǫǫ agǤl la nǫ 

ku'okanǫ bǫ teŋir la. 'Let there be a vault between the waters, to separate water from water.'. [GEN 1:6] li yț'țn 

dǤlis ala sig kțkțn la teŋiri kpa'ad Ben Hinnom bǤn'Ǥfalig linǫ bǫ Refam bǤn'Ǥg ya-datiuŋ la 'It (boundary) 
then went down to the foot of the mountain that overlooks the Valley of Hinnom, at the north end of the Valley of 

Rephaim'. [JOS 18:16] Zuoya nyǫligid o nǤba teŋir, ka bǤn'Ǥfalis buakid 'The mountains melt beneath him and 
the valleys split apart'. [MIC 1:4] See: teŋ1. 

teŋirǫ   See main entry: teŋir. under. 

teŋire   See main entry: teŋir. under. 

teŋiri   See main entry: teŋir. under. 

teŋkțdigingbi'țg   Variant: teŋkudigbi'ug. n. snake [sp.] ? puff adder ; "This snake is normally short but very 

poisonous " [MA]. bibil na nǤk o nu'ugț pa'al teŋkțdțgingbi'ug buugin. 'the young child (will) put his hand 
into the viper's nest.'. [ISA 11:8] 

teŋkudigbi'ug   See main entry: teŋkțdigingbi'țg. snake. 

teŋkuga   See main entry: teŋkugir. sacred stone. 

teŋkugir   Form: teŋkuga. n. a sacred stone, earth-shrine consisting of a stone ('rock' [Am.]) Israel na bǫǫ yuug ka kț 

mǤr na'ab bǫǫ tuongatiba, ka kț maal maan bǫǫ mǤr teŋkțga 'the people of Israel will have to live for a long 
time without kings or leaders, without sacrifices or sacred stone pillars'. [HOS 3:4] See: teŋ1; kugir. 

teŋkpǫmis   See main entry: teŋkpǫŋ. village. 

teŋkpǫmisi  See main entry: teŋkpǫŋ. village. 

teŋkpǫN-   See main entry: teŋkpǫŋ. village. 

teŋkpǫŋ   Variant: teŋkpeŋ. Form: teŋkpǫmis. Variant: teŋkpemis; teŋkpǫmisi. Form: teŋkpǫN-. n. a village. Ka o lǫbis 

ye ba bǫnǫ teŋkpǫŋ. And he replied that they lived in a village. [Billygoat] Kpǫǫm la la'as teŋkpǫŋ la bțnkțti 

tu'as si'el wțsa tisi ba. The elder had a meeting of the older people in the village and told them everything. 

[Electricity] Levi dim nid onǫ bǫ teŋkpǫŋ lallisa Efiram kțkțna teŋin la da di pu'abil Betilehem teŋin 'a Levite 
who lived in a remote area in the hill country of Ephraim took a concubine from Bethlehem'. [JDG 19:1] Kemi 

teŋkpǫŋ kanǫ bǫǫ ya tuon la 'Go to the village ahead of you'. [MAT 21:2] diib mǫ kae teŋkpǫmis la nii and there 
was no food in the villages. [AMO 4:6] ba na zabi kțț o nimbanǫ bǫǫ o teŋkpǫmis linǫ bǫ atǫuk nǤǤrin la. 'they 
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will kill those who live in her towns on the mainland.'. [EZK 26:6] O da maal o mǫŋ teŋkpǫmisi niŋ niigi nǫ 

kǤnbid bǫdegț 'He built villages and acquired great numbers of flocks and herds'. [2CH 32:29] Amaa ya' banǫ bǫ 

teŋkpǫmbanǫ ka ba pț mǫ zaŋguoma gilig la, ya na niŋi ba wțț pǤǤd nǫ. 'But houses in villages without 
walls around them are to be considered as open country.'. [LEV 25:31] Colloc: teŋkpǫŋin/teŋkpǫmisin ‘to/in/from 
the village/s’. ti pț kǫt ka teŋkpǫŋin dim la yǤǤd ka li paad din nari ba yǤ si'em la. we don't make the villagers 

pay as much as they ought. [Electricity] Ba daa paam dɔgta la ka o kaae ba teŋkpǫŋin la tisi ba tiim They got a 

doctor to visit their village and give them medicine. [AIDS-II] yțma banǫ gaad la li daa nam bǫnǫ tenbǫda ni, 

amaa nannanna li yț'țn pǫ'ǫl teŋkpǫmisin la nǫ. in past years it was already in the big towns, but now it has 

filled the villages. [AIDS-Azuur] Yesu da pț siaki nie o mǫŋ tempțțsinǫ, ka kpǫlim teŋkpǫmisin. 'Jesus could 
not go into a town publicly. Instead, he stayed out in lonely places'. [MRK 1:45] Amaa banǫ giligid teŋkpǫmisinǫ 

kuosid tima la ban tun'e kțns sǤ' ka lǫn nǤk pikanǫ lǫn kțns sǤ ya'as. But those who go round the villages 
selling medicines may inject someone and re-use the needle to inject someone else. [AIDS-Azuur] ba zǤǤ keŋ 

tempțțsin nǫ teŋkpǫmisinǫ pian'ad linǫ maal la wțsa. 'they ran off and reported this in the town and 
countryside'. [LUK 8:34] Cpart: tempțțg ‘city’.  O da yinǫ teŋkpǫŋi ken tempțțgin. he 'was coming into the city 
from the country'. [MRK 15:21] ba sakurin pa'an yinne daa yǫl ye banǫ bǫ teŋkpǫmis la mǤr sumalisim gat 

banǫ bǫ tempțțdin la one of their schoolteachers had said that people in villages were happier than those in the 

cities. [Trouble] See: teŋ1; kpǫŋ2. 
teŋkpemis  See main entry: teŋkpǫŋ. village. 

teŋkpeŋ   See main entry: teŋkpǫŋ. village. 

teŋ-magbinnin   loc. in distant parts, far-flung locations. hali tembanǫ bǫ teŋ-magbinnin la kiridnǫ 'the ends of the 

earth tremble.'. [ISA 41:5] Sim: teŋgbin. See: teŋ1; ma-gbinnin. 

teŋnǤǤr   adv. quietly, (speaking) in low tones. kțkǤya da pian'ad o saam dǤǤgin teŋnǤǤr voices were speaking in his 

father's room in low tones. [Trouble] See: teŋin; nǤǤr1. 

teŋpiinr [W]   See main entry: tampiinr [W]. bastard. 

teŋpood   See main entry: teŋpțțg. town centre. 

teŋpood   See main entry: teŋpțțg. town centre. 

teŋpoog   See main entry: teŋpțțg. town centre. 

teŋpoos   See main entry: teŋpțțg. town centre. 

teŋpțțd   See main entry: teŋpțțg. town centre. 

teŋpțțg   Variant: tempoog; teŋpoog. Form: teŋpțțd. Variant: teŋpood; teŋpood; teŋpoos. n. a city, the town-centre, 

'downtown' [Am.] Colloc: teŋpțțgin, teŋpțțdin ‘in town; in towns’. BǤ ka fț tǫn'ǫsid Siig Kasi la da gu'u ba 

ye ba da kpǫn' teŋpțțgin la yǫla? Why do you think the Holy Spirit prevented them from going into the town? 
[Bible-Study] Note: usually two words, and note O kț kpǫn' teŋ kaŋa pțțga 'He will not enter this city'. [ISA 37:33] 
Sim: tempțțg. See: teŋ1; pțțg. 

teŋsțk   Variant: teŋsuk; tɛnsʋk; teŋsțkki; teŋsțkkǤ; teŋsuko; teŋsțkkǤǤ; teŋsțkkț. loc. between, middle. Ayaab 

biribiŋ onǫ pǫ'ǫs ayi' la daa dig zak tǫnsțk Ayaab's second son slept in the middle of the yard. [Electricity] m da 

baŋ ye m bǫllim yin la mǤr nǤŋgbanwa'ari kǫǫn Joe nǫ o pu'a Rose tǫnsțk na. I realised that my living in the 

house had brought dissension between Joe and his wife Rose. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka o isigi mǤr ken tat-tat-tati ti 

paae sian'akpi'euŋ teŋsțk And he got up and set of helter-skelter into the middle of the wild bush. [You-Do?] Biis 

nǫ saam dǤǤdi la bǫ teŋsțk la. The rooms for children and guests are in the middle. [House+Farm] O sț'țlim la da 

anǫ Gilead teŋ la pțsțk... li bǫn dǤl kǤldaug la teŋsțk la 'His kingdom was half of Gilead ... its frontier 

followed the middle of the river. [JOS 12:2] Fita zi'esir la teŋsțk daug la na mǤr wila ayuobț. 'Six branches are 
to extend from the sides of the lampstand'. [EXO 25:32] Fț na nyaŋi la'as nwadbibis banǫ bǫ saŋgbana teŋsțk la 

bǤbigǫǫ ... ? 'Can you tie the Pleiades together  ... ? [JOB 38:31] iil yinne lǫm busi yi bama la teŋsțk na 'another 
horn ... came up among them'. [DAN 7:8] O daa zi'enǫ tutuud teŋsțk bǤn'Ǥfaligin. 'He was standing among the ... 

trees in a ravine.'. [ZEC 1:8] Abram nyǫ ka bugum nǫ nyǤ'Ǥs dǤl bțnkǤnbbu'ama la teŋsțki gaad. 'a smoking 
firepot with a blazing torch appeared and passed between the pieces.'. [GEN 15:17] Lit: Abraham saw. Israel Na'aba, 

zab bǤǤ bǫ man nǫ fțn teŋsțkǤ? 'What quarrel is there between you and me, O king of Judah?'. [2CH 35:21] Ya na 
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nyaŋi mǤr baregaŋ man nǫ Wina'am teŋsțkǤǤ? 'Must you take God's part ... ?'. [JOB 13:8] MǤr o dǤl soogianam 

la teŋsțkț yina 'Take her out between the rows of guards'. [2KI 11:15] Sim: tisțțs. Etym: OV1 *S¹U/I ; OVN 
*SOG. 

teŋsțkki   See main entry: teŋsțk. middle. 

teŋsțkkǤ   See main entry: teŋsțk. middle. 

teŋsțkkǤǤ   See main entry: teŋsțk. middle. 

teŋsțkkț   See main entry: teŋsțk. middle. 

teŋsuk   See main entry: teŋsțk. middle. 

teŋsuko   See main entry: teŋsțk. middle. 

teŋ-teŋ1  loc. all over the town. Ba ye bin bǫ baa zugin ka o zi' ka nyuusid teŋ-teŋ. They say there is shit on the dog's 
head and he doesn't know and tries to find the smell all over the village. [Billygoat] 

teŋ-teŋ2  adv. from town to town, in/to many lands. Li nya'aŋ ka Keenan dǤǤg la widigi paae teŋ-teŋ. 'Later the 

Canaanite clans scattered'. [GEN 10:18] Bama da an Edom na'anamǫ dǤlis wțț ba wțsa da zin' teŋ-teŋ si'em la, 

sǤ' wțsa nǫ o sț'țlim. 'These were the chiefs of Edom, according to their settlements in the land they occupied.'. 

[GEN 36:43] ka gaŋ kpǫǫmnam yadda niŋidibin la teŋ-teŋ wțț man daa yǫlif si'em la. 'and appoint elders in 
every town, as I directed you.'. [TIT 1:5] See: teŋ1. 

teŋze'em [N]   See main entry: teŋinzǫn'ǫm. rust. 

teŋzeim   See main entry: teŋinzǫn'ǫm. rust. 

teŋzǤǤs   See main entry: teŋzțŋ. foreign land. 

teŋzoos   See main entry: teŋzțŋ. foreign land. 

teŋzțn   See main entry: teŋzțŋ. foreign land. 

teŋzțna   See main entry: teŋzțŋ. foreign land. 

teŋzțŋ  Variant: teŋzuŋ; tenzuŋ.  Note: The preferred spelling is as two words teŋ zțŋ Form: teŋzțn. Variant: teŋzun; teŋzțna; 

teŋzuna; teŋzǤǤs; teŋzoos. n. a foreign land. Ba da yinǫ tenzțŋ na ka dǤl kpikpinkpinnib sieba. They came 

from elsewhere along with some traders. [Trouble] Ya ya'a sid bǤǤd ye ya lǫb ZugsǤb la san'an nǫ ya sțnf wțsa, 

yanam on basimi ya teŋzțŋ bada 'If you are going to turn to the Lord with all your hearts, you must get rid of all 
the foreign gods'. [1SA 7:3] banǫ wțsa baki ba mǫŋ nǫ teŋzțŋ dim ka li anǫ Wina'am wada la zug la. 'all who 
for the sake of the law of God have kept themselves apart from the foreign population'. [NEH 10:28] Ayei, ti kț keŋ 

teŋ zțŋ banǫ nidibi ka' Israel dim la tempțțginǫ. 'No. We won't go into an alien city'. [JDG 19:12] Man tu bulis 

teŋ zțna ni ka nuu li ku'om 'I have dug wells in foreign lands and drunk the water there.'. [2KI 19:24] ZugsǤb la ... 

la'asid Israel dim banǫ widigi bǫ teŋ zțna la lǫbisid na. 'The Lord ... gathers the exiles of Israel.'. [PSA 147:2] 
Colloc: teŋzțŋin ‘in foreign land’. ba na mǤri ba keŋka ba an yammis teŋzțŋin. 'they will go from you into 

exile.'. [MIC 1:16] Moses yǫl ye o da du'a biig la ka anǫ saan teŋzțŋin. Moses said that he had fathered the child 
when he was a stranger in a foreign land. [EXO 18:2] See: teŋ1; -zțŋ. 

teŋzun   See main entry: teŋzțŋ. foreign land. 

teŋzuna   See main entry: teŋzțŋ. foreign land. 

teŋzuŋ   See main entry: teŋzțŋ. foreign land. 

teog   See main entry: tǫog. nest. 

teong   See main entry: tǫǤng. sheath. 

tep   Form: tepnam. Variant: tepnamǫ. n. a tape-recorder. Note: also cd/dvd-player, i-pod &c. Colloc: nwǫ' tep ‘play a 

tape-recorder’. On yǫl ala naae la ka tep la pin'il nwǫ'ǫb ka o lǫn pin'il wa'ab ya'as. When she had said that, the 
tape-recorder started to play and she started to dance again. [Electricity] Ti pț lǫn da'ad batiri kpǫn'ǫsid tepnamǫ 

nwǫ'ǫda. We no longer buy batteries to put in our tape-recorders to play them. [Electricity] Sim: na'asaagǫna, dǫk. 
From: (Eng.) 

tepnam   See main entry: tep. tape recorder. 
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tepnamǫ   See main entry: tep. tape recorder. 

terib-terib   id. [descriptive of young animal leaping]. Ka ya na ian'ad terib-terib wțț na'abibis ka ba yǤ'Ǥgi ba 

na'abaukțn nǫ. 'And you will go out and leap like calves released from the stall.'. [MAL 4:2] 
teroko   See main entry: tǫreko. truck. 

terokonam   See main entry: tǫreko. truck.  

tetora [C]   See main entry: tintǤǤndig. shrew. 

tǫǫ   See main entry: tǫ2. nest. 

tǫǫbțl   See main entry: teebul. table. 

tǫǫd1   See main entry: tǫog. nest. 

tǫǫd2   See main entry: tǫ2. nest. 

tǫǫd3   See main entry: tǫ1. drag [goat]. 

tǫǫdǫ   See main entry: tǫog. nest. 

tǫǫdi   See main entry: tǫ2. nest. 

tǫǫg   Variant: teeg; tǫǫgi; teegi. Form: tǫǫgid. Variant: tǫǫgidi. Form: tǫǫgim!. Variant: tǫǫgimi!. Form: tǫǫgin. 

Variant: tǫǫgini. Form: tǫǫgir. Variant: teegir; tǫǫgirǫ; teegire. v. to drag, pull. O daa tǫǫg o lǫb zakin na. He 

pulled him back into the courtyard. [AIDS-I] ba ya'a tǫǫg tiraug, fțn kǫl ka ba piema la gbi'ilim. 'when they draw 
the bow, let their arrows be blunted.'. [PSA 58:7] O da dǤnlignǫ o niŋgǤǤnri paae wal-bi'ime tǫǫgi li lǫb o suak 

la baba. He reached out his neck to reach a ripe fruit and pulled it into his hiding-place. [Trouble] AnǤ'Ǥn lǫǫ na 

tun'e tǫǫgi fulig o gbauŋǤ? 'Who can strip off his outer coat?'. [JOB 41:13] Tǫǫgim sieba yis bugumin na ka 

faaǫn ba. 'snatch others from the fire and save them'. [JUD 1:23] SynD: darig; Colloc: tǫǫg/darig X tțbir ‘to punish 
X’.  Banǫ gǤsid ka tțțma la ken tuon, ka nǤ'Ǥsid tțmtțmnib,  ka dț'țsid tțmtțmnib banǫ nar, ka banǫ pț 

tțm tutuaa la ka ba tǫǫgi ba tțba. 'It shall see to the regulation and supervision of recruitment, promotions and 
discipline of public officers.'. [Constitution] ba da tǫǫg o tțbiri o bugusim la yǫl la. he was punished for his 

wickedness. [Trouble] Ala nǤǤ ka ba daa niŋi san'am teŋ la hali ka m tǫǫgi ba tțbir 'Even the land was defiled; 
so I punished it for its sin'. [LEV 18:25] On kanǫ tǫǫgid tǫǫns tțba la kț namisi yaa? 'Does he who disciplines 
nations not punish?'. [PSA 94:10] Ba ya'a ti tǫǫgidi ti tțba, li zabidi ti nǫ ka ti sțnf san'am. 'When we are 
punished, it seems to us at the time something to make us sad'. [HEB 12:11] ZugsǤb la tǫǫgidnǫ banǫ ka o nǤŋ la 

tțba 'the Lord disciplines those he loves'. [PRO 3:12] Tǫǫgimi fț biig tțbir saŋa kanǫ ka ti'ir nam bǫ la 'Chastise 
your son while there is hope for him'. [PRO 19:18] sansieba o tǫǫgir tțbir nǫ nimbaanlzǤǤr, ka basid banǫ narin 

ye o tǫǫgini ba tțbir la. sometimes his discipline was too merciful, and he failed to punish those who deserved it. 

[Trouble] Amaa banǫ tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd la, m kț kǫǫ ba tțbir tǫǫgir baa bi'elaa. 'Yet he does not leave the guilty 

unpunished'. [NUM 14:18] Lit: I do not. Da tțmmi li wțț tțbir tǫǫgirǫ amaa wțț fț zamisidnǫ. Don't treat it as 
punishment but rather you are teaching. [Trouble] SynD: darig; Sim: tǫk; Cpart: tǫb, tǫbțg, tus, da'ae ‘push’. 
See: tǫk; tțbtǫǫgir. 

tǫǫgi   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

tǫǫgid   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

tǫǫgidi   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

tǫǫgim!   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

tǫǫgimi!   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

tǫǫgin   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

tǫǫgini   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

tǫǫgir   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

tǫǫgirǫ   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

tǫǫn   See main entry: tiǫn2. stretch. 
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tǫǫnd   See main entry: tǫǤng. sheath. 

tǫǫns1   Variant: teens; tiens; tǫǫnsi1. Form: tǫǫnsid. Variant: teensid; tiensid; tǫǫnsidi; teensidi; tiensidi. Form: tǫǫnsimi!. 

Variant: teensimi. Form: tǫǫnsțg. Variant: teensug. v. to remember, remind. onǫ na pa'ali ya si'el wțsa, ka tǫǫnsi 

ya linǫ ka m daa pian' tisi ya la wțsa. (he) 'will remind you of everything I have said to you.'. [JHN 14:26] ba na 

an kugbanǫ na tǫǫnsid Israel biribis la. they will be stones which will remind of the children of Israel. [EXO 28:12] 
Ya na kpǫn tǫǫnsid dabiem linǫ da bǫ kțdimin sa la yǫla 'You will call to mind what once you feared'. [ISA 33:18] 
Amaa maan bama tǫǫnsidi ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd yǫla yțțm-yțțm; 'But those sacrifices are an annual reminder of 

sins,'. [HEB 10:3] o na pa'ali ya si'el wusa, ka tiens ya si'el wusa lin ka man daa pian' tisi ya la. [JHN 14:26 [original 

New Testament]] Amaa ka maan bama tiensidi ba tuumbe'ed yela yuum yuum [HEB 10:3  [original New Testament]] 
Syn: tǫnr. See: tǫnr. 

tǫǫns2   See main entry: teŋ1. land, town, down, on ground. 

tǫǫnsi1   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

tǫǫnsi2   See main entry: teŋ1. land, town, down, on ground. 

tǫǫnsid   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

tǫǫnsidi   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

tǫǫnsimi!   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

tǫǫnsțg   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

tee   id. for a long time, interminably. Atilaad daa tțm o biig ye o keŋ mu'oe bugum na ka ba mǤn sa'ab ka o pa'a 

tee hali ka winnig ti li. Atilaad sent a child to go get fire for her to prepare t.z. and she stayed very long until 
sunset. [MA] 

teebțl-   See main entry: teebul. table. 

teebțli   See main entry: teebul. table. 

teebțlnamǫ   See main entry: teebul. table. 

teebul   Variant: tǫǫbțl; teebțli. Form: teebulnam. Variant: teebțlnamǫ. Form: teebțl-. n. a table. o yis o footonam 

gbauŋ teebul lǫuŋțn na he got out his photo-album from under the table. [Trouble] Ban tțțma da anǫ ye ba gur 

NǤnaar Daka la, nǫ teebul, nǫ fita zi'esir, nǫ maan dakanam la 'They were responsible for the Covenant Box, 

the table, the lampstand, the altars'. [NUM 3:31] Ba tțțma da anǫ ba nǤk bodobodo la pa'al teebul la zug 'They 
were in charge of the bread set out on the table'. [1CH 23:29] Ka zin'in kțk tita'ar kanǫ vǫnl zug, ka ba maal 

teebuli zi'el 'You sat on an elegant couch, with a table spread before it'. [EZK 23:41] kuzǫya nǫ teebulnam da bǫ 

sǤnsțg dǤǤgțn nǫ za'ambǫŋin la. there were chairs and tables in the parlour and the veranda. [Jealousy] 
Teebulnam anaasi da lǫm bǫ ka ba kpi'e kuga maali li 'There were also four tables of dressed stone'. [EZK 40:42] 
o ... tǫbig banǫ ti'akid ligidi la teebulnamǫ bas 'He overturned the tables of the moneychangers'. [MAT 21:12] ba 

maan teebul vǫnla nǫ kuzǫr vǫnla nǫ kabǤt vǫnla they made fine tables, chairs and cupboards. [Fire] 
Colloc: teebulin ‘onto/on/from table’. O nǤki sisanbig teebulin la ka basi li ka lǫǫ nǤk kiǤk. He took the cane 
from the table and threw it down and picked up the chalk. [Trouble] From: (Eng.) 

teebulnam   See main entry: teebul. table. 

teed   See main entry: tǫ1. drag [goat]. 

teed   See main entry: tǫ2. nest. 

teed   See main entry: tǫog. nest. 

teedi   See main entry: tǫog. nest. 

teeg   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

teegi   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

teegir   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 

teegire   See main entry: tǫǫg. pull. 
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teend   See main entry: tǫǤng. sheath. 

teens   See main entry: teŋ1. land, town, down, on ground. 

teens   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

teensa   See main entry: teŋ1. land, town, down, on ground. 

teensid   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

teensidi   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

teensimi   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

teensug   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

ti1   Variant: te; tii2. pn. we, us, our [pronoun 1st. person plural neutral]. Li ya'a aan ala fțn kǫl ka ti buol o. If it's like 

that, let's call her. [You-Hear?] Ti sǤb gbauŋ nwa ye li sțŋi ti Kțsaas We have written this book to help us Kusaas. 

[AIDS-Azuur] Ala ma'ad Wina'am nǫ ti yaanam la sțțnr. That pleases God and our ancestors. [Asaasim] Ti bǤǤd 

ni'im ye ti Ǥnb We want meat to eat. [DEU 12:20] Dau kaŋa na namisi ti anwa paae wala bǫnnǫ? 'How long is this 
man going to give us trouble?'. [EXO 10:7] BǤǤ kǫ ka fț maal nwa' tisi ti? 'Why have you treated us like this?'. [GEN 

20:9] Ti biis nǫ pu'ab nǫ niigi nǫ kǤnbid la na kpǫlim Gilead teŋin la. 'Our children and wives, our flocks and 
herds will remain ... in ... Gilead. '. [NUM 32:26] Ya bugum la paŋ ya'a zu'oe galisǫ, ya kț nyaŋi bu'oe li paŋ la 

bi'ela tisi tii? As your electricity is very high power, can't you reduce the power a bit for us? [Electricity] ti zi' ban 

na di na'am la ka tțm si'eli tisi tii. we don't know what they would do for us if they became chief. [Trees] ZugsǤb 

la pț nyǫti tii; o tam teŋ la yǫla nǫ. 'The Lord does not see us; the Lord has forsaken the land.'. [EZK 8:12] Da 

pian'ad nǤdi'esțg pian'akaŋa tisi tii! 'Do not prophesy about these things'. [MIC 2:6] Sim: m1, ma1 ‘[singular]’; 

tinam ‘[emph.]’; ya2 ‘[2nd. person]’. See: tinam. 

ti2   ptc. get to do ... Note: particle indicating purpose, something that will (logically/hopefully) happen ... –  can only be 

understood by seeing a range of usage O kțkǤr la dǤnlig nǫ ti naae nǫ kikirțg. His throat stretched till it was 
vibrating. [Trouble] o gǤs o gbana ni sț'țŋa ka ti lieb du'ata he concentrated on his studies and managed to 
become a doctor. [Trouble] kiem mǤma'asa la digili ti tisi fț bțnkǤnbid cut fresh grass and put it down for your 

livestock. [You-Do?] Man ti ye m lǫb yțțm anwana win na la, ka fț pu'a Sara mǤr biribiŋ. 'About this time next 
year I shall come back to you, and your wife Sarah will have a son'. [GEN 18:10] Tțmmini ala ka ba da ti kț sǤ' 

zaalim ka o pț maal bugusim 'Do this, so that innocent people will not die'. [DEU 19:10] Colloc: ( hali ) ti2 paae 
‘until’.  ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la nini gǤsidi li, yțțm la pin'ilțg ti paae li naar. 'the eyes of the Lord your 

God are continually on it from the beginning of the year to its end.'. [DEU 11:12] ba ... keŋ zin'is kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb 

hali ti paae Betel 'he went from place to place until he came to Bethel'. [GEN 13:1] Lit: they. Colloc: ya'a ti ‘if/when 
it comes about [future condition]’. m ya'a ti bț' o ka o yi m kț lǫn nyǫ pu'a If I should beat her and she leaves, 
I would no longer have a wife. [Akelsa] bǫog zaam ya'a ti paae anwana win m na duoe n keŋi ya yaanamǫ bǫ 

zin'isi'a Tomorrow afternoon by this time I will get up and go to where your ancestors are. [You-Hear?] Ba saam la 

daa mǤr pțtǫn'ǫr ye o ya'a ti kpi, Awinkudug onǫ aan onǫ dakǤnkpǫǫm la na dii o faar. Their father had in 
mind that when he died, Awinkudug who was his senior son should be his heir. [You-Hear?] Ba ya'a ti pian'ad la, 

ka wǫligir yaligid. If they should happen to speak, the split (between them) got wider. [Trouble] Ti ya'a ye ti 

mugusi ba keŋ baa daar yinne, bțnkǤnbid la na kpi wțsa. 'If they are driven hard just one day, all the animals 
will die.'. [GEN 33:13] Colloc: n2 ti2 ‘in order to, going to’. Bima' bin'isim mǤr bțn linǫ wțsa na sțŋ biig la n ti 

paae nwadis ayuobț. A baby's mother's milk has everything that will benefit the baby for the first six months. 

[Breastfeeding] Colloc: pa'a1 ti2. Note: usually written as one word : pa'ati q.v.  m bu'osi gǤs ye fț pa'a ti mi' ninsțŋ 

sǤ' onǫ na sțŋima? I am asking to see if you might know some good person who might help me. [You-Heard?] 
Gbigim bǫ samannin, m pa'a ti yii keŋ ka o kțțm! 'There is a lion outside; I shall be killed if I go on the street.'. 

[PRO 22:13] Sim: ye ‘[purpose but with less suggestion that it may be achieved]’. 

ti3   Form: tim1!. v. to give. Ka na'abiig la lǫbis ye; "Na'ab ye m mǤr nua na tif ka fț di'e maal ba'ar." And the 

chief's son said "The chief said that I should bring this fowl to you so you get it and offer to the shrine." [Asaasim] di 

nar ye m pț'țsif nǫ fțn tțm si'el wțsa tim la it is right that I should thank you for everything you have done for 
me. [AIDS-II] Ka sǤ' ya'a tț' ya, yanam da lǫbisi yaa, amaa lǫǫ tim o bareka. 'Do not repay ... insult with insult'. 

[1PE 3:9] Syn: tis. Etym: OV1 *PA ; OV2 *TI ; GS1 *B²A/E ; vc1 *pa(n) ; CG *t tia, pa'a ; PB *pá. See: tis. 
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ti-4   See main entry: tiig1. tree. 

ti-5   See main entry: tiim. medicine. 

tia1   See main entry: tia'1. come next. 

tia2   See main entry: ti'e1. support, protect self. 

tia'   See main entry: ti'e2. expect. 

tia'1   Variant: tia1; ti'a1. v. to come next, succeed. Yțțm kanǫ gaad la Adu da naan pin'ilțg sakurin la tǤlis sakur 

kanǫ tia' la ni. The previous year Adu had left primary school and gone on to secondary school. [Trouble] 
Lit: beginning school ... school that comes next. Bikpǫǫm la yț'țr daa buonǫ Asuma'asim, ka onǫ ti'a o la yț'țr 

buon Azan'asi The eldest child's name was Asuma'asim, and the next was called Azan'asi. [You-Heard?] bǤ' bțnnǫ 

da kǫ ka Joseph nar ye o ti'a teŋimkpǫǫm la Egypt teŋinǫ? what made Joseph fit to be the next chief ruler in the 

land of Egypt? [Bible-Study] Ba bǫlim Susa teŋin pin'ilțgțn la da anǫ siaa maalțg ma'aa amaa yțma banǫ tia 

la tiakir da naam ya. Their life at Susa was at first nothing but insults, but in the years that followed a change 

came about. [Trouble] Note: changing sia to siaa.   Syn: tia'al. See: tia'al. 

tia'al   Variant: tia'ali; ti'al; tial. Form: tia'alțg. Variant: tia'alug. v. to be next. Asǫǫ o yț'țn gu'us ziriga kanǫ tia'al ka 

saŋa sieba ka o kennǫ nintantisțțs na la. He would have to wait for the next train, and sometimes he came at 

midnight. [Trouble] Yiiga anǫ man kț lǫn keŋ lalli la, ka linǫ tia'al an ye, tțțma la mǤr nyǤǤd ani. Firstly I 
wouldn't go a long way any more, and secondly the work was profitable there. [Shoeshine-Boy] Modekaya onǫ an 

Jew nid la da tia'al Na'ab Zeesis nya'aŋ 'Mordecai the Jew was second in rank to King Xerxes'. [EST 10:3] 
Wina'am kpiis yiiga malima la, ka zi'el linǫ tia'al la. 'God does away with all the old sacrifices and puts the 

sacrifice of Christ in their place.'. [HEB 10:9] O da pțd bipuŋ kpǫǫm la yț'țr ye Jemaima ka pțd onǫ tia'al la 

yț'țr ye Keeziya nǫ onǫ pa'a la ye Kerenhapok. 'The first daughter he named Jemimah, the second Keziah and 

the third Keren-Happuch.'. [JOB 42:14] SǤb kanǫ ti'al ayi',  I  la, gbin anǫ bunsieba bǫǫ ti niŋgbiŋin la zabid nǫ 

ban'as. The meaning of the next letter,  I ,  is things which are in our bodies and fight against diseases. [AIDS-Azuur] 
'Ayei, Naa,' o lǫbis ala ka gur bu'oskanǫ ti'al. 'No, Sir', he answered, and waited for the next question. [Trouble] 
Jeria da an kpǫǫm, ka Amaraya tia'ali ayi' ka Jahaziel tia'al atan' ka Jekameam tia'al anaasi. 'Jeriah the 
first(born), Amariah the second, Jahaziel the third and Jekameam the fourth.'. [1CH 23:19] Syn: tia'1. See: tia'1. 

tia'ali   See main entry: tia'al. next [to be]. 

tia'alțg   See main entry: tia'al. next [to be]. 

tia'alug   See main entry: tia'al. next [to be]. 

tia'as   Variant: ti'as; tia'asi; tia'asid; ti'esid. Form: tia'asțg. Variant: tia'asțgǤ; ti'asʋg. v. to change, change over, 

exchange. Teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ti'e PNDC nǫ banǫ wțsa ka ba daa gaans ka ba tțm nǫ ba la, hali nǫ banǫ 

wțsa da ti'as GǤmmanam ayi' Nkurima GǤmma tiakirin nǫ Busia GǤmma tiakirin nǫ Akufu GǤmma tiakirin 

nǫ Liman GǤmma tiakirin la 'The Provisions indemnify Members of the P.N.D.C. and its appointees, and extend 
the indemnity to those responsible for the changes in government on 24th February, 1966; 13th January, 1972, 
June 4, 1979 and 31st December, 1981.'. [Constitution] Lit: the constitution protects the PNDC and all those that 
they elected to work with them even though they changed two Governments ... Nkrumah ... Busia, ... Akuffo ... 

and Liman. Na'ab Hiram nǫ Solomon tia'as piini King Hiram and Solomon Exchange Gifts. [1KI 9:10 [heading]] 
Ah, Adu, yǫla ti'asnɛ. Ah, Adu, things have changed. [Trouble] Onǫ tia'asid saŋa nǫ sigir 'He changes times and 

seasons'. [DAN 2:21] Li mǫ an sțm ka fț diti ti'esid saŋa wțsa. And it is good that you keep varying what you eat. 

[Iodine] Biig la zu'od ka zamisid diib la li nar ye fț tisid o diib la ti'esid daar wțsa As the child grows and gets 

used to the food you should give it a variety of food every day. [Breastfeeding] BǤ ka fț zǤti giligidi tia'asidi fț 

suoya? 'Why do you go about so much, changing your ways?'. [JER 2:36] Jehoyada ti'asʋg la yǫla 'Jehoiada's 

Reforms'. [2KI 11:17 [heading]] Colloc: tia'as ligidi ‘change money’. o ... kpa'as nimbanǫ tia'asid ligidi la 

la'abaanlțgț widig 'he scattered the coins of the money changers'. [JHN 2:15] Sim: tiak1. See: tiak1. 

tia'asi   See main entry: tia'as. change. 

tia'asid   See main entry: tia'as. change. 
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tia'asțg   See main entry: tia'as. change. 

tia'asțgǤ   See main entry: tia'as. change. 

tiak1   Variant: ti'ak; tak4; tiakǫ; tiaki. Form: tiaknǫ. Variant: tiakini. Form: tiakid. Variant: ti'ad; tiakida; tiakidi. 

Form: tiakidnǫ. Form: tiakim!. Variant: tiakimi!. Form: tiakimini!. Form: tiakin. Form: tiakir2. Variant: tiakirǫ1. 

Form: tiakya. Variant: tiakɛya. v. 1 • to change, exchange. Zamiskaŋa ni, ti na gǤsnǫ dapa ayi' ban bǫllim da 

tiak dunia la n tis Yesu. In this study we will be looking at two men whose lives changed the world for Christ. 

[Bible-Study] Yin kuug nyaan yis ka yiŋ kuug tiak. You get rid of the house-mouse and the outdoors mouse 
replaces it. [Asaasim Proverb] sǤ' kae na tun'e tiak bǫǫ dǫmisi lii nobody can change or revise them. [Constitution] 
Saul n da kilim karimbiig la, o da tiak o yț'țri pțd ye Paul. When Saul became a disciple he changed his name 
and called himself Paul. [Bible Glossary [under 'Paul bǫǫ Saul ']] M tiak ku'okaŋa ka li lieb sțm. 'I make this water pure'. 

[2KI 2:21] o duoe teŋin la sț ka suoǫn kpaam ka tiak o fuud he 'got up from the ground. After he had washed, 
put on lotions and changed his clothes'. [2SA 12:20] Ka tǫbig banǫ ti'akid ligidi la teebulnamǫ bas 'He overturned 

the tables of the money changers'. [MRK 11:15 = MAT 21:12] O yǫl o mǫŋ ye, o ya'am bǤǤdim la pț tiakǫ. She said 
to herself that what she really wanted had not changed. [Trouble] Nannanna, Na'aba, sǤm ka tik nu'ug linǫ na kǫ 

ka sǤ' kț nyaŋi tiaki lii; ka li dǤl Media nǫ Pesia dim wada linǫ ka sǤ' kț nyaŋi tiakǫ. 'So let Your Majesty 
issue this order and sign it, and it will be in force, a law of the Medes and Persians, which cannot be changed.'. 

[DAN 6:8] m nyaŋi tiaki m vțm la ka li yinǫ fț sa'alțg la ni na. I was able to change my life as a result of your 
advice. [Three-Problems] o si'el wțsa tiaknǫ ka pu'a bǫǫ dau kț bǤǤd ye o lǫn digin nǫ o. everything about him 

or her has changed, and no woman or man still wants to sleep with them. [AIDS-Azuur] Ti wa'a tiaknǫ lieb fabțlțg 

nǫ kaasig. 'our dancing has turned to mourning.'. [LAM 5:15] M naar yțțŋ la pin'ilțgin la ka man dǫŋi yǫlin 

yǫlsieba la pin'ili tiakid. It was the beginning of my last year that the things I have mentioned above began to 
change. [Shoeshine-Boy] Bǫlim kanǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siig Kasi la kǫtnǫ ka nimbanǫ ka fț bǫ nǫ ba la tiakidi an wțț fțn 

an si'em la A life filled with the Holy Spirit causes people you are with to begin to change and be like you. 

[Bible-Study] di ya'a an ninsaal, ti nǤkid nǫ pǫ'ogț tiakid. if it is a human being, we exchange a sheep for him. 

[EXO 13:15] da'abiis da kpiisid nǫ ya, ba da mǤri zǫǫnd nǫ li buudi wțsa nǫ kugvǫnla nǫ sanlima ti'ad nǫ ya. 
'merchants ... traded with you; for your merchandise they exchanged the finest of all kinds of spices and precious 

stones, and gold.'. [EZK 27:22] O pț tiakida ka kpǫn aan o naŋnaŋin. 'who does not change'. [JAS 1:17] Sțnsa'aŋ 

dinǫ ka Wina'am kǫt ka li paad nidib la tiakidi ba sțnya ka linzug ka ba na nyǫ faangir. 'For the sadness that 
is used by God brings a change of heart that leads to salvation'. [2CO 7:10] Anwa ka Israel dim da niŋid ka li pa'an 

ye ba kuosidnǫ bǫǫ ba tiakidnǫ si'el. This is what the Israelites used to do 'to settle a sale or an exchange of 
property'. [RUT 4:7] O pitț la pț vǫnli gat oo? Tiakim nǤk on la. 'Isn't her younger sister more attractive? Take her 

instead.'. [JDG 15:2] Ya bțŋ ya'a dǫŋin du'a bțndibig, yanam tiakimi nǫ pǫribigi tis ZugsǤb la. 'you must buy 
back from him every firstborn male donkey by offering a lamb in its place'. [EXO 13:13] M naan bǤǤdin ye m bǫǫn 

nǫ ya san'an nannanna, ka nyaŋi tiakin mam pian'ad si'em nǫ ya la. 'how I wish I could be with you now and 
change my tone'. [GAL 4:20] Ba bǫllim Susa teŋin pin'ilțgțn la da anǫ siaa maalțg ma'aa amaa yțma banǫ tia 

la tiakir da naam ya. Their life at Susa was at first nothing but insults, but in the years that followed a change 
came about. [Trouble] Note: changing sia to siaa Banǫ ka m sțnf malisi ba yǫla nwa': onǫ sied o mǫŋ ka siak tiakir 
'This is the one I esteem: he who is humble and contrite in spirit'. [ISA 66:2] Birago bǫllim da pț ya'asid tiakirǫ It 
was not long before Birago's life changed. [Trouble] KarimdǤkanǫ wțsa tțmmǫ dǤlisid Siig Kasi la nar ka o nyǫ 

tiakiri o Karimbiisin la. Every church that works according to the Holy Spirit should see change in its members. 

[Bible-Study] Teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ti'e PNDC nǫ banǫ wțsa ka ba daa gaans ka ba tțm nǫ ba la, hali nǫ banǫ 

wțsa da ti'as GǤmmanam ayi' Nkurima GǤmma tiakirin nǫ Busia GǤmma tiakirin nǫ akufu GǤmma tiakirin 

nǫ Liman GǤmma tiakirin la 'The Provisions indemnify Members of the P.N.D.C. and its appointees, and extend 
the indemnity to those responsible for the changes in government on 24th February, 1966; 13th January, 1972, 
June 4, 1979 and 31st December, 1981.'. [Constitution] Lit: the constitution protects the PNDC and all those that 
they elected to work with them even though they changed two Governments ... Nkrumah ... Busia, ... Akuffo ... 

and Liman. na'am la da anǫ man din. ... Amaa li tiakya ka na'am la keŋi m pitț san'an 'the kingdom was 
mine. ... But things changed, and the kingdom has gone to my brother'. [1KI 2:15] Sim: tia'as. 
2 • to repent. ba naan tiakin ka yǫ bǤto fuud ka bug tampǫligim linǫ pa'al ye ba tiakya they 'would long ago 
have put on sackcloth and sprinkled ashes on themselves, to show that they had turned from their sins'. [MAT 11:21] 
Tțțm titada linǫ daa niŋi ya san'an la, ya'a daa niŋin Taya nǫ Sidon tǫǫnsin ba naanǫ tiakini ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd 
'if the miracles that were performed in you had been performed in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented'. [LUK 
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10:13] Wina'am ... mi' ye daasi'er bǫog ti na ti tiak ti tțțmbǫ'ǫd la God knows that maybe in the future we will 

change our evil deeds. [Asaasim] Ya sǤ' wțsa tiakim tțțmbǫ'ǫdǫ di'e Wina'am ku'om sțțb Each one of you must 
repent and be baptised. [Bible-Study] DinzugǤ tiakimini ya suoya nǫ nimmua ka da di'emidiya. 'Be wholehearted 
therefore in your repentance.'. [REV 3:19] tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤb yinne ya'a tiak o sțțnr, sumalisim na bǫ arezana ni 

gaad pțpielim dim piswai nǫ awai banǫ pț bǤǤdi ba sțnya tiakirǫ. 'over one sinner who repents than over 

ninety-nine righteous persons who do not need to repent.'. [LUK 15:7] da kpǫn nwǫnǫ ti pin'ilnǫ bǤǤd ye ti paam 

tiakiri ti tțțmbǫ'ǫd nǫ ti yadda niŋir Wina'am san'anǫ. 'not laying again the foundation of repentance from acts 
that lead to death, and of faith in God'. [HEB 6:1] ba naanǫ tiakini ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka yǫǫn bǤto fuudi zin'in 

tampǫligimini pa'al ye ba tiakya. 'they would have repented long ago, sitting in sackcloth and ashes.'. [LUK 10:13] 
See: tia'as; tiakir. 

tiak-2   See main entry: tiakir1. repentance. 

tiakǫ   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakɛya   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiaki   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakid   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakida   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakidi   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakidnǫ   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakim!   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakimi!  See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakimini!   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakin   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakini   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakir1   Variant: tiakirǫ1. Form: tiak-2. n. change, repentance. Wina'am na paas baŋir ka ti nyǫ tiakir dasuŋa tțțma 

pțțgin ka da dit ka mǤŋid taaba. God will increase understanding so that we change our miserly ways and 
won't refuse to share our food. [Asaasim] Lit: eat and refuse each other.. Hezekia nǫ nidib la wțsa sțnf da ma'ae 

nǫ Wina'am tiak nidib si'em la, bǤzugǤ tiakir la da niŋnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ hali. 'Hezekiah and all the people rejoiced at 
what God had brought about for his people, because it was done so quickly. '. [2CH 29:36] Lit: the 

change/conversion had happened very quickly. ba kpamisțg na nyaŋi mǤr tiaksțŋ kanǫ na yuugi ti bǫllimin 
their advice can bring repentance which will last in our lives. [Bible-Study] Lit: good change. See: tiak1. 

tiakir2   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakirǫ1   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakirǫ1   See main entry: tiakir1. repentance. 

tiaknǫ   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tiakya   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

tial   See main entry: tia'al. next [to be]. 

tian'   Form: tian'ad. v. to rub, massage. Wala tun'e kǫ ka biig la tian'ad o nini la ka yǫt ye o nini mun ka zabid. This 
can cause the child to rub his eyes and say that his eyes itch and hurt. [Trachoma] 

tian'ad   See main entry: tian'. rub. 

tiank   See main entry: tin'e. dip. 

tida   See main entry: tidir. shoulder. 

tidimnam   See main entry: tinam.  we . 

tidir   Form: tida. n. shoulder. Dau la daa pianknǫ kǤlbil o tida ni ka mǤr gbambibis bǫdegț The man carried a small 
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bag on his shoulders and had a lot of forms. [Electricity] Akudbil pțn dǫŋi zǤti kpa'ad lǤr sitǫǫsin ka buk biig la 

o tida ni. Akudbil had already immediately run off towards the lorry station carrying the boy on his shoulders. 

[Electricity] o dam Yaa ka duo o zin'il gadț la zug, ka nwǫ' o tida pan'-pan' ye o nie o. she shook Yaa and sat 
him on the bed, and thumped his shoulders 'bomp, bomp!' to wake him up. [Trouble] Sim: biankimpiiung, biaunk. 

tiɛdi   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tiǫn1   Variant: tien1. Form: tiǫnǫ. Form: tiǫnd1. Variant: tiend; tiǫndi1; tiɛdi. Form: tiǫndnǫ. Form: tiǫnm!. 

Variant: tiǫnmi!; tienme. Form: tiǫnr3. Variant: tiǫnri. Form: tiǫnya. Variant: tieya. v. to remember, remind. O daa 

tiǫn daakanǫ ka o saam daa kiibi mǤr fitta la kul na ka nyu'oe ba la. He remembered the day when his father 

first brought the lamps home and lit them. [Fire] Man da pț zamis nǫ nimmua la si'el-si'el da kae ka m na tiǫn. 
As I wasn't serious in studying there would be nothing I could remember. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ti tiǫn zimi banǫ ka ti 

daa Ǥnbid Egipt teŋin zaalim nǫ gǤla banǫ ka ti daa dțgidi Ǥnbid nǫ wǤtamǫlǤn nǫ gabț buudi wțsa la. 'We 
remember the fish we ate in Egypt at no cost – also the cucumbers, melons, leeks, onions and garlic.'. [NUM 11:5] O 

da mǤǤd ye o tiǫnǫ si'el ka o pțtǫn'ǫr bțr. She tried to remember something but her mind was confused. [Trouble] 
BǤ ka o biig la zaansțŋ la tiǫnd o nǫ'ǫnama? Why did his child's dream remind him of these things? [Trouble] Ka 

yțda la na bǫ Aaron ban'ad zug ka tiǫnd o ba yǫla And the names will be on Aaron's shoulders to remind him 

of them. [EXO 28:12] Li tiǫndi ti bǤbțnnǫ? What does this remind us of? [You-Heard?] Nǫ'ǫŋa tiɛdi ti ye tinamǫ nam 

bǫ dunia nwa ni la ti tǫn'ǫsim vțm kanǫ bǫ kum nya'aŋ la This reminds us that while we are still in this world 
we should think of the life after death. [Trouble] ba na bǫ teŋ lalli ka tiǫndi m yǫla. 'in distant lands they will 
remember me.'. [ZEC 10:9] O ya'a ǫǫnti nyǫ saŋa ye o tiǫn ba yir la yǫla, o ǫǫnti tiǫndnǫ o sid nǫ tațn Goma 

bǫllim an si'em la yǫla. Whenever she had time to remember their house, she would remember what the life of 

her husband and sister Goma was like. [Trouble] Malțŋ kaŋa tiǫndnǫ Israel dim la ban da yi Egipt la yǫla. This 
festival reminded the Israelites of how they had come out of Egypt. [Bible Glossary (under ' Bodobodo linǫ ka' Danbin 

Malțŋ ')] Tiǫnm Wina'am onǫ maalif la fț dasannim saŋa 'Remember your Creator in the days of your youth'. 

[ECC 12:1] Tiǫnmi dabiskaŋa nwa' yǫla 'Remember this day'. [EXO 13:3] ba buon ani ye, Absalom Tiǫnr Zin'ig 

hali paae zina. 'it is called Absalom's Monument to this day.'. [2SA 18:18] da lǫn tiǫnri ba fara la yǫla ya'asǫ. 
'remember their misery no more.'. [PRO 31:7] on da kpi ka vț'țg kumin la o nya'andǤlib la da tiǫnya ye o da 

dǫŋi yǫl nǫ'. 'After he was raised from the dead, his disciples recalled what he had said.'. [JHN 2:22] O yț'țn tieya 

ye sǤ' ya'a gbisid ka pian'ad fțn niem o suos o ka o lǫn gbis Then she remembered that if someone is talking 
in their sleep, you should wake them up and calm them, and they will go back to sleep. [Trouble] Syn: tǫnr, tǫn'ǫs1, 

tiens; Sim: tǫǫns; Cpart: tam. See: tiǫnr. 

tiǫn2   Variant: tien2; tǫǫn. Form: tiǫnnǫ. Form: tiǫnd2. Variant: tiǫndi2. Form: tiǫnmini. Form: tiǫnr2. Variant: tiǫnrǫ2. v. 

to stretch, reach out. O da ... maligin tiǫn sǤŋdaugțn la ka li dammid nwia-nwia. He stretched himself on the 
big sleeping-mat again, and it was making a rattling noise. [Trouble] kikirig la ya'a ǫǫnti duo, li lugud o nǫ, ka 

nintǤnpuud yit, ka o ga'ad nyina, ka tiǫn o mǫŋi an gammire 'Whenever the spirit attacks him, it throws him 
to the ground, and he foams at the mouth, grits his teeth, and becomes stiff all over.'. [MRK 9:18] Alazug m tiǫn m 

nu'ug ye m tisif tǤǤg ka bu'oe fț titǤndis la. 'So I stretched out my hand against you and reduced your territory'. 

[EZK 16:27] Dinǫ pǤnd la kț nyaŋi tiǫn sappii. What is twisted cannot be straightened. [ECC 1:15] O nwǫnǫ mǤǤdi 

na bǫ nintaŋin ka ba dǤn'Ǥsid ka ku'om wțm, ka li tǫǫn gilig lǤmbǤn'Ǥg; 'He is like a well-watered plant in the 
sunshine, spreading its shoots over the garden;'. [JOB 8:16] Pu'a la da tiǫnǫ o nu'usi kpa' Birago zuobid The 
woman stretched out her hands towards Birago's hair. [Trouble] Ba nǤba da tiǫnnǫ sappi 'Their legs were straight'. 

[EZK 1:7] O tiǫnd o saŋgbana la libin nwadpielig. 'He veils the face of the full moon, unrolling his clouds across 
it. '. [JOB 26:9] li bula la tansidi yit ka tiǫndi paad atǫukțn 'Their shoots spread out and went as far as the sea.'. [ISA 

16:8] Tiǫnmi fț nu'ug la kǫ ka banǫ bǫn'ǫd paam laafi 'Stretch out your hand to heal'. [ACT 4:30] amaa lǫǫ 

tiǫnmini ya nu'us ka siaki pǫ'ǫŋi on bǤǤd si'el la tis o nǫ ya sțnf wțsa. 'Rather be openhanded and freely lend 

him whatever he needs.'. [DEU 15:8] o ... pț tis o paalț teŋ la ni ka li siak o nǤbir tiǫnrǫ 'He gave him no 
inheritance here, not even a foot of ground.'. [ACT 7:5] 

tiǫnd1   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tiǫnd2   See main entry: tiǫn2. stretch. 

tiǫndi1   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 
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tiǫndi2   See main entry: tiǫn2. stretch. 

tiǫndnǫ   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tiǫnǫ   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tiǫnm!   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tiǫnmi!   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tiǫnmini   See main entry: tiǫn2. stretch. 

tiǫnnǫ   See main entry: tiǫn2. stretch. 

tiǫnr1   Variant: tiǫnrǫ1. n. memory, memorial. li an tiǫnri tisid o ZugsǤb Wina'am tuon. it is 'a continuing memorial 

before the Lord.'. [EXO 28:29] Colloc: (X) Malțŋ tiǫnr ‘Festival/Feast (of X}’. Note: in the Bible.   Malțŋ tiǫnr linǫ an 

daba ayǤpǤi la sțțgin ... o na maal ala ya'as 'He is to do the same thing also for the pilgrim-feast which falls on 

the fifteenth day of the seventh month'. [EZK 45:25] Yesu di Kum Maliak Malțŋ tiǫnr diib nǫ o nya'andǤlib 'Jesus 
Eats the Passover Meal with His Disciples'. [MAT 26:17 [heading]] Ba da maal malțŋ tiǫnr di'ema la nǫ daba 

ayǤpǤi 'They celebrated the feast for seven days'. [NEH 8:18] Colloc: du'am1 tiǫnr daar/dabisir ‘birthday’. Note: in 

the Bible: celebrating a birthday is not traditional in Kusaug.   Herod du'am tiǫnr daar paae 'On Herod's birthday'. [MAT 

14:6] See: tiǫn1. 

tiǫnr2   See main entry: tiǫn2. stretch. 

tiǫnr3   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tiǫnrǫ1   See main entry: tiǫnr1. memory. 

tiǫnrǫ2   See main entry: tiǫn2. stretch. 

tiǫnri   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tiǫnya   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tiebid   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

tiel   Variant: tieli. Form: tien. Variant: tiennǫ. v. to reach out. LǤrpal da tiel nu'ug ye o di'e gbambil la 'Highway' 

reached out his hand to take the note. [Trouble] Ka pu'a la tiel nu'ugu amis o ye kǫn o san'an na. The woman 

reached out her hand to beckon him to her. [Trouble] o tiel nu'ugț sǤsid ye ba tis o si'el. he reached out his hand, 
begging that they would give him something. [ACT 3:3] Na'ab la na țk o sanlima dansaar la tiel ka fț gban'e. 
'the king extends to him the gold sceptre'. [EST 4:11] Ka Yesu tieli gban'e o nu'ug tǤ'ǤtǤ 'Immediately Jesus 
reached out his hand and caught him.'. [MAT 14:31] Lit: will extend. O tiǫn o nǤba ka țțnsi labin tiig la til He 

reached out his feet and grunted as they brushed against the trunk of the tree. [Trouble] ba ...  pț tiennǫ ba nu'ugț 

di'ed ligidi linǫ ka sǤ' na da' ba. 'who keeps his hands clean from bribery'. [ISA 33:15] Lit: they don't hold out their 
hand to accept the money someone is trying to 'buy' them with. Colloc: X nu'ug tiel ‘X's hand reaches out’. Kǫl ka 

fț nu'ug tiel na sțŋim 'May your hand be ready to help me'. [PSA 119:173] Ani ka m gǤsi nyǫ nu'ugț tieli m 

san'an na 'Then I looked, and I saw a hand stretched out to me.'. [EZK 2:9] See: ties. 

tiela   n. a sewing-machine. Tiela la yǫl ka fț tǫn'ǫs ye fț maal man yǫla wțsa nǫǫ? Is it on account of a 

sewing-machine that think you have solved all my problems? [Trouble] Li anǫ zin'ikanǫ ka sǤ' na sǫn tiela nyǫ 

ligidi? Is it a place where someone can make money as a seamstress. [Trouble] Lit: sew (with a) sewing-machine. Li 

anǫ na'ana nǫ man na nwǫlig danzuunr ka ku'om yi ka m da' tiela tisif sankan la? Is it easy for me to squeeze 
water out of a danzuunr tree and buy you a sewing-machine at the moment? [Trouble] From: (Eng.) Note: 'tailor' 

tieli   See main entry: tiel. reach out. 

tiemis   See main entry: tieŋ. beard. 

tien   See main entry: tiel. reach out. 

tien1   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tien2   See main entry: tiǫn2. stretch. 

tiend   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 
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tienme   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tiennǫ   See main entry: tiel. reach out. 

tiens   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

tiensid   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

tiensidi   See main entry: tǫǫns1. remind. 

tieŋ   Variant: tieŋa; tieŋi; tieŋe; tiemis. n. a beard. nǤkim sț'țkanǫ dit nwǫnǫ barigi pțni fț zuobid nǫ fț tieŋ 'take 

a sharp sword and use it as a barber's razor to shave your head and your beard'. [EZK 5:1] O da pț lǫn sțțd, bǫǫ 

kiesid o tieŋ bǫǫ pied o fuugǤ 'He had not washed his feet, trimmed his beard, or washed his clothes'. [2SA 19:24] 
Ya da gin'e ya zug, bǫǫ ya tieŋa. 'Do not cut the hair at the sides of your head or clip off the edges of your beard.'. 

[LEV 19:27] m sțnf san'am ka m tǫki m fuugț aaǫn ka tǫki m zuobid nǫ m tieŋi vǤn' 'I tore my clothes in 
despair, tore my hair and my beard'. [EZR 9:3] O na pțni ya zut ka pțni ya nǤba kǤnbilțg ka mǫ kǤǤnsi ya tiemis. 
'he will shave off your beards, and the hair on your heads and your bodies.'. [ISA 7:20] Hanun gban'e David nidib 

la pțni ba tiemis la pțsțk-pțsțk 'Hanun seized David's men, shaved off half of each man's beard'. [2SA 10:4] 
Colloc: tieŋin ‘in/on/from the beard’. malțŋ kpaam linǫ ka ba bu'oe niŋ Aaron zugin, ka li buoǫndi sigid o 

tieŋin 'the precious anointing oil running down from Aaron's head and beard'. [PSA 133:2] Etym: OVN 
*TEN-GA/-SI ; GS1 *TA/O²/E(M) ; vc1 *tam ; PB * dèdù. See: tieŋgu'or. 

tieŋa   See main entry: tieŋ. beard. 

tieŋe   See main entry: tieŋ. beard. 

tieŋgo'er   See main entry: tieŋgu'or. chin. 

tieŋgu'or   Variant: tieŋgo'er; tieŋgu'ori. Form: tieŋguoda. n. chin. O da waasim nǫ o tieŋgu'or ka la'asid yțda gbauŋ 

la. He was stroking his chin while opening the register. [Trouble] Dau bǫǫ pu'a zug bǫǫ tieŋgu'or ya'a mǤr fǫn'țg, 

maanmaan la na gǤsi o fǫn'țg la 'If a man or woman has a sore on the head or on the chin, the priest is to 
examine the sore'. [LEV 13:29-30] M ... basim tieŋgu'ori tis banǫ vǤǤndim tieŋ la 'I ... let my beard be plucked 
from my chin'. [ISA 50:6] See: tieŋ. 

tieŋgu'ori  See main entry: tieŋgu'or. chin. 

tieŋguoda   See main entry: tieŋgu'or. chin. 

tieŋi   See main entry: tieŋ. beard. 

ties   Variant: ti'es2; tiesi. Form: tiesnǫ. Form: tiesid. Variant: tiesida. Form: tiesidnǫ. Form: tiesim!. Variant: tiesimi!. 

Form: tiesțg. n. to stretch out, point at. 'Yiŋ la vǫnl woo,' Ama yǫl ala ka ties pǤǤd banǫ ka ba kua la. 'It's nice 

outside.', said Ama, pointing to the fields they had hoed. [Trouble] Appiah ties o nu'ubili kpa' Nimo nyǤnya. 
Appiah pointed at Nimo's nose. [Trouble] o ties o nu'ugț pa'al dau la ka yǫl ye, “Gban'ami nǫ o!” 'he pointed at 
him and ordered, “Seize that man!”'. [1KI 13:4] o ... tiesi pa'al yir la yaŋir ka yǫl o ye, "Gaadim yi!" he pointed to 
the gateway of the house and said "Go on out!" [Wonderwoman] Luusi tiesi kpa'am ka ye "biribiŋ la nwana". Lucy 

pointed at me and said "This boy!" [Shoeshine-Boy] Mba'ami' ... tiesi pa'al biis la yikanǫ bǫ yampțn la, ye o 

saampit yiri la. Mba'ami pointed out the house behind this one to the children, saying it was her uncle's house. 

[Billygoat] Yǫlim Aaron ka o nǤk dansaar la țki tiesi kpa' Egipt ku'obanǫ an mu'a nǫ kǤlis nǫ bǫǫnna nǫ 

kǤldaad nǫ bulis wțsa. 'Tell Aaron to take his stick and hold it out over all the rivers, canals, and pools in Egypt. 

[EXO 7:19] Wina'am da pț siak ka Moses lǤ'Ǥŋ Joodan kǤldaug la kpǫn' teŋ kanǫ ka o yǫli zi'el ye o na tisi ba 

la, amaa o da tiesnǫ lalli bigis o. God did not allow Moses to cross the Jordan and enter the land he had 
promised to give them, but he showed it to him from afar. [DEU 1 [introduction]] Ma yir pț tiesid gǤbiga. The 
mother's house is not pointed to with the left hand. [Proverb 026] Ba amisidi ba nini, ka sǤǤndi ba nǤba, ka tiesid 

nu'us 'who winks with his eye, signals with his feet and motions with his fingers'. [PRO 6:13] Bțn kanǫ pț kțțd pț 

tiesida. That which is not to be killed doesn't have [a stick] pointed at it. [Proverb 173] O nu'ubil la da nan kpǫn 

tiesidnǫ Anane His finger was already pointing at Anane. [Trouble] Tiesimi fț nu'ug teŋ la ni, ka na'azǤmnam 

na kena 'Raise your hand over the land ... to bring the locusts'. [EXO 10:12] Ya ya'a ... bas nu'ubibis tiesțg nǫ 

pian'abǫ'ǫd 'If you cease ... to point the accusing finger'. [ISA 58:9] See: tiel. 

tiesi   See main entry: ties. point at. 
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tiesid   See main entry: ties. point at. 

tiesida   See main entry: ties. point at. 

tiesidnǫ   See main entry: ties. point at. 

tiesim!   See main entry: ties. point at. 

tiesimi!   See main entry: ties. point at. 

tiesnǫ   See main entry: ties. point at. 

tiesțg   See main entry: ties. point at. 

tieya   See main entry: tiǫn1. remind. 

tig   Variant: tigi; tigǫ; tigǫǫ. Form: tignǫ. Form: tigid. Variant: tigida. Form: tigidnǫ. Form: tigir2. Variant: tigib; 

tigibț; tigibɔ. Form: tig ya4. Variant: tig yaa. v. to be satisfied, satiated, have enough. o na ...  sǫn' ni'im 

bugumin la Ǥnbi tig. 'he makes a fire; he roasts meat, eats it, and is satisfied.'. [ISA 44:16] bțnam atan' bǫǫ nan zi' 

tigǫ 'three things that are never satisfied'. [PRO 30:15] fț na nyaŋi gban'e tisi ba ka ba Ǥnbi tigǫǫ? can you catch 
(game) for them to eat and be satisfied? [JOB 38:39] Ayei, m kț tisif ni'im la bamma, lin ka m mǤr la gba kț 

tigima, kem ie diib. No, I won't give you some of the meat –  what I have isn't even enough for me. Go and find 
(your own) food. [Jealousy] hali la'an nǫ wala li da pț tigi fǤ. 'but even with this you were not satisfied. [EZK 16:29] 
Anina ka ti daa Ǥnbid ni'im ka dit diibi tigid 'There we sat around pots of meat and ate all the food we wanted'. 

[EXO 16:3] banǫ ka kǤ'Ǥm da mǤri ba la yț'țn tignǫ. 'those who were hungry hunger no more.'. [1SA 2:5] 
Na'anya'aŋ kțdțg pț Ǥnbid buǤn yinne n tigida. An old cow won't be satisfied eating in one valley. [Asaasim  

Proverb] Note: MA emendation from buǤn yinne Ya na dit ka pț tigida 'You will eat but not be satisfied'. [MIC 6:14] 
NǤŋ daan fuug tigidnǫ gum ka li pț tigid ki'ibo. The poor man's shirt has plenty of darns but not too much 
soap. [Proverb 232] Li sid anǫ tigir yțțm. It is indeed a year of satisfaction. [House+Farm] Azaŋkua'ar ye, 'Bǫŋa 

tigir bǫ nǫ kǤligin.' Mr.Hyæna says "To be satisfied with beans, you have to be at the waterhole." [Proverb 100] Ba 

kț lǫn tǫnr tigir kanǫ daa bǫ teŋin la 'The time of plenty will be entirely forgotten'. [GEN 41:31] Biis ya'a paamid 

bin'is-sțŋ kaŋa ba biidnǫ sțŋa ka mǫ pț lǫn ya'asid tigibo. If babies get this good milk they grow well and no 

longer take a long time to get sated. [Breastfeeding] Ba wțsa tig ya hali. They are all completely full. [House+Farm] 
Man da diisi ba la ba da tig ya 'When I fed them, they were satisfied'. [HOS 13:6] Dasuŋ daan zi' ye kabir kabir 

tig yaa. The selfish person is unaware that his guest has had enough. [Proverb 198] Colloc: dii/nuu tig ‘have 

enough/plenty to eat/drink’. O tisidi ti saa, nǫ zțțd bunib saŋa ye ti dii tig 'he sends you rain from heaven and 
the crops in their seasons, and gives you food in plenty'. [ACT 14:17] la'am nǫ ala Asumbul nan zi' dii tigǫ. in spite 
of that Mr. Spider never had enough to eat. [Wonderwoman] Ba pț diti tigid ka lǫn waŋimi aniŋa. They don't eat 
their fill and then hang around there [until hungry again.] [Proverb 151] Note: nuu tig may be euphemistic for 'be drunk' 
SǤ' wțsa tisidnǫ damalisiŋ di'ema pin'ilțgțn, ka ba ya'a ti nuu tig la ka ba yț'țn tisid danbǫ'ǫd. Amaa fțn 

kpiank nǫ damalisiŋ la, hali ti paae nannanna. 'Everyone else serves the best wine first, and the poorer only 
when the guests have drunk freely; but you have kept the best wine till now.'. [JHN 2:10] Colloc: X nif/nini tig ‘X is 
pleased’. Kǫl ka fț nif tig nǫ fțn mǤr si'eli, gaad linǫ ka fț nan tǫn'ǫsidi li yǫla. 'It is better to be satisfied with 
what you have  than to be always wanting something else.'. [ECC 6:9] Du'ad nifi tigid sǤ' la, on ka mam nif mǫ 

tigid. Someone who pleases a relative, I am also pleased with him. [Asaasim] Gosima, fț nini pț tig nǫ Wina'am 

maalif si'em laa? Look, aren't you satisfied with how God has treated you? [You-Heard?] O nini da tig Esta ka o 

bǤǤd o yǫla hali. Esther 'pleased him and won his favor'. [EST 2:9] Sim: siak2 ‘to be enough’. 

tig ya4   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

tiga   See main entry: tigir1. plenty, gathering. 

tigal   Form: tigala. n. a pill, tablet. O lǫbis tigala banǫ ka o bu'odin la kǤlibirin la ka zin'in. She returned the pills that 
she was pouring out to the bottle and sat down. [Trouble] 

tigala   See main entry: tigal. pill. 

tigǫ   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

tigǫǫ   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 
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tigi   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

tigib   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

tigibɔ   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

tigibț   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

tigid   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

tigida   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

tigidnǫ   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

tigir1   Form: tiga. n. 1 • plenty, abundance. Yțțm kanǫ ka tigir bǫ, li sț'țm ka nidib baŋ ye li nar ye ba gǤsidi ba 

zțțd sț'țŋa ka da kuosid diib yǤǤg, yǤǤgǤ. In the year of plenty, it is important that people should take good 

care of the food and don’t sell it irresponsibly. [MA] Sim: bǫdegț. 
2 • a crowd, gathering. KǤlis banǫ ka fț nyǫ ka pu'a la bǫǫ ani la, anǫ nidib nǫ tigir nǫ buudi kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb nǫ 

pian'ad buudi kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb. 'The waters you saw, where the prostitute sits, are peoples, multitudes, nations 
and languages.'. [REV 17:15] Tigir la da widigidi lǫbidi ba yaan nǫ ba tțțma zin'isin la, sieba sțnya da pț 

malisa. When the gathering dispersed back to their homes and workplaces some people weren't happy. [Trouble] 
Yesu nǫ o nya'andǤlib la paae tigirin la, ka dau sǤ' kena igin Yesu tuon 'When they came to the crowd, a man 
approached Jesus and knelt before him.'. [MAT 17:14] 

tigir2   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

tigita   See main entry: tiita. cage. 

tigiti   Form: tigitinam. n. 1 • ticket, market dues, 'ticket' [Gh.] permit to trade in market. Ti ya'a ǫǫnti bǤǤd nwiǫnr 

saŋa si'a ka da'a ti tigiti ti ken la yǫla, ti tigitinam la ya'a bǫǫ ti san'anǫ ti mi' ye ... ti mǫ paas banǫ wa'ae 

la ni. If we want to travel some time and buy our ticket to go, as long as our tickets are with us we know that ... we 
can join the passengers. [Bible-Study] From: (Eng.)  Note: 'ticket' 
2 • duty, customs and excise charges. Teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ dim ma'aa mǤr suor ka ba digil nǤǤr lampǤ nǫ 

tigiti yǤǤb yǫla. 'No taxation shall be imposed unless by or under the authority of Parliament.'. [Constitution] LampǤ 

nǫ tigiti yǫla kț tun'e zi'eli tis nidib ka teŋgbauŋ zǤŋ dim nu'ug ka' li nii. 'No taxation shall be imposed unless 

by or under the authority of Parliament.'. [Constitution] Nǫ'ǫŋa da pț paas ligidkanǫ ka ba yǤǤd tigiti nǫ lampǤ la 
'not including the revenues from merchants'. [1KI 10:15]  

tigitinam   See main entry: tigiti. ticket, duty. 

tignǫ   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

tig yaa   See main entry: tig. satiated-[be]. 

ti'   Variant: ti'i. Form: ti'im!. Form: ti'ib. v. to lean sth. (e.g. ladder), make a shelter, pitch a tent. Ban la ti' za'ambǫŋin 

la kem nǤki boto ayi' ka suma ya'a ti kpǫn vǤn yanam mǤr na. Ya di'edi boto ayi' ka na ti lǫbis boto anaasi. 
There they are in the kitchen: go and take 2 sacks, and as soon as the groundnuts are harvested you bring them 

here. You collect 2 sacks and will have to pay back 4 sacks. [Wealth-Is-Power] O na ti' o na'am Fuug Sțgțr la 

atǫuk la baba zuor kanǫ vǫnl ka an kasi la ni. 'He will pitch his royal tents between the seas at the beautiful holy 
mountain.'. [DAN 11:45] O da ... nyǫ dadțg ka li ti' dunia ni keŋ ba'al arezana ni 'he saw a ladder, which rested 
on the ground with its top reaching to heaven'. [GEN 28:12] Arab dim la ku lem ti'i ba suga anina 'No ... Arab will 

ever pitch his tent there'. [ISA 13:20] o țk o nini gǤs kawǫnna nǫ mui bǤtnam la ti'i kțlțŋ la baba la. he lifted his 
eyes and saw sacks of maize and rice leaning by the door. [Trouble] Ti'im zak la gilig Fuug Sțgțr la 'Set up the 
courtyard around it'. [EXO 40:8] Fuug Sțgțr la ti'ib yǫla 'Setting Up the Tabernacle'. [EXO 40:1 [heading]] Sim: ti'il. 
See: ti'il; ti'e. 

ti'a1   See main entry: tia'1. come next. 

ti'a2   See main entry: ti'e1. support, protect self. 

ti'ad   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 

ti'ak   See main entry: tiak1. change, repent. 
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ti'al   See main entry: tia'al. next [to be]. 

ti'as   See main entry: tia'as. change. 

ti'asʋg   See main entry: tia'as. change. 

ti'e1   Variant: tia2; ti'a2; ti'ie. Form: ti'enǫ1. Form: ti'ed2. v. 1 • to support, protect, rely on sb./sth. 'Dinǫ gu' ka ti'e saal 

suor o mǤrim nǫ o yǤlisim teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni anǫ kaŋ kaŋ. The protection and preservation of Fundamental 
Human Rights and Freedoms are entrenched in the constitution.'. [Constitution] Lit: what guards and supports a 

person's life, his property, and his freedom. Ti ya'a ti'e on la ti vțm na mǤr ya'an. If we depend on him our life 
will be victorious. [Bible-Study] O zin'inǫ o dǤǤg za'anǤǤrin ka ti'e lǫuŋ. He sat in the entrance to his room and 
cupped his chin. [Trouble] Kǫl ka m zi'en zin'ikanǫ ka m na nyaŋi babil zan'antǤlbanǫ ti'e pț'țsim dǤǤg la 'Put 
me where I can feel the pillars that support the temple'. [JDG 16:26] Daka la bik ka Uzaa zǤǤ ti'e ye li da luu. The 

Ark tilted over and Uzzah quickly supported it so that it wouldn't fall. [1CH 13:9] Man ka' nǤdi'esa. Man anǫ 

kpaad; kuob ka man ti'e ka vțe m dasannimin sa. 'I am not a prophet. I am a farmer; the land has been my 
livelihood since my youth.'. [ZEC 13:5] Israel dim la da bas suori tis Benjamin dim la, bǤzugǤ ba da ti'e nǫ 

zabzabidib banǫ ka ba su'a ba Gibea baba la. 'Now the men of Israel had given way before Benjamin, because 

they relied on the ambush they had set near Gibeah.'. [JDG 20:36] Li anǫ dap tțțm ye ba gǤs ka tia pu'ab nǫ biis 
'Women and children shall be accorded special care and protection'. [Constitution] Li anǫ GǤmma tțțm ye o mǤ nǫ 

o paŋ wțsa ti'a ka kǫ ka na'am yǫla keŋ tuon nǫ na'asi nǫ burikinnim. The Government must use every effort 
to ensure that chieftaincy business proceeds with honour and respect. [Constitution] Li da anǫ siakidib la da kpǫn 

ti'a Siig Kasi la nǫ ba mǫŋ wțsa la da kǫ ka ba nyaŋi tiak sț'țlim la. It was because the believers already 
depended on the Holy Spirit with their whole selves that allowed them to be able to change the nation. [Bible-Study] 
Amaa fț ti'enǫ fț vǫnlim la, ka fț yț'țr la kǫ ka fț lieb pu'agǤǤndir. 'But you trusted in your beauty and used 
your fame to become a prostitute.'. [EZK 16:15] ZugsǤb la ti'ed banǫ bǤǤd liig la The Lord upholds all those who 

fall. [PSA 145:14] Sim: ti'el2; Nact: ti'ed1. 
2 • protect self. [Constitution] Ba na mǤr yǤlisim bǤzugǤ, teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ti'e ba nǫ ka sǤ' kț nǤk o pțlis paŋi 

daami ba 'In addition to the fundamental liberties they enjoy, Public Servants are protected by the Constitution 
from victimisation'. [Constitution] Colloc: linǫ ti'ed zaba ni ‘shield’. O da vaae si'el wțsa la'an nǫ sanlima zaba 

la'abanǫ ti'ed nyǤ'Ǥg ka Solomon da maal la. 'He took everything, including the gold shields Solomon had 

made.'. [2CH 12:9] See: ti'el2; -ti'edțg. 

ti'e2   Variant: tia'. Form: ti'enǫ2. Form: ti'en1. v. to expect sth. SǤ' wțsa ti'ir da ti'e ye m na pian' kpi'eŋa. Everyone's 

expectation was that I should speak forcefully. [Shoeshine-Boy] M kpǫǫm la daa ti'e ye m tțm si'el la daa anǫ 

gbǫlțŋ My elder was expecting me to do was wrong. [Trouble] O pț ti'e ye o na nyǫ nidib bǫdegț anwa. He 
didn't expect to see many people there. [Electricity] Teŋgbauŋ zugdaan la anǫ o maal gbana mǤri keŋ teŋgbauŋ 

zi'ela zǤŋ  dimini pa'an ligidkanǫ ka GǤmma la ti'e ye li kpǫn' o nu'ugin 'The President shall cause to be 
prepared and laid before Parliament at least one month before the end of the financial year, estimates of the 

revenues ... of the Government'. [Constitution] BǤnam ka fț tia' ye fț nyǫ teŋgbauŋ kanǫ sid tiak o tțțmbǫ'ǫdinǫ? 
What would you expect to see in a land which really repented of its sins? [Bible-Study] Li da tǤi amaa ti da ti'enǫ ye 

ti di ya'an. It was difficult, but we expected to succeed. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nǫ'ǫŋa an yǫlkanǫ ka o pț ti'en ye Ama 

nǫ o ma sǤnsinǫ li yǫllǫ. This was something he hadn't expected Ama and her mother to be talking about. [Trouble] 
La'am nǫ saa sa ni yț'țŋ la, kǤldabil kanǫ bǫ bǤn'Ǥg la nǤǤrin la da pț pǫ'ǫl wțț Adu ti'en ye li naan pǫ'ǫlin 

si'em la. Although it has rained in the night, the stream at the entrance to the valley hadn't filled up as Adu had 

expected that it would.. [Trouble] See: ti'ir. 

ti'eb1   Variant: ti'ebǫ1; ti'ebi1. Form: ti'ebid1. Variant: ti'ebida; ti'ebidi1. Form: ti'ebim1!. Variant: ti'ebimi1!. 

Form: ti'ebin1. Form: ti'ebțg1. Variant: ti'ebug; ti'ebțgǤ; ti'ebugo. v. to heal sb. Da mǤǤd ye fț ti'eb linǫ zabid 

bǫǫ mǤd la fț tu'orǫ. Don't try to cure the pain or swelling by yourself. [Immunisation-II.] Nif nǤdir ban'a la tun'e 

ti'eb. Trachoma can be cured. [Trachoma] Oŋa daana niŋ wala tțm sǤ' man san'an na ye m ti'eb o kțkǤm 

ban'asǫ? 'Why does this fellow send someone to me to be cured of his leprosy?'. [2KI 5:7] o keŋ bǫlim o ye o kena 

ti'eb o biig la ka o bǤǤdi kum. 'he went to him and begged him to come and heal his son, who was close to death.'. 

[JHN 4:7] m ... na mǤr ban'as linǫ ka sǤ' kț nyaŋi ti'ebǫ nǫ niŋtțțlțg linǫ na kǫ ka ya zu'om ka kț mǤr 

sumalisim. 'I will bring ... incurable diseases and fevers that will make you blind and cause your life to waste 
away.'. [LEV 26:16] Ba sieba daa pț'țs Wina'am nǫ on ti'ebi ba biig la Some people prayed that God would heal 
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their child. [Electricity] Banǫ pu'alim la m na ti'ebi ba 'I shall ... bandage the injured'. [EZK 34:16] Tiim ka' ti'ebid 

ban'a saaŋ dinǫ buon HIV-AIDS la. There is no treatment for the HIV-AIDS disease. [AIDS-I] Onǫ pu'alimid, onǫ 

mǫ lǫn ti'ebid 'For he wounds, but he also binds up'. [JOB 2:18] bǤ ban'asi nwa ka tiim ka' dunia nii ti'ebida? 
what are these diseases which have no cure? [AIDS-I] Susa dim wțsa da kennǫ Nimo san'ana ka o ti'ebidi ba. 
All the people of Susa were coming to Nimo for healing. [Trouble] onǫ ... ti'ebidi m ban'as wțsa la. 'He ... heals 

all my diseases.'. [PSA 103:3] Li dǤl wada suor ye sǤ' ti'ebim nidib Vț'țsțm daare? 'Is it lawful to heal on the 
Sabbath?'. [MAT 12:10] Ti'ebimi ban'adnam, ka vț'țgi banǫ kpi, ka kǫ ka kțkǤma nyǫ laafi 'Heal the sick, raise 
the dead, cleanse those who have leprosy'. [MAT 10:8] Ti naan ti'ebin Babilon,amaa o kț nyaŋi paam laafi 'We 
would have healed Babylon, but she cannot be healed'. [JER 51:9] Tadimnam nǫ ban'adnam mǤr suor ka ba mǫ 

na paam ti'ebțg nǫ sțŋir linǫ nar nǫ ba. 'Disabled and sick persons shall have access to appropriate facilities, 
assistance and opportunities'. [Constitution] Taba ban'as tiim ligidi kpi'emnǫ ka li ti'ebțg mǫ tǤi. The treatment 
for smoking diseases is very expensive and they are difficult to cure. [Smoking] kțțb saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka ti'ebțg saŋa 

bǫ 'the time for killing and the time for healing'. [ECC 3:3] fț sapu'ad la ka' ti'ebțgǤ 'Your wound is incurable'. [JER 

30:12] Colloc: teŋin ti'ebug tiim ‘natural sources of iodine’. Note: used in 'Trachoma' books. Zin'isieba bǫ ka ba 

tan'am la mǤr teŋin ti'ebțg tiim biela ka li yinǫ saa ya'a niid bǫdegț There are some places which have a little 
iodine, but it leaches out when there is a lot of heavy rain. [Iodine] 

ti'eb2   Variant: ti'ebǫ2; ti'ebi2. Form: ti'ebnǫ. Form: ti'ebid2. Variant: tiebid; ti'ebidi2. Form: ti'ebidnǫ. Form: ti'ebim2!. 

Variant: ti'ebimi2!. Form: ti'ebimini!. Form: ti'ebin2. Form: ti'ebțg2. Variant: ti'ebug; ti'ebțgț. Form: ti'ebya. 

Variant: ti'eb2 ya4. v. to prepare, get ready. On wțsa ti'eb kpǫn'ǫm ka ti keŋ. Everyone who is ready get in, and 

we will go. [Electricity] Bǫkǫung asuba kǫrefa ayuobț ka m pțn ti'eb At six o'clock next morning I was already 
prepared. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ati'eb ka tǤlisi tis GǤmma paal zugdaan nǫ zi'ela zǤŋ dim ka ba pin'ili ba tțțma n 

dǤlis teŋgbauŋ zi'ela suor. 'The Transitional Provisions enable the elected President and the elected Parliament 
to start work under the new constitution.'. [Constitution] Lit: preparation and handing over to the new government. 
dau kanǫ mǤr paŋ ya'a ti'eb sț'țŋa nǫ o bțraalim la'adi gur o yir la'ad, si'el-si'el kț bǤdigǫ 'When a strong 
man, fully armed, guards his own house, his possessions are safe.'. [LUK 11:21] Ka on nyǫ zaansțŋ la ka ti ti'eb 

tǤ'ǤtǤ ye ti keŋ Masedonia teŋin 'After Paul had seen the vision, we got ready at once to leave for Macedonia'. 

[ACT 16:10] Ka tțmtțm kanǫ mi' o zugdaan bǤǤdim ka pț dǤlis o bǤǤdim la ka mǫ pț ti'ebǫ, ba na bț' o hali. 
'The servant who knows what his master wants him to do, but does not get himself ready and do it, will be 

punished with a heavy whipping.'. [LUK 12:47] zamisțg la na ti'ebi ti ka pǫ'ǫsi ti baŋiri ti mi'ilimin nǫ ti bǫllimin 

baŋir. the study will prepare us and increase our understanding in our knowledge and our understanding in life. 
[Bible-Study] Atinidaar yinne bǫkǫung ka m ti'ebi yii m tțțmpaalin la. One Monday morning I prepared to go 
out to my new job. [Shoeshine-Boy] Yaanǫ ka ti na keŋ ti'ebi li digilǫ? 'Where do you want us to prepare for it?'. 

[LUK 22:9] O da ti'ebnǫ pǤǤgțn kenne la. He was getting ready to go to farm. [Trouble] Nannanna ZugsǤb la 

ti'ebnǫ ye o nwǫ' fț nidib la. 'So now the Lord is about to strike your people'. [2CH 21:14] On da ti'ebid ye nwǫ' 

o nǫ malifț sansi'a la ka sakpanlțŋ la pian' ye, AtǤn'Ǥsǫ, m bǫlimnǫ da nwǫ'ǫma! When he was getting ready 
to shoot it, the bushbuck said "Mr. Hunter, I beg you, don't shoot me!" [Jealousy] Daakan, ka ba ti'ebid Kum 

Maliak Gaadțg daar la ka li an nintaŋ tisțțs. 'It was the day of preparation for the Passover, about noon.'. [JHN 

19:14] GǤs-yimmir la ka Adu baŋ ye o Tika la mǫ ti'ebidi ye o yi Buama teŋin. At a single glance Adu realised 
that his teacher was preparing to leave Buama. [Trouble] Ti da'adnǫ masi bǫda ka ti'ebidi li We buy big machines 
and install them. [Electricity] Daar kan la ka Jew dim ti'ebidi ba Vț'țsțm Daar yǫla. That day the Jews were 

preparing for their Sabbath celebration. [MAT 27:62] o daa ti'ebidnǫ na'azǤmnam 'He was preparing swarms of 
locusts'. [AMO 7:1] Ti'ebim ka bǫog ka fț dț Sinai Zuor la zug na 'Be ready in the morning, and then come up on 
Mount Sinai.'. [EXO 34:2] Ti'ebimi anina guri ti. 'Make preparations for us there.'. [MRK 14:15] Ti'ebimini ya mǫŋ 

daba atan' nwa' 'Prepare yourselves for the third day.'. [EXO 19:15] Adu nan kpǫn tǫnr o saamme da yǫl o ba 

malima an si'em zaŋi ken nya'a ti'ebțg ni. Adu could still remember what his father had told him about their 
traditional preparation of roots. [Trouble] Note: or is this 'herbal healing' ? O biis la na ti'eb zaba ti'ebțg ka la'as 

zabzabidib bǫdegț 'His sons will prepare for war and assemble a great army'. [DAN 11:10] Ammon dim la yina 

ka ti'eb zaba ti'ebțgț ba teŋ la za'anǤǤrin. 'The Ammonites came out and drew up in battle formation at the 

entrance to their city gate'. [2SA 10:8] Ista malima la da gaad la m ti'ebya ye m keŋ Ankara. After Easter I got 
ready to go to Accra. [Shoeshine-Boy] 'Alaa! Fț ti'eb yaa?'. 'Naa, m ti'eb ya ... ' 'So, are you ready?'.  'Sir, I'm ready 
... '. [Trouble] Kir dim mǫ ti'eb ya nǫ zaba gbanti'edis. 'Soldiers from the land of Kir had their shields ready.'. [ISA 

22:6] Appiah naan za'anǤǤrin la bu'os ye, 'Ya ti'eb yaa, biisǫǫ?' Appiah asked from the entrance "Are you 
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ready, kids?" [Trouble] 

ti'eb2 ya4   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebǫ1   See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebǫ2   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebi1   See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebi2   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebid1   See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebid2   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebida   See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebidi1   See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebidi2   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebidnǫ   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebim1!   See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebim2!   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebimi1!   See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebimi2!   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebimini!   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebin1   See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebin2   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebnǫ   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebțg1   See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebțg2   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebțgǤ  See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebțgț   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebug   See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebug   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ebugo   See main entry: ti'eb1. heal. 

ti'ebya   See main entry: ti'eb2. prepare. 

ti'ed1   n. protector. Asida, tinam ti'ed anǫ ZugsǤb la Indeed, our shield is the Lord. [PSA 89:18] InvNact: ti'e1. See: ti'e1. 

ti'ed2   See main entry: ti'e1. support, protect self. 

-ti'eda   See main entry: -ti'edțg. protective. 

-ti'edțg   Variant: ti'edugu. Form: -ti'eda. adj. protective. Note: in "breastplate" See: gbanti'edțg; ti'e1. 

ti'edugu   See main entry: -ti'edțg. protective. 

ti'el1   Form: ti'eliminǫ. v. to catch. Note: e.g. water, blood in basin Saa da kț Susa teŋin la ka pu'ab ti'el laas ka mǤr ti'ir 

ye yț'țŋ ya'a sǤbǫ o na ni. It was threatening to rain at the village of Susa and the women were putting out bowls 
(to catch water) in the hopes that when it got dark it would rain. [Trouble] On bǫǫn yiŋ la o pțn nǤkin nǫ 

gǤringǤrim bǫda ti'el ku'om mǤpila la ni. When he was outside he had taken big pans and caught the water from 
the roof. [Trouble] Ti'eliminǫ ba ziim misig maan daka la 'Sprinkle their blood on the altar'. [NUM 18:17] Ala ka ba 

da kǤt niigi la ka Maanmaan la ti'el ziim la misig maan daka la 'So they slaughtered the bulls, and the priests 
took the blood and sprinkled it on the altar'. [2CH 29:22] Moses kǤdigi li ka ti'el ziim la niŋ Aaron datiuŋ tțbirin 
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Moses slaughtered the ram and took some of its blood and put it on the lobe of Aaron's right ear'. [LEV 8:23] 

ti'el2   Variant: ti'eli. Form: ti'en2. Form: ti'elțg. Variant: ti'elțgǤ. v. to support. Paati si'a kț ti'el na'ali'ada. 'Political 

parties shall not sponsor candidates for elections'. [Constitution] Nimo sțnf da ma'ae ya nǫ teŋ la dimi sțŋ ka ti'el 

oo o kukuma saŋa si'em la. Nimo was pleased that the villagers helped and supported him in his time of sorrow. 

[Trouble] Yțțm kanǫ ka Darius onǫ an Media nid la da di na'am la, m da zi'enǫ m nǤba zug ye m sțŋ o ka 

ti'el o. 'And in the first year of Darius the Mede, I took my stand to support and protect him.'. [DAN 11:1] Linǫ aan 

fț tțțm ... anǫ fț yǫl dunia la wțsa ye fțn mǤr pu'a sțŋ ka o ti'enif! Your job ... is to tell the world that you 

have a good wife who supports you. [Trouble] 'Sida' pț bǤǤd ti'elțgǤ. "It's true." doesn't need supporting 
argument. [Trouble] Sim: ti'e1. See: ti'e1. 

ti'eli   See main entry: ti'el2. support. 

ti'eliminǫ   See main entry: ti'el1. catch. 

ti'elțg   See main entry: ti'el2. support. 

ti'elțgǤ   See main entry: ti'el2. support. 

ti'en1   See main entry: ti'e2. expect. 

ti'en2   See main entry: ti'el2. support. 

ti'enǫ1   See main entry: ti'e1. support, protect self. 

ti'enǫ2   See main entry: ti'e2. expect. 

ti'es2   See main entry: ties. point at. 

ti'esid   See main entry: tia'as. change. 

ti'i   See main entry: ti'. lean. 

ti'ib   See main entry: ti'. lean. 

ti'ie   See main entry: ti'e1. support, protect self. 

ti'il   Variant: ti'ili. Form: ti'in. Variant: ti'inǫ. Form: ti'ilim!. Variant: ti'ilimi!. Form: ti'ilțg. Variant: ti'ilug. v. to lean sth. 

(e.g. ladder), make a shelter, pitch a tent. Apam bǤǤd ye o su ki bțțrin. O ti'il bțțr la dadțg. Apam wants to 
store his grain in the granary. He puts up the ladder for the granary. [House+Farm-] Saul mǫ bǫǫ anina ka nǤk o 

kpan nǫ ti'il ka dǫlli li 'there was Saul, leaning on his spear'. [2SA 1:6] Lǫbisim Aaron dansaar la ti'il NǤnaar 

Daka la tuon 'Put Aaron's stick back in front of the Covenant Box.'. [NUM 17:10] Note: the typical way of putting down 

a walkingstick is to lean it against a wall Moses da ti'il dansaya la ZugsǤb la tuon NǤnaar Fuud Sțgțrin la. 'Moses 
placed the staffs before the Lord in the Tent of the Testimony.'. [NUM 17:7] Mǫ da kǫ ka daad la zut ti'in teŋa. And 
don't let the ends of the sticks touch the ground. [You-Heard?] Note: thereby 'leaning' between the ground and the head of 

the woman carrying them.   Moses da ǫǫnti ti'inǫ la'asțg fuug sțgțr nidib la bǫ si'el la yiŋ sa ka li wa'am bi'ela. 
'Now Moses used to take a tent and pitch it outside the camp some distance away'. [EXO 33:7] Ti'ilimi ba La'asțg 

Fuug Sțgțrin NǤnaar Daka la tuon 'Take them to the Tent of my presence and put them in front of the Covenant 

Box'. [NUM 17:4] Sim: ti'. See: ti'; ti'e. 

ti'ili   See main entry: ti'il. lean. 

ti'ilim!   See main entry: ti'il. lean. 

ti'ilimi!   See main entry: ti'il. lean. 

ti'ilțg   See main entry: ti'il. lean. 

ti'ilug   See main entry: ti'il. lean. 

ti'im!   See main entry: ti'. lean. 

ti'in   See main entry: ti'il. lean. 

ti'inǫ   See main entry: ti'il. lean. 

ti'ir   Variant: ti'irǫ; ti'irǫǫ; ti'iri. n. hope. SǤ' wțsa ti'ir da ti'e ye m na pian' kpi'eŋa. Everyone's expectation was that 

I should speak forcefully. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba ti'ir da an ye ba na di'e bǤ ba ya'a siak Yesu yǫlțg la? What did they 
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hope to receive when they obeyed Jesus? [Bible-Study] ba tisidi ya nǫ ti'ir linǫ ka' asida 'they are filling you with 

false hopes'. [JER 23:16] li ba'asțg wțsa anǫ yǤri, ka ti'ir kae 'they come to an end without hope'. [JOB 7:6] kǫlli ka 

ti ... pid kțnt balaŋir linǫ an ti'ir linǫ an faangir la gu' ti zut 'We must wear ... our hope of salvation as a helmet'. 
[1TH 5:8] Yadda nǫ ti'ir nǫ nǤŋilim, bțnama atan' nwa', na bǫ saŋa wțsa. 'There are three things that last for 
ever: faith, hope, and love'. [1CO 13:13] Yǫlsțm bǫ nǫ onǫ ti'iri bǫǫ fț ni la. 'how happy are those who trust in you!'. 

[PSA 84:12] Colloc: mǤr ti'ir ‘to hope’. Ti mǤr ti'ir ye onǫ karim gbauŋ nwa naae o na zaŋi li pa'al o biis We 
hope that whoever reads this book will then teach it to his children. [Trees] Saa da kț Susa teŋin la ka pu'ab ti'el 

laas ka mǤr ti'ir ye yț'țŋ ya'a sǤbǫ o na ni. It was threatening to rain at the village of Susa and the women were 
putting out bowls (to catch water) in the hopes that when it got dark it would rain. [Trouble] Ya da bǫ dunia nwa' ni 

ka pț mǤr ti'irǫ, ka mǫ zi' Wina'am. 'you lived in this world without hope and without God.'. [EPH 2:12] Onǫ ka o 

pț mǤrin o ti'iri la. He would have had no hope for him. [Trouble] Colloc: nǤk ti'ir niŋ1 ‘put one's trust in’. M na 

nǤki m ti'iri niŋ Wina'am la ni 'I will put my hope in God'. [PSA 43:5] Da lǫn nǤki fț ti'iri niŋ ninsaal 'Put no more 
confidence in mortals.'. [ISA 2:22] Onǫ nǤk o ti'iri niŋ o kpan'amin la na li 'Whoever trusts in his riches will fall'. 

[PRO 11:28] Colloc: zi' ... ti'ir ‘know nothing about it’. Li ka' fț keŋ zin'isi'a ka m zi' ti'irǫ. You must not go 
anywhere without my knowledge. [Trouble] yanam mǫ zi' li ti'irǫ, yanamǫ sadigim pț zaŋi ya pu'ayuosi tisi ba 
'you are innocent, since you did not give your daughters to them.'. [JDG 21:22] Fț pț wțm ye Adonija onǫ an 

Haggif biig la di na'am ka ti zugdaan David zi' li ti'irǫǫ? 'Have you not heard that Adonijah, the son of Haggith, 

has become king without our lord David's knowing it?'. [1KI 1:11] SynD: tama; Sim: si'ir ‘expectation’. See: ti'e. 

ti'irǫ   See main entry: ti'ir. hope. 

ti'irǫǫ   See main entry: ti'ir. hope. 

ti'iri   See main entry: ti'ir. hope. 

ti'isțns   See main entry: tǫ'ǫsțŋ. head pad. 

ti'isțŋ   See main entry: tǫ'ǫsțŋ. head pad. 

ti'isu'țŋu   See main entry: tǫ'ǫsțŋ. head pad. 

tigbida   See main entry: tigbi'ir. tree stump. 

tigbi'ir   Form: tigbida. n. a tree-stump. Ku'om lin yi daug nwa nii paae tigbi'ir la – mǤr ala sig baŋki la ni. The water 

that comes from this log as far as the tree-stump  –  carry on like that and go down to the cassava plant. [Trouble] On 

tis nǤsi'a ye ba basim tigbi'ir la gbin pa'annǫ ye fț na lǫn sț'oe sț'țlim la ya'as 'The command to leave the 

stump of the tree with its roots means that your kingdom will be restored to you. [DAN 4:26] O na nwǫnǫ wil kanǫ 

vǫnl ka bus tigbi'irin la na. He will be like a branch that springs up from a tree-stump. [JER 23:5] See: tiig; gbi'ir. 

tik   Variant: tiki. Form: tikim!. Form: tikir. v. to press on sth. o kpǫn' nǫ o yinnǫ nǤk o nu'ugț tik dǤkpin ka waaf 

dum o ' he enters his house and leans with his hand on the wall, only to be bitten by a snake'. [AMO 5:19] o kpǫn' na 

tik o nǫ nu'us, ye o nini la lak 'place his hands on him to restore his sight'. [ACT 9:12] ba da ... nǤk o mǫŋ nu'ug 

baŋ la tiki li zug 'they ...  sealed (it) with his own ring'. [EST 3:12] fț tikim nu'ug ye sǤ' da sǤs si'el ... asǫǫ fțn 

ma'aa. you should 'issue a degree' that nobody should ask for anything ... except from you. [DAN 6:7] Colloc: tik 

nu'ug ‘to 'sign'’. Na'ab la sǤbi tik nu'ug ka li yi paalț la 'the order had been signed'/'the decree had been 
published'. [DAN 6:9] Lit: the King had written and 'signed' and came out publicly. Na'ab la da pțn dǫŋim pidig o 

nu'ug tikir baŋ la yis Haman san'an The king had previously taken his signet-ring off Haman. [EST 8:2] 

tika   Form: tikanam. Variant: tikanamǫ. n. a teacher. Daar yinne ka ti gǫligir tika Mista Lamptey yǫli ti ye ti gǫligim 

pisinǫ ayǤpǤi-pǤi (27) zin'is x piinǫ yinne (11). On day our maths teacher Mr. Lamptey told us to calculate 27 
x 11 . [Shoeshine-Boy] sieba zi'e yiŋ, ka dǤǤnni ba niŋgǤnya ye ba nyǫ sakur Tika Afram some stood outside, 
craning their necks to see schoolteacher Afram. [Trouble] Tikanam nǫ sakurbiis la wțsa da bǤǤdi m yǫla sakurin 

la nǫ All the teachers and students at school liked me. [Shoeshine-Boy] o ya'a lǫm pț baŋǫ ka ianki gaŋ sakur 

(flawa) zaŋguom la ka Tikanam kisigi ba laa he inadvertently jumped over the school flower border which the 
teachers had forbidden them to do. [Trouble] M da lǫn tiǫn m tikanamǫ da kpǫmisidim si'em ye m zamisim 

sț'țŋa ... la. I also remembered how my teachers had encouraged me to study well. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Colloc: tikakpǫǫm ‘head teacher, 'Master' [Gh.]’. tikakpǫǫm la kpǫmisim ye m sǤm sieba ya'as. the headmaster 
encouraged me to write some more. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: karimsaam, pa'an. Bidu'adib nǫ tikanam bǫǫ sakur 

pa'annib wțsa pian'am Kusasțŋ All parents and teachers or school instructors must speak good Kusaal. [Asaasim] 
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From: (Eng.) 

tikanam   See main entry: tika. teacher. 

tikanamǫ   See main entry: tika. teacher. 

tiki   See main entry: tik. press on. 

tikim!   See main entry: tik. press on. 

tikir   See main entry: tik. press on. 

tikpeedug   See main entry: tțkpiidțg. fuss. 

til   Variant: tilli. Form: tila. n. trunk of tree. O tien o nǤba ka țțnsi labin tiig la til He stretched out his feet and 

grunted as they brushed against the trunk of the tree. [Trouble] Amaa kǫl ka li til la nǫ nya'a la kpǫlim 

teŋgbauŋțn la mǤǤd sțțgin 'But let the stump and its roots ... remain in the ground, in the grass of the field.'. 

[DAN 4:15] fț nwǫnǫ tisțŋ ka til la mǫ an sțm. 'like a choice vine of sound and reliable stock.'. [JER 2:21] Kpaadib 

la da nǤk tiig tilli puug kǤlțg la ka li an ba kodorko la da pț si'isid ku'om. The tree-trunk that the farmers 
used as a bridge at the farm river didn't touch the water. [Trouble] Sim: gbi'ir, tigbi'ir. 

tila   See main entry: til. trunk of tree. 

tilas   Variant: talas.  Note: only found in HIV-AIDS booklets (4x).   Variant: tilasi. n. necessity. li anǫ tilas ye ba dțg 

ku'om ka nyaan nuu li. they must boil water before they drink it. [Electricity] tțmtțm ya'a paae yțma pisyuobț, 

li anǫ tilas ye o bas. 'The constitution establishes ... the compulsory retiring age at 60.'. [Constitution] li anǫ tilas ye 

on sǤb luak o mǫŋ nǫ daam buudi wțsa 'he is to abstain from wine and strong drink'. [NUM 6:3] li ka' tilas ye o 

zaŋi li sțŋ o ba' nǫ o ma ya'asǫ. 'he is excused from helping his father or mother. [MRK 7:12] Linǫ kǫ ka li lieb 

tilasi tisim ye m maal maan la. 'So I felt compelled to offer the burnt offering.'. [1SA 13:12] O daa yǫl ye di kpǫn 

anǫ talas ye ti yǫli ba He said it is still necessary to tell them. [AIDS-I] li anǫ talas ye fț yǫlim ka ti keŋ pian' tis 

bipuŋ nwa. you must tell me so that we can go and speak to this girl. [AIDS-II] Colloc: kpa'2 tilas ‘be necessary’. Li 

anǫ nyan nǫ yanamǫ kǫ ka li kpa' tilas ye m sǤb anwana la. It is to your shame that you make it necessary for 
me to write like this. [1CO 15:34] From: (Ha.) Note: tiilas 'compulsorily' 

tilasi   See main entry: tilas. necessity. 

tilig   Variant: tiligǫ; tiligi. Form: tilignǫ. Form: tiligid. Variant: tiligidi. Form: tiligimi. Form: tiliginǫǫ. Form: tiligir. 

Variant: tiligirǫ. Form: tiligya. v. to survive, cause sb. to survive. o na tilig ban'a kaŋa nii? 'whether he will 
recover from his illness'. [2KI 8:9] Yadda niŋir zug ka Rahab onǫ da an pu'agǤǤndir la tilig 'It was faith that kept 
the prostitute Rahab from being killed'. [HEB 11:31] O daa tilig sieba, ka kț nyaŋi tilig o mǫŋa. 'He saved others, 

but he cannot save himself!'. [MRK 15:31] ba kpǫ'ǫŋim sțŋ o ka on ya'a tiligǫ, sam la ya'a zem si'em wțsa on na 

yǤ. they should try to help him, and when he recovered he would pay back the debt however much it was. [Billygoat] 
Nimbama nwa' ya'a pț zin'in anrțŋțn la, ti wțsa kț nyaŋi tiligǫ. 'Unless these men stay with the ship, you 
cannot be saved'. [ACT 27:31] Amaa m na tiligi ya sieba 'I will let some escape'. [EZK 6:8] Lit: we all. baŋim ye 

ban'ad la ya'a tilignǫ you must realise that the patient might have recovered. [Asaasim] Ti sieba bǫnǫ n zaŋin 

malima nǫ n tiligidi ti mǫŋ ka tam bama wțsa yǫla. There are some of us who use traditions to save ourselves 
and forget everyone else's problems. [Asaasim] Tiligimi fț mǫŋ, ka sig dapuudir la zug na. 'Save yourself and 
come down from the cross.’'. [MRK 13:20] Dau kaŋa daa niŋ si'em nie zțnzǤŋ nini la kț nyaŋi kǫǫn ka dau kaŋa 

tiliginǫǫ? 'Could not this man, who opened the blind man's eyes, have done something to keep Lazarus from 
dying?'. [JHN 11:37] Amaa ZugsǤb la ya'a pț sien dabisa la kallǫ, sǤ' naan kț tiliginǫǫ. 'If the Lord had not cut 
short those days, no one would survive.'. [MRK 13:20] Fț biig la tiligya. 'Your boy is going to live!'. [JHN 4:51] 
Sim: faaǫn2   SǤ' lǫn kae mǤr faangirǫ. Ka yț'țsi'a lǫn kae dunia nwa' zugț na kǫ ka nidib nyǫ tiligirǫ. 
'Salvation is found in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven given to men by which we must be 
saved. '. [ACT 4:12] 

tiligǫ   See main entry: tilig. survive. 

tiligi   See main entry: tilig. survive. 

tiligid   See main entry: tilig. survive. 

tiligidi   See main entry: tilig. survive. 
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tiligimi   See main entry: tilig. survive. 

tiliginǫǫ   See main entry: tilig. survive. 

tiligir   See main entry: tilig. survive. 

tiligirǫ   See main entry: tilig. survive. 

tilignǫ   See main entry: tilig. survive. 

tiligya   See main entry: tilig. survive. 

tiliilima   See main entry: tiliilțŋ. bird [sp.] 

tiliilțŋ   Form: tiliilima. n. bird [sp.], 'stork'. tiliilțŋ yir bǫ nǫ tiis la zug the stork has its home in the pine trees. [PSA 104:17] 
See: tiig; lu. 

tilli   See main entry: til. trunk of tree. 

tim1!   See main entry: ti3. give. 

tim2   See main entry: tiim. medicine. 

tima   See main entry: tiim. medicine. 

tima'asa   See main entry: tima'asir. tree [sp.] 

tima'asir   Form: tima'asa. n. tree [sp.] Jatropha curcas. Note: 'shade-tree' o yț'țn kena nǤki li keŋ tima'asir la bǫ teŋ la 

tensțk la kuosid then he came and got it and went to the shade-tree in the middle of the village and was selling it. 

[Trouble] Abraham da sǫ tima'asir Beerseba teŋin ka pț'țs Wina'am Kanǫ Ka' Naar la. 'Abraham planted a 
tamarisk tree in Beersheba, and there he called upon the name of the Lord, the Eternal God.'. [GEN 21:33] Note: 

tima'asir can also be tiig + -ma'asir2 , a fresh tree –  as in: Ba ya'a niŋid tima'asir anwa, ba na niŋ tikpi'euŋ wala? 
'For if these things are done when the wood is green, what will happen when it is dry?'. [LUK 23:31] See: tiig; 

-ma'asir2. 
timbumis   See main entry: teŋinbțŋ. aardvark. 

timbuŋ   See main entry: teŋinbțŋ. aardvark. 

tin   Variant: tiin. Form: tiind2. Form: tiinb. v. to vomit, be sick, throw up. Anane da pin'ili kǤnsim hali ti tin dǫn'ǫm. 
Anane began to cough until he brought up phlegm. [Trouble] O na tin mǤrim kanǫ ka o di la 'He will spit out the 
riches he swallowed'. [JOB 20:15] Ka ZugsǤb la kǫ ka ziiŋ la tin Jona basi Atǫuk la gbǫog. 'Then the Lord ordered 

the fish to spew Jonah up on the beach, and it did.'. [JON 2:10] Wina'am na kǫ ka o tiin li wțsa yis na. 'God makes 
him vomit it from his stomach.'. [JOB 20:15] Fț ya'a nyǫ siind fțn dim zemis; fț ya'a dii galis fț na tiin li bas. 'If 
you find honey, eat just enough – too much of it, and you will vomit.'. [PRO 25:16] Ka kpǫn kǤnsim ka tiind. And 
suddenly coughed and threw up. [Trouble] Baa tiind ka lǫbidi dit si'em la, ala ka zǤlțg mǫ tțmm o zǤlim tțțma 

takid. 'As a dog returns to its vomit, so a fool repeats his folly.'. [PRO 26:11] Pu'a ya'a mǤr pțțgǤǤ ... li na ta'as 

yǫlbama: ... o bǤǤd tiinb When a woman is pregnant ... it may bring these problems: ... she feels sick. 

[Womens-Health] See: tiind1. 

tinam   Variant: tinama; tinamaa; tinamǫ; tiname; tinami; tidimnam. pn. we, us, our [pronoun 1st. person plural 

emphatic]. BǫogǤǤ tinam lǫbidnǫ anina. Tomorrow we're going back there. [Kittens+Mice] Kwadwo Boadu da 

kpa'anǫ tinam dǤǤgțn la na ka tinamǫ nyǫ o la ka li lǫbi fǤn. Kwadwo Boadu headed for our room, and when 
we saw him it fell silent. [Shoeshine-Boy] man zi' dinǫ kǫ ka ban pțtǫn'ǫr bǫǫ li kǤn nǫ tinam sansa wțsa! I don't 

know why their opinions are always different from ours! [Electricity] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ gaŋif ye fț an sariakat tinam 

sțțginǫ? 'Who set you up as an official and judge over us?'. [EXO 2:14] Li ya'a pțn ninǫǫ, banǫ bǫ ani san'an la na 

baŋ ka ka' tinama. If it has already rained, the people who are there will know, not us. [Trouble] Ya pț nyǤn 

tinama, amaa ya nyǤnnǫ ZugsǤb la. 'You are not grumbling against us, but against the Lord.'. [EXO 16:8] Fț tǫn'ǫs 

ye fț na sț'oe tinamaa? 'Do you think that you will indeed ... rule us?'. [GEN 37:8] fț mǫŋi na gaŋ fțn bǤǤd sǤ' ka 

ti baŋ tinamǫ na niŋ si'em. You will choose the one you want and we'll decide what we will do. [Billygoat] fț kț 

maali ti bǫ'ǫdǫ nwǫnǫ tinamǫ daa pț maalif bǫ'ǫd si'em la asǫǫ sț'țm ma'aa 'you will do us no harm, just as 

we did not molest you but always treated you well'. [GEN 26:29] Naa na'aba, diisim tinami gaŋ sǤ' la Lord Chief, 

install the one we have chosen. [Trees] Azaatonam taaba pț zǤt tidimnam nimbaanliga. People like Azaato 
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have no sympathy for people like us. [Wealth-Is-Power] Note: MA conjectures that tadimnam 'the poor' is intended 
Colloc: tinam nǫ1 [pron.] ‘we and [pron.]’. Note: the emphatic pronouns are usually used when joined with nǫ1   Haya, 

Akubibis mǫ paae yǫli ba ma ye tinam nǫ Amusbibisi di'em zina. So the little mice went up to their mother 
and said "We played with the kittens today." [Kittens+Mice] Fț ya'a dǤlli ti, tinam nǫ fț na pțdig la'asțma banǫ 

wțsa ka ZugsǤb la na tisi ti. 'If you come with us, we will share with you whatever good things the Lord gives 

us.'. [NUM 10:32] Sim: mam, manǫ ‘[singular]’; ti1 ‘[neutral]’; yanam ‘[2nd. person]’. 

tinama   See main entry: tinam.  we . 

tinamaa   See main entry: tinam.  we . 

tinamǫ   See main entry: tinam.  we . 

tiname   See main entry: tinam.  we . 

tinami   See main entry: tinam.  we . 

tin'e   Variant: tiank. v. to dip. zǤmim nimbaanlig, ka tțm Lazarus ka o zaŋ o nu'ubili tin'e ku'om ma'alim zilim 
'Take pity on me, and send Lazarus to dip his finger in some water and cool my tongue'. [LUK 16:24] Ka nǤki fț 

nu'ubili tin'e ziim la keŋ niŋ iila banǫ bǫ maan daka la ni 'Take some of the ... blood and put it on the horns of 
the altar with your finger'. [EXO 29:11] Man zaŋi m balaari tin'e siind bi'ela lǫm la siak mam na kpii? 'I merely 

tasted a little honey with the end of my staff. And now must I die?'. [1SA 14:43] Sim: mi'is, lǤs. 
tintan   See main entry: titan. dust. 

tintannɛ   See main entry: titan. dust. 

tintǤǤndig   Variant: tintǤǤndiŋ; tentoondiŋ; totor [N]; tetora [C]. Form: tintǤǤndis. Variant: tentoondis. n. musk 

shrew, giant shrew, 'black mole', Giffard's giant shrew. Crocidura giffardi. tintǤǤndig bǫǫ dayuug nǫ kuug bǫǫ 

atiwindaug 'Moles, rats, mice, and lizards'. [LEV 11:29] 

tintǤǤndiŋ   See main entry: tintǤǤndig. shrew. 

tintǤǤndis   See main entry: tintǤǤndig. shrew. 

tinya'a   See main entry: ti-nya'ar. tree root, herbal medicine. 

ti-nya'a   See main entry: ti-nya'ar. tree root, herbal medicine. 

tinya'ar   See main entry: ti-nya'ar. tree root, herbal medicine. 

ti-nya'ar   Variant: tinya'ar. Form: ti-nya'a. Variant: tinya'a; tiya'a. n. 1 • a tree-root. Etym: OV1 *NYA/E ; OVN 
*NYE(.G)-DI/A ; GS2 *LI²/UD ; CG *niki, dugu . 
2 • herbal medicine [esp. pl.] Ka linǫ an tinya'ar kpǫǫm linǫ maan ninsaal bǤǤdim wțsa. And this is a strong 

medicine which fulfils all a person's desire. [AsaasimAsaasim] kuob tisid o ligidi amaa ti-nya'a la pț tisida. 
Farming yielded him an income, but the herbalism didn't. [Trouble] Fțn ya'a na siaki tisim ti-nya'a la, mam mǫ 

na siak ka Jakob kpǫn' fț san'an yț'țŋ kaŋa nwa' 'in exchange for your son's mandrakes let Jacob sleep with 
you tonight'. [GEN 30:15] Note: 'mandrakes' were a herbal remedy for childlessness (verse 14 "du'am tiim nya'a").   Zaŋim 

tinya'a niŋ gțțnrin la. Take the herbs and put them on the black-ant hill. [MA] (Linǫ san'amid nif) ... tinya'a 

ku'om ka ba na mǤri dǤn'Ǥd nini (Things that damage the eye) ... herbal liquid that is used to irrigate eyes. 

[Trachoma] Ti-ya'a maalțg da anǫ Nimo 'nu'ug tțțme' paas kuob zug. Making herbal medicines was Nimo's 

'handicraft' in addition to farming. [Trouble] Colloc: tinya'a sǤb ‘herbalist, specialist in herbal medicine’. Nimo da 

anǫ kpaad ka lǫn an tinya'a sǤb. Yțma banǫ gaad ka o saam da pa'an o tinya'a yǫla la Nimo was a farmer 
and a herbalist. In former years his father had taught him herbal medicine. [Trouble] SynD: da-nya'a. See: tiig; 

nya'ar. 

tip   Variant: tippi. v. to prepare, ready oneself. O ǫǫnti gțțngin li teŋin la ka li pț tǤiya,  ka o sțn'țli li o dum zug 

yiiga ka nǤk nu'ugț ǫǫns ku'oyuosa la li gbinnin, ka yț'țn tippi țk gǤrim-gǤrim tita'ar la zi ka tǫ'ǫsțŋ la pț 

lii. She would lift it from the ground with ease (no difficulty), and first balance it on her knee, then use her hand to 
wipe the drops of water off the bottom, and readied herself and lifted the big bowl and put it on her head without 
the head-pad falling off. [Trouble] 

tippi   See main entry: tip. prepare. 
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tipuum   n. flowers, inflorescence of a tree. See: tiig; puum. 

tir   Variant: tirǫ; tiri. Form: tirnǫ. v. to stop, go no further (to ~ ). Amaa o da paae Na'ab la yaŋirini tir, bǤzugǤ sǤ' 

ya'a yǫ bǤtkǫǫnd fuud, ba pț siakid ka o kpǫn'ǫda. 'But he went only as far as the king's gate, because no one 
clothed in sackcloth was allowed to enter it.'. [EST 4:2] Bibil la da pț tirǫ. The small boy did not hesitate. [Trouble] M 

da zi' dinǫ maanna ka lǫǫ tiri gur dinǫ na kena. I didn't know what was happening and stopped to wait for what 

was to come. [Shoeshine-Boy] Asaani daa nyǫǫ o zua Ayaab la, o daa tirnǫ ka pț bǤǤd ye o li'el o zua la. When 
Asaan saw his friend Ayaab he stopped and didn't want to go near his friend. [AIDS-II] 

tiratond   See main entry: tiratǤǤnd. archer. 

tiratondib   See main entry: tiratǤǤnd. archer. 

tiratǤǤnd   Variant: tiratond. Form: tiratǤǤndib. Variant: tiratondib. n. an archer. tiratǤǤndib la da nyaŋi tǤn Saul n 

pu'alim o bǫ'ǫd bǫ'ǫdi. 'when the archers overtook him, they wounded him critically.'. [1SA 31:3] See: tiraug; tǤn. 

tiratǤǤndib   See main entry: tiratǤǤnd. archer. 

tiraug   Variant: tiraugț. Form: tiraad. n. a bow. Note: [for arrows] O da mǤri balatita'ar nǫ sț'țraug nǫ tiraug nǫ pima 
He had a big throwing-stick, a cutlass and a bow and arrows. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba da ... mǫ mi' tiraug tǤǤnb hali bǫǫ 

tun'e vǫnligid luobig datiuŋ nǫ adagǤbțg wțsa they were ... able to shoot arrows or to sling stones 

right-handed or left-handed'. [1CH 12:2] Duom nǤki fț tǤn'Ǥsțg la'ad dinǫ an tiraug nǫ piema la, kpǫn' sian'arin 

kț bțnkǤnbțg na 'Take your hunting gear, your quiver and bow, and go out into the country and get me some 
game.'. [GEN 27:3] Aram nid tǫk o tiraugț tǤn yǤǤgț ka li keŋ gban'e Israel Na'ab la, ka piim la wiee o zaba 

la'ad la kpǫn' kțns o an Aramean 'drew his bow at random and hit the king of Israel between the sections of his 

armour'. [2CH 18:33] Banǫ tǤnd tiraad ka an zabzabidibi bǫ Kedar teŋin la kpii naae The warriors who use 
bows in the land of Kedar will all die. [ISA 21:17] Ba nǤk piema la niŋi ba tiraadin 'they set their arrows against the 
strings'. [PSA 11:2] Colloc: maantiraug ‘okro stalk’. Ba pu pin'id ma'antirațg ka lem leegida. They don't bury 
okra stalks and then dig them up again. [Proverb 154] Etym: OV1 *TA(M) ; OV2 *TO(M) ; GS1 *TO²/A ; vc4 
*tom, tam (often compounded with "stick", strictly 'bow-stave') ; MWN *- TÁ- ; PB *táà. See: tiratǤǤnd. 

tiraugț   See main entry: tiraug. bow. 

tiraad   See main entry: tiraug. bow. 

tiraan   Variant: tiraana. Form: taab2. Variant: taaba2; taabaa2; tiraannam. n. fellow, 'fellow-friend' [Gh.], companion, 

associate, (pl.) each other. Ti baŋim ye nid mǫŋ kama wțsa mǤr o tiraan bǤǤdim We should realise that every 
single person has something that is needed by another person. [Asaasim] Dayțțr zi'enidnǫ o tiraan bǤkkțn. One 
pot of pito represents/recalls  its fellow. [Proverb 097] Lit: stands in the hole of. SǤ' mǫn da buoli o tiraan ye: 'hai' 

bǫǫ 'hǫi' nǫ bǤzugǤ ninsaal ka'a bțnkǤnbțgǤ Nobody should call to his neighbour 'Hi!' or 'Hey!', because a 

human being is not an animal. [Asaasim] Ayinne ya'a lu, o tiraan na nyaŋi sțŋ o ka o duoe. 'If one falls down, his 
friend can help him up.'. [ECC 4:10] SǤ' kț lǫm pa'al o tiraan bǫǫ o ba'abiig ye, ‘Baŋim ZugsǤb la!’ 'No longer 
will a man teach his neighbour, or a man his brother, saying, ‘Know the Lord,’'. [JER 31:34] Mid ka ya di ziri kasǫti 

tisi ya tiraan. 'Do not give false evidence against your neighbour.'. [EXO 20:16] YǤǤmi fț lampǤ ka sa'ali fț 

zuanam ka ba yǤǤ ba lampǤ ka sǤ' da filim o tiraana. Pay your taxes and advise your friends to pay their taxes 
and nobody should cheat his fellow-friend. [Tax] Li vǫnlim la da ka' tiraana It's beauty was without compare. [EZK 

31:7] Ka sǤ' ya'a nwǫ' o tiraanǫ kț, ban mǫ kțțm on sǤb. 'Whoever hits someone and kills him is to be put to 
death. '. [EXO 21:12] Saŋa kan wțsa silinsin'ig daa gǤǤndnǫ nuud o daam nǫ o taaba da'asin. All the time 

Spider was wandering around drinking with his friends in the market. [Trouble] Colloc: tțmtțm tiraan ‘co-worker, 
fellow worker’. O tțmtțm tiraan la daa pin'ili pț'țs bțnkțt la nǫ ban kena la His colleague began to welcome 
the senior people. [Electricity] Nabstr: tiraanlim. See: taab; tiraanlim. 

tiraana   See main entry: tiraan. fellow. 

tiraanlim   [[tirããlim]] n. neighbourliness. InvNabstr: tiraan. 

tiraannam  See main entry: tiraan. fellow. 

tirǫ   See main entry: tir. stop. 

tiri   See main entry: tir. stop. 
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tirnǫ   See main entry: tir. stop. 

tirțgid   See main entry: tirțk. 'medicine pot'. 

tirțk   Variant: tiruk [W]; tirug [W]. Form: tirțgid. n. a charm, 'fetish',  'medicine pot'. "mystic power pots". See: tiim; 

dțk1. 

tirug [W]   See main entry: tirțk. 'medicine pot'. 

tiruk [W]   See main entry: tirțk. 'medicine pot'. 

tis   Variant: tisa; tisǫ; tisi. Form: tisnǫ. Form: tisid2. Variant: tisida; tisidǫ; tisidi. Form: tisidnǫ. Variant: tit.  Note: 

these shortened continuous forms gat, kat, gǤt, tut, tit  &c. are west-Agole forms which are rejected by even Agole-speakers 
from the eastern parts. Acceptance is variable according to item: the list above is in order of general acceptability,  gat is 

normal, tit for tisid is generally queried Note: tit 3x in ROM only in NT Variant: titta; titi. Form: titnǫ. Form: tisim!. 
Variant: tisimi!; tisimǫ!. Form: tisimini!. Form: tisin. Variant: tisinǫ; tisini. Form: tisib. Form: tisya. v. 1 • to give. 
Wina'am tis sǤ' wțsa nu'us, nǤǤr, nǤba, nini nǫ tțba God has given everyone hands, mouth, eyes and ears. 

[Asaasim] Apam na tis kpaadib la zǤmku'om nǫ daam. Apam will give to workparty flour-water and pito. 

[House+Farm] Ba da tis kpǫǫmnam la nǫ kpi'euŋ ye ba gǤs ka biis la piisid dǤǤdin la nǫ yiiŋ paalț la wțsa. 
They gave the seniors authority to see that the boys swept the rooms and all the area outside. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba ... 

yidigi ba piini tis o, li da anǫ sanlima nǫ frankinsens nǫ mir they ... presented gifts to him: gold, frankincense, 
and myrrh. [MAT 2:11] Mbțn saalim sa'ab la ka waae sa'abǫǫnri tisa Atibil. Mbun pre-cooks the t.z. and serves 
out some starter for Atibil. [House+Farm] Ka lǫn ye sǤ' kena pian'a tisi ba na'asaabugum yǫla. And also said that 
someone had come to speak to them about electricity. [Electricity] Li anǫ dikanǫ ka ZugsǤb tisi ya ye ya di la. 'This 

is the food that the Lord has given you to eat. '. [EXO 16:15] O da pț kpǫn bas pǤǤd la tisnǫ pǤgu'udib la. He 
didn't suddenly hand the farms over to farm-keepers. [Trouble] Ba da kuosidi ba la'ad nǫ ba areza'as wțsa 

pțdigidi tisid taaba 'They would sell their property and possessions, and distribute the money among all'. [ACT 

2:45] Alazugț da kǫ ka Moab dim la siaki dǤl David ka yǤǤd lampǤ tisid o. 'So the Moabites became his 

subjects and paid taxes to him.'. [2SA 8:2] kuob tisid o ligidi amaa ti-nya'a la pț tisida. Farming yielded him an 
income, but the herbalism didn't. [Trouble] M tisidi fț ma girima. I respect your mother. [Trouble] ba tisidi ya nǫ 

ti'ir linǫ ka' asida 'they are filling you with false hopes'. [JER 23:16] m na kǫ ka agaand mǤr diibi kenna tisidif 

anina 'I have ordered the ravens to feed you there'. [1KI 17:4] Lit: I will let .... Pțtǫn'ǫr bǤ ka fț mǤri tit kandirnam 

yǫla? What is your opinion on the matter of candles? [Fire] Fț nyuunnǫ ka gbi'id ka linǫ kpǫn gat anǫ fț pț titta. 
You complain and blame, and worst of all you don't give. [You-Heard?] Amaa pǤn'Ǥlțŋ ban'a la, on tisidnǫ nǤǤrin. 
But for polio, that one is given by mouth. [Immunisation-II.] li na pa'al ye ya tisidnǫ nǫ ya bǤǤdim ka ka' sǤ' 

mugusi ya. 'Then it will be ready as a generous gift, not as one grudgingly given.'. [2CO 9:5] Fț pț lǫn na'asid 

mam dabisbama,  ka pț titim diib You no longer respect me these days, or gave me food. [Wonderwoman] karinzi 

la, lin titnǫ bugum bil dǤǤg yinne ni kerosene, it gives a little light in one room. [Electricity] Kpǫlim tisim bilia la 

bin'isim ma'aa Continue to give the baby only breastmilk. [Breastfeeding] Adu WinsǤsțg tita'am da anǫ ye 

Wina'am tisim Yaro o mǫŋ yidim. Adu's prayer was mainly that God should Give Yaro his own family. [Trouble] 
tisimǫ fț nidib la girima respect your family. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sakurinǫ, tisimi fț Tika nam na'asi At school, give 
your teachers honour. [Trouble] Tisimi ti ku'om ka ti nu! 'Give us water to drink.'. [EXO 17:2] Tisiminim zanbin 

linǫ na kǫ ka m niŋ yadda ye ya na faaǫn man nǫ m ba' 'Give me a sure sign that you will spare the lives of my 
father'. [JOS 2:12-13] Lit: me and my father. tiis buudi wțsa ya'a siakinǫ, ba naan tisin man tiis wțsa na'am if 
all the types of tree agree, they would give me the chiefship of all the trees. [Trees] Wina'am ya'a da tisin wada 

linǫ nyaŋidi kǫt ka nidib vțe, nidib naan sid aan pțpielim dim o tuon ban siak wada la zug. 'For if a law had 
been given that could impart life, then righteousness would certainly have come by the law.'. [GAL 3:21] Man naan 

tisini ya kțntzǫn'ug la, m lǫǫ na tisi ya sanlima 'Instead of bronze I will bring you gold'. [ISA 60:17] li ya'a 

nyaŋidin, ya daa naan kpigi ya mǫŋ nini tisinim. 'you would have taken out your own eyes, if you could, and 
given them to me'. [GAL 4:15] O zaŋ sa'ab la sțn'țl laas la zug ka pin'il sa'ab la tisib. She puts the t.z. on the 
bowls and begins to give out the t.z.. [House+Farm] Labaya tisib tțțma suoya nǫ banǫ nan ye ba kpǫn' labaya 

tisib nǫ li tțțma. 'the regulation and registration of newspapers and other publications.'. [Constitution] Fuug Sțgțr 

la piini tisib yǫla 'Offerings for the Tabernacle'. [EXO 25:1 [heading]] Set gbin nǫ Hibiru anǫ “O tisya.” The 
meaning of 'Seth' in Hebrew is "He has given". [GEN 4:25 [footnote]] Colloc: tis nǤǤr1 ‘give a command’. ZugsǤb la 

tis nǤǤr ye ya nǤki tis dǤǤd awai nǫ pțsțk la 'the land that the Lord has assigned to the nine and a half tribes'. 
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[NUM 34:13] Na'ab Sarus sid da tis nǤǤr ye ba lǫbisi mǫ' Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir la Jerusalem teŋin, bǫǫ o da pț 

tisǫ? Did King Cyrus give a decree to rebuild God's Temple in Jerusalem or not? [EZR 5:17] Syn:  Note: ? SynD ti3; 
Sim: tud2; Nact: tisid1. Etym: OV1 *PA ; OV2 *TI ; GS1 *B²A/E ; vc1 *pa(n) ; CG *t tia, pa'a ; PB *pá. Note: 
*KO occurs in a number of different sub-groups, why is it not mentioned? 
2 • to do sth. for, on behalf of sb., in sb.'s stead. 
3 • to do sth. for sb., for sb.'s benefit. SǤ' na yǫl ye m duusim o ta'ada n tis o Someone will say that I should 

shine his shoes for him. [Shoeshine-Boy] Gaana zǤŋ dim tun'e zi'el zi'ela ka li tis suor ka sǤ' an Gaana nid, ba 

ya'a gǤs ka li nari ka mǫ an sțm tis teŋ la. 'Parliament may make laws to confer citizenship in other cases where 
appropriate, taking into account the public interest.'. [Constitution] bugum anǫ bțnsțŋ hali tis ninsaal fire is 

beneficial for mankind. [Fire] tansim agǤla gǤla tis Jakob Wina'am la 'shout aloud to the God of Jacob'. [PSA 81:1] 
Fț na nyaŋi maal bǤ' tisi ba? What can you do for them? [Bible-Study] ya yț'țn maal Bakuainam Malțŋț tisi ya 

ZugsǤb Wina'am la 'Then celebrate the Feast of Weeks to the Lord'. [DEU 16:10] Ala mǫn ka ti ba'abinǤŋir Paul 

daa sǤbi tisi ya 'just as our dear brother Paul wrote to you'. [2PE 3:15] Bulkan la ni ka ba wiid ku'om tisid pǫ'ǫs 

la. 'the flocks were watered from that well.'. [GEN 29:2] Ieemi pu'a kanǫ an ba'abțgțd la tisim 'Find me a woman 
who is a medium'. [1SA 28:7] Bțgțm ba'adi tisim 'Consult a spirit for me'. [1SA 28:8] O daa maan dinǫ nar wțsa 

tisid Azțpuak. She did everything necessary for Azupuak. [AIDS-Azuur] Piini yǤ'Ǥgidi suori tit onǫ piinid la 'A 
gift opens the way for the giver'. [PRO 8:16] li ka' ya biis la ka m pian'adi tisida it is not your children that I am 
speaking to. [DEU 11:2] 
4 • to do sth. against sb., to sb.'s harm. Note: in most of the languages 'for (benefit)' but in Kusaal also 'for (detriment)': SǤ' 

da zaŋ yț'țbǫ'ǫdi tis o biiga Nobody should give his child a bad reputation. [Billygoat] Hali ku'osțțdim bi'ela 

ya'a kpǫn' bilia nǤǤrin, li anǫ dǫŋŋi tis o. If even a little bathwater goes into the baby's mouth it is harmful to it. 
[Breastfeeding] Amaa bǫog da pț nied tǤ'ǤtǤ – li yuugidi galisi tis Adu. But morning didn't come soon – it took a 

long time for Adu. [Trouble] Bugusim sǤb tțțmbǫ'ǫd anǫ bǫndigi lǫn tis o mǫŋ. 'The sins of the wicked are a 
trap' for him. [PRO 5:22] Mam maal taali tis ZugsǤb Wina'am nǫ fțn. 'I have sinned against the Lord your God and 
against you.'. [EXO 10:16] Wina'am na kǫ ka ba mǫŋ-mǫŋ diib lieb bǫndigț tisi ba God will cause their very own 
food to become a trap for them. [ROM 11:9] Ya bǤnǫ yǫli tisim. 'You have brought trouble on me'. [GEN 34:30] Mid ka 

ya di ziri kasǫti tisi ya tiraan. 'Do not give false evidence against your neighbour.'. [EXO 20:16] ka li naar wțsa, 

li na anǫ dabistǤǤgț tisi ya. 'That day will be bitter to the end.'. [AMO 8:10] Ka on yit na la ka pǤǤd nǤǤri tit 

David he 'came out to meet him, cursing him as he came.'. [2SA 16:5] Ka o pu'a ye o ya'a gǫn'ǫd nǫ ba saamnam 

la o na ti kǫ ka ba pian'ad pian'abǫ'ǫdi tisidi ba. And his wife said that if he got annoyed with their parents he 

would cause them to speak badly of them. [Billygoat] See: ti3; tisid1. 

tisa   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisǫ   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisi   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisib   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisid1   Form: tisidib. n. a giver of sth. Labaya tisidib wțsa na tțmmi ba ya'amin ka sǤ' kț sț'oe baa. 'Editors and 
publishers and other officials of the mass media shall not be controlled, interfered with or harassed'. [Constitution] 
InvNact: tis. See: tis. 

tisid2   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisida   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisidǫ   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisidi   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisidib   See main entry: tisid1. giver. 

tisidnǫ   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisig   Variant: tisik. v. to settle (pito does). Ku'om ǫǫnti gbǫndig nǫ ka tisik. Water will normally be stirred up and then 

settle. [Asaasim Proverb] Moab dim nyǫ vț'țsțm lin yi ba biilim saŋa,wțț daam ka ba zi'el ye li tisig 'Moab has 
been at rest from youth, like wine left on its dregs'. [JER 48:11] m yț'țn na kǫ ka o ku'om la tisig 'I will let your 
waters settle and become clear. [EZK 32:14] 
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tisik   See main entry: tisig. settle. 

tisim!   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisimǫ!   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisimi!   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisimini!   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisin   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisinǫ   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisini   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisnǫ   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tisun'ug [N]   See main entry: tǫ'ǫsțŋ. head pad. 

tisun'us   See main entry: tǫ'ǫsțŋ. head pad. 

tisțțs   Note: the forms: tisțțg , tisoog ,  sisțțg /  tisoos , sisțțs have been recorded earlier but only tisțțs(i) occurs in the currently 

published literature.   n. mid-. Colloc: ( nintaŋ ) tisțțs ‘midday’. Ba bǫnǫ wala hali ti paae tisțțs They were there 

like that until midday. [Billygoat] Li da anǫ wțț nintaŋ tisțțs ka teŋ la wțsa lieb lik biridi ti paae zaamnǤǤr 

kǫrefa atan' 'It was about twelve o'clock when the sun stopped shining and darkness covered the whole country 
until three o'clock'. [LUK 23:44] ba yi nintaŋ tisțțsi keŋ 'They set out at noon'. [1KI 20:16] Colloc: yț'țŋ tisțțs 
‘midnight’. Ba tun'e kpi yț'țŋ tisțțs nif aŋir pțțgin 'They die in an instant, in the middle of the night'. [JOB 34:20] 
O ya'a na lǫbnǫ zaam bǫǫ yț'țŋ tisțțs bǫǫ nǤrakukuma win bǫǫ bǫogțnǫǫ, sǤ' zi'. Whether he will come in 
the evening or the middle of the night or at cock-crow or early morning, no one knows. [MRK 13:35] o na keŋ o 

san'an yț'țŋ tisțțsi yǫl o ye, ‘M zua ... ’ he will come to him at midnight and say " ... ". [LUK 11:5] Sim: teŋsțk. 
Etym: OV1 *S¹U/I ; OVN *SOG ("middle") . 

tisya   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

tit   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

titabir   n. adhesive gum, glue, 'gloy' [Gh.] Man su'um ya'a yina ti kțdigǫ ba mǤri li nǫ maan titabir. When my sap is 

exuded and dries, it is used as glue. [Trees] 'Fț ya'a pț mǤrnǫ fț zug la kenna,' Birago tǤlis pian'ad, 'ala fț zug 

la mǤri titabir' 'As you didn't look after your head when you were coming,' Birago went on to say, 'your head is all 
sticky ... '. [Trouble] Note: "Not natural and meaningful" [MA].   Ka m nyǫ gbauŋ ka li sǤbi li tuon nǫ nya'aŋ, ka li 

tabil nǫ titabir zin'isa ayǤpǤi. 'Then I saw ... a scroll with writing on both sides and sealed with seven seals.'. [REV 

5:1] See: tab. 

-titada   See main entry: -tita'ar. big. 

-tita'a-   See main entry: -tita'ar. big. 

tita'al   Form: tita'alnam. n. a proud person. o sǤb anǫ tita'al, ka zi' si'el si'ela. 'he is conceited and understands nothing.'. 

[1TI 6:4] Ba nǤdi'esidib la anǫ tita'alnam 'Her prophets are arrogant'. [ZEP 3:4] Tita'alnam la bǫndim nǫ baans 
'Proud men have hidden a snare for me'. [PSA 140:5] Sim: nyǫǫsim ‘arrogance’. Amaa o sțnfț da digilim ka 

nyǫǫsim kǫ ka o lieb tita'al la, ba da sigis o 'But when his heart became arrogant and hardened with pride, he 
was deposed from his royal throne'. [DAN 5:20] Onǫ an nyǫǫsim sǤb nǫ tita'al, ba buon o sǤb yț'țr ye, “Nintț'țs” 
'The proud and arrogant man – “Mocker” is his name. [PRO 21:24] Nabstr: tita'alim. See: tita'alim. 

tita'alim   n. pride. tita'alim an bǫ'ǫd wțț teŋgbana maalțg nǫ. 'arrogance is as sinful as idolatry'. [1SA 15:23] 
Sim: nyǫǫsim. Tita'alnam la tuudi bțmbu'adi bǤǤd ye m li 'The arrogant dig pitfalls for me'. [PSA 119:85] 
Nyǫǫsim sǤb la kpan'am ma'ad oka o mǤr tita'alim Wealth is deceitful. Greedy people are proud. [HAB 2:5] 
Colloc: tita'alimin(ǫ) ‘in pride’. Ala ka Moab nǫ Ammon dim sid na nyǫ namisțgț ba tita'alimin la 'That is 
how the people of Moab and Ammon will be punished for their pride'. [ZEP 2:10] Da niŋǫ si'el linǫ yi nǫnnim nǫ 

tita'aliminǫ amaa lǫǫ siemi ya mǫŋ 'Don't do anything from selfish ambition or from a cheap desire to boast, but 

be humble'. [PHP 2:3] InvNabstr: tita'al. See: -tita'al. 

tita'alnam   See main entry: tita'al. proud. 
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tita'am   n. the most part of. Ba tita'am da giri ba zut. The majority of them shook their heads. [Trouble] Akara teŋin la 

mǤr ya' bǫdegț, ba pil ya' la tita'am nǫ kǫnmisi. Akara town has many houses, and most of them have zinc 

roofs. [Fire] Tabnuudib tita'am mǤri pțțg ban'as. Most smokers have stomach troubles. [Smoking] Adu 

WinsǤsțg tita'am da anǫ ye Wina'am tisim Yaro o mǫŋ yidim. Adu's prayer was mainly that God should give 
Yaro his own family. [Trouble] Tita'am da kumya. Most people wept. [Trouble] Ka tita'am kpii ba manam la 

nu'usin. And most die in their mothers' arms. [LAM 2:12] La'an nǫ wala nidib la tita'am da niŋ o yadda 'Still, 

many in the crowd put their faith in him.'. [JHN 7:31] ban lǤǤm nǫ bana zug kǫ ka ti ba'abiis la tita'am pamm 

kpǫmisțg ka pian'ad Wina'am labaar la yǫla nǫ kpi'euŋ 'my being in prison has given most of our 
fellow-Christians confidence to speak the word of God fearlessly'. [PHP 1:14] Colloc: tita'am sa1 ‘most of them’. 
Ka ba tita'am sa yǫl ye, “BǤ ka ya kǫlisid o, o anǫ gǫǫŋ ka kikirig dǤl o.” 'Many of them were saying, “He has 
a demon! He is mad! Why do you listen to him?”'. [JHN 10:20] 

-tita'ar  Variant: -tita'ari; -tita'are. Form: -titada. Form: -tita'a-. adj. big. Bțțr la anǫ bț-tita'ar amaa li pǫ'ǫl ya. The 

granary is a big one, but it is full. [House+Farm] Yțțm yinne ka saa ni ka Asumbul nǫ o yidim siak ye ba kia 

karinyauŋ tita'ari paasi ba pǤǤg la. One year when the rain came Mr. Spider and his household agreed to break 
ground on a big field to add to their farm. [Wonderwoman] Di anǫ ligidtita'ar – KPIISIM BUGUM! It's expensive –  
SWITCH THE LIGHT OFF. [Electricity] Ka m lǫn nyǫ bțnnyalțŋ tita'ar si'a linǫ an zanbinnǫ bǫ arezana ni. 
'Then I saw in the sky another mysterious sight, great and amazing.'. [REV 15:1] Di gbin anǫ ye yǫltita'ari bǤǤd 

naamțg. The meaning of it is that a big problem is going to occur. [Trouble] fțn kanǫ an bandatita'ari digi fț 

kǤlisin la 'you monster crocodile, lying in the river'. [EZK 29:3] Ba da bilig kugtita'ari kena diinl buug la nǤǤr 'A 
stone was put over the mouth of the pit'. [DAN 6:17] buudkan bǫ ya an buudtita'are mǤr pțpielim zi'ela ... 'And 

what other nation is so great as to have such righteous decrees ... ?'. [DEU 4:8] Yțțm ya'a mu'oe zintitada vǤnnǫ 

zimpidis. When the year is hard, bigger fishes swallow smaller ones. [Proverb 118] Ka maal bțnnyalimtitada nǫ 

zanbina 'And he performed great and miraculous signs'. [REV 13:13] Nidib la mǫǫdi li nǫ kugtitada ka pa'an 

dabǫda zaŋguom la zug. 'The people are building it with large stones and placing the timbers in the walls.'. [EZR 

5:8] Ya'am dim kpan'am anǫ na'am zupibig, amaa zǤltitada la din anǫ zǤlim ma'aa. 'The wealth of the wise 
is their crown, but the folly of fools yields folly.'. [PRO 14:24] o na tis o pǫratita'a-pielig. he will give him a big 
white ram. [You-Heard?] ya naan tun'e yǫlin titita'akaŋa nwa' ye, ‘Vuom nǫ fț nya'a la wțsa keŋ lu mu'arin la 

sa,’ ka li na siaki ya nǤǤr. 'you could say to this mulberry tree, “Be rooted up and planted in the sea”; and it would 

obey you. '. [LUK 17:6] Lit: this big tree. Colloc: tita'arin(ǫ) ‘in/at/on/to a/the big ...’. O da ye o tțmmǫ Ankara 

baŋk tita'arin la. He said he worked in Accra in the big bank. [Shoeshine-Boy] maliak onǫ paas ayuobț la kpa'ae 

o laa la niŋ Efiritis mu'atita'arin la the sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river Euphrates'. [REV 16:12] 
Kemi na la'as Wina'am di'emtita'arin la di 'Come and gather together for God's great feast! [REV 19:17] Ba na 

san'am Moab dim zabtita'arin 'Moab will go down in great tumult'. [AMO 2:2] Wina'am ...  zaŋ o ya'am aans 

bțnzǤtir linǫ bǫ ku'otita'arinǫ buon Rahab la 'by his wisdom he cut Rahab to pieces.'. [JOB 26:12] Lit: the fearful 
thing which is in the big water. anrintita'ar ‘1) [literally] a big boat :: 2) [in the Bible] (Noah's) ark’. Na'ab Hiram 

da tis o anrintitada King Hiram gave him some big ships. [1) 2CH 8:18] Dinzug nǤkim tikanǫ daugț kpi'emi 

maal anrintita'ar. 'So make yourself an ark of cypress wood'. [2) GEN 6:14] Lit: take a tree with strong wood and 

make a big boat. Sim: -bǫdir1, -mugur2; Cpart: -bil. DǤtitada atan' da bǫ yin la nǫ dǤbil yinne. There were 
three big rooms in the house and one small room. [Trouble] Ka mǫ' dǤbibis la tabil dǤtita'ar la giligi li wțsa. And 
built small rooms attached to the big room all round. [1KI 6:10] Cpart: -baanlig. na'azǤm banǫ an bțntitada la 

Ǥnb ka nya'al si'el la, lin ka na'azǤmnam banǫ an bțmbaanlțg la kena Ǥnb 'what the great locusts have left 
the young locusts have eaten'. [JOL 1:4] Etym: OV1 *KPE ; OVN *tiTA-DI/A (I assume *tita- is a red uplication 
see "fig-tree"), BED, KPEN ; CG *kpego, tiittaa, jina. See: -tita'ug. 

-tita'are   See main entry: -tita'ar. big. 

-tita'ari   See main entry: -tita'ar. big. 

-tita'ug   adj. big. pǤtita'ug la vuudi nǫ niimis la tțkpiidțg. the big field resounded with the commotion of the birds. 

[Trouble] Bțntita'ug mǫŋim yǫl ye, o pț kena ye o yuugǫ. And the big one told me himself that he hasn't come to 
stay for long. [Trouble] Bikpǫǫm la yț'țri da buon AnǤbaanlis ka ayi' daan la an Apțtita'ug ka atan' daan la 

yț'țr an Azutita'ug. The oldest boy was called Weak-Legs, and the second was called Big-Belly, and the third 

was called 'Big-Head'. [Wonderwoman] Syn: -tita'ar. See: -tita'ar. 
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titan   Note: 5x in texts. 44x in SC Variant: tintan; titani; titanni; titannǫ; tintannɛ. n. dust, sand, soil. o an o zua sțŋ ka 

yț'țn lieb titan kanǫ ka o nǤǤdi li zug nwa la yǫla. she was her good friend and had become the ground on 

which she trod. [Trouble] KțkǤmi'idig la ye, 'ti kem.' Ka dau la ligil titan paal la ka ba tu la nǫ vankpi'emis. 
The familiar voice said "Let's go!" And the man covered the new soil they had dug up with dry leaves. [Trouble] Ba 

na dit titan nwǫnǫ wiigi nǫ 'They will lick dust like a snake'. [MIC 7:17] Fț na vuudi fț pțțr zug, ka dit titan 
'You will crawl on your belly and you will eat dust'. [GEN 3:14] Ba wțsa bugi ba zut nǫ titan 'they have sprinkled 

dust on their heads'. [LAM 2:10] Ba sieba daa mǤri tintan ka sieba kǤ wil-ma'asa tibanǫ zi'e yin yammin la zug. 
Some of them brought sand and some cut fresh branches from the trees near the house. [Fire] Wina'am da nǤknǫ 

tintan nǫ ya'ab o. God took sand and moulded him. [Bible Glossary (under 'Adam')] Ka ba tansid ka mǤri ba fuudi 

yuulim agǤla ka gbǫn'ǫsid titani yaaridi agǤla. 'They were screaming, waving their clothes, and throwing dust 

up in the air.'. [ACT 22:23] Jerusalem, kpa'asim titan la bas 'Shake off your dust ... O Jerusalem. [ISA 52:2] yanam 

kpa'asimi ya nǤba titan ka yi 'shake the dust off your feet when you leave'. [MAT 10:14] Ba kǫnǫ ka biis gur 

naada la ka niimis ya'a kena ye ba di, ba gbin'ednǫ titannǫ fin'edi ba ka ba iank zigigigi. They have made 
children to watch over the early millet farm so that when birds come to eat it, they fetch sand and fling it at them 

and they fly away. [MA] Ba daa ... mǤǤd ye ba va tintannɛ kpiis bugum la. They tried to collect sand to put out 

the fire. [Fire] Nwǫnǫ tintanni kǫt ka bțmbțta yit si'em ... ala ka ZugsǤb la mǫ na kǫ ka pțpielim nǤbigi 'as the 
soil makes the sprout come up and a garden causes seeds to grow, so the Sovereign Lord will make righteousness 

and praise spring up before all nations. '. [ISA 61:11] Colloc: titanin ‘into dust’. Banǫ fǫndig ka basif la nwǫnǫ 

banǫ yțda ka ba sǤb titanin 'Those who turn away from you will be written in the dust'. [JER 17:13] ninsaalib 

wțsa naan mǫlimin; ba naan lǫbin tintannin. 'all mankind would perish together and man would return to the 

dust.'. [JOB 34:15] Sim: uusțg. yanam banǫ bǫ pǫ'ǫs la tuonnǫ, bilimmi titanin 'roll in the dust, you leaders of the 
flock'. [JER 25:34] Bet Ofira teŋ dima, bilimmi uusțg la ni. 'People of Beth Leaphrah, (show your despair by) 
rolling in the dust! [MIC 1:10] See: titanbin'isțg; titanbțțlțg. 

titanbi'is-  See main entry: titanbin'isțg. sand. 

titanbi'isʋg   See main entry: titanbin'isțg. sand. 

titanbi'isug   See main entry: titanbin'isțg. sand. 

titanbin'is-   See main entry: titanbin'isțg. sand. 

titanbin'isdțțr   n. a sandbank. Ka anrțŋ la tț'țs titanbin'isdțțr. 'But the ship hit a sandbank'. [ACT 27:41] 
See: titanbin'is; dțțr. 

titanbin'isi   See main entry: titanbin'isțg. sand. 

titanbin'isțg   Variant: titanbi'isʋg; titanbi'isug; tambin'isțg; tambi'isʋg. Form: titanbin'isi. Variant: tanbin'isi. 

Form: titanbin'is-. Variant: titanbi'is-. n. sand (in the world-English sense). Fț yaas la na zu'oe wțț 

titanbin'isțg nǫ 'Your descendants would be as numerous as grains of sand'. [ISA 48:19] ba nwǫnǫ dau kanǫ ka' 

ya'am, ka mǫǫ o yir titanbin'isțg zug. they are 'like a foolish man who built his house on sand.'. [MAT 7:26] 
Nimbanǫ ka ban'a kaŋa mǤri ba la li nwǫnǫ tambi'isʋg bǫǫ bțnvțya bǫǫ ba nini ni nǫ. For people who have 

this disease, it is as if there is grit or insects in their eyes. [Trachoma] Zin'ikanǫ ka nintaŋ tțțlțg kanbid 

titanbin'isi la na lieb bǫuŋ 'The burning sand will become a pool'. [ISA 35:7] (o yaas)  nwǫnǫ mu'ar nǤǤrin 

tanbin'isi nǫ. 'descendants ... as countless as the sand on the seashore.'. [HEB 11:12] Colloc: titanbin'isdțțr 
‘sandbank’. Ka anrțŋ la tț'țs titanbin'isdțțr. 'But the ship hit a sandbank'. [ACT 27:41] Sim: tan1 ‘'sand' [Gh.]’. 
Etym: OV1 *BI ; OVN *BIS (often prefixed with *TAN., mayb e reduplicated (titam-)) ; GSe *ʔa/ʔe ; CG 
*tana, bbii, taa. See: titan. 

titanbțțlțg   Variant: titanbuulug; tanbin'isbțțlțg. n. dust. Note: very fine M nwa'asi li nǫǫm ka li lieb zǤ'Ǥm nwǫnǫ 

titanbțțlțg nǫ 'I crushed it and ground it to powder as fine as dust'. [DEU 9:21] fț biis na nwǫnǫ tanbin'isbțțlțg 

nǫ 'your children (would have been) like its numberless grains'. [ISA 48:19] Fț yaas la na zu'oe wțț titanbin'isțg 

nǫ, ka fț biis na nwǫnǫ tanbin'isbțțlțg nǫ; 'Your descendants would have been like the sand, your children like 
its numberless grains;'. [ISA 48:19] See: titan. 

titanbuulug   See main entry: titanbțțlțg. dust. 

titani   See main entry: titan. dust. 
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titannǫ   See main entry: titan. dust. 

titanni   See main entry: titan. dust. 

titaad   Variant: titaadǫ. n. mortar, plaster (for building). Mbawin pu'ab bǫǫ yinne taad titaad. Mbawin’s wives are in 

the house plastering with plaster. [MA] Fț ya'a mǫ' yir ka pț taae titaadǫ ka saa ni, yir la na ba'asi li. If you build 
a house and fail to plaster it and the rain falls, the house will definitely fall to pieces. [MA] ba ... la'as titaad ... 

kpa'ae bas anina they should ... collect the plaster ... and pour it away there. [LEV 14:41] See: taae. 

titaadǫ   See main entry: titaad. plaster. 

titi   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

titnǫ   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

titǤnd-   See main entry: titǤndig. boundary. 

titǤndig   Variant: titondig; titǤndigi. Form: titǤndis. Variant: titondis; titǤndisi. Form: titǤnd-. n. a boundary, frontier. 
Reuben sț'țlim titǤndig da anǫ Joodan kǤldaug nǤǤr la. 'The boundary of the Reubenites was the bank of the 
Jordan.'. [JOS 13:23] NǤpǤǤr bǫ onǫ tǤlis o kpi'a pǤǤg titǤndig kugir. 'Cursed is the man who moves his 

neighbour's boundary stone.'. [DEU 27:17] La'an nǫ kum zabid si'em la, li ka' titǤndigi tis fțn na baŋ Wina'am 

sțm an si'em la. Although death is painful, it is not a limit on your knowledge of the goodness of God. [Trouble] 
Ba ya-datiuŋ la titǤndigi la. 'This was the southern boundary.'. [JOS 18:19] Alazug m tiǫn m nu'ug ye m tisif 

tǤǤg ka bu'oe fț titǤndis la. 'So I stretched out my hand against you and reduced your territory'. [EZK 16:27] ban 

da bǤǤd ye ba yaligi ba teŋ titǤndis la, ba da zab nǫ Gilead teŋ la when they wanted to extend their territory 
they fought with the land of Gilead. [AMO 1:13] Teŋ la titǤndisi nwa' ka ya na pțdigi li ka li an faari tis Israel 

dǤǤd pii nǫ ayi' la 'These are the boundaries by which you are to divide the land for an inheritance among the 
twelve tribes of Israel'. [EZK 47:13] Ya ya'a kpǫn' Keenan ... li na mǤr titǤndbama: 'When you enter Canaan ... (it) 

will have these boundaries:'. [NUM 34:2] Colloc: titǤndigin(ǫ)/titǤndisin ‘to/at/within/from the border(s)’. Yikanǫ 

bǫ ba teŋ la titǤndigin la dim daa wțm Siaka kuŋ la. The people of a house on the edge of the village heard 
Siaka's cry. [Trouble] Tinamǫ daa maali ti saam kțțri maali naae la, ti daa pțdig o pǤǤg la ka sǤ' mǫkama sǫ 

dindǫgǫǫnsi o pǤǤg titǤndigin. When we performed our father’s funeral, we shared his farm and each person 

planted straw grass along his farm boundary. [MA] Aram nimbanǫ da ken Israel titǤndigin faand la da bas 

faaung la. 'So the bands from Aram stopped raiding Israel's territory.'. [2KI 6:23] Fț ya'a buni fț pǤǤg zțțd, fțn 

da buni paae titǤndiginǫ 'When you reap the harvest of your land, do not reap to the very edges of your field'. 

[LEV 23:22] O kǫ ka sumbțgțsțm bǫǫ ya titǤndisin 'He grants peace to your borders'. [PSA 147:14] See: tǤnd. 

titǤndigi   See main entry: titǤndig. boundary. 

titǤndis   See main entry: titǤndig. boundary. 

titǤndisi   See main entry: titǤndig. boundary. 

titondig   See main entry: titǤndig. boundary. 

titondis   See main entry: titǤndig. boundary. 

titta   See main entry: tis. give, for, against. 

titțmis   Variant: titumis; tʋtʋmis. n. an errand, 'message' [Gh.] Ba yiiti siaknǫ na'ab buolig ka zan'asi o titțmis. They 

always come when the chief calls, but may refuse his errand. [Proverb 127] O kis-kpǫŋ anǫ titțmis. His greatest 

dislike was doing errands. [You-Heard?] tʋtʋmis ma'adnǫ nǤba ka di pț ma'ad sțțnrǫ sending a messenger 

relieves your feet but doesn't relieve you mind. [You-Heard?] Na'ab la titțmis la anǫ gbirigir 'the king's business 

was urgent'. [1SA 21:8] Di ba'as bǫ'ǫd anǫ o bier bǫǫ o tațn la na yǫl o ye o tțm si'el. O kis-kpǫŋ anǫ tʋtʋmis. 
The worst thing was that his older brother or sister should tell him to do something. His greatest hatred was (to be 

sent on) an errand. [You-Heard?-] InvNabstr: tțm2 ‘send’. Bisțŋ titțmis ma'ad banǫ tțm o la sțțnr 'A reliable 
messenger is refreshing to the one who sends him'. [PRO 25:13]  See: tțm2. 

titua   See main entry: tituaa. straight. 

tituaa   Note: 18x in SC : 1 in texts Variant: titua; tutuaa. adv. straight, exactly, precisely. Asee ka fț karim tituaa ka ya'a 

ka' alaa fț kț gban'e ba gbinne. You will have to read carefully, otherwise you won't understand the meaning. 
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[You-Hear?] Amaa pu'a ya'a pț tun'e maali o zak tituaa nǫ on anǫ fadir ka ka'a yalim. But a woman who can't 

manage to keep her yard tidy is incompetent, not wicked. [Asaasim] Ka ti kpǫn' anrțŋ anina kpa' tituaa keŋ 

Samotires teŋin. We left by ship from Troas and sailed straight across to Samothrace'. [ACT 6:11] Maalim Fuug 

Sțgțr la wțț mam pa'alif zuor la zug si'em la tituaa. 'Set up the tabernacle according to the plan shown you on 
the mountain.'. [EXO 26:30] fț nwǫ'ǫd nyǤ'Ǥg ye fț dǤl Wina'am tituaa bǫǫ? do you boast that you follow God 

faithfully? [ROM 2:17] Ba na gǤs ka labaya tisidib la na dǤlisi li suor tutuaa 'the establishment and maintenance 

of the highest journalistic standards'. [Constitution] Banǫ gǤsid ka tțțma la ken tuon, ka nǤ'Ǥsid tțmtțmnib,  ka 

dț'țsid tțmtțmnib banǫ nar, ka banǫ pț tțm tituaa la ka ba tǫǫgi ba tțba. 'It shall see to the regulation and 
supervision of recruitment, promotions and discipline of public officers.'. [Constitution] 

titula   See main entry: tutula. backwards. 

titumis   See main entry: titțmis. errand. 

tituom   n. medicine [type], poison. Note: concoction of tree barks to cure anthrax Mam pauk la anǫ tituom ka lǫn an pțțg 

tiim. My bark is anthrax-medicine, and also stomach medicine. [Trees] SǤ' tituom an sǤ' pțțg tiim. 'One man's 
meat is another man's poison.'. [Proverb 075] Lit: Someone's medicine is someone else's stomach medicine.. Note: 

MA suggests yabidi 'poison' 

titțțnli   Variant: tituunli; titțțnlii; tituunlii. n. imitation, example. Biduadib wțsa bǤǤdim anǫ ye ba biis dǤlisi ba 

titțțnli. All parents wish is that their children will follow their example. [MA] See: tțțnl. 

titțțnlii   See main entry: titțțnli. example. 

tituud   See main entry: tituug. shrub. 

tituug   Variant: tutuug; tituugi. Form: tituud. Variant: tutuud. Form: tutu-. n. a bush, shrub (small tree). Moses da sǤbi 

li yǫla pa'al nyain zin'ikan ka bugum da dit tituug la Moses wrote about it 'in the story of the burning bush'. 
[LUK 20:37] Lebanon sian'anrin bțnkǤnbțg kena nǤ tituug la mǫdig. 'Then a wild beast in Lebanon came along 
and trampled the thistle underfoot.'. [2KI 14:9] Tituugi da bǫ Lebanon teŋin tțm yǫl na'aziinr ye, ‘NǤkimi fț 

bipuŋ la tisim ka m tisim biig ka o di. 'Once a thorn bush on the Lebanon Mountains sent a message to a cedar: 
‘Give your daughter in marriage to my son.'. [2KI 14:9] O da pț nǤŋ tiis nǫ tituud nǫ niimis laa? Didn't he love the 
trees and bushes and birds? [Trouble] Ba na nyu'oe nǫ kikan'agbita la nǫ tutuud la ma'aa. They will just burn the 
cornstalks and bushes. [House+Farm] sisi'etita'ar kanǫ da'ad pǤǤgțn la kǫ ka tiis la nǫ mǤǤd la nǫ tutuud la 

wțsa kpǫn bǫnǫ daabin. the stormy wind that was blowing at the farm made all the trees, grass and bushes bend. 

[Trouble] O daa zi'enǫ tutuud teŋsțk bǤn'Ǥfaligin. 'He was standing among the ... trees in a ravine.'. [ZEC 1:8] 
Nimo da gban'e tutu-gbi'ug nǫ o dagǤbig ka ki'e li nǫ o kuunr. Nimo got hold of the stump of the bush in her 
right hand and hacked it with her hoe. [Trouble] M ...  na kǫ ka tutubǫ'ǫd nǫ gǤn'Ǥs tiis yii ani. 'I will let briars and 

thorns cover it.'. [ISA 5:6] onǫ da nie o mǫŋ tutukanǫ ka bugum da dit la, albareka na bǫ nǫf. 'Blessed by the 
goodness of the Lord, Who spoke from the burning bush.'. [DEU 34:16] Colloc: tituugin/tituudin ‘in the bush/es’. 
M na keŋ gǤs nyalim kanǫ kǫ ka bugum bǫ tituugin dit ka li pț kanbid la. 'I will go over and see this strange 
sight – why the bush does not burn up'. [EXO 3:3] ya pț karim Moses n sǤb si'em saŋkanǫ ka o nyǫ ka bugum 

dit tituudin 'haven't you ever read in the Book of Moses the passage about the burning bush?'. [MRK 12:26] 
Sim: mǤǤg2  

tituugi   See main entry: tituug. shrub. 

tituunli   See main entry: titțțnli. example. 

tituunlii   See main entry: titțțnli. example. 

tiuŋ   See main entry: datiuŋ. righthand, north. 

tiwal1   Variant: tiwǫl. Form: tiwala. Variant: tiwǫla. Form: tiwal-2. n. a fruit, tree-fruit. Fțn ... di tiwal kanǫ ka m digil 

nǤǤr ye fț da di la, kaanb bǫ'ǫd bǫ teŋ la zugț fț yǫla. 'You ... ate the fruit which I told you not to eat. Because 
of what you have done, the ground will be under a curse.'. [GEN 3:17] Dim disțma wțț: Ni'im nǫ zimi nǫ bǫŋa nǫ 

tiwala nǫ zǫnvaand. Eat good foods like: meat and fish and beans and fruit and vegetables. [Womens-Health] 
Kpǫ'ǫŋimini ya mǫŋ ka mǤri teŋ la tiwala na! 'Do your best to bring back some of the fruit of the land.'. [NUM 

13:20] Note: used in the Bible for 'grapes' – the most important fruit in Bible culture.   Ya na bț'țd ki ti paae tiwala bi'igir 

saŋa 'you will still be harvesting corn when it is time to pick grapes'. [LEV 26:5] Lit: threshing. li mǫ nar ka fț paas 
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tiwǫla ... wțț mǤŋǤ you should also add fruits ... such as mango. [Breastfeeding] biig la bas o taya kugur la tǤ'ǤtǤ 

amaa li da gban'e nǫ ti-walbi'ima la ka li sțțg the boy shot his catapult but it hit the ripe fruits and they fell 
down. [Trouble] Colloc: tiwala daam ‘wine (in the Bible)’. tiwala daam na buk wțț ku'om nǫ wine will be plenty 
like water. [GEN 49:11] 

tiwal-2   See main entry: tiwal1. tree fruit. 

tiwala   See main entry: tiwal1. tree fruit. 

tiwanna   n.pl. fruiting trees. Note: used in the Bible especially for '(grape)vine'.   Abaarnama ayi' nǫ tiwanna la yǫla 'Two 

Eagles and a Vine'. [EZK 17:1 (title)] m ... maal lǤmbǤn'Ǥdi sǫ tiwanna buudi wțsa li pțțgin 'I planted gardens 

and orchards, with all kinds of fruit trees in them'. [ECC 2:5] Colloc: tiwanna pǤǤg ‘orchard, vineyard’. 
KǤnbkemnib bǫdegț na san'ami m tiwanna pǤǤg la Many shepherds will ruin my vineyard'. [JER 12:10] Ya na 

sǫǫ ya tiwanna pǤǤd ka kuaa li 'You will plant vineyards and cultivate them'. [DEU 28:39] See: tiig; wal2. 

tiwǫl   See main entry: tiwal1. tree fruit. 

tiwǫla   See main entry: tiwal1. tree fruit. 

tiya'a   See main entry: ti-nya'ar. tree root, herbal medicine. 

tiza'ar [W]   n. tree 'medicine'. tirțk set in a tree or forked stick. 

tii1   n. tea. Note: any hot drink : to specify which, borrowed trade-names are used Lipton (tea), NǫskǤfi (coffee), Miilo (hot 

chocolate, 'Milo') Da paas si'el nwǫnǫ tii, ... daam, diib, kooko bǫǫ ku'om. Don't add anything (such as tea, ... 

pito, food, gruel or water). [Breastfeeding] Saŋa kanǫ gaad la, nidib da pț maligim nuud tii, amaa nannanna, 

nidib pamm nyț'țn nuud tii nǫ bodobodo. In the past most people hardly drank tea but now, many people 
drink tea with bread. [MA] From: (Eng.) 

tii2   See main entry: ti1. we. 

tiig1   Variant: tiiga; tiigi1. Form: tiis. Form: ti-4. n. a tree. fț ya'a dțt tiig ka sǤ' pț tǫbigi fǤ, li dțțb tǤi nǫ hali if you 

climb a tree and have no one to give you a bunk up, it's very hard to climb it. [Wealth-Is-Power] Yǫl pț ya'anid tiig 

zug ka da sig teŋa. Trouble never remains hanging on a tree without falling to the ground. [Proverb 002] bugum 

na zǫǫlim o ka o zǫndig wțț tiig vaand nǫ fire will scorch him so that he shrivels like tree-leaves. [JOB 15:30] 
sieba naam ba'akǤn tiig la baba kenna la 'a company is coming from the direction of the soothsayers' tree'. [JDG 

9:37] Nid pț kpin nǫ nwaaŋ ka o duor ya'anid tiiga. A person is not related to a monkey and his stick stays in a 
tree. [Proverb 052] ba yț'țn yǫl o ye tiigi li diinl o ma nǫ o tațn la wțsa ka ba kpi they told him that a tree had 
crushed his mother and sister and they had died. [Trouble] ba ǫǫnti keŋ nǫ sian'arin nwaae tiigi mǤri kena 'they 
cut a tree out of the forest'. [JER 10:3] SǤlțŋ la pa'annǫ tiis yǫlsțm nǫ bam mǤr sțŋir si'em The story shows the 

value of trees and how useful they are. [Trees] Zin'ikanǫ ka tiis pț bǫ la, țțn wțsa yțțm pțțgin anǫ uusțg Any 
place where there are no trees, every year in the dry season there is dust. [Trachoma] ZugsǤb Wina'am bas dau 

nǤǤr ye, “Fț tun'e di tiis wala banǫ bǫ lǤmbǤn'Ǥgin la wțsa ... ” 'the Lord God commanded the man, “You are 
free to eat from any tree in the garden ... ” '. [GEN 2:16] m ... ga mu'a mǤri dǤn'Ǥsidi m tiis la. 'I made reservoirs 

to water groves of flourishing trees.'. [ECC 2:6] ba na la'asi gilig o nǫ liemis, wțț nidibi na nwaad tiisi lugid. 
'they will come against her with axes, like men who cut down trees.'. [JER 46:22] Dinzug nǤkim tikanǫ daugț 

kpi'emi maal anrintita'ar. 'So make yourself an ark of cypress wood'. [GEN 6:14] Lit: take a tree with strong wood 
and make a big boat. Colloc: tiigin/tiisin ‘to/in/at /from the tree/s’. ba la'asi zin'i tiigin la. they sat together by 

the tree. [Akelsa] O da paae saad tiigin zin'in tiig la gbinnin 'He came to a broom tree, (and) sat down under it'. 

[1KI 19:4] Sisi'em da da'ad kooko tiisin la ka li vaand la dammid. A gale was lashing the cocoa trees and their 
leaves were waving. [Trouble] Sumalisim lǫn kae tiisin la 'Joy and gladness are taken away from the orchards'. [ISA 

16:10] Fț gǤs ka m nyǫt ki'ibț yaanǫ tisidif ka fț piesidi fț fuudǫ? M pǤn'Ǥdnǫ tiisinǫǫ? Where do you think I 

can get soap to wash your clothes? It doesn't grow on trees! [Trouble] Lit: do I pluck it from trees?. niimisi da bǫ 

tiisini kaasid. birds were singing in the trees. [Trouble] Note: emended by TN : text niimisi da tiisini kaasid. Etym: 
OV1 *T Ĭ ; OV2 *TI ; GS1 *TI²/E ; vc4 *t ɪ ; CG *tii (d/c, ii/aa) [*d-aa see 'wood'] ; PB *tɩ́. See: ti-nya'ar; 

tipuum; tiwal1; tiwanna; tiza'ar. 

tiig2   Variant: tiigi2. Form: tiigid. Variant: tiigidi. Form: tiigim!. v. to spread. o yț'țr tiig zin'ig wțsa. 'his name became 

well known.'. [1SA 18:30] Bugum na naan ani tiigi paae Israel dim wțsa. 'A fire will spread from there to the 
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whole house of Israel.'. [EZK 5:4] Na'aba, fțn ya'a niŋ ala ka li tiigi fț teŋgbauŋ la wțsa, pu'ab la na tisi ba 

sidib girima O King, when you do this and it is proclaimed through your whole empire, wives will respect their 
husbands. [EST 1:20] fǫn'țg la ya'a ti maligim paasid ban yǫl o ye o an nyain la nya'aŋ, maanmaan la na gǤs 

o ya'as 'if the itch does spread in the skin after he is pronounced clean,  the priest is to examine him' again. [LEV 

13:34-35] o sankpana la ya'a tiigidi o niŋgbina la wțsa, o na yǫl ye o ka' nyainnǫ if the rash has spread in the 

skin, he shall pronounce him unclean. [LEV 13:8] Li tiigim teŋ la wțsa 'Let the sword pass throughout the land'. [EZK 

14:17] Lit: let it. 

tiiga   See main entry: tiig1. tree. 

tiigi1   See main entry: tiig1. tree. 

tiigi2   See main entry: tiig2. spread. 

tiigid   See main entry: tiig2. spread. 

tiigidi   See main entry: tiig2. spread. 

tiigim!   See main entry: tiig2. spread. 

tiim   Variant: tim2. Form: tima. Variant: tiima. Form: ti-5. n. 1 • medicine. bțndaar ka fț na paae nyǫ tiim ka li suŋi 

ma'aǫ fț ban'a la? which day will you get there and get medicine to make your disease better? [Asaasim] o kpǫn 

duoenǫ mǤr tiim la kul he immediately set off home with the medicine. [You-Heard?] SǤ' tituom an sǤ' pțțg tiim. 
'One man's meat is another man's poison.'. [Proverb 075] Lit: Someone's medicine is someone else's stomach 
medicine.. Note: MA suggests yabidi 'poison'.   Amaa banǫ giligid teŋkpǫmisine kuosid tima la ban tun'e kțns 

sǤ' ka lǫn nǤk pikanǫ lǫn kțns sǤ ya'as. But those who go round the villages selling medicines may inject 

someone and re-use the needle to inject someone else. [AIDS-Azuur] ZugsǤb la na kǫ ka ya niŋgbina wțsa an 

fǫn'ǫd ka ya ǫnbisid ka kț nyǫ li tiim. 'The Lord will afflict you with ... festering sores and the itch, from which 
you cannot be cured.'. [DEU 28:27] m san'anǫ ya nǫ ye ya ... da' tiim niŋi ya nini la ka tun'e nyǫt. 'I advise you, 
then, to buy ... some ointment to put on your eyes, so that you may see.'. [REV 3:18] Goma n kpiisidi nyǫt ligidsi'a 

la tita'am kennǫ tima ni nǫ tiim dimin. Most of the profit of Goma's trading goes into buying medicines and to 
herbalists. [Trouble] m bǤǤd ye dau kanǫ ken kpǫ' kuosid tima la ya'a kena ka m kǫ ka o kțnsim. If the man 
who sells medicines comes I want to let him give me an injection. [AIDS-Azuur] O da ǫǫnti yǫlim ye o pțțgț zabid 

ka m da' parasitamǤl tivǤnnim tis o. When he told me he had stomach ache I would buy paracetamol tablets for 

him. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: swallowable-medicine. Sim: ti-nya'a ‘herbal medicine’. Etym: OV1 *TI ; OVN *TI-M ; 
GS1 *TI² ; vc4 *tɪ. Note: ?? from "tree" 
2 • remedy, cure, solution. Fa' ka tisim tiim la ka m nyaŋi kadi ba. Please give me the remedy so that I can drive 
them away. [Three-Problems] 
3 • a drug. 
4 • a charm, 'medicine', magic. Ka'a m ditnǫ tiim bǫǫ m bțgțdnǫ ba'adǫ It is not that I take medicine or practise 
divination. [You-Hear?] 
5 • magic power, magic practice. O da la'an tțm tiim tțțma wțsa, ka ken sǤnpțttibin nǫ ba'abțgțdibin. 'He 

practised divination and magic and consulted fortune tellers and mediums.'. [2KI 21:6] M sțnf pț malis nǫ ya 

yuomțg tiim linǫ ka ya mǤri yuomid nidib ka li nwǫnǫ niimis 'I am against your magic charms with which you 
ensnare people like birds'. [EZK 13:20] Waaf ya'a dumif ka tiimdaan kae yamminǫ o tiim la nyǤǤd kae. 'If a 
snake bites before it is charmed, there is no profit for the charmer.'. [ECC 10:11] Colloc: tiim sǤb3 ‘'medicine-man', 

practitioner of juju, magic’. o mǤri ti'ir ye o na ti sia'al tiim sǤb onǫ na sțŋ ka o paam biig. she hoped to meet 
a medicine-man who would help her to get a child. [Trouble] dunduug  ... hali tiim sǤb ya'a bǫlisidi ba si'em, ba 

pț wțm o kțkǤrǫ 'cobra ... will not listen to the sound of the charmer, however skilfully he may play'. [PSA 58:4-5] 
6 • chemical(s), powder, poison. O mǫ yugus tiim. He also sprinkles it with chemicals. [House+Farm] ba nǤk tiim 

niŋ o niŋgbiŋ la ka li pț san'am, ka nǤki li niŋ kum daka ni 'They embalmed his body and put it in a coffin.'. 

[GEN 50:26] Ba na zaŋ nwadis ayuobț suoǫn o kpaam nǫ tiim linǫ ka ba buon mir la They took six months 
anointing her with oil and the cosmetic called 'myrrh'. [EST 2:12] See: tiimdaan. 

tiima   See main entry: tiim. medicine. 

tiimadaan   See main entry: tiimdaan. medicine man. 

tiimdaan   Variant: tiimadaan.  Note: also written tiim daan Variant: tiimdaana. Form: tiimdim.  Note: also written tiim dim2 
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n. a medicine-man, herbalist. Waaf ya'a dumif ka tiimdaan kae yamminǫ o tiim la nyǤǤd kae. 'If a snake bites 
before it is charmed, there is no profit for the charmer.'. [ECC 10:11] Lit: If a snake bites you and the medicine man 
is not around, what is the use of his medicine?. Tiim daana, ti'ebimi fț mǫŋ. 'Doctor, heal yourself.'. [LUK 4:23] 
Na'ab la da tțm buol tiim dim 'The king called out for the enchanters'. [DAN 5:7] Goma n kpiisidi nyǫ ligidsi'a 

la tita'am kennǫ tima ni nǫ tiim dimin. Most of the profit of Goma's trading goes into buying medicines and to 
herbalists. [Trouble] tima dim sieba mǤri ba gbana na la'asi nyu'oe bugum 'Many of those who had practised 
magic brought their books together and burnt them'. [ACT 19:19] ya nwǫnǫ tima dim banǫ kț nyaŋi ti'eb nida. 
'you are like doctors who can't heal anyone.'. [JOB 13:4] Syn: tiim sǤb3. See: tiim; daan1. 

tiimdaana   See main entry: tiimdaan. medicine man. 

tiimdim   See main entry: tiimdaan. medicine man. 

tiin   See main entry: tin. vomit. 

tiinb   See main entry: tin. vomit. 

tiind1   n. vomit, sick [substance vomited]. ban dit si'el zug la wțsa pǫ'ǫl nǫ tiind 'All the tables are covered with vomit'. 

[ISA 28:8] wțț danuudi gǫridi nǤǤd o mǫŋ tiindi satid nǫ 'as a drunkard staggers around in his vomit'. [ISA 19:14] 
Kǫl ka Moab bilim o mǫŋ tiindin la 'Let Moab wallow in her vomit'. [JER 48:26] Baa lǫn lǫb o tiindin 'A dog 
returns to its vomit'. [2PE 2:22] See: tin. 

tiind2   See main entry: tin. vomit. 

tiinsim   v. to crowd, assemble. Ba da keŋ tiinsim nǫ zin'i Mikmas linǫ bǫ Bet-Aven agǤl baba. They went up and 

camped at Micmash, east of Beth Aven. [1SA 13:5] Filistia dim la da la'as taaba tiinsim zin' Seunim teŋin. Ka 

Saul nǫ Israel dim la mǫ la'asi tiinsim Giliboa kțkțna baba. 'The Philistine troops assembled and camped near 
the town of Shunem; Saul gathered the Israelites and camped at Mount Gilboa.'. [1SA 28:4] 

tiis   See main entry: tiig1. tree. 

tiita   Variant: tigita. n. a cage. li nwǫnǫ niimis ka ba gban'e ba kpǫn'ǫs tiita dǤǤgin la. it's like birds that they catch 

and put in a cage. [EZK 13:20] Note: [draft] ba gban'e ba kpɛn'ɛs tigita ni.   Nwǫnǫ tiita dǤǤg ka niis ǫǫn pǫ'ǫl si'em 

la, ala mǫn ka ba ya' la pǫ'ǫl nǫ ziri Like cages full of birds, their houses are full of deceit. [JER 5:27] Note: [draft] 

tigita ka niis pǫ'ǫl si'em.   Colloc: tiita dǤǤg. O pț bǤǤdi o nyǫsig tiita dǤǤg niimis banǫ an dǤnbțțlim la țgidi 

ba tǫǫd tiisin la He didn't want to miss the canaries making their nests in the trees. [Trouble] Lit: bird-cage birds 

which are yellow. O da nyǫ tigita dǤǤg niimis ka ba bǫ suorini gu'od bielim banǫ yaam la. He saw canaries on 

the path sifting out the left-over seeds. [Trouble] 

tǤ1   See main entry: tǤ'1. O.K. 

tǤ-2   See main entry: tǤǤg1. poison, difficulty. 

tǤd   See main entry: tǤnd1. share out. 

tǤdi   See main entry: tǤnd1. share out. 

tɔe   See main entry: tǤi. bitter, hard. 

tǤ'1   Variant: to; tǤ1. disc. O.K. SǤ' ya'a ǫǫnti yǫl ala, Yaro ǫǫnti lǫbisnǫ ye, tǤ, ya yț'țn nyǫ yinne. If someone said 

that, Yaro would reply "Right, well you've seen one now!" [Trouble] oo, tǤ, m nyǫǫf. oh, OK, I've seen you. [Trouble] 
TǤ'! Lǫbisim sț'țg la li tǫǫngțn. 'Return the sword to its scabbard.'. [EZK 21:30] TǤ', m biiga, wțm sț'țŋa ka 

maal mam ye m yǫlif si'el la. 'Now, my son, listen carefully and do what I tell you'. [GEN 27:8] Colloc: aa tǤ. 
Variant: (a)atɔ.  Aa tǤ, ti ya'a vțe bǫǫ ti ya'a kpinǫ, ti anǫ ZugsǤb la nidib. 'So whether we live or die, we 

belong to the Lord.'. [ROM 14:8] Aa tǤ, m ya'a na kǤ'Ǥŋi m biis nwaa, m na kǤ'Ǥŋi banǫ. 'As for me, if I must lose 

my children, I must lose them.'. [GEN 43:14] on daa wțm ye na'asaabugum paŋi nwǫ' biig la ka ye "Aatɔ, kǫl ka 

ti keŋ nannanna." when he heard that they boy had had an electric shock, he said "OK, let's go straight away." 

[Electricity] Atine daa lǫbis o ye, atɔ! Atine answered her "All right!" [AIDS-Azuur] 

tǤ'2   Note: 20x in texts, not used in SC Variant: to'o. adv. quickly, suddenly. Apam mǫ lǫbigid ki la ye li kțdig tǤ'. Apam 

also turns the millet so that it dries quickly. [House+Farm] SǤ' wțsa da tǫn'ǫs ye li na gu'oe tǤ' amaa li da kpa'ae 

nǫ hali paae hawanama ayuobț. Everyone thought that it would stop soon, but it poured for a full six hours. 
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[Shoeshine-Boy] SǤ' na yǫl ye m duusim o ta'ada n tis o ka la'am pț pidigǫ, bǤzugǤ o bǤǤdi tǤ'. Somone will tell 

me to shine his shoes without taking them off, because he's in a hurry. [Shoeshine-Boy] Da tam kțsibil la, ka kpǫ'ǫŋ 

ka pu'ab la kǫn tǤ' na. Don't forget the small hoe, and insist that the women come here quickly. [Trouble] 
Nimbanǫ mǤr susțnya ban'as ka nut taba na kpi tǤ' gaad banǫ mǤr susțnya ban'as ka pț nuta. People with 
heart disease who smoke die earlier than those with heart disease who don't smoke. [Smoking] Nǫ'ǫnam anǫ fț 

paae sibiti tǤ' ya'a ka' ala li na tun'e kț pu'a la. In these cases you must get to hospital quickly, otherwise they 
could cause the death of your wife. [Womens-Health] Sim: tǤ'ǤtǤ. See: tǤ'ǤtǤ. 

tǤ'Ǥŋ   Variant: to'oŋ; tǤ'Ǥŋi; to'oŋi. Form: tǤ'Ǥŋid. Form: tǤ'Ǥŋir. v. 1 • to do … next. Tinamǫ mǤǤd ye Siig Kasi la pǫ'ǫli 

ti la, sǤlțŋ kaŋa nie li tǤ'Ǥŋir wala pa'ali ti? As we seek to be filled with the Holy Spirit, what does the next part 
of this story tell us? [Bible-Study] Note: "unnatural and unclear construction" [MA].   Ka Elifaz tǤ'Ǥŋ pian'ad la ye ... 
And Eliphaz went on to say: ... [JOB 5:1] ka tǤ'Ǥŋ ala paae Befihogla and goes on to Beth Hoglah. [JOS 18:19] 
Sim: lǤ'Ǥŋ, tǤlis2 
2 • to join, graft sth. Note: join end-to-end.   SǤ' ya'a tǤ'Ǥŋ bugum la paŋi keŋ o yin ka pț yǫli ti, o zuu li nǫ. If 
someone connects his house to the electricity without informing us, he is stealing it. [Electricity] O pțn kisig o nǫ o 

sțțnrin, kisidim kanǫ tǤ'Ǥŋ nǫ o saam. He already hated her in his heart, a hatred which carried on his father's. 

[Trouble] NǤkim fuud anu sǫǫn tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba 'Join five of the curtains together'. [EXO 26:3] Zin'ikanǫ ka li yuki tǤ'Ǥŋ 

kǤlbil linǫ bǫ Egipt teŋ titǤndigin la 'where it (frontier) will turn, (and) join the Wadi of Egypt'. [NUM 34:5] 
maliak ... mǤr ... baans linǫ tǤ'Ǥŋ taaba ka kpi'em hali o nu'ugin 'an angel ... having ... in his hand a great 
chain'. [REV 20:1] Lit: bangles which are linked end-to-end and are strong. Fț zua Boye bǫ, ka fț na tun'e tǤ'Ǥŋi fț 

sakur kțdțgin la. Your friend Boye is here, and you can join your old school. [Trouble] Lit: usage here probably a 
literal translation from English: "The word to use here to make it natural is … lǫbi fț sakur " [MA].   Asǫǫ o mukki 

tǤ'Ǥŋi ba ka o pugidib sțnpǫǫn la da paa oo. He ought to make an effort to go along with them, so that his aunt's 
anger wouldn't reach him. [Trouble] Fțnǫ daa zaŋ giinla tǤ'Ǥŋi m kǤnba wțsa 'You formed my body with bones 
and sinews'. [JOB 10:11] Ninsieba tǤ'Ǥŋid bugum nwiisi kpǫn'ǫsidi ba yaan ka pț yǫli ti. Some people attach 
extension wires and connect them to their houses without telling us. [Electricity] m niŋgbina la da tǤ'Ǥŋid taaba 

teŋ teŋir la 'When I was woven together in the depths of the earth. [PSA 139:15] Yțma la nyaŋi bak ma nǫ pu'ayua 

tǤ'Ǥŋir la The years can separate the link between mother and daughter. [Trouble] Nidib la sțnf da san'amnǫ 

Benjamin dim la, bǤzugǤ ZugsǤb la kǫ ka tǤ'Ǥŋir kae Israel buudi la ni. 'The people grieved for Benjamin, 
because the Lord had made a gap in the tribes of Israel. '. [JDG 21:15] 

tǤ'Ǥŋi   See main entry: tǤ'Ǥŋ. next, join. 

tǤ'Ǥŋid   See main entry: tǤ'Ǥŋ. next, join. 

tǤ'Ǥŋir   See main entry: tǤ'Ǥŋ. next, join. 

tǤ'ǤtǤ   Variant: to'oto. [[tǤʔǤtǤʔ]] Variant: tǤ'ǤtǤǤ; to'otoo. adv. quickly. Note: both 'immediately' and 'action performed at 

speed' Fț ya'a yǤǤ fț bugum ligidi tǤ'ǤtǤ, ba kț kǫnsigi fț bugum nwiig la. If you pay your electricity bill 
promptly your electricity supply will not be cut off. [Electricity] TǤ'ǤtǤ! kǫl ka ti mǤr biig la keŋ sibiti! Quick! Let's 
take the boy to hospital! [Electricity] Pțțg mǤrim kǫti ka linǫ ta'asid bin nyǫ'ǫb pț tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, dinzugǤ, bin la 

digilimnǫ ka li yiib tǤi Pregnancy causes slowing of digestive processes, so the stool is hardened and difficult to 
pass. [Womens-Health] Alazug ka m tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka fț maal sțm ka kena la. And so I sent for you at once, and you 
have been good enough to come. [ACT 10:33] DǤllini ya pitț la keŋi tǤ'ǤtǤ. 'Take your brother and return at once.'. 

[GEN 43:13] Paul sig teŋin keŋ tǤ'ǤtǤ bibig o 'Paul went down ... and hugged him'. [ACT 20:10] Biligim kugtita'ar 

tǤ'ǤtǤ digil kpǫla na. 'Roll a big stone over here to me.'. [1SA 14:33] Ba fǫndigi yi man zi'el nǤǤr si'em tisi ba la 

ni tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka maal ba'ari tisi ba mǫŋ. 'They have turned away quickly from what I commanded them and have 
made a cast idol for themselves.'. [DEU 9:12] TǤ'ǤtǤ ka teŋ dam hali ka sanrega dǤǤg ǫǫnbir la mǫ dammid. 
'Suddenly there was such a violent earthquake that the foundations of the prison were shaken.'. [ACT 16:26] M 

dabisa zǤtnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ hali gat onǫ țgțd pienni lǤbid sțlțg țgțb daug si'em lala 'My days pass more swiftly 
than a weaver's shuttle'. [JOB 7:6] saŋa wțsa fțn nǫ ban ya'a wa'ae zin'isi'a ba pț yit tǤ'ǤtǤǤ every time you go 
somewhere with them, they don't leave quickly. [AIDS-I] Ka o va zuaa amaa o nǤba la da pț tun'e zǤt tǤ'ǤtǤǤ. He 
set off at a run, but his legs couldn't run quickly. [Trouble] M anǫ baanlimm ka m sțnf pț duod tǤ'ǤtǤǤ I am 'slow 

to anger'. [EXO 34:6] Sim: tǤ'2. See: tǤ'2. 

tǤ'ǤtǤǤ   See main entry: tǤ'ǤtǤ. quickly. 
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tǤi   Variant: toe; tɔe; tua' [N]. Form: tǤinǫ. Form: tǤiya. Variant: tɔya; tǤiyaa; tɔi yaa2. v. 1 • to be bitter. Woo! Li na 

tǤi tis pu'a banǫ mǤr pțțs nǫ banǫ mǤr bilies saŋkan la. 'How terrible it will be in those days for women who 

are pregnant and for mothers with little babies!'. [LUK 21:23] ZugsǤb dabisir la anǫ dabistita'ar, ka mǤr dabiem 

ka tǤi hali. 'How terrible is the day of the Lord! Who will survive it? '. [JOL 2:11] Colloc: tǤi1 lak-lak. li na tǤi 

lak-lak nwǫnǫ yabid nǫ it 'turns bitter, as bitter as any poison could'. [JOB 20:14] 
2 • to be difficult, hard. ZǤm bugusțg pț tǤi pamm saa. Crushing grain is not very difficult. [House+Farm] Hali li 

tǤi nǫ fțn na lǫn bas bugum la ala. In fact it is a problem when you waste electricity like that. [Electricity] Man 

(vuoŋ) ... anǫ zǫnkpǫŋ amaa man dțgibi lǫǫ tǤi I (silk-cotton) am an essential soup(-ingredient) but to cook me 

is hard. [Trees] fț ya'a dțt tiig ka sǤ' pț tǫbigi fǤ, li dțțb tɔe nǫ hali. if you're climbing a tree and have nobody 

to bunk you up, it's very difficult. [Wealth-Is-Power] ba ... dǤl suokanǫ dǤllim tǤi '(The ambassadors) travel through 
dangerous country'. [ISA 30:6] BǤ ka li tǤi tisi ya ye Wina'am na nyaŋi vț'țg kum? 'Why should any of you 

consider it incredible that God raises the dead?'. [ACT 26:8] Adu ya'a yǫl ye nǫ'ǫŋa tǤinǫ, li mǫ sid tǤinǫ nǫ biig la 

na tun'e If Adu said it was hard, it really was hard for a child to manage. [Trouble] Na'abi bǤǤd si'el la tǤinǫ galis. 
'What the king asks is too difficult.'. [DAN 2:11] Bintampigidțg ye a-nyǫ'ǫd-kțkǤ'Ǥg zi' ye bin bigim tǤiya. The 
dung-beetle says, one who runs diarrhœa does not know it is difficult to form it into a ball. [MA] Note: Kusaal proverb 

from MA Piim ya'a pț kpǫn' li fuor pț tǤiya. If the arrow hasn't gone in (far), pulling it out is not difficult. [Asaasim  

Proverb] Hibiru pu'ab la pț nwǫnǫ Egipt pu'ab laa. Ba du'am pț tǤiya 'The Hebrew women are not like Egyptian 

women; they give birth easily'. [EXO 1:19] Nid yinne nyaŋir pț tɔya 'If anyone is alone, an assailant may 

overpower him'. [ECC 4:12] Lit: Defeating one person is not difficult.. Ba mǫ zamisid gǫligir ka na tun'e gǫlig 

ligidi ka li pț tɔi ya. They also learn arithmetic and can easily calculate the accounts. [Wealth-Is-Power] Kawǫnna 

nǫ suma kuob pț tǤiyaa. Growing maize and groundnuts is not hard. [House+Farm] ban'a la mǫ tun'e gban'e ba 

ka li pț tɔi yaa. the disease can also easily infect them. [Trachoma] Arezana nǫ dunia gaadțg pț tɔi yaa The 

passing away of heaven and earth is not difficult. [LUK 16:17] See: tǤǤg. 

tɔi yaa2   See main entry: tǤi. bitter, hard. 

tǤinǫ   See main entry: tǤi. bitter, hard. 

tǤiya   See main entry: tǤi. bitter, hard. 

tǤiyaa   See main entry: tǤi. bitter, hard. 

tǤklai   n. a 'torch' [Br.], 'torchlight' [Gh.], 'flashlight' [Am.] Ti da kpǫn tu busa la nǫ bǤǤd siakir ka nyǫ ka tǤklai 

bugum tǤǤn kpa' ti san'an na. We went in and dug some yams, and nearly had enough when we saw a torchlight 
beam shining on us. [Shoeshine-Boy] From: (Eng.) Note: 'torchlight' [Gh. Eng.] 

tǤl   Variant: tol; tǤllț; tollo. v. to be repeated, unceasing, one after another. M na kǫ ka kǤ'Ǥm tǤllț kena ka ya kț nyǫ 

diibǤ. I will bring more and more famine upon you and cut off your supply of food. [EZK 5:16] Ba kpinǫ tǤl ka ba 

vǤǤn ba bas. They are ... dead twice over and pulled up by the roots. [JUD 1:12] 

tǤlib   Variant: tǤlibiga. adv. swiftly, rapidly, hurriedly, immediately. Zi'i ka biis la ma wțmya ka niŋ tǤlibi yǫli 

Ndǫraug ye o bǤǤm diib sț'țŋa bǫog bǫkǫung karifa ayuobț saŋa ka ya'a ka' ala o bier la na di'e nǤsțŋ la 

ba saam la san'an wțsa. Little did they know that the children's mother heard of it and immediately told 
Nderaug that he should get some good food the next morning at six o'clock, otherwise his senior brother will 

receive all the blessings from their father. [You-Heard?] Ban paa kuyin la li pț yuugǫ ka Asilinsi'ig zǤ tǤlibiga lǫb 

o zua la pǤǤgțn ye o zu o kawǫnna la When they got to the funeral house it was not long before Mr.Spider sped 
off to go back to his friend's farm to steal his maize. [Asaasim] 

tǤlibiga   See main entry: tǤlib. immediately. 

tǤlig   Variant: tolig; tǤligi; tǤligǫǫ; toligee. v. to go through sth. to sth./somewhere. On gǤsi tǤlig kțlțŋțn la, o nyǫ ka 

nidib kǫǫndi kunnǫ ba yaan. When he looked through the doorway, she saw people rushing home. [Trouble] o 

nǤk kpa'ar la kpa' o gbǫ'ǫlaa tǤlig teŋin, ka o kpi 'She drove the peg through his temple into the ground, and he 

died.'. [JDG 4:21] Serial: kțns tǤlig ‘pierce through’. Kpan la zug na kțns o sǤǤnri tǤlig o nya'aŋ na. 'the point 
comes out at his back, the gleaming tip from his gall-bladder'. [JOB 20:25] Lit: the head of the spear will pierce his 
liver and come out of his back. M lǫn tis nǤǤr ye, onǫ zan'as nǤzi'elkaŋa, ba na vuoǫn datita'ari o yin ka pțlisi 

li nǤǤr yinne kțns o niŋgbina tǤlig 'I further command that if anyone disobeys this order, a wooden beam is to 
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be torn out of his house, sharpened at one end, and then driven through his body.'. [EZR 6:11] Alazug Abner da 

lǫbis o kpan la nya'aŋi kțns Asahel pțțr ka li tǤligi yii o nya'aŋ. 'Abner, with a backward thrust of his spear, 
struck him through the belly so that the spear came out at his back.'. [2SA 2:23] Ka fțnǫ da ...  kțns bțnzǤtir linǫ 

bǫ ku'otita'arin la tǤligǫǫ? 'Was it not you who ... pierced that monster through?'. [ISA 51:9] 

tǤligǫǫ   See main entry: tǤlig. go through to. 

tǤligi   See main entry: tǤlig. go through to. 

tǤlim   Variant: tolim; tǤlimi. v. 1 • to message sb. Note: ask them to do an errand while they are going somewhere for their own 

purpose.   Nimo da tǤlim yǫl o kum la yǫla Nimo sent a message about the death. [Trouble] Paul naam Miletus 

teŋin tǤlim Efesus teŋin 'From Miletus Paul sent a message to Ephesus'. [ACT 20:17] Modekaya da sǤb 

bțmbama digil ka tǤlim gbana tis Jew dim banǫ bǫ Na'ab Zeesis teŋin la wțsa 'Mordecai recorded these 
events, and he sent letters to all the Jews throughout the provinces of King Xerxes'. [EST 9:20] Paul tǤlimi ba ye ba 

ya'a paae ban yǫl Silas nǫ Timoti ye ba kǫn nannanna na. Paul sent a message with them that when they 
arrived they should tell Silas and Timothy to come at once. [ACT 17:15] Sim: tțm2 ‘send sb. to do one's errand’.  

Note: see ref. and link at ken3 
2 • to trade, be a merchant. banǫ tǤlim anzurifanam la wțsa mǫ na kpi'ilim 'the dealers in silver are all wiped 

out'. [ZEP 1:11] NǤkimi ligidi la tǤlim, ka m keŋ ka lǫb na. 'Trade with this (money) while I am away.'. [LUK 19:13] 
See: tǤlțŋ. 

tǤlimi   See main entry: tǤlim. message sb., trade. 

tǤlis   Variant: tolis; tǤlisǫ; tǤlisi; tolisi. Form: tǤlisnǫ. Form: tǤlisid. Variant: tǤlisida; tǤlisidi. Form: tǤlisim!. 

Variant: tǤlisimi!. Form: tǤlisțg. Variant: tolisug. Form: tǤlisya. v. 1 • to move on, pass something on. M ya'a tǤlis 

ligidkanǫ ka Wina'am nimbanǫ bǫ Masedonia nǫ Akaia la'as la ... naae 'When I have finished this task and 

have handed over to them all the money' that God's people in Macedonia and Achaia have collected. [ROM 15:28] li 
pț yuugǫ ka o pa'annib yis o tǤlisi dǤǤd ata'aŋa it was not long before his teachers moved him to the third class. 

[Asaasim] Ati'eb ka tǤlisi tis GǤmma paal zugdaan nǫ zi'ela zǤŋ dim ka ba pin'ili ba tțțma n dǤlis teŋgbauŋ 

zi'ela suor. 'The Transitional Provisions enable the elected President and the elected Parliament to start work 

under the new constitution.'. [Constitution] Lit: preparation and handing over to the new government. Maliaknam 

da di'e wada la Wina'am san'anǫ tis Moses, ka o tǤlisi li tis nidib la Angels received the law from God and 
gave it to Moses, and he passed it on to the people. [GAL 3:19] Nwǫnǫ biis ya'a la'asi digi muk taaba, ba tǤlisid nǫ 

ban'a la tisid taaba. Like when children sleep crowded together, they can pass the disease to one another. 

[Trachoma] Da tǤlisi fț kpi'a titǤndig kugir linǫ ka ba da digil kțdimin sa 'Do not move your neighbour's 
boundary mark, established long ago'. [DEU 19:14] dțnna ti tǤlisidi ti zamisțg linǫ an ye, ti pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siig Kasi la 

yǫla. this year we will move on to our study which is about being filled with the Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] Man daa 

di'e pa'al si'a ZugsǤb la san'an, linǫ nwa' ka zaŋi tǤlisidi tisidi ya 'For I received from the Lord the teaching 

that I passed on to you'. [1CO 11:23] Ka fțn wțm si'el mam san'an nidib bǫdegț tuon la, tǤlisimi li tis yǫlsida 

dim banǫ na tun'e pa'al sieba mǫn. 'And the things you have heard me say in the presence of many witnesses 
entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified to teach others.'. [2TI 2:2] 
2 • to go on to do sth., do sth. next. Ka dau la gi'e gǤs o ka la' ka kpǫn' yikanǫ tǤlis la. The man looked at him 
and laughed, and went on to the next house. [Electricity] Yțțm kanǫ gaad la Adu da naan pin'ilțg sakurin la tǤlis 

sakur kanǫ tia' la ni. The previous year Adu had left primary school and gone on to secondary school. [Trouble] 
Lit: beginning school ... school that comes next. 'Fț ya'a pț mǤrnǫ fț zug la kenna,' Birago tǤlis pian'ad, 'ala fț 

zug la mǤri titabir' 'As you didn't look after your head when you were coming,' Birago went on to say, 'your head 
is all sticky ... '. [Trouble] Zabai biig Baruk da kpǫ'ǫŋ o mǫŋi mǫǫ tǤlis. 'Next to him, Baruch son of Zabbai 

zealously repaired another section'. [NEH 3:20] li wa'alim tǤlis dǤǤd la tuon nǤba makir pisyǤpǤi nǫ anu. 'it 
extended in front of the rooms for fifty cubits.'. [EZK 42:7] saŋa wțsa ba kțțdnǫ nidib ka lǫn tǤlisi kț ya'as 'there 
is one murder after another'. [HOS 4:2] ZugsǤb maliak la da tǤlisi zi'en lǤmbǤn'Ǥd ayi' banǫ ka ba mǫ' 

zaŋguoma ayi' bǫŋ 'Then the angel of the Lord stood in a narrow path between two vineyards, with walls on both 

sides.'. [NUM 22:24] Man la'an bǫ nǫ sieba la tǤlisnǫ ka man ma'aa kpǫlim. The people who were with me have 
moved on, and I'm the only one left. [Three-Problems] Fț ya'a karim gbambama naae, fț tun'e karim Josua yǫla 

ka kpǫn tǤlisid. When you have read these books, you can read Joshua and keep going on to the next book like 
that. [Bible-Intro] mam buon Israel dim si'em la, ala ka ba mǫ tǤlisid ka basidim. 'the more I called Israel, the 
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further they went from me.'. [HOS 11:2] Ka fț tǫn'ǫs ye bǤǤ sț'oe ka fț pț tǤlisida? And what do you think causes 

your lack of progress? [Three-Problems] Nǫǫs kanǫ tțm ani la sa yǫli ba ye ba tǤlisim Bțgțr sibiti tita'arin la A 
nurse who worked there said that they should go on to the big hospital at Buguri. [AIDS-II] Nimo tǤlisya ye, "Bǫog 

fț ya'a saa nyǫ fț zua la fțn niŋim nǫ': ... " Nimo went on to say "Tomorrow, when you see your friend, this is 
what you must do: ... ". [Trouble] Sim: lǤ'Ǥŋ3, tǤ'Ǥŋ. 

tǤlisǫ   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tǤlisi   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tǤlisid   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tǤlisida   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tǤlisidi   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tǤlisim!   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tǤlisimi!   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tǤlisnǫ   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tǤlisțg   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tǤlisya   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tǤllț   See main entry: tǤl. repeat. 

tǤlțŋ   Variant: toluŋ. n. a message. O nya'am o saam tǤlțŋ la ka zi'ene kpi'enǫ pu'a kanǫ bǤǤd kum la. He whispered 

his father's message and sat next to the dying woman. [Trouble] Nǫ'ǫŋa anǫ tǤlțŋ dinǫ yi onǫ mǤr nwadbibis 

ayǤpǤi o datiuŋ nu'ugin la na 'This is the message from the one who holds the seven stars in his right hand'. [REV 

2:1] Sambalat nǫ Gesem da tisim tǤlțŋ kaŋa 'Sanballat and Geshem sent me this message:'. [NEH 6:2] See: tǤlim. 

tǤn   Variant: tonn; tǤǤn. Form: tǤnnǫ. Form: tǤǤnd. Variant: toond; tǤǤndi; toondi. Form: tǤnǫ. Variant: tone. 

Form: tǤǤnm!. Variant: toonm; tǤǤnmi!. Form: tǤǤnb. Variant: toonb; tǤǤnbi; toonbi. v. 1 • to shoot, make 

branches. O da sǫǫ li wțț gțțŋ nǫ kpi'el zin'ikanǫ ka ku'om zu'oe,  ka li busi tǤn wila 'He planted it like a 
willow by abundant water, and it sprouted'. [EZK 17:5-6.a] Ka li wila la tǤǤn lǫbidi abaar la san'an 'The branches 
grew upward towards the eagle'. [EZK 17:6.b] Israel da nwǫnǫ tikanǫ tǤǤnd wila yadigid 'Israel was a spreading 
vine'. [HOS 10:1] o nya'a tǤǤndi sigid ku'omin la. it 'sends out its roots by the stream'. [JER 17:8] Etym: OV1 *TO/A ; 
OVN *TO ; vc4 *to, ta . 
2 • to shoot, fire a weapon. Note: grammatical object is the weapon, the target or the projectile ('shoot a gun', 'shoot an 

antelope', 'shoot an arrow') Ka biig la ti'eb nǫ o taya gur ye o tǤn niiŋ la. The boy got his catapult ready to shoot the 
bird. [Trouble] Aram nid tǫk o tiraugț tǤn yǤǤgț ka li keŋ gban'e Israel Na'ab la, ka piim la wiee o zaba la'ad 

la kpǫn' kțns o an Aramean 'drew his bow at random and hit the king of Israel between the sections of his armour'. 

[2CH 18:33] Ba dataas gban'e ba, hali ka pț tǤn piim yinne. '(they) were captured before they shot a single 
arrow.'. [ISA 22:3] M ya'a ti tǤǤn ya nǫ kǤ'Ǥm wțț piim kanǫ mǤr yabid nǫ, li na kțț ya. 'When I shoot at you 
with my deadly and destructive arrows of famine, I will shoot to destroy you.'. [EZK 5:16] Banǫ tǤǤnd tiraad la 

tǤnnǫ piema zaŋguomin la na 'Then they shot arrows at us from the wall'. [1SA 11:24] "fț bǤǤd bǤ kpǫla?" ... M 

tǤǤndi niimis. "What do you want here?" ... "I'm shooting birds." [Trouble,] TǤǤnmi nǫ o! Da kǫ ka piim kpǫlim 
'Shoot at her! Spare no arrows'. [JER 50:14] Ba da ... mǫ mi' tiraug tǤǤnb hali bǫǫ tun'e vǫnligid luobig datiuŋ nǫ 

adagǤbțg wțsa they were ... able to shoot arrows or to sling stones right-handed or left-handed'. [1CH 12:2] 
Colloc: tǤn wari ‘to play owarri’. Da bǫ fț kǤn'Ǥ, la'asimi fț taabin di'ema ni wțț:- wari tǤǤnb bǫǫ ludu bǫǫ 

di'ema dinǫ bǫ. Don't be on your own, join with your mates in games such as:- owarri, ludo, or whatever game is 
available. [Smoking] Colloc: tǤn [light] ‘to 'strike' a light, switch on, light up’. Ti da kpǫn tu busa la nǫ bǤǤd siakir 

ka nyǫ ka tǤklai bugum tǤǤn kpa' ti san'an na. We went in and dug some yams, and nearly had enough when 
we saw a torchlight beam shining on us. [Shoeshine-Boy] Bugum la da nienǫ ka tǤǤndi ian'ad bțnvțya la teŋsțk 

wțț saa nǫ. 'Fire moved back and forth among the creatures; it was bright, and lightning flashed out of it.'. [EZK 

1:13] 
3 • to kick, sting, hit sharply. Note: 'kick' backwards, scorpion sting.   Li na an tǤǤgț tisif nwǫnǫ naafț na tǤn daug 

nǫ. 'It is hard for you to kick against the goads.'. [ACT 26:14] Li sțm aannǫ ye fț tǤn teŋ la nǤǤr anu bǫǫ ayuobț; 

lin ka fț naan nyaŋin Aram dim la li' ba wțsa. 'You should have struck the ground five or six times; then you 
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would have defeated Aram and completely destroyed it.'. [2KI 13:19] Ka o nwǫ' kuŋ ka tǤǤnd o nǤba He uttered a 

shout and kicked his feet. [Trouble] Elasia yǫl o ye, “TǤǤnm teŋ!” Ka o tǤn nǤǤr atan' ka gu'oe. 'Elisha told him, 
“Strike the ground.” He struck it three times and stopped.'. [2KI 13:18] Ka tǤǤg kanǫ ka ba daa nyǫti ba niŋgbina 

ni la nwǫnǫ naŋ tǤǤnbi zabid si'em la. 'And the agony they suffered was like that of the sting of a scorpion when 
it strikes a man.'. [REV 9:5] Colloc: [disease] tǤn X ‘[disease] afflicts X’. Natiŋkpi'eŋ ya'a tǤn sǤ' o kpi'ed la tuo 

bțlig ka laafi kena. If someone has a boil, he takes shavings from the mortar and makes a poultice and it gets 
better. [Trees] Note: MA proposes o kpi'ednǫ kuk la tuo translating "he chips (I think the bark of the mahogany tree) and 

pounds it into a paste and applies".    ZugsǤb la na kǫ ka natiŋkpi'emis banǫ da tǤn Egipt dim la tǤǤn ya 'The Lord 
will afflict you with the boils of Egypt'. [DEU 28:27] See: kpantǤǤnd; tiratǤǤnd; ziiŋtǤǤnd. 

tǤnd1   Variant: tod; tǤndi. Form: tǤd. Variant: tǤdi; todi. Form: tǤnt. Variant: tot. v. to share out. Kuosimi yanamǫ mǤr 

si'el wțsa tǤnd banǫ an nǤŋ dim. 'Sell all your belongings and give the money to the poor.'. [LUK 12:33] Balak da 

kț niigi nǫ pǫ'ǫsi tǤnd ni'imi tis Balaam nǫ kpǫǫmnam banǫ bǫǫ o san'an la. 'Balak slaughtered cattle and 

sheep and gave some of the meat to Balaam and the leaders who were with him.'. [NUM 22:40] o na kǫ ka ba zin'in 

ka o mǫŋ kena tǤndi ba diib. 'he will come and wait on them.'. [LUK 12:37] o ... nǤki tis banǫ ban'ad na'am widi 

banǫ ka ba zamisi ba ka mi' zǤǤb sț'țŋa la ye mǤr gbana la keŋi tǤd (he) 'sent them by mounted couriers, who 
rode fast horses especially bred for the king'. [EST 8:10] O na pțdig on zabi vaae si'el bǫǫ on fan' si'el nǫ arezak 

linǫ ka o paam la wțsa tǤdi tis o nya'andǤlib. 'He will distribute plunder, loot and wealth among his followers'. 
[DAN 11:24] Res: tǤnsir. See: tǤnsir. 

tǤnd2   v. to border on, with. Manase sț'țlim la da ... tǤnd nǫ Aser sț'țlim la lǫbisid dagǤbțg 'The territory of 

Manasseh ... bordered Asher'. [JOS 17:10] Li na tǤnd nǫ zin'ikanǫ an kasi la, ka mǫ tǤnd nǫ tempțțg la paalț la. 
'bordering each side of the area formed by the sacred district and the property of the city.'. [EZK 5:7] See: titǤndig. 

tǤndi   See main entry: tǤnd1. share out. 

tǤndig   Variant: tondig; todig. Form: tǤndignǫ. Form: tǤndigir. Variant: tondigir. v. to be retarded, immature. m na kǫ ka 

sǤ' ya'a wțm Israel nidibi tǤndig si'em la ba na la'adi ba. 'People everywhere will ridicule Israel and treat her 
with contempt.'. [1KI 9:7] Dau la ye, 'Ayei' ka ba baŋ ye o tǤndignǫ. The man said "No" and they knew he was 
retarded. [Trouble] Note: ba added by TN, or o 'he' 

tǤndigir   See main entry: tǤndig. immature. 

tǤndignǫ   See main entry: tǤndig. immature. 

tǤnǫ   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

tɔn'ɔn   See main entry: tun'e. able [be], might. 

tǤn'Ǥs1   Variant: ton'os; tǤn'Ǥsi1. Form: tǤn'Ǥsnam. Variant: ton'osnam. n. a hunter. TǤn'Ǥs la da keŋ tǤn'Ǥsțg daar wțsa 
The hunter went hunting every day. [Jealousy] TǤn'Ǥs la da giligi gǤs dǤǤd la The hunter went round looking at the 
rooms. [Jealousy] "M zua, fț sid anǫ tǤn'Ǥs!", ka Adu la' muai. "My friend, you're a real hunter!", and Adu smiled. 

[Trouble] O da anǫ tǤn'Ǥs onǫ bi' hali ZugsǤb la san'an 'He was a mighty hunter before the Lord'. [GEN 10:9] Ka 

biis la nǤbig ka Esau lieb tǤn'Ǥsi gǤǤnd mǤǤgin tǤn'Ǥsid nǫ nimmua 'The boys grew up, and Esau became a 
skilled hunter, a man who loved the outdoor life'. [GEN 25:27] Ba na nwǫnǫ walis ka tǤn'Ǥsnam budigi ba 
'scattering like deer escaping from hunters'. [ISA 13:14] Sim: wi'ila; InvNact: tǤn'Ǥs2. Daar yinne ka tǤn'Ǥs keŋ 

sian'akan ni ye o tǤn'Ǥs. One day a hunter went to this bush area to hunt. [Trouble] 

tǤn'Ǥs2   Variant: ton'os; tǤn'Ǥsi2; ton'osi. Form: tǤn'Ǥsid1. Variant: tonosid. Form: tǤn'Ǥsțg2. Variant: ton'osug. v. to hunt. 
Esau yii keŋ mǤǤgin tǤn'Ǥsi lǫb na 'Esau came in from hunting.'. [GEN 25:29] Ka biis la nǤbig ka Esau lieb tǤn'Ǥsi 

gǤǤnd mǤǤgin tǤn'Ǥsid nǫ nimmua 'The boys grew up, and Esau became a skilled hunter, a man who loved the 

outdoor life'. [GEN 25:27] Duom nǤki fț tǤn'Ǥsțg la'ad dinǫ an tiraug nǫ piema la, kpǫn' sian'arin kț 

bțnkǤnbțg na 'Take your hunting gear, your quiver and bow, and go out into the country and get me some game.'. 

[GEN 27:3] Nact: tǤn'Ǥs2. Daar yinne ka tǤn'Ǥs keŋ sian'akan ni ye o tǤn'Ǥs. One day a hunter went to this bush 
area to hunt. [Trouble] See: tǤn'Ǥs1; tǤn'Ǥsțg1. 

tǤn'Ǥs3   Variant: ton'os; tǤn'Ǥsi3; ton'osi. Form: tǤn'Ǥsid2. v. to splash onto. Li mǫ ya'a laki yuugǫ nimbielim la mǤǤdi ba 

tǤn'Ǥsi yi niŋkțgțdisin la na. When they were open for some time the eyeballs tried to start out of their sockets. 

[Trouble] o ziim la tǤn'Ǥsi mad dǤkpin la her blood spattered the wall. [2KI 9:33] Ka Beckie kun baanlimm gǤs 
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ziim la tǤn'Ǥsid biig la dagǤbig nǤbirin si'em la. And Beckie bent down quietly and looked at how the blood 

was oozing out of the boy's right leg. [Trouble] Note: emended from baanlil [MA]/[TN].    Sim: si'.   ba ziim tǤn'Ǥsi 

madi m fuud, ka m fuud la wțsa si' 'their blood bespattered my garments and all my clothing was stained'. [ISA 

63:3] 

tǤn'Ǥsi1  See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs1. hunter. 

tǤn'Ǥsi2  See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs2. hunt. 

tǤn'Ǥsi3  See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs3. splash. 

tǤn'Ǥsid1   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs2. hunt. 

tǤn'Ǥsid2   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs3. splash. 

tɔn'ɔsig   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥsțg1. shooting. 

tǤn'Ǥsnam   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs1. hunter. 

tǤn'Ǥsțg1   Variant: tɔn'ɔsig; toonsig; tǤn'ǤsțgǤ; tǤn'Ǥsțgț. n. hunting, shooting. TǤn'Ǥs la da ken tǤn'Ǥsțg daar wțsa 
The hunter went hunting every day. [Jealousy] Si'el da kae ma'ae o sțnf wțț on nǫ o saame na yi tǤn'ǤsțgǤ. 
Nothing pleased him more than going hunting with his father. [Trouble] li da pț yuugǫ ka o bier Esau mǫ yi 

tǤn'Ǥsțgț paae na. it wasn't long before 'his brother Esau came in from hunting.'. [GEN 27:30] See: tǤn'Ǥs2. 

tǤn'Ǥsțg2   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs2. hunt. 

tǤn'ǤsțgǤ   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥsțg1. shooting. 

tǤn'Ǥsțgț   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥsțg1. shooting. 

tǤnnǫ   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

tǤns   Variant: tons; tǤnsi; tonsi. Form: tǤnsid. v. to snap (e.g. a thread). Nwiis banǫ bǫǫ o nu'usin la da nwǫnǫ li anǫ 

gum nǫ tǤnsi o nu'usin la li. 'The ropes on his arms became like charred flax, and the bindings dropped from his 
hands.'. [JDG 15:14] Yǫlmǫŋir, bțnkǤnbțg la da tǤnsid o nǫ zǤra-zǤra. Truly, the animal tore him into little 
pieces. [Trouble] See: tǤnsig. 

tǤnsi   See main entry: tǤns. snap (thread). 

tǤnsid   See main entry: tǤns. snap (thread). 

tǤnsig1   Variant: tonsig. v. snap (e.g. a thread). Sim: kǫnsig. O dǫlnǫ o silinsi'ipaanlțŋ la ka li kǫnsig ka o mak ye o 

gammi li ka li tǤnsig. 'He leans on his web, but it gives way; he clings to it, but it does not hold.'. [JOB 8:15] 
See: tǤns. 

tǤnsig2   v. to pull away. Ka Adu tǤnsig o mǫŋi o ma san'an ka zaŋ o nu'ugț pa'al zin'ikanǫ ka kǤnsinkǤn'Ǥr la sig la. 
Adu pulled himself away from his mother and pointed to the place where the blow came down. [Trouble] 

tǤnsir   Variant: tonsir. n. a share. Ka ya na yisi ya taaba la'asțg maana la datiuŋ gbǫri tis maanmaan la ka li an 

tǤnsir. 'You are to give the right thigh of your fellowship offerings to the priest as a contribution.'. [LEV 7:32] Ba anǫ 

kasi ka an maanmaan la din, la'an nǫ kugsir linǫ nyǤǤsim ZugsǤb tuon la nǫ gbǫr linǫ an maanmaan tǤnsir 

la. 'they are a sacred offering for the priest, in addition to the breast and the leg of the ram which by law belong to 
the priest.'. [NUM 6:20] See: tǤnd. 

tǤnt   See main entry: tǤnd1. share out. 

tɔya   See main entry: tǤi. bitter, hard. 

to   See main entry: tǤ'1. O.K. 

toba   See main entry: tțbir. ear. 

tobir   See main entry: tțbir. ear. 

tobire   See main entry: tțbir. ear. 

tobiri   See main entry: tțbir. ear. 

tobis   See main entry: tțbis1. spit. 
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tobisi   See main entry: tțbis1. spit. 

tobkpida   See main entry: tțbkpida1. deaf. 

toblem   See main entry: tțblǫm1. earring. 

toblema   See main entry: tțblǫm1. earring. 

tobpuwumna   See main entry: tțbpțwțm. disobedient. 

tobpuwumnib   See main entry: tțbpțwțm. disobedient. 

tobtekir   See main entry: tțbtǫkir. punishment. 

tobteegir   See main entry: tțbtǫǫgir. punishment. 

tobteegire   See main entry: tțbtǫǫgir. punishment. 

tobzian'ansim   See main entry: tțbzian'asim. stubbornness. 

tod   See main entry: tǤnd1. share out. 

todi   See main entry: tǤnd1. share out. 

todig   See main entry: tǤndig. immature. 

toe   See main entry: tǤi. bitter, hard. 

to'o   See main entry: tǤ'2. suddenly. 

to'oŋ   See main entry: tǤ'Ǥŋ. next, join. 

to'oŋi   See main entry: tǤ'Ǥŋ. next, join. 

to'oto   See main entry: tǤ'ǤtǤ. quickly. 

to'otoo   See main entry: tǤ'ǤtǤ. quickly. 

tok   See main entry: tțk2. take down, wean. 

tokpida   See main entry: tțbkpida1. deaf. 

tol   See main entry: tǤl. repeat. 

tolig   See main entry: tǤlig. go through to. 

tolig   See main entry: tțlig1. hot. 

toligee   See main entry: tǤlig. go through to. 

tolim   See main entry: tǤlim. message sb., trade. 

tolis   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tolisi   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tolisug   See main entry: tǤlis. move on, go on to. 

tollo   See main entry: tǤl. repeat. 

tolotolo [N]   n. a turkey. From: (Ha.) Note: toolotooloo (? onomat.?) 

toluŋ   See main entry: tǤlțŋ. message. 

ton [W]   See main entry: tațn. sibling of opposite sex. 

tondig   See main entry: tǤndig. immature. 

tondigir   See main entry: tǤndig. immature. 

tone   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

ton'os   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs1. hunter. 

ton'os   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs2. hunt. 

ton'os   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs3. splash. 
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ton'osi   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs2. hunt. 

ton'osi   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs3. splash. 

ton'osnam   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs1. hunter. 

ton'osug   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs2. hunt. 

tonn   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

tonosid   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥs2. hunt. 

tons   See main entry: tǤns. snap (thread). 

tonsi   See main entry: tǤns. snap (thread). 

tonsig   See main entry: tǤnsig1. snap (thread). 

tonsir   See main entry: tǤnsir. share. 

topas   n. topaz. Note: used in the Bible for topaz, a kind of jewel Ka awai an topas. (and) 'the eighth was topaz.'. [REV 21:20] 
From: (Eng.) 

tot   See main entry: tǤnd1. share out. 

totor [N]   See main entry: tintǤǤndig. shrew. 

toya   See main entry: tuodir. pounding pot. 

tǤǤd1   See main entry: tǤǤg1. poison, difficulty. 

-tǤǤd2   See main entry: -tǤǤg2. bitter, excessive. 

tǤǤdi1   See main entry: tǤǤg1. poison, difficulty. 

-tǤǤdi2   See main entry: -tǤǤg2. bitter, excessive. 

tǤǤfii   n. toffee, 'taffy' [Am.], sweets, 'candy' [Am.] Fț ya'am ya'a ti lǫbid sigaar nuubinǫǫ fțn da'am agis bǫǫ tǤǤfii 

mu'a. If you are going back to feeling like smoking, buy 'Hacks' or toffee to suck. [Smoking] From: (Eng.) 

tǤǤg1   Variant: toog; tǤǤgǤ1; toogo; tǤǤgț1. Form: tǤǤd1. Variant: tood; tǤǤdi1; toodi. Form: tǤ-2. n. 1 • bitterness, poison. 
Ka ban da paae Mara la, ba da pț nyaŋi nu ku'om la bǤzugǤ li da anǫ tǤǤg 'When they came to Marah, they 

could not drink its water because it was bitter. [EXO 15:23] M na kǫ ka ba di diib linǫ an tǤǤg 'I will make them eat 
bitter food'. [JER 23:15] bțtiŋ linǫ an tǤǤg ka an m sțnpǫǫn la, fț kț lǫn nuu li ya'asǫ. the bitter cup which is my 
wrath, you will never drink it again. [ISA 51:22] Colloc: nu tǤǤg ‘drink heavily’. 
2 • danger, difficulty, pain. TǤǤg kanǫ wțsa ni ka o bǫ la pțtǫn'ǫsi'a nan zi' kǫn Adu san'an na Susa teŋin 

lǫbig yǫlaa. In all the trouble he was in the idea had never occurred to Adu of returning to Susa. [Trouble] TǤǤg na 

paae banǫ buon bǫ'ǫd ye sț'țm, ka mǫ buon sț'țm ye bǫ'ǫd la 'Woe to those who call evil good and good evil'. 

[ISA 5:20] namisțg nǫ tǤǤg ya'a paae ba labaar la zug, ba mǤdigidnǫ bi'ela ka nyǤrigi bas. 'So when trouble or 
persecution comes because of the message, they give up at once. [MRK 4:17] Onǫ pin'il nǤŋgbannwa'ar li tǤǤg 

nwǫnǫ fțn na bi'ed mu'ar 'The start of an argument is like the first break in a dam'. [PRO 17:14] Nǫ'ǫŋa zug tǤǤg 

na di'igi ba 'Therefore disaster will overtake him in an instant'. [PRO 6:15] Sțŋimim ka gǤsim ka m da nyǫ tǤǤgǤ! 
'Let your hand be with me, and keep me from harm so that I will be free from pain'. [1CH 4:10] Li ya'a an tǤǤgț tis 

kpǫmma, o sid la tǫn'ǫs ka li na tțm bikaŋa san'an wala? If it was difficult for an elder, her husband wondered 
what effect it would have on a child? [Trouble] Saŋkan la li da anǫ tǤǤgț tis banǫ dǤl ZugsǤb suor la Efesus 

teŋin. 'It was at this time that there was serious trouble in Ephesus because of the Way of the Lord.'. [ACT 19:23] 
mam mǫ ... kț lǫn kǫ ka tǤkanǫ ka m gban'e ye li kǫǫn ba zugin na la kena ya'asǫ. 'I will ... not inflict on it 
the disaster I had planned.'. [JER 8:18] da kǫ ka tǤkaŋa kpǫlimmi fț nidib la zugǤ. 'do not let this plague remain on 
your people.'. [1CH 21:17] Colloc: saaǫn tǤǤg ‘be in severe pain’. nidib dummi ba zilima ba niŋgbina saaǫn tǤǤg 

la zug 'people bit their tongues because of their pain'. [REV 16:10] AkǤra niŋ yț'țn ti saaen tǤǤg Akora was still in 

terrible pain. [You-Do?] Colloc: X (niŋgbiŋ) taae nǫ1 tǤǤg1 ‘X is in severe pain’. Adu niŋgbiŋ da taae nǫ tǤǤg ka 

o mǤǤd ye o bǤdig. Adu's body was in pain all over and he wanted to die. [Trouble] See: -tǤǤg2; tǤi. 

-tǤǤg2   Variant: -toog2; tǤǤgi; -toogi; -tǤǤgț2; -tǤǤgǤ2. Form: -tǤǤd2. Variant: -tood; -tǤǤdi2. adj. 1 • bitter. m na kǫ ka 

nimbama di ditǤǤg ka nu yabid ku'om. 'I will make this people eat bitter food and drink poisoned water.'. [JER 
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9:15] ka li naar wțsa, li na anǫ dabistǤǤgț tisi ya. 'That day will be bitter to the end.'. [AMO 8:10] Dunia yǫltǤǤd 

nǫ li namisțg n zaŋi ken saal nyǤvțr bǫllimin. The problems and sufferings of the world affecting human life. 
[Asaasim] Kǫl ka banǫ mǤr nǤtǤǤd pǤ nǤǤri niŋ dabisir nwa' 'May those who curse days curse that day'. [JOB 3:8] 
Lit: have bitter mouths.   Daakan la yț'țŋ ka ya ye ya sǫn' ni'im la Ǥnb nǫ vantǤǤd 'That same night they are to 
eat the meat roasted over the fire, along with bitter herbs'. [EXO 12:8] Dinzug ZugsǤb la da tțm wa'atǤǤdi ba 

san'an 'Then the Lord sent venomous snakes among them'. [NUM 21:6] Colloc: ku'otǤǤg ‘bitter water’. Mara teŋin 

ku'otǤǤg la yǫla 'Bitter Water at Marah'. [EXO 15:22 [heading]] Ku'osțŋ nǫ ku'otǤǤg na nyaŋi yi bulnǤǤr yinne ni 

naa? 'Can both fresh water and salt water flow from the same spring? '. [JAS 3:11] Maanmaan la na sǤb nǤpǤǤr la 

niŋ gbauŋțn ka pie li niŋ ku'otǤǤgin 'The priest is to write these curses on a scroll and then wash them off into 

the bitter water.'. [NUM 5:23] Cpart: -malisiŋ, -malisțg. ba buon bțmmalisiŋ ye bțntǤǤg 'You make what is 
bitter sweet'. [ISA 5:20] 
2 • excessive. Gbana bǫdegț sǤbir ka' bǫnnǫ, ka zamistǤǤg mǫ an gǫǫnlis. 'There is no end to the writing of 

books, and too much study will wear you out.'. [ECC 12:12] ba ... faand pțkǤnya ya' ka ma' sǤsid Wina'am nǫ 

pian'atǤǤg la. they ... take advantage of widows and rob them of their homes, and then make a show of saying 
long prayers! [LUK 40:47] ZǤlțg ma'aa na yǫl ye, "M mi' bǫǫ m zi'i, m ba'atǤǤgǤ?" Only a fool will say "I know or 
don't I know – is it of serious interest to me? [You-Heard?] See: pitǤǤg; sțntǤǤg; yǫltǤǤg; zutǤǤg. 

tǤǤgi   See main entry: -tǤǤg2. bitter, excessive. 

tǤǤgǤ1   See main entry: tǤǤg1. poison, difficulty. 

-tǤǤgǤ2   See main entry: -tǤǤg2. bitter, excessive. 

tǤǤgț1   See main entry: tǤǤg1. poison, difficulty. 

-tǤǤgț2   See main entry: -tǤǤg2. bitter, excessive. 

tǤǤm   Variant: toom; tǤǤmi; toomi. Form: tǤǤmnǫ. Form: tǤǤmid. Form: tǤǤmim!. Variant: toomim. Form: tǤǤmini!. 

Variant: toomini. Form: tǤǤmin. Variant: tǤǤminǫ. Form: tǤǤmiya. Variant: toomiya. Form: tǤǤŋ. Variant: tooŋ. v. 

1 • to move away, depart. Ba da nyǤnli galis ka Wina'am tǤǤm din ka sagbana la yț'țn laligi paae saŋgbauŋ 

la. They complained so much that God moved away so that heaven was then far off in the sky. [Trouble] Li ya'a lǫn 

san'am nǫ dǤriba la kț tǤǤm bǤ lǤr tǤ'ǤtǤ n ti ya ka ya gaad, bǫǫ o lǫbisi ya ligidi tisi ya If it breaks down, the 

driver won't go off and find another lorry for you quickly nor would he give you your money back. [Asaasim] 'Fț 

mu'adi bin'isir.' 'M pț mu'ada,'  Adu ki'isya ka zǤǤ tǤǤm tǤ'ǤtǤ 'You are sucking the breast.'  –  'I am not 
suckling!' Adu said in denial, and left hastily. [Trouble] ba darig pa'an la tțbir ka yis o tǤǤm teŋ. they punished 
the teacher and made him leave the village. [AIDS-II] ya na tun'e yǫl zuor kaŋa ye, ‘TǤǤm keŋ zin'isi'a sa!’ Ka li 

na niŋ ala. ', you can say to this mountain, ‘Move from here to there’ and it will move.'. [MAT 17:20] Basimi 

suokaŋa, tǤǤmi suokan ni 'Leave this way, get off this path'. [ISA 30:11] Tika Ofori tǤǤmid Buama teŋin la 

labaar la da bǫnǫ sǤ' wțsa nǤǤrin. The news that Teacher Ofori was to moved from Buama was on everyone's 
lips. [Trouble] TǤǤmim kpǫla, ka Herod bǤǤd ye o kțțf. 'You must get out of here and go somewhere else, 
because Herod wants to kill you.'. [LUK 13:31] TǤǤmini m san'an, yanam tțțmbǫ'ǫd dima! 'Go away from me, 

you sinful people.'. [PSA 119:115] Kpa'akuri sa'alin nwiig ka o zan'as kǫlisțg la, o naan tǤǤmin. When the 
tortoise reprimanded the rope and he wouldn't listen, he should have gone away. [Trouble] O ya'a tǤǤminǫ, tǤn'Ǥs 

la naan nyǫǫn nǫ niiŋ ma'aa If he had gone away, the hunter would only have seen the bird. [Trouble] o sid kpǫlim 

muk o tțțma dim ka ba tis o tǤǤŋ gbauŋ. he still really bothered his colleagues, so they gave him a transfer 
letter. [Trouble] 
2 • to change sth. Note: take a new wife or hire new workers O da tǫn'ǫsidi dinǫ naamin yin la, ka o ma kǫ ka o 

pțtǫn'ǫr tǤǤm. He thought about what happened at home, and his mother made him change his mind. [Trouble] 
Note: better tiak [MA].    ya ta'am bas Wina'am onǫ buoli ya Kristo pțpielim zug la, ya bas o ka tǤǤm di'e 

labasi'a 'you are deserting the one who called you by the grace of Christ, and are accepting another gospel.'. [GAL 

1:6] onǫ bas o pu'a ka tǤǤm di pu'a ... o sǤb anǫ pu'asan'auŋ sǤb. 'anyone who divorces his wife ... and marries 
another woman commits adultery.'. [MAT 19:9] Fț ya'a ... tǤǤmnǫ di pu'a sieba ... baŋim ye Wina'am anǫ kasǫt 

man nǫ fț sțțgin. 'If you ... marry other women ... remember that God is watching us.'. [GEN 31:50] 

tǤǤmi   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

tǤǤmid   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 
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tǤǤmim!   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

tǤǤmin   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

tǤǤminǫ   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

tǤǤmini!   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

tǤǤmiya   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

tǤǤmnǫ   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

tǤǤn   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

tǤǤnb   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

tǤǤnbi   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

tǤǤnd   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

tǤǤndi   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

tǤǤndir   n. anthrax. TǤǤndir da sig o yin ka o kǤnbid la kpi Anthrax came upon his house and his flocks died. [You-Heard?] 

tǤǤnm!   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

tǤǤnmi!   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

tǤǤns   Variant: toons; tǤǤnsǫ; toonse; tǤǤnsi; toonsi. Form: tǤǤnsid. Variant: toonsid. v. to tear sth. apart. Note: easily O 

da ga' li o nǤǤrini dum tǤǤns ka zi'. He gripped it between his teeth and tore it without realising it. [Trouble] o 

tǤǤns gbigim la nǫ o nu'us nwǫnǫ bțbil ka o gban'e tǤǤnsid nǫ. 'he tore the lion apart with his bare hands as he 
might have torn a young goat.'. [JDG 14:6] da Ǥnbi ni'im linǫ ka wǫog bțn tǤǤnsi tǤǤnsǫ. 'do not eat the meat of an 
animal torn by wild beasts'. [EXO 22:31] 

tǤǤnsǫ   See main entry: tǤǤns. tear apart. 

tǤǤnsi   See main entry: tǤǤns. tear apart. 

tǤǤnsid   See main entry: tǤǤns. tear apart. 

tǤǤŋ   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

tood   See main entry: tǤǤg1. poison, difficulty. 

-tood   See main entry: -tǤǤg2. bitter, excessive. 

toodi   See main entry: tǤǤg1. poison, difficulty. 

toog   See main entry: tǤǤg1. poison, difficulty. 

toog   See main entry: tțțg. beyond [be]. 

-toog2   See main entry: -tǤǤg2. bitter, excessive. 

toogi   See main entry: tțțg. beyond [be]. 

-toogi   See main entry: -tǤǤg2. bitter, excessive. 

toogid   See main entry: tțțg. beyond [be]. 

toogo   See main entry: tǤǤg1. poison, difficulty. 

toolig   See main entry: tțțlig-tțțlig. urgently. 

toom   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

toomi   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

toomim   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

toomini   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

toomiya   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

toonb   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 
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toonbi   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

toond   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

toondi   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

toonm   See main entry: tǤn. make branches, shoot, kick. 

toons   See main entry: tǤǤns. tear apart. 

toonse   See main entry: tǤǤns. tear apart. 

toonsi   See main entry: tǤǤns. tear apart. 

toonsid   See main entry: tǤǤns. tear apart. 

toonsig   See main entry: tǤn'Ǥsțg1. shooting. 

tooŋ   See main entry: tǤǤm. depart, change. 

toor [N]   See main entry: tuodir. pounding pot. 

toosi   See main entry: kamantǤǤsi. tomatoes. 

tț1   Variant: tțț. Form: tțțd. Variant: tțțdi; tțțb. v. to pierce, insert into a hole. NǤkim daad la tț baans ayi' banǫ 

bǫ daka la lțga la ni. 'Insert the poles into the rings on the sides of the chest'. [EXO 25:14] O da lǫm maal kțlis ayi' 

ka li yǤ'Ǥgid zin'is ayi', ka ba maali ba tț ka li nyaŋidi yǤ'Ǥgidi pǤnbin taaba. 'He also made' 'two folding 
doors'. [1KI 6:34] Pu'a kanǫ vǫnl ka pț mǤr ya'am la nwǫnǫ sanlima baŋi na tț kukur nyǤnya ni. 'Like a gold 
ring in a pig's snout is a beautiful woman who shows no discretion.'. [PRO 11:22] Tǫreko wțsa da mǤr kțntzǫn'ug 

nǤba dinǫ kțrisid, ka kțntzǫn'ug tțț li vǤnya la ni 'Each trolley had four bronze wheels with bronze axles' legs 
which revolve, and bronze is inserted in their holes. [1KI 7:30] Ka nǤk kțntzǫn'ugț maal kțnt daad pisi, ka maal 

zi'esa tțț ba ka ba zi'e sappi. 'with twenty posts and twenty bronze bases'. [EXO 27:10] Li sțm ye baans la kpi'e 

dabibis banǫ gilig daka la, linǫ na kǫ ka ba na nyaŋi tțțdi țkid teebul la mǤri ken. 'The rings are to be close 

to the rim to hold the poles used in carrying the table.'. [EXO 25:27] Colloc: tț  furipiim ‘thread a needle’. ba ya'a da 

bǤǤd fțrpiim tțțb ka Yaro bǫ yaminǫ ba buonnǫ on. if they wanted a needle threading and Yaro was around, 
they called for him. [Trouble] Sim: kțns, vțdig, vțd. See: datțțdir. 

tț2   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

tțb-   See main entry: tțbir. ear. 

tțba   See main entry: tțbir. ear. 

tțbdarigir   n. punishment. Ninsieba yǫt ye EES kae ka sieba mǫ yǫt ye li anǫ tțbdarigiri tis banǫ tțm bǫ'ǫd Some 

people say AIDS doesn't exist, and some say it is a punishment for sinners. [AIDS-Azuur] SynD: tțbtǫǫgir, tțbtǫkir. 
See: tțbir; darig. 

tțbig   Variant: tubig [N]; tubɩga [C]. Form: tțbis2. Variant: tubis. n. 1 • mongoose [Gambian]. Mungos gambianus. 
2 • Tubig [shrine]. Note: "an idol that protects a house and to guide it against danger" [H. Abubakari] 

tțbir   Variant: tobir; tțbiri; tobiri; tțbirǫ; tobire. Form: tțba. Variant: toba. Form: tțb-. n. an ear. fțn nǤkim o keŋ 

za'anǤǤrin ka nǤk vțțndiŋi vțdig o tțbir 'Then take him to the door of your house and there pierce his ear'. [DEU 

15:17] Ka li ya'a aannǫ tțbirǫ, li ye li niŋin wala wțm nyuugǤ? 'And if it were only an ear, how could it smell?'. 

[1CO 12:17] O tțbiri da zǫǫ li o ma san'an. He had heard it from his mother. [Trouble] tțbiri wǫligid pian'ad wțț 

zilimi lǫmmid diib si'em la 'just as your tongue enjoys tasting food, your ears enjoy hearing words.'. [JOB 12:11] 
banǫ mǤr fțrpiim yinne vțt bipumis bǫdegț tțba la, li ka'a sț'țm. those who use one needle to pierce the ears 

of a number of girls – it is not good. [AIDS-I] Onǫ zǤti kpǫn'ǫd yǫlbanǫ pț paae o la nwǫnǫ ninkanǫ sia'al baa 

suorin ka gban'e o tțba. 'Getting involved in an argument that is none of your business is like going down the 
street and grabbing a dog by the ears.'. [PRO 26:17] Zin'idibaa, ... Ya wțsa tțba wțmya You who are sitting here 
... You have all heard for yourselves. [Trees] ZugsǤb ... la yǤ'Ǥgi m tțba ... M pț bid o kudigǤ. 'The ... Lord has 

opened my ears, and I have not been rebellious'. [ISA 50:5] Bțŋ ya'a bǤǤd ye o lubif, fț pț nyǫti o tțbaa. If a 
donkey is going to throw you, you don't see his ears. [Proverb 039] ka yǤ'Ǥgi ya tțbaa wțm nǫ nimmua. 'Pay 
attention to what I say.'. [PRO 7:24] Ama da mǤri tțbkanǫ mun. Ama had an itchy ear. [Trouble] Tțbsi'a nam pț 

wțm, ka nif si'a mǫ nan zi' nyǫ 'Never has ear heard or eye seen'. [ISA 64:4] Colloc: tțbirin ‘in/to/from ear’. Adu 
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sǫbine kpi'en nǫ Siaka ka nya'am o tțbirin ye Adu squatted close to Siaka and whispered in his ear. [Trouble] 
Moses kǤdigi li ka ti'el ziim la niŋ Aaron datiuŋ tțbirin Moses slaughtered the ram and took some of its blood 
and put it on the lobe of Aaron's right ear'. [LEV 8:23] Colloc: digil tțbir ‘listen carefully’. 'BǤ?' ka Adu bu'os ka 

digil o tțbir ye o kǫlis. "What?" Adu asked and strained his ear to listen. [Trouble] digilimi fț tțbir ka kǫlis 

sț'țŋa 'Listen ... consider and give ear'. [PSA 45:10, 95:8] Colloc: X tțbir wțm1 ‘X pays attention, obeys’. Fț ya'a 

kțț fț biig ye o tțbir pț wțmma, sǤ' tțmnǫ o na'ayiig na ye o pț'țsif kțțr. 'If you kill your child because he 
is disobedient, someone sends (his child who is) a thief to the funeral.'. [Proverb 021] Colloc: X tțbir zian'as/ziank 
‘X is stubborn’. O mi' ye Adu tțbir tun'e zian'as He knew that Adu could be stubborn. [Trouble] ya pțn anǫ 

nimbanǫ ka ya tțba zian'as. 'indeed, you are a stubborn people.'. [DEU 9:6] Nimbama nwa', sțnya digilimnǫ, ka 

ba tțba ziank nǫ wțm 'For this people's heart has become calloused; they hardly hear with their ears'. [ACT 28:27] 
Colloc: tǫǫg/darig X tțbir ‘to punish X’. Banǫ gǤsid ka tțțma la ken tuon, ka nǤ'Ǥsid tțmtțmnib,  ka 

dț'țsid tțmtțmnib banǫ nar, ka banǫ pț tțm tutuaa la ka ba tǫǫgi ba tțba. 'It shall see to the regulation and 
supervision of recruitment, promotions and discipline of public officers.'. [Constitution] m na gaadi ya sțțgin ka 

tǫǫgi ya tțbir. 'I am coming to punish you'. [AMO 5:17] ba darig pa'an la tțbir ka yis o tǤǤm teŋ. they punished 
the teacher and transferred him to another village. [AIDS-II] Etym: OV1 *TU ; OVN *TOB-DI/A ; GS3 
*DI²/E/OL/N ; GSn *zo/zi/ze ; vc2 *dɪng ; CG *ttupa, diko ; MWN *- THÚI, *- THÚ- ; PB *tʋ́ì. 
See: tțbdarigir; tțblǫm1; tțbkpida; tțbpțwțmna; tțbpțwțmnim; tțbtǫǫgir; tțbtǫkir; tțbzian'asim. 

tțbirǫ   See main entry: tțbir. ear. 

tțbiri   See main entry: tțbir. ear. 

tțbis1   Variant: tobis; tubis; tubus; tțbisi; tobisi. Form: tțbisid. Variant: tubisid; tțbisidnǫ. Form: tțbisin. v. to spit, 

spew. m na tțbisi ya yisi m nǤǤrin. 'I will spit you out of my mouth.'. [REV 3:16] Note: usu. in the Colloc: tțbis1 

nintǤǤnd. Fț mǫ ya'a tțbis nintǤǤndi mǫ' yirǫ, mǫligim m buodi li ka saa nan pț paae na. If you spit saliva 

to build a house, the dew will dissolve it even before the rains start. [Asaasim] Note: emended by MA ba sieba tțbis 

nintǤǤndi mad o 'some began to spit at him'. [MRK 14:65] m pț su'a m nindaa nǫ banǫ la'adim ka tțbisid 

nintǤǤndi niŋidim I did not hide my face from mocking and spitting.'. [ISA 50:6] ba tțbisidnǫ nintǤǤndi matti m 

nindaa. 'they come and spit in my face. [JOB 17:6] O saam ya'a tțbisin nitǤǤndi niŋ o nindaa, nyan kț kpǫn' o 

daba ayǤpǤi, bǫǫ ka' alaa? 'If her father had spat in her face, she would have to bear her disgrace for seven days. 

[NUM 12:14] Syn: tțn'țs. Ya ya'a zan'as ka kǫ ka teŋ la dian', li na tun'usi ya yis wțț bane da dǫŋim bǫǫ ani la. 
'And if you defile the land, it will vomit you out as it vomited out the nations that were before you.'. [LEV 18:28 [draft]] 
Note: cf. ... li na tțbisi ya ... Note: published Bible.    Syn: sǫnt; Sim: nintǤǤnd ‘spittle, saliva’; pțțs, tin. Etym: 
OVN *T Ʋ ; vc4 *tu. 

tțbis2   See main entry: tțbig. mongoose [Gambian], Tubig. 

tțbisi   See main entry: tțbis1. spit. 

tțbisid   See main entry: tțbis1. spit. 

tțbisidnǫ   See main entry: tțbis1. spit. 

tțbisin  See main entry: tțbis1. spit. 

tțbkpida1   Variant: tobkpida; tțkpida; tokpida; tțbkpidaa. Form: tțbkpida2. n. a deaf person. Li tun'e kǫ ka biig la an 

gik bǫǫ tțbkpida. It could cause a child to be dumb or deaf. [Iodine] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ tis ninsaal nǤǤrǫ? Ka anǤ'Ǥnǫ kǫt ka 

o an tțbkpida bǫǫ gika? 'Who gave man his mouth? Who makes him deaf or mute?'. [EXO 4:11] Ka ba mǤr dau na 

ka o an tțbkpida ka lǫn an gik. 'They brought to him a man who was deaf and had an impediment in his speech'. 

[MRK 7:32] O niŋid si'el mǫkama sț'țŋa, ka la'am maan ka tțbkpida wțm ka gigis pian'ad. 'He has done 

everything well ...He even makes the deaf hear and the mute speak.'. [MRK 7:37] banǫ an tțbkpida wțm ka banǫ 

kpi vț'țg 'the deaf hear, the dead are brought back to life'. [MAT 11:5] Hei, ta'aduusa, fț anǫ tțkpidaa? Hey, 
shoeshine boy, are you deaf? [Shoeshine-Boy] Etym: OV1 *W ƲM (? from '(not) hear') ; OVN *.KPID-  
(compounded with "ear") . Note: also: OV1 *MU ; vc4 *mu, mid . See: tțbir. 

tțbkpida2   See main entry: tțbkpida1. deaf. 

tțbkpidaa   See main entry: tțbkpida1. deaf. 

tțblǫm1   Variant: toblem. Form: tțblǫma. Variant: toblema. Form: tțblǫm-2. n. an earring. Ya'am sǤb sa'alțg nwǫnǫ 
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sanlim tțblǫm 'Like an earring of gold ... is a wise man's rebuke ... '. [PRO 25:12] nǫ tțblǫma nǫ piena banǫ ka ba 

zanl nu'usin nǫ bǤbis 'the earrings and bracelets and veils'. [ISA 3:19] Li da anǫ Midian dim buudi la malțŋ ye 

ba ga'ad sanlima tțblǫma 'It was the custom of the Ishmaelites to wear gold earrings.'. [JDG 8:24] Fț kpǫnda la 

vǫnli nǫ tțblǫma hali 'Your cheeks are beautiful with earrings'. [SNG 1:10] sǤ' wțsa tisim tțblǫm banǫ ka ya 

faaǫn pțdig la. 'Every one of you give me the earrings you took.'. [JDG 8:24] See: tțbir. 

tțblǫm-2   See main entry: tțblǫm1. earring. 

tțblǫma   See main entry: tțblǫm1. earring. 

tțbpțwțm   Variant: tobpuwumna. Form: tțbpțwțmnib. Variant: tobpuwumnib. n. a disobedient person. Note: tțbir pț 

wțm1 Ka banǫ kpǫlim la pț siak Wina'am ka lieb tțbpțwțmnib. 'the rest grew deaf to God's call.'. [ROM 11:7] 
Mansa da nyǤn o bitțbpțwțmnib la yǫla Mansa was complaining about his disobedient children. [Trouble] 
Nabstr: tțbpțwțmnim, tțbzian'asim. See: tțbir; pț; wțm1; tțbpțwțmnim. 

tʋbpʋwʋmlim   See main entry: tțbpțwțmnim. disobedience. 

tʋbpʋwʋmmim   See main entry: tțbpțwțmnim. disobedience. 

tțbpțwțmnib   See main entry: tțbpțwțm. disobedient. 

tțbpțwțmnim   Variant: tʋbpʋwʋmlim; tʋbpʋwʋmmim. n. disobedience. o ti'ir bǤǤd ye ba da tțgisi ba 

tțbpțwțmnim la on basi ba tis o sid her hope was that they had put off their disobedience when she sent them 
off to her husband. [Trouble] NǤpǤǤr bǫ tțbpțwțmnim sǤb zug 'Curses for Disobedience'. [DEU 28:15 [heading]] Da 

gǤsid nimbama tțbpțwțmnim la 'Overlook the stubbornness of this people'. [DEU 9:27] Fț mǫŋ ya'aminǫ, 

tʋbpʋwʋmmim naar an wala? In your opinion, what is the final end of disobedience? [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Syn: tțbzian'asim. See: tțbpțwțmna. 

tțbtǫkir   Variant: tobtekir. n. punishment. nǤdi'esidib la tțbtǫkir saŋa paae ya the day of the prophets' punishment has 

come. [MIC 7:4] Tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤb ya'a pț nyǫt tțbtǫkir tǤ'ǤtǤ, li kǫtnǫ ka tțțmbǫ'ǫd yaligid. 'Why do people 
commit crimes so readily? Because crime is not punished quickly enough.'. [ECC 8:11] Syn: tțbdarigir, tțbtǫǫgir. 
See: tțbir; tǫk. 

tțbtǫǫgir   Variant: tobteegir; tțbtǫǫgirǫ; tobteegire; tțbtǫǫgirǫǫ. n. punishment. Niŋkanǫ mak ye o kad teŋgbauŋ zi'ela 

la maal linǫ kisa, o tțbtǫǫgir anǫ kțm. 'A person who attempts to overthrow or suspend the Constitution 
commits the offence of high treason which is punishable by death.'. [Constitution] m kț kǫǫ ba tțbtǫǫgir baa 

bi'elaa. 'I will not fail to punish' them. [EXO 34:7] Ka onǫ wțsa niŋid ala, ieednǫ tțbtǫǫgiri tisid o mǫŋ. they 
have themselves to thank for the punishment they will receive.'. [ROM 13:2] m kț kǫ ka ya keŋ zaalim ka pț di'e 

tțbtǫǫgirǫ. 'I will not let you go entirely unpunished.'. [JER 46:28] Li aannǫ tțbtǫǫgirǫǫ? Is that a punishment? 

[Trouble] Syn: tțbdarigir, tțbtǫkir. See: tțbir; tǫǫg. 

tțbtǫǫgirǫ   See main entry: tțbtǫǫgir. punishment. 

tțbtǫǫgirǫǫ   See main entry: tțbtǫǫgir. punishment. 

tțbzian'asim   Variant: tobzian'ansim. n. stubbornness. O da baŋ bipuŋ la mǤǤd si'el yǫla la ka bas o tțbzian'asim la. 
He knew what the girl was trying to do, and abandoned his stubbornness. [Trouble] M nyǫ nidib nwa' tțbzian'asim 

nǫ ba tțțmbǫ'ǫdi an si'em. 'I know how stubborn these people are.'. [EXO 32:9] Amaa m nidib la da maal 

tțbzian'asim bidim kudug 'stubbornly they turned their backs'. [ZEC 7:11] Sim: tțbpțwțmnim; 
InvNabstr: tțbpțwțmna. See: tțbir; zian'as. 

tțdig   Variant: tudig. v. to shuck, separate seeds from core of grain. Note: scrape seeds off early millet 

tțgis   Variant: tugis; tugus; tțgisi; tugisi. v. to add on, extend, postpone. Taba nuub ban'as kǫti ka o sǤb kț tun'e tțgis 

o sakur kennǫ Smoking diseases prevent him from continuing in education. [Smoking] ba kpǫn yina kad Josua, 

ka ba maligim tțgis tuonnǫ ti lalig sa ka bas teŋ la. 'as they pursued Joshua, they kept getting farther away 

from the city.'. [JOS 8:16] dǫn'ǫm la pț tțgis ban uris ka lǫbi taae titaad la nya'aŋa 'the mildew has not 

reappeared after the house has been replastered'. [LEV 14:48] Baaba Abțgțr daa tʋgʋs ye, ya'am ka'alim! Baaba 

Abugur went on to say "Foolishness!" [Fire] Dțnna zamisțg la na tʋgʋs nǫ tiname zamis si'el sa la This year's 

study continues on from the previous one. [Bible-Study] o ti'ir bǤǤd ye ba da tțgisi ba tțbpțwțmnim la on basi 

ba tis o sid her hope was that they had put off their disobedience when she sent them off to her husband. [Trouble] 
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Elihu da tțgisi yǫl ye Elihu went on to say: [JOB 37:1] Ka o tțgisi kpǫn' dǤkanǫ an Kasi Wțsa Kasi zin'ig la 

pțțginǫ maki li zanǤǤr la zaŋguom 'Then he went (on) into the inner sanctuary and measured the jambs of the 
entrance'. [EZK 41:3] Gad dǤǤg la da tțgisnǫ Reuben dǤǤg la tuonnǫ zin'in Basan teŋin hali ti paae Saleka. 
'The tribe of Gad lived to the north of Reuben in the land of Bashan as far east as Salecah.'. [1CH 5:11] Colloc: mǫ 

tțgis agǤl ‘build with storeys’. 

tțgisi   See main entry: tțgis. extend. 

tțgțl   Form: tțgțlim!. v. to impregnate. Colloc: tțgțl X pțțg ‘to impregnate X (a woman)’. Fț ya'a gua Na'ab Pț'a fțn 

on tțgțlim o pțțg. 'You might as well be hung for a sheep as a lamb.'. [Asaasim  Proverb  revised by MA] Lit: If you 
say you're going to romance the Chief's wife, you just go ahead and impregnate her.. 

tțgțlim!   See main entry: tțgțl. impregnate. 

tț'   Variant: tu'; tț2; tț'ț1; tu'u. Form: tț'țnǫ. Form: tț'țd2. Variant: tu'ud; tț'țdǫ1; tu'ude; tț'țdi1; tu'udi. 

Form: tț'țdnǫ. Variant: tu'udne. v. to abuse, insult. Onǫ kumis na'ab tț'țdǫ, onǫ tț' o. The one who reports that 

the chief has been abused is the one who abused him. [Proverb 001] Asaan daa yǫl ye, m zua, fț mi' ye dasaŋ la 

pa'a tț' mam nǫǫ Asaan said "My friend, you know that youth just insulted me." [AIDS-I] o zugdaan Asiria Na'ab 

tțm ye o kena tț' ka la' Wina'am Kanǫ Vțe la 'his master, the king of Assyria, has sent (him) to ridicule the 
living God'. [ISA 37:4] Lit: abuse and laugh at. Ka tț' o hali yaal o. 'And they said many other insulting things to 
him.'. [LUK 22:65] Ya wțm on tț Wina'am si'em. 'You have heard the blasphemy.'. [MRK 14:54] Goliyaf da duoe 

zi'en ka tansi tț Israel dim la Goliath stood up and shouted to abuse the Israelites. [1SA 17:8] Fț anǫ saan kpǫla 

ka m pț bǤǤd ye Buama gǫdțg si'a ti kena tț'țmi fț yǫllǫ. You are a stranger here, and I don't want some 
stupid Buama person to come and insult me because of you. [Trouble] Adu da bǤǤd o yǫl ye: 'M saamma, o 

tț'țfnǫ!' Amaa o da gț'țŋnǫ sin. Adu wanted to say "Father, he is insulting you." But he couldn't manage it, and 
kept quiet. [Trouble] ba di kasǫt ye, o tț'țnǫ Na'ab la la'an nǫ Wina'am. they 'testify that he has cursed both God 

and the king.'. [1KI 21:10] Ya'a pț lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤliga fț pț tț'țd baŋ ye 'nǤwǤkǤ' If you don't cross the river you won't 
insult the crocodile as 'long-mouth!'. [Asaasim] o baŋim ka da tț'țd nidib banǫ gaad o he should be careful not 
to insult those who are older than him. [Asaasim] Dau kaŋa nwa' tț'țd Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir kanǫ an Kasi la 'This 
fellow never stops speaking against this holy place'. [ACT 6:13] Ti suor zaŋ-zaŋǫ nwa na vi' nidib ka ba kț lǫn 

tț'țdi ti nidibinǫ. This is what we can do to stop people from abusing us in public. [Trouble] Ka saŋa sieba ka ba 

tț'țdi ya ka namisidi ya nidibin. 'Sometimes you were publicly exposed to insult and persecution'. [HEB 10:33] 
Nidib tț'țdnǫ onǫ vaad diibi su'ad ye o ti kuosi nyǫ nyǤǤd 'People curse someone who hoards grain, waiting 
for a higher price'. [PRO 11:26] Nabstr: tț'țd; Nact: nintț'țs. Etym: OVN *TU ; vc1 *tu . See: nintț'țs; nintț'țsim. 

tț'ț1   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

tț'ț-2   See main entry: tț'țd1. abuse. 

tț'țd1   Variant: tț'țdǫ2; tț'țdi2. Form: tț'ț-2. n. abuse [n.] O da nǫ'ǫsi ba tț'țd la nǫ ka Ǥnbig o kuob He despised 

their abuse and persevered with his farming. [Trouble] Fț ya'a sa'al nintț'țsim sǤb fț di'edi tț'țd 'If you correct 
conceited people, you will only be insulted.'. [PRO 9:7] Tț'țd la san'ami m sțțnr pamm 'Insults have broken my 

heart'. [PSA 69:20] Onǫ kumis na'ab tț'țdǫ, onǫ tț' o. The one who reports that the chief has been abused is the 
one who abused him. [Proverb 001] Yisim nǫ'ǫsțg nǫ tț'țdi m san'an 'Set me free from scorn and insult'. [PSA 

119:22] GǤsim ban tț'țdim nǫ tț'țtita'ar si'em! 'Look how they insult me in the most offensive way possible! '. 
[EZK 8:17] InvNabstr: tț1; Sim: siaa2. See: tț'. 

tț'țd2   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

-tț'țda   See main entry: -tț'țdir. abused. 

tț'țdǫ1   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

tț'țdǫ2   See main entry: tț'țd1. abuse. 

tț'țdi1   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

tț'țdi2   See main entry: tț'țd1. abuse. 

-tț'țdir   Variant: -tu'udir. Form: -tț'țda. Variant: -tu'uda. adj. abusive, abused, object of abuse. Li ka'anǫ nimbanǫ la 

maan o siaa ka buon o ye kțndu'ar nǫ yț'țtț'țda sieba on pț mǤr biig laa? Isn't it the people who mock her 
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and call her 'barren' and insulting names because she hasn't got a child? [Trouble] Ti liebnǫ bțntț'țda tisi ti kpi'es 
'We are objects of reproach to our neighbours'. [PSA 79:4] See: tț'. 

tț'țdnǫ   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

tț'țg   Variant: tu'ug. v. to take a snack, have breakfast. Note: In the Colloc: tț'țg nǤǤr.  Fț nyǫ si'eli tț'țg nǤǤrǫ? Have 

you had a snack? [Trouble] 

tț'țnǫ   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

tț'țs   Variant: tu'os; tț'țsi; tu'osi. Form: tț'țsid. Variant: tț'țsida. Form: tț'țsțg. Variant: tu'osug. v. 1 • to meet. Tinam 

nǫ wasmaan la n da tț'țs taaba la anǫ yǫlkanǫ ka m kț mi' tam. Our meeting the watchman was something I 
will never forget. [Shoeshine-Boy] Fț ya'a tț'țs si'el ka li pț tisif suorǫ, li bțn ya'a pț mǤr zuaa paŋa, li mǤr igib 

paŋ. If you meet something that refuses to give way to you, if it hasn't got the strength to run away then it has the 
power of flight. [Proverb 204] ye ba ya'a tț'țs Esau ban yǫl o ala mǫn that when they should meet Esau they 

should say to him the same thing. [GEN 32:19] Ka Moses yii tț'țs o diem la igin nǫ girima pț'țs o tțțliga. 'So 
Moses went out to meet his father-in-law and bowed down and kissed him.'. [EXO 18:7] Joab ... nǫ David nidib da 

yii tț'țsi ba Gibeon bǫuŋin la 'Joab ... and David's men went out and met them at the pool of Gibeon'. [2SA 2:13] 
GǤsimi ti diib la, tinamǫ daa ti'eb ka yi ye ti tț'țsi ya la, li daa nan tțlnǫ. 'Look at our bread. When we left 

home with it and started out to meet you, it was still warm.'. [JOS 9:12] O ya'a ǫǫnti yuk o nini la lǤsi'a ni kpa' 

lǤsi'a li nyǫǫnnǫ wțț li tț'țsnǫ bugum si'a yiiŋ nǫ. When he turned his eyes from one thing to another it shone 
as if it was surrounded with a halo of fire. [Trouble] Note: emended by MA from lațk si'a ... lațk si'a.    On da ken la ka 

pian'ad o kǤn'ǤkǤn ka zi' ye o tț'țsid sǤ'Ǥ. As he was walking along and talking to himself he didn't know he 

was coming up to somebody. [Electricity] Adu nǫ o pugudib la pț tț'țsida Adu and his aunt didn't get along (with 
each other). [Trouble] Ka ti kpǫn' anrțŋ anina. Ka pǫbisțgț tț'țsidi ti la zug ka ti dǫn'ǫd Saipuros teŋ la 'From 
there we put out to sea again and passed to the lee of Cyprus because the winds were against us.'. [ACT 27:4] Kpa'ab 

nǫ tț'țsțg kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb an wala? What is the difference between facing somebody and meeting them? 
[Shoeshine-Boy] Sim: si'al. 
2 • to war against. O na nǤk zabzabidib bǫdegț tț'țs Ya-dagǤbțg Na'ab la pa'al o paŋ nǫ o sțnfț kpi'em 

si'em. 'With a large army he will stir up his strength and courage against the king of the South.'. [DAN 11:25] M da 

tun'e tț'țsid onǫ fțțsidim wțsa. I could confront everyone who threatened me. [Shoeshine-Boy] O ZugsǤba, 

duom zi'en,tț'țsimi ba ka sigisi ba teŋin 'Rise up, O Lord, confront them, bring them down'. [PSA 17:13] Yiiga 

tț'țsțgț nwa' ka Jonatan nǫ onǫ ziid o zaba (la'ad) la da tț'țsi baa kț dap pisi 'In that first attack Jonathan 

and his armour-bearer killed some twenty men'. [1SA 14:14] Note: la'ad omitted by accident.   Colloc: tț'țs tanp ( nǫ1 

X) ‘make war, go to war (with X)’. Na'anam anaasi da tț'țsi babanu nǫ tanp. 'four kings' went to war 'against 
five'. [GEN 14:9] Ba kț lǫn tț'țsid tanp 'Nations will never again go to war'. [ISA 2:4] 

tț'țsi   See main entry: tț'țs. meet, war against. 

tț'țsid   See main entry: tț'țs. meet, war against. 

tʋ'ʋsid   See main entry: tu'us. stumble. 

tț'țsida   See main entry: tț'țs. meet, war against. 

tț'țsțg   See main entry: tț'țs. meet, war against. 

tțk1   Variant: tuk; tțki1. Form: tțkir. v. to conceive, become pregnant. Colloc: tțk pțțg ‘become pregnant’. On di o la 

yțma anaasi ka o nyaan tțk pțțg She became pregnant four years after he married her. [Trouble] o tțk pțțg ka 

du'a biribiŋ 'she conceived and gave birth to a son.'. [ISA 8:3] ani ka fț ma da tțki fț pțțg 'there your mother 
conceived you'. [SNG 8:5] Gbauŋ kaŋa ye li sțŋif nǫ ka fț gǤsi fț mǫŋi zaŋi kennǫ fț pțțg tțkir nǫ fț sa'ar nǫ 

fț du'amin nǫ fț du'am la nya'aŋ. This book is to help you care for yourself with regard to conception, labour, 
giving birth and afterwards. [Womens-Health] 

tțk2   Variant: tok; tțki2; tțkki. v. 1 • to take down. Note: from head, shoulder ... O ya'a ki'is ka zi'en agǤlli tțk, o 

sakpanlțŋ la na lǫbna. If she disobeys and drops her load while standing up, her hump will return. [You-Heard?] M 

tțk ziid la ba zutin 'I removed the burden from their shoulders'. [PSA 81:6] Ka o tțk yțțr la tǤ'ǤtǤ n zanl o 

nu'usin 'she ... quickly lowered the jar to her hands'. [GEN 24:18] li nwǫnǫ zitǫbisir ka ba tțki li o niŋgǤǤnrin nǫ. 
it was as if a heavy load had been taken off his neck. [Trouble] O kǫl ka sǤ' tțk o bǫǫ on igin o duma zug ka tțkki 
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li. She should have somebody take her load down, or kneel down and put it down. [You-Heard?] kǫl ka sǤ' tțkkif. 
let someone unload you. [You-Heard?] Ya anǫ ziidi tis ZugsǤb la, o na tțki yaa bas. 'You are a burden to the Lord, 
and he is going to get rid of you'. [JER 23:33] 
2 • to wean. Note: in the Colloc: tțk bin'isir ‘be weaned’. 

Tțk3   n.pr. Tuk [name of a type of dance]. Tțk wa'adib la wa'adnǫ fțțsid taaba. The Tuk dancers are dancing in 

competition. [MA] Sim: Bula2, Gǫuŋ; Gen: wa'a1. 

tțki1   See main entry: tțk1. conceive. 

tțki2   See main entry: tțk2. take down, wean. 

tțkir   See main entry: tțk1. conceive. 

tțkki   See main entry: tțk2. take down, wean. 

tțkpida   See main entry: tțbkpida1. deaf. 

tțkpiid-   See main entry: tțkpiidțg. fuss. 

tțkpiidțg   Variant: tukpeedug; tikpeedug; tțkpiidțgǤ; tțkpiidțgț. Form: tțkpiid-. n. riot, commotion, fuss. Daar yinne 

nintaŋ ka tikanam la mǤri ba gban'ar ka dǤǤdin la wțsa yț'țn an tțkpiidțg. One day the teachers made a 
decision and all the classrooms were in confusion. [Shoeshine-Boy] daamțg nǫ tțkpiidțg ma'aa pǫ'ǫl ani 'full of 
turmoil'. [EZK 22:5] Lit: trouble and confusion fill there. Li pț nar ye sǤ' nǫi bǫǫ o wțm tțkpiidțgǤ. Nobody 

should be awake or hear a commotion. [Trouble] Bǫǫ yț'țŋ la tțkpiidțgț lǫǫ laligid ka basid onǫ? Or did the 
kerfuffle in the night go further and drive him away? [Trouble] SǤ' da kț nyaŋi bak sumalisim tțkpiidțg la nǫ 

banǫ kaasid la tțkpiidțgǤ bǤzugǤ, tțkpiidțg la da zu'oe nǫ galis. Banǫ wțsa bǫ lalli la da wțm tțkpiidțg 

la. 'No one could distinguish between the joyful shouts and the crying, because the noise they made was so loud 

that it could be heard far and wide.'. [EZR 3:13] Li tțkpiidțgț la ka fț wțm la. 'That was the noise you heard.'. [1KI 

1:45] Ka biis la baŋ ye li ka' tțkpiid-zaaliga. The children realised that it was not just an idle fuss. [Trouble] 
Colloc: maal tțkpiidțg ‘make a commotion’. Jew dim sieba da dǤlli ba maan tțkpiidțg some Jews followed 
them making a commotion. [Bible-Study] nimbanǫ maan tțkpiidțg ka aan m ba'akae dim la 'the noisy crowd of 

common people'. [ISA 5:14] Efesus dimi maan tțkpiidțg la yǫla 'The Riot in Ephesus'. [ACT 19:21 [heading]] La'an 

nǫ nidib la maan tțkpiidțgț ... Wina'am ya'a tansi ba, ba na zǤǤ lalig 'Although the peoples roar ... when he 
rebukes them they flee far away'. [ISA 17:13] 

tțkpiidțgǤ   See main entry: tțkpiidțg. fuss. 

tțkpiidțgț   See main entry: tțkpiidțg. fuss. 

tțl   Variant: tul; tțlla; tulla; tțlli. Form: tțlnǫ. v. to be hot. Nintaŋ la tțl zina nǫ, dinzug ka m bǤǤdin ye ti keŋ nu 

daam The sun was hot today, so I would like us to go and drink some pito. [Electricity] Ka o saam bǫn'ǫdi digi ka 

o niŋ tțl ka o saand. 'His father was sick in bed, suffering from fever and dysentery.'. [ACT 28:8] Bțmban'ad zi' 

ye teŋ tțlla. Donkey-rider does not know that the ground is hot. [Proverb 120] O da lǫbig o nu'ugț pa'al o 

gbǫ'ogțn. Li da tțlnǫ. He put the back of his hand on his forehead. It was hot. [Trouble] GǤsimi ti diib la, tinamǫ 

daa ti'eb ka yi ye ti tț'țsi ya la, li daa nan tțlnǫ. 'Look at our bread. When we left home with it and started out 
to meet you, it was still warm.'. [JOS 9:12] Colloc: X niŋgbiŋ/niŋgbina tțl ‘X has a fever’. Ka Simon diempu'a 

bǫn'ǫd ka o niŋgbina tțl. 'Now Simon's mother-in-law was suffering from a high fever'. [LUK 4:38] Cpart: ma'as. 
Amaa yanamǫ sadigim pț ma'as bǫǫ tțlli m tțțma ni la, m na tțbisi ya yisi m nǤǤrin. 'But because you are 
lukewarm, neither hot nor cold, I am going to spit you out of my mouth!'. [REV 3:16] Sim: tțlig; Nabstr: tțțlțg1. 
Etym: OV1 *TU/TO ; OVN *TU.L ; GS4 *LO¹/U²M ; CG *tuu/tul  ; PB *tʋ̀kʋt. See: tțlig; tțțliga; tțțlim1; 

tțțlțg1; -tțțlțg2. 

tțlig1   Variant: tulig; tțligi; tuligi; tolig. Form: tțligid. Variant: tuligid; tțligidi. Form: tțligidnǫ. v. to be/become hot. 
nintaŋ nam pț tțlig teŋ la ka fț gțrțg mǫ nam pț si'iŋ zabirǫ the sun hasn't yet warmed the earth and your 

back hasn't started to ache yet. [Trouble] Nwǫnǫ winnigi ǫǫnti dț ka li tțlig 'The sun rises with its blazing heat'. [JAS 

1:11] M na nǤki m sțnpǫǫn la ziilif, m na kǫ ka li tțligif. I will load you with my anger and let it burn you. [EZK 

23:25] bugum tțligid bodobodo dǤǤgi bi'igidi li the fire heats the oven to the right temperature. [HOS 7:4] O 

nyǫ'ǫd o gǫla digin teŋin ka kǫ ka titanbin'isțg tțligidi ba 'She lays her eggs on the ground and lets them warm 

in the sand'. [JOB 39:14] M susțnf tțligidnǫ, ka m ya'a tǫn'ǫsid li la'aŋid nǫ bugum 'My heart grew hot within 
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me, and as I meditated, the fire burned'. [PSA 39:3] Sim: tțl. See: tțl. 

tțlig2   Form: tțlis. n. a pestle. Tțlig kǤ'Ǥgir sia'al kpaam bi'igir. The breaking of the pestle matches the maturing of the 

oil. [Proverb 274] Syn: tuodbiig. Etym: OV1 *TO/E/IN ; OVN *TO "pound"+(N)+DA"stick" , *TUL -GA/SI. 

tțlig4   See main entry: tulig. turn. 

tțligi   See main entry: tțlig1. hot. 

tțligid   See main entry: tțlig1. hot. 

tțligidi   See main entry: tțlig1. hot. 

tțligidnǫ   See main entry: tțlig1. hot. 

tțlis   See main entry: tțlig2. pestle. 

tțlla   See main entry: tțl. hot. 

tțlli   See main entry: tțl. hot. 

tțlnǫ   See main entry: tțl. hot. 

tțm1   Variant: tum1; tțmǫ1; tume; tțmi; tțma; tțmmaa; tumaa. Form: tțmm. Variant: tumm; tțmmǫ; tumme; tțmma; 

tumma. Form: tțmnǫ1. Variant: tumne. Form: tțmid. Variant: tțmidi. Form: tțmmi1. Variant: tummi. 

Form: tțmmi2!. Form: tțmin. Variant: tțmini; tumini; tumni. Form: tțmya. Variant: tumya2. v. to work, do. 
GǤmma kǤmisin tțțma la na gǤs ka Gaana nidib banǫ mi' tțțma la tțm ka bakir kț bǫǫ. 'The Public 
Services Commission shall ensure that all Ghanaians who are qualified to work in the public service shall have 
equal access to it.'. [Constitution] Ka Mpuaka yǫl o ye "AatǤ, m daa yǫlif din nar ye ti mǤr bugum tțm si'em." 
Mpuaka said to him "Well, I told you that was how we should handle electricity." [Electricity] Alasid daar wțsa, sǤ' 

wțsa yisim zemis on tțm nyǫ ligid si'a digil 'Every Sunday each of you must put aside some money, in 
proportion to what you have earned'. [1CO 16:2] Ba da kǫ ka Israel dim la ... tțm pǤǤd tțțm kpi'ema bǫdegț 
'They made them work on their building projects and in their fields'. [EXO 1:14] O da la'an tțm tiim tțțma wțsa, 

ka ken sǤnpțttibin nǫ ba'abțgțdibin. 'He practised divination and magic and consulted fortune tellers and 
mediums.'. [2KI 21:6] Daba atan' muma-muma ka mam pț tțmm For three whole days I didn't work. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] zi'elsi'a ya'a pț dǤl teŋgbauŋ zi'ela laa, li kț mǤr gbin bǫǫ li tțmm. 'An act or law which 
contradicts the Constitution shall be null and void.'. [Constitution] Ba nǤŋǫ ba tțma Atiig Baaba Apul la'akuos 

dǤǤgțn la They loved their work at Baaba Apul's store. [Fire] li tun'e dǤlis kuntin la paae fț ni gu' ka fț ziim nǫ 

ku'om pț lǫn tțmma. it can follow the metal and reach you and prevent your blood and water from working. 

[Electricity] Tțțm bannam pț sț'țm ye li tțmma 'Such things should not happen'. [EZK 16:16] O na tțmmǫ yțma 

ayi' ka sig 'His term of office shall be two years'. [Constitution] Ba sid na tțmi lii? Will they really do it? [Trouble] 
Suoya bǫ ka ti na dǤlis ka paam ligidpǫ'ǫmmǫ tțmi ti tțțma. There are ways we can get a financial loan to 
conduct our business. [Wealth-Is-Power] daba ayǤpǤi la daar yanam la'asim pț'țs ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la; 

da tțmi ya tțțmaa. 'on the seventh day hold an assembly to the Lord your God and do no work.'. [DEU 16:8] 
Labaya tisidib wțsa na tțmmi ba ya'amin ka sǤ' kț sț'oe baa. 'Editors and publishers and other officials of the 

mass media shall not be controlled, interfered with or harassed'. [Constitution] man di'e biig la zi'esim kpǫlim 

kpǫla tțmmi tisidif 'I will stay here as your slave in place of the boy'. [GEN 44:33] Na'asaabugum an sț'țŋa, 

tțmmi li nǫ ya'am. Electricity is useful, use it sensibly. [Electricity] fțn tțmnǫ karinzi si'em la, ala ka li naad. the 
more you use kerosene, the quicker it runs out. [Electricity] ba da tțmnǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd hali ka zan'as ZugsǤb la nǤǤr. 
they 'were wicked and were sinning greatly against the Lord.'. [GEN 13:13] Tțmmi wțț ban pa'ali ya wada la 

si'em la 'Act according to the law they teach you'. [DEU 17:11] Tțmmini ala ka ba da ti kț sǤ' zaalim ka o pț 

maal bugusim 'Do this, so that innocent people will not die'. [DEU 19:10] Nǫ'ǫŋa da sie ti niŋkpi'ema banǫ naan 

tțmmin la. This reduced the number of our adults who would be able to work. [Shoeshine-Boy] Fț ya'a tțmin dinǫ 

an sțm, m naan kț di'enǫ fț maan laa? 'If you do what is right, will you not be accepted?'. [GEN 4:7] Note: in the 

very common Colloc: tțm (X) bǫ'ǫd. Note: it is not clear whether it is bǫ'ǫd1  or bǫ'ǫd3.     Ya ya'a tțm bǫ'ǫd yanam zǤm 

o 'if you do wrong, be afraid'. [ROM 13:4] ba kț nyaŋi tțmif bǫ'ǫd 'they can cause you no harm'. [JER 10:5] Note: the 

alternative, with the noun-+-adjective tțțmbǫ'ǫd suggests the latter.   Ayei, m zuanama! Da tțmi tțțmbǫ'ǫd kaŋaa! 
'No, my friends. Don't do this wicked thing.'. [GEN 19:7] tțmmi tisidi ya ZugsǤb Wina'am la nǫ ya sțnf wțsa, nǫ 

ya siig wțsa 'serve the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul'. [DEU 10:12] Li da tțmya, Ama It's 
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done, Ama. [Trouble] Sim: niŋ1 ‘do’; Nact: tțmtțm1. Etym: OV1 *TU ; OVN *TUM ; GS1 *TU²/I²M ; vc1 *t ʋm. 
See: tțțm2; tțmtțm1. 

tțm2   Variant: tum; tțmǫ2; tume; tțmmǫ; tțmmi3. Form: tțmnǫ2. Form: tțm3!. Variant: tum!; tțmmi4!. v. 1 • to send. 
Note: send sb. specially to do your errand cf./ct. tǤlim Kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț mǫŋi paae fț mǫŋ ka da tțm sǤ'ǤsǤǤ. Make an 
effort to attend yourself, don't send somebody else. [Tax] yisǤb la bu'os o suor labaar ka o ye labaar kae ka on 

zua mǤr o gǤǤndim kpǫla ka tțm on na the houseowner asked what he had come for, and he said there was 
nothing special to report –  his friend was courting a girl here and had brought him. [Billygoat] ka tțm agaung ka o 

yina ian'adi giligid ka pț lǫb naa 'and sent out a raven. It did not come back, but kept flying around'. [GEN 8:7] 
Oŋa daana niŋ wala tțm sǤ' man san'an na ye m ti'eb o kțkǤm ban'asǫ? 'Why does this fellow send someone 
to me to be cured of his leprosy?'. [2KI 5:7] Alazug ka m tțm tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka fț maal sțm ka kena la. And so I sent for 
you at once, and you have been good enough to come. [ACT 10:33] Kpǫǫmnam mǤri ba yǫlsim ye ba tțmnǫ 

bikanǫ ken ka lǫbid ka ka' bikanǫ kennǫ pa'ada. The elders have a saying that they send a representative who 

will go and come, not one who will go and stay. [Trees] Ba mǫ da tțmi ba yidim, li kas-kas anǫ ba biis, ye ba 

keŋ da' taba bǫǫ la'aŋi tisi baa. They should also not send their housepeople, particularly children, to buy 
tobacco, or (get them to) to light up for them. [Smoking] Note: better style to put li kas-kas anǫ ba biis at the end [MA] 
AnǤ'Ǥnǫ tțmif na? Who sent you here? [Trouble] Banǫ ka Jakob tțmi ba la da lǫb na n yǫl ye, “Ti keŋi paae fț 

bier Esau san'an ... ” 'When the messengers returned to Jacob, they said, “We went to your brother Esau ... ”. [GEN 

32:6] o daa tțmmi buon o tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el ye o sǤns nǫ o. 'he sent for him frequently and talked with 
him.'. [ACT 24:26] O tțmmim ye m tis sanrega dim yǤlisim He sent me to give freedom to prisoners. [Bible-Study] 
Fț ya'a kțț fț biig ye o tțbir pț wțmma, sǤ' tțmnǫ o na'ayiig na ye o pț'țsif kțțr. 'If you kill your child 

because he is disobedient, someone sends (his child who is) a thief to the funeral.'. [Proverb 021] M tțmnǫ fț san'an 

na ye fț zǤǤ m nimbaanlig. 'I am sending to tell you this ... so that I may win your favour.'. [GEN 32:5] Tțmmi ba 

na nǫ fțn wțm labasi'a wțsa. 'you can send them to me with all the information you gather.'. [2SA 15:36] 
Colloc: tțm nu'ug ( di'e nu'ug ) ‘send a message (receive a message) seeking reconciliation’. Pu'a la sid daa 

duoe kpǫ'ǫŋ o mǫŋi tțm nu'ugț o saam la san'an ... O saam la daa di'e nu'ug la The woman's husband made 
sure to send an apologetic message to his father ... His father received the apology. [Billygoat-] on dǫŋin tțm nu'ug 

ka ba nan lal hali la bǤ sumbțgțsțm suor 'he will send a delegation while the other is still a long way off and 
will ask for terms of peace'. [LUK 14:32] Sim: tǤlim ‘'message' sb., send your message with sb. who is going’; 

Nact: tțmtțm2.  Note: see ref. and link at ken3. 
2 • to put (ones hand) in. Ba pț mǤr bi'a ka lǫn tțm tțțlțgțnǫ. They don't have a ladle and then put [their hand] 

into hot [soup]. [Proverb 136] Dau la yǫl kpaad la naae la ka tțm o kǤlțginǫ suk tiim When the man finished 
saying (this) to the farmer, he reached into his bag and picked out a medicine. [You-Heard?] o tțm o kǤlțgțn la 

fuoe piimkțdțg na ka nǤk o ankita ǫǫns piim la. he felt in his bag and dug out an old syringe, and wiped it with 
his handkerchief. [AIDS-I] A-pț-Tțm an A-pț-Yaae. Mr. Didn't-Put [hand in pot] is Mr.Didn't-Fish-Out. [Proverb 

107] Ka o tțm baae siind la ken ka dit. 'He scraped the honey out into his hands'. [JDG 14:9] Ka tțm o buorigin 

la yis kugir yinne niŋ luobigin la yuulim-yuulim vǫnlig 'He put his hand into his bag and took out a stone, 
which he slung at Goliath.'. [1SA 17:28] (o da) zaŋ balakanǫ ka o zanl la tțm siindin la yisi niŋ o nǤǤrin ka o 

nini nie 'he reached out with the stick he was carrying, dipped it in a honeycomb, and ate some honey. At once he 

felt much better.'. [1SA 14:27] ya na nǤk nyulinnyu'usi tțm ziim la bǫ laan la buoǫn li giligi ya dǤǤd za'anǤya 
'Take a bunch of hyssop, dip it into the blood in the basin and put some of the blood on the top and on both sides of 

the doorframe'. [EXO 12:22] See: titțmis; tțmtțm2. 

tțm3!   See main entry: tțm2. send, put [hand] in. 

tțma   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmǫ1   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmǫ2   See main entry: tțm2. send, put [hand] in. 

tțmi   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmid   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmidi   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmin   See main entry: tțm1. do. 
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tțmini   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmm   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmma   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmmaa   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmmǫ  See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmmǫ  See main entry: tțm2. send, put [hand] in. 

tțmmi1   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmmi2!   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmmi3   See main entry: tțm2. send, put [hand] in. 

tțmmi4!   See main entry: tțm2. send, put [hand] in. 

tțmmir   Variant: tumir; tțmmirǫ; tumire. n. usefulness. Tinam tțțm anǫ ti sǤs ZugsǤb la ka o tisi ti o Siig la ka o sțŋi 

ti ka ti mǤr tțmmir karindǤǤgin la ka o kǫ ka o yǫlțg la zi'en. Our job is to pray the Lord to give us his Spirit 
to help us so that we have a function in the Church, so that he can establish his word. [Bible-Study] Man ... sǤsidi fț 

m biig Onesimus ... yǫla (Onesimus gbin anǫ onǫ mǤr tțmmir). I ... am asking you on behalf of Onesimus 
(Onesimus means someone who has a value). [PHM 1:10] Dinzug ka m buon Egipt ye, ‘Rahab,BțnkǤnbbǫ'og 

onǫ ka' tțmmirǫ’. 'So I have nicknamed Egypt, ‘The Harmless Dragon’ '. [ISA 30:7] Ninsaal biiga, Israel nidib la 

lǫn ka' tțmmiri tis mam 'Mortal man, the Israelites are of no use to me.'. [EZK 22:18] 

tțmmirǫ   See main entry: tțmmir. usefulness. 

tțmnǫ1   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțmnǫ2   See main entry: tțm2. send, put [hand] in. 

tțmtțm1   Variant: tumtum; tʋntʋm; tuntum; tțmtțmma1; tumtumma; tțmtțmmǫ1; tțmtțmi. Form: tțmtțmnib1. 

Variant: tțmtțmniba; tțmtțmnibi; tțmtțm-3; tumtum-. n. a worker, servant, employee. O daa buol o tțmtțm 

yinne la ye o kena paas o. He called one of his staff to come and help him. [Electricity] pa'alimi alaafi tuntum linǫ 

mǤd la bǫǫ linǫ daami fǤ indicate to the medical worker what is swollen or what is disturbing you. [Immunisation] 
Nabal nǫ o tțmtțm la baa yinne kț vțe bǫog bǫkǫunga nwa' winnǫ 'not one male belonging to Nabal would 
have been left alive by daybreak'. [1SA 25:34] m tțmtțm bǫ yinne bǫn' pǤn'Ǥlim, ka namisid hali 'my servant lies 

at home paralysed and in terrible suffering'. [MAT 8:6] Teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la kis ... GǤmma kǤmisin tțmtțmmǫ na 

nǤk tțțma tțm o mǫŋ yǫla. 'The constitution prohibits the use of public office for private gain.'. [Constitution] Nini 

du'atanam nǫ nini tțmtțmnib banǫ sț'oe nini gǤsig yǫla. Eye doctors and workers who are responsible for eye 
matters. [Trachoma] Wina'am da nie nǫ'ǫŋa ye o bigis o tțmtțmnib yǫlbanǫ na kena ka li kț yuugǫ. The 

revelation ..which God gave him to show his servants what must soon take place'. [REV 1:1] Ba da bț'țd Israel 

tțmtțmnib tuongatib la 'The Israelite foremen were flogged'. [EXO 5:14] ZugsǤb tțmtțmniba, zun'omin o 
'Praise the Lord, you that are his servants'. [PSA 113:12] DinzugǤ, yǫlim lampǤ tțmtțmnibi fț tțțma dinǫ tisidif 

ligidi ka da su'aa. So inform the tax officials how much money your work gives you, and don't conceal anything. 

[Tax] (o) pin'ili bț'țd dap nǫ pu'ab banǫ an tțmtțmnibi bǫ yin la 'he then begins to beat the menservants and 
maidservants' of the house. [LUK 12:45] Dina zug ka m buol na'asaabugum tțmtțm kpǫǫm yinne So a called a 
senior electricity department officer. [Electricity] Fț ya'a pa'ali fț ba'abitaaba la nǫ'ǫŋa fț na an Yesu Kristo 

tțmtțm sțŋ 'If you point these things out to the brothers, you will be a good minister of Christ Jesus'. [1TI 4:6] kǫ 

ka ba yǤ ZugsǤb Pț'țsim Yir tțmtțmnib la ... Tțmtțm banǫ an: kampintanam nǫ banǫ mǫǫd dǤǤd nǫ 

zaŋguoma la. 'have these men pay the workers who repair the temple of the Lord ... the carpenters, the builders 
and the masons.'. [2KI 22:5-6] Hali m na kpa'ae m siig la niŋi m tțmtțm dap nǫ tțmtțm pu'ab 'Even on my 
servants, both men and women, I will pour out my Spirit'.  [ACT 2:18] Sim: lǫbira ‘'worker' [Gh.], person in paid 
employment’. Tțmtțmbama na gat tțmtțmnib wțsa ka li nar ye ba tțm tutuaa saalib sțm yǫla hali lin nǤk 

lǫbira ni ti paae teŋgbauŋ zugdaan la mǫŋ. These officers are the most important of all 'and are required to 
discharge their functions fairly and reasonably for the public good. This applies to the messenger as well as the 

President of the Republic.'. [Constitution] Colloc: tțmtțm tiraan/taaba ‘co-worker, fellow worker’. Ka o tțmtțm 

tiraan la yǫl ye o pț baŋǫ And his co-worker said that he didn't know. [Electricity] Akaama daa tǫn'ǫs ye Bțgțr 
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dim la kenǫ na ye ba pț'țs on nǫ o tțmtțmtaaba la Akaama thought that the Buguri people were coming to 

thank him and his colleagues. [Electricity] Cpart: zugdaan ‘master, employer’. tțmtțm kț gaad o zugdaana. 'no 
servant is greater than his master'. [JHN 13:16] Da zǫrig tțmtțmi tis o zugdaana 'Do not slander a servant to his 
master'. [PRO 30:10] InvNact: tțm1. See: tțm1. 

tțmtțm2   Variant: tumtum2; tțmtțmmǫ2; tțmtțmma2. Form: tțmtțmnib2. Variant: tumtumnib. n. 1 • a messenger. da 

yǫl Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir tțmtțm la ye fțn daa kaanb la fț daa yidig nǫ. 'do not protest to the temple 
messenger, “My vow was a mistake.”'. [ECC 5:6] M na tțmi m tțmtțm ka o dǫŋi fț tuonnǫ maal suosțŋi fț zug 

la. '‘I will send my messenger ahead of you, who will prepare your way before you.’'. [LUK 7:27] InvNact: tțm2. 
2 • an ambassador, apostle. Man Pita onǫ an Yesu Kristo Tțmtțm la sǤbid gbauŋ kaŋa tisid Wina'am 

nimbanǫ widigi ... ka an saam la. 'From Peter, apostle of Jesus Christ, to the scattered people of God now living 
as aliens'. [1PE 1:1] m nyaan keŋ Jerusalem ye m kaae Pita ... ka pț nyǫ tțmtțm sǤ' ya'asa 'I went up to 
Jerusalem to get acquainted with Peter ... I saw none of the other apostles'. [GAL 1:18-19] Manǫ an kpaanr 

tțmtțmnib la wțsa san'an, ka pț nar ka ba buolim ye Tțmtțmma 'I am the least of the apostles and do not 

even deserve to be called an apostle'. [1CO 15:9] Ka Yesu tțmtțmnib nǫ yadda niŋidib banǫ bǫ Juda sț'țlim la 

wțm ye nimbanǫ ka' Jew dim buudi mǫ di'e Wina'am pian'ad. 'The apostles and the other believers throughout 
Judea heard that the Gentiles also had received the word of God.'. [ACT 11:1] M na tțm nǤdi'esidib nǫ 

tțmtțmnibi tisi ya 'I will send them prophets and apostles'. [LUK 11:49] Note: other English versions 'messengers'.    Li 

bǤǤd ye Wina'am tțmtțm bǫǫ o gbauŋ zamisțg tuongat dǫŋe gban'ae sǤs wțț miti 30 It needs for pastors 
or leading Bible teachers to first pray for about half an hour. [Bible-Study] Note: cf. Wina'am tțmtțmma, yabid bǫ 

dțkțn la! 'Man of God, there is death in the pot'. [2KI 4:40] Note: and: Tțmtțm sǤ da giligidi mǤǤn Wina'am 

labaar there was an itinerant evangelist. [Trouble] See: tțm2. 

tțmtțm-3   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tțmtțmi   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tțmtțmma1   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tțmtțmma2   See main entry: tțmtțm2. messenger, apostle. 

tțmtțmmǫ1   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tțmtțmmǫ2   See main entry: tțmtțm2. messenger, apostle. 

tțmtțmnib1   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tțmtțmnib2   See main entry: tțmtțm2. messenger, apostle. 

tțmtțmniba   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tțmtțmnibi   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tțmya   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tțn   Variant: tun'. v. 1 • to reach as far as, up to ... Tekoa dim mǫ da lǫm mǫ' zin'isi'a pǫ'ǫs, ka tǤlisi li keŋ tțn 

girimbisa la ti paae Ofel zaŋguomin la. 'Next to them, the men of Tekoa repaired another section, from the 
great projecting tower to the wall of Ophel.'. [NEH 3:27] Tiig la daa nǤbignǫ zu'oe ka mǤr paŋ ka li wa'alim keŋ 

tțn saŋgbauŋ 'The tree grew large and strong and its top touched the sky'. [DAN 4:11] Na'aziinr dabanǫ ka ba da 

nǤki pil dǤbibis la da tțn nǫ Pț'țsim Yir la. the small rooms 'were attached to the temple by beams of cedar.'. 
[1KI 6:10] 
2 • to line up, form a queue ('line' [Am.]), follow each other in line. Ba na tțn taaba kpa' ken They all march in 
line. [JOL 2:7] o da kǫ ka ba digin teŋin tțn taaba ka o nǤk nwiigi maki ba. 'He made them lie down on the 

ground and measured them off with a length of cord.'. [2SA 8:2] Colloc: tțn fǤǤli ‘form a line, queue’. BǤzugǤ ban 

wțsa bǤǤd ye ba keŋ o san'an la ba ǫǫnti dǫŋin isignǫ bǫkikǫungun ken ka la'am ne wǫla wțsa bana paana 

ka nidib pțn dǫŋim bǫ nǫ ka tțn fǤǤli Because all those who want go to see him get up very early in the 
morning, but even so they arrive and people are already there queuing. [Asaasim] 

tțn'țs   Variant: tun'us; tțn'țsi; tun'usi. Form: tțn'țsid. Variant: tțn'țsida. Form: tțn'țsim!. Variant: tțn'țsima!. v. to 

spit, spew out. Linǫ an titabir la anǫ mǫmǫǫd la ka Goma pa'a tțn'țs takoro ni la la. The 'glue' was the phlegm 

that Goma spat out of the window. [Trouble] O da kǤnsim ya hali ti ganrim ka tțn'țs ziim bas zakin la. He 
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coughed so much that he offended by coughing up blood in the courtyard. [Trouble] Goma fǤnya ki', ka kǤnsim 

tțn'țsi bas takoro kanǫ yǤ'Ǥg la ni. Goma said nothing, but coughed and spat through the open window. [Trouble] 
Nid pț tțn'țsid ka lǫm mu'ada A person can't spit out and suck in (at the same time). [Asaasim  Proverb] Note: 

revised by MA/TN, original tʋ'ɔnd fț tțn'țsid nintǤǤnd tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el. you are constantly spitting up 

phlegm. [Womens-Health] Azampǫ'ǫl nintǤǤnd: "VǤlimaa!" – li pț vǤnna,  "Tțn'țsima!" – li pț tțn'țsida. 
Mr.Lying-Flat's saliva - he can't swallow it or spit it out. [Proverb 062] Lit: (you say) "Swallow it!" ... "Spit it out!". 
Note: variant version: Azampǫ'ǫl nintǤǤnd: li pț vǤnna, li mǫ pț tțn'țsida.    SynD: tțbis1. Ya ya'a zan'as ka kǫ 

ka teŋ la dian', li na tun'usi ya yis wuu bane da dǫŋim bǫǫ ani la. 'And if you defile the land, it will vomit you 

out as it vomited out the nations that were before you.'. [LEV 18:28 [draft]] Note: cf. ... li na tțbisi ya ... Note: 

published Bible Sim: pțțs, tin. 

tțn'țsi   See main entry: tțn'țs. spit. 

tțn'țsid   See main entry: tțn'țs. spit. 

tțn'țsida   See main entry: tțn'țs. spit. 

tțn'țsim!   See main entry: tțn'țs. spit. 

tțn'țsima!   See main entry: tțn'țs. spit. 

tʋntʋm   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tțŋ   See main entry: tuŋ. calabash plant, clan. 

tțriba   n. a mushroom. Kǫli ka ti gǤsi zamiskaŋa ni Paul n da bǤǤd ye Efesus dim karindǤǤg la bǫ nǫ Siig si'em ka 

mǫ nǤki li tțmme ti la'asțgin ka mǫ na nyaŋe bak "tțriba" karindǤǤd nǫ karindǤǤd bane ka Siig la pǫ'ǫl. 
Let's look see in this lesson how Paul wanted the church of the Ephesians to be with the Spirit, and adopt it in our 
meetings, and be able to distinguish 'mushroom' churches from those that are filled with the Spirit. [Bible-Study] 
Note: literal translation of English idiom for rapid and unhealthy growth.    GǤm biig la. O nǤbignǫ wțț tțriba nǫ. Look 
at the kid, he's growing like a mushroom! [Trouble] 

tțrțg   Form: tțrțgid. n. a tobacco-pipe. Bǫog ya'a kpǫn nie, tțrțg la kpǫn bǫnǫ Mba'ami nǤǤrin ala hali winnig 

kimm. When day breaks, the tobacco-pipe is in Mbami’s mouth until sunset. [MA] Syn: tabdțk. 

tțrțgid   See main entry: tțrțg. pipe. 

tțs   Note: "tțs is mostly accepted by the majority" [MA] (but no written examples [TN]).   Variant: tțțns2; tuuns2. v. to push 

sth. LǤrpal yǫl ala ka tuuns o gǤtis la dț'țs ka mie ka Beckie gaad tuonnǫ 'Highway' said that, and pushed his 

glasses up and moved out of the way so that Beckie could  go in front. [Trouble] O tuuns o niŋgǤtis la lǫbis He 

pushed his glasses back into place. [Trouble] Ka o sǤn o fuug la tǤ'ǤtǤ ka tuuns kțlțŋ la lǫbis ka yi likin la. And 

he quickly wrapped his cloth round his waist and pushed the door back and went out into the dark. [Trouble] Ka 

Goma tis Adu tampiank kpi'i ka tuuns o tabil zaŋguom la. And Goma gave Adu a sharp slap and pinned him 

to the wall. [Trouble] 
tʋsa   See main entry: tusir. thousand. 

tțtțga   See main entry: tțtțgir. undergrowth. 

tțtțgir   Form: tțtțga. n. undergrowth. ba da su'a tampinlǫma nǫ tțtțga ni nǫ bțmbu'adin nǫ bulis pțțgin. 'they hid 

in caves and thickets, among the rocks, and in pits and cisterns. [1SA 13:6] Ya bǫ nǫ tțtțga nǫ tibǫda gbina ni 

maannǫ ya teŋgbana la ka ya pțtǫnda wțsa bǫ pu'abǤǤsimin. 'You burn with lust among the oaks and under 
every spreading tree'. [ISA 57:5] 

tʋtʋmis   See main entry: titțmis. errand. 

tu1   Variant: tuu. Form: tunǫ. Form: tuud2. Variant: tuudi. Form: tuudnǫ. Form: tuum!. Variant: tuumi!. Form: tuun. 
Form: tuub. v. to dig. Ti da kpǫn tu busa la We went in and dug some yams. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba kpans busyǫǫd 

zin'is ka o na tu ǤǤn? Do they check where there are self-sown yams that he will dig, eh? [Trouble] Buliga 

bulim! ... bulig kanǫ ka tuongatib tu 'Spring up, O well! ... the well dug by the princes'. [NUM 21:17-18] Egipt 

dim la tu bulisi kpi'el nǫ kǤlis la paam ku'om nuud 'the Egyptians dug along the Nile to get drinking water'. 
[EXO 7:24] onǫ di'e tusir yinne la keŋ tu bțmbǤkț pin' o zugdaan ligidi la 'the servant who had received one 
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thousand coins went off, dug a hole in the ground, and hid his master's money.'. [MAT 25:18] O tuu li ka uusi yis 

kuga la wțsa 'He dug it up and cleared it of stones'. [ISA 5:2] Li ya'a nwǫnǫ ti tunǫ zin'igin la pț nyǫ si'el bǫǫ linǫ 

ka ti nyǫ la ka' na'ayiigim la'ad la? Suppose it was as if we dug in the place and didn't see anything, or what we 
saw wasn't the thief's loot? [Trouble] M lǫn tunǫ tambǤk yin la niŋid sa'ad ka li pțn'od ka m vaadi basidi m 

pǤǤd. Then I dug a pit at the house and put in all the rubbish and it rotted down and I collected it and spread it on 

my farms. [You-Heard?] ba tunǫ bțmbu'adi m nǤba baba they dig pits for my feet. [JOB 30:12] M tunǫ bțmbǤkț m 

Fuug Sțgțrin la su'a anzurifa la ka zaŋ fuug nǫ sanlima la pa'ali li zugț pin'. I dug a hole in my tent and hid 
the silver and put the gold and the robe and put them on top and buried them. [JOS 7:21] Ba mǤr kțsiisi tuud 

kikan'agbita la They use hoes to dig up the stubble. [House+Farm] Kǫl ka kțsiig bǫǫ ya la'adin la, ka ya na mǤri 

li tuud bțmbǤk 'As part of your equipment you are to have a trowel ... you are to scrape a hole with it'. [DEU 23:13] 
Tita'alnam la tuudi bțmbu'adi bǤǤd ye m li 'The arrogant dig pitfalls for me'. [PSA 119:85] Ba tuudnǫ ka nyaad 

vǤnya tampiinsin la 'He tunnels through the rock'. [JOB 28:10] nannanna tuum vǤǤnr zaŋguom la ni. 'now dig 
into the wall.'. [EZK 8:8] Tuumi bțmbu'ad bǤn'Ǥfaligin la wțsa! 'Make this valley full of ditches.'. [2KI 3:16] Li anǫ 

onǫ zanlin bugum la onǫ mǫ lǫn tuun zin'ikanǫ ka ba su'an la'ad la. He was the one holding the lamp and he 
was digging in the place where they hid the loot. [Trouble] Ka busa la tuub saŋa paae The yam-digging season 
arrived. [Wonderwoman] Colloc: tu1 X nya'aŋ ‘revolt, plot against X’; Sim: tuk4, lǫ, lǫǫg; Nact: tuud1. See: tuk4. 

tu-2    n.st. excavation, digging. Amaa ti keŋ zin'igin la ka nyǫ tu-paalim la titan. But we went to the place and saw 

the newly-dug soil. [Trouble] See: tu1. 

tua   Variant: tuo. Form: tuod. Variant: tuode. Form: tuodnǫ. Form: tuob. v. 1 • to crash into, butt. Da'abiis la ǫǫnti 

pǫ'ǫl bǤtnam la nǫ ka țki zia'asi zia'as ka lǫbi tua teŋ. The traders normally fill the sacks (cocoa sacks) and 
shake them and lift and bounce them on the ground. [MA] Yaa da zi'en ya ka Birago tuo o gbiridi. Yaa stood still 
and Birago bumped into him. [Trouble] Yanamǫ zaŋi ya biankimpiind nǫ ya nyǤ'Ǥd nǫ ya iila tuo pǫbanǫ ka' 

paŋ la You used your shoulders and chests and horns to butt the weak sheep. [EZK 34:21] 
2 • to pound sth., beat [heart does]. Sansi'a mǫ bǫ ka o tua sa'akǤra ka dțg suma zǫǫnd there were other times 

when she pounded fufu and cooked groundnut soup. [Wonderwoman] Ba na sțŋ taaba tua ka sțŋ taabaa zii keŋ 

banǫka ni nǫǫm. They would help each other to pound and also to take the nuts to the mill and grind them. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] NǤkimi li bi'ela tua ka li kilim wțț zǤ'Ǥm nǫ 'Pound some of it into fine powder'. [EXO 30:36] 
Nidib la da ǫǫnti yinǫ pi'isi li, ka nǫǫmi li nǫǫrin bǫǫ tua li tuodir pțțg. 'The people went around gathering it, 

and then ground it in a handmill or crushed it in a mortar'. [NUM 11:8] Fu na dug diib la suŋa ... bee fu tuo li ka 

li an' bugisiga you must cook the food well, or pound it very finely. [Breastfeeding] M tuo ba ka nǤǤ ba mǫdig 'I 
pounded and trampled them'. [2SA 22:43] ti na da' nyuuni la yǤn ka mǫ na tuod kpaam la saŋa wțsa. We will 
buy bags of sheanuts and be crushing them for oil all the time. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ba tuod olif biili siligid kpaam 
They press olives for oil. [JOB 24:11] wțț ban tuod zǫǫnd tuodirin si'em la as they pound soup-ingredients in a 
mortar. [LAM 1:15 [draft]] Mam biilkpi'emis nǫ m vankțda la ba mǤri li nǫ tuodi maan bțmbțțda tiim My dried 
seeds and old leaves are pounded to make a dressing for plants. [Trees] m ya'am wțsa tuodnǫ 'My heart pounds 
within me'. [JER 4:19] Fț ya'a bǤǤd fțn tuom zǤlțg tuodirin fț kț nyaŋi yis zǤlimis linǫ bǫǫ o pțțgin laa. 'You 

may pound a fool in a mortar with a pestle, but his folly will never be knocked out of him.'. [PRO 27:22] O yis o 

pțtǫn'ǫr o susțnf tuob nǫ o zilimme kțdig la ni ka pin'ili gǤsidi giligid. He took his mind off the pounding of 
his heart and the dryness of his tongue, and started looking round. [Trouble] ya na tun'oe pin'il tțțma nwǫnǫ ... 

nyuuni tuob nǫ kpaam saamug banǫkanam you can start businesses like crushing sheanuts and oil extraction 

mills. [Electricity] Colloc: sțțnr/(sț)sțnf/ya'am tuod ‘heart beats/pounds’. O da vi' li o mǫŋ san'an nwadis 

pamm, ka o sțnf yț'țn tuodi vǫ'ǫd o lǫbid ani la. He had kept it to himself for many months, but now his 
pounding heart brought him back to it again. [Trouble] m ya'am pin'ili tuod o yǫla. 'my heart began to pound for 
him.'. [SNG 5:4] m ya'am wțsa tuodnǫ ka m kț nyaŋi mǤdigǫ. 'My heart pounds within me, I cannot keep silent'. 

[JER 4:19] Colloc: tua piu-kpiu. Ka Adu sțnsțnf tuod kpiu-kpiu nǫ dabiem And Adu's heart pounded with fear. 

[Trouble] m sțțnr tuod kpiu-kpiu 'my heart pounded'. [HAB 3:16] Etym: OV1 *TO ; vc3 *to ; vc4 *to, ta. 
See: sa'atuodim; tuodir; tuodbiig. 

tua' [N]   See main entry: tǤi. bitter, hard. 

tuak   Variant: tuaki; tu'adi. v. to drip, drop. Nǫ' anǫ siindi bǤǤdi tuaki lu o zilimmin; asǫǫ o ya'ae o nǤǤr. This was 

honey about to drip onto his tongue; he just had to open his mouth. [Trouble] Dunia la tǫǫns wțsa nwǫnǫ ku'om na 

tuaki li buati ni nǫ 'Surely the nations are like a drop in a bucket'. [ISA 40:15] o Ǥnsir yț'țn nwǫnǫ ziim tu'adi lut 
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teŋ kǤra-kǤra 'his sweat was like drops of blood falling to the ground'. [LUK 22:44] Colloc: tuak X sțnf(țn) ‘come 

to X's attention’. Ba namisid nǤŋ dim ka ba kaasid ka li tuak Wina'am sțnfțn. They forced the poor to cry out 
to God, and he heard their calls for help. [JOB 34:28] li tuaki fț sțnf ka fț sie fț mǫŋ ka aansi fț fuud ka kaas 

man tuon la zug, m wțmi fț sǤsțg. you paid attention and 'you humbled yourself and tore your clothes and 
wept before me. Because of this, I for my part have listened to you.'. [2CH 34:27] Sim: tu'a2; Mult: tu'as3; 

Caus: tu'al1. See: tuak-tuak; tu'a2; tu'al1; tu'as3. 

tuaki   See main entry: tuak. drip. 

tuak-tuak   id. plink, plunk! (sound of dripping). pu'a kanǫ nǤŋ zaba nwǫnǫ ku'om na nyun tuak-tuak nǫ. 'A nagging 

wife is like water going drip-drip-drip.'. [PRO 19:13] See: tuak. 

tuank   v. to crush, crumple sth. O da tuank kikan'a niŋ ka nwǫ' mankǫǫnsi la nyu'oe. Mankǫǫnsi bugum zilim la da 

la'aŋ kikan'a la He crushed the cornstalks and struck a match. The flame from the match caught the stalks. 

[Trouble] 
tubig [N]   See main entry: tțbig. mongoose [Gambian], Tubig. 

tubis   See main entry: tțbig. mongoose [Gambian], Tubig. 

tubis   See main entry: tțbis1. spit. 

tubisid   See main entry: tțbis1. spit. 

tubus   See main entry: tțbis1. spit. 

tubɩga [C]   See main entry: tțbig. mongoose [Gambian], Tubig. 

tud1   Variant: tut. v. 1 • to squeeze through, pour/push sth. through. Ba daa kpa'ae ku'om tud takoro la ni amaa 

bugum la daa pț kpiigǫ. They poured water through the window but the fire wasn't put out. [Fire] Goma tǫbisim 

la da yǤ'Ǥg dǤǤg la ka yulug pu'a mǫŋim tud dǤǤgin la. Goma's weight opened the door and swung, the woman 

herself squeezed into the room. [Trouble] O nunǫ daam kțțl ka ban'a kǫǫkǫ keŋi fǤn pu'ab la ka ba tus o tud sa 

ka o li bțmbǤkin. He got drunk from pito and rode his bicycle into the women and they pushed him and he fell 
into a ditch. [MA] O pțtǫn'ǫr da kpǫn' likin dinǫ ka' o mǫŋ bǤǤdim, wțț ba tuuns o nǫ tud bulzuluŋ His mind 
went into darkness which was not his own desire, as if he had been pushed into a deep well. [Trouble] Mikal da yis 

David n tud takoro sigis 'Michal let David down through a window'. [1SA 19:12] o gban'anǫ m niŋgǤǤnr ka 

tǫbigimǫ tud sa 'he seized me by the neck and crushed me.'. [JOB 16:12] Li da nwǫnǫ Wina'am kpa'ae o 

sțnpǫǫntita'ar la tud o yin la nǫ. It was as if God poured out his great anger on his house. [You-Heard?] Note: 

original sțnpǫǫnti la. 
2 • throw across. M na tud bugum Teman teŋin 'I will send fire upon the city of Teman'. [AMO 1:12] Ya zi' ye ba 

na tǤǤnd piema tud zaŋguomin la naa? 'Didn't you realize that they would shoot arrows from the walls?'. [2SA 

11:20] 
3 • 'throw' in wrestling. 

tud2   v. to give. Fț pț wțm ye Boye saam da nǤk pu'a tud ye on nǫ Yaro gbǫnn dǤǤg yinne ... ? Didn't you hear that 

Boye's father sent a woman to Yaro so that they should sleep in one room ... ? [Trouble] Ka Ama gț'țŋi duoe zi'en 

ka zuŋ o nindaa tud Anane And Ama had no option but to sit up and frown at Anane. [Trouble] M ye m tudi ya 

nǫ dinǫ ka m ba' yǫli zi'el la na I will send you what my Father has promised. [Bible-Study] Zaŋim duor la tudim 

na. Give me the club. [MA] Sim: ti3, tis1 
tudaar1  Variant: tudaarǫ. Form: tudaar-2. n. incense, 'pomade' [Gh.] O da nǤk sanlima maan daka linǫ nyu'od tudaar 

la kpǫn' zi'el Fuug Sțgțr la pțțgin 'He set up the gold altar' for burning incense 'in the Tent of Meeting'. [EXO 40:26] nǫ 

sanlima laa yinne ka li pǫ'ǫl nǫ tudaar kanǫ nyu'od ka li nyuug malis la 'one gold dish ... filled with incense'. [NUM 7:14] 
O na nǤki ya bipumis la ka ba sieba maan tudaar 'Your daughters will have to make perfumes for him'. [1SA 8:13] M nǤknǫ 

tudaar sțma puusi li ka li anǫ bțnnyubisa buudi wțsa. 'I've perfumed it with myrrh, aloes, and cinnamon.'. [PRO 7:17] 
Maanmaannib daa ǫǫnti bțgțlțmnǫ gaŋ onǫ na nyu'oe tudaari la. It was the custom of the priests to cast lots to choose 

who would burn the incense. [LUK 1:9] Nwǫnǫ pțmpǤǤsi na kpi tudaari pțțgin ka li nyuug san'am si'em la 'As dead flies 
give perfume a bad smell'. [ECC 10:1] Sim: bțnnyubisa. NǤkim bțnnyubisa bama maal tudaari. 'Take the finest spices'. [EXO 

30:23] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: Hausa turaaree " < Arabic 'atara " (Abrahams) ? (AJN) ?? perhaps ْ�طر   ’iṭr 'perfume'  via  

Persian ’aṭir 
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tudaar-2   See main entry: tudaar1. incense. 

tudaarǫ   See main entry: tudaar1. incense. 

tudig   See main entry: tțdig. shuck. 

tudțg   n. to be damaged, broken up. Goma gǤs dǤbil la baba, ka gǤs zak la tudțg la. Goma looked around the kitchen, 
and looked at how the courtyard was broken up. [Trouble] 

tug   Variant: tugi. v. 1 • to attach, join things. m kǤ'Ǥg Faaro onǫ an Egipt na'ab la nu'ug. Ba pț lǤǤ li ye li tug 'I have 

broken the arm of Pharaoh king of Egypt. It has not been bound up for healing'. [EZK 30:21] Yesu ...  si'is dau la 

tțbir ka li lǫbi tug. 'Jesus ... touched the man's ear and healed him.'. [LUK 22:51] Note: ear had been cut off.   Wina'am 

na zaŋ pǤǤgin olif tiig la willi lǫn lǫbisi tugi li mǫŋ-mǫŋ olif tiig la ya'asǫ. God will 'join these broken-off 
branches to their own tree again.'. [ROM 11:24] 
2 • to wait for. BǤǤd kum paam tugum sǤn'oe. 'Sour grapes.'. [Proverb 172] Lit: 'Want but not get [says] "wait for 
a better".'. Note: ? I don't see how this translation can be got from this Kusaal. kum = 'but not' ?? [TN] 

tugi   See main entry: tug. attach, await. 

tugil   See main entry: tugul. inflame, provoke. 

tuginnǫ  See main entry: tugul. inflame, provoke. 

tugis   See main entry: tțgis. extend. 

tugisi   See main entry: tțgis. extend. 

tugla1   Variant: tuugla [W]. n. treacherous murder, betrayal. inter-clan. 

tugla2   n. misfortune. AbǤnam tugla nwa paae ti zina? What misfortune is this on us today? [MA] 

tugul   Variant: tugil; tuguli. Form: tugun. Variant: tugunnǫ; tuginnǫ. v. 1 • to inflame, set fire to sth. ba na zaŋ zaba 

la'ad la tugul bugum 'they will have the abandoned weapons to burn'. [EZK 39:10] O da gǤsidnǫ Yaa tugun daad 

dan'aŋin ye o nyu'oe bugum la. She watched Yaa kindling sticks in the fireplace to start a fire. [Trouble] 
2 • to inflame people, provoke. Note: to stir up a fight.    o na nǤk sǤ' wțsa tugul nǫ Grees sț'țlim la 'he will stir 

up everyone against the kingdom of Greece'. [DAN 11:2] ba tțțma anǫ ye ba sțŋ ka ban'ad la m paama alaafi 

ka'a ye ba tugil ban'ad la nǫ o pu'a bǫǫ nǫ o sida their work is to help sick people to get well, not that they 

should cause divisions between the sick person and their husband or wife. [Asaasim] Li ya'a anǫ ZugsǤb la kǫ ka fț 

kisig man, on di'em maan. Amaa li ya'a anǫ saalibi tuguli ti, ba na paam nǤpǤǤr ZugsǤb la tuon! 'If it is the 
Lord who has set you against me, may an offering be acceptable to him; but if it is mortals, a curse on them in the 
Lord's name!'. [1SA 26:19] onǫ tugun ba'abiis ka ba zabid 'a man who stirs up dissension among brothers'. [PRO 

6:19] Ninla'asnam la tugunnǫ teŋ nidib 'Mockers stir up a city'. [PRO 29:8] Ninkanǫ ieed yǫla tuginnǫ nidib 'A 
perverse man stirs up dissension'. [PRO 16:28] man mǫŋ da tuguli ya ka ya zabid nǫ taab 'I turned people against 
one another.'. [ZEC 8:10] See: tug. 

tuguli   See main entry: tugul. inflame, provoke. 

tugun   See main entry: tugul. inflame, provoke. 

tugunnǫ   See main entry: tugul. inflame, provoke. 

tugus   See main entry: tțgis. extend. 

tu'   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

tu'a   Form: tu'ad2. Variant: tu'adi. Form: tu'adnǫ. v. to speak, judge/plead a case. li an sțm nǫ yanamǫ kena ye ti 

la'asi tu'a li yǫla la. it is good that you have come so that we can talk about it. [Electricity] Ka Herod iee Pita gț'țŋ 

la ka tu'a banǫ gur sanrega la antu'a, ka bas nǤǤr ye ba kțț ba. 'Herod made careful search, but failed to find 
him, so he interrogated the guards and ordered their execution.'. [ACT 12:19] Ka Paul țk o nu'ug, ka tu'a ye o yis 

o mǫŋ 'Then Paul stretched out his hand and began his defence.'. [ACT 26:1] Sakpanlțŋ la da tu'ad nǫ ka la'adi 

muamua. The bushbuck was talking and laughing quietly. [Jealousy] (ba) bǫnt banǫ tu'ad sida kǤǤtț ni la baans 
(they) 'lay traps for him who brings the wrongdoer into court'. [ISA 29:21] Juda teŋkpǫmis la dim sțnf ma'aefțn 

tu'ad sida la zug. 'You give right judgements; let there be joy in the cities of Judah!'. [PSA 48:11] O tu'adi tisid 

banǫ ka ba mugusidi ba la 'He upholds the cause of the oppressed'. [PSA 146:7] o na tu'adnǫ sida, ka kǫ ka 
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pțpielim zi'en. 'He will be quick to do what is right, and he will see that justice is done'. [ISA 16:5] See: tu'am; 

tu'as; antu'a. 

tu'ad1   Form: tu'adib. n. a judge, lawyer, speaker. Colloc: antu'a tu'ad1(ib) ‘lawyer/s, advocate/s, speaker/s, judge/s’. ba 

da ... pțd Paul yț'țr Hemǫs, bǤzugǤ onǫ da aan ba antu'a tu'ad 'They gave ... Paul the name Hermes, because 
he was the chief speaker'. [ACT 14:2] Dinzug ya tun'e mǤr taaba paae antu'a tu'ad la tuon. 'there are assizes ... 
let the parties bring their charges and countercharges'. [ACT 19:38] Antu'a tu'adib la tis nǤǤr ye m kǫ ka ya yi. 'The 
magistrates have ordered that you and Silas be released.'. [ACT 16:36] Sim: sariakat. See: tu'a1. 

tu'ad2   See main entry: tu'a. speak. 

tu'adi   See main entry: tuak. drip. 

tu'adi   See main entry: tu'a. speak. 

tu'adib   See main entry: tu'ad1. judge. 

tu'adnǫ   See main entry: tu'a. speak. 

tu'ae   Form: tu'anǫ. v. to approach, bring sth. near. On țk daam la nǫ gilaas kǤp la tu'ae o nǤǤrin When he had raised 

the beer glass towards his mouth. [Electricity] Nintantțțlțg da wțm Adu nǫ on da yu'osidi tu'ae sakur la. The 
heat of the sun exhausted Adu as he was trotting up to the school. [Trouble] Amaa bunib saŋa ti tu'ae la ka o 

maan suoya ye faaǫn alannig suma pǤǤg la. But when harvest time drew near, he made plans to rob Squirrel's 
groundnut farm. [Trouble] (ba) kpǫn' anrțŋțn lǤ'Ǥŋid bǫuŋ la tu'ae Kapeenum teŋin. 'they got into a boat and set 

off across the lake for Capernaum.'. [JHN 6:17] nimbanǫ tțm anrțŋ la tțțma la tǫn'ǫs ye ti tu'anǫ gbǫog 'the 
sailors sensed they were approaching land.'. [ACT 27:27] Sim: paae, li'el. 

tu'al1   v. to 'cause to drip', squash to extract juice. O da maal garuŋ ye ba ǫǫnti tu'al tikanǫ ka ba buon ye vain la wala 

yisi li ku'om la. He made the 'press' for them to squeeze the fruits of the tree that they call 'vine' to extract their 
juice. [MRK 12:1] InvCaus: tuak, tu'a2. See: tu'a2; tuak; tu'as3. 

tu'al2   Variant: tu'alǫ. Form: tu'alǫya. n. to be fitting. Maalimi ti dinǫ wțsa ka fț tǫn'ǫs ka li tu'al, amaa faaǫn mǫ ti 

nannanna. 'Do with us whatever you think best, but please rescue us now.'. [JDG 10:15] Karimbiis ittțŋț zaŋi ken 

a gu'usim Wina'am nǤǤr lǤǤb nǫ WinsǤsțgțn saŋa kaŋa pț tu'alǫ. Church members' behaviour in waiting for 
a time of fasting and prayer is not fitting. [Bible-Study] Note: MA emends to zaŋi ken ban na gban'e ba mǫŋ si'em, 

Wina'am nǤǤr lǤǤb ...   Li pț tu'alǫ 'That would not be right.'. [EXO 8:26] Sim: nar. 

tu'al3   v. to shine, reflect. Ban daa duoe bǫogțn asuba la, ka winnig tu'al ku'om la, Moab dim la da bǫ zin'isi'a la ba 

da nyǫti li ka li nwǫnǫ ziim nǫ. 'When they got up early in the morning, the sun was shining on the water. To the 
Moabites across the way, the water looked red – like blood.'. [2KI 3:22] 

tu'alǫ   See main entry: tu'al2. fitting [be]. 

tu'alǫya   See main entry: tu'al2. fitting [be]. 

tu'am   n. speech, 'case' [Gh.], lawsuit. li na an sțm nǫ ban na nǤk yǫl la ba gțllim baanlimm dǤlis Goma zua la 

san'anǫ gat ban na kǫ ka li kpa' na'ab san'an nwǫnǫ tu'am nǫ. It would be better to deal with the matter 
themselves quietly going via Goma's friend rather than bringing it before the chief and have it become a legal case. 

[Trouble] ba ...  mǫ lǫn gaŋi ba ka ba bǫ tu'am zin'igin la. 'men ... who had been appointed members of the 

council.'. [NUM 16:2] Sim: antu'a. Li'elimi tu'asi ya tu'am 'Come and present your case'. [ISA 45:21 [draft]] Note: in the 

published Bible: Li'elimi na tu'asini ya antu'a la See: tu'a1; tu'as; antu'a. 

tu'anǫ   See main entry: tu'ae. approach. 

tu'as1   Variant: tu'asi1. Form: tu'asid1. Variant: tu'asidi. Form: tu'asidnǫ1. Form: tu'asim1!. Variant: tu'asimi1!. 

Form: tu'asin. Variant: tu'asini. v. to speak. O daa sid keŋ n ti paae ba'abțgțd la san'an n zaŋi o yǫla la wțsa 

tu'as o. So he actually went to the diviner and explained all his problems to him. [You-Hear?] Fțn tu'as sida la 

zugǤ m kț bț'țfǤ Because you told the truth, I won't beat you. [Fire] Li sțm ka ti tu'as Wina'am pian'ad la tis 

yanam yiiga. 'It was necessary that the word of God should be spoken first to you.'. [ACT 13:46] Ka tțmtțmnib la 

lǫb na ka tu'as Yesu ban tțm si'el wțsa. 'When the apostles returned, they reported to Jesus what they had 
done.'. [LUK 9:10] (o) kena tu'asi tisi ba ban na gu'usi ba mǫŋ nǫ na'asaabugum la si'em. he came and spoke to 

them about being careful with electricity. [Electricity] Kemi fț teŋ nimbanǫ ka ba gban'e ba keŋ teŋ zțŋ la ni, 
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tu'asi tisi ba. 'Go now to your countrymen in exile and speak to them.'. [EZK 3:11] o giligid teŋkpǫmis la tu'asid 

ban'asaaŋ dinǫ buon HIV-EES la yǫla. he was going round the villages talking about the new disease called 
HIV-AIDS.  [AIDS-II] Ka o pin'ili tu'asid nǫ sțnkpi'euŋ Jew dim la'asțg dǤǤgin la. 'He began to speak boldly in 
the synagogue.'. [ACT 18:26] Ofori da tu'asidi ba ken la kibar la Ofori was speaking to them about their journey. 

[Trouble] M zuanama, kǫlli ka m ansigi tu'asi ya nyain ti yaab na'ab David yǫla. My friends, let me speak 

frankly about David. [ACT 2:29] Tinamǫ daa tu'asidi ya antu'a si'a la pț yi dama'amin 'the appeal we make does 
not spring from error'. [1TH 2:3] Man nǤǤr tu'asidnǫ sida 'My mouth speaks what is true'. [PRO 8:7] Li'elimi na 

tu'asini ya antu'a la 'Come and present your case'. [ISA 45:21] Tu'asim tis Zerubabǫl onǫ an Sealtiel biig ka an 

Juda gǤmena la 'Speak to Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel, governor of Judah'. [HAG 2:2] Man ya'a pț kǫǫn na tu'asini 

ba, ba naan kț mǤrin taalǫ. 'If I had not come and spoken to them, they would not be guilty of sin.'. [JHN 15:22] 
Syn: pian'; Sim: yǫl1 ‘say’. Etym: OV1 *TUG ; OV2 *WE ; OVN *TOG(-S) ; GS2 *TO²/A ; vc 1 *wo(ɗ) ; vc4 
*bu . Note: *WE - see note on yǫl1.   See: tu'am; tu'a1; antu'a. 

tu'as2   Variant: tu'asi2. Form: tu'asid2. Form: tu'asim2!. Variant: tu'asimi!2. v. to imitate. Na'aziinr ya'a tu'as duan o ku 

wal zțn'țnii. Just because an acacia tree is like a dawadawa, it won't produce dawadawa seeds. [Proverb 036] Ba da 

tu'as ninsieba banǫ da bǫ tembanǫ da giligi ba la 'They imitated the nations around them'. [2KI 17:15] M 

ba'abiisǫ, la'asimi nǫ ya taaba tu'asi mam tțțma, ka kpansid banǫ bǫllim tu'asi ti bǫllim an si'em la. 'Keep 
on imitating me, my brothers and sisters. Pay attention to those who follow the right example that we have set for 

you.'. [PHP 3:17] Fț pț dǤlli ba suoya ka tu'asidi ba tțțmyaalis la ma'aanǫ 'You not only walked in their ways 
and copied their detestable practices'. [EZK 16:47] M zua sțŋǤ, da tu'asidi linǫ an bțmbǫ'ǫdǫ. Tu'asim linǫ an 

sțm. 'Dear friend, do not imitate what is evil but what is good.'. [3JN 1:11] Tu'asimi man tțțma wțț man tu'asid 

Kristo tțțma si'em la. 'Imitate me, then, just as I imitate Christ.'. [1CO 11:1] 

tu'as3   Variant: tu'asi3. Form: tu'asid3. Form: tu'asidnǫ2. v. to drip (many drops). Saa ku'om da tu'asid kǫnmisi la zugț 

lut laasin. The rainwater dripped through the roof into the dishes. [Trouble] Ka saa tu'asi mad o nu'us nǫ o gțrțg. 
The raindrops wetted his arms and shoulders. [Trouble] O nǤŋgban nwǫnǫ na'apu'a-kț-si'is-ku'om nǫ, ka mir 

linǫ nyuugț malis hali la tu'asidi yiti lit. 'His lips are like lilies dripping with myrrh. [SNG 5:13] O mi'ilim daa 

yț'țn yǤ'Ǥgnǫ nwǫne sinkpaam nyǫligi tu'asidnǫ His knowledge opened up like melted groundnut oil dripping. 
[You-Do?] Unit: tu'a, tuak. See: tu'a2; tuak; tu'al1. 

tu'asi1   See main entry: tu'as1. speak. 

tu'asi2   See main entry: tu'as2. imitate. 

tu'asi3   See main entry: tu'as3. drip. 

tu'asid1   See main entry: tu'as1. speak. 

tu'asid2   See main entry: tu'as2. imitate. 

tu'asid3   See main entry: tu'as3. drip. 

tu'asidi   See main entry: tu'as1. speak. 

tu'asidnǫ1   See main entry: tu'as1. speak. 

tu'asidnǫ2   See main entry: tu'as3. drip. 

tu'asim1!   See main entry: tu'as1. speak. 

tu'asim2!   See main entry: tu'as2. imitate. 

tu'asimi1!   See main entry: tu'as1. speak. 

tu'asimi!2   See main entry: tu'as2. imitate. 

tu'asin   See main entry: tu'as1. speak. 

tu'asini   See main entry: tu'as1. speak. 

tu'er   See main entry: tu'or. own. 

tu'og   See main entry: tu'ug. stub. 

tu'ombi'ela   adv. frequently. Tu'ombi'ela Nimo duoya ka lǫbi zin'in nǤǤr atan'. In a very short time, Nimo got up and 
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sat down again three times. [Trouble] O da gǤsidnǫ diib dǤǤg takoro la yǤ'Ǥg la, ka tu'ombiela ka o țk o nini 

gǤs kawǫnna nǫ mui bǤtnam la ti'ie kțlțŋ la baba la. He was looking at the open food-store door, and often 
looked up to see the sacks of maize and rice leaning by the door. [Trouble] See: tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el. 

tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el   Variant: tuombi'el-tuombi'el; tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'eli. id. frequently, regularly. Daka la 

zin'isi'a da kțoǫnǫ ka li yinǫ on nwǫ'ǫd anina tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el la. A certain place on the box was dented 
because he kept striking it there frequently. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nǫ' kpǫn anǫ sǤbkanǫ bǫ yǫlbanǫ gaad gbauŋțn ka 

on nǫ o sakur bibis karimmi li tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el. This was what was written in the history book and he and 

his pupils read it often. [Trouble] Du'atanam la da yǫl o ye o yțma la an si'em la, li nar ye o ken sibiti 

tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el The doctors said that given his age he should go to hospital regularly. [Shoeshine-Boy] fț 

tțn'usid nintǤǤnd tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el you cough up phlegm at regular intervals. [Womens-Health] o daa 

tțmmi buon o tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el ye o sǤns nǫ o. 'he sent for him frequently and talked with him.'. [ACT 24:26] 
Note: tțmmi better tțmnǫ [MA]  O ǫǫnti fabin tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'eli tis Mansa ye on ya'a kțdim mǤrinnǫ biig 

yinne gba on sțțnr naam malisin. She often complained to Mansa that if  she had one child she would be 
happy. [Trouble] Pu'a ya'a gban'e pțțg, o kțkǤya pu'adnǫ ka o sǫntid tuombi'el-tuombi'el. When a woman is 
pregnant, she experiences nausea and spits frequently. [MA] 

tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'eli   See main entry: tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el. frequently. 

tu'or   Variant: tu'er; tu'orǫ. n. ones own, own effort, own volition. M pț kenǫ m tu'or naa I am not coming of my own 

volition. Kuug onǫ ka' daan nyaadnǫ ka ǫnti o tu'er. The mouse with no master tunnels and fills the hole up 

himself. [Proverb 234] Saam banǫ ken yin la na tǫn'ǫs ye m anǫ Apraku pitț tu'or. Visitors to the house thought 
I was Apraku's own younger brother. [Shoeshine-Boy] Adu nan anǫ fț tațn biig, fț tațn tu'or biig. Adu is your 

nephew, your own sister's son. [Trouble] Da mǤǤd ye fț ti'eb linǫ zabid bǫǫ mǤd la fț tu'orǫ. Don't try to cure the 
pain or swelling by yourself. [Immunisation-II.] Sim: din1, mǫŋ ‘self’. Biig la bǤǤd ye ba diisid o n ti paae yțțma 

ayi' saŋa ka o nyaan tun'e di o tu'or (mǫŋ) ka li siak o. The baby needs to be fed until it is two years old, and 
it can then get enough nourishment by feeding itself. [Breastfeeding] 

tu'orǫ   See main entry: tu'or. own. 

tu'os   See main entry: tț'țs. meet, war against. 

tu'osi   See main entry: tț'țs. meet, war against. 

tu'osug   See main entry: tț'țs. meet, war against. 

tu'u   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

tu'ud   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

-tu'uda   See main entry: -tț'țdir. abused. 

tu'ude   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

tu'udi   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

-tu'udir   See main entry: -tț'țdir. abused. 

tu'udne   See main entry: tț'. abuse. 

tu'ug   Variant: tu'og; tu'ugǫ; tu'uge; tu'ugi. Form: tu'ugnǫ. Form: tu'ugid. Variant: tu'ugida. Form: tu'ugidnǫ. 
Form: tu'ugir. v. to stumble, stub. Note: stub one's toe Man da buugid la ka tu'ug kugtita'ar ku'omin la. As I was 
wading I stumbled over a big rock in the water. [Shoeshine-Boy] baa o ya'a tu'ug, o kț lii 'though he stumble, he 
will not fall'. [PSA 37:24] niigi la da tu'ug ka Daka la bik the oxen stumbled and the Ark tilted over. [1CH 13:9] Ba 

sǤ'ǤsǤ pț gǫn bǫǫ tu'ugǫ 'Not one of them grows tired or stumbles'. [ISA 5:27] Fț ya'a zǤt fțn da gi'esida ka fț na 

tu'ugi li. If you are running you should not be turning to look back otherwise you would trip and fall. [MA] 
zin'ikanǫ an sassi ka ba kț tu'ugi ba nǤbirǫ 'on a level path where they will not stumble'. [JER 31:9] Nyǫǫsim sǤb 

na tu'ugi li 'The arrogant one will stumble and fall'. [JER 50:32] m kpǫn ken tuonnǫ dțt kțkțna nǫ zuoya ka pț 

tu'ugida. 'he enables me to go on the heights'. [HAB 3:19] nid ya'a ken yț'țŋ o tu'ugidnǫ, bǤzugǤ nǫǫsim kae. 'It 
is when he walks by night that he stumbles, for he has no light.'. [JHN 11:10] Sim: tu'us. See: tu'us. 

tu'ug   See main entry: tț'țg. snack. 
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tu'ugǫ   See main entry: tu'ug. stub. 

tu'uge   See main entry: tu'ug. stub. 

tu'ugi   See main entry: tu'ug. stub. 

tu'ugid   See main entry: tu'ug. stub. 

tu'ugida   See main entry: tu'ug. stub. 

tu'ugidnǫ   See main entry: tu'ug. stub. 

tu'ugir   See main entry: tu'ug. stub. 

tu'ugnǫ   See main entry: tu'ug. stub. 

tu'us   Variant: tu'usi. Form: tu'usid. Variant: tu'usida; tu'usidi; tʋ'ʋsid. Form: tu'usidnǫ. v. to stumble. Banǫ mǤr ya'am 

la sieba na tu'usi li 'Some of the wise will stumble'. [DAN 11:5] Daam ma'aa ka ba nuu kennǫ tu'usid They only 

drink wine and stumble as they walk. [ISA 28:7] Ba na tʋ'ʋsid wțț banǫ bug daam nǫ They will stumble like those 

who are drunk with liquor. [NAM 1:10] ba kennǫ tu'usid ka zi' linǫ kǫ ka ba tu'usida. 'They fall, but cannot see 
what they have stumbled over.'. [PRO 4:19] Nintansțțs ti tu'usidi lit wțț li anǫ sisǤbir nǫ 'At midday we stumble 
as if it were twilight'. [ISA 59:10] ninkpiilima yadignǫ zin'is wțsa ka nidib tu'usidi ba. everywhere there are 
spread 'bodies without number, people stumbling over the corpses'. [NAM 3:3] Adu daa tu'usidnǫ dǤl o saam. Adu 

hobbled after his father. [Trouble] Ya tu'usidnǫ ken nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ 'You stumble day and night'. [HOS 4:5] 
Sim: tu'ug. See: tu'ug. 

tu'usi   See main entry: tu'us. stumble. 

tu'usid   See main entry: tu'us. stumble. 

tu'usida   See main entry: tu'us. stumble. 

tu'usidi   See main entry: tu'us. stumble. 

tu'usidnǫ   See main entry: tu'us. stumble. 

tuk   See main entry: tțk1. conceive. 

tuk1   Variant: tuk1; tukǤ; tukkɔ; tukko; tuku. n. danger, bloodguilt. risk, danger of supernatural retributive death 

incurred by someone who kills. Ka tis nǤǤr ye ba pa'alim Juda dim yțțm kaŋa, ba buoli li ye, Tuk Yțțm, ka 

ba sǤbi li Jaser gbauŋțn la 'this dirge over them should be taught to the people of Judah. It was written down and 

may be found in the Book of Jashar'. [2SA 1:18] Ba liebnǫ tuk dim ziim kanǫ ka ba yis la zug 'They are ... defiled 
with blood'. [LAM 4:14] O da kțț ba nǫ ... amaa ka li da ka' zaba saŋaa. Linzug tuk dǤl o. He killed them in 
peacetime. Therefore bloodguilt follows him. [1KI 2:5] pǤǤm nǫ fț ZugsǤb Wina'am la yț'țr ye fț kț kǫ ka sǤ' 

kțț m biyimmir la yǤ sam, ka li kilim tukǤ. swear by the Lord your God that you won't let anyone kill my only 

son as a revenge-killing, to perpetuate the bloodguilt.  [2SA 14:11] ya ya'a kț man, li na an tuku ti yanam nǫ 

tempțkaŋa nǫ nimbanǫ bǫǫ li ni la wțsa 'if you kill me, you and the people of this city will be guilty of killing 
an innocent man'. [JER 26:15] Colloc: tuksǤb/tuk1 dim1 ‘person incurring bloodguilt’. Isigim sa, isigim! GǤsim 

tuksǤb! Fț anǫ nimbǫ'og! 'Get out, get out, you man of blood, you scoundrel!'. [2SA 16:7] 
tuk1   See main entry: tuk1. danger. 

tuk2   Variant: tuki1. v. to wean, be weaned. wțț bikanǫ ka ba tuk o bin'isire dig o ma tuon si'em la 'like a weaned 

child clinging to its mother'. [PSA 131:2] Ka Isaak nǤbig ka tuk bin'isir. 'The child grew and was weaned'. [GEN 21:8] 
li anǫ banǫ ka ba tuki ba bin'isirǫ? is it 'those just taken from the breast?'. [ISA 28:9] 

tuk3   Variant: tuki2; tukki. Form: tukid1. v. to worry, annoy sb. Lin an ye nidib kțțdi ba mǫŋ diib yǫla la da tuk o nǫ. 
The fact that people killed themselves because of food worried him. [Trouble] Note: better tuk o sțțnr nǫ "It always 

comes with the heart" [MA] Li gandigir la da tuki m sțnf hali. The answer worried my mind greatly. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
M zua, m pț bǤǤdi m tukki fț sțțnrǫ My friend, I don't want to annoy you. [Trouble] ka zi'e ti tuonnǫ pian'adi 

takidimaligim tukid Wina'am sțnf. 'in front of us all he mocks God.'. [JOB 34:37] 

tuk4   Form: tukid2. Form: tukim!. Variant: tukimi!. v. to dig up. O tțm sǤ' ye o keŋ tuk tinya'a na ka o dțgi sț biig 

la ka ban'as la bas. He sent someone to go and dig tree roots so that he would boil them and bathe the child to 
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cure the sickness. [MA] Tukimi dankal ka pu'ab dțgi tis kpaadib la. Dig out some sweet-potatoes for the women 

to cook for the farmers. [MA] Sim: tu1, lǫ, lǫǫg. See: tu1. 

tuki1   See main entry: tuk2. wean. 

tuki2   See main entry: tuk3. worry. 

tukid1   See main entry: tuk3. worry. 

tukid2   See main entry: tuk4. dig. 

tukim!   See main entry: tuk4. dig. 

tukimi!   See main entry: tuk4. dig. 

tukki   See main entry: tuk3. worry. 

tukkɔ   See main entry: tuk1. danger. 

tukko   See main entry: tuk1. danger. 

tukǤ   See main entry: tuk1. danger. 

tuku   See main entry: tuk1. danger. 

tukpeedug   See main entry: tțkpiidțg. fuss. 

tul   Form: tunnǫ. Form: tulim!. Variant: tulimi!. Form: tulib. n. to perform the final weeding. Ya ya'a bas naga la 

Na'asaabugulum naae, yanam tul nǫ niigi. If you apply fertilizer to the guinea corn farm, you should harrow it 
with bullocks. [MA] Akugir yidim bǫǫ anina tunnǫ ba kawǫnpǤǤg la zina. Akugri’s family are there weeding 

their maize farm for the last time. [MA] Tulim naada la ka ya'a ka' alaa li kț maal sț'țŋa. Do the final weeding 
of the early millet (farm) or else it wouldn’t produce well. [MA] 

tul   See main entry: tțl. hot. 

tulib   See main entry: tul. weed. 

tulig   Variant: tțlig4; tuligi. Form: tulignǫ. Form: tuligid. v. to turn round, upside down. Man da tǫn'ǫsi li na sțŋim 

si'el wțsa ni, amaa li lǫǫ da tulig nǫ. I thought it would be a help to me all round, but it all went pear-shaped. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: it turned upside down. Dinǫ da kǫ ka Yeboah da pț tulig daakanǫ That was why Yeboah 
didn't turn back that day. [Trouble] Daakan la Jew dim la dataas la da tǫn'ǫs ye ba na nyaŋi ba, amaa li da tulig 

nǫ ka Jew dim la lǫǫ nyaŋi ba dataas la. 'On this day the enemies of the Jews had hoped to overpower them, but 
now the tables were turned and the Jews got the upper hand over those who hated them. [EST 9:1] Zuoya la na tțlig, 

ka zuobanǫ an gbǫțț la kǤǤ li na 'The mountains will be overturned, the cliffs will crumble'. [EZK 38:20] O da 

tuligi yț'țn kun nǫ sțnsan'aŋ. He turned round and went home in distress. [Jealousy] Ka wǫbaa la yț'țn tuligi 

zǤti kat o saam. Then the leopard turned and ran after his father. [Trouble] Ka ba tuligi lǫbid na n ti paae En 

Misipat teŋin 'Then they turned back and went to En Mishpat'. [GEN 14:7] Amaa fț ya'a gǤs, ti ninsaalib tulignǫ 

san'amid win sțnf But if you look, (you'll see that) we mortals turned round and broke god's heart. [Asaasim] 
Amaa ya tulignǫ maan taaba bǫ'ǫd ka filim banǫ aan ya ba'abiis 'Instead, you yourselves cheat and do wrong, 
and you do this to your brothers.'. [1CO 6:8] Ninsaal ... dabisa nwǫnǫ ma'asim tuligid tǤ'ǤtǤ si'em la. Man ... his 
days are like a fleeting shadow.'. [PSA 144:4] Caus: tulis1. See: tulis1. 

tulig   See main entry: tțlig1. hot. 

tuligi   See main entry: tulig. turn. 

tuligi   See main entry: tțlig1. hot. 

tuligid   See main entry: tulig. turn. 

tuligid   See main entry: tțlig1. hot. 

tulignǫ   See main entry: tulig. turn. 

tulim!   See main entry: tul. weed. 

tulimi!   See main entry: tul. weed. 
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tulis1   Form: tulisid. v. to invert, turn sth. upside down. Li na tun'e tulis biig la nini ka o gǤsid nyalima nyalima It can 

invert the child's eyes so that he sees strange things. [Iodine] Ya tulis si'elnam tutula, ka ten'esid ye one ya'abid 

la pu gat ya'ade! 'You turn things upside down! Shall the potter be regarded as the clay?'. [ISA 29:16] Ninsaal 

nwǫnǫ ma'asim nǫ ken ka tulisid 'Man is a mere phantom as he goes to and fro'. [PSA 39:6] InvCaus: tulig. 
See: tulig; tutula. 

tulis2   Variant: tulisi. v. to be disorganised, unkempt. maanmaan la na gǤsi o fǫn'țg la ka li ya'a kpǫn' o niŋgbina ni 

ka kǤnbilțg la nwǫnǫ dǤnbțțlim nǫ ka tulisi tulis, maanmaan la na yǫl o ye o ka' nyainnǫ 'the priest is to 
examine the sore, and if it appears to be more than skin deep and the hair in it is yellow and thin, the priest shall 
pronounce that person unclean'. [LEV 13:30] 

tulisi   See main entry: tulis2. be messy. 

tulisid   See main entry: tulis1. invert. 

tulla   See main entry: tțl. hot. 

tum   See main entry: tțm2. send, put [hand] in. 

tum!   See main entry: tțm2. send, put [hand] in. 

tum1   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tum3   See main entry: tțțm1. job. 

tumaa   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tume   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tume   See main entry: tțm2. send, put [hand] in. 

tumini   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tumir   See main entry: tțmmir. usefulness. 

tumire   See main entry: tțmmir. usefulness. 

tumm   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tumma   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tumme   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tummi   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tumne   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tumni   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tumtum   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tumtum-   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tumtum2   See main entry: tțmtțm2. messenger, apostle. 

tumtumma   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tumtumnib   See main entry: tțmtțm2. messenger, apostle. 

tumya2   See main entry: tțm1. do. 

tunǫ   See main entry: tu1. dig. 

tun'   See main entry: tțn. reach, line up. 

tun'e   Variant: tun'oe; tɔn'ɔn. v. 1 • to be  able. Note: usually with future (neg.) of what will (not) be possible for the subject.    Li 

tun'e di pǤǤd nǫ fuud nǫ ligidi nǫ la'asțma bǫdegț. It can consume farms and clothes and money and many 
good things. [Fire] M kț tun'e bǫ nǫ ya kpǫla ka ka'a fuugu yǫǫda I can't be here with you and not have a shirt to 
wear. [AIDS-Azuur] O ziim tun'e pǤ'Ǥg ka o lieb ban'ad bǫǫ kpi. She could suffer from anæmia and become sick 

or die. [Womens-Health] Lit: her blood become insufficient. Ba da ... mǫ mi' tiraug tǤǤnb hali bǫǫ tun'e vǫnligid 

luobig datiuŋ nǫ adagǤbțg wțsa they were ... able to shoot arrows or to sling stones right-handed or 
left-handed'. [1CH 12:2] Dinzug ya tun'e mǤr taaba paae antu'a tu'ad la tuon. 'there are assizes ... let the parties 
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bring their charges and countercharges'. [ACT 19:38] Ba tun'e kpi yț'țŋ tisțțs nif aŋir pțțgin 'They die in an 

instant, in the middle of the night'. [JOB 34:20] Ba mǤr nu'us, ka pț tun'e babin na 'they have hands, but cannot 

feel'. [PSA 115:7] Biribiŋ la daa pț tun'oe vț'țsida bǤzugǤ o daa zǤnǫ hali. The boy couldn't breathe because he 

had run so fast. [Electricity] Na'asaabugum paŋ pț tɔn'ɔn dǤl rǤbaa Plastic does not conduct electricity. [Electricity] 
Lit: can't pass via plastic. Sim: nyaŋ1

2 
2 • to be possible, may, might. ba kǫl ka ki la nǫ natis la la'an nǤbig ka ba ya'a ye ba vǤnn natis la, ba tun'e 

vǤnn ki sieba. they should leave the weeds to grow with (the millet), because if they go to pull up the weeds they 
might pull up some of the millet. [Trouble] 

tun'oe   See main entry: tun'e. able [be], might. 

tun'us   See main entry: tțn'țs. spit. 

tun'usi   See main entry: tțn'țs. spit. 

tunnǫ   See main entry: tul. weed. 

tunsa   See main entry: tusir. thousand. 

tuntum   See main entry: tțmtțm1. worker. 

tuŋ   Variant: tțŋ; tuŋe; tuŋț. Form: tuŋ-tuŋ. n. 1 • a calabash-plant. zțnzțnr kena Ǥnb tuŋ la nya'a ka li zǫndigi 

kțdig 'a worm attacked the plant, and it died'. [JON 4:7] Etym: OV1 *TUN . 
2 • lineage, generation, clan (of Israel). Ba nidiba ayi' nwa ya'a nwǫnǫ ba kpinǫ, Nimo tuŋ la li'iya. If those two 

people were going to die, that was the end of Nimo's clan. [Trouble] Yǫlțg kaŋa da dǤlisnǫ ba tuŋ la ala paae na. 
This account followed through their clan and so reached the present generation. [Trouble] Finehas tuŋ kpǫǫm da 

anǫ Gerson (the family head) 'of the descendants of Phinehas, Gershom'. [EZR 8:2] Kaalim Levi nidib la dǤlis nǫ 

ba tuŋ nǫ ba za'asi an si'em. 'Count the Levites by their families and clans'. [NUM 3:15] li kpǫlim bi'ela ka m 

namis Israel Na'ab Jehu na'am tuŋ la 'it will not be long before I punish the king of Israel'. [HOS 1:4] Maalimi 

bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm pțdigi teŋ la dǤlis tuŋ wțsa zem si'em. 'Distribute the land by lot, according to your 
clans.'. [NUM 33:54] tuŋ kanǫ ka m gaŋ la na yi tuon na zi'en yir-yir 'The clan that I pick out will come forward, 
family by family.'. [JOS 7:14] Bama da an Levi dim la ka li dǤl wțț ba tuŋț an si'em. 'These were the Levites, 

according to their families.'. [1CH 24:30] Di yǫti ti Abraham tuŋ la yǫla nǫ Israel biis pii-nǫ-yi' la nǫ ba tuŋ-tuŋ 

yǫla. It tells us about Abraham's clan and the twelve sons of Israel and their genealogies. [Bible-Intro] 
Colloc: tuŋțn(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘in/to/from clan’. Amaa tinam tuŋun la di anǫ zaalim. But in our clan it is unimportant. 

[Trouble] Bama da an na'anamǫ yi Esau pu'a Oholibama ... la tuŋțn na. 'These were the chiefs descended from 

Esau's wife Oholibamah'. [GEN 36:18] Israel na'am la kț maligim yii fț tuŋțnǫǫ. 'you shall never lack a successor 
on the throne of Israel.'. [1KI 2:4] Lit: the kingship of Israel will never again leave your clan. Sim: dǤǤg, zak ‘'tribe' 
[of Israel], sub-clan’. Za'as banǫ da la'asi an Gerson tuŋ la da anǫ Libni nǫ Simie 'The clan of Gershon was 
composed of the families of Libni and Shimei.'. [NUM 3:21] 

tuŋe   See main entry: tuŋ. calabash plant, clan. 

tuŋ-tuŋ  See main entry: tuŋ. calabash plant, clan. 

tuŋț   See main entry: tuŋ. calabash plant, clan. 

tuo   See main entry: tua. crash into, pound. 

tuob   See main entry: tua. crash into, pound. 

tuod   See main entry: tua. crash into, pound. 

tuoda   See main entry: tuodir. pounding pot. 

tuodbiig  Variant: tuolbiig [N]. Form: tuodbiis. Variant: tuolbiis. n. a pestle. Syn: tțlig. Tțlig kǤ'Ǥgir sia'al kpaam bi'igir. 
The breaking of the pestle matches the maturing of the oil. [Proverb 274] Tuodbiig kǤ'Ǥgir sia'al kpaam bi'igir. 
The breaking of the pestle matches the maturing of the oil. Note: MA version Cpart: tuodir ‘mortar’. See: biig; 

tuodir. 

tuodbiis   See main entry: tuodbiig. pestle. 

tuode   See main entry: tua. crash into, pound. 
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tuodir   Variant: toor [N]; tuudir [N]. Form: tuoda. Variant: toya; tuura [N]. n. mortar, pounding-pot. Nidib la da ǫǫnti 

yinǫ pi'isi li, ka nǫǫmi li nǫǫrin bǫǫ tua li tuodir pțțg. 'The people went around gathering it, and then ground it 

in a handmill or crushed it in a mortar'. [NUM 11:8] wțț ban tuod zǫǫnd tuodirin si'em la as they pound 
soup-ingredients in a mortar. [LAM 1:15 [draft]] Cpart: tuodbiig ‘pestle’. Etym: OV1 *TE/TO ; OVN *TO-DI/-A . 
See: tua; tuodbiig. 

tuodnǫ   See main entry: tua. crash into, pound. 

tuoǫn   v. to split lengthwise [but not full length], greenstick fracture. fț kǤ'Ǥgi tuoǫn kțnsi ba biankimpiindi aans 'you 

splintered and you tore open their shoulders'. [EZK 29:7] Egipt kanǫ nwǫnǫ balaari ǫǫn buak bǫǫ tuoǫn ka sǤ' ya'a 

zanl ka dǫlli li ka li kțns o nu'ugț pu'alim o si'em la. 'Egypt, that splintered reed of a staff, which pierces a 
man's hand and wounds him if he leans on it!'. [2KI 18:21] Kem tuoǫn bian'an na ka ti lǤ daad la. Go and 
slice/split a piece from the bian'a shrub so we can tie the wood. [MA] 

tuolbiig [N]   See main entry: tuodbiig. pestle. 

tuolbiis   See main entry: tuodbiig. pestle. 

-tuoloŋ   n. messaged, sth. you have sent sb. to get for you. Yaar-tuoloŋ pț wțm zǫn'ǫdǫ. When you message for salt, it 

normally does not make the soup tasty. [Asaasim Proverb] See: tǤlim; tǤlțŋ. 

tuombi'ela   n. a little while. M zuanamaa, baŋimi ka Kusaas ye tuombi'ela pț ya'asid paarǫ My friends, you must 

know that the Kusaas say that a little while won't take long. [Asaasim] See: tu'ombi'el-tuombi'el. 
tuombi'el-tuombi'el   See main entry: tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el. frequently. 

tuon   Variant: tuonnǫ; tuonɛ; tuonnǫǫ; tuonna. n. 1 • front, before. Winnig daa lu tiis la tuon ka kpaantikpittis banǫ 

su'a la pin'ili ba kaasig The sun set behind the trees and the hidden cicadas began their singing. [Trouble] wțț 

bikanǫ ka ba tuk o bin'isire dig o ma tuon si'em la 'like a weaned child clinging to its mother'. [PSA 131:2] 
Kpi'im teŋ nǫ aba'as-yǤri diginǫ ZugsǤb la tuon Death and Destruction lie open before the Lord. [PRO 15:11] 
Dinzug ya tun'e mǤr taaba paae antu'a tu'ad la tuon. 'there are assizes ... let the parties bring their charges and 

countercharges'. [ACT 19:38] biriku'an dima ayi' kena zin'inǫ o tuon 'two scoundrels came and sat opposite him'. 

[1KI 21:13] ba gban'e Paul nǫ Silas vǫ'ǫgi ba kpǫn' da'an banǫ sț'oe teŋ la tuon 'they seized Paul and Silas and 
dragged them to the city authorities in the main square'. [ACT 16:19] Ama kǫya ka o mǤr si'eli na gǤsid tuonna 
Ama had given him something to look forward to. [Trouble] Ka Ata'aŋ gaad tuonnǫ yǫli ba ye on nǫ Akțkparig 

daa sid paae And Mr.Shea went in front and said to them that he and Mr. Borassus had indeed got there. [Trees] 
Akudbil daa gǤs o tuonɛ nyǫ ka sǤ zǤti kpa'ad o yin na. Akudbil looked in front of him, and saw someone 

running towards his house. [Electricity] Piim la pț lu nǫ fț tuonnǫǫ? '“Isn't the arrow beyond you?”'. [1SA 20:37] Note: 

may be translated "beyond" or even "behind" from the observer's point of view  :  X – O  –  Y   X says "Y is O tuon" 
Colloc: gaad tuon ‘go ahead, go in front, lead’. Adu da gaad tuon, o da yǫnǫ fupiel nu'ugima ka sǤn kurgiŋ 

sabil. Adu was in the lead; he wore a short-sleeved white shirt and black shorts. [Trouble]  Hali tuongatib nǫ 

kpǫǫmnam la da gaad tuonnǫ kǫ ka ba kpǫn' mǤǤg. 'And the leaders and officials have led the way in this 

unfaithfulness.'. [EZR 9:2]  Bama da gaad tuonnǫ guri ti Troas teŋin. 'These men went on ahead and waited for us 
at Troas.'. [ACT 20:5] Colloc: keŋ tuon ‘make progress’. Banǫ gǤsid ka tțțma la ken tuon, ka nǤ'Ǥsid 

tțmtțmnib,  ka dț'țsid tțmtțmnib banǫ nar, ka banǫ pț tțm tutuaa la ka ba tǫǫgi ba tțba. 'It shall see to 
the regulation and supervision of recruitment, promotions and discipline of public officers.'. [Constitution] Fț yǤǤdi 

fț yǤǤd dinǫ nar ye li sțŋ ka Gaana keŋ tuonnǫǫ? Do you pay your contribution which is necessary for Ghana 
to make progress? [Tax] D.C la ... na gǤsid ka Asambili tțțma ken tuonnǫ dǤl teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la na pa'al 

si'em. 'The District Chief Executive shall ... be expected to respect and promote the interests of the district in 
which he serves within the framework of national policy.'. [Constitution] Colloc: lu tuon ‘go ahead’. kaas tanp kuŋ 

la Betaven ni ye Benjamin dim lum tuon! 'Raise the battle cry in Beth Aven; lead on, O Benjamin.'. [HOS 5:8] 
Cpart: dǤl nya'aŋ ‘come behind’. sieba gaadi ba tuon ka sieba dǤl some went ahead of them and some came 
behind. [Trouble] Gaadim tuon, Anane, ka m na dǤl nannanna na You go ahead of me, Anane, and I will come 
straight after you. [Trouble] Adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ ya'a gaad tuon, nyannǫ dǤl, amaa a-sie-m-mǫŋ mǤri ya'am 

kenna. 'When pride comes, then comes disgrace, but with humility comes wisdom.'. [PRO 11:2] a-sie-m-mǫŋi 

gat tuon ka na'asi nyaan dǤl 'humility comes before honour'. [PRO 15:33] Cpart: nya'aŋ. li tuon nǫ li nya'aŋ 

wțsa sǤb fabțlțg nǫ sțnsa'aŋ nǫ tǤǤg yǫla. On both sides of it were written words of lament and mourning and 
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woe. [EZK 2:10] 
2 • west. Note: usually as: Syn: ya-tuona. Note: q.v. Cpart: nya'aŋ3, ya-nya'aŋ. GǤsim tuon nǫ nya'aŋ nǫ 

dagǤbțg nǫ datiuŋ. 'Lift up your eyes from where you are and look north and south, east and west.'. [GEN 13:14] 
3 • 'front-part', [euphemism for] pubic area, genitals. Bilǫțg sa'ae yuug tun'e kǫ ka o du'asțŋ bǫǫ o dț'țnsuug 

bǫǫ o tuon san'am. If the labour with the baby is protracted, it can harm the birth canal, the bladder or the vulva. 

[Womens-Health] Ziim ya'a yit pu'a tuon dabisa bǫdegț ka li ka' o nu'ug nyǫǫb saŋa, bǫǫ o nyǫnǫ nu'ug ka li 

tțțg saŋa kanǫ ka o ǫǫnti nyǫt la, o na anǫ dian'ad sǤb nwǫnǫ on ǫǫnti nyǫ nu'ug ka li an si'em la; 'When a 
woman has a discharge of blood for many days at a time other than her monthly period or has a discharge that 
continues beyond her period, she will be unclean as long as she has the discharge, just as in the days of her period.'. 
[LEV 15:25] Tuonnǫ na nyuusid. The private parts will smell. [Womens-Health] 

tuonɛ   See main entry: tuon. before, west, genitals. 

tuongad   See main entry: tuongat1. leader. 

tuongat1   Variant: tuongati; tuongata; tuongataa; tuongad. Form: tuongatib. Variant: tuongatiba; tuongatibi. 

Form: tuongat-2. n. a leader. Mpuaka daa anǫ Bțgțr karindǤǤg pu'ab la'asțg la tuongat yinne. Mpuaka was 
a leader of the Buguri church women's association. [Electricity] Jack Moro onǫ an ti tuongat la yis si'eli o gǫfa ni 

na. Jack Moro who was our leader brought something out of his pocket. [Shoeshine-Boy] Suguru sǤb bǫlisidi 

tuongat 'Through patience a ruler can be persuaded'. [PRO 25:15] O da anǫ banǫ gur na'ab la tuongat. he 'was the 

captain of the palace guard.'. [GEN 37:36] Ba nwǫnǫ ku'omin bțnvțya banǫ ka' tuongata. They are 'like sea 
creatures that have no ruler.'. [HAB 1:14] Fț da pț lieb Israel buudi la wțsa tuongataa? 'did you not become the 
head of the tribes of Israel?'. [1SA 15:17] m tțmtțm David na an tuongati ba san'an. 'my servant David will be 
their ruler.'. [EZK 34:24] Mukur kț bǫ paatinam tuongatib gaansțginǫ There shall be no external interference in 

the election of party leaders. [Constitution] Ba tuongatib atan' la wțsa mi' karțŋ nǫ sǤb. Their three leaders were 
literate. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ka li tuongatib dit saŋa dinǫ nar ye ba nyǫ paŋ ka ka' ye ba nuu bugǫ. 'whose princes 
eat at a proper time – for strength and not for drunkenness'. [ECC 10:17] Hali tuongatib nǫ kpǫǫmnam la da gaad 

tuonnǫ kǫ ka ba kpǫn' mǤǤg. 'And the leaders and officials have led the way in this unfaithfulness.'. [EZR 9:2] 
Zaba tuongatiba, duomi, ka ti'ebi nǫ ya zaba la'ad la! 'Officers! Prepare your shields!'. [ISA 21:5] nimbanǫ ka 

ya gaŋ ye ba an tuongatibi ya KarimdǤǤgin la? which people have you chosen to be leaders in your Church? 
[Bible-Study] O na gaŋ sieba ka ba an zaba tuongatibi gat zabzabidib tusa tuon ka sieba gat pisnu tuon. 'He 
will make some of them officers in charge of a thousand men, and others in charge of fifty men.'. [1SA 8:12] Yanam 

banǫ an tuongat-kpi'ema bǫ teŋ tita'arin nwa' la 'you great leaders of this great nation Israel'. [AMO 6:1] 
Colloc: (Israel) tuongat1(ib) ‘Judges (in the Bible)’. Elon onǫ an Zebulun dǤǤg nid la da lieb Israel dim 

tuongat yțțm piiga. 'Elon the Zebulunite was judge over Israel for ten years.'. [JDG 12:11] Israel Tuongatib 
Judges. [JDG [book title]] Nabstr: tuongaadțg. See: tuon; gaad; tuongaadțg. 

tuongat-2   See main entry: tuongat1. leader. 

tuongata   See main entry: tuongat1. leader. 

tuongataa   See main entry: tuongat1. leader. 

tuongati   See main entry: tuongat1. leader. 

tuongatib   See main entry: tuongat1. leader. 

tuongatiba   See main entry: tuongat1. leader. 

tuongatibi  See main entry: tuongat1. leader. 

tuongaadțg  n. leadership. Nidib bǫdegț sțțnr pț ma'ae nǫ tuongaadțg kanǫ buudi bǫǫ ti sț'țlimin zina la. Many 

people are not happy with the sort of leadership there is in our country today. [Bible-Study] KarimdǤǤg la zin'ikanǫ 

nar ye paam Siig pǫ'ǫlțg bǫllim anǫ tuongaadțgin. The area of church life where it is most necessary for a 
Spirit-filled life is in leadership. [Bible-Study] InvNabstr: tuongat1. See: tuongat1; tuon; gaad. 

tuonna   See main entry: tuon. before, west, genitals. 

tuonnǫ   See main entry: tuon. before, west, genitals. 

tuonnǫǫ   See main entry: tuon. before, west, genitals. 
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turuku   See main entry: tǫreko. truck. 

tus1   Variant: tusi. Form: tusid. v. to push sth. O nunǫ daam kțțl ka ban'a kǫǫkǫ keŋi fǤn pu'ab la ka ba tus o tud 

sa ka o li bțmbǤkin. He got drunk from pito and rode his bicycle into the women and they pushed him and he fell 

into a ditch. [MA] On yǤ'Ǥg kțlțŋ la ka pǫbisma'asir nwǫ o nindaa,  ka kanlig o fuug ka tus kțlțŋ la yǤ'Ǥg nǫ 

paŋ. When he unfastened the door a cool breeze hit his face and whipped his shirt and tried to force the door open. 
[Trouble] Note: spelling corrected by MA.    ZugsǤb la tusi ba lǫbis ku'omin la. 'the Lord swept them into the sea.'. 

[EXO 14:27] Si'eli da tusid Adu yisid pu'a la san'an. Something pushed Adu away from the woman. [Trouble] (ba) 

tusid banǫ sadigidi bǤǤd liig la. (they) push 'someone who is about to fall.'. [JOB 12:5] Sim: tǫb, tǫbțg, da'ae; 
Cpart: tǫǫg ‘pull’.  

tus-2   See main entry: tusir. thousand. 

tusa   See main entry: tusir. thousand. 

tusi   See main entry: tus1. push. 

tusid   See main entry: tus1. push. 

tusir   Variant: tunsa; tusirǫ; tusiri. Form: tusa. Variant: tʋsa. Form: tus-2. num. a thousand, 1,000. Li ka' ye fț nyǫ ligidi 

bǫdegț ka nyaan pin'il tțțmkaŋa, yǤlțg tusir ma'aa siakid nǫ. It's not that you need a lot of money to start this 
business, just ¢200,000 is enough. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: a thousand 'bags'. onǫ di'e tusir yinne la keŋ tu bțmbǤkț 

pin' o zugdaan ligidi la 'the servant who had received one thousand coins went off, dug a hole in the ground, and 
hid his master's money.'. [MAT 25:18] Nid yinne na niŋ wala kad nidib tusirǫ? How could one man chase a 

thousand ... ? [DEU 32:30] Hali baa fț ya'a maki li tusiri niŋi m nu'ugin, man kț țki m nu'ugț si'is na'abiig laa. 
'Even if a thousand shekels were weighed out into my hands, I would not lift my hand against the king's son.'. [2SA 

18:12] nidib banǫ ka li nan pin'in ... la an tusa kǤbis naasi ti paae tusa kǤbis yuobț ti teŋgbauŋ nwa ni the 

people in whom it was just starting ... were 400,000-600,000 in our country. [AIDS-Azuur] Na'ab Solomon da mǤri 

tǫrekonam tusa naasi (4,000) 'King Solomon also had 4,000 ... chariots'. [2CH 9:25] Ninive teŋ la mǤr nidib ka 

li gat tusa kǤbiga nǫ pisi banǫ zi' ba datiuŋ nǫ ba dagǤbțgǤ 'Nineveh has more than a hundred and twenty 
thousand people who cannot tell their right hand from their left'. [JON 4:11] Ka tusa kǤbiga nǫ pisnu (150,000) 

mǫ paam ban'a la ka bǤǤd ti'ebțg. And a hundred and fifty thousand have the disease and need treatment. 

[Trachoma] Sankan la m da mǤri yǤn tunsa piiga (miliyǤn ayi') ma'aa. Then I had only 10,000 'bags' (two 

million). [Shoeshine-Boy] Yțma tʋsa pisi nǫ yinne nwa ni ... 21,000 years ago ... [Bible-Study] Colloc: tusir-tusir, 

tusa-tusa ‘by thousands, a thousand each, groups of 1000’. Ka o duoe zi'e za'anǤǤr la baba ka nidib la yț'țn 

pțdigi yit, kǤbig-kǤbig nǫ tusir-tusir. 'Then he stood by the side of the gate as his men marched out in units of 
a thousand and of a hundred.'. [2SA 18:4] Li da anǫ Adu bu'os dinǫ maan nidib tusa-tusa banǫ kpi la gandigir. 
It was Adu who asked how the number of many thousands who died was calculated. [Trouble] Ti tațn, fț na wiak 

tusa-tusa! 'Our sister, may you increase to thousands upon thousands'. [GEN 24:60] Ba kal an tusa tus-kǤbisyi' 

(200,000,000). 'The number of the mounted troops was two hundred million.'. [REV 9:16] Lit: two-hundred 
thousand thousands. Etym: OV1 *TUS ; OVN *TUS-DI/A . 

tusirǫ   See main entry: tusir. thousand. 

tusiri   See main entry: tusir. thousand. 

tut   See main entry: tud1. squeeze through, throw. 

tutu-   See main entry: tituug. shrub. 

tutuaa   See main entry: tituaa. straight. 

tutula   Variant: titula. adv. backwards, topsy-turvey, inside-out, in reverse of normal. (ba) fendigi ba nindaa keŋ tutula 

kpen' dǤǤgin (they) turned their faces away and went backwards into the room. [GEN 9:23] Joodan kǤldaug la lǫb 

tutula the river Jordan reversed its flow. [PSA 114:3] Ya tulis si'elnam tutula, ka ten'esid ye one ya'abid la pu 

gat ya'ade! 'You turn things upside down! Shall the potter be regarded as the clay?'. [ISA 29:16] A-pț-BǤǤdim 

gbauŋ yǫǫdnǫ titula. Not-Wanted skin is worn inside-out. [Proverb 088] See: tulis; tulig. 

tutuud   See main entry: tituug. shrub. 

tutuug   See main entry: tituug. shrub. 
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tuya   n.pl. beans, cowpeas. Dakoonr ya'am bi'ig[idi] o tuya. The bachelor's wisdom fully-cooks his beans. [Proverb 196] 
SynD: bǫŋir. Etym: OV1 *TU(N) ; OVN *TU-RI~FU/A ; GS1 *S¹O¹/I²(N) . 

tțț   See main entry: tț1. pierce. 

tțțb   See main entry: tț1. pierce. 

tțțd   See main entry: tț1. pierce. 

tțțdi   See main entry: tț1. pierce. 

tțțg   Variant: toog; tțțga; tțțgǫ; tțțgi; tuugi; toogi. Form: tțțgid. Variant: toogid; tțțgida. Form: tțțgir. v. to 

extend, be beyond,  pass, exceed, be too much for. Ba wțsa nar ka ba da tțțg piinǫ awai, bǫǫ pț paae piigaa. 
'Ministers of State whose number shall not exceed nineteen or be less than ten.'. [Constitution] Li tțțg Ghana nidib 

la kal pțsțkț ye ba anǫ Karimbiis,  amaa ti Karimbiidțg bǫllim ti sț'țlim la ni pț mǤr gbiŋǫ. More than half 
the population of Ghana say they are Christians, but our Christian life in our nation is not significant. [Bible-Study] 
Ghana nidib tțțg pțsțk sț'țlim nwa ni ye ba anǫ Karimbiis amaa ti Karimbiidțg bǫllim pț mǤr gbinǫ. Note: 

MA's preferred way of expressing the above.   Banǫ paae yțma pisnu nǫ anu tțțma ni bǫǫ tțțg ala, ban dim kț 

lǫn yǤ lampǤǤ. 'Pensions shall not be taxed and shall be payable to beneficiaries from the age of 55 onwards.'. 

[Constitution] Lit: those who reach 55 years in work or go beyond that, they will no longer pay tax. Ziim ya'a yit 

pu'a tuon dabisa bǫdegț ka li ka' o nu'ug nyǫǫb saŋa, bǫǫ o nyǫnǫ nu'ug ka li tțțg saŋa kanǫ ka o ǫǫnti 

nyǫt la, o na anǫ dian'ad sǤb nwǫnǫ on ǫǫnti nyǫ nu'ug ka li an si'em la; 'When a woman has a discharge of 
blood for many days at a time other than her monthly period or has a discharge that continues beyond her period, 

she will be unclean as long as she has the discharge, just as in the days of her period.'. [LEV 15:25] Nid ya'a mǤr o 

bipuŋ ka o bii tțțg sid kulig 'If a person has a daughter and she is old enough to get married. [1CO 7:36] Ku'od 

yiib: Pu'a ya'a du'a naae ka ku'od kpǫn yit ka li tțțg dabisir yinne Bleeding: If a woman brings forth and the 
bleeding continues more than one day. [Womens-Health] ninkanǫ ka ba gban'e kpar ka o bǫ dǤǤginǫ tțțg daba 

ayi' ka ba nam pț ta'as o kǤǤtț nii. Antua la ya'a pț sțm ye ba mǤr o dț kǤǤtțț, ba tisid o sǤb nǫ yǤlisim 

ka daba ayi' la nam pț paae. 'A person charged with a criminal offence, shall be given a fair hearing within a 
reasonable time by a court'. [Constitution-] Lit: someone who is arrested and placed in custody more than a couple of 
days and has not yet been brought to court ... If the case is not ready to be brought to court, he should be released 
on bail before the end of the two days.. ya lalig hali tțțg Damaskus tempțțgin. you go far beyond Damascus 

city. [AMO 5:27] linǫ zem nǫ Israel dim bikpǫǫmnam banǫ kalli da tțțg Levi dim bikpǫǫmnam la. this is 
equivalent to the Israelites' firstborn whose number exceeds that of the Levites' firstborn. [NUM 3:49] Ningbina 

zabir tun'e pin'il o sa'aŋin yiiga ka o pțțg duosid wțț miti piiga bǫǫ pisi wțsa, hali li tun'e tțțga ala. At 
the beginning of her first labour she can have contractions about every ten minutes or more. [Womens-Health] Saa 

ya'a nii tțțgǫ li na kț kawǫnna la If it rains too much it can kill the maize. [Trouble] Ninkanǫ zǤt Wina'am mǤr 

ayi' la wțsa ka kț maali baa tțțgǫ. 'The man who fears God will avoid all extremes.'. [ECC 7:18] Ba ya'a fǤnnǫ 

tțțgi galis, fțn nwǫdigim bu'osțg la maligin bu'os. If they keep quiet for too long, revise the question and ask 
it again. [Bible-Study] Namisțg nwa' tțțgi m paŋ bǫn. 'My punishment is more than I can bear.'. [GEN 4:13] Amaa 

onǫ kțț o la ya'a naam on su'a teŋ si'a la ni gǤǤn tuugi yi teŋin la 'If the homicide ever goes beyond the 
boundaries of the city where he has taken sanctuary'. [NUM 35:26] SǤ' da kae na nyǫ Beckie zaŋi ken bǤǤdim 

yǫlaa tțțgid yimmțț. Nobody regarded Beckie as an object of desire more than once. [Trouble] Kpǫla anǫ 

mǤǤgin, ka saŋa la mǫ tțțgid 'This is a remote place, and it's already getting late.'. [MAT 14:15] Saa da an vț'țm 

Susa teŋin ka kpaad sǤ' ka' ya'a ya'ad nǤǤr ye o niidnǫ tțțgida. Rain was life at Susa, and there was no farmer 
who would complain that it rained too much. [Trouble] Ban da bǤǤd yikanǫ kpǫlim nya'aŋ la tțțgir la ka nyǫ Yaa 

nǫ o pugidib biig la, Ama When they were about to go beyond the last house they saw Yaa and his aunt's 
daughter, Ama. [Trouble] 

tțțga   See main entry: tțțg. beyond [be]. 

tțțgǫ   See main entry: tțțg. beyond [be]. 

tțțgi   See main entry: tțțg. beyond [be]. 

tțțgid   See main entry: tțțg. beyond [be]. 

tțțgida   See main entry: tțțg. beyond [be]. 

tțțgir   See main entry: tțțg. beyond [be]. 
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tțțl-1   See main entry: tțțlim. heat. 

-tțțl2   See main entry: -tțțlțg2. hot. 

-tțțla   See main entry: -tțțlțg2. hot. 

tțțliga   Variant: tuuliga. adv. warmly. Cpart: ma'asiga. Man bǤǤdin nǫ yanamǫ naan aan ma'asiga bǫǫ yanamǫ naan 

aan tțțliga. 'How I wish you were either cold or hot!'. [REV 3:15] Ka Moses yii tț'țs o diem la igin nǫ girima 

pț'țs o tțțliga. 'So Moses went out to meet his father-in-law and bowed down and kissed him.'. [EXO 18:7] 
Lit: greeted him warmly :: kissing is not used traditionally in the area; 'hug' or 'suck' are used to translate the term 

or else 'greet' as in many cases in the Bible this is the social function of a kiss.   See: tțl; tțțlțg1; -tțțlțg2. 

tțțliga-tțțligaa   See main entry: tțțlig-tțțlig. urgently. 

tțțlig-tțțlig   Variant: toolig; tțțliga-tțțligaa. adv. urgently. bǤ ka fț pț kǫn tțțlig-tțțlig na? why didn't you come 

quickly? [NUM 22:37] Na'ab la da tis nǤsi'a la da anǫ tțțlig-tțțlig 'The king's command was so urgent'. [DAN 3:22] 
ba ... ǫǫnti zǤǤ lǫb kpǫ' ka zǤǤ lǫb kpǫ' ka pț nyaŋi niŋ tțțliga-tțțligaa they kept running here and there and 
couldn't do anything quickly. [Fire] See: tțțlim2. 

tțțlim   Form: tțțl-1. n. heat, warmth. Ka tțțltita'ar tțlig nidib la 'They were seared by the intense heat'. [REV 16:9] 
See: tțl; nintțțlim. 

tʋʋlim2   See main entry: tuulim. returning. 

tțțlțg1   Variant: tuulug; tțțlțgț. n. heat. Titan kanǫ ka ba tu paalim la tțțlțg da nwǫ' o. The heat of the newly-dug 

soil struck him. [Trouble] Zin'ikanǫ ka nintaŋ tțțlțg kanbid titanbin'isi la na lieb bǫuŋ 'The burning sand will 
become a pool'. [ISA 35:7] O na ...  vțțnli ya nǫ bugumsaan tțțlțg he will burn you with hot burning charcoal. 

[PSA 120:4] bțdib nǫ bunib saŋa, waad nǫ tțțlțg saŋa, sǫǫung nǫ țțn, nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ kț gu'oe 'seedtime and 
harvest, cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night will never cease'. [GEN 8:22] Bugusnam la mugusțg ... 

nwǫnǫ pipirisin tțțlțgț an si'em la. 'Cruel enemies attack ... like the heat of the desert.'. [ISA 25:4-5] Ba pu mǤr 

bi'a ka lǫm tțm tțțlțgțnǫ. They don't have a ladle and then put [their hand] into hot [soup]. [Proverb136] 
See: nintantțțlțg; tțl; tțțliga; -tțțlțg2. 

-tțțlțg2   Variant: -tuulug; -tțțl2. Form: -tțțla. adj. hot. Nintantțțlțg da wțm Adu nǫ on da yu'osidi tu'ae sakur la. 
The heat of the sun exhausted Adu as he was trotting up to the school. [Trouble] Ka o gǤs ziim yit o 

kțkpantțțlțgțn la He looked at the blood coming from his hot shoulder. [Trouble] M na gbirigi mǤr 

mugustita'ar na namisi ya, ka na mǤr ... niŋtțțlțg linǫ na kǫ ka ya zu'om ka kț mǤr sumalisim. ' I will 

bring disaster on you – ... fevers that will make you blind and cause your life to waste away.'. [LEV 26:16] Ana kaŋa 

da bǫ sian'arin ... ka nyǫ ka ku'otțțlțg tans teŋin yit na la. 'This is the Anah who discovered the hot springs 
in the desert'. [GEN 36:24] Wina'am kǫ ka sisi'etțțlțg yi ya-nya'aŋ na da'ad 'God provided a scorching east wind'. 

[JON 4:8] Bugum bǫǫ bțntțțl ya'a pu'alim sǤ' niŋgbiŋ zin'isi'a ka li pǫlig 'In the case of a person who has been 

burnt, if the raw flesh becomes white'. [LEV 13:24] bodobodo si'a da lǫn kae anii asǫǫ linǫ ka ba digil ZugsǤb 

tuon la ma'aa, ka ba yis ka lǫdig bodobodo tțțl daakan la. 'there was no bread there except the bread of the 
Presence that had been removed from before the Lord and replaced by hot bread on the day it was taken away.'. 

[1SA 21:6] ba pțtǫnda digilim wțț kțnt tțțli nyǫligi li nǫ. their 'consciences have been seared as with a hot iron.'. 
[1TI 4:2] 

tțțlțgț   See main entry: tțțlțg1. heat. 

tțțm1   Variant: tum3; tțțmmǫ. Form: tțțma. Variant: tuuma; tțțmaa; tțțmmi. Form: tțțm-2. Variant: tuum-. n. a job, 

work [usu. in pl.] Tinam tțțm anǫ ti sǤs ZugsǤb la ka o tisi ti o Siig la Our job is to ask God to give us his Spirit. 

[Bible-Study] A-Di'e-m-Biig di'e m tțțm. Mr. Take charge-of-my-Child takes over my work. [Proverb 059] Anrima 

banǫ yi Tarsis la tțțm anǫ ba ziidi fț la'ad la. 'The ships of Tarshish serve as carriers for your wares.'. [EZK 27:25] 
Kpǫǫmnam atan' nwa' tțțm da anǫ ye ba gǤs ka sǤ' da zam Na'ab la ka o na'am nyǫ pǤ'Ǥgirǫ. The job of 
these three ministers was to make sure that nobody defrauded the King and weakened his authority. [DAN 6:2] Paalț 

kan la, din ka' tțțmmǫ. That field, it's not a (heavy) task. [Trouble] Bțn la ya'a an bțmmum ka ka' tțțmmǫ 'If 
it was not useful for anything when it was whole'. [EZK 15:5] kǫ ka sǤ' wțsa mi' o tțțmmi an si'el. 'so that each 

one would know his duty'. [NEH 13:30] GǤmma kǤmisin tțțma la na gǤs ka Gaana nidib banǫ mi' tțțma la tțm 

ka bakir kț bǫǫ. 'The Public Services Commission shall ensure that all Ghanaians who are qualified to work in 
the public service shall have equal access to it.'. [Constitution] Man da mǤri fuud atan', tțțma fuug yinne, zaam 
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fuug yinne nǫ duorim fuug yinne. I had three shirts: one work shirt, one evening shirt, and one for special 

occasions. [Shoeshine-Boy] O da la'an tțm tiim tțțma wțsa, ka ken sǤnpțttibin nǫ ba'abțgțdibin. 'He 
practised divination and magic and consulted fortune tellers and mediums.'. [2KI 21:6] Ka ba gaans tțțma 

zugdaannam ye ba gur Israel dim la 'So taskmasters were appointed over' the Israelites. [EXO 1:11] Da tțm 

tțțma daakan la Do no regular work' on that day. [LEV 23:25] Yanam mǫ ya'a niŋ nǤǤryinnee la'asidi sțŋid 

taabaa tțmmi ya tțțmaa, li na malis hali. If you, too, form a cooperative and help each other in doing your 
work, it will be very nice. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ka fț ya'a yǫl sǤ' tinamǫ ye ti maal si'el la, nǤpǤǤr kanǫ ka tinam nǫ 

fțn pǤ la kț lǫn tțm tțțmaa. 'But if you tell what we are doing, we will be released from the oath you made us 
swear.'. [JOS 2:20] Tțm niŋwisigir tțțma wțț: ken bǫǫ tțțmbanǫ na kpǫmisi fț ningbina. Do physical 

exercise like walking or work that will strengthen your body. [Womens-Health] Fț na tun'e tu'asim tțțmkaŋa yǫla 

tituaa nǫǫ? Can you explain this work clearly? [Shoeshine-Boy] Man ya'a kaali m tțțmsțma naae sǤ' wțsa na 

bǤǤd ye m an ba na'ab. If I enumerate all the good things I do everyone will want me to be their chief. [Trees] 
Mpuaka daa tțmmǫ tțțmzaal. Sumboto kanǫ aan o nyǤǤd la la ka o zaŋi tis Azaato la. Mpuaka worked for 

nothing. The bag of groundnuts that was her profit she had to give to Azaato. [Wealth-Is-Power] Colloc: tțțmbǫ'ǫd 
‘wrongdoings, sins’. Ba kț kpǫn'ǫs o paas tțțmbǫ'ǫd dim zin'igin la. He should not be in custody with 
criminals. [Constitution] Ayinne na an tțțmbǫ'ǫd la maan ka ayinne mǫ an nyu'or maan. 'one for a sin offering 
and the other for a burnt offering'. [LEV 5:7] M maal bǤ? Tțțmbǫ'ǫd bǤ ka m tțm? 'What have I done? What crime 

have I committed?'. [1SA 20:1] Teŋgbauŋ kanǫ tiak tțțmbǫ'ǫdin nyǫt Wina'am nimbaanlzǤǤr A land which 
repents receives God's mercy. [Bible-Study] Lit: changes from sins. Colloc: kǫ X tțțmbǫ'ǫd (bas) ‘forgive X's 
wrongdoings’. ya saam Wina'am onǫ bǫ arezana ni la mǫ na kǫǫ ya tțțmbǫ'ǫdi bas 'your Father in heaven will 
forgive the wrongs you have done'. [MRK 11:25] Kǫlli m taali bas 'Forgive my sin'. [EXO 10:17] Amaa nannanna m 

bǫlimnǫ, kǫl nidib la tțțmbǫ'ǫd la bas 'But now, please forgive their sin'. [EXO 32:32] Colloc: Tțțma-tțțma! ‘1) 
[greeting to someone who is working] :: 2) Thank you! [thanks for what someone has done for you, not what was 

given you]’. Onǫ wțsa dǤl ani gat kț pț'țsi ba ye, “Tțțma-tțțma” 'No one who passes by will say, “May the 

Lord bless you!” '. [1) PSA 129:8] ba pț'țs biig la ye "Tțțma tțțma! Fa', fț mɔnya!" They greeted the lad "Thank 

you. Wow, you have done well!" [2) Trees] M diemnamaa, nǫ ya tțțma tțțma Good work, ladies! 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Note: my 'in-laws' + greeting for people who are working, have worked (for you) Colloc: nu'ug tțțm 
‘profession, occupation’. Ka Faaro bu'os Josef ba'abiis la ye, “Ya nu'ug tțțm an bǤ?” 'Pharaoh asked the 
brothers, “What is your occupation?” [GEN 47:3] Colloc: Tțțma ‘Acts [name of book of the Bible -  'The Acts of the 
Apostles']’. Karțŋ: Tțțma 2:37-40 Reading: Acts 2:37-40. [Bible-Study] Tțțma Acts. [ACT 1:1 [Book heading]] Etym: 
OVN *TUM-DI/A ; vc1 *t ʋm. 

tțțm-2   See main entry: tțțm1. job. 

tțțma   See main entry: tțțm1. job. 

tțțmaa   See main entry: tțțm1. job. 

tțțmmǫ   See main entry: tțțm1. job. 

tțțmmi  See main entry: tțțm1. job. 

tțțn   See main entry: tțțnl. line up. 

tțțnd   See main entry: tțțnl. line up. 

tțțnl   Note: 2x in SC Variant: tuunl.  Note: q.v. (14x in SC) Variant: tțțnli. Form: tțțn. Form: tțțnd. Variant: tuundi. v. to 

line up, make a procession, follow in succession. pomanganǫt kǤbisnaasi tțțnl taaba zin'is ayi' the 400 
pomegranates were in two rows. [1KI 7:32] Ba da kǫnǫ ka ba zin'in kpǫmmir Josef tuon. Kpǫǫm la da zin'in 

yiiga ka onǫ pa'a o zug la dǤl, ka ba tțțn ala hali ti paae onǫ an kpaanr la. 'The men had been seated before 
him in the order of their ages, from the firstborn to the youngest'. [GEN 43:33] Israel dim la nǫ Filistia dim la da 

tuunl fǤǤli ka zi'enǫ kpa' taaba. 'Israel and the Philistines were drawing up their lines facing each other.'. [1SA 

17:21] Zi'elimi ba kuurig kuurigi tuunl taaba zin'is ayi' ... ka kuurig yinne wțsa mǤr bodobodo gbila 

ayuobț. 'Put the loaves in two rows, six in each row'. [LEV 24:6] ba da maali li zugin pomanganǫta ban kǤbisyi' 

tuunli baa gilig. 'There were 200 pomegranates in two rows round each capital.'. [1KI 7:20] la'an nǫ wala, ka ba 

kpǫn san'amid pu'ab ka tuund pu'agǤǤnda yaan. 'yet they committed adultery and thronged to the houses of 

prostitutes.'. [JER 5:7] Ban tuund Kain suoya They have followed the ways of Cain. [JUD 1:11] saŋgbauŋ la mirnǫ 
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galis ka ba ya'a ye ba tua sa'abǤ li tuundi ba nǫ. the sky was too close and when they wanted to pound fufu it 

got in their way. [Trouble] See: tțțn; titțțnl. 

tțțnli   See main entry: tțțnl. line up. 

tțțns1   Variant: tuuns1; tțțnsi; tuunsi. v. to copy, repeat, go over/explain a case carefully. Ama da pț bǤǤd o tuuns o ma 

yǫlin si'el la, la'an nǫ on tǫn'ǫsidi li yǫl la. Ama didn't want to repeat what her mother had said, even though she 

was thinking about it. [Trouble] Ba da tuunsi tis o ban pun yet si'em la 'They repeated to him what they had been 

saying'. [1SA 17:27] 

tțțns2   See main entry: tțs. push. 

tțțns3   Variant: tuuns3. Form: tțțnsid. Variant: tțțnsida. v. to be fussy, 'picky' [Am.] [usually with neg.] fț ni ka banǫ 

pț tuunsid pu'a na lu nu'ug la bǫ. 'Some force women to have intercourse with them during their period.'. [EZK 

22:10] Lit: there are some amongst you who don't find it bad when a woman is menstruating. o pț tuunsid diibǤ he 

isn't fussy about his food. ba buŋkțt nǫ pu'anya'as wțsa dignǫ taaba ka pț tuunsida. their old men and 

women sleep together indiscriminately. [AIDS-II] 

tțțnsi   See main entry: tțțns1. repeat. 

tțțnsid   See main entry: tțțns3. fussy. 

tțțnsida   See main entry: tțțns3. fussy. 

tuu   See main entry: tu1. dig. 

tuub   See main entry: tu1. dig. 

tuud1   Form: tuudib. n. a digger, person who digs. Sanlim tuudib mǤri bugum kpǫn'ǫd sanlimbǤkin Goldminers take 

lamps and enter the goldmine. [JOB 28:3] InvNact: tu1. See: tu1. 

tuud2   See main entry: tu1. dig. 

tuudi   See main entry: tu1. dig. 

tuudib   See main entry: tuud1. digger. 

tuudir [N]   See main entry: tuodir. pounding pot. 

tuudnǫ   See main entry: tu1. dig. 

tuugi   See main entry: tțțg. beyond [be]. 

tuugir   n. perversion, abomination. Pu'a mǫ da zaŋ o mǫŋi tis bțnkǤnbțg ka o bǤǤ o, bǤzugǤ li anǫ tuugir ka pț tu'al 

baa bi'ela. 'A woman must not present herself to an animal to have sexual relations with it; that is a perversion.'. 

[LEV 18:23] Ka dau sǤ' ya'a digin nǫ o bipu'a, babayi' la nar ye ba kțț ba, bǤzugǤ li anǫ tuugir ka pț tu'al baa 

bi'elaa. 'If a man sleeps with his daughter-in-law, both of them must be put to death. What they have done is a 
perversion'. [LEV 20:12] 

tuugla [W]   See main entry: tugla1. murder. 

tuuliga   See main entry: tțțliga. warmly. 

tuulim   Variant: tuulum; tʋʋlim2. v. to keep coming, return several times. Ka busa la tuub saŋa paae ka Alamisi nǫ biis 

la tuulim nǤǤr babiga vaad busa la kun yin. The time for digging the yams arrived, and Alamisi and the 
children went backwards and forwards many times collecting the yams and bringing them home. [Wonderwoman] 
onǫ wțsa bi'esid la nwǫnǫ mu'ar ku'opila ka pǫbisim da'ad ka li tʋʋlim si'em la. 'he who doubts is like a wave 

of the sea, blown and tossed by the wind.'. [JAS 1:6] wțț si'el ka sisi'em da'adi li n tuulim si'em laa 'tossed back 
and forth by the waves'. [EPH 4:14 [original NT]] li daami ba ka ba zǤti tuulim wțț atǫuk ku'om nǫ. 'They are 
disheartened, troubled like the restless sea.'. [JER 49:23] 

tuulug   See main entry: tțțlțg1. heat. 

-tuulug   See main entry: -tțțlțg2. hot. 

tuulum   See main entry: tuulim. returning. 
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tuum!   See main entry: tu1. dig. 

tuum-   See main entry: tțțm1. job. 

tuuma   See main entry: tțțm1. job. 

tuumi!   See main entry: tu1. dig. 

tuun   See main entry: tu1. dig. 

tuundi   See main entry: tțțnl. line up. 

tuunl   See main entry: tțțnl. line up. 

tuuns1   See main entry: tțțns1. repeat. 

tuuns2   See main entry: tțs. push. 

tuuns3   See main entry: tțțns3. fussy. 

tuunsi   See main entry: tțțns1. repeat. 

tuura [N]   See main entry: tuodir. pounding pot. 

tuuta   Form: tuutanam. Variant: tuutanamǫ. n. a flag. Ka Moses mǫ maan bimbim anina ka buoli li ye, ZugsǤb la An 

Mam Nyaŋir Tuuta. 'Moses built an altar and named it “The Lord is my Banner”.'. [EXO 17:15] Dț'țsimi tuuta la 

gǤla teŋin la! 'Lift up a banner in the land!'. [JER 51:27] Efiram dǤǤg la na la'as nǫ ba tuŋ wțsa ka ti' ba dǤǤd la 

lǫbis ya-tuona baba dǤlisi ba tuutanam linǫ an ba zanbina la zin'isin. 'On the west will be the divisions of the 
camp of Ephraim under their standard.'. [NUM 2:18] ba sǫǫ ba tuutanamǫ zi'el ka li an zanbinnǫ pa'an ye ba 

nyaŋ ya. 'they planted their standards there as tokens of victory.'. [PSA 74:4] From: (Ha.) 

tuutanam   See main entry: tuuta. flag. 

tuutanamǫ   See main entry: tuuta. flag. 

 
 

ƒ  -  ț 

 

-ț   pn. him/her [3rd. person singular object pronoun suffix]. O anǫ pțpiel, dinzug, nidib bǫdegț nǤŋț nǫ. He was 

very virtuous so many people loved him. [Fire] Ya sǤ' ya'a mǤr o pǫ'og ka li lu bțmbǤkin Vț'țsțm Daar, o sǤb 

kț vǫ'ǫgț yisǫ? 'If any of you has a sheep and it falls into a pit on the Sabbath, will you not take hold of it and lift 
it out?'. [MAT 12:11] Sim: -m2, -f ‘[1st., 2nd person]’; o ‘[subject, possessive]’. See: o. 

țf1   Variant: -țf2. pn. thee [2nd. person singular object pronoun suffix]. Fț ya'a tț'țs si'el ka li pț tis țf suorǫ, li bțn 

ya'a pț mǤr zuaa paŋa, li mǤr igib paŋ. If you meet something that refuses to give way to you, if it hasn't got the 
power to run it has the power of flight. [Proverb 204] M pț'țs bareka ka zțn'țf, m yaanam Wina'am. 'I thank and 
praise you, O God of my fathers'. [DAN 2:23] See: fț. 

-țf2   See main entry: țf1. thee. 

țg1   Variant: wug; ug1; țgǫ; țgi. Form: țgțd. Variant: țgid1; țgidi. Form: țgțb. Variant: wugub. v. to weave. Note: 

cloth, basket, mat etc. Da yǫ fukanǫ ka ba țg gum nǫ bțnkǤnbid kǤnbidi gǫndig taaba la. 'Do not wear clothes 

of wool and linen woven together.'. [DEU 22:11] pǫ'ǫs la kǤnbid na tisif gum ka fț țg fuud 'You can make clothes 
from the wool of your sheep'. [PRO 27:6] o nǤk nwiisi țgi li maal kpa'asiri 'he made a whip out of cords'. [JHN 2:15] 
Da yǫ fukanǫ ka ba nǤk gum buudi ayi' țgǫ. 'Do not wear clothing woven of two kinds of material.'. [LEV 19:19] 
ba țgnǫ zulisi digili gilig zin'ig wțsa 'they have spread out the cords of their net'. [PSA 140:5] Ba pț tțm bǫǫ 

țgțd fuudi yǫǫda They don't labour or weave clothes to wear. [LUK 12:27] O țgid o tǫog nǫ sț'țŋa It weaves its 
nest well. [Trouble] Onǫ kaad o mǫŋ gum, ka țgid o mǫŋ fuud. 'She spins her own thread and weaves her own 
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cloth.'. [PRO 31:19] O pț bǤǤdi o nyǫsig tiita dǤǤg niimis banǫ an dǤnbțțlim la țgidi ba tǫǫd tiisin la He didn't 

want to miss the canaries making their nests in the trees. [Trouble] Ba faad nwǫnǫ silinsin'ugț țgidi o paanlțŋ 

si'em la. 'they weave cobwebs.'. [ISA 59:5] Ba tțmnǫ tțțmbibis wțț pǫǫd bǫǫ sǤna țgțb ... bǫǫ tțm lǤmbǤn'Ǥg 

la tțțma bǫǫ pǤn' nanzț'țsi dǫlig They do casual labour like weaving baskets and mats ... or they do gardening 
or pick peppers and spread them to dry. [Trouble] kǫ ka banǫ mi' țgțb sț'țŋa țg Kerubnamǫ niŋ anina 'with 

cherubim worked into it by a skilled craftsman'. [EXO 26:31] Sim: nwiig2 ‘weave rope, cord’; pan'am ‘plait, weave’; 
Res: pien ‘strip of woven cloth’. M dabisa zǤtnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ hali gat onǫ țgțd pienni lǤbid sțlțg țgțb daug si'em 

lala 'My days pass more swiftly than a weaver's shuttle'. [JOB 7:6] Etym: OVN *WUG ; vc2 *so(n). 

țg2   Variant: ug2. Form: țgnǫ. v. to spread sth. Sisi'em țgnǫ uusțg na gțnbil nidib la. The storm carried dust and 

surrounded the people. [MA] Colloc: țg zulig ‘set a snare’. ba țgnǫ zulisi digili gilig zin'ig wțsa 'they have 
spread out the cords of their net'. [PSA 140:5] 

țg3   Variant: ugu. Form: țgid2. Form: ugub. v. to raise, rear, bring up. Ba nwǫnǫ wieddaad banǫ ka ba ugu ba 

sț'țŋa 'They were like well-fed stallions'. [JER 5:8] ƒgid gat du'ad. Raising [a child] is more than giving birth. 

[Proverb 031] Biig kanǫ nyǫ ugub sțŋ n mǤr laafi, li mǤr summalisim sǤ' wusa ni nǫ. A healthy child who has 

been brought up well is a joy for everybody. [Breastfeeding] Sim: țgțs. See: țgțs. 

țgǫ   See main entry: țg1. weave. 

țgi   See main entry: țg1. weave. 

țgid1   See main entry: țg1. weave. 

țgid2   See main entry: țg3. raise. 

țgidi   See main entry: țg1. weave. 

țgisid   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

țgnǫ   See main entry: țg2. spread. 

țgțb   See main entry: țg1. weave. 

țgțd   See main entry: țg1. weave. 

țgțs   Note: this vowel 13x in Bible Variant: ugus.  Note: this vowel 22x in Bible Variant: ugis; țgțsi; ugusi. Form: țgțsinǫ. 

Variant: ugusini. Form: țgțsid. Variant: ugusid; țgisid; țgțsidi; ugusidi. Form: țgțsim!. Variant: ugusim; 

țgțsimi!; ugusimi. Form: țgțsțg. Variant: ugusʋg. v. 1 • to bring up, raise, bring along. Note: [a child] Li kț an 

sțm ban na ǫǫnti kǫǫn lin wțsa ka ba la'as la n tis ka ba ugis kpiibis la nǫ pțkǤnya la? Wouldn't it be good 
if the left all these things and collected to care for the orphans and widows? [Asaasim] ba țgțs dțgid la tis o ka o 

bu'osidi niŋid. 'They brought the jars to her and she kept pouring.'. [1KI 4:5] M keŋ bǤ Hibiru dim pu'ab la yinne 

na ka o ugus biig la tisi fǤǤ? 'Shall I go and get one of the Hebrew women to nurse the baby for you?'. [EXO 2:7] ba 

ugis kpiibis la nǫ pțkǤnya la they care for the orphans and widows. [Asaasim] Faaro bipuŋ la yǫl o ye o nǤkim 

biig la ugusi tis o 'Pharaoh's daughter said to her, “Take this baby and nurse him for me ... ”'. [EXO 2:9] NǤkim 

na'aziinr daad ka bțligi ba nǫ sanlima ka ba na mǤri țgisid teebul la ken. 'Make the poles of acacia wood, 

overlay them with gold and carry the table with them.'. [EXO 25:28] Asǫǫ ka nidib pian' o tțțm sțma yǫla sț'țŋa, 

ka o an onǫ ugusid o biis she must 'have a reputation for good deeds: a woman who brought up her children well'. 

[1TI 5:10] ba țgisidi ba kpana banǫ pțlim la agǤla, gǤla! they raise their sharp spears up, up! [NAM 3:3] O da 

la'am digi nǫ gbigimbibis laka ugusidi ba. 'She lay down among the young lions and reared her cubs.'. [EZK 19:2] 
DinzugǤ țgțsimi ya nu'us banǫ an zǫla la 'Therefore, strengthen your feeble arms'. [HEB 12:12] Ala ka ba na yǤǤ 

ba ugusțg la sam ka linǫ ma'ad Wina'am sțțnr. 'in this way repay their parents and grandparents, because that 
is what pleases God.'. [1TI 5:4] Lit: repay the debt of their upbringing. Sim: țg3. 
2 • to regurgitate, bring up food. Colloc: țgțs ( yaama ) bugus ‘chew the cud’. Hali baa yțgțme țgțsid yaama 

bugusid ka o tafǫǫd pț buak ayi' la 'The camel, though it chews the cud, does not have a split hoof'. [LEV 11:4] 
Kukur mǫ anǫ kisțg, la'an nǫ o nǤba buak la, o pț nyaŋidi țgțsid yaama bugusida. 'The pig is also unclean; 

although it has a split hoof, it does not chew the cud.'. [DEU 14:8] See: țg3. 

țgțsi   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

țgțsid   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 
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țgțsidi   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

țgțsim!   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

țgțsimi!   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

țgțsinǫ   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

țgțsțg   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

țk   Variant: uk; țkǫ; țki; uki; wuk; yuk; țknǫ. Form: țkid. Variant: ukid; okidi; țkidaa; ukidaa. Form: țkidnǫ. 

Variant: ukidne. Form: țkim!. Variant: ukim; țkțm!; țkimi!; țkimǫ; ukime. Form: țkimini. Variant: ukimini. 

Form: țkir. Variant: ukir; țkkir. v. to lift, raise, rise. ka țk biribiŋ la agǤl and picked the boy up. [Electricity] Du'ata 

la yǫl ye "Digilim o kpǫla, gadțg la zug.", ka Akudbil țk o niŋ gadbil kanǫ bǫ du'ata dǤǤgțn la. The doctor 
said "Lay him down here on the bed." and Akudbil lifted him and put him on the small bed in the doctor's room. 

[Electricity] Na'ab la na țk o sanlima dansaar la tiel ka fț gban'e. 'the king extends to him the gold sceptre'. [EST 

4:11] (o na) țk o nu'ugi nyǤǤsim ban'a la bǫ zin'isi'a la 'he would ... wave his hand over the diseased spot'. [2KI 

5:11] Lit: will extend. Amaa saŋkanǫ ka saŋgbauŋ la pț țkǫ, ba mǫ pț ken si'ela, hali nǫ li țkir saŋa ya'as. 
but if the cloud did not lift, they did not set out–until the day it lifted. [EXO 40:37] Ninsieba daa țki ba nu'us agǤl 

ka ninsieba kțlin gi'esidi gǤt. Some people held their hands up and some were just looking about. [AIDS-I] Yǫlim 

Aaron ka o nǤk dansaar la țki tiesi kpa' Egipt ku'obanǫ an mu'a nǫ kǤlis nǫ bǫǫnna nǫ kǤldaad nǫ bulis 

wțsa. 'Tell Aaron to take his stick and hold it out over all the rivers, canals, and pools in Egypt.'. [EXO 7:19] nintaŋi 

tțlig la, ka ba țki nwiilim, lin ka' nya'a la zug. 'when the sun rose it was scorched, and as it had no root it 

withered away'. [MAT 13:6] Adu niŋkțgiris da țknǫ kuos o. Adu's raised eyebrows gave him away. [Trouble] Dau 

țkid duor ka duor pț țkid dau! 'A club doesn't lift up a man; a man lifts up a club.'. [ISA 10:15] Li anǫ danbin 

bi'ela kǫt ka bodobodo gbil ukid la. 'A little yeast works through the whole batch of dough.'. [GAL 5:9] Ya pț baŋ 

ye danbin fiin nwa' kǫt ka bodobodo zǤ'Ǥm ukidaa? 'Don't you know that a little yeast works through the whole 

batch of dough?'. [1CO 5:6] ba țkidi ba mǫŋ hali ka zi' ye sǤ' lǫm bǫǫ mǤr zuobțgǤ 'that they are arrogant and 
conceited'. [ISA 16:6] Kpin'ini ye, "Si'el ya'a kenna ba țkidnǫ zut nyii, ka o gaŋ zutǤǤg daan." Guineafowls say 
that if trouble comes they [all] raise their heads and it chooses the unlucky one. [Proverb 116] țkim tuuta la agǤla 

mǤǤli li 'lift up a banner and proclaim it'. [JER 50:2] ƒkțm o lǤbig Nabof onǫ an Jezireel teŋ nid la pǤǤgin. 'Pick 

him up and throw him on the field that belonged to Naboth the Jezreelite.'. [2KI 9:25] țkimi fț nindaa kpa' Israel 

zuoya la 'look towards the mountains of Israel'. [EZK 6:2] ƒkimini o nǫ gadțg la wțsa kǫǫn m san'an na 'Carry 
him here in his bed'. [1SA 19:15] O țk o nindaa o yiiga țkiri la She raised her face for the first time. [Trouble] TǤ'ǤtǤ 

yim ka ba si'iŋ wil-tita'ar la țkkir. All of a sudden they began lifting the big branch. [Trouble] Colloc: zǤ'Ǥm țk 
‘dough 'rises'’. Li nwǫnǫ pu'a mak bodobodo zǤ'Ǥm taslabǫda atan' gǫndig danbin ka li uk si'em la. 'It is like 
this. A woman takes some yeast and mixes it with forty litres of flour until the whole batch of dough rises.'. [LUK 

13:21] Li anǫ danbin bi'ela kǫt ka bodobodo gbil ukid la. 'A little yeast works through the whole batch of 

dough.'. [GAL 5:9] Ya pț baŋ ye danbin fiin nwa' kǫt ka bodobodo zǤ'Ǥm ukidaa? 'Don't you know that a little 
yeast works through the whole batch of dough?'. [1CO 5:6] 

țkǫ   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țki   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țkid   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țkidaa   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țkidnǫ   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țkim!   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țkimǫ   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țkimi!   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țkimini   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țkir   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țkkir   See main entry: țk. rise. 
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țknǫ   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țkțm!   See main entry: țk. rise. 

țlțg   Variant: ulug [N]. n. mist, fog. Sim: kpaandțg, walim. 

-țn   See main entry: -n3. in. 

țnsid   See main entry: țțns. low. 

țsțg   Variant: usug. Form: țsțgir. Variant: usugir. v. to revive a fire. Note: by blowing 

țsțgir   See main entry: țsțg. revive a fire. 
 
 

U  -  u 

 

u   Form: uud. v. to eat too much soup (from the common bowl). Da uud zǫǫnd ka ti di sa'ab ka sa'ada sțŋțn. 
"Don't take too much soup so that we can eat t.z." is not being selfish. [Asaasim Proverb] Syn: kan6. Da kaand 

zǫǫndǫ ka ti di sa'ab lieb dasuŋ daan. [When I say] you should not take too much of the soup so we can eat (it 
with) t.z. , it doesn’t mean I am [accused of being] a greedy person. [Proverb 201] 

uak   Form: uakir. v. to flood. Li anǫ ku'okan la da uaki san'am dunia kanǫ da dǫŋi bǫ la. 'By these waters also the 
world of that time was deluged and destroyed.'. [2PE 3:6] 

uakir   See main entry: uak. flood. 

uasid   See main entry: țțs. warm self. 

ud-   See main entry: udug. chaff. 

udig   Variant: udigi. v. to sweep sth. away (flood does). saa nǫ sakuga na udigi ya suak linǫ an faad la keŋ 'hail will 
sweep away your refuge, the lie'. [ISA 28:17] 

udigi   See main entry: udig. sweep away. 

udțg   See main entry: udug. chaff. 

udug   Variant: udțg; uugi1; udugǤǤ; udugu. Form: ut. Form: ud-. n. husk, chaff. nimbanǫ an bugusnam la na nwǫnǫ 

udug people who are wicked will be like chaff. [ISA 29:5] PǤkanǫ ka fț mǤr la nwǫnǫ udug nǫ, ka fțn na du'a 

si'el la nwǫnǫ kikan'agbita nǫ 'You conceive chaff, you give birth to straw'. [ISA 33:11] Ki la udțg mǤr za'asțg 

pamm. The millet-chaff has a lot of itchy stuff. [House+Farm] Kǫl ka ba na nwǫnǫ udugi bǫ pǫbisim ni 'May they 
be like chaff before the wind'. [PSA 35:5] Fț na kati dǤl udugǤǤ? 'Will you chase after dry chaff?'. [JOB 13:25] 
luobkugir mǫ nwǫnǫ udugu o san'an. 'slingstones are like chaff to him. '. [JOB 41:28] Dawana zabid taaba 

udnǫǫr yela Doves are fighting over an empty husk. [Proverb 230] 

udugǤǤ   See main entry: udug. chaff. 

udugu   See main entry: udug. chaff. 

-uf   See main entry: fǤ. thee. 

-ufo   See main entry: fǤ. thee. 

-ufu   See main entry: fǤ. thee. 

ug1   See main entry: țg1. weave. 

ug2   See main entry: țg2. spread. 

ugis   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 
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ugu   See main entry: țg3. raise. 

ugub   See main entry: țg3. raise. 

ugul   Form: ugunni. v. to let smoke come over sb. (could be positive – medicinal –  or negative). Fț pț yǫl ye gaafaraa 

ka mǤr nyǤ'Ǥsi ugțnnim. You don't say 'Excuse me!', and then smother me in smoke. [Three-Problems] 

ugunni   See main entry: ugul. smoke. 

ugus   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

ugusi   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

ugusid   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

ugusidi   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

ugusim   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

ugusimi   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

ugusini   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

ugusʋg   See main entry: țgțs. bring up, regurgitate. 

uk   See main entry: țk. rise. 

uki   See main entry: țk. rise. 

ukid   See main entry: țk. rise. 

ukidaa   See main entry: țk. rise. 

ukidne   See main entry: țk. rise. 

ukim   See main entry: țk. rise. 

ukime   See main entry: țk. rise. 

ukimini   See main entry: țk. rise. 

ukir   See main entry: țk. rise. 

ulug [N]  See main entry: țlțg. fog. 

um   Variant: umi; ume; umm. n. 1 • to brood. Note: as a fowl with eggs Colloc: um gǫl1(a) ‘brood, sit on egg(s)’. Fț ya'a 

keŋ nyǫ niiŋ tǫog ... ka niiŋ la um biis bǫǫ gǫla 'If you come across a bird's nest ... and the mother is sitting on 
the young or on the eggs'. [DEU 22:6] o nwǫnǫ kǤdiŋ kanǫ pț nyǫ' gǫlaa ka lǫǫ zu o tiraan gǫla um ka li wiak 
'Like a partridge that hatches eggs it did not lay'. [JER 17:11] NǤǤrim babiga sa ka m bǤǤd ye m la'asi ya gumm 

wțț nǤnya'aŋi umm o biis o kpțkpama ni si'em la ka ya pț siakida. 'how often I have longed to gather your 

children together, as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings, but you were not willing!'. [LUK 13:34] 
2 • to close the eyes. On yǫl ala naae la ka gban'e nu'ug la, ka um o nini wțț li mǫ zabid on nǫ When she had 
said that she held his hand and shut her eyes as if they hurt. [Trouble] o um taasitaas ye li kad sibǫ'ug kanǫ bǫ 

zaansuŋțn la. she shut her eyes tight to drive away the evil spirit that was in the dream. [Trouble] nini la mǫŋ da 

zan'asi um the eyes themselves would not close. [Trouble] ba tțba ziank nǫ wțm, ka umi ba nini. 'they have 
stopped their ears and closed their eyes.'. [ACT 28:27] M nini kț maligim zǫǫg gbǫǫm, bǫǫ gbǫn'um nyaŋi m nini 

ka li umm 'I will allow no sleep to my eyes, no slumber to my eyelids'. [PSA 132:4] 

ume   See main entry: um. brood, close. 

umi   See main entry: um. brood, close. 

umm   See main entry: um. brood, close. 

uns   See main entry: țțns. low. 

unsid   See main entry: țțns. low. 

uos   See main entry: țțs. warm self. 

uosid   See main entry: țțs. warm self. 
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ur   v. to rub, scrape. Asǫǫ o kǫ ka ba ur yir la pțțgin wțsa gilig ka la'as titaad linǫ ka ba kǤǤns la zaŋi li yi teŋ 

la yiŋ sa 'He must then have the house scraped inside throughout, and all the daub they have scraped off is to be 

tipped outside the town in'. [LEV 14:41] See: urig; uris. 

urig   v. to scrape sth. Note: along a surface Bțŋ la n da nyǫ ZugsǤb maliak la, o da miee labin zaŋguom la urig 

Balaam nǤbir. 'When the donkey saw the angel, it moved over against the wall and crushed Balaam's foot against 

it.'. [NUM 22:25] See: ur; uris. 

uris   Variant: urisi. v. to rub/scrape off. dǫn'ǫm la ya'a lǫn lǫb na bǫ yin la on vǤn' kuga la yis ka uris ka lǫm 

maligim taae li nya'aŋ la 'If the mildew reappears in the house after the stones have been torn out and the house 

scraped and plastered'. [LEV 14:43] ba ... bǤ mțma'adi taae linǫ ka ba urisi yis la. They ... replaster the house with 
fresh daub.'. [LEV 14:42] Lit: get render and plaster what they scraped away. See: urig; ur. 

urisi   See main entry: uris. rub off. 

usug   See main entry: țsțg. revive a fire. 

usug   See main entry: uusțg. dust. 

usugir   See main entry: țsțg. revive a fire. 

us-us   id. whoosh! (sound of smoke/steam coming out). nyǤ'Ǥs yiti o nyǤnya ni us-us wțț dțk ka ba dțgțl bugumin 

ka li kǤt ka walim yitnǫ smoke comes out of his nostril whoosh, whoosh! like when they put a pot on the fire and 
it boils and steam comes out. [JOB 41:20] 

ut   See main entry: udug. chaff. 
 
 

ƒƒ  -  țț 

 

țțd   See main entry: țțg. monitor lizard [Bosc's~]. 

țțg   Variant: uug. Form: țțd. Variant: uud. n. Bosc's monitor lizard. Varanus exanthematicus. doesn't stay near 

water all the time like Nile monitor.   Sim: kazațg, gbanzaug ‘Nile monitor’; gbanzaug ‘Bosc's monitor’; 

Syn: kazațg. Etym: OV1 *WU ; OVN *WU-GA/SI ("monitor-lizard (Nile ~)" . 

țțgi   See main entry: uug. brush off. 

ʋʋgim   See main entry: uug. brush off. 

țțn2   Variant: ɔɔn; oon; oonn. n. the dry season. țțn wțsa yțțm pțțgin anǫ uusțg, ka uuskan mǫ kpǫn'ǫdi nini ni 
every year in the dry season there is dust, and this dust also can get into the eyes. [Trachoma] Ka o yinnǫǫ, nǤǤs anǫ 

sa'ad țțn. And in his house fowls were as common as rubbish in the dry season. [You-Heard?] bțdib nǫ bunib 

saŋa, waad nǫ tțțlțg saŋa, sǫǫung nǫ țțn, nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ kț gu'oe 'seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, 
summer and winter, day and night will never cease'. [GEN 8:22] amaa țțn ya'a nie ku'om la pț lǫm pțbida 'but 

(they) cease to flow in the dry season'. [JOB 6:17] ka labaar la kpǫn widigid wțț bugum la'aŋ sian'ar țțnnǫ. the 
news spread like wildfire. [Trouble] Lit: fire catching the bush in the dry season. Sim: sigir1 ‘early rains’; sǫǫung 
‘rainy season’. Sǫǫung nǫ țțn wțsa ti kpǫ'ǫŋidi ti mǫŋ tțțma pțțgin In both the rainy and the dry season we 
work with all our might. [Wealth-Is-Power] li pțsțk na keŋ atǫuk linǫ bǫ ya-nya'aŋ la, ka pțsțk keŋ atǫuk linǫ 

bǫ ya-tuona la; sǫǫung nǫ țțn wțsa. 'half to the eastern sea and half to the western sea, in summer and in 
winter. '. [ZEC 14:8] Sim: dǤnwalig ~ dawalig ‘hot ~ harvest season’. 

țțn3   See main entry: ǤǤn2. eh? 

țțns   Variant: uns; uuns; țțnsi; uunsi. Form: țnsid. Variant: unsid. Form: țțnsidnǫ. Form: țțnsțg. Variant: uunsug. v. 

to low (cattle do), groan. Ka Adu uuns baanlimm. And Adu groaned softly. [Trouble] pu'a na sa'ae ka biig zug 
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tțm na ka paŋ lǫn kae na uns ka o yina la. 'as when children come to the point of birth and there is no strength 

to deliver them.'. [2KI 19:3] Note: in the parallel passage: nwǫnǫ pu'a na sa'ae ka biig zug tțm na ka paŋ lǫn kae 

unsid ka o yit na la. [ISA 37:3] O tien o nǤba ka uunsi labin tiig la til ka gǤsid wila bǫdegț banǫ bǫ agǤl la. He 
stretched out his legs against the tree trunk with a grunt, keeping an eye on all the branches which were above him. 

[Trouble] m yț'țn țțnsi gǫnnǫ ka vț'țsțm kae. 'I am worn out with groaning and find no rest.'. [JER 45:3] O da ... 

gban'e o nǤbir la ian'asid ka uunsid. He grabbed its leg,  jumping and bellowing. [Trouble] o kpǫn țțnsid ka 

kaasid. he was still groaning and crying. [You-Heard?] Ti wțsa bțțnnǫ wțț bțnyua nǫ; ka țțnsid wțț dawana. 
'We all growl like bears; we moan mournfully like doves'. [ISA 59:11] ZugsǤb la da zǤti ba nimbaanlig ban da 

unsid nǫ tǤǤg ba dataas la da mugusidi ba ka namisidi ba la. 'the Lord had compassion on them as they 
groaned under those who oppressed and afflicted them.'. [JDG 2:18] o na țțnsidi o tuon wțț ninsaali na pu'alim 

nǫ. 'he will groan before him like a ... wounded man.'. [EZK 30:24] nimbǫ'og ya'a di na'am, nidib la na unsidi nǫ 

sțnsa'aŋ. 'when the wicked rule, the people groan.'. [PRO 29:2] O mǫŋ țțnsidnǫ ka fǫndigi lǫb nya'aŋ sa. 'she 
herself groans and turns away.'. [LAM 1:8] Kǫl ka banǫ bǫ sanrega ni la țțnsțg paae fț san'an na. 'May the 
groans of the prisoners come before you. [PSA 79:11] O yț'țn da bas uunsțg la ka dig sǤŋ zug zǫnda. He gave 

up groaning and lay feebly on the mat. [Trouble] on da wțm unnsʋg la an si'em la ka baŋ ye li anǫ nimmua. 
when he heard the groaning he knew it was serious. [Trouble] 

țțnsi   See main entry: țțns. low. 

țțnsidnǫ   See main entry: țțns. low. 

țțnsțg  See main entry: țțns. low. 

țțs   Variant: uos; oos; țțsǫ. Form: țțsid. Variant: uosid; oosid; uasid. v. to warm oneself. Li ka' bugumsaana ka sǤ' 

na țțs 'Here are no coals to warm anyone'. [ISA 47:14] saa la niid si'em hali ka sakuga lut la ti ya'a pț paam 

bugum țțsǫ, waad na kțț ti. the way it is raining, even hailing, if we don't get fire to get warm, we will die. 

[You-Heard?] bugum ya'a bǫ on mu'oe na ka ti țțsid ka gur bibanǫ kul yin la. if there is any fire he can bring 
some and we can warm ourselves and wait for the boys who went home. [You-Heard?] Daad anǫ linǫ ka ninsaal na 

nǤki nyu'oe bugum; o nǤkid sieba nyu'od bugum țțsid 'It is man's fuel for burning; some of it he takes and 
warms himself,'. [ISA 44:15] Ka saa pin'ili niid ka waad bǫ ka ba nyu'oe bugum tisi ti ka ti țțsid. 'They built a 
fire and welcomed us all because it was raining and cold.'. [ACT 28:2] Colloc: X țțs bugum ‘X warms self at a fire’. 
Pita ...  zin' nǫ tțmtțmnib la țțsid bugum 'Peter ... sat with the guards and warmed himself at the fire'. [MRK 

14:54] 

țțsǫ   See main entry: țțs. warm self. 

țțsid   See main entry: țțs. warm self. 
 
 

UU  -  uu 

 

uud   See main entry: u. gobble soup. 

uud   See main entry: țțg. monitor lizard [Bosc's~]. 

uug   Variant: uugi2; țțgi; ʋʋgim; uugim [W]. v. to brush sth. off. Wina'am uugi li labil. God set it aside. [HEB 7:18] Ya 

tuodi m pǫ'ǫs la ka țțgi ba bian'al 'You pushed ... them away from the flock. [EZK 34:21[draft]] See: uus1. 
uug   See main entry: țțg. monitor lizard [Bosc's~]. 

uugi1   See main entry: udug. chaff. 

uugi2   See main entry: uug. brush off. 
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uugim [W]   See main entry: uug. brush off. 

uung   Form: uungida. v. to wash the face. li anǫ yǫl nǫ ban na kabig ku'om la bǫdegțț uung biig nindaa sț'țŋa it is 

a problem to draw a lot of the water to wash the baby's face properly. [Trachoma] Bisieba bǫ hali ka ba nindaa 

pțm pț uungida ti paae dabisa si'em sa. There are some children who haven't even had their faces washed for 
days. [Trachoma] Sim: wabis, pie, pies. 

uungida   See main entry: uung. wash face. 

uuns   See main entry: țțns. low. 

uunsi   See main entry: țțns. low. 

uunsug   See main entry: țțns. low. 

uus1   Variant: uusi. Form: uusid. v. to dust off, clear land. Note: remove bits from a surface (o) uus vankpi'emis mǤǤg la 

nǤǤrin ka pin'ili tuud. he cleared the dry leaves at the edge of the bush and began to dig. [Trouble] o na uus 

yanam nǫ ya na'ab la wțsa lǤbi bas. 'both you and your king will be swept away.'. [1SA 12:25] Fț uus paalț tisi 

li 'You cleared a place for it to grow'. [PSA 80:9] dau one uusi mee o yir a man who (only) clears off the surface (of 
the ground) to build his house. [LUK 6:49] O tuu li ka uusi yis kuga la wțsa 'He dug it up and cleared it of stones'. 

[ISA 5:2] Kum linǫ nwǫnǫ gbǫǫm la ni ka fț uusid ninsaalibi ken 'You sweep men away in the sleep of death'. 

[PSA 90:5] See: uug; uusțg. 

uus-2   See main entry: uusțg. dust. 

uusi   See main entry: uus1. remove bits. 

uusid   See main entry: uus1. remove bits. 

uusțg   Variant: uusug; usug. Form: uus-2. n. dust [n.] (Linǫ san'amid nif) Dțgibin bugum nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ uusțg ... (Things 

which damage the eye) Smoke from cooking-fires, dust ... Sisi'em țgnǫ uusțg na gțnbil nidib la. The storm 
carried dust and surrounded the people. [MA] teŋ la kțdig ka mǤr uusțg the land dries up and is dusty. [Trachoma] 
Bet Ofira teŋ dima, bilimmi uusțg la ni. 'People of Beth Leaphrah, (show your despair by) rolling in the dust! 
[MIC 1:10] Dunia la tǫǫns wțsa ... fa'as nǫ nwǫnǫ uusțg nǫ 'the nations ... are as light as dust'. [ISA 40:15] țțn 

wțsa yțțm pțțgin anǫ uusțg, ka uuskan mǫ kpǫn'ǫdi nini ni every year in the dry season there is dust, and 
this dust also can get into the eyes. [Trachoma] sigim teŋin, zin'inim uusțgin, zin'inim teŋin 'come down ... and 
sit in the dust on the ground.'. [ISA 47:1] Sim: titan. yanam banǫ bǫ pǫ'ǫs la tuonnǫ, bilimmi titanin 'roll in the 
dust, you leaders of the flock'. [JER 25:34] Etym: OVN * ŊUL/R-GU ; GS1 *TI²/E/O . See: uus1. 

uusug   See main entry: uusțg. dust. 

 

V  -  v 

 

va   Variant: vaa2. Form: vanǫ. Form: vaad2. v. to hurry. o va duoe nǫ sțnpǫǫn. he hurriedly got up in anger. [Trouble] 
Note: MA prefers vaae here.    Ka o va zuaa amaa o nǤba la da pț tun'e zǤt tǤ'ǤtǤǤ. He set off at a run, but his legs 

couldn't run quickly. [Trouble] O da duoe tǤ'ǤtǤ vaa keŋ o kțlțŋțn. He got up quickly and hurried off to do his 
water-fetching chore. [Trouble] Colloc: va bap-bap. On nam pian'ad la ka Adu pțn bas kuunr la ka va babab 

an pililili kpa'ad mui bǤn'Ǥgțn la. He was still speaking but Adu had already thrown down his hoe and rushed 

off hurriedly at full pelt to the rice farm. [Trouble] Ka o va' bap-bap kpǫn' igin Paul nǫ Silas tuon ka kirid nǫ 

dabiem. he 'rushed in, and fell trembling at the feet of Paul and Silas'. [ACT 16:29] Adu da vanǫ babab gadțg la 

zugț sig ka o tațn bil la niee. Adu suddenly leapt down from the bed and his little sister woke up. [Trouble] 
Sim: vaae2. See: vaae2. 

vain   n. vine, grapevine [Bible word]. O na nǤk o bțŋț lǤ vain tiig 'He will tether his donkey to a vine'. [GEN 49:11] Vain 
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tiig anǫ tikanǫ ka Jew dim pț di'emmi li yǫla. Ba sǫǫdi ba nǫ vain tiis pǤǤdin. Vain wala ka ba nwi'asidi 

maan wain. Wain nwǫnǫ daam nǫ. The grapevine is of great importance to the Jews. They plant them in 
vineyards. The fruits of the vine are squeezed to make wine. Wine is like pito. [Bible Glossary [under Vain Tiig]] Ti kț 

buŋi ya vain tiis pǤǤdin 'We will not go through any ... vineyard'. [NUM 20:17] Maaliminǫ ala nǫ ya vain nǫ olif 

tiis pǤǤd la. 'Do the same with your vineyard and your olive grove.'. [EXO 23:11] From: (Eng.) < (Latin). Note: vinea   

'vine'  vinum 'wine' 

valval   See main entry: val-val. green. 

val-val   Variant: valval. id. dark green and leafy. Note: of cereal crops Syn: yu'a-yu'a. M zua, fț ya'a niŋ nǫ' ka saa ni, ki 

ǫǫnti kpǫn vaae nǫ an val-val. My friend, if you do this and it rains, the millet will soon quickly get green and 
leafy. [You-Heard?] Note: cf. the parallel M zua, fț ya'a niŋ nǫ' ka saa ni, ki ǫǫn kpǫn vaae nǫ an yu'a-yu'a. 

[You-Do?] Sim: gbǫn'-gbǫn'. Kawǫna la da anǫ valval ka mui la sǤbig gbǫn'-gbǫn'. The maize was green and 
leafy and the rice was dark and flourishing. [Trouble] 

vamneda   See main entry: vanb. bow deeply. 

van-   See main entry: vaung. leaf. 

vanb   Variant: vanp. Form: vanbnǫ. Form: vanbin. Variant: vanbini; vanbinda; vamneda. v. to bow deeply. On da miee 

suorin la ka bțnkǤnbtita'ar la li vanp nǫ tǫbisim. While he was turning around on the path, a big animal fell 

heavily and crouched there. [Trouble] BǤ ka fț vanb teŋinǫ anwana? 'What are you doing down on your face?'. [JOS 

7:10] sieba vanb nidibi la'asid zin'isi'a wțsa kaasid. 'they all wail, prostrate with weeping'. [ISA 15:3] Ba vanbnǫ 

teŋin nwǫnǫ gbigim nǫ. 'Like a lion they crouch and lie down'. [NUM 24:9] wǫbaa la kpǫn vanbin ka ianki kpa' 

o. the leopard suddenly crouched and leapt towards him. [Trouble] Abraham lǫn vanbin teŋin na'as Wina'am 
'Abraham bowed low' to honour God. [GEN 17:7] gbǫǫm zǫǫgim ka m vanbini gbisid ka m nindaa kpa' teŋin 'I 
fell into a deep sleep, my face to the ground'. [DAN 10:9] Fț dataas wțsa na vanbini fț tuon 'Your enemies will 
cower before you'. [DEU 33:29] Ba pu kuusid ka lem vanbinda. They don't call a challenge and then bow humbly 

(to yield). [Proverbs 137] Note: If you can't face the consequences, don't do it.   cf.    Kpǫǫm pț kuusid ka vamneda. An 

elder doesn't call a challenge and then bow humbly (to yield). [Asaasim Proverb] 

vanbin   See main entry: vanb. bow deeply. 

vanbinda   See main entry: vanb. bow deeply. 

vanbini   See main entry: vanb. bow deeply. 

vanbnǫ   See main entry: vanb. bow deeply. 

vanǫ   See main entry: va. hurry. 

vanmǫna   n.pl. fresh leaves or twigs, leaf-stalks. Bugum ya'a zǫǫlim sǤ', man vanmǫna la ka ba Ǥnbidi puusidi li. If 
someone suffers a burn, they chew my leaves and sprinkle on it. [Trees] Wil banǫ mǤr vanmǫna la ya'a kțdig, li 

na kǤ'Ǥgi li 'When its twigs are dry, they are broken off'. [ISA 27:11] m gǤs vain vanmǫna banǫ busid la 'to see the 
new leaves on the vines'. [SNG 6:11] See: vaung. 

vanp   See main entry: vanb. bow deeply. 

varidi   adv. quickly. (m) kpǫn niŋ ya'ab-ya'abi keŋ gțbigi m yǤn tusa ayi' nǫ kǤbiswai su varidi 'I walked quickly and 
took hold of my Gh¢580,000 and put in my pocket quickly'. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

varig   Form: varigim!. v. to rush in. O lǫǫ varignǫ kpǫn' Mansa yir She rather rushed into Mansa's house. [Trouble] Li da 

nwǫn o varigim gaad tuonnǫ Ǥnbig o pu'ayua la nǫ It was as if she should rush ahead and clutch her daughter. 
[Trouble] 

varigim!   See main entry: varig. rush. 

vaʋngʋ   See main entry: vaung. leaf. 

vațnk   Variant: voak [W]. n. a skull-cap. for chief. 

vaung   Variant: vaung; vaungț; vaʋngʋ. Form: vaand. Form: van-. n. a leaf. O da tǫnbig kugir ka lǫm ba'aŋ ye o ansig 

vaung ya'as. He kicked a stone and reached up to tear off another leaf. [Trouble] fț ya'a nyǫ ka o țk o nwadis 

piiga biig la, li nwǫnǫ o faknǫ wțț vaung nǫ. if you see that she picks up her ten-month-old baby, its is as if it 
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was as light as a leaf. [Trouble] Dau la ... tțm o kǤlțginǫ suk tiim ka di pǤnbil nǫ vațngț tis kpaad la The man 

reached into his bag and dug out the medicine wrapped in a leaf and gave it to the farmer. [You-Heard?] Fț na namis 

man kanǫ nwǫnǫ vaung ka sisi'em da'ad laa? 'Will you torment a windblown leaf?'. [JOB 13:25] bugum na dii ba 

hali ka ba nya'ar bǫǫ vaung baa yinne kț kpǫlim. fire shall burn them until neither one root or leaf if them 
remains. [MAL 4:1] Tiis yțda nǫ ba vaand nǫ ba wila ... The names of trees and their leaves and their branches ... 

[in list]. [Trees] Sisi'em da da'ad kooko tiisin la ka li vaand la damid. The gale blew on the cocoa trees and the 
leaves thrashed about. [Trouble] bugum na zǫǫlim o ka o zǫndig wțț tiig vaand nǫ fire will scorch him so that he 
shrivels like tree-leaves. [JOB 15:30] nidib na dii li nwǫnǫ na'azǤm baanlțgț fanrisid vaand si'em la 'like a 
swarm of locusts men pounce on it'. [ISA 33:4] Li busidnǫ vaand yiiga, ka nyaan wal, ka biili bi'ig. 'first the blade, 

then the ear, then full grain in the ear'. [MRK 4:28] Alazug tisi'a kț lǫn duoe agǤla nǫ nyǫǫsim kǤlțg la nǤǤrin, ka 

wa'ami gat tiis wțsa nǫ li vaandǫ. 'Therefore no other trees by the waters are ever to tower proudly on high, 
lifting their tops above the thick foliage.'. [EZK 31:14] Ka li nian'asid tikțda banǫ vaandi yț'țn lieb sțkkț ba 

zugun la. And it (footpath) wound among old trees whose leaves formed a shelter above them. [Trouble] ka ba ans 

kekaŋ vaandi maali sǤǤn lusi ba nyan and they picked figtree leaves and made loincloths to cover their shame. 

[GEN 3:7] Ka vanma'asir baa yinne lǫn kae Egipt teŋin la ya'asǫ. 'Nothing green remained on tree or plant in all 
the land of Egypt.'. [EXO 10:15] Fț pț nyǫ vanma'asa bǫ ani? Don't you see there are fresh leaves there? [Trouble] 
Dunia nwa nii taba nǫ vanyǤǤd nam kǫnǫ ka nidib namis pamm. In this world tobacco and various drugs 

cause people a lot of suffering. [Smoking] Lit: useless leaves. Ya ya'a ti nyǫ ka ba busid vanpǤla ya mi' ye sigir 

li'el ya. 'When you see their leaves beginning to appear, you know that summer is near.'. [LUK 21:30] Ka wila 

ayuobț la, wil wțsa na mǤr bțnam ka li nwǫnǫ tipuum nǫ bǫǫ li vaandin la. The six branches, each branch has 
things like the flowers or leaves of trees. [EXO 25:33] Ka sieb tǫ kțkparis vaandin. And some nest in the borassus 
palm leaves. [Trouble] Etym: OV1 *VA ; OVN *VA-GU/TI ; GSn * ɸa/o ; vc1 *va/o(n) ; CG *pau. 
See: vanmǫna; zǫnvaand. 

vaung   See main entry: vaung. leaf. 

vaungț   See main entry: vaung. leaf. 

vaa1   id. heartily ("sound made by many people laughing at the same time" [MA]). Nidib la daa la' vaa ka li dț hali. 
The people laughed heartily and the laughter rose to the roof. [AIDS-I] 

vaa2   See main entry: va. hurry. 

vaa3   See main entry: vaae1. gather. 

vaab   See main entry: vaae1. gather. 

vaad1   Variant: vaaed. Form: vaadib. n. collector of ..., someone who picks up sth. Nyǫ'ǫd ya'a ka'a ya'am, vaad mǤr 

ya'am. If he who defecates has no sense, he who clears it up has. [Proverb 049] Note: cf. Nyǫ'ǫdi tammin ka vaaed 

pț tammida. He who defecates forgets, but he who clears it up doesn't. [Asaasim Proverb] Ba saam da anǫ 

bangidvaad amaa ka kpǫn'ǫs o biis wțsa sakur ka ba keŋ tuonnǫ ti lieb karikinam. Their father was a 
night-soil collector but sent all his children to school and they progressed so well as to become office workers. [MA] 
InvNact: vaae1. See: vaae. 

vaad2   See main entry: va. hurry. 

vaad3   See main entry: vaae1. gather. 

vaadi   See main entry: vaae1. gather. 

vaadib   See main entry: vaad1. collector. 

vaadnǫ   See main entry: vaae1. gather. 

vaae1   Variant: vaa3. Form: vaaenǫ. Variant: vaainɛ. Form: vaad3. Variant: vaadi. Form: vaadnǫ. Form: vaam!. 

Variant: vaami!. Form: vaar. Variant: vaab. v. to collect up, gather. Note: gather things on the ground.    BǤǤd pǫog, 

vaae nwam. Want basket, collect calabash. [Proverb 170] Asibi nam vaae ki la kul yin. Asibi and her group are 
collecting the millet and going home. [House+Farm] ba nǤk Absalom lǤb bțmbǤk tita'ar pțțg sian'arin la, ka 

vaae kuga lǤbi bțțl o 'They took Absalom, threw him into a big pit in the forest and piled up a large heap of 

rocks over him'. [2SA 18:17] Ka ba vaae dizǤris la wțsa ka li pǫ'ǫl pǫǫd pii nǫ ayi'. 'they gathered them and filled 
twelve baskets with the pieces'. [JHN 6:13] ba na nyaŋ teŋ la ka kpǫn' yaanǫ vaae ya la'ad wțsa, ka bib pu'ab la 
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'The city will be taken, the houses looted, and the women raped'. [ZEC 14:2] onǫ wțsa mǫ vaae li bțnkpiilțŋț 

mǤri keŋ 'Anyone who picks up their carcasses'. [LEV 11:28] man ǫǫn vaaenǫ kǤnbid bugulum nǫ zampakin 

sa'apǤn'Ǥsa basid I collect animal-dung and rotten rubbish from the stable and put it (on the land). [You-Do?] 
Malțŋ kane wțsa ka ti keŋinǫ ti ǫǫnti vaaene linǫ wțsa ka ti na nyǫ anina. Every performance we go to we 
collect everything we see there. [Asaasim] Vaala anǫ di'ema biis san'an ka ba vaannǫ fțțsid taaba. 
Farm-clearing is a game for the youngsters and they compete against each other in doing the clearing work. 

[House+Farm] Ka busa la tuub saŋa paae ka Alamisi nǫ biis la tuulim nǤǤr babiga vaad busa la kun yin. The 
time for digging the yams arrived, and Alamisi and the children went backwards and forwards many times 

collecting the yams and bringing them home. [Wonderwoman] banǫ vaad la kț vaae ka li siak bǤbigirǫ those who 
are gathering up won't be able to gather it and it can be bundled. [PSA 129:7] ya tțmnǫ vaad yǤǤd ka li nwǫnǫ ya 

ligidi buoris la mǤri vǤnya ka li litnǫ 'You earn wages, only to put them in a purse with holes in it.'. [HAG 1:6] M 

lǫn tunǫ tambǤk yin la niŋid sa'ad ka li pțn'od ka m vaadi basidi m pǤǤd. Then I dug a pit at the house and put 

in all the rubbish and it rotted down and I collected it and spread it on my farms. [You-Heard?] Daar wțsa bǫogțn, 

sǤ' wțsa vaadnǫ o paŋi tun'e si'em 'Each morning everyone gathered as much as he needed'. [EXO 16:21] SǤ' 

wțsa vaam on na nyaŋi di si'em bǫn 'Each one is to gather as much as he needs.'. [EXO 16:16] Vaami la'abanǫ ka 

ba mǤr na ka li an piinkanǫ an nyain tis ZugsǤb La'asțg Zin'ig la 'Collect all the money that is brought as 

sacred offerings to the temple of the Lord'. [2KI 12:4] Ba nǤŋ vaala vaab. They enjoy collecting up the 
farm-residues. [House+Farm] Colloc: vaar [number] ‘[number]th part’. Li paae ki kuriba pțdigir atan', vaar 

yinne. That makes one third of a bowl of grain. [REV 6:6] Colloc: pțdigir piiga vaar yinne ‘tithe’. Note: also (yinne) 

pʋʋr piiga see under pțțr2 Ka Juda dim wțsa yț'țn pin'ili mǤri ba pțdigir piiga vaar yinne linǫ an zțțd nǫ 

daam nǫ kpaam kenna kpǫn'ǫsid la'ad dǤǤgin la. 'All Judah brought the tithes of grain, new wine and oil into 
the storerooms.'. [NEH 13:12] Colloc: ziim vaar ‘expiation of blood-guilt’. Di'emi ti maan line an ziim vaar nwa 
'Accept this atonement'. [DEU 21:8 [draft]] Sim: ku'ol. Li nya'aŋ ka ba ku'oli vaae si'el mǫkama gaad wțț sisi'em 

nǫ. 'Then they sweep on like the wind and are gone'. [HAB 1:11] Nact: vaad1. 

vaae2   v. to hurry. Adu da vaae duoe zi'en, ka gǤs o pugudib la nifin Adu hurriedly got up and looked his aunt in the 

eye. [Trouble] M zua, fț ya'a niŋ nǫ' ka saa ni, ki ǫǫnti kpǫn vaae nǫ an val-val. My friend, if you do this and it 
rains, the millet will soon quickly get green and leafy. [You-Heard?] Saŋkan la li da pak Na'ab Nebukadnǫza ka o 

vaae duoe zi'en 'Suddenly Nebuchadnezzar leapt to his feet in amazement.'. [DAN 3:24] Syn: va. See: va'. 
vaaed   See main entry: vaad1. collector. 

vaaenǫ   See main entry: vaae1. gather. 

vaainɛ   See main entry: vaae1. gather. 

vaal   Variant: vaali. Form: vaan. Variant: vaannǫ. Form: vaalțg. v. to collect up (farm residues, for burning). Apam na 

vaal vaala la paae zaam. Asaan will be collecting up the rubbish until late afternoon. [House+Farm] Tinam ǫǫnti 

vaali ti pǤǤd sa'adi nyu'oe nǫ. We collect up the rubbish on our farms and burn it. [You-Heard?] Apam nǫ o biis 

vaan vaala. Apam and his children are clearing the farm-residues. [House+Farm] Vaala anǫ di'ema biis san'an ka 

ba vaannǫ fțțsid taaba. Farm-clearing is a game for the youngsters and they compete against each other in 
doing the clearing work. [House+Farm] PƆƆG VAALƒG Clearing the Farm. [House+Farm [heading]] See: vaala. 

vaala   n.pl. farm-residues. Kpaadib pamm naae vaala ka guri sigir. Many farmers have finished farm-clearance and 

are waiting for the first rains. [House+Farm] Vaala anǫ di'ema biis san'an ka ba vaannǫ fțțsid taaba. 
Farm-clearing is a game for the youngsters and they compete against each other in doing the clearing work. 

[House+Farm] Edom dim na an vaala ka bugum la na dii kanb Edom teŋ la wțsa 'the house of Esau will be 
stubble, and they will set it on fire and consume it'. [OBA 1:18] Ka fț sțțnr duoe ka ba kanb wțț vaala nǫ mǤǤd 

nǫ. 'You unleashed your burning anger; it consumed them like stubble.'. [EXO 15:7] See: vaal. 

vaali   See main entry: vaal. collect. 

vaalim   v. to burn sb. Juda tuongatib la nwǫnǫ daad ka ba la'asi nyu'oe ka dțgțl dțk, bǫǫ bugum na bǫ kikan'a 

kpi'emis sțțgin. Ba na vaalim nimbanǫ bǫ ya-datiuŋ nǫ ya-dagǤbțg la wțsa 'On that day I will make the 
leaders of Judah like a firepot in a woodpile, like a flaming torch among sheaves. They will consume right and left 

all the surrounding peoples'. [ZEC 12:6] Sim: waae1. 

vaalțg   See main entry: vaal. collect. 
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vaam!   See main entry: vaae1. gather. 

vaami!   See main entry: vaae1. gather. 

vaan   See main entry: vaal. collect. 

vaand   See main entry: vaung. leaf. 

vaannǫ   See main entry: vaal. collect. 

vaar   See main entry: vaae1. gather. 

vǫbil   v. to partly tear, cut sth. off. aaǫn biinr la vǫbil amaa ka lǫǫ kț yisi li nyainnǫ 'tear it open by the wings, not 
severing it completely'. [LEV 1:17] 

vǫ'   Variant: ve'; vǫ'ǫ; ve'e. Form: vǫ'ǫd2. Variant: ve'ed; ven'ed; vǫ'ǫdi; ven'edi. v. to lead, drag. Note: e.g. lead the blind 
Ka o kpǫn zu'om duoe babinnǫ bǤǤd ye sǤ' vǫ' o. 'Immediately mist and darkness came over him, and he 

groped about, seeking someone to lead him by the hand.'. [ACT 13:11] sankanǫ wțsa ka o nyǫ o ka gǤs o kiinǫ, li 

nwǫnǫ si'eli vǫ'ǫd o yisid o san'an nǫ. every time he saw her he looked at her intently, but it was as if something 
was dragging him away from her. [Trouble] Ka sisi'em la vǫ'ǫdi ba kuŋ la gǫndig nǫ sisi'em la vuur la The storm 
tore away their cries and mingled them with the sound of the storm. [Trouble] Note: "Very unnatural construction" [MA] 
Abasimtaal daa keŋ Nagber da'an da' bțțgț vǫ'ǫdi kun ka o paae suori kǫnsigi zǤǤ kpǫn' mǤǤg. Abasimtaal 
went to Nagbere market and bought a goat and was leading it home but when it got to the path it broke free and ran 

into the bush. [MA] Ka banǫ dǤllim la vǫ'ǫm, ka ti keŋ kpǫn' Damaskus. 'My companions led me by the hand into 
Damascus'. [ACT 22:11] NǤpǤǤr bǫ onǫ wțsa vǫ'ǫd zțnzǤŋ ka pț dǤl suorǫ ka mǤr o kpǫn'ǫs mǤǤgin. 'Cursed is 
the man who leads the blind astray on the road.'. [DEU 27:18] O nya'andǤl taaba la bǫnǫ anrțŋțn la vǫ'ǫd sau 

kanǫ ka zimi pǫ'ǫl la. 'The other disciples followed in the boat, towing the net full of fish'. [JHN 21:8] tțțmbǫ'ǫd 

dim la yț'țn tǫǫdi ba ... ka vǫ'ǫdi ba dț'țsid gbǫog na 'The wicked ... gathers them up in his dragnet'. [HAB 1:15] 
Sim: vǫ'ǫg. Ka ba vǫ' o yis pǤǤg la yiŋ ka kțț o. 'So they took him and threw him out of the vineyard and killed 
him.'. [MAT 21:39] Note: cf. the parallel version: Ka ba gban'e o vǫ'ǫgi yi lǤmbǤn'Ǥgin la kțț o. 'So they threw him 

out of the vineyard and killed him.'. [LUK 20:15] See: vǫ'ǫg; vǫ'ǫd1. 

vǫ'ǫ   See main entry: vǫ'. drag. 

vǫ'ǫd1   Variant: vǫ'ǫda. n. leader, person who leads sb. Baŋim ye zțnzǤŋ pț kpi'em nǫ o vǫ'ǫda Realise that a blind 

person is not stronger than the one who leads them. [Asaasim] See: vǫ'. 

vǫ'ǫd2   See main entry: vǫ'. drag. 

vǫ'ǫda   See main entry: vǫ'ǫd1. leader. 

vǫ'ǫdi   See main entry: vǫ'. drag. 

vǫ'ǫg   Variant: ve'eg; vǫ'ǫgi; ve'egi. Form: vǫ'ǫgid. Variant: vǫ'ǫgidi. Form: vǫ'ǫgim!. Variant: ve'egim. v. to drag sth./sb. 
On da zan'as fian'a la ka o gban'e o mǤǤd ye vǫ'ǫg o nǫ paŋ. When he completely refused, then she held him, 

trying to pull him by force. [Trouble] Josef yț'țn vǫ'ǫg biis la zin' o saam nǤba zug 'Then Joseph removed them 
from Israel's knees'. [GEN 48:12] ba biriku'anim la daa mǫ vǫ'ǫg Barnabas ka o yidigi dǤl ban niŋid si'el la 'by 
their hypocrisy even Barnabas was led astray'. [GAL 2:13] ka ba vǫ'ǫg o nǫ nwiis buligin la dț'țs o na. 'and they 
pulled him up with the ropes and lifted him out of the cistern.'. [JER 38:13] On zǤti wa'ae yaŋirin la ka Goma 

gban'ae o vǫ'ǫgi lǫbis na. As he ran towards the gateway, Goma grabbed him and dragged him back. [Trouble] ba 

gban'e Paul nǫ Silas vǫ'ǫgi ba kpǫn' da'an banǫ sț'oe teŋ la tuon 'they seized Paul and Silas and dragged them 
to the city authorities in the main square'. [ACT 16:19] Mansa nyǫ yǫl la mu'oe si'em la ka ianki gam Goma 

vǫ'ǫgid Mansa saw that it was an emergency, and stood astride Goma and dragged him along. [Trouble] Piini 

yǤ'Ǥgidi suori tit Onǫ piinid laka vǫ'ǫgid o la'asid nǫ nintitada. 'A gift opens the way for the giver and ushers 
him into the presence of the great.'. [PRO 18:16] O da kpǫm paad ziriga baŋin la ka bǫogin ziriga la vǫ'ǫgidi gat. 
As he was getting to the platform the morning train was just pulling out. [Trouble] ba bugusim tțțma la vǫ'ǫgidi 

baa sigisid teŋin. 'the wicked are brought down by their own wickedness.'. [PRO 11:5] Vǫ'ǫgim pu'a kaŋa yis ka 

kpar dǤǤg la lǫbis. 'Get this woman out of here and bolt the door after her.'. [2SA 13:17] Ya'a ka' ala ba na ... 

vǫ'ǫgimi keŋ, ka sǤ' kae na faaǫn ma. 'before they ... drag me off beyond hope of rescue.'. [PSA 7:2] Colloc: vǫ'ǫg 

bugum paŋ1 ‘use electricity’. li anǫ bugum bǤlip sțma, banǫ pț vǫ'ǫgid bugum la paŋe nwǫnǫ bǤlip bama 

la. they were good electric lightbulbs, that would not use as much electricity as the other bulbs. [Electricity] Syn: vǫ'. 
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Ka ba gban'e o vǫ'ǫgi yi lǤmbǤn'Ǥgin la kțț o. 'So they threw him out of the vineyard and killed him.'. [LUK 20:15] 
Note: cf. the parallel version: Ka ba vǫ' o yis pǤǤg la yiŋ ka kțț o. 'So they took him and threw him out of the 
vineyard and killed him.'. [MAT 21:39] Sim: tǫk, tǫǫg. See: vǫ'. 

vǫ'ǫgi   See main entry: vǫ'ǫg. drag. 

vǫ'ǫgid   See main entry: vǫ'ǫg. drag. 

vǫ'ǫgidi   See main entry: vǫ'ǫg. drag. 

vǫ'ǫgim!   See main entry: vǫ'ǫg. drag. 

vǫnbis   Variant: venbis; vǫnbisi; venbisi. Form: vǫnbisid. Variant: vǫnbisida; venbisida. v. to miscarry. fț pǫ'og bǫǫ bțțg 

nan mi' vǫnbis bǫǫ m nan mi' gban'e fț pǫraugț kțț Ǥnbǫ? 'your ewes and she-goats have never miscarried. I 
have never eaten rams from your flocks. '. [GEN 31:38] ba du'ad ka pț vǫnbisida '(their cows) calve and do not 
miscarry'. [JOB 21:10] 

vǫnbisi   See main entry: vǫnbis. miscarry. 

vǫnbisid   See main entry: vǫnbis. miscarry. 

vǫnbisida   See main entry: vǫnbis. miscarry. 

vǫndig   v. to be soaked. Ti wțsa da madig nǫ ka la'abanǫ bǫ ti sțgirin la wțsa vǫndig nǫ ku'om. We were all drenched 

and all the things which were in the shed were soaked with water. [Shoeshine-Boy] M on da yț'țn yi yǫllin amaa ka 

vǫndig ka ziim yiti m ni. I had got out of danger but I was soaked and bleeding. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

vǫn'ǫl   Variant: vǫn'ǫn; ven'en. v. to give the dregs, the last bit/part of food. Ba pț kidigid biig tanin vǫn'ǫn o zǤ'Ǥm. 
They don't meet a (strange) child at the building and give him the last part of the flour. [Proverb 150] 

vǫn'ǫlim   Variant: ven'elim. v. to drag sth. in a substance, mess up, defile. fțbanǫ ka ba vǫn'ǫlim ziimin la 'all their 

bloodstained clothing'. [ISA 9:5 (draft)] Fț ...  vǫn'ǫlim o na'am zupibig la dian'adin 'You have ... defiled his crown 
in the dust'. [PSA 89:39] 

vǫn'ǫn   See main entry: vǫn'ǫl. give dregs. 

vǫn'-vǫn'   Variant: ven'. id. closely. Na'ab la ya'a ken zin'isi'a wțsa yanam on dǤl o vǫn'-vǫn'. 'Stay close to the king 

wherever he goes.'. [2KI 11:8] Israel dim la da dǤl nǫ Jeroboam tțțmbǫ'ǫd la vǫn'-vǫn' ka pț yuk ka basi lii. 
'The Israelites persisted in all the sins of Jeroboam and did not turn away from them'. [2KI 17:22] Farisii dim da anǫ 

Jew nimbanǫ da dǤl Wina'am wada la vǫn'-vǫn'. The Pharisees were people who followed the Jewish law very 
strictly. [Bible Glossary (under ' Farisii dim ')] 

vǫnl   Variant: venl; vǫnla1; venla. Form: vǫnlnǫ. v. to be beautiful. Note: woman, man or thing.   Azțpuak n daa nan yi 

Ankara paalim kulna la, o daa nǤbnǫ ka vǫnl hali When Azupuak came back from Accra she was grown-up and 
beautiful. [AIDS-Azuur] fț nǤbignǫ hali vǫnl ka fț bin'isa lu ka fț zuobid nǤbig 'You grew strong and tall and 

became a young woman. Your breasts were well formed, and your hair had grown'. [EZK 16:7] Fț vǫnl hali, m 

nǤŋirǫ, 'How handsome you are, my dearest'. [SNG 1:16] Fț nwǫnǫ zaŋguom kțdig kanǫ ka ba taae. Ka yiŋ vǫnl, 

ka pțțgin ka' sțm la. You are like an old wall that has been plastered –  the outside looks fine but the inside is 
not good. [ACT 23:3] Biriku'an sǤb pian'ad nwǫnǫ sǤ' na ya'ab yțțr, ka nyǫlig kǤlibire bțligi li ka li vǫnl. 'Like 

a coating of glaze over earthenware are fervent lips with an evil heart.'. [PRO 26:23] o ... nyǫ kawǫnna ayǤpǤi ka ba 

bǫdim ka vǫnl sț'țŋa 'he saw seven ears of grain, full and ripe'. [GEN 41:5] Pu'asadir ya'a na kpǫn' Na'ab Zeesis 

san'an, asǫǫ ka ba dǫŋin nǤk nwadis pii nǫ ayi' maal o ka o vǫnl 'Before a girl's turn came to go in to King 
Xerxes, she had to complete twelve months of beauty treatments'. [EST 2:12] Di na kǫ ka fț nyina si' ka pț vǫnla. 
This will make  your teeth stained and they won't look nice. [Smoking] niigi ayǤpǤi yina waŋim pț vǫnla ka banlig 

hali 'seven other cows came up – scrawny and very ugly and lean'. [GEN 41:19] dunia ni wțsa man pț nyǫ pu'a ka 

o vǫnli paae fǤ. in the whole world I haven't found a woman as beautiful as you. [Wonderwoman] O maal si'el wțsa 

ka li vǫnli li saŋa 'He has made everything beautiful in its time.'. [ECC 3:11] Bipuŋ la da vǫnlnǫ galis ka m nini 

bun ku'om. The girl was very pretty and my eyes watered. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li vaand la daa vǫnlnǫ hali 'Its leaves 
were beautiful'. [DAN 4:12] Pu'a la da vǫnlnǫ hali. 'The woman was very beautiful'. [2SA 11:2] Biig kanǫ nu'usi vǫnl, 

onǫ saam dǤǤnd ka kpǫǫm dit. A child whose hands are clean is the one who can mash dawadawa fruits for an 
elder to eat. [Asaasim Proverb] Note: proposed emendation MA.    Nabstr: vǫnlim. See: -vǫnliŋ; vǫnlim; vǫnliŋa. 
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vǫnla1   See main entry: vǫnl. beautiful. 

-vǫnla2   See main entry: -vǫnliŋ. beautiful. 

vǫnlig   Variant: venlig. Form: vǫnligid. Variant: venligid. v. to whirl, sth., use a sling. li nwǫnǫ fțn na niŋ kugir luobigini 

vǫnlig. 'Like tying a stone in a sling'. [PRO 26:8] Ka tțm o buorigin la yis kugir yinne niŋ luobigin la 

yuulim-yuulim vǫnlig 'He put his hand into his bag and took out a stone, which he slung at Goliath.'. [1SA 17:28] 
Colloc: vǫnlig ... lǤb X ‘sling [projectile] at X’. ba an gǤbțs, hali ka ba ya'a zaŋ kugiri vǫnligi lǤb ninsaal 

zuobțg yinne ba pț nyǫsigida 'left-handed men, who could sling a stone and not miss'. [JDG 20:16] Colloc: vǫnlig 

luobig. Foto la pa'an nǫ ... David onǫ an fiin la vǫnligid luobig The picture showed ... David who was small, 

swinging a sling. [Trouble] ba da ... mi' tiraug tǤǤnb hali bǫǫ tun'e vǫnligid luobig datiuŋ nǫ adagǤbțg wțsa 
'They could shoot arrows and sling stones either right-handed or left-handed.'. [1CH 12:2] 

vǫnligid   See main entry: vǫnlig. whirl. 

vǫnlim   Variant: venlim; vǫnnim. n. beauty. da tǫn'ǫsid ye abțn anǫ m du'ad bǫǫ m zua bǫǫ o mǤrim bǫǫ o vǫnlim bǫǫ 

o wa'alim don't think 'so-and-so is my relative, or my friend' or think about his wealth or beauty or tallness. [Trees] 
Beckie Annan vǫnlim kpǫn'ǫnǫ nidib ya'amin ka o ya'a gat wțsa ba gi'esidnǫ. Beckie Annan's beauty 
attracted many people, and when she passed, they turned to look. [Trouble] kugvǫnliŋ banǫ da nyǫǫn wțț gǤtiŋ  ... 

da paasidi fț vǫnlim fine stones that shine like glass ... increased your beauty. [EZK 28:13] Kum mumnǫ nǫ ziemis, 

ka na ti vț'țg nǫ vǫnlim. (The dead body) 'When buried, it is ugly and weak; when raised, it will be beautiful and 

strong.'. [1CO 15:43] ban nǫ pǫ'ǫs la nǤǤ m pǤǤg la vǫnnim they and their sheep trample down the beauty of my 
farm. [JER 12:10] InvNabstr: vǫnl, -vǫnliŋ. See: vǫnl. 

-vǫnliŋ   Variant: -venliŋ; -vǫnliŋa2; -vǫnliŋi; -venliŋi; -vǫnla2. adj. nice, beautiful. Note: woman, man or thing.    Li da anǫ 

yivǫnliŋ ka ba mǫ' zaŋguommǫ gilig. It was a lovely house with a wall built around it. [Shoeshine-Boy] o pu'a zin'i 

kțkvǫnliŋ zugu bǤbi nwǫnǫ magarzian' nǫ. his wife was sitting on a fine chair looking like a 'Chaperone'. 

[Jealousy] Bipuŋ vǫnliŋ kanǫ ka o ǫǫnti buon ye o pu'ayua la ka' o mǫŋ pu'ayua. The beautiful girl he was used 
to calling his daughter was not his daughter. [Trouble] M daa țki m nindaa nyǫ dau ka o yǫ fupielig ka nǤk 

sanlimvǫnliŋ sialǤǤdiŋe lǤǤ o siaa. 'I looked up and there before me was a man dressed in linen, with a belt of the 
finest gold around his waist.'. [DAN 10:5] Lin saŋa ka ba da du'a Moses ka o an bivǫnliŋ 'It was at this time that 
Moses was born, a very beautiful child.'. [ACT 7:20] Ba da ie pu'asadvǫnliŋ Israel teŋin wțsa 'A search was made 
all over Israel for a beautiful young woman'. [1KI 1:3] Fț anǫ vǫnliŋa, m dakǤǤnrǫ. You're good-looking, my son. 

[Trouble] Oi! Pu'a vǫnliŋa 'O fairest of women'. [SNG 1:8] Manǫ ...  ga'alif tțblǫma ka nǤk zupibvǫnliŋi pili fț zug. 
'I put ... a beautiful crown on your head.'. [EZK 16:12] ba maan teebul vǫnla nǫ kuzǫr vǫnla nǫ kabǤt vǫnla they 
made fine tables, chairs and cupboards. [Fire] O mǫ da pid ta'advǫnla ka mǤr biyuolnam bǫdegț ka ba tțmmi 

tit o. She was also wearing fine shoes and had a lot of servant-girls working for her. [Jealousy] Daakan la, na'akim 

kpi'ema nǫ pu'asadvǫnla na vib ku'onuud. 'In that day the lovely young women and strong young men will 
faint because of thirst.'. [AMO 8:13] O na ba' nya'a Teŋ Vǫnliŋin la He will establish himself in the Beautiful Land'. 

[DAN 11:16] Colloc: fuvǫnliŋ, fuvǫnla ‘nice shirt ; clothes’. O da bǤbnǫ fuvǫnliŋ ka gir bǤbig. She dressed up in a 
fine dress and put on a head-tie. [Jealousy] Man daa nyǫ Babilon dim fuvǫnliŋ 'I saw a beautiful Babylonian cloak'. 

[JOS 7:21] Herod nǫ o soogianam la' o ka tțm o tțțmyaalis, ka bǤ fuvǫnliŋi yǫǫl o mǤr o lǫbis Pailet san'an. 
'Herod and his soldiers ridiculed and mocked him. Dressing him in an elegant robe, they sent him back to Pilate.'. 

[LUK 23:11] Arezak daani daa bǫ yǫǫd fuvǫnla banǫ ligidi zu'oe 'There was once a rich man who dressed in the 
most expensive clothes'. [LUK 16:19] Colloc: kugvǫnliŋ/kugvǫnla ‘nice stone/s, (in Bible) jewels, precious stones’. 
kugvǫnliŋ banǫ da nyǫǫn wțț gǤtiŋ  ... da paasidi fț vǫnlim fine stones that shine like glass ... increased your 
beauty. [EZK 28:13] Ba da nǤk kugvǫnla pii nǫ ayi' sǫǫn tabili li, abțtan' tan', zin'is anaasi Then they mounted 

four rows of precious stones on it. [EXO 39:10] Sanlima bǫnǫ ka kugvǫnla mǫ bǫ 'Gold there is, and rubies'. [PRO 

20:15] Nabstr: vǫnlim. See: vǫnl; vǫnlim; vǫnliŋa. 

vǫnliŋa1   Variant: venliŋa; vǫnliŋaa. adv. nicely. Man na niŋ wala bǫ na'ayin ka ba maali li nǫ na'aziinr vǫnliŋa ... ? 
'Here I am, living in a palace of cedar'. [2SA 7:2] O ya'a lǫb na nyǫnǫ ka li piis nyain maal vǫnliŋaa digil 'So it 
goes back' to look 'and finds the house clean and tidy.'. [LUK 11:25] See: vǫnl; -vǫnliŋ; vǫnlim. 

-vǫnliŋa2   See main entry: -vǫnliŋ. beautiful. 

vǫnliŋaa   See main entry: vǫnliŋa1. nicely. 
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-vǫnliŋi   See main entry: -vǫnliŋ. beautiful. 

vǫnlnǫ   See main entry: vǫnl. beautiful. 

vǫnnim   See main entry: vǫnlim. beauty. 

vǫnrț   id. 1 • scattered. nimbanǫ kpi la digi li pțțgin vǫnrț. 'her slain will all lie fallen within her.'. [JER 51:47] 
2 • plentifully. 

vǫns   Variant: vens [N]. v. to yank sth. up, pull up with a jerk. 

vǫnsig   Variant: vǫnsigi. v. to shake sth. out. Ka mam mǫ yisi m fuug sǫnbidiŋ linǫ lǤǤm fuug la vǫnsigi vǫnsig ka yǫl 

ye, “Onǫ pț dǤl kaanb kaŋa, Wina'am na yis o sǤba vǫnsigi yis o, o yir la ni ... ” 'I also shook out the folds of 
my robe and said, “In this way may God shake out of his house ... every man who does not keep this promise. ... ”'. 
[NEH 5:13] 

vǫnsigi   See main entry: vǫnsig. shake out. 

ve'   See main entry: vǫ'. drag. 

ve'e   See main entry: vǫ'. drag. 

ve'ed   See main entry: vǫ'. drag. 

ve'eg   See main entry: vǫ'ǫg. drag. 

ve'egi   See main entry: vǫ'ǫg. drag. 

ve'egim   See main entry: vǫ'ǫg. drag. 

venbis   See main entry: vǫnbis. miscarry. 

venbisi   See main entry: vǫnbis. miscarry. 

venbisida   See main entry: vǫnbis. miscarry. 

ven'   See main entry: vǫn'-vǫn'. closely. 

ven'ed   See main entry: vǫ'. drag. 

ven'edi   See main entry: vǫ'. drag. 

ven'elim   See main entry: vǫn'ǫlim. drag in. 

ven'en   See main entry: vǫn'ǫl. give dregs. 

venl   See main entry: vǫnl. beautiful. 

venla   See main entry: vǫnl. beautiful. 

venlig   See main entry: vǫnlig. whirl. 

venligid   See main entry: vǫnlig. whirl. 

venlim   See main entry: vǫnlim. beauty. 

-venliŋ   See main entry: -vǫnliŋ. beautiful. 

venliŋa   See main entry: vǫnliŋa1. nicely. 

-venliŋi   See main entry: -vǫnliŋ. beautiful. 

vens [N]   See main entry: vǫns. yank up. 

vǫǫnlig   adv. at full price, paying cash. Ba daa nyǫ ninsțma banǫ da'ad kpaam la bǤzugǤ, ba dim pț da'ad sammǫ, ba 

da'adi vǫǫnlig. They had good people to buy the oil, because such people didn't buy on credit, but paid cash. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] 
vǫǫns   Variant: veens1; vǫǫnsi; veensi. Form: vǫǫnsid. Variant: vǫǫnsida; vǫǫnsidi. Form: vǫǫnsim!. Variant: veensim; 

vǫǫnsimi!; veensimi. Form: vǫǫnsțg. v. to investigate. Fț ya'a pț bǤǤd ye fț yǤǤ fț lampǤ ligidi gaad ban na 

vǫǫns ka yǫlif si'em la,  fțn sǤm gbana digilim. If you don't want to pay more tax than you are assessed at, you 

must fill in a form and submit it. [Tax] Lit: they examine and tell you ... write papers and put down. Ama da gǤsida 

Adu nini nǫ o nǤǤrin ye o vǫǫns galimkanǫ ka o nan wțm la sida. Ama was watching Adu's eyes and mouth to 
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figure out the truth of the joke she had heard. [Trouble] ... ye o vǫǫns baŋ ye on yǫl si'el la anǫ galima bǫǫ sida. 
"more natural" [MA]. Asǫǫ maanmaannib la vǫǫns sț'țŋa, ka li ya'a ti nie pa'al ye nid la anǫ ziri sǤb ... 'The 
judges must make a thorough investigation, and if the witness proves to be a liar ... '. [DEU 19:18] ba kpǫǫmnam la 

vǫǫnsi gǤs ban tțm sakur la tțțma si'em. their seniors examine how they have got on with their school work. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] bǫog sa fț ya'a ti kena ye fț vǫǫnsi gǤs m bțnkǤnbban ka fț tisim la, m na an sida sǤb 'my 

honesty will testify for me in the future, whenever you check on the wages you have paid me'. [GEN 30:33] Man 

ZugsǤb la vǫǫnsid sțnf 'I the Lord search the heart'. [JER 17:10] O ya'amin ka o yisid kpi'euŋ dimi ba zin'isin ka 

pț vǫǫnsida 'He does not need an investigation to remove leaders'. [JOB 34:24] banǫ vǫǫnsidi gǤsid GǤmma ligidi 

yit si'em 'the Audit Service.'. [Constitution] Lit: those who examine and look into how the Government money goes 

out. na'anam mǫ nyǫt na'asi nǫ ban vǫǫnsidi baŋid pian'ad gbin la zug. 'to search out a matter is the glory of 
kings.'. [PRO 25:2] ... ka ya baŋ, yanam vǫǫnsimi li yǫla sț'țŋa. '... and this has been brought to your attention, 
then you must investigate it thoroughly.'. [DEU 17:4] O da duoe ya ka zaŋ na'asaal vǫǫnsțg gbauŋț tis Kwadwo 

Boadu He got up and took the English exam paper and gave it to Kwadwo Boadu. [Shoeshine-Boy] Syn: viis. 

vǫǫnsi   See main entry: vǫǫns. investigate. 

vǫǫnsid   See main entry: vǫǫns. investigate. 

vǫǫnsida   See main entry: vǫǫns. investigate. 

vǫǫnsidi   See main entry: vǫǫns. investigate. 

vǫǫnsim!   See main entry: vǫǫns. investigate. 

vǫǫnsimi!   See main entry: vǫǫns. investigate. 

vǫǫnsțg   See main entry: vǫǫns. investigate. 

vǫǫs   Variant: vǫǫsǫ; vǫǫsi. Form: vǫǫsid. v. to glance, look briefly. Daar yinne ka m daa vǫǫsi m takoro ni gǤsid yiŋ 

ye m nyǫ linǫ bǫ. 'Once I was looking out of the window of my house'. [PRO 7:6] Ba pțn da vǫǫsǫ, ya'a ka' ala ba 

na kpi. they ' must not go in to look ..., even for a moment, or they will die'. [NUM 4:20] Dau la daa pianknǫ kǤlbil 

o tida ni ka mǤr gbambibis bǫdegț ka sieba vǫǫsid o kǤlțgțn la. The man carried a small bag on his shoulders 

and had a lot of forms, and some people were glancing at his bag. [Electricity] Hali o sț'țraug la lǫn ka' lǤdțg kanǫ 

ka o ǫǫnti digin la nii; o nyǫ ka li vǫǫsid dakato la vǤǤnrin na. Although his cutlass was not in the corner where 
he usually put it down, he saw that it was peeping out of a hole in the cardboard box. [Trouble] 

vǫǫsǫ   See main entry: vǫǫs. glance. 

vǫǫsi   See main entry: vǫǫs. glance. 

vǫǫsid   See main entry: vǫǫs. glance. 

veens1   See main entry: vǫǫns. investigate. 

veensi   See main entry: vǫǫns. investigate. 

veensim   See main entry: vǫǫns. investigate. 

veensimi   See main entry: vǫǫns. investigate. 

vi   Variant: vii. n. shame. Du'adaar ka vii. There is no shame on birthing-day. [Asaasim Proverb] SynD: nyan. 

vian'as   v. to do sth. intermittently. Note: set fire by touching in numerous places; dip from soup pot here and there.    O da zaŋ 

bugum vian'as mǤǤd la bțnkǤnbid la zțya ni He set fire all through the bush with the wild animals' tails. [JDG 

15:5] 

vib   Variant: vibǫ; vibi. Form: vibid. Form: vibidnǫ. v. to faint. ba na ti vib kǤ'Ǥm suorin they will faint from hunger 

on the way. [MRK 8:3] Daakan la, na'akim kpi'ema nǫ pu'asadvǫnla na vib ku'onuud. 'In that day the lovely 
young women and strong young men will faint because of thirst.'. [AMO 8:13] Ya nyǫ paŋ paalig, linǫ kǫ ka ya pț 

vibǫ. 'You found renewal of your strength, and so you did not faint.'. [ISA 57:10] (ba) dǤl suoraadi giligidi ieed 

diib tempțțgin la ye ba di ka vțe amaa ka pț nyǫǫ ka vibi kpi kǤ'Ǥm. (they) 'died in the city streets, looking 

for food to keep themselves alive. '. [LAM 1:19] M na diis banǫ vibid kǤ'Ǥm la ka ba tig 'I ... will satisfy with food 
everyone who is weak from hunger'. [JER 31:25] Tisimi fț dikanǫ mu'oe wii nwa' la, ka m vibidnǫ! 'I'm starving; 
give me some of that red stuff.'. [GEN 25:30] 
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vibǫ   See main entry: vib. faint. 

vibi   See main entry: vib. faint. 

vibid   See main entry: vib. faint. 

vibidnǫ   See main entry: vib. faint. 

vi'1   Variant: vi'e; vi'i; vi'ini. Form: vi'id. Variant: vi'idi; vi'idini. Form: vi'im1!. Variant: vi'imi1!. Form: vi'ib. v. 1 • to 

stack things up. Nidib la wțsa da nwaae tiis wila dǤl Abimelek. Ka ba la'asi ba vi' girimbisa la za'anǤǤrin 'So 
all the men cut branches and followed Abimelech. They piled them against the stronghold'. [JDG 9:49] 
2 • hinder; to hinder, be hindered. Amaa ti da gban'e ye ti na vi' o. But we decided to stop him. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
LǤrnamǫ ǫǫnti vi' ka pț ken tǤ'ǤtǤ la ni ka ban kpǫm paam falli kuosidi ba la'ad la ani. As the lorries were 
held up and didn't set off quickly, the people who had found a space were selling their goods there. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Ti suor zaŋ-zaŋǫ nwa na vi' nidib ka ba kț lǫn tț'țdi ti nidibinǫ. This is the only way we will stop people from 
abusing us in public. [Trouble] nimbama nǤknǫ ba sțnya tis bada, ka nǤk bugusim pțtǫn'ǫr ka li vi' ba suor. 
'these men have set up idols in their hearts and put wicked stumbling blocks before their faces.'. [EZK 14:3] Ba da vi' 

ku'om dinǫ pțbid la wțsa 'they stopped up every spring of water'. [2KI 3:25] BǤǤ na vi'im nǫ Wina'am ku'om 

sțțbǤ? 'What is to keep me from being baptized? [ACT 8:36] Ka yǫl banǫ bǫ ya-dagǤbțg la ye, ‘Da vi'ini ba.’ 'and 
(say) to the south, ‘Do not hold them back.’'. [ISA 43:6] SǤ' kae vi'id kennǫ, asǫǫ onǫ ka' laafi ma'aa. There was no 
one who was unable to come, unless they were sick. [Wealth-Is-Power] O vi'id banǫ bǤǤd ye ba di'e ba la 'he ... 

those who want to receive them'. [3JN 1:10] Da vi'idini m suorǫ! 'Do not detain me'. [GEN 24:56] O pțn da dǫŋi 

gban'e yis o mǫŋ vi'ib linǫ an ye o anǫ o kǤn' He had already decided to get himself out of the frustration of 
being alone. [Trouble] Note: "The use of vi'ib in this context renders the sentence unnatural" [MA].     Colloc: nwaae 

danzuunri vi' ‘make ... desolate’. m na nwaae danzuunri vi' Israel dim teŋ 'I will cut off Israel from the land'. 

[1KI 9:7] 

vi'2   Form: vi'im2!. Variant: vi'imi2!. v. to "barricade" [MA]. Note: may be a usage of vi'1 : 'barricade' in world English means 

to put a fence around something or across a road to prevent people/animals passing. ZugsǤba, vi'imi ti, nyǫligimi ti, 

ya'abimi ti ka pǫ'ǫli ti. Lord, barricade us, melt us, mould us, fill us. [Bible-Study] 
vi'e   See main entry: vi'1. stack up. 

vi'i   See main entry: vi'1. stack up. 

vi'ib   See main entry: vi'1. stack up. 

vi'id   See main entry: vi'1. stack up. 

-vi'ida   adj.pl. difficult. Ti da zamisidi pian'avi'ida banǫ sǤb sakurbiis gbana la ni We were learning the difficult 

words that were written in the schoolchildren's books. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: vi'. 

vi'idi   See main entry: vi'1. stack up. 

vi'idini   See main entry: vi'1. stack up. 

vi'im1!   See main entry: vi'1. stack up. 

vi'im2!   See main entry: vi'2. barricade. 

vi'imi1!   See main entry: vi'1. stack up. 

vi'imi2!   See main entry: vi'2. barricade. 

vi'ini   See main entry: vi'1. stack up. 

vik   Variant: viki. Form: vikim!. v. to dig up, remove sth. Ndewin, kem vik kugir la bǫ suorin la ka ya'a ka' alaa 

nidib ne tu'sidi lit. Ndewin, go and dig out the stone on the road otherwise people will stumble and fall. [MA] ba 

na dam viki li, ka ziid linǫ ya'ae li zugin la na sțțgi li teŋin. 'it (peg in the wall) will be sheared off and will 
fall, and the load hanging on it will be cut down.'. [ISA 22:25] ya na tun'e yǫl zuokaŋa ye li vikim keŋ lu mu'arin 

la sa, ka li na niŋ ala. 'you will even be able to say to this hill, ‘Get up and throw yourself in the sea,’ and it will.'. 

[MAT 21:21] m yadda kpi'em Wina'am ni ka na nyaŋi yǫl zuor ka li viki tǤǤm 'I may have faith enough to move 
mountains'. [1CO 13:2] 
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viki   See main entry: vik. remove. 

viki1   Variant: vikki; vikiviki; vikkii. adv. reliable, exactly. Li da anǫ yǫl la vikki la. This was the heart of the matter. 

[Trouble] M sțnf lǤnǫ viki fț yǫla, O Wina'am, m sțnf sid lǤnǫ yim 'My heart is steadfast, O God, my heart is 
steadfast'. [PSA 57:7] lǫbi na tisim labaar kanǫ an viki 'come back to me with definite information'. [1SA 23:23] 
Arezțm daa wusa, Ayǫl-nyain buonnǫ o kikiris la nǫ ka ba pian'adi nidib la vikiviki. Every Friday 

Ayel-nyain called his spirits to speak to the people clearly. [Asaasim] Dau la ... kț nyaŋi kpǫm kpa' yǫl vikkii The 
man couldn't speak directly to the matter. [Billygoat] 

vikim!   See main entry: vik. remove. 

vikiviki   See main entry: viki1. reliable. 

vikki   See main entry: viki1. reliable. 

vikkii   See main entry: viki1. reliable. 

vil   Variant: vili. Form: vilnǫ. v. 1 • to wrap, coil around. Adu da lǤb o nu'usi vil dasaalțg la Adu flung his arms 

round the slippery log. [Trouble] o nǤk pien zǫn'ug linǫ țg nǫ gum sțŋț vil o mǫŋ. he was wrapped in ' a purple 

robe of fine linen.'. [EST 8:15] Ka o du'a o biribiŋ kpǫŋ, ka vil biig la nǫ fuugț digil o kǤnbid yam daka pțțgin 
'and she gave birth to her firstborn, a son. She wrapped him in cloths and placed him in a manger'. [LUK 2:7] Ka 

Abraham gǤs mǤǤgin la nyǫ pǫraug ka gǫnda vil o iila zi'el. 'Abraham looked round and saw a ram caught in 
a bush by its horns.'. [GEN 22:13] m sim ku'ozuluŋin ka kǤlgțțma vili m zug 'the deep surrounded me; seaweed 

was wrapped around my head'. [JON 2:5] Sim: vilig1. 
2 • to hug, embrace. Ka babayi' la vil taaba. The two of them hugged each other. [Trouble] On mǫŋ da vil nǫ o 

saam kiŋkiŋ He himself was hugging his father tightly. [Trouble]  See: vilig1; vilis. 

vili   See main entry: vil. wrap, hug. 

vilig1   Variant: viligi. Form: viligir. v. to wrap, coil around. NǤkimi bantabig linǫ an nyain vilig o zug. 'Put a clean 

turban on his head.'. [ZEC 3:5] Ka dasam duoe zaŋ o vilig o nǫ pienni zii o keŋi mum. 'Then the young men 
came forward, wrapped up his body, and carried him out and buried him.'. [ACT 5:6] m vaand la an ti'isțŋ ka ba 

maali viligi zi kum la mǤri keŋ yațgțn la mum my leaves are [used to make] a head-pad that they use to carry 
the body to the grave and bury it. [Trees] Note: emended by MA from tisț'țŋ ka kǫǫn o san'an na ka zaŋ kpaam nǫ 

daam bu'oe niŋ o fǫn'ǫd la ka viligi ba 'He went to him and bandaged his wounds, pouring on oil and wine'. [LUK 

10:34] Sim: vil. See: vil; vilis. 

vilig2   n. loincloth for women (traditional dress). 

viligi   See main entry: vilig1. wrap. 

viligir   See main entry: vilig1. wrap. 

vilis   v. to roll sth. up. See: vil; vilig1. 

vilnǫ   See main entry: vil. wrap, hug. 

vii   See main entry: vi. shame. 

viid   See main entry: viiug. owl. 

viig1   Variant: viigǫ; viigi. Form: viigid1. Variant: viigidi. Form: viigidnǫ. Form: viigimi!. Form: viigimini!. Form: viigir1. 

v. to reveal, confess. dinǫ bǫǫ o pțtǫn'ǫrin hali anǫ daakanǫ ka o da kpǫn yi nyain na viig sțntǤǤg kanǫ ka o 

mǤr nǫ o ka sǤs suguru la. what was really on his mind was the day he came clean and confessed the bitterness 
he felt against her and asked forgiveness. [Trouble] Nǫǫsim ya'a viig si'el gbin nyain yis paalț na, fț na baŋi li 

bțn gbin nyain-nyain. 'But everything exposed by the light becomes visible'. [EPH 5:13] amaa m na viigi ya 

nyan But I will reveal your shame. [ISA 57:12] Onǫ ginnǫ yǫǫsid viigidi nidib pian'asu'ada paalț 'A gossip will 
betray secrets'. [PRO 20:19] Bayǫțg sǤb viigidnǫ nidib yǫlsu'ada 'A tale-bearer gives away secrets'. [PRO 11:13] Da 

kǫ ka ya ba'a bǫ nǫ lik tțțma linǫ ka' nyǤǤdǫ, amaa viigimi tțțm yaalis la paalț. 'take no part in the barren 
deeds of darkness, but show them up for what they are.'. [EPH 5:11] Colloc: X viig X gbin ‘X confesses’. Nidib la 

viigi ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd si'em 'The People's Confession of Sin'. [EZR 10:1 [heading]] Man viigid tinam Israel dim 

tțțmbǫ'ǫd 'I confess that we, the people of Israel, have sinned.'. [NEH 1:6] On da sua yǫl la ka li yuug si'em la o 
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yț'țn nyǫ suokanǫ ka o na viig o gbinnǫ tis Ama As he had concealed the matter for a long time he had to find 

a way to come clean to Ama. [Trouble] Colloc: X viig X tțțmbǫ'ǫd ‘X confesses X's sins’. Viigimini ya tțțmbǫ'ǫd 

ka nyǫ faangir ka vț'țs 'In repentance and rest is your salvation'. [ISA 30:15] Tțțmbǫ'ǫd viigir nǫ faangir 'Sin, 
Confession and Redemption'. [ISA 59:1 [heading]] Colloc: X viig Y gbin ‘X gives Y away, betrays Y’. Amǫŋa, oŋa 

anǫ Yesu nid yinne, bǤzugǤ o pian'ad viig o gbin. 'Surely you are one of them, for your accent gives you away.'. 

[MAT 26:73] da viigi fț kpi'a la gbin ka kǫ ka li yi yiŋa. 'do not betray another man's confidence'. [PRO 25:9] 

viig2   Form: viigid2. Form: viigir2. Variant: viigirǫ. v. to move sth., postpone, move a tent/hut. Jehoyada saŋa la wțsa 

nyu'or maan da pț viigid ZugsǤb Pț'țsim DǤǤgin la. 'As long as Jehoiada lived, burnt offerings were presented 
continually in the temple of the Lord.'. [2CH 24:14] Colloc: kț viigǫ ‘will really happen’. man tǫn'ǫs si'em la kț 

viigǫ. 'as I have purposed, so it will stand. [ISA 14:24] M pa'alif linǫ an sida ka pț mǤr viigirǫ I teach you the 
immovable truth. [PRO 22:21] 

viigǫ   See main entry: viig1. confess. 

viigi   See main entry: viig1. confess. 

viigid1   See main entry: viig1. confess. 

viigid2   See main entry: viig2. move. 

viigidi   See main entry: viig1. confess. 

viigidnǫ   See main entry: viig1. confess. 

viigimi!   See main entry: viig1. confess. 

viigimini!   See main entry: viig1. confess. 

viigir1   See main entry: viig1. confess. 

viigir2   See main entry: viig2. move. 

viigirǫ   See main entry: viig2. move. 

viilim   v. to wrap around sth. TǤ'ǤtǤ yi'im ka si'el naan sisibig la nya'aŋi zuond wțț nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ viilim tiig la dțt. 
Suddenly something came from behind the lannea tree swirling up around the tree like smoke. [Trouble] Gǫndir da 

viilim tiig la A liana wound round the tree. [Trouble] O kpi'a da an nwiig, ka nwiig mǫ da viilim tiig la His 
neighbour was a rope, and the rope wound round the tree. [Trouble] See: vil. 

viind   See main entry: viiug. owl. 

viis   Variant: viisi. Form: viisim. Form: viisțg. v. to investigate. Sakur la zugdaan la daa yǫl o ye, fțn sadigin ki'isid 

la m na keŋ mǤr pțlis na ka ba viis yǫl la. The Headteacher said "Since you are denying (guilt), I will go and 
bring the police to investigate the matter." [AIDS-II] AgǤtib anǫ o kpia ka keŋ o yin ye o viisi baŋ on ǫǫn niŋ 

si'em tțmmi nyǫt la. Agotib was his neighbour and went to his house to investigate to find out how he got so 
much through his work. [You-Do?] Note: MA would prefer vǫǫns in these two examples.    O da mǫnǫ keŋ paae 

Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir tțmtțmnib nǫ banǫ kpiisid la yir kanǫ kpie Viisțg Za'anǤǤr la (he) 'made repairs as far 
as the house of the temple servants and the merchants, opposite the Inspection Gate'. [NEH 3:31] Syn: vǫǫns. 

viisi   See main entry: viis. investigate. 

viisim   See main entry: viis. investigate. 

viisțg   See main entry: viis. investigate. 

viiug   Variant: viiung. Form: viid. Variant: viind. n. an owl [general term]. o nu'u-ǫǫns nǫ o nǤb-ǫǫns yii nwǫnǫ viiug 

nǤb-ǫǫns nǫ. 'his nails grew like birds' claws'. [DAN 4:33] M yț'țn nwǫnǫ zaŋku'ar sizua, ka an viiug bǫllim taa. 
'I have become a brother of jackals, a companion of owls.'. [JOB 30:29] tțkpiidțg la nǫ baas banǫ wǫsid la nǫ viid 

la kaasid la disturbances in the night –  dogs barking and owls hooting. [Trouble] Lit: owls'. viid na gbǫǫndi li 

pțțgin 'there the owl will dwell'. [JER 50:39] Ka viid buudi wțsa na dțț zi'e ba ya-wǫna la zug 'Owls will live 
among its ruins'. [ZEP 2:14] 

viiung   See main entry: viiug. owl. 

vǤb   Variant: vob. v. to thump sb., hit with a club. Balaam sțnf duoe hali ka o vǤb bțŋ la nǫ o dansaar. 'Balaam lost 
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his temper and beat the donkey with his staff.'. [NUM 22:27] 
vɔgiri   See main entry: vugur. at once. 

vǤl   Variant: vol; vǤli; voli; vul [N]. Form: vǤlnǫ. Form: vǤn. Variant: vǤnna; vǤnnǫ; vonne. Form: vǤlima!. 
Form: vǤlin. Variant: vǤlini. v. to swallow. O tǫn'ǫs ye, dakțdir kae na din o mi'is wțț o saam la, amaa ku'om 

la zulimmi na nyaŋi vǤl o. He thought that there was no old log to push him down into the water like his father, 
but the deep water could drown him. [Trouble] sǤ' ya'a fuoǫn li ka vǤl nyǤ'Ǥs la li kǫt ka o ya'am diginidnǫ if 
someone smoked it and inhaled the smoke it made him feel relaxed. [Shoeshine-Boy] Da vǤn tiim yǤǤg yǤǤgǤ, kǫl 

ka laafi tțmtțm onǫ mi' fț pțțg la yǫla la pa'al tikanǫ nar ye fț vǤl. Don't take medicines randomly, let a 
healthcare worker who knows about your pregnancy prescribe the medicine you should take. [Womens-Health] 
Na'awana ayǤpǤi banǫ pț vǫnl la vǤl na'abanǫ nǤbi vǫnl ka dǫŋi yi yiiga na la. 'The lean, ugly cows ate up the 
seven fat cows that came up first.'. [GEN 41:20] Amaa man vǤl la, ka li kilim tǤǤgț m pțțgin. 'But after I 

swallowed it, it turned sour in my stomach.'. [REV 10:10] Baa tun'e gbirigi wool ka saa la nǫ sisi'em la dammid 

tiisin la vǤli li. A dog could suddenly howl and the noise of the rain and the thrashing of the gale in the trees would 
swallow up the sound. [Trouble] Amaa ka Aaron dansaar la vǤli ba dansaya la wțsa. 'But Aaron's staff 
swallowed up their staffs.'. [EXO 7:12] (ba) niŋid nwǫnǫ ba ye ba vǤlnǫ nǤŋ dimbanǫ zǤǤ su'a la. 'they open their 

jaws to devour their wretched victims in secret.'. [HAB 3:14] Nid ya'a pț zemis o gbinnǫ o pț vǤn kțkparǫ. If a 
man does not measure his anus he shouldn't swallow a borassus fruit. [Proverb 047] ya yisid pțmpǤǤsi ya 

bțnnuuda ni basid, ka lǫǫ vǤn yțgțm. 'You strain a fly out of your drink, but swallow a camel!'. [MAT 23:24] 
Azampǫ'ǫl nintǤǤnd, "VǤlimaa!" – li pț vǤnna, "Tț'țsima!" –  li pț tț'țsida. Mr.Lying-Flat's saliva - he can't 

swallow it or spit it out. [Proverb 062] Yțțm ya'a mu'oe zintitada vǤnnǫ zimpidis. When the year is hard, bigger 
fishes swallow smaller ones. [Proverb 118] Ba vǤnnǫ m nidib la wțț saalibi vǤn sa'ab si'em la They swallow my 
people as folk swallow t.z.. [PSA 14:4] ba sțnfț daa duoe nǫ ti la, ba daa naan vǤlini ti vțt. 'when their anger 
flared against us, they would have swallowed us alive'. [PSA 124:3] Colloc: vǤl ya'am ‘be gobsmacked, amazed’. 
GǤsimi, yanam banǫ an yț'țsan'auŋ dima,ya na vǤl ya'am kpi. 'Look, you scoffers! Be astonished and die!'. 

[ACT 13:41] See: -vǤnnim. 

vǤli   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 

vǤlima!   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 

vǤlin   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 

vǤlini   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 

vǤlis   Variant: volis; vǤlisi; volisi. Form: vǤlisid. Variant: vǤlisidi. Form: vǤlisidnǫ. Form: vǤlisțg. Variant: volisug. v. to 

threaten sb. 'Fț na nyǫ,' Adu da vǤlis biribiŋ la, ka lǫǫ dǤl Boye vǫ'ǫd o la. 'You'll regret it!' Adu threatened the 
boy, and went with Boye, pulling at him. [Trouble] Birago vǤlis o ye 'M yǫlimǫ fț saama?' Birago threatened him 
saying 'Shall I tell your father?'. [Trouble] hali baa kț wǫsi vǤlis saal bǫǫ bțnkǤnbțgǤ 'But not even a dog will 
bark at the Israelites or their animals'. [EXO 11:7] sǤ' kț vǤlis nǤŋdaana. 'but no one threatens the poor.'. [PRO 13:8] 
M nan mi' vǤlis kpiibig ... ? Have I ever threatened the orphan ... ? [JOB 31:21] ban namis o la, o mǫ pț vǤlisi ba 
'when he suffered, he did not threaten'. [1PE 2:23] O pț lǫn zǤt dinǫ kenna bǫǫ dinǫ gaad bǫǫ dinǫ vǤlisid ye li 

faaǫn o sumalisim la. He no longer feared the future or the past or what threatened to snatch away his happiness. 

[Trouble] ZugsǤba, nannanna gǤsim ban vǤlisid tinam banǫ aan fț tțmtțmnib la si'em. 'Now, Lord, consider 

their threats' against us, your servants. [ACT 4:29] hali nǫ din mǫnǫ, fț vǤlisidim nǫ zaansima 'even then you 
frighten me with dreams'. [JOB 7:14] m da pț vǤlisidnǫ nǫ nǤǤr pian'ad ma'aanǫ. 'I did not threaten in vain'. [EZK 

6:10] Ti nyǫt tǤǤg nǫ dabiem nǫ vǤlisțg We have experienced danger, fear and threats. [LAM 3:7] 

vǤlisi   See main entry: vǤlis. threaten. 

vǤlisid   See main entry: vǤlis. threaten. 

vǤlisidi   See main entry: vǤlis. threaten. 

vǤlisidnǫ   See main entry: vǤlis. threaten. 

vǤlisțg   See main entry: vǤlis. threaten. 

vǤlnǫ   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 
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vɔm   See main entry: vțm1. life. 

vǤn   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 

vǤndțg   Variant: vondug; vodig. Form: vǤnt.  Variant: nvɔt; nvɔt(tin).    n. a hole, burrow (for animal). kuug vǤndțg bǫǫ 

dǤǤgǤ? a mouse-hole or a room? [Three-Problems] Bandapa'ada pț kpǫn'ǫd vǤndțg yinnii. Crocodiles may lie 
close, but don't enter one hole. [Proverb 176] Fț din an sida, ti kț nyaŋi zi'eni siak ka bi'esțg kae ye vǤndțg 

kanǫ ka ti nyǫ la la'ad la bǫ ani. Your suggestion is true, we can't stand here and be sure that the hole we saw 

undoubtedly had the loot in it. [Trouble] Bilia na di'emid dunduug vǤndțg nǤǤrin 'The infant will play near the 
hole of the cobra'. [ISA 11:8] ya tțmnǫ vaad yǤǤd ka li nwǫnǫ ya ligidi buoris la mǤri vǤnya ka li litnǫ 'You earn 
wages, only to put them in a purse with holes in it.'. [HAG 1:6] Teŋinbțmis mǤri ba vǤnt, ka niimis mǤr tǫǫd 
'Foxes have holes and birds of the air have nests'. [LUK 9:58] Lit: aardvarks. Hibiru dim la nwa' yț'țn yit vǤnt banǫ 

ka ba daa su'a la ni na yț'țs. 'The Hebrews are crawling out of the holes they were hiding in.'. [1SA 14:11] Ka zaŋ 

o paae ku'ozuluŋinǫ mǤr o keŋ kpǫn' o vodigin. And took him to the deep water and brought him into its hole. 

[Asaasim] Kǫli ka ti nyaae nvɔt. Let's dig holes. [Kittens+Mice] Note: three times in this text Din ka kuus bǫ nvɔttin hali 

nǫ zina la. That's why mice live in holes until this very day. [Kittens+Mice] Note: 2x.   Etym: OVN *BOG-GU/TI ; 
GS1 *B¹O² ; vc1 bon. Note: or are these cognates of *VO- ? See: vǤǤnr. 

vǤn'1   Variant: von'. Form: vǤǤnd. Variant: vǤǤndnǫ; vǤǤn; voon. Form: vǤǤm. Variant: vɔɔnm. Form: vǤǤnb. v. to extract. 
O keŋ ye o vǤn' suma. He went to pull groundnuts. [MA] m yǫli m bunib la ka ba vǤn' natis la yiigaa bǤbigi baa 

nyu'oe bugum 'I will tell the harvest workers to pull up the weeds first, tie them in bundles and burn them'. [MAT 

13:30] m sțnf san'am ka m tǫki m fuugț aaǫn ka tǫki m zuobid nǫ m tieŋi vǤn' ka zin'in teŋin nǫ pakir. 'I 
tore my clothes in despair, tore my hair and my beard, and sat down crushed with grief.'. [EZR 9:3] Ba kpinǫ tǤl ka 

ba vǤǤn ba bas. They are ... dead twice over and pulled up by the roots. [JUD 1:12] O da ǫǫn dǤlli ba nǫ keŋe ba 

pǤǤdinǫ sțŋidi vǤǤnd mǤǤg. He used to go with them to their farms to help pulling weeds. [Trouble] Li ka' 

Hezekia mǫŋi da vǤǤnd maana zin'is nǫ bimbima laa? 'Did not Hezekiah himself remove this god's high places 
and altars ... ?'. [2CH 32:12] M basim nya'aŋi tis banǫ bț'țdim la, ka basim tieŋgu'ori tis banǫ vǤǤndim tieŋ la 
'I offered my back to those who beat me, my cheeks to those who pulled out my beard'. [ISA 50:6] Ba da vǤǤndnǫ 

tutuud pipirisin Ǥnbid 'They pulled up the plants of the desert and ate them'. [JOB 30:4] vǤǤm gbigima la nyina, O 

ZugsǤba! 'tear out, O Lord, the fangs of the lions!'. [PSA 58:6] kțdim vɔɔnm mǤǤg la ka bas ki la. just pull up the 

weeds and leave the millet. [Trouble] Ba ya'a vǤǤn aza'ala suma zinaa ba na lǫn niŋ nǤǤryinnee zii li wțsaa kuli 

o yin When they have pulled someone's groundnuts they cooperatively carry them all back to her house. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Din ti paae suma vǤǤnb win la ka ba lǫn niŋ nǤǤryinne ya'asi sțŋ taaba. When it came to 
groundnut-pulling time they again worked cooperatively, helping each other. [Wealth-Is-Power] Sim: vuoǫn; 
Cpart: sǫ1. sǫǫb saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka vǤǤnb saŋa bǫ '(There is ...) a time to plant and a time to uproot'. [ECC 3:2] 
Cpart: vǤnr, fir, vǤnrig. See: vuoǫn. 

vǤn'2   adv. die. Note: in the Colloc: niŋ vǤn' ‘kick the bucket [euphemistic reference to dying]’. M ya'a ti niŋ vǤn' 

daasi'er yanam kpǫm bǫ baanlim nǫ taaba. When I kick the bucket perhaps you will be able to live together 
peaceably. [You-Heard?] Abțțzțțr yț'țn daa ti niŋ vǤn', amaa biis la daa nyaŋi gǤsi ba mǫŋ Then Abuuzuur 
passed away, but the children were able to look after themselves. [You-Heard?] 

vǤn'Ǥd   Variant: von'od; vǤn'Ǥdi; von'odi. n. virgin land cleared in bush, new farm. Colloc: kie vǤn'Ǥd ‘clear land’. asǫǫ ka 

ya kie vǤn'Ǥdi paas ka li wțsa aan ya pțțr 'clear it and it will be yours to its farthest limits'. [JOS 17:18] sigsaa 

daa lu la, man daa ki'enǫ m vǤn'Ǥdi bțdi m suma. when the early rains came in I cleared my land and planted 
my groundnuts. [Trouble] 

vǤn'Ǥdi  See main entry: vǤn'Ǥd. cleared bush. 

vǤnna   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 

vǤnnǫ   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 

-vǤnnim   adj. swallowable. Colloc: tivǤnnim ‘medicine to be swallowed, esp. pill/tablet’. O da ǫǫnti yǫlim ye o pțțgț 

zabid ka m da' parasitamǤl tivǤnnim tis o. When he said he had stomach ache I bought paracetamol tablets for 
him. [Shoeshine-Boy] o sǤs Wina'am tis o ka tis o tivǤnnim dinǫ ka o di'e sibiti ni na la. she prayed for him and 
gave him tablets that she got from the hospital. [AIDS-I] See: vǤl. 
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vǤnr   Variant: vonr. v. to sink in, bog down. Sim: fir, vǤnrig; Cpart: vǤn'. See: vǤnrig. 

vǤnrig   Variant: vǤnrigi. v. to sink in, bog down. Za'anǤya la wțsa vǤnrigi sig teŋin 'Her gates have sunk into the ground'. 

[LAM 2:9] Sim: fir, vǤnr; Cpart: vǤn'. See: vǤnr. 

vǤnrigi   See main entry: vǤnrig. sink in, bog down. 

vǤnt   See main entry: vǤndțg. hole. 

vǤnya   See main entry: vǤǤnr1. hole. 

-vɔr   See main entry: -vțr. alive. 

-vǤrǫ   See main entry: -vțr. alive. 

voak [W]   See main entry: vațnk. skull cap. 

vob   See main entry: vǤb. thump. 

vodig   See main entry: vǤndțg. hole. 

vodig   See main entry: vțdig. drill. 

voe   See main entry: vțe. live. 

voen   See main entry: vțe. live. 

voene   See main entry: vțe. live. 

voeya   See main entry: vțe. live. 

voeya   See main entry: vǤǤnr1. hole. 

voeyaa   See main entry: vțe. live. 

vo'ogir   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vo'om   See main entry: vțm1. life. 

vol   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 

voli   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 

volis   See main entry: vǤlis. threaten. 

volisi   See main entry: vǤlis. threaten. 

volisug   See main entry: vǤlis. threaten. 

vondug   See main entry: vǤndțg. hole. 

von'   See main entry: vǤn'1. extract. 

von'od   See main entry: vǤn'Ǥd. cleared bush. 

von'odi   See main entry: vǤn'Ǥd. cleared bush. 

vonn   See main entry: vuoǫn. uproot. 

vonne   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 

vonr   See main entry: vǤnr. sink in, bog down. 

vonya   See main entry: vǤǤnr1. hole. 

-vor   See main entry: -vțr. alive. 

vǤǤg   Variant: vǤǤgț. adj. hollow. Ka o ki'e kuŋ amaa kțkǤ-vǤǤgț suak. And he uttered a cry, but there was a hollow 
echo. [Trouble] 

vǤǤgț   See main entry: vǤǤg. hollow. 

vǤǤm   See main entry: vǤn'1. extract. 

vǤǤn   See main entry: vǤn'1. extract. 
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vǤǤnb   See main entry: vǤn'1. extract. 

vǤǤnd   See main entry: vǤn'1. extract. 

vɔɔnd   See main entry: vǤǤnr1. hole. 

vǤǤndnǫ   See main entry: vǤn'1. extract. 

vɔɔnm   See main entry: vǤn'1. extract. 

vǤǤnr1   Variant: voonr; vǤǤnri1. Form: vǤnya. Variant: vonya; voeya; vɔɔnd. a hole. Note: in something flat and thin –  wall, 

cloth, paper.   Man gǫfa la mǤrinnǫ vǤǤnr. There's a hole in my pocket. [Trouble] Lina zug ka o mǤr vǤǤnr o 

biaunkun sigid o pțțrin. So she had a hole in her armpit that led down to her stomach. [Wonderwoman] ba sigis o 

vǤǤnr linǫ bǫ zaŋguomin. (they) 'let him down through an opening in the wall'. [ACT 9:25] ba dț dǤkan ka Yesu 

bǫ la zugț maal vǤǤnr ka sigis ban'ad la digil o tuon. 'they made an opening in the roof above Jesus and ... 
lowered the mat the paralysed man was lying on.'. [MRK 2:4] Siig Kasi la pǫ'ǫlțg la nan kpǫn mǤr vǤǤnri ti 

karindǤǤdin laa? Has the filling with the Holy Spirit still any relevance in our churches? [Bible-Study] Pilimi li 

naae ka maal vǤǤnri li zugin la 'Make a roof for the boat and leave a space' in its roof. [GEN 6:16] O zi'ilim la daa 

nwǫnǫ fțn na nǤk ki bielim n suud bǤto bǫǫ buorig kanǫ mǤr vǤnya nǫ. His ignorance was like if you put 
millet seed in a sack or bag with holes in it. [You-Hear?] Appiah țk nǤbir la ka gǤs vǤnya ayi' la. Appiah lifted the 
foot and saw the two puncture-wounds. [Trouble] Lit: two holes. ya tțmnǫ vaad yǤǤd ka li nwǫnǫ ya ligidi buoris 

la mǤri vǤnya ka li litnǫ. 'You earn wages, only to put them in a purse with holes in it.'. [HAG 1:6] Sisera ma ... 

gǤsid takoro la vǤnya ni 'The mother of Sisera peered through the lattice'. [JDG 5:28] Hali o sț'țraug la lǫn ka' 

lǤdțg kanǫ ka o ǫǫnti digin la nii; o nyǫ ka li vǫǫsid dakato la vǤǤnrin na. Although his cutlass was not in the 
corner where he usually put it down, he saw that it was peeping out of a hole in the cardboard box. [Trouble] On yǫl 

ala naae la ka nǤk dǤbil la saafi tțm kțlțŋ la vǤǤnrin la When he had said that he put the key of the kitchen in 

the hole in the door. [You-Heard?] Ka Agaung yimbǫogțn zaŋ o kțțnr, o karintǫ (sț'țraug), nǫ o zǫnnir n keŋ 

niŋ vɔɔnd And Mr. Crow next morning took his hoe, his cutlass and his axe and went and made holes. [Asaasim] 
Note: The usual written dialect uses vǤnya.   Colloc: furipiim vǤǤnr ‘the eye of a needle’. Li anǫ na'ana nǫ yțgțme 

na kpǫn' furipiim vǤǤnrin, gaad arezak daani na kpǫn' Wina'am sț'țlimin. It is easier for a camel to go 

through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God. [MRK 10:25] Colloc: ga'adiŋ vǤǤnr 
‘buttonhole’. NǤkim pien linǫ an bțlț sǫǫn maal ga'adiŋvǤnya pisnu niŋi li fuud ayi' la nǤya ni. In the blue 
cloth make 50 loops on the edge of each strip. [EXO 26:10] Sim: bǤk, yǤk ‘in ground, tree/rock’. Etym: OVN 
*VO-DI/A . Note: possibly related to *BO in "hole (in ground)" See: vǤndțg. 

vǤǤnr2   Variant: voonr; vǤǤnrǫ; voonre; vǤǤnri2. n. meaning, value, significance. Zamiskaŋa vǤǤnr kimm anǫ; The exact 

meaning of this teaching is: [Bible-Study] O ka' vǤǤnr hali baa bi'elaa. 'Of what account is he?'. [ISA 2:22] M vțm la 

ka' vǤǤnrǫ 'My life makes no sense. [JOB 7:6] Ba nidib la ka' vǤǤnrǫ! 'Its people are worthless!'. [HOS 12:11] Ka onǫ 

mǫ yǫl o ba'abiig ye, ‘Fț ka' vǤǤnri,’ on daana na nyǫ namisțg bugum teŋ. 'and whoever calls his brother a 
worthless fool will be in danger of going to the fire of hell.'. [MAT 5:22] Sim: gbin2 

vǤǤnrǫ   See main entry: vǤǤnr2. meaning. 

vǤǤnri1   See main entry: vǤǤnr1. hole. 

vǤǤnri2   See main entry: vǤǤnr2. meaning. 

vǤǤsim   Variant: vǤǤsțm; voosʋm. adj. hollow. li pțțgin da anǫ vǤǤsim ka li mugilim zem wțț nu'ubibis anaasi nǫ 'it 
was hollow, but the metal was four fingers thick'. [JER 52:21] NǤkim dalamma maal maan daka la ka li pțțgin 

an vǤǤsim. 'Make the altar hollow, out of boards.'. [EXO 27:8] O nǤk dalamma maal maan daka la ka li pțțgin 

an vǤǤsțm. 'The altar was made of boards and was hollow.'. [EXO 38:7] 

vǤǤsțm   See main entry: vǤǤsim. hollow. 

vǤǤt   Form: vǤǤtid. Form: vǤǤtidnǫ. Form: vǤǤtțg. v. to vote. Na'atiŋ dim vǤǤtidnǫ sakurin la. Natinga people are 

voting at the school. [MA] Dap la keŋnǫ vǤǤtțg. The men have gone to cast their vote. [MA] Nidib yi dțnna vǤǤtțg 

la hali. So many people are participating in this year's vote. [MA] Onǫ mǤr vǤǤtțg gbauŋ. 'a registered voter;'. 

[Constitution] Lit: who has a voting paper. Sim: gaans1, gaansțg. Note: a native Kusaal term, 'choose/choosing~choice' 
From: (Eng.) 
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vǤǤtid   See main entry: vǤǤt. vote. 

vǤǤtidnǫ   See main entry: vǤǤt. vote. 

vǤǤtțg   See main entry: vǤǤt. vote. 

vooenn   See main entry: vuoǫn. uproot. 

voog   See main entry: vțțg. realise. 

vool   See main entry: vțțl. whistle. 

vooli   See main entry: vțțl. whistle. 

voom   See main entry: vuoǫn. uproot. 

voon   See main entry: vǤn'1. extract. 

voonn   See main entry: vuoǫn. uproot. 

voonr   See main entry: vǤǤnr1. hole. 

voonr   See main entry: vǤǤnr2. meaning. 

voonre   See main entry: vǤǤnr2. meaning. 

voosʋm   See main entry: vǤǤsim. hollow. 

vțd   Form: vțt2. v. 1 • to pierce. O ye saŋa wțsa, nǤkim fțrpiim yinne vțd nid yinne ma'aa tțba ka tiak fțrpiim 

nyaan vțd sǤ' mǫn. He said "Always use one needle to pierce just one person's ears, and change needles before 
piercing someone else. [AIDS-I] banǫ mǤr fțrpiim yinne vțt bipumis bǫdegț tțba la, li ka'a sț'țm. when they 
use one needle to pierce the ears of a number of girls, it is not good. [AIDS-I] Gu'usim nǫ fțn mǤr bțnsi'a vut tțba 

bǫǫ niŋgbiŋ lǤsi'a Be careful of the things you use to pierce ears or some part of the body. [AIDS-I] Sim: kțns, tț, 

vțdig. 
2 • to make a mat (by 'sewing'). Note: They normally use a big needle (fabricated by blacksmiths) with a thinly woven cord 

to thread through the straw. [MA] Ti da digi sǤna banǫ ka ba zaŋ miinsi vțd la zug. We lay on mats that had been 

woven from  straw. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: vțdig. 

vțdig   Variant: vodig; vurig [N]; vurug; vțdigi. v. to pierce, drill, bore. Awintțma daa yǫl ye, piima nǫ bilǫǫti nǫ baris 

nǫ bțn linǫ na tun'e vțdig nid la anǫ duula. Awintuma had said that arrows and blades and razors and anything 

which can pierce a person are dangers. [AIDS-I] fțn nǤkim o keŋ za'anǤǤrin ka nǤk vțțndiŋi vțdig o tțbir 'then 
take an awl and push it through his ear lobe into the door'. [DEU 15:17] Saul mǫ da zanl kpanni o nu'ugin. Ka tǤn 

nǫ paŋ, ka tǫn'ǫsid ye, “M na vțdig David n tabil dǤkpin.” 'Saul had a spear in his hand, and he hurled it at 
David, meaning to pin him to the wall'. [1SA 18:10-11] o zugdaan la na ... nǤk piim vțdigi o tțbir 'his master will 

pierce his ear with an awl'. [EXO 21:6] Sim: kțns, tț, vțd. See: vțd1. 

vțdigi   See main entry: vțdig. drill. 

vțe   Variant: voe. Form: voen. Form: vțenǫ. Variant: voene; vțne. Form: voeya. Variant: vțeya; vțeyaa; vțe yaa4; 

voeyaa; vțyaa. v. to live, be alive. Akudbil, on nǫ o pu'a, daa mǤr sumalisim nǫ ba zua la biig la lǫbi vțe la. 
Akudbil and his wife were happy that their son had come back to life. [Electricity] Li ya'a ka' ye ban'as la mugus nǫ 

o niŋgbina, o na vțe yțma bǫdegț. Unless the disease afflicted his body, he would live many years. [AIDS-II] Aa 

tǤ, ti ya'a vțe bǫǫ ti ya'a kpinǫ, ti anǫ ZugsǤb la nidib. 'So whether we live or die, we belong to the Lord.'. [ROM 

14:8] bugis mǫ vțe yuug nǫ o bugusim 'a wicked man living long in his wickedness. [ECC 7:15] M yț'țn baŋya ye 

m biig Josef nan kpǫn vțe. 'I'm convinced! My son Joseph is still alive.'. [GEN 45:28] bțn-ian'adir kanǫ vțe la 
'the live bird'. [LEV 14:6] Nabal nǫ o tțmtțm la baa yinne kț vțe bǫog bǫkǫunga nwa' winnǫ 'not one male 
belonging to Nabal would have been left alive by daybreak'. [1SA 25:34] kǫlisim Senakǫrib n tǤlim pian'asi'a tis 

na ye o tț' fțn Wina'am Onǫ Vțe la. 'listen to all the words Sennacherib has sent to insult the living God.'. [ISA 

37:17] ka vțm kanǫ ka o yț'țn vțe la, o vțenǫ tis Wina'am. the life which he lives, he lives for God. [ROM 6:10] 
Ti ya'a vțe, ti vțnǫ tis ZugsǤb la. 'If we live, we live to the Lord'. [ROM 14:8] Wina'am pian'ad la vțenǫ ka tțm. 

Li pțlimnǫ ka diti gat zaba sț'țg kanǫ dit nǤya ayi' 'The word of God is alive and active, sharper than any 
double-edged sword.'. [HEB 4:12] Wina'am ya'a ti maal nǫ'ǫnama, anǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyaŋi kpǫn vțeya? 'who can live 
when God does this?'. [NUM 24:23] M zua, fț vțeyaa? My friend, you are alive? [Trouble] O nan vțeyaa? O anǫ m 
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ba'abiig! 'Is he still alive? He is my brother.'. [1KI 20:32] ninkan sǤb nar ye o vțyaa? is such a person fit to live? 

[EZK 18:13] Cpart: kpi ‘die’. Ba kpiya, ba pț lǫn vțe yaa 'they are dead and will not live again'. [ISA 26:14] Etym: 
OVN *V Ʋ ; vc3 *vi. See: -vțr; vțm1. 

vțe yaa4   See main entry: vțe. live. 

vțenǫ   See main entry: vțe. live. 

vțeya   See main entry: vțe. live. 

vțeyaa   See main entry: vțe. live. 

vț'țg   Variant: vu'ug; vț'țgǫ; vu'uge; vț'țgǫǫ; vț'țgi; vu'ugi. Form: vț'țgnǫ. Variant: vu'ugne. Form: vț'țgid. 

Variant: vu'ugid; vț'țgida; vu'ugida. Form: vț'țgim!. Variant: vț'țgimi!. Form: vț'țgir. Variant: vu'ugir; vo'ogir; 

vț'țgiri. Form: vț'țgya. Variant: vu'ugeya; vț'țg ya4. v. to come to life, resurrect, stay alive. Wina'am paŋ 

zu'oya fț na vț'țg. God's power is great, you will come back to life. [AIDS-Azuur] Kum mumnǫ nǫ ziemis, ka na 

ti vț'țg nǫ vǫnlim. (The dead body) 'When buried, it is ugly and weak; when raised, it will be beautiful and 
strong.'. [1CO 15:43] Amaa Wina'am da vț'țg o kumin dabisa atan' daar 'but God raised him to life on the third 
day'. [ACT 10:40] Jakob yaas la na niŋ wala vț'țgǫ? Ba pǤǤdnǫ galis! 'How can Jacob survive? He is so small!'. 

[AMO 7:2] Azțpuak daa bu'os o ma ye, M ma, m na vț'țgǫǫ? Azupuak asked her mother "Mother, will I rise 

again?" [AIDS-Azuur] Ninsaal biiga, kǤnbbama na lǫn nyaŋi vț'țgǫǫ? 'Son of man, can these bones live?'. [EZK 

37:3] Ti'ebimi ban'adnam, ka vț'țgi banǫ kpi, ka kǫ ka kțkǤma nyǫ laafi 'Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse 
those who have leprosy'. [MAT 10:8] Ka nwǫnǫ Ba' la vț'țgid kum ka tisid nyǤvțr la, ala mǫn ka Biig la tisid 

banǫ ka o bǤǤd la nyǤvțr. 'As the Father raises the dead and gives them life, so the Son gives life as he chooses.'. 

[JHN 5:21] Kum ya'a pț vț'țgida 'If the dead are not raised'. [1CO 15:32] vț'țgimi ti, ka ti na buoli fț yț'țr. 'revive 

us, and we will call on your name.'. [PSA 80:18] Ka ti kum vo'ogir nya'aŋa, sǤ' woo na kad o mǫŋ sariya ti daan 

la tuon. After our resurrection everyone will judge themselves before our Lord. [Asaasim] Manǫ an kum vț'țgir 

nǫ nyǤvțr. 'I am the resurrection and the life.'. [JHN 11:25] Yiiga kum vț'țgiri nwa'. 'This is the first resurrection.'. 

[REV 2:5] nimbaanlzǤǤr linǫ zu'oe la zugț kǫ ka ti paam du'am-paalig linǫ mǤr ti'ir amǫŋa ka yi Yesu Kristo 

kum vț'țgirin la. 'In his great mercy he has given us new birth into a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus 
Christ from the dead'. [1PE 1:3] O ka' kpǫlaa. O vț'țgya nwǫnǫ on daa yǫl si'em la. 'He is not here; he has risen, 
just as he said.'. [MAT 28:6] GǤsima, fț biig la vț'țg ya! 'Look, your son is alive!'. [1KI 17:23] Colloc: vț'țgirin ‘in 
resurrection’. 

vț'țg ya4  See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vț'țgǫ   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vț'țgǫǫ   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vț'țgi   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vț'țgid   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vț'țgida   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vț'țgim!   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vț'țgimi!   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vț'țgir   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vț'țgiri   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vț'țgnǫ   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vț'țgya   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vʋ'ʋm   See main entry: vțm1. life. 

vʋ'ʋm-   See main entry: vțm1. life. 

vʋ'ʋmsʋg  See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vț'țs   Variant: vu'us; vț'țsǫ; vu'use; vț'țsi; vu'usi. Form: vț'țsid. Variant: vu'usid; vț'țsida; vu'usida; vț'țsidaa; 
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vu'usidaa; vț'țsidi. Form: vț'țsidin. Variant: vu'usidin. Form: vț'țsim. Variant: vu'usim!; vț'țsimi!; vu'usime. 

Form: vț'țsin. Form: vț'țsțg. Variant: vu'usug; vʋ'ʋmsʋg. Form: vț'țs ya4. Variant: vu'useya. v. 1 • to breathe, 

pant. KǤnsțŋ lǫo-lǫo nǫ vț'țs kpi'euŋ nǫ kțkǤya kțdigir na bǫ. There will be a hacking cough, difficult 
breathing and dryness of the throat. [Smoking] O ya'a vț'țs, li nwǫnǫ ku'om linǫ pǫ'ǫl kǤlțg 'His breath is like a 

rushing torrent'. [ISA 30:28] O ya'a vț'țs, bugumsaana la'aŋid nǫ bugum 'His breath sets coals ablaze'. [JOB 41:21] 
Wina'am ya'a vț'țs fǫǫn, ba san'amidnǫ At the breath of God they are destroyed'. [JOB 4:9] Ka on yǫl ala naae la, 

ka vț'țsi niŋi ba ni 'And with that he breathed on them'. [JHN 20:22] Banǫ pț nut tabaa ka la'am gbǫǫnd nǫ banǫ 

nut taba mǫ vț'țsid nyǤ'Ǥs la Those who don't smoke, but live with people who do, also breathe in the smoke. 

[Smoking] Ka o yț'țn vț'țsid faan-faan ka gi'esid wțț o iednǫ si'el nǫ. He was panting puff, puff! and turning 
this way and that as if he was looking for something. [Trouble] Ba daa nyǫ on vț'țsid la'am nǫ o nini daa pț lak 

la. They could see that he was breathing although he hadn't opened his eyes. [Electricity] O ni ka ti bǫ ka vț'țsid ka 

ken 'For in him we live and move and have our being.'. [ACT 17:28] Biribiŋ la daa pț tun'oe vț'țsida bǤzugǤ o 

daa zǤnǫ hali. The boy couldn't breathe because he had run so fast. [Electricity] li puum la sțțgid, ZugsǤb la 

vț'țsidi niŋidi ba la zug. 'the flowers fall, because the breath of the Lord blows on them.'. [ISA 40:7] Ka fț 

vț'țsțg ma'aa kǫ ka ku'om la la'as taaba. 'By the blast of your nostrils the waters piled up'. [EXO 15:8] Taba 

nyǤǤs la mǤri yabid ... dinǫ daamid ninsaal vʋ'ʋmsʋg. Tobacco smoke contains poisons ... which disturb a 

person's breathing. [Smoking] Note: mixed form confusing vț'țm and vț'țsțg Etym: OV1 *VU ; OVN *VU.S (*VU/O 
is "live") ; MWN *-PHUK-(-PHUNG-) ; PB *p ʋ́ʋm. 
2 • to rest. O da baŋ ye ba gǫnya, ka naan yǫlin ye ba duom vț'țs amaa o zǤt. He knew that they were tired, 

and would have said that they should get up and rest, but he was afraid. [Trouble] Basim o ka o vț'țs bi'ela. Let 
him rest a bit. [Trouble] Ka nidib la da vț'țs daba ayǤpǤi la daar. 'So the people rested on the seventh day. '. [EXO 

16:30] o kț tis biis la dabismum ka ba vț'țsǫ. he wouldn't give the boys a whole day's rest. [Trouble] BǤ ka fț pț 

kuli vț'țsǫ? Why didn't you go home and rest? [2SA 11:10] Zaam yinne ka o vț'țsi naae ka dț na'ayir dǤǤd la 

zugț ken 'One evening David got up from his bed and walked around on the roof of the palace'. [2SA 11:2] Nimo 

tțm gǫn ka dǫl o kțkțne vț'țsid Nimo was exhausted from the work and lay back resting in his chair. [Trouble] 
Ala ka ya sankpan'as dap nǫ pu'ab na vț'țs wțț yanamǫ vț'țsid si'em la. 'so that your slaves and slave-girls 
may rest as you do.'. [DEU 5:14] o mǤr tita'alim ka li kǫ ka o pț vț'țsida 'he is arrogant and never at rest.'. [HAB 2:5] 
Ya kpǫm gbisidnǫ ka vț'țsidaa? 'Are you still sleeping and resting?'. [MAT 26:45] Anwaa m vț'țsidin nǫ 

ninvțsțma banǫ mǤr sanlima 'Then I would be sleeping like princes who filled their houses with gold'. [JOB 3:15] 
sǤ' wțsa vț'țsidnǫ o yațgțn. they 'lie in state, each in his own tomb.'. [ISA 14:18] Tțmmini ya tțțma daba 

ayuobț, amaa Vț'țsțm dabisir la Vț'țsimi 'Six days you shall labour, but on the seventh day you shall rest'. 
[EXO 34:21] M ya'a mǤrin dawan kpțkpama! M naan ianki lalig ka vț'țsin. 'Oh, that I had the wings of a dove! 

I would fly away and be at rest'. [PSA 55:6] O na nyaŋ teŋ la saŋa kanǫ ka nidib la tǫn'ǫs ye ba vț'țs ya la 'He 
will invade the kingdom when its people feel secure'. [DAN 11:21] See: vț'țsțm. 

vț'țs ya4   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vț'țsǫ   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vț'țsi   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vț'țsid   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vț'țsida   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vț'țsidaa   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vț'țsidi   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vț'țsidin   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vț'țsim   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vʋ'ʋsim2   See main entry: vț'țsțm. breath, rest. 

vț'țsimi!   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vț'țsin  See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vț'țsțg   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 
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vț'țsțm   Variant: vʋ'ʋsim2; vț'țsțmm. n. 1 • breath. o daa si'is o nu'ug nǫ o nyǤ'Ǥg ka nyǫ ka o nan vț'țsid amaa o 

vʋ'ʋsim la daa pț mǤr paŋa. he touched his arm and his chest and saw that he was still breathing, but his breath 

had no force. [Electricity] Ka fǤn ye o vʋ'ʋsim lǫbna. And stopped to get his breath back. [Trouble] M vț'țsțm 

nyuusidnǫ pǤn'Ǥsțgț m pu'a nyǤnya ni 'My wife can't stand the smell of my breath'. [JOB 19:17] O na kennǫ 

nwǫnǫ ku'om pțbid nǫ paŋ, ka li anǫ ZugsǤb la vț'țsțm da'ae li mǤri keŋ. For he will come like a pent-up 
flood that the breath of the Lord drives along.'. [ISA 59:19] Sim: pǫbisim3. 
2 • rest, relaxation. Hali ka biis kǫt ka m pț nyǫt vț'țsțm nintaŋa. Indeed, the children don't give me any rest in 

the daytime. [Trees] M ka' vț'țsțm, li anǫ daauŋ ma'aa. 'I have no rest, but only turmoil'. [JOB 3:26] ya ZugsǤb 

Wina'am la yț'țn tisi ya ba'abiis la vț'țsțm wțț on da zi'el nǤǤr si'em la. 'the Lord your God has given your 

brothers rest as he promised'. [JOS 22:4] ya'a ka' wala, ti kț nyǫ vʋ'ʋsimm. otherwise we won't get any rest. 

[Kittens+Mice] Ka Yaa pț bǫnǫ vʋ'ʋsiminɛɛ? And isn't Yaa at rest? [Trouble] Colloc: vț'țsțm dabisir ~ daar ‘1) 

holiday, rest day : 2) Sabbath Day [in the Bible]’. O da mǤǤl vț'țsțm dabisire tis o sț'țlim nidib la wțsa 'He 
proclaimed a holiday for the whole empire'. [1) EST 2:18] Tțmmini ya tțțma daba ayuobț, amaa Vț'țsțm 

dabisir la Vț'țsimi 'Six days you shall labour, but on the seventh day you shall rest'. [2) EXO 34:21] ba yǤ' za'anǤya 

la ka kț lǫn yǤ'Ǥgǫ asǫǫ Vț'țsțm dabisir daar la ya'a ti gaad 'the gates should be shut and not opened until after 

the sabbath'. [2) NEH 13:19] nwadpaalig bǫǫ Vț'țsțm Daar ka nidib bu'osid nǤdi'esidibi baŋidi ba yǫla the new 
moon or the Sabbath was when asked prophets to find out about their business. [2) 2KI 4:23 [footnote]] o 

bakuai-bakuai Vț'țsțm Dabisa la her weekly Sabbaths. [2) HOS 2:11] Lit: Rest Days. Kaalimi vț'țsțm yțma la 

ayǤpǤi-pǤi zin'isa ayǤpǤi ''Count off seven sabbaths of years – seven times seven years'. [2) LEV 25:8] See: vț'țs. 

vț'țsțmm   See main entry: vț'țsțm. breath, rest. 

vțm1   Variant: vum; vʋ'ʋm; vo'om; vɔm; vțmm. Form: vțm-2. Variant: vʋ'ʋm-. n. life. Kpǫlim tisim bilia la bin'isim 

ma'aa n ti paae nwadis ayuobu bǫn o vțm pțțgin. Continue giving the baby only milk until the end of the 
sixth month of its life. [Breastfeeding] O vțm da pț pǫ'ǫl nǫ fara nǫ ǫndțgǤǤ? Was his life not filled with suffering 
and anger? [Trouble] Da tam ye ti vțm malisim yiti tiisin naa, tiis ya'a kae, vțm kae. Don't forget that our 

pleasant life depends on trees: if there are no trees, there is no life. [Trees] ba anǫ yǫlkpana zaŋi ken saalib vʋ'ʋm 

pțțgin. 'The entrenched provisions are deemed to be Important to the liberties of the individual.'. [Constitution] 
Lit: they are important for human life. Gaŋimi vțm ka yanam nǫ ya biis na vțe yuug 'Choose life and you and 
your descendants will live' long. [DEU 30:19] Saŋa paaeya ye m vțm naae. The time has come for my life to end. 

[2TI 4:6] linǫ na kǫ ka ti vo'om bǫllim malis nǫ taaba this enables us to have a happy time together in this life. 

[Asaasim] wala ka ti kț sigisi ti mǫŋi tisi ti Ba' Wina'am onǫ sț'oe ti siis nǫ ti vɔm la. 'How much more should 

we submit to the Father of our spirits and live!'. [HEB 12:9] Mam anǫ Wina'am na nyaŋi kț, ka lǫn tis vțmm? 'Am 
I God to kill and to make alive'. [2KI 5:7] Ti ǫǫnti kțdin gț'țŋidnǫ bǤzugǤ ti pț mǤr vțmpaal la paŋi ti nii. We 

usually just fail, because we don't have the power of new life in us. [Bible-Study] Wina'am kǫt ka ti nyǫt vțmpaali 

ti siigin daar wțsa. 'our spiritual being is renewed day after day. '. [2CO 4:16] Lit: God causes us to get new life. Ti 

ya'a baŋ Kristo ka siak o, li ti'ebidi ti nǫ gur vț'țmsțŋ. If we know Christ and have faith in him, it prepares us 
for a good life. [Trouble] Cpart: kum2 ‘death’. Zina dabis pii nǫ anaasi nwa' ka ya bi'esid kum nǫ vțm ka pț di 

si'ela. 'For the last fourteen days ... you have lived in suspense ... you have eaten nothing.'. [ACT 27:33] Lit: doubting 
death and life. Ti ya'a baŋ Kristo ka siak o, li ti'ebidi ti nǫ gur vț'țmsțŋ. If we know Christ and trust in him, it 
prepares us for a good life. [Trouble] Ti ǫǫnti kțdin gț'țŋidnǫ bǤzugǤ ti pț mǤr vțmpaal la paŋe ti nii. We are 

always failing because we haven't got the power of the new life in us. [Bible-Study] Colloc: vțmin(ǫ) vʋ'ʋmin(ǫ) ‘in 

life’.  Daar yinne ka li lǫn nie m vʋ'ʋmin na One day it affected my life. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lit: appeared in. sǤ' wțsa 

ya'a nyǫ Siig Kasi la pǫ'ǫligț o vțmin if everyone gets the filling of the Holy Spirit in his life. [Bible-Study] saŋa 

bama ni ka m da nyǫ dauŋ tita'ari m vʋ'ʋmin. at that time I experienced a great disruption in my life. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Adu zaansțŋ la mǫ na maal si'el o vʋ'ʋminɛ? And what effect will Adu's dream have on his life? 

[Trouble] See: vțe. 

vțm-2   See main entry: vțm1. life. 

vțmm   See main entry: vțm1. life. 

vʋnbis   See main entry: vunbis. scare. 
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vțne   See main entry: vțe. live. 

vțnlig   Variant: vunlʋg; vțnligi. Form: vțnlțg. Variant: vʋnlʋŋ. v. to burn sb., inflict a burn injury. Note: not 'set fire to sth.' 

or 'burn sth. up'.   Colloc: bugum vțnlig X ‘fire inflicts a burn (injury) on X’. Saŋkan yț'țsǫ bugumpielim daa 

la'aŋ ka lǫǫ vunlʋg o nu'ug This time again the flame lit up and burned his hand. [Fire] Ba da nyǫya ka bugum la 

pț vțnligi ba niŋgbiŋ 'They saw that the fire had not harmed their bodies'. [DAN 3:27] Fț na nǤ bugum nǫ nǤba 

ka li kț vțnligi fǤǤ? 'Can you walk on hot coals without burning your feet?'. [PRO 6:28] Walkpiiluŋ pț wțm 

vʋnlʋŋun. A dead antelope won't feel the singeing. [Asaasim  Proverb] Sim: zǫǫlim. See: vțțnl. 

vțnligi   See main entry: vțnlig. burn. 

vțnlțg   See main entry: vțnlig. burn. 

vʋnlʋŋ   See main entry: vțnlig. burn. 

vțns1   Variant: vuns. v. to bundle sth. up. Mikal da ... vțns bțțg kǤnbidi vili niŋi li zug baba la. 'at its head she laid a 

goat's-hair rug'. [1SA 19:14] 

vțns2   Form: vțnsid. Form: vțnsidnǫ. Form: vțnsidin. Form: vțnsim!. Form: vțnsib. v. to pluck (feathers). Mam pa'a 

ken pǤǤgin la, m pa'a nyǫ ka ba vțnsid nǤǤs nǫ kpi'ini na'ayin. When I was going to the farm, I saw them 
plucking feathers off chickens and guinea fowls at the chief's house. [MA] 

vțnsib   See main entry: vțns2. pluck. 

vțnsid   See main entry: vțns2. pluck. 

vțnsidin   See main entry: vțns2. pluck. 

vțnsidnǫ   See main entry: vțns2. pluck. 

vțnsim!   See main entry: vțns2. pluck. 

-vțr   Variant: -vɔr; -vor; -vǤrǫ. Form: -vțya. n. living, alive. Buakimi bivțr la pțsțk 'Cut the living child in two'. [1KI 

3:25] Wina'am da gban'e nǫ o sa'am bțnvțr wțsa. God decided to destroy every living thing. [Bible-Study] Note: 

emended by MA bțnvțr linǫ bǫ dunia wțsa dii li wala. 'every kind of living being ate its fruit.'. [DAN 4:12] Ti 

sǤlima nwa pa'annǫ ti Kțsaas lin dǤl si'em ka ti paamid bțnvțya dinǫ ta'asid EES ban'a la. These stories of 
ours show us Kusaas how it comes about that we acquire the organisms which cause AIDS. [AIDS-Azuur] si'elnam 

bǫ bugum la pțțgin nwǫnǫ bțnvțya anaasi. 'in the fire was what looked like four living creatures.'. [EZK 1:5] 
See: vțe. 

-vțt1   Variant: -vțti. adj. live, living. ba sțnfț daa duoe nǫ ti la, ba daa naan vǤlini ti vțt. 'when their anger flared 

against us, they would have swallowed us alive'. [PSA 124:3] Ba ya'a yina nǫ sumbțgțsțm, yanam gban'ami ba 

vțt na, ba ya'a lǫn yinǫ na nǫ zaba yanam gban'aminǫ ba vțt na! 'If they have come out for peace, take them 
alive; if they have come out for war, take them alive.'. [1KI 20:18] Juda soogianam la mǫ da gban'e nidib tusa 

piiga (10,000) vțti 'The army of Judah also captured ten thousand men alive'. [2CH 25:12] Cpart: -kpiilțŋ. bavțt 

sǤn'oe gbigim kpiiluŋ 'a live dog is better off than a dead lion'. [ECC 9:4] 

vțt2   See main entry: vțd. pierce, sew. 

-vțti   See main entry: -vțt1. alive. 

-vțya   See main entry: -vțr. alive. 

vțyaa   See main entry: vțe. live. 

vu1   Form: vuud3. Variant: vuudi2; vut.  Note: these shortened continuous forms gat, kat, gǤt, tut, tit  &c. are west-Agole 
forms which are rejected by even Agole-speakers from the eastern parts. Acceptance is variable according to item: the list 

above is in order of general acceptability,  gat is normal, tit for tisid is generally queried Form: vuub. v. to creep, crawl. 
Note: as: a snake Kǫl ka teŋgbauŋ la mǤr ... bțnvțya banǫ vuud teŋin 'Let the earth bring forth living creatures, 
... creeping things'. [GEN 1:24] Fț na vuudi fț pțțr zug 'you will crawl on your belly'. [GEN 3:14] 

vu2   Variant: vuu1. Form: vuud4. v. to drag sb./sth. baas na vuu ba mǤri keŋ 'their bodies will be dragged off by dogs'. 

[JER 15:3] o lu simǫti zak la zug ka Goma vuud o. he fell on the cement of the yard, and Goma dragged him. 
[Trouble] Sim: vǫ', vǫ'ǫg. 
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vu3   Variant: vuu2. Form: vuud2. Variant: vuudi3. Form: vuudnǫ. v. to sound, make a noise. m wțm ka piim vț fiațn 

gaadi m tțbirin; li da nyǫsigi m zug nǫ bi'ela. I heard an arrow whizz past my ear, just missing my head. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Onǫ Gaad Si'el Wțsa la lǫn vu ya'as. 'the voice of the Most High resounded.'. [2SA 22:14] M dignǫ 

yț'țŋ ka duŋ kpǫn vuu m tțbirin vțțn. I was lying down at night and a mosquito whined by my ear. [MA] o 

vuud wțț nimbabigi na pian'ad ka ba kțkǤya vuud si'em la. 'his voice sounded like the roar of a great crowd.'. 
[DAN 10:6] o vuud wțț nimbabigi na pian'ad ka ba kțkǤya vuud si'em la 'his voice sounded like the roar of a 

great crowd'. [DAN 10:6] pǤtita'ug la vuudi nǫ niimis la tțkpiidțg. the big field resounded with the commotion of 
the birds. [Trouble] m wțm kțkǤr ka li yi arezana ni na vuudi nwǫnǫ ku'osusuud tita'ar 'I heard a voice from 
heaven that sounded like a roaring waterfall'. [REV 14:2] Dataas la vuudnǫ nwǫnǫ ku'otita'ar 'Waves of enemies 
will rage like great waters'. [JER 51:55] m kțdim nwǫnǫ lțmmir bǫǫ binnir linǫ vuudnǫ. 'I am only a resounding 

gong or a clanging cymbal.'. [1CO 13:1] See: vuud1. 

vuaa   Variant: vuua. n. pod of the 'false kapok' (vuuŋ q.v.) VUOŊ Vuomis Vuua FALSE-KAPOK, -kapoks, -pods. 

[Trees[heading]] Source: vuoŋ ‘false-kapok tree’. See: vuoŋ. 
vuɛnm   See main entry: vuoǫn. uproot. 

vuen   See main entry: vuoǫn. uproot. 

vuenm   See main entry: vuoǫn. uproot. 

vugiri   See main entry: vugur. at once. 

vugis   See main entry: vuk. furrow. 

vugulim   n. soot. nintaŋ kilim liki sǤbig wțț vugulimnǫ 'the sun became black like coarse black cloth'. [REV 6:12] Amaa 

nannanna ba sǤbigi gaad vugulim 'But now they are blacker than soot'. [LAM 4:8] 

vugur   Variant: vuguri; vugiri; vɔgiri. adv. once, immediately, at once. Bugum la daa kpǫn la'aŋǫ vuguri The fire 

suddenly caught all at once. [Fire] Ka maan vugur la kǫ ka banǫ ka o kǫ ka ba lieb Wina'am nidib la an kasi 

saŋa wțsa. 'because by one sacrifice he has made perfect forever those who are being made holy.'. [HEB 10:14] 
AnǤ'Ǥnǫ nwa' yǫ fuvǫnla, bǫ tuonnǫ nǤǤd vugur vuguri ken nǫ paŋ wala? 'Who is this so splendidly dressed in 
red, marching along in power and strength?'. [ISA 63:1] DǤriba la da ye o gǤnlig nǫ vuguri ka lǤr la bie ka bas 

suor la The driver wanted to swerve suddenly and the lorry skidded and went off the road. [Trouble] On yǫl nǫ'ǫŋa 

naae la sakpanlțŋ la da kpǫm bǤdignǫ vuguri When he finished saying this, the bushbuck suddenly 
disappeared all at once. [Jealousy] O daa tǫǫgi li vuguri ka nyaae o nu'ugț kpǫn'ǫs sapu'ad nu'ugțn la. He 
pulled it once and cupped his hand round the injured hand. [Trouble] Lit: made a tunnel of his hand and put the 

injury into the hand. ba yinne wțsa ya'a ye o keŋ ba la'asidnǫ ken vuguri ka pț fǫndigidi ba niŋgbinaa. 
'When they moved, they moved as a group without turning their bodies.'. [EZK 1:9] Kristo da kpii ya tțțmbǫ'ǫd 

yǫla vuguri, on kanǫ an pțpiel la kpii tis banǫ ka' pțpielnama 'Christ died for sins once for all, the righteous 

for the unrighteous'. [1PE 3:18] Adu sțnf da kpǫn san'amǫ vugiri ba pǤǤg daan la yǫla Adu suddenly got upset 

about the farm owner. [Trouble] Ti mǫ yț'țn lǫbig Wina'am NǤnaar kțdțg gbauŋ la ka lǫbi maal nǤnaar paal 

gbauŋ la ye li la'asi lieb gbauŋ yinne vugiri. Then we translated the Old Testament and revised the New 

Testament so that it forms a single volume. [Bible-Intro] Kristo kpi vugiri tis sǤ' wțsa 'Christ's Sacrifice Once for 

All'.  [HEB 10:1 [heading]] Fț ya'a zǫrig ya'am sǤb vugiri li na tiak o If you rebuke a wise person once it will change 

him. [PRO 17:10] O daa tǫǫgi li vɔgiri ka nyaae o nu'ugț kpǫn'ǫs sapu'ad nu'ugțn la. He pulled it together in one 

motion and folded his arm to close the wound in his hand. [Trouble] 

vuguri   See main entry: vugur. at once. 

vugus   See main entry: vuk. furrow. 

vugusi   See main entry: vuk. furrow. 

vu'ug   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vu'uge   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vu'ugeya   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vu'ugi   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 
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vu'ugid   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vu'ugida   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vu'ugir   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vu'ugne   See main entry: vț'țg. come to life. 

vu'us   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vu'use   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vu'useya   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vu'usi   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vu'usid   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vu'usida   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vu'usidaa   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vu'usidin  See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vu'usim!   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vu'usime   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vu'usug   See main entry: vț'țs. breathe, rest. 

vuk   Form: vugus. Variant: vugis; vugusi. n. a furrow, (planting-)ridge. Colloc: nwǫ' vuk ‘hoe up a furrow/ridge’. Ba 

nwǫ' vugus la nǫ ka sǫ daad banǫ ka busa la na dț They hoed up ridges and planted the sticks for the yam 
plants to climb. [Wonderwoman] Bugumi ya paalț zin'ikanǫ ka ya nam pț nwǫ' vugus la 'Break up your 

unploughed ground'. [JER 4:3] SǤ' na nwǫ' niigi vugusi atǫukțnǫǫ? 'Does anyone plough the sea with oxen?'. [AMO 

6:12] Colloc: na'avuk ‘furrow made by an ox-plough’. li maannǫ bțmbǤk wțț na'avuk nǫ it makes a groove like 
a plough-furrow. [JOB 41:30] Na'avugis la an sțm hali. The furrows from the ox-plough are good. [House+Farm] 
See: na'avuk. 

vul [N]   See main entry: vǤl. swallow. 

vulinvuund   See main entry: vulinvuung. mud wasp. 

vulinvuung   Variant: vulinvuunl. Form: vulinvuund. n. a mud-wasp, mason wasp. See: vțțnl. 

vulinvuunl   See main entry: vulinvuung. mud wasp. 

vum   See main entry: vțm1. life. 

vunbis   Variant: vʋnbis. Form: vunbisid. Form: vunbisțg. v. to scare, terrify, frighten sb. Yț'țŋ kan la li da vunbis Adu 

nǫ. That night Adu was scared. [Trouble] On sa nyǫ si'el zaam la sa vunbis o nǫ. What he had seen yesterday 
evening had frightened him. [Trouble] O gban'e ye o vunbis biig la nǫ kǫ ka o ye o kǫ ya. She was going to scare 
the boy until he agreed that he was at fault. [Trouble] Charlie ... ties kpǫǫm la nǫ nu'ubili vunbisid o. Charlie ... 
pointed to the elder and wagged his finger to frighten him. [Trouble] O da gǤsi kpǫn nyǫnǫ Charlie lǫbisid o 

vunbisțg nu'ubil la. He looked and saw Charlie withdrawing his threatening finger. [Trouble] Adu da zǫǫgidnǫ 

gbǫǫm ka dabiem zaansțŋ vʋnbis o. Adu was being overcome by sleep when he was terrified by a nightmare. 

[Trouble] Lit: fear dream. 

vunbisid   See main entry: vunbis. scare. 

vunbisțg   See main entry: vunbis. scare. 

vunlʋg   See main entry: vțnlig. burn. 

vuns   See main entry: vțns1. bundle. 

vuoǫn   Variant: vuen; voom; vooenn; vonn; voonn. Form: vuom!. Variant: vuɛnm; vuenm; vuomne. v. to uproot. Ti vuoǫn 

tiig la. We uprooted the tree. [MA] li kț yuugǫ ka li vuoǫn lu kǤldaugțn la it wouldn't be long before it was torn 
up and fell into the river. [Shoeshine-Boy] o da pțn vuoǫn bipuŋ la zuobid nu'ukukudug sa. she had already 

pulled out a handful of the girl's hair. [Trouble] ba'akanǫ ka ba ba' zi'el kiŋ-kiŋ la na vuoǫn 'the peg driven into 
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the firm place will give way'. [ISA 22:25] Ba ya'a ti ye ba vuoǫn Fuug Sțgțr la tǤǤm When they are going to take 

down the Tabernacle and move. [NUM 4:5] sǤ' ya'a yǫl zuokaŋa ye, li vuom keŋ basi li mǫŋ atǫukțn, ... li sid na 

niŋ. 'if anyone says to this mountain, “Be lifted from your place and hurled into the sea,” ... it will be done for 
him.'. [MRK 11:23] Sim: vǤn'; Cpart: sǫ1 ‘plant’. M na sǫǫ ba ka kț lǫn vuoǫn ba ya'asǫ. 'I will plant them and not 
uproot them.'. [JER 24:6] See: vǤn'. 

vuoluŋun   See main entry: vțțnl. burn. 

vuom!   See main entry: vuoǫn. uproot. 

vuomis   See main entry: vuoŋ. silk-cotton. 

vuomne   See main entry: vuoǫn. uproot. 

vuoŋ   Form: vuomis. n. tree [sp.], silk-cotton (false kapok) tree. Bombax buonopozense ~ B. costatum Pellegr. Note: 
"Bombax is a genus of mainly tropical trees in the mallow family. They are native to western Africa, the Indian subcontinent, 
Southeast Asia, and the subtropical regions of East Asia and northern Australia. It is distinguished from the genus Ceiba, 
which has whiter flowers.  Common names for the genus include silk cotton tree, simal, red cotton tree, kapok, and simply 

bombax." [Wikipedia].    Na'anya'adib la da anǫ Atǫ'ǫg ... nǫ ApǤŋguda (na'asaasisibig) nǫ Avuoŋ. The 
candidates were Baobab, ... and Neem (Whiteman's Lannea), and False-Kapok. [Trees] VUOŊ Vuomis Vuaa 
FALSE-KAPOK, -kapoks, -pods. [Trees [heading]] Sim: guŋgum ‘kapok tree (Ceiba)’. maalime ba wțț vuoŋ 

gțŋgțm ne make them like bombax cotton. [PSA 83:13] Res: vuaa ‘pod of the tree’. Etym: OV1 *VO ; OVN 
*VOB-GA/SI . 

vurig   Variant: vurigǫ; vurigi; vuruge. Form: vurigid. Variant: vurigida. Form: vurigim!. v. to move sb./sth./self. Pu'a la 

da vurig biig la paae o san'an ka kaasid. The woman moved the boy close to her and wept. [Trouble] Ama da 

niak o ma san'anǫ gaad, on da zi'e lus za'anǤǤr la. Ka Goma vurig. Ama squeezed past her mother who was 
standing blocking the gateway. And Goma moved (out of the way). [Trouble] O vurig yanam nǫ ya Levi dim taab 

la miri o mǫŋ He has brought you and all your fellow Levites near himself'. [NUM 16:10] Yț'țŋ kan wțsa ba da pț 

vurigǫ 'They made no move during the night'. [JDG 16:2] Ka o vurigi ba san'an bi'ela igini sǤsid Wina'am 'He 

withdrew about a stone's throw beyond them, knelt down and prayed'. [LUK 22:41] O yț'țn da baŋ ye onǫ vurigid 

ka basid yț'țŋ la vuur la. Then he realised that he was moving and stopped making a noise in the night. [Trouble] 
Amaa nwǫnǫ ... kugbǫda vurigid si'em la, ... ala ka fț san'amid ninsaal ti'ir. But as heavy stones are moved 
'so you destroy man's hope.'. [JOB 14:18-19] Ka saŋgbauŋ la zi'e nidib la tuon nintaŋ, ka bugum la mǫ zi'e 

yț'țŋ ka pț vurigida. 'Neither the pillar of cloud by day nor the pillar of fire by night left its place in front of the 

people.'. [EXO 13:22] 'Vurigim, vurigim! mǫn paad dǤkpin. 'Move up, move up!' reaches the wall. [Asaasim] 
Gen: vuug; Mult: vuris. See: vuug; vuris. 

vurig [N]   See main entry: vțdig. drill. 

vurigǫ   See main entry: vurig. move. 

vurigi   See main entry: vurig. move. 

vurigid   See main entry: vurig. move. 

vurigida   See main entry: vurig. move. 

vurigim!   See main entry: vurig. move. 

vuris   Variant: vurisi. Form: vurisid. Variant: vurisidi. v. to move (many). Ka zuoya nǫ tǫǫns banǫ ka ku'om gilig la 

wțsa vurisi tǤǤm. 'and every mountain and island was removed from its place.'. [REV 6:14] Ka ba vurisid 

bi'el-bi'el. And they moved slowly and carefully. [Trouble] yanamǫ niŋid si'el la an linǫ kǫt ka dabisir la vurisid 

tǤ'ǤtǤ li'ennǫ ya na. 'what you do only brings that day closer.'. [AMO 6:3] ka m nyǤvțr vurisidi li'en yațg. 'and my 
life draws near the grave.'. [PSA 88:3] Gen: vuug; Unit: vurig. See: vuug; vurig. 

vurisi   See main entry: vuris. move. 

vurisid   See main entry: vuris. move. 

vurisidi   See main entry: vuris. move. 

vurug   See main entry: vțdig. drill. 

vuruge   See main entry: vurig. move. 
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vut   See main entry: vu1. crawl. 

vțțg   Variant: voog. v. to realise. Note: esp. come to realise that someone is doing you wrong.   m vțțg ye li an sțm ka nar ye 

ninsaal dit ka nuud ka paam sumalisim o namisțg tțțma la pțțgin 'I realised that it is good and proper for 
a man to eat and drink, and to find satisfaction in his toilsome labour'. [ECC 5:18] Sim: baŋ1

2 

vțțl   Variant: vool; vțțli; vooli. Form: vțțn2. v. to whistle. O na ...  vțțli buol banǫ bǫ dunia kpikpǫmis la. 'he 

whistles for those at the ends of the earth.'. [ISA 5:26] ZugsǤb la na vțțli buol pțmpǤǤs Egipt kǤldaadin la sa 'the 
Lord will whistle for flies from the distant streams of Egypt'. [ISA 7:18] SǤ' da vțțli ba ittțŋ la 'Sss-Sss-Sss' 
Someone whistled their signal – "Shhh!" [Trouble] Li ka'a sț'țm ye ya vțțn yț'țŋǤ, bǤzugǤ li anǫ kisțg. It is not 
good that you whistle in the night because it is a taboo. [MA] Etym: OVN *F/VI/OL ; vc4 *foo ɗ. 

vțțli   See main entry: vțțl. whistle. 

vțțn1   Form: vțțnd. Form: vțțndnǫ. v. to buzz, whine. Note: wasp, bee or mosquito.   M dignǫ yț'țŋ ka duŋ kpǫn vuu m 

tțbirin vțțn. I was lying down at night and a mosquito whined by my ear. [MA] 

vțțn2   See main entry: vțțl. whistle. 

vțțnd   See main entry: vțțn1. whine. 

vțțndiŋ   n. an awl, piercing-tool. fțn nǤkim o keŋ za'anǤǤrin ka nǤk vțțndiŋi vțdig o tțbir 'Then take him to the door 

of your house and there pierce his ear'. [DEU 15:17] Lit: take a piercing-tool and pierce. See: vțd. 

vțțndnǫ   See main entry: vțțn1. whine. 

vțțnl   Variant: vțțnli. Form: vțțnlțg. Variant: vțțnlțgț; vțțnlțgǤ; vuoluŋun. v. to burn sb., inflict a burn injury. Note: 

not 'set fire to sth.' or 'burn sth. up' O na ...  vțțnli ya nǫ bugumsaan tțțlțg he will burn you with hot burning 

charcoal. [PSA 120:4] Walkpiiluŋ pț wțm vțțnlțgǤ. A dead antelope won't feel the singeing. [Asaasim  Proverb] Note: 

revised : MA commented "I can’t make sense of " the original with 'vuoluŋun'.  See: vțnlig. 

vțțnli   See main entry: vțțnl. burn. 

vțțnlțg   See main entry: vțțnl. burn. 

vțțnlțgǤ   See main entry: vțțnl. burn. 

vțțnlțgț   See main entry: vțțnl. burn. 

vuu1   See main entry: vu2. drag. 

vuu2   See main entry: vu3. sound. 

vuua   See main entry: vuaa. kapok pod. 

vuub   See main entry: vu1. crawl. 

vuud1   Variant: vuur; vuudǫ; vuude; vuudǫǫ; vuudi1. n. a sound, noise. Ka Akțkparig ye, kǫli vuud ka kǫlisi. Mr. 

Borassus said "Shut up and listen!" [Trees] Ba da wțm ziriga vuud They heard the sound of the train. [Trouble] 
TǤ'ǤtǤ ka vuud yi arezana ni na nwǫnǫ sisi'etita'ar nǫ pǫ'ǫl dǤkanǫ ka ba bǫ la. 'Suddenly a sound like the 

blowing of a violent wind came from heaven and filled the whole house where they were sitting.'. [ACT 2:2] Fț tțba 

na kpid ka fț kț wțm suoraadin vuudǫ. 'Your ears will be deaf to the noise of the street.'. [ECC 12:4] Adu ya'a 

ǫǫnti wțm ziriga vuudǫǫ, o tiǫndi daakanǫ ka o daa gur o ye o mǤr o sțnsa'aŋi gaad la. Whenever Adu 
heard the sound of the train, he remembered the day when he waited for it to take his sadness away. [Trouble] 
Filistia dim la wțm vuud la ka bu'os taaba ye, “BǤ vuudi la yit Hibiru dim la'asțg zin'igin la na?” 'The 

Philistines, hearing the noise, asked, ‘What is this great shouting in the camp of the Hebrews?’'. [1SA 4:6] Vuur la 

da dǤlnǫ pǫbisim la, ka pǫbisim la ya'a ti fǤn ka vuur la mǫ bas. The noise accompanied the storm, and when 

the storm calmed down the noise also stopped. [Trouble] Colloc: maal vuud ‘make a noise’. Ka ba ya'a maal 

vuudǫ baas na daami ba. And if they make a noise the dogs will trouble them. [Asaasim] Colloc: kǫ/fǤn vuud 
‘stop making a noise’. Birago lǫn dam o pu'ayua la. 'Yaa, Yaa, gbinsim, gbinsim. Kǫl vuud ka gbins.' Birago 
rocked her daughter again: "Yaa, yaa! Sleep, sleep! Be quiet and sleep." [Trouble] ba wțsa  zi'en ka bțnnwǫ'ǫda 

n fǤn vuud they all stop and the musical instruments stop playing. [Asaasim] See: vu3. 

vuud2   See main entry: vu3. sound. 
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vuud3   See main entry: vu1. crawl. 

vuud4   See main entry: vu2. drag. 

vuudǫ   See main entry: vuud1. sound. 

vuude   See main entry: vuud1. sound. 

vuudǫǫ   See main entry: vuud1. sound. 

vuudi1   See main entry: vuud1. sound. 

vuudi2   See main entry: vu1. crawl. 

vuudi3   See main entry: vu3. sound. 

vuudnǫ   See main entry: vu3. sound. 

vuug   Variant: vuuge; vuugi. Form: vuugim!. Variant: vuugimi!. v. to move/drag sth., be moved. ba lǤb Paul nǫ kuga, 

ka vuug o yis teŋin la 'They stoned Paul and dragged him outside the city'. [ACT 14:19] Mam pț tisif kțkka ka fț 

gaŋi fț kțkki vuugi fț ya'aminǫ keŋ zin'in. I haven't given you a chair but you choose your chair and move it 
where you like and sit down. [Three-Problems] Ziriga la da vuugi yi baŋin la The train moved away from the 
platform. [Trouble] M na fǫndigif ka vuugi fț keŋ. I will turn you around and drag you along.'. [EZK 39:2] o ya'a 

vuugi o mǫŋ bian'ar zug li maannǫ bțmbǤk wțț na'avuk nǫ. when he moves himself on the mud it makes 
furrows like a plough. [JOB 41:30] Vuugimi ba wțț pǫ'ǫs ka ba mǤrimi wa'ae ye ba kǤdig! 'Drag them off like 
sheep to be butchered!'. [JER 12:3] Sim: vuoǫn, vu1. See: vu; vurig; vuris. 

vuuge   See main entry: vuug. move. 

vuugi   See main entry: vuug. move. 

vuugim!   See main entry: vuug. move. 

vuugimi!   See main entry: vuug. move. 

vuur   See main entry: vuud1. sound. 

 

W  -  w 

 

wa-1   See main entry: waa. skin bottle. 

wa-2   See main entry: waad. coldness, fever. 

waba1   See main entry: wabir1. lame person. 

-waba2   See main entry: -wabir2. lame. 

wabid   See main entry: wabțg1. elephant. 

wabig   Variant: wabigi. v. to wipe. (o da) nǤk o nu'ubili wabig Ǥnsir o gbǫ'ugțn. he wiped the sweat from his forehead 

with his finger. [Trouble] Ka biis ayi' la duoe yimmț ka nǤki ba nu'usi wabigi ba nindaas wțț ba dǫŋi gban'an 

nǫ The two boys got up at once and rubbed wiped their faces with their hands as if they had previously planned it. 
[Trouble] 

wabigi   See main entry: wabig. wipe. 

wabilim   v. to be lame. Israel nid pț Ǥnbid ni'im giinla linǫ gban'e kpiilsun'ur la, bǤzugǤ ani ka ba da si'is Jakob ka 

o wabilim. 'the descendants of Israel do not eat the muscle which is on the hip joint, because' that was where 
Jacob was touched and he became lame. [GEN 32:32] bǫǫ dau onǫ nǤbiri wabilim 'no man with a crippled foot' [in 
list]. [LEV 21:19] Ya na tun'e nǤk naaf bǫǫ pǫ'og kanǫ wabilim ... maal ya'amlǫog piini maan 'You may, 
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however, present as a freewill offering an ox or a sheep that is deformed'. [LEV 22:23] InvNabstr: wabir1, -wabir2, 

wabțg2. See: wabir1; -wabir2; wabțg2. 

wabir1   Form: waba1. n. a lame person. fț an wabir sǤn'oe fțn na mǤr nu'us nǫ nǤba wțsa ka kpǫn' bugum kanǫ pț 

kpiisid ni. 'It is better for you to enter life ... crippled than to have ... two feet and be thrown into eternal fire.'. [MAT 

18:8] Ka li lidig nidib la, ban nyǫ ka gigis pian'ad, ka pǤnda paam laafi, ka waba ken, ka zțnzǤǤs nyǫt la. 
'The people were amazed as they saw the dumb speaking, the crippled made whole, the lame walking, and the 

blind seeing'. [MAT 15:31] Yim tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ tempțțgin la suoya ni nǫ pal yalima nii dǤl nǤŋ dim nǫ pǤnda nǫ 

zțnzǤǤs nǫ waba na. 'Go out quickly into the streets and alleys of the town, and bring in the poor, the crippled, 
the blind, and the lame.'. [LUK 14:21] Syn: wabțg2; Nabstr: wabilim. See: wabțg2; wabir2; wabilim. 

-wabir2  Form: -waba2. adj. lame. ya ya'a nǤk bțnkǤnbwabir bǫǫ bțnkǤnbkanǫ bǫn'ǫda 'When you bring a ... sick or 

lame animal'. [MAL 1:8] Nabstr: wabilim. See: wabir1; wabțg2; wabilim. 

wabis1   Variant: wabisi. v. to wash (the hands or feet). Zi'enimi ka ba mǤr ku'om bi'ela na ka ya wabisi ya nǤba 'Let a 

little water be brought, and then you may all wash your feet'. [GEN 18:4] m sǤsidi ya nǫ ye ya paae m yin na 

wabisi ya nǤba ka gbǫn ka bǫog nie ka ya gaad 'You can wash your feet and spend the night and then go on 
your way early in the morning.'. [GEN 19:2] Sim: pie, pies, uun. 

wabis2   See main entry: wabțg2. lame person. 

wabisi   See main entry: wabis1. wash. 

wabțg1   Variant: wabug; wabuk [C]. Form: wabid. n. an elephant. Loxodonta africana. Asumbul dakiig ane wabțg. 
Mr.Spider's brother-in-law is elephant. [Proverb 261] Colloc: wabțg nyina ‘ivory’.  Ya dig gadbanǫ ka ba maal nǫ 

wabțg nyina ... la zug. 'You lie on beds inlaid with ivory.'. [AMO 6:4] Yțma atan' wțsa ba na lǫb na ka ziid 

sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ wabțg nyina nǫ nwaamis nǫ kpanda. Every three years they came back carrying gold 
and silver, ivory, monkeys and baboons. [2CH 9:21] Etym: OVN *WOB-GU/TO ; GS1 *TU¹/I ; vc2 *ti ; PB 
* jògù. 

wabțg2   Form: wabis2. n. a lame person. bțnkǤnbțg la ya'a mǤr dǫŋ, nwǫnǫ on na an wabțg ... da nǤki li maal 

maannǫ tisi ZugsǤb ... la 'If an animal has a defect, is lame ... you must not sacrifice it to the Lord'. [DEU 15:2] 
Ninkanǫ wțsa mǤr dǫŋ da li'el naa. O ya'a anǫ zu'om bǫǫ wabțg ... 'No man who has any defect may come 
near: no man who is blind or lame ... '. [LEV 21:18] Syn: wabir1; Nabstr: wabilim. See: wabir1. 

wabug   See main entry: wabțg1. elephant. 

wabuk [C]   See main entry: wabțg1. elephant. 

wad-   See main entry: wada1. laws. 

wada1   Variant: wadaa. Form: wad-. n. laws. Kpǫǫm la ye ba gǤs tituaa ka wada banǫ ka gǤmma digili zaŋi n kennǫ 

ba tțțma la zin'ig la The official said that they should carefully observe the laws that the government laid down 
concerning their work. [Asaasim] Yǫlbama ni, Ofori naan gaŋin nǫ wada la dǤllim gat on maal si'el la. In this 

situation, Ofori should have chosen to obey the rules rather than what he (Adu) had done. [Trouble] BǤ ka ya tțm 

linǫ ka ti wada kis Vț'țsțm Daarǫ? 'Why are you doing what is forbidden on the sabbath?'. [LUK 6:2] Ka mǫ pa'al 

banǫ zi' wada la ka ba baŋ. 'And you are to teach any who do not know them.'. [EZR 7:25] sǤ' kae na di bțțd 

wada la dǤllim yǫla ma'aanǫ 'no one is put right with God by means of the Law'. [GAL 3:11] Ba pa'annǫ malima 

banǫ pț dǤlli ti wadaa. 'They are teaching customs that are against our law'. [ACT 16:21] Wadbama nwǫnǫ ya'am 

pa'alțg 'such rules appear to be based on wisdom'. [COL 2:23] Man ...  pa'an tuongatib ka ba gban'ad wadsțma. 
'I help ... rulers to make good laws..'. [PRO 8:15] Colloc: wadakțdțg ‘old law [in original New Testament]’. Note: 

zaaligț in NT revn..    Sim: zaaligț. From: (Ha.) < (Eng.) Note: "order" 

wada2   See main entry: wa'adir. thief, rascal. 

wadaa   See main entry: wada1. laws. 

wae1   excl. indeed!, at all! ... AkǤlțg: Man niŋgbina niŋǫ mililili ... Awin: Ka fț niŋgbina ya'a niŋ mililili nǫ, fțn 

nǤkim sǫwiesi ǫnbisi fț mǫŋ wae. Akolug: My body went all trembly (because he saw a girl passing by).  ::  
Awin: So if your body goes all trembly, jolly well scratch yourself with a potsherd! [You-Heard?-] AkǤlțg: M zua, 

kǫm sa! fț zi' si'el wae. Akolug :  My friend, you don't know anything at all! [You-Heard?-] Fț na yǫl ye fț mi' wae, 

mǫ saŋkan sa ka ba pțn du'a fǤ! 'Surely you know, for you were already born!'. [JOB 28:21] Amaa baa daan ya'a 
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dit ka dizǤra lut teŋin, baas la na pi'isi li wae. 'but even the dogs eat the crumbs that fall from their masters' 

table.'. [MAT 15:27] Mǫ ZugsǤb la bǫ nǫ ti? Yǫlbǫ'ǫd kț paae ti wae! 'Is not the Lord in our midst? ... No disaster 
can befall us'. [MIC 3:11] 

wae2   See main entry: wa'ae. be going. 

wa'   Variant: wa'a3. Form: wa'anǫ. Form: wa'ad. Variant: wa'ada2; wa'adi1. Form: wa'adnǫ1. Form: wa'am3!. 
Form: wa'ab. v. to dance. Ba daa wa'anǫ hali yuug They danced for a long time. [Electricity] Ba ya'a la'asǫǫ ba 

tun'e sǤlim ka yț'țm yțțma ka wa' gǫuŋ. If they get together, they can tell stories and sing, and dance the 
Geung. [Wealth-Is-Power] Fț ya'a bǤǤdi fț wa'a gǫn, fț kennǫ ka mǤri fț ta'adkǫndis. When you want to dance to 
exhaustion you take your worn-out sandals with you. [Proverb 209] Ka nidib la ... duoe wa'a ba'amaannib wa'a. 
And the people ... got up and danced pagan dances. [EXO 32:6] ba ti paae na'ayin ka ba bǫǫ ani wa'ad buudi wa'a. 
they got to the palace, and were there dancing a tribal dance. [Trouble] David da yǫnǫ dansik ma'aa wa'ad ZugsǤb 

la tuon nǫ o sțnf wțsa. 'David, wearing a linen ephod, danced before the Lord with all his might'. [2SA 6:14] Ti 

piebid wiis ka ya pț wa'ada 'We played the flute for you, and you did not dance'. [MAT 11:17] ba wa'anǫ hali 

gaad ban ǫǫnti ti wa'adi ba buudi di'ema si'em la. they danced more energetically than they usually danced at 

their tribal celebrations. [You-Heard?] Ka' David kanǫ ka ba mǤri yț'țmmi wa'adi yǫt ye, “‘Saul kțț o tusir, ka 

David kț tusa piiga laa?’ 'Isn't this the David they sang about in their dances: “ ‘Saul has slain his thousands, and 
David his tens of thousands’?'. [1SA 29:5] Diem ya'a ye fț wa'am gțrțgǤǤ, fț wa'adnǫ. If father-in-law says you 
should dance the with a hunchback, then you dance. [Proverb 199] Anane da pian'adi bit ye, 'Ba mǫ 

wa-wa-wa'adnǫ anwana Su-Su-Su-Susa teŋinǫ? Anane stammered "Do they d-d-dance this at S-S-Susa, too?" 
[Trouble] 'Ya bǫǫn yaanǫ?' – 'M pugidiba, ti gǤsidin nǫ wa'ab na'ayin.' "Where were you?" –  "We were watching 
the dancing at the palace, auntie." [Trouble] Nact: wa'ad. Etym: OV1 *S¹E/A ; OV2 *ŊA ; OVN *WA ; GS1 
*SO/A ; vc1 *so,sa ; vc4 *wa. See: wa'a1. 

wa'a1   n. a dance. ba ti paae na'ayin ka ba bǫ ani wa'ad buudi wa'a. they got to the palace, and were there dancing a 

tribal dance. [Trouble] Ka nidib la ... duoe wa'a ba'amaannib wa'a. And the people ... got up and danced pagan 
dances. [EXO 32:6] Colloc: wa'an ‘in the dance’. Fț ya'a pi'ig gbigilig wa'an o ti lǫm bǤdignǫ wa'an. 'Easy come, 

easy go.'. [Proverb 208] Lit: If you find a ring at a dance, it will also be lost at a dance.. Spec: Bula2, Gǫuŋ, Tțk3. 
See: wa'. 

-wa'a2   See main entry: -wǤk. long. 

wa'a3   See main entry: wa'. dance. 

wa'a-4   See main entry: waaf. snake. 

wa'ab   See main entry: wa'. dance. 

wa'ad   See main entry: wa'. dance. 

wa'ad1   Note: MA prefers wa'awa'ad(ib).   Form: wa'adib. n. a dancer. Ka yțțm yț'țmnib nǫ wa'adib kena Abǫdțg yǫla. 
And singers and dancers came for the sake of Abedug. [Wonderwoman] InvNact: wa'. See: wa'. 

wa'ad2   See main entry: wa'ae. be going. 

-wa'ad2 [N]   See main entry: -wǤk. long. 

wa'ada1   See main entry: wa'adir. thief, rascal. 

wa'ada2   See main entry: wa'. dance. 

wa'adi1   See main entry: wa'. dance. 

wa'adi2   See main entry: wa'ae. be going. 

wa'adib   See main entry: wa'ad1. dancer. 

wa'adir   Form: wa'ada1. Variant: wada2. n. 1 • a thief. Su'os yț'țŋ ka ba sa gban'e wada anaasi Akatamog yin ka ba zu 

niigi anaasi. Four thieves stole four cows yesterday at Akatamog’s house and were caught. [MA] Sim: na'ayiig. 
2 • a villain, rascal. Kpan'auŋ bal anǫ kpan'awa'adir A calm guinea fowl is a rascally one. [Asaasim Proverb] 

wa'adnǫ1   See main entry: wa'. dance. 
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wa'ae   Variant: wae2. Form: wa'ad2. Variant: wa'adi2. Form: wa'anǫ2. Variant: wa'anɛ. v. to be going, be on the way to. 
Nimo da zaŋnǫ suobuk kanǫ wa'ae sian'arin la, ka Mahama dǤl. Nimo took the track which goes to the bush, 

and Mahama followed him. [Trouble] Yaro, fț wa'anǫ karindǤǤginǫǫ? Yaro, are you going to church? [Trouble] 
Wiefț wa'ae si'el la bțŋ mǫ paadi ani nǫ. Where a horse can go, a donkey can also reach. [Proverb 013] Lina ni ka 

biig la na paam bin'iskanǫ tigid o ka mǤr tǫbisim, li ya'a ti wa'ae naarin la da gu'od oo. This is when the 
baby will get the breastmilk which suffices it and is heavy, if it is getting to the end, don't restrain it. [Breastfeeding] 
Ka bǫkǫung asubaa ka Yesu ken ku'om zugț wa'ae o nya'andǤlib la san'an. 'During the fourth watch of the 
night Jesus went out to them, walking on the lake.'. [MAT 14:25] Lit: early in the morning. Dau sǤ' mǫ daa isigi 

wa'ae ye o dǤn'Ǥs o gabț Someone else got up and said he was going to water his onions. [You-Heard?] Fț dayaam 

dau la bǫ suori wa'ae Timna ye o kies o pǫ'ǫs kǤnbid la. 'Your father-in-law is on his way to Timnah to shear 
his sheep'. [GEN 38:13] Fț zuobid la sǤbigi nwǫnǫ bțțsi naan Gilead zuorin la wa'adi sigid na. 'Your hair is like 
a flock of goats descending from Mount Gilead.'. [SNG 4:1] Adu, man tǫn'ǫs ye fț mi'in tinamǫ wa'an lǤsi'a nǫ. 
Adu, I thought you would know where we were going. [Trouble] Ka Simon Pita yǫli ba ye, “M wa'anǫ ye m gban'e 

zimi.” 'Simon Peter said to the others, “I am going fishing.”'. [JHN 21:3] M saama, ti wa'anǫ mui bǤn'Ǥgțn la? Are 
we going to the rice-field, dad? [Trouble] Note: see refs. and links at ken3 

wa'alim   n. height, length. ya'a anǫ wa'alim yǫla, mam bǫ. if it's a matter of height, I'm the one. [Trees] La'an nǫ on an 

biig la, o wa'alim da zǫmnǫ o ma tațn biig la nǫ. Although she was still a youngster, she was as tall as her 

cousin. [Trouble] GbinvǤǤnr wa'alim an bin. Anus length is [the length of the] fæces. [Proverb 220] Kerubnam ayi' 

la wa'alim nǫ ba bǫdim da zem nǫ taaba 'the two cherubim were identical in size and shape'. [1KI 6:25] Maalimi 

li anwana: Li wa'alim na an nǤbir makir kǤbisnaasi nǫ pisnu (450) ... 'This is how you are to build it: The ark 
is to be 450 feet long'. [GEN 6:15] Duom giligi kaae gǤs teŋ la wa'alim nǫ di labisim 'Go, walk through the length 

and breadth of the land'. [GEN 13:7] Da gi'en o niŋgbiŋ nǫ o wa'alim laa, ka mam zan'as o nǫ. 'Do not consider 
his appearance or his height, for I have rejected him.'. [1SA 16:7] InvNabstr: -wa'a2, wa'am1, -wa'am2. See: -wa'a2; 

wa'am1; -wa'am2. 

wa'am1   Variant: wa'ama1; waamǫ; wa'ammǫ; wa'ami; wa'ammi. v. to lengthen, grow long, tall. o nini kpa' niiŋ kanǫ 

nǤǤri wa'am ka o bǫǫ ani gu'od tiig wal la his eyes fell on a bird with a long beak who was there guarding the 
fruit. [Trouble] Owusu da wa'am ka lǫn wisig. Owusu was tall and fit. [Shoeshine-Boy] O kpandaug la da wa'am nǫ 

hali, ka li kpanbiel la tǫbisim an kțnt gbila kǤbisyuobț. 'His spear shaft was like a weaver's rod, and its iron 

point weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 17:7] nidib la wa'am ka mǤr paŋi gati ti 'The people are stronger and 
taller than we are'. [DEU 1:28] ba dabisa kț wa'am nwǫnǫ winnigi ǫǫnti bik ka fț siig wa'am laa 'their days will 
not lengthen like a shadow'. [ECC 8:13] Lit: like when the sun is going down and your shadow becomes long. Man 

kibar la pț wa'ama. My news wasn't long. [Trouble] O pț kǫt ka tțțmbǫ'ǫd dim nyǤvțr wa'ama 'He does not let 

sinners live on'. [JOB 36:6] Ya mi' ye nwiig wa'amǫ ka nwǫǫlim. You know that a rope is long and wriggly. [Trouble] 
Man wa'amnǫ hali ka lǫm mǤr ma'asim. I am very tall and shady. [Trees] linǫ bu'al nǫ zaŋguom kanǫ wa'ami 

yi yiŋ ya-nya'aŋ baba, zin'ikanǫ ka nidib dǤlli kpǫn'ǫd dǤǤdin la. which ran parallel to the long wall on the east 
side, where people passed through to get to the rooms. [EZK 42:12 [draft]] Lit: was very long. O da anǫ sabilig, ka on 

da zi'e la o da wa'ammi gat Tikakpǫǫm la bi'ela. She was dark-complexioned, and when she stood up she was 
a bit taller than the Head-teacher. [Trouble] li (na'am zin'itita'ar) nya'aŋ la maal gbila-gbila ka wa'ammi dț 

zugin. it's (throne's) back was made rounded and rose above head-high. [2CH 9:18] Cpart: gim. man onǫ an 

ZugsǤb la kǫt ka tikanǫ wa'am liebid giŋa ka tikanǫ gim liebid tiwǤk 'I the Lord bring down the tall tree and 

make the low tree grow tall'. [EZK 17:24] Cpart: labis1 ‘be long’. PǤǤg la labisnǫ ka pț wa'amma. The farm is wide 
but not long. [MA]   Nabstr: wa'alim. See: -wǤk; wa'alim; -wa'am2. 

-wa'am2   Form: -wa'ama2. adj. long, tall. Adu da duoe ya ka gǤs o nǤbkpansiŋkpanda ka zǤǤ dǤl mǤwa'ama la ni. 
Adu got up and looked at his heels and ran off through the long grasses. [Trouble] Hiram kpǫn tisid Solomon 

na'aziinr daad nǫ dawa'ama banǫ an sț'țŋa ka o bǤǤd la. 'Hiram kept Solomon supplied with all the cedar and 
pine logs he wanted'. [1KI 5:10] Ti da dț dǤwa'ama zugț gu'usid We climbed 'towers' and were waiting. [LAM 4:17] 
Sim: -wa'a2; Nabstr: wa'alim. See: -wa'a2; wa'am; wa'alim. 

wa'am3!   See main entry: wa'. dance. 

wa'ama1   See main entry: wa'am1. grow long. 

-wa'ama2   See main entry: -wa'am2. long. 
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wa'ami   See main entry: wa'am1. grow long. 

wa'ammǫ  See main entry: wa'am1. grow long. 

wa'ammi   See main entry: wa'am1. grow long. 

wa'anǫ   See main entry: wa'. dance. 

wa'anɛ   See main entry: wa'ae. be going. 

wa'anǫ2   See main entry: wa'ae. be going. 

wa'aŋ   Form: wa'aŋid. v. to reheat, heat up old soup or any kind of food. o sțnf malis nǫ wa'aŋid bipǤla la zupțt la. and 
she was happy to be developing the young boys' brains. [Trouble] Lit: re-heating. Note: probably a literal translation 

fron English.   O sa dțgnǫ bǫŋid zǫǫnd ka isigi wa'aŋ ka biis la di nǫ sa'akțda ka nyaan keŋ sakur. She 
cooked bean leaves soup and heat it early the next morning for the children to eat with old t.z. before going to 
school. [MA] Azțțrǫ, fa wa'aŋim mui la tis Akubil ka o di. Azuri, please warm up the rice for Akubil to eat. [MA] 

wa'aŋid   See main entry: wa'aŋ. reheat. 

-wai1   num. nine. On da an yțma piswai nǫ wai (99) la, ka Wina'am tiak o yț'țri pțd ye Abraham. When he was 

ninety-nine (99) God changed his name to 'Abraham'. [Bible Glossary [under ' Abraham ' ]] Colloc: awai, piswai, 

kǤbiswai ‘9, 90, 900’; awai wai ‘nine at a time, by nines, nine each’. NǤǤr anu ka Jew dim fieb mam nǫ kpa'asa 

nǤǤr pistan' nǫ awai wai. 'Five times I was given the thirty-nine lashes by the Jews'. [2CO 11:24] Etym: OV1 *WA ; 
OVN *WAY . Note: frequently has dipthong ai, ei which is not part of the language's normal patterns 

wai2   Variant: waii; waai. excl. alas!, wow!, no way!, by no means! Wai! Wai! Fțn kanǫ an teŋ tita'arǫ, ... fț san'auŋ 

paae na! 'Woe! Woe, O great city, ... your doom has come!'. [REV 18:10] Waii! fț ya'a bas buribiŋkaŋa, fț liisi fț 

mǫŋ nǫ mam wțsa. Oh dear! if you let go of this young man you have denied/cheated both yourself and me. 

[Akelsa] Waii, lin kț bǫǫ. Oh dear, that mustn't happen! [Wealth-Is-Power] Wina'am da kǫǫ! Waii, Win da kǫ ka m 

san'ami lii! 'God forbid, far be it from me to ruin or destroy!'. [2SA 20:20] Waii, fț yuug ya woo! 'You have lived 
so many years!'. [JOB 38:21] Waai, gǤsim ban bǫ yǫla ni si'em! 'Oh, what a disaster awaits you'. [OBA 1:5] Waai, m 

zugdaana, m pa'a sǤs lieŋ la nǫ. 'Oh, master!’ ... the adze 'was borrowed.'. [2KI 6:5] 

wain   n. wine. Note: intoxicating drink made from the juice of the grape, fruit of the (grape-)vine (see vain ) [Bible word].    Vain 

tiig anǫ tikanǫ ka Jew dim pț di'emmi li yǫla. Ba sǫǫdi ba nǫ vain tiis pǤǤdin. Vain wala ka ba nwi'asidi 

maan wain. Wain nwǫnǫ daam nǫ. The grapevine is of great importance to the Jews. They plant them in 
vineyards. The fruits of the vine are squeezed to make wine. Wine is like pito. [Bible Glossary [under Vain Tiig]] O ... tu 

zin'ikanǫ ka ba na nwi'asid wain la' 'he ... cut out a winepress as well'. [ISA 5:2] From: (Eng.) 

waii   See main entry: wai2. alas! 

wak1   v. 1 • to be dry. Saa ya'a wak yțțm si'a li pț pakid o 'Without care in a year of drought'. [JER 17:8] Colloc: nini 

wak1 ‘not be able to sleep’. Man da kpǫn' yț'țŋkan la m nini da wak nǫ. I went in that night but couldn't sleep. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] 
2 • to bristle, stand on end (hairs). Ka pǫbisim nwǫ'ǫmi gaad ka li kpǫn'ǫsim waad ka m niŋgbina wțsa kpǫn' 

waki. 'A wind brushed across my face and made the hairs of my body stand on end.'. [JOB 4:15] See: sawak. 

wak2   v. to pass a sleepless night. Note: in the Colloc: nini wak ‘be sleepless – 'eyes are dry'’. Man da kpǫn' yț'țŋkan la 

m nini da wak nǫ. I went in that night but I couldn't sleep. [Shoeshine-Boy] Fț kǫya ka m nini wak 'You kept my 
eyes from closing'. [PSA 77:4] 

waki   id. goose-pimply. Adu nyǫnya ka o nyina yina gaan, ka o kalim o zilim on yǫla. Waki da gban'e o. Adu saw 

that her teeth stuck far out, and she clicked her tongue about him. He came out in goose-pimples. [Trouble] Biig la 

daa ban'andnǫ kǫǫkǫ ken sakur ka paae suori nyǫ ka wa'atita'ar digi palimmi o zilim ka o kpǫn zi'en 

baanlimm ka waki kpǫn' o niŋgbina wțsa. The child was riding a bicycle to school and on the way, he saw a big 
snake flickering out its tongue, and he stopped still and goose-pimples came out all over his body. [MA] li 
kpǫn'ǫsim waad ka m niŋgbina wțsa kpǫn' waki it made me cold and my whole body became goose-pimply. 
[JOB 4:15] Sim: mililili. 

wal1   Variant: wɛl. Form: wala3. Variant: wɛla; walaa1. Form: wal-3. Variant: wɛl-. n. a fruit. KƒK Kțgțs Kțk wal 
Mahogany Tree, Mahogany Trees, Mahogany fruit. [Trees [heading]] o nini kpa' niiŋ kanǫ nǤǤri wa'am ka o bǫǫ 
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ani gu'od tiig wal la. his eyes fell on a bird with a long beak guarding the fruit of the tree. [Trouble] onǫ tisim tiig 

la wal ka m di. 'she gave me some fruit from the tree, and I ate it.''. [GEN 3:12] li kǫ ka ti nyaŋi nǤk Siig Kasi la wɛl 

la tțm it enables us to use the Holy Spirit's fruit in our work. [Bible-Study] Fț ya'a di man wala galisǫ fț na kțțl 

ka gț'țŋ tțțma. If you eat too much of my fruit, you will get drunk and not be able to work. [Trees] ZugsǤb 

Wina'am bas dau nǤǤr ye, “Fț tun'e di tiis wala banǫ bǫ lǤmbǤn'Ǥgin la wțsa ... ” 'the Lord God commanded 
the man, “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden ... ” '. [GEN 2:16] o nya'a la ni ka wil na buli wal wala 
'from his roots a Branch will bear fruit'. [ISA 11:1] Ti ya'a baŋ Siig Kasi la wɛla ma'aanǫ, li pț sia'alǫ It's not 

enough to just know the Holy Spirit's fruits. [Bible-Study] amaa tiig kanǫ zi'e lǤmbǤn'Ǥg la tensțk la, ba da dii li 

walaa. but the tree in the middle of the garden – they should not eat its fruit. [You-Heard?] Tiig walaa bigisid lin an 

tisi'a. 'You can tell a tree by its fruit.'. [MAT 12:33] O da dǤnlignǫ o niŋgǤǤnri paae walbi'imi tǫǫgi li lǫb o suak 

la baba. He reached out his neck to reach a ripe fruit and pulled it into his hiding-place. [Trouble] ba ya'a mi'imi ba 

walbi'ima la na lut when they shake them the ripe fruits will fall. [NAM 3:12] Tisțŋ kae wan walbǫ'ǫdǫ. Tibǫ'ǫd 

mǫ kae wan walsțmaa. 'No good tree bears bad fruit, nor does a bad tree bear good fruit. [LUK 6:43] ba sǤb Siig 

Kasi la wɛla la ani; fț tǫnr wɛlbama yǫla wala-wala? the fruits of the Holy Spirit are written here; what do you 

remember about these fruits? [Bible-Study] Sim: tiwal1. See: wal2; tiwal1. 

wal2   Variant: walǫ; wali. Form: wan3. Variant: wanna; wannǫ. Form: walib. Variant: walibǤ. v. to fruit, bear fruit. 
Na'aziinr ya'a tu'as duan o kț wal zun'unii. Just because a na'aziinr tree is like a dawadawa, it won't produce 
dawadawa seeds. [Proverb 036] gǤn'Ǥs la nǤbigi sianki ba ka ba pț wal biilii 'thorns, which grew up and choked 
the plants, so that they did not bear grain'. [MRK 4:7] o nya'a la ni ka wil na buli wal wala 'from his roots a Branch 

will bear fruit'. [ISA 11:1] o na ... nǤk o bțŋbili lǤ tikanǫ willi wal pamm 'He ties his young donkey to a grapevine'. 

[GEN 49:11] Tiig wil kț tun'e walǫ, asǫǫ o kpǫm bǫ tiigin la. 'No branch can bear fruit by itself; it must remain in 
the vine.'. [JHN 15:4] Tiig da wali bǫ ani baba ka niimis ya'ae anina kaasid. There was a tree that produced fruit 
near there and the birds perched on it singing. [Trouble] Tiis banǫ bǫ teŋin la na wali ba wala 'Trees in the 

countryside will bear their fruit'. [EZK 34:27] Tisțŋ kae wan walbǫ'ǫdǫ. Tibǫ'ǫd mǫ kae wan walsțmaa. 'No good 
tree bears bad fruit, nor does a bad tree bear good fruit.'. [LUK 6:43] ya vain nǫ kekama tiis la pț wanna, 

pomanganǫt nǫ olif tiis la pț lǫn wanna. 'the vine and the fig tree, the pomegranate and the olive tree have not 
borne fruit.'. [HAG 2:19] Tiis la wannǫ ba wala 'The trees are bearing their fruit'. [JOL 2:22] Ba ... nwǫnǫ tiis banǫ pț 

mǤr wala, ba walib saŋaa. 'They are like trees that bear no fruit, even in autumn'. [JUD 1:12] o pț gț'țŋid walibǤ 
'it does not fail to bear fruit'. [JER 17:8] Colloc: bțnwanna ‘1) fruit-trees  ::  2) fruits’. ya bțnwanna la kț walǫ 'the 
harvest of fruit will not come'. [1) ISA 32:10] saa ya'a pț nii, ya mǤr baŋki nǫ boodia nǫ bțnwanna. even if it 
doesn't rain you have cassava, plantain and fruit. [2) Trouble] Res:  See: wal1. 

wal-3   See main entry: wal1. fruit. 

wala1   Variant: wela. int. how?, why? Ka fț gban'e wala? What did you decide? [Asaasim] Li bǫnǫ wala ka yidim la yț'țn 

ti li'ad pțkǤǤnr la ka o pț siakǫ ka dap la wțsa mǤ ti gț'țŋ? How was it that family members courted the 
widow and she refused, and all the men tried in vain? [Billygoat] AIDS ban'as ba'asțg an wala? What is the final 
result of the AIDS disease? [AIDS-Azuur] Ka fț kpǫǫm la mi' ye fț baŋ o yǫla la walaa? Does your elder know how 
much you know about his business? [Three-Problems] Ka on nyǫ maliak la ka dabiem kpǫn' o ka o yǫl ye, “Naa, 

wala?” 'He stared at the angel in fear and said, “What is it, sir?”'. [ACT 10:4] Li ye li nǤk saŋa wala ka yǫlnyalima 

bama naan maalǫ? 'How long will it be before these astonishing things are fulfilled?'. [DAN 12:6] Dau kaŋa na 

namisi ti anwa paae wala bǫnnǫ? 'How long is this man going to give us trouble?'. [EXO 10:7] Colloc: X niŋ1 wala1 

ye ... ‘how can X manage to ...’. Ti na niŋ wala ka da yǤǤd ligidi bǫdegț ... ? How can we avoid paying a lot of 

money? [Electricity] Alazug, ya ye ya niŋ wala bǫlis man nǫ ya antu'ayǫǫd nwa'? 'So how can you console me 
with your nonsense?'. [JOB 21:34] Oŋa daana niŋ wala tțm sǤ' man san'an na ye m ti'eb o kțkǤm ban'asǫ? 
'Why does this fellow send someone to me to be cured of his leprosy?'. [2KI 5:7] Dapa, m na niŋ wala ka nyǫ 

faangirǫ? 'Sirs, what must I do to be saved?'. [ACT 16:30] O na niŋ walaa su'a mam nǫ'? 'Why would he hide this 

from me?'. [1SA 20:2] SǤ' na niŋ wela n nyǫ teŋin ti'ebug tiim la? What can someone do to get naturally occurring 

iodine? [Iodine] Colloc: wala1 wala1, wala-wala ‘how on earth ... ?’. O an wala wala? How is this possible? [Trouble] 
'Nǫ'ǫŋa na tțm wala-wala?' Dau la bu'os ala. "How did this come about?" asked the man. [Trouble] ‘M 

zugdaana, nǫ'ǫŋa wțsa ye li ti niŋ wala-wala?’ '“My lord, what will the outcome of all this be?”'. [DAN 12:8] Ti 

nǫ'ǫsi fț yț'țr wala-wala? 'How have we shown contempt for your name?’'. [MAL 1:6] Colloc: fț/ya1 duoe wala1 ? 
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‘how did you get up? (morning greeting)’. O da pț'țs o saam ye o duoe wala? He greeted his father saying 
"How did you get up?" [Trouble] 

wala2   Variant: wɛla; wela.  Note: "KLT" [Bible translators] Variant: walaa2. adv. thus. On da nyǫ ka o an wala la, o da ye, 

fț mǤri fufummǫ galis When he saw what he was like, he said "You are much too covetous." [Jealousy] Ku'om la 

ya'a yi wala tțțg dabismum ka o nam pț sa'ae If the waters have broken like this more than a whole day ago 
and she still hasn't gone into labour. [Womens-Health] Colloc: la'am nǫ1 wala2 ( sa1 ) ‘in spite of this/that’. Ala, on 

mǫ ye nǤŋdaan la ditnǫ fara, ka la'am nǫ wala o ye o saamme da' gbauŋ la tis o So, she says that the poor 

man is hard up, but in spite of that she says her father should buy him a skin(-loincloth). [Akelsa] Ka la'an nǫ wala 

sa ya maal sț'țm yanamǫ la'an sțŋim nǫ m namisțgțn la. 'All the same, it was kind of you to share the burden 
of my troubles.'. [PHP 4:14] la'an nǫ wala o kț kpǫn an nyaŋir sǤba 'yet he will not remain triumphant.'. [DAN 11:12] 
la'am nǫ wɛla wțsa ban da paana ka nidib pțn dǫŋim bǫ nǫ ka tțn fǤǤli. even so, by the time they arrived 

people were already there and had formed a queue. [Asaasim] Colloc: Li ya'a ka' walaa ‘otherwise, if it were not so’. 
Li ya'a ka' walaa, o mǫ na kǤ'Ǥgi fț bas. 'Otherwise, you also will be cut off.'. [ROM 11:22] See: ala1. 

wala3   See main entry: wal1. fruit. 

walaa1   See main entry: wal1. fruit. 

walaa2   See main entry: wala2. thus. 

walǫ   See main entry: wal2. fruit. 

walek [C]   See main entry: walig2. antelope [sp.] 

wali   See main entry: wal2. fruit. 

walib   See main entry: wal2. fruit. 

walibǤ   See main entry: wal2. fruit. 

walig1   v. to anoint. Pu'a kanǫ mǤr tudaari na walig Yesu la yǫla 'Jesus Is Anointed at Bethany'. [MAT 26:6 [heading]] Mǫǫri 

onǫ daa kpa'ae kpasǤǤndim walig Yesu nǤba ka zaŋ o zuobidi ǫǫnsi ba la tațn an Lazarus onǫ ka' laafi la. 
'This Mary was the one who poured the perfume on the Lord's feet and wiped them with her hair; it was her 
brother Lazarus who was ill.'. [JHN 11:2] 

walig2   Variant: walek [C]; waligi1; waliga. Form: walis2. n. antelope [sp.], oribi. Ourebia ourebi quadriscopa. Buŋ ya'a 

ye waadi o la' nǫ walig. When the donkey says it is cold he laughs at the antelope. [Proverb 167] BțnkǤnbid banǫ 

ka ya na Ǥnb anǫ bama: ... walig, nǫ kǤǤng nǫ mǤlif nǫ sibig nǫ bama buudi wțsa 'These are the animals you 
may eat ... buck, gazelle, roebuck, ibex, white-rumped deer'. [DEU 14:4-5] O saame ǫǫnti nwǫ' lannig bǫǫ waligi 

kț ka o keŋ nǤk la malis o. Whenever his father shot a squirrel or an oribi and he went to get it, it made him 
happy. [Trouble] niŋimi wțț sian'arin waligi bǫ mǤǤgin nǫ. make like a wild antelope in the bush. [JER 48:6] Li ya'a 

ǫǫnti an waliga lin gba anǫ si'ir. If it was an oribi, that was what they really hoped for. [Trouble] Ba na nwǫnǫ 

walis ka tǤn'Ǥsnam budigi ba 'scattering like deer escaping from hunters'. [ISA 13:14] Colloc: waldaug ‘male 
oribi’. nwǫnǫ mǤlif, bǫǫ waldaug kanǫ an bțmpǤlli bǫ zuoya ni 'like a gazelle or like a young stag on the ... 
mountains.'. [SNG 8:14] Colloc: walnya'aŋ ‘female oribi’. O vǫnlim nwǫnǫ mǤlif bǫǫ walnya'aŋ nǫ 'A loving doe, 
a graceful deer'. [PRO 5:19] 

walig3   Variant: waligi2. v. to remove flesh, strip (meat from bones). Ya siidi m nidib la niŋgbina ka waligi ba niŋgbina 

ni'im la ka kǫ kǤnba 'You skin my people alive and tear the flesh off their bones.'. [MIC 3:2] 

walig4   Form: waligid. v. to solve a problem. 

walig4   See main entry: wǫlig. divide. 

waliga   See main entry: walig2. antelope [sp.] 

waligi1   See main entry: walig2. antelope [sp.] 

waligi2   See main entry: walig3. remove flesh. 

waligid   See main entry: walig4. solve. 

walim   n. mist, steam. O da nam bǫnǫ ani fuond nyǤ'Ǥs la walim nyuugu taae nǫ pǤǤg la ka o saam buol o. He was 
still there inhaling the smell of the vapour of the smoke that lay over the farm when his father called him. [Trouble] 
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nyǤ'Ǥs yiti o nyǤnya ni us-us wțț dțk ka ba dțgțl bugumin ka li kǤt ka walim yitnǫ smoke comes out of his 

nostril whoosh, whoosh! like when they put a pot on the fire and it boils and steam comes out. [JOB 41:20] Nid ya'a 

dǤlis filim-filim suori paam kpan'am li na naae tǤ'ǤtǤnwǫnǫ walim nǫ kum bǫndig nǫ. 'A fortune made by a 

lying tongue is a fleeting vapour and a deadly snare.'. [PRO 21:6] Ziim ne bugum ne walim 'blood, and fire, and 

vapour' [KJV]. [ACT 2:19 [original New Testament]] Note: [published Bible] Ziim nǫ bugum na bǫ ka nyǤ'Ǥs gbilim 

wțț saŋgbana nǫ. Sim: kpaandțg, țlțg. 

walis1   n. radio, 'wireless' [Br.] o wțm walis ni he heard on the wireless. [AIDS-I] Kpiisimi fț walis bǫǫ masin wțsa sǤ' 

ya'a pț mǤri li tțmaa. Switch off your wireless or other equipment if no one is using it. [Electricity] From: (Eng.) 

walis2   See main entry: walig2. antelope [sp.] 

walisa   n. gruel [type]. KǤ'Ǥm saŋa man anǫ disțŋ hali, ba ǫǫnti nǤk man gǫndig nǫ zǤm maal walisa. During a 

famine I am a very good source of food, mixed with flour to make a gruel. [Trees] Sim: kooko2. 

walțsțg   Variant: walusug. n. hot weather. ya ya'a lǫn nyǫ ka pǫbisțg da'ad ya-dagǤbțg baba na ya yǫtnǫ ye walțsțg 

na kena 'when the south wind blows, you say, ‘It's going to be hot,’'. [LUK 12:55] sisi'em kț paae baa, bǫǫ 

walțsțg daami baa. 'shelter from storms and shade from the burning heat.'. [ISA 25:4] 
walusug   See main entry: walțsțg. hot weather. 

wam   See main entry: nwam. calabash. 

wamm   id. warm. Ka Mahama lǫbis ye o an sț'țm, amaa o niŋi an wamm bi'el, ka lin anǫ dumis la la. And Mahama 

answered that he was all right, but his body was a bit hot, particularly his knees. [Trouble] Nidib ayi' ya'a la'asi digi 

li anǫ wamm. Amaa nid ya'a dig o kǤn'ǤkǤn', li na niŋ wala an wamm nǫ? 'Also, if two lie down together, they 
will keep warm. But how can one keep warm alone?'. [ECC 4:11] 

wampeog [N]   See main entry: nwampǫog. calabash sherd. 

wampeed   See main entry: nwampǫog. calabash sherd. 

wan1   See main entry: nwam. calabash. 

wan3   See main entry: wal2. fruit. 

wan4   Note: replaced in Bible in nearly all cases by nwǫn.   ptc. like, as. Note: in the Colloc: wan wțț ‘like [simile introducer]’. 
Ka li wa'alim wan wțț nǤba makir kǤbisyuobț nǫ. 'a distance of nearly 200 metres'. [2KI 14:13] Sim: nwǫn. 
See: nwǫn. 

-wana   See main entry: -wațŋ. thin. 

wanna   See main entry: wal2. fruit. 

wannǫ   See main entry: wal2. fruit. 

wanzam   Form: wanzamnam. n. a barber, circumciser. Note: Muslim ritual office.   fț pț wțm ye dǤgtanam ye ti da kǫ 

ka wanzamnam lǫn kpǫn'ǫsi ti biis baŋțț? Haven't you heard that the doctors say we should no longer let the 

barber-surgeons circumcise our children? [AIDS-Azuur] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: wanzaami < م�.�ْ  Note: ħajjaam 

wanzamnam   See main entry: wanzam. barber-surgeon. 

waŋ   See main entry: waŋim1. 'keep long'. 

waŋem   See main entry: waŋim2. thin [to be ~]. 

waŋim1   Variant: waŋ [N]; waŋimi1. v. to take/spend time, 'keep long' [Gh.] Ba pu diti tigid ka lem waŋimi aniŋa. They 

don't eat their fill and then be hang around there [until hungry again]. [Proverb 151] TǤ'ǤtǤ yim ka pu'a la baŋ ye 

yțma ayi' la ni Adu waŋimmǫ. Suddenly the woman realised that Adu had (been away) for a whole two years. 

[Trouble] Sim: mǤdig, yuug, naan2, ya'as2. 

waŋim2   Variant: waŋem; waŋimmǫ; waŋimi2. v. to be thin, lean. Bakuai ayi' banǫ gaad nwa ni bipuŋ la ta'an zǤnǫ 

waŋim hali. Two weeks ago the girl had suddenly become very thin again. [Trouble] o waŋim hali naae, ka 

kpǫlim kǤnbdaad ma'aa. 'His flesh wastes away to nothing, and his bones, once hidden, now stick out. '. [JOB 

23:21] Lit: remains bone-sticks only. On mǫŋ nyǫ o zua sieba yǫǫd fu-aanlim sakurin: ba waŋimmǫ ka mǤr 
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nimbaanlig. He himself saw some of his friends wearing ragged clothes at school: they were thin and pitiful. 

[Trouble] Sim: banl, banlig, faae. niigi ayǤpǤi yina waŋim pț vǫnla ka banlig hali 'seven other cows came up – 
scrawny and very ugly and lean'. [GEN 41:19] Cpart: nǤb1. O daa nǤbnǫ ka mǤr laafi ka pț waŋim nwǫnǫ ban'ada. 
He grew and was healthy and was no longer thin like an invalid. [AIDS-II] See: -wațŋ. 

waŋimi1   See main entry: waŋim1. 'keep long'. 

waŋimi2   See main entry: waŋim2. thin [to be ~]. 

waŋimmǫ   See main entry: waŋim2. thin [to be ~]. 

wari   n. owarri, wari, mancala (game). Colloc: tǤn wari ‘to play owarri’. Da bǫ fț kǤn'Ǥ, la'asimi fț taabin di'ema ni 

wțț:- wari tǤǤnb bǫǫ ludu bǫǫ di'ema dinǫ bǫ. Don't be on your own, join with your mates in games such as:- 
owarri, ludo, or whatever game is available. [Smoking] 

wasinwal  Form: wasinwala. n. tree [sp.], 'mistletoe'. Loranthus sp. (?) 

wasinwala   See main entry: wasinwal. tree [sp.] 

wasmaan   Variant: wasmaannǫ. n. a watchman, guard, guardian. Tikakpǫǫm la da ... nǤk wasmaan ka o gur pǤǤg la. 
The Head Teacher got a watchman to guard the farm. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sakur wasmaannǫ "onǫ la" kțkǤri la. It was 
the voice of the school watchman. [Shoeshine-Boy] Syn: gur2, gu'ud; Sim: yigur. From: (Eng.) 

wasmaannǫ   See main entry: wasmaan. guardian. 

-wațŋ   Variant: wauŋ [N]; -wațŋǤ; wauŋo. Form: -wana. adj. thin. Note: vs. fat Gbigim wațŋ pț Ǥnbid mǤǤdǫ. [Even] 

a thin lion doesn't eat grass. [Proverb 022] Wiedwațŋ pț kǫǫsid bǤn'ǤgǤ. A skinny horse won't say farewell to the 

valley. [Proverb 267] One bǤǤd bawațŋǤ maanǫ o bugum. The one who wants (to eat the meat of) a lean dog 
looks after the fire. [Proverb 238] Na'awana ayǤpǤi banǫ pț vǫnl la vǤl na'abanǫ nǤbi vǫnl 'The lean, ugly cows 
ate up the seven fat cows'. [GEN 41:20] Sim: faae, waŋim ‘become lean’; gǫr-gǫr ‘gaunt’. See: faae; waŋim. 

-wațŋǤ  See main entry: -wațŋ. thin. 

wauŋ   n. blight (crop-disease). m da kǫ ka wauŋ kpǫn' ya lǤmbǤn'Ǥdnǫ ya tiis pǤǤd la ka li zǫndig 'I struck your 
gardens and vineyards, I struck them with blight and mildew.'. [AMO 4:9] 

wauŋ [N]   See main entry: -wațŋ. thin. 

wauŋo   See main entry: -wațŋ. thin. 

waa   Form: waas. Form: wa-1. n. a skin bottle. SǤ' mǫ pț lied danpaal waa kțdig nii. O ya'a niŋ ala danpaal la na kǫ 

ka waa la tans, ka daam la mǫ kpa'ae ka waa la mǫ san'am. 'And no one pours new wine into old wineskins. 
If he does, the new wine will burst the skins, the wine will run out and the wineskins will be ruined.'. [LUK 5:37] 
La'an nǫ man nwǫnǫ waa ya'ae nyǤ'Ǥsin la, m pț tam fț zi'ela laa. 'Though I am like a wineskin in the smoke, 
I do not forget your decrees.'. [PSA 119:83] Ba da ... nǤk bǤtkțda nǫ daam waas banǫ ka' sț'țm they got 

'worn-out sacks and old wineskins'. [JOS 9:4] Wain nwǫnǫ daam nǫ. Ba da suudi li nǫ waasin. Wine is like pito. It 
was stored in skin-bottles. [Bible Glossary [under Vain Tiig  ]] SǤ' mǫ pț lied danpaal waa kțdig nii. 'And no one 
pours new wine into old wineskins.'. [LUK 5:37] Asǫǫ ba zaŋ danpaaligi su wapaalisin 'pour new wine into new 
wineskins'. [MAT 9:17] 

waad   Variant: waadǫ; waadi. Form: wa-2. n. 1 • coldness. Saa kan' gaadya nǫ o waad. The rain has passed, along with 

its coldness. [Asaasim  : Proverb] waad ya'a na kțț tii, din kțțmi ti if the cold is going to kill us, let it kill us. 

[You-Heard?] Ka saa pin'ili niid ka waad bǫ ka ba nyu'oe bugum tisi ti ka ti țțsid. 'They built a fire and 
welcomed us all because it was raining and cold.'. [ACT 28:2] bțdib nǫ bunib saŋa, waad nǫ tțțlțg saŋa, sǫǫung 

nǫ țțn, nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ kț gu'oe 'seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night will 
never cease'. [GEN 8:22] da dǤl kțdimin sa yǫlaa ka saŋkan gaadya nǫ li waad! 'Stop dwelling on past events and 

brooding over days gone by. [ISA 43:18] Lit: the time which has gone by, with its coldness. Buŋ ya'a ye waadǫ o la' 

nǫ walig. When the donkey says it is cold he laughs at the antelope. [Proverb 167] Ka m ken ka pț nyǫ diib bǫǫ 

gbǫǫnsir bǫǫ fuudi na pil waadǫ. 'I have often been without enough food, shelter, or clothing.'. [2CO 11:27] nintaŋ 

tțțlțg nwǫ'ǫdi li nintaŋ ka wama'asim na ga'aŋi li yț'țŋ 'it will be exposed to the sun during the day and to the 

frost at night'. [JER 36:30] Waadi bǫ daasi'er hali la, dabiem pț mǤr o, o yidim yǫlaa 'When it snows, she has no 
fear for her household'. [PRO 31:21] Lit: when it is very cold. Etym: OV1 *WA ; GS1 *WA-TI ; vc4 *wa ; CG 
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*cua. 
2 • fever. Note: because the feverish body is hotter than the surroundings and therefore the sufferer feels cold.   Colloc: waad 

kpǫn' X ‘X has fever’. Ka waad kpǫn' Birago ka o niŋ dam gbi'igbi'. Birago felt very cold and her body 
quivered shiveringly. [Trouble] Daasi'erǫ, o sa gǫnǫ bǤzugǤ waadi kpǫn'ǫd o. Maybe he got tired yesterday 

because he felt cold. [AIDS-I] Sim: nwǫ'ǫdțg, nintțțlim. 

waadǫ   See main entry: waad. coldness, fever. 

waadi   See main entry: waad. coldness, fever. 

waae1   v. to burn sb. Sim: vaalim. 

waae2   v. to serve, scoop out. Mbțn saalim sa'ab la ka waae sa'abǫǫnri tisa Atibil. Mbum pre-cooks the t.z. and serves 
out some 'starter' for Atibil. [House+Farm]  Note: see note at sa'abǫǫnr 

waaf   Variant: waafǤ; waafo; waafț. Form: wa'a-4. Form: wiigi1. n. a snake, serpent [general term]. zin'ikanǫ ka waaf 

la dum ka ba kis la ziim da yuod ani hali blood flowed freely from the place where the snake bit and they had 
cut (to remove the poison). [Trouble] o kpǫn' nǫ o yinnǫ nǤk o nu'ugț tik dǤkpin ka waaf dum o ' he enters his 
house and leans with his hand on the wall, only to be bitten by a snake'. [AMO 5:19] li kilim waaf ka o zǤ ka bas 

waaf la 'it turned into a snake, and he ran away from it'. [EXO 4:3] Ka waaf la yǫl pu'a la ye, “Ayei! O ma'anǫ, ya 

kț kpii!” 'The snake replied, “That's not true; you will not die.”'. [GEN 3:4] Bǫǫ o ya'a sǤs ziiŋ, ka o tis o waafǤ? 
'Or if he asks for a fish, will (he) give him a snake?'. [MAT 7:10] Yǫlim o ye waafț dumi m pu'a ka o bǤǤd ku'um. 
Tell him that a snake has bitten my wife and she's dying. [Trouble] Fț na nwǫnǫ waafț dig suorin you 'will be a 
snake at the side of the road'. [GEN 49:17] Waaf yinne zug ka ba kțțd wiigi zan'. Because of one snake they kill 

all snakes. [Proverb 067] Ka tam wiigi na ya'ae bǫǫ dǤlisid tiig kanǫ ka o dțt la. And forgot that snakes could be 
up in, or crawling along, the tree that he was climbing. [Trouble] AlazugǤ mǤri ya'am wțț wiigi nǫ, ka an 

baanlimm wțț dawana nǫ. 'Therefore be as shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves.'. [MAT 10:16] Ba na dit 

titan nwǫnǫ wiigi nǫ 'They will lick dust like a snake'. [MIC 7:17] Onǫ nwana!' Ka kpǫm la sieba kpǫn lud wa'abil 

sabil la. "There it is!" And some of the courtiers suddenly attacked the small black snake. [Trouble] M na kǫ ka 

bțnyuos gban'e ba,ka wa'abǫ'ǫdnam dumi ba. 'I will send wild animals to attack them, and poisonous snakes 
to bite them.'. [DEU 32:24] O vǤli ti wțț wa'atita'ar nǫ Like a serpent he has swallowed us'. [JER 51:34] Etym: OV1 
*WA ; OVN *WAG-FU/I ; GS1 *DU²/I²(M) ; vc2 *dum . Note: *DUM = "bite" 

waafǤ   See main entry: waaf. snake. 

waafo   See main entry: waaf. snake. 

waafț   See main entry: waaf. snake. 

waagazi   Form: waagazinam. n. cheese. NǤkim waagazi nam nwa' piiga pǫ'ǫsi keŋ tisi ba kpǫǫm la. 'And take these 

ten cheeses to the commanding officer.'. [1SA 17:18] Ka' fțnǫ daa ... maalim wțț bam mǤr bin'isim maan 

waagazi si'em laa? 'Did you not ... curdle me like cheese ... ?'. [JOB 10:10] From: (Ha.) < (Yoruba). Note: waagashii 
Note: from Yor. acc. to Abraham: it is a Fulani delicacy and probably goes back to a Fula word. 

waagazinam   See main entry: waagazi. cheese. 

waai   See main entry: wai2. alas! 

waal   Form: waan. v. to scatter, sow broadcast. Dau da keŋ ye o waal o bțmbțțda. Ka on waan la, bțmbțțdsieba 

lu suor zug. 'A farmer went out to sow his seed. As he was scattering the seed, some fell along the path'. [MAT 

13:3-4] 

waamǫ   See main entry: wa'am1. grow long. 

waan   See main entry: waal. sow broadcast. 

waans   Variant: waansi. Form: waansim!. v. to cut sth. up. O da nǤk lǤlis ayi' kțț waansi ba ni'im la zǤra-zǤra 'He took 

a pair of oxen, cut them into pieces'. [1SA 11:7] Waansim ni'im la 'Cut the ram into pieces'. [EXO 29:17] 
waans   See main entry: nwaas1. cut. 

waansi   See main entry: waans. cut up. 

waansim!   See main entry: waans. cut up. 
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waansne   See main entry: nwaas2. resemble. 

waas   See main entry: waa. skin bottle. 

waasim   v. to stroke, rub sth. O tuuns o niŋgǤtis la lǫbis ka nǤk o nu'usi waasim o zupieuŋ la. He pushed his glasses 

back into place and rubbed his head with his hands. [Trouble] O da waasimnǫ o tieŋgu'or ka la'asid yțda gbauŋ 

la. He was stroking his chin while opening the register. [Trouble] 

wǫ-   See main entry: wǫog. deep bush. 

wɛ-   See main entry: wief. horse. 

wǫb   Variant: web. Form: wǫbid. Variant: wǫbidi; webidi. v. to oppress, lord it over. Sțŋim banǫ ka ba mugusidi ba la, 

ka sa'al banǫ wǫbidi ba la. 'Seek justice, encourage the oppressed.'. [ISA 1:17] Aram Na'ab Hazael da wǫbid 

Israel dim hali 'Hazael king of Aram oppressed Israel'. [2KI 13:22] Sim: wǫbig. See: wǫbig. 

wǫbaa   Variant: wǫog baa1; wɛug baa. Form: wǫbaas. n. 1 • a jackal, 'fox' [Gh.] Canis adustus. Yț'țŋț sǤb la, ka m yii 

dǤl BǤn'Ǥg Za'anǤǤr la, keŋ yi suokanǫ ken Wǫbaas Buligin la 'By night I went out through the Valley Gate 
toward the Jackal Well'. [NEH 2:13] ya nǤdi'esidib la nwǫnǫ wǫbaas banǫ bǫ dabǤǤdin nǫ 'Your prophets ... are 
like jackals among ruins'. [EZK 3:14] Sian'arin bțmis bǫ kțkțna nivț'țsidi ligid wțț wǫbaas nǫ 'Wild donkeys 

stand on the barren heights and pant like jackals'. [JER 14:6] Zin'ikanǫ an zin'ibǫ'ǫd ka wǫbaas bǫǫ anina la 
'Where jackals used to live'. [ISA 35:7] Lit: places which are bad places. 
2 • leopard. Panthera pardus.  Note: the jackal/leopard confusion seems common in languages of this area: the word 
literally means 'bush-dog' which is a more accurate description of a jackal: the young one I saw in Walewale was certainly a 
jackal: the wǫbaas living in ruined buildings in the Bible sound more like jackals –  leopards are solitary animals. The picture 
in the Kusaal Bible at JER 13:23 and the meaning of the verse there is equally certainly 'leopard', and the behaviour of the 

wǫbaa in the 'What Did You Hear?' text and in Adu's dream in 'Trouble I've Seen' is more like a leopard.    Zaansțŋ kan ni 

li da kpǫlimmǫ bi'ela ka wǫbaa la gban'am. In that dream it wasn't long before a leopard caught me. [Trouble] li 
niŋ wțț wɛug baa ianknǫ ... it was as if a leopard pounced ... [Trouble] Li na nwǫnǫ sǤ' na nyǫ gbigim ka zǤǤ keŋ 

tț'țs wǫbaa 'It will be as though a man fled from a lion only to meet a bear'. [AMO 5:19] Etiopia nid na nyaŋi tiak 

o niŋgbinaa? Bǫǫ wǫbaa tiak o pțpǤnrim la? 'Can the Ethiopian change his skin or the leopard its spots?'. [JER 

13:23] la'am nǫ zaŋku'a nǫ gbigima nǫ wǫbaas banǫ gǤǤnd teŋin la yț'țŋ in addition to the hyænas and lions 
and leopards (?) which prowled in the village at night. [Trouble] BțnkǤnbbǫ'og kanǫ ka m daa nyǫ la daa nwǫnǫ 

wǫog baa nǫ. 'The beast I saw resembled a leopard'. [REV 13:2] Syn: baa2
2 Ban daa zin' pǤsțgirin la ba nyǫ ka 

wǫbaa kena As they were sitting in the farm-hut, they saw a leopard coming. [You-Heard?] Pu'a la daa n nyǫ baa 

la, o daa tans biis la ye ba ǫnrigim lǫb zin'ig yinne When the woman saw the leopard, she shouted to the boys 
to move back into one place. [You-Heard?] Note: baa for wǫbaa 
3 • a hunting-dog, Cape Hunting-dog [C]. Lycaon pictus. Note: not an ordinary dog used by hunters See: wǫog; baa2. 

wǫbaas   See main entry: wǫbaa. jackal, leopard, hunting dog. 

wǫbid   See main entry: wǫb. lord it over. 

wǫbidi   See main entry: wǫb. lord it over. 

wǫbig   Variant: webig; wǫbigǫ; webige. Form: wǫbigid. Variant: webigid; wǫbigidi; webigidi. v. to oppress, lord it over. 
AnǤ'Ǥn ka m filim? AnǤ'Ǥn ka m wǫbigǫ? 'Whom have I wronged, whom have I oppressed?'. [1SA 12:3] O da zab 

nǫ hali nǫ kpi'euŋț nyaŋ Amalek dim la banǫ da wǫbigidi ba la 'He fought valiantly and defeated the 

Amalekites' who had been oppressing them. [1SA 14:48] Da wǫbigidi banǫ bǫǫ ya nu'usin laa 'Do not try to rule 
over those who have been put in your care'. [1PE 5:3] Sim: wǫb. See: wǫb. 

wǫbigǫ   See main entry: wǫbig. lord it over. 

wǫbigid   See main entry: wǫbig. lord it over. 

wǫbigidi   See main entry: wǫbig. lord it over. 

wɛdban'ad   See main entry: wiedban'ad. horserider. 

wǫddǤǤd   See main entry: wǫddǤǤg. stable. 

wǫddǤǤg   Variant: weddoog [N]. Form: wǫddǤǤd. n. a stable, 'horse room'. Ba pț pian'ad wǫd-kum wǫd-dǤǤgțnǫ. 
They don't speak of the horsekiller disease in the horse-stable. [Proverb 134] See: wief; dǤǤg. 
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wǫdig   Variant: wedig. Form: wǫdigim!. Form: wǫdigir. Variant: wedigir. v. to 'cut' (e.g. new road), 'cut' t.z., crumble food. 
Note: break food into pieces on nyaŋi tu bǫuŋ ka wǫdig ku'osuori kǫ ka ku'om nyaŋi kpǫn' tempțțgin la na 

si'em la 'how he made the pool and the tunnel by which he brought water into the city'. [2KI 20:20] Wǫdigim, 

wǫdigim suoraug la! 'Build up, build up the highway!'. [ISA 62:10] 

wǫdigim!   See main entry: wǫdig. cut. 

wǫdigir   See main entry: wǫdig. cut. 

wǫd-kum   Variant: wedkan [N]. n. 'horse-killer' [disease]. Ba pț pian'ad wǫd-kum wǫd-dǤǤgțnǫ. They don't speak of 

the horsekiller disease in the horse-stable. [Proverb 134] See: wief; kum2. 
wɛdnya'aŋ   See main entry: wiednya'aŋ. mare. 

wɛdnya'as   See main entry: wiednya'aŋ. mare. 

wǫ'ǫg   Variant: wǫ'ǫgi. v. to force sth. apart (mouth, jaws). AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na tun'e wǫ'ǫg o nǤǤri ya'ae 'Who can make him 

open his jaws ... ?'. [JOB 41:14] Dau la mǤri kpisinkpi'ir ka di lug o ka o nyina sǫnd ka ba mak ye ba wǫ'ǫgi 

gț'țŋ. The man is suffering from epilepsy and it threw him down and his teeth clenched and they could not open 
(his jaws). [MA] 

wǫ'ǫgi   See main entry: wǫ'ǫg. force open. 

wǫ'ǫs   Form: we'esid. Variant: wǫ'ǫsida. v. to bark. Su'os ka nayiig sa kpǫn' Alaabugur yin ka baas wǫ'ǫs o hali ka o 

iank zaŋguomi yi. A thief entered Alaabugur’s house and the dogs barked at him so loudly that he jumped over a 

wall and escaped. [MA] Fa, biiga, yim gǤs ye bǤ ka baa la wǫ'ǫsida ala. Please, my child, go out and see why the 
dog is barking like that. [MA] Baa pț nyǫt su'oŋ ka ba lǫn su'asid bǫǫ wǫ'ǫsida. When the dog has seen the rabbit 
they don't still sic him on or make him bark. [Trees] Note: MA will only accept this as Baa pț nyǫt su'oŋ ka ba lǫn su'asid 

o. InvCaus: wǫs. See: wǫs. 

wǫ'ǫsida   See main entry: wǫ'ǫs. bark. 

wɛl   See main entry: wal1. fruit. 

wɛl-   See main entry: wal1. fruit. 

wɛla   See main entry: wal1. fruit. 

wɛla   See main entry: wala2. thus. 

wǫlig   Variant: welig; walig4; wǫligǫ; wǫligi; weleg. Form: wǫligid. Variant: weligid. Form: wǫligidnǫ. Form: wǫligir. 

Variant: weligir. v. to separate, divide, select. wǫlig bțn-ianda banǫ an nyain nǫ banǫ ka' nyain nǫ. Da ganlimi 

ya mǫŋ nǫ bțnkǤnbid bǫǫ bțn-ianda 'You must therefore make a distinction between clean and unclean 
animals and between unclean and clean birds. Do not defile yourselves by any animal or bird'. [LEV 20:25] Kristo 

wǫlig nǫ zin'is kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥbaa? 'Is Christ divided?'. [1CO 1:13] Saul nǫ Jonatan daa nǤŋ taaba ban daa vțe la, 

la'an nǫ kum zin'igin ba pț wǫligǫ. 'Saul and Jonathan, so wonderful and dear; together in life, together in death'. 

[2SA 1:23] banǫ ka Wina'am ta'ali ba la, sǤ' da wǫligi baa. 'what God has joined together, let man not separate.'. 

[MAT 19:6] ligidi wǫligid yǫla wțsa 'money is the answer for everything'. [ECC 10:19] Note: draft waligid Dutir na bǫ 

zin'ikanǫ ka wila ayi' wǫligid. There will be a node at the place where two branches separate. [EXO 25:35] tțbiri 

wǫligid pian'ad wțț zilimi lǫmmid diib si'em la 'just as your tongue enjoys tasting food, your ears enjoy hearing 
words.'. [JOB 12:11] Sțntaana ya'a kad Sțntaana, o wǫligidnǫ o mǫŋ. 'If Satan drives out Satan, he is divided 
against himself.'. [MAT 12:26] Wǫligir la nǤbigidi yțțm wțsa. The separation grew wider every year. [Trouble] 
Bi'esțg kae, ye wǫligir na bǫǫ ya sțțgin 'No doubt there have to be differences among you'. [1CO 11:19] 
Nimbama nwa' ziidi wǫligiri kenna. 'These are the people who cause divisions'. [JUD 1:19] 

wǫligǫ   See main entry: wǫlig. divide. 

wǫligi   See main entry: wǫlig. divide. 

wǫligid   See main entry: wǫlig. divide. 

wǫligidnǫ   See main entry: wǫlig. divide. 

wǫligir   See main entry: wǫlig. divide. 
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wǫlis   Variant: wǫlisi. v. to analyse, figure sth. out. m bǤǤdnǫ ye fț wǫlisi bigisim fțn ǫǫn niŋ si'em I wanted you to 
analyse and show me how you normally do it. [You-Do?] 

wǫlisi   See main entry: wǫlis. analyse. 

wǫlțg   Variant: welug; wǫlțgț. Form: wǫn. Variant: wen; wǫna. n. a broken section of house, courtyard wall. Nimbanǫ da 

mi' Yeboah la yǫt ye Susa kǤ'Ǥm la maalnǫ wǫlțg o ni. The people who knew Yeboah said that the Susa famine 
had ruined him. [Trouble] Labaar yț'țn da paae Sambalat ... ye m mǫ' zaŋguom la ka wǫlțg pț kpǫlim. 'word 
came to Sanballat ... that I had rebuilt the wall and not a gap was left in it'. [NEH 6:1] wțț zabzabidibi nwa'ae 

zaŋguom ka dǤl wǫlțgț kpǫn' na. as warriors break a wall and enter through the breach. [JOB 30:14] Kemma gǤs 

yir la, li anǫ wǫn ka fț iŋ wțț fț pț kǫligǫ. Come and look at the house, it is in ruins but you act as if you don't 

care. [Trouble] Note: ?? iŋ (TN emendation) or  i  (original).  M na maali li wǫn la wțsa mǫǫ lǫbis, ka li lǫbi li 

naŋnaŋin. 'Its ruins I will rebuild, and I will restore it'. [ACT 15:16] Ka viid buudi wțsa na dțț zi'e ba ya-wǫna 

la zug 'Owls will live among its ruins'. [ZEP 2:14] 

wǫlțgț  See main entry: wǫlțg. broken wall. 

wǫn   See main entry: wǫlțg. broken wall. 

wɛn   See main entry: nwǫn. like [be]. 

wǫna   See main entry: wǫlțg. broken wall. 

wǫnaaf   Variant: wenaaf; wǫog naaf; wɛugnaaf. Form: wǫnii. Variant: wenii; wǫniigi. n. a bushcow, buffalo. Syncerus 

caffer caffer. O iila mǫ na nwǫnǫ wǫnaaf iila. 'his horns are the horns of a wild ox'. [DEU 33:17] Wǫnaaf na siak ka 

fț lǤǤ o kuaa? 'Will a wild ox work for you?'. [JOB 39:9] Ba nwǫnǫ Basan wǫniigi la'asi giligim. 'they are all round 

me, like fierce bulls from the land of Bashan.'. [PSA 22:12] Wɛugnaaf ya'a da gban'e fț ba', fț ya'a nyǫ yǤǤrǫ fț 

bǫnǫ zuon. If a bushcow caught your father you see a termite-mound and are already running away. [Proverb 083] 
See: wǫog; naaf. 

wǫnii   See main entry: wǫnaaf. buffalo. 

wǫniigi  See main entry: wǫnaaf. buffalo. 

wɛnnɛ   See main entry: nwǫn. like [be]. 

wǫog   Variant: wɛug; weug. Form: wǫǫd1. Form: wǫ-. Variant: we-. n. the deep bush. Ka tuongat la lǫn yǫl ye; tinama, 

Asie' Azam' n duo biig na n kpǫ'ǫn wǫug nyǫ'ǫ. And the leader then says "We, Asie' and Azam', raised the child 
and will go into the bush and see." [Asaasim] Note: "I think it is a dirge of one of the Kusasi clans." [MA].    Kuob nǫ teŋ 

maalțg kǫya ka nidib kț tiis ka wǫǫd lǫn kae tituaanǫ. People have felled trees for farming and development 

purposes thus depleting the forest. [MA] Colloc: wǫogțn ~ wǫǫgțn ‘in/to/from the bush’. Ti yaanam saŋa la, 

bțnkǤnbid da dțri wǫogțn ka nidib kennǫ tǤn'Ǥsid. In the days of our grandparents, there many wild animals 
in the forest and people went hunting them. [MA] gbigima na yi wǫogțn la na gban'e ba 'lions from the forest 
will kill them'. [JER 5:6] Ninkanǫ wțsa Ǥnb ... kǤnbkanǫ ka wǫǫgțn bțnkǤnbțg kț, ... on piem o fuud la ka sț 
'Anyone ... who eats anything ... torn by wild animals must wash his clothes and bathe'. [LEV 17:15] Colloc: wǫog(țn) 

bțnkǤnbțg [&c.] ‘a wild, 'bush' animal [&c.]’.  m na aansi ba zǤra-zǤra wțț wǫog bțnkǤnbțg nǫ. 'like a wild 
beast I shall rip them up.'. [HOS 13:8] linǫ kpǫlim la ka wǫog bțnkǤnbid mǫ Ǥnb. the wild animals may eat what 
they leave'. [EXO 23:11] na'amistitada anaasi banǫ an zaba nǫ kǤ'Ǥm nǫ wǫog bțnyuos nǫ ban'abǫ'ǫd 'four 

dreadful judgments – sword and famine and wild beasts and plague'. [EZK 14:21] Biig la na gǤǤnd nwǫnǫ wǫog 

bțŋ nǫ ka kisig sǤ' wțsa 'He will be a wild donkey of a man; his hand will be against everyone'. [GEN 16:12] Ba 

keŋ Asiria teŋin gǤǤnd yǤǤg-yǤǤg nwǫnǫ wǫogțn bțŋ kanǫ gǤǤnd o kǤn'ǤkǤn'. 'Like a wild ass that goes its 
own way, they have gone up to Assyria.'. [HOS 8:9] Colloc: kpǫn'ǫs X wǫog ‘lead/send X astray’. NǤdi'esidib la 

pan'asidi m nidib la nǫ kpǫn'ǫsid wǫog 'the prophets ... lead my people astray'. [MIC 3:5] Sim: pipirig, sian'ar, 

mǤǤg2 See: wǫbaa; wǫnaaf. 

wǫog baa1   See main entry: wǫbaa. jackal, leopard, hunting dog. 

wǫog naaf   See main entry: wǫnaaf. buffalo. 

wǫr   Variant: wer; wǫri; weri. v. to weld. Colloc: wǫri tabil ‘solder, weld together’. Ka yet onǫ wǫri tabin la ye, "Li an 

sț'țŋa." 'He says of the welding, “It is good.”'. [ISA 41:7 [draft]] From: (Eng.) Note: ? 
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wǫri   See main entry: wǫr. weld. 

wǫrig   Variant: wǫrigi. v. "to break or crush (as in millet, maize etc.)" [MA].  on daa ye kǤnbir kanǫ ka on nyina mak ye 

li wǫrigi gț'țŋ la, baas bi'ela na mǤǤ gǤs he had said that the bone that his teeth tried to crush in vain, a few dogs 
will try and see. [Trouble] 

wǫrigi   See main entry: wǫrig. crush. 

wǫs   Variant: wes; wǫsǫ; wǫsi; wesi. Form: wǫsid. Form: wǫsidnǫ. Form: wǫsib. Variant: wesib. v. to bark. Tembibis 

banǫ kpi'e Adu teŋin la, Adu wțm ka baa wǫs. The hamlets near Adu's village – Adu heard a dog bark. [Trouble] 
ba wțsa anǫ bagigis, ba kț nyaŋi wǫsǫ 'they are all dumb dogs that cannot bark'. [ISA 56:10] hali baa kț wǫsi 

vǤlis saal bǫǫ bțnkǤnbțgǤ 'But not even a dog will bark at the Israelites or their animals'. [EXO 11:7] Ani ka m 

kpǫn wțm baa n wǫsid paǫn-paǫn nǫ kțkǤkpi'euŋ. Then I suddenly heard a dog barking loudly 'wrowf, 

wrowf!'. [Shoeshine-Boy] Baa kum ya'a paae o wǫsidnǫ o daan. When death approaches a dog he barks at his 
master. [Proverb 072] Amus nyǫ si'el ka sin la, Abaa ya'a nyǫ on wǫsidnǫ. What Cat sees and keeps quiet about, 
when Dog sees it, he barks. [Asaasim Proverb] Caus: wǫ'ǫs. See: wǫ'ǫs. 

wǫsǫ   See main entry: wǫs. bark [to]. 

wǫsi   See main entry: wǫs. bark [to]. 

wǫsib   See main entry: wǫs. bark [to]. 

wǫsid   See main entry: wǫs. bark [to]. 

wǫsidnǫ   See main entry: wǫs. bark [to]. 

wɛug   See main entry: wǫog. deep bush. 

wɛug baa   See main entry: wǫbaa. jackal, leopard, hunting dog. 

wɛugnaaf   See main entry: wǫnaaf. buffalo. 

we-   See main entry: wǫog. deep bush. 

web   See main entry: wǫb. lord it over. 

webidi   See main entry: wǫb. lord it over. 

webig   See main entry: wǫbig. lord it over. 

webige   See main entry: wǫbig. lord it over. 

webigid   See main entry: wǫbig. lord it over. 

webigidi   See main entry: wǫbig. lord it over. 

wed-   See main entry: wief. horse. 

wedban'ad   See main entry: wiedban'ad. horserider. 

wedban'adib   See main entry: wiedban'ad. horserider. 

wedban'adiba   See main entry: wiedban'ad. horserider. 

weddoog [N]   See main entry: wǫddǤǤg. stable. 

wedig   See main entry: wǫdig. cut. 

wedig   See main entry: widig. scatter. 

wedigir   See main entry: wǫdig. cut. 

wedkan [N] See main entry: wǫd-kum. horse killer [disease]. 

wednya'aŋ [N] See main entry: wiednya'aŋ. mare. 

we'esid  See main entry: wǫ'ǫs. bark. 

weim   See main entry: wiim. disease. 

weima   See main entry: wiim. disease. 
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wela   See main entry: wala1. how? 

wela   See main entry: wala2. thus. 

weleg   See main entry: wǫlig. divide. 

welig   See main entry: wǫlig. divide. 

weligid   See main entry: wǫlig. divide. 

weligir   See main entry: wǫlig. divide. 

welug   See main entry: wǫlțg. broken wall. 

wen   See main entry: nwǫn. like [be]. 

wen   See main entry: wǫlțg. broken wall. 

wenaaf   See main entry: wǫnaaf. buffalo. 

wenii   See main entry: wǫnaaf. buffalo. 

wer   See main entry: wǫr. weld. 

weri   See main entry: wǫr. weld. 

wes   See main entry: wǫs. bark [to]. 

wesi   See main entry: wǫs. bark [to]. 

wesib   See main entry: wǫs. bark [to]. 

weug   See main entry: wǫog. deep bush. 

weug   See main entry: wǫǫțg. cheap. 

wǫǫd1   See main entry: wǫog. deep bush. 

wǫǫd2   See main entry: wǫǫțg. cheap. 

wǫǫl   Variant: weel. Form: wǫǫlțg. Variant: weelug. Form: wǫǫlya. v. to be left unsold, fail to sell, be remaindered. dap 

sieba mǫ giligidi pi'isid banǫ kpii wǫǫl la mum 'men will ... travel through the land in order to find and bury 
those bodies remaining on the ground'. [EZK 39:14] Ala ka ZugsǤb da widigi ba wțsa, ka tempțțg la mǫǫb wǫǫl. 
'So the Lord scattered them from there ..., and they stopped building the city.'. [GEN 11:8] Saa ya'a ni nintaŋa, 

tțma wǫǫlya If it rained in the morning, there was no work. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

wǫǫlțg   See main entry: wǫǫl. left unsold. 

wǫǫlya   See main entry: wǫǫl. left unsold. 

wǫǫțg   Variant: weug. Form: wǫǫd2. Variant: weed. n. cheap, plentiful. O zțțd ǫǫn du'anǫ gaad nidib pamm bțn ka 

diib an wǫǫug o yin. His crops always produced more than most people's, and food was plentiful at his house. 

[You-Do?] 

wee   See main entry: wii2. 'wee'. 

weed   See main entry: wǫǫțg. cheap. 

weei   See main entry: wooi. yes? 

weel   See main entry: wǫǫl. left unsold. 

weelug   See main entry: wǫǫl. left unsold. 

whit   See main entry: wit. wheat. 

wi1   Form: wiid3. v. to draw, fetch water. O ku'om gǤrim-gǤrim la da gat onǫ banǫ la'an wiid ku'om la wțsa Her 

water-pan was bigger than the ones all the people who were fetching water with her had. [Trouble] Bulkan la ni ka 

ba wiid ku'om tisid pǫ'ǫs la. 'the flocks were watered from that well.'. [GEN 29:2] Sim: wik. 

wi-2   See main entry: wiim. disease. 

wia'ar   Form: wia'arid. Form: wia'arțg. v. to split sth. lengthwise. Dau daa bǫǫ an nǤŋdaan ka wia'arid daadi kuosid. 
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There was a poor man who used to split firewood and sell it. [You-Heard?] Onǫ wia'arid daad na nyǫ li dǫŋ. 
'whoever splits logs may be endangered by them.'. [ECC 10:9] O ya'a yi bǫogțn wțsa ye o pin'il daad la wia'arțg 
When he went out on each morning to begin splitting firewood. [You-Heard?] Sim: buak. 

wia'arid   See main entry: wia'ar. split. 

wia'arțg   See main entry: wia'ar. split. 

wiak   Variant: yuak1; wiaki. Form: wiakid. Variant: wiakidi. Form: wiakim!. Variant: wiakimi!. v. to 'multiply', hatch. 
Dunia nwǫnǫ gǫl nǫ ka fț ya'a baŋ o mǤrim o na wiak bisțma The world is like an egg, and if you know how 
to take care of it, it will hatch good children. [Asaasim] A-Wiak-Seeung zi' sinnǫ. [Proverb 63] Note: also given with 

variant spelling of wiak : A-Yuak-Sǫǫung zi' sinnǫ. Mr. Hatched-at-Rainy-Season doesn't know hawk. [another 

version of Kusaal proverbs] Zǫnnir ya'a pț ditta ka fț pț saasǫ asǫǫ ka fț wiak nǫ paŋ 'If your axe is blunt and you 
don't sharpen it, you have to work harder to use it'. [ECC 10:10] Ti tațn, fț na wiak tusa-tusa! 'Our sister, may you 
increase to thousands upon thousands'. [GEN 24:60] ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la kǫya ka ya wiaki nwǫnǫ 

nwadbibis banǫ bǫ saŋgbauŋin la 'the Lord your God has made you as numerous as the stars in the sky'. [DEU 

10:22] Kǫl ka zimi la wiaki pǫ'ǫl atǫuk la ka kǫ ka niis la mǫ wiaki pǫ'ǫl teŋgbauŋ la. Let the fish 'fill the water 
of the sea, and let the birds increase on the land.'. [GEN 1:22] Hali o nǤbibis ya'a yuaki nǤbig bi'ela o na pisigi 

kuosi sțŋ o biis la. Even, when his chicks hatched and grew bigger, he would gather them and sell them to help 
his children. [You-Heard?] lilaalis mǫ mǫǫ ba mǫŋ dǤǤd, zin'ikanǫ ka ba na wiakidi ba biis 'and the swallow has 

her nest where she rears her brood'. [PSA 84:3] Ya ... wiakid tțțmbǫ'ǫd you hatch evils. [ISA 1:4] Colloc: wiak gǫl1(a) 
‘hatch egg(s)’. o nwǫnǫ kǤdiŋ kanǫ pț nyǫ' gǫlaa ka lǫǫ zu o tiraan gǫla um ka li wiak 'Like a partridge that 
hatches eggs it did not lay'. [JER 17:11] Note: 'should read zuu [MA].   Sim: nǤbig; Cpart: sie. Wiakimi ka nǤbigi ka da 

sie. 'Increase in number there; do not decrease.'. [JER 29:6] 

wiaki   See main entry: wiak. hatch. 

wiakid   See main entry: wiak. hatch. 

wiakidi   See main entry: wiak. hatch. 

wiakim!   See main entry: wiak. hatch. 

wiakimi!   See main entry: wiak. hatch. 

wibid   See main entry: wibug. bird [sp.] 

wibig   See main entry: wibug. bird [sp.] 

wibis   See main entry: wibug. bird [sp.] 

wibug   Variant: wibig. Form: wibid. Variant: wibis. n. bird [sp.] Note: a bird of prey wibid mǫ na la'asid ani ayi', yi'. 'there 

will the kites gather, each with its mate.'. [ISA 34:15] 

widaan   Variant: widaana. n. a 'linguist' [Gh.] M sțnf ma'ae yanamǫ mǤ si'em la, m zuanama,' Widaan la yǫla ala ka 

duod agǤl. "I am pleased with the effort you have made, friends," said the linguist, whilst standing up. [Trouble] 
Na'ab widaan (teŋ la dim wțsa da buonnǫ m saam nǫ yț'țkan) The Chief's Linguist (the people of the village 

called my father by that name). [Shoeshine-Boy] 'Ti tǫn'ǫsin din yǫla, widaana,' Ofori lǫbis ala. "We were thinking 
about that, Mr.Linguist." replied Ofori. [Trouble] Note: Putting 'said Ofori' at the end like this is unnatural in Kusaal, 

imitated from English. [MA].    From: (MP) ?? Note: Wuddaana See: wief; daan1. 

widaana   See main entry: widaan. 'linguist'. 

widi   See main entry: wief. horse. 

widig   Variant: wedig; widigi; widigǫ. Form: widignǫ. Form: widigid. Variant: widigidi. Form: widigidnǫ. 
Form: widigim!. Form: widigir. Variant: widigirǫ. Form: widig ya4. v. to scatter. O zug da nwa'adnǫ mǤǤdi li 

widig zupțt la. He had a splitting headache. [Trouble] Lit: His head was aching and scattering his brain.. on daa 

lieb tadim la o zuanam wțsa daa widig nǫ ka bas o when he became poor all his friends scattered and left him. 

[Billygoat] Ba gǤsi nyǫ ka dumis bǫǫ bugula bǫǫ pibid nǫ bțn-ian'ada kț nyaŋi lǤmis bǫǫ widig ban'a la. 
Research has shown that mosquitoes, maggots, gnats and insects can't infect with or spread the disease. [AIDS-I] o ... 

kpa'as nimbanǫ tia'asid ligidi la la'abaanlțgț widig 'he scattered the coins of the money changers'. [JHN 2:15] 
Kțțm kǤnbkem la, ka kǤnbid la widig 'Strike the shepherd, and the sheep will be scattered. [ZEC 13:7] Nidib la 
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zǤǤ widig zabbǤn'Ǥgin la ka nidib bǫdegț kpi. 'Our army ran away from the battle ... and many of our men were 

killed.'. [2SA 1:4] la'askan la kț widigǫ. that assembly will not be dispersed. [Bible-Study] Nidib la wțsa daa widigi 

kuli ba yaan All the people dispersed to their homes. [Fire] ZugsǤb la na widigi ya nidib la sțțgin 'The Lord will 
scatter you among the peoples,'. [DEU 4:27] Fufum ka'a nyǤǤdǫ, fufum tita'am arezak ǫǫnti widignǫ ka basi ba. 
Jealousy is unprofitable. Many jealous people find their wealth drifts away from them. [Jealousy] ban da kțț o la, 

nimbanǫ dǤl o la wțsa da widignǫ 'he was killed, all his followers were scattered'. [ACT 5:36] yanamǫ widigid 

ban'a saaŋ la dunia ni nwa la you people are spreading the new disease in the world. [AIDS-I] ka tampiins wțsa 

nwa'adi widigid o tuon. 'the rocks are shattered before him.'. [NAM 1:6] Tigir la da widigidi lǫbidi ba yaan nǫ 

tțțma zin'isin la, sieba sțnya da pț malisa. When the gathering dispersed back to their homes and workplaces, 

some people weren't happy. [Trouble] onǫ yaligid tǫǫns, onǫ lǫn widigidi ba. 'he enlarges nations, and disperses 
them.'. [JOB 12:23] Labaya bǫdegț daa giilim Adțgbalin, li daa anǫ ye ban'a saaŋ la widigidnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ. Many 
rumours were going around in Adugbal, that the new disease was spreading rapidly. [AIDS-I] nǤŋdaan zuanam 

widigidnǫ ka kǫt o. 'a poor man's friend deserts him.'. [PRO 19:4] On yǫl nǫ'ǫŋa naae la ka yǫli ba ye ba widigim. 
'After he had said this, he dismissed the assembly.'. [ACT 19:41] Widigim tǫǫns banǫ bǤǤd zaba la 'Scatter the 
nations who delight in war.'. [PSA 68:30] Nidib widig ya ka basi ya teŋ la. The people have scattered and left your 
land. [ISA 1:7] ti da bǤǤdi widigir daakan ka tikakpǫǫm la lǫn tiǫn na'ayiigim la yǫla. we were about to break up 
that day when the headteacher raised the subject of the theft again. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba ya'a la'as na ye ba di man 

wala la ba pț lǫm bǤǤd widigirǫ. When they come round to eat my fruits they are reluctant to go away again. 

[Trees] Cpart: ku'ol, la'as1. Ka onǫ pț la'asid nǫ mam ku'on la widigidnǫ. 'anyone who does not help me gather 
is really scattering'. [MAT 12:30] Kuga la'asțg saŋa bǫ nǫ, ka li widigir saŋa bǫ. 'a time to scatter stones and a 
time to gather them'. [ECC 3:5] 

widig ya4   See main entry: widig. scatter. 

widigǫ   See main entry: widig. scatter. 

widigi   See main entry: widig. scatter. 

widigid   See main entry: widig. scatter. 

widigidi  See main entry: widig. scatter. 

widigidnǫ   See main entry: widig. scatter. 

widigim!   See main entry: widig. scatter. 

widigir   See main entry: widig. scatter. 

widigirǫ   See main entry: widig. scatter. 

widignǫ   See main entry: widig. scatter. 

widii   See main entry: wief. horse. 

wied1   See main entry: wiee. part sth. 

wied-2   See main entry: wief. horse. 

wiedban'ad  Variant: wɛdban'ad; wedban'ad; wiedban'adi. Form: wiedban'adib. Variant: wedban'adib; wiedban'adiba; 

wedban'adiba; wiedban'adibi. n. a horserider. BǤǤm wiedban'ad ka o yii keŋ tț'țs o 'Fetch a horseman and 

send to meet' him. [2KI 9:17] Ka Na'ab la lǫn tțm wiedban'adi pǫ'ǫs ayi'. 'So the king sent out a second horseman.'. 

[1KI 9:19] ku'om la lǫb na di tǫrekonam la nǫ wiedban'adib la 'The water flowed back and covered the chariots 
and horsemen'. [EXO 14:28] ba wiedban'adib la mǫ yi kateŋ na 'Their horsemen come riding from distant lands'. 

[HAB 1:8] M Saamma, m Saamma, widi tǫrekonam nǫ Israel wiedban'adiba! 'My father! My father! The 

chariots and horsemen of Israel!'. [2KI 2:12] Ba da nǤk anzurifa gbila tusir ye ba keŋ da' zaba tǫrekonam nǫ 

wiedban'adibi yi Aram Naharam nǫ Aram Maaka nǫ Zoba tǫǫnsin. they 'sent a thousand talents of silver to hire 
chariots and charioteers from Aram Naharaim, Aram Maacah and Zobah.'. [1CH 19:6] See: wief; ban'. 

wiedban'adi   See main entry: wiedban'ad. horserider. 

wiedban'adib   See main entry: wiedban'ad. horserider. 

wiedban'adiba   See main entry: wiedban'ad. horserider. 
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wiedban'adibi   See main entry: wiedban'ad. horserider. 

wiedbțmis   See main entry: wiedbțŋ. mule. 

wiedbțŋ   Form: wiedbțmis. n. a mule. [Cross between a horse and a donkey.]   Bet Togama dap da mǤr ... wiedbțmisi 

kpiisid nǫ fț nidib la. 'Men of Beth Togarmah exchanged ... mules for your merchandise.'. [EZK 27:14] See: wief; 

bțŋ. 

wieddaug   Form: wieddaad. n. a stallion, male horse. Gen: wief; Sim: wiednya'aŋ ‘mare’. Ba nwǫnǫ wieddaad banǫ ka 

ba ugu ba sț'țŋa ka ba dțt wiednya'as nǫ 'They were like well-fed stallions wild with desire'. [JER 5:8] See: wief; 

-daug2. 

wieddaad   See main entry: wieddaug. stallion. 

wieddț'țnim   n. jaundice. Saalib lǫn kǤǤdi man vaandi dțgidi sțțd nwǫnǫ sǤ' ya'a bǫn'ǫd wieddț'țnim. Again, 
people break off my leaves and boiled them up and bathe in the water as when someone is sick with jaundice. 

[Trees] Wieddț'țnim tun'e gban'e There can be infection with jaundice [in list of symptoms]. [Immunisation-II.] 
Du'asțŋțn ban'as zanbin sieba anǫ: Wieddț'țnim nǫ waad. Signs of cervical infection are: jaundice and 
fever. [Womens-Health] See: wief; dț'țnim. 

wiednya'aŋ   Variant: wɛdnya'aŋ; wednya'aŋ [N]. Form: wiednya'as. Variant: wɛdnya'as. n. a mare. Gen: wief; 

Sim: wieddaug ‘mare’. Ba nwǫnǫ wieddaad banǫ ka ba ugu ba sț'țŋa ka ba dțt wiednya'as nǫ 'They were 
like well-fed stallions wild with desire'. [JER 5:8] See: wief; -nya'aŋ1. 

wiednya'as   See main entry: wiednya'aŋ. mare. 

wief   Variant: wiefu; widi; wiidi; widii. Form: wied-2. Variant: wɛ-; wed-. n. a horse. Wief ya'a zǤt nǫ ga'ar, baŋim ka 

o lug o daan. If you see a harnessed horse running around, you know it has thrown its owner. [Proverb 264] Fț na 

nwǫnǫ waafț dig suorin,ka na dum wief nǤbir you will be like 'a viper along the path, that bites the horse's 
heels'. [GEN 49:17] Wief din anǫ sisanbig, bțŋ din anǫ ba li'e o, ka zǤlțg din mǫ an bț'țd! 'You have to whip a 
horse, you have to bridle a donkey, and you have to beat a fool.'. [PRO 26:3] Wiefț wa'ae si'el la bțŋ mǫ paadi ani 

nǫ. Where a horse can go, a donkey can also reach. [Proverb 013] Ben-Hadad da ban' wiefț zǤ nǫ o nimbanǫ 

ban'ad widi la 'Benhadad escaped on horseback, accompanied by some of the cavalry'. [1KI 20:20] na'abiis la 

duoe ban'a ba widi zǤ 'all the king's sons immediately mounted their mules and fled'. [2SA 13:29] zaŋiminǫ ya 

widi lǤǤ ya zaba tǫrekonamǫ zǤ. hitch the horses to the chariots and run away. [MIC 1:13] Ba soogianam la 

ban'adnǫ widii dǫǫd hali 'Their cavalry gallops headlong'. [HAB 1:8] Wɛwaʋŋ pț kǫǫsid bǤn'ǤgǤ. A skinny horse 

won't say farewell to the valley. [Proverb 267] Wiedsabila la tǫǫd tǫreko si'a la lǫbidi ya-datiuŋ baba, ka 

wiedpiela la lǫbid ya-tuona baba 'The chariot with the black horses is going to the land of the north, that with 
the white to the far west'. [ZEC 6:6] Spec: wiednya'aŋ, wieddaug ‘mare, stallion’. Etym: OVN *WE-FU/I . Note: On 
general principle ('dissimilation principle') I assume forms like YU~YO and WI~WE are more probable than YI~YE and 
WU~WO as the latter set show assimilation of prosody {but in this case YO also occurs!} : WE more common) Note: see ref. 

at nua See: wǫddǤǤg; wǫd-kum; wiednya'aŋ; wiedban'ad; wieddaug; wieddț'țnim. 

wiefu   See main entry: wief. horse. 

wiem-wiem   id. in time, quickly. Yǫlim nidib la ka ba kǫn wiem-wiem na ka ti pțdig ni'im la. Tell the people to come 
quickly so we can share the meat. [[MA]] 

wies   Form: wiesid. v. to think over, meditate upon sth. Birago yț'țn da mǤr lababil la o pțtǫn'ǫrinǫ wiesid. Birago 
was now processing the small message in her mind. [Trouble] 

wiesid   See main entry: wies. meditate. 

wiee   Form: wied1. v. to part, divide sth. o da kǫ ka Atǫuk Zǫn'ug ku'om wie tisi ya he parted the water of the Red Sea 

for you. [JOS 2:10] Ka o mukkid ye o wiee mǤǤd la nǫ o sț'țraug He forced the grasses apart with his cutlass. 

[Trouble] O dțnǫ dǤbil la mǤpil zugu wiee mǤǤd la yǤ'Ǥg vǤǤnr He climbed the roof of the kitchen and parted the 
thatch to open a hole. [Wonderwoman] Aram nid tǫk o tiraugț tǤn yǤǤgț ka li keŋ gban'e Israel Na'ab la, ka piim 

la wiee o zaba la'ad la kpǫn' kțns o an Aramean 'drew his bow at random and hit the king of Israel between the 
sections of his armour'. [2CH 18:33] On da wied mǤǤg la paad tiigin la, ka o libigir la budig niis ka ba iank o 

zugin. When he had parted the grasses and was reaching the tree, his sudden arrival scared off the birds and they 
flew over his head. [Trouble] 
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wigilțg   Variant: wigilug [N]. n. a snail. Sim: wilisțŋ, alinkonto. 

wigilug [N]   See main entry: wigilțg. snail. 

wi'ila [N]   n. a hunter. Sim: tǤn'Ǥs1. 

wi'is1   v. to wait. Biig la daa keŋ ka pț lǫb tǤ'ǤtǤ na ka ba wi'is hali ti gǫn. The child went but did not come back soon, 
and they waited until they were tired of waiting. [MA] 

wi'is2   Variant: wi'isi; wi'isǫ; wi'isǫǫ. Form: wi'isid. Form: wi'isim. Form: wi'isțg. v. to glean. Kǫl ka ba wi'is Israel dim 

banǫ kpǫlim la sț'țŋa wțț vain tiis wala ka ba wi'isid si'em la: 'Let them glean the remnant of Israel as 

thoroughly as a vine'. [JER 6:9] Fț keŋ anǤ'Ǥn pǤǤgine wi'is zina? 'Where did you glean today?'. [RUT 2:19] 
Lit: whose field. yanam da bunni paad titǤndigin bǫǫ buni naae ka lǫn wi'isǫ. 'do not reap to the very edges of 
your field or gather the gleanings of your harvest.'. [LEV 19:9] M kem pǤǤdin la wi'isǫǫ? 'Let me go to the fields and 
pick up the leftover grain'. [RUT 2:2] Ya ya'a ti bțn ka ya ki, yanam da lǫbi wi'isi li ya'asǫ 'When you gather your 

crops and fail to bring in some of the corn that you have cut, do not go back for it'. [DEU 24:19] Ba ǫǫnti vaanǫ ka 

wi'isid suma. They are clearing the farm and gleaning groundnuts. [House+Farm] o dǤl bunnib la nya'aŋi wi'isid 
'she ... began to glean in the fields behind the harvesters'. [RUT 2:3] Fțn wi'isidi dǤl pu'a banǫ bǫ Boaz pǤǤgin la 

an sțm gaad fțn na wi'is ninsieba pǤǤgin. 'it will be better for you to work with the women in Boaz' field.' than 

gleaning in other people's fields. [RUT 2:22] Bǫ kpǫla wi'isim ka da lǫn keŋ zin'isi'a ya'asǫ. Be here and glean, and 
don't go anywhere else. [RUT 2:8] Ka on duoe pin'il wi'isțg la Boaz yǫl dap la ye, “Kǫl ka o wi'is ... ” 'After she 
had left to go on picking up corn, Boaz ordered the workers, “Let her pick it up ... ”'. [RUT 2:15] 

wi'isǫ   See main entry: wi'is2. glean. 

wi'isǫǫ   See main entry: wi'is2. glean. 

wi'isi   See main entry: wi'is2. glean. 

wi'isid   See main entry: wi'is2. glean. 

wi'isim  See main entry: wi'is2. glean. 

wi'isțg   See main entry: wi'is2. glean. 

wik   Variant: wikǫ; wiki. Form: wiknǫ. Form: wikid. Variant: wikidi. Form: wikidnǫ. Variant: wikidne. Form: wikim!. 

Variant: wikimi!. Form: wikir. v. to fetch (water). Ku'om ya'a budig ka kǫ yțțr, li saa na lǫm wik. If the water 
spills and leaves the pot (unbroken), you can use it to fetch water another time. [Asaasim  Proverb] Asibi wik ku'om 

kǤlțgin na. Asibi drew water from the waterhole and brought it. [House+Farm] o ...  zǤǤ lǫb buligin la wik ku'om 

na. 'she ... ran back to the well to draw more water'. [GEN 24:20] ba keŋ buligin la ye ba wik ku'om tisi ba saam 

kǤnbid they 'came to (the well to) draw water ... for their father's sheep and goats'. [EXO 2:16] M ZugsǤba, fț pț 

mǤr lǤbidiŋ ye fț wikǫ 'Sir, ... you have nothing to draw with'. [JHN 4:11] Di'em nu, ka m mǫ wiki tisi fț yțgțma 

la 'Drink, and I'll draw water for your camels too'. [GEN 24:44] Ba ǫǫnti wiknǫ ku'om n gu' ku'onuud. They keep 
drawing water to keep thirst at bay. [Asaasim  Proverb] O da wiknǫ ala hali ka li ti siak yțgțma la wțsa. 'and drew 
enough for all his camels.'. [GEN 24:20] ku'onuud kț lǫm gban'e ma, ka m kț lǫn kǫn kpǫla na wikid ku'om. 'I 
won't get thirsty and have to keep coming here to draw water'. [JHN 4:15] saam banǫ bǫ nǫ ya, ya la'asțg zin'igin 

nwaadi ya daad ka wikidi ya ku'om tisidi ya la 'the foreigners who live among you and cut wood and carry 
water for you.'. [DEU 29:11] Bulig wikidnǫ dǫŋdǫǫŋ. A waterhole is drawn (on a ) first(-come, first served basis). 
[Proverb 179] Wikimi ku'om digili ka ti'ebi gur ka ba na ti gilig teŋ la! 'Draw water to prepare for a siege'. [NAM 

3:14] Sim: kabis, wi1, gbin'e ‘draw, scoop out part’. 

wikǫ   See main entry: wik. fetch [water]. 

wiki   See main entry: wik. fetch [water]. 

wikid   See main entry: wik. fetch [water]. 

wikidi   See main entry: wik. fetch [water]. 

wikidnǫ   See main entry: wik. fetch [water]. 

wikidne   See main entry: wik. fetch [water]. 

wikim!   See main entry: wik. fetch [water]. 
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wikimi!   See main entry: wik. fetch [water]. 

wikir   See main entry: wik. fetch [water]. 

wiknǫ   See main entry: wik. fetch [water]. 

wil1   Variant: willi. Form: wila. Form: wil-2. n. a branch. Sisi'em la da kǤ'Ǥg tiwǤk kanǫ zi'e suor kțkpǫŋ la wil. The 

storm had broken off the branch of a tall tree beside the road. [Trouble] Ban ti ye ba baŋ la ka wil la li diinl pu'a nǫ 

o pu'ayua. Before they could say 'Jack Robinson!', the branch had knocked down a woman and her daughter. 

[Trouble] O na nwǫnǫ wil kanǫ vǫnl ka bus tigbi'irin la na. He will be like a branch that springs up from a 

tree-stump. [JER 23:5] Yanam banǫ ka' Jew dim la nwǫnǫ mǤǤgin Olif tiig wil la You who are not Jews are like 'a 
wild olive shoot'. [ROM 11:17.b] Ka Wina'am kǤ'Ǥg tikaŋa wila sieba, ka nǤk mǤǤgin Olif tiig willi tǤ'Ǥŋ yin tiig 

la, ka li lieb yinne. 'Some of the branches of the cultivated olive tree have been broken off, and a branch of a wild 
olive tree has been joined to it'. [ROM 11:17.a] Ba mǫ ya'a maan kțțrǫ, ba nwaadi man willi sǫǫd yituon 

pu'atanpi kuan'ad ba daam zin'isi'a la. When they have a funeral, they cut one of my branches and plant it in 
front of the house in the place where the junior women brew their pito. [Trees] Note: see under pu'atațn.     o na ... 

nǤk o bțŋbili lǤ tikanǫ willi wal pamm 'He ties his young donkey to a grapevine'. [GEN 49:11] Man wila mǤri paŋ 

hali, dinǫ kǫ ka ba bu'aridi maan yu'ada pin dǤǤd la. My branches are very strong, which is why they split 

them to make rafters to roof rooms. [Trees] O tien o nǤba ka uunsi labin tiig la til ka gǤsid wila bǫdegț banǫ bǫ 

agǤl la. He stretched out his legs and pushed back the tree trunk, keeping an eye on all the branches which were 
above him. [Trouble] o zaŋ lieŋe nwaae tiis wila buki o biankimpiiung zug he took an axe and cut tree branches 
and carried them on top of his shoulder. [JDG 9:48] li wila la kǤǤ dig bǤn'Ǥfalis banǫ bǫ teŋin la 'its branches lay 

broken in all the ravines of the land'. [EZK 31:12] Fita zi'esir la teŋsțk daug la na mǤr wila ayuobț. 'Six branches 
are to extend from the sides of the lampstand'. [EXO 25:32] TǤ'ǤtǤ yim ka ba si'iŋ wil-tita'ar la țkkir. All of a 
sudden they began lifting the big branch. [Trouble] Ba sieba daa mǤri tintan ka sieba kǤ wil-ma'asa tibanǫ zi'e 

yin yammin la zug. Some of them brought sand, and some broke off fresh branched from the trees which were 

near the house. [Fire] Ba na la'as wilbanǫ lǤb bugumin 'such branches are gathered up and thrown into the fire'. 
[JHN 15:6] Bugum da naanǫ li wilbǫda la yinne niyina dii li wala la. 'Fire spread from one of its main branches 
and consumed its fruit'. [EZK 19:14] 

wil-2   See main entry: wil1. branch. 

wila   See main entry: wil1. branch. 

wilim-wilim  id. reddish. Ku'om ya'a yit na nwǫnǫ tiig vanma'asa bǫǫ li anǫ wilim-wilim if the fluid emitted is pale 

green or reddish. [Womens-Health] Lit: like fresh tree-leaves.   Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug.   See: wii; 

wiya-wiya. 

wilisțŋ   n. a snail, slug. Kǫl ka ba nwǫnǫ wilisțŋ ka bian'ar mǤri gaad 'May they be like snails that dissolve into slime'. 

[PSA 58:8] Sim: wigilțg, alinkonto. 

willi   See main entry: wil1. branch. 

willimm   id. quickly, sharply (to speak ~ ). O yi ba tuon na ka pian' willimm ye, 'Gaafara, zin'inimi.' He came out in 
front of them and spoke gently: "Excuse me,  sit down!" [Trouble] 

wima   See main entry: wiim. disease. 

win1   Variant: winne; winnǫ; winnǫǫ. Form: wina. Variant: winaa. Form: win-2. n. 1 • a god, shrine. Hali o daa gbin'e 

ku'om bas o win ye o sțŋim o He even poured libation to his shrine so that it should help him. [You-Do?] Yaro da 

kiibi yǫt Susa dimi o Win la yǫla la, tǤ'ǤtǤ yim ka o tiǫn ban ye,  'NǤdi'es pț nyǫt girima o tendu'adigin la'. 
When Yaro started telling God's word to the Susa people, he immediately remembered the saying that 'a prophet 

gets no honour in his birthplace'. [Trouble] Win pț pǤnrid kpan'țŋ ka saa ku'om pieda. If God puts spots on the 
guineafowl then the rain won't wash them off. [Proverb 273] Ti win la zaŋ Samson onǫ aan ti bi'em la niŋi ti 

nu'usin! 'Our god has delivered into our hands Samson our enemy.'. [JDG 16:23] Ka na'ab la ... ke ka dindǫog 

naan dț win yiri sǤs saa ka li naan ni And the chief ... made chameleon climb up to God's house to ask that the 

rain should fall. [Asaasim] Da pț'țsi win si'a ya'asǫ amaa ZugsǤb la ma'aa 'Do not worship any other god' except 
the Lord only. [EXO 34:14] Mid ka fț zaŋi fț biigi tis ye ba nyu'oe o maal maannǫ tis win kanǫ ka ba buon ye 

Molek la 'Do not give any of your children to be sacrificed to Molech'. [LEV 18:21] Fțn tǫn'ǫs ye fț mǤri 
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ya'amwțț winne mǤr ya'am si'em la zug 'Because you think you are wise, as wise as a god'. [EZK 28:6] sieba 

sǫǫd mam ba wina ni ka iginid man tuon ka kțțd nǤǤs man san'an some people plant me for their 'gods' and 
kneel before me and kill fowls by me. [Trees] Ti yaanam da pț mǤr si'el si'ela asǫǫ wina banǫ pț mǤr sidaa 'Our 
ancestors had nothing but false gods, nothing but useless idols. '. [JER 16:19] Jakob da nam pț baŋ ye Rakǫl zu 

wina la. 'Now Jacob did not know that Rachel had stolen the gods.'. [GEN 31:32] Buudkan bǫ yaanǫ an buudtita'ar 

ka ba wina bǫ nǫ ba yammin 'What great nation has a god close at hand ... ?'. [DEU 4:7] ba daa ka' winaa, amaa 

daad nǫ kuga 'they were not gods but only wood and stone'. [ISA 37:19] Da ieedi kennǫ Betel ye ya pț'țsi ba 

winaa Don't seek to go to Bethel to worship their gods. [AMO 5:5] Colloc: winsǤsțg ‘prayer’. sǤ' wțsa ... maligin 

gǤs zanmisțg la yǫla o pțtǫn'ǫrin nǫ winsǤsțg. everyone should prayerfully go over the lesson again in his 

mind. [Bible-Study] Daar yinne ka Pita nǫ Joon dǤl taaba wa'ae Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin winkǤǤr linǫ an WinsǤsțg 

saŋa. 'One day Peter and John went to the Temple at three o'clock in the afternoon, the hour for prayer.'. [ACT 3:1] 
SǤ' wțsa kǫl ka yǫl ya'a paae o, on da tam winsǤsțgǤ. Everyone should make sure that then trouble comes to 
them they don't forget to pray. [Asaasim] Colloc: mǫn win1, ba' win1 ‘personal tirțk from father [W]’; Sim: ba'ar. 
Ka onǫ wțsa maal malțŋț tis ba'ar bǫǫ win ka ya'a ka'anǫ ZugsǤb ma'aanǫ, yanam san'am ninkan sǤb. 
'Whoever sacrifices to any god other than the Lord must be destroyed.'. [EXO 22:20] Sim: Wina'am ‘God, Allah, 
High God’. Saŋa wțsa fțn ya'a ǫǫnti nyǫ si'ela, fț pț pțdigida. Hali fț pț basidi fț win ku'om. Amaa fț 

mabiig la ya'a ǫǫnti nyǫ si'el mǫkama o ǫǫnti pțdignǫ piiga yis yinne pț'țs Wina'am bareka. Whenever you 
got anything, you didn't share. You didn't even pour libation. But when your brother got anything at all he would 
give a tithe to thank God. [You-Heard?-] Etym: OV1 *W ĬN ; OV2 *YE/I ; OVN *WIN-, ( Ŋ)MIN- ; GS1 *WI²/O ; 
vc2 [W]i] (TN) ; CG *gwundi, laa; MWN *- GHWÍN-. Note: OVN often compounded with *.TON-GA/SI which 
must be "brightness" or sth. (or ? cf. PB *tángʋ́á "sun") Note: On general principle I assume forms like YU~YO and WI~WE 
are more probable than YI~YE and WU~WO as the latter set show assimilation of prosody : ŊM/W see nwam , nwaaŋ Note: 
Basically the same as 'sun' :- Read: Naden, Tony 1996. Ancestor non-worship amongst the Mamprusi.  
LEXICOS 6 : 71-203  [Lexinote 3]  [various versions  over the years: the latest is posted 

on the website] .  https://lostmarbles31.wixsite.com/aardvarks-lexico/lexinotes 
2 • sun, sunlight, corresponding time, season. Din ti paae suma vǤǤnb win la ka ba lǫn niŋ nǤǤryinne ya'asi sțŋ 

taaba. When it came to groundnut-pulling time they again worked cooperatively, helping each other. 

[Wealth-Is-Power] Ka saŋkanǫ win ka li tțmma? When exactly did it happen? [You-Heard?] NǤkim la'ad la pa'ali fț 

biankimpiiung zug ban nan gǤt la, ka fț zii lii yi sisǤbir win. 'Put them on your shoulder as they are watching 
and carry them out at dusk.'. [EZK 12:6] Nabal nǫ o tțmtțm la baa yinne kț vțe bǫog bǫkǫunga nwa' winnǫ 'not 
one male belonging to Nabal would have been left alive by daybreak'. [1SA 25:34] Fț bǤǤdi nwǫnǫ kuozǤtir kanǫ 

kțdig sǫǫung winnǫǫ? 'Do you intend to disappoint me like a stream that goes dry in the summer?'. [JER 15:18] 
Syn: nintaŋ; Colloc: anwa(na) win1 ‘at the corresponding time’. bǫog anwa win m na kǫ ka sakugtitada ... li na. 
'This time tomorrow I will cause a heavy hailstorm'. [EXO 9:18] bǫog zaam ya'a ti paae anwana win m na duoe 

keŋi ya yaanamǫ bǫ zin'isia la when tomorrow afternoon at this time arrives I will get up and go to where your 
ancestors are. [You-Do?] Note: (parallel version in KL What-You-Heard?.266  winnǫ) Man ti ye m lǫb yțțm anwana 

win na la, ka fț pu'a Sara mǤr biribiŋ. 'About this time next year I shall come back to you, and your wife Sarah 
will have a son'. [GEN 18:10] See: Wina'am; windǤǤg. 

win-2   See main entry: win1. god, sunlight. 

wina   See main entry: win1. god, sunlight. 

Wina'am   Form: wina'amnam. n. God, supreme being. Ala ma'ad Wina'am nǫ ti yaanam la sțțnr. That pleases God and 

our ancestors. [Asaasim] Wina'am da maali ti la, anǤ'Ǥnam yǫla ka o da maali ti? When God made us, for whom 
did he make us? [Trees] Zinzauŋ ya'a ye o dț'țne siǫn Wina'am, o siǫndnǫ o mǫŋ. If the bat says he will urinate 
and soil God, he only soils himself. [Proverb 040] ya saam Wina'am onǫ bǫ arezana ni la mǫ na kǫǫ ya 

tțțmbǫ'ǫdi bas 'your Father in heaven will forgive the wrongs you have done'. [MRK 11:25] tansim agǤla gǤla tis 

Jakob Wina'am la 'shout aloud to the God of Jacob'. [PSA 81:1] Wina'am sțțnr pǫlig nǫ mam ka o aansidi m 

zǤra-zǤra. 'In anger God tears me limb from limb'. [JOB 16:9] Hali si'elnam ya'a bǫǫ agǤl bǫǫ teŋin, ka ninsaalib 

buon ye wina'amnam, tinam mi' ye Wina'am yinne bǫ. Hali la'an nǫ lin an sida ye si'elnam bǫdegț bǫ ka 

ninsaalib buon ye wina'amnam nǫ zugsǤbnam la, amaa Wina'am yinne bǫ For even if there are so-called 
gods, whether in heaven or on earth (as indeed there are many “gods” and many “lords”), yet for us there is but one 

God. [1CO 8:5-6] Colloc: Wina'am bǫ1 ‘'God Dey' [Gh.] [common Ghanaian expression of resignation/fatalism or 
faith]’. Wina'am bǫ ka ya saa lǫb ka kena. God willing you will come back tomorrow. [Kittens+Mice] 
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Colloc: Wina'am gbauŋ ‘the Bible’. Wina'am gbauŋ pin'ilțg pa'alțg ( Kțsaal). Introduction to the Bible 

(Kusaal). [Bible-Intro[title]] Ana niŋ si'em gaad tuon ka Wina'am Gbauŋ zanmisțg keŋ sț'țŋa. How to lead a 
successful Bible-study. [Bible-Study] Colloc: Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir ‘the Temple (in the Bible)’. bǫkǫung asuba ka 

nidib wțsa la'asid o san'an Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la kǫlisid o pian'ad 'all the people came early in the morning 
to hear him at the temple'. [LUK 21:38] Daar yinne ka Pita nǫ Joon dǤl taaba wa'ae Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin winkǤǤr 

linǫ an WinsǤsțg saŋa. 'One day Peter and John went to the Temple at three o'clock in the afternoon, the hour for 
prayer.'. [ACT 3:1] Syn: Na'awin. Note: q.v. Sim: win1 ‘god, shrine’. Saŋa wțsa fțn ya'a ǫǫnti nyǫ si'ela, fț pț 

pțdigida. Hali fț pț basidi fț win ku'om. Amaa fț mabiig la ya'a ǫǫnti nyǫ si'el mǫkama o ǫǫnti pțdignǫ 

piiga yis yinne pț'țs Wina'am bareka. Whenever you got anything, you didn't share. You didn't even pour 

libation. But when your brother got anything at all he would give a tithe to thank God. [You-Heard?-] See: win1; 

na'am1. 

wina'amnam   See main entry: Wina'am. supreme being, God, supreme being. 

winaa   See main entry: win1. god, sunlight. 

windǤǤd   See main entry: windǤǤg. church. 

windǤǤg   Variant: winpț'țsdǤǤg. Form: windǤǤd. n. a church. Ka Atokum-tokum keŋ yǫl windǤǤg kpǫǫmnam And 

Atokum-tokum went and told the church elders. [Asaasim] o baŋ ye o pu'a kennǫ ba winpț'țsdǤǤg pu'ab la'asțg 

la. he knew that his wife was going to their church women's meeting. [Electricity] Sim: karindǤǤg. See: win1; dǤǤg. 
winig   See main entry: winnig. sun. 

winiga   See main entry: winnig. sun. 

winigi   See main entry: winnig. sun. 

winkǤǤr   n. afternoon. winkǤǤr baba wțț kǫref anaasi la ka ba maal malima in the afternoon around four o’clock they 

perform the sacrifices. [Asaasim] Daar yinne ka Pita nǫ Joon dǤl taaba wa'ae Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin winkǤǤr linǫ 

an WinsǤsțg saŋa. 'One day Peter and John went to the Temple at three o'clock in the afternoon, the hour for 
prayer.'. [ACT 3:1] Gabirel, onǫ ka m da dǫŋi nyǫ zaansțŋ pțțgin la, dǤl sisi'epiliŋi kǫǫn m san'an na winkǤǤr 

saŋa 'Gabriel, the man I had seen in the earlier vision, came to me in swift flight about the time of the evening 
sacrifice.'. [DAN 9:21] Su'os nintaŋ winkǤǤr saŋa ka o nintțțlim la bas o. 'It was one o'clock yesterday afternoon 
when the fever left him.'. [JHN 4:52] See: win1; kǤ'. 

winlir   See main entry: winliir. sundown. 

winliya   See main entry: winliir. sundown. 

winliir   Variant: winlir. Form: winliya. n. sundown. Zina kuob la anǫ winliir kuob. Today, the farming is going till sunset. 

[MA] Sim: winkǤǤr. See: win1
2 See: li2. 

winnǫ   See main entry: win1. god, sunlight. 

winne   See main entry: win1. god, sunlight. 

winnǫǫ   See main entry: win1. god, sunlight. 

winnig   Variant: winig; winnigi; winigi. Form: winniga. Variant: winiga. n. the sun (itself). M na nǤk saŋgbauŋț pil 

winnig 'I will cover the sun with a cloud'. [EZK 32:7] Ban daa duoe bǫogțn asuba la, ka winnig tu'al ku'om la, 

Moab dim la da bǫ zin'isi'a la ba da nyǫti li ka li nwǫnǫ ziim nǫ. 'When they got up early in the morning, the 
sun was shining on the water. To the Moabites across the way, the water looked red – like blood.'. [2KI 3:22] Winnig 

na ti lieb lik 'The sun will be turned to darkness'. [ACT 2:20] O na nyu'oe Winnig pț'țsim dǤǤg linǫ bǫ Heliopolis 

teŋin Egipt teŋgbauŋțn la He will burn the temple of the Sun which in at Heliopolis in the land of Egypt. [JER 

43:13] ba ... nwǫnǫ bikpiilțŋ ka ba du'a ka o pț nyǫ winniga. 'like a stillborn child, may they not see the sun.'. 
[PSA 58:8] ba dabisa kț wa'am nwǫnǫ winnigi ǫǫnti bik ka fț siig wa'am laa 'their days will not lengthen like a 
shadow'. [ECC 8:13] Lit: like when the sun is going down and your shadow becomes long. m ya'a gǤsin winnigi 

ian'ad pil-pil la 'if I have regarded the sun in its radiance'. [JOB 31:26] Colloc: winnigin ‘in the sun’. Ba daa tis o ... 

sola lam linǫ mu'oed bugum winigin la. They gave him a solar lamp which lights with electricity from the sun. 
[You-Do?] Nyalima na bǫ winnigin nǫ nwadigin nǫ nwadbibisin. 'There will be strange things happening to the 

sun, the moon, and the stars.'. [LUK 21:25] Colloc: winnig tans ‘sun rises’. O gbisnǫ ka winig tans ka o nyaan 
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duoe. He slept until the sun rose, and then eventually got up. [Trouble] Winnig da tansya ka Susa lik la pilig. The 

sun had risen and the covering of darkness was removed from Susa. [Trouble] Lot da paae teŋ la ni ka winnig 

tans. 'The sun was rising when Lot reached Zoar.'. [GEN 19:23] Colloc: winnig bul ‘midday’. Bǫog, winnigi saa ye 

li bul saŋsi'a la, ka ya pțn yi mugusțg pțțgin. 'before noon tomorrow they will be rescued'. [1SA 11:9] Winnig 

da buli kena gbǫlig 'until the time for the evening sacrifice'. [1KI 18:29] Lit: midday passed [MA]. Colloc: winnig 

kpǫn'/lu ‘sun sets’. Ka ya dǤl o kul ka winnig lut You followed him home and the sun was setting. [Trees] Amaa 

li da pț yuugǫ ka bǫllim kan kpǫn zibigid wțț winnigi ǫǫnti lut la. It wasn't long before that life suddenly got 
dark as if the sun was setting. [Shoeshine-Boy] fț ya'a di'e fț kpi'a fugǤbțgț o pǫ'ǫm yǫla, fțn lǫbisim tis o ka 

winnig nyaan lu 'If you take your neighbour's cloak as a pledge, return it to him by sunset'. [EXO 22:26] Winnigi ti 

kpǫn'ǫd la ka kikaasig taae soogianam la bǫ zin'isi'a la wțsa 'As the sun was setting, a cry spread through the 
army'. [1KI 22:36] Sim: nintaŋ; Cpart: nwadig ‘moon’. Winnig nǫ nwadiga, zun'omin o 'Praise him, sun and 
moon'. [PSA 148:3]  Etym: OV1 *W ĬN ; OV2 *YE/I ; OVN *WIN-, ( Ŋ)MIN-  ; GS1 *WI²/O ; vc2 [W]i] (TN) ; 
CG *gwundi, laa; MWN *- GHWÍN-. Note: OVN often compounded with *.TON-GA/SI which must be "brightness" or 
sth. (or ? cf. PB *tángʋ́á "sun") Note: On general principle I assume forms like YU~YO and WI~WE are more probable than 
YI~YE and WU~WO as the latter set show assimilation of prosody : ŊM/W see nwam, nwaaŋ Read: Published 
version: Naden, Tony 1996. Ancestor non-worship amo ngst the Mamprusi. LEXICOS 6 : 71-203  
[Lexinote 3]  [various versions over the years: the  latest is posted on the website: 

https://lostmarbles31.wixsite.com/aardvarks-lexico/ lexinotes  See: win1
2 See: winkǤǤr; 

winliir. 

winniga   See main entry: winnig. sun. 

winnigi   See main entry: winnig. sun. 

winpț'țsdǤǤg   See main entry: windǤǤg. church. 

winpț'țsțg   See main entry: winpț'țsțm. prayer. 

winpț'țsțm   Variant: winpț'țsțg. n. prayer. M na kǫ ka ya winpț'țsțm di'ema la lieb kaasig 'I will turn your 

religious feasts into mourning'. [AMO 8:10] Nwa'amini ba winpț'țsțm bimbima la 'Break down their altars'. [DEU 

12:3] Nwa'amini ba winpț'țsțg bimbima la 'Break down their altars'. [DEU 7:5] Sim: winsǤsțg. See: win1
1 

See: pț'țsțg1. 

winpu'a   n. a goddess. Efesus dim winpu'a Artemis anǫ onǫ mǤr paŋ. 'Great is Artemis of Ephesus!'. [ACT 19:28] 
See: win1

1 See: pu'a. 

WinsǤs-   See main entry: winsǤsțg. prayer. 

winsǤsțg   Variant: winsosug; WinsǤsțgǤ; WinsǤsțgǤǤ; WinsǤsțgț. Form: WinsǤs-. n. prayer. Pin'ilim nǫ WinsǤsțg 
Begin with prayer. [Bible-Study] Adu WinsǤsțg tita'am da anǫ ye Wina'am tisim Yaro o mǫŋ yidim. Adu's great 
prayer was that God would give Yaro his own family. [Trouble] On da sǤs Wina'am ka o di'e o winsǤsțg si'em, 

la'an nǫ o tțțmbǫ'ǫd nǫ on da pț zi'e kimm nǫ Wina'am 'His prayer and how God was moved by his entreaty, 

as well as all his sins and unfaithfulness'. [2CH 33:19] Daar yinne ka Pita nǫ Joon dǤl taaba wa'ae Wina'am 

Pț'țsim Yin winkǤǤr linǫ an WinsǤsțg saŋa. 'One day Peter and John went to the Temple at three o'clock in the 
afternoon, the hour for prayer.'. [ACT 3:1] O ... kț wțmi ba winsǤsțgǤ 'He will not listen to your prayers'. [MIC 3:4] 
Habakuk onǫ an Wina'am nǤdi'es la winsǤsțgț nwana: 'This is a prayer of the prophet Habakkuk:'. [HAB 3:1] ti 
nyaŋi gaad tuon teŋgbauŋ WinsǤskaŋa ni. we can go forward as a nation by this prayer. [Bible-Study] 
Colloc: winsǤsțgin(ǫ) ‘in/to/at/from prayer’. Ka on duoe WinsǤsțgin la ka lǫb o nya'andǤlib la san'an 'When 
he rose from prayer and went back to the disciples'. [LUK 22:45] M ... tiǫndi fț yǫla m winsǤsțgin 'I remember you 

in my prayers'. [PHM 1:4] Ti nyǫt Siig Kasi la pǫ'ǫlțg karimbiisinnǫ ba Winsɔsʋgʋn. We see the filling of the Holy 

Spirit in the church members in prayer. [Bible-Study] "Gu'usim Wina'am" gbin an bǤ nǤǤr lǤǤb nǫ WinsǤsțginǫ? 
What is the meaning of "wait upon God" in the context of fasting and prayer? [Bible-Study] Sim: winpț'țsțg. 
See: win1

1 See: sǤs. 

WinsǤsțgǤ   See main entry: winsǤsțg. prayer. 

WinsǤsțgǤǤ   See main entry: winsǤsțg. prayer. 

WinsǤsțgț   See main entry: winsǤsțg. prayer. 

winsosug   See main entry: winsǤsțg. prayer. 
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wisi   id. bright (of eyes). O da anǫ na'akimbil vǫnliŋ ka o nini an wisi 'He was handsome, with ruddy cheeks and 
bright eyes.'. [1SA 16:12] 

wisig   v. to be assertive. Owusu da wa'am ka lǫn wisig. Owusu was tall and self-assertive. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li anǫ fțn na 

wisig ka tisid nimbanǫ ka fț tțmmǫ tisid la girima. It's that you will exert yourself and give honour to those 

you work for. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: niŋwisigir. 

wisiŋa   n. a qualified, competent person. Alazug sǤ' da lǫn kae Ahazaya yin la an wisiŋa na di'e na'am la. 'There was 
no one left of the house of Ahaziah strong enough to rule.'. [2CH 22:9] 

wit   Variant: whit. n. wheat. fotonam ayi' ya'ae anina an lǤkuoda bǫǫ ani kuod pǤǤd linǫ ka o tǫn'ǫs ye li anǫ mui 

ka li lǫǫ an wit. there were two pictures hanging there where there were tractors working in farms which he 
thought were rice but in fact they were wheat. [Trouble] From: (Eng.) 

wiʋg   See main entry: wiiug. ripe. 

wiug   See main entry: wiiug. ripe. 

wiya-wiya   id. reddish. li isir la an piel, bǫǫ mǤdi an wiya-wiya, o na pa'al o mǫŋ maanmaan la. 'and in the place 
where the boil was, a white swelling or reddish-white spot appears, he must present himself to the priest.'. [LEV 

13:19] Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: wiiug; wii1; wilim-wilim. 

wii1   id. bright red. Winnig la ǫǫnti bǤǤd luub ka an wii tiis la zut la o nǤŋǫ li gǤsig. When the sun would be about to 

set and shone redly in the tops of the trees he loved looking at it. [Trouble] Colloc: mu'oe wii1. Li ya'a gban'e nif 

gbauŋ la, li kǫti ka nini la mu'oe wii. If it infects the eyelid, it makes the eyes look very red. [Trachoma] Kǫl ka 

bugumsaana linǫ mu'oe wii lii ba zugin 'May red-hot coals fall on them. [PSA 140:10] Tisimi fț dikanǫ mu'oe 

wii nwa' la, ka m vibidnǫ! 'I'm starving; give me some of that red stuff.'. [GEN 25:30] Note: see refs. and links at 

-zǫn'ug.    See: wiiug; wilim-wilim; wiya-wiya. 

wii2   Variant: wee. n. 'wee' [Gh.], cannabis, hemp, marijuana. Note: slang name for cannabis Tabnuudib san'amidi ba 

ligidi bǫdegț sigaar nǫ vanyǤǤd wțț wii ni. Smokers waste a lot of money on cigarettes and drugs like 'wee'. 

[Smoking] Taba nuub tun'e kǫ ka fț ti ba'asi nut tabbǫ'ǫd dinǫ yț'țri buon ye, "mariguana" ka lǫm buon ye, 

"wii" bǫǫ hashish" la. Tobacco smoking can cause you to end up smoking the harmful drugs called 'marijuana', 
and also 'wee' or 'hashish'. [Smoking] Yțda la sieba anǫ, "wee" bǫǫ "Sutaana nu'utțțg" bǫǫ "tampe" bǫǫ "kaya" 

bǫǫ "gangya" pozo" Some other names are 'wee', or 'Satan's ring', or  'tampe', or 'kaya' or 'ganja'. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
From: (Eng.) ?? Note: 'weed' 

wiid3   See main entry: wi1. draw. 

wiid4   See main entry: wiiug. ripe. 

wiidi   See main entry: wief. horse. 

wiig1   Variant: wiigi2. Form: wiis2. n. a flute, whistle. Gusn wiig piebya Aragan wiig piebya yim The Gusn whistle and 
the Aragan whistle were blown at once. [Asaasim] Note: Gusn "I don’t know what word is this but it is definitely not 

Kusaal" [MA].    ti kpǫn wțm lǤri niŋ wiigi bas we suddenly heard a vehicle sounding a siren. [Shoeshine-Boy] ya 

ya'a wțm ka na'atana, nǫ wiis, nǫ bțnnwǫ'ǫda la wțsa dam 'As soon as you hear the sound of the horn, flute ... 
and all kinds of music'. [DAN 3:5] Colloc: pieb1 wiig1 ‘play a whistle’. M yț'țn ... piebidi m wiig kțțr piebțg 

ma'aa. 'my flute (is tuned) to the sound of wailing.'. [JOB 30:31] Ba da yț'țmnǫ ka piebid wiis ka nwǫ'ǫd 

googinam nǫ siyada. they 'were ... singing ... They were playing harps, lyres, drums, rattles, and cymbals.'. [2SA 

6:5] Ti zaŋ wiigi pieb ka ya pț wa'ada. 'We played the flute for you, and you did not dance'. [LUK 7:32] Ti piebid 

wiis ka ya pț wa'ada 'We played the flute for you, and you did not dance'. [MAT 11:17] ba nwǫ'ǫd kǤna nǫ siyaaris 

nǫ galana ka piebid wiisi yț'țm sumalisim yțțma. they played 'lyres, harps and cymbals' and blew flutes and 
sang joyful songs. [1CH 15:16] 

wiig2   Form: wiigid. Form: wiigidnǫ. v. to evaporate, dissipate. M vțm la wiigid nǫ wțț nyǤ'Ǥs 'my days vanish like 

smoke'. [PSA 102:3 [draft]] Ya-nya'aŋ saŋgbana la wiigidnǫ, ka winnig tansid ani na. The clouds in the east 
dissipated and the sun shone out from that direction. [Trouble] 

wiigi1   See main entry: waaf. snake. 

wiigi2   See main entry: wiig1. whistle. 
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wiigid   See main entry: wiig2. evaporate. 

wiigidnǫ   See main entry: wiig2. evaporate. 

wiim   Variant: weim. Form: wiima. Variant: weima; wima.  Note: "This has no plural  you would normally say wiim 

kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb" [MA].   Form: wi-2. n. a disease. li gu' dan'ad nǫ ban'a banǫ wțsa n tis biig la saan nǫ wisieba 

o bǫllim pțțgin. it protects against dirt and all the diseases that will give the child diarrhœa and other sicknesses 

in its life. [Breastfeeding] Note: dian'ad conjecture by MA, original di'et.    Li anǫ bțnvț-bibisi bǫǫ an wiim It is 

disease-carrying micro-organisms. [Trachoma] Kulim nǫ sumbțgțsțm, ka mǤr nimma'asim ka wiim la basya. 
'Go in peace, free from your affliction.'. [MRK 5:34] o na kǫ ka sawak nǫ sisi'em nǫ ki wiim kena san'ami ya 

zțțd he will let drought, and storm, and disease come and spoil your crops. [DEU 28:22] Nya'a nǫ vaand bǫǫ tiig 

pa'ad anǫ tiim ti'ebid wima bǫdegț. Roots and leaves and bark of trees are medicine for many illnesses. [Trouble] 
Note: see note above.    Li tun'e kǫ ka biig la paam saan bǫǫ wisi'a. It may cause the baby to get diarrhœa or some 

disease. [Breastfeeding] wibanǫ ka m daa kǫ ka di gban'e Egipt dim la kț gban'e ya. ' I will not bring on you any 
of the diseases I brought on the Egyptians'. [EXO 15:26] wibǫ'ǫdnam linǫ lǤmisid nidib la na bǫ there will be 
epidemics. [LUK 21:11] Lit: bad diseases which infect people. Sim: ban'a. 

wiima   See main entry: wiim. disease. 

wiis1   Form: wiisid. v. to wait. M wiisi fț kaanbțg la gț'țŋ I wait for your promise in vain. [PSA 119:82] Ba da wiisid ye 

Asuma'asim nǫ o tațn AwinisǤ' na mǤr bugum la lǫbna, ba nyǫnǫ fǤǤn! They waited in vain for Asuma'asim 
and his junior brother Awiniso' to come back with fire. [You-Heard?] Lit: ["in vain"] lit. 'they observed silence'. 

wiis2   See main entry: wiig1. whistle. 

wiisid   See main entry: wiis1. wait. 

wiiug   Variant: wiug; wiʋg. Form: wiid4. adj. red-brown, ripe. Ka o taya wiiug ya'ae o niŋgǤǤnrin. And his red catapult 

hung round his neck. [Trouble] o ... taae li nǫ galțțrț wiiug 'he ... paints it red'. [JER 22:14] Ganwiiugț bǫ si'ela, 

kum wiiug mǫ bǫnǫ anina. 'If you overextend yourself you will find trouble.'. [Proverb 219] Lit: The place of the 

ripe diospyros fruit is the place of death.. Bțlț ... dǫn'ǫm ... wiug ... dǤnbțțlțm. Blue ... green ... red ... yellow. 

[Trouble] Pțnna wiid ayi' banǫ ka o ma nǫ o tațn bǫ li teŋir la da kǫn o pțtǫn'ǫrin na. The two red mounds 

under which his mother and his sister lay came to his mind. [Trouble] Ya dataas zaba gbanti'edis la anǫ bțn wiid 
'The shields of his soldiers are red'. [NAM 2:3] Colloc: zi-wiiug ‘bright red blood’. Din wțsa pț mǤr dǫŋ sa'ar 

pțțginǫ, amaa li ya'a an wțț ku'od la anǫ zi-wiițg. None of these are a problem in the labour, but if it is, like, 
the bleeding is bright red ... [Womens-Health] Sim: bi'im, -zǫn'ug; Cpart: -gț'țg, kansir1. Note: see refs. and links at 

-zǫn'ug.    See: wiya-wiya; wii1. 

wǤ'Ǥg   Variant: wo'og; wǤ'Ǥgi; wo'ogi. Form: wǤ'Ǥgid. Variant: wo'ogid. Form: wǤ'Ǥgidi. Variant: wo'ogidi. 

Form: wǤ'Ǥgim!. Variant: wo'ogim; wǤ'Ǥgimi!. Form: wǤ'Ǥgir. Variant: wo'ogir. v. to worship. Jakob daa ...  zaŋ o 

mǫŋi dǫllim o dansaar ka wǤ'Ǥg Wina'am 'He leaned on the top of his walking stick and worshipped God.'. [HEB 

11:21] Zi'enimi ka wǤ'Ǥgi ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am 'Stand up and praise the Lord your God'. [NEH 9:5] m nǤǤr 

na wǤ'Ǥgif. 'I will praise you'. [PSA 63:3] Ka mǤri wǤ'Ǥgid Sțntaana la. And use them to worship Satan. [Asaasim] Ti 

mǤr zilimi wǤ'Ǥgid ti ZugsǤb onǫ aan ti Ba' la bareka 'With the tongue we praise our Lord and Father'. [JAS 3:9] 
ba da wǤ'Ǥgidi ba bada banǫ ka ba kud nǫ sanlima nǫ anzurifa nǫ kțntzǫn'ug nǫ kțnt nǫ daad nǫ kuga la 
'they praised the gods of gold and silver, of bronze, iron, wood and stone'. [DAN 5:4] WǤ'Ǥgim ZugsǤb la! 'praise the 
Lord!'. [JDG 5:2] wǤ'Ǥgimi o yț'țr kanǫ an kasi la! 'praise his holy name.'. [PSA 103:1] M ya'a aan ba zugdaana, 

wǤ'Ǥgir kanǫ nar ye m di'e la bǫ ya? 'If I am a master, where is the respect due me? [MAL 1:6] Sim: zun'e. 

wǤ'Ǥgi   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 

wǤ'Ǥgid   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 

wǤ'Ǥgidi   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 

wǤ'Ǥgim!   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 

wǤ'Ǥgimi!   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 

wǤ'Ǥgir   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 
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-wǤ'Ǥma   See main entry: -wǤk. long. 

-wǤk   Variant: wok [N]; wook [N]; wǤkǤ; wǤkkț. Form: -wa'a2. Variant: -wǤ'Ǥma; -wa'ad2 [N]. adj. long, tall. 
ZuwǤk daan pț gaŋid bugum. Long-tail owner does not jump over the fire. [Proverb 054] Nyangiŋ sǤn'e 

nyanwǤk. A short shame is better than long shame. [Wealth-Is-Power] O da anǫ dau wǤk ka o nini midigi kpǫn' o 

zugțn la. He was a tall man with staring eyes sunk into his head. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sisi'em la da kǤ'Ǥg tiwǤk kanǫ 

zi'e suor kțkpǫŋ la wil. The storm had broken off the branch of a tall tree beside the road. [Trouble] Pien sțŋ ka 

ba da' yi Egipt na sǫǫn li ya'al anrțŋ dawǤk la zug 'Fine embroidered linen from Egypt was your sail'. [EZK 27:7] 
Lit: hung on the ships tall stick (mast). O anǫ bțnkțdțgț yǫ fuwǤk. he is 'An old man wearing a robe'. [1SA 28:14] 
'm na tisif nyǤvțwǤk.' 'I will give you a long life.'. [1KI 3:14] Ya'a pț lǤ'Ǥŋ kǤliga fț pț tț'țd baŋ ye nǤwǤkǤ If 
you don't cross the river you won't insult the crocodile as 'long-mouth!'. [Asaasim] Ayulli na tun'e nak ala. Onǫ an 

niiŋ kanǫ vǫnl sian'arin ka o kǤnbid an pțpǤnra. O țgid o tǫognǫ sț'țŋa ka kpǫn'ǫsir la an wǤkkț ka zul 

teŋin. The weaverbird can be adorned like that. It is a beautiful bird of the bush with variegated feathers. It 
weaves its nest expertly and the entrance is long and turns downwards. [Trouble] Bǫkǫug mǫligim la nan pț 

kpa'ae vaand nǫ mǤwa'a la bǫ suorin la. The morning dew had not yet gone from the leaves and long grasses on 
the way. [Trouble] Susa anǫ tembili bǫ sian'ar tensțk ka tiwa'a galis. Susa is a little village in the middle of the 
forest, with many tall trees. [Trouble] (ba) ma'ad nidibi pț'țsid Wina'am nǫ pț'țs wa'a. they 'for appearance' 
sake ... say long prayers.'. [MAT 23:14] Mam nwa' na'aziinr tiwa'a la wțsa digil teŋin 'I have cut down its tallest 

cedars'. [ISA 37:24] ti ... da'a dabǫda banǫ ka ti sǫǫd la nǫ bugum nwiwǤ'Ǥma we ... buy big poles which we plant 
in the ground for the electricity wires. [Electricity] Sim: -wa'am2; Cpart: -giŋ, gim. man onǫ an ZugsǤb la kǫt ka 

tikanǫ wa'am liebid giŋa ka tikanǫ gim liebid tiwǤk. 'I the Lord bring down the tall tree and make the low tree 
grow tall.'. [EZK 17:24] Nabstr: wa'alim. See: wǤkț; wa'alim; -wa'am2. 

wǤkkț   See main entry: -wǤk. long. 

wǤkǤ   See main entry: -wǤk. long. 

wǤkț   Variant: wǤkțț. adv. highly, in a tall/high way. Tiig kae na lǫm paam ku'om bǫdegț ka duoe wǤkțț. 'No other 

trees so well-watered are ever to reach such a height'. [EZK 31:14] See: wǤk. 

wǤkțț   See main entry: wǤkț. highly. 

wǤnrig   Variant: wǤnrigi. v. to crush sth. M na wǤnrigi o bi'emnam banǫ bǫǫ o tuon la 'I will crush his foes before him'. 

[PSA 89:23] 

wǤnrigi   See main entry: wǤnrig. crush. 

wǤtamǫlǤn   n. watermelon. Ti tiǫn zimi banǫ ka ti daa Ǥnbid Egipt teŋin zaalim nǫ gǤla banǫ ka ti daa dțgidi Ǥnbid 

nǫ wǤtamǫlǤn nǫ gabț buudi wțsa la. 'We remember the fish we ate in Egypt at no cost – also the cucumbers, 
melons, leeks, onions and garlic.'. [NUM 11:5] From: (Eng.) 

wo'og   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 

wo'ogi   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 

wo'ogid   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 

wo'ogidi   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 

wo'ogim   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 

wo'ogir   See main entry: wǤ'Ǥg. worship. 

wok [N]   See main entry: -wǤk. long. 

wosa   See main entry: wțsa. all. 

wǤǤl   Variant: wool; wǤǤli. Form: wǤǤn. Variant: woon. Form: wǤǤnnǫ. Variant: wuunnɛ. Form: wǤǤlim!. 

Variant: wǤǤlimi!. Form: wǤǤlțg. v. 1 • to shout a slogan or battle-cry. Ka Juda dim la wǤǤl tanp wǤǤlțg, ka ban 

wǤǤli naae la ka ZugsǤb la kǫ ka Na'ab Abija nǫ Juda dim nyaŋ Jeroboam nǫ Israel dim la wțsa. 'and the men 
of Judah raised the battle cry. At the sound of their battle cry, God routed Jeroboam and all Israel before Abijah 
and Judah.'. [2CH 13:15] Tǫǫns wțsa nidiba, wǤǤlimi zaba wǤǤlțg 'Raise the war cry, you nations'. [ISA 8:9] 
2 • to howl. Baa tun'e gbirigi wool ka saa la nǫ sisi'em la dammid tiisin la vǤli li. A dog could suddenly howl 
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and the noise of the rain and the thrashing of the gale in the trees would swallow up the sound. [Trouble] ba ya'a pț 

tigǫ ban wuunnɛ wțț baas nǫ. 'they ... howl if they are not satisfied.' like dogs. [PSA 59:15] Wǫbaa la da kat o nǫ 

ka woon ka nyuun The leopard was chasing him and wailing and growling. [Trouble] 

wɔɔl   See main entry: wuul. deride. 

wǤǤli   See main entry: wǤǤl. shout, howl. 

wǤǤlim!   See main entry: wǤǤl. shout, howl. 

wǤǤlimi!   See main entry: wǤǤl. shout, howl. 

wǤǤlțg   See main entry: wǤǤl. shout, howl. 

wǤǤn   See main entry: wǤǤl. shout, howl. 

wǤǤnnǫ   See main entry: wǤǤl. shout, howl. 

woo1   excl. 1 • oh dear! Note: at the beginning of the utterance.   Woo! – gǫǫŋi nwa kenna! Woo! – a mad person is coming! 

[MA] Ayaab daa yǫl ye "Woo! nannanna ya mǤr pțlis yǫla kpǫn'ǫs ani." Ayaab said "Oh dear! Now you have 
brought a police matter here." [Electricity] Woo! Li na tǤi tis pu'a banǫ mǤr pțțs nǫ banǫ mǤr bilies saŋkan la. 
'How terrible it will be in those days for women who are pregnant and for mothers with little babies!'. [LUK 21:23] 
Woo, tǤǤgț bǫ nimbanǫ bas mam la zug. 'Woe betide them, for they have strayed from me! [HOS 7:13] DabǤǤg 

biis la daa gilig dabǤǤg ka sias ye, ‘sia-sia woo’ ka ba siak ye, ‘woo’. The people of the funeral home walked 
around the funeral house and shouted, ‘sia-sia woo’ and they responded, ‘woo’. [MA] 
2 • hey! Note: at the end of the utterance.    Ka paae pu'a a tuonnǫ yǫl o ye, "Fț vǫnl woo!" He got to the front of the 

woman and said "Hey! You're beautiful." [Wonderwoman] Anwa ka ba yet la woo. That's what they say! [You-Hear?] 
Anwa ka ba yǫt la woo, man daa maal o nǫ sțm ka o lǫbisim bǫ'ǫd. This is what they say! –   I did him good 
and he repaid with bad. [MA] Di'ema la malis woo. The games were fun, ooh! [Kittens+Mice] M ya'am bțnnǫ, fț 

vǫnl woo! 'How beautiful you are, my darling!'. [SNG 1:15] 

woo2   qnt. all. Ka ti kumvț'țgir nya'aŋa, sǤ' woo na kad o mǫŋ sariya ti daan la tuon. After our resurrection 

everyone will judge themselves before our Lord. [Asaasim] Daar woo mam maki gț'țŋnǫ Every day I don't 

measure enough. [Wonderwoman] Li sțm ye fț tǫnr malțŋ di'em kaŋa yțțm woo, li saŋa ya'a paae. 'Celebrate 
this festival at the appointed time each year.'. [EXO 13:10] Ya tun'e Ǥnb bțnvțya woo banǫ bǫǫ atǫukțn bǫǫ 

kǤldaadin bǫǫ mu'arin ka mǤr pa'ad nǫ kpțkpama wțsa. 'Of all the creatures living in the water of the seas and 
the streams, you may eat any that have fins and scales.'. [LEV 11:9] Syn: wțsa, zan'1. 

wooi   Variant: weei. excl. yes? ["response to a caller who is a bit far off" (MA)].  Ka ZugsǤb la buol Samuel ka o siak ye, 

“Wooi!” 'Then the Lord called Samuel. Samuel answered, “Here I am.” '. [1SA 3:4] "Alaamisi! Alaamisi!" 

Asumbuli la buon. " Weei!" – ka Alaamisi zi'en dǤbilini yina. "Alaamisi, Alaamisi!" called Mr. Spider. "Hey!" 

and Alaamisi was sitting in the kitchen and came out. [Wonderwoman-] Sim: naa2. 
wook [N]   See main entry: -wǤk. long. 

wool   See main entry: wǤǤl. shout, howl. 

wool   See main entry: wuul. deride. 

woon   See main entry: wǤǤl. shout, howl. 

wʋ'og   See main entry: wț'țg. moisten. 

wț'țg   Variant: wʋ'og; wu'ug. Form: wț'țgid. v. to moisten, water sth. ninta'am kǫ ka m zukțgțr wț'țg matti 'my 

pillow is soaked with tears. [PSA 6:6] Amaa ku'om da bunnǫ wț'țgid teŋ la 'but water would come up from 

beneath the surface and water the ground'. [GEN 2:6] Sim: mad, madig. Ba teŋ la na madig nǫ ziim, ka zin'ig 

wțsa wț'țg nǫ kpaam. 'Their land will be drenched with blood, and the dust will be soaked with fat.'. [ISA 34:7] 

wț'țgid   See main entry: wț'țg. moisten. 

wț'țl   Variant: wu'ul. Form: wț'țn. Variant: wț'țnnǫ. Form: wț'țlțg. Variant: wu'ulug. v. to soak. o sǤb ya'a sadigim 

paam man wala nwa'ae wț'țl ku'omini naae, ayei, yǫla naae ya if that person gets my fruits and breaks them 
and soaks them in water, that is the end of that. [Trees] saŋa ka saa ti nii wț'țl banǫ kpi la when it rained and 
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soaked the dead. [2SA 21:10 [draft]] Dinǫ lǫm paas la ba mǤr man wala la ya'asi kuan'ad daam ka wț'țnnǫ mǤn 

sa'ab In addition they also use my leaves in brewing pito and soaking when they stir t.z. [Trees] See: wț'țg. 

wț'țlțg   See main entry: wț'țl. soak. 

wț'țn   See main entry: wț'țl. soak. 

wț'țnnǫ   See main entry: wț'țl. soak. 

wțm1   Variant: wum1; wțmm; wțmǫ; wume; wțmma1; wumma; wțmmaa; wțmi1; wțmmi1. Form: wțmnǫ. 

Variant: wumne; wʋmmɛ. Form: wțmid. Form: wțm3!. Variant: wțmma2!; wțmi2!; wțmmi2!. Form: wțmminǫ!. 
Form: wțmmiya!. Form: wțmin. Variant: wumin; wțminnǫ. Form: wțmya. Variant: wumya. Form: wțmțg. 

Variant: wumug. v. 1 • to hear, understand ( ~ a language). M wțm ka fț pian'ad na'asaabugum la yǫla I hear 

that you are talking about electricity. [Electricity] ban daa zin'inid la ka wțm ka sǤ' kaasid. as they sat there they 
heard someone crying. [AIDS-II] dunduug  ... hali tiim sǤb ya'a bǫlisidi ba si'em, ba pț wțm o kțkǤrǫ 'cobra ... 

will not listen to the sound of the charmer, however skilfully he may play'. [PSA 58:4-5] Nidib la wțsa na wțm ka 

zǤ dabiem 'All the people will hear and be afraid'. [DEU 17:13] Ya ya'a wțm ka bțnnwǫ'ǫda la nwǫ' ka ya igini 

wǤ'Ǥgi li, yǫla naae ya. 'when you hear the sound of ... all kinds of music, if you are ready to fall down and 
worship the image I made, very good.'. [DAN 3:15] Ya nam pț wțmm? 'Have you not heard?'. [ISA 40:21] Zina anǫ 

labasțŋ dabisir ka ti pț kǫ ka sǤ' wțmm. 'This is a day of good news and we are keeping it to ourselves.'. [2KI 7:9] 
Fț ya'a kțț fț biig ye o tțbir pț wțmma, sǤ' tțmnǫ o na'ayiig na ye o pț'țsif kțțr. If you kill your child 
because he is disobedient, someone sends (his child who is) a thief to the funeral. [Proverb 021] Amaa hali nǫ anwa, 

fț pț wțmma. 'But until now you have not listened.'. [EXO 7:16] Onǫ maal tțbir la pț wțmmaa? 'Does he who 
implanted the ear not hear?'. [PSA 94:9] Ayei, na'aba, kǫl ka biis la mǫ wțmi li. No, Chief, let the children hear it 

as well. [AIDS-I] Nannanna ti wțmi li wțsa 'Now all has been heard'. [ECC 12:13] Goma lǫbis ye, Oh, alaa fț daa 

wțmi li? Goma answered "Oh, so you heard it?" [Trouble] Faa, zin'idibaa, ya pț wțmi bǫǫ? So, you that are 
sitting here, haven't you heard? [Trees] Amaa o ya'a zǤǤnsim o wțmnǫ ye, 'Mma, ba buonnif; ba ye fț kena.' 
But when she was snoozing she heard "Mother, they are calling you to come." [Trouble] Man fǫndigid ye m gaad 

la m wțmnǫ ye, "Hei biiga, zi'enim anina. I was turning to go on when I heard "Hey, kid, stop there!" 
[Shoeshine-Boy] Agbigim bu'os AkǤra ye, fț pț wțmnǫ bǫǫ? Agbigim asked Akora "Haven't you heard?" [You-Do?] 
M wțmnǫ dabiem nǫ sțnsan'aŋ kuŋ kaasig 'I heard a cry of terror'. [JER 30:5] Yǫlsțm bǫ nǫ tțba banǫ pț 

wțmid bayǫțgǤ. Blessed are the ears that don't listen to gossip. [Asaasim] Ka ya namisțg nwǫnǫ yanamǫ da nyǫ 

man namisid si'em la, ka nan kpǫn wțmid ye m bǫǫ li pțțgin nannanna la. 'you are going through the same 
struggle you saw I had, and now hear that I still have.'. [PHP 1:30] Wțm man yǫtif si'el la 'hear the word I speak'. 

[EZK 3:17] Ti zugdaana, wțmma! 'Sir, listen to us.'. [GEN 23:6] Wțmmi sț'țŋa yanam banǫ an Na'ayidima! 
'Listen, O royal house!'. [HOS 5:1] Wțmminǫ m pian'ad, yanam banǫ an ya'am dima 'Hear my words, you wise 

men'. [JOB 34:2] O ya'a kțdin nyaŋi wțminnǫ ba pian'ad daasi'erǫ li naanin sțŋin o If he could only understand 
what they are saying perhaps it would help him. [Trouble] Israel dima wțmmiya, ya kpi'euŋ la naae ya Listen, 
you Israelites! Your might has come to an end. [2SA 1:25] Ya'a ka' ala, ba naan nyǫǫn nǫ ba nini, ka wțmin nǫ ba 

tțba, ka baŋin nǫ ba pțtǫnda 'Otherwise, their eyes would see, their ears would hear, their minds would 

understand'. [ACT 28:2] Ka ba yǫl Yesu ye, “Fț wțm ban yǫt si'em laa?” Ka Yesu lǫbis ye, “Űǫn, m wțmya. ... ” 
'So they asked Jesus, “Do you hear what they are saying?” “Indeed I do,” answered Jesus.'. [MAT 21:16] 
Colloc: m1/ti1 wțmya ‘I/we have heard. [implies agreement, acquiescence or intention to obey]’. m pț'țs ya, m 

wțmi fț sa'alțg la. Thank you, I'll try to follow your advice. [AIDS-Azuur] Ka Apțsiakid nǫ o zua la ye ba 

wțmya. Apusiakid and his friend said they had taken notice. [Billygoat] “ ... Kem na ka m tțmi fț ba san'an.” Ka 

o lǫbis ye, “TǤ', m wțm ya.” ' “ ... Come, I am going to send you to them.” “Very well,” he replied.'. [GEN 37:13] 
Sim: kǫlis ‘listen’. Wțmi m sǤsțg, ZugsǤbaa, kǫlisimi m kaasig ka sțŋim! 'Hear my prayer, O Lord; let my cry 
for help come to you.'. [PSA 102:1] Etym: OV1 *WUM ; GS1 *NI²/U² ; CG *gbuumu-a, nuu . 
2 • to smell, feel sth. Walkpiiluŋ pț wțm vțțnlțgǤ. A dead antelope won't feel the singeing. [Asaasim  Proverb] Note: 

revised : MA commented "I can’t make sense of " the original with 'vuoluŋun'.    Colloc: wțm1 nyuug. Ka Isaak n wțm 

o fuud la nyuug la, o da niŋ o zug albareka 'When Isaac caught the smell of his clothes, he blessed him'. [GEN 

27:27] ba pț nyǫta ka pț wțm bǫǫ dit bǫǫ wțm nyuugǤ. 'gods that cannot see or hear, eat or smell.'. [DEU 4:28] Ya 

kț lǫn wțm zaba nyuugț ya teŋgbauŋțn la 'No longer will violence be heard in your land'. [ISA 60:18] Lit: you 
will not smell a whiff of fighting. 
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wțm2   Variant: wțmi3; wumi. v. to tire, afflict. Lin wțm sǤ'. Tiredness.  [in list]. [Trachoma] Li daa ti wțm Azțpuak ka o 

kǤ'Ǥŋ ka kpǫn' dap bǤǤb. It wearied Azupuak and she had no option but to start chasing after (prostituting with) 

men. [MA]. [AIDS-Azuur] Ku'onuud da wțm nidib ka ba gǫrid tempțțsini ieed ku'om 'People staggered from 
town to town for water'. [AMO 4:8] Rakǫl sa'ae ka li wțm o hali. 'Rachel began to give birth and had great 
difficulty.'. [GEN 35:16] M da tu'as o kǤm nǫ fara n wțmim si'em. I told him how hunger and poverty were 
afflicting me. [Shoeshine-Boy] 'li wțmim nǫ ka m lǫn ka' paŋa.' 'I am exhausted'. [LAM 2:11] Li na kǫǫn fț san'an na 

ka li wțmif 'They will come upon you in full measure'. [ISA 47:9] 

wțm3!   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmǫ   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmi1   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmi2!  See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmi3   See main entry: wțm2. afflict. 

wțmid   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmin   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțminnǫ   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmm   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmma1   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmma2!   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmmaa   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wʋmmɛ   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmmi1   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmmi2!   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmminǫ!   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmmiya!   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmnǫ   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmțg   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțmya   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wțrțg   n. a crowd, assembled audience. Dau la daa zi'en wțrțg la tuonnǫ pian'adi tisid nidib la The man stood in 

front of the crowd and spoke to the people. [AIDS-I] Ka nid yinne onǫ bǫ wțrțg la sțțgin, yǫl Yesu ye, 

“Pa'anna, ... ” 'A man in the crowd said to Jesus, “Teacher, ... ” '. [LUK 12:13] Ba na'asid o sid wțrțg sțțgin 'Her 
husband is well known in the assembly'. [PRO 31:23] Colloc: wțrțgin(ǫ) ‘in/to/from the crowd’. M duoe zi'en 

wțrțginǫ nwǫ' kuŋ ye ba sțŋim. 'I stand up in the assembly and cry for help.'. [JOB 30:28] 

wțsa   Variant: wosa; wusa; wuusa; wțsaa; wusaa. qnt. all. Si'el wțsa da naae ya ye Adu lǫb Susa, o teŋ du'adigin la. 
When everything was finished Adu went back to Susa, his birthplace. [Trouble] tinamǫ na mǤr Iodine la paasid 

nǫ yaarim ti daar wțsa diib pțțgin we will have iodine added to all our daily food. [Iodine] on daa lieb tadim la 

o zuanam wțsa daa widig nǫ ka bas o when he became poor all his friends scattered and left him. [Billygoat] Ba 

wțsa da mǤri nindaas anaas naas 'Each of them had four faces'. [EZK 10:21] Ayei, m biiga, ti wțsa kț la'asi 

keŋǫ. 'No, my son, we must not all come'. [2SA 13:35] zin'ig la wțsa da an yǤǤg-yǤǤg, lik ma'aa da pǫ'ǫl 'the 
earth was formless and desolate ... engulfed in total darkness'. [GEN 1:2] Alasid daar wțsa, sǤ' wțsa yisim zemis 

on tțm nyǫ ligid si'a digil 'Every Sunday each of you must put aside some money, in proportion to what you 

have earned'. [1CO 16:2] Fț na nyaŋi da'ad pinpaala kunsid sǤ' wțsaa? Will you be able to buy new needles to 
inject everybody? [AIDS-I] Nwadig wțsaa ti la'asid, ti ligidi gbauŋț nwana. Every month we meet, this is our 
financial statement. [Wealth-Is-Power] sǤ' kț nyaŋi kaal nidib la wțsaa 'no one could count all the people!'. [REV 7:9] 
Colloc: zu'oe si'em ( wțsa ) ‘how(ever) much/many’. GǤsimi m bi'emnamǫ yț'țn zu'oe si'em 'See how many 
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enemies I have'. [PSA 25:19] Ligidi ya'a pțn zu'oe si'em wțsa, li kț nyaŋi da' diib ka nidib nwa' nyǫ bi'el bi'eli 

nyi'igǫ. Eight months' wages would not buy enough bread for each one to have a bite! [JHN 6:7] Lit: however much 
money there was. Sim: zan'1, saaǫn, faan, gil2, woo2.   Note: zan' is the general W.O/V form; faan is characteristic of 

Moore; wțsa seems to be distinctively a Kusaal innovation.    Etym: OVN *ZAA; CG maga, paa-mu, ca'a (c/j), 
kkura ; PB * ncè. See: a-mi'-wțsa. 

wțsaa   See main entry: wțsa. all. 

wug   See main entry: țg1. weave. 

wugub   See main entry: țg1. weave. 

wu'ug   See main entry: wț'țg. moisten. 

wu'ul   See main entry: wț'țl. soak. 

wu'ulug   See main entry: wț'țl. soak. 

wuk   See main entry: țk. rise. 

wum1   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wume   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wumi   See main entry: wțm2. afflict. 

wumin   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wumma   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wumne   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wumug   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wumya   See main entry: wțm1. hear, smell. 

wusa   See main entry: wțsa. all. 

wusaa   See main entry: wțsa. all. 

wțț   Variant: wuu. ptc. 1 • like, as. Nannanna, o bǫllim yț'țn liebnǫ bi'ela, wțț ba nwiak o nǫ kpǫn'ǫs kǤlibirin nǫ. 
Now his life was reduced, as if they had squeezed him into a bottle. [Trouble] Ban'as widignǫ wțț sian'ar bugum 

nǫ. The disease spread like wildfire. [AIDS-II] AlazugǤ mǤri ya'am wțț wiigi nǫ, ka an baanlimm wțț dawana 

nǫ. 'Therefore be as shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves.'. [MAT 10:16] bugum na zǫǫlim o ka o zǫndig 

wțț tiig vaand nǫ fire will scorch him so that he shrivels like tree-leaves. [JOB 15:30] ba na aansim zǤra-zǤra 

wțț gbigimi aansid si'el si'em la 'they will tear me like a lion and rip me to pieces'. [PSA 7:2] Ki'isțg anǫ bǫ'ǫd 

wțț ba'ad bțgțb nǫ 'rebellion is like the sin of divination'. [1SA 15:23] Wțț saŋgbana na lus nintaŋ si'em 

la,bugusnam la yț'țma la ma'ae nǫ sillimm. 'as heat is reduced by the shadow of a cloud, so the song of the 
ruthless is stilled.'. [ISA 25:5] Colloc: nwǫn wțț ‘to be like’. Li nwǫnǫ wțț nyalima nǫ it seemed like a miracle. 

[Akelsa] Ba ya'a maannǫ ba bada nǫ wina la, li nwǫnǫ wțț dau bǤǤd pu'agǤǤndir si'em la, When they worship 
their shrines and gods it is like a man who wants promiscuity. [EXO 34:15] 
2 • about, approximately. li da na anǫ wțț ǫka pțsțk nǫ it was about half an acre. [Trouble] bǫǫ o bǫ teŋin la wțț 

yțma anu or has been in the country five years or so. [Constitution.] ba kal an wțț tusa kǤbistan' (300,000) banǫ 

na nyaŋi keŋ zaba 'there were three hundred thousand men ready for military service'. [2CH 25:5] Ba biribis banǫ 

da an wțț nwadig yinne bǫǫ gaad ala da anǫ tusa ayuobț nǫ kǤbisyi' (6,200) 'The number of all the males a 

month old or more who were counted was 6,200.'. [NUM 3:34] Ka li wa'alim an wțț nǤba makir anaasi Its length 
was about four feet. [EXO 37:6] Ba ba'abiis ... kena tțm sțŋi ba wțț daba ayǤpǤi. 'Their brothers ... had to come 
... and share their duties for seven-day periods.'. [1CH 9:25] 

wuu   See main entry: wțț. like, about. 

wuul   Variant: wool; wɔɔl. Form: wuun. Form: wuunnǫ. v. to shame sb. by shouting wuuu!.    Biis daa wɔɔl Asilinsi'ig 

hali ka o zi' on niŋid o mǫŋ si'ela. The children shouted at Mr. Spider in derision, so that he didn't know what to 
do with himself. [Asaasim] Nidib da ... wuunnǫ ba wțț ba anǫ na'ayiis nǫ. 'pursued like thieves with hue and cry,'. 

[JOB 30:5] 

wuum   See main entry: yțțm1. song, psalm. 
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wuuma   See main entry: yțțm1. song, psalm. 

wuun   See main entry: wuul. deride. 

wuunnǫ   See main entry: wuul. deride. 

wuunnɛ   See main entry: wǤǤl. shout, howl. 

wuusa   See main entry: wțsa. all. 

 

Y  -  y 

 

ya   See main entry: yir. house. 

ya nya'aŋ   See main entry: ya-nya'aŋ. east. 

ya1   Variant: yaa6. int. where? Ya ka ti na nyǫ diibi da'a tis nidib nwa', ka ba di? 'Where can we buy enough food to 

feed all these people?'. [JHN 6:5] Ka gǤsima fț ya'a ban'ad n keŋ kpǫn' lǤr ban'ada ya ka fț bǫ? So be careful 

where you will be when you board a passenger lorry. [Asaasim] Bțribig ye o ma, o ma, ka o pu'a bǫ ya? 
Billygoat-kid says (you keep saying) his mother, his mother, and where is his wife? [Proverb 174] Dau yinne la 

bu'os ye, "Kǫl ka ti niŋ tǤ'. Li bǫ ya?" One man said "Let's do it quickly; where is it?" [Trouble] “Fț pitț la bǫ ya?” 
'“Where is your brother ... ?” [GEN 4:9] Ya tuongatib banǫ bǫ tempțțsin la bǫ ya? in all your cities where are 

your rulers?'. [HOS 13:10] “Fț pitț la bǫ ya?” Ka o lǫbis ye, “Man zi'. Manǫ guri m pitț laa?” '“Where is your 
brother ... ?” “I don't know,” he replied. “Am I my brother's keeper?”'. [GEN 4:9] Ya na'ab kanǫ na faaǫn ya la bǫ 

ya? Ya tuongatib banǫ bǫ tempțțsin la bǫ ya? 'Where now is your king that he may save you, in all your cities 
where are your rulers?'. [HOS 13:10] Fț gbǫǫnd yaa ni? 'where are you staying?'. [JHN 1:38] Syn: yaanǫ. Ka ZugsǤb 

Wina'am buol dau la, ka ye, “Fț bǫ yaanǫ?” 'But the Lord God called to the man, “Where are you?”'. [GEN 3:9] 
Tuongatib kpǫǫm la bǫ yaanǫ? 'Where is that chief officer?'. [ISA 33:18] See: yaanǫ. 

ya2   Variant: yaa3. pn. 1 • you [pl.], you-all [pronoun 2nd. person plural neutral]. Ya pțm mi' ye mam pț kuoda You 

already know I'm not a farmer. [Wealth-Is-Power] Yǫlyinne ka m ye m tisi ya There's one thing I want to give you. 

[Billygoat] Ya ya'a lǫb yanam mǤǤm ka yǫli ya biis nǫ sǤ' wțsa ye ba da di'em nǫ bugum. When you go home 
do your best to tell your children and everyone else not to play about with electricity. [Electricity] M biisǫ, ya sabua 

la aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ? My sons, who is your girlfriend? [Billygoat] Ka ya na tiǫnd dabiskaŋa yǫla 'This is a day you are 

to commemorate'. [EXO 12:14] Waii, bi'esțg kae, ya sid anǫ a-mi'-wțsa dim Golly! 'No doubt you are intelligent 
people'. [JOB 12:2] li anǫ daakan ka m baki ya nǫ Egipt dim. 'it was on this very day that I brought you out of 
Egypt'. [EXO 12:17] LǤǤmini ya la'ad ka maal siri nǫ ya bțmisi lǫb Keenan teŋin. 'Load your animals and return 
to the land of Canaan'. [GEN 45:17] Da dț'țsidi ya mǫŋ agǤllǫ 'do not vaunt yourself against heaven'. [PSA 75:5] Li 

anǫ Vț'țsțm daare tisi ya 'It is a sabbath of rest for you'. [LEV 23:32] ti pț kpiisid bugum la nǫ pǤn'Ǥsim 

pǤn'Ǥsim ka pț yǫli yaa. we don't switch off the power deliberately without telling you. [Electricity] Wina'am nǤŋi 

yaa gat niimis la babiga God loves you more than many sparrows. [LUK 12:7] m daa pț zan'as ye m tu'asi ya 

bțn linǫ na sțŋi yaa. 'I have not hesitated to preach anything that would be helpful to you'. [ACT 20:20] Sim: fț 
‘[sing.]’; ti1 ‘[1st. person]’; yanam ‘[emph.]’. Yiiga, m na pț'țsi ya nǫ yanamǫ kǫǫn m Ǥfisin na la First, I want 
to thank you for coming to my office. [Electricity] 
2 • y'all! [emphasizing command to many people]. GǤsimi ya, Joab pǤǤgț bǫ man pǤǤg la zugin la 'Look, Joab's 

field is next to mine'. [2SA 14:30] Israel dima wțmmiya, ya kpi'euŋ la naae ya Listen, you Israelites! Your might 

has come to an end. [2SA 1:25] See: yanam. 

ya-3   px. cardinal-point, direction. Colloc: ya-tuona ‘west’; ya-nya'aŋ ‘east’; ya-datițŋ ‘north’; ya-dagǤbțg ‘south’. 

ya4   Variant: -ya8; yaa2; nyaa2. ptc. [perfect]. Note: perfective marker often written as a separate word (or as a suffix). Mam 

sa tțm si'el la, nidib baŋ ya! 'What I did must have become known.'. [EXO 2:14] o paaya ka o zua bǫǫ ani kțmi 
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o ma kțțr he arrived, and his friend was mourning his mother. [Asaasim] Lit: weeping his mother's funeral. ba 

pa'al ye ban nini nieya they tried to show that they were educated. [Billygoat] Ka on baŋ ye ligidi la naae ya la 
And when he realised that the money was finished. [Asaasim] M bierǫ, m pț'țs ya, amaa li sia'al ya. My 
(elder-)brother, thank you, but it's all right. [GEN 33:15] Fț baŋ yaa? Did you understand? [Three-Problems] Appiah 

naan za'anǤǤrin la bu'os ye, 'Ya ti'eb yaa, biisǫǫ?' Appiah asked from the entrance "Are you ready, kids?" 

[Trouble] bțnam anaasi nan zi' yǫl ye, ‘Li sia'al yaa!’ four that never say, ‘Enough!'. [PRO 30:15] Fț ya'a pțn ... 

lusinim ka fț sțnpǫǫn la gaadin, li pț sǤn'oe yaa? 'If only you would ... conceal me till your anger has passed!'. 

[JOB 14:13] Pu'abi mǤr biis la, li kǫt nǫ ka ban'a la mǫ tun'e gban'e ba ka li pț tǤi yaa. If the woman have 
children, that makes it possible for the disease to easily infect them as well. [Trachoma] O kț nyaŋi gban'e tis o 

mǫŋ ye o tțțma naae nyaa? Couldn't he convince himself that his work was finished? [Trouble] 

ya5   v. to miss, leave out sth. Biig la kuonǫ ka ya mǤǤd ka o saam kǫna kuo tak. The child weeded (the farm) and left 
some grass and his father had to hoe it again. [MA] 

ya-6   See main entry: yațg. tomb. 

ya-7   See main entry: yir. house. 

-ya8   See main entry: ya4. [perfect]. 

yabid   Variant: yabug; yabidi. n. poison. Taba nyǤǤs la mǤri yabid dinǫ ka na'asaanam buon ye TAR bǫǫ NIKOTIN 
Tobacco smoke has a poison called in English 'tar' or 'nicotine'. [Smoking] Wina'am tțmtțmma, yabid bǫ dțkțn 

la! 'Man of God, there is death in the pot'. [2KI 4:40] Ba daam nwǫnǫ waaf yabid bǫǫ yabid linǫ bǫ dunduug 

nǤǤrin. 'Their wine is the venom of serpents, the deadly poison of cobras.'. [DEU 32:33] Mid ka tuŋ si'a bǫǫ ya 

sțțgin tțm yǫlbǫ'ǫd kaŋa buudi ka li na nwǫnǫ nya'ar kanǫ an yabid ka tǤi hali nǫ. 'This would be like a root 
that grows to be a bitter and poisonous plant.'. [DEU 29:18] Ba na gban'e wiigi bǫǫ nu yabid ka li kț niŋi ba si'ela. 
'they will pick up snakes with their hands; and when they drink deadly poison, it will not hurt them at all'. [MRK 

16:18] Dunduug yabidi bǫǫ ba nǤŋgbana ni. 'The poison of vipers is on their lips.'. [ROM 3:13] 

yabidi   See main entry: yabid. poison. 

yabilig   Form: yabilis. n. an agnate, person having the same ancestor. Colloc: pu'ayabilis ‘female agnates [W]’; Sim: tațn, 

sizua, pit1 ‘[sibling terms]’. 

yabilis   See main entry: yabilig. agnate. 

yabug   See main entry: yabid. poison. 

yabug   See main entry: yibig. threshold. 

ya-dagǤbțg   Variant: ya-dagǤbțgǤ. n. south. Zabzabidib banǫ yi ya-dagǤbțg na la kț nyaŋi tț'țsi baa 'The forces 

of the South will be powerless to resist'. [DAN 11:15] Pǫbiskanǫ yit ya-dagǤbțgǤ, kem na! 'come, south wind!'. 

[SNG 4:16] Sim: ya-datițŋ/ya-nya'aŋ/ya-tuona ‘the north, south, east, west’. Kem dț Pisiga zuor zugț gǤs 

ya-tuona nǫ ya-datiuŋ, ka gǤs ya-dagǤbțg nǫ ya-nya'aŋ. Go up to the top of Pisgah and look west and north 
and south and east. [DEU 3:27] Ya-tuona nǫ ya-nya'aŋ nǫ ya-dagǤbțg nǫ ya-datiuŋ anǫ linǫ ka ba buon 

Nasaalin ye, “West nǫ East nǫ South nǫ North” la. These [Kusaal names] are what are called in English 'west, 

east, south, north'. [DEU 3:27 [footnote]] See: ya-3; dagǤbțg. 

ya-dagǤbțgǤ   See main entry: ya-dagǤbțg. south. 

ya-datițŋ  Variant: ya-datiuŋț. n. north. li ya'a aannǫ kpǫ' baba ya-' ka ties ya-datiuŋ -'ǫnhǫǫn; amaa ya'a an ani - 

ayei. "if it is in that direction, to the ..." and he pointed to the north " – yes! but if it's there – no." [Trouble] Ka 

Midian dim la mǫ bǫ bǤn'Ǥkanǫ bǫ ya-datiuŋ ka kpi'e zuokanǫ yț'țri buon Moreh la baba. 'The camp of 
Midian was north of them in the valley near the hill of Moreh.'. [JDG 7:1] Pǫbisțg kanǫ yit ya-datiuŋ naa, duom! 
'Awake, north wind'. [SNG 4:16] GǤsima! Dataas yi ya-datiuŋț kena 'Look! An army is coming from the north'. 

[JER 50:41] Sim: ya-dagǤbțg/ya-nya'aŋ/ya-tuona ‘the north, south, east, west’. Kem dț Pisiga zuor zugț gǤs 

ya-tuona nǫ ya-datiuŋ, ka gǤs ya-dagǤbțg nǫ ya-nya'aŋ. Go up to the top of Pisgah and look west and north 
and south and east. [DEU 3:27] Ya-tuona nǫ ya-nya'aŋ nǫ ya-dagǤbțg nǫ ya-datiuŋ anǫ linǫ ka ba buon 

Nasaalin ye, “West nǫ East nǫ South nǫ North” la. These [Kusaal names] are what are called in English 'west, 
east, south, north'. [DEU 3:27 [footnote]] Sim: ya-dagǤbțg, ya-tuona, ya-nya'aŋ. See: ya-3; datiuŋ. 
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ya-datiuŋț   See main entry: ya-datițŋ. north. 

yadda   Variant: yaddaa. n. faith. man niŋ yadda ye ti tun'e niŋ o yadda ka o gurif. I believe that we can have faith in 

him and he will look after you. [AIDS-II] M niŋ yadda ye ya miilimi ba bǫdegț. I believe you are very familiar 
with them. [Trees] kǫlli ka ti mǤri ti yadda la kiŋ-kiŋ. 'let us hold firmly to the faith we profess.'. [HEB 4:14] Yadda 

nǫ ti'ir nǫ nǤŋilim, bțnama atan' nwa', na bǫ saŋa wțsa. 'There are three things that last for ever: faith, hope, 

and love'. [1CO 13:13] dinǫ kǫ ka ti kpǫmisidi ya, ka ka'anǫ dinǫ na san'ami ya yaddaa. 'to build your faith, not 
pull it down'. [2CO 10:8] Colloc: niŋ1 (X) yadda ‘have faith (in X)’. Ka Abram da niŋ ZugsǤb yadda, ka ZugsǤb 

gǫlig ka yǫl ye o anǫ pțpielim sǤb o tuon. 'Abram believed the Lord, and he credited it to him as righteousness.'. 

[GEN 15:6] Da bi'esida amaa niŋim yadda. 'Be unbelieving no longer, but believe.'. [JHN 20:27] Ka pțpielim sǤb 

na vțenǫ o yadda niŋir zug. 'But my righteous one will live by faith.'. [HEB 10:38 = HAB 2:4] Da siaki ka Hezekia 

bǫlisi ya ye ya niŋim ZugsǤb la yaddaa! 'Do not let Hezekiah persuade you to trust in the Lord'. [ISA 36:15 = 2KI 

18:30] Colloc: niŋ1 yadda ye ... ‘believe that ...’. O daa mǤǤ pian' Akunvțe kpǫmis o ye o niŋim yadda ye 

Wina'am bas o taal wțsa. He tried to speak to Akunvoe and encourage him to have faith that God had forgiven 

all his guilt. [AIDS-II] O niŋ yadda ye fț ya'a bǫ yǫlin ka buol Wina'am o na sțŋif. He believed that if you are in 
trouble and call on God he will help you. [Electricity] Albareka bǫ nǫ fțn onǫ niŋ yadda ye Wina'am yǫl si'el la 

wțsa sid na maal. 'How happy you are to believe that the Lord's message to you will come true!'. [LUK 1:45] 
Colloc: yadda niŋid ‘a Christian 'believer'’. Yadda niŋid wțsa nar ye o bǫllim pǫ'ǫl nǫ Siig la. Every believer's 

life should be full of the Spirit. [Bible-Study] fț ma'ae yadda niŋidib la wțsa sțnya. 'you ... have refreshed the 
hearts of the saints.'. [PHM 1:7] Ka yadda niŋidiba ayuobț bama bielim ka ti keŋ kpǫn' dau la yin. 'These six 
brothers also went with me, and we entered the man's house.'. [ACT 11:12]    From: (Ha.) Note: yarda 

yaddaa   See main entry: yadda. faith. 

yadig   Variant: yadiga; yadigǫ; yadigi. Form: yadignǫ. Form: yadigin. Form: yadigid. Form: yadigir. v. to spread (sth.) 

out. O daa dignǫ dǤǤg la teŋ ka pț yadig si'ela. He was lying on the floor of the room without a mat. [AIDS-II] 
sieba keŋ pǤǤginǫ ans tiis vaandi yadig suorin la. 'others cut branches in the fields and spread them on the 

road'. [MRK 11:8] Si'eli da yadig lammiri bǫǫ ba zutin n nyǫǫn hali nwǫnǫ gǤtiŋ nǫ 'Above the heads of the 
creatures there was something that looked like a dome made of dazzling crystal.'. [EZK 1:22] Nwǫnǫ bțn-ian'ada 

ǫǫnti yadig kpțkpama laan agǤl si'em la 'Like birds hovering overhead'. [ISA 31:5] ba nwǫnǫ na'azǤmnamǫ na 

luu yadig teŋinnǫ they are like locusts who come down and spread out over the land. [NAM 3:16] O pu'a da nǤk 

bulig la liŋe pibil bulig la nǤǤr, ka yadig kibielim li zug 'His wife took a covering and spread it out over the 
opening of the well and scattered grain over it.'. [2SA 17:19] Maalim Kerubnam la ka ba kpțkpama yadiga agǤla 

ka li ma'asim pil liŋ la. 'The cherubim are to have their wings spread upward, overshadowing the cover with 
them.'. [EXO 25:20] Ya nwǫnǫ bǤn'Ǥfaligi yadigi yi paalț nǫ 'Like valleys they spread out'. [NUM 24:6] ninkpiilima 

yadignǫ zin'is wțsa ka nidib tu'usidi ba. everywhere there are spread 'bodies without number, people stumbling 
over the corpses'. [NAM 3:3] Ka o gǤs ka nanzț'țs la ka o pu'a yadigin la, ku'om yțdigi li nǫ. And he saw that 
the peppers his wife spread out were soaked with the water. [Trouble] o pian'ad pian'abǫ'ǫdi yadigid ZugsǤb la 

yǫla. 'he ...  spreads error concerning the Lord' 'Like valleys they spread out'. [ISA 32:6] GǤsima! TǤǤg yadigidi 

kenna 'Look! Disaster is spreading' coming here. [JER 25:32] Cpart: ku'ol, widig. Fț bunnǫ zin'ikanǫ ka fț pț 

bțdǫ, ka ku'on zin'ikanǫ ka fț pț yadigǫ. 'you reap (harvests) where you did not sow, and you gather crops 
where you did not scatter (seed).'. [MAT 25:24] 

yadiga   See main entry: yadig. spread out. 

yadigǫ   See main entry: yadig. spread out. 

yadigi   See main entry: yadig. spread out. 

yadigid   See main entry: yadig. spread out. 

yadigin   See main entry: yadig. spread out. 

yadigir   See main entry: yadig. spread out. 

yadignǫ   See main entry: yadig. spread out. 

ya'   See main entry: yir. house. 

ya'a1   n. time, opportunity. Ya'a bǫllim ken dakǤǤnr kțțr. It's the one who has time who attends the bachelor's funeral. 
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[Proverb 008] M da nyǫ ka sǤ' wțsa anǫ kǫnda o tțțma ni ka ya'a kae pǤnbin nu'usi zi'e ya. I saw that everyone 

was busy at (their) work, and there was no time for one to fold his arms and just stand. [Shoeshine-Boy] Kțkpaa pț 

siakid ye o anǫ kțkpaa, o yǫtnǫ ye ya'a kae. A lazy man does not admit that he is lazy, but says he had no 
opportunity. [Proverb 003] Yesu nǫ o nya'andǤlib la pț nyǫ ya'a na dii. Jesus and his disciples had no chance even 
to eat. [MRK 3:20] Mam saŋa nam pț paae, amaa saŋa mǫkama yanam mǤr ya'a. My time has not yet arrived, 
but every time is the right time for you. [JHN 7:6] 

ya'a2   ptc. if, when(ever). Biig ya'a pț gaad yțțm piinǫ ayuobțț ka Gaana nid maal gbana nǤk o ye o lieb o biig, 

o tun'e lieb Gaana nid. 'A child of not more than sixteen years of age adopted by a Ghanaian.' can become a 
Ghana citizen. [Constitution] o ya'a bǤǤd ala, on kem yin na if he wanted he should come home (with her). 

[Billygoat.a] Asa'ae yuug: Nwǫnǫ pu'a ya'a sa'ae paae dabisir pțsțk Prolonged labour: If a woman is in labour 
for half a day. [Womens-Health] Amus ya'a dit sa'ab, li zabid baa sțțnr nǫ. When the cat eats t.z. it hurts the dog's 

heart. [Proverbs 006] Aa tǤ, ti ya'a vțe bǫǫ ti ya'a kpinǫ, ti anǫ ZugsǤb la nidib. 'So whether we live or die, we 
belong to the Lord.'. [ROM 14:8] Aa tǤ, m ya'a na kǤ'Ǥŋi m biis nwaa, m na kǤ'Ǥŋi banǫ. 'As for me, if I must lose 
my children, I must lose them.'. [GEN 43:14] Nǫ'ǫŋa ya'a aannǫ linǫ ka'an sțm bǫǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd si'a ka o maalin, m 

naan mǤdigin ka kǫlisi ya pian'ad la. 'If it had been a question of crime or grave misdemeanour, I should ... have 

given you ... a patient hearing'. [ACT 18:14] Na'ab la ya'a da bǤǤd ya'am bǫǫ sa'alțg o bu'osidnǫ ban whenever 
the King wanted wisdom or counsel he asked them. [DAN 1:20] Fț ya'a maannǫ piinkanǫ anǫ bareka pț'țsțg 

maan 'When you sacrifice a thank offering to the Lord'. [LEV 22:29] Colloc: ya'a ka'a ala(a) ‘otherwise, lest, for fear 
that’. on kem yin na ka o ba' nǫ o ma baŋ o ka ya'a ka' ala ba kț siakǫ. he should come home so that her 

parents could get to know him, otherwise they would not agree. [Billygoat.b] Ya'a ka' ala, ba na pa'ali ya yǫlkisa 

banǫ ka ba niŋid 'Otherwise, they will teach you to follow all the detestable things they do'. [DEU 20:18] ZǤm paae 

zuorin la, ya'a ka' alaa fț na kpi! 'Flee to the hills or you will be destroyed.'. [GEN 19:7] 

ya'a3   Note: ? loan from, or dialect influenced by, Mampruli yaa (TN) Variant: ya'aa. Form: ya'a-4. n. power, authority. Saria 

kadib zin'ikpi'euŋ la dim mǤr ya'a ka ba na digil nǤǤr ka mǤǤli li ka sǤ' wțsa siaki li. 'The Supreme Court 
shall have the final authority to say what the law is'. [Constitution] Lit: The Supreme Court has authority to lay down 

a judgement and proclaim it so that everyone obeys it. ti na maligin tiǫn tinamǫ zamisi paae si'em la ka paam 

ya'aa la'asidi sǤsid. we will remember again how far we have got in our study, and find opportunity to pray 
together. [Bible-Study] Teŋ labaya tțțma na zi'en teŋgbauŋ zi'ela ni ka na mǤr ya'abama:- 'A National Media 
Commission shall be established under the constitution. It shall have the following' powers:-. [Constitution] 
Syn: paŋ1. 

ya'a-4   See main entry: ya'a3. power. 

ya'a-5   See main entry: ya'ad1. clay. 

ya'ab ya'ab   See main entry: ya'ab2. potter. 

ya'ab1   Variant: ya'abǫ; ya'abǫǫ. Form: ya'abim!. Variant: ya'abimi!. Form: ya'abid. v. to mould pots. Dțk na yǫl onǫ 

ya'ab o la ye, “O zi' si'elaa”? 'Can the pot say of the potter, “He knows nothing”?'. [ISA 29:16.b] Ka ZugsǤb 

Wina'am gbin'e tanni ya'ab dau 'Then the Lord God took some soil from the ground and formed a man out of it'. 

[GEN 2:7] Biriku'an sǤb pian'ad nwǫnǫ sǤ' na ya'ab yțțr, ka nyǫlig kǤlibire bțligi li ka li vǫnl. 'Like a coating of 
glaze over earthenware are fervent lips with an evil heart.'. [PRO 26:23] O Israel dim banǫ ka m ya'abǫ O people of 
Israel that I formed. [ISA 43:1] Ya mi' ye ya' bama nwa' ni yir yinne bǫǫ anina mǤr teŋgban nǫ winsieba banǫ bǫ 

yir wțsa ni, nǫ ba'ar kanǫ ka ba kpi'a nǫ onǫ ka ba ya'abǫǫ? 'Do you know that one of these houses has an 

ephod, other household gods, a carved image and a cast idol?'. [JDG 18:14] Tǫnr ye fțnǫ ya'abim wțț ya'ad nǫ. 
'Recall that you moulded me like clay'. [JOB 10:9] Wina'am maan saa, maan sisi'em, maan tiis, ya'abid 

ninsaalib. God makes the rain, makes the storm-wind, makes trees, moulds human beings. [Trouble] Note: "It is not 

natural in Kusaal to write it in this way" [MA].    Ya tulis si'elnam tutula, ka tǫn'ǫsid ye onǫ ya'abid la nwǫnǫ ya'adǫ! 
You turn things upside down, as if the potter were thought to be like the clay! [ISA 29:16.a] ZugsǤba, vi'imi ti, 

nyǫligimi ti, ya'abimi ti ka pǫ'ǫli ti. Lord, barricade us, melt us, mould us, fill us. [Bible-Study] Colloc: onǫ ya'abid 
‘a potter’. Note: used in the published Bible to replace ya'ab2.    O nǤǤd na'anam ... nwǫnǫ onǫ ya'abid ya'adi nǤn 

ya'ad si'em la. 'He treads on rulers ... as if he were a potter treading the clay.'. [ISA 41:25] Nact: ya'ab2. See: ya'ab2. 

ya'ab2   Note: changed to onǫ ya'abid 'the one who moulds' in the published Bible Form: ya'ab ya'ab. Variant: ya'abnam [N]. n. a 

potter. InvNact: ya'ab1. See: ya'ab1. 
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ya'abǫ   See main entry: ya'ab1. mould pots. 

ya'abǫǫ   See main entry: ya'ab1. mould pots. 

ya'abid   See main entry: ya'ab1. mould pots. 

ya'abim!   See main entry: ya'ab1. mould pots. 

ya'abimi!   See main entry: ya'ab1. mould pots. 

ya'abnam [N]   See main entry: ya'ab2. potter. 

ya'ab-ya'abi   id. immediately. (m) kpǫn niŋ ya'ab-ya'abi keŋ gțbigi m yǤn tusa ayi' nǫ kǤbiswai su varidi 'I walked 
quickly and took hold of my Gh¢580,000 and put in my pocket quickly '. [Shoeshine-Boy] 

ya'ad1   Variant: ya'adi1. Form: ya'a-5. n. clay. Tǫnr ye fțnǫ ya'abim wțț ya'ad nǫ. 'Recall that you moulded me like 

clay'. [JOB 10:9] tampiing la kǤ'Ǥg kțnt la, nǫ kțntzǫn'ug la nǫ ya'ad la nǫ anzurifa la nǫ sanlim la wțsa 

bur-bur 'a rock that broke the iron, the bronze, the clay, the silver and the gold to pieces'. [DAN 2:45] Yitita'ar pț 

mǤr sanlima bǫǫ anzurifa la'ad ma'aanǫ, amaa daad nǫ ya'ad la'ad mǫ bǫ 'In a large house there are articles 
not only of gold and silver, but also of wood and clay'. [2TI 2:20] Nimo nǤk ya'adi suoǫn o datiuŋ nu'ug Nimo 
took clay and rubbed it on his right hand. [Trouble] O nǤǤd na'anam ... nwǫnǫ onǫ ya'abid ya'adi nǤn ya'ad si'em 

la. 'He treads on rulers ... as if he were a potter treading the clay.'. [ISA 41:25] Colloc: ya'adin ‘in/on/from clay’. 
NǤkim kugbǫda m pin' ya'adin ka Juda dim la nini nyǫ 'While the Jews are watching, take some large stones 
with you and bury them in clay'. [JER 43:9] Etym: OV1 *YA(G) ; OV2 *YOG ; OVN *YAG-DI . 

ya'ad2   Variant: ya'adi2. v. to be parallel, make things parallel. Abram mǤri li wțsa na ka kǤdigi ba buak pțsțk pțsțkț 

digili ba ka ba ya'ad taaba 'Abram brought the animals to God, cut them in half, and placed the halves opposite 
each other in two rows'. [GEN 15:10] BǤ ka m na nwǫnǫ pu'a ... ka o su'a dǤlli ya'adi fț zuanam kǤnbidǫ. 'Why 

should I be like a veiled woman beside the flocks of your friends? '. [SNG 1:7] linǫ ya'ad nǫ zaŋguom kanǫ wa'ami 

yi yiŋ ya-nya'aŋ baba, zin'ikanǫ ka nidib dǤlli kpǫn'ǫd dǤǤdin la which ran parallel to the long wall on the east 
side, where people passed through to get to the rooms. [EZK 42:12 [published Bible]] Sim: bu'al. linǫ bu'al nǫ 

zaŋguom kanǫ wa'ami yi yiŋ ya-nya'aŋ baba, zin'ikanǫ ka nidib dǤlli kpǫn'ǫd dǤǤdin la. [EZK 42:12 [draft]] Note: 
cf. preceding example 

ya'ad3   See main entry: ya'ae2. open mouth. 

ya'ad4   See main entry: yaae3. hate. 

ya'adi1   See main entry: ya'ad1. clay. 

ya'adi2   See main entry: ya'ad2. parallel [put/be-~]. 

ya'ae1   Variant: ya'e1; ya'ai. Form: ya'anǫ1. v. to be/hang on top. ka dindǫog ... dțț ya'ae tǫ'ǫg zug lalli, lalli sa and 

chameleon ... climbed up and hung far, far away on top of a baobab tree. [Asaasim] Tiig da wali bǫǫ ani baba ka 

niimis ya'ae anina kaasid. There was a tree that produced fruit near there and the birds perched on it singing. 

[Trouble] O gǤs o fuud banǫ ya'ae kpa'as zugț kțlțŋ nya'aŋ la. He looked at the clothes which were hanging on 

nails on the back of the door. [Trouble] Nimo da yii o dǤǤgin na ka o malifț ya'ae o biankimpiiung zug Nimo 
came out of his room with his gun hanging on his shoulder. [Trouble] La'an nǫ man nwǫnǫ waa ya'ae nyǤ'Ǥsin la, 

m pț tam fț zi'ela laa. 'Though I am like a wineskin in the smoke, I do not forget your decrees.'. [PSA 119:83] Onǫ 

ya'ae Jezireel girimbisa zugț gur teŋ la nyǫ Jehu nǫ o nidib la 'A guard on duty in the watchtower at Jezreel 

saw Jehu and his men'. [2KI 9:17] Fț sakur fuug la na kpǫn ya'ae fț niŋin ala wțț gum-gaarisnǫ. Your school 
shirt will continue to hang on your body like a lot of loose threads. [Trouble] Niimis wțsa daa nyaŋi ya'anǫ li zug 
'the birds of the air lived in its branches'. [DAN 4:12] Sim: pa'al, sun'oe, sțn'țl, zuol ‘put/be on’; ya'al, yul1, gbǫb 
‘hang’; Cpart: yak2 ‘take down, 'unhang'’. See: ya'al. 

ya'ae2   Variant: ya'e2. Form: ya'anǫ2. Form: ya'ad3. Form: ya'ar. v. to open (the mouth). Nǫ' anǫ siindi bǤǤdi tuaki lu o 

zilimmin; asǫǫ o ya'ae o nǤǤr. This was honey about to drip onto his tongue; he just had to open his mouth. 

[Trouble] On ya'ae o nǤǤr ye o zǫ ni'im kanǫ bǫ ku'omin la, ka o ni'im la lu kǤlțgțn la. When he opened his 

mouth to grab the meat that was in the water, his meat fell into the river. [Jealousy] AnǤ'Ǥnǫ na tun'e wǫ'ǫg o nǤǤri 

ya'ae 'Who can make him open his jaws ... ?'. [JOB 41:14] Li pț dǤl suor nǫ fțn na ya'ae sțlțg nǤǤr ka niis wțsa 

gǤsida! 'How useless to spread a net in full view of all the birds!'. [PRO 1:17] Lit: open the mouth of the snare. yațg 
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ya'anǫ nǤǤri gurim. 'the grave awaits me.'. [JOB 17:1] Lit: opens its mouth to await me. Saa da an vț'țm Susa 

teŋin ka kpaad sǤ' ka' ya'a ya'ad nǤǤr ye o niidnǫ tțțgida. Rain was life at Susa, and no farmer dare open his 
mouth and say it is raining too much. [Trouble] Ya'ami fț nǤǤr ka di'e man tisidif si'el la Ǥnb. 'open your mouth 
and eat what I give you.'. [EZK 2:8] Ya'amini ya nǤǤr ka m diisi ya. 'Open wide your mouth and I will fill it.'. [PSA 

81:10] Sțŋimim ka m guri m nǤǤr, O ZugsǤba; ka gu'usidi m nǤŋgban ya'ar. 'Set a guard over my mouth, O 

Lord; keep watch over the door of my lips.'. [PSA 141:3] See: yaam. 

ya'agbil   Variant: ya'agbilli. Form: ya'agbila. n. a ball of clay. Onǫ ya'abid la mǤr suor ka o na nǤk ya'agbilli ya'ab on 

bǤǤd si'el ka mǫ mǤr suori na ya'ab dțk kanǫ ligidi zu'oe nǫ onǫ ligidi pț zu'oe nǫ ya'agbil yinne. 'Does not 
the potter have the right to make out of the same lump of clay some pottery for noble purposes and some for 

common use?'. [ROM 9:21] See: ya'ad1; -gbil. 

ya'agbila   See main entry: ya'agbil. clay ball. 

ya'agbilli   See main entry: ya'agbil. clay ball. 

ya'ai   See main entry: ya'ae1. on top [be]. 

ya'al   Variant: ya'ali. Form: ya'an4. Variant: ya'annǫ2. Form: ya'anid1. Form: ya'alim!. v. to hang sth. up. Pien sțŋ ka ba 

da' yi Egipt na sǫǫn li ya'al anrțŋ dawǤk la zug 'Fine embroidered linen from Egypt was your sail'. [EZK 27:7] 
Lit: hung on the ships tall stick (mast). Ka ba ya'al Haman biis piiga la daba'ada la zug. 'and Haman's ten sons 
were hung up on the gallows.'. [EST 9:14] Li nwǫnǫ daug ka ba nǤki sǫ ka ya'al fuug ye li kad niis pǤǤgin. 'Like 
a scarecrow in a melon patch'. [JER 10:5] Lit: a stick that they plant and hang a shirt on to chase birds from a farm. 
Zan'asimi fț tǫn'ǫs sț'țŋa ka ti keŋ ya'ali fț mǫŋ ka mam ba'a kae. Do not fail to think through carefully 
otherwise you will get yourself in a mess, in which case I don't care! [MA]. [Akelsa] Ka nǤk fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋid la 

ya'ali lus Fuug Sțgțr la za'anǤǤr. 'and put the curtain at the entrance to the tabernacle'. [EXO 40:5] Ba mǤri li 

maan kpadaa kpa'adi ya'an la'adǫ? 'Can you even make a peg out of it to hang things on?'. [EZK 15:3] fț kǤr 

niŋgǤnkǤriswțț ban ya'an zaba la'ad za'antǤligin si'em la. you wear necklaces like warriors' gear hanging on 
a middle-stick. [SNG 4:4] Niimis banǫ bǫ la wțsa da ya'an tiliilțŋ la zug 'All the birds of the air settled on the 
fallen tree'. [EZK 31:13] Sieba da kpǫn ya'annǫ tiisin la ti'eb ye ba lǫn lǫbi ba diisirin la. Some were still perching 
on the trees and getting ready to return to their feeding. [Trouble] Ya'alim fuug la kpa'as la ni ka li sig teŋin 'Hang 

the curtain from the clasps' so that it comes down to the ground. [EXO 26:33] Sim: ya'ae1, ya'as3, yul1, gbǫb. 
See: ya'ae1; ya'an; ya'as3. 

ya'ali   See main entry: ya'al. hang up. 

ya'alim!   See main entry: ya'al. hang up. 

ya'am bțn   See main entry: ya'ambțn. darling. 

ya'am1   Variant: yam2. Form: ya'am-3. n. 1 • gallbladder. Etym: OV1 YA ("fiel, bile" ≠ "intelligence") ; OVN Y Ɛ-M (= 
"sense") ; PB jóngò ("bile") . 
2 • sense. Na'asaabugum an sț'țŋa, tțmmi li nǫ ya'am. Electricity is useful, use it sensibly. [Electricity] Ya'am 

mǫǫd yir, ka agban'ad si'el gbin kǫt ka li zi'e 'By wisdom a house is built, and through understanding it is 
established'. [PRO 24:3] Na'akanǫ mǤr ya'am bakidnǫ nimbǫ'ǫdnam la 'A wise king sifts out the wicked'. [PRO 

20:26] AlazugǤ mǤri ya'am wțț wiigi nǫ, ka an baanlimm wțț dawana nǫ. 'Therefore be as shrewd as snakes 

and as innocent as doves.'. [MAT 10:16] Adț'țsi-m-mǫŋ ya'a gaad tuon, nyannǫ dǤl, amaa a-sie-m-mǫŋ mǤri 

ya'am kenna. 'When pride comes, then comes disgrace, but with humility comes wisdom.'. [PRO 11:2] 
a-pț-siakid taaba pian'ad linǫ fǫndigid nidib ya'am ka pț mǤr yǫlsida 'constant friction between men of 
corrupt mind, who have been robbed of the truth'. [1TI 6:5] amaa ka pț tun'e lǫbisid o yam pian'abanǫ ka 

Wina'am Siig Kasi tis o ka o pian'ad laa. 'but they could not stand up against his wisdom or the Spirit by whom 
he spoke.'. [ACT 6:10] o kțțs ya'ambǫ'ǫd sǤb la bǫ'ǫd. 'the Lord condemns a crafty man.'. [PRO 12:2] Colloc: ya'am 

iank ‘be astonished, alarmed’. Apraku da maanim nǫ wțț o pitț nǫ ka m ya'am pț ian'ada. Apraku treated me 
like his younger brother, and I wasn't disturbed. [Shoeshine-Boy] SǤ' zǤt dabiem bǫǫ o ya'am ian'adaa? 'Is any man 

afraid or fainthearted?'. [DEU 20:8] Da kǫ ka ya ya'am iankǫ, da zǤǤnǫ ba dabiem. 'Do not be terrified; do not be 
afraid of them.'. [DEU 1:29] Alazug ka m yam ian'ad o zug 'That is why I am terrified before him. [JOB 23:15] Note: 

cf. JOB 27:20 Colloc: ya'am nwa'ar ‘disturbance of mind’. Dabiem nǫ ya'am nwa'ar da kǫ ka Jakob pțdig 

nimbanǫ bǫǫ o san'an la zin'is ayi' 'In great fear and distress Jacob divided the people who were with him into 
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two groups'. [GEN 32:7] Colloc: ya'am12 digin ‘mind is settled, relaxed’. sǤ' ya'a fuoǫn li ka vǤl nyǤ'Ǥs la li kǫt ka 

o ya'am diginidnǫ if anyone inhaled it and swallowed the smoke it would calm his mind. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: X  

paae Y ya'am ‘X satisfies Y's mind’. Lǫbisțg la ya'a paae Goma ya'am, li ka' ala tis Ama. If this answer 
satisfied Goma, it was not so for Ama. [Trouble] Amaa buudi wțsa ni sǤ' ya'a pț'țsid o ka maan linǫ an sțm, 

on daana paae o ya'am. 'Those who worship him and do what is right are acceptable to him, no matter what race 

they belong to.'. [ACT 10:35] Colloc: X ya'am taae nǫ1 Y ‘X is very interested in Y’. Adu yțma da nan pǤǤd nǫ 

pian'abama, amaa o zua bil la ya'am da taae li nǫ. Adu was not old enough for this conversation, but his young 
friend was very interested in it. [Trouble] Colloc: ya'amdaan(a) ‘a sensible, wise person’. anǤ'Ǥnǫ lǫǫ an tțmtțm 

kanǫ an yǫlsida sǤb nǫ ya'amdaana ... ? 'Who then is the faithful and wise servant ... ?'. [MAT 24:45] Colloc: vǤl 

ya'am ‘be gobsmacked’. GǤsimi, yanam banǫ an yț'țsan'auŋ dima, ya na vǤl ya'am kpi. 'Look, you scoffers! 
Be astonished and die!'. [ACT 13:41] Colloc: ( maal ) ya'am nǫ ya'am ‘engage in verbal sparring, trickery’; X ya'am 

kpǫn' Y ‘X falls in love with Y’. Saul bipuŋ Mikal ya'am da kpǫn' nǫ David 'Saul's daughter Michal was in love 
with David'. [1SA 18:20] Colloc: X kpǫn' Y ya'amin ‘X strongly attracts Y’. Beckie Annan vǫnlim kpǫn'ǫnǫ nidib 

ya'amin ka o ya'a gat wțsa ba gi'esidnǫ. Beckie Annan's beauty attracted many people, and when she passed, 
they turned to look. [Trouble] Colloc: fǫndig X ya'am ‘to lead X astray’. O da di pu'ab bǫdegț ka ba fǫndig o 

ya'am; ka mǫ da la'as anzurifa nǫ sanlima bǫdegțț. 'He must not take many wives, or his heart will be led 
astray. He must not accumulate large amounts of silver and gold.'. [DEU 17:17] Colloc: X ya'amin(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘to X's taste’. 
Gaŋim zin'ikanǫ ka ba na zin' ba ya'amin Choose a place where they can sit as they like. [Bible-Study] Pulis la da 

mǤr bțțd bǤzugǤ, nidib da pț tun'e kennǫ ba ya'aminǫ ka nian'asid. The police were in the right, because 
people couldn't go as they wanted but had to squeeze through. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ya'a an man ya'aminǫǫ, man na yǫl 

ye ya kǫ ka ti nya nvɔt In my opinion, I would say let's get holes. [Kittens+Mice] Colloc: ya'am daan1/ya'am dim 
‘sensible person/people’. gǤsimi ya sțțgini gaŋ dapa ayǤpǤi banǫ an ya'am dim 'choose seven men from 
among you who are known to be full of ... wisdom'. [ACT 6:3] Colloc: ya'am gǤnlțŋ ‘shrewdness, ingenuity’. 
YA'AM GƆNLƒŊ PIAN'AD Ingenious Speech. [You-Do? [= You-Heard?]] Ya'am gǤnlțŋ bǤ ka fț mǤr ka tinam pț 

mǤra? 'What insights do you have that we do not have?'. [JOB 15:9] dunia kaŋa nwa' dim mǤr ya'am gǤnlțŋț 

tțmmi gat banǫ dǤl Wina'am la 'the people of this world are much more shrewd in handling their affairs than the 
people who belong to the light'. [LUK 16:8] Sim: baŋir. Note: under baŋ Amaa, m zuanǤŋa, faar kan ka ba kț nyaŋi 

faaǫn ka basif anǫ ya'am nǫ baŋir. But, my friend, the inheritance that can't be snatched away from you is sense 
and understanding. [Asaasim] Fț ya'am nǫ fț baŋir la bǤdisif nǫ. 'Your wisdom and knowledge led you astray'. [ISA 

47:10] See: ya'ambǤǤdim; ya'ambțn; ya'amka'alțg; ya'amlǫog; ya'amnwa'ug; ya'ampǤǤdim; ya'amsǫug. 

ya'am2   v. to yawn. O bilig o fugǤbțgțn la ka ya'am. He rolled on his sheet and yawned. [Trouble] Gbǫnum mǤr o ka o 

ya'am ka pț basida. He is feeling sleepy and yawns without stopping. [MA] 

ya'am-3   See main entry: ya'am1. gallbladder, sense. 

ya'ama   See main entry: yam1 [SD]. fodder. 

ya'ambǤǤdim   Variant: ya'amboodim. n. desire, will. Li anǫ m ya'ambǤǤdim ye m ya'a naae sakur, m na kilim duata. 
It is my desire that when I complete my education, I should become a doctor. [MA] See: ya'am; bǤǤdim. 

ya'amboodim   See main entry: ya'ambǤǤdim. will.  

ya'ambțn   Variant: ya'ambun; ya'am bțn; ya'ambțnǫǫ; ya'ambunɛɛ. Form: ya'ambțnama. n. darling. Note: desire-thing 
M anǫ m ya'ambțn la din 'I belong to my lover'. [SNG 7:10] dimi ka nu; dim tigi yanamǫ bǤǤd si'em, m 

ya'ambțnama. 'Eat, lovers, and drink until you are drunk with love! '. [SNG 5:1] Colloc: m ya'ambțn(nǫ(ǫ)) ‘my 
darling’. Kem na, m ya'ambțnnǫǫ 'Come, my beloved'. [SNG 7:11] Duoma, m ya'am bțnnǫ, 'Arise, my darling'. 
[SNG 2:10] Sim: nǤŋir. See: ya'am; bțn1. 

ya'ambțnama   See main entry: ya'ambțn. darling. 

ya'ambțnǫǫ   See main entry: ya'ambțn. darling. 

ya'ambudimis   n. confusion of mind. ZugsǤb la na kǫ ka gǫǫmis mǤri ya, ka zțnzǤnnim na paae ya, nǫ 

ya'ambudimis. 'The Lord will afflict you with madness, blindness and confusion of mind.'. [DEU 28:28] 
Sim: ya'amnwa'ug. See: ya'am; budim. 

ya'ambun   See main entry: ya'ambțn. darling. 
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ya'ambunɛɛ   See main entry: ya'ambțn. darling. 

ya'amis   Form: ya'amsid. Variant: yamisid. Form: ya'amsidi. v. to doubt, worry. Ka o yamisid on na yǫl Tika la nǫ'ǫŋa 

wțsa. He was undecided whether to tell the teacher all of this. [Trouble] Ka o nya'andǤlib la gǤsid taaba ka 

ya'amisid onǫ yǫla ka Yesu pian'ad la. 'His disciples stared at one another, at a loss to know which of them he 
meant.'. [JHN 13:22] ya da ya'amisidi ya nyǤvțya bǫǫ yanamǫ na di si'el bǫǫ nu si'el bǫǫ yanamǫ na yǫ si'el yǫllǫ. 
'do not worry about your life, what you will eat or drink; or about ... what you will wear.'. [MAT 6:25] Sim: bi'es, 

yutim1. 

ya'am-ka'alim   See main entry: ya'amka'alțg. stupidity. 

ya'amka'alțg   Variant: ya'am-ka'alim. n. stupidity, unwisdom. Basim ya'amka'alțg tțțma ka fț na vțe 'Leave the 

company of ignorant people, and live.'. [PRO 9:6] ba wțsa tisid o nǫ ya'amka'alțg sa'alțg. they all 'give senseless 
advice.'. [ISA 19:11] ba anǫ ya'am-ka'alim dim. they are 'easily deceived and senseless'. [HOS 7:11] See: ya'am; 

ka'2. 

ya'amlǫog   Variant: ya'amleog; ya'amlɛug; ya'amlǫogǤ; ya'amleogo; ya'amlǫogț. n. lust, desire, eagerness. Adu da 

kǫlisidnǫ nǫ ya'amlǫog Adu was listening eagerly. [Trouble] Man da nǤbigid ka m yțma paasid la, ka m 

zamisțg ya'amlǫog mǫ nǤbigid. I got older and bigger, and my desire for learning also increased. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Mid ka ya kǫ ka ya ya'amlǫog kpǫn' pu'a bannam buudii 'Do not let such a woman win your heart'. [PRO 7:25] 
piini banǫ ka ya tisid saŋa wțsa la, nǫ linǫ wțsa ka ya pț'țlțm zi'el, nǫ ya ya'amlǫog piini 'your gifts and 

whatever you have vowed and all the freewill offerings'. [LEV 23:38] o pț nyǫ bipuŋ la, ka yǫt ye o ya'amlɛug bǫ 

o san'an. he didn't see the girl but he said he fancied her. [Trouble] SǤ' da kae na nyaŋi tțm o mǫŋ tțțma nǫ 

ya'amlǫogǤ 'No one could go about his business safely'. [ZEC 8:10] Yanamǫ pț dǤlli ya ZugsǤb Wina'am la nǫ ya 

ya'amlǫogǤ, ka mǫ pț maal sumalisim saŋkanǫ ka si'el wțsa da an sț'țŋa tisi ya la zug 'You have not served 
the Lord your God, rejoicing in gladness of heart over all your blessings'. [DEU 28:47] SǤ' mǫkama ya'amlǫogț 

pan'asid o ka o kpǫn'ǫd makirin. 'Temptation comes when anyone is lured and dragged away by his own 
desires'. [JAS 1:14] See: ya'am. 

ya'amlǫogǤ   See main entry: ya'amlǫog. desire. 

ya'amlǫogț   See main entry: ya'amlǫog. desire. 

ya'amlɛug   See main entry: ya'amlǫog. desire. 

ya'amleog   See main entry: ya'amlǫog. desire. 

ya'amleogo   See main entry: ya'amlǫog. desire. 

ya'amnwa'ug   n. confusion (of mind). Adu kuus ya nǫ ya'amnwa'ug. Adu yelled in confusion. [Trouble] Nimo da 

maligim yǫl sǤlțŋ kaŋa la ka ya'amnwa'ug pțtǫn'ǫr kǫn o ni na. Nimo told the story again and mental 
confusion came over him. [Trouble] Ayei, da su'adi ligidi yinnǫ ka li mǤr dabiem nǫ ya'amnwa'ug. No, don't 

keep the money at home –  it causes fear and confusion. [Wealth-Is-Power] See: ya'am; nwa'1. 

ya'ampǤǤdim   n. having little sense, stupid. Sim: zǤlțg ‘a fool’. ya'am dim kpiid; ka zǤn nǫ ya'ampǤǤdim dim mǫ 

kpiid 'wise men die; the foolish and the senseless alike perish'. [PSA 49:10] See: ya'am; pǤǤd1. 
ya'amsɛog   See main entry: ya'amsǫug. willingness. 

ya'amsǫug   Variant: ya'amsɛog; ya'amseug. n. willingness. ya guri Wina'am nimbanǫ ka o gu'uli ya wțț pǫ'ǫs la, nǫ 

ya'amsǫug 'be shepherds of the flock that God gave you and to take care of it willingly'. [1PE 5:2] Ya'am ya'a 

pansig sǤ' ya sțțgin, on sǤsim Wina'am onǫ tisid nidib wțsa nǫ ya'amsǫug 'If any of you lacks wisdom, he 

should ask God, who gives generously to all'. [JAS 1:5 [original New Testament]] See: ya'am. 
ya'amseug   See main entry: ya'amsǫug. willingness. 

ya'amsid   See main entry: ya'amis. worry. 

ya'amsidi   See main entry: ya'amis. worry. 

ya'an1   Variant: ya'annǫ1. n. victory, pride. Amaa fț kț tun'e nyǫ ya'an na'ana. But you can't get victory easily. 

[Bible-Study] Saŋkan la nǤǤ ka Joab dǤl David nidib la yi zaba la ni lǫb Hebron teŋin na nǫ ya'an 'Just then 

David's men and Joab returned from a raid', victorious. [2SA 3:22] Colloc: di1 ya'an1 ‘obtain victory’. M ya'a da 
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zamisidinǫ, m da naan diin ya'an. If I had studied, I would have won. [Shoeshine-Boy] Fț keŋ na'asaateŋi sǤbi di 

ya'an, ka fț kpǫǫm la pț nyaŋǫ. You go to Europe and get a degree, which your elder couldn't do. [Three-Problems] 
Lit: 'write' and have success. sǤ' ya'a bǤǤd ye o di ya'an di'ema zin'igin 'if anyone competes as an athlete'. [2TI 2:5] 
Lit: wants to win at the games. AnǤ'Ǥn nam mi' mak o mǫŋ nǫ Wina'am ka di ya'annǫ? 'Who has resisted him 
and come out unscathed?'. [JOB 9:4] Sim: nyaŋir, yaŋir. 

ya'an2   ptc. again. Ba ya'an sa maal anwa su'os. They did it again yesterday. [Electricity] O ya'an da bǤǤdi ti baŋ ye o 

paae na ka pin'ili bu'osid bu'osyǫǫd. He again wanted us to know that he had come, and started asking stupid 

questions. [Shoeshine-Boy] o ya'an na bas nimbama mǤǤgin kpǫla 'he will again leave all this people in the desert. 

[NUM 32:15] Goliyaf onǫ an Filistia dim gandaug la ya'an yina 'Goliath, the Philistine champion ..., stepped out'. 
[1SA 17:23] Űǫn, ya'an kemi Betel teŋinǫ tțmmini ya tțțmbǫ'ǫd la Yes, go to Bethel again and do your sinning! 

[AMO 4:4] Sim: lǫn. pian' bama zug kǫ ka bakir ya'an daa bǫ Jew dim la sțțgin [JHN 10:19 [draft]] pian' bama zug 

ka bakir lǫm bǫ Jew dim la sțțgin. 'At these words the Jews were again divided.'. [[published Bible]] Sim: ya'as1 

[adv.]. 

ya'an3   Variant: ya'anǫ3. Form: ya'anid2. v. to perch. Nid pț kpin nǫ nwaaŋ ka o duor ya'anid tiiga. A person is not 

related to a monkey and his stick stays in a tree. [Proverb 052] Yǫl pț ya'anid tiig zug ka da sig teŋa. Trouble 
never remains hanging on a tree without falling to the ground. [Proverb 002] Sim: ya'ae1, ya'al. See: ya'al. 

ya'an4   See main entry: ya'al. hang up. 

ya'anǫ1  See main entry: ya'ae1. on top [be]. 

ya'anǫ2  See main entry: ya'ae2. open mouth. 

ya'anǫ3  See main entry: ya'an3. perch. 

ya'anid1   See main entry: ya'al. hang up. 

ya'anid2   See main entry: ya'an3. perch. 

ya'annǫ1   See main entry: ya'an1. pride. 

ya'annǫ2   See main entry: ya'al. hang up. 

ya'aŋi   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

ya'ar   See main entry: ya'ae2. open mouth. 

ya'as1   Variant: ya'asa; ya'asǫ; ya'asǫǫ; ya'asi. adv. again. Note: in the negative, the World English translation may be more 

naturally 'no more', 'no longer', 'not ... any more', though Ghana English is more comfortable with 'not ... again' O da tǫnbig 

kugir ka lǫm ba'aŋ ye o ansig vaung ya'as. He kicked a stone and reached up to tear off another leaf. [Trouble] O 

daa bǤdignǫ, ka ti lǫn nyǫǫ o ya'as. 'he was lost and is found'. [LUK 15:24] Ya ya'a lǫn niŋ ala ya'as ya na baŋ! 
'Do it again, and I shall take action against you.'. [NEH 13:21] Nid pț bǤǤd nwa'a ka bǤǤd bǤ ya'asa? If someone 

doesn't want this, what does he want again? [Akelsa] Ba kț lǫm buonnǫ fț yț'țr ye Abram ya'asa 'No longer will 
you be called Abram'. [GEN 17:5] Onǫ ka' teŋimbiig kț tun'e sț'țg paalțț, o sț'țgǫǫ li anǫ yțma pisnu bǫn ka 

o kț lǫn sț'țe paalț la ya'asǫ. 'A non-citizen of Ghana may not have a freehold interest in any land In Ghana; 
The only interest a non-citizen may hold shall be a 50 year leasehold.'. [Constitution] Mǫlimi m tuon, m pț lǫm 

bǤǤd ye m nyǫǫf ya'asǫ! 'Get out of my sight! Don't let me ever see you again! [EXO 10:28] O na ti lǫn nyǫ 

zin'ibama ya'asǫǫ? Will he ever see those places again? [Trouble] Ka o lǫn fuoe yinne nwǫ'ǫ paas, ya'asǫǫ 

bugum pț la'aŋǫ. He got out another (match) and struck it, and again the fire didn't catch. [Fire] Li da anǫ o mǫŋ 

siig amaa o da tǫn'ǫs ye li anǫ basi'a ya'asi mǤr ni'im. It was his own reflection, but he thought it was another 

dog with some meat. [Jealousy] NǤkim duor yinne ya'asi sǤb ka li an Israel dim sț'țlim din. 'Then take another 
stick and write on it the words, ‘The kingdom of Israel’. [EZK 37:16] Sim: yț'țs1. O saam pț bǫnǫ nǫ sumalisim 

yț'țsǫǫ? O ma lǫm mi' fara ya'asǫǫ? Isn't his father happy again? Is his mother still experiencing poverty?'. 

[Trouble] Sim: ya'an2, ... pǫ'ǫs, paas ‘to ... again’. 

ya'as2   Form: ya'asid. v. to delay, take time to do sth. Note: usually with negative meaning 'it isn't/won't be long before ... ' Ya ayi 

baa pț ya'asid kǤm gbǫǫnbǤ. A dog of two houses isn't likely lie down hungry. [Proverb 30] nimbanǫ an gǤba 

sțnf pț ya'asid pǫligirǫ lefthanded people get angry quickly. [Trouble] Tabnuud ya'a zǤnǫ bǫǫ o tțm nǫ tțțm 

kpi'eŋǤǤ, o pț ya'asid gǫǫnbǤ. If a smoker runs or does hard work he quickly tires. [Smoking] Birago bǫllim da pț 
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ya'asid tiakirǫ It was not long before Birago's life changed. [Trouble] Ba nwǫnǫ kǤlkanǫ ku'om pț ya'asid 

kpiǫnrǫ. They are like a stream whose water dries up quickly. [JOB 6:15] Niŋgbiŋ na kțdig ka zug wiim pț 

ya'asidif gban'arǫ. The body will grow old, and headache will not delay in attacking you. [Smoking] Bțn dinǫ ka 

ti nyǫt la kț ya'as naarǫ, ka dinǫ ka ti pț nyǫt la na bǫ yțma dinǫ ka' naarǫ. 'For what can be seen is 

temporary, but what cannot be seen is eternal.'. [2CO 4:18] wen wuu fun na ya'as noba kobus ayi'iŋa ne like how 

you will 'make a distance of' two hundred feet. [JHN 21:8 [Original New Testament]] Note: Published Bible: li da nwǫnǫ 

nǤba yakir kǤbisyi'.    li nwǫnǫ mǫligim linǫ pț ya'asid kțdigir si'em la it is 'like the early dew that disappears'. 

[HOS 6:4] Lit: does not delay in its drying. O gaŋ ye o la'am namis nǫ Wina'am nidib la gat on na nyǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd 

malisim linǫ pț ya'asid naarǫ 'He chose to be mistreated along with the people of God rather than to enjoy the 
pleasures of sin for a short time.'. [HEB 11:25] M zuanamaa, baŋimi ka Kusaas ye tuombi'ela pț ya'asid paarǫ 
My friends, you must know that the Kusaas say that a little while won't take long. [Asaasim] nyan kpǫn' o ban da 

pț ya'asidi ba nwa'as yǫlbaanlțg yǫla la. she became ashamed that it hadn't taken long for them to quarrel over 

a minor matter. [Trouble] Sim: yuug, waŋ. 

ya'as3   v. to take down something hanging ( e.g. clothes on a drying-line). Ka o bi'esid ye o pu'ayua la ta'an kǤnrid nwa 

o nyaŋi ya'as fuud nwa, bǫǫ? Since her daughter was already snoring, she wondered whether she was able to 

remove the clothes (from the drying line). [Trouble] Unit: yak2. See: ya'al; yak2. 

ya'asa   See main entry: ya'as1. again. 

ya'asǫ   See main entry: ya'as1. again. 

ya'asǫǫ   See main entry: ya'as1. again. 

ya'asi   See main entry: ya'as1. again. 

ya'asid   See main entry: ya'as2. delay. 

ya'aa   See main entry: ya'a3. power. 

ya'e1   See main entry: ya'ae1. on top [be]. 

ya'e2   See main entry: ya'ae2. open mouth. 

yak1   v. to finish. Note: a bowl of food, "almost always in reference to t.z." [MA].    Fț ya'a nyǫ man zǫǫnd nǫ danbin ka 

maan galim, fț na yak sa'anwan. If you get my soup and leaven and start by despising them, you end up 
emptying the calabash of t.z.. [Trees] 

yak2   Variant: yakki. Form: yakir2. v. to unhook, unhang. nwǫnǫ nidi ba'aŋi yak niis tǫǫd 'As one reaches into a nest'. 
ba ... da duoe keŋ Betsean yț'țŋ kanǫ yak Saul nǫ o biis la niŋgbina lǫb Jabis n nyu'oe ba. 'they ... journeyed 
through the night to Beth Shan. They took down the bodies of Saul and his sons from the wall of Beth Shan and 

went to Jabesh, where they burned them.'. [1SA 31:12] Mahama da kpǫn'ǫd o dǤǤgin ka gi'e nyǫ ka fuud ya'ae 

nwiig la zug. Ka o zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ yakki li Mahama was going into his room and turned and saw clothes hanging 
on the line. He quickly ran and took them down. [Trouble] Sim: ya'as3; Cpart: ya'ae1, ya'al. See: ya'ae1; ya'as3. 

yak3   Form: yakid. Form: yakir3. Variant: yakirǫ; yakiri1. v. 1 • to rise, go up, raise, exceed. 
2 • to raise a foot, take a step. On duoe ye o yak nǤbiri keŋ la ka Tika kpǫn kpǫn' na. As he got up to take a step 

to go, the headteacher came in. [Trouble] Banǫ da ziid ZugsǤb NǤnaar Daka la ya'a yak nǤba ayuobț, o kțțdnǫ 

lǤlig 'When those who were carrying the ark of the Lord had taken six steps, he sacrificed a bull'. [2SA 6:13] On ti 

yak o nǤbiri zi'el yaŋirin la ka biig la kpi. 'As soon as she stepped over the threshold of the house, the boy died.'. 

[1KI 14:7] O tadig nǫ ka pț tun'e yakid nǤbir nǫ kpi'euŋǤ 'The vigour of his step is weakened'. [JOB 18:7] 
See: yakir1. 

yak4   Variant: yakka. n. the situation. Note: in the Colloc: fa/faaǫn yak ‘save the situation’. G.P.R.T.U nǫ pțlis nǫ 

Assembleman nam yim tǤ'ǤtǤ na n gǤsi n fan yak The authorities should come out quickly and inspect and save 
the situation. [Asaasim] Man wala malisnǫ galis. KǤ'Ǥm ya'a luna manǫ faand saalbiis yak. My fruit are very 
sweet, if famine comes I totally save human beings. [Trees] O pu'a kaŋa ya'a da pț kena na faaǫn yakka, 

Yeboah kț lǫn nyǫtin girima o tțmtțmnidibin la. If this wife of his hadn't come and intervened, Yeboah 

wouldn't have received the respect of his workers. [Trouble] KǤ'Ǥm ya'a luna manǫ faand saalbiis yak. If water 
comes down, I rescue the people. [Trees] O daa tans ye, "Bugum! bugum! Faanmǫ yakka!" He shouted "Fire, 
fire! Help!" [Fire-] 
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yak5   n. neighbour. M ya'amlǫog ya'a kpǫn' nǫ sǤ' pu'a bǫǫ m ya'a digin nǫ m yak pu'a, 'If my heart has been enticed 
by a woman, or if I have lurked at my neighbour's door'. [JOB 31:9] Lit: slept with my next-door-neighbour's wife. 

yakid   See main entry: yak3. rise, step. 

yakim   See main entry: yakkim. portion. 

yakir1   Variant: yakkir; yakiri2. n. a step, stage. Note: usually in the Colloc: nǤbir/nǤba yakir1. o nyǫti ba nǤbir yakir 

wțsa. 'he sees their every step.'. [JOB 34:21] Li da anǫ nǤba yakir kǤbiga nǫ ban na paae sakurin la. It was  100 
paces to get to the school. [Trouble] Ka winnig la sid lǫb nya'aŋ nǤba yakir piiga wțț lin da pțn sig si'em la. 
'And the sun went back ten steps on the stairway down which it had gone.'. [ISA 38:8] ninsaal kț nyaŋi baŋ o mǫŋ 

nǤbir yakiri zi'en si'em. 'it is not for man to direct his steps.'. [JER 10:23] Colloc: dțțsa yakir ‘steps (going up)’. 
Na'am zin'isir bimbim la da mǤri dțțsa yakir ayuobț 'The throne had six steps'. [2CH 9:18] 

yakir2   See main entry: yak2. unhang. 

yakir3   See main entry: yak3. rise, step. 

yakirǫ   See main entry: yak3. rise, step. 

yakiri1   See main entry: yak3. rise, step. 

yakiri2   See main entry: yakir1. stage. 

yakka   See main entry: yak4. situation. 

yakki   See main entry: yak2. unhang. 

yakkim   Variant: yakim. n. a plot  –  portion, section of a farm. O yisnǫ yakkim yinne lǤǤd o niigi ka kpa'ad o kǤnbid. 
He took out one portion (of his farm) to tie his cattle and peg his sheep and goats. [You-Heard?] O mǫ na bțd ki nǫ 

suma yakim sieba ni. He will sow millet and groundnuts in other plots. [House+Farm] MǤǤg yi yakim sieba ni 

pamm. MǤǤg la lǫbis ki la sieba nya'aŋ bi'ela. Many weeds have come out in some areas (of the farm). The 
weeds set back some of the cereal crops a little. [House+Farm-] 

yakkir   See main entry: yakir1. stage. 

-yal   See main entry: yaal2. stage  

yal   See main entry: yǫl2. speech, saying, concern, business, matter, problem, mishap, 'case', about. 

-yal   See main entry: -yaal2. fierce. 

yala   See main entry: kakinyala. 'moths'. 

yala   See main entry: yǫl2. speech, saying, concern, business, matter, problem, mishap, 'case', about. 

yalig   Variant: yarig; yaligi. Form: yaligid. Variant: yaligidi. Form: yaligimi!. Form: yaligir. Variant: yaligiri. v. to be/get 

wide. yǫla la da paae ba ka ba nǤki yalig Wina'am sț'țlim la si'em la. they had problems but they used them 

to extend God's kingdom. [Bible-Study] Nǫ'ǫŋa na kǫ ka ya tțțma la yalig. This will enable you to extend your 
business. [Wealth-Is-Power] ZugsǤba, fț yalig buudi la, ǫǫn, fț sid yalig buudi la. Fț yalig teŋ la titǤndis 'You 
have enlarged the nation, O Lord; you have enlarged the nation. ... you have extended all the borders of the land.'. 

[ISA 26:15] Pu'adu'asnam la zǤt Wina'am dabiem la zug ka o kǫ ka ba zak yalig. 'And because the midwives 
feared God, he gave them families of their own.'. [EXO 1:21] Lit: let their courtyard widen. daam kanǫ ka ya nǤŋ la, 

ba yaligi li nǫ ku'om. 'your choice wine is diluted with water. '. [ISA 1:22] Lit: extended. Fț na yaligi keŋ datiuŋ 

nǫ dagǤbțg 'For you will spread out to the right and to the left'. [ISA 54:3] Ba ya'a ti pian'ad la, ka wǫligir yaligid. 
If they should happen to speak, the split (between them) got wider. [Trouble] Ba pa'alțg la nwǫnǫ fǫn'ǫkțdțgț 

Ǥnbid niŋgbiŋi yaligid si'em la. 'Such teaching is like an open sore that eats away the flesh.'. [2TI 2:17] onǫ 

yaligid tǫǫns, onǫ lǫn widigidi ba. 'he enlarges nations, and disperses them.'. [JOB 12:23] yir la wțsa la'asi tǤ'Ǥŋ 

taaba ka li gban'e kiŋ-kiŋ, ka yaligidi liebid Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir 'the whole building is bonded together and 
grows into a holy temple'. [EPH 2:21] yaligimi fț za'as, ka maali fț kpada la ka li kpi'em 'lengthen your cords, 
strengthen your stakes'. [ISA 54:2] Lit: broaden your enclosures. David na'am yaligir yǫla The Expansion of 

David's Kingdom. [2SA 8:1 [heading]] sț'țlim la na paam yaligiri fț nu'usin. 'the kingdom ... will flourish under 
your rule.'. [1SA 24:20] Colloc: yalig kțkǤ'Ǥg ‘make problem worse’. Lit: spread the watery fæces. Note: cf. English 

idioms like 'the shit hit the fan', 'being in the shit' Si'isțg la maligin yalig yǫl la nǫ kțkǤ'Ǥg. The touch 'exasperated the 
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problem' [MA]. [Trouble] Ka m tǫn'ǫsi m na muki zamis amaa ka li kpǫn yaligid kțkǤ'Ǥg. And I thought I would 
make an effort to learn, but it became too messy to handle. [Shoeshine-Boy] Note: better m tǫn'ǫs ye m na muki [MA]  
See: yalim1; -yaliŋ1. 

yaligi   See main entry: yalig. widen. 

yaligid   See main entry: yalig. widen. 

yaligidi   See main entry: yalig. widen. 

yaligimi!   See main entry: yalig. widen. 

yaligir   See main entry: yalig. widen. 

yaligiri   See main entry: yalig. widen. 

yalim1   Variant: yalimǫ; yalimma; yalimme. v. to be wide. Tiim bǫ, amaa kum nǤǤre yalim. There is a medicine, but the 

mouth of death is wide. [Proverb 247] O da ... keŋ kǤlțg la zugin zin'ikanǫ ka o mi', lǤkanǫ zulim ka yalim la. 
He went to the top of the waterhole, a place he knew, a location that was deep and wide. [Trouble] M kena ye m 

faaǫn ba yi Egipt dim nu'usin mǤri ba keŋ teŋ kanǫ yalim, ka an sțm 'So I have come down to rescue them 

from the hand of the Egyptians and to bring them up out of that land into a good and spacious land'. [EXO 3:8] pu'a 

bǫ'ǫd mǫ nwǫnǫ bulig kanǫ nǤǤri pț yalimma. 'a wayward wife is a narrow well.'. [PRO 23:27] dǤbanǫ bǫ zugin 

la pț yalimme paae dǤbanǫ bǫ teŋin nǫ teŋsțk la. 'The upper rooms were narrower than the lower and middle 
rooms'. [EZK 42:5] M na nwa'ae m bțya la maligim mǫ' bțya banǫ yalimme sțț m ki nǫ m la'ad la wțsa 'I will 
tear down my barns and build bigger ones, and there I will store all my grain and my goods.'. [LUK 12:18] 
Cpart: yubil. DǤbanǫ bǫ zugin la da yubilnǫ ka pț yalimma 'Now the upper rooms were narrower'. [EZK 42:5] 
See: -yaliŋ1; yalig. 

yalim2   Variant: yaalim; yalimm. Form: yalimnam. Variant: yalimnama. n. 1 • a villain, fool. Note: disgraceful person : in 

Kusaal, as in Hebrew "fool/folly" refers to moral failure, not just stupidity or incompetence, so often = "villainy".   Yalim: 

anǫ onǫ zi'i o mǫŋ maalugǤ bǫǫ pț tun'e maali o zin'isigin ka li an nyainnǫ. Fool: is someone who doesn't 
know what they are doing, or can't keep their surroundings clean. [Asaasim] Note: "better would be pț tun'e maan on 

bǫ zin'isia " [MA].   Amaa pu'a ya'a pț tun'e maali o zak titu'aa nǫ on anǫ fadir ka ka'a yalimm. But a woman 
who can't manage to keep her yard tidy is incompetent, not wicked. [Asaasim] Fț ya'a zi' ye nua anǫ yalim fț on 

gǤsimi o dǤǤgțn. If you don't know a fowl is a fool, look in her room. [Asaasim Proverb  = Assaasim.] biig la tans ye 

mam ka' yalim yit saanǫ the boy shouted "I'm not a fool to go out in the rain!"  [You-Heard?] Yalim la suoya anǫ 

bugusim suoya 'The scoundrel's methods are wicked'. [ISA 32:7] Yalim nwa'! 'You fool!'. [JAS 2:20] Li nar ye Abner 

kpi wțț yalimm? 'Should Abner have died as the lawless die?'. [2SA 3:33] Maalimi paŋ ka saa dǫŋi kenna ka 

mǤri yalimnam na ka ti paam ni'im Do your best come early tomorrow and bring those simpletons and we'll get 
meat. [Kittens+Mice] banǫ giligi ti la la'adi ti ka gǤs ka ti an yalimnam. those who surround us laugh at us and call 

us fools. [PSA 79:4] Yalimnama! Ya na paam san'auŋ You fools! You will come to ruin. [HOS 4:14] Sim: yǤlțg, 

zǤlțg, zufa'as. AnǤ'Ǥne an yalim, zufa'as nǫ zǤlțgǤ? Who is a villain, a rogue and a fool? [Asaasim] Ya anǫ zǤn 

nǫ yalimnam! 'you foolish, senseless people'. [DEU 32:6] Nabstr: yalim21, yalimis. 
2 • foolishness, villainy. Li na anǫ yalim nǫ zǤlim fu ya'a tǫn'ǫs ala. It would be wicked and foolish for you to 

think like that. [Asaasim] Note: "better would be Fț ya'a tǫn'ǫsid alaa li na an yalimis nǫ zǤlimis. " See: yalimis; -yaliŋ2. 

-yalima   See main entry: -yaliŋ1. wide. 

yalimǫ   See main entry: yalim1. wide. 

yalimis   Variant: yalimisi. n. folly. Note: in Kusaal, as in Hebrew "fool/folly" refers to moral failure, not just stupidity or 

incompetence, so often = "villainy" (o) nyǫ o mǫŋ yalimis zi o keŋe paae si'em nwa. he saw how his own stupidity 
had brought him to such a pass. [Asaasim] (o) nyǫ o mǫŋ yalimisi zii o keŋ paae si'em nwa. he saw that 'this is 

how far his own stupidity had brought him'. [MA] Note: emendation of above for better style Fț ya'a tǫn'ǫsid alaa li na 

an yalimis nǫ zǤlimis. It would be foolishness and villainy for you to think like that. [MA] Note: emendation of 

Asaasim 31 – see under yalim2 Ba mǫŋ yalimisi kțțdi ba. 'Their utter stupidity will send them to their graves.'. [PRO 

5:23] Ka m nyǫ ka ya'am mǤr nyǤǤdi gat yalimis 'I saw that wisdom is better than folly'. [ECC 2:13] Syn: gǫǫmis1, 

zǤlimis, zǤn1. M mǤ ye m pa'al ye pitǤǤlim anǫ zǤlimis ka gǫǫmis mǫ an yalimis. 'I turned my mind to 
understand ... the stupidity of wickedness and the madness of folly'. [ECC 7:25] InvNabstr: yalim2; Sim: zǤlim, 
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zǤlimis. 

yalimisi   See main entry: yalimis. folly. 

yalimm   See main entry: yalim2. fool, foolishness. 

yalimma   See main entry: yalim1. wide. 

yalimme   See main entry: yalim1. wide. 

yalimnam   See main entry: yalim2. fool, foolishness. 

yalimnama   See main entry: yalim2. fool, foolishness. 

-yaliŋ1   Variant: -yalțŋ2; -yaliŋa. Form: -yalima. adj. wide. Ka fț nǤki fț fuyalțŋ la pili ba 'You covered them with 

your robes'. [EZK 16:18] Ruf da la'as o mui la bț' yǫlig ka li nwaas ye li pǫ'ǫl layalțŋ. 'Then she threshed the 

barley she had gathered, and it amounted to about an ephah. '. [RUT 2:17] Lit: a wide bowl. Yim tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ 

tempțțgin la suoya ni nǫ pal yalima nii dǤl nǤŋ dim nǫ pǤnda nǫ zțnzǤǤs nǫ waba na. 'Go out quickly into 
the streets and alleys of the town, and bring in the poor, the crippled, the blind, and the lame.'. [LUK 14:21] 
za'anǤyaliŋ nǫ suoyaliŋ la kennǫ san'auŋ zin'igin. Nidib bǫdegț dǤlli kpǫn'ǫd anina. 'For wide is the gate and 
broad is the road that leads to destruction'. [MAT 7:13] O daa mǤrimi yii keŋ zin'ikanǫ an yaliŋa. 'He brought me 
out into a spacious place'. [2SA 22:20] Nabstr: yalțŋ2. See: yalim1; -yalim2; yalțŋ2. 

-yaliŋ2   Form: -yaalis1. Variant: -yalis2. adj. disgraceful, foolish. Pu'ayaliŋ anǫ onǫ mǤr sid ka zuudi o sid la nya'aŋ n 

dǤl dap yǤri-yǤri. A disgraceful woman is one who has a husband but deceives her husband and goes with men 
promiscuously. [Asaasim] Pu'ayaliŋ maannǫ vuud 'The woman Folly is loud'. [PRO 9:13] Nabstr: yalimis. 
See: yalim2; yalimis. 

-yaliŋa   See main entry: -yaliŋ1. wide. 

yalis1   See main entry: -yaalig. worthless. 

-yalis2   See main entry: -yaliŋ2. foolish. 

yalțŋ1   Variant: yaluŋ; yalțŋț. n. width. li mugulim zem wțț nu'ug yalțŋ ka li nǤǤr la lidigi nwǫnǫ taslaa nǤǤr nǫ ka 

nwǫnǫ kǤlgțțma puum nǫ 'It was a handbreadth in thickness, and its rim was like the rim of a cup, like a lily 
blossom.'. [1KI 7:26] Pț'țsim DǤǤg la zak linǫ lǫb ya-nya'aŋ la yalțŋ ... da anǫ nǤba makir kǤbiga nǫ pisnu. 
'The width of the temple courtyard on the east ... was a hundred cubits.'. [EZK 41:14] (ba) da tț'țsi baa kț dap pisi, 

paalț kanǫ yalțŋț zem wțț eka pțsțk nǫ. (they) 'killed some twenty men in an area of about half an acre.'. [1SA 

14:14] InvNabstr: yalim1, -yaliŋ1. 

-yalțŋ2   See main entry: -yaliŋ1. wide. 

yalțŋț   See main entry: yalțŋ1. width. 

yaluŋ   See main entry: yalțŋ1. width. 

yam1 [SD]   n. Variant: yamme. Form: yaama. Variant: ya'ama; yaamaa. Form: yam-3. 1 •  

1 • animal-fodder, 'hay'. Note: dry cattle food Piing bǫnǫ ku'om saŋa pamm ka lǫǫ dțt gțțri Ǥnbid yam. A 

hippopotamus is mostly in the water but sometimes come out to graze/eat grass. [MA] walig ye yaama bǫǫ mǤǤd 

kanǫ m bǫ on nǤǤriŋ la, linǫ an o yam Ǥnbidig. the oribi said that the straw or grass that was in his mouth was 
his fodder to eat. [Asaasim] Fț ya'a kie yaama ka mǤpaalig yina 'When the hay is removed and new growth 
appears'. [PRO 27:25] Na'abil nǫ gbigimbibis na la'asi Ǥnbid yaama 'Calves and lion cubs will feed together'. [ISA 

11:6] Din saŋa, pǫ'ǫs na Ǥnbid yaama anina nwǫnǫ ba yam Ǥnbsir zin'ig nǫ 'Then sheep will graze as in their 

own pasture'. [ISA 5:17] hali bțnkǤnbid da Ǥnb yaamaa anina babaa. 'not even the flocks and herds may graze' in 
that area. [EXO 34:3] lǤlig na Ǥnbid yam ka lǫm bțțnna? 'Does ...  an ox bellow when it has fodder?'. [JOB 6:5] 
Na'araug mi' o daan, bțŋ mǫ mi' o yam daka zin'ig 'The ox knows his master, the donkey his owner's manger'. 

[ISA 1:3] pțtǫn'ǫr biig kimnǫ niigi walig ye ya'ama bǫǫ mǤǤd kanǫ m bǫ on nǤǤriŋ la, linǫ an o yam Ǥnbidig. 
the intelligent child who was herding the cattle said the oribi said that the straw or grass that was in his mouth was 

his fodder to eat. [Asaasim] Note: "more naturally bikanǫ mǤr pțtǫn'ǫr " [MA].    o daa ti'ebidnǫ na'azǤmnam, saŋa 

kan ka Na'ab la ki'e o widi yamme naae 'He was preparing swarms of locusts' 'just after the king's share of the 
hay had been cut'. [AMO 7:1] Hali niigi nǫ bțmis banǫ ka ya mǤri ba tțm la na Ǥnb yamkpi'emis ka mu'a dțțsa 
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nǫ bisi. 'The oxen and donkeys that work the soil will eat fodder and mash'. [ISA 30:24] Ba gǤǤndnǫ zuoya zuti 

ieed yam, ba ieednǫ yamma'asa zin'ig wțsa. 'He ranges the hills for his pasture and searches for any green 
thing.'. [JOB 39:8] See: kayaama. 

yam2   See main entry: ya'am1. gallbladder, sense. 

yam-3   See main entry: yam1 [SD]. fodder. 

yam-4   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yama   See main entry: yamma. nearby. 

yamǫǫd   Form: yamǫǫdib. n. a housebuilder. Yesu pa'al yamǫǫdib ayi' la yǫla 'The Two House Builders'. [MAT 7:24 

[heading]] See: yir; mǫ'. 

yamǫǫdib   See main entry: yamǫǫd. housebuilder. 

yamis   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yamisid   See main entry: ya'amis. worry. 

yamma   Variant: yama. loc. nearby. Niŋim paŋ ka nif nǤdir gbauŋ la bǫnǫf yamma take care that the Trachoma book is 

always to hand. [Trachoma] Ka Abraham țk o zugț gǤs ka nyǫ ka dapa atan' zi'e yamma. 'Abraham looked up 
and saw three men standing nearby'. [GEN 18:2] Colloc: yammin(ǫ) ‘in the vicinity’. sieba kǤ wil-ma'asa tibanǫ 

zi'e yin yammin la zug. some people broke fresh branches off the trees near the house. [Fire] buolimin o on nam 

bǫ yammin la 'call to him while he is close at hand'. [ISA 55:6] Buudkan bǫ yaanǫ an buudtita'ar ka ba wina bǫ 

nǫ ba yammin ... ? 'What great nation has a god close at hand ... ?'. [DEU 4:7] ba ya'a da bǤǤd fțrpiim tțțb ka 

Yaro bǫ yamminǫ ba buonnǫ on. if they wanted a needle threading and Yaro was around, they called for him. 

[Trouble] m na tțm biig onǫ kpǫlim la ka o zǤǤ keŋ pǤsțgir yinne bǫ suorin kpǫla yamminǫ gǤs I'll send the 
boy that is left to run to the farm hut near here, on the path, and look. [You-Heard?] Ka pǤǤg kpi'e zin'ikanǫ ka ti bǫ 

la yammin ka an na'ab la pǤǤg. 'There was an estate nearby that belonged to ... the chief official of the island. 

[ACT 28:7] Man anǫ Wina'am onǫ bǫ yammin ma'aanǫǫ? 'Am I a God near at hand only .. ? '. [JER 23:23] la'am nǫ 

pu'a-ǫliŋ la kaas la sǤ' kae yamminǫ na faaǫn o. 'though the betrothed girl screamed, there was no one to rescue 
her.'. [DEU 22:27] Colloc: yammin-yammin ‘very near’. ZugsǤb dabistita'ar la li'el ya,li bǫnǫ yammin-yammin. 
'The great day of the Lord is near – very near'. [ZEP 1:14] Ninsieba naam Egipt n yina pǫ'ǫl nǫ zin'ig la wțsa, ka 

zin' kpi'e nǫ mam yammin-yammin. 'A people has come out of Egypt; they cover the face of the land and have 
settled next to me.'. [NUM 22:5] Sim: li'el, kpi'e ‘be near’; Cpart: lal-lan, lallisa, lal1. Adu wțm ka agbanna nam 

yamma nǫ lal-lan wțț ba maannǫ ba nǫ siaa nǫ. Adu heard the frogs and so on far and near as if they were 

mocking them. [Trouble] nyan di tinam banǫ an Juda dim nǫ Jerusalem nidib nǫ Israel nidib wțsa banǫ bǫ 

yamma bǫǫ lalli 'we are covered with shame – the men of Judah and people of Jerusalem and all Israel, both near 
and far'. [DAN 9:7] Banǫ bǫ yamma nǫ banǫ bǫ lalli wțsa na mǤri fț la'ad ye 'Those who are near and those who 
are far away will mock you'. [EZK 22:5] 

yamme   See main entry: yam1 [SD]. fodder. 

yammid   Variant: yammidi. n. slavery. Jerusalem na bǫ yammid pțțgin yțma pisyǤpǤi. Jerusalem would be in slavery 

for 70 years. [DAN 9:2] Fțnǫ da faaǫn ba yis yammid pțțgin Egipt teŋin You rescued your people from slavery 
in Egypt. [1CH 17:21] zaam ya'a ma'ae fțn yim wțț banǫ ǫǫn ken teŋ zțŋ ye ba an yammidi yit si'em la. 'Then 
in the evening ... go out like those who go into exile.'. [EZK 12:4] InvNabstr: yammțg. See: yammțg. 

yammidi   See main entry: yammid. slavery. 

yammig   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yammiga   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yammis   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yammisǫ   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yammisi   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yammțg   Variant: yammig; yammțga; yammiga; yamuga; yammțgi; yamugi; yammțgǤ; yamugo; yammțgț. 

Form: yammis. Variant: yamis; yammisǫ; yammisi. Form: yam-4. n. a slave. Kpǫǫm faad nǫ yammțg faad anǫ 
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yinne. An elder's lies and a slave's lies are one. [Proverb 262] gbanya'am na kǫ ka fț lieb yammțg 'being lazy will 

make you a slave'. [PRO 12:24] Fț yammțg la bǫnǫ fț nu'usin. 'Your slave-girl is in your hands'. [GEN 16:6] Haga 

onǫ an Sarai yammțga, fț yi yaanǫ na, ka wa'ae yaanǫ? 'Hagar, servant of Sarai, where have you come from, 

and where are you going?'. [GEN 16:8] SǤ' ka' suor ka o nǤk sǤ' ka o lieb o yammiga. 'No person shall be held in 

slavery or servitude;'. [Constitution] Manǫ nǤki m yammțgi tisif I gave you my slave-girl. [GEN 16:5] onǫ tțm tțțm 

sțŋ wțsa na dii li nyǤǤd ZugsǤb Kristo la san'an, o ya'a an yammțg bǫǫ o ka' yammțgǤ. 'the Lord will 
reward everyone for whatever good he does, whether he is slave or free.'. [EPH 6:8] Ka lǫǫ sie o mǫŋ ka lieb wțț 

yammțgț an si'em la 'but made himself nothing, assuming the form of a slave.'. [PHP 2:7] SǤ' ka' suor ka o nǤk 

sǤ' ka o lieb o yammiga. 'No person shall be held in slavery or servitude;'. [Constitution] m na ti namis sț'țlim 

kanǫ ka ba na ti an yammis la 'I will punish the nation they serve as slaves'. [ACT 7:7] Man nyǫ yammis ka ba 

ban'ad widi 'I have seen slaves on horseback'. [ECC 10:7] Yammisǫ, siakimini ya zugdaannam nǤya si'el wțsa 

ni 'Slaves, obey your earthly masters in everything'. [COL 3:22] Israel nidibi da an yammisi bǫ teŋ zțŋ yțma 

pistan' la When the people of Israel had been in exile 30 years. [EZK 1:1] Lit: slaves in a foreign country. bakir kae 

nǫ ... yamis nǫ banǫ sț'oe ba mǫŋa there is no distinction between slaves and free people male/female slave. 

[Bible-Study] Colloc: yamdau(g)/yampu'ak. Mid ka fț kǫ ka fț ya'amlǫog kpǫn' fț tiraan ... pu'a, bǫǫ o yamdau 

bǫǫ o yampu'ak 'You shall not covet your neighbour's house ... wife, or his manservant or maidservant'. [EXO 20:17] 
Li anǫ sǤ' wțsa bas o yammțg onǫ an Hibiru nid, ka an yamdaug bǫǫ yampu'ak wțsa 'Everyone was to free 
his Hebrew slaves, both male and female'. [JER 34:9] Saŋkaŋa nar ye fț di'e ligidi ... bǫǫ kǤnbid bǫǫ niigi bǫǫ 

yampu'ab nǫ yamdapaa? 'Is this the time to take money, or to accept ... menservants and maidservants?'. [2KI 5:26] 
Na'ayikpǫm la ... da siak ye ba na basi ba yamdaad nǫ ba yampu'ab la 'So all the officials ... agreed that they 

would free their male and female slaves'. [JER 34:10] Sim: sankpan'as1; Nabstr: yammid; Cpart: zugdaan ‘master’. 
Yammisǫ, siakimini ya zugdaannam nǤya si'el wțsa ni 'Slaves, obey your human masters in all things'. [COL 

3:22] Zugdaannama, niŋimi linǫ an sțm nǫ linǫ zemisi tisi ya yammis. 'Masters, be fair and just in the way you 
treat your slaves.'. [COL 4:1] Etym: OV1 *YAM/YOM ; GS1 *YO¹(M) ; vc4 *yom . See: yammid. 

yammțga   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yammțgi  See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yammțgǤ   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yammțgț   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yampoon   See main entry: yampțn. backyard. 

yampțn   Variant: yampoon; yampʋʋn; yampțnnǫ. n. area behind the house. O kaae yampțn ye o pǤn' ma'ana. He has 

gone behind the house to pick okra. [MA] Onǫ zi'e ti yampțn la. O gbǫlisidi gǤsid takoro la ni na, 'There he 
stands outside our wall, peering in at the windows,'. [SNG 2:9] Mba'ami' ye on mǫ mǤr kpǫǫm ka tiesi pa'al biis la 

yikanǫ bǫ yampʋʋn la Mba'ami said he too had an elder and pointed the children to a house that was nearby. 

[Billygoat] Adu zaŋ o kǤlțgț kaae yir la yampțnnǫ kpǫm mǫlim. Adu took his bag and went round the back of 
the house and made himself scarce. [Trouble] Sim: saman. 

yampțnnǫ   See main entry: yampțn. backyard. 

yampʋʋn   See main entry: yampțn. backyard. 

yamuga   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yamugi   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yamugo   See main entry: yammțg. slave. 

yan   See main entry: nyan1. shame. 

yanam1   Variant: yanama; yanami1; yanamǫ1. pn. you [pl.], you-all [2nd. person plural pronoun emphatic]. Ka o lǫn 

bu'osi ba ye ka yanam yi yaanǫ na? He also asked them "And where do you come from?" [Billygoat] Ya ya'a lǫb 

yanam mǤǤm ka yǫli ya biis nǫ sǤ' wțsa ye ba da di'em nǫ bugum. When you go back, try to tell your children 
and everybody else not to play with electricity. [Electricity] Yanam Levi dǤǤg dim la fannǫ nu'ug. 'You take too 

much on yourselves, you Levites.'. [NUM 16:7] yanam fi'igim o nu'ug 'you must cut off her hand'. [DEU 25:12] 
Buudbanǫ bǫ dunia ni wțsa sțțgin, yanam ma'aa ka m gaŋ. 'You only have I chosen of all the families of the 
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earth'. [AMO 3:2] yanama, m binǤŋa, yinǫ Wina'am ni na You, my dear children, come from God. [Trouble] yanam 

banǫ aan m binǤŋa la yinǫ Wina'am san'an na [MA] Note: More natural version of preceding example. yanamǫ 

widigid ban'a saaŋ la dunia ni nwa la you people are spreading the new disease in the world. [AIDS-I] Li anǫ nyan 

nǫ yanamǫ kǫ ka li kpa' tilas ye m sǤb anwana la. It is to your shame that you make it necessary for me to write 
like this. [1CO 15:34] DinzugǤ m ba'abinǤŋa, yanamǫ sadigim mi' ye bțn linǫ ka ya niŋid ZugsǤb yǫla ka' 

zaalim la ''Therefore, my dear brothers,' ... 'you know that your labour in the Lord is not in vain'. [1CO 15:58] 
Yanamǫ bǫ zin'isi'a wțsa ya na yisi li nǫǫm zǤmbaanlig kuriba atan' 'From wherever you live' grind three 

bowls of fine flour. [LEV 23:17] Mǫ yanami zi yǫlkaŋa na? Is it not you who caused this problem? [Kittens+Mice] 
Colloc: yanam on ... ‘you must [indirect imperative]’. banǫ pǤǤd la yanam on tisi ba bi'ela mǫn 'to a smaller 
group (give) a smaller one'. [NUM 33:54] Sim: fțn2 ‘[sing.]’; ya2 ‘[neutral]’; yanam2 ‘[relative]’; tinam ‘[1st. 
person]’. See: ya2; yanam2. 

yanam2   Variant: yanamǫ2; yanami2. pn. you who, as/when you ...  [second person plur. relative/subordinate pronoun]. M 

sțnf ma'ae yanami mǤ si'em la, m zuanama I am very happy with the effort you have made, my friends. 
[Trouble] Yanamǫ da wțm o kțkǤr likin saŋkanǫ ka zuor la da dit bugum la 'When you heard the voice out of 
the darkness, while the mountain was ablaze with fire'. [DEU 5:23] Yanamǫ yǫt si'em nwa', Israel nidiba 'That is 

what you are saying, O house of Israel. [EZK 11:5] Yanamǫ bǫ la anǤ'Ǥnǫ na kǫlis nǫ' 'Which of you will listen to 

this'. [ISA 42:26] Faa, yanami bǤǤd si'em la m na maal ala tisi ya. All right, if that's how you want it, I will do the 

same to you. [Trees] Colloc: yanam2 ban2 ‘you who’. Kpansimi m pian'ad la, yanam banǫ bǫ kpǫla la wțsa! 
'Mark my words, all you people!'. [1KI 22:28] Sim: fțn1 ‘[sing.]’; ya1 ‘[neutral]’; yanam1 ‘[emphatic]’. See: ya2; 

yanam1. 

yanama   See main entry: yanam1. you all. 

yanamǫ1   See main entry: yanam1. you all. 

yanamǫ2   See main entry: yanam2. you who. 

yanami1   See main entry: yanam1. you all. 

yanami2   See main entry: yanam2. you who. 

yannǫ   See main entry: nyan1. shame. 

yannǫǫ   See main entry: nyan1. shame. 

yanzɔɔr   See main entry: nyanzǤǤr. embarrassment. 

ya-nya'aŋ   Variant: ya nya'aŋ; ya-nya'aŋi. n. east. o nyǫ ka Nimo gǤsid ya-nya'aŋ saŋgbana. he saw that Nimo was 

looking at the clouds in the east. [Trouble] Kțkțn kanǫ bǫ Jerusalem ya-nya'aŋ la Solomon da mǫ' teŋgban 

dǤǤgǤ li zugț tis Kemos 'On the mountain east of Jerusalem he built a place to worship Chemosh'. [1KI 11:7] 
Amaa ka ya-nya'aŋ sisi'em kena aansif zǤra-zǤra ani. 'But the east wind will break you to pieces'. [EZK 27:26] 
on keŋ lalig bi'ela la ka yuki dǤl ziriga baŋ kanǫ kpa'ad ya-nya'aŋi wa'ae Susa la. when he had gone a fair 
way, he turned and followed the railway line eastwards towards Susa. [Trouble] Dau sǤ' mǫ daa bǫ ya-nya'aŋi 

bțgid wțț nyaluŋ nǫ. There was also a man in the east who was an amazing soothsayer. [You-Heard?] Ka dap 

banǫ an baŋidib yi ya-nya'aŋi kǫn Jerusalem na 'Magi from the east came to Jerusalem'. [MAT 2:1] Lit: men who 

were wise-men. Syn: nya'aŋ3
4 Sim: ya-datițŋ/ya-dagǤbțg/ya-tuona ‘the north, south, east, west’. Kem dț 

Pisiga zuor zugț gǤs ya-tuona nǫ ya-datiuŋ, ka gǤs ya-dagǤbțg nǫ ya-nya'aŋ. Go up to the top of Pisgah 
and look west and north and south and east. [DEU 3:27] Ya-tuona nǫ ya-nya'aŋ nǫ ya-dagǤbțg nǫ ya-datiuŋ anǫ 

linǫ ka ba buon Nasaalin ye, “West nǫ East nǫ South nǫ North” la. These [Kusaal names] are what are called in 

English 'west, east, south, north'. [DEU 3:27 [footnote]] ZugsǤb Wina'am maal lǤmbǤn'Ǥg Eden teŋin la lǫbid 

ya-nya'aŋ baba 'The Lord God planted a garden in Eden away to the east'. [GEN 2:8] See: ya-3; nya'aŋ. 

ya-nya'aŋi   See main entry: ya-nya'aŋ. east. 

yaŋa   See main entry: yaŋir1. gate. 

yaŋir1   Form: yaŋa. n. a gateway, gate. Note: entrance of house Apam bubig bǫnǫ zampakkin ka o bțțr bǫ yaŋir san'an. 

Apam na'abauk la bǫ bțțr nya'aŋ la. Apam's small granary is in the hall, and his main granary is by the gate. 
Apam's cattleyard is behind the granary. [House+Farm] Note: zampakkin – emended by MA from zǤŋŋin " bubig cannot 
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be built in a zǤŋ. o ... tiesi pa'al yir la yaŋir ka yǫl o ye, "Gaadim yi!" he pointed to the gateway of the house and 

said "Go on out!" [Wonderwoman] Nimo nindaa da kpǫn kpa'anǫ yaŋir la Nimo kept an eye on the gate. [Trouble] 
On baŋ Pita kțkǤr la, ka o sțnf ma'ae galis ka o pț yǤ'Ǥg yaŋir laa 'When she recognized Peter's voice, she 
was so overjoyed she ran back without opening it'. [ACT 12:14] Ba da gur teŋ la yaŋa ni nintaŋ nǫ yț'țŋ wțsa ye 

ba kțț o. 'Day and night they watched the city gates in order to kill him.'. [ACT 9:24] ba da zan'as ye ba kț yǤ'Ǥgi 

ba yaŋa la di'e o. 'it had not opened its gates to him'. [1KI 15:16] Colloc: yaŋirin(i/ǫ) ‘in gateway’. On ti yak o 

nǤbiri zi'el yaŋirin la ka biig la kpi. 'As soon as she stepped over the threshold of the house, the boy died.'. [1KI 

14:7] o sțnf ma'ae galis ka o pț yǤ'Ǥg yaŋir laa, ka zǤǤ kpǫn' yǫl ye, “Pita zi'e yaŋirin la.” 'she was so 
overjoyed she ran back without opening it and exclaimed, “Peter is at the door!”'. [ACT 12:14] O paae ya ka 

Mahama tț'țs o nyaŋirin. When he arrived Mahama met him at the entrance. [Trouble] o paae yaŋirini kabir 'He 
knocked at the outer door'. [ACT 12:13] O lǫǫ varignǫ kpǫn' Mansa yir ka pț zi'en yaŋirinǫ ka on nǫ pu'a la kpa' 

taaba. She rather rushed into Mansa's house, and did not stop at the gate, and she and the woman clashed 
face-to-face. [Trouble] Sim: zampak, za'anǤǤr. SǤm niŋini ya dǤǤd za'anǤya ni nǫ ya yaŋa ni. 'Write them on the 
doorposts of your houses and on your gates.'. [DEU 6:9] 

yaŋir2   See main entry: nyaŋir1. victory. 

yaŋir3   See main entry: nyaŋ1. conquer, able [be]. 

yarig   See main entry: yalig. widen. 

yarim   See main entry: yaarim1. salt. 

yarima   See main entry: yaarim1. salt. 

yasin   n. jacinth. Note: used in the Bible for jacinth, a kind of jewel banǫ paas atan' la an yasin nǫ agat nǫ ametis, 'in the 
third row a jacinth, an agate and an amethyst'. [EXO 28:19] From: (Eng.) 

ya-tuona   n. west. fț mi' ye man keŋnǫ ya-tuona ye m di'e ligidi. you know that I went to the west to get my money. 

[Wonderwoman] Winnig la bikki lǫb ya-tuona la, ka nintantu'ar niak tiisin la. The sun was sinking towards the 
west  and rays of sunlight filtered through the trees. [Trouble] Pǫbisțg la da'adnǫ ken ya-tuona 'The wind blows 
south'. [ECC 1:6] nidib bǫdegț na ti yi ya-tuona nǫ ya-nya'aŋ na zin'in Wina'am sț'țlim la ni 'many will come 
from the east and the west and sit down ... in the Kingdom of heaven.'. [MAT 8:11] 
Sim: ya-datițŋ/ya-dagǤbțg/ya-nya'aŋ ‘the north, south, east, west’. Kem dț Pisiga zuor zugț gǤs ya-tuona 

nǫ ya-datiuŋ, ka gǤs ya-dagǤbțg nǫ ya-nya'aŋ. Go up to the top of Pisgah and look west and north and south 
and east. [DEU 3:27] Ya-tuona nǫ ya-nya'aŋ nǫ ya-dagǤbțg nǫ ya-datiuŋ anǫ linǫ ka ba buon Nasaalin ye, 

“West nǫ East nǫ South nǫ North” la. These [Kusaal names] are what are called in English 'west, east, south, 
north'. [DEU 3:27 [footnote]] Kem dț Pisiga zuor zugț gǤs ya-tuona nǫ ya-datiuŋ, ka gǤs ya-dagǤbțg nǫ 

ya-nya'aŋ. 'Go to the peak of Mount Pisgah and look to the north and to the south, to the east and to the west.'. 

[DEU 3:27] M na ... da'ae banǫ bǫǫ ba tuon la sigis atǫuk kanǫ bǫ ya-nya'aŋ la, ka banǫ kpǫlim nya'aŋ la na 

lii atǫuk kanǫ bǫ ya-tuona la. 'Their front ranks will be driven into the Dead Sea, their rear ranks into the 
Mediterranean.'. [JOL 2:20] See: ya-3; tuon. 

yațg   Variant: yaug; yațgț. Form: yaad4. Form: ya-6. n. a grave, tomb. O da gban'e ye o kț yǫli ba si'el yațg na'ayiis 

la yǫllǫ He decided not to say anything to them about the grave-robbers. [Trouble] kugir linǫ ligil yațg la bilig 'the 
stone had been removed from the entrance'. [JHN 20:1] O da mǫǫ li lǫbisi keŋ paae David yațg baba mǤri paae 

bǫuŋ kanǫ ka ba gaae la he 'made repairs up to a point opposite the tombs of David, as far as the artificial pool'. 

[NEH 3:16] ba nyǫ ka kugir la biligi dig lǤsi'a sa ka bas yațg la 'They found that the stone had been rolled away 

from the tomb'. [LUK 24:2] O anǫ dindiis nwǫnǫ yațgț an si'em la 'he is as greedy as the grave'. [HAB 2:5] Ba daa 

tuu o yațgț la'as nǫ nimbǫ'ǫdnam 'He was placed in a grave with the wicked'. [ISA 53:9] la'an nǫ ban wțm ye ba 

lǫǫd yaadi zuud la, din anǫ teŋsieba sa labaya they may have heard that people rob graves, but that is 
information about other towns. [Trouble] Lit: dig up graves and steal. Ka Hitti dim la siaki zaŋ paalț la nǫ li 

tampinlǫuŋ la tis Abraham ka li lieb o yaad zin'ig. 'So the field and the cave in it were deeded to Abraham by 
the Hittites as a burial site.'. [GEN 23:20] Na'ab Josia da gǤsi giligi nyǫ yaad banǫ da gilig kțkțna dǫn'ǫr la 'Then 
Josiah looked round and saw some tombs there on the hill'. [2KI 23:16] o daa kǫ ka m pǤ nǤǤr ye m na ti mum o 

yakanǫ ka o maali digil Keenan teŋin la. 'he made me promise him that I would bury him in the tomb which he 

had prepared in the land of Canaan.'. [GEN 50:5] Colloc: yațgțn(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘in/to the grave’. m vaand la an ti'isțŋ ka ba 

maali viligi zi kum la mǤri keŋ yațgțn la mum my leaves are [used to make] a head-pad that they use to carry 
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the body to the grave and bury it. [Trees] Note: emended by MA from tisț'țŋ Ba mǤri m vaandi viligidi maan 

ti'isț'țŋț ziid kum ken yațgțn mum. 'They use my leaves to make a headpad to carry dead bodies to the grave 
to bury.'. [MA] Note: emendation of the preceding example. Ka Alasid daar ka Mǫǫri Magdalen isigi keŋ yațgțn la 
'on Sunday morning ... Mary Magdalene went to the tomb'. [JHN 20:1] BǤzugǤ fț kț basim yațgțnǫ 'because you 
will not abandon me to the grave'. [ACT 2:27 = PSA 16:10] Da kǫ ka o ba'as yațgțnǫǫ don't let him end up in the 

grave. [JOB 23:34] Colloc: yaadin(i/ǫ(ǫ)) ‘in/to/from the graves’. na'ayiis daa kǤǤ kpǫn' na'anam yaadin la zu 

sanlima thieves had broken into the royal graves and stolen gold. [Trouble] Ba zin'inǫ yaadin yț'țŋ-yț'țŋ n 

gu'usidi bǤǤd sțŋir kpi'imnam san'an. 'At night they go to ... tombs to consult the spirits of the dead.'. [ISA 65:4] 
ti nan zi' wțm ka ba zu si'el yaadinǫ. we had never heard of anything being stolen from graves. [Trouble] ba 

mum o David mǫŋ tempțțgin, amaa ba da pț mum o na'anam yaadinǫ. 'he was buried in the city of David, 
but not in the burial-place of the kings.'. [2CH 21:20] Ofori n ti ye Adu nyǫ lǤkanǫ ka na'ayibanǫ kǤ yaadi zu la'ad 

su'a li la ... When Ofori said that Adu had seen where the grave-robbers hid their loot ... [Trouble] Lit: the place 
where the thieves who broke into graves and stole stuff hid it. Note: emended by MA 

yațgț   See main entry: yațg. tomb. 

yaug   See main entry: yațg. tomb. 

yauw1   See main entry: yațț1. there you are. 

yațț1   Variant: yauw1. disc. there you are. Note: asserting that a previous claim is now proved correct.    ka ba ye "Yauw! Ti 

pțn yǫl ye Abugir koo Akudug anǫ sǤǫnn!" And they said "There you are! We said either Abugir or Akudug 
was a witch!" [Asaasim] 

yațț2   Variant: yauu. excl. [response to greeting]. AgǤtib: SǤnsiga Abțgțrǫǫ.  ::  Abțgțr: Yațț nǫ fț kenken. Agotib :  

"Hello, Abugur."  ::  Abugur :  "Thank you, welcome!" [You-Do?-] Abțgțr: SǤnsiga  ::  Winna'ab: Yațț, kenken. 
Abugur :  "Hello!"  ::  Winna'ab :  "Thank you, welcome!" [Three-Problems] Yauu! Gbauŋ yinne nwa ya'as. Thank 

you! Here's another book. [Wealth-Is-Power] Buolna'ab :  Saamma ya kenken.  ::   Na'asaara : Naa, yauu. 
Buolna'ab : "Welcome, strangers!"  ::  Foreigner : "Thank you." [Wealth-Is-Power] 

yauu   See main entry: yațț2. [response]. 

yaa1   excl. indeed! Note: To emphasise and draw attention of the hearer. Especially after vocative and and the end of command or 

question.    Ya nyǫ yaa, ninsaal tțțma na kǫ ka o lieb pțpielim sǤb Wina'am tuon 'You see, then, that it is by 
people's actions that they are put right with God'. [JAS 2:24] 

yaa2   See main entry: ya4. [perfect]. 

yaa3   See main entry: ya2. you all, y'all! 

yaa5   See main entry: yaae3. hate. 

yaa5   See main entry: yir. house. 

yaa6   See main entry: ya1. where? 

yaa6 ni1   See main entry: yaanǫ. where? 

yaa7   See main entry: yaae2. fish out. 

yaab   Variant: yaaba; yaabi. Form: yaanam. Variant: yaanama; yaanamǫ; yaaname. n. 1 • grandfather, grandmother. 
KǤ'Ǥŋ ma mu'ad yaab. Lacking mother sucks on grandmother. [Proverb 029] Ti mi' pu'anya'aŋ yț'țr ka buon ye 

ti yaab. We know the old woman's name, but call her 'Grannie'. [Asaasim  Proverb] Fț ya'a kǤ'Ǥŋ maa, fț basid 

yaab nǫǫ? When you lack a mother, do you leave grandmother? [Proverb 212] Manǫ an ZugsǤb onǫ aan fț yaab 

Abraham Wina'am I am the Lord, the God of your grandfather Abraham. [GEN 28:13] Ahaz onǫ da an Na'ab 

Jotam biig ka o yaab an Na'ab Uzia la da di na'am 'Ahaz son of Jotham and grandson of Uzziah was ruler of 
Judah'. [ISA 7:1] Colloc: M1/Ti1 Yaaba,  ‘Sir, [polite address to older man]’. M yaaba, man anǫ pțkǤǤnr nǫ m 

kpiibis ka kǫn pǤǤgțn nwa na ye ti tțm ka paam diib. 'Sir, I am a widowed mother and came to this farm to 
work to get some food. [You-Heard?] Cpart: yaaŋ ‘grandchild/descendant’. Etym: OV1 *YA . 
2 • ancestor/s, grandparent/s. m na duoe keŋe ya yaanamǫ bǫ zin'isi'a la ka mǫ maal zin'ig sț'țŋa digili ya I 
will go off to the place where your ancestors are and prepare the place well for you. [You-Heard?] Bikanǫ ka ba du'a 

o zin'isi'a wțsa ka o saam nǫ o ma nǫ o yaanam an Gaana nidib. 'A child born anywhere whose parent or a 
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grandparent is a Ghanaian.'. [Constitution] m na kǫ ka fț lieb buudi bǫdegț yaab. 'I am making you the ancestor 

of many nations.'. [GEN 17:5] M zuanama, kǫlli ka m ansigi tu'asi ya nyain ti yaab na'ab David yǫla. My friends, 
let me speak frankly about our ancestor David. [ACT 2:29] da tǫn'ǫsid ye Abraham anǫ ya yaaba. 'don't start 
saying among yourselves that Abraham is your ancestor.'. [LUK 3:8] Mesiezabǫl biig Petahaya onǫ yaabi da an 

Zera onǫ da an Juda mǫŋ biig la da an onǫ zi'e o nidib la wțsa nǤba zug na'ab la tuon. 'Pethahiah son of 
Meshezabel, one of the descendants of Zerah son of Judah, was the king's agent in all affairs relating to the 

people.'. [NEH 11:24] Ala ma'ad Wina'am nǫ ti yaanam la sțțnr. That pleases God and our ancestors. [Asaasim] Ti 

yaanam da pț mǤr si'el si'ela asǫǫ wina banǫ pț mǤr sidaa 'Our ancestors had nothing but false gods, nothing 
but useless idols. [JER 16:19] Wina'am onǫ ka ti yaanam da pț'țsid la gaŋif 'The God of our ancestors has chosen 
you'. [ACT 22:14] mam pț gati m yaanama 'I am no better than my ancestors.'. [1KI 19:4] bǫog zaam ya'a ti paae 

anwana winnǫ, m na duoe keŋe ya yaanamǫ bǫ zin'isi'a la when tomorrow afternoon at this time arrives I will 
get up and go to where your ancestors are. [You-Heard?] Note: duoe keŋe "It is more natural to say kpii paae " [MA].    
Zina, ya ya'a wțm Wina'am kțkǤr, yanam da digilimi ya sțnya ka zan'as Wina'am wțț ya yaanamǫ da niŋ 

si'em 'If you hear God's voice today, do not be stubborn, as your ancestors were'. [HEB 3:15] Colloc: yaanamin 
‘among/to/from ancestors’. Israel nid wțsa na mǤr faar kanǫ ka o di'e yii o yaanamin la. 'every Israelite shall 

keep the tribal land inherited from his forefathers.'. [NUM 36:7] Colloc: yaab sțndaan ‘avenging ancestor [W]’; 
Spec: yaadau, yaapu'a ‘grandfather, grandmother’. See: yaapu'a; yaaŋ. 

yaaba   See main entry: yaab. grandfather, ancestor. 

yaabi   See main entry: yaab. grandfather, ancestor. 

yaad1   See main entry: yaae1. skip over. 

yaad2   See main entry: yaae2. fish out. 

yaad3   See main entry: yaae3. hate. 

yaad4   See main entry: yațg. tomb. 

yaadau [N]   n. grandfather. Gen: yaab; Cpart: yaapu'a. See: yaab; dau. 

yaadim   v. to extend, reach out. Ya wila la yaadim paae atǫuk la 'Your branches spread as far as the sea'. [JER 48:32]        
o ... nwǫnǫ na'aziinr wila yaadim si'em la. he is like 'cedars' with their spreading branches. [SNG 5:15] 

yaadiŋ   n. bird [sp.], heron. Colloc: ziiŋ1 yaadiŋ. Note: or ziiŋyaadiŋ q.v.  bǫǫ adaalțŋ nǫ ziiŋ yaadiŋ buudi wțsa nǫ 

zinzauŋǤ. 'the stork, the various kinds of cormorant, the hoopoe, and the bat.' [in list]. [DEU 14:18] See: yaae2. 

yaae1   Form: yaad1. v. to drop, miss, miss out, skip over. Mam yu'ure buon kum. M ya'a kpǫn' yinna, m pț yaae pu'a, 

m pț yaae biiga, m pț yaae dau. I am called Death. When I enter a house I do not miss out a single woman, 
child or man. [Asaasim-] Biig tun'e li' o tțba ka dǤlis malimbama naae ka pț yaae si'ela. A lad could shut his 
ears and go through all these observances without leaving anything out. [Trouble] O da kǫ ka Babilon Na'ab kena 

zab nǫ ba ka kțț ba dasam la wțsa ba Pț'țsim Yin la, ka pț yaae dasaŋ bǫǫ pu'asadir bǫǫ pu'anya'aŋ bǫǫ 

bțnkțdțgǤ. 'He brought up against them the king of the Babylonians, who killed their young men with the sword 
in the sanctuary, and spared neither young man nor young woman, old man or aged'. [2CH 36:17] Daasi'erǫǫ m na 

paam ninkanǫ zǤt nimbaanlig, ka o kǫ ka m wi'is ban bțn ka yaad sieba la. Perhaps I will find some kind 
person who will let me glean what they harvest and miss. [RUT 2:2] 

yaae2   Variant: yaa7. Form: yaad2. Form: yaam!. Variant: yaaem!; yaamǫ!; yaami!. v. to fish sth. out. M pansignǫ li 

ku'om la pțțg ka dau la kenna yaam. I accidentally fell into the water and the man came and snatched me out. 

[MA] Ku'om ya'a dit daug nǫ ninsaal ka fț nyǫ, fțn yaaem daug la ka bas ninsaal la, bǤzugǤ, fț ya'a yaae nid 

la, onǫ saa na kțțf bǫog. If a log and a person sinking in the water, fish out the log and leave the person, because 
if you fish out the person he will kill you in the future. [You-Heard?] Dau kaŋa nwǫnǫ dakanǫ bǫ bugumini dit ka 

ba yaae li yis na. 'This man is like a stick snatched from the fire.'. [ZEC 3:2] yaam ku'otita'ar la pțțgin 'snatch me 
from mighty waters'. [PSA 144:7] Ka yț'țn nǤk la'abanǫ la'abanǫ ka ba mǤri maan maana la wțsa pa'ali li zug, 

la'an nǫ ... ban ka ba mǤri yaad ni'im la 'Then they are to place on it all the utensils used for ministering at the 
altar ... the ...  meat forks'. [NUM 4:14] Ka o yǫl o ye, “Yaami li!” Ka dau la tiǫn o nu'ugț yaae li. '“Lift it out,” he 

said. Then the man reached out his hand and took it.'. [2KI 6:7] Hibiru pian'adin la, li gbin anǫ, ‘M yaae o nǫ 

ku'omin’. In the Hebrew language the meaning is 'I fished him out of the water'. [EXO 2:10 [footnote]] See: yaadiŋ; 
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ziiŋyaadiŋ. 

yaae3   Variant: yaa5. Form: yaad3. Variant: ya'ad4. v. to hate. li kǫ ka nidib yaae ba it makes people hate them. [JER 25:18] 
Note: "In this construction, it is more natural to ... write ‘ yaa ba. ’  " [MA]  Winna'ab: BǤ ka fț kpǫǫm la pț bǤǤdi fǤ?    ::  

Abțgțr O yaam nǫ zaalim zaalim.  :: Winna'ab: Fț kpǫǫm la yaaf nǫ zaalim?  ::  Abțgțr: Űǫn, zaalim zaalim. 
Winna'ab :Why doesn't your elder like you?   ::   Abugur : He hates me for no reason at all.  ::  Winna'ab : Your 

elder hates you for no reason?  ::   Abugur : Yes, for no reason at all. [Three-Problems-] dataas banǫ yaam 

zaalim-zaalim la zu'oya 'many are my enemies without cause'. [PSA 69:4] Dinzug ka m kis o, ka yaa o. 
'therefore I hate her.'. [JER 12:8] Ligidi zug ka ti kțțd taaba, ka ya'ad taaba It is because of money that we kill 

each other and hate each other. [Asaasim] Sim: kis1, kisig1, ki'is3; Cpart: nǤŋ1 ‘love’. Fț nǤŋ nǫ banǫ kisif ka yaae 

banǫ nǤŋif. 'You love those who hate you and hate those who love you.'. [2SA 19:6] 
yaaem!   See main entry: yaae2. fish out. 

yaal1   Variant: yaali. Form: yaalțg. v. 1 • to mock, disgrace, belittle.   Ka tț' o hali yaal o. 'And they said many other 

insulting things to him.'. [LUK 22:65] Gbaagba, man zi' mam gǫǫ maal Wina'am si'el kimm ka Wina'am kpǫn 

yaalimǫ bas ka mam maan fara nǫ nimbaanl-kaŋa. Hhmm." Oh dear! I don't know just what I have ever done 
to God for God to keep making fun of me and I experience  this poverty and misery. Huh! [You-Heard?] ZugsǤb la 

wțmi ti kaasig nǫ ti yaalțg The Lord heard our crying and how we were mocked. [DEU 26:7] Li na lǫn lǫbi li 

yaalțg tțțma la ni wțț pu'agǤǤndir nǫ 'She will return to her hire as a prostitute'. [ISA 23:17] Lit: her degenerate 
activity like a prostitute. 
2 • to be worthless. fakaŋa wțsa fț sizuop tun'e faaf ka basif ka fț yaal your siblings could seize all this 

inheritance away from you and leave you destitute. [Asaasim] Fț sizuop tun'e faaǫn fakaŋa wțsa ka basif ka fț 

yaal. [MA] Note: MA's preferred way of expressing the example above.   Yanam banǫ kpǫlim bǫǫ ya dataas tǫǫnsin la 

na yaali ya tțțmbǫ'ǫd zug 'Those of you who are left will waste away in the lands of their enemies because of 
their sins'. [LEV 26:39] Ka Azțpuak yǫl ye "Gbaagba! – m kț tun'e tțm tțțm kaŋa. Oi abǤ, yaalțgǤ?" And 
Azupuak said "Good gracious, I couldn't act like that. Oh, what a shame!" [AIDS-Azuur-] Sim: -yǤǤg1/-yǤǤd, 

-yaalis ‘[adjectives]’. O yaal o mǫŋ sankpan'asnam nǫ pu'asada tuon nwǫnǫ ninyǤǤdi niŋid si'em. 'he made 
an exhibition of himself in the sight of his servants’ slave-girls, as any vulgar clown might do!'. [2SA 6:20] 
See: -yaalțg. 

-yaal2   Variant: -yal. Note: "the '-yal ' is unknown as a Kusaal form" [MA]  adj. fierce. Ka pǫbisyaal lǫbigid, ka li nya'aŋ la o 

gu'usțg la nwǫnǫ li ka' bǫn nǫ And the fierce wind changed, and after that his wait seemed endless. [Trouble] Note: 

reading pǫbisyaal for pǫbilyaal (TN) :  cf. :- Ka pǫbisyaal lǤbi o nini. And the fierce wind blew in his face. [Trouble] 
Pǫbisyaal da lǫbidi ba san'an ka dammid tibanǫ ka ba sǫǫ dǤlis pal la. The fierce wind was against them and 
tossed the trees that were planted along the road. [Trouble] Sim: yutim2. 

yaali   See main entry: yaal1. mock, worthless be. 

-yaalig   Variant: -yaaligǤ. Form: -yaalis2. Variant: -yaalisǫ; -yaalisi; yalis1. adj. worthless. Ka Azțpuak yǫl ye 

"Gbaagba, m kț tun'e tțm tțțmkaŋa. Oi abǤ, yaaligǤ?" And Azupuak said "Good gracious! I couldn't do that 
work. Oh, for shame!" [AIDS-Azuur] tțțmyaalis nǫ li buudi naamid Kusațg sț'țlimin zaŋi n ken na'ayiigimin, 

pu'abiriŋ. crime and so on are happening in the Kusaas' region, including burglary and rape. [Asaasim] Na'ab nǫ o 

na'ayikpǫm baŋ ye ninvțyaalis maal dian'ad teŋ la zug. The chief and his court realised that criminals had 
brought defilement on the land. [Trouble] GǤn'Ǥs nǫ mǤyaalis na yi teŋ la zug (the ground) 'will produce weeds 
and thorns'. [GEN 3:18] Bțn lin ka saalib gǤs ka li an bțnsțŋ hali la, li anǫ bțnyaalis Wina'am san'an. 'For the 

things that are considered of great value by human beings are worth nothing in God's sight.'. [LUK 16:15] ba ... 

pa'annǫ ti pa'al yaalis linǫ yit dama'anam nǫ bibi'es san'anǫ they ... teach us false teachings which come from 
lying and deception. [EPH 4:14] Fț ya'an pin'ilya. Fț ya'a pț bas bu'os yaalisǫ, sǤlțŋ la kț naae. You've started 
again. If you don't stop asking silly questions, the story will never end. [Trouble] DinzugǤ, da kǫ ka sǤ' ma' ya nǫ 

pian'ayaalisǫ. 'Let no one deceive you with empty words'. [EPH 5:6] Amaa Juda dim la daa maligim pian'ad 

pian'ayaalisi tisid Israel dim la. 'The men of Judah used language even fiercer than the men of Israel.'. [2SA 19:43] 
ba nǤk man zin'ig linǫ an kasi la maal yaalis yaalisi. 'they will desecrate my treasured place'. [EZK 7:22] Note: 

emended TN, "I think maal yaalis yaalisi is appropriate" [MA].    Sim: -yǤǤg1, yaal2 ‘[verb]’.  See: yaal; gǤnyaalis. 

-yaaligǤ   See main entry: -yaalig. worthless. 
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yaalim   See main entry: yalim2. fool, foolishness. 

-yaalis1   See main entry: -yaliŋ2. foolish. 

-yaalis2   See main entry: -yaalig. worthless. 

-yaalisǫ   See main entry: -yaalig. worthless. 

-yaalisi   See main entry: -yaalig. worthless. 

yaalțg   See main entry: yaal1. mock, worthless be. 

yaam!   See main entry: yaae2. fish out. 

yaam1   v. to leave over, overflow, scatter. O da nyǫ tigita dǤǤg niimis ka ba bǫ suorini gu'od bielim banǫ yaam la. He 

saw canaries on the path sifting out the left-over seeds. [Trouble] Siŋ ǫǫnti nwa'anǫ ka sǫya yaam. It is when a pot 

is broken that the sherds are scattered. [Asaasim Proverb] Note: ? nwa'anǫ  – original waine.    Sim: badig. O na mak, ka 

din'is, ka dam-dam ka li pǫ'ǫli badigi yaam he will give you 'good measure, pressed and shaken down and 
running over'. [LUK 6:38] 

yaam2   v. to be crushed, shattered. hali baa piif ya'a ianki dțț li zug, ba kuga zaŋguom la na birigi yaam yǤri-yǤri! 
'if even a fox climbed up on it, he would break down their wall'. [NEH 4:3] Ba na lii widigi yaam. 'they will fall and 
be crushed'. [ISA 8:15] See: yaam-yaam. 

yaama   See main entry: yam1 [SD]. fodder. 

yaama-yaama   See main entry: yaam-yaam. pieces. 

yaamaa   See main entry: yam1 [SD]. fodder. 

yaamǫ!  See main entry: yaae2. fish out. 

yaami!   See main entry: yaae2. fish out. 

yaam-yaam   Variant: yaama-yaama. id. in scattered pieces. Ka on mǫkama lu kugkaŋa zug o na pțnsigi 

yaam-yaam. 'Any man who falls on this stone will be dashed to pieces'. [MAT 21:44] ya na lii yaam-yaam wțț 

yțțri nwa'anǫ. 'you will fall and be shattered like fine pottery.'. [JER 25:34] M na mǤri ya yi tǫǫnsin nǫ tembanǫ 

wțsa ni ka ya widig yaama-yaama la ni la'as na. 'I will bring you from the nations and gather you from the 

countries where you have been scattered'. [EZK 20:34] amaa gǤsim on widigi dig yaama-yaamatǫǫns la sțțgin 

si'em! but see how it is 'broken and shattered'. [JER 50:23] See: yaam2. 

yaan1   See main entry: yir. house. 

yaan2   See main entry: nyaan. then. 

yaan-3   See main entry: yaaŋ. descendant. 

yaanam   See main entry: yaab. grandfather, ancestor. 

yaanama   See main entry: yaab. grandfather, ancestor. 

yaanamǫ   See main entry: yaab. grandfather, ancestor. 

yaaname  See main entry: yaab. grandfather, ancestor. 

yaanǫ   Variant: yaani; yaa6 ni1. int. where? Fț gǤs ka m nyǫt ki'ibț yaanǫ tisidif ka fț piesidi fț fuudǫ? Where do you 

think I get soap to give you to wash your clothes? [Trouble] On yǫl ala naae la ka bu'os Apțsiakid ye, ka fțn ba' 

nǫ fț ma on bǫ yaanǫ When he had finished saying that he asked Apusiakid "Where are your father and mother 
... ?" [Billygoat] Ku'om la n da badig zin'ig la nya'aŋa, Mensah Bonsu yț'țn da bǫ yaanǫ? After the water 
flooded the place, where was Mensah Bonsu? [Shoeshine-Boy] Ya aan anǤ'Ǥnama? Ya yi yaanǫ na? 'Who are you? 

Where do you come from?'. [JOS 9:8] Haga onǫ an Sarai yammțga, fț yi yaanǫ na, ka wa'ae yaanǫ? 'Hagar, 
servant of Sarai, where have you come from, and where are you going?'. [GEN 16:8] Fț bǫ yaanǫ? 'Where are you?'. 

[GEN 3:9] Tuongatib kpǫǫm la bǫ yaanǫ? 'Where is that chief officer?'. [ISA 33:18] Syn: ya1. “Fț pitț la bǫ ya?” 
'“Where is your brother ... ?” [GEN 4:9] Ya tuongatib banǫ bǫ tempțțsin la bǫ ya? in all your cities where are 

your rulers?'. [HOS 13:10] Sim: liya1. See: ya1. 
yaani   See main entry: yaanǫ. where? 
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yaan-naas   n.pl. fourth generation descendants. Fț yaas na zin'in na'am gbauŋ la zugț ti paae yaan-naas. 'Your 

descendants will sit on the throne of Israel to the fourth generation.'. [2KI 15:12] See: yaaŋ; naas. 

yaan-tan'   n. third generation descendants. O da vțe yuug ka da nyǫ Efiram yaan-tan' 'He lived to see Ephraim's 

children' 'to the third generation'. [GEN 50:23] Sim: yaaŋ-tțbkǫnrțg. See: yaaŋ; -tan'1. 

yaaŋ   Variant: yaaŋa; yaaŋaa; yaaŋi. Form: yaas2. Variant: yaasǫ; yaase; yaan-3. n. grandchild, descendant; 

grandchild, descendant. Pu'anya'aŋ ya'a kaasid ye kǤ'Ǥm mǤri o yaaŋ, ka o kaasidnǫ o mǫŋ pțțr zug. If an 
old lady cries saying that her grandchild is hungry, she is crying, because of her own hunger. [Asaasim Proverb] 
Hosaana, albareka bǫ nǫ na'ab David Yaaŋ la. 'Hosanna to the Son of David'. [MAT 21:15] Lit: descendant. M 

gaŋnǫ Uri biig Bezalel onǫ an Hur yaaŋ, ka an Juda dǤǤg nid la. 'I have chosen Bezalel, the son of Uri and 
grandson of Hur, from the tribe of Judah'. [EXO 31:2] Melkizedek da ka' Levi yaaŋa 'Melchizedek was not 
descended from Levi'. [HEB 7:6] Dau nwa' ka'anǫ na'ab David yaaŋaa? 'Could he be the Son of David?'. [MAT 12:23] 
Ya tǫn'ǫsid bǤ Kristo yǫla? AnǤ'Ǥn yaaŋi aan o? 'What do you think about the Messiah? Whose descendant is 
he?'. [MAT 22:42] fț ya'a baŋ o mǤrim o na wiak bisțma ka fțn nǫ fț biis nǫ fț yaas dii li nyǤǤd. Amaa fț ya'a 

pț baŋi li mǤrim ... fț biis nǫ ba yaas wțsa na ti namis. if you know how to deal with it it will hatch good 
offspring and you and your children and grandchildren will benefit. But if you don't know how to deal with it, your 

children and grandchildren will suffer. [Asaasim-] Heber ... da bas Ken dim sieba banǫ an Hobab onǫ da an 

Moses dakiig yaas la Heber ... had left the other Kenites, the descendants of Hobab, Moses' brother-in-law. [JDG 

4:11] Din ka on nǫ o yaas na di na'am la yuug Israel teŋin. 'Then he and his descendants will reign a long time 
over his kingdom in Israel.'. [DEU 17:10] Jakob yaasǫ, kǫlisimi 'Hear me now, Jacob'. [ISA 44:1] ba ya'a ye ba anǫ 

Abraham yaasǫǫ, mam mǫ tun'e lǫbis ye m anǫ ba yinne. 'Are they Abraham's descendants? So am I.'. [2CO 

11:22] ba yaasi an Kiela nǫ Estemoa. 'Their descendants' were 'Keilah ... and Eshtemoa'. [1CH 4:19] 
Colloc: yaan-tan'/-naas ‘(great-)great-grandchildren’. O da vțe yuug ka da nyǫ Efiram yaan-tan' 'He lived to 
see Ephraim's children' 'to the third generation'. [GEN 50:23] Fț yaas na zin'in na'am gbauŋ la zugț ti paae 

yaan-naas. 'Your descendants will sit on the throne of Israel to the fourth generation.'. [2KI 15:12] 
Colloc: yaaŋ-tțbkǫnrțg ‘great-grandchild’; yaasin ‘to/among/from descendants’. m na kǫ ka pțpiel duoe 

David yaasin la na 'I will make a righteous Branch sprout from David's line'. [JER 33:15] Cpart: yaab, yaapu'a, 

yaadau. See: yaab; yaan-tan'; yaan-naas; yaaŋ-tțbkǫnrțg; yaapu'a; yaadau; yaayalinyak. 

yaaŋa   See main entry: yaaŋ. descendant. 

yaaŋaa  See main entry: yaaŋ. descendant. 

yaaŋi   See main entry: yaaŋ. descendant. 

yaaŋ-tțbkǫnrțg   n. great-grandchild. Na'ab David da anǫ Boaz nǫ Ruf yaaŋ-tțbkǫnrțg King David was Boaz' and 

Ruth's great-grandson. [RUT [Book Introduction]] Sim: yaan-. See: yaaŋ. 

yaaŋ-yaaŋ   adv. all over the place. dabietita'ar kpǫn' ba ka ba pin'ili zǤt yaaŋ-yaaŋ. they were thrown 'into a panic'. 

[EXO 14:24] Gbigimnya'aŋ pț nyaŋi gban'e bțnkǤnbțgǤ ka li nyaŋ o, ka o biis widig yaaŋ-yaaŋ. 'The lion 
perishes for lack of prey, and the cubs of the lioness are scattered.'. [JOB 4:11] 

yaapo'a   See main entry: yaapu'a. grandmother. 

yaapu'a   Variant: yaapo'a. Form: yaapu'ab. n. grandmother. M mǫ tiǫn fț yadda niŋir amǫŋa linǫ da dǫŋi bǫǫ fț 

yaapu'a Lois ni ka mǫ bǫǫ fț ma Yunis ni la. 'I have been reminded of your sincere faith, which first lived in 
your grandmother Lois and in your mother Eunice'. [1TI 1:5] Na'ab Asa mǫ da pidig o yaapu'a Maaka onǫ da an 

pu'ana'ab la 'King Asa also deposed his grandmother Maacah from her position as queen mother'. [2CH 15:16] 
Kpǫn'ǫmi ka ya yaapu'ab tisi ya diib ka ya di. Go in so your grandmothers will give you food to eat. [MA] 
Nwadig ... nǫǫsim la sțŋ bibanǫ da di'emid yiiŋ ka yǤǤlțm kpǫn' ba yaa-pu'abinǫ kǫlis sǤlima la. The light 
of the moon helped they youngsters who were having fun outside and finally went into their grandmothers to 

listen to the stories. [Trouble] Sim: yaab. See: yaab; yaaŋ; pu'a. 

yaapu'ab   See main entry: yaapu'a. grandmother. 

yaar1   Form: yaarid. Variant: yaaridi. v. to throw, scatter sth. Ka ba tansid ka mǤri ba fuudi yuulim agǤla ka gbǫn'ǫsid 

titani yaaridi agǤla. 'They were screaming, waving their clothes, and throwing dust up in the air.'. [ACT 22:23] 

yaar-2   See main entry: yaarim1. salt. 
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yaarid   See main entry: yaar1. scatter. 

yaaridi   See main entry: yaar1. scatter. 

yaarim1   Variant: yaarʋm; yarim; yaarum; yaarimǫ. Form: yaarima. Variant: yarima. Form: yaar-2. n. salt. Asida ye fț 

sid da'a yaarim suŋ. Indeed have bought proper salt. [Iodine] Suobama yinne anǫ tinamǫ na mǤr Iodine la 

paasid nǫ yaarim ti daar wțsa diib pțțgin One of these ways is to add iodised  salt to our daily food. [Iodine] 
Yaarim zǫǫnd la bǫnǫ lakǫnbțgțn. The salty soup is in the broken piece of bowl. [Asaasim  Proverb] zǫǫnd la mǫnǫ, 

yaarim ya'a pț galisǫ nanzț'țs on kae as for the soup, if there wasn't too much salt there was no pepper. 

[Wonderwoman] Zin'iban na lieb yaarim bǤk 'They will become a place of salt pits'. [ZEP 2:9] "Oh, Azumbila, mǫ fț 

bǤǤdi fț yaarim nǫ ala?" Alamisi lǫbis o ala, daar woo mam makkidi fț yaarim nǫ zemisid. Oh, Azumbila, is 
that not how you like your salt? Alamisi answered him "Every day I measure out your salt and make it the same. 

[Wonderwoman-] M ma, m keŋi da' yaarim la na. I went and bought some salt, mother. [Iodine] Yaartuoloŋ pț 

wțm zǫn'ǫdǫ. When you message for salt, it normally does not make the soup tasty. [Asaasim Proverb] 
Colloc: yaarimin ‘in salt’; nasaar yaarim ‘processed salt, iodised salt’. Pu'a pțțs na nyaŋi di nasaaryaarim, 

bǫǫ? Can pregnant women take iodised salt? [Iodine] Colloc: yaarkugir ‘pillar of salt’. Amaa ka Lot pu'a on gi'e 

gǤs nya'aŋ ka lieb yaarkugiri zi'e. 'But Lot's wife looked back, and she became a pillar of salt.'. [GEN 19:26] Etym: 
OV1 *YA ; OVN *YAR-M ; GS1 *YA/E ; vc4 *ya(s) ; PB *( jí)nyʋ̀̀. 

yaarim2   v. to spread, extend widely. Colloc: yaarim-yaarim ‘spread widely (as: tree-branches)’. li busi tǤn wila, ka lieb 

tikanǫ wan ka yaarim-yaarim. 'it sprouted and became a low, spreading vine.'. [EZK 17:6] Li vǫnlim la da ka' 

tiraana,nǫ li wila linǫ yaarim-yaarim la 'It was majestic in beauty, with its spreading boughs'. [EZK 31:7] 

yaarima  See main entry: yaarim1. salt. 

yaarimǫ   See main entry: yaarim1. salt. 

yaarʋm   See main entry: yaarim1. salt. 

yaarum   See main entry: yaarim1. salt. 

yaas1   Form: yaasim!. Variant: yaasimi!. v. to empty sth. Yaasimi li yinne-yinne 'Empty it, piece after piece'. [EZK 24:6] 

yaas2   See main entry: yaaŋ. descendant. 

yaasǫ   See main entry: yaaŋ. descendant. 

yaase   See main entry: yaaŋ. descendant. 

yaasim!   See main entry: yaas1. empty. 

yaasimi!   See main entry: yaas1. empty. 

yaaț   excl. hey! Yaaț, zǤm ka gǫǫŋ kenna. Hey, a madman is coming run! [MA] Yațț, bugum la’aŋ Alaabugur dǤǤg! 
Hey, fire is burning Alabugri’s room! [MA] 

yaayalinya'as  See main entry: yaayalinyak. ancestor, descendant. 

yaayalinya'asi   See main entry: yaayalinyak. ancestor, descendant. 

yaayalinyak   Form: yaayalinya'as. Variant: yaayalinya'asi. n. 1 • a distant ancestor, forefather, patriarch. hali ti 

yaayalinyak Abraham da tis o pțdigir yinne piiga wțsa pțțginoogin 'Even the patriarch Abraham gave him 
a tenth'. [HEB 7:4] Sim: yaab2. 
2 • a descendant. Job da ... nyǫǫ o yaas nǫ o yaayalinya'asi ti paae zțmaana anaasi. 'Job ...  saw his children 

and their children to the fourth generation.'. [JOB 42:16] Sim: yaan-tan', yaan-naas. See: yaab; yaaŋ. 

yaayǫ   n. extravagance. Note: "the buying and wearing of same dresses, for funerals, weddings etc." [MA]  "YAAYŰ YŰLA" Yaayǫ 

n naae biis, Yaayǫ n naae pu'ab, Yaayǫ n naae dap, Yaayǫ n nwa'-ya'a Ape'eŋ kțțr EXTRAVAGANCE:  
Extravagant expenditure on matching funeral costumes ruins children, women and men and ruins the one who 
runs a funeral on credit. [Asaasim] 

yǫ   Variant: ye'; yǫǫ; yee; yǫǫi. Form: yǫnǫ. Variant: yene. Form: yǫǫd3. Variant: yeed; yǫǫda; yeeda. Form: yǫǫdnǫ. 
Form: yǫǫdin. Form: yǫǫm!. Variant: yeem; yǫǫmi!; yeemi. Form: yǫǫn1. Variant: yeen. Form: yǫǫb. Variant: yeeb; 

yǫǫbǤ; yeebo. v. to wear, put on. Note: esp. clothes on the upper body Dinǫ ka m nǤŋ Ankara yǫla anǫ ye, sǤ' ba' kae 
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nǫ fțn yǫ fusi'a. One reason I love Accra was that nobody cares what you wear. [Shoeshine-Boy] Aansimi ya fuud 

ka yǫ bǤto fuudi pa'ali ya sțnsa'aŋ 'Tear your clothes and put on sackcloth ... in mourning'. [2SA 3:31] 
maanmaan la na yǫ fuug ka sǤǤn o kurigiŋ 'The priest, having donned his linen robe and put on linen shorts'. 
[LEV 6:10] O daa yǫǫ o fuug ka nǤk o kǤlbili yi yiŋ. He put on his shirt, took his satchel and sent out. [AIDS-I] Ba daa 

sǫn nǤǤryinne fuud ka la'asțg ya'a bǫ tempțțgin ka ba yǫǫ keŋ They had Cooperative shirts made, when 

there was a meeting in town, they put them on and went. [Wealth-Is-Power] Li sțm ye Aaron ya'a tțmm o 

maanmaan tțțma la on yǫǫ li. 'Aaron is to wear this robe when he serves as priest.'. [EXO 28:35] Kemi na ka yǫǫi 

bǤto fuud yț'țŋ la wțsa 'Come, spend the night in sackcloth'. [JOL 1:13] M da pț yǫǫ m sakur fuugǤ, m da yǫnǫ 

kțțr fuug I didn't put on my school uniform, I wore funeral dress. [Shoeshine-Boy] David da yǫnǫ dansik ma'aa 

wa'ad ZugsǤb la tuon nǫ o sțnf wțsa. 'David, wearing a linen ephod, danced before the Lord with all his might'. 
[2SA 6:14] On mǫŋ nyǫǫ o zua sieba yǫǫd fu-aanlim sakurin He himself had seen his friends wearing ragged 
clothes at school. [Trouble] Arezak daani daa bǫ yǫǫd fuvǫnla banǫ ligidi zu'oe 'There was once a rich man who 
dressed in the most expensive clothes'. [LUK 16:19] M kț tun'e bǫ nǫ ya kpǫla ka ka'a fuugu yǫǫda I can't be here 

with you and not have a shirt to wear. [AIDS-Azuur] Ba pț tțm bǫǫ țgțd fuudi yǫǫda They don't labour or weave 
clothes to wear. [LUK 12:27] maanmaannib fubanǫ vǫnl hali ka ba yǫǫdi tțm kasi zin'ig la tțțma 'the 
magnificent garments the priests are to wear when they serve in the Holy Place'. [EXO 35:19] Ba zi'i-mǫŋ yǫǫdnǫ 

gbauŋ. One who neglects his own work wears a skin [sign of poverty]. [Proverb 011] Li nwǫnǫ on na zaŋ zaba ka 

li kilim o fuug ka o yǫǫdnǫ. it's as if he is 'covering himself with violence as well as with his garment'. [MAL 2:16] 
ban naan yǫǫdin fusțma la, ba na yǫǫd bǤto fuud. 'instead of fine clothes, they will be dressed in rags'. [ISA 3:24] 
Ninkan daana yǫǫm fubanǫ aans Such a person 'must wear torn clothes'. [LEV 13:45] Yǫǫmi Wina'am zaba la'ad 

la wțsa 'Put on the full armour of God'. [EPH 6:11] ba naanǫ tiakini ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka yǫǫn bǤto fuudi zin'in 

tampǫligimini pa'al ye ba tiakya. 'they would have repented long ago, sitting in sackcloth and ashes.'. [LUK 10:13] 
Da kǫ ka ya ba'a bǫ nǫ ... sanlima la'ad nǫ fusțma yǫǫbǤ.' 'Your beauty should not come from ... the wearing of 
gold jewelry and fine clothes.'. [1PE 3:3] Lit: don't let your concern be for.   Sim: sǤn' ‘gird, wear/put on esp. around 
the waist’. Adu da gaad tuon, o da yǫnǫ fupiel nu'ugima ka sǤn kurigiŋ sabil. Adu went first; he was wearing 

a white short-sleeved shirt and black shorts. [Trouble]    Sim: pid ‘put on/wear sth. peripheral – hat, shoe ring’; 
Caus: yǫǫl ‘dress sb.’. Ka ba nǤk fuzǫn'ugț yǫǫl o, ka nǤk gǤn'Ǥsi țg na'am zupibigi pid o. 'They put a purple 
robe on him, then twisted together a crown of thorns and set it on him.'. [MRK 15:17] Cpart: yǫǫg, yǫǫs2. Mam pțn 

yǫǫgi m fuug sa, m na lǫn yǫǫ li ya'asǫǫ? 'I have taken off my robe – must I put it on again?'. [SNG 5:3] Yǫlimini o 

ye onǫ nan yǫǫd zaba la'ad da dț'țs o mǫŋ wțț onǫ pțn zabi nyaŋ ka yǫǫgid o la'adǫ! 'One who puts on his 
armour should not boast like one who takes it off.'. [1KI 20:11] David da yǫl Saul ye, “M kț nyaŋi yǫ la'abama, 

bǤzugǤ m pț miilimi ba yǫǫbǤ.” Ka yǫǫsi ba digil. 'David ... said to Saul, ‘I cannot go with these (weapons and 
armour), because I am not used to them.’ and he  'took them off'. [1SA 17:39] See: yǫǫl; yǫǫg; yǫǫs2; yǫǫdig. 

yǫ'ǫm   v. to jolt, bounce. hali ka tǫrekonam la mǫ dammid ka yǫ'ǫm. so much that the chariots sway and jolt. [NAM 3:2] 

-yǫ'og   adj. foolish, simple-minded. See: Azi'iyǫ'og. 

yǫl ya4   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫl1   Variant: yel; yǫla2; yǫli1; yeli; yǫlǫ; yele; yǫlǫǫ. Form: yǫt. Variant: yet; yǫta; yeta; yǫtta; yǫti; yǫtti. Form: yǫtnǫ. 

Variant: yetne; yǫtin; yǫtini; yǫttin. Form: yǫlim!. Variant: yelim; yǫlime!; yǫlimi!; yelimi; yǫlimini!; yelimini. 

Form: yǫlin. Variant: yǫline; yeline. Form: yǫlțg2. Variant: yelug. Form: yǫl ya4. Variant: yeleya. v. to say. DizugǤ 

da yǫl ye "BǤ ka Abțnkțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam pț mǤra?" So don't say "Why has Mr. Oldman got something 

that I haven't got?" [Asaasim] M da pț yǫl sǤ'ǤsǤ, hali m du'adib da zi'. I didn't tell anyone, even my parents didn't 
know. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nwǫnǫ fțn yǫl si'em la, fț mǫ kț lǫn nyǫǫ ma! 'Just as you say, I will never appear before 
you again.”'. [EXO 10:29] Ka Kain ti yǫl o pitț Abǫl ye, “Kǫl ka ti yii keŋ mǤǤgin.” 'Cain said to his brother Abel, 
‘Let us go out into the country.’'. [GEN 4:8] KǤm da kțțda Apu'asabilig hali ka o yǫla Aabaa ye, “Abaa, m 

bǫlimnǫ, tisim ni'im la bamma. Apu'asabilig was dying of thirst so she said to Abaa "Abaa, I beg you, give me 
some of that meat." [Jealousy] Yǫlim dinǫ zugț kǫ ka fț yǫla ala. Say why you said that. [Bible-Study] Pin'ilțgin la 

sǤ' da pț bǤǤd ye o yǫlǫ At first, nobody wanted to say. [Shoeshine-Boy] Aa tǤ. BǤ ka ti na yǫlǫ? 'What then shall 
we say?'. [ROM 9:30] Fț ya'a su'a yǫlǫǫ, man su'a baŋ. If you talk in secret, I know in secret. [Proverb 020] Naa, m 

pț yǫlǫǫ, ka' na'abiis la nwaa? 'Those are your sons coming, just as I said they would'. [2SA 13:35] ninsǤ' yi BǤliga 

na yǫli ba ban'a saaŋ la an si'el. someone had come from Bolga to tell them what the new disease was like. 
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[AIDS-I] Ka Wina'am lǫn yǫli ba ye, “M nǤnaar la zanbinnǫ nwa' ... ” 'And God said, “This is the sign of the 

covenant I am making ... ” '. [GEN 9:12] Na'aba, m mǤr yǫlsu'adir ye m yǫlif. 'I have a secret message for you, O 
king.'. [JDG 3:19] Anwa ka ba yǫt la woo. They all say this, indeed. [You-Hear?] Manǫ kǫt ka ba'abțgțdibi yǫt si'el 

la lieb zaalim 'I frustrate false prophets and their omens'. [ISA 44:25] Wala ka fț yǫta nwa? Why do you say this? 
[AIDS-I] Li ka' ya wțsa yǫla ka m yǫta. 'I am not talking about all of you'. [JHN 13:18] Sțgirin la gadpțțr da kae, 

ka m pț lǫn yǫti gadțgǤ. In the shack there wasn't even a mattress, let alone a bed. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nimo da yǫtti 

sida Nimo was speaking truth. [Trouble] Note: emended TN, original tǫtti Wina'am gbauŋ zamisțg line gaad la 

kaas kțŋi yǫtti ti nǫ ye, Siig Kasi la anǫ Wina'am The previous Bible study proclaimed to us that the Holy Spirit 
is God. [Bible-Study] Note: "It is not natural to use kaas kuŋ in this context." [MA].    Asida ka m yǫti ya ye, manǫ an 

pǫ'ǫs la za'anǤǤr. 'I tell you the truth, I am the gate for the sheep.'. [JHN 10:7] TǤ, wțț man yǫtin la ... OK, as I said 
... [Trouble] Yaa fț yǫttin ye bǤǤ? Yaa, what were you saying? [Trouble] Ka bǤ ka fț bu'os Ama, fț gǤs ka m 

yǫtinifnǫ ziri? And why do you ask Ama? Do you think I would tell you lies? [Trouble] Ya'a kis nid fț yǫtnǫ ye, "O 

nuud ku'om ka ta'am." If you hate somebody you say "He tries to savour the taste of water". [Proverb 096] Li yǫtnǫ 

naar saŋa yǫla, ka ka' ziri antu'aa. 'it speaks of the end and will not prove false'. [HAB 2:3] ZǤlțg fǫn'țg ya'a 

ma'aǫ o yǫtnǫ  ye li bǤdignǫ. When a fool's sore does not hurt he says it has healed. [Prov. 122] o ma ya'a bǤǤd 

si'el wțsa on yǫlim ka o na sțŋ o. if his mother needed anything he should just say and he would help him. 

[Billygoat] Yǫlim Israel dim la ye ba kem na Tell the Israelites to come. [EXO 16:9] Birago vǤlis o ye 'M yǫlimi fț 

saamma? Birago threatened him "Shall I tell your father?" [Trouble] Ba yǫlimi ba pa'annib la tǤ'ǤtǤ. They should 
tell their teachers immediately. [AIDS-II] Ka Laban lǫbis ye, “Ka yǫlimi ti!” '“Then tell us,” Laban said.'. [GEN 24:33] 
Mǫ yǫlimi ba ye ba niŋim anwa And also tell them to do this. [GEN 45:19] Yǫlimini ya pu'ab, nǫ ya biribis nǫ ya 

bipumis ye ba nǤki ba sanlima tțblǫma la mǤr na. Tell your wives, and your sons and daughters, to bring their 

gold earrings here. [EXO 32:2] O da baŋ ye ba gǫnya, ka naan yǫlin ye ba duom vț'țs amaa o zǤt. He knew that 
they were tired, and would have said that they should get up and rest, but he was afraid. [Trouble] Wada la ya'a da 

pț yǫlin ye, “Da mǤr fufummǫ,” m naan kț baŋin fufummi an si'ela. 'I should never have known what it was 
to covet, if the law had not said, ‘You shall not covet.’'. [ROM 7:7] Amaa o saam yǫlțg la da kțrid o tțba nǫ. But 

his father's saying caused him anxiety when he heard it. [Trouble] Saŋkan la nidib la wțsa da gǤs Ahitofel 

sa'alțg ka li nwǫnǫ Wina'am mǫŋ-mǫŋ yǫlțg. 'Any advice that Ahithophel gave in those days was accepted as 
though it were the very word of God'. [2SA 16:23] Nimbanǫ gban'ad pian'ad gbin la yǫl ya 'Men of understanding 
declare'. [JOB 34:34] ZugsǤb onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤb la yǫl ya. the Lord Almighty has spoken. [MAL 2:4] mǫligim kț 

lii, ka yǫti saa 'there will be no dew or rain'. [1KI 17:1] Sim: ye ‘(say) that’; tu'as1 ‘to speak’. Etym: OV1 *BI ; OV2 
*S¹E/O ; OVN YEL ; vc1 *bu ; CG *yali . Note: OVN possibly *WEL see win note Note: The temptation is to consider 
that yǫ is the underlying original verb "to say" and yǫli  and  yǫ are derivatives, but both exist within Mampruli ( cf. KLA ye ), 

and across related languages *YEc(onsonant) seems to be the most basic form. See: yǫl2; yǫlțg. 

yǫl2   Variant: yel; yal; yǫllǫ; yelle; yǫli2. Form: yǫla1. Variant: yela; yala; yǫlaa. Form: yǫl-3. Variant: yel-. n. 1 • speech. 

2 • a saying, thing said. li pa'anif zin'isieba Wina'am gbauŋun la linǫ pian'ad yǫla pamm fțn karim si'el la 

yǫla it shows places in the Bible which say many things about what you have read about. [Bible-Intro] Na'ab 

Agrippa, fț siak Wina'am nǤdi'esidib la yǫlaa? M mi' ye fț siakya. 'King Agrippa, do you believe the prophets? 

I know you do.'. [ACT 26:27] Yǫlbama anǫ asida. 'These words are true'. [REV 22:6] Sim: yǫlțg. 
3 • a concern. O daa sid keŋ n ti paae ba'abțgțd la sa'an n zaŋi o yǫla la wțsa tu'as o. So he actually went to 

the diviner and explained all his concerns to him. [You-Hear?] Zamisțg la ken tuon la, tuongat kanǫ kpansid 

mǤri yǫla ayi': As the lesson proceeds, the leader who is observing has two concerns: [Bible-Study] 
4 • a business, matter. ba daa lidig nǫ hali pamm ka zi' yǫl la na ba'as si'em they 'were puzzled, wondering 

what would come of this'. [ACT 5:24] Suobama yinne ... ka ayinne la mǫ anǫ ti pa'an nidib wțsa ka ba baŋ li 

yal. One of these ways ... and the other is to teach everyone to understand the matter. [Iodine] Gaana nid wțsa mǤr 

suor ka o mǤr arizak hali nǫ paalț ka sǤ' kț daam o li yǫllǫ 'Every Ghanaian citizen shall have the right to own 
property, including lands and that right may not be interfered with'. [Constitution] Da kǫ ka sǤ' baŋi ti sǤnsig nwa' 

yǫllǫ 'Don't let anyone know about this conversation'. [JER 38:24] Nǫ'ǫŋa yǫla ka dau na bas o ba' nǫ o ma ka la'as 

nǫ o pu'a. 'For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife'. [MRK 10:7] DinzugǤ m 

ba'abinǤŋa, yanamǫ sadigim mi' ye bțn linǫ ka ya niŋid ZugsǤb yǫla ka' zaalim la ''Therefore, my dear 
brothers,' ... 'you know that your labour in the Lord is not in vain'. [1CO 15:58] Dau nǫ o pu'a yǫla ya'a aan ala, li 

pț sțm ka dap dittin pu'aba. 'If this is the situation between a husband and wife, it is better not to marry.'. [MAT 
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19:10] amaa yel bama ka'a sida banǫ dit na'asaar yaarim laafi yala an wǫla? but those suggestions are not true 

– (otherwise) how can you explain the health of those who eat iodised salt? [Iodine] Colloc: gǤs X yǫla ‘look after 
X’.  O da gaans bipumis ayǤpǤi yi na'ayin la ye ba gǤsid o yǫla 'He assigned to her seven maids selected from 
the king's palace'. [EST 2:9] Colloc: yǫlkțda ‘history’. M da karim nǫ yǫlkțda gbana ni ka baŋ ye Akimedis da 

anǫ onǫ mi' gǫligir hali I read in the history books that Archimedes was a brilliant mathematician. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
5 • a trouble, problem, palaver. Li anǫ yǫl nǫ fțn na nǤk kunti si'isid bugum nwiis It is dangerous to touch 

electric wires with something metal. [Electricity] O ye kandir bugum tun'e lieb yǫl, li kas-kas anǫ nidibi na gbis 

ka tam ka pț kpiisǫ. He said that a lighted candle could become a problem, particularly if people went to sleep 
and forgot to put it out. [Fire] yǫlli bǫ amaa m kpǫmisidif ye fț nǤki li nǫ sunbțgțsțm ka ti gǤs tinamǫ na 

nyaŋi maal si'el. there is a problem but I encourage you to accept it calmly and we will see what we can do (about 

it). [AIDS-II] Ya bǤnǫ yǫli tisim. 'You have brought trouble on me'. [GEN 34:30] bibanǫ sǤnsid bǫǫ dǤl banǫ nut 

taba la kpǫn'ǫsidi ba mǫŋ nǫ yǫllin kids who chat or hang out with the ones who smoke tobacco get themselves 
into trouble. [Smoking] ya ya'a bǫ yǫla ni yanam on buoliminǫ ba! when you are in trouble, call to them! [JER 2:28] 
Tembibis banǫ ka nif nǤdir an yǫl la, li ǫǫnti pin'ili biilimin ka niŋgbina la fțlisid In small villages where 

trachoma is a problem, it starts in childhood when the body swells. [Trachoma] Onǫ amisid o nifț pa'an yǫlsu'ada 

ziidi yǫla kenna 'A wink of the eye' to indicate secrets 'causes trouble'. [PRO 10:10] Li ane Gaana ma'aa mǤr 

yǫlbama ... ? Ayei! Teŋ sieba mǫ bǫ Afirika (ninsabilis) ... teŋin ... Is it only Ghana that has these problems ... ? 
No! Several countries of black Africa ... [Iodine] yǫl babigi na bǫ sǤ' sțnfțn ka li kǫ ka o zaansim si'em la 'The 

more you worry, the more likely you are to have bad dreams'. [ECC 5:3] M da nyǫ ka dabisir la tțțma la an sțm 

la'an nǫ man nǫ ninsieba paam yǫlbaanlțg la. I saw that the daily work was good, even though I had some 
small problems with a few people. bad businesses. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: yǫlbǫ'ǫd. 
6 • mishap. 
7 • court-'case'. nidib ayi' ya'a mǤr yǫl, o kati li saria nǫ sida 'he ...  judges fairly between man and man'. [EZK 

18:8] 
8 • about (topic, with verbs of thinking, speaking). Ti sǤb gbauŋ nwa ye li sțŋi ti Kțsaas ka ti baŋ EEs ban'as 

la yǫla. We are writing this book to help us, the Kusaas, to understand about the AIDS disease. [AIDS-Azuur] M 

zuanama, kǫlli ka m ansigi tu'asi ya nyain ti yaab na'ab David yǫla. My friends, let me speak frankly about 
David. [ACT 2:29] Paul tu'asidi bigisidi ba Wina'am na'am yǫla 'he explained and declared to them the kingdom 
of God'. [ACT 28:23] o daa yǫl ye sǤ' da pian' o yǫllǫ, dinzugǤ on ba'a ka' o san'anǫ he said that nobody should 
talk about him, so he was not interested in him. [Billygoat] Li ya'a anǫ ti ba'abiig Apollos yǫla, m kpǫmisid o saŋa 

wțsa ye on nǫ ti ba'abibama la kena kaae ya 'Now, about brother Apollos. I have often encouraged him to visit 
you with the other believers'. [1CO 16:12] Li ka'anǫ bama yǫla ma'aa ka m sǤsidi fǤ 'It is not for these alone that 
I pray'. [JHN 17:20] Man yǫla, ya na zi'en gǤmenanam nǫ na'anam tuon, ka tu'asi m labasțŋ la. 'you will stand 
before rulers and kings for my sake to tell them the Good News.'. [MRK 13:9] ba da pian'ad mam bugum yǤǤb 

yǫlaa. they were talking to me about electricity payment. [Electricity] M yǫlim na'ab la li yǫlaa? Shall I tell the chief 
about it? [Trouble] Colloc: bǤ yǫla? ‘why?’. BǤ yǫla ka Akǫlsa da zan'as ligidi daan la? Why did Akelsa reject the 
rich man? [Billygoat] See: yǫl1; yǫlkpan; yǫlkpi'euŋ; yǫlmaan; yǫlmǫŋir; yǫlpakir; yǫlsida; yǫlsim; yǫlsțm; 

yǫltǤǤg; yǫlțg1; yǫlzug. 

yǫl-3   See main entry: yǫl2. speech, saying, concern, business, matter, problem, mishap, 'case', about. 

yǫla1   See main entry: yǫl2. speech, saying, concern, business, matter, problem, mishap, 'case', about. 

yǫla2   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫla3   See main entry: yǫlțg1. word. 

yǫlaa   See main entry: yǫl2. speech, saying, concern, business, matter, problem, mishap, 'case', about. 

yǫlǫ   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫlǫǫ   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫli1   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫli2   See main entry: yǫl2. speech, saying, concern, business, matter, problem, mishap, 'case', about. 

yǫlig   Variant: yeleg. Form: yǫligid. Variant: yelegid. Form: yǫligir. Variant: yelegir. v. to winnow, toss into the wind. 
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AmǤryam yǫlig naadbțțda ye ba bțd. Amoryam winnows early-millet seed for sowing. [House+Farm] Pǫbisțg 

kae sț'țŋaa na yǫlig ki laa. There isn't a good wind to winnow the millet. [House+Farm] fțn nǤk zuobid la 

pțdigir yinne ... yǫlig pǫbisțgin. 'scatter a third to the wind.'. [EZK 5:2] GǤsima, o na yǫlig o mui la zieŋin 

zaama. 'Tonight he will be winnowing barley on the threshing floor.'. [RUT 3:2] M na nǤk nwammi yǫligi ya wțț 

ki 'I will winnow them with a winnowing fork'. [JER 15:7] Lit: take a calabash and winnow them like grain. Note: the 

Kusaal way of winnowing.    M ... na yǫlig Israel dim tǫǫns la wțsa sțțgin wțț ki ka ba yǫligid si'em la 'I will 
shake the house of Israel among all the nations as grain is shaken in a sieve'. [AMO 9:9] Ki yǫligir lǫǫ ka' na'anaa. 
Winnowing the millet is also not easy. [House+Farm] 

yǫligid   See main entry: yǫlig. winnow. 

yǫligir   See main entry: yǫlig. winnow. 

yǫlim!   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫlime!   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫlimi!   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫlimini!   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫlin   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫline   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫlkpan   Variant: yelkpan; yɛlkpɛŋ; yǫlkpannǫ. Form: yǫlkpana. n. an important matter. Ka dau la daa ti ansig yǫlkpan 

la mǫŋ And the man spoke plainly and explained the matter. [You-Hear?] DinzugǤ li anǫ yǫlkpan ye banǫ nut taba 

nǫ banǫ pț nut la baŋi li sțm yǫla. So it is important that smokers and non-smokers know the rights of the 
matter. [Smoking] ka dau la ansig o yǫlkpan la mǫŋi yǫl Apțlis ye on anǫ yț'țŋ sakur Na'asaara. and the man 
gave an account of his actual mission, telling Apulis that he was the European in charge of literacy classes. 

[You-Heard?] yǫlkpan linǫ ka m daa di'e la, m zaŋi tii ya. 'I passed on to you what I received, which is of the 

greatest importance'. [1CO 15:3] Ka li nwǫnǫ o tiǫnǫ yɛlkpɛŋ yinne ka ye, 'G-G-Gaami fț mǫŋ an-an-anrțŋ.' As 

if he remembered something important he said "P-p-paddle your own canoe.'. [Trouble] Linǫ an yǫlkpannǫ gaadi 

ba wțsa anǫ ye, ‘Israel dima, kǫlisimi. Ti ZugsǤb Wina'am anǫ ZugsǤb yinne. 'The most important one ... is 
this: ‘Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is one. ... ”'. [MRK 12:29] Gbauŋ kaŋa yisnǫ yǫlkpana teŋgbauŋ 

zi'ela la ni ka fț ya'a karim, li na sțŋif. This booklet sets out the main points of the constitution, and if you read 

it it will help you. [Constitution] Banǫ an yǫlkpana anu bama: These are the five main points: [MAT [Book Introduction]] 
See: yǫl2. 

yǫlkpana   See main entry: yǫlkpan. important matter. 

yǫlkpannǫ   See main entry: yǫlkpan. important matter. 

yɛlkpɛŋ   See main entry: yǫlkpan. important matter. 

yɛlkpɛuŋ  See main entry: yǫlkpi'euŋ. problem. 

yǫlkpi'euŋ   Variant: yɛlkpɛuŋ. n. a problem, difficult matter. Tika Ofori yǫl o nǤbpauŋ babiga ye o mǤǤm ka tam Susa 

yǫla. Amaa li da anǫ yǫlkpi'euŋ hali nǫ on na nyaŋ. Teacher Ofori told him many times that he should make an 

effort to forget Susa. But it was a very difficult thing to do. [Trouble] Ti yɛlkpɛuŋ wțsa anǫ ye dap bǫ nǫ ba pu'ab 

ma'aa Our most important point is that men should be with their own wives. [AIDS-Azuur] Ba niŋ o nǫ 

yǫlkpi'euŋțn. They put her in a difficult situation. [Trouble] See: yǫl2; -kpi'euŋ1. 

yǫllǫ   See main entry: yǫl2. speech, saying, concern, business, matter, problem, mishap, 'case', about. 

yǫlmaan   n. an arbitrator, intermediary, someone to settle a dispute. Yǫlmaan ya'a bǫǫn man nǫ on teŋsțk ka kpǫn'ǫsin 

o nu'ugț ti yǫl la ni 'If only there were someone to arbitrate between us, to lay his hand upon us both'. [JOB 9:33] 
See: yǫl2; maal. 

yǫlmǫŋir   Variant: yelmeŋir; yǫlmǫŋirǫ; yelmeŋire; yǫlmǫŋiri. n. truth. Yǫlmǫŋir, bțnkǤnbțg la da tǤnsid o nǫ 

zǤra-zǤra. Truly, the animal tore him into little pieces. [Trouble] Nǫ'ǫŋa anǫ yǫlmǫŋir ka li nar ye sǤ' mǫkama 

di'e li. 'This is a trustworthy saying that deserves full acceptance'. [1TI 4:9] Li anǫ yǫlmǫŋir ye Herod nǫ Pontus 

Pailet daa la'as taaba teŋ kaŋa nwa' ni 'For indeed Herod and Pontius Pilate met together in this city'. [ACT 4:27] 
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Ba pț dǤl ZugsǤb la nǫ yǫlmǫŋirǫ 'They are unfaithful to the Lord'. [HOS 5:7] Onǫ ka ya buon ye ya Ba' la 

sadigim an onǫ kad saalib saria nǫ yǫlmǫŋiri ba tțțma ni ka baregaŋ kae la ... 'Since you call on a Father 
who judges each man's work impartially ... '. [1PE 1:17] Syn: yǫlsida, amǫŋir. See: yǫl2; -mǫŋir. 

yǫlmǫŋirǫ   See main entry: yǫlmǫŋir. truth. 

yǫlmǫŋiri   See main entry: yǫlmǫŋir. truth. 

yǫlpakir   Variant: yelpakir; yǫlpakiri. n. problem, disaster, necessity. ligidkanǫ ka o ka o su'a gu' yǫlpakir daar yǫla la 
moneys which have been deposited against contingencies. [Constitution] Susa dim wțsa da nyǫ ka Birago nǫ o 

pu'ayua la kum la anǫ yǫlpakir. 'When all the people of Susa saw Birago and her daughter crying, they were 
alarmed. ' [MA]. [Trouble] Yǫlpakir kanǫ yț'țn bǫǫ ti zugin nwa' ka'anǫ ti Wina'am la pț lǫm bǫ nǫ ti laa? 'Have 

not these disasters come upon us because our God is not with us?'. [DEU 31:17] Dunia ni, teŋgbana na nyǫ 

yǫlpakir ka li lidigi ba 'On the earth, nations will be in anguish and perplexity'. [LUK 21:25] Yǫlpakiri paam hali: 

Filistia dim la zabid nǫ mam ka Wina'am fǫndig ka basim. 'I am in great distress. ... The Philistines are fighting 
against me, and God has turned away'. [1SA 28:15] See: yǫl2; -pakir. 

yǫlpakiri   See main entry: yǫlpakir. necessity. 

yǫlsida   Variant: yelsida. n. truth, justice, fairness. AlazugǤ, baŋim ye siiliŋ kaŋa sid tu'as nǫ yǫlsida. So be sure that this 

story really tells the truth. [Billygoat] Mam mi' ye yǫlsida pțțginǫǫ, sǤ' wțsa nar ka o siak ye ba tisim man tiis 

wțsa na'am I know that in all fairness everyone ought to agree that I should be given the chieftaincy of all the 
trees. [Trees] a-pț-siakid taaba pian'ad linǫ fǫndigid nidib ya'am ka pț mǤr yǫlsida 'constant friction between 
men of corrupt mind, who have been robbed of the truth'. [1TI 6:5] M zua nǤŋirǫ, fț anǫ yǫlsida sǤb nǫ fțn niŋ 

si'eli sțŋ yadda niŋidib la 'Dear friend, you are faithful in what you are doing for the brothers'. [3JN 1:5] Kǫl ka 

yǫlsida bǫ sariakadib zin'igin 'maintain justice in the courts.'. [AMO 5:15] Syn: yǫlmǫŋir. See: yǫl2; sida2. 

yǫlsim   n. a saying. Kpǫǫmnam mǤri ba yǫlsim ye ba tțmmǫ bikanǫ ken ka lǫbid ka ka' bikanǫ kennǫ pa'ada. The 
elders have a saying that they send a representative who will go and come, not one who will go and stay. [Trees] 
Wțț kpǫǫmnami mǤri ba yǫlsim ye, ‘Tțțmbǫ'ǫd dim san'an ka bǫ'ǫd tțmid.’ 'As the old saying goes, ‘From 
evildoers come evil deeds,’'. [1SA 24:13] See: yǫl. 

yǫlsțm   Variant: yɛlsum; yelsum; yǫlsțmmǫ; yǫlsțmmi. Form: yǫlsțma. Variant: yɛlsuma; yelsuma. n. a blessing. 
Yǫlsțm bǫ nǫ tțba banǫ pț wțmid bayǫțgǤ. Blessed are the ears that don't listen to gossip. [Asaasim] Yǫlsțm bǫ 

nǫ onǫ pț di'ed nimbǫ'ǫdnam sa'alțgǤ 'Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked'. [PSA 

1:1] On da paae nyǫ Wina'am niŋi ba yǫlsțm si'em la, li da niŋ o malisim hali. 'When he arrived and saw how 
God had blessed the people, he was glad'. [ACT 11:23] Man yǫlsțma zu'oya bǤzugǤ man anǫ zǫnkpǫŋ amaa man 

dțgibi lǫǫ tǤi My benefits are many, because I make a strong soup but am difficult to cook. [Trees] Asida, o maal 

yǫlsțma bǫdegț tis Israel yidim 'He has richly blessed the people of Israel'. [ISA 63:7] Man yǫlsțmmǫ zu'oe 

si'em la, ziri pț ma'ada, man gțllim nar. As my benefit is so great, and no lie, I alone am worthy (to be Chief). 
[Trees] Kpan'am linǫ ka fț pț namis ka paam la kț naae nǫ yǫlsțmmǫ. 'If you begin by amassing possessions 
in haste, they will bring you no blessing in the end.'. [PRO 20:21] mam mǤr yǫlsțmmi tisid saalib nǫ bțnkǤnbid 

wțsa. I give benefit to all people and animals. [Trees] Wina'am kaanb yǫlsțmmi tis Israel dim God Promises 

Blessing to Israel. [MIC 2:12 [heading]] Sim: bareka. Note: rejected as a foreign item by the original New Testament 
translators but Old Testament translators use it because the churches do [occurs 380 times in the published Bible, 107 of them 

in the N.T.] See: yǫl2; -sțm1. 

yǫlsțma   See main entry: yǫlsțm. blessing. 

yǫlsțmmǫ   See main entry: yǫlsțm. blessing. 

yǫlsțmmi   See main entry: yǫlsțm. blessing. 

yɛlsum   See main entry: yǫlsțm. blessing. 

yɛlsuma   See main entry: yǫlsțm. blessing. 

yǫltǤǤd   See main entry: yǫltǤǤg. trouble. 

yǫltǤǤdǫ   See main entry: yǫltǤǤg. trouble. 

yǫltǤǤg  Variant: yeltoog; yǫltǤǤgț. Form: yǫltǤǤd. Variant: yeltood; yǫltǤǤdǫ. n. trouble, suffering, difficulty. Note: 'bitter 
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matter' Kǫlli ka ti maal bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm baŋ onǫ zug ka yǫltǤǤg kaŋa paadi ti! 'Let's draw lots and find out 

who is to blame for getting us into this danger.'. [JON 1:7] Pțtǫn'ǫr sǤb dǫŋidnǫ nyǫt yǫltǤǤg ka luakid 'A prudent 
man sees danger and takes refuge'. [PRO 22:3] Da zǤt dabiem ye yǫltǤǤgț na ti paaf 'Have no fear of sudden 
disaster'. [PRO 3:25] SǤm yǫltǤǤd wțsa banǫ paae Mensah Bonsu sǤlțŋțn nwa. Write all the misfortunes that 
came to Mansah Bonsu in this story. [Shoeshine-Boy] YǫltǤǤd daa bǫ zin'is wțsa ka zaba mǫ bǫ. 'There were 

troubles everywhere, quarrels with others'. [2CO 7:5] Tu'asim sǤnsțg la gbin giŋa yǫl yinne bǫǫ ayi' banǫ nie 

nyain ka ya baŋ la nǫ li yǫltǤǤdi na aan ya bǫlimin si'em. Summarise the discussion and mention one or two 
points which arise and that you realise are problems in your own life. [Bible-Study] Fț sǤbnǫ yǫltǤǤdi gi' mam 'You 
bring bitter charges against me'. [JOB 13:26] Colloc: yǫltǤǤgin ‘in/into/from trouble’. Di nar ye ninkanǫ bǫ 

yǫltǤǤgin nyǫ sțŋiri o zuanam san'an 'In trouble like this I need loyal friends'. [JOB 6:14] Colloc: yǫltǤǤg bǫ1 X 

zug ‘woe to X !’. Note: in the Bible.    YǫltǤǤg bǫ yanam banǫ zu nidib la'adi kilim bțmmǤrnam la zug! 'Woe 
to him who piles up stolen goods and makes himself wealthy'. [HAB  2:6] See: yǫl2 See: -tǤǤg2. 

yǫltǤǤgț   See main entry: yǫltǤǤg. trouble. 

yǫlțg1   Variant: yelug; yǫlțgǤ; yelugo; yǫlțgț. Form: yǫlug-3. Variant: yelug-. Form: yǫla3.  Note: yǫla is indeterminately 

plural of yǫl2 and yǫlug.    n. a word. Ba ti'ir da an ye ba na di'e bǤ ba ya'a siak Yesu yǫlțg la? What did they hope 
to receive when they believed Jesus' word? [Bible-Study] Yǫlțg kaŋa da dǤlisnǫ ba tuŋ la ala paae na. This 
rumour passed through their clan and so reached here. [Trouble] Nidib bǫdegț daa niŋ o yadda ya'as, o yǫlțg la 

zug 'And because of his words many more became believers.'. [JHN 4:41] Amaa yǫlțg kanǫ ka m sǤbidi tisidi ya 

la anǫ yǫl paal. 'However, the command I am now writing to you is new'. [1JN 2:8] m pț ki'is Onǫ an Kasi la 

yǫlțgǤ. 'I had not denied the words of the Holy One.'. [JOB 6:10] Ya kț zamis ya'am ka siaki m nǤǤr yǫlțgǤǤ? 
'Will you not learn a lesson and obey my words?'. [JER 35:13] O pț mǤr yǫlțgț na yǫlǫ. He didn't have a word to 
say. [Trouble] Ya nǤk Wina'am nǤǤr yǫlțgț bas ka dǤl ninsaalib malima. 'You have let go of the commands of 
God and are holding on to the traditions of men.'. [MRK 7:8] Colloc: nǤǤr1 yǫlțg ‘spoken word, command’. 
TeŋgbauŋǤ, wțmmi m nǤǤr yǫlțg! 'hear, O earth, the words of my mouth.'. [DEU 32:1] Mam pțn dǤl nǤǤr yǫlțg 

la wțsa m biilimin sa. 'Ever since I was young, I have obeyed all these commandments.'. [LUK 18:21] Wina'am 

nǤǤr yǫlțg la yǫl ye, ‘Tisimi fț saam nǫ fț ma girima.’ 'God said, ‘Honour your father and mother’'. [MAT 15:4] 
Sim: yǫl2, yǫlsim. See: yǫl1; nǤyǫlțg. 

yǫlțg2   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫlțgǤ   See main entry: yǫlțg1. word. 

yǫlțgț   See main entry: yǫlțg1. word. 

yǫlug-3   See main entry: yǫlțg1. word. 

yǫlzug   Form: yǫlzut. n. a topic, motto, slogan. Kǫl ka nidib bǫdegț lǫbisi ba pțtǫnda zaŋi ken yǫlzug nierin Let a 

number of people offer their ideas on the interpretation of the topic. [Bible-Study] Zina Yaro gban'e ye o na yis 

yǫlzug la yț'țs. Today Yaro decided to broach the topic again. [Trouble] Paati wțsa na'ali'adib na mǤr teŋgbauŋ 

sigir nǫ o yț'țr nǫ o zanbin nǫ o nwǫnnim nǫ o yǫlzug. 'Every political party shall have a national character 
and its name, emblem, colour or motto, ... '. [Constitution] Yǫlzut La Bǫ Gbambil Kaŋa Ni La Pț DǤl Wțț Bam Bǫ 

Gbantita'arin Si'em La. The headings in this abridged document do not follow those in the full document. 

[Constitution] See: yǫl2; zug1. 

yǫlzut   See main entry: yǫlzug. topic. 

yǫnǫ   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yǫŋim   Variant: yeŋim; yǫŋimi. v. to slop about, wave around. Ka ku'om la yǫŋim bu'ati la nii kpa'asidi sǫǫnridi dǤlisid 

o zuobid la kpǫn'ǫd o nini ni And the water in the bucket slopped and splashed on her, running down his hair and 

getting into her eyes. [Trouble] ZugsǤb la na nwǫ' Israel dimi bas ka ba na nwǫnǫ kǤlkantimba yǫŋim ku'omin 

nǫ. 'And the Lord will strike Israel, so that it will be like a reed swaying in the water.'. [1KI 14:15] M gǤs zuoya la 

ni, ka ba kirid; kțkțna la wțsa yǫŋim nǫ. 'I looked at the mountains, and they were quaking; all the hills were 
swaying.'. [JER 4:24] Ka sisi'etita'ar da'ad bǫdegț, ka ku'om yǫŋimi kpǫn'ǫd anrțŋțn la bǤǤd anrțŋ la pǫ'ǫlțg. 
'Suddenly a strong wind blew up, and the waves began to spill over into the boat, so that it was about to fill with 
water.'. [MRK 4:37] 
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yǫŋimi   See main entry: yǫŋim. wave around. 

yǫog1   Variant: yeug. Form: yǫǫd2. Variant: yeed. n. crop. Note: [of a fowl] O na yis yǫog nǫ kǤnbid la bas daka la nya'aŋ, 

zin'ikanǫ mǤr tampǫligim la 'He is to remove the crop with its contents and throw it to the east side of the altar, 
where the ashes are.'. [LEV 1:16] 

yǫt   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫta   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫti   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫtin   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫtini   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫtnǫ   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫtta   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫtti   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yǫttin   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

-yǫțg   Variant: yeug. Form: -yǫǫd1. Variant: -yǫǫdi; yeed. adj. 1 • self-sown, 'volunteer' (crops). Ba kpans busyǫǫd zin'is 

ka o na tu țțn. Do they check where there are self-sown yams that he will dig up n the dry season. [Trouble] Note: 

reading țțn for ǤǤn.    Yanamǫ pț kuod la, kiyǫǫd ya'a yi, yanam da buni li suu ya bțya nii, ka yanamǫ pț 

pǫsid tiwanna la, walyǫǫd ya'a bǫ yanam mǫ da pǤn' ba kuosǫ. When you are not farming, 'Do not even 
harvest the corn that grows by itself without being sown, and do not gather the grapes from your unpruned vines'. 
[LEV 25:5] 
2 • useless. Note: in the plural only O ya'an da bǤǤdi ti baŋ ye o paae na ka pin'ili bu'osid bu'osyǫǫd. As usual he 

wanted us to know he had arrived, and started asking stupid questions. [Shoeshine-Boy] Alazug, ya ye ya niŋ wala 

bǫlis man nǫ ya antu'ayǫǫd nwa'? 'So how can you console me with your nonsense?'. [JOB 21:34] Fț tǫn'ǫs ye fț 

pian'ayǫǫd nwa' na kǫ ka nid mǤdigi sinnaa? 'Will your idle talk reduce men to silence?'. [JOB 11:3] Yanamǫ pț 

kuod la, kiyǫǫd ya'a yi, yanam da buni li suu ya bțya nii (in the years) when you are not farming 'Do not reap 
what grows of itself' or store it in your granaries. [LEV 25:5] Ba da mǤri yț'țyǫǫdi buon o zua la They called his 
friend insulting names. [Trouble] Sim: -yǤǤg1. 

ye1   Variant: yee. ptc. 1 • that ... , say that. Note: quote-introducer particle: introduces speech, thought , plan &c. , or signals 

continuation of a long quote.   Ka o sabua la lǫbis ye ayei And his girlfriend answered "No." [Billygoat] Ka Abaa yǫl 

o ye, “Ayei, m kț tisif ni'im la bamma ... ” And Dog said "No, I won't give you that meat ... ". [Jealousy] Dau la  ... 

yǫli Apțsiakid ye on keŋ la ye yǫl la maal ya. Ye ligidi la ka on yisi tis o la ye li kpǫn kț pian'ad la nǫ giŋa. 
The man said to Apusiakid that when he came, that the matter was settled. (And) that the money that he had given 

him brought the problem to a quick end. [Billygoat-] Asaan o nǫ Mbun pian' tisi ba bipumis la ye ba gu'usimi ba 

mǫŋ. Ye ba mit ka ba kpǫn' dau dǤǤgțn Asaan and Mbun spoke to their daughters about being careful. (They 
said) that they should not go into a man's room. [AIDS-II-] Fț ya'a ye sǤ' kț nyǫǫ awai fț mǫ kț nyǫ piiga. If you 
say somebody won't get nine, you yourself won't get ten. [Asaasim  Proverb] Ye Adu tǫn'ǫs ye ba maal on tiela la nǫ 

ye li ligid zǤn wțț on la fuudǫǫ? Did Adu think that they manufactured that sewing-machine just to be patching 
the clothes of fools like him? [Trouble] Note: The opening Ye indicates that the whole sentence is what someone said. [TN] 
Mǫ yǫlimi ba ye ba niŋim anwa And also tell them to do this. [GEN 45:19] Ka ba amisi buoli ba taaba anrțŋ 

yinne la ni ye ba kena sțŋi ba. 'So they signalled their partners in the other boat to come and help them'. [LUK 5:7] 
ZugsǤb la yǫl Moses nǫ Aaron nǫ Miriam ye babatan' la yim keŋ La'asțg Fuug Sțgțrin la 'the Lord said to 

Moses, Aaron and Miriam, “Come out to the Tent of Meeting, all three of you.'. [LEV 12:4] DizugǤ da yǫl ye "BǤ ka 

Abțnkțdțg mǤr nwa ka mam pț mǤra?" So don't say "Why has Mr. Oldman got something that I haven't got?" 
[Asaasim] O ye o kem nǫ na'akuoda la. He (Apam) said that he (Abugur) looks after the plough-oxen. [House+Farm] 
Amaa m ye hali nǤǤr pisyǤpǤi abțyǤpǤi. 'but (I say even) seventy times seven'. [MAT 18:22] Ka o bu'osim ye, ‘Fț 

aan anǤ'Ǥnǫ?’ 'He asked me, ‘Who are you?’ '. [2SA 1:8] Pita dǤl o yi yiŋ ka nam pț baŋ ye maliak la niŋid si'el 

la anǫ amǫŋaa 'Peter followed him out of the prison ... but he had no idea that what the angel was doing was really 
happening'. [ACT 12:9] Note: can introduce quoted speech without any verb: Tika la ye, 'Fț mi' fț pugudib la an si'em, 

Adu, da tțm dinǫ na kǫ ka o sțnf la'aŋǫ.' The teacher said "You know what your aunt is like, Adu, don't do 
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anything to make her lose her temper." [Trouble]   Note: If there is no verb of speech, ye may signal that the speaker is 

repeating or reporting someone else's words: Ye ba mit ka ba kpǫn' dau dǤǤgțn (they warned them) not to go into a 
man's room. [AIDS-II] Amaa ye on mi' ye Mba'ami' kț siaki maal on biig bǫ'ǫdǫ. But (he said) that he knew that 
Mba'ami would not agree to harm his child. [Billygoat] Colloc: nar ye ‘be right that’. Nwadisa alaa nar ye biig 

mu'a bin'isim ma'aanǫ? At least how many months should a baby be breastfed? [Breastfeeding] Sim: yǫl1 ‘to say’. 
2 • in order to, ought to. Note: purpose marker Ka Mahama yț'țn ye, ti lǫbin pǤǤgțn la ye ti gǤs amaa ba ka' 

anina. Then Mahama said "We went back to the farm to look, but they weren't there." [Trouble] Asibid daar yț'țŋ 

yinne ka ti la'as ye ti di ZugsǤb diib. 'On Saturday evening we gathered together for the fellowship meal'. [ACT 

20:7] ba ... sigis anrimbil la ku'omin kpǫ'ǫŋid ye ba yi anrțŋțn la 'they lowered the boat into the water and 
were getting into it to get away from the ship. [ACT 27:30] Alazug, ya ye ya niŋ wala bǫlis man nǫ ya antu'ayǫǫd 

nwa'? 'So how can you console me with your nonsense?'. [JOB 21:34] Aa! Israel nidiba, bǤǤ kǫ ka ya ye ya kpi? 
'Why do you Israelites want to die?'. [EZK 18:31] 
3 • nearly, about to, in danger of ... anrțŋ la ye li aansi aans ku'om la zug la the ship will be torn to pieces on the 

water. [EZK 27:27] Maliaknama atan' banǫ kpǫlim la ye ba piebi ba na'atana la The remaining three angels are 
about to blow their trumpets. [REV 8:13] Ti ye ti dǤl nǫ suoraug la 'We will go along the main road'. [NUM 20:19] Fț 

ye fț bugnǫ ka nyǫ sțnsa'aŋ bǫdegț. 'You will be filled with drunkenness and sorrow'. [EZK 23:33] tțțma la pț 

ye li bu'oe baa bi'elaa 'your work will not be reduced at all'. [EXO 5:11] 

ye2   Variant: yei; yee. excl. ... oh! [Gh.] [exclamation of shock and horror after what is being exclaimed at]. Ka Ayaab 

yǫl o ye "Ligidgbalauŋ, ligidgbalauŋ yei!" Ayaab said to him "Hey, a fortune, a fortune!" [Electricity] Ayaab nǫ 

Baaba Atu'asi tansid ye , "Bugum! bugum! sțŋimi yei, sțŋimi yei!" Ayaab and Atu'asu were shouting "Fire! 
Fire! Help, help-oh!" [Fire-] Birago yǫl o ye 'Gbisim, gbisim yei!' Birago said to him, "Sleep, sleep-oh!" [Trouble] 
Ama da ... pian' baanlim ye, 'Ti wa'ae nǫ ala.' Goma pț lǫbisǫ. Ka Ama lǫn ye, 'Ti wa'ae nǫ ala yei!' Ama 
spoke quietly "We're going like that." Goma didn't answer. Ama said again "We're going like that-oh!" [Trouble] 
Atalia aans o fuud, ka tansi kaasi yǫl ye, “Biriku'annim ye! Biriku'annim ye! 'Athaliah tore her clothes and 
cried, ‘Treason! Treason!’'. [2CH 23:13] Zaba sț'țg ye, zaba sț'țg ye! 'A sword, a sword ... !'. [EZK 21:9] 

ye'   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yei   See main entry: ye2. oh! 

yel   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yel   See main entry: yǫl2. speech, saying, concern, business, matter, problem, mishap, 'case', about. 

yel-   See main entry: yǫl2. speech, saying, concern, business, matter, problem, mishap, 'case', about. 

yela   See main entry: yǫl2. speech, saying, concern, business, matter, problem, mishap, 'case', about. 

yele   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yeleg   See main entry: yǫlig. winnow. 

yelegid   See main entry: yǫlig. winnow. 

yelegir   See main entry: yǫlig. winnow. 

yeleya   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yeli   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yelim   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yelimi   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yelimini   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yeline   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yelkpan   See main entry: yǫlkpan. important matter. 

yelle   See main entry: yǫl2. speech, saying, concern, business, matter, problem, mishap, 'case', about. 

yelmeŋir   See main entry: yǫlmǫŋir. truth. 

yelmeŋire  See main entry: yǫlmǫŋir. truth. 
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yelpakir   See main entry: yǫlpakir. necessity. 

yelsida   See main entry: yǫlsida. truth. 

yelsum   See main entry: yǫlsțm. blessing. 

yelsuma   See main entry: yǫlsțm. blessing. 

yeltood   See main entry: yǫltǤǤg. trouble. 

yeltoog   See main entry: yǫltǤǤg. trouble. 

yelug   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yelug   See main entry: yǫlțg1. word. 

yelug-   See main entry: yǫlțg1. word. 

yelugo   See main entry: yǫlțg1. word. 

yene   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yeŋim   See main entry: yǫŋim. wave around. 

yet   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yeta   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yetne   See main entry: yǫl1. say. 

yeug   See main entry: yǫog1. crop. 

yeug   See main entry: -yǫțg. useless. 

yǫǫ   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yǫǫb   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yǫǫbǤ   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

-yǫǫd1   See main entry: -yǫțg. useless. 

yǫǫd2   See main entry: yǫog1. crop. 

yǫǫd3   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yǫǫda   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

-yǫǫdi   See main entry: -yǫțg. useless. 

yǫǫdig   Form: yǫǫdis. n. an outfit, costume, 'uniform' [Gh.] DinzugǤ Kusaas baŋim ye banaas nǫ kurlana nǫ zupibis ... 

an dap yǫǫdis So let the Kusaas know that smocks, pantaloons and hats are men's clothing. [Asaasim] See: yǫ. 

yǫǫdin   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yǫǫdis   See main entry: yǫǫdig. outfit. 

yǫǫdnǫ   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yǫǫg   Variant: yeeg; yǫǫgi; yeegi. Form: yǫǫgnǫ. Form: yǫǫgid. Form: yǫǫgim!. Variant: yǫǫgimi!. Form: yǫǫgimini!. v. to 

undress, unencumber self/sb. Ba'akǤlțg sǤb la daa yǫǫg yǫla bǫdegț ziil o The soothsayer got a lot of matters 
off his chest and laid them on her. [You-Heard?] o duoe diibin la yǫǫg o fuug, ka zaŋ pienni lǤǤ o siaa 'he got up 
from the meal, took off his outer clothing, and wrapped a towel around his waist.'. [JHN 13:4] O yǫǫgi m girima ka 

basim zaalim 'He has stripped me of my honour'. [JOB 19:9] Pita daa yǫǫgnǫ o fuugț digil ka tțm o tțțma Peter 

had taken his shirt off to do his work. [JHN 21:7] Ka ziim la ya'a si'is sǤ' fuug on yǫǫgimi li pie 'if any of the blood 
is splashed on clothing, it must be washed'. [LEV 6:27] Yǫǫgiminǫ o fumilisa la. 'Take off his filthy clothes.'. [ZEC 3:4] 
Colloc: daam yǫǫg X ‘X recovers from drunkenness’; yǫǫg yǫla ‘expose, reveal a matter’. Ba'akǤlțg sǤb la daa 

yǫǫg yǫla bǫdegț ziil o The soothsayer exposed many matters and loaded them on him. [You-Do?] Colloc: yǫǫg 

sțțnr [or other emotion] ‘'unload' anger, 'get it off ones chest.’. Li kțdim anǫ on kǫt ka biig la kpǫn'ǫd o 

dǤǤgin na yǫǫgid o sțțnr yǫla on bǤǤd si'em bǫn He just let the child come into his room and get rid of his 
anger as much as he wanted. [Trouble] Sim: yǫǫs2; Cpart: yǫ, yǫǫl. Saul da yǫǫgi o mǫŋ zaba fuugț yǫǫl David ka 
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nǤk gbian'anț yǫǫl o 'Saul dressed David in his own tunic. He put a coat of armour on him'. [1SA 17:28] Mam pțn 

yǫǫgi m fuug sa, m na lǫn yǫǫ li ya'asǫǫ? 'I have taken off my robe – must I put it on again?'. [SNG 5:3] Yǫlimini o 

ye onǫ nan yǫǫd zaba la'ad da dț'țs o mǫŋ wțț onǫ pțn zabi nyaŋ ka yǫǫgid o la'adǫ! 'One who puts on his 
armour should not boast like one who takes it off.'. [1KI 20:11] Sim: yǫǫs2, sun'oe, sǤn'Ǥs ‘remove (garment around 
the waist)’. o kpǫn yǫǫg o fuug la nǫ lǤs ku'obǫ'ǫdin la ka sun'oe o kurlanǫ lǤs ani paasi he quickly took off 
his shirt and  dipped it in the dirty water, and took off his pantaloons and dunked them in as well. [Akelsa] 
Sim: pidig ‘take off (something around hand/foot)’. Yǫǫgim bǤto fuug la ka pidigi fț ta'ada la. 'Take off the 
sackcloth from your body and the sandals from your feet'. [ISA 20:2] 

yǫǫgi   See main entry: yǫǫg. undress. 

yǫǫgid   See main entry: yǫǫg. undress. 

yǫǫgim!   See main entry: yǫǫg. undress. 

yǫǫgimi!   See main entry: yǫǫg. undress. 

yǫǫgimini!   See main entry: yǫǫg. undress. 

yǫǫgnǫ   See main entry: yǫǫg. undress. 

yǫǫi   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yǫǫl1   Variant: yeel; yǫǫli; yeeli. Form: yǫǫn2. Form: yǫǫlim1!. v. to dress sb. Note: cause sb. to wear sth. Adu yǫl si'el la 

mu'oe nǫ bugum pielim yǫǫl Goma ka o va duoe nǫ sțnpǫǫn. What Adu said inflamed Goma and she swept 
out in fury. [Trouble] (o) nǤk fuwǤk la yǫǫl Aaron (he) 'put the tunic on Aaron'. [LEV 8:7] ba sid da nǤk na'am 

fuugț yǫǫl Daniel 'they did in fact clothe Daniel in a royal robe'. [DAN 5:29] ka lǫm mǤr o biis la na ka yǫǫli ba 

fupiela 'Bring his sons and dress them in tunics.'. [EXO 40:14] Tțțm titada linǫ daa niŋi ya san'an la, ya'a daa 

niŋin Taya nǫ Sidon tǫǫnsin ba naanǫ tiakini ba tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka yǫǫn bǤto fuud... 'If the miracles which were 
performed in you had been performed in Tyre and Sidon, the people there would long ago have ... put on sackcloth 

... '. [LUK 10:13] Aaron yț'țn na lǫb La'asțg Sțgțrin la ka yǫǫsi o fupiela banǫ ka o yǫǫn ka nyaan kpǫn' 

zin'ikanǫ an Kasi Wțsa Kasi la digili li anina. 'Then Aaron is to go into the Tent of Meeting and take off the 

linen garments he put on before he entered the Most Holy Place, and he is to leave them there.'. [LEV 16:23] Ya ya'a 

nyǫ sǤ' ka o ken biel yanam yǫǫlim o fuug 'Give clothes to those who have nothing to wear'. [ISA 58:7] InvCaus: yǫ; 
Cpart: yǫǫg. Saul da yǫǫgi o mǫŋ zaba fuugț yǫǫl David ka nǤk gbian'anț yǫǫl o 'Saul dressed David in his 
own tunic. He put a coat of armour on him'. [1SA 17:28] 

yǫǫl2   Variant: yeel2. v. to pour sth. on sb. Colloc: sțnpǫǫn kpa'ae yǫǫl2/kpa'ae sțnpǫǫn yǫǫl2 ‘'pour out anger on'’. m 

sțnpǫǫnni sadigim kpa'ae yǫǫl banǫ bǫ Jerusalem la, ala ka m sțnpǫǫn mǫ na kpa'ae yǫǫli ya. 'As my anger 
and wrath have been poured out on those who lived in Jerusalem, so will my wrath be poured out on you '. [JER 

42:18] Kpa'ami fț sumpǫǫn la yǫǫli ba 'Pour out your wrath on them'. [PSA 69:24] Sim: gǫǫl. 

yǫǫli   See main entry: yǫǫl1. dress [sb.] 

yǫǫlim1!   See main entry: yǫǫl1. dress [sb.] 

yǫǫm!   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yǫǫmi!   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yǫǫn1   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yǫǫn2   See main entry: yǫǫl1. dress [sb.] 

yǫǫs1   Variant: yees. Form: yǫǫsid1. Variant: yeesid; yǫǫsida; yeesida. Form: yǫǫsțg. Variant: yeesug; yǫǫsțgo; yeesugo. 

v. to slander, betray by falsehood, or deceit. Alumiri ya'an wțm yǫl la, o na gili yǫǫs nidib. Now that Alumir has 
heard about the matter, he will go round gossipping to people. [MA] Din anǫ Anane ye o ma yǫǫs ka o wțm la In 
that case Anane said his mother was being deceitful in his hearing. [Trouble] ba yǫǫsid ka nwǫ'ǫdi ba mǫŋi gǫntid 

nidib yǫla ni they also become 'gossips and busybodies'. [1TI 5:13] Onǫ ginnǫ yǫǫsid viigidi nidib pian'asu'ada 

paalț 'A gossip will betray secrets'. [PRO 20:19] Ya kț yǫlim onǫ yit kpǫla ken Israel Na'ab la san'an yǫǫsid laa? 
'Will you not tell me which of us is on the side of the king of Israel?'. [1KI 6:11] Lit: who goes out from here ... 

betraying. Ka ba pu'ab la mǫ an banǫ tțm nǫ nimmua, ka da yǫǫsida 'Their wives also must be of good 
character and must not gossip'. [1TI 3:11] Sim: yi1 X nya'aŋ3 ‘betray by deserting X's side’. Lit: go out from his back. 
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yǫǫs2   Variant: yees; yǫǫsi; yeesi. Form: yǫǫsnǫ. Form: yǫǫsid2. Variant: yeesid; yǫǫsidi; yeesidi. v. to undress sb., remove 

garments. faandib gi' o ka yǫǫs o fuud 'robbers attacked him, (and) stripped him'. [LUK 10:30] fț yǫǫs nidib la'ad 

ka basi ba sawǫnya. 'you stripped men of their clothing, leaving them naked.'. [JOB 22:6] Ba na yǫǫsi fț fuud la ka 

yisi fț baans nǫ niŋgǤnkǤrsțma la ka basif biel. 'They will take away your clothes and jewels and leave you 
completely naked.'. [EZK 16:39] na'anam wțsa na sigi ba na'am gbana zug ka yidigi ba sialǤǤdis ka yǫǫsi ba 

na'am fuudi all the kings will come down from their thrones and remove their sashes and royal robes. [EZK 26:16] 
Zabzabidib la da lǫb Eleazar san'an na amaa ba da yǫǫsnǫ kpi'imnam la la'ad ma'aa. 'The troops returned to 
Eleazar, but only to strip the dead.'. [2SA 23:10] Ba daa nyǫ ka suor la pǫ'ǫl nǫ fuud nǫ la'abanǫ ka Aram dim la 

zǤt ka yǫǫsidi lǤbid la. 'they found the whole road strewn with the clothing and equipment the Arameans had 
thrown away in their headlong flight.'. [2KI 7:15] Sim: yǫǫg; Cpart: yǫ, yǫǫl1. Aaron yț'țn na lǫb La'asțg Sțgțrin 

la ka yǫǫsi o fupiela banǫ ka o yǫǫn ka nyaan kpǫn' zin'ikanǫ an Kasi Wțsa Kasi la digili li anina. 'Then 
Aaron is to go into the Tent of Meeting and take off the linen garments he put on before he entered the Most Holy 
Place, and he is to leave them there.'. [LEV 16:23] 

yǫǫsi   See main entry: yǫǫs2. remove [garment]. 

yǫǫsid1   See main entry: yǫǫs1. betray. 

yǫǫsid2   See main entry: yǫǫs2. remove [garment]. 

yǫǫsida   See main entry: yǫǫs1. betray. 

yǫǫsidi   See main entry: yǫǫs2. remove [garment]. 

yǫǫsnǫ   See main entry: yǫǫs2. remove [garment]. 

yǫǫsțg   See main entry: yǫǫs1. betray. 

yǫǫsțgo   See main entry: yǫǫs1. betray. 

yee   See main entry: ye1. say that, to, about to. 

yee   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yee   See main entry: ye2. oh! 

yeeb   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yeebo   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yeed   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yeed   See main entry: yǫog1. crop. 

yeed   See main entry: -yǫțg. useless. 

yeeda   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yeeg   See main entry: yǫǫg. undress. 

yeegi   See main entry: yǫǫg. undress. 

yeel   See main entry: yǫǫl1. dress [sb.] 

yeel2   See main entry: yǫǫl2. pour on. 

yeeli   See main entry: yǫǫl1. dress [sb.] 

yeem   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yeemi   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yeen   See main entry: yǫ. put on. 

yees   See main entry: yǫǫs1. betray. 

yees   See main entry: yǫǫs2. remove [garment]. 

yeesi   See main entry: yǫǫs2. remove [garment]. 

yeesid   See main entry: yǫǫs1. betray. 
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yeesid   See main entry: yǫǫs2. remove [garment]. 

yeesida   See main entry: yǫǫs1. betray. 

yeesidi   See main entry: yǫǫs2. remove [garment]. 

yeesug   See main entry: yǫǫs1. betray. 

yeesugo   See main entry: yǫǫs1. betray. 

yi ya4   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yi1   Variant: yii1. Form: yinǫ. Form: yit. Variant: yiti1; yita. Form: yitnǫ. Variant: yitne. Form: yim2!. Variant: yimma!; 

yimi!; yiin; yiinǫ; yiinne. Form: yiib. Variant: yiibǤ; yiibo. Form: yi ya4. Variant: yiyaa. v. 1 • to go out/away, exit. 
Pu'a sǤ' daa yi nidibin la yǫl ye amaa bin'isim la ka'a ziim, fț yǫlin ye li dǤlisidi ziimin ma'aa. A woman from 
the audience said "But milk isn't blood! You said it is only carried by blood." [AIDS-I] bipǤla banǫ yi tenkpǫmisi 

kena ka ka' gbǫǫnsirǫ. the young boys who came from the villages and had nowhere to stay. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Gehazi yi Elasia san'an lieb kțkǤmi yuod bǤr-bǤr Then Gehazi went from Elisha's presence and he was 
leprous, as white as snow. [2KI 5:27] banǫ da kpǫlim ka dǤl atǫukț yi Kafitor teŋin la who were left and came 
from Caphtor by sea. [JER 47:4] O mǤr sa'ab la yii tis yidaan. She brings the t.z. out and gives it to the householder. 

[House+Farm] Ka o yǫli ba ye, “Yǫlimi Jemes nǫ yadda niŋidib banǫ kpǫlim la.” Ka naan yii tǤǤm zin'isi'a. '‘Tell 
James and the members of the church,’ he said. Then he left the house and went off elsewhere.'. [ACT 12:17] Li yinǫ 

zi'ela gbantita'arin la na. It is an abridgement of the full constitutional document. [Constitution] Lit: comes from. 
amaa li yinǫ fț mǫŋ nidib la san'an na. 'but the fault is with your own people.'. [EXO 5:16] Ka ziim yit o tuon. 
She has bleeding from the genitals. [Womens-Health] Kǫl ka mǫligim linǫ yit agǤl la lii o zug 'let him be drenched 
with the dew of heaven'. [DAN 4:23] BǤ ka ya nan kpǫn zan'as ka aandi yita? 'Why do you persist in rebellion?'. 

[ISA 1:5] Da tam ye ti vțm malisim yiti tiisin naa, tiis ya'a kae, vțm kae. Don't forget that our pleasant life 
depends on trees: if there are no trees, there is no life. [Trees] Li mǫ lǫn yiti ba fuudinǫ lǤmisid It can also be 

transmitted from clothing. [Trachoma] kǫlisim man pian'ad si'el la, ka yǫli ba sa'alțg kanǫ yiti m san'an na la. 
'so hear the word I speak and give them warning from me.'. [EZK 33:7] Piinkanǫ wțsa an sț'țm ka an nyain yitnǫ 

ti Ba' onǫ bǫǫ agǤl ... la san'an na. 'Every good and perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father'. [JAS 

1:17] Mpuaka, Mpuaka, yim na gǤsǫ. Mpuaka, Mpuaka, come out and see! [Electricity] ZugsǤb la yǫl Moses nǫ 

Aaron nǫ Miriam ye babatan' la yim keŋ La'asțg Fuug Sțgțrin la 'the Lord said to Moses, Aaron and Miriam, 
“Come out to the Tent of Meeting, all three of you.'. [LEV 12:4] Ama, yim na dǤl Anane keŋ. Ama, go out and go 
with Anane. [Trouble] Na'ab Faaro buol Moses nǫ Aaron ka ye, “Yimi ka basini m nidib, yanam nǫ Israel dim 

la wțsa! ... ” 'Pharaoh summoned Moses and Aaron and said, “Up! Leave my people, you and the Israelites!”'. 

[EXO 12:31] Adu, Fțn nǫ fț pugidib biig la ya'a yiin yiiŋi sǤnsinǫ. Adu, suppose you and your cousin should go 
outside and have a chat. [Trouble] Ka on niŋ ala la, o nyǫ ka bugum nie on yiin luasi'a la na. When he had done 
that, he saw that a light was shining in the place he had come out from. [Trouble] Ya ya'a daa siakini m nǤǤr ka pț 

duon Krete teŋinǫ, ti naan yiin yǫlbama nwa' wțsa ni. 'you should have taken my advice not to sail from Crete; 
then you would have spared yourselves this damage and loss.'. [ACT 27:21] Man tǫn'ǫs ye fțn nǫ onǫ yiinǫ? I 
thought you had gone out with him? [Trouble] M ya'a yǫlin ye m na pian' li yǫla m naan yiinǫ fț biis la nya'aŋ. 
'If I had said, “I will speak thus,” I would have betrayed your children.'. [PSA 73:15] M saam da pa'alim man na 

zaŋ baŋki vaandi niŋ si'em gu'oe ziim yiib. My father showed me how to use cassava leaves to staunch the 
bleeding. [Trouble] A-na-Baŋi bǫ ka zuod ka' yiibǤ. 'If you know how to be friendly, friendships will not break. '. 

[Proverb 104] Lit: He-who-knows is there and friendship has no departure.). Fț tțțmbǫ'ǫd la yi ya ka basif. 'Your 
sins are forgiven.'. [LUK 7:48] Man zi'in ye o yiyaa. I didn't know he had gone out. [Trouble] Colloc: Yiib ‘Exodus 
[title of book in the Bible]’. fț ya'a mi' Wina'am nǤnaar paal la sa, fțn karim yǫlbanǫ bǫ Pin'ilțg nǫ Yiib nǫ 

Kaalțg gbana la ni. if you are familiar with the New Testament, read the material which is in the books of 

Genesis, Exodus and Numbers. [Bible-Intro] Colloc: yi1 ... na1, yina/yitna ‘come out’. DǤgta la daa lǫn yina buoli 

ba The doctor came out again and called them. [Electricity] Appiah da wțm kaasig la ka yitna ye o gǤs dinǫ 

naamid. Appiah heard weeping and came out to see what was happening. [Trouble] ka tțm agaung ka o yina 

ian'adi giligid ka pț lǫb naa 'and sent out a raven. It did not come back, but kept flying around'. [GEN 8:7] Ya aan 

anǤ'Ǥnama? Ya yi yaanǫ na? 'Who are you? Where do you come from?'. [JOS 9:8] Tinam yinǫ Haran teŋin na. 
'We are from Harran'. [GEN 29:4] M na kǫ ka ... Ku'om na bun zin'ikanǫ an dindak la yitna. 'I will turn the desert 
into pools of water, and the parched ground into springs.'. [ISA 41:18] Ka Moses maal wțț on wțm si'em la ka 
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kpǫǫmnam la nyǫ ka ku'om yit na. And Moses did as he had heard, and the elders saw water coming out. [EXO 

17:6] Colloc: [verb] ... yi1 ‘[verb] out/from’. Ba daa zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ yi ye ba gǤs ye bǤǤ maalǫ They immediately ran 
out to see what was happening. [Fire] M da mǤri li yi dǤǤgțn la na keŋ su'a li pittțŋțn. I brought them out of the 
room and went and hid them in the grass shrub. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: (lin) yi1 ‘from [time] (on)’. Lin yi daakan la 

yț'țsǫ, o yț'țn da basi o bǤǤd bǫdțg la. From that day on, he gave up his excessive selfishness. [Jealousy] Lin yi 

saŋkan la o gǤsid Ama nǫ ka ninta'am bǤǤd liig. From that time on, whenever he saw Ama he was on the verge 
of tears. [Trouble] Lin yi saŋkan la, ka o pin'ili ieed suokanǫ ka o na zam Yesu. 'From then on Judas was looking 
for a good chance to hand Jesus over to them.'. [MAT 26:16] lin yi daakan la, ba da lǫn lǫb nǫ maal taaba zuod. 
from that day on they became friends again. [LUK 23:12] Colloc: yi1 yiŋ ‘1) [literally] go outside’. Winnig la daa 

nienǫ nyain ka Akudbil yi yiŋ. The sun was shining brightly when Akudbil went out. [Electricity] Ya'am si'a da 

kǫǫn o san'an na, ka on naan kpǫn'ǫn dǤbilin la ka o lǫn yi yiiŋ. A sensible idea came to him, and rather than 

enter the kitchen he went outside again. [1) Trouble]  Pita dǤl o yi yiŋ ka nam pț baŋ ye maliak la niŋid si'el la 

anǫ amǫŋaa 'Peter followed him out of the prison ... but he had no idea that what the angel was doing was really 
happening'. [ACT 12:9] Colloc: yi1 X nya'aŋ3 ‘betray X’. O da pț nǤŋ tiis nǫ tituud nǫ niimis laa? Ka bǤ ka ba 

yț'țn yii o nya'aŋa? Didn't he love the trees, bushes and birds? Why had they turned against him? [Trouble] 
Colloc: X yț'țr yi1 ‘X is famous’. TǤǤg na paae banǫ yț'țri yi ka li anǫ ban nuud daam bugid hali la 'Woe to 

those who are heroes at drinking wine'. [ISA 5:22] Cpart: kpǫn'1. ZugsǤb na niŋi ya kpǫn'ǫb nǫ ya yiib bareka. 
'You will be blessed when you come in and blessed when you go out.'. [DEU 28:6] Caus: yis. Etym: OV1 *YE/YI ; 
OVN *Y Ĭ ; MWN *JI- ; PB * jím. 

2 • to separate, leave ones spouse. marital separation as opposed to formal divorce. m ya'a ti bț' o ka o yi, m kț lǫn nyǫ 

pu'a. if I beat her and she leaves me, I will no longer have a wife. [Billygoat] Colloc: yi1 yiŋ ‘2) go astray (marital 
unfaithfulness)’.   pț'țsim buudi dunia nwa ni kis fțn na basi fț pu'a bǫǫ fț sid ka yi yiŋe bǤ pu'a bǫǫ dau. 
all the world religions prohibit leaving your wife or husband and going after another woman or man. [2) AIDS-II]  
Dau sǤ' pu'a ya'a yi yiŋ ka pț lǫm bǫ nǫ o sid nǫ sidaa ... 'If a man's wife goes astray and is unfaithful to him'. 

[2) NUM 5:12] See: bțnyitta. Note: see ref. and link at ken3  

yi-2   See main entry: yir. house. 

yia   See main entry: yi'e. repay. 

yibeug   See main entry: yimbǫog. morrow. 

yibig   Variant: yibug; yabug. Form: yibis2. n. threshold. Note: "a short wall separating the inner courtyard from the entrance 

courtyard ( zampak ). " [MA] : 'short' i.e. low [TN].    Biig la ianknǫ ye o gaŋ yibig la ka li. The child tried to jump 
over the low wall and fell. [MA] 

yibis1   Variant: yibisi. Form: yibisidnǫ. v. to gesture, hold sth. straight/rigid. Ka Pita yibisi ba nǫ o nu'ug, ye ba an 

baanlimm. 'Peter motioned with his hand for them to be quiet'. [ACT 12:17] O zțțr yibisidnǫ nwǫnǫ na'aziinr nǫ 
'His tail is rigid as a cedar'. [JOB 40:17] 

yibis2   See main entry: yibig. threshold. 

yibisi   See main entry: yibis1. gesture. 

yibisidnǫ   See main entry: yibis1. gesture. 

yibiig   Form: yibiis. n. child of the house. Sankpan'as kanǫ mǤr ya'am na sț'oe yibiig kanǫ diisid o yidim nyan,o na 

la'asi di faar wțț o anǫ yibiig nǫ. 'A wise servant will rule over a disgraceful son, and will share the inheritance 
as one of the brothers.'. [PRO 17:2] Kpaad yibiis di'emid The farmer's children are playing. [House+Farm [picture 

caption]] See: yir; biig; yidaan; yidim; yipu'a. 

yibiis   See main entry: yibiig. child. 

yibug   See main entry: yibig. threshold. 

yidaan   Form: yidaannam. n. houseowner, 'landlord' [Gh.] male household-head. Yidaan dǤǤg la mǤri za'ambǫŋ. The 

householder's room has a veranda. [House+Farm] O mǤr sa'ab la yii tis yidaan. She brings the t.z. out and gives it 
to the householder. [House+Farm] Fț mi' ye manǫ an yidaan, li nar ka fț tisim girima kanǫ nar. You know I am 
head of the household, you should give me proper respect. [Wonderwoman] Ba filim yidaan ka faaǫn o yir 'They 

defraud a man of his home'. [MIC 2:2] Gu'usim, ka yidaan la da ti gbirigi kena nyǫ ka ya gbisida. 'the master of 
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the house ... If he comes suddenly, do not let him find you sleeping.'. [MRK 13:35,36] Yidaannam la sieba da la'as 

nǫ ligidi sțŋ tțțma la. 'Some of the heads of the families contributed to the work. [NEH 7:70] Sim: yisǤb; 
Cpart: yipu'a, yipu'a ‘head woman of the house’; yibiig ‘child of the household’. See: yir; daan1. 

yidaannam   See main entry: yidaan. 'landlord'. 

yidig1   Variant: yidigǫ. Form: yidigi1. Form: yidignǫ. Form: yidigid1. Form: yidigir1. Variant: yidigirǫ. Form: yidigya. 

Variant: yidigiya. v. to be wrong, go astray. (ba) na pan'as nidib bǫdegț ka ba yidig 'they will deceive many 

people'. [MAT 24:5] Di ya'a an sida ye mam yidig nǫ, yanam kǫl ka li paanǫ mam ma'aa. 'If it is true that I have 
gone astray, my error remains my concern alone.'. [JOB 19:4] Gu'usimi ka da kǫ ka ba ma' ya ka ya yidigǫ 'Watch 
out that you are not deceived.'. [LUK 21:8] ba biriku'anim la daa mǫ vǫ'ǫg Barnabas ka o yidigi dǤl ban niŋid 

si'el la 'by their hypocrisy even Barnabas was led astray'. [GAL 2:13] Fu yidignǫ nǤk zuor la ma'asim maal nidib 
'You mistake the shadows of the mountains for men.'. [JDG 9:36] Kpalaŋ kțdțg pț yidigid san'aŋa. Old trousers 
don't fail to fit the abdomen. [Proverb 050] Mam lǫn nyǫ bțnsi'a dunia nwa' ka li pț nara, ka linǫ an na'anamǫ 

yidigid yidig sieba la. 'There is an evil I have seen under the sun, the sort of error that arises from a ruler:'. [ECC 

10:5] Ama yidigir la da ka' bțmbila. Ama's mistake was not a small one. [Trouble] Ti yidigir nǫ ti tțțmbǫ'ǫd la 

diinli ti nǫ, ka ti kpiidi li yǫla. 'Our offences and sins weigh us down, and we are wasting away because of them.'. 

[EZK 33:10] Nwa' ka'anǫ yidigirǫ? Ya yidig nǫ, yanamǫ zi' Wina'am gbauŋ la gbin nǫ o paŋ la zug. 'Are you not 
in error because you do not know the Scriptures or the power of God?'. [MRK 12:24] Ya yidigya bǫdegț. 'You are 
badly mistaken!'. [MRK 12:27] 

yidig2   Variant: yidigi2. Form: yidigid2. Form: yidigim!. Variant: yidigimi!. Form: yidigir2. v. to untie. Ka o tiraan la 

yidig si'el gbauŋ kǤlțgțn. His mate untied something from a skin bag. [Trouble] M pț nar nǫ mam na sǫbini o 

tuonnǫ yidig o ta'ada nwiisǫ. 'I am not good enough even to bend down and untie his sandals.'. [MRK 1:7] ba ... 

yidigi ba piini tis o, li da anǫ sanlima nǫ frankinsens nǫ mir they ... presented gifts to him: gold, frankincense, 
and myrrh. [MAT 2:11] na'anam wțsa na sigi ba na'am gbana zug ka yidigi ba sialǤǤdis ka yǫǫsi ba na'am 

fuudi all the kings will come down from their thrones and remove their sashes and royal robes. [EZK 26:16] Ka 

Mansa lǫbis ye, 'M mi', ka yidigid si'el pien kanǫ ka o zanl la ni. Mansa answered "I know.", and unwrapped 
something from the cloth he was holding. [Trouble] ka nidib zi'e anina, ka bu'osi ba ye, “Wala ka ya yidigid bțŋ 

la?” 'some people standing there asked, “What are you doing, untying that colt?”'. [MRK 11:5] Yidigim pien la ka 

bas o ka o keŋ. 'Untie him, ... and let him go.'. [JHN 11:44] Yidigimi nǫ o mǤr na. 'Untie it and bring it here.'. [LUK 

19:30] Colloc: nindaa yidig2 ‘have a relaxed expression, not angry/pained’. Ka sțnsa'aŋ si'a gbirigi paae o on 

gǤsid biig la nindaa kanǫ pț yidig la. A sudden sadness struck him as he looked at the child's face which was 
still screwed up. [Trouble] On gǤsid biig la nindaa pț yidig la, ka sțnsa'aŋ si'a gbirigi paae o. [MA] Note: More 

natural Kusaal order for preceding sentence. Syn: idig; Sim: lǤdig2; Cpart: lǤ. lin ka ya lǤ dunia nwa' ni la Wina'am 

mǫ na lǤ. Ka lin ka ya yidig la Wina'am mǫ na yidig. 'whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and 
whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.'. [MAT 18:18] 

yidigǫ   See main entry: yidig1. go astray. 

yidigi1   See main entry: yidig1. go astray. 

yidigi2   See main entry: yidig2. untie. 

yidigid1   See main entry: yidig1. go astray. 

yidigid2   See main entry: yidig2. untie. 

yidigim!   See main entry: yidig2. untie. 

yidigimi!   See main entry: yidig2. untie. 

yidigir1   See main entry: yidig1. go astray. 

yidigir2   See main entry: yidig2. untie. 

yidigirǫ   See main entry: yidig1. go astray. 

yidigiya   See main entry: yidig1. go astray. 

yidignǫ  See main entry: yidig1. go astray. 
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yidigya   See main entry: yidig1. go astray. 

yidim   Variant: yidima; yidimaa; yidime; yidimi. n.pl. household, family, people of the house. Note: house people: usually 

possessed –  "so-and-so's house-people".    Yțțm yinne ka saa ni ka Asumbul nǫ o yidim siak ye ba ki'a karinyauŋ 

tita'ari paasi ba pǤǤg la. One year when the rain came Mr. Spider and his household agreed to break ground on 
a big field to add to their farm. [Wonderwoman] Apam nǫ o yidim kǤǤ ba kawǫnna naae. Apam and his household 

have finished harvesting their maize. [House+Farm] fțn nǫ fț yidim wțsa ba'as yǤri you and all your family would 
perish. [GEN 45:11] Ka on nǫ o yidim di'e Wina'am Ku'om sțțb. 'she and the members of her household were 

baptized'. [ACT 16:15] Nimo nǫ o yidime da sț'oe yir la pțsțk, dǤǤd anu. Nimo and his family had half the 

house, five rooms. [Trouble] Ya mi' ye Stefanas nǫ o yidimi da dǫŋi lieb yadda niŋidib Akaia teŋin yiiga 'You 

know that the household of Stephanas were the first converts in Achaia'. [1CO 16;15] AnǤ'Ǥn gi'ed niŋkanǫ mǤr 

tiim ti'ebid nidib ka lǫǫ kț nyaŋi niŋ si'eli tis o mǫŋ yidima? Who relies on someone who has medicine to heal 
people but can't do anything for his own family? [Trouble] Amaa bțndaar ka m na tțm si'eli tisim mǫŋ yidima? 
'But now, when may I do something for my own household?'. [GEN 30:30] Yanam David yidima, kǫlisimi. 'Listen, 

you house of David.'. [ISA 7:13] Nannanna tǫn'ǫsim gǤs fțn na niŋ si'em ka tǤǤg da paae ti zugdaan la nǫ o 

yidima. 'Now think it over and see what you can do, because disaster is hanging over our master and his whole 
household.'. [1SA 25:17] Fa' ti na nyaŋi gaad Abenasi kaae Ama nǫ o yidimaa?' Can we go to Abenasi and visit 
Ama and her household? [Trouble] Colloc: yidimin(ǫ) ‘in/to/from housepeople’. O ...  mi' ye ban'as la na mǤr 

nyannǫ kǫn o san'an nǫ o yidimin na. He knew that the disease would bring shame on him and his family. 
[AIDS-II] o da baŋ o zi'esim o pugidib la yidimin la. he had come to know his place among his aunt's household. 
[Trouble] O yǫlim ye m kemi o saam yidimin He told me 'go to my father's family'. [GEN 24:38] Nannanna pǤǤm 

nǫ ZugsǤb la yț'țr ye fț kț ... yisi m yț'țri m yidiminǫ. 'Now swear to me by the Lord that you will not ... wipe 

out my name from my father's family.'. [1SA 24:21] See: yir; dim; na'ayidim. 

yidima   See main entry: yidim. household. 

yidimaa   See main entry: yidim. household. 

yidime   See main entry: yidim. household. 

yidimi   See main entry: yidim. household. 

yiebaŋ   n. jaw. Amaa m na nǤk gu'osi gban'e fț yiebaŋ la 'I am going to put a hook through your jaw'. [EZK 29:4] 
See: yier. 

yienǫ   See main entry: yi'e. repay. 

yier   Variant: yiir; yierǫǫ; yieri. Form: yieya. n. jaw, jawbone, cheek. Nǫ'ǫŋa an maanmaannib la pțțri yit nimbanǫ ... 

maal maan; li na anǫ biaunk nǫ yier nǫ pțțgin la'ad. 'This is the share due the priests from the people who 
sacrifice ... the shoulder, the cheek and the inner parts'. [DEU 18:3] Bțŋ yier ka m nǤki kț nidib tusir. 'With a 

donkey's jawbone I have killed a thousand men. [JDG 15:16] sǤ' ya'a nwǫ' fț datiuŋ yier, fțn fǫndigimi fț 

dagǤbțg yier la mǫ tis o. 'If anyone slaps you on the right cheek, let him slap your left cheek too'. [MAT 5:39] Fț 

na nyaŋi ... bǫǫ zaŋ gu'a kțns o yierǫǫ? 'Can you ... pierce his jaw with a hook?'. [JOB 41:2] M na fǫndigif, ka nǤk 

gu'osi gban'e fț yieri mǤri fț yis na 'I will turn you around, put hooks in your jaws and bring you out'. [EZK 38:4] 
O da anǫ giŋa ka an sabilig ka mǤr kisa ayi' o yieya la ni. He was short and dark-complexioned and had two 
tribal-marks on his cheeks. [Trouble] See: yiebaŋ. 

yierǫǫ   See main entry: yier. jaw. 

yieri   See main entry: yier. jaw. 

yieya   See main entry: yier. jaw. 

yigil   Form: yigin. Variant: yiginnǫ. v. to compete. Colloc: zǤ yigil ‘to race’. Fț ya'a zǤti yigin nǫ nidib ka ba kǫ ka fț 

gǫn,fț na niŋ wala zǤti yigin nǫ widi? 'If you have raced with men on foot and they have worn you out, how can 

you compete with horses?'. [JER 12:5] Widi na zǤti yigin taaba tampiinsinǫǫ? 'Do horses gallop on rocks?'. [AMO 

6:12] Baŋki banǫ ka ba sǫ wțț nwadigi nwa la ta'an yiginnǫ nǫ yțțm bțnam la. The cassava that they planted 
around this month is already nearly as forward as last year's. [Trouble] 

yigin   See main entry: yigil. compete. 
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yiginnǫ   See main entry: yigil. compete. 

yigur   n. a watchman, guard, guardian. Ninsaal biiga, mam maalif nǫ yigur ka fț na gur Israel nidib la. 'Son of man, 

I have made you a watchman for the house of Israel'. [EZK 3:17] Yigur onǫ an ya'am sǤb la yǫla 'The Parable of the 
Clever Steward'. [LUK 16:1 [heading]] Sim: wasmaan. See: yir; gur2. 

yi'   num. two. Ka li wa'alim an wțț mail kǤbis yi'. 'for a distance of two hundred miles'. [REV 14:20] Note: in the 
Colloc: ayi', yi1 ‘two by two, two each, in twos’. NǤkim ... bțnkǤnbid buudbanǫ pț maan malima la ayi', yi' 

bțndaad nǫ bțnnya'as 'Take with you ... two of every kind of unclean animal, a male and its mate'. [GEN 7:2] Ba 

da pțnǫ ayi', yi', ka pțn zi' ban na kpa' zin'isi'a They divided into pairs, but didn't know which way to go. 

[Trouble] Colloc: ti1/ya2/ba1 ba yi' ‘both/the two of us/you/them’. Note: Correctly babayi' q.v., ba2 yi' may have been 

written bayi'.   Alaa ... din bǫnǫ ya ba yi' la ni. So, that's a matter for the two of you. [Trouble] Note: MA prefers ya 

babayi'.    Adu n lǫbisi ba ba yi' la yǫla ye ba ti'eb ya. Adu answered on behalf of both of them that they were 
ready. [Trouble] BǤ ka li an ye li kpanbi babayi' la Ǥn? Why should they couple both of them? [Trouble] Etym: OV1 
*LE ; OVN *YI, LE ; GS1 *LE/A ; vc3 *yi ; vc4 * ɗe ; CG *lie, yii ; PB *bà̀dɩ́. See: ayi'. 

yi'e   Variant: yia. Form: yienǫ. Variant: yi'ene. Form: yi'er. Variant: yi'erǫ. v. repay. Colloc: yi'e sam ‘take revenge, 'pay 

back'’. Note: 1PE 3:9; LUK 23:41; JDG 9:24 [draft], changed to yǤ2 sam in published Bible.   Ka on mǫŋi na niŋ si'em 

yia sam la anǫ o nie o yǫlsu'adir la And how she would get revenge would be to reveal the secret. [Trouble] Sam 

yi'er ka'a ninkuurǫ. Retaliation is not murder. [Proverb 240] See: samyi'er. 
yi'ene   See main entry: yi'e. repay. 

yi'er   See main entry: yi'e. repay. 

yi'erǫ   See main entry: yi'e. repay. 

yi'im   See main entry: yim1. exactly, at once. 

yiko   See main entry: yikț. power. 

yikț   Variant: yiko. n. strength, power. suokanǫ ka fț mǤr yikț na maali fț tiraan si'el. the way that you have power 

to do something for your fellow-friend. [Trouble] Note: removed from NT revision altogether and from OT draft except: O 

yikț na nwǫnǫ na'araug kanǫ aan o ma bikpǫŋ nǫ. 'In majesty he is like a firstborn bull'. [DEU 33:17] From: < 
(Ha). Note: iko 

yilig1   Form: yiligid. Form: yiligir. v. to dawn. Note: in the Colloc: bǫog1 yilig1. Ka bǫogț yiligid la, ka Yesu zi'e bǫuŋ 

gbǫog 'Early in the morning, Jesus stood on the shore'. [JHN 21:4] li nwǫnǫ fitiri nie likinǫ ti paae bǫog yiligir 'it 
is like a lamp shining in a dark place until the Day dawns'. [2PE 1:19] Sim: nie1, bǫog1. 

yilig2   Form: yilis. n. tree [sp.] 

yiligid   See main entry: yilig1. dawn. 

yiligir   See main entry: yilig1. dawn. 

yilis   See main entry: yilig2. tree [sp.] 

-yilisțg   adj. runny, liquid. Ku'odi na yit ka biig la nam pț yii, li tun'e an yilyil bǫǫ pǫǫligț bǫǫ zi-yilisțg. When the 

blood flows but the baby has not yet come out, it can be watery, white, or runny. [Womens-Health] Sim: yilyil. Note: 

MA only accepts yilyil See: yilyil. 

yilyil   id. thin, runny. Siŋirin ..., bin'isim la anǫ yilyil ka na kat biig la ku'onuud. Li naarin la bin'isim la gan'alimnǫ 

ka tǫbis. Initially, the milk is thin and will (only) quench the baby's thirst, but later it is thick and heavy. 

[Breastfeeding-] Sa'ar ya'a ti bǤǤd paar bǫǫ sa'ar saŋa, ... ku'okanǫ an yilyil la yit tuon. When labour is about to 
begin, or during labour, ... a thin liquid comes from the genitals. [Womens-Health] Sim: -yilisțg. Note: MA only 

accepts yilyil.   See: -yilisțg. 

yim1   Variant: yi'im. adv. 1 • exactly, reliably. Űǫn, Na'aba, ala yim. 'Yes, certainly, your majesty.'. [DAN 3:24] Maalim 

wțț mam pa'alif zuor la zug si'em la yim. 'It is to be made just as you were shown on the mountain.'. [EXO 27:8] 
Jerusalem pț zi'e yim la yǫla 'Jerusalem the Unfaithful'. [EZK 16:1 [heading]] Saŋkan la yim ka Jehu da kǫ ka o 

nidib pisnii gilig dǤǤg la At exactly that time 'Jehu had stationed eighty of his men outside'. [2KI 10:24] M sțnf 

lǤnǫ viki fț yǫla, O Wina'am, m sțnf sid lǤnǫ yim 'My heart is steadfast, O God, my heart is steadfast'. [PSA 57:7] 
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ba sieba bǫ NǤnaar Daka la nya'aŋ ka ba kpǫn piebid na'atana la yim. behind these came the priests who were 
carrying the Covenant Box, followed by a rearguard. All this time the trumpets were sounding.'. [JOS 6:9] 
Syn: dede. 
2 • at once. Gusn wiig piebya Aragan wiig piebya yim The Gusn whistle and the Aragan whistle were blown at 

once. [Asaasim] Colloc: ani(na) yim1 ‘at that very moment’. Ka nanina yim ka o zilim lak 'Immediately ... his 

tongue was loosed'. [LUK 1:64] Ani yim, ka nǤraug lǫn kaasi paas nǤǤr ayi'. 'Immediately the rooster crowed the 
second time'. [MRK 14:72] Syn: yimmț; Sim: tǤ'ǤtǤ. TǤ'ǤtǤ yim ka man yǫli li gandigir I immediately gave the 
answer. [Shoeshine-Boy] TǤ'ǤtǤ yi'im ka si'el naan sisibig la nya'aŋi zuond wțț nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ viilim tiig la dțt. 
Suddenly something came from behind the lannea tree swirling up around the tree like smoke. [Trouble] TǤ'ǤtǤ yim 

ka Yesu kǫ ka o nya'andǤlib kpǫn' anrțŋ 'At once Jesus made his disciples get into the boat'. [MRK 6:45] 

yim2!   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yim3 bǫog1   See main entry: yimbǫog. morrow. 

-yima   See main entry: -yimmir. sole. 

yimbǫog   Variant: yimbeog; yibeug; yim3 bǫog1; yimbǫogț. n. the morrow, the next day. Li yimbǫog la daa anǫ 

Asibiddaar ka biis la daa ka' yin la. The next day was Saturday and the children weren't in the house. [Fire] Li 

yimbǫog la tǤn'Ǥs la da lǫbi buol sakpanlțŋ la The next day the hunter went back and called the antelope. 
[Jealousy] Ka li yimbǫog, ka ba yi Betani lǫbid Jerusalem, ka Yesu kǤ'Ǥm zabid. 'The next day, as they were 

coming back from Bethany, Jesus was hungry.'. [MRK 11:12] Di'ema la yimbǫogț zaŋi ken zaam la, yim keŋ 

zin'ikanǫ ka fț daa dǫŋi su'a  yǫl kaŋa daa pin'il la 'The day after tomorrow, toward evening, go to the place 
where you hid when this trouble began'. [1SA 20:19] Colloc: yimbǫogțn ‘in the early morning’. Ka Agaung 

yimbǫogțn zaŋ o kțțnr, o karintǫ (sț'țraug), nǫ o zǫnnir n keŋ niŋ vɔɔnd And Mr. Crow next morning took 

his hoe, his cutlass and his axe and went and made holes. [Asaasim] Note: better tuud vǤnya [MA]  Di yimbǫogțn la 

pu'a la da yǫl Appiah nǫ ye Yaro ka' dau. The next day the woman said to Appiah that Yaro was not a man. 
[Trouble] Ka kpǫn' yț'țŋț gbisi yimbǫogțn duoe ka bțmbțțda la bul ka nǤbig 'He sleeps at night, is up and 
about during the day, and all the while the seeds are sprouting and growing.'. [MRK 4:27] Ka kpǫn' yț'țŋț gbisi 

yimbǫogțn duoe ka bțmbțțda la bul ka nǤbig 'He sleeps at night, is up and about during the day, and all the 
while the seeds are sprouting and growing.'. [MRK 4:27] Ka di yim bǫogțn asuba ka Laban kuak o yaas nǫ o 

pu'ayuos la pț'țsi ba sț'țŋa ka kaanb, kaanb sțŋț tisi ba ka lǫbi kul. 'Early the next morning Laban kissed 
his grandchildren and his daughters and blessed them. Then he left and returned home.'. [GEN 31:55] 

yimbǫogț   See main entry: yimbǫog. morrow. 

yimbeog   See main entry: yimbǫog. morrow. 

yimi!   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

-yimir   See main entry: -yimmir. sole. 

yimma!   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

-yimmir   Variant: -yimir; -yimmiri. Form: -yima. adj. only, sole. GǤs-yimmir la ka Adu baŋ ye o Tika la mǫ ti'ebidi ye 

o yi Buama teŋin. At a single glance Adu realised that his teacher was preparing to leave Buama. [Trouble] Onǫ 

nan mi' buol o ye dabieug anǫ tațn yimmir Goma The only one who had ever called him coward was his only 

sister Goma. [Trouble] li da na anǫ wțț ǫka pțsțg nǫ ka o ye li ka'a bǫ'ǫdǫ; ninyimir kuob. It was about half an 

acre and he said it wasn't bad; it could be farmed by one person. [Trouble] Kpǫǫm yimmir pț nyǫt kpi'ima. One 
elder doesn't consult the ancestors. [Proverb 091] kpan'a la ...  zaŋ nǤŋdaan la pǫ'ǫyimmir la kțț maal saauŋț tis 

o saan la. 'The rich man ...  took the poor man's lamb and cooked a meal for his guest.'. [2SA 12:4] o pu'ayua da kǫ 

ka ba nwǫ' kǤna ka o wa'a yina tț'țs o. O da anǫ bipuŋ yimmir. 'it was his daughter who came out to meet him 
with tambourines and dancing. She was his only child'. [JDG 11:34] Colloc: biyimmir ‘only child’. Biig onǫ kpi la 

da anǫ pțkǤǤnr la biyimmir 'The dead man was the only son of his widowed mother'. [LUK 7:12] ya sțnsa'aŋ na 

nwǫnǫ nid biyimmiri na kpi ka o kaasid 'you will be like parents mourning for their only child.'. [AMO 8:10] 
Nu'uyimir pț bǤbigid tǫ'ǫga. A single hand cannot encircle a baobab. [Proverb 014] Sim: yinne ‘one [numeral]’. 
Note: compare with the above: Buolna'ateŋ pu'ab baŋ ye nu'ug yinne pț bǤbigid tǫ'ǫga The women of 
Buolnateng know that 'one hand cannot encircle a baobab'. [Wealth-Is-Power] Sim: yim12, yimmț, gțllim, kǤn'. 
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See: yinne; yimmț. 

-yimmiri   See main entry: -yimmir. sole. 

yimmț   Variant: yimmu; yimmțț. adv. once, at once. 'Duomǫ, bǫog nieya.' Ka biis ayi' la duoe yimmț "Get up, it's 

morning!" And the two youngsters got up quickly. [Trouble] “Duom ka maali fț digisig la digil.” Ka o duoe 

yimmț. ' ‘Get up and make your bed!’ and immediately he stood up.'. [ACT 9:34] Wina'am, m sǤsidif nǫ 

kpǫmisimim yimmț ya'as, ka kǫ ka m nwǫ' yimmț ma'aa yǤ Filistia dim sam 'O God, please strengthen me 

just once more, and let me with one blow get revenge on the Philistines'. [JDG 16:28] SǤ' da kae na nyǫ Beckie zaŋi 

ken bǤǤdim yǫlaa tțțgid yimmțț. There was nobody who could out-do Beckie in enormous and immediate 
desires. [Trouble] Syn: yim12. See: yinne; -yimmir; yim1. 

yimmu   See main entry: yimmț. at once. 

yimmțț   See main entry: yimmț. at once. 

yinǫ   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yinkǤnbid   See main entry: yinkǤnbțg. domestic animal. 

yinkǤnbțg   Variant: yinkonbug. Form: yinkǤnbid. Variant: yinkobid. n. a domestic animal. See: yir; kǤnbțg. 

yinkobid   See main entry: yinkǤnbțg. domestic animal. 

yinkonbug  See main entry: yinkǤnbțg. domestic animal. 

yinne   Variant: yinni; yinnii. num. one. Gba'ami fu meŋ suŋa ka biig la mu'a bin'isir yinne la naae ka fț nyaan tis o 

ayinne la. Be careful that when the baby has finished sucking one breast you give it the other one. [Breastfeeding] Fț 

ya'a aan ba yinne fțn baŋim ye li an sțm tisif If you are one of them you must realise that it is good for you. 
[Tax.a] dau na bas o ba' nǫ o ma ka la'as nǫ o pu'a ka babayi' la na lieb niŋgbiŋ yinne 'a man leaves his father 

and mother and attaches himself to his wife, and the two become one'. [GEN 2:24] Ka ba amisi buoli ba taaba 

anrțŋ yinne la ni ye ba kena sțŋi ba. 'So they signalled their partners in the other boat to come and help them'. 

[LUK 5:7] ayinne kpțkpauŋ si'isid dǤkpin yinne ka oŋa la kpțkpauŋ mǫ si'isid dǤkpin yinne 'a wing of one 
cherub touched the wall on one side and a wing of the other touched the wall on the other side'. [1KI 6:27] 
Colloc: nǤǤr1 yinne ‘agreement, unity’. Ti bǤǤd ye ti mǤr yǤlisim, ka barigaŋ kae, ka mǤr nǤǤr yinne ka daauŋ 

kț bǫǫ ti teŋgbauŋțn nwaa. We wish that we have freedom and justice, and have unity without any disturbance 
in this nation. [Constitution] nidib buudi kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥbi la'as, alazug li sțm ye ba pa'al teŋkanǫ ka ba bǫ la 

nidib nǤǤryinnǫ sțm an si'em people of various ethnic groups gather, so it is good that they show the local 
people what unity is like. [Bible-Study] Da bǤǤd ye ya maal nǤǤr yinne nǫ ba 'Do not seek a treaty of friendship 
with them'. [DEU 23:6] nidib la da la'as nǫ nǤǤr yinne Jerusalem. 'the people came together with one accord to 
Jerusalem'. [EZR 3:1] Colloc: yinne-yinne, yin-yin ‘one each, one at a time, one by one’. Ka nǤǤryinne ya'a ti kae, 

dataas na nyaŋi ti yinne-yinne naae. If we are not united, enemies will be able to overcome us one by one till 

there are none left. [Trees] Ka Abǫdțg lak o biaunk ka nu'asid bus-dțgida la yinne-yinne kpǫn'ǫsid o 

biaunkun And Abedug raised her arm and picked up the cooked yams and put them one at a time into her armpit. 

[Wonderwoman] Tiakimi ya sțnya, ka ya wțsa yinne-yinne di'e Wina'am ku'om sțțb nǫ Yesu Kristo yț'țr 
'Repent and be baptized, every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ'. [ACT 2:38] Ti wțsa yinne-yinne na tisif 

anzurifa gbila tusir nǫ kǤbig-kǤbig. 'Each one of us will give you eleven hundred shekels of silver.'. [JDG 16:5] 
Siig Kasi la na tun'e pǫ'ǫli ti yin-yin the Holy Spirit can fill us individually. [Bible-Study] Sim: -yimmir, yimmț 
‘only; once, at once’. Etym: OV1 *BE/BA ; OV2 *YEN ; OVN *Y ĬN ; GS1 *KPE/A; DU²/I²/A ; vc2 *do/du ; 
CG *yii-ni, de-ka, kkaa, kpan. See: ayinne; pu'ayiŋ; yim1; -yimmir; yimmț. 

yinni   See main entry: yinne. one. 

yinnii   See main entry: yinne. one. 

yinyɔlig   See main entry: yinyǤnlig. grumbling. 

yinyǤnlig   Variant: yinyɔlig. n. grumbling. YinyǤnlig, bǫǫ zam nǫ filim-filim, nǫ faang nǫ bakir yǫla bǫ ti teŋgbauŋ la 

zug. There is grumbling, or cheating and dishonesty, and robbery and divisiveness in our land. [Bible-Study] 
See: nyǤnl. 

yiŋ   Variant: yiiŋ.  Note: SC only has yiŋ, texts have yiiŋ  31:8.    Variant: yiŋɛ; yiŋe; yiŋi; yiŋa; yiŋaa. loc. outside. dinǫ ka 
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o gu'ud la yi yiŋ what he was concealing was coming out into the open. [Trouble] Yin kuug ya'a yis ka yiŋ kuug 

tiak. You get rid of the house-mouse and the wild mouse replaces it. [Asaasim Proverb] Ba da la'as nǫ tempțțg la 

yiŋ ka bia' gilig teŋ la. 'they ... built siege works all around' the city. [JER 52:4] Da kǫ ka ya ba'a bǫ nǫ yiŋ nak 

galisțg linǫ ka ya nǤk ka li an vǫnlim 'Your beauty should not come from outward adornment'. [1PE 3:3] Na'ab la 

da tis nǤǤr ka ba maal daka zi'el yiŋ ZugsǤb Pț'țsim DǤǤg la za'anǤǤrin. 'At the king's command, a chest was 

made and placed outside, at the gate of the temple of the Lord.'. [2CH 24:8] Basim suor ka sǤ' wțsa pian' on mi'i 

li si'em, ala ka ba na yǫl linǫ bǫǫ ba pțtǫn'ǫrin ka lǫǫ da yi ban zamisid si'el la yiŋa. Give everyone an 
opportunity to say how they understand it, and in this way they will say what is in their minds instead of 

wandering away from what they have studied. [Bible-Study] Da yii Jerusalem yiŋa 'Do not leave Jerusalem'. [ACT 1:4] 
kǫl ka m bu'osif ye fț mǫ mi'i gbǫn nǫ fț sabuos yiŋaa? let me ask you if you ever slept with your girlfriends 

outside? [AIDS-II] Nidib bǫdegț bǫ yiŋɛ nar ye ti mǤri ba kǫna paas Karimbiidțg pț'țsțm la ni Many outsiders 

need to be brought into Christian worship. [Bible-Study] Ka Mǫǫri zi'e yațg la yiŋi kum 'but Mary stood outside the 

tomb crying'. [JHN 20:11] Ba da tis kpǫǫmnam la nǫ kpi'ețŋ ye ba gǤs ka biis la piisid dǤǤdin la nǫ yiiŋ paalț 

la wțsa. They gave the seniors authority to see that the boys swept the rooms and all the area outside. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] sieba zi'e yiiŋ, ka dǤǤnni ba niŋgǤnya ye ba nyǫ sakur Tika Afram some stood outside, craning 

their necks to see schoolteacher Afram. [Trouble] Ya'a ka' biribis nǫ bipumis bi'ela banǫ labisid dǤǤd la 

za'anǤya ni la, si'el da kae yiiŋ la. Apart from a few boys and girls hanging around the doorways of the rooms, 

there was nothing outside. [Trouble] dinǫ ka o gu'ud la yi yiiŋ what he was concealing has come out into the open. 

[Trouble] Pu'a ya'a dțg zǫnbǫ'ǫdǫ o tțba bǫnǫ yiiŋ. When a woman prepares bad soup her ears are outside [she 

listens attentively for gossip]. [Proverb 111 (= Asaasim299 #59)] Colloc: yi1 yiŋ ‘1) [literally] go outside ::  2) 
[idiomatically] go astray (marital unfaithfulness)’. ka yi yiŋ tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka o pu'a Mpuaka dǤl o nya'aŋ. and he went 

outside immediately, and his wife Mpuaka followed him. [1) Electricity] Ya'am si'a da kǫǫn o san'an na, ka on 

naan kpǫn'ǫn dǤbilin la ka o lǫn yi yiiŋ. A sensible idea came to him, and rather than enter the kitchen he went 

outside again. [1) Trouble] Pita dǤl o yi yiŋ ka nam pț baŋ ye maliak la niŋid si'el la anǫ amǫŋaa 'Peter followed 
him out of the prison ... but he had no idea that what the angel was doing was really happening'. [1) ACT 12:9] 
pț'țsim buudi dunia nwa ni kis fțn na basi fț pu'a bǫǫ fț sid ka yi yiŋe bǤ pu'a bǫǫ dau. the world religions 

prohibit leaving your wife or husband and going after another woman or man. [2) AIDS-II] Dau sǤ' pu'a ya'a yi yiŋ 

ka pț lǫm bǫ nǫ o sid nǫ sidaa ... 'If a man's wife goes astray and is unfaithful to him'. [2) NUM 5:12] 

yiŋa   See main entry: yiŋ. outside. 

yiŋaa   See main entry: yiŋ. outside. 

yiŋɛ   See main entry: yiŋ. outside. 

yiŋe   See main entry: yiŋ. outside. 

yiŋi   See main entry: yiŋ. outside. 

yipo'a   See main entry: yipu'a. housewife. 

yipu'a   Variant: yipo'a. Form: yipu'ab. n. housewife, woman of the house. Yipu'a dǤǤg la anǫ dǤtita'ar. Yipu'a la yț'țri 

an Asibi. The senior woman's room is a big room. Her name is Asibi. [House+Farm-] Asaan on nǫ o yipu'a mǤ hali 

ye ba sțŋ amaa biig la daa ba'asi kpi. Asaan and his senior wife tried hard to help, but the child eventually died. 

[AIDS-II] ZugsǤb da kǫ ka Abimelek yipu'ab la wțsa lieb kțnduada 'the Lord had made every woman in 
Abimelech's household barren'. [GEN 20:18] ba ...  gban'adi ba mǫŋ ka da an dian'ad dima, ka an yipu'a sțma 
'to be self-controlled and pure, and to be good housewives'. [TIT 2:5] Cpart: yidaan. See: yir; pu'a. 

yipu'ab   See main entry: yipu'a. housewife. 

yir   Variant: yirǫ; yirǫǫ; yiri. Form: yi-2. Form: ya'. Variant: ya; yaa5. Form: ya-7. Form: yaan1.  Note: see below n. a 

house, compound. Note: architectural or social unit. A yir is made of a number of dǤǤd.    Ma yir pț tiesid gǤbiga. The 
mother's house is not pointed to with the left hand. [Proverb 026] Tiis mǫ bǫ yir la samanin. There are also trees in 

the front-yard of the house. [House+Farm] Ya'am mǫǫd yir, ka agban'ad si'el gbin kǫt ka li zi'e 'By wisdom a 
house is built, and through understanding it is established'. [PRO 24:3] Ka o yir kpi'e nǫ atǫuk. 'whose house is by 
the sea'. [ACT 10:6] M da pț mǤr yirǫ I didn't have a house. [Shoeshine-Boy] ZugsǤb la ya'a pț mǫ yirǫ, tanmǫǫdib 

la namisidnǫ zaalim. 'Unless the Lord builds the house, its builders labour in vain.'. [PSA 127:1] Mam paae si'em 
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nwa, fț gǤs ka li pț nar ye m mǤri m mǫŋ yirǫǫ? At this age, don't you think it is appropriate for me to have my 

own house? [Trouble] Ya zi' ye ya niŋgbina la anǫ Siig Kasi onǫ ka Wina'am tisi ya ka o bǫǫ ya san'an la yirǫǫ? 
'Don't you know that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit, who lives in you and who was given to you by 

God?'. [1CO 6:19] Ka kǫlnǫ ye o mǫ' yiri tis mam? Let alone he should build a house for me? [Akelsa] Da kennǫ fț 

kpi'a yiri pǫndigida 'Don't visit your neighbours too often'. [PRO 25:17] Ligidbanǫ ka fț di'esidi yiti fț 

kuosbibisin bǫǫ ya' haabin ... la fț zaŋidi tisid GǤmma lțgir kanǫ di'esid ligidi laa? Your income that comes 
from your petty-trading or renting out of houses ... do you pay tax on it to the Government department of 
revenues? [Tax] Bugum ka' sțm, bugum tun'e di ya' musmus. Fire is not good, fire can burn up houses, 

whoompf! [Fire] banǫ wțsa basi ba ya' bǫǫ ba bieya bǫǫ ba pitib bǫǫ ba tanp 'everyone who has left houses or 
brothers or sisters'. [MAT 19:29] Ba na nyǤ'Ǥ fț ya' la 'They will burn your houses down'. [EZK 16:41] Li anǫ Kum 

Maliak Gaadțg malțŋț tis ZugsǤb, on da gaŋ Israel dim yaa bas 'It is the Lord's Passover, for he passed over 
the houses of the Israelites'. [EXO 12:27] Mǫǫmi yaa kpǫn' 'Build houses and live in them'. [JER 29:5] ka' diib ma'aa 

ka ti bǤǤda, lǫm yǫl o ye ti bǤǤdi yisțŋ ye ti gbǫn it's not only food that we need, also tell him that we need a 
good house to live in. [Jealousy] o na nwa'ae yitita'ar la ka li lieb tandia'anaka nwa' yibil la sǤǤm-sǤǤm. 'he will 
smash the great house into pieces and the small house into bits.'. [AMO 6:11] Colloc: yin(nǫ) ‘in/at/to the house’. 
Gafara, m pu'a ka zǫǫlțŋ dum o ka o dig yinnǫ bǤǤd ku'um. Excuse me, my wife has been bitten by a snake 

and is at home lying at death's door. [Trouble] Ka yadda niŋidiba ayuobț bama bielim ka ti keŋ kpǫn' dau la yin. 
'These six brothers also went with me, and we entered the man's house.'. [ACT 11:12] o kpǫn' nǫ o yinnǫ nǤk o 

nu'ugț tik dǤkpin ka waaf dum o ' he enters his house and leans with his hand on the wall, only to be bitten by 
a snake'. [AMO 5:19] Jew dim banǫ bǫ yinnǫ bǫlisid Mǫǫri la 'The people who were in the house with Mary, 

comforting her'. [JHN 11:31] Colloc: yaan(ǫ) ‘in(to) the houses’. ba na nyaŋ teŋ la ka kpǫn' yaanǫ vaae ya la'ad 

wțsa, ka bib pu'ab la 'The city will be taken, the houses looted, and the women raped'. [ZEC 14:2] BțnkǤnbid 

banǫ ka ti gț'țn yaan la pțmpǤǤs na bǫ bțnkǤnbid la bina ni The animals we keep at home – there are flies in 
the animals' droppings. [Trachoma] Colloc: Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir ‘the Temple (in the Bible)’. bǫkǫung asuba ka 

nidib wțsa la'asid o san'an Wina'am Pț'țsim Yin la kǫlisid o pian'ad 'all the people came early in the morning 
to hear him at the temple'. [LUK 21:38] Colloc: yir-yir ‘by families, by houses’. ka sieba zi'en yir-yir nǫ ba 

sț'țraad nǫ kpana nǫ tiraad nǫ piema. 'Accordingly I posted my people by families, armed with swords, spears, 
and bows.'. [NEH 4:13] tuŋ kanǫ ka m gaŋ la na yi tuon na zi'en yir-yir 'The clan that I pick out will come 

forward, family by family.'. [JOS 7:14] Etym: OVN *YI-RI/A . See: kțyidim; yibiig; yidaan; yidim; yigur; yipu'a; 

yinkǤnbțg; yisigidir. 

yirǫ   See main entry: yir. house. 

yirǫǫ   See main entry: yir. house. 

yiri   See main entry: yir. house. 

yiriba   n.pl. tines of a fork. onǫ sțŋid maanmaan la na nǤk dakanǫ an yiriba atan' kțns dțk la pțțgin ka lin kțnsi 

gban'e ni'im si'a wțsa la ka ba yaae, ka li an maanmaan kpǫǫm la din. 'while the meat was being boiled, the 
servant of the priest would come with a three-pronged fork in his hand. He would stick the fork into the cooking 
pot, and whatever the fork brought out  belonged to the priest.'. [1SA 2:13-14] 

yirid   Variant: yirida; yiridi. Form: yiridnǫ. v. to wander, be lost. Ti wțsa nwǫnǫ pǫ'ǫs nǫ yirid kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb 'We had 

all strayed like sheep, each of us going his own way'. [ISA 53:6] Ya yaanam nyǫ gbǫlțŋ bǤ man san'an ka li kǫ ka 

ya basim ka yirida? 'What fault did your fathers find in me, that they strayed so far from me?'. [JER 2:5] m kț lǫn 

kǫ ka Israel dim yiridi yit teŋ kanǫ ka m da tisi ba yaanam la. 'I will not again make the feet of the Israelites 
wander from the land I gave their forefathers'. [2KI 21:8] Adu da tiǫn nǫ'ǫŋa la ka baŋ ye on mǫŋ yiridnǫ wțț 

banǫ bu'osin bu'osa la. Adu remembered this and realised that he himself was wandering like them, asking 
questions. [Trouble] Ba tuongatib la yiridnǫ suorin wțț zțnzǤǤs nǫ. 'Her leaders wandered through the streets 

like the blind'. [LAM 4:14] Colloc: yirid gin/gilig ‘wander around’. o yirid nǫ giligid ka zi' linǫ maanna. 'She ... 
wanders off, and does not realize what is happening'. [PRO 5:6] sieba yǫ pǫ'ǫs nǫ bțțs gbana yiridi gin ka pț mǤr 

si'el si'ela 'They went about in sheepskins and goatskins, destitute'. [HEB 11:37] ba ... yiridi gin nintaŋ tisțțs wțț 

li anǫ yț'țŋ nǫ 'they ...  grope their way at noon as in the night'. [JOB 5:14] Linzug nidib la yiridnǫ giligid wțț 

pǫ'ǫs nǫ 'So the people wander about like lost sheep.'. [ZEC 10:2] 

yirida   See main entry: yirid. wander. 
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yiridi   See main entry: yirid. wander. 

yiridnǫ   See main entry: yirid. wander. 

yirig   Variant: yirigi. Form: yirignǫ. v. to be frightened, shaken. Ziiŋ da nwǫ' ku'ozulțŋțn la kat sammǫdir ka li yirig 

Adu. The fish thrashed the water in pursuit of the worm, and it scared Adu. [Trouble] Note: better li kǫ ka Adu yirig 

[MA]  Ka ba yirig hali ka li lidigi ba ka ba tǫn'ǫs ye, ba nyǫnǫ silinsiiug. 'They were startled and frightened, 
thinking they saw a ghost.'. [LUK 24:37] Ka Faaro daa yirigi nie gbǫǫmin. 'Then Pharaoh woke up.'. [GEN 41:4] o ...  

nwǫ' o tida pan' pan' ye o nie o. Yaa yirignǫ vugiri. he shook his shoulders sharply to wake him. Yaa was 
suddenly startled. [Trouble] 

yirigi   See main entry: yirig. frightened. 

yirignǫ   See main entry: yirig. frightened. 

yirr   id. gentle. Yesu ... Ka tans sisi'em nǫ ku'opila la ka li lǫbi ma'ae yirr. 'Jesus ... rebuked the winds and the waves, 

and it was completely calm.'. [MAT 8:26] Sim: fǤǤn3. 

yis   Variant: yiis; is; yisǫ; yiise. Form: yisid. Variant: yiisid; yisidi; yiisidi. Form: yisidnǫ. Variant: yiisidne. Form: yisnǫ. 

Variant: yiisne. Form: yisim!. Variant: yiisim2; yisimi!; yiisimi; yiisime. Form: yisiminǫ!. Form: yisin. 

Variant: yiisin. Form: yisib. Variant: yiisib. Form: yisțg. Variant: yiisug. v. 1 • to take/bring out of, extract. Jack 

Moro onǫ aan ti tuongat la yis si'eli o gǫfa ni na. Jack Moro who was our leader brought something out of his 
pocket. [Shoeshine-Boy] Dau kaŋa nwǫnǫ dakanǫ bǫ bugumini dit ka ba yaae li yis na. 'This man is like a stick 
snatched from the fire.'. [ZEC 3:2] m nu'ug na paae ba ani yisi ba na 'from there my hand will take them'. [AMO 9:2] 
Lit: my hand will reach them there and take them out. Ɔm ka fț zug ka ba yisi lii digili li kǤn' 'Eat it: it has been 
reserved for you'. [1SA 9:24] (o da) zaŋ balakanǫ ka o zanl la tțm siindin la yisi niŋ o nǤǤrin ka o nini nie 'he 
reached out with the stick he was carrying, dipped it in a honeycomb, and ate some honey. At once he felt much 

better.'. [1SA 14:27] Gbauŋ kaŋa yisnǫ yǫlkpana teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni ka fț ya'a karim, li na sțŋif. This booklet 
sets out the main points of the constitution, and if you read it it will help you. [Constitution] M na kati ya dataas la 

yisid bi'el-bi'el 'I shall drive them out little by little'. [EXO 23:30] Alasid daar wțsa, sǤ' wțsa yisim zemis on tțm 

nyǫ ligid si'a digil 'Every Sunday each of you must put aside some money, in proportion to what you have earned'. 

[1CO 16:2] Colloc: [transitive verb] yis ‘[transitive verb] out’. Note: just as yi with an intransitive verb may just carry the 

sense of 'out, away' so yis with a transitive verb.   ba na kpa'ae li yis gan'arin la na they will pour it out of the 
calabash-bottle. [JER 48:12] Ninsaalib wțsa nwǫnǫ nidi na vț'țsi yis na 'Human beings are all like a puff of 

breath'. [PSA 62:9] Lit: a person will breathe out. Buudbama kpi'emi gati ti, ti na niŋ wala kadi ba yisǫ? 'These 
nations are stronger than we are. How can we drive them out?'. [DEU 7:17] Colloc: yis pu'a ‘divorce a wife’. kǫl ka 

ti ... yis pu'a bama nǫ ba biis la 'let us ... send away all these women and their children'. [EZR 10:3] Colloc: yis X 

na'amin ‘depose X from office’. Ba yis na'apu'a Vasiti na'amin Queen Vashti Deposed'. [EST 1:1 [heading]] onǫ 

diisid nidib na'am ka lǫn yisidi ba na'amin. 'he sets up kings and deposes them.'. [DAN 2:21] Colloc: yis X 

taali/tțțmbǫ'ǫd bas ‘forgive X’.  M dakǤǤnrǫ, kpǫ'ǫŋimi fț sțnf, ka m yisi fț tțțmbǫ'ǫd la bas. 'Courage, my 
son! Your sins are forgiven.'. [MAT 9:2] dau kaŋa nwa' ma'asim zug ka tțțmbǫ'ǫd yisib yǫla mǤǤnnǫ ya san'an 

la. 'it is through him that forgiveness of sins is now being proclaimed to you.'. [ACT 13:38] Colloc: Win(a'am) na yis 

( ka1 ) ... ‘God forbid (that) ...’. Ayei, Win na yis ka tinam ki'is ZugsǤb la 'God forbid that we should defy the 
Lord'. [JOS 22:29] Ya'a kpǫlim mam, win na yis, li na an yǫl kisțg m ya'a zan'as ye m kț sǤs ZugsǤb la tisi ya. 
'As for me, God forbid that I should sin against the Lord by ceasing to pray for you.'. [1SA 12:23] InvCaus: yi1; 
Nabstr: yiisim1. 
2 • to take away, remove, subtract. Yin kuug ya'a yis ka yiŋ kuug tiak. You get rid of the house-mouse and the 
wild mouse replaces it. [Asaasim Proverb] li pț yuugǫ ka o pa'annib yis o tǤlisi dǤǤda ata'aŋa it was not long 

before his teachers moved him to the third class. [Asaasim] o keŋ nǫ bilig kugir la yis bulig la nǤǤrin ka kǫ ka o 

ansib kǤnbid la nu 'he went over and rolled the stone away from the mouth of the well and watered his uncle's 
sheep'. [GEN 29:10] ba da pț yis ba'abanǫ kț nyaŋi sțŋi ba laa 'they did not get rid of the vile images they had set 
their eyes on'. [EZK 20:8] Lit: shrines which could not help them. ba yisid bǫǫ paasid ban tisid sakur bibis la si'el 

ka li yitnǫ ba mǤǤb bǫǫ ba gț'țŋirin. they subtracted from or added to what they gave the schoolchildren 
according to their success or failure. [Trouble] man tțmmi nyǫt si'el la m pț lǫn yisid sieba n su'ada. what I 
earned from my work, I no longer took out some to save. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ya'a nwǫnǫ sǤ' nǤkif tțțma, o sǤb yisidi 

fț yǤǤdin la yǤǤdi fț lampǤ yǫla. If someone employs you, he will deduct from your wages to pay your tax. [Tax] 
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Yisim nimbǫ'ǫdnam la na'ab san'an 'remove the wicked from the king's presence'. [PRO 25:5] Wǫdigim, wǫdigim 

suoraug la! Yisimi kuga suor la zug. 'Build up, build up the highway! Remove the stones.'. [ISA 62:10] Nimbama 

ya'a siakin man nǤǤr, man naan yisin o 'If only this people were under my command! Then I would get rid of 
him.'. [JDG 9:29] 
3 • to bring out (and give), produce. Ka yis gbauŋ tita'ar o kǤlțgțne bigis nidib la. And brought out a poster 

from his bag and showed it to the people. [Electricity] Biig la daa kpǫlim sibiti la ni daba ayǤpǤi ka ba nyaan yis 

o. The child stayed in the hospital for seven days and then they discharged him. [Electricity] o da yis arezak la 

sieba tis o pu'abibis la biis 'he gave presents to the sons his other wives had borne him'. [GEN 25:6] Kem yisi fț 

maŋț kansa la yinne ma'aa tisim Go and get me just one of your unripe mangoes. [You-Heard?] (Cervix) la ya'a 

pin'in yǤ'Ǥgirǫ, li yisidi ku'osaal-kpi'euŋ la bi'el-bi'el when the cervix begins to open it releases 'waters' slowly. 
[Womens-Health] Ninsțŋ yisidnǫ bțnsțma ban ka o su'a o sțțnrin na 'The good man brings good things out of 
the good stored up in him'. [MAT 12:35] 
4 • to choose. ZugsǤb onǫ aan ya Wina'am la gaŋi ya yis nidib bǫdegț sțțgin dunia nwa' ni 'The Lord your 
God has chosen you out of all the peoples on the face of the earth to be his people'. [DEU 7:6] Alazug ka ba da yis 

dap tusir-tusir dǤǤg wțsa ni 'So a thousand men were chosen from each tribe'. [NUM 31:5] 
5 • to proclaim, disseminate, tell out (news, message). Yisiminǫ ya nǤǤr pian'țkț an si'el. 'Set forth your 

arguments'. [ISA 41:21] Colloc: yis X gbin ‘to reveal X's secret/plot’. Gbana la pțțgin ba da karim nyǫ Modekaya 

da yis na'ayir kpǫǫmnam ayi' gbin si'em. 'The part they read included the account of how Mordecai had 
uncovered a plot to assassinate the king – the plot made by ... the two palace eunuchs'. [EST 6:2] See: yi1; yiisim. 

yisǫ   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yisib   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yisid   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yisidi   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yisidnǫ   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yisigidir   n. a guesthouse. Gaius onǫ an m yisigidir daan ... la pț'țsidi ya. 'My host Gaius ... sends you his greetings'. 

[ROM 16:23] Sim: saam yir. Note: under saan See: yir; sig1; -sigidir. 

yisim!   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yisimi!   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yisiminǫ!   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yisin   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yisnǫ   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yisǤb   Variant: yisob. Form: yisǤbnam. n. houseowner, 'landlord' [Gh.] male household-head.   yisǤb la siak ka pț'țsi 

ba ken-ken, ka buol zakin ye ba mǤr ku'om na tis saam. the houseowner answered and welcomed them, and 
called into the courtyard that they should bring water for the strangers. [Billygoat] Man yisǤb la ye nwadig ya'a kpii, 

man yim ka kǫǫ o yir. My landlord says that at the end of the month I have to leave his house. [Three-Problems] Li 

ka'anǫ kǤp kanǫ ka m yisǤb mǤri nuud ... ? 'Isn't this the cup my master drinks from ... ?'. [GEN 44:5] DinzugǤ 

yisǤb biribiŋ la ya'a tisi ya yǤlisim, ya sid mǤr yǤlisim amǫŋa. 'So if the Son sets you free, you will be free 
indeed. '. [JHN 8:36] Lit: the son of the householder. Ba sieba anǫ ... Adaya ... nǫ Amzi nǫ Zakaria nǫ Pasur nǫ 

Malkija, nǫ ba taaba banǫ da an yisǤbnam la 'Adaiah ... and his brethren, heads of fathers' houses'. [NEH 11:12-13] 
Syn: yidaan; Cpart: yipu'a. See: yir; sǤb1. 

yisǤbnam   See main entry: yisǤb. 'landlord'. 

yisob   See main entry: yisǤb. 'landlord'. 

yisțg   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yit   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yita   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 
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yiti1   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yiti2   See main entry: yiiti. habitually. 

yitnǫ   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yitne   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yiwia   Variant: yiwiaa. Form: yiwies [SC]. n. a spinster. Note: woman in her father's house, there is a dispute whether it includes 

those who are married but separated.    Nwadig la anǫ yiwia la ka nwadbibis la an dasam. The moon is an 

unmarried girl and the stars are young men. [Trouble] ti Tika (pa'an) la anǫ Miss (yiwiaa) - on ma'aa an Miss 

sakurin la. our teacher (instructor) is a Miss (unmarried woman) – she is the only 'Miss' in the school. [Trouble] O 

da mǤr pu'ayuos anaasi ka ba an yiwies 'He had four unmarried daughters'. [ACT 21:9] 

yiwiaa   See main entry: yiwia. spinster. 

yiwies [SC]   See main entry: yiwia. spinster. 

yiyaa   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yii1   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yii2   See main entry: yiiga. first. 

yiib   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yiibǤ   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yiibo   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yiig-   See main entry: yiiga. first. 

yiiga   Variant: yii2; yiigaa. Form: yiig-. adv. first. ka yǫl ye ti pț'țs Wina'am yiiga nǫ on faaǫn ti ba'abiig Ayaab biig 

la. and said to us that we should first thank God that he has saved the child of our brother Ayaab. [Electricity] Apam 

bǤǤdi ye o bțd saman la yiiga. Apam wants to sow the home-farm first. [House+Farm] m nyaŋi sǤbi m yiiga 

gbauŋ bil kaŋa la I have been able to write this first small book of mine. [You-Hear?] linǫ ka Andrew da niŋ yiiga 

anǫ, o keŋnǫ ie Pita the first thing Andrew did was to go and find Peter. [JHN 1:412] Li busidnǫ vaand yiiga, ka 

nyaan wal, ka biili bi'ig. 'first the blade, then the ear, then full grain in the ear'. [MRK 4:28] O da nan zi' mǫǫ li 

buudii, o yiiga bimbimi la. 'this was the first altar to the Lord that he erected'. [1SA 14:35] bțn linǫ wțsa ka bilia 

bǤǤd hali n ti paae o yiiga nwadis ayuobu la. everything that the baby needs for its first six months. 
[Breastfeeding] O ya'a da gbinsnǫ tțțg, ka o nan zi' gbins ka nǤǤs yi o yiigaa. If she had overslept, she had never 
slept so that the fowls came out before (she woke up). [Trouble] m yǫli m bunib la ka ba vǤn' natis la yiigaa 

bǤbigi baa nyu'oe bugum 'I will tell the harvest workers to pull up the weeds first, tie them in bundles and burn 

them'. [MAT 13:30] Colloc: yiigin(ǫ) ‘at first, in the first case’. O tisid o diib ka li gat yiigin la She gave him more 
food than at first. [Wonderwoman] Da lǫn tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd ya'as ka si'el ti niŋif ka li an bǫ'ǫdi gaad yiigin la. 'Stop 
sinning or something worse may happen to you.'. [JHN 5:14] ti na fǫndigi zǤt nwǫnǫ tinamǫ daa niŋ si'em yiigin 

la. 'we will turn and run, just as we did the first time.'. [JOS 8:5] On daa keŋ yiiginǫ lǫbna la, o daa ye sǤ kena 

pian'a tisi ba When she went the first time, she came back and said that someone had come and spoken to them. 

[Electricity] Colloc: dǫŋ yiiga ‘come first’. Manǫ dǫŋ yiiga yǫl Zion ye, ‘GǤsima, banǫ nwana!’ 'I was the first to 
tell Zion, ‘Look, here they are!’'. [ISA 41:27] Colloc: Yiiga [name] ‘First (Book of) [name]’. Note: in the Bible Yiiga 

Tǫsalonika dim '1 Thessalonians'. [1TH 1:0 [Book title]] Note: and so with other numbered books Cpart: ayi'1. Ayi' 

Tǫsalonika dim '2 Thessalonians'. [2TH 1:0 [Book title]] yiigsǤb, yiiga sǤb the first one. Colloc: yiigin ‘at first’. 
dama'a kaŋa nwa' yț'țn na gaad yiigin la 'This last lie would be even worse than the first one.'. [MAT 27:64] 
Sim: kiib, pin'il, dǫŋ. 

yiigaa   See main entry: yiiga. first. 

yiilim   Variant: yiilimnǫ. v. to feel dizzy, drowsiness, turning around. Adu da mak ye o duoe zin'in amaa si'el wțsa da 

yiilimnǫ tǤ'ǤtǤ lǫn da'ae o bas teŋin. Adu tried to sit up but suddenly everything was spinning around and 
pushed him back down. [Trouble] 

yiilimnǫ   See main entry: yiilim. dizzy. 

yiin   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 
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yiinǫ   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yiinne   See main entry: yi1. go out, separate. 

yiiŋ   See main entry: yiŋ. outside. 

yiir   See main entry: yier. jaw. 

yiis   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiise   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiisib   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiisid   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiisidi   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiisidne   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiisim1   Variant: iisim. n. escape. M da gandigi m mǫŋ bu'osțg la ye, " Iisim kae." I answered my own question "There 

is no escape." [Shoeshine-Boy] InvNabstr: yis. See: yis. 
yiisim2   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiisime   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiisimi   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiisin   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiisne   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiisug   See main entry: yis. extract, remove, produce, choose, proclaim. 

yiiti   Variant: yiti2. ptc. habitually. Fț anǫ kuug, yiiti dum ka pǫbisǫǫ? Are you a mouse that bites [and at the same time 

comforts by] blowing? [Proverb 207] Yț'țŋ ya'a yiiti sǤb, pu'a la yiiti nǤnnǫ o sid niŋgbina. When night falls, the 

woman massages her husband’s body. [MA] Paul da kpǫn' anina Vț'țsțm dabisir nǤǤra atan', wțț on yiiti 

maan si'em la 'As his custom was, Paul went into the synagogue .. on three Sabbath days'. [ACT 17:2] Nwam kanǫ 

ka ti yiiti zaŋi pț'țs bareka tis Wina'am la, ti ya'a nu nwam kaŋa ni, ti pț naalimnǫ nǫ Kristo ziim bǫǫ? 'Is 

not the cup of thanksgiving for which we give thanks a participation in the blood of Christ?'. [1CO 10:16] Ba n yiti 

bǫlimnǫ biig ka nyi'ig nyuur. They always distract a child, in order to share his yam. [Proverb 138] Ba yiti siaknǫ 

na'ab buolig ka zan'asi o titțmis. They always come when the chief calls, but may refuse his errand. [Proverb 127] 
Paŋ kanǫ yiti tisid bugum ka mǫ lǫn kǫt ka masinnam tțm la tun'e kțțf The power which gives light and also 

makes machines work can kill you. [Electricity] Tienr karțŋ: Nimbanǫ yiti tiakid dunia la yț'țŋ kǫn kpǫ'ǫna 
Memory verse: The people who are changing the world have now come here. [Bible-Study] Sim: ǫǫn2 ‘to 
customarily do ...’. 

yɔ1   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yǤ2   Variant: yo; yǤǤ2; yoo. Form: yǤnǫ. Form: yǤǤd4. Variant: yood; yǤǤda; yooda; yǤǤdaa; yǤǤdi1. Form: yǤǤm1!. 

Variant: yoom; yǤǤmi1!; yoomi. Form: yǤǤn2. Variant: yǤǤni. Form: yǤǤb. Variant: yoob; yǤǤbǤ; yoobo. v. to pay. 
Note: grammatical object is money paid over, goods purchased, or worker employed O ye nwadig wțsa, ti na mǤr 

gbauŋkaŋa buudi na dinǫ bigisid fțn na yǤ si'em. He said that we will bring these monthly statements which 
show what you have to pay. [Electricity] o siak ye o na yǤ yinne wțsa pǤmpisi nǫ anu. he agreed to pay £25 (= 50 
cedis) each. [Shoeshine-Boy] O mǫŋ daa keŋ ani daar yț'țŋț yǤ ligidi ka kpǫn' gǤs. He himself had gone there the 

night before last, paid his money, and gone in to see (the film). [Electricity] Man nam pț nyaŋi yǤ banǫ kua m 

kawǫnna pǤǤg la I haven't been able to pay the people who worked my maize farm yet. [Electricity] Banǫ paae 

yțma pisnu nǫ anu tțțma ni bǫǫ tțțg ala, ban dim kț lǫn yǤ lampǤǤ. 'Pensions shall not be taxed and shall be 
payable to beneficiaries from the age of 55 onwards.'. [Constitution] Lit: those who reach 55 years in work or go 

beyond that, they will no longer pay tax. Na'ab Zeesis da tis nǤǤr ye teŋ la nidib wțsa yǤ lampǤ 'King Xerxes 
imposed tribute throughout the empire'. [EST 10:1] asǫǫ o yǤ pu'asadir la saam anzurifa ligidi pisnu 'he shall pay 
the girl's father fifty shekels of silver'. [DEU 22:29] Li dǤl suor ye ti yǤ' lampǤ tis na'ab Siiza bǫǫ li pț dǤl suorǫ? 
'Is it right to pay taxes to Caesar or not?'. [MAT 22:17] Maalim Midian dim la si'el ka li yǤ' Israel dim la sam 'Take 
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vengeance on the Midianites for the Israelites.'. [NUM 31:2] O ya'a bǤǤdi ti yǤǤ o di yǫla... If he wanted us to pay 

him for it ... [Trouble] Buolim tțmtțmnib la na ka yǤǤ ba. 'Call the workers and pay them'. [MAT 20:8] Fț tǫn'ǫs ye 

m kț nyaŋi yǤǤf bǫǫ? 'Am I really not able to reward you?'. [NUM 22:37] Li anǫ m bǤǤdim ye m yǤǤf nǫ banǫ 

yuolim la azinzema. 'I choose to give the last man the same as you.'. [MAT 20:14] Ayei, ka' o yǤnǫ tisima, M 

saamma. No, he didn't pay me, father. [Trouble] Mam mǫ anǫ Room nid, amaa m daa yǤnǫ ligidi bǫdegț ka 

nyaan lieb teŋ la nid. 'I had to pay a big price for my citizenship.'. [ACT 22:28] Fțn yǤǤd ligidsi'a la anǫ bi'ela 

dinǫ mǫ sțŋid Gaana. The money you pay is a small amount, and anyway it helps Ghana. [Tax] Alazugț da kǫ ka 

Moab dim la siaki dǤl David ka yǤǤd lampǤ tisid o. 'So the Moabites became his subjects and paid taxes to him.'. 
[2SA 8:2] Man ǫǫnti yǤ m sam wțsa, hali ka m zuanam la pțn pț yǤǤda. I usually pay my whole bill although 

my friends weren't paying yet. [Three-Problems] Nimbǫ'ǫdnam la ya'a pǫ'ǫŋ ba pț yǤǤda 'The wicked borrow and 
do not repay'. [PSA 37:21] tinam banǫ wțsa paae lampǤ yǤǤb ya'a yǤǤdaa li anǫ ligidi pamm. if all of us who are 
due to pay tax paid it, it would be a lot of money. [Tax] ba mǤǤm ka yǤǤdi ba bugum yǤǤd nwadig wțsa they 
should do their best to pay their electricity bill every month. [Electricity] Ya'a nwǫnǫ sǤ' nǤkif tțțma, o sǤb yisidi 

fț yǤǤdin la yǤǤdi fț lampǤ yǫla. If someone employs you, he will deduct from your wages to pay your tax. [Tax] 
Ba yǤǤdi ba nǫ ka ba baamma. They pay them and they sing. [Proverb 190] Ka Paul zin'in yikanǫ ka o yǤǤdi li 

yǫla la ni yțma ayi' 'For two years Paul lived in a place he rented for himself'. [ACT 28:30] Dinǫ kǫ ka li nar ye fț 

nǫ sǤ' wțsa yǤǤm lampǤ la. That is why it is necessary that you, as well as everyone else, should pay their tax. 

[Tax] YǤǤm o dabisir wțsa ka winnig nyaan li 'Pay him his wages each day before sunset'. [DEU 24:15] YǤǤmi fț 

lampǤ ka sa'ali fț zuanam ka ba yǤǤ ba lampǤ Pay your taxes and advise your friends to pay theirs. [Tax] di na 

tisif suor ka fț di'e kasǫta gbauŋ bǫǫ di'e fț ligidi wțț fț ya'a yǤǤ tțțg fțn na yǤǤn si'em tis GǤmma la. it 
will give you a way to get a credit note or a refund if you pay more than you should to the government. [Tax] Li 

naan nyaŋi da'ani fț sakur fuud ka yǤǤni fț sakur yǫla yțțm yinne. It would have been able to pay for your 
school uniform and pay one year's school fees. [Trouble] ba na ti bu'osidif ye ba baŋi fț lampǤ yǤǤb yǫla they 
might ask you if they have a record of your tax affairs. [Tax.b] fț ya'a ti kǤ'Ǥŋ yǤǤb, hali fț gadțg linǫ ka fț mǤri 

dig la, ba na faaǫn li. 'If you should be unable to pay, they will take away even your bed.'. [PRO 22:27] Fț ya'a yǫl 

nǤǤri zi'eli tis ZugsǤb la, fțn da bțgis nǫ li yǤǤbǤ 'If you make a vow to the Lord your God, do not be slow to 
pay it'. [DEU 23:21] Colloc: yǤ2 sam ‘repay a debt, pay a bill, revenge’. Fț anǫ gǫdțgț paam boto ayi' ma'aa ka 

bǤǤdi fț zaŋi li wțsa keŋ yǤ sammǫǫ? You're a fool, just getting two sacks (of groundnuts) and do you want to 
use it all to go and pay the debt? [Wealth-Is-Power] o yǤ sam la wțsa he paid the whole bill. [Billygoat] Ka o sțŋi ti 

nid la kț onǫ an Egipt nid la yǤ sam. 'he ...  took revenge on the Egyptian by killing him.'. [ACT 7:24] DǤlli ba keŋ 

ka ... yǤǤ ba sama la tisi ba 'Go along with them and ... pay their expenses'. [ACT 21:24] Sam yǤǤb anǫ m din ka 

mam na yǤǤ li. 'It is mine to avenge; I will repay'. [HEB 10:30] SǤ' ya'a tțmi ya bǫ'ǫd, yanam da yǤǤni li sammǫ. 
'Do not repay evil with evil'. [1PE 3:9] 

yǤe   Variant: yu'oe3; yoe; yɔi. v. to be about to, nearly ... bǫog nam pț yǤe nierǫ ka o yi teŋ pțțg la yiŋi keŋ mǤǤgin 

sǤs Wina'am. 'Very early next morning he got up and went out. He went away to a remote spot and remained there 

in prayer.'. [MRK 1:35] Ka bǫog ti yǤe nier, ka o ken nǫ nǤba ku'om la zugț paae ba ni 'some time between three 
and six o'clock in the morning he came to them, walking on the water.'. [MRK 6:48] hali ka sisi'em la nam pț yǤi 

kenna, ba nam pț lǫbnaa. although the storm hasn't yet come close, they haven't yet returned. [Trouble] 
Anasabugur pțn dii o yǤǤdi naae ka nwadig nan pț yǤi kpiibǤ. Anasabugri has finished spending his salary 

and the month is not anywhere close to ending. [MA] Biis la sakur basib yǤi. It is getting close to the children’s 
holiday. [MA] 

yǤ'1   Variant: yo; yɔ1.  Note: The glottal mark does not indicate a pronounced consonant in this word, but is used to distingish this 

word from yǤ 'pay' : all the examples in this entry (including those from the Bible) have been corrected to this 

spelling-convention.   Variant: yo'; yǤǤ1. Form: yǤnǫ1. Form: yǤǤd3. Form: yǤǤm1!. Variant: yoom; yǤǤmi1!; yoome. 

Form: yǤǤn1. Variant: yoon. v. to shut, close sth. Ka o ki'e kuŋ ka da'ae kțlțŋ la yǤ'. He uttered a cry and pushed 

the door shut. [Trouble] o na yǤ' saazug ka saa kț nii 'he will shut the heavens so that it will not rain'. [DEU 11:17] 
yisǤb la na duoe keŋ yǤ' yaŋir la 'the owner of the house gets up and closes the door'. [LUK 13:25] Ka ba yǤ' 

za'anǤǤr la. 'And the door was shut.'. [MAT 25:10] Ka ZugsǤb la yǤ' kțlțŋ la. 'Then the Lord shut the door'. [GEN 

7:16] ka tempțțg dim la yǤ' za'anǤǤr la ka kpar. 'the gate was shut.'. [JOS 2:7] Jeriko tempțțg zaŋguom 

za'anǤya la da yǤnǫ kpar kiŋ-kiŋ Israel dim la yǫla. 'Now Jericho was tightly shut up because of the Israelites.'. 
[JOS 6:1] ba yǤǤd yaŋir la ka man nam bǫ pțțginǫ. they were closing the gate while I was still inside. 
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[Shoeshine-Boy] dau la yǫl o bipuŋ yinne ye o yǤǤm yir la yaŋir la. the man told one of his daughters to shut the 

gate of the compound. [Shoeshine-Boy] Banǫ gur za'anǤya la ya'a nam bǫǫ ba tțțma ni, ban yǤǤm za'anǤya la 
'While the gatekeepers are still on duty, have them shut the doors'. [NEH 7:3] Na'ab la yǫl ye ya yǤǤmi ninkaŋa 

sanrega ni 'the king says: Put this fellow in prison'. [2CH 18:26] M naan bǤǤdin ye ya yinne yǤǤn Pț'țsim Yir la 

za'anǤya 'Oh, that one of you would shut the temple doors'. [MAL 1:10] Colloc: yǤ1 X (sanrega) ‘arrest, imprison X’. 
Ba ya'a gban'e sǤ' yǤǤ li pț sțm ka li paae dabis muma ayi' (awanam pisnaasi nǫ anii) 'A person charged 
with a criminal offence,' it is not right that it extends to two full days (48 hours). [Constitution] Ba ya'a gban'e sǤ' 

yǤ' ba kț bț' o bǫǫ namis o wțț o ka'anǫ ninsaala. If someone is arrested he may not be beaten or treated 
inhumanely. [Constitution] fț sțnfț da pǫlig nǫ fț yammis ka fț nǤk mam nǫ banǫ maan bodobodo kpǫǫm la 

keŋi yǤ' sanrega ni 'You were angry with the chief baker and me, and you put us in prison'. [GEN 41:10] ba na yǤǤ 

ba sanrega ni 'they will be shut up in prison'. [ISA 24:22] Colloc: yǤ'1 danzuunr ‘become a ruin’. Kǫl ka ba yir na 

yǤ danzuunr 'Let their settlements be desolate'. [PSA 69:25] Cpart: yǤ'Ǥg, yǤ'Ǥs. ba yǤ' za'anǤya la ka kț lǫn 

yǤ'Ǥgǫ asǫǫ Vț'țsțm dabisir daar la ya'a ti gaad 'the gates should be shut and not opened until after the sabbath'. 

[NEH 13:19] on yǤ' si'el, sǤ' kae na nyaŋi yǤ'Ǥgǫ. 'what he shuts no one can open.'. [ISA 22:22] bǫǫ li yǤ' du'asțŋ la 

yǤ'Ǥgir baba la nǫ. or it opens the opening area of the birth canal. [Womens-Health] Etym: OV1 *ŊU ; OVN *YO . 
See: yǤ'Ǥg; yǤ'Ǥs. 

yǤ'Ǥd   See main entry: yǤk. hole in tree. 

yǤ'Ǥg   Variant: yo'og; yǤ'Ǥgǫ; yǤ'Ǥgi; yo'ogi. Form: yǤ'Ǥgnǫ. Form: yǤ'Ǥgid. Variant: yo'ogid; yǤ'Ǥgidi. Form: yǤ'Ǥgim!. 

Variant: yo'ogum; yo'ogim; yǤ'Ǥgima!; yǤ'Ǥgimaa!; yǤ'Ǥgimi!; yo'ogime. Form: yǤ'Ǥgir. Variant: yǤ'Ǥgirǫ; yo'ogir. v. 

to open sth. O da gǤsidnǫ diib dǤǤg takoro la yǤ'Ǥg la He saw the window of the larder open. [Trouble] ka 

arezana yǤ'Ǥg, ka si'el nwǫnǫ pien tita'ar nǫ lǤ li nǤya anaasi sigid dunia ni na. 'He saw heaven opened and 
something like a large sheet being let down to earth by its four corners.'. [ACT 10:11] Noa yǤ'Ǥg takoro kan ka o 

maal anrțŋțn la 'Noah opened the window he had made in the ark'. [GEN 8:6] O da bǫǫ ani ye o gban'e kțlțŋ la 

gban'asir la nwǫligi yǤ'Ǥg He was there to get hold of the handle of the door and turn it to open the door. [Trouble] 
bǤǤ lǫǫ bǫ dǤbilin la kimm ka dau nwa ye m da yǤ'Ǥgǫ? whatever exactly is in the kitchen so that this man says 
I shouldn't open it? [You-Heard?] on yǤ' si'el, sǤ' kae na nyaŋi yǤ'Ǥgǫ. 'what he shuts no one can open.'. [ISA 22:22] 
On yǤ'Ǥgi li la o nyǫnǫ o pugudib nǫ Ama zi'e ani. When he opened it he saw his aunt and Ama standing there. 
[Trouble] ZugsǤb ... la yǤ'Ǥgi m tțba ... M pț bid o kudigǤ. 'The ... Lord has opened my ears, and I have not been 
rebellious'. [ISA 50:5] ka li yǤ'Ǥgi li mǫŋ ka ba yi yiŋi dǤl suor la. 'It opened for them by itself, and they went 
through it.'. [ACT 12:10] Daakan la ku'om na yǤ'Ǥgi bunni tis David yaas nǫ Jerusalem teŋ nidib 'On that day a 

fountain will be opened to the house of David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem'. [ZEC 13:1] O mi'ilim daa yț'țn 

yǤ'Ǥgnǫ nwǫne sinkpaam nyǫligi tu'asidnǫ His knowledge opened up like melted groundnut oil dripping. 
[You-Do?] Fț teŋ la za'anǤya la yǤ'Ǥgnǫ tisi fț dataas; 'The gates of your country stand open to the enemy'. [NAM 

3:13] onǫ mǤr David saafi la, ka yǤ'Ǥgid ka sǤ' kț nyaŋi yǤǤ, ka yǤǤd ka sǤ' kț nyaŋi yǤ'Ǥgǫ. 'He has the key 
that belonged to David, and when he opens a door, no one can close it, and when he closes it, no one can open it.'. 
[REV 3:7] Da yǤ'Ǥgidi Jerusalem za'anǤya la bǫogțnǫ 'not to have the gates of Jerusalem opened in the morning. 

[NEH 7:3] YǤ'Ǥgim za'anǤǤri tis buudkanǫ an pțpielim dim la ka ba kpǫn' 'Open the gates that the righteous 
nation may enter'. [ISA 26:2] m yǤ'Ǥgimaa, m kǫlaa? shall I open it, or leave it? [You-Heard?] dinzugǤ yǤ'Ǥgimi li 

karim so open it and read it. [Bible-Intro] YǤ'Ǥgimi tampinlǫma la nǤǤr, ka mǤri na'anam anu la na tisim. 'Open 
the entrance to the cave and bring those five kings out to me.'. [JOS 10:22] bǫǫ li yǤ du'asțŋ la yǤ'Ǥgir baba la nǫ. 
or it opens the opening-area of the birth canal. [Womens-Health] Kțlțŋ wțsa da mǤr yǤ'Ǥgir ayi' 'They were double 
doors'. [EZK 41:24] (Cervix) la ya'a pin'in yǤ'Ǥgirǫ, li yisidi ku'osaal-kpi'euŋ la bi'el bi'el when the cervix begins 
to open it releases 'waters' slowly. [Womens-Health] Mult: yǤ'Ǥs. on da yuug ka pț yǤ'Ǥs za'anǤya la ka ba zaŋ 

saafi na yǤ'Ǥsi ba. 'when he still did not open the door, they took the key and opened it.'. [JDG 3:25] Cpart: yǤ1. ba 

yǤ' za'anǤya la ka kț lǫn yǤ'Ǥgǫ asǫǫ Vț'țsțm dabisir daar la ya'a ti gaad 'the gates should be shut and not 
opened until after the sabbath'. [NEH 13:19] Etym: OVN *YO-G . See: yǤ1; yǤ'Ǥs. 

yǤ'Ǥgǫ   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yǤ'Ǥgi   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yǤ'Ǥgid   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yǤ'Ǥgidi   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 
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yǤ'Ǥgim!   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yǤ'Ǥgima!   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yǤ'Ǥgimaa!   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yǤ'Ǥgimi!   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yǤ'Ǥgir   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yǤ'Ǥgirǫ   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yǤ'Ǥgnǫ   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yǤ'Ǥs   Variant: yo'os; yǤ'Ǥsi; yo'osi. Form: yǤ'Ǥsnǫ. v. to open, be open (many). (o) nyǫ ka za'anǤya la yǤ'Ǥs, ka o tǫn'ǫs 

ye ba su'anǫ yi 'he saw the prison doors open, he thought that the prisoners had escaped'. [ACT 16:27] m ye m 

yǤ'Ǥsnǫ ya yaad ka yisi ya na. 'I am going to open your graves and bring you up from them'. [EZK 37:12] Unit: yǤ'Ǥg. 
on da yuug ka pț yǤ'Ǥs za'anǤya la ka ba zaŋ saafi na yǤ'Ǥsi ba. 'when he still did not open the door, they took 
the key and opened it.'. [JDG 3:25] Cpart: yǤ'. See: yǤ'; yǤ'Ǥg. 

yǤ'Ǥsi   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥs. open. 

yǤ'Ǥsnǫ   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥs. open. 

yɔi   See main entry: yǤe. nearly. 

yǤk   Variant: yok. Form: yǤ'Ǥd. Variant: yo'od. n. a hole (in tree, in rock). biig nǤk kțnt diisuŋe si'isid bugum la 

nwiisi keŋ kpǫn' yǤk si'a ni la. A child takes a metal spoon and touches an electrical socket. [Electricity] Lit: the 
hole the electric wires go into. Note: "I don’t think yǤk should be used in this context, should be vǤnsi'a ni (from vǤǤnr)" 

[MA].   Colloc: (ti)yǤkin ‘(in)to/in/from a hole (in a tree)’. M girima la ya'a ti gat m na nǤki fț niŋ tampiing la 

yǤkin ka nǤki m nu'ugi ligilif 'When my glory passes by, I will put you in a cleft in the rock and cover you with 
my hand'. [EXO 33:22] ba nyǫ siindi yuodi yit tiyǤkin na they saw honey running out of a hole in a tree. [1SA 14:26] 
Ba pț da'ad piif yɔkunɛ. 'They don't buy a pig in a poke.'. [Proverb 131] Lit: They don't buy a genet [when it is still] 

in a hole.. Kurkur pț pa'ad yɔkkunɛ. Noise will by no means stay in a hole in a tree. [Proverb 228] Ba pț gban'ad 

siinsi kpǫn'ǫsid yɔkʋn ye ba siind malisa. They don't grab bees and put them in a hole just because their honey 

is sweet. [Proverb 090] Sim: lǫuŋ ‘in rock’; bǤk, vǤǤnr ‘hole in ground, flat thing (wall, paper, cloth)’. 
See: tampinyǤk. 

yǤksi   See main entry: yu'asin. yoke. 

yǤla   id. loosely. Cpart: kiappi, kiŋ-kiŋ. Ba da lǤ na'ayiig lanǫ kiŋ-kiŋ amaa pțlis la da kena yu'as nwiig la ka li 

niŋ yǤla. They tied the thief too tight but the police came and loosened the rope and it became loose. [MA] LǤrpal 

da fian'as ya nǫ paŋ ka tans ye,  'Zi'enimi yǤla!' Ka biis la widigi ba nǤba zi'e ka gǤsid o, gur nǤzi'elkanǫ dǤl 

la. 'Kiappi!' Ka ba niŋ ala. 'YǤla! ... 'Highway' sniffed hard and shouted "Stand at ease!" and the children spread 
their legs and watched him, waiting for the next command. "Attention!" and they did that. "At ease! ... ". [Trouble] 

yǤlim   See main entry: yǤlisim1. peace. 

-yǤlis   See main entry: -yǤlțg2. useless. 

yǤlis1   Form: yǤlisid. Form: yǤlisidnǫ. Form: yǤlisim2!. Variant: yǤlisimi!. v. to calm, settle. Ofori da mǤǤd ye o niŋ wțț 

galima nǫ ka li yǤlis biig la pțtǫnda ka o kpans la bi'ela Ofori tried hard to make it like a joke, which relieved 
the child's mind and encouraged him a bit. [Trouble] asǫǫ ka tǤǤg kanǫ bǫǫ ya zugin la ti yǤlis. 'until my wrath 
against you has subsided.'. [EZK 24:13] See: yǤlisim. 

yǤlisid   See main entry: yǤlis1. calm. 

yǤlisidnǫ   See main entry: yǤlis1. calm. 

yǤlisim1   Variant: yolisim; yǤlisimm; yǤlim; yǤllim. n. freedom, peace. Faanmi ba Sțntaana baŋin lǫbisi ba yǤlisim 

zin'igin. Save them from Satan's snare and bring them back to liberty. [Three-Problems] ninkanǫ ka ba gban'e 

kpar ka o bǫ dǤǤginǫ tțțg daba ayi' ka ba nam pț ta'as o kǤǤtț nii. Antua la ya'a pț sțm ye ba mǤr o dț 

kǤǤtțț, ba tisid o sǤb nǫ yǤlisim ka daba ayi' la nam pț paae. 'A person charged with a criminal offence, shall 
be given a fair hearing within a reasonable time by a court'. [Constitution-] Lit: someone who is arrested and placed 
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in custody more than a couple of days and has not yet been brought to court ... If the case is not ready to be brought 

to court, he should be released on bail before the end of the two days.. Ti bǤǤd ye ti mǤr yǤlisim, ka barigaŋ kae, 

ka mǤr nǤǤr yinne ka daauŋ kț bǫ ti teŋgbauŋțn nwaa. We wish that we have freedom and justice, and have 
unity without any disturbance in this nation. [Constitution] La'annǫ on daa bas la, yǤlisim daa ka' zin'isi'a na tis 

o. Although he had given up, he didn't feel free anywhere. [You-Heard?] O tțmim ye m tis sanrega dim yǤlisim 
He sent me to give prisoners freedom. [Bible-Study] Bǫi wțț nimbanǫ mǤr yǤlisim 'Live as free people'. [1PE 2:16] 
Ka tis soogia kpǫǫm onǫ gur Paul la nǤǤr ye o gǤsim o, amaa ka tis o yǤlisim bi'ela 'He ordered the centurion 
to keep Paul under guard but to give him some freedom. [ACT 24:23] Ya na yǫl ye, ‘ ... tțțmbǫ'ǫd dim ǫǫnti nyǫnǫ 

yǤlisimm? ...’ 'I know you will ask, ‘... that the evil man is spared ... ?’ '. [JOB 21:30] Nid ya'a paam o dataa, o na 

bas o ka o gaad yǤlim nǫǫ? 'When a man finds his enemy, does he let him get away unharmed?'. [1SA 24:19] dǤl 

sa'alțg banǫ bǫ gbauŋ kaŋa ni la ka mǤr laafi fț pțțg saŋa ka du'am an yǤllim follow the advice in this book 
and have a healthy pregnancy and an easy birth. [Womens-Health] Sim: sumbțgțsțm. amaa banǫ pa'an yǤlisim 

yǫla la mǤr sumbțgțsțm. 'but joy for those who promote peace.'. [PRO 12:20] See: yǤlis. 

yǤlisim2!   See main entry: yǤlis1. calm. 

yǤlisimi!   See main entry: yǤlis1. calm. 

yǤlisimm   See main entry: yǤlisim1. peace. 

yǤllim   See main entry: yǤlisim1. peace. 

yǤlțg1   Variant: yolug; yǤlțgț. Form: yǤn2. Variant: yon. n. a bag, 200 old cedis. Colloc: yǤlțg/yǤn [number] ‘'bag' 
(originally 'of cowris'), 200 old cedis’. Note: With rapid inflation during the period 1970-2000 the 'real' value of these 
sums in old cedis is very different at different times. 'Wealth is Power' with a bowl of sheanuts valued at 400 cedis was written 
much earlier than the time the 'Shoeshine Boy' in Accra could talk disparagingly of " only two million", or the derisive "even 
200 cedis" in 'Akelsa's Suitors'. With the currency redenomination in 2007 "Current Gh¢1= 10000 old cedis = yǤlțg pisnu (the 
redenomination knocked off 4 zeros), Gh¢2 is yǤlțg kǤbiga, Gh¢10 = yǤlțg kǤbisnu, Gh¢20 = yǤlțg tusir, Gh¢100 

(1,000,000 old cedis) = yǤlțg tusanu etc." [MA]  Amaa tțmtțm la yi la, o tț'țs o tțmtțm tiraan kanǫ dii o sam 

anzurifa ligidi kǤbiga (li pț paae yǤlțg yinnee,) 'But when that servant went out, he found one of his fellow 

servants who owed him a hundred denarii.'. [MAT 18:28] Lit: (not even 200 cedis). Ba mǫ lǤbidi yǤlțg yǤlțgț 

la'asidi digin. They are contributing 200 cedis each down. [Wealth-Is-Power] GǤsim nǤŋdaan la ken daar wțsa, o 

nan mi'i tisif hali yǤlțgǤǤ? Look, the poor man comes every day –  has he ever given you even 200 cedis? [Akelsa] 
(m) kpǫn niŋ ya'ab-ya'abi keŋ gțbigi m yǤn tusa ayi' nǫ kǤbiswai su varidi 'I walked quickly and took hold of 

my 580,000 cedis and put in my pocket quickly '. [Shoeshine-Boy] Lin da nwǫ' kǫrefa atan' la m da kaali nyǫnǫ yǤn 

tusa atan'. When it struck three, I counted and had got 600,000 cedis. [Shoeshine-Boy] Sankan la m da mǤri yǤn 

tunsa piiga (miliyǤn ayi') ma'aa. Then I had only 10,000 'bags' (two million). [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba la'as ligidi bi'el 

bi'el ka li paae yǤn kǤbisyi'. They collected the money gradually until it reached 40,000 cedis. [Wealth-Is-Power] 
Zinaa nyuuni kuriba anǫ yǤn ayi' Today's sheanut-measuring bowl is 400 cedis. [Wealth-Is-Power] onǫ di'e yǤn 

anu la, kena nǫ yǤn anuu paas 'The man who had been given the five bags (of gold) came and produced the five 
he had made'. [MAT 25:20] 

-yǤlțg2   Form: -yǤlis. adj. useless, worthless. 

yǤlțgț   See main entry: yǤlțg1. bag. 

yǤn1   adv. cheaply, for a pittance/song. Fț kuosi fț nidib nǫ yǤn 'You sold your people for a pittance'. [PSA 44:12] 

yǤn2   See main entry: yǤlțg1. bag. 

yǤnǫ   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yǤnǫ1   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yǤpǤi   Variant: yopoi. num. seven. ka o lǫbis o ye on saam dǤǤgin bandaad paae kǤbisyǤpǤi ka on nǫ ban la'am 

gbǫǫnd. and he replied that there were seven hundred crocodiles in his father's room, and he lodged with them. 

[Asaasim] Isaka dǤǤg la ni dap banǫ da siak zaba ken la kal da anǫ tusa pisnii nǫ yǤpǤi (87,000). 'The official 

records of all the families of the tribe of Issachar listed 87,000 men eligible for military service.'. [1CH 7:5] David 

da faaǫn o zaba tǫrekonam la tusir, nǫ banǫ zabid nǫ tǫrekonam la tusa yǤpǤi 'David captured a thousand of 
his chariots, seven thousand charioteers'. [2SA 8:4] Dimi di'ema malțŋ kaŋa tis ZugsǤb la daba yǤpǤi. 'Celebrate 
a festival to the Lord for seven days.'. [NUM 29:12] Etym: OVN *YOP.WAY . Note: note on 009 - ? somehow from "9 
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(*way) - 2" (or "6 (*yob) + 1") See: abțyǤpǤi; ayǤpǤi-pǤi; babayǤpǤi; pisyǤpǤi. 

yǤri   Variant: yori; yǤrii. adv. useless, carelessly. Ya'am nǫ zǤlimis wțsa anǫ yǤri Wisdom and Folly are Both Futile. 

[ECC 2:12 [heading]] anǤ'Ǥn na pa'al ye m ka' sida sǤba, ka kǫ ka man tu'as si'el la wțsa lieb yǤri? 'who can 

prove me false and reduce my words to nothing?'. [JOB 24:25] Colloc: yǤri-yǤri(i) ‘uselessly’. Pu'ayaliŋ anǫ onǫ 

mǤr sid ka zuudi o sid la nya'aŋ n dǤl dap yǤri-yǤri. A disgraceful woman is one who has a husband but 
deceives her husband and goes with men promiscuously. [Asaasim] gu'usi fț mǫŋ ka da nǤkid sabuos yǤri-yǤri 
be careful and don't take girlfriends promiscuously. [AIDS-Azuur] hali baa piif ya'a ianki dțț li zug, ba kuga 

zaŋguom la na birigi yaam yǤri-yǤri! 'if even a fox climbed up on it, he would break down their wall'. [NEH 4:3] 
ba na'anam wțsa kpiidnǫ yǤri-yǤri 'All their kings fall'. [HOS 7:7] Lit: die to no purpose. gu'usimi fț mǫŋ ka da 

dǤl pu'ab yǤri-yǤrii control yourself and don't be promiscuous. [AIDS-Azuur] Colloc: ba'as yǤri ‘come to a bad end’. 
fțn nǫ fț yidim wțsa ba'as yǤri you and all your family would perish. [GEN 45:11] M nidib la ba'asidnǫ yǤri ba 

zi'ilim la zug. 'my people are destroyed from lack of knowledge.'. [HOS 4:6] lin pa'al ye ba da ba'asnǫ yǤri bǫǫ? 
does this show that they fell 'beyond recovery'? [ROM 11:11] daar kenna ka Wina'am na faaǫn dunia wțsa ka li 

kț ba'as yǤrii 'creation itself would one day be set free from its slavery to decay'. [ROM 8:21] Colloc: gǤs X yǤri 
‘despise X’. Wina'am yiiti gǤsidnǫ banǫ ka sț'țlim gǤsidi ba yǤri ka ba la. God looks on those who are looked 
down on by the powerful and they laugh. [Bible-Study] La'an nǫ m niŋgbina la daa an si'em la, ya daa pț nǫ'ǫsim 

bǫǫ gǤsim yǤrii 'But even though my physical condition was a great trial to you, you did not despise or reject me.'. 

[GAL 4:14] Sim: yǤǤg, yǤǤd2, zaalim. See: aba'as-yǤri. 

yǤrii   See main entry: yǤri. carelessly. 

yǤya   See main entry: yǤǤr. termite hill. 

yo   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yo   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yoe   See main entry: yǤe. nearly. 

yo'   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yo'as   See main entry: yu'asin. yoke. 

yo'od   See main entry: yǤk. hole in tree. 

yo'og   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yo'ogi   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yo'ogid   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yo'ogim   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yo'ogime   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yo'ogir   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yo'ogum   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥg. open. 

yo'os   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥs. open. 

yo'osi   See main entry: yǤ'Ǥs. open. 

yok   See main entry: yǤk. hole in tree. 

yokolug   See main entry: yu'okǤlțg. foreskin. 

yokon   See main entry: yu'okǤlțg. foreskin. 

yolisim   See main entry: yǤlisim1. peace. 

yolug   See main entry: yǤlțg1. bag. 

yon   See main entry: yǤlțg1. bag. 

yopoi   See main entry: yǤpǤi. seven. 

yori   See main entry: yǤri. carelessly. 
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you'ur [W]   See main entry: yțțr. pot, 'pot fetish'. 

yoya   See main entry: yǤǤr. termite hill. 

yoya   See main entry: yțțr. pot, 'pot fetish'. 

yǤǤ-   See main entry: yǤǤgț. in vain. 

yǤǤ1   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yǤǤ2   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yǤǤb   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yǤǤbǤ   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yǤǤd1   Variant: yood; yǤǤdǫ1; yǤǤdi2; yoodi. adv. uselessly, recklessly. DinzugǤ kǫlli tțkpiidțg ka da niŋ sțnkpi'euŋ 

yǤǤdǫ. 'So then, you must calm down and not do anything reckless. '. [ACT 19:36] Colloc: yǤǤd-yǤǤd(i) ‘uselessly’. 
Saŋa wala ka man pțtǫn'ǫr na kpǫn an yǤǤd-yǤǤdi 'How long must I wrestle with my thoughts'. [PSA 13:2] 
Sim: yǤǤg, yǤri, zaalim. 

yǤǤd2   Variant: yood; yǤǤdǫ2; yoode. n. pay, wages, charge. ba mǤǤm ka yǤǤdi ba bugum yǤǤd nwadig wțsa they 

should do their best to pay their electricity bill every month. [Electricity] GǤmma lțgir kaŋa di'esid lampǤ la nǫ 

yǤǤd tțțm kanǫ ka fț tțm wțsa. This government department takes tax and duty from every work that you do. 

[Tax] Ninsțma di'esid bugisnam yǤǤd. Ka bugisnam mǫ di'esid ninsțma yǤǤd. 'righteous men who get what 
the wicked deserve, and wicked men who get what the righteous deserve'. [ECC 8:14] ya tțmnǫ vaad yǤǤd ka li 

nwǫnǫ ya ligidi buoris la mǤri vǤnya ka li litnǫ 'You earn wages, only to put them in a purse with holes in it.'. 
[HAG 1:6] Dau bugus di'edi ziri yǤǤd 'The wicked man earns deceptive wages'. [PRO 11:18] ya ya'a nyaŋi yǫlim 

zaansțŋ la nǫ li gbin, ya na di'e piini nǫ yǤǤd nǫ na'asi bǫdegț m san'an. 'if you tell me the dream and explain 
it, you will receive from me gifts and rewards and great honour.'. [DAN 2:6] Man da duusi naae la ka yǫl o ye li ka' 

yǤǤdǫ I polished her shoes and told her there was no charge. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ban'as la mǫ ya'a bas, di ka' yǤǤdǫ ka 

lǫǫ mǤr kisțg. If the disease goes away there is no reward, but rather it has taboos. [You-Heard?] Ba pț lǫm mǤr 

yǤǤdǫ 'they have no further reward'. [ECC 9:5] Ya'a nwǫnǫ sǤ' nǤkif tțțma, o sǤb yisidi fț yǤǤdin la yǤǤdi fț 

lampǤ yǫla. If someone employs you, he will deduct from your wages to pay your tax. [Tax] O na fan' ka sț'țg 

teŋ la ka li an yǤǤdi tis o zabzabidib la. 'He will loot and plunder it and carry off all the wealth of Egypt as his 
army's pay.'. [EZK 29:19] See: yǤ2. 

yǤǤd3   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yǤǤd4   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

-yǤǤd5   See main entry: -yǤǤg1. useless. 

yǤǤda   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yǤǤdaa   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yǤǤdǫ1   See main entry: yǤǤd1. uselessly. 

yǤǤdǫ2   See main entry: yǤǤd2. pay. 

yǤǤdi1   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yǤǤdi2   See main entry: yǤǤd1. uselessly. 

-yǤǤdnam   See main entry: -yǤǤg1. useless. 

-yǤǤg1   Variant: -yoog; -yǤǤgǤ. Form: -yǤǤd5. Variant: -yood. Form: -yǤǤdnam. adj. useless. 'BțŋkǤnbyǤǤg,' o tans Adu 

ka nwǫ' o zug nǫ kpisinkpil. 'Useless animal!' he yelled at Adu, and punched his head. [Trouble] Note: "better style: 
O tans Adu ye, 'BțnkǤnbyǤǤga!' ... " [MA]  Onǫ ye o dǤl on nya'aŋ la na an ninyǤǤg onǫ pț nara 'He will be 
succeeded by a contemptible person who has not been given the honour of royalty.'. [DAN 11:21] Da tǫn'ǫs ye mam 

onǫ aan fț biig la anǫ pu'a yǤǤgǤ. 'Do not take your servant for a wicked woman'. [1SA 1:16] M itțŋ yǤǤd la daa 

daami m du'adib la pamm My useless way of life disturbed my parents greatly. [Shoeshine-Boy] dinǫ na kǫ ka 

biig la mǤr laafi ka na gu' ba ban'ayǤǤd pțțgin. this will ensure that the baby is healthy and protects them from 
casual diseases. [Womens-Health] li nar ka ti zǤǤ yi pu'abǤyǤǤd bǫǫ daubǤyǤǤdin. we should run from all casual 
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sex. [AIDS-Azuur] Amaa ninvțyǤǤd la da yǫl ye, “Oŋa ye o niŋ wala sțŋ tinama?” 'But some worthless people 

said, “How can this fellow do us any good?”'. [1SA 10:27] Mǫ da pian'adi pian'ayǤǤd nǫ galim yǤǤd linǫ pț dǤl 

suorǫ 'No coarse, stupid, or flippant talk'. [EPH 5:4] Da kǫ ka nidib pa'ali ya pa'al yǤǤd kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb 'Do not be 
carried away by all kinds of strange teachings.'. [HEB 13:9] amaa fț si'el wțsa pțțgin fț yț'țn tțm tțțmyǤǤdi 

gati ba. 'but in all your ways you soon became more depraved than they.'. [EZK 16:47] ya an nyain ka taal ka'asigǫ, 

ka an Wina'am bibanǫ bǫ zțmațŋ bǫ'ǫd nǫ ninyǤǤdnam sțțgin 'so that you may become blameless and pure, 
children of God without fault in a crooked and depraved generation' useless person, good-for-nothing. [PHP 2:15] 
Colloc: ninyǤǤg; Sim: -nǫǫr2, -yǤlțg2, -zaal, zaalig. 

yǤǤg-2   See main entry: yǤǤgț. in vain. 

-yǤǤgǤ   See main entry: -yǤǤg1. useless. 

yǤǤgo   See main entry: yǤǤgț. in vain. 

yǤǤgț   Variant: yoog; yǤǤgo; yoogo. Form: yǤǤg-2. Variant: yǤǤ-; yoo-. adv. aimlessly, in vain. Nif pidigir yǤǤgț tun'e 

kǫ ka nif bielif la lǫbig. Unnecessary manipulation of the eye can cause the eyeball to turn over. [Trachoma] 
Appiah baŋ ya ye li pț narin ye o kpǫn'ǫn yǫlkan la ni yǤǤgț saa Appiah realised that he shouldn't get 
fruitlessly involved in this business. [Trouble] Aram nid tǫk o tiraugț tǤn yǤǤgț ka li keŋ gban'e Israel Na'ab la, 

ka piim la wiee o zaba la'ad la kpǫn' kțns o an Aramean 'drew his bow at random and hit the king of Israel 
between the sections of his armour'. [2CH 18:33] BǤzugǤ ban du'a sǤ' la kennǫ yǤǤgț na ka lǫn lǫb yǤǤgț wțț 

onǫ ken likin ka ba tam o yǫla la 'It does that baby no good to be born; it disappears into darkness, where it is 
forgotten.'. [ECC 6:4] Colloc: yǤǤg-yǤǤg1(Ǥ/ț) ‘quite uselessly’. zin'ig la wțsa da an yǤǤg-yǤǤg, lik ma'aa da 

pǫ'ǫl 'the earth was formless and desolate ... engulfed in total darkness'. [GEN 1:2] Ba fanbi ba biliesi kțț bas 

suoya la ni yǤǤg-yǤǤg. 'Her infants were dashed to pieces at the head of every street.'. [NAM 3:10] Bțŋ ye o Ǥnbidi 

yǤǤg-yǤǤgț paad o puann tiim. Donkey says he will eat randomly to get to his stomach medicine. [Proverb 165] 
Da vǤn tiim yǤǤg-yǤǤgǤ Don't take medicine unnecessarily. [Womens-Health] Colloc: an X yǤǤgț ( sa1 ) ‘X was 
confused, uneasy, apprehensive’. Li da an Birago nǫ yǤǤgț sa. Birago was uneasy. [Trouble] Li da aan Adu nǫ 

yǤǤgț Adu was apprehensive. [Trouble] Na'ab la da lǫbis nidib la nǫ yǤǤgț sa 'The king answered the people 
harshly.'. [1KI 12:13] Sim: yǤri, yǤǤd1 Sim: zaalim. 

yɔɔlʋm   See main entry: yuolim. eventually [be/do sth.~]. 

yǤǤm1!   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yǤǤm1!   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yǤǤmi1!   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yǤǤmi1!   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yɔɔmis   See main entry: yțmis. quiver, scowl. 

yɔɔmsid   See main entry: yțmis. quiver, scowl. 

yǤǤn1   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yǤǤn2   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yǤǤni   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

-yǤǤŋ   adj. later, last. Cpart: -dǫǫŋ ‘early’. O tisi ya ku'om bǫdegț; sadǫǫŋ nǫ sayǤǤŋ wțț on ǫǫnti niŋid si'em la. 'He 

sends you abundant showers, both autumn and spring rains, as before.'. [JOL 2:23] See: yuolim. 

yǤǤr   Variant: yoor; yǤǤrǫ; yoore. Form: yǤya. Variant: yoya. n. termite-hill, termite. Sțk la da bǫnǫ yǤǤr zug pǤǤg la 

tensțk The hut was on a termite-mound in the middle of the farm. [Trouble] Ya areza'as pun'oe ya. YǤǤr mu'a ya 

fuud. 'Your wealth has rotted, and moths have eaten your clothes.'. [JAS 5:2] Lit: termites. Wǫțg naaf ya'a da 

gban'e fț ba', fț ya'a nyǫ yǤǤrǫ fț bǫnǫ zuaa ni. If a bushcow caught your father, you see a termite-mound and 
are already running away. [Proverb 083] Sim: muak, tambǫ'ǫd, sibig2. 

yǤǤrǫ   See main entry: yǤǤr. termite hill. 

yǤǤsig   Variant: yoosig. n. 1 • a gate. 

2 • a seal, place where a document/envelope opens. See: yǤ'Ǥs. 
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yoo   excl. oh! Note: making statement more interesting/emphatic M ma! N sǤsid ye fț tisim na'asaar yarim yoo! Mother, 

please give me iodised salt, oh! [Iodine] Colloc: Mba yoo! ‘Exclamation of surprise and distress’. Mba yoo! Fțnǫ, 

baŋim ka fț saana nwi'en gbǫrǫ tia'al si'a. Oh golly! You, realise that your guest is fainting with putting one 
foot after another! [Asaasim] 

yoo   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yoo-   See main entry: yǤǤgț. in vain. 

yoob   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yoobo   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yood   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yood   See main entry: yǤǤd1. uselessly. 

yood   See main entry: yǤǤd2. pay. 

-yood   See main entry: -yǤǤg1. useless. 

yooda   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yoode   See main entry: yǤǤd2. pay. 

yoodi   See main entry: yǤǤd1. uselessly. 

yoog   See main entry: yǤǤgț. in vain. 

-yoog   See main entry: -yǤǤg1. useless. 

yoogo   See main entry: yǤǤgț. in vain. 

yoom   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yoom   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yoome   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yoomi   See main entry: yǤ2. pay. 

yoomsi   See main entry: yțmis. quiver, scowl. 

yoomsid   See main entry: yțmis. quiver, scowl. 

yoon   See main entry: yǤ'1. shut. 

yoor   See main entry: yǤǤr. termite hill. 

yoor   See main entry: yțțr. pot, 'pot fetish'. 

yoore   See main entry: yǤǤr. termite hill. 

yoore   See main entry: yțțr. pot, 'pot fetish'. 

yoosig   See main entry: yǤǤsig. gate, seal. 

yț-1   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yț-2   See main entry: yțțr. pot, 'pot fetish'. 

yțda   See main entry: yț'țr. name, namesake, fame. 

yțdig   Variant: yudig; yțdigi. Form: yțdignǫ. n. to run down, wash over [water does]. Sakțdțg la da yțdig teŋ la nǫ 

sț'țŋaa The heavy rain had soaked all the land well. [Trouble] Ka ku'om yțdig o fuug kanǫ aans zin'is atan' la. 
His shirt, torn in three pieces, was soaked in water. [Trouble] Ba nǤba da anǫ bian'ar ka ba sakur fuud yțdig. 
Their feet were muddy and their school uniforms soaked. [Trouble] Niŋgbiŋ la da yțdigi nǫ Ǥnsir. Pu'a la zug da 

gbǫbnǫ o nya'aŋ His body was running with sweat. The woman's head was hanging at his back. [Trouble] Ka o gǤs 

ka nanzț'țs la ka o pu'a yadigin la, ku'om yțdigi li nǫ. And he saw that the peppers his wife spread out were 
soaked with the water. [Trouble] M zug la wțsa yțdignǫ nǫ mǫligim 'My head is drenched with dew'. [SNG 5:2] 
Sim: mad, madig, wț'țg, wț'țl ‘wet sth.’; puns2 ( Ǥnsir ) ‘sweat’. 

yțdigi   See main entry: yțdig. run. 
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yțdignǫ   See main entry: yțdig. run. 

yțgțd   See main entry: yțk. muzzle. 

yțgțm   Variant: yugum; yțgțmi; yugumi; yțgțme. Form: yțgțma. Variant: yuguma. n. a camel. Camelus dromedarius. 
Ka Rebǫka mǫ gǤsi nyǫ Isaak, ka naam yțgțm la zugț sig na 'Rebekah also looked up and saw Isaac. She got 

down from her camel'. [GEN 24:64] Fț nwǫnǫ yțgțm nya'aŋ kanǫ ǫǫnti zǤǤ lǫb kpǫ' ka zǤǤ lǫb kpǫ' nǫ. 'You are 
a swift she-camel running here and there. [JER 2:23] Hali baa yțgțme țgțsid yaama bugusid ka o tafǫǫd pț 

buak ayi' la 'The camel, though it chews the cud, does not have a split hoof'. [LEV 11:4] Li anǫ na'ana nǫ yțgțme 

na kpǫn' furipiim vǤǤnrin, gaad arezak daani na kpǫn' Wina'am sț'țlimin. It is easier for a camel to go 

through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God. [MRK 10:25] Kaldea dimi la'as taab 

zin'is atan' kpǫm bțțl na kadi fț yțgțma la wțsa keŋ 'The Chaldaeans, three bands of them, have made a raid 
on the camels'. [JOB 1:17] Kpikpinkpinnib banǫ ban'adi ba yțgțma ya'a kena If 'caravans' come. [JOB 6:18] 
Lit: traders that ride their camels. 

yțgțma   See main entry: yțgțm. camel. 

yțgțme   See main entry: yțgțm. camel. 

yțgțmi   See main entry: yțgțm. camel. 

yț'asinnam   See main entry: yu'asin. yoke. 

yț'ț-   See main entry: yț'țr. name, namesake, fame. 

yț'țm ya4   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yț'țm1   Variant: yu'um; yʋʋm3; yuum; yum; yț'țma1; yț'țmǫ; yu'ume; yț'țmmi1; yț'țmnǫ. Form: yț'țmid. 
Form: yț'țm2!. Variant: yț'țma2!; yu'uma. Form: yț'țmmi2!. Form: yț'țm ya4. Variant: yʋʋm ya. v. to sing. Fț 

ya'a diisid biig la, li bǤǤd ye fț yț'țm yțțma, maan di'ema ... When you are feeding the baby, you need to 
sing songs, play ... [Breastfeeding] Ba ya'a la'asǫǫ ba tun'e sǤlim ka yț'țm yțțma ka wa' gǫuŋ. If they get 

together, they can tell stories and sing, and dance the Geung. [Wealth-Is-Power] On yț'țm la ka dammid o 

kțkpama wțț o pț'țsidi nu'us nǫ ka li mǫ anǫ ala. When he sang and flapped its wings as if it was clapping 
hands, that's what it was. [Trouble] Ya yț'țm yțțm paala nwǫ'ǫd bțnnwǫ'ǫda 'You like to compose songs ... and 
play them on harps.'. [AMO 6:5] Ba na yț'țm kțțr yțțma fț yǫla 'They will sing this funeral song for you'. [EZK 

26:17] Ba pț lǫn nuud daam ka yț'țma 'There is no more happy singing over wine'. [ISA 24:9] O da yț'țmǫ ye: "M 

anǫ niiŋ ... " It sang "I am a bird ... ". [Trouble] Ba da yț'țmmi zun'od ZugsǤb la 'They sang the Lord's praises'. 

[EZR 3:11] Ti tun'oe mǤri ba zun'od Wina'am ti yaan bǫǫ ti karindǤǤdin bǫǫ ti yț'țmi ba ti mǫŋ. We can sing 
them to praise God in our houses or churches, or sing them to ourselves. [Bible-Intro] Ba da yț'țmnǫ ka piebid wiis 

ka nwǫ'ǫd googinam nǫ siyada. 'with songs and with harps, lyres, tambourines, sistrums and cymbals.'. [2SA 6:5] 
David da yǫl Levi dǤǤg tuongatib la ye ba gaŋimi ba ba'abiis banǫ na yț'țmid 'David told the leaders of the 
Levites to appoint their brothers as singers'. [1CH 15:16] Yț'țm tis Wina'am, yț'țm zțn'or yțțma tis o Sing to 
God, sing praises to his name'. [PSA 68:4] Jerusalem dinǫ an dabǤǤdǫ, la'asim yț'țmmi nǫ sumalisim Burst into 

songs of joy together, you ruins of Jerusalem. [ISA 52:9] Yț'țmmi yțțm paalli tis ZugsǤb la teŋgbauŋ wțsa 

zun'om o 'Sing a new song to the Lord; sing his praise, all the world!'. [ISA 42:10] Amaa ba da yțțm ya nǫ 

kpi'euŋ But they sang with all their might. [Trouble] Nact: (yțțm2)yț'țm3 ‘a singer’. Etym: OV1 *YUM ; OV2 
*YI ; OVN *YUM/L ; vc1 * ɗe ; vc4 *yɪ(n) ; PB *j ɩ́mb. Note: On general principle I assume forms like YU~YO and 

WI~WE are more probable than YI~YE and WU~WO as the latter set show assimilation of prosody See: yț'țm3; yțțm. 

yț'țm2!   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yț'țm3   Variant: yu'umna; yț'țmna. Form: yț'țmnib. n. a singer. Colloc: yțțmyț'țm. Ka yțțmyț'țmnib nǫ wa'adib 

kena Abǫdțg yǫla. And singers and dancers came for the sake of Abedug. [Wonderwoman] InvNact: yț'țm. 
yʋ'ʋm3   See main entry: yț'țn1. then. 

yț'țma1   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yț'țma2!   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yț'țmǫ  See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 
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yț'țmid   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yț'țmmi1   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yț'țmmi2!   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yț'țmna   See main entry: yț'țm3. singer. 

yț'țmnǫ   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yț'țmnib   See main entry: yț'țm3. singer. 

yț'țn1   Variant: yu'un; yʋ'ʋm3; yʋ'ʋŋ2.  Note: preferred spelling is always to use yț'țn, but when reading be aware that erroneous 

spelling yʋ'ʋm is often found (37 times in the texts used for this dictionary), and yʋ'ʋŋ sometimes.   Variant: yu'uŋ; yʋn. ptc. 

then.   Note: introducing the next thing that happened.   Na'ab la daa yț'țn pț'țs Na'asaabugum Tțma ni dau la 
Then the Chief thanked the Electricity Department man. [Electricity] Ani ka Noa yț'țn baŋ ye ku'om la kpiǫn 

naae. 'So Noah knew that the water had gone down. '. [GEN 8:11] Linǫ paas (T.I) la mǫ anǫ saŋkanǫ ka niŋgbina 

pțțgin, ka li yț'țn mugus And in addition T.I. is sometimes in the body as well, and then it is especially 
threatening. [Trachoma] ka ya yț'țn maal Bakuainam Malțŋț tisi ya ZugsǤb Wina'am la 'Then celebrate the 
Feast of Weeks to the Lord'. [DEU 16:10] ahaan! m gban'af, m yț'țn baŋ onǫ ǫǫnti ditti m busa la. Aha! I've 
caught you! Now I know who's been eating my yam-slices! [Wonderwoman] Ba yț'țn keŋne ala ti paae zin'ikane 

lal nǫ dabǤǤg la. They then went on like that until they got to a place some distance from the funeral house. 

[You-Hear?] Note: 'funeral house' "of a landlord, that is" [MA].   M yț'țn baŋya ye m biig Josef nan kpǫn vțe. 'I'm 
convinced! My son Joseph is still alive.'. [GEN 45:28] Saŋsi'en la, ya da bǫ nǫ likin, amaa ya yț'țn bǫ nǫ nǫǫsim 

ni 'For you were once darkness, but now you are light'. [EPH 5:8] Haya, ka biig yʋ'ʋm biid ka ya'am mǫ paasid, o 

yț'țn ti bi' pu'asadir ka dap kennǫ lia'ad o. So then, as the child's age advanced and her sense also increased, 
she eventually matured into a marriageable girl and men were coming and courting her. [Billygoat] Nimbanǫ yiti 

tiakid dunia la yț'țŋ kǫn kpǫ'ǫna The people who are changing the world have come here. [Bible-Study] 

yț'țn-2   See main entry: yț'țŋ1. night. 

yț'țŋ1   Variant: yu'uŋ; yț'țŋa; yu'uŋa; yț'țŋǤ; yu'uŋo; yț'țŋț; yu'us. Form: yț'țŋ-2. Variant: yu'uŋ; yț'țn.   n. night. li 
da anǫ ku'om madigi ba yț'țŋ kam because water kept them moist every night. [Trouble] Onǫ mǤr ma onǫ 

nyǫ'ǫd yț'țŋ. Anyone who has a mother is one who defecates in the night. [Asaasim Proverb] Note: emendation ( yț'țŋ 

for yuoŋ ) and translation by MA.   Ka yț'țŋ da sǤb ka bǫog nie daba anaasi daare la. 'Evening came, and 
morning came, the fourth day.'. [GEN 1:19] Asibid daar yț'țŋ yinne ka ti la'as ye ti di ZugsǤb diib. 'On Saturday 
evening we gathered together for the fellowship meal'. [ACT 20:7] zaam ma'anǫ ka yț'țŋ bǤǤd sǤb the day is 

almost over and it is getting dark. [LUK 24:29] m duoe yț'țŋ nǫ dap bi'ela 'I set out during the night with a few 
men'. [NEH 2:3] Su'os yț'țŋǤ, o sa bǫnǫ nǫ Adu wțț hawa ayi' Yesterday night he was with Adu for about two 
hours. [Trouble] BǤ ka ya gbǫǫnd zaŋguom la yiŋ yț'țŋǤ? 'Why do you spend the night by the wall?'. [NEH 13:21] 
O mǫŋ daa keŋ ani daar yț'țŋț yǤ ligidi ka kpǫn' gǤs. He himself went there the night before last to pay his 

money and went in and had a look. [Electricity] Ka kpǫn' yț'țŋț gbisi yimbǫogțn duoe ka bțmbțțda la bul ka 

nǤbig 'He sleeps at night, is up and about during the day, and all the while the seeds are sprouting and growing.'. 
[MRK 4:27] Man da kpǫn' yț'țŋkan la m nini da wak nǫ. I went in that night but couldn't sleep. [Shoeshine-Boy] SǤ' 

da kț lǫn tun'e gbins yț'țnkanǫ. Nobody could sleep any more that night. [Shoeshine-Boy] Colloc: yț'țŋin ‘in the 

night’. din ka o sa zǫrigif yț'țŋin man zug la. 'and last night he rebuked you.'. [GEN 31:42] Colloc: yț'țŋ yț'țŋ 
‘by night, night by night, every night’. O mi' Susa tengbandaan pu'a kanǫ da kpi kilim silinsiugț ken teŋin la 

yț'țŋ-yț'țŋ la yǫla. He knew about the wife of the Susa earthpriest who died and became a ghost and went to the 
village by night. [Trouble] Ba zin'inǫ yaadin yț'țŋ-yț'țŋ 'They crouch among graves, keeping vigil all night long'. 

[ISA 65:4] Colloc: yț'țntisțțs. Note: yʋ'ʋŋ tisʋʋs is found in some places in the published Bible, but will be corrected in 

future editions.  Ba bǫnǫ wala hali ti paae yț'țntisțțs They stayed like that until midnight. [Akelsa] Teŋ kaŋa ni, 

yț'țntisțțs ka' sț'țm. In this village midnight is not good. [Trouble] Ba tun'e kpi yț'țntisțțs nif aŋir pțțgin 
'They die in an instant, in the middle of the night'. [JOB 34:20] Colloc: yț'țŋ sakur ‘literacy classes ('night school')’. 
Asida ka yț'țŋ sakur na nyaŋi kǫ ka dau pțn'ǫ anwaa? Is it true that the literacy class with make a man become 
this 'filthy rich'? [You-Hear?] Yț'țŋ sakur kariki la daa sid anǫ pa'an. The literacy instructor was a real teacher. 

[You-Do?] Colloc: yț'țŋa ‘tonight’. M kț nyaŋi yǫlif yț'țŋa I can't tell you tonight. [Trouble] Dap banǫ sigi fț yin 
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yț'țŋa la bǫ yaanǫ? 'Where are the men who came to stay with you tonight?'. [GEN 19:5] Gbǫǫmi kpǫla yț'țŋa 
'Spend the night here'. [NUM 22:8] Colloc: yț'țŋ sǤb ‘night falls’. o daa bǫnǫ ala ka yț'țŋ ti sǤb ka o kpǫn'. she 
was there like that, and when it got dark she went in. [AIDS-II] BǤzug ka fț nam pț mǤnnǫ naae ka yț'țŋ sǤbǫ? 
Why haven't you finished preparing the t.z. and it's already night-time? [Wonderwoman] Ka yț'țŋ sǤb ka yadda 

niŋidib la yis Paul nǫ Silas ka ba keŋ Berea teŋin. 'As soon as night came, the believers sent Paul and Silas to 

Berea.'. [ACT 17:10] Cpart: nintaŋ. ti na la'aŋ bugum la nǫ yț'țŋ ka ka'a niŋtaŋa. we will switch the light on in 
the night, not in the daytime. [Electricity] ZugsǤb la bǫǫ ba tuon wțț saŋgbauŋ nintaŋ ka lǫn nwǫnǫ bugum 

yț'țŋț nie tisi ba. 'By day the Lord went ahead of them in a pillar of cloud to guide them on their way and by 
night in a pillar of fire to give them light'. [EXO 13:21] Wina'am kț tis o nimbanǫ sǤsid o yț'țŋ nǫ nintaŋ la 

bțțdǫǫ? 'will not God bring about justice for his chosen ones, who cry out to him day and night?'. [LUK 18:7] Etym: 
OVN *YUN-GU/SI [usually with this irregular sg./pl.  pairing] ; GS4 *TA/I² ; vc4 *nyen . 

yț'țŋ-2   See main entry: yț'țŋ1. night. 

yʋ'ʋŋ2   See main entry: yț'țn1. then. 

yț'țŋa   See main entry: yț'țŋ1. night. 

yț'țŋǤ   See main entry: yț'țŋ1. night. 

yț'țŋț   See main entry: yț'țŋ1. night. 

yț'țr   Variant: yu'ur; yț'țrǫ; yu'ure; yț'țri; yu'uri; yț'țrǫǫ; yu'uree. Form: yțda. Variant: yuda. Form: yț'ț-. 

Variant: yu'u-. n. 1 • a name. Ka ba yǫl o ban yi si'el na ka yǫl o ba saam yț'țr And they told him where they 

came from and told him their father's name. [Billygoat] Onǫ li'ad Gaana zugdaan na'am na gțlis o yț'țr gaŋir 

gbauŋțn la ka nidiba ayi' banǫ mǤr gaŋir gbana mǫn ka an kpǫǫmnam mǫ na gțlisi ba yțda To be elected 
as President, the candidate must be nominated by a document signed by himself and by at least two persons who 

are registered voters'. [Constitution] M sǤsidif nǫ, yǫlimi fț yț'țr! 'Please tell me your name.'. [GEN 32:29] ya teŋ 

yț'țr na an Tempțțg kanǫ an Sida. your city 'will be called the City of Righteousness'. [ISA 1:26] Fț ya'a mǤri 

tțțm sieba fțn kǫl ka GǤmma lțgir kanǫ sț'oe lampǤ yǫla la baŋ ka sǤbi fț yț'țr. If you are employed your 
should inform the Tax Department and enter your name. [Tax] O bikpǫǫm la yț'țrǫ an AbǤǤdkțțnr The name of 
his eldest child was Aboodkuunr. [Billygoat] Ka o lǫbis ye, “BǤ ka fț bu'osidi m yț'țrǫ? 'He replied, “Why do you 
ask my name? ... ”'. [JDG 13:18] Ayaab yǫlif pu'a kanǫ ka o bǤ la yț'țrǫǫ? Did Ayaab tell you the name of the 
woman he had an affair with? [AIDS-II] ti daa pț zaŋi fț yț'țri pian' Wina'am pian'adi tis nidib, ka zaŋi fț 

yț'țri kad kikiris, ka tțm tțțm titada nǫ fț yț'țrǫǫ? 'did we not prophesy in your name, and in your name drive 
out demons and perform many miracles?'. [MAT 7:22] Ba anǫ Apam biis, biribiŋ la yț'țri aan Abugur, ka bipuŋ 

la yț'țr buon AmǤryam. They are Apam's children, the boy's name is Abugur and the girl's name is Amoryam. 

[House+Farm-] Tiis yțda nǫ ba vaand ... nǫ ba pa'adi mǤr sțŋir si'em tisidi ti How the names of trees, and their 

leaves ... and their bark are helpful to us. [Trees] Ka yțda la na bǫ Aaron ban'ad zug ka tiǫnd o ba yǫla And the 
names will be on Aaron's shoulders to remind him of them. [EXO 28:12] 'M kț ... ya'am m nǤǤri buoli ba yțdaa.' 
'I will not ... take up their names on my lips'. [PSA 16:4] Na'ab widaan (teŋ la dim wțsa da buonnǫ m saammǫ 

yț'țkan) The Chief's Linguist (the people of the village called my father by that name). [Shoeshine-Boy] Fț bǤǤdnǫ 

bțțg yț'țmǫŋirǫǫ? Do you want the real name of a goat? [Proverb 205] ba yț'țmmi dț'țsid Wina'am yț'țsțŋ 
they were singing and praising God's holy name. [LUK 2:13] Colloc: yu'urin(ǫ) ‘in ... name’. Basime tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka 

di'e ku'om sțțbi ya wțsa yinne-yinne, Yesu Kristo yț'țrin Abandon your evil deeds and each one of you 
accept baptism in the name of Jesus Christ. [Bible-Study] Ti sțŋir bǫ nǫ ZugsǤb la yț'țrin 'Our help is in the name 

of the Lord'. [PSA 124:8] Colloc: Fț/O yț'țrǫ? ‘what is your/his/her name?’. O yț'țrǫ? What is her name? [Trouble] 
Ka dau la bu'os o ye, “Fț yț'țrǫ?” 'The man asked him, “What is your name?”'. [GEN 32:27] Colloc: buol X yț'țr 

ye 'Y' ‘call X (the name, the term) 'Y'’. ba na buonnǫ fț yț'țr ye Hefiziba 'you will be called Hephzibah'. [ISA 

62:4] Colloc: X yț'țr buon ( ye ) 'Y' ‘X is named 'Y'’. O bikpǫǫm la yț'țri an AbǤǤdkțțnr ka onǫ paas ayi' la 

yț'țr mǫ buonnǫ Apțsiakid His eldest son's name was Aboodkuunr and the second was called Apusiakid. 

[Billygoat] Abram nǫ Nahor da di pu'ab. Abram pu'a yț'țr da buon Sarai, ka Nahor pu'a yț'țr mǫ da buon 

Milika 'Abram and Nahor both married. The name of Abram's wife was Sarai, and the name of Nahor's wife was 
Milcah'. [GEN 11:29] Ka lin yi saŋkanǫ mǤri ken la tempțțg la yț'țr na buon ye,“ZugsǤb la bǫǫ ani.” 'The name 

of the city from now on will be, “The-Lord-is-Here!” '. [EZK 48:35] Colloc: pțd X yț'țr Y ‘call X "Y"’.  ba da ... 

pțd Paul yț'țr Hemǫs, bǤzugǤ onǫ da aan ba antu'a tu'ad 'They gave ... Paul the name Hermes, because he 
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was the chief speaker'. [ACT 14:2] Ka dau la da pțd yț'țsi'a wțsa la da aan ba yțda. 'and whatever the man 

called each living creature, that was its name'. [GEN 2:19] O da zi'el buos la nǫ Pț'țsim Yir la za'anǤǤr za'ambǫŋ 

la tuon. Bua kanǫ bǫ dagǤbțg la, o da pțd o li yț'țri ye, Jakin ka pțd onǫ bǫ datiuŋ la ye, Boaz. 'He erected 
the pillars at the portico of the temple. The pillar to the south he named Jakin and the one to the north Boaz. [1KI 

7:21] Colloc: pțdig X yț'țr ‘mention X's name’. Gu'usimi ka da kǫ ka ti pțdig ZugsǤb la yț'țrǫ. 'We must be 
careful not even to mention the Lord's name.'. [AMO 6:10] Mid ka ya pțdig bada la yțda 'Do not invoke the names 
of other gods'. [EXO 23:13] Etym: OV1 *YI/YU ; OVN *YU-DI/A ; GSn *y ɪl/d ; vc4 *yɪɗ/d ; CG *yudii, mike ; 
PB jínà, (groups JL only) *jì̀dɩk. Note: Probably *YU - if *yi , the consonant has affected the vowel 
2 • namesake. Note: person with the same name as oneself.    M yț'țrǫ, m wțm ye gǤmina kpǫǫm na kǫǫn ti teŋin 

zina na. My namesake, I heard a government official will come to our village today. [MA] 
3 • fame, renown. Gyiŋan kumnǫ o yț'țr zug. Gyingan weeps over his (spoiled) reputation. [Asaasim Proverb] 
Colloc: X yț'țr yi1 ‘X is famous’. TǤǤg na paae banǫ yț'țri yi ka li anǫ ban nuud daam bugid hali la 'Woe to 
those who are heroes at drinking wine'. [ISA 5:22] ka o yț'țr yi hali ti paae Egipt sț'țlim 'and his fame spread as 
far as the border of Egypt'. [2CH 26:8] Colloc: dț'țs X yț'țr ‘acknowledge X's fame’. Onǫ an ... mam yaanam 

Wina'am ka m na dț'țs o yț'țr! 'He is ... my father's God, and I will exalt him.'. [EXO 15:2] Colloc: san'am X yț'țr 
‘slander X’. BǤzugǤ albarika nu'us lala ka ti mǤri nwǫ'ǫd taaba n kțțd la, albarika nǤya la ka ti mǤri 

san'amid taaba yț'țr Because we use those blessed hands to hit and kill each other, and blessed mouths to 
slander each other. [Asaasim] Mid ka ya san'am Wina'am yț'țr bǫǫ pǤ nǤǤri niŋ tuongat onǫ guri ya nidib la. 
'Do not blaspheme God or curse the ruler of your people.'. [EXO 22:28] Mid ka fț kǫ ka fț pu'ayua tțm 

pu'agǤǤndir tțțma ka san'am o yț'țr 'Do not degrade your daughter by making her a prostitute'. [LEV 19:29] 
Colloc: yț'țsana'uŋ ‘slander, disgrace’. dabiem nǫ yț'țsan'auŋ na paae ba. 'they will be brought down to 
terror and infamy.'. [ISA 44:11] GǤsimi, yanam banǫ an yț'țsan'auŋ dima, ya na vǤl ya'am kpi. 'Look, you 
scoffers, wonder and perish'. [ACT 13:41] Colloc: yț'țr yi1 ‘be famous’. Ka ZugsǤb la da bǫ nǫ Josua ka o yț'țr yi 

teŋ la wțsa ni. 'So the Lord was with Joshua, and his fame spread throughout the land.'. [JOS 6:27] See: zabyț'țr. 

yț'țrǫ   See main entry: yț'țr. name, namesake, fame. 

yț'țrǫǫ   See main entry: yț'țr. name, namesake, fame. 

yț'țri   See main entry: yț'țr. name, namesake, fame. 

yț'țs1   Variant: yu'us; yț'țsa; yț'țsaa; yu'usǫ; yu'usǫǫ. adv. habitually, now again, then/in that case. Amaa m biig 

mǫŋim mǤr paŋ nǫ laafi yț'țs. But that child of mine is now strong and well again. [Trouble] Saŋkan yț'țsǫ 

bugumpielim daa la'aŋ ka lǫǫ vțnlig o nu'ug This time again the flame lit up and burned his hand. [Fire] 
Apțsiakid kul yin yț'țs Apusiakid went home just now. [Billygoat] Nannanna m ye m tisi ya nǫ suor ya'as ka ya 

igini wǤ'Ǥg bțn la yț'țs. Now I am going to give you a chance to bow down and worship the thing again. [DAN 

3:15] Dinǫ wțsa an Mefibosef bțn la anǫ fț din yț'țs. 'All that belonged to Mephibosheth is now yours.'. [2SA 

16:4] Li zan'a la yț'țsaa? Is that all? [Three-Problems] Lit: Is that now all of it?. Lin yi daakan la yț'țsǫ, o yț'țn da 

basi o bǤǤd bǫdțg la. From that time on, he abandoned his excessive greed. [Jealousy] Ka anǤ'Ǥnǫ na nyǫ faangir 

yț'țsǫ? 'Who then can be saved?'. [LUK 18:26] Ka bǤ ka m na niŋ yț'țsǫ? 'What should I do, then?'. [1CO 14:15] 
Sim: ya'as1. O saam pț bǫnǫ nǫ sumalisim yț'țsǫǫ? O ma lǫm mi' fara ya'asǫǫ? Isn't his father happy again? Is 
his mother still experiencing poverty? [Trouble] 

yț'țsa   See main entry: yț'țs1. now again. 

yț'țsaa   See main entry: yț'țs1. now again. 

yțk   Form: yțgțd. n.pl. a muzzle for an animal. Mid ka ya pid na'araad banǫ kuod la nǫ yțgțd. 'Do not muzzle an ox 
while it is treading out the grain.'. [DEU 25:4 (quoted in 1CO 9:9, 1TI 5:18)] 

yțl-yțl   id. nervously. Adu da gǤs yțl-yțl ka yǫl ye, 'M nyǫǫn nǫ wǫbaa ...' Adu looked scared and said "I saw a leopard 
... ". [Trouble] 

yțma   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yțmaa   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yțmis   Variant: yɔɔmis; yoomsi. Form: yțmisid. Variant: yɔɔmsid; yoomsid. v. 1 • to quiver. Note: lips, anus do On da nan 

sǤsid Wina'am ken tuon la ka Eli gǤt ka o nǤǤr la yțmisid. 'Hannah continued to pray to the Lord for a long 
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time, and Eli watched her lips' moving. [1SA 1:12] Hanna da sǤsid ZugsǤb la nǫ o sțțnrin ka o nǤŋgban 

yțmisid ka lǫǫ pț pian'ad ka li yita. 'Hannah was praying in her heart, and her lips were moving but her voice 
was not heard.'. [1SA 1:13] 
2 • to scowl, screw up the mouth (to express displeasure). Dinǫ pț tiesid nǫ nuug pț yțmisid nǫ nǤǤrǫ. What is 
not pointed to by the hand is not spurned by the mouth. [Asaasim  Proverb] 

yțmisid   See main entry: yțmis. quiver, scowl. 

yțn   Form: yțnnǫ. v. to be uneasy, apprehensive. 'Zaŋim sisaanbig la,' o da yǫl nǫ biribiŋ kanǫ kpi'e o la. Ka biribiŋ 

la yțn. 'Take the cane!' he said to the boy nearest to him. And the boy was uneasy. [Trouble] Mansa da baŋ ǫnbigir 

la ka pin'ili yțn. Mansa understood the signs, and began to feel apprehensive. [Trouble] Zakin la Ama da yțnnǫ. 

O gǤs Goma kțlțŋ la yǤ'Ǥg la. In the courtyard was worried. She saw Goma's door was open. [Trouble] 
yʋn   See main entry: yț'țn1. then. 

yțnnǫ   See main entry: yțn. uneasy. 

yțya   See main entry: yțțr. pot, 'pot fetish'. 

yʋyʋnlʋg   See main entry: nyǤnyǤlțg. complaining. 

yu-   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yua   See main entry: yuoe1. flow. 

yuabu   See main entry: yuob1. six. 

yuak1   See main entry: wiak. hatch. 

yubig   Variant: yubʋg; yubigi. Form: yubis. n. pot [type], "small size" [MA]. sanlima yubig bǫǫ li pțțgin 'containing 

the gold jar'. [HEB 9:4] NǤkim yubigi mak manna kuriba yinne niŋ anina 'Take a jar, put two litres of manna in it'. 

[EXO 16:33] on bǤǤm daam yubʋg yinne pǫ'ǫs ka li an bțnnuuda maan 'prepare a quarter of a hin of wine as a 

drink offering'. [NUM 15:5] ka bǤ daam yubis ayi' ka li an bțnnuuda maan and get 'a quarter of a hin of wine as 
a drink offering'. [EXO 29:40] 

yubigi   See main entry: yubig. pot. 

yubil   Form: yubilnǫ. v. to be narrow. Cpart: yalim2. DǤbanǫ bǫ zugin la da yubilnǫ ka pț yalimma 'Now the upper 
rooms were narrower'. [EZK 42:5] 

yubilnǫ   See main entry: yubil. narrow. 

yubis   See main entry: yubig. pot. 

yubʋg   See main entry: yubig. pot. 

yuda   See main entry: yț'țr. name, namesake, fame. 

yudig   See main entry: yțdig. run. 

yue   See main entry: yuoe1. flow. 

yuguda   See main entry: yugudir. hedgehog. 

yugudir   Variant: ayugerit [C]. Form: yuguda. n. a hedgehog. Atelerix albiventris. Sțnfț ǫǫnti mu'oe ka ba nwǫ' 

yugudir nǫ kpisinkpil. If you get too angry you'll even punch a hedgehog. [Proverb 270] 
yugum   See main entry: yțgțm. camel. 

yuguma   See main entry: yțgțm. camel. 

yugumi   See main entry: yțgțm. camel. 

yugus   Form: yugusug. v. to sprinkle, scatter. Apam piis bțțr la ka yugus bțțr la pțțgin tampǫligim. O mǫ yugus 

tiim. Apam sweeps out the granary and sprinkles the inside of the granary with ashes. He also sprinkles it with 
chemicals. [House+Farm-] Ka Moses nǤk na'apǤl la bas bugumin ka li nyǫligi ga'aŋ ka o nǫǫmi li baanlig ka 

nǤki yugus ku'omin tisi ba ye ba num, ka ba nu. 'He took the calf they had made and burnt it; he ground it to 
powder, sprinkled it on water, and made the Israelites drink it.'. [EXO 32:20] Bțțs nǫ Niigi ziim nǫ na'asa'abil kanǫ 
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ka ba nyu'oe la tampǫligim ya'a yugus banǫ ka malima pțțgin kǫ ka ba ka' nyain la niŋgbina 'If sprinkling 

the blood of goats and bulls and the ashes of a heifer consecrates those who have been defiled'. [HEB 9:13] Ba na nǤk 

bugum yugus nidib wțsa nwǫnǫ yaarim nǫ. 'Everyone will be salted with fire.'. [MRK 9:49] 

yugusug   See main entry: yugus. sprinkle. 

yu'a   v. to rafter a building. ba pilig kekaŋ daad yu'ada la amaa ti na lǫbis na'aziinri yu'a. 'the fig trees have been 
felled, but we will replace them with cedars.'. [ISA 9:10] Lit: they have removed the figtree-wood rafters. 
See: yu'adir. 

yu'ad-   See main entry: yu'adir. rafter. 

yu'ada   See main entry: yu'adir. rafter. 

yu'adir   Form: yu'ada. Form: yu'ad-. n. a rafter. o da mǤr kpan ka kpandaug la mugumi nwǫnǫ yu'adir nǫ. 'whose 

spear had a shaft as thick as the bar on a weaver's loom'. [2SA 21:19] Lit: thick as a rafter. MǤǤdi pilig ka yu'ada bǫ. 
Only the thatch has been removed, the rafters are still there. [Proverb 235] Man wila mǤri paŋ hali, dinǫ kǫ ka ba 

bu'aridi maan yu'ada pin dǤǤd la. My branches are very strong, which is why they split them to make rafters to 
roof rooms. [Trees] Onǫ mǫ mǫ' dǤǤd wțsa iedi man zin'ig ye o nwa' yu'ada pil. Everyone who builds a house 

looks for me to cut rafters to roof it. [Trees] ba pilig kekaŋ daad yu'ada la amaa ti na lǫbis na'aziinri yu'a. 'the 
fig trees have been felled, but we will replace them with cedars.'. [ISA 9:10] Lit: they have removed the figtree-wood 
rafters. O da mǫ' Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir la naae ka pili li nǫ yu'adbǫda nǫ na'aziinr dalamma. 'So he built the 

temple and completed it, roofing it with beams and cedar planks.'. [1KI 6:9] See: yu'a. 

yu'as   v. to loosen sth. Note: e.g. belt Ka o yu'as o nu'us baanlim yisi li o sakpida la ni ka keŋ zin'in. She slowly took 

her hands off her hips and went and sat down. [Trouble] Ba sǤ' sǫnbidiŋ pț yu'as o sien 'None has his belt loose 
about his waist'. [ISA 5:27] 

yu'asin   Note: 10x in SC Variant: yǤksi.  Note: 14x in SC Variant: yo'as. Form: yț'asinnam. n. a yoke. Colloc: yu'asin/yǤksin 

daug2/daad ~ yu'asindaug ‘wooden part of a yoke’. na'asa'a kanǫ nam pț kuaa ka nam pț kǤr yǤksin daug 

o niŋgǤǤnrinǫ 'a heifer that has never been worked and has never worn a yoke'. [DEU 21:3] M yǤksin daug la faknǫ 

ka m ziid la pț tǫbisa. 'my yoke is easy and my burden is light.'. [MAT 11:30] m na pa'al yu'asindaug o 

niŋgǤǤnrin 'I will put a yoke on her fair neck.'. [HOS 10:11] Yu'asindaug ka fț kǤ'Ǥg, amaa m na bǤ kțnt yu'asin 

n zi'eli li zi'esimin. 'You have broken a wooden yoke, but in its place you will get a yoke of iron.'. [JER 28:13] 
La'abanǫ ka ti mǤri bț'țd ki la, nǫ yu'asin daadi nwa', ka fț na zaŋi nyu'oe bugum. 'here are threshing 
sledges and ox yokes for the wood'. [2SA 24:22] La'abanǫ ka ti mǤri bț'țd ki la, nǫ yǤksin daadi nwa', ka fț na 

zaŋi nyu'oe bugum The things we use to thresh grain, and these yoke-beams, you can use for firewood. [1CH 

21:23] bǤǤmi niigi tǫreko paal nǫ na'abanǫ du'a ka ba nam pț niŋi ba yuasin nǫ 'get a new cart ready, with two 
cows that have calved and have never been yoked.'. [1SA 6:7] 

yu'a-yu'a   id. dark green and leafy. Note: of cereal crops Syn: val-val. M zua, fț ya'a niŋ nǫ' ka saa ni, ki ǫǫn kpǫn vaae 

nǫ an yu'a-yu'a. My friend, if you do this and it rains, the millet will soon pull itself together and be green and 
leafy. [You-Do?] Note: cf. the parallel M zua, fț ya'a niŋ nǫ' ka saa ni, ki ǫǫnti kpǫn vaae nǫ an val-val. [You-Heard?] 

yu'oe3   See main entry: yǤe. nearly. 

yu'ogbana   See main entry: yu'ogbauŋ. foreskin. 

yu'ogbauŋ   Form: yu'ogbana. Variant: yuogbana. n. foreskin, uncircumcised. David nǫ o nidib pțn yii kț Filistia dim 

la kǤbisyi' nǤki ba yu'ogbana la kal la bǫn la kena tis Na'ab la 'David and his men went out and killed two 
hundred Philistines. He brought their foreskins and presented the full number to the king'. [1SA 18:27] m da di ka 

kț Filistia dim kǤbiga ka nwaasi ba yu'ogbana I defeated and killed a hundred Philistines and cut off their 

foreskins. [2SA 3:14] Li gbin anǫ yuogbana kțkțna. 'that is the Hill of Foreskins.'. [JOS 5:3 (footnote)] Sim: yu'okǤlțg. 
See: yu'or; gbauŋ. 

yu'okǤlțg   Variant: yokolug. Form: yu'okǤn. Variant: yokon. n. foreskin, uncircumcised. Kem na ka ti keŋ yu'okǤn la 

san'an 'Come, let's go over to ... those uncircumcised fellows.'. [1SA 14:6] Sim: yu'ogbauŋ. See: yu'or; kǤlțg2. 

yu'okǤn   See main entry: yu'okǤlțg. foreskin. 

yu'oku'om   Variant: yuoku'om. n. semen. Bțn kanǫ wțsa an fuug bǫǫ gbauŋ ka o yu'oku'om la madi li, ba na pie li 
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ku'omin 'Any clothing or leather that has semen on it must be washed with water'. [LEV 15:17] Colloc: yu'oku'om 

yi1 ‘ejaculate, emission of semen’. Nǫ'ǫŋa an nǤzi'ela tis dau kanǫ ka mǫt yuodi o daulimin bǫǫ onǫ daulim 

iank ka yuoku'om yina. 'These are the regulations for a man with a discharge, for anyone made unclean by an 
emission of semen'. [LEV 15:32] See: yu'or; ku'om. 

yu'or   Variant: yu'ur [N]. Form: yuoda. n. penis. Yu'or ya'a zem nǫ gbǫr, o mǤdnǫ. If the penis is as big as the thigh, 

it is swollen. [Asaasim   Proverb] Colloc: yu'or iank ‘penis erects, ejaculates’. Etym: OVN *YO-DI/A ; GS1 
*B²E/A/IN ; PB bódó. See: yu'ogbauŋ; yu'okǤlțg; yu'oku'om. 

yu'os1   Form: yu'osid1. Variant: yu'osidi1. Form: yu'osidnǫ1. Form: yu'osțg1. v. to pant. Hali wǫog bțnkǤnbid yu'osidi 

ieedif Even the wild animals pant for you'. [JOL 1:20] Nwǫnǫ waligi yu'osidi bǤǤd ku'om si'em la; ala ka m siig 

mǫ yu'osidi fț yǫla, O Wina'am. As the deer pants for streams of water, so my soul pants for you, O God. [PSA 42:1] 
Ofori da kpǫn yu'osidnǫ. Ofori was still panting. [Trouble] 

yu'os2   Form: yu'osid2. Variant: yu'osidi2. Form: yu'osidnǫ2. Form: yu'osțg2. v. to trot. Nintantțțlțg da wțm Adu nǫ 

on da yu'osidi tu'ae sakur la. The heat of the sun exhausted Adu as he was trotting up to the school. [Trouble] Ban 

da tu'ae sakur la za'anǤǤr zaŋguomin la, ka Adu sie yu'osțg. As they got near the wall of the school entrance, 
Adu was slowed his trotting. [Trouble] Ba bien Yarig ka o yu'osidnǫ. When they are accompanying the Yariga, he 
should be trotting. [Asaasim Proverb] 

yu'osid1   See main entry: yu'os1. pant. 

yu'osid2   See main entry: yu'os2. trot. 

yu'osidi1   See main entry: yu'os1. pant. 

yu'osidi2   See main entry: yu'os2. trot. 

yu'osidnǫ1   See main entry: yu'os1. pant. 

yu'osidnǫ2   See main entry: yu'os2. trot. 

yu'osțg1   See main entry: yu'os1. pant. 

yu'osțg2   See main entry: yu'os2. trot. 

yu'u-   See main entry: yț'țr. name, namesake, fame. 

yu'um   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yu'uma   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yu'ume   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yu'umna   See main entry: yț'țm3. singer. 

yu'un   See main entry: yț'țn1. then. 

yu'uŋ   See main entry: yț'țn1. then. 

yu'uŋ   See main entry: yț'țŋ1. night. 

yu'uŋ   See main entry: yț'țŋ1. night. 

yu'uŋa   See main entry: yț'țŋ1. night. 

yu'uŋo   See main entry: yț'țŋ1. night. 

yu'ur   See main entry: yț'țr. name, namesake, fame. 

yu'ur [N]   See main entry: yu'or. penis. 

yu'ure   See main entry: yț'țr. name, namesake, fame. 

yu'uree   See main entry: yț'țr. name, namesake, fame. 

yu'uri   See main entry: yț'țr. name, namesake, fame. 

yu'us   See main entry: yț'țŋ1. night. 

yu'us   See main entry: yț'țs1. now again. 
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yu'usǫ   See main entry: yț'țs1. now again. 

yu'usǫǫ   See main entry: yț'țs1. now again. 

yuk   See main entry: țk. rise. 

yuk1   Variant: yuki. Form: yukid. Form: yukidnǫ. Form: yukin. Variant: yukinǫ. v. to turn aside. O da pț mǤri li 

gandigirǫ. Ka yuk o nindaa. He had no answer. And turned his face away. [Trouble] Win na yis ka tinam ki'is 

ZugsǤb la ka yuk ka bas o zina 'Far be it from us to rebel against the Lord and turn away from him today'. [JOS 

22:29] on keŋ lalig bi'ela la ka yuki dǤl ziriga baŋ kanǫ kpa'ad ya-nya'aŋi wa'ae Susa la. when he had gone a 
fair way, he turned and followed the railway line eastwards towards Susa. [Trouble] Zin'ikanǫ ka li yuki tǤ'Ǥŋ 

kǤlbil linǫ bǫ Egipt teŋ titǤndigin la 'where it (frontier) will turn, (and) join the Wadi of Egypt'. [NUM 34:5] Bțŋ la 

ya'a pț yukinǫ, anwaa m kțțnif ka basin bțŋ la. 'If she (the donkey) had not turned away, I would certainly 
have killed you by now, but I would have spared her.'. [NUM 22:33] 

yuk2   Form: yukir. v. to drove, guide/steer an animal. 

yuki   See main entry: yuk1. turn aside. 

yukid   See main entry: yuk1. turn aside. 

yukidnǫ   See main entry: yuk1. turn aside. 

yukin   See main entry: yuk1. turn aside. 

yukinǫ   See main entry: yuk1. turn aside. 

yukir   See main entry: yuk2. drove. 

yul1   Variant: yuli. Form: yun. v. to hang sb./sth., be hanging. (o) niŋ nya'ar la kaaki kǤlțg kanǫ yul biig la 

biankimpiiungțn la. he put the root in the khaki bag hanging on the boy's shoulder. [Trouble] Ani ka o sid la yǫl 

ye ninsaali ken ka gbin yul ka bin lǫǫ pț yit la, o ka' sț'țm. Then her husband said that in spite of the fact that 
you see a person walking with hanging bottom and fæces is not dropping, he's no good. [You-Heard?] Fuug la nǤbir 

makir ayinne nǫ pțsțk na yul Fuug Sțgțr zin'ig ayinne ka nǤbir makir ayinne nǫ pțsțk mǫ yul zin'ikaŋa la 

bțțli li wțsa. 'The tent curtains will be a cubit longer on both sides; what is left will hang over the sides of the 

tabernacle so as to cover it.'. [EXO 26:13] Fț mi' lin niŋ si'em ka saŋgbana yul agǤlaa 'Do you know how the 
clouds hang poised overhead'. [JOB 37:16] ba da yul nidib ayi' la nǫ nwiisi kț. 'the two men were hanged on the 
gallows.'. [EST 2:23] Ban tțțma da anǫ ye ba gur NǤnaar Daka la, ... nǫ fuug linǫ lǤǤ yuli bǫŋ la 'They were 
responsible for the care of the ark, ... and the curtain'. [NUM 3:31] Kǫl ka ba sǫ dabanǫ wa'am hali ka ba mǤri yun 

nidibi kțțd la 'Have a gallows built'. [EST 5:14] Pu'a kanǫ nǤŋ zaba nwǫnǫ saa na niid ka ku'om yun ka pț 

gu'oda. 'A quarrelsome wife is like a constant dripping on a rainy day'. [PRO 27:15] Sim: gbǫb, ya'ae, ya'al. 

yul2   See main entry: ayul. weaverbird. 

yuli   See main entry: yul1. hang. 

yulig1   Variant: yuligǫ; yuligi. Form: yuligid. v. to swing, rotate, spin sb. Biis la daa gban'e taaba nǫ mǤǤr ka ayinne 

yuligi o tiraan lug. The children held one another wrestling and one swung his colleague down. [MA] Goma 

tǫbisim la da yǤ'Ǥg dǤǤg la ka yulig pu'a mǫŋim tud dǤǤgin la. Goma's weight opened the door and swung, the 
woman herself squeezed into the room. [Trouble] Amaa Nimo n da yulig Adu yis ku'omin la, li tǫbisim da kǫnǫ 

ka o nyǤsig. But as Nimo was swinging Adu out of the water, the weight caused him to slip. [Trouble] LǤr la mǫ 

yulig bilia lǤbi bas gǤn'Ǥs sțțgin The lorry rolled and threw the baby out into some thorns. [Trouble] Note: The 
usual rotation in an accident is falling onto one side, then the roof, then the other side, usually "roll" in English. The precise 
sense of yulig would be to stay upright but spin so that first one side, then the back, then the other side is facing in the direction 

of travel, English 'spin'. LǤr la da yulig ninsieba nǫ yis ka si'el pț kǤnrigi ba. The lorry spilled  some people out 
and nothing scratched them. [Trouble] Ka maliak la nǤk o gǤn'Ǥg la yulig dunia la ni pǤn' vain wala la 'So the 
angel swung his sickle on the earth, cut the grapes from the vine'. [REV 14:19] Yaa da nǤk Adu nu'utǫbisir la yuligi 

lǫbis o san'an ya'as. Yaa took Adu's heavy hand and swung it back to him again. [Trouble] Ka onǫ zin' saŋgbauŋ 

zug la zaŋ o gǤn'Ǥg la yuligi bțn dunia la. 'Then the one who sat on the cloud swung his sickle on the earth, and 
the earth's harvest was reaped.'. [REV 14:16] fț dataas la nyǤvțr na yii keŋ lu nwǫnǫ ban yuligid kugiri yisid 

luobigin si'em la. 'the lives of your enemies he will hurl away as from the pocket of a sling.'. [1SA 25:29] 
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yulig2   Variant: yulige. v. to be missing. Tinam kǫ ka nidib la kaal zabzabidib la ka baa yinne pț yuligǫ 'we have 

counted the soldiers ... and not one of them is missing.'. [NUM 31:49] Sim: kǤ'Ǥŋ, pansig1, pǤ'Ǥg1. 

yuligǫ   See main entry: yulig1. swing. 

yulige   See main entry: yulig2. missing (be). 

yuligi   See main entry: yulig1. swing. 

yuligid   See main entry: yulig1. swing. 

yum   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yuma   See main entry: yțțm1. song, psalm. 

yumpokuda   See main entry: yțțmpțkțdțg. ancient days. 

yun   See main entry: yul1. hang. 

yuo   Variant: yuoe2. Form: yuod2. Form: yuob2. n. to fornicate, commit adultery, engage in prostitution. O keŋ ye o 

yuo pu'ab. He went to have sex with women. [MA] O da ginnǫ yuod, ka bas o sid la 'she was unfaithful to him.'. 

[JDG 19:2] Ti mǫ da ginnǫ yuod dap nǫ pu'ab yǤri-yǤri wțț ba sieba da niŋ si'em 'We should not commit 
sexual immorality, as some of them did'. [1CO 10:8] amaa ka ka' paŋ ye li kad yuob bǫǫ ya'amlǫog bǤǤdim. 'but 
they lack any value in restraining sensual indulgence.'. [COL 2:23] O daa pț yǫl sǤ' ye o mǤr ban'as la, amaa o 

gban'ae ye o bǫ bǫlim sțŋ ka bas yuob tțțma la. He didn't tell anyone that he had the disease, but decided to 
live a good life and give up sexual immorality. [AIDS-II] 

yuob1   Variant: yuobț; yuobu; yuabu. num. six. nidib banǫ ka li nan pin'in bǫǫ bțnvțya dinǫ tisid EES ban'a bǫǫ ba ni 

la an tusa kǤbisnaasi ti paae tusa kǤbisyuobț ti teŋgbauŋ nwa ni. people already beginning to have the virus 
are 400,00 to 600,000 in this country. [AIDS-Azuur] Ka lǫn nǤk olif kpaam nwǫnǫ kǤliba yuobț. 'and a hin of olive 
oil. '. [EXO 30:24] Lit: six bottles. Li kal anǫ kǤbisyuobț nǫ pisyuobț nǫ ayuobț (666). 'Its number is 666.'. [REV 

13:18] David nǫ o nimbanǫ kalli an wțț kǤbisyuobț la da yi Kiela 'David and his men, about six hundred in 
number, left Keilah'. [1SA 23:13] Colloc: ayuob, yuob ‘six by six, six each, in sixes’. dau tita'ar bǫ ani mǤr 

nu'ubibis ayuob, yuob nǫ nǤbibis ayuob, yuob. 'there was a huge man with six fingers on each hand and six 
toes on each foot'. [2SA 21:20] Etym: OVN *YOB ; GS1 *L/DO/E . See: ayuobț. 

yuob2   See main entry: yuo. fornicate. 

yuob3   See main entry: yuoe1. flow. 

yuobț   See main entry: yuob1. six. 

yuobu   See main entry: yuob1. six. 

yuod1   See main entry: yuoe1. flow. 

yuod2   See main entry: yuo. fornicate. 

yuoda   See main entry: yu'or. penis. 

yuodi   See main entry: yuoe1. flow. 

yuodiŋ   Variant: yuudiŋ. Form: yuodis. n. a flour-sieve. 

yuodis   See main entry: yuodiŋ. flour sieve. 

yuodnǫ   See main entry: yuoe1. flow. 

yuodne   See main entry: yuoe1. flow. 

yuoe1   Variant: yua; yue. Form: yuod1. Variant: yuodi. Form: yuodnǫ. Variant: yuodne. Form: yuob3. v. to flow. Da Ǥnbi 

ni'im linǫ ka li ziim nam pț yuoe Don't eat meat that hasn't been drained of blood. [1SA 14:34] zin'ikanǫ ka waaf 

la dum ka ba kis la ziim da yuod ani hali blood flowed freely from the place where the snake bit and they had 
cut (to remove the poison). [Trouble] Nimo ǫǫnsid ku'okanǫ yuod o nindaan la. Nimo was wiping the water that 
ran down his face. [Trouble] ba nini ǫǫnti mu'oe nǫ ka mǤr nimpuud ka mǫmǫǫd yuod nyǤnya ni. their eyes are 
always red and they have pus and mucus running from the nose. [Trachoma] o ninta'am yuod bǤr-bǤr 'tears run 

down her cheeks'. [LAM 1:2] mǫt ya'a yuod dau daulimin, li anǫ dian'ad. 'When any man has a discharge from his 
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penis, the discharge is unclean,'. [LEV 15:2] Gehazi yi Elasia san'an lieb kțkǤmi yuod bǤr-bǤr Then Gehazi went 
from Elisha's presence and he was leprous, as white as snow. [2KI 5:27] Note: 'running sores' characteristic of the disease 
ba yisim onǫ wțsa bǫ la'asțgțn la ka mǤr niŋgbina san'auŋ ban'as, ... bǫǫ dau onǫ daulim yuod mǫt bǫǫ li 

yitnǫ o niŋgbina ni 'expel from the camp everyone with a dreaded skin disease or a bodily discharge'. [NUM 5:2] 
ku'om la yuodi ba nindaasin. the water was running down their faces. [Trouble] ba nyǫ siindi yuodi yit tiyǤkin 

na they saw honey running out of a hole in a tree. [1SA 14:26] Man ninta'am yuodnǫ bǤra-bǤra 'Streams of tears 
flow from my eyes'. [PSA 119:136] Ka pu'a sǤ' daa bǫǫ anina bǫn'ǫd ka ziim yuod o yțma pii nǫ ayi', ... Ka o 

kena kaae Yesu nya'aŋi si'is o fuug nǤǤr ka o ziim yuob la gu'oe. 'And a woman was there who had been 
subject to bleeding for twelve years ... She came up in the crowd behind Jesus and touched the edge of his cloak, 

and her bleeding stopped at once.'. [LUK 8:43-44] Sim: bǤdig2. Note: see note there 

yuoe2   See main entry: yuo. fornicate. 

yuoe4   v. to reduce, mitigate sth. O tțmmǫ tțțm kanǫ yț'țri buon ye AdǤlisi nyaŋe yuoe EES ban'as la. He worked in 
a department called Adolisi which can reduce the AIDS disease. [AIDS-II] 

yuogbana   See main entry: yu'ogbauŋ. foreskin. 

yuoku'om   See main entry: yu'oku'om. semen. 

yuol   Variant: yuoli. Form: yuon. Variant: yuonnǫ; yuone. v. to deceive, cajole, amuse a child, be a nursemaid. Ka 

Naomi nǤk biig la niŋ o nǤba zug yuol o. 'Then Naomi took the child, laid him in her lap and cared for him.'. 

[RUT 4:16] O na yuoli ya o nu'usin nwǫnǫ biig nǫ 'You will be like a child that is nursed'. [ISA 66:12] Onǫ da yuon 

o la da nǤk o zǤ 'His nurse had picked him up and fled'. [2SA 4:4] Fț ma ya'a n du'a waaf fț yuonnǫ. If your 
mother brings forth a snake, you look after it. [Asaasim  Proverb] See: biyuol. 

yuoli   See main entry: yuol. cajole. 

yuolim   Variant: yɔɔlʋm; yuolimnǫ. v. to be last, to be/do sth. later, to  be/do sth. eventually. nimbanǫ yuolim kpǫn' na ye 

ba da' daam la duoe pin'ili wa'adi dǤl tep la nwǫ'ǫd la. the people who came later to buy pito got up and started 

to dance to the recorded music. [Electricity] Nwadig ... nǫǫsim la sțŋ bibanǫ da di'emid yiiŋ ka yɔɔlʋm kpǫn' ba 

yaa-pu'abinǫ kǫlis sǤlima la. The light of the moon helped they youngsters who were having fun outside and 
later went in to their grandmothers to listen to the stories. [Trouble] O yț'țn yuolim ye, 'Alaa, tiela la yǫl ka fț 

tǫn'ǫs ye fț maal man yǫla wțsa anwaa? She eventually said 'So ... In the business of the sewing-machine you 

think you can treat me this way? [Trouble] Note: emendation ( anwaa for nǫ ) and translation by MA.    Li anǫ m bǤǤdim 

ye m yǤǤf nǫ banǫ yuolim la azinzema. 'I choose to give the last man the same as you.'. [MAT 20:14] GǤsimiya, 

banǫ an yiiga dim la na yuolim, ka banǫ yuolim la na an yiiga dim. 'Then those who are now last will be first, 
and those who are now first will be last.'. [LUK 13:30] Ofori yuolimnǫ nyǫ o ka o kpǫn' o ya'am. Ofori finally 

noticed her and she really attracted him. [Trouble] Cpart: dǫŋ1
1  Pin'ilim yǤ banǫ yuolim kena la ti paae banǫ dǫŋ 

na la. 'pay them their wages, beginning with the last ones hired and going on to the first.'. [MAT 20:8] See: -yǤǤŋ. 

yuolimnǫ   See main entry: yuolim. eventually [be/do sth.~]. 

yuom   Variant: yuomi. Form: yuomid. Form: yuomțg. v. to snare. Li na sț'țŋif ka fț yi ... banǫ an nidib pu'ab ka mǤr 

nǤmalisim ye ba yuomif la. 'It can keep you away from ... the seductive words of other men's wives.'. [PRO 6:24] M 

sțnf pț malis nǫ ya yuomțg tiim linǫ ka ya mǤri yuomid nidib ka li nwǫnǫ niimis ... M na ... tis nimbanǫ ka 

ya yuomi ba la yǤlisim wțț niimis nǫ. 'I am against your magic charms with which you ensnare people like birds 
... I will set free the people that you ensnare like birds.'. [EZK 13:20] 

yuomi   See main entry: yuom. snare. 

yuomid   See main entry: yuom. snare. 

yuomis   See main entry: yuoŋ. shrub [sp.] 

yuomțg   See main entry: yuom. snare. 

yuon   See main entry: yuol. cajole. 

yuone   See main entry: yuol. cajole. 

yuonnǫ   See main entry: yuol. cajole. 
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yuoŋ   Form: yuomis. n. shrub [sp.] Grewia mollis. 

yutim1   Variant: yutimi. v. to be in doubt, waver, be confused. Yiiga, dǤgta la pțtǫn'ǫr daa yutim nǫ ka o tǫn'ǫs ye onǫ 

dǤl la anǫ pu'a At first the doctor was confused, and thought the person accompanying (the patient) was a woman. 

[Electricity] Ala ka ti kț lǫn an wțț bibibis banǫ ka' ya'am, ka ba mǤri ti yutim yǤri-yǤri 'Then we will no longer 
be infants ... blown here and there by every wind of teaching'. [EPH 4:14] Ti nyǫt mugusțg si'el wțsa ni amaa ti 

giinla pț pu'asida, ka pțtǫnda yutim saŋa si'a 'We are often troubled, but not crushed; sometimes in doubt'. 
[2CO 4:8] Ka onǫ yutimi ya pțtǫndaa kțdim an sǤ' wțsa Wina'am na namis o sǤba. 'the man who is upsetting 
you, whoever he is, will be punished by God.'. [GAL 5:10] Sim: bi'es, ya'amis. See: -yutuŋ. 

yutim2   Variant: yutim-yutim. adv. violently, fiercely. Colloc: sisi'em nwǫ' ... yutim2 ‘storm-wind strikes violently’. O 

na kǫ ka sisi'etita'ar nwǫ'ǫmi yutim 'He sends storms to batter and bruise me'. [JOB 9:17] li (sisi'em) na nwǫ' o 

yutim-yutim ka nimbaanlig kae. 'it (wind) hurls itself at him without mercy'. [JOB 27:22] Sim: yaal2. 

yutimi   See main entry: yutim1. doubt. 

yutim-yutim   See main entry: yutim2. fiercely. 

-yutuŋ   adj. doubtful. Ba daa paamnǫ lababǫ'ǫd ka lin kǫ ka ba mǤr sunsan'auŋ nǫ pțtǫn'ǫyutuŋ. They got bad news 

and this made them sad and doubtful. [AIDS-II] See: yutim1. 

yʋʋm ya   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yțțm1   Variant: yuum; wuum. Form: yțțma1. Variant: yuuma; yțțmaa; yuumaa; yuma; wuuma. Form: yțțm-4. 

Variant: yuum-. n. 1 • a song. Ka tis nǤǤr ye ba pa'alim Juda dim yțțm kaŋa, ba buoli li ye, Tuk Yțțm, ka ba 

sǤbi li Jaser gbauŋțn la 'this dirge over them should be taught to the people of Judah. It was written down and 
may be found in the Book of Jashar'. [2SA 1:18] Ba pa'al nidib la yțțm la The Song is Taught to the People. [DEU 

32:43 [heading]] Fț ya'a diisid biig la, li bǤǤd ye fț yț'țm yțțma, maan di'ema ... When you are feeding the 
baby, you need to sing songs, play. [Breastfeeding] dau yinne tans pu'a la ye, "Nwǫ'ǫm yțțma la, nwǫ'ǫm yțțma 

la!" one man shouted "Play the songs, play the songs!" [Electricity] Ka ba yț'țm yțțma zun'od Wina'am, ka yi 

keŋ Olif zuorin. 'When they had sung a hymn, they went out to the Mount of Olives.'. [MRK 14:26] sumalisim 

tansțg nǫ yțțma lǫn kae. there are no more joyful shouts and songs. [ISA 16:9] Ka ba nǤk yțțm mummi la'asid 

nǫ Wina'am nidib ka pa'an nidib bǫdegț. 'So for a whole year Barnabas and Saul met with the church and 

taught great numbers of people.'. [ACT 11:26] Ya yț'țm yțțm paala nwǫ'ǫd bțnnwǫ'ǫda 'You like to compose 
songs ... and play them on harps.'. [AMO 6:5] 
2 • a psalm. Li nwǫnǫ lin sǤb yțțma gbauŋțn karțŋ zuta ayi' la ni si'em la 'As it is written in the second Psalm'. 

[ACT 13:33] Sǫnlțŋ  gbana la ni (Yțțma nǫ nǤdi'esidib gbana la) In the poetical books (Psalms and the prophets). 

[Bible Glossary [under 'Zion']] Yțțma [PSA 1:1 [book title]] See: yț'țm. 

yțțm2   Variant: yuum; yțțmǫ; yțțmmǫ; yțțme; yuume; yțțmmi. Form: yțma. Variant: yʋʋma2; yuuma; yțmaa. 

Form: yț-1. Variant: yu-; yțțn-; yuun-; yțțm-5; yuum-. n. a year. Lin ka Kusaas ye saal pț li'isid yțțm piima. 
That's why the Kusaas say a person can't dodge next year's arrows. [Asaasim] Dțnna anǫ tigir yțțm. This year is 

a well-fed year. [House+Farm] Biig ya'a pț gaad yțțm piinǫ ayuobțț ka Gaana nid maal gbana nǤk o ye o lieb 

o biig, o tun'e lieb Gaana nid. 'A child of not more than sixteen years of age adopted by a Ghanaian can become 
a Ghana citizen. [Constitution] maanmaan kpǫǫm la ma'aa kpǫn'ǫd dǤkanǫ bǫ pțțgin sa la ni yțțm wțsa 

pțțgin nǤǤr yinne. 'only the high priest entered the inner room, and that only once a year. [HEB 9:7] Man ti ye m 

lǫb yțțm anwana win na la, ka fț pu'a Sara mǤr biribiŋ. 'About this time next year I shall come back to you, 
and your wife Sarah will have a son'. [GEN 18:10] Amaa ti tun'e gu'us, hali li ya'a an yțțmmǫ. But we can be 
patient, even if it takes a year. [Trouble] "GǤsimi fț zuobid la an si'em, li paae yțma si'em nwa fț pț pțnǫ." :: 

" Naa, li anǫ yțțmmi nwa." "Look at your hair! How many years is it since you shaved (your head)?"  ::  "Yes, 

well, it's a year now." [Three-Problems-] O bǫǫ m san'an ka li gaad yțțmmi nwa' 'He has already been with me for 
over a year'. [1SA 29:3] Lin yi nannanna ken li kț paae yțțmmǫ 'In little more than a year'. [ISA 32:10] Ya'a ka' 

yțțm banǫ kenna la ka o zi'i, o da pț tǫn'ǫs ye dau si'a bǫ sakurin la paa o ya'am. If not for the coming years 
that she is not aware of, she didn't think there was any man at the school that she fancied. [Trouble] Note: text 

emended (original Ya'a ka' lin zaŋ yțțmmi kenna la ) and translated by MA. O ya'a kaanbnǫ o pǤǤgț zi'el, ka li an 

yțțm pisnu malțŋ di'ema yțțmmi zaŋi ken, ligidi la na kpǫn anǫ ala nǤǤ. 'If he dedicates his field during the 
Year of Jubilee, the value that has been set remains.'. [LEV 27:17] Jehoyakim da di Juda na'am la, yțma atan' 
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saŋa 'In the third year that Jehoiakim was king of Judah'. [DAN 1:1] Ka anǤ'Ǥnam ka Wina'am sțnf da pǫlig nǫ ba 

yțma pisnaasi la? 'With whom was God angry for forty years?'. [HEB 3:17] bǫǫ o bǫ teŋin la wțț yțma anu or 
has been in the country five years or so. [Constitution.] Yțțma ayǤpǤi ka ba mǫ' ZugsǤb yir la The Lord's Temple 
Built in Seven Years. [1KI 6:37 [heading]] ZugsǤb la zaŋi ba niŋ Filistia dim nu'usin yțțma pisnaasi. 'the Lord 
delivered them into the hands of the Philistines for forty years.'. [JDG 13:1] Yțțm sțma ayǤpǤi la saŋa zțțd da 

maal sț'țŋa. 'During the seven years of plenty the land produced abundant crops'. [GEN 41:47] li anǫ kpan'am sǤb 

onǫ da sț'oe kooko nǫ teŋ la mǫǫ li yțțmbanǫ gaad la sa. it was a rich man who had owned cocoa farms and 
the land in former years who had built it. [Trouble] Colloc: yțțm-yțțm ‘annually, every year’. ba da maan 

maana yțțm-yțțm 'The same sacrifices are offered for ever, year after year.'. [HEB 10:1] (o)  pț lǫn la'asid 

yțțm-yțțm yǤǤd la tisid Asiria Na'ab la ya'asǫ. 'he no longer paid tribute to the king of Assyria, as he had done 
year by year.'. [2KI 17:4] Colloc: yțma ([num.]) ‘age, ... [num.] years old’. Du'atanam la da yǫl o ye o yțma la an 

si'em la, li nar ye o ken sibiti tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el The doctors said that given his age he should go to hospital 
immediately. [Shoeshine-Boy] Bikanǫ nam pț gaad yțma ayǤpǤi ka ba nyǫ o Gaana ka zi' o saam nǫ o ma an 

siebaa. 'A child of not more than seven years of age found in Ghana whose parents are not known.'. [Constitution] 
Colloc:  yțțm2 pțkțdțg olden years. Űǫn, yțțm pțkțdțgin sa ka mam da pțn gban'e li yǫla! 'In days of old 
I planned it'. [1KI 19:25] Ka kǫ ka nidib wțsa nyǫ yǫlsu'adir suor linǫ ka Wina'am onǫ maal bțn wțsa la da su'a 

yțțm pțkțdțgin la. 'and to make plain to everyone the administration of this mystery, which for ages past was 
kept hidden in God, who created all things.'. [EPH 3:9] Etym: OV1 *BĬN ; OVN *YUM-DI/A ; GS1 *B¹I²/UN ; vc4 
*b ɪn ; PB *bú. Note: OVN looks like an innovation See: Ayțma-zu'oya; yțțmpțkțdțg. 

yțțm2 pțkțdțg   See main entry: yțțmpțkțdțg. ancient days. 

yʋʋm3   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yțțm-4  See main entry: yțțm1. song, psalm. 

yțțm-5  See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yțțma1   See main entry: yțțm1. song, psalm. 

yʋʋma2   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yțțmaa   See main entry: yțțm1. song, psalm. 

yțțmǫ   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yțțme   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yțțmmǫ   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yțțmmi   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yțțmpțkțda   See main entry: yțțmpțkțdțg. ancient days. 

yțțmpțkțdțg   Variant: yțțm2 pțkțdțg. Form: yțțmpțkțda. Variant: yumpokuda. n.pl. ancient days, of old. Űǫn, 

yțțm pțkțdțg la sa ka mam da pțn gban'e li yǫla! 'In days of old I planned it'. [ISA 37:26] Yțțmpțkțda saŋa 

la ba da yǫl ye, fț ya'a bǤǤd ye fț gban'e fț pian'ad gbin, fțn kem Abǫl teŋin ka li na maal. 'Long ago they 

used to say, ‘Get your answer at Abel,’ and that settled it.'. [2SA 20:18] M bǤǤd ye ya tǫnr pian'abanǫ ka Wina'am 

nǤdi'es sțma da dǫŋi pian' yțțmpțkțda la 'I want you to remember the words that were spoken long ago by the 
holy prophets'. [2PE 3:2] Ka kǫ ka nidib wțsa nyǫ yǫlsu'adir suor linǫ ka Wina'am onǫ maal bțn wțsa la da 

su'a yțțm pțkțdțgin la. 'and to make plain to everyone the administration of this mystery, which for ages past 

was kept hidden in God, who created all things.'. [EPH 3:9] See: yțțm; -kțdir. 

yțțmyț'țm   Form: yțțmyț'țmnib. n. a singer. Kohat buudi la ni, Heman da anǫ yțțmyț'țm ka an Joel biig 'From 

the Kohathites: Heman, the musician'. [1CH 6:33] Yțțmyț'țmnib tuongat la din. Ba yț'țmmi li nǫ googi. 'For 

the director of music. On my stringed instruments.'. [HAB 3:19] Ka ba yțțmyț'țmnib banǫ an dap nǫ pu'ab da 

anǫ kǤbisyi' (200). 'and they also had 200 men and women singers.'. [EZR 2:65] See: yțțm; yț'țm3. 

yțțmyț'țmnib   See main entry: yțțmyț'țm. singer. 

yțțn-   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yțțr   Variant: yoor; you'ur [W]; yțțri; yoore. Form: yțya. Variant: yoya. Form: yț-2. n. 1 • waterpot. Ku'om ya'a 
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budig ka kǫ yțțr, li saa na lǫm wik. If the water spills and leaves the pot (unbroken), you can use it to fetch 

water another time. [Asaasim  Proverb] Yțțr ya nwa'ae fț zuginǫ, fț suodnǫ. If the waterpot breaks on your head 
you (take the opportunity to) have a bath. [Asaasim  Proverb] Beckie ... di'ed yțțr biribiŋ la ni. Beckie took the 
waterpot from the boy. [Trouble] Ka o tțk yțțr la tǤ'ǤtǤ n zanl o nu'usin 'she ... quickly lowered the jar to her 
hands'. [GEN 24:18] yanamǫ kpǫn'ǫd tempțțgin la, ya na nyǫ dau ka o ziid yțțr nǫ ku'om 'As you enter the city, 

a man carrying a jar of water will meet you.'. [LUK 22:10] Biriku'an sǤb pian'ad nwǫnǫ sǤ' na ya'ab yțțr, ka 

nyǫlig kǤlibire bțligi li ka li vǫnl. 'Like a coating of glaze over earthenware are fervent lips with an evil heart.'. 

[PRO 26:23] On sǤs Wina'am naae la, ka Rebǫka mǫ mǤr yțțri yii kenna. 'Before he had finished praying, 
Rebekah came out with her jar on her shoulder.'. [GEN 24:15] O yțya nǫ siins bǫnǫ tan'asǤǤngin. Her waterpots 

and vats are in the  bath-place. [House+Farm] Gideon nǫ o nidib la kpǫm piebi ba na'atana la, ka nwa'ae ba yțya 

banǫ ka ba zaŋ bugum niŋi li pțțgin la 'They blew their trumpets and broke the jars that were in their hands' 
which had torches inside. [JDG 7:19] Pǫ'ǫlimi yțya anaasi nǫ ku'om ka kpa'ae niŋ maan la nǫ daad la zug! 'Fill 
four large jars with water and pour it on the offering and on the wood.'. [1KI 18:33] Dau kanǫ ka ba buon 

Jehoyakin la, ba sid nǫ'ǫs o nǫ wțț yțkanǫ nwa'ae? 'Is this man Jehoiachin a despised, broken pot?'. [JER 22:28] 
Colloc: yțțrin ‘in the pot’. NǤkim pǤǤg la da'ab gbana, linǫ tabil la nǫ linǫ pț tabil la, su yțțrin 'Take these 
copies of the deed of purchase (of the farm), both the sealed and the unsealed copies, and deposit them in an 

earthenware jar'. [JER 32:14] ka gbin'e ku'okanǫ an kasi bǫ yțțrin ka vaae Fuug Sțgțr la teŋ titani niŋ ku'omin 

la. 'Then he shall take some holy water in a clay jar and put some dust from the tabernacle floor into the water.'. 

[NUM 5:17] Gen: dțk1; Sim: siŋ. A-ziid yțțr pț la'ad A-nwa'ae-siŋa. The person carrying a waterpot should not 
laugh at the one who has broken a pitcher. [Proverb 032.a] A-ziid-siŋ pț la'ad A-nwa'ae-yțțrǫ. The person 
carrying a pitcher should not laugh at the one who has broken a waterpot. [Proverb 032.b] 'Zaŋim nǫ'ǫŋa,' Ofori yǫl 

sakurbil ka tisid o flawa yțnwa'alțŋ. 'Take this.' Ofori said to a pupil, and gave him a broken flowerpot. [Trouble] 
2 • "pot fetish" [W.] Sim: tirțk. See: danyțțr; ku'oyțțr. 

yțțri   See main entry: yțțr. pot, 'pot fetish'. 

yuudiŋ   See main entry: yuodiŋ. flour sieve. 

yuug   Variant: yuugǫ; yuuge; yuugǫǫ; yuugi. Form: yuugnǫ. Form: yuugid. Variant: yuugida; yuugidi. Form: yuugin. 

Variant: yuuginǫǫ. Form: yuug ya4. Variant: yuugya. v. to delay, 'keep long' [Gh.], be late. Note: be a long time 

before doing/in doing sth. Asa'ae yuug: Nwǫnǫ pu'a ya'a sa'ae paae dabisir pțsțk Prolonged labour: If a woman 
is in labour for half a day. [Womens-Health] Ki la kț yuug ka kțdigǫ. It won't be long before the millet is dry. 

[House+Farm] Fț tțmtțm Jakob da bǫnǫ Laban san'an yuug hali nǫ zina. 'Your servant Jacob says, I have been 
staying with Laban and have remained there till now.'. [GEN 32:4] bugis mǫ vțe yuug nǫ o bugusim 'a wicked 

man living long in his wickedness.'. [ECC 7:15] ya ... kǫns baans linǫ lǤǤ ya la ka li yuug 'Long ago you ... tore off 
your bonds'. [JER 2:20] Li ya'a yuug bǫǫ li ya'a pț yuugǫ, m sǤsid Wina'am ye fțn nǫ banǫ wțsa kǫlisid man 

zina la na kilim wțț man an si'em la. 'Short time or long–I pray God that not only you but all who are listening 
to me today may become what I am'. [ACT 26:29] Li pț yuugǫ ka Abǫdțg naan mu'arin la lǫbna ka nyu'oe 

bugum dǤbilin la It was not long before Abedug came back from the lake and made a fire in the kitchen. 

[Wonderwoman] asida ti ya'a sid gban'e kuob nu'usa ayi, li kulim kț yuugǫ ka ti lǫbig bțndaanam ma'aa truly, 
if we take up farming with all our might, it won't be long before we get rich. [Asaasim] Wina'am da nie nǫ'ǫŋa ye 

o bigis o tțmtțmnib yǫlbanǫ na kena ka li kț yuugǫ. The revelation ..which God gave him to show his 

servants what must soon take place'. [REV 1:1] M pț mǤǤl nǫ' yǫla ka pian' li yǫla ka li yuugǫǫ? 'Did I not proclaim 
this and foretell it long ago?'. [ISA 44:8] Li ya'a tun'e ka yuugi paae sansi'a wțsa li na nyaŋi ti'eb. However long 
it takes, it can be treated. [Trachoma] Ya giilim kțkțna teŋ nwa', ka li yuugi galis 'You have made your way 
around this hill country long enough'. [DEU 2:3] Na'ayin sǤnsțg la daa yuugnǫ. The discussion at the palace took 

a long time. [AIDS-I] Saul nǫ David yidim zaba la da yuugnǫ hali. 'The war between the house of Saul and the 
house of David lasted a long time.'. [2SA 3:1] Pu'akanǫ du'a nǤǤra anaasi, pu'abama sa'ar yuugid nǫ ka ku'od 

mǫ yit bǫdegț du'am la nya'aŋ. The woman who has brought forth four times –  the labour of those women is 
lengthened and her flow of blood is considerable. [Womens-Health] On da nam yuugid la ka dap la gban'e o 

nu'ug nǫ o pu'a la nǫ o bipumis ayi' la mǤri ba yis teŋ la yiŋ sa 'When he hesitated, the men grasped his hand 
and the hands of his wife and of his two daughters and led them safely out of the city'. [GEN 19:16] Sida sǤb pian'ad 

zi'enǫ saŋa wțsa, amaa ziri sǤb pian'ad pț yuugida. 'Truthful lips endure forever, but a lying tongue lasts only 
a moment.'. [PRO 12:19] Amaa bǫog da pț nied tǤ'ǤtǤ - li yuugidi galisi tis Adu. But morning didn't come soon 
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– it took a long time for Adu. [Trouble] Li na nwǫnǫ li yuugidnǫ, amaa gurini li 'It may seem slow in coming, but 

wait for it'. [HAB 2:3] ti ya'a pț yuuginǫǫ, anwaa ti keŋin nǤǤra ayi' ka lǫbin na 'if we had not delayed, we could 
have gone and returned twice'. [GEN 43:10] li yuugya ka m pț keŋ kaae m diemma it's a long time since I went to 
visit my father-in-law. [You-Do?] Nidib da siaki dǤl o sț'țŋa bǤzugǤ, on da kǫ ka ba lidigid nǫ o ba'akǤlțg 

bțgțb la li da yuug ya. 'They followed him because he had amazed them for a long time with his magic.'. [ACT 

8:11] Sim: waŋ, naan2, mǤdig, lus3; Cpart: dǫŋ. 

yuug ya4   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuugǫ   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuuge   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuugǫǫ   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuugi   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuugid   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuugida   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuugidi   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuugin   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuuginǫǫ   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuugnǫ   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuugya   See main entry: yuug. late [be]. 

yuulim   Variant: yuulimi. Form: yuulimnǫ. Variant: yuulimmɛ. v. to wave sth. Ka gan'ar kanǫ ka o piank la yuulim. And 

the gourd bottle she was carrying waved about. [Trouble] Ka ba tansid ka mǤri ba fuudi yuulim agǤla ka 

gbǫn'ǫsid titani yaaridi agǤla. 'They were screaming, waving their clothes, and throwing dust up in the air.'. [ACT 

22:23] Nwǫnǫ kțlțŋi yuulimi li tabidisin si'em la 'As a door turns on its hinges'. [PRO 26:14] Amaa sida la kpǫn 

yuulimnǫ teŋin la wțț saŋgbauŋ sabil nǫ. But the truth continued hanging over the village like a dark cloud. 

[Trouble] Ka tțm o buorigin la yis kugir yinne niŋ luobigin la yuulim-yuulim vǫnlig 'He put his hand into his 
bag and took out a stone, which he slung at Goliath.'. [1SA 17:28] 

yuulimi   See main entry: yuulim. wave. 

yuulimmɛ   See main entry: yuulim. wave. 

yuulimnǫ   See main entry: yuulim. wave. 

yuum   See main entry: yț'țm1. sing. 

yuum   See main entry: yțțm1. song, psalm. 

yuum   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yuum-   See main entry: yțțm1. song, psalm. 

yuum-   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yuuma   See main entry: yțțm1. song, psalm. 

yuuma   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yuumaa   See main entry: yțțm1. song, psalm. 

yuume   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 

yuun-   See main entry: yțțm2. year. 
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za1   n.pl. millet, late-millet. Za bț'țb tǤi gat ki bț'țb. Threshing late-millet is harder than threshing other grains. 

[House+Farm] Apam ǫǫnti bțtti za o pǤǤgin la Apam sows late-millet in his farm. [House+Farm] Sim: kief, 

naaddǫǫna, naadir. Etym: OV1 *Z¹O ; OVN *ZA ; GS1 *MI²/A/O ; vc4 *nya . Note: there are other examples of 
NY~Z  – ziim , nyǤ'Ǥs 

za-2   See main entry: zaam. evening. 

zab1   Variant: zabi; zabǫ. Form: zabnǫ. Form: zabid. Variant: zabit; zabidi; zappid; zabida; zabidaa. Form: zabidnǫ. 
Form: zabin. Variant: zabinya; zabinǫ. Form: zam3!. Form: zabir. v. 1 • to fight, rebuke. KțkǤma zab taaba 

AsǤn'oe-bi'ela yǫla. The lepers fought over which one was a bit better than the rest. [Proverb 233] ban'asieba 

nwǫnnǫ nwǫ'ǫdțg bǫǫ kǤnsțŋ ya'a gban'af, niŋgbiŋ la mǫŋ na zab nǫ ban'as la. if you get diseases like fever 
or cough your body itself fights against them. [AIDS-I] ba zab ka dau la bț' o pu'a la. they had a quarrel and the 
man beat his wife. [You-Heard?] Josua nǫ o zabzabidib la niŋ asiri keŋ Ai ye ba zab nǫ ba. 'Joshua got ready to 

go to Ai with all his soldiers.'. [JOS 8:3] Filistia dim la da la'as zin'isi'a ye ba zab ka li an bǫŋa pǤǤg 'the 
Philistines banded together at a place where there was a field full of lentils'. [2SA 22:11] Ka zab nǫ ba, ban daa pț 

niŋ yadda, ka maal zukpi'euŋ ka pț siak banǫ daa nyǫǫ o ka o vțe la pian'ad la. 'he rebuked them for their 
lack of faith and their stubborn refusal to believe those who had seen him after he had risen.'. [MRK 16:14] ka nidib 

la wțsa gu'oe ka pț lǫn kad Israel dim la, ka mǫ pț lǫn zabǫ. 'they no longer pursued Israel, nor did they fight 
anymore.'. [2SA 2:28] Adțgbalin ka soogianam daa zabi gu' ka buudbama la pț nyaŋi faaǫn Adțgbalǫ. The 
military were fighting to hold on to Adugbal, and those factions could not take over Adugbal. [AIDS-I.b] Ka 

sț'țditiŋ yii o nǤǤrin na, ka o na zaŋi li zabi nyaŋ buudi wțsa ka sț'țgi ba nǫ paŋ 'Out of his mouth came a 

sharp sword, with which he will defeat the nations. He will rule over them'. [REV 19:15] Li nwǫnǫ fț ti'ebnǫ kena 

ye fț zabnǫ mam nǫ. It seems as though you are getting ready to come and quarrel with me. [Trouble] Abimelek 

da zabnǫ kpǫn' tempțțgin hali ti nyaŋi kț nidib la wțsa. 'Abimelech pressed his attack against the city until 
he had captured it and killed its people'. [JDG 9:45] Ka fț ǫǫnti zabid nǫ o pu'ab la bǫ yin laa? And you used to 

fight with the women of the house? [Three-Problems] Li pț yuugǫ ka buudi ayi' zabid nǫ taaba It was not long 
before the two factions were in conflict. [AIDS-I.a] Ka li yimbǫog ka o lǫn yi ka nyǫ ka Hibiru nidib ayi' zabid nǫ 

taaba 'The next day he went back and saw two Hebrew men fighting.'. [EXO 2:13] BǤ ka ya li'el tempțțg 

zaŋguom la zabida? 'Why did you go so near the city during the fight?'. [2SA 11:20] Fțn pț wțm ye du'atanam 

zabidi nwa' yǫla? Haven't you heard that the medical authorities are opposed to that? [AIDS-Azuur] Ka o na gati ti 

tuonnǫ zabidi ti zaba tisidi ti. he will 'to go out before us and fight our battles'. [1SA 8:20] Ayțma onǫ aan 

asambulman la daa yǫl ye sogianam zabidnǫ. Ayuma who was an assemblyman said that soldiers fight. [AIDS-I] 
Abija nǫ Jeroboam da zabidnǫ saŋa wțsa. 'There was war between Abijah and Jeroboam.'. [1KI 15:7] Naa! Zam 

nǫ Ramot dinǫ bǫ Gilead la ka fț na nyaŋ! 'Attack Ramoth Gilead and be victorious'. [1KI 22:12] Zam nǫ m 

dataas la wțsa. 'Strike all my enemies'. [PSA 3:7] Zamim m yǫla, m Wina'am nǫ m ZugsǤba. 'Contend for me, 
my God and Lord.'. [PSA 35:23] Da keŋ zabinya, bǤzugǤ man kț bǫ nǫ ya. 'Do not go up and fight, because I will 
not be with you.'. [DEU 1:42] Note: This appears to be a plural imperative form, but it is not normal for Kusaal.bb Da kǫ ka 

zabir bǫ man nǫ fțn sțțgin 'Let's not have any quarrelling between you and me'. [GEN 13:8] Etym: OVN *ZAB ; 
GS1 *YO¹. 
2 • to bother, suffer, 'pain sb.' [Gh.] Dau la daa maal sțnkpi'eŋț buŋi ti keŋ paae nyǫnǫ on digi kaasid ye o 

siaa zabid. The man bravely sneaked to get to where he could see her lying crying that her 'waist' was hurting. 

[You-Heard?] Biig la nǤbiri zabid, dinzug, o kț keŋ sakur zina. 'The child’s leg is paining him, therefore he 
cannot go to school today.'. [[MA]] Nini la fțlis nǫ ka zabid. They eyes are swollen and painful. [Trachoma] Amus 

ya'a dit sa'ab, li zabid baa sțțnr nǫ. When the cat eats t.z. it hurts the dog's heart. [Proverb 006] NǤbir kanǫ zabit 

la pț kpǫ'ǫsid nǫ nǤbkanǫ. 'The squeaky wheel get the oil.'. [Asaasim Proverb] Lit: The leg that hurts is the one you 
favour. ("You do not walk on the leg that has pain" [MA]).  M da du'a o nǫ ka li zabid hali! 'I gave birth to him 
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in pain.'. [1CH 4:9] Ka o si'el ya'a ti pț lǫm zabida o na dǤl o ka ba keŋ kua. If he wasn't still in pain, he would 

go to farm with him. [Asaasim] Fț zug zabidaa? Have you got a headache? [Trouble] BǤǤ kpǫlim ka zabidi fǤ? 
What else is bothering you? [Three-Problems] Note: better BǤǤ lǫn [MA]  Ba bț'țm amaa li pț zabidima! 'They beat 
me, but I don't feel it!'. [PRO 23:35] Yaro n da kuod o kooko pǤǤgțn nǫ sț'țraug la, o sia nǫ o gțrțg da 

zabidnǫ As Yaro was tending his cocoa farm with a cutlass, his 'waist' and back were paining. [Trouble] Fț zug la 

lǫn zabidnǫǫ? Have you still got a headache? [Trouble] Colloc: kǤ'Ǥm zabid X ~ X kǤ'Ǥm zabid ‘X is starving’. Fț 

kǤ'Ǥm ya'a zabid ka fț paam ganya dii fț tam kǤ'Ǥm yǫla. If you are hungry and get some gaa-fruit to eat, you 
will forget your hunger. Esau yii keŋ mǤǤgin tǤn'Ǥsi lǫb na, ka o kǤ'Ǥm zabid hali. 'Esau came in from hunting. 
He was hungry'. [GEN 25:29] o lǫbid Jerusalem ka o kǤ'Ǥm zabid 'as he was on his way back to the city, he was 

hungry'. [MAT 21:18] Fț dataa kǤ'Ǥm ya'a zabid, fțn tisim o diib ka o di 'If your enemy is hungry, feed him'. [ROM 

12:20] 
3 • to repair (leather items). M anǫ ta'adduus, m duusid nǫ ka zappid ta'adkțgis nǫ ta'adgǫǫdis. I'm a 

shoeshine-boy, I polish and repair shoes and 'cross-sandals'. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: gbanzab; zabir1; zabdintaa; 

zabbǤǤd; zabbǤn'Ǥg; zabpansid; zabtaasim; zabyț'țr; zabzabid. 

zab-2   See main entry: zabir1 [N]. fight, pain. 

zaba1   See main entry: zabir1 [N]. fight, pain. 

zaba2   See main entry: zabir2. antelope [sp]. 

zabbǤn'Ǥd   See main entry: zabbǤn'Ǥg. battlefield. 

zabbǤn'Ǥg   Form: zabbǤn'Ǥd. n. a battlefield. ZugsǤb Onǫ an Paŋtita'ar SǤba, fțnǫ ... faandim ka lusidi m zug 

zabbǤn'Ǥgin. 'Lord God, ... you shield my head on the day of battle'. [PSA 140:7] Nidib la zǤǤ widig zabbǤn'Ǥgin 

la ka nidib bǫdegț kpi. 'The men fled from the battle. Many of them fell and died. [2SA 1:4] See: zab; zabir1; 

bǤn'Ǥg. 

zabbǤǤd   Form: zabbǤǤdib. n. a belligerent person. O faanmi yi zabbǤǤdib la nu'usin. 'he ... saves me from violence.'. 

[2SA 22:3] Nabstr: zabtaasim; Cpart: zabpansid ‘a reconciler’. See: zab; zabir1; bǤ2. 

zabbǤǤdib   See main entry: zabbǤǤd. belligerent. 

zabdimtaas   See main entry: zabdintaa. adversary. 

zabdintaa   Form: zabdimtaas. Variant: zabidim taas. n. an adversary, opponent. Dǫŋim maali fț yǫl nǫ fț zabdintaa 

tǤ'ǤtǤ yanam nam bǫ suorin la. Li ya'a ka' ala, fț zabdintaa la na ta'asif kǤǤtț nii niŋ sariakat nu'ugin 'Settle 
matters quickly with your adversary who is taking you to court. Do it while you are still with him on the way, or he 

may hand you over to the judge'. [MAT 5:25] Fț anǫ ti nid bǫǫ ti zabdimtaas la yinne? 'Are you for us or for our 
enemies?'. [JOS 5:13] Israel nyaŋ Jabin nǫ o zabidim taas la 'Joshua Defeats Jabin and His Allies'. [JOS 11:1 

[heading]] See: zab; taa1. 

zabǫ   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabi   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabid   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabida   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabidaa   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabidi   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabidim taas   See main entry: zabdintaa. adversary. 

zabidnǫ   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabin   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabin   See main entry: zanbin1. mark. 

zabinǫ   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabinya   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 
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zabir   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabir1   Form: zaba1.  Note: usu. pl. Form: zab-2. n. 1 • a fight, fighting spirit. fț na nyaŋ zabir la nǫ fțn na zabid nǫ 

Wina'am kanǫ vțe la yț'țr zug. you will be victorious in the fight which you wage for the living God. [Trouble] O 

da nǤk kpan nǫ kț nidib kǤbisnii zabir yinne ma'aa ni. 'He fought with his spear against 300 men and killed 
them all in one battle.'. [1CH 11:11] Lit: 800. O baŋid o siigin zaba la yț'țs. He was aware of conflict in his spirit 

again. [Trouble] Adu nǫ o taab la buon Siaka ye dabiemțg la anǫ o zǤti zaba. The reason Adu and his mates 
called Siaka a coward was that he was afraid to fight. [Trouble] Fțn Babilon, anǫ m zaba balaarǫ 'Babylonia,' 'You 
are my war club'. [JER 51:20] Ka teŋ la yț'țn digin baanlimm ka zaba kae. 'There was now peace in the land.'. [JOS 

14:15] M na kǫ ka zaba nǫ kǤ'Ǥm nǫ ban'abǫ'ǫd lii ba zugin, ka kǫ ka ba nwǫnǫ kekambǫ'ǫdnam 'I am 

bringing sword, famine, and pestilence on them, making them like rotten figs'. [JER 29:127] O da anǫ paŋsǤb hali 

ka ti sǤ'ǤsǤ da kț tun'e kpa' o nǫ zabaa. He was strong and nobody could take him on in a fight. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Fț mi' ye zabaa da bǫ zin'ig wțsa giligi m saam David la You know that my father David was surrounded by 
conflicts on every side. [1KI 5:3] Asida, nǫ' anǫ zabkțdțg ka o mǫ mi' li yǫla nyain. Indeed, this was an old 

argument and she knew all about it. [Trouble] Banǫ bǫ Kristo ni la ma'aa dit ya'an zabkaŋa ni. Only those who 
are in Christ can be victorious in this fight. [Trouble] Man nǫ m nidib la wțsa daa nyǫ zabtita'ar nǫ Ammon dim 
'I and my people were engaged in a great struggle with the Ammonites'. [JDG 12:2] Colloc: zabirin ‘in the fight’; 

zaba sǤb3 ‘a belligerent, pugnacious person’. Zaba sǤb bǫlisid o kpi'a kpǫn'ǫsid o suobǫ'ǫdin. 'A violent man 

entices his neighbour and leads him down a path that is not good.'. [PRO 16:29] Colloc: zaba fuug ‘war-gown, 
armour’. zabzabidib banǫ zu'oe ka yǫ zaba fuud ka mǤr gbanti'edis linǫ an bțmbǫda nǫ bțmbibis la 'your 
horsemen fully armed, and a great horde with large and small shields'. [EZK 38:4] Colloc: zaba la'ad ‘weapons, 
armour’. Yǫǫmi Wina'am zaba la'ad la wțsa 'Put on the full armour of God'. [EPH 6:11] Colloc: zaba sț'țg 
‘sword’. Fț zaba sț'țgț sadigim daa kǫ ka bimanam kpǫlim zaalim la 'your sword has made many mothers 
childless'. [1SA 15:33] ba wțsa da bǤbnǫ nǫ zaba sț'țs 'all of them armed with swords'. [JDG 20:25] Colloc: zab 

bǤn'Ǥg ‘battlefield’. Benjamin nid yi zab bǤn'Ǥgin la na aans o fuud ka bug o zug nǫ titan sțnsa'aŋ zug 'a 
Benjamite ran from the battle line and went to Shiloh, his clothes torn and dust on his head' from sorrow. [1SA 4:12] 
2 • pain. ba ya'a nwǫ'ǫdi ti ka li sțŋ zabir la. if they beat us this would ease the pain. [Shoeshine-Boy] On sun o 

zug la ka pin'il kaasig, li da ka'anǫ niŋgbiŋ zabir yǫla, amaa sțnsa'aŋ When he hung his head he started 
weeping, not because of physical pain but heartbreak. [Trouble] o da sa'ae nǫ kpi'emis ka du'am la zabir da wțm 

o hali. 'she went into labour and gave birth, but was overcome by her labour pains.'. [1SA 4:19] See: sțnzabir; zab; 

zabdintaa; zabyț'țr; zugzabir. 

zabir2   Form: zaba2. n. antelope [sp.] 

zabit   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabnǫ   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zabpansid   Form: zabpansidib. n. a reconciler. Kristo aan ti zabpansid ka nǤki ti buudi ayi' la la'as ka ti lieb yinne 
'For Christ himself has brought us peace by making Jews and Gentiles one people.'. [EPH 2:14] Zaba ya'a bǤǤd ye li 

wțm zabzabidiba zabpansidib zǤtnǫ lut. When fighting wants to injure the fighters, peacemakers stumble as 

they run (to help). [Proverb 073] Banǫ an zabpansidib na bun sumbțgțsțm nǫ pțpielim. 'Peacemakers who sow 
in peace raise a harvest of righteousness.'. [JAS 3:18] Wina'am albareka bǫ nǫ zabpansidib la 'Blessed are the 
peacemakers'. [MAT 5:9] Cpart: zabbǤǤd ‘belligerent person’. See: zabir1; pansig. 

zabpansidib   See main entry: zabpansid. reconciler. 

zabtaasim   n. belligerence. ... nǫ bada maalțg nǫ sǤntțțma nǫ datatțțma nǫ zabtaasim ... '... idolatry and sorcery; 

quarrels, a contentious temper ...' [in list]. [GAL 5:20] InvNabstr: zabbǤǤd. See: zabir1; taas3. 

zabyț'țr   Variant: zabyu'ur; zabyț'țri. n. nom de guerre, nickname. Nǫ' yǫla kǫnǫ ka m dǤǤgțn bitaaba la pțdim 

zabyț'țr ye, "Akimedis". For this reason my classmates gave me the nickname of 'Archimedes'. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Nwa' pa'an Esau (onǫ zabyț'țri buon ye Edom la) yaas yǫla: 'THIS is an account of the descendants of Esau, 
that is Edom.'. [GEN 36:1] See: zab; zabir1; yț'țr. 

zabyț'țri   See main entry: zabyț'țr. nom de guerre. 

zabyu'ur   See main entry: zabyț'țr. nom de guerre. 
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zabzab-   See main entry: zabzabid. fighter. 

zabzabid   Variant: zabzabida. Form: zabzabidib. Variant: zabzabidiba; zabzabidibi. Form: zabzab-. n. fighter, 

warrior. fț anǫ biig, amaa oŋa pțn anǫ zabzabid o biilimin sa. 'you are only a boy, and he has been a fighting 
man from his youth.'. [1SA 17:33] ZugsǤb bǫ nǫf, fțn kanǫ an zabzabida amǫŋa! 'The Lord is with you, mighty 
warrior.'. [JDG 6:12] Josua nǫ o zabzabidib la niŋ asiri keŋ Ai ye ba zab nǫ ba. 'Joshua got ready to go to Ai with 

all his soldiers.'. [JOS 8:3] Buolimi fț zabzabidib la wțsa ka ba yina! 'Call out your whole army'. [JDG 9:29] Ba kț 

buŋidi kpa'ad zabzabidib ka bie ka bas suorǫ. ''They plunge through defences without breaking ranks'. [JOL 2:8] 
Lit: they won't go through in the face of warriors and turn aside out of the road. Zaba ya'a bǤǤd ye li wțm 

zabzabidiba zabpansidib zǤtnǫ lut. When fighting wants to injure the fighters, peacemakers stumble as they 

run (to help). [Proverb 073] Kemi, zabzabidibaa. 'March on, O warriors'. [JER 46:9] Efiram dim la da buoli ba 

zabzabidibi lǤ'Ǥŋi keŋ Zafon 'The men of Ephraim called out their forces, crossed over to Zaphon'. [JDG 12:1] 
Banǫ an zabzabkpi'ema ka m da tțm la na. They are 'my great army that I sent among you.'. [JOL 2:25] hali baa 

ba zabzabsțma la kț nyaŋi zi'enǫ zab nǫ ba. 'even their best troops will not have the strength to stand.'. [DAN 

11:15] Sim: soogia, laŋgima ‘soldier in the modern army’. See: zab; zabir1. 

zabzabida   See main entry: zabzabid. fighter. 

zabzabidib   See main entry: zabzabid. fighter. 

zabzabidiba   See main entry: zabzabid. fighter. 

zabzabidibi   See main entry: zabzabid. fighter. 

za'a-   See main entry: zak. yard, clan. 

za'adiŋ [MA]   Form: za'adis. n. a pot-stand. Ba zaŋ dayțțr la zi'el za'adiŋin. They put the pito pot on the pot-stand. [MA] 

za'adis   See main entry: za'adiŋ [MA]. potstand. 

za'ak   See main entry: zak. yard, clan. 

za'am   See main entry: zam2. deceit. 

za'ambǫmis   See main entry: za'ambǫŋ. portico. 

za'ambǫŋ   Variant: za'ambeŋ. Form: za'ambǫmis. Variant: za'ambens. n. a veranda, covered place, portico. Yidaan dǤǤg 

la mǤri za'ambǫŋ. The householder's room has a veranda. [House+Farm] Li da mǤri dǤgbǫǫnda atan' nǫ dǤbil nǫ 

diib suak dǤǤg nǫ za'ambǫŋ nǫ sțțsis ayi' nǫ baŋgidanam ayi'. It had three bedrooms, a kitchen and pantry, 
and a veranda, two bathrooms and two toilets. [Jealousy] O da zi'el buos la nǫ Pț'țsim Yir la za'anǤǤr za'ambǫŋ 

la tuon. Bua kanǫ bǫ dagǤbțg la, o da pțd o li yț'țri ye, Jakin ka pțd onǫ bǫ datiuŋ la ye, Boaz. 'He erected 
the pillars at the portico of the temple. The pillar to the south he named Jakin and the one to the north Boaz. [1KI 

7:21] O da maal maanmaannib la za'ambǫŋ, ka maal za'ambǫŋ tita'ar nǫ li kțlis 'He made the courtyard of the 
priests, and the large court and the doors for the court'. [2CH 4:9] Banǫ gur la dǤǤd nǫ li dǤkpina banǫ bǫŋ la nǫ li 

za'ambǫŋ la makir anǫ yinne. Li za'anǤǤr nǫ li za'ambǫŋ la mǤr takoronamǫ giligi li. 'Its alcoves, its 
projecting walls and its portico had the same measurements as the others. The gateway and its portico had 

openings all around.'. [EZK 40:29] Ba da mǫ' za'ambǫŋi li tuon ka pili li zugin la. 'It had a covered porch, 
supported by columns.'. [1KI 7:6] Colloc: za'ambǫŋin. Ban la ti' za'ambǫŋin la; kem nǤki boto ayi' ka suma ya'a 

ti kpǫn vǤn yanam mǤr na. Ya di'edi boto ayi' ka na ti lǫbis boto anaasi. They are the ones in the porch; go 
and take two sacks (of groundnuts) and as soon as you harvest groundnuts, you bring them back. You take two 

sacks and bring back four sacks. [Wealth-Is-Power] TǤn'Ǥs la da giligi gǤs dǤǤd la, kuzǫya nǫ teebulnam da bǫ 

sǤnsțg dǤǤgțn nǫ za'ambǫŋin la. The hunter looked around at the rooms: there were chairs and tables in the 

parlour and the veranda. [Jealousy] Ka Ehud yi za'ambǫŋin na ka yǤ' za'anǤya banǫ dțt girimbisa la zug la ka 

kpari ba. 'Then Ehud went out to the porch; he shut the doors of the upper room behind him and locked them.'. 

[JDG 3:23] hali ya za'ambǫmisin na an lǤmis. even in your verandas it will be frogs. [EXO 8:3] 
za'ambens   See main entry: za'ambǫŋ. portico. 

za'ambeŋ   See main entry: za'ambǫŋ. portico. 

za'anǤ-   See main entry: za'anǤǤr. gateway. 

za'anǤgu'ud   Form: za'anǤgu'udib. Variant: za'anǤgu'udibi. n. a gate-keeper. Za'anǤgu'udib la da anǫ Sallum nǫ 
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Telem nǫ Uri. 'From the gatekeepers: Shallum, Telem and Uri.'. [EZR 10:24] Ba da pțdig za'anǤgu'udib la ka li 

dǤlli ba tuongatib la an si'em 'The temple guards were divided into groups, according to' 'their chief men'. [1CH 

26:12] O mǫ da gaŋ za'anǤgu'udibi pțdigi ba ka ba gur za'anǤǤr wțsa 'He also appointed the gatekeepers by 
divisions for the various gates'. [2CH 8:14] Syn: za'anǤgur. See: za'anǤǤr; gu'ud; za'anǤgur. 

za'anǤgu'udib   See main entry: za'anǤgu'ud. gate.keeper. 

za'anǤgu'udibi   See main entry: za'anǤgu'ud. gate.keeper. 

za'anǤgur   n. a gate-keeper. Li da kpi'enǫ kpǫǫmnam la dǤǤg, linǫ bǫ Sallum biig Maaseya onǫ an za'anǤgur la dǤǤg 

la zugin. 'It was next to the room of the officials, which was over that of Maaseiah son of Shallum the 
doorkeeper.'. [JER 35:4] Li nwǫnǫ dau na nwiǫnd ka zaŋ o yiri gu'ul o tțmtțmnib ... ka yǫl za'anǤgur la ye o 

gur. 'It's like a man going away: He leaves his house and puts his servants in charge ... and tells the one at the door 
to keep watch.'. [MRK 13:34] Syn: za'anǤgu'ud. See: za'anǤǤr; gur1; za'anǤgu'ud. 

za'anɔnya   See main entry: za'anǤǤr. gateway. 

za'anǤya   See main entry: za'anǤǤr. gateway. 

za'ano-   See main entry: za'anǤǤr. gateway. 

za'anoya   See main entry: za'anǤǤr. gateway. 

za'anǤǤr   Variant: za'anoor; zanɔɔr1; za'anǤǤrǫ; za'anǤǤrǫǫ; za'anǤǤri; za'anoori. Form: za'anǤya. Variant: za'anoya; 

za'anɔnya. Form: za'anǤ-. Variant: za'ano-. n. entrance, gateway, doorway. Zaŋim kaanrțg la ki'el bțlțțg la 

za'anǤǤr. 'Take the zana mat and lean against the entrance to the animal room.'. [MA] Ya'a ka' biribis nǫ bipumis 

bi'ela banǫ labisid dǤǤd la za'anɔnya ni la, si'el da kae yiŋ la. Apart from a few boys and girls skulking in the 

doorways of the rooms, there was nothing outside. [Trouble] m tamnǫ, yir la za'anǤǤr la saafii nwa m sien. I 
forgot! Here is the house-key, in my waist-cloth. [You-Heard?] Note: women wearing a wrapper-skirt keep small items in 

the rolled-over top of the cloth.   (Ba) kǫ ka dasam nǫ bțnkțd la wțsa zu'om ka babinnǫ ieed za'anǤǤr la ka pț 

nyǫta 'they struck the men who were at the door of the house, young and old, with blindness so that they could not 
find the door.'. [GEN 19:11] Ka nǤk fugǤbțg linǫ bǫŋid la ya'ali lus Fuug Sțgțr la za'anǤǤr. 'and put the curtain 
at the entrance to the tabernacle'. [EXO 40:5] Eli kpǫn bik nǫ kțk la li azampǫ'ǫl Siilo teŋ la za'anǤǤr la baba 'Eli 

fell backwards from his seat beside the gate'. [1SA 4:18] O da zi'el buos la nǫ Pț'țsim Yir la za'anǤǤr za'ambǫŋ 

la tuon. Bua kanǫ bǫ dagǤbțg la, o da pțd o li yț'țri ye, Jakin ka pțd onǫ bǫ datiuŋ la ye, Boaz. 'He erected 
the pillars at the portico of the temple. The pillar to the south he named Jakin and the one to the northBoaz. [1KI 7:21] 
Ani ka o keŋ za'anǤǤr kanǫ kpa' ya-nya'aŋ la. 'Then he went to the gate facing east.'. [EZK 40:6] li nar ye m dǤl 

kum za'anǤǤrǫǫ? 'must I go through the gates of death'. [ISA 38:10] ba na mǤr suori na di nyǤvțr tiig la wala, ka 

na dǤl za'anǤǤri kpǫn' teŋ la ni. 'They shall be free to eat from the tree of life and may enter the city by the gates.'. 

[REV 22:14] ba yǤ' za'anǤya la ka kț lǫn yǤ'Ǥgǫ asǫǫ Vț'țsțm dabisir daar la ya'a ti gaad 'the gates should be 

shut and not opened until after the sabbath'. [NEH 13:19] ya na nǤk nyulinnyu'usi tțm ziim la bǫ laan la buoǫn li 

giligi ya dǤǤd za'anǤya 'Take a bunch of hyssop, dip it into the blood in the basin and put some of the blood on 
the top and on both sides of the doorframe'. [EXO 12:22] O ianki dǤl za'anǤbili kpǫn' He leapt in through the small 
gateway. [Electricity] (ba) baŋ ye onǫ ǫǫnti zin' Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir za'anǤkanǫ ka ba buon Vǫnlim za'anǤǤrin 

la 'they recognized him as the same man who used to sit begging at the temple gate called Beautiful'. [ACT 3:10] Ka 

ti yii ani keŋ tțțg Efiram Za'anǤǤr zugin, linǫ ka ba buon Jesiana Za'anǤǤr bǫǫ Za'anǤkțdțg la 'and from 
there we went past Ephraim Gate, Jeshanah Gate (Old Gate) ...'. [NEH 12:39] DǤlli za'anǤǤr linǫ pǤǤd la kpǫn', 

bǤzugǤ za'anǤyaliŋ nǫ suoyaliŋ la kennǫ san'auŋ zin'igin. 'Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate 

and broad is the road that leads to destruction'. [MAT 7:13] Colloc: za'anǤǤrin(ǫ/i) ‘in/to/from the entrance’. O 

zin'inǫ o dǤǤg za'anǤǤrin She is sitting in the doorway of her room. [Trouble] fțn nǤkim o keŋ za'anǤǤrin ka nǤk 

vțțndiŋi vțdig o tțbir 'then take an awl and push it through his ear lobe into the door'. [DEU 15:17] Ka dap banǫ 

wțsa yi za'anǤǤrin la ka wțm Hamor nǫ Sekǫm yǫl si'el la siak 'All the men who went out of the city gate 

agreed with Hamor and his son Shechem'. [GEN 34:24] On yǫl ala naae la ka duoe nǤk dǤbil la saafi keŋ paae 

dǤbil la za'anǤǤrinǫ zi'en kii When he had said that he took the key of the kitchen and went to the door of it and 
stood fixedly. [You-Heard?] Ka banǫ gur la bǫ za'anǤǤrini gur sanrega la. 'and there were guards on duty at the 
prison gate.'. [ACT 12:6] Sim: zampa'anǤǤr. See: zak; nǤǤr1. 

za'anǤǤrǫ   See main entry: za'anǤǤr. gateway. 
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za'anǤǤrǫǫ   See main entry: za'anǤǤr. gateway. 

za'anǤǤri   See main entry: za'anǤǤr. gateway. 

za'anoor   See main entry: za'anǤǤr. gateway. 

za'anoori   See main entry: za'anǤǤr. gateway. 

za'antɔlig   See main entry: zan'antǤlig. middlestick. 

za'aŋi   See main entry: zan'aŋ1. trained. 

za'as   See main entry: zak. yard, clan. 

za'asa   See main entry: zan'asa. all. 

za'asi   See main entry: zak. yard, clan. 

za'asțg   n. itchy stuff. Ki la udug mǤr za'asțg pamm. The millet-chaff has a lot of itchy stuff. [House+Farm] Nayiig ye 

bțțg zug anǫ za'asțg. The thief says a goat's head is scratchy. [Asaasim Proverb] See: zakkim. 

zak   Variant: za'ak; zaki. Form: za'as. Variant: za'asi. Form: za'a-. n. 1 • a courtyard. Ayaab biribiŋ onǫ pǫ'ǫs ayi' la 

daa dig zak teŋsțk Ayaab's second son was lying down in the middle of the courtyard. [Electricity] Zak la milignǫ 
The yard was a mess. [Wonderwoman] Adu gǤsi gilig zak la tǤ'ǤtǤ. Adu quickly looked around the courtyard. 

[Trouble] Ba da lǫm maal zi'esa linǫ ba'a daad banǫ gu'ud fubanǫ gilig zak la 'the bases for the surrounding 
courtyard'. [EXO 38:31] Lit: the stands which secure the uprights ('sticks') which secure the cloths which .... Amaa 

da mak zak linǫ bǫ yiŋ laa But exclude the outer court; do not measure it. [REV 11:2] Pț'țsim Yir za'as ayi' la 

pțțgin wțsa o da mǫ' nǫ bimbima 'In both courts of the temple of the Lord, he built altars'. [2KI 21:5] o mak zak 

la ka li an bțmmauk 'he measured the court: It was square'. [EZK 40:7] LǤdis anaasi banǫ bǫ zak kanǫ bǫ yiŋ la 

ni, ka m nyǫ za'abibis 'In the four corners of the outer court were enclosed courts'. [EZK 46:22] 
Colloc: zakin(i)/za'asin ‘in/to/from the yard/s’. yisǤb la siak ka pț'țsi ba ken-ken, ka buol zakin ye ba mǤr 

ku'om na tis saam. the houseowner responded and welcomed them, and called into the courtyard that they 

should bring water for the strangers. [Billygoat] Ba dǫlig ki sieba nǫ zakin. They spread some of the millet to dry in 
the courtyard. [House+Farm] Jeremia da kpǫm bǫ banǫ gur la zakin hali ti paae saŋa kanǫ ka Babilon dim 

faaǫn Jerusalem la. 'And Jeremiah remained in the courtyard of the guard until the day Jerusalem was captured.'. 

[JER 38:28] kpǫn'ǫmi zakini nu ku'om ka nyǫ paŋi lǫbi kuli. go into the courtyard and drink water and get the 

strength to go home. [Trees] Ka ZugsǤb wțm o fabțlțg ka kǫ ka lǤmis la kpii ba yaan, nǫ ba za'asin, nǫ ba 

pǤǤdin nǫ zin'is wțsa. 'And the Lord did what Moses asked. The frogs died in the houses, in the courtyards and 
in the fields.'. [EXO 8:13] 
2 • clan, family, sub-lineage. Note: social hierarchy reflects architecture Social units buud < tuŋ < yir < zak < dǤǤg 
("tribe – ? –  household –  clan – family " [MA] –  if this is the local-English usage of 'clan', then I suppose the 

available anthropological term for tuŋ is "segment" or "lineage"   [TN]). Ti za'ak dim wțsa mǤri Nasaar yarim 

la n dțgid saŋa wțsa. Our all our family members always use iodised salt for cooking. [Iodine] Note: Within the yir , 
'house(hold), extended family' the zak , 'courtyard' is a smaller unit, one of several co-wives with her children, or a dependent 

son with his wife and children.   Wǫbaa da anǫ ba zak la kisțg; li pț nar ye ya kisbțn lǫn mǤǤd ye o kțț fǤ. The 

leopard was their clan taboo-animal; it is not right that your taboo-animal tries to kill you. [Trouble] Pu'adu'asnam 

la zǤt Wina'am dabiem la zug ka o kǫ ka ba zak yalig. 'And because the midwives feared God, he gave them 
families of their own.'. [EXO 1:21] Lit: let their courtyard widen. Note: A man has a yir , a woman has a zak or dǤǤg. 
Abigel da duoe tǤ'ǤtǤ ti'ebi ban' bțŋ, ka o zak bipumis anu dǤl o 'Abigail quickly got on a donkey ... attended 
by her five maids'. [1SA 25:42] Esta zak biis la nǫ dap banǫ da gur o la da kena yǫl o Modekaya yǫla la 'Esther's 

maids and eunuchs came and told her about Mordecai'. [EST 4:4] fț ... kǫ ka Juda nǫ Jerusalem nidib pț bǫ zin'ig 

yinnee ka yuod wțț Ahab zaki maal si'em la. 'you have led Judah and the people of Jerusalem to prostitute 
themselves, just as the house of Ahab did.'. [2CH 21:13] Za'as banǫ da la'asi an Gerson tuŋ la da anǫ Libni nǫ 

Simie 'The clan of Gershon was composed of the families of Libni and Shimei.'. [NUM 3:21] Kaalim Levi nidib la 

dǤlis nǫ ba tuŋ nǫ ba za'asi an si'em. 'Count the Levites by their families and clans'. [NUM 3:15] Kohat tuŋ za'asi 

la. 'These were the families of Kohath'. [NUM 3:27] See: za'anǤǤr. 
zak   See main entry: ziank2. rise. 

zaki   See main entry: zak. yard, clan. 
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zakir   See main entry: ziank2. rise. 

zakkim   v. to itch. Niŋgbina zakkim bǫǫ mǤr saŋkpana. The body itches or has a rash. [AIDS-Azuur] Sim: mul. 
See: za'asțg. 

zam1   Variant: zami; zammi. Form: zamnǫ. Form: zammid. Form: zammidnǫ. Form: zammțg. Variant: zamțg. v. to 

betray, cheat, deceive, entrap. Onǫ la ka ya zam o ka kțț o la. 'And now you have betrayed and murdered him.'. 

[ACT 7:52] NǤǤra ayi' nwa' ka o zam mam. 'He has deceived me these two times'. [GEN 27:36] Ka Yesu daa pțn mi' 

onǫ ye o zam o la zug 'Jesus already knew who was going to betray him'. [JHN 13:11] M ZugsǤba, anǤ'Ǥnǫ ye o 

zamif la? 'Lord, who is going to betray you?'. [JHN 21:20] Da zammi fț tiraan bǫǫ faaǫn o. 'Do not defraud your 
neighbour or rob him.'. [LEV 19:13] Ka m ya'a zamnǫ sǤ' si'el, m na lǫbisi tis o nǤǤra anaasi. 'if I have cheated 
anybody out of anything, I will pay back four times the amount.'. [LUK 19:8] Da mǤri dinǫ makid la'ad tǫbisim la 

zin'is ayi' ya kǤlțgin ka yinne tǫbis ka yinne fa'as, ka ya mǤri zammid nidiba. 'Do not cheat when you use 
weights and measures.'. [DEU 25:13] A-zǤt-nini zammidnǫ tiim Someone who fears the evil eye distrusts 
medicine. [Asaasim] Ninkanǫ nam mi' tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫtita'ar wțț o da mǤnǫ ye o kad GǤmma  bǫǫ zammțg kț 

tun'e di teŋinna'am. 'A person who has been convicted of serious crimes such as treason or offences involving 

dishonesty or moral turpitude shall not qualify to become a Chief.'. [Constitution] Ninkanǫ nam mi' tțm 

tțțmbǫ'ǫtita'ar nwǫnǫ onǫ nam mi’ mǤ ye o kad GǤmma  bǫǫ zammțg tțțma bǫǫ birikuannim kț tun'e di 

teŋinna'am. Note: MA's improved Kusal wording. TǤǤg na paae fțn kanǫ an zam sǤb la hali baa bam pț 

zammif la! ... fț ya'a bas zammțg, ba na zammif. 'Woe to you, O traitor, you who have not been betrayed! ... 

when you stop betraying, you will be betrayed.'. [ISA 33:1] Sim: zam2 ‘[noun]’. See: zam2. 

zam2   Variant: za'am. n. deceit. li na pa'al ye o tțm nǫ sida nǫ o sțțnr wțsa ka zam kț bǫǫ. 'This ensures the 
commitment to probity and accountability and is a firm recognition of public demand for exemplary conduct from 

holders of public office.'. [Constitution] Mid ka ya kad saria nǫ zam ka ... zǤ kpi'em nif ka tis o bțțdǫ. 'Do not 
pervert justice; do not show ... favouritism to the great'. [LEV 19:15] Ba da pț nyǫ zam si'a o san'anǫ, bǤzugǤ o da 

anǫ pțpiel ka zam bǫǫ gbǫlțŋ ka' o san'anǫ. 'They could find no corruption in him, because he was trustworthy 

and neither corrupt nor negligent.'. [DAN 6:4] YinyǤnlig, bǫǫ za'am nǫ filim-filim, nǫ faang nǫ bakir yǫla bǫ ti 

teŋgbauŋ la zug. There is grumbling, or cheating and dishonesty, and robbery and divisiveness in our land. 

[Bible-Study] Colloc: zam2 dim1. Note: also written zamdim(i)  SǤ' wțsa fǫndignǫ, ba wțsa yț'țn kilimnǫ zam dim; 
'All have turned aside, they have together become corrupt;'. [PSA 14:3] zam sǤb onǫ mǤr laas nǫ bǤtbanǫ pț paae 

ma'ad la'adi kuosid a cheat who has bowls and sacks less than proper size to measure things to sell. [MIC 6:11] 
bi'esțg kae ka ba pțd o yț'țr ye Jakob ka li gbin an ‘Zam sǤb la!’ 'Isn't he rightly named Jacob?'. [GEN 27:36] 
Banǫ mǤr labanǫ pț paae ma'asid la'ad la anǫ zam dim Those who use undersized vessels to measure goods 

are cheats. [DEU 25:16] Farisii dim nǫ gbauŋmi'idib banǫ an zam dima, ya na paam tǤǤg 'How terrible for you, 
teachers of the Law and Pharisees! You hypocrites!'. [MAT 23:13] Azaya da di'e Wina'am pian'adi tis nidib la, ka 

li an yǫlsida yanam zamdim la yǫla 'How right Isaiah was when he prophesied about you hypocrites'. [MRK 7:6] 
maanmaannib kpǫǫmnam la wțsa nǫ nidib la da lieb nǫ zamdimi kpǫn ken tuon ka dǤl tțțmkisa banǫ ka 

tǫǫns la nidib da tțm 'all the leaders of the priests and the people became more and more unfaithful, following all 
the detestable practices of the nations'. [2CH 36:14] Sim: zam1 ‘[verb]’.  See: zam1. 

zam3!   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zama   n. a crowd. Bțnkțdțg bǫǫ yidaan, bǫǫ yidaan kanǫ mǤr nya'aŋ pamm bǫǫ zama ka kpi (If) an old person or 
householder (landlord), or a head of family who has many descendants or supporters dies. [Asaasim] From: (Ha.) < 

(Ar.) Note: jama'a 'the public, crowd' < �!�
� Note: jamaa’ah 'society' 

zambaad   n. dried fish. Zambaad nǫ mam mǫ ka' ba yǫlǫ. 'When you add dried herrings to me, you can’t even say (how 
nice, palatable) it is.' [MA]. [Trees] 

zamdim   See main entry: zamsǤb. sneak. 

zamdima   See main entry: zamsǤb. sneak. 

zami   See main entry: zam1. betray. 

zamis1   Note: earlier writers tended to spell zanmis... (75 times to 56 in our texts) : zamis is the correct spelling Variant: zamisǫ; 

zamisi. Form: zamisnǫ. Form: zamisid2. Variant: zamisida; zamisidi. Form: zamisidnǫ. Variant: zamisidinɛ. 
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Form: zamisim!. Form: zamisiminǫ!. Form: zamisțg2. Variant: zamisțgǤ1. v. 1 • to learn. Biel-biel ka biig la na 

zamis n di dikanǫ ka fț tis o wțsa. The child will gradually learn to eat all the foods you give it. [Breastfeeding] 
Man da pț zamis nǫ nimmua la si'el-si'el da kae ka m na tiǫn. As I wasn't serious in studying there would be 
nothing I could remember. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li ka' ala ka ya zamis Kristo yǫlaa. Yanamǫ sadigim wțm o yǫla ka 

zamis yǫlsida o san'an la,  basimi yanamǫ da an si'em 'You, however, did not come to know Christ that way. 
Surely you heard of him and were taught in him in accordance with the truth that is in Jesus. You were taught, with 

regard to your former way of life, to put off your old self'. [EPH 4:20-22] Fț zamis galisțg la kǫnǫ ka fț gǫǫm. 
'Your great learning is driving you insane.'. [ACT 26:24] Dau kaŋa niŋ wala mǤr baŋir ka lǫǫ pț zamisǫ? 'How did 
this man get such learning without having studied?'. [JHN 7:15] kǫlli ka ti zamisi baŋ linǫ an sțm. 'let us learn 
together what is good.'. [JOB 34:4] Ka banǫ bi' la dit digan'ala, bǤzugǤ ba zamisnǫ mi' linǫ an sțm nǫ bǫ'ǫd. 
'But solid food is for the mature, who by constant use have trained themselves to distinguish good from evil.'. [HEB 

5:14] M mǫ da mǤdigidi zamisid I was learning patiently. [Shoeshine-Boy] ba ...  karim Wina'am gbauŋ la 

zamisid daar wțsa ye ba gǤs ye Paul n tu'asidi ba si'el la an sida 'every day they studied the Scriptures to see 
if what Paul said was really true.'. [ACT 17:11] M yț'țn da mǤri zuanam pamm ka ti la'an dǤl ka m pț lǫn nyǫt 

saŋaa zamisida. Then I had a lot of friends and we hung out together, and I no longer had time to study. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Ba zamisidi bula wa'ab. They are learning to dance the Bula. [House+Farm] M da lǫn tiǫn m 

tikanamǫ da kpǫmisidim si'em ye m zamisim sț'țŋa I remembered how my teachers would advise me to study 
well. [Shoeshine-Boy] M ya'a da zamisidinǫ, m da naan diin ya'an. If I had only learned, I would have won. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Basimi tțțmbǫ'ǫd; zamisimi tțmi linǫ an sțm, 'Stop doing wrong, learn to do right!'. [ISA 1:16-17] 
Zamisiminǫ li ka siaki dǤlisi li. 'Learn them and be sure to follow them.'. [DEU 5:1] zamisțg la na ti'ebi ti ka 

pǫ'ǫsi ti baŋiri ti mi'ilimin nǫ ti bǫllimin baŋir. the study will prepare us and increase our understanding in our 
knowledge and our understanding in life. Note: better style: pǫ'ǫsi ti mi'ilimin baŋir [MA].  [Bible-Study] Zamisțg la da 

tǤi hali amaa o da mǤǤ zamisi baŋ ka yț'țn tǤn'Ǥn karim la. It was very hard to learn, but he exerted himself 
to study to understand, and in the end he could read. [Electricity] 
2 • to teach. ban na zamis nidib la ka ba baŋ ka luaki ba mǫŋ nǫ suobama nwa ni. that they should teach 

people to avoid these behaviours. [Trachoma] (li)  na kǫ ka sakur bibis zamis taba nuubǤ. it will lead to the 

students learning to smoke. [Smoking] Efiram anǫ na'akanǫ ka ba zamis o naae 'Ephraim is a trained heifer'. [HOS 

10:11] ba zamisi ba ka ba mi' ye yǫl di'igir ya'a paae sǤ' ka o bǫ yǫllinǫǫ ... they taught them to know that if 
something unexpected occurs and someone is in trouble ... [Electricity] M zamisi ba ka kpǫmisi ba sț'țŋa 'I trained 
them and strengthened them'. [HOS 7:15] nwǫnǫ silțgț zamisid o biis ian'ab nǫ 'Like an eagle teaching its young 

to fly'. [DEU 32:11] Da zamisidi suoya banǫ ka buudsieba dǤl la 'Do not learn the ways of the nations'. [JER 10:2] 
Da tțmmi li wțț tțbir tǫǫgirǫ amaa wțț fț zamisidnǫ. Don't treat it as punishment but as instruction. [Trouble] 
Pian'ad linǫ wțsa bǫ Wina'am gbauŋțn la ... bigisid bǫ'ǫd nǫ sț'țm nǫ zamisțg linǫ yit pțpielimin na 'All 
Scripture ... is useful for ... correcting faults, and giving instruction for right living'. [2TI 3:16] pa'al2 ‘show, teach’. 

zamis2   Variant: zamisid1. Form: zamisidib. Variant: zanmisidib. n. a student. Cpart: pa'an, tika ‘techer’. Zamis pț gat o 

pa'anna amaa zamis onǫ wțsa naae o zamisțg, o na nwǫnǫ o pa'an nǫ. 'A student is not above his teacher, 
but everyone who is fully trained will be like his teacher.'. [LUK 6:40] Dasam nǫ bțnkțd nǫ pa'annib nǫ 

zamisidib wțsa da maal nǫ bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm ye ba baŋ sǤ' wțsa na tțm si'em. 'Young and old alike, 

teacher as well as student, cast lots for their duties.'. [1CH 25:8] Gaŋim karțŋ ... ka zanmisidib la na tiǫndi li. 

La'asim yǫlini li nǤbpauŋ babiga. Choose a reading ... that the students will remember. Say it together several 
times. [Bible-Study] See: zamis1

2 

zamis-3   See main entry: zamisțg1. lesson. 

zamisǫ   See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisi   See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisid1   See main entry: zamis2. student. 

zamisid2   See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisida   See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisidi   See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisidib   See main entry: zamis2. student. 
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zamisidinɛ   See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisidnǫ   See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisim!   See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisiminǫ!   See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisnǫ   See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisțg1   Note: verbal noun as noun Variant: zanmisʋg; zamisțgǤ2. Form: zamis-3. n. a lesson, teaching, study. Ow, 

zubǫ'ǫdǫ, li tuon ka fțn mǫ keŋ zamisțg kan bǫǫ? Oh, hard luck! Before that you also went to take that course? 

[Three-Problems] Apțlis mǫŋim daa duoe nǫ keŋ kpǫn' yț'țŋ sakur zamisțg. Apulis himself upped and went to 

enter the literacy course. [You-Heard?] Naam zanmisʋg la nǫ winsǤsțg. Finish the study-session with prayer. 

[Bible-Study] Zamis pț gat o pa'anna amaa zamis onǫ wțsa naae o zamisțg, o na nwǫnǫ o pa'an nǫ. 'A 
student is not above his teacher, but everyone who is fully trained will be like his teacher.'. [LUK 6:40] ZǤlțg pț mǤr 

ya'amlǫog nǫ ya'am zamisțgǤ 'The foolish have no interest in seeking to understand'. [PRO 18:2] Ya'a ka' bǫog 

saa, ba kț lǫm bǫ zamisțgțn wțț gǫligir tǤǤg  bǫǫ sǤb biela zamisțgǤ Unless in the future, they will not be 
in education, like advanced mathematics or learning careful writing. [Trouble] Zamiskaŋa ni, ti na gǤsnǫ dapa 

ayi' ban bǫlim da tiak dunia la n tis Yesu. In this study we will be looking at two men whose lives changed the 

world for Christ. [Bible-Study] Gbana bǫdegț sǤbir ka' bǫnnǫ, ka zamistǤǤg mǫ an gǫǫnlis. 'There is no end to 
the writing of books, and too much study will wear you out.'. [ECC 12:12] Tțțm kaŋa nwa na anǫ nimbanǫ keŋǫ 

li zamisțgin la. This project will involve people going to the training for it. [Trachoma] Sim: pa'alțg/pa'ala 
‘lesson [preferred usage: (MA)]’. See: zamis. 

zamisțg2   See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisțgǤ1  See main entry: zamis1. learn,, teach. 

zamisțgǤ2  See main entry: zamisțg1. lesson. 

zammi   See main entry: zam1. betray. 

zammid   See main entry: zam1. betray. 

zammidnǫ   See main entry: zam1. betray. 

zammțg   See main entry: zam1. betray. 

zamnǫ   See main entry: zam1. betray. 

zampa'as   See main entry: zampak [N]. gateway. 

zampak   Form: zampa'as. n. a gateway, entrance-yard. KǤnbid la sieba gbǫǫndi zampakin. Some sheep and goats are 

housed in the entrance-yard. [House+Farm] Sim: za'anǤǤr. 

zamsǤb   Note: usually written zam1 sǤb3 / zam1 dim1 Variant: zamsob. Form: zamdim. Variant: zamdima. n. a traitor, cheat, 

sneak. See: zam1; sǤb3; dim1. 
zamsob   See main entry: zamsǤb. sneak. 

zamțg   See main entry: zam1. betray. 

zanbil   Variant: zanbili. Form: zanbin2. v. to seal, mark sth. ZugsǤb la zanbil Kain ye sǤ' ya'a nyǫǫ o, on da kțț o 'the 

Lord put a mark on Cain so that no one who found him would kill him'. [GEN 4:15] zanbil banǫ wțsa sid kum ka 

fabin tțțmkisa banǫ wțsa tțm teŋ la pțțgin la gbǫ'ǫlaas 'put a mark on the forehead of everyone who is 
distressed and troubled because of all the disgusting things being done in the city'. [EZK 9:4] See: zanbin1. 

zanbili   See main entry: zanbil. seal. 

zanbin1   Variant: zabin; zanbinnǫ. Form: zanbina. Form: zanbin-3. n. a seal, 'sign', mark. Wina'am ku'om sțțb la anǫ 

malțŋ kanǫ an zanbin Baptism is a symbolic rite. [Bible-Study] Paati wțsa na'ali'adib na mǤr teŋgbauŋ sigir nǫ 

o yț'țr nǫ o zanbin nǫ o nwǫnnim nǫ o yǫlzug. 'Every political party shall have a national character and its 
name, emblem, colour or motto, ... '. [Constitution] Zanbin la kț an buudi bǫǫ pț'țsim  bǫǫ nwǫnǫ zin'isi'a Gaana 

nwa ka li bigis ye ba na tțmmǫ ani ma'aa nǫ. '... or any other symbol shall not have any ethnic, regional, 
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religious or other sectional interpretation, or give the appearance that its activities are confined only to a part of 

Ghana'. [Constitution] Ban giligid teŋin la, onǫ wțsa nyǫ ninsaal kǤnbir na sǫ si'eli maal zanbin ka bayaas la 

ti paae na nǤki mum 'As they go through the land and one of them sees a human bone, he will set up a marker 
beside it until the gravediggers have buried it'. [EZK 39:15] Faaro pidig o nu'ubil baŋ dinǫ an o zanbin la pid 

Josef 'Pharaoh took his signet ring from his finger and put it on Joseph's finger'. [GEN 41:42] Babilon na'ab la na 

zi'en zanbin la baba, suoya ayi' la kidigid zin'isi'a la iee zanbin la 'the king of Babylon will stop at the fork in 
the road, at the junction of the two roads, to seek an omen'. [EZK 21:21] Note: the first zanbin is a 'signpost', the second 

is 'an omen, a sign showing what he should do'.    Kǫl ka fț mǫŋ an zanbinnǫ tisi ba ka li yii fț tțțm sțma ni. 'set 
them an example by doing what is good.'. [TIT 2:7] BAŊIM ... fț baŋi li zanbina la wțsa. BE AWARE ... you are 
aware of all its symptoms. [Trachoma] DŰŊ ZANBINA SA'AR SAŊA SIGNS of INFECTION at the TIME of 
LABOUR. [Womens-Health [heading]] Nid ya'a mǤr zanbin bama li nar ye o keŋ sibiti If someone has these 

symptoms they should go to the hospital. [AIDS-Azuur] m da yǫnǫ kțțr fuug dinǫ an zanbinnǫ pa'an na'asaara n 

mǤr san'auŋ si'a na tis ninsabilis teŋ dim. I wore funeral clothes symbolising the destruction that the 
Europeans had brought upon the Africans. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka m lǫn nyǫ bțnnyalțŋ tita'ar si'a linǫ an zanbinnǫ 

bǫ arezana ni. 'Then I saw in the sky another mysterious sight, great and amazing.'. [REV 15:1] Ka maal 

bțnnyalimtitada nǫ zanbina 'And he performed great and miraculous signs'. [REV 13:13] Efiram dǤǤg la na la'as 

nǫ ba tuŋ wțsa ka ti' ba dǤǤd la lǫbis ya-tuona baba dǤlisi ba tuutanam linǫ an ba zanbina la zin'isin. 'On 
the west will be the divisions of the camp of Ephraim under their standard.'. [NUM 2:18] Nimbama daa pț zun'od 

bțnkǤnbbǫ'og la nǫ o win laa, bǫǫ di'ed o zanbina ba gbǫ'ǫdin bǫǫ nu'usinǫǫ 'They had not worshipped the 

beast or his image and had not received his mark on their foreheads or their hands.'. [REV 20:4] Colloc: malțŋ kanǫ 

an zanbin1 ‘a sacrament, symbolic ceremony’. Wina'am ku'om sțțb la anǫ malțŋ kanǫ an zanbin ka mǤr 

nidi la'asid o karimbitaaba ni Baptism is a symbolic ceremony which brings a person together with his or her 
fellow Christians. [Bible-Study] On daa dǫŋi maal zanbinsieba nǫ yiiga bțnkǤnbbǫ'og la paŋ la zugț daa kǫ ka 

o ma' dunia nidib wțsa. 'By the miracles it was allowed to perform in the presence of the beast it deluded the 
inhabitants of the earth'. [REV 13:14] Sim: -nyalțŋ. See: zanbil. 

zanbin2   See main entry: zanbil. seal. 

zanbin-3   See main entry: zanbin1. mark. 

zanbina   See main entry: zanbin1. mark. 

zanbinnǫ   See main entry: zanbin1. mark. 

zan'1   Note: 20x in texts, 15x in original published New Testament :: largely excluded from published Bible (8x only) 
Variant: zan'a2; zaa. qnt. all. Waaf yinne zug ka ba kțțd wiigi zan'. Because of one snake they kill all snakes. 

[Proverb 067] Li da anǫ Ama yǫla, ka li ya'a nǫǫlǫǫ, li na taas on nǫ Adu zan'. It was Ama's business, and if it 
came into the open it would involve both her and Adu. [Trouble] Ba zan' na pțdig azinzema. 'All will share alike.'. 

[1SA 30:24] nǫǫsim na nie fț suoya zan' ni. 'light will shine on your ways.'. [JOB 22:28] Colloc: zan'a zan'(a) 
‘absolutely all’. on, onǫ an nǤŋdaan la, nǤk o zan'a-zan'a tis ka kǫ zaalim 'she, out of her poverty, put in 
everything – all she had to live on'. [MRK 12:44] Colloc: kam zan' ‘absolutely all’. Siig Kasi la baŋid si'el kam zan' 

hali nǫ Wina'am yǫlsu'ada. 'The Spirit searches all things, even the deep things of God.'. [1CO 2:10] li lidig so' 

kam zan'a 'everyone was amazed.'. [MAT 9:33 [original New Testament]] li lidig nidib la wțsa [[published Bible]] Baŋim 

ye yǫla bǫnǫ zin'ig kam zan'. You must realise that there are troubles everywhere. [Trouble] Sim: wțsa, saaǫn, 

faan2, kam. O da mǤr o biis nǫ o yaas, dap nǫ pț'ab la zan'a 'He took with him ... his sons and grandsons and 
his daughters and granddaughters'. [GEN 46:7 [draft]] Note: cf.: O da mǤr o biribis nǫ o bipumis nǫ o yaas banǫ an 

dap nǫ pu'ab hali nǫ o nya'aŋ wțsa [[published Bible]] Etym: OVN *ZAA; CG maga, paa-mu, ca'a (c/j), kkura ; 
PB *ncè. Note: zan' is the general W.O/V form; faan is characteristic of Moore; wțsa seems to be distinctively a Kusaal 

innovation See: zan'asa. 

zan'2   Variant: zan'a3. Form: zan'anǫ1. Variant: zan'ane. Form: zan'am!. Form: zan'aminǫ!. v. to hammer sth. NǤkim 

sanlima zan' maal Kerubnam ayi' niŋ liŋ la nǤya ayi' la ni. 'And make two cherubim out of hammered gold at 
the ends of the cover.'. [EXO 25:18] Ba na zan' ba zaba sț'țsi maal kțnya, ka nǤki ba kpana la maal gǤn'Ǥd. 
'They will beat their swords into ploughshares and their spears into pruning hooks.'. [ISA 2:4] Gbigima la nǫ 

na'araad la zugin nǫ li teŋin la, ba da zan'anǫ maal baŋgbilis. 'underneath the lions and bulls, there were 

spiral figures in relief'. [1KI 7:29] Ba da zan'anǫ kțntzǫn'ug la maal wțț ta'ada ka o pid ka sieba mǫ ligil o 
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gbǫya. 'His legs were also protected by bronze armour'. [1SA 17:6] Zan'am anzurifa maal na'atana ayi' 'Make two 

trumpets of hammered silver'. [NUM 10:2] Zan'aminǫ ya kțnya la maal zaba sț'țs 'Beat your ploughshares into 
swords'. [JOL 3:10] Colloc: zan'2 X ‘castrate X (by crushing)’. on nif bǫǫ o niŋgbina mǤr wiim buudi wțsa, bǫǫ 

onǫ ka ba zan' o 'who has any eye defect, or who has festering or running sores or damaged testicles'. [LEV 21:20] 
Dau onǫ wțsa ka ba zan' bǫǫ nwaae o daulim yis 'No man who has been castrated or whose penis has been cut 

off'. [DEU 23:1] Da zaŋi bțnkǤnbkanǫ ka ba zan' o bǫǫ li mǤr dǫŋ bǫǫ fǫn'ǫdi maal maannǫ tis ZugsǤb la. Don't 
use an animal that has been castrated or has any wound or defect to make a sacrifice to the Lord. [LEV 22:24] 
Sim: zan'an3. See: zan'an3. 

zan'a1   See main entry: zan'ar. hammer. 

zan'a2   See main entry: zan'1. all. 

zan'a3   See main entry: zan'2. hammer sth. 

zan'abiri   adj. heavy metal. O kpandaug la da wa'am nǫ hali, ka li kțnt la an zan'abiri ka tǫbis hali. 'His spear shaft 

was like a weaver's rod, and its iron point weighed six hundred shekels.'. [1SA 17:7 [draft]] ... li kpanbiel la tǫbisim 

an kțnt gbila kǤbisyuobț. [[published Bible]] 

zan'am!   See main entry: zan'2. hammer sth. 

zan'aminǫ!   See main entry: zan'2. hammer sth. 

zan'an1   n. iron 'sceptre'. Note: "The head made of metal fixed on a short stick. Normally sent with a bearer to summon a people to a 

chief’s house." Na'am dansaar kț maligin yi Juda nu'ugin,bǫǫ na'am zan'an la yii fț san'anǫ 'The sceptre will 
not depart from Judah, nor the ruler's staff from between his feet'. [GEN 49:10] GǤsim zan'an kanǫ mǤr paŋ la 

kǤ'Ǥg si'em;gǤsim na'am dansaar la kǤ'Ǥg si'em! 'How broken is the mighty sceptre, how broken the glorious 

staff!'. [JER 48:17] Ba na kad o nǫ zan'an ka o zǤǤ yi 'Though he flees from an iron weapon'. [JOB 20:24] See: zan'2; 

zan'ar. 

zan'an2 [MA]   n. shell of a water-creature, "seashell" [MA]. 

zan'an3   Variant: zan'anǫ2. v. to hammer [~ metal]. Ba da zan'anǫ kțntzǫn'ug la maal wțț ta'ada ka o pid ka sieba mǫ 

ligil o gbǫya. 'His legs were also protected by bronze armour'. [1SA 17:6] Lit: they beat out bronze and made it like 
shoes. Gbigima la nǫ na'araad la zugin nǫ li teŋin la, ba da zan'anǫ maal baŋgbilis. 'below the lions, oxen, 

and cherubim were fillets of hammered work of spiral design.'. [1KI 7:29] See: zan'2. 

zan'anǫ1   See main entry: zan'2. hammer sth. 

zan'anǫ2   See main entry: zan'an3. hammer-[metal]. 

zan'ane   See main entry: zan'2. hammer sth. 

zan'antǤl-  See main entry: zan'antǤlig. middlestick. 

zan'antǤlig   Variant: za'antɔlig; zan'antǤligț. Form: zan'antǤlis. Form: zan'antǤl-. n. a middlestick, pillar, supporting 

pole. Jakob nǤk kugkanǫ ka o sa kțk la ba'a zi'el sappi nwǫnǫ zan'antǤlig nǫ 'Jacob took the stone he had 
placed under his head and set it up as a pillar'. [GEN 28:18] Lit: fixed it and stood it up straight like a middle-stick. fț 

kǤr niŋgǤnkǤris wțț ban ya'an zaba la'ad za'antǤligin si'em la. you wear necklaces like weapons hanging on 

a middle-stick. [SNG 4:4] Onǫ nyaŋ yǫlbǫ'ǫd wțsa, m na maal o ka o an zan'antǤligț m Wina'am Pț'țsim Yir 
'Him who overcomes I will make a pillar in the temple of my God.'. [REV 3:12] lǤ zan'antǤlis la wțsa kțnt nwiis 

ayǤpǤi-pǤi 'The top of each column was decorated with a design of interwoven chains, seven for each capital'. [1KI 

7:17] Kǫl ka m zi'en zin'ikanǫ ka m na nyaŋi babil zan'antǤlbanǫ ti'e pț'țsim dǤǤg la 'Put me where I can feel 
the pillars that support the temple'. [JDG 16:26] 

zan'antǤligț   See main entry: zan'antǤlig. middlestick. 

zan'antǤlis   See main entry: zan'antǤlig. middlestick. 

zan'aŋ   See main entry: zan'aŋ1. trained. 

zan'aŋ1   Variant: zan'aŋ; zan'aŋi; za'aŋi. v. to be experienced, trained, well-taught. Hali o daa gbin'e ku'om bas o win 

ye o sțŋim o ka o zan'aŋ Kțsaal karțŋ nǫ sǤb He even poured libation to his shrine so that it should help him 
learn Kusaal reading and writing. [You-Do?] Ba zan'aŋ nǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd tțțma hali 'They are experts at doing what 
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is evil'. [JER 4:22] Gamaliel zamisi m ka m za'aŋi ti yaanam wada la sț'țŋa 'as a pupil of Gamaliel I was 

thoroughly trained in every point of our ancestral law.'. [ACT 22:3 [draft]] Note: m zamisi in the published Bible 
See: zamis. 

zan'aŋi   See main entry: zan'aŋ1. trained. 

zan'ar   Variant: zan'ari. Form: zan'a1. n. a hammer. traditional, "metal hammer used by blacksmiths". Jael da zaŋ 

kpa'ar linǫ ka ba mǤri ba'ad Fuug Sțgțr la nǫ zan'ari keŋ o san'an baanlimm 'Then Jael took a hammer and 
a tent peg, went up to him quietly'. [JDG 4:21] o mǤri zan'ari kțnti li 'with hammers, he forges it'. [ISA 44:12] 
Sim: hamma. Ka lǫn nwǫnǫ zan'ar bǫǫ hamma nwǫ'ǫd tampiinsi buaridaa? 'and like a hammer that breaks a 
rock in pieces'. [JER 23:29] See: zan'2; zan'an3. 

zan'ari   See main entry: zan'ar. hammer. 

zan'as   Variant: zan'asǫ; zan'asi. Form: zan'asid. Variant: zan'asida; zan'asidi. Form: zan'asidnǫ. Form: zan'asim!. 

Variant: zan'asimi!. Form: zan'asin. Variant: zan'asinǫǫ. Form: zan'asnǫ. Form: zan'asǫya. Form: zan'asțg. v. 

1 • to refuse (to ~ to receive sth., or ~ sth. to sb.) Ba tun'e zan'as banǫ bǤǤdi ba lieb Gaana teŋimbiis ka ba 

ba'anam bǫǫ ba manam ka' Gaana nidiba. 'Those who are not born Ghanaians can be deprived of their 
citizenship.'. [Constitution] da zan'as biig la bin'isir tisib don't refuse to give the baby the breast. [Breastfeeding] Ba 

na pț'țsif, ka tisif bodobodo ayi'. Da zan'asǫ, li sț'țm ye fț di'e lii ba san'an. 'They will greet you and offer 

you two loaves of bread, which you will accept from them.'. [1SA 10:4] Fț zi' ye ba nyǫt diib ka zan'asida? Don't 
you know that people can get food but refuse it? [Akelsa] Sim: gbiak; Cpart: siak1  
2 • to reject sth./sb. BǤ yǫla ka Akǫlsa da zan'as ligidi daan la? Why did Akelsa refuse the rich man? [Billygoat] 
Nimbama zan'as Siiloa ku'okanǫ pțbid bi'el-bi'el la 'Because this people has rejected the gently flowing 
waters of Shiloah'. [ISA 8:6] li ka' fțn ka ba zan'asǫ, amaa ba zan'as nǫ man kanǫ aan ba Na'ab la. 'it is not you 
they have rejected, but they have rejected me as their king'. [1SA 8:7] Ya zan'asid Wina'am Siig Kasi la saŋa wțsa. 
'You always resist the Holy Spirit!'. [ACT 7:51] Zan'asimi fț tǫn'ǫs sț'țŋa ka ti keŋ ya'ali fț mǫŋ ka mam ba'a 

kae. Do not fail to think through carefully otherwise you will get yourself in a mess, in which case I don't care! 
[MA].  [Akelsa] Zan'asimi Sțntaana, ka o na zǤ ka basi ya. 'Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.'. [JAS 4:7] 
3 • to refuse to accept (a proposal), disagree, disobey, resist, deny. Azțpuak daa zan'as ka zǤǤ keŋ o saam yir. 
Azupuak disagreed and left and went to her father's house. [AIDS-Azuur] Mahama zan'as ka ye, 'Ayei, Yaa, ... ' 
Mahama disagreed, and said "No, Yaa ... '. [Trouble] BǤ ka ya nan kpǫn zan'as ka aandi yita? 'Why do you persist 
in rebellion?'. [ISA 1:5] Alazug ka fț tțm buolim ka m pț zan'asǫ, ka kena. 'So when I was sent for, I came 
without raising any objection.'. [ACT 10:29] Asǫǫ fț yǫli ba man yǫlif si'el la, ba ya'a kǫlis bǫǫ zan'asǫǫ 'You must 
speak my words to them, whether they listen or whether ... they refuse to listen.'. [EZK 2:7] O saam da muk o ye o 

zamisim bțgțb ka o zan'as. His father was hard on him because he had said he should learn divining and his 
refused. [Trouble] O zan'asnǫ ka pț dǤlli m wada nǫ m zi'ela la. 'She has rejected my laws and has not followed 
my decrees.'. [EZK 5:6] Zan'asim pian'ayǤǤd linǫ pț dǤl Wina'am suorǫ 'Avoid godless chatter'. [2TI 2:16] Ka m 

ya'a san'amin wada ka niŋin si'el linǫ ka m narin nǫ kum, m naan kț zan'asinǫǫ. 'If I have broken the law and 

done something for which I deserve the death penalty, I do not ask to escape it'. [ACT 25:11] banǫ da dǫŋi wțm 

labasțŋ la gț'țŋ kpǫn'ǫb ba zan'asțg la zug. 'those who first heard the good news failed to enter through 
unbelief'. [HEB 4:6] Amaa ba da dǤl o li yǫla, hali ka nyan ti gban'e o ka o gț'țŋ zan'asțg. 'But they persisted 
until he was too ashamed to refuse.'. [2KI 2:17] Colloc: zan'as X nǤǤr1 ‘disobey X’. Teŋimbiig onǫ zan'as saria 

kadib zin'ikpǫŋ la nǤǤrǫǫ ba tun'e kpǫn'ǫs o sanriga dǤǤg A citizen who disobeys a ruling of the High Court 
may be imprisoned. [Constitution] M yț'țn da kummǫ man tiǫn man da zan'asi ba nǤǤr ka kpǫn'ǫsi ba wțsa 

nyan la yǫla I wept as I remembered how I had disobeyed them and put them all to shame. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ti 

zan'asi fț nǤǤr nǫ fț wada la. 'we have ... rejected your commandments and your decrees.'. [DAN 9:5] ba ... 

zan'asidi ba manam nǫ ba saamnam nǤya. 'they disobey their parents'. [ROM 1:30] Colloc: zan'as ye [negative 

sentence], zan'as [verbal noun] ‘refuse to do [sentence]’. Di anǫ lidigir bǤzugǤ, Ayaab nan zi' zan'as ye o kț 

yi nǫ Akudbili keŋ daam nuubǤ. This was a surprise, because Ayaab had never refused to go out with Akudbil to 
drink pito. [Electricity] Na'ab Faaro sțnf digilimnǫ ka o zan'as ye nidib la kț yii. 'Pharaoh's heart is unyielding; 
he refuses to let the people go.'. [EXO 7:14] O kaasidi daar wțsa ka zan'asid ye o kț dii sansieba. She was crying 

all day and refusing to eat at any time. [Trouble] Ninta'am da ki' ba nini ni nǫ ka ba zan'as kaasig. Their eyes 
were wet with tears but they refused to cry. [Trouble] Colloc: zan'as fian'a. PțkǤǤnr la zan'as fian'a la, ka dap la 
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mǫ gǫn' ka bid o yǫla n bas. The widow refused utterly and the man got annoyed and turned his back on her. 

[Billygoat] On da zan'as fian'a la ka o gban'e o mǤǤd ye vǫ'ǫg o nǫ paŋ. When he completely refused, then she 
held him, trying to pull him by force. [Trouble] biig la zan'as fian'a la, ka pu'a la gț'țŋi yǫl baa la ye aatǤ, 

tțtțmis ma'adnǫ nǤba ka di pț ma'ad sțțnrǫ the child flatly refused, and the woman gave up and said to the 
leopard "Oh, well, 'a messenger cools the feet but doesn't cool the heart'". [You-Heard?] Cpart: siak1  Ba yiiti siaknǫ 

na'ab buolig ka zan'asi o titțmis. They always come when the chief calls, but may refuse his errand. [Proverb 

127] 
4 • to fail to function [inanimate]. 
5 • to be impossible. Ya'a ka' wiim la na ti zan'as ka Nimo yǫli ba ye ba kem GǤmma sibiti la ni It was only if 

the disease was resistant to treatment that Nimo would tell them to go to the Government hospital. [Trouble] nwa'ab 

la da pț lal nǫ o nini; nini la mǫŋ da zan'asi um. the injury was near his eyes, and his eyes themselves couldn't 
open. [Trouble] 
6 • to divorce sb. Fț nwǫnǫ pu'asadir kanǫ kul sid ka o sid zan'as o. 'you are like a young wife, deserted by her 
husband'. [ISA 54:6] 

zan'asa   Variant: za'asa.  Note: 2x in texts : NT revn. replaced this with wusa (apart from 11 cases), all were then replaced by wțsa 

in published version. qnt. all. Bima bin'isim mǤr bțn linǫ zan'asa ka biig la bǤǤd. The baby's mother's milk 
contains everything that the child needs. [Breastfeeding] ba mǤǤl ka tiis zan'asa la'as na ka ye ba pț'țsim Ata'aŋ 

nǫ Akțkparig ye ba ken ken they announced that all the trees should gather to welcome Shea and Borassus. 

[Trees] nidib la zan'asa bǫ mǤ'ar la nǤǤrin. 'all the people were along the shore at the water's edge'. [MRK 4:1 [draft]] 
dunia nimbǫ'ǫdnam na fan ba la'ad la zan'asa 'lawbreakers will take all their wealth'. [EZK 7:21 [draft]] 
SynD: wțsa. See: zan'1. 

zan'asǫ   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asǫya   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asi   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asid   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asida   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asidi   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asidnǫ   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asim!   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asimi!   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asin   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asinǫǫ  See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asnǫ   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zan'asțg   See main entry: zan'as. refuse, reject, disagree, fail, impossible to, divorce. 

zank   See main entry: ziank2. rise. 

zanku'a   See main entry: zaŋku'ar. hyæna. 

zanl   Variant: zanli. Form: zanlim. Form: zanlin. v. to hold, grip, carry (in the hand). O daa zanl gbambil yinne o 

nu'ugțn ka gǤsidi sǤbid dinǫ bǫ mita la ni. He held one form in his hand and was looking and writing down 
what was on the meter. [Electricity] Pu'ab la mǤri bțtiis ka zanl kțsiis mǫn. The women have small calabashes 

and also hold hoes. [House+Farm] Fțn zanl sț'țg la si'em la fț ya'a pț ba'a fț nu'ubibis kae. The way you are 
holding the cutlass if you aren't careful you won't have any fingers. [Trouble] (o da) zaŋ balakanǫ ka o zanl la tțm 

siindin la yisi niŋ o nǤǤrin ka o nini nie 'he reached out with the stick he was carrying, dipped it in a honeycomb, 
and ate some honey. At once he felt much better.'. [1SA 14:27] Ba wțsa da zanl bugum mǤǤg la nǫ ba dagǤbțg 

nu'usin ka zanl na'atana la ba datiuŋ nu'usin 'They all held the torches in their left hands, the trumpets in their 
right'. [JDG 7:20] sǤ' wțsa zanl o dansaari du'usid on kțdig la zug 'each leaning on a stick because of great age'. 

[ZEC 8:4] nwǫnǫ balaari ǫǫn buak bǫǫ tuoǫn ka sǤ' ya'a zanl ka dǫlli li ka li kțns o nu'ugț pu'alim o 'like using 
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a reed as a walking stick — it would break and jab your hand'. [2KI 18:21] BǤ ka fț ye m zanli baa m nu'ugin 

nwǫnǫ biyuole na zanl biigi 'Why should you ask me to act like a nurse and carry them in my arms like babies 
... ?'. [NUM 11:12] Levi dim la da zanli David bțnnwǫ'ǫda la the Levites stood ready with David's instruments'. 

[2CH 29:27] O ya'a tǤǤminǫ, tǤn'Ǥs la naan nyǫǫn nǫ niiŋ ma'aa onǫ zanlim pț tǤiya If he had moved away, the 
hunter would have only seen the bird, which was not hard to get hold of. [Trouble] O bas pǫkanǫ ka o zanlin la. He 

let go of the sheep he was holding. [Trouble] See: kazanl. 

zanli   See main entry: zanl. carry. 

zanlim   See main entry: zanl. carry. 

zanlin   See main entry: zanl. carry. 

zanmisidib   See main entry: zamis2. student. 

zanmisʋg   See main entry: zamisțg1. lesson. 

zanɔɔr1   See main entry: za'anǤǤr. gateway. 

zanoor2   See main entry: zaamnǤǤr. late afternoon. 

zanr   Variant: zanrǫ. n. umbilical cord. Daakanǫ ka ba da du'af la ba da pț nwaae fț zanrǫ 'When you were born, no 

one cut your umbilical cord'. [EZK 16:4] Syn: nyu'ug, nyu'ur. 

zanrǫ   See main entry: zanr. umbilical cord. 

zansirig   See main entry: zaŋsirig. ground squirrel. 

zansirigi   See main entry: zaŋsirig. ground squirrel. 

zansiriŋ [N]   See main entry: zaŋsirig. ground squirrel. 

zansiriŋa [C]   See main entry: zaŋsirig. ground squirrel. 

zansiris   See main entry: zaŋsirig. ground squirrel. 

zaŋ   Variant: zaŋǫ; zaŋi; zaŋe. Form: zaŋnǫ. Form: zaŋid. Variant: zaŋidi. Form: zaŋim!. Variant: zaŋimi!. 

Form: zaŋiminǫ!. Form: zaŋin. Form: zaŋir. v. to take, bring, use. Note: often used as a manipulation semantic 

auxiliary, instrument marker, translate "use" or zero.   Ka zaŋ la'abanǫ ka o mǤr na la digil She would bring all her 
possessions and put them down. [Billygoat] O zaŋ sa'ab la sțn'țl laas la zug She put the t.z. on the bowls. 

[House+Farm] Asaan daa zaŋ on zamis si'el la tțm zaam kan la. That very evening Asaan put into practice what 
he had learned. [AIDS-II] li nya'aŋ ba na ti zaŋ arezak pamm yi teŋin la 'afterward they will come out with great 
possessions'. [GEN 15:14] Jael da zaŋ kpa'ar linǫ ka ba mǤri ba'ad Fuug Sțgțr la 'Jael took a tent-peg'. [JDG 4:21] 
AlazugǤ, m na zaŋ gǤn'Ǥsi vi' o suor la 'So I am going to fence her in with thorn bushes'. [HOS 2:6] Ba da zaŋ o 

pu'a la tis onǫ da aan o zua o pu'a diir malțŋțn la. 'his wife was given to the man that had been his best man 
at the wedding'. [JDG 14:20] Daasi'erǫ o pugudib zaŋǫ sǤ' ye o sțŋ o. Perhaps his aunt had got someone to help 
her. [Trouble] ka ba nyaan kǤdig nua la n zaŋi bas and another fowl was slaughtered and thrown down. [Asaasim] 
O daa sid keŋ n ti paae ba'abțgțd la sa'an n zaŋi o yǫla la wțsa tu'as o. So he actually went to the diviner 

and explained all his problems to him. [You-Hear?] AbǤnam yǫla nwa' ka Wina'am zaŋi ziil ninsaaliba! 'What a 
heavy burden God has laid on men!'. [ECC 1:13] MǤr dansaar la fț nu'ugin ka zaŋi li tțm nyalima tțțma. 'Take 
this stick with you; for with it you will perform miracles.'. [EXO 4:17] O zaŋnǫ pa'al kabǤt zug sǤnsig dǤǤgțn la 
He put them on top of the cupboard in the parlour. [Fire] O da zaŋnǫ sanlima nǫ kugvǫnla tabili tabil dǤkpina la 

ka li vǫnl hali 'The king decorated the Temple with beautiful precious stones and with gold'. [2CH 3:6] Fț ya'a 

di'em nǫ biigaa fț ma kum daar ka o zaŋid o ma sǤŋkǫnda na ye ya di'em. If you play with a child, on the day 
of your mother's funeral he will bring his mother's old mat for you to play with. [Proverb 089] SǤ' pț zaŋid fupaali 

ligid fukțdțgǤ. 'No one tears a patch from a new garment and sews it on an old one.'. [LUK 5:36] Pu'a ya'a du'a, ba 

zaŋidi man wilpǤlli kț'țgid biig la nyu'ug. When a woman brings forth, they use one of my immature twigs to 
cut the baby's umbilical cord. [Trees] Ba ya'a kaali naae, ba zaŋid ligidi la nǫ tis ban gaŋ sieba ye ba gǤs 

Pț'țsim Yir la. 'When the amount had been determined, they gave the money to the men appointed to supervise 
the work on the temple.'. [2KI 12:11] Fț ya'a kudin bǤǤd fțn zaŋim piim kțns o lțgiri ti paae o nyǤǤdǫ o kpǫn 

anǫ mǤi. If you wanted you could prick his side with a needle right through to his guts and he would still be 
unruffled. [You-Do?] Zaŋim zabzabidibi mǤri keŋ Ai teŋin. 'Take all the soldiers with you and go on up to Ai'. [JOS 
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8:1] Zaŋimi m yǤksin daug la pa'ali ya niŋgǤnya ni 'Take my yoke and put it on you'. [MAT 11:29] Zaŋiminǫ ya 

zaba sț'țs! 'Put on your swords!'. [1SA 25:13] Bǫǫ ba naan zaŋin lieŋe ki'e li tabil tampiing zugka li na kpǫm 

bǫ saŋa wțsa. '(Oh, ... that they were inscribed with an iron tool on lead, or engraved in rock forever!'. [JOB 19:24] 
Serial: zaŋ ken (... zin'ig/yǫla) ‘with regard to, as far as’. Dunia yǫltǤǤd nǫ li namisțg n zaŋi ken saal nyǤvțr 

bǫllimin. The problems and sufferings of the world affecting human life. [Asaasim] tțțmyaalis nǫ li buudi 

naamid Kusațg sț'țlimin zaŋi n ken na'ayiigimin nǫ pu'abiriŋ. various types of crime are happening in the 
Kusaas' region, including burglary and rape. [Asaasim] GǤmma la anǫ o paam nǤbasigi yit zi'ela zǤŋ dimin la 

yiiga zaŋi ken: 'The Government shall require the approval of parliament:'. [Constitution] Lit: prior approval of 
Parliament with regard to:. Gbauŋ kaŋa ye li sțŋif nǫ ka fț gǤsi fț mǫŋi zaŋi kennǫ fț pțțg tțkir nǫ fț sa'ar 

nǫ fț du'amin nǫ fț du'am la nya'aŋ. This book is to help you care for yourself with regard to conception, 
labour, giving birth and afterwards. [Womens-Health] Kpǫǫm la ye ba gǤs tituaa, ka wada banǫ ka gǤmma digili 

zaŋi n kennǫ ba tțțma la zin'ig la n tțm nwǫnǫ lin bǤǤd si'em The official said they should be very careful to 
keep all the laws that the government laid down concerning their profession. [Asaasim] M wțm fțn sǤsim si'eli 

zaŋi keŋ Isimael yǫla la 'I have heard your request about Ishmael'. [GEN 17:20] SǤmmi li wțsa tisi ba ka ba na 

dǤlisidi li sț'țŋa zaŋi kennǫ li zi'esim nǫ li zi'ela la. 'Write these down before them so that they may be faithful 
to its design and follow all its regulations.'. [EZK 43:11] Esta da lǫn vanbin Na'ab la nǤba nii kum ka bǫllim o ye 

gban'abǫ'ǫd kanǫ ka Haman onǫ an Agag buudi la gban'e zaŋi keŋ Jew dim la yǫla la, kǫl ka li kpi. 'Esther 
again pleaded with the king, falling at his feet and weeping. She begged him to put an end to the evil plan of 

Haman the Agagite, which he had devised against the Jews.'. [EST 8:3] SynD: nǤk. Note: ? All Kusaal uses nǤk :  zaŋ is 

more of a southeastern form [TN]. Sim: mǤr14 ‘use’. Note: strictly, zaŋ/nǤk involve getting hold of sth. to 'use', while mǤr1 
is using sth. one already has/holds.    Etym: OVN *ZA Ŋ, NOK ; GS1 *KPA/E ; vc2 *ɟan ; vc4 *mo ; PB *jàngat. 
Note: (OVN) isogloss for *ZAŊ, NOK would be interesting (?? roughly SE vs. NW with both in Kusaal) 

zaŋǫ   See main entry: zaŋ. take. 

zaŋe   See main entry: zaŋ. take. 

zaŋgoom   See main entry: zaŋguom1. city wall. 

zaŋgooma   See main entry: zaŋguom1. city wall. 

zaŋguom1   Variant: zaŋgoom; zaŋguommi; zaŋguommǫ; zaŋguome. Form: zaŋguoma. Variant: zaŋgooma; 

zaŋguomaa. Form: zaŋguom-2. n. a courtyard wall, city wall. Note: free-standing Ba daa duoe kaae sibiti la 

dǤǤg nya'aŋi zi'en zaŋguom nya'aŋi sǤsid Wina'am. They got up and went round behind the hospital and stood 
behind the wall praying. [Electricity] Ya wțsa na la'asi lug o wțț zaŋguom kanǫ dǫlli bǤǤd liig ... ? 'Would all of 
you throw him down – this leaning wall ... ?'. [PSA 62:3] hali baa piif ya'a ianki dțț li zug, ba kuga zaŋguom la 

na birigi yaam yǤri-yǤri! 'if even a fox climbed up on it, he would break down their wall'. [NEH 4:3] M na nwa'ae 

li zaŋguom la 'I will break down its wall'. [ISA 5:5] Li da anǫ yivǫnliŋ ka ba mǫ' zaŋguommǫ gilig. It was a 
lovely house with a wall built around it. [Shoeshine-Boy] La'an nǫ ala ka li nwǫnǫ zaŋguommi bǫǫ ba sțțgțnnǫ. 
In spite of that it was as if there was a wall between them. [Trouble] M na kǫ ka fț nwǫnǫ zaŋguommi tis 

nimbama 'I will make you a wall to this people'. [JER 15:20] ZugsǤb maliak la da tǤlisi zi'en lǤmbǤn'Ǥd ayi' banǫ 

ka ba mǫ' zaŋguoma ayi' bǫŋ 'Then the angel of the Lord stood in a narrow path... with walls on both sides.'. 

[NUM 22:24] Zaba widi la dammir ma'aa na kǫ ka zaŋguoma la mi'im. 'Your walls will tremble at the noise of 
the war horses'. [EXO 26:10] Jerusalem anǫ tempțkanǫ kț mǤr zaŋguomaa 'Jerusalem will be a city without 

walls'. [ZEC 2:4] o daa su'anǫ zaŋguom liiliŋ kanǫ bǫǫ ba yisuorin la he was hiding behind a broken wall on the 
way to their house. [Fire] Tempțbama wțsa da mǤr zaŋguom bǫda banǫ mǤr paŋ ka wa'am 'All these towns 
were fortified with high walls'. [DEU 3:5] M na mǫ zaŋguom kpi'ema giligi ya 'I will encircle you with towers'. [ISA 

29:3] Colloc: zaŋguom1in ‘on/to/from wall’. Ban da tu'ae sakur la za'anǤǤr zaŋguomin la, ka Adu sie yu'osțg. 
As they got near the wall of the school entrance, Adu was slowed his trotting. [Trouble] Ban nan gǤsid la, kibigim 

vǤǤnr zaŋguomin la 'While they are watching, break a hole through the wall'. [EZK 12:5] Ya zi' ye ba na tǤǤnd 

piema tut zaŋguomin la naa? 'Didn't you realize that they would shoot arrows from the walls?'. [2SA 11:20] 
Colloc: gu'ub zaŋguom1 ‘siege-works [in the Bible]’. o kț ...  nyaŋi mǫ' gu'ub zaŋguommi giŋi li 'He will not 

... build a siege ramp against it.'. [ISA 37:33] Syn: guom; Sim: dǤkpin, mǫǫsir ‘wall of room, dividing wall’. 

zaŋguom-2   See main entry: zaŋguom1. city wall. 

zaŋguoma   See main entry: zaŋguom1. city wall. 
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zaŋguomaa   See main entry: zaŋguom1. city wall. 

zaŋguome   See main entry: zaŋguom1. city wall. 

zaŋguommǫ   See main entry: zaŋguom1. city wall. 

zaŋguommi   See main entry: zaŋguom1. city wall. 

zaŋgbǫ-   n.st. 'sweetcane', sugar-cane. NǤkim bțnnyubisa bama maal tudaari. Makim mir ku'om galam ayi', nǫ 

sinamon zǤ'Ǥm nǫ, zaŋgbǫsuma ... 'Take the finest spices – 6 kilogrammes of liquid myrrh, 3 kilogrammes of 
sweet-smelling cinnamon, 3 kilogrammes of sweet-smelling cane'. [EXO 30:23] 

zaŋi   See main entry: zaŋ. take. 

zaŋid   See main entry: zaŋ. take. 

zaŋidi   See main entry: zaŋ. take. 

zaŋim!   See main entry: zaŋ. take. 

zaŋimi!   See main entry: zaŋ. take. 

zaŋiminǫ!   See main entry: zaŋ. take. 

zaŋin   See main entry: zaŋ. take. 

zaŋir   See main entry: zaŋ. take. 

zaŋkɔʔɔri [C]   See main entry: zaŋku'ar. hyæna. 

zaŋko'ari [N]   See main entry: zaŋku'ar. hyæna. 

zaŋkua'a   See main entry: zaŋku'ar. hyæna. 

zaŋkua'ar   See main entry: zaŋku'ar. hyæna. 

zaŋku'a   See main entry: zaŋku'ar. hyæna. 

zaŋku'ar   Variant: zaŋko'ari [N]; zaŋkua'ar; zaŋkɔʔɔri [C]. Form: zaŋkua'a. Variant: zanku'a; zaŋku'a. n. hyæna, 

'wolf' [Gh.] traditionally the enemy of the dog and a threat to sheep and goats. Crocuta crocuta. M yț'țn 

nwǫnǫ zaŋku'ar sizua, ka an viiug bǫllim taa. 'I have become a brother of jackals, a companion of owls.'. [JOB 

30:29] Azaŋku'ar ye, 'Bǫŋa tigir bǫ nǫ kǤligin.' Mr.Hyæna says "To be satisfied with beans, you have to be at the 

waterhole." [Proverb 100] nimbǫ'ǫdnam na kǫǫn ya san'an na gban'e ya wțț zaŋku'ari gban'ad kǤnbid si'em la 
bad people will come to you who will catch you as a 'wolf' catches sheep and goats. [ACT 20:29] la'am nǫ zaŋku'a 

nǫ gbigima nǫ wǫbaas banǫ gǤǤnd teŋin la yț'țŋ ma'aa apart from hyænas, lions and leopards that only came 
round the village at night. [Trouble] MǤǤgin bțnyuos nǫ zaŋku'a na la'asid ani 'Desert creatures will meet with 
hyenas' there. [ISA 34:14] ba sariakatib la an zaamnǤǤr zanku'a. 'her rulers are evening wolves'. [ZEP 3:3] 
Syn: kunduŋ. 

zaŋnǫ   See main entry: zaŋ. take. 

zaŋsir-   See main entry: zaŋsirig. ground squirrel. 

zaŋsirig   Variant: zansirigi; zansiriŋ [N]; zansirig; zansiriŋa [C]. Form: zaŋsiris. Variant: zansiris. Form: zaŋsir-. n. a 
ground-squirrel. Xerus erythropus. La'an nǫ zansirigi țgțsid yaama bugusid, ka o tafǫǫd pț buak ayi' la 'the 
rock-badger, because though it chews the cud it does not have cloven hoof'. [LEV 11:5] Note: the Biblical animal is 
probably the rock-hyrax or dassie which does live in Ghana but probably not nowadays in Kusaug. English Bibles have 

"rabbit", "rock-badger", "hyrax", "coney" :: see zuobțțg.    Gban'am zaŋsiris la tisi ti, gban'am zaŋsirbibis banǫ 

san'am vain tiis pǤǤg 'Catch for us the foxes, the little foxes that ruin the vineyards'. [SNG 2:15] Sim: lannig. 

zaŋsiris   See main entry: zaŋsirig. ground squirrel. 

zaŋ-zaŋ   Variant: zaŋ-zaŋi; zaŋ-zaŋɛ. adv. all, only. O daa nǤk o ligidi zaŋ-zaŋi da' mui abǫkpaam kǤliba piiga ka 

tǫn'ǫs ye o na nyǫ nyǤǤd pamm, amaa li daa pț da'ada. She used all her money and bought 10 bottles of palm 
oil, thinking she would make profit, but it didn't sell. [MA] Lit: wasn't buying (being bought). Dau la tis o biig la nǫ 

o zaŋ-zaŋ. The man gave his child his all. [MA] Adu da fǫndigi gǤs teŋ kanǫ ka ba du'a o ka o nǤbig ani la nǫ 

nimbanǫ ka o kǫǫsidi ba zaŋ-zaŋ la. Adu turned to look at the town where he was born and grew up, and the 
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people he was leaving behind. [Trouble] Ti suor zaŋ-zaŋi nwa na vi' nidib ka ba kț lǫn tț'țdi ti nidibinǫ. This 

is the only way we will stop people from abusing us in public. [Trouble] O nǤŋ la gbin anǫ ye o nǤknǫ o zaŋ-zaŋi 

gǤs o biis ye ba keŋ sakur. Because of his poverty it was all that he could do to keep his children in school. 

[You-Heard?] Sim: wțsa, zan'1, faan2. m biyimir zaŋ zaŋ on ka m du'a [LUK 9:38 [original New Testament]] Note: Bible 

draft has zan'aa , the final publihed Bible simply o anǫ m biyimmir. 
zaŋ-zaŋɛ   See main entry: zaŋ-zaŋ. only. 

zaŋ-zaŋi   See main entry: zaŋ-zaŋ. only. 

zapgǤn'Ǥs   See main entry: zapgun'a. tree [sp.] 

zapgun'a   Form: zapgǤn'Ǥs. n. tree [sp.] Acacia nilotica var. tomentosa. See: gun'a. 

zappid   See main entry: zab1. fight, pain, repair. 

zasisǤbir   Variant: zasisobir. n. dusk. Sim: sisǤbir. See: zaam; sisǤbir. 

zasisobir   See main entry: zasisǤbir. dusk. 

zaa   See main entry: zan'1. all. 

-zaal   Form: -zaala. adj. empty, ordinary. yizaal la tiǫndi ba ye Nimo nǫ o yidim wțsa Win yisimmǫ nid yinne la 

ma'aa ka ba lǫn kae. the empty house reminded them that of Nimo and all his family – God took away one 
person only and they are no more. [Trouble] Mpuaka daa tțmmǫ tțțmzaal. Sumboto kanǫ aan o nyǤǤd la la ka 

o zaŋi tis Azaato la. Mpuaka worked for nothing. The bag of groundnuts that was her profit she had to give to 
Azaato. [Wealth-Is-Power] Mam pț mǤr bodobodo zaal kpǫla, m mǤri bodobodo kanǫ an ZugsǤb la din. 'I don't 
have any ordinary bread on hand; however, there is some consecrated bread here'. [1SA 21:4] Dțkzaal lǫn kae. 
There is not another empty pot. [2KI 4:6] m na kǤǤns titan la wțsa ka kǫ tampinzaal 'I shall scrape the soil off her 

and leave her only bare rock'. [EZK 26:4] Kemi fț kpi'es la yaanǫ sǤs dțkzaala bǫdegț. 'Go to your neighbours 
and borrow as many empty jars as you can'. [2KI 4:3] Gu'usimi, ka sǤ' da pan'asi ya nǫ pa'al zaala linǫ nwǫnǫ 

ya'am pa'ala 'See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy'. [COL 2:8] 
Colloc: -zallin ‘in/to/from an empty ...’. O da nan gǤsid nǫ o dǤzaallin la ka Ama kpǫn' na. He was still looking 

at his empty room when Ama came in. [Trouble] Syn: -zaalig. See: -zaalig; zaalim. 

-zaala   See main entry: -zaal. ordinary. 

-zaalig   Variant: -zaaliga. Form: -zaalis. Variant: -zaalisǫ. adj. empty, useless. Ka biis la baŋ ye li ka' tțkpiid-zaaliga. 
The children realised that it was not just an idle fuss. [Trouble] Nǫ' mǫ anǫ namis zaalig ka ka' gbinnǫ. 'This too 
is meaningless– a miserable business!'. [ECC 4:8] fț ya'a pț'țsid, fțn da pian'ad pian'azaalis nwǫnǫ banǫ zi' 

Wina'am niŋid si'em la 'When you pray, do not use a lot of meaningless words, as the pagans do'. [MAT 6:7] 
Colloc: nț'țzaalis ‘empty hands’. Ka ba bț' o lǫbis o nǫ nu'uzaalis. They 'beat him and sent him away 
empty-handed.'. [LUK 20:10] fț pț pț'țsidi fț zua nǫ nu'uzaalisǫ. you don't greet your friend with empty hands. 

[Trouble] Wina'am ya'a ka'anǫ m san'anǫ, bi'esțg kae ye fț naan kadin mam ka m keŋ nǫ nu'uzaalisǫ. 'If ... 
God ... had not been with me, you would have already sent me away empty-handed'. [GEN 31:42] Syn: -zaal; 

Sim: zaalim, -yǤǤg1, -nǫǫr2. 

-zaaliga   See main entry: -zaalig. empty. 

zaalim   adv. 1 • emptily, in vain, free, (for) nothing. Akelsa ye dunia nwa la'ad la anǫ zaalim li kț nyaŋi sțŋif si'ela lin 

anǫ gaamis Akelsa said that this world's goods are useless, they can't help you any, they are folly. [Akelsa] Na'ayir 

kpǫn'ǫdnǫ zaalim ka pț yit zaalim You can enter the palace for nothing, but you can't leave for nothing. [Asaasim 

Proverb] DinzugǤ m ba'abinǤŋa, yanamǫ sadigim mi' ye bțn linǫ ka ya niŋid ZugsǤb yǫla ka' zaalim la 
''Therefore, my dear brothers,' ... 'you know that your labour in the Lord is not in vain'. [1CO 15:58] Manǫ kǫt ka 

ba'abțgțdibi yǫt si'el la lieb zaalim 'I frustrate false prophets and their omens'. [ISA 44:25] Zaansima bǫdegț nǫ 

pian'abǫdțg anǫ zaalim. 'Much dreaming and many words are meaningless. [ECC 5:7] Ti tiǫn zimi banǫ ka ti daa 

Ǥnbid Egipt teŋin zaalim nǫ gǤla banǫ ka ti daa dțgidi Ǥnbid nǫ wǤtamǫlǤn nǫ gabț buudi wțsa la. 'We 

remember the fish we ate in Egypt at no cost – also the cucumbers, melons, leeks, onions and garlic.'. [NUM 11:5] Fț 

zaba sț'țgț sadigim daa kǫ ka bimanam kpǫlim zaalim la 'your sword has made many mothers childless'. [1SA 

15:33] Colloc: zaalim-zaalim ‘totally unnecessarily’. Daar yinne ka ti da gǤǤnd tempțțg la kțkpǫŋ 
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zaalim-zaalim One day when we were wandering aimlessly round the town. [Shoeshine-Boy] Winna'ab: BǤ ka fț 

kpǫǫm la pț bǤǤdi fǤ?    ::  Abțgțr O yaam nǫ zaalim zaalim.  :: Winna'ab: Fț kpǫǫm la yaaf nǫ zaalim?  ::  

Abțgțr: Űǫn, zaalim zaalim. Winna'ab :Why doesn't your elder like you?   ::   Abugur : He hates me for no 
reason at all.  ::  Winna'ab : Your elder hates you for no reason?  ::   Abugur : Yes, for no reason at all. 

[Three-Problems-] Ban sadigim bǫnd mam baans zaalim-zaalim 'Without any reason they laid a trap for me'. [PSA 

35:7] Na'ab la da tis nǤǤr ye ba gban'am banǫ faa tis Daniel zaalim-zaalim la na lǤb gbigima buugin la 'At 
the king's command, the men who had falsely accused Daniel were brought in and thrown into the lions' den'. [DAN 

6:24] Sim: -zaalig, -zaal. 
2 • naked. Fusabilig kanǫ ka o da sǤn' la da bǫnǫ o siaa bǫn ka bas o nyǤ'Ǥg zaalim. The dark shirt he was 

wearing just about reached his waist but left his chest bare. [Trouble] M da naani m ma pțțgin yinǫ zaalim na 
'Naked I came from my mother's womb'. [JOB 1:21] Sim: biel1. fț da nan kpǫn anǫ biel ka dig zaalim 'you were 

still quite naked and exposed'. [EZK 16:7] See: -zaal; -zaalig. 

-zaalis   See main entry: -zaalig. empty. 

-zaalisǫ   See main entry: -zaalig. empty. 

zaaluŋ   See main entry: zǫǫlțŋ. snake. 

zaam   Variant: zaami; zaama; zaamaa. Form: za-2. n. late afternoon, evening. Lțŋ la vuud da kǫ ka zaam la aan 

sillimm la bas. The noise of the drum broke the afternoon quiet. [Trouble] Note: Suggested emendation by MA :- Li 

daa anǫ sillimm zaam la, ka luŋ la nwǫ'ǫb kǫ ka zin'ig la di'e vuud. Li da anǫ alasid daar zaam ka an 

sillimm. It was Sunday evening and very quiet. [Trouble] Man da mǤri fuud atan', tțțma fuug yinne, zaam 

fuug yinne, nǫ duorim fuug yinne. I had three shirts: one work shirt, one evening shirt, and one for special 
occasions. [Shoeshine-Boy] bǫog zaam ya'a ti paae anwana win m na due n keŋi ya yaanamǫ bǫ zin'isi'a when 
tomorrow afternoon at this time arrives, I will get up and go to where your ancestors are. [You-Hear?] daar zaam on 

kidig o bǤn'Ǥgțn la na in the evening the day after tomorrow she would come and meet him in the valley. 

[Billygoat] zaam ma'anǫ ka yț'țŋ bǤǤd sǤb the day is almost over and it is getting dark. [LUK 24:29] O ya'a na lǫbnǫ 

zaam bǫǫ yț'țŋ tisțțs bǫǫ nǤrakukuma win bǫǫ bǫogțnǫǫ, sǤ' zi'. Whether he will come in the evening or the 
middle of the night or at cock-crow or early morning, no one knows. [MRK 13:35] Bțdimi fț bțmbțțda bǫogțn, 

ka mǫ da bas zaam bțdiga 'In the morning sow your seed in good time, and do not let your hands slack off until 

evening'. [ECC 11:6] lin yi dabpii nǫ anaasi zaam ti paae dabpisi nǫ yinne zaam 'from the evening of the 
fourteenth day until the evening of the twenty-first day'. [EXO 12:18] Zakan ka kpǫǫm la tțm buol pa'an la o yin. 
That evening the elder invited the teacher to his house. [AIDS-II] Zakan la ba da gbǫnǫ kǤm ka ba wțsa kǤm 

yț'țn zabid That evening they lay down hungry, and hunger troubled them all. [You-Heard?] Ka zakan la ka kǤdis 

kena pǫ'ǫl ban gbǫǫnd zin'isi'a la. 'That evening a flock of quails flew in and settled over the whole camp'. [EXO 

16:13] Ba na naae vaala la zaama. They will finish the farm-clearing this evening. [House+Farm] Zaama ya na 

baŋ ye ZugsǤb la sid mǤri ya yi Egipt na. 'This evening you will know that it was the Lord who brought you out 
of Egypt.'. [EXO 16:6] O ǫǫnti mi' ye Adu na mǤri li yǫla na amaa ka' zaamaa. She knew Adu would bring 

information about it, but not this evening. [Trouble] Colloc: zaam-zaam ‘every evening’. ti manam da yǫtti ti 

sǤlima zaam-zaam our mothers told us stories every evening. [Trouble] Agaand la da mǤr bodobodo nǫ ni'imi 

ken bǫogțn-bǫogțn nǫ zaam-zaam tisid o 'ravens brought him bread and meat every morning and every 
evening'. [1KI 17:6] Colloc: fț/ya zaam-zaam ‘Good evening! [greeting]’. Ya zaam-zaam, Buama dasam nǫ ba 

pu'asadaa. Good evening, you young men and girls of Buama! [Trouble] Etym: OVN *ZAM [often compounded 
with "-mouth"] ; GS1 *DA/EN . See: zaamnǤǤr; zasisǤbir. 

zaama   See main entry: zaam. evening. 

zaamaa   See main entry: zaam. evening. 

zaami   See main entry: zaam. evening. 

zaamis   See main entry: zaaŋ. 'thistle'. 

zaamnǤǤr   Variant: zaamnoor; zaamnǤǤre; zanoor2. n. evening, late afternoon. Daar yinne zaamnǤǤr ka Baaba 

Abțgțr mǤr fittanam ayi' nǫ mankǫǫnsi ayi' kul na. One evening Baaba Abugur came home with two lanterns 
and two (boxes of) matches. [Fire] Li da anǫ zaamnǤǤr ka on nǫ o pu'ayua niŋ muibielim latita'arine gaansid 

kuga. One evening she and her daughter put polished rice in a big bowl and were sorting out the stones. [Trouble] 
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zaamnǤǤr ka o nya'andǤlib la sig bǫuŋin na 'When evening came, Jesus' disciples went down to the lake'. [JHN 

6:16] Li da anǫ wțț nintaŋ tisțțs ka teŋ la wțsa lieb lik biridi ti paae zaamnǤǤr kǫrefa atan' 'It was about 
twelve o'clock when the sun stopped shining and darkness covered the whole country until three o'clock'. [LUK 

23:44] Daar yinne, o da yi zaamnǤǤre gǤǤnd paalț 'He went out in the early evening to take a walk in the fields'. 

[GEN 64:23] Ban da lǫb yin zanɔɔr kan la, Goma da gur nǫ. When they got home that evening, Goma was waiting. 

[Trouble] Sim: zaam, zasisǤbir. Etym: OVN *ZAM [often compounded with "-mouth"] ; GS1 *DA /EN. 
See: zaam; nǤǤr1. 

zaamnǤǤre   See main entry: zaamnǤǤr. late afternoon. 

zaamnoor   See main entry: zaamnǤǤr. late afternoon. 

zaanlim  v. to swing, hang loose. Nwǫnǫ pǤn'Ǥr nǤbiri zaanlim si'em la, ala ka zǤlțg siiliŋ mǫ aǫn. 'Like a lame man's 
legs that hang limp is a proverb in the mouth of a fool.'. [PRO 26:7] 

zaanlțŋ   n. snake [sp.], a big water snake. Pu'ab daa keŋ Bugir mu'arin ye ba wik ku'om ka nyǫ zaanlțŋ ka o vǤn ziiŋ 

tita'ar. Women went to the Bugri dam to fetch water and saw a watersnake swallowing a big fish. [MA] 

zaansim1   Variant: zaansimǫ. Form: zaansimnǫ. Form: zaansim1 ya4. v. to dream. fț ya'a zaansim ka bțnkǤnbțg kati 

fǤ li anǫ zutǤǤg if you dream an animal is chasing you, it is bad luck. [Trouble] da lǫn zaansim ye ya pian' tis o 

o ittțŋ la yǫlaa. don't dream of speaking to him about his behaviour. [Wonderwoman] O da zaansim nyǫ dadțg ka 

li ti' dunia ni keŋ ba'al arezana ni 'In a dream he saw a ladder, which rested on the ground with its top reaching 
to heaven'. [GEN 28:12] yǫl babigi na bǫ sǤ' sțnfțn ka li kǫ ka o zaansim si'em la 'The more you worry, the more 
likely you are to have bad dreams'. [ECC 5:3] Daniel da dignǫ o gadțg zug ka zaansim 'Daniel had a dream ... as 

he was lying on his bed'. [DAN 7:1] Ka o zaansimǫ zaansim bǫ'ǫd bǫoga. And he had a bad dram this morning. 

[Trouble] man sa zaansimi o yǫla yț'țŋ ka li daam man bǫdegț. 'I have suffered a great deal today in a dream 
because of him.'. [MAT 27:19] Ti babayi' nwa' sa zaansimnǫ yț'țŋ 'We both had dreams' last night. [GEN 40:8] On 

sa zaansim ya. Ka mǤ ye o tiǫn li gț'țŋ. She had had a dream last night, and tried and tried to remember it but 

couldn't. [Trouble] Sim: zaansțŋ ‘[noun]’. Etym: OV1 *DA ; OVN *ZAS(.M) . See: zaansțŋ. 

zaansim1 ya4   See main entry: zaansim1. dream. 

zaansim-2   See main entry: zaansțŋ. dream. 

zaansim3   See main entry: ziiŋ1. fish. 

zaansima   See main entry: zaansțŋ. dream. 

zaansimǫ   See main entry: zaansim1. dream. 

zaansimnǫ   See main entry: zaansim1. dream. 

zaansțŋ   Form: zaansima. Variant: zaansuma. Form: zaansim-2. n. a dream. Adu da zǫǫgidnǫ gbǫǫm ka dabiem 

zaansțŋ vțnbis o. Adu was overcome by sleep and was shaken by a fearful dream. [Trouble] M zaansim nǫ 

zaansțŋ si'a ka li daamim hali 'I have had a dream that troubles me '. [DAN 2:3] Ka Wina'am sa'ali ba zaansțŋ 

pțțgin ye ba da lǫn lǫb Na'ab Herod san'anǫ. 'God had warned them in a dream not to go back to Herod.'. [MAT 

2:12] O da ka' niŋkanǫ ka zaansima yǫla daamid o He wasn't a person to be bothered by dreams. [Trouble] 
Zaansima bǫdegț nǫ pian'abǫdțg anǫ zaalim. 'Much dreaming and many words are meaningless. [ECC 5:7] hali 

nǫ din mǫnǫ, fț vǤlisidim nǫ zaansima 'even then you frighten me with dreams'. [JOB 7:14] Ya ninkțda na 

zaansim zaansima 'your old men will dream dreams'. [JOL 2:28] Li aannǫ zaansțŋ bǫ'ǫd bǫǫ?' Li sid aannǫ 

zaansimbǫ'ǫd ka Adu mǫ pț su'a Ama. "Was it a bad dream?" It was indeed a bad dream, and Adu didn't hide 
that from Ama. [Trouble] Colloc: zaansțŋin(ǫ) ‘in a dream’. Adu n da nyǫ si'el o zaansțŋin la da ka'anǫ o 

tǫn'ǫsțg ma'aa nǫ. What Adu had seen in his dream was not just his imagination. [Trouble] Nǫ'ǫŋa nya'aŋ ka 

Abram wțm ZugsǤb pian'ad zaansțŋin 'After this, the word of the Lord came to Abram in a vision'. [GEN 15:1] O 

pț lǫn gandigidimi yit nǤdi'esidibin bǫǫ zaansțŋinǫ. 'He no longer answers me, either by prophets or by 
dreams.'. [1SA 28:15] o um taasitaas ye li kad sibǫ'ug kanǫ bǫ zaansuŋțn la. she brooded slowly to drive away 

the evil spirit in the dream. [Trouble] BțnkǤnbțg ya'a katif zaansʋŋʋnɛ, li anǫ zutǤǤg. If you dream of being 

pursued by an animal, it is bad luck. [Trouble] Sim: zaansim1 ‘[verb]’.  See: zaansim1. 
zaansuma   See main entry: zaansțŋ. dream. 
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zaaŋ   Form: zaamis. n. a 'thistle'. Note: "a thorny shrub with hardly any leaves" [MA].    m na aansi ya niŋgbina nǫ zaaŋ 

gǤn'Ǥs nǫ gǤn'Ǥs banǫ bǫ pipirigin la! 'I will tear your flesh with desert thorns and briers.'. [JDG 8:7] GǤn'Ǥs kț 

wal kekamaa, ka zaaŋ mǫ kț wal ganyaa. 'you do not pick figs from thorn bushes or gather grapes from 
bramble bushes'. [LUK 6:44] 

zǫ1   Variant: ze'; zǫǫ1. Form: zǫǫb. v. 1 • to snatch, grab, seize. On ya'ae o nǤǤr ye o zǫ ni'im kanǫ bǫ ku'omin la, ka 

o ni'im la lu kǤlțgțn la. When he opened his mouth to grab the meat that was in the water, his meat fell into the 
river. [Jealousy] On nyǫ si'el la da zǫ o nǫ lub teŋin. The thing he saw grabbed him and knocked him down. 

[Trouble] Ka sieba mǫ niŋ yadda ye, onǫ an sɔn'e la, o zǫǫ o nǫ o sǤntaaba banǫ mǤǤd ye ba kț o la ni. And 
some people also believe that as she is a witch she seized her from her fellow-witches who were making an effort 
to kill her. [Trouble] Ka ba zǫ biig la mǤr o keŋ Wina'am nǫ o na'am gbauŋ la tuon. 'But the child was snatched 

away and taken to God and his throne.'. [REV 12:5] O tțbiri da zǫǫ li o ma san'an. He overheard it from his mother. 

[Trouble] Lit: His ear caught (the idea) from his mother.. Sim: faaǫn, fan'1. Benaya da keŋ o san'an nǫ balaar ka 

zǫ kpan la Egipt dau la nu'ugin faaǫn ka nǤk o mǫŋ kpan nǫ kțț o. 'Benaiah went against him with a club. He 
snatched the spear from the Egyptian's hand and killed him with his own spear.'. [1CH 11:23] 
2 • to fish with a scoop net. "They normally weave a net with 2 sticks at the entrance and nylon rope at one side. 
One will then hold the two trap nets facing each other under water and gradually bring them together and in 
the process fish are caught in them. This is zǫǫb " [MA].    Nderaug nǫ o pitib daa keŋ Gagbir kǤldaugțn zimi 

zeeb. Nderaug and his junior brothers went to the river at Gagbiri to catch fish. [MA] 

zǫ2   Variant: zǫǫ2. Form: zǫǫd. Form: zǫǫdțg. v. to gore, butt, attack with horns. na'araug ya'a zǫ dau bǫǫ pu'a 

pu'alim ka o kpi, asǫǫ ka ba lǤb na'araug la nǫ kugaa kț 'If a bull gores a man or a woman to death, the bull 

must be stoned to death'. [EXO 21:28] kțnt iila ... Fț na nǤk nǫ'ǫŋa zǫ Aram dim la, hali nǫ fțn na ti san'ami ba 

wțsa! 'With horns like these you will gore the Aramaeans and make an end of them.'. [1KI 22:11] sǤ' na'araug ya'a 

zǫǫ o tiraan na'araugț pu'alim ka o kpi 'When one man's ox butts another's and kills it'. [EXO 21:35] Amaa 

na'araug la ya'a anǫ onǫ zǫǫd 'If, however, the bull has had the habit of goring'. [EXO 21:29] Li anǫ zǫǫdțg yǫla 

(naaf) It is because of goring (cow). [Asaasim] Sim: zug3 ‘to charge, prancing and swaying (as: a he-goat)’. 

zǫba   adv. feeble, weak. Nu'us wțsa na kpi zǫba, ka duma wțsa nyǤsid 'Everyone's hands will be weak, and their 

knees will shake.'. [EZK 7:17] Sim: bțgțs1, -bțgțsim, bțgțsțm, bțk1, gǫn1, -gǫǫnliŋ, nyǤs, siǫn1, tadig, zǫnda. 

zǫl   Form: zǫlnǫ. v. to faint. Ami'imaalțg on daa pț nyaŋi duoe bǤzugǤ o daa zǫlnǫ. Ami'imaalug couldn't get up 

because she had fainted. [You-Heard?] See: zǫla. 

zǫla   adj.pl. faint, drooping. DinzugǤ țgțsimi ya nu'us banǫ an zǫla la 'Therefore, strengthen your feeble arms'. [HEB 

12:12] See: zǫl. 

zǫligir   n. a rebuke. zina anǫ tǤǤg nǫ zǫligir nǫ nyan dabisir This day is a day of distress and rebuke and disgrace'. [ISA 

37:3] 

zǫlis   Form: zǫlisid. v. to carry sth. on the head without holding with ones hands. Li da anǫ Boye ma kenna, ka zǫlisid 

gǤrim-gǤrim o zugun. It was Boye's mother coming in, and carrying a pan on her head without holding. [Trouble] 
Yaa, on nǫ Ama, zi ku'om zǫlisidi kpǫn'ǫd na. Yaa, and Ama, were coming in carrying water on their heads 
without holding. [Trouble] 

zǫlisid   See main entry: zǫlis. no.hands. 

zǫlnǫ   See main entry: zǫl. faint. 

zɛm   See main entry: zem. fair [be]. 

zɛmis   See main entry: zemis. match. 

zǫn-   See main entry: zǫǫnd. soup, ingredients. 

zǫnda   adv. feebly. O yț'țn da bas uunsțg la ka dig sǤŋ zug zǫnda. He gave up groaning and lay feebly on the mat. 

[Trouble] Sim: bțgțs1, -bțgțsim, bțgțsțm, bțk1, gǫn1, -gǫǫnliŋ, nyǤs, siǫn1, tadig, zǫba. 

zǫndig   Variant: zendig; zǫndigǫ; zǫndigi. Form: zǫndigidnǫ. Form: zǫndigir. Variant: zendigir. Form: zǫndig ya4. v. to 

wither, dry up. m da kǫ ka wauŋ kpǫn' ya lǤmbǤn'Ǥdnǫ ya tiis pǤǤd la ka li zǫndig 'I struck your gardens and 
vineyards, I struck them with blight and mildew.'. [AMO 4:9] zțnzțnr kena Ǥnb tuŋ la nya'a ka li zǫndigi kțdig 
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'a worm attacked the plant, and it died'. [JON 4:7] ma'asim kae la zug ka li zǫndigi kpi. 'they dried up because the 

soil had no moisture.'. [LUK 8:6] ba zǫndigidnǫ kțdigid tǤ'ǤtǤ nwǫnǫ mǤǤd nǫ. 'they wither more quickly than 
grass.'. [JOB 8:12] tiis nǫ mǤǤd la wțsa zǫndig ya the trees and the grass are withered. [ISA 15:6] Caus: zǫǫlim. 
bugum na zǫǫlim o ka o zǫndig wțț tiig vaand nǫ fire will scorch him so that he shrivels like tree-leaves. [JOB 

15:30] Sim: kțdig1, kpiǫn, nwǫǫnlim, ziank1 ‘to be dry’; bar-bar ‘very dry’. See: zǫǫlim. 

zǫndig ya4   See main entry: zǫndig. wither. 

zǫndigǫ   See main entry: zǫndig. wither. 

zǫndigi   See main entry: zǫndig. wither. 

zǫndigidnǫ   See main entry: zǫndig. wither. 

zǫndigir   See main entry: zǫndig. wither. 

zǫndțk   See main entry: zǫnrțk. soup pot. 

zǫn'ǫm-zǫn'ǫm   Variant: zen'em. id. red. fǫn'ǫbanǫ an zǫn'ǫm-zǫn'ǫm bǫǫ piela-piela ya'a bǫǫ o gbǫ'og bǫǫ o zug 

zin'ikanǫ pie la, li anǫ niŋgbina san'auŋ ban'asi yiti o zugin bǫǫ gbǫ'ogțn la na. 'But if he has a reddish-white 
sore on his bald head or forehead, it is an infectious disease breaking out on his head or forehead.'. [LEV 13:42] 
zin'ikanǫ ka li bǫ fuugin ... ka li an zǫn'ǫm-zǫn'ǫm ... ba na zaŋi li pa'al maanmaan la. 'if it is ... reddish, it 
... must be shown to the priest. '. [LEV 13:49] Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug See: teŋinzǫn'ǫm; -zǫn'ug. 

-zǫn'ǫs1   See main entry: -zin'a. red. 

-zǫn'ǫs2   See main entry: -zǫn'ug. red. 

zǫn'ǫzǫn'   id. intensely. Ka sieba maan tțkpiidțg ka sieba nwǫ'ǫd kǤsiŋkǤǤs ka kpikpǫlis lut zǫn'ǫzǫn' And some 
people raised a rumpus, and some were beating tin cans and ululations broke out intensely. [You-Do?] 

-zǫn'is   See main entry: -zǫn'ug. red. 

-zɛn'og1   See main entry: -zǫn'ug. red. 

-zǫn'ug   Variant: -zɛn'og1; zen'ug; -zǫn'ugț; zen'ugo. Form: -zǫn'is. Variant: -zen'is; -zǫn'ǫs2. adj. red. Note: inc. 

warm-coloured (brown, orange, pink) ba nǤk nǫ pien kanǫ an bțlț nǫ fuzǫn'ugț yǫǫli li 'they are dressed in violet 
and purple'. maanmaan la na kǫ ka ba zaŋ bțn-ian'ada ayi' banǫ vțe ka an nyain, nǫ na'aziinr daug nǫ pien 

zǫn'ug nǫ nyulinnyu'usi 'the priest shall order two ritually clean birds to be brought, together with a piece of 
cedar wood, a red cord, and a sprig of hyssop'. [LEV 14:4] zanbin tita'ar nie saŋgbana ni na ya'as. Li daa anǫ 

bțnyua zǫn'ug 'Another mysterious sight appeared in the sky. There was a huge red dragon'. [REV 12:3] Manna la 

da anǫ bțngbilis wțț ma'anbiili ka an pipǫl-zǫn'ug. The manna was round things like okra seed and was 
'whitish-yellow in colour'. [NUM 11:7] Ka pu'a la yǫ fuzǫn'ug nǫ sanlima la'ad 'The woman was dressed in purple 
and scarlet, and was glittering with gold'. [REV 17:4] Maanmaan la anǫ ye o nǤk ... pien zǫn'ugț lǤs bugum kanǫ 

dit naaf la ni. 'The priest is to take ... scarlet wool and throw them onto the burning heifer.'. [NUM 19:6] kugvǫnliŋ 

banǫ da nyǫǫn wțț gǤtiŋ ka an bțmpielis nǫ bțnzǫn'is nǫ bțnsabilis ka ba ligidi zu'oe hali la wțsa 'every 
precious stone adorned you: ruby, topaz and emerald, chrysolite, onyx and jasper, sapphire, turquoise and beryl'. 
[EZK 28:13] Lit: beautiful stone that shines like glass and they are white and red and 'black' and they are very 
expensive. zabzabidib la zaba fuud an fuzǫn'ǫs. 'the warriors are clad in scarlet.'. [NAM 2:3] Ka wiedzǫn'ǫs tǫǫd 

yiiga tǫreko la 'The first chariot had red horses'. [ZEC 6:2] Colloc: mu'o Zǫn'ug(țn) ‘(at/to/from) the Red Sea’. 
Wina'am nǤki ba dǤl mǤǤgin ken Atǫuk Zǫn'ug la baba. 'God made them go round by way of the wilderness 
towards the Red Sea'. [EXO 13:18] ya saa lǫb nya'aŋi lǫbisid sian'anr la baba, suokanǫ ken Atǫuk Zǫn'ugțn la. 
'turn back tomorrow and set out toward the desert along the route to the Red Sea'. [NUM 14:25] Colloc: pipǫl-zǫn'ug 
‘[used in the Bible for] purple’. nǫ gum sțma banǫ an pipǫl-zǫn'ug nǫ bțnzǫn'is 'purple and scarlet yarn' [in 
list]. [EXO 26:1] nǤk gum dinǫ an bțlț nǫ gum pipǫl-zǫn'ug nǫ gum zǫn'ug nǫ gum pieligi sǫǫn li sț'țŋa ka di 

vǫnl. use blue yarn and purple yarn and red yarn and white yarn and sew it well so that it is beautiful. [EXO 28:15] 
Manna la da anǫ bțngbilis wțț ma'anbiili ka an pipǫl-zǫn'ug. The manna was round things like okra seed and 

was 'whitish-yellow in colour'. [NUM 11:7] Syn: -zin'a; Sim: wiug, mu'oe1 ‘to be red’. Etym: OVN *ZE- ; CG *jii . 
Read: Naden, Tony 2007. Descriptives : adjectives in Mamp ruli  in  Dakubu M.E.K. / G. 
Akanlig-Pare /E.K.Osam / K.Saah [eds.] Studies in t he Languages of the Volta Basin 4, 
Vol. 1: Nominal constructions. Legon : University o f Ghana Linguistics Department pp. 
85-99 [Paper presented to NUFU Colloquium: Legon, J an. 2006] 
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https://lostmarbles31.wixsite.com/aardvarks-lexico/ more-language-studies  :: Naden, 
Tony 2005.  Three cheers for the red, white and black. _in_ Dak ubu/Osam [eds.], 

        Studies in the Languages of the Volta Basin  3 -- Legon: University of Ghana Linguistics 

        Department [Proceedings of the Annual Collo quium of the Legon-Trondheim Linguistics 

        Project, January 2005] : 173-192 :: 

https://lostmarbles31.wixsite.com/aardvarks-lexico/ lexinotes >. See: kțntzǫn'ug; kizǫn'ug; 

-zin'a; zǫn'ǫm-zǫn'ǫm. 

-zǫn'ugț   See main entry: -zǫn'ug. red. 

zǫnki'ima   Variant: zenki'ima. n.pl. 'fried' soup. begins with sautéeing ingredients. See: zǫǫnd; kiim. 

zǫnma'asa   Variant: zenma'asa. n.pl. vegetables. Sankanla Atiig daa pț bǫ yinnǫ, o maa daa tțm o ye keŋ da' 

zǫnma'asa Asibi san'an na. At that time Atiig wasn't at home, his mother had sent him to buy vegetables from 

Asibi. [Fire] O keŋin mui bǤn'Ǥgțn nintaŋin ye o bǤ zǫnma'asa. She went to the rice-field to look for soup 
ingredients. [Trouble] Zin'ikanǫ ka ya bțdi ya bțmbțta ka dǤn'Ǥsidi ya mǫŋ nwǫnǫ zǫnma'asa lǤmbǤn'Ǥg nǫ. 
'where you planted your seed and irrigated it by foot as in a vegetable garden.'. [DEU 11:10] Ya pțdigidi ya 

zǫnma'asa nǫ nyiri nǫ nanzț'țs zin'is piiga 'You give to God a tenth even of the seasoning herbs, such as mint, 

dill, and cumin'. [MAT 23:23] Sim: zǫǫnd2 Sim: zǫnvaand. See: zǫǫnd; ma'asir. 
zɛnmis   See main entry: zemis. match. 

zɛnmisid   See main entry: zemis. match. 

zǫnna   See main entry: zǫnnir. axe. 

zǫnnir   Variant: zennir; zǫnnire. Form: zǫnna. Variant: zenna. n. an axe. Ka Agaung yimbǫogțn zaŋ o kțțnr, o karintǫ 

(sț'țraug), nǫ o zǫnnir n keŋ niŋ vǤǤnd And Mr. Crow next morning took his hoe, his cutlass and his axe and 
went and made holes. [Asaasim] Note: tuud vǤnya preferred expression by MA.   zǫnnir la fțki ianki nwǫ' o tiraan la 

kț 'the head of the axe comes off the handle and kills the other'. [DEU 19:5] yanam da nǤk zǫnnire nwaae li tiisi 

lugǫ 'do not destroy its trees by putting an axe to them'. [DEU 20:19] Sim: lieŋ. Ba niŋidi nwǫnǫ nimbanǫ zanl 

zǫnna ba nu'usin ye ba nwa' tiis bǫdegț lug.  Ka zaŋ liemis nǫ zǫnna san'am dabanǫ ka ba kpi'a la. 'They 
behaved like men wielding axes to cut through a thicket of trees. They smashed all the carved panelling with their 
axes and hatchets.'. [PSA 74:5,6] 

zǫnnire   See main entry: zǫnnir. axe. 

zǫnrțgțd   See main entry: zǫnrțk. soup pot. 

zǫnrțk   Variant: zǫndțk; zeruk [N]. Form: zǫnrțgțd. n. a soup-pot. See: zǫǫnd; dțk1. 

zǫnvan-   See main entry: zǫnvaand. soup leaves. 

zǫnvaand   Variant: zenvaand; zǫnvaandǫ. Form: zǫnvan-. n.pl. soup-leaves, green vegetables. Dim disțma wțț: Ni'im 

nǫ zimi nǫ bǫŋa nǫ tiwala nǫ zǫnvaand. Eat good foods like: meat and fish and beans and fruit and vegetables. 

[Womens-Health] La'am nǫ zǫnvaandǫ, o niŋidnǫ ala. Even with soup-leaves she does that. [You-Heard?] Da tisi ti 

si'eli gaad zǫnvaand nǫ ku'om ma'aanǫ. 'Give us nothing but vegetables to eat and water to drink.'. [DAN 1:12] 
zǫnvaand linǫ la'am pț nar la, hali nǫ dinǫ ka ya nyǫ wțsa ya pțdigid zin'is piiga you give tithes, even of 
herbs that you don't have to. [LUK 11:42] Li anǫ ye ba Ǥnb pǫribig la ni'im, la'an nǫ bodobodo linǫ ka' danbin la 

nǫ zǫnvantǤǤd la. 'They are to eat the lamb, together with unleavened bread and bitter herbs.'. [NUM 9:11] 
Sim: zǫǫnd2 Sim: zǫnma'asa. See: zǫǫnd; vaung. 

zǫnvaandǫ   See main entry: zǫnvaand. soup leaves. 

zɛnzɛnma   See main entry: azinzema1. equality. 

zǫrig1   Variant: zerig; zǫrigǫ; zerigɛ; zǫrigi; zerigi. Form: zǫrignǫ. Form: zǫrigid. Form: zǫrigidnǫ. Form: zǫrigim!. 
Form: zǫrigir2. Variant: zǫrigirǫ; zǫrigiri. v. to blame, criticise, take offence. Note: be offended at m da pț zǫrig 

sǤ'ǤsǤ. I didn't blame anybody. [Shoeshine-Boy] Wina'am n zǫrig ba'amaannib la yǫla 'God Condemns Idolatry'. 

[EZK 14:1 [heading]] Da ... zǫrig arezak sǤbi fț dǤǤginǫ 'don't criticize the rich, even in the privacy of your 
bedroom'. [ECC 10:20] Noah da anǫ pțpielim sǤb, o saŋa la o da ka' niŋkanǫ ka sǤ' na zǫrigǫ 'Noah was a 

righteous man, blameless among the people of his time'. [Bible-Study] M pț bǤǤdi sǤ' ti zǫrigima I don't want 
anyone to criticise me. [Wealth-Is-Power] da kǫ ka sǤ' zǫrigi ya nǫ yanamǫ dit bǫǫ nuud si'el yǫla 'do not let 
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anyone judge you by what you eat or drink'. [COL 2:16] fuomi ki bǤba la nii digil ka o kena pi'isi paas ka da 

zǫrigi nǫ o 'pull out some stalks for her from the bundles and leave them for her to pick up, and don't rebuke her'. 
[RUT 2:16] Ti na zǫrignǫ kpa'akur on maal si'em tis nwiig la. We will find fault with tortoise for how he treated 
the rope. [Trouble] fț ya'a tțm si'el ka li an bǫ'ǫdǫ, li sțm anǫ fțn na siak ka niŋ si'eli li yǫla gaad fțn na 

zǫrigid sǤ'. if you do something bad, it is better that you should acknowledge it and do something about it rather 

than finding someone to blame. [Trouble] basim fțn pian'adi zǫrigid Israel dim si'em la. 'stop preaching against 
the house of Isaac'. [AMO 7:16] Ba anǫ banǫ nyǤn hali ka zǫrigidi ba taaba These people are always grumbling 
and blaming others'. [JUD 1:16] Lin yi saŋa kan la, yǫltǤǤg ya'a lu yin la wțsa, ba zǫrigidnǫ Nimo gban'ar la. 
From then on, if there was a problem in any house, they blamed it on Nimo's decision. [Trouble] Zǫrigim banǫ 

zan'as tțțmbǫ'ǫd basib la yadda niŋidib wțsa tuon 'Rebuke publicly all those who commit sins'. [1TI 5:20] Yaa 

kțțsya ye, 'Nwiigi na di'e zǫrigir la.' Yaa gave the verdict 'The rope will be found guilty.'. [Trouble] O 

saamname da duod Buama la, on nǫ Nimo da gban'e di taaba la'am nǫ zǫrigiri da zu'oe la. When her family 
left Buama, she and Nimo decided to get married, although there was a lot of criticism. [Trouble] M na niŋ wala kǫ 

ka m mǫŋ yț'țr nyǫ zǫrigirǫ? 'How can I let myself be defamed?'. [ISA 48:11] Sim: zuol2 See: zǫrigir1. 

zǫrig-2  See main entry: zǫrigir1. blame. 

zǫrigǫ   See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

zǫrigi   See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

zǫrigid   See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

zǫrigidnǫ   See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

zǫrigim!   See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

zǫrigir1   Form: zǫrig-2. n.  Note: verbal noun used as noun.   blame, criticism. zǫrigsieba yit nimbanǫ bǤǤdin o liig la ni na. 
some criticisms came from people who desired his downfall. [Trouble] See: zǫrig1. 

zǫrigir2   See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

zǫrigirǫ   See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

zǫrigiri  See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

zǫrignǫ   See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

ze-   See main entry: ziid2. load. 

ze1   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

ze'   See main entry: zǫ1. snatch, fish. 

zeib   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

zem   Note: 116x in SC, 8x in texts Variant: zɛm.  Note: 1x in SC, 8x in texts Form: zemnǫ. Variant: zemne. Form: zemilim. v. 

to be even, equal, level, fair. Yu'or ya'a zem nǫ gbǫr, o mǤdnǫ. If the penis is as big as the thigh, it is swollen. 

[Asaasim   Proverb] ba kpǫ'ǫŋim sțŋ o ka on ya'a tiligǫ, sam la ya'a zem si'em wțsa on na yǤ. they should try to 
help him, and when he recovered he would pay back the debt however much it was. [Billygoat] KǤm ya'a li na ka fț 

pțțr zem wțț binnir, kǤm ya'a gaad fț sam zem wțț zuor. If famine comes and your stomach is like a drum, 
when the famine passes your debt is like a mountain. [Proverb 272] Kerubnam ayi' la wa'alim nǫ ba bǫdim da zem 

nǫ taaba 'the two cherubim were identical in size and shape'. [1KI 6:25] Maalimi bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm pțdigi teŋ la 

dǤlis tuŋ wțsa zem si'em. 'Distribute the land by lot, according to your clans.'. [NUM 33:54] M ZugsǤba, kadimi 

m saria ka li ... dǤlli m bțțdi zem si'em 'Judge me, O Lord, ... according to my integrity'. [PSA 7:8] Fuud pii nǫ 

yinne la da zemnǫ taaba 'All eleven curtains were the same size'. [EXO 36:15] Sim: mak1, nwǫn. AnǤ'Ǥn ka ya na 

nǤki mak nǫ mam bǫǫ tǫn'ǫs ka o zem nǫ mam? 'To whom will you compare me or count me equal?'. [ISA 46:5] 
Caus: zemis. See: azinzema; zemis. 

zemilim   See main entry: zem. fair [be]. 

zemis   Variant: zɛmis.  Note: 5x in texts Variant: zɛnmis.  Note: 3x in texts Variant: zemisi; zemise. Form: zemisid. 

Variant: zɛnmisid. Form: zemisțg. Form: zemisya. v. to equalize, match. Kǫli ka ti baŋ ye Wina'am tis o piini la 

nǫ zemis nǫ sǤ' woo paŋ bǫn. Let's realise that God gives his gifts according to each person's ability. [Asaasim] o 
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yǤǤd na zǫmis o tțțma. 'work ... for which he shall receive equal pay for equal work without discrimination of 

any kind'. [Constitution] Nidib bǫdegț mǤǤdnǫ ye ba tțm zǫmis nǫ o Many people were trying to work as well as 
he did. [You-Heard?] Alasid daar wțsa, sǤ' wțsa yisim zemis on tțm nyǫ ligid si'a digil 'Every Sunday each of 
you must put aside some money, in proportion to what you have earned'. [1CO 16:2] O da dț'țs o mǫŋ ye o zemis 

arezana zabzabidib tuongat la 'It set itself up to be as great as the Prince of the host' of heavenly warriors. [DAN 

8:11] daar woo mam makkidi fț yaarimǫ zemisid. every day I measure out your salt the same amount. 

[Wonderwoman] Namisțg kanǫ ka ya bǫdegț tis o daana la, zemisya. 'The penalty on which the general meeting 
has agreed has met the offence well enough.'. [2CO 2:6] Sim: mak. Nid ya'a pț zemis o gbinnǫ o pț vǤn kțkparǫ. 
If a man does not measure his anus he doesn't swallow a borassus fruit. [Proverb 047.a] Note: cf. : Ba ǫǫnti maknǫ 

gbin ka vǤl kțkpar. They measure the anus and then swallow a borassus fruit. [Proverb 047.b] m sid da' pǤǤg linǫ 

bǫ Anatof teŋin la m ba'apit biig Hanamel san'an ka mak anzurifa ka li tǫbisim zemisi li bǫn. 'I bought the 
field at Anathoth from my cousin Hanamel and weighed out the price for him'. [JER 32:9] (o)  nǤk linǫ makidi 

pa'annǫ li zemisțg la makid. (he) ' measures it with calipers'. [ISA 44:13] Lit: uses what measures and shows its 

likeness. InvCaus: zem. See: zem. 

zemise   See main entry: zemis. match. 

zemisi   See main entry: zemis. match. 

zemisid   See main entry: zemis. match. 

zemisțg  See main entry: zemis. match. 

zemisya   See main entry: zemis. match. 

zemnǫ   See main entry: zem. fair [be]. 

zemne   See main entry: zem. fair [be]. 

zendig   See main entry: zǫndig. wither. 

zendigir   See main entry: zǫndig. wither. 

-zen'a   See main entry: -zin'a. red. 

zen'em   See main entry: zǫn'ǫm-zǫn'ǫm. red. 

-zen'is   See main entry: -zǫn'ug. red. 

zen'ug   See main entry: -zǫn'ug. red. 

zen'ugo   See main entry: -zǫn'ug. red. 

zenki'ima   See main entry: zǫnki'ima. 'fried' soup. 

zenma'asa   See main entry: zǫnma'asa. vegetables. 

zenna   See main entry: zǫnnir. axe. 

zennir   See main entry: zǫnnir. axe. 

zenvaand   See main entry: zǫnvaand. soup leaves. 

zenzenma   See main entry: azinzema1. equality. 

zerig   See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

zerigɛ   See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

zerigi   See main entry: zǫrig1. offence [take ~]. 

zeruk [N]   See main entry: zǫnrțk. soup pot. 

zeuŋ [N]   See main entry: ziem2. despising. 

zǫǫ1   See main entry: zǫ1. snatch, fish. 

zǫǫ2   See main entry: zǫ2. gore. 

zǫǫb   See main entry: zǫ1. snatch, fish. 
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zǫǫd   See main entry: zǫ2. gore. 

zǫǫdțg   See main entry: zǫ2. gore. 

zǫǫg   Variant: zeeg; zǫǫgi. Form: zǫǫgid. Form: zǫǫgidnǫ. v. to overcome sb. (sleep does). Colloc: gbǫn'um zǫǫg X, X 

zǫǫg gbǫn'um ‘X is overcome by sleep’. O ya'am nǫ niŋgbina nǫ o pțtǫn'ǫr gǫǫnlis la kǫ ka gbǫn'um zǫǫg o 

ka o gbis. His weariness of spirit, body and mind caused weariness to overcome him and he slept. [Trouble] On bǫ 

o gǤsigin la ka bipuŋ la lǫn zǫǫg gbǫǫm. While she was under his eye, the girl fell asleep again. [Trouble] Note: 

On gǤsid o la, preferred expression [MA].    M nini kț maligim zǫǫg gbǫǫm, bǫǫ gbǫn'um nyaŋi m nini ka li umm 
'I will allow no sleep to my eyes, no slumber to my eyelids'. [PSA 132:4] Ka ban lǤ'Ǥŋid la, ka gbǫǫm zǫǫg Yesu ka 

o gbisid. 'As they were sailing, Jesus fell asleep.'. [LUK 8:23] gbǫǫm zǫǫgim ka m vanbini gbisid ka m nindaa 

kpa' teŋin 'I fell into a deep sleep, my face to the ground'. [DAN 10:9] On da lǫn zǫǫgid gbǫǫm la ka Susa 

ma'aenǫ sillimm. He was falling asleep again and Susa was calm and quiet. [Trouble] Adu da zǫǫgidnǫ gbǫǫm ka 

dabiem zaansțŋ vțnbis o. Adu was being overcome by sleep when he was shaken by a nightmare. [Trouble] 
Lit: fear dream. 

zǫǫgi   See main entry: zǫǫg. overcome. 

zǫǫgid   See main entry: zǫǫg. overcome. 

zǫǫgidnǫ   See main entry: zǫǫg. overcome. 

zǫǫlim   v. to wither, scorch sth. Bugum ya'a zǫǫlim sǤ', man vanmǫna la ka ba Ǥnbidi puusidi li. If someone suffers a 

burn, they chew my leaves and sprinkle on it. [Trees] bugum la mǫ tțl hali ka zǫǫlim soogia banǫ gban'e 

Siadirak nǫ Mesiak nǫ Abǫdnǫgo lǤs bugumin la 'the furnace so hot that the flames of the fire killed the soldiers 
who took up Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego'. [DAN 3:22] InvCaus: zǫndig. bugum na zǫǫlim o ka o zǫndig 

wțț tiig vaand nǫ fire will scorch him so that he shrivels like tree-leaves. [JOB 15:30] Sim: vțnlig. See: zǫndig. 

zǫǫlis   See main entry: zǫǫlțŋ. snake. 

zǫǫlțŋ   Variant: zeeluŋ [N]; zaaluŋ. Form: zǫǫlis. n. a cobra, snake [sp.], spitting cobra. naja nigricollis. Gafara, m pu'a 

ka zǫǫlțŋ dum o ka o dig yinnǫ bǤǤd kum. Excuse me, my wife has been bitten by a snake and is at home lying 
at death's door. [Trouble] zǫǫlțŋ na dum o kț. 'the fangs of an adder will kill him.'. [JOB 20:16] 

zǫǫm   Variant: zeenm. n. lye, 'spice-water' [Gh.] hot water is filtered through the ashes of cereal-stalks to produce an 

alkaline potash solution used in soap-making and various cleansing and culinary processes. La'an nǫ fțn pie 

fț mǫŋ nǫ zǫǫm nǫ ki'ibț bǫdegț la 'Although you wash yourself with soda and use an abundance of soap'. [JER 

2:22] Onǫ yț'țmmi tisid sțnsa'aŋ sǤb nwǫnǫ ban na kpa'ae bțmmi'isțgț gǫndig nǫ zǫǫm 'like vinegar 
poured on soda, is one who sings songs to a heavy heart.'. [PRO 25:20] Etym: OV1 *Z²EM . 

zǫǫnd   Variant: zǫǫndǫ; zǫǫndi. Form: zǫǫndnam. Form: zǫn-. n. 1 • soup, stew, sauce. eaten with staple food t.z. sa'ab. 
zǫǫnd la mǫnǫ, yaarim ya'a pț galisǫ nanzț'țs on kae as for the soup, either there was too much salt or there 

was no pepper. [Wonderwoman] Fț ya'a nyǫ man zǫǫnd nǫ danbin ka maan galim, fț na yak sa'anwan. If you get 
my soup and leaven and start by despising them, you end up emptying the calabash of t.z.. [Trees] Dim suguru 

Azumbilaa, m bǫlimnǫ gu'usim bi'ela ka zǫǫnd la bi'ig nǫ la Be patient, Azumbila, please wait a bit – the soup 
is almost done. [Wonderwoman] Daar yinne ka Jakob dțgid o zǫǫnd ka Esau yii keŋ mǤǤgin 'Once when Jacob 

was cooking some stew, Esau came in from the open country'. [GEN 25:29] Ba daa kpa'ae zǫǫnd la tis nidib la ye 

ba di 'The stew was poured out for the men'. [2KI 4:40] 'Da kaand zǫǫndǫ ka ti di sa'ab' lieb dasuŋ daan. [When 
I say] you should not take too much of the soup so we can eat (it with) t.z. , it doesn’t mean I am [accused of being] 

a greedy person. [Proverb 201] Ba pț bi'esid kpin'ini ayi zǫǫndǫ. They don't doubt a two-guineafowl soup. [Proverb 

132] O lik sa'ab la niŋ nwama ni. Ka bǫsig zǫǫndi niŋ laasin. She scoops out the t.z. into calabashes and serves 
the soup into bowls. [House+Farm-] NǤkim dțgtita'ari dțg zǫǫndi tisi ba! 'Put on the large pot and cook some 

stew for these men'. [2KI 4:38] Pu'a ya'a dțg zǫnbǫ'ǫdǫ o tțba bǫnǫ yiiŋ. When a woman prepares bad soup her 
ears are outside [she listens attentively for gossip]. [Proverb 111 (= Asaasim299 #59)] Kțțr malțŋ ya'a bǫ manǫ an 

zǫnkpǫŋ. When there is a funeral, I am the most important soup. [Trees] Etym: OV1 *KPUN ; OVN *ZE-TI ; 
GS1 *DU²/I². Note: *DU ?? from "cook, boil" : *ZE from "red" 
2 • ingredients for cooking 'soup'. O keŋ zǫǫnd laab. She has gone to pluck vegetables. [MA] wțț ban tuod zǫǫnd 

tuodirin si'em la as they pound vegetables in a mortar. [LAM 1:15 [draft]] Dțgim ni'im la sț'țŋa, ka gǫndig 

zǫǫndnam la 'Cook the meat well, mixing in the spices'. [EZK 24:10] Sim: zǫma'asa, zǫnvaand. See: zǫnki'ima; 
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zǫnrțk; zǫnma'asa; zǫnvaand. 

zǫǫndǫ   See main entry: zǫǫnd. soup, ingredients. 

zǫǫndi   See main entry: zǫǫnd. soup, ingredients. 

zǫǫndnam   See main entry: zǫǫnd. soup, ingredients. 

zǫǫnsim   Variant: zeensim. n. poison. Vanban la ku'om na sie zǫǫnsim la paŋ. The liquid from those leaves will lessen 

the power of the poison. [Trouble] li zǫǫnsim nwǫnǫ dunduug zǫǫnsim nǫ 'it will ... poison like a cobra'. [PRO 23:32] 
O na liel wiigi zǫǫnsim 'He will suck the poison of serpents'. [JOB 20:16] Sim: yabid. 

zee   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

zeeb   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

zeed   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

zeed   See main entry: ziid1. porter. 

zeed   See main entry: ziid2. load. 

zeedi   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

zeedi   See main entry: ziid2. load. 

zeedib   See main entry: ziid1. porter. 

zeeg   See main entry: zǫǫg. overcome. 

zeeluŋ [N]   See main entry: zǫǫlțŋ. snake. 

zeemis   See main entry: ziem2. despising. 

zeenm   See main entry: zǫǫm. lye. 

zeensim   See main entry: zǫǫnsim. poison. 

zi1   Variant: ze1; zii; zee. Form: ziid3. Variant: ziida; zeed; ziidi1; zeedi. Form: ziidnǫ. Form: ziib. Variant: zeeb; zeib. v. 

to carry. Note: on the head, or general.    m vaand la an ti'isțŋ ka ba maali viligi zi kum la mǤri keŋ yațgțn la 

mum my leaves are [used to make] a head-pad that they use to carry the body to the grave and bury it. [Trees] Note: 

emended by MA from tisț'țŋ ba zi la'ad hali ka ba zut kǤn ka ba biankimpiind wțsa pie ka kǫ kǤnba they 
carried loads until 'every head was rubbed bare and every shoulder made raw'. [EZK 29:18] Dumis yǫla; ba ǫǫnti 

dum sǤ' fuoǫn ziim zii li kena lǫn dumi ti, duŋ ya'a dum onǫ mǤr ban'a la ka lǫn keŋ dum onǫ pț mǤr 

ban'as la, li kț lǤ'Ǥŋ o sǤbaa? Concerning mosquitoes: they always bite someone and take blood and carry it and 
come and bite us, if the mosquito bites someone who has the disease and then goes and bites someone who hasn't, 

won't it pass to that person? [AIDS-I] Sisi'epiliŋ na kena zii ba keŋ 'A whirlwind will sweep them away'. [HOS 4:19] 
AkǤra zǤǤ kidig o ka bu'os o ye, "M zua, fț ziid bǤ?" Akora ran to meet him and asked "My friend, what are you 
carrying?" [You-Do?] Ka onǫ ziid o gbanti'edțg la bǫǫ o tuon. 'A soldier walked in front of him carrying his 

shield.'. [1SA 17:7] Ka bǤǤ la ka fț ziida? So what are you carrying. [You-Hear?] Pu'a la sțnf pǫligya ka o yii keŋ 

da'anǫ da' dabǤbiri ziidi kun yin. The woman was happy and went off to market and bought a lot of purchases 
and was carrying them home. [You-Heard?] Onǫ amisid o nifț pa'an yǫlsu'ada ziidi yǫla kenna 'A wink of the 
eye' to indicate secrets 'causes trouble'. [PRO 10:10] o ...  lǫbis o ye m ziidnǫ kpalțg nǫ yaarim. he ... answered 

him that he was carrying 'maggi' and salt. [You-Do?] Pțpiel pian'ad ziidnǫ vțm kenna 'The mouth of the righteous 
is a fountain of life'. [PRO 10:11] Lit: brings life. Gerson tuŋ la tțțma na anǫ ziib tțțma nǫ tțțm banǫ bǫ. 'This 
is the service of the Gershonite clans as they work and carry burdens'. [NUM 4:24] Colloc: zi1 zaŋ na1 ‘bring’. Li kț 

lǫn zi kum na bǫǫ kǫ ka teŋ la zțțd kț du'aa. 'Never again will it cause death or make the land unproductive.'. 

[2KI 2:21] Kǫl ka ti keŋ Joodan mu'arin ka nid wțsa nwaae daug yinne-yinne zi na 'Let us go to the Jordan and 
each fetch a log'. [2KI 6:2] Colloc: zug pț ziida ‘1) not have to carry loads ::  2) not blush’. manǫ da ... kǫ ka ya 

ken ka ya zug pț lǫn ziida 'I ... enabled you to walk with heads held high.'. [1) LEV 26:13] Ayei, ba zi' nyan baa 

bi'elaa; hali ba zug pț ziida. 'No, they have no shame at all; they do not even know how to blush.'. [2) JER 6:15] 
Etym: OV1 *TUG ; OVN *ZI ; vc4 *ji ; PB * cènd, tʋ́t. Note: OVN *TUG "carry on shoulder" See: la'aziid; ziid1; 

ziid2; ziil. 

zi-2   See main entry: ziid2. load. 
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zia'as   Form: zia'asid. Variant: zia'asidi. v. to shake, teeter, flounce. Note: as flirtatious girl walking.   pț'aba ... Ba ken ka 

zia'asidi ba ningbina bǤǤd ye nidib gǤs 'the woman ... move with mincing gait'. [ISA 3:16] M na yi, nwǫnǫ man 

ǫǫnti yit si'em la, ka zia'asi m mǫŋ ka an nyain. 'I'll go out as before and shake myself free.'. [JDG 16:20 [draft]] 
Da'abiis la ǫǫnti pǫ'ǫl bǤtnam la nǫ ka țki zia'asi zia'as ka lǫbi tua teŋ. The traders normally fill the sacks 
(cocoa sacks) and shake them and lift and bounce them on the ground. [MA] See: zian'am1. 

zia'asid  See main entry: zia'as. shake. 

zia'asidi   See main entry: zia'as. shake. 

zialim   v. to be extravagant (in ones dress). Note: only in the Colloc: bǤb ... zalim. Ka o ǫǫnti yi bǫogin m bǤb ka li zialim, 

hei. He used to come out in the morning dressed up extravagantly, wow! [Asaasim] 

zian'am1   Variant: zian'ami. v. to weigh up, assess the weight of sth. Note: "For instance, when one buys a fowl he holds it in the 

hand and shakes it to determine whether it is weighty." [MA].   O zian'am nua la gǤs ye li tǫbis bǫǫ li pț tǫbisa. He 
held the fowl in his hand to see if it was heavy or not. [MA] Ba na zian'am buudi malima la gǤs ka teŋkțdimin 

malimbanǫ ka' sț'țm la ka ba kadi li bas. They should assess ethnic customs and detect traditional customs 
which are not good and eradicate them. [Constitution] O da kpǫn zini'nǫ anina zaam diib saŋa la zian'am 

nǫ'ǫnam yǫla. He sat there throughout dinner-time weighing up these matters. [Trouble] Wina'am kaali fț na'am 

la dabisa ka zian'am ka li bǫn paae. 'God has numbered the days of your reign and brought it to an end.'. [DAN 

5:26] Lit: weighed it up and (found that) it has reached its end. LǤrpal zian'ami li yǫla bi'ela 'Highway' weighed it 
up for a while. [Trouble] 

zian'am2   Form: zian'am3!. v. to shake sth. ka zian'am nu'ugț di'e m nǤǤr pian'ad linǫ ka m zǫrigi li la tisi li. 'and with 

bared arm prophesy against it.'. [EZK 4:7] Da'abiis la ǫǫnti pǫ'ǫl bǤtnam la nǫ ka țki zia'asi zia'as ka lǫbi tua teŋ. 
The traders normally fill the sacks (cocoa sacks) and shake them and lift and bounce them on the ground. [MA] 
See: zia'as. 

zian'am3!   See main entry: zian'am2. shake. 

zian'ami   See main entry: zian'am1. weigh. 

zian'as   Variant: zian'asi. v. to be unbreakable, tough. Note: only in the: Colloc: X tțbir zian'as ‘X is stubborn’. O mi' ye 

Adu tțbir tun'e zian'as He knew that Adu could be stubborn. [Trouble] ba tțbir zian'as hali ka lǫǫ pț pian'ada. 
they were stubborn and said nothing. [You-Heard?] ya pțn anǫ nimbanǫ ka ya tțba zian'as. 'indeed, you are a 
stubborn people.'. [DEU 9:6] nǫ' ya'a anǫ ti zan'as nǫ ZugsǤb la nǤǤr bǫǫ ti tțbiri zian'asi tis ZugsǤb la, yanam 

da basi ti zinaa. If this has been in rebellion or disobedience to the Lord, do not spare us this day.'. [JOS 22:22] 
Syn: ziank3. See: ziank3; -zian'asir. 

-zian'asa   See main entry: -zian'asir. tough. 

zian'asi   See main entry: zian'as. tough. 

-zian'asir   Form: -zian'asa. adj. tough, cruel. Nimo da tǤlis ya ye, "M yǫti ya nǫ' ; 'Yeboah da anǫ ninzian'asir!'" Nimo 

sent to say "I tell you this: Yeboah is a tough-guy!'".  [Trouble] linǫ gat anǫ Tika zian'asa la sisaanbis la. even 
more important, the brutal teachers' canes. [Trouble] See: zian'as. 

ziank1   Variant: zianki1. Form: ziankid. v. to dry up, dry sth. up. kawǫnbaanlțg ayǤpǤi mǫ yina ka sisi'em yi ya-nya'aŋ 

na nwǫ' ba ka ba ziank. 'seven other heads of grain sprouted – thin and scorched by the east wind.'. [GEN 41:6] Ka 

o gǤs mǤǤg la ka o kua ka li ziankid tiis la gbina ni la ka li malis o. And he looked at the grass that he hoed up 
and it was drying under the trees, and this pleased him. [Trouble] amaa li ziankid nǫ ka li vǫnlim bǤdigid but it is 
withering and its beauty is fading away. [ISA 28:1] Sim: kțdig1, kpiǫn, nwǫǫnlim, zǫndig ‘to be dry’. Note: kțdig1 

and related words refer to being totally dry, ziank can refer to being drier than it should but not so complete.    Sim: sțțg1 
‘wither’. MǤǤd la ziankid ka li puum la sțțgid 'The grass withers, the flower fades'. [ISA 40:7] Sim: bar-bar 
‘very dry’. 

ziank2   Variant: zak; zank; zianki2. Form: ziankir. Variant: zakir. v. to raise, rise. Nimo ziank o sț'țraug la agǤl ka nǤk 

o nu'uraugț si'isi li nǤǤr la ye o gǤs. Nimo raised his cutlass and checked its edge with his thumb. [Trouble] 
Na'ab la ya'am da kpǫn' o ka o ziank o sanlima dansaar linǫ ka o zanl la tiel o san'an na. the King ' was 
pleased with her and held out to her the gold sceptre that was in his hand'. [EST 5:2] Ba na gǤs ka labaya tisidib la 

na dǤlisi li suor tutuaa ka li na zianki ba tțțma la agǤl. 'the establishment and maintenance of the highest 
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journalistic standards in the mass media;'. [Constitution] Bikanǫ mǤr ya'am ziankid o saam zug 'A wise son brings 

joy to his father'. [PRO 10:1] Lit: lifts his father's head. Ka nintaŋ ziankir saŋa, ka o yi ka nyǫ ninsieba ka ba zi'e 

da'an 'He went out again to the market place at nine o'clock and saw some men standing there'. [MAT 20:3] 
Lit: sun-getting-high time. 

ziank3   n. to be unbreakable, tough. Note: only in the: Colloc: tțba ziank3 ‘be unwilling to hear’. Yanam banǫ zuti kpi'em, 

ka ya sțnya digilim ka ya tțba ziank la! 'How stubborn you are! ... How heathen your hearts, how deaf you are 
to God's message'. [ACT 7:51] Ninsaal biiga, fț bǫ nǫ nimbanǫ tțbaa ziank ka pț siakid sțțgin. 'Son of man, 
you are living among a rebellious people. [EZK 12:2] Syn: zian'as. See: zian'as. 

zianki1  See main entry: ziank1. dry sth. up. 

zianki2  See main entry: ziank2. rise. 

ziankid  See main entry: ziank1. dry sth. up. 

ziankir   See main entry: ziank2. rise. 

zibig   Form: zibigid. v. to darken, get dark. Amaa li da pț yuugǫ ka bǫllim kan kpǫn zibigid wțț winnigi ǫǫnti lut la. 
But it was not long before this life suddenly darkened as if the sun was setting. [Shoeshine-Boy] Li nya'aŋ ka Birago 

țk o nindaa gǤs ya-tuona ka saŋgbana la zibigid la After that Birago raised her head and looked west, and the 
clouds were getting dark. [Trouble] See: zibisim; zibisțg. 

zibigid   See main entry: zibig. darken. 

zibisim   n. darkness. Ba nǤk piema la niŋi ba tiraadin ye ba su'a zibisimin tǤn 'they set their arrows against the strings 

to shoot from the shadows'. [PSA 11:2] Ya'a ka' bǫog ti nie ka zibisim la gaadǫ 'Until the day breaks and the 
shadows flee'. [SNG 4:6] Syn: zibisțg; Cpart: nǫǫsim. See: zibisțg; zibig. 

zibisțg   Variant: zibisțgț. n. darkness. zibisțg nǫ kpaandțg bǫ zin'ig wțsa 'a day of clouds and blackness'. [ZEP 1:15] 
Lit: darkness and mist is everywhere. Ba da nyǫ bugum tita'ar nǫ lik nǫ zibisțg nǫ sisi'em They saw 'blazing 
fire, the darkness and the gloom, the storm'. [HEB 12:18] Syn: zibisim; Sim: lik2. hali lik la kț an zibisțgț fț 

san'anǫ 'even the darkness will not be dark to you'. [PSA 139:12] Cpart: nǫǫsim. See: zibig; zibisim. 

zibisțgț   See main entry: zibisțg. darkness. 

ziem1   Variant: zi'em; ziemi. Form: ziemnǫ. Form: ziemid. v. despise. Da ziem Edom dima, ka ba anǫ ya ba'abiis. 'Do 

not despise the Edomites; they are your relatives.'. [DEU 23:7] Biis na duoe ziem ninkțda 'Young people will not 

respect their elders'. [ISA 3:5] Ya ya'a zi'em Siig Kasi la KarimdǤǤg tuongatib gaŋirin, li nar ka ya baŋ ye fț 

KarimdǤǤg la na kpi. If you despise the Holy Spirit in the selection of Church leaders, you must realise that your 
Church will die. [Bible-Study] Ba pț galisid biig tuon ka lǫn ziemi o kennǫ. They don't make a child lead and then 

despise his pace. [Proverb 135] Ti zugsǤba! GǤsim ban ziemi ti si'em! 'Look, O Lord, and consider, for I am 
despised!'. [LAM 1:11] Tadim pț ziemi o nyǫǫbț. A lowly man does not despise his possessions. [Proverb 115] Bǫǫ 

fț ziemnǫ Wina'am an sț'țm ka mǤr suguru nǫ summǤtir bǫdegț nǫ ti la zugǤ? 'Or do you despise his wealth 
of kindness and tolerance and patience'. [ROM 2:4] BǤǤ kǫ ka nimbǫ'ǫd la ziemid Wina'am? 'How can the wicked 

despise God... ?'. [PSA 10:13] See: ziem2. 

ziem2   Variant: zeuŋ [N]. Form: ziemis1. Variant: zeemis. n. despising, being despised. A-gbin-tǤnsa-luug sǤn'oe 

ziemis. 'Mr.Struggle-until-failure' is better than humiliation. [Proverb 034] sieba mǫ na vț'țgi di nyan nǫ ziemis 

linǫ ka' bǫnnǫ. 'others (will awake) to shame and everlasting contempt.'. [DAN 12:2] Nidib la wțsa na wțm ka zǤ 

dabiem ka kț lǫm mǤr ziemis tțțmaa. 'All the people will hear and be afraid, and will not be contemptuous 
again.'. [DEU 17:13] Kum mumnǫ nǫ ziemis, ka na ti vț'țg nǫ vǫnlim. 'The body ... is sown in dishonor, it is 
raised in glory'. [1CO 15:43] See: ziem1. 

ziemi   See main entry: ziem1. despise. 

ziemid   See main entry: ziem1. despise. 

ziemis1   See main entry: ziem2. despising. 

ziemis2   See main entry: zieŋ. threshingfloor. 

ziemnǫ  See main entry: ziem1. despise. 
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zieŋ   Form: ziemis2. Variant: zies. n. a threshing-floor. Ban da paae Kidon teŋin zieŋ kanǫ ka ba bț'țd ki la, niigi la 

da tu'ug 'As they came to the threshing place of Chidon, the oxen stumbled'. [1CH 13:9] Kasuŋ pț paad zieŋa. 
Good millet doesn't reach the threshingfloor. [Asaasim Proverb] Colloc: zieŋin(i) ‘on the threshing-floor’. m na nǤk 

gungumi digil zieŋin 'I will place a wool fleece on the threshing-floor'. [JDG 6:37] Lit: kapok. ba ...  lǫn nwǫnǫ 

udug ka sisi'em țki li zieŋini mǤri ken nǫ, 'They will be like chaff which the wind blows from the threshing 
place'. [HOS 13:3] 

zies   See main entry: zieŋ. threshingfloor. 

zig   Form: zigid. Form: zigidnǫ. Form: zigib. v. to make an effort, plot, desire. On zig ye o gban'a o mǫŋi gț'țŋ la, 

Nimo ... yǫl Mahama ye,  'Mahama, ti kț nyaŋi kpǫn zin' anwana.' When he had made an effort to control 
himself, Nimo said to Mahama "Mahama, we can't sit here this way." [Trouble] fț sțnf na ma'ae hali ka fț zig ye 

fț gban'e fț mǫŋi gț'țŋ. 'Then you will look and be radiant, your heart will throb and swell with joy'. [ISA 60:5] 
Lit: you will try to control yourself and fail. Nǫ'ǫŋa zug ka Jew dim daa gban'am Wina'am Pț'țsim Yinnǫ zigid 

ye ba kțțm. 'That is why the Jews seized me in the temple courts and tried to kill me.'. [ACT 26:21] SǤ' mǫkama 

zigidnǫ o mǫŋ yǫla ka ka'anǫ Yesu Kristo yǫlaa. 'For everyone looks out for his own interests, not those of Jesus 
Christ.'. [PHP 2:21] m zigib nǫ m tțțma la wțsa pț niŋ zaalim. 'all my effort and work have not been wasted.'. 

[PHP 2:16] 

zigal   Form: zigala. n. a clot of blood. NǤbpinpauŋ la teŋir ka o nyǫ zigala ayi'. Underneath the sole of the foot she 

saw two clots of blood. [Trouble] O kis zin'ikanǫ ka o nyǫǫn zigala la ka nwǫbigi li He cut the place where he saw 
the clotted blood and squeezed it. [Trouble] See: ziim. 

zigala   See main entry: zigal. blood clot. 

zigi   n. gravel, laterite. O nǤk zigi nǫ kuga kǤǤ m nyina 'He has broken my teeth with gravel'. [LAM 3:16] o nǤǤr na 

pǫ'ǫl nǫ zigi. 'he ends up with a mouth full of gravel.'. [PRO 20:17] 

zigib   See main entry: zig. try. 

zigid   See main entry: zig. try. 

zigidnǫ   See main entry: zig. try. 

zigigigi   id. 'bigly', in a very large way. Ban kțlin niŋ lae la ka niimis tusa iank zigigigi nǫ dabiem When they suddenly 

appeared, a thousand birds burst into flight in all directions from fear. [Trouble] Ani ka o nyǫ ka wǫbaa 

patinnyaabir zi'e zigigigi. Then he saw that an enormous leopard stood looming there. [Trouble] Ba kǫnǫ ka biis 

gur naada la ka niimis ya'a kena ye ba di, ba gbin'ednǫ titannǫ fin'edi ba ka ba iank zigigigi. They have 
made children to watch over the early millet farm so that when birds come to eat it, they fetch sand and fling it at 
them and they fly away in clouds. [MA] 

zigim   v. to shake oneself, pull oneself together. BǤ ka fțn kț tam yǫlkaŋa?' Goma da zigim o mǫŋ la'annǫ gandigir la 

kpǫn'ǫs o dabiem la. " ... Why can't you forget that.?" Goma pulled herself together although the answer filled 
her with fear. [Trouble] 

zi'   Variant: zi'i; zi'ii. Form: zi'inǫ. Form: zi'in. v. 1 • to be ignorant, not know. Ba sǤ'ǤsǤ daa pț keŋi ba saam 

dǤǤgțnǫ, dinzugǤ ba daa zi' linǫ maanna. None of them had gone to their father's room, so they didn't know 

what was happening. [Fire] KarindǤkennib bǫdegț zi' faangir la yǫla an si'em Many churchgoers don't know 
about salvation. [Bible-Study] Dasuŋ daan zi' ye kabir kabir tigiyaa. The selfish person is unaware that his guest 
has had enough. [Proverb 198] Fț zi' tinamǫ an siebaa? Don't you know who we are? [Electricity] Bikanǫ nam pț 

gaad yțma ayǤpǤi ka ba nyǫ o Gaana ka zi' o saam nǫ o ma an siebaa. 'A child of not more than seven years 

of age found in Ghana whose parents are not known.'. [Constitution] A-Zi'-gban'ar nǫ A-Zi'-Siib n kǫt ka gbauŋ 

aand. Mr. Ignorant-of-holding and Mr. Ignorant-of-Flaying cause the skin to tear. [Proverb 082] Ka mǫ pa'al banǫ 

zi' wada la ka ba baŋ. 'And you are to teach any who do not know them.'. [EZR 7:25] ba daa lidig nǫ hali pamm 

ka zi' yǫl la na ba'as si'em they 'were puzzled, wondering what would come of this'. [ACT 5:24] Ninive teŋ la mǤr 

nidib ka li gat tusa kǤbiga nǫ pisi banǫ zi' ba datiuŋ nǫ ba dagǤbțgǤ 'Nineveh has more than a hundred and 
twenty thousand people who cannot tell their right hand from their left'. [JON 4:11] O ya'a na lǫbnǫ zaam bǫǫ yț'țŋ 

tisțțs bǫǫ nǤrakukuma win bǫǫ bǫogțnǫǫ, sǤ' zi'. Whether he will come in the evening or the middle of the 
night or at cock-crow or early morning, no one knows. [MRK 13:35] buudbanǫ zi'if la na zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ kǫǫn fț san'an 

na 'nations that do not know you will hasten to you'. [ISA 55:5] Ya zi'ii? Ya nam pț wțmm? 'Do you not know? 
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Have you not heard?'. [ISA 40:21] Man zi'in ye o yiyaa. I wouldn't have known whether he had gone out. [Trouble] 
Colloc: zi' ... ti'ir ‘know nothing about it’. Li ka' fț keŋ zin'isi'a ka m zi' ti'irǫ. It's not as though you had gone 
somewhere and I knew nothing about it. [Trouble] yanam mǫ zi' li ti'irǫ, yanamǫ sadigim pț zaŋi ya pu'ayuosi 

tisi ba 'you are innocent, since you did not give your daughters to them.'. [JDG 21:22] Fț pț wțm ye Adonija onǫ 

an Haggif biig la di na'am ka ti zugdaan David zi' li ti'irǫǫ? 'Have you not heard that Adonijah, the son of 

Haggith, has become king without our lord David's knowing it?'. [1KI 1:11] Ant: mi'1. ZǤlțg ma'aa na yǫl ye, "M 

ya'a mi' bǫǫ m zi'i, m ba'atǤǤgǤ?" Only a fool would say "Whether I have knowledge or am ignorant, what does 
it matter to me?" [You-Heard?] Na'araug mi' o daan, bțŋ mǫ mi' o yam daka zin'ig amaa Israel dim zi' 'The ox 
knows his master, the donkey his owner's manger but Israel does not know'. [ISA 1:3] Man sǤbidi tisidi ya la, li 

ka'anǫ ya zi'inǫ yǫlsida la zugǤ, amaa li anǫ yanamǫ mi' li 'I do not write to you because you do not know the 
truth, but because you do know it'. [1JN 2:21] 
2 • not to know how to ... Ya gǤs ka m zi' sida nǫ ziri bakidaa? 'you think I can't tell right from wrong'. [JOB 6:30] 
3 • to have never ... Note: i.e. not to have experienced something :: see mi'1

2 [TN] :: usu. in the Colloc: nan zi' ‘have 

never’. on nan zi' kena ka o pa'al o ye o du'adibi nwana, din ka on bu'os. as he had never come for her to 

introduce him to her family, that was why she asked. [Billygoat] Di anǫ lidigir bǤzugǤ, Ayaab nan zi' zan'as ye o 

kț yi nǫ Akudbili keŋ daam nuubǤ. This was a surprise, because Ayaab had never refused to go out with 
Akudbil to drink pito. [Electricity] Tțțm kaŋa nan zi'i maal bǫǫ ti nyǫǫ li 'Such a thing has never been seen or 
done'. [JDG 19:30] Barig nan zi' kpǫn' man zugț nǫ 'No razor has ever been used on my head'. [JDG 16:17] Man nan 

zi' di linǫ kis ka an dian'adǫ. I have never eaten anything which is taboo and unclean. [EZK 4:14] O da pǤn'Ǥlim nǫ 

o biilimin sa, ka nan zi' keŋǫ. he 'had been lame from birth and had never been able to walk'. [ACT 14:8] SǤ' nan 

zi' dț arezana nii, asǫǫ onǫ yi arezana nii sig na la 'no one has ever gone up to heaven except the Son of Man, 
who came down from heaven'. [JHN 3:13] Colloc: [female] nan zi' dau ‘[female] is a virgin’. Note: Hebrew idiom in 

the Bible.    basimi bipuŋ kanǫ wțsa nan zi' dau wțsa 'save ... every girl who has never slept with a man'. [NUM 

31:18] Nabstr: zi'ilim. See: Azi'iyǫ'og; zi'ilim; zi'i-mǫŋ; zi'isig. 

zi'a   Variant: zi'aa. n. the place of sb./sth. Saria katib sț'țmmǫŋi yi teŋgbauŋ zugdaan nǫ o na'ayidim nǫ zi'ela zǤŋ 

zi'a teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni anǫ kaŋ kaŋ 'The Judiciary is the branch of government given authority to interpret, 

apply and enforce the laws of Ghana.'. [Constitution] Colloc: zi'e X zi'a ‘represent X, stand in X's place’. Teŋgbauŋ 

zugdaan nya'andǤl bǫǫ (ministanam) bǫǫ ba nya'andǤlib banǫ pț zi'e ba tǫǫns zi'a teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋin la 

tun'e la'am bǫ teŋgbauŋ zǤŋ la'asțg wțsa ni amaa, li ya'a ti an gaansțgǤ, ba ka' suori na gaŋǫ. The Vice 
President or a Minister or Deputy Minister who is not a member of Parliament can participate in the proceedings 

of Parliament, but shall not be entitled to vote or hold office.'. [Constitution] Akudbil daa zi'en o taaba la zi'aa 

pț'țs Akaama nǫ piinkanǫ ka o tisi ba la. Akudbil thanked Akaama  on behalf of his friends for the present he 
had given them. [Electricity] Sim: zin'ig, zi'esig, zi'esim. See: zi'e. 

zi'aa   See main entry: zi'a. place. 

zi'e   Form: zi'enim3!. Variant: zi'em!; zi'enimi1!; zi'emi!. v. to stand, be standing. sieba zi'e yiiŋ, ka dǤǤnni ba 

niŋgǤnya ye ba nyǫ sakur Tika Afram some stood outside, craning their necks to see schoolteacher Afram. 
[Trouble] Dau sǤ' daa zi'e kpi'enǫ Madam Awinbun A man was standing near Madam Awinbun. [AIDS-I] Ya zi'e 

kpǫla zina ye ya maal nǤnakaŋa nǫ ya ZugsǤb Wina'am la 'You are standing here in order to enter into a 
covenant with the Lord your God'. [DEU 29:12] Ba da kǫ ka zabzabidib la ti'ebi zi'e ba zin'isin sț'țŋa. 'They had 

the soldiers take up their positions'. [JOS 8:13] Fț ya'a mi' ye fț kț zǤ ka bas nida, zi'emi gur o. If you know you 

can't run away from someone, stand and wait for him. [Proverb 213] Colloc: zi'e X zi'esim/zi'a/nǤba ‘to represent, 

stand in the place/stead of X’. Kuga pii nǫ ayi' nwa' na zi'e Israel biis pii nǫ ayi' la zi'esim. 'The stones will 
correspond to the twelve sons of Israel'. [EXO 28:21] D.C la na zi'e teŋ zugdaan la nǤba zugț Asambili la ni 'The 
District Chief Executive shall. therefore. be accountable ... to the President'. [Constitution] Caus: zi'el; Sim: zi'en; 
Ninst: zi'esir, zi'eg, zi'esim ‘stand(ing-place)’. ba mǤri (ba'ar) keŋ ba'a li zi'eli li zi'esigin, ka li zi'e ani. Li 

zi'egi la, li kț nyaŋi vurigǫ. 'they ...  set it down on its place; there it must stand, it cannot stir from the spot.'. [ISA 

46:7] Etym: OVN *ZE ; GS1 *S³I/A ; vc4 *j ɪ ; CG *ja'a; MWN *GIM- ( *-GIUM-) ; PB *j ɩ́m. See: zi'a; zi'eg; 

zi'el; zi'en; zi'esim; zi'esir. 

zi'eg   Variant: zi'egi. n. a stand, base. m na'am gbauŋ la nǫ m nǤba zi'eg zin'igi nwa'. 'this is the place of my throne 

and the place for the soles of my feet.'. [EZK 43:7] Colloc: fita zi'eg ‘lampstand’; Sim: zi'e ; zi'esig, zi'esir, zi'esim 
‘to stand; stand(ing place)’. ba mǤri (ba'ar) keŋ ba'a li zi'eli li zi'esigin, ka li zi'e ani. Li zi'egi la, li kț nyaŋi 
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vurigǫ. 'they ...  set it down on its place; there it must stand, it cannot stir from the spot.'. [ISA 46:7] Sim: zi'esir. 
See: zi'esir. 

zi'egi   See main entry: zi'eg. stand. 

zi'el1   Variant: zi'eli; zi'ela2. Form: zi'en2. Variant: zi'eni2; zi'enǫ2. Form: zi'enim. Form: zi'elim!. Form: zi'elin. 
Form: zi'elțg2. Variant: zi'eligǤ. v. 1 • to stand sth., establish. Note: cause to stand Ka yț'țn gban'e Adu nǫ o nu'us 

ayi' vǫ'ǫg o zi'el zin'isțŋțn. Then he got hold of Adu with both hands and dragged him up and stood him in a safe 

place. [Trouble] "Alamisi, yaarim galis zǫǫnd la nǫ", daar yinne la ka o yǫl ala ka tǫnrig laa la zi'el. "Alamisi, 
there is too much salt in the soup.", one day he said that and pushed the bowl aside. [Wonderwoman] O da zi'el buos 

la nǫ Pț'țsim Yir la za'anǤǤr za'ambǫŋ la tuon. Bua kanǫ bǫ dagǤbțg la, o da pțdi li yț'țr ye, Jakin ka pțd 

onǫ bǫ datiuŋ la ye, Boaz. 'He erected the pillars at the portico of the temple. The pillar to the south he named 

Jakin and the one to the north Boaz. [1KI 7:21] Jakob nǤk kugkanǫ ka o sa kțk la ba'a zi'el sappi nwǫnǫ 

zan'antǤlig nǫ 'Jacob took the stone he had placed under his head and set it up as a pillar'. [GEN 28:18] Lit: fixed it 
and stood it up straight like a middle-stick. m ... nǤk nwama nǫ bțtiisi zi'el Rekab yidim la tuon ka yǫli ba ye, 

“Numi daam nwa!” 'I set ... some cups before the men of the Recabite family and said to them, “Drink some 

wine.” '. [JER 35:5] AnǤ'Ǥn tisi ya suor ye ya lǫbisi mǫ' nǫ'ǫŋa zi'elǫ? 'Who authorized you to rebuild this temple 
and restore this structure?'. [EZR 5:9] Ka Abraham yis pǫsa'as ayǤpǤi o pǫ'ǫs la ni zi'eli ba kǤn'. 'Abraham set 
apart seven ewe lambs from the flock'. [GEN 21:28] o nǤk bibili zi'eli ba sțțgin 'He took a little child and had him 
stand among them.'. [MRK 9:36] Fț ya'a ye fț nǤk biig ka o ye bin bǫǫ o gbinnǫǫ fț zi'en o nǫ. If you are going 
to pick up a child and he says he has a dirty bottom, you put him down. [Asaasim Proverb] Zi'elim pǫog la ZugsǤb la 

tuon 'Place the basket before the Lord your God'. [DEU 26:10] Zi'elimi banǫ gur la, ka ti'ebi su'a gu'! 'station the 
watchmen, prepare an ambush!'. [JER 51:12] Fț ya'a zi'elin saŋa ka lǫn tiǫn m yǫla ya'asǫ! 'If only you would set 
me a time and then remember me!'. [JOB 14:13] dunia aan m nǤba zi'elțg zin'ig. 'the earth is my footstool.'. [ACT 

7:49] man pțn kț tisi ya ba teŋ la baa bi'ela ka li siaki ya nǤbpauŋ zi'eligǤ. 'I will not give you any of their 

land, not even enough to put your foot on.'. [DEU 2:5] Colloc: zi'el X suor ‘see X off, escort departing guest a little 
distance on his/her way’. Akǫlsa yi zi'el o suor ka yǫl o ye daar zaam on kidig o bǤn'Ǥgțn la na ka o dǤl o kul. 
Akelsa went out and saw him on his way, and said that on the evening of the day after next he should meet her in 

the valley and she would go home with him. [Billygoat] InvCaus: zi'e. 
2 • to command, promise. Gaana zǤŋ dim tun'e zi'el zi'ela ka li tis suor ka sǤ' an Gaana nid 'Parliament may 

make laws to confer citizenship'. [Constitution] On da yǫl nǤǤri zi'el ka li dǤlis o nǤdi'es Joel san'an la da anǫ: 
What he promised through the prophet Joel is: [Bible-Study] Wina'am dț'țs o zi'el o datiuŋ, ka o di'e Siig Kasi, 

linǫ ka o pțn yǫli zi'el la. 'He has been raised to the right-hand side of God, his Father, and has received from him 
the Holy Spirit, as he had promised. '. [ACT 2:34] na'ab Herod daa zi'eli ba dabisir ye ba kǫǫn o san'an na. Ka 

dabsir la daa paae la King Herod appointed a day for them to come before him. When the day arrived. [ACT 12:21] 
Dinzugu kǫ ka o da yǫli zi'eli ba ye o na bǫ nǫ ba ti paae dunia la bǫn That's why he promised them that he 

would be with them till the end of the world. [Bible-Study] Colloc: zi'el nǤǤr1 ‘promise, command’. Ba fǫndigi yi 

man zi'el nǤǤr si'em tisi ba la ni tǤ'ǤtǤ, ka maal ba'ari tisi ba mǫŋ. 'They have turned away quickly from what 
I commanded them and have made a cast idol for themselves.'. [DEU 9:12] NǤǤr zi'elțg la anǫ yanam nǫ ya biis ... 

bțn The promise is to you and to your children. [Bible-Study] Colloc: zi'el zi'elțg/zi'ela ‘make a rule, law/rules 

laws’. (ba) mǤr paŋi na zi'el zi'ela n bigisid na'am diisțg yǫla (they) have authority to make rules concerning 
'matters affecting Chieftaincy'. [Constitution] Anina ka ZugsǤb zi'el zi'elțg nǫ kisa tisi ba 'There the Lord made a 
decree and a law for them'. [EXO 15:25] Colloc: pǤ ( nǤǤr1 ) zi'el ‘swear an oath’. M kț basi fǤǤ, asǫǫ m ti maal 

man pǤǤ zi'el si'em la wțsa. 'I shall not leave you until I have done what I have promised you.'. [GEN 28:15] O niŋ 

nǫ'ǫŋa ye on da pǤ nǤǤrǫ zi'eli ya yaanam la niŋ amǫŋa wțț din an si'em zina la. 'he ...  confirms his 
covenant, which he swore to your forefathers, as it is today'. [DEU 8:18] Colloc: pț'țlțm zi'el ‘vow to give’. li ya'a 

anǫ o pț'țlțmnǫ zi'el bǫǫ ya'amlǫog maan 'either to fulfil a vow or as a freewill offering'. [LEV 22:18] ya ya'a nǤk 

bțnkǤnbban taaba maal maan kanǫ ka ya pț'țlțm zi'elǫǫ, li kț di'e. 'but (that sort of animal) will not be 

accepted in fulfilment of a vow.'. [LEV 22:23] See: zi'elțg; nǤzi'elțg; nǤzi'el. 

zi'el-2   See main entry: zi'elțg1. command. 

zi'ela1   See main entry: zi'elțg1. command. 

zi'ela2   See main entry: zi'el1. stand, command. 
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zi'eli   See main entry: zi'el1. stand, command. 

zi'elig   See main entry: zi'elțg1. command. 

zi'eligǤ   See main entry: zi'el1. stand, command. 

zi'elim!   See main entry: zi'el1. stand, command. 

zi'elin   See main entry: zi'el1. stand, command. 

zi'elțg1   Note: verbal noun as noun Variant: zi'elig; zi'elțgǤ; zi'elțgț. Form: zi'ela1. Form: zi'el-2. n. an imposition, 

command. o ya'a gǤs ka bas suor ka li nyaan lieb zi'elțg. if he (the President) assents it becomes a law. 

[Constitution] Na'ab la da tis nǤsi'a la da lieb nǫ zi'elțg sț'țlim la wțsa ni 'It was to be proclaimed as law and 
made known to everyone in every province'. [EST 8:13] ZugsǤb la anǫ pțpielim sǤb amaa ka man lǫǫ ki'is o 

zi'elțg. 'The Lord is righteous, yet I rebelled against his command.'. [LAM 1:18] BǤ ka ya zan'as ZugsǤb nǤǤr 

zi'elțgǤ? 'Why are you disobeying the Lord's command?'. [NUM 14:41] Nwa' anǫ zi'elțgț tisidi ya zțmaana wțsa 

ni. 'This is a law to be kept by all your descendants.'. [LEV 10:9] Gbauŋ kaŋa yisnǫ yǫlkpana teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la ni 
This book is an extract of the 'fundamental law of the land'. [Constitution] Banǫ na li'a teŋgbauŋ bǫǫ zi'ela zǤŋ 

na'am la kț mǤr bǫnnǫ. 'There is no restriction on the number of political parties that can be formed'. [Constitution] 
Lit: those who seek rule in the national or regional parliament. Zi'ela piiga banǫ ka o da pian' tisi ya zuorin la. 
'the Ten Commandments he had proclaimed to you on the mountain'. [DEU 10:4] O dǤlli m wada nǫ m zi'ela la. 'He 
keeps my laws and obeys my commands.'. [EZK 18:17] Zi'elbama ka onǫ ka o niŋgbina san'auŋ ban'as bas na 

dǤlis 'These are the regulations for the diseased person'. [LEV 14:2] zi'elbanǫ wțsa ka ZugsǤb dǤlis Moses ni tisi 

ya la, 'any command whatever that the Lord gave you through Moses'. [NUM 15:23] Ba da maan nyu'or maana ... 

wțț lin sǤb si'em ZugsǤb zi'elțgin linǫ ka o da zi'eli tis Israel dim la. 'they were to burn sacrifices whole ... in 
accordance with what was written in the Law which the Lord gave to Israel.'. [1CH 16:40] Colloc: zi'el 

zi'elțg/zi'ela ‘make a rule, law/rules laws’. (ba) mǤr paŋi na zi'el zi'ela n bigisid na'am diisțg yǫla (they) 
have authority to make rules concerning 'matters affecting Chieftaincy'. [Constitution] Anina ka ZugsǤb zi'el 

zi'elțg nǫ kisa tisi ba 'There the Lord made a decree and a law for them'. [EXO 15:25] Ba ya'a pțn kad nǫ 

teŋgbauŋ la zi'ela la basǫǫ li nar ye teŋimbiis lǫn zi'el zi'elpaala. If the constitution has been overturned, the 

citizens should enact a new constitution. [Constitution] Teŋgbauŋ zi'ela zǤŋ ka' paŋi na zi'el zi'elsi'a yiiga ka li 

tțm ka teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la nyaam pin'ilǫ, zi'elkan ya'a gu'ud saal suor nǫ o yǤlisim. 'Parliament shall not have 
power to pass any law that takes effect before the date of the making of the law if it imposes limitations on the 

rights and liberties of any persons. [Constitution] Colloc: zi'elsțŋ ‘good stance’. Ka lǫn baŋ zi'elsțŋ kanǫ ka o tis 

o nidib la malisim an si'em 'so that you will know ... how rich are the wonderful blessings he promises his 
people'. [EPH 1:18] See: zi'el. 

zi'elțg2   See main entry: zi'el1. stand, command. 

zi'elțgǤ   See main entry: zi'elțg1. command. 

zi'elțgț   See main entry: zi'elțg1. command. 

zi'em   See main entry: ziem1. despise. 

zi'em!   See main entry: zi'e. be standing. 

zi'emi!   See main entry: zi'e. be standing. 

zi'en ya4   See main entry: zi'en1. stop. 

zi'en1   Form: zi'enǫ. Variant: zi'eni1. Form: zi'enid. Variant: zi'enida; zi'enidi. Form: zi'enidnǫ. Form: zi'enim2!. 

Variant: zi'enimi2!. Form: zi'ențg. Form: zi'en ya4. v. to stop, stand, take a stand. Ba daa duoe kaae sibiti la 

dǤǤg nya'aŋi zi'en zaŋguom nya'aŋi sǤsid Wina'am. They got up and went round behind the hospital and stood 
behind the wall praying. [Electricity] Dau la daa zi'en wțrțg la tuonnǫ pian'adi tisid nidib la The man stood in 
front of the crowd and spoke to the people. [AIDS-I] Ka o zi'en ka gi'e gǤs. He stopped and looked back. [Trouble] 
Kǫl ka m zi'en zin'ikanǫ ka m na nyaŋi babil zan'antǤlbanǫ ti'e pț'țsim dǤǤg la 'Put me where I can feel the 

pillars that support the temple'. [JDG 16:26] o maal ba'akanǫ na zi'en sț'țŋa ka kț lii 'to make an image that won't 
fall down'. [ISA 40:20] o kț nyaŋi zi'enǫ li'a GǤmma na'am, asǫǫ li tțțg yțțm piiga on yi sanriga dǤǤgin la na. 
he may not stand for election to a government position until ten years after the end of his sentence. [Constitution] 
Nid ya'a maal kisidim duoe zi'enǫ ma' ziri ye sǤ' tțm bǫ'ǫd 'If a malicious witness takes the stand to accuse a 
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man of a crime'. [DEU 19:16] Ka Ama zi'eni kpi'en o. Ama stood near her. [Trouble] Ziriga la zi'enid la ka o pin'ili 

tiǫnd yǫlsieba o pțtǫn'ǫrin. As the train was stopping, he began to remember some matters in his mind. [Trouble] 
o ya'a ye ba zi'enim zin'isi'a, ba zi'enid nǫ. wherever he said they should stop, they stopped. [NUM 8:19] O da 

mǤǤd o pțtǫn'ǫr digin amaa, si'el da pț zi'enida. He tried to settle his mind, but nothing would stay in place. 
[Trouble] Zi'enim sț'țŋa ka kpǫ'ǫŋi fț sțnf 'Be strong, be resolute'. [JOS 1:6] Da zǤti dabiem! Zi'enimi santir ka 

nyǫ ZugsǤb la na yisi ya si'em. 'Stand firm and you will see the deliverance the Lord will bring you today'. [EXO 

14:13] Li da kpǫm paad nǫ o zi'ențg zin'igin la na. It (train) was already getting to his stop. [Trouble] Yaa da 

zi'en ya ka Birago tuo o gbiridi. Yaa stood still and Birago bumped into her. [Trouble] Colloc: zi'en X 

zi'esim/zi'a/nǤba/bǤkin ‘to represent, stand in the place/stead of X’. Akudbil daa zi'en o taaba la zi'aa pț'țs 

Akaama nǫ piinkanǫ ka o tisi ba la. Akudbil thanked Akaama  on behalf of his friends for the present he had 
given them. [Electricity] Dayțțr zi'enid ne o tiraan bǤkin. One pot of pito represents/recalls ('stands in the hole of') 
its fellow. [Proverb 97] O na zi'eni ya nǤba zugț nyǤǤsimi li ZugsǤb la tuon 'He is to wave the sheaf before the 
Lord so it will be accepted on your behalf'. [LEV 23:11] M ya'a siak ka ba kțț m biyimmir nwa', sǤ' lǫn kae na 

zi'eni m sid la nǫ o yidim zi'esiminǫ. 'If they do this, I will be left without a son. They will destroy my last hope 
and leave my husband without a son to keep his name alive.'. [2SA 14:7] Colloc: zi'e/zi'en kii ‘stand firm, stand 
still’.  Ka nǤŋdaan la zi'e kii And the poor man stood still. [Billygoat] (o)  duoe nǤk dǤbil la saafi keŋ paae dǤbil 

la za'anǤǤrinǫ zi'en kii he got up and took the key to the kitchen and went to the door of the room and stood still. 

[You-Heard?] On ti nyǫ o la li pak o nǫ ka o zi'en kii ye baŋ ye o nini la pț ma'ad o. When he did see him, he was 
amazed and stood still, wondering if his eyes deceived him. [Trouble] Sim: zi'e. See: zi'e. 

zi'en2   See main entry: zi'el1. stand, command. 

zi'enǫ   See main entry: zi'en1. stop. 

zi'enǫ2   See main entry: zi'el1. stand, command. 

zi'eni1   See main entry: zi'en1. stop. 

zi'eni2   See main entry: zi'el1. stand, command. 

zi'enid   See main entry: zi'en1. stop. 

zi'enida   See main entry: zi'en1. stop. 

zi'enidi   See main entry: zi'en1. stop. 

zi'enidnǫ   See main entry: zi'en1. stop. 

zi'enim   See main entry: zi'el1. stand, command. 

zi'enim2!   See main entry: zi'en1. stop. 

zi'enim3!   See main entry: zi'e. be standing. 

zi'enimi1!   See main entry: zi'e. be standing. 

zi'enimi2!   See main entry: zi'en1. stop. 

zi'ențg   See main entry: zi'en1. stop. 

zi'esa1   See main entry: zi'esig. standing place. 

zi'esa2   See main entry: zi'esir. stand. 

zi'esig   Form: zi'esa1. n. a stand, standing-place. Levi dim ... la da mǤri ba galana duoe zi'enǫ ba zi'esa ni ye ba zun'e 

ZugsǤb la 'the Levites ... with cymbals, took their places to praise the Lord'. [EZR 3:10] Israel dim yina ye ba zab 

nǫ Benjamin nidib la ka zi'enǫ ba zaba zi'esa ni 'The men of Israel went out to fight the Benjamites and took up 
battle positions'. [JDG 20:20] Colloc: zi'esigin ‘in position’. M na zi'en m zi'esigin ka gur o. 'I shall take up my 
position on the watch-tower, keeping a look-out'. [HAB 2:1] Sim: zi'e ; zi'eg, zi'esir, zi'esim ‘to stand; stand(ing 

place)’. ba mǤri (ba'ar) keŋ ba'a li zi'eli li zi'esigin, ka li zi'e ani. Li zi'egi la, li kț nyaŋi vurigǫ. 'they ...  set 
it down on its place; there it must stand, it cannot stir from the spot.'. [ISA 46:7] 

zi'esim   n. standing-place, position, situation. o da baŋ o zi'esim o pugidib la yidimin la. he had come to know his place 

among his aunt's household. [Trouble] pu'ab na paam zi'esim kpikpǫțŋ nǫ arezak zin'igin teŋgbauŋ la pțțgin 
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'to integrate fully women into the mainstream of economic development of the country'. [Constitution] Ti ya'a ti nyǫ 

zi'esim, m na kaadif tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el. If we get settled, I will be visiting you all the time. [Trouble] Fț na 

paam zi'esim Efirata teŋin 'May you have standing in Ephrathah'. [RUT 4:11] Israel na lǫn nyǫ zi'esim ya'as 
'Israel's Restoration'. [AMO 9:11 [heading]] Yu'asindaug ka fț kǤ'Ǥg, amaa m na bǤ kțnt yu'asin n zi'eli li 

zi'esimin. 'You have broken a wooden yoke, but in its place you will get a yoke of iron.'. [JER 28:13] Colloc: di'e X 

zi'esim ‘to replace, take over from  X’. m sǤsidif ye fț kǫ ka man di'e biig la zi'esim kpǫlim kpǫla tțmmi 

tisidif 'please let your servant remain here as my lord's slave in place of the boy'. [GEN 44:33] Colloc: zi'e X zi'esim 
‘to represent, stand in the place/stead of X’. Kuga pii nǫ ayi' nwa' na zi'e Israel biis pii nǫ ayi' la zi'esim. 'There 
are to be twelve stones, one for each of the names of the sons of Israel'. [EXO 28:21] M ya'a siak ka ba kțț m 

biyimmir nwa', sǤ' lǫn kae na zi'eni m sid la nǫ o yidim zi'esiminǫ. 'If they do this, I will be left without a son. 
They will destroy my last hope and leave my husband without a son to keep his name alive.'. [2SA 14:7] Sim: zi'e ; 

zi'eg, zi'esir, zi'esig. See: zi'e. 

zi'esir   Form: zi'esa2. n. a stand for sth. nǫ maan daka ... nǫ latita'ar la nǫ li zi'esir la, 'the altar of burnt offering ... the 

bronze basin with its stand'. [EXO 35:16] Ba da lǫm maal zi'esa linǫ ba'a daad banǫ gu'ud fubanǫ gilig zak la 'the 
bases for the surrounding courtyard'. [EXO 38:31] Lit: the stands which secure the uprights ('sticks') which secure the 

cloths which .... ka nǤk anzurifa maal zi'esa pisnaasi, ka dalammir wțsa mǤr zi'esa ayi'. 'and make forty 
silver bases to go under them – two bases for each frame'. [EXO 26:19] Tǫrekonam la zi'esa ka ba da maal si'em 

nwa' 'This was the construction of the trolleys' [REB] / 'This is how the stands were made' [NIV]. [1KI 7:28] Note: 

singular mostly in the Colloc: fita zi'esir ‘(in the Bible) lampstand, menorah’. Fita zi'esir la teŋsțk daug la na mǤr 

wila ayuobț. 'Six branches are to extend from the sides of the lampstand'. [EXO 25:32] NǤkim sanlima kțnt fita 

zi'esir, ka nwǫ'-nwǫ' li ka li gbin an lammiri 'Make a lampstand of pure gold and hammer it out'. [EXO 25:31] 
Maalim kpaam fita ayǤpǤi sțn'țl fita zi'esir la zug Make seven oil lamps and put them on the lampstand. [EXO 

25:37] Sim: zi'eg. See: zi'e; zi'eg. 

zi'i   See main entry: zi'. not know, cannot, have never. 

zi'il   See main entry: ziil. load sb. 

zi'ilim   n. ignorance. anwana ka ba yǫt ye zi'ilim nwǫnǫ pitǤǤg la that's why they say ignorance is the same as 

wickedness. [AIDS-Azuur] Note: MA prefers pitǤǤlim O zi'ilim la daa nwǫnǫ fțn na nǤk ki bielim n suud bǤto bǫǫ 

buorig kanǫ mǤr vǤnya nǫ. His ignorance was like putting a millet seed in a sack or bag with holes in. [You-Hear?] 
M nidib la ba'asidnǫ yǤri ba zi'ilim la zug. 'my people are destroyed from lack of knowledge.'. [HOS 4:6] Ya nam 

kpǫn anǫ zi'ilim dimaa? 'Are you still so dull?'. [MAT 15:16] Colloc: zi'ilimin(ǫ) ‘in ignorance’. o na tun'e zǤ 

nimbaanlig nǫ banǫ bǫ zi'ilimin ka yidigid la. 'he is able to be gentle with those who are ignorant and make 
mistakes.'. [HEB 5:2] bǤ ka ya nan kpǫm bǫ zi'iliminǫ? 'How long do you want to be foolish?'. [PRO 1:22] 
Cpart: mi'ilim. See: zi'. 

zi'i-mǫŋ   n. a careless, thoughtless person. Note: 'ignorant-of-self' Ba zi'i-mǫŋ yǫǫdnǫ gbauŋ. One who neglects his own 

work wears a skin [sign of poverty]. [Proverb 011] See: zi'; mǫŋ; A-zi'i-yǫ'og. 

zi'in   See main entry: zi'. not know, cannot, have never. 

zi'inǫ   See main entry: zi'. not know, cannot, have never. 

zi'ini   See main entry: ziil. load sb. 

zi'isigǫ   Variant: zi'isige. v. to be ignorant. man zi'isigǫ amaa sǤ' yǫlim ye li anǫ ban'a saaŋ yǫla. I don't really know, but 

someone said it was about the new disease. [AIDS-I] Buolimi ka m na siak ka yǫli ya yǫlsu'ada linǫ ka ya zi'isigǫ 
'Call to me and I will answer you and tell you great and unsearchable things you do not know'. [JER 33:3] Ninsaal 

Biig la kennǫ saŋa kanǫ ka sǤ'ǤsǤ zi'isigǫ. 'the Son of Man will come at an hour when you do not expect him.'. 
[LUK 12:40] Sim: zi'. Note: form cf. ka'asigǫ See: zi'. 

zi'isige   See main entry: zi'isigǫ. ignorant [be]. 

zi'ii   See main entry: zi'. not know, cannot, have never. 

zika-zika   id. a shaking noise. Teŋgbauŋ la damnǫ ka mi'im zika-zika 'The earth trembled and quaked'. [2SA 22:8 (= PSA 

18:7)] 

zilim   Variant: zilimme; zilimmǫ; zilimi. Form: zilima. n. tongue. SǤnfulinfuud bǫǫ nǤŋgban bǫǫ zilim bǫǫ kțkǤya 
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ban'as gban'af. You may get diseases of the lungs, lips, tongue or throat. [Smoking] Maŋkǫǫnsi bugum zilim la 

da la'aŋ kikan'a la A tongue of flame from the match set fire to the millet-stalks. [Trouble] aniŋa yim ka o zilim 

lak at that very moment his tongue was loosened. [LUK 1:64] gik bǫǫ bidțg zilim na lak ka o pian'ad nyain-nyain 
'the stammering tongue will be fluent'. [ISA 32:4] ka tțm Lazarus ka o zaŋ o nu'ubili tin'e ku'om ma'alim zilim 
'and send Lazarus to dip his finger in some water and cool my tongue'. [LUK 16:24] O yis o pțtǫn'ǫr o susțnf tuob 

nǫ o zilimme kțdig la ni He took his attention from his beating heart and dry tongue. [Trouble] ninsaal kae na 

nyaŋi milis o zilimmǫ. 'no one has ever been able to tame the tongue.'. [JAS 3:8.a] tțbiri wǫligid pian'ad wțț 

zilimi lǫmmid diib si'em la 'just as your tongue enjoys tasting food, your ears enjoy hearing words.'. [JOB 12:11] 
nidib dummi ba zilima ba niŋgbina saaǫn tǤǤg la zug 'people bit their tongues because of their pain'. [REV 16:10] 
Ba gțdi ba zilima wțț tiraug nǫ 'They make ready their tongue like a bow'. [JER 9:3] Colloc: zilim(m)in ‘on 
tongue’. Nǫ' anǫ siindi bǤǤdi tuaki lu o zilimmin This was honey about to drip onto his tongue. [Trouble] Bțn linǫ 

wțsa yit zilimin na tǤi nǫ ka kțțd wțț yabid nǫ. ' ... the tongue. It is a restless evil, full of deadly poison.'. [JAS 

3:8.b] Etym: OV1 *LIM/LAM ; OV2 *Z² Ĭ ; OVN *ZIL-M-DI/A ; GS4 *DE/U²/A ; GSe *solum/suro m/sem ; 
vc2 *deɗm ; vc4 *dyʋɗm ; CG *jii, -lima ; MWN *- LÍMA, *- LÍAMI- ; PB *d ɩ́mì. Note: OVN - or, as Manessy  
(but see vc2,4) and Swadesh imply, *ZIL+LIM- but the second vowel is lost (see also MWN and PB) 

zilima   See main entry: zilim. tongue. 

zilimi   See main entry: zilim. tongue. 

zilimmǫ   See main entry: zilim. tongue. 

zilimme   See main entry: zilim. tongue. 

-zilinzi'id   See main entry: -zilinzi'ig. unknown. 

-zilinzi'ig   Variant: -zilinziug [N]; -zilinzi'id; -zilinzi'is. adj. incomprehensible, unknown. Kpǫn'ǫd nimbanǫ an 

saammi tis o, ye o keŋ kpa' bǫ- zilinzi'iug. Included among the people who were father to her, so that she could 

go forward towards an unknown future. [Trouble] Daar yinne ka o keŋ sian'ar sțțg bǤzugǤ bțnzilinzi'id maan 

ani. One day he went to the middle of the wilderness because something strange was happening there. 

[Wonderwoman] 
-zilinzi'is   See main entry: -zilinzi'ig. unknown. 

-zilinziug [N]  See main entry: -zilinzi'ig. unknown. 

zimi   See main entry: ziiŋ1. fish. 

zimi la'ad   n.pl. fishing-gear. Ka ba bǫ anrțŋțn maannǫ ba zimi la'ad. 'They were in their boat getting their nets ready.'. 

[MRK 1:19] Sim: lațŋ 2, (a)sau, ziŋgama, zuliŋ1. See: ziŋ; lauk. 

zimii   See main entry: ziiŋ1. fish. 

zimm   id. shady. Li ya'a an sida, onǫ paae man san'an na ma'asim anǫ zimm Truly, for anyone who comes to me 
there is deep shade. [Trees] 

zimtuadim   See main entry: zintu'odim. fishmeal. 

zim-zim  id. very strong (colour). nǫ gum dinǫ an bțlț nǫ gum sțma dinǫ mu'oe zim-zim, nǫ gumzǫn'ǫs 'blue, 

purple and scarlet yarn' [in list]. [EXO 25:4] Colloc: mu'oe zim-zim ‘be bright red’. O nǤŋgbana la da mu'oe nǫ 

zim-zim. Her lips were bright red. [Trouble] 

ziN-   See main entry: ziiŋ1. fish. 

zina   Variant: zinaa. n. today. zina ka on na baŋ onǫ sid bǤǤd o amǫŋa today she will find out who really loves her. 

[Billygoat] Tadimnam pț nyǫt gǤsigi ti sț'țlim nwa ni zina wțț kțdimin la. The poor are not cared for in this 

country of ours today as they were in the past. [Bible-Study] Zina anǫ labasțŋ dabisir ka ti pț kǫ ka sǤ' wțmm. 
'This is a day of good news and we are keeping it to ourselves.'. [2KI 7:9] Zina dabis pii nǫ anaasi nwa' ka ya 

bi'esid kum nǫ vțm ka pț di si'ela. 'For the last fourteen days ... you have lived in suspense ... you have eaten 
nothing.'. [ACT 27:33] On nǫ o ma na zi boodia kul zinaa? Would he and his mother bring plantain home today? 

[Trouble] Ya nan zi' wțmi li daasi'er sa ka ya'a ka' zinaa. 'you have not heard of them before today.'. [ISA 48:7] Ya 

pț baŋ ye tuongat nǫ nintita'ar kpi Israel teŋin zinaa? Zina nwa'... ka Zeruyia biis la kpi'emi gati m. 'Do you 
not realize that a prince and a great man has fallen in Israel this day? And today ... these sons of Zeruiah are too 
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strong for me.'. [2SA 3:38-39] Colloc: zinkaŋa ‘this very day’. Lin paae zinkaŋa nwa Wina'am sțŋi m 'I have had 
God's help to this very day'. [ACT 26:22 [1996 New Testament]] Note: hali ti paae zina in published Bible.    
Colloc: zin-zina ‘this very day’. Di'em gbauŋ lampǤ kariki san'an zina-zina. Get a form from the tax officer 
as soon as possible. [Tax] Awinkudug anǫ onǫ bǤǤd zina-zina ye o di. Awinkudug was someone who wanted 
immediate success. [You-Heard?] Colloc: li1 ka' zina ‘for a long time’. Tinam bǫnǫ taaba teŋkaŋa ka li ka' zina 
We have lived together in this town for a long, long time. [Electricity] Sida, ala ka dunia la aǫn pin'ilțgin sa ka ka' 

zinaa. Indeed, that's how the world has been from the beginning, it's no new thing. [Billygoat] Colloc: hali nǫ/ti2 

paae zina ‘to this very day’. Ka nyan daa gban'e o ka o zǤǤ keŋ tab lǤdigin. Dine kǫ ka hali nǫ zina ka 

Asilinsi'ig nan kpǫn tab lǤdigin la. He was overwhelmed by shame and went and flattened himself in the corner. 

That's why until this very day spiders flatten themselves in corners. [Asaasim-] Sim: su'os ‘yesterday’; bǫog ‘(to) 
morrow’; daar ‘day after tomorrow/day before yesterday’. Etym: OV1 *DIN/DEN ; OVN *ZIN/ZUN ; vc4 
*ɗyɪn ; PB *dèèdó. 

zinaa   See main entry: zina. today. 

zin'   Variant: zin'i; zin'in; zin'inǫ; zin'inǫǫ; zin'ini. Form: zin'inid. Variant: zin'inidi. Form: zin'inim!. 

Variant: zin'inima!; zin'inimi!. Form: zin'iya. v. 1 • to sit, sit down. Nimo yț'țn da kpǫn' o mǫŋ dǤǤginǫ zin' 

tǫn'ǫsid. Nimo then went into his room and sat thinking. [Trouble] Pita ...  zin' nǫ tțmtțmnib la țțsid bugum 
'Peter ... sat with the guards and warmed himself at the fire'. [MRK 14:54] Herod ... yǫǫ o na'am kparibi zin' o 

na'am gbauŋ zug ka pian' tis nidib la. 'Herod, wearing his royal robes, sat on his throne and delivered a public 
address to the people.'. [ACT 12:21] Sule daa zin'in nǫ o zua la Sule sat down with his friend. [AIDS-I] Zi'enimi ka 

ba mǤr ku'om bi'ela na ka ya wabisi ya nǤba, ka zin'in tikaŋa gbinnin vț'țs 'Let a little water be brought, and 
then you may all wash your feet and rest under this tree.'. [GEN 18:4] Daakan la ya'as ka Yesu yi yin la keŋ zin'in 

mu'ar gbǫog. 'That same day Jesus went out of the house and sat by the lake.'. [MAT 13:1] Kǫlli ka nidib la zin'in, 

pisnu nu. 'Make the people sit down in groups of about fifty each.'. [LUK 9:14] Wina'am bareka na zin'inǫ fț zug. 
May God's blessing remain on you. [Iodine] Biis la zin'inǫ teŋinǫ pǤnd nǤba ka dit. The children sit on the ground 
with crossed legs to eat. [House+Farm] biig la zin'inǫ o nǤba zug hali ka nintaŋ ti bul, ka o kpǫn kpi 'the boy sat 

on her lap until noon, and then he died'. [2KI 4:20] biriku'an dima ayi' kena zin'inǫ o tuon 'two scoundrels came 
and sat opposite him'. [1KI 21:13] Kpǫǫmnam ya'a da ǫǫnti la'aska m kena zin'inǫǫ 'Whenever the city elders met 
and I took my place among them'. [JOB 29:7] Ba kenǫ na ye ba zin'ini sǤns. They came to sit and converse. [Trouble] 
kǫl ka ti la'asi zin'ini tu'asi li yǫla let us sit together and discuss the case. [ISA 43:26] Onǫ gǤsid ka Asambili ni 

zi'ela tțm wțț din sțm si'em ka mǫ na zin'inid nǫ D.C la pian' ban na gban'e si'em zaŋi ken teŋ maalțgin. 
'He shall co-ordinate and ensure the smooth implementation of the Assembly's Legislative programme as well as 

consult from time to time with the District Chief Executive.'. [Constitution] Lit: sit with the D.C.E. and discuss. SǤ' 

ya'a mǤr pu'adiir di'ema ka buolif, fțn da paae kpǫn zin'inid ninsțma zin'isa nii 'When someone invites you 
to a wedding feast, do not take the place of honour'. [LUK 14:8] ban nǫ ba yaas nǤkid yț'țŋ kaŋa zin'inidi nied 

bǫog ka li an girima tisid ZugsǤb la. 'on this night all the Israelites are to keep vigil to honour the Lord for the 

generations to come.'. [EXO 12:42] Lit: Israelites and their descendants sit until the dawn. o yel nidib la ye ba 

zin'inim mood la zug he told the people to sit on the grass. sigim teŋin, zin'inim uusțgin, zin'inim teŋin 
'come down ... and sit in the dust on the ground.'. [ISA 47:1] Ba pț yǫl ye o zin'inima They didn't invite him to sit 
down. [Trouble] O yi ba tuon na ka pian' willimm ye, 'Gaafara, zin'inimi.' He came out before them and spoke 

gently 'Please sit down.'. [Trouble] Zin'inimi m datiuŋ 'Sit at my right hand'. [PSA 110:1] M zǤm bǫǫ m zin'iya? 
Should I run away, or should I stay? [Trees] Li ka' tinam malțŋ ye fț nǤk biigi tis sid ka o bier zin'iya. 'It is not 
our custom here to give the younger daughter in marriage before the older one.'. [GEN 29:26] Colloc: X zin' Y nǤba 

zug1 ‘X represents Y’. Asuma'asim onǫ an bikpǫǫm la daa zi'enǫ o pittț nǫ o tațn la nǤba zugț pț'țsi ba 

ma la bareka Asuma'asim who was the eldest was representing his younger brother and his sister to thank their 
mother. [You-Heard?] Lit: sitting at the feet of. Colloc: zin' ( na'am1 ) ( gbauŋ ) ( zug ) ‘reign as chief/king’. Amaa 

o ya'a zin'ini naae, o sț'țlim la na widigi 'But once he is established, his kingdom will be broken up'. [DAN 11:4] 
Caus: zin'il1 ‘to seat sb.’; Cpart: zi'e ‘stand’; dig1 ‘lie’; Nact: zin'id; Ninst: zin'isir, kțk3 ‘a seat, chair’. Etym: 
OV1 *KAL ; OVN *ZI(N) ; GS2 *CA/E/O ; CG *ji, ti; k kata. 
2 • to live in/at, reside, inhabit. Mba'ami' anǫ ninsțŋ ka mǤr o mǫŋ yiri zin' on nǫ o pu'a nǫ o biis. Mba'ami is 
a good man and has his own house where he lives with his wife and his children. [Billygoat] Mensah Bonsu da dǫŋi 

zin'in Ankara ya baba? In what part of Accra did Mensah Bonsu first live? [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka Paul zin'in yikanǫ 

ka o yǤǤdi li yǫla la ni yțma ayi' 'For two years Paul lived in a place he rented for himself'. [ACT 28:30] Ka Zadok 
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nǫ Abiata nǤk Wina'am daka la lǫb Jerusalem zin'inǫ anina. 'So Zadok and Abiathar took the ark of God back 

to Jerusalem and stayed there.'. [2SA 15:29] M kem Juda tǫǫns la yinne ni zin'inǫǫ? Shall I go and live in one of the 
towns of Judah? [2SA 2:1] Caus: zin'il2. See: azin'i-sǤnsid; zin'id; zin'ig; zin'isir. 

-zin'a   Variant: -zen'a. Form: -zǫn'ǫs1. adj. red. Siaka da zin'inǫ kpi'enǫ o saam ka zanl nǤribzin'a tita'ar. Siaka was 

sitting near his father holding a young red cock. [Trouble] Yǫlim Israel dim la ye ba mǤr na'asa'azin'a kanǫ pț 

mǤr dǫŋŋa 'Tell the Israelites to bring you a red heifer without defect'. [NUM 19:2] Ka wiedzin'a mǫ yina. 'Another 
horse came out, a red one.'. [REV 6:4] nǫ gum dinǫ an bțlț nǫ gum sțma dinǫ mu'oe zim-zim, nǫ gumzǫn'ǫs 
'blue, purple and scarlet yarn' [in list]. [EXO 25:4] wiedzǫn'ǫs tǫǫd yiiga tǫreko la 'The first chariot had red horses'. 

[ZEC 6:2] Syn: -zǫn'ug. Note: see refs and links at -zǫn'ug.    See: -zǫn'ug; gǫndzin'a. 

zin'e   Form: zin'ed. v. to trim a wick. Ka nǤk sanlima maal ma'adiŋ kanǫ ka ba na mǤri zin'ed lauŋț la nǫ 

tampǫligim laas. 'Its wick trimmers and trays are to be of pure gold.'. [EXO 25:38] 

zin'ed   See main entry: zin'e. trim. 

zin'i-   See main entry: zin'ig. place, part. 

zin'i   See main entry: zin'. sit, live. 

zin'id   Form: zin'idiba. Variant: zin'idibaa. n. a sitter, person sitting, (seated) audience. Zin'idibaa, ... Ya wțsa tțba 

wțmya You who are sitting here ... You have all heard for yourselves. [Trees] Faa, zin'idibaa, ya pț wțmmǫ bǫǫ? 
Please, you who are seated here, have you not heard? [Trees] Nact: zin'. See: zin'. 

zin'idiba   See main entry: zin'id. sitter. 

zin'idibaa   See main entry: zin'id. sitter. 

zin'ig   Variant: zin'iga; zin'igaa; zin'igi. Form: zin'is. Variant: zin'isa2. Form: zin'i-. n. 1 • a place. bǫog zaam ya'a ti 

paae anwana winnǫ, m na duoe keŋi ya yaanamǫ bǫ zin'isi'a la ka mǫ maal zin'ig sț'țŋa digili ya. when 
tomorrow afternoon at this time arrives I will be off to your ancestors' place and make a good place to put you in. 
[You-Heard?] Suak zin'ig da lǫn kae zin'isia ya'asǫ. There was no hiding-place left. [Trouble] O da maal antu'a 

zin'ig kpțkparig gbinnin ka ba buon ye, Debora Kpțkparig 'She held court under the Palm of Deborah'. [JDG 

4:5] nidib nǤk zin'ig la maal bangida zin'ig hali ti paae zina 'people have used it for a latrine to this day'. [2KI 

10:27] ba buon ani ye, Absalom Tiǫnr Zin'ig hali paae zina. 'it is called Absalom's Monument to this day.'. [2SA 

18:18] Ya kț nyǫ su'ab zin'iga You won't find a hiding place. [ISA 10:4] fț nan mi' kǫ ka bǫog nie, bǫǫ pa'al 

sǤǤnrim la li bǫllim zin'igaa? 'Have you ever given orders to the morning, or shown the dawn its place?'. [JOB 

38:12] Bțŋ ya'a bǤǤdif lugub, fț zi' o tțba zin'iga. When a donkey wants to throw you, you don't know where 
his ears are. [Proverb 039] diib nǫ daam kuosțg zin'is bǤǤm zin'igi tis banǫ an tabnutib. where food and alcohol 
are served you should set aside a place for those who are smokers. [Smoking] O na iee ba zin'igi gǫn ka kț nyǫǫ 

baa. 'she will look for them but not find them.'. [HOS 2:7] Ti bǤǤdi suosțma nǫ sibitinam nǫ sibiti bibis nǫ laafi 

tțțma zin'is. We want good roads, clinics and health posts. [Tax] Ku'om da pil zin'is bǫdegț. Many places were 
covered with water. [Trouble] Na'ab zin'isirin la mǤr nu'us pa'alțg zin'is ka gbigim zi'e kpi'e nu'ug pa'alțg 

zin'ig wțsa. 'On both sides of the seat were armrests, with a lion standing beside each of them.'. [1KI 10:19] Ba da 

nǤk kugvǫnla pii nǫ ayi' sǫǫn tabili li, abțtan' tan', zin'is anaasi Then they mounted four rows of precious 
stones on it. [EXO 39:10] Ka o nya'andǤlib la keŋ mǤǤl labasțŋ la zin'is wțsa. 'Then the disciples went out and 
preached everywhere'. [MRK 16:20] O mǫ da ...  maal zin'isi niŋ o niigi nǫ pǫ'ǫs la. 'He also .. made stalls for 
various kinds of cattle, and pens for the flocks.'. [2CH 32:28] Ka yț'țn gban'e Adu nǫ o nu'us ayi' vǫ'ǫg o zi'el 

zin'isțŋțn. Then he got hold of Adu with both hands and dragged him up and stood him in a safe place. [Trouble] 
M na tisif kpan'am wțsa linǫ su'a likin nǫ zin'ibanǫ an zin'isu'ada la 'I will give you the treasures of darkness, 
riches stored in secret places'. [ISA 45:3] faangid kae zin'isi'a asǫǫ mam ma'aa there is no saviour anywhere apart 
from me only. [HOS 13:4] Ban daa duoe bǫogțn asuba la, ka winnig tu'al ku'om la, Moab dim la da bǫ zin'isi'a 

la ba da nyǫti li ka li nwǫnǫ ziim nǫ. 'When they got up early in the morning, the sun was shining on the water. 
To the Moabites across the way, the water looked red – like blood.' [2KI 3:22] Colloc: zin'ikan, zin'ikanǫ. 'place 
where/which ...'   on aam zin'ikanǫ guunlim la bas he is to tear away the place that is mouldy. [LEV 13:26] Kǫl ka 

m zi'en zin'ikanǫ ka m na nyaŋi babil zan'antǤlbanǫ ti'e pț'țsim dǤǤg la 'Put me where I can feel the pillars 

that support the temple'. [JDG 16:26] Colloc: zin'igin(i/ǫ(ǫ)) ‘in/to/from a place’. sǤ' yi bugum tțțma zin'igin la  

kena. someone came from the electricity department. [Electricity] Fț ningbina lǫbi li zin'igin sț'țŋa bǫǫ? Are you 
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back to good physical heath? [Womens-Health] Duomini ya la'asțg zin'igin la ka keŋ tuon 'Break camp and 

advance'. [DEU 1:7] Zabzabidib la da lǫbi ba gbǫǫnb zin'igin 'the soldiers returned to camp'. [1SA 4:3] Buud-zțna 

zin'iginǫ, (zongo) pu'ab la da mǤri ki nǫ kawǫnna maan sa'abǫǫnri kuosid. The women of the foreign tribes 
area (zongo) make kokoo with milled and maize for sale. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba kțdim kț kpǫn' m vț'țsțm zin'iginǫ. 
'They shall never enter my rest.'. [HEB 4:3] Fț na nyaŋi dǤllimi keŋ banǫ daa keŋ faaǫn la zin'iginǫǫ? 'Can you 

lead me down to this raiding party?'. [1SA 30:15] Man yinǫ Israel dim la'asțg la zin'igini su'a zǤǤ kena. 'I have 
escaped from the Israelite camp.'. [2SA 1:3] Colloc: zin'isin(ǫ(ǫ)) ‘in/to/from places’. ba wțsa mǫlim lǫbi ba 

zin'isin. they all disappeared back to their places. [Trouble] Ba da kǫ ka zabzabidib la ti'ebi zi'e ba zin'isin 

sț'țŋa. 'They had the soldiers take up their positions'. [JOS 8:13] Zaŋku'a na kaasidi ba kpi'euŋ zin'ig la, ka 

wǫbaas na digi ba vț'țsțm zin'isin la. 'Hyenas will howl in her strongholds, jackals in her luxurious palaces.'. 

[ISA 13:22] ban na sǤbidi ba tțțma zin'isin ye, "Da nut taba tțțma zin'isinǫǫ". as they write up "No Smoking 
in the Workplaces" in their workplaces. [Smoking] Colloc: zin'ig-zin'ig ‘from place to place, in different places’. 
Pita da gǤǤndi giligid zin'ig-zin'ig, o da keŋ ye o kaae Wina'am nimbanǫ bǫ Lidda teŋin la. 'As Peter 

travelled about the country, he went to visit the saints in Lydda.'. [ACT 9:32] Colloc: la'asțg zin'ig ‘1) [literally] 
meeting-place’. Kristo karimdǤǤg la ka'anǫ la'asțg zin'ig la amaa Wina'am nidib bane ka o gaŋ ye ba 

na'asid o la. The church of Christ is not the meeting-place but the people of God that he chose to honour him. [1) 

Bible-Study]  2) [in the Bible] camp (of the Israelites)  asǫǫ ba mǤri lii yi la'asțg zin'ig la kpikpǫŋ 'he must take 
outside the camp'. [2) LEV 4:12] 
2 • a part, division, repetition, 'times'. fț ya'a bǤǤdi fț zaŋ namba si'a wțsa gǫlig nǫ zin'is piinǫ yinne If you 

want to take any number and multiply by eleven. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nidib la na gaans zin'is pisyǤpǤi kǤbiga wțsa 

pțțgin ka mǫ na sțŋi tțm teŋ maalțg tțțma. 'Participation of the people shall be through their election of 
70% of the membership of the District Assembly and also their involvement in the implementation of the projects 
and programmes proposed by the Assembly.'. [Constitution] o mǤr ta'adkțgțs zin'is atan' na tisim ye m duus he 

had three pairs of 'high-heels' which he gave me to shine. [Shoeshine-Boy] Damaskus teŋ tțm tțțmbǫ'ǫd ka li 

paae zin'is atan' The town of Damascus has done evil three times. [AMO 1:3] Dabiem nǫ ya'am nwa'ar da kǫ ka 

Jakob pțdig nimbanǫ bǫǫ o san'an la zin'is ayi' 'In great fear and distress Jacob divided the people who were 
with him into two groups'. [GEN 32:7] Ka o fuug aaǫn zin'isa ayi' And his shirt tore in two. [Trouble] fugǤbțg linǫ 

bǫŋ gǤn Wina'am pț'țsim dǤǤgin la aaǫn buak zin'isa ayi' 'the curtain hanging in the Temple was torn in two'. 
[LUK 23:45] Kaalimi vț'țsțm yțma la ayǤpǤi-pǤi zin'isa ayǤpǤi ''Count off seven sabbaths of years – seven times 
seven years'. [LEV 25:8] 

zin'iga   See main entry: zin'ig. place, part. 

zin'igaa   See main entry: zin'ig. place, part. 

zin'igi   See main entry: zin'ig. place, part. 

zin'il   Variant: zin'ili. v. 1 • to seat sb., make sb. sit. o dam Yaa ka duo o zin'il gadț la zug she shook Yaa and got her 

up and sat her on the bed. [Trouble] Ka zin'il nidib ayi' banǫ an biriku'an dim o tuon ka ba di kasǫt ye, o tț'țnǫ 

Na'ab la la'an nǫ Wina'am. 'But seat two scoundrels opposite him and have them testify that he has cursed both 
God and the king.'. Fț biig kanǫ ka m na ti diis o na'am zin'ili fț na'am gbauŋ zug la na mǫ' yir la 'Your son 

whom I will put on the throne in your place will build the temple'. [1KI 5:5] InvCaus: zin'1. 
2 • to settle sb., make sb. live swh. M na zin'il Israel dimi ba mǫŋ teŋin 'I will plant Israel in their own land'. [AMO 

9:15] Fț na mǤri ba paae, ka zin'ili ba zuokanǫ aan fț mǫŋ din la zug. 'You bring them in and plant them on 
your mountain'. [EXO 15:17] InvCaus: zin'2. See: zin'. 

zin'ili   See main entry: zin'il. seat sb., settle. 

zin'in   See main entry: zin'. sit, live. 

zin'inǫ   See main entry: zin'. sit, live. 

zin'inǫǫ   See main entry: zin'. sit, live. 

zin'ini   See main entry: zin'. sit, live. 

zin'inid  See main entry: zin'. sit, live. 

zin'inidi   See main entry: zin'. sit, live. 
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zin'inim!   See main entry: zin'. sit, live. 

zin'inima!  See main entry: zin'. sit, live. 

zin'inimi!   See main entry: zin'. sit, live. 

zin'is   See main entry: zin'ig. place, part. 

zin'isa1   See main entry: zin'isir. seat. 

zin'isa2   See main entry: zin'ig. place, part. 

zin'isig   n. a seat, sitting-place, living-place. da dǫŋi gaŋ kpǫǫmnam zin'isiga 'do not claim a place among great men'. 

[PRO 25:6] Yalim anǫ onǫ ... pț tun'e maali o zin'isigin ka li a nyainnǫ. A fool ... is someone who can't keep his 

accommodation clean. [Asaasim] Ka ba nini wțsa lǫb Adu zin'isigin la amaa sǤ' pț pian'. all eyes turned to 
Adu's seat, but nobody spoke. [Trouble] ZugsǤb la zin'inǫ o zin'isigin kǤǤtț ni. 'The Lord takes his place in court'. 

[ISA 13:3] 'Waii, m nyǫ zusțŋ,' on yǫl ala la ka keŋ o zin'isiginǫ zin'in 'Phweeew, I'm lucky!" he said, and went 
to his seat and sat down. [Trouble] See: zin'1 Note:2 

zin'isir   Form: zin'isa1. n. a seat, sitting-place. fț ka'alim la na pak bǤzugǤ fț zin'isir la na dig zaalim. 'You will be 

missed, because your seat will be empty.'. [1SA 20:18] Na'am zin'isir bimbim la da mǤri dțțsa yakir ayuobț 
'The throne had six steps. [2CH 9:18] Lit: the dais of the royal seat. Brada Kee onǫ gǤsidi ti yir la da tisi ba zin'isa. 
Brother Kee who supervised our house gave them seats. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka ba kǫ ka maanmaannib la zin'ini ba 

zin'isa ni 'And they installed the priests in their divisions'. [EZR 6:18] Na'ayikpǫm la wțm nǫ'ǫŋa la, ka duoe 

na'ayin la keŋ ZugsǤb la Yin Za'anǤpaallin la zin'inǫ ba zin'isa ni. 'the officials of Judah heard about these 
things, they went up from the royal palace to the house of the Lord and took their places at the entrance of the New 

Gate of the Lord's house.'. [JER 26:10] Colloc: zin'isirin ‘in seat’. Na'ab zin'isirin la mǤr nu'us pa'alțg zin'is ka 

gbigim zi'e kpi'e nu'ug pa'alțg zin'ig wțsa. 'On both sides of the seat were armrests, with a lion standing beside 
each of them.'. [1KI 10:19] 

zin'iya   See main entry: zin'. sit, live. 

zintu'odim  Variant: zimtuadim. n. fishmeal. Biig la diib la ni, li nar ye zintu'odim, sumban'ada, magi milig bǫǫ magi 

zǤm, nyuuni kpaam, abe kpaam, bǫǫ zǫnvaand kpaam. In the child's food there should be fishmeal, groundnut 

powder, Maggi, dawadawa 'maggi', palm-oil or vegetable-oil. [Breastfeeding] See: ziŋ; tua. 

zinzana   See main entry: zinzauŋ. flying fox. 

zinzaŋkpigǤbțg  Variant: zinzuŋkpigobug [C]. n. a small insect-bat. 

zinzauk  n. brown. Li da anǫ zinzauk (brown) nǫ sabil (black) nǫ akpanbzan' (neutral). It (shoe-polish) was brown, 
black and neutral. [Shoeshine-Boy] Note: see refs. and links at -zǫn'ug 

zinzauŋ   Variant: zinzauŋǤ. Form: zinzana. Variant: zinzɔna. n. a fruit-bat, flying-fox. Hypsignathus monstrosus. 
Zinzauŋ ya'a di ta'ama o mǫǫsidnǫ kțkpalig. When a bat eats sheafruits he blames the kukpalig tree. [Proverb 108] 
Zinzauŋ ya'a ye o dț'țnǫ siǫn Wina'am, o siǫndnǫ o mǫŋ. If the bat says he will urinate and soil God, he only 

soils himself. [Proverb 040] Ni'imbama ka ya kisi ba Ǥnbir ... adaalțŋ nǫ ziiŋyaadiŋ buudi wțsa nǫ zinzauŋ. 
'These are the birds you are to detest and not eat ... the stork, any kind of heron, the hoopoe and the bat.'. [LEV 11:13 ... 

19] ... bǫǫ adaalțŋ nǫ ziiŋ yaadiŋ buudi wțsa nǫ zinzauŋǤ. [DEU 14:18] Daakan la, nidib na nǤki ba anzurifa 

bada... la lǤbi tis dayuud nǫ zinzana la. 'In that day men will throw away to the rodents and bats their idols of 
silver'. [ISA 2:20] Etym: OVN *ZAN ; vc4 * ɗya/ɪ/ʋm ; PB *dɩ́mà. 

zinzauŋǤ   See main entry: zinzauŋ. flying fox. 

zinzɛnma   See main entry: zinzema. measured place. 

zinzema   Variant: zinzɛnma; azinzema2; azinzɛma. n. a level, measured place, equal amount. Baa la da paae kțdǤrțkț 

la zinzema la zi'enǫ gǤs ku'omin la The dog got to the middle of the bridge and stopped and looked in the water. 

[Jealousy] (o da) 'maki ba gbina zinzema nwaasi ba fuud la bas ka kadi ba yis' (he) 'cut off half their garments 

up to the buttocks, and then dismissed them'. [2SA 10:4] Ba da tț'țs o nǫ pǤkanǫ an Nabof onǫ an Jezireel teŋ 

nid la din la zinzema. 'They met him at the plot of ground that had belonged to Naboth the Jezreelite.'. [2KI 9:21] 
Gaana ... na ... kǫ ka sida nǫ azinzǫma bǫ teŋgbauŋ la'auŋ nǫ kpa'am nǫ saal bǫllimin 'Ghana should ...  
establish a just and equitable international economic and social order.'. [Constitution] See: zem; azinzema. 
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zinzɔna   See main entry: zinzauŋ. flying fox. 

zinzuŋkpigobug [C]   See main entry: zinzaŋkpigǤbțg. bat [sp.] 

ziŋ   See main entry: ziiŋ1. fish. 

ziŋa   See main entry: ziiŋ1. fish. 

ziŋgama   n. a fishing-net. Note: [kind of] Sim: sau, lațŋ 2, zimi la'ad, zuliŋ1. See: ziŋ. 

ziŋgban'adib   See main entry: ziiŋgban'ad. fisherman. 

ziŋgban'adibi   See main entry: ziiŋgban'ad. fisherman. 

ziŋzak   n. whitewash. ya nwǫnǫ yaad ka ba bțlig nǫ ziŋzak piel ka li vǫnl hali 'You are like whitewashed tombs, which 

look fine'. [MAT 23:27] Sim: gǤǤrpiel. 

ziri1   Variant: zirii. Form: ziri-2. n. a lie, untruth, lying. fț gǤs ka m yǫtinifnǫ ziri? do you think I would tell you a lie? 

[Trouble] O nǤǤr pian'ad anǫ bǫ'ǫd nǫ ziri 'Everything he says is mischievous and false'. [PSA 36:3] Banǫ gban'e 

bǫ'ǫd la, ziri ma'aa bǫǫ ba sțnya ni 'There is deceit in the hearts of those who plot evil'.  [PRO 12:20] Colloc: ma' 

ziri1 ‘tell a lie’. banǫ ... ma'ad ziri ka faand la'adi pǫ'ǫnnǫ ba bada dǤǤd la 'all ...  who steal and kill in order to 
fill their master's house with loot'. [ZEP 1:9] Ya gban'anǫ ye ya ma'a ziri tisim 'You have agreed among yourselves 
to go on telling me lies'. [DAN 2:9] Note: published version ma'aa.   Colloc: ziri1 [noun] ‘lying, false [noun]’. Mid ka 

ya di ziri kasǫti tisi ya tiraan. 'Do not give false evidence against your neighbour.'. [EXO 20:16] Li yǫtnǫ naar saŋa 

yǫla, ka ka' ziri antu'aa. 'it speaks of the end and will not prove false'. [HAB 2:3] Li anǫ ziri wina nǫ bada banǫ ka 

ba yaanam da dǤl lamǤri ba kpǫn'ǫs mǤǤg la zug. 'because they have been led astray by false gods, the gods 
their ancestors followed,'. [AMO 2:4] Dau bugus di'edi ziri yǤǤd 'The wicked man earns deceptive wages'. [PRO 

11:18] Colloc: ziri1 sǤb3/dim1 ‘liar/s’. Ziri sǤb la gbi'idim teŋgbi'idim 'The treacherous betray!'. [ISA 24:16] Ziri 

dim bǫdegț banǫ pț siak ye Yesu da lieb ninsaali kǫn dunia ni na 'Many deceivers, who do not acknowledge 
Jesus Christ as coming in the flesh, have gone out into the world.'. [2JN 1:7] ZugsǤb la pian'ad pț mǤr zirii 'the 
word of the Lord is flawless.'. [2SA 22:31] Sim: faad; Cpart: sida. Kuus nǫ musnam la'am bǫnǫ nvǤttin. Sida bǫǫ 

ziri? Mice and cats live together in holes.  –  True or false? [Kittens+Mice-] Onǫ ...  kǫt ka kpǫǫmnam zi' sida nǫ 

ziri bakida. 'He ...  takes away the discernment of elders.'. [JOB 12:20] 

ziri-2   See main entry: ziri1. lying. 

ziridaan   Form: ziridim. n. a liar. Ka onǫ mǫkama pț siak Wina'am, o buol o nǫ ziridaan 'God has made him out to be 

a liar'. [1JN 5:10] See: ziri1; daan1. 

ziridim   See main entry: ziridaan. liar. 

zirig-   See main entry: ziriga. train. 

ziriga   Form: zirig-. n. a train. Adu nam ziriga la da bilimmi yit baŋin la ka ninsieba țki ba nu'usi kǫǫsid Adu and 

Co.'s train rolled out of the platform and some people waved farewell. [Trouble] O da kpǫm paad ziriga baŋin la 

ka bǫogin ziriga la vǫ'ǫgidi gat. As he was getting to the platform the morning train was just pulling out. [Trouble] 
Ka o nini gǤsid zirig baŋ la wa'ae sa ka li ti banligi kpǫn bǤdig His eyes looked at the railway line as it led off 
until it dwindled and disappeared. [Trouble] From: (Ha.) Note: jirgi "boat, canoe; railway train" 

zirii   See main entry: ziri1. lying. 

-zizalțg [N]   adj. troublesome, either a mad/rabid dog or a nagging, pestering person. Pu'a la anǫ pu'azizalțg. The 
woman is a nagging woman. [MA] 

zii   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

ziib   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

ziid1   Variant: zeed. Form: ziidib. Variant: zeedib. n. a carrier, porter. 

ziid2   Variant: zeed; ziidi2; zeedi. Form: zi-2. Variant: ze-. n. a burden, load. Ziid la tǫbis nǫ hali gaad mam. 'the burden 

is too heavy for me.'. [NUM 11:14] M yǤksin daug la faknǫ ka m ziid la pț tǫbisa. 'For my yoke is easy and my 
burden is light.'. [MAT 11:30] BǤ ziid ka m ziili ya? 'How have I burdened you? [MIC 6:3] Li daamidim nǫ, ka lieb 

ziidi tisim 'they have become a burden to me'. [ISA 1:14] Kemini m san'an na, yanam banǫ zi zitǫbisa gǫn la 
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wțsa 'Come to me, all of you who are tired from carrying heavy loads'. [MAT 11:28] 

ziid3   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

ziida   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

ziidi1   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

ziidi2   See main entry: ziid2. load. 

ziidib   See main entry: ziid1. porter. 

ziidnǫ   See main entry: zi1. carry. 

ziil   Variant: zi'il. Form: ziin. Variant: ziini; zi'ini; ziinnǫ. Form: ziilim!. v. to load sb., help sb. up with a head-load, 

'carry sb.' [Gh.] Ba'akǤlțg sǤb la daa yǫǫg yǫla bǫdegț ziil o The soothsayer got a lot of matters off his chest and 

laid them on her. [You-Heard?] Abraham nǤk daad linǫ na maal maan la ziil o biig Isaak 'Abraham took the 
wood for the burnt offering and placed it on his son Isaac'. [GEN 22:6] li nwǫnǫ zitǫbisa ka ya ziil nidib, ka yanam 

mǫŋ lǫǫ pț si'isidi li nǫ ya nu'ubila. it's as if you load people with heavy loads 'and you yourselves will not lift 
one finger to help them.'. [LUK 11:46] BǤ ziid ka m ziili ya? 'How have I burdened you? [MIC 6:3] ba ma'adi ziin 

nimbanǫ bǫ baanlimm teŋin la. 'they invent all kinds of lies about peace-loving people.'. [PSA 35:20] BǤ ka fț 

kaasidi ziinnǫ ma? 'Why are you crying out to me?'. [EXO 14:15] amaa o da pț yǫt sǤ' ye o ziilim o. but she didn't 
ask anyone to help her up with her load. [Trouble] Colloc: kan' ... ziil ‘curse’. Ka Filistia dau la kan'a ba teŋgbana 

ziil David. And the Philistine cursed David by his gods. [1SA 17:43] Lit: invoke their earth-shrines put.upon. 
Sim: zuol1 See: zi1. 

ziilim!   See main entry: ziil. load sb. 

ziim   n. blood. O ziim tun'e pǤ'Ǥg ka o lieb ban'ad bǫǫ kpi. She could suffer from anæmia and become sick or die. 

[Womens-Health] Lit: her blood become insufficient. Ban daa duoe bǫogțn asuba ka winnig tu'al ku'om Moab 

dim la da bǫ zin'isi'a la, ba da nyǫti li ka li nwǫnǫ ziim nǫ. 'When they got up early in the morning, the sun was 
shining on the water. To the Moabites across the way, the water looked red – like blood.'. [2KI 3:22] ZǤm tǤ'ǤtǤ lǫbi 

kisig zin'ikanǫ ka o dum la ka nwǫbig ka ziim la yi. Run quickly back and cut the place where he was bitten and 
squeeze so that the blood flows. [Trouble] ziim la ya'a si'is sǤ' fuug on yǫǫgim fuug la pie 'if any of the blood is 
splashed on clothing, it must be washed'. [LEV 6:27] Ti'eliminǫ ba ziim misig maan daka la 'Sprinkle their blood 
on the altar'. [NUM 18:17] Colloc: ziimin(ǫ) ‘in/from/by blood’. HIV-Ees ban'a la bǫnǫ ziimin ka na nyaŋi yi sǤ' 

san'anǫ lǤ'Ǥŋ sǤ' ka li dǤlnǫ ziimin The HIV-AIDS disease is in the blood and can pass from one person to infect 
another through the blood. [AIDS-I] Ka ba nǤk Josef fuug la, ka kț bțțgi nǤk fuug la mi'is ziimin la. 'Then they 
killed a goat and dipped Joseph's robe in its blood.'. [GEN 37:30] yanam banǫ daa lal nǫ o la yț'țn liel o ka li yinǫ 

Kristo ziimin na. 'you who once were far away have been brought near through the blood of Christ.'. [EPH 2:13] Ba 

ya'a nyǫ ban'a la o ziiminǫ, du'ata la na yǫl o. If they see signs of the disease in his blood, the doctor will tell 
him. [AIDS-I] Colloc: gban'a X ziim nǫ muug ‘catch X red-handed’. Lit: with blood and reed. M da lǤbig saafibiis 

la bas ka niŋ nǤbrațg nyan, amaa saŋkaŋa ba gban'amnǫ ziim nǫ muug. I threw away the keys and sprinted 
off, but then I was caught redhanded. [Shoeshine-Boy] Etym: OV1 *Z¹IM ; OVN *ZI-M ; GS1 *CA(L) ; vc3 
*nya/im ; CG *jii-ma ; MWN *- GHÌÁ ; PB *nyíngà. Note: [there are other examples of GY~NY~Z  – zug , nyǤ'Ǥs ] 

ziin   See main entry: ziil. load sb. 

ziing-oonlim   See main entry: ziiŋ-ǤǤnliŋ. fish smoking grid. 

ziini   See main entry: ziil. load sb. 

ziinnǫ   See main entry: ziil. load sb. 

ziiŋ1   Variant: ziŋ; ziŋa; ziiŋa. Form: zimi. Variant: zimii. Form: zaansim3. Variant: ziiŋ-2; ziN-. n. fish. O da anǫ 

bipuŋ kanǫ mǤr sumalisim bǫ nǫ o ma, ka ba yț'țn zaŋ o lǤbig wțț ziiŋ tenkpi'emisin nǫ. She was a girl 
living happily with her mother and they had made her a fish out of water. [Trouble] Lit: threw her like a fish on dry 

land. ZugsǤb la da tțm ziiŋ tita'ar na ka o vǤl Jona. 'the Lord provided a great fish to swallow Jonah'. [JON 1:17] 
AnǤ'Ǥnǫ bǫǫ ya sțțgin nwa', ka o biig ya'a sǤs ziiŋ, ka o zaŋ waafț tis o? 'Would any of you ... give your son 
a snake when he asks for fish?'. [LUK 11:11] Buligin ziŋ zi' kǤligin yǫlaa. A pond fish doesn't know the river news. 

[Proverb 119] Mid ka ya maali wina linǫ an wțț niiŋ bǫǫ bțnkǤnbțg bǫǫ ziiŋa. Don't make gods to resemble any 
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bird, animal or fish. [EXO 20:4] Dim disțma wțț: Ni'im nǫ zimi nǫ bǫŋa nǫ tiwala nǫ zǫnvaand. Eat good foods 

like: meat and fish and beans and fruit and vegetables. [Womens-Health] Nid na paam teŋin ti'ebug tiim la yinǫ 

diib banǫ ka o dit la ni: Kuomin diib nwǫnǫ zimi I person gets iodine from the foods he eats: seafood like fish 
... [Iodine] Zimi banǫ bǫǫ atǫukțn la na la'asi sia'ali baa? 'Would they have enough if all the fish in the sea were 
caught for them?'. [NUM 11:22] 'ba ... gban'e zimi bǫdegț hali ka ba saunam la bǤǤd aansig' 'they ... caught 

such a large number of fish that the nets were about to break'. [LUK 5:6] Ka ban dț gbǫog la ba yi anrțŋțn la na 

ka nyǫ ka bugumsaana dit, ka zimi pa'ae ka bodobodo mǫ bǫ. 'When they landed, they saw a fire of burning 
coals there with fish on it, and some bread.'. [JHN 21:9] Ka zimi banǫ bǫ mu'a nǫ kǤlisin la wțsa na kpi 'The fish 
will die' in the lakes and rivers. [EXO 7:18] M biisǫ, ya mǤr zimii? 'Young men, haven't you caught anything?'. [JHN 

21:5] Teŋindim la dikpǫŋ da anǫ dakunu nǫ ziiŋki'ima The townspeople's main food was kenkey and fried fish. 
[Shoeshine-Boy] ba zaŋ ziiŋdțgida tis o 'They gave him a piece of cooked fish'. [LUK 24:42] Yțțm ya'a mu'oe 

zintitada vǤnnǫ zimpidis. When the year is hard, bigger fishes swallow smaller ones. [Proverb 118] MǤri zimbanǫ 

ka ya gban'e la sieba na. 'Bring some of the fish you have caught.'. [JHN 21:20] Etym: OV1 *Z²I/UM ; GS3 
*NYE/I/AN ; vc2 *nyin ; vc4 * ɟam ; MWN *-KHIUNI, *-KHUINI ; PB *c ɩ́, *cú, *cúɩ́. See: zimi la'ad; 

ziiŋda'ad; ziŋgama; ziiŋgban'ad; ziiŋku'osid; ziiŋ-ǤǤnliŋ; ziiŋyaadiŋ. 

ziiŋ-2   See main entry: ziiŋ1. fish. 

ziiŋa   See main entry: ziiŋ1. fish. 

ziiŋda'ad   Form: ziiŋda'adiba. Variant: ziiŋda'adibaa. n. a fish-buyer. Ziiŋku'osidib na dii o da'aa? Ba na pțdig oo tis 

ziiŋda'adibaa? 'Do partners in the fishing haggle over it or merchants share it out?'. [JOB 41:6] See: ziiŋ1; da'. 

ziiŋda'adiba   See main entry: ziiŋda'ad. fish buyer. 

ziiŋda'adibaa   See main entry: ziiŋda'ad. fish buyer. 

ziiŋgban'ad   Form: ziŋgban'adib. Variant: ziŋgban'adibi. n. a fisherman. Ziiŋgban'adib na kaasid ka nyǤn ... 

gban'ad zimi Nail kǤldaugin la 'Everyone who earns his living by fishing in the Nile will groan and cry'. [ISA 19:8] 
ya na kǫ ka nidib dǤl man, wțț ziiŋgban'adibi gban'ad zimi si'em la. you will be 'fishers of men'. [MAT 4:19] 
Lit: like fishermen catch fish. See: ziiŋ1; gban'e1. 

ziiŋku'osid   Form: ziiŋku'osidib. n. a seller of fish, fishmonger. Ziiŋku'osidib na dii o da'aa? Ba na pțdig oo tis 

ziiŋda'adibaa? 'Do partners in the fishing haggle over it or merchants share it out?'. [JOB 41:6] See: ziiŋ1; kuos. 

ziiŋku'osidib   See main entry: ziiŋku'osid. fishmonger. 

ziiŋ-ǤǤnliŋ   Variant: ziing-oonlim. n. a griddle (for smoking fish). maan daka kanǫ ka ba nyu'od maan la nǫ li 

kțntzǫn'ug bțn linǫ nwǫnǫ ziiŋ-ǤǤnliŋ la 'the altar of burnt offering with its bronze grating' [in list]. [EXO 35:16] 
See: ziiŋ1. 

ziiŋtǤǤnd   Form: ziiŋtǤǤndib. n. a harpoonist. Note: 'fish-shooter' Fț na tun'e tǤǤn o nǫ kpana, bǫǫ vțdig o zug nǫ 

ziiŋtǤǤndib piema? 'Can you fill his hide with harpoons or his head with fishing spears?'. [JOB 41:7] See: ziiŋ1; tǤn. 

ziiŋtǤǤndib   See main entry: ziiŋtǤǤnd. harpoonist. 

ziiŋyaadiŋ   Note: or ziiŋ yaadiŋ see yaadiŋ n. a fish-eating bird [gen.] Ni'imbama ka ya kisi ba Ǥnbir ... adaalțŋ nǫ 

ziiŋyaadiŋ buudi wțsa nǫ zinzauŋ. 'These are the birds you are to detest and not eat ... the stork, any kind of 

heron, the hoopoe and the bat.'. [LEV 11:13 ... 19] See: ziŋ; yaae2. 

zǤ   Variant: zo; zǤǤ; zoo; zǤǤe. Form: zǤnǫ. Form: zǤǤnǫ. Form: zǤt. Variant: zot; zǤta3; zǤti; zoti. Form: zǤtnǫ. 

Variant: zǤtinǫ. Form: zǤm2!. Variant: zom; zǤmi!; zomi. Form: zǤmini!. Variant: zǤminǫ!; zomini; zǤmaa; zuon3. 

Form: zǤya. Form: zǤǤb. Variant: zǤǤr; zǤǤri. Form: zuaa2.  Note: see zuaa1 v. 1 • to run. O yț'țn zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ kpǫn' o 

dǤǤgin. Then he ran quickly into his room. [Trouble] Amaa m gǤs ka m nyǤvțr anǫ zaalim, man on ya'a nyaŋi 

zǤ zǤǤg la paae li bǫn 'However, I consider my life worth nothing to me, if only I may finish the race'. [ACT 20:24] 
Bǫogț da nie la, Na'ab la da isig asuba zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ keŋ gbigima buugin la. 'At dawn the king got up and hurried 
to the pit.'. [DAN 6:19] Ba nied biig gbǫǫmin ka o duoe zǤǤ gaad onǫ nie o la. They wake a child up and he gets 
up and runs faster than the one who woke him. [Proverb 142] AkǤra zǤǤ kidig o ka bu'os o ye, "M zua, fț ziid bǤ?" 
Akora ran to meet him and asked "My friend, what are you carrying?" [You-Do?] Ka Filip zǤǤ paae wțm ka o 

karim Wina'am nǤdi'es Azaya gbauŋ. 'Philip ran over and heard him reading from the book of the prophet 
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Isaiah.'. [ACT 8:30] 'Kǫli ka ti zǤǤe', Adu yǫl ala, ka zǤǤ gaad bama la tuon. "Let's run!" said Adu, and ran off 

ahead of them. [Trouble] Note: emended by MA.   Tabnut ya'a zǤnǫ bǫǫ o tțmmǫ tțțm kpi'eŋǤǤ, o pț ya'asid 

gǫǫnbǤ. If a smoker is running or working hard, he will get tired quickly. [Smoking] Biribiŋ la daa pț tun'e 

vț'țsida bǤzugǤ o daa zǤnǫ hali. The boy was out of breath because he was running so hard. [Electricity] Akudbil 

daa pț lǫn san'am saŋaa, ka yii kpǫn zǤt. Akudbil wasted no time but immediately ran out. [Electricity] Paŋ kanǫ 

na bilig masin ka li zǤt. This power will rotate a machine so that it runs. [Electricity] Ya yǫl ye, ‘Ti na ban' widi 

banǫ zǤt hali la.’AlazugǤ, banǫ kati ya la na zǤt tǤ'ǤtǤ gaadi ya! 'You said, ‘We will ride off on swift horses.’ 
Therefore your pursuers will be swift!'. [ISA 30:16] O na zǤti dǤl o sabuos la 'She will run after her lovers'. [HOS 2:7] 
Ya mi' ye zǤǤgin, zǤtzǤtib wțsa zǤtnǫ, amaa ba yinne ma'aa dit ka di'ed piini. 'you know that many runners 

take part in a race, but only one of them wins the prize'. [1CO 9:24] Fa', Adu, bisțŋǤ, zǤm buol o na, m bǫlimnǫ. 
Please, Adu, be a good lad and run and call her, please. [Trouble] ZǤm keŋ iee piim banǫ ka m tǤn la. 'Run and 
find the arrows I shoot.'. [1SA 20:36] kemi tǤ' na ka ti di'emi, zǤminǫ. come quickly so that we can play, run! 

[Kittens+Mice] Wǫugnaaf ya'a da gban'ae fț ba'a, fț ya'a nyǫ yǤǤrǫ fț bǫnǫ zuon. If a bushcow caught your 

father, if you see a termite-mound you are already running away. [Proverb 083] Dindǫog pț nyǫnǫ kata ka ye o zi' 

zuaa Chameleon is not chased and says he doesn't know how to run. [Proverb 193] Fț ya'a tț'țs si'el ka li pț tisif 

suorǫ, li bțn ya'a pț mǤr zuaa paŋa, li mǤr igib paŋ. If you meet something that refuses to give way to you, it 
either hasn't got the strength to run away or it has the power of flight. [Proverb 204] o ... nǤki tis banǫ ban'ad 

na'am widi banǫ ka ba zamisi ba ka mi' zǤǤb sț'țŋa la ye mǤr gbana la keŋi tǤd (he) 'sent them by mounted 
couriers, who rode fast horses especially bred for the king'. [EST 8:10] Colloc: ku'om [&c.] zǤ ‘water [&c.] 
runs,flows’. Ku'om zǤtnǫ bian'ar zug. Water flows on top of mud. [Proverb 224] Colloc: zǤ pililili ‘run at full-pelt’. 
Ba da pian' bipuŋ si'a hali ba la'asțgțn on niŋ let miti anu ka zǤ pililili si'em la. They praised a certain girl 

so much at their meeting for running so fast because she was only five minutes late. [Trouble] Colloc: kțkǤya zǤ ‘to 
be nauseated’. Ka fț kțkǤya zǤt bǫǫ fț tiind. And you feel sick or are vomiting. [Womens-Health] 
2 • to escape, run away. O da zǤ tǤ'ǤtǤ yi ye sǤ'ǤsǤ da nyǫǫ o. He ran out quickly for fear someone would see him. 

[Jealousy] Ya tuongatib la wțsa la'asi zǤ. 'All your leaders ran away'. [ISA 22:3] na'abiis la duoe ban'a ba widi zǤ 
'all the king's sons immediately mounted their mules and fled'. [2SA 13:29] ya ya'a wțm ka pǫbisim da'ad vaand, 

ya na zǤ 'the sound of a leaf blowing in the wind will make you run'. [LEV 26:36] Moses zǤǤ keŋ Midian teŋin 
'Moses Flees to Midian'. [EXO 2:11 [heading]] Biis la wțsa da zǤnǫ faan ba nyǤvțr. All the youngsters ran to save 
their lives. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ba zǤnǫ zaba sț'țs la yǫla 'They flee from the sword'. [ISA 21:15] Zabzabidib banǫ mǤr 

sțnkpi'euŋ hali lana zǤt biel daakan la. 'Even the bravest warriors will flee naked on that day'. [AMO 2:16] 
AtǫukǤǤ, bǤǤ niŋ ka fț zǤta ... ? 'What happened, Sea, to make you run away?'. [PSA 114:5] ba zǤtnǫ kpǫn'ǫd 

zin'ikanǫ ka saa kț bț' baa they escape into a place where the rain won't beat them. [JOB 37:8] M zǤm bǫǫ m 

zin'iya? Should I run away, or should I stay? [Trees] ZǤm paae zuorin la, ya'a ka' alaa fț na kpi! 'Flee to the hills 
or you will be destroyed.'. [GEN 19:7] O zǤmaa? Should he run away? [Trouble] ZǤmi ka bas dataa kanǫ zabid nǫ 

sț'țg ka mugusidi ti la. 'Hurry! Let's ... escape the enemy's sword!'. [JER 46:16] Adu ǫǫnti pa'an ye o bǤǤdin on 

naan zǤǤn ka bas o pugudib la Adu showed that he wished he could run away from his aunt. [Trouble] 
3 • to feel (certain emotions). Colloc: zǤ (X) nimbaanlig ‘feel pity for, have mercy on (X)’. ZugsǤb ... la na zǤ 

Josef yaas banǫ kpǫlim la nimbaanlig. 'the Lord ... will have mercy on the remnant of Joseph.'. [AMO 5:15] 
Bandaug la na bǫlimif ye fț zǤǤ o nimbaanligaa? 'Will he ("Leviathan") keep begging you for mercy?'. [JOB 41:3] 
o zugdaan la zǤǤ o nimbaanlig, ka bas sam la 'The servant's master took pity on him, cancelled the debt'. [MAT 

18:27] Da zǤǤe sǤ' nimbaanlig bǫǫ mǤr nyǤǤg nǫ sǤ'. 'Spare no one; have mercy on no one.'. [EZK 9:5] Da zǤǤnǫ 

o nimbaanliga. 'Show him no pity.'. [DEU 19:13] Ala bigis ye ba zǤt saal nimbaanlig. This shows that they are 
sorry for people. [Asaasim] o na kpǫn zǤti fț nimbaanlig. he will continue to be kind to you. [ROM 11:22] zǤmi ti 

nimbaanlig ka da san'ami ti. have mercy on us and don't kill us! [You-Heard?] Wina'am, zǤmi m nimbaanlig ka 

m anǫ tțțmbǫ'ǫd sǤb. 'God, have pity on me, a sinner!'. [LUK 18:13] Nabstr: nimbaanlzǤǤr; Colloc: zǤ X nyǤǤg 
‘have sympathy for X’. Fț ya'a bǤǤd tampiing siindǫ, fț pț lǫm zǤt lieŋ daug nyǤǤgǤ. If you want honey from 
a rock, you don't spare the axe-handle. [Proverb 068] Colloc: zǤ3 gbanya'am ‘be lazy’. Buolna'ateŋ pu'ab pț zǤt 

gbanya'am, ba bǤǤd tțțma hali. Buolnateng women are not lazy, they really like working. [Wealth-Is-Power] tțm 

bǫdegț tis Wina'am ka da zǤti gbanya'am 'Work hard and do not be lazy.'. [ROM 12:11] Colloc: zǤ nyan ‘be 
ashamed [lit. run/feel shame]’. Ba da pț zǤ nyan nǫ ban na mǤǤl Kristo nǫ o kum la yǫla They were not 
ashamed to preach about Christ and his death. [Bible-Study] sansa si'a la o daa na zǤǤn nyan nǫ on na sǤns nwa' 

yǫla nǫ o bipumis la in the past he would have been embarrassed to speak about this to his daughters. [AIDS-I] Dau 
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la nǫ o pu'a la da anǫ biel, ka mǫ pț zǤt nyannǫ. 'The man and his wife were both naked, and they felt no 

shame.'. [GEN 2:25] Ka o gǤs o nǫ nyanzǤǤr. He looked at her with embarrassment. [Trouble] Ka Ama ken nǫ 

nyanzǤǤri kpa'ad o Tika kțdțg la san'an. Ama went shyly over to meet her old teacher. [Trouble] 
4 • to fear. on paae nyǫ si'el la daa kǫnǫ ka o maligin zǤ ban'a la bǫdegț. what he saw when he got there made 

him fear the disease all the more. [AIDS-II] O da baŋ ye ba gǫnya, ka naan yǫlin ye ba duom vț'țs amaa o zǤt. 
He knew that they were tired, and would have said that they should get up and rest, but he was afraid. [Trouble] O 

da zǤt Goma nǫ He was afraid of Goma. [Trouble] (o)  pț lǫn zǤt ban'a la ya'asa (he) no longer fears the disease. 

[Immunisation-II.] zǤm Wina'am ka di'e o zi'ela la 'Fear God and keep his commandments'. [ECC 12:13] ZǤmini ya 

ZugsǤb Wina'am la gțllim ka tțm tis o 'Fear the Lord your God, serve him only'. [DEU 6:13] Colloc: zǤ dabiem 
‘to fear’. Pa'an la daa zǤ dabiem ka yǤ'Ǥg kțlțŋ la. The teacher was afraid and opened the door. [AIDS-II] BǤǤ kǫ 

ka ya pț zǤ dabiem ... ? 'Why then were you not afraid ... ?'. [NUM 12:8] ba zǤ dabiem ye anrțŋ la na tț'țs 

tampiins 'They were afraid that the ship would go on the rocks'. [ACT 27:29] Da zǤǤ ba dabiem 'Do not be afraid 
of them'. [JER 1:17] da zǤǤnǫ ba dabiem. 'do not be afraid of them.'. [DEU 1:29] AlazugǤ, m tțmtțm Jakob nidibaa, 

da zǤti dabiem 'But do not be afraid, Jacob my servant'. [JER 30:10] Ya ya'a tțm bǫ'ǫd yanam zǤm o 'if you do 

wrong, be afraid'. [ROM 13:4] Da kǫ ka ya ya'am iankǫ, da zǤǤnǫ ba dabiem. 'Do not be terrified; do not be afraid 
of them.'. [DEU 1:29]  Amaa da zǤtinǫ ba dabiem 'You need have no fear of them'. [DEU 7:18]  Sim: gi'ig; 
Nabstr: zǤtim. See: nimbaanlzǤǤr; zǤǤg; zǤtim; -zǤtir; zǤtțg; zǤzǤt; zuaa1. 

zǤ'Ǥm   Variant: zǤm1; zom. n. flour, powder. Ba pț kidigid biig tanin vǫn'ǫn o zǤ'Ǥm. They don't meet a (strange) child 

at the building and give him the last part of the flour. [Proverb 150] Dau la di'e zǤ'Ǥm la dii naae ka pț'țs kpaad 

la bareka The man accepted the flour and ate it, and then thanked the farmer. [You-Heard?] ba nǤk na'arapǤl nǫ 

zțțd maan linǫ an zǤ'Ǥm baanligi gǫndig nǫ kpaam 'Have them take a young bull with its grain offering of fine 

flour mixed with oil'. [NUM 8:8] Ba da mǤr sǤna nǫ laas nǫ dțgid, ka mǫ mǤr ki nǫ mui la'an nǫ zǤ'Ǥm nǫ 

kawǫnsǫn'ǫda, hali nǫ bǫŋa nǫ saazi. (they) 'brought bedding and bowls and articles of pottery. They also 
brought wheat and barley, flour and roasted grain, beans and lentils'. [2SA 17:28] O da nǫǫmi li ka li kilim zǤ'Ǥm 
He ... pounded it (pagan worship stick) to dust'. [2KI 23:6] Note: Not "flour" but referring to texture, a powder, as ku'om 

can refer to any liquid and kpaam to a paste.    ZǤm la anǫ baanlig. The flour is fine-ground. [House+Farm] Linlaaliŋ n 

pț dit ki la, fț ya'a bǫnd o nǫ zǤm, li kț gban' o. The swallow doesn't eat grain, so if you bait a trap with flour, 
you won't catch it. [Proverb 102] ZǤm la da pț naae ka kpaam la mǫ pț pǤ'Ǥgǫ 'The jar of flour did not give out, 
nor did the flask of oil fail'. [1KI 17:16] nǤk zǤmbaanlig dinǫ pț gǫndig dabinnǫ sǫn' bodobodo 'from fine wheat 
flour, without yeast, make bread'. [EXO 29:2] Colloc: zǤ'Ǥm ku'om, zǤmku'om ‘'flour-water'’. medium-ground 
millet-flour mixed with cool water, often with a little ground pepper and/or sugar, served especially to 
welcome visitors ('strangers' [Gh.]) or reward helpers. Ban kpǫn' la na'ab pu'abil la tisi ba nǫ zǤ'Ǥm ku'om 
When they went in, the chief's junior wife gave them flour-water. [Trees] Apam na tis kpaadib la zǤmku'om nǫ 

daam. Apam will give to workparty flour-water and pito. [House+Farm] Colloc: tizǤ'Ǥm ‘powdered medicine’. Ka 

yis leemu bu'am Adu nu'ugț nǫ nwiaki li ku'om kanǫ an maa la niŋ tizǤ'Ǥmin la ka gǫndigi li. And he took 
the half orange from Adu's hand and squeezed its juice which was lukewarm, and put it into the powdered 

medicine and mixed it up. [Trouble] Etym: OV1 *Z¹O/U ; OVN *ZO-M ; GS1 *MU²/I . See: zǤmku'om. 

-zǤl1   Variant: -zol; -zǤlli. Form: -zǤla. Variant: -zola. adj. fattened. Note: in the Colloc: na'arazǤl ‘'fatted' calf’. Yanam 

banǫ bǫ Samaria tempțțgin la, zǤmi dabiem ka fabin na'arazǤl ba'ar kanǫ bǫ Betaven teŋin la yǫla. 'The 
people who live in the city of Samaria will be afraid and will mourn the loss of the gold bull at Bethaven.'. [HOS 10:5] 
fț bikanǫ san'ami fț la'ad nǫ pu'agǤǤnda la kul na la, ka fț kț na'arazǤlli tis o. 'when this son of yours who 
has squandered your property with prostitutes comes home, you kill the fattened calf for him'. [LUK 15:30] 
na'arazǤla piiga banǫ ka ba gț'țnnǫ ba gariki ni 'ten stall-fed cattle, twenty pasture-fed cattle'. [1KI 4:23] 

zǤl-2   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

-zǤla   See main entry: -zǤl1. fattened. 

zǤlim   n. folly, senselessness. Li na anǫ yalim nǫ zǤlim fu ya'a tǫn'ǫs ala. It would be wicked and foolish for you to 

think like that. [Asaasim] Note: "better would be Fț ya'a tǫn'ǫsid alaa li na an yalimis nǫ zǤlimis." [MA].   ZǤlțg ya'a 

bu'osif zǤlim bu'osțg, fțn da gandig o zǤlim gandigirǫ If a fool asks you a foolish question, don't give a 
foolish answer. [PRO 26:4] M ZugsǤba, kǫl ka Ahitofel sa'alțg lieb zǤlim. 'O Lord, turn Ahithophel's counsel into 

foolishness.'. [2SA 15:31] Note: MA prefers zǤlimis Ya'am dim kpan'am anǫ na'am zupibig, amaa zǤltitada la din 

anǫ zǤlim ma'aa. 'The wealth of the wise is their crown, but the folly of fools yields folly.'. [PRO 14:24] 
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Syn: zǤlimis; Sim: yalimis ‘{revision of NT}’.  See: zǤlțg; zǤlimis. 

zǤlimis   Variant: zolimis; zǤlimisi. n. folly. Fț ya'a tǫn'ǫsid alaa li na an yalimis nǫ zǤlimis. It would be foolishness and 

villainy for you to think like that. [MA] Note: emendation of Asaasim 31 – see under yalim2.   Fț ya'a bǤǤd fțn tuom 

zǤlțg tuodirin fț kț nyaŋi yis zǤlimis linǫ bǫǫ o pțțgin laa. 'You may pound a fool in a mortar with a pestle, 
but his folly will never be knocked out of him.'. [PRO 27:22] M mǤr ti'ir ye ya na di suguru nǫ m zǤlimis la bi'ela 
'I hope you will put up with a little of my foolishness'. [2CO 11:1] Ninsaal mǫŋ zǤlimisi san'amid o 'A man's own 
folly ruins his life'. [PRO 19:3] Syn: gǫǫmis, zǤlim. Ka m yț'țn pin'ili tǫn'ǫsid, ya'am nǫ gǫǫmis nǫ zǤlimis yǫla. 
'Then I turned my thoughts to consider wisdom, and also madness and folly.'. [ECC 2:12] Sim: yalimis ‘{revision of 
NT}’.  See: zǤlim; zǤlțg. 

zǤlimisi   See main entry: zǤlimis. folly. 

-zǤlli   See main entry: -zǤl1. fattened. 

zǤlțg   Variant: zolug; zolog; zǤlțga; zoluga; zologa; zǤlugǤ; zolugo; zǤlțgǤǤ; zǤlțgț. Form: zǤn1. Variant: zon; zǤnna; 

zona; zǤnnǫ; zonne. Form: zǤl-2. n. a fool, foolish person. m daa anǫ zǤlțg, Asaana, m daa anǫ zǤlțg amǫŋa. 
I was a fool, Asaan, a real fool. [AIDS-II] ZǤlțg: anǫ onǫ tțm tțțm ka ya'am gǤnlțŋ pansig li pțțgin Fool: is 
someone who does an action which has no sense in it. [Asaasim] Note: emended by MA ZǤlțg fǫn'țg ya'a ma'ae o 

yǫtnǫ  ye li bǤdignǫ. When a fool's sore does not hurt he says it has healed. [Prov. 122] Fț ya'a li'ad zǤlțg, fț 

fuodnǫ yu'or m bigisid o. If you are courting a fool, you have to take your penis out and show her. [Asaasim  

Proverb] SǤ' wțsa anǫ zǤlțg ka mǫ pț mǤr baŋirǫ 'Everyone is senseless and without knowledge. [JER 10:14] 
bțnkțdțg onǫ an na'ab ka an zǤlțg ka mǫ pț lǫn di'ed nimmua sa'alțgǤ 'an old and foolish king who will 
listen no longer to advice'. [ECC 4:13] Onǫ buol zǤlțg bǫǫ ningǤǤndir ye o kena tțm baadi tțțma 'he who hires 

a fool or any passer-by'. [PRO 26:10] Goma tans ya ye, 'BizǤlțga! Lǫn yǫl ala ka m na kǤdigif.' Goma shouted 
"Stupid boy! Say that again and I'll slaughter you!"  [Trouble] ZǤlțga, yț'țŋ kaŋa nwa' m na di'e fț nyǤvțr 'You 
fool! This very night your life will be demanded from you.'. [LUK 12:20] BǤ ni ka ya'am sǤb sǤn'oe zǤlțgǤ? 'What 
advantage has a wise man over a fool?'. [ECC 6:8] TǤ'ǤtǤ - zǤlțgǤǤ! Quickly, you idiot! [Trouble] Ya'am zu'oe galis 

nǫ zǤlțgț na mǤri li 'Wisdom is too lofty for a fool to grasp'. [PRO 24:7] zǤn diisidi ba manam nyan 'foolish ones 
bring their mothers grief'. [PRO 10:1] Ya anǫ zǤn bǫǫ? 'Are you so foolish?'. [GAL 3:3] ZǤnna! Li ka'anǫ Wina'am 

onǫ maannǫ li nya'aŋ la mǫ maannǫ li pțțginǫǫ? 'You foolish people! Did not the one who made the outside 
make the inside also?'. [LUK 11:40] Baŋim ye o ba'a kae nǫ zǤnnǫ realise that 'he has no use for fools.'. [ECC 5:4] 
Ya'am dim kpan'am anǫ na'am zupibig, amaa zǤltitada la din anǫ zǤlim ma'aa. 'The wealth of the wise is 
their crown, but the folly of fools yields folly.'. [PRO 14:24] Sim: gǫdțg, yalim. li mǫ tun'e kǫ ka biig la an gǫdțg 

bǫǫ zǤlțg it can also happen that the child is a moron or an idiot. [Iodine] Ya anǫ zǤn nǫ yalimnam! You are 
'foolish and unwise people'. [DEU 32:6] Sim: nǫǫm-nǫǫm, ya'ampǤǤdim ‘foolish, lack of sense’. Zoan teŋ 

tuongatib la anǫ nǫǫm-nǫǫm; ba anǫ zǤn 'The officials of Zoan are nothing but fools'. [ISA 19:11] ya'am dim 

kpiid; ka zǤn nǫ ya'ampǤǤdim dim mǫ kpiid 'wise men die; the foolish and the senseless alike perish'. [PSA 49:10] 
Sim: yǤlțg, yalim, zufa'as ‘a fool’. AnǤ'Ǥnǫ an yalim, zufa'as nǫ zǤlțgǤ? Who is a villain, a rogue and a fool? 

[Asaasim] See: zǤlim; zǤlimis. 

zǤlțga   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zǤlțgǤǤ   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zǤlțgț   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zǤlugǤ   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zǤm1   See main entry: zǤ'Ǥm. flour. 

zǤm2!   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤmaa   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤmi!   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤminǫ!   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤmini!   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 
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zǤn1   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zǤn2   See main entry: zǤŋ. 'hall', stable. 

zǤna   See main entry: zǤŋ. 'hall', stable. 

zǤnǫ   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤn'Ǥs   See main entry: zțn'a. fly. 

zǤni   See main entry: zǤnt. chain. 

zǤnna   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zǤnnǫ   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zǤnt   Variant: zont; zǤni; zǤnti; zonti. n. a chain. Note: jewelry Maalim sanlima zǤnt banǫ nwǫnǫ nwiis nǫ niŋ linǫ 

lǤǤd nyǤ'Ǥgin la. 'For the breastpiece make braided chains of pure gold, like a rope.'. [EXO 28:22] O da bǤb o nǫ 

fupiel sțma ka nǤk sanlim zǤnti kǤl o niŋgǤǤnr. 'He put a fine linen robe on him, and placed a gold chain round 
his neck.'. [GEN 41:42] 

zǤnta2   See main entry: zǤntir [MA]. grass.bundle. 

zǤnti   See main entry: zǤnt. chain. 

zǤntir [MA]   Form: zǤnta2. n. grass 'snake', bundle of grasses tying rafters. Note: or sth. similar Syn: kțtir. 

zǤŋ   Variant: zoŋ; zǤŋǤ. Form: zǤn2. Variant: zon; zǤna; zona [N]. n. 1 • a 'hall', entrance room. O da lǫn kǫ ka ba mǫ' 

na'am zǤŋ tita'ar ka ba mǫ buonnǫ li ye, Antu'a DǤǤg. 'He built the throne hall, the Hall of Justice'. [1KI 7:7] Esta 

da yǫǫ o na'am fuugț kpǫn' na'ayir la pțțgț zi'en Na'ab la zǤŋ za'anǤǤr tuon. 'Esther put on her royal robes 
and stood in the inner court of the palace, in front of the king's hall.'. [EST 5:1] Ya'a pǫsig kambțŋ zǤŋǤ o faandnǫ 

dǤǤg. 'Give him an inch and he takes a mile.'. [Proverb 042] Lit: If you let a mercenary-warrior have a stable, he 

seizes a room.   Colloc: zǤŋŋin ‘in/to/from the hall’. Apam bubig bǫnǫ zǤŋŋin ka o bțțr bǫ yaŋir san'an. 
Apam's small granary is in the hall, and his granary is by the gate. [House+Farm] Note: see MA's emendation under 

bubig.   o zǤǤ keŋ kpǫn' na'ayir zǤŋŋin ka nyu'oe li nǫ bugum kpii anina. 'he went into the citadel of the royal 

palace and set the palace on fire around him. So he died'. [1KI 16:18] Colloc: Teŋgbauŋ/Zi'ela zǤŋ ‘Parliament’. 
Teŋgbauŋ zǤŋ dimi aan ba gǤsi zaŋi ken teŋgbauŋ ligidi yǫla wțsa. 'All other financial matters require the 
authority of Parliament.'. [Constitution] Zi'ela zǤŋ na mǤr ti'ir ka zugdaan la mǫ nyaan gaans nidib pisinǫ anu 

ka ba an o sa'an-sa'annidibi zaŋi ken o tțțma ni. 'He shall, in consultation with Parliament, appoint a 

25-member Council of State to counsel him in the performance of his functions.'. [Constitution] Banǫ na li'a 

teŋgbauŋ bǫǫ zi'ela zǤŋ na'am la kț mǤr bǫnnǫ. 'There is no restriction on the number of political parties that 
can be formed'. [Constitution] Lit: those who seek rule in the national or regional parliament. 
2 • a stable, animal-room. ya teŋ la na lǫm pǫ'ǫl nǫ nidib tțkpiidțg wțț bțnkǤnbidi pǫ'ǫl zǤŋŋin nǫ. your land 

will again be filled with people, thronging like animals filling a stable. [MIC 2:12] Sim: bțlțțg. See: na'azǤŋ. 

zǤŋǤ   See main entry: zǤŋ. 'hall', stable. 

zǤr   Variant: zor; zǤri; zori. Form: zǤrim. Variant: zorim. v. to divide sth. in pieces. Ka' fțnǫ da kie Rahab n zǤri 

zǤr  ... ? 'Was it not you who hacked Rahab in pieces ... ?'. [ISA 51:9] Mam tțme m nǤdi'esidib ye ba zǤri ya 'I cut 
you in pieces with my prophets'. [HOS 6:5 [draft]] Note: published Bible: Dinzug ka m kǫ ka m nǤdi'esidib nwaae ya 

zǤra-zǤra la. See: zǤrig. 

zǤra   See main entry: zǤrig. piece. 

zǤri   See main entry: zǤr. divide. 

zǤrig   Variant: zorig. Form: zǤra. Variant: zora; zǤris; zoris; zǤrisi; zorisi. n. piece. Daasi'erǫ, li na zi o ni'im zǤrisi keŋ 

Susa Perhaps it would carry the pieces of his flesh to Susa. [Trouble] Colloc: aans/tǤns X zǤra-zǤra, zǤrisi zǤris. 
'tear X to pieces'   Yǫlmǫŋir, bțnkǤnbțg la da tǤnsid o nǫ zǤra-zǤra. Truly, the animal tore him into little 

pieces. [Trouble] wǫbaa la aansidi ba zǤra zǤra. the leopard was tearing them to pieces. [Trouble] Wina'am sțțnr 

pǫlig nǫ mam ka o aansidi m zǤra-zǤra. 'In anger God tears me limb from limb'. [JOB 16:9] onǫ wțsa yina o na 

aans o zǤrisi zǤris. 'If those people go out, they will be torn apart'. [JER 5:6] Ka ba vaae dizǤris la wțsa ka li pǫ'ǫl 

pǫǫd pii nǫ ayi'. 'So they gathered them all up and filled twelve baskets with the pieces left over'. [JHN 6:13] Sim: sǫr 
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‘shard’. See: dizǤrțg. 

zǤrim   See main entry: zǤr. divide. 

zǤris   See main entry: zǤrig. piece. 

zǤrisi   See main entry: zǤrig. piece. 

zǤt   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

-zǤta1   See main entry: -zǤtir1. frightening. 

-zǤta2   See main entry: -zǤtir2. running. 

zǤta3   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤta4   See main entry: zǤtțg. dangerous animal. 

zǤti   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤtim   Variant: zotim. n. fear, reverence, awe. siakimini ya zugdaannam nǤya dunia nwa' ni nǫ na'asi zǤtim nǫ sțnf 

yinne 'obey your earthly masters with respect and fear, and with sincerity of heart'. [EPH 6:5] O na ... tis banǫ ka 

kum zǤtim yǫla kǫ ka ba lieb yammisi ba bǫllim wțsa ni la yǤlisim. he might ... 'free those who all their lives 
were held in slavery by their fear of death.'. [HEB 2:15] See: zǤ3 

zǤtinǫ   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

-zǤtir1   Variant: -zotir; -zǤtire. Form: -zǤta1. Variant: -zota. adj. frightening. O gǫn'ǫs nindaa la paas nǫ o sǤbig 

galisțg la kǫnǫ ka o an bțnzǤtir. He had an angry face which in addition to his very dark complexion made him 
something frightening. [Trouble] m zaansim nyǫ bțnkǤnbțg kanǫ paas anaasi la ka o an bțnzǤtir ka mǤr 

dabiem 'in my vision at night I looked, and there before me was a fourth beast – terrifying and frightening'. [DAN 

7:7] Fț anǫ ninzǤtir wțț gbigim kțdig nǫ You are a terrifying person like an old lion. [GEN 49:9] Benjamin, fț na 

nwǫnǫ zaŋku'ar kanǫ an bțnzǤtire 'Benjamin is like a vicious wolf.'. [GEN 49:27] See: zǤ3 

-zǤtir2   Form: -zǤta2. adj. running. Man da wțm ka ba buon fiilnam la ye, “FiilzǤta.” 'I heard the wheels being called 

“the whirling wheels.” '. [EZK 10:13] Fț bǤǤdi nwǫnǫ kuozǤtir kanǫ kțdig sǫǫung winnǫǫ? 'Do you intend to 
disappoint me like a stream that goes dry in the summer?'. [JER 15:18] See: zǤ1 

-zǤtire   See main entry: -zǤtir1. frightening. 

zǤtnǫ   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤtțg   Variant: zotug. Form: zǤta4. Variant: zota. n. a dangerous animal. Ka zǤta ayi' yi sian'arin la naa gban'e dasam 

la ban pisnaasi nǫ ayi' 'Then two bears came out of the woods and mauled forty-two of the youths.'. [2KI 2:24] 
See: zǤ4 

zǤtzǤt   Variant: zotzot; zǤzǤt. Form: zǤtzǤtib. Variant: zotzotib; zǤtzǤtibi. n. a runner, athlete. m yțma zǤt tǤ'ǤtǤ gat 

zǤzǤt 'My days are swifter than a runner'. [JOB 9:25] li nwǫnǫ ... zǤzǤti zǤǤ nyaŋka maan sumalisim ye o lǫn zǤ. 
'which is like ... a champion rejoicing to run his course.'. [PSA 19:5] Ya mi' ye zǤǤgin, zǤtzǤtib wțsa zǤtnǫ, amaa 

ba yinne ma'aa dit ka di'ed piini. 'you know that many runners take part in a race, but only one of them wins the 
prize'. [1CO 9:24.a] kpǫ'ǫŋimi ya mǫŋ bǫdegț, wțț zǤtzǤtibi zǤt si'em la make a real effort, like athletes running. 

[1CO 9:24.b] See: zǤ1 

zǤtzǤtib   See main entry: zǤtzǤt. runner. 

zǤtzǤtibi   See main entry: zǤtzǤt. runner. 

zǤya   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤzǤt   See main entry: zǤtzǤt. runner. 

zo   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zobuu [C]   See main entry: zuobțțg. rock hyrax. 

zo'om   See main entry: zu'om1. blind person. 

-zol   See main entry: -zǤl1. fattened. 
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-zola   See main entry: -zǤl1. fattened. 

zolimis   See main entry: zǤlimis. folly. 

zolog   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zologa   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zolug   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zoluga   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zolugo   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zom   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zom   See main entry: zǤ'Ǥm. flour. 

zomi   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zomini   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zon   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zon   See main entry: zǤŋ. 'hall', stable. 

zona   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zona [N]   See main entry: zǤŋ. 'hall', stable. 

zonne   See main entry: zǤlțg. fool. 

zont   See main entry: zǤnt. chain. 

zonti   See main entry: zǤnt. chain. 

zoŋ   See main entry: zǤŋ. 'hall', stable. 

zoŋ   See main entry: -zțŋ. alien. 

zor   See main entry: zǤr. divide. 

zora   See main entry: zǤrig. piece. 

zori   See main entry: zǤr. divide. 

zorig   See main entry: zǤrig. piece. 

zorim   See main entry: zǤr. divide. 

zoris   See main entry: zǤrig. piece. 

zorisi   See main entry: zǤrig. piece. 

zot   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zota   See main entry: zǤtțg. dangerous animal. 

-zota   See main entry: -zǤtir1. frightening. 

zoti   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zotim   See main entry: zǤtim. fear. 

-zotir   See main entry: -zǤtir1. frightening. 

zotug   See main entry: zǤtțg. dangerous animal. 

zotzot   See main entry: zǤtzǤt. runner. 

zotzotib   See main entry: zǤtzǤt. runner. 

zoug [W]   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zǤǤ   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤǤb   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 
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zɔɔd   See main entry: zțțd. crops. 

zǤǤe   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤǤg   Variant: zoog; zǤǤgț; zoogo. Form: zǤǤs1. Variant: zoos. n. a race, run, speed, escape. biig la duoe ye o zǤǤ kul, 

ka wǫbaa la mǫ duoe, ka biig la niŋ zǤǤg, ka baa la mǫ niŋ zǤǤg. the boy got up to run home, and the leopard 
got up too. The faster the boy ran the faster ran the leopard. [You-Heard?] Amaa m gǤs ka m nyǤvțr anǫ zaalim, 

man on ya'a nyaŋi zǤ zǤǤg la paae li bǫn 'However, I consider my life worth nothing to me, if only I may finish 

the race'. [ACT 20:24] Banǫ mi' zǤǤg hali la kț nyaŋi zǤǤ 'Those who run fast cannot get away'. [JER 46:6] Asahel 

nǤba da kpi'em nǫ zǤǤgț nwǫnǫ walig nǫ. 'Asahel was as fleet-footed as a wild gazelle.'. [2SA 2:18] SǤsimi 

Wina'am ka ya zǤǤs saŋa da sia'al waad saŋa 'Pray that your flight will not take place in winter'. [MAT 24:20] kǫlli 

ka ti mǫ ... mǤdigi zǤ zǤǤs linǫ bǫǫ ti tuon la. 'let us run with perseverance the race marked out for us.'. [HEB 12:1] 
Colloc: zǤǤgin(ǫ) ‘in a race’. Ba ya'a wțm ka si'el dam karț, ka ba pțn bǫnǫ zǤǤgin. When they (cats) heard 
something making a noise, they (mice) were already in flight. [Kittens+Mice] Ya mi' ye zǤǤgin, zǤtzǤtib wțsa 

zǤtnǫ, amaa ba yinne ma'aa dit ka di'ed piini. 'you know that many runners take part in a race, but only one of 
them wins the prize'. [1CO 9:24] Li ka'anǫ onǫ mi' zǤǤgț dit ya'an zǤǤginǫ 'fast runners do not always win the 

race'. [ECC 9:11] Sim: zuaa. See: zǤ1 See: zuaa. 

zǤǤgț   See main entry: zǤǤg. run. 

zǤǤm   Variant: zoom. Form: zǤǤma. Variant: zooma; zǤǤmaa; zoomaa. n. an escapee, refugee. ba siak ye ba anǫ saam 

nǫ zǤǤma dunia ni. 'they admitted that they were aliens and strangers on earth.'. [HEB 11:13] M na mǤr zǤǤma la 

lǫbis na 'I will bring back my exiled people'. [AMO 9:14] See: zǤ2 

zǤǤma   See main entry: zǤǤm. runner. 

zǤǤmaa   See main entry: zǤǤm. runner. 

zǤǤn   Variant: zoon. Form: zǤǤnd3. Variant: zoond; zǤǤndi1. v. smoke rises, curls upward. Li ya'a tun'e ka an si'em, 

bugum la'aŋid nǫ; sǫǫ nyǤ'Ǥs zǤǤnd tiisin la Come what may, it will be caught by fire and smoke will swirl up 
amongst the trees. [Trouble] Ai nidib la da fǫndigi gǤs nya'aŋ la, ba nyǫ ka nyǤ'Ǥs kpǫn zǤǤnd teŋin la dțt 

agǤla. 'The men of Ai looked back and saw the smoke from the city already going up to the sky'. [JOS 8:20] Bugum 

kanǫ ka o da nyu'oe la nyǤ'Ǥs da zǤǤndi dǤlis tiis la ka o gǤsid ka li malis o. The smoke of fire he had kindled 
swirled among the trees and he was pleased to see it. [Trouble] NyǤ'Ǥs la da zǤǤndi ni'ad mui nǫ kawǫnna la ni ka 

pǫbisim la mǤri li giilim ka li ti kpǫn dut agǤl. The smoke was curling up and filtering through the rice and corn, 
and the wind carried it in various directions and it suddenly swirled upwards. [Trouble] 

zǤǤnd1   See main entry: zuon1. swirl. 

zǤǤnd2   See main entry: zǤǤng. friend. 

zǤǤnd3   See main entry: zǤǤn. rise [smoke does]. 

zǤǤndi1  See main entry: zǤǤn. rise [smoke does]. 

zǤǤndi2  See main entry: zuon1. swirl. 

zǤǤnǫ   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤǤng   Variant: zoong; zɔɔnŋ; zǤǤngǤ; zoongo. Form: zǤǤnd2. Variant: zoond. n. a friend. Note: esp. in greeting "My friend!" 

to someone who is not an actual friend.    M zǤǤng amǫŋa, m mǫ sǤsidif ye fț sțŋ pu'ab la. 'And you too, my 
faithful partner, I want you to help these women'. [PHP 4:3] Amaa li anǫ fțn, ninkanǫ nwǫnǫ mam nǫ, m zǤǤng, 

ka aan m zua. 'But it is you, a man like myself, my companion, my close friend'. [PSA 55:13] fț ya'a bǤǤd, fțn 

buolimi o sǤb yț'țr, bǫǫ 'm saam', bǫǫ 'm ma' ... bǫǫ m zua bǫǫ m zǤǤng if you want. call the person by name, 

or "father", or "mother" ... or "my friend" or "my buddy". [Asaasim] Sim: zua1. 

zǤǤngǤ  See main entry: zǤǤng. friend. 

zɔɔnŋ   See main entry: zǤǤng. friend. 

zǤǤnsim   Variant: zoonsim. Form: zǤǤnsțŋ. Variant: zoonsun. v. to doze, sleep lightly. Goma da dǫl nǫ o kțkdǫllțŋ 

zugț zǤǤnsim Goma was lying back dozing in his 'lazy-chair'. [Trouble] Amaa o ya'a zǤǤnsim o wțmnǫ ye, 'M 

ma, ba buonnif; ba ye fț kena.' But as she was dozing, she heard "Mother, they're calling you to come!" [Trouble] 
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da maan galim bǫǫ bǤǤd ye fț vț'țs bǫǫ zǤǤnsim ka nyaan tțmm. 'Don't let yourself go to sleep or even stop 

to rest.'. [PRO 6:4] Sim: gbis ‘sleep’. sǤ' pț zǤǤnsim bǫǫ gbisǫ 'not one slumbers or sleeps'. [ISA 5:27] ba wțsa 

zǤǤnsim ka gbisid. 'they all became drowsy and fell asleep.'. [MAT 25:5] 

zǤǤnsțŋ   See main entry: zǤǤnsim. sleep lightly. 

zǤǤr   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zǤǤri   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zɔɔs   See main entry: zțn'a. fly. 

zǤǤs1   See main entry: zǤǤg. run. 

zǤǤs2   See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zǤǤs2   See main entry: zu'om1. blind person. 

zoo   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zood   See main entry: zțțd. crops. 

zoode   See main entry: zțțd. crops. 

zoog   See main entry: zǤǤg. run. 

zoog [N]   See main entry: zțn'a. fly. 

zoogo   See main entry: zǤǤg. run. 

zoom   See main entry: zǤǤm. runner. 

zooma   See main entry: zǤǤm. runner. 

zoomaa   See main entry: zǤǤm. runner. 

zoon   See main entry: zǤǤn. rise [smoke does]. 

zoon   See main entry: zuon1. swirl. 

zoond   See main entry: zǤǤn. rise [smoke does]. 

zoond   See main entry: zǤǤng. friend. 

zoong   See main entry: zǤǤng. friend. 

zoongo   See main entry: zǤǤng. friend. 

zoonsim   See main entry: zǤǤnsim. sleep lightly. 

zoonsun   See main entry: zǤǤnsim. sleep lightly. 

zoos   See main entry: zǤǤg. run. 

zoos   See main entry: zțn'a. fly. 

zț-   See main entry: zțțr. tail. 

zțbis   v. to gossip. Ba mi' ban na niŋ si'em zțbis pian'ad, nǫ bayǫbibis, ka la' hali nwǫ'ǫdi ba kpǫya li ya'a an 

galimsțŋ They know how to gossip and tell little lies and laugh and slap their thighs especially if it is a good joke. 
[Trouble] 

zțgan'a   See main entry: zțgan'ar. fat tail. 

zțgan'ar   Form: zțgan'a. n. 'fat-tail' (of a sheep). Yisim pǫraug la kpaam bi'ela, nǫ o zțgan'ar 'Take from this ram the 

fat, the fat tail'. [EXO 29:22] O na yis kpaam nǫ zțgan'ar la He is to take out the fat and the fat-tail. [LEV 3:9] 
zʋ'ʋm   See main entry: zu'om2. blind sb. 

zț'țs   Variant: zț'țsǫ; zț'țsi. v. to favour sb. Man na ... zț'țs nimbanǫ ka m gban'e ye m zț'țsi ba. 'I will have 

compassion on whom I will have compassion.'. [EXO 33:19 (= ROM 9:15)] La'an nǫ ala Ofori da baŋ ye o kț gaŋ 

biig yinne zț'țsǫ. In spite of that, Ofori realised that he couldn't pick one child and favour him. [Trouble] 

zț'țsǫ   See main entry: zț'țs. favour. 
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zț'țsi   See main entry: zț'țs. favour. 

zțlis   v. to deceive sb. Note: "Not a familiar word" [MA].    O baŋ ye o zua Anane la zțlis o nǫ He realised that his friend 
Anane had deceived him. [Trouble] 

zțm   Variant: zuom [W]. n. clitoris. 

zțmațŋ   Variant: zumaaŋ; zumauŋ. Form: zțmaana. Variant: zumaana. Form: zțmaaŋ-. n. generation. fț na nyaŋi yǫl 

ye ti san'amid Wina'am sțnf nǫ linǫ naamidi ti zʋmaaŋ nwa ni? will you say that we are making God sad with 

what is happening in this generation? [Bible-Study] tinam zțmațŋ kaŋa mǫ na nyaŋi paam Siig Kasi la paŋtita'ar 

kaŋa. we of this generation can also receive this great power of the Holy Spirit. [Bible-Study] BǤ ka zțmațŋ kaŋa 

nidib bǤǤd ye ba nyǫ bțnnyalima? Sida ka m yǫti ya ye, zțmațŋ kaŋa kț nyǫ bțnnyalimaa. 'Why does this 
generation ask for a miraculous sign? I tell you the truth, no sign will be given to it.'. [MRK 8:12] Li na yi zțmațŋ 

yinne paae zțmațŋ ya'as 'From generation to generation'. [ISA 34:10] NǤǤr zi'elțg la anǫ yanam nǫ ya biis nǫ 

zumauŋ kane nan lal sa bțn The promise is to you and to your children and to all who are far away. [Bible-Study] 
Nid kț lǫn zin'in anina zțmațŋ kaŋa hali nǫ zțmaana banǫ dǤl nya'aŋ na la wțsa. 'She will never be 
inhabited or lived in through all generations'. [ISA 13:20] Zțmaana kena ka gaad 'Generations come and 

generations go'. [ECC 1:4] li aan ba pțțr zumaana wțsa. 'their regular share for the generations to come.'. [LEV 7:36] 
Zțmaaŋ bǫ'ǫd nwa' nid baa yinne kț nyǫ teŋ sțŋ ... la 'Not a man of this evil generation shall see the good land'. 
[DEU 1:35] Zțmaaŋ kaŋa nidib ka' yadda ka mǫ ka' yǫlmǫŋir dima. 'What an unbelieving and perverse 
generation!'. [MAT 17:17] From: (Ha.) < (Ar.) Note: zaamanii, zamanii, zaamaani, zamaani "period, era, generation" < 
 "Note: zamaan "(period of) time ز��ن

zțmaana   See main entry: zțmațŋ. generation. 

zțmaaŋ-   See main entry: zțmațŋ. generation. 

-zțna   See main entry: -zțŋ. alien. 

zțn'a   Variant: zoog [N]. Form: zǤn'Ǥs. Variant: zɔɔs; zoos. n. a fly. Syn: pțmpǤǤg. Etym: OV1 *ZU(N) ; OVN 
*ZO(N)-GA/SI ; GS1 *CO/E/A ; vc4 * ɟo. 

zțn'e   Variant: zun'e.  Note: see note at zțn'or Note: MA considers the root to be zțn' and proposes zțn'e , zțn'or &c. in all cases : 
this will involve extensive revision in the next edition of the Bible: examples below are left uncorrected so show this problem. 
Variant: zun'oe1. Form: zțn'od. Variant: zun'od; zțn'oda; zun'oda; zțun'odi; zun'odi; zun'ed. Form: zțun'odnǫ. 

Variant: zun'odnɛ. Form: zțn'om. Variant: zun'om; zun'em; zțn'omi; zun'omi. Form: zțn'omin!. 

Variant: zun'omin!; zțn'omini!; zun'omini!. Form: zțn'on. Variant: zun'on; zțn'oni; zun'oni. Form: zțn'or2. 

Variant: zun'or; zțn'ori; zun'ori. v. to praise, honour. ya naan kț ... igini zun'e win saaŋa 'you shall not bow 

down to an alien god'. [PSA 81:9] M na zun'e ZugsǤb onǫ sa'annim la 'I will praise the Lord, who counsels me'. [PSA 

16:7] ti bǫ bǫlim sțŋț ti karimbiidțgțn la ka li zun'oe Wina'am. we live a good life in our churches and this 

brings praise to God. [Bible-Study] Ti tun'oe mǤri ba zun'od Wina'am ti yaan We can use them to praise God in our 

homes. [Bible-Intro] Ba da yț'țmmi zun'od ZugsǤb la 'They sang the Lord's praises'. [EZR 3:11] Wina'am onǫ ka 

mam zun'oda, da kpǫn an baanlimm 'O God, whom I praise, do not remain silent'. [PSA 109:1] Mam ... na 

baamid nǫ sumalisim zun'odi fț yț'țr. I will 'sing for joy' praising your name. [PSA 71:23] Ba da zun'odnɛ Baal 

nǫ Asitoref, nǫ Aram dim wina la 'They served the Baals and the Ashtoreths, and the gods of Aram'. [JDG 10:6] 
Yț'țmmi yțțm paalli tis ZugsǤb la teŋgbauŋ wțsa zun'om o 'Sing a new song to the Lord; sing his praise, all 

the world!'. [ISA 42:10] Zun'omi fț Biig la yț'țr, ka o mǫ na zun'e fț yț'țr 'Glorify your Son, that your Son may 

glorify you.'. [JHN 17:1] Zun'omin o, yanam banǫ aan o maliaknam la 'Praise him, all his angels'. [PSA 148:2] 
zun'omini o yț'țr kanǫ an kasi la. 'praise his holy name.'. [PSA 30:4] Dunia na'anama, yț'țm tisi Wina'am, 

yț'țm zun'oni ti ZugsǤb la. 'Sing to God, kingdoms of the world, sing praise to the Lord'. [PSA 68:32] Zun'or anǫ 

ZugsǤb la din saŋa wțsa! 'Praise be to the Lord forever!'. [PSA 89:52] Nǫ'ǫŋa an sida zun'ori tis Wina'am. 'This 

is the true worship that you should offer.'. [ROM 12:1] Sim: wǤ'Ǥg, pian'1. See: zțn'or1. 

zțn'od   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 
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zțn'oda   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zțn'om   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zțn'omi   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zțn'omin!   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zțn'omini!   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zțn'on   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zțn'oni   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zțn'or1   Note: 72x in SC while zun'or... 27x, but the verb is zun'... apart from 17 occurrences of zțn'țf Note: MA considers the root to 

be zțn' and proposes zțn'e , zțn'or &c. in all cases.    n. honour, glory. Wina'am na nyǫ zțn'or ka li ka' naarǫ. Ami. 
'To God be the glory for ever and ever! Amen.'. [GAL 1:5] zțn'or kanǫ ka fț tisim la, m zaŋi lii tisi ba 'The glory 

which you gave me I have given to them'. [JHN 17:22] Yț'țmmi zțn'or yțțma, yț'țmmi zțn'or yțțma tisi 

Wina'am 'Sing praises to God, sing praises'. [PSA 47:6] InvNabstr: zun'e. See: zun'e. 

zțn'or2   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zțn'ori   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zțn'țni   See main entry: zțțnf. dawadawa seasoning. 

zțn'unii   See main entry: zțțnf. dawadawa seasoning. 

zțnzǤnnim   Variant: zunzonnim. n. blindness. ZugsǤb la na kǫ ka gǫǫmis mǤri ya, ka zțnzǤnnim na paae ya 'The 

Lord will make you lose your mind; he will strike you with blindness'. [DEU 28:28] Syn: zu'omis; InvNabstr: zu'om2. 
See: zu'om1; zu'om2; zu'omis; zțnzǤŋ. 

zțnzǤŋ   Variant: zunzoŋ; zțnzǤŋa; zunzoŋa; zțnzǤŋǤ; zțnzǤŋț. Form: zțnzǤǤs. Variant: zunzoos; zǤǤs2; zțnzǤǤsǫ; 

zunzoose; zțnzǤǤsǫǫ; zunzoosee; zunzuna. n. a blind person. Baŋim ye zțnzǤŋ pț kpi'em nǫ o vǫ'ǫda Realise 

that a blind person is not stronger than the one who leads them. [Asaasim] Ka zțnzǤŋ zin' suorini sǤsid. 'a blind 
man ... was sitting by the roadside begging.'. [MRK 10:46] Ka' dau zțnzǤŋ kaŋa daa ǫǫnti sǤsid laa? 'Isn't this the 
man who used to sit and beg?'. [JHN 9:8] anǤ'Ǥnǫ tis o (ninsaal) nini bǫǫ kǫt ka o an zțnzǤŋa? 'Who gives him 

(man) sight or makes him blind?'. [EXO 4:11] Ka zțnzǤŋ ya'a ti vǫ'ǫd zțnzǤŋǤ asǫǫ ka ba wțsa lu bțmbǤkin. 
'and when one blind man leads another, both fall into a ditch.'. [MAT 15:14] Ka nidib mǤr zțnzǤŋț kena bǫlim 

Yesu ye o si'is o. 'and some people brought a blind man and begged Jesus to touch him.'. [MRK 8:22] ZțnzǤǤs 

teŋinǫǫ nifyițŋț an na'ab. In the village of the blind, it is the one-eyed who is chief. [MA [proverb]] Ya na babin 

nintaŋ tisțțs nwǫnǫ zțnzǤǤs nǫ. 'At midday you will grope about like a blind man in the dark.'. [DEU 28:29] Ka li 

lidig nidib la, ban nyǫ ka gigis pian'ad, ka pǤnda paam laafi, ka waba ken, ka zțnzǤǤs nyǫt la. 'The people 
were amazed as they saw the dumb speaking, the crippled made whole, the lame walking, and the blind seeing'. 

[MAT 15:31] ZțnzǤǤsǫ, linǫ kpi'ema? 'You blind men! Which is greater ... ?'. [MAT 23:19] DinzugǤ tinam mǫ anǫ 

zțnzǤǤsǫǫ? 'What? Are we blind too?'. [JHN 9:40] ZǤǤs teŋin ka fiațng an na'abiig zug kǫ ka ba mǤr ti m 

mugusid. It is because in the land of the blind, the one eyed man is the chief; that is why they are putting pressure 

on us. [Asaasim] Syn: zu'om; Nabstr: zțnzǤnnim. Etym: OV1 *Z²O(:)M . See: zu'om1; zu'om2; zu'omis. 

zțnzǤŋa   See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zțnzǤŋǤ   See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zțnzǤŋț   See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zțnzǤǤs  See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zțnzǤǤsǫ   See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zțnzǤǤsǫǫ   See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zțnzț-  See main entry: zțnzțnr. caterpillar, organism. 

zțnzțn-   See main entry: zțnzțnr. caterpillar, organism. 

zțnzțnr   Variant: zunzuunr; zunzunr; zțnzțnri. Form: zțnzțnya. Variant: zunzunya; zunzunyaa; zunzuya. 
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Form: zțnzțn-. Variant: zțnzț-; zunzun-. n. 1 • a worm, caterpillar. zțnzțnr kena Ǥnb tuŋ la nya'a ka li 

zǫndigi kțdig 'a worm attacked the plant, and it died'. [JON 4:7] Zțnzțnri yiiti nǤbigi lieb pisiŋpițŋ ka vǫnl hali. 
A caterpillar grows into a beautiful butterfly. [MA] ba na tun'e san'ami ba hali gaad ban san'amid zțnzțnr 

si'em la! (they) 'are crushed more readily than a moth!'. [JOB 4:19] Bugula zug ka fț digi ka zțnzțnya pilif. You 

lie on maggots and worms cover you. [ISA 14:11] Ka zțnzțnya dii o ka o kpi. 'He was eaten by worms and died.'. 

[ACT 12:23] Zunzunya nǫ dian'ad ma'aa pǫ'ǫli m niŋgbina 'My body is clothed with worms and scabs'. [JOB 7:5] Ba 

na yi yiŋi gǤs banǫ daa zan'asi m nǤǤr la kpii dig si'em; zunzunbanɛ diti ba la kț kpii 'And they will go out 

and look upon the dead bodies of those who rebelled against me; their worm will not die'. [ISA 66:24] 
2 • infective micro-organism, bacteria, virus. Ya'asǫ biig mǫ ya'a kțnsnǫ nyǤ'Ǥg piim wțț linǫ ka ba buon ye 

(TB) la, o faaǫn o mǫŋ nǫ nyǤ'Ǥg zțnzțnya la ni. Again, if the child is vaccinated for chest (disease) that is 
called 'T.B.' he is protected from harmful organisms of the chest. [Immunisation-II.] Agu'-ban'as kțnsib sțŋidnǫ 

niŋgbiŋ la ka zunzubanɛ tiim ka ba kțns la kǫ ka ba na kpi bǫǫ tadig la Preventitive immunisation helps the 

body so that the organisms for which they inject the medicine will die or be weakened. [Immunisation-II.] 
Zunzunbanɛ tadig la ka ba zaŋidi kțnsid ka ba kțțdi ba taaba la The weakened infectious organisms that 

they inject so that they can kill similar ones. [Immunisation-II.] 

zțnzțnri   See main entry: zțnzțnr. caterpillar, organism. 

zțnzțnya   See main entry: zțnzțnr. caterpillar, organism. 

-zțŋ   Variant: -zuŋ; zoŋ; -zțŋǤ; -zțŋț. Form: -zțna. Variant: -zuna. adj. alien. Jew dim kis nǫ ban na la'as nǫ onǫ an 

buudzțŋ bǫǫ ba kpǫn' o yin. 'it is against our law for a Jew to associate with a Gentile or visit him'. [ACT 10:28] 
ZugsǤb la ma'aa da dǤl o nidib la. Win zțŋ da pț pǫ'ǫs o san'anǫ. 'The Lord alone led his people without the 
help of a foreign god.'. [DEU 32:12] Di-zțna da galis nǫ. There were plenty of foreign foods. [Shoeshine-Boy] 
Buud-zțna zin'iginǫ, (zongo) pu'ab la da mǤri ki nǫ kawǫnna maan sa'abǫǫnri kuosid. The women of the 
foreign tribes area (zongo) make kokoo with milled and maize for sale. [Shoeshine-Boy] Win zțna la ka mam bǤǤd, 

asǫǫ m dǤlli ba. 'I love foreign gods, and I must go after them.'. [JER 2:25] Colloc: teŋzțŋ ~ teŋ1 zțŋ ‘foreign 
country’. Ba da yinǫ tenzțŋ na ka dǤl kpikpinkpinnib sieba. They had come from another country with some 
traders. [Trouble] banǫ wțsa baki ba mǫŋ nǫ teŋzțŋ dim ka li anǫ Wina'am wada la zug la. 'all who for the sake 
of the law of God have kept themselves apart from the foreign population'. [NEH 10:28] Teŋ zțŋ nid pț ditta. 'No 

foreigner is to eat of it.'. [EXO 12:43] ba mǫ kț gban'e ti keŋ teŋ zțŋǤ 'There will be ... no going into captivity'. [PSA 

144:14] Na'ab nǫ o na'ayikpǫm wțsa na lǤ'Ǥŋ teŋ zțŋț kilim yammis. 'their king will go into exile, he and his 
officers with him.'. [AMO 1:15] Ya na mǫlim teŋ zțna la pțțgin 'You will perish among the nations' foreign 
language/s, 'tongue/s (of ecstasy)'. [LEV 26:38] Colloc: pian'azțŋ/pian'azțna. Siig Kasi la da sigi ba zugțn, ka 

ba pian'ad pian'azțna the Holy Spirit came on them, and they spoke in tongues. [Bible-Study] NǤŋilim pț naada. 

NǤdi'esțg nǫ pian'azțna nǫ mi'ilim na gaad. 'Love will never come to an end. Prophecies will cease; tongues of 
ecstasy will fall silent; knowledge will vanish.'. [1CO 13:8] 

-zțŋǤ   See main entry: -zțŋ. alien. 

-zțŋț   See main entry: -zțŋ. alien. 

zțun'odi  See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zțun'odnǫ   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zțya   See main entry: zțțr. tail. 

zțyaa   See main entry: zțțr. tail. 

zu-   See main entry: zțțr. tail. 

zu1   Variant: zuu. Form: zunǫ. Form: zuud. Variant: zuuda; zuudi. Form: zuun. Form: zuub. v. to steal, rob sb. Note: 

grammatical object is the stolen object or the person robbed.   man nǫ m zuanam la na labisi keŋ pǤǤgțn la zu 

busdaad wțț anaasi bǫǫ atan' I and my friends sneaked off to the farm and stole three or four yam-sticks. 

[Shoeshine-Boy] Jakob da nam pț baŋ ye Rakǫl zu wina la. 'Now Jacob did not know that Rachel had stolen the 
gods.'. [GEN 31:32] YǫltǤǤg bǫ yanam banǫ zu nidib la'adi kilim bțmmǤrnam la zug! 'Woe to him who piles up 
stolen goods and makes himself wealthy'. [HAB  2:6] Fț pț zuu ba; nǫ'ǫŋa anǫ piini yii fț saam san'an na. You 
didn't rob them, this is a gift from your father. [Trouble] Ligidi ya'a digil baŋkini sǤ' kț nyaŋi zuu If the money is 
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deposited in the bank, it can't be stolen. [Wealth-Is-Power] ka Rakǫl zuu o saam Laban yir wina. 'Rachel stole her 

father's household gods.'. [GEN 31:19] Ti da zunǫ dțgib la'adi ti yaan na We brought stolen cooking utensils from 
our homes. [Shoeshine-Boy] Dau ya'a zunǫ naaf ... kuos bǫǫ kț asǫǫ ka o yǤ niigi anu naaf yinne la zug 'If a man 
steals an ox or a sheep and slaughters it or sells it, he must pay back five head of cattle for the ox'. [EXO 22:1] ka'a 

fțț ǫǫnti zuud man ligidi laa? aren't you the one who keeps stealing my money? [Wonderwoman] Onǫ daa zuud 

on da lǫn zu ya'asǫ 'He who has been stealing must steal no longer'. [EPH 4:28] ka bǤ ka fț pț zamisi fț mǫŋa ka 

mǤǤn ye nidib da zuuda, ka fț mǫŋ lǫǫ zuuda? 'you, then, who teach others, do you not teach yourself? You 
who preach against stealing, do you steal?'. [ROM 2:21] da zuudi ba la'adǫ 'not to steal from them'. [TIT 2:10] yidaan 

ya'a mi'in saŋa kanǫ ka na'ayiig naan zuun o, o naan ti'ebin hali gur o yir ka kț gbisǫ ka na'ayiig la kț 

nyaŋi kpǫn' zuun oo. 'If the owner of the house had known at what hour the thief was coming, he would not have 
let his house be broken into. '. [LUK 12:39] Colloc: zu1 X nya'aŋ3 ‘deceive X’. Pu'ayaliŋ anǫ onǫ mǤr sid ka zuudi 

o sid la nya'aŋ n dǤl dap yǤriyǤri. A disgraceful woman is one who has a husband but deceives her husband and 
goes with men promiscuously. [Asaasim] Sim: fan'1, faaǫn1 ‘rob by force’. O na faaǫn fț areza'as ka zuu fț 

kpikpinkpinnib la la'ad 'They will plunder your wealth and loot your merchandise'. [EZK 26:12] Nact: na'ayiig; 
Nabstr: na'ayiigim. Nwa' anǫ na'ayiigim nwǫnǫ fțn na keŋ sǤ' pǤǤgțne zu diib nǫ. This is theft, just as if you 
went into someone's farm and stole food-crops. [Electricity] Ya ya'a su'adi ya ligidi yinnǫ, na'ayiis tun'e zu. If you 
store your money in a house, thieves could steal it. [Wealth-Is-Power] Ninkanǫ zuu o ba' nǫ o ma ... on nǫ na'ayiig 

anǫ yinne. 'Anyone who ... steal(s) from his parents is no better than a common thief.'. [PRO 28:24] yidaan ya'a 

mi'in saŋa kanǫ ka na'ayiig naan zuun o, o naan ti'ebin hali gur o yir ka kț gbisǫ ka na'ayiig la kț nyaŋi 

kpǫn' zuun oo. 'If the owner of the house had known at what hour the thief was coming, he would not have let his 
house be broken into.'. [LUK 12:39] Etym: OV1 *Z¹U ; GS1 *ŊMI²/O ; PB jíb. 

zu-2   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zu-3   See main entry: zuod. group of friends. 

zua1   Variant: zuaa3. Form: zuanam. Variant: zuanama; zuanamǫ. Form: zua-2. n. a friend. Apțsiakid yǫl o zua 

yinne ye o biel o ka o keŋ o sabua la yin. Apusiakid told one of his friends to accompany him to his girlfriend's 

house. [Billygoat] fț ya'a bǤǤd fțn buolimi o sǤb yț'țr, bǫǫ (fț tun’e buol ye) 'm saam', bǫǫ 'm ma', bǫǫ 'm bier', 

bǫǫ 'm tațn', bǫǫ 'm pitț', bǫǫ 'm zua' if you want, call that person by name, or else 'my father', 'my mother, 'my 
senior sib', 'opposite-sex sib', 'my junior sib' or 'my friend'. [Asaasim] Note: text emended by MA for stylistic 

improvement.   On daa țk o zug la ka nyǫ o zua Ayaab. When he raised his head he saw his friend Ayaab. 

[Electricity] Ti zua Lazarus gbisidnǫ. 'Our friend Lazarus has fallen asleep'. [JHN 11:11] M zua, kem kpǫ' na zin'in! 
'Come over here, my friend, and sit down.'. [RUT 4:1] M zuaa, li pț tǤiya. My friend, it's not hard. [You-Heard?] Fț 

ya'a bas dau kaŋa, fț ka' Room na'ab Siiza zuaa. 'If you let this man go, you are no friend of Caesar.'. [JHN 19:12] 
o ... yǫl o pu'a ye bțn la paae si'em la o kem yǫl o zuanam la he said to his wife that as things stood she should 
go and tell her friends. [Billygoat] YǤǤmi fț lampǤ ka sa'ali fț zuanam ka ba yǤǤ ba lampǤ ka sǤ' da filim o 

tiraana. Pay your taxes and advise your friends to pay their taxes and nobody should cheat his fellow-friend. [Tax] 
M paam dǫmis la nǫ m zuanam yin. 'The wounds I was given at the house of my friends.'. [ZEC 13:6] Yǫlimǫ fț 

zuanama atan' yțda nǫ din yǫla ka fț bǤǤdi ba. Mention the names of three of your friends and why you like 
them. [Shoeshine-Boy] M zuanama, kǫlli ka m ansigi tu'asi ya nyain ti yaab na'ab David yǫla. 'My friends, let me 
speak frankly about David'. [ACT 2:29] M zuanamaa, baŋimi ka Kusaas ye tuombi'ela pț ya'asid paarǫ My 
friends, you must know that the Kusaas say that a little while won't take long. [Asaasim] onǫ zuanamǫ an zǤn na 

paam yǫltǤǤg. 'If you make friends with stupid people, you will be ruined.'. [PRO 13:20] Din (ziriga) paae na la ka 

o bak o mǫŋ o zuanamin la When it (train) came he parted from his friends. [Trouble] M zuapaala la wțsa da 

kpǫǫm mam. All my new friends were older than me. [Shoeshine-Boy] Pț'țsimi m zua sțŋ Ampliatus 'My 
greetings to Ampliatus, my dear friend'. [ROM 16:8] M zuamǫŋa gǤs man nǫ zaalim 'My closest friends look at me 

with disgust'. [JOB 19:19] o pu'a nǫ m ma da anǫ zuasțma. his wife and my mother were good friends. [Trouble] 
Colloc: zuanǤŋir/zuanǤŋa ‘beloved friend/s’. Amaa, m zuanǤŋa, faar kan ka ba kț nyaŋin fan' an ka basif 

anǫ ya'am nǫ baŋir. But, my beloved friends, the inheritance that can't be snatched away from you is sense and 
understanding. [Asaasim] Sim: zǤǤng. Etym: OV1 *DO ; OVN *ZO ; GS1 *DA/O/E(N) ; vc1 *do, don ; PB 
*d ʋ̀gʋ́. See: zǤǤng; zuod. 

zua-2   See main entry: zua1. friend. 

zua2   See main entry: zuaa1. run. 
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zuabid   See main entry: zuobir. digging stick. 

zuabid   See main entry: zuobțg1. hair (of head). 

zuabug   See main entry: zuobțg1. hair (of head). 

zuad   See main entry: zuod. group of friends. 

zuanam   See main entry: zua1. friend. 

zuanama   See main entry: zua1. friend. 

zuanamǫ   See main entry: zua1. friend. 

zuaya   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zuaya   See main entry: zuor. mountain. 

zuaa1   Variant: zua2. n. a course, run. Walig ye daaryinne zuaa pț kpa'ad pțțga. Oribi says "One day's running doesn't 

cause a miscarriage." [Asaasim Proverb] Wǫțg naaf ya'a da gban'e fț ba', fț ya'a nyǫ yǤǤrǫ fț bǫnǫ zuaa ni. If a 

bushcow caught your father, you see a termite-mound and are already running away. [Proverb 083] Ka o va zuaa 

amaa o nǤba la da pț tun'e zǤt tǤ'ǤtǤǤ. He set off at a run, but his legs couldn't run quickly. [Trouble] Fț ya'a 

tț'țs si'el ka li pț tisif suorǫ, li bțn ya'a pț mǤr zuaa paŋa, li mǤr igib paŋ. If you meet something that 
refuses to give way to you, it either hasn't got the strength to run away or it has the power of flight. [Proverb 204] 
Sim: zǤǤg. M za zabsțŋ la nyaŋi li, ka zǤ paae zuaa la bǫn 'I have fought the good fight, I have finished the 
race'. [2TI 4:7 [1996 New Testament –  spelling modernised]] Note: cf. [published Bible] M zab zabsțŋ la nyaŋ, ka zǤǤ 

paae zǤǤg la bǫn See: zǤ1 See: zǤǤg. 

zuaa2   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zuaa3   See main entry: zua1. friend. 

zubir [W]   See main entry: zuobir. digging stick. 

zue-   See main entry: zuor. mountain. 

zuekukubig   See main entry: zuokukubig. high hill. 

zuekukubis   See main entry: zuokukubig. high hill. 

zuen   See main entry: zuon1. swirl. 

zuer   See main entry: zuor. mountain. 

zuere   See main entry: zuor. mountain. 

zueya   See main entry: zuor. mountain. 

zufa'as   n. a rogue. AnǤ'Ǥnǫ an yalim, zufa'as nǫ zǤlțgǤ? Who is a villain, a rogue and a fool? [Asaasim] Zufa'as: anǫ dau 

kanǫ ginnǫ m bibid pu'ab. Rogue: a rogue is a man who goes round raping women. [Asaasim] Nabstr: zufa'asim. 
See: zug1; fa'as; zufa'asim. 

zufa'asim  n. dishonour. Da digin nǫ fț biribiŋ pu'ayua bǫǫ fț pu'ayua biiga, ka li na an zufa'asim tisif. 'Do not have 

intercourse with your granddaughter; that would be a disgrace to you.'. [LEV 18:10] Sim: nyan, zuziid, zuziig 
‘shame’. ba naar wțsa anǫ nyan nǫ zufa'asim 'They die ... worn out by a life of disgrace'. [JOB 36:14] See: zug1; 

fa'as; zufa'as. 

zug1   Variant: zoug [W]; zugi; zugǤ; zugo; zugǤǤ; zugț; zugu. Form: zut. Variant: zuta; zutǫ; zute; zuti; zutti. 

Form: zu-2. Form: zug-4.  Note: the Bible spelling disfavours the zug-4 stem.    n. 1 • head, top (of object). Nwaaŋ ye, 

'Zug baba pț di'ema'. Monkey says "The head area isn't a joking matter." [Proverb 025] On daa țk o zug la ka 

nyǫ o zua Ayaab. When he raised his head he saw his friend Ayaab. [Electricity] O da nǤk kugir linǫ bǫǫ anina la 

yinne digil ka kțk o zug. 'Taking one of the stones there, he put it under his head and lay down'. [GEN 28:11] nǫ 

gǤtis nǫ fubanǫ lusid zug, ankitanam and mirrors and headcoverings, handkerchieves ... [list]. [ISA 3:23] On 

pian' la o pț țk o zugǤ. As he spoke, he didn't raise his head. [Trouble] Ka Moses igini zaŋ o zugǤ kpa' teŋ ka 

wǤ'Ǥg ZugsǤb la 'Moses bowed to the ground at once and worshipped.'. [EXO 34:8] Fț pț tisim kpaam ye m niŋim 

zugǤǤ 'You did not anoint my head with oil'. [LUK 7:46] M zugț sa zabid yț'țŋ I had a headache last night. [Trouble] 
Nidib la da pin'ili gǤmisid ka giridi ba zut. The people began nodding and shaking their heads. [AIDS-I] kǫlli ka 
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ti ... pid kțnt balaŋir linǫ an ti'ir linǫ an faangir la gu' ti zut 'We must wear ... our hope of salvation as a helmet'. 

[1TH 5:8] li pak kpaadib la nǫ ka ba nǤk nu'usi bibigi ba zut 'the farmers are dismayed and cover their heads'. 

[JER 14:4] ka nwadis piiga la pin'ilțg daar ka zuoya zut yț'țn nied. 'on the first day of the tenth month the tops 
of the mountains became visible.'. [GEN 8:5] Li daa anǫ bțnyua zǫn'ug, ka o mǤr zuta ayǤpǤi nǫ iila piiga. 'There 
was a huge red dragon with seven heads and ten horns'. [REV 12:3] banǫ mǤr dunia la'adi maan ban bǤǤd si'em 

da kǫ ka li yǫla lǤǤ ba zutǫ. 'those who deal in material goods, as though they were not fully occupied with them.'. 

[1CO 7:31] Lit: don't let its problems tie their heads. Nimbanǫ ka m tțmmi fț ba san'an la anǫ banǫ zuti kpi'em 
'The people to whom I am sending you are obstinate'. [EZK 2:4] O nyǫ ka nidib bǫdegț kțk zutti kpǫn'ǫd ka yit o 

yin. He noticed that many people held their heads when coming in and out of his house. [Trouble] Tinam ya'am la 

yit nǫ zugpielim dimin na 'The gray-haired ... are on our side'. [JOB 15:10] Zupielim anǫ na'am zupibig kanǫ 

vǫnl 'Gray hair is a crown of splendour'. [PRO 16:31] Colloc: zugin(ǫ(ǫ)), zugnǫ/zutin(ǫ), zuttin ‘1) on the head/s’. 
niimis banǫ pț lal ani la kpǫn ianki laannǫ ba zuttin. the birds that were near there suddenly flew up and 

swooped at their heads. [Trouble] Paul n da nǤk o nu'ugț pa'ali ba zutin la, Siig Kasi la da sigi ba zugʋn 'when 

Paul had laid his hands on them, the Holy Spirit came upon them'. [Bible-Study] Ninsieba da mǤri ba biisi kena ye 

Yesu nǤk o nu'usi pa'ali ba zutin. 'Some people brought their babies to Jesus for him to place his hands on 
them.'. [LUK 18:15] Colloc: X paas taslaa zugin ‘a donation of X added to a formal gift or offering’. ba na mak 

kpaam galam anu paas taslaa wțsa zugin 'Three litres of olive oil are to be offered with each such grain 
offering.'. [EZK 46:11] Colloc: mǤr zug ‘to be intelligent’. saŋkan la hali bibanǫ an bibaanlțg la wțsa daa lǫm 

mǤr zugț gat Apțsiakid by that time even all the small children had more sense than Apusiakid. [Billygoat] 
Colloc: zug kpi'em ‘be stubborn’. Nimbanǫ ka m tțmmi fț ba san'an la anǫ banǫ zuti kpi'em 'The people to 
whom I am sending you are obstinate'. [EZK 2:4] Colloc: li an ya zug yǫl2 ‘it's your problem, on your heads be it’. 
Etym: OV1 *Z¹U ; OVN *ZU(G)-GU/TI ; GS3 *NYU/E ; GSA *yu ; vc2 *nyu ; vc3 *ʔyu ; CG *juu ; PB j ʋ̀tʋ́. 
Note: OVN - final G sometimes appears and sometimes not, in same language Note: there are other examples of GY~NY~Z  – 
see ziim , nyǤ'Ǥs 
2 • on. O zaŋnǫ pa'al kabǤt zug sǤnsig dǤǤgțn la He put them (matches) on top of the cupboard in the parlour. 

[Fire] duom gadțg la zug get up on the bed. [AIDS-I] Ka bǫkǫung asubaa ka Yesu ken ku'om zugț wa'ae o 

nya'andǤlib la san'an. 'During the fourth watch of the night Jesus went out to them, walking on the lake.'. [MAT 

14:25] Lit: early in the morning. M da bǫ zuor la zug nǫ dabpisnaasi yț'țŋ nǫ nintaŋ 'I remained on the 
mountain forty days and forty nights'. [DEU 10:10] anrțŋ la ye li aansi aans ku'om la zug la the ship will be torn 
to pieces on the water. [EZK 27:27] nǤk siyaanini la nǫ li kpaam la wțsa pa'al maan daka la zugi nyu'oe. 'take 
... both kidneys with the fat on them, and burn them on the altar.'. [EXO 29:13] O pț nǤk si'eli sǤb kuglammir zugǤ 
He didn't take something and write on a stone tablet. [2CO 3:3] O kț tun'e zin'in na'am gbauŋ la zugț tțțg nǤǤr 

ayi'. 'He shall not be elected to hold office for more than two consecutive terms.'. [Constitution] Ka m na san'ami ya 

teŋgbana nǫ maana zin'ibanǫ bǫ kțkțna zut la 'I will destroy your places of worship on the hills'. [LEV 26:30] 
Kemi zuoya la zuti nwa' daad na 'Go up into the hill-country, fetch timber'. [HAG 1:8] Colloc: zugin ‘2) on top’. 
Mam maal nǫ bimbima ayǤpǤi, ka kǤdig na'araug nǫ pǫraug bimbim wțsa zugin. 'I have prepared seven 
altars, and on each altar I have offered a bull and a ram.'. [NUM 23:4] O da gǤdig o zugnǫ ka o nini kpa' niiŋ kanǫ 

nǤǤri wa'am He looked up and saw a bird with a long beak. [Trouble] Colloc: zugin-zugin ‘right on top’. M na 

kǤ'Ǥg wilpǤl kanǫ bǫ zugin-zugin la 'I myself will take a shoot from the very top of a cedar'. [EZK 17:22] 
Colloc: paas X zug ‘in addition to X’. m kț digin nǫ pu'a sǤ' paasi fț zugǤ. I won't sleep with any woman apart 
from you. [AIDS-II] SǤ' lǫn kae n paas o zugǤ. 'besides him there is no other. [DEU 4:35] Wina'am si'a lǫm bǫǫ paas 

man zugǤǤ? 'Is there any god apart from me,'. [ISA 44:8] Colloc: pǫlig X zug ‘bless X’. Wina'am na pǫligi fț zug 

ka tisif fțn bǤǤd si'el wțsa May God bless you and give you everything you want. [You-Heard?] 
3 • because of. Dina zug ka m buol na'asaabugum tțmtțm kpǫǫm yinne ye o kena Because of this I called an 

officer of the electricity department to come. [Electricity] Dap la ka m daa dǤl la zug ka m daa nyǫ ligidi bǫdegț 
Because of the people I was hanging out with I made a lot of money. [AIDS-Azuur] Ban pț mǤr a-gban'a-m-mǫŋ 

la zug ka ba kpiid. 'They die because they have no self-control'. [PRO 5:23] ZugsǤb la na niŋi ya zug bareka, ya 

ba'a bǫ nǫ mam la zug. 'The Lord bless you for your concern for me. [1SA 23:21] Jakob da aaǫn o fuud sțnsa'aŋ 

zug 'Jacob tore his clothes in sorrow'. [GEN 37:34] M nidib la ba'asidnǫ yǤri ba zi'ilim la zug. 'my people are 
destroyed from lack of knowledge.'. [HOS 4:6] Fțn tu'as sida la zugǤ m kț bț'țfǤ Because you told the truth, I 
won't beat you. [Fire] Teŋgbauŋ zi'ela la gat wțsa la zugǤǤ, li anǫ tilas nǫ yǫlkpannǫ tis teŋimbiig wțsa ye o 

muk ka gu' ka li tțm sț'țŋa. 'The constitution shall be the supreme law of Ghana. Everything done in the 
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country must be consistent with it.'. [Constitution] sǤ' wțsa tiakim tțțmbǫ'ǫd di'e Wina'am ku'om sțțb nǫ Yesu 

Kristo yț'țr zugț Repent and be baptized, every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ. [Bible-Study] 
4 • 'fetish-pot' [W]. See: dinzug; yǫlzug; zugkțgțr; zugkpi'ețŋ; zupibig; zupaasțțg; zugpilib; zugdaan; 

ZugsǤb1; zugsǤb2; zugzabir; zuobțg; zutǤǤg; zuwauŋ1; Zuwauŋ2; zuziid; zuziig. 

zug2   Form: zugud. Variant: zugid2; zugudi; zugudnǫ. Form: zugub. v. to blow with bellows. li anǫ manǫ maal onǫ 

kțnt lanǫ onǫ zugid ka bugumsaana la'aŋid la 'it is I who created the blacksmith who fans the coals into flame'. 
[ISA 54:16] M da nyǫ lin naanǫ o siaa baba dțt la ka li nyǫǫn nwǫnǫ ba zugudnǫ kțnt bugumin. 'From his 
waist upwards I saw what might have been brass glowing like fire in a furnace'. [EZK 1:27] Onǫ kțnt onǫ mi' 

zugub. The one who does smith-work is the one who knows how to blow the fire. [Proverb 016] Zugub laas la 

fțțsidnǫ ka bugum la'aŋid hali 'The bellows blow fiercely' 'the fire is ready'. [JER 6:29] See: zuglaa. 

zug3   Form: zugid1. v. to charge, prancing and swaying (as: a he-goat). M da gǤt ka pǫ'og la zugudi ken ya-tuona nǫ 

ya-datiuŋ nǫ ya-dagǤbțg. 'I watched the ram butting with his horns to the west, the north, and the south.'. [DAN 

8:4] Sim: zǫ2 ‘butt’. 

zug-4   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zugdaan  Variant: zugraan; zuguraan; zugdaana; zugraana; zuguraana; zugdaani. Form: zugraannam. 

Variant: zuguraannam; zugdaannamǫ; zuguraanname. n. master; a headman, master, mistress. Sakur la 

zugdaan yǫl pa'an la ye, kǫl ka nyan kpǫn'ǫf nǫ fț tțțm bǫ'ǫd la. The headmaster of the school said to the 

teacher "You should be ashamed of the wicked thing you have done." [AIDS-II] yanamǫ sadigim an tiis ka mǤr 

pțtǫn'ǫsțŋ la, hali ka la'am mi' ye Asaali an ya zugdaan la you are proper trees and have good sense, and also 
recognise that Mankind has dominion over you. [Trees] Ka bǤ ka m kț nyaŋi keŋ zab nǫ fțn onǫ aan m 

zugdaan la dataasǫ? 'Why can't I go and fight against the enemies of my lord the king?'. [1SA 29:8] M zǤtnǫ yiti m 

zugdaan Sarai san'an. 'I'm running away from my mistress Sarai'. [GEN 16:8] Li sid anǫ fțnǫǫ, m zugdaan Elaja? 
'Is it really you, my lord Elijah?'. [1KI 18:7] M ya'a aan ba zugdaana, wǤ'Ǥgir kanǫ nar ye m di'e la bǫ ya? 'If I am 
a master, where is the respect due me? [MAL 1:6] Waai, m zugdaana, m pa'a sǤs lieŋ la nǫ. 'Oh, master!’ ... the 
adze 'was borrowed.'. [2KI 6:5] fțnǫ yț'țn na an zugdaani sț'oe onǫ wțsa bǫ Gilead teŋin. 'and you will be our 

head over all who live in Gilead.'. [JDG 11:8] Ka ba gaans tțțma zugdaannam ye ba gur Israel dim la ka kǫ ka 

ba tțm tțțm kpi'ema. 'So they put slave masters over them to oppress them with forced labour'. [EXO 1:11] Nidib 

la zugdaannamǫ la'as la,o tțm ZugsǤb pțpielim tțțma 'When the heads of the people assembled, he carried 

out the Lord's righteous will'. [DEU 33:21] Abaa, m Zugraana! Abaa, Na'aba! 'Alas, lord and master!'. [JER 22:18] 
Colloc: Teŋgbauŋ zugdaan ‘President [in Constitution]’. Teŋgbauŋ zugdaan nǫ zi'ela zǤŋ dim nǫ saria katib 

zin'igin (kǤǤtțnam) nǫ sǤ' wțsa na na'as ka ziank saal suor nǫ o yǤlisim la agǤl. 'The Executive (President). 
Legislature (Parliament) Judiciary (Courts). and all persons shall respect and uphold these rights and freedoms.'. 

[Constitution] Sim: zugsǤb, ZugsǤb; Cpart: tțmtțm1 ‘servant, employee’. tțmtțm kț gaad o zugdaana. 'no 
servant is greater than his master'. [JHN 13:16] Da zǫrig tțmtțmi tis o zugdaana 'Do not slander a servant to his 
master'. [PRO 30:10] Cpart: yammțg ‘slave’. Yammisǫ, siakimini ya zugdaannam nǤya si'el wțsa ni 'Slaves, 

obey your human masters in all things'. [COL 3:22] Zugdaannama, niŋimi linǫ an sțm nǫ linǫ zemisi tisi ya 

yammis. 'Masters, be fair and just in the way you treat your slaves.'. [COL 4:1] See: zug1; daan1. 

zugdaana   See main entry: zugdaan. master. 

zugdaani   See main entry: zugdaan. master. 

zugdaannamǫ   See main entry: zugdaan. master. 

zugi   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zugid1   See main entry: zug3. charge. 

zugid2   See main entry: zug2 [N]. blow with bellows. 

zugkogor   See main entry: zukțgțr. pillow. 

zugkțgțr  See main entry: zukțgțr. pillow. 

zugkțgțre   See main entry: zukțgțr. pillow. 

zugkpi'ețŋ   Variant: zukpi'uŋ. n. stubbornness. See: zug1; kpi'euŋ. 
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zuglaa   Form: zuglaas. n. bellows (of a forge). Zuglaas la fuusidnɛ hale ka li mǤr dabiem 'The bellows blow fiercely'. 

[JER 6:29 [draft] Note: replaced in published Bible by: Zugub laas la fțțsidnǫ See: zug2; laa1. 

zuglaas   See main entry: zuglaa. bellows. 

zugǤ   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zugo   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zugǤǤ   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zugpaasoog   See main entry: zupaasțțg. head [top of]. 

zugpaasțțg   See main entry: zupaasțțg. head [top of]. 

zugpibig   See main entry: zupibig. hat. 

zugpilib   Note: Should this be a construction, zug pilib  'the covering of the head', rather than a vocabulary word?.    n. 

headcovering. tinam bǫǫ Wina'am nidib pț mǤr malțŋ si'a linǫ bǫ zugpilib pțțginǫ. 'neither we nor the 
churches of God have any other custom' on head-covering. [1CO 11:16] See: zug1; pil. 

zugraan   See main entry: zugdaan. master. 

zugraana   See main entry: zugdaan. master. 

zugraannam   See main entry: zugdaan. master. 

ZugsǤb1  Variant: ZugsǤba1; ZugsǤbaa; ZugsǤbi. n.pr. the Lord, name of God in the Bible. Likin paŋ kț tun'e daam oo, 

bǤzugǤ o mǤr ZugsǤb la o sțnfțn. The power of darkness could no longer trouble him, because he had the Lord 
in his heart. [Trouble] Tinam tțțm anǫ ti sǤs ZugsǤb la ka o tisi ti o Siig la Our job is to pray that the Lord will 
give us his Spirit. [Bible-Study] ZugsǤb la tis nǤǤr ye ya nǤki tis dǤǤd awai nǫ pțsțk la 'the land that the Lord has 
assigned to the nine and a half tribes'. [NUM 34:13] ZugsǤb la na niŋi ya zug bareka, ya ba'a bǫ nǫ mam la zug. 
'The Lord bless you for your concern for me. [1SA 23:21] Kpi'im teŋ nǫ aba'as-yǤri diginǫ ZugsǤb la tuon Death 
and Destruction lie open before the Lord. [PRO 15:11] Aa tǤ, ti ya'a vțe bǫǫ ti ya'a kpinǫ, ti anǫ ZugsǤb la nidib. 
'So whether we live or die, we belong to the Lord.'. [ROM 14:8] Asibid daar yț'țŋ yinne ka ti la'as ye ti di ZugsǤb 

diib. 'On Saturday evening we gathered together for the fellowship meal'. [ACT 20:7] ZugsǤba, vi'imi ti, nyǫligimi 

ti, ya'abimi ti ka pǫ'ǫli ti. Lord, barricade us, melt us, mould us, fill us. [Bible-Study] ZugsǤba! Fț datiuŋ nu'ug la 

mǤr paŋ. 'Your right hand, O Lord, was majestic in power.'. [EXO 15:6] vǤǤm gbigima la nyina, O ZugsǤba! 'tear 
out, O Lord, the fangs of the lions!'. [PSA 58:6] Wțmi m sǤsțg, ZugsǤbaa, kǫlisimi m kaasig ka sțŋim! 'Hear my 
prayer, O Lord; let my cry for help come to you.'. [PSA 102:1] ba da maal wțț ZugsǤbi yǫl Moses nǫ Aaron si'em 

la. 'The Israelites did just what the Lord commanded Moses and Aaron.'. [EXO 12:28] Colloc: ti1 ZugsǤb Yesu 

(Kristo). Ti ZugsǤb Yesu Kristo tțțma da nam pț naae la Before the ministry of our Lord Jesus Christ was 
finished. [Bible-Study] dap sieba ... da keŋ Antiok teŋin pian' tis Girik dim ka mǤǤl ZugsǤb Yesu labasțŋ la 

tisi ba. some men 'went to Antioch and began to speak to Greeks also, telling them the good news about the Lord 

Jesus.'. [ACT 11:20] M ba'abiisǫ, ti ZugsǤb Yesu Kristo yǫlsțm na bǫ nǫ ya siis. Ami. 'The grace of our Lord 
Jesus Christ be with your spirit, brothers. Amen.'. [GAL 6:18] Sim: zugsǤb2, zugdaan ‘(human) lord, master’. 
See: zug1; sǤb3; zugsǤb2. 

zugsǤb2   Variant: zugsob; zugsǤba2; zugsoba; zugsobi. Form: zugsǤbnam. Variant: zugsobnam; zugsǤbnama; 

zugsobnama. n. a headman, lord, master. O (tțmtțm) yǫl nǫ' nǫ ye o zugsǤb biig la gban'e li gbin. He (the 

servant) said this so that his master's son would understand. [Trouble] Onǫ an zugsǤb Susa, ti teŋin la. He's a 
leading citizen in Susa, our town. [Trouble] Ti zugsǤba, kǫl ka tinam banǫ aan fț yammis la ie onǫ na nyaŋi 

nwǫ' kǤn na. 'Let our lord command his servants here to search for someone who can play the harp.'. [1SA 16:16] 
Hali si'elnam ya'a bǫǫ agǤl bǫǫ teŋin, ka ninsaalib buon ye wina'amnam, tinam mi' ye Wina'am yinne bǫ. 

Hali la'an nǫ lin an sida ye si'elnam bǫdegț bǫ ka ninsaalib buon ye wina'amnam nǫ zugsǤbnam la, amaa 

Wina'am yinne bǫ For even if there are so-called gods, whether in heaven or on earth (as indeed there are many 

“gods” and many “lords”), yet for us there is but one God. [1CO 8:5-6] Pǫbil la an zugsǤbnam ZugsǤb nǫ 

na'anam Na'ab. 'the Lamb ... is Lord of lords and King of kings'. [REV 17:14] Sim: zugdaan. Note: preferred by Bible 

translators for human master, ZugsǤb is The Lord See: zug1; sǤb3; ZugsǤb1. 

ZugsǤba1   See main entry: ZugsǤb1. Lord. 
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zugsǤba2   See main entry: zugsǤb2. lord. 

ZugsǤbaa   See main entry: ZugsǤb1. Lord. 

ZugsǤbi   See main entry: ZugsǤb1. Lord. 

zugsǤbnam   See main entry: zugsǤb2. lord. 

zugsǤbnama   See main entry: zugsǤb2. lord. 

zugsob   See main entry: zugsǤb2. lord. 

zugsoba   See main entry: zugsǤb2. lord. 

zugsobi   See main entry: zugsǤb2. lord. 

zugsobnam   See main entry: zugsǤb2. lord. 

zugsobnama   See main entry: zugsǤb2. lord. 

zugsțŋ   See main entry: zusțŋ. blessedness. 

zugsuŋ   See main entry: zusțŋ. blessedness. 

zugsuŋț   See main entry: zusțŋ. blessedness. 

zugț   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zugu   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zugub   See main entry: zug2 [N]. blow with bellows. 

zugud   See main entry: zug2 [N]. blow with bellows. 

zugudi  See main entry: zug2 [N]. blow with bellows. 

zugudnǫ   See main entry: zug2 [N]. blow with bellows. 

zuguraan   See main entry: zugdaan. master. 

zuguraana   See main entry: zugdaan. master. 

zuguraannam   See main entry: zugdaan. master. 

zuguraanname   See main entry: zugdaan. master. 

zugwana   See main entry: zuwauŋ1. skull. 

Zugwauŋ   See main entry: Zuwauŋ2. Golgotha. 

zugwauŋ   See main entry: zuwauŋ1. skull. 

zugzabir   n. headache. Niŋgbiŋ ban'as wțț nwǫ'ǫdțg dinǫ pț basida bǫǫ zugzabir bǫǫ saann nǫ sankpana. Bodily 

illnesses like persistent fever, or headache, or diarrhœa or a rash. [AIDS-I] See: zug1; zabir1. 
zu'ad   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zu'ar   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zu'as   Variant: zu'asi. Form: zu'asid. Form: zu'asim!. Form: zu'asțg. v. to sprinkle. NǤkim ziim linǫ bǫ maan daka 

zugin la nǫ malțŋ kpaam bi'ela zu'as Aaron 'And take some of the blood on the altar and some of the anointing 
oil and sprinkle it on Aaron'. [EXO 29:21] Ka san'am tempțțg la ka zaŋ yaarim zu'asi li. 'Then he destroyed the 
city and scattered salt over it.'. [JDG 9:45] Soogiakpǫǫm la da nǤk tudaar nyu'or dțgid nǫ laas banǫ ka ba mǤri 

zu'asid ku'om la mǤri keŋ. 'The commander of the imperial guard took away the censers and sprinkling bowls'. 

[2KI 25:15] Zu'asim yaarim Moab teŋin 'Put salt on Moab'. [JER 48:9] Ka lǫm maal laas nǫ tampǫligim 

soobulnam nǫ ku'om zu'asțg laas wțsa. 'He also made the basins and shovels and sprinkling bowls.'. [1KI 7:40] 

zu'asi   See main entry: zu'as. sprinkle. 

zu'asid   See main entry: zu'as. sprinkle. 

zu'asim!   See main entry: zu'as. sprinkle. 
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zu'asțg   See main entry: zu'as. sprinkle. 

zu'e   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zu'od   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zu'oe   Variant: zu'e; zun'oe2. Form: zu'onǫ. Variant: zu'oenɛ. Form: zu'od. Variant: zu'ad; zu'ogid. Form: zu'or. 

Variant: zu'ar. Form: zu'oya. Variant: zu'oe ya4; zuaya. v. to be many, much, grow. m biiga, fț nyǫ EES ban'a la 

yț'țn zu'oe si'em la my son, you see how the AIDS disease has increased. [AIDS-Azuur] Busa la zu'oe nǫ ka ba 

pț nyaŋi suu ba wțsa bțțrin la. The yams were so many that they could not store them in the granary. 

[Wonderwoman] Pu'ab daa zu'oe gat dap, ka biis mǫ bǫ. There were more women than men, and also some 
children. [AIDS-I] Bilia, zaŋi ken nwadis ayuobț nyaan pț mǤr niŋgbiŋ gu'udǫ bǫǫ li pț zu'oe. A baby up to 

the age of six months doesn't yet have bodily defences, or they aren't very much. [Immunisation-II.] pu'a sǤ' kǫǫn o 

san'an na mǤr alabasta kǤlibir dinǫ ligidi zu'oe 'a woman came to him with an alabaster jar' which was very 
expensive. [MAT 26:7] Saŋkanǫ ka ...ba nyǫ ka ligidi la zu'oe, na'ayir gbansǤbid la nǫ maanmaan kpǫǫm la ǫǫn 

baae ligidi la nǫ Whenever ... they saw that there was a large amount of money, the royal secretary and the officer 

of the chief priest would come and empty the chest'. [2CH 24:11] Pian'ad ya'a zu'oe, li gbin anǫ fiin 'The more the 
words, the less the meaning'. [ECC 6:11] Ka nidib la daa tansidi pian'ad kǤn'Ǥb-kǤn'Ǥb ka tțkpiidțg la zu'oe 

hali 'Some in the crowd shouted one thing, others something else. There was such confusion'. [ACT 21:34] O da anǫ 

nintita'ar ka wa'am ka lǫǫ zun'oe bi'ela. He was a big fellow, tall and a bit solid. [Trouble] Buama kǤldaug la da 

zu'onǫ ka zulim zin'isieba. Buama river is big, and deep in some places. [Trouble] Fț namisțg la zu'onǫ wțț 

atǫuk nǫ 'Your disaster is boundless as the ocean'. [LAM 2:13] Wala la zu'od si'em la, ala ka o mǫǫd maana 

bimbima paasid. 'As his fruit increased, he built more altars'. [HOS 10:1] Bin'isim anǫ disțŋ hali n tis biig la ka 

o zu'ad (biid) sțŋa Milk is a very good food for the baby so that it grows (matures) well. [Breastfeeding] Biig la 

zu'ogid ka zamisid diib la li nar ye fț tisid o diib la ti'asid daar wțsa As the child grows and gets used to the 

food you should give it a variety of food every day. [Breastfeeding] Bin'iskan la anǫ nyain ka mǫ an sț'țŋa n tis 

bilia la zu'ar This milk is pure and is also good for the baby's growth. [Breastfeeding] Kǫl ka ba bǫǫ ti teŋin la ka 

tǤlim, bǤzugǤ teŋ la paalț zu'oya ka ba tun'e bǫ. 'Let them live in our land and trade in it; the land has plenty 
of room for them.'. [GEN 34:21] Ba nidib da zu'oya hali 'Their families increased greatly'. [1CH 4:38] Man tțțma 

zu'oe ya ka m kț nyaŋi kaali naae. My uses are many, I can't enumerate them all. [Trees] Colloc: zu'oe si'em 

( wțsa ) ‘how(ever) much/many’. GǤsimi m bi'emnamǫ yț'țn zu'oe si'em 'See how many enemies I have'. [PSA 

25:19] Ligidi ya'a pțn zu'oe si'em wțsa, li kț nyaŋi da' diib ka nidib nwa' nyǫ bi'el bi'eli nyi'igǫ. Eight 
months' wages would not buy enough bread for each one to have a bite! [JHN 6:7] Lit: however much money there 
was. Sim: zim, galis1. man daa di'e ba gbauŋkanǫ bigisid man na yǤ si'em la, ligidi la zu'oe nǫ galis. when 

I got my electricity bill, the sum was enormous. [Electricity] li tțbir tǫǫgir ligidi zu'oe nǫ galisǫǫ the fine for it is 
enormous. [Trouble] Li da zu'oe nǫ galis ka o bas ka pț lǫn sǤbid 'it was so much that he stopped keeping 

records'. [GEN 41:49] Yanamǫ kǫt ka ti yǤǤd si'em la zu'oenɛ galis. You are making us pay too much. [Electricity] O 

nǤŋilim la zu'onǫ galis, ka o buonnǫ ti ye o biis. 'His love is so great that we are called God's children'. [1JN 3:1] 
Sim: sanb; Cpart: pǤǤd, bi'ela, bi'el. See: ayțma-zu'oya. 

zu'oe ya4   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zu'oenɛ   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zu'ogid   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zu'om1   Variant: zo'om. Form: zu'omnam. Variant: zǤǤs2.  Note: in the Bible zțnzǤǤs is used for the plural, see zțnzǤŋ 
Variant: zu'omis2. n. a blind person. Zu'om ya'a ye o na lǤbif, baŋim ka o nǤnǫ kugir. If a blind man says he's 

going to throw a stone at you, be sure he is standing on a stone. [Proverb 231] Daakanǫ ka Yesu bu tanni bțlig 

zu'om la nini ka o nyǫt la daa anǫ Jew dim Vț'țsțm Daar. 'The day that Jesus made the mud and cured him of 

his blindness was a Sabbath.'. [JHN 9:14] Da ... nǤk linǫ ka nid na tu'ugi digil zu'om suorinǫ. 'Do not ... put 
something in front of a blind man so as to make him stumble over it.'. [LEV 19:14] ZǤǤs teŋin ka fiațnk an na'abiig 

zug kǫ ka ba mǤr ti m mugusid. It is because in the land of the blind, the one eyed man is the chief; that is why 

they are putting pressure on us. [Asaasim] Zu'omis teŋin fiațnk anǫ Na'ab. In the land of the blind, the one-eyed 

person is chief. [Asaasim : Proverb] Syn: zțnzǤŋ; InvNact: zu'om2; Nabstr: zu'omis. Etym: OV1 *Z²O(:)M . 
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See: zu'om2; zu'omis; zțnzǤŋ. 

zu'om2   Variant: zʋ'ʋm; zu'omma; zu'ommǫ; zu'omi. Form: zu'oŋ. v. to be blind, blind sb. Nif NǤdir Kǫtnǫ Ka Nif 

Zu'om Bǫǫ? Does Trachoma Make the Eye Blind? [Trachoma [heading]] O tțmmim ye m tis sanrega dim yǤlisim 

ka kǫ ka banǫ zʋ'ʋm nyǫ He sent me to give the imprisoned freedom and make people who are blind to see. 

[Bible-Study] (ba) zu'om ka babinnǫ ieed za'anǤǤr la ka pț nyǫta (they were) blind and were feeling about 
looking for the door and couldn't find it. [GEN 19:11] Ya ya'a mǤr bțnkǤnbid banǫ zu'om kena maan maana, lin 

ka'anǫ bǫ'ǫdǫǫ? 'When you bring blind animals for sacrifice, is that not wrong?'. [MAL 1:8] Nidib la zi' ban na 

dǤlis suosi'a ka ban'a la kț gban'adi ba saŋa wțsa ka ba zu'omma. People don't know what steps to take so 
that they will never contract the disease and become blind. [Trachoma] Nidib gǫligir tusa 55 pțțgin pțn zu'omnǫ 

bǫǫ nam bǤǤd zu'oŋ ban'a la yǫla. In 55,000 people have already become blind or are almost blind because of 
the disease. [Trachoma] Note: I suspect this is trying to say "55 out of 1000" [TN] : which would be: Nidib tusir pțțgin, 

pisnu nǫ anu pțn zu'om bǫǫ bǤǤd zu'oŋ [MA].    NimbaanlzǤǤri nyaŋ pțtǫn'ǫr ka zu'omi ba lin saa na an 

si'em la ni. Pity prevailed over discretion and blinded them to how it was going to be. [Trouble] li tun'e zu'omif ka 

li pț tǤi ya. it can easily make you blind. [Trachoma] O zu'omi ba nini ka digilimi ba sțnya 'He has blinded their 
eyes and deadened their hearts'. [JHN 12:40] O zu'oŋ la ka' ye o tțmnǫ bǫ'ǫd bǫǫ o ba' nǫ o maa tțm bǫ'ǫdǫ. 'His 

blindness has nothing to do with his sins or his parents' sins.'. [JHN 9:3] Nact: zu'om1; Nabstr: zțnzǤnnim, zu'omis. 
See: zu'om1; zțnzǤŋ; zțnzǤnnim. 

zu'omi   See main entry: zu'om2. blind sb. 

zu'omis1  Variant: zu'omisǫ. n. blindness. Li sțm ka fț dǫŋi bǤ tiim kǤn'Ǥb kǤn'Ǥbi gu' ka zu'omis da paae fǤ. You 
should find a different medicine as soon as possible to ensure that blindness doesn't overtake you. [Trachoma] 
Trakoma anǫ ban'a kanǫ ka fț na tun'e ti'ebi yi zu'omis pțțgin. Trachoma is a disease that you can cure and 
avoid blindness. [Trachoma] Ban'a la ya'a kennǫ giilima li pț ya'asid nǫ zu'omisǫ. If the disease goes and comes 
it is not long before blindness follows. [Trachoma] Suobama dǤlisțgin pțdigir anii pa'an lin an si'em ka ti ken 

zu'omisin. In this list of possibilities, item eight shows how we come to suffer blindness. [Trachoma] 
Syn: zțnzǤnnim; InvNabstr: zu'om2. See: zu'om1; zu'om2. 

zu'omis2   See main entry: zu'om1. blind person. 

zu'omisǫ   See main entry: zu'omis1. blindness. 

zu'omma   See main entry: zu'om2. blind sb. 

zu'ommǫ   See main entry: zu'om2. blind sb. 

zu'omnam   See main entry: zu'om1. blind person. 

zu'onǫ   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zu'oŋ   See main entry: zu'om2. blind sb. 

zu'or   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zu'oya   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zu'ubir   See main entry: zuobir. digging stick. 

zu'ur [W]  See main entry: zțțr. tail. 

zukțga   See main entry: zukțgțr. pillow. 

zukțgir   See main entry: zukțgțr. pillow. 

zukțgțr   Variant: zugkțgțr; zugkogor; zukțgir; zugkțgțre. Form: zukțga. n. a pillow, head-rest. ninta'am kǫ ka m 

zukțgțr wț'țg matti 'my pillow is soaked with tears'. [PSA 6:6] M da da' gunnir nǫ zukțgir ka li an m gadțg. 
I bought a sheet and a pillow and that was my bed. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ka Yesu dig anrțŋ la nya'aŋi kțk zugkțgțre 

gbisid. 'Jesus was in the stern, sleeping on a cushion.'. [MRK 4:38] See: zug1; kțk1. 

zukpi'uŋ   See main entry: zugkpi'ețŋ. stubbornness. 

zul   Form: zulnǫ. v. 1 • to go, turn, tend downwards. Ayulli na tun'e nak ala. Onǫ an niiŋ kanǫ vǫnl sian'arin ka o 

kǤnbid an pțpǤnra. O țgid o tǫognǫ sț'țŋa ka kpǫn'ǫsir la an wǤkkț ka zul teŋin. The weaverbird can be 
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adorned like that. It is a beautiful bird of the bush with variegated feathers. It weaves its nest expertly and the 
entrance is long and turns downwards. [Trouble] 
2 • to be depressed. Haman da zǤǤ kul ka zul ka lusi o nindaa nyan zug 'Haman hurried home, covering his 

face in embarrassment.'. [EST 6:12[draft]] 'Fț kțdin pț maalim sț'țm, fț baŋ lin laa?' Nimo da zulnǫ tǫn'ǫsid. 
'You just didn't do good to me, you know that?' Nimo bowed his head in deep thought. [Trouble] See: zulig2. 

zulig1   n. childhood. Note: this is found in LUK 18:21 in original New Testament (English "since I was young/was a youth/boy", 

replaced by Syn: biilim. Note: LUK 18:21 in the published Bible 

zulig2   Variant: zulug; zuligi. Form: zuligid. Variant: zuligidi. Form: zuligir. v. to go downhill, swoop. Silțg bǫǫ ani laan 

ka na zulig na 'An eagle will soar and swoop down'. [JER 49:22] Ba na yi lalli zulig tǤ'ǤtǤ na nwǫnǫ silțg nǫ. They 

will come 'from far away, from the ends of the earth,' quickly 'like an eagle swooping down'. [DEU 28:49] TitǤndig 

la na dǤlis ala zuligi keŋ Joodan kǤldaugin 'The frontier will then run down to the Jordan'. [NUM 34:12] nwǫnǫ 

silțgț na naan agǤlli zuligid ye o gban'e nǤbil nǫ. 'like eagles swooping down on their prey.'. [JOB 9:26] O da 

ban'a o bțŋ la paae zuor teŋsțk linǫ an bǤn'Ǥfalig la, ka David nǫ o nidib la mǫ zuligidi kpa'ad o ka o tț'țsi 

ba. 'As she came riding her donkey into a mountain ravine, there were David and his men descending toward her, 
and she met them.'. [1SA 25:20] ka li yii ani kidig Luz dagǤbțg zuligirin la (linǫ an Betel la) 'From there it crossed 
to the south slope of Luz (that is, Bethel)'. [JOS 18:13] See: zul. 

zulig3   Variant: zulug. Form: zuligimi!. to deepen, do sth. deeply. o ya'am ti zulug lǫb na 'When he came to his senses'. 

[LUK 15:17 [original New Testament]] Note: published Bible zǤǤ lǫb na.    Banǫ lǫbig nǫ'ǫŋa la tǫn'ǫs nǫ zulig ka bǤ sǤb 

biel sieba kpǫn'ǫs ka di karțŋ na nied nyain tisidi ya Those who have made this translation have thought 
carefully and inserted some particles to make it clear to you how it is to be read. [Bible-Intro] Zuligimi ya'am, ka 

kǫlis ka ti yț'țn pian'. 'Be sensible, and then we can talk.'. [JOB 18:2] See: zul; zulig2; zulim. 

zuligi   See main entry: zulig2. swoop. 

zuligid  See main entry: zulig2. swoop. 

zuligidi   See main entry: zulig2. swoop. 

zuligimi!   See main entry: zulig3. deepen. 

zuligir   See main entry: zulig2. swoop. 

zulim   Variant: zulimmi. Form: zulimnǫ. v. to be deep. Buama kǤldaug la da zu'onǫ ka zulim zin'isieba. Buama river 

was big, and deep in some places. [Trouble] Saŋa kaŋa o kțkǤr la da zulim nǫ. At that time his voice was deep. 

[Trouble] Kpǫn'ǫm su'a tampinyǤ'Ǥd banǫ zulim ni. 'Stay in deep caves'. [JER 49:30] O tǫn'ǫs ye, dakțdir kae na 

din o mi'is wțț o saam la, amaa ku'om la zulimmi na nyaŋi vǤl o. He thought that there was no old log to push 
him down into the water like his father, but the deep water could drown him. [Trouble] Li (Wina'am nyalima) 

zulimmi gat yațg, ka fțn mi' bǤ? 'They (the mysteries of God) are deeper than the depths of the grave – what 
can you know?'. [JOB 11:8] Li bugum bțmbǤk la zulimnǫ ka yalim 'Its fire pit has been made deep and wide'. [ISA 

30:33] Colloc: yțma zulim ‘was a long time ago’. Li yțma zulim. It was a long time ago. [Trouble] Amaa ya pț 

gǤsi nyǫ ... ZugsǤb onǫ gban'e li yǫla ka li yțma zulim la. 'you did not ... have regard for the One who planned 
it long ago.'. [ISA 22:11] Sim: -zuluŋ1. See: zulig3; -zuluŋ. 

-zulima   See main entry: -zuluŋ. deep. 

zulimmi   See main entry: zulim. deep. 

zulimnǫ   See main entry: zulim. deep. 

zuliŋ1   Form: zulis. Variant: zulisi. n. 1 • fish trap [type]. like a rigid reverse trawl or shrimping-net. Atǫuk la pțțgin o 

na an zin'ikanǫ ka ba na dǫligid zulis 'Out in the sea she will become a place to spread fishnets'. [EZK 26:5] ba 

țgnǫ zulisi digili gilig zin'ig wțsa 'they have spread out the cords of their net'. [PSA 140:5] Sim: lațŋ1, ziŋgama, 

sau; Gen: zimi la'ad. Ziiŋgban'adib na kaasid ka nyǤn, banǫ lǤsid gu'os nǫ banǫ mǤr zulis nǫ asau gban'ad 

zimi 'The fishermen will groan and lament, all who cast hooks ... those who throw nets on the water'. [ISA 19:8] 
2 • a hunter's net, snare. M na yadigi m zulis la gban'e o 'I will spread out my net and trap him in it.'. [EZK 12:13] 
ba țgnǫ zulisi digili gilig zin'ig wțsa 'they have spread out the cords of their net'. [PSA 140:5] O mǫŋ nǤba mǤr o 

kpǫn' zimi zulisin ka di gban'e o. 'His feet thrust him into a net and he wanders into its mesh. [JOB 18:8] 
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-zuliŋ2   See main entry: -zuluŋ. deep. 

zulis   See main entry: zuliŋ1. fish trap [type], net. 

zulisi   See main entry: zuliŋ1. fish trap [type], net. 

zulnǫ   See main entry: zul. descend, depressed. 

zulug   See main entry: zulig2. swoop. 

zulug   See main entry: zulig3. deepen. 

-zuluŋ   Variant: -zuliŋ2; -zuluŋț. Form: -zulima. adj. deep. O kuun ku'ozuluŋ la nǤǤrin ka ti'eb ye o ianki lu. He bent 

down at the edge of the deep water and got ready to dive in. [Trouble] Ka wǫbaa la yț'țn duoe bulzuluŋțn la 

kpa'ad o san'an na. The leopard then got up by the deep well and faced him. [Trouble] Ku'ozuluŋ la dii ba ka ba 

sim wțț kugir nǫ. 'The deep waters have covered them; they sank to the depths like a stone.'. [EXO 15:5] Fț da nǤk 

ku'ozuluŋț pil teŋgbauŋ la wțț fuug nǫ 'You covered it with the deep as with a garment'. [PSA 104:6] TǤǤg na 

paae banǫ sig bțmbu'azulima ni ye ba su'a 'Woe to those who go to great depths to hide'. [ISA 29:15] Yisimim 

ku'ozulima la ni. 'deliver me ... from the deep waters'. [PSA 69:14] Ba (siins) na kena pǫ'ǫl bǤn'Ǥzulima la 'They 
(bees) will all come and settle in the steep ravines'. [ISA 7:19] Onǫ da dǤlli ba yi zin'izulima zin'igin he 'led them 
through the depths'. [ISA 63:13] Colloc: ku'ozuluŋin/ku'ozulțŋțn ‘to/in/from deep water’. m sim ku'ozuluŋin ka 

kǤlgțțma vili m zug 'the deep surrounded me; seaweed was wrapped around my head'. [JON 2:5] li naan aan 

sț'țm nǫ ban na nǤk nǫtita'ari lǤǤ kǤl o niŋgǤǤnr ka lǤb o basi atǫuk zuluŋin la. 'it would be better for him to 
be thrown into the sea with a large millstone tied around his neck.'. [MRK 9:42] Ka dap bǫdegț kpǫn la'asi sig 

ku'ozulțŋțn la. A lot of men quickly went down into the deep water together. [Trouble] See: zulim. 

-zuluŋț  See main entry: -zuluŋ. deep. 

zul kud   n. traditional naming ceremony. Note: [source : Abubakari ] 

zumalisiŋ   n. good luck. M zumalisiŋ anǫ ye o da tisimnǫ o ta'ada ye m duusi tis o. It was my good luck that she gave 

me her shoes to shine for her. [Shoeshine-Boy] Syn: zusțŋ. See: zug; -malisiŋ. 
zumauŋ   See main entry: zțmațŋ. generation. 

zumaana   See main entry: zțmațŋ. generation. 

zumaaŋ   See main entry: zțmațŋ. generation. 

zumm   id. sudden, unexpected appearance of sth./sb. Charlie da kpǫn zi'enǫ kpǫǫm la zugun zumm. Charlie suddenly 

appeared, standing up before the elder. [Trouble] Kpǫǫmnam la daa bǫ ani sǤnsid ka Awin kpǫn zi'e ani zumm. 
The elders were conversing and Awin suddenly came and stood among them. [MA] 

zun   Form: zunna. Variant: zuna. n. a civet (-cat). Viverra civetta , Nandinia binotata. o da yii gban'e zunna 

kǤbistan' lǤǤ ba ta'al ayi', yi' 'he went out and caught three hundred foxes and tied them ... in pairs.'. [JDG 15:4] 
zunna na pǫ'ǫli ba yaan la. 'jackals will fill her houses'. [ISA 13:21] 

zuna   See main entry: zun. civet. 

-zuna   See main entry: -zțŋ. alien. 

zunǫ   See main entry: zu1. steal. 

zun'e   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'ed   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'em   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'od   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'oda   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'odi   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'odnɛ   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'oe1   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 
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zun'oe2   See main entry: zu'oe. grow. 

zun'om   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'omi   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'omin!   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'omini!   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'on   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'oni   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'or   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'ori   See main entry: zțn'e. honour. 

zun'uni   See main entry: zțțnf. dawadawa seasoning. 

zun'unii   See main entry: zțțnf. dawadawa seasoning. 

zunna   See main entry: zun. civet. 

zunnim   Form: zunnuŋ. v. to scatter, be scattered. On zin'ini naae la ka nyǫ o bipu'a la zuobidi zunnim la When she 

had sat down she noticed that her daughter-in-law's hair was messed up. [Trouble] Susa teŋ dimǫ da bǤǤd kpǫn'ǫb 

la, ka nyǫ ka saŋgbana zunnim agǤl. When the Susa people wanted to go in, they saw that the clouds scattered 
above. [Trouble] o da bas o zuobid ka li zunnim 'he must not leave his hair uncombed'. [LEV 21:10] Ba da nyǫ ka 

Filistia dim la zunnim ka kțțd taaba nǫ ba sț'țs. 'They found the Philistines in total confusion, striking each 

other with their swords.'. [1SA 14:20] Ninkan daana yǫǫm fubanǫ aans, ka bas o zuobid ka li zunnim-zunnim 
'Anyone who suffers from a virulent skin disease must wear torn clothes and have his hair all dishevelled'. [LEV 

13:45] Lit: that sort of person. 

zunnuŋ   See main entry: zunnim. scatter. 

zunnuŋ   See main entry: zuŋ1. shave, 'outdoor'. 

zunzonnim   See main entry: zțnzǤnnim. blindness. 

zunzoŋ   See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zunzoŋa   See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zunzoos   See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zunzoose   See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zunzoosee  See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zunzun-   See main entry: zțnzțnr. caterpillar, organism. 

zunzuna   See main entry: zțnzǤŋ. blind person. 

zunzunr   See main entry: zțnzțnr. caterpillar, organism. 

zunzunya   See main entry: zțnzțnr. caterpillar, organism. 

zunzunyaa   See main entry: zțnzțnr. caterpillar, organism. 

zunzuya   See main entry: zțnzțnr. caterpillar, organism. 

zunzuunr   See main entry: zțnzțnr. caterpillar, organism. 

Zunwana   See main entry: Zuwauŋ2. Golgotha. 

zunwana   See main entry: zuwauŋ1. skull. 

Zunwauŋ   See main entry: Zuwauŋ2. Golgotha. 

zunwauŋ   See main entry: zuwauŋ1. skull. 

-zuŋ   See main entry: -zțŋ. alien. 

zuŋ1   Variant: zuŋi. Form: zuŋŋir. Variant: zuŋur; zuŋer; zuŋir; zunnuŋ. v. to shave, perform excision, female 
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circumcision, f.g.m.  Note:  Specifically, to perform the ceremony to mark the complete healing and the end of the rite [MA].    

o zuŋir ziim the blood of her excision. 
2 • v. to inaugurate, 'outdoor' [Gh.] neonate comes out in public when cord had fallen or sick person officially 
coming out. o na zaŋ dabisa pisyuobț nǫ ayuobț ka ba nyaan zuŋ o. Then it will be 66 more days before she 

is ritually clean from her loss of blood. [LEV 12:5] O da la'as o gomenanam la ... wțsa ye ba la'as na ka ba zțŋ 

bun linǫ ka o ya'abi zi'el la. He then summoned the ... governors ... to come to the dedication of the image he had 
set up. [DAN 3:2 [draft]] Note: published Bible ba zaŋ bțn linǫ ka o ya'abi zi'el la pǫsig.    Ti da lǫbig Wina'am nǤnaar 

paal gbauŋ la ka zuŋi li 1976. We translated the New Testament and dedicated it in 1976. [Bible-Intro] Li anǫ Yaa 

zuobid la zunnuŋ la It was Yaa's outdooring. [Trouble] Lit: hair-shaving : form should be zuŋŋir [MA].  Birago da 

zin' lǤsi'a la ka tiǫnd Yaa zuobid la zunnuŋ la. Birago sat in a certain place rememberin Yaa's outdooring. 

[Trouble] Colloc: ( zug ) zuŋur saŋa ‘baby dedication’. o mǫ da kpǫn' Fuug Sțgțrin la, hali ka o zuŋur saŋa ti 

gaad and she must not enter the Tabernacle until  after her purification time. [LEV 12:4] Onǫ du'a biribiŋ bǫǫ bipuŋ 

ka o zuŋur saŋa ti gaad 'When the days of her purification for a son or daughter are over'. [LEV 12:6] Ka biig la 

zug zuŋur saŋa daa paae wțț Moses n da zi'el la 'When the time of their purification according to the Law of 

Moses had been completed'. [LUK 2:22] See: zuŋ2. 

zuŋ2 [W]   n. a woman, woman after completion of the excision rite. See: zuŋ1. 

zuŋ3   v. to frown. Note: in the Colloc: zuŋ3 nindaa. Ka Ama gț'țŋi duoe zi'en ka zuŋ o nindaa tud Anane And Ama 

had no option but to sit up and frown at Anane. [Trouble] 'Mit ka fț ti lǫm pun'oe.' Ka Adu zuŋ o nindaa. "Mind 
you don't get rotten again." And Adu frowned. [Trouble] Ka Asumbul zuŋ nindaa ka ye, "Li galisnǫ." And Spider 
frowned and said "It's too much." [Wonderwoman] 

zuŋer   See main entry: zuŋ1. shave, 'outdoor'. 

zuŋi   See main entry: zuŋ1. shave, 'outdoor'. 

zuŋir   See main entry: zuŋ1. shave, 'outdoor'. 

zuŋŋir   See main entry: zuŋ1. shave, 'outdoor'. 

zuŋur   See main entry: zuŋ1. shave, 'outdoor'. 

zuo-   See main entry: zuor. mountain. 

zuob-   See main entry: zuobțg1. hair (of head). 

zuobid  See main entry: zuobțg1. hair (of head). 

zuobir   Variant: zubir [W]; zu'ubir. Form: zuabid. n. a digging stick, grave-digging tool, sexton's shovel. stick made 

from a rafter, used to dig grave. A-Yǫti-Pț-Wum kuni nǫ zuobir. Mr.Speak-and not-Hear is put to bed with a 

shovel. [Proverb 250] Lit: ... goes home with a digging-stick. Note: cf. Din ka ba ye, "A-yǫti pț wțm tțbtǫǫgir anǫ 

zuobir". [You-Heard?] 

zuobsaansiŋ   n. a comb. Ama yina ka zanl zuobsaansiŋ ka o zuobbanǫ sǤbig ka wa'am la nan saansnǫ pțsțk. 
Ama came out holding a comb and with her long black hair half-combed. [Trouble] InvNinst: saans2. See: saans2. 

zuobțg1   Variant: zuabug; zuobțgǤ. Form: zuobid. Variant: zuabid; zuob-. n. hair (of head). ba an gǤbțs, hali ka ba 

ya'a zaŋ kugiri vǫnligi lǤb ninsaal zuobțg yinne ba pț nyǫsigida 'men who were left-handed, each of whom 
could sling a stone at a hair and not miss.'. [JDG 20:16] Ka ya zuobțg baa yinne kț bǤdigǫ. 'But not a hair of your 
head will perish.'. [LUK 21:18] dinǫ da lidig Birago anǫ o da pțn vuoǫn bipuŋ la zuobid nu'ukukudug sa. what 

surprised Birago was that she had already pulled out a handful of the girl's hair. [Trouble] Li anǫ Yaa zuobid la 

zunnuŋ la It was Yaa's outdooring. [Trouble] Lit: hair-shaving : form should be zuŋŋir [MA].   fț nǤbignǫ hali vǫnl 

ka fț bin'isa lu ka fț zuobid nǤbig 'You grew strong and tall and became a young woman. Your breasts were 
well formed, and your hair had grown'. [EZK 16:7] asǫǫ o pțn zuobid la daba ayǤpǤi la daar, linǫ aan 

amaalim-mǫŋ-nyain dabisir la 'he must shave his head on the day of his cleansing – the seventh day'. [NUM 6:9] 
ban da pțn o la nya'aŋ, o zuobid la da lǫm pin'ili busid the hair on his head began to grow again after it had 
been shaved. [JDG 16:22] Pǫlisim busa la sieba.' On zin'ini naae la ka nyǫ o bipu'a la zuobidi zunnim la When 
she had sat down, she saw that her daughter was dishevelled. [Trouble] Ka Mǫǫri zaŋ tudaari kpaam ... na kpa'ae 

siǫn Yesu nǤba ka nǤk o zuobidi duusi li 'Then Mary took ... a very expensive perfume ..., poured it on Jesus' 
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feet, and wiped them with her hair.'. [JHN 12:3] Ama yina ka zanl zuobsaansiŋ ka o zuobbanǫ sǤbig ka wa'am 

la nan saansnǫ pțsțk. Ama came out holding a comb and with her long black hair half-combed. [Trouble] 
Zuobpielim na pian'ad nǫ ya'am ka ayțma-zu'oya mǫ an baŋir. 'Let age speak, and length of years expound 
wisdom.'. [JOB 32:7] Ba zuobid gǫndignǫ nǫ zuobpielim Their 'hair is sprinkled with gray'. [HOS 7:9] Birago vǫ'ǫg 

o biribiŋ la lǫbis o baba, ... ka yisid sa'abaanlțg o zuobidin. Birago pulled her son close and was picking the 

bits out of his hair. [Trouble] Sim: kǤnbțg1 ‘hair of body, animal/bird fur/feather’. Etym: CG *juu-kupaa . Note: 

"head-fur" see zug1 , kǤnbțg1 See: zug1; kǤnbțg1; zuobțg1. 

zuobțg2   n. respect [n.] Note: idiomatic collocation of zuobțg1.   o zi' ye nid mǤr zuobțg bam banǫ zin' nwa sțțginǫ? he 

didn't know if the person had any respect among those who were sitting there. [Billygoat] NǤǤr anǫ kaanrțg, o zi' 

ye nid mǤr zuobțgǤ. The mouth is a door, it doesn't know that a person needs respect. [Proverb 258] ba țkidi ba 

mǫŋ hali ka zi' ye sǤ' lǫm bǫǫ mǤr zuobțgǤ 'that they are arrogant and conceited'. [ISA 16:6] See: zuobțg1. 

zuobțgǤ  See main entry: zuobțg1. hair (of head). 

zuobțțg   Variant: zuobțțgǤ; zobuu [C]. Form: zuobțțs. n. a rock hyrax. Procavia capensis. Note: some English Bible 

versions use 'rock-badger', 'coney'.   Amaa da Ǥnbi bțnkǤnbid banǫ țgțsid yaama bugusid ka ba tafǫǫd pț buak 

nyain la, nwǫnǫ yțgțm nǫ su'oŋ nǫ zuobțțgǤ 'But no animals may be eaten unless they have divided hoofs and 
also chew the cud. You may not eat camels, rabbits, or rock-badgers.'. [DEU 14:7] Note: this should be used in PRO 

30:26 which refers to the same animal See: bțțg; zuor. 

zuobțțgǤ   See main entry: zuobțțg. rock hyrax. 

zuobțțs   See main entry: zuobțțg. rock hyrax. 

zuod   Variant: zuad; zuos; zuodǫ. Form: zu-3. n. friendship, a fellowship, group of friends. A-na-Baŋi bǫ ka zuod ka' 

yiibǤ. Mr. Will-Know is there and friendship has no departure. [Prov. 104] O yț'țn baŋ dinǫ kǫ ka o pugudib nǫ 

Anane ma zuod la naalim ala la He finally realised why his aunt and Anane's mother had such a close friendship. 

[Trouble] Nimo da kǫt o taali basid ka ba lǫn an zuod. Nimo forgave him and they were friends again. [Trouble] 
Ti mǫ bǤǤd ye ti mǤr kpinnim nǫ zuod nǫ sumalisim nǫ nidib nǫ tǫǫns wțsa dunia nwa ni. We also wish to 
maintain relations and friendship and peace with all peoples and nations in the world. [Constitution] lin yi daakan la, 

ba da lǫn lǫb nǫ maal taaba zuod. from that day on they became friends again. [LUK 23:12] ti pǤǤ tis taaba nǫ 

ZugsǤb la yț'țr ye, ti ye ti anǫ zuod. 'we have sworn friendship with each other in the name of the Lord'. [1SA 

20:42] Da dǤl sțnpǫǫn galisțg sǤb zuodǫ 'Do not make friends with a hot-tempered man'. [PRO 22:24] O da anǫ m 

saam zuanam la yinne, ka o pu'a nǫ m ma da an zusțma. He was one of my father's friends, and his wife was 

a good friend of my mother. [Trouble] See: zua1. 

zuodǫ   See main entry: zuod. group of friends. 

zuokukubig   Variant: zuekukubig. Form: zuokukubis. Variant: zuekukubis. n. a high hill (less than mountain). Sim: zuor 
‘mountain’; kțkțaa, kțkțn. See: zuor. 

zuokukubis   See main entry: zuokukubig. high hill. 

zuol   Form: zuon2. Variant: zuoni. Form: zuolțg. v. 1 • to put sth. on top, load sb. niŋim ku'om dțkkun la zuol 

bugumin la put water in a pot and put it on the fire. [Trouble] daasi'erǫǫ ZugsǤb Siig la nǤk o nǫ keŋ zuol zuor 

zug 'Perhaps the Spirit of the Lord has picked him up and set him down on some mountain'. [2KI 2:16] nid kae na 

nyu'oe fitir, ka pibil nǫ pǫǫgǤ, amaa o na zuoli li si'el zugin 'No one lights a lamp and puts it under a bowl; 
instead he puts it on the lampstand'. [MAT 5:15] anrțŋ la da zuon nǫ Ararat zuor zug. 'the ark came to rest on the 
mountains of Ararat.'. [GEN 8:4] Sim: sțn'țl, sțn'e, pa'al, ziil. 
2 • to settle on, perch (bird does). Dulwauŋ kț zuon mǤǤg zugǤ. Even a thin ground-hornbill bird can't perch on 

a grass-stem. [Proverb 23] Ka o nyǫ Wina'am Siig Kasi ka o sigid na nwǫnǫ dawan nǫ zuon o zugin. 'and he saw 

the Spirit of God coming down like a dove and alighting on him.'. [MAT 3:16] dawan da pț paam zin'ikanǫ ka o 

na zuonǫ, ka gț'țŋi lǫb Noa san'an the dove couldn't get a place to settle, and gave up and came back to Noah. 

[GEN 8:9] 
3 • to blame sb. Note: put blame on sb.    ya ...  mǤǤd ye ya zaŋ dau nwa' ziim zuol tinam zugin. 'you are trying 

to hold us responsible for that man's death.'. [ACT 5:28] pțpielim dim wțsa banǫ ka nidib kț dunia ni la ziim na 

zuoni ya zutin 'on you will fall the guilt of all the innocent blood spilt on the ground'. [MAT 23:35] Sim: zǫrig1. 
See: zuon. 
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zuolțg   See main entry: zuol. load, settle on, blame. 

zuom [W]   See main entry: zțm. clitoris. 

zuon1   Variant: zoon; zuen; zuonǫ. Form: zǤǤnd1. Variant: zuond; zǤǤndi2; zuondi. Form: zuonțg. v. to swirl, wave 

about. Tiis nǫ tutuud banǫ kpi'enǫ suor la ba bǫnǫ zuon. The trees and bushes near the track were threshing 

about. [Trouble] TǤ'ǤtǤ yi'im ka si'el naan sisibig la nya'aŋi zuond wțț nyǤ'Ǥs nǫ viilim tiig la dțt. Suddenly 

something came from behind the lannea tree swirling up around the tree like smoke. [Trouble] Bugum kanǫ ka o 

da nyu'oe la nyǤ'Ǥs da zuondi dǤlis tiis la ka o gǤsid ka li malis o. The smoke of fire he had kindled swirled 

among the trees and he was pleased to see it. [Trouble] 

zuon2   See main entry: zuol. load, settle on, blame. 

zuon3   See main entry: zǤ. run, escape, feel, fear. 

zuond   See main entry: zuon1. swirl. 

zuondi   See main entry: zuon1. swirl. 

zuonǫ   See main entry: zuon1. swirl. 

zuoni   See main entry: zuol. load, settle on, blame. 

zuonțg   See main entry: zuon1. swirl. 

zuor   Variant: zuer; zuorǫ; zuere. Form: zuoya. Variant: zueya; zuaya; zuoyaa. Form: zuo-. Variant: zue-. n. a 

mountain. TǤ, nwadig la nǫǫsim la da naan tiisin nǫǫsim la, li yț'țn kaae nǫ zuor la nya'aŋ. So, the light of 
the moon stayed some time in the light of the trees, and then reached the back of the mountain. [Trouble] Ku'om bas 

mu'ar ka dțt zuor. The water has left the lake and climbed the mountain. [Asaasim Proverb] KǤ'Ǥm ya'a li na ka fț 

pțțr zem wțț binnir, kǤ'Ǥm ya'a gaad fț sam zem wțț zuor. If famine comes and your stomach is like a 

drum, when the famine passes your debt is like a mountain. [Proverb 272] Ti'ebim ka bǫog ka fț dț Sinai Zuor la 

zug na 'Be ready in the morning, and then come up on Mount Sinai.'. [EXO 34:2] (ba) nyǫ Saul nǫ o biis atan' la 

dig Giliboa zuor la zug. 'they found Saul and his three sons lying dead on Mount Gilboa.'. [2SA 31:8] tinam nǫ on 

da la'am bǫ zuor kanǫ an kasi zug la. 'we were with him on the sacred mountain.'. [2PE 1:18] Giliboa zuorǫ, 

mǫligim kț luu fț zugin bǫǫ saa nii 'O mountains of Gilboa, may you have neither dew nor rain'. [2SA 1:21] 
tampiing kanǫ sa nwa'ae li la sa kilim zuori pǫ'ǫl dunia wțsa. 'the rock that struck the statue became a huge 
mountain and filled the whole earth.'. [DAN 2:35] zuoya gbina ni wțsa la'aŋ bugum 'it will  set afire the 
foundations of the mountains'. [DEU 32:22] Zuoya nyǫligid o nǤba teŋir, ka bǤn'Ǥfalis buakid 'The mountains 

melt beneath him and the valleys split apart'. [MIC 1:4] Yǫlbama maannǫ zuaya zut, mu'ad ... ni, nǫ zin'ikanǫ ka 

ku'om a'agid saŋa wusa. This situation happens on top of mountains, at ... lakes, and places where water always 
springs up. [Iodine] Zuoyaa, bǤ ka ya ian'asid wțț pǫraadǫ ... ? 'Why did you skip like rams, you mountains ... ?'. 

[PSA 114:6] Li da anǫ na'anam la'astita'ar zuotita'ar teŋin It was the great meeting of chiefs in the big mountain 

country. [Shoeshine-Boy] Ya maali ya digisa zuotitada zug 'On a high mountaintop you have made your bed'. [ISA 

57:7] Ya yuug zuokaŋa zug hali; li sia'ala ala. 'You have stayed long enough at this mountain.'. [DEU 1:6] 
Colloc: zuorin(i) ‘on/to/from the mountain’. Kuga la'asidnǫ zuorin. Stones gather together on the mountain. 

[Proverb 226 [ = You-Heard?]] ZǤm paae zuorin la, ya'a ka' alaa fț na kpi! 'Flee to the hills or you will be destroyed.'. 

[GEN 19:7] yanam ba'am kugbama Ebal zuorin la 'set up these stones on Mount Ebal'. [DEU 27:4] Ba da naam Hor 

zuorin la dǤl suokanǫ ken Atǫuk Zǫn'ugțn la 'They travelled from Mount Hor along the route to the Red Sea'. 

[NUM 21:4] Faangid la na yi Zion zuorini kena 'The deliverer will come from Zion'. [ROM 11:26] Sim: zuokțkțbig, 

kțkțaa, kțkțn. Birigimi zuoya nǫ kțkțna wțsa ka li sig. 'every mountain and hill (shall be) made low'. [LUK 3:5 

= ISA 40:4] Etym: OV1 *TA ; OVN *ZO-DI/A ; TAN-GA/SI [OVN "rock" TAN- GA/SI , PI-GA/SI]; GS1 
*B¹U²/I ; GS4 *B²A/E ; GSA *pa/pe ; CG *tana, joo. See: zuobțțg; zuokțkțbig. 

zuorǫ   See main entry: zuor. mountain. 

zuos   See main entry: zuod. group of friends. 

zuoya   See main entry: zuor. mountain. 

zuoyaa   See main entry: zuor. mountain. 
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zupaasug   See main entry: zupaasțțg. head [top of]. 

zupaasțțg   Variant: zugpaasțțg; zugpaasoog; zupaasug. n. the top of the head, crown [anat.] Hali o tun'e zi'e ka waaf 

sin'iŋe dțț o nǤba ti keŋ paae o zupaasțțg. He could even sit there while a snake began to get onto his foot 

and climb up to the top of his head. [You-Do?] nintaŋ tțțlțg nwǫ' Jona zupaasțțg, ka o ligi bǤǤd kum 'The sun 
beat down on Jonah's head till he grew faint'. [JON 4:8] (o) kǫ ka sankpangbiriba gban'e Job niŋgbina hali yii o 

nǤba ni paae o zupaasțțg (he) 'afflicted Job with painful sores from the soles of his feet to the top of his head.'. 

[JOB 2:7] Li ya'a bǤǤd ye li wțm baa, fǫn'țg bǫnǫ o zugpaasoog. When it wants to make things hard for a dog, he 

gets a sore on the top of his head. [Proverb 225] See: zug; sțțg3. 

zupib-   See main entry: zupibig. hat. 

zupibig   Variant: zugpibig; zupibigi; zupibug. Form: zupibis. Form: zupib-. n. a hat, crown, helmet. nǤk gum dinǫ an 

bțlț lǤǤ li tabil maanmaan zupibig la tuon 'they fastened a blue cord to it to attach it to the turban'. [EXO 39:31] 
ka faangir aan o kțnt zupibig ka o pidi o zugin 'and the helmet of salvation on his head'. [ISA 59:17] DinzugǤ 

Kusaas baŋim ye banaas nǫ kurlana nǫ zupibis n dț an dap yǫǫdis zaŋi n kennǫ ti malima ni. So the Kusaas 
should realise that smocks, pantaloons, and hats above all are our traditional men's wear. [Asaasim] Note: MA would 

delete n dț  'above all'.    Ka nǤk sǫnbidis la lǤǤ ba sies, ka nǤk zupibis la pili ba. 'put sashes round their waists 
and tie caps on their heads.'. [EXO 29:9] Ba na nǤk zupibpieligi pid ka sǤn kurigimis ka li wțsa an gum fuud. 
'They are to wear linen turbans on their heads and linen undergarments around their waists'. [EZK 44:18] Ka sǫn 

fuwǤk piela banǫ nu'usi wa'am nǫ sǫnbidis nǫ zupibisi tis Aaron biis la 'Make shirts, sashes, and caps for 
Aaron's sons'. [EXO 28:40] Colloc: naam zupibig ‘1) a chiefly hat (locally usually a red fez) : 2) crown (referring to 
other cultures especially in the Bible)’. Fț ...  vǫn'ǫlim o na'am zupibig la dian'adin 'You have ... defiled his 

crown in the dust'. [2) PSA 89:39] o nǤk na'am zupibigi pid o zug 'he set a royal crown on her head'. [2) EST 2:17] ya 

na'am zupibis la, ba na pidigi li ya zutin. 'your glorious crowns will fall from your heads'. [2) JER 13:18] Ba na 

nyǫǫnnǫ o teŋ la zug wțț sanlima nǫ anzurifa na tab na'am zupibigin nǫ. 'They will shine in his land like the 
jewels of a crown.'. [2) ZEC 9:16] kpǫǫmnam pisi nǫ anaasi yǫ fupiela ka pid sanlima zupibisi zin' ba zug. 
'twenty-four elders, robed in white and wearing gold crowns.'. [2) REV 4:4] Sim: zugpilib, bantabig ‘turban’. Note: 

see examples there See: zug1; pibil. 

zupibigi   See main entry: zupibig. hat. 

zupibis  See main entry: zupibig. hat. 

zupibug   See main entry: zupibig. hat. 

zupieŋaa   See main entry: zupieuŋ. bald. 

zupieuŋ   Variant: zupieŋaa. n. bald head. winnig kanǫ bǤǤd liig la kpa'ad o zupieuŋ la ka li nyǫǫn wțț gilaas nǫ. the 

setting sun shone off his bald head like a mirror. [Trouble] Dau sǤ' zug ya'a pie ka o lieb zupiețŋ, o anǫ nyain. 
'When a man has lost his hair and is bald, he is clean.'. [LEV 13:40] Zupieŋaa kem sa! Zupieŋaa kem sa! Go away, 

baldy! Go away baldy! [2KI 2:23] See: zug. 

zupțt   Variant: zupțtti. n.pl. brains. Note: traditionally the physical contents of the skull; under influence of English may come to 

be used by educated people for "intelligence".    O zug da nwa'adnǫ mǤǤdi li widig zupțt la. His head was cut open 

and exposing the brain. [Trouble] Da nuud dankpi'ema bǫǫ taba lǫmisțg bǫǫ li nuubǤ, nǫ'ǫŋanam tun'e kǫ ka 

biig la pu'alim bǫǫ li daam o zupțt. Don't drink spirits or use tobacco to 'chew' or to smoke, they can harm the 
baby or damage its brain. [Womens-Health] bu'osțg la da pțm bǫnǫ o zupțttin the question was already in his 
mind. [Trouble] Colloc: X zupțt tțm1 ‘X is brainy, intelligent, 'uses his/her brains'’. Ba Tika ... la da ǫǫnti zaŋnǫ 

Anane maknǫ bikanǫ siakid yǫlțg ka o zupțt tțm. Their teacher always used Anane as an example of an 
obedient boy who would use his brains. [Trouble] Lit: his brains work. O anǫ bikanǫ zupțtti tțm He was a lad who 
used his brains. [Shoeshine-Boy] See: zug1; pțt. 

zupțtti   See main entry: zupțt. brains. 

zusțŋ   Variant: zusuŋ; zugsțŋ; zugsuŋ; zugsuŋț. n. luck, good fortune, blessedness. zusțŋ si'a ya'a kenna, li sigidnǫ 

o san'an. if any good fortune came, it fell on him. [You-Heard?] Li da anǫ "zusțŋț" tisim nǫ man nyǫt "dizǤra" 

sțŋidi m mǫŋ la. It was "lucky" for me to find "scraps" and be able to help myself. [Shoeshine-Boy] Kpiibig 

zugsțŋ ka biim pǫ'ǫl dțk. Orphan's good luck when the broth fills the pot. [Prov. 66] Jew dim la san'an li da anǫ 
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sumalisim nǫ sumpielim nǫ zusțŋ nǫ girimtita'ari tisi ba. 'For the Jews it was a time of happiness and joy, 

gladness and honour.'. [EST 8:16] La'an nǫ wala m na lǫn kǫ ka Sodom nǫ Samaria dim lǫm paami ba zusțŋ la 

ya'as, ka fț zusțŋ la mǫ na dǤlli ba. 'However, I will restore the fortunes of Sodom and her daughters and of 
Samaria and her daughters, and your fortunes along with them'. [EZK 16:53] O na nyǫ zugsțŋț gaad biis wțsa. 
'Most blessed of sons is Asher'. [DEU 33:24] kǫl ka man onǫ aan fț tțmtțm pu'ak la nyǫ zugsțŋț fț san'an. 
'May your servant find favour in your eyes.'. [1SA 1:18] Colloc: nǫ1 fț/ya1 zusțŋ ‘[greeting of congratulation to 
someone who has survived childbirth, a road journey, &c.]’.  Nǫ fț zusțŋ. ZugsǤb la bǫ nǫf, ka niŋi fț zug 

yǫlsțm. 'Greetings, you who are highly favoured! The Lord is with you.'. [LUK 1:28] Syn: zumalisiŋ; Cpart: zutǤǤg. 
See: zug1; -sțŋ1. 

zusuŋ   See main entry: zusțŋ. blessedness. 

zut   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zuta   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zutǫ   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zute   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zuti   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zutǤǤg   Variant: zutoog [N]; zutǤǤgǤ; zutoogo; zutǤǤgț. n. bad luck, misfortune. fț ya'a zaansim ka bțnkǤbțg kati 

fǤǤ li anǫ zutǤǤg if you dream an animal is chasing you, it is bad luck. [Trouble] ZutǤǤg daan ya'a ziid kpaam 

nwadpieliga, li nyǫligid nǫ. If the unlucky person carries butter [even] in the moonlight it still melts. [Proverb 117] 
Tinam sakur la gaŋnǫ ye na'asaanam ken la na anǫ zutǤǤg. Our school chose (the view) that the coming of the 
Europeans was a misfortune. [Shoeshine-Boy] Nǫ' mǫ ka' gbinnǫ ka mǫ an zutǤǤg. 'This too is meaningless and a 
great misfortune.'. [ECC 2:21] bǤzugǤ m yisi ba zutǤǤg la, ka yisi ba sankpan'asim pțțgin lǫbis na. 'because I 

will restore their fortunes' and bring them back from exile. [JER 32:44] dasaŋa, bǤ ka fț mǤr zutǤǤgț kennǫ ti 

san'an bǫoga na? young man, why have you brought misfortune on us this morning? [AIDS-I] Ba kț namis zaalim 

bǫǫ ba du'a biis ye ba nyǫ zutǤǤgț 'They will not toil in vain or bear children doomed to misfortune'. [ISA 65:23] 
Cpart: zusțŋ, zumalisiŋ. NǤŋgbanwa'ar la pian'azug anǫ:- "Na'asaanamǫ Kǫn Ninsabilis Teŋin La Na, 

Zumalisiŋ Bǫǫ ZutǤǤgǤ?" The topic of the debate was:- "Was the coming of the Europeans to Africa a Blessing or 
a Misfortune?" [Shoeshine-Boy] See: zug1; -tǤǤg2. 

zutǤǤgǤ   See main entry: zutǤǤg. bad luck. 

zutǤǤgț  See main entry: zutǤǤg. bad luck. 

zutoog [N]   See main entry: zutǤǤg. bad luck. 

zutoogo   See main entry: zutǤǤg. bad luck. 

zutti   See main entry: zug1. head, on, because, 'fetish pot'. 

zuwana   See main entry: zuwauŋ1. skull. 

zuwauŋ1   Variant: zugwauŋ; zunwauŋ. Form: zuwana. Variant: zugwana; zunwana. n. a skull. Amaa ban da yi ye ba 

mum o la, ba da pț nyǫ si'ela asǫǫ o zuwauŋ nǫ nǤba nǫ nu'us. 'But when they went out to bury her, they 

found nothing except her skull, her feet and her hands.'. [2KI 9:35] O zug la daa kpǫlimnǫ zunwauŋ ka Mbun pț 

nyǫt o nini sț'țŋaa. His head was reduced to a skull, and Mbun couldn't see his eyes properly. [AIDS-II] li ditnǫ 

Moab gbǫ'og, nǫ banǫ dț'țsidi ba mǫŋ la zunwana. 'it burns the foreheads of Moab, the skulls of the noisy 

boasters.'. [JER 48:45] See: zug1; Zuwauŋ2. 

Zuwauŋ2   Variant: Zunwauŋ; Zugwauŋ. Form: Zunwana. n.pr. Golgotha, 'Skull (Hill)', Calvary. Ka ba mǤr Yesu keŋ 

zin'ikanǫ ka ba buon Golgota, li gbin anǫ zuwauŋ zin'ig. 'They brought Jesus to the place called Golgotha 

(which means The Place of the Skull).'. [MRK 15:22] Ka ban paae zin'ikanǫ ka ba buon ye, “Zuwauŋ la,” ba kpa' 

Yesu tabil dapuudir zug anina 'When they came to the place called “The Skull”, they crucified Jesus there'. [LUK 

23:33] Ka ban paae zin'ikan ka ba buon ye, 'Zugwauŋ la' ba kpa' Yesu n tabil dapuudir zug anina Ka ba 

paae zin'isi'a ka li yț'țr buon Golgota, li gbin anǫ zunwana zin'ig. They came to a place called Golgotha 

(which means The Place of the Skull).'. [MAT 27:33] zin'ikan ka Jew dim buon ye Golgota la, ka li gbin an ye 
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zunwana zin'ig. 'the place of the Skull (which in Aramaic is called Golgotha).'. [JHN 19:17] See: zuwauŋ1. 
zuya   See main entry: zțțr. tail. 

zuyaa   See main entry: zțțr. tail. 

zuziid   See main entry: zuziig. shamefulness. 

zuziig   Variant: zuziigi; zuziiga. Form: zuziid. n. shamefulness. Ayei, m zuanama, da tțmmi dinǫ an zuziiga. 'No, my 

friends, don't be so vile.'. [JDG 19:23] Sim: nyan, zuziid, zufa'asim. o sǤb mǤri nyan nǫ zuziigi kenna. that is a 
person 'who brings shame and disgrace.'. [PRO 19:26] ka nyan mǫ ken nǫ zuziid. 'and with shame comes disgrace.'. 

[PRO 18:3] See: zug1; zuziid. 

zuziiga   See main entry: zuziig. shamefulness. 

zuziigi   See main entry: zuziig. shamefulness. 

zțțd   Variant: zɔɔd; zood; zuud; zțțdǫ; zoode; zțțdi. n. crops, increase, harvest, produce. Mui nǫ kawǫnna nǫ zțțd 

bǫdegț mǫ da bǫ. There were also plentiful crops of maize and rice. [Jealousy] O zțțd ǫǫnti du'anǫ gaad nidib 

pamm bțn His crops produced more than many people's. [You-Heard?] Yțțm sțma ayǤpǤi la saŋa zțțd da maal 

sț'țŋa. 'During the seven years of plenty the land produced abundant crops'. [GEN 41:47] bǤn'Ǥd la mǫ pǫ'ǫl nǫ 

zțțd 'the valleys are full of wheat'. [PSA 65:13] ba nǤk na'arapǤl nǫ zțțd maan linǫ an zǤ'Ǥm baanligi gǫndig 

nǫ kpaam 'Have them take a young bull with its grain offering of fine flour mixed with oil'. [NUM 8:8] Zțțd banǫ 

wțsa ka ba bțd zin'ibama ni kț nyaŋi paam teŋin tiebțg tiim bǫdegț. All the crops they plant in those places 

can't get much iodine. [Iodine] Note: correction by MA : original Zuut ... buut     Nwadig na kpi bțndaar ka ti kuosi 

ti zțțdǫ? 'When will the New Moon be over that we may sell grain'. [AMO 8:5] sǤ' ya'a bun zțțdi pǫ'ǫl bǤto anu, 

yinne anǫ Faaro din 'a fifth of the produce belongs to Pharaoh'. [GEN 47:26] Lit: if someone harvests crops and fills 
five bags, one is Pharaoh's. Colloc: zțțdin ‘in/to/from crops’. NǤpǤǤr na bǫǫ ya zțțdin nǫ ya diibin nǫ ya niigi 

nǫ kǤnbidin. The Lord will curse your corn crops and the food you prepare from them.'. [DEU 28:17] Colloc: zțțd 

maan ‘grain-offering [in the Old Testament]’. Ya ya'a mǤr ki dǫǫnna na ye ya maal zțțd maannǫ tis ZugsǤb 

la, asǫǫ ka ya kiimi li arig kayaama. 'When you bring to the Lord an offering of the first corn harvested, offer 
roasted grain or ground meal.'. [LEV 2:14] 

zțțdǫ   See main entry: zțțd. crops. 

zțțdi   See main entry: zțțd. crops. 

zțțnd   See main entry: zțțng. vulture. 

zțțnf   Variant: zuunf [N]. Form: zțn'țni. Variant: zun'uni; zțn'unii; zun'unii. n. dawadawa-seeds, (ball of) dawadawa 

seasoning, 'African Maggi'. Na'aziinr ya'a tu'as duan o ku wal zțn'țnii. Just because an acacia tree is like a 
dawadawa, it won't produce dawadawa seeds. [Proverb 036] Sim: kpalțg1. Etym: OV1 *Z²ON ; OVN *KPAL-GU, 
ZUN-FU/I ; vc2 *co. 

zțțng   Variant: zuug. Form: zțțnd. Variant: zuund.  Note: -uu- forms in LEV 11:13, DEU 14:12, MIC 1:16, HAB 1:8 
Variant: zuundi; zuuns. n. vulture. Ni'imbama ka ya kisi ba Ǥnbir: Abaar nǫ zuung ... 'you are to detest and not 
eat because they are detestable: the eagle, the vulture ... '. [LEV 11:13] Maalimi ya zut wțț zuung zug nǫ 'make 
yourselves as bald as the vulture'. [MIC 1:16] M ba' kum daare ka zuund diim bǫǫnri Zuwalug-goooo On the day 
of my father's death the vultures must eat gruel at Zuwalug. [Asaasim] Ka zțțnd da sig na ye ba di ni'im la 
'Vultures came down on the bodies'. [GEN 15:11] Zin'ikan wțsa ka ni'im pǤn'Ǥsir bǫ la, zin'ikan la ka zțțnd mǫ 

na la'as taaba. Where there is a dead body, there the vultures will gather. [LUK 17:37] Ba ian'adnǫ nwǫnǫ zuundi 

ieed ni'im nǫ. 'They fly like a vulture swooping to devour'. [HAB 1:8] Etym: OV1 *YOB ; OVN 
*ZU-GA/SI~GU/TI . 

zțțr   Variant: zuur; zu'ur [W]; zțțri. Form: zțya. Variant: zuya; zțyaa; zuyaa. Form: zț-. Variant: zu-. n. a tail. Bțŋ 

ya'a firidaa ba nwaadnǫ zțțr. If a donkey sinks into the ground they cut off its tail. [Proverb 171] Bi'el bi'el ka ba 

gban'ad nwaaŋ zțțr. 'Softly, softly catchee monkey.'. [Proverb 161] Lit: Small small and they catch the monkey's 
tail.. On da si'iŋe mǫn zțțr la ka Adu pțn baŋ ye o bǫnǫ yǫllin. When it started to wave its tail Adu knew he 

was in trouble. [Trouble] Ka wǫbaa la zi'en mǫn ka mǫn zțțr. And the leopard also stopped and waved its tail. 

[Trouble] “NǤkimi fț nu'ugi gban'e o zțțr!” Ka Moses gban'e waaf la zțțr '“Reach out your hand and take it by 
the tail.” So Moses reached out and took hold of the snake' s tail. [EXO 4:4] Ka nwadbibis pțdig zin'is atan' ka 
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bțnyua la țk o zțțri da'ae pțdigir yinne yis saŋgbauŋin bas dunia ni na. 'His tail swept a third of the stars 

out of the sky and flung them to the earth.'. [REV 12:4] Ba pian'ad niigi ka fț pian'ad zuya. They talk of cows and 

you talk of tails. [Proverb 153] O da zaŋ bugum vian'as mǤǤd la bțnkǤnbid la zțya ni He set fire all through the 

bush with the wild animals' tails. [JDG 15:5] Ba pț gban'ad na'araada ayi zuyaa. They don't catch two bulls by the 

tail. [Proverb 145] o na kǫ ka ya an zut ka ka' zțyaa. 'The Lord will make you the head, not the tail.'. [DEU 28:13] 
Zuwɔk daan pț gaŋid bugum. The person with a long-tail does not jump over the fire. [Proverb 054] Etym: OV1 
*Z²U ; OVN *ZU-DI/A ; vc1 * ɗyʋɗ ; CG *juu(/d) ; PB *ce. 

zțțri   See main entry: zțțr. tail. 

zuu   See main entry: zu1. steal. 

zuub   See main entry: zu1. steal. 

zuud   See main entry: zu1. steal. 

zuud   See main entry: zțțd. crops. 

zuuda   See main entry: zu1. steal. 

zuudi   See main entry: zu1. steal. 

zuug   See main entry: zțțng. vulture. 

zuun   See main entry: zu1. steal. 

zuund   See main entry: zțțng. vulture. 

zuundi  See main entry: zțțng. vulture. 

zuunf [N]   See main entry: zțțnf. dawadawa seasoning. 

zuuns   See main entry: zțțng. vulture. 

zuur   See main entry: zțțr. tail. 
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A  -  a 

aardvark   n. teŋinbțŋ 

abandon sb., to ~   v. kǫǫs2 

abate, lower, duck down   v. sik 

abdomen   n. san'aŋ 

able [to be ~]   v. nyaŋ1 

v. tun'e 

abomination, perversion   n. tuugir 

abound, be plenty (to ~ )   v. buk3 

about (say/think ~)   n. yǫl2 

about to (be ~ ~ ), nearly ... (to ~ )   v. yǤe 

about to, nearly, in danger of ...   ptc. ye1 

about, approximately   ptc. wțț 

above, up in the sky   loc. saagǤl 

above, up, upwards   adv. agǤl 

absent (to be ~)   v. ka'1 

absolutely, utterly, flatly   adv. fian'a 

abstain from, taboo (to ~ )   v. kis1 

abstain from/stop doing something (to ~ )  

 v. kǫ 

abundance   n. pǤn'2 

abundance, plenty   n. tigir1 

abundance, to be in ~  v. pțn' 

abundantly (flowing ~ )   id. bǤr-bǤr 

abuse [n.]   n. tț'țd1 

abuse, insult (to ~ )   v. tț' 

abuse, insult/s   n. siaa2 

abuse, to   n. kǤlțg2 

abusive, abused, object of abuse   adj. -tț'țdir 

acacia tree   n. na'aziinr1 

accept (a fact, opinion - not accept a gift), 

agree, allow (to ~ )   v. siak1 

accept (fact, message or procedure)   v. di'e 

v. di'es 

accept, 'collect' [Gh.], receive 'get' [Gh.] (to ~ )  

 v. di'e 

accident, injury, problem   n. dǫ'ǫŋ2 

accident, traffic ~   n. sapu'ad 

accidentally, to do sth. ~   v. pansig3 

accompany, escort, 'lead' [Gh.]   v. biel2 

accompany, follow (= be a follower of), 'move 

with' [Gh.] (to ~ )   v. dǤl 

accompany, take sb. along (to ~ )   v. pi'e1 

accuse sb. of witchcraft, of being a witch, to 

~   v. sǤǤns 

accuse, betray (to ~ )   v. gbi'1 

accuse, find fault with sb. (to ~ )  v. fiie 

accuse, testify against, condemn sb. (to ~ )  

 v. gǫǫns2 

accuser, traitor   n. teŋgbi'id 

accustomed, used to (to be ~)   v. miilim 

ackee-apple tree   n. kpisig 

acquaintance  n. nimmi'id 

acre   n. eka 

act, behave (to ~ )   v. niŋ1 

add on, extend, postpone (to ~ )   v. tțgis 

add, be in addition (to ~ )  v. pa' 

add, give in addition (to ~ )   v. paas 
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add, increase, do ... in addition (to ~ )   v. pǫ'ǫs1 

addition (do in ~ ), increase, add (to ~ )  

 v. pǫ'ǫs1 

addition, be, do sth. in ~   v. paas 

addled (egg)   n. ku'a 

adequate, good enough for, ready for (to be 

~ )   v. siak2 

adhere, stick, fasten (to ~ )   v. tabil 

adhesive, gum, glue   n. titabir 

adjudge, calculate, settle accounts (to ~ )  

 v. gǫlig 

adjudge, settle accounts, calculate, be sure (to 

~ )   v. gǫlig 

admire, be impressed (to ~ )   v. kpian'as2 

admire, respect, appreciate (to ~ )   v. nan3 

adorn   v. duor2 

adorn sth., be adorned (to ~ )   v. nak1 

adulteress, prostitute   n. pu'agǤǤndir 

adulterous man, rapist   n. pu'asan'amid 

adultery (commit ~ ), fornicate, engage in 

prostitution (to ~ )   n. yuo 

adultery, fornication, sexual immorality (of 

men)   n. pu'asan'auŋ 

adultery, fornication, sexual immorality (of 

women)   n. dausan'auŋ 

adultery, prostitution   n. pu'agǤǤnd1 

n. pu'agǤǤndim 

adversary, opponent   n. zabdintaa 

advice, counsel   n. sǤǤra 

advise, rebuke, teach (to ~ )   v. sa'al1 

advisor, counsellor   n. sa'ansa'an 

adze, axe   n. lieŋ 

aeroplane, plane, 'airplane' [Am.]  

 n. na'asaasilțg 

affect, apply to sb. (to ~ )   v. dǤl 

afflict, cause to suffer (to ~ )   v. namis1 

afflict, tire (to ~ )   v. wțm2 

afflicted (to be ~ ), suffer (to ~ )   v. namis1 

affliction   n. namisțg2 

Africa   n.pr. Afirika 

African, 'black' person   n. ninsabilig 

after (place), behind   n. nya'aŋ3 

after (time), later  n. nya'aŋ3 

afternoon   tmp. winkǤǤr 

afternoon (late  ~ ), evening   n. zaam 

n. zaamnǤǤr 

afterwards, finally, then  adv. nyaan 

again   ptc. ya'an2 

adv. ya'as1 

again (do ~ ), increase, repeat (to ~ )  

 v. maligim 

again (to do ~), repeat (to ~ )   v. lǫb1 

again, still, also   ptc. lǫn 

against sb., to sb.'s harm (to do sth. ~ )   v. tis 

v. tis 

against/beside sth. (to be ~ )   n. lab 

agama lizard   n. atiwindaug 

agama, lizard [sp.]   n. abangia 

agate   n. agat 

agnate, person having the same ancestor  

 n. yabilig 

agree (to a proposal), accept (a fact, opinion - 

not accept a gift), allow (to ~ )  

 v. siak1 

agreement, unity   v. nǤǤr yinne 

ah!   excl. aa 

ǫnhǫǫn 

aha!   excl. ahaa 

AIDS, HIV-AIDS disease   n. EES 

aim (a weapon)   v. ǤǤn1 

aim, eye sb. (to ~ )   v. gbǫǫn2 

aim, poise to throw (to ~ )   v. nak2 [N] 

aimlessly, in vain   adv. yǤǤgț 

air   n. pǫbisim 

akpeteshie, liquor, alcohol   n. bǫsi1 

Alaamisi   n. Alaamisi 

alabaster   n. alabasta 

alas!   excl. abaa 

excl. mbaye 
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excl. sia-sia 

alas!, woe!   excl. oi 

alas!, wow!, no way!, by no means!   excl. wai2 

alcohol, liquor, akpeteshie   n. bǫsi1 

alien   adj. -zțŋ 

alien, strange   adj. -saaŋ 

alive (be ~ ), be there, be, exist in (to ~ )   v. bǫ1 

alive (be ~ ), live (to ~ )   v. vțe 

alive (stay ~ ), resurrect, come to life (to ~ )  

 v. vț'țg 

alive, living   n. -vțr 

all   qnt. gil2 [N] 

qnt. woo2 

qnt. wțsa 

qnt. zan'1 

qnt. zan'asa 

all the time until ...   id. tat-tat 

all, only   adv. zaŋ-zaŋ 

allow, agree (to a proposal), accept (a fact, 

opinion - not accept a gift) (to ~ )  

 v. siak1 

allow/cause (sb. to do sth.) (to ~ )   v. kǫ 

almost do ...  v. nwaas2 

aloes   n. aloes 

aloneness   n. gțllim 

aloneness, only   n. kǤn' 

alongside (to make something run ~ )   v. dǫn'ǫl 

already   ptc. pțn2 

adv. sa1 

already (to have done sth. ~ )   v. ta'am1 

already, to have done sth. ~   v. ta'al2 

also used for the (back) wheel of a vehicle  

 n. kpǫr 

also, as for   adv. mǫ1 

also, as well as, although, in spite of   v. la'am 

also, even   ptc. gba 

also, indeed, for ... part   ptc. mǫn1 

also, still, again   ptc. lǫn 

alter course, turn, turn round (to ~ )   v. fǫnd 

v. fǫndig 

alternate, to ~   v. lțțm 

although, as well as, also, in spite of   v. la'am 

amaze, marvel, astonish (to ~ )   v. lidig1 

ambassador, apostle   n. tțmtțm2 

ambassador, deputy, representative   n. biig 

Amen   disc. ami 

America, Europe, Britain, 'White-Man's 

Country'   loc. na'asaateŋ 

amethyst   n. ametis 

amputate  v. fi'is 

amputate, cut off (to ~ )   v. fi'ig 

amulet, talisman   n. sanbir 

amuse ( ~ a child), deceive, cajole, be a 

nursemaid (to ~ )   v. yuol 

analyse, figure sth. out (to ~ )   v. wǫlis 

ancestor, forefather, patriarch   n. yaayalinyak 

ancestor, ghost, dead person, corpse  

 n. kpi'im1 

ancestor/s, grandparent/s   n. yaab 

ancestral spirit, shrine   n. ba'ar 

anchor, peg, tent-peg, handle, loom 'beater'  

 n. kpa'ar1 

ancient days   n.pl. yțțmpțkțdțg 

and   cj. ka1 

and, with   cj. nǫ1 

angel   n. maliak1 

anger   n. sțnduor 

n. sțnpǫǫn 

n. sțțnr1 

anger, resentment   n. ǫndțg 

angle, joint   n. dutir 

angry (to be ~ )   v. pǫlig 

angry [to be ~]   v. gǫn' 

angry, belligerent (to be ~ )   v. gǫn'ǫs 

animal   n. bțnkǤnbțg 

animal-fodder, 'hay'   n. yam1 [SD] 

animal-room, stable   n. zǤŋ 

ankle, heel   n. nǤbkpansinkpan'ar 
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announce, proclaim, preach (to ~ )   v. mǤǤl 

announcer, proclaimer, town-crier  

 n. labamǤǤn 

annoy, worry sb. (to ~ )   v. tuk3 

anoint   v. suoǫn 

v. walig1 

anointing-oil, perfumed oil, ointment  

 n. kpasǤǤndim 

anointing-stuff, oil, pomade  n. bțnsǤǤndir 

answer [n.]   n. lǫbisțg1 

answer, respond to a call (to ~ )   v. siak1 

answer, response   n. gandisțg 

answer, to ~   v. lǫb1 

v. lǫbig2 

v. lǫbis1 

ant [sp.]   n. bțmbu'ariŋ 

n. gțog 

n. salinsa' 

antelope [sp.]   n. dǤmir 

n. gbǫog2 

n. kǤǤng1 

n. mǤlif 

n. nyak [C] 

n. walig2 

n. zabir2 

antelope [sp]  n. sibig1 [C] 

antelope [sp], bushbuck   n. sakpanlțŋ2 

antelope [type   n. isig2 

anthrax   n. tǤǤndir 

anticipate, do sth. first or before, precede  

 v. dǫŋ1 

v. dǫŋim1 

anus   n. gbinvǤǤnr 

anvil   n. sataŋ 

anxious to do sth., to be ~  v. kțr 

any, none, some   adj. -si'a 

any, some   adj.indef. -si'en 

any, some ([with neg.] none) [pl.]   indef.pl. sieba 

anyone, someone, everyone, noone   indef. sǤ' 

anyone/no one at all, someone, whoever  

 indef. sǤ'ǤsǤ' 

anything, nothing, something, everything  

 indef. si'el 

anywhere, somewhere, nowhere   indef. si'el 

apart from, except, 'unless' [Gh.]   ptc. asǫǫ 

apart from, separate, different (to be ~)   v. kǫ 

apart, separate, different  id. gțn-gțn 

apart/open (to force sth. ~)   v. wǫ'ǫg 

apostle, ambassador   n. tțmtțm2 

appear, look like (to ~ )   v. nyǫ 

appear, to ~  v. niel 

appear, wake, shine, reveal (to ~ )   v. nie1 

appearance of sth./sb. (unexpected, sudden  

~ )   id. zumm 

appearance, colour, colour (of complexion)  

 n. nwǫnnim 

appearing suddenly   id. lae 

apple   n. apțl 

apply (mascara), to ~   v. kir2 

apply sth. to sth., put in, put down, serve out 

(to ~ )   v. niŋ1 

appointed/due time  n.tmp. a-daar-paaeya 

appreciate, respect, admire (to ~ )   v. nan3 

apprehensive, uneasy (to be ~ )   v. yțn 

approach (to ~ )   v. pǤnr1 

approach old age, to ~   v. fǫǫg 

approach, be near (to ~ )   v. li'el 

approach, bring sth. near (to ~ )   v. tu'ae 

approach, come near [to ~]   v. mir1 

appropriateness   n. narim 

approximately, about   ptc. wțț 

arbitrator, intermediary   n. yǫlmaan 

archer   n. tiratǤǤnd 

area, 'side' [Gh.]   n. babir 

argue, quarrel (to ~ )   v. nwa'as1 

argument   n. nǤŋgbannwa'ar 

arm, hand, power   n. nu'ug 

arm, wing, fin   n. kpțkpauŋ 

arm–ring   n. nu'ubaŋ 



around (to go/be ~) axle 
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around (to go/be ~)   v. gilig 

around (to go/roam ~)   v. gil1 

around, round   id. gbiliga 

arrange in a cross pattern   v. pu2 

arranged in groups   id. gumm-gumm 

arrive at reach (to ~ )   v. paae 

arrogance   n. nintț'țsim 

arrogant, proud, scornful person   n. nintț'țs 

arrow, awl, spike   n. piim1 

as far as, until, to the extent that, even  

 ptc. hali 

as for ... [singling out a mentioned 

participant]   ptc. dee 

as for, also   adv. mǫ1 

as it, when it ['it' in a dependent clause]  

 pn. din2 

as s/he, when s/he   pn. on2 

as they, when they   pn. ban1 

as well as, also, although, in spite of   v. la'am 

as, because, what if ... ?, what about ... ?  

 cj. ka1 

as, like   cj. nǫ2 

ptc. wțț 

ascend, climb, mount, go up (to ~ )   v. dț 

ash   n. tampǫligim 

Ashanti person   n.pr. Kambțŋ 

aside, beside   loc. kpǫŋ2 

aside, to push sth. ~   v. tǫnrig2 

ask (a question)   v. bu'os1 

ask sb. for/to, beg, plead (to ~ )  v. bǫlim1 

askew   id. fiii 

assemble, crowd (to ~ )   v. tiinsim 

Assembly   n. asambile 

assertive, to be ~   v. wisig 

association, common life   n. la'auŋ 

astonish   v. nyalim1 

astonish, marvel, amaze (to ~ )   v. lidig1 

astray [lead sb. ~]   v. bǤdis 

at all [emphasising a negative]   ptc. gǫǫ 

at all!, indeed!   excl. wae1 

at first, earlier   adv. dǫn'ǫr1 

at once   adv. yim1 

at once, once   adv. yimmț 

at, in, from, for, with   ptc. ni1 

athlete   n. zǤtzǤt 

athletics, physical exercise   n. niŋwisigir 

attach to, to ~   v. tab1 

attach, join things (to ~ )   v. tug 

attack sb., to ~  v. gi' 

attack suddenly   v. bțțg2 

attack, besiege [to ~]   v. lud 

attack, rush at (to ~ )   v. lǤb 

attempt [n.]  n. mǤǤr 

attempt, try, strive to ~ (to ~ )  v. mak1 

attention (pay ~ ), listen (to ~ )   v. kǫlig 

attention, concern   n. ba'a2 

audience, crowd   n. wțrțg 

aunt   n. mapit 

aunt, father's sister   n. pugidib 

aunt, 'junior mother' [Gh.], mother's younger 

sister  n. mabil 

authority, 'kingdom'   n. sț'țlim 

authority, power   n. ya'a3 

available (not be  ~ ), not exist, non-existent 

(be ~ ) (to ~ )   v. ka'1 

avocado  n. paya 

avoid, evade, escape (to ~ )   v. pǤns2 

avoid, turn aside, divert sb./sth.   v. lu'as 

avoid, turn aside, divert sb./sth. (to ~ )   v. luak 

awake (be ~ ), stay awake (to ~ )   v. nǫi 

away sth., throw away, dispose of (to ~ )  

 v. bas 

awe, fear, reverence   n. zǤtim 

awl, piercing-tool   n. vțțndiŋ 

awl, spike, arrow   n. piim1 

axe   n. zǫnnir 

axe, adze   n. lieŋ 

axle   n. nǤtin 
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B  -  b 

babble, burble, talk at length and pointlessly  

 v. barim 

babble, to ~   bǫbil 

baboon   n. kpandir 

baby   n. bilia 

baby, child, young of an animal   n. biig 

babysitter, childminder, nurse   n. biyuol 

bachelor, widower, single man   n. dakǤǤnr2 

back (anatomical), back part of person or 

thing   n. nya'aŋ3 

back (go ~ ), return (to ~ )   v. lǫbig2 

back (lower  ~ ),'waist' [Gh.], lumbar region  

 n. siaa1 

back (of body)   n. kudug 

back (to give/put ~ ), return sth. (to ~ )  

 v. lǫbis1 

back leg of four-footed animals, upper-leg, 

thigh   n. gbǫr 

back sb. up   v. kpǫn'2 

backbite, be jealous (to ~ )   v. nyuul 

backwards   adv. azampǫ'ǫl 

n. nya'aŋ3 

backwards, topsy-turvey, inside-out, in reverse 

of normal   adv. tutula 

bacteria, infective micro-organism, virus  

 n. zțnzțnr 

bad   adj. -bǫ'og2 

bad luck, misfortune   n. zutǤǤg 

bad, to be ~   v. bi'e1 

bad, to make sth. ~   v. bǫǫm 

badly   adv. bǫ'ǫd1 

badness, evil, bad things  n. bǫ'ǫd3 

bag   n. buorig 

n. kǤlțg1 

bag [n.]   n. tapak 

bag, 200 old cedis  n. yǤlțg1 

bags, baskets   n.pl. gǤna1 

bail out (water)   v. ka2 

bait or set a trap, trap (to ~ )   v. bǫnd 

bake sth. (to ~ )   v. sǫn'ǫl 

bake, broil, grill, roast (to ~ )   v. sǫn' 

bald   adj. -kǤǤng2 

adj. -pieŋ 

bald head   n. zupieuŋ 

bald, to be ~   v. kǤn3 

bald, totally ~  id. kǤǤndkǤǤndi 

ball sth., form into balls (to ~ )   v. bigim 

ball, (game of) football, 'ball' [Gh.]   n. bǤǤl 

balls (to make ~ ) ( e.g.  of mud for building)  

 v. pig1 

bambara beans   n. sumpielig 

n. sunkpila 

banana   n. koodu 

bank [money]   n. banki 

bank/edge of a river/waterhole   n. kǤlnǤǤr 

baobab pod  n. tǫ'ug 

baobab tree   n. tǫ'ǫg1 

baptise, baptized (be), bathe (to ~ )   v. sț1 

bar (drinking-), pub   n. dan^yir 

bar, chop-bar   n. baa4 

barber, circumciser   n. wanzam 

bare-bottomed   adv. gbinfuma 

barefoot   adv. nǤbteŋ 

bark (of tree)   n. dapauk 

bark (woof, woof! [sound of dog barking])  

 id. paǫn-paǫn 

bark of a tree, scale of  fish, husk  n. pauk 

bark [to ~]   v. wǫs 

bark, to ~   v. wǫ'ǫs 

barren area, wilderness, desert   n. pipirig 

barrier, restraining force   n. gu'ur 

barrier, ridge  n. laŋgindaa 
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bars to fasten gates   n.pl. dapirida 

base, bottom, lower part of sth.   n. gbin1 

basin, bowl (large)   n. si'iuŋ1 

basket   n. pǫog 

basket, hamper   n. kțsǤk 

baskets, bags   n.pl. gǤna1 

bastard   n. tampiinr [W] 

bat (small)  n. zinzaŋkpigǤbțg 

bath place   n. tansǤǤng 

bathe, baptise, be baptized (to ~ )  v. sț1 

bathroom   n. sțțsig 

bathwater   n. ku'osțțdim 

battery (electric ~ )   n. batiri 

battle, war   n. tanp1 

battlefield   n. zabbǤn'Ǥg 

bauhinia, tree [sp.]   ba'an2 [W] 

Bawku   n.pr. BǤk2 

be awake, stay awake (to ~ )   v. nǫi 

be many, much (to ~ )   v. zu'oe 

be there, be, be alive, exist in (to ~ )   v. bǫ1 

be tough   n. ziank3 

be tough, to ~   v. zian'as 

be, become (to ~ )   v. niŋ1 

be, to ~   v. an 

beak (of bird)   n. nǤǤr1 

beancakes   n.pl. kamisa 

beans, beanleaves   n. bǫŋir1 

beans, cowpeas   n.pl. tuya 

beard [n.]   n. tieŋ 

bearer of equipment   n. la'aziid 

beat (opponent), win, score (in game) (to ~ )  

 v. di1 

beat (with a swishing motion), brush sth. off (to 

~ )   v. kpa'as1 

beat wildly, pound, palpitate (as, the heart) (to 

~ )   v. bǤŋim 

beat [heart does], pound sth. (to ~ )   v. tua 

beat, mix   v. bu 

beat, thresh (to ~ )   v. bț' 

beatable, person/thing to be beaten  

 adj. -bț'țdir1 

beater   n. sampam 

beautiful (to be ~ )   v. vǫnl 

beautiful, nice   adj. -vǫnliŋ 

beauty   n. vǫnlim 

because   int. bǤzugǤ 

because of   n. zug1 

because, as, what if ... ?, what about ... ?  

 cj. ka1 

beckon, wink, blink   v. amis 

become, be (to ~ )   v. niŋ1 

become, cause to become, turn sth. into sth. (to 

~ )   v. lǫbig1 

become, change into ... (to ~ )   v. kilim 

become, to ~   v. lieb1 

bed   n. gadțg 

bed, lair, sleeping-place   n. digisig 

bedroom   n. dǤ^gbǫǫndig 

bee   n. siing 

beeswax   n. sinbi'en 

before   id. fas 

before (to do sth./be ~), anticipate, precede  

 v. dǫŋ1 

v. dǫŋim1 

before, 'ever' [Gh.], to have experienced doing 

something  v. mi'1 

before, front   n. tuon 

beg, plead, ask sb. for/to (to ~ )  v. bǫlim1 

beg, request, pray for (to ~ )   v. sǤs 

beget, give birth, 'bring forth' [Gh.],be born (to 

~ )   v. du'a1 

begin, do sth. first/early/promptly (to ~ )  

 v. kiib1 

begin, to ~   v. pin'il 

v. si'iŋ 

beginning   n. pin'ilțg1 

begrudge sth. to sb.   v. sum 

behave, act (to ~ )   v. niŋ1 

behaviour, misbehaviour   n. itțŋ1 
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behind the house   n. yampțn 

behind, after (place)   n. nya'aŋ3 

behind, beyond   n. nya'aŋ3 

believe, think   v. mi'1 

believer   n. siakid1 

belittle   v. pǤ'Ǥg1 

bell   n. lțmmir 

belligerence   n. zabtaasim 

belligerent person   n. zabbǤǤd 

belligerent, easily made angry (to be ~ )  

 v. gǫn'ǫs 

bellows (of a forge)   n. zuglaa 

belly, stomach   n. pțțr1 

beloved   adj. -nǤŋir2 

beloved, lover [address term], loving [v.n.]  

 n. nǤŋir1 

below, beneath, under, lower   loc. teŋir 

belt up, tighten (to ~ )   v. sǫnb 

belt, girdle   n. sǫnbidiŋ 

n. sialǤǤdiŋ 

bend down, bow down   v. su'un 

bend down, stoop (to ~ )   v. gbǫlis 

bend down, to ~   v. ku'un 

bend sth., be twisted (to ~ )   v. pǤnd 

bend, be crooked (to ~ )   v. gǤŋ 

bend, curve (to ~ )   v. gǤnlig 

bend, draw (a bow for shooting)   v. gțd 

beneath, lower, under, below   loc. teŋir 

bent, curved, crooked   adj. -gǤnlțŋ3 

beryl   n. bǫril 

beside (to put sth. ~ sth.), bring sth. near  

 v. labil 

beside sth., to be ~   v. kpi'el 

beside, against sth. (to be ~ )   n. lab 

beside, aside   loc. kpǫŋ2 

beside, outside, edge, corner   adv. kpikpǫŋ 

besiege, attack [to ~]   v. lud 

bestride, straddle, sit across the top of sth. (to 

~ )   v. gam2 

betray by falsehood or deceit, slander (to ~ )  

 v. yǫǫs1 

betray, accuse (to ~ )   v. gbi'1 

betray, cheat, deceive, entrap (to ~ )   v. zam1 

betrayal, murder   n. tugla1 

betrayal, treachery   n. teŋgbi'idim 

betrothed, engaged woman   n. pu'a-ǫliŋ 

better, to be ~ (than ...)   v. sǤn'oe 

between, middle   n. sțțg3 

loc. teŋsțk 

beware lest ... !, don't ... !   v. mid 

beware of, careful [to be ~]   v. baŋ1 

beyond (be ~ ), extend, pass, exceed, be too 

much for (to ~ )   v. tțțg 

beyond, behind   n. nya'aŋ3 

beyond, on the other side   adv. lǤm1 

bier   n. sǤnduor 

big   adj. -daug2 

adj. -mugur2 

adj. -tita'ar 

adj. -tita'ug 

big toe   n. nǤbraug 

big [to be ~]   v. bǫdim1 

big, fat   id. bǫderi 

bigness, size, being large   n. bǫdim2 

billow, billow over (to ~ )   v. kpand 

billows out (smoke does)   v. kpan'al1 

billygoat, male goat   n. bțraug 

billygoat, young   n. bțribig 

bird (any) that eats fish   n. ziiŋyaadiŋ 

bird of ill-omen, 'hostile bird'   n. niimbia 

bird [general term]   n. niiŋ1 

bird [sp.]   n. alakim 

n. daalțŋ 

n. dulug 

n. tiliilțŋ 

n. wibug 

bird [sp.], bustard   n. bantikarțg 

bird [sp.], 'eagle'   n. abaar 
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bird [sp.], heron   n. yaadiŋ 

bird-trap, snare   n. sțlțg1 

birth   n. du'am1 

birth-   adj. du'adig 

birth [to give ~], 'bring forth' [Gh.], beget, be 

born (to ~ )   v. du'a1 

birth-attend (to ~ )   v. du'as 

birth-canal   n. du'asțŋ 

birthplace, hometown   n. tendu'adig 

bit (for horse)   n. garig 

bite   v. dum1 

bitter   adj. -tǤǤg2 

bitter (very ~ )   id. lak-lak 

bitter, to be ~   v. tǤi 

bitterly, sharply   v. buki1 

bitterness (emotional ~ )   n. sțntǤǤg 

bitterness, poison   n. tǤǤg1 

black   adj. -sabil 

adj. -sabilim1 

black, dark (to be/become )   v. sabig 

black, dark blue, dark green   adj. -sabilig 

black, to be/become ~   v. sǤbig 

black-ant, black-ant hill   n. gțțnr 

blackness, the black/dark part   n. sabilim2 

bladder  n. dț'țnsuug 

blame (to ~ )   v. zuol 

blame, criticise, take offence (to ~ )   v. zǫrig1 

blame, criticism   n. zǫrigir1 

blame, put the fault on, 'frame' sb.   v. mǫǫs 

blench, have the face go pale (to ~ )   v. nwǫǫg2 

bless, curse, swear, promise   v. kaanb1 

blessedness, fortune, good luck   n. zusțŋ 

blessing   n. bareka 

n. nǤsțŋ 

n. yǫlsțm 

blessing, oath, curse   n. kaanb2 

blight (crop-disease)   n. wauŋ 

blind (to be ~ ), blind sb. (to ~ )   v. zu'om2 

blind person   n. zțnzǤŋ 

n. zu'om1 

blindness   n. zțnzǤnnim 

n. zu'omis1 

blink [n.]   n. aŋir 

blink, to ~   v. aŋ1 

blink, wink, beckon   v. amis 

bloated, (to be ~ )   v. pid2 [N] 

block off, caulk, plug (to ~ )   v. bi'e2 

block [a hole], stop one's ears, cover sth. (to 

~ )   v. ǫnd1 

block, obstruct sth., blocked (be ~ ) (to ~ )  

 v. li'2 

block, trip sb. (to ~ )   gǫnd 

v. gǫndig2 

block/s, brick/s   n. birikiisi 

blockage, material forming a block, caulking, 

stopping   n. bi'en1 

blocks   n.pl. bilǤknam 

blood   n. ziim 

blood (flow of ~ after giving birth)   n. ku'od 

bloodguilt, danger  n. tuk1 

blossom, flower (to ~ )   v. pidig2 

blossom, to ~   v. pu1 

blow (fire), to ~   v. fțțs2 

blow (wind does)   v. da'ae 

v. gțnbil 

v. lǤb 

blow from a cane/whip, 'stripe'   n. sisanbig 

blow from a whip, 'stripe'  n. kpa'asir 

blow sth. away, about, to ~   v. kanlig 

blow sth. [to ~]   v. pieb1 

blow the nose, to ~   v. fǫǫns 

blow with bellows, to ~   v. zug2 [N] 

blow [wind], to ~   v. pǫbis1 

blow, blast   v. lǤbig 

blow/knock on the head   n. kǤnsinkǤn'Ǥr 

blown (by the wind), to be ~   v. kaan2 

blue   adj. bțlț 

blue (dark), dark green, black   adj. -sabilig 
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blunt [to become ~]   v. gbi'ilim 

boast, 'bluff' [Gh.], brag [Am.] (to ~ )   v. fțțd 

boat   n. anrțŋ1 

body   n. niŋ2 

n. niŋgbiŋ 

bog down, sink in (to ~ )   v. fir 

v. vǤnr 

v. vǤnrig 

boil, boil up (liquid does)   v. lǫ'2 

v. lǫ'ǫg 

boil, to ~   v. kǤd 

boil, whitlow   n. natiŋkpi'eŋ 

boiled/steamed yam-slices   n.pl. busir 

boils, swellings   n. bțmmǤtir 

boldly, confidently   adv. nyǫǫsiŋa 

bolt, latch, fastener, hinge   n. tabidiŋ 

bomb, grenade   n. bǤmp 

bone   n. kǤnbir 

bone-marrow, broth   n. biim 

book, letter, paper   n. gbauŋ 

borassus palm fruit   n. kpțkparig2 

borassus, palmtree, fan-palm   n. kpțkparig1 

border on, run alongside, follow along (to ~ )  

 v. dǫn' 

border on, with   v. tǤnd2 

bore, pierce, drill (to ~ )   v. vțdig 

born [to be ~], beget, give birth, 'bring forth' 

[Gh.] (to ~ )   v. du'a1 

borrow, lend, forgive (to ~ )   v. pǫ'ǫŋ 

both, two of them   pn.num. babayi' 

bother sb., be a nuisance   v. sin'ig 

bother, suffer, 'pain sb.' [Gh.] (to ~ )   v. zab1 

bother, surprise (to ~ )   v. pak1 

bottle (skin ~ )   n. waa 

bottle, bottleful (as measure)   n. kǤlibir 

bottom of sth. (at the ~ ), under   n. gbin1 

bottom [anatomical]   n. gbin1 

bottom, base, lower part of sth.   n. gbin1 

bottom, meaning   n. gbiŋ 

boulder   n. kutiŋgbinnig 

boundary (to set a ~ ), limit sth. (to ~ )   v. bia'1 

boundary, frontier   n. titǤndig 

boundary, limit, end   n. bǫn 

bovine, cow   n. naaf 

bow deeply   v. vanb 

bow down, bend down, to ~   v. su'un 

bow [for arrows]   n. tiraug 

bowel, colon   n. gbinvǤ-nyǤǤg 

bowl (big water-~ ), headpan   n. gǤrim-gǤrim 

bowl for shea-butter   n. kpalaa 

bowl [n.]   n. laa1 

bowl, basin (large)   n. si'iuŋ1 

box   n. daka 

box, cardboard ( &c. ) ~   n. dakato 

boy   n. biribiŋ 

boy/girlfriend, fiancé(e)   v. sabua 

boyfriend-and-girlfriend relationship  

 n. sabuod 

bracelet, ring   n. baŋ2 

brag [Am.], boast, 'bluff' [Gh.] (to ~ )   v. fțțd 

brains   n.pl. zupțt 

brakes   n.pl. birikinam 

branch   n. wil1 

branches (make ~ ), shoot (to ~ )   v. tǤn 

brave, hard, strong (to be ~ )   v. kpi'em2 

brawny, strong   adj. -gbigil2 

bread   n. bodobodo 

break   v. kǤ'Ǥs2 

break a taboo/command (unknowingly), to ~  

 v. ganrim 

break at an angle   v. ansig1 

break completely, chew the cud, regrind (to 

~ )   v. bugus2 

break down, , wear out, no longer function (to 

~ )   kpi 

break in pieces   v. nwa'as2 

break law, to ~   v. ki'is 

break out (as sweat does), to ~   v. kǤ' 
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break out (as war)   v. kǤ' 

break out, burst (to ~ )   v. tans 

break out, erupt (sore)   v. kiib2 

break sth. (e.g. a stick) (to ~ )   v. kǤ'Ǥg 

break sth. down, demolish, scatter (to ~ )  

 v. bir2 

break sth. into pieces, smash, harrow, prepare 

a farm (to ~ )   v. bț'țs 

break sth. open, peel off (bark) (to ~ )  

 v. pigis2 

break sth., be broken (to ~ )   v. kǤ' 

break through, chip, chisel (to ~)   v. kiib2 

break, break sth., be broken (to ~ )   v. nwa'1 

break, sever (rope does)   v. kǫnsig 

break, shatter sth. (to ~ )   v. gbǫn'ǫs1 

break, violate a command/law/taboo (to ~ )  

 v. san'am 

break/crumble food into small parts (to ~ )  

 v. nwǫdig2 

break/cut apart (to ~ )   v. kǫns 

break/cut off, to ~  v. kț'țg 

breakfast (have ~ ), take a snack (to ~ )  

 v. tț'țg 

breast   n. bin'isir 

breast of bird   n. biinr 

breath   n. pǫbisim 

n. vț'țsțm 

breathe, pant (to ~ )   v. vț'țs 

brew (pito), to ~   v. kuan' 

brick/s, block/s   n. birikiisi 

bride by elopement   n. pu'akpi'euŋ 

bride, new wife   n. pu'apaal 

n. pu'asaan 

brideprice   n. sțl2 

bride-price, bridewealth   n. pu'asțl 

brideprice, to pay ~   v. sțl1 

bridewealth, bride-price   n. pu'asțl 

bridge   n. kodoroko 

bridge [n.]   n. kǤllatig 

bridle   n. salibir1 

bright (of eyes)   id. wisi 

bright, clean   id. pil-pil 

bright, light, clear   adv. nyain 

brightly   id. lauu 

brightness, glory   n. pipilim 

bring (sth. already in hand) (to ~ )   v. mǤr1 

bring along, bring up, raise (to ~ )   v. țgțs 

bring back, cause sb. to return (to ~ )   v. lǫbis1 

bring out (and give), produce (to ~ )  v. yis 

bring things together (to ~ )  v. pisig 

bring up food, regurgitate (to ~ )   v. țgțs 

bring up, raise, bring along (to ~ )   v. țgțs 

bring up, rear, raise   v. țg3 

bring, (gather and) fetch (to ~ )   v. kan'as 

bring, bring about, cause (to ~ )   n. ta'as 

bring, take, use (to ~ )   v. zaŋ 

bring, use, take (to ~ )   v. zaŋ 

bring/take out of, extract (to ~ )   v. yis 

bristle, stand on end (hairs)  v. wak1 

Britain, Europe, America, 'White-Man's 

Country'   loc. na'asaateŋ 

broadly, from ear to ear (an emphatic smile)  

 id. mua-mua 

broil, bake, grill, roast (to ~ )   v. sǫn' 

broil, grill, fry, cook over heat dry or with oil (to 

~ )   v. kiim 

broken   adj. -kǤǤlțŋ 

adj. -nwa'aluŋ 

broken (to be ~ ), break sth. (to ~ )   v. kǤ' 

v. nwa'1 

broken up, damaged (to be ~ )   n. tudțg 

bronze   n. kțntzǫn'ug 

brood (as a fowl with eggs), to ~   n. um 

broom, brush   n. saug 

broth, bone-marrow   n. biim 

brother, sister, sibling (child of same father)  

 n. ba'abiig 

brother, sister, sibling (child of same mother)  
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 n. mabiig 

brother/sister-in-law, wife's sibling   n. dakiig 

brotherhood  n. mabiidțg 

brotherhood, fraternity   n. ba'abiidțg 

brother-in-law  n. dakidau [N] 

brother-in-law (woman's junior ~ )   n. sid-pit 

brown   n. zinzauk 

brush (teeth), to ~   v. sǤndig 

brush off   v. uug 

brush off, sweep away (to ~ )   v. pin'iŋ 

brush sth. off, beat (with a swishing motion)  

 v. kpa'as1 

brush, rub against sb./sth.   v. suoǫn 

brutality   n. nyǤbid 

bucket   n. buati 

bucket, water-drawing vessel   n. lǤbidiŋ 

buddies, equivalents, equals, peers   n. taab2 

buffalo, bushcow   n. wǫnaaf 

build, to ~   v. mǫ' 

building [a ~]   n. mǫǫb1 

building-site, workparty making a traditional 

building   n. tan1 

bulb (electric light-~)   n. bǤlip 

bull   n. na'araug 

bull (a young ~ )   n. na'adibig 

bullock (fattened ~ )   n. na'arazǤl 

bullock, ox  n. lǤlig 

bump into, knock sth. (to ~ )   v. da'ar 

bump, thump sb. (to ~ )   v. parig 

bunch (in a heavy ~ )   id. gbasi 

bundle sth. up   v. vțns1 

bundle, sheaf   n. bǤbir 

burble, babble, talk at length and pointlessly  

 v. barim 

burden, load   n. ziid2 

burn many, to ~  v. kanbis 

burn sb.   v. vaalim 

burn sb., inflict a burn injury   v. vțnlig 

v. vțțnl 

burn sb., to ~   v. waae1 

burn sth., to ~   v. nyǤ' 

burn, consumed (to be ~ ), drown (to ~ )   v. di1 

burn, kindle, set alight/fire to (to ~ )  v. nyu'oe 

burn, scorch, singe (to ~ sth.)   v. kanb 

burned to ashes, to be ~   v. nug 

burnish, glaze   n. am [N] 

burnisher, smoothing-stone   n. sasiŋ 

burrow [to ~]   v. nyaae2 

burrow, hole   n. vǤndțg 

burrow/nest (of snake), lair (of lion)   n. buug2 

burst (to ~ )   v. punsig2 

v. punsig2 

burst into (flames)   v. suak1 

burst out (shouting), echo (to ~ )   v. suak1 

burst, break out (to ~ )   v. tans 

burst, puncture sth.   v. punsig2 

burst, to ~   v. fudig 

bury (a body), to ~   v. mum1 

bury (a dead human body)   v. su'a 

bury,  hide sth., fill (a hole)   v. pin' 

bush [sp.], 'mustard'   n. sǤ'Ǥd1 

bush, (a patch of ~)   n. mǤgbǫŋ 

bush, shrub (small tree)   n. tituug 

bush, wilderness   n. mǤǤg 

bushbaby, galago   n. gbǫtțg 

bushbuck, antelope [sp]   n. sakpanlțŋ2 

bushcow, buffalo   n. wǫnaaf 

busily, with concentration   adv. muda 

business with ...   n. kpinnim 

business, matter   n. yǫl2 

bustard, bird [sp.]   n. bantikarțg 

but   cj. amaa 

cj. ka1 

but, even so, yet, instead [contrast particle]  

 ptc.adv. lǫǫ1 

butcher [n.]   n. na'akuos 

butcher, cut carcass into pieces   v. bǫs1 

butt, bump (to ~ )   v. tua 
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butt, gore, attack with horns (to ~ )  v. zǫ2 

butter   n. bin'iskpaam 

butterfly   n. pisiŋpițŋ 

button up, tie together, fasten into   v. ga'al 

button [n.]   n. ga'adiŋ1 

button/hook into, clench (in the teeth) (to ~ )  

 v. ga' 

buttonhole   n. ga'adiŋvǤǤnr 

buy   v. da' 

buyer, customer   n. da'ada1 

buzz, whine (to ~ )   v. vțțn1 

by-way, rough/minor road   adj. suobugir 

C  -  c 

cage   n. tiita 

cajole, nursemaid ( act as ~ ), deceive, amuse a 

child (to ~ )   v. yuol 

calabash   n. mumuug 

n. nwam 

calabash bottle   n. gan'ar 

calabash cup (small)   n. bțtiŋ 

calabash for t.z.   n. sa'a^nwam 

calabash ladle   n. bi'a [N] 

calabash plant  n. tuŋ 

calabash with lid   n. kikua [W] 

calabash [old and mended]   n. nwanzak 

calabash [ritual~]   n. gǫbțg 

calabash-sherd   n. nwampǫog 

calculate, sure (be ~), adjudge, settle accounts 

(to ~ )   v. gǫlig 

calf (young cow)   n. na'abil 

calf, young cow   n. na'apǤl1 

call for admission [to ~]   v. kabir 

call for, summon sb., (to ~ )   v. buol 

call out, shout aloud, call to sb. (to ~ )   v. buol 

call sb. sth., name sb. (to ~ )   v. pțd 

v. pțdig2 

call to sb. by name, mention sb.'s name (to 

~ )   v. pțd 

v. pțdig2 

call, name, call by name, regard as, refer to, 

pronounce (word) (to ~ )   v. buol 

calm sb., console, cuddle (to ~ )   v. suos 

calm, cool   id. pǤi2 

calm, fresh, damp, cool   adj. -ma'asig 

calm, quiet (in behaviour)  adj. -bal2 

calm, settle (to ~ )   v. yǤlis1 

calm, undisturbed   id. mǤi 

calmly, freshly, coolly   adv. ma'asiga 

Calvary, Golgotha, 'Skull (Hill)'   n.pr. Zuwauŋ2 

camel   n. yțgțm 

can/s   n. gariwaa 

candidate   n. na'a^nya'ad 

candidate for office   n. na'ali'ad 

candle   n. kandir 

cane, sceptre, walkingstick   n. dansaar 

cane/whip (blow from a ~), 'stripe'   n. sisanbig 

cannabis, marijuana, 'wee' [Gh.]   n. tampiing 

cannabis, 'wee' [Gh.], hemp, marijuana  

 n. Sțntaana nu'utțțg 

n. wii2 

cannot, not know how to   v. zi' 

canopy, tent, 'tarpaulin'   n. tapooli 

capital city   n. na'ateŋ 

car, 'lorry' [Gh.], truck [Am.], motor-vehicle  

 n. lǤr 

carcass, corpse   bțnkpiilțŋ 

cardboard ( &c. ) box   n. dakato 

cardinal   px. ya-3 

care for, look after sb. (to ~ )   v. mǤr1 

care, looking-after   n. gǤsig1 

care-for-nothing attitude, insouciance  

 n. kalinka'alim 

care-for-nothing, careless person  
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 n. kalinka'og 

careful   v. baŋ1 

careful [to be ~], beware of   v. baŋ1 

careful, cautious, to be ~   v. ba'a3 

carefully, gently, quiet[ly]   adv. baanlim 

carefully, 'small-small' [Gh.], quietly, gently  

 adv. bi'el-bi'el 

adv. bi'el-bi'el 

careless action, slip, mistake   n. fattim 

careless, thoughtless person  n. zi'i-mǫŋ 

carelessly, useless   adv. yǤri 

carelessness, insouciance   n. ba'akae 

carnelian   n. kanelian 

carpenter   n. dakpi'ed 

n. kampinta 

carrier   n. ziid1 

carry (child) on ones back (to ~ )  v. kpanbig 

carry on shoulder, shoulder sth. (to ~ )   v. buk1 

carry on, move on (to ~ )   v. gaad 

carry sth. on the head without holding (to ~ )  

 v. zǫlis 

carry sth. on the shoulder, shoulder (to ~ )  

 v. bug3 

v. bugul1 

carry sth., to   v. zi1 

carry, fetch fire (to ~ )   v. mu'oe2 

carry/put sth. under the arm   v. piank 

cart, chariot, truck   n. tǫreko 

carve, whittle, chip, hollow sth. out (to ~ )  

 v. kpi'a2 

carver, whittler of ...   n. -kpi'ed2 

cashew tree   n. atian 

cassava   n. baŋki1 

cassia, a perfumed spice   n. kasiya 

cast a net, toss, throw underhand, throw down 

(to ~ )   v. bas 

cast lots [to ~]   v. bțgțlțm1 

castrate, to ~   v. fuoe 

cat   n. amus1 

catapult, 'slingshot' [Am.]   n. taya 

catch (e.g. water,blood in basin), to   v. ti'el1 

catch, come upon sb. (to ~ )   v. kuk 

catch, snatch sth. (to ~ )   v. gǫ'ǫŋ 

catch, to ~   v. gban'e1 

caterpillar, worm   n. zțnzțnr 

cattle   n. na'abauk 

cattle-enclosure, stall   n. bauk1 

cattleherd, 'cow-boy'   n. na'akem1 

cattleyard, kraal, corral   n. na'abauk 

n. na'abauk 

n. na'abauk 

caulk, block off, plug (to ~ )   v. bi'e2 

caulking, blockage, material forming a block, 

stopping   n. bi'en1 

cause pain to sb., hurt sb. (to ~ )   v. sǫnbig1 

cause sb. to fail, put them in the wrong, fail, 

lose [fight], could not but (to ~ )  

 v. gț'țŋ 

cause, bring, bring about (to ~ )   n. ta'as 

cause, make sth. (to ~ )   v. niŋ1 

cause/allow (sb. to do sth.) (to ~ )   v. kǫ 

cautious, careful, to be ~   v. ba'a3 

cave   n.pl. tampinlǫuŋ 

n. tampin^yǤk 

cavity, hole (in the ground), chasm  

 n. bțmbǤk1 

cedi   cedi 

celebrate (festival), enjoy sth. (to ~ )   v. di1 

celebrate, play, keep a festival (to ~ )   v. di'em1 

celebration, festival   n. duorim 

n.pl. malțŋ 

celebration, game   n. di'em3 

cement   n. simǫnti 

cereal crop [type]   n. kawǫr 

cereal seed/crop, millet, grain   n. kief 

ceremonial pot [type]   n. ku'otțk 

cervix   n. du'asir [MA] 

chaff, husk [n.]  n. udug 
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chain (jewelry)   n. zǤnt 

chain, fetter   n. baŋ2 

chair   n. kuzǫr1 

chair, stool   n. kțk3 

chalk   n. kiǤk 

challenge sb., to ~   v. pa'asim 

challenge, to cry out a ~   v. kuus1 [N] 

chamberlain   n. saman na'ab 

chameleon   n. dindǫog 

champion, warrior, giant   n. gandaug 

chance, happenstance, luck   n. sia'alțg1 

change into, become (to ~ )   v. kilim 

change ones mind (to ~ )   v. nyubig 

change sth., to ~  v. tǤǤm 

change, change over, exchange   v. tia'as 

change, exchange (to ~ )  v. tiak1 

change, repentance   n. tiakir1 

chapter, lesson, reading   n. karțŋ1 

character, nature   n. naŋ2 

charcoal   n. bugumsaal 

n.pl. saana1 

charcoal fire, burning charcoal   n. bugumsaan 

charge, fine, debt   n. sam 

charge, pay, wages   n. yǤǤd2 

charge, prancing and swaying (to ~ )   v. zug3 

chariot, cart, truck   n. tǫreko 

charm, a   n. tiim 

chase, chase away, 'sack' (to ~ )   v. kad2 

chaser of ..., judge  n. kat1 

chasm, hole (in the ground), cavity  

 n. bțmbǤk1 

chat, converse (to ~ )   v. sǤns1 

cheap, plentiful   n. wǫǫțg 

cheaply, for a pittance/song   adv. yǤn1 

cheat, betray, entrap, deceive (to ~ )   v. zam1 

cheat, deceive (to ~ )   v. pǤnb 

cheat, deny sb. (to ~ )   v. liis 

cheat, hypocrite   n. biriku'an2 

cheat, to   v. si'2 

cheat, to ~   v. filim 

cheat, traitor, sneak   n. zamsǤb 

cheek, jaw(bone)   n. yier 

cheeks   n.pl. kpǫnda 

cheer sb. up, comfort, encourage   bțgțl 

cheese   n. waagazi 

chemical(s), powder, poison   n. tiim 

cherub   n.pr. kǫrib 

chest   n. nyǤ'Ǥg 

chew the cud, break completely, regrind (to 

~ )   v. bugus2 

chew, eat (to ~ )  v. Ǥnb 

chewing-stick   n. sigidir2 

chick   n. nǤbil 

chicken, 'fowl' [Gh.]   n. nua 

chief, king  n. na'ab 

chief, to be/become ~   v. di1 

chief, traditional ruler   n. teŋinna'ab 

chiefly clan, he royal house   n. na'adǤǤg 

chiefly lineage (those of ~ ), royals  

 n. gbandaan 

chief's house, palace   n. na'ayir 

chief's household   n.pl. na'ayidim 

chief's wife, queen   n. na'apu'a 

Chiefs, House of ~   n. na'azǤŋ 

chieftaincy   n. teŋinna'am 

chieftaincy 'skins'   n. gbauŋ 

chieftaincy, kingship, office, royalty   n. na'am1 

child (as person of young age), baby, young of 

an animal   n. biig 

child (little ~ )   n. bimǫ'ǫf 

child of the house   n. yibiig 

child of, offspring   n. biig 

child, baby, young of an animal   n. biig 

childhood   n. zulig1 

childhood, childishness   n. biilim 

childless   adj. ǤǤnr 

childless, sterile woman   n. kțndu'ar 
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childlessness   n. kțndu'alim 

childminder, nurse, babysitter   n. biyuol 

chin   n. tieŋgu'or 

chip out, excavate, hollow out (to ~ )   v. kibig 

chip, chisel, break through (to ~)   v. kiib2 

chip, whittle, carve, hollow sth. out (to ~ )  

 v. kpi'a2 

chisel, chip, break through (to ~)   v. kiib2 

choke (by growing over), overgrow (to ~ )  

 v. gubil2 

choke sb. (to ~ )   v. pir 

choose many, separate things out (to ~ )  

 v. gaans1 

choose, select, pick out (to ~ )   v. gandig 

choose, to ~  v. gaŋ1 

v. yis 

chop (cut with a chopping motion) (to ~ )  

 v. ki'e1 

chop sth. into pieces, cut up (to ~ )   v. fi' 

chop up, cut up (to ~ )   v. su'o 

chop, cut up vegetables (to ~ )   v. sǫ2 

chop-bar, bar   n. baa4 

Christmas  n.pr.tmp. Burinya 

chrysolite  n. kirisolat 

chrysoprase   n. kirisopras 

chubby, well-fleshed (to be ~ )   v. gigis1 

church   n. karindǤǤg 

n. windǤǤg 

churchgoer  n. karindǤken 

cigarette   n. sigaar 

n. tabkǤnbir 

cinnamon   n. sinamon 

circular, round   adj. -gbilig 

circumciser, barber   n. wanzam 

citizen, inhabitant, villager   n. teŋimbiig 

citizenship   n. teŋimbiidțg 

citrus (orange, lime, lemon) ~-tree / ~-fruit  

 n. leemu 

city, big town   n. tempțțg 

city, the town-centre, 'downtown' [Am.]  

 n. teŋpțțg 

civet   n. zun [N] 

clan   n. dǤǤg 

clan (of Israel), lineage, generation   n. tuŋ 

clan, descendants, posterity  n. gbin2 

clan, family, sub-lineage   n. zak 

clang!   id. kpiŋilim 

clap!   id. pțra-pțra 

class, form (in school)   n. dǤǤg 

classroom, informal school, reading-room  

 n. karindǤǤg 

clatter   id. nwǤnr-nwǤnr 

clatter, rattling noise   id. nwia-nwia 

claw, nail   n. -ian 

claws, toenails   n.pl. nǤb-ian 

clay   n. ya'ad1 

clay, ball of ~   n. ya'agbil 

clay, mud (soft ~ )  n. bu'ad 

clayey soil   n. tankpaam 

clean sth.   v. maal 

clean, bright   id. pil-pil 

clean, pure   adv. nyain 

clear land, dust off (to ~ )   v. uus1 

clear the throat (to ~ )   v. kaans 

clear the throat, to ~   v. ǫnris2 

clear, bright, light   adv. nyain 

clench (in the teeth), hook/button into (to ~ )  

 v. ga' 

clench one's teeth   v. sǫnd [MA] 

click the tongue, gesture with the tongue (to 

~ )   v. kalim 

climb, ascend, mount, go up (to ~ )   v. dț 

clitoris   n. zțm 

clock, (wrist-)watch   n. googo 

clods, rubble   n. tandia'an 

close (to ~ the hand)  v. kunbil 

close the eyes, to ~   n. um 

close, shut sth. (to ~ )  v. yǤ'1 
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closely   id. vǫn'-vǫn' 

closely related   id. tan'-tan' 

close-set, crowded (to be ~ )   v. sǫn2 

clot of blood   n. zigal 

cloth [piece/strip of ~]   n. pien1 

cloth [type]   n. bantabig 

cloth, shirt, garment   n. fuug 

clothes   n. lauk 

clothes for women  pu'amfut 

cloud, sky, heaven (dwelling-place of God)  

 n. saŋgbauŋ 

club, stick   n. balaar 

club, stick, sceptre   n. duor1 

club, thump sb. (to ~ )   v. vǤb 

clutch, hold with both hands to the chest (to 

~ )   v. Ǥnbig 

coaltar   n. kotaal 

cobra, snake [sp.]   n. dunduug 

n. zǫǫlțŋ 

cock (young ~ ), 'rooster' [Am.]   n. nǤribig 

cock, 'rooster' [Am.]   n. nǤraug 

cock-crow   n.pl. nǤrakukuma 

cocoa (as a crop)   n. kooko1 

cocoyam   n. baŋkan 

coil around, wrap (to ~ )   v. vil 

v. vilig1 

coil ones legs around sb., grip with the legs (to 

~)   v. kadig2 

coin   n. la'abielif 

coin (2½ pesewa ~ ), 'threepence'   n. sampua 

coin, [pl.] money   n. la'af 

coincide with, meet (to ~ )   v. sia'al3 

coincide with, timely, at the time of ... (be ~ ) (to 

~ )   v. sia'al3 

coke, Coca-Cola  n. kok 

cold (very ~ ), freezing(-cold)  id. sim-sim 

coldness   n. waad 

collapse, faint, convulse (to ~ )   v. nwi'e 

collect honey  v. taab1 

collect up (farm residues, for burning), to ~  

 v. vaal 

collect up, gather things (to ~ )   v. vaae1 

collect/gather things/people (to ~ )  v. la'as1 

collector of ..., someone who picks up sth.  

 n. vaad1 

colon, bowel   n. gbinvǤ-nyǤǤg 

colour, colour (of complexion), appearance  

 n. nwǫnnim 

comb (ones) hair   v. saans2 

comb [n.]  n. zuobsaansiŋ 

come   v. ken3 

come behind, come after, follow (to ~ )   v. dǤl 

come next [to ~]   v. tia'1 

come out (drip, seep) from swh. (to ~ )   v. mii 

come to life, resurrect, stay alive (to ~ )  

 v. vț'țg 

come upon, catch sb. (to ~ )   v. kuk 

come upon/encounter sb. suddenly, meet/find 

(unexpectedly)   v. di'ig 

come, to ~   v. ta' 

comfort sb.   v. bǫlim1 

comfort sb., to ~   v. bǫlis 

comfort, encourage, cheer sb. up   bțgțl 

coming (to keep ~), return several times (to 

~ )   v. tuulim 

coming and going continually, intermittently  

 adv. giilima 

command [n.]  n. zi'elțg1 

command, promise (to ~ )   v. zi'el1 

command, promise, word, committed 

opinion   n. nǤǤr1 

command, statement   n. nǤyǫlțg 

commend sb., to ~   v. faas 

Commission (in Constitution)   n. kǤmisin 

common life, association   n. la'auŋ 

commoner  n. taliŋ 

commotion, riot, fuss   n. tțkpiidțg 

communicate, pass on sth. (to ~ )   v. taas3 

comparative, surpass, excel, 'pass' [Gh.], be 
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more ... than, be too much for ...  

 v. gaad 

compare   v. mamis 

compel, force, (op)press (to ~ )   v. mugus1 

compete   v. nya'e 

compete, threaten (to ~ )  v. fțțs1 

compete, to ~   v. dǫǫs1 

v. yigil 

competitive   n. ayilinyiig 

complain at sb.   n. nyǤnl 

complain, worry (to ~ )   v. fabil1 

complainingly   id. bud-bud 

complaint, complaining   n. nyǤ^nyǤlțg 

complaint, worry   n. fabilțg1 

complaint/s   n. nyǤn-2 

complete (make up a number, cycle of 

performances), to ~   v. kalig 

complete sth., be the end, come to an end (to 

~ )   v. kpi'ilim 

complete, top-off a building (to ~ )   v. kuoe 

completely, exactly   id. kiapi 

completely, precisely   adv. nyain 

compost, fertility, good soil   n. kț'țlțm 

compound, house   n. yir 

compulsion, something compulsory  

 n. mugur1 

conceal, cover (to ~ )   v. ligil 

concealment, hiding   n. suak2 

conceive, become pregnant (to ~ )   v. tțk1 

concentrate on sth. (to ~ )   v. kǤk 

concentration (with ~ ), busily   adv. muda 

concern, a ~   n. yǫl2 

concern, attention   n. ba'a2 

condemn, accuse, testify against sb. (to ~ )  

 v. gǫǫns2 

condemn, give a verdict (to ~ )   v. kțțs1 

condemnation, verdict   v.n. kțțsțg1 

condom   n. kǤndǤm 

confess, reveal (to ~ )   v. viig1 

confidence, pride   n. nyǫǫsim 

confidently, boldly   adv. nyǫǫsiŋa 

confuse sb.   v. bț1 

confuse sb./sth., to ~   v. bțr1 

confused (to be ~ )   v. budim 

confused (to be ~ ), waver, be in doubt (to ~ )  

 v. yutim1 

confused manner (in a ~ ), variously, 

inconsistently   adv. bțra1 

confusion   id. gir-gir 

confusion (of mind)   n. ya'amnwa'ug 

confusion of mind   n. ya'ambudimis 

conquer, defeat (to ~ )   v. nyaŋ1 

consecrate, give utterly, risk (to ~ )   v. pǫsig 

consider, think of sth. (to ~ )   v. si'ilim 

consider, think, have an opinion (to ~ )   v. gǤs1 

consistent with (be ~ ), match (to ~ )   v. dǤl 

console sb., calm, cuddle (to ~ )   v. suos 

consume, eat (to ~ )   v. di1 

consumed (to be ~ ), burn, drown   v. di1 

contagious/infectious (to be ~ ), to infect  

 v. lǤ'Ǥŋ 

continually/customarily (to do sth. ~ )   v. ǫǫn2 

continue, persist, insist (to ~ )   v. nyidig 

continuous  adj. giŋgaŋ2 

contra-indicate (medicine)   v. kis1 

contribution to a discussion, sth. to say  

 n. kțkǤr 

conversation   n. sǤnsidim 

conversation, discussion, debate   n. sǤnsig1 

converse, chat (to ~ )   v. sǤns1 

convulse, faint, collapse (to ~ )   v. nwi'e 

convulsions, epilepsy   n. kpisiŋkpi'ir 

cook sth., put on the fire to cook   v. dțgțl 

cook well, completely, to ~   v. bi'ig 

cook, 'stir' [Gh.] t.z.   v. mǤn1 

cook, to ~  v. dțg1 

cooked   adj. -dțgidir 

cool (very ~ )   id. siaa3 
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cool sth. by moistening, moisten (to ~ )  

 v. ma'al 

cool sth. [to ~], cool, damp [to be ~]   v. ma'ae 

cool [to be ~]   v. ma'as1 

cool, calm   id. pǤi2 

cool, damp, fresh, calm   adj. -ma'asig 

cool, to get ~   v. fǫǫg 

cool, wet   adj. -ma'asim2 

cool, wet, fresh   adj. -ma'asir2 

coolly,  freshly, calmly  adv. ma'asiga 

coolness, shade, dampness   n. ma'asim1 

copy, repeat, go over/explain a case carefully  

 v. tțțns1 

cord, yarn, wool   n. gum1 

corncake pan   n. ma'aslaa 

corncake, flatcake   n. ma'asir1 

corner [n.]   n. gǤn2 

corner [n.], raised parapet, ridge, border  

 n. gțțdiŋ 

corner, beside, outside, edge   adv. kpikpǫŋ 

corner, edge   n. lǤdig1 

corn-mill, grinding-mill   n. manǫka 

cornstalk   n. kawǫndaug 

cornstalk flute  n. na'akpak 

corpse, ancestor, ghost, dead person  

 n. kpi'im1 

corpse, carcass   bțnkpiilțŋ 

corpse, dead body   n. kum2 

corpse, dead thing   n. kpiilțŋ1 

corral, kraal, 'cattle-garage'   n. gariki 

corresponding time, sun, sunlight, season  

 n. win1 

corrugated   id. muula-muula 

corrupt, to be ~   v. pǤnrim 

cost (to put a ~ on sth.), price (to set a ~ )  

 v. saae 

cost, price of / payment for sth.   n. la'af 

costly, expensive thing   n. saada 

costume, outfit, 'uniform' [Gh.]   n. yǫǫdig 

cotton   n. gum1 

cotton tree   n. vuoŋ 

cough (a constant ~ )   adv. lǫ'ǫlǫ 

cough [to ~]   v. kǤnsim 

could not but, to cause sb. to fail, put them in 

the wrong, fail, lose [fight] (to ~ )  

 v. gț'țŋ 

counsel, advice   n. sǤǤra 

counsellor, advisor   n. sa'ansa'an 

count   v. gi'el 

count, account   v. gi'el 

count, enrol, list (to ~ )   v. kaal 

count, number   n. kal 

country, land, ground, world  n. teŋ1 

courage   n. sțnkpi'euŋ 

courage, manliness, warriorliness   n. bțraalim 

course (in building)   n. mǫǫb1 

n. sțn'țlțg1 

course (in building) (to lay ~ ), put sth. on top of 

sth. (to ~ )   v. sțn'țl 

course, run   n. zuaa1 

court (of law)   n. kǤǤtț 

court, elders around the King/chief  

 v. na'ayikpǫm 

court, seek favour (to ~ ) (to ~ )   v. li'a1 

court-'case'  n. yǫl2 

courtcase, matter, palaver   n. antu'a1 

courtier   n. samanzin'id 

courting   n. pu'aliak 

courtyard   n. zak 

courtyard (outer ~ ), front-yard, home-farm  

 n. saman 

covenant, reconciliation   n. nǤnaar 

cover closely, line, make lining   v. bțțl1 

cover sth. [to ~]   v. pibil 

cover sth., block [a hole], stop one's ears (to 

~ )   v. ǫnd1 

cover sth., to ~   v. lim1 

cover, conceal (to ~ )   v. ligil 
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cover, lid [n.]   n. liŋ 

cover, roof sth. (to ~ )   v. pil 

cover, shelter [to ~]   v. lus2 

covercloth, curtain   n. fugǤbțg 

covered place, portico,veranda   n. za'ambǫŋ 

covetousness, jealousy   n. fufum 

cow (female)   n. na'a^nya'aŋ 

cow sb., to   v. gi'ig 

cow, bovine   n. naaf 

coward   n. dabieug 

cow-dung   n. na'ambin 

co-wife, 'rival' [Gh.]   n. nintaa 

cowpeas, beans   n.pl. tuya 

cowry, cowri, cauri   n. la'af 

crab   n. mangaam 

crack, crevice   n. sian'asim 

crackle!   id. panr-panr 

crackle, to ~   v. panr1 

crash against sth., to ~   v. fǤn3 

crash into (to ~ )   v. tua 

crash!   id. bip 

id. kib 

crash, be crushed (to ~ )   v. nwia'alim 

crawl, creep (as: a snake)   v. vu1 

crawl. 'creep' [Am.] (to ~ )   v. fǫn 

crazy deeds, mad deeds   n.pl. gǫǫntțțma 

create (to ~ )   v. naam3 

creditor   n. samdaan 

creep, crawl (as: a snake)   v. vu1 

creepy-crawly, reptile   n.pl. bțnvuudir 

crevice, crack   n. sian'asim 

cricket (insect)   n. kpaaŋ 

cricket [sp.]   n. kpaantikpitis 

crime, fault, offence   n. taal 

cripple, person with deformed legs   n. takpat 

criticise, blame, take offence (to ~ )   v. zǫrig1 

criticism   n. ninfiesim [MA] 

criticism, criticism   n. zǫrigir1 

crocodile   n. bandaug [N] 

n. baŋ3 

crooked (be ~ ), bend (to ~ )   v. gǤŋ 

crooked (to be ~ )   v. gǤnlțŋ1 

crooked, curved, bent   adj. -gǤnlțŋ3 

crookedness   n. gǤn'Ǥlim 

n. gǤnlțŋ2 

crop   n. yǫog1 

crops   n.pl. bțndu'ada 

crops, increase, harvest, produce   n. zțțd 

cross (as, ~ a river), to ~   v. lǤ'Ǥŋ 

cross over, step over sth. (to ~ )   v. gaŋ2 

Cross [of Christ]  n. dapuudir 

cross, go to and fro (to ~ )   v. kid 

cross, land, go ashore   v. dț 

cross, pass through, take a shortcut (to ~ )  

 v. buŋ1 

crossroads   n.pl. suokita 

cross-stick[s]   n. dapuudir 

crosswise, to be/put sth. ~   v. puug 

crow (pied ~)   n. agaung 

crowd or group of people   n. nimbabig 

crowd, a ~   n. zama 

crowd, assemble (to ~ )   v. tiinsim 

crowd, assembled audience   n. wțrțg 

crowd, gathering   n. tigir1 

crowd, push against sb. (to ~ )   v. mik 

crowded, close-set (to be ~ )   v. sǫn2 

crowded, overloaded (to be ~ )   v. sǫǫnb1 

crown [anat.], top of head   n. zupaasțțg 

crown, hat, helmet   n. zupibig 

cruel, tough   adj. -zian'asir 

crumble, break food into small parts (to ~ )  

 v. nwǫdig2 

crumble, 'cut' (e.g. new road), 'cut' t.z. (to ~ )  

 v. wǫdig 

crumble, mash, 'smash' [Gh.]   v. saam2 

crumple, crush sth. (to ~ )   v. tuank 

crush   v. wǫrig 
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crush sth. (lightly), to ~   v. arig 

crush sth. to powder, to ~   v. bug2 

crush sth., to ~   v. wǤnrig 

crush, crumple sth. (to ~ )   v. tuank 

crushed (be ~ ), crash (to ~ )   v. nwia'alim 

crushed grain, grits   n.pl. kayaama 

crushed, shattered (to be ~ )  v. yaam2 

cry [n.]   n. kțkpǫliŋ 

n. kuŋ 

cry, proclaim (as in 'town crier') (to ~ )  

 v. kumis 

cry, shout [n.]   n. kikaasig 

cry, weep, cry out (to ~ )   v. kaas 

crying, sounds   n.pl. kukuma 

cud (chew the ~ ), break completely, regrind (to 

~ )   v. bugus2 

cuddle sb., calm, console (to ~ )   v. suos 

cultivate, plough, hoe, farm (to ~ )   v. kua 

cunning person   n. bibia 

cup   n. kǤp 

cup (small calabash ~)   n. bțtiŋ 

cupboard  n. kabǤt 

curds, 'set' milk   n. bin'isgbisidim 

cure, solution, remedy   n. tiim 

curl, pucker (to ~ )  v. muris 

current, wave   n. ku'onwiig 

curse [n.]   n. nǤpǤǤr 

curse, bless, swear, promise   v. kaanb1 

curse, oath, blessing   n. kaanb2 

curtain, covercloth   n. fugǤbțg 

curve, bend (to ~ )   v. gǤnlig 

curved, bent, crooked   adj. -gǤnlțŋ3 

curved/twisted (to be ~ )  v. kǫdig 

custard-apple, soursop   n. ba'udig 

custom, practice, way of behaving   n.pl. malțŋ 

customarily/continually (to do sth. ~ )   v. ǫǫn2 

customer   n. da'adig 

customer, buyer   n. da'ada1 

cut (grass)   v. ki'es [MA] 

cut (the body superficially), to ~   v. kisig2 

cut leather into strips, to ~   v. biǫn 

cut off, amputate  v. fi'is 

cut off, amputate (to ~ )   v. fi'ig 

cut open   v. la3 

cut price!, raise offer!   n. bareka 

cut something up, chop into pieces (to ~ )   v. fi' 

cut sth. off, partly tear  (to ~ )   v. vǫbil 

cut sth. up, to ~   v. waans 

cut through, to ~   v. ki'ig 

cut up, chop up (to ~ )   v. su'o 

cut up, chop vegetables (to ~ )   v. sǫ2 

cut, chop (cut with a chopping motion) (to ~ )  

 v. ki'e1 

cut, prune [to ~]   v. nwaae 

cut, serve out portion (to ~ )   v. luk 

cut, slice (to ~ )   v. nwaas1 

cut/break apart (to ~ )   v. kǫns 

cut/break off, to ~  v. kț'țg 

cutlass ('machete' (Am.)), knife, sword   sț'țg1 

cutlass ('machete' [Am.]), sword, big knife  

 n. sț'țraug 

cutlass, 'machete' [Am.]   n. karintǫ 

cylinder-drum   n. giŋgaŋ1 

D  -  d 

D.C., District Commissioner   n. diisi1 

dais, 'altar', earth platform   n. bimbim 

damage, problem   n. dauŋ 

damage, wound, harm (to ~ )   v. pu'alim1 

damaged, broken up (to be ~ )   n. tudțg 

damp, cool, calm, fresh, calm   adj. -ma'asig 

damp, wet, fresh (vegetation) (to be ~ )  

 v. ma'as1 
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dampness, shade, coolness   n. ma'asim1 

dance [n.]   n. wa'a1 

dance [type]   n.pr. Gǫuŋ 

dance, to   v. wa' 

dancer   n. wa'ad1 

danger   n. faanr1 

danger, boodguilt   n. tuk1 

danger, difficulty, pain   n. tǤǤg1 

danger, injury, problem   n. dǫ'ǫŋ2 

dangerous animal   n. zǤtțg 

dangerous thing   n. duul 

dark   id. bir-bir 

dark (to be/become ~ )   v. sǤb1 

dark complexioned person   n. ninsabilig 

dark, black (to be/become )   v. sabig 

dark, pitch ~   id. sǤb-sǤb 

dark/black part, blackness   n. sabilim2 

darken   v. libin 

darken, get dark (to ~ )   v. zibig 

darkish, dim   id. limm 

darkness   n. lik2 

n. zibisim 

n. zibisțg 

darkness, dark, dusk   n. sisǤbir 

darling   n. ya'ambțn 

date, have a romantic relationship with sb. (to 

~ )   v. gua 

daughter   n. bipuŋ1 

n. pu'ayua 

daughter-in-law   n. bipu'a 

dawadawa dye   n. am [N] 

dawadawa pods   n.pl [N]. dǤǤnd1 

dawadawa powder   n. dǤnbțțlim 

dawadawa seasoning (ball of), 

dawadawa-seeds, 'African Maggi'  

 n. zțțnf 

dawadawa tree   n. duan 

dawadawa-seasoning   n. kpalțg1 

dawadawa-seeds, (ball of) dawadawa 

seasoning, 'African Maggi'   n. zțțnf 

dawn   n. bǫkǫung 

n. bǫkikǫung 

dawn, morning   n. asuba 

dawn, to  v. yilig1 

day   n. dabisir 

n. daar1 

day 20   n. dapisi 

day after tomorrow/before yesterday   n. daar2 

[N] 

day ten   dapiiga 

days   n.pl. daba 

days (period of ~ )   n. dabisim 

daytime, sun, sunshine   n. nintaŋ 

dead   adj. -kpiilțŋ2 

dead (to be ~), die (to ~ )   v. ka'1 

dead body, corpse   n. kum2 

dead person, ghost, ancestor, corpse  

 n. kpi'im1 

dead thing, corpse   n. kpiilțŋ1 

deaf person   n. tțbkpida1 

deaf, to be/become ?  v. kpid 

death   n. kum2 

n. kpiim 

debate, discussion, conversation   n. sǤnsig1 

debt, charge, fine   n. sam 

debt, loan  n. pǫ'ǫm 

n. pǫ'ǫm 

debtor   n. samdaan 

n. samdit 

deceit   n. zam2 

deceive sb. (to ~ )   v. zțlis 

deceive treacherously, betray, slander (to ~ )  

 v. yǫǫs1 

deceive, cajole, amuse a child, be a nursemaid 

(to ~ )   v. yuol 

deceive, cheat (to ~ )   v. pǤnb 

deceive, cheat, betray, entrap (to ~ )   v. zam1 

deceive, entice, persuade (to ~ )   v. bǫlis 
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deceive, lie, be mistaken (to ~ )   v. ma' 

deceive, tempt (to ~ )   v. pan'as 

deceive, trick (to ~ )   v. bǫligi 

deception   n. bibi'elim 

decide (a case), judge (to ~ )   v. kț3 

decide to, start doing (to ~ )   v. gban'e1 

decide, discriminate, tell the difference (to ~ )  

 v. baŋ1 

decline   v. gbi'e1 

decline, lean, fall (sun does) (to ~ )   v. gbǫlig1 

declining   n. kǤǤr 

decorate   v. duor2 

decorate sth.  (to ~ )   v. pi'e2 

deep   adj. -zuluŋ 

deep bush   n. wǫog 

deep, to be ~   v. zulim 

deepen, do sth. deeply (to ~ )   zulig3 

deeply (to breathe ~)   adv. fǫǫn 

defeat, conquer (to ~ )   v. nyaŋ1 

defecate (to ~ )   v. nyǫ' 

defecator, shitter   n. nyǫ'ǫd1 

defile sth., mess sth. up, drag sth. in a 

substance (to ~ )   v. vǫn'ǫlim 

defile(d), dirty (to be ~ )   v. milig 

defile, be defiled (to ~ )   v. budim 

defile, to ~   v. ganlim 

defilement   n. gba'ar1 

deformed legs, cripple   n. takpat 

delay (to ~ )   v. ya'as2 

delay, 'keep long' [Gh.], be late   v. yuug 

delay, put off doing sth. (to ~ )   v. bțgis 

delay, take time to do sth.   v. ya'as2 

delay, waste time (to ~ )   v. kǤ'Ǥs1 

demanding, heavy, hard (-labour)  

 adj.pl. -kanda1 

demarcate, divide (to ~ )   v. bǫŋ1 

demean   v. pǤ'Ǥg1 

demolish, scatter, break sth. down (to ~ )  

 v. bir2 

demon, spirit, 'fairy'   n. kikirig 

dengue   n. dǫŋ3 

dent sth., be dented (to ~ )   v. kțoǫn 

deny, cheat sb. (to ~ )   v. liis 

deny, refuse to accept (a proposal), disagree, 

disobey, resist   v. zan'as 

deny, refuse, refute (to ~ )   v. ki'is 

depart, move away (to ~ )   v. tǤǤm 

department (of government)   n. lțgir 

deposit, sheathe sth. (to ~ )   v. su 

depressed, to be ~   v. zul 

deputy, ambassador, representative   n. biig 

derivatives, things that come out from ...  

 n.pl. bțnyitta 

descend, go down (to ~ )   v. sig1 

descendant   n. sigidir3 

n. yaayalinyak 

descendant, grandchild   n. yaaŋ 

descendants   n. nya'aŋ3 

descending place   n. sigsir 

desert, wilderness, barren area   n. pipirig 

desiccate, dry up   v. nwǫǫnlim 

desiccated (become  ~ ), dry up (to ~ )   v. kpiǫn 

design, drawing   n. gțlțg 

designate   v. tǫn' 

desirable   adj. -bǤǤdim2 

desire   n. bǤǤsim1 

n. dasțŋ 

n. kpak 

desire (for sth.)   adj. -bǤǤdim2 

desire for men, nymphomania   n. dapbǤǤdim 

n. daubǤǤr 

desire for women, lust  n. pu'abǤǤr 

desire, lust   n. bǤǤr 

desire, lust, eagerness   n. ya'amlǫog 

desire, make an effort, plot (to ~ )   v. zig 

desire, will   n. ya'ambǤǤdim 

desire, will [n.]   n. bǤǤdim1 

despise   v. ziem1 
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despise (to ~ )   v. nǫ'ǫs 

despising, being despised   n. ziem2 

destine, be destined, fated (to ~ )   v. gan'al 

destroy, spoil, waste (to ~ )  v. san'am 

destruction, perdition   n. aba'as-yǤri 

destruction, ruin   n. san'auŋ1 

determined, resolute   adj. -nyammir 

develop [to ~]  v. nǤbig 

deviate, turn aside, give way (to ~ )   v. bie 

Devil, Satan   n.pr. Sțntaana 

devotion   n. pǫsigi-m-mǫŋ 

dew   n. mǫligim 

diarrhœa   n. saan3 

diarrhœa, to have   v. saan2 

die, be dead (to ~ )  v. ka'1 

die, to ~   kpi 

adv. vǤn'2 

difference (tell the ~ ), decide, discriminate (to 

~ )   v. baŋ1 

different, individual   n. kǤn'Ǥb 

different, separate, apart  id. gțn-gțn 

different, separate, apart from (to be ~)   v. kǫ 

difficult   adj.pl. -vi'ida 

difficult matter, problem   n. yǫlkpi'euŋ 

difficult, hard (to be ~ )   v. tǤi 

difficulty, danger, pain   n. tǤǤg1 

difficulty, suffering, trouble   n. yǫltǤǤg 

dig out (pond), excavate (to ~ )   v. gaae 

dig out, excavate (to ~ )   v. ga 

v. ga 

dig up   v. lǫǫg 

dig up, remove sth. (to ~ )   v. vik 

dig up, to ~   v. lǫ 

v. tuk4 

dig, to ~   v. tu1 

digger, person who digs  n. tuud1 

digging, excavation   n.st. tu- 

digging-stick   n. zuobir 

dim, darkish   id. limm 

dip (morsel in soup), rinse   v. suk 

dip oneself [in water], dive (to ~ )   v. mi'2 

dip out, draw ( ~ liquid) (to ~ )   v. kabig 

dip sb./sth., duck sb. [to ~]   v. mi'is 

dip sth. into liquid, to ~   v. lǤs 

dip, to   v. tin'e 

dirge (recite a ~ ), to ~   v. sias [W] 

dirt   n. dian'ad1 

dirty   adj. -dian'ad2 

dirty [to be/get ~]   v. dian' 

dirty, defiled, (to be ~ )   v. milig 

disagree, refuse to accept (a proposal), disobey, 

resist, deny   v. zan'as 

disagreeableness, refusal to cooperate  

 n. a-pț-siakid 

disappear (to ~ ), lost (to be ~ )   v. bǤdig1 

disapproving sound, to make a ~   v. sǫn'ǫs 

disaster, problem, necessity   n. yǫlpakir 

disciple, a Christian   n. karimbiig 

n. karimbiig 

disciple, follower   n. nya'andǤl1 

discipleship   n. karimbiidțg 

discipline, punish (to ~ )   v. saans1 

disciplined, strict (to be ~ )   v. biank1 

discount, market 'dash' [Gh.]   n. lǫŋ1 

discouraged (be ~)   v. sin'ig 

discouraged, loose, slack (to become ~ )  

 v. pu'as1 

discriminate, tell the difference, decide (to ~ )  

 v. baŋ1 

discussion, debate, conversation   n. sǤnsig1 

disease   n. ban'a1 

n. wiim 

disease of fowls [type]   n. saagil 

disgrace(d), to be ~   v. fak 

disgrace, belittle, mock (to ~ )   v. yaal1 

disgrace, shamefulness   n. zuziig 

disgraceful, foolish  adj. -yaliŋ2 

dishonest   id. filim-filim 
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dishonesty, hypocrisy   n. biriku'an1 

n. biriku'annim 

dishonour   n. zufa'asim 

dislike, hate (to ~ )   v. ki'is 

v. kis1 

dislike/loathing (to inspire ~ ), offend sb.  (to 

~ )   v. kis1 

dislocated, to be ~   v. kpirig1 

dismiss, let go (free), release, give permission 

(to ~ )   v. bas 

disobedience  n. tțbpțwțmnim 

disobedient person   n. tțbpțwțm 

disobey, disagree, refuse to accept (a proposal), 

deny   v. zan'as 

disobey, rebel   v. ki'is 

disorganised, unkempt (to be ~ )   v. tulis2 

dispose of, , throw away, to ... away (to ~ )  

 v. bas 

dispute   n. nǤŋgbannwa'ar 

disrespect   n. nimpțnannim 

disrespectful person   n. nimpțnan 

disseminate, tell out, proclaim (news, message) 

(to ~ )   v. yis 

dissent   v. sin1 

dissipate, evaporate (to ~ )   v. wiig2 

dissolve into nothing, to ~   v. buolim1 

dissolve, flow thickly (to ~ )   v. bǤdig2 

dissolve, melt (to ~ )   v. buoe 

distance   n. lallim 

distant parts   loc. teŋ-magbinnin 

distant, far away   adv. kateŋ 

distinction, favouritism   n. baregaŋ 

distraction, irrelevant issue   n. pibilțg1 [N] 

distribute, to   v. tǫn'ǫl 

District (administrative ~ )   n. Distrik 

District Commissioner, D.C.   n. diisi1 

disturb and scatter, to ~   v. budig 

disturb, trouble sb./sth. (to ~ )   v. daam1 

disturbance   n. daauŋ 

disturbance, footfall, sound/news of sb.  

 dammir 

disturbed (to be ~ ), shake   v. dam 

dive, dip oneself (in water) (to ~ )   v. mi'2 

diverge [to ~]   v. kpadig 

divert sb./sth., avoid, turn aside   v. lu'as 

divert sb./sth., avoid, turn aside (to ~ )   v. luak 

divide sth. in pieces   v. zǤr 

divide sth., to ~   v. bǫǫs 

divide, be divided, share out (to ~ )   v. pțdig1 

divide, demarcate (to ~ )   v. bǫŋ1 

divide, part sth. (to ~ )   v. wiee 

divide, separate, select (to ~ )   v. wǫlig 

dividing-wall   n. sǤnnir 

divination [apparatus], sorcery, sorcerer's bag  

 n. ba'akǤlțg 

divination, soothsaying   n. ba'ad1 

divine, soothsay (to ~ )   v. bțg1 

diviner   n. sǤnpțt 

diviner, soothsayer   n. ba'abțgțd 

division, fraction, part   n. pțdigir1 

division, part, fraction   n. pțdigir1 

divorce sb., to ~   v. zan'as 

dizzy, to feel ~   v. yiilim 

do (to ~ an activity)   v. maal 

do away with, wipe out (to ~ )   v. mǫlis 

do, to ~   v. niŋ1 

do, work (to ~ )   v. tțm1 

do...from, leave, set out (to ~ )   v. naam2 

doctor   n. du'ata 

dodge (many), to ~   v. li'is2 

dodge, do sth. suddenly   v. li'iŋ 

dodge, to ~   v. li'ig 

doer of sth., person who does ...   n. niŋid1 

dog   n. baa2 

dog (mad/rabid ~)   n. bagǫǫŋ 

doing   v. it 

domestic animal   n. yinkǤnbțg 
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domesticate, tame sth. (to ~ )   v. milis 

donkey   bțŋ1 

donkey (female ~ ), jenny   n. bțnnya'aŋ2 

donkey (male ~ ), jack   n. bțndaug2 

donkey (young)  n. bțŋbil 

don't ...!, beware lest ... !   v. mid 

don't!   ptc. da2 

door   n. kțlțŋ 

doorway, entrance, gateway   n. za'anǤǤr 

dormouse   n. alaaliŋ 

n. balig [N] 

doubt, be uncertain (to ~ )   v. bi'es1 

doubt, to be in ~ , waver, be confused (to ~ )  

 v. yutim1 

doubt, worry (to ~ )   v. ya'amis 

doubtful   adj. -yutuŋ 

dove   n. dawan 

n. lțțr 

dove [sp.]   n. na'adawan 

n. na'adawanbil 

dove, bush-~   n. sian'adawan 

down   n. teŋ1 

down (cause to go ~ ), humble sb. (to ~ )  

 v. sigis 

downhill (to go ~ ), swoop (to ~ )   v. zulig2 

downhill area   adv. sisǫrim 

downwards, to go, turn, tend ~   v. zul 

doze, sleep lightly (to ~ )  v. zǤǤnsim 

drag out, extend (in time) to ~   v. kpa'ae 

drag sb./sth., to ~   v. vu2 

drag sth./sb., to ~   v. vǫ'ǫg 

drag, lead (to ~ )  v. vǫ' 

drag, pull (to ~ )  v. tǫǫg 

drain out (to ~ )   v. nyț'țg 

drain, ooze, sieve, drip (to ~ )   v. silig1 

draw out, save (to ~ )   v. faaǫn 

draw sth. from a sheath/scabbard, extract (to 

~ )   v. fuoe 

draw, bend (a bow for shooting)   v. gțd 

draw, dip out ( ~ liquid) (to ~ )   v. kabig 

draw, fetch water (to ~ )   v. wi1 

draw, scoop out (part from a liquid or mass) (to 

~ )   v. gbin'e 

v. gbin'es 

draw, sketch, dye (to ~ )   v. gțl 

drawing attention to an emergency situation  

 excl. yaaț 

drawing, design   n. gțlțg 

dream [n.]   n. zaansțŋ 

dream, to   v. zaansim1 

dress (a millstone), to ~  v. ku'os 

dress sb., to ~   v. yǫǫl1 

dress self, dress up, tie round, tie round oneself 

(to ~ )   v. bǤb 

dress, dress up, be well dressed  (to ~ )  

 v. sǫnb 

dribble, flow, run down   v. sǤl 

drill, pierce, bore (to ~ )   v. vțdig 

drink (tamarind-~ )   n. sobolo 

drink together   v. buak2 

drink [to ~]   v. nu1 

drink/s, drinkables   n.pl. bțnnuudir 

drinkable   adj. -nuudir 

drinking-water   n. ku'onuudim 

drip!   id. kǤra-kǤra 

drip, drop (to ~ )   v. tuak 

drip, ooze, drain, sieve (to ~ )   v. silig1 

drip, seep, come out from swh. (to ~ )   v. mii 

drip, to ~   v. tu'as3 

drippy   id. bǤrr 

drips, drops of water   n. ku'oyuosa 

drive (vehicle)   v. dǤrib 

driver (of a vehicle)   dǤriba 

drooling, salivation   n. ta'auŋ 

droop, fall (to ~ )   v. sțțg1 

droop, hang down (to ~ )   v. sțdig2 

drooping, faint   adj.pl. zǫla 

drop frpm/off sth., to ~   v. ka'ae2 
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drop, drip (to ~ )   v. tuak 

drop, miss out, miss, skip over (to ~ )   v. yaae1 

drop, miss, miss out, skip over (to ~ )   v. yaae1 

drops, drips of water   n. ku'oyuosa 

drought   n. sawak 

drove, guide an animal [to ~]   v. yuk2 

drown, burn, consumed (to be ~ )   v. di1 

drug   n. tiim 

drum (calabash-~ )   n. binnir 

drum (hourglass-~)   n. lțŋ 

drum (musical)   n. giŋgaŋ1 

drummer, player of an hourglass drum   n. lțŋ 

drunk (to be ~ )   v. kțțl 

drunk (to be ~ ), intoxicate sb. (to ~ )   v. bug1 

drunkard   n. danuud 

drunkenness   n. danuur 

dry   adj. -kpi'euŋ3 

dry (be/become ~ ), to ~   v. kțdig1 

dry season   n. țțn2 

dry up, become desiccated (to ~ )   v. kpiǫn 

dry up, desiccate   v. nwǫǫnlim 

dry up, dry sth. up (to ~ )   v. ziank1 

dry up, wither (to ~ )   v. zǫndig 

dry, bone-dry, parched  id. bar-bar 

dry, to be   v. wak1 

duck down, abate, lower   v. sik 

duck sb., dip sb./sth. [to ~]   v. mi'is 

duck under sth., bend down and pass beneath, 

to  ~   v. ku'ug2 

duck [n.]   n. gumpțzǫnr 

due/appointed time  n.tmp. a-daar-paaeya 

dull, unintelligent (to be ~ )   v. ma'as3 

dumb person (can't speak), mute  n. gik1 

dumb, mute   adj. -gik2 

dumb, speechless (to be ~)   v. gigilim 

dung, soft inside   n.pl. pțt1 

dung-beetle   n. bintampigidțg 

dusk   n. zasisǤbir 

dusk, darkness, dark   n. sisǤbir 

duskily   id. nyǤs-nyǤs 

dust   n. titanbțțlțg 

dust off, clear land (to ~ )   v. uus1 

dust [n.]   n. uusțg 

dust, sand, soil   n. titan 

duty, customs and excise charges   n. tigiti 

dwarf   n. digir 

dye   n. galțțrț 

dye, sketch, draw (to ~ )   v. gțl 

E  -  e 

each other, leaving off/refraining from (the 

X-ing of) ~   n. a-bas-taaba 

each other, one another   n. taab2 

eagerness, lust, desire   n. ya'amlǫog 

eagle, hawk   n. silțg 

ear   n. tțbir 

ear to ear (from  ~ ), broadly (an emphatic 

smile)   id. mua-mua 

earlier, at first   adv. dǫn'ǫr1 

early   adv. alifa 

adj. -dǫǫŋ 

early (to do sth./be ~)   v. dǫŋ1 

early rains   n. sigir1 

n. sigsaa 

early today, just now [near past]  ptc. pa'a1 

early, (not late) to be   v. dǫŋ1 

early/first/promptly (do sth. ~ ), begin (to ~ )  

 v. kiib1 

early-millet   n.pl. naaddǫǫna 

n. naadir 

earring   n. tțblǫm1 

ears of grain   n.pl. kasana 

earth platform, dais, 'altar'   n. bimbim 
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earth, nation, world, land   n. teŋgbauŋ 

earth, swish, 'sand' [Gh.]   n. tan1 

earth-priest, 'landowner' [Gh.]  

 n. teŋgbandaan 

n. teŋindaan 

earthquake   n. teŋdammțg 

earth-shrine  n. teŋgban1 

earth-shrine consisting of a stone ('rock' [Am.]), 

sacred stone   n. teŋkugir 

earthworm   n. sammǫdir 

easily   adv. na'ana 

east   n. nya'aŋ3 

n. ya-nya'aŋ 

Easter   n.pr. Ista 

eat (staple foods)   v. di1 

eat (t.z.) without soup, 'eat dry'   v. gan' 

eat part of sth., nibble (to ~ )   v. nyi'ig 

eat too much soup (from the common bowl), to 

~   v. u 

eat, chew (to ~ )  v. Ǥnb 

eat, consume (to ~ )   v. di1 

eatable, to be eaten (by chewing or grazing 

animals)   adj. -Ǥnbsir 

eaves   n. kuor 

eavesdrop, listen, overhear (to ~ )   v. kilis 

echo, burst out (shouting) (to ~ )   v. suak1 

edge (e.g. of blade), end, margin, shore  

 n. nǤǤr1 

edge, corner   n. lǤdig1 

edge, hem sth. (to ~ )   v. kuoǫn 

edge, outside, beside, corner   adv. kpikpǫŋ 

edge, teeth are set on ~   v. gbi'2 

edible things   n.pl. bțndita1 

educated person, 'clerk'   n. kariki 

education, studies   n. gbauŋ 

efficiently   id. diin1 

effort   n. ania 

effort (adopt with an ~ ), marshal ( e.g. ones 

courage)   v. girib1 

effort (make an  ~ ), plot, desire (to ~ )  v. zig 

egg   n. gǫl1 

eight   num. anii1 

num. -nii1 

eighty   num. pisnii 

elder brother/sister, 'senior', senior sibling of 

the same sex   n. bier 

elder, officer, official   n. kpǫǫm1 

elder, senior of a group   n. kpǫm3 

elder, senior person   n. kpi'em1 

elder, senior ~   n. na'ayikpǫǫm1 

eldership [collective], elders   n. -kpǫm2 

election, to hold   v. gaans1 

electricity, 'light' [Gh.], lamp, headlamp, light 

[n.], torch(-light), flashlight [Am.]  

 n. bugum 

elephant   n. wabțg1 

elephantiasis of the scrotum, 'hernia' [Gh.]  

 n. pțaan [MA] 

embarrassment, shame   n. nyanzǤǤr 

embezzle, expropriate, take sth. one has no 

right to (to ~ )   v. gțbig 

embrace, hug (to ~ )   v. vil 

embrace, hug sb. (to ~ )   v. bib1 

v. bibig 

embroider, weave in patterns, be multicoloured 

(to ~ )   v. pǤnr2 

emerald   n. emeral 

emperor   n. na'atita'ar 

employee, worker, servant   n. tțmtțm1 

emptily, in vain, free, (for) nothing   adv. zaalim 

empty (a container), pour out/away (to ~ )  

 v. kpa'ae 

empty handed, (with) nothing   adv. nǫǫm2 

empty sth., to ~   v. yaas1 

empty [a calabash], scrape, erase, serve out 

[t.z.] (to ~ )   v. kǤǤns 

empty, ordinary   adj. -zaal 

empty, useless   adj. -nǫǫr2 

adj. -zaalig 
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emptyhands   n.pl. nu'uzaalis 

encounter/come upon sb. suddenly, meet/find 

(unexpectedly)   v. di'ig 

encourage sb., to ~   v. kpǫmis 

end (be the ~, come to an ~), complete sth. (to 

~ )   v. kpi'ilim 

end, boundary, limit   n. bǫn 

end, margin, shore, edge   n. nǤǤr1 

ending, termination, finish   n. naar1 

ends of (the world), farthest parts  

 loc. ma^gbinnin 

endurance   n. summǤdigir 

endure, persevere, be patient, pass a/the test 

(to ~ )   v. mǤdig 

v. mǤdig 

enema, to give an ~   v. lie 

enemy   n. bi'em 

n. dataa 

engaged, betrothed woman   n. pu'a-ǫliŋ 

English language   n. Na'asaal 

enjoy (to ~ )   v. pak5 

enjoy sth., earn, embezzle, celebrate (festival) 

(to ~ )   v. di1 

enlist, recruit sb., find sb. to do a job, enrol  

 v. nǤ'Ǥs 

enmity   n. dataadim 

n. dataadțg 

enmity, rivalry   n. data'ad [W] 

enormous   id. patinnyaabir 

enough (to have ~ ), satisfied, satiated (to be 

~ )   v. tig 

enough/sufficient (to be/have ~ )   v. siak2 

enrol, list, count (to ~ )   v. kaal 

enrol, recruit sb., find sb. to do a job, enlist  

 v. nǤ'Ǥs 

enter (cause sb. to ~ ), put in (to ~ )   v. kpǫn'ǫs 

enter, go in (to ~ )   v. kpǫn'1 

enterer, sb. who goes in(to swh.)   v. kpǫn'ǫd1 

entertain, lull a child   v. bǫlim1 

entice, persuade, deceive (to ~ )   v. bǫlis 

entrance   n. gaasig 

n. kpǫn'ǫsir 

entrance well   n. gǤn3 

entrance, gateway, doorway   n. za'anǤǤr 

entrap, deceive, cheat, betray (to ~ )   v. zam1 

entrust sth. to sb., give to sb. to guard/care for 

(to ~ )   v. gu'ul 

envy, jealousy   n. nǫnnim 

n. nyuur2 

epilepsy, convulsions   n. kpisiŋkpi'ir 

equal amount   n. zinzema 

equal with, to be   v. siak2 

equal, level (to be ~ )   v. naalim2 

equality   n. azinzema1 

equalize, match (to ~ )   v. zemis 

equals, peers, equivalents, buddies   n. taab2 

equipment, stuff, thing, tool, [pl.] luggage, 

loads   n. lauk 

equivalents, equals, peers, buddies   n. taab2 

erase, scrape, empty [a calabash], serve out 

[t.z.] (to ~ )   v. kǤǤns 

errand, 'message' [Gh.]   n. titțmis 

erroneous, mistaken   adj. -gbǫlțŋ2 

erupt, break out (sore)   v. kiib2 

escape   v. di'e 

n. yiisim1 

escape, evade, avoid (to ~ )   v. pǤns2 

escape, run away (to ~ )   v. zǤ 

escape, speed, run [n.], race [n.]   n. zǤǤg 

escapee, refugee   n. zǤǤm 

escort a parting guest a little on his/her way, go 

with someone to help them find their 

way  v. biel2 

escort, accompany, 'lead' [Gh.]   v. biel2 

escort, lead sb., take sb. somewhere ('send' 

[Gh.]) (to ~ )   n. ta'as 

especially, particularly   id. kas-kas 

establish, stand sth. (to ~ )   v. zi'el1 

established, to be   v. nan2 

Europe, Britain, America, 'White-Man's 
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Country'   loc. na'asaateŋ 

EuropeanWhite man, foreigner   n.pr. Na'asaara 

evade, escape, avoid (to ~ )   v. pǤns2 

evade, wriggle out/around, give way (to ~ )  

 v. mie 

evaporate, dissipate (to ~ )   v. wiig2 

even so, yet, but, instead [contrast particle]  

 ptc.adv. lǫǫ1 

even, (not the) least bit   adv. baa1 

even, also   ptc. gba 

even, equal, level, fair (to be ~ )   v. zem 

v. zem 

v. zem 

even, until, as far as, to the extent that  

 ptc. hali 

evening. late afternoon   n. zaam 

n. zaamnǤǤr 

eventually, last, later (to be/do sth. ~ )  

 v. yuolim 

every   qnt. kam1 

qnt. mǫkama 

everyone, noone, anyone, someone   indef. sǤ' 

everything   n. faan2 

everything, anything, nothing, something  

 indef. si'el 

everywhere, all over the town   loc. teŋ-teŋ1 

evidence, testimony   n. sǫǫda 

evidence, witness, testimony   n. kasǫt 

evil thoughts   n. pțkpǫnnim 

evil, badness, bad things  n. bǫ'ǫd3 

exactly   adv. dede 

adv. nǤǤ1 

exactly, completely   id. kiapi 

exactly, firmly   id. kimm 

exactly, precisely, straight   adv. tituaa 

exactly, reliable   adv. viki1 

exactly, reliably  adv. yim1 

examination   n. karimgaad 

examination (take/sit an ~ ), 'write' [Gh.]  

 v. sǤb2 

examine, scrutinise (to ~ )   v. ǤǤnl 

example, imitation   n. titțțnli 

excavate, dig out (pond) (to ~ )   v. gaae 

excavate, hollow out, chip out (to ~ )   v. kibig 

excavation, digging   n.st. tu- 

exceed, pass, be too much for, extend, be 

beyond (to ~ )   v. tțțg 

exceed, rise, raise, go up (to ~ )   v. yak3 

excel, surpass, 'pass' [Gh.], be more ... than, be 

too much for ...   v. gaad 

except, 'unless' [Gh.], apart from   ptc. asǫǫ 

excess (to have sth. to  ~ )   v. sanb 

excessive   adj. -tǤǤg2 

excessive, great (to be ~ )   v. galis1 

exchange, change (to ~ )  v. tiak1 

excision, female circumcision, f.g.m. (to 

perform ~ )   v. zuŋ1 

excitement, expectation   n. si'ir 

excuse me, (I beg your) pardon   excl. gaafara 

exist in, be there, be, be alive (to ~ )   v. bǫ1 

existence, livelihood, lifestyle   n. bǫlisim 

n. bǫllim2 

exit, go out, go away (to ~ )   v. yi1 

expect sth., to ~   v. ti'e2 

expectation, excitement   n. si'ir 

expensive, costly thing   n. saada 

experience sth.   v. nyǫ 

experience sth. shared all my father's 

hardships   v. di1 

experienced swimmer   n. ku'omi'id 

experienced, trained, well-taught (to be ~ )  

 v. zan'aŋ1 

expropriate, embezzle, take sth. one has no 

right to (to ~ )   v. gțbig 

expunge, wipe out/off (to ~ )   v. kpiis1 

extend widely, spread (to ~ )   v. yaarim2 

extend, be beyond,  pass, exceed, be too much 

for (to ~ )   v. tțțg 

extend, drag out (in time) to ~   v. kpa'ae 

extend, go further, go far (to ~ )   v. lalig 
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extend, postpone, add on (to ~ )   v. tțgis 

extend, reach out (to ~ )   v. yaadim 

extinguish, go out (as: fire) (to ~ )   v. kpiig1 

extinguish/put out (fire, light) (to ~ )   v. kpiis1 

extract (~ many things), to ~   v. fuos 

extract sth, to ~   v. vǤn'1 

extract sth., draw from a sheath/scabbard (to 

~ )   v. fuoe 

extract, suck out (to ~ )  v. fǤǤns2 

extract, take/bring out of (to ~ )   v. yis 

extravagance   n. yaayǫ 

extravagance, waste of money   n. ligsan'auŋ 

extravagant (to be ~ in ones dress)   v. zialim 

exude (to ~ )  v. puns2 

eye   n. nif1 

eye sb., to aim (to ~ )   v. gbǫǫn2 

eyeball   n. nimbielim 

eyebrow   n. ninkțgțdig 

eyelid   n. niŋkan'ad 

eye-liner, kohl, mascara   n. kirț 

eyes, pus or whitish discharge from ~  

 n. nimpuud 

F  -  f 

f.g.m., female circumcision, excision (to 

perform ~ )   v. zuŋ1 

face   n. nif1 

n. nindaa 

face towards, , turn in the direction of, be 

opposite (to ~ )   v. lǫb2 

face/be opposite sth., focus on, turn to (to 

~ )   v. kpa'2 

fade   v. pie1 

fail to discipline sb., spoil (child) (to ~ )  

 v. pǤn'Ǥl1 

fail to function [inanimate]  v. zan'as 

fail to have/get, be without, lack (to ~ )  

 v. kǤ'Ǥŋ 

fail to sell, unsold (be left ~ ), be remaindered 

(to ~ )   v. wǫǫl 

fail to thrive, be stunted in growth   v. budim 

fail, lose [fight], could not but, to cause sb. to 

fail, put them in the wrong (to ~ )  

 v. gț'țŋ 

fail, to ~   v. gț'țŋ 

faint, convulse, collapse (to ~ )   v. nwi'e 

faint, to ~   v. ga'aŋ 

v. lig2 

v. vib 

v. zǫl 

fair, even, equal, level (to be ~ )   v. zem 

fairnes, truth, justice   n. yǫlsida 

faith   n. yadda 

fall (make sth. ~ ), throw sth. down (to ~ )  

 v. lub1 

v. lug1 

fall (make sth./sb. ~ ), fell (to ~ )   v. lus1 

fall (sun does), decline, lean (to ~ )   v. gbǫlig1 

fall away, to ~   v. nyǤrig 

fall, droop (to ~ )   v. sțțg1 

fall, to   v. lu 

fallen   adj. -liilțŋ 

falling [n.]   n. luug 

fallow land, forest, undergrowth   n. sian'ar 

fame   n. yț'țr 

familiar, known   adj. -mi'idig 

familiar/known voice   n. kțkǤmi'idig 

family, clan, sub-lineage   n. zak 

family, people of the house, household  

 n.pl. yidim 

famine, hunger   n. kǤ'Ǥm1 

fan   n. sampinnig [N] 

fan (local palm-leaf ~ )  n. kanfinnig 

fan sth. [to ~]   v. limis1 [N] 

fan-palm, borassus, palmtree   n. kpțkparig1 
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Fanta   n. fanta 

far (go ~ ), further (go ~ ), extend (to ~ )  

 v. lalig 

far (to be ~ )   v. lal1 

far away there   adv. lallisa 

far away, distant   adv. kateŋ 

faraway   id. lal-lan 

Farefare   n.pr. Farfar 

farewell (say ~),  'goodbye' sb. [Gh.]   v. kǫǫs1 

farm [n.]   n. pǤǤg 

farm, hoe, plough, cultivate (to ~ )   v. kua 

farmer   n. kpaad 

farm-guard   n. pǤgu'ud 

farm-hut   n. pǤsțgțr 

farm-owner   n. pǤǤgdaan 

farthest parts, ends of (the world)  

 loc. ma^gbinnin 

fasten into, tie together, button up   v. ga'al 

fasten, lock, to be locked (to ~ )   v. kpar 

fasten, stick, adhere (to ~ )   v. tabil 

fasting   n. nǤlǤǤr 

fat (be ~ ), swell, increase (to ~ )   v. nǤb1 

fat, big   id. bǫderi 

fat, grease, oil, petrol, ointment   n. kpaam 

fated, destined (to be ~ )   v. gan'al 

father   n. ba'1 

n. saam1 

father-in-law   n. diem 

father-in-law (husband's father}  

 n. dayaandau 

fatherless child, orphan   n. kpiibig 

father's sister, aunt   n. pugidib 

fatling, calf   n. na'abilpǤl 

fat-mouse   n. ngbin 

fattened   adj. -zǤl1 

fault   n. gbǫlțŋ1 

fault (to be at ~), go wrong, be at 

fault/mistaken  v. gbǫlig2 

fault (to be at ~), go wrong, be at 

fault/mistaken (to ~ )   v. gbǫl2 

fault, offence, crime   n. taal 

favour (seek ~ ), court (to ~ )   v. li'a1 

favour sb.   v. zț'țs 

favouritism, distinction   n. baregaŋ 

fear   n. dabiem 

fear, respect (to ~ )   v. gi'ig 

fear, reverence, awe   n. zǤtim 

fear, terror   n. pǫlim 

fear, to ~   v. zǤ 

feather   n. kǤnbțg1 

feeble, weak   adv. zǫba 

feebly   adv. zǫnda 

feed   v. diis1 

feeding  n. diisir 

feel (certain emotions), to ~   v. zǤ 

feel, smell sth. (to ~ )   v. wțm1 

feel, touch (to ~ )   v. babil 

feelings   n. pțțg 

fell, make sb./sth. fall (to ~ )   v. lus1 

fellow-   adj.pl. -taab3 

fellow   n. taa1 

fellow, neighbour, 'fellow-friend' [Gh.], 

companion, associate   n. tiraan 

fellow-disciple, follower, a following  

 n. dǤllimtaa 

fellow-disciples   n.pl. nya'andǤltaab 

fellowship, a group of friends   n. zuod 

female   adj. -nya'aŋ1 

female (sexuality)   n. pu'alim2 

female circumcision, excision, f.g.m. (to 

perform ~ )   v. zuŋ1 

v. zuŋ1 

female one   n. bțnnya'aŋ1 

female-, woman- [in compound words]  

 adj. -pu'ak 

fence in, stand in the way, hinder (to ~ )   v. geŋ 

ferment, to   v. kum3 

fermented   adj. -kumnim 
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fertility, good soil, compost   n. kț'țlțm 

fertilizer (commercial)   n. na'asaabugulim 

fertilizer, fertile soil   n. tan'am1 

festering, infected   adj.pl. -gbiriba1 

festival (in the Bible), celebration   n.pl. malțŋ 

festival of Kimsa   n. kimsa 

festival, celebration   n. duorim 

fetch (gather and ~ ), bring (to ~ )   v. kan'as 

fetch (water or liquid), to ~   v. kabis 

fetch (water)   v. wik 

fetch, bring   v. kan'as 

fetch, carry fire (to ~ )   v. mu'oe2 

fetch, draw water (to ~ )   v. wi1 

fetch, to ~   v. gbǫn'ǫs2 

fetter, chain   n. baŋ2 

fetter/s   n. baŋ4 

fever   n. fiiva 

n. nintțțlim 

n. nwǫ'ǫdțg 

n. waad 

few   adj. -bi'el2 

few, 'small' [Gh.], little   num. bi'ela1 

few/small (to be ~ )   v. pǤǤd1 

fiancé(e), boy/girlfriend   v. sabua 

fibre   n. sappț 

n. sțțsț 

fibre (from the hemp, hibiscus plant)  

 n. tan'am3 

fiddle [n.]   n. googi 

fiddler, musician   n. googi 

field (a)   n. kariyauŋ 

fierce   adj. -yaal2 

fierce, strong (~ wind)   adj. -yal 

fiercely, violently   adv. yutim2 

fifty   num. pisnu 

fig/s   n. kekam1 

fight, fighting spirit   n. zabir1 [N] 

fight, to  v. zab1 

fighter, warrior   n. zabzabid 

fig-tree   n. kekaŋ1 

figure sth. out, analyse (to ~ )   v. wǫlis 

fill (a hole), hide, bury   v. pin' 

fill, full (be ~ ) (to ~ )   v. pǫ'ǫl 

film/s, movies   n. sinii 

filter through gaps, to ~   v. ni'e 

filter, strain sth. (to ~ )   v. pǫnsi 

filthy   adj. -fǫn'ǫsțg 

adj. -milisțg 

fin, arm, wing   n. kpțkpauŋ 

finally, afterwards, then  adv. nyaan 

find fault with, accuse sb. (to ~ )  v. fiie 

find out, discover (to ~ )   v. nyǫ 

find out, get to know (to ~ )   v. baŋ1 

find sb. out, to   v. sǫnbig2 

find, to ~   v. nyǫ 

find/meet (unexpectedly), come 

upon/encounter sb. suddenly   v. di'ig 

fine, charge, debt   n. sam 

finely (crushed)   adv. baanlțg1 

finely-ground substance   n. bțțlțg 

finger   n. nu'ubil 

finger-bell   n. galaŋ 

finger-bell, ring   n. gbigil1 [N] 

fingernail   n. nu'u-ian 

finger-ring   n. nu'upirig 

finger–ring   n. nu'utțțg 

finish   v. ba'as1 

finish sth. completely, to ~  v. bǫǫns 

finish sth./doing sth.   v. naae 

finish, termination, ending   n. naar1 

finish, to ~   v. yak1 

fire (set ~ to sth.), inflame (to ~ )   v. tugul 

fire, potter's kiln   n. bugum 

fireplace, kitchen   n. dan'aŋ 

firewood, fuel   n. buntțgudir 

firewood, stick, wood, piece of wood   n. daug1 

firm   id. kaŋ-kaŋ 
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firmly   id. kiŋ-kiŋ 

adv. kii1 

firmly, exactly   id. kimm 

firmly, standing straight up  adv. santir 

first   adj. -dǫǫŋ 

adv. yiiga 

first (to do sth./be ~)anticipate, precede  

 v. dǫŋ1 

v. dǫŋim1 

first(ly)   adv. dǫŋdǫǫŋ 

first, to do sth. ~   v. pǤns3 

first/early/promptly (do sth. ~ ), begin (to ~ )  

 v. kiib1 

firstfruits   n. bțndǫǫŋ 

n. dǫǫnliŋ 

fish   n. ziiŋ1 

fish (dried)   n. zambaad 

fish sth. out (to ~ )   v. yaae2 

fish trap [type]   n. zuliŋ1 

fish with a net, to   v. zǫ1 

fish, to ~   v. lǤs 

fish-buyer   n. ziiŋda'ad 

fish-eating bird [gen.]   n. ziiŋyaadiŋ 

fisherman   n. ziiŋgban'ad 

fishhook, hook   n. gu'a 

fishing-gear   n.pl. zimi la'ad 

fishing-net   n. lațŋ1 

n. ziŋgama 

fishing-net, net   n. sau 

fishmeal   n. zintu'odim 

fishmonger, seller of fish   n. ziiŋku'osid 

fish-smoking grid   n. ziiŋ-ǤǤnliŋ 

fist, punch   n. kpisinkpil1 

fit, be the right/same size (to ~ )  v. siak2 

fitting [to be ~]   n. tu'al2 

fitting, necessary (to be ~ )   v. nar 

fitting, necessary, good (to be ~ )   v. sț'țm1 

five   num. anu 

num. nu2 

five of them   pn.num. babanu 

five times   adv. abțnu 

fix (up) [Am.], make, repair (to ~ )   v. maal 

fix into, peg (to ~ )   v. ba'2 

fix sth. in position, to   v. gbar 

fix things together   v. ta'al1 

flag [n.]   n. tuuta 

flaky   id. lǫm-lǫm 

flap the wings, to ~ (fowl does)   v. pib 

flash, flash!   id. pidț-pidț 

flash, to ~   v. ian'as 

v. iank 

flashlight [Am.], torch(-light), electricity, 'light' 

[Gh.], lamp, headlamp, light [n.]  

 n. bugum 

flat   id. lamma-lamma 

adj. -lammir1 

adv. lammir2 

flat, level, smooth   id. sassi 

flatcake, corncake   n. ma'asir1 

flatiron, iron (for pressing clothes)   n. ayǤn 

flatly, utterly, absolutely   adv. fian'a 

flatten, knock down sth. (to ~ )   v. birig 

flattened, levelled   v. biris 

flatter, sing praise-songs/love-songs to sb. (to 

~ )   v. sǫnlim 

flattery, honeyed words   n. nǤmalisiŋ 

flay, skin sth. (to ~ )   v. si1 

flesh   n. niŋgbiŋ 

flesh, meat  n. ni'im1 

flesh, pulp   n. bțțlim 

flinders, little bits, smithereens (into ~ )  

 adv. bǫnnim 

flinders, smithereens, little bits (into ~ )  

 adv. bǫnnim 

fling sth. at sb./sth., to ~   v. lǤbig 

flip-flops, footwear [type]   n. ta'adpap-pap 

n. ta'adpigib-pigib 

float sth., to ~   v. pugul 
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float, to ~   v. pu'ae1 

v. puk 

floating (in the air)   id. ililili 

flood, swell, overflow (to ~ )   v. badig 

flood, to ~   v. uak 

floor sth., spread sth., lay a floor (to ~ )  

 v. tǫ'ǫg2 

floor/ground, on the ~   n. teŋ1 

flounce, shake, teeter   v. zia'as 

flour, powder   n. zǤ'Ǥm 

flourish (plants, crops do)   v. niŋ1 

flourish, produce, do well (crops do)   v. maal 

flour-sieve   n. yuodiŋ 

flow (to ~ )   v. yuoe1 

flow of blood after giving birth   n. ku'od 

flow thickly, dissolve (to ~ )   v. bǤdig2 

flow, dribble, run down   v. sǤl 

flow, to ~   v. pțb 

v. pțbig 

flower, blossom (to ~ )   v. pidig2 

flower/s   n. flawa 

flower/s of grasses, wildflower/s   n. mǤpuum 

flowers (wild~)   n.pl. puum 

flowers, inflorescence of a tree   n. tipuum 

flowing   adj. -pțbidim 

flowing abundantly   id. bǤr-bǤr 

flute, cornstalk flute   n. na'akpak 

flute, whistle   n. wiig1 

fly (an insect), gnat   n. pțmpǤǤg 

fly [n.]   n. zțn'a 

fly, jump (to ~ )   v. iank 

fly, to ~   v. ig 

flying ants   n. ayǤ'i 

flying thing   n. bțn-ian'adir 

flying-fox   n. zinzauŋ 

foam   n. pumpuum 

foam (from the mouth)   n. nintǤnpuud 

focus ( ~ on sth.), face/be opposite sth., turn to 

(to ~ )   v. kpa'2 

fodder (for animals), 'hay'   n. yam1 [SD] 

fodder [type]   n.pl. dțțsa2 

fog, mist   n. țlțg 

fold sth. [to ~]   v. kpilim 

folktale, story  n. sǤlțŋ 

follow (= be a follower of), 'move with' [Gh.], 

accompany (to ~ )   v. dǤl 

follow along, border on, run alongside (to ~ )  

 v. dǫn' 

follow through, to ~   v. dǤlis 

follow, come behind, come after (to ~ )   v. dǤl 

follower, disciple   n. nya'andǤl1 

follower, fellow-disciple, a following  

 n. dǤllimtaa 

followers (en masse)   n. nya'aŋ3 

followers, supporters   n. nya'aŋ3 

folly   n. gǫtim 

n. yalimis 

n. zǤlimis 

folly, senselessness   n. zǤlim 

fondle   v. tǫn'ǫb 

food   n. diib1 

food (main ~ ), staple  n. dikpǫŋ 

food-scrap   n. dizǤrțg 

fool   n. gaauŋ [MA] 

fool, foolish person   n. zǤlțg 

fool, scruffy person   n. fadir 

fool, stupid person   n. gǫdțg 

fool, villain   n. yalim2 

foolish   id. gil3 

id. nǫǫm-nǫǫm 

foolish, disgraceful  adj. -yaliŋ2 

foolish, simple-minded   adj. -yǫ'og 

foolishness   n. gaam1 

n. gaamis1 

foolishness, villainy   n. yalim2 

foot (to raise ~ ), take a step (to ~ )   v. yak3 

foot, leg   n. nǤbir1 

football (game of), ball,  'ball' [Gh.]   n. bǤǤl 
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footfall, sound/news of sb., disturbance  

 dammir 

footprint footstep   n. bugir 

footprints   n. nǤbtan'am 

footstep, footprint   n. bugir 

footsteps   n.pl. nǤbkida 

footwear [type], flip-flops   n. ta'adpap-pap 

n. ta'adpigib-pigib 

for .. part, indeed, also   ptc. mǫn1 

for sb., to do ~  v. tis 

for, in, from, at, with   ptc. ni1 

for, on behalf of sb., in sb.'s stead   v. tis 

forbidden food, last meal  n. dikǫuu 

forbidden, taboo (to be ~ )   v. kis1 

force (take by ~ ), rob, 'confiscate' [Gh.] (to 

~ )   v. faaǫn 

force sth. apart/open (mouth, jaws)   v. wǫ'ǫg 

force to do sth. (to ~ )   v. nwǫdis2 

force, compel, (op)press (to ~ )   v. mugus1 

forearm   n. kantiig 

forefather, ancestor, patriarch   n. yaayalinyak 

forehead   n. gbǫ'og 

forehead (protruding ~ )   n. gbǫ'ǫtțk 

forehead, temple (bone)   n. gbǫ'ǫlaa 

foreign land   n. teŋzțŋ 

foreigner, stranger, guest   n. saan1 

foreigner, White man, European  

 n.pr. Na'asaara 

foreskin, uncircumcised   n. yu'ogbauŋ 

n. yu'okǤlțg 

forest   n. baŋț 

forest, undergrowth, fallow land   n. sian'ar 

forge   v. kțnt2 

forge, smelt [to ~]   v. kud 

forget   v. tam 

forgive , leave (sth.) alone/over/behind (to ~ )  

 v. kǫ 

forgive many, to ~   v. kǫǫs2 

forgive, borrow, lend (to ~ )   v. pǫ'ǫŋ 

forgiveness, patience   n. suguru 

fork-tines   n.pl. yiriba 

form, class (in school)   n. dǤǤg 

fornicate, commit adultery, engage in 

prostitution (to ~ )   n. yuo 

fornication, adultery, sexual immorality (of 

men)   n. pu'asan'auŋ 

fornication, adultery, sexual immorality (of 

women)   n. dausan'auŋ 

fornication, lust, sexual desire (of a man)  

 n. pu'abǤǤsim 

fortune, a colossal amount of money  

 n. ligidgbalauŋ 

fortune, good luck, blessedness   n. zusțŋ 

forty   num. pisnaas 

foul, revolting   n. sisin [SD] 

found, lay foundations (to ~ )  v. ǫǫnb1 

foundation   n. ǫǫnbir1 

four   num. anaas 

num. naas 

fourth generation descendants  

 n.pl. yaan-naas 

fraction, half   n. pțsțk 

fragment, shard, shard   n. sǫr 

frame, post, pole   n.pl. dazi'edir 

France, a Francophone country, French,  

 n. Fanriŋ 

francolin, quail, partridge   n. kǤdiŋ 

frankincense   n. frankinsens 

frankly, to speak   v. ansig2 

fraternity, brotherhood   n. ba'abiidțg 

free, in vain, emptily, (for) nothing   adv. zaalim 

freedom, peace   n. yǤlisim1 

freezing(-cold), very cold   id. sim-sim 

French, France, a Francophone country  

 n. Fanriŋ 

frequent, visit often (to ~ )   v. kaalim1 

frequently   adv. tu'ombi'ela 

frequently (to do ... ~ )   v. ta'ab 

frequently, regularly   id. tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el 
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fresh (vegetation), damp, wet (to be ~ )  

 v. ma'as1 

fresh, cool, wet   adj. -ma'asir2 

fresh, damp, cool   adj. -ma'asig 

freshly, coolly, calmly   adv. ma'asiga 

Friday   n. Arezțm daar 

friend   n. zǤǤng 

n. zua1 

friends (a group of  ~ ), a fellowship   n. zuod 

frighten, terrify, scare sb.   v. vunbis 

frightened, shaken (to be ~ )   v. yirig 

frightened, to be ~   v. pabig 

frightening  adj. -zǤtir1 

fringes of shirt, cloth   n.pl. futusa 

frog [sp.]   n. lǤŋ 

from   cj. nǫ1 

from, in, at, for, with   ptc. ni1 

front, before   n. tuon 

frontier, boundary   n. titǤndig 

front-yard, home-farm, outer courtyard  

 n. saman 

froth up, to ~   v. fuk 

frown, sad expression   n. nindalǤǤr 

frown, stare (to ~ )   v. gbǫǫnl 

frown, to ~   v. zuŋ3 

fruit   n.pl. bțn^wanna 

fruit tree [sp.]  n. danzțțnr 

fruit [n.]   n. wal1 

fruit [sp.   n.pl. matinkǤǤna 

fruit [sp.]   n. na'anǤbir 

fruit [sp.] (used as snuffbox)   n. kiig2 

fruit [type]   n.pl. laŋgbiina 

n. li'em1 

n. sisiribid 

n. sugurgbi'el 

fruit, bear fruit   v. wal2 

fruit, tree-fruit   n. tiwal1 

fruit-bat  n. zinzauŋ 

fruiting things, trees and vines that produce 

fruit   n.pl. bțn^wanna 

frustrate  sb. (to ~ )   v. saans1 

fry, grill, broil, cook over heat dry or with oil (to 

~ )   v. kiim 

fuel, firewood   n. buntțgudir 

fufu   n. sa'akǤrǤ 

n. sa'atuodim 

Fulani person   n. Simiig 

fulfil, repay (to ~ )   v. pidis1 

full (be ~ ), fill (to ~ )   v. pǫ'ǫl 

full-pelt, quickly   id. pililili 

funeral   n. kțțr 

funeral for an in-law   n. dieuŋ 

funeral house, house where a funeral is being 

celebrated   n. kțyir 

funeral-house (deceased's house where the 

funeral takes place)   n. dabǤǤg 

funeral-house people, mourners   n.pl. kțyidim 

fur, hair (of body), wool   n. kǤnbțg1 

furrow (made by a plough, not a hoe)  

 n. na'avuk 

furrow, (planting-)ridge   n. vuk 

further (go ~ ), extend, go far (to ~ )   v. lalig 

fuss, riot, commotion   n. tțkpiidțg 

fussy, 'picky' [Am.] (to be ~ )  v. tțțns3 

future, time to come   n. bǫog1 

fæces, 'feces' [Am.]  n. bin 

G  -  g 

gain time, play for time (to ~ )   v. barim 

galago, bushbaby   n. gbǫtțg 

gallbladder   n. ya'am1 

gallon (measurement), a 'gallon' [Gh.], 

gallon-container   n. galam1 

galloping   v. dǫ1 
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game, celebration   n. di'em3 

game, prey, animals (to be) killed for food  

 n. ni'im1 

garden [n.]   n. lǤmbǤn'Ǥg 

gardener   n. lǤmbǤn'Ǥgur 

gari, garri   n. gaari 

garment, cloth, shirt   n. fuug 

garri, gari   n. gaari 

gate   n. gam1 

n. yǤǤsig 

gate, gateway  n. yaŋir1 

gate-bars   n.pl. dapirida 

gate-keeper   n. za'anǤgu'ud 

n. za'anǤgur 

gatepost (fowl-house)   n. bțmbua 

gateway   n. zampak [N] 

gateway, entrance, doorway   n. za'anǤǤr 

gateway, gate  n. yaŋir1 

gather (~ small items / ~ cloth together ) (to 

~ )   v. ku'ol 

gather things, collect up (to ~ )   v. vaae1 

gather together, have a meeting (to ~ )  

 v. la'as1 

gather/collect things/people (to ~ )  v. la'as1 

gathering, crowd   n. tigir1 

gaze, stare [to ~]   v. midig 

gecko   n. akǤn'Ǥs 

generation   n. zțmațŋ 

generation, lineage, clan (of Israel)   n. tuŋ 

Genesis   n. pin'ilțg1 

genet [animal]   n. piif 

genitals (male ~ ), masculinity, semen  

 n. daulim 

genitals, pubic area   n. tuon 

gentle   id. yirr 

gentle, soft voice   n. kțkǤbțgțsim 

gently, quietly, ,carefully, 'small-small' [Gh.]  

 adv. bi'el-bi'el 

gently, quiet[ly], carefully   adv. baanlim 

genuine   adv. amǫŋa 

genuine, normal, 'regular' [Am.], real  

 adj. -mǫŋir 

genuine, true   adj. -sida2 

germinate, sprout (to ~ )   v. bul1 

gesture, hold sth. straight/rigid (to ~ )  

 v. yibis1 

get up, get up early (to ~ )   v. isig1 

get up, set out, begin an action (esp. movement) 

(to ~ )   v. duoe 

get, obtain   v. nyǫ 

get, receive, grip (to ~ )   v. paam 

get/help sb. up, put sth. up, raise sb./sth. (to 

~ )   v. duo1 

Ghana   n.pr. Gaana 

ghost   n. silinsiiug 

ghost, ancestor, corpse, dead person  

 n. kpi'im1 

giant, champion, warrior   n. gandaug 

gift/s, prize/s   n. piini1 

ginger   n. kakaduru 

gird, wear (around waist/hips/thighs) (to ~ )  

 v. sǤn3 

girdle, belt   n. sǫnbidiŋ 

n. sialǤǤdiŋ 

girl   n. bipuŋ1 

girl (has not yet brought forth)   n. pu'asadir 

girl/boyfriend, fiancé(e)   v. sabua 

girlhood, young-womanhood, 'virginity'  

 n. pu'asatim 

give   v. ti3 

give a gift   v. piin1 

give back, return sth., put back (to ~ )   v. lǫbis1 

give the dregs, the last bit/part of food  

 v. vǫn'ǫl 

give utterly, consecrate, risk (to ~ )   v. pǫsig 

give way, deviate, turn aside (to ~ )   v. bie 

give way, evade, wriggle out/around (to ~ )  

 v. mie 

give, to   v. tud2 
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give, to ~   v. tis 

giver of sth.   n. tisid1 

glance, peek, peep (to ~ )   v. vǫǫs 

glass [the material], a glass (container)  

 n. gilaas 

glass [the substance]   n. kǤlibir 

glass, mirror   n. gǤtiŋ1 

glasses, spectacles [in pl.]   n. gǤtiŋ1 

glaze, burnish   n. am [N] 

glean, to ~   v. wi'is2 

glide, hover (to ~ )   v. laal 

glory, brightness   n. pipilim 

glory, honour   n. zțn'or1 

glory, honour, respect   n. girima 

glory, respect   n. na'asi1 

glutton   n. diis2 

gnat (insect)   n. pibțg 

gnat, fly   n. pțmpǤǤg 

gnats   n.pl. tampiliak 

gnaw, nibble (to ~ )   v. nyi' 

go astray   v. yidig1 

go away, send away, separate (to ~ )   v. bak1 

go away, vanish (to ~ )   v. mǫlim 

go back, return (to ~ )   v. lǫb1 

v. lǫbig2 

go down, descend (to ~ )   v. sig1 

go downhill, swoop (to ~ )   v. zulig2 

go home   v. kul 

go on to do sth., do next (to ~ )   v. lǤ'Ǥŋ 

go on to do sth., do sth. next (to ~ )   v. tǤlis 

go on/last until ... (to ~ )   v. lus3 

go out, extinguish (as: fire) (to ~ )   v. kpiig1 

go out, go away, exit (to ~ )   v. yi1 

go through sth. to sth./somewhere   v. tǤlig 

go up, mount, ascend, climb (to ~ )   v. dț 

go up, rise, raise, exceed (to ~ )   v. yak3 

go, , move along (to ~ )   v. keŋ 

goat   n. bțțg1 

goat (female ~ ), nannygoat   n. bț^nya'aŋ 

goat (male ~ ), billygoat   n. bțraug 

goat (young female ~ (not having brought 

forth))   n. bțsa'a 

goat (young ~ ), kid   n. bțbil 

goat, young female ~   n. bțsaa 

goat-stable   n. bțlțțg 

go-between [in marriage]   n. pu'asian'u [W] 

God   n.pr. Na'awin 

god, shrine   n. win1 

goddess   n. winpu'a 

going (to be ~ )  v. wa'ae 

gold, piece of gold   n. sanlim1 

Golgotha, 'Skull (Hill)', Calvary   n.pr. Zuwauŋ2 

good   adj. sț'țm2 

adj. -sț'țŋ1 

adj. -sțm2 

adj. -sțŋ1 

good enough for, adequate, ready for (to be 

~ )   v. siak2 

good luck   n. zumalisiŋ 

good, necessary, fitting (to be ~ )   v. sț'țm1 

good, right (to be ~ ), ought to ...   v. sțm1 

goodbye' sb. [Gh.], say farewell (to ~ )   v. kǫǫs1 

goodness   n. sț'țm3 

n. sțm3 

goosepimples, goosebumps   id. mililili 

goose-pimply   id. waki 

gore   v. kțns 

gore, butt, attack with horns (to ~ )  v. zǫ2 

gossip   n. kikǫțng 

gossip, slanderer, scandalmonger   n. bayǫțg 

gossip, to ~   v. kǫǫn2 

v. zțbis 

gourd bottle   n. gan'ar 

gourd [sp.]   n. gǤl1 

gourd [sp.] of which the seeds are used for 

soup-seasoning, 'egusi'   n.pl. nyiri 

government   n. gǤmma 
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governor   n. gǤmena 

governor (of ...), ruler, owner   n. sț'țd 

grab, lift, pick up sth. (to ~ )   v. tǫŋ 

grab, seize, snatch (to ~ )   v. zǫ1 

graft, join end-to-end (to ~ )   v. tǤ'Ǥŋ 

grain field   n. kipǤǤg 

grain, cereal seed/crop, millet   n. kief 

granary (small)   n. bubig 

granary, grain store  n. bțțr 

grandfather   n. yaadau [N] 

grandfather, grandmother  n. yaab 

grandmother   n. yaapu'a 

grandmother, grandfather  n. yaab 

grandparent/s, ancestor/s   n. yaab 

grapevine, vine   n. vain 

grasper, person who grasps   n. agban'ad 

grass (young, new ~ )   n. mǤbiig 

grass shrub   n. pittțŋ 

grass [sp.]   n. isim 

grass [type] used to make mats   n. miing 

grass, weed, thatch   n. mǤǤg 

grass-bundle   n. kțtir 

n. zǤntir [MA] 

grasscutter   n. sǤǤnr1 

grass-cutter, person who cuts grass  

 n. mǤki'ed 

grasshopper   n. sisǤm 

grasshopper [sp]   n. akațŋ 

grass-stem   n. muug 

grass[sp.]   n. kǤlkantim 

grave, tomb   n. yațg 

grave-digger   n. bayaa [W] 

grave-digging tool   n. zuobir 

gravel, laterite   n. zigi 

graze, whip, give a glancing blow (to ~ )  

 v. fieb 

grease, oil, petrol, ointment, fat   n. kpaam 

great, excessive (to be ~ )   v. galis1 

great, many, much  adj. bǫdegț 

great-grandchild   n. yaaŋ-tțbkǫnrțg 

greatly, very much   ptc. hali 

greed   n. dasțŋ 

n. dindiisim 

greed, lust   n. kțkǤma'asim 

greedy-guts, greedy person  n. dindiis 

green   n. dǫn'ǫm 

pǫdțk 

green (dark), black, dark blue   adj. -sabilig 

green algæ, scum   n. dǫn'ǫm 

green and leafy   id. gbǫn'-gbǫn' 

id. val-val 

id. yu'a-yu'a 

greenstick fracture, split lengthwise (to ~ )  

 v. tuoǫn 

greet ceremonially, worship (to ~ )   v. pț'țs1 

greet sb. (to ~ )   v. pț'țs1 

greet, to ~   v. sǤnsig2 

greeting   n. pț'țsim1 

n. pț'țsțg1 

grenade, bomb   n. bǤmp 

grey, ash-colour   n. pțgțsțg 

griddle   n. ǤǤnliŋ 

griddle (for smoking fish)   n. ziiŋ-ǤǤnliŋ 

grill, bake, broil, roast (to ~ )   v. sǫn' 

grill, fry, broil, cook over heat dry or with oil (to 

~ )   v. kiim 

grilled, roasted   adj. -sǫn'ǫdir 

grind (wet), to ~   v. bak3 

grind sth. (to ~ )   v. biank2 

grind, to ~   v. nǫǫm1 

grinding-mill, corn-mill   n. manǫka 

grinding-stone, millstone (lower)   n. nǫǫr1 

grinding-stone, millstone (upper)   n. niŋkaŋ 

grip with the legs, coil ones legs around sb. (to 

~)   v. kadig2 

grip, carry (in the hand), hold (to ~ )   v. zanl 

grip, hold, carry (in the hand) (to ~ )   v. zanl 

grip, receive, get (to ~ )   v. paam 
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grits, crushed grain   n.pl. kayaama 

grope for, seek sb/sth. (to ~ )   v. babis 

grope, scratch, scrape (to ~ )   v. nwǫbin 

ground, land, world, country  n. teŋ1 

ground/floor, on the ~   n. teŋ1 

groundnut   n. sumir 

groundnut ('false-~')   n. dabug 

groundnut powder   n. sumban'ada 

groundnut vines   n. sumkpin 

groundnut-oil   n. sunkpaam 

ground-squirrel   n. zaŋsirig 

group or crowd of people   n. nimbabig 

grouped, arranged   id. gumm-gumm 

groups, separate parts (in ~ )   adv. bǫn-bǫn 

groups/clusters, in ~ clusters/groups, in ~  

 id. gbila-gbila 

grow   v. zu'oe 

grow (to ~ )   v. zu'oe 

v. zu'oe 

grow [to ~]   v. nǤbig 

growl, roar, low (to ~ )   v. bțțl3 

growl, ~   v. nyuul 

gruel [type]   n. walisa 

gruel, 'koko'   n. bǫǫnr 

gruel, 'kokoo' [Gh.]   n. kooko2 

grumbling   n. yi^nyǤnlig 

guard [many]   v. gu'us 

guard [n.]   n. gu'ud1 

guard, hold onto, wait (to ~ )  v. gu' 

guard, watch, keep watch over, watch out for 

(to ~ )   v. gur1 

guardian, guard, watchman   n. gur2 

n. wasmaan 

n. yigur 

guava   n. bțyakir 

guava tree   n. bțyaka1 

guess (to ~ )   v. bțk2 

guess, suspect (to ~ )   v. mamis 

guest, stranger, foreigner   n. saan1 

guesthouse   n. yisigidir 

guide, supervise (to ~ )   v. nwǫdis1 

guilt, feeling of ~   n. gbanwaam 

guilty (to be judged ~ ), lose (a contest)   v. lu 

guineacorn [type]   n. naga 

guineacorn, sorghum   n. kizǫn'ug 

guinea-corn, sorghum   n. bǫlikǤ 

guineafowl   n. kpan'țŋ 

guineafowl chicks   n.pl. na'amoos 

guineaworm   n. nyilif [N] 

gum, glue, 'gloy' [Gh.]   n. titabir 

gun   n. malifț 

gussets of a smock   n.pl. bala1 

guzzle! [sound of sucking]   id. pirig-pirig 

H  -  h 

habitation, lodging   n. gbǫǫnsir 

habitually   ptc. yiiti 

habitually, now again   adv. yț'țs1 

hailstone   n. sakugir 

hair (of body), [pl.] body-hair, fur, wool  

 n. kǤnbțg1 

hair (of head)   n. zuobțg1 

hair, (human) body-hair   n. niŋkǤnbilțg 

hairiness   n. kǤnbilțg 

n. kǤnbilțg 

half   n. bu'am 

half, fraction   n. pțsțk 

half, pair (other one of a ~), corresponding 

item   n. bu'ar1 

half-close (door), set (door) ajar (to ~ )   v. ki'el 

hamlet, small village   n. tembil 

hammer sth. (to ~ )   v. zan'2 

hammer [n.]   n. hamma 
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n. zan'ar 

hammer [~ metal], to   v. zan'an3 

hamper, basket   n. kțsǤk 

hamstring   n. gadir 

hand, arm, power   n. nu'ug 

handcuffs   n. aŋkǤba 

handful   n. nu'ukukudug 

handkerchief   n. ankita 

handle, holder, holding-place   n. gban'asir 

handle, peg, tent-peg, loom 'beater', anchor  

 n. kpa'ar1 

handle, shaft, wooden part of a tool/weapon  

 n. daug1 

handsbreadth   n. hakir 

hang down, hang down (to ~ )   v. sțdig2 

hang sb./sth., be hanging   v. yul1 

hang sth. up, to ~   v. ya'al 

hang, be in a hanging position (to ~ )   v. gbǫb 

hang, swing loose (to ~ )   v. zaanlim 

hang/be on top, to ~   v. ya'ae1 

happen   v. maal 

v. niŋ1 

happen, to ~   v. naam1 

happenstance, chance, luck   n. sia'alțg1 

happiness   n. summa'asim 

happiness, joy, peace   n. sumalisim 

n. sumpielim 

hard ground   n. dindak 

hard, brave, strong (to be ~ )   v. kpi'em2 

hard, difficult (to be ~ )   v. tǤi 

hard, heavy, demanding (-labour)  

 adj.pl. -kanda1 

hard, strong  adj. -kpi'euŋ1 

hardened   v. digilim1 

hardened, toughened (to be ~ )   v. gbirib 

hare, 'rabbit'   n. su'oŋ [C] 

harm, damage, wound (to ~ )   v. pu'alim1 

harm, 'do' sb. (to ~ )   v. niŋ1 

harpoonist   n. ziiŋtǤǤnd 

harrow, prepare a farm, break sth. into pieces, 

smash (to ~ )  v. bț'țs 

harshness, hostility   n. nyin^yițg 

hartebeeste  n. sibig1 [C] 

harvest (to ~ )   v. bun2 

harvest festival   n. samampiid 

harvest, increase, produce, crops   n. zțțd 

harvesters, reapers   n.pl. bunnib 

harvesting, the harvest   n. bunib1 

harvest-time   n. dǤnwalig 

hasten, hurry (to ~ )   v. gbirig 

hasty (be ~ ), hurry (to ~ )   v. kir1 

hat, crown, helmet   n. zupibig 

hat, helmet   n. balaŋir 

hatch, 'multiply' (to ~ )   v. wiak 

hate   v. kisig1 

hate, dislike (to ~ )   v. ki'is 

v. kis1 

hate, to ~   v. yaae3 

hatred   n. kisidim 

have (not to ~ )   v. ka'2 

have, possess (to ~ )   v. mǤr1 

have, to ~   v. tar1 

having produced young, see bțsaa  

 n. bț^nya'aŋ 

having, possession   n. mǤrim 

hawk, eagle   n. silțg 

he / she [emphatic]   pn. on1 

he who, she who, which, who ...   pn. kan1 

he, him, her, his, its, she, it   pn. o1 

he, she, it, him, her, his, its   pn. o1 

he, she, the other one   pn. oŋa 

head, top (of object)   n. zug1 

headache   n. zugzabir 

headcovering   n. zugpilib 

headlamp, light [n.], lamp, torch(-light), 

flashlight [Am.], electricity, 'light' 

[Gh.]   n. bugum 

headlands   n.pl. mǤvǫba 
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headlight, light, lamp, torch(-light), flashlight 

[Am.], electricity, 'light' [Gh.]  

 n. bugum 

head-load (help sb. up with a  ~ ), load sb., 

'carry sb.' [Gh.]   v. ziil 

headman, lord, master   n. zugsǤb2 

headman, master   n. zugdaan 

headman, subchief   n. kambǤna'ab 

head-pad   n. tǫ'ǫsțŋ 

headpan, big water-bowl  n. gǤrim-gǤrim 

head-rest, pillow   n. zukțgțr 

headtie (put on a ~ ), array, tie round (to ~ )  

 v. bǤbig1 

headtie, headscarf   n. bǤbig2 

headtie, to put on a ~   v. gir2 

heal over   v. bǤdig1 

heal sb. [to ~]  v. ti'eb1 

healed (to be ~), heal over   v. bin'ei 

health, welfare   n. laafi 

heap   n. dțțr 

heap (in a ~ ), slumped   id. galli 

heaps, in ~   id. dțțr-dțțr 

id. gțmm 

id. kuda-kuda 

hear, understand ( ~ a language) (to ~ )  

 v. wțm1 

heart   n. sțnf 

n. susțnf 

heartache   n. sțnzabir 

heartbreak, sorrow   n. sțnsa'aŋ 

hearth-stone, cooking hearth  

 n. dan'anviațnk 

heartily (people laughing ~ together)   id. vaa1 

heat   n. tțțlțg1 

heat of the day, hot sunshine  n. nintantțțlțg 

heat sth., to ~   v. kanbig 

heat, to be on ~ (female animal)   v. punsig3 

heat, warmth  n. tțțlim 

heaven   n. arezana 

heaven (dwelling-place of God), sky, cloud  

 n. saŋgbauŋ 

heavy   adj. -tǫbisir 

adj. -tǫbisțg 

heavy metal  adj. zan'abiri 

heavy, hard, demanding (-labour)  

 adj.pl. -kanda1 

heavy, to be ~   v. tǫbis 

hedgehog   n. yugudir 

heel, ankle   n. nǤbkpansinkpan'ar 

heifer   n. na'asa'a1 

heifer-calf   n. na'asa'abil 

height   n. dțțb1 

height, length   n. wa'alim 

heir   n. fadit 

helmet, hat   n. balaŋir 

helmet, hat, crown   n. zupibig 

help sb. (to ~ )   v. sțŋ2 

help, to   v. sț'țŋ2 

help/get sb. up put sth. up, raise sb./sth. (to 

~ )   v. duo1 

helper   n. sțŋid1 

hem, edge sth. (to ~ )   v. kuoǫn 

hemp plant   n. bǫriŋ 

hemp stalks   n.pl. bǫriŋdaad 

hemp, , 'wee' [Gh.], cannabis, marijuana   n. wii2 

hemp, 'wee' [Gh.], cannabis, marijuana  

 n. Sțntaana nu'utțțg 

hemp/hibiscus/sorrel leaves   n. bǫriga1 

hen, female fowl   n. nǤnya'aŋ 

her, him [object]   pn. -ț 

her, his, its, he, she, it, him   pn. o1 

herb [sp.]   n. saalim2 

herbal medicine   n.pl. da-nya'a [N] 

n. ti-nya'ar 

herbalist, medicine-man   n. tiimdaan 

herd,  look after a flock (to ~ )   v. kem1 

herding of sheep and goats   n. kǤnbkemsțg 

here   loc. kpǫla 

here (to ~ ), hither   adv. na1 
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here, there   loc. kpǫ' 

heroism, nature of being a champion, hero, 

warrior, giant  n. gandaalim 

heron   n. adaalțŋ 

heron, bird [sp.]   n. yaadiŋ 

hey!   excl. hei 

excl. woo1 

excl. yaaț 

hibiscus, rosella   n. bidțg2 

hibiscus/sorrel/hemp leaves   n. bǫriga1 

hidden, secret  adj. -su'adir 

hide sth. (in the ground) (to ~ )   v. pin' 

hide, bury, fill (a hole)   v. pin' 

hide, hide sth., do ... in secret (to ~ )   v. su'a 

hide, skin, leather   n. gbauŋ 

hiding, concealment   n. suak2 

hiding-place   n. su'asig 

n. su'asir 

highland, plateau   n. kukuaa 

highly, in a tall/high way   adv. wǤkț 

highway  n. suoraug 

highway, big road, street   n. pal1 

hill   n. kțkțn 

hill (high ~)   n. zuokukubig 

hill (small ~ )   n. kțkțaa 

him, her [object]   pn. -ț 

him, her, his, its, he, she, it   pn. o1 

hinder   v. gidig 

hinder, be hindered (to ~ )   v. vi'1 

hinder, stand in the way, fence in (to ~ )  v. geŋ 

hinge, bolt, latch, fastener   n. tabidiŋ 

hip   n. kpiilțg 

n. sakpidir1 

hip joint   n. kpiilsun'ur 

hippopotamus   n. piing [N] 

hire sth./sb., to ~   v. ha 

hired work, paid labour   n. baadi 

his, its, he, she, it, him, her   pn. o1 

hiss (to catch sb.'s attention)   v. siis1 

hit against sth.   v. nwǫ' 

hit, strike (as a deliberate act) (to ~ )   v. nwǫ' 

hit, strike upon sth.   v. gubil1 

hither, to here   adv. na1 

hittable, playable   adj. -nwǫ'ǫdir 

HIV-AIDS, AIDS disease   n. EES 

hives, pimples, rash   n. sankpan 

ho, ho! (sound of laugh, guffaw)  

 id. nyǤm-nyǤm 

hoe   n. kțțnr 

hoe (large ~ )   n. sǤk1 

hoe (small  ~)  n. kțsiig 

hoe, farm, plough, cultivate (to ~ )   v. kua 

hold   v. mǤr1 

hold ones head (with both hands), to ~   v. kțk1 

hold onto, guard, wait (to ~ )  v. gu' 

hold sth. straight/rigid, gesture (to ~ )  

 v. yibis1 

hold, grip, carry (in the hand) (to ~ )   v. zanl 

holder, holding-place, handle   n. gban'asir 

hole   vǤǤnr1 

hole (in the ground), cavity, chasm  

 n. bțmbǤk1 

hole (in the ground), pothole   n. bǤk1 

hole in the ground, pit   n. tambǤk 

hole in tree/rock   n. yǤk 

hole, burrow (for animal)   n. vǤndțg 

holes (to have ~ ), perforated/punctured (to be 

~ )   v. pulig 

hollow   adj. vǤǤg 

adj. vǤǤsim 

hollow in ground   n. nasțg 

hollow of sth., throat   n. lǫuŋ 

hollow out, chip out, excavate (to ~ )   v. kibig 

hollow place, under   n. lǫuŋ 

hollow sth. out, whittle, carve, chip (to ~ )  

 v. kpi'a2 

holy, pure  adj. -kasir 

home, to go ~   v. kul 
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home-farm (for maize)   n. kawǫnlilig 

home-farm, front-yard, outer courtyard  

 n. saman 

hometown, birthplace   n. tendu'adig 

honesty   n. halaali 

honey   n. siind 

honeycomb   n. mantigan'ama 

n.pl. singbana 

n. sinkpaam1 

honeyed words, flattery   n. nǤmalisiŋ 

honour [n.]   n. sǫn'uŋ 

honour, glory   n. zțn'or1 

honour, lift up, raise   v. dț'țs 

honour, praise (to ~ )  v. zțn'e 

honour, respect, glory   n. girima 

hoof   n. tafǫǫg 

hook, fishhook   n. gu'a 

hook, nail [n.]   n. kpa'a3 

hook/button into,clench (in the teeth) (to ~ )  

 v. ga' 

hooks, pegs   n.pl. gǤna1 

hoop, rim of a bicycle wheel, used as a hoop for 

play   n. fiil1 

hope   n. tama 

n. ti'ir 

horn   n. iil 

horn (musical)   n. na'atan1 

hornet, big wasp   tangbǫǫnl 

horse   n. wief 

horserider   n. wiedban'ad 

hospital   n. sibiti 

hospitality   n. saauŋ 

hospitality, to give ~   v. di'e 

v. di'es 

hostility, harshness   n. nyin^yițg 

hot   adj. -tțțlțg2 

hot (be ~ ), have a temperature (to ~ )   v. bi'1 

hot sunshine, heat of the day  n. nintantțțlțg 

hot weather   n. walțsțg 

hot, to be ~   v. tțl 

hot, to be/become ~   v. tțlig1 

hour (period)   n. awa 

hour, o'clock [with numeral]   n. kǫref 

House of Chiefs   n. na'azǤŋ 

house, compound   n. yir 

housebuilder   n. yamǫǫd 

household, family, people of the house  

 n.pl. yidim 

houseowner   n. yisǤb 

houseowner, 'landlord' [Gh.]   n. yidaan 

housewife   n. yipu'a 

hover, glide (to ~ )   v. laal 

how many times?   int. abțla 

how many?   int. ala2 

how, somehow   adv.indef. si'em 

how?, why?  int. wala1 

howl, to ~   v. wǤǤl 

hub (of a wheel)  n. sapugus 

hug, embrace (to ~ )   v. vil 

hug, embrace sb. (to ~ )   v. bib1 

v. bibig 

hug, kiss sb. (to ~ )   v. kuak 

hug, kiss [to ~]  v. mǤbig 

human being   n. ninvțsaal 

n. saal 

human being, mankind   n. ninsaal1 

humble sb., down (cause to go ~ ) (to ~ )  

 v. sigis 

humble, reduce, lower (to ~ )   v. sie 

humiliation, humility   n. mǫŋsier 

humility   n. a-sie-m-mǫŋ 

humility, being humble   n. sikimmǫŋ 

humility, humiliation   n. mǫŋsier 

hunch, hump, crooked back   n. sakpanlțŋ1 

hundred   num. kǤbig 

hunger, famine   n. kǤ'Ǥm1 

hungry, to go to bed ~   v. gbiean 

hunt   v. tǤn'Ǥs2 
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hunt (game), seek, search (to ~ )   v. ie 

hunter   n. tǤn'Ǥs1 

n. wi'ila [N] 

hunting, shooting   n. tǤn'Ǥsțg1 

hunting-dog   n. wǫbaa 

hurriedly, swiftly, rapidly, immediately  

 adv. tǤlib 

hurry to do sth., to   v. tabin1 

hurry, be hasty (to ~ )   v. kir1 

hurry, hasten (to ~ )   v. gbirig 

hurry, rush (to ~ )   v. karig 

v. kǫǫn1 

hurry, to ~   v. va 

v. vaae2 

hurt, cause pain to sb.  v. sǫnbig1 

hurt, 'pain' [Gh.] (to ~ )   v. mi'ig 

husband   n. dau 

n. sid1 

husk, chaff [n.]  n. udug 

husk, scale of fish, bark of tree   n. pauk 

husk, shell (nuts)   v. pig3 

hut   n. laŋir 

hut on a farm   n. pǤsțgțr 

hut, tent, temporary room or shelter   n. sțgțr 

hypocrisy, dishonesty   n. biriku'an1 

n. biriku'annim 

hypocrite, cheat   n. biriku'an2 

hyrax, rock ~   n. zuobțțg 

hyæna, 'wolf' [Gh.]   n. kunduŋ 

n. zaŋku'ar 

I  -  i 

I and ...   cj. manɛ3 

I, me, my [emph.]   pn. mam2 

I, my   pn. m1 

idleness   n. azin'i-sǤnsid 

if, when(ever)   ptc. ya'a2 

ignorance  n. zi'ilim 

ignorant [to be ~]   v. zi'isigǫ 

imitate, be like, resemble  v. nwaas2 

imitate, to ~   v. tu'as2 

imitation, example   n. titțțnli 

immature, retarded (to be ~ )   v. tǤndig 

immature, unripe   adj. -kansir1 

adj. -kansir1 

adv. kansir2 

adv. kansir2 

immediately   id. ya'ab-ya'abi 

immediately, at once, once   adv. yimmț 

immediately, once, at once   adv. vugur 

immediately, swiftly, rapidly, hurriedly  

 adv. tǤlib 

immorality (sexual  ~ of men), adultery, 

fornication   n. pu'asan'auŋ 

immorality (sexual  ~ of women), adultery, 

fornication   n. dausan'auŋ 

immunise   v. kțns 

importance, seriousness   n. nimmua 

important matter   n. yǫlkpan 

important,  necessary (to be ~ )   v. pak2 

impose sth. upon sb. (to ~ )   v. bǤbil 

imposition   n. zi'elțg1 

impossible (to be ~ )   v. zan'as 

impregnate, to ~   v. tțgțl 

impressed (to be ~ ), admire (to ~ )  

 v. kpian'as2 

in a row   adv. gbandaa 

in direction of   v. lǫbis2 

in 'Indian file', successively   id. fuor-fuor 

in silence   id. sillimm 

in spite of, although, as well as, also   v. la'am 

in traditional life, a supporter of sb. in a legal 

'case'   n. kasǫt 

in, at, on, to, from   loc. -n3 
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in, from, at, for, with   ptc. ni1 

inaugurate,'outdoor' [Gh.] (to ~ )   v. zuŋ1 

incense   n.pl. bțnnyubisir 

incense, 'pomade' [Gh.]  n. tudaar1 

incite antagonism, stir up strife   v. gudig 

incite, provoke to fight (to ~ )   v. sa'as1 

include, do ... together (to ~ )   v. kpanb 

incomprehensible, unknown   adj. -zilinzi'ig 

inconsistently, in a confused manner, 

variously   adv. bțra1 

increase (sth.) in number quantity   v. paas 

increase, add, do ... in addition (to ~ )   v. pǫ'ǫs1 

increase, harvest, produce, crops   n. zțțd 

increase, multiply, inflate   v. duos 

increase, repeat, do again (to ~ )   v. maligim 

increase, swell, be fat (to ~ )   v. nǤb1 

indeed!   excl. yaa1 

indeed, for ... part, also   ptc. mǫn1 

independence   n. sț'țmmǫŋ 

individual, different   n. kǤn'Ǥb 

infancy   n. bilielim 

infect sb., pass from place to place (to ~ )  

 v. lǤmis1 

infect, be infectious/contagious (to ~ )   v. lǤ'Ǥŋ 

infected, festering   adj.pl. -gbiriba1 

infectious/contagious (to be ~ ), to infect  

 v. lǤ'Ǥŋ 

inferior, junior, unimportant person   n. biig 

infertile, to be   v. sak 

inflame, set fire to sth. (to ~ )   v. tugul 

inflate, multiply, increase   v. duos 

inflated, swollen, puffed up (to be ~ )  

 v. fțțnsim 

ingredients for cooking 'soup'   n. zǫǫnd 

inhabit, lodge, stay (to ~ )   v. gbǫǫn1 

inhabit, reside, live in/at   v. zin' 

inhabitant, villager, citizen   n. teŋimbiig 

inhabited place, town, village (larger)   n. teŋ1 

inhale, suck in (to ~ )   v. fuoǫn 

inhale, to ~  v. fiank 

inheritance   n. faar 

n. sigir3 

inject   v. kțns 

injection, inoculation, vaccination  n. kʋnsim1 

in-laws' joking behaviour   n. dakidi'ema 

in-laws' town, village from where a man's wife 

came   n. dienteŋ 

innocence   n. bțțd 

inoculation, vaccination, an injection  n. kʋnsim1 

insane actvities   n.pl. gǫǫntțțma 

insane, mad (to be ~ )   v. gǫǫm 

insect [sp.], 'gnats'   n. pǤ'Ǥg2 

insects [sp.]  n. apțtțlmusir 

insert into a hole, pierce, to ~  v. tț1 

inset sth., to   v. sian'al 

inside   n. pțțg 

inside-out, , backwards, topsy-turvey, in 

reverse of normal   adv. tutula 

insides, stomach, womb, pregnancy   n. pțțg 

insist, (to ~ )   v. mudig 

insist, persist, continue (to ~ )   v. nyidig 

insistently, strongly   id. buŋ-buŋ 

insouciance, care-for-nothing attitude  

 n. kalinka'alim 

insouciance, carelessness   n. ba'akae 

instead, yet, even so, but [contrast particle]  

 ptc.adv. lǫǫ1 

instrument [type]   n. duundiŋ 

insufficient, to be ~   v. pǤ'Ǥg1 

insult, abuse (to ~ )   v. tț' 

insult/s, abuse   n. siaa2 

insulting   n. kikǫțng 

insults   n. ansarisi 

intensely   id. zǫn'ǫzǫn' 

intention   n. pǤn'Ǥsim 

intently, steadily (look ~)   adv. kii1 

intercession, mediation   n. nu'unwǫ'ǫr 

interest, profit, value, reward   n. nyǤǤd1 
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intermediary   n. sțndaan 

intermediary, arbitrator   n. yǫlmaan 

intermittently, continually coming and going  

 adv. giilima 

intermittently, to do sth. ~   v. vian'as 

interplant [to ~]   v. li'is1 

interrupt, to ~   v. puug 

interview sb., to ~   v. nyǫ 

intestine, guts   n. nyǤǤg 

intoxicate sb. (to ~ ), drunk (to be ~ )   v. bug1 

invade, to ~   v. buug1 

invalid, patient, sick person   n. ban'ad1 

n. ban'ad1 

invert, turn sth. upside down (to ~ )   v. tulis1 

investigate   v. vǫǫns 

investigate, to ~   v. viis 

invisible (be ~ ), vanish (magically) (to ~ )   v. lil 

[W] 

invite, offer   v. kaanb1 

invoke, to ~   v. kan' 

iron, flatiron (for pressing clothes)   n. ayǤn 

iron, metal, an iron thing/piece of iron  

 n. kțnt1 

iron, press (clothes) (to ~ )   v. nǫǫm1 

irrelevant issue, distraction   n. pibilțg1 [N] 

irrigate ( e.g. eye), to ~   v. dǤn' 

irrigate, water  v. dǤn'Ǥs2 

it   pn. din3 

pn. li1 

pn. lin2 

it, she, him, her, his, its, he   pn. o1 

itch, to   v. zakkim 

itch, to ~   v. mul 

itchy stuff   n. za'asțg 

item, one of a bunch, collection, aggregate  

 n. bielif 

J  -  j 

jacinth   n. jasin 

n. yasin 

jack, male donkey   n. bțndaug2 

jackal, 'fox' [Gh.]   n. wǫbaa 

jar, pot, kettle (for Muslim ablutions)   n. buuta 

jar, wide-mouthed pot   n. bǫsțg 

jasper   n. jaspa 

jaundice   n. wieddț'țnim 

jaw   n. yiebaŋ 

jaw, jawbone, cheek   n. yier 

jealous (be ~ ), backbite (to ~ )   v. nyuul 

jealous [to be ~]   v. nǫn 

jealousy, covetousness   n. fufum 

jealousy, envy   n. nǫnnim 

n. nyuur2 

jeans   n. giins 

jenny, female donkey   n. bțnnya'aŋ2 

jet-black   adv. biridi 

jingle   id. saiin-saiin 

job, work   n. tțțm1 

jock-strap, penis-sheath   n. bǫnnig 

join end-to-end, graft (to ~ )   v. tǤ'Ǥŋ 

join things, attach (to ~ )   v. tug 

joint [a carcase], to ~   v. bies1 

joint [n.]   n. sțn'ur 

joint, angle   n. dutir 

jokers, scoffers   n.pl. ninla'adib 

joking   n. galim1 

joking behaviour between in-laws  

 n. dakidi'ema 

jolt, bounce [to ~]   v. yǫ'ǫm 

joy, happiness, peace   n. sumalisim 

n. sumpielim 

judge [n.]   n. sariakat 

judge [to ~]   v. kad2 

judge, chaser of ...  n. kat1 
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judge, decide (a case) (to ~ )   v. kț3 

judge, lawyer, speaker   n. tu'ad1 

judge/plead a case, speak  (to ~ )   v. tu'a 

judgement   n. saria1 

juice, liquid, water   n. ku'om 

jump around [to ~]   v. ian'as 

jump, fly (to ~ )   v. iank 

junior person (not an elder), inferior   n. biig 

just now, early today, [near past]   ptc. pa'a1 

just, only   ptc. kțdim1 

justice, truth, fairnes   n. yǫlsida 

K  -  k 

kapok   n. gungum 

kapok tree   n. guŋ [N] 

Kasena person   n.pr. Gțrțŋ 

keep   v. mǤr1 

keep (hands) behind one's back   v. kak 

keep a festival, play, celebrate (to ~ )   v. di'em1 

keep quiet, to ~   v. sin1 

kenkey   n. dakunu 

kente   n. kita 

kernel   n. pak3 

kerosene, 'paraffin' [Br.]   n. karinzi 

kettle (for Muslim ablutions), jar, pot   n. buuta 

key   n. saafibiig 

khaki (colour)   n. kaaki 

kick   v. nwǫ' 

kick [to ~]   v. tǫnbig 

kick, sting [to ~]   v. tǤn 

kid, young goat   n. bțbil 

kidneys   n.pl. siyaanini 

kill, to ~   v. kț2 

killing   n. ninkțțr 

kin   n. du'am1 

kind of ...   n. buud1 

kindle, burn, set alight/fire to (to ~ )  v. nyu'oe 

kindle, set fire to (to ~ )   v. la'aŋ1 

kindling-wood   n.pl. dagamis 

king, chief  n. na'ab 

kingship, office, royalty, chieftaincy   n. na'am1 

kiss, hug sb. (to ~ )   v. kuak 

kiss, hug [to ~]  v. mǤbig 

kiss, suck (to ~ )   v. muak1 

kitchen for the wet season   n. dǤbil 

kitchen, fireplace   n. dan'aŋ 

knead, massage (to ~ )   v. nǤn 

knee   n. dum2 

kneel, to ~   v. igin 

kneel, to ~ , support oneself on knees and/or 

elbows   v. ig 

knife (big ~ ), sword, cutlass ('machete' [Am.])  

 n. sț'țraug 

knife, cutlass, sword   sț'țg1 

knock down, flatten sth. (to ~ )   v. birig 

knock, bump into sth. (to ~ )   v. da'ar 

knock/blow on the head   n. kǤnsinkǤn'Ǥr 

knotted, to be ~   id. gbin3 

know (get to ~ ), find out (to ~ )   v. baŋ1 

know (not ~ ), be ignorant (to ~ )   v. zi' 

know (not ~ ), ignorant (be ~ ) (to ~ )   v. zi' 

know how to ...   v. mi'1 

know, recognize, understand (to ~ )   v. baŋ1 

know, think, be used to (to ~ )   v. mi'1 

know-all, 'know-it-all' [Am.]   n. a-mi'-wțsa 

knowledge   n. baŋir1 

n. mi'ilim1 

knowledgeable person, wise man   n. baŋid1 

knowledgeable speech   n. nǤmi'ilim 

knowledgeable, to be ~   v. baŋ1 

known, familiar   adj. -mi'idig 

known/familiar voice   n. kțkǤmi'idig 
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kohl, mascara, eye-liner   n. kirț 

kola, kola-nut   n. gțțr2 

Konkomba   n.pr. Kunkpan 

Kpalugu [placename]   n.pr. Kpalțg2 

kraal, corral, 'cattle-garage'   n. gariki 

Kusaal (language, and customs, ways)  

 n.pr. Kusaal 

Kusaasi person   n.pr. Kusaa 

Kusaasi-land, territory of the Kusaasi  

 n.pr. Kusațg 

L  -  l 

labour (paid ~ ), hired work   n. baadi 

labour [to be in ~], labour pains [to have ~]  

 v. sa'ae 

labour, the work of a (hired) labourer   n. lǫbir 

labour, travail (in giving birth)   n. sa'ar1 

labourer, 'worker' [Gh.]   n. lǫbira 

lack, be without, fail to have/get (to ~ )  

 v. kǤ'Ǥŋ 

lack, to ~   v. pansig1 

ladder   n. dadțg 

ladle for t.z.   n. sa'abi'a 

lair (of lion)   n. buug2 

lair, bed, sleeping-place   n. digisig 

lair, lodging   n. gbǫǫnsig 

lair, sleeping-place, bed   n. digisig 

lake, dam, large river, sea   n. mu'ar 

lake, pool, pond   n. bǫuŋ1 

lake, river, well, waterhole   n. kǤlțg2 

lamb (male ~ )   n. pǫribig 

lame   adj. -wabir2 

lame person   n. wabir1 

n. wabțg2 

lame, to be ~   v. wabilim 

lamp   n. fitir 

n. lam 

lamp (made from a tin can)   n. pufpuf 

lamp, headlamp, light [n.], torch(-light), 

flashlight [Am.], electricity, 'light' 

[Gh.]   n. bugum 

land   n. gțțr1 

land (for use)   n. kpalim 

land, cross, land, go ashore   v. dț 

land, earth, nation, world   n. teŋgbauŋ 

land, ground, world, country  n. teŋ1 

lap, to ~   v. lias 

large (in a very ~ way), 'bigly'   id. zigigigi 

large, big (being ~ )   n. bǫdim2 

large, plenty   adj. -bǫdir1 

last (as in 'last year, last Monday')   dem. la1 

last meal, forbidden food   n. dikǫuu 

last person   n. nya'aŋ3 

last, later   adj. -yǤǤŋ 

last, later, eventually (to be/do sth. ~ )  

 v. yuolim 

last/go on until ... (to ~ )   v. lus3 

lastborn  adj. -kpaanr2 

last-born, small-one, least, small-one  

 n. kpaanr1 

latch, bolt, fastener, hinge   n. tabidiŋ 

late   adv. let 

late (be ~ ), 'keep long' [Gh.], delay   v. yuug 

later, after (time)  n. nya'aŋ3 

later, eventually, last (to be/do sth. ~ )  

 v. yuolim 

later, last   adj. -yǤǤŋ 

laterite, gravel   n. zigi 

latrine   n. bangida 

laugh, laugh at sb. (to ~ )   v. la'1 

laughable   adj. -la'adir 

laughter   n. la'ad1 
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lawcourt   n. kǤǤtț 

laws   n. wada1 

lawsuit, 'case' [Gh.], speech   n. tu'am 

lawyer   n. lǤya1 

lawyer, judge, speaker   n. tu'ad1 

lay egg, to ~   v. nyǫ' 

lay foundations, found (to ~ )  v. ǫǫnb1 

lay sth. on its side, to ~   v. gbǫl1 

lay/put sth. on sth. (to ~ )   v. pa'al1 

laziness   n. gban^ya'am 

lazy person   n. gban^ya'a 

lazy person, someone who 'lets himself go'  

 n. a-basi-m-mǫŋ 

lead, drag (to ~ )  v. vǫ' 

lead, escort sb., take sb. somewhere ('send' 

[Gh.]) (to ~ )   n. ta'as 

lead, white-metal, tin   n. dalba 

leader   n. tuongat1 

leader, person who leads sb.   n. vǫ'ǫd1 

leadership   n. tuongaadțg 

leaf   n. vaung 

leafy and green   id. gbǫn'-gbǫn' 

id. val-val 

id. yu'a-yu'a 

leak, to ~   v. nyul 

lean sth. (e.g. ladder), make a shelter, pitch a 

tent (to ~ )  v. ti' 

v. ti'il 

lean [Gh.], thin (to be ~ )   v. banl 

lean, decline, fall (sun does) (to ~ )   v. gbǫlig1 

lean, slant   v. dǫl 

lean, thin (to be ~ )   v. waŋim2 

learn, to ~  v. zamis1 

least bit (not the ~), even   adv. baa1 

leather, hide, skin   n. gbauŋ 

leatherworker, shoemaker   n. gbanzab 

leave (sth.) alone/over/behind, forgive (to ~ )  

 v. kǫ 

leave off doing sth., stop (to ~ )   v. bas 

leave out, miss  sth. (to ~ )   v. ya5 

leave over, overflow  (to ~ )  v. yaam1 

leave sth./sb., to ~   v. bas 

leave, set out, do...from (to ~ )   v. naam2 

leaves, fresh ~   n.pl. vanmǫna 

leaving off/refraining from (the X-ing of) each 

other   n. a-bas-taaba 

ledge   n. kțkț'a 

leech   n. AdanyǤb 

left(-hand)   n. gǤbțg 

lefthand   n. dagǤbțg 

left-handed person   n. gǤbir 

lefthanded person   n. gǤbțg 

left-over t.z.   n. sa'akǤndir 

leftover(s)   n. kpǫlțŋ 

leftover, waste, spoiled   adj. -faug 

leg (upper ~ ), thigh   n. gbǫr 

leg, foot   n. nǤbir1 

leg-muscle   n. gbǫgiinl 

lemon, orange, lime (citrus) ~-tree / ~-fruit  

 n. leemu 

lend, borrow, forgive (to ~ )   v. pǫ'ǫŋ 

lend, to ~   v. pǫ'ǫmis2 

length, height   n. wa'alim 

lengthen, be ~ , grow long/tall (to ~ )  

 v. wa'am1 

leopard   n. baa2 

n. wǫbaa 

leper   n. kțkǤm1 

leprosy   n. kțkǤm2 

lessen, reduce, quieten sth. (to ~ )   v. fǤǤns1 

lessen, subside (pain does)   v. ka'ae1 

lessen, to ~ (pain does)  v. sǫrig 

lesson, reading, chapter   n. karțŋ1 

lesson, teaching, study   n. zamisțg1 

let alone, not to mention ...   v. kǫ 

let go (free), release, give permission, dismiss 

(to ~ )   v. bas 

let, allow (sb. do sth.) (to ~ )   v. kǫ 
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letter, book, paper   n. gbauŋ 

level land for planting   v. bug4 

level [to be ~]   v. naal2 

level, equal (to be ~ )   v. naalim2 

level, measured place   n. zinzema 

level, measured place, equal amount  

 n. zinzema 

level, smooth, flat   id. sassi 

levirate, marriage of (brother's) widow  

 n. pțkǤndiir 

liana, thicket   n. gǫndir 

liar   n. dama'a2 

n. ziridaan 

lice (head-~ ), nits   n. kariŋ 

lick, to ~   v. lǫlig 

v. lǫǫl 

v. liel 

lid, cover   n. liŋ 

lie around  v. giis 

lie down   v. gbǫǫn1 

lie down, sleep   v. dig1 

v. digin1 

lie with   v. gbǫǫn1 

lie, deceive, be mistaken (to ~ )   v. ma' 

lie, tell a lie  v. fa1 

lie, untruth   n. dama'ar 

n. faad1 

lie, untruth (-fulness), lying   n. ziri1 

life   n. nyǤvțr 

n. nyǤǤr 

n. vțm1 

life (come to ~ ), stay alive, resurrect (to ~ )  

 v. vț'țg 

lifestyle, livelihood, existence   n. bǫlisim 

n. bǫllim2 

lift sth., to ~   v. gțțng 

lift up, raise, honour   v. dț'țs 

lift, pick up, grab sth. (to ~ )   v. tǫŋ 

lift, raise, rise (to ~ )   v. țk 

light (to be ~ )   v. fak 

light (weight), to be ~   v. fa'as 

light [n.], 'light' [Gh.], electricity, headlamp, 

lamp, torch(-light), flashlight [Am.]  

 n. bugum 

light [n.], shining   n. nǫǫsim 

light(-weight)   adj. -fa'asțg1 

light, clear, bright   adv. nyain 

lighten (weight), to ~   v. fak 

lightning   n. sa-ian'asțg 

like (be ~ ), resemble (to ~ )   v. nwǫn 

like sth. very much, love  v. nǤŋ1 

like, as   cj. nǫ2 

ptc. wțț 

like, love, want, need   v. bǤ2 

like. as   ptc. wan4 

lily   n. gțțŋ 

n. na'apu'a-kț-si'is-ku'om 

limb, member (of body)   n. luaa 

lime, orange, lemon (citrus) ~-tree / ~-fruit  

 n. leemu 

limit, end, boundary   n. bǫn 

limit, set a boundary   v. bia'1 

limp, to ~   v. kpǫ'ǫs 

line things up, to ~   v. kuurig1 

line up, form a queue ('line' [Am.]), follow each 

other in line (to ~ )   v. tțn 

line up, make a procession, follow in 

succession (to ~ )   v. tțțnl 

line [n.], a marked line  n. bǤǤnr2 

line, queue   n. fǤǤli 

line, row   n. kuurig2 

lineage, generation, clan (of Israel)   n. tuŋ 

lion   n. gbigim1 

lion (male ~ )   n. gbigimdaug 

lion cub   n. gbigimbil 

lioness   n. gbigimnya'aŋ 

lip, mouth (outer)   n. nǤŋgban 

liquid, juice, water   n. ku'om 

liquid, runny   adj. -yilisțg 
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liquid, soft-textured, runny   n. kțkǤ'Ǥg 

liquor, alcohol, akpeteshie   n. bǫsi1 

liquor, pito   n. daam2 

list, enrol, count (to ~ )   v. kaal 

listen, overhear, eavesdrop (to ~ )   v. kilis 

listen, pay attention (to ~ )   v. kǫlig 

listen, to ~   v. kǫlis 

v. kiis1 

literate person, scribe  n. gbauŋmi'id 

little (a ~ ), 'small' [Gh.]   adv. bi'ela2 

little bits, smithereens, flinders (into ~ )  

 adv. bǫnnim 

little while, a ~   n. tuombi'ela 

little, small   id. fiin 

little, 'small' [Gh.], few   num. bi'ela1 

live in/at, reside, inhabit   v. zin' 

live, be alive (to ~ )   v. vțe 

live, living   adj. -vțt1 

livelihood, existence, lifestyle   n. bǫlisim 

n. bǫllim2 

liver   n. sǤǤnr2 

living creature   n. bțnvțr 

living, alive   n. -vțr 

living-place, seat, sitting-place   n. zin'isig 

lizard [sp.]   n. akǤn'Ǥs 

lizard [sp.], a skink   n. abaŋkțsǤl 

lizard [sp.], agama   n. abangia 

n. atiwindaug 

load sb., help sb. up with a head-load, 'carry 

sb.' [Gh.]   v. ziil 

load sb., put sth. on top   v. zuol 

load, burden   n. ziid2 

loads, luggage, equipment, stuff, thing, tool  

 n. lauk 

loaf, round, a round of ...   n. gbil 

loan (of money)   n. ligidpǫ'ǫm 

loan [n.]   n. pǫ'ǫmis1 

loathing/dislike (to inspire ~ ), offend sb.  (to 

~ )   v. kis1 

lock [n.], key   n. saafi 

lock, fasten, be locked (to ~ )   v. kpar 

locked (be ~ ), lock, fasten (to ~ )   v. kpar 

locust   n. na'azǤm 

lodge, inhabit, stay (to ~ )   v. gbǫǫn1 

lodging   adj. -sigidir1 

lodging, habitation   n. gbǫǫnsir 

lodging, lair   n. gbǫǫnsig 

log-bench, sitting-area in the front yard  

 n.pl. dala 

loincloth for women   n. vilig2 

loincloth, traditional men's underwear  

 n. nyabir [W] 

long (~ teeth)   id. gaand-gaandi 

long teeth, tusks   n.pl. nyingaand [N] 

long time, for a ~   id. tee 

long, tall   adj. -wa'am2 

adj. -wǤk 

long, tall (to be/grow ~ )   v. wa'am1 

look after a flock, herd (to ~ )   v. kem1 

look after, care for sb. (to ~ )   v. mǤr1 

look after, keep watch/guard over, watch out 

for (to ~ )   v. gur1 

look at, look, look after, supervise (to ~ )  

 v. gǤs1 

look at, observe, watch (to ~ )   v. kpans 

look for   v. bǤǤe 

look for, seek (to ~ )   v. bǤ2 

look like, appear (to ~ )   v. nyǫ 

look up, raise [ones face] (to ~ )   v. gǤdig 

look up, to ~   v. gǤ'Ǥn1 

look, looks, sight, view   n. gǤsig1 

looking-after, care   n. gǤsig1 

loom 'beater', peg, tent-peg, handle, anchor  

 n. kpa'ar1 

loom, for weaving   n. sțlțg2 

loose, slack, discouraged (to become ~ )  

 v. pu'as1 

loosely   id. yǤla 
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loosen sth., to ~   v. yu'as 

lop, trim (to ~ )   v. pǫs 

lord it over, oppress (to ~ )   v. wǫb 

v. wǫbig 

lord, headman, master   n. zugsǤb2 

Lord, the Lord, name of God in the Bible  

 n.pr. ZugsǤb1 

lose (a contest), guilty (to be judged ~)   v. lu 

lose hair [to ~]   v. pie2 

lose [fight], could not but, to cause sb. to fail, 

put them in the wrong, fail (to ~ )  

 v. gț'țŋ 

lost (be ~ ), wander (to ~ )  v. yirid 

lost (to be ~ ), disappear (to ~ )   v. bǤdig1 

lottery, lot-casting   n. bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm1 

loudly   adv. agǤl 

adv. bǫllim1 

lounge, sprawl (to ~ )   v. gbia' 

louse   n. kpibir [N] 

love   n. nǤŋilim 

love [n.]   n. nǤŋilim 

love [to ~]   v. nǤŋ1 

love, like sth. very much  v. nǤŋ1 

love, want, need, like   v. bǤ2 

lover, beloved [address term], loving [v.n.]  

 n. nǤŋir1 

loving [v.n.], lover, beloved [address term]  

 n. nǤŋir1 

low (cattle do), groan   v. țțns 

v. țțns 

low status, poverty   n. tadțŋ 

low, roar, growl (to ~ )   v. bțțl3 

lower, abate, duck down   v. sik 

lower, humble, reduce (to ~ )   v. sie 

lower, under, below, beneath   loc. teŋir 

lowliness   n. tadimis 

lowly, poor person   n. tadim 

lubrication  n. ku'osaalțg 

luck, good fortune, blessedness   n. zusțŋ 

luck, good ~   n. zumalisiŋ 

luck, happenstance, chance   n. sia'alțg1 

ludo, parcheesi (game)   n. ludu 

luggage, loads, equipment, stuff, thing, tool  

 n. lauk 

lukewarm   id. maa2 

lull, entertain a child   v. bǫlim1 

lumbar region, 'waist' [Gh.],  lower back  

 n. siaa1 

lumber, timber, wood (substance)   n. daug1 

lump, tumour, swelling   n. nǤdir 

lungs   n. sǤnfulinfuud 

luscious   id. bțrr 

lush, moist, wet   id. lțmm 

lust, desire for women  n. pu'abǤǤr 

lust, desire, eagerness   n. ya'amlǫog 

lust, greed   n. kțkǤma'asim 

lust, sexual desire, fornication (of a man)  

 n. pu'abǤǤsim 

lye, 'spice-water' [Gh.]   n. zǫǫm 

lying on the front, prostrate   adv. avanba 

lying, telling lies   n. dafaam 

lying, telling untruths   n. dama'am 

lying, untruthfulness, a lie   n. ziri1 

M  -  m 

machine   n. masiin1 

mad dog, rabid dog   n. bagǫǫŋ 

mad person   n. gǫǫŋ1 

mad, insane (to be ~ )   v. gǫǫm 

mad, rabid   adj. -gǫǫŋ2 

mad/rabid dog   adj. -zizalțg [N] 
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adj. -zizalțg [N] 

mad/rabid dog or a nagging, pestering 

person   adj. -zizalțg [N] 

madness   n. gǫǫmis1 

Maggi   n. magi 

maggot   n. bugul2 

maggot, termite   n. muak2 

magic 'medicine'   n. tiim 

magic power, magic practice   n. tiim 

mahogany   n. kțk2 

maiden, young woman, 'virgin'   n. pu'asadir 

maize, 'corn' [Am.]   n. kawǫnir 

make a mat (by 'sewing'), to ~   v. vțd 

make room, move (to ~ )   v. ǫnrig 

make sb. drink, water [an animal] (to ~ )  

 v. nulis 

make sth., cause (to ~ )   v. niŋ1 

make tuber   v. nyǫ' 

make, fix (up) [Am.], repair (to ~ )   v. maal 

maker   n. maan2 

male   n. dau 

adj. -daug2 

male (young ~ )   adj. -dibig 

male one   bțndaug1 

male one (young)   n. bțndibig 

male prostitute  n. daugǤǤndir 

mallet (heavy ~)   n. gulungun'ung 

malt   n.pl. kpǫya1 

man   n. bțraa 

n. dau 

manage, do with a struggle (to ~ )  v. tǫnb 

mancala, owarri, wari (game)   n. wari 

mango (tree or fruit)   n. mǤŋǤ 

mankind, human being   n. ninsaal1 

manliness, courage, warriorliness   n. bțraalim 

manliness, male business or gear   n. bțraalim 

manna   n. manna 

manure  n. bțgțlțm2 

manure, dung   n. bugulim 

many   n. babiga 

many (to be ~ )   v. dțr 

many [years]   id. haa 

many, great, much  adj. bǫdegț 

many, much (be ~ )   v. zu'oe 

many, very, much   qnt. pamm 

qnt. pamm 

mare   n. wiednya'aŋ 

margin, end, shore, edge   n. nǤǤr1 

marijuana, 'wee' [Gh.], cannabis   n. tampiing 

marijuana, 'wee' [Gh.], cannabis, hemp  

 n. Sțntaana nu'utțțg 

n. wii2 

mark a line   v. bǤǤnr1 

mark a line, to ~   buoǫn 

mark [n.]   n. isir 

mark [n.], 'sign', seal   n. zanbin1 

mark, seal sth. (to ~ )   v. zanbil 

mark, stain   v. dțn'oe 

mark/s, to make (especially tribal-marks) (to 

~ )   v. kis1 

marked line   n. bǤǤnsim 

market   n. da'a1 

market 'dash' [Gh.], discount   n. lǫŋ1 

market dues, 'ticket' [Gh.], ticket   n. tigiti 

marriage   n. pu'adiir 

marry (man ~s woman)   v. di1 

marry (to ~ )   v. ǫl 

marry (woman ~s man)   v. kul 

marshal, adopt with an effort ( e.g. ones 

courage)   v. girib1 

marshy, soggy (to be/become ~ )   v. lǫǫrim 

marvel, amaze, astonish (to ~ )   v. lidig1 

mascara, kohl, eye-liner   n. kirț 

masculinity, male genitals, semen   n. daulim 

mash (to ~ )   v. pǫn' 

mash, crumble, 'smash' [Gh.]   v. saam2 

mash, 'smash' [Gh.] (to ~ )   v. sa'aŋ1 

mash, squash (to ~ )  [to ~]   v. mǫdig 
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mason   n. tanmǫǫd1 

mason wasp, mud-wasp   n. vulinvuung 

massage, knead (to ~ )   v. nǤn 

massage, press (to ~ )   v. din4 

massage, rub (to ~ )   v. tian' 

master, headman   n. zugdaan 

master, lord, headman   n. zugsǤb2 

mat [n.]   n. sǤŋ 

mat, pallet   n. dǫbir 

match, be consistent with (to ~ )   v. dǤl 

match, equalize (to ~ )   v. zemis 

match, partner, corresponding item   n. bu'ar1 

matches   n. mankǫǫns 

matter, business   n. yǫl2 

matter, palaver, courtcase   n. antu'a1 

mattress   n. bțndigisig 

n. gadpțțr 

mature, be ready   v. gțn' 

mature, responsible (to be ~ )   v. kik 

mature, to ~   v. bi'1 

may (expressing a wish)   ptc. na2 

may, might, to be possible   v. tun'e 

me   pn. ma1 

me [1st. person singular object suffix]  

 pn.sx. -m2 

me, I, my [emph.]   pn. mam2 

meal (last ~ ), forbidden food   n. dikǫuu 

meaning, bottom   n. gbiŋ 

meaning, reason   n. gbin1 

meaning, value, significance   n. vǤǤnr2 

measles   n. daŋkǤŋ 

measure (~ many), to ~   v. ma'as2 

measure, as with a dip-stick   v. suol 

measure, tempt, test (to ~ )   v. mak1 

measured, level place, equal amount  

 n. zinzema 

measurement, temptation, test, trial   n. makir2 

measuring-bowl  n. kuribir 

measuring-stick   n. damakir 

meat, flesh  n. ni'im1 

mediation, intercession   n. nu'unwǫ'ǫr 

mediator   n. nu'u^nwǫ'ǫd 

medicine   n. tiim 

medicine ('herbal' ~ , traditional ~ )   n. nya'ar 

medicine [type], poison   n. tituom 

n. tituom 

medicine-man, herbalist   n. tiimdaan 

meditate upon, think over sth. (to ~ )   v. wies 

meekness, peace   n. sumbțgțsțm 

meeow (noise made by a cat)   id. miau 

meet   v. kidig2 

meet, coincide with (to ~ )   v. sia'al3 

meet, to ~   v. tț'țs 

meet/find (unexpectedly), come 

upon/encounter sb. suddenly   v. di'ig 

meeting (have a ~ ), gather together (to ~ )  

 v. la'as1 

meeting [n.]   n. la'asțg1 

melt, dissolve (to ~ )   v. buoe 

melt, to ~   v. nyǫlig 

member, limb (of body)   n. luaa 

memorial, memory   n. tiǫnr1 

memory, memorial   n. tiǫnr1 

menstruate, to ~   v. pie1 

merchant (to be a ~ ), trade (to ~ )   v. kpimis 

v. tǤlim 

merchant, trader   n. da'abiig 

merciful person   n. nimbaanlzǤt 

mercifulness   n. nimbaanlzǤǤr 

mercy, pity   n. nimbaanlig 

mess sth. up, defile sth., drag sth. in a 

substance (to ~ )   v. vǫn'ǫlim 

message   n. tǤlțŋ 

message sb., to ~   v. tǤlim 

message, news   n. kibar 

n. labaar 

messaged, sth. you have sent sb. to get for 

you   n. -tuoloŋ 
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messenger   n. tțmtțm2 

metal   n. kțnt1 

metal, an iron thing/piece of iron, iron  

 n. kțnt1 

meter (measuring electricity &c.)   n. mita 

method, route   n. dǤlisțg1 

mid-   n. tisțțs 

midday   n. nintansțțs 

midden, 'garbage pile' [Am.], rubbish heap  

 n. tampțțr 

middle [to get to the ~] (night does)  v. sțdig1 

middle, between   n. sțțg3 

loc. teŋsțk 

middlestick, pillar, supporting pole  

 n. zan'antǤlig 

midwife, traditional birth attendant (TBA)  

 n. pu'adu'as 

might   ptc. da3 

might, may, to be possible   v. tun'e 

mild, weak, not severe/serious   adv. lamm 

mildewy, mouldy (to be ~ )   n. guunlim 

mile   n. mail 

milk   n. bin'isim 

mill (corn-~ , grinding-~ )   n. manǫka 

millet [early-~]   n. naadir 

millet [type]   n.pl. za1 

millet, grain, cereal seed/crop   n. kief 

millet-stalk, stalk   n. kikan'ar 

million   num. miliyǤn 

millstone (to prepare the surface of a ~ ), to 

'dress' a millstone   v. ku'os 

millstone, grinding-stone (lower)   n. nǫǫr1 

millstone, grinding-stone (upper)   n. niŋkaŋ 

minerals, soft drinks   n. damimal 

mingle, mix things (to ~ )   gǫn2 

minister (Church ~ ), pastor   n. karimsaam 

minister (of state)   n. minista 

mint   n.pl. nyulinnyu'us 

minute/s   n. miti1 

mirror, glass [the substance]   n. gǤtiŋ1 

misbehaviour, behaviour   n. itțŋ1 

miscarry   v. bas 

miscarry, have a miscarriage (to ~ )   v. kpa'ae 

miscarry, to ~   v. vǫnbis 

miserliness   n. nif2 

miserly, to be ~   v. kpian'as1 

misfortune   n. tugla2 

misfortune, bad luck   n. zutǤǤg 

misfortune, trouble   n. bțla 

mishap   n. yǫl2 

miss (sth. aimed at), to ~   v. nyǫsig 

miss, leave out sth. (to ~ )   v. ya5 

missing, to be ~   v. yulig2 

mist   n. kpaandțg 

mist, fog   n. țlțg 

mist, steam   n. walim 

mistake (make a ~ ), slip (to ~ )  v. nyǤsig 

mistake, slip, careless action   n. fattim 

mistaken (be ~ ), deceive, lie (to ~ )   v. ma' 

mistaken, at fault (to be ~), to go wrong  

 v. gbǫl2 

v. gbǫlig2 

mistaken, erroneous   adj. -gbǫlțŋ2 

misty, unclear, obscured   adv. paan 

mitigate, reduce sth.   v. yuoe4 

mix, beat   v. bu 

mix, mingle (to ~ )   gǫn2 

mix, mix up (to ~ )  v. gǫndig1 

mixed   adj.pl. -gǫnda1 

mock, disgrace, belittle (to ~ )   v. yaal1 

v. yaal1 

mock, make light of (to ~ )   v. gbiak 

mocker   n. ninla'as 

mockery   n. ninla'asim 

moist, wet, lush   id. lțmm 

moisten sth., cool by moistening (to ~ )  

 v. ma'al 

moisten, become wet (with tears --  eyes do)  
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 v. ki'2 

moisten, water sth. (to ~ )   v. wț'țg 

Monday   n. Atini 

money (a colossal amount of ~ ), a fortune  

 n. ligidgbalauŋ 

money, 200 old cedis, 'bag'   n. yǤlțg1 

money, coin   n. la'af 

moneylending   n. la'apǫ'ǫŋir 

mongoose [Gambian]   n. tțbig 

monitor lizard (Bosc's ~ )  n. țțg 

monitor lizard [Nile ~]   n. gbanzaug 

n. kazațg 

monogamy, one wife   n. pu'ayiŋ 

month   n. nwadig 

moon   n. nwadig 

moon (new ~ )   n. nwadpaalig 

moonlight   n. nwadpielig 

more ... than, [comparative], surpass, excel, 

'pass' [Gh.]   v. gaad 

morning, dawn   n. asuba 

morrow (the ~ ), next day   n. bǫog1 

morsel of t.z.   n. sa'a^nwǫdir 

morsel of t.z., to 'cut' ~   v. nwǫ' 

mortar, plaster (for building)   n. titaad 

mortar, pounding-pot   n. tuodir 

mosquito   n. duŋ 

most part   n. tita'am 

mother   n. ma2 

mother of a/the child, nursing mother   n. bima 

mother-in-law   n. diempu'a 

mother-in-law (husband's mother)   n. dayaam 

mother's brother, uncle   n. ansib 

mother's younger sister, 'junior mother' [Gh.], 

aunt   n. mabil 

motorbike, 'moto' [Gh.]   n. pțn'pțn' 

motor-vehicle, truck [Am.], car, 'lorry' [Gh.]  

 n. lǤr 

motto, topic, slogan   n. yǫlzug 

mould (pots)   v. ya'ab1 

mouldy, mildewy (to be ~ )   n. guunlim 

mount (4-footed animals mating)   v. dț 

mount (in order to ride), ride  v. ban' 

mount, ascend, climb, go up (to ~ )   v. dț 

mountain   n. zuor 

mourner, esp. professional ~   n. kțkaasid 

mourners, funeral-house people   n.pl. kțyidim 

mourning   n.pl. kukuma 

mouse [sp.]   n. kuug 

moustache, 'mustache' [Am.]  

 n.pl. nǤŋgbamgbǫǫnd 

mouth   n. nǤǤr1 

mouth (outer), lip   n. nǤŋgban 

mouth [as used for speaking]   n. nǤǤr1 

mouth-foam   n. nintǤnpuud 

mouth-organ, trumpet   n. kasiŋkaaŋ 

move (many), to ~   v. vuris 

move along, go (to ~ )   v. keŋ 

move along, to ~   v. nya'al 

move away, depart (to ~ )   v. tǤǤm 

move on, carry on (to ~ )   v. gaad 

move on, pass something on (to ~ )   v. tǤlis 

move sb./sth./self (to ~ )   v. vurig 

move sth., be moved (to ~ )   v. vuug 

move sth., postpone, move a tent/hut (to ~ )  

 v. viig2 

move [many], to ~   v. ǫnris 

move, make room (to ~ )   v. ǫnrig 

moved (~ sth. / be ~ed ) (to ~ )   v. vuug 

movies, film/s   n. sinii 

mower, person who cuts grass   n. mǤki'ed 

Mr. Have no Faith   n. A-pț-niŋ-yadda 

Mr.So and So   n. aza'al [W] 

much   adj. -bǫdțg 

much (be too ~ for ), beyond (be ~ ), extend, 

pass, exceed (to ~ )   v. tțțg 

much, many (be ~ )   v. zu'oe 

much, many, great  adj. bǫdegț 

much, to take too ~   v. kan6 
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much, very, many   qnt. pamm 

mucus   n. mǫmǫǫd 

mud   n. bian'ar 

mud, clay (soft ~ )  n. bu'ad 

mud-ball (for building)   n. tampigir 

mud-wasp, mason wasp   n. vulinvuung 

mule   n. wiedbțŋ 

multicoloured   adj. -pțpǤnrțg 

multicoloured (be ~ ), weave in patterns, 

embroider (to ~ )   v. pǤnr2 

multiply (in arithmetic), to ~   v. gǫlig 

multiply, inflate, increase   v. duos 

murder   n. ninkțțsim 

murder, betrayal   n. tugla1 

murderer   n. ninkțțd 

muscle, tendon, strength   n. giinl1 

muscular, very big and strong   id. gbinniri 

mushroom   n. tțriba 

musical instrument   n. bțnnwǫ'ǫdir 

musical instrument [type] : 'tambourine', 

'cymbals'   n. siyaarig 

musical instrument, musical ~ [type]  

 n. duundiŋ 

musical instruments [type]  n.pl. piris 

musician, fiddler   n. googi 

music-player, 'deck'   n. dǫk 

must, necessary (it is)   ptc. asǫǫ 

mute, dumb   adj. -gik2 

muzzle an animal, to ~   v. li'a2 

muzzle for an animal  n.pl. yțk 

muzzle, put sth. round an animal's mouth to 

prevent it biting/eating   v. pid1 

my, I   pn. m1 

my, I, me [emph.]   pn. mam2 

myrrh   n. mir2 

mystery, something not understood  

 n. bțnzilinzi'ig 

N  -  n 

n.g.o. (non-governmental organisation)  

 n. a-sț'ț-m-mǫŋ 

nagging, pestering person   adj. -zizalțg [N] 

nail sth., to ~   v. kpa'1 

nail [n.]   n. kuusir 

nail, claw   n. -ian 

nail, hook   n. kpa'a3 

naked   adj. biel1 

n. sanwǫǫr 

adv. zaalim 

name (give a ~ ), call sb. sth. (to ~ )   v. pțdig2 

name sb. (call to sb. by name, mention sb.'s 

name), to ~   v. pțd 

v. pțdig2 

name sb., call, call by name, regard as, refer to, 

pronounce (word) (to ~ )   v. buol 

name [give a ~], call sb. sth. (to ~ )   v. pțd 

name [n.]   n. yț'țr 

namesake   n. yț'țr 

naming ceremony   n. zul kud 

nannygoat, female goat   n. bț^nya'aŋ 

nard, spikenard (perfume)   n. naad2 

narrow, strangulated   adj. -siank2 

narrow, to be ~   v. yubil 

nation, world, land, earth   n. teŋgbauŋ 

natural human desires, the unredeemed human 

nature   n. niŋgbiŋ 

nature, character   n. naŋ2 

nature, normal state of sth.   adv. naŋ-naŋ 

nauseous, sick (to feel ~ )   v. pu'ae2 

navel   n. nyu'ug 

n. nyu'ur [N] 

near (be ~ ), approach (to ~ )   v. li'el 

near (bring sth.  ), approach (to ~ ) , to ~  
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 v. tu'ae 

near (to bring sth. ~ ), put sth. beside sth.  

 v. labil 

near,  related to (to be ~ )   v. kpin1 

near, related (to be ~ )   v. kpin1 

near, to be ~   v. kpi'e1 

nearby   loc. yamma 

nearly ... , to ~   v. bǤ2 

nearly ..., be about to ... (to ~ )   v. yǤe 

nearly, about to, in danger of ...   ptc. ye1 

necessary (it is), must   ptc. asǫǫ 

necessary, fitting (to be ~ )   v. nar 

necessary, good, fitting (to be ~ )   v. sț'țm1 

necessary, important (to be ~ )   v. pak2 

necessity   n. tilas 

necessity, disaster, problem   n. yǫlpakir 

necessity, need   n. bǤǤdim1 

neck   n. niŋgǤǤnr 

necklace   n. niŋgǤnkǤrig 

necklace, to put on ~   v. kǤr 

need, like, love, want   v. bǤ2 

need, necessity   n. bǤǤdim1 

needle   n. furipiim 

n. kparipiim 

needle, syringe (for injections)   n. piim1 

neem tree   n. na'asaasisibig 

n. pǤŋguda 

neem tree fruits   n. na'asaasisibi 

neigh, sigh (to ~ )   v. sin'im 

neighbour   n. kpi'a1 

n. yak5 

neighbour, fellow, 'fellow-friend' [Gh.], 

companion, associate   n. tiraan 

neighbourliness   n. tiraanlim 

nephew, sister's son   n. ansiŋ 

nervously   id. yțl-yțl 

nest things, put sth. into sth. (to ~ )   v. sia'al1 

nest [n.]   n. tǫog 

nest, build a ~   v. tǫ2 

nest, burrow (of snake)   n. buug2 

nest, burrow (of snake), lair (of lion)   n. buug2 

net (hunter's ~ ), snare   n. zuliŋ1 

net, fishing-net   n. sau 

neutral (shoe-polish colour)  n. akpanbzan' 

never, to have ~ ...   v. zi' 

new   adj. -paal 

adj. -paalig 

new moon   n. nwadpaalig 

Newcastle disease   n. nǤkum 

newly   adv. paalim 

news, message   n. kibar 

n. labaar 

next (do sth. ~ ), go on to do sth. (to ~ )  

 v. tǤlis 

next (do ~ ), go on to do sth. (to ~ )   v. lǤ'Ǥŋ 

next day, the morrow   n. bǫog1 

n. yimbǫog 

next, to be ~   v. tia'al 

next, to do sth. ~   v. tǤ'Ǥŋ 

next-born   n. nyǫ'ǫr 

nibble, eat part of sth. (to ~ )   v. nyi'ig 

nibble, gnaw (to ~ )   v. nyi' 

nibble, suck (to ~ )  v. mu'a1 

nice, beautiful   adj. -vǫnliŋ 

nicely   adv. vǫnliŋa1 

nickname, nom de guerre   n. zabyț'țr 

night   n. yț'țŋ1 

nine   num. awai 

num. -wai1 

ninety   num. piswai 

nipple (of the breast)   n. bin'isnǤǤr 

nits, head-lice   n. kariŋ 

no   excl. ayei 

no one/anyone at all, someone, whoever  

 indef. sǤ'ǤsǤ' 

no way!, by no means!, wow!, alas!   excl. wai2 

nobility   n. burikin 

n. burikinnim 
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noble person   n. burikin 

nod (to ~ )   v. gǤmis 

noise   n. kurkur 

id. sǫǫn2 

noise (make a ~ ), sound (to ~ )   v. vu3 

noise, sound   n. vuud1 

noisy, to be ~   n. nǤǤr1 

nom de guerre, nickname   n. zabyț'țr 

none [with neg.], some, any [pl.]   indef.pl. sieba 

none, some, any   adj. -si'a 

non-existent (be ~ ), not exist, available (not be  

~ ) (to ~ )   v. ka'1 

noone, anyone, someone, everyone   indef. sǤ' 

normal, real, genuine, 'regular' [Am.]  

 adj. -mǫŋir 

north   n. datiuŋ 

n. ya-datițŋ 

nose   n. nyǤnya 

n. nyǤǤr 

not   ptc. pț1 

not at all  excl. kǤtaa 

not be   v. ka'1 

not be there, not exist   v. ka'asigǫ1 

not exist, non-existent (be ~ ), available (not be  

~ ) (to ~ )   v. ka'1 

not have (to ~ )   v. ka'2 

not have, to  v. ka'asigǫ2 

not to mention, let alone ...   v. kǫ 

nothing (for ~ ), free, in vain, emptily  

 adv. zaalim 

nothing (with ~ ), empty handed   adv. nǫǫm2 

nothing, something, anything, everything  

 indef. si'el 

now   adv. nannanna 

now again, habitually   adv. yț'țs1 

now, yet   adv. nan4 

nowadays, this year   n. dțnna 

nowhere, somewhere, anywhere   indef. si'el 

nudge sb., to ~   v. panris 

number [n.]   n. namba 

number, count   n. kal 

numbers, in ~   adv. saǫn 

numerous   adj. -babig 

nurse, a ~   n. nǫǫs2 

nurse, babysitter, childminder   n. biyuol 

nursemaid ( act as ~ ), deceive, cajole, amuse a 

child (to ~ )   v. yuol 

nursing mother, mother of a/the child   n. bima 

nymphomania   n. dapbǤǤsim 

nymphomania, desire for men   n. dapbǤǤdim 

n. daubǤǤr 

O  -  o 

O [name] --  with person addressed   excl. oo1 

O.K.   disc. tǤ'1 

oath   n. pǤǤr2 

oath, blessing, curse   n. kaanb2 

oath, 'I swear'   excl. tan'2 

obey, submit to, work properly (tool, process or 

machinery) (to ~ )   v. siak1 

observe [festival]   v. kpans 

observe, look at, watch (to ~ )   v. kpans 

obstinacy   n. kpaana 

obstruct, block sth., blocked (be ~ ) (to ~ )  

 v. li'2 

obtain, get   v. nyǫ 

o'clock, hour [with numeral]   n. kǫref 

offence   n. ansarisi 

offence (take ~ ), criticise, blame (to ~ )  

 v. zǫrig1 

offence, fault, crime   n. taal 

offend   v. pǤ'Ǥg1 

offend sb., inspire dislike/loathing (to ~ )  
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 v. kis1 

offend unintentionally, to ~  v. gǫsig 

offer (-and-take-back), wave sth. to-and-fro 

(to ~ )   v. nyǤǤsim 

offer and retract (to ~ )   v. nyǫlis 

offer, invite   v. kaanb1 

office, royalty, chieftaincy, kingship   n. na'am1 

office, workplace   n. ofis 

offspring, child as kinship term   n. biig 

oh dear!   excl. woo1 

oh!   excl. o2 

excl. yoo 

Oh! [exclamation of pain/sorrow]   excl. oo1 

oh! [Gh.]   excl. ye2 

oil   n. agiŋț 

oil (perfumed-~ )/(anointing-~ ), ointment  

 n. kpasǤǤndim 

oil palm   n. akube 

oil, grease, fat, ointment, petrol   n. kpaam 

oil, pomade, anointing-stuff  n. bțnsǤǤndir 

oil-palm   n. abǫ 

ointment, anointing-oil, perfumed oil  

 n. kpasǤǤndim 

ointment, fat, grease, oil, petrol   n. kpaam 

okra seed   n. ma'anbielif 

okra stalks   n. ma'antirauŋ 

okra, okro   n. ma'an1 [N] 

old   n. -kțdig3 

adj. -kțdir 

adj. -kțdțg1 

adj. -nya'aŋ2 

old (be/become ~ ), to ~   v. kțdig2 

old age   n. bțnkțttim 

old age, 'Mr. Oldman'   n. ayțma-zu'oya 

old people   n.pl. bțnkțd1 

old woman   n. pu'a^nya'aŋ1 

old, older,(to be ~ )   v. kpǫm1 

olden   adj. -pțkțdțg 

oldendays, oldentimes   n. kțdțm1 

Oldman ('Mr. ~ ')   n. Akțdțg 

olive   n. olif 

on   n. zug1 

on back   adv. azampǫ'ǫl 

once, at once   adv. yimmț 

once, immediately, at once   adv. vugur 

once, one   num. arakǤn' 

one   num. yinne 

one (the other ~ )   num. ayinne 

one after another, unceasing, repeated   v. tǤl 

one another, each other   n. taab2 

one by one, one after the other   id. gal-gal 

one wife, monogamy   n. pu'ayiŋ 

one, once   num. arakǤn' 

one-after-another   id. ta'a-ta'a 

one-armed   n. nu'uyiuŋ 

one-eyed   n. nifyițŋ 

one-eyed person   n. fiațnk 

one-legged   n. nǤbyiuŋ 

onion-leaves (dried)   n. gabț 

onions   n. gabț 

only   adv. ma'a1 

only child   n. bilțțr 

only, all   adv. zaŋ-zaŋ 

only, aloneness   n. kǤn' 

only, just   ptc. kțdim1 

only, sole   adj. -yimmir 

onyx   n. onik 

ooze, sieve, drip, drain (to ~ )   v. silig1 

ooze, spring, well up (to ~ )   v. bul1 

open (the mouth), to ~   v. ya'ae2 

open sth., to ~   v. saas2 

v. yǤ'Ǥg 

open [in the ~], openly, space, room (for sth.)  

 n. paalț 

open, be open (many) (to ~ )  v. yǤ'Ǥs 

open, unstick, uncover (to ~ )   v. lak 

open/apart (to force sth. ~)   v. wǫ'ǫg 
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opening of container   n. nǤǤr1 

openly (do sth. ~ ), reveal (to ~ )   v. nǫǫl 

opinion (committed ~ ), command, promise, 

word   n. nǤǤr1 

opinion (to have an ~ ), consider, think (to ~ )  

 v. gǤs1 

opponent, adversary   n. zabdintaa 

opportunity, permission   n. suor 

opportunity, time   n. ya'a1 

oppose sb. to sb., set against (to ~ )  

 v. kpan'al2 

opposite (be ~ ), face towards, turn in the 

direction of (to ~ )   v. lǫb2 

opposite (be ~ ),face sth., focus on, turn to (to 

~ )   v. kpa'2 

oppress, compel, force (to ~ )   v. mugus1 

oppress, lord it over (to ~ )   v. wǫb 

v. wǫbig 

oppressive, pressing   adj. -mugusir 

or   cj. bǫǫ1 

cj.int. koo 

orange, lime, lemon (citrus) ~-tree / ~-fruit  

 n. leemu 

ordeal, to test by ~   v. pǤns1 

order, in ~ to   ptc. ye1 

orderly formation, ranks (in ~ )   id. salililili 

ordinary, empty   adj. -zaal 

organised, tidy (to be ~ )   v. bian'as 

organism (infective micro-~ ), bacteria, virus  

 n. zțnzțnr 

oribi   n. walig2 

orphan, fatherless child   n. kpiibig 

other   adj. -si'a 

other one [the], he, she   pn. oŋa 

ought to ..., right, good (to be ~ )   v. sțm1 

our, us, we   pn. ti1 

our, us, we [emph.]  pn. tinam 

outfit, costume, 'uniform' [Gh.]   n. yǫǫdig 

outside   loc. yiŋ 

outside of sth.   n. nya'aŋ3 

outside, beside, edge, corner   adv. kpikpǫŋ 

overcoat   n. kaaki 

overcome sb. (sleep does)   v. zǫǫg 

overdose   n. nugalisțg 

overflow, flood, swell (to ~ )   v. badig 

overflow, leave over (to ~ )   v. yaam1 

overgrow, choke (by growing over) (to ~ )  

 v. gubil2 

overhanging (cliff, mountains about to fall)  

 id. gbǫțț 

overhear, eavesdrop, listen (to ~ )   v. kilis 

overlay, plaster (to ~ )   v. bțlig 

overlay, re-do, put on an outer cover (to ~ )  

 v. tak1 

overloaded, crowded (to be ~ )   v. sǫǫnb1 

overripe (to be ~ ), rot (to ~ )   v. bǫdig 

over-ripen (to ~ )   v. kandig [N] 

overshadow/overtake (to suddenly ~ )   v. bțțl2 

overtake, to ~   v. gaad 

overtake/overshadow (to suddenly ~ )   v. bțțl2 

overturn sth., turn sth. upside down (to ~ )  

 v. lǫbig2 

owarri, wari, mancala (game)   n. wari 

owl   n. viiug 

own child   n. bidu'adig 

own thing [sb.'s ~]   n. din1 

own, own effort, own volition   n. tu'or 

own, rule, be responsible for (to ~ )  v. sț'oe 

owner, 'owner' [Gh.], person of/with sth.  

 n. sǤb3 

owner, person with ...   n. daan1 

owner, ruler, governor (of ...)   n. sț'țd 

ox, bullock  n. lǤlig 

oyster   n. mandaal 

P  -  p 
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paddle (a boat)  v. ga 

paid labour, hired work   n. baadi 

pain   n. zabir1 [N] 

pain (cause ~ ), hurt sb.  (to ~ )   v. sǫnbig1 

pain of the body   n. nimmi'isțg 

pain, danger, difficulty   n. tǤǤg1 

paint (the material)   n. pǫnti 

paint sth., to ~   v. pǫnt 

pair (other one of a ~), corresponding item  

 n. bu'ar1 

palace, the chief's house   n. na'ayir 

palaver, matter, courtcase   n. antu'a1 

palaver, problem, trouble   n. yǫl2 

pale (go ~ in the face ), blench (to ~ )  

 v. nwǫǫg2 

pale, varicoloured, indeterminate colour  

 adj. -pipǫlig 

pallet, mat   n. dǫbir 

palm branches   n.pl. kpțkpargbana 

palm of hand, width   n. labisim1 

palm of the hand   n. nu'utital 

n. nu'utitǫn 

palmtree, borassus, fan-palm   n. kpțkparig1 

palpitate, beat wildly, pound (as, the heart) (to 

~ )   v. bǤŋim 

pancake [type]   n. pǫmpǫm 

pant, breathe (to ~ )   v. vț'țs 

pant, to   v. yu'os1 

pants [Br.], underpants, 'shorts' [Am.]   n. pǫtǤ 

paper, book, letter   n. gbauŋ 

parable, proverb   n. siiliŋ 

paracetamol   n. parasitamǤl 

parallel [to put/be-~]   v. ya'ad2 

parallel, to be ~   v. bu'al 

paralysed   adj. -kpiilțŋ2 

paralysed arm   n. nu'ukpiilțŋ 

paralysed [to be ~]   v. pǤn'Ǥlim 

paralytic person   n. pǤn'Ǥr 

parched, dry, bone-dry  id. bar-bar 

parcheesi, ludo (game)   n. ludu 

pardon, excuse me   excl. gaafara 

parent   n. bidu'ad 

parent, relative   n. du'ad1 

parents in law   n. diem 

part, divide sth. (to ~ )   v. wiee 

part, division, repetition   n. zin'ig 

part, fraction, division   n. pțdigir1 

particoloured   adj. -pțpǤnrțg 

particularly, especially   id. kas-kas 

partitionn things, separate self from ..., split 

sth./self  (to ~ )   v. buak1 

partner, match, corresponding item   n. bu'ar1 

partridge, quail, francolin  n. kǤdiŋ 

party (political)  n. paati 

pass by/away (to ~ )   v. gaad 

pass from place to place, infect sb. (to ~ )  

 v. lǤmis1 

pass on sth., communicate (to ~ )   v. taas3 

pass on/by   v. fansig 

pass sth. on, move on (to ~ )   v. tǤlis 

pass test, endure, persevere (to ~ )   v. mǤdig 

pass test, endure, persevere, pass a/the test (to 

~ )   v. mǤdig 

pass the night, sleep (to ~ )   v. gbǫǫns 

pass through, shortcut (take a ~ ), cross (to 

~ )   v. buŋ1 

pass, exceed, be too much for, extend, be 

beyond (to ~ )   v. tțțg 

pass, go via a place/route (to ~ )   v. dǤl 

pass, pass on, to ~   v. gaas 

passer-by, sb. roaming   n. ningǤǤndir 

pastor, church minister   n. karimsaam 

pat of t.z.   n. sa'apǫl 

patas monkey   n. nwaaŋ [N] 

patch sth. [to ~]   v. lig1 

path, road, way   n. suor 

path, track, trail [Am.]   n. suobuk 

patience   n. summǤtir 
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patience, forgiveness   n. suguru 

patient (to be ~ ~   v. mǤdig 

patient, sick person, invalid   n. ban'ad1 

patriarch, forefather, ancestor   n. yaayalinyak 

pay, pay for   v. yǤ2 

pay, wages, charge   n. yǤǤd2 

payment for / cost, price of sth.   n. la'af 

peace   n. nimma'asim 

peace, freedom   n. yǤlisim1 

peace, happiness, joy   n. sumalisim 

n. sumpielim 

peace, meekness   n. sumbțgțsțm 

pearl   n. pǫǫl 

peek, peep, glance (to ~ )   v. vǫǫs 

peel off (bark), (to ~ )   v. pigis2 

peel, sharpen, shave off the outside (to ~ )  

 v. pǫlis 

v. pǫǫns 

peep, peek, glance (to ~ )   v. vǫǫs 

peers, equals, equivalents, buddies   n. taab2 

peg   n. ba'a1 

peg, fix into (to ~ )   v. ba'2 

peg, stake [n.]   n. bț'țdir2 

peg, tent-peg, handle, loom 'beater', anchor  

 n. kpa'ar1 

pegs, hooks   n.pl. gǤna1 

pen (for writing)   n. pǫǫn2 

penis   n. yu'or 

penis-sheath, jock-strap   n. bǫnnig 

penniless, poorest-of-the-poor   id. tapiif 

penny, a (one-)pesewa coin   n. kǤbir 

people (of ...)   n. dim1 

pepper   n. nanzț'țg 

perch (bird does), settle on (to ~ )   v. zuol 

perch, to   v. ya'an3 

perdition, destruction   n. aba'as-yǤri 

perforated/punctured (to be ~ ), holes (to have 

~ )   v. pulig 

perform a custom, formal activity   v. maal 

perform, to ~   v. niŋ1 

perfumed oil, anointing-oil, ointment  

 n. kpasǤǤndim 

perfumed, strong-smelling, smelly  

 adj. -nyubisir 

perfumes, spices   n.pl. bțnnyubisir 

perhaps   disc. daasi'er 

disc. pa'ati 

period of days   n. dabisim 

permission   n. nǤbasig 

permission (to give ~ ), release, dismiss, let go 

(free) (to ~ )   v. bas 

permission, opportunity   n. suor 

perquisite, portion, share   n. pțțr2 

persevere, be patient, pass a/the test, endure 

(to ~ )   v. mǤdig 

persist, insist, continue (to ~ )   v. nyidig 

person   n. nid1 

person (in compound words)   n.st. nin-1 

person with ... , owner  n. daan1 

person, a  --  person   n. ninvț- 

persuade people to support a party, suborn  

 v. nya'as1 

persuade, entice, deceive (to ~ )   v. bǫlis 

perversion, abomination   n. tuugir 

pesewa coin, penny   n. kǤbir 

pestering, nagging person   adj. -zizalțg [N] 

pestle   n. tțlig2 

n. tuodbiig 

pests that eat things   n.pl. bțndita2 

petrol, ointment, fat, grease, oil   n. kpaam 

phlegm   n. dǫn'ǫm 

photo, picture   n. footo 

physical exercise, athletics   n. niŋwisigir 

pick out, choose, select (to ~ )   v. gandig 

pick sth. up, to ~   v. nu'as1 

v. pi'ig 

pick the teeth, to ~   v. lik3 [N] 

pick things up/out, to ~   v. pi'is 
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pick up, grab, lift sth. (to ~ )   v. tǫŋ 

pick, pluck (to ~ )   v. gis 

v. la4 

picker-up/collector of ...   n. vaad1 

picture, photo   n. footo 

piece   n. zǤrig 

pieces (in scattered ~ )   id. yaam-yaam 

pieces, in ~   id. bur-bur 

pieces, to ~   id. bțg-bțg 

pied crow   n. agaung 

pierce, drill, bore (to ~ )   v. vțdig 

pierce, insert into a hole   v. tț1 

pierce, to ~   v. kțns 

v. vțd 

piercing-tool, awl   n. vțțndiŋ 

pig   n. kukur 

pile something on top of something, squash, 

press down (to ~ )   v. diinl 

piled up, stacked together   adj.pl. -pa'ada2 

pilfer, snatch (to ~ )   v. mak2 

pill, tablet   n. tigal 

pillar, middlestick, supporting pole  

 n. zan'antǤlig 

pillow, head-rest   n. zukțgțr 

pimples, rash, hives   n. sankpan 

pinch sth./sb., to ~   v. fiŋ2 

pipe (for water, gas &c. )   n. pǤmpi 

pipe (tobacco ~ )   n. tabdțk 

n. tțrțg 

pit, hole in the ground   n. tambǤk 

pitch a tent, shelter (to make a ~ ), lean sth. (e.g. 

ladder) (to ~ )   v. ti' 

v. ti'il 

pito liquor   n. kuan'ar 

pito pot   n. dan^yțțr 

pito, liquor   n. daam2 

pito-sieve   n. garțŋ 

pito-waste, 'lees'   n. bisi 

pity, mercy   n. nimbaanlig 

pivot, slide (like mini-bus door), to ~   v. fǤnrig 

place   n.st. lǤ-2 

place of sb./sth.   n. zi'a 

place [n.]   n. zin'ig 

place, 'side' [Gh.]   n. luaa 

plainly, to speak   v. ansig2 

plait, weave (rope) (to ~ )   v. pan'am 

plan, decision   v.n. gban'ar1 

plane, aeroplane, 'airplane' [Am.]  

 n. na'asaasilțg 

plant [sp.]   n. kansiing 

plant [sp.], 'reeds'   n.pl. kǤlkǫǫna 

plant [sp.], 'rushes'   n.pl. dindǫgǫǫns 

plant, seed   n. bțmbțtir 

n. bțmbul 

n. bțmbțțdir 

plant, transplant, put in the ground vertically 

(as, a post)   v. sǫ1 

v. sǫǫl1 

plantain   n. boodia 

plaster (wall-plaster)   n. bțmbǤn 

plaster, mortar (for building)   n. titaad 

plaster, overlay (to ~ )   v. bțlig 

plaster, render, daub [n.]   n. mțma'ad 

plaster, to ~ sth.   v. taae 

plastic bag/bucket, plastic   n. rǤba 

plastic, plastic bag/bucket   n. rǤba 

plate, tray, wash-bowl   n. taslaa 

plateau, highland   n. kukuaa 

platform, station (railway ~ )   n. baŋ5 

platter, tray   n. perinte 

play for time, gain time (to ~ )   v. barim 

play, celebrate, keep a festival (to ~ )   v. di'em1 

play, to ~   v. nwǫ' 

playable, hittable   adj. -nwǫ'ǫdir 

plead, beg, ask for/to (to ~ )   v. bǫlim1 

plead/judge a case, speak (to ~ )   v. tu'a 

pleasant/sweet (be ~ ), please (to ~ )   v. malis 

please   excl. naa3 
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please!   excl. fa' 

please, be sweet, pleasant (to ~ )   v. malis 

pleasure, sweetness   n. malisim 

pledge, security (for loan)   n. talima 

plentiful   id. sa'u 

plentiful, cheap   n. wǫǫțg 

plentifully   adv. bǫdir2 

id. vǫnrț 

plenty   adv. mada1 

plenty (to be ~ ), abound (to ~ )   v. buk3 

plenty, large   adj. -bǫdir1 

plenty, wealth   n. pauŋ 

plot   n. yakkim 

n. yakkim 

plot -- portion, section of a farm   n. yakkim 

plot, try (hard to ...), desire (to ~ )  v. zig 

plough [n.], 'plough' [Am.]  n. kțțnr 

plough, hoe, farm, cultivate (to ~ )   v. kua 

plough, 'plough' [Am.] (a ~ )   n. na'akțțnr 

plough, 'plough' [Am.], to ~   v. nwǫ' 

plough-ox   n. na'akuodir 

plough-ox, 'plough-' [Am.]   n. lǤlkuodir 

pluck (feathers), to ~   v. vțns2 

pluck (leaves), tear   v. ans 

pluck [fruits etc.]   v. pǤn'1 

pluck, pick (to ~ )   v. gis 

v. la4 

pluck, pull self/sth. away (to ~ )   v. pǤnsig 

plug, caulk, block off (to ~ )   v. bi'e2 

pocket, 'packet' [Gh.]  n. gǫfa 

pod of the 'false kapok'   n. vuaa 

point at, stretch out (to ~ )   n. ties 

poise to throw, aim (to ~ )   v. nak2 [N] 

poison   n. zǫǫnsim 

poison [n.]   n. yabid 

poison, bitterness   n. tǤǤg1 

poison, powder, chemical(s)   n. tiim 

pole (supporting ~ ), pillar, middlestick  

 n. zan'antǤlig 

pole (to insert in a housing)   n. datțțdir 

pole, post (wood planted in the ground)  

 n. daba'adir 

pole, post, frame   n.pl. dazi'edir 

policeman/police   n. pțlțŋ 

polish, sharpen sth. (to ~ )   v. saas1 

poll-tax   n. lampǤ 

pomade, oil, anointing-stuff  n. bțnsǤǤndir 

pomegranate   n. pomanganǫt 

pond, pool, lake   n. bǫuŋ1 

pool, pond, lake   n. bǫuŋ1 

poor person   n. nǤŋdaan 

poor, lowly person   n. tadim 

poor, penniless   id. tapiif 

porcupine   n. sǫǫm1 

porridge bowl   n. sa'alaa 

porridge, t.z.   n. sa'ab 

porter   n. ziid1 

portico, covered place, veranda  n. za'ambǫŋ 

portion, perquisite, share   n. pțțr2 

portion, section of a farm   n. yakkim 

posessedness   adj. -mǤtir2 

position, situation, standing-place   n. zi'esim 

possess, have (to ~ )   v. mǤr1 

possession(s)   n. mǤrisim 

possession, having   n. mǤrim 

possession, to take ~   v. sț'țg2 

possible (to be  ~ ), may, might   v. tun'e 

post, pole (wood planted in the ground)  

 n. daba'adir 

post, pole, frame   n.pl. dazi'edir 

posterity, descendants, clan  n. gbin2 

n. gbin2 

post-partum bleeding, flow of blood after 

giving birth   n. ku'od 

postpone, add on, extend (to ~ )   v. tțgis 

postpone, move sth., move a tent/hut (to ~ )  

 v. viig2 

pot (for soup)   n. zǫnrțk 
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pot [type]   n. siŋ1 

pot [type], small pot   n. yubig 

pot, clay ~   n. tandțk 

pot, cooking-pot   n. dțk1 

pot, jar [type]   n. bǫsțg 

pot, jar, kettle (for Muslim ablutions)   n. buuta 

pothole, hole (in the ground)   n. bǤk1 

potsherd, broken piece (of pot), shard  

 n. sǫwia 

pot-stand   n. za'adiŋ [MA] 

potter   n. ya'ab2 

potter's kiln, fire   n. bugum 

pound sth., beat [heart does] (to ~ )   v. tua 

pound, palpitate, beat wildly (as, the heart) (to 

~ )   v. bǤŋim 

pour (into a container) (to ~ )  v. lie 

pour (with rain), rain heavily (to ~ )   v. kidig3 

pour down, to ~ (as: rain)   v. sudig 

pour into [many cases]   v. bu'os2 

pour out/away, empty a container (to ~ )  

 v. kpa'ae 

pour out/empty [many], to ~   v. kpa'as3 

pour sth. on sb. (to ~ )   v. yǫǫl2 

pour sth. on sb., to   v. gǫǫl 

pour, pour out some, pour into sth. (to ~ )  

 v. bu'oe2 

pour/push sth. through, squeeze through (to 

~ )   v. tud1 

poverty   n. nǤŋ2 

n. tadimis 

poverty, low status   n. tadțŋ 

poverty, suffering, torment   n. fara 

powder on   v. bug2 

powder, chemical(s), poison   n. tiim 

powder, flour   n. zǤ'Ǥm 

power, arm, hand   n. nu'ug 

power, authority   n. ya'a3 

power, strength   n. yikț 

practice, custom, way of behaving   n.pl. malțŋ 

praise sb.   v. pian'2 

praise, honour (to ~ )  v. zțn'e 

praise, respect, be sorry for sb. (to ~ )   v. na'as 

praise-name   n. pǤǤr2 

praise-sing to, flatter sb. (to ~ )   v. sǫnlim 

praise-sing, to ~   v. baam [N] 

pray for, beg, request (to ~ )   v. sǤs 

pray, to ~   v. pț'țs1 

prayer   n. winpț'țsțm 

n. winsǤsțg 

prayer, act of worship   n. pț'țsțg1 

prayer, worship [n.]   n. pț'țsim1 

preach, proclaim, announce (to ~ )   v. mǤǤl 

preacher   n. mǤǤnmǤǤn 

precede, anticipate, do sth. first or before  

 v. dǫŋ1 

v. dǫŋim1 

precisely, completely   adv. nyain 

precisely, straight, exactly   adv. tituaa 

pre-cook (t.z. mixture)   v. saalim3 

preen self, stretch proudly (to ~ )   v. dǤi 

pregnancy, womb, stomach, insides   n. pțțg 

pregnant (become ~ ), conceive (to ~ )   v. tțk1 

pregnant woman  n. pu'apțțg 

pregnant, ready, ripe (to be ~ )   v. bi'ig 

prepare medicinal roots   v. pǤn'Ǥl2 

prepare, get ready (to ~ )   v. ti'eb2 

prepare, ready oneself (to ~ )  v. tip 

press , push on sth.   v. din' 

press down, squash, pile something on top of 

something (to ~ )   v. diinl 

press on sth. [to ~]   v. tik 

press, compel, force (to ~ )   v. mugus1 

press, iron (clothes) (to ~ )   v. nǫǫm1 

press, massage (to ~ )   v. din4 

press, pressurise (to ~ )   v. muk 

pressing, oppressive   adj. -mugusir 

pressure   n. mugusțg2 

pressurise, press (to ~ )   v. muk 
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prey, game, animals (to be) killed for food  

 n. ni'im1 

price (at full ~ ), paying cash   adv. vǫǫnlig 

price (to set a ~ ), cost (to put a ~ on sth.)  

 v. saae 

price, cost of / payment for sth.   n. la'af 

pride   n. a-dț'țsi-m-mǫŋ 

n. karigimbaan 

n. tita'alim 

pride, confidence   n. nyǫǫsim 

pride, victory   n. ya'an1 

priest (Biblical)   n. maanmaan 

priest (pagan)   n. ba'amaan 

priesthood (pagan)   n. ba'amaalțg 

prime, youth (ones ~)   n. dasannim 

prince(ss), child of chief/king   n. na'abiig 

prison   n. sanrega 

prize/s, gift/s   n. piini1 

problem, damage, disruption   n. dauŋ 

problem, difficult matter   n. yǫlkpi'euŋ 

problem, disaster, necessity   n. yǫlpakir 

problem, injury, danger   n. dǫ'ǫŋ2 

problem, palaver, trouble   n. yǫl2 

process, make a procession, line up, follow in 

succession (to ~ )   v. tțțnl 

proclaim, announce, preach (to ~ )   v. mǤǤl 

proclaim, cry (as in 'town crier') (to ~ )  

 v. kumis 

proclaim, disseminate, tell out (news, message) 

(to ~ )   v. yis 

proclaimer, announcer, town-crier  

 n. labamǤǤn 

produce a crop 'do' (agric., to ~   v. du'a1 

produce, bring out (and give) (to ~ )  v. yis 

produce, crops, increase, harvest   n. zțțd 

produce, flourish, do well (crops do)   v. maal 

profit, value, reward, interest   n. nyǤǤd1 

progenitor, father   n. du'adir 

promiscuity   n. gǤnyaalis 

promise   n. nǤzi'elțg 

promise, command (to ~ )   v. zi'el1 

promise, swear, bless, curse   v. kaanb1 

promise, word, committed opinion, 

command   n. nǤǤr1 

promptly, quickly   id. wiem-wiem 

promptly/first/early (do sth. ~ ), begin (to ~ )  

 v. kiib1 

pronounce (word), name sb., call, call by name, 

regard as, refer to (to ~ )   v. buol 

property, piece of land owned by sb., 'a land' 

[Gh.]   n. paalț 

prophecy  n. nǤdi'esțg 

prophet, 'linguist'   n. nǤdi'es1 

prostitute self, fornicate, commit adultery (to 

~ )   n. yuo 

prostitute, adulteress   n. pu'agǤǤndir 

prostitution, adultery   n. pu'agǤǤnd1 

n. pu'agǤǤndim 

prostrate, lying on the front   adv. avanba 

protect self   v. ti'e1 

protect, support, rely on sb./sth. (to ~ )   v. ti'e1 

protective   adj. -ti'edțg 

protector  n. ti'ed1 

protruding   adv. gaan2 

proud person   n. tita'al 

proud person, a show-off   n. a-pa'ali-m-mǫŋ 

proud, arrogant person, scornful   n. nintț'țs 

proudly (walk ~ ), strut (to ~ )   v. gțțd1 

proverb (to use a ~ )   v. siilim1 

proverb, parable   n. siiliŋ 

provoke, incite to fight (to ~ )   v. sa'as1 

provoke, stir up a fight (to ~ )   v. tugul 

prune, cut [to ~]   v. nwaae 

psalm   n. yțțm1 

pub, (drinking-)bar  n. dan^yir 

pubic area, genitals   n. tuon 

pucker, curl (to ~ )  v. muris 

puff! [sound of panting]   id. faan-faan 
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puffed up, swollen, inflated (to be ~ )  

 v. fțțnsim 

pull (to ~ )   v. darig [N] 

pull away, to ~   v. tǤnsig2 

pull oneself together, shake oneself (to ~ )  

 v. zigim 

pull self/sth. away, pluck (to ~ )   v. pǤnsig 

pull sth. up, yank up, pull up with a jerk (to 

~ )   v. vǫns 

pull, drag (to ~ )  v. tǫǫg 

pull, drag sth. along [goat]   v. tǫ1 

pull, to ~  v. tǫk 

pulp, flesh   n. bțțlim 

pump [n.]   n. pǤmpi 

punch, fist   n. kpisinkpil1 

puncture (many), to ~   v. puns1 

puncture, burst sth.   v. punsig2 

punctured/perforated (to be ~ ), holes (to have 

~ )   v. pulig 

punishment   n. tțbdarigir 

n. tțbtǫkir 

n. tțbtǫǫgir 

pupil, student (to be ~ ), study (to ~ )   v. karim 

pure, clean,  adv. nyain 

pure, holy  adj. -kasir 

purely, 'holy'   adv. kasi 

purification   n. a-maali-m-mǫŋ-nyain 

purity   n. bțțd 

purse   n. pǤtmaan 

pursue sb., to ~   v. bǫn'2 

pus   n. mǫt 

push (someone's head), to ~   v. gbǫ'ǫŋ 

push (to ~ )   v. tǫb 

push against, crowd sb. (to ~ )   v. mik 

push down, to ~   v. din'is 

push past/through, to ~   v. fanrig 

push sth aside   v. daae 

push sth. aside, to ~   v. tǫnrig2 

push sth., to ~   v. tțs 

v. tus1 

push sth./sb. aside, to ~   v. bian'al 

push, press on sth.   v. din' 

push, to ~   v. da'ae 

v. tǫbig 

Pussy [epithet for cat]   n.pr. Apu'asabilig 

put (hand) in, to ~   v. tțm2 

put A beside B   v. den'in 

put down   v. digil 

put in, cause sb. to enter (to ~ )   v. kpǫn'ǫs 

put in, put down, serve out, apply sth. to sth. 

(to ~ )   v. niŋ1 

put off doing sth., delay (to ~ )   v. bțgis 

put on (clothes), wear   v. yǫ 

put on a head-tie, to ~   v. gir2 

put on necklace   v. kǤr 

put on the neck   v. kǤl 

put on, slip on, wear (sth. around extremity : 

ring, shoe, glove, sock) (to ~ )   v. pid1 

put out sb.'s eyes, to ~   v. kpig 

v. kpik 

put out/extinguish (fire, light) (to ~ )   v. kpiis1 

put outer cover, re-do, overlay   v. tak1 

put sth. into sth., nest things (to ~ )   v. sia'al1 

put sth. on top, load sb.   v. zuol 

put sth. up, raise sb./sth., get/help sb. up (to 

~ )   v. duo1 

put/carry sth. under the arm   v. piank 

put/lay sth. on sth. (to ~ )   v. pa'al1 

putrid, rotten   adj. -pǤn'Ǥsir 

puzzle sb.   v. nya' 

Q  -  q 

quail, francolin, partridge   n. kǤdiŋ qualified, competent person   n. wisiŋa 
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quarrel, argue (to ~ )   v. nwa'as1 

quartermaster   n. la'agur 

queen, chief's wife   n. na'apu'a 

question   n. bu'osțg2 

queue   n. fǤǤli 

queue, line up, form a queue ('line' [Am.]), 

follow each other in line   v. tțn 

quickly   id. kida-kida 

adv. tǤ'ǤtǤ 

adv. varidi 

quickly, already, suddenly (to do sth. ~ )  

 v. ta'am1 

quickly, full-pelt   id. pililili 

quickly, promptly   id. wiem-wiem 

quickly, sharply (to speak ~ )   id. willimm 

quickly, speedily   id. pțl 

quickly, suddenly   adv. tǤ'2 

quiet   adv. fǤn2 

adv. fǤǤn4 

quiet (to be ~ )   v. fǤn1 

quiet, calm   adj. -bal2 

quieten, reduce, lessen sth. (to ~ )   v. fǤǤns1 

quietly   id. sțllim 

id. sțț1 

quietly, (speaking) in low tones   adv. teŋnǤǤr 

quietly, in silence   id. ki'1 

quiet[ly], gently, carefully   adv. baanlim 

quiver (for arrows)   n. lǤk 

quiver, shake, shake sth. (to ~ )   v. mi'im 

quiver, to   v. yțmis 

R  -  r 

rabid dog, mad dog   n. bagǫǫŋ 

rabid, mad   adj. -gǫǫŋ2 

race [n.], run [n.], speed, escape  n. zǤǤg 

radio, 'wireless' [Br.]   n. walis1 

rafter [n.]   n. yu'adir 

rafter, to  v. yu'a 

rag, torn ..., worn out   adj. -kǫndig2 

adj. -kǫǫțng 

rag, torn cloth/clothes   n. kparikǫǫțng 

rain   n. saa2 

rain (to ~ )   v. ni2 

rain heavily, pour (with rain) (to ~ )   v. kidig3 

rainbow   n. dindǫog 

raining, it stops ~   v. nie2 

rainmaker, 'Master of the Rain'   n. saraan 

rains, early   n. sigir1 

rains, early ~   n. sigsaa 

rainwater   n. saku'om 

rainy season   n. sǫǫung 

raise offer!, cut price!   n. bareka 

raise sb./sth., put sth. up, get/help sb. up (to 

~ )   v. duo1 

raise [face], look up (to ~ )   v. gǤdig 

raise, bring up, bring along (to ~ )   v. țgțs 

raise, lift up, honour   v. dț'țs 

raise, lift, rise (to ~ )   v. țk 

raise, rear animals (to ~ )   v. gț'țl 

raise, rear, bring up   v. țg3 

raise, rise (to ~ )   v. ziank2 

raise, rise, go up, exceed (to ~ )   v. yak3 

raised parapet, ridge, border   n. gțțdiŋ 

ram, male sheep   n. pǫraug 

randomly, all over the place   adv. yaaŋ-yaaŋ 

ranks, orderly formation (in ~ )   id. salililili 

rape   n. pu'abibig 

rape (many victims), to ~   v. bib1 

rape sb., to ~   v. bibig 

rapidly, swiftly, rapidly, hurriedly, 

immediately   adv. tǤlib 

rapist, adulterous man   n. pu'asan'amid 
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rare , scarce (to be ~ )   v. kar 

rascal, villain   n. wa'adir 

rash, pimples, hives   n. sankpan 

rat (giant-~)   n. dayuug1 [N] 

rattle, shaker [n.]   n. siya'ar 

rattles, sistra, 'jingles'   n. gbigilig 

n.pl. kin'ala 

rattling   id. nwǤnr-nwǤnr 

rattling, clatter   id. nwia-nwia 

raw, uncooked   adj. -kansir1 

rays   n. sǤǤnrim 

rays of sunlight   n. nintantu'ar 

razor   n. barig 

razor-blade, 'blade' [Gh.]   n. bilǫt 

reach as far as/up to ... , to ~   v. tțn 

reach out, extend (to ~ )   v. yaadim 

reach out, to  v. tiel 

reach up   v. ba'aŋ 

reach up to, to ~   v. ba'al 

reach, arrive at (to ~ )   v. paae 

reach, to cause sth. to ~   v. paas 

read, to ~   v. karim 

readiness   n. asiri 

n. siri 

reading, lesson, chapter   n. karțŋ1 

reading-room, classroom, informal school  

 n. karindǤǤg 

ready (get ~ ), prepare (to ~ )   v. ti'eb2 

ready for, adequate, good enough for (to be 

~ )   v. siak2 

ready oneself, prepare (to ~ )  v. tip 

ready, pregnant, ripe (to be ~ )   v. bi'ig 

real   adj. -mǫŋa1 

real, genuine, normal, 'regular' [Am.]  

 adj. -mǫŋir 

realise, to ~   v. vțțg 

reapers, harvesters   n.pl. bunnib 

rear, raise animals (to ~ )   v. gț'țl 

rear, raise, bring up   v. țg3 

reason, meaning   n. gbin1 

rebel, disobey   v. ki'is 

rebuke [n.]   n. zǫligir 

rebuke, advise, teach (to ~ )   v. sa'al1 

rebuke, shout, shout at (to ~ )   v. tans 

receive [many]  v. di'es 

receive, 'get' [Gh.], accept, 'collect' [Gh.] (to 

~ )   v. di'e 

receive, get, grip (to ~ )   v. paam 

receive, take delivery of (to ~ )   v. tak2 

recently   id. daara-daara 

recite a dirge (to ~ )   v. sias [W] 

reckless(ness), 'don't care' attitude   n. haya1 

recklessly, uselessly   adv. yǤǤd1 

recognize, know, understand (to ~ )   v. baŋ1 

reconcile, be reconciled (to ~ )   v. naalim1 

reconcile, to ~   v. naal1 

reconciler   n. zabpansid 

reconciliation, covenant   n. nǤnaar 

record-players   n. na'asaagǫna 

recruit sb., find sb. to do a job, enlist, enrol  

 v. nǤ'Ǥs 

red   id. zǫn'ǫm-zǫn'ǫm 

adj. -zǫn'ug 

adj. -zin'a 

red (bright ~ )   id. wii1 

red beans   n. saazi 

red [to be ~]   v. mu'oe1 

red, very bright ~   id. sțee 

red, very ~   id. kpiațn 

red-brown, ripe   adj. wiiug 

redden sth., make red   v. mǤ'Ǥs 

redden sth., make red (to ~ )   v. mǤ'Ǥns 

reddish  id. wilim-wilim 

id. wiya-wiya 

re-do, overlay, put on an outer cover (to ~ )  

 v. tak1 

re-do, repeat, reiterate (to ~ )   v. pǫndig 

v. tǫndig 
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reduce sth. (to ~ )   v. bu'oe1 

reduce, lessen, quieten sth. (to ~ )   v. fǤǤns1 

reduce, lower, humble (to ~ )   v. sie 

reduce, mitigate sth. (to ~ )   v. yuoe4 

reduction [W]   n. bu'osțg1 

refer to, name sb., call, call by name, 

pronounce (word) (to ~ )   v. buol 

reflect, shine (to ~ )   v. tu'al3 

reflection (of sb.)   n. siig1 

refraining from/leaving off (the X-ing of) each 

other   n. a-bas-taaba 

refugee, escapee   n. zǤǤm 

refusal to work, strike (on ~ ), revolt  

 adv. taawai 

refuse (to ~ to receive sth., or ~ sth. to sb.)  

 v. zan'as 

refuse to accept (a proposal), disagree, disobey, 

resist, deny   v. zan'as 

refuse to give (to ~ )   v. mǤŋ1 

refuse, deny (that ...) (to ~ )   v. ki'is 

refute, refuse, deny (that ...) (to ~ )   v. ki'is 

regard as, name sb., call, call by name, regard 

as, refer to, pronounce (word) (to ~ )  

 v. buol 

regent   n. gbandaan 

regrind, break completely, chew the cud (to 

~ )   v. bugus2 

regularly, frequently   id. tu'ombi'el-tu'ombi'el 

regulate   v. sț'oe 

regurgitate, bring up food (to ~ )   v. țgțs 

reheat, heat up old soup or any kind of food  

 v. wa'aŋ 

reincarnation   n. bilǫbțg 

reiterate, repeat, re-do (to ~ )   v. pǫndig 

v. tǫndig 

reject sth./sb., to ~   v. zan'as 

related, closely ~   id. tan'-tan' 

relationship of lovers, 

boyfriend-and-girlfriend   n. sabuod 

relationship, close ~   n. kpinnim 

n. kpiinr 

relative [a near ~]   n. kpin2 

relative, parent   n. du'ad1 

relative, sibling-clan(-member)   n. sizua 

relaxation, rest   n. vț'țsțm 

release, give permission, dismiss, let go (free) 

(to ~ )   v. bas 

release, untie sth. (to ~ )   v. idig 

reliable, exactly   adv. viki1 

reliably, exactly  adv. yim1 

rely on, support, protect sb./sth. (to ~ )   v. ti'e1 

remain, stay (to ~ )   n. kpǫlim 

remaindered (be ~ ), be left unsold, fail to sell 

(to ~ )   v. wǫǫl 

remedy, cure, solution   n. tiim 

remember, remind (to ~ )   v. tǫnr1 

v. tǫǫns1 

v. tiǫn1 

remind, remember (to ~ )   v. tǫnr1 

v. tǫǫns1 

v. tiǫn1 

remove flesh, strip (meat from bones)  

 v. walig3 

remove garments, undress sb. (to ~ )   v. yǫǫs2 

remove, dig up sth. (to ~ )   v. vik 

remove, take away, subtract (to ~ )   v. yis 

render, plaster, daub [n.]   n. mțma'ad 

renown   n. yț'țr 

repair (leather items)   v. zab1 

repair, fix (up) [Am.], make (to ~ )   v. maal 

repay, fulfil (to ~ )   v. pidis1 

repay, to  v. yi'e 

repayment, revenge, retribution   n. samyi'er 

repeat (to ~ ), do again(to do ~)   v. lǫb1 

repeat, do again [to ~]   v. ta'al2 

repeat, go over/explain a case carefully, copy  

 v. tțțns1 

repeat, increase, do again (to ~ )   v. maligim 

repeat, re-do, reiterate (to ~ )   v. pǫndig 
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v. tǫndig 

repeated, unceasing, one after another   v. tǤl 

repent   v. tiak1 

repentance, change   n. tiakir1 

replace sb., suceed (-to-office) (to ~ )   v. lǫdig 

replace, succeed sb., 'spell' sb. [Am.] (to ~ )  

 v. di'e 

v. di'es 

replacement, succession   n. lǫdir1 

reply, to ~   v. gand 

report, tell tales (to ~ )   v. pǤǤtim 

representative, deputy, ambassador   n. biig 

reptile, creepy-crawly   n.pl. bțnvuudir 

request, beg, pray for (to ~ )   v. sǤs 

rescue, save (to ~ )   v. di'e 

v. fan' 

resemble, be like (to ~ )   v. nwǫn 

resemble, imitate, be like  v. nwaas2 

resentment, anger   n. ǫndțg 

reserve (some t.z), to ~   v. aŋ2 

reside, live in/at, inhabit   v. zin' 

residues, farm-~   n.pl. vaala 

resin, sap   n. sțn'um 

resist, counteract power (as: with juju)  

 v. nwǫǫg1 

resist, disobey, disagree, refuse to accept (a 

proposal), resist, deny   v. zan'as 

resolute, determined   adj. -nyammir 

resolve (problem), settle (matter) (to ~ )  

 v. kțțs1 

respect   n. saauŋ 

respect [n.]   n. zuobțg2 

respect, admire, appreciate (to ~ )   v. nan3 

respect, fear (to ~ )   v. gi'ig 

respect, glory   n. na'asi1 

respect, honour, glory   n. girima 

respect, praise, be sorry for  sb. (to ~ )  

 v. na'as 

respond (to a call), answer (to ~ )   v. siak1 

respond [multiple], to ~   v. gandis 

respond, to ~   v. gandig 

response, answer   n. gandisțg 

responsible (to be ~ for ), rule, own (to ~ )  

 v. sț'oe 

responsible, mature (to be ~ )   v. kik 

rest   v. vț'țs 

rest ones head (on...), to ~   v. kțk1 

rest one's weight on sth.   v. dǫllim 

rest, relaxation   n. vț'țsțm 

rest, support oneself on sth.  v. du'us 

restrain, to ~   v. gu'oe 

restraining force, barrier   n. gu'ur 

retain falsely, withhold (to ~ )   v. kpiank 

retaliate, revenge, do ... in return (to ~ )  

 v. lǫbis1 

retarded, immature (to be ~ )   v. tǤndig 

retreat, to   v. fǤnrig 

retribution, revenge, repayment   n. samyi'er 

return (cause sb. to  ~ ), bring back (to ~ )  

 v. lǫbis1 

return (do ... in ~ ), retaliate, revenge (to ~ )  

 v. lǫbis1 

return several times, keep coming (to ~ )  

 v. tuulim 

return sth., give back, put back (to ~ )   v. lǫbis1 

return, go back (to ~ )   v. lǫb1 

v. lǫbig2 

reveal, appear, wake, shine (to ~ )  v. nie1 

reveal, confess (to ~ )   v. viig1 

reveal, do sth. openly (to ~ )   v. nǫǫl 

reveal, to ~   n. nǫǫs1 

revenge, repayment, retribution   n. samyi'er 

revenge, retaliate, do ... in return (to ~ )  

 v. lǫbis1 

reverence, awe, fear   n. zǤtim 

reverse of normal, backwards, topsy-turvey, 

inside-out   adv. tutula 

revive a fire   v. țsțg 
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revolting, foul   n. sisin [SD] 

revolve   v. kțris 

reward, value, profit, interest   n. nyǤǤd1 

rib   n. sapirig 

ribs   n.pl. ganma 

rice   n. mui 

rich person   n. bțndaan 

n. ligidaan 

rich, wealthy person   n. bțmmǤr 

rich/wealthy person  n. kpan' 

n. kpan'amdaan 

riches, wealth  n. arezak 

riddle/riddles   n. bțgțlțm-bțgțlțm2 

ride [caus.]   v. ban'al 

ride, mount (in order to ride)  v. ban' 

ridge, barrier  n. laŋgindaa 

ridge, furrow   n. vuk 

right hand   diiug 

right way, approved behaviour   n. suor 

right, good (to be ~ ), ought to ...   v. sțm1 

righteous person   n. pțpiel 

righteousness   n. pțpielim 

righthand, right hand   n. datiuŋ 

rigidly   id. gammire 

rim of a bicycle wheel, used as a hoop for 

play   n. fiil1 

ring ('twisted ~ '), spiral   n. baŋgbilig 

ring, bracelet   n. baŋ2 

ring, finger-bell   n. gbigil1 [N] 

rinse sth., to   v. sțțg2 

rinse, dip (morsel in soup)   v. suk 

riot, commotion, fuss   n. tțkpiidțg 

rip, tear (to ~ )   v. aaǫn1 

ripe   adj. -bi'im 

ripe, ready, pregnant (to be ~ )   v. bi'ig 

ripe, red-brown   adj. wiiug 

rise, go up, raise, exceed (to ~ )   v. yak3 

rise, raise (to ~ )   v. ziank2 

rise, raise, lift (to ~ )   v. țk 

rises   v. tans 

v. tans 

rises (sun), to break out, burst rises (sun), to 

break out, burst   v. tans 

risk, consecrate, give utterly (to ~ )   v. pǫsig 

rivalry, enmity   n. data'ad [W] 

river   n. kǤldaug 

river (big ~ )   n. kǤllaa 

river (large), 'dam', lake, sea   n. mu'ar 

river, well, waterhole, lake   n. kǤlțg2 

riverbank   n. kǤldanǤǤr 

riverbank, edge of a river/waterhole  

 n. kǤlnǤǤr 

river-valley   n. kǤldabțmbǤk 

road (big), highway, street   n. pal1 

road (rough/minor ~ ), by-way   adj. suobugir 

road, path, way   n. suor 

roam, wander, 'roam and come', travel (to ~ )  

 v. gǤn1 

roaming   n. gǤǤndim 

roar [to ~]   v. lǫ'1 

roar, growl, low (to ~ )   v. bțțl3 

roar, rush (to ~ )  v. su'ug 

roar, rush (water does)   v. suug2 

roar, to ~   v. nwa'am1 

roast, bake, broil, grill (to ~ )   v. sǫn' 

roasted, grilled   adj. -sǫn'ǫdir 

rob sb., steal (to ~ )   v. zu1 

rob, 'confiscate' [Gh.], seize (to ~ )   v. fan' 

rob, 'confiscate' [Gh.], take by force (to ~ )  

 v. faaǫn 

robber   n. faand1 

robbery   n. faaung 

robes   n.pl. kparib1 

rock hyrax   n. zuobțțg 

rock [n.]   n. tampiing 

rogue   n. zufa'as 

roll (self), roll about (as, a horse)   v. bilim 

roll sth. (away), roll (self) (to ~ )   v. bilig 
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roll sth. up, make rolls of sth. (to ~ )   v. gbilim 

roll sth. up, to   v. vilis 

roll up sth. [to ~]   v. kpilim 

roof sth., cover  sth. (to ~ )   v. pil 

roof, thatched roof   n. mǤpil 

roofed cooking-area   n. dǤbil 

roofless dry-season cooking area   n. dan'aŋ 

room   n. dǤǤg 

room (for sth.), space, in the open, openly  

 n. paalț 

root   n. ti-nya'ar 

root (of plant, tree)   n. nya'ar 

rope   n. nwiig1 

rope, to make ~   v. nwi1 

rosella, hibiscus   n. bidțg2 

rot, be overripe (to ~ )   v. bǫdig 

rot, go bad  v. pun'oe 

rotate, swing, spin sb. (to ~ )   v. yulig1 

rotating   adj. -piliŋ 

rotten [to be ~]   v. pǤn'Ǥs 

rotten, putrid   adj. -pǤn'Ǥsir 

round   id. gbila-gbila 

round, around   id. gbiliga 

round, circular   adj. -gbilig 

round, loaf, a round of ...   n. gbil 

round, to be/become  ~   v. gbilis2 

route, method   n. dǤlisțg1 

row, line   n. kuurig2 

royal house, the chiefly clan   n. na'adǤǤg 

royal territory   n. na'ateŋ 

royals, those of chiefly lineage   n. gbandaan 

royalty, chieftaincy, kingship, office   n. na'am1 

rub , brush against sb./sth.   v. suoǫn 

rub off millet grains [to ~]  v. nwǫ'ǫŋ 

rub sth. bare, wear sth. out (to ~ )   v. fțdig 

rub, massage (to ~ )   v. tian' 

rub, scrape [to ~]   v. ur 

rub, stroke sth. (to ~ )  v. waasim 

rub/scrape off (to ~ )   v. uris 

rubbish heap, 'garbage pile' [Am.], midden  

 n. tampțțr 

rubbish, 'trash, garbage' [Am.]   n. sauk 

rubble, clods   n. tandia'an 

ruin   n. dabǤǤg 

ruin, destruction   n. san'auŋ1 

rule, own, be responsible for (to ~ )  v. sț'oe 

ruler, owner, governor (of ...)   n. sț'țd 

run alongside, border on, follow along (to ~ )  

 v. dǫn' 

run away, escape (to ~ )   v. zǤ 

run down, flow, dribble   v. sǤl 

run down, wash over  (to ~ ) [water does]  

 n. yțdig 

run [n.], course   n. zuaa1 

run [n.], race [n.], , speed, escape   n. zǤǤg 

run, to ~   v. zǤ 

runner   n. zǤtzǤt 

running   adj. -zǤtir2 

runny, liquid   adj. -yilisțg 

runny, soft-textured, liquid   n. kțkǤ'Ǥg 

runny, thin   id. yilyil 

rush (in a ~ ), urgently   id. bap-bap 

rush at, attack (to ~ )   v. lǤb 

rush at, storm (militarily) (to ~ )   v. fǤǤn1 

rush in, to ~   v. varig 

rush, hurry (a ~)   id. gbir-gbir1 

rush, hurry (to ~ )   v. karig 

v. kǫǫn1 

rush, roar (to ~ )  v. su'ug 

rush, roar (water does)   v. suug2 

rush, sudden movement   id. pillim 

rust   n. teŋinzǫn'ǫm 

S  -  s 
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s.t.d., venereal disease   n. pu'aban'a 

s/he who [personal sing. relative pronoun]  

 pn. on2 

sack   n. bǤto 

sacrifice  v. kaanb1 

sacrifice [n.]   n.pl. malțŋ 

n. maan1 

sacrifice, worship a deity (to ~ )   v. maal 

sad expression   n. nindasan'auŋ 

saddle, 'tack'   n. ga'ar [N] 

sale, opportunity to sell, market for sth.  

 n. da'a1 

saliva, spittle   n. nintǤǤnd 

salivation, drooling   n. ta'auŋ 

salt   n. yaarim1 

salt-lick, "a clay area that cattle normally like to 

lick"  n. dak1 

sand (in the world-English sense)  

 n. titanbin'isțg 

sand, soil, dust   n. titan 

sandal, shoe   n. ta'adir1 

sandbank  n. titanbin'isdțțr 

sap, resin   n. sțn'um 

sapphire  n. safir 

Satan, the Devil   n.pr. Sțntaana 

satiated, satisfied (to be ~ ), have enough (to 

~ )   v. tig 

satisfied, satiated (to be ~ ), have enough (to 

~ )   v. tig 

Saturday  n. Asibid 

sauce, soup, stew   n. zǫǫnd 

saucepan   n. zǫnrțk 

save, draw out (to ~ )   v. faaǫn 

save, rescue (to ~ )   v. di'e 

v. fan' 

saviour   n. faangid 

savour, taste (to ~ )   v. ta'am2 [N] 

savour, taste, tastiness   n. mimilig 

savoury, tasty   adj. -mimil 

saw sth. up   v. sǤn1 

say that, that ...   ptc. ye1 

say, to ~   v. yǫl1 

saying   n. yǫlsim 

saying, a ~ , thing said   n. yǫl2 

scale of fish, bark of tree, husk   n. pauk 

scandalmonger, slanderer, gossip  n. bayǫțg 

scapegoat   n. bǤǤm1 

scar [n.]   n. isir 

scarce, rare (to be ~ )   v. kar 

scare, terrify, frighten  v. vunbis 

scatter, be scattered (to ~ )   v. zunnim 

scatter, demolish, break sth. down (to ~ )  

 v. bir2 

scatter, shake, sprinkle (to ~ )   v. misig 

scatter, sow broadcast (to ~ )   v. waal 

scatter, sprinkle (to ~ )   v. yugus 

scatter, throw sth. (to ~ )   v. yaar1 

scatter, to ~   v. widig 

scattered   id. vǫnrț 

scattered, to be/lie ~   v. tǫr 

sceptre, cane, walkingstick   n. dansaar 

sceptre, club, stick   n. duor1 

school   n. sakur 

school (informal), reading-room, classroom  

 n. karindǤǤg 

schoolchild   n. sakurbil 

scoffers, jokers   n.pl. ninla'adib 

scoop out   v. lik1 

scoop out, draw (part from a liquid or mass) (to 

~ )   v. gbin'e 

v. gbin'es 

scoop, scrape (to ~ )   v. baae 

scoop, serve out (to ~ )   v. waae2 

scorch, burn, singe (to ~ sth.)   v. kanb 

scorch, wither sth. (to ~ )   v. zǫǫlim 

score (in game), beat (opponent), win (to ~ )  

 v. di1 

scornful, proud, arrogant person   n. nintț'țs 
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scorpion  n. naŋ1 

scowl   v. mi'e 

scowl, screw up the mouth (to express 

displeasure), to ~  v. yțmis 

scrape, erase, empty [a calabash], serve out 

[t.z.] (to ~ )   v. kǤǤns 

scrape, scoop (to ~ )   v. baae 

scrape, scratch, grope (to ~ )   v. nwǫbin 

scrape, scratch, squeeze (to ~ )   v. nwǫbig 

scrape, to ~ sth.   v. urig 

scrape/rub off (to ~ )   v. uris 

scratch   v. ǫnbis 

scratch (as fowls do), to ~   v. pie3 

scratch (up) [fowls do], to ~   v. pǫǫn1 

scratch sb. (injury), to ~   v. kǤnrig 

scratch, scrape, grope (to ~ )   v. nwǫbin 

scratch, scrape, squeeze (to ~ )   v. nwǫbig 

scratch, sign to sb. with the finger (to ~ )  

 v. ǫnbig 

screw sth. up (as, the nose) (to ~ )   v. nak3 

scribe, secretary, writer   n. gbansǤbid 

scruffy person, fool   n. fadir 

scrutinise, examine (to ~ )   v. ǤǤnl 

scum, green algæ   n. dǫn'ǫm 

sea   n. atǫuk 

sea, river (large), 'dam', lake   n. mu'ar 

seal (of document)   n. yǤǤsig 

seal up, secure (to ~ )  v. taas1 

seal, mark sth. (to ~ )   v. zanbil 

seal, 'sign', mark   n. zanbin1 

search, seek, hunt (game) (to ~ )   v. ie 

searcher, seeker   n. ieed1 

season   n. sigir1 

season (of a particular crop)   n. sapal 

season, slack ~ , non-farming season  

 n. sǫnlțŋ2 

season, sun, sunlight, corresponding time  

 n. win1 

seat sb., make sb. sit   v. zin'il 

seat, sitting-place   n. zin'isir 

seat, sitting-place, living-place   n. zin'isig 

secet (do sth. in ~ ), hide, hide sth. (to ~ )  

 v. su'a 

secrecy   adv. su'adim 

secret, hidden  adj. -su'adir 

secretary, scribe, writer   n. gbansǤbid 

secretly (do ... ~ ), spy, stalk (to ~ )   v. labis2 

secretly, to do sth. ~  v. sǤlig 

section, portion of a farm   n. yakkim 

secure, seal up (to ~ )  v. taas1 

security (for loan), pledge   n. talima 

see )make sb. ~ ), show (to ~ )   v. su'as [N] 

see, to ~  v. nyǫ 

seed   n. bielim1 

seed, plant   n. bțmbțtir 

n. bțmbul 

n. bțmbțțdir 

seed/s   n. bielif 

seed-hole   n. sǫnbig3 

seed-~ ( e.g.  seed-millet)   adj. -bțțdif 

seek, grope for sb/sth. (to ~ )   v. babis 

seek, look for (to ~ )   v. bǤ2 

seek, search, hunt (game) (to ~ )   v. ie 

seeker, searcher   n. ieed1 

seep, drip, come out from swh. (to ~ )   v. mii 

seize, 'confiscate' [Gh.], rob (to ~ )   v. fan' 

seize, snatch, grab (to ~ )   v. zǫ1 

select, choose, pick out (to ~ )   v. gandig 

select, separate, divide (to ~ )   v. wǫlig 

self   n. mǫŋ 

n. mǫŋim 

self, very own self   n. mǫŋ-mǫŋ 

self-control   n. a-gban'a-m-mǫŋ 

n. gban'a-m-mǫŋ 

self-protection  n. a-gu'u-mǫŋ 

n. mǫŋgu'ub 

self-sown   adj. -yǫțg 

sell sth., to ~   v. kuos 
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semen   n. yu'oku'om 

semen, masculinity, male genitals   n. daulim 

send away, separate, go away (to ~ )   v. bak1 

send sb. in front, to ~   v. galis2 [N] 

send, to ~   v. tțm2 

senior   adj. -kpǫŋ1 

adj. -kpǫǫm2 

senior of a group, an elder   n. kpǫm3 

seniority   n. kpǫmmir1 

n. kpǫuŋ 

n. kpǫǫnsir 

sense   n. ya'am1 

sense (having little ~ ), stupid   n. ya'ampǤǤdim 

senselessness, folly   n. zǤlim 

separate (from spouse), to ~   v. yi1 

separate groups (in ~ )   id. sǤndțg-sǤndțg 

separate self from ..., split sth./self, partition 

things  (to ~ )   v. buak1 

separate things out, choose many (to ~ )  

 v. gaans1 

separate things, to ~   v. pansig2 

separate, different, apart  id. gțn-gțn 

separate, different, apart from (to be ~)   v. kǫ 

separate, divide, select (to ~ )   v. wǫlig 

separate, go away, send away (to ~ )   v. bak1 

seraph   n. sǫrib 

serious [be]   v. mu'oe1 

seriously, vehemently, with force  

 adv. kpan-kpan 

seriousness, importance   n. nimmua 

servant, bond-servant   n. sankpan'as1 

servant, worker, employee   n. tțmtțm1 

serve out (food), to ~   v. nyu'us 

serve out portion, cut (to ~ )   v. luk 

serve out [t.z.], empty [a calabash], scrape, 

erase (to ~ )   v. kǤǤns 

serve out, apply sth. to sth., put in, put down 

(to ~ )   v. niŋ1 

serve soup, to ~   v. bǫsig 

serve, decant [drinks]   v. kuob1 

serve, scoop out (to ~ )   v. waae2 

servitude, slavery   n. sankpan'asim 

set (door) ajar, half-close (door) (to ~ )   v. ki'el 

set alight/fire to, kindle, burn (to ~ )   v. nyu'oe 

set fire to, kindle (to ~ )   v. la'aŋ1 

set fire [to many] (to ~ )   v. lamis 

set out, get up, begin an action (esp. movement) 

(to ~ )   v. duoe 

set out, leave, do...from (to ~ )   v. naam2 

set sb. against sb., cause to oppose (to ~ )  

 v. kpan'al2 

set sth. aside, to ~   v. nwǫdig3 

settle (pito does)   v. tisig 

settle a matter   v. kț3 

settle a matter, resolve a problem (to ~ )  

 v. kțțs1 

settle accounts, adjudge, calculate, be sure (to 

~ )   v. gǫlig 

settle on, perch (bird does)   v. zuol 

settle sb., make sb. live swh.   v. zin'il 

settle sth.  v. maal 

settle, calm (to ~ )   v. yǤlis1 

seven   num. ayǤpǤi 

num. -pǤi1 

num. yǤpǤi 

seven at a time, in/by sevens   num. ayǤpǤi-pǤi 

seven of them   num. babayǤpǤi 

seven times   adv. abțyǤpǤi 

bțyǤpǤi 

seventy   num. pisyǤpǤi 

sever, break (rope does)   v. kǫnsig 

severely   adv. kțțsir 

id. mi'ii 

sew [to ~], sewn [to be ~]   v. sǫn1 

sewing-machine   n. tiela 

sexton   n. bayaa [W] 

n. dabǤgu'ud 

sexual desire, lust, fornication (of a man)  

 n. pu'abǤǤsim 
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sexual immorality   n. nyamis 

sexual immorality (of men), adultery, 

fornication   n. pu'asan'auŋ 

sexual immorality (of women), adultery, 

fornication   n. dausan'auŋ 

shade, coolness, dampness   n. ma'asim1 

shade, shadow, personal spirit   n. siig1 

shadow, shade, personal spirit   n. siig1 

shady   id. zimm 

shaft of a spear, spear-shaft   n. kpandaug 

shaft, handle,wooden part of a tool/weapon  

 n. daug1 

shake (the head), to ~   v. gir1 

shake a tree, to ~   v. mi'iŋ 

shake oneself, pull oneself together (to ~ )  

 v. zigim 

shake sth. out, to ~   v. vǫnsig 

shake sth., shake, quiver (to ~ )   v. mi'im 

shake sth., to ~   v. zian'am2 

shake, be disturbed (to ~ )   v. dam 

shake, scatter, sprinkle (to ~ )   v. misig 

shake, shiver (to ~ )   v. kir1 

shake, teeter, flounce   v. zia'as 

shake, vibrate (to ~ )   v. bir1 

id. birid2 

shaken, frightened (to be ~ )   v. yirig 

shaker-player   n. siyanwǫ'ǫd 

shaking noise   id. zika-zika 

shaking, a shaking movement   n. kțkțrțg 

shaking, trembling   n. kikirțg 

shame   n. nyan1 

n. vi 

shame sb. (by shouting wuuu!), to ~   v. wuul 

shame, embarrassment   n. nyanzǤǤr 

shamefulness, disgrace   n. zuziig 

shard, potsherd, broken piece (of pot)  

 n. sǫwia 

shard, shard, fragment (worthless ~)   n. sǫr 

share out   v. tǤnd1 

share out, divide, be divided (to ~ )   v. pțdig1 

share [n.]   n. tǤnsir 

share, perquisite, portion   n. pțțr2 

share, to ~   v. pț2 

sharp   adj. -ditiŋ 

sharp (as 'a sharp blow')violent  id. kpi'i 

sharp (as of tools), to be   v. di1 

sharp, to be ~   v. la'aŋ2 

sharpen, peel, shave off the outside (to ~ )  

 v. pǫlis 

v. pǫǫns 

sharpen, polish sth. (to ~ )   v. saas1 

sharpen, to ~   v. pțlis1 

sharply, bitterly   v. buki1 

sharply, quickly  (to speak ~ )   id. willimm 

sharp-pointed   v. pțlim 

shatter sth., to   v. buas 

shatter, break sth. (to ~ )   v. gbǫn'ǫs1 

shattered, crushed (to be ~ )  v. yaam2 

shave   v. zuŋ1 

shave the head,  shear  v. pțn1 

she / he [emphatic]   pn. on1 

she who, he who, which, who ...   pn. kan1 

she, he, the other one   pn. oŋa 

she, him, her, his, its, he, it   pn. o1 

sheaf   n. kazanl 

sheaf, bundle   n. bǤbir 

sheafruit   n. tan'am2 

sheafruit (nut with outer pulp and skin)  

 n. ta'am3 

sheanut   n. nyuunf 

shear   v. kies 

shear, shave the head   v. pțn1 

sheath   n. tǫǤng 

sheathe, deposit sth. (to ~ )   v. su 

sheatree   n. ta'aŋ 

sheep   n. pǫ'og 

sheep and goats, small cattle   n. bțnkǤnbțg 

sheep-and-goats   n. kǤnbțg2 
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sheepishly   id. suaa 

sheet, bedsheet   n. gunnir 

shekel   n. sekel 

shell of a water-creature, "seashell" [MA]  

 n. zan'an2 [MA] 

shell, husk (nuts)   v. pig3 

shelter (temporary room or  ~ ), hut, tent  

 n. sțgțr 

shelter (to make a ~ ), tent (to pitch a ~ ), lean 

sth. (e.g. ladder) (to ~ )   v. ti' 

v. ti'il 

shelter, cover [to ~]   v. lus2 

shepherd   n. kǤnbkem 

n. pǫ'ǫgur 

n. pǫ'ǫkem 

shepherding   n. kǤnbkemsțg 

shield   n. gbanti'edțg 

shin   n. bien 

shine, be sleek, make smooth (to ~ )  

 v. saalim1 

shine, reflect (to ~ )   v. tu'al3 

shine, to ~   v. nyǫǫn1 

shine, wake, appear, reveal (to ~ )   v. nie1 

shining   adv. nyǫǫn2 

shining, light [n.]   n. nǫǫsim 

shiny   id. kil-kil 

shirt, cloth, garment   n. fuug 

shirt, smock   n. banaa 

shirt, tunic, smock   n. dansik 

shirt-fringes   n.pl. futusa 

shitter, defecator   n. nyǫ'ǫd1 

shiver, shake (to ~ )   v. kir1 

shoe, sandal   n. ta'adir1 

shoemaker, leatherworker   n. gbanzab 

shoes   n.pl. ta'adbu'ada 

shoes [type], 'cross-sandals'   n. ta'adgantir 

n.pl. ta'adgǫǫdis 

shoes [type], 'high-heels'   n.pl. ta'adkțgis 

shoeshine work  n. ta'adduusțg 

shoeshine-boy   n. ta'adduus 

shoot sth. (a weapon or a target)   v. nwǫ' 

shoot [a ~ of a plant]   n. bul2 

shoot, fire a weapon   v. tǤn 

shoot, make branches (to ~ )   v. tǤn 

shooting, shooting   n. tǤn'Ǥsțg1 

shop, store   n. sitǤǤ 

shore   n. gțțr1 

n. gbǫog1 

shore, end, margin, edge   n. nǤǤr1 

short   adj. -giŋ1 

short(ly)  adv. giŋa1 

short, shortly   id. gima-gima 

short, to be ~   v. gim 

shortage   n. pǤǤdim 

shortcut (take a ~ ), cross, pass through (to 

~ )   v. buŋ1 

shortcut, to take a ~   v. kidig1 

shorts, 'knicker' [Gh.]   n. kurigiŋ 

n. kpalaŋ [N], W 

shoulder   n. biankimpiiung 

n. biaunk 

shoulder (joint of meat)   n. biaunk 

shoulder sth., carry on shoulder (to ~ )   v. buk1 

shoulder [n.]   n. tidir 

shoulder, carry sth. on the shoulder (to ~ )  

 v. bug3 

v. bugul1 

shoulders, upper arms (flesh of the ~ )  

 n. kpțkpansa'ab 

shout a slogan or battle-cry   v. wǤǤl 

shout aloud, call out, call to sb. (to ~ )   v. buol 

shout, cry [n.]   n. kikaasig 

shout, shout at, rebuke (to ~ )   v. tans 

shovel [n.]   n. soobul 

show sth., to ~   v. pa'al2 

show, make sb. see (to ~ )   v. su'as [N] 

show, teach (to ~ )   v. bigis 

showers of rain   n. samilimmiug 
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show-off, a proud person   n. a-pa'ali-m-mǫŋ 

shrew, giant-/musk-~   n. tintǤǤndig 

shrine   n. bțgir1 

shrine, ancestral spirit   n. ba'ar 

shrine, god   n. win1 

shrink/refrain from (to ~ )   v. nyǤbig 

v. nyǤbig 

shrivel, to ~   v. gǤbilim 

shroud   n. kansiŋ 

shrub grass   n. pittțŋ 

shrub [sp.]   n. gbampun'ug 

n. pupuŋ 

n. yuoŋ 

shrub [sp.], lily   n. gțțŋ 

shrub, bush (small tree)   n. tituug 

shuck grain [to ~]   v. tțdig 

shuck, rub out grains [to ~]   v. nwǫ'ǫŋ 

shuffle (feet), to ~   v. sǤǤn1 

shut (mouth), (to ~ )   v. mubil 

shut (the mouth) [to ~]   v. mum3 

shut, close sth. (to ~ )  v. yǤ'1 

sibling of opposite sex   n. tațn 

sibling, sister, brother (child of same father)  

 n. ba'abiig 

sibling, sister, brother (child of same mother)  

 n. mabiig 

sibling-clan(-member), relative   n. sizua 

sick (be ~ ), vomit, throw up (to ~ )   v. tin 

sick [to be ~ a lot]   v. bǫn'ǫs 

sick [to be ~]   v. bǫn'1 

sick, nauseous (to feel ~ )   v. pu'ae2 

sickle   n. gǤn'Ǥg 

side (of sth.)   n. lțgir 

sieve   n. gu'odiŋ 

sieve, drip, ooze, drain (to ~ )   v. silig1 

sieve, sift (to ~ )   v. gu'os1 

sift, sieve (to ~ )   v. gu'os1 

sigh, neigh (to ~ )   v. sin'im 

sight, look, looks, view   n. gǤsig1 

significance, meaning, value   n. vǤǤnr2 

significant, wonderful   adj. -kilțŋ1 

adj. -nyalțŋ1 

silence (in ~ ), quietly   id. ki'1 

silence, not speaking   n. sinnim 

silk of maize   n. lǤm2 

silver   n. anzurifa 

simpleton   n.pr. Azi'iyǫ'og 

since   adv. sa1 

ptc. sadigim 

sing, to ~   v. yț'țm1 

singe, scorch, burn (to ~ sth.)   v. kanb 

singeing   n. kaanlțg 

singer   n. yț'țm3 

n. yțțmyț'țm 

single seed   n. bțmbțțdif 

sink (to ~ )   v. sim 

sink in, bog down (to ~ )   v. fir 

v. vǤnr 

v. vǤnrig 

sister in law (man's)   n. dakipu'ak [N] 

sister, brother, sibling (child of same father)  

 n. ba'abiig 

sister, brother, sibling (child of same mother)  

 n. mabiig 

sister/brother-in-law, wife's sibling   n. dakiig 

sister-in-law (woman's)   n. sidpu'ak [N] 

sistra, rattles, 'jingles'   n. gbigilig 

n.pl. kin'ala 

sit (to make sb. ~ )   v. zin'il 

sit across the top of sth., straddle, bestride (to 

~ )   v. gam2 

sit, sit down (to ~ )   v. zin' 

sitter, person sitting, (seated) audience  

 n. zin'id 

sitting-place, seat, living-place   n. zin'isig 

situation   n. yak4 

situation, position, standing-place   n. zi'esim 

six   num. ayuobț 

num. yuob1 
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sixty   num. pisyuobț 

size, bigness, being large   n. bǫdim2 

sketch, draw, dye (to ~ )   v. gțl 

skilful, to be   v. baŋ1 

skim, strain to remove impurities   v. silig1 

skim, to ~   v. pak4 

skin (of the (human) body)   n. niŋgbauŋ 

skin bottle   n. waa 

skin 'pants' for corpse   n. nyabir [W] 

skin wound, sore  n. fǫn'țg 

skin, hide, leather   n. gbauŋ 

skin/flay sth. (to ~ )   v. si1 

skink, lizard [sp.]   n. abaŋkțsǤl 

skip over, drop, miss out, miss (to ~ )   v. yaae1 

skull   n. zuwauŋ1 

skull-cap   n. vațnk 

sky, heaven (dwelling-place of God), cloud  

 n. saŋgbauŋ 

sky, up   n. saazug 

slack season, non-farming season   n. sǫnlțŋ2 

slack, loose, discouraged (to become ~ )  

 v. pu'as1 

slander, betray by falsehood, or deceit (to ~ )  

 v. yǫǫs1 

slanderer, gossip, scandalmonger   n. bayǫțg 

slant, lean   v. dǫl 

slap [n.]   n. tampiank 

slap!   id. pap 

slaughter (one animal)   v. kǤdig 

slaughter many   v. kǤt1 

slave   n. da'abir 

n. yammțg 

slavery   n. yammid 

slavery, servitude   n. sankpan'asim 

sleek (be ~ ), shine, make  (to ~ )   v. saalim1 

sleep lightly, doze (to ~ )  v. zǤǤnsim 

sleep [n.]   n. gbǫn'um 

n. gbǫǫm1 

sleep, lie down   v. dig1 

v. digin1 

sleep, pass the night (to ~ )   v. gbǫǫns 

sleep, to ~   v. gbins 

v. gbis 

sleeping-sickness   n. gbǫnbaanla 

sleepless night, to pass ~   v. wak2 

sleeve   n. nu'ug 

slice, cut (to ~ )   v. nwaas1 

slide, pivot (like mini-bus door), to ~   v. fǤnrig 

slide, slip (to ~ )   v. sad 

v. sadig 

sling [n.]   n. luobig 

sling, use a ~, whirl sth. (to ~ )   v. vǫnlig 

slingstone   n. luobkugir 

slip off/out (of socket, holder), to ~   v. fțk 

slip sth. on put on, wear (sth. around extremity : 

ring, shoe, glove, sock) (to ~ )   v. pid1 

slip, make a mistake (to ~ )   v. nyǤsig 

slip, mistake, careless action   n. fattim 

slip, slide (to ~ )   v. sad 

v. sadig 

slipperiness  n. sisalig 

slogan, motto, topic   n. yǫlzug 

slop about, wave around (to ~ )   v. yǫŋim 

slow, weak, soft   adj. -bțgțsim 

adj. -bțgțsir 

slowly   id. sigib-sigib 

slug, snail   n. wilisțŋ 

slumped, in a heap   id. galli 

small   adj. -bil 

adj. -pidig3 [N] 

adj. -sia'asiŋ 

small amount   n. bi'ela3 

small cattle, sheep and goats   n. bțnkǤnbțg 

small path, trail [Am.], track,   n. suobuk 

small, little   id. fiin 

small, thin, fine   adj. -baanlig 

small, very ~   id. karț 

small, weak   adj. -buk4 
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small/few (to be ~ )   v. pǤǤd1 

small-cattle   n. kǤnbțg2 

small-change   n. la'abaanlțg 

smallness   n. pǤǤdim 

small-one, least, last-born   n. kpaanr1 

small-one, least, last-born, small-one  

 n. kpaanr1 

smart, sting (to ~ ), burning sensation on the 

skin (to have a ~ )   v. pis1 [MA] 

smash sth. down, to ~   v. fanb 

v. fanbig 

smash, break sth. into pieces, harrow, prepare 

a farm (to ~ )   v. bț'țs 

smell [n.]   n. nyuug 

smell, feel sth. (to ~ )   v. wțm1 

smell, sniff, detect a smell   v. nyuus 

smell, stink, give off a smell (to ~ )   v. nyuus 

smelly, perfumed, strong-smelling  

 adj. -nyubisir 

smelt   v. kțnt2 

smelt, forge [to ~]   v. kud 

smile, to ~   v. nyiig 

smilingly   adv. muai 

smithereens, little bits, flinders (into ~ )  

 adv. bǫnnim 

smock, shirt   n. banaa 

smock, tunic, shirt   n. dansik 

smoke (to let ~ come over sb.)   v. ugul 

smoke from a bushfire   n. mǤnyǤ'Ǥs 

smoke rises, curls upward   v. zǤǤn 

smoke [n.]   n. nyǤ'Ǥs 

smoker, person who smokes   n. tabnuud 

smooth   adj.pl. -salibir2 

adj. -saalig 

adj. -saaliŋ 

smooth (make sth. ~ ), shine, be sleek (to ~ )  

 v. saalim1 

smooth sth. (to ~ )   v. sǤn2 

smooth, level, flat   id. sassi 

smoothing-stone, burnisher   n. sasiŋ 

smoothly   id. bǤlimm-bǤlimm 

snack (take a ~ ), have breakfast (to ~ )  

 v. tț'țg 

snail   n. wigilțg 

snail [sp.]   n. alinkonto 

snail, slug   n. wilisțŋ 

snake   n. waaf 

snake [sp.]   n. mǤn2 

n. teŋkțdigingbi'țg 

snake [sp.], a big water snake   n. zaanlțŋ 

snake [sp.], cobra   n. dunduug 

n. zǫǫlțŋ 

snap (e.g. a thread)   v. tǤns 

v. tǤnsig1 

snap at sb., talk sharply (to ~ )   v. nyiid 

snap together (as: a trap)   v. kpirig2 

snare, bird-trap   n. sțlțg1 

snare, net (hunter's ~ )   n. zuliŋ1 

snare, to ~   v. yuom 

snarl (to ~ )   v. nyiig 

snatch sth. from sb., to ~   v. kpidig 

snatch, catch sth. (to ~ )   v. gǫ'ǫŋ 

snatch, grab, seize (to ~ )   v. zǫ1 

snatch, pilfer (to ~ )   v. mak2 

snatch, to ~   v. la'al [N] 

sneak along, squeeze past (to ~ )   v. niak 

v. nian'as 

sneak, cheat, traitor   n. zamsǤb 

sneeze, to ~   v. tǫnsim 

sniff, , smell, detect a smell  v. nyuus 

sniff, to ~   v. fian'as 

snore, snoring   n. kțkǤnrțg 

snore, to ~   v. kǤnr 

so then   disc. haya2 

soak, drench sth. [to ~]   v. sț1 

soaked, to be ~   v. vǫndig 

soaked, very wet   id. matti1 

soaksth., to ~   v. wț'țl 

soap   n. ki'ibț 
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social outcast, useless person/people  

 n. ninyǤǤg 

soft   id. nug-nug 

soft drinks, minerals   n. damimal 

soft, gentle voice   n. kțkǤbțgțsim 

soft, weak (to be ~ )   v. bțgțs1 

v. bțk1 

soft, weak, slow   adj. -bțgțsim 

adj. -bțgțsir 

softly   adv. bțgțsiga 

soft-textured, runny, liquid   n. kțkǤ'Ǥg 

soggy, marshy (to be/become ~ )   v. lǫǫrim 

soil (fertile  ~ ), fertilizer   n. tan'am1 

soil (good ~ ), compost, fertility   n. kț'țlțm 

soil, sand, dust   n. titan 

solar   n. sola 

soldier   n. laŋgima 

soldier [n.]   n. soogia1 

sole of the feet   n. nǤbpansimpauŋ 

n. nǤbpauŋ 

sole of the foot   n. nǤbtitǫn 

sole, only   adj. -yimmir 

solid food, staple, 'stodge'   n. digan'alțg 

solid, thick (opposite of watery)   adj. -gan'alțg 

solidify   v. ga'aŋ 

solidify, thicken (to ~ )   v. gan'alim 

solution, cure, remedy   n. tiim 

solve a problem, to   v. walig4 

some   adj.indef. -si'er 

some, any   adj.indef. -si'en 

some, any ([with neg.] none) [pl.]   indef.pl. sieba 

some, any, none   adj. -si'a 

some, some of   n. bamma 

somehow, how   adv.indef. si'em 

someone, anyone, no one [with neg.], 

everyone   indef. sǤ' 

someone, no one/anyone at all, whoever  

 indef. sǤ'ǤsǤ' 

something, anything, nothing, everything  

 indef. si'el 

somewhere, anywhere, nowhere   indef. si'el 

son   n. biribiŋ 

n. dakǤǤnr1 

n. dapaala 

son, younger ~  n. bipit 

song   n. yțțm1 

son-in-law (daughter's husband)   n. diem 

soot   n. vugulim 

soothsay, divine (to ~ )   v. bțg1 

soothsayer, diviner   n. ba'abțgțd 

soothsaying, divination   n. ba'ad1 

sorcery, sorcerer's bag, divination [apparatus]  

 n. ba'akǤlțg 

sore, skin-wound   n. fǫn'țg 

sorghum, guineacorn   n. bǫlikǤ 

n. kizǫn'ug 

sorrel/hibiscus/hemp leaves   n. bǫriga1 

sorrow, heartbreak   n. sțnsa'aŋ 

sorry (be ~ for), praise, respect sb. (to ~ )  

 v. na'as 

sort out (grain), to ~   v. kpǫǫs 

sort things (to ~ )   v. bak2 

sound, make a noise (to ~ )   v. vu3 

sound, noise   n. vuud1 

sound/news of sb., footfall, disturbance  

 dammir 

sounds, crying   n.pl. kukuma 

soup seeds [type]   n. bi'2 

soup, 'fried' ~   n.pl. zǫnki'ima 

soup, stew, sauce   n. zǫǫnd 

soup, to eat too much ~ (from the common 

bowl)   v. u 

soup-leaves   n.pl. zǫnvaand 

soup-pot   n. zǫnrțk 

sour   adj. -mi'isir 

adj. -mi'isțg2 

sour (to be ~ )   v. mi'ig 

sourness   n. mi'isțg1 
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sourness, sour seasoning   n. mi'isim 

soursop, custard-apple   n. ba'udig 

south   n. dagǤbțg 

loc. nyaŋțn 

n. ya-dagǤbțg 

sow broadcast, scatter (to ~ )   v. waal 

sowable   adj. -bțtir 

soy-beans  n. maagi 

space   n. fal1 

space between the legs, 'crotch'   n. gǫǫg 

space, in the open, openly, room (for sth.)  

 n. paalț 

spatter, sprinkle (to ~ )   v. mis 

speak, judge/plead a case (to ~ )   v. tu'a 

speak, to ~   v. tu'as1 

speaker of ... [language]   n. -pian'ad1 

speaker, lawyer, judge, speaker   n. tu'ad1 

spear [n.]   n. kpan1 

spearhead   n. kpanbiel 

spearman, spear-thrower   n. kpantǤǤnd 

spear-shaft   n. kpandaug 

specifically, to perform the ceremony to mark 

the complete healing and the end of 

the rite [MA]   v. zuŋ1 

spectacles   n. ningǤtiŋ 

spectacles, glasses [in pl.]   n. gǤtiŋ1 

speech   n. yǫl2 

speech, 'case' [Gh.], lawsuit   n. tu'am 

speech, word, talk [n.]   n. pian'țk 

speechless, dumb (to be ~)   v. gigilim 

speed, run [n.], race [n.], escape  n. zǤǤg 

speedily, quickly   id. pțl 

spend (time), pass (time does)   v. niŋ1 

spend the night   v. gbǫǫn1 

spew, spit (to ~ )   v. pțțs1 

spew, spit out (to ~ )   v. tțbis1 

spices, perfumes   n.pl. bțnnyubisir 

spider   n. silinsin'ug 

Spider, Mr. ~  [in folktales]   n. Asumbul 

spiderweb   n. silinsin'ipaanlțŋ [MA] 

spike, awl, arrow   n. piim1 

spikenard, nard (perfume)   n. naad2 

spin (thread) [to ~]   v. nwi1 

spin, rotate, swing sb. (to ~ )   v. yulig1 

spinster  n. yiwia 

spiral, 'twisted ring'   n. baŋgbilig 

spirit, 'fairy', demon   n. kikirig 

spirit, shadow, shade   n. siig1 

spirit-guardian   n. sigir2 

spit, spew (to ~ )   v. pțțs1 

v. tțbis1 

spit, spew out   v. tțn'țs 

spit, to   v. sǫnt 

spiteful   adj. -baalțg 

spittle, saliva   n. nintǤǤnd 

splash (liquid) onto sth. [to ~]   v. sǫǫnr 

splash onto   v. tǤn'Ǥs3 

splash, spread, spray (sand or water with the 

hand), to ~   v. fin'e 

split lengthwise [but not full length], greenstick 

fracture (to ~ )   v. tuoǫn 

split sth, to ~   v. bu'ar2 

split sth. lengthwise   v. wia'ar 

split sth./self, separate self from, partition 

things ...  (to ~ )   v. buak1 

split, to ~   v. mugilim 

spoil (child), fail to discipline sb. (to ~ )  

 v. pǤn'Ǥl1 

spoil, waste, destroy (to ~ )  v. san'am 

spoiled, , waste, leftover   adj. -faug 

spoiled, non-functional (to be ~ )   v. san'am 

spoilt, undisciplined (to be ~ )   v. pǤn'Ǥl1 

spoon   n. diisțŋ 

n. kaato 

spot, mark   n. las1 

spotted   adj. -pțpǤnrțg 

spotted pattern   n. pțpǤnrim 

sprain, to ~   v. tǫnrig1 
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sprawl, lounge (to ~ )   v. gbia' 

spray, spread, splash (sand or water with the 

hand), to ~   v. fin'e 

spray, to ~  v. puus 

spread   v. tiig2 

spread (sth.) out, to ~   v. yadig 

spread out, to ~   v. saad1 

spread sth., lay a floor (to ~ )   v. tǫ'ǫg2 

spread sth., to ~   v. țg2 

spread to dry, to ~   v. dǫlig 

spread, extend widely (to ~ )   v. yaarim2 

spread, splash, spray (sand or water with the 

hand), to ~   v. fin'e 

spring 'mouth'   n. bulnǤǤr 

spring, well up, ooze (to ~ )   v. bul1 

spring, well [n.]   n. bulig1 

sprinkle   v. zu'as 

sprinkle, scatter (to ~ )   v. yugus 

sprinkle, shake, scatter (to ~ )   v. misig 

sprinkle, spatter (to ~ )   v. mis 

sprout, germinate (to ~ )   v. bul1 

v. bus1 

v. bus1 

sprouting, "growth on malt" (MA)   n. gțnbid 

spy, stalk, creep up on, trail sb. (to ~ )   v. pig2 

spy, stalk, do ... secretly (to ~ )   v. labis2 

square   adj. makț 

adj. -mauk 

squash to extract juice ('cause to drip')  

 v. tu'al1 

squash, mash (to ~ )   v. mǫdig 

squash, press down, pile something on top of 

something (to ~ )   v. diinl 

squat (to ~ )   v. sǫb 

squeeze past, sneak along (to ~ )   v. niak 

v. nian'as 

squeeze sth. [to ~]   v. nwi'as 

squeeze through, pour/push sth. through (to 

~ )   v. tud1 

squeeze, scrape, scratch (to ~ )   v. nwǫbig 

squeeze, wring [to ~]   v. nwiak 

squirrel (sun-~ )   n. lannig 

stable for goats &c.   n. bțlțțg 

stable for horse   n. wǫddǤǤg 

stable, animal-room   n. zǤŋ 

stack things up, to ~   v. vi'1 

stack [n.]   n. kțk3 

stacked together, piled up   adj.pl. -pa'ada2 

stage, step   n. yakir1 

stagger, to ~   v. gǫnnim 

v. gǫr 

stagnant   v. pțnsig 

stain sth.   v. si'1 

stain, mark   v. dțn'oe 

stair   n. dadțg 

stake, peg [n.]   n. bț'țdir2 

stalk (as: of okra-pod)   n. nyț'țŋ 

stalk, creep up on   v. pigis1 

stalk, creep up on, trail sb., spy (to ~ )   v. pig2 

v. pig2 

stalk, millet-stalk   n. kikan'ar 

stalk, spy, do ... secretly (to ~ )   v. labis2 

stalks (okra ~ )   n. ma'antirauŋ 

stall, cattle-enclosure   n. bauk1 

stallion, male horse   n. wieddaug 

stammer, to ~   v. bid2 

stammerer   n. bidțg1 

stamp (the feet), to ~   v. kimis1 

stand for sth.   n. zi'esir 

stand in the way, hinder, fence in (to ~ )  v. geŋ 

stand on end, bristle (hairs)  v. wak1 

stand sth., establish (to ~ )   v. zi'el1 

stand [to ~], standing [to be ~]   v. zi'e 

stand, base [n.]   n. zi'eg 

stand, take a stand, come to a stand(-still)  

 v. zi'en1 

standing (to be ~ ), support self on (to ~ )  

 v. dǫl 
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standing straight up, firmly  adv. santir 

standing-place, position, situation   n. zi'esim 

staple, main food   n. dikpǫŋ 

staple, solid food, stodge   n. digan'alțg 

star   n. nwadbil 

n. nwaddar 

star, the morning-star   n. nwaddar 

stare, frown (to ~ )   v. gbǫǫnl 

stare, gaze [to ~]   v. midig 

start doing, decide to ...  (to ~ )   v. gban'e1 

statement, command   n. nǤyǫlțg 

station, platform (railway ~ )   n. baŋ5 

stationary, upright   id. kippi 

stay a long time   v. naan2 

stay, lodge, inhabit (to ~ )   v. gbǫǫn1 

stay, remain (to ~ )   n. kpǫlim 

stay, to ~   v. pa'ae 

steal, rob sb. (to ~ )   v. zu1 

steam, mist   n. walim 

steamed/boiled yam-slices   n.pl. busir 

step (take a ~ ), raise a foot (to ~ )   v. yak3 

step over, cross over sth. (to ~ )   v. gaŋ2 

step, stage   n. yakir1 

steps   n.pl. dțțsir 

sterile, childless woman   n. kțndu'ar 

stew, soup, sauce   n. zǫǫnd 

stick, a   n. dibir 

stick, adhere, fasten (to ~ )   v. tabil 

stick, club   n. balaar 

stick, club, sceptre   n. duor1 

stick, small(-ish) piece of wood   n. dabil 

stick, wood, piece of wood (pl. firewood)  

 n. daug1 

n. daug1 

sticks of burning firewood   n.pl. da^gbida 

sticks, wood (broken ~)   n.pl. dakǤǤluŋ 

still be...   ptc. kpǫn1 

still, also, again   ptc. lǫn 

still, unmoving   id. ki'1 

still, yet   ptc. nam1 

sting, kick [to ~]   v. tǤn 

sting, smart (to ~ ), burning sensation on the 

skin (to have a ~ )   v. pis1 [MA] 

stink, give off a smell, smell (to ~ )   v. nyuus 

stir up a fight, provoke, (to ~ )   v. tugul 

stir up, be stirred up (to ~ )   v. gudig 

v. gbǫndig 

stnd, standing-place   n. zi'esig 

stock, trading   n. kuosim1 

stocks, fetters   n. ba'an1 

stodge, staple, solid food   n. digan'alțg 

stomach, belly   n. pțțr1 

stomach, insides, womb, pregnancy   n. pțțg 

stone (sacred  ~ ), earth-shrine consisting of a 

stone ('rock' [Am.])   n. teŋkugir 

stone [n.]   v. kugir 

stone [type]   n. kutiŋgbinnig 

stone, a ~   n. takpa'ar 

stool, chair   n. kțk3 

stoop, bend down (to ~ )   v. gbǫlis 

stoop, to ~   n. sțnr 

stoop, walk in a stooping posture   v. ku'us 

stop doing something, abstain from (to ~ )  

 v. kǫ 

stop one's ears, block [hole], cover sth. (to ~ )  

 v. ǫnd1 

stop [n.]   n. gțrț 

stop, go no further (to ~ )   v. tir 

stop, leave off doing sth. (to ~ )   v. bas 

stop, stand, take a stand   v. zi'en1 

stopping, caulking, blockage, material forming 

a block   n. bi'en1 

stops raining, it ~   v. nie2 

store away sth., to ~   v. su'a 

store, shop   n. sitǤǤ 

storm (militarily), rush at (to ~ )   v. fǤǤn1 

storm-wind   n. sisi'em 

story (tell a ~ ), to ~   v. sǤlim1 
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story, folktale  n. sǤlțŋ 

straddle, bestride, sit across the top of sth. (to 

~ )   v. gam2 

straight   id. fas 

id. pǫp 

straight, exactly, precisely   adv. tituaa 

straight, upright   id. sappi 

straighten many   v. dǫmis1 

straighten sth., to ~   v. dǫ'ǫŋ1 

strain, filter sth. (to ~ )   v. pǫnsi 

strain, skim to remove impurities   v. silig1 

strange thing   bțnsaaŋ 

strange, alien   adj. -saaŋ 

stranger, guest, foreigner   n. saan1 

strangle sb., to ~   v. kig1 

strangle, to ~   v. siank1 

strangulated, narrow   adj. -siank2 

straw door  n. kaanrțg 

street, highway, big road   n. pal1 

strength   n. kpi'euŋ2 

n. paŋ1 

strength, muscle, tendon   n. giinl1 

strength, power   n. yikț 

strengthen   v. kpamis1 

strengthen, to ~   v. kpǫ'ǫŋ 

stretch out, point at (to ~ )   n. ties 

stretch proudly, preen self (to ~ )   v. dǤi 

stretch sth. (to ~ )   v. gǤnd 

stretch [self] (to ~ )   v. dǤnl 

v. dǤnlig 

stretch, reach out   v. tiǫn2 

strict, disciplined (to be ~ )   v. biank1 

strike (on ~ ), refusal to work, revolt  

 adv. taawai 

adv. taawai 

strike, hit  (to ~ )   v. nwǫ' 

strike, hit upon sth.   v. gubil1 

string a bow (to ~ )   v. gǤnd 

strip (meat from bones), remove flesh, to ~  

 v. walig3 

strip off (leaves, &c. from plant) (to ~ )  

 v. fanris 

strip sth. off, to ~   v. fanr 

strip, tear off (to ~ )   v. fulig 

v. fulis 

strive attempt, try to ~ (to ~ )   v. mak1 

strive, try hard to ... (to ~ )   v. mǤ1 

stroke, rub sth. (to ~ )  v. waasim 

strong (colour)   id. zim-zim 

strong, brawny   adj. -gbigil2 

strong, fierce (~ wind)   adj. -yal 

strong, hard  adj. -kpi'euŋ1 

strong, hard, brave (to be ~ )   v. kpi'em2 

strongly   adv. kpi'eŋa 

strongly, insistently   id. buŋ-buŋ 

strong-smelling, perfumed, smelly  

 adj. -nyubisir 

struggle (do with a ~ ), manage (to ~ )   v. tǫnb 

strut, walk proudly (to ~ )   v. gțțd1 

stub (toe), stumble (to ~ )   v. tu'ug 

stubble   n.pl. kikan'agbita 

stubbornness   n. tțbzian'asim 

n. zugkpi'ețŋ 

student   n. zamis2 

student, pupil (to be ~ ), study (to ~ )   v. karim 

studies, education   n. gbauŋ 

study, be a pupil, student, (to ~ )   v. karim 

study, teaching, lesson   n. zamisțg1 

stuff, thing, equipment, tool, [pl.] luggage, 

loads   n. lauk 

stumble, stub (toe) (to ~ )   v. tu'ug 

stumble, to ~   v. tu'us 

stump, tree-stump   n. gbi'ir1 

stunted in growth (to be ~), fail to thrive  

 v. budim 

stupid, having little sense   n. ya'ampǤǤdim 

stupidity, unwisdom   n. ya'amka'alțg 

sub-chief   n. kpanaraan 
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subchief, headman   n. kambǤna'ab 

sub-lineage, clan, family   n. zak 

submit to, obey, work properly (tool, process or 

machinery) (to ~ )   v. siak1 

suborn, persuade people to support a party  

 v. nya'as1 

subside, lessen (pain does)   v. ka'ae1 

subtract, take away, remove (to ~ )   v. yis 

succeed, replace sb., 'spell' sb. [Am.] (to ~ )  

 v. di'e 

v. di'es 

succeed, take over (to ~ )   v. nyǤdig 

succession (follow in ~ ), line up, make a 

procession (to ~ )   v. tțțnl 

succession, replacement   n. lǫdir1 

successive  adj.pl. -ta'adir2 

successively, in 'Indian file'   id. fuor-fuor 

suceed(-to-office), replace sb. (to ~ )   v. lǫdig 

such, those, , they   pn. bama2 

suck in, inhale (to ~ )   v. fuoǫn 

suck out, extract (to ~ )  v. fǤǤns2 

suck, kiss (to ~ )   v. muak1 

suck, nibble (to ~ )  v. mu'a1 

suckle   v. mu'as 

sudden, unexpected appearance of sth./sb.  

 id. zumm 

suddenly   adv. pǤn2 

suddenly (to do sth. ~ )   v. iank 

suddenly (to do sth.~ )   v. gbirig 

v. gbirig 

suddenly (to do sth.~ ), hurry, hasten   v. gbirig 

suddenly ([do sth. ~ ), to ~   v. kpǫn2 

suddenly overtake/overshadow   v. bțțl2 

suddenly [to do sth. ~]   v. ku'ug1 

suddenly, quickly   adv. tǤ'2 

suddenly, quickly, already (to do sth. ~ )  

 v. ta'am1 

suffer (to cause sb. to ~ ), afflict sb. (to ~ )  

 v. namis1 

suffer, be afflicted (to ~ )   v. namis1 

suffer, bother, 'pain sb.' [Gh.] (to ~ )   v. zab1 

suffering, poverty, torment   n. fara 

suffering, trouble, difficulty   n. yǫltǤǤg 

sufficient (to be ~ )   v. sia'al2 

sufficient/enough (to be/have ~ )   v. siak2 

sugar   n. sikir 

sugar ant   n. silinsauk 

sugar-ant   n. silinsauk 

sugarcane   n. dakanda 

n. kikan'asiind [MA] 

sugar-cane, 'sweetcane'   n.st. zaŋgbǫ- 

sulphur, , 'sulfur' [Am.]   n. kidibir 

summon, call for sb., (to ~ )   v. buol 

sun (itself)   n. winnig 

sun, sunlight, corresponding time, season  

 n. win1 

sun, sunshine, daytime   n. nintaŋ 

Sunday   n.tmp. Alasid 

sundown   n. winliir 

sunlight, sun, corresponding time, season  

 n. win1 

supernatural beings mentioned in the Bible  

 n.pr. kǫrib 

n. sǫrib 

supervise, guide (to ~ )   v. nwǫdis1 

supervise, look at, look, look after (to ~ )  

 v. gǤs1 

support oneself, rest on sth.  v. du'us 

support sb., back sb. up   v. kpǫn'2 

support self on (to ~ ), standing (to be ~ )  

 v. dǫl 

support self on sth., to ~   v. ik1 

support, protect sb./sth., rely on (to ~ )  v. ti'e1 

support, to ~   v. ti'el2 

supporters, followers   n. nya'aŋ3 

supporting pole, pillar, middlestick  

 n. zan'antǤlig 

supreme being, God   n. Wina'am 

sure (to be ~)   v. gǫlig 
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surpass, excel, 'pass' [Gh.], be more ... than, be 

too much for ...   v. gaad 

surprise, bother sb. (to ~ )   v. pak1 

surprise, take by surprise   v. libig 

surprising, troublous   adj. -pakir1 

survive, cause sb. to survive (to ~ )   v. tilig 

suspect, guess (to ~ )   v. mamis 

susu, credit union   n. susu 

n. susu 

swallow [bird]   n. lilaaliŋ 

swallow, to   v. vǤl 

swallowable   adj. -vǤnnim 

swamp, wetlands   n. ku'omi'isir 

swear (I ~ !), oath   excl. tan'2 

swear (~ an oath), to ~   v. pǤ1 

swear by sth., to ~   v. pan'alim 

swear, promise, bless, curse   v. kaanb1 

sweat [n.]   n. Ǥnsir 

sweep away, brush off (to ~ )   v. pin'iŋ 

sweep sth. away (flood does)   v. udig 

sweep sth. away, to ~   v. kadig1 

sweep [to ~]   v. piig2 

sweep, to ~   v. piis 

sweet   adj. -malisiŋ 

sweet (be ~ ), please, be pleasant (to ~ )  

 v. malis 

sweet potatoes, 'yam' [Am.]   n. daŋkal 

sweet talk, persuasive words   n. kțkǤmalisiŋ 

sweetness, pleasure   n. malisim 

sweets, 'candy' [Am.]   n. agis 

sweets, 'candy' [Am.], toffee, 'taffy' [Am.]  

 n. tǤǤfii 

swell, be swollen (to ~ )   v. mǤd 

swell, increase, be fat (to ~ )   v. nǤb1 

swell, overflow, flood (to ~ )   v. badig 

swelling [n.]   n. mǤdir 

swelling, lump, tumour   n. nǤdir 

swellings, boils   n. bțmmǤtir 

swiftly, rapidly, hurriedly, immediately  

 adv. tǤlib 

swim   v. lub2 

swim (to ~ )   v. lug2 [N] 

swimmer (experienced ~ )   n. ku'omi'id 

swing, hang loose (to ~ )   v. zaanlim 

swing, rotate, spin sb. (to ~ )   v. yulig1 

swirl, wave about (to ~ )   v. zuon1 

swish, earth, 'sand' [Gh.]   n. tan1 

switch off (powered equipment), to   v. kpiis1 

swollen   adj. -mǤtir1 

swollen (be ~ ), swell (to ~ )   v. mǤd 

swollen (to be ~ )   v. fțlis 

swollen, inflated, puffed up (to be ~ )  

 v. fțțnsim 

swoop, go downhill (to ~ )   v. zulig2 

sword, cutlass ('machete' (Am.)), knife   sț'țg1 

sword, cutlass ('machete' [Am.]), big knife  

 n. sț'țraug 

sympathy   n. nyǤǤg 

syringe, needle (for injections)   n. piim1 

T  -  t 

t.z. (watery, hot ~ )   n. sa'abaan [N, P] 

t.z. 'starter', 'porrridge'   n. sa'abǫǫnr 

t.z., porridge   n. sa'ab 

t.z.-calabash   n. sa'a^nwam 

table [n.]   n. teebul 

tablet, pill   n. tigal 

taboo [n.]   n. kisțg1 

taboo, abstain from (to ~ )   v. kis1 

v. kis1 

taboo, forbidden (to be ~ )   v. kis1 

tabooed item   n. kisbțn 

tabooed part   n. kisir1 
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tabooed, forbidden   adj. -kisir2 

tail   n. zțțr 

tail, 'fat-tail' (of a sheep)   n. zțgan'ar 

take away, remove, subtract (to ~ )   v. yis 

take care, to ~   v. gu'us 

take delivery of, receive (to ~ )   v. tak2 

take down   v. tțk2 

take down something hanging, to ~   v. ya'as3 

take it!   excl. han' 

take off (garment from around waist), to ~  

 v. sǤn'Ǥs 

v. sun'oe 

take off [shoes, ring, hat], to ~   v. pidig1 

take over, succeed (to ~ )   v. nyǤdig 

take sb. along, accompany (to ~ )   v. pi'e1 

take sb. somewhere ('send' [Gh.]), escort, lead 

sb. (to ~ )   n. ta'as 

take sth. (to ~ )   v. nǤk 

take sth. one has no right to, embezzle, 

expropriate (to ~ )   v. gțbig 

take sth. out   v. suk 

take sth./sb. with you, 'send' [Gh.]   n. ta'as 

take, bring, use (to ~ )   v. zaŋ 

take, to ~   v. mǤr1 

take/bring out of, extract (to ~ )   v. yis 

taker up of ...   n. -nu'as2 

tales (tell ~ ), report (to ~ )   v. pǤǤtim 

talisman, amulet   n. sanbir 

talk [n.], speech, word   n. pian'țk 

talk, to ~   v. pian'1 

talk/words (sweet-, persuasive- ~ )  

 n. kțkǤmalisiŋ 

talking-   adj. -pian'adir 

tall, long   adj. -wǤk 

tall, long (to be/grow ~ )   v. wa'am1 

tamarind pod   n. punsir 

tamarind tree   n. punsig1 

tamarind-drink   n. sobolo 

tame, domesticate an animal (to ~ )   v. milis 

tape-recorder   n. tep 

tassel, form a tassel (maize does)   v. pian'3 

taste sth., to ~   v. lǫm1 

taste, savour (to ~ )   v. ta'am2 [N] 

taste, tastiness, savour   n. mimilig 

tasteless, weak, dawadawa-less (soup)  

 n. kpalpțnwǫug 

tastiness  n. mimilim 

tasty, savoury   adj. -mimil 

tasty, 'sweet' [Gh.]   adj. -mimal 

Tata (bus)   n. Tata 

taught (well-~ ), experienced, trained (to be 

~ )   v. zan'aŋ1 

taunt sb.   v. nyik 

tax   n. lampǤ 

taxgatherer, tax-collector   n. lampǤdi'es 

TBA, traditional birth attendant, midwife  

 n. pu'adu'as 

tea   n. tii1 

teach   v. zamis1 

teach, rebuke, advise (to ~ )   v. sa'al1 

teach, show (to ~ )   v. bigis 

teach, to ~   v. pa'al2 

teacher   n. pa'an1 

n. tika 

teaching   n. pa'alțg1 

teaching, lesson, study   n. zamisțg1 

tear (partly  ~ ), cut sth. off  (to ~ )   v. vǫbil 

tear off, strip (to ~ )   v. fulig 

v. fulis 

tear sth. apart, to ~   v. tǤǤns 

tear sth. off, to   v. fțgțs 

tear [pl.], to ~   v. aans 

tear, pluck   v. ans 

tear, rip (to ~ )   v. aaǫn1 

tears   n. ninta'am 

teenager, youth   n. na'akim1 

teeter, shake, flounce   v. zia'as 

telephone   n. telefon 
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tell a story, to ~   v. sǤlim1 

tell out , disseminate, proclaim (news, message) 

(to ~ )   v. yis 

temperature (have a ~ ), be hot (to ~ )   v. bi'1 

temple (bone)   n. gbǫ'ǫkuk 

temple (bone), forehead   n. gbǫ'ǫlaa 

tempt, deceive (to ~ )   v. pan'as 

tempt, test, measure (to ~ )   v. mak1 

temptation, test, trial, measurement   n. makir2 

ten   num. piig1 

ten times   num. bțpiiga 

tending of sheep and goats   n. kǤnbkemsțg 

tendon, muscle, strength   n. giinl1 

tent (to pitch a ~ ), shelter (to make a ~ ), lean 

sth. (e.g. ladder) (to ~ )   v. ti' 

v. ti'il 

tent, canopy, 'tarpaulin'   n. tapooli 

tent, temporary room or shelter, hut   n. sțgțr 

termination, finish, ending   n. naar1 

termite, maggot   n. muak2 

termite-hill, termite   n. yǤǤr 

termites   n. sibig2 

n.pl. tambǫ'ǫd 

terrify, scare, frighten sb.   v. vunbis 

terror, fear   n. pǫlim 

test (pass the/a ~ ), endure, persevere, pass 

a/the test (to ~ )   v. mǤdig 

test by ordeal, to ~   v. pǤns1 

test sth., to ~   v. kpans 

test, tempt, measure (to ~ )   v. mak1 

test, trial, temptation, measurement   n. makir2 

testicle   n. lan 

testify against, accuse, condemn sb. (to ~ )  

 v. gǫǫns2 

testimony, evidence   n. sǫǫda 

testimony, evidence, witness   n. kasǫt 

thank sb., to ~   v. pț'țs1 

thanks   n. bareka 

n. pț'țsim1 

n. pț'țsțg1 

that   cj. ka1 

dem. -kan2 

that ... , say that   ptc. ye1 

that which   pn. din2 

rel. lin1 

that, this   sx.dem. -a2 

thatch, weed, grass   n. mǤǤg 

thatched roof, roof   n. mǤpil 

the morrow, the next day   n. yimbǫog 

the [definite article]   dem. la1 

dem. maa1 

thee   pn. fǤ 

thee [object suffix]   pn.sx. -f 

thee, you [sg.] [object]   pn. țf1 

their, them, they   pn. ba1 

them, they, their   pn. ba1 

then   ptc. yț'țn1 

then, finally, afterwards  adv. nyaan 

then, there   adv. sa1 

then, there-and-then   loc. ani 

there   loc. ani 

loc. anina 
loc. kpɛ'ɛsa 

there, here   loc. kpǫ' 

there, then   adv. sa1 

there-and-then   loc. ani 

therefore   disc. alazug 

disc. dinzug 

disc. din^yǫla 

these, this   dem. nǫ' 

dem. nǫ'ǫŋa 

these, those   dem. -bama1 

they who, as/when they ...   pn. ban1 

they [emph.]  pn. ban2 

they, them, their   pn. ba1 

they, those, such   pn. bama2 

thick   adj. -gbiribir 

thick (opposite of watery), solid   adj. -gan'alțg 
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thick lips   n. nǤŋgbamgbiribir 

thick, to be ~   v. mugum 

thicken, solidify (to ~ )   v. gan'alim 

thicket   n. gǤǤdiŋ 

thicket, liana   n. gǫndir 

thicket, place in bush difficult to pass   n. gauŋ 

thief   n. na'ayiig 

n. wa'adir 

thievery   n. na'ayiigim 

thigh   n. kpǫr 

thigh (the muscular part of the  ~ )  

 n. gbǫsa'ab 

thigh, upper-leg, back leg of four-footed 

animals   n. gbǫr 

thigh–flesh   n. nakpasǫr 

thin   adj. -wațŋ 

thin (to be ~ )   v. banlig 

thin (unhealthily)   id. gǫr-gǫr 

thin, fine, small   adj. -baanlig 

thin, lean (to be ~ )   v. waŋim2 

thin, 'lean [Gh.] (to be ~ )   v. banl 

thin, 'lean' [Gh.] (to grow ~ )  v. faae 

thin, runny   id. yilyil 

thin, small, fine   adj. -baanlig 

thing   n. bțn1 

thing, stuff, equipment, tool, [pl.] luggage, 

loads   n. lauk 

think (erroneously), believe   v. mi'1 

think of, consider sth. (to ~ )   v. si'ilim 

think over, meditate upon sth. (to ~ )   v. wies 

think, consider, have an opinion (to ~ )   v. gǤs1 

think, know, be used to (to ~ )   v. mi'1 

think, to   v. tǫn'ǫs1 

think, to ~   v. tǫn' 

third generation descendants   n. yaan-tan' 

thirst   n. ku'onuud 

thirty   num. pistan' 

this   adj. -kan4 

dem.adj. -kaŋa2 

dem. nwa'2 

this is, this here  dem. nwana 

this very one   dem. kaŋa1 

this year, nowadays   n. dțnna 

this, that   sx.dem. -a2 

this, these   dem. nǫ'ǫŋa 

this, thus   dem. anwa 

this/these   dem. nǫ' 

thong, woman's traditional underwear  

 n. nyaadig 

thorn [type]   kțlampan' 

thorn, thorn tree   n. gun'a 

those   adj. bama3 

dem. -ban3 

those there   dem. banla1 

dem.adj. -banla2 

those which   pn. din2 

those, they, such   pn. bama2 

thou   pn. fțn2 

thou, thy   pn. fț 

thought   n. pțtǫn'ǫr 

thought [n.]   n. tǫn'ǫsțg1 

thoughtless, careless person  n. zi'i-mǫŋ 

thousand   num. tusir 

thread   n. gaarig 

threaten (rain does)   v. kț4 

threaten sb., to ~   v. vǤlis 

threaten, compete (to ~ )  v. fțțs1 

three   num. ata'aŋa 

three-   num. -atan'2 

three   num. atan'1 

num. -tan'1 

three times  adv.num. abțta'aŋa 

thresh, beat (to ~ )   v. bț' 

threshing-floor  n. zieŋ 

threshold   n. yibig 

thrice   num. abțtan' 

throat, the hollow of sth.   n. lǫuŋ 

throat, voice   n. kțkǤr 
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throw   v. lǤb 

throw across, to ~   v. tud1 

throw away, dispose of, to ... away (to ~ )  

 v. bas 

throw earth/sand, water at sb., to ~   v. fǫn' 

throw sth. down, make sth. fall (to ~ )   v. lub1 

v. lug1 

throw underhand, throw down, toss, cast a net 

(to ~ )   v. bas 

throw up, vomit, be sick (to ~ )   v. tin 

throw, scatter sth. (to ~ )   v. yaar1 

thumb   n. nu'uraug 

thump sb., hit with a club (to ~ )  v. vǤb 

thump, bump (to ~ )   v. parig 

thundering   n. satansțg 

Thursday  n. Alaamisi 

thus   adv. ala1 

adv. anwana 

adv. wala2 

thus, this   dem. anwa 

thy, thou   pn. fț 

tick   n. ba'amadir [N] P.1 

ticket, market dues, 'ticket' [Gh.]   n. tigiti 

tidy, organised (to be ~ )   v. bian'as 

tie round, array, put on a headtie, wrap round 

(to ~ )   v. bǤbig1 

tie round, tie round oneself, dress (up) in (to 

~ )   v. bǤb 

tie round,wrap round, headtie (put on a ~ ), 

array (to ~ )   v. bǤbig1 

tie sth. (to ~ )   v. lǤ1 

tie together, button up, fasten into   v. ga'al 

tie, sth. to tie with   n. lǤǤdiŋ 

tigernuts   n. susuoli 

tighten, belt up (to ~ )   v. sǫnb 

tilt, be tilted (to ~ )   v. gbǫl1 

tilt, tip (sth.) over (to ~ )   bik 

timber, lumber, wood (substance)   n. daug1 

time (the due/ ~ )   n.tmp. a-daar-paaeya 

time (to take ~ to do sth.)   v. ya'as2 

time passes, spend (time)   v. niŋ1 

time, opportunity   n. ya'a1 

time, point or period in time   n. saŋa 

time, to gain/play for ~   v. barim 

timely, at the time of ... (to be ~ ), coincide with 

(to ~ )   v. sia'al3 

times   n. nǤǤr1 

n. nǤǤrim 

times (number of ...)   n. nǤbpauŋ 

times (so-many-~ )   num. bț-2 

times, how many ~ ?   int. abțla 

tin roof, 'zinc' sheet   n. kǫnmisi 

tin, lead, white-metal   n. dalba 

tin-can, 'tin' [Br.], 'can' [Am.]   n. kțŋkǤŋ 

tines of a fork   n.pl. yiriba 

tip (sth.) over, tilt (to ~ )   bik 

tire, afflict (to ~ )   v. wțm2 

tire, be/get tired (to ~ )   v. gǫn1 

tired [to make sb. ~]   v. gǫǫns1 

tiredness   n. gǫǫnlis1 

to defile sb.   v. milig 

v. milig 

to dip in a liquid   v. pu'al 

to do sth. suddenly, quickly   v. ta'am1 

to empty/pour out [many]   v. kpa'as3 

to shave   v. zuŋ1 

v. zuŋ1 

v. zuŋ1 

to soak   v. pu'al 

to sow   v. bțd 

to [purpose]   ptc. n2 

toad   n. agbanna 

n. pǤnnir 

tobacco   n. taba1 

tobacco plant   n. tabraug 

tobacco, cake of ~   n. tabgbil 

tobacco-pouch   n. tabir [N] 

today   n. zina 
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toe   n. nǤbbil 

toenail/s, claw/s   n.pl. nǤb-ian 

toffee, 'taffy' [Am.], sweets, 'candy' [Am.]  

 n. tǤǤfii 

together   id. gumm 

n. taab2 

together (to pull oneself ~ ) , shake oneself (to 

~ )   v. zigim 

together, do sth.~   v. la'am 

together, to do sth. ~   v. la'as1 

tomato ('bitter-~')   n. kǤmir 

tomatoes   n. kamantǤǤsi 

tomb, grave   n. yațg 

tomorrow   ptc.tmp. saa3 

tongue   n. zilim 

tongue, to gesture with the ~, click the tongue 

(to ~ )   v. kalim 

tool, loads, luggage, equipment, stuff, thing  

 n. lauk 

tooth   n. nyin 

tooth-gap   n. bțkkinlam 

top (of object), head   n. zug1 

top (put sth. on ~ of sth.), lay a course (in 

building)[put on ~] (to ~ )   v. sțn'țl 

top (to be on ~ )  v. pa'ae 

v. sțn'e 

top of head, crown [anat.]   n. zupaasțțg 

top, [to be on ~]  v. ya'ae1 

topaz   n. topas 

topic, motto, slogan   n. yǫlzug 

top-off, complete a building (to ~ )   v. kuoe 

topsy-turvey, backwards, inside-out, in reverse 

of normal   adv. tutula 

torch(-light), flashlight [Am.], electricity, 'light' 

[Gh.], lamp, headlamp, light [n.]  

 n. bugum 

torment, suffering, poverty   n. fara 

torn   adj. -aanlim 

torn ..., worn out,   adj. -kǫndig2 

adj. -kǫǫțng 

torn cloth/clothes, rag   n. kparikǫǫțng 

tortoise, '(box-)turtle' [Am.]   n. kpa'akur 

toss, throw underhand, throw down, cast a net 

(to ~ )   v. bas 

touch sth., to ~   v. si'is 

touch, feel (to ~ )   v. babil 

tough, cruel   adj. -zian'asir 

toughened, hardened (to be ~ )   v. gbirib 

towel   n. bǤdiba 

n. papafu 

town, city   n. tempțțg 

town, village (larger), inhabited place   n. teŋ1 

town-centre, 'downtown' [Am.], city  

 n. teŋpțțg 

town-crier, proclaimer, announcer  

 n. labamǤǤn 

trachoma   n. barzțnzǤŋ 

track, small path, trail [Am.]   n. suobuk 

tractor   n. lǤkuodir 

trade   v. kpiis2 

trade, be a merchant (to ~ )   v. kpimis 

v. tǤlim 

trade, trading   n. kpikpǫțŋ 

n. kpikpiŋ 

trader   n. kpikpinkpin 

trader, merchant   n. da'abiig 

trading   n. la'akuos 

trading, stock   n. kuosim1 

traditional birth attendant (TBA), midwife  

 n. pu'adu'as 

traffic-accident  n. sapu'ad 

trail sb., stalk, creep up on, spy (to ~ )   v. pig2 

train   n. ziriga 

trained, experienced, well-taught (to be ~ )  

 v. zan'aŋ1 

traitor, accuser   n. teŋgbi'id 

traitor, cheat, sneak   n. zamsǤb 

trample [to ~]   v. pǤligim 

trample, to ~   v. mǫ'ǫŋ 
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trample, tread on (to ~ )   v. nǤ1 

transfer sth., to ~   v. fiŋ1 

translate   v. lǫbig1 

translate, to ~   v. lǫbig2 

transplant, plant, put in the ground vertically 

(as, a post)   v. sǫ1 

v. sǫǫl1 

trap   n. baŋ2 

trap [n.]   n. bǫndig 

trap, bait or set a trap (to ~ )   v. bǫnd 

travel, roam, 'roam and come', wander (to ~ )  

 v. gǤn1 

travel, to ~   v. nwiǫn1 

travel, wander, roam, 'roam and come' (to ~ )  

 v. gǤn1 

traveller   n. suodǤla 

n. suoken 

tray, platter   n. perinte 

tray, wash-bowl, plate   n. taslaa 

treachery, betrayal   n. teŋgbi'idim 

tread on, trample (to ~ )   v. nǤ1 

treasurer  n. ligidgur 

n. ligidsu'ad 

tree   n. tiig1 

tree 'medicine'   n. tiza'ar [W] 

tree [sp.]   n. bian'an 

n. dakpiaŋ [I] 
n. dalilory [I] 

n. dapinga [I] 

n. dazun 

n. gǫndzin'a 

n. guoŋ 

n. kansǤǤng 

n. kikambusig 

n. kiig1 

n. kțkpalig 

n. kpa'ariŋ 

n. li'eŋ 

n. makim1 

n. matinkǤ'Ǥn 

n. na'anǤbig 

n. na'aziinr2 

n. nambia 

n. nǫlig 

n. peytuba [I] 

n. pǤnsimpǤn'Ǥl 

n. seerlungu 

n. sisibig 

n. siig2 

n. suguriŋ 

n. tima'asir 

n. vuoŋ 

n. wasinwal 

n. yilig2 

n. zapgun'a 

tree [sp.], ackee-apple tree   n. kpisig 

tree [sp.], bauhinia   ba'an2 [W] 

tree [sp.], 'calabash tree'   n. nwamatiig 

tree [sp.], cashew   n. atian 

tree [sp.], custard-apple, soursop   n. ba'udig 

tree [sp.], guava   n. bțyaka1 

tree-root   n. ti-nya'ar 

trees (fruiting)   n.pl. tiwanna 

tree-stump   n. tigbi'ir 

tree[sp]   n. laŋgbiing 

trembling, shaking   n. kikirțg 

trial, test, temptation, measurement   n. makir2 

tribal-mark, scarification   n. kisir3 

tribe   n. buud1 

tribe [of Israel], clan   n. dǤǤg 

trick, deceive (to ~ )   v. bǫligi 

trim a wick   v. zin'e 

trim in a fancy way, to ~   v. gin'e 

trim [nails]   v. sǫǫl2 

trim, lop (to ~ )   v. pǫs 

trip, block sb. (to ~ )   gǫnd 

v. gǫndig2 

trot, to   v. yu'os2 

trouble (to get sb. into ~ )   v. bțl 

trouble, disturb sb./sth. (to ~ )   v. daam1 

trouble, misfortune   n. bțla 
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trouble, problem, palaver   n. yǫl2 

trouble, suffering, difficulty   n. yǫltǤǤg 

troublesome, either a mad/rabid dog or a 

nagging, pestering person  

 adj. -zizalțg [N] 

troublous, surprising   adj. -pakir1 

trousers, 'pants' [Am.]   n. kurdaug 

n. kurug 

truck [Am.], motor-vehicle, car, 'lorry' [Gh.]  

 n. lǤr 

truck, chariot, cart   n. tǫreko 

true, genuine   adj. -sida2 

truly   adv. amǫŋa 

n. asida 

adv. sid2 

trumpet, mouth-organ   n. kasiŋkaaŋ 

trunk of tree   n. til 

truth   n. amǫŋir 

n. sida3 

n. yǫlmǫŋir 

truth, justice, fairness   n. yǫlsida 

try hard to ..., strive (to ~ )   v. mǤ1 

try, attempt, strive to ~ (to ~ )  v. mak1 

try, to ~   v. kpǫ'ǫŋ 

tuberculosis   n. nyǤ'Ǥg 

Tubig [shrine]   n. tțbig 

Tuesday   n. Atilata 

tumour, lump, swelling   n. nǤdir 

tunic, shirt, smock   n. dansik 

turban   n. bantabig 

turkey   n. tolotolo [N] 

turn ( ~ to sth.), face/be opposite sth., focus on 

(to ~ )   v. kpa'2 

turn (self/sb.) (to ~ )   v. nwǫdig1 

turn aside (to ~ )  v. kǫdig 

v. kǫdig 

turn aside, avoid, divert sb./sth.   v. lu'as 

turn aside, avoid, divert sb./sth. (to ~ )   v. luak 

turn aside, be curved/twisted (to ~ )   v. kǫdig 

turn aside, give way, deviate (to ~ )   v. bie 

turn aside, to ~   v. yuk1 

turn in the direction of, face towards, be 

opposite (to ~ )   v. lǫb2 

turn one's back, to ~   n. bid1 

turn round, upside down (to ~)   v. tulig 

turn self over   v. lǫbig2 

turn self/sth. over, to ~  v. lieb2 

turn sth. into sth., become, cause to become (to 

~ )   v. lǫbig1 

turn sth. upside down, overturn sth. (to ~ )  

 v. lǫbig2 

turn [many], turn this way and that (to ~ )  

 gi'es 

turn, turn round, alter course (to ~ )   v. fǫnd 

v. fǫndig 

turn, turn towards (to ~ )   v. gi'e 

turn/turn sth. over, to ~  v. lidig2 

turquoise   n. takuos 

tusks, long teeth   n.pl. nyingaand [N] 

tut-tut, click the tongue (to ~ )   v. sabis 

twenty   num. pisi 

twice   adv.num. abțyi' 

twig   n. dibir 

twin   n. liibir 

twist around, wriggle   v. nwǫǫn 

twist sth. [to ~]   v. nwǫlig 

twisted (be ~ ), bend sth. (to ~ )   v. pǤnd 

twisted/curved (to be ~ )  v. kǫdig 

two-   num. -ayi'2 

two   num. ayi'1 

num. ayi'iŋa 

num. yi' 

two of them, both   pn.num. babayi' 

type of ...   n. buud1 
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U  -  u 

ugly person   n. balǫrig 

ugly, to be ~   v. lǫr 

umbilical cord   n. zanr 

umbilical hernia, 'hernia' [Gh.]   n. kpiig2 

unbutton, to ~   v. ga'as 

unbutton, unhook, unclench   v. ga'ai 

unceasing, repeated, one after another   v. tǤl 

uncertain (be ~ ), doubt (to ~ )  v. bi'es1 

uncircumcised   n. A-pț-kpǫn'ǫ-baŋț 

uncircumcised, foreskin   n. yu'ogbauŋ 

n. yu'okǤlțg 

uncle (mother's brother)   n. ansib 

uncle, father's younger brother, 'junior father' 

[Gh.]   n. ba'apit 

uncle, 'junior father' [Gh.], father's younger 

brother   n. saambil [N] 

n. saampit 

uncle, 'senior father' [Gh.], father's senior 

brother   n. saamkpǫǫm 

unclear, misty, obscured   adv. paan 

unclear, obscured, misty   adv. paan 

unclench, unhook, unbutton   v. ga'ai 

unconcernedly   id. gi'a-gi'a 

uncooked, raw   adj. -kansir1 

uncover sth. [to ~]   v. pibig 

uncover, unroof (to ~ )   v. pilig 

uncover, unstick, open (to ~ )   v. lak 

under, at the bottom of sth.   n. gbin1 

under, hollow place   n. lǫuŋ 

under, lower, below, beneath   loc. teŋir 

undergrowth   n. tțtțgir 

undergrowth, fallow land, forest   n. sian'ar 

underpants, pants [Br.], 'shorts' [Am.]   n. pǫtǤ 

understand ( ~ language), hear (to ~ )   v. wțm1 

understand, recognize, know (to ~ )   v. baŋ1 

underwear [traditional men's ~  ], loincloth  

 n. nyabir [W] 

undisciplined, spoilt (to be ~ )   v. pǤn'Ǥl1 

undisturbed, calm   id. mǤi 

undress sb., remove garments (to ~ )   v. yǫǫs2 

undress, unencumber self/sb. (to ~ )   v. yǫǫg 

uneasy, apprehensive (to be ~ )   v. yțn 

unencumber self/sb., undress self/sb. (to ~ )  

 v. yǫǫg 

unexpected   adj. -di'igir1 

unexpected, sudden appearance of sth./sb.  

 id. zumm 

unhang, unhook (to ~ )   v. yak2 

unhook, unclench, unbutton   v. ga'ai 

unhook, unhang (to ~ )   v. yak2 

unimportant, junior person   n. biig 

unintelligent, dull (to be ~ )   v. ma'as3 

unity, agreement   v. nǤǤr yinne 

universe   n. dunia 

unkempt, disorganised (to be ~ )   v. tulis2 

unknown, incomprehensible   adj. -zilinzi'ig 

unmoving, still   id. ki'1 

unplug   v. ǫndig 

unripe   adj. -gț'țg 

adj. -pilǫog 

unripe, immature   adj. -kansir1 

adv. kansir2 

unroof, uncover (to ~ )   v. pilig 

unsold (be left ~ ), fail to sell, be remaindered 

(to ~ )   v. wǫǫl 

unstick, uncover, open (to ~ )   v. lak 

untie, release sth. (to ~ )   v. idig 

untie, to ~   v. lǤdig2 

v. yidig2 

until   ptc. asǫǫ 

until, as far as, to the extent that, even  

 ptc. hali 
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untruth (-fulness), a lie, lying   n. ziri1 

unwisdom, stupidity   n. ya'amka'alțg 

up   id. nyii 

up in the sky, above   loc. saagǤl 

up, above, upwards   adv. agǤl 

up, sky   n. saazug 

upper back   n. gțrțg 

upper-leg, thigh, back leg of four-footed 

animals   n. gbǫr 

upright, stationary   id. kippi 

upright, straight   id. sappi 

uproot sth., to ~   v. vuoǫn 

upside down (turn sth. ~ ), invert (to ~ )  

 v. tulis1 

upwards, above, up   adv. agǤl 

urgently   adv. tțțlig-tțțlig 

urgently, in a rush   id. bap-bap 

urinal   n. dț'țnku'or 

urinate, to ~   v. dț'țn 

urine   n. dț'țnim 

us, we, our   pn. ti1 

us, we, our [emph.]  pn. tinam 

use sth., to ~  v. nǤk 

use, make use of (to ~ )   v. mǤr1 

used to (to be ~ ), think, know (to ~ )   v. mi'1 

used to, accustomed (to be ~ )   v. miilim 

usefulness   n. tțmmir 

useless   adj. -yǫțg 

adj. -yǤlțg2 

adj. -yǤǤg1 

useless person/people, social outcast  

 n. ninyǤǤg 

useless, carelessly   adv. yǤri 

useless, empty   adj. -nǫǫr2 

adj. -zaalig 

uselessly, recklessly   adv. yǤǤd1 

using ..., with (an instrument)   cj. nǫ1 

utter (as: a cry), to ~   v. suurim 

utterly, flatly, absolutely   adv. fian'a 

V  -  v 

vaccinate   v. kțns 

vaccination, inoculation, an injection  n. kʋnsim1 

vagina, vulva   n. pǫn 

vain (in ~ ), emptily, (for) nothing   adv. zaalim 

vain (in ~), aimlessly   adv. yǤǤgț 

valley   n. bǤn'Ǥg 

valley (of river)   n. kǤldabțmbǤk 

value   n. kibar 

value, profit, interest, reward   n. nyǤǤd1 

value, significance, meaning   n. vǤǤnr2 

vanish (magically), be invisible (to ~ )   v. lil [W] 

vanish, go away (to ~ )   v. mǫlim 

varicoloured, indeterminate colour, pale  

 adj. -pipǫlig 

variously, inconsistently, in a confused 

manner   adv. bțra1 

vegetables   n.pl. zǫnma'asa 

vehemently, seriously, with force  

 adv. kpan-kpan 

venereal disease, s.t.d.   n. pu'aban'a 

veranda (of a thatched room)   n. ba'ag 

veranda, covered place, portico  n. za'ambǫŋ 

verdict (give ~ ), condemn (to ~ )   v. kțțs1 

verdict, condemnation   v.n. kțțsțg1 

verse (in Bible references)   n. pțdigir1 

very much, greatly   ptc. hali 

via, to go ~ a place/route   v. dǤl 

vibrate, shake (to ~ )   v. bir1 

id. birid2 

victory   n. nyaŋir1 

victory, pride   n. ya'an1 

view, sight, look, looks   n. gǤsig1 
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village   n. teŋkpǫŋ 

village (larger), town, inhabited place   n. teŋ1 

village (small), hamlet   n. tembil 

villager, inhabitant, villager, citizen  

 n. teŋimbiig 

villain, fool   n. yalim2 

villain, rascal   n. wa'adir 

villainy, foolishness   n. yalim2 

vine, grapevine   n. vain 

violate, break a command/law/taboo (to ~ )  

 v. san'am 

violence   n. nyǤnbid 

violence, wrongdoing   n. pitǤǤlim 

violent, sharp (as 'a sharp blow')   id. kpi'i 

violently   adv. gbiridi 

violently (shiver ~ )   id. gba-gba 

violently, fiercely   adv. yutim2 

virgin land cleared   n. vǤn'Ǥd 

virus, bacteria, infective micro-organism  

 n. zțnzțnr 

visible thing   n. bțnnyǫtir 

visit often, frequent (to ~ )   v. kaalim1 

visit, go to a specific place for a purpose (to 

~ )   v. kaae 

voice, throat   n. kțkǤr 

vomit [n.]   n. tiind1 

vomit, be sick, throw up (to ~ )   v. tin 

vote,to ~   v. vǤǤt 

vow   n. pț'țlțŋ1 

vow, promise an offering (to ~ )   v. pț'țlțm 

vulture   n. zțțng 

vulva, vagina   n. pǫn 

W  -  w 

wade, to ~   v. buug1 

wages, pay, charge   n. yǤǤd2 

waist-beads   n.pl. sa^nwiis [MA] 

n.pl. simmiis 

wait   v. wiis1 

wait for  v. gur1 

wait for sth., to ~   v. tug 

wait, guard, hold onto (to ~ )  v. gu' 

wait, to   v. wi'is1 

wait, to ~   v. gu'us 

wake, shine, reveal, appear (to ~ )  v. nie1 

walk across, to ~  v. buuns 

walk slowly   v. taas2 

walk, to ~   v. keŋ 

walkingstick, cane, sceptre   n. dansaar 

wall   n. guom 

wall (free-standing)   n. mǫǫsir 

wall (of room)   n. dǤkpin 

wall, broken   n. wǫlțg 

wall, free-standing   n. zaŋguom1 

wander, be lost (to ~ )   v. yirid 

wander, roam, 'roam and come', travel (to ~ )  

 v. gǤn1 

wander, to   v. giilim 

wandering, 'roaming' [Gh.]   adj. -gǤǤndir 

want, need, like, love   v. bǤ2 

wanter of ...   n. -bǤǤd2 

war against, to ~   v. tț'țs 

war, battle   n. tanp1 

war-gown   n. gbian'anț 

wari, mancala, owarri (game)   n. wari 

warm   id. wamm 

warm oneself  v. țțs 

warmly   adv. tțțliga 

warmth, heat  n. tțțlim 

warn sb. against sth. (to ~ )   v. kpamis2 

warn sb., to ~  v. kǫn'ǫs 

warn, 'advise' [Gh.] (to ~ )   v. kpa'as2 

warning, 'advice' [Gh.]   n. sa'alțg1 

warrior   n.pr. Kambțŋ 
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warrior, champion, giant   n. gandaug 

warrior, fighter   n. zabzabid 

warriorliness, courage, manliness   n. bțraalim 

warthog   n. dǫǫg1 

warthog piglet   n. dǫbil 

wash face   v. uung 

wash over, run down  (to ~ ) [water does]  

 n. yțdig 

wash the hands or feet, to ~   v. wabis1 

wash things, to ~   v. pies 

wash, to ~   v. pie1 

wash-bowl, tray, plate   n. taslaa 

washing-   adj. -piedim 

washing water   n. ku'opiedim 

wasp, hornet   tangbǫǫnl 

waste grain   n.pl. kakpǫǫd 

waste of money, extravagance   n. ligsan'auŋ 

waste time, delay (to ~ )   v. kǤ'Ǥs1 

waste, destroy, spoil (to ~ )  v. san'am 

waste, spoiled, leftover   adj. -faug 

watch (wrist ~ ), clock   n. googo 

watch, keep watch over, watch out for, guard 

(to ~ )   v. gur1 

watch, look at, observe (to ~ )   v. kpans 

watchman, guard, guardian   n. gur2 

n. wasmaan 

n. yigur 

water [an animal], make sb. drink (to ~ )  

 v. nulis 

water, irrigate (to ~ )   v. dǤn'Ǥs2 

water, liquid, juice   n. ku'om 

water, moisten sth. (to ~ )   v. wț'țg 

waterfall   n. ku'osusuud 

n. susuud 

waterfowl [sp.]   n. piya'ampiing 

waterhole, place where one gets water  

 n. kǤldabțmbǤk 

waterhole, well, river, lake   n. kǤlțg2 

waterlily   n. kǤlgțțmir 

watermelon   n. wǤtamǫlǤn 

waterpot   n. ku'oyțțr 

n. yțțr 

waterspring, spring (of water)   n. ku'obulig 

n. ku'obulig 

waterway, watercourse   n. ku'osuor 

watery, hot t.z.   n. sa'abaan [N, P] 

wave around, slop about (to ~ )   v. yǫŋim 

wave sth. to-and-fro, offer (-and-take-back) 

(to ~ )   v. nyǤǤsim 

wave sth., to ~   v. yuulim 

wave [n.]   n. ku'opil1 

wave, brandish sth., to ~  v. mǫn2 

wave, current   n. ku'onwiig 

wave, swirl about (to ~ )   v. zuon1 

waver, be in doubt, be confused (to ~ )  

 v. yutim1 

way of doing sth.   n. suor 

way of life   n. suor 

way, path, road   n. suor 

we, us, our   pn. ti1 

we, us, our [emph.]  pn. tinam 

weak   adj. -gǫǫnliŋ 

weak (to be ~ )   v. gǫn1 

weak (to be ~ ), weaken sb./sth. (to ~ )  

 v. tadig 

weak, feeble   adv. zǫba 

weak, mild, not severe/serious   adv. lamm 

weak, slow, soft   adj. -bțgțsim 

adj. -bțgțsir 

weak, small   adj. -buk4 

weak, soft (to be ~ )   v. bțgțs1 

v. bțk1 

weak, tasteless, dawadawa-less (soup)  

 n. kpalpțnwǫug 

weak, to be   v. buk2 

weak, to be ~   v. siǫn1 

weak, to be/become ~   v. nyǤs 

weaken sth., to ~   v. buk2 
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weakling   n. niŋgǫǫnliŋ 

n. tadimbțțg 

weakly child   n. nyi'a [N] 

weakness   n. bțgțsțm 

wealth   n. kpan'am 

wealth, plenty   n. pauŋ 

wealth, riches  n. arezak 

wealthy person   n. bțndaan 

wealthy, rich person   n. bțmmǤr 

wealthy/rich person  n. kpan' 

n. kpan'amdaan 

wean   v. tțk2 

wean, be weaned, to ~  v. tuk2 

wear (around waist/hips/thighs), gird (to ~ )  

 v. sǤn3 

wear out [to ~]   v. kǫndig1 

wear out, break down, no longer function (to 

~ )   kpi 

wear sth. out, rub bare (to ~ )   v. fțdig 

wear, put on (clothes)  (to ~ )   v. yǫ 

wear, put on (sth. around extremity : ring, shoe, 

glove, sock) (to ~ )   v. pid1 

weave   v. țg1 

weave a rope   v. nwiig2 

weave in patterns, embroider, be multicoloured 

(to ~ )   v. pǤnr2 

weave, plait (rope) (to ~ )   v. pan'am 

weaverbird, village weaver   n. ayul 

web, spiderweb   n. paanlțŋ 

Wednesday   n. Alaarib 

weed [sp.]   n. nwauŋ 

weed, grass, thatch   n. mǤǤg 

weed, to (first)   v. dǤǤn1 

weed, to ~ (second)   v. dǤn'Ǥs1 

weeding   n. mǤtul 

weeding, to perform the final ~   n. tul 

weeds [sp.]   n.pl. natis 

week   n. bakuai 

n. lasida 

weep (to ~ )   v. kum1 

weep, cry (out) (to ~ )   v. kaas 

weigh sth., assess the weight (to ~ )  

 v. zian'am1 

weight   n. tǫbisim 

weld   v. wǫr 

welfare, health   n. laafi 

well then   disc. taare 

well up, spring, ooze (to ~ )   v. bul1 

well, in a good manner   adv. sț'țŋa 

well, in a good way   adv. sț'țm4 

adv. sțm4 

well, spring [n.]   n. bulig1 

well, to be ~ [W]   v. malis 

well, waterhole, river, lake   n. kǤlțg2 

well-fleshed, chubby (to be ~ )   v. gigis1 

west   n. tuon 

n. ya-tuona 

wet (very  ~ ), soaked   id. matti1 

wet sb./sth., to ~   v. siǫn2 

wet sth., make a place wet   v. madig 

wet sth., make wet (to ~ )   v. mad 

wet, cool   adj. -ma'asim2 

wet, cool, fresh   adj. -ma'asir2 

wet, damp, fresh (vegetation) (to be ~ )  

 v. ma'as1 

wet, moist, lush   id. lțmm 

wetlands, swamp   n. ku'omi'isir 

what if ... ?, what about ... ?, because, as  

 cj. ka1 

what?   int. bǤ1 

wheat   n. wit 

wheel   n. fiil1 

n. nǤbir1 

when I ... , I who ...   pn. mam1 

when it, as it ['it' in a dependent clause]  

 pn. din2 

when s/he, as s/he   pn. on2 

when they ... , they who ...   pn. ban1 
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when they, as they   pn. ban1 

when thou ... , thou who ...   pn. fțn1 

when you ... , you who ...   pn. yanam2 

when(ever), if   ptc. ya'a2 

when? (what day)   int. bțndaar 

where?   int. liya1 

int. ya1 

int. yaanǫ 

which   rel. -kan3 

which, she who, he who, who ...   pn. kan1 

which?   int. -kan5 

whine, buzz (to ~ )   v. vțțn1 

whip   n. kpa'asir 

whip [n.]   n. sisanbig 

whip [type]   n. samaabir 

whip, (blow from a ~ ), 'stripe'   n. kpa'asir 

whip, give a glancing blow, graze (to ~ )  

 v. fieb 

whip/cane, (blow from a ~ ), 'stripe'  

 n. sisanbig 

whirl sth., use a sling (to ~ )   v. vǫnlig 

whirlwind   n. sisi'epiliŋ 

whisper, to ~   v. nya'am 

whistle, flute   n. wiig1 

whistle, to   v. vțțl 

white   adj. -piel1 

adj. -pielig 

adj. -pielim2 

white (very ~ )   id. farr 

White man, foreigner, European  

 n.pr. Na'asaara 

white [to be ~]   v. pǫlig 

whiten   v. pǫlig 

whiteness   n. pielim1 

whitewash   n. gǤǤrpiel 

n. ziŋzak 

whitlow, boil   n. natiŋkpi'eŋ 

whittle, carve, chip, hollow sth. out (to ~ )  

 v. kpi'a2 

whizz!   id. fiațn-fiațn 

who ... [relative], which, she who, he who  

 pn. kan1 

who, I who, as I ...   pn. mam1 

who, the one ~   pn. on2 

who, they who, as they ...   pn. ban1 

who, thou who, as thou ...  pn. fțn1 

who, you who, as you ...   pn. yanam2 

who?   int. anǤ'Ǥn 

whoever, someone, anyone/no one at all  

 indef. sǤ'ǤsǤ' 

whole   adj. -mum2 

wholly (in pain), to be ~   v. saaǫn 

whoosh! (sound of grinding)   id. duu 

whoosh! (sound of smoke/steam coming out)  

 id. us-us 

why?   int. bǤ1 

int. bǤzug 

why?, how?  int. wala1 

wick   n. laŋț 

wicked person  n. bugus1 

wicked, hostile people   n. nimbi'a 

wickedness   n. bugusim 

n. pitǤǤg 

wide   adj. -labig 

adj. -yaliŋ1 

wide (to get/be ~ )   v. yalig 

wide, to be ~   v. labis1 

v. yalim1 

widely   adv. labisiri 

widow (marriage of brother's ~ ), levirate  

 n. pțkǤndiir 

widow, widower   n. pțkǤǤnr 

widower, single man, bachelor   n. dakǤǤnr2 

widowhood   n. pțkǤntim 

width   n. yalțŋ1 

width, palm of the hand   n. labisim1 

wife   n. pu'a1 

n. pu'a1 
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wife (new ~ ), bride   n. pu'apaal 

n. pu'asaan 

wife (swapped ~ )  n. pu'awa'adir 

wild animal   n. bțn^yua 

wilderness, barren area, desert   n. pipirig 

wilderness, bush   n. mǤǤg 

wildflower/s, flower of grass   n. mǤpuum 

will [future]   ptc. na2 

ptc.tmp. saa3 

will, desire   n. ya'ambǤǤdim 

will, desire [n.]   n. bǤǤdim1 

willingness   n. ya'amsǫug 

win, score (in game), beat (opponent) (to ~ )  

 v. di1 

wind, storm-wind   n. sisi'em 

wind, the wind blowing   n. pǫbisim 

n. pǫbisțg1 

window  n. takoro 

wine   n. wain 

wing, arm, fin   n. kpțkpauŋ 

wink, blink, beckon   v. amis 

winnow, to ~   v. yǫlig 

wipe (sweat &c.)   v. iǫn 

wipe out, do away with (to ~ )   v. mǫlis 

wipe out, do away with sth. (to ~ )  v. li'1 

wipe out/off, expunge (to ~ )   v. kpiis1 

wipe, to ~   v. duus 

v. ǫǫns1 

v. wabig 

wise man, knowledgeable person   n. baŋid1 

witch   n. sǤǫn' 

witchcraft   n. sǤǤng 

witchcraft (to accuse sb. of  ~ )   v. sǤǤns 

witchcraft, acts of witchcraft   n.pl. sǤntțțma 

with (an instrument), using ...   cj. nǫ1 

with (to go ~ sb./sth.), accompany   v. dǤlig 

with, and   cj. nǫ1 

with, in, from, at, for   ptc. ni1 

wither, dry up (to ~ )   v. zǫndig 

wither, scorch sth. (to ~ )   v. zǫǫlim 

wither, to ~   v. sț2 

withhold, retain falsely (to ~ )   v. kpiank 

without (be ~ ), fail to have/get, lack (to ~ )  

 v. kǤ'Ǥŋ 

witness, evidence, testimony   n. kasǫt 

witness, person giving first-hand information  

 n. kasǫt 

woe!, alas!   excl. oi 

woman   n. pu'a1 

woman (old ~   n. pu'a^nya'aŋ1 

woman-, -female [in compound words]  

 adj. -pu'ak 

woman, woman after excision   n. zuŋ2 [W] 

woman's traditional underwear, thong, 

'G-string'   n. nyaadig 

womb, insides, stomach, pregnancy   n. pțțg 

women's clothes   pu'amfut 

wonder (wonderful thing or event)  

 n. bțnnyalțŋ 

n. nyalțŋ2 

wonder, wonderful thing   n. kilțŋ2 

wonderful, significant   adj. -kilțŋ1 

adj. -nyalțŋ1 

won't   ptc. kț1 

wood (small(-ish) piece of  ~ ), stick   n. dabil 

wood (substance), timber, lumber   n. daug1 

wood, stick, piece of wood (pl. firewood)  

 n. daug1 

wood, sticks (broken ~)   n.pl. dakǤǤluŋ 

woof, woof! [sound of dog barking]  

 id. paǫn-paǫn 

wool, fur, hair (of body)   n. kǤnbțg1 

wool, yarn, cord   n. gum1 

word   n. yǫlțg1 

word, committed opinion, command, 

promise  n. nǤǤr1 

word, speech, talk [n.]   n. pian'țk 

words/talk (sweet-, persuasive- ~ )  

 n. kțkǤmalisiŋ 
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work harder, to ~   v. tan2 

work properly (tool, process or machinery), 

obey, submit to (to ~ )   v. siak1 

work, a job   n. tțțm1 

work, do (to ~ )   v. tțm1 

worker, servant, employee   n. tțmtțm1 

world   n. dunia 

world, ground, land, country  n. teŋ1 

world, nation, land, earth   n. teŋgbauŋ 

worldliness, 'flesh' (in Christian discourse)  

 n. niŋgbiŋ 

worm, caterpillar   n. zțnzțnr 

worn out, torn ..., rag   adj. -kǫndig2 

adj. -kǫǫțng 

worry, annoy sb. (to ~ )   v. tuk3 

worry, complain (to ~ )   v. fabil1 

worry, complaint   n. fabilțg1 

worry, doubt (to ~ )   v. ya'amis 

worsen, get worse (to ~ )   v. Ǥnsig 

worship (act of ~ ), a prayer   n. pț'țsțg1 

worship a deity, sacrifice (to ~ )   v. maal 

worship [n.], prayer   n. pț'țsim1 

worship, greet ceremonially (to ~ )   v. pț'țs1 

worship, to ~   v. wǤ'Ǥg 

worthless   adj. -yaalig 

worthless (to be ~ )   v. yaal1 

worthless, useless, worthless   adj. -yǤlțg2 

would have   ptc. naan1 

wound   n. dǫŋ2 

n. dǫŋ3 

n. sapu'ad 

wound [n.]   n. isir 

wound, harm, damage (to ~ )   v. pu'alim1 

wounding   n. pan'alțŋ2 

wow!   excl. falaambuda 

wrap around sth., to ~   v. viilim 

wrap round, headtie (put on a ~ ), array, tie 

round (to ~ )   v. bǤbig1 

wrap sth. up, to ~   v. pǤnbil 

wrap, coil around (to ~ )   v. vil 

v. vilig1 

wrap, to ~   v. nyaae1 

wrestle, to   v. mǤ1 

wrestling-match   n. mǤǤr 

wretched(ly)   id. kǫnrid-kǫnridi 

wriggle   v. nwǫǫlim 

wriggle out/around, evade, give way (to ~ )  

 v. mie 

wriggle, twist around   v. nwǫǫn 

wring, squeeze [to ~]   v. nwiak 

wrinkled, to be ~   v. nwiilim 

write, to ~   v. gțlis 

v. sǤb2 

writer   n. sǤbid1 

writer of ...   n. -sǤbid2 

writer, scribe, secretary   n. gbansǤbid 

writhe   v. nwǫǫlim 

writing (a ~ ), written document   n. sǤbir1 

writing, a written text   n. sǤb4 

wrong (to go ~ ), be at fault/mistaken (to ~ )  

 v. gbǫl2 

v. gbǫlig2 

wrong [to be ~]   v. yidig1 

wrongdoing, violence   n. pitǤǤlim 

Y  -  y 

y'all! [emphasizing command to many 

people]   pn. ya2 

yam   n.pl. busir 

n. nyuur1 

yam, tuber of ~   n. busdaug 

yam-mound   n. punnir 

yank sth. up, pull sth. up with a jerk (to ~ )  

 v. vǫns 
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yard (school ~ )   n. lǤmmu 

yarn, wool, cord   n. gum1 

yawn, to ~   v. ya'am2 

year   n. yțțm2 

yeast   n. danbin 

yell to sb., shout "Hey!"   v. hǫǫs 

yell, to ~   v. kpiid1 

yellow   n. dǤnbțțlim 

yellow-berries, 'gaa' fruits   n. ganr 

yes   excl. ǫǫn1 

yesterday   ptc.tmp. sa2 

n. su'os 

yesterday (of ~ ), short-lived, young and 

inexperienced   id. bǫǫga-bǫǫga 

yet, even so, but, instead [contrast particle]  

 ptc.adv. lǫǫ1 

yet, now   adv. nan4 

yet, still   ptc. nam1 

yield (profit)   v. du'al 

yoke   n. yu'asin 

you who, as/when you ...   pn. yanam2 

you/your [sg.]   pn. fț 

you-all   pn. ya2 

pn. yanam1 

young   adj. -paalig 

adj. -pǤl 

adj. -sia'asiŋ 

young female   n. -sa'a1 

young of an animal, child, baby   n. biig 

young of [animal species]   adj. -bil 

young people, youth   n. na'akim1 

n. pu'asadir 

young woman, 'virgin', maiden   n. pu'asadir 

younger brother/sister, 'junior', junior sibling 

of the same sex   n. pit1 

younger son   n. bipit 

youngman [Gh.], a youth, young man   n. dasaŋ 

young-womanhood, girlhood, 'virginity'  

 n. pu'asatim 

youth, prime (ones ~)   n. dasannim 

youth, teenager   n. na'akim1 

youth, time of ones youthfulness  

 n. na'akinnim 

youth, young man, 'youngman' [Gh.]   n. dasaŋ 

youth, young people   n. na'akim1 

n. pu'asadir 

you[sg.], thee [object]   pn. țf1 

Z  -  z 

zanamat   v. gbal 

zeal   n. nyǫlțg 
 

 


